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One of the most genuine pleasures we have at WOR

is this

recognition of effectiveness from advertisers whose long-term
association with this station has been both pleasant and profitable.

E APPROACH

the year 1940. happy for

every load we have helped to carry. We are thankful for
America, proud to be your neighbor in this country whose
glory is in lifting and building men.
In some of the unhappy countries of Europe, citizens
have never known

what was going on in the world. They

have been forbidden to listen to any radio program except
one officially prepared. They have known

only what their

rulers wanted them to know.
Note well the American

way in radio. The humblest

citizen may hear news from every part of the world. There
is no censorship to withhold or warp facts or stifle opinion.
The American

way in radio leads forward, for the whole

public reads, listens, and learns.
Our entire organization feels its responsibility to keep
WLS

a great medium

post on the American

of service and information, a guideway.
BuRRiDGE

D. Butler

PRESIDENT, RADIO STATION WLS

I

Mr. Butler s statement above is the foreicord to the
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1940 "WLS
Albumr
In 10
rears books,
WLS
listeners
have Family
purchased
426,000
of these
published annually, picturing ff^LS personalities
and activities — another indication of the consistent interest and loyalty listeners have for WLS.

The

Prairie

Farmer

Station

CHICAGO
WLS

Burridge D. Butler. President • Glenn Snyder, Manager
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WNAC
WTIC
WEAN
WTAG
WICC
WNLC
WCSH
WLBZ
WFEA
WSAR
WNBH
WHAI
WBRK
jWLNH
V-WRDO

^ WCOU
^WSYB

•

Boston
Hartford
Providence
Worcester
\ Bridgeport
\ New Haven
New London
Portland
Bangor
Manchester
Fall River
New Bedford
Greenfield
Pittsfield
\ Lowell
\ Lawrence
Laconia
Augusta
\ Lewiston
/ Auburn
Rutland

THE

NEW

ENGLAND

a

•

way ins which
the thorou
THAT
k blanket
New
Networgh
Yankee
The'S
England — where 1 8 trading centers
combine to form one of the most
productive, populous
markets in America.
HOMES:

and

prosperous

two-family.

Home

ownership

WEALTH: According to recent reports compiled by the comptroller of
the currency, deposits in New England
banks total $6,500,000,000, including
18%

$300,000,000 wages paid textile workers, and the $63,000,000 paid shoe
workers.
BUYING

In this market of 8,166.131

people and 1,879,499 urban homes,
there are 1,125,296 single houses,
448,510
is 46%.

EARNING POWER: Typical of earnings in two key industries is the total of

of U. S. savings deposits.

POWER:

Figures compiled

by the National Industrial Conference
Board, with deductions for fuel, light and
shelter, give a $3,579,056,000
power
capita.

to New

buying

England, or $415

per

*

Here's the New England market — and
here's the only network that covers it
completely and sells it thoroughly.

s^T'{l
1is?^°.°;i^;s^^c^V
INC.
EDWARD PETRy NETWORK,
& CO., INC., Exclusive National
Sa I es»R
epresen tati ves
YANKEE

Pablished semi-monthly, 2Bth issue (Year
published
in February
by Broadcasting
Publications,
Building, Washington, D. C. Entered as
secondBook
class Number)
matter March
14, 1933,
at the Post
Office at Washington,
D. C, Inc.,
under 870act National
of MarchPress
3, 1879.
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Early

Minutes

Morning

on

Broad-

Yawn
WWTs'
— dance
cast in Michigan
Fifteen months
ago WWJ discarded
records in the
7 to 8:00 A.Club''
M. period
and scheduled LIVE TALENT. A fine orchestra, THE SOPHISTO-GATS, and
a talented songstress, ROSEMARY CALVIN, furnish 45 minutes of ultramodern swing, on a program that has become the most popular early morning
broadcast in Detroit. This is followed by a 15-minute newscast to complete a full
hour of LIVE TALENT, all but the first quarter-hour of which is sponsored by
General Mills Corporation, Bond Clothing Company, and Vick Chemical Company.
The first quarter-hour of this show, from 7 to 7:15 A. M. is now available for sponsorship. Phone or wire for details . . . at once!

National Representatives
George P. Hollingbery Company

The NBC
cream

Blue Network

in the canny
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A PORTRAIT OF
THE

MOST

VERSATILE
OF

ALL

EDUCATOR

TIME

NBC LISTENERS' AIDS
Student's and Teacher's Manuals.
— NBC Music Appreciation Hour

NBC

and

Associated

Conduct

over

"School"

Hours

Stations

a Billion
a Year!

In music and drama, in art and literature, and
in public affairs, NBC has pioneered great radio
programs which are purely educational in character. They are designed and produced entirely
as a public service, and they are intended, in the
best American tradition, to stimulate free thought
and free discussion in a free land.
NBC educational broadcasts are addressed to
both students and laymen, to young and old.
They represent all facets of culture, all shades
of opinion. Modestly figured, they provide more
than a billion "school" hours for millions of

NATIONAL

listeners. Timely, informative and rewarding as
these programs are — it is the skillful combination
of entertainment with education which gives them
their immense popular appeal. To extend their
value and usefulness, NBC public service features
are supplemented by Listeners' Aids — (listed at
the right), prepared in cooperation with leading
universities and authorities.
Radio is the greatest medium for the massdissemination of information and entertainment
ever devised.
In the belief that radio is the most versatile
educator of all time, NBC willingly accepts as an
obligation and an opportunity the great responsibility involved in the broadcasting over its Red
and Blue Networks of large numbers of these
important public service programs.

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

WORLD'S GREATEST BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
A Radio Corporation of America Service

Complete reprints of discussions, questions, answers, comments and bibliographies.— America '/ Toivn Meeting of the Air
Monthly reprints of scripts in magazine
form.
— Science on the March
Reprints, discussion, comments, letters,
reading lists and bibliographies.
— Uni'versity of Chicago Round Table
Complete script reprints, and annotated
bibliographies. — On Your Job
Complete
script reprints
— invaluable
material for students
and teachers
of current
events. — Story Behind the Headlines
Reprints of documentary scripts on the
vyomen of America.
— Gallant American Women
Valuable discussions of human progress
through the ages in complete script, Including bibliography. — The Torch of Progress
Lists of great plays to be broadcast, plots
of the 28 Great Plays; settings, historical
and social backgrounds, sketches of
authors' lives. 11 pages of reference readings. — Great Plays
Album of poetic shrines, photographs of
poets' homes, human
interest stories and
comprehensive
bibliography.
— Pilgrimage of Poetry
Complete sets of reproductions of art in
color, printed art lessons— Art
withForillustrations.
Your Sake
Write in to NBC for details concerning auailability of this material.

EXCLUSIVE
REPRESENTATIVES :
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
woe
DAVENPORT
WHO
DES MOINES
WDAY
FARGO
WOWO-WGL
FT. WAYNE
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KGKO
FT. WORTH-DALLAS
KOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
PACIFIC COAST
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KSFO-KROW . . . SAN FRANCISCO
KVI
SEATTLE-TACOMA

Without belaboring the point, we just
this once more want to mention the
importance of station management.
Management determines the proportion of time devoted to audiencebuilding entertainment. Management
says whether or not your program is
going to be in "good company" or bad.
Management determines the character
of the station, of the programming,
hence of the audience. Management
determines whether the equipment
shall be capable of delivering a good,
clear signal over its proper territory.
Management sets the rates. Manage-

FREE

Se

NEW YORK
247 Park Ave.
Plaz.a 5-4131

their "will to sell").
Management can make or break the
effectiveness of any radio effort. That's
why Free 8C Peters has always held
management to be the first consideration— when soliciting stations for our
own list, and when recommending stations for your list .... The result is
better results for hundreds of our
agency and advertiser friends all over
the United States.

PETERS,

(<nd FREE, JOHNS

CHICAGO
180 N. Michigan Ave.
Franklin 6373

ment determines the merchandising assistance. Management even determines
the voices of the announcers . . . (and

DETROIT
New Center Bldg.
Trinity 2-8444

inc.

S FIELD, INC.)

SAN FRANOSCO
One Eleven Sutter
Sutter 4353

LOS ANGELES
650 S. Grand Ave.
Vandike 0569

ATLANTA
617 Walton Bldg.
Jackson 1678
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$3.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

and
Strikes
for two reasons. There has been
constant
in radio'space
listening
audience growth
and keeping
with
Year Gets Away to Record Start as 1939 Proves the Best
that growth has been steady improvement inprogram technique.
In Radio's History, But Clouds Loom
on the Horizon
"More than 9,000,000 new sets
of the industry's ASCAP contract, went into U. S. homes during 1939,
THE year 1940 will be the best in radio history —
writing involved so much
Unless, of course, the unpredictable hostilities abroad lead whose
increasing the number of sets in
agony four years ago.
use throughout the country to the
to an upsetting of American affairs.
As usual, elections will rise to phenomenal total of 45,000,000.
And unless musician and talent strikes wreak havoc in the their presidential-year importance.
That figure will almost certainly be
Though candidates will purchase augmented
orderly conduct of the broadcast advertising industry.
in 1940.
large
blocks
of
time
during
the
An optimistic outlook is justified by an appraisal of business
actual campaigns, the stations and
Higher Standards
already on the books. The new year is getting away to a flying networks will donate their facilities
start — a much better start than that of 12 months ago. At that for frequent programs between now
"Meanwhile, there has been in
and the nominating conventions. A 1939, and will be in 1940, continutime there was considerable uncertainty, based mainly on unous improvement in entertainment
factor in election-year programsettled prospects for business in general. A comparatively
ming and time-buying will be the standards, more rapid development
slumpless radio summer and a booming autumn, especially
new NAB code, but it is too early of radio's contributions to educaafter the first war nervousness
tion and our engineers tell us that
had subsided — t h e s e favorable most lines of business are still to foresee its effects.
technically we can expect still more
trends carried the year to all-time fresh in broadcasters' minds.
Scarcity of Time
achievements.
highs in nearly every branch of the
Many New York radio figures
Availability of time becomes a
"Business in general in 1939 for
industry.
agree with President William S. more
pressing problem every year. all three major networks showed an
Paley of CBS that 1940 should be
Hardly a Pessimist
hours are in heavy de- appreciable increase over the previthe greatest year in radio history. Daytimemand, and
the market for 30 and
ous year — and present indications
As in past years, Broadcasting
Agencies in general are declared to 50-word chain
breaks continues to are that 1940 will see that trend
has probed best information sources be increasing their radio schedules
become more active. News periods continued.
for 1940. This attitude conflicts have
in key cities to present a consensus
been sought frantically by
"Meanwhile, we will continue to
of industry trends. Nearly all ob- with a prediction by William J. En- agencies and sponsors due to the
explore the new frontiers of teleservers are optimistic; the re- right, New York Times business intense public interest in worldwide,
vision, looking towards a proper
mainder are at least hopeful. writer, that radio will be the chief national and local affairs.
mastery
of technical and program
Scarcely a person takes a pessimis- medium to suffer from pruned adtechnique
rather than mere novelty
The
coming
year
will
undoubtedly
tic slant.
vertising and selling budgets.
see encouraging progress in the teleBut no matter how bullish, netThe Debut of TBS
vision art. Some 25 semi-advertis- or Generally,
the agencies, station
exploitation."
work, station, rep, agency and sponing programs already have been representatives and broadcasters
An interesting angle in industry
sor prognosticators recognize the
agree with Mr. Paley. For them all,
broadcast and the FCC has prombusiness hazards that center in the predictions is found in the scheduled
ised to ease the burden of video 1939 was a good year — in many indebut of Transcontinental Broaduncertain future of a war-torn
by partially permitstances the best year so far — and
world.
casting System. Whereas some ob- experimenters
ting them to receive as well as if things go on as they are going,
servers fear that TBS, with its big
Rather than scuttling American
1940 should be even better. But
hookup of lower-powered stations, spend money. International broadIradio business, the war so far has may
that little "if" is keeping a lot of
casting enjoyed its first sponsorhurt national spot business,
proved much more of a boon than
knuckles sore from rapping on
ship late in the year as United
many
others
believe
that
TBS
will
a curse. It has tremendously in- arouse new interest in the effective- Fruit bought time on NBC's South wood and a lot of radio executives
creased the amount of American
from making any prophecies as to
ness of small stations as advertis- American shortwave beam.
listening, with correspondingly inHere are resumes of industry the state of business for the coming
ing
media.
The
observation
is
frecreased sponsor-agency interest in
quently heard that spot should be opinion as gathered by Broadcastcontacting these listeners on behalf
aided because of the TBS requireing's representatives in New York,
There's the War
of their merchandise.
ment that the entire network be Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco,
Even in Canada, where wartime
bought. It is pointed out that one of Los Angeles and the Dominion of
thing,
the war.
year.
restrictions are the rule, the broad- national spot's main benefits is Canada :
So For
far,one
it is
true there's
that radio
has
cast advertising industry has en- flexibility from geographic and time
been affected only slightly by the
joyed aboom. Since September the aspects.
European conflict, and beneficially
Dominion has experienced an amazat that. Interest in the war has
NEW YORK
Mr. Enright construes the project,
ing radio upswing, particularly in with its claims of Blackett-Sampleincreased listening, especially to
spot. This autumn expansion
Hummert contracts on the books as
news programs and pickups from
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
brought the year's time sales to a evidence of a sponsorial economy
abroad, which has meant bonus
record peak and Dominion broad- trend, and he declares the agency
"NINETEEN-FORTY should be audiences to sponsored programs,
casters are now predicting 1940
the greatest year in the history of especially newscasts. The war, too,
and
its
clients
"were
willing
to
gains as high as 50% over the past promise the new chain 20 hours a
radio in the United States" says has helped the general business upyear.
week, partly as a protest against William S. Paley, CBS president,
swing to some extent and in that
In this country the optimism ex- increasing time costs on established in his year-end statement, "and we
way
helped
swellon,radio's
billings.
But with a towar
anything
can
believe it will be, because the trend
tends from coast to coast. Curiously,
the usually ebullient West Coast is chains."
established
in
1939
when
all
previhappen, and many advertising
The strike spectre looms omious records have been broken seems
more conservative in its 1940
nously on the 1940 horizon, with the
plans are being made with a caution not normally compatible with
likely to continue. As far as the
prophecies. Normally a center of American Federation of Musicians
reckless optimism, the Coast is poised for a mid-January walkout
European war is concerned — that such goodvertisers business
are enjoying. as most admerely hopeful this year, perhaps and with AFRA and other organi- has proved to be an opportunity for
because memories of labor disturbAnother "if" in the radio world
zations seeking higher pay. And additional public service.
"We look to 1940 with confidence is the projected Transcontinental
ances and their disruptive effects on only 12 months away is expiration
IBROADCASTING

Seen

ngr

War

January

1, 1940
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Broadcasting System, scheduled to
take the air Jan. 1 as another nationwide network. Offering network
facilities to advertisers which, because of the increasing restrictions
as to both expenditures and copy
of the other networks, have confined their radio activities to spot
broadcasting, TBS is viewed with
alarm by certain station representatives who believe it may cut into
their billings. Other representatives, however, feel that this new
network, if successful, will prove
that good programs will have good
audiences regardless of the size and
power of the stations on which they
are broadcast, and that by virtue of
their TBS programs these stations
will become more popular and thus
easier to sell to spot advertisers.
Many clients, they point out,
have distribution problems which
make the use of national hookups
impracticable, and since TBS is insisting that its advertisers use its
complete facilities, it will in the
long run help and not hinder the
sale of spot broadcasting. The fact
that one of the leading buyers of
radio time, Blackett-Sample-Hummert, is so strongly supporting the
TBS experiment, these representatives say, has already created new
interest in the smaller stations on
the part of other agencies which
previously placed business almost
exclusively on the dominant stations in major markets.
Possible Strikes
The American Federation of
Musicians; American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers;
American Federation of Radio
Artists; the licensing demands of
RCA and other phonograph record
manufacturers — these and other
problem-raising groups present
many "ifs" in the broadcasters'
1940 horoscope. It is interesting
to note, however, that no instance could be found of any advertiser or agency cancelling or
changing radio plans because of
threats of strikes which might tie
up the broadcasting industry by
depriving it of music or some other
necessity.
The advertising profession has
learned that radio, harrassed as it
is by outside forces, has been able
to settle all of its problems as they
arose, perhaps not with complete
satisfaction to itself, but at least
so that it has never been necessary
to shut down or to interfere in any
way with the steady growth of its
use as an advertising medium.
Aside from these "ifs," however,
the radio picture for 1940 is extremely rose-colored. NBC, CBS
and MBS alike found 1939 the biggest year in their respective lifetimes. NBC's Red Network for the
year (with December estimated)
had gross time sales of $34,950,000,
an all-time high for any single network. CBS, recovering remarkably
from its 1938 slump, is not only
surpassing its 1938 figures by 25%
but is also well ahead of 1937, its
previous best year.
Mutual also found 1939 tops to
date, with time sales some 17%
ahead of 1938, with the success of
this network's cooperatively sponsored programs a prime factor in
the increase. Policy of putting on
excellent network programs which
affiliates may carry sustaining or
Page 12 • January

Mexico
650

to

Ratifies
700

Havana

Stations

CHICAGO

Treaty;
Affected

BULLETIN
THE HAVANA Treaty, laying the groundwork for a widespread
reallocation of broadcasting facilities in the United States, has been
ratified by the Mexican Congress, according to an unofficial dispatch from Mexico City reaching BROADCASTING at press time
the night of Dec. 29. Ratification of the North American Broadcasting Agreement, as it is formally titled, came almost exactly two
years after it was adopted in Havana Dec. 17, 1937, by representatives of Canada, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Haiti, Mexico
and the United States.
Between 650 and 700 broadcasting stations out of the 814 in the
United States now operating or holding construction permits stand
to be afifected by the treaty. All on channels above 710 kc. will be
shifted in frequency, ranging from 10 kc. to 40 kc. upward from
their present positions in the band. Stations on 1500 kc, however,
will be shifted downward to 1490 kc. The full table of projected
American allocations under the treaty will be found on page 310
of the 1939 BROADCASTING Yearbook, along with text of the
treaty.
Requiring all four principal nations as ratifiers before it became
(Continued on page 68)
sell to local advertisers has been
a MBS practice for some years, but
in 1939 it achieved its greatest success.
Commercialization of news commentation programs, such as those
of Raymond Gram Swing and Fulton Lewis jr. which were snatched
up by sponsors last fall after having been sustaining for many
months, is another factor to which
Mutual ascribes its 1939 increase,
while no less important, MBS
states, is the fact that a number of
sponsors returning to the air on
MBS this fall increased the size of
their networks over those used during the previous year.
Spot's Best Year
Spot broadcasting also had its
best year in 1939, according to leading station representatives, who
agree that unless some of those
"ifs" develop, 1940 should be even
better. This branch of advertising
on the air has finally achieved acceptance by advertisers and agencies as a major advertising medium, one leading representative
told Broadcasting, explaining that
this has brought alsout a change in
method of selling stations which he
believes will become even more pronounced in 1940.
With this recognition, he said,
the station and its representative
can now do a constructive selling
job for any advertiser, building
local programs to meet his special
requirements, obtaining distribution for his products, and supplying
him with market analyses, consumer surveys and similar data. In
other words, the effort formerly put
in convincing an advertiser of the
value of spot broadcasting can now
be
expended in more constructive
selling.
Optimism for 1940 was also the
keynote of the agency radio executives, who almost unanimously reported increased radio activities on
the part of their clients. Advertisers which formerly concentrated
on publication advertising have recently been joining the ranks of
radio sponsors in enough numbers
to constitute a minor trend, and
old advertisers on the air have been
increasing their use of this medium.
No special reasons for this development were given, except generally
good business conditions and the

1, 1940

fact that radio has produced such
consistently satisfactory results
for its users.
Video a Factor
Two new aspects of commercial
radio appeared in 1939 and will
probably develop in 1940: Television and international broadcasting. While the art of visual broadcasting is still in the formative
stage and while there are not
enough set-owners as yet to interest many advertisers even if the
same amount of time on television
stations were permitted, yet during
the summer and fall more than 25
semi-advertising programs were
telecast on NBC's New York station, W2XBS, experiments with a
new advertising technique in which
NBC cooperated with advertisers
and agencies, NBC contributing the
time and the production costs,
while the advertisers paid all or
part of the cost of talent.
International Sponsor
On the international front,
United Fruit Co. on Dec. 1 started
the first commercial series ever to
ride the shortwaves from this country to listeners abroad. Program is
a daily quarter-hour of news, broadcast in Spanish for listeners in
Latin American countries in which
this sponsor has such extensive interests over NBC's international
stations WRCA and WNBI.
With increased trade between the
United States and the republics of
Central and South America an inevitable result of the European
war, it seems safe to predict that in
1940 many other companies will
follow the example of United Fruit
in broadcasting to these countries.
NBC is also willing to transmit
commercial programs on its European beam and there is a possibility that within the coming year
some sponsor will pioneer in that
field as well.
Husing on Golf
TED HUSING, CBS sports reporter,
has written the golf article for the
1940
the Encyclopedia
Britannicaprinting
for theof third
consecutive year,
reviewing golf
highlights
men's and
women's
amateur
and inprofessional
games. Mr. Husing also was elected
ica.
recently vice-president of the Lawn
Tennis Writers Association of AmerBROADCASTING

By PAUL BRINES
IN CHICAGO prospects for 1940
look good, but many a puzzling
trend was reported by agency executives, representatives and station men. Generally, national and
local spot was up 5% in 1939 and
network billings were up approximately
12%. itStrip
show incenter
the
industry,
appeared
Chicagoof
that even more strip shows might
be aired in 1940, but experts feel
that plots will be on a higher dramatic level with far fewer family
troubles in the plots. Definite trends
toward the purchase of more news
programs
and many more
break announcements
were chainnoted.

i
\
i
'

.>
With 1940 an election year, Chicago broadcasters brighten at the
prospect of political revenue, but
dim at the factual thought that
most election years wind up with a
slight net loss as far as radio time
sales are concerned because of the
many free hours necessarily
proffered. Some station men seemed
to sense a small crisis as far as
public service broadcasts are concerned. They feel that semi-political organizations are often formed
to get free time on the air. The
whole problem of free time on the
air appears prominent among
broadcasters' worries for 1940.
Whom to refuse is the question.
Some Chicago quarters suggested that an organization similar to Better Business Bureaus may be set
up of necessity to judge the groups
asking for free time.
Time Is Scarce
With desirable time periods at
a premium, network stations will
find a greater demand for 30 and
50-word chain break announcements, it is felt. Some network affiliates are upping chain break rates i
and one prominent representative
organization is understood to be
specializing in the purchase of
chain breaks.
There are many indications that
national advertisers will buy news
programs on a consistent spot
schedule throughout the country.
It appears that many more news
periods will be bought during 1940,
following the trend predicted in
Broadcasting last January. The
trend toward increased purchases
on all kinds of sports programs appears stronger. Baseball, football,
racing programs, hockey and
basket ball are more in demand, as
the public shows growing interest in
sportingPrize
events.
Contest Shows
Another distinct trend in Chicago is that of the prize contest
show. Many an advertising eye has
been raised in the direction of Mu$ico, which was setting unique records as the year ended. A canvas
of Chicago agencies indicates many
shows similar to Mu$ico and Pot
o' Gold being readied for the air.
A program
similar
to Pot
Gold
has
started in
Chicago
for o'
a local
advertiser. Called Wheel of Fortune, it is sponsored by Hirsch
Clothing Co. A trend close to the
prize contest and the gift shows is '
one dealing vdth games. Some radio men feel that 1940 will find
many shows built around parlor
A number of agency radio men
feel
games.that 1940 will find more "per• Broadcast

Advertising

sonality acts" on the air. Daytime
shows of the Kate Smith and Tony
Wons type, they believe, will compete more vigorously with daily
strip shows. Other personality
shows like Raymond Gram Swing,
Yours, Don't You
Confidentially
Believe
It will become more popular, it is thought. The basic point
of this forecast is that personality
shows are more economical.
Chicago opinion as to the effect
of Transcontinental Broadcasting
System on spot sales was divided.
Concensus was that the new network will not hurt spot sales, that
it may well have the effect of hastening national advertisers to buy
more chain breaks on other networks.
Effect of TBS
Chicago program firms noted a
trend toward advertisers buying
more public service features. Shows
that are informative and entertaining will be sold more during 1940,
they point out. Citing Information
Please as an example of this type
of show, they believe the time is
ripe for sponsorship of public forum shows that are informative and
can be made entertaining, and
shows that are primarily entertaining and can be made informative. Whether or not they are sponsored, there appears to be an increase in the production of shows
into which the opinions of the public will be injected. In this same
connection, music-idea shows are
being sought by some agencies to
compete with daytime strip shows.
During 1939, Household Finance
Co. dropped its half -hour CBS
show featuring Eddie Guest and
early in 1940 will increase its spot
radio schedule. Also during 1939,
Alka-Seltzer added a second network show to its National Barn
Dance schedule when it started
Alec Templeton Time on NBC-Red.
In addition, the sponsor continued
its heavy spot schedules. A significant network show in Chicago
was Dr. I. Q., sponsored by Mars
Inc. on NBC-Red. Aired from moving picture theatres, the quiz show
made an outstanding record during
1939. Another outstanding account
during 1939 was Brovra & Williamson Tobacco Co. which had four
network
shows on tothe natoinal
air at year's
end in addition
spot
placements.
Jump in Billings
NBC-Chicago (WMAQ-WENR)
reported national and local spot
billings of $600,000 for 1939, with
national spot billings out of Chicago of more than a million dollars
on its m. and o. stations. NBCChicago network billings increased
12% during 1939 over 1938. A
break-down made by CBS-Chicago
(WBBM) indicates that the five
50,000-watt stations in Chicago totalled 959 quarter-hour national
and local spot periods in 1938, 1,041
in 1939, an increase of 82 or 8.55%.
The survey included neither spot
announcements nor participating
announcements. The breakdown
showed a 33% increase for WLS
in quarter-hour spot periods, vdth
WBBM second, showing an increase
of 20.6%) over 1938. Phillips Petroleum Co., Melville Shoe Co.,
Gruen Watch Co. Bathasweet Corp.,
and Peter Hand Brewing Co. were
listed as new spot clients on WBBM
during 1939. All of these sponsors
bought news programs except
Peter Hand Brewing Co. which
sponsored a sports summary.
BROADCASTING

LOS ANGELES
By DAVID GLICKMAN
IF THE LAST six months is any
criterion. West Coast radio is in
for a good year. This is the optimistic opinion gleaned from Pacific
Coast broadcasters, station representatives, agency time buyers and
others in the know. The past fall
and early winter increase has been
steadier and more pronounced than
in 1938, and it is estimated that the
1939 total will greatly exceed that
of the year before, despite lulls. It
was pointed out that many stations
on the Pacific Coast generally had
a good summer in 1939, without the
customary slump.
Reps Open Coast Offices
While reluctant to make predictions beyond the first quarter because advertising budgets are in
the process of being approved,
others being planned, and many
just geared to business returns, it
may safely be said that early 1940
broadcast appropriations will continue at least at present levels. No
splurge is expected.
The feeling in many cases is
that if there are changes, they will
be for the better, with many advertisers substantially increasing appropriations for spot as well as regional and national network time.
Agency time buyers reminded that
the West Coast had its share of
labor problems this past year,
which had their effect on general
business, holding up several planned
radio campaigns and cancelling
others.
The increased cost of raw materials, due to the war in Europe
and China, has also curtailed radio
plans of a few Pacific Coast firms.
It was pointed out that while spot
business from the West Coast for
(Continued on page 60)

SAN FRANCISCO

DETROIT

By J. CLARENCE MYERS
1939 WAS a good year — it topped
1938 in every phase of broadcast
advertising, spot, network and local,
but . . .■
"Watch us go in 1940"
That was the consensus of the
station managers, sales managers,
representatives and agency time
buyers relative to the prospects of
the New Year for the broadcasting
industry in the San Francisco Bay
area and Northern California.
Practically every interviewee
agreed that 1939 was a greater
revenue producer than the preceding 12 months, although some noted
that business had been a little late
in starting. The past summer was
considerably better than in 1938,
but the fall period up to November
proved disappointing, in the opinion
of some. The reason for the latter,
it was explained, was probably
anxiety over the European war._
From every corner came predictions that San Francisco, would
prove a far greater production
center for commercial shows in the
New Year than heretofore.
Jackson Optimistic
Henry
nia salesJackson,
manager Northern
for CBS Califorstated
that more San Francisco originations for Coast network productions
are planned than ever before. The
prospects for 1940 are gratifying
at this stage, he said.
"There is every indication of a
heavy increase in spot business in
1940 and there is a definite upturn
in agency interest in Northern California radio," Mr. Jackson stated.
"In fact, our chief worry at the
moment is to find air time for our
Al Nelson, NBC general manager
inclients."
the Golden Gate city, looked for
a record year. "I believe the opportunities are here. There are
(Continued on page 60)
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tions of more than 1,000 editors for the 12 top stories of 1939. Earl
Johnson, left, vice-president and general news manager of United onPress,
the
and Paul White, CBS director of public affairs, compare notes
nationwide poll of UP client editors and CBS stations, which was
fifth annual
Columbia's
Wylietheinnight
of Max
the direction
underMonths
dramatized
of Dec. 30. The poll
network
on the CBS
Crowded
Twelve
was completed just before the Graf Spec scuttling but the naval incident
Ten Biggest News
was included in the radio program. Associated Press'
biggest
Stories of 1939, carried Dec. 31 on NBC-Red, listed the same session.
replaced the neutrality
events, except the Graf Spec episode
Transradio Press editors included collapse of loyalist Spain in lieu of
the sinking of the Athenia in their "10 biggest."
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ADDED

interest in spot radio, apparently developing at the expense
of chain show programing, apto be a development
Detroitpearedautomotive
advertising in
circles
during 1939 and may continue into
1940. Although the automobile business had a satisfactory year in the
last 12 months there were no reinstatements ofthe many chain shows
which car companies sponsored during the boom 1937 days, and at the
present time formulation of any
such developments appears vague.
Spot buying increased in marked
dimensions, however.
Meanwhile, one important time
buyer in Detroit reported a tendency he noted during 1939 which
might develop into contraction,
rather than expansion, of spot time
buying. He said the rapidly increasing use of daytime programs was
making it constantly more difficult
to obtain satisfactory spot time. He
admitted that 25 or 50-word spots
were fairly easy to obtain, even
with an added amount of daytime
sponsorship, but that some difficulties cropped up during 1939 for the
first time when attempts were made
to line up longer spots than pure
program breaks.
Audience Trend
The intense interest in day-byday
war and
has
turneddevelopments
attention of of
all the
agencies
sponsors to the advantages of news
broadcast sponsorship. As yet there
has been little, if any capitalization
on such advantages in Detroit, primarily because the big bulk of the
time
buying accounts
done from here is for
automotive
The auto companies are constantly concerned with public relations problems, particularly since
the wave of labor troubles hit them
three years ago, and as a result
they have hedged in the past_ at
news sponsorship, fearing criticism
from persons who might say the
sponsors distorted the news. This
feeling seems to be definitely on the
wane, however.
All time buyers were interested
in the trend toward dramatic and
audience participation shows which
registered so strongly during 1939.
Their interest indicated a receptive
attitude toward possible new undertakings of this sort in 1940.
From all present indications, the
auto industry will be in good shape
to renew and expand its radio commitments during 1940. Production
during the calendar year just ended
came to approximately 3,700,000
vehicles, a gain of more than 1,000,000 overestimates
the previous
year's
Present
are that
next total.
year
will see 1939's showing expanded by
from 500,000 to 1,000,000 more cars
and trucks, which should correspondingly augment advertising appropriations ifpast experience is
followed out. The enthusiastic rethe 1940
models
introducedceptionlastof fall
provides
optimistic
grounds for anticipations in the 12
months ahead, particularly in view
of the present expansion in business.
EXCLUSIVE radio rights, either on a
sustaining or on a commercial basis, to
all college basketball games played on
the 30-game schedule at Madison
Square Garden, New York, during the
current chased
Winter
SeriesNew
haveYork,
been with
purby WNEW,
Earl Harper, WNEW, sportscaster,
covering the play-by-play accounts.
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War Broadcasts, Television, F-M, Code Cited Among
Outstanding Developments of the Year
tion of regular television service in
WITH RADIO surpassing all its
previous achievements in public New York on April 30, 1939, the
service in 1939, the coming year
RCA president declared: "Those
promises a further increasing op- who predicted that the introduction of television would retard raportunity for the broadcasting indio progress have been poor produstry to add to its prestige, according to year-end statements of
phets of the year's amazing results
trade leaders.
in sound receiver sales." Among
In his annual statement David
other television developments he
Sarnoff, RCA president and chair- cited the reception of visual signals
man of the board of NBC, pointed from New York in an airliner flying more than 20,000 feet above
out that two factors alone — the international situation and the 1940 Washington, D. C, 200 miles away,
Presidential nominations and elec- and RCA's new lightweight portable television transmitter. For
tion—should insure a year of eager
and unflagging public interest in 1940 he forecast the improved probroadcasting.
jection of large screen television
images, adequate for theatre preMany Receivers Sold
sentation, and television relay stations, using frequencies of 500 mc.
From the business viewpoint
and upwards, looking toward a
1939 also was a record-breaking
year, not only in the amount of television network.
commercial broadcasting carried
"The year 1940 will see further
but also in the sale of radio re- increase in the demand for radioceivers and equipment. Mr. Sar- phonograph combinations," p r enoff's statements concerning both dicted George K. Throckmorton,
the social and commercial aspects president of RCA Mfg. Co., in his
of 1939 broadcast enterprises are year-end statement. "If the war in
echoed in the opinions of other net- Europe continues, the public interest in listening to shortwave broadwork and radio manufacturing executives. The increases are reflected
casts direct from the various capitals will increase. This will help
throughout the industry through
increased employment and higher merchants sell the better grade of
wages, additions to payrolls and re- receivers, for good shortwave reception depends upon having a good
search budgets, as indicated in various executives' statements.
instrument." Pointing out that
RCA Victor unit volume has inThe industry's most imposing
single package of public service, as
creased substantially over 1938, although there was a decline in unit
i-ecognized by the general public,
doubtless was the wholesale cancel- price, Mr. Throckmorton declared
ing of commercial as well as sus- that the company "anticipated that
1940 would really mark the begintaining programs to give minuteto-minute coverage of the war situning of active television sales."
ation in Europe early this fall,
Baker of GE on Television
along with the continuation of this
service on a regularized but intenDr. W. R. G. Baker, head of the
sive scale following the initial crisis in September. The outbreak of radio and television department of
war in Europe is credited with General Electric Co., termed television "still an engineering achievemaking the public more avid in
their demands of radio than ever
ment and a commercial enigma" as
before, hiking receiver sales and he stated that 1939 consumer purchases of radio receivers were seincreasing the steady listening audience.
riously affected by two factors —
the introduction of television service in New York and the American
Engineering Achievements
public's
radiobefore
- conscious
Among engineering achievements
as it hadbecoming
never been
when
recorded by the industry during they "awoke to the realization that,
the year, two stand out — television for the first time, they could acand frequency modulation. Internatually hear a war breaking out".
tional shortwave broadcasts regisConsumer reaction to the great
tered further gains during the year amount of publicity on television,
in power and production technique, plus the opening of the New York
with a consequent growth in the television
service, made it difficult
foreign listening audience, particu- to convert the potential purchaser
larly in view of the fact that the of a radio receiver into an immedishortwave news broadcasts of U. S.
ate buyer, he declared. To offset
stations were the only ones avail- this condition, he continued, the
able that brought foreign listeners public has been offered during 1939
uncensored international news.
the greatest dollar value in the hisCiting figures in his statement,
tory of the industry, and in addiMr. Sarnoff pointed out that more
tion was gradually educated, not
than 9,000,000 receivers were sold
only
in the limitations of the exduring the year and estimated
isting television service, but also
there are now about 45,000,000 ra- as to the
future possibilities
dio sets in American homes and of televisionnear
on a national basis.
automobiles. The industry's annual
As for the effect of the war on
payroll he estimated at $500,000,- needling the market for receivers.
000, representing the employment
Dr. Baker commented: "Whether
of 400,000 persons.
{Continued on page 6U)
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SIDNEY N. STROTZ
Strotz
To

V-P

Promoted
by

NBC

SIDNEY N. STROTZ, former manager of NBC-Chicago, has been
elected vice-president in charge of
the NBC Central Division, according to an announcement by Lenox
R. Lohr, NBC president. Mr. Strotz
has served as manager of the division since last January when he
succeeded Niles Trammell, who was
transferred to New York as NBC
executive vice-president.
A former president of the Chicago Stadium, Mr. Strotz entered
radio in 1933 as manager of NBC
Program & Artists Sei'vice, Chicago. A native of Chicago, he attended St. John's Military Academy and Cornell U. He left college
to serve with the 326th Battalion
Tank Corps during the World War.
When he left the service, Mr.
Strotz was employed by the Automobile Supply Co., Chicago, eventu a 1 1 y becoming vice - president.
Later he became vice-president of
the Wrap-Tight Corp., Chicago. In
1928, he organized the Chicago Stadium Corp., becoming secretary
and treasurer of the company
which built and operated the largest indoor arena in the country.
When he became president of the
corporation in 1930, Mr. Strotz
promoted almost every form of entertainment from championship
fights to circuses. He brought
Sonja Henie to this country for her
first exhibition tour. Mr. Strotz
was program director of NBC-Chicago from 1934 through 1938.
Dodge Bros. Returning
DODGE BROS., Detroit, division
of Chrysler Corp., is planning a
transcribed series of weekly halfhour variety programs for a campaign to start late in January.
RCA will cut the transcriptions,
but no further details of the campaign could be learned from Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, the
agency in charge.
BROADCASTING

Is

ASCAP

Held

Void

Federal Court Finds Rights
Of Author Are Violated
FIRST permanent injunction
against application of a State antiASCAP law was granted Dec. 27
by a Federal coui't in Nebraska.
The decision declares the Nebraska anti-ASCAP law unconstitutional and was written by a threejudge coln,constitutional
court in LinNeb.
The court luled that portions of
the law which it adjudged invalid
were so essential to the whole that
the whole law must be held inoperative. Circuit Judge Gardner
of Huron, S. D., wrote the opinion, with District Judges Hunger
and Donohoe also hearing the case.
Exercise of State police power
over combinations allegedly in restraint of trade is subject to the
Federal Constitution, the court
stated, describing the right of an
author in intellectual productions
as similar to any other personal
property
right. "The
not be justified
as a statute
method can-of
exercising the police power," the
court stated. "This power may not
be
to the extent of takuse. extended
ing private property for a public
Violates Two Laws
"While the power reasonably to
restrain unlawful monopolistic
trade, restraining combinations
from exercising any rights in the
State may be conceded, an act
which compels the owner of a copyright to offer it for sale in a certain way, and if he fails to do so
take it from him without compensation, violates the due process
and equal protection clauses of the
Constitution and the Federal CopyThe Nebraska anti-ASCAP law
became effective May 17, 1937. Repright Act."resenting NAB in the Nebraska
hearing were Andrew W. Bennett,
special counsel, and William J.
Hotz, of Hotz & Hotz, Omaha.
ASCAP attorneys were Louis J.
TePoel and Eugene Blazer, locally, man
with Finkelstein,
Louis Frohich
and Her-&
of Schwartz
Frohlich, from New York.
P & G Renews Serials
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, on Jan. 1 is renewing its
five daytime serials heard for different products on CBS, Monday
through Friday, with one shift in
time. Continuing are: This Day is
Ours p.m.;
(Crisco),
stations,
1:301:45
Road 47
of Life
(Chipso),
24 stations, 1:45-2 p.m.; Road of
Life
13 stations,
1:45-2
p.m.; (Oxydol),
The Goldbergs
(Oxydol),
30
stations, 1-1:15 p.m.; Life Can Be
Beautiful (Ivory soap), 32 stations,
1:15-1:30 p.m. The program Manhattan Mother (Chipso), nine stations, shifts from 9-9:15 a.m. to
4:30-4:45 p.m. Compton Adv., New
York, handles the Crisco and Ivory
soap accounts. Pedlar & Ryan, New
York,
is agency
for Chipso.Chicago,
Blackett - Sample
- Hummert,
places the Oxydol account.
IMANHATTAN SOAP Co.. New York,
in December
and earlywith
.January
renewed 1.5 contracts
stations
carrying
thrice-weekly
quarter-hour
news
periods
for Sweetheart
soap.
Franklin Bruek Adv. Corp., New
York, is the agency.
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Consumer
ERentlymovement,
NSUMrec
THE
hit the
whichCOhas
nes
of the daily press
headli
via the Dies Committee and
the trade press via the Federal
Trade Commission's complaint
against Good Housekeeping Magazine's advertising practices, has
reached that stage of development
re
it commands the serious atwhe
tention of business and advertising.
In other words, during the last
year, the development of the movement — rather quietly — has been
such that it can no longer be
laughed off as a passing fancy or a
bunch of crackpots. For better or
worse, the movement is here to
stay. For better, it is composed, in
the main, of the mass of American
housewives who want to know more
about what they are buying and
want to be sure their dollar is going as far as it can.
Probably for worse, like any other
movement, worthwhile or otherwise,
it has its fanatics, zealots, and
probably its share of "Reds" all of
whom make a noise far out of proportion to their actual influence on
the mass of women who actually
make up the movement.
The Rational Side
The Dies Committee report tried
to link the consumer movement to a
subversive attempt to undermine
the American system, specifically
aimed at advertising. Last August,
when the Federal Trade Commission charged Good Housekeeping
with misleading the public through
its advertising guaranty and seal
certification systems, Richard E.
Berlin, executive vice-president of
the magazine, charged this was
part of the consumer's subversive
plot to destroy advertising, and his
activities since have indicated that
he would like to stir up a "holy
war" on the part of industry and
advertising against the consumer
movement. When the Dies Committee report appeared dtiring hearings on the Good Housekeeping
complaint, Mr. Berlin said in effect
—"I told you so".
With charges of this nature filling the air, it would seem of paramount importance for business and
advertising executives to view the
whole picture in a rational rather
than emotional frame of mind.
Is it true that the consumer
movement constitutes a real threat
to proper advertising? Is the threat
really a straw man constructed
from emotional attitudes or as expedients to serve personal interests
at a particular time? Should business and advertising lend its support to these frontal attacks against
the consumer movement? What are
the chances of success from such
attacks — if they fail, what are the
stakes to be lost? Are there any
alternatives to the frontal attack —
the smear program?
All these questions and many
more are deserving of frank and
searching answers before any business or advertising executive risks
his own and his organization's goodwill to participate in the frontal attack plan of action.
The American Retail Federation
BROADCASTING

hlovements

and

Advertising
truthful advertising about a comRational Approach
Suggested as One
petitive product.
The fundamental point in a rational rather than emotional apWay
to Reach Agreement
proach to the entire situation, both
from the standpoint of businessBy WALLACE
WERBLE
advertising and the consumer, is to
Editor, Food-Drug-Cosmetic Reports
eliminate consideration of extremists or die-hards in both groups.
ah'eady has supplied one answer to appears to be in the direction of
this series of questions in a pameliminating these suspicions — in Despite the fact that a vocal mithe direction of having responsible
phlet titled Labeliyig the Consumer
nority is always harping on the
representatives of these conflicting evils of the American system of
Movement, prepared by Dr. Warner
K. Gabler. Pointing out that certain forces getting together, sitting- radio, it just isn't possible to convince the mass of Americans, even
activities promoted by business in- down around the same conference
terests threaten to drive the broad
table to discuss their problems and admitting that the system has certain faults, that radio in the U. S.
middle group of consumers (the to arrange for a meeting-of-themajority by far) into the arms of minds as far as this is possible. is essentially and fundamentally
the more militant and radical wing, Probably there always will be bad- — and it won't be possible as
Dr. Gabler concludes that "in- business and advertising leaders long as Mr. and Mrs. Average
formed and understanding business
who see "red" every time the phrase American, rich or poor, can get the
leaders can cooperate with leaders
"consumer movement" is menwide variety of high grade and enof the movement in order that mutertaining programs now available
tioned; likewise, there probably always will be consumers who think without any additional cost other
tual problems may be solved satisthan the purchase of a radio set
the words "business" and "cheat"
factorily for both groups".
and the effort it takes to turn a
As a practical application of this are synonomous. But eliminating
these extremists on both sides, it dial.
program, the National Consumers
Retailer Council has just formed
appears increasingly possible that
Consumers All!
what is believed to be the first joint the two democratic forces of conLikewise, even admitting that
flict can conduct their operations
advex'tising committee on a national
evils might exist in business, it just
scale composed of representatives
rules.
under "Marquis of Queensbury"
of business, advertising, and three
isn't possible to convince the mass
After all, the objectives of both of American housewives that there
women's groups generally consid- forces
of conflict are not so far is anything essentially and fundaered to be middle-of-the-road consumer organizations.
mentally wrong with the food inapart — the difference occurs in the
approaches to the objectives. The
dustry, for example — not so long as
Meeting of Minds
the
housewife
of today can get a
primary fundamental of business
The Utopian ideal, of course, in is to satisfy the consumer and his larger variety of better foods, better prepared for keeping purposes
or her wants. Without this there
the relationship between consumers
and business-advertising would be can be no business. And advertis- than the foods that were available
based on mutual respect for each
ing is a means of telling the con- to her grandmother.
other, no matter how vigorous the
sumer that this or that particular
After all, who are consumers ?
disagreements might be on specific article will satisfy his or her want. Everybody! The business or adverThe consumer, on the other
points. If one views democracy as
tising executive who starts out to
a clash of interests which results hand, wants to know more and buy an article of commerce is as
in a compromise for the greater more about the product to be much of a consumer as the harried
good of the greater majority, it is bought. Thus advertising serves to housewife who rushes into a drug
possible to view business and con- bridge the gap between business store to buy a cosmetic item that
sumers as naturally-occurring con- and the consumer. With the excep- she hopes will help her recapture
tion of extremists, no consumer,
flicting forces essential to the
the lost glamour of youth. The
greater well being of a great de- deep at heart, really expects the executive wants to know as much
mocracy— forces that will always advertiser to tell the bad about his as possible about the article he
be with the country unless it article along with the good. That wants to buy, and wants to be sure
changes its form of government.
is just not human nature. The most that he gets his |1.01 cents worth
Like all ideals, this probably is a the consumer movement can expect out of every dollar. In fact, he
long way off with both sides from advertisers is truthful adver- probably would howl louder than
suspicious, at the present, of the
tising— and business can go along the housewife if he learned that he
with that ideal because it does the
other,
getting his money's worth —
cerity. its motives, aims and sin- honest businessman no good if his wasn't
simply because he probably, because of education and practice,
The significant trend, however, competitor can get away with uncan howl louder than the average
housevidfe.
Thus, there is nothing subversive
in the fundamental idea that operates in the consumer's mind. And
consumer organizations are nothing
more than examples of the great
American expression of the gregarious principle — the joining of
organizations wherein one gets together with other people who happen to think alike on a certain subGrade Labeling

SURROUNDED by six Vassar girls, Chester H. Lang, General Electric
advertising and broadcasting manager, extends greetings over international stations to the girls' homes abroad. Some 60 students from other
nations sent personal greetings to their distant homes during a Christmas party Dec. 17. Girls (1 to r) are Carolinda Waters, Jill Rennie,
Nancy Hallinan, of England; Jacqueline Heinzen, Christiane and Lucie
Dourif, of France. Miss Hallinan is the daughter of Charles Thomas
Hallinan, of the UP London staff. Miss Heinzen is the daughter of
Ralph Heinzen, manager of the UP Paris bureau.
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What are the specific objectives
of the consumer movement today?
ject.
The primary goal appears to be
grade labeling for a vast amount of
consumer goods, primarily foods
and textiles. Consumer leaders are
willing to admit that grade labels
or not the efforts of the industry to
satisfy this unforeseen demand will
result in a period of overproduction is difficult to predict. If history
{Continued on page 6J!f)
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Cox
WSB;

Jr.

would originate any further proposals, and its assertions that the
next move must come from the
broadcasters, it is now admitted
that every possibility of a solution is being explored. However, a
union spokesman declined to disclose the details of any of the suggested alternatives to the present
quota plan or to admit that this
soak-the-networks scheme was one
method under consideration.
Reflects Musicians Attitude

Directs

Switch

to

CBS
Is Unlikely
WAGA Is Offered for Sale;
WSB Personnel Unchanged
FOLLOWING his acquisition of
WSB and WAGA along with the
Atlanta Journal Dec. 12 [Broadcasting, Dec. 15], former Gov.
James M. Cox of Ohio, newspaper
publisher and radio station operator, announced Dec. 27 that he had
designated his son, James M. Cox
Jr., as executive in charge of WSB
as well as WHIO, Dayton, which he
has supervised for several years.
WIOD, Miami, the third Cox station, will continue under the same
executive management directed by
Hal Leyshon, editor of the Pulitzer
Prize-winning Miami Daily News.
Personnel of WSB will remain unchanged.
No Network Switch
Regarding the report that the
50,000-watt WSB would shift its
network affiliation from NBC to
CBS, Gov. Cox told Broadcasting
there had been conversations with
CBS but that these were entirely
preliminary. He indicated there was
no immediate prospect of a change
and that no steps would be taken
until a survey of WSB operations
has been completed. WSB holds a
long-term affiliation contract with
NBC, whose fulfillment is likely to
be insisted upon by that network.
Gov. Cox acquired 70% of the
common stock of the Atlanta Journal Co., including WSB and a 40%
interest in WAGA, for $1,826,125,
together with all of the preferred
stock for an additional $117,560.
The deal was all-cash, and included
an arrangement to purchase the remaining 30% of the common stock
at $450 per share. Involved also was
the purchase of the Atlanta Georgian and American from the Hearst
interests, and those newspapers
have been discontinued.
With the acquisition, which gives
him newspapers along with stations
in Dayton, Miami and Atlanta, besides his two dailies in Springfield,
0., Gov. Cox announced a new
board of directors for the Journal
Co. He became chairman of the
board and his son vice-chairman.
John A. Brice, former vice-president and general manager, became
president. George C. Biggers was
named executive vice-president and
general manager ; Dan J. Mahoney,
publisher of the Miami Daily News,
vice-president; John Paschall, editor; Horace Powell, circulation director.
WAGA Will Be Sold
Gov. Cox's 40% interest in
WAGA, which is Atlanta's NBCBlue outlet while WSB is NBC-Red,
will be sold definitely this month,
it was stated. There is a possibility
that Clark Howell, publisher of the
Atlanta Constitution, who participated with Gov. Cox in the Hearst
deal for scrapping the GeorgianAmerican, may buy it. Mr. Howell
has long been interested in acquiring a radio station, although he
once owned what is now WGST
which was given away to the
Georgia School of Technology and
later leased commercially by that
institution to a group headed by
Sam Pickard.
Gov. Cox holds an option to purchase the remaining 60% of WAgA
from Norman K. Winston, New
York associate of Arde Bulova, for
Page 16 • January

THE JAMES M. COXES, Senior and Junior, arrive in Atlanta to take
over WSB, WAGA and the Atlanta Journal in mid-December. At left
is Gov. Cox, who becomes chairman of the board, and at right is his son,
named vice-chairman and designated executive in charge of WSB.
Conferences
To

Avert

With

Threatened

DESPITE numerous conferences
between representatives of the radio industry and the American Federation of Musicians in an attempt
to avert a nation-wide walkout of
all musicians employed on programs of the networks and their
affiliated stations on Jan. 17, following the termination of the present national quota plan, no satisfactory solution has been reached.
For a while it had looked as if
the whole problem would be wound
up before the first of the year, but
as of Dec. 29 things again were
uncertain.
EXECUTIVE PRAISE
Roosevelt Lauds Cox on His
^
Atlanta Properties '
PRESIDENT Roosevelt, who was
running mate of Gov. Cox on the
Democratic ticket in 1920, when
the latter ran for President and
the former for Vice-President of
the United States, on Dec. 18 wired
his felicitations to the Ohioan on
the occasion of his acquisition of
the Atlanta Journal and its radio
properties. The message read:
"Accept my hearty congratulations as you enlarge your activities
and broaden the field of your influence. Just short of a score of
years ago you and I were together
fighting side by side. In the years
that have intervened we have each
been active in widely different
fields. Now, happily, I feel that we
are brought closer by the bond of
union which your entry into my
other State — Georgia — symbolizes.
"All success to you as an old
friend and now as a fellow-Geor-
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AFM

which $100,000 is to be paid. It is
learned
that Gov. Cox is offering
allgian."
of WAGA for $175,000, although
this would represent a loss to him
in view of his investment in the station and option commitments. If a
sale deal is not concluded by Jan.
5, it is possible the Winston-Bulova
interests will acquire the station,
buying back the 40%. Counsel for
Gov. Cox, however, have asked them
to extend the time beyond Jan. 5 to
give more time to dispose of the
station. Gov. Cox has stated he is
not interested
in operating two stations in Atlanta.

Fail

Strike

"The situation is exactly the
same as it was when negotiations
between the AFM international executive board and the IRNA committee
were broken AFM
off on executive,
Nov. 23,"
Thomas Gamble,
told Broadcasting Dec. 29. "We
hope that some means of satisfactory settlement will be found, but
at the moment the Jan. 17 deadline still stands." Joseph N. Weber,
AFM president, is seriously ill and
was not available for comment.
Seeking Dept. Justice Views
While neither radio nor AFM executives were willing to divulge
any information concerning the situation, other than to admit that it
is extremely serious, it has become
known that representatives of the
radio industry have sought to obtain the views of the Department
of Justice. It is also understood
that as a result of these views
numerous conferences have taken
place between representatives of
the networks and their affiliates and
between them and Mr. Weber and
other members of the executive
board of the AFM.
No statement has been released
by any party as to the results of
these conferences, but present indications are that the AFM is maintaining astiff attitude with regard
to the possibility that a substantial number of musicians may be
discharged from station staff employment at the termination of existing contracts Jan. 17.
Union Ponders Tax Plan
It is rumored that in an effort to
save the jobs of these men, the
AFM is not only continuing to talk
strike, but is also threatening to
endeavor to introduce a new system of taxation by which the musicians who play in key stations on
programs for network distribution
will have to be paid in accordance
with the number of stations receiving the music.
Neither confirmation nor denial
could be obtained from the musicians' union regarding this report of a plan to load on to the
networks the full burden of producing increased revenue, if not
employment, for AFM members.
In contradiction to the union's
previous emphatic denials that it
BROADCASTING

An article entitled "Radio Agreements" appearing in the December
issue of the Cincinnati Musician,
published monthly by the Cincinnati Musicians' Assn., gives an interesting picture of the broadcasting industry as it appears to a musician. After discussing radio-musician relationship, the article states:
The entire question of broadcasting
musicians'
is moreIt complicated
than most service
of us think.
is tied up
with other questions — recording and
transcriptions, and it is more muddled
locally because of recent changes as
explained above. There are, however,
several bright clouds in the scene.
The broadcasters as a group are
not in the same position nationally
as are we, as musicians. There is a
voluntary
tionalorganization
organization hasandno their
way na-to
keep the individual operators of radio
stations in line. The individual stationin common,
operators allbut
havethey
certain
interests
are finally
skeptical
of
each
other's
motives,
as
they are all competitors. For these
reasons they are not likely to continue
to present
united front
tion to the a Federation
and,of asopposisoon
as a few breaks occur in that solid
front, they cannot defend themselves,
since those who break the solid front
will have too much of a business advantage over the remaining operators.
Even if this does not occur, there
are other problems affecting the radio
industry which are more important to
them
musicians' are
contracts.
record than
manufacturers
seekingTheto
license all stations at an average cost
of about
$250.00
per such
month companies
per station. There
are four
with whom the stations would have
to take out licenses, which means
.^1,000.00 per month expenditure. The
Society of Authors and Composers
have enjoyed exceptionally favorable
contracts with radio station operators
and that contract, under which the
total payment is in the many millions,
expires
a year. that the radio
While initabout
is possible
industrysitionwill
hang
in oppo-to
to demands together
of musicians
show a solidarity of purpose for the
affect it win have on Recorders and
ASCAP, it is more likely that they
will want to avoid a test of strength
with musicians which might leave
them in a weak position to solve these
other questions on which they seem
to be in greater agreement, since obviously they have less feeling against
paying musicians for services rendered
than paying a royalty fee for an intangible something — the right to permit someone else to play given compositions on their stations.
Atlantic City Plans
NORMAN REED, manager of the
former WPG, Atlantic City, which
goes off the air as of Jan. 1 to be
merged to make WOV in New York
a fulltime station, will be the manager of the new WBAB, Atlantic
City, which is scheduled to begin
operating Jan. 15 as a local on 1200
kc. Earlneer,Godfrey,
WPG'sengineer
chief engiwill be chief
of
the new station, which will be
operated by the publishers of the
Atlantic City Press and Union,
headed by Albert J. Feyl. Collins
transmitter equipment and a 205foot Lehigh radiator are being installed. Associated Press news and
NBC Thesaurus have been ordered.
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TBS

Poised

Roosevelt

to

Make

Formal

Debut

Heads

Nationwide

Transcontinental' s Opening

Hookup
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
AT MIDNIGHT of Dec. 29, as
Broadcasting went to press, John
T. Adams, chairman of the board
of the newly projected Transcontinental Broadcasting System, issued
a one-s e n t e n c e announcement:
"TBS will definitely go on the air
at 10 a. m. Jan. 1."
Mr. Adams declined to amplify
this statement, which did little to
quell the tide of rumors about the
proposed new national network
which had been flooding advertising circles during the preceding
week. These rumors were chiefly
to the effect that the new chain
had run into flnancial difficulties
which threatened to prevent it from
reaching the air.
Elliott Roosevelt, President
Despite a persistent story that Elliott Roosevelt, president and chief
instigator of TBS, had been ousted,
it was learned on reliable authority that he remains as president of
the new network.
Despite lack of official confirmation, it was generally believed that
guidance of TBS is now in the
hands of H. J. Brennen, owner of
KQV and WJAS, Pittsburgh, and
treasurer of TBS. It is understood
that Mr. Brennen personally raised
sufficient capital to finance TBS
operations during its initial period
and that negotiations with New
York bankers previously begun by
the Roosevelt regime have been
entirely broken off. There are no
banking interests whatever involved in TBS, it was definitely
stated. Mr. Brennen has been a
constant attendant at the daily conferences of the network officials in
New York with executives of
Blackett-Sample-Hummert.
Sutton is Satisfied
George 0. Sutton, Washington radio attorney and counsel for Mr.
Brennen, who is also a director and
stockholder of TBS, returned to
Washington Dec. 29 following the
New York sessions and asserted
he was satisfied with the structure
and plans for TBS. The fact that
he retvirned indicated the conferences were completed and tended
to confirm Mr. Adams' statement
that everything was ready to go.
An aura of mystery surrounded
the New York sessions. The agency
men, like those of the network,
were unavailable for comment. A
report that the agency insisted that
TBS produce proof of enough financial backing to guarantee its
operations for a minimum of three
years persisted despite assurances
by the network that Blackett-Sample-Hummert will live up to its reported commitment of 20 hours a
week of commercial business for a
full year. If that is so, the gossipers counter, why all the conferences and why all the secrecy? To
which there was no answer, as
this was written.
BROADCASTING

Schedule

Jan. 1

A.M.
10 — Invocation by Monseigneur McDonald, National Director, Propagation of Faith ; Dr. Louis Finkelstein,
head of Jewish Theological Seminary ;Dr. Robert Searle, representing Protestant Churches.
10 New
:30 — York.
Mayor Fiorella H. LaGuardia,
10 :45 — Salute to Blackett-SampleHummert programs, Stella Dallas,
J ust Plain Bill, Our Gal Sunday,
David Harum, Lorenzo Jones, Easy
Aces, Backstage Wife.
11 :45 — Gov. Horner of Illinois.
P.M.
12 — Preview of Helen's Some, sponsored by Dr. W. B. CaldweU, Monticello,
lU., through Benton & BowlesChicago.

12 :15 — Tournament of Roses.
12 Scully.
:45 — Pittsburgh's Salute, Mayor
1 — Gov. Harold Stassen, Minnesota,
and Minneapolis Symphony.
1 :30 — Elliott Roosevelt, from Fort
Worth.
1 :45 — Gov. Leo Daniel, Texas.
2 — Texas State Network variety show.
2 :45 — Cotton Bowl football game.
5— Rose Bowl football game.
8 — General Batista and Ambassador
Joseph Kennedy, name bands, and
guest stars from Miami.
9 — West Coast review from KFWB,
Hollywood, including James Gagney,
Mae West, Patsy Kelly.
10 over
to 1thea.m.country.
— Name bands from all

One definite fact stands out on
the positive side of the picture.
Queries at AT&T on Dec. 28 produced definite information that
lines
were
for the ofnetwork's
use as of ready
the morning
Jan. 1.
Again, on the negative side, however, was the equally definite fact
that TBS had not signed the
standard network contract of the
American Federation of Radio Actors, and without that contract it
will find no union actor willing to
work in its studios or over its
wires. Elliott Roosevelt, in New
York Dec. 29, was in conferences.
Changes in Station List
No complete list of TBS stations is available, although it is
known that several changes have
been made in the preliminary list
of 92 outlets announced in midDecember [Broadcasting, Dec. 15]
and although the network has been
offered to agencies as consisting of

102 affiliates. The only official word
concerning stations has been a report of the formation of a new
TBS Books Carter
BOAKE CARTER, commentator now heard on discs airmailed to 25 stations, is
slated to resume network
broadcasting in January on
Transcontinental. Sterling
Products, New York (Dr.
Lyons toothpowder), is understo d to be planning sponof Carter's
broadcasts,sorshipwhich
are slated
for
the 7 :45 p. m. period five
times a week. Blackett-Sample-Hum ert is the agency.
Former sponsors of Carter
newscasts on CBS were Philco and General Mills. He
plans to drop the disc commentaries.

1
I
AXMAS CAMPAIGN
WITH A PURPOSE
Sponsored jorfly b*,
■ WJSV...
THE nmsn. .. '
• m^9>M

WELL-KNOWN to Washingtonians is this "shoe house", reminiscent of
Mother Goose's woman who had so many children she didn't know what
to do. Located beside the entrance to the Earle Bldg., headquarters of
WJSV, it was kept open at all hours to receive donations in the WJSVWashington Daily News "They Need Shoes" campaign. Effecting a special
deal for quantity purchases from local merchants, a price of a dollar
a pair for new shoes for needy kids was obtained. Through special
WJSV broadcasts and feature stories in the News, donors were told
every dollar they gave would buy a pair of shoes. With goal set at
$5,000, the campaign wound up with a total of $7,690 in the till.
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1

West Coast regional group of 11
stations which will individually and
collectively serve as TBS outlets.
It was formed by Roy H. Holmes,
TBS traffic manager, with the cooperation of Howard Lane, business manager of the McClatchy
network, and Humboldt Greig, national representative for the McClatchy stations.
In addition to three McClatchy
outlets— KFBK, Sacramento, KWG,
Stockton, and KERN, Bakersfield
— this group includes KMED, Medford. Ore.; KFOX, Long Beach;
KFWB, Los Angeles; KXL, Portland; KELA, Centralia, Wash.;
KSLM, Salem, Ore.; KYA, San
Francisco; KRSC, Seattle. Key station for this group and for TBS
programs from the Coast will be
KFWB, whose manager, Harry
Maizlish, has played an active part
in the new network's formation.
William W. Joyce, midwestern
sales manager for Texas State
Network, has been named head of
TBS offices in Chicago. He was
previously with NBC in Chicago in
programming and sales and was
also connected with Transamerican Broadcasting & Television
Corp. in that city. Stephen Wilhelm, one of the organizers of TSN,
for which he was vice-president in
charge of sales, is now eastern progi-am director of TBS.
Local Promotion
Meanwhile, affiliates of the new
network have heralded its inauguration with extensive promotion in
many cities. KCMO, Kansas City,
collaborated with the Kansas City
Journal on a 12-page New Year radio supplement
to that
paper's
anniversary edition,
which
devoted
major space to TBS. WJBK, Detroit, used teaser ads in Detroit
papers Dec. 27, 28 and 29, followed
by display space on Sunday, Dec.
31, and also used car cards, bus
cards and posters to tell Detroit
that TBS programs could be heard
on WJBK. KFWB, Hollywood, informed Los Angeles with billboards
of its TBS affiliation.
One of the earliest announcement
ads was that of KWBG, Hutchinson, Kan., a full - page in the
Hutchinson Record's Christmas
Shopping section Dec. 15. WGTM,
Wilson, N. C, WJMS, Ironwood,
Mich., and WSAU, Wausau, Wis.,
also bought newspaper space to
promote TBS, while all of the network's stations having newspaper
affiliations secured extensive publicity for its advent on Jan. 1.
Coincidental with the broadcasting of the first TBS program,
WTMC, Ocala, Fla., was to release
1,000 balloons into the air, each
carrying a trade certificate good for
$1 at an Ocala store. WSLI, Jackson, Miss., Msed its holiday greeting
cards to announce its "New Year's
gift to Jackson and vicinity — the
fuUtime program service of the nation's newest coast-to-coast netLOUIS HAUSMAN resigns Jan. 2 as
advertising and sales promotion manager of the General Shaver Division of
Remington
Rand Inc., and will join
thework."
CBS sales promotion staff.
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Charlie

McCarthy

Again Is Selected
As Radio
Leader
Heads Talent Popularity Poll
Of 'Motion Picture Daily'
FOR the third consecutive year
Charlie McCarthy was named
"Champion of Champions" by 700
radio editors and columnists polled
in the fourth annual popularity
survey conducted by Motion Picture
Daily. Results of the poll, announced in that publication Dec.
28, showed Jack Benny and Bing
Crosby in second and third place,
respectively with Alec Templeton,
Kay Kyser and Orson Welles in a
three-way tie for fourth place and
Bob Hope fifth.
Tbe survey indicated generally
that established favorites held their
top positions during the last year,
although there were shifts in the
runner-up positions. Participants
in the survey listed as the most impressive contribution of radio during the year the wholesale cancellation or abbreviation of paid commercial programs to carry special
announcements and bulletins on
war developments in Europe.
Among the repeaters given top
listings in various categories were,
in addition to Charlie McCarthy as
"Champion
of Champions",
Lux
Radio Theatre,
Benny Goodman,
Guy Lombardo, Jack Benny, Fannie Brice, NBC Symphony Orchestra, Ford Sunday Evening Hour.
Winners, Avith announced selections
confined to the first five places, included :
OPEN CHAMPIONS — Edgar Bergen
(Charlie McCarthy) ; Jack Benny; Bing
Crosby ; Alec Templeton, Kay Kyser, Orson Welles, tied ; Bob Hope.
FILM PLAYERS ON THE AIR— Don
Ameche ; Edward G. Robinson ; Bing
Crosby ; Walter Huston ; Bob Hope.
FILM PROGRAMS — Lux Radio Theatre;
Screen Guild Theatre ; Good News of 1940 ;
Gateway to Hollywood ; Silver Theatre.
DRAMATIC
SERIES
Man's
Family
; Lux Radio
Theatre— ;OneCampbell
Playhouse ; Big Town, First Nighter, Arch
Oboler's Plays, tied.
COMEDIANS— Jack Benny; Bob Hope;
Fred Allen; Edgar Bergen (Charlie McCarthy) Robert
;
Benchley.
COMEDIENNES— Fannie Brice; Gracie
Allen ; Mary Livingstone ; Barbara Jo Allen
(Vera Vague) ; Marian Jordan (Molly
McGee) .
COMEDY TEAMS — Fibber McGee &
Molly ; Burns & Allen ; Benny & LivingShelton. stone; Bergen & "McCarthy"; Howard &
VOCALISTS: MALE ( Popular) —Bing
Crosby ; Kenny Baker ; Lanny Ross ; Buddy
Clark ; Frank Parker.
VOCALISTS: MALE (Classical)— Nelson Eddy ; Lawrence Tibbett ; Richard
Crooks ; John Charles Thomas ; Donald
Dickson.
VOCALISTS:
FEMALE
(Popular)
Kate
Smith ; Connie
Boswell
; Frances—
Langford ; Virginia Simms ; Bea Wain.
VOCALISTS: FEMALE (Classical) —
Margaret Speaks ; Lucille Manners ; Lily
Pons
thout. ; Jessica Dragonette ; Gladys SwarDANCE ORCHESTRAS (Popular) —
Guy Lombardo ; Kay Kyser ; Wayne King,
Glenn Miller, tie ; Andre Kostalanetz ;
Horace Heidt.
DANCE
Ben- ;
ny GoodmanORCHESTRAS
; Glenn Miller ;(Swing)—
Artie Shaw
Tommy Dorsey ; Bob Crosby, Larry Clinton,
Kay Kyser, tied.
ORCHESTRAS (Classical)— NBC Symphony ; New York Philharmonic ; Ford
Symphony, Andre Kostalanetz, tied ; Philadelphia Symphony ; Frank Black's NBC.
MUSICAL PROGRAMS (Popular)— Kay
Kyser's
Musical
Knowledge
Your HitCollege
Parade of
; Paul
Whiteman
; Tune ;
Up Time ; Fred Waring.
MUSICAL PROGRAMS (Classical) —
Ford Sunday Evening Hour ; NBC Symphony ; New York Philharmonic ; Firestone ;Cities Service.
COMEDY SERIES— Jack Benny Show;
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Craney

Criticizes

NAB

Music

Project

And Denounces Miller^s Administration
BY PROPOSING Broadcast Music
the regional NAB meetInc. as an independent source of aroundings to
and sell the broadcasters on
the
idea
of
signing up for Broadmusic for radio, NAB is "selling
cast Music based on payments to
the broadcasters short", Ed Craney,
owner of KGIR, Butte, Mont., ASCAP — the very injustice we are
charged in a letter Dec. 22 to Netrying
to get Music
away from."
ville Miller, NAB president, which
Broadcast
was described
also embraced a scathing denunby Craney as the third step in the
chain of creations to confuse broadciation of Mr. Miller's administration.
casters. The first were in the 1932
Radio Program Foundation and the
Describing the plan as "another
1935 NAB Bureau of Copyrights.
ASCAP", because it is based upon
ASCAP 1937 payments, Craney
He
charged the new project was
said it cannot relieve broadcasters
the "brainchild of Sidney Kaye, Coof the injustices of present ASCAP
lumbia's lawyer, and some way had
methods.
to be found to see that the netIn his 20-page letter he recounted
work situation was not upset." He
how he felt the plan was inadesaid the new plan is not as definite as either of its predecessors
quate, and advanced his own proposition.
and that no definite promises had
been made.
Opposes Fee Setup
"Kaye says you may spend the
He said he would never support
money in Broadcast Music recka plan based on ASCAP payments
lessly to scare ASCAP. Klauber,
and the ASCAP formula of payCBS executive vice-president, says
ment inequalities on the one hand
spend it but instead
"and then go to the Department of you mayit never
to scare ASCAP. Scaring
Justice and talk against such in- gather
ASCAP, scaring you, or scaring me
justices." Stating he was "not that won't settle this problem. ASCAP
inconsistent",
Craney
said
that
if
has something to sell that we want
the theory is wrong for ASCAP,
to buy, but we want the right to
it is likewise wrong for Broadcast
pay only when we use their prodMusic — "no matter who the owners
In be".
analyzing Broadcast Music,
may
Craney
said stations paying
ASCAP 5% today will pay half
that to the NAB corporation or
2V2% of 1937 gross income plus
half their sustaining fee. Stations
with newspaper contracts will pay
half what they paid ASCAP in
1937, "which has no relation to
their gross income at all because
they pay 3% on programs using
ASCAP
music only".
The networks,
he contended, pay
only on their 1937 M. & 0. stations' payments to ASCAP. This
means, he said, that while independent stations pay into Broadcast Music 2%% of their gross,
others pay 1%% and the networks
about 1%.
Reiterating that broadcasters do
not object to paying for the use
of music, Craney said they ask
only for the right to "pay for the
music we use when we use it". He
added: "We want to pay in such a
way that the creator of music actually gets paid for the use of his
The Third Project
music."
As far back as the 1939 NAB
convention, Craney said, broadcasters had resolved that ASCAP permit purchase of music on some
method of payment involving the
use of such music. "You come
Aldrich Family : Bob Hope Show ; Fibber
McGee
and Molly ; Amos 'n' Andy, Easy
Aces, tied.
CHILDREN'S
SERIESRanger;
— Let's Coast
Pretendto
(Nila
Mack) ; Lone
Coast on a Bus (Milton Cross) ; Ireene
Wicker;
Malcolm Claire, Jack Armstrong,
tied.
ANNOUNCERS — Don Wilson; Milton
Cross : Ken Carpenter ; Harry Von Zell ;
Bob Trout, Ben Grauer, Andre Baruch,
tied.
COMMENTATORS — H. V. Kaltenbom ;
Lowell Thomas ; Elmer Davis ; Raymond
Gram Swing ; Paul Sullivan.
SPECIAL EVENTS OR NEWS— CBSWar News ; NBC — War News ; Mutual —
War
CBC— Visit of Royalty; CBS
— NewsNews;
Roundup.
COMMERCIAL TALKS— Jello Program
(Benny); Ford Sunday Evening Hour:
Johnson's Wax (Fibber McGee) ; Kraft
Music Hall
mation Please.(Crosby) ; Canada Dry Infor-
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Favors Tax-Free Music
He music
suggested
that inavailable
free
be used
lieu of taxthe
Broadcast Music venture. He estimated that such firms as LangWorth,
NAB Bureau of Copyuct."rights
under Lang-Worth control,
Davis & Schewegler and MacGregor
now have a total of 4,364 tax-free
numbers, with monthly production
estimated at 204, so that the total
numbers available when ASCAP
contracts expire Jan. 1, 1941, would
be a minimum of 8,012. He insisted
the music is good, and that some
of the best programs today are
built from tax-free music.
"I do not believe our broadcasters can, during 1940, while they are
paying ASCAP, also pay $1,500,000 to Radio Music, then pay another $1,500,000 to get the music
in some usable form; and then pay
to use that music on exactly the
same basis as ASCAP is now
charging them. Besides this, I can
see no point
a Frankenstein suchinassetting
Radio upMusic.
You
say, to preserve our rights, but I
say you have been listening too
long to the networks. You have had
too many copyright meetings in
Columbia's board room. I say, set
up a plan that no section of the
industry can sabotage. Set up a
plan that will work no matter what
section of the industry wants to try
and make a "deal" with ASCAP.
"We hired you", Craney wrote
Miller, "to head the NAB, not to
foster the ideas of the networks,
but to act for the broadcasters of
America. It is your duty to help
point the way to freedom and not
to servitude. You have been receiving and spending far more money
from the NAB than it ever had
in the past, and to date the only
thing I can see is that you are able
to keep a printing press busier and
my wastebasket filled. Stop being
impressed by the large units of the
industry with their myriads of studios and flashy offices. Pause to
learn something about the great
mass of independent broadcasters
who, after all, are the backbone of
BROADCASTING

Duluth Herald
"He just hates to miss Amoa 'n' Andy!"
American broadcasting, the
strength
the NAB."
Craney ofrevealed
he had met with
Lang-Worth and Davis & Schwegler and a "large finance firm in
New York" recently and it was
concluded that with enough orders
it is possible to produce all the
music the industry can possibly
consume. The firms, he said, have
the funds available for the production. He said the plan evolved is
one whereby over 6,000 numbers
will be available by Jan. 1, 1941,
and 9,700 numbers two years later,
both in printed and transcribed
form, with files, card indexes, program ideas and promotion material.
He said the cost would be from
$150 to $200 per station per month
on a three-year contract basis, for
the complete service, based on a
total of 200 subscribing stations.
He said it was a plan that could
money.
not
be "sabotaged", and one which
gives stations something for their
The trouble with it is that no
arrangement has been made with
the networks "guaranteeing that
they will play the music produced
by this plan until such time, at
least, as ASCAP agrees they will
sell the stations the radio performing rights on their numbers under
a system whereby the charges they
make for those performing rights
are based on the use made of
them," he asserted.
Urging President Miller to adopt
his plan, or some variation of it,
Craney said that in so doing the
NAB would be functioning for the
broadcasters "and not against the
bi'oadcasters".
Westinghouse on Blue
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
Co., New York, on Jan. 25 will
start a program
titled Musical
Americana
in the Thursday
evening
8-8:30 p.m. period on NBC-Blue, to
be vacated Jan. 7 by Standard
Brands' One Man's Family, which
moves to the Sunday night halfhour following the Chase & Sanborn program. The new program
will originate in the Carnegie
Music Hall in Pittsburgh, and will
feature the Westinghouse Orchestra, composed of 95 musicians
chosen from the Pittsburgh Symphony and the KDKA Orchestra,
under the direction of Raymond
Paige. Deems Taylor will be master
of ceremonies and Milton Cross announcer. Also featured will be a
mixed choir of 24 voices and guest
instrumentalists, selected from the
best known music conservatories in
the United States. Broadcasts will
be produced and directed by Kenneth L. Watt, radio director of
Fuller & Smith & Ross, New York,
agency in charge.
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Hearing
Ordered
FCC
to
Investigate
Progress
of
F-M
25,000 kc. for other services, such
On Proposed New
All Phases of New Art as
aviation, ship, police, forestry,
Television
Rules
and related communications purWm Be Probed at
suits which fall in the safety of
Part II of Committee Report
Hearing
life category. It will seek to ascerAdopted; Revised Slightly
ADOPTING recommendations of
tain whether the ultra-high frequencies are best suited for freits Engineering Department, the
ADOPTING with minor modificaquency modulation as opposed to
FCC Dec. 19 ordered an informal
tions Part II of its Television Comamplitude
modulation,
or
both,
mittee's report of last November
engineering hearing in Washingshould
it
finally
determine
that
[Broadcasting, Nov. 15, Dec. 1],
ton to begin Feb. 28 on use of ultrathe FCC on Dec. 22 ordered a pubhigh frequencies for regular broad- broadcast operations should be permitted in the ultra-highs. It is felt,
lic hearing in Washington Jan. 15
cast service, with the primary issue
on proposed new rules to govern the
that of frequency modulation versus however, that the methods are mutually exclusive and that it is a
the conventional amplitude modularegulation of the visual broadcastcase of selecting one or the other.
tion method.
ing and related arts. All interested
parties are instructed to give notice
Temporarily parrying the rush
Economic Aspects
of appearance not later than Jan.
of applications for frequency modEven after the Commission gath- WOR-MUTUAL's latest aid to the 10, citing the specific rules or
ulation, embodying the system
ers the fundamental technical in- wandering broadcaster, the "can- specific recommendations of the
largely developed by Prof. Edwin
did mike-mitter," is demonstrated
committee to which they take exformation, it will be confronted
H. Armstrong, of Columbia U, the
ception and listing the witnesses
here by Dave Driscoll of WOR's
with other considerations, primarily special
FCC simultaneously announced
features
as he in- to be presented.
terviews the youngdivision
lady. Weighing
that pending the outcome of the economic. Because of the heavy inAs modified, the proposed new
vestment of the public in receivers but eight pounds, the baby trans- rules still set up two classes _ of
general hearing it will grant such
mitter contains a built-in mike. It television stations and _ prohibit
applications for frequency modula- designed only for amplitude modulation, estimated roughly at about uses the latest type of tubes, the commercialization of television, extion as it feels will contribute to
new
small
batteries developed for
advancement of the art. However,
$3,000,000,000, the Commission is
II stations "may
that Class
confronted with the necessity of the new portable receivers and is make cept
it does not propose to authorize
charges
to cover cost of pronew stations which would simply weighing the public interest factor. crystal-controlled throughout. With
adincluding
gramvertising
production,
2/lOth of a watt power, its range
material, which
programs
If frequency modulation on a reg- is
duplicate existing experimentafive miles in the clear, and about
tion.
ular basis were to be permitted, it
may be transmitted as an experimental program service but without
would mean at this stage of de- 300 yards inside.
Progress of F-M
velopment that listeners would be
regarding it can be pre- charge for such transmission." No
required to have two separate sets, testimony
The FCC, based on recommendaor indirect"of
sented at the forthcoming hearing. may
"eitherfordirect
charges
made
transmissions
tions of its chief engineer, E. K. or at least a single set containing
eitherbeaural
or visual
programs by
RCA
is
understood
to
be
particuJett, proposes to analyze the sub- two complete units capable of relarly active in narrow band de- either Class I or Class II stations.
ject in all its ramifications. Long
ceiving each method of transmisvelopment. Engineers say no
Service Standards
looked upon as the future haven for sion.
change is required in transmitter
broadcasting, the ultra-high freParticular interest has been evi- design and that only a changed
Class I stations are defined as
denced within the FCC regarding type of receiver is necessary. The
quencies have been used experimen"operate to conduct retally for several years for broad- new claims in connection with nar- claim made for narrow band is that those that
search and experimentation for the
cast purposes. Amplitude modularow band F-M, as opposed to wide it is more economical in channel
broadthe television
tion in the ultra-highs, using con- band operation. The Armstrong
cast art in itsof technical
phases
but
width but still has the virtue of development
ventional technique, has been emSystem requires a 200 kc. band, as comparative interference-free servshall not operate regularly scheduled broadcast service to the pubployed for several years by 34 sep- against 40 kc, assigned for A-M
ice and an equally wide, if not
arate transmitters. During the last and
a possible similar channel width wider, service area.
lic." Class II stations shall "operate
three years, however, the shift has for narrow band F-M. The FCC is
In addition to the effect upon the to render scheduled television broadcast service for public consumption,
been toward frequency modulation
encourage use of nar- public, the FCC must determine
and in connection therewith may
and a score of such stations have expected torow-band
{Continued on page 5U)
experimentation so that
been authorized, several of them
{Continued on -page 58)
operating successfully.
Recently, two separate applications were filed for regular commercial broadcast service in the Agenda of Feb. 28 Hearing on Frequency Modulation
ultra-highs, using frequency modu6. Whether it would be practicable
given of the inactual tests and operations and
lation— one for Alpine, N. J., to NOTICEformalishearinghereby
for the Commission to authorize both from
before the Commission
thereby avoid speculative testimony as
serve the New York area, and the en banc to be held at the office of the amplitude and frequency modulation
second for Mt. Asnebumskit for the Commission, Washington, D. C, be- for aural broadcasting stations oper- much as possible. If for the purpose
for preginning at 10 a.m., Feb. 28, 1940, for
ating on frequencies above 25,000 kc, of obtaining
New England area, each with
sentation attheadditional
hearing, data
operation
not
or whether the Commission should
of determining :
40,000 watts. John Shepard 3d, the1. purpose
authe outstanding
Whether aural broadcasting on recognize but one of these forms of permissible thunder
o
r
i
z
a
t
i
o
n
i
s
necessary,
then
requests
president of Yankee Network and the frequencies above 25,000 kc. has modulation for such stations ;
for
special
authorization
to
carry
out
a leading experimenter with the reached such a stage of development
7. traThe
possible future
effects ofupon
ul- such tests will receive the Commishigh frequency
broadcasting
Armstrong system, filed the appli- that it is acceptable for rendering
sion's prompt attention.
cations.
standard
broadcasting
on
the
band
regular mental
as broadcast
distinguished
from
experiservice to the public ; 550-1600 kc. ;
In addition to possible use of
Appearances by Feb. 1
8. Whether existing allocations of
2. The relative merits of frequenF-M for aural broadcasting. Dr.
Should any party desire to expand
cy modulation
and
amplitude
modfrequencies
above
25,000
kc.
to
parArmstrong and other proponents of
ulation when employed for aural
castiticular
ng ; services shaU be modified to the matters herein listed for consideration, application
be made as
to
the system have predicted its evenbroadcasting
on frequencies above 25,- provide frequencies for aural broad- the Commission
kc;
forshould
such purpose
tual use for television. Because of 000
soon
as
possible
and
not
later
than
3.
The
relative
merits
of
wide
band
its claimed interference-free fac- kc;
9. The existing patent situation re- Feb. 1, 1940.
specting frequency modulation and
tors, it has been contended that and narrow band frequency modulaExcept with the permission of the
broadaural
for
employed
tion when
F-M would tend to overcome many
for aural broad- Chairman,
examination
of each
casting on frequencies above 25,000 amplitudecastingmodulation
stations
operating
on
frequenwitness
will cross
be limited
to questions
by
of the obstacles confronting visual
cies above 25,000 kc.
Commissioners
or
members
of the
4.
Whether
it
is
possible
to
allocate
radio employing amplitude modulaNo Individual Applications
Commission's technical and legal staffs.
tion. On the other hand, the wide
sufficient frequencies to accommodate
Persons or organizations desiring to
The Commission desires to expedite
band requirements of both televi- stations employing frequency modulato pro-in consideration of the foregoing matters appear and testify will notify the Comband)
wide
or
tion
(narrow
sion and frequency modulation are
service
mission of such intention on or before
vide a satisfactory program
viewed as deterrents in that direc- the United
when considered in as much as possible so that policies Feb. 1, 1940. In such a notification
States
for the future liof witnesses that will apthe light of the frequency needs of may be formulated
some engineering observers.
of applicants in the aural the number
Itio
Asnbyset out in the agenda, the other services, including television, broadcastcensingfield
pear,
the
topic
eachto will
discuss and
utilizing
frequencies
time expected
be occupied
by
aviation, police, common
FCC will seek to determine whether
Government,
above 25,000 kc. However, it is to be the
each
vidtness
should
be
stated.
carrier,
amateur,
etc.
;
noted that no individual applications information is necessary in orderThisto
regular broadcasting in the ultraallocate
to
possible
is
it
5. Whether
wiU be considered at the hearing.
high frequencies should be permitmore effectively organize the hearing.
sufficient frequencies to accommodate
The Commission considers that techted at all, and whether the need
If it is intended to submit written
modulae
amplitud
g
employin
stations
al
nical
developments
in
the
use
of
ultration
ts
ice,
h
exis for suc addi
serv
tion to provide a satisfactory program
statements,
drawings,
high
frequencies
for
aural
broadcastwith the
testimonyetc.,to inbeconnecgiven,
g that in the convenUnited States when consupplementin
service insideredthe
ing are sufficient to require considera- it is tion
in the light of the frequency
tional broadcast band. It will take
required that ten copies of the
tion
of
the
numerous
questions
intelemcludmg
services,
and persons appearing at the same be submitted to the Commission
into account the needs which may
needs of otherGovernment,
aviation, police, hearing volved,
vision,
should submit data obtained on or before Feb. 23, 1940.
exist in the frequencies above
common carrier, amateur, etc. ;
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that can
Campan
accountsa^s
Ten
Successful
Radio
Years
FEWshoware10thesucc
essive years of ISlationwide Distribution Is Obtained
radio advertising and the
creation of an industry
Quickly Through
Air Series
which, in a large part, can be at.
tributed to its radio programs
By PAUL
BRINES
This, in brief, is the story of Campana Sales Co., Batavia, 111., manufacturers of Italian Balm, Dres- THE lotion industry struggled along in a small way for many
kin, Coolies, D.D.D. and Campana
Hand Cream. The firm recently be- years, using conservative sales methods. As late as 1920 the
gan the 10th consecutive year of its
whole industry spent only ^100,000 for advertising in magahalf -hour Friday evening dramatic
show called Campana First Nighter
zines. And along came radio. First to take the new medium
on 53 CBS stations, and on Jan. 7
will start a half -hour Sunday after- seriously was Campana Sales Co., Illinois firm with distribution
noon dramatic production titled
in 22 States. Using mainly a half-hour dramatic program,
Grand Hotel on 30 CBS stations
for its new hand cream and Italian
Campana
has stayed reasonably near the top in listener ratings,
Balm.
The story of Campana success is without indulging in gaudy budgeting or garish programming.
the story of the radio industry it- Best of all, Campana has enjoyed a steady boom in sales, and RADIO advertising has played a
self, for the First Nighter took the
role in the success of
air Thanksgiving night, 1930, on its present new glass palace, built mainly by radio, will soon be dominant
Campana Sales Co., Batavia, 111.,
12 NBC-Blue stations. That is, joined by a neighboring edifice as impressive as the former.
which recently started its 10th sucthere were supposed to be 12 stacessive year of the half -hour Friday
tions of the network used, accordnight dramatic production First
ing to L. T. Wallace of Aubrey, 31 season Campana had national
"I consider this new building and
Snapped at a recent playits modern equipment a symbol of Nighter.
Moore & Wallace, the agency. The distribution.
conference were (1 to r) I. W.
sponsor had sent announcements of
And behind the modest begin- Campana's success," says Mr. Wal- Crull, vice-president of Campana
the new network show far and wide.
ning of Campana radio advertising
Sales; Joe Ainley, head of radio
lace, "and no small part of it can
But a few days after the first pro- is not only the story of Campana be traced to the effectiveness of ra- production of Aubrey, Moore &
dio advertising. The pioneering Wallace, Chicago agency handling
gram had been broadcast, the success, but the story of the rise
agency and NBC officials of Chi- of the hand lotion industry itself. Campana did in starting First the account; Tom Wallace, vicecago learned that several of the In a few brief years after 1900, Nighter nearly 10 years ago has president of the agency and Campana account executive.
stations hadn't cleared time. Apolo- manufacturers of hand lotion had benefited the whole hand lotion industry. It lighted the fuse which
gies went the rounds, issued by the turned many store-made and handnetwork, and the next week found
made, unbranded lotions into the blew the top off a modest industry reading impression of the plays is
time cleared on the 12 stations.
beginnings of a national industry. and resulted in a phenomenal in- checked against their listening imcrease in the sales volume of all
In 1920 for example, the entire inEntree to New Markets
pression. The three-act episodes of
advertised brands, at the expense First Nighter
net writers $100 per
dustry spent only about $100,000
Starting from scratch in 1926, on advertising in magazines. Con- of old-fashioned, unbranded prepa- play, and many an established
Campana had opened distribution
radio writer owes his acclaim to
trast this, if you please, with 1939
Strictly Clean
in about 22 States by 1929. At that when the hand lotion industry spent
scripts used on the program. Hisrations."
time, it was decided to investigate several million dollars in magazines
Before the offers and merchantorical plays in modern idiom are
the possibilities of radio. The for- and radio, of which more than 50%
dising tie-ins used by Campana on broadcast on First Nighter about
mula of First Nighter struck Cam- was expended for radio advertising. its radio programs are discussed, twice a year, and comedies are used
pana and agency officials as being As for Campana's growth, the the formula of the sponsor's pro- in a series about every third week.
exactly what they wanted, for this firm's
grams should be analyzed. The con- In general, First Nighter alterfactory in 1926 was a modest
style dramatic show had a wide ap- two-story building and there were
servative good taste of the halfnates alight with a serious play.
peal to both young people and about 50 employes.
hour dramatic First Nighter can be
According to Joseph T. Ainley
adults; was in very high taste and
Near Batavia, 35 miles west of found in the rules issued by the
of radio production of Aubits plots were wholesome and pro- Chicago, Campana recently dedi- agency to aspiring writers. No head rey,
Moore & Wallace, the emphavided unusual variety. In 1929, the
problem
plays
of
the
divorce
type
sis of First Nighter is on the dracated a modern three-story "all will be used on the First Nighter.
show was running on the old WIBO,
matic production and not on the
glass" factory of 85,000 square feet,
Chicago.
and a second unit of glass brick No mention of beer or liquors is "name stars". For example, from
made
on
the
show.
Slanted
for
high
1930 through 1936, Don Ameche
With a 12-station NBC network, and terra cotta will be completed
the sponsor saw radio advertising early in 1940. Today Campana has middle-class morality, First Nighter was starred on the show with June
scripts
never
permit
profanity;
Meredith and Betty Lou Gerson.
as a means of opening distribution several hundred employes.
morality
in States other than the 22 which
never carry implications of im- When Les Tremajoie and Barbara
had partial distribution in 1929. In
Luddy took the leads in 1937, the
Scripts for First Nighter are
this, they were not disappointed.
show's
high national rating conbought in the open market, often
There was no New York City distinued to increase. Without a single
from
young
and
inexperienced
tribution when the program took
change in the format of the show
to the air. The day after First
writers. Each script — and the agen- during its nine years on the air.
cy
receives
from
50
to
125
each
Nighter was aired on WJZ, New
has maintained naweek — is passed on by a play jury First Nighter
York, a large department store in
tional ratings that have kept it
the WJZ area had a noticeable dewhich is composed of one profes- constantly among the first five or
sional writer, a Campana official, six half-hours on the network.
mand for Italian Balm. After a
and two members of the agency.
frantic search, the department
A Test of Summer
store officials finally found out
Every script submitted to the agenIn
the
summer of 1936, after becy
is
criticized
and
many
of
them
where the product was made — Baare returned to the author with
ing on the air 52 weeks each year
tavia, 111.— and wired for a shipment. Incidents like this were fresuggestions for revision and re- since 1930, First Nighter was discontinued on its NBC-Red network
quent and by the end of the 1930writing. In the agency's studio, the
to test the show's actual summertime sales power. The actual sales
effect (as opposed to audience rating) was found to be so effective
that First Nighter returned to the
air in September, 1936, and has remained 52 weeks per year ever since.
The sponsor's second radio show.
Grand Hotel, is a two-act drama
VIRTUALLY built by radio advertising was the re- 70% of its advertising appropriation on radio. Start- which
went on the air in 1933 and
cently dedicated home of Campana Sales Co., near
ing almost from scratch in a small frame building in
(Continued on page 51)
Batavia, 111. For the last nine years, the firm has spent 1926, the modern plant covers 85,000 square feet.
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The first mail brought more than 1,500 requests.
That made WHO's

commercial department perk

up its ears, so two more

announcements

were

authorized. Mind you, now — only three announcements were made — one each morning for three
successive days.

The result? WHO

mailed 6,491 pictures to 6,491

listeners — in thirty-eight states and Canada!

Just how many listeners to WHO's

first program of

the morning did not write, we don't know. But we
**Could

I have

instead

said *dollar hilV

of ^photograph*?**

9 Jerry Smith, WHO's

Yodeling Cowboy, puts

do know that 6,491 of them attested to the "plus"
value of WHO'S
Remember,

''Iowa Plus" market.

this oflFer was made between 6 and

the station on the air each weekday morning at

6:15 a.m., the opening broadcast on WHO — and

6 o'clock. Jerry's a right popular lad with ladies

that these 6,491 requests came from only three

and gents alike, and he had a hunch that he had

announcements, without previous buildup. . . .

a pretty good audience even when he opened cold

How'd you like for us to do something like that for

before the crack o' dawn.

T'other morning he casually announced that he

you?

had 1,000 photographs of himself that he would
send to the first 1 ,000 listeners who asked for them.

WH

O,

+

for

IOWA

DES MOINES

+

PLUS!

. . . 50,000 WATTS

J. O. MALAND, MANAGER
FREE & PETERS, INC, National Representatives
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Gen.
To

Mills

Use

Again

Baseball

Nine Major League Cities on
List; New York Uncertain
BASEBALL broadcasts again w^ill
form a major part of General Mills'
summer advertising activities, although plans are still in the formative stage. Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Chicago, Detroit, Baltimore, Washi n g t o n, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh
and St. Louis have been listed as
cities in which this company will
probably broadcast baseball during
the 1940 season, but this list is
tentative and only a few contracts
have been signed.
Regarding New York, where executives of the three major league
clubs held a conference recently to
discuss the question of whether or
not they will allow their games to
be broadcast next summer, General Mills spokesmen said the company is not definitely in or out, but
is awaiting a resolution of the attitude of the ball teams before
making its own decision.
Socony Continues
Socony Vacuum Oil Co., co-sponsor of a number of baseball broadcasts during the past several years,
will sponsor some baseball broadcasts this coming summer, chiefly
in the Midwest, but is definitely out
of the New York picture this year
at least.
Procter & Gamble, which last
year joined General Mills and Socony Vacuum in a three-way sponsorship of the Giants, Yankees and
Dodgers games in New York, has
made no statement regarding plans
for 1940, and the agency, Compton
Adv., refuses to discuss the subject.
In Washington, it was announced
by WJSV that Arch McDonald, veteran baseball announcer of that
station who last summer covered
the Giants and Dodgers for WABC,
New York, will return to WJSV to
broadcast all games of the Washington Senators, except home
games which fall on Sundays and
holidays. Sponsor is presumably
General Mills.
Plans for New WTRY
CONTRACTS for equipment for
the new WTRY, Troy, N. Y., have
been let, and the station will begin
operating in the spring with 1,000
watts on 950 kc, according to
Harry C. Wilder, operator of
WSYR, Syracuse, who heads and
controls the company which secured aconstruction permit for the
new station in September, 1938.
Fred R. Ripley will be assigned as
manager, Ed Robinson as assistant
manager and W. P. Moore as chief
engineer. All are connected either
with WSYR or WNBX, Wilderovnied stations at Springfield, Vt.
Mr. Wilder also announced that
WNBX, for which he holds a CP
to move to Keene, N. H., will be
ready for equipment in the latter
community in January. Its call letters will be changed to WKNE.
NEGOTIATIONS are reported in
progress for the purchase of WTMC,
Ocala, Fla., by the John H. Perry
newspaper interests, which own
WCOA, Pensacola, and hold a construction permit for the new WJHP,
.Taeksonville local.
Page 22 • January

CUPID had a field day at WHK-WCLE, Cleveland, just before Christmas as these four fair damsels plighted their troth. All of them secretaries to WHK-WCLE executives, the group includes (1 to r) Alice Berg,
secretary to Continuity Director Les Biebl; Virginia Leininger, to Program Director R. W. Richmond ; Lucille Sidlo, to General Manager H. K.
Carpenter, and Jane Summers, to Studio Manager L. W. Zimmerman.
Since Nov. 1 a total of 12 WHK-WCLE employes have committed themselves matrimonially — Richard Dudek, Francis Pettay, Warren Miller,
Walt Davis, Robert Elliott, Wayne West, Helen Stoker, and one other
staff member whose engagement has not yet been announced.
Booth Controls WMBC
JOHN LORD BOOTH, son of the
late president of the Booth Newspapers of Michigan, on Dec. 19 was
authorized by the FCC to acquire
control of WMBC, Detroit local,
paying E. J. Hunt $125,000 for
1,643 shares or 62% of the stock
of Michigan Broadcasting Co.,
licensee. Mr. Hunt is retiring from
radio due to illness. The remaining
stock is owned by E. A. Wooten, of
Detroit. Mr. Booth is planning to
undertake active supervision of the
station, with Hy Steed remaining
as manager. Mr. Booth also is onesixth owner of WJBK, Detroit,
buying this interest last year from
George B. Storer for $16,500.
Col. Wilder to Dispose
Of His WJTN Holdings
WJTN, Jamestown, N. Y., will
shortly be sold by its chief owner,
Col. Harry C. Wilder, operator of
WSYR, Syracuse, in a deal for
which an approval application has
been made to the FCC. Col. Wilder
proposes into the
sell local
his 80%
controllinginterest
station,
which
operates on 1210 kc, to Jay E.
Mason, formerly with the McGrawHill Publishing Co., who for the
last six years has been assistant
to the vice-president of the Provident Loan Society of New York.
The purchase price is approximately $30,000. Charles Denny,
manager of the station, owns the
other 20%. He will remain in that
capacity and no staff changes are
contemplated.
Lady Esther Drops
LADY ESTHER Co., Chicago (cosmetics), will drop its Friday eveningNBC-Red broadcasts of Guy Lombardo's
orchestra
on Jan.
26, marking
the first time since
September
1931
the sponsor has not had at least one
program a week on NBC. Series of
Monday evening Lombardo broadcasts
on CBS will continue. Agency is Pedlar & Ryan, New York.

I, 1940

New

Station Is Granted

To Watertown, S. D., on
Former KWTN
Facility
WATERTOWN, S. D., without a
radio station since last October,
when the U. S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia upheld
the FCC's decision deleting KWTN
for alleged -violation of technical
regulations [Broadcasting, Nov.
1], will have a new station with the
same facilities as a result of an
FCC decision Dec. 22.
In one of its last acts before adjournment for the year-end holiday,
the Commission granted the application of Midland National Life Insurance Co. for a 250-watt outlet
on 1210 kc. Officers of the company
are J. J. Bell, president; D. F.
Jones, -vice-president; F. L.
Bramble, secretary-treasurer. Although the stockholders in the station were not named, it was stated
that none would hold more than
10%. Call letters will be KWAT.
The old KWTN operated with 100
watts on 1210 kc. In May, 1938, it
was
ordered offMeanwhile,
the air, andF.itsKoren,
o-wmers appealed.
owner of two-thirds interest, and
M. W. Plowman, station manager,
also applied for a new station with
the same facilities. They will not
be identified with the newly-granted
station.
Analysis of CBS Accounts
FORTY-seven advertisers are sponsoring 81 different programs on CBS
this winter, the heaviest schedule in
CBS history, according to a booklet
distributed
the Of
network's
holders lastto
month.
these, 45stockare
reported as renewed contracts ; 11 in
their sixth solid year on CBS ; 25 in
their fifth year or more ; 25 in their
fourth year or more ; 31 in their third,
year or more ; 37 in their second year
or more ; 10 are major new advertisers of the last 12 months. The booklet lists all the accounts, their time
schedules, number of stations and
number of weeks on CBS.
BROADCASTING

CBS West Coast Billings
Well Above 1939 Level
As Four Sponsors Sign
CBS Pacific network billings for
the first quarter of 1940 "will be
substantially
in advance
of 1939",
Arthur
J. Kemp,
West Coast
sales
manager announced in Hollywood
Dec. 18 when he reported that four
more advertisers have contracted
for time on the regional chain
within two weeks, and others are
expected to be signed shortly.
Los Angeles Soap Co., Los
Angeles, on Jan. 1 extends its
Dealer in Dreams (White King
Soap), to
9 CBS
stations,
Monday Pacific
throughCoast
Friday,
5:15-5:30 p.m. (PST), and on Jan.
7 expands the Spelling Bee-Liner
(Sierra Pine Toilet Soap), to the
same group of stations, Sunday, 22:30 p.m. (PST). Contracts, placed
through Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Hollywood, are for 52 weeks each.
Both have been tested on KNX,
Hollywood.
Alber Bros. Milling Co., Seattle
(Friskies Dog Food), on Jan. 14
starts for 26 weeks, a dramatic
serial, Adventures of Dr. Dare, on
9 CBS Pacific Coast stations, Sunday, 2:30-2.45 p.m., placing through
Erwin, Wasey & Co., Los Angeles.
On Feb. 10 National Lead Co., San
Francisco (Dutch Boy paints),
starts the Answer Auction on 12
CBS West Coast stations, Saturday, 8-8:30 p.m., placing through
Erwin, Wasey & Co., San Francisco.
Contract is for 35 weeks.
Colonial Dames Inc., Los Angeles
(cosmetics), through Glasser Adv.
Agency, that city, on Dec. 17
started for 52 weeks. Return to
Romance, on 9 CBS Pacific Coast
stations, Sunday, 10:45-11 a.m.
With exception of Alber Bros. Milling Co., all are new to network
radio, according to Kemp. He
pointed out that in the past their
efforts were confined to spot radio.
WCAR, Pontiac, Mich.
Takes Air on 1100 kc.
BEARING call letters indicative of
the industrial character of the community, the new WCAR, Pontiac,
Mich., went on the air last month
with 1,000 watts daytime on 1100
kc. Authorized for construction last
July and RCA equipped throughout,
the station is licensed to a group of
Pontiac citizens headed by H. Y.
Levinson, publisher of the weekly
Farmington (Mich.) Enterprise,
who owns 50% of the stock and who
will actively supervise its operations.
W. K. (Bill) Bailey, former commercial manager of KFNF, Shenandoah, la., is manager. Stanley N.
Schultz, formerly with WLAW,
Lawrence, Mass., is program director. Wiley D. Wenger, also
formerly with KFNF, is chief engineer. The staff includes Virginia
Letts, program secretary and traffic
director; Bill Gladden, Al Gordon,
Hugh Dantzer and Jack Habel, announcers; Monte Taylor and E. F.
Baughn, salesmen; Reuben Polen.
continuity -writer; George Stearns,
Dave Stewart, Charles Kocher and
Robert Ellerby, engineers; Cloman
Pipe, administrative secretary.
WPAB are the call letters assigned
by the FCC for the new 1,000 watt
station on 1340 kc. authorized last
month in Ponce, Puerto Rico [Broadcasting, Dec. 151.
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Radio
Defense
Hold

to

Get

Bills Likely to
Legislative

Spotlight
WITH THE world in a dither over
war conditions, the new session of
Congress convening Jan. 3 will not
be disposed to consider new legislation affecting radio, unless some
unforeseen emergency develops.
Nevertheless, it is expected that
members of both houses probably
will indulge in plain and fancy discussion of broadcasting, mainly of
the blowing-off-steam type.
Both Senator Wheeler (D-Mont.)
and Rep. Lea (D-Cal.), respective
chairmen of the Senate and House
committees charged with radio legislation, disclaim any present intention of fostering legislation to reorganize the FCC. Aside from the
war situation and emergency legislation relating to it, which is likely
to consume most of the time of the
national legislature, the fact that
1940 will be a campaign year will
tend to slough off consideration of
any legislation not in the "must"
category. Members of both Houses
will be anxious to get home to mend
political fences, and early adjournment will be the objective — perhaps
by mid-June.
Funds for FCC
The session is the second of the
76th Congress. Some 30 bills affecting broadcasting are still pending
[Broadcasting Aug. 15]. It is
hardly expected that any of them
will get out of Committee. New
bills unquestionably will be introduced but only those having Administration endorsement are likely
to get through.
The Independent Offices Appropi'iation Bill expected to carry at
least $2,100,000 for the FCC, an increase of $300,000 over the current
fiscal year, probably will pass early
in the session. Emphasis has been
placed upon economy in normal
Government operations because of
the widely expanded budgetary requirements for national defense.
However, the FCC is not expected
to experience great difficulty.
FCC will seek an extra appropriation for modernization of its
field monitoring equipment and expansion of its operations, principally for national defense. It has
no equipment capable of monitoring the ultra-highs in which espionage activities would most likely
occur.
Senator Wheeler, as well as Rep.
Lea, have more or less soured on
the "ripper" bill to reorganize the
FCC and reduce its membership
from seven to three. The measure
was sponsored by former Chairman
Frank R. McNinch and received
the support of President Roosevelt
himself, who sent a letter to the
committee chairman on it. It was
premised largely on the disrepute
of the FCC — a condition that apparently has changed considerably.
Rep. Lea declared that, as he
sees it, Congress will not be disposed to give quantity attention to
radio matters at the new session.
He indicated that so far as his
Committee was concerned, the measPage 24
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Seat
ures shelved at the last session wiW
continue in an inactive status.
Aside from the national defense
items and the Western Union-Postal
Telegraph merger proposition, the
FCC has no present plans for recom endations tothe new Congress.
Eventually there will be a report,
along with recommendations, on its
long-drawn-out Network Monopoly
Inquiry, which ran over a six-month
period beginning in November,
1938. The Network Monopoly Committee, however, is still in the process of drafting its report, and full
Commission action will be necessary
before anything in the nature of
recommendations can go to Congress.
Rep. Lea observed that if the
FCC should require any clarification of the Communications Act for
immediate removal of inequities,
his committee would be disposed to
take up such recommendations, although no general revision of any
portion of the Communications
statute would be placed on the Comsion. mittee program at the coming sesNotes Improvement
Chairman Lea said he felt the
FCC had shown improvement in its
activities and its harmony under
Chairman Fly. With these changed
conditions, he declared there would
be no disposition to revive the proposal to reorganize the FCC from
a seven-man to a three-man board.
He reiterated previously expressed
views that the FCC can improve its
regulatory activities through administrative action and after it
builds upon experience in regulation the Commission in the future
might make legislative recommendations which would be safer and
more substantial when enacted.
Verbal pyrotechnics, of course,
are expected from customary quarters. The NAB Self-Regulation
Code probably will draw the fire of
free speech adherents. Moreover,
the campaign of publisher Frank

in
Congress
E. Gannett to amend Section 606
of the Communications Act, which
authorizes the President in a national emergency to commandeer all
radio and communications, is expected to hit the floor of each
House. Whether there will be a concerted drive, however, to repeal or
perhaps amend that section cannot
yet be foretold.
Opposition to Clear Channels
While the Senate already has
gone on record as opposed to power
in excess of 50,000 watts, and while
Senator Wheeler repeatedly has
expressed his opposition to clear
channels as bordering on monopoly,
a crusade in favor of retention of
clear channels and of power even
beyond 500 kw. already has been
started in the House. Rep. Sweeney
(D-0.) launched the effort at the
last session and since that time
has completed his own rural survey, which he proposes to use as a
springboard in fostering new legislation removing the present 50 kw.
power limit imposed by rules of
the FCC and by the Wheeler resolution.
Copyright remains on the Senate
agenda. Action on the proposed international copyright treaty, providing for automatic world copyright, which was vigorously opposed
by broadcasting and other interests, was abandoned at the last session with the definite understanding it would be considered at the
new session, along with legislation
revising domestic copyright laws.
How vigorous the fight will be for
revision of the antiquated copyright
law, in the light of the changed
world conditions, cannot be predicted. "Users" of copyrighted works,
among them broadcasters, have repeatedly urged revision of the copyright statutes to remove or reduce
the statute's minimum provision of
$250 per innocent infringement. It
is this provision, they have contended, which gives such combines
as ASCAP a virtual life and death
power over users.

Shortwave

Query

Census

Urged

In

But Proposal Is Thought to
Have Only Slight Chance
EXTENSION of the 1940 Federal
Housing Census to include data on
the actual number of radio receivers in United States homes as well
as the number of sets capable of
international shortwave reception
was recommended at an informal
meeting of industry and Government officials held in mid-December
in the office of John H. Payne, chief
of the Electrical & Radio Division
of the Department of Commerce.
According to schedules for the Housing Census, as set up at present, a
single
question, "7s there a
15]. inradio
radio
this dwellinp
unit?", Dec.
has
been
included
[Broadcasting,
Following mendations
thewere sent
meeting
recomthe Census
Bureau that instead of the announced radio question there be substituted "How many usable radio
sets
are in
dwelling
Bureau
alsothiswas
asked unit?"
to addThea
second question, "Is a radio set in
this dwelling unit usable for listening directly to international shortivave broadcasts?"
Social Importance
In making the latter recommendation, the group pointed to the
great social significance attending
reception of foreign broadcasts.
The possibility of incorporating a
count of automobile radios also was
discussed at the conference, but this
matter was not included in the
recommendations.
Although Census Bureau officials
have made no comment on the
recommendations, it is believed they
were made at such a late date,
when schedules for the Housing
Census, to begin April 1, 1940, were
generally
completed,inthat
will
not be included
thethey
Census
count. Previously the Census Bureau has emphasized the desirability of holding to a minimum questionsserve
of this
typeschedules.
in order At
to preworkable
the
time the present radio question was
revealed, it was understood the
Housing Census schedule was virtually settled and that no additions,
particularly for radio, would be
made.
Attending the conference were
Paul F. Peter for the NAB; Bond
Geddes,
vice-president,
Robert R.executive
Kane, Camden,
N. J.,
and Meade Brunet, Harrison, N. J.,
for RMA, along with representatives of the FCC, State Department, Bureau of Foreign & Domestic Commerce and U. S. Office of
Education.

42D & BROADWAY, Wichita, Kan., is the locale for this picture of the
groundbreaking ceremonies for the new transmitting plant of KFBI,
which is to move from Abilene to Wichita early in February, 1940. Smiling
in the mud during the first rain in several weeks, H. K. Lindsley, president of Farmers & Bankers Life Insurance Co., Wichita, owners of the
station, and Herb Hollister, recently named vice-president and general
manager of KFBI, put their feet to the spade for the first shovelful of
excavation. Others in the group include J. Ward Gates, president of the
Wichita Chamber of Commerce; Jack Todd, manager of KANS, at the
microphone; K. V. Pyle, KFBI technical director; Mayor Frank Coleman,
and Alfred MacDonald, city manager. KANS, using its mobile unit, scored
a first by carrying the initial broadcast from the new KFBI site.
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New Wrigley Series
WILLIAM WRIGLEY Jr. Co.,
Chicago (Doublemint gum), following an audition, on Jan. 7 starts
a new half-hour Sunday show
which replaces the Gateway to
Hollywood series on CBS. The program, to be produced by J. Walter
Thompson
Hollywood,
feature Gene Co.,
Autry,
singing will
cowboy
and dramatics. Audition program
was produced
Paul Rickenbacher
and Bob by
Brewster.
Carroll
Carroll, Lynn McManus and Eddie
Helwick wrote the scripts. New program will continue on 67 CBS stations, Sun., 6:30-7 p. m. (EST).
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The research laboratories and the transmitter
Farnsworth's
Fort Wayne
housing administration
offices,plantresearcli
laboratories and special products
manufacturing division.

and special products division of the Farnsworth
Television & Radio Corporation are now consolidated at the Farnsworth plant in Fort Wayne,
Indiana. This plant is admirably adapted for the
development and production of special apparatus and equipment in the electronic field. Its
operations are independent of those at Farnsworth's plant in Marion, Indiana, which is now in
full production, manufacturing Farnsworth
radios, radio-phonograph combinations and television receiving sets.
LOOK

TO FARNSWORTH

when you have

need for electronic apparatus — products essential to television (such as the Farnsworth image
dissector tube that makes possible startlingly
high-fidelity in film transmission), telecine projectors and cameras, photocell multiplier tubes, master timer and
pulse generators, complete studio and radio transmitting equipment for both sight and sound.

Farnsworth's
Indiana
plant
devoted toMarion,
the manufacture
of
radios,
radio-phonograph
combinations and television
receivers.

Flexible manufacturing and unexcelled research facilities, full
benefits of Farnsworth ideas and inventions and the knowledge
that in the same organization there is available to you engineering
counsel who have made television history — these are the factors
which can give you confidence
when you are confronted with
television problems, when you
LOOK TO FARNSWORTH
FOR YOUR TELEVISION
NEEDS.

The Farnsworth Image Dissector Tube with its inherent excellence of perprovides unusuallyformance,
high dermition,
freedom from shading and
simplicity of control. The
Farnsworth telecine projector isof the continuous
type. There
no intermittent ismovement.
An
incandescent lamp is used
as a light source.

Get in touch with Farnsworth.
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Aylesworth

Quits

Newspaper
Work
Opens Office as Counsel and
May Enter Industry Affairs
RETURN of M. H. Aylesworth,
founder and first president of NBC,
to high councils in the broadcasting
industry was foreseen with his
resignation as jHPP^^J^HH
his own law offices

Ir^^ /
and Mr.^^//
relations
lie
industrial
policy.
Aylesworth
Because of his broad knowledge
of radio, acquired over a period of
more than a decade as president of
NBC, it was presumed he will find
himself associated with industry
affairs. Possibility of Mr. Aylesworth's association with the industry in connection with the music
performing rights situation was
also foreseen.
Announcement of Mr. A y 1 e s worth's
made Dec.
19,
coincided resignation,
with his admission
to the
New York Bar on that day. He has
been a member of the Colorado Bar
for a quarter-century and served
as County Attorney of Larimer
County, Colorado, when he was 24.
Mr. Aylesworth said he would function as counsel and advisor to corporations, business and professional men in their problems growing
out of complicated New Deal legislation affecting corporate action,
taxation, labor, wages and hours
and public relations.
Suggested as Music Counsel
With current contracts for performance of ASCAP music expiring at the end of 1940, and with an
open breach existing between the
ASCAP and industry groups, a
number of prominent broadcasters
already have suggested retention
of Mr. Aylesworth as counsel or
possibly as an arbiter. Despite his
association during the last three
years with the newspaper field, as
an executive of Scripps-Howard,
Mr. Aylesworth has maintained his
contacts in radio.
Mr. Aylesworth joined the
Scripps-Howard organization in
1937 as a member of its general
management and specialized in development of national advertising.
A resident of New York for the
last 20 years, Mr. Aylesworth became president of NBC in 1926,
launching the world's first network.
He was largely responsible for the
conception and development of commercial broadcasting. After a decade as president of NBC, he was
called upon to take over and reorganize Radio-Keith-Orpheum
when it was bankrupt and sustaining large operating losses. He guided the organization through receivership and established it on a profitable basis. With wide experience
and background, he is a leading
figure in the radio, industrial, advertising and financial fields.
Mr. Aylesworth will maintain his
offices in Rockefeller Center. He
was instrumental in launching the
Rockefeller Center-Radio City project, one of the largest real estate
enterprises ever undertaken.
Page 26
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WHEN

THE

GRAF

SPEE

BLEW

UP

NBC Observer, Bill Bowen, Called for the Air
And Got it, Scorins
NBC's and probably radio's biggest
beat of the year occurred on Dec.
17 when the network broadcast to
the world the dramatic scuttling of
the Admiral Graf Spee in Montevideo harbor, where the Nazi battleship had taken refuge from the
British battleships Ajax, Achilles
and Exeter.
Immediately
upon theBill
ship's
arrival in the harbor.
Clark,
RCA's representative in Buenos
Aires, set up equipment, including
microphones, direct wires to NBC
headquarters in New York and telephone wires on the pier at Montevideo, asuburb of Buenos Aires, in
the harbor where the Graf Spee
was awaiting orders from Hitler.
"Give Me the Air"
A friend of Clark's, Talbot G.
Bowen, with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
in Buenos Aires, was pressed into
service to handle the descriptions
because he was one of the few English-speaking persons available. For
two days, while the world waited
for Germany's decision whether the
ship would leave the harbor or be
interned for the duration of the
war,
Bowen
and all
Clark
"stood
by"
to
report
to NBC
activity
aboard
the German vessel.
On Dec. 17, at 5:55 p.m., while
Bowen happened to be talking to
the network's special events department in New York, the ship
started to move out of the harbor.
Suddenly interrupting his discussion of the setup for further broadcasts, Bowen shouted, "Give me the
air!
ship has exploded!"
NBC,Theimmediately
clearing And
all
wires, interrupted pi'ograms on its
Blue and Red networks to present
Bowen in a detailed report of the
proceedings.
NBC's shortwave
stations also carried
the broadcast,
and later in the evening NBC relaxed its policy against broadcasting recordings to present a special
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WWJ Special
WWJ, Detroit, carried its
own special broadcast direct
from Montevideo, Uruguay,
describing the scene of the
Adrniral Graf Speeds refuge
in the Montevideo harbor just
before the German pocket
battleship hoisted anchor to
proceed to the spot a few
miles away where it was
scuttled by its crew. A special
program was carried at 1:30
p.m. with Russell Barnes,
Detroit News correspondent,
giving a background picture
from the WWJ studios. During: the program Harold K.
Milks, Associated Press representative in Montevideo,
was picked up in a radiotelephone conversation during which he described a trip
he made by launch around the
crippled ship, told of shell
marks on her hull, and described ambulances taking
away the wounded. The two
newsmen carried on a twoway conversation, radio-telephoned from Montevideo via
New York.

Year's Best Scoop— —

Via Radiophoto
THE WHOLE world listened
aghast to Bill Bowen, M-G-M representative in Buenos Aires, who
was talking on the phone to NBC
in New York when he saw the
Graf Spee explode. All wires were
cleared and Bowen, a comparative
amateur at announcing, told the
most dramatic tale of the year as it
happened. Bowen (top right) was
caught by the camera while he described the scuttling. Smoke from
the Graf Spee can be seen on the
horizon. Others in the photo, sent
by radio, are engineers.
"scoop".
transcription
of Mr. B o w e n ' s
CBS encountered bad luck on the
broadcast when a few moments before the Germans set off the first
bombs scuttling the Graf Spee, the
CBS telephone line to Montevideo
went dead. The network carried a
full description later in the evening of the abattleship's
sinking and
broadcast
special description
of
the situation and why Germany
had decided to scuttle the cruiser.
WOR, Newark, via its special
events department, was also talking direct with Montevideo, but lost
connections at the vital moment
when the ship was blown up.
Talbot Bowen,
the is"amateur"
commentator
for NBC,
a native
of Lowell, Mass. His first job was
traveling Nebraska as a salesman
for the Sinclair Oil Co., after which
he became a member of the staff of
the Windsor Hotel in Jacksonville,
Fla. In 1932, Bowen, who is known
as "James" or "Jimmy" to his
friends, became manager of the
American Club in Buenos Aires,
and three years later, went to
Montevideo to work in MGM's distributing office. Bowen's radio experience consists of one broadcast
of a Montevideo Opera opening on
NBC and participation in one of
Admiral Byrd's three-way radio
hookups. Otherwise, he is a novice
in the art of reporting a news
event.
T. S. MARSHALL, one of the owners
of WOLF, structrecently
authorized
for with
conion in Syracuse,
operating
100 watts on 1500 kc, announces that
he will be station manager and that
the station
will start operating about
Feb.
15.
BROADCASTING

Christmas Broadcasts
From Actual War Front
Are Heard on Networks
CHRISTMAS in the trenches was
the theme of two programs broadcast on Dec. 24 direct from the
Maginot and Siegfried Lines on
NBC-Blue. At 3 p.m. (EST), Max
Jordan, NBC's European representative, described Christmas Eve in
the German trenches and later William Boyd of the New York Sun
broadcast from a French ammunition storeroom where the soldiers
were attending mass and singing
carols. On Christmas Day, NBC
brought a program from Helsinki,
with Warren Irvin giving the latest
war ing
newsChristmas
and Finnish
soldiers sing- ij
songs.
Also on Dec. 24, CBS broadcast
an evening half-hour from abroad,
beginning with Big Ben striking
midnight in London, after which E.
R. Murrow, CBS chief in London,
described the holiday scene in that
city. The broadcast also included
pickups
a chapel
a Maginot Line from
fortress
where in
French
and
British soldiers attended Christmas
Mass, news
the Finnish-Russian
front
from ofWilliam
L. White in
Finland, and a description of
Christmas in the German capital
by Russell Hill of the CBS staff in
Berlin.
CBS on Christmas broadcast a
four-part half-hour program.
Larry LeSeuer, CBS representative
on the Western front, spoke from
the Royal Air Force headquarters;
Eric Sevareid, CBS Paris representative, from the Maginot Line;
William L. Shirer, Berlin representative, from a fueling ship for
German submarines in the Baltic
Sea, and William L. White from
Finnish general headquarters at
Viipuri. The last portion of the program was curtailed because of
heavy shelling by Russian troops.
Christmas morning MBS broadcast an hour of greetings from all
parts of the British Empire to
King George VI, concluding with
the Christmas message of the King
to his people, which was also broadcast by NBC and CBS.
Four American correspondents
abroad held Christmas conversations with their families in America via NBC during a broadcast on
which John Lloyd of the AP, John
O'Donnell of the New York Daily
News and Bill Byrd of the New
York Sun, from Paris, and William
Hillman, European director of
Collier's, from London, exchanged
greetings with their wives and children, gathered in NBC studios in
this country.
WHBY in Appleton, Wis.
AUTHORIZED early in 1939 to
move into Appleton, Wis., WHBY,
one of the two stations operated
commercially
by St.Wis.,
Norbert's
College, Green Bay,
will start
its Appleton operations on or about
Jan. 1, according to Father James
A. Wagner, managing director.
Father Wagner will continue also
to direct WTAQ in Green Bay.
Hayden R. Evans will be manager
of the Appleton station. A new onestory studio and office building has
been constructed. RCA transmitter
equipment, a Collins console and
a 200-foot Truscon vertical radiator have been installed. Station is
a 250-watt outlet on 1200 kc, and
will join the new Transcontinental
network.
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ASCAP Shuns Radio
CONTRARY to expectations, the
radio committee of ASCAP did not
make a preliminary report of its
findings to the December meeting
of the Society's board of directors.
Indeed, according to E. C. Mills,
chairman of the administrative
committee, radio was not even
mentioned at the meeting, which
was devoted chiefly to authorizing
dividends for the fourth quarter
of 1939. for
Asked
regarding
ASCAP's
income
the year,
Mr. Mills
said
that the books would be ready for
auditing in March and that 1939
figures should be ready about the
first of April. He declined to make
any estimate of income at this time.

Broadcast Music must await fulfil ment of the campaign fund commitments. A number of outstanding figures in the music field have
been considered. He explained the
appointment would be made by the
Broadcast Music board, which he
heads, as soon as the fund solicitation is completed — possibly early
in February.

Voices Optimism Over Response of Industry at
District Meetings Held Throughout Country
ginia)9; (Illinois and Wisconsin) ;
EXUDING optimism over response
to the industry-wide project for and 11 (Minnesota, North Dakota,
Totally aside from the ASCAPBroadcast Music situation much increation of Broadcast Music Inc., South Dakota), the subscription reterest has been evidenced at the
turn represented between 60 and
after having canvassed about half
district
meetings in the union mu70%
of
the
station
income.
In
Disthe country, NAB President Neville Miller launches the final drive
trict 7 (Kentucky and Ohio) ; 8
sician situation, and in the phono(Indiana and Michigan) ; and 10
graph record manufacturing comin the $1,500,000 station subscrip(Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska) the
tion campaign this month, conpany banMiller
on has
performances.
dent
outlined toPresithe
vinced that the Feb. 1 subscription figure was approximately 50%.
meetings the present status of
Under the Broadcast Music plan,
deadline will be met.
these situations.
Broadcast Music Inc. already has the minimum fund of $1,100,000
District
meetings
which
remain
from
stations,
exclusive
of
the
Meetings Are Successful
leased space in New York for headbe held tentatively are as folquarter operations in the all-inclu- $400,000 committed by NBC and to
Broadcasters
generally indicated
lows:
sive project designed to build for CBS, must be forthcoming by Feb.
their intention to stick by their
radio its own reservoir of music to 1. In the event it is concluded by
District 6 (Arkansas, Louisiana,
guns on the AFM situation, even in
board that the support is not Mississippi, Tennessee) at New
the face of a threatened strike Jan.
combat ASCAP's monopoly and in- the
sufficient
to
warrant
undertaking
troduce competition into the copyOrleans, Jan. 3; District 13 (Tex- 17.
the
project,
the
stock
subscription
righted music field. With existing
as) at Dallas, Jan. 5; District 3
The last two district meetings —
contributions, which represent oneASCAP contracts expiring in ex- fifth
(Delaware, New Jersey, PennDistrict 11 held at Minneapolis
of
the
total
contributions
sylvania) at Camden, Jan. 4;
actly one year, preliminary plans
Dec. 13 and District 3 in Washalready have been launched for the sought, will be returned. President District 16 (Arizona, New Mexico,
ington Dec. 16 — were among the
enterprise. Space has been leased Miller, however, indicated he felt and Southern California) at Los
most successful held. At the Minat 580 Fifth Ave., with provisions the success of the campaign was al- Angeles, Jan. 9; District 15
neapolis session, presided over by
ready assured and did not believe
made for additional room in the
(Northern California, Nevada and
same building. Sydney M. Kaye, it would be necessary to face any Hawaii) at San Francisco, Jan.
Earl
H.
Gammons, general man10; District 17 (Oregon, Washinggeneral cotmsel for Broadcast Mu- such contingency.
ager of WCCO, and the district
ton, Alaska) at Portland, Jan. 12; director, there were 21 stations
sic, who was primarily responsible
Paid Executive
District
and Alabama
for the broad-gauged plan, alout of 36 in the disThe assessments are based on stations) 5 at(Georgia
Columbus, Ga., Jan. represented
ready has occupied the offices, along
trict. Of those present, Mr. Gam50% of station payments to 18, and Florida stations at Orlando,
with Stuart M. Sprague, his chief ASCAP
mons
reported
all except one
in 1937. The contributions
assistant.
Jan. 19.
for stock represent one-tenth of the
sign the license and subPresident Miller will attend all agreed scribetoto the
stock. It was attendGood Showing Claimed
amount stations paid ASCAP that
ed
by
the
largest gathering of
but the Camden meeting. It is exyear,
or
one-fifth
of
their
expected
At the ten district meetings, sta- contributions. The remaining fourpected Mr. Kaye will be the prin- broadcasters ever held in the three
tions which have subscribed to
fifths
would
be
subject
to
call
by
cipal
speaker there.
states — Minnesota, North Dakota
stock in Broadcast Music represent
Mr. Miller has explained at the and South Dakota.
Broadcast Music, on a staggered
approximately 60% of the broadscale to cause least possible hard- various district meetings that seAt the Washington meeting, over
cast income in those areas. Roughship on stations.
lection of a paid executive for
(Continued on page 59)
ly, it is estimated that for the
country as a whole, the income
base, exclusive of network revenue
and after customary discounts, is
Stations Committed
to Broadcast Music Project
in the neighborhood of $76,000,000.
The ten NAB districts already covIOWA
MINNESOTA
COLORADO
RHODE ISLAND
NORTH CAROLINA
ered represent some $50,000,000 of KVOR, Colorado Springs WOC, Davenport
WEAN, Providence
KATE, Albert Lea
KSO,
Des
Moines
WWNC, Asheville
that income figure, or 66% of the KFEL, Denver
WJAR, Providence
KDAL, Duluth
WHO, Des Moines
WBT, Charlotte
KLZ, Denver
KYSM, Mankato
aggregate. Stock subscriptions
KGLO, Mason City
KOA,
Denver
SOUTH CAROLINA
WSOC, Charlotte
WCCO, Minneapolis
from stations in these districts KVOD, Denver
KMA, Shenandoah
WDNC, Durham
WIS.
Columbia
KIUP,
Durango
WDGY,
Minneapolis
KANSAS
amount to an equivalent of a $30,- KFXJ, Grand Junction
WGBR, Goldsboro
WTCN, Minneapolis
WCSC.
Charleston
000. 000 base, or about 60% of the KGHF, Pueblo
WBIG, Greensboro
KROC, Rochester
KGGF,
Coffeyville
SOUTH DAKOTA
WPTF, Raleigh
KFAM, St. Cloud
KGNO, Dodge
City
represented income.
CONNECTICUT
WGTM, Wilson
KABR, Aberdeen
KTSW, Emporia
KOBH,
Rapid City
This showing is viewed as ex- WICC, Bridgeport
KIUL. Garden City
MISSOURI
WSJS, Winston-Salem
KELO, Sioux Falls
WDRC, Hartford
ceedingly gratifying by President
WIBW,
Topeka
KMBC, Kansas City
Hartford
KSOO, Sioux Falls
KANS, Wichita
Miller and his board. Including the WTIC,
WATR, Waterbury
WHB, Kansas City
NORTH DAKOTA
WNAX, Yankton
KFBI,
Wichita
KFEQ,
St.
Joseph
flat commitments by the networks
KFH. Wichita
DISTRICT OF
KFYR,
WDAY, Bismarck
Fargo
KMOX, St. Louis
of $400,000, it is roughly estimated
COLUMBIA
UTAH
KENTUCKY
KLO, Ogden
WIL,
St.
Louis
KGCU, Mandan
that the pledged subscriptions to WJSV, Washington
KOVO,
Provo
WCMI,
Ashland
WMAL,
Washington
KDYL,
Salt
Lake City
Broadcast Music already exceed the WOL, Washington
OHIO
WLAP, Lexington
MONTANA
KSL, Salt Lake City
WAVE, Louisville
$600,000 figure. The goal, by Feb. WRC, Washington
KGHL, Billings
KUTA, Salt Lake City
WJW, Akron
WHAS, Louisville
IDAHO
1, is $1,500,000.
KGVO, Missoula
WICA, Ashtabula
VIRGINIA
A breakdown of the pledges KSEI, Pocatello
MAINE
WHBC,
Canton
NEBRASKA
WGH, Newport News
KFXD,
Nampa
made in the ten districts already
WCKY,
Cincinnati
WCSH,
Portland
WTAR,
Norfolk
KTFI, Twin Falls
KORN, Fremont
WKRC, Cincinnati
WRNL, Richmond
covered indicates that approximateKHAS, Hastings
MARYLAND
WGAR,
Cleveland
ILLINOIS
WMBG,
Richmond
KGFW, Kearney
ly 200 stations of the some 406
WTAM, Cleveland
WRTD, Richmond
WCAO, Baltimore
Chicago
WJAG,
Norfolk
WRVA,
Richmond
commercial operating stations in WAAF,
WBNS, Columbus
WCBM, Baltimore
WBBM, Chicago
KGNF, North Platte
WDBJ. Roanoke
WCOL, Columbus
WFBR, Baltimore
these districts have joined the proj- WENR, Chicago
KGKY,
Scottsbluff
WTBO. Cumberland
WHKC,
Columbus
WEST VIRGINIA
WMAQ, Chicago
ect. Approximately the same numWHIG, Dayton
Chicago
WJLS, Beckley
MASSACHUSETTS
NEW HAMPSHIRE
WING. Dayton
ber of stations — in round figures, WLS,
WHFC, Cicero
WHIS, Bluefield
WLOK, Lima
WAAB. Boston
WFEA, Manchester
East St. Louis
200 — were represented at the ten WTMV,
WCHS,
Charleston
WBZ-WBZA, Boston
WEBQ, Harrisburg
WPAY. Portsmouth
meetings.
WBLK,
Clarksburg
WEET.
Boston
WMBD, Peoria
WSPD, Toledo
NEW YORK
WMMN,
Fairmont
WMEX, Boston
Based on the business figures by WROK, Rockford
WABY,
Albany
WHIZ,
Zanesville
WSAZ,
WNAC, Boston
WHBF, Rock Island
WPAR, Huntington
Parkersburg
districts, the analysis indicated
WOKO, Albany
WSAR, Fall River
WCBS,
Springfield
OKLAHOMA
WWVA, Wheeling
that Districts 1 (New England) ; WDZ, Tuscola
WBEN, Buffalo
WISCONSIN
WLLH, Lowell
KADA, Ada
WBRK,
Pittsfield
WABC, New York
12 (Kansas and Oklahoma), and
INDIANA
KCRC, Enid
WMAS, Springfield
WBNX, New York
14 (Colorado, Idaho, Wyoming,
WCLO,
WTAG,
Worcester
KOCY, Oklahoma City
WTRC, Elkhart
WEAF, New York
WTMJ, Janesville
Milwaukee
KOMA, Oklahoma City
Montana) had subscriptions repre- WEGA, Evansville
WJZ,
New
York
MICHIGAN
WRJN,
WHBL, Racine
Sheboygan
Evansville
KTOK,
Oklahoma
City
senting more than 80% of the sta- WGBF,
WQXR,
New
York
WGL, Fort Wayne
WJBK. Detroit
WKY. Oklahoma City
WHAM, Rochester
tion income. In Districts 2 (New WOWO,
Fort Wayne
WSAU, WYOMING
Wausau
WJR. Detroit
KHBG,
Okmulgee
WHEC.
Rochester
WIBC, Indianapolis
WFDF, Flint
York) ; 4 (District of Columbia,
WGY, Schenectady
KGFF, Shawnee
South Bend
WKZO,
Kalamazoo
KDFN, Rock
CasperSprings
KVRS,
Maryland, North Carolina, South WFAM,
KTUL, Tulsa
WSBT, South Bend
WFBL, Syracuse
WKBZ, Muskegon
WSYR, Syracuse
WHLS, Port Huron
Carolina,
Virginia,
West Vir- WBOW, Terre Haute
KVOO, Tulsa
KWYO, Sheridan
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EXTENSIVE

BESIDE a repair booth (left) in the lobby of the ing the big Pittsburgh campaign to salvage old sets
Grant Bldg., KDKA and other Pittsburgh stations and turn them over to the needy. The main booth,
maintained repair squads in a vacant store room durtitled Santa's Radio Workshop, drew large crowds.
Moving

of

To Omaha
Sought
World-Herald Would Acquire
Holdings of Cowles Group
A DEAL for the transfer of KFNF,
Shenandoah, la., to the Omaha
World-Herald, conditional upon its
removal to Omaha, has been made
by _ the Des Moines Register &
Tribune (Cowles) interests which
last September purchased 48.75%
interest in the station and secured
an option to purchase the remainder from Henry Field, the licensee. It is understood the Des
Moines interests paid $150,000 for
the minority stock and the proposed complete ownership with the
hope of moving the station into Des
Moines in order to substitute it
there for their KSO 1430 kc. facility. This project has been abandoned.
The deal to sell the station to the
Omaha newspaper involves somewhere between $150,000 and $200,000. KFNF shortly will apply for
fulltime operation in Omaha with
5,000 watts on its present wavelength of 890 kc. which it shares
with KUSD of the University of
South Dakota at Vermillion, S. D.
KUSD would relinquish the timesharing arrangement in favor of
obtaining the facilities of the
Omaha World - Herald's KOWH,
which operates with 500 watts daytime on 660 kc.
Omaha Facility
Thus Omaha would secure a new
fulltime 5,000-watt outlet on 890
kc, probably using the KOWH call
letters, while the University of
South Dakota would secure 500
watts daytime for its KUSD on 660
kc. It is understood the deal, which
is being handled by Luther Hill,
general manager of the Cowles stations, is satisfactory to the university, the Cowles interests agreeing
to provide the university with any
necessary new equipment.
The Omaha World-Herald bought
the old WAAW in that city for approximately $60,000 in latter 1938,
and the FCC authorized the transfer on Feb. 27, 1939, though Commissioners McNinch and Walker
dissented. Call letters were changed
to KOWH and the station affiliated
with NBC after KOIL had joined
CBS.
OSCAR KRONENBERG, for seven
years assistant commercial manager of
WARD, Brooklyn, has applied to the
FCC for a new 2.50-watt station on
1310 kc. in Steiibcnville, O.
Page 30
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OLD

SETS

Four Stations Merge Efforts Witfi Newspaper
And Collect 1,250 Old Receivers
FOUR Pittsburgh stations and the brought a wave of wholesome publicity to local servicemen, and proPittsburgh Post-Gazette, following
vided an entree for the Post-Gazette
out the Radio Christmas idea advanced by the NAB, through their through the canvassing for donations conducted by its circulation
cooperative efforts with local radio
representatives. In taking all the
servicemen, jobbers and distributors
during the Dec. 16-23 week collected old sets off the market, the plan has
some 1,250 donated radio receivers created potential customers for new
sets, reflecting to the benefit of
from local citizens for distribution
jobbers and distributors.
to underprivileged families.
Prominently identified in the proIn accordance with the Radio
motion in Pittsburgh were Frank
Christmas plan, the sets secured by
the stations— KDKA, W W S W\ Smith and Walter Sickles, of
WJAS and KQV— through special W W S W ; John Laux and Joe
KQV- WJAS; Jim Luntzel,
announcements and programs pro- Villella,
Byron McGill, W. E. Jackson and
moting the drive were repaired
General Manager S. D. Gregory,
under supervision of the serviceKDKA; 0. J. Keller, editor, and
men's organization, with repair
Dubin, promotion editor,
parts furnished by jobbers and dis- Jules
tributors, who also helped pay Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, and Samuel Avins, general counsel. Radio
extra repairmen hired to handle
Servicemen's Assn. of Pittsburgh.
the rushing business.
The original goal of 1,000 sets
was reached four days ahead of New KORN, Fremont, Neb.
schedule, on Dec. 19. Despite announcements that the quota had AUTHORIZED for construction
been reached, calls from persons
last Nov. 3, the new KORN, Fremont, Neb., local outlet on 1370 kc,
offering to donate old radios continued to come in, and by Dec. 22 went on the air Dec. 22 in what is
more than 1,250 sets had been re- believed to be a record for shortceived. Radio servicemen worked
ness of time between authorization,
every night for several days until construction and operation. Chief
2 or 3 a.m. without pay, supple- owner of the station is Clark
menting the efforts of a crew of 12 Standiford, former co-owner of
unemployed repairmen hired for KGFW, Kearney, Neb., who will
also be manager. Commercial mandaytime work.
ager is Randy Ryan, formerly manProgram Stunts
ager of KMMJ, Grand Island, Neb.
In the lobby of the Grant Bldg., Larry Coke, also formerly of
is program director^ and
one
Pittsburgh's
well-knownof KMMJ,
E. A. Blackburn, former chief enoffice ofbuildings
and location
gineer of the old KWTN, WaterKDKA, "Santa's Radio Workshop"
was set up. From the scene the town, S. D., is chief engineer. The
station is Gates equipped with a
participating stations originated
several special events features, 179-foot Wincharger tower. Its
transmitter house is the residence
among them personal appearances
of local radio personalities, who of two families of engineers. Standard Radio transcription library and
sang Christmas carols during the
UP news service are being used.
noon hour. These programs were
carried on a special four-station
hookup. On Dec. 14 KDKA devoted
Creamery Placing
its half-hour Pittsb^irgh Speaks to
the project, with a team of RSA
BEATRICE CREAMERIES, Chirepresentatives competing against
cago (Meadow Gold cheese), has
a team representing the stations
renewed Keep Fit to Music With
and newspaper in a quiz program,
Wallace, daily quarter-hour physiwith questions slanted to develop
cal culture program, on WGN, Chiinformation about Radio Christmas.
cago, for 52 weeks. It is understood
Comment among participating the MBS sustaining program will
radio men was to the effect that the
by Beatrice
in a number of additional
markets
soon
promotion, beside yielding a feeling be sponsored
of good neighborliness, showed
after Jan. 15. Ray Linton, head of
tremendous potentialities for build- Ray Linton Co. and manager of
ing goodwill as well as solidifying Wallace, set the deal. Lord &
contact with the cooperating newsThomas, Chicago, handles the acpaper. In addition the idea has count.
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DRIVE

FOR PRUNE SERIES
PRUNE GROWERS of California,
planning a promotion drive ( Broadcasting, Dec. 15) has selected stations for its twice-weekly transcribed Hollywood Ten-000, placed
through Lord & Thomas, San Francisco. The list includes WNAC,
Boston; WBBM, Chicago; WHO,
Des Moines; KMBC, Kansas City;
WTMJ, Milwaukee; KSTP, MinneWEAF, New York;
a station inapolis;
Philadelphia
not decided
upon at press time; WCAE, Pittsburgh; KMOX, St. Louis.
The series will be launched Jan.
9 and will be heard in most in-#
stances on Tuesdays and Thurs-B
days. It is a quarter-hour presenta-B
tion, with Ken Carpenter as an-^
nouncer and a dramatic staff of approximately ten persons. The story
revolves around a Hollywood castAning extensive
merchandising and
bui'eau.
promotional campaign was to get
under way at the turn of the New
Year, with weekly newspaper ads
appearing in all cities where stations are releasing the Prune Growers show; ads in a half-dozen or
more trade publications; and dealer
promotion material. Fifteen dealer
servicemen have been put into the
field. A half-million pieces of display material wil be distributed to
food dealers. In addition a publicity
office has been set up in the Lord &
Thomas San Francisco office to
handle a publicity campaign.
Good News Plans 1
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, despite denials to the contrary, is planning to cut its Thursday night full-hour show. Good
Neivs of 1910, for Maxwell House
coffee on 85 NBC-Red stations to a
half-hour schedule. It is understood
the contemplated cut v^all take place
in late January when the current
quarter
The Hollywood
d u c t i 0 ends.
n division
of Bentonpro-&
Bowles, agency servicing the account, in mid-December cut a second sample audition transcription
for the proposed show which was
sent to New York for sponsor consideration. Itfeatures Dick Powell
and Fanny Brice. Meredith Willson
directed the music and Hanley
Stafford who plays Daddy with
Miss Brice in the Baby Snooks skit
was also included. It is understood
the first audition transci'iption, also
a half -hour show, sent to New York
several weeks ago for consideration,
did not meet with the sponsor's approval [Broadcasting, Dec. 15].
Richfield Adds 29
RICHFIELD OIL Corp., New
York (gasoline, oil), which has
been sponsoring
Arthur
Hale's NewConfidentially Yours
on WOR,
ark, since October, Sundays, 9:309:45 p. stations
m., on Jan.
is adding
MBS
to 6the
program,25
which will then be heard Saturdays,
7:30-8carry
p. m.theFour
other stations will
program
via
transcription, as follows: WTAG,
Worcester, and WMAS, Springfield, Mass., Saturday, 8 p. m.;
WDEV, Waterbury, Vt., Sunday,
12:15 noon, and WRVA, Richmond,
Saturday, 6:30 p. m. Agency is
Sherman K. Ellis & Co., New York.
OLSON RUG Co., Chicago, soon after
.Jan. 1 will start a varying schedule of
spot announcements and 15-minute
shows on an undetermined list of stations. Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago, handles the account.
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Revision
On

Discs

of
Is

Rules

590

Seen

Half-hour Announcement Is
Proposed by Committee
AMENDMENT of rules governing
announcement of mechanical reproductions, involving suggestions
that the distinguishing announcement be eliminated altogether, has
been under active consideration of
the FCC for several weeks, with
some sort of revision expected
early next year.
The only recommended change
made to the FCC by its Rules Committee of department heads was for
identification announcements at
half-hour intervals, instead of the
15-minute break required under
existing rules. It appears now that
proposals to drop all differentiation
between "live" talent programs and
broadcast transcriptions will be rejected. Similarly, suggestions that
there be no distinction between the
existing transcription, requirement
and ordinary phonograph records
also probably will not be adopted.
The recommendation of the Rules
Committee, it is understood, was
that identification announcements
using clear phraseology as to
whether the program is a transcription or a record, be made both
before and after programs, as required at present, except that a
single continuous program need not
be interrupted for such announcements if the program continuity
would suffer. If adopted, this
change would place recorded programs in the same category as
other originations insofar as the
station break identification is concerned.
Asks Repeal of Rule
A petition for repeal of the rule
(3.93) requiring identification of
mechanical reproductions as such,
was filed with the FCC Dec. 13 by
Gerald King, president of Radio
Transcription Producers Assn. of
Hollywood Inc., and head of Standard Radio, through the Association's counsel, Ben S. Fisher. The
petition asked that if the repeal is
not favored, then the requirement
for identification of transcriptions
at the beginning of each rendition
be eliminated.
The petition held that the existing requirement has grown obsolete
and is of no value to the public.
The public, it was held, is interested
only in the substance and quality
of the program, whether it comes
from transcription or by live talent.
Technical perfection of transcriptions make the quality of both
types of programs similar and the
effect upon the listening public
would
be "almost
indistinguishable",
the petition
stated.
It added that
in the event the Commission feels
the elimination of the rule would be
inadvisable, then the proposed
amendment for identification following the rendition should be
adopted.
be no
good reason"There
at thisappears
time to to
continue
to notify the public in the beginning of all transcriptions to the
effect that the following program is
a transcribed program," it was
added.
"This placesthat
a handicap
the transcription
is unfair upon
and
unnecessary and works to the disadvantage oftranscription over live
talent for which there is no sound
reason.
"The public
has program
the privilege
of
listening
to the
of its
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Channel

Aligned
by FCC
WEEI Given 5 kw. Power;
WRTD Boost Is Favored
COMPLETION of realignment of
the 590 kc. channel under the new
station classification rules was effected Dec. 19 by the FCC when it
authorized WEEI, Boston, to operate with 5,000 watts unlimited time
on the frequency. Simultaneously,
the FCC announced a proposed decision authorizing WRTD, Richmond, to change its assignment
from 1500 kc. with 100 watts power
unlimited time, to the 590 kc. chantime. nel with 1,000 watts unlimited

WHEN Edgar Bergen was confined to St. Vincent's hospital, Los Angeles, Dec. 10 with an infected face, NBC Hollywood engineers proved
that when the show must go on against unexpected odds, it can still
be done the easy way. Lines were quickly put into the hospital room
and Bergen with Charlie McCarthy were very much a part of the NBCRed Chase & Sanborn Hour. Left to right are James Bealle, publicity
director of J. Walter Thompson Co., agency servicing the Standard
Brands account; Mary Hanrahan, secretary to Mr. Bergen; Dick Mack;
Mr. Bergen; Joe Parker, NBC director, and Paul Green, NBC technician.
HISTORY ON DISCS
Recorded Series Is Released
'
In Album Form
APPLYING the newest techniques
of broadcasting and recording to
the field of education. World Book
Co. has just issued Then Came
War: 1939, an album of three 12inch phonograph records comprising a spoken summary of events
leading up to the present European War. It is edited by Elmer
Davis, CBS analyst who himself
delivers a summary of the events
leading to the Sudeten crisis of
Sept. 1938, and from the Munich
settlement to the early summer of
1939.
The other records, with a narrator providing the continuity of
the story, cover in more detail the
period beginning with the announcement of the German-Russo
pact and culminating with the entry of France and England into
the war. The actual voices of Hitler, Chamberlain and Daladier, as
recorded during their historic
broadcasts, are incorporated into
the records, which also include
other dramatic presentations of
the events involved.
This recorded summary of the
paths that led to war is suitable
in both content and language difficulty for use in secondary schools
or colleges, says Alexander J.
Stoddard, superintendent o f
schools, Philadelphia, in the handbook, "Notes on Educational Use",
that accompanies the records. If
this initial effort in recorded history for classroom use is well received by educators. World Book
Co. will produce further such recchoice and whether it be live talent
or transcription, the latter should
not be penalized by reason of the
fact that the broadcasting station
has chosen this type of program as
being superior to live talent. This
amendment, if adopted, would also
inform the public as to speeches
and other spot announcements of
important events, which were taken
at one time and broadcast at a

ords under the generic title, "The
Sound
of History".
Prepared
for use on a standard
phonograph, the discs are cut at
78 r.p.m. with the playing time
slightly
a half-hour
for the
six sides.under
Recording
was done
by
Time Abroad, New York. While the
album was designed primarily for
school use, it has also been stocked
by a number of leading music
stores for sale to the public. World
Book Co. sponsoi'ed a broadcast of
the records on WQXR, New York,
on Dec. 15, as a one-time advertisement of the album, the announcements listing the New York
stores at which the records may be
purchased at the retail price of
$6.50 per set.
Cosmetic on Coast
COLONIAL DAMES Inc., Los
Angeles sionally
(cosmetics),
which
uses transcribed
and occaspot
radio, on Dec. 17 started for 52
weeks, sponsoring the weekly
quarter-hour program. Return to
Romance, on 9 CBS Pacific Coast
stations (KNX KARM KOIN
KSFO KVI KIRO KFPY KSL
KLZ) Sun., 10:45-11 a.m. Series
is based on the lives and loves of
famous women in history, and features Frank Graham as story teller.
Thomas Freebairn-Smith is ann o u n c e r and narrator. Jerry
Schwartz writes the series. Glasser
Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles, has the
account.
Lorillard Audition
P. LORILLARD Co., New York
(Old Gold cigarettes), has a new
detective series under consideration
for sponsorship on the NBC-Blue
network. Audition transcription,
featuring Herbert Marshall and
Kay Francis, film personalities, was
cut in Hollywood in mid-December
under direction of Jay Clark, West
Coast & production
manager servicing
of Lennen
Mitchell, agency
the account. Audition also featured
Harry Sosnik's orchestra, with Ken
Niles handling the commercials. If
acceptable to the tobacco firm, the
series,
based
"Thestart
Saint"
detective stories,onwill
by late
February.

later date."
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Previously, the FCC had authorized WOW, Omaha, and KHQ, Spokane, to operate with 5,000 watts
fulltime, while WKZO, Kalamazoo,
was given fulltime in lieu of limited time operation on the frequency. Boon to Richmond
The proposed grant to WRTD
specifies use of a directional antenna at night. Pursuant to customary procedure, all parties have
20 days in which to request oral
argument or file exceptions to the
proposed report. The authorization
is one of a series awarded stations
in Richmond during the last several years, which have given that
city more improved facilities than
perhaps
anycountry.
other metropolitan
area in the
WEEI, CBS -operated station,
was authorized to use 5,000 watts
day and night under an amended
application which permits it to employ its present daytime directional
pattern for both day and night operation.
At its meeting Dec. 19, the FCC
authorized five more local stations
to increase their night power to
250 watts, the new local limit. The
stations are WFTM, Fort Myers,
Fla.; KUTA, Salt Lake City;
KLAH, Carlsbad, N. M.; WTSP,
St. Petersburg, Fla., and WISE,
Asheville, N. C. WMAQ, Chicago
50,000-watter, was granted renewal
of its license for the regular period
following dismissal without prejudice of the application of WHA,
Wisconsin U. station at Madison,
for the facilities of WMAQ. The
scheduled hearing was cancelled.
Plans for New WKNY
STARTING date for the new
WKNY,
Kingston, N. last
Y., June
author-to
ized for construction
operate with 100 watts on 1500 kc,
has been set for Jan. 10, according
to John R. McKenna, Long Island
City radio engineer who is president of the licensee corporation and
who vsdll be manager and chief
engineer of the station. Leon
Bernard has been appointed commercial manager and Ezra Mcintosh will be program director.
RCA equipment and a 170-foot
Lehigh tower have been installed.
INS news service and World Program Library have been ordered.
WTEL, Philadelphia, has asked the
FCC to relieve it of timesharing with
WHAT in the same city on 1310 kc,
and has applied for 100 watts fulltime
on 1500 kc WHAT, recently purchased by the Bonwit Teller store interests from the Philadelphia Public
Ledger, would thus also get fulltime,
remaining on 1310 kc
• Broadcast
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VIRGINIA'S
WATT
Southern women

know their food.

Food advertisers know WRVA's
strong influence in this rich market
(over a half billion dollars in foods).
That's why Virginia's only 50,000
watt radio station is their happy
choice. Soup's on . . . come and get
it! Food and related lines sold through
grocery outlets are shown at the right.
C. T. LUCY, General Manager
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
National Representative
NEW YORK LOS ANGELES CHICAGO
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO

#UIRVA
BROADCASTING
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Virginia Dairy Products
Nolde Bread and Cakes
Seafood
Capt.
Herbert's
Quaker Macaroni and
Spaghetti
COLUMBIA

50.000
Advertising

STATION
Hostess Cakes
Sanka Coffee
Postum

RADIO
Edwards Coffee

Streitmann Cakes &
Crackers
Pet Ice Cream
Corn Kix Cereal
Wheaties Cereal
Gold Medal Flour

50,000

King
's Syr
up
Liptons
Tea

Southern Dairies
Ice Cream

Huskies Cereal
Post Toastles Cereal
Crisco Shortening
Campbell Soups

Monogram Coffee
Wonder Bread

Dole Pineapple Juice
and Gems

Spry
Shortening
Pet Milk
Swansdown Flour
Calumet Baking
Powder

AND

Sealtest-approved
Cream and DairyIce
Products

MUTUAL
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Copyright

Status

May
Be Changed
Death of Rep. Sirovich Leads
To Committee Revisions
A CHANGED attitude on revision
of copyright legislation in the
House is foreseen as a result of the
sudden death Dec. 17 of Rep. William I. Sirovich
(D-N. Y.), chairman of the House
Patents Committee, in which
copyright legislation originates.
A staunch supporter of ASCAP,
Rep. Sirovich several times preRep. Sirovich vented consideration of legislation to amend the
1909 copyright law, as advocated
by broadcasters and other users of
copyrighted Mrorks. While he has
introduced legislation for revision
of the copyright laws, he consistently has supported the ASCAP
position.
With Dr. Sirovich's death, Rep.
Fritz G. Lanham (D-Tex.), ranking majority member of the committee, is in line for the chairmanship. Mr. Lanham also has reflected a pro-ASCAP position but Dr.
Sirovich, a forceful and militant
advocate, was the chief proponent
of ASCAP.
Rep. Lanham is already chairman
of the Committee on Public Buildings & Grounds. Under House rules,
a member can hold only one major
committee chairmanship. Mr. Lanham can elect to take over the patents post or remain head of his
present committee. Should he decide to forego the patents chairmanship, Rep. Matthew A. Dunn of
Pennsylvania, would be the next
Democrat in line.
Because of the war situation, it
is not expected that any legislation
other than that of an emergency
nature will be considered at the
new session. However, proponents
of new copyright legislation may
press for action at the session, particularly in the light of the pendency of the international copyright
treaty, providing for world automatic copyright. Notice already has
been served that before Senate ratification of the treaty, fundamental
changes should be made in the existing copyright statute.
Chesterfield on CBS
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO
Co., New York, on Jan. 2 vdll start
a new thrice-weekly program for
Chesterfields on CBS, featuring
Glenn drews
Miller's
Orchestra,
the AnSisters, Marion
Hutton
and
Ray Eberly, Tuesdays, Wednesdays
and Thursdays, 10-10:15 p.m. The
company will discontinue the Paul
Whiteman program in the CBS
Wednesday period, 8:30-8:55 p.m.
as of Dec. 27, when Glenn Miller
will make a special appearance to
introduce his new series. Agency is
Newell-Emmett Co., New York.
WITH its shift from CBS to NBC
supplementary Jan. 1, KOH. Reno,
•Nev., a MeClatehy station, became
the 181st outlet on the NBC networks.
WATL, Atlanta, will join MBS Jan.
21 as a member of the recently formed
Mutual Southern Network. It will be
the 125th MBS affiliate.
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MANY RADIO NOTABLES gathered in Shreveport recently for the
dedication of the new 50,000-watt plant of KWKH. Seated (1 to r) are
J. F. Timlin, Branham Co., Chicago; G. E. Zimmerman, KARK, Little
Rock; Jack McCormack, KWKH and KTBS; Harry Stone, WSM, Nashville; Vernon Anderson, WJBO, Baton Rouge. Standing (1 to r) are
W. M. Witty, RCA, Dallas; Ben S. Fisher, Washington attorney; James
Dobbs, Branham Co.; Martin Campbell, WFAA, Dallas; J. H. Connolly,
Branham Co.; Bill Barnes, KWKH-KTBS; Harry Flagler, KWKHKTBS; A. J. Putnam, Branham Co.
Source

of Funds

Behind

Application

Of WSAL
Is Probed
at FCC
Hearing
CLIMAXED by conflicting facts in by Mr. Stearns some time after
the construction permit had been
sworn testimony and a widening
search into the origin of a $10,000 granted. At that time, he said, Mr.
bank deposit shown to have been Stearns had told him he had no
made in April, 1937, the hearing money to build the station. Previon the Oct. 25 order of the FCC
ously Mr. Gillett had stated that
to revoke the license of WSAL,
on April 24 he had received from
Salisbury, Md., ran through its Mr. Gum, as Mr. Stearns' lawyer,
opening stages Dec. 18-21, with and in pursuance of an agreement
signed by Mr. Stearns and himself
Commissioner Thad H. Brown pre- to
siding.
hold in trust the funds to be
The case, as developed by George used to construct the station, a
B. Porter, FCC assistant general sum of "$10,000 in cash", which he
counsel, before adjournment to thereupon deposited in a special account in Liberty National Bank.
Jan. 3, 1940, presented both admisOn April 28, after the hearing
sions and implications of misrepresentations centering chiefly about was concluded, he said he returned
the original qualifications of the to Mr. Gum, at his request, the balpresent licensee, Frank M. Stearns,
ance of $8,500 of this fund remainafter an intervening loan to
and the source of an item of "$10,- Mr. ing
Gum
from his own personal
000 in cash" represented in the ap- funds of $1,500.
At that time, Mr.
plication, which was shown to have
declared, he received from
been deposited before and with- Gillett
Mr. Gum a $10,000 demand note
dravvTi a few days after the hearing
for construction permit on April and a receipt for $10,000 in cash,
both signed by Mr. Stearns. Since
26, 1937.
Appearing as witnesses under then at some time both this note
subpoena of Mr. Porter during the and the receipt had been "lost, misopening days of the hearing were,
laid or stolen", and he could not
in addition to Mr. Stearns, Glenn D. produce it, Mr. Gillett stated.
Mr.
Gum emphatically denied any
Gillett, Washington consulting enknowledge of the cash transfers
gineer who, under an agreement
with Mr. Stearns, actually provided mentioned by Mr. Gillett, maintainthe funds for construction of the
ing that he acted in good faith on
station; James W. Gum, WashingMr. Stearns' representations to
ton attorney representing Mr. him. He declared that he "never
Stearns at the time of the original doubted" Mr. Stearns' financial
application and subsequently until qualifications, and at the time of
several weeks ago; Hymen Tash, the application and until only recently he had had no reason to
accountant who has audited the
station's accounts since it started believe otherwise. Mr. Gum also
denied having caused Mr. Stearns
operation, and W. T. Vandoren,
vice-president of the Liberty Na- to sign in blank the original application, or to have requested him to
tional Bank in Washington.
sign in blank stock certificates of
Assets at Issue
the station corporation, as alleged
Questioned by Mr. Porter, Mr. by Mr. Stearns.
Stearns admitted that representaBookkeeping Data
tions of his financial status made
Mr. Tash appeared briefly to
in his application for the station in
April, 1937, were not true, and that identify portions of the books of
his true assets, rather than $10,- WSAL Inc. containing a breakdown
000 in cash, consisted of $340 in of the construction cost of the stajoint account with his wife. Where
tion, amounting to more than $18,the money alluded to in the appli- 000, according to Mr. Gillett's tescation was to or actually did come
timony. He also described the disfrom he said he did not know. His
position on the corporate books of
testimony also included admis- the $25,000 mortgage on the station
sions of further "inaccuracies" in held by Mr. Gillett in payment for
other representations of fact in the the construction costs advanced
and his services.
application.
Mr. Gillett declared he had
Mr. Vandoren, called by Mr.
agreed to finance construction of Porter after the hearing was started, identified original deposit slips
the station upon being approached
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STUDENT LISTENING
SHOWN
BY MUTUAL
A SURVEY of collegiate listening
to the MBS broadcasts of the 1939
World's Series, conducted by the
network's research division and including 2,168 personal interviews
with students at six colleges, shows
that 72.4% of the students listened
to one or more games, and that of
those who listened 57.6% knew that
the series was sponsored by Gillette
Safety Razor Co. The sponsor recall figure was considered very
high, as the survey was conducted
two to three weeks after the broadcasts, whereas a special CAB study
made in seven basic cities the day
after each game showed sponsor
identification of 71.9%.
.
Students at Amherst, Mississip- m
ni State, New York U, Notre Dame, ▼
Princeton and Yale were interviewed, with an even distribution
of interviews among the four collegiate classes. College students
were chosen because they are interested in athletics and therefore are
likely listeners, because they are
susceptible to advertising and have
a purchasing power considerably
higher than the average listener,
and because they are just forming
their shaving habits.
Survey,
also students,
covered shaving habitswhich
of the
was
tabulated under the direction of
Wallace
A. Walker, MBS statistician.
Standard Oil Co. of Ohio
Starts News Broadcasts
STANDARD OIL Co. of Ohio,
Cleveland, has contracted with
WTAM of that city for four newscasts daily for the full year of 1940.
largest contract ever signed by the
station. Beginning Jan. 1, the Sohio Reporter
will deliver
fiveminute
news summary
at 7:45a a.m.,
a ten-minute summary at 1. p.m.,
another five-minute spot at 6:15
and a final ten minutes at 11 p.m.
United Press news will be used,
edited and prepared for broadcastheadeding bybytheBobstation's
Dailey. news
Albert staff,
Orrick of NBC's New York news department has been transferred to
Cleveland to augment the regular
Contract was negotiated by Al
Sommers,
accountCleveland,
executive agency
of McWTAM
staff".
Cann-Erickson,
for the account, and Vernon Pribble, manager of WTAM, with the
assistance of A. A. Schechter, NBC
director of news and special events.
Milton Berg, NBC New York news
editor, is in Cleveland for the opening broadcast and will stay for
several days.
WJBO, WAPO Improved
WJBO, Baton Rouge, La., on Dec.
22 was authorized by the FCC in a
final order to increase its power
from 500 to 1,000 watts fulltime on
1120 kc. On the same day the Commission adopted a final order authorizing WAPO, Chattanooga, to
change from 100 watts night and
250 day on 1420 kc. to 500 watts
night and 1,000 day on 1120 kc.
and bank ledger sheets corroborating Mr. Gillett's testimony as to
bank deposits and withdrawals
made by him. In addition he identified certain deposit slips and
ledger sheets connected with the
account of Mr. Gum at Liberty
National Bank.
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FACTS

® An all-time record attendance of 50,000,

For radio time buyers who like to look

proving that WKY's audience is something more than an intangible statistic,

facts in the face herewith is a partial pictorial record of some 50,000 of them in

jammed Oklahoma City's huge municipal
auditorium the week of November 13 last

the flesh.

Yet this is still but a segment

^t^ic^

'J

of the great mass of "facts" which listens
to WKY every day of the year and makes
things happen quickly and surely in Oklahoma's retail stores.

to view the first public demonstration of
television in the Southwest.
Here was a flesh-and-blood demonstration of the way WKY gets action from its
audience . . . the kind of action radio
sponsors want. Here were statistics you
never find in a column of figures. Here

NBC

AFFILIATE

M 900 KILOCYCLES

Owned and Operated By The Oklahoma Publishing Company:

-K The Daily Oklahoman

was dramatic evidence of what happens

Oklahoma City Times * The Farmer-Stockman * Mistletoe Express*KVOR, Colorado Springs

when WKY

KLZ, Denver ( Under Affiliated Management)

speaks to its listeners.

Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency, Inc.

Women^s
Council
To Review
Child
Programs
Formed
Five Groups Represented on
New Board of Criticism
FOLLOWING a year of preparatory research and organization, the
formation of a Radio Council on
Children's Programs "to bring
about better children's radio programs," was announced Dec. 18 by
Mrs. Harold V. Milligan, radio
chairman of the General Federation of Women's Clubs and head of
the Council.
Five organizations compose the
Council, of which Mrs. Nathaniel
Singer, radio chairman of the
United Parents Associations, is executive secretary in charge of activities. These are General Federation
of Women's Clubs, United Parents
Assns., American Library Assn.,
New England Colony of Women,
and Junior Programs Inc. National
headquarters are at 4.5 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York.
Basic Requirements
A list of eight attributes children'sbe
radio programs
order to
included inmust
the have
recom-in
mended lists which the Council will
distribute to members of affiliated
organizations also was announced
Dec. 18 by Mrs. Milligan at a
luncheon meeting in New York, attended by members of the Council,
representatives of the NAB and of
the three leading networks.
The eight-point formula states
that children's programs should:
Be entertaining; be dramatic, with
reasonable suspense; be expressed
in correct English and diction; be
of high artistic quality and integto the the
child's
of
humor;rity;beappealwithin
scopesense
of the
child's imagination; stress human
relations for cooperative living,
and, finally, stress intercultural
understanding and appreciation.
This formula has been accepted by
the NAB, according to Mrs. Milligan.
Following the presentation of the
formula, members of the Council
requested that the broadcasting
representatives offer suggestions on
how to go about making the Council's program most effective, these
suggestions to be voted upon at the
Council's
next
meeting in
York
on Jan.
4. Attending
the New
Dec.
18 meeting were: Edward M. Kirby
and Paul Peter of the NAB;
Margaret Cuthbert, director of
women's activities of NBC; Gilson
Gray, CBS continuity editor; Dr.
A. T. Jerseild, CBS consultant psychologist; Jules Seebach, MBS program director, and members of the
Council.
In a statement of policy for the
Council, Mrs. Singer said that three
principal functions will form the
basis of all Council activities: (1)
To pre-audition all children's programs proposed for broadcast by
networks and stations for purposes of evaluation and criticism;
(2) to disseminate continuously information on the best children's
radio programs through publication and distribution of approved
lists to members of all affiliated
groups of the Council, and (3) to
bring about more time on the air
for programs for children which
will measure up to standards of the
best in music, art and literature,
and stimulate ideals of democracy.

Chicago V Roundtahle, broadcast of
May 18, 1939, on NBC-Blue.
Best Public Discussion (impromptu) : What Caused the Depression?;
Peoples Platform broadcast of July
27. 1938, on CBS.
Best Public Discussion (prepared) :
How Can Government and Business
Work Together?
America's of Town
Meeting
of the Air; broadcast
May
30,
1935
on
NBC-Blue.
MORE ON DAYTIME SERIALS
Best night
Comedy
: Town
Hall To-of
with FredShow
Allen,
broadcast
By JOHN F. PATT,
General Manager, WGAR, Cleveland
Dec.
1938, on Show:r/se
NBC-Red. Lighthouse
Best7, Horror
IT IS IRONICAL to recall that the my wish to disparage or deprecate
Keepers by Paul Cloquenin, produced
daytime serials. The majority of by Columbia Workshop, Dec. 12, 1938.
script serials which now predomiLiterature Award
nate the daytime hours of radio them are excellent and productive
were introduced to enliven the of results for advertisers, but by
Best English Literature Show : The
numbers, their effectivesameness of schedules musically- their sheer
ness might become progressively
Story turesofin Reading,
John Milton
; from Walpole
Advenmonotonous in the early days of
by Helen
lessened. Listeners, finding themand Margaret Leaf ; produced on
radio. Then, music followed music
selves confronted by many conNBC-Blue Jan. 23, 1939.
throughout the entire daytime
secutive hours of talk, are tuning to
Best Children's Show (script) : The
schedule — vocalists, quartets,
the independents where they are
Niiremhurg
choruses, orchestras — until an en- more sure of music. Nor does my
tend, by Nila Stove,
Mack, from
on CBS.Let's Preterprising agency introduced a day- suggestion imply any less cooperaBest
Children's
Educational
Protime serial story which swung the
gram :New
Horizons,
by Hans
Christion for script shows, but in the intian
Adamson
;
broadcast
of
April
26,
trend pendulum to the other exterest of the sponsor and the indus1939, on CBS American School of the
treme, and instead of a schedule
try, to bring about a more varied
schedule.
Air.
equably balanced, sprinkled with
Best Children's Show (script and
music and drama, serial followed
We
are
paying
excessive
fees
to
music) : Alice in Wonderland, from
serial ad infinitum.
the American Federation of MusiIreene ducedWicker's
A preponderance of music has
cians and ASCAP for staff orcheson NBC Jan.musical
1, 1939. play ; probeen succeeded by the equally untras and the use of music, without
Best
Original
Sketch:
The Twilight
desirable preponderance of talk,
greatest possible ef- Shore, by Milton Geiger ; produced
and for this reason I suggested to realizing thefectiveness
from their use. House
March 17, 1938, on Rudy Vallee Hour
other broadcasters affiliated with bands are forced to stand by during
(NBC-Red)
also Dee.
14, 1938 on
Texaco
Star ;Theatre
(CBS).
CBS that an effort be made to emthe blanketed period of script
Best
Historical
Drama
:
Stuyphasize daytime musical programs.
encouragement of day- vesant, by Will McMorrow,Peter
produced
This action was not undertaken as shows.timeThe
musical shows will result in an on
Cavalcade of America, reprinted by
in the usefulness of our permission of E. I. DuPont de Nea "crusading" gesture, for the idea increase
is not original with me. Many times musicians.
mours & Co. and BBDO.
during the past year I have heard
Best Melodrama: The Eddie Doll
The reaction which I have rethe same reaction expressed by
ceived to date clearly indicates that Case, by Brice Disque Jr. ; from Gangbroadcasters and listeners who combroadcasters and the public are in- busters; produced on CBS Jan. 18,
plain of schedules so completely
terested in seeing a diversification
1939 ; reprinted by permission of Colsaturated with serial stories. It was
of the entertainment offered during gate-Palmolive-Peet-Co.
Best Dramatic Monologue: The
my desire to crystallize this senti- the daytime hours.
Steel Worker, by Arch Oboler.
ment insofar as CBS programs are
I hope this concert of opinion
Best Original Play (commercial) :
vdll start the ball rolling.
concerned, and to offer whatever
Expert
Opinion, by True Boardman,
expression of opinion might result,
from Silver Theatre, Oct. 3, 1937
Any subsequent action must
to the network and agencies.
come from the networks, the agen(CBS).
Best Intermission Talk : By Deems
In suggesting this emphasis on industry.
cies or organized groups within the
daytime musical programs, it is not
Taylor, Philharmonic Society of New
York, on CBS Dec. 11, 1938.
Best Spot News Reporting: Squalus
disaster, by Jack Knell, of WEEI,
Boston, over CBS May 23, 1939.
Anthology
of Meritorious Broadcasts
Best Occupational Show: Sand Hog.
from Americans at Work, by Margaret
Lewerth, on CBS.
During the Last Two
Years Published
Best Documentary Show : No Help
ous) :A Trip to Czardis, by Edward
DESTINED to take its place as an
Wanted, by William N. Robinson ;
annual anthology similar to those
Granberry,
adaptedHart
for ;radio
by Elizin New York for British
beth and James
produced
by produced
Broadcasting Corp. and broadcast in
of Burns Mantle in the dramatic
Columiia Workshop.
from sound film.
field and Edward O'Brien in the
Best One-Act Play Adaptation : England
Best U. S. Government Show : We
short story field, is Best BroadBlood of the Martyrs, by Percival Become a Nation, from What Price
casts of 1938-39, a 576-page vol- Wilde, based on short story by Stephen
America, by Bernard Sehoenfeld, U. S.
Vincent Benet, adapted for radio by Federal Radio Educational Project,
ume just pubDonald
Macfarlane
;
performed
Dec.
Feb. 11, 1939, on CBS.
lished Graw-Hill
by Mc-Book
7, 1938, over WQXR, New York.
Best Verse E.xperiment : Seems Radio Is Here to Stay, by Norwin CorC o.. New York
Quiz Show Honored
win; produced on CBS by Columbia
($3.50). Thelectionsse-were
Best Quiz Show: Information
Workshop, April 24, 1939.
Best Verse Drama : Air Raid, by
Please; broadcast of April 14, 1939,
made and the
Archibald
MacLeish, produced on CBS
on
NBC-Blue,
published
with
special
book was edited
permission of Canada Dry Ginger Ale by Columbia Workshop.
by Max Wylie,
Co. and J. M. Mathes Agency.
Best Classic Play Adaptation : The
CBS director of
Best Human Interest Show : We
Trojan Women, by Euripides; transscript and conti„,
lated from the Greek by Edith Hamilthe People: Reconstructions of several broadcasts, reprinted by special
ton,
radio adaptation by Harry MacWylie
Mr.
a
is
There
nuity.
of Young & Rubieam, on Fayden ; produced in Great Plays seforeword
by Neville Miller, presi- permission
CBS.
ries on NBC-Blue, Oct. 16, 1938.
dent of NAB.
Best Variety Show : The Kate Smith
The book brings between two
Hour;
Christmas
broadcast
of
Dec.
covers for the first time a collecon CBS, reprinted by speStandard Brands Spots
tion of superior programs, with full 22, 1938,
cial permission of Ted Collins, agent.
text of continuities, representing
Best News Commentary (ad lib) : STANDARD BRANDS, New York,
all the major subdivisions in which
Czech Crisis, by H. V. Kaltenborn ; is starting small spot campaigns
the written word and the spoken
report of Sept. 20, 1938, on CBS.
for two of its products shortly after
word are expressed over the air.
Best News Commentary (pre- the first of the year, using two
p
a
r
e
d
)
:
The
Situation
in
Europe,
by
The editor had complete cooperation of networks and stations in Raymond Gram Swing ; broadcast of spots weekly on several Southern
13, 1938, over MBS.
stations for Fleischmann's Yeast,
making the compilation. These are Oct.Best
News Dramatization : The and five-time-weekly participations
his selections:
March
of
Time;
broadcast
of
Sept.
16,
in Marjorie Mills' program on the
Best Short Story Adaptation (com- 1938, on CBS.
for French's
Yankeetard.Network
edy) :Surprise for the Boys, by Hercamof the MusNo more details
Best Talk minister
: By JantoMasaryk,
Czechbert Lewis, adapted for radio by Vic- oslovakian
England,
Sept.
from J.
learned
be
paigns
could
tor Smith ; heard over WOR and
Walter Thompson Co., New York,
MBS March 6. 1938, produced by 23, 1938, on CBS.
WPA Federal Theatre Project.
Best Roundtable Discussion (re- the agency.
hearsed, ad libbed) : Crisis in Coal;
Best Short Story Adaptation (seri-
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WHEN

JUMP

SALESMEN

TO

THEIR

FEET

AND

CHEER

Everything

SPOT

is bought

about

RADIO

intentionally!

When you bring your salesmen and dealers into your
broadcasting picture with SPOT RADIO, you make them a
part of it. Their tingling enthusiasm shows what it means to
them when you:

Handpick your stations — network affiliates or independents
— one or a hundred — in the markets where you need added
pressure, when you need it.
Handpick your time — choose the best available time in
each city cross-country to find people at their sets.
Handpick your message — localize your announcements.
Gear in your merchandising locally.

Handpick your cost — spend as much or as little as your
budget indicates.

When salesmen cheer, they sell. When
find the cheers in your balance sheet.

Por any advertiser or
agency executive who
wants to see how SPOT
RADtO can meet his
individual situation,
we shall he very glad
to suggest a specially
prepared outline.

they sell, you can

Representing leading Radio Stations throughout the United States— individually
Offices in: NEW YORK • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO
ST. LOUIS • LOS ANGELES

• DETROIT

This campaign in the interests of SPOT RADIO is appearing in Time,
Printers' Ink Weekly, Advertising Age and Broadcasting.

i i

Writers

to

KFl-KECA

Ballot

NEW

KFI-KECA,

LOS

ANGELES,

STUDIOS

On
Script Rights
Guild in West Seeks to End
Speculative Contracts
MEASURES to eliminate the practice of "speculative" writing and
the signing away of all rights to
story material, have been taken up
by Western Division of Radio
Writers Guild in its program of
correcting alleged industry injustices.
These measures will be discussed
and voted upon at a special membership meeting in Hollywood on
Jan. 3 when Forrest Barnes, western division president, presides. If
adopted as rules and regulations by
the Pacific Coast group, the proposed measures will become effective Jan. 15, subject to approval of
the National Council of RWG. New
York and Chicago units must also
vote their approval before the propositions become part of the RWG
national constitution.
RWG, it is understood, will not
attempt to set a standard scale. It
will allow member writers to make
their own deals, but "under certain
general regulations and conditions.
The proposed plan is to protect the
free lance writer against assigning
all his rights away, a condition
which now generally prevails
among the rank and file radio
writers, it was said.
Solicitated Work
RWG, according to Mr. Barnes,
does
not consider
it "speculative"
if a writer
voluntarily
submits a
script to an agency, production
unit, or station for approval. It
does regard it as such, he declared,
if the writer is given an assignment
to write a certain type of script on
"condition
acceptance".
RWG
claims
that ofthousands
of dollars
are lost every month by writers
who are not paid for "solicitated
work".
Propositions to be voted upon at
the Hollywood meeting are in part
as follows:
1. No member of Radio Writers Guild
shall write ordered or solicitated synopses,
scripts or any written material gratis. He
shall be paid upon delivery not less than
one-half of the broadcast fee set prior to
the writing and mutually agreed to by
writer and purchaser, and when any part
or all of the script is broadcast, full fee
shall be paid. Any member who violates
any of the provisions of this section shall
be subject to discipline in accordance with
the provisions of the constitution of
Author's
Leagueshall
of America
Inc. material
2. Members
not write
gratis for any program on which other
talent is paid. Any deviation from this
policy shall be presented to the Guild
Council for consideration.
.3. No member shall enter into any
agreement for the sale of other than
broadcast rights to radio material, unless
such agreement provides for the payment
of further consideration for rights other
than broadcast rights and is first submitted to and approved by the Regional
Council of RWG. Any member who violates any of the provisions of this section
shall be subject to discipline in accordance with provisions of the constitution
of the Author's League of America Inc.

COAST COOPERATION
KMX and Newspaper Join
In Promotion
FORECASTING increased cooperation between Pacific Coast newspapers and radio, the Los Angeles
Times and CBS-Hollywood announced on Dec. 20, following their
successful joint promotion of the
Salvation Army Christmas benefit
party, that they would embark on a
new cooperative endeavor. Arrangements were made by Donald W.
Thornburgh, CBS Pacific Coast
vice-president, and Norman Chandler, general manager of the Times.
As the first move in that direction. Bill Henry, Times columnist,
who recently returned from threemonth European service as a war
correspondent for CBS, on Dec. 23
started a weekly quarter-hour commentary on international, national
and local affairs over 14 CBS
Pacific Coast stations. The program
emanates from KNX, and is being
heavily promoted by both the Times
and network.
The first direct cooperative action between the two was evidenced
in September of last year, when
the Times and KNX began employing one another's
for
promotional
purposes. facilities
Since then,
the Times has promoted its new
features and contests with daytime
spot announcements. KNX has reciprocated by exploitation of its
special events and outstanding susstaining shows with a series of twocolumn advertisements designed by
Robert Wildhack, noted illustrator.
Throughout the month-long campaign preceding the Christmas
benefit party, the Times, which has
confined its radio news to logs since
1937, freely used pictures of participating talent and also news
stories on the event, playing up
the station call letters. KNX in
turn gave daily courtesy announcements, practically flooding the air a
week prior to the party. In each announcement, the Times was mentioned.

Oxo Buying Spots
0X0 Ltd., Boston, on Dec. 18 started Charles Stark's five-minute
musical program Old Fashioned
Favorites six times weekly on
WABC, New York, and on Jan. 2
will start five spot announcements
weekly on 12 stations in the interest of beef cubes and meat extracts.
Platt-Forbes,
New York, is agency
in
charge.

Crane & Crane Discs
CRANE & CRANE CLOTHES,
New York (Mayo and Crane
clothes), currently is using 44 stations throughout the East and Midwest for its 24-second and one-minute transcribed announcements, a
large increase over the 15 stations
first used by the company early in
1939. The transcriptions, featuring
novelty jingles, are produced by
Walter Patrick Kelly, New York,
who also places the account.

Yeastfoam Drive
NORTHWESTERN YEAST Co.,
Chicago, has appointed Benson &
Dall, Chicago agency, to handle its
advertising for Yeastfoam tablets
which are being distributed through
Consolidated Drug Co., Chicago. A
radio campaign of quarter-hour
programs on an undetermined number of stations will get under way
early in January, according to
Roland Dooley, radio director of
Benson & Dall.

El Paso on MBS
EL PASO COUNTY Board of Development, El Paso, on Jan. 1 is
sponsoring a program on 13 MBS
stations, 12:30-1 p.m., describing
the 1940 Southwestern Sun Carnival, heralding the Coronado Cuarto
Centennial. Also featured is a description of "The Sun Parade",
which is the climax of the sevenday pageant, before the Sun Bowl
football game. Agency is Mithoff &
White, El Paso.
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Mike Hollander Dead;
Fondren Is Successor
ELMER FONDREN, for the last
four years with KGGM, Albuquerque, N. M., has been appointed acting manager of that station to
succeed Mike Hollander, who died
Dec. 13 at the age of 55 after several operations. Mr. Fondren was
formerly with KGNC, Amarillo,
and KPDN, Pampa, Tex., where
he was also associated with Mr.
Hollander. No other staff changes
have been made either at KGGM
or KVSF, Santa Fe, which is also
controlled by A. R. Hebenstreit and
which was supervised by Mr. Hollander.
A veteran radio man, Mike Hollander served with various Texas
stations before going to Albuquerque in 1935. He was well-known in
theatrical circles throughout the
Southwest. Born in Cincinnati, he
formerly played vnth the Cincinnati Reds baseball club. He was
buried in Amarillo Dec. 16. His
wife and son, Mike Jr., survive.
Axton-Fisher Plans
AXTON-FISHER Tobacco Co..
Lotiisville (Twenty Grand cigarettes), has appointed McDougall &
Weiss, Chicago agency, to handle
its account. For the time being, the
account will continue its program
on WNEW, New York, and Captain Herne in the News on WGN,
Chicago, according to agency officials. News programs, sports shows
and one-minute dramatized announcements will be used on about
29 major market stations, according to Marvin Mann, time buyer of
McDougall & Weiss.

BROADCASTING

OPERATE

IN NEW QUARTERS
KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, owned
and operated by Earle C. Anthony
Inc., on Dec. 26 moved into its new
headquarters at 141 N. Vermont
Ave., that city. The structure, formerly owned by Hearst Radio Inc.,
and occupied
now completely
non-existent KEHE, by
has thebeen
i-emodeled and a 3,000 square foot II
addition erected to house the technical, news, continuity, editorial
and special events departments. Besides executive offices and four
main studios, the new KFI-KECA
plant includes an auditorium studio
seating 300 persons and a special
news broadcast studio. The new
wing is built of structural steel so
that a second story can be added
to
house the proposed television division.
The entire facilities, according to
Harrison Holliway, general manager, represent a total investment
of approximately $450,000. Of this
sum, about $50,000 was expended
in improvements since Earle C.
Anthony Inc. took over control last
August when the FCC granted permission to purchase the Hearst Ra- «l
dio Inc. property and facilities.
KFI-KECA for the past 17 years
were located in the Earle C. Anthony Bldg. at 1000 S. Hope St.
To celebrate the move, a one-hour
program was to be arranged Dec.
29 over the stations, together with
a half-hour salute by the NBCBlue network of which KECA is
the Los Angeles outlet. KFI is the
Red network station in Los AnAmong
the new
architectural
tions of the
studios is innovaa color
scheme designed by Anthony and
geles.
Holliway. This color scheme is carried out in both name and painting
of the four main studios: "B" for
Blue studio; "C" for Coral studio:
"D" for Diamond studio and "E"
for Emerald studio. As an aid to
visitors and uninitiated talent, a
series of colored lines runs from
the main lobby rotunda to the vari
ous studios and are harmoniously
arranged along the corridor walls
and lead directly to each studio.

Wander to MBS
WANDER Co., Chicago (Ovaltine), i
on Jan. 22 starts Carters of Elm
Street and Orphan Annie on 85
MBS stations. The former show is
being
shifted
seven NBC-Red
stations
and from
the latter
from 17
NBC-Red stations. The five weekly
Carters of Elm Street will be aired
on MBS during a quarter-hour
period between one and three p.m.,
yet unselected. The five-weekly
Orphan Annie will be aired from
5:45-6 p.m., CST. Both shows will
originate
at WGN, Chicago.
Black-is
ett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago,
agency.
GENERAL FOODS Corp.. New York
(Grape Nuts), on Dec. 29 broadcast
a preview of the new Twentieth-CenFox filmHour
"Swanee
River"Featured
on the
Kate turySmith
on CBS.
on the program were the stars of the
picture, Don Ameche, Al Jolson and
Nancy Kelly, who came to New York
for the occasion. Young & Rubicam.
New York, has the account.
BERNARDINO MOLINARI, Italian
conductor and director of the Augusteo
concerts in Rome, on Dec. 23 arrived
in New York via the Conte di Savoia
to conduct the broadcast concerts of
the NBC Symphony Orchestra Jan.
6 to Feb. 3.
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PLATFORM

American radio as free as the press.
Maintenance of a free, competitive system of
broadcasting.
Programs providing greatest good for the
greatest number.
The right to render public service without
undue restraint.
Maintenance of highest moral, social and
economic standards.
Stand aloof from political partisanship on
the air.
Build radio circulation to saturation in 30,000,000 American homes, with radios in every
classroom, office and automobile.
Keep abreast of modern technical developments.
Foster sound and progressive development of
commercial television and facsimile.

The

Usual

If

NO RADIO year ever got away to a better
start than 1940. Aided by the all-time records
attained in 1939, an examination of business
on the books shows a pronounced margin over
the same period a year ago.
Normally this pleasing state of industry
ledgers would justify utter abandon in estimating the potential 1940 profits. Unfortunately
there are some ominous clouds on the horizon,
and they aren't entirely war clouds.
Haunting broadcast management are the
threats of musician and talent strikes. These
spectres have appeared before, and they have
been survived. But never before have they appeared so ominous. And as always happens
when labor and copyright troubles upset the
industry, annoying repercussions are heard in
agency and sponsor quarters.
Looking back, the industry can note with
satisfaction that 1939 was the best year in
radio history; that the summer months are
more in demand every year; that daytime
hours are attaining similar recognition; that
the first war nervousness wore off quickly and
advertisers began to buy time as usual, and
more so; that in Canada, a country actually at
war, the demand for radio time has soared and
a further increase of 40 to 50% in 1940 is
widely predicted.
It looks like a good year, If . . .
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The

F-M

Milestone

RADIO does move ! Just a few years ago, engineers were poking about in the ultra-highs,
predicting that some day this would become
the haven of broadcasting. Today the problem
appears to be at hand with all its expected
weighty allocation problems, economic as well
as technical.
The FCC has scheduled a hearing two months
hence to probe the u. h. f. bands and determine
whether to open them for regular broadcast
service. The hottest development is Prof. E. H.
Armstrong's frequency modulation system,
which appears to afford almost miraculous
fidelity of interference-free reception. But F-M
requires more elbow room than the conventional amplitude modulation, now universally
used.
For the broadcasting industry, charting off
of this new ethereal domain requires serious
thought. Tremendous investments in standard
broadcast equipment are involved, wholly aside
from the public's enormous stake in receivers
which will not pick up F-M. Against that must
be weighed the demonstrated fact that remarkable improvement in reception would result.
A new milestone for radio is in the offing.
The FCC, at the informal engineering hearing
Feb. 28, will try to ferret out all possible information. The broadcasting industry and its
associated entities should come fully prepared
to impart all useful data, economic as well as
technical, to insure thorough consideration of
the subject. The stakes are big. On the outcome may depend the determination whether
the ultra-high frequencies shall be used for
regular commercial broadcasting, whether they
should be given over to non-broadcast services,
or whether there will be a dual system — the
present structure in the conventional broadcast
band and a parallel or even competitive service in the ultra-highs.
ONE OF THE blessings of 1939 — and one we confidently expect to enjoy through 1940— was the
complete absence of
those thephoney
"press
misrepresentative
of both
industry
and releases,"
the body
of the FCC, which formerly emanated from the
FCC's
room, now ofhappily
competent
hands.
We havepress
a collection
them inin our
files, together
with a case history of each. In retrospect and for
future historians of radio they make interesting
reading indeed. Mostly they taught us, and should
teach the industry, how unnecessarily supersensitive we all are to the fulminations of those who
happen to have ways of bursting into print. Broadcasting enjoys public acceptance so great today,
and did then if we only knew it, that it need no
longer fear such harmless bleatings so long as it
continues to recognize its public service obligations.

New
Year's Again
the last New Year began, the broadcasting industry was in a sweat. The atmosphere was surcharged, mainly because the
FCC was still on a rampage. Everybody
seemed to have a hangover, pink elephants and
all. Yet it was a pretty good year, businesswise.

WHEN

This Jan. 1, the industry is still in a sweat.
Now there looms a threatened strike of union
musicians in a few weeks. Now again it is the
ASCAP headache, and the matter of phonograph record licenses. The FCC, of course, is
still around, but it isn't indulging in the same
sort of pyrotechnics as in the past. There isn't
so much acrimony toward the industry, nor
recrimination, dissension, suspicion and innuendo from within.
Let's take a look at the 1940 picture. Of first
importance is preservation of the American
System of Broadcasting by private competitive
enterprise. The war scourge infests Europe.
A "national emergency" can be decreed by the
President at any time; as a matter of fact he
already has promulgated a proclamation of
"limited national emergency". Under Section
606 of the Communications Act he is empowered, with no remedy left the industry, to commandeer all radio. But the President is not expected, under any circumstance, to take such
an extreme step. There is reason to believe that
even the war plans of this Government do not
in any way envisage serious upsetting of
broadcast operations.
Next comes consideration of possible additional restraints upon broadcasting. The trend
of Government since radio began has been to
tighten up. A thousand views have been expressed, and as many are in various stages of
consideration. But these are hardly times to
experiment with new legislation dealing with
a public service with which the public is satisfied. Aside from the war situation, it is a campaign year. Congress is not disposed to stir up
the cats any more than necessary while the
campaign is under way. Thus the legislative
zodiac signifies fair and warmer for radio this
session, with perhaps a few squalls accomby lots of vocal thunder but no enactmentpaniedlightning.
The industry's dollar problems — copyright,
musicians, phonograph records, labor — are
serious and fundamental and must be dealt
with promptly and forcefully. They are treated
elsewhere in this issue and have been reported
in practically all past issues of Broadcasting.
As the radio chimes ring in '40, there are
many intriguing developments ahead. Business
looks good because broadcasters, by and large,
have learned how to cope with the basic problem of producing good programs while helping industry sell goods. Television, facsimile,
frequency modulation, are still shining new
vistas of radio service. The new year will see
real development, but whether radio will put
any or all of them over the top depends upon
other non-technical factors — the economic situation, the war effects, and the national election.
It should be a good year, this 1940, though
broadcasters are destined to face their usual
crisis-a-month. Even though at times it looks
like things may go to pot, it always turns out
that the boys manage to slide through adversity, and keep smiling, awaiting the next onslaught from the vulture regiment apparently
set on picking the broadcasting bones clean.
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JOHN A. KENNEDY, operator of the
West Virginia Network, who recently
acquired 48% interest in WSAZ,
Huntington, W. Va., announces that
he willager ofbethepresident
station, and
with general
Edward manW.
Klein as commercial manager, Fred
Bui-ns
as program
director and Glenn
Chase as
chief engineer.
DIXON BOARDMAN, director of
Gaumont British Picture Corp. of
Great Britain, is in America for an
indefinite stay on company business
and to arrange for the manufacturing
operations of American television sets
by
Gaumont's subsidiary, Baird Television.

i

JAMES DITTO SHOUSE
"IT'S THE TOUGHEST job in radio," they said two years ago when
36-year-old Jimmy Shouse stepped
into a pair of over-sized broghans
at WLW, Cincinnati. Today they
readily admit he has all but performed miracles. So well, indeed,
that Powel Crosley Jr. and State
and city notables, headed by Gov.
John W. Bricker, joined to pay
tribute to him Dec. 19 in a magnificent testimonial dinner.
When Jimmy Shouse took over
WLW and its then ugly-duckling
sister, WSAI, it was up to its ears
in litigation. It was the superpower
fight which he inherited — a battle
of principle and policy as well as
watts. He had to dig in on two
fronts — Washington and Cincinnati
— when either was a full-time assignment. But he dug, and while
the Washington salient was a sort
of doomed cause, the home front
was not only kept intact but actually forged ahead.
Last March they sounded the
funeral dirge for WLW's 500,000
watts — the world's first station to
use that output. The courts sustained the FCC's edict against
power of more than 50,000 watts.
In Congress there had been outcries of monopoly and "the curse of
bigness." But instead of going
into a tailspin, WLW continued its
progressive strides and wound up
the year with the biggest fourth
quarter in dollar volume in the station's history. Jimmy Shouse had
his plans all made when the plug
was pulled on his so-called "superpower", and after five years of riding the crest of the 500,000-wave,
he settled down to the normalcy of
50,000-watt operation.
When Jimmy took over as vicepresident of the Crosley Corp. in
charge of WLW, WSAI and its
other broadcast operations on Nov.
15, 1937, he left a berth as general
manager of the CBS-owned 50,000watt KMOX at St. Louis. If he figured that running a 500,000-watter, plus appurtenances, was just
10 times as tough as that of a 50kilowatter, he certainly didn't let
his friends know it. Cincinnati
BROADCASTING

wasn't foreign to him, because he
had gone to school there, and, besides, he was born in nearby Kentucky. Moreover, he had handled
the Procter & Gamble business for
CBS out of the Chicago office during the years he was crack salesman for that network.
The immediate superpower batlost, Jimmy's
first action bywas10%to
cut tleWLW
rates voluntarily
from a base of $1,200 to $1,080 per
hour. Along with his first assistant,
Sales Manager Bob Dunville, he
started building from scratch —
selling results, service and time
rather than lost watts. The formula
clicked, and is still clicking. He set
out to build an organization surin efficiency
and heeffectiveness. Hepassingknew
the men
wanted
and hired them.
First came Bob Dunville, his
power sales manager at KMOX,
who was ensconced as general manager of the rather neglected WSAI,
then an optional alternate RedBlue outlet of NBC along with
WLW and WCKY. Dewey Long,
CBS radio sales representative at
Birmingham, followed later as
WSAI general manager, when Bob
moved next door to join Boss Jimmy
as WLW sales manager. George
Biggar was brought in from WLS
as general program director, primarily to get the Boone County
Jamboree under way. Walter Callahan became sales service manager.
Beulah Strawway came from
Kroger Grocery as merchandising
director, Bill Oldham as promotion
manager, and Cecil Carmichael,
with CBS in Cincinnati, first as
press relations director and then as
Jimmy's assistant.
WLW, of course, tended to dwarf
other Crosley broadcast operations.
But Jimmy not only found time to
give WSAI the needed hypodermic,
but also set in motion experimental
television, facsimile, shortwave and
other operations. WLW's international broadcast unit, the 50,000watt WLWO, shortly begins commercial operation with its program
beamed toward South American
markets. Television experimentation goes forward in the Carew
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OWEN H. BALCH, formerly commercial manager of KCKN, Kansas
City, succeeds Merle H. Tucker as generalfective
manager
Jan. 1. of KSAL, Salina. efMAURICE BOYD, NBC manager of
New York City spot sales, on Dec. 20
sailed on the Kungsholm for a South
American
vacation, and will return
.Tan.
5.

CHARLES C. GREEN, former newspaperman and advertising agent, has
resigned as director of promotion of
the New York World's Fair to become general manager of the Advertising Club of New York. Mr. Green succeeds Tom A. Burke, who has resigned to accept a special assignment
with Lowell Thomas.
WILLIAM C. ROUX has rejoined
NBC, New York, as assistant director of promotion for the network's
m. & o. stations.
NBC"sto
promotion
staff, Formerly
Roux left with
in 1937
become
promotion
manager
of
national Radio Sales and laterInteiwas
with CBS, returning to NBC Dec. 20.
WILLIAM EVANS, new to radio,
has joined KGB, San Diego, Cal. as
account executive.
MBLVIN MYER, local sales manager
of WFLA,
ried Miss Tampa,
Clarine Fla.,
Drew.recently
Paul marVon
Coshausen,
formerly
of
WLAK,
Lakeland, and WPG, Atlantic City, has
joined the WFLA sales staff.
J. FRED HENRY, formerly vicepresident and advertising director of
Dell Publishing Co. for 11 years, has
joined Ziff-Davis Publishing Co., Chicago, as vice-president and a director.
C. G. PHILLIPS, manager of KIDO,
Boise.dent ofIda.,
has been reelected presiterm. the Boise Ad Club for a second

WILLIAM DOLPH, manager of
WOL, Washington, and Herbert L.
Pettey, manager of WHN, New York,
and their wives, left by car Dec. 22 for
a fishing Fla.,
trip onandthe planned
St. John's
River,
Welaka.
to return
by Jan. 3.
LLOYD E. YODER, general manager
of KOA, Denver, went to San Francisco to officiate at the annual EastWest football game staged by the
Shriners for its Children's Hospital,
on New Year's Day.
GARRY KRIEDT, sales promotion
manager at KFRC, San Francisco, is
on crutches due to an injured leg suffered when he fell down a ship hatch
recently.

DWIGHT MALLON, European correspondent for newspapers and press
associations during the last several
years,
has
joined
WKRC. V. Cincinnati,
as news editor. Charles
Lutz and
Bill Welch, of the station's news staff,
are reporting under Mr. Mallon.
ROBERT H. OWEN, assistant manager of KOA, Denver, again has been
in communian instructor
U.
appointedcations at Denver
WILLIAM RYAN, sales manager of
KPO-KGO. San Francisco, is the
father of a girl born recently, his
fourth child.
, commercial manB. V.ager HAMMOND
of KOCA, Kilgore, Tex., on Dec.
24 married Mary Louise Pryor, forTex. merly secretary at KNET, Palestine,

Tower, highest structure in the
area. A thousand research operations are carried on in the Crosley
laboratories under the direction of
R. J. Rockwell as technical supervisor, Fritz Leydorf as chief research engineer and Jerry Branch
as technical assistant to Shouse.
You would figure that stocky,
broad-shouldered, springy-stepping
Jimmy Shause had athletic antecedents. Because of his disarming
personality and charm, you would
immediately spot him afe an able and
thorough salesman. But you would
never guess that he taught school
when a stripling of 21. More than
that, he taught market research,
a hobby which evidences itself in
the elaborate survey and merchandising methods employed by the
Crosley stations.
The biography of James Ditto
Shouse begins in Newcastle, Henry
County, Ky. (400 inhabitants), on
July 28, 1903. His father, L. D.
Shouse, was the city's dentist. He
attended elementary school at Bellevue, Ky., and high school at Fort
Thomas, just a short haul from
Cincinnati. After attending Miami
University at Oxford, 0., he procured his master's degree in economics at the University of Cincinnati. During that collegiate career,
his prowess as an athlete was reflected in his accumulation of some
40 medals for the pole vault and
the 100-yard dash and as an amateur pugilist.
At 21, Jimmy
Shouse began

teaching high school and branched
off into market research at Toledo.
in adverapprentic
After an
tising with
Libertyeship
Magazine, he
took his first fling at radio in 1929,
joining the CBS sales staff in Chinetearly Malt,
suchRibbon
He handled
cago.accounts
work
as Blue
Lady Esther, Cream of Wheat,
Andrew Jergens, Procter and Gamble, Cudahy Packing Co., Swift,
Pennzoil, Studebaker, Union Central Life and Acme Paint. He introduced many of them to radio.
Rounding out his experience,
Jimmy resigned the Chicago post
in 1936 to join Stack-Goble Adv.
Agency as account executive for
Swift. A year later he rejoined
CBS, but this time as manager of
KMOX, in which post he remained
until he accepted an offer from
Powel Crosley Jr. to become vicepresident of the Crosley broadcast
operations. His first year with
Crosley — 1938 — the broadcasting
department
enjoyed its biggest
volume
in history.
Jimmy married his childhood
sweetheart, the former Helen
Waterfield. They have two daughters, Lucy, 14, and Cynthia, 9. Aside
from market research, which he regards as a hobby, he spends his
summer weekends cruising a 32foot Cris Craft, which he owns in
partnership with Bob Dunville.
He's no slouch at ping-pong either.
His clubs are Queen City, Cuvier
Press and Variety, and his church,
should you ask. Baptist.
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ERNEST CHARLES, formerly in
charge of the Hollywood office of the
American Guild of Musical Artists,
has been named temporary executive
secretary of the New Tork office, following the resignation of Leo Fischer.
The position will be permanently
filled after the first of the year by an
executive as yet unnamed. Mr. Fischer's plans have not been revealed.
MURRAY ARNOLD, public relations
director and assistant program head of
WIP, Philadelphia, has been promoted to program director of the station, replacing James Allan, who resigned to assume a similar position at
WFIL, Philadelphia. Allan Fort, WIP
announcer, is the father of a boy born
Dec. 18.
ADOLPH LEFLER, of the NBC Hollywood traffic division, has been transferred to the transcription service.
Harold Haklik, tour guide, has been
promoted to the traffic division, taking
over Lefler's former post.
LAURENCE DYSART, Arizona educator, has joined KOY, Phoenix, as
relief announcer.
WILLIS WERNER, San Diego, Gal.
columnist, has started the weekly
Fact-o-graph program on KGB, that
city. He reports on well known personalities and interesting events.
BILL GOODWIN, Hollywood announcer on the NBC Boh Hope Show,
sponsored by Pepsodent Co., is the
father of a girl, born Dec. 20.
RUBYE DOWNS, sales department
secretary of NBC-Chicago, has announced her engagement to Bernard
Schroeder, consulting engineer.
JOHN K. CHAPEL, formerly of
WOW, Omaha, has joined the announcing staff of KSFO, San Francisco.
WILLIAM B. LAUB, on Jan. 15 will
resign as chief of the writing staff of
Audio
N. Y. Productions, Long Island City,
HARRY ROBATOR, formerly of
WMAS, Springfield. Mass.. has joined
the announcing staff of WNBC, New
Britain, Conn.
LOU KROECK. KOY, Phoenix,
sports commentator, was chosen by the
Sun Bowl committee to describe the
New Year's
Day Sun
Bowl football
game
at El Paso,
for release
on the
Arizona Network.
DR. BYRON B. WILLIAMS, formerly program supervisor of WOSU,
Columbus, O., has joined the staff of
Town Hall Inc., New York, as educational advisor. Phillip Staley, formerly in sales work, and Page Boyer have
joined the WOSU announcing staff.
BOB WEISS, formerly announcer
and assistant program director of
WWAE, Hammond, Ind.. has joined
the production staff of KFWB, Hollywood.
ALLAN JACKSON, formerly of
WHAS, Louisville, has joined the announcing staff of Texas State Network.
MAURICE ZINN has been added to
the writing staff of Edward Sloman
Productions. Hollywood radio production unit, and is currently preparing
scripts for a new half-hour transcribed
show.
JOHN CONRAD, formerly of WIND
and NBC in Chicago, has joined the
announcing staff of KTSM, El Paso,
Tex.
NORMAN BURNBTTE, new to radio, is now an announcer for WHBQ,
Memphis.
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HELEN JANE BEHLKE has been
appointed
director of production
the Texas and
Stateprogram
Network.
Miss Behlke worked with NBC and
CBS in Chicago and with the World
Broadcasting System in New York before coming to Texas in March, 1939,
as secretary to Elliott Roosevelt, TSN
president. Beginning her radio work
when she was a student at the University of Minnesota, Miss Behlke
wrote and presented the Bridge Cluh
of the Air for two years over WCCO
and WTCN.
JAMES ALLEN has been named program director of WFIL, Philadelphia,
with Fred Dodge, his predecessor, appointed assistant to General Manager
Roger Clipp.
MELBA TOOMBS, recently of Stanford U, has joined the production staff
of KFRC, San Francisco.
JOHN BRADSHAW. formerly of
WRBL, Columbus, Ga., and Jack
Guideveld, formerly with WKZO, Kalamazoo, have joined WCOV, Montgomery, Ala., as announcers.
MARK GOOD SON, recent graduate
of California U, has been added to the
announcing staff of KFRC, San Francisco.
AL SIGL. news commentator on
WHEC, Rochester, N. Y., and founder
of the Rochester "Blood Donors
League," which recently passed the
1,000th free transfusion mark, received tribute recently from the Menroe County Veterans of Foreign Wars
as "The County's Most Outstanding
FRANK WOODRUFF, formerly J.
Walter
Co. Radio
Hollywood
diCitizen.''
rectorThompson
of the CBS Lux
Theatre.
who resigned last July to join RKO
Radio Pictures, has been given his first
film assignment. He will direct proJan. 15. duction of "Curtain Call" starting
FLETCHER WILEY. KNX. Hollywood, commentator, was recently presented during a special broadcast witli
a citation by the Disabled American
Veterans of the Woi-ld War for extraordinary services.
BILL HENRY, Los Angeles Times
columnist, war correspondent and former sports editor, has inaugurated a
weekly quarter-hour news review program. By the Way, on CBS Pacific
network. Program has the same title
as his daily Los Angeles Times column.
TULLY CLEMENT, for several years
in radio on the West Coast, has joined
the announcing staff of WBT. Charlotte, N. C.
BOB LEWIS, formerly of WDGT,
Minneapolis, has joined WTAQ, Green
Bay, Wis., as chief announcer. David
Rhodes, mount
formerly
RKO and ParaPictures with
in Hollywood,
has
joined thenouncer,station
as
chief news
anand Elliott Henry,
formerly
publicity director of Beloit College.
Beloit, Wis., has been named publicity
director of WTAQ.
KENNETH AITKEN has been appointed production manager of KDB,
Santa Barbara, replacing Robert
Boyd, who has returned to the engineering department.
EDDIE DAVIS and Matt Brooks,
Hollywood and New York gag writers,
were scheduled to join the writing staif
of the NBC Tip Top Show with Joe
Penner on Jan. 1.
EMILY KOLLENBORN, new to mdio, has joined the audience mail department of KOMO-KJR, Seattle.
TOM PRICHARD. formerly of
WSAY, Rochester, N. Y., has iouied
the announcing staff of WHAM.
Rochester.
CARL WIBNINGER, of KOA. Denver, wrote the words and miisie of
the new song, "In My Little Flower
Garden",
now programs.
being featured on several network
DON QUINN, Hollywood writer of
the NBC Filler McGee & Molly program, sponsored by S. C. Johnson &
Son (floor wax), has recovered from
a serious throat infection.
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FRANK GRASSO, musical director
of WFLA, Tampa, Fla., is the father
of a girl born Dec. 18. Patsy Kent,
who handles
women's programs
on the
station,
has announced
her engagement
to Ed Salvatore, connected with Bowey's
Brooklyn,during
N. Y.January.
Wedding is
to beInc.,
in Florida

MARY

MASON

SO HOMEY in her manner that
she's been dubbed "Cousin Mary"
by listeners, Mary Mason is head
of women's activities for NBC
in Washington. Starting in radio
in 1925 at WNAC, Boston, she has
since directed women's programs in
that city, New York, Hollywood
and San Francisco as well as
Washington. She particularly likes
cooking
and is partial to all outdoor activities.
Recently Miss Mason started a
new series of monthly open forum
broadcasts on homemaking on
WMAL, Washington. Titled Affiliated Wives Inc., the new feature
is built around a party held in the
WMAL studios the second Wednesday of each month, during which
the wives pop questions and answers. The formal title of WRCWMALities wasDirector
of Women's
Activconferred
on Miss Mason
on Christmas Day.
EARL BBI, formerly of WWJ, Detroit, has joined the production staff
of NBC in Chicago, working with
Wynn Wright, former WW.J program
director, who is now production chief
of NBC. Chicago.
ERICty taxMUNRO,
the counoffice, hasformerly
joined ofKTSM,
El
Paso, Tex., as merchandising manager.
Harold Moon has joined the KTSM
continuity
succeeding
Dave Por-in
ter, who hasstaff,
accepted
appointment
the U. S. Naval Reserve Air Corps
and leaves shortly for training in Pensacola, Fla.
RALPH DUFFY, account executive
KYA. San Francisco, recently reto join theCo.sales staff of Howard signedAutomobile
GORDON R. KERR, formerly of
WMCA, New
joined
the announcing York,
staff of has
WIS,
Columbia,
S. C.
NOEL B. GERSON, of the news and
publicity department of WGN. ChiDec. 21.cago, married Mary Jane Bierman
JOEY KEARNS, formerly with Bob
Crosby's orchestra, has been named
musical director of WCAU, Philadelphia, as of Jan. 17, 1940, and will conduct a new 16-piece studio orchestra
at the station.
MARY DEVANT has succeeded Martha Dulin as women's commentator on
WBT, Charlotte. She has appeared on
various Carolina stations as motion
picture reviewer, shopping service reviewer and women's news reporter.
JAY FARAGHAN has been named to
the regular announcing staff of KYW,
Philadelphia.
BROADCASTING

JULIE JUNKER, feminine lead of
the Findleyville dramatic series on
WPEN, Philadelphia, early in December was married to Daniel Pratt Mannix III, author.
GLAN T. HEISCH has withdrawn as
producer of the NBC Tip Top Show,
featuring Joe Penner, and returns to
full-time duty as program director of
KFI-KECA,
Los Angeles.
Larry& Holcomb of Sherman
K. Bills
Co.,
agency servicing Ward Baking Co.,
sponsor of the program, has taken over
production until a successor to Heisch
has been appointed.
TOM Mcknight, Hollywood producer
NBCsponsored
Adventuresbyof Grove
Sherlockof the
Holmes,
Laboratories (Bromo Quinine), has
been signed
by Warner
to workof
Party.
with
Elsa Maxwell
in theBros,
scripting
her first picture. How Not To Give a
JIMMY HAYES, new to radio, has
nouncer.KOY, Phoenix, as junior anjoined
H. ARNOLD TIEMANN, traffic
manager of WWJ, Detroit, for the
last five years, has started a new early
morning show, Happy Highways, in
which he gives road information
against a background of piano music.
Mabel Munroe, formerly his assistant,
has taken over as traffic manager.
BILL TRAUM. on the announcing
staff of WROK, Rockford, 111., for
three years before joining WJIM,
Lansing, Mich., last September, on
Dec. 18 motion
returned
manager. to WROK as proNORVIN C. DUNCAN, Jr.. formerly
WWNC, Asheproduction manager of WFBC,
Greenjoined
ville, N. C, has
as publicity director and
ville, S. C, succeeding
announcer,
Dan Crosland,
now
S. C. in newspaper work in Columbia,

TED HUSTON, formerly of WBRY.
Waterburv, Conn., has joined WMAS,
Springfield, Mass., replacing Stuart
Wayne, now with WTHT, Hartford.
named combeenWBRY
Harry DeVorken
New
of the
mercial manager has
GottRalph
succeeding
Haven studios,
lieb, now with WGBI, Scranton, Pa.
LOIS BERG, of the CBS Hollywood
t, has announced her
script departmen
t to Robert Johnson, Los
engagemen
Angeles oil executive. Wedding is
planned for early summer.
JAN DROHOJOWSKI has resigned
from the CBS staff of foreign language broadcasters to join the Polish
as third rankin Washington
Embassy
ing officer.
He has been appointed
counselor of the Embassy in charge
of press and emigration matters.
JOHN GROVER, announcer of KPOexlast atmonth
KGO, San
hibited one Francisco,
of his murals
the San
Francisco Art Museum. One of his
latest wood carving creations will be
shown soon.
Dupre Aids Lewis
HENRY DUPRE, special events
director of WWL, New Orleans,
has been chosen by Sinclair Lewis,
famous American novelist, to assist
him in the preparation of a new
play concerning the life of a career
woman in radio. Dupre will assist
Mr. Lewis in radio terminology.
HEYWOOD BROUN, newspaper
columnist and president of the American
died of heard
pneumonia Newspaper
Dec. 18. He Guild,
was regularly
on MBS in its Author! Author! program.
Dec. 18to program
was cancelled inThetribute
his memory
and
replaced
with
a
eulogy
by
John
Chapman, a fellow journalist who appeared
each week on the program with Broun.
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ON JANUARY 1 Barney Oldfield,
Lincoln Sunday Journal & Star
motion picture columnist, takes to
the air for his 563d consecutive
broadcast, nightly except Sunday,
on KFOR, Lincoln, Neb. For several years Mr. Oldfield has been
selected
motion
busiest reviewer
— he picturedom's
has clocked about
500 screen classics per year for the
last three years. Since starting his
radio series, he has appeared for
the same sponsor, Lincoln Theaters Corp., which has sponsored the
longest period of consecutive theatre time in the history of Lincoln
radio.
Western Canada Group
Holds Calgary Session
THIRTY-TWO station managers,
production managers and commercial managers of the Western
Canada stations operated by the
Taylor-Pearson-Carson group, held
a convention at the Palliser Hotel,
Calgary, Alberta, Dec. 15-18, to
discuss such mutual problems as
handling of news, local talent, better station statistics and data, sales
presentations. Presided over by
H. R. Carson, CFAC, Calgary, the
managers heard talks on a variety
of subjects by officials of the
Taylor-Pearson-Carson group and
All-Canada Radio Facilities, the
group's
representatives.
Other station
subjects
included script
shows, exchange of program and
sales ideas, transcribed spots, exchange of sales reports, planned
selling and graphic display, contacting agency men and accounts.
World and Thesaurus program
services, exhibition plans of the
various stations, religious broadcasts, merchandising, chain breaks.
Stations represented were CKY,
Winnipeg; CKCK, Regina; CJOC,
Lethbridge, Alta.; CFAC, Calgary;
CJCA, Edmonton; CJAT, Trail,
B. C; CKOV, Kelowna. Guy F.
Herbert, eastern Canadian representative of All-Canada Radio Facilities, flew from Toronto to attend.
De Sousa New RCA V-P
GEORGE S. De SOUSA, treasurer
of RCA since its formation in 1919,
and previously an officer of the
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. of
America, predecessor company to
RCA, has been elected vice-president and treasurer of the company.
ARCH OBOLER, NBC producer of
dramatic plays, now in Hollywood,
has been signed by M-G-M to write
a treatment of Francois Cresset's A
Woman's
Face. He continues his radio activities.
.JOHN A. SENEFF ,Ir., 39, counsel
for the Mason City Glohe-Oazette and
its station, KGLO. died in Mason City
Christmas Eve of a heart attack. He
was a member of the Federal Communications Bar Assn.
BROADCASTING

Frequent Air Traveler
A FREOUENT air traveler,
Allen C. Anthony, chief announcer of KWK, St. Louis,
finds Monday his busiest day.
Commuting by air to his
Monday night post as m.c. of
Dr. I. Q. on NBC-Red, Anthony recently estimated he
has traveled 75,000 miles —
three times around the world
— just getting to and from a
job
but a halfhourthat
of requires
actual announcing
each week. Since last summer, when the show left St.
Louis, the company has
played 21 weeks in Chicago,
6 weeks in Pittsburgh, 8
weeks in Philadelphia, and
now is in Denver — and Anthony makes the trip for each
program.
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Brockington's Post
LEONARD W. BROCKINGTON,
K. C, Winnipeg lawyer who till
Oct. 31 had been chairman for
thi-ee years of the board of governors of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has been appointed by
Prime Minister W. L. Mackenzie
King as "Recorder of Canada's War
Effort". Mr. Brockington will be
attached to the Prime Minister's
office and is "to act in an advisory
capacity to the war committee of
the cabinet in the recording and
interpretation of Canada's war effort; to advise and assist the government in providing accurate and
essential information in these respects to the people of Canada and
to the government of the United
Kingdom, and to assist the Prime
Minister in keeping a chronicle and
other essential records of the
progress of Canada's war effort."
WLW Expands Bookings
WILLIAM (Bill) McCluskey, for
the last two years booking representative for the Ren fro Valley
Barn Dance and formerly with the
WLS Artists Bureau, Chicago, has
been appointed executive of General Program Service Inc., which
directs bookings for special appearances of artists of WLW, Cincinnati. James D. Shouse, Crosley vicepresident in charge of broadcasting,
stated the appointment marks expansion of WLW's
talent for
booking
activities,
particularly
the
Boone County Jamboree.
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Theatre Tieup
C Syndicate, New York,
TEL-PI
reports the sale of its displays to 24 stations through0 u t the country. Display,
18 X 28 inches, carries the station's
call letters in color at the top, bordered by flashing streaks that simulate radio waves, and at the bottom
is a space that the station can use
to advertise praticular programs.
The main space in the display is occupied by a news picture which is
changed daily. Displays are sold on
a budget basis, the company states,
and many stations are making them
self-sustaining by selling space on
the display to program sponsors.
Stations which have purchased the
service include WNBC WMAS
WCOP WRNL WTAR WTNJ
WPTF WCNC WHIG WDNC WIS
WCSC WAIM WAGA W M B R
WMBC WSAR KGER WDBO
WQAM WFTL KDON WDAE
WTAL.

For Audition Winners
SCHOLARSHIP FUND to offer
additional training in dancing, languages and stage work to audition
winners on the Metropolitan Opera
Auditions of the Air program was
announced by Mrs. August Belmont, president of the Metropolitan
Opera Guild on a mid-December
broadcast of the program, sponsored by Sherwin-Williams Co.,
Clevleand, on NBC-Blue. Selection
of the artists, the amount to be
allotted and the type of study to be
offered will be decided by Edward
Johnson, general manager of the
Metropolitan.
Coast Television
DON LEE Broadcasting System,
Los Angeles, upon written request,
is sending free copies of a script
describing methods of television
production and the history of the
new electronics art on the West
Coast. The material, assembled by
Thomas Conrad Sawyer, television
producer, is of interest to writers,
businessmen and school teachers.
Don Lee Broadcasting System owns
and operates the television station
W6XA0, Los Angeles.

Video Explained — Cleveland Methods — Compasses —
Beer in Wicker — Mountain Cooperation
Merchandising Story
OUTLINING the stations' merchand i s i n g program, WHK-WCLE,
Cleveland, has published a ringbound booklet incorporating, in addition to the 13-step specimen
merchandising procedure, a list of
current WHK-WCLE advertisers
and testimonials of advertisers and
agencies. The step-by-step merchandising story, printed on bluebordered pages, is illustrated with
rough pen drawings by Robert
Greenberg, merchandising manager
of the stations — originally drawn
as sketches for use of the illustrator, but so cleverly executed they
were finally chosen
*
* for* the book.
Tree Compass
DURING a recent airing of Joe
O'Byrne's Hunting & Fishing Club
on KYW, Philadelphia, an offer of
a free compass was made to all
sportsmen requesting one by mail
during the next 24-odd hours.
Within the time limit, in response
to the surprise announcement, more
than 2,500 requests were received
from 262 towns in six States. The
compass is similar to the army military instrument, with a mirror on
the reverse side, and is attached to
a chain so it may be worn in the
breast pocket.
At Servic« Stations
TO PROMOTE its weekly half-hour
modernized opera program on CBS
Pacific Coast network, Union Oil
Corp., Los Angeles, has erected
huge, three-color posters at more
than 1,400 of its service stations.
Lithographed in peach, blue and
green, the posting couples simple
copy theme "Something New in
Radio—anThursday,
p.m. CBS"
with
abstracted9:30
drawing
of a
feminine vocalist and microphone.

KVOO

Tulsa. Okl
a.

GIANT postcard was sent to Tom Dailey and his Korner Kwiz on KVOO,
Tulsa, by fans in Bixby, Okla. The card is 5V2 feet long, weighs nine
pounds, carries $4.59 in postage, bears signatures of 65 citizens. Dailey
is at left with mike at his Korner Kwiz sidewalk stand, and Vick (Billy
Bumps) White, KVOO page, holds up the card, not at all amazed.
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Coastal Cooperation
IN LINE with its reciprocal agreement with two San Francisco
newspapers, Chronicle and News
[Broadcasting, Dec. 1], KPO-KGO
last month aided in the promotion
over the air of two special events
in which the papers were interested. For the Neivs, NBC stations
promoted the annual City Community Sing on Christmas Eve,
sponsored by the newspaper. For
the Chronicle the KPO-KGO stations are promoting a dramatic program The City of St. Francis, an
historical play dealing with San
Francisco. The program will lead
up to sary
thecelebration
Chronicle's
anniverlate in75thJanuary.
^ ^ ^
Latin Publicity
SOME 30 papers in Latin America
currently publish
listings according
of NBC's
international
programs,
to P. L. Barbour, in charge of NBC's
press relations abroad. NBC publicity has appeared during 1939 in
papers in Colombia, Guatemala,
Uruguay, Venezuela, Cuba, Puerto
Rico, Ecuador, Argentina, Brazil,
Costa Rica, Paraguay and Panama,
Barbour reports, in addition to
European and Asiatic countries,
notices being printed in French,
German, Italian, Spanish, Danish,
Portuguese, Arabic, Hebi-ew and
English.
St. Louis Champagne
WICKER champagne hampers containing bottles of three leading local beers — Alpen Brau, Griesedieck
and Hyde Park — all of which are
advertised on the station, were distributed as door prizes by KMOX,
St. Louis at the St. Louis Advertisi n g Club's
Christmas
luncheon
Dec. annual
19. Stenciled
on the
tops
of
the
hampers
was
"St.
Champagne, to help you Louis
Keep
Merry on Xmas" — working in the
station's call letters in the final
four words.
* * *
Carnations From Mutual
RADIO editors
on New
Eve
received
carnations
from Year's
MBS, each
flower tagged with a notation to
wear the flower and to tune in Arthurfor Godfrey's
firstCo.MBSat 9broadcast
Carnation
a.m.
Jan. 3. Distribution of flowers will
be repeated on Jan. 1 and 2 and on
the latter date editors will also
receive alarm clocks preset for 9
o'clock. Campaign to get these
radio columnists to tune in at this
early hour is the brainchild of
Lester Gottleib, publicity director
of MBS.
* -'fi ^
Heard at Office
IN CONNECTION with the recent
MBS broadcast of Col. Leonard P.
Ayers, authority on economics,
WRAL, Raleigh, N. C, furnished
radios for the use of local businessmen in their offices during the
broadcast. The station sent 55 letters offering to install radios so
businessmen could listen. Of the
55 contacted, 26 accepted the offer
and returned the postcard enclosed
with the letter.
BROADCASTING

TO PROMOTE and merchandise
station clients as well as NBC network advertisers, KOA, Denver,
has made a long term tieup with
Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres Inc.
Screen trailers, featuring KOA
talent, and that from network
programs, are being shown five
times daily in the 12 Denver theatres operated by the chain. No
product mention or sponsor names
appear on the trailers, but names
and pictures of talent, with date
of programs, are played up. In
addition, occasional trailers appear
on the screens of 97 other Fox
Inter-Mountain theatres in Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming, Nebraska, Montana and Utah.
To celebrate and announce the
affiliation between the two, KOA
talent on Dec. 14 staged special
performances at the Denver Theatre, with Lloyd E. Yoder, station
manager and Harry Huffman, president of the theatre firm participating. Clarence C. Moore, KOA
program director, was emsee. Mr.
Huffman, at the inaugural program,manent
statedassociation
that "this
is a perof friendship
between KOA and these theatres
which are determined to bring to
Denver the best in entertainment
and talent".Store's Classes
AS PROMOTION for various food
sponsored shows, NBC Hollywood
press Ralph
department
tie-in
with
Grocerymade
Co. a(chain),
and the Hollywood Citizen-News,
during November and December,
whereby network artists appeared
at the weekly classes of Ralph's
Cooking
Schoolandas photographs
guest entertainers. Stories
on
the participating artists were run
daily in the news sections of the
Citizen News. Similar promotion
was used in all advertising of the
Grocei'y
Co., which California
operates
aRalph
chain
of Southern
stores.
Crisco Offer
CURRENT promotion by Procter
& Gamble Co., Cincinnati, through
Compton Adv., New York, is a special recipethree
offer network
for sure-mix
Crisco
on the
programs,
Vic & Sade on NBC-Red, This Day
Is Ours on CBS, and The Right to
Happiness on NBC-Blue. The offer,
which distributes to consumers free
of charge a Holiday Spice Cake
through Crisco dealers, is also promoted on the local stations carrying
the following programs through
electrical transcriptions: The Gospel Singer, Vic & Sade, This Day Is
Ours, The Goldbergs, and The
Right to Happiness.
* * *
Wesson Recipes
WESSON OIL & SNOWDRIFT
SALES Corp. is currently offering
a free recipe for Wesson Oil Fruit
Cake during its weekly dramatic
serial Hawthorne House on KPO
and Pacific Coast NBC Red network. The recipe may be obtained
from grocers or the Wesson Oil
San Francisco office.
* * *
NEWhouse"irregular"
■—
half
organ Soand publication
half fan sheet
— titled "So Watt" has been started
by WMBS,nectionUniontown,
in conwith its dailyPa., Musical
Clock program. The four-page tabloid promotes participating sponsors and lampoons talent heard on
the program.
• Broadcast
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NEW YEAR'S BABIES
Esso Marl<eters Offers Cash
For Jan. 1 Arrivals
ESSO MARKETERS, as part of
its campaign to launch two new
gasolines, is offering bonus savings
accounts to parents of children born
on New Year's Day on the Esso
Reporter news programs, heard
four times daily on 34 stations.
Parents in 18 States from Maine to
Louisiana are eligible for the Esso
prizes, which include a $5 bank account for one baby born Jan. 1,
$100 each for twins, $250 each for
triplets, $1,000 each for quadruplets, and $5,000 each for quintuplets, the only stipulation being that
the parent must take a copy of the
birth certificate to the nearest savings bank.
In addition to promotion of the
offer on the news broadcasts, direct
mail pieces have been sent to 39,000
physicians, 4,400 bankers and 1,850
hospitals in the 18 States, according
to Marschalk & Pratt, New York,
the agency in charge of the account,
while many of the stations which
carry the Esso Reporter are conducting special promotion on the
campaign. WBZ, Boston, is presenting a special program Jan. 1
featuring the leading hospitals in
the Boston area; WGY, Schenectady, is presenting a program with
the first baby born Jan. 1, 1939, in
the area as guest of honor, and
WDRC, Hartford, is offering an additional award to babies with a
program featuring all the proud
fathers of Jan. 1.
The two new gasolines which the
baby prize offer is promoting are
Esso regular gas, formerly called
Essolene, and a new premium gas,
Esso Extra. Affiliate companies
which form Esso Marketers are
Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey,
Standard Oil Co. of Pennsylvania,
Standard Oil Co. of Louisiana, and
Colonial Beacon Oil Co.

Foreign Language Market
FORJOE & Co., New York, representatives specializing in the foreign
language field, has sent timebuyers a
report on the foreign language market
which points out, among other data,
that there are 38,727,593 persons of
foreign birth or parentage in the
United States, of which 76% live and
do business in the key urban areas.
There are, according to the report,
6,219,707 U. S. urban-foreign radio
families, with an average purchasing
power of .$2,.500 annually. Of the urban-foreign group, which comprises
5.5% of metropolitan populations, the
report states 65% consists of five lanJewish, Italian,guage
Polishgroups,
and— German,
Scandinavian.
Optical Allusion
A COMBINATION letter opener,
ruler and magnifying glass has
been sent to the trade by WIL, St.
Louis, carrying the message "Magnify your sales
* with
* WIL".
*
PEN KNIFE to "knife" sales costs is
attached to the latest mailing piece of
KSO-KRNT, Des Moines. The sales
message on the card relates how this
may be done "in the Central Iowa
area"
— by using the stations to cover
the territory.

Frank

BOSTON'S Mayor Maurice J. Tobin
officiated at the broadcast ceremonies early in December of the
sealing of the cornerstone for the
new 50,000-watt WBZ transmitter
at Hull, Mass. On either side of
Hizzoner (center), as he dabs mortar with the trowel, stand D. A.
Myer, plant manager of WBZ
(left) and John A. Holman, New
England general manager of NBC.

Lane

Heads

Staff

Of WSPB
in Sarasota
FORMAL dedication of the new
WSPB,
Sarasota,
Fla., local
outlet on 1420
kc. authorized
last July
by the FCC, was scheduled for
Jan. 1, although the station began
operating Dec. 7. Addresses by
State notables were heard from
both the studios in Sarasota and
Bradenton. The station is managed
by Frank S. Lane, former manager of WDOD, Chattanooga. Jack
Daub is program
director and
announcer. Other announcers
are Bill
Wilson, formerly of WDOD; Fred
Reiter, formerly of WICA, Ashtabula, O., and Bill Berry, of Bradenton. The engineering staff includes J. A. Buning, A. L. Austin
and Robert Minor. In the commercial department is J. B. Browning,
formerly with the Sarasota Herald
Tribune. The station, owned by a
group of Chattanooga businessmen,
is
RCA equipped
a 175-foot
Truscon
tower. Itwith
is located
on
Sarasota Bay in its own building of
semi-tropical design.

Pads of Costs
promotional idea, designed to call attention to KSTP,
St. Paul, and its new 50 kw. transmitter, has been developed by Ray
Jenkins, general sales manager.
Time cost estimate sheets, with
KSTP heading the "station" column, have been printed and are being sent in pads to agencies and
time buyers.
NOVEL

BROCHURES
KTUL, Tulsa, Okla.— Eight-page fine
paper brochure folded to letter-size,
carrying pictures of Tulsa buildings
and businesses along with coverage
map and market data figures.
NBC — Illustrated color folder promoting Bill Stern's NBC-Blue sports
broadcasts,
football
teamfeaturing
selections.his All-Ameriean
WCAU. Philadelphia— Two-color fold"Make Haya survey
While the
Sun Rises'",
builter,around
of Philadelphia
early morning listening.
MI.SSOURI-ILLINOIS Broadcasting
System, St. Louis — Colorful promotion
brochure presenting coverage map and
market analysis data for the twostate hookup, which includes KWK,
St. Louis, KWOS, Jefferson City, Mo.,
WTAX, Springfield, and WSOY, Decatur, 1 1.
WOR, Newark— Booklet, "How Christmas Came to Mr. Whittle," telling in
whimsical fashion that 13.5 papers list
WOR programs daily in 78 cities in
12 states.
Typography,
tures match
the mood layout
of the and
text. pic-
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STATION ACCOUNTS
BP — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
to — transcription announcements
WRC, WMAL, Washington
Air Conditioning Training Corp.,
Youngstown, 3 sp weekly, thru
Weill & Wilkins, N. T.
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia
[Sat. Eve. Post), 9 sa weekly, 13
weeks, thru BBDO, N. Y.
D. L. Clark Co., Pittsburgh (candy),
3 sa weekly, thru Albert P. Hill Co..
Pittsburgh.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, New York, 15
sa, thru Donahue & Coe, N. Y.
Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron
Co.. Philadelphia (coal), 6 sa weekly, thru McKee & Albright, Phila.
Thos. D. Richardson Co., Philadelphia
(mints), 3 sa weekly, thru N. W.
Ayer & Son, Phila.
WFBR, Baltimore
American Oil Co., Baltimore. 4 sp
daily, thru Joseph Katz Co., N. Y.
Carter Products, New York (Arrid.
liver pills), 260 t, thru Street &
Finney, N. Y.
Ex-Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, 98 ta,
thru Joseph Katz Co., N. Y.
Hollywood Services Inc., Baltimore
(bread), 24 sa. thru Richard Foley
Adv. Agency, Philadelphia.
Lever Brothers. Cambridge ( Spry ) .
9 sa weekly, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N. Y.
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer, New York
(movies). 6 ta, thru Donahue &
Coe, N. Y.
Phillips Packing Co., Cambridge. Md.
(canned food), 312 sp. direct.
WHO, Des Moines
McConnon & Co., Winona, Minn., 2
sp weekly, thru McCord Co., Minneapolis.
Paxton & Gallagher Co., Omaha (Butter-Nut coffee), 6 sp weekly, thru
Buchanan-Thomas Adv., Omaha.
Manhattan Soap Co.. New York
(Sweetheart), 3 sp weekly, thru
Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 7 sa
weekly, thru Blow Co., N. Y.
B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, 3 sp weekly, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
KSL, Salt Lake City
Colonial Dames Corp., Los Angeles
(cosmetics), sa series, thru Glasser
Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago, 3 sp weekly,
thru
Assoc., Klau-Van
Milwaukee. Pietersom-Dunlap
Kirsten Pipes Co., Seattle, sa series,
thru
Seattle.Pacific National Adv. Agency,
White King Soap Co., Los Angeles, 5
* weekly, thru Raymond R. Morgan
Co., Los Angeles.
WHK, Cleveland
Ex-Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, 365 ta.
thru Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
M & N Cigar Co., Cleveland (Student
Prince cigars), sa series, thru Ohio
Adv. Agency, Cleveland.
S. E. Nighton Co., Bedford, O. (dog
food), sa series, thru Gregory & Bolton, Cleveland.
Cleveland Insulation Co., Cleveland
(Salsa salt), sa series, thru Campbell-Sanford Adv. Co., Cleveland.
KGO, San Francisco
George Haas & Sons, San Francisco
(chain candy stores) sa series, thru
Kelso Norman Org., San Francisco.
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WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Northwestern Yeast Co., Chicago
(Maca),
39 Chicago.
sp, thru Hays MacFarland
& Co.,
Si-Noze Labs., Chicago (cold remedy),
33
cago.sa, thru Neal Adv. Agency, ChiGoodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron
(tractor tires), 13 sp, thru Arthur
Kudner, N. T.
Miles Labs.. Elkhart. Ind. (AlkaSeltzer) 5 sp weekly, thru Wade
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Feminine Products, New York (Arrid), 3sa weekly, thru Street & Finney, N. Y.
CKGB, Timmins, Ont.
Dominion Stores, Toronto (chain groceterias), sa series, thru All-Canada
Radio Facilities, Toronto.
Lake of the Woods Milling Co., Montreal (flour), 5 sa weekly, thru
Vickers & Benson, Montreal.
Bustin Ltd., Toronto (proprietary), 5
sa weekly, thru Frontenac Broadcasting, Toronto.
Fred A. L'Allemand & Co.. Montreal
(yeast), 52 sa. thru Stevenson &
Scott, Montreal.
Imperial Tobacco Co., Montreal (cigaret es), 5t weekly, thru Whitehall
Broadcasting, Montreal.
KPO, San Francisco
Regal Amber Brewing Co., San Francisco, weekly sp, thru M. E. Harlan
Adv., San Francisco.
Soil-OfiE Mfg. Co., Glendale, Cal. (Nua-gan)
3 sp Agency,
weekly, Los
thru Angeles.
HillmanShane Adv.
Electric Appliance Society of Cal.. San
Francisco, sa series, thru Jean Scott
Frickelton, San Francisco.
KNX, Hollywood
Thrifty Drug Stores, Los Angeles
(chain), 2 sp weekly, thru Milton
Weinberg Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
General Foods Corp., New York (Log
Cabin syrup), 6 sp weekly, thru
Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
Lamont, Corliss & Co.. New York
(Nestle's
sp Y.
weekly,
thru
Cecil chocolate),
& Presbrey,6 N.
KECA, Los Angeles
Los Angeles Tetco Mfg. Co., Los Angeles (home fire extinguishers) 6 sp
weekly, thru Carroll Dean Murphy
& Co.. Chicago.
Union Pacifi<^ Stages of California,
Los Angeles (transportation). 5 sp
weekly, thru Beaumont & Hohman,
Omaha.
WHN, New York
Hudson Canadian Fur Co.. Brooklyn,
12 sp weekly, 52 weeks, direct.
KTOK, Oklahoma City
Magnolia
Oil Co., Dallas, daily sp, direct.
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WCHS, Charleston, W. Va.
Monticello Drug Co., Jacksonville,
Fla. (666).
1 sp, direct.Tobacco Co.,
Brown
& Williamson
Louisville (Bugler), weekly t, thru
Russell M. Seeds Co.. Chicago.
Dr. W. B. Caldwell, Monticello, 111.
(Syrup of Pepsin), 2 daily ta, thru
Benton & Bowles, Chicago.
Thos. Leeming & Co., New York
(Baume
Bengue,
Pacquin),
2 se-&
ries of daily
sa, thru
Wm. Esty
Co., N. Y.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.. WinstonSalem (Top tobacco), daily sa, thru
Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.
Old Style Brewing Co.. Cincinnati, 4
sa daily, thru L. F. McCarthy &
Assoc.. Cincinnati.
Foley & Co.. Chicago (cough syrup),
daily
Chicago.sa, thru Lauesen & Salomon,
White Labs.. Newark (Feenamint),
daily sa, thru Wm. Esty & Co., N.Y.
Stanback Co.. Salisbury. N. C. (proprietary). 2sa daily, direct.
Rumford Chemical Works. Rumford,
R. I. (baking powder), 2 sa daily,
thru H. B. Humphreys Co.. Boston.
Vick Chemical Co., New York (proprietary), 2saN. daily,
thru Morse
International,
Y.
Bulova Watch Co., New York. 3 sa
daily, thru Biow Co.. N. Y.
BC Remedy Co.. Durham. N. C. daily
sa. thru Harvey Massengale Co.,
Atlanta.
Pure Oil Co.. Chicago. 2 sa weekly,
thru Leo Burnett Co.. Chicago.
Drake Hotel. Chicago, weekly sa, thru
Marvin Green. Chicago.
KFI, Los Angeles
Guaranty Union Life Ins. Co., Beverly
Hills. Cal. (insurance), 3 sp weekly,
thru Stodel Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
L A Sausage Co., Los Angeles (meat
products),
3 spAdv.,
weekly,
thru Darwin H. Clark
Los Angeles.
Knapp-Monarch Co., St. Louis (electric shavers),
18 ta, thru CramerKrasselt
Co.. Milwaukee.
Coast Federal Savings & Loan Assn.,
Los Angeles (investments), 22 sp
and 150 so. thru Robert F. Dennis
Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
Supreme Bakery Co.. Los Angeles
(Town Talk bread), 5 sp weekly,
thru W. E. Long Co.. Chicago.
Kemp
Lane, )LeRoy,
N. Y.
ein &powders
. weekly
so, (orangthru
Hughes,
Wolff
&
Co.,
Rochester,
N. Y.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
Star Sheen Cosmetic Co., Los Angeles
(cosmetics),
sa weekly, thru Mayers Co., Los 5Angeles.
Sears Roebuck & Co., Los Angeles
(merchandise), 35 sa weekly, thru
Mayers Co., Los Angeles.

hats
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of the people — 90% of the payroll
Furgason & Walker — Representative
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WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Fort Worth
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Rinso),
weekly t, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N. Y.
Northwestern Yeast Co., Chicago
(Maca Yeast), 3 sp weekly, thru
Hays MacFarland & Co., Chicago.
Fant Milling Co., Sherman, Tex.
(Gladiola Flour), 6 sp weekly, thru
Albert Couchman Adv. Agency,
Dallas.
Bristol-Myers Co., New York (MinitRub), 6 sa weekly, thru Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.
Crane & Crane Clothes, New York
(Mayo Clothes), 13 sa, thru Walter
P. Kelly, N. Y.
Skinner
Co., Omaha
Bran &Mfg.Macaroni),
3 ta (Raisin
weekly,
thru Ferry-Hanly Co., St. Louis.
Ford Motor Co., Detroit, 3 ta weekly,
thru McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Railway Express Agency, New York,
5 ta weekly, thru Caples Co.. N. Y.
Knapp-Monarch
Louis (electric shavers), Co.,
4 taSt. weekly,
thru
Cramer-Krasselt Co.. Milwaukee.
Campbell Cereal Co., Northfield, Minn.
(Malt-O-Meal) , 3 sa weekly, thru
H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
General Mills, Minneapolis (Softasilk
Flour),
5 so weekly,N. thru
Sample-Hummert,
Y. BlackettLuden's Inc., Reading, Pa. (cough
drops),
3 soN.weekly,
thru J. M.
Mathes Inc.,
Y.
Sioux Honey Assn.. Omaha, weekly
sa, thru Earl Allen Co.. Omaha.
WCSH. Portland, Me.
N. E. Pretzel Co., Boston (O-KeDoke),
ta, thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,72Chicago.
Railway Express Agency, New York,
16 so. thru Caples Co., N. Y.
Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston,
10 so, thru Chambers & Wiswell,
Boston.
0x0 Ltd., New York (bouillon cubes),
122 ta, thru Platt-Forbes, N. Y.
Whipple
Co., Boston
mincemeat),
14 sa, (Grandmother's
thru Leonard
Etherington, Boston.
H. P. Hood & Sons. Boston (ice
cream), 13 so, thru Harold Cabot
6 Co.. Boston.
Christmas
Club Corp., New York, t,
thru Brooke,
rance,
N. Y. Smith, French & DorKemp
& Lane,
N. Y. (Kemp's
balsam.
Lane'sLeRoy.
cold tablets),
26 ta,
thru
Hughes,
Wolff
& Co.. Rochester.
Larus & Bros. Co., Richmond (Edgeworth, Domino), weekly t, thru
Warwick & Legler, N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Spry),
156 sa, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N. Y.
Standard Brands, New York (Forvitan )son, 180
Co., N.ta.Y.thru J. Walter ThompGeneral Foods, New York (Jello),
weekly t, thru Young & Rubicam.
N. Y.
CJLS, Yarmouth
B. Houde Co., Montreal (Comfort tobacco) weekly t, thru Whitehall
Broadcasting Co., Montreal.
Carter Medicine Co., New York,
(liver pills), 5 ta weekly, thru
Street & Finney, N. Y.
Imperial Tobacco Co.. Montreal
(Sweet Caporal cigarettes), 5 t
weekly, thru Whitehall Broadcasting Co., Montreal.
Peoples Linament Co., Brooklyn, (Peoples Linament), 4 so weekly, direct.
Harold F. Ritchie Co., Toronto, (JustRite pet foods), weekly t. thru
United Radio Advertising, Toronto.
Harold F. Ritchie Co., Toronto, (Mason's 49), 2 t weekly, thru United
Radio Advertising, Toronto.
Tuckett Tobacco Co., Montreal (Wings
cigarettes),
ta weekly,
Laren
Adv. 24Co.,
Toronto. thru MacMargolians Ltd., Sydney, N. S. (chain
clothiers), 24 so weekly, direct.
KHJ, Los Angeles
California Federal Savings & Loan
Assn., Los Angeles (savings). 5 sp
weekly, thru Elwood J. Robinson
Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
Wilshire Oil Co., Los Angeles (Polly
Gas),
sp, thru Dan B. Miner
Co.. Losweekly
Angeles.
• Broadcast

Advertising

GORDON C. COOKE, former vicepresident and secretary of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Coal
Co.. Xew York, sponsor of the MBS
program The Shadow, has been named
president and a director of the company. A. W. Decker, former general
Eastern sales agent, succeeds Mr.
Cooke as vice-president, and F. O. Parsons has been elected secretary.
FRUIT WINE Co. of America, Brooklyn, on Dec. 26 started a six-timesweekly quarter-hour transcribed musical program on WHN, New York, for
its Lady Lynn and Shepard Goldberg
wines. The company also sponsors a
weekly amateur hour on WMCA, New
York, and on Jan. 2 will start six
quarter-hours weekly on WHOM,
Jersey City. Still a fourth program is
contemplated to begin in February.
Agency is Alfred J. Silberstein, N. Y.
I. J. FOX Co., New York (furriers),
on Dec. 25 sponsored a special halfhour Christmas variety program for
its furs on WABC, New York, and
WEEI, Boston, placed direct.
LUTHERAN Laymen's League. St.
Louis, has placed its 30-minute Lutheran Hour on a total of 134 stations.
Originated eight years ago on two stations, the program opened its current series in October with 81 stations on a special MBS network. During the first eight weeks of the current 26-week series, the network was
enlarged to include 92 stations, and
42 others have been signed up for
transcriptions. The League expects to
add further outlets before conclusion
of the series. Kelly, Stuhlman &
Zahrndt, St. Louis, is agency.
PRESS RADIO FEATURES, Chicago program firm, announces the sale
of quarter-hour recorded series of
Smilhi'homaEdCity, McConnell
to WKY,of Oklaunder sponsorship
Iowa
Soap Co., Burlington, la.; WJTN.
Jamestown, sponsored by the local
Bigelow Department store ; WABI.
Bangor. Me., sponsored by Gleason &
Co., Philco distributors.
TILLAMOOK COUNTY Creamery
Assn.. Tillamook, Ore., has renewed
for the seventh time Tillamook Kitchen on NBC Pacific-Red, starting
Jan. 4. Erwin, Wasey & Co., San
Francisco, is agency in charge.
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM Co., Bartlesville, five
Okla.,
is sponsoring
Today's
Events
times
weekly on WTMJ,
Milwaukee, starting Jan. 1 for 52
weeks. Agency is Lambert & Feasley,
New York.
ED FITZGERALD, conductor of a
six-weekly program on WOR. Newark,
2 :15-2 .-30 p.m., on Jan. 15 will start a
participating program on WOR available to sponsors 1-1 :15 p.m. Programs
will be similar to WOR's Uncle Don.

Dept. Store Users
LITTLE ROCK'S Main
Street is pointing the way to
the radio advertising fraternity, so far as department
store advertising is concerned.
Using KARK, both for institutional and sales purposes,
are all of the city's big
stores, including the Gus
Blass Co., largest in Arkansas, which does a |4, 000,000
turnover annually. Devoting
big portions of their KARK
advertising budgets to radio
are also the Pfeifer Bros.
Store,
M.
Cohn Co., Kempner's,
and Sterling M.Dept.
Store, not to mention a dozen
or more smaller merchandisers.
KATZ DRUG Co., Kansas City, on
Dec. 25 started the quarter-hour
thrice-weekly transcribed series Adventures ofPinocchio on KMBC, that
city, to promote various features for
sale in the store. Other new sponsors
of the program, produced by Radio
Attractions, New York, include the
John Gerber Co., Memphis department store, on WMC, Memphis, and
the Dairy Fresh Creamery Co., Minneapolis, on WTCN, through D. S.
Manson Adv. Agency, that city. Latest sponsors of Fu Manchu, also distributed by Radio Attractions, are the
Dodge Dealers of Baltimore on WFBR
and the Columius Dispatch on WBNS.
Columbus, to promote its "carrier boy"
routes.
WALLACE GALLUP, formerly publisher of the Coronado (Cal. ) Journal,
has been made assistant advertising
manager
(beverages)of . Bireley's Inc.. Hollywood
INDEPENDENT PACKING Co., St.
Louis (meats), through Gardner Adv.
Co., that city, has purchased 225
quarter-hour episodes of the transcribed mystery serial, Black Flame
of the Amazon, for release on KWK,
St. Louis, and KWOS. Je£Eer.son City,
Mo. Series was produced at the Aerogram Studios, Hollywood.
UNION BISCUIT Co., St. Louis
(crackers), after a two-month test
campaign, has renewed the transcribed
family serial, The In-Laws. on WREC,
Memphis, KWTO, Springfield, Mo.,
WGBS, Evansville. Ind., and in St.
Louis. Written and produced by Hal
Berger, the series was cut and sold
by Aerogram Corp., Hollywood. Gardcount.ner Adv. Co., St. Louis, has the acDR. HISS FOOT CLINIC, Los Angeles, on Jan. 1 starts for 52 weeks
Fhjing Feet, commentary program,
on 2 California Don Lee network stations (KHJ KFRC), Monday and
Friday, 11-11:30 a. m. (PST). Agency is Ruth Hamilton Associates, Los
Angeles.

GRUEN WATCH Co.. Cincinnati, on
Jan. 1 renews Todd Hunter's thrice
weekly quarter-hour news program on
WBBM, Chicago, for an additional 13
weeks.
McCann-Erickson, New York,
is the agency.
DODDS MEDICINE Co., Toronto
(proprietary), has renewed its daily
spot announcement campaign on 37
Canadian stations for 1940. A quarterhour thrice-weekly French show has
started on CHRC, Quebec, A. J. Denne
Co., Toronto, placed the account.
GRIESEDIECK BROS.. St. Louis
(beer), on Dec. 26 started Chestnut
99 Forty-Four, six nights weekly,
9:30-10:30 p. m., on KXOX, St.
Louis. BBDO, St. Louis, is agency.
T. EATON Co., Winnipeg (chain department store), has started the Saturday morning
The
Good Deed
Cluh childi-en's
on CKY, show
Winnipeg,
a program the company has sponsored
for some years on CKOC. Hamilton,
Ont. The account was placed direct.

HIS

AMERICAN CHICLE Co., Long Island City, N. Y., on Jan. 2 renews its
program for Chiclets featuring Frank
Novak's Musicreators on WJZ, New
York, Tuesdays, 7 :30-8 p. m. The program is rebroadcast via transcription
on WBEN, Buffalo, Thursdays at the
same time. Badger, Browning & Hersey. New York, is agency.
WESTERN CANADA Flour Mills,
Toronto (Purity Flour) adds on Jan.
15 to the Cavalcade of Drama, CJLS,
Yarmouth, N. S. ; CBL. Toronto;
CFPL, London, Ont.; CFAR, Flin
Flon,ing a total
Man. of
; CJOR,
Vancouver
; mak35 stations
carrying
the
transcribed program. A. McKim Ltd.,
Toronto, placed the account.
LOS ANGELES TETCO MFG Co.,
Los Angeles (home fire extinguishers),
new to radio, on Dec. 19 started for
13
weeks, sponsoring
the five-weekly
quarter-hour
Musical Clock
on KECA,
that city. Agency is Carroll Dean
Murphy & Co., Chicago.
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AMERICAN JEWISH BROADCASTING Co., New York, program
agency, on Dec. 24 started a weekly
program titled American Jeicish Hour
for participating sponsorship on
WHN, New York, Sundays, 1 :30-2 :30
p.m. The program, conducted in English, features Jewish swing music and
a quiz on Jewish art, history and cusSponsors toCheese
date are
Tuxedotoms.Brand
andEdelestein's
B. Manischewitz & Co., New York (matzos).
A. B. Landau Co., New York, placed
the contract.
WAPLES- PLATTER Co., Fort
Worth wholesale grocery firm, is using
300 spot announcements on WBAP,
Fort Worth. Evans & Lemay Agency
handles the account.
WENE CHICK FARMS, Vineland,
N. J. (baby chicks), is participating
in sponsorship of BFD 1020 on KYW,
Philadelphia. Agency is Charles Advertising Service, Philadelphia.
Two and a half million people
within 150 mile radius of
Shreveport eagerly await
your advertising messages in
1940 over —
K

WKH

SHREVEPORT,

LA.

50,000 Walls
A Shreveport Times Station
Represented by
The Branham Company

Renault Drive
L. N. RENAULT & Sons, Egg
Harbor, N. J. (domestic wines and
pink champagne), has been promoting its products for the past
three months with a campaign of
spot announcements varying from
5 to 30 weekly in 15 cities. The
campaign w^ill be continued next
year, according to the company,
and additional territories will be
included as distribution warrants
it. White-Lowell, New York, is
agency.
CANADA DRY GINGER ALE, New
York, in December added three more
Canadian stations to the list of four
which have been carrying transcribed
versions of the company's NBC-Blue
progi-amtions areInformation
Please. NewCJRC.
staCJOR, Vancouver;
Winnipeg, and CKCO, Ottawa. NBC
Transcription Service produces the
discs. J. M. Mathes, New York, is the
agency.
MORTEN MILLING Co., Dallas
(Cotton White Flour), placing direct,
on Dee. 24 started for 52 weeks the
weekly half-hour transcribed Sunday
Players series on WFAA, KPRC and
KWKH. South Western Public Service, Amarillo, Tex., on Dec. 24 started
sponsoring the series weekly on KGNC
and KPDN. Contract is for 52 weeks.
Transcribed series was produced by
Mertens & Price, Los Angeles.
CHICAGO MOTOR CLUB on Jan.
7 will start the Show of the Week on
WGN, Chicago, as one of the cooperative sponsors of the MBS program,
heard Sundays, 6 :30-7 p.m.
MILLER PACKING Co.. San Francisco (meat), on Jan. 9 will start
weekly sponsorship of Cook Book
Quiz for 52 weeks on KFRC, San
Francisco. Account was placed through
Long Adv. Service, San Francisco.

^ ear

to Everyone

HARLAN WARE has written a new
juvenile serial. The Story of Bud Barton, which started Dec. 25 on NBCBlue, Mondays through Fridays, 5:305:45 p. m. (EST), originating in the
Chicago studios.
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Peter Paul Placements
PETER PAUL, Naugatuck, Conn.,
on Dec. 24 started Gabriel Heatter
in behalf of Mounds candy on WOR,
Newark, Sundays, 7 :45-8 p.m., and
will start participation on Uncle
Don'sest ofprogram
8 in the
interWalnettoJan.candy,
Mondays
through Fridays, 6-6:30 p.m., with
the "dominant" commercial on
Tuesday.
Platt-Forbes, New York,
is the agency.
Basketball Sponsors
FOUR of the five "basketball packages" offered by WOWO - W G L,
Fort Wayne, Ind., for the 1939 season were sold during December.
Perfection Biscuit Co. will sponsor
broadcasts of the Allen County and
State sectional tournament at Fort
Wayne; Peter Eckrich & Sons
Packing Co., the State final and
semi-final tournaments, the former
at Indianapolis and the latter at
Muncie. Johnny Hackett and Neil
Searles will handle all the broadcasts.

A

New

STORIES out of the colorful past of Arizona and the Southwest will
continue on KTAR, Phoenix, for the fourth consecutive year under
sponsorship of the local First Federal Savings & Loan Assn. The financial firm recently signed its fourth 52-week contract to sponsor the
Sunday quarter-hour Arizona Cavalcade of Builders on that station.
During the last three years the firm has shown phenomenal growth —
jumping from assets of $13,135.99 on Oct. 31, 1935, to $2,548,089.17 in
December, 1939. Placing his John Henry on the dotted line here is
Joseph G. Rice, president of the firm; Elizabeth Toohey, former Arizonai
State historian and writer of the series, watches (at right) along with|
C. Austin Nelson, secretary-treasurer of First Federal, and Cecil Jackson, account executive and representative of KTAR (standing 1 to r).
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LOCAL SPOISSORSHIP
OF BREAKFAST CLUB
DEPARTING from its former
policy, NBC has announced that its
NBC Breakfast Club is now offered
to Blue network stations for local
sponsorship on a 15-minute package basis. Originating in Chicago,
the series has been sustaining since
1932. Cost of Breakfast Club to
local stations will be one-quarter of
the station's gross evening card
rate for a period of equal length as
shown in NBC Rate Card No. 26.
Frequency or quantity discounts
will not apply. By Dec. 30, thirty
Blue stations had signed to offer
the program for local sponsorship.
According to William S. Hedges,
NBC vice-president in charge of
the stations
department,but"itweis feel
primarily an experiment,
sure of its success because of the
excellent response we have had
from local stations, even though
the plan was submitted to them
only a few weeks ago. The value
of this program lies in the fact
that it hands stations throughout
the country a program of network
calibre which they can offer to local merchants at remarkably low
cost. In the five years the program
has been on the air, it has jumped
from 26th place among the 130
ranked by listeners in 1934 to the
sixth most popular variety show on
theJohn
air, H.
dayNorton
or night,
1939." to
Jr., inassistant
the vice-president in charge of stations, has been appointed coordinator of the Breakfast Club sponsorship plan and will clear details.
Under the plan, local stations
may sell 15, 30, 45 or 60 minutes a
day in whatever weekly frequency
may
be desired.
Stations
are group
given
a concession
in that
they may
periods on any one day in order to
secure better rates. Thus, two succeeding 15-minute periods could be
sold locally ^d NBC would base its
charge on the half-hour evening
rate instead of the 15-minute rate.
The plan does not extend to other
NBC sustaining programs.
• Broadcast

Advertising

CARL HAVERLIN recently resigned
as general manager of Davis &
Schwegler, Los Angeles music publishers and tax free transcription library service. He is now in Chicago
on personal business.
BETTER TO describe the functions
of the NBC Transcription Service,
Niles Trammell, NBC executive vicepresident, has issued an order changing the name of the department to
NBC Radio-Recording Division.
TED N. TURNER, well known in national radio and advertising, has been
appointed manager of Radio Newsreel Productions. Hollywood production and transcription concern owned
and operated by Victor Dalton. who
also controls KMTR. that city. He was
formerly commercial manager of Davis
& Schwegler. Los Angeles music publishing firm and tax-free transcription
library service. Prior to that, he was
for three years associated with Walter Biddick Co.. Los Angeles, as manager of the radio programs division.
At one time he was an executive of
the now defunct Freeman Lang Studios. Hollywood.
TRANSCRIBED RADIO SHOWS
Inc.. New York, has announced Jan.
1 as the planned release date for the
new Salute to Song quarter-hour transcribed series dramatizing stories inspired by familiar melodies.
AIR-SHOWS Inc., new Hollywood
production unit, specializing in film
names for transcribed and live talent
shows produced under its direction,
has been established at 8511 Sunset
Blvd.. that city. Hugh (Bud) Ernst
Jr.. formerly production manager of
KMTR. Hollywood, is president. He is
also production supervisor. Branch
offices have been established at 114 E.
.57th St.. New York, and at 28 E.
Jackson Blvd.. Chicago. Firm started
operating four months ago as the
Transcontinental Broadcasting System, but sold that name to the Elliott
Roosevelt group.
COMBINED offices of Charles Michelson Electrical Transcriptions and
Speedv-Q Sound Effects will be locafed
after Jan. 1 at 67 West 44th St., New
York. The telephone number. Murray
Hill 2-3376. remains the same. The
Michelson offices are the Eastern headquarters for Earnshaw Radio ProducSpeedy-QCo.
Porto-Playback
Co.,
Walter tions,
Biddick
and several West
Coast transcription firms.

Campana's
Ten
(Continued
from Radio
page 20) Years
was broadcast 26 weeks or more
each year until 1939. It will start
Fairmont Nights
again Jan. 7 on 30 CBS stations to
introduce the new Campana Hand
ONLY station in a community
Cream.
of its size ever to go on a 24Up through the years, several
hour basis, is WMMN, Fairoffers have been made on Cammont, W. Va., which inaugurated its around - the - clock
pana's shows and listeners have responded whole-heartedly, according
service Dec. 20 — just about
to Mr. Wallace. Several years ago,
11 years from the day it
started operating, Dec. 22,
Campana pioneered the offer field
with an Italian Balm dispenser.
1929. Midnight to 6 a. m. program is titled Night Owls,
Dispensers were offered on First
Nighter in exchange for a carton
consisting largely of recordings, news flashes, weather
top and a coin. No dispensers were
reports, emergency calls, etc.
distributed at that time at retail
Bob Kent and Herb Goddard
stores and listeners could get them
will do the all-night stint.
only by writing. Commercial copy
used on the show was slanted to
educate listeners in the use of the
Italian Balm type of lotion. The
promoted by Campana is the "gift
copy
stressedbestthewhenpoint
Each year the firm offers
Balm works
just "Italian
a little package".
its products wrapped for Christmas
is used". The demand for dispensers
in a colorful sleeve-package. This
grew so rapidly that Campana
merchandising practice was started
placed a value of 75c on each dis- about 1933. During 1933 Campana
penser, offered them in retail stores brought out a new skin invigorator
with a 60c bottle of Italian Balm,
and ran a $15,000 prize contest for
both for 69c. This offer was made
a name. To enter the contest lisby Campana as late as January of
teners had to buy a bottle of the
1938 and the firm estimates that new product which was packaged in
three million Italian Balm dispens- a plain carton on which they wrote
ers are in use in America today. their product name suggestions.
Weekly winners were announced on
Other Ofifers
both First Nighter and Grand HoFree samples of Campana prodtel, and a $3,000 grand prize was
ucts have been and are offered from
awarded Jan. 7, 1934. This contest
time to time as audience testers. proved
extremely popular and
For instance, when First Nighter opened national distribution for the
was shifted to CBS in September, product. The winning name was
1938, a free offer of Italian Balm
Dreskin.
samples brought the largest return
Merchandising Success
of any Campana sample offer, according to the agency. In 1936, a
Should you ask Mr. Wallace how
successful offer made by the sponsor effectively individual stations have
was an initialed suede shopping merchandised Campana's programs
bag. The sponsor made a 30-day he will show you stacks of newsoffer of a book titled Discover Your
paper publicity, courtesy announcePersonality in 1937 in exchange for
ment records, guest star interview
a dime and a box top. Successful
"The effective merchanwith this offer in 1938 Campana an- schedules.
cooperation afforded by the
nounced the same book with com- various dising
stations of the networks is
mercial credits written around voluntary testimonials from various one very good reason why Campana
continues to spend the largest peremployment agencies on the book's
effectiveness.
centage of its advertising approA merchandising tie-in widely
priation for radio," he concludes.
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Co.

Names Directing Board
AUSTRALIAN RECORD Co. Pty.
Ltd., Sydney, has been completely
reorganized with a reconstituted
directing board of five persons. F.
W. W. Daniell, one-time executive
director of Macquarie Network, has
been elected chairman with a board
including Murray H. Stevenson,
chief engineer of 2UE; Oswald
Anderson, general manager of
2UE; H. G. Horner, acting general
manager of Macquarie Network
and Charles H. Gendle, technical
director of ARC. James Royce, new
commercial manager, will direct
administration and production. He
will also supervise overseas work.
British Australian Programs
Pty. Ltd., Sydney, has appointed
Gordon Marsh, managing director
of 3UZ, Melbourne, as general sales
manager. While preserving its own
identity, BAP will work closely
with ARC in production. It will
also act as sales agent for its own
and ARC transcriptions to independent stations, while Macquarie
does the same for the network.
George Matthews continues as
managing director of BAP. Dr.
Ralph L. Power, Los Angeles, for
several years resident buyer of
scripts and transcriptions for Macquarie and its predecessors in the
United States, continues in that
capacity, but broadens his activity
to center from Australian Record
Co. and includes its several affiliates and associates, including BAP,
Kayem, 2UE, 2GB and others. He
will also supervise the American
sales of both Macquarie and BAP
transcriptions which are in charge
of Jack Arthur, New York.
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McCANN-ERICKSON, Chicago, announces the following personnel
changes : G. Victor Lowries has been
appointed director of media and markets to direct time and space buying.
John H. Jameson, director of copy of
the Chicago office, has been elected
vice-president of the agency. E. H.
Benedict has been promoted to manager of media. C. J. Perrizo, formerly
of the advertising department of U. S.
Gypsum Co.. Chicago, has joined the
agency as an assistant in the automotive group.
FRANK R. STEEL & ASSOCIATES, Chicago, has opened offices at
360 N. Michigan Ave., phone, State
3188. Bernard E. Steinman, formerly
of Lord & Thomas, Chicago, and more
recently of Kirtland-Engel Co., has
been named space buyer.
CARLETON
L. SPIER,
B. Manchee and Leslie
S. PearlFredhave
been
elected
vice-presidents
of
BBDO,
New
York.
MILDRED ELM, of the radio department of Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago agency, was married Dec. 23 to
Henry Rosendahl, writer.
AVAILABLE for SPONSORSHIP
RAYMOND
TOMPKINS
Top Flight Commentator
7:30 P. M.— Mon., Wed. & Fri.
A popular program with an enthusiastic following. Talent cost: $100
(net) weekly.
W

F

B

BALTIMORE,

R
MD.

GOING over a script for Union Oil Co.'s current radio show, Union Oil
Program, heard Thursday evenings on the CBS Pacific Coast hookup, are
Tom McAvity, Lord & Thomas producer in charge, Dave Taylor, director,
and Jon Slott, writer. The program features condensed versions of the
world's outstanding operatic works.
LOUIS J. S. MOORE, former promotion manager of the New York
Journal-American and previously in
charge of the New York office of Vanderbie & Rubins, has been named vicepresident in charge of station relations of Gellatly Inc., New York.
WILLIAM A. SCHAUTZ Adv.
Agency, formerly headquartered in
Scranton, Pa., has moved its offices to
the Park-Lexington Bldg., 247 Park
Ave., New York.
SAYINGTON CRAMPTON, formerly
on the editorial staff of Fortune Magazine and previously radio director of
Wm. Esty & Co., New York, has
joined Ferry-Hanly Co., New York, as
vice-president and copy chief.
HARRY DODSWORTH, formerly of
.1. Stirling Getchell, New York, has
joined Austin & Spector, New York,
as director of the plans department
and copy chief. The company recently
added Robert Ewart and James Lehman to its research department, and
also has appointed Philip Kaplan assistant production manager.

920

vL/nter here and enjoy the
benefits of one of Philadelphia's most popular shows.
And to reach our vast foreign language markets of
ITALIAN - JEWISH - POLISH,
there are also programs of
proven sales appeal. A campaign in any or all languages will quickly convince
you that it pays to buy our
Tested Shews!

Radio
Xmas stunt
'Card' in
BEST
Christmas
Chicago radio was pulled by
Jack Laemmar, of the radio
time department of BlackettSample- Hummert. Jack
bought a spot on WIND the
evening of Dec. 24, and took
the air personally to wish all
his friends a Merry Christmas. He mailed cards to his
friends
telling time and station.
MILTON FEINBERG, who formerly
headed his own Philadelphia agency,
has established the Feinberg Adv.
Agency, at 745 S. Normandie Ave.,
Los Angeles.
ROBERT E. EDDY, formerly production manager and art director of Richard T. Clarke Co., Beverly Hills, Cal..
now out of business, has joined the Lo.s
Angeles office of Gerth-Knollin Adv.
Agency, in a similar capacity.
MILTON WEINBERG Adv. Co.. Los
Angeles, headed by Milton and Bernard Weinberg, gave all employes a
7%
bonus
of their year's salary as
Christmas gifts.
METROPOLITAN ADV. Co.. New
York, has created an export advertising division under the supervision of
Harry L. Kopin. formerly of the Export Adv. Agency, Chicago and New
York.
FISCHER-WILLIAMS Adv. Co..
new advertising agency, has been
formed by Jack Fischer and Samuel
Williams with offices at 19 West 34th
St., New York. Telephone is Chickering 4-0104.
THURSTON G. McGUFFICK, space
buyer and media analyst of McCannEriekson, Inc., San Francisco, recently
resigned to join Pacific Outdoor Adv.
Co.. Los Angeles. John A. Nelson,
with the agency for the past ten years,
has succeeded McGufEck. He wiU be
assisted
radio. by Phipps Rasmussen on spot
SOME
MARKETS
STILL OPEN
SMILIN' ED
McCONNELL
IN
HYMN TIME
A/ou/ 88
#y
Transcribed
Supplied by
PRESS-RADIO FEATURES.INC.
360 Ql. QhULfo^
e£^cr
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VIRGIL REITER, Chicago representative of WCAU, Philadelphia, will
continue to represent the station following the recent dissolution of ReiterSpadea. Joe Spadea has joined the advertising department of You, a fashion
magazine in New York. His brother,
James V. Spadea, is publisher. Joe
Spadeatroitwas
of the
office offormerly
EdwardheadPetry
& DeCo.
Mr. Reiter continues his Chicago office at 410 N. Michigan Ave.
REG BBATTIB of the Timmins
Daily Press, Timmins, Ont., effective
Jan. 1, 1940, will be manager of the I
Toronto office of Northern Broadcasting & Publishing Ltd., representing
CKGB,
Timmins,
Ont. ; CJKL,
land Lake,
Ont. ; CFCH,
North KirkBay,/
Ont.
CJLS, Yarmouth, N. S., has appointed Dominion Broadcasting Co.. Toronto, its exclusive
Ontario representa-|
fives, effective
immediately.
L. Stewart Wells
L. STEWART WELLS, 54, copy,
writer for Geyer, Cornell & Newell,
New York, identified with the
agency's radio accounts, died at his
home Dec. 22. A graduate of Princeton U, Mr. Wells was at one time
an editor of Outdoor Life magazine,
and subsequently was associated
with Proctor Collier Co. and Ralph
H. Jones Co., Cincinnati, BBDO and
Erwin, Wasey Co., in their New
York offices. He was with the CBS
sales promotion department before
joining Geyer. He is survived by
his wife, and a son and daughter.

Garfinkel Expands
1
SIDNEY GARFINKEL Adv.
Agency, San Francisco, has opened
Los Angeles offices at 416 W.
Eighth St., with Donald A. Breyer
in charge as managing partner.
Breyer was previously with the
agency, and since January, 1937,
has been advertising and sales pro
Co., Sanmanager
Franciscoof (shoe
motion
C. H. stores)
Baker'
The account will continue to b&
serviced by the agency.
Form New Agency
NEW advertising agency, Reade.j
Obler & Daniels, has been formed!
at 701 Seventh Ave., New York, by
Walter Reade Jr., Henry Daniels,
Jr., and Leonard Obler. Telephone
is Medallion
accounts will be 3-1232.
handled Radio
by Bobby^
Sanford.

I
Voices Inc., New Firm
VOICES Inc. has been formed with
offices in the RCA Building, New York,
as a combined publicity organization,
production agency and service for
artists. Telephone is Circle 5-7270.
The new company will furnish publicity information service for the trade
papers, talent buyers and agencies,
will
supply 24-hour
service
for announcers
and telephone
other talent
and
later in 1940 will go into the production of programs. Personnel consists
of William J. Bailey, formerly an
NBC announcer, as president ; Fred
Coll, in charge of publicity for WHOM,
.Jersey City. N. J., and for the Penn
Tobacco Co. program on CBS Vox
Pop, as vice-president ; Miss Lee Williams, at
formerly
in charge
of women's
programs
WJIM,
Lansing,
Mich.,
and George B. McCoy, formerly of
Publicity Associates and in charge of
street interview programs for WHOM.
AMES-HARD Co., San Francisco
agency, has opened Los Angeles offices
at
426 S.inHill
St., with Harold W.
Cheshire
charge.
• Broadcast
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HOBBY of Walter P. Burn, exregular Army officer and head of
the New York research organization bearing his name, is wangling
plain and ribald ditties on his accordion. It is his relaxation, he
says. Though not ready for radio
appearances, he does pretty well at
American Legion parties and private gatherings. Right now Walter
is busy revising and bringing upto-date the outline map of U. S.
and Canadian broadcasting stations, which will be distributed with
the 1940 Broadcasting Yearbook.
[Editor's
We like
tures. DoNote:
you have
one?]hobby picKSFO-KROW Shifts
PHILIP G. LASKY, veteran radio
executive who for the last five
years has managed KSFO, San
Francisco, after ten years as manager of KDYL, Salt Lake City, will
retire from KSFO Feb. 1 to devote
full time to the management of
KROW, Oakland, Cal. Mr. Lasky
is associated with Wesley I. Dumm,
owner of KSFO, in the ownership
of KROW, which they purchased
last September. He has been managing both stations since then, but
now plans to devote all time to the
station in which he has a substantial interest. Lincoln Dellar, now
manager of WBT, Charlotte, will
take over the KSFO post Feb. 1.
Agency-AFRA Agree
GLASSER ADV. AGENCY, Los Angeles, has been taken off the unfair
list of AFRA, upon satisfactorily adjusting its difficulties. Specific charges
against the agency involved the making of transcriptions for commercial
auditions for a fee to the artists less
than the minimum prescribed by
AFRA for such purposes. The scale
rate has now been straightened out,
with the agency paying the balance
due the artists.

NEW!
Serving listeners with six
daily newscasts, supplied
by seven world-wide newsgathering agencies.

?
y

McCLATCHY BOOSTS
AWARDED
BY FCC
TWO stations of the McClatchy
newspaper group on Dec. 21 were
authorized by the FCC to improve
their facilities by changing frequencies and increasing their powers, KOH, Reno, was changed from
500 watts on 1380 kc. to 1,000 watts
on 60 kc, operating fulltime with
directional antenna at night. KERN,
Bakersfield, Cal., was shifted from
100 watts on 1370 kc. to 1,000 watts
on 1380 kc. Both stations will
change their transmitter sites and
install new equipment.
In announcing proposed findings
on these applications last Oct. 19,
the FCC tentatively denied both applications on the grounds that the
proposed new facility for KOH
would cut down the range of KFI,
Los Angeles, operating on 640 kc.
It was decided, however, that KOH,
being the only station in Nevada
rendering primary service to Reno
and surrounding area, warranted
the decision that "additional bene-

It son
When

apolis.
fits to the public outweigh the detriresulting."
In thementscase
of KERN, its shift to
the old wavelength of KOH was
conditional upon granting of the
KOH application. KOH will shift
from CBS to NBC Jan. 1.

the

You

AGENCY

UP

Time

and

Buyers

SUPREME WINE Co., Boston, to Harry
M.
and Frost
other Agency,
media. Boston. Uses spot radio
LOVELL MFG. Co., Erie, Pa. (pressure
wringers), to BBDO, Buffalo, N. Y.
MINNESOTA STATE TOURIST BUREAU to BBDO, Minneapolis.
K-O-KOL Co., Glendale, Cal. (proprietary),
to Fred A. Lenfestey Co., Los Angeles.
Radio included.
THE ists),THOMAS',
(hair specialto Frank R. Chicago
Steel & Associates,
that
city. Radio will be used after Jan. 1.
ROLL-AWAY WINDOW SCREEN Co.,
Berkeley, Cal., to Gerth-Knollin Adv.
Agency, San Francisco.TOBACCO Co. of
INTERNATIONAL
America, Louisville, to Cecil & Presbrey,
New York for du Maurier cigarettes. No
advertising plans have been made.
SILEX Co., Hartford, Conn. (Silex Coffee
Makers), to BBDO, N. Y.
CREAM OF WHEAT Corp., Minneapolis
(cereal), to BBDO, N. Y., which now
handles
the consumer
firm's medical
advertising
well as the
and trade
advertisingas
formerly handled.

UP

say

so

in Virginians Biggest Market
IT MAY BE TRUE when we say WTAR is a "must"
buy to effectively reach the rich Norfolk-Tidewater
Virginia Market (ranking first in Virginia), but —
50% what
IT MUST BE TRUE when you say so! Here's
5% comhappened to WTAR's national
spot volume 84as
4%
pared to the same months 30%
of 1938 :
44%
21%
53%
Month
Dollar volume
No. of accounts
47%
52%
August
58%
September
October
November
December
Our advertisers' success tells the 1939 story for us!
Thank you — and, in return, we pledge 1940 to be even
a bigger and better New Year for you on WTAR.*
*Add only 20% to your WTAR time contract and receive identical service on WRTD in Richmond — two
stations almost for the price of one.
National Representatives: EDWARD RETRY & COMPANY

CJO
Vancouver, B. C.
National Representatives:
Joseph Hershey McGillvra

BROADCASTING

Holer-in-One
SO MILD was mid-December
in Minneapolis that golfers
crowded the fairways. Russell Woodward, sales manager of the New York office
of Free & Peters, outdid the
unexpected when he made a
hole-in-one Dec. 11 at the
Minneapolis Country Club.
Witnesses to the short iron
shot that plunked into the
cup were P. J. (Phil) Meyer,
chief owner of KFYR, Bismarck, and Clarence T.
(Swanee) Hagman, general
manager of WTCN, Minne-

Owned
• Broadcast

Advertising

and

Operated

by Nor-l oik

Newspapers,

Incorporated
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A-M appears to be required. Recent
developments, however, indicate the
possibility ofas narrow
F-M
transmission
against band
wide band,

Radios in Canada
THERE were 1,230,506 licensed radio receivers in operation in Canada as of Nov. 30, 1939, according
to the latest tabulation of the CaDept. of
Transport's
radio
division. nadian
This
includes
5,326 owned
by the blind, hospitals, charitable
institutions and crystal sets — not
required to pay the $2 annual license fee. By provinces the licenses
issued numbered: Prince Edward
Island, 4,742; Nova Scotia, 50,257;
New Brunswick, 34,723; Quebec,
296,416; Ontario, 483,813; Manitoba, 83,405; Saskatchewan, 81,366;
Alberta, 90,099; British Columbia,
105,525; Yukon and Northwest
Territory, 160.

DISCUSSION of present narcotic laws by Albert C. Fritz, Indianapolis,
president of the National Assn. of Retail Druggists, was featured on the
second broadcast of the new 1,000 Years of Pharmacy series started on
WKRC, Cincinnati, in cooperation with local drug retailers. Gathered in
the studio at the time of the broadcast are (1 to r) Hulbert Taft Jr., new
WKRC general manager; Mr. Fritz; Harold C. Freking, executive secretary of Ohio Valley Druggists Assn., and Herman E. Fast, WKRC sales
manager. The station also presents a weekly feature. Kitchen Quiz, for
Cincinnati Retail Grocers Assn., slanted to aid local retail grocerymen.

BEN FARMER, former partner iu
WGTM, Wilson, N. C, now manager
of Chattanooga Radio Supply Co.,
with W. Beall Taylor, electrical dealer, is applicant
250-watt
station
on 1420 for
ke. ain new
Chattanooga.
Mr. Taylor is 74.9% stockholder in
the applicant corporation, Mr. Farmer
25%.
For

A

Big

FCC

Probes Frequency Modulation
{Continued from page 19)
authorized in the past and which
the effect upon existing broadcast
services. It has been estimated
show satisfactory promise of being
within the industry that a transi- able to contribute substantially totion of five to 10 years might be
ward the development of aural
required to introduce frequency broadcast service and that it would
modulation aural transmission and grant applications filed by existing
licensees to experiment above 25,000
reception on a national scale.
kc. provided the request to operate
Change in Policy
additional stations "involves a program of experimentation directly
Following its Engineering Department's
recommendations
and
related
to the existing station."
after several weeks of discussion,
It was stated that prior to estabthe Commission announced, coincilishment of a permanent policy
dent with the call for the hearing,
with respect to either or both systhat it would grant applications
tems of modulation in the ultrafor permission to carry out prohighs for regular broadcast servgrams of fundamental research not
ice, studies and investigations must
be made regarding the relative
values of the systems, the general
patent situation, the frequency
needs of all related services, and
whether amplitude or frequency
modulation, or both, should be recognized for other services as well
as broadcasting.

Chunk of
Illinois — Use
W S 0 Y
Serves the World's
Soybean
Center^
Central illinois
$32,000,000
Soybean
crop
alone.
Great
corn and
I i vestock
center,
too.
manufacturing. Much
Pop.
area. tail
% business
million.up Re-12
to 17%.

WSOY
Decatur, IlL
250 W.
IS hours daily

n

on tL Wap
(Canadian

of

f^adi

SASK.

CKCK

REGINA,

CHAB

MOOSE

CJOC

LETHBRIDGE,

CFAC

CALGARY,

CJCA

EDMONTON,

CJAT

TRAIL,

JAW.

SASK.
ALTA.

ALTA.

ALTA.

B. C.

All basic C.B.C. stations
which means the cream of
the network commercials.
Representatives
U. S. A. -WEED

Canada: ALL CANADA
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Thelief that
hearing
was had
called
the the
bethe time
comein for
Government to think seriously
about aural broadcasting in the
ultra-highs and that only an analysis from scratch could supply the
information. The principal claim in
favor of F-M as opposed to A-M
transmission is the "static-free"
factor. In the case of F-M, however, a band five times as wide as
Fun Keeping House
Here's a different sort of woman's prosrram, featuring; Helen
Adams, KWK's Home Economist
and "Louise and Bill", song team.
It's name is "It's Fun to Keeo
House". It's on St. Louis KWK
Monday through Friday and variety
is the keynote. Recipes and household hints are presented, to be sure,
but Miss Adams talks as well of
child care, home decoration and
other subjects in practically every
field of feminine interest.
Frequently, Miss Adams has as
her guests prominent personages
from many walks of life — child care
authorities, culinary experts, feminine celebrities — anyone who has a
message for women. The melodies
of "Louise and Bill" furnish bonus
entertainment value throughout the
quarter
hour.
This program
is now available
for sponsorship. Call the Paul H.
Raymer Company.
pd. Adv.
BROADCASTING

a subject which the FCC also proposes to investigate thoroughly.
While Maj. Armstrong is largely
responsible for the growing interest
in F-M, it was indicated that competitive patent claims exist. Among
others said to be interested, in addition to Armstrong, are General
Electric, RCA, AT&T, and John
Hays Hammond, inventor. Thus the
FCC, as part of its study, proposes
to look into the general patent
structure and priority of claims.
It has already been ascertained
that the ultra-highs appear well
suited for local or metropolitan
area coverage. Based on experiments now being conducted, sufficient data has been accumulated to
indicate that good service can be
procured in a 100-mile area with
about 40,000 watts.
Maj. Armstrong, in testimony before the FCC in June, 1936, extolled the advantages of his system.
On the basis of testimony of experts at the hearing and after
studies made by the FCC's Engineering Department and the InterDepai'tment Radio Advisory Committee, made up of Government radio experts, a permanent allocations
policy was established above 25,000
kilocycles for Government and nonGovernment services. However, the
non-Government services were all
established on a strictly experimental basis.
The FCC listed the claimed advantages of the two methods of
transmission as follows:
Amplitude Modulation:
1. Amplitude
utilizes a
much
narrower modulation
band of frequencies,
i.e., about one-fifth of the frequency
Ijand required for wide band frequency
modulated signals of equal fidelity.
2. Amplitude modulation may be
used on all frequencies throughout the
radio spectrum, whereas frequency
modulation has proven useful only in
the very high frequency bands.
3. Amplitude modulation is the only
systemfully which
has been
successfor television
on theused
frequencies
allocated
by
the
Commission
for
television service.
Frequency Modulation:
1. Frequency modulation possesses
characteristics whereby it is possible
to reduce the effects of all kinds of
disturbances including atmospheric
static, electrical noises, and background signal interference.
2. A frequency modulated broadcast
station employing low power will providetion
greater
than a modulation.
similar stausingservice
amplitude
However,
if the power ofincreased
the two stations is substantially
the
percentage increase in service area of
the frequency modulated signal will be
materially reduced.
3. A frequency modulated receiver
will accept only the strongest signal
or noise as the case may be when the
ratio of the desired to undesired signal strength is approximately 2 to 1.
In the case of amplitude modulation,
the ratio must be at least 20 to 1 for
good broadcast service. Consequently,
it is possible to operate frequency
modulated stations at relatively close
ference.
geographical
locations without inter4. Frequency modulation has definite
advantages over amplitude modulation
in operating the low power services
such as forestry, police, aircraft, etc.
In such cases, each system is under
the control of one licensee who can
plan for the purchase, installation and
operation
of the
entire transmitting
and receiving
system.
• Broadcast
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PROGRAMS
f>^
Three-Way Pickup
FOR its Basket Fund Drive this
year, WDAY, Fargo, used its
two mobile units and carried a
novel three-way broadcast series. With the studio announcer
acting as dispatcher and telling
mobile unit drivers where to go,
donors called the station, the trucks
were directed alternately to each
address, and the mobile unit announcers carried on interviews with
the donors at home, meantime picking up the donations. During the
program listeners could hear either
REALISTIC background for an
the studio announcer or the mobile
Americans at Work broadcast was
unit announcers, individually or at
Margaret Lewerth, CBS
the same time, depending on the given
script writer, by U. S. Marine
circumstances.
Corps flyers. Here Major General
Louis McCarty Little (left), QuanHour of Gold
tico commandant and Brig. Gen. S.
KSRO, Santa Rosa, Cal., recently
M. Harrington explain a power
launched The Golden Hour, a comdive bombing maneuver staged for
posite of drama, music, news and her benefit.
variety presented in package form
with a definite format to attract
Holiday Records
listeners. The Golden Hour opens
with a 15-minute transcribed dra- DURING a three-week vacation in
matic sequence — "The Family Doc- the Southwest and Mexico, Nancy
Grey is continuing via transcriptor" three days a week and "The
tion
daily What's
New Using
proStudio Mystery" two days. A quargram her
on WTMJ,
Milwaukee.
ter-hour of transcribed classical
her own portable transcription
music follows. Then comes a quarter-hour news period and the clos- equipment. Miss Grey describes
ing piece consists of variety enter- highlights of her visits to interesting places, which include spots
tainment or interviews with personalities ofunusual interest to the in Mexico, Walt Disney's Hollywood studios, the Rose Bowl game
listening area.
in Pasadena, and various Western
Cop at Mike
cities. The transcriptions are sent
the station each day by special
NOVEL sustainer. Things 'n' Stuff, to
mail. * *
started recently on WHK, Cleve- delivery air *
land, features 15 minutes of interFodder for the Major
views and songs by Lace Floyd, who
was voted "Cleveland's most per- WHEC, Rochester, New York, has
sonable cop", and who on duty han- been granted special privileges by
dles traffic at Cleveland's busiest Major Bowes to conduct local
downtovra intersection. Heard on
"MajorfromBowes
Auditions"
each
the show every Sunday, Floyd is as- week
the stage
of the RKO
sisted by Jack Russell, of HumPalace Theatre, Rochester. Prophrey-Prentke
Adv. Agency, Clevegram is transcribed by WHEC, and
land.
broadcast at 10 p.m., with winners
* * *
receiving cash prizes of $15 and
Adolescent Days
$10. Winning acts are sent to MaBOYHOOD pranks characteristic
jor Bowes via recording and if acof any normal American youth are
cepted by him for his regular
the subject of The Story of Bud
Chrysler Corp. program on CBS,
Barton, new juvenile serial on the amateurs are sent to New York
NBC-Blue, Monday through Friday with all expenses paid by the station.
at 5:30 p.m.
* Jj: *
Forum of a City
FIRST of a series of weekly forum
broadcasts, titled New York City
Forum, started Dec. 16 on WMCA,
New York, with Mayor F. H. LaGuardia, Lieut. Gov. Charles Poletti,
and Senator Robert F. Wagner acting as participants in a discussion
ARTFORD^CONN.'
of municipal welfare with the
Senator's son. Assemblyman Robert
F. Wagner Jr., who is moderator
NEW YEAR'S
for the entire series. Each program
RESOLUTION
features representatives of civic,
business and social groups in New
Make every dollar you
York, covering different phases of
spend in the Hartford
market do double duty
the city's problems.
* * *
this year. Cover MetropoliStudio Talk
tan Hartford, and the
entire Hartford shopSCIENTIFIC analysis of the
ping area, at one low
speech used by members of the stucost on WDRC.
dio audience feature Where Are
You From?, new weekly program
that started Dec. 21 on WQXR,
BASIC STATION OF
New York. Dr. Henry Lee Smith,
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
National Representatives
lecturer in English at Columbia
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY
U, conducts
the analysis,
rice C. Dreicer
as m.c. with MauBROADCASTING
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Trailer
BILLED as the first of its kind,
WSPB, new station in Sarasota,
Fla., on Dec. 16 carried a Trailer
Wedding feature built around an
actual wedding in the local colony
of trailerites, in which all principals were members of the colony.
For the wedding party, even the
minister officiating was a trailer
resident, and wedding gifts included spare tires, jacks and such. Remoted direct from the trailer camp,
the ceremony was performed
against a background of wedding
music from the studio.
Dope on Gardening
EIGHT years of continuous service
to amateur gardeners will be on the
record by New Years for the Rutgers Agricultural Extension Service's Radio Garden Club, heard
twice weekly on WOR, Newark.
The quarter-hour programs, covering all types of plant and landscape
planning problems, have been carried on WOR since January, 1932.
Thousands of copies of talks by experts heard on the feature have
been distributed in response to requests from listeners, and more
than 800 gardeners in 26 states
make upbershipthe
list. Club's regular mem^ :fj ^
Interviews Candidates
LEADING contenders for the 1940
Presidential nominations of the
two major political parties are being featured each week by Fulton
Lewis Jr. on his MBS news analysis programs. The silhouette broadcasts are based on personal interviews by Lewis with the candidate
prior to the programs and on interviews with the leaders of the
opposition to the candidate.

Why? Because it operates on 560
kilocycles, the most favorable frequency in South Carolina; because it
serves more of South Carolina (not
to mention parts of adjoining states)

IN

SALT

LAKE

CITY
— more local business firms use
KDYL than any
other station, and
have done so for

WATTS

It isn't because
KDYL's local rate
years.
isn't
on
r. Itreas
r. The
lowe
is lowe
is: KDYL gets results for its adverau-g
throughholdin
tisersdience
showmanship.

k 1,000
WMTfZ
OMitufnt,

^/i£ Popular StatianlK^^
SALT LAKE CITY
Representative: John Blair & Co,

than all other stations combined;
because, with its NBC Red and Blue
programming, it's favored by South
Carolina listeners. Can you ask for
more?

id~MEr5; b.prp.<p.nf-Tltm"

Santh

1 0 0 0 lA/rm-M^t
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WMBD, Peoria, 111., has completed a
broadcasting of resuccessful
year of ligious
services under its new policy
of refusing paid sponsorship and giving free time instead. Facilities of the
station are moved from church to
church, both Protestant and Catholic,
each month, and the Sunday morning
services
a part of the public serviceareof made
the station.
Prior to 1939
time was sold for religious services and
one church had used the Sunday morning period for five consecutive years.
The new policy was adopted in order
to give listeners a truer cross section of religious thought of the community. Community response has been
almost unanimous in favor of the new
policy.

WWNC
ASHEVILLE,

N. C.

full Time CBS Affiliate 1,000 Watts
Tobacco

Money!

Holiday

Money!

Asheville's big hurley Tobacco
market opening early in December. Industry in high gear.
Pay rolls mounting. Holiday
spending
"air"
your sales unleashed.
message overSoWWNC
— only blanket radio coverage of
this busy area. And hurry !

WLVA, Lynchburg, Va., and WBTM,
Danville, on Jan. 1 will establish a
wire hookup to form a "Bi-City
Group" in central Virginia. Edward
A. Allen, president of the Lynchburg
Broadcasting Corp., in announcing
plans for the combined setup, stated
that each station will feed the other
between three and four hours each
broadcast day. Six transcription services will form the basis of the exchange, and a special public events department is being formed to assure
complete broadcast coverage of local
events. Both stations will eliminate recordings entirely. Managerial control
of WBTM recently was acquired by
Lynchburg Broadcasting Corp., with
James L. Howe, formerly sales manager of WLVA, as resident manager
at WBTM. Philip P. Allen, general
manager of both stations, will remain
in Lynchburg.
THE K T A R Community Chorus,
choral organization sponsored by
KTAR. Phoenix, Ariz., made its first
broadcast Christmas Eve under direction of Paul Henri Giroux. The chorus, organized in October, has a membership of 70 voices, about 35 of which
participated in the Christmas vesper
broadcast. Mr. Giroux joined the
KTAR staff in the spring, coming
from Arizona State Teachers College,
he was well-known
where work.
Flagstaff,
for his musical
Tyler, Tex., arranged a speKGKB,
cial hookup with three other stations
— KRBA. Lufkin; KNET, Palestine;
KFRO. Longview — to broadcast the
high school bi-district championship
football game last month. The hookup
was called for the day the Inreco
Football Network, as the game was
sponsored over the four stations by
Inreco Gasoline, sponsors of ten previous games this season. The deal was
handled by M. E. Danbom, manager
of KGKB, and the play-by-play account was handled by Jack Kretsinger, KGKB sportscaster.

♦KARK-

only

Arkansas

receiving

1939

station

mention

Showmanship

in

survey!

More hours of non-network commercial . . . more
hours of network commercial . . . than any other
station in the state! There are more listeners in
Arkansas under the influence of KARK's broadcasts
than any other station in the state!

Station Break
BEING an employee of.
WTAR, Norfolk, Va., came in
handy for Shirley Enright,
commercial traffic manager,
when her car was stolen reannouncecently.
Severalimmediately
ments
broadcast
after discovery of the theft
about 70apprehenhelpedsion bring
of the thief
miles
away, in Gatesville, N. C.
CHRISTMAS
Kitchen
found in
Mrs. Aunt
Mart Susan's
Adams,
the WKY's homemaker, adopting a new
woe, Davenport, la., in covering milof the new
dedicati
dollar ceremoni
airport esat Moline, 111., on fad and putting in her own ideas
lion on
Dec. 19 used the event to promote too. Aunt Susan tailored in a zipper
the Sky Blazers program sponsored by along the keel of the Christmas
Continental Baking Co. on CBS and turkey, which furnished the main
woe. All dedication ceremonies and course of the annual WKY statf
interviews with local and national dig- dinner in Oklahoma City on Christnitaries attending were picked up dimas Eve, held after all staff memrect from the airport. The station also
bers had been given cash bonuses.
received telegrams from Phillips Lord,
of Sky Blazers. Roscoe Turnproducer
and a number of well-known fliers
to ertie in the special event with the USING portable and mobile equipnetwork show.
ment in addition to regular remote
facilities, WSB and WAGA,
ABOTTT 350 children of employes of pickup
Atlanta, provided intensive coverage
of
the
festivities
held in that city in
reDivision
Radio
the Westinghouse
ceived gifts at a big party given Dec. connection with the world premiere of
17 at the Gwynn's Falls Junior High the motion picture version of "Gone
School, Baltimore, through cooperative With the Wind". Starting with oneffort of the Westinghouse managethe-spot descriptions of the arrival of
of United Elec- various stars and distinguished guests,
No. &130Radio
ment.
LocalMachine
trical,
Workers of the stations' activities also included
of the various parades and
America
Assn.
The and
eventthewasSalaried
attended Employes'
by about descriptions
parties during the several days of
1,200 persons.
civic celebration, part of which were
carried on NBC.
WFLA, Tampa. Fla., has installed
complete United Press wire service,
used on six news periods daily.
WHP, Harrisburg,
Pa., inbroadcast
mid-December carried a remote
STAFFS of both NBC and CBS in from Mercersburg, Pa., 75 miles away,
San Francisco held their respective of the 11th annual Candlelight DinChristmas parties Dec. 22. NBC held
ner of Mercersburg Academy. In addition to the dinner, which closed the
a luncheon for the employes, with Al
fall term of the Academy, the broadNelson,
manager
of
KPO-KGO.
at
the head table. CBS held a party in
cast included
carolscarillon.
and selections on thestudents'
Mercersburg
the studios, with Dick Aurandt and
his
orchestra
presenting
a
program
of
Tuletide music.
KNET, Palestine, Tex., on Dec. 14
its in
remodeled
and Bldg.,
redecorated studios
the Maier
ON ALTERNATE Tuesdays from moved into
with
all
new
and
modern
equipment,
Jan. sent9 a series
to April
30, concerts
MBS will
of 16
by prethe following a fire in the former studios
Toronto Symphony. Les Concerts Oct. 20. The composite transmitter
and control equipment of the station
Symphonique,
andthethefacilities
Montrealof Orchestra, through
the was constructed by John B. Shepard,
CBC.
KNET technical supervisor.
KED, St. Louis, is carrying a series
A SCHEDULE
nameChicago,
stars"
has
been started ofby"big
WGN,
of daily programs, conducted by Pro- with
the sustaining programs being
gramnection
Director
Frank
Eschen,
in
.conwith the anti-smoke campaign fed to MBS. Grace Moore was signed
suggested early this winter by a St.
Christmas night proLouis Post-Dispatch editorial. The for a special
gram. During the holidays, WGN
daily feature reports on the progress broadcast
special
musical programs
of the campaign resulting from the featuring Jan Kiepura,
operatic and
Post-Dispatch proposal for solving motion picture tenor ; Attilio
Baggiore,
the city's smoke problem. Mayor Dick- operatic tenor ; Marta Eggerth, opermann, who
has
appointed
a
civic
comatic soprano, and Allan Jones, tenor
mittee to act on the problem, was of motion
picture and musical comedy
guest speaker on a recent broadcast.
fame. The concluding concert was
Eve.
understood
thatNew
WGN Year's
will
sung Itby is Mr.
Jones on
continue a similar series during 1940
and that many new shows will be
aired on MBS from WGN. Outstanding dramatic and comedy shows will
be included, according to officials of
WGN.
LARGEST
PUBLIC
RECORDED

LITTLE

ROCK
KARK

ARKANSAS

1,000 Watts — Day and Night — 890 KG
N.B.C. & Tri-State Network: WMC-KARK-KWKH-KTBS
Ed. Petry & Co., Inc., National Rep.
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DOMAIN
LIBRARY

in the WORLD
LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS
420 Madison Ave.
New York
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WLS,ble Chicago,
practically
made possithe Veterans
of Foreign
Wars
Home in Bloomingdale, Mich. Prothe first
WLS payment
Home Talentceeds
showfrommade
a down
on
the home, decorating
a second
paid
for
the
reand the third bought a new
electric cookstove. The WLS Home
Talent shows are patterned after the
station's National Barn Dance, with
local entertainers doing impersonations of WLS personalities.
TOMMY ANDERSON, whose wife is
Helene Peters, radio editor of the
Berkeley (Cal.) Gazette, recently acquired Fan Fare, weekly give-away
magazine, distributed throughout
Northern California and in which radio is featured.
• Broadcast

Advertising

FOR THE second consecutive year,
Seek Cleveland Outlet
mayors of San Francisco and Los
Angeles have proclaimed a Help Thy
THE Fort Industry Co., operating
broadcast stations in Ohio and
Neighbor Week, in recognition of services rendered by Hal Styles' weekly
West Virginia, has applied for a
half-hour job finding program, sponnew daytime 1,000 watt station on
sored by Sunset Oil Co., Los Angeles,
810 kc. innounced
Cleveland,
the FCC the
anon Southern California Don Lee netDec. 19. Previously,
work stations. Week designated was
FCC ates
had erroneously
announced
Dec. 18 to 23 inclusive, and a proclaWSPD^
mation by Mayor Bowron of Los Anthe application
was for a station,
using the same facilities, in Toledo,
urged "cooperate
Hal
Styles, geles
conductor
of the with
Help Thy
where Fort Industry already oper'Neighbor
by devising
and meansprogram
of putting
deserving ways
jobless to work, so that they and their KQW, San Jose, recently dedicated its new transmitter house at Alviso
dependents will enjoy a greater meas- on the southern tip of San Francisco Bay just north of San Jose. The VAN CURLER Broadcasting Co. has
ure of economic security in which all
appliedstation
to theon FCC
250watt
1210 for
kc. ain new
SchenecWest's
oldest
station,
owned
by
Ralph
R.
Brunton
and
managed
by
C.
persons
can
share".
The
proclamation
tady,
N.
Y.
Its
president
and
60%
pointed out that the program has been L. McCarthy, now uses a directional antenna with Bethlehem towers.
stockholder is Mayer L. Cramer, oil
responsible for placing approximately
Cost of building and property was $75,000, with 5 kw. WE transmitter.
dealer,
with E. F. McCab of West18,000 persons in "grateful employport, Conn., owning 15% ; Frank Van
ment
during
the
past
three
years".
A
Derpool,
Scotia, N. Y., garage owner,
similar proclamation was issued by
15% ; George A. Fox, printer, 10%,
Factory in New Jersey
Mayor Rossi of San Francisco.
and Dr. Robert A. MacTaggart, viceWBBM, Chicago, has started a new
Is Acquired
by Finch
president.
early morning roundup of European
ACQUISITION of a new factory
news, heard daily at 6 :5.5 a. m. J.
at Fourth & Virginia Streets, PasOren Weaver, WBBM-CBS news edisaic, N. J., to be occupied Jan. 15,
tor, checks a regular schedule of Euro- RCA MFG. Co.. Camden, N. J., anpean shortwave broadcasts from 4 p.
1940, has been announced b y
nounces
the
following
purchases
of
m. to 1 a. m. each day, covering both
equipment : KFBI,
W. G. H. Finch, president of Finch
news and propaganda programs in RCA transmitter
Kan.. 5-DX 5.000-watt trans- Telecommunications Inc., New
English, French and Italian, and edits Wichita, mitter;
WSIX
WNBH, New Bedford, Mass., York, manufacturer of facsimile
the reports for the program. His con- 250-D 250-watt
KHSL,
tacts include London, Paris. Italy, Chico, Cal., 1 kw.transmitter;
apparatus.
The
firm
maintains
ofpower amplifier.
Germany, Moscow, Tokyo, Madrid and
at 1819 Broadway and 37
Prague on a daily basis, with other O. E. HANSEN, executive of Frazer West fices
57th St., New York, and opsources for occasional listening. The & Co., San Francisco, export agents
erates W2XBF and W2XWF.
new service supplements the regular of Universal Microphone Co., IngleCBS foreign news roundup heard on wood, Cal., leaves Jan. 5 via airplane
The
three-story
brick building in
the station at 7 a. m.
for the Latin- American countries, re- Passaic contains more than 20,000
turning in late March.
square feet of floor space. Plans of
TWO members of the staff of KIDO,
Boise, Ida., recently won hats as WFLA, Tampa, Fla., has completed the company call for the addition
prizes in two separate contests — Roy installation of a 40-watt Collins trans- of 60 more mechanics to fill backCiville for writing a prize-winning
mitter for its relay unit, WGHB. The
At Bendix, N. J., the
criticism in the General Mills publi- unit consists of complete relay equip- Finchlog orders.
organization now operates
cation, Ad-Lilerties, and Clete Lee for
ment
suitable
for
talking
to
the
mobile
winning first place in the State in a unit in the field or to the transmitter an experimental plant developing
merchandising window contest staged at Bayview in case of complete line the use of facsimile for commer^^^^headley-Reed Co.,
by Gillette Safety Razor Co.
failure. The station also has installed
cial, military and naval aviation.
National Representative
Western Electric receiving
DESPITE the fact that Mary Jane complete
Wisnousky of the KOY, Phoenix, staff equipment and RCA line amplifiers.
is in the hospital for an indefinite H. GEORGE SHEFLER, Phoenix,
period, she participated in the sta- has been appointed Arizona and New
tion's
party.
Station
representative of Unineers
ran aChristmas
two-way
remote
line engiinto Mexico factoryMicrophone
Co., Inglewood,
her hospital room. She celebrated with Cal. He versal
the microphone and
fellow staff members almost as well as recordingrepresents
divisions.
if she were at the party. The station's
party was held in a studio bristling SPEAK-O-PHONE Recording &
with microphones and proceedings Equipment Co., manufacturer of inWSPD
were broadcast, strictly ad lib, imstantaneous recording equipment, has
promptu and unrehearsed.
appointed the following sales reprePaul Cornell, 3292 CedarSPECIAL programs were broadcast brook Road,sentatives:Cleveland
Heights, O. ;
by NBC, CBS and MBS in connec- Mel
Foster,
601
Lake Road,
tion with the one-week session of the Minneapolis; HenryCedar
Segel, 235 Pine
TOLEDO,
OHIO
American Assn. for the Advancement
St., Gardner, Mass. ; Royal Stemm, 21
of Science which started Dec. 27 in E.
Van Buren St., Chicago ; Royal
Columbus, O. NBC broadcast the ad- Smith,
912 Commerce St., Dallas;
dress of Dr. Wesley Mitchell, retiring
191 Starin Ave., Bufpresident, on Dec. 27 and on Dec. 28 Byronfalo ;DonMoore,
4214 Country Club
presented roundtable discussion on sci- Drive, LongWallace,
Beach,
Cal.
ence. CBS broadcast a preview of the
meeting on Dee. 26, and on Dec. 29 a
on "Basic Economic
program of interviews with leading THE paper
NOW
in the Radio Industry," dealscientists. MBS on Dec. 28 broadcast Trends
ing
largely
with
radio written
receiverbyproduca speech by Prof. T. H. Parks of the
tion and distribution,
Julius
department of science at Ohio State U. Weinberger, of the RCA License Labhas been reprinted separately.
WHBY, recently moved from Green It was oratory,
originally published in the
Bay to Appleton, Wis., is planning Proceedings
NBC
BASIC
RED
special dedicatory ceremonies in con- Engineers. of the Institute of Radio
nection with the opening of the new
studios shortly after Jan. 1, 1940.
Meantime WHBY is operating with
studios in both cities, with transmitter located at W. DePere, Wis. New
Yes, sir, WSPD has been selected by NBC as a
Appleton studios and transmitter are
nearly completed.
basic Red outlet which is convincing proof of
THE technical staff of KPO-KGO,
the importance of this old established station
San Francisco, in the Sir Francis
Drake Hotel in San Francisco recently
in America's 32nd market.
gave a dinner in honor of Al Nelson,
new general manager.
WLAW, Lawrence, Mass., celebrated
its second anniversary the week of
Represented nationally by
Dec. 17, on each day during the period
presenting special guest speakers,
drawn locally and from surrounding
THE KATZ AGENCY
towns, each of whom paid tribute to
the station for its services in various
categories. Commercial sponsors also
responded to the event by devoting portions of their programs to the anniversary recognition.
BROADCASTING
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Modernization Program
Is Projected by WINEW
WNEW, New York, will spend approximately $100,000 in a modernization program which includes replacement of all studio control
equipment and erection of a new
directional antenna, according to
M. J. Weiner, chief engineer, who
will supervise the work. All control
rooms at the station will be fitted
with RCA 80-A studio control
desks, providing a complete speech
input system for each studio. Each
desk includes six mixing attenuators, permitting pickups from
microphones in one or more studios, from transcription turntables
and from remote lines. Other features include a master mixer,
double jacks in all circuits, a highgain program channel, talk-back to
remote points as well as to studios,
emergency channels, etc.
Work on the new antenna, to be
a 207-foot self-supporting tower
located near the present structure
at Carlstadt, N. J., viall be started
as soon as WNEW gets its authorization from the FCC. Aim is to
throw a signal which can override
the unusually high man-made electrical noise levels of the metropolis,
thereby improving service to listeners. Contract for the tower will be
let immediately following FCC approval.
Christmas Television
NBC turned its first Christmas
Eve telecast into a children's hour
with a dramatization of the familstory of Cinderella, starring
Irene Wicker and "Jolly Bill"
Steinke. Also
the Christmas
spirit was the previous evening's
visual broadcast of "Little Wo-

Clash

of Video

Leads

to Time

Signals
- Sharing

Pact By CBS, Philco
INTERFERENCE o f television
signals between New York and
Philadelphia has brought about a
tentative time - sharing agreement
between W3XE, operated by Philco
Radio & Television Corp. in Philadelphia, and W2XAX, CBS visual
transmitter in New York. The tentative agreement — first time-sharing
arrangement
in television's
history— ^was
announced
in mid-December.

FIRST TELEVISION BALL, staged for charity Dec. 15 at the WaldorfAstoria,neers New
York crew
[Broadcasting,
Dec. 15]
brought
video giving
engiand camera
into the center
of the
grandNBC's
ballroom
many socialites their first behind-the-scenes glimpse of this new art.
Hearing

on Television Rules
{Continued from page 19)
carry out experiments with respect may be transmitted as an experimental
program
service but; without charge for
to program technique, determine
such transmission
power and antenna requirements
for satisfactory broadcast service
(c) Quarterly reports shall be made
by Class
televiand perform all research and ex- to thesionCommission
broadcast stations
of theIIcharges
perimentation necessary for the ad- and costs as well as of other pertinent
vancement of television broadcastinformation
which may inbe evaluating
of assistance to the Commission
ing
as
a
service
the public."
the economic feasibility of television
The proposed torules
fix the usual
as a regular service to
requirements of a program of tech- broadcasting
the public on a commercial basis.
nical research and experimentation
(d) The offering by any person of
with reasonable promise of conthe facilities of any television broadtribution to the art, qualified per- east
station on a regular commercial
sonnel and legal and financial quali- basis is prohibited. The limited comfications. Class II stations, in addimercialization permitted under subtion, must maintain a minimum
sectionover(b) above
shall not take service,
preceservice to the public of five hours
dence
the experimental
but shall in fact be subordinated to it.
per week, with transmission and
interference standards defined.
Groupings
of frequency
ments are contained
in Sec.assign4.74,
Cartoon Strip Features
as outlined in Broadcasting, Nov. FOLLOWING the recent test presentation of the two comic strips, Oasoline
15. The only material changes in
the proposed rules are contained in Alley castand
Jack, from
MBS Dec.
broadtheSmilin'
five days
26
the section, 4.73, relating to through forDec.
30
the
strips,
The
Chimps
charges for service, which reads as
follows :
and Terry
the Pirates.
work plans and
to present
other The
stripsnet-in
five-day
series,
as
syndicated
the
(a) No
charges
eitherfordirect
or the
in- Chicago Trilune, in the periodsbyMondirect shall
be made
either_
days through Saturdays,
2-2 :15 p.m.
production or transmission of either and 2:30-2:45
p.m.
aural or visual programs by Class I
television stations ;
(b) No charges either direct or in- VIC CONNORS, executive secretary
direct shall be made for the transmission of either aural or visual programs
of the San Francisco Chapter of the
by Class II television stations ; how- American Federation of Radio Artists,
ever,
II television
sta- is conducting an active membership
tions Class
may make
charges broadcast
to cover cost
to enroll stations in Northincluding ad- campaign
production,
ern California and Oregon.
of programvertising
material, which programs

The FCC television allocation
standards call for 180 to 190 mile
separation of transmitters using
the same frequencies, as do W3XE
and W2XAX— 50 to 56 mc— while
the actnial distance between the two
cities is only about 90 miles. Timesharing agreements are allowed under the rules if interference results according to the FCC.
Under the new arrangement
W3XE will operate its transmitter
between midnight and noon daily,
and on Wednesday, Friday and
Sunday evenings after 6 p.m.
W2XAX will confine its television
schedule to the remaining hours.
The agreement was developed by
William H. Grimditch, Philco vicepresident in charge of the engineering laboratories, and Adrian
Murphy, CBS television director.
On Dec. 16 Philco filed a petition
with the FCC to change the proposed allocation of visual channels
to allocate Channel No. 2 — on
which W3XE operates at present
— to Philadelphia, since New York
has been assigned to Channel No.
1 (44 to 50 mc).
According to Philco officials,
W3XE has confined its transmission to Channel No. 2 to avoid inwith W2XBS,
television terference
transmitter
atop theNBCEmpire
State Bldg. in New York, which
operates on Channel No. 1. Signals
from W2XBS are being received
regularly in the Philadelphia area,
particularly in the section nearest
New York, Philco engineers reported.
Mackay Dickering
NEGOTIATIONS for a new agreement between Mackay Radio and
the American Communications
Assn., CIO union which now holds
a closed shop contract with Mackay, are scheduled to begin Jan.
4. Union is asking for a minimum
of $200 a month for all operators
on an equal basis in place of the
present wages which vary from
$150 to $192.50 a month according
to the classification of the operator,
and for a 40-hour week made up of
five consecutive days.

KFRU

COLUMBIA, MISSOURI
A kilowatt of power on 630
kc. daytime with 500 watts
at night.
A Sales Message over KFRU
Covers the Heart of Missouri
A r,

®°
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CONTRO
ROOM
H. PIERCE, engineer of WBBM, Chi
cago, has been named studio supervisor of the CBS-Chicago studios to
succeed D. J. Dunlap, who has resigned to become national business
agent for the Associated Broadcast
Technicians. Harry Harvey has been
named to assist Pierce, according to
Frank Falknor, chief engineer.
ARNOLD NYGRBN, staff engineer
of WFIL, Philadelphia, has been
named acting chief engineer by Roger
W. Clipp, general manager. He succeeds Frank Becker, now general manager of WTBO, Cumberland.
DUANE W. HOISINGTON has been
appointed chief engineer of KFPW,
Fort Smith, Ark.
GEORGE STEARNS, formerly with
KTUL, Tulsa; has Feen named assistant chief engineer of the new WCAR,
Pontiac, Mich. The staff also includes
David Stewart and Charles Kocher,
formerly with WWJ, Detroit.
CHARLES SALZMAN has left
WVFW, Brooklyn, where he was acting chief engineer during the absence
in South America of Herman Florez,
who returned last month to resume his
duties.
VERNON ANDREWS, KOA. Denvere, technician, and Audrey Morse,
station receptionist, have announced
their engagement.
W. G. NEUVILLE, chief engineer of
WFTC, Kinston, N. C, recently was
married.
BILL MURTOUGH, formerly of
WMCA, New York, has .ioined the engineering staff of WNBC, New Britain, Conn.
GEORGE GREAVES, field supervisor KPO-KGO. San Francisco, is the
father of a girl born recently.
CLARENCE LAYNE has been appointed chief engineer of KVNU, Logan, Utah, succeeding J. M. Reeder.
Added also to the technical staff was
Darrell Allred.
BILL MEADOWS, formerly of
WLAK, Lakeland. Fla., has joined
the engineering staff of WFLA,
Tampa.
FRANK WELTMER, KOY, Phoenix,
engineer and Kathleen Petty of that
city, were married at Tucson, Ariz.,
Dec. 15.
ROY BRIDGMAN, engineer of WWJ,
Detroit, recently married Maryon Viola Wright.
ROBERT A. JONES has been named
district engineer and W. S. Hill assistant engineer of the New York district of General Electric Co., effective
Jan. 1. according to an announcement
by H. H. Barnes Jr., commercial vicepresident of GE.
GEORGE PYLE, formerly of WTAX,
Springfield, 111., has joined the engineering staff of WMBD, Peoria.
CLYDE McCLYMONDS, F. R. Ward
and Sherwood Glotfelty, all graduates
of Canitol
_ Radio have
Engineering
tute, Washington,
joined theInstiengineering staffs of WCSC, Charleston.
S. C. WSN.T, Bridgetown. N. J., and
WGKV,
Charleston, W. Va., respectively.
> WLAW,
RICHARDLawrence,
H. GUMB,
Mass.. formerly
has joinedof
the engineering staff of WJNO, W.
Palm Beach, Fla.
D. D. JONES, formerly chief engineer of WAAT, Jersey City, N. .7., has
joined the engineering staff of WABC,
New York.
GEORGE ROBINSON, assistant engineer in charge of operations of WOR,
Newark, at the station's transmitter at
Carteret, N. J., is the father of a ninepound boy born Dec. 17.
BROADCASTING

Music Fund Drive
{Continued from page 28)
which District Director John A.
Kennedy, president of West Virginia Network, presided, the results were equally imposing. There
were 36 stations present out of 59
in the district, of which 32 actually signed agreements. Two of
the remaining four indicated their
intention of signing but preferred
to report the matter to their headquarters offices.
At 4th District Meeting

JOHNNY'S NEMESIS
Video Voice Haunts Speaker
Despite Dialins
DIALING his monitoring loudspeaker of a recent evening, G. W.
Johnstone, director of publicity
and special features of WOR, discovered that no matter what station he tuned in he heard the same
voice, a mysterious voice that did
not
belong to any of the frequencies
dialed.
When repairmen came in the
morning, however, they could find
nothing wrong with the apparatus.
Several recurrences of this strange
phenomenon had Johnny thinking
that either he was hearing things
or the maintenance crew was crazy
when it was discovered that what
he was getting was the voice of
NBC's television announcer, coming on an ultra-high frequency
band from the Empire State Tower,
a few blocks down the street from
WOR's studios, and seeping into
the speaker's circuit, which was so
balanced as to make a perfect receiver for this particular frequency.

Lewis A. Paulsen
LEWIS A. PAULSEN, 35, chief
transmitter engineer of WBBM,
Chicago, died suddenly Dec. 27 of a
heart attack. Well-known in the
Midwest as a construction engineer,
Mr. Paulsen, a native of Ohio, began his radio career with WDAG,
Amarillo, Tex., in 1924, continuing
there as chief engineer until 1927
when he joined WBAP, Fort Worth.
He left WBAP in 1929 to join
WBBM, where he remained as chief
transmitter engineer until his
death. Active in civic affairs, he
was president of the school board
and Lion's Club of Glenview, III.,
and was a Shriner. He is survived
by his parents, his wife, and a son
and daughter. Funeral services
were held Dec. 30.

Attending
trict were: from the Fourth DisDistrict of Columbia — ^William D. Murdock, Lloyd W. Dennis, Harry Butcher,
WJSY; Kenneth Berkeley, WRC-WMAL ;
William
sell. NBC.B. Dolph, WOL ; Frank M. RusMaryland — -L. M. Milbourne, Seymour
O'Brien.
Waters; H.Milbourne,
WCAO WFBR
: John
Elmer, WCBM
W. Batchelder,
Frank V. Becker. WTBO.
North Carolina
— Don
Elias,J.WWNC
Lincoln
Dellar, WBT
; Earl
Gluck
WSOC: J. F. Jarman, WDNC : A. T
Hawkins, V. G. Herring Jr., WGBR : Edney Ridge, WBIG ; R. H. Mason, WPTF
A. J. Fletcher. Gill Murray. WRAL ; R. A
Dunlea, WMFD ; H. W. Wilson, WGTM
RECORDED
N. South
L. O'Neil,
WSJS.— John A. Kennedy
Carolina
(proxy), WCSC; G. Richard Shafto, WIS.
Virginia
— Lee; Edward
Smith, E.
RayBishop,
Hall, WGH
R. F.;
^pat^nnaiin cements
Lewis,
WFVA
Campbell Arnoux, WTAR, WRTD ; Barron
LCC4L T^dve'iti'i.e^'d.
WEVD-IBEW Dicker
Howard, Walter R. Bishop, E. D. Neff, C.
T. Lucy, WRVA; Ray Jordan, WDBJ.
NEGOTIATIONS between WEVD,
WestA.Virginia
— J.WHIS,
L. SmithWCHS,
Jr., Beckley
John
Kennedy,
WBLK, ; New York, and the International
WSAZ, WPAR; O. J. Helchmer, Howard Brotherhood of Electrical WorkWolfe, WMMN ; George W. Smith, WWVA.
ers, AFL union, for a renewal of
At 11th District Meeting
the current contract for the station's technicians are progressing
Attending from the Eleventh
satisfactorily and the new contract
District were:
Minnesota — E. L. Hayek, KATE ; A. H. will probably be ready for signing
sewn • CAST
Flaten, KDAL : W. C. Bridges, WEBC, within a week or so, according to
WHLB, WMFG; Ray Schwartz, KYSM ; Henry Greenfield, station manager.
RIO RIdg • Radio City • New York.
E. H. Gammons, John McCormick, WCCO ;
Wallace E. Stone, WDGY ; Charles T.
Harrell, WLB ; C. T. Hagman, WTCN ;
Gregory Gentling, KROC ; Fred Sehilplin,
Georgebard,B.Kenneth
Bairey,
Stanley KSTP.
HubHance,KFAM
Ray ;Jenkins,
North
Dakota—
P.
J.
Meyer,
F.
E.
Fitz- ;
simonds, KFYR ; Earl Reineke. WDAY
John Kennelly, James E. Gilfoy, KGCU.
THE
BROADCASTS!,
South Dakota — A. A. Fahy, KABR ; "STOP
Robert J. Dean, George E. Bruntlett,
KOBH ; Joseph Henkin, Morton Henkin,
StLui thii ■fidvettiset,
S. Fantle Jr., KELO, KSOO ; Bob Tincher,
WNAX.
ALEX REID, of St. Lambert, Que.,
on Dec. 22 was declared reelected Ca"WE'RE SWAMPED
WITH ORDERS"
nadian general manager of the American Radio Relay League, national asYes, that in effect was what Mr. Paul Stern of the Alwain
sociation of amateur radio operators.
James Shelton, Daytona Beach, Fla.,
Upholstering Co. told us. "The results obtained", he says, "have
was elected director of the Southeastbeen greater than we anticipated and although we have added
ern Division, according to K. B. Warner, secretary of the League.
extra employees and increased our working hours, we have
been unable to keep up with the demand. We expect to continue
on with our radio advertising as soon as possible after we

• Broadcast

get the present situation adjusted."
And think of it! All this as the result of only jive minutes
broadcast daily — in the morning.
AND COmPflNY
NEUI YORK
DETROIT
■
CHICRGO
■ SflN FRRNCISCO
: RRDIO STATION
S REPRESENTATIVES

Doesn't that give you an idea of what WFBL would do for
your client? Wouldn't you like to hear him say, "Stop — too
many orders?"
For station rates and time
available, write WFBL or
Free & Peters, Inc.
WFBL

ONONDAGA

RADIO DROADCASTING CORP.
Syracuse, New York
MEMBER BASIC NETWORK COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
National Representaliveti, Free & Peters, Inc.
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SAN FRANCISCO
1940

Radio

Business

Prospects

in

Review

. . .

many potential advertisers and the
combined efforts of the stations in
this region are making them more
radio conscious. As I see it San
Francisco has tremendous possibil-

LOS ANGELES
{Continued from page 13)
eastern placement fell flat during
fall, the first quarter of 1940 will
see much new radio being placed
from Los Angeles and San Francisco.
During the last six months, practically every major station representative in the United States has
established a Los Angeles office.
Besides concentrating on established accounts, they are digging up
new business from advertisers who
have never before used radio. Several of these accounts, representatives say, are now planning conservative spot campaigns for 1940.
Although many are in the nature
of tests, some will be national as
well as regional.
Holiday Season
A re-check with station sales
managers and operators in the Los
Angeles area verified the report contained Nov. 1 in Broadcasting, that
pre-Christmas advertising among
retailers was m"uch higher in 1939
than 1938. The same increase by retailers in other Pacific Coast centers is also reported for the Christmas holiday season, and included all
types of business, with department
stores using the heaviest schedule
in their history.
Many stations already have commitments for more new sponsored
shows that will take them through
the first quarter of 1940. A great
many of them are renewals. Others
are advertisers who have used radio spasmodically over a period of
years. Several advertisers will be
using their first radio in a local
test before going regional, with
either spot or network.
While there is no trend, station
operators and agency time-buyers
reiterate that new sponsors show a
partiality toward spot, both live
and transcribed; time signals,
transcribed shows, commentaries,
and news broadcasts, as well as
audience participation programs.
Some are interested in participation
programs where they can get in a
spot announcement or two on a
quarter or half-hour show.
Foresee Good Start
With present advertisers continuing their schedules, many new
ones being signed up and others inquiring into the business of broadcasting. Pacific Coast advertising
agency executives in general and
those from networks as well look to
1940 with good feeling. Time buyers in several Los Angeles agencies
expressed the belief that new business vsdll start on a gradual scale.
They predict nothing phenomenal,
at least for the first quarter of
1940, but they do expect that radio
will get off to a much better start
than in 1939.
Much depends upon conditions
they say. The world unrest and
economic factors are of primary
importance. Practically all stated
that accounts they are currently
servicing will continue their present
schedules and in some cases inPage 60
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(Continued from page 13)

The introduction of new advertisers on the air will be one of the
major accomplishments during the
next 12 months, according to Lindsey
Spight,
manager
ofities."
John
BlairPacific
& Co. Coast
He stated
that
his office has more inquiries regarding radio time from accounts that
have never used radio and from accounts that have been off the air
for years, than at any time in history. Spot business has taken a
WHEN
wordtrain
reached
KOIL,wrecked
Omaha, onthetheevening
of Dec.
that anPacific,
east- definite upturn, he added, and rebound mail
had been
main line
of the21 Union
corded announcements for spot
near Richland, Neb., Announcer Bill Baldwin and Chief Engineer Al campaigns including dramatic and
Bates tossed portable transcription equipment into the KOIL mobile unit music, even the 15-second transcripand hurried to the scene 80 miles away. The train had struck an auto
will reach an all-time
stalled on the tracks and plowed into a switch siding, the locomotive
high tion,
for probably
this area.
and several cars had overturned and the engineer and fireman were
Several agencies maintaining rakilled, although the autoist had escaped in time. Starting at 1:30 a. m.,
dio departments reported that 1939
Baldwin compiled a 25-minute program, including a description of the was their biggest year and that the
wreck and interviews with onlookers, which was put on the air several
hours later on the early morning schedule. Here stands Baldwin, in the coming season from every indica-i
tion,
even be better.
San Franmidst of the wreckage, describing the scene while a guard looks on.
Cisco, will
notoriously
conservative,
has '
been slow to jump on the radio
bandwagon in some opinions, but
crease advertising appropriations.
of primary importance, both in ra- now it is definitely awakening to
dio
and
television.
Don
Lee
BroadMany frankly admit that they are
casting System, Los Angeles, will the benefits of this medium.
waiting for approval and go-ahead move its
television division to
Ward Ingrim, Northern Califoron recommendations that are denia sales manager for the Don Leesigned to bring new accounts to Hollywood, and is scheduled to start
radio for regional network use, erecting its new $1,000,000 plant on
"bullish"
wasNew
net, said forhe the
Mutual
the prospects
Year.
by early spring. CBS is spending
either California or coastwise.
1940 looks the best yet, he averred.
around $200,000 in erecting two
The past year surpassed 1938 as far
Few Expirations
new audience studios adjacent as
KFRC, Mutual station here, was
to
its
Columbia
Square
building
in
Several accounts placing from
concerned but for several months
Hollywood.
NBC,
it
is
understood,
there was a slowup. As soon as the
Los Angeles, which formerly devoted their entire radio appropria- is also planning expansions on the Golden Gate International Exposition to spot in past years, will go West Coast during 1940, in San
tion closed, there was a definite uptrend in local business, he said.
regional network starting in early Francisco as well as Hollywood.
January. A few are scheduled to KFWB, Hollywood, the West Coast
ent strikes in San FranIntermitt
cisco during the past 12 months
start by mid-February and are on originating point for the new
a 52-week contract basis. A couple Transcontinental Broadcasting Sys- likewise hurt several stations doing
tem, also has expansion plans for
of these in addition will continue
a majority of local business. Dethe lowith spot radio in territories out- 1940. All this has naturally inspite this handicap one of increase
creased
the
importance
of
the
film
side the Pacific Coast region. SponKJBS, showed a 25%
cals,over
in
1939
1938.
in the national radio field.
sors, local and regional, are cogni- capital
A number of factors enter into
While the West Coast contributed
zant of the fact that radio can and
the radio picture in the Golden Gate
is doing an effective sales job. They nothing new to radio this past year, Area
which account for the 1939
name talent appearing on network
plan to make the most of it.
general increase and the prospects
programs
are
becoming
more
Agency men contacted were re- choosey in the type of sponsor they for a bigger 1940.
luctant to discuss the current cutRadio-Minded
represent. Artists today, it
rate network package plan, declar- will
was pointed out, are looking into
ing it was too early to make pre- what they are selling to radio audiIn the opinion of some there is
dictions. They all believe it will
more aggressive selling on the part
ences before committing themselves.
have an effect on network methods
and an increasing awareof radio
They, too, have become market
as well as time buying. Many
ness of radio as an advertising
conscious. Today prestige is as im- medium. Another major point is the
frankly
admitted
didn't
portant to them as the big money
enough about
it tothey
discuss
the know
plan
there are more large busiinvolved. Talent agents are check- fact that
intelligently.
s, potential clients.
organization
nessfact
The
that the big networks,
Network executives in Hollywood
ing ontising
the budget
sponsor's
radio adverand commodity
as particularly NBC, have gone after
report very few year-end expira- well before allowing contractees to more local business in the past seations or terminations. To the con- go on network programs. That is
son, letting down the bars to pertrary, they declare that there will
given for Hollymit playing of transcriptions and
be a greater number of commercial one of woodtheradioreasons
names leveling off.
acceptance of spot announcements
programs emanating from the West
and station break spots, has given
Decline in Disc
Coast than ever before. They stated
the others more competition, -which
there will be more radio, but fewer
While transcription business on is proving better for all.
out
pointing
big-name programs,
the West Coast has, to a great deMany felt that vdth the birth of
that listeners want good entertainTranscontinental Broadcasting Sysgree,
always
reflected
the
trend
of
also
ment, not the sensational. They
general radio business, right now it
tem, new coast-to-coast network,
the one- is at a very low ebb, due princi- there would be added competition,
day of the
that the
predict
wane,
all.
hour network show is on
business still healthier for
making
pally to rise in price of raw materials and production costs. With
and point to the Chase & Sanborn
Not
a
few radio men, some on
Hour, sponsored by Standards dramatic talent and musicians depaid tribute to
competitive
Brands on NBC-Red and reported
manding higher prices, costs to NBC's Mr. stations,
Nelson, who literally
cutting of the NBC Good News of production units and transcription
relain press-radio
ice Bay
the the
19i0, sponsored by General Foods concerns have more than doubled, broke tions
area, effecting
in
it was said. Sales have not kept pace more radio consciousness on the
Corp., to back their statements. _
There are presently some im- with this rise in cost. Loss of part of the public and advertiser
portant developments under way foreign markets due to the war and than had been felt since the newsy Holly- stringent legislation are cited.
which will further identifas
radio news like a
papers18dropped
a field
wood and the West Coast
hot potato
months ago.
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CANADA
By JAMES MONTAGNES
WAR and radio advertising mix
well, at least in Canada, where the
broadcasting industry looks forward to its best year in 1940. Advertising agency executives, station
representatives and broadcasters
agree that 1939 was a good year,
but that contracts already signed
and in the offing will boost 1940 radio advertising totals to new highs.
The war is not curtailing broadcast
advertising; rather it is stimulating
it, and many new advertisers, both
local and national, are to be heard
on the air in the new year.
While business looks exceedingly
good for 1940, all in the industry
agree that since the start of the
war there has been a tendency by
advertisers to hold off their plans
till the last minute. War uncertainty, especially in regard to Government action on certain commodities, has left many radio advertising plans unsettled till just before the campaign was to go on the
air, with the result that there is a
frantic scrambling for time and
many changes have been made to
accommodate last-minute network
shows.
There is no lack of spot or network business and there are many
inquiries for time. A noticeable increase in the number of advertisers
desiring to put on Canadian originating network shows has been
noted. These advertisers feel that
Canada originated shows playing
more to a Canadian audience can
be put on as well in the Dominion
as in the United States, with the exception of variety shows starring
big names. At the year end negotiations were underway for a number
of new network programs for advertisers who had never been on
Canadian networks before. Spot
business has in some cases expanded to network.
A News Boom
Newscasts are in great demand
for sponsorship. The broadcasting
of news has shown a marked improvement. As one broadcaster
pointed out, censorship regulations
have resulted in newscasts being
more accurate and non-essential
news is no longer broadcast. The
result has been a boom in sponsored
newscasts and at present there is
no let-up in sight of advertisers who
want newscasts. The newscasts have
also increased the listening time of
every station's audience, so that
many advertisers are finding radio
a better buy than before the war.
There has been a great increase
since September of spot announcement campaigns by national as well
as local advertisers, although there
has been no curtailment in quarterhour spot advertising. As one station representative explained there
has been a limited development in
the amount of spot time taken by
various advertisers, such as an advertiser who before the war broadcast five times weekly with a 15minute program now uses three
quarter-hours and a half-h our
weekly.
Government war expenditures
will go a long way to making 1940
a banner year for broadcast advertising. The Dominion itself is spending $1,000,000 a day to pay for the
war, most of it spent in Canada.
In addition Great Britain and
France have orders for munitions,
planes, foods, and ships in Canada,
BROADCASTING

which will help cut down on unemployment. Since the start of the war
there has already been an improvement in the number of employed,
and relief rolls are rapidly diminishing. And Canada is looking for
a boom in the tourist business this
winter as well as next summer, with
American exchange in favor of the
visitor by 10% and European tourist areas out-of-bounds for most
Americans.
While considerable time is being
cleared these days by the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. on its national
network for "must" talks from Ottawa by members of the Government from the Prime Minister
through Cabinet members down to
official spokesmen and authorities,
the war has otherwise not affected
program ideas greatly. There has
been a revival of old songs, both
folk songs and war songs, which is
expected to continue. Quiz programs
are still popular and are expected
to remain so for at least the first
half of 1940, several new quiz programs being scheduled to start
soon. Dramatic plays are growing
in number. A development of the
past year has been the sponsorship
of a number of sustaining CBC
shows, variety and musical.
Came the War!
Immediately after declaration of
war Sept. 3 there was a temporary
slump in fall bookings, but there
have been no cancellations of
planned campaigns to speak of. One
or two advertisers whose output is
now largely taken care of by Government orders have not gone
through with the campaigns
planned, but these are exceptions.
As one station representative reported, station time bookings on the
group of stations represented by
his firm have increased by 50% for
the 1939-40 season. An advertising
agency executive reported that he
expects to see a 40% increase in
1940 in the business placed on radio from his agency.
Transcription firms hope that the
exchange situation, with United
States funds at a premium of 11%
in Canada, will mean more business
for them in the new year. Most
recorded shows still come from the
United States, although there is an
increase in the amount of records
made from master discs imported,
which is likely to increase.
So much time has been signed in
daytime hours by national spot and
spot announcement campaigns that
some broadcasters believe local advertisers will place business in evening time, if any can be found.
There is no figure available on
the total broadcasting business in
1939, and estimates are unreliable.
Broadcasters in Canada hold that
the less said about their total bookings the better, and point to United
States situations such as ASCAP,
musicians and artists unions, recording company fees, as examples
of what would happen in Canada if
information was given as to how
much total business was placed on
Canadian broadcasting stations.
Nevertheless the entire Canadian
broadcasting industry is of the
opinion that 1939 was better than
1938, and that business in 1940 will
be on the upgrade.
EDWARD MeHUGH, noted as The
Gospel Singer formerly under sponsorship of Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, both live and via transcription, on Dee. 18 returned to NBC-Red
with his songs on a quarter-hour sustaining program, after an absence from
the network of almost six months.
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HOTEL

FROM $3.00 A DAY, SINGLE • FROM $4.50 DOUBLE
LARGE, BRIGHT ROOMS, NEWLY FURNISHED!
NEWLY DECORATED! EACH WITH PRIVATE BATH!
•
CONVENIENT

TO
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OFFICES

HOTEL

M'ALP

IN

BROADWAY AT 34th STREET, NEW YORK
Undei KNOTT Management
JOHN J. WOELFLE, Manager
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Adams to Colgate-Palmolive
JAMES S. ADAMS, vice-president
and general manager of Benton &
Bowles, New York, has resigned his
position to become executive vice-president of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.,
Jersey City, N. J., one of the agency's
accounts. Theodore L. Bates, vicepresident of Benton & Bowles, takes
over the principal contact position between the agency and the Colgate Co.,
succeeding Mr. Adams.

Late

Personal

CLARENCE H. CALHOUN, Atlanta
attorney associated with WGST, Atlanta CBS outlet, is serving in an
advisory capacity as directing head of
the station since the retirement of
W. H. (Slim) Summerville, as manager last month to become general
manager of WWL, New Orleans, it
was announced Dec. 27 by Sam
Pickard,cessor tolessor
of the station.
Mr. Summerville
will Anotsucbe
named, Mr. Pickard said. He declared
the station is well-organized and that
it can function properly under the
SURVEY PROBLEMS
executive advisory direction of Mr.
Calhoun.
. . , should be given to
ROBERT
JENNINGS has been
Hooper-Holmes for soluelected vice-president in charge of ration. We can help you
dio by H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago
solve almost any problem
agency. William H. Kearns, P & G account executive of the agency, also
you may have concernhas been elected to a vice-presidency.
ing your audience or
ROBERT STEVENS has joined the
your coverage.
sales staff of WHBQ, Memphis. Sam
Gordon, new to radio, has joined the
department and Norman
THE HOOPER -HOLMES BUREAU, INC, | continuity
Bumette, the announcing staff of the
station, replacing Charles Walters.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
PAUL

GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

F. GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair (N. J.j 2-7859

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing In Broadcasf and
Allocation Engineering
Earl« Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL. MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
2?35 North Henderson Avenue
Telephones 3-6039 and 5-2946
DALLAS, TEXAS

HERBERT LEE BLYE
RADIO CONSTRUCTION
ENGINEER
THIRTEEN YEARS EXPERIENCE
LIMA
OHIO

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St. New York, N. Y.

Martin V. Kiebert, Jr.
Qonsulting T^ciio Engineer
associated with Janksy& Bailey
Russ Bldg. San Francisco, Cal.
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PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineers

"fAey A/euet Mia . . .
station owners, managers,
sales managers and chief engineers comb every issue of
Broadcasting.

Notes

HORACE SCHWERIN. research and
media director of Austin & Specter
Co., New Tork, has also been named
secretary of the company. Daniel
Rodgers, formerly assistant director
of research, has been appointed space
buyer, and
Dorothy
merly in the
spaceMcGoldrick,
department forof
Swafford & Koehl. New York, has bement. come manager of the contract departPAUL M. SEGAL, Washington radio
attorney, and Mrs. Segal on Dec. 27
became the parents of an 8 lb. 9 oz.
son. They now have three sons and
three daughters.
HERB GILLELAND, formerly promotion manager of WSGN. Birmingham, has joined the staff of WTOL,
Toledo, in the same capacity. A graduate of Grand
Rapids and
College,
GUleland was
in advertising
newspaper
promotion work before entering radio
in 1932. Before going to Birmingham
he was at CKLW, Detroit-Windsor,
as production and promotion manager.
RON JENKINS, formerly of WSOC,
Charlotte, N. C, and WQAM, Miami.
Fla., has joined WJNO, West Palm
Beach, Fla., as program director.
EDW. B. BURRAGE. for the last
four years with the sales department
of Ely & Walker Dry Goods Co., St.
Louis, has partment
joined
new business
of The the
Ridgeway
Co., deSt.
Louis agency.
H. M. SEVILLE, Jr., research director of NBC, has been elected 1940
treasurer of the New York chapter of
the American Marketing Association.
MARY KNIGHT, formerly of Steve
Hannigan publicity agency, and previously in the special features department of Scripps-Howard Newspapers
and with United Press in Paris, has
been named publicity director of Brwin,
Wasey & Co., New York. She succeeds
Reuben Peterson Jr., who has resigned
to go into legislative public relations
work for Petroleum Industries and
various automotive organizations.
BOB CUNNINGHAM,
nightChicago,
supervisor-an ouncer ofWBBM,
underwent an appendectomy Dec. 24.
WalterBaines
Preston,serial,
producer
of Scattergood
suffered
severe
head injuries in an automobile crash
Dec. 26.
Boris Aplon,
the 27Scattergood
bruised ofDec.
when
his
carcastwaswasdemolished.
GLADYS HALL, secretary to Harry
C. Butcher.has
CBSentered
Washington
vicepresident,
Emergency
Hospital,
Washington, for an operation.
WILLIAM CLINE, sales manager of
WLS. Chicago, has regained his voice
following a severe case of laryngitis
which left him speechless for three
weeks.
JAY SIMS, announcer of WBBM,
Chicago,
born
Dec. is23.the father of a baby girl
EVANS WHITT MacDOWALL, of
the engineering staff of WJNO, West
Palm Beach, Fla.. is the father of a
girl born recently, his fourth daughter.
HUNTER REEMS. of the sales staff
of WJNO, West Palm Beach. Fla., is
the father of a boy born recently.
GEORGE LUCKEY, chief engineer
of WORL. Boston, is the father of a
boy born Dec. 19.
HELEN HOWORTH PERRY is to
return to the production department
of WORL. Boston, on Jan. 2, after a
three-month illness.
ROBERT W. S. STINSON has resigned from N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, to become assistant to Robert
M. Fuoss, Saturday Evening Post
promotion head, as of Jan. 1.
BUELL HERMAN, formerly of the
spot sales department of NBC in Chicago, is to join the Chicago office of
The Katz Agency, effective Jan. 1.
BROADCASTING

HORACE FEYHL, production manager of WCAU, Philadelphia, has been
transferred to the position of night
manager, while Harry Ehrhardt. a
member of the technical staff, has been
made assistant night manager. Charles
Di'Klyn of RCA-Victor replaces Mr.
Feyhl as production manager. Lou
Fischer of WCAM, Camden, and Hugh
Ferguson of WFMD, Fredericksburg,
Hd., have joined the announcing staff
of WCAU.
DON MARTIN,
Forte, and
announcers of WFIL, -\llan
Philadelphia,
Saul Waldbaum, legal counsel to the
station, recently became fathers of
baby sons.
Parks Sues Cantor
BERT
PARKS, Hollywood
announc-of
er, in mid-December
filed a breach
contract
suit in Los Angeles
Superior
Court against Eddie Cantor, film and
radio
for salary
week comedian,
contract and
damageson toa 26his
career. Parks asks wages amounting
to .$2,200 and $5,000 for being kept
off a Cantor program to the alleged
detriment of his earning capacity.
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Help Wanted and Situations
Wanted, 7c per word. All other
classifications, 12c per word. Miniadvance.mum charge $1.00. Payable in
Forms close 25th and 10th of
month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
Local Salesman for independent station
with network affiliation in city of 50,000
population. Must have experience. Apply
Box A635, Broadcasting.
Employees — Let us help you get a position
through our National Radio Employment
Bureau. Paramount Distributors, Box 864,
Denver. Colo.
Salesman with thorough experience in local
station sales. Must have a record of 80%
feature or idea sales. Location middle
west. Box A638. Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
Program sires
Director-Annonncer-Organist
; deadvancement. Eight years experience. Single. Box A636, Broadcasting.
Announcer wants position with station.
Write continuity, news, programming,
references. Box A633, Broadcasting.
Engineer:
Nowto employed
by network
station desires
make change.
Experienced
in all phases
of
broadcast
and
high
frequency work. Interested in construction.
Married. A-1 references. Travel, or foreign locale no objection. Box A634,
Broadcasting.
Assistant Manager Midwest station who is
also an experienced sports editor and
announcer 4 years experience would like
to change field of operations. Thorough
knowledge of sports with background of
major
playing
experience
western college
reputation
as sports
official midand
coach. A.B. degree. Good voice. Age 33.
Box A637, Broadcasting.
Wanted to Lease
Would like to lease a condemned 5,000 Wt.
transmitter for research work. Box A639,
Broadcasting.
For Sale — Equipment
HRO Jr. Receiver, coils for Transradio frequencies. Used few months. Guaranteed.
Complete $95.00. KOTN, Pine Bluff,
Arkansas.
For Rent — Equipment
G. R. standard signal generator, radio
detector, G. R. radio frequency bridge
for making antenna impedance measure;oscillographs,
distortion
measuringmentsequipment,
RCA 75B
field intensity
meterliedfor
rent
at
reasonable
rates.
AlResearch Laboratories, 260 E. 161st
St., New York City.
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FTC

Reports

Growing

In Its Scrutiny of
OF THE 643,796 commercial radio
continuities examined by the Radio
& Periodical Division of the Federal Trade Commission during the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1939,
29,143, or about 5% of the scripts
were marked for further study to
check for possible representations
that might be false or misleading,
according to the FTC Annual Report made public Dec. 29. The FTC
in its report also indicated that of
600 stipulations approved during
the fiscal year, 329 had to do with
misleading advertising in either
publications or radio broadcasts.
During the same period the FTC,
through the Radio & Periodical
Division, received 626,293 copies of
commercial radio continuities,
amounting to 1,384,448 pages of
typewritten script, and including
860,908 pages of individual station
script from 616 stations, and 523,540 pages from national and regional networks. Reading an average of 4,539 pages each working
day, the Division staff read and
examined a total of 1,384,353 pages
during the 12-month period.
Products Involved
Classified according to products,
the questioned advertising culled
by the Division indicated that drug
products accounted for 42.4% of
the questionable representations;
cosmetics and toiletries, 10.4% ; food
products and beverages, 7.8% ;
health devices, 2.1%; commodity
sales promotion plans, 6.8%; automobile, radio, refrigerator and other
equipment lines, 5.3%; correspondence courses, 3.3%; and other merchandise and industrial products,
including apparel, tobacco products,
pet breeding, poultry raising, gasoline and lubricants, specialty building materials, etc., 21.9%.
Drug preparations, cosmetics,
health devices, and contrivances
and food products accounted for
62.7% of the advertised articles
given legal review during the fiscal
year, the report showed. The report also stated that since a substantial portion of the advertising
relating to drug preparations contained flagrant misrepresentations
or representations which disclosed
possible injurious results to the
public, this category was given
preferred attention.
During the year the Radio &
Periodicals Division sent questionnaires to advertisers in 679 cases
and to advertising agencies in 44
cases, negotiated 230 stipulations
accepted and approved by the Commission for discontinuance of misleading representations, and settled or closed by its various methods of procedure 394 such cases.
These were not broken down in the
report as between radio and publications.
In 26 cases the issuance of complaint was recommended, 18 for
failure to stipulate and eight without giving the advertiser an opportunity to stipulate because of
gross deception or danger to the
public involved in the practice. In
15 cases previously settled by
stipulation complaints were recommended for violation of the terms
of those stipulations.
In 135 cases the Division recommended filing the assembled data
and closing the cases without preju: dice. Four cases were closed because the Post Office Department
had issued fraud orders against the
BROADCASTING

Activity

in 1939

Broadcast
Scripts
advertisers and 11 because the
Post Office Department had accepted affidavits of discontinuance
of business from the parties concerned. Others were closed because,
prior to the FTC contact, the advertisers had discontinued advertising or selling without intent to
resume, and others because the
advertisers were able to justify
their claims. Pending before the
Division on June 30, 1939, were
743 cases, compared with 414 on
July 1, 1938, according to the report.
Radio's Response
In its examination of advertisthe reportis stated,
the FTC's
only ing,purpose
to prevent
false
and misleading advertisements and
it does not undertake to dictate
what an advertiser shall say, indicating rather what he may not say
under the law. It commented also
that the FTC believes its work has
contributed substantially to the improvement that has been evident in
recent years in the character of
all advertising generally and that
with the increased facilities and
personnel provided by the Radio &
Periodical Division, together with a
gradual increase in the extent of
its survey over the advertising
field, such gains as have been made
will not only be maintained but
continually increased.
In reviewing radio advertising
copy the FTC, through the Radio
& Periodical Division, issues calls
to individual radio stations generally four times annually, although
frequency of calls to individual
broadcasters is varied from time to
time, dependent principally upon
power, service area, and the advertising record of certain types of
stations, as disclosed in analyses
of previous advertising reviews.
National and regional networks
respond on a continuous weekly
basis, submitting copies of commercial continuities for all programs wherein hookups involve
two or more stations. Producers of
electrical transcriptions submit
monthly returns of typed copies of
the commercial portions of all recordings produced by them for
broadcast purposes. This material
is supplemented by periodical reports from individual stations,
listing the programs of recorded
commercial transcriptions and
other essential data.
In the report the FTC stated that

PROXY for Father Goose is H. J.
Quilliam, manager of KIRO, Seattle, as he presents Christmas
gifts topital,
Children's
Hoswhich Mrs. Orthopedic
H. J. Cowell,
hospital board chairman, accepts
for the youngsters. Father Goose
programs are declared to be excellent goodwill builders for KIRO.
the combined radio material received by the Division furnishes
"representative
and specific
information on the character
of current
broadcast advertising which is
proving of great value in the efforts
to prevent false and misleading
FTC surveillance of commercial
representations".
radio scripts was started in 1934,
but an expanded review technique
was developed with establishment
of the Radio & Periodical Division
in October, 1938, under direction
of PGad B. Morehouse. The Division
superseded the Special Board of
Investigation which previously had
handled this type of work, and was
established to conduct preliminary
investigations in discharging the
additional duties devolving upon
the FTC with enactment of the
Wheeler-Lea Act, amending and
expandingmission Act.the Federal Trade Com-

Paramount Spots
PARAMOUNT PICTURES, New
York, in its campaign
of spot
announcements on New York
stations
promoting the current attraction at
the Paramount Theater, sponsored
a third series during the last two
weeks
in December
for used
"Gulliver's
Travels".
Stations
were
WNEW, WJZ, WQXR and WMCA.
Buchanan & Co., New York, has
the account.
DAMAGE suit of Hagstrom Co.
against WBNX Broadcasting Co., New
York, and Allied Research Laboratories has been settled out of court following a decree on stipulation handed
down in New York Federal Court dismissing the action. Hagstrom Co. had
charged that a WBNX war coverage
map infringed on its maps.

^VT'S THE PAYROLL THA^
MAKES THE MARKET
. . . and Worcester is a bona fide
market with a payroll index of
99%, based on 1928 taken as

WTAC
WORCESTER, MASS.
NBC YANKEE
BASIC RED
NETWORK
NETWORK
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.
: National Representative

INSTANCE
Ouarter-hour afternoon
shows, two per week for 26 weeks, give you coverage of
6000 Radio Homes for every dollar — .0166 cents per radio home, on
No change in programming or
policy. Better service to Metropolitan New York including
its 6,982,635 foreign citizens.
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YORK

THE

New York
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O INCE the earliest
days of radio the
skill and exactness
of our processed recordings have told
their own story of a
job well done. Today practically every
well known transcription producer
is a Clark client. If
you are interested
in quality transcription processing we
are at your service.
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Year of Service
Recent
Progress
James Roosevelt Group
{Continued from page H)
Asks California Charter
Of the Consumer
repeats itself, the pendulum will ARTICLES of incorporation for
Movement
Shown
Globe Productions Inc., Hollywood,
swing too far and overproduction
have been filed in Sacramento, Cal.
(Continued from page 15)
willFrequency
result." modulated broadcastJames Roosevelt, son of the Presiing "points the way to a greatly
dent; J. F. T. O'Connor, former
drugs, cosmetics, and a number
Federal Comptroller of the Cur- for
improved service for the consumof more or less luxury items are
rency, and Frances H. Hole, an emer", Dr. Baker stated. "This system
impossible and impracticable. Grade
of broadcasting has three distinct
ploye in the latter's Los Angeles
labels involve the setting of Govadvantages — high fidelity, consid- law office, are listed as incorporaernment standards, and the labeling
erable reduction in static, and ex- tors.
future use of films
tension of the service area of ultra- in Anticipating
of products in terms of those standtelevision, the corporation was
ards. For example, the Government
high frequency transmission. When
organized
to
"own,
lease
or
otherfrequency modulated wave service
might
set up a number of grades,
wise acquire theaters and broadis available on a national basis, it
A,
B,
C,
D, etc., for a food product.
"manufacmay be expected that the present
ture,casting
buy orstations",
hire and
any tokind
of still A manufacturer, selling a particutype of broadcast receiver will or motion pictures". The firm, it is
lar food product, would have to
understood, is financed by groups
gradually be replaced by equipment
state
on his label whether that parin Chicago and New York which
capable of receiving both amplitude
ticular product is A, B, C, etc.
are reported to have pooled better
and frequency modulated wave
standard. The objections voiced to
than $7,500,000 as a starter. Globe
transmissions."
Productions will concentrate on this plan are: It is impracticable;
motion picture production for the it would lead to undesirable standBroadcasting's 'Greatest Year'
Neville Miller, NAB president,
present, according to representaardization; and the same practical
tives. No immediate activity in ra- elTect is being achieved today by I
called 1940 American broadcastdio or television is contemplated.
ing's "greatest year."
the use of nationally advertised
"Its service to church, to school
brands. Perhaps this idea involves
and to home has never been more
a possible threat to advertising,
Olympic Knitwear Starts
needed, nor better conceived," he OLYMPIC
KNITWEAR, New
since it might reduce the value of
said. "It has promoted tolerance
and understanding; stressed the York, on Jan. 8 will start daily advertising as a medium of telling
need for cooperative living in a spot announcements on WMCA,
the consumer why a particular
world elsewhere torn apart by ra- New York, promoting its special product is the one she wants. This
cial and religious intolerance. It promotional tie-in for Tish-U-Knit
is open to debate, and there are
has kept its listeners abreast of sweaters with the new Metrothose who believe that this system
every important development at Goldwin-Mayer picture "Gone With
might be worked out, ultimately,
home and abroad, instantly and the Wind." According to Hicks
fairly. It has cooperated with the Adv. Agency, New York, handling
without interference with the presthe account, Olympic has secured
press to make the American people
ent system of brands and the adverwhat President Roosevelt has de- the
exclusive
M-G-M and
for
tisement thereof.
names rights
of thewith
characters
scribed as the best informed people
the picture in connection with the
Seeks the Truth
in "Its
the economic
world." base has been for- special sweaters. More stations
Other than this, the consumer
may
be January.
added to the campaign
tified. It has enjoyed an expansion
later in
movement appears to want the
of business in the past year and
truth, so far as possible, about the
faces a New Year of still further
products the consumer has to buy.
expansion. Yet competitive activity
Mu$ico Technique Cleared
The likelihood of legislation estabwithin the industry has never been
TECHNIQUE
Mu$ico,Chicago,
musical under
conlishing grade labels appears to be
test program on ofWGN,
more vigorous or as varied: competition for listeners, competition
sponsorship of National Tea Co. was rather remote at present, though
further cleared Christmas Week when a bill pending in Congress would
for business, keynote of the Ameriestablish Government grade standcan System of Broadcasting.
aBusiness
complaintBureau
filed withwasChicago's
ards for products, excluding foods,
dropped.Better
De"It has embarked upon a demotails of the complaint were not made
cratic plan of voluntary self-regu- public, but after checking a script of drugs and cosmetics, which could
lation and has earned a greater de- MuSico with H. W. Kastor & Sons be used voluntarily by manufacturers as a means of describing their
gree of public confidence thereby. Adv. Co., Chicago agency handling
the investigation.
account, the Bureau discontinued
It has proven it can itself shoulder its
products. This generation of conits social obligations in a manner
sumers probably got as much legislation as they can expect from
responsive to public taste and
Congress in the new Food, Drug,
LEWIS
-HOWE
Co.,
St.
Louis
changing conditions."
(Turns) starting Jan. 3 will give a
Act, and the Wheeler1940 Willys Speedway sedan each &LeaCosmetic
HUGH OKESON. engineer of WHKamendments to the Federal
WCLE, Cleveland, recently found a week for 16 weeks on its Quicksilver Trade Commission Act.
pearl in an oyster served at his home
program, sending
Tuesdaysin onbest
NBC-Blue,
florins a family dinner. The pearl, quiz
to listeners
sets of
The fight for grade labels probFive Star Final riddles. Agency is H.
ably will be continued, but the real
although about one-third inch in di- W.
Kastor
&
Sons,
Chicago.
chance for constructive action, from
ameter, was not of high value because of imperfections.
the standpoint of all concerned,
PRE-CHRISTMAS reduction in the appears at the present writing to
sale price of DuMont television sets lie in cooperation between the conto one-third the list price so stimuFactories Humming,
flicting forces to bring about betlated the buying of sets that the comter mutual understanding and reEveryone Buying!
pany is continuing the price reducspect, andbusiness
a meeting-of-the
minds.
tionstood
for athat longer
period. It companies
is under- After all,
and advertising
other television
are planning similar reductions.
might be able to learn a lot from
this type of cooperation with responsible consumer leaders, and on
MICHIGAN
the converse, it is entirely possible
ing.
where
that consumers might learn someWFBG
thing from business and advertisALTOONA PENN.
This might be a pollyanna-ish approviding the ONLY full coverage
proach, or an oversimplification;
has won instant
of the Altoona trading area
but it might be preferred to the
Now
ostrich policy of denying the expublic approval!
istence of the consumer movement
as a powerful force in the present
NBC-RED
democratic set-up, or it might be
and
Streamlined
preferable to the policy of trying
I
to disintegrate the movement by
FULL TIME OPERATION
such expedients
mittee report. as the Dies Com-
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WLS

at

Again,

"Chris

tmas
s

it'

Time"
Neighb
o
r
WLS and Prairie Farmer are again busy with their an-

nual, mutually sponsored
Each

Christmas

Neighbors

year since 1935, we have conducted

ect as a means

by which

Club.

this proj-

listeners might contribute

to

the purchase of wheel chairs and radios for childrens'
hospitals and other like institutions.
In four holiday seasons, more

than $20,000 has been

raised for this purpose, and 353 wheel
radio sets purchased

and

delivered.

alone, $6,500 was contributed

chairs and 287
Last Christmas

for this use.

WLS is proud to use its facilities for this purpose—
and to help somewhat in making Christmas a happier
one for both the givers and the recipients.
We

The

I

John

wish you a happy

Christmas

Prairie

Farmer

Burridge D. Butler, President

Blair

&

Company,

New

{Chicago)

too.

Station
Glenn Snyder, Manager

York^ Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, Los Angeles, San Francisco

Rapid

AND
REHEARSAL HALL, on the Ohio
State U campus, has been remodeled to
serve as a broadcast studio for University bands and orchestras. A control
room also has been constructed. Prof.
Eugene J. Weigel, acting director of
the music department, and R. C. HigSy, director of WOSU, the University station, along with Andrew Hammerschmidt, WOSU technical supervisor, superintended the construction.
WGL, Fort Wayne, Ind., has started
the new weekly series, Civic Theater
of the Air, featuring members of the
Old Fort Players, dramatic group of
the local Civic Theatre. The series,
which includes several original experimental radio dramas, is produced by
W. Charles Roe, WGL program dit'ector.
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, Ind., has
lined up a series of more than 20 special programs featuring college talent
in Indiana, Ohio and Michigan. The
programs are heard at 1 p. m. Saturdays, and each college is given a free
hand in producing and announcing its
individual half-hour show. Included
in the series will be programs by
Purdue, Butler, Valparaiso, DePauw
and Ohio State universities and several smaller colleges.
DON LEE School of the Air is now
■originating at KFRC, San Francisco
■on Fridays. Sub-titled Music Hath
Charms, it features Elbert Lachelle,
•organist; Cy Trobbe, violinist and
KFRC musical director and commentaduces.tor Jack Murphy. Ben Harkins proFREDERICK L. REDEFER, executive secretary of the Progressive Education Assn., has been added to the
Board of Consultants for the CBS
American School of the Air. The PEA
cooperates with CBS in presenting
the Monday program series. Frontiers
of Democracy.
FEATURING the native music of
European countries, a new weekly series. Folk Music of Europe, started
Jan. 1 on stations of the Southern
network of MBS. Originating from the
Kentucky U studios, the program is
heard Mondays, 1 :30-l :45 p.m.
THE CBS series Democracy in Action,
presented in conjunction with the U. S.
Office of Education, on Dec. 24 started
the first of six documentary broadcasts
on Federal security activities, during
whichof the
government's
worklaborin and
the
field
international
trade,
public health is explained.
MBS on Jan. 6 will start a series titled
Oherlin on the Air to be heard on the
first Saturday of each month from the
Ohio College, featuring debates on
various
subjects by the Oberlin Forensic Union.

TOPS IN
CENTRAL
OHIO

Progress

in Educational

Claimed
in Report
NOTEWORTHY progress in the
advancement of both American
radio and education has been made
by the Federal Radio Education
Committee since its formation four
years ago under the mandate of the
FCC, Dr. John W. Studebaker, U. S.
Commissioner of Education and
chairman of the committee of 40,
declared in a report to the FCC
dated Dec. 19.
Declaring that the committee was
formed as a practical step toward
solving the problems of education
through radio in democratic American fashion. Dr. Studebaker said he
felt the committee had more than
justified its creation and has charted
a definite future course. He praised
the American system of broadcasting and commended the cooperation
of the industry as a whole. Asserting there is a mutual necessity that
broadcasters and educators work
together for the solution of the
problems of education through radio, he declared there can be no
basic conflict between the two elements, within the proper concept of
the American way.
Publications Planned
Dr. Studebaker described the various projects undertaken by FREC
with the $250,500 fund established
for it. The broadcasting industry
voted to contribute $83,000 toward
the fund, or one-third, with the
Rockefeller and Carnegie Foundations providing the balance. Aside
from the specific projects, an Educational Script Exchange was established and more recently a Department ofInformation was set up.
As a result of the research projects undertaken, a series of publications, to be made available to
educators and broadcasters, will be
issued during 1940. Supplementing
"Forms On the Air" and "Public
Service Broadcasting" issued in December, 11 other reports of studies
are slated for publication during
the year. These include "College
Radio Workshops", "Teacher Training and College Courses in Radio",
"Radio and Print", "What Can Research Do for Educational Broadcasting", "A Study of Listening
Groups", "Radio Councils and Committees", "Station Schools of the
Air", "Radio in the Kentucky Mountains", "Civic Broadcasting in
Small Communities", "Evaluation
of School Broadcasts", and "A
Manual on Script Writing".
In his conclusions, Dr. Studebaker stressed the parallel between
i-adio and education. Broadcasters,
he said, represent that small group
of body politic which has sought
and found self-expression through
development and administration of
radio. "According to their lights,"
The
Northwest's Best
Broadcasting
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Studebaker

he said, "they have administered
this public trust in the public interest and there is no principle in
the American philosophy which forbids that they should receive rewards of the kind which accrue to
other citizens who find opportunities
for self-expression through other
commercial or industrial channels.
This is basic and undeniable if we
are to adhere to the American system of living.
"The maintenance of this system
— a system of freedom of expression which demands free communication— is more closely identified
with the responsibility of maintaining the American system of freedom in education than with any
other force in our scheme of living.
Public education is supported and
controlled by the public; yet education must make possible freedom
to learn if democracy is to be nurtured and developed. Radio, by its
nature, must be regulated by the
Government, but radio must provide freedom of communication if
it, as a powerful instrument of influence, is to strengthen and not
stifle the processes of democracy."
The Educational Side
Pointing out that radio differs
from other enterprises in the economic structure, Dr. Studebaker
said that as an advertising medium
its purpose is to sell merchandise.
He emphasized, however, that this
is not its entire job since the impact
of the spoken word upon the radio
listener achieves education of some
kind in some degree. The other side
of the picture, he said, is public
sei"vice,cationinto
falls. which category eduIt might be assumed, he declared
that any program aimed at achieving education, as that word is popularly understood, is an educational
program and that other programs
fall beyond the pale. Such a definition, he claimed, obviously would
be inadequate. A program sponsored by a toothpaste manufacturer, he pointed out, might promote
oral hygiene and thus exert an influence toward commendable objectives of public health, yet its
basic purpose would be the sale of
toothpaste and hence educators
generally would prohibit the use
of the program in the classroom beinvolved.cause of the advertising features
Citing other instances. Dr. Studebaker said that one of the most important responsibilities which FREC
may ultimately be able to discharge
will be that of formulating a standard for the classification of programs. Recognizing the limitations
of present definitions, the thought
arises regarding the purpose of and
need for FREC. Among the questions are: How far the broadcaster
should go in education? What are
the limits of his responsibility ?
What activities of an educational
nature should he undertake ? What
should he try to teach and how ?
MORE THAN 200,000 copies of the
National
Art Society's
color offered
reproduc-in
tions of famous
paintings,
connection with the NBC-Red weekly
Art For Your Sake, have been purchased by listeners since the programs
started on Oct. 7, 1939. Bach of the
four portfolios issued to date, embodying all pictures discussed during the
season, contains 16 prints suitable for
framing,
at $1 per portfolio or $4
for the setsold
of four.
BROADCASTING

BOOKS, thousands of books,
poured into KSFO, San Francisco,
during the Christmas Book Drive
conducted on the Yawn Patrol by
Jack Gregson, m.c, who sits among
the volumes with Ethel Blumenthal,
of the staff. The books were donated to charity, and the affair will
be an annual holiday event.
Thomas

and Kaltenborn

Lead
in 'Fortune'
Survey
LOWELL
THOMAS and
H. V.
Kaltenborn led the field of radio
commentators listed as favorites
by persons expressing a choice on
the question, "Who is your favorite
radio news commentator?" , according to the results of a Fortune Survey announced in the January issue of Fortune Magazine. With
38.1% of the test group stating no
preference and another 7.1% answering "don't know", among the
remaining 54.8% actually making
a choice 24.8% named Thomas and
20.8% Kaltenborn. These two were
rated well ahead of Edwin C. Hill,
with 9.3% ; Walter Winchell, 6.8% ;
Boake Carter, 6% ; Raymond Gram
Swing 25%.
3.8%; Elmer Davis, 3.5%,
others,
According to the Fortune interthese results,
born is thepretation offavorite
of theKaltenupper
two brackets of the 54.8%, and of
executives, professional people, and
business proprietors, while Thomas
pleases all the others best. "On public affairs
the seem
opinions
of their
followers do not
to differ
so much
as those of (newspaper) column
readers, probably because there is
less editorializing over the air, and
because the broadcasting programs
are not mediums of a definite editorial policy as are the newspapers
that subscribe to syndicated daily
observations,"
the magazine commented.

WJW
Akron, Ohio
Transcontinental
Network
joins
Re presentatives
Headley-Reed Company
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CBS TO ORGANIZE
EDUCATION BOARD
"TO ADAPT CBS' educational
programs better to local needs
everywhere and to enable additional thousands of schools to incorporate them in their 1940 curricula," Sterling Fisher, CBS director
of education, is planning a nationwide organization of more than 600
educational consultants, to be
worked out in cooperation with the
National Education Assn.
The board of consultants will include a national committee of six
members named by the NEA, and
local committees of six members
each, appointed by CBS educational
directors in important population
centers throughout the country.
These local groups "will have a
threefold functions," Mr. Fisher
stated: "To readjust school schedules to permit maximum classroom
use of the CBS American School of
the Air programs; to cooperate in
selecting student groups for weekly
local participation in broadcasting,
as on the Friday program This Laving World, during which local stations may insert their own local
student forums; and finally, to obtain reports from teachers on pupils' reactions to the broadcasts
and make yearly recommendations
to CBS."
This development of local participation programs on the American School of the Air during 1939
was one of the points mentioned by
Mr. Fisher in his summary of the
more important educational developments of the network in the
past year. Also included was the increase in classrooms using the program from 50,000 to 150,000, and
the official adoption of the school
programs by the NEA, six State
boards of education and numerous
city boards.

Sustainers Rebroadcast
WEVD, New York, on Jan. 5
starts a new series. Public
Service Program of the Week,
recorded rebroadcasts of the
best non-commercial program
broadcast each week by any
New York station. Leonard
Cai'lton, radio editor of the
New York Post, and Jo Ranson, radio editor of the
Brooklyn Eagle, will assist
George Field, program director of WEVD, in selecting the
programs
from advance listings.
RUDOLPH GANZ, noted composerpianist, conductor and president of
Chicago Musical College, has been appointed director of the New York
Philharmonic - Symphony Orchestra's
Young People's
on CBS, Two
succeeding the late Concerts
Ernest Schelling.
concert broadcasts that Schelling was
to have conducted, Dec. 11 and 23,
have been postponed until the end of
the season.

Tie

NEGRO LISTENING
Chicago Station Makes Study
^— Of Audience Habits——
RESULTS of a survey of listening
and buying habits of a portion of
Chicago's 325,000 colored population are revealed in a brochure published recently by WSBC, Chicago,
which in conjunction with its regular operation maintains special
studios for its expanding schedule
of all-Negro programs. The studios,
located in the heart of the Negro
district
in Chicago's
Side
and directed
by Jack South
L. Cooper,
are dedicated solely to these programs and are staffed by colored
personnel exclusively. The station's
first all-Negro programs were carried in November, 1928, and since
then the schedule has increased to
5^/4 hours a week.
According to theWSBC brochure,
with figures based on a telephone
survey carried on through cooperation of the B. Michelson Co., large
clothing and furniture firm catering
to the colored trade, 97% of the

BUY-WAY
1,231,890

i&m(yte

Kaltenborn Daily
H. V. KALTENBORN, CBS news
analyst, on Dec. 25 started giving
his talks on the network every day
except Saturday. Pure Oil Co. continues sponsoring Kaltenborn Edits
the News, Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays, 6:30-6:45 p.m., and
he is heard sustaining in the same
period Tuesdays and Thursdays. On
Sundays, Mr. Kaltenborn conducts
the
section
CBS' The
War closing
This Week,
whichof features
reports from CBS correspondents
abroad from 7 to 7:30 p.m.
INS has added WSAV, Savannah, as a new
subscriber, and on June 1, 1940, adds
WFBR, Baltimore.
segment of Negro population contacted listens to the all-Negro programs on WSBC — 37% listening to
all the programs and 60% to some
of them; 85.5% indicated they buy
from the sponsors of the programs,
and 94.5% said they enjoyed colored
talent on the radio. The survey is
based on 200 completed calls made
from a list of 60,000 active names
furnished by the store, 95% of
which were Negro customers.

t/um

HOMES

ACA-WCAU Contract
AMERICAN Communications Assn.,
CIO union, and WCAU, Philadelphia, have negotiated a new contract covering the engineers employed at the station, succeeding the
previous contract which expired
Oct. 15, 1939. New terms include a
5% increase for the 19 engineers
and a rearrangement of the wage
scale, raising the average wage to
$67. Other conditions are a union
shop, sick leave with pay, holiday
and overtime pay, 40-hour five-day
week, seniority and extra remuneration for master control assignments.

C H
N
S
The Key Station of the
Maritimes
HALIFAX, N. S.
Is now starting on its fifteenth year of service in
Nova Scotia.
We hope 1940 looks as bright
from a business viewpoint to
yon as it does to us.
JOS. WEED ac CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York
Representatives
BROADCASTING
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Mexico

Merchandising

Ratifies

(Continued from page 12)
operative, the treaty had been ratified by Cuba Dec. 22, 1937; the
United States, June 15, 1938; Canada, Nov. 29, 1938. Mexico had been
the sole holdout, with the borderstation situation apparently the
cause despite eager efforts on the
part of responsible Mexican broadcasters and radio officials of that
country to secure adherence for the
good of the technical structure of
radio as a whole.
Federal officials in Washington
identified with radio were first apprised of the ratification by Broadcasting. With one accord they expressed deep gratification. Comdr.
T. A. M. Craven, member of the
FCC, who headed the American
delegation to Havana for the treatymaking conferences Nov. 1-Dec. 13,
1937, and who played a leading role
in drawing up the accord, said he
was delighted. It culminates years
of chaotic interference among
broadcasting stations on the North
American Continent, he said, and
will result in improved service
throughout North America. It will
also permit stabilization of the
whole Continental broadcasting
structure and, with technical stability achieved, Comdr. Craven foresaw the possibility of eventual
longer licenses for broadcasting
stations.
May Be Reservations
Comdr. Craven and other oflBcials
said they had not been officially notified of Mexico's ratification, but
that they would await the official
documents with deep interest, particularly since these might contain
some reservations. If any reservations are included, they must first
be studied and this Government's
position as to their acceptability determined. The U. S. has consistently
refused to accept any proposed
reservations favorable to Mexicanlicensed high-power stations along
the Rio Grande, built largely with
American capital and operating
obviously to reach U. S. listeners.
There is no reason to expect that it
will now deviate from its firm stand
against such operations.
Assuming that the treaty is acceptable, and with the four major
signatories agreed upon its basic
principles, the FCC must next fix
an effective date for the reallocations. Six to eight months was the
best guess, though the treaty itself provides for one year's time
for all countries to place their
broadcasting structures under its
provisions.
Applications Held Up
Many applications to the Commission for change in facilities, including frequency shifts and power
increases, have been held up, along
with some applications for new
stations, because they conflict with
the technical provisions of the
treaty which take precedence over
all present domestic allocations.
However, the Commission and its
engineers under A. D. Ring, assistant chief engineer for broadcasting,
who was a technical advisor at Havana, have already laid the groundwork for adherence to the treaty
by including all technical requirements except changes in frequenPage 68 • January

TUESDAY'S PEAK
8:30-9 p. m. Period Draws
— Maximum Audience
RADIO Reports by C. E. Hooper,
New York, currently show that a
higher percentage of radio sets are
in use on Tuesday evenings between 8:30 and 9 p.m. (EST) than
at any other period throughout the
entire week, a higher point registered by the Reports than any time
since 1936 when Jack Benny, Eddie
Cantor and Major Bowes collectively created radio audiences averaging above 50% of total sets.
The increase during this Tuesday
evening period, the company reports, is due to Information Please,
Canada Dry Cinger Ale's program,
the Lewis-Howe Medicine Co. program Pot 0' Gold, and Quaker Oats
Co.'s Tuesday Night Party, all on
NBC.
Sets-in-use have been on the increase since Labor Day, about 2
percentage points of increase being
registered in the Hooper index each
month. gram,
During
the Pot
Gold about
prothe increase
has O'been
5 percentage points a month, or 2%
times the average, and when the
winning call is placed on that program the actual listening audience
to the program ranks sixth among
all programs ;_ a position it has atfrom 'a
October, tained
1939,
lessstanding
than four start
monthsin
ago.

McNaught Syndicate
*'And now me radio exercisin* friends, youse
can put down yer mitts — an' whiff de
mornin's sweet, fresh air again."
cies in their recently promulgated
Rules and Regulations.
The Commission expects few protests against the new assignments,
although perhaps a dozen station
operators who claim they will be
adversely affected have indicated
they will oppose changes which
they regard as detrimental to their
interests. All of these will be given
a chance to be heard, it was indicated. The basic provisions, however, particularly the wave and
power standards, must prevail since
the treaty has the force of law.

APPLICATION for a shift to the 710
kc. frequency, on which WOR is the
dominant station, has been filed with
the FCC by KSOO, Sioux FaUs, S. D.,
now on 1110 kc.

BILL DAVIS, transmitter engineer of
WTAR. Norfolk, Va., for the last six
years, has resigned because of poor
health. He will take up residence in
Texas.
SHIPS

TO

AID

OCEAN

Weather Broadcasts Would
New Transatlantic
PLAN to use the radio facilities of
regularly operating ships in the
North Atlantic for systematically
broadcasting weather and flying
conditions to planes enroute in
transatlantic air service was outlined at a hearing of the Civil Aeronautics Authority early in December by Ford Studebaker, communications supervisor of American Export Airlines.
Successful operation of the shipplane broadcast idea during survey
flights this summer was brought
out during the hearing on the application of American Export Airlines, subsidiary of American Export Lines, Atlantic freight and
passenger ship operators, for a
CAA certificate to establish twiceweekly non-stop air service between
the United States and Europe, to
supplement the present service ofby Pan American Airways'
Clipperferedships.
Of the 18 steamships in the
American Export fleet, from 12 to
14 normally are in transit simultaneously over North Atlantic
shipping routes, Mr. Studebaker
pointed out. To improve communication between these ships and the
planes in the projected transatlantic
service all the ships have been
equipped with intermediate and
high-frequency transmitter equipment, along with suitable receivers
and radio direction finders, he
stated. In addition, plans have been
made to provide two radio operators
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PLANES

Be Used (or Proposed

Airplane Service
aboard ship so a continuous watch
can be kept during the times an
airplane would be in the air on an
Atlantic crossing. The augmented
radio facilities wotild improve service for both steamship and aircraft
operations, he added.
Through independent checks on
prevailing weather conditions, as
well as maintenance of communications with weather forecast services on shore, the ships afford a
continuous information service for
planes in transit as well as a safety factor in case of distress or
ernergency by supplying data on
ship positions and movements. At
specified times the Export ships
broadcast special weather and position reports during the survey
flights, according to the plan, Mr.
Studebaker said.
During the summer survey
flights, the American Export plane
made a total of 59 contacts with
American
Lines'toships
on the
route
from Export
New York
Marseilles
and return; 28 on a second round
trip, and 94 on a third round trip
from New York to Biscarrosse, he
said, emphasizing that the ships are
fully ous
equipped
provide
continuservice of tothis
nature.
Mr.
Studebaker declared that cooperation of the ships with transatlantic planes would effectively remedy any deficiency of direction-finding and navigational facilities that
might result from general dependence on the observations of land
stations.
BROADCASTING

Clinic
To Test Drug Products
Is Established by WLW
A DRUG merchandising clinic has
been established by WLW, Cincinnati, to test sales campaigns of
WLW-advertised products, it was
revealed Dec. 27 by James D.
Shouse, Crosley vice-president in
charge of broadcasting. The clinic
is founded on a group of six drug
stores, each such retail unit being
recognized as an individual laboratory for the testing of various
phases of modern retail merchandising such as displays, their loitems, etc.cation, price appeal, companion
These establishments will be
known as "Blue Ribbon Drug
Stores". Each has been selected
with great care in order that all
types of neighborhoods are reached
in proper proportion, creating an
accurate cross-section of buying desires on the part of consumers.
All information obtained will be
made available to manufacturers,
advertisers and retail druggists.
This, Mr. Shouse pointed out, will
result in a definite service to the
entire drug industry. In addition,
it will provide manufacturers with
an opportunity to test merchandising campaigns prior to general use,
either regionally or nationally.
Schudt to CBS Recording
WILLIAM A. SCHUDT Jr., formerly manager of WKRC, Cincinnati, recently sold by CBS to the
Cincinnati Times-Star, has joined
Columbia Recording Corp., CBS
subsidiary, in charge of its transcriptionbeing
division.
Studios are
established in
New York and
Chicago and will
shortly be equipi.A
types of transcrip'
all
to handle
ped Corp.
JH jj^g
^1 m
is priy Ye,»
tion ybusine
't^M
I^L
Mr. Schu
dt maril
engagedssin
■jj^^^KL Columbia Recordthe production of phonograph records but now proposes to enter the
radio transcription field. Whether
it will eventually produce a tran
vulge
scripd.
tion library has not been diWelch Shifts to Spot
WELCH GRAPE JUICE Co.,
Westfield, N. Y., has shifted from
network to spot on 15 Southern stations of its 58-station NBC-Blue
network for Irene Rich, aired Sun9:30-10formerly
p.m. Thecarrying
15 Southern days,
stations
the
network show now are airing the
dramatic program on a spot basis.
Agency is H. W. Kastor & Sons
Adv. Co., Chicago.
Flemolyn Added Spots
ALKINE LABORATORIES, New
Brunswick, N. J. (Flemolyn cough
remedy) is starting schedules of
70 announcements weekly on
WMCA and WHN, New York;
WFIL, burgh.
Philadelphia;
WCAE,WNEW,
PittsIt is already using
New York, and WDAS, Philadelphia. Agency is Erwin, Wasey &
Co., New York.
NEW TEAR'S Day game between
Missouri and Georgia Tech in the
Orange Bowl in Miami was to be
handled over CBS by Ted Husing.
with Gillette Safety Razor Co. sponsoring the broadcast.
• Broadcast
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BIG

DIVIDENDS
WFIL

FROM

Large-Screen Television
Will Be Shown by RCA
LARGE-SCREEN television, suitable for use in theatres, with the
images projected in movie fashion
rather than viewed directly from
the end of the receiving tube or
from a mirror in the top of the
receiver as at home, will be demonstrated by RCA in the near future,
probably before the end of January, it has been announced.
This will be the first such demonstration by an American manufacturer, although Baird Television
Ltd., an English company, installed
its screen receivers in a number of
London theatres last year for the
reception of the Derby and other
major sporting events, and also set
up a model set in its New York
headquarters to demonstrate the
system in this country [Broadcasting, July 1].
NORTHWEST
SURVEY
CONDUCTED
AT FAIR
A STUDY of the early morning
and late evening listening habits
in the Northwest, based on interviews with 5,074 visitors at the
Minnesota State Fair last summer,
has been published by WCCO, Minneapolis, for whom the survey was
conducted by Dr. Kenneth H.
Baker, professor of psychology,
Minnesota U.
Tabulations of answers made by
the 4,945 respondents living within
a 200-mile radius of the Twin Cities reveal that of all sets, 11.1%
are in operation as early as 6 a.m.,
24.3% are turned on by 6:30, 56.9%
by 7, 65.2% by 7:30 and 69.8% by
8. In the evening hours, 81.6% of
those interviewed said that their
sets were on at 9:30 p.m., 75.1%
at 10, 59.2% at 10:30, 33.8% at
11, 15.3% at 11:30 and 10.1% at
midnight. WCCO led in station
mentions by listeners in both the
early morning and late evening
hours.
Visitors, interviewed at random,
were 56% women. Of all respondents, 29% owned either cars or
telephones, 64% owned both and
only 7% neither. Respondents represented 27 States, every county in
Minnesota and nearly every county
within 200 miles of the Twin Cities,
52% living in cities of 100,000 or
over, 29% in rural communities of
2,500 or less, and 19% in towns of
from 2,500 to 25,000. Study was
made to supplement the facts
shown by coincidental telephone
surveys for listening between 8
a.m. and 10 p.m.
BROADCASTING
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it. Isn't it a costly
- JM proposition?"
J^^M
Our answer is,
^^^"rST^H
'Most emphatically, No!" WFIL
At thisis
Mr. Clipp
writing
in the third month of its campaign.
Already more than 400 sets have
been awarded to Philadelphia listeners and we have completed plans
for the indefinite extension of the
promotion by purchasing 500 more
sets. Our exploitation, knovm as
WFIL Radio Awards, is writing
broadcasting history in Philadelphia. And How It Pays!
It has materially increased
WFIL's circulation; produced publicity and public attention for the
station in quantities that far exceeded our fondest expectations;
enhanced good-will among advertisers, dealers, and listeners and in
many specific cases produced a
backwash of pulling power that redounded to the advantage of sponsors all over our program schedule.
Considering these good points,
the $3,500 paid for the sets — at the
rate of $7 per set — is a mere pittance, an investment that is paying
WFIL far above the conventional
6% in intangible dividends. We
have turned down at least six offers
from sponsors, and it is our intention to keep
"simonit.pure"
as long
as the
we idea
operate
Our
WFIL Radio Awards is no flash
in the pan, "get rich quick in circulation" promotion. Behind it are
months of preparation that represents lots of hard work, research
on the part of our legal and promotion departments, innumerable
conferences between sales, executive, program, and promotion departments.
We went to work on our Radio
Awards back in July. Our first
problem was to find a program that
would be sensational enough to capture the public fancy, yet be sufficiently conservative as to meet all
legal requirements. Eventually, it
was discovered that it was perfectly all right to make a gift and that
there were few if any restrictions
as to the methods a donor might
make in selecting the donees. Just
so long as the listener was not required to do anything to particithe laws were
governing
thetoelementpate,of chance
held not
be
violated.
Possession of this knowledge gave
birth to the first half of WFIL Radio Awards as it is now being used
— the give-away of radio sets and
broadcast tickets by telephone, the
subscribers being selected at random from the Philadelphia and
Philadelphia Suburban Telephone
Directories by the spinning of a
huge carnival wheel.
You notice that we say radios
and broadcast tickets. That is important. To call numbers promiscu~
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Challenges

Gives 500 Radio Sets to Listeners and

Gets Unexpectedly
By ROGER W. CLIPP
Manager, WFIL, Philadelphia
WHEN news of WFIL's promotion
campaign, the give-away of 500 radio sets, first appeared in the trade
press, we were swamped with infrom station quiries
managers
all
over the country,
queries thatsistently
conasked,
"How can you do
Electrical Merchandising
'We must have two stations."

PROMOTION

Advertising

Large Return

Power
Appellate
Files
Supreme Court
Briefs;
Two Rehearings Sought

For Late Risers
FOR those who celebrated
New Year's Eve and failed
to arise by 11 a.m. on Jan. 1,
WCKY transcribed the opening session of the new Cincinnati City Council, which
met at that hour, and rebroadcast the proceedings at
10:30 p.m. Special interest
centered in the meeting since
the council selects one of its
members as mayor. The
WCKY transcription was
edited for the rebroadcast,
presenting only the most interesting phases of the debate.

BRIEFS for further judicial treatment of four separate pending actions have been filed by the FCC
and Department of Justice with the
U. S. Supreme Court and the U. S.
Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia. Acting on a writ of
certiorari, briefs were filed with the
Supremeand Court
in both
Heit-of
meyer
Pottsville
cases,theeach
which involves the question of
whether the Court of Appeals had
power to issue a writ of mandamus
to compel the FCC to reconsider
the Heitmeyer and Pottsville applications on the individual original
records and without regard to subsequent applications.
A motion
for reargument was
filed with the Court of Appeals
Dec. 16 in applications involving
Columbia Broadcasting System of
California and Associated Broadcasters Inc., licensee of KSFO, San
Francisco, along with a request for
oral argument on motion to dismiss
involving the applications of Voice
of Alabama Inc. and educational institutions constituting the Board of
Control of WAPI, Birmingham.
The FCC has requested reargument before the entire membership
of the court in order to get a full
court ruling on the question of
whether or not an appeal can be
taken to the court from a refusal
of the Commission to give consent
to a transfer of station license. In
a three-man decision Nov. 29, 1939,
the court reversed its previous
stand by holding that an appeal
could be taken under Section 402(b)
of the Communications Act of 1934.
In its motion for reargument the
FCC points out the desirability of
having
fullissue
seven-man
court
determinethe the
conclusively,
since opinions on the question have
been shown to be widely divergent
between individual members of the
court. Without a full court determination, the individual opinions
would hold, and determination of
the question in individual cases as
they might occur in the future
could vary with the particular justices chosen to hear the cases.
The FCC on Dec. 28 also filed
with the Court of Appeals a motion to dismiss the appeal of C. E.
Palmer from two FCC orders — one
granting the application of Clyde
E. Wilson and Howard A. Shuman
for a new local station at Hot
Springs, Ark., and the other denyPalmer's petition
rehearing
and ing
intervention
filed for
in connection
with
the
Wilson
and
Shuman
application.

ously and give radios to all who
answer the phone wouldn't help accomplish our purpose — namely, the
building of more circulation. As
previously mentioned, there are no
restrictions on a donor's selection
of a donee. So, we give our radio
sets to WFIL listeners. The broadcast tickets are awarded to subscribers who do not answer, whose
lines are busy, or to those — when
contacted — who are not listening to
WFIL or to their radio at all. There
are no blanks, as every number selected by the wheel either receives
a radio or a pair of tickets to a network broadcast emanating from the
WFIL Studios.
To serve those without telephones
we fell back on an old stand-by, a
tried and true mail puller, the
Melody Man song contest.
We started airing the program
Oct. 5 for 15 minutes daily at noon
and within a month had increased
this initial daily period to three,
adding programs at 7:45 a. m. and
larity.
3:30 p. m. due to audience popuWe spin the wheel and dial our
numbers right at the microphone.
Listeners hear the whole process,
including the studio side of the conversation and oftentimes a repeat
of the other end — when, of course,
the conversation is repeatable,
which isn't always the case.
A Quick Start
The promotion was well exploited
and publicized at the start with
5,000 lines of display advertising
in three newspapers, 1,000 vnndow
cards in radio stores, 25 50-foot
painted billboards and 500 dash
cards on the local trolley for a
month's
period,
and the program's
growth was
amazing.
The boom audience that goes
with each Radio Awards program
is carefully cultivated by a system
of station sponsorship — by taking
over the sponsorship on behalf of
our own features, entertainment,
service, and otherwise. Our continuity department spends as much
care on the copy as they would on
a six-a-week strip commercial. The
material is short, colorful, and
punchy. We never try to sell more
than one show or feature on a
broadcast. It has become an outstanding program medium for
launching new commercial series,
calling attention to contests, sponsors' offers, etc.— any place where
a little extra support is needed to

produce representative response.
Even the radio dealers have become
more friendly toward WFIL as a
result of Radio Awards, contrary
to original expectations.
In conclusion, we can only add
that the $3,500 that Radio Awards
is costing us, is the cheapest promotion we've ever bought. All of
the offsprings from the plan have
turned up on the right side of the
ledger. There hasn't been a single
bug to-date and after having weathered three months of experience,
we've arrived at the stage where we
don't anticipate any. "How can we
do it?" you ask . . . "How did we
miss it for so long?" is the answer!
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Rep.

Sweeney

Plans

to

Renew

J, 1940

NEW home of KGVO, Missoula,
Mont., is this imposing edifice, with
its front of porcelain enameled
steel. The body of the front is pale
tan, trimmed in dark blue, with
call letters in Chinese red.
New Court Series
THE original Court of Arbitration, founded in 1920, takes
to the air in a new series
starting Jan. 7, 5-5:45 p. m.,
on WOV, New York. The
broadcasts are to be directed
by Dr. Samuel B u c h 1 e r,
founder and executive secretary of the tribunal. Without artificial dramatization,
real cases will be presented
to the court, the audience
hearing testimony from both
plaintiff and defendant as
well as the decision of prejudges.theTheforce
Court's
findings siding
have
and
effect of a judicial decision,
according to New York State
Law. The court is a permanent tribunal, founded in
1920 by Mr. Buchler.
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EDITOR, Broadcasting:
As a reader of Broadcasting for
the past five years, I believe you
may be interested in this correction
of a story which appeared in the
Dec. 1 issue.
Bill Brown and John T. Beeston
are pictured, together with a football annunciator, which is represented as an up-to-the-minute product of Iowa ingenuity. It's explained as a cabinet with 22 electric lights, 22 small black cylinders,
on which the names of an entire
football squad may be placed, and
the cylinders turned into proper
position as substitutions are made.
The idea is at least six years old.
I used it at WXYZ in 1933. A Detroit actor named Bill Gregory invented it. Then, in South Bend, engineer Herb Cole, of WSBT, improved
upon it, and
I've been
using
it on my NBC
football
broadcasts
ever since. In 1935 I showed it to
Ted Husing, who commented on the
desirability
the cylinder-idea
over his own ofmethod
of spotting.
Dutch Reagan, then WHO sportscaster (whom Bill Brown may have
succeeded), also saw it. Ty Tyson,
of WWJ, had it copied. So did Dick
Bray, of WLW and WSAI. Far
it's
IowaColeingenuity
being
fromwide
in
use,anfor
and I —made
no attempt to copyright or patent it.
There's a good chance that Bill
Gregory even borrowed the idea
from someone who devised it prior
to 1933. But if it did originate with
him, I think he and Cole, of WBST,
deserve credit.
Brown and Beeston may have
considered the annunciator original when they first built it. But
plots have been duplicated in the
dental way.
fiction in the same acciworld of
Please don't misinterpret my motive in writing. I have no axe to
grind . . . other than that Bill
Gregory and Herb Cole both worked
extremely hard to develop the idea.
I could kick myself for not having
tried to have them publicly credited
with it 'ere now.
Like thousands of others, I've
It's
enjoyed Broadcasting.
always
radio publicaby far
tion on the
the newsiest
market.Jim Britt,
Yankee Network, Boston.
Dec. 12, 1939
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Superpower
Drive
in Congress
Issues New Breakdown of Clear Channel Survey
To Show Day, Night Choice of Rural Audience
First Second Third f oixrtii
SYNCHRONIZED with the conChoice Choice
Chotce Choice
26.5
vening of the new Congress, a sec- WLW . . . 35.6
23.8
20.4
WJR . . . . 10.0
ond blast in favor of superpower
9.2
7.8
5.0
6.8
. . . 8.1
4.1
4.7
4.6
and clear channels was loosed Dec. WWL
4.3
WHAS . . . 7.9
11.1
6.6
. . . . 7.2
30 by Rep. Martin L. Sweeney WBT
4.7
4.6
l!8
WLS
.
.
.
8
5
.
6.7
3.9
(D-0.) in a new analysis of listener WRVA . .
4!6
2.6
preference based on a 14-State sur- WSM . . . .. 5.2
3.8
8.8
8.7
8.9
3^2
WSB . . . . 3.8
vey.
3.8
5.3
3.6
2.4
.
1.8
WMAQ
.
.
3^3
4.1
Supplementing his initial an- KMOX . . . 1.8
2!2
3!l
nouncement Oct. 26 [Broadcasting, WTAM . . . 1.7
2.9
3.3
4.1
4.3
7.8
7.2
4.1
Nov. 1], in which he released the WGN
KDKA . .. .. .. 1.7
5.3
3.2
1.4
KOA . . . . 1.3
results of a post-card survey of WEAF
1.9
1.2
1.2
.
.
4.1
.
1.3
1.4
1.1
rural listeners, Mr. Sweeney's new WHO . . . . .8
1.0
.3
1.5
breakdown was designed to depict WBBM . . . .6
1.4
2.0
4.1
. . . . .4
daytime, nighttime, and combined WJZ
.8
1.9
...
.2
.6
1.0
1.3.3
day and night station preferences WOR
WENR . .
.6
1.2
.7
of rural listeners in the 14 States WOAI . .
.3
.3
. .
.4
covered. He frankly admitted, how- WABC
KFI . . .
.1
ever, that the survey covered only KNX . . .
KSL . . .
.4.2
50,000-watt clear channel stations WFAA-WBAP
—
.5
and did not include other classes of WGY . . .
.3
WHAM . .
stations in the States affected.
Nighttime breakdown in order .4of
Plans Legislation
% choice of listeners in all Ta14
Rep. Sweeney already has an- States combined (clear channel stanounced he proposes to introduce tions only) :
legislation, probably at the next
Third Fourth
First
session, to protect clear channels
Choice Second
Choice Choice Choice
19.9
WLW
.
25.7
18.6
36.5
and to pave the way for licensing WSM .
15.0
6.8
15.2
13.9
12.1
9.5
of superpower stations in the in- WJR .
6.3
5.2
3.5
terest of rural listeners. In address- WLS .
6.2
8.6
9.4
.
5.3
6.9
4.2
ing the House last fall, the Con- WBT
WWL .
3.5
2.5
3.4
3.3
gressman lashed out against Mexi- WRVA
3.4
2.1
.6
.9
3.0
WGN .
3.1
3.5
3.9
5.9
can border stations using high WSB
3.4
3.9
4.9
4.7
power and declared they were win- WHAS .
2.9
7.0
4.1
3.8
KDKA
ning over the rural audiences be- WTAM
2.4
2.8
5.4
2.3
2.3
1.9
2.3
cause of the anti-superpower policy WOAI
2.2
1.4
1.9
1.6
of the FCC.
WMAQ
KMOX
1.8
5.1
2.4
3.8
1.7
2.3
1.4
2.3
1.7
Because the Sweeney survey cov- WOR .
1.0
1.3
2.2
2.6
1.0
1.2
ers only 14 States and because the WEAF
2.1
WJZ .
.9
2.9
3.6
returns were analyzed only in re- WHO .
.8
1.2
1.1
.5.6
2.1
.7
spect to clear channel stations, in- KOA .
1.0.7
.3
WFAA-WBAP
1.1
1.0
dustry economists feel it could not WENR
1.3.7
.9
1.6
2.3
be viewed as fundamental research WBBM
.4
.2.5
2.4
1.6
.4
material. Rep. Sweeney, however, WABC
WGY
.3
KSL . .
pointed out that his poll compares
.1.1
favorably with the FCC rural sur- WHAM
.3.2
KFI .
.1
veys of 1935 and 1937 when WLW
KNX .
.1
was ranked first in 13 States and
Combined day and night breakWLS held second place. The surdown in order of % choice of lisvey employed the same questions
teners in all 14 States combined
used by the FCC. He said he re(clear
channel
stations only)
ceived a 10% return or some 2,500
First Second Third Fourth
Choice Choice Choice Choice
card replies in response to a mail20.8
36.1
26.0
20.1
11.8
ing of 25,000 post cards to rural WLW .
7.8
10.1
10.5
10.7
9.2
box-holders. The States covered WSM
7.8
6.3
WJR ..
4.1
6.4
8.6
7.2
4.2
were Louisiana, Kentucky, Michi- WLS .
5.5
3.2
4.0
3.8
WWL
.
gan, West Virginia, North Caro- WBT .
5.2
6.0
1.6
1.0
5.0
8.7
5.3
lina, Virginia, Mississippi, Florida, WHAS
4.9
4.5
5.0
4.2
5.5
Indiana, Ohio, Alabama, Missouri, WRVA
WSB .
4.4
2.7
3.5
Kansas and Arkansas.
3.1
4.0
6.4
2.5
WGN .
4.9
2.5
3.1
3.0
2.0
WTAM
Rep. Sweeney pointed out that in KDKA ,
2.9
4.9
2.5
2.3
4.3
KMOX
his new breakdowns he had sepa- WMAQ
2.0
1.8
2.2
2.7
rated first, second, third and fourth WOAI .
1.8
1.2
1.0
1.2
3.9
1.0
1.1
choices in such fashion as to arrive WEAF
1.3
1.1
1.4
1.3
1.0
.9
at a final figure which indicates a KOA .
.8
1.1
.8
WHO .
1.7
2.9.8
1.6
2.3
given station's total number of WJZ .
1.7
.9
1.0
2.0
mentions on the 2,500 cards re- WOR .
.9.4
1.1
3.1
turned. He said it was his plan to WBBM
1.6
1.4
WENR
base a speech on the results of the WFAA-WBAP
.62
.4
.07
survey, plus developments in allo- WGY
.3.07
.7
WABC . . .
.08
.3.06
cations since the last session, short- KSL . .
.3
.3
ly after Congress convenes this KFI . .
.08
KGO . .
month. The new breakdowns, he de- WHAM
.
clared, would be placed in the Con.02
gressional Record.
AMONG broadcasters vacationing in
Miami during the holiday period are
Results of Survey
L. B. Wilson, WCKY, Cincinnati; S.
Daytime breakdown of the Swee- D. Gregory, KDKA, Pittsburgh; Sam
Pickard, CBS and WGST, Atlanta;
ney survey in order of % choice of K.
G. Marshall, WBRG, Birmingham ;
listeners in all 14 States combined
H. A. Lafount, Bulova stations. Don
(clear channel stations only) :
Shaw, WMCA, is in Palm Beach.

The Other FeUow's
VIEWPOINT

FTC Stipulations
STIPULATIONS to cease alleged
misleading representations in their
advertising, including radio continuities, have been received since
Dec. 15 by the Federal Trade Commission from Kroger Grocery &
Baking Co., Cincinnati, for Kroger's Hot Dated Coffee; Bost Tooth
Paste Corp., Indianapolis, for Bost
Tooth Paste, and Lever Bros. Co.,
Cambridge, Mass., for Rinso. The
FTC has issued complaints against
D.D.D. Corp., Batavia, 111., for alleged misleading advertising claims
for D.D.D. Prescription, a proprietary, and Neo-Vim Co. and Hi-Ho
Co., Columbus, O., for Neo-Vim
tonic and Hi-Ho toothpaste. Johnson's Lixolene Co., San Diego, Cal.,
has been ordered by the FTC to
cease and desist from alleged misrepresentations for Johnson's Lixolene, skin preparation.
BROADCASTING

Cosmetic distribution
Firm's Plans
AMERICAN
rights to
Jeanne Fouchet cosmetics have
been acquired by Don Ross, who
on quarterto promoteof sales
plans programs
hour
romantic
songs,
five times weekly, on New England
stations. First of the series will
start Jan. 15 on WTHT, Hartford,
with stations in Providence and
Worcester next in line. Merchandising offer on the programs will
be a "free scientific treatment in
your ers,own
home"
for women
listenwho will
be called
upon by
Mr.
Ross' sales representatives workbasis. After ining on commission
troducing the products in various
towns, Mr. Ross hopes to place the
program on a network basis with
representatives working from local tising
headquarters.
adver-at
besides radioNowillother
be used
first, Mr. Ross stated.
• Broadcast
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Halts WSAR Program
POLICE overpowered a Pole who
halted operations of WSAR, Fall
River, Mass., Dec. 28, according to
a UP dispatch. The Pole, who gave
his name as Louis Belecki, 25, of
Fall River, was jailed on charge
of disturbing the peace by attempting to speak over WSAR facilities
in the interest of his homeland.
Four squad cars answered an alarm
from WSAR and overpowered Belecki. Several women vocalists of
WSAR collapsed as Belecki cowed
the group of artists, according to
the UP dispatch. Station operations
were halted 40 minutes and the
program on the air at the time was
abandoned.

STUDIOS of WGTM, Wilson, N. C,
looked like something from the Lilliputian world of "Gulliver's Travels" when 21-year-old Robert Wadlow, world-famous Alton, 111., giant,
visited Wilson during a tour for
Peters Shoe Co. No midget by far
is five-foot-four Hal Wilson,
WGTM, president, although he appears small enough as he interviews young Mr. Wadlow — all 8
feet 9% inches and 491 pounds of
him. The Wadlow brogans, incidentally, are size 37.
Lever Bros, in Canada
LEVER BROS, is replacing in
Canada two shows which are understood to be going off the CBS
network in the United States. The
Tuesday Night Party for Lifebuoy
is being replaced by The Family
Man starting Dec. 19, 8.30-9 p.m.,
and is being produced in Toronto.
The daytime serial Life & Love of
Dr. Susan for Lux flakes and soap,
is continuing in Canada Monday
through Friday but is being produced in Toronto. While no official
reason is given for the retention of
these Lever Bros, shows in Canada,
it is unofficially understood that
Lever Bros, wants to keep these
times on the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. network. It is understood the producer for the two
shows has been brought to Canada
from the United States.
Borden Bingo
BORDEN Co., New York, on Jan.
1 starts a thrice-weekly series of
quarter-hour programs in the interests of its farm products division on WEAF, New York. Program, titled Your Hollywood Newsgirl, features Stella Unger interviewing guest stars, vdth a weekly
"Kitchen Bingo" game in which
winners receive cash prizes of
varying amounts. BBDO, New
York, is the agency.
ANNUAL MOTOR BOAT SHOW,
which starts Jan. 4 at the Grand Central Palace, New York, will be promoted from Jan. 5-12 on seven New
York stations with spot announcements and five-minute news periods.
Stations include WABC, WEAF,
WJZ, WOR, WHN, WNEW and
WQXR. Cowan & Dangler, New York,
is the agency in charge.
BROADCASTING

PURINA'S FARM
RADIO
SCHOOL
Sponsor to Hold Two-Day Session of Instruction
In Methods of Handlins Farm Prosrams
PURINA MILLS, St. Louis, will in improved farm radio programs.
entertain managers, program di- More than 8,000 farmers and feed
rectors and announcers of 115 sta- dealers visit our experimental farm
tions Jan. 8-9 at its first Farm
each year and group tours from
Radio School. The two-day school all over the country have come to
will be held at the 360-acre Purina the experimental farm to study
Experimental Farm, Gray Sum- their problems. We believe that a
mit, Mo. It is designed to teach farm school for radio men vnll acquaint them with many features of
station operators various methods
of handling their farm service pro- farm programs that they hadn't
grams and other agricultural pro- considered before."
grams. Station personnel invited
On hand for the two-day school
to the school are officials from sta- will be William Meredith, writer
tions now broadcasting the thrice- and producer of Checkerboard
weekly quarter-hour transcription Time; Hugh Aspinwall, better
series titled Checkerboard Time, known as Chick Martin, m.c. of
which has been running since last the show; Al Tiffany, Purina's
August
[Broadcasting, Aug. 15, Voice of the Feedlot on WLS, Chi1939].
cago; Ed Mason, Checkerboard Reporter of WLW, Cincinnati ;
The first day of the farm school
will include a tour of the experi- Charles Stookey, CBS agricultural
mental farm with trained poultry director; William Drips, NBC director of agriculture; who handles
and livestock experts conducting
individual class sessions. Actual the National Farm & Home Hour;
farm problems will be discussed in George Biggar, veteran farm program director formerly of WLS
bringing out new and improved
principles of practical farming. and now of WLW.
The St. Louis research department
of Purina Mills will be opened to
WIP Joins MBS
the radio visitors where they can
see feeding experiments conducted
WIP, Philadelphia, will be the MBS
on all kinds of animals.
outlet in that city for Richfield Oil
Co.'s
Eflfective Copy
which Confidentially
starts on MBSYours
Jan. program,
6, and
for
Wander
Co.'s
two
programs,
Here the guests will confer with Orphan Annie and Carters ofLittle
Elm
experts in what is said to be the Street, which move Jan. 22 from NBC
largest feeding laboratory of its to MBS. WIP will be used by the
kind in America. In the evening of network for these programs and others
Jan. 8, radio men will be guests because time could not be cleared on
SEARS « AVER, INC • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
at a banquet and stage show dur- WFIL, its regular Philadelphia outlet.
ing which writers and announcers
of Checkerboard Time will be honored. The stage show will feature
^^SA Receives
Purina employes.
the most
community
minded
Program techniques, merchandisMa
ga
zi
Award
ing plans and ways of making
Com
Basisn,une
nityTroSer
for
phyvice
RADIO
STATIO]^"
farm copy more effective will ocas selected by Variety Magazine
cupy the classes on Jan. 9. Purina
advertising directors and farm radio authorities will preside _ over
IF YOU
LIVED
the discussion groups. In discussing the reasons behind the farm
IN SAN ANTONIO . . .
school, and
L. A.promotion
Wherry, department,
of Purina's
radio
said:
"nited Stales It " ""f^
"at.on
in T»?,
If you lived in San Antonio
Sunday.
' " announced
"Radio is becoming an increastioM?a^„,a'';2"
Y^^ly-' "a.
or South
Texas,
you'd
underingly important factor in farm life
stand why listening to KTSA
fleclini> th ' accurately reand a station annotincer who
becomes a part of your daily
m"ni;";f//-»/'Hyot,t.Vn^
I'y interest ZV5f ^ commun.
knows something of farm problife. For KTSA plans its lislems can offer a better service to
teners
"program
A bal-is
anced ration
of diet."
network
his listening audience. Long recogbf'l moun
servt e idea
publ.cor h»
flavored with events of local
nized as a leader in farm educapara
tional service, Purina Mills believes
interest, and served up with
r^'y^
activitiesbeenor conducted
our "1 ,"vvRh%^'Thea dash of showmanship.
you

BET

THEY
BUY!
WAIR has that uncanny knack
of MAKING LISTENERS
BUY! Good programs, plus a
sincere desire to serve both clisible.ent and listeners, make this pos-

WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
National Representatives
Sears 8C Ayer
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Advertising

If you livedtoo,
here,
understand,
why you'd
your
local dealers and distributors
recommend and use KTSA as
the ideal "audience PLUS
coverage" buy.
357% MORE LOCALLY
SPONSORED PROGRAMS!

'■'iaiize that our i„ '""^'"«t- We
o"!^^"u?r,?e£"C?--rh'.
■'-e-,H?t-,°Tn-"- ;be e„,',:^'3-f,imejat par. of

'^^South Texas' Best Salesman^*
KTSA
SAN

ANTONIO

Howard H. Wilson Co., Representatives
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ACTIONS

DECEMBER 22
NEW, Midland Nat. Life Ins. Co., Watertown, S. D. — Granted CP 1210 kc 250 w
unl.
Page 72 • January

THE

COMMUNICATIONS

FEDERAL

Decisions . . .
DECEMBER 14
— Denied change
to KROC,
920 kc Rochester,
500 w 1 kwMinn.
D unl.
Hampden - Hampshire Corp., Holyoke,
Mass. — Set aside decision of 12-23-38 insofar as it denies applic. 1240 kc 600 w 1
kw ; dismissed petition rehearing and
granted petition insofar as it requests acceptance of amendment to 1370 kc 250 w
unl.
MISCELLANEOUS— NEW, Stephenson,
Edge & Korsmeyer, Jacksonville, 111.,
granted amendment applic. to 1150 kc 250
w D ; NEW, Chilton Radio Corp., Dallas,
granted consolidation applic. with that of
V. O. Stamps, Dallas, asking same facilities ;Dixie Bcstg. Corp., La_ Grange, Ga.,
passed nisi petition enlarge issues, consolidate with applic. Valley Bcstg. Co., West
Point, Ga.tension; timeWAAB,
exto file Boston
findingsgranted
re applic.
Mayflower Bcstg. Corp., Boston.
(By Administrative Board)
MISCELLANEOUS — WMGA. Moultrie,
Ga., granted license 1370 kc 260 w unl. ;
KYUM, Yuma, Ariz., granted mod. CP re
trans., studio, radiator; KFBI, Wichita,
Kan., granted mod. CP trans., studio sites,
radiator; WDLP, Panama City, Fla.,
granted mod. CP studio, trans., antenna;
W2XQR, Long Island City, N. Y., granted
license high-freq. ; KBKR, Baker, Ore.,
granted license new station ; KARM, Fresno, Cal., granted license increase power ;
WHIZ, Zanesville, O., granted license move
locally, new antenna ; KELD, El Dorado,
Ark., granted license increase power ;
WXYZ, Detroit, granted license increase D
power ; WGBR, Goldsboro, N. C, granted
license increase power ; WMOB, Mobile,
granted license new station ; WFTL, Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla., granted license new station ; WTOC, Savannah, granted license
increase power ; KGCA;, Decorah, la.,
granted extension temp. auth. remain
silent to 1-18-40.
DECEMBER 15
(By Administrative Board)
KCRJ, Jerone, Ariz., granted license
move trans., etc.
DECEMBER 18
KTOH,
H.,MISCELLANEOUS—
granted mod. CP new
stationLihue,
re transT.
site; WHLD, Niagara Falls, N. Y., granted
mod. CP re trans., antenna.
DECEMBER 19
WMBC,
— Granted
transfer controlDetroit
to John
L. Boothauthority
for $125,000.
WHK,
Cleveland
—
Granted
extension
temp. auth. facsimile.
WTIC,
Hartford — Granted
mod. spec,
auth.
for directional
N.
WFTM, Fort Meyers, Fla— Granted mod.
CP 250
re studio,
trans., radiator, increase N
to
w.
KUTA, Salt Lake City; WISE, Asheville,
w unl.N. C. — Granted mod. licenses to 260
KLAH, Carlsbad, N. M. ; WTSP, St.
Petersburg,
to
250 w. Fla. — Granted mod. licenses N
NEW, Roy James Murray, La Crosse,
Wis^— Denied as in default applic. 31640
TEMPORARY RENEWALS — KWJB,
Globe, Ariz. ; KXO, El Centro, Cal. ; KGKY,
Scottsbluff, Neb.; WFOR, Hattiesburg,
Miss. ; WMFJ, Daytona Beach, Fla. ;
KCRJ, Jerome, Ariz. ; WMFR, High Point,
N. C. ; KRKO, Everett, Wash. ; WCNW.
Brooklyn ; WRDO, Augusta ; WWRL, Woodside, L. I. ; KGBI, Ketchikan, Alaska ;
KFQD, Anchorage, Alaska ; WLLH, Lowell,
Mass. ; KSUB, Cedar City, Utah.
MISCELLANEOUS — WSBT, South Bend,
Ind., granted amendment applic. re antenna, 930 kc 500 w unl. ; WMAQ, Chicago,
granted regular renewal (had been set
for hearing because of WHA petition, dismis ed) ;RCA, New York, dismissed inapplic. to maintain apparatus for
program formal
transmissions.
DECEMBER 20
Boston — Granted CP increase N
to WEEI,
5 kw, directional.
MISCELLANEOUS— WMBG, Richmond,
Va., granted mod. CP new trans.; WSPD,
Sarasota, Fla., granted license new station ; KINY, Juneau, Alaska, granted license increase to 1 kw 1430 kc unl.
DECEMBER 21
KOH, Reno; KERN, Bakersfield— KOH
granted CP move trans., new equip., change
to 630 kc. 1 kw unl. directional N; KERN
granted
CP change
trans., new
equip. to 1380 kc 1 kw, change

OF

COMMISSION

DECEMBER 14 TO DECEMBER 29, INCLUSIVE
WJBO,
NEW, Columbus Bcstg. Co., Columbus,
increase toBaton
1 kw Rouge,
unl. La.— Granted CP
CP high-freq. 1 kw. F-M.
WAPO, Chattanooga — Granted CP Ga.—
KTMS, Santa Barbara, Cal. — CP change
change torectional1120
kc
500
w-1
kw
unl.,
ditrans.,
increase to 1 kw directional.
N.
KVOS, Bellingham, Wash. — License
WBAX,
WQDM,
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.—
change
trans., increase power.
Subpoenas issued for appearance re license
renewal.
DECEMBER 21
MISCELLANEOUS— NEW, Joe W. EnCleveland — CP increase N to 5
gel, Chattanooga, granted order take de- kw,WHK,
directional.
sitions ;KWK,
St. Louis,to granted
WGTM,
Wilson, N. C. — License for CP
tion poaccept
amendment
applic. petiCP increase
power.
change to 630 kc, increase to 5 kw ; NEW,
KFGQ,
Boone,
la. — Mod. license for addChiton mentRadio
ed hours.
applic. toCorp.,
1370 Dallas,
kc 100 granted
w unl. ;amendNEW,
DECEMBER
22
Valley Bcstg. Co., West Point, Ga., grantPine Bluff, Ark. — CP increase to
ed auth. take depositions ; Lookout Moun- 250KOTN,
w.
tain Co. of Ga., granted petition intervene applic. Joe W. Engel, Chattanooga,
NEW, Palm Radio Co., Ft. Myers, Fla.—
and granted amendment applic. CP new CP 1210 kc 250 w unl., amended to ask
station to 250 w.
WFTM facilities.
NEW, Stephenson. Edge & Korsmeyer,
DECEMBER 27
111.— CP 1370 kc 250 w unl.
TEMPORARY RENEWALS— K G F I , Jacksonville,
to 1150 kc, daytime.
Brownsville, Tex. ; KRE, Berkeley, Cal. ; amended
KWAL, Wallace, Id. — License new staKTEM, Temple. Tex. ; WKAT, Miami tion.
Beach, Fla. ; WMSD, Muscle Shoals City,
Ala. : WPRP, Ponce, P. R. ; WSVS, Buffalo ; to KYCA,
250 w Prescott,
unl., 1500Ariz.
kc.— Mod. CP change
WTMC, Ocala, Fla. ; WTOL, Toledo ;
WGIL, Galesburg, 111.
DECEMBER 27
DECEMBER 28
WAPI, recBirmingham
— CPto new
diMISCELLANEOUS— W6XDU, Los Ant
i
o
n
a
l
N
&
D, change
1050 trans.,
kc 60 kw
geles, granted portable television license ; Nunl.,only.move trans.,
amended
to
directional
W2XAi3,vision New
York, granted
license
telestation, increase
to IV2 kw
; KBTM,
Jonesboro, Ark., granted license increase CPNEW,
1370 kcBirney
250 w Imes,
unl. Columbus, Miss. —
to 100-250 w ; WSMB, New Orleans, granted
KHBG,
Okmulgee,
Okla. — License inlicense replace antenna.
crease power, change hours.
DECEMBER 29
WIBW,
Topeka
—
CP
increase to 5 kw
MISCELLANEOUS — H. B. Hutchison N & D, directional N.
authorized at further hearing 1-3-40 on
WPAD, Paducah. Ky. — License new trans.
applic.
new station.
KUIN, Grants Pass, Ore.- — License new
station, Burlington
and Clinton(la.)
(la.)Bcstg
Bcstg.Co.Corp.,
new station ; WESX, Salem, Mass., granted to KWLK,
1370 kc Longview,
250 w unl. Wash. — Mod. license
license new station ; KVOS, Bellingham,
DECEMBER 29
Wash., granted license increase power.
NEW, Delmarva Bcstg. Co., Salisbury,
Md. — CP 1500 kc 250 w unl., amended to
1200 kc WSAL facilities contingent WSAL
Proposed Decisions . . . revocation.
DECEMBER 20
WOKO, New Scotland, N. Y.— CP highWRTD, Richmond, Va. — Granted CP freq. F-M 250 w unl.
change to 590 kc 1 kw unl., directional N. tion.
WGAR, Pontiac, Mich. — License new staNEW, Brown Co. Bcstg. Co., Brownwood,
Tex.— CP 1350 kc 500 w unl.
.
.
.
Applications
KSAM,cense to Huntsville,
Tex. —Bcstg.
Vol. assign
DECEMBER IS
Sam Houston
Corp. liof
WESX, Salem, Mass. — License new sta- Huntsville, Tex.
tion.
Okla. — Mod. license to
w N &Ardmore,
D.
WMCA, New York — CP new trans, in- 250KVSO.
crease power, amended 1-5 kw.
KDAL,
Duluth
—
Mod.
license to 250 w
WTHT, Hartford — Mod. CP increase
& D.
power, move trans., to request approval N NEW,
Lookout
Mountain
Co., Lookout
antenna, change in trans., power to 250 Mountain, Ga. — CP 1370 kc 100-250
w unl.,
w N & D, trans, site.
tanooga.
amended to 250 w N & D, trans, site ChatWTEL,
1500
kc unl.Philadelphia
100 w. — Mod. license to
WAVE, Louisville — CP increase to 5 kw, 1370
NEW,
Chilton
RadioasksCorp.,
CP
kc 250
w unl.,
KFJZ Dallas—
facilities,
new trans., antenna, amended re trans., amended
to 100 w, trans.
antenna site.
KVIC, Victoria, Tex. — License new staKWFT,directional,
Wichita Falls,
Tex. to
— CP5 new
trans.,
increase
kw, tion.
KDAL, Duluth — Lciense increase power.
amended to 1-5 kw.
KXOX, Sweetwater, Tex. — Mod. license
KWK,
St. Louis
to 250 w unl.
etc.,
amended
to 5 —kwCP N.change
& D. to 630 kc
WISN, Milwaukee — CP new trans., anKSOO.
Sioux
Falls,
S.
D.
CP change
tenna, increase to 5 kw, amended to 1-5 710 kc unl., directional N, —move
trans. to
WGN, Chicago — CP high-freq. 1 kw.
W6XDU,
Los Angeles — License new television station.
600 w. Vancouver, Wash. — Mod. license
to KVAN,
DECEMBER 20
WELL, Battle Creek — CP new trans.,
antenna, increase to 260 w.
NEW, Atlanta Bcstg. Co., Atlanta — CP
high-freq. 1 kw F-M.

"JURISDICTION over television is
andprepared
always has
been ours"
and Equity
is
to exercise
its rights,
Paul
Dullzell, executive secretary of Actors
Equity Assn., told Equity members at
the
meeting in New York
Dec. quarterly
22.

THE NEW plant of KGMB, Honolulu, is under construction and will cost
an estimated $125,000, according to Manager J. Howard Worrall. Completion is scheduled for March, when the station shifts to its new frequency
of 590 kc, with 1,000 watts night and 5,000 day. A new 5,000-watt RCA
transmitter will be installed, with a 330-foot Bethlehem Steel Co. tower.
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Experimental

Rule

Again Is
Commercial
BanDeferred
Delayed Due
To Lack of Treaty Action
FURTHER postponement of its
new rule which would ban commercial operation during special exassigned Dec.
broadcast stationsperimental
washours ordered
19
by the FCC until May 1. More than
a dozen stations, primarily in the
high-power regional or time-sharing clear-channel categories, which
have held such assignments for fulltime operation for several years,
are given automatic extensions under the action.
Failure thus far of Mexico to
ratify the Havana Treaty, which
would make possible realignment
of stations in the United States, is
primarily
responsible the
for the
action. Meanwhile,
FCC FCC's
also
proposes to reexamine the operating mine
statusfuture
of the
stations
to deterpolicy,
in event
the
Havana Treaty continues dormant
and thereby blocks the reallocation
in this country as planned. The
majority of the stations now holdingtions
special
experimental
for additional
time authorizawould be
accorded fulltime assignments under the projected allocation plan.
Again(3.32,
Postponed
The rule
Paragraph 3)
prescribed that where a special experimental authorization permits
additional hours of operation "no
licensee shall transmit any commercial or sponsored program or make
any commercial announcements
during such time of operation. In
case of other additional facilities,
no additional charge shall be made
by reason of transmission with such
This rule originally was promulgated to become effective Aug. 1,
facilities."
along with the general revised rules
governing
broadcast
stations. It wasstandard
first postponed
to Jan.
1 and now has been extended another five months. Under the rules
currently in force, stations may
realize a pecuniary return from
such special experimental operation.
Auxiliary Used
UNTIL President
Roosevelt's
Christmas
broadcast
Dec. 24,
NBC never had occasion, during a Presidential microphone appearance, to use
emergency equipment while
on the air. However, while
the invocation was being delivered at the National
Christmas Tree ceremonies,
just before the President was
to speak, an amplifier tube
in the main set of equipment
burned out. NBC engineers
at the WRC-WMAL studios
immediately switched to auxiliary equipment, losing only
three seconds of the program.
Since the first Presidential
broadcast NBC announcers
and engineers always have
carried duplicate equipment.

• Broadcast

Advertising

Wet work iKccovnts
All lime EST unless olherwise indicated.
New Business
STERLING PRODUCTS, New York
(Ironized Yeast), on Dec. 19 started
Court of Missing Heirs on 61 CBS
stations, Tues., 8 :30-8 :55 p. m. Agency : Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
COLONIAL DAMES Inc., Los Angeles (cosmetics), on Dec. 17 started
for 52 weeks, Return to Romance, on
9 CBS Pacific Coast stations (KNX
KARM KSFO KOIN KVI KIRO
KFPY KSL KLZ), Sun., 10:45-11
a. m. (PST). Agency: Glasser Adv.,
Los Angeles.
CUSTODIAN TOILETRIES, Chicago (Custodian Face Powder), on Jan.
15 starts Custodian Club on 8 Texas
State Network stations, 5 times weekly for 13 weeks, 8 :45-8 :55 a. m. Agency : H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
LEVER BROS., Toronto (Lifebuoy)
on Dec. 19 started The Family 31 an on
30 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. national network stations plus CFRB,
Toronto; CKAC, Montreal, Tues.
8.30-9 p. m.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE PEET Co.
Ltd., Toronto (Palmolive Shaving
Cream) on Jan. 6 starts quiz program Share the Wealth on the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. national network, less Quebec, plus CBM, Montreal ;Sat. 8-8 :30 p. m. Agency : Lord
& Thomas, Toronto.
CHAMBERLAIN LABORATORIES,
Des Moines (hand lotion), on Jan. 7
starts Lovely Lady, musical program,
on 11 NBC-Red stations, Fri., 5-5:30
p.m. (MST). Agency: L. W. Ramsey
Co., Davenport, la.
RICHFIELD OIL Corp., New York
(gasoline, oil), on Jan. 6 starts
Arthur Hale's Confidentially Yours on
26 MBS stations. Sat., 7 :30-7 :45 p.m.
Agency : Sherman K. Ellis, N. Y.
GIDEON'S
Corp.,
Los Angeles BROADCASTING
(religious), on Jan.
29
starts for 52 weeks, Rev. Roy L.
Laurin, on 31 Pacific Coast Don Lee
network stations, Mon. thru Fri., 9 :159:30 a.m. (PST). Placed direct.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC Co.,
New York, on Jan. 25 starts Musical
Americana on 81 NBC-Blue stations,
Thurs., 8-8:30 p.m. (rebroadcast,
11:30-12 midnight). Agency: Fuller &
Smith & Ross, N. Y.
ALBERS BROS. MILLING Co., Seattle (cereals), on Jan. 3 starts a dramatic program on 8 NBC Pacific Red
stations, Mon., Wed., Fri., 3:15-3:30
(PST). Agency: Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
Seattle.
Renewal Accounts
LEVER BROS., Toronto (Lux
Flakes and Lux Soap) continues Jan.
1, The Life d Love of Dr. Susan on
30 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. nettime. work stations, Mon. thru Fri. daySUN OIL Co., Philadelphia (Sunoco),
on Jan. 29 for 52 weeks renews Lowell
Thomas on 21 NBC Blue and Red stations, Mon. thru Fri., 6:45-7 p. m.
(Mon., Wed., Fri., on 5 Southern
NBC stations). Agency: Roche, Williams & Cunyngham, Philadelphia.
INSURED

RECEPTION

McCLATCHY

Benson & Hedges Plans
BENSON & HEDGES, New York
(Parliament cigarettes), through
Blackstone Co., that city, is negotiating with Clair Trevor for the
film actress to head a new dramatic
network serial. Miss Trevor, who is
in Hollywood recovering from a
serious throat infection, is scheduled to go to New York in late
January to discuss the deal. She
formerly played opposite Edward
J. Robinson in the CBS Big Town
series, sponsored by Lever Bros.
Henry L. Doherty
HENRY L. DOHERTY, 69, public
utlities operator and president of the
Cities Service Co., which sponsors
the Cities Service Concert on NBC,
on Dec. 26 died of bronchial pneumonia at Temple University Hospital,
Philadelphia.
STANDARD BRANDS, New York
(Flejschman
1 renewson
for
52 weeks,yeast),
/ Loveon aJan.
Mystery,
32 NBC-Red stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
7:15-7:30 p. m. (EST), with repeat.
8:15-8:30 p. m. (PST). Agency: J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago (puffed
wheat and rice), on Dec. 2 renewed
Stop Me if You've Heard This One
on 48 NBC-Red stations, Sat., 8-8:30
p.
m. Agency : Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.
MENNEN Co., Newark (shave
cream), on Jan. 12 renews Quixie
Doodle Contest for 13 weeks on 10
MBS stations. Fri., 8-8:30 p. m.
Agency : H. M. Keisewetter Adv.
Agency, N. Y.
PHILIP MORRIS & Co., New York
(cigarettes), on Jan. 30 renews Johnny
Presents on 82 NBC-Red stations,
Tues., 8-8:30 p.m. Agency: Blow Co.
PHILIP MORRIS & Co., New York
(cigarettes), on Feb. 9 renews Johnny
Presents on 77 CBS stations, Fri.,
8 :30-9 p.m. Agency : Biow Co., N. Y.
ANACIN Co., Jersey City (headache
pills), on .Jan. 30 renews Easy Aces
on 42 NBC-Blue stations, Tues., Wed.,
Thurs., 7-7 :15 p.m. Agency : BlackettSample-Hummert, N. Y.
CITIES SERVICE Co., New York
(gas and oil), on Feb. 2 renews Cities
Service Concert on 53 NBC-Red stations, Fri., 8-9 p.m. Agency : Lord &
Thomas, N. Y.
PEPSODENT Co., Chicago (toothpaste), on Dec. 31 renewed Mr. District Attorney on 41 NBC-Blue stations. Sun., 7 :30-8 p.m. Agency : Lord
& Thomas, Chicago.
TILLAMOOK COUNTY Creamery
Assn., Tillamook, Ore., on Jan. 4 for
13
weeks Kitchen
renews onBennie
Tillamook
6 NBC Walker's
Pacific
Red stations, Thurs., 10-10:15 a.m.
(PST).
Agency:Portland,
Botsford,Ore.Constantine,
& Gardner,
"THE CRYSTAL SPECIALISTS SINCE
NEW LOWER PRICES!
LOW TEMPERATURE
1925"
CO-EFFICIENT CRYSTALS
Each
Approved by FCC
Supplied in Isolantite Air-Gap Holders in the 550-1550 Kc. band. Fre$3
quency Drift
guaranteed
to 0be cycles
"less
than three
cycles"
per million
per degree centigrade change in
temperature.
Accuracy
"better"
than .01%. Order
direct from
—

STATIONS
COVER INNER
CALIFORNIA
"PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
BBROADCASTING

124 JACatSON AVENUE
University Park
HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND
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COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
Jersey City (Palmolive soap), on Jan.
1 renews Hilltop House on 75 CBS
stations, Mon. thru Fri., 10 :30-10 :45
a.m. Agency : Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
Jersey City (Concentrated Super
Suds), on Jan. 1 renews Myrt & Marge
on 77 CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
10:15-10:30 a.m. Agency: Benton &
Bowles, N. Y.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
Jersey City (toothpowder) , on Jan 1
renews Stepmother and adds 12 CBS
stations making a total of 38 CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri., 10 :45-ll a.m.
Agency : Benton & Bowles, Chicago.
CUMMER PRODUCTS Co., Bedford,
O. (Molle shaving cream), on Jan. 30
renews Battle of the Sexes on 53 NBCRed stations, Tues., 9-9 :30 p.m.
Agency
Chicago. : Stack-Goble Adv. Agency,
PHILIP MORRIS & Co., New York
(Revelation
Jan. 3 13MBS
renews Name tobacco),
Three andonadds
stations (dropping WFIL and WBAL)
making a total of five MBS stations,
Sun.,Y. 8-8 :30 p.m. Agency : Biow Co.,
N.
Network Changes
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO
Co., New York (Chesterfields), on
Jan.
2 discontinues
Whiteman's
Orchestra
on 97 CBSPaul
stations,
Wed.,
8 :30-8 :55 p. m. and starts Glenn Miller's Orchestra on 95 CBS stations,
Tues., Wed., Thurs., 10-10:15 p. m.
Agency : Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem, N. C. (Camels), on
Dec. 16 replaced Casey at the Mike
with Jim Brit's Sports Talks on 17
Yankee Network stations. Sat.. 6 :306 :45 p. m. Agency : Wm. Esty &
Co., N. Y.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
Jersey City, (Octagon soap), on Jan.
1 adds 20 CBS stations to Women of
Courage making a total of 43 CBS
stations, Mon. thru Fri., 9-9 :15 a.m.
(some stations, 10:45-11 a.m.).
Agency : Benton & Bowles, N. Y.

Lorillard Considering
P. LORILLARD Co., New York, is
considering a half or quarter-hour program in the interest of Union Leader
tobacco to start in .January either on
local stations or a network. No details
had been announced as Broadcasting
went to press, according to Lennen &
Mitchell, New York, the agency.
CHESEBROUGH MFG. Co., New
York
(vaseline),
on Jan.
3 shiftsWed.,
Dr.
Christian
on 61 CBS
stations.
from 10-10:30 p. m. to 8:30-8:55 p.
m. Agency : McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York (Lucky Strikes), on Jan. 6 adds
34 CBS stations to Your Hit Parade
making a total of 102 CBS stations.
Sat., 9-9 :45 p.m. Agency : Lord &
Thomas, N. Y.
DR. EARLE S. SLOAN, New York
(Sloan's Liniment), on Jan. 27
shifts Youth vs. Age from 105 NBCBlue stations. Sat., 8:30-9 p.m. to
32 NBC-Red stations, Sat., 9-9:30
p.m. Agency : Warwick & Legler, N. Y.

i.,, ''''

J? ^PUERTO

ONE OVERWORKED

A bilingual
station which
inks the
Americas

EXECUTIVE

HAVING THE TIME OF HIS
LIFE AT A COLLIER HOTEL
YOU HAVE MORE =U N. Collier knows
more about Florida than almost anyone. That's -why yom lind Collier Hotels
at the smartest resoiiS. with magnificent beaches, "wondertul sporting facilities and everything you "want for a
perfect
YOU GETvacation.
MORE FOR YC UR MONEY
By operating TWELVE hotels under
ONE management Collier swes money
which
of loweris passed
rates. on to you 'n the form
• Send today for your copy of iK i fascinating
new Collier Florida Folder, with id! r.ites. It will
help you choose the resort and hotsl hat will suit
your tasle and pocket best. Write Hotels or N. Y.
Office 745 Fifth Avenue. Ask your Travel Agent.
HOTEL
MANATEE RIVER
Bradenton
HOTEL
HARBOR
Punta
Jorda
HOTEL CHARLOTTE
SARASOTATERRACE
TERRACE
Sa Tampa
aaota
HOTEL
TAMPA
HOTEL FLORIDAN
ampa
USEPPA
INN
Daeppa
jjland
GASPARILLA
INN
Boca
Grande
EVERGLADES
INN
Everglades
ROD
& GUN
CLUB
Everglades
HOTEL
ROYAL
WORTH
W.W. Palm
Beach
HOTEL
DIXIE
COURT
Palm
Beach
HOTEL LAKELAND TERRACE
Lakeland
COLLIER FLORIDA COAST HOTELS
AND ASSOCIATED HOTELS • 745 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK
January 1, 1940
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Season
Christmas
Observes
Wichita, midget movie viewer;
Drives for Charity and KLZ, Denver, Colorado celery;
FUNDS TO CHARITY
KFEL, Denver, Colorado celery;
Special Programs
Shepard Donates Receipts
WCAU, cigarette box; KOA, DenAre Staged
ver, key case; L. B. Wilson, crate
From Fr. Coushlin
CHRISTMAS
was observed of Florida fruit; WNEW, New
SEVEN individual checks totaling
York,
brandy
gourd;
WPEN,
throughout the radio industry, with
Philadelphia, desk clock; WIP,
$5,000, representing funds received
broadcasters entering whole-heartfor the Fr. Coughlin broadcasts
edly into the Yuletide spirit by Philadelphia, telephone index carried on Colonial Network, were
featuring special promotions and finder; WGAR, Cleveland, desk
Dec.
16 to
New Engprograms designed to bring cheer pads; WFAA, Dallas, basket of given land
charities
by various
John Shepard
3d,
to the underprivileged as well as Texas pink grapefruit; and a mis- Colonial Network president.
cellany
of
bottled
goods.
sending gifts and greetings. Many
In sending the contributions, Mr.
Holiday Programs
chose the Christmas season to pass
Shepard explained that he had
on bonuses to employes, varying
Special Christmas programs,
agreed, "in view of the new code
particularly promotions such as of the NAB (which states that time
from a few days' salary to 10%.
for controversial subjects shall not
Among bonus payments reported Radio Christmas and humanitarian
to Broadcasting during December
features designed to collect food, be sold), to give to charity the
profits made by Colonial Network
were: WHO, Des iMoines, bonuses
clothing, books and toys for shut- from
this contract until such time
ranging from 5% to 10% of annual
ins and the underprivileged, were
salary; WOR, Newark, one to two featured by stations over the na- as the broadcasts were of a political nature, which is in accordance
weeks extra salary, with half -bonus
tion. In addition special events pro- with the NAB code. This new congrams were carried to describe the
for less than one year's service;
tract, having been in force approxiWGAR, Cleveland, flat 10% to the rush of Christmas shopping and
mately two months, and in view of
entire staff; KFI-KECA, Los An- various local celebrations, as well the Christmas season, it was degeles, one week salary; WHAS,
as network programs covering the
cided by the directors of the CoLouisville, 6% of annual salary; national scene.
lonial Network to make this disWIBC, Indianapolis, half-week to
Fifteen Chicago stations particitribution at this
time."
The
distributed
included:
full-week salary; WQAM, Miami,
pated in the four-hour daily pro- Boston checks
Post Santa Claus Fund,
cash bonus; WKY, Oklahoma City,
grams aired over 30 outlets of a
cash; WFAA, Dallas, one week public address system along Chi- $1,000; Community Federation of
salary; KVOO, Tulsa, $1,000 life
cago's State Street during the Boston Fund, $1,000; Volunteers of
insurance policy paid up for a year Christmas shopping rush, Dec. 14- America Christmas Fund, $1,000;
Salvation Army Christmas Fund,
for each employee; Don Lee, cash. 23. Program directors and announcers
of
the
various
stations
put
on
Boston, $1,000
; Providence
Bulletin
Christmas
Fund,Journal$500;
Novel Greetings
programs in two-hour blocks and
Included among novel greetings considerable live talent was used in Salvation Army Christmas Fund,
Conn., $250; Salvation
addition to transcribed carols. It New Haven,
reported to Broadcasting were:
Christmas Fund, Bridgeport,
MBS, red cellophane stocking with is estimated the programs and sta- Army
Conn., $250.
tion promotion were heard by six
samples of sponsors' products;
million shoppers. The venture was
CJLS, Yarmouth, N. S., hand-made
bamboo and match stick fishing directed by D. E. Northam, chief children by members of the Penn
A.C. was carried Dec. 23 by WCAU
schooner carrying out Maritime
of sound programs a t Chicago's
theme; WFIL, Philadelphia, tele- Century of Progress, and given direct from the ballroom of the
gram sentiment on special Western
under auspices of the State
club. WCSC, Charleston, S. C, conUnion blank bearing red and green
ducted a"Letters to Santa Claus"
Street Council, a Chicago businessWFIL decorations ; W M B D ,
men's organization. Stations par- contest for children, offering a top
ticipating in the programs were
Peoria, 111., special 30-minute
prize of $20 in cash for best letters. WMBD, Peoria, 111., conducted
recorded greeting program present- WGN WJJD WBBM WLS WMAQ
ing every member of the staff ; WCFL WIND WENR WAAF
its eighth annual drive in cooperation with the local American LeWPEN, Philadelphia, 2,000 wires WEDC WCBD WHFC WGES
WHIP WSBC.
sent to local newspapers, agencies,
gion Post to gather Christmas basofficials and clients combining
The annual Christmas party givkets for needy veterans and families, collecting enough provisions
Christmas greetings v/ith a peren
to
5,000
of
Philadelphia's
poor
sonal invitation to listen to a special
Christmas program on the station;
WOKO, Albany, rustic greeting
printed via facsimile ; Walter Compton, newscaster of WOL, Washington, greeting in form of simulated
Transradio News flash; Harrison
Holliway, manager of KFI-KECA,
Los Angeles, double postcard advising recipient "your name has been
referred to me as one who might be
interested in participating in the
Wish-Holliway-a-Merry Christmas
campaign. If so, just detach and
mail the card attached".
Among Xmas gift distributions
to clients and friends were: WOR,
Newark, leather cigarette container
for desk with clock inset in lid;
W'MCA, New York, desk pen and
thermometer unit; RCA, copy of
Magic Dials, beautifully illustrated
book on radio and television; WFIL,
Philadelphia, Farnsworth midget
CROSS-SECTION of Christmas was pictured by WSYR, Syracuse, N. Y.,
radios; WMEX, Boston, pocket
on Christmas Day with three special program pickups, from a wealthy
knife; WELI, New Haven, letter
home, an orphanage and a hospital. Ruth Chilton (left), up at dawn,
opener; KMOX, St. Louis, basket
was on hand in the parlor of the home of Earl Drake, president of a
of "St. Louis champagne" (beer) ; Syracuse oil company, when the famous 5-year-old Drake triplets —
KOY, Phoenix, box of Arizona
(1 to r) Alice, Henry and Charles — tripped downstairs Christmas morn
dates; WSPD, Toledo, letter opener
to see what Santa had left. Later in the day Nick Stemmler dropped
and magnifying glass; Standard
into a cottage of the Onondaga Orphans Home as St. Nick was visiting
Radio, sterling money clip; Maj. to distribute presents, and Bill Rothrum went to City Hospital to interBowes, sterling money clip; KANS,
view 17-year-old Clarence Caruso, polio victim, as he lay in an iron lung.
Industry
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and cash to exceed the quota set
for the drive.
WWL, New Orleans, for the
third successive year presented its
International Christmas Party, on
which the children of various
foreign tions,consuls,
representing
22 na-in
sent Christmas
greetings
their native tongues to other children over the world. On WHFC,
Cicero, 111., Dick Hoffman conducted
a special two-hour program nightly
on which he played recorded requests in exchange for cartons of
cigarettes to go to the Edward
Hines Memorial Hospital for World
War Veterans, collecting more than
4,000 cartons.
WCAR, new Pontiac, Mich., station, made a special pickup from
what was billed as the world's
largest Christmas party for kiddies, the celebration sponsored by
Yellow Truck & Coach Co. for
children of its employes. The program was carried while studios and
transmitter building were still under construction.
Radio Christmas
WSYR, Syracuse, N. Y., included
in each of its daily cartoon ads in
the Syracuse Herald during the
Christmas season the balloon line,
"Give a radio this year". Tying in
with the joint RMA-NAB Radio
Christmas promotion the station
also used frequent spot announcements to push receiver purchases.
WEEI, Boston, again this year
cai-ried a series of daily programs
build around carol-singing commuters in the local Boston & Maine
Railway Station. The station set up
a Hammond organ in the main concourse of the station and presented
a morning half-hour of organ music, played by Del Castillo and
Irene Hanify, along with a late afternoon half-hour during which
commuters joined in the singing of
Christmas carols, words of which
were screened in the station
though a stereoptican. As a special
feature of the series, part of the
programs
recorded
for rebroadcast sowere
the singers
themselves
could hear their songs after their
return home in the evening.
WTAR, Norfolk, Va., during the
Christmas season carried seven
special remote broadcasts, including a Salvation Army party, interviews in a local office building as
workers left for the holiday weekend, pickups from Joy Fund trucks
delivering baskets to the underprivileged, and a shortwave show
on which roving reporters knocked
on residence doors at 10 p.m.
Christmas Eve and int«rviewed
residents.
Among other special features reported as Broadcasting went to
press were: KTSA, San Antonio,
three-week campaign collecting
5,000 books and 12,000 magazines;
WCKY, Cincinnati, charity show
in cooperation with Cincinnati Enquirer for Fifty Neediest Families
fund; WSNJ, Bridgeton, N. J.,
Santa Claus airplane flight; WWJ,
Detroit, staff artist visits to seven
hospitals to entertain crippled children; WKRC, Cincinnati, kids'
party atpital;
Cincinnati
Children's book
HosKYW, Philadelphia,
drive, conducted through morning
announcements of sponsoring Bond
Stores.
• Broadcast

Advertising

74 years musical experience
is represented by Director
Chemiavsky, CcOrdina'
tor Rogers and Personnel
Director Weiner — here
scanning one of the 2827
special orchestrations in
the WLW Music Library.

WLW

- Music

Library

Facts

Over 100,000 pieces of
music.
2,827 special orchestra'
tions by WLW arrangers.
16,252 stock orchestrations.
4, 960 vocal arrangements.
Popular tunes filed chronologically from the year
1854 on.
Show tunes filed chronologically from the year
1884 on.
One of the oldest libraries
in R.adio, valued at well
over $250,000.

Like a lode star, the high quality
of WLW

music

milHons.

Maintaining

quires more than
the microphone.
musical

I

lAf

yy

the appreciative
this high

brilHant
Back

ears of

standard

presentation

So carefully is it systematized

Music

re-

before

of it is a vast fund

Hterature — the WLW

of

Library.

and cross indexed,

each of the 100,000 pieces is instantly available.
Pride
Music

of the

radio station.

THE

Station, this WLW

is surpassed

reason why

Iff

draws

by no

Another

Library

of

other

independent

"behind

the scenes"

they listen to —

NATION'S

'"^^^

e-Able'*

''Merchandis

RCA

MICROPHONES

Designed
of

to

meet

modern

all

requirements

broadcasting

88-A ... A pressure microphone, especially suited
for remote pickups. Light weight, high output, excellent frequency response, and weather-proof.

74-B ... A velocity microphone ol many applications. The cost is low, the quality high. Small sized,
. . ; unusual flexibility.

44 -BX ... A lie luxe velocity microphone capable of
reproduction fidelity equal to that of the other equipment of a modern broadcast station. Ribbon Type.

77-Bl ... A Uni-Directional microphone for critical
pickups. Can be used to excellent advantage in practically any type of studio installation.

that the value of this unmatched background
More rca microphones are used by broadis apparent in the performance of every RCA
casting stations than any other kind. This fact
microphone.
speaks for the high standards of RCA microNo matter what technical requirements your
phone performance.
station
has ... or what cost factors influence
the
of
all
meet
to
In designing microphones
your decisions . . . we are confident that thorspecialized requirements of modern broadcastough investigation will reveal the advantages
ing, RCA engineers call upon a unique fund of
of RCA Microphones. We will gladly furnish
broadcasting experience and upon the indusyou with complete information upon request.
try's leading research facilities. We believe
Use RCA Radio Tubes in your station for reliable performance

Microphones
Speech Input Systems
Associated Equipment
Transmitters

RCA MANUFACTURING CO., INC., CAMDEN, N. J. • A Service of the Radio Corporation of America
New York, 1270 Sixth Ave. • Chicago, 589 E. Illinois St. . Atlanta, 530 Citiiens & Southern Bank Bldg. • Dallas, Santa Fe BIdg. • San Francisco, 170 Ninth St. . Hollywood, 1016 N. Sycamore Ave.
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orfie fmtli consecutive
WLS,

year — anothor

in 1939, again received

yecir and

another

millionl

over a 'millibn letters. Over

t||i

million letters (10,480,^8 to be exact) have been received b^f
X

WLS

in the ten Ye<3:i'S under present management.

Tha|^

a lot of mail, representing a lot of hsteners — an audience loyal and
^

and

responsive

the advertisers

to WLS

who

programs

present

jve audience

them

can be you

ny John:Plair man.

The Prairie
Burridge D. Butler, President

ER Station
Glenn Snyder, Manager

I

and
ups

sponsor^s
sales

30%

^^new
above

• Denver's Stokes Canning Company cast its
lot with KLZ for the first time in 1939. Radio
advertising was admittedly "a new experience." The addition of KLZ was the only
change in Stokes' advertising program from
previous years. Yet by November 1st Stokes'
sales were up 22% from the corresponding
period in 1938! November advance orders
were 30% above any month in Stokes' history! Sales which had been confined to the

experience
former

peak

immediate Denver trade area spread out into
new markets in four states! A new experience
indeed for Stokes Canning Company ... or
any advertiser who uses KLZ for the first
time. Yet to scores of advertisers who have
watched KLZ move merchandise for them
year after year this is an old and familiar
story. KLZ always stokes sales in the DenverRocky Mountain area. KLZ invariably fuels
merchandising programs to unprecedented
highs. KLZ constantly kindles enthusiasm.

"Since starting our KLZ schedule we are receiving
heavy orders from markets in 4 states where we preE. S. Stokes, president.
viously had but scattered— distribution."
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OPERATING

WITHOUT

ENGINEERING

ENTIRE

THE

ONE

EVEN

8221

OF

YEAR

PROGRAM

operating

without

STAFF,

a single

FOR

1939

BREAK!

hours

failure!

J. R. POPPELE
Chief Engineer and Secretary
of WOR

CHARLES H. SINGER
Technical Supervisor in charge of
Transmitter and New Jersey
Operations

WOR

IS
Western

Electric

EQUIPPED
BETTER

FOR

BROADCASTING

THE

8th

U.

S.
AMERICA'S
FINEST
PROGRAMS
ARE
HEARD

RETAIL

OVER

KSTP

MARKET
Charlie McCarthy
Jack Benny
Bins Crosby
Fred Allen

.

.

.

,

•

prefers

Good News of 1940
Fibber McGee

and Molly

Kay Kyser
Alec Templeton
Bob Hope
One Man's Family
Fitch Bandwagon
Fred Waring
Pot O'Gold
Guiding Light

because

Ma Perkins
—

the

world's

finest

radio

entertainment

heard regularly on KSTP,
Red Network
station.

the

NBC

is

Basic

Pepper Young's Family
Mary Marlin
Woman in White
Stella Dallas
Johnny Presents

—

the

most

modern

assures quality
audience.

transmitting

reception

equipment

Hour of Charm

dominant

Camel Caravan

to the

Dr. I. Q.
Battle of the oexes

—

the tremendous

power

of 50,000

advertisers "bonus" coverage
8th U. S. retail market.

—
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complete
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of
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and
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gives
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rich

AND

MANY

OTHERS

Rates and information on request . . .
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special

sales
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is first in news

first in showmanship

— first in civic affairs
— first in the
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50,000 WATTS
NBC BASIC RED NETWORK

ing habits of the Northwest!
EDWARD

RETRY

&

CO.,

NATIONAL

Minneapolis, Saint ^
Paul
->i\/lv^

REPRESENTATIVES

A gripping

series

action-packed
that now,

adventures

more

than

will thrill your
as
are

spies

and

tracked
Secret

of

The

Adventure

Romance

ever,

Spring

to

of

and
the

Life

the

West

when

listeners

saboteurs

down

CARSON

ROBISON

by the

Service

and

HIS

go

Expertly produced in Association with Heffelfinger
Radio Features. This NBC recorded program
series is topnotch entertainment. It offers as well
real opportunities for exploitation and merchandising. Available for Spot Advertisers in One or
One Hundred Markets.
For "Secret Agent K-7 Returns" presentation
and merchandising guide, write

dio-Recording Division
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A Radio Corporation of America Service
RCA BIdg., Radio City, New York • Merchandise Mart,
Chicago • Sunset and Vine, Hollywood

BUCKAROOS

on

the

air

Here is Another New NBC Recorded Program
Series that Thrills Audiences with Its Realism,
Its Stirring Songs, Its Tales of High-Riding Adventure in the Roaring, Exciting West! Carson
Robison and His Buckaroos Have Been Consistent Network Favorites of Millions for Years !
For Further Information, write

dio-Recording Division
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A Radio Corporation of America Service
RCA BIdg., Radio City, New York • Merchandise Marl,
Chicago • Sunset and Vine, Hollywood

THE

GOODWILL

STATION

» V»^«''

«ai£^^sioi'
Basic Station
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
National Sales Representatives
EDWARD PETRY & COMPANY, INC.
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Basic Station
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
National Sales Representatives
EDWARD PETRY &
COMPANY, INC.
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HIllS

BEVERlY

lEOP.mON.

. .V.P.E.BEli.MQR.

Now comes a rising new star to join the
WJR-WGAR team ... to make this an
effective trio covering the 4th, 5th and
6th largest populated cities of the
nation! Playing to the rich Los Angeles
market with spendable income of more
than $2,000,000,000 annually, it gives
a potential listening audience of approximately
3,500,000 people.
)5<i<

JANUARY

5000

DAY
WATTS

1000

COLUMBIA

BROADCASTING

NIGHT

SYSTEM

Spotted at 710 on the dial, it has the center of the stage
among wave lengths assigned in its territory . . . has
one of the best signals and gives low cost, concentrated
coverage of the Buying Airea of Southern California!
Name

this dazzling new

star as one to perform for

you during 1940! (optional on CBS.) Make it a command performance for the trio . . . for WJR Detroit,
WGAR Cleveland, KMPC Beverly Hills -Los Angeles
. . . and you'll find that your advertising dollars are
bringing greater audiences, still more buyers through
the sales turnstiles!
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Treaty

Wave

Shifts
By

At

Least

Mexico

Six

Months

Removes

SOL

Required

Barrier:

90%

for

Slated

$3.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

TAISHOFF
Drastic

of Stations

Changeover;

Affected

ment of such a precedent, it was
ENTAILING new assignments for some 90% of the more
than 800 stations operating or authorized for construction
felt, lar
might
pave the
simiconcessions
to way
otherforborder
in the United States and technically calculated to raise apprebroadcasters, such as Dr. John R.
ciably the service level throughout the spectrum, the reallocation of standard broadcast stations made possible under the Brinkley's 180,000-watt XERA and
Norman T. Baker's 50,000-watt
Havana Treaty is planned by the FCC for this summer or XENT.
early fall.
The fact that Mexico already has
notified the Cuban Government of
Aiming for a July 1 deadline — or within six months of its ratification of the treaty, speciMexico's sudden and long-awaited ratification of the pact —
fying no reservations, is viewed as
the FCC already has set in motion machinery paving the way
conclusive.
kc. as
"exception"
for the switchover. It will be the first reallocation of broadtherefore isThenot800seen
a likely
cast facilities since 1928, when Federal radio regulation actually got
under way. And it will be the first
Continent- wide cooperative effort
Changes of Channel Assignments
designed to minimize interference
Under the Havana Treaty
since the advent of broadcasting.
Mexico has never before been a
A broadcast station assigned to a channel in Column 1 will he
party to any broadcast agreement.
changed to the channel on the same horizontal line in Column 2
Border Problem
to comply with North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement
(see note). Figures indicate kilocycles.
The Mexican border stations,
scourge of reception in the United
Col. 2
1
Col.
States and Canada, are destined to Col.
Col.
1290 2
1260 1
910 1
550
650
Col.
Col.« 2
become extinct under the treaty
1270
920
560
B60
970
1280
1300
960
930
570
570
terms, finally ratified by Mexico
950
1310
580
580
1320
Dec. 28, as first reported exclu950
590
1290
940
1330
sively in the Jan. 1 issue of Broad•
590
1340
1300
960
600
600
980
casting. No reservations as such
1350
1320
970
610
1310
1000
610
1360
1330
1020
980
were made by the Mexican Con620
620
1340
1030
990
630
gress in sanctioning the compact.
630
1370
1000
However,
gentleman's
agree1040
640
1350
690, 740,
1380
640
1360
1390
1010
ment existsa between
the Mexican
650
1400
650
660
660
990 or 1050
1370
Government and the United States
1020
1410
1380
1030
1420
670
1390
670
whereby, under a bi-lateral ar1060•
•
1430
680
680
1080
1040
rangement, this country agrees to
1070
690
1440
1400
1410
1050
respect as clear channels six of
1450
700
1420
700
1090
1060
710
the frequencies assigned to the in1100
710
720
1470
1070
terior of Mexico, in return for
1080
720
1430
*
1110
1440
1460
1480
1450
730
similar concessions to this country.
1120
1090
740
750
1130
1100
760
750
On four of these channels, this
1460
1500
1110
country agrees not to assign any
1470
1150
1140
1520
1120
1480
760
770
770
1510
780 or 1110
stations while on two others only
1130
1580
1490
1160
780
790
1140
one U. S. station will be assigned.
1070 or 1170
790
1490••
1180
810
1150
1500
1510
800
The State Department and the
1520
820
1170
or
1190
1170
1160
FCC are still informally discussing
1530
810
1200
830
840
1590*
820
1180
a proposal by Mexico which would
1170 or 1200
1600
1550
*
830
1210
1190
850
1540
slightly modify the bi-lateral agree*
1560
840
1230
1200
850
•
ment. This proposal was that the
1570
870
860
1240
•
1580
1210
800 kc. channel, assigned under the
880
890
1260
1220
•
1590
870
1260
1230
910
treaty to the State of Sonora, be
•
880
1270
1240
1600
reassigned to Rosarito, across the
890
1280
920
900
1250
border from San Diego, with a
980
power allocation of 50,000 watts.
*Not assigned in TJ. S.
It is understood the FCC is inclined
Some changes in individual cases not in accordance with the above change
to reject this proposal, since it was
of channels may be necessary to avoid interference on adjacent channels or
viewed as an "exception" in the other considerations.
case of a border station. EstablishBROADCASTING
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Summer

for

stumbling block. Moveover, the
Mexican Congress adjourned the
day it ratified the treaty.
Ratification by Mexico came two
years after the North American
Broadcasting Agreement, as the
Havana Treaty is formally known,
had been drafted in Havana. Previously, Canada and Cuba, along with
this country's Senate, had ratified
the treaty. Largely because of the
importunities of the border stations, in almost every instance operated by former American broadcasters, the Mexican Senate twice
before had declined to ratify the
pact. On one occasion, efforts were
made to obtain concessions from
this country to permit continued
operation of border stations as a
condition precedent to approval.
Engineering Problems
Although all save about two
dozen U. S. stations know what
their new assignments will be,
shifting 10 to 40 kc. in the 5501600 kc. broadcast band, a vast
amount of preliminary technical
detail must be concluded by the
FCC foreengineering
department
bean actual switchover
date can
be set. Six months is considered
sufficient, but that is not yet conclusive.
Assignments of every station on
the Continent, save those in the
United States, must be examined
to determine antenna characteristics, so the FCC engineers may
calculate antenna and transmitter
adjustments which will be necessary. These data will be filed by
other signatory nations with Havana and then interchanged. Since
all of the countries will observe
identical engineering standards,
suggested by this country for all
classes of stations, no complications are foreseen.
FCC Procedure
If this work can be completed in
time, it is presumed the FCC will
promulgate its reallocation order
for the summer date — possibly
July 1. On the other hand, if it is
found that more time is required, a
later date will be set, though Sept.
1 is viewed as the very latest. The
Commission desires a summer
switchover order, since stations requiring entirely new antenna installations and possibly new sites
will then be in a position to complete that work by fall.
While actual procedure has not
been agreed upon, FCC counsel ap-
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pear
favor aall"show
cause"will
order
underto which
stations
be
notified of their new assignments,
to take place on the date specified.
Stations feeling they are adversely
affected then could procure a hearing on petition. But it appears almost a foregone certainty, whatever the procedure, that such requests for alterations after hearing would be promptly denied. The
prevailing view is that individual
contests of stations for particular
assignments, which unquestionably
would be local in character, can be
threshed out following effectuation
of the treaty allocation terms.
The bi-lateral agreement, which
appeared to have made possible
Mexico's gestionratification,
the sugof the MexicanwasAssociation
of Broadcasters,
headed by Emilio
Azcarraga, president of XEW,
Mexico City, 50,000-watter, and a
powerful figure in
the Republic. Opbordeistationsposed tobecause
they serve AmeriMr. Azcarraga can rather than
Mexican listeners, he suggested
the arrangement whereby bona fide
Mexican stations would be accorded
clear-channel stations continentally.
He is credited with having successfully countered the efforts of the
border-station broadcasters to scuttle the treaty.
The channels which, undei' the
side agreement, this country will
respect as clear to the point of
placing no other station on them,
are 730 kc, assigned to Mexico
City; 800 kc, to Sonora; 900 kc. to
Mexico City; and 1570 kc. to Nuevo
Leon. In addition, it is agreed that
on the 1050 kc. Class I-A channel,
this country will assign only one
station. This will be WHN, NewYork, which is slated for 10,000 or
50,000-watt operation. The Mexican
dominant station will be at Nuevo
Leon. On 1220 kc, assigned to
Yucatan, the agreement permits
only one station in this country, to
be located in the central portion.
The only hitch that has developed
thus far is the proposal to shift
800 kc. from Sonortx to Rosaritc.
The Mexican station in Rosarito now is operating on 1090 kc.
Its chief owner is said to be Abelardo Rodriguez, president of Mexico from 1928 to 1934. American
broadcasters, however, are associated with the station, which maintains sales offices in this country.
[Broadcasting, Dec. 15.]
Overall Improvement
Under the treaty, facilities are
assigned to serve the nationals of
the country to which they are allocated. Since the border stations
use high power and directive antennas to serve American rather
than Mexican listeners, they cannot
qualify. At best, it is concluded,
they can be accorded only local or
possibly regional facilities, in lieu
of their present high-power assignments, or preempted channels.
By virtue of the bi-lateral agreement, assignments of some 25 stations in this country will remain
in doubt until promulgation of the
reallocation order. Prior to these
conditions, and under the original
plans, only about 10 daytime staPage 16 • January

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
•'Can't Talk Noio . . . Must Rush . . . Go on WZAX in Four Minutes
With My Daily 'Safe Motoring' Program!"
tions were unaccounted for on new
assignments. It had been planned
to duplicate certain of these on
Mexican clear channel or I-A assignments. Since these possibilities
now are minimized, it is to be deduced that a number of stations
originally slated for improved assignments will not get them.
The reallocation plan, however,
contemplates a structure under
which no station will be worse off
than at present. Because of the
horizontal increases in powei' for
locals and regionals made possible
under the treaty, many of which
already have been authorized, an
overall improvement in the service
level is foreseen. Moreover, the fact
that other nations on the continent
will adhere to proper engineeringstandards — largely the work of the
FCC — presages reduction in interference from across the borders.
To Speed Up Routine
Until it perfects its allocation
plans, the FCC will speed up all
routine changes in assignments.
Controversial technical changes,
however, probably will be held up
pending the reallocation. Stations
seeking improved facilities not provided for in the allocation, such as
duplicated assignments on clear
channels, must await the post-allocation period. Many indications
have been given already of an impending battle royal for coveted
Class I-B and Class II assignments
on clear channels after reallocation.
While this country has assigned
to it 32 exclusive channels, it proposes to use not less than 25 of
them for so-called Class I-A operation, which means they will not be
duplicated within the borders of
the United States. Along with Canada, Mexico and Cuba, as well as
the lesser signatories, the FCC
must register at Havana these precise assignments. Whether it -will
register 25 Class I-A assignments, or a greater number, remains to be determined. WCAU,
Philadelphia, which had been slated
for a duplicated clear assignment,
put up a strong fight in hearings
before the FCC following drafting
of the treaty, for the preferred
status, along with WOR, Newark.
Because there will be a number
of instances in which stations must
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Poor Pushbutton!
BEDLAM on the wavelengths, expected for a temporary
periodbecomes
wheneffective
the reallocation
later this year pursuant to the
Havana Treaty, may be even
more severe than most people
figure. The reason is the
push-button set, some 8,000,000 of which are estimated in
use. All will have to be recalibrated tothe new station
assignments. Thus a field day
for service men is expected,
along with the confusion of
stations and listeners.
install new directive antennas to
comply with technical requirements, while others must change
locations, it is not unlikely that
when the reallocation is ordered,
such stations will shift to their new
assignments and operate voluntarily with reduced power. This will
be only until the corrections have
been made, however.
9 Out of 10 Affected
Since all save a handful of stations (mainly daytime and limited
time) know what their new assignments will be, it is thought they
can order new crystal controls,
ground to their new frequencies,
well in advance of the actual
s-witchover. Moreover, engineers
feel there is no reason why stations
should not make after-midnight
tests on the new channels, and discover what other adjustments may
be necessary, so that when the actual shift is ordered it can be accomplished almost as simply as the
flick of a switch. Stations are doing this constantly under modification authorizations, and the procedure is no different under the
allocation, except it will be a
wholesale proposition.
About 90% of the stations will
be subjected to assignment changes,
a scanning of the treaty and the
FCC log discloses. As of Jan. 1
there were 814 stations licensed or
holding construction permits. Of
these all except 80 will undergo
frequency changes. Stations on the
frequency from 550 to 720 kc. will
not be affected, retaining present
BROADCASTING

assignments. Others slide up the
band from 10 to 40 kc, except in
several instances where entirely
new assignments are slated because
of treaty allocation of specific
channels to other countries.
The Inter-American Radio Conference, at which the Treaty was
drafted, began in Havana on Nov.
1, 1937. It concluded its work on
Dec. 13, 1937. Principal figure at the
sessions was Commissioner T. A. M.
Craven, who headed the American
delegation and was credited with
accomplishing an important diplomatic feat in getting nations of the
continent together for the first time
on so fundamental a matter as
broadcast allocations. Heads of
other delegations paid tribute to
him for his "tact and ability" at
the closing sessions, because he was
responsible for drafting of the basic
plan and had served as chairman
of all important allocation committees. Andrew D. Ring, assistant
chief engineer in charge of broadcasting, had handled the preparatory technical data, and actively
assisted in the proceedings as technical advisor to the delegation.
Others Had Ratified
The treaty was ratified by Cuba
on Dec. 22, 1937. The United States
ratified June 15, 1938, and Canada
on Nov. 29, 1938. The Mexican Senate on Oct. 26, 1938, first declined
to ratify the pact, and several
weeks later again took negative
action. It was not until Senor
Azcarraga actively "undertook to
procure Senate ratification, in opposition to the border-station brigade, that approval came — and then
on the final day of Mexican Congressional session.
Canada's Shift
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. officials at Ottawa are reported to have
placedsary tosix
months
as the timechanges
necesmake
the frequency
provided under the Havana Treaty.
A definite deadline will be set for
the reallocation so that all stations
can shift to new wavelengths at the
same time. Principal gains under
the new allocations will be by CBC
stations at Toronto, CBL, and at
Montreal, CBF and CBM, which
have suffered serious interference
from stations in Mexico.
Butter Firm Tests
JUNE DAIRY PRODUCTS Co.,
Newark, on Jan. 11 started a test
campaign
of daily
spot announcements on WICC,
Bridgeport,
Conn.,
for Dated sweet cream butter. More
stations -will be added if the test
proves successful, according to A.
W. charge.
Lewin Co., Newark, the agency
in
Grace Line Testing
GRACE LINE, New York, on Jan.
10 started radio for the first time
-with the sponsorship of Elmer
Davis' news analysis on WABC,
New York, Monday, Wednesday
and Friday,
6:30-6:45
p.m. cruises.
in behalf of its South
American
Kelly, Nason, New York, places
the account.
Shell Oil Using Spots
SHELL UNION OIL Co., New York,
has started
spot announcements daily onevening
35 stations.
Agency is
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
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TBS

Mutual

Negotiating

Texas

Again for B-S-H
Network
Clients
Adams Promises Statement;
Still Plan Feb. 1 Start
PROMISE of a definite statement
regarding the Transcontinental
Broadcasting System and its
planned new starting date of Feb. 1
by the middle of January was given
TBS affiliate stations in a letter
sent out Jan. 11 by John T. Adams,
chairman of the board of TBS. The
letter was the first official utterance on the proposed network since
the telegram of Dec. 30 which postponed for a month the originally
scheduled
New Year's Day inaugurals. It stated:
"On Jan. 2 our attorneys opened
negotiations with Blackett-SampleHummert, and, without prejudice to
our position, have been negotiating
ever since. I cannot determine at
this time the exact status of the
negotiations as they are still in
progress, but within the next four
days we will be in a position to give
you definite information. We do
not intend to permit you or any
other of our affiliated stations to be
placed in a position similar to the
one in which you were placed last
month." Finance Problems
"I would like you to know that I
have put up this battle to keep this
network alive against the greatest
possible odds," Adams continued,
"and
myself.without
I wantanyyoupersonal
to knowgain
thatforI
have no stock in the company of
TBS, have never had any, and have
never received from this company
anything except expense money. I
have stayed in the picture and
fought this battle because I felt an
obligation to each and every one
of you who came into this situation
with a sincere desire to set up a
real national network."
Adams also said that William A.
Porter, chief counsel for the network, owns no TBS stock and has
thus far received no pay for his
work on the network's behalf. Contradicting many reports that the
trouble in getting TBS started was
due to money difficulties, Adams
stated that adequate financing has
been offered by many sources.
As Broadcasting went to press
Jan. 12 it was learned unofficially
that funding had been definitely arranged, and a reliable source stated
the B-S-H contract had "finally
been signed." In Washington,
George 0. Sutton, attorney, who is
a TBS director and stockholder, reiterated that TBS has "every prospect of going on the air Feb. 1."
This question of TBS financing
or the lack of it, subject of numerous rumors in the weks immediately
preceding and following Jan. 1 was
first brought out into the open on
Dec. 30 in a statement issued by
Blackett-Sample-Hummert a few
hours after the TBS announcement
of its postponed starting date.
Denying any repudiation of commitments on its part, BlackettSample-Hummert said that "conferences betwen ourselves and representatives of TBS have never
passed the negotiation stage. During such negotiations, TBS has,
among other things, failed to submit to us evidence of its financial
ability to operate a network. Any
prospective agreements discussed
between Blackett-Sample-Hummert
BROADCASTING

Revamps
Coverage

Texas State Network Sliced;
Kentucky, Kansas Regionals
IN THE WAKE of the postponement of Transcontinental Broadcasting System, activity developed
in formation and alteration of existing regional networks, climaxed
principallystering by
expansion
and bolof Mutual
Broadcasting
System, [see other stories on this
Reduction of Texas State Netpage].
work from 24 to 13 outlets was effected Jan. 10, with Elliott Roosevelt, recently resigned president of
the projected TBS, remaining as
its head. Simultaneously, it was reported John T. Adams, chairman
of Transcontinental, has retired as
executive
vice-president of Texas
State.
GOING over music and script for the initial Musical Americana program,
to originate at Pittsburgh beginning Jan. 25 under sponsorship of Westinghouse E. & M. Co., are (1 to r) Raymond Paige, musical director; Kenneth L. Watt, radio director of Fuller & Smith & Ross agency and director
of the program; Milton Cross, Musical Americana announcer; Deems
Taylor, m.c, and Walter Myers, of the NBC sales department. The new
program is to be carried on 95 NBC-Blue stations and also shortwaved to
Latin America, Europe and South Africa, and will be heard Thursdays,
8-8:30 p.m. (EST). Featuring the Westinghouse Radio Orchestra, 100
Men of Melody, the program will present a swing choir and guest instrumentalists chosen from leading conservatories and music schools.
Mutual

Starts

Its

With
Expanded
EXPANSION of the national network base of Mutual Broadcasting
System, coincident with the beginning of its fourth year of operation,
under which 57 stations of the network become stockholders with fiveyear contracts, has been announced
and TBS have always contemplated
the submission on the part of TBS
of evidence of its financial stability. Such evidence has not been
forthcoming and no agreements
have been made. We have and will
continue to cooperate in every way
with the TBS group."
Indications that the agency had
become
satisfied
financial more
stability
were with
givenTBS'
by
the fact that negotiations had been
resumed between agency executives
and members of the law firm of
Breed, Abbott & Morgan, which
TBS had appointed to carry on its
dealings with the agency. Approached by Broadcasting on Jan.
11, these attorneys admitted that
negotiations were in progress but
declined to state what conclusions,
if any, had been reached.
Meanwhile, other rumors concerning the withdrawal of Elliott
Roosevelt, founder and president of
TBS, from the network were proved
true when, on Jan. 5, he announced
that his resignation had been submitted and accepted on Dec. 21. At
TBS headquarters this statement
was confirmed but other TBS executives refused to discuss the reasons. It was understood, however,
that Mr. Roosevelt's resignation followed his failure to produce the
$175,000 outstanding on his pledge
of $245,000, on which he had deposited $70,000 with the network.
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Fourth

Year

Network
Base
by W. E. Macfarlane, president. To
perfect plans for the greatly expanded operation, officials of the
network as well as newly-elected
directors representing stockholding
stations met in Chicago Jan. 11-12.
Lewis Allen Weiss, general manager of the Don Lee Broadcasting
System, was elected vice-president
of MBS at the Chicago meeting,
with all other officers reelected. It
was decided that a newly created
Operating Board shall consist of
E. D. Wood, WGN; John Shepard
3d, Yankee Network; H.K. Carpenter, WHK-WCLE; Ted Campeau,
CKLW; T. E. Streibert, WOR;
Hulbert Taft Jr., WKRC; Mr.
Weiss, and Fred Weber, MBS general manager. Two others will be
chosen later from affiliate stations.
Details of the five-year plan, as
announced by Mr. Macfarlane, provide for exclusive participation of
the basic member stations in MBS,
except for existing commitments.
Key Contracts Renewed
Seven independent broadcast organizations, which embrace 57 of
the 124 MBS affiliates, have pledged
themselves to underwrite financial
operation of the network, Mr. Macfarlane stated. All of the key member stations have renewed contracts
for five years effective Feb. 1.
Capital stock of MBS will be distributed among these contributing
member stations. Entering into the
new arrangement are WGN, Chioagc; WOR, Newark; Don Lee
Broadcasting System, with 33 stations in California and the Pacific
Northwest; WAAB, Boston, and
17 Colonial Network stations in
New England; CKLW, Windsor(Continued on Page 93)

Meanwhile, it was learned that
negotiations were in progress vnth
MBS whereby WRR, Dallas, and
KFJZ, Fort Worth, would become
regular outlets for those cities on
a direct line haul from Oklahoma
City. These
negotiations
also the
involve arrangements
whereby
line of the recently formed Lone
Star Network would be used by
MBS from Fort Worth to Houston
and San Antonio, where KXYZ and
KABC, respectively, would be
picked up, thereby enabling MBS
to cover the four major markets
of the State. Lone Star, headed by
Harold V. Hough, general manager of WBAP and KGKO, Fort
Worth, has 16-hour-per-day lines
but uses only a portion of the time.
Sam Bennett, former TSN vicepresident,
in Dallas. is the Lone Star manager
New Regionals
Formation of two additional regional networks was reported.
Steve Cisler, manager of WGRC,
New Albany-Louisville, was reported forming a Kentucky network
also including WSIX, Nashville,
WKRC,land, Cincinnati,
WCMI, Ashand WLAP, Lexington,
as
well as other stations. In Kansas
City WHB is organizing a regional
net^york of Kansas stations to be
known as The Sunflower Network
and to be linked with MBS.
Mr. Roosevelt announced that
curtailment of Texas State would
"streamline the operation and make
it more
composite".hookup
Rateswere
of TSN
for
the 13-station
said
to be $148 for a quarter-hour daytime and $282 for a night quarterhour. The new TSN list was reported as KFJZ, Fort Worth-Dallas;
KRBC, Abilene; KBST, Big
Springs; KPLT, Paris; KGKL, San
Angelo; KABC, San Antonio;
KNOW, Austin; WACO, Waco;
KCMC, Texarkana; KTEM, Temple; KRRV, Sherman; KWFT,
Wichita Falls; KRLH, Midland.
Stations which reportedly ended
affiliation with the network as of
Jan. 10 by mutual agreement, were
given as KRGV, Weslaco; KRIS,
Corpus Christi; KFDM, Beaumont;
KLUF, Galveston; KXYZ, Houston;
KGKB, Tyler; KFRO, Longview;
KFDA, Amarillo; KAND, Corsicana; KFYO, Lubbock.
WGAR Seeks 730 kc.
WGAR. Cleveland, Jan. 12 filed with
the FCC an aplication for a shift in
frequency from 14.50 kc. to 730 kc,
clear channel utilized by WSB, Atlanta,eration
but which
is slated
I-A the
opin Mexico
City for
under
Havana Treaty. An increase in power
to 10,000 day and night also is sought.
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B-S-H

Holds

Lead

In Agency
Billing
Nears 11 Million for Year;
P & G Is Leading Sponsor
AGAIN Blackett-Sample-Hummert
leads the field in the amount of
business placed in 1939 on the nationwide networks. Young & Rubicam ranks second, changing places
with J. Walter Thompson, which
this year drops to third. A heavy
portion of the B-S-H billings is accounted for by strip serials on behalf of such clients as General Mills,
Procter & Gamble and Sterling
Products.
Total B-S-H network billings for
1939 amounted to $10,714,498, rising well over a million dollars from
the $9,093,125 figure of the year
previous. Young & Rubicam raised
its $5,093,640 total of 1938 to
$6,481,352, thus passing J. Walter
Thompson, which boosted its 1938
mark of $5,320,608 to $6,342,268,
not far behind the Young & Rubicam billings.
B & B Again Fourth
Fourth place in the rankings
again goes to Benton & Bowles,
whose $5,421,812 total was well
above the $4,800,399 of the prior
year. Ruthrauff & Ryan, billing
$4,991,348, stepped into fifth place
over Lord & Thomas, which billed
$3,891,308. Compton Adv. again occupies seventh place, with a total
of $3,811,128. Pedlar & Ryan, eleventh a year ago, is now found in
eighth place with $2,902,600. Ward
Wheelock Co. drops from eighth
to ninth, with $2,595,270, replacing
Newell-Emmett Co., which billed
$1,987,362 to occupy eleventh place.
Again in tenth place is BBDO,
whose billings were $2,481,296.
Network billings not placed
through agencies totaled $772,200
last year. Direct billings on CBS
amounted
to $179,115.
Mutual's direct billings
totaled $413,715,
of
which General Baking Co. spent
$26,264.
Major Network Sponsors
Again Procter & Gamble Co. was
leading sponsor of NBC networks,
its gross billings reaching $6,485,788, far in excess of the $4,860,165
billed on NBC in 1938. Sterling
Products rose to second place
among NBC clients with billings of
$3,047,077, followed by Standard
Brands, second in 1938, and third
in 1939 with $2,898,521.
General Mills almost doubled its

NETWORK
Ranked

BILLINGS

in Order

BY

AGENCIES:

of Combined

By NBC,

CBS

Blackett-Sample-Hummert $10,714,498
Young & Rubicam
6,481,352
J. Walter Thompson Co
6,342,268
Benton & Bowles
5,421,812
RuthraufI & Ryan
4,991,348
Lord & Thomas
3,891,308
Compton Adv.
3,811,128
Pedlar & Ryan
2,902,600
Ward Wheelock Co
2,595,270
BBDO
2,481,296
Newell-Emmett Co.
1,987,362
Wm. Esty & Co.
1,852,529
H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co.__ 1,732,120
Lennen & Mitchell
1,613,974
Russell M. Seeds Co
1,400,433
Stack-Goble Adv. Agency
1,294,410
Wade Adv. Agency
1,236,254
Biow Co.
1,234,522
Gardner Adv. Co
1,165.253
N. W. Ayer & Son
1,144.316
Erwin, Wasey & Co
1,025,507
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham 1,008.509
Arthur Kudner
963.872
Buchanan & Co.
888,440
Neisser-Meyerhoff
884,625
McCann-Erickson
775.934
Knox Reeves Adv
755.461
Sherman K. Ellis & Co
602,968
Needham. Louis & Brorby
589.330
Hutchinson Adv. Co
561,710
Sweeney & James Co
558.746
Ivev & Ellington
521.614
McKee & Albright
508.406
L. W. Ramsey Co
488.265
Lambert & Feasley
460,650
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace
438.850
Frances Hooper Adv. Agency 430.766
J. M. Mathes Inc
365.909
Warwick & Legler
357.162
Maxon Inc.
305.405
R. H. Alber Co
305.107
Joseph Katz Co.
299.399
Campbell-Ewald
Co. of N. Y
294.950
Grant Adv. Co
259.016
Henri, Hurst & McDonald
235.784
Hixson-O'Donnell
Adv.
228.104
Leo Burnett Co
215,423
Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce 190,255
Cecil & Presbrey
181,487
Hellwig-Miller Co
164.983
C. W. Hoyt Co
164.128
Glicksman Adv. Co
151.893
Critchfield & Co
132.460
Westco Adv. Co
128.787
Morse International
121,488
For tabulations of major networks' gross billings by sponsors during 1939 and table of
network advertisers by industry
groups, see page 84.
NBC expenditures on NBC, having
billed $2,136,953 in 1939. General
Foods Corp. was close on its heels
with $2,078,400. American Home
Products reduced its billings to
$1,219,438.
CBS's best client in 1939 was
Lever Brothers, which placed $3,392,672 on the network, followed by
General Foods with $3,191,167 and

1939

Gross Billings

and MBS

Network

Billings

In

1939

Surpass

AU-Time

Records

December Peaks Bring Annual
Figures to New High Level
SURPASSING
1938's
total,rolled
the
nationwide
networks
in 1939

Grady & Wagner
113,008
Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp
109,172
Bowman & Columbia
102,375
H. M. Kiesewetter
102,269
Sorensen & Co
100,167
Kelly, Stuhlman & Zahrndt
99,565
Foster & Davies
97,014
Fuller & Smith & Ross
94,822
Marschalk & Pratt
85,390
Emil Brisacher & Staff
73,348
Campbell-Mithun
63,985
W. I. Hamilton Co
60,076
Barton A. Stebbins Adv. Agency 56,306
Fitzgerald Adv. Agency
47,676
Kenyon & Eckhardt
41,662
Tomasohke-EUiott
41,384
Gale & Pietsch
38,160
Tucker Wayne & Co
34,182
Byer & Bowman Adv. Agency
31,461
Long Adv. Service
31,131
Bass-Luckoff
30,977
Aitkin-Kynett Co.
30.495
Botsford. Constantine & Gardner 29.520
Leon Livingstone Adv. Agency
24,660
C. M. Rohrabaugh
24.288
Clements Co.
_
23,236
Anderson. Davis & Platte
22.859
Walsh Adv. Co. _
18.500
Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency
17.860
Samuel C. Croot Co
16.806
Lambert & Feasley
15.784
Weill & Wilkins
15.356
Dan B. Miner Co.
14.196
Weston-Barnett Inc.
13,823
Baker Adv. Agency
13.200
Kayton-Spiero
13. "83
L. W. Ramsey Co. _
11.924
Cockfield. Brown & Co
11.000
Commercial Radio
8.640
Logan
5.940
MacLaren& Stebbins
Adv. Co.
6.900
M. H. Hackett Co
6.825
J. D. Tarcher Co
6.041
Ray Davidson
5.372
John H. Dunham Co
4.320
Richard F. Connor
3.658
H. B. Humphrey Co.
2.704
L. C. Gumbinner & Co.
2.043
Brook. Smith.
French & Dorrance 1.9''0
Howard
G. Hanvey
1.704
Glasser Adv. Agency
1.470
Walker & Downing
1.087
Hanvey & Haas
704
David Malkiel Adv. Agency
691
Dana Jones Co
456

up gross time sales of $83,113,801
to set a new all-time high for the
industry. The 1938 total of $71,728,400, which was only 3% over that
of 1937 due to a bad summer slump,
was increased by 15.9% in 1939, a
year in ditions
which
general
business
conand revised
network
policies
combined to make it a banner year
for the networks.
December likewise set a new record for combined network billings
in any one
the third
consecutive month,
month in which
the major
networks passed the $8,000,000
mark. Combined billings for the
month were $8,126,601, up 20.3%
above the $6,753,501 figure achieved
in December 1938, and more than
$90,000 ahead of gross time sales for
November, best previous month.
Best in History
Month and year were both the
best in NBC history as well as the
best for the Red network, which
NBC reports as now having greater
sales than any other single advertising medium in the world. In December, Red billings totaled $3,262,504, an 11.4% gain over December
1938, while Blue billings were
$1,017,244,
6.1% overyear.
the
same montha gain
of theof previous
For the year 1939, the Red total
was $34,982,163 and the Blue $10,262,191, making an NBC 1939 total
of $45,244,354, with a gain of 9.1%
over 1938.
1939 was also a good year for
CBS, which not only recovered from
a bad slump in 1938 but rose to new
heights of total gross time sales of
$34,539,665, surpassing 1938 by
26.3% and winding up less than
$350,000 behind the Red Network in
total gross billings for the year. In
December, CBS time sales were
greater than those of the Red by
more than $250,000, the CBS total
of $3,529,154 beating its own figure
for the last month of 1938 by 39.5%.
MBS likewise found 1939 a good
year, with total time sales of
for
14.0% above
$3,329,782,
1938.
In December
Mutualthose
slipped
off slightly from its sales for the
{Continued on page 92)

Colerate-Palmolive-Peet with $2,509.096. Procter & Gamble's billinps
on CBS amounted to $2,283,347.
Other sponsors topping the million
dollar mark on CBS were Campbell
Soun Co., $2,253,083: R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co., $1,418,333; William
Wrigley Jr. Co. $1,304,391; American Tobacco Co., $1,286,703.
Heaviest buyer of Mutual time in
1939 was Buyak Cigars with $521,614. Second largest was Ironized
Yeast Co., $356,969. Other leaders
were Gospel Broadcasting Assn.,
$304,651;
Lydia E. General
Pinkham Baking
Medicine Co., $220,073;
Co., $212,733.
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Armistice
Conferences

Lead

To Agreement
With Weber
AN ARMISTICE between broadcasters and musicians, under which
danger of a national strike of musicians Jan. 17 apparently has been
averted, was formally announced
Jan. 5 by Independent Radio Network Affiliates Inc.
The settlement, which may be
temporary, followed a series of
conferences and exchanges between
an enlarged committee representing the broadcasting industry and
including IRNA and the National
Executive Board of American Federation of Musicians, headed by
Joseph N. Weber. At the same
time, the so-called national plan of
settlement entered into by AFM
with IRNA two years ago was slated to expire Jan. 17, with broadcasters voluntarily retaining staff
musicians where expedient.
AFM, in the course of swift developments in which the Department of Justice figured unofficially,
forsook its demands of last November that affiliates further increase
their payments for staff musicians
by $1,500,000 annually over the
1937 stiptilation and that networks
expend for staff musicians at their
key stations an additional $60,000
per year.
Awaits Meeting
Reached at home, where he has
been ill for a month, Mr. Weber,
shortly before his departure for
Miami, refused to commit himself
or his union by stating positively
that there would be no strike on
Jan. 17. Stating that in accordance
with the AFM policy of resorting
to strikes only when every other
means of settlement has been exhausted, the board would endeavor
to work out an agreement that
would be fair to all parties, he said
that it was still possible that a
strike might be the only way left
open to the union, and that it was
impossible for him to make any
definite statement in advance of
the meeting of the AFM international executive board, to be held
in Miami, Jan. 15. Asked if the
AFM would insist on a national
plan of settlement, to which the
broadcasters have so far refused to
agree, he again said that he could
not predict the board's action, but
that the decision would come following the board's meeting.
Executives of the three major
networks indicated Jan. 9 they proposed to maintain their present
level of employment of musicians
and the existing scale of pay after
Jan. 17.
Despite the moratorium, several
groups were not convinced there
would be no strike Jan. 17 or shortly thereafter. It was felt that all
controversy with AFM had not ended. Mr. Weber was reported indignant over the "no strike" statement
of IRNA, reiterating that this action was up to his board when it
meets Jan. 15 in Miami. It is entirely possible the board may insist
BROADCASTING

Avert
upon a strike, it was pointed out.
The networks were in constant communication with affiliates to gear
themselves in the event a strike
suddenly is called, even though
much of the tension had abated
since the armistice.
The climax came Jan. 2 when
the elderly President Weber sent
to all locals of AFM a letter advising them not to enter into negotiations with broadcasters in their
districts for services of musicians
when the present agreement expires Jan. 17, but authorizing them
"for the present to work for broadcasters without an agreement".
This was construed as an instruction which averted a strike.
More to Come!
Because of past experience, it
was not assumed in the industry
that all controversy with AFM
had ended. Mr. Weber, primarily
due to ill health, will vacation in
Florida until April.
AFM hesitated, it appeared
clear, because of the attitude taken
by the Department of Justice in
connection with building trade
union activities regarding compulsory hiring of useless and unnecessary labor. Broadcasters have
contended that the 1937 plan of
settlement was on all fours with
the statement made by Assistant
Attorney General Thurman Arnold
regarding labor union activities described by him as "unquestionable
violations of the Sherman Act".
An independent committee of

Musicians

broadcasters, headed by William J.
Scripps, general manager of WWJ,
Detroit, made a study concerning
relation of the Sherman Act to the
AFM demands, in the light of the
Department's statement of policy.
This committee met with the IRNA
Committee and with representatives of the major networks and
NBC, following which new exchanges developed with President
Weber and the moratorium was declared.
This enlarged committee had advised President Weber Dec. 28 that
based on developments, notably the
Department of Justice labor foray,
that any effort to extend the 1937
plan would be regarded as an attempt, among
other things,
force excess
employment
upon "to
its
affiliates who do not require the
services of the additional staff musicians contemplated by the plan,
and therefore a violation of the
anti-trust laws which might subject all participants to suffer penProposal Rejected
IRNA Executive Committee, in a
alties."to all affiliates Jan. 5, reletter
counted the history of the negotiations with AFM since last November when the Union made its increased demands, including the cooperative action with the Scripps
group. The letter pointed out that
the request made of Mr. Weber
was that he authorize locals of
AFM to enter into local agreements
with affiliates individually without

Strike

reference to any national plan or
quota. This proposal was flatly rejected by AFM but in lieu of it, the
order of Jan. 2 authorizing musicians to work for broadcasters
without an agreement was disThe IRNA Executive Committee
patched.
advised affiliates that it was believed AFM will be guided in its
next move largely by reports received from its locals as to the action of affiliates in maintaining emafter Jan.
The com-to
mittee inployment
effect
urged17.affiliates
refrain from reducing employment
when the plan expires, declaring
that if this is done, AFM likewise
would be expected to refrain from
renewing its demands for increased
employment.
Some Hardships
"IRNA believes, in short," said
the letter, "that if affiliates generally are willing to continue employment of staff musicians, without compulsion and without reference to any national plan, agreement or quota, then the AFM locals will, in general, recommend to
AFM that employment should not
be disturbed by any national demands or actions by AFM.
"It is recognized that there are
some exceptional cases of undue
hardship, flagrant incompetence or
complete economic waste, where no
reasonable person could expect full
continuance. It is also recognized
(Continued on Page 60)

IRNA's
Story of Developments
in AFM
Situation . . .
To All Affiliates :
mittee of IRNA, and representatives Mr. Weber in an effort to clarify his
of NAB and of the Columbia, NBC
position, which resulted in his sending
You wUl recall that on Nov. 2, 1939, and
Mutual networks. At this session out to all locals of AFM on Jan. 2,
AFM notified IRNA verbally it would the Scripps
1940
(under date of Dec. 29, 1939),
Committee
was
absorbed
require the affiliates as a group to by IRNA and a new special committee
make a further increase of $1,500,000 set up containing the original Scripps an order directing the locals not to
enter into negotiations with a broadper annum in expenditures for staff
caster, but, notwithstanding, to permit
the IRNA Executive Commusicians, thereby doubling the in- Committee,
members,
for the present, to work for
mittee
and
a
representative
of
each
of
crease of $1,500,000 per annum agreed
broadcasters without an agreement. A
three
networks.
This
joint
committo in the Plan of Settlement of 1937. the tee
was instructed to pursue the work copy of this order is likewise enclosed.
At the same time AFM notified the
by the Scripps Committee.
networks it would require a further commenced
No Formal Action
It held meetings and discussions in
increase of $60,000 per annum in ex- Washington and New York, including
These
were
considered at an IRNA
penditure for staff musicians by them conferences with Joseph N. Weber,
Board meeting held in New York Jan.
at each key station, thereby doubling president
of AFM.
1940. A letter was sent to Mr. Weber
the increase of $60,000 per annum
The culmination of these activities 4,
today correcting a misquotation in bis
agreed to by them for each key station was a letter addressed to Mr. Weber letter
of Dec. 29, 1939, and informing
under the Plan of 1937.
him that this letter is now being sent
the Executive
On Nov. 20, 1939, IRNA notified Dec. 28,mittee1939.
of IRNA,by informing
him Comthat to all affiliates. A copy of the IRNA
AFM that these demands on the Affili- IRNA believed that any effort to con- letter of Jan. 5, 1940, to Mr. Weber
ates could not be complied with. The
tinue or extend the 1937 Plan of Set- is also enclosed herewith.
same day the Department of Justice
tlement would be regarded as an atAs the matter now stands, therefore,
released a statement in Washington
tempt, among other things, to force
formal action is taken either by
outlining five types of unreasonable
excess employment upon Affiliates, and no
to continue employment under
restraints which the Department classi- for this reason a violation of the anti- IRNA
Plan of Settlement or by AFM
trust laws which might subject all the
fied as "unquestionable violations of
to
terminate
it. Mr. Weber is leaving
the Sherman Act." One of these in- participants to severe penalties, and for Florida next
week to attend the
voled the compulsory hiring of useless that therefore it was impossible for sessions
the AFM Executive Board
and unnecessary labor.
IRNA or any other group of Affiliates in Miami ofand
expects to remain there
On Nov. 23, 1939, AFM withdrew
to discuss with AFM even a renewal for several months.
It is believed AFM
its demands on the Affiliates and stated of the 1937 Plan. It was requested,
will
be
guided
in
its next move largely
it would await a new proposal from therefore, that Mr. Weber authorize
the locals of AFM to enter into local by reports received from its locals as to
the industry, failing which it would
assume the industry was ready to do agreements with Affiliates individually the action of affiliates in maintaining
employment after the expiration of the
without further services of musicians without reference to any national plan Plan
of Settlement on Jan. 17, 1940.
after Jan. 17, 1940.
or quota.
It
is
that ofif,a even
thoughstrike
reOn
Dec.
29,
1939,
Mr.
Weber
relievedbelieved
of the threat
national
Anti-Trust Angle
under
which
the
Plan
of
Settlement
plied,
stating
that
IRNA's
letter
had
During several weeks following, an been considered by a committee of the
in 1937, affiliates genExecutive Board of AFM, which dis- was negotiated
independent committee of broadcasters
erally elect to refrain from reducing
headed by William J. Scripps, WWJ,
agreed with IRNA's
viewsto and
refused
to
authorize
the
locals
enter
into
Detroit, made a study concerning the local agreements separately. Copies of employment when the Plan of Settlerelation of the Sherman Act to the
ment expires, AFM will refrain from
AFM demands in the light of the De- the IRNA letter of Dec. 28, 1939, and renewing its demands for increased emWeber's reply of Dec. 29, 1939, are
ployment, atleast at this time, and wiU
partment's statement of policy. The Mr.
enclosed.
not seek to exert on the industry presScripps Committee then caUed a meetFollowing
this
exchange
of
letters
(Continued on Page 64)
ing in New York to which were in- further discussions took place with
vited in addition the Executive Com-
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Rise
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Listening

Shifts

Program

Ratings

By
A. W. LEHMAN
Manager, Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting (CAB)
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Sanborn,

CAB

Finds

Others

made by the
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veONAnalysis of
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perAR
Broadcasting of relative radio program popularity between December, 1938 and December, 1939 reveals many interesting
changes in status among the first
ten programs. The three leading
programs are the same for both
years but beyond that there is little
similarity. Of the remaining seven,
only two appear among the first ten
in both years.
The three leaders vsrere, in order,
Chase & Sanhorn, Jack Benny, and
Lux Radio Theatre. (In December,
1938, Kraft Music Hall was tied
with Lux for third.) Chase & Sanborn had a slightly lower rating in
1939 than in 1938, but Jack Benny
was slightly ahead and Lux was
well ahead. In the 12-month period,
Fibber McGee & Molly rose sensationally from 16th to fourth place,
nosing out Kraft Music Hall for the
spot [See 1939 Broadcasting Yearbook for previous ratings and analysis].
Year's Development
In addition to the three leaders.
Major Bowes' Amateur Hour and
Kraft Music Hall were the only
shows among the first ten in both
years. The Major, in fact, made a
real come-back after the slump
which followed his first sensational
rise to fame and long tenure of first
place. He stood sixth in December
of both years.
The following shows, listed with
their positions in December, 1938,
were not among the first ten a year
later: Burns & Allen, fifth; Rudy
Vallee, seventh; Town Hall, eighth;
Cantor's Camel Caravan, ninth;
and Big Town, tenth. Bums &
Allen had shifted to a less advantageous time.
Their places were taken by Fibber McGee & Molly, fourth; Bob
Hope, seventh; Fitch Bandwagon,
eighth; Kate Smith, ninth and Pot
O'Gold, tenth. None of them were
new programs vdthin the twelvemonth with the exception of Pot
O'Gold. Kate Smith, a real veteran

II-Monthly
Leaders

Benny,

Jostled

Hold
About

I— Distribution

First

Three

During

of Sponsored

Positions

the

Network

Year
Evening

Programs According to Ratings
Month of December
No. of
1937
No. of
Rating
% of
No. of 1939 % of
1938
% of
Total
of
Programs Total
set {%
owners)
Total
Programs
Programs
1.1
0
1
1.0
1
40.0 and over
2
2.1
1.1
1
1.0
1
35.0 - 39.9
0.0
0
0.0
0.0
0
0.0
0
30.0 - 34.9
4.3
1
1.1
2.2
2
3
25.0 - 29.9
21
7
4
7
3.1
10.3
41
20.0 - 24.9
6
6.3
12
10
7.2
13.0
15.0 - 19.9
7.4
23.9
22.1
22
28
28.9
10.0 - 14.9
43.1
36
5.0- 9.9
11.3
39.2
15.2
17
14
17.9
37.2
36
0.0- 4.9
11
100.0
95
97
100.0
100.0
Total
92
of the air, had finally found a for- the single exception of the leader.
Chase & Sanborn. The average ratmula which enabled her to rise from
ing for the first ten shows was a
BandFitch
while
ninth,
17th to
wagon rose from 13th, and Bob point and a half higher in 1939
Hope from 23d respectively. These than in 1938, namely 26.8% comwide shifts in popularity contrast
pared with 25.3%. The median rating of all 30-minute evening prosharply with the relatively small
grams had risen more sharply, from
amount of change from 1937 to
1938, which may indicate signifi- 8.8 to 10.2. In 1937 the figure was
cant shifting in the public taste for only 8.2. The median of evening 60minute programs rose from 18.4 in
radio programs.
Fred Allen dropped to 11th place. December, 1938 to 19.1 in December, 1939.
Big Town to 16th and Burns &
Table I is based on the month of
Allen to 18th. The Rudy Vallee
December in 1939, 1938 and 1937
show and Cantor's Camel Caravan
left the air.
and shows the distribution of sponsored evening network programs
In 1938 there was a wide gap between the two programs tied for third according to ratings. 51.5% of these
programs rated 10 or better in 1939
place and the fifth place program
with the fifth to tenth place shows compared with 45.6% in 1938 and
closely clustered, but in 1939 the 39% in 1937. A year ago it was
gap had been closed up with less pointed out that there were three
than half a point separating fourth factors accountable for this trend.
and fifth places. Actually, Kraft
First, a greater amount of total lisMusic Hall had a higher rating in
tening, second a greater amount of
fifth place than it had a year ear- listening to the leading programs
lier in its third place tie. The wide and third, greater reluctance on the
gap now fell between fifth and part of the advertisers to keep a
sixth places with the sixth to tenth poorly rated program on the air.
There probably should be added
programs well bunched.
The general redistribution found to these reasons a healthy increase
the occupants of each place rating in the art of programming and time
somewhat better than the corres- and station selection, based in large
ponding show a year earlier with part upon studious attention to such

of the 11 Programs Which Were Among the Five
One Month During the Year Ending December, 1939

Rankings

for Any

Dec.
1 Nov.1
2
2
3
3
5
4
4
5
6
6
10
12
NB
15 NB17
8
9
12
11

Chase & Sanborn
Jack Benny
Lux Radio Theatre
Fibber McGee & Molly
Kraft Music Hall
Major Bowes
Kay Kyser
Rudy Vallee
Your Hit Parade
Kate Smith Hour
Town Hall
NB means 'no broadcasts'.
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Aug.
Sept.
1
1
1
Oct.
2 NB
2 NB
3
5 NB
5
4
3
4
2
3
6
4
6
8
8
7
NB
5
11
19
NB
7
NB
10 NB

July
1
1 June
1
1
1
2
NB
2 Mar.
2 May
2 April
3
NB
3
4
3
16
NB
9
11
9
4
4
4
4
3
156
6
2
8
135
12
3
5
138
17
5
16
16
21
7
19
12
5
6
11
5
8
12
7
NB
24

Feb.
1
2
3
14
4
8
7
11
27
10
5

1
Jan
2
3
14
16
4
5
6
33
8
15

BROADCASTING

data as are regularly furnished by
the CAB and other fact-finding orreasonlistening
for the further increaseganizations.
in One total
this
year has been the public hunger for
news becauseternational
of situation.
the disturbing inOver the years the percentage of
programs rating less than 5 has
steadily diminished, but the decline
was more noteworthy in the past
year. In December, 1937, 17.9%
rated less than 5; in December,
1938, 15.2%; while in December,
1939, only 11.3%; of all evening programs were below the 5 mark. The
greatest increase noted from 1938
to 1939 was in the percentage of
programs which moved from the
5-9.9 classification to the 10-14.9
classification.
The Ten Leaders
In December, 1939, the 10 leading evening pi'ograms were:
1. Chase & Sanborn Program
2. Jack Benny
3. Lux Radio Theatre
4. Fibber McGee and Molly
5. Kraft Music Hall.
6. Major Bowes Amateur Hour
7. Bob Hope Program
8. Fitch Bandwagon
9. Kate Smith Hour
10. Pot O'Gold
Popularity Shifts in 1939
For the year ending Dec. 31,
1939, as in the year before, the
Chase & Sanborn program took
first place in each month. Jack
Benny, except for the three months
when he was off the air, held second
place. The year before he had
dropped back to third place in one
month. Lux Radio Theatre was on
the air for ten months, taking third
place in all but two. During Jack
Benny's last vacation month Lux
took second while in May it had
yielded to Kraft Music Hall. The
latter, on the air the entire period
was a steady fourth until December, though it took third place in
May and August. In December it
dropped to fifth. Fibber McGee &
Molly started at 14th in January
and February, fell back to 16th in
March, climbed to 11th in April,
ninth in May and June and after a
two-month vacation returned to the
air in September in fifth position
which was maintained during the
fall, finishing fourth in December.
Major Bowes started at fifth in
January, then ran eighth, sixth,
sixth, eighth, fifth, and profiting
from the hiatus months, placed
second in July and August and
third in September, falling back to
sixth in when
October,
December
the November
season wasandagain
in full swing.
Kay Kyser bounced around a good
deal, taking 16th, seventh, 12th,
12th, fifth, eighth, third, fourth,
sixth, eighth, tenth and 12th in
order. Rudy Vallee, after a long and
illustrious career of more than ten
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Ill— Division of Commercial

Network

IV— Division of Commercial

Time

By Program Types : Evening Programs
(October, 1938 — April, 1939)
CLASSICAL 1.7

Network

By Program Types : Evening Programs
(May to September, 1939)

FAMILIAR MUSIC 0.7
CHILDREN'S

CLASSICAL

0.4

PROGRAMS

O:^

Amount of Time
Number
071 the Air
Average
of
Type of
Ratings
Range
No. of
% of Rank in %
Type of Program
Rating Rank Programs
Program
Average
Rank Loiv
High Programs
Time
of Time Variety
10 1
1
31
Comedy
11.0
21
5.1
18.4
7.2
^,
. SSSIZ^Si:::::^
,
on
o
^
Variety
14.7
2.2
42.3
307
27.1
' 5
1
Drama
Q.l
2
13
1
8
8.0
Classical
2
17.8
18
28.2
2.9
3
10.8
Drama
Audience
Comedy
7.9
4
8
Participation 10.5
4
2.0
21.2
13
12.5
4
Audience Participation _ 7.8
5
18
Classical
10.5
4
—
—
1
1.7
9^,.,^^
no
a
o
9
6
7.3
^"'^^^ Drama
6
6.8
7
20.2
1.5
6
10.4
Drama
Serial
Popular Music 7.6
7
L.T.
16.5
20
16.1
3
Semi-Classical
6.1
7
4
CommTntSrs
'^'^
^
^'^
^'^
^
^"^
6.7
10
12.4
1.8
andTalks°^^
Familiar
Music 6.6
2.4
109
—
—
1
.7
NOTE — Bach program type has been allotted the number of hours which
Fifteen-minute programs broadcast 5 times a week have been considered
a week % hour, etc.
years for one sponsor finally retired. Of the nine months he was on
the air, he ranked among the first
ten in only four, three of these being the summer months. Kate
Smith, also an illustrious radio veteran and broadcasting at the same
hour, gave him some real competition, rising very fast from 17th in
December, 1938 to fifth in March.
Vallee at the same time was dropping from seventh to 17th. Kate
Smith held up well with the exception of a drop to 11th in May and
returned to the air in October after
a three-month vacation in seventh
place, dropping back to eighth in
November and ninth in December.
Of the other shows which placed
fifth or better in one or more of the
twelve months, Your Hit Parade
was the most erratic, ranging all
the way from 33d to fifth; Fred
Allen reached fifth place only in
February and ranked as low as 16th
in April.
Table II shows the month-toBROADCASTING

^
Popular Music
Commentators and Talks
7
10
Children's Programs
all programs in that type represent.
as li/4 hours per week for the number

month rankings of the 11 programs
which were among the five leaders
for any month during the year ending December 1939.
Leading Daytime Programs
The leading daytime programs in
December, 1939 were :
1. Ben Bernie
2. Ma Perkins
3. Hobby Lobby
4.
Young's Family
5. Pepper
Vic & Sade
6. The Guiding Light
7. Mary Marlin
8. The Woman in White
9. Stella Dallas
10. Goldbergs
10. Road to Life
In the previous December the ten
daytime leaders were:
1. Ben Bernie
2. Ma Perkins
3. The Guiding Light
4. Pepper Young's Family
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Time

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

% of Rankin
Time % of Time
24 5
1
n
m
s!?
0.4 105
8.1
6
16.7
3
no
^
4
9.3
5.3
8

5.6
8
24
18.6 2
7
7.5
8
9
5.0
4.3 10
1
0.9
9
The chart is based on the table of program types.
of weeks investigated, 15 minute programs 3 times

Magic Key of RCA
Mary Marlin
The Woman in White
David Hartim
The Big Sister
Road of Life
Sets in Use
There is likely to be more fluctuation in the rankings of daytime programs than among evening programs because of their lower ratings and closer bunching, yet there
were fewer changes in the daytime
programs appearing among the
first ten between December 1938 and
1939 than there were in the evening
programs. The Magic Key of RCA
left the air. David Harum and The
Big Sister dropped out of the list.
The newcomers were Hobby Lobby
(formerly an evening show) , Vic
&bergs.
Sade, Stella Dallas and the GoldOver a period of years, sets in
use at some time during the day
have shown very little variation.

From October, 1935 to April, 1939
the range for week-days was from
a low in July, 1936 of 56.8% of set
owners to a high in January, 1938
of 73.4%. Starting with August,
1939, each month showed a new
high figure for percentage of sets
in use at some time during the average week-day since October, 1935.
No doubt the European War accounts for the record. Sundays
show more extreme fluctuations because of outdoor activities in the
summer time which keep people
from their sets, while in the winter
the weather tends to keep them at
home. The low listening point on
Sundays was August, 1937 with
45.3% and the high point was February, 1938 with 75.8%. During the
daylight saving period, sets in use
at some time during the day run
about 12% less than during the
standard time period.
Very little difference in listening
(Continued on Page 80)
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Record

Regulation

Amended
by FCC
Half - hour Announcement of
Stations Now Permitted
FOLLOWING the expected course,
the FCC Jan. 4 amended its broadeast rules governing announcement of recorded programs by
permitting such announcements at
30-minute rather than 15-minute
intervals. Simultaneously, it amended the rule governing language
used in announcements requiring
differentiation between transcriptions and phonograph r e c o r d s.
[Broadcasting, Jan. 1]. The
changes are effective immediately.
The FCC said the alterations
were made in the interest of public service and station convenience.
By lengthening the identifying announcement to a 30-minute interval, instead of the previous 15minute requirement, the Commission said stations would avoid interrupting continuity of a recorded series or of long transcriptions,
particularly programs recorded
from the line or the air for later
transmission.
New Regulation
Section 3.93 (e) of the broadcast rules was amended to read:
The identifying announcement shall
accurately describe the type of mechanical record used, i.e., where a
transcription is used it shall be announced as a "transcription" or an
"electrical transcription"
phonograph
record is usedandit where
shall bea
announced as a "record".
The Commission also specified
that religious service recordings be
added to the types of continuous
recorded programs of longer than
a half-hour for which the 30-minute announcement rule is waived.
Previously, it had specified speech,
play, symphony concert or operatic
production in the waived classification.
Following is the text of the rule
as amended:
The Commission on Jan. 4, 1940, amended Section 3.93 of the Standard Broadcast
Rules,
follows :effective immediately, to read as
3.93 Mechanical records (reproducEach broadcast
program
consist-of
ing of a tions)*.
mechanical
record,
or a series
mechanical records, shall be announced in
the manner and to extent set out below :
(a) A mechanical record, or a series
thereof, of longer duration than thirty
(fifteen)* minutes shall be identified by
appropriate announcement at the beginning of the program, at each thirty (fifteen)* minute interval, and at the conelusion of the program ; Provided, however, That the identifying announcement
at
each required
thirty (fifteen)*
interval
is not
in case ofminute
a mechanical
record consisting of a single, continuous
uninterrupted speech, play, religious service, symphony concert or operatic production of longer duration than thirty (fifteen)* minutes;
(b) A mechanical record, or a series
thereof, of a longer duration than five minutes and not in excess of thirty (fifteen)*
minutes shall be identified by an appropriate announcement at the beginning and
end of the program ;
(c) A single mechanical record of a
duration not in excess of five minutes shall
be identified by appropriate announcement
immediately preceding the use thereof ;
(d) In case a mechanical record is used
for background music, sound effects, station identification, program identification
(theme music of short duration), or identification of the sponsorship of the program proper, no announcement of the mechanical record is required.
(e) the identifying announcement, shall
accurately describe the type of mechanical
record used, i.e., where a transcription is
used it shall be announced as a "transcripan "electricalrecord
transcription"
and
where tion"a orphonograph
is used it shall
be announced as a "record" or a "recording".
* — The modifications are (in italic) and
the words changed are in parentheses immediately following.
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Bulova's

1940

Spot

293,095
Covers
BULOVA WATCH Co., largest
user of spot broadcasting in the
country, will make still more extensive use of this medium in 1940,
when its advertising budget will
be increased 25% over that of 1939
to a total of more than $2,000,000,
John H. Ballard, the company's
president, announced at the watch
concern's annual sales convention,
which opened in New York Jan. 8
to run for ten days. While radio
will continue to be the backbone of
its advertising campaign, newspapers and magazines will also be
employed, Mr. Ballard stated.
Video Demonstration
Details of the company's radio
expenditure, employed exclusively
in the broadcasting of time signals,
were disclosed by Milton Blow,
president of the Blow Co., advertising agency in charge of the Bulova account, during a television
sales demonstration meeting, the
first ever held, which took place on
the second day of the convention.
Aided by charts and diagrams,
motion pictures and live actors, Mr.
Blow in NBC's television studio
presented a dramatic picture of the
1940 Bulova campaign, which was
witnessed by the company's sales
representatives on television receivers in the NBC board room several floors above. The session was
not broadcast for general reception
by the set-owning public, but was
piped by cable direct from studio
to audience. NBC cooperated with
the company and its agency in line
with the network's policy of working with any advertiser who wishes
to test the future advertising possibilities ofthis new means of communication.
Of the country's 36 stations
broadcasting with the maximum
power
of 50 kw.,
30 carry Mr.
Bulova's
time signals
exclusively,
Blow
stated, adding that one more is
used by Bulova on a non-exclusive

Campaign

Signals
Time
basis. In all, the company uses 175
stations, he said. Citing the growth
of Bulova's use of time signals, in
which the company was a pioneer,
he pointed out that in 1935 Bulova
broadcast 55,480 such signals,
whereas in 1939 the company sponsored 241,265 such announcements.
In 1940 this number will be increased to 293,095, he added.
In 1939, Bulova spent $1,524,757 for spot radio, more than twice
the sum spent by any other user of
this medium, Mr. Blow continued.
Other
leading
spot advertisei's,
he
said, are
General
Motors Corp.,
which spent $716,314 in 1939; Procter & Gamble, spending $678,011;
Standard Oil, with $666,761 ; American Tobacco, $243,235, and CocaCola, $160,741.
After illustrating the Bulova
practice of spotting their time signals adjacent to radio's most popular programs, Mr. Blow presented a
drama to illustrate how dealers can
cash in on these broadcasts by tying up the theme of the radio campaign in their newspaper advertising. Another dramatic sketch illustrated the way window displays
may likewise be linked up with the
company's
advertising.
The Westfield watches,
a less expensive
line
manufactured by Bulova, will also
receive more advertising support in
1940, Mr. Blow stated, with 75%
more broadcasts than during 1939.
The television program opened
with a cartoonists's conception of
the birth of a Bulova watch, acted
by puppets based on the quaint
characters of Bill Eddy, cartoonist and television engineer. A comedy act of high pressure salesmanship, a movie short illustrating the
importance of knowing the exact
time in all situations and a miniature town illustrative of the typical market for Bulova watches
were also included in the program,
directed by Tony Bundsman of
NBC's television staff.

Captivating Cosmetics
To Extend Distribution
Nationwide Via Radio
GLO-CO Co. Inc., Los Angeles
(Captivating cosmetics), through
Logan & Rouse, that city, on Jan.
20 starts for 52 weeks, sponsoring
George Fisher's Hollywood Whispers on KHJ, Wednesday, 11-11:15
a.m., and Saturday, 8-8:15 p.m.
(PST). As markets are established
within the next 90 days, the commentary series will be extended to
include
31
Pacific stations.
Coast DonWithin
LeeMutual network
six months the sponsor plans to
periodically add others and eventually
the entire
list according
of 107 Mu-to
tualusenetwork
stations,
John M. Alden, agency executive
on the account. Bruce G. Eells, is
the Don Lee network executive on
that account.
An extensive promotional campaign is being launched with the
program. In addition to the slogan
"Captivating Beauty," the theme
stressed will be "The Star-line to
Beauty." Besides advertising in
major newspapers, there will be
tabloid giveaways, broadsides, store
and window display "units, as well
as drug-store fountain strips. To
start, a fleet of seven station wagons, with five women demonstrators
and a salesman each, will make
home contacts with housewives in
various Southern California communities. As new markets open
other groups will be added to the
fleet and sent into the field.
Women to Select
A different Captivating Beauty
is to be chosen each month from
Hollywood film actresses. Fisher
will request women listeners to
send in their nominations. Although he will pick the winner
each month, those nominating that
actress receives a gift of the sponsor's product. in
Beauty
wiW
be featured
all chosen
advertising
throughout the following month.
Drug-stores, as promotion, also will
feature Captivating Beauty specialties at their fountain service. Although sponsor or product will not
be mentioned. Fisher during his
Mutual-Don Lee network sustain- [
ing bi'oadcasts, will also include i
the Captivating Beauty contest, i
This will familiarize listeners with
the name when the sponsor adds
new stations to its list.
$100,000 for Longines
LONGINES - WITTNAUER
WATCH Co., New York, has signed
one-year renewals with the 12 stations carrying its daily time signals in various parts of the country. WOR, Newark, carries the
largest number of signals, broadcasting six each evening. The renewals, effective on the various
dates when previous contracts expire, represent an expenditure of
$100,000,enbergaccording
to Arthur
RosCo., New York,
the agency
placing the account.

Sam Refreshment Time
new Singin'
theKYW,
for on
PREVIEW
series
heard ofsixpromotion
times weekly
Philadelphia, for Coca Cola was
held in the KYW studios just before the first program went on the air
early in December. In order (1 to r) here are Griffith B. Thompson, KYW
assistant general manager; photostat enlargement of letter mailed to a
large number of Philadelphians by Leslie W. Joy, KYW general manager,
calling attention to the new Coca Cola broadcasts; Judy Shinn, Philadelphia's Coca Cola Girl featured on local posters, and George S. Derry,
president of the Philadelphia Coca Cola Bottling Co., sponsors of the new
heard Mondays through Fridays
of Singin' Sam,
a photoFeigenbaum
program,
at 6:45 p.with
m. Harry
Adv. Agency placed the account.

15, 1940
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P & G Drops Series
PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati, will discontinue the Life Can
Be Beautiful broadcasts on NBCRed on Jan. 29. Program continues
on 32 CBS stations, Monday
through Friday, 1:15-1:30 p.m., for
Ivory Soap, placed through Compton Adv., New York.
• Broadcast
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York, Washington, D. C, Dallas or Denver, you'll
generally get our signal as bright and strong as a
button! Or, to be completely accurate, you wilt
unless you live in one of those very few areas which
Skidoo, kid
'This is WHO,

it said

have stations at about 990 or 1010.

Des MoinesT
So that's the way to get the real dope on the WHO

For a long, long time, we've been telling you boys
that WHO

covers a lot of territory — but it just

recently occurred to us that you can prove it, your-

territory, and to discover for yourself why WHO
gets so much mail from Ohio, Oregon, Florida,
New

Mexico, Pennsylvania, and even from New

self— right in your own home!
Zealand — no joke! It's just part of the extra job
Tonight before settling down to whatever it is that
you ordinarily settle down to, turn your dial to

WHO

does for its advertisers, in the "Plus" of

Iowa Plus!

1000. Whether you're in Chicago, suburbs of New

WH

O^

+

for

IOWA

DES MOINES

PLUS!

+

. . . 50,000 WATTS

J. O. MALAND, MANAGER
FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives
BROADCASTING
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Control

of

AG

A

Movie Quiz
MOVIE experts of WCCO,
Minneapolis, defeated those
of WTCN— 1,300 to 1,050
points — in a half-hour quiz
program conducted in the
grand ballroom of Minneapolis' Hotel Curtis Dec. 29.
The program was one of a
series of movie quiz shows
sponsored by Atwood Coffee
Co. on WTCN and directed
by Merle Potter, movie
columnist of the Minneapolis
Tribune. On the WCCO team
were Northrup Dawson, assistant program director; Al
Harding, salesman, and Florence Lehmann, m.c. of Ladies
First and Airliners, with
WTCN represented by Bob
DeHaven, Peter Lyman and
Ardith Haeberle.

Sought by Cox Jr.
Would Acquire 60% of Stock
From Winston for $100,000
TRANSFER of control of WAGA,
Atlanta, to James M. Cox Jr., son
of former Gov. James M. Cox, and
an executive of the Cox newspapers
and radio stations, is sought in an
application filed Jan. 12 with the
FCC. The application is for transfer of 609c of the stock in Liberty
Broadcasting Corp. from N. K.
Winston of New York, to the junior
Cox for $100,000. The lemaining
40% is held by the Atlanta Journal
Co., having been acquired last
month in the record transaction
under which Gov. Cox and his enterprises purchased the Journal and
WSB, clear channel outlet [Broadcasting Dec. 15, Jan. 1].
Subject to FCC approval, the
transfer of control of WAGA to the
junior Cox will mark his first venture as operator of a broadcasting
station in his own right. He is a
minority stockholder in the companies operating WIOD, Miami,
WHIG, Dayton, and WSB, Atlanta,
as well as in the parent newspapers
in those cities. Whether the transaction would be only a temporary
expedient until such time as a new
purchaser can be found, was not
indicated. Gov. Cox, on the occasion
of his acquisition of the Journal
properties, including WSB, advised
the FCC that he was opposed to
multiple ownership of stations in
the same communities.
Transfer of Stock
Negotiations for sale of WAGA
to the Atlanta Constitution, at a
figure understood to have been
$175,000, apparently have collapsed.
As a consequence, it was presumed
the arrangement was made whereby
the junior Cox acquired control of
the station, with the remaining 40%
remaining in the hands of the
Journal Co. It has been estimated
that in the acquisition of the 40%
interest in WAGA, Gov. Cox expended approximately $50,000.
The FCC application seeks transfer of 150 of the 250 shares of common stock of Liberty Broadcasting
Corp. and 600 shares out of 1,000
shares of preferred stock to Mr.
Cox Jr. at the $100,000 figure. Mr.
Winston, who would dispose of the
stock under the arrangement, is associated with Arde Bulova, New
York watch manufacturer and
broadcaster. Harold A. Lafount,
former radio commissioner, holds a
qualifying interest in WAGA.
Meanwhile, no further word was
forthcoming from the Cox organization regarding WSB operation or
personnel. The junior Cox, as executive in charge of WSB and WHIG,
had announced temporary assignment of J. Leonard Reinsch, general
manager of WHIG, to Atlanta "to
make a survey of the station's operations". It isofpresumed
that upon
completion
the survey,
Mr.
Reinsch will return to Dayton.
Lambdin Kay, veteran general manager of WSB, remains in that capacity.

LOCAL MOmPOLIES
CRITICIZED BY FCC
A NEW pronouncement against local monopoly was sounded Jan. 9
by the FCC in denying the petition
of WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C. for
rehearing or reconsideration of the
Commission's grant of a new local
station to the Spartanburg Advertising- Co. WSPA is operated by
Virgil V. Evans, who had announced that he would fight the
new grant. The new station will operate on 1370 kc. with 250 watts
day, 100 watts night, unlimited
time, while WSPA is assigned to
920 kc. with 1.000 watts daytime
only. The Commission, in its decision, stated:
"In the radiobroadcast field public interest, convenience and necessitv is served not by the establishment and protection of monopolies,
but by the widest possible utilization of broadcast facilities. Competition between stations in the
same community inures to the public good because only by attracting
and holding listeners can a broadcast station suocessfuHv compete
foi- advertisers. Competition for advertisers which mean competition
for listeners necessarily results in
rivalry between stations to broadcast programs calculated to attract
and hold listeners, which necessarily results in the improvement
of the oualitv of their prosram
service. This is the essence of the
American system of broadcasting."
"Experience has shnwn that the
addition of a comnetitive station
in a community does not bring
about disastrous results rometimes predicted by the licensee of
an existing station in the community. More often the protests of the
existing station to the establishment of a new station spring not
fiom a desire to insure its continued operation in the nublic interest, but rather from the purely
private interest of seeking a monopoly in a field in which the interests of the public are best served
by competitive operation."

'Gateway' Suit Settled
SUIT filed by John Carnevale agaiii.st
CBS, RKO-Radio Pictures, Wm.
Wrigley Jr. Go. and the MPPA for
$500,000 was discontinued Jan. 8 in
New York Supreme Court. Plaintiff
claimed to have submitted the idea for
the Oateumy to HoUywood program to
the sponsor in .July, 1938, but that he
received no payment for the idea after
the show had been produced.

Fleischmann's Spots
STANDARD BRANDS, New York,
on Jan. 8 started one-minute transci'ibed announcements and evening
chain - break announcements for
Fleischmann's Yeast on 13 stations
in the Southern states, Pennsylvania and Oklahoma. J. Walter
Thompson
Co., New York, is agency.
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New

CBS

WILLIAM

Sales V-P

C. GETTINGER

Gittinger Elected
CBS
Sales Chief
WILLIAM C. GITTINGER, former
sales manager of CBS, has been appointed vice-president in charge of
sales of CBS, following a meeting
of the network's board of directors
on Jan. 3. Mr. Gittinger, who has
been sales manager for the past five
years and with CBS since 1933, fills
the position which has remained
vacant since Oct. 20, 1938, when
Hugh K. Boice resigned, later to
join Benton & Bowles, New York
[Broadcasting, Oct. 1, 1938].
A native of Maplewood, N. J.,
still his home, Mr. Gittinger was
graduated from New York U and
served in the Army Air Corps during the World War. Upon his return from the war, Mr. Gittinger
joined the Murphy Vai-nish Co.,
New York, and later the advertising department of the Vacuum Oil
Co., now Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.
After working with Vacuum for
four years, he joined the Joseph
Richards Adv. Agency as account
executive on the Tidewater Associated Oil Co. account, later joining
that company as director of sales
development and advertising. Mr.
Gittinger remained with Tidewater
seven years, coming to CBS in 1933
as director of sales development.
Wrigley Lineup
WILLIAM WRIGLEY Jr. Co., Chicago (Dotiblemint
(
gum), through
J. Walter Thompson Co., Hollywood, on Jan. 7 replaced its Gateway to Hollywood series on 105
CBS and CBC stations, Sunday,
6:30-7 p.m. (EST), with its new
weekly half-hour program, titled
Melody Ranch. Program features
Gene Autry, film singing cowboy,
and dramatics. Paul Rickenbacher
and Bob Brewster, are the agency
co-producers. Carroll Carroll heads
the writing staff, with Peter Dixon
and Eddie
associate
ers. CarrollHelwick,
also writes
the writNBC
Kraft Music Hall, sponsored by
Kraft-Phenix Cheese Co. Bobby
Brown, who produced the Gateway
to Hollywood programs, remains on
the
new show as sponsor's representative.
BROADCASTING

CONSUMER
GROUP
SEEKING CHARTER
INCORPORATION plans for the
Committee on Consumer Relations
in Advertising were completed Jan.
5 under the joint sponsorship of
leading advertising media and the
American Association of Advertising Agencies. Hitherto this committee had been conducted in a preliminary way by the AAAA as the
Consumer-Advertiser Council.
The committee recognizes the importance of advei-tising-consumer
relations and proposes to deal with
them in a practical and cooperative
manner. It will engage in fact finding and research on the economics
of advertising and of consumption.
It is also interested in cooperating
with consumer groups in an effort
to set up a bridge of understanding
between consumers and advertising.
Dr. Kenneth Dameron, on leave of
absence from the Ohio State U, has
agreed
as managing
director for to
theserve
duration
of his leave.
Members of the board are: Col.
Julius Ochs Adler, general manager. New York Times; John Benson, president, chairman of the
board, AAAA; Walter D. Fuller,
president, Curtis Publishing Co.;
Kerwin H. Fulton, president. Outdoor Advertising Inc.; Chester J.
LaRoche, president, Young & Rubicam; Neville Miller, president,
NAB ; William Reydol, vice-president, Newell-Emmett Co.
ANA

Consumer

Meetings

TO ACQUAINT members of the
Association of National Advertisers
with the facts concerning the socalled consumer movement in all its
phases, the ANA has been holding
a series of regional meetings for its
members in different locales. Meetings have already been held in New
York, Boston and Philadelphia, and
are scheduled for Chicago on Jan.
16, St. Lotiis Jan. 18 and Pittsburgh
Jan. 29.
Kyser MBS List
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York, on Jan. 4 started rebroadcasts viaofMillerfilm
of Kay Kyser's
College
Musical Knoivledge,
the
Lucky Strike program, on 14 MBS
stations in addition to WOR, Newark, which has been rebroadcasting
the program since last June 15.
The program, heard live on NBCRed, Wednesday evenings, is rebroadcast Thursdays, 8-9 p.m. on
WOR, WCOU, WNBH, WLLH,
WRDO, WSAR, WHAI, WLNH,
WSYB, WIP, WGBI, WAZL
WNBF and WBAX. This list is a
correction of the one published in
Broadcasting Nov. 15. Lord &
Thomas,
in
charge. New York, is the agency
Beverage Placing
VANTI PA-PI-A Corp., New York,
on Jan. 8 started promotion for the
new melon drink Pa-Pi-A using the
Make Believe Ballroom program on
WNEW, New York, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 5:45-6 p.m.,
and is continuing the 12 spot announcements weekly started last
November on WIOD, Miami. More
stations may be added later, according to Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
New Yoi-k, the agency in charge.
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Off
the
Beaten
Path
—
Sachs^m.c.'s asSuccess
Gene have
Armer-is
orho
nold andNorman
HarloweRoss,
Wilcox
e onl
whoshb
achannet ig
y odstore
Chicago
Apparel
Store
Booms
WHEN
handled the Sachs Amateur Hour.
10 miles from Chicago's
For the last two years Charles
Loop spends $1,500 every
Through
Use of Radio
week for a radio show on a 50,000Lyon, ace announcer of NBC-Chiwatt station, orthodox advertising
cago, has been m.c. of the program
By
PAUL
BRINES
and
Bret Morrison has announced
r
men are apt to view the sponso
the
show.
from the corners of their eyes and control room last Sunday and he
term him a little odd.
Watches for All
had producer-shakes. "She's gonna
But orthodox advertising ideas run over" panted Mr. White,
"What'll
we
do?"
Mr.
Sachs
solved
Anyone wanting to get on the
don't mean a thing to Morris B.
amateur program applies by letter
Sachs who has sponsored the Sachs the problem. "Just drop the closing
to the Sachs store. All applicants
Amateur Hour since 1934, using commercial", he suggested quietly.
receive cards listing audition dates.
WENR, Chicago. As a matter of Unorthodox antics like this have
More than 3,900 persons (3,000
fact, Mr. Sachs has made an envi- built Morris B. Sachs Co. from a
able business success by advertising small store to a metropolitan outeracts)
appeared on the program during the first 261 broadcasts.
his own store over a 50 kw. station, apparel shop.
The story of Morris B. Sachs beEach week auditions are held for
by clipping rather than lengthening
the commercial copy used on his
150 persons of whom 11 or 12 are
gins 10 miles south of Chicago's
selected. In short, about 8% of the
show, by maintaining a very high Loop and east of its sprawling
level of colorful showmanship since stockyards district where Halsted
applicants get on the air. Bill Jones
and Jeff Wade, of the Wade Agency
1929, when he chose to advertise ex- Street splits the heart of what is
called "the largest outlying shopclusively byradio.
which handles the account, select
the contestants and three classes
ping district of any American city."
The Lobby, Too
Composed largely of Germanof amateurs are presented each
BUSINESS
is
fine
in
Chicago,
as
It was the observant eye of Mr. Americans and Irish-Americans, the far as Morris B. Sachs (left) is year. They include kid shows (15
Sachs that noticed how restless district ranks number one among
concerned. And has been ever since
andeveryunder)
are broadpeople are while they wait in line. Chicago's widespread shopping cen- he started to use radio. Now a Chi- years cast
fifth which
week and
every
ters
for
high
middle-class
consumThat's why each Sunday afternoon
contestant
appearing
in
this
classicagoHourinstitution,
the Sachs
Amaers. Nationally known and local
fication gets a brand new Gruen
as guests throng the lobby of Chiteur
is conducted
by Charles
Halsted Street to comwrist watch, win or lose. The regucago's Merchandise Mart to wait firms petethrong
Lyon,
NBC-WENR
announcer.
for
the
consumer
dollar.
A
city
in line for the Sachs Amateur Hour,
lar shows forming the back log of
four wandering musicians play re- in itself, the street is crowded
the
program
are for
day with thousands of shop"We started using radio in the
testants of 15 toseries
49 years.
Threeconor
quest tunes. "There I was", Mr. every pers
and at night turns into a crystal set days", Mr. Sachs will tell four times each year an old folks
Sachs
says,
"spending
$1,500
every
Sunday to entertain these folks for movie land of neon signs.
you, "and we've never found reason
to change. I experimented with all program features contestants of 50
The Smile of Sachs
one hour in the studio. But they
and over.
sorts of programs on Chicago sta- years
were in agony waiting in line for
First prize in the show is $75 and
At 6638, a huge electric sign
tions that no longer exist. From
the show. So now I give them a
a modernistic building front 1930 through 1932 we used time a Gruen wi'ist watch; second prize
two-hour show, one hour in the tops
is $40 and a watch; third is $20
signals and weather reports 10 and
lobby of the building and one in the to announce the Sachs company
a watch. All watches given on
times
a
day
on
WAAF.
In
1932
we
above
the
slogan
"Credit
with
a
studio."
the show are of equal value and
started
using
romantic
singers
on
Smile".
This
slogan
forms
a
part
Maybe it takes little things like of the closing commercial on the
list at $60 each. A special switchWCFL, tried about all kinds of muthat to make showmanship color- amateur show as the announcer
board accommodates the phone calls
sical programs. But on Sept. 15,
ful and effective. Perhaps that helps
that flood the exchange known as
chats, "You can have credit if you 1934 we hit a natural and we've
to explain why Nov. 11, 1939, was
State 4711. Out-of-town listeners
want it, and credit with a smile." never changed. On that day, the must
the 270th consecutive Sachs Amamail their votes to Mr. Sachs
teur Hour on WENR. At least it Should you feel sophisticated and first Sachs Amateur Hour was
before midnight of Wednesday folsuspect
this
isn't
true,
go
out
to
broadcast
from
the
store's
front
tells something of why ticket re- Morris B. Sachs Co. and find out
lowing each show. Winners of the
quests for the show will fill the stu- for yourself. Fact is, every business window (10 x 15') and Halsted
week before are announced each
dios for the next four months and
jam-packed".
day finds a dozen or more out-of- Street
The was
amateur
show started with Sunday and awarded prizes by Mr.
why twice each year Mr. Sachs
towners at his store to meet Mr. a strange format. Mr. Sachs bought Sachs personally.
rents the Chicago Civic Opera
The Human Side
Sachs, watch him smile, and thank
house to accommodate his guests. him for his radio program. The an hour on WCFL but took it in
alternating
15-minute
periods
so
The opera house has a capacity of inside story is simply that through that his show in the store window
These are the statistics, but the
4,500 and is filled to overflowing for his radio show Mr. Sachs has built
production itself is a master piece
lasted
two
hours.
For
the
next
eight
the special broadcasts.
and showmanship. Ashimself into a Midwestern person- months Halsted Street was packed of sentiment
suming that no one is completely
Another technique of Mr. Sachs
ality. And not only that. He has every Friday night. At that point
lacking in sentiment, Mr. Sachs
is the one he applies to his comgiven his store a unique personality. the police and street car company
taps the drama inherent in every
mercial copy. He feels that highThe
"Largest
Outer
Apparel
pressure and verbose copy have no Store for Men and Women in Chi- stopped the proceedings. So the amateur. But he doesn't overdo it.
place on his show. The full hour
show was moved to a nearby audi- The show never drags, never drools.
cago" started in 1910, was oneSome of the best human interest
torium, but after a year Mr. Sachs
program usually contains three com- story high
and measured 18 x 65
mercial announcements. The style feet. Today it is three stories tall, took it to WENR's Studio A and stories developed by the program
used is simple; the message is di- measures 25 x 125 feet. It, like the changed it to Sunday, 5-6 p.m. are quoted by Chicago advertising
rect; the theme is homey and per- Sachs Amateur Hour, is modernIt's been there ever since. And up men, some of whom seem stipersuasive. How effective is it? The
istic without being overdone.
through the years such top notch ficially hard-boiled.
There was the time on the old
other Sunday, Mr. Sachs stepped to
folks amateur hour when an aged
the microphone to tell his listeners
colored man yearned for a new pair
about his "Two Dollar Day" sale of FAR from the jammed sidewalks of Chicago's Loop — 10 miles, of
glasses. They were promptly
5,000 dresses which was to begin at
9 a.m. the following morning. He in fact — stands a store selling outer apparel. Yet this store pays bought and dramatically presented
spoke about 100 words. Next morn^1,500 every Sunday to present a radio program on a 50 kw. on the show. Another time an aged
Chicagoan had set his heart on
ing at 10 o'clock the 5,000 dresses
had been sold. And mind you, it station. How this retailer plowed his early receipts into ether visiting relatives in Los Angeles.
takes 35 minutes from the Loop by ripples and mushroomed from a hole in the wall to a three-story Mr. Sachs paid his fare, gave him
a portable radio set to take along,
elevated train to reacji Mr. Sachs'
garment palace is one of Chicago's best merchandising tales.
store, 55 minutes by street car.
told abouton thethree
old gentlemen's
One slant that Mr. Sachs has on The program formula has been simple, but obviously effective; and
adventures
succeeding
the value of commercial copy en- the merchandising formula has been just as simple and just as broadcasts.
dears him to his radio production
Several European refugees have
eflFective, although rather unorthodox at times. Like the time the
staff and raises many a Chicago
found employment after appearing
advertising eyebrow. Bob White, sponsor dropped the plug when the program was running late, on the program. A number of the
NBC production man on the Sachs
rather than spoil any of the program. But read about it.
(Continued on Page 62)
Amateur Hour, rushed into the
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shook

hands

with

himself

The other day we met an old prospect. He was

He once talked us out of selling him a half-hour

crying. "Well, old timer," we said, "what's that

evening show. He did such a good job of it, that

you've got in your hand?"

from that day on he began shaking hands with himself. A week later, we went around the corner and

"My other hand," he replied, shaking it.
It just didn't make sense. But his reason did.
Now

the reason this old WOR

prospect was shak-

ing hands with himself— and crying, too— is simple.

sold an idea to his competitor.
Using no promotion other than WOR,

our old

prospect's competitor jumped his product list from
one to 36. He's also shown a 100% sales increase for
every year he's been on WOR*.
So after that our old prospect began crying. But
would he stop shaking hands with himself? Not
much. He e\'en asked other people to shake hands
with HIM.
This, gentlemen, is a story you might well take to
heart.

-kThis is an authentic WOR success story, from our
file of more than 60— the greatest collection of success stories ever gathered by one station.

Revised
Bill

to

Merge

Copyright

Laws

Introduced
by
Sen.
Thomas
Little Chance of Committee Hearing Foreseen
This Session; Objection to Some Clauses
vestigation, the Committee said, it
AFTER a two-year study by a committee representing all branches of found that revision of domestic legislation was a prerequisite to the
copyright activity, the long-awaited
bill to amend and consolidate all main objective. The proposed bill
said to be the result of roundlaws I'elating to copyright was in- was
troduced in the Senate Jan. 8 by table discussions held under the
Senator Thomas (D-Utah) and auspices of the Committee for
promptly referred to the Senate nearly 16 months.
Patents Committee for ultimate
Among the groups participating
hearingand consideration. Although
were the NAB, Authors' League of
the NAB was represented in the America, ASCAP, Song Writers
preliminary deliberations, provi- Protective Assn., Motion Picture
sions of the measure relating to ra- Producers & Distributors, Motion
dio and copyright were viewed Picture Theatre Owners, Music
largely as objectionable to broad- Publishers Protective Assn., recording companies and other groups
casting.
The all-inclusive measure, which interested in copyright. The comproposes to reduce but not eliminate
mittee openly admitted that representatives ofeach group desired to
the statutory minimum damage
provision on innocent infringement make sure that the language used
— focal point of the opposition of for the various sections conformed
users of copyright music — was to their wishes. It said it believed
drafted by the National Committee the proposed bill achieved an acof the United States on Internaceptable adjustment of all interests
concerned in copyright.
t i o n a 1 Intellectual Cooperation
which held the exploratory meetStatutory Damages
ings under the chairmanship of
Regarding the principle of statuProf. James T. Shotwell, of Columtory damages, the committee pointed
bia U. Attorneys representing the out it
had been retained but the
broadcasting industry participated,
minimum had been lowered, esheaded by Sydney M. Kaye, New
pecially in relation to multiple inYork lawyer retained by the NAB
as its special copyright counsel.
fringement. "The principle of statutory damages as a deterrent to inHearings Doubtful
fringement has been supported by
Whether there will be hearings all groups except the NAB, who opat this session is extremely doubtful.
pose any minimum statutory damWhile Senator Bone (D-Wash.),
age for infringement by broadchairman of the Senate Patents
casters," the committee said. The
Committee, had contemplated hear- bill itself provides that the maximum statutory damage be raised
ings, his absence from Washington
due to an accident last summer may from $5,000 to $10,000, the minimum be retained at $250 but in the
necessitate
fractured hisdelay.
hip lastSenator
August ' Bone
in a case of public performance for
profit of a musical composition, the
fall in his home and is not expected
to return to Washington for at minimum is reduced to $150 and the
least a month, it was reported by his maximum to $2,500.
office. The measure has not yet
In the case of multiple infringebeen introduced in the House and
ments arising from broadcasts over
if customary procedure is followed, a network of stations, the draft
the lower body would await Senate would provide that this would be
hearings and action.
regarded as only an act of "one inIn introducing the bill (S-3034),
fringer", under certain specified
Senator Thomas explained it is de- conditions.
The committee pointed out that
sirable to enact legislation amendseveral bills in the last few years
ing the 1909 copyright law before
this country ratifies the interna- have sought to extend protection of
tional copyright treaty, providing
for automatic world copyright. The
treaty has been pending for several
years and has the endorsement of
the Administration and the State
Department. Practically all copyright groups, however, have opposed
i-atification of the treaty tmtil the
existing law is amended so this
country can reap maximum benefits. The Shotwell Committee bill is
designed to accomplish that purpose.
That the broadcasting industry
as a whole, together with the motion picture industry, opposed many
of the provisions contained in the
proposed measure, was made known
by the drafting committee in its
memorandum letter to Congress.
In submitting the draft, the Committee pointed out that it began deliberations inJanuary 1938 to study
means of promoting copyright relations between this country and
foreign nations. Early in its inPage 28
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Bayer at Altar
NBC's Infonnation Division
recently received a letter
from a young bride-to-be of
Peoria, 111., asking if she
might use the theme song of
the
Co.'s American
AlbumBayer
of Familiar
Music in
her
to bewedding
marriedceremony.
Jan. 20 "Iinama
large church wedding," she
wrote, "and would like very
much to use your theme song
in the ceremony. Would it be
possible?
I don't
know wheth-or
er the piece
is copyrighted
not." The Information Division hastened to reply the
song "Dream Serenade" by
Giustave Haenschen was available for the wedding.
copyright law to such matters as
renditions, musical transcriptions
and designs. It added it had been
unable to agree on inclusion of these
matters in the bill.
Regarding renditions, the committee said it heard representatives
of the "Association of Perfonning
Artists" and after much discussion
reached the conclusion that thought
had not yet become crystallized and
that no way could be found for
reconciling the serious conflicts of
interests arising in this field.
The committee said it recognized
that record manufacturers need a
regulating provision that would enthem to control
their able
recordings
so that"the
theyusemayof
not be utilized in radio broadcasting or other diff'usion to the public
for profit without permission and
adequatePerformance
remuneration."
Rights
It suggested a proviso might be
added stipulating if an author
granted the right to use his work
to a record manufacturer, that
manufacturer should have the right
to print upon the record "Price —
for private use; use for public diffusion for profit only on special arrangement." This regulation, the
committee added, also should provide that the owners of work diffused should be paid for their public performance rights and that performing artists under contract
should receive a percentage on the
{Continued on Page 75)

Boot & Shoe Recorder
BROADCASTING

Over

Control

Copyrights

Opposed
by Kaye
Omnibus Bill Intensifies the
Radio Injustices, He Claims
THE OMNIBUS copyi-ight bill (S3043) introduced in the Senate Jan.
9 by Senator Thomas (D-Utah),
should win no suppoi't from the
broadcasting industry, according to
Sydney M. Kaye, attorney who represented the NAB in the conferences of the committee under
whose
auspices the bill was drafted.
Other organizations, including
ASCAP, Music Publishers Protective Assn., and similar groups were
almost exclusively copyright owners and so interested in maintaining orthorsincreasing
auand creators,theMr.rights
Kaye ofsaid,
that the broadcasters stood almost
alone as representing the users of
copyright
bill not
as
drawn," he material.
said, "not "The
only does
cure any of the ills of the present
law but enormously intensifies its
Affects Public Domain
injustices."
Mr. Kaye brought out that the
chief purpose of the measure, providing for automatic copyi-ight of
any writing whether published or
unpublished,
would
have theunder
immediate effect
of bringing
copyright protection many musical
compositions which are now in the
public domain. The works of such
authors as Berlioz, Brahms, Debussy, Dvorak, Franck, Gilbert and
Sullivan, Gounod, Grieg, Richard
Strauss, Tschaikowsky, Verdi and
Wagner, to list only a few, would
fall in this class.
He said broadcasters might be
willing to waive objections to this
provision of the bill in normal
times, when there is uninterrupted
communication between America
and Europe, but it is ridiculous to
inaugurate such a plan at a time
when fectputting
sucheither
a lawnotintousing
efwould mean
these works or infringing them,
since it is now practically impossible to conduct correspondence
with citizens of the warring nations.
Much more serious to broadcasters, however, is the section of the
proposed act relating to damages
and penalties for infringement.
Purporting to alleviate some of the
more onerous penalties of the Copyright Act of 1909, the alleged remedy is worse than the admitted disease" Mr. Kaye wrote in a memorandum to the committee on behalf
of broadcasters. Analyzing the
changes embodied in this single
part (Section 19) of the new bill,
ing: memorandum cites the followthe
"Under the old law only the
copyright
proprietorbill
could
Under the proposed
any sue.
person
who has any right in the work may
bring an action .... For instance,
a single radio performance of a
popularfringemusical
work
might in-a
the rights of
a composer,
lyricist, a music publisher, an ai"ranger, a theatrical producer, a motion picture company, the owner
of stock and amateur rights, etc."
"According to many existing decisions a plaintiff cannot recover
(Continued on page 75)
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Eastern Paleface . . come
..see big wigwams!
wigwam

shown

here

Tulsa

The big
is the

Philtower, 24 story home

of

KVOO. but it is NOT Tulsa's
tallest building, and it has plenty of company, as the air
view of Tulsa below will show. In fact, Tulsa, Oklahoma,
ranks among the first twelve cities in America
ber of buildings over ten stories high.

in the num-

Tulsa, Oil Capital of the World, is the town that Jack built,
and we mean

blue chips. Home

of 546 Oil Companies

and Operators, 400 Purchasing Agents, I 19 Manufacturing Plants, 183 Supply Houses and Representatives of
1,028 American

Oil Equipment

Manufacturers.

Tulsa is

the clearing house point for billions of dollars of oil money.
Oklahoma's

richest city in bank deposits.

Home

of the

International Petroleum Exposition, world's largest singleindustry show, 96% sold out for May, 1940.
Within 75 miles of Tulsa lie 40%

of Oklahoma's

popula-

tion, 43% of Oklahoma's buying power and 44% of
Oklahoma's actual retail sales. KVOO alone covers this
area effectively and in addition has primary coverage
counties in Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas.

2S,O00 WATTS
UNLIMITED TIME

EDWARD
AND
National
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LIKE

THE

Co/T^fuerers

of

FINNS

the

vaunted

kussian

Bear

(and
a lot of Finlandia's
doughty progenitors
our Northern
Minnesota
and Wisconsin service

WE

ARE

ALWAYS

ON

m

live in
area)

TOES

\

m
Head

of the

Lakes

1000WATTS

^
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is the Northwest's
and one of the
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MODULATION

affilfatec/
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Company's

^3'^°^
Nation's
STATIONS

tvith

, Duluth -Superior
* W
(NBC)

H L B, l^/rff/n/a. ,
(CBS)
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Broadcasters

Organize

Group

Zenith Tests F-M
ANOTHER entrant in the field of
frequency modulation was authorized Jan. 5 by the FCC, which
granted Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago set manufacturers, a construction permit for an experimental 1
kw. station on 42.8 mc, call letters
of which will be W9XEN. The Commission stated that the program
of research and experimentation
which the applicant proposes is expected to obtain data particularly
on the merits of wide and narrow
band modulation. Zenith also is
licensed to operate W9XZV, a 1-kw.
television station in the 42-56 and
60-86 mc. bands. It is understood
the
company plans to produce F-M
receivers.

Armstrong

Fixes

Royalty Payments
Inventor Specifies Scale of
For Operation
of F-M
Stations
Fees From $300 to $5,000
Charter Sought After New York Meeting as Plans
Are Laid; Shepard Elected Chairman
A SCALE
of royalties
for broadcast transmitters
under Armstrong
FM BEOADCASTERS, to become
complished without undue injury
frequency modulation patents, rangFM Broadcasters Inc. as soon as a to other services"; that the 26 mc.
ing from $300 for a 250-watt transcorporate charter can be obtained band now allocated to F-M be made
mitter or less to .$5,000 for a 50,000from the State of Delaware, was available to other types of bi'oadwatt transmitter, has been estaborganized Jan. 5 at a meeting of casting, and that the FCC grant
lished by Maj. Edwin H. Armbroadcasters either now operating permission for regular rebroadstrong, inventor of what is technior proposing to casting of programs by F-M stacally
described as the "Armstrong
operate frequency
tions, with the consent of the origaWide-Swing Frequency Modulamodulation s t a - nating station, and the establishment of permanent relay stations.
tions, held at the
Thetionscale
System".of royalties for transRitz Towers, New
mitters covers 15 F-M patents isChief debate occurred following
York.
sued to Maj. Armstrong. The license
a motion that the group request the
agreement
specifies the royalty paid
Meeting was
FCC to assign to F-M the 44-50 mc. Bell Laboratories, NBC and CBS
will cover the right to have the
called by John
channels which now comprise the went on record as not voting on this transmitter
manufactured for it and
Shepard 3d, Yan- first television band. After discusto
employ
inventions
covered by the
kee Network ; T.
sion of more than an hour, during
patents in operation of
proposal.
C. S t r e i b e r t , which accusations that television
A dispute arose over the resolu- Armstrong
such
transmitter
for
broadcasting
Loucks
tion favoring wide-band frequency
WOR; Paul W. was trying to squeeze out frequency
and facsimile multiplexing. The
modulation,
with
Maj.
Armstrong
modulation and vice versa were
Morency, WTIC, and Walter Damm,
royalty covers operation of the
favoring and O. B. Hanson, NBC
WTMJ. It was attended by 73 in- freely hurled, the question was
equipment in perpetuity but is not
dividuals representing 49 organiza- tabled until the afternoon session. vice-president and chief engineer, transferable except to the purchaser
tions. This attendance is indicative
opposing the motion. Pointing out of the licensed transmitter.
Proposal of Maj. Edwin H. ArmF-M not only inof the rapid growth of interest in
strong, inventor of the frequency that wide-band
The full scale of royalties follows :
creases the service area but also
this new type of broadcasting which modulation method, that the teleOperating power: 250 w. or less,
makes
possible
the
multiplexing
of
vision stations now operating in the
only a year ago was practically un$300; 1 kw., $500; 2 kw., $750; 5
signals,
such
as
combining
facsimile
heard of by all save a few radio en- first video band move to a higher and sound on a single channel, Maj. kw., $1,250; 10 kw., $2,000; 20 kw.,
gineers. Of the organizations repre- channel, was countered by John
$3,000; 30 kw., $3,750; 40 kw.,
Armsti'ong said that several years
$4,500; 50 kw. or more, $5,000 for
sented, 12 already have F-M sta- Howland, assistant to the presi- ago
exhaustive tests had proved the 50 kw. ; $50 for each additional kw.
tions; 10 have construction permits;
dent of the Zenith Radio Corp.,
To determine the royalty rate
of wide-band operation,
22 have applied for construction
leader of the fight to keep this chan- advantages
but that recently NBC had asked
permits and nine propose to file
any power output above 250 w.
nel free for television, who sug- permission to make these tests all for
and under 50 kw. not shown above,
such applications before the opengested that F-M stay away from over again, needlessly, it seemed to take the next lower royalty figure
ing of the FCC hearings on Feb. 28. television and confine its activities
shown above and add to it the same
to the frequencies around 100 mc. him. tain
Mr. information
Hanson has
replied
Ask Regular Licenses
comethat
to "cerRCA
per w. or per kw. differential as is
added to arrive at the next higher
Compromise Plan
and NBC" that makes it necessary
Appointment of Philip G. Loucks,
Washington attorney and former
Continued discussion in the after- for the tests to be repeated. In royalty figure shown above.
managing director of the NAB, as
Upon
any of
increase
in the authornoon was concluded by the adoption answer to a question if this might
ized power
the transmitter,
as
counsel for the new group, to rep- of a compromise resolution pro- not be continued indefinitely, he defined in the accompanying license
stated
that
the
tests
will
be
comresent itat the Feb. 28 hearing and
the broadcaster agrees
posed by Louis G. Caldwell, attorpleted before the hearing starts agreement,
also to perfect incorporation of the
to pay the amount of the royalty
ney for WGN; "Resolved that as in Feb. 28.
as shown above for such increased
group, was announced by Mr. Shep- our judgment 15 channels will not
ard Jan. 5. Mr. Loucks conferred prove sufficient for the needs of F-M
There was no opposition to the power, less the amount of royalty
previously paid.
with Mr. Shepard and the executive an immediate provision should be motion that the frequencies between
engineering committee of FM made which will insure the avail- 41 and 42 mc, now allocated to
Broadcasters in Washington Jan. 8,
ability of additional channels in the education, and from 43.5 to 44 mc,
Finch Station Uses F-M
FINCH Telecommunications Inc.,
at which time preliminary plans near future and that from the point now allocated to facsimile, be turned
manufacturers
and licensors of facfor the FCC presentation were
of view of receiver design and cost over to F-M. The engineering committee was instructed to present a
simile
apparatus
and operating
made. Bylaws of the organization the additional channels should be
wave station W2XWF,
New York,shorthas
already have been drafted and a as nearly adjacent to the band, 41- plan providing for simplex and
been authorized by the FCC to operate
petition for charter has been filed. 44 mc, as possible, so far as this can multiplex operation of educational
that station with frequency modulation as well as amplitude modulation
The committee of nine elected in- be accomplished without undue in- and facsimile broadcasts along with
the
regular
F-M
program
service.
on
42.18mittermc,
power.atop
Transcludes Mr. Shepard, Chairman,
is now using
being1 kw.
installed
the
jury to other services." RepresentaStreibert, Morency, and Damm;
tives of Zenith Radio Corp., Gen- The problem of providing satis- Manufacturers Trust Bldg.. Columbus
(Contirmed on Page 74)
Circle, in New York.
Franklin M. Doolittle, WDRC; John
eral Electric Co., Westinghouse,
V. L. Hogan, WQXR; Ray H. Manson, Stromberg-Carlson Telephone
Mfg. Co.; C. M. Jansky Jr., Jansky
& Bailey, and Carl J. Meyers, WGN.
That the coordinated opinion of
the group may be presented to the
FCC at these hearings, resolutions
were adopted recommending that
regular instead of experimental
licenses be granted to freqtiency
modulation broadcasters; that the
maximum power permitted for F-M
be raised from 1 kw. to 50 kw. ; that
a minimum separation of 200 kc. be
maintained between adjacent F-M
channels; that the present five
channels allocated for F-M broadcasting, between 42.5 and 43.5 mc,
be increased to 15, between 41 and
44 mc, but without excluding facbefore the trailer-laboratory. James Brooks, of the
simile or educational broadcasting
YANKEE NETWORK'S mobile laboratory, carrying
Yankee staff, is demonstrator. Paul A. deMars, Yankee
representative
of
receivers
F-M
and
A-M
combination
from these channels, and that "imNetwork technical director, who constructed the new
mediate provision should be made manufacturers and a high-fidelity speaker system, ar- F-M stations in Boston and atop Mt. Asnebumsklt,
demonstra-in Paxton, Mass., accompanied the mobile unit. Signals
which will insure the availability
week'sinterested
for aothers
Jan. 12 and
Washington officials
rived toin Government
tions
demonstrated are those picked up from the Jansky &
of additional channels ... as nearly
system of frequency modulation which
Armstrong
the
adjacent to the band, 41-44 mc, as the John Shepard interests are pioneering. In photo- Bailey experimental station in Washington's outskirts,
W3X0, operating with 1 kw. on 43.2 mc.
possible, so far as this can be acgraph, Samuel Curtis, technician, is shown standing
BROADCASTING
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Commercial

Video

Draws
Objections
FCC Hearing Also Will Draw
Opposition to Standards
OPPOSITION to immediate commercialization oftelevision on the
part of a number of existing licensees was indicated preparatory to
the FCC hearing on proposed rules
governing the visual art scheduled
for Jan. 15. It was also considered
likely that a number of licensees
proposals in connecwouldtionoppose
with standards for television
at this time, unless they are of an
extremely flexible character.
RCA, in the forefront of television experimentation and development, has openly supported commercialization ofthe medium on the
ground that only through participation of experienced programming
talent can proper incentive be given
the new medium. The proposed
rules provide for two classes of
television stations — those which
would be purely experimental and
those which would be permitted to
operate on a limited commercial
basis.
Allocation Dispute
Prospect of a dispute over allocation provisions contained in the
proposed rules also was seen, particularly inthe light of demands of
frequency modulation experimenters that television channel No. 1 be
assigned for frequency modulation
broadcasting. The newly-formed
FM Broadcasters Inc., through its
counsel, Philip G. Loucks, has filed
with the Commission a petition asking that the record of the television
hearing be kept open pending the
outcome of the hearing on frequency modulation scheduled to begin before the Commission Feb. 28
[Broadcasting, Jan. 1].
Whether RCA will announce its
plan for possible network development of commercial television at
the hearing was conjectural. It was
expected Alfred H. Morton, vicepresident of NBC in charge of television, would appear as the principal witness for RCA-NBC.
On Jan. 9 the FCC announced
that parties at the hearing may appear in defense of, as well as opposition to, the proposed rules and
regulations before the Commission
en banc. This participation, however, it announced, will be limited
to evidence and argument in rebuttal to formal exceptions offered.
Parties desiring to participate may
apply at the close of presentation
of evidence and argument in support of objections.
Rate Regulation?
The Commission also stressed it
will afford parties opportunity to be
heard on specific recommendations
of the Television Committee in addition to the proposed rules. The
allocation table, under which assignments would be allotted to particular areas, was cited as an example.
In several quarters, opposition
has been expressed to the proposed
rules as written, particularly in respect to the limited commercial
operation. It is felt that the nature
of the restrictions which would be
imposed, together with requirements for filing of frequent reports
on fiscal operations would be a step
toward rate regulation not only of
the visual medium but of all broadcasting. This view probably will be
advanced at the hearing.
Page 32
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Yonkers Program Received in Boston Throush Use
of Four Experimental Transmitters
USING four established experi- reception in Boston with the nearest transmitter 45 miles away was
mental frequency modulated transmitters to form a wireless relay fully up to a direct broadcast and
showed no apparent loss of quality.
transmitter system, the first F-M
"network" program was broadcast
reQuite evidently,
ing can thebe process
carried ofto a
in Yonkers, N. Y., and received in broadcast
Boston on Jan. 4. The F-M broad- point far beyond that used in this
cast, using the Armstrong system, initial test, the quality? You must
came 17 years to the day after the hear it to understand how good it
first network broadcast via tele- is. 'Natural' is the best descriptive
phone wires was carried between
Reaction to Signals
WEAF, New York, and WNAC,
Boston, on Jan. 4, 1923. John ShepThe
following
evening, Jan. 5, a
ard .3d, president of Yankee Net- similar demonstration was made
work, is closely identified with both for
word."
representatives of operators in
ventures, as owner of WNAC and
operator of WIXOJ, the Yankee the FM Broadcasters group. A program originating in the Runyon
Network F-M station.
The 60-minute broadcast, planned studios was relayed to Boston via
to present every type of talent the same F-M transmitters, where
■usually heard on the air, originated it was picked up by WIXOV, the
Yankee Network Weather Sei-%-ice
in
in the station,
homethe"of living
C. R. room
Runyonstudio
in Yonkers,
and then returned to Yonkers by wive lines.
his F-M transby
relayed
and wasmitter
Listeners in New England stated
W2XAG to W2XMN, Maj.
the signal from Paxton, at the
E. H. Armstrong's station at Al- that
Yankee
F-M transmitter WIXOJ,
pine, N. J. From there the program
was passed on and received by was superior to that of ordinary
WIXPW, Meriden, Conn., operated network broadcasts in quality, but
that much of this advantage was
by Franklin W. Doolittle.
when the broadcast method was
' The Meriden station relayed the lost
signal to WIXOJ at Paxton, near switched to amplitude modulation
Worcester, Mass., where it was at Mount Washington. Still further
loss in the tonal range occurred
transmitted on the ultra-high fre- when the program was put on the
quencv channel throughout Newthe Yankee Net- wire lines, they stated.
England.
The demonstration, directed by
work WIXOV,
Weather Service station on
Mt. Washington, also participated
Mr. Runyon, was witnessed in his
in the program, but not as a vital home by Paul deMars, Yankee Network chief engineer, and J. E.
link, as it operates on the amplitude
modulation system rather than F-M. Brown, research director of Zenith
Radio Corp. Results of the test were
An Authority Comments
Commenting on the broadcast, described as "most gratifying" by
Armstrong. "Boston observers
received in Boston at a special press Maj.
report the program went into that
demonstration on a standard F-M city with tonal quality never before
receiver at Yankee Network head- heard, and the operators atop
quarters, Henry M. Lane wrote in Mount Washington report it as
the Boston Sunday Post on Jan. 7:
clear as if next door," he com"The program itself was designed mented.
to subject the system to a severe
The experiment carried a step
Se- further a previous F-M radio retest for quietness and fidelity. and
lections bypiano, guitar, violin
lay broadcast on Dec. 3, when a probrass instruments singly and in
at W2XAG,
Yonkcombination, high grade transcripers,gram
was originated
rebroadcast
by W2XMN,
tions and special sound effects Alpine, and again by WIXPW,
Meriden, for the benefit of a group
served to give the listener an amazing demonstration. The fact that of technical experts and newsparebroadcast
be
could
signal
the
assembled
at a F-MHartford
receivthree times over a substantial diser in the permen
studio
of WDRC,
tance without picking up the slight- [Broadcasting, Dec. 15].
est trace of noise or static of any
kind was striking enough.
Walgreen Using 7
"On top of this, the quality of
WALGREEN DRUG Co., Chicago
Scheduled to Appear
(chain di-ug stores), on Jan. 12
started a 30-day campaign totaling
Appearances filed for the Jan. 800 spot announcements on seven
15 hearing by expiration of time
for filing on Jan. 10 included: Don Chicago stations to promote the
Lee Broadcasting System, filed by company's new and largest store
at State and RanH. L. Lohnes, E. D. Johnson and recentlydolph opened
Streets. Stations used include
Fred W. Albertson; Radio Pictures
WCFL WGN WMAQ WENR
Inc., by John V. L. Hogan; General WBBM WIND WJJD. Schwimmer
Electric Co., by L. V. Coffman;
Zenith Radio Corp., by John R. & Scott, Chicago, handles the account.
Rowland, assistant to president;
Metropolitan Television Inc., by
Andrew Haley and W. T. Pierson;
P & G Resumes Singer
FM Broadcasters, by P. G. Loucks;
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, by PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., CinWilliam A. Roberts; Philco Radio
cinnati, on Jan. 3 resumed its spon& Television Corp., by Louis G.
sorship via transcription of The
Caldwell; RCA, by A. L. Ashby and Gospel Singer in behalf of Fluffo
P. J. Hennessey Jr.; International
Business Machines Corp., by A. B. shortening on 12 stations in the
Landa and M. M. Jansky; Edward
South, during
followingwhich
a several
months'
lapse
the program
H. Armstrong, by H. L. Lohnes was
off
the
air.
Compton
Adv.,
New
and F. W. Albertson; CBS, by Paul
A. Porter; General Television Corp. York, is the agency in charge.
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BAD bet on the Sugar Bowl game
New Year's Day brought on this.
Henry Dupre, special events anNewA&M
Orleans,
wagered nouncer
thatof WWL,
if Texas
beat '
Tulane he would conduct his regu- ,
lar street broadcast in long underwear. Pay off he did after Tulane
had been edged out, 14-13, and here
he is in the long whites — on the
coldest day for a year in New Orleans, with the temperature at 32
degrees.
Don Lee Acquires Title
To Coast Television Site
FULL TITLE to Mount Lee overlooking Hollywood, was acquired
by Don Lee Broadcasting System,
Los Angeles, on Jan. 5, when Lewis
Allen Weiss, vice-president and
general manager, acting in behalf
of Thomas S. Lee, president, completed escrow proceedings with the
Title & Trust Co. Transfer of the
property marks a new step toward
the erection of a television station
to house
the for
present
W6XA0
ties located
the past
eight faciliyears
in the Don Lee Bldg. at 7th & Bixel
Sts., Los Angeles.
With endorsement by the Los
Angelession, the
City
CityPlanning
Council Commisrecently
adopted an ordinance permitting
erection of an exclusive structure
for the television station. Property,
situated on top of the 1700 foot
mountain, comprises 23 acres with
line of sight to practically the entire population area of Los Angeles
and neighboring counties.
It is the highest mountain accessible by road in Hollywood ranee,
and will offer antenna tower facilities one and one-half times that of
the Empire State Tower. New
York, the present highest television
site in the United States, pccording
to Mr. Weiss. He stated that road
re-surfacing would start immediately, and work on the proposed
$1,000,000 television plant would
get under way by early spring.
KTSM Regional Grant
KTSM. El Paso. Tex., Jan. 11 was
granted a fulltime regional assignment
on 13.50 kc. in lieu of its present local
assignment in a decision reversing the
recommendation of a former examiner.
The station was issued a construction
permit to increase its power from 100
watts night and 2.50 day to 500 watts.
Former Examiner Bramhall several
vears ago had recommended denial of
the application.
WDAH, ElasPaso,
under the same ownership
KTSM,
which held a license to operate two
hours on Sundays, is deleted under the
action, with full time awarded the
dominant station.
• Broadcast

Advertising

1. Increase

in Coverage

(and audience^ too)
KECA's increased primary
coverage at the new spot
on the dial (780) now
reaches 97.2 of all homes in
the seven Southern California counties. Mail increase has been almost
900% since August I . . .
and it's still climbing.

2. Increase

in Local

3. Increase

Accounts

in National

During the month of De-

Business

Canada Dry, Brown and Wil-

cember, KECA carried

liamson, Williams, Ralston-

more department store

Purina . . . sure we had them

sponsored 15-minute programs per week than all of

all prior to August I, but now

the other major network

. . . sixteen new NBC Blue

stations in Los Angeles
combined. Local lineage
has increased 975% since
August I.

Network sponsors are heard
CANADA DRY

over KECA and more will be

RALSTON-PURINA
WILLIAM'S
BROWN
& WILLIAMSON

heard during January!

BETTER
4. But

NO

Increase

in Rates,

'ArYour

(yet)

TODAY

SIGN
WITH.

Advertising

Dollar S-T-R-E-T-C-H-E-S
when you buy KECA
Increase in coverage, audi-

'4, No

ence and popularity usually
calls for an increase in rates

Vo,

but card No. 15 is still in
effect. The KECA rate is
about half of that of the next
network station in Los Angeles.

FREE

& PETERS,

BROADCASTING

INC., National
• Broadcast

Sales Representatives

Advertising
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TWO fires in two days, Jan. 3 and 4, provided Minneapohs and Omaha
stations with opportunities to combine public service and radio reporting.
Roger Krupp (upper left), announcer of WTCN, Minneapolis, left his
dawn disc assignment to get firsthand information from the disaster
site. KSTP had its shortwave truck on the job, with Joe Meyers and
Roch Ulmer speaking from the truck roof. At a hotel fire in Omaha,
KOIL and WOW gave thorough coverage. Foster May (lower left)
defied ice and slush as he roamed about the scene with a WOW mike.
FIRE TALES

OF

Twin Cities and Omaha

AT 35 BELOW
KARK Mike Is Eased Into
Chilly Quarters
FOR the first time since KARK,
Little Rock, Ark., went on the air,
a program was broadcast through
its regular equipment recently at
a 35 degrees below zero temperature. With the regular outdoor
temperature 70 degrees at the time,
Dan Winn, chief engineer, successfully arranged the broadcast from
the quick-freezing room of the new
Frosted Food Mart.
In going from 70 degrees Fahrenheit to 35 below without
his microphone,
Mr. Winn"popping"
worked
out the following method: From
the outside temperature he first
placed the microphone in a chill
box at 40 degrees for 30 minutes;
then at 20 for 15 minutes; zero, 15
minutes, and finally, into the quick
freeze room at 35 degrees below.
There for 20 minutes, with Dan
Winn wrapped up suitably, along
with Announcer Buddy Bostick,
several officials of the company
were interviewed to bring out explanations of various departments
and equipment.
Southwest Flour Series
UNIVERSAL MILLS, Dallas
(Gold Chain flour), on Jan. 15
starts the quarter-hour thrice
weekly transcribed serial Dearest
Mother on the six stations of the
Lone Star Chain, KGKO, KGNC,
KRGV, KTSA, KXYZ and KRIS.
Albert Evans and LeMay, Dallas,
is agency.
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CITIES

Hotel Catastrophes Find

Stations Carryins Vivid Descriptions
KSTP was the only station with
THIRTEEN minutes after the first
shortwave mobile equipment at the
alarm
was
sounded
in
Minneapolis'
scene. After carrying first reports
most disastrous fire in history,
Twin Cities radio stations were on shortly after 6 a. m., the station
followed with periodic break-ins
the job Jan. 3 in a series of news
and assistance broadcasts that has until its special events crew could
drawn praise from public and Red be dispatched. The crew, consisting of Roch Ulmer, announcer;
Cross officials.
Meyers, special events chief;
In Omaha another hotel fire the Joe
George Seitz and Fred DeBeaubien,
next day found stations in that city engineers,
reached the scene 35
fighting frigid temperatures to give
listeners a story from the disaster minutes after first reports and began feeding direct bulletins. The
scene.
station interrupted its regular
The Minneapolis blaze, which
schedule 11 times during the morndestroyed the Marlborough hotel
ing for on-the-spot broadcasts.
with a loss of 20 lives, struck early
WMIN sent two announcers,
in the sub-zero morning. Three min- Jack Monsos and Jack Holbrook,
utes later at 5:53 a. m., the Min- at 7:30 a. m. and WDGY sent a
neapolis fire department received
crew including John Mcfirst word of the disaster. A few recording
Knight and Gregg Donavan, announcers, to take transcriptions of
minutes after 6, WTCN, whose studios are located a block-and-a-half
witnesses' accounts. Three WCCO
from the scene, announced the announcers. Max Karl, Bob Campbell and Clellan Card, kept their
blaze was underway. Other stastation informed of latest details.
tions which shortly joined in broadcasting news of the disaster and
Public Service
sufrelief of
carryingferersappeals
were WCCO,for KSTP,
WMIN
All stations carried official apand WDGY.
peals for curiosity seekers to remain out of the way of fire and
Eyewitness Accounts
rescue crews.
Radio's
role as^a
of pubRoger Krupp, WTCN announcer
lic information
and medium
service was
evi6
schedule
opening
at
a.
day's
the
denced
in
many
ways.
An
appeal
m., saw the fire trucks roar by as for aid for sufferers broadcast
by
he entered the studio building.
When he reached the top floor, he WDGY brought a deluge of phone
in response. Information was
saw flames shooting through the calls
then turned over to the Red Cross.
hotel roof and ascertained exact lo- The station also offered use of its
cation of the blaze and so announced.
eyewitness
ings to the and
fire survivors'
departmentrecordas a
At 6:10, a young eyewitness
rushed to the station and told permanent record.
During frequent broadcasts for
details of the initial ter- information
Krupp the
on relatives of victims,
rifying minutes of the blaze. Krupp
Cedric Adams, WCCO newscaster,
aired this, then turned over han- put one request on at 12:07 p. m.
dling of the morning transcriptions
One minute later, at 12:08 p. m.,
to an engineer and ran to the scene the
station received a call giving
where he interviewed survivors, information
desired.
firemen and other witnesses. He reThat evening, WCCO devoted a
turned to the studio to give a fairly
15-minute spot to interviews with
complete account from 6:45 to 7 the
first fire chief to reach the
more
for
again
back
going
m.,
a.
information.
Throughout the day, disaster, the chairman of the Red
WTCN interrupted frequently to Cross assistance committee and
who aided in relief operacarry bulletins on latest develop- others tions.
In that broadcast, a roster
ments.
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of 18 persons still missing was
read. Within 10 minutes of the
reading,ceived
35 resulting
telephone
calls were
in locating
six reof
the 18.
KSTP reported it broadcast a
list of missing persons on its night
newscast and within an hour, a
flood of calls to the station and Red
Cross offices located 13 of those reported missing.
Dayfered itsafter
the tofire,
offacilities
the KSTP
Red Cross
in its drive for funds, carrying
more than a score of announcements
throughout the day, even sidetrackuled.ing some that were regularly schedAmong officials who lauded the
radio service during the disaster
were Mayor George Leach of Minneapolis,
Minnesota's
Harold
Stassen and
Miss
Ann Gov.
McMachan,
of St. Louis, divisional Red Cross
official who rushed to the city to
head relief work.
Omaha Coverage
Two special events men for KOIL
had to "make up" their technique as
they went hotel
alongandwhen
Henshaw
an Omaha's
adjacent
building were raked by fire.
Bud Thorpe and Bill Baldwin
covered the assignment. Everything
was going fine with their broadcast,
in spite of teeth chattering from
the cold, until an engineer who was
monitoring things up the sti'eet
yelled down that they were blurring. They discovered the microphone was sheeted with ice from
the spray billowing away from the
torrents of water being poured on
the fire. They cracked away the
ice, covered the mike with a
handkerchief, and continued their
running account as firemen brought
screaming hotel guests to safety.
The fire broke out after bedtime
hours, but next day KOIL played
back a recording. Audiences of the
sister stations in the Central States
Broadcasting System — KFAB and
KFOR — also heard the program.
WOW on the Job
WOW's special events department, working in the subzero temperature at 3 a. m., described the
thrilling rescue of 50 persons. The
broadcast was aired directly from
the scene, also transcribed and put
on the air three times the next day.
Foster May, assisted by Soren
Munkhof and Bill Wiseman, of the
news department, and a crew of
engineers,
utilizing
WOW's
mobile
unit, and
enabled
the Woodmen
station to cai-ry nearly two hours
of running description. At one point
May laid down his microphone to
assist a woman with a baby being
carried out of the burning building.
The broadcast started about 4
a. m., three hours after WOW is
ordinarily silent. May picked up the
fire from several different locations, and then using a thousand
feet of wire he was able to interview many of the survivors who
gathered in the lobby of the St.
Regis, a half-block away. As May
broadcast, many survivors, scantily
clad, gathered around the radio set
in the St. Regis lobby and listened
to the description of their personal
belongings going up in flames.
Ford in New England
FORD MOTOR Co., Detroit, on Jan.
8 started an eight-week campaign
for its used cars using thrice daily
spot announcements on 23 stations
in New England. McCann-Erickson,
New York, placed the account.
• Broadcast
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Put

the

other

It's strictly a matter of balance. If you want to stand firmly WOW

in the Omaha

foot

down

coverage maps, however, coincide almost exactly with

market, plant one foot in the cornfields of the map of the Omaha market. Now, with 5,000 watts day and

western Iowa and the other in the livestock and packing centers night — on 590 kilocycles — WOW

of Nebraska.

^j^^^

will give you quality coverage

other station can approach.

Omaha is a large market — composed of parts of six states along
the Missouri river. Coverage of one or two states, obviously. Don't be caught off balance in this year's advertising schedules.
Buy WOW and stand firmly in the Omaha market!
is only partial coverage of the market.

John J. Gillin, Jr., Manager . . .
O^vTied and Operated by the Woodmen of the World Life Insurance
Society . . . John Blair & Company,
Representatives . . . On the NBC
Red Network . . . Write for Comprehensive Surveys and Maps

3,000

WATTS

- COVERS

ON
THE

590

KC

OMAHA

- FULL

TIME

MARKET.

Simplified

Forms

Submitted by FCC
Fiscal Questionnaires Must
Be Returned by April 15.
AFTER SEVERAL months of delay, the FCC Jan. 4 approved the
revised form of financial report on
station operations for 1939, together with a detailed list of instructions designed to insure uniformity in responses.
The new questionnaire, already
mailed to stations, is returnable in
full April 15. Tapping innermost
phases of station operations, it covers 21 pages, compared to a 27page document for the 1938 fiscal
operations. It covers station employment data and payrolls but
does not include program schedule
data. These will be distributed at
a subsequent date following discussion between Government and
broadcast representatives on definitions of particular types of programs. It is expected the latter
questionnaire will be based on a
typical week.
The financial report is designed
to cover all data required by the
FCC in connection with applications of stations for license renewals and is expected to obviate the
submission by stations of the former forms described as 705 and
706. The new form was agreed upon
following conferences of FCC accountants and representatives of
the NAB Accounting Committee.
While these conversations ended
last August, the FCC did not approve the form until Jan. 4.
The financial form is the third
annual Undertaking of this character by the FCC. Previous questionnaires evoked strong criticism
within the industry, particularly
from smaller stations. The new
form, it is contended, takes into account most of these reactions and
is designed to work least possible
hardship on any class of station.
The instructions relating to the
report cover 16 pages. In infinite
detail they outline the manner in
which the reports should be filed
and verified. While the questionnaire is somewhat shorter in forrn,
it nevertheless is even more comprehensive than those distributed
for the 1937 and 1938 calendar
years. In addition to a general balance sheet, the questionnaire delves
into such matters as undistributed
profits, distribution of revenues by
corporations, proprietors, partners
and officers, compensation paid proprietors, partners, employes, officers, musicians and other talent,
and detailed income breakdowns as
between network, non-network and
other revenue sources.
Originally the FCC called for return of the questionnaires March
1. The time was extended to April
15, however, at its Jan. 9 meeting,
in compliance with requests from
the NAB. It was contended that a
severe hardship would be involved
if stations were required to submit
the forms in advance of filing their
tax returns March 15.
Simultaneously, the Commission
announced it will provide stations
with a single sheet form for analysis of time sales for the past year
which is to be executed and returned immediately.
The employment questions cover
the week beginning Oct. 15, 1939.
They relate to full-time and parttime employes, together with compensation and classification.
Page 36
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Listening

Habits

Listed by Princeton Research
Group
TO ACQUAINT a larger public MBS to the West Coast also were
with available material on radio cited as factors.
listening habits, the Princeton Office
A second section, incorporating
of Radio Research has published its tables of typical evening and dayfirst major study on "Social Stratitime
program^^howing
definite
appeal to individual
income
groups,
fication ofthe Raindicated that classical orchestras
dio Audience",
covering the 1935- and soloists, commentators and
37 period, as pre- operetta type entertainment are
relatively strongest in the highest
pared by H. M. bracket. Semi-classical music and
%W%
re- personalities such as Alexander
Jr.,manager
Beville search
\m> i- of
NBC.
Woollcott and Lowell Thomas, along
Directed p r i- with folksy or historical drama,
marily to those
ranked high with B Group listeners.
interested in eduThe C Group was shown as parBevllle
tial to features like Fibber McGee
cational broadcasting, the study brings out the & Molly, Warden Lawes and First
type and quantity of data currently Nighter, while the lowest income
collected by the CAB and C. E. class (under $2,000 — D Group)
Hooper research agencies and il- showed preference for comedians
lustrates analyses that can be made
like Pick & Pat, Joe Penner, hum
from these data to probe differences
'n' Abner; variety like National
in listening behavior by various so- Barn Dance, and drama of the
cial or economic groups.
Gang Busters type.
Although most shows popular
How They Listen
with one or two classes were relaA section of the study, covering
tively weak in other groups, the
general listening habits, indicates
outstanding successful programs
highest listening in the $2,000- generally maintained a uniformity
$3,000 income class (C Group), and
While daytime dramathe lowest in the over $5,000 bracket of ranking.
tic serials appealed strongly to C
which makes up only 6.7% of total Group listeners, the report indiaudience. The D Group (under
cated a steady increase in popularity of certain features of this type
$2,000) runs slightly below the B
Group ($3,000-$5,000) in amount of among A Group listeners, i.e.,
listening, the survey showed. The Hymns of All Churches, Wife Saver
C Group was rated particularly and The Goldbergs demonstrated a
high in daytime listening, largely uniform economic group appeal.
Another feature of the study,
becauserected"most
ditoward thisprograms
class as theareavercovering competitive factors in proage. . . and as the biggest market
graming, brought out that program
for many radio advertised prod- popularity is measurable only in
relative terms and that the audiA geographic analysis of set use
ence aparticular program is able to
indicated a high index of Pacific obtain is greatly affected by the
ucts." listening, explained by Mr. relative audience-pulling powers of
Coast
Beville as resulting from the West competing programs. The final secCoast's reception of all the best
tion, analyzing audience competition by social groups, demonstrated
Eastern programs plus many Pacific Coast regional network fea- how each of two competing protures of high calibre. The growth
grams directed at different segof Hollywood as a program center
ments of the audience can achieve
and extension of NBC-Blue and equal success in its own sphere.
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FILL FORMS

PROMPTLY

A PLEA to stations to return
promptly to the FCC the single-sheet form analyzing time
sales for 1939, so that this data
will be available for early compilation, has been made both
by the FCC and the NAB, coincident with the mailing of
1939 financial report forms to
all stations and networks. The
main form is not returnable
until April 15, but it is felt
stations will have no difficulty
in promptly filling out and returning the single sheet on
total time sales.
Postponement of the filing
date from March 1 to April 15
for the main form was agreed
to by the FCC upon petition
of NAB Secretary-Treasurer
Edwin M. Spence. As secretary
of the NAB Accounting Committee which collaborated with
the FCC, he explained the
earlier date would inconvenience stations since tax returns
and other Government data is
returnable at the same time.

Unions

Barred

CANADIAN Broadcasting
Corp., in a circular from General Manager Gladstone Murray, has placed a ban on union
organization within the CBC
ranks for the duration of the
war. Reports
from state
the Government at Ottawa
that
they had no knowledge of the
move, and that it was not the
policy of the Government or
of any strict
minister
in itactivity
to retrades union
during mentwar.
No issued
official asstatehas been
yet
by Murray, though one is expected shortly. He is understood to have acted on instructions. The action is reported ofto have
been taken
because
Communist
sympathizers in the proposed union.
LOS ANGELES CODE
FOR AFRA ADOPTED
CODE on local commercial rates
for freelance actors, singers and announcers in the Los Angeles area
was agreed upon in late December
at a meeting attended by Los AnChapter, from
AFRACBS,representativesgeles
and those
NBC and
Don Lee-Mutual. The agreement
was turned over to attorneys for
final drafting and was expected to
be put into effect by Jan 15.
Among provisions is the breaking
down of Los Angeles area stations
into three classifications, A, B, and
C. Those
as network outlets will beserving
in A classification,
and
are to pay top scale to actors, singers and announcers, it was said.
I. B. Kornblum, executive secretary
of Los Angeles Chapter and Laurence Beilenson, counsel, represented AFRA at the meeting. Networks
were represented by Lewis Allen
Weiss and Willet Brown, general
manager and assistant general
manager, respectively of Don Lee
Broadcasting System, the Pacific
Coast outlet of Mutual; Donald W.
Thornburgh, CBS Pacific Coast
vice president and Ben Paley, CBS
Hollywood director of production;
and Lew Frost, assistant to Don
E. Oilman, NBC vice-president.
Radio schools in the Los Angeles
area have
been asked
to "register"
with
AFRA,
follovdng
several
meetings
the organization's
dio schoolofcommittee,
which is raattempting to govern the appearance
of amateurs on school broadcasts.

SILVER plaque honoring WIL, St.
Louis, for outstanding service in
the field of child safety was
presented Dec. 26 to Edgar P.
Shutz (right) , business and commercial manager, representing the
station, by Fred J. Murtfeldt, president of Post A, St. Louis unit of
Travelers' Protective Assn. The
award was made on the 13th anniversary of WIL's daily child safety
program, Birthday Bells.
NEW call letters WORD have been
assigned for the new local station on
1370 kc. which the FCC last October
authorized for construction in Spartanburg, S. 0. Original call assigned
was WHTR.
BROADCASTING

Candy Firm on 64
CHERRY SPECIALTY Co., Chicago (box candies), has started a
five-week campaign of one-minute
transcribed spot announcements on
the following stations : WIRE WJR
WOWO WMAQ WSB WBT WPTF
WJAX KSTP WDAY WEBC
KLPM WTMJ WHO W T A Q
WKBH WIBA WTAM WLW
WBNS WSPD WHAS WOW
WDAF KSD KFAB KFH WIBW
KOIN WLBZ WFEA WBEN
WHAM WMCA WJDX KTAR
KOMO WCSH KFPY KOA KSL
WFAA WCAE KYW WRC WGBI
WFBR WGY WNAC WJAR WMC
WSM WDOD WBRC WWL KWKH
KPRC WOAI WKY KLRA KPO
KNX WRVA WTAR. Columbia
Recording Co. cut the records, according to Loretta St. Pierre, timebuyer of Coe, Guy & Walter, Chicago agency handling the account.
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A

LOW-COST

in

the

BIG-RETURN

World's

Richest

SALESMAN

Market!

AND

HIS

u
BREAKFAST

c#

IN

BEDLAM'
4-DAY

At amazingly low cost you can
put your advertising messages
on this early morning program

Right now "Breakfast in Bedlam" is doing a bang-up job for
many advertisers. It would hke
to do the same for you. Start

Ed East's "Breakfast in Bed-

now to reap your share of the

lam;' on WJZ from 7:00 to 7:55
every morning,Monday through
Saturday, is a program with
definite sales punch!

profits from this low-cost pro-

A merry, informal show that
reaches listeners at the start of
the day, it has proved itself to
be a program with exceptional
pulling power. One offer Ed East

PROGRAM

RESPONSE

FROM

BROUGHT
10,597

LISTENERS

. . . Ask the NBC Spot office in
New York, Boston, Chicago,
Cleveland, Detroit, Pittsburgh,

760
NEW

ICC.

YodT

Hollywood or San Francisco
for complete information . . .
National Broadcasting

from 10,597 "Breakfast in Bedlam" listeners!

pany, A Radio Corporation of
America Service.
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gram on WJZ — a station with a
daytime circulation of 5,115,200
radio families in the great New
York market and well beyond!

made to listeners for a four-day
period brought a mail return
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Station

Break

something about Christmas stuff
from the Maginot Line. We caught
only part of it, but Mr. White nodded as if he got every syllable. " —
IEric
can said.
be there
on another
mike,"
"There,"
we guessed,
meant the Maginot Line.
Mr. Woods, a dark heavy-set man
in dark suiting walked swiftly into
the room from another office. He

Cut

Rescinded by NBC
Order Affecting Sunday Spot
Sent in Error, Says Hedges
NOTICES that, effective Jan. 7,
the break for station identification
following the Charlie McCarthy
broadcast would be reduced from
20 seconds to five seconds, sent by
NBC to all stations carrying the
program, were rescinded by the
network before that date.
William S. Hedges, vice-president
in charge of the NBC station department, explained that the order,
issued in his absence, had been sent
in error and that there was no intention on the part of NBC to attempt to curtail the usual 20 seconds allotted for chain breaks.
Order, he said, had gone out following a request by the client.
Standard Brands, that its act in
reducing the Chase & Sanborn Hour
to 30 minutes and its shift of One
Man's Family, another Standard
Brands program, to the remaining
half of its hour period should not
result in the interjection of chain
break commercials for other advertisers into the period between
the two shows. As the sponsor has
purchased the entire hour, Mr.
Hedges explained, it is entitled to
this protection, but the network
erred in ordering stations to curtail their chain-break time.
IRNA Balks
Between the issuing of the order,
however, and its cancellation, the
IRNA executive committee had
wired all stations broadcasting the
programs to tell NBC that they
would continue to utilize the full 20
seconds, as "acceptance by you of
the reduced five-second standby
would establish a damaging precedent which might ultimately lead
to elimination of the essential services you render during station break
periods."
Subject of station breaks and
whether the 20-second periods belong to the network or the individual stations is a sore point which
has frequently been argued by
IRNA and the networks. Affiliates
object especially to the practice of
purchasing a full hour from the
networks, using it to broadcast four
quarter-hour programs, each advertising adifferent product, and
then inserting announcements for
still different products at what
would normally be the quarter-hour
breaks.
Stations claim that such announcements should be purchased
from them individually, while the
networks have taken the stand that
if an advertiser buys a full hour
from them he is entitled to use that
time as he sees fit, as long as he
complies
the networks' own
restrictionswith
on copy.
MBS From Front
VICTOR LUSINCHI, who was appointed MBS special warfront correspondent with the French Army
last November, on Jan. 9 started
a weekly quarter-hour program
speaking direct from French General Headquarters, somewhere in
France, his reports going by wire
to Paris and from there over MBS.
Up to the first of the year, Lusinchi had broadcast various special
programs on MBS.

slapped a paper on Mr. White's
desk.
From the Front Line

CHEF Mardikian poises with his best smile and sharpest carving implements over this turkey, rescued just for this picture from the hungry
KPO-KGO employes in San Francisco during the staff Christmas party
given by Manager Al Nelson. Demonstrating varying degrees of holiday
expression as they watch for the first slice are (1 to r) Anita Bolton;
Jennings Pierce, educational and agricultural director; Chef Mardikian;
Mr. Nelson and Gladys Cronkhite, home economics expert of KPO-KGO.

^WE

TAKE

YOU

TO

FINLAND'

Meyer Berger in 'New York Times'
PAUL WHITE, director of public
affairs for the Columbia Broadcasting System, leaned back in his
swivel chair behind the wide flattop desk. It was 6:40 p.m. From
the great loudspeaker on the office
wall poured the Texas twang of the
captain of the Tuscaloosa. He was
near the end of his story of the
scuttling
lumbus. of the German liner CoThe young man at our side
stared up at the loudspeaker. Mr.
White, he explained, was waiting
for a cue channel, an air wave over
which he might talk with correspondents in Finland, London and
Paris. Mr. White, the young man
said, discusses schedules with the
correspondents every night and
every morning before foreign news
broadcasts begin.
"It's exciting," the young man
assured us.
'Hello London'
The Tuscaloosa's skipper closed
his story. Mr. White sat straight.
He leaned toward a capsule-shaped
microphone set on the desk. He
threw a switch and the loudspeaker on the wall gave off a subdued,
surf -life murmur. Mr. White said:
"Hello, London." The speaker
hissed,
"Hello, CBS
White repeated,
and London,"
this timeMr.a
faint "Hello" came back.
"Hello, Ed," Mr. White said,
tensely.
The voice from London came up
in a roar. "Yes, Paul." it said.
The young man whispered in our
ear. He said the voice from Lon"Ed's
Murrow's.
Ed theR. BBS
don was
talking
from
underground
studio," he told us.
Mr. White spoke into the microphone again.
He said: "Ed— about the 9:159:45 a.m. gap on Christmas morning .What are the chances of getin there?"
singers
ting the BBC
"Your
time?"
Ed wanted to
know. His voice rose and flattened
in the hollow way of transoceanic
talk.
Mr. White said, yes, our time.
"Think I can do," Ed told him
* * * "Christmas carols, band music * * * that sort of business?"
and Mr. White said yes.
The "BBC singers" our young
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informant told us, meant the chorus
at the British Broadcasting Sysstudios. to"Mr.
means
he
wantstem them
fill White
in a hole
in the
Christmas morning program," he
explained.
Mr. White spoke again.
"This Chamberlain talk," he
asked
Ed Murrow.
"Any will
change
from 11:45
14:30? What
he
Mr.about?"
Murrow said no change; the
talk
British
Prime Minister would talk
on "The War, Its Progress and
Mr. White scribbled furiously at
aProspects."
pad and watched the desk clock.
"About the night show," he said:
"It's lined up this way" — He broke
off and swore softly. "Somebody
took my sheet," he told Murrow.
"Wait a minute." The young man
raced out to get the sheet.
Mr. White seemed tense.
Up and Down
Mr. Murrow's voice came in
again, rising and falling as though
he were coasting up and down
great hills and valleys.
"There's some question about
that circuit to Reykjavik," he told
Mr. White. "The one for Christmas
Day. Quality's likely to be pretty
"All right," Mr. White said. "We
pass that along to you. Go ahead
with
the BBC
singers."
"Right,"
London
murmured, and
washed away into silence.
Mr. White issued general orders
bad."
for the foreign news broadcast that
was to follow immediately after the
scheduled talk.
"On tonight's show," he said,
crisply.
"Is Paris on yet?"
A down-the-basement
voice from
the
speaker
said,
"Yes,
Paris on,"
and our young man whisiDered.
"Paris — that's Eric Sevareid."
"We're attempting to bring in a
remote from Finland," Mr. White
told the listeners in Eurone. "We'll
get
him that?"
in first."
He broke
off.
"What's
he asked
sharply.
"We'll leave you time, Ed," he
assured
London.
"Three
minutes."
He directed
his talk
to the
Paris
man. "Go ahead Eric — what you
Eric's voice, blurred and filled
with vales and depressions, said

BROADCASTING

"Cable,"
he said.
"Just itcame
in."
Mr. White
scanned
rapidly,
eyes ever on the clock. It was dangerously near time for the foreign
broadcast. None of this cue channel talk, of course, went over the
air for general consumption. It
was pure office stuff.
Mr. White spoke at the chromium capsule again; more hurriedly
now, like a man chased breathless.
"I think there's only one circuit
for Paris," he said. "I believe we
have it reserved. I don't think they
can take it. [We never did learn,
incidentally, who "they" might be
— some other broadcasting company, we guessed.] Not the first
quarter, anyway. We'll discuss that
on some other talk. I'll have to send
Eric on
Sevareid
crashed through
a cable
it."
like a man talking against a howling gale. get the interesting part
"We'll
from the
Maginot
assured Mr. White
fromLine,"
Paris.heSome
of his talk flattened so it could not
be
— next day BBC
as faris
as understood.
British are "concerned.
going to have Gracie Fields . . .
Ed Murrow spoke again. The
words seemed to be torn away as
if a succession of sharp blasts had
come between speaker and listeners."You're all ... set .. . as far
as
. . airfield
he .asked
Paris. is concerned, Eric?"
We wondered, in the vague blue
lighting on this ultra-modern office, about the men who seemed to
talk against the waves and the
wind; what sort of places they
were in.
Mr. White said: "Larry may be
able to get through for us on the
Ericto said:
know. soon
You'll
French
show."
have
send "I
us don't
. . . cable
as
It was 7:15 p.m., deadline for
find out."
the
news. Mr. White threw
you foreign
adied.
switch
Cut and
dead.Eric Sevareid's voice
"First," said the voice of the announcer, "we take you to Finland."
A brief pause. "Go ahead, Viipuri," he continued, and William
L. White spoke across the sea.
We stared through the window
from the seventeenth floor of the
Columbia Broadcasting Building at
52d St. Christmas lights glowed in
rich, cheerful color from windows
all about us. Cabs crawled up the
street on glistening pavement.
" — From some place in Finland,"
Mr. White was saying. ". . . clear
Arctic night . . . frosty . . . hear
the hollow booming of the guns
The broadcast was on.

directorREITH,
SIR JOHN
Broadcasting
Britishformer
of the
sreneral
ImCorp. and recently chairman dof MinAirways, onwasin appointe
the British war
Informati
ister ofperial
cabinet's recent shakeup.
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■| "That menu in your hand tells you
everything that I've been trying to
say to you about SPOT RADIO.

V
are satisfied
with
2"Lofs
of people
the Regular
Luncheon, but the man
who knows good food
wants the privilege
of making his own
choice.

On

a

or
SPOT

flock

just

a

of

stations

handful

YOUR

—

RADIO!

A"SPOT RADIO
" does exactly that.
It lets you buy ail the
stations you want —
and no more.

Shoot the works for an old seasoned
product on 30 or 150 stations with a half
hour or a strip.
— or nurse along a new product in try-out
territory as your distribution progresses.
Flexible— that's what SPOT RADIO is.
Pick the best available time on your choice
of the country's best stations. Pick announcements or news or talent programs,
live or transcribed. Localize your sales appeal and fit the whole plan to suit your

M "It gives you your
■ selection of best
available periods to
fit the habits of
people in each timezone.

budget. Makes sense, doesn't it?

ANY TIME

C "It offers as much
^ time or as little
as your appetite for
radio dictates — short
or long programs,
live or transcribed.
ANY LENGTH

ANY WHERE

For any advertiser or agency executive who wants to
see how SPOT RADIO can meet his individual situation, we shall be very glad to prepare a special outline.
EDWARD
PETRY
INCORPORATED

&

CO.

Representing leading Radio Stations throughout the
United States — individually
Offices in: NEW YORK • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO
DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • LOS ANGELES
This campaign in the interests of SPOT RADIO tg
appearing
in Time,
Printers'
Ink Weekly,
Advertising
Age and
Broadcasting.

Akron's
Regional
Grant
Reaffirmed
1 kw. Station Gets 1530 kc;
Two More Locals Granted
REAFFIRMING its decision of
last May 11, authorizing a new
1,000-watt station on 1530 kc. in
Akron, 0., the FCC on Jan. 10 regranted the application of Summit
Radio Corp. for the station, thus
clearing away the obstacles to its
construction. The grant had been
suspended last fall after objections
had been raised.
The Commission's new final order
found the applicant "qualified in
all respects to construct and operate a standard broadcast station of
the
character
The in
grant
was the first inproposed."
several years
the
band above 1500 kc. Under the Havana Treaty assignments on 1530
kc. are slated to shift to 1590 kc.
The station will be headed by S.
Bernard Berk, Akron attorney, who
also owns the city's largest wholesale and retail sporting goods firm,
as president, and its stockholders
include a group of local citizens.
Station's call letters will be WAKR.
The Commission on Jan. 10 also
authorized a new local station in
Opelika, Ala., to operate with 100
watts night and 250 day on 1370 kc.
It will be licensed to Opelika-Auburn Broadcasting Co., in which
the principals are Yetta G. Sanford,
insurance man; C. S. Shealy, cotton broker; Thomas D, Sanford
Jr., attorney; J. H. Orr, auto dealer.
Rejecting the application of Patrick Henry Broadcasting Co. for
a new local in the same city, the
Commission on Jan. 11 granted
William C. Barnes, publisher of the
Martinsville (Va.) Bulletin, and
Jonas Weiland, owner of WFTC,
Kinston, N. C, a construction permit for a new station in that community to operate with 100 watts
night and 250 day on 1420 kc. Mr.
Barnes and Mr. Weiland are partners in the new station enterprise.
The Akron and two local grants
were the first new station authorizations announced by the Commission
so far in 1940, 55 having been
granted during 1939.

WITH the new year getting away to a flying start,
NBC Pacific Coast department heads gathered at a
recent luncheon meeting in Hollywood to outline and
discuss plans for 1940. It was a 100% turn-out. Attending (1 to r, standing) were Sydney Dixon, sales manager; Wendell Williams, continuity acceptance; Paul
Gale, traffic supervisor; Robert Schuetz, radio recording division; Walter Bunker, production manager;
Benny

Named

as Leading

Charles Brown, sales promotion manager; William
Andrews, guest relations; John Swallow, program director; Marvin Young, assistant program director.
Sitting, Alfred H. Saxton, division engineer; Alex
Robb, manager NBC Artists Service; Frank Dellett,
division auditor; Harold J. Bock, press relations manager; Lew Frost, assistant to the vice-president; and
Don E. Gilman, NBC western division vice-president.

Radio

Artist

No Cooperation
WHEN Esso Marketers detelevise in
Newfront
York'sof
newestcided tofathers
NBC on Jan. 5, one exasperated father of triplets, who
had lost out by one day on
Esso's offer of bonus savings
accounts to parents of children born on New Year's Day,
proceeded to wring the neck
of a stork provided by the
Bronx Zoo for the occasion.
He lostcountsout
on of
$250
acfor each
the bank
triplets,

In Poll by New
York World- Telegram
Comedians
— JackMcCarthy,
Benny, 80143 : ;Bob
FredHope,
AlJACK BENNY again is the outlen, 85 ; Charlie
standing artist on the air, accord- 76 ; Fibber McGee & Molly. 25 ; George
Burns & Gracie Allen, 20 ; Fanny Brice.
ing to the ninth annual New York
11; Tom Howard & George Shelton, 9;
World-Telegram poll of radio edi- Abbott
& Costello, 8 ; Milton Berle, 7.
tors, conducted by Alton Cook. The
Quiz
Shows — Information Please, 183 ;
poll awards Benny a double honor, Kay Keyser's
College, 55 ; Professor Quiz,
since he was chosen best comedian
51
;
Doctor
I. Q., 46 ; What's My Name,
and his program was picked as the 25 ; So You Think You Know Music, 19 ;
Milton Berle's Gag Busters, 17 ; Ask-It
best program on the air. The poll Basket,
16 ; Pot o' Gold, 15 ; Vox Pop, 13.
marked the eighth straight year in
Dramatic Shows — Lux Radio Theater.
which he received the comedian
139
:
Orson
Welles, 2485 ;; One
45 ; Star Theater,
NBC Man's
Great Family,
Plays.
award.
21;
Aldrich
Family
(Ezra
Stone),
19; CoNot far behind the Benny series
born 27 minutes before midlumbia Workshop, 18 ; Ellery Queen, 17 ;
First Nighter, 16 ; Silver Theater, Edward
in the list of favorite programs was
night Dec. 31. Officials of
G.
Robinson
and
Hollywood
Playhouse
Esso Marketers report that
Information Please, with Charlie
(tied),
13.
the total number of babies
McCarthy in third place, followed
Quarter-hour
ProgramWinchell,
— Fred 43Waring's
by Fred Allen, Bing Crosby, Kay
Orchestra,
88 ; Walter
; Amos
born on New Year's is not
available as yet for announce'n' Andy,
40I ;Love
Easya Mystery,
Aces, 38 ;18 Lum
'n'
Kyser's College, Bob Hope, Lux Ra- Abner,
26
;
;
Lowell
ment in the campaign which
dio Theatre, Orson Welles, Tos- Thomas, 17.
the
company conducted on its
canini Concerts, America's Town
Children's
— Let'sOrphan
Pretend,Annie,
72 ;
Esso News Reporter proLone
Ranger,Program
42 ; Little
Meeting and One Man's Family.
grams to introduce two new
30 ; American School of the Air, 24 ;
Increasing dominance of comedy
over other forms of entertainment
March ofLady,
Games,
gasoline casting,
products
[BroadSinging
17. 19 ; Ireene Wicker's
Jan. 1].
is reflected in the balloting, Mr.
Orchestras — Guy Lombardo, 79 ; Kay KyCook says, since the first seven pro- ser, 52 ; Andre Kostelanetz, 37 ; Wayne
30 ; Glenn Miller, 26 ; Horace Heidt.
grams are primarily comic. Princi- 25King,
; Benny Goodman, 24 ; Eddy Duchin, 16 ;
pal change in ranking of comedians
Fred
Waring,
15 ; Orrin Tucker, 13 ; Phil
is the advance of Bob Hope, who is Spitalny, 12 ; Paul
Whiteman, 11.
Kellogg in Canada
surpassed
in
that
category
only
by
Gives Up WGES Control
Popular Girl Singer — Frances Langford, KELLOGG Co. of Canada, London,
Jack
Benny,
Fred
Allen
and
Charlie
89
;
Kate
Smith,
86
;
Connie
Boswell,
77
;
A DEAL whereby T. H. Guyon,
Virginia Simms, 29 ; Mildred Bailey, 24 : Ont., (Corn Flakes and Rice CrisMcCarthy. Hope also was fourth
Chicago chain restaurant owner,
Bea Wain, 22 ; Judy Garland, 20 ; Nan pies) extends its Circle K, boys and
last year, but he made a marked
will relinquish his control of WGES,
Wynn, 13.17 ; Bonnie Baker, 15 ; Dorothy La- girls discussion club, on Jan. 20 to
mour,
Chicago, by disposing of 10 shares gain in number of votes received.
and will conPopular Male Singer — Bing Crosby, 171 ; CJOR,tinue toVancouver,
Templeton Honored
of common stock to Irene M. Cowen,
expand across Canada. The
Kenny Baker, 98 ; Lanny Ross, 27 ; Tony
his sister, was reported Jan. 6 to
Martin, 24 ; Dennis Day, 18 ; Barry Wood, program started on CFRB, Toronto,
Favorite quarter-hour program
the FCC for approval. Under the
17 ; Frank Munn, 16 ; Frank Parker, 13 ; Dec. 2. Half the program consists
proposed new setup the stock will selected was the Fred Waring or- Buddy Clark, 13.
of transcribed proceedings from the
chestra. Let's Pretend dominated
be divided as follows: T. H. Guyon,
Symphonic Conductor — Arturo Toscanini, club headquarters at Toronto, and
174
;
John
Barbirolli,
94
;
Alfred
Wallenchildren's
programs.
Alec
Temple151/2 shares; H. J. Guyon, attorney,
stein, 28 ; Frank Black, 26 ; Eugene Or- the other half is locally produced
10 shares; Louis E. Moulds, ball- ton was selected as the year's new
mandy, 24 ; Andre Kostelanetz, 20 ; Erno by boys and girls invited to the stastar. Bill Stern passed Ted Husing
Rapee, 19 ; Howard Barlow, 17 ; Leopold
room manager, who also owns 19%
tion for discussions or interviews
Stokowski, 12 ; Fritz Reiner, 9.
interest in WCBD, Chicago, 91/2 in the ranking of sports commentapeople. The proClassical Singer — Nelson Eddy, 86 ; Law- with, interesting
tors. Lowell Thomas was named
shares; Irene M. Cowen, 10 shares;
gram is produced at Toronto by J.
rence Tibbett, 63 ; Richard Crooks, 53 ; Lily
Gene T. Dyer, manager of the sta- leading commentator, with one
Pons, 36 ; Margaret Speaks, 33 ; Gladys Walter Thompson Co., who also
tion, who is also interested in more vote than H. V. Kaltenborn.
Swarthout, 26 ; John Charles Thomas, 25 ; placed the account.
Marian Anderson, 23 ; Donald Dickson,
WSBC and WCBD, Chicago, and
Don Wilson was named leading stu- 21 ; Kirsten Flagstad, 20 ; Lucille Manners,
WE MP, Milwaukee, one-half share.
dio announcer, Guy Lombardo led 18 ; Jan Peerce, 10.
Davis Heads FTC
New Star — Alec Templeton, 50 ; Ezra
the orchestra vote, Frances Lang- Stone,
RAYMOND GRAM SWING, MBS
24 ; Glenn Miller, 12 ; Raymond
ford was leading popular girl Gram Swing,
Dennis Day, Mary Martin, EWIN L. DAVIS, vice-chairman of
commentator, and Elmer Davis, CBS
John Kieran, Elmer Davis and Barry
commentator, were included in the singer, Bing Crosby dominated the Wood.
the Federal Trade Commission dur1939 Honor Roll of the Nation, liberal male singers, Arturo Toscanini led
ing 1939, on Jan. 2 was elected by
Sports Announcers — Bill Stern, 158 ; Ted
weekly, "for the most illuminating symphonic conductors and Nelson
; Red Barber, 35 ; Clem Mc- the Commission to serve as Chairrunning analysis of Europe's tangled Eddy was leading classical singer. Husing, Car153
thy, 24 ; Sam Taub, 11.
man during the calendar year 1940,
affairs."
Commentators — Lowell Thomas, 51 ; H.
The complete vote follows:
UNITED DRUG Co. Toronto (Rexall
V. Kaltenborn, 50 ; Raymond Gram Swing. pursuant to the rotating chairmanFavorite Program — Jack Benny, 85 ; In- 36 ; Walter Winchell, 33 ; Paul Sullivan,
drug products) renewed on Jan. 1 for
formation Please, 63 ; Charlie McCarthy,
ship planofpracticed
the 1933
FTC.andA
; Elmer Davis, 17 ; Fulton Lewis, 12. member
one year the thrice-weekly spot an- 55 ; Fred Allen,
the FTC bysince
36 ; Bing Crosby, 34 ; Kay 18 Studio
nouncement campaign on 39 Canadian
Announcers
—
Don
Wilson,
48
;
; Bob Welles,
Hope, 2819 ;; TosLux Harry Von Zell, 47 ; Milton Cross, 33 : now serving his second term as
stations from coast to coast. Account Kyser's College,25 29; Orson
Ken Carpenter, 29 ; David Ross, 16 ; Ben FTC Chairman, Mr. Davis sucwas placed by Ronalds Adv. Agency, Radio Theater,
canini Concerts, 16 ; America's Town Meet- Grauer,
12 ; Paul Douglas, 9.
Toronto.
ceeded Robert E. Freer.
ing, 15 ; One Man's Family, 13.
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Domestic Commerce (published by the U. S. Department of
Commerce) features these figures for the East, South Central
States. Change from June, 1938 to June, 1939.
Wholesalers' Sales - - - Up 9.7%
Accounts Receivable - Up 5.1%
Inventories
Down 6.1%

COMPLETE

FEWjSALES
THE

WITHOUT

WSM

QUOTAS

FOLLOWING:

With sales increasing, employment up and inventories decreasing, the East South Central States, WSM's front yard,
are ready to do a rushing business. WSM, the dominant
50,000 Watt Station in this favorable region, can carry your
sales message to the people who buy, with a maximum of
effectiveness and a minimum of cost. May we show you
facts and figures?

Add to these the following:
Industrial Employment (8 months)
New Car Sales

- Up 7.7%
Up 40%

Electrical Power Consumption
Telephone
Bank Deposits
Retail Sales

- Up 11%
Up 7%
Up 7%
Up 8%

National
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WPTF

Unl imit ed

Hours

680 kc. Enters IB Status;
Several Hearings Ordered
WPTF, RALEIGH, NBC outlet,
was authorized Jan. 9 by the FCC
to change its hours of operation
from limited time to unlimited time
on the 680 kc. channel, thereby
officially reducing the status of the
frequency to a I-B, or duplicated
wave pursuant to the new allocation
rules. KPO, San Francisco, owned
by NBC, is the domiand operated
nant station. The modification of
license authorizes use of a directional antenna by WPTF from sunset at San Francisco. The station
has pending an application for an
increase in power from 5,000 to
50,000 watts.
Simultaneously, the FCC announced at its en banc meeting
denial of petitions for rehearing of
the Nov. 15 grant to F. W. Meyer,
general manager of KLZ, Denver,
of a new local station in that city.
KFEL and KVOD, Denver, had petitioned for rehearing. Mr. Meyer
was issued a construction permit to
use 1310 kc. with 250 watts local
sunset and 100 watts night in an
opinion which established legal
precedent, since the FCC had previheld that local
stations
w^ould
not beouslyassigned
to areas
requiring
regional facilities for metropolitan
coverage [Broadcasting Dec. 1].
Hearings Ordered
Application of WNYC, municipally-owned station in New York,
for full-time operation on 810 kc.
in lieu of its present daytime operation was designated for hearing by
the Commission.
In connection with the application of WHDH, Boston, for fulltime operation on 830 kc, clear
channel on which KOA, Denver, is
the dominant outlet, the FCC ordered that the hearing on Jan. 29
be held before an examiner. Previously Commissioner Norman S.
Case had been designated to preside, since it would mean duplicated
operation on another clear channel
if granted.
New Oregon Station
AUTHORIZED for construction
last Sept. 14, the new KUIN,
Grants Pass, Ore., went on the air
last month with Western Electric
equipment and a 165-foot Bethlehem tower. Manager is John C.
Baurriedel, Stanford graduate who
formerly worked with KIEM, Eureka, Cal. William R. Rambo is
chief engineer. Production manager
is Julius Hoover. Both are also
Stanford graduates. Control engineer is Edward A. Malone, formerly
of KSAN, San Francisco. Station
is licensed to Southern Oregon
Broadcasting Co., of which A. E.
Voorhies, publisher of the Grants
Pass Courier, is 50% stockholder,
with the licensee of KIEM, Eureka,
owning the other 50%.
WJRD Wins Renewal
WJRD, Tuscaloosa, Ala., Jan. 10 was
awarded renewal of its license along
with unlimited time operation on 1200
kc. with 250 watts local sunset and 100
watts night by the FCC. The station,
previously operating daytime hours
only, had been cited in connection with
alleged unauthorized transfer of license
and purported violation of technical
requirements.
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had only to listen to return the
favor. Where before deliverymen
in search of new customers were
turned away from doors with the
immediate answer that "we take
from
Blank themselves
dairy", French-Bauer
men found
first making
friends
and
later
customers
'of an
increasing number of housewives.
Though his problem remained the
same — to add a new customer to his
route — the diary provided an entrance into the home he otherwise
would not have had.

Is Granted

• January

VISITING in Hollywood during December, R. A. Porter, vice-president
of Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, New York (seated, center), in addition to
checking on the NBC Adventures of Sherlock Holmes series, sponsored
by Grove Laboratories (Bromo Quinine), was on hand to supervise the
initial West Coast origination of Horace Heidt's Pot o' Gold program,
sponsored on 82 NBC-Red stations by Lewis-Howe Co. (Turns), which
switched from New York to Hollywood Dec. 5. Both accounts are serviced
by Stack-Goble. Here sits Mr. Porter, discussing the programs during
a session with NBC Hollywood executives — (1 to r) John Swallow, NBC
Western Division program director; Sydney Dixon, sales manager, and
Don E. Oilman, vice-president in charge of NBC's West Coast activities.
A

DIARy

OPENS

THE

DOOR

Sequel to Program Plot Entices Housewives
To Diaries Delivered by Routemen
By FREDERIC W. ZIV
air, which explain many of the actions, many of the fears and hopes
Frederic W. Ziv, Advertising
of the characters in the drama. It
Cincinnati
is only natural that a listener, once
THE STORY of immediate sales, familiar with the characters, should
of how three out of every four in- want a copy of the diary. The writing of the diary is faded out at the
rang the radio
bell, serial
is the which
stoi-y
of SecretquiriesDiary,
end of each program, leaving the
most important portion unheard.
we had
pleasure
of the
producing
This is the merchandising twist
and transcribing.
that sells to women. The sponsor
makes available to listeners copies
Secret Diary, designed along the
of each day's diary. These are dislines of the proved
tributed weekly by his own delivscript show techerymen.
When it was announced over
nique,
clicked
from the start.
WKRC, Cincinnati, that copies of
Yet the success
Elsa Morgan's diary were being
of the show is not
made available upon request, the
due exclusively to
station was deluged with thousands
this fact, but also to the fact that of letters. The first plug — a single
its merchandising plan enables the announcement at the close of the
sponsor to see tangible proof of Tuesday program — pulled 648 reits sales effectiveness. In addition.
quests in the first mail. And after
Secret Diary's merchandising plan the second day the offer had to be
since requests had alen- withdrawn,
routeman's
easy
makes trance
into thethe
homes
of prospects
ready exceeded the initial supply.
in his community.
The Personal Touch
Secret Diary was first tested in
3. Instead of mailing diaries to
Cincinnati for French-Bauer Dairy
Co. When followed up by Frencheach listener, French-Bauer delivBauer deliverymen, 75% of all
erymen personally presented them.
housewives who listened to the pro- As the result of this first experience, Allen S. French, general mangram made purchases of FrenchBauer products.
that: ager of French-Bauer, reported
Four-Part Success Story
1. 75% of all housewives called
The story of how Secret Diary on made at least one purchase.
2. French-Bauer drivers reportaccomplished this should really be
ed that never before had they been
divided into four parts:
so
welcome at any door. Secret
The program, the diary offer, the
Diary proved a marvelous doorfollow-up
system
and
the
traceable
results.
Because the deliveryman came to
1. Secret Diary is the story of opener.
Elsa Morgan, a woman who, in a the door to bring, free of charge,
diary she has kept over a period of and at some inconvenience to himself, something to enhance the
years, has recorded every impor- housewife's enjoyment of Secret
tant happening of her life.
it created a new relationship
2. In the diary Elsa Morgan re- Diary
between housewife and canvasser.
cords important parts of the story He was doing her a favor, and she
not immediately revealed on the
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Chapter Each Week
The diaries themselves are attractively printed to carry out the
idea they were actually written by
hand. Each week there is a new
chapter, so liveryman
thathas a each
the denew week
opportunity
to call on Mrs. Jones and announce,
'"Here is this week's chapter of
Secret Diary. I'm glad you like the
program. I'm sure you'll like our
Each chapter is presented in an
individual envelope that keeps it
neat and clean. Presented with the
first "chapter" is a "diary" box, an
attractive replica of a locked diarycase, in which each succeeding
"chapter" may be placed.
milk."
4. For his own records we furnish the sponsor with a simple manila envelope form that enables him
to see at a glance the week-by-week
development of his sales to a customer reached through the diary.
A separate manila envelope form
is furnished for each prospect. At
the
top isroute
written
prospect's
address,
number.
It isname,
then
turned over to the route-salesman,
who enters each call and each sale
he makes to that person. As a result, the sponsor knows what each
inquirer bought and the exact date
she became a regular customer.
Sounds
complicated? operators
It isn't. Too
many
house-to-house
are
today using it successfully to question its ease of operation. And since
an operator in this door-to-door
field will gladly pay $2 to $5 (depending on locality) for a new customer, it ischandiseworth
his while
to merthe program
completely.
That the plan and the program are
successful is evidenced by the fact
that, presented four times weekly,
Tuesday through Friday, Secret
Diary this month starts a third
year on the air in Cincinnati for a
satisfied client who has contracted
for an additional 52 weeks.
Secret Diary is now on the air
for more than 60 house-to-house
operators from coast-to-coast, as
well as in Australia and New Zealand. Primarily, of course. Secret
Diary has to be good drama. As
evidence of that fact, in many additional cities the program is sponsored by firms who do not use the
merchandising tie-in — but merely
sponsor it on the air as a fine daytime drama which appeals to
women and definitely sells goods.
Coffee Firm in West
BREAKFAST CLUB COFFEE,
Los Angeles, currently sponsoring
the twice-weekly quarter-hour Boulevard Interviewer on KNX, Hollywood, and a similar
man-on-thestreet program
on KTAR,
Phoenix,
starts a four-weekly 15-minute
show, The Market St. Interviewer,
on KJBS, San Francisco, Jan. 22.
Contract is for 52 weeks. Firm will
also contintie using spot announcements on KSL, Salt Lake City.
Lockwood-Shackelford Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has the account.
• Broadcast
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WllHS

chooses

mim

watt

WCHS

Charleston, key station of the West Virginia Network

on the air at 1000 watts in case of temporary failure in your

and affiliated with the Columbia Broadcasting System, reaches

5000 watt transmitter? You can do that very thing with

an area greater than ever before with the installation of a

Collins 21 D, which is in effect two transmitters. One is a high

new Collins 21 D 5000 watt transmitter. At WCHS

the Collins

level Class B modulated 1 kw unit, the other a 5000 watt grid

21 D gives unequaled 5000/1000 watt high fidelity performance.

modulated unit. Instantaneous automatic changing from 5000
to 1000 watts is accomplished with simple relay switching. If

Have you considered the advantage of being able to continue

you operate at reduced power during night time, the 5000
watt section is completely shut down. This saves tube life,
power and permits routine cleaning and service while on the air.

Odes E. Robinson, Technical Supervisor of WCHS

end

the West Virginia Network states: "With several transmitter installations to my credit I hove yet to see one
which was installed with greater ease and which performs
better in any respect than Collins 21 D. Low tube cost,
low power consumption and high fidelity makes our installation particularly outstanding."

OMPIM
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Midwest
Sells
On

Ohio
Radio

Venture
Oil

Power

Ten-Station Hookup Is Signed
As Test Brings Surprises
THE first major venture of the
Ohio Oil Co., Columbus, into chain
broadcasting has been so successful that the initial NBC Blue network has been extended from 5 to
10, reaching from Fort Worth to
Chicago.
Under the new set-up, the company's program, Marathon Melodies, originating at WLW, Cincinnati, now is fed to WSPD, Toledo;
WO WO, Fort Wayne; WENR,
Chicago; WGBF, Evansville;
WBOW, Terre Haute; KWK, St.
Louis; KTOK, Oklahoma City;
KGKO, Fort Worth, and KGBX,
Springfield, Mo.
Helping the Dealer
In commenting upon the success
of the program, which features a
miusic contest in which both the
studio and outside audiences participate, H. R. Bristol, advertising
manager of the Ohio Oil Co., said:
Marathon
Melodies
is "First
designedof toall,benefit
our Marathon
dealers, and any program which
failed to accomplish that end wotild
be of little use to us. We feel that
Marathon Melodies did accomplish
that end, and we point to the thousands of contest cards secured from
the stations of our dealers as ample proof. By inducing the public
to come to our outlets we have
overcome their initial sales resistance and started them well along
the road to becoming regular customers. This, we believe, is of
great material benefit to our dealers.
"In a dealer set-up such as we
have in our marketing area, the
good-will and satisfaction of the
dealers themselves is of paramount
importance. Giving them an outstanding radio program which they
can call to the attention of their
customers has made them more appreciative of our promotional efforts aimed in their direction. This
appreciation, which ultimately results in cooperation, is of inestimable value. It means our dealers
feel much more like going out after
sales, which is the success point in
any business.
"The thousands of cards we received during our first 13 weeks
indicated that the name Marathon
was being brought to people whom
we could not reach in our customary promotional plans. Why not,
we reasoned, extend the program,
increase its coverage to cover our
entire marketing area, and reach
that many more. This we did, believing itto be a sound move.
"We are particularly pleased
and dealer tie-in
with the public
Marathon Melodies provides. Due
to the receipt of contest cards, we
can say definitely that people are
listening to our show. This is what
we want, for after all, making sales
is just a matter of educating people familiarity with your product. to
"Marathon Melodies
the
fastest half -hour shows is ononetheof air.
It has built up a tremendous following, acquainting them with
Marathon Gasoline and Marathon
Endurance Motor Oils.
"This is proven by the gratifyPage 44
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AND

CANDY

SELL

GAS

Average of 600 Bars Daily Given From New Service
Stations as Result of Air Offer
ice stations in the Central Iowa
By WAYNE VARNUM
KSO-KRNT, Des Moines
market,
says, "All three station
HUBBEL AVENUE OIL Co., of managers report excellent results
gave away apDes Moines recently tested the pull- for the offer.proximately 2We
of candy bars
ing power of radio in a way that a day — 24 bars 5boxes
to a box — at each
left a sweet taste in the mouths of of the three outlets.
consumer,
man alike. sponsor and time sales"All three stations increased their
gallonage appreciably and have
To introduce to
been able to maintain the increases
the public three
since the offer was made".
newly-op e ned
Merchandising Angles
service stations,
Hubbel decided to
At the same time the customer
give a free fivepurchased his gasoline, he was
cent candy bar to
given, in addition to enough free
every person in
candy bars to go around, a preevery car that
mium booklet and the number of
was driven into
trading
stamps his purchase enone of the statitled him. By filling the booklet
$20 worth of trading stamps,
Varnumwas with
for gasoline.
No
how little gasoline
tionsmatter
the customer is entitled to a free
purchased, every person in the car prize, such as a wash job, oil
was entitled to his free candy bar, change, complete lubrication job,
but a definite purchase of gasoline etc., whatever is named under a
was required.
sealed stamp on his booklet.
This scheme helped make steady
News and Candy
customers out of those who might
The 12:30 news on KSO, handled have been occasional. Each station
with commercials by Wayne Ackley, had its individual color for the
was selected to carry the introduc- trading stamps.
tory offer to Des Moines automobile
The commercial copy on the show
owners — first, because news has a was written to appeal not only to
general audience appeal; second, the children with the candy offer,
because it was an established KSO
but Colonial
to sell "Daddy"
on the
service featui-e broadcast at a time of
Gas as well.
Heremerits
is a
when both children and parents sample announcement:
could hear; third, because it was on
Everybody loves candy — especially
KSO, Des Moines' oldest radio sta- boys and girls. So listen carefully, betion.
cause I'm going to tell you how to get
One week's schedule of six broad- free candy bars every time Daddy buys
casts was devoted to each of the gasoline ! The Colonial Service Station,
and Sheridan, is giving free fivethree new stations. No other ad- 2d
cent candy bars to everyone in the car,
vertising was used to promote the when
the driver makes a purchase. So
off'er.
tell Daddy to buy his gasoline and oil
From the first broadcast, new
the Colonial Service Station. He'll
customers drove into one Colonial at
like their low prices on high-quality
Service Station for gasoline and gas and oil products — and you'll like
their free candy bars. During the the free candy bars. Regular gasoline,
three week test an average of 600 73 octane, is only 9.9c a gallon, plus
tax. 80 Octane Ethyl gasoline is only
candy bars a day were given away
at each station. Station managers
10.9c
a gallon,
tax.onAnd
they're
the equal
of any plus
gasoline
the market
reported that three persons seemed — at remarkably low prices. So bring
to be the average number of per- your brothers and sisters along when
sons in each car and purchases of Daddy buys gasoline at the Colonial
less than five gallons were rare.
Servicebars.
Station
— you'll
Daddy
wiU all
get get
one free
too.
C. C. Brooks Jr., secretary of the candy
What's
more,
he'll
get
a
high
Hubbel company, who in one year gasoline at a price that will bequality
sure
built this organization from its to please him. Remember the location :
original financing to the active The Colonial
Service, 2nd and Sheridan. Stop in today.
management of more than 40 serving increase in sales which we have
experienced since Marathon Melodies first went on the air, 13 weeks
Agency Praise
Herbert Byer, of Byer & Bowman Adv. Agency, Columbus, which
ago." the account, declared the
handles
success of the program has been
firmlythonestablished
Melodies is atandthethat
top "Maraamong
network
shows."
"The sustained
interest in the
program, from week to week, and
its ability to sell the products advertised," Mr. Byer stated, "reflect
the basic success of Marathon Melodies." He pointed out that it offers high entertainment value without excessive program cost. The
sponsor is unusual in its insistence
on brief commercial announcements, he said.
In addition to the contest, the
program features the music of
Josef Cherniavsky's WLW orches-
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tra and the singing of Sylvia
Rhodes.
The program provides monetary
awards for persons mailing in two
song titles, which make a complete
and sensible sentence. The awards
are doubled when the entries are
submitted on cards obtainable only
at Marathon filling stations.
Four persons are selected at random from the studio audience to
guess the correct musical answers.
These, too, are given cash awards,
in addition to cash awards paid
Marathon dealers from whom the
winners secured their entry cards
for submitting titles.
The program was started Sept.
1 for a 13 -week try out on five Blue
stations.
ARCH OBOLER has signed a renewal contract with NBC to continue
his Saturday night dramatic programs
on NBC-Red through 1940. He is currently on the West Coast, having recently joined the scenario writing staff
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures.
BROADCASTING

SOME of radio's best huntsmen got
in some of their best outdooring
this fall during a Michigan deer
hunt on the property of M. R. Mitchell, chief engineer of WJR, Detroit. The top pair — Jim Cosman,
of Federal Telegraph (left), and
P. M. Thomas, secretary-treasurer
of WJR, Detroit — were snapped
while hot on a trail through Michigan timber. Below are three other
members of the party, each with a
buck bagged during the first two
days' hunting — (1 to r) Jim Beloungy, engineer of WBT, Charlotte, N.
C. ; Bill Shadel, associate editor The
American Rifleman; and Eric Howlett,
WJR script
The as
Cos-a
man-Thomas
shot writer.
was used
full-page cover photo for the January American Rifleman.
Lotion in Mountain
CHAMBERLAIN LABORATORIES, Des Moines (hand lotion), a
consistent user of radio time, on
Jan. 7 started for 26 weeks, a weekly half-hoUr musical program.
Lovely Lady, on 11 NBC-Mountain
Red stations, Sunday, 5-5:30 p.m.
(MST). The studio audience program originates from KOA, Denver, and features a 15-piece orchestra directed by Milton Shrednik,
with Lester Harding, baritone, as
vocalist. Clarence C. Moore, KOA
program director, produces the series. Dr. L. H. Chamberlain, president of Chamberlain Laboratories
and other executives of that firm,
with E. G. Naeckel and W. J. Henderson, executives of L. W. Ramsey
Co., Davenport, la., agency servicing the account, were in Denver for
the opening broadcast.
Thorn McAn

Placing

MELVILLE SHOE Corp., Boston
(Thorn McAn shoes), on Jan. 17
will
start aRay
Barrett's Shoppers'
Special,
ten-minute
musical clock
program onsix-weekly
WDRC,
Hartford. On Jan. 1 the company
renewed its Musical docker program on KYW, Philadelphia, as
well as the quarter-hour six-weekly
news programs on WABC, WEAN,
WNAC, New
WWJYork,
and isWBBM.
Rogow,
agency. NeffKTSW, Emporia, Kan., joined MBS
on Dec. 25 as its 126th affihate. Station operates on 1370 kc. with 250
watts power.
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Canadian
Is Refused

AS

CAP
Boost

Same Rate Per Set Fixed by
Copyright Appeal Board
By JAMES MONTAGNES
CANADIAN stations will pay $98,879.10 to the Canadian Performing
Rights Society (Canadian ASCAP)
in 1940 according to a decision of
the Copyright Appeal Board made
at Ottawa and published officially
in the Canada Gazette. The fees
are based on the rate set in 1935
by the Board, appointed for that
purpose by the Department of
State, and are figtired on a basis
of 8 cents per licensed receiver as
at March 31, 1939, end of the last
Government fiscal year. The CPRS
in its assessments for 1940 had
asked 14 cents per set [Broadcasting, Dec. 15, 1939].
The amount includes $1,000 to be
distributed among stations for commercial receivers in hotels, restaurants, etc., to use copyright music
broadcast by Canadian stations.
CPRS had asked for this purpose a
fee of $16,800 based on $7 per commercial receiver. For 1939 CPRS
had asked a rate of $10 for each
commercial receiver, making a fee
of $36,370, which the Copyright Appeal Board had cut to $1,000, and
which had been paid by the broadcasters under protest as they did
not feel that the CPRS had a right
to collect this fee from broadcasters under the present Copyright
Act.
More Receivers Licensed
Last year's
fee was
$89,336.43,
including
the $1,000
for commercial
receivers based on 1,104,207 licensed receivers. This year's added
$9,543 takes care of the increase in
licensed receivers which numbered
1,223,502 at March 31, 1939. Broken down by provinces from Atlantic
to Pacific, 3 stations in Prince Edward Island pay $140.61 for 5,209
receivers; 4 Nova Scotia stations
pay $3,633.22 for 51,622 receivers;
3 New Brunswick stations pay
$941.36 for 35,050 receivers; 17
Quebec stations pay $33,459.54 for
295,920 receivers; 26 Ontario stations pay $37,532.83 for 497,858
licensed receivers; 4 Manitoba stations pay $5,821.74 for 79,293 receivers; 7 Saskatchewan stations
pay $3,841.64 for 63,625 receivers;
7 Alberta stations pay $5,473.10 for
88,357 receivers; and 13 British Columbia stations $7,035.06 for 106,169 licensed receivers.
Largest fee paid by any station is
that of CBL, Toronto, assessed at
$11,263.10. Second largest is paid
by CBF, Montreal, with $9,083.70.
Third highest is CFRB, Toronto,
$9,010. CKAC and CBM, Montreal
stations, are each assessed $7,266.70. Radio sets on which the fee is
based for Toronto number 234,593;
for Montreal 206,400. The fee, based
on a schedule according to power
and coverage of each station, was
worked out by the Canadian Association ofBroadcasters, the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and the
CPRS. Stations paying more than
$40 a year can make their payments
in quarterly instalments, while for
delinquent payments a 10 per cent
penalty is set by the Copyright Appeal Board.
CABLE TABERNACLE, Indianapolis, is said to have its nonsectarian disc
talks on 104 stations throughout the
country.
Page 46 • January

THIS neon flasher sign greets all travelers at Detroit Municipal Airport.
It is a companion display to another board WJR has maintained opposite
the New York Central station in Detroit for several years. Contract is
for three years on this sign, with a new coat of paint thrice annually.

COMMERCIALS THAT CLICK
By MILTON C. HILL
Commerrial Continuity Editor
WHK-WCLE, Cleveland
A LOT has been said about radio
Adapt the Commercial. Make it
commercials and many complaints
fit the program or the product. If
have been lodged against them. the program features march music,
But to date little has been done by make the commercials spirited and
the radio industry to provide the full of pep; if the program concommercial radio writer with a
sists of hymns, make your copy
meditative and philosophical. Give
guide
to
good
practice
in
this
profession.
it just the right slant. Examples:
Admittedly, it is not advisable
MARCHING
ON— with the
Eilert Brewing Company ! Here
to adopt standards to govern the
comes
the
band
with
a favorite
creation of commercial continuities
transcribed march ! Get into the
by station and agency copywriters,
parade — increase your pep, renew
because this would result in drab,
your energy with some of that
stereotyped forms with no selling
fine Eilert's Old German Beer.
punch. What, then, aside from
Eilert's Old German is the beer
for
live appetites ... it makes the
shortening our commercials and obplainest of meals delicious and
serving the new NAB code regulasatisfying ! Can you imagine a
tions, can we do to overcome public objection to them? How can we
glass German
of Eilert's
rich, aflavorful
Old
brew with
braised
do this and at the same time insirloin steak and all the trimcrease their effectiveness? If we
min's? It's marvelous! But, why
can answer these two questions, we
imagine
it — —taste
Old
have the solution to one of the raGerman beer
have Eilert's
it with your
meals — see how it makes every
dio industry's major problems.
food doubly delicious ! . . .
After reading thousands of raThe Sunday Hour is brought to
dio commercials, and after a
you by the Jones Brothers Futhorough, painstaking study of the
neral Home. The peaceful, homelike atmosphere of the Jones
public's reaction to them, the
writer has formulated a commerBrothers Home is comforting to
those who need solace in times of
cial "code", or set of commandments. These have been carefully
deep sorrow. Here they have the
satisfaction
and consolation of
followed in the preparation of
knowing
that the services for
WHK-WCLE continuity, with
dear, departed ones will be ungratifying results, and are here
faltering, and appropriate. Here
recommended enthusiastically to
there are complete facilities for
anyone who feels that some basic
the conduct of services for famiset of rules should be followed by
nes in all walks of life ... facilities to meet your individual
copywriters
:
requirements. Under the direction
U^e Logic. Make a statement
of
Jones
Brothers Funeral Home,
and build your commercial around
a funeral becomes a cherished,
it in a convincing manner. Take it
priceless memory. . . .
for granted that listeners, even
Avoid Obvious Falsehoods. One
though they may be of low mentality, know intuitively whether of the surest ways to reduce the
what you are saying is true or just value of your commercial to the
so much ballyhoo. For instance:
zero level is to make "tall" statements, such as might be made by a
Comfort is the keynote of
carnival hawker. These sentences,
smart dressing in the summertime.
You men will enjoy life a lot
which even a child may recognize
more this summer in a BLANK
as falsehoods, have a decidedly
TAILORS tropical worsted suit.
negative effect. The listener reacGet ready for those torrid days
tion to them is either indifference,
ahead ! . . .
contempt, or general disbelief, as
When you buy where your business is appreciated, you get better
expressed
in the "Oh yeah?" attitude. Examples:
service. That's why it's smart to
You have . never
seen a finer
buy your clothes at Blank Tailrefrigerator.
..
ors. Tou're not hurried from one
You'll enjoy the flavor of this
petty detail to another — you're not
tried. .more
. . than any you've ever
coffee
subjected to high-pressure sales
talks. ...
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Concentrate On One Product. By
trying to sell a lot of things or
ideas in one commercial, you may
sell none of them. By plugging one
consistently, you can do a lot of
good. Emphasize the desirability of
your product, and repeat its name
clearly and simply. Avoid too much
repetition and too many disconnected ideas. Coin phrases that
stick in the mind, and develop new
sales arguments.
Avoid Overworn Phrases. A good
way to kill the effect of any continuity isto use words and phrases
which have become hackneyed and
trite. They are easily recognizable,
but many writers put them in their
continuity unconsciously. Examples:
Remember. . . .
Here's important news !
Thisonly.
offer. .is. good for a limited
time
The supply is limited, so get
yours now. . . .
Take advantage of this bargain.
A sale like this comes only once
in a lifetime. . . .
Maintain the Proper Attitude.
Never beg the listener to do or buy
anything. To sell in a radio commercial, one must show the listener why buying would be to his
advantage. A request that he buy
"as
a favor"
or merely
sounds
woefully
weak."asIna trial"
other
words, don't say "please get one"
or "won't you buy this" — say posior words what
to that
effect. tively,
Tell"get one",
the audience
to
buy, where to buy it, and why, but
never when. A quick, sure way to
irritate many listeners is to say
"buy it this afternoon" or "get one
today".
don't notice
or objectSome,
to thehowever,
time element.
It is
a point of contention, and many
sponsors demand it in their copy,
although
inate it. it seems desirable to elimRemember the Mixed Audience.
When writing a commercial for a
product used exclusively by women,
address it to the women or bring
that fact out early in the continuity. Do the same for men or
children or other consumer classifications. Imagine men, women,
and children vertisement,
listening
to your adwrite it accordingly,
and you can't go wrong.
Make It Easily Understandable.
Use common, everyday language,
avoiding long words, and technical
or foreign words. The shorter the
trade name, the easier it is to remember. Spell it out only when the
audience cannot get the spelling by
hearing the word pronounced. If
the audience is requested to write
to the program, make the address
just as short and simple as possible. Examples:
Write to Jones Brothers, Station WCLE, Cleveland. . . .
Ask for DE-SHON'S cold tablets, spelled D-E-T-C-H-O-N'S, at
your
...
This druggist's.
is by no means
a complete
list of rules which might be followed. There are hundreds of instances constantly arising in the
average writer's life which call for
particular study and attention.
But this has proved in actual practice to be a good, basic code for a
commercial writer.
Few will deny there is need for
such a code. As long as business
buys radio time, there will be room
for scientific radio advertising. The
technique of commercial writing
must be studied and deliberate,
rather than hit-and-miss. When
all of us in the industry realize
this, and take collective action to
bring it about, we shall undoubtedly profit immeasurably.
• Broadcast
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TEXAS

of

RANGERS

KMBC-CBS-HOLLYWOOD
ONE OF THE MOST VERSATILE MUSIC AL - DRAMATIC ACTS IN RADIO -featuring more than 20
instruments... 8 cracker-jack entertainers... novelties galore... all original arrangements! This act can sell!
MORE THAN TWO YEARS ON THE COAST-TO-COAST COLUMBIA NETWORK-Texas Rangers"Night Time On The Trail"— "Under Western Skies."
THREE 1939 MOVIES NOW SHOWING THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY: "Colorado Sunset" with
Gene Autry for Republic; "Oklahoma Frontier" with Johnny Mack Brown for Universal; "Chip of the
Flying U" with Johnny Mack Brown for Universal.
Ridin' high, end Torin' to go, for on alert advertiser who will odd the magic touch of
exploitation and set himself for the Big Payoff. Avdilable — right now — network from
Hollywood, Kansas City, Chicago, New York; or transcriptions.
"Bob"
"Believe

award

will appeal

to trade generally

as obviously

Landry

fully justified'*

CAROLINE ELLIS— Author-Star of "Caroline's Golden Store" on CBS for General Mills Gold Medal Flour; FRAN HEYSER— KMBC
producer in charge o£ "Caroline's Golden Store"; available for other productions in Chicago; MARGARET AND GORDON MUNRO,
"Across The Breakfast Table" early morning chuckle makers who have stolen the hearts of the Kansas City audience; BRUSH CREEK
FOLLIES— KMBC's big barn dance show originated to CBS from Kansas City Saturday afternoons; PHENOMENON, "Electrifying
History"— world's most romantic adventure story, load-builder for power and light industry transcribed in 6S exciting episodes;
LIFE ON RED HORSE RANCH— Adventure-packed dramatic-musical featuring The Texas Rangers; 6S episodes a sure bet for the
all-family audience. These and other Arthur B. Church Productions — developed at KMBC — have done outstanding jobs for
national advertisers. Variety's award proves we know how it's done!
Call one of these offices for an audition — you'll heat something, brother I
COLUMBIA ARTISTS, Inc. GEORGE E. HALLEY ARTHUR B. CHURCH
Columbia Management. HARRY SINGER
Inc.
The
Texas Manager
Rangers
485 Madison Ave.
400 Deming Place KMBC — Pickwick Hotel Columbia
_ ,
personal
Square
CBS—
Columbia
Square
Wickersham 2-2000
Diversey 4400
Harrison 2650
Hollywood 2484
HoUjnvood
Hollywood, Calif.
New York City
Chicago
Kansas City, Mo.
KMBC's

POWER

GOES

UP

★ 5,000

VyjiTTS

NIGHT

ABOUT

FEBRUARY

lOth

E too many publicity
US
BECAbre
aks on commercial programs have gone uncredited,
WCCO, Minneapolis, has
evolved an extensive system of tipping off agencies on newspaper
Ivory's Biggest Yet — Ringer — Pacific Legerdemain —
courtesy anpublicity obtained,
nouncements and such. Weekly
Laughing Girls — Cartons of Value
memos from the sales promotion,
publicity, continuity and program
Coast Magic
Largest Ivory Contest
departments are cleared through
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cin- THRIFTY CUT RATE Drug
the sales department, which sends
cinnati, through Compton Adv., Stores, Los Angeles (chain), on
special weekly letters to all agen15 starts a weekly quartercies whose programs receive pub- New York, on Jan. 21 will start a Jan.
series of six-weekly contests on four hour transcribed program. This Is
licity.
The material includes all infor- of its network radio programs, the Magic, on KHJ, that city and KNX,
largest contest for Ivory soap the Hollywood. In addition the firm will
mation on courtesy announcements,
using spot announcements
company has yet conducted. Pro- continue
tear sheets of WCCO's two-column
those stations as well as on
ads in the Minneapolis Star- Jourgrams will be The O'Neills, The on
KFI
and
KECA. The transcribed
nal and other publicity in local and Story of Mary Marlin, Against the
series
reveals
famous magical
Storm
on
NBC-Red,
and
Life
Can
out-state papers, as well as plugs Be Beautiful on CBS and a split tricks and features
Major Cedric
in Florence Lehmann's thrice- NBC network, also The Gospel
Talisman as commentator. Free inweekly Airliners program, and on
Singer and Life Can Be Beautiful
struction sheets of tricks as exOffer Index, weekly quarter-hour
plained on the program, will be
dramatizing all offers and contests via electrical transcription on varisent listeners tipon request. Other
ous local stations.
on WCCO programs.
* * *
Each entrant must complete in 25 promotion, as part of an extensive
Trailer Promotion
campaign planned, will include
words or less the sentence "I like window
and store displays, counter
A TRAILER on the screen of the
Ivory Soap
because
.
.
.",
accomcards and mention of the program
panying each entry with a wrapper
Golden Gate Theater, San Franin all newspaper advertising.
cisco, where the movie version of from one large size and one medium
Information Please recently played, size bar of Ivory soap. For each of
Lone Star Smiles
called attention to the fact that the the six weeks of the contest there
program is but one of many fine will be the following prizes: Ten CONTEST among Texas high
programs heard over KGO. In addi- first prizes of new 1940 Buick spe- schools and colleges to elect two
cial 4-door sedans, each with 1,000 "Smile Girls of 1940" is being
tion, lobby cards and displays publicized both Information Please and gallons of Fire Chief Gasoline, plus sponsored by Interstate Cotton Oil
KGO. The station in turn gave peri- a $50 credit ticket for accessories, & Refining Co., as a tie-in vdth its
odic announcements over the air di- or service, and 100 second prizes of thrice-weekly Mrs. Tucker's Smile
program on WFAA, Dallas. Two
recting listeners to the movie adap- $10 in cash. ^
^ ^
all-expense trips to New York or
tation showing
at
the
Golden
Gate.
* * *
Cincinnati Souvenir
two $150 lump sums are offered the
Glass for Tube
TWELVE-page souvenir booklet for winners. The sponsor already has
distribution to studio visitors has enlisted the aid of many school anCHAS. H. PHILLIPS CHEMICAL
nuals, yearbooks, and papers in the
Co., on Feb. 9 will start a free offer been published by WCKY, Cincinnati. The lithographed pamphlet, contest. Final winners, adjudged
of one Libbey Safedge glass with
each purchase of a 25c tube of milk predominantly pictorial, describes the best smilers, will be selected by
of magnesia dental cream to listen- studio and transmitter facilities, in- sponsor judges after individual
troduces station personnel and schools each have chosen one repers of three of its network proresentative from preliminary elimigrams, Stella Dallas, Lorenzo Jones, local and network stars, and lists
nation contests.
highlights of the program schedule,
and Waltz Time, all on NBC-Red.
* * *
Thompson-Koch Co., Cincinnati, along with a history of the station.
$5
and Blackett - Sample - Hummert,
Back page provides space for auto- NEW featurePerof Carton
the Early Bird
New York, are the agencies in
graphs of station
*
*personalities.
*
program
sponsored
by Interstate
charge.
* * *
Cotton Oil & Refining Co., Dallas,
Sales Bell
for
Meadolake
Margarine,
is the
Peeler for Boxtops
CHROME-PLATED hand bell with
A PEELER for vegetables and green plastic handle was sent out "Meadolake Money Mint". A sponsor's representative calls on one
fruits and for shredding and slic- during the New Year season by
in the
trade
ing is offered listeners to Linda's WIBW, Topeka, Kan., as a com- housewife
territory
each
day, company's
Monday through
First Love by the Albers Brothers
bination holiday greeting and busi- Friday. If she has a carton of the
Milling Co., sponsors on KPO, San
ness promoter. Box containing the
Francisco The peeler is given in bell also carries a business mes- product in the house, she is given
return for tops from one large or
$1 going
to theWhen
retaila resigrosage built around
the theme,
"Ringin $5, with
cer who sold
it to her.
bell good
and loud
two small packages of Albers Car- the sales
dence
has
no
Meadolake
carton,
the
nation Oats.
1940", and a business reply card. prize is doubled the following day.
* * *
'Gang Busters' Anniversary
WEEKLY program Gang Busters,
sponsored on CBS by the ColgatePalmolive-Peet
on Jan. 6on celebrated its fourthCo.,anniversary
the
network. Until last year the program
was heard on behalf of Palmolive Shave
Cream and Brushless Shave, but is now
]n-esented&. for
Cue N.liquid
Benton
Bowles,
Y., isdentrifice.
agency.

A JOINT promotion by Campbell Soup Co. and CBS Hollywood is the
above "traveling" store display in an Atlantic & Pacific Co. Los Angeles
market. This display, which is being exhibited for a two-week period in
each of the A & P markets in the Southern California area, ties in with
three of the four Campbell Soup Co. sponsored programs heard over KNX,
the CBS Hollywood station. Elsewhere in each store, is a smaller display
calling attention to the five-weekly quarter-hour CBS serial, Brenda Curtis.
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Insurance Plan
CLOSE upon the annual
10% Christmas bonus to the
staffs of WGAR, Cleveland,
and WJR, Detroit, came the
announcement by Managers
John Patt and Leo Fitzpatrick of a group insurance
plan for the 150 fulltime employes of the two stations.
Each employe is provided
with a $5,000 life insurance
policy, hospitalization and
doctor's fees up to $150. The
entire cost of the plan is assumed by the stations.

BROADCASTING

STRATEGIC entrances to Clarksburg, W. Va., present displays installed by WBLK to promote the
station and the Esso Reporter news
broadcasts.
BROCHURES
WCLS, Joliet, 111. — Pictures of new
equipment, descriptions of programs.
WGST, Atlanta — Pocket-size pamphlet
carrying on separate pages testimonials
of various local users of WGST time,
illustrated with drawings of the varifirms.ous business building fronts of sponsorWOAI, San Antonio — Pamphlet presenting statistics on a recent RossFederal listening survey in San Antonio, titled "a twice-told tale, a sequel
to the
'a tale
two cities'
", and similar
to
firstofbrochure
of similar
nature
published previously.
NBC — Glossy black folder with cover
illustration of top hat, stick and white
gloves, titled "The World's Most
Glamorous Performance," covering the
Metropolitan Opera broadcasts on
NBC-Blue each Saturday afternoon.
Red Cross Favors Radio
As Educational Medium
YEAR-ROUND broadcast campaigns are urged by national headquarters inWashington for the 400
American Red Cross chapters in the
United States in communities with
radio stations. In a special radio
bulletin, dated Jan. 2, 1940, and
sent these 400 chapters, the headquarters organization points to
radio as "one of the best means for
keeping the importance and value
of Red Cross service in the minds
and emotions of the people in your
chapter territory — it is direct, perimmediate
in effect".
The sonal,
special
bulletin,
in addition
to recommending complete cooperation with stations in order to secure
a professional radio production of
Red Cross programs, suggests the
appointment of local radio chairmen, who are to work closely with
the individual chapter boards and
committee chairmen as well as the
station. Beside undertaking a series
of special Red Cross programs,
complete in themselves, the bulletin recommended that chapters contact local radio advertisers to secure Red Cross mentions during
regular commercial programs.
Along vnth. the special bulletin
was sent a copy of the third edition
of the Red Cross Radio Script Exchange Catalog, containing 81
tested radio scripts, including 16
new additions, any of which are
available to individual chapters for
local production.
Texas Map
LATEST promotion piece from
KFRO, Longview, Tex., is a 14 x 17
inch map showing the counties and
county seats. This map will be used
as a base map for listener surveys
and mail response. Station is currently sending out maps to agencies
for their files.
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'\ . . it has

caught

on
says

with
a bang
Milton Charles, WBBM

CBS

Western

Key

Station

Everywhere the Novachord is "Catching on with a
Bang". . . because it's the Newest, Most Versatile
and Most Amazing of Musical Instruments!

New audience appeal! New versatility for the radio pianist or
organist!
You'll hear this kind of enthusiasm from everywhere . . . about
the new Hammond Novachord! For this amazing instrument is
almost magic in the way it captures the imagination of the radio
artist . . . enlivens the showmanship of the station, agency and
advertiser . . . and reaches out to the audience with a new musical
thrill!
Just imagine this: You play the Novachord as you would a
piano — on a conventional keyboard — and you produce beautifully clear piano-like tones! Then, with a simple turn of the tone
selectors, you add musical effects of violin, trumpet, 'cello, fiute,
and dozens of others!
Give your program-building the appeal
offered by the Hammond Novachord.
Hear and try it — as the quick, certain
solution to your next program problem.
Hear the Novachord at your local

Turn the tone selectors, as
you play! Let the Novachord
add musical effects of French
horn, clarinet, 'cello — and
dozens of others!

Hammond dealer's. Or, for more information about the Novachord on your radio
program, write or wire: Hammond
Instrument Co., 2989 N. Western Ave.,
Chicago. Hammond Organ Studios — in
New York: 50 W. 57th St.; and in Los
Angeles: 3328 Wilshire Blvd.

The r>lE\f'idea in music-by the makers of the Hammond Organ!
1
See..Hmr..Play\ THE

HAMMOND

at the HAMMOND ORGAN STUDIOS in the Hammond Building, 50 West 57th St., New York
BROADCASTING
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PLATFORM

Keep American radio free as the press.
Maintain a system of free, competitive broadcasting, rendering public service without undue
restraint.
Build programs to provide the greatest good
for the greatest number.
Avoid political partisanship on the air.
Install radios in every home, classroom, office,
automobile, passenger train and airplane.
Keep pace with technical developments and
foster their commercial applications.
AFM
Strike-Out
A NATIONAL calamity for radio— and the
public — apparently has been averted. There
will be no strike of tinion musicians, it appears.
After a two-year seige of decidedly questionable legal status, the onerous National Plan of
Settlement with AFM expires under its own
terms, Jan. 17, thanks to clear-thinking and
fast footwork by a group of top-flight broadcasters.
What transpired in the inner councils; what
prompted AFM suddenly to capitulate, after
an arrogant, indefensible demand for doubled
subsidies, is beside the point. The facts are
that the untenable provisions of the plan
foisted on broadcasters two years ago will be
no more as of Jan. 17. But is the armistice
permanent? Will AFM, prodded by such ambitious agitators as Jimmy Petrillo, be willing
to let peace reign?
We think not! Broadcasters should not lull
themselves into any feeling of a musicians'
Shangri La. The locals, by and large, would be
satisfied. But not that arbitrary, self-serving
international board, as presently composed.
The idea of forced hiring of useless, and in
many instances positively incompetent labor,
is not only outrageous but probably illegal, in
the light of the recent observations of the Department ofJustice in parallel labor situations.
What's the next move ? Many stations would
be justified in booting out incompetent musicians summarily. But that should not happen.
The present level of employment of musicians
should be maintained voluntarily, except in
those extreme cases. Wherever possible, stations should cooperate with their locals, discuss
conditions frankly and reasonably, and arbitrate such issues locally. If there is a drastic,
wholesale, nationwide let-out, AFM will boomerang. On the other hand, if stations volunPage 52 • January
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tarily continue staff orchestras, except in those
instances where the burden is positively unbearable, logic and reason will be on the side
of the broadcasters in the inevitable future
deliberations. Broadcasters can prove that they
can deal with their individual locals amicably
and to the mutual benefit of public, musician
and station alike.
No single group should attempt to take advantage of the situation. There should be no
crowing about a victory one way or the other.
Networks can be expected to find a basis by
which their stabilization fund contributions to
affiliates least able to bear the staff music burden are continued. Judicious application of the
AFM settlement can be the foundation stone
of new industry cooperation on all fronts.
The plaudits of the industry are due the
broadcasters — Scripps, Rosenbaum, Morency,
Shepard, Ethridge, Pulliam, the networks and
others — for an all-industry job well executed.

Henry Bellows
THE UNTIMELY passing of Henry Adams
Bellows at the age of 54 deprives radio of one
of its true pioneers and probably its finest
academic mind. Harry Bellows came to Washington in 1927 as one of the original five members of the old Federal Radio Commission.
From 1930 to 1934 he was a vice-president of
CBS. After leaving that company he became
director of public relations for General Mills
Inc., returning to Minneapolis and there helping direct that company's large advertising
activities.
He knew radio intimately — as manager of
WCCO, Minneapolis, when it was owned by the
Washburn-Crosby Mills, as a Federal regulator,
as a network executive, as an active NAB
committeeman and then as an aide in the
placements of one of radio's biggest accounts.
It was he who coined the phrase "electrical
transcriptions" when recorded broadcasts were
first eyed askance. It was he who foresaw and
warned Congress against many of radio's needless restrictions. Scion of a great colonial New
England family, he brotight to his several fields
of endeavor a mind observant and penetrating,
trained in the higher reaches of the academic
world and recognized with degrees and teaching
posts at Harvard. His loss is keenly felt by his
countless friends in and out of the radio industry.

Reunion
of Havana
THE BIGGEST development in contemporary
radio since 1928 occurred the other day, when
Mexico ratified the Havana Treaty. Action came
when hope had been all but despaired of, and
when other nations on the Continent had resigned themselves to a continued state of siege
in the ether. Instead, overnight, a radio peace
was decreed — one that will end the operation
of outlaw stations on our waves and at the
same time bring about allocation standards
that will be observed alike by all nations on
the Continent.
American broadcasters are only too familiar
with the operations of the notorious border stations which, under the treaty terms, pass into
oblivion. They may have to content themselves
with local or regional assignments which will
hardly do the same job as their superpower
transmitters beamed to serve listeners in this
country. Unless there is a hitch — and none appears likely — the bombardment of these stations
soon will end forever.
Unknown to most broadcasters is the fact
that credit for Mexico's sudden acquiescence,
after a two-year delay, goes to Emilio Azcarraga, owner of XEW, Mexico City, and president of the Mexican Broadcasters Association.
Twice before the Mexican Senate had refused
to ratify the treaty, largely because of the opposition of border station operators. Then, on
the very day Mexico's Congress adjourned,
ratification came. Senor Azcarraga had not
given up. He simply asked that certain Mexican stations, in the interior of the country and
serving Mexican nationals, be protected as
clear channels. He came through.
Two years ago, when the North American
Conference devised the treaty provisions at
Havana, broadcast observers returned singing
the praises of Commissioner T. A. M. Craven,
delegation chairman. He and his chief technical
advisor, Andrew D. Ring, assistant chief engineer of the FCC, and other delegates, were
lauded in highest terms for their remarkable
resourcefulness and diplomacy.
Their admirable work appeared to have been
in vain when Mexico, yielding to the border
station barons, twice snubbed the treaty. Now,
thanks to the zeal of patriotic Mexican broadcasters, and to Senor Azcarraga in particular,
the full benefits of the treaty can be realized.
A new era in continental radio is about to
dawn.
,
,
Music Dividends
TAKE a squint at the calendar. There are only
about 350 music shopping days till ASCAP
contracts expire. From now on there will be
plenty chineofhas been
smoke.
ASCAP's even
propaganda
mafunctioning,
to the point
of lectures before Lion's Clubs, deprecating
radio. But the zero hour has arrived with the
opening of Congress. The big propaganda
putsch is about to begin, unless we miss our
The broadcasting industry has gone on recguess.ord in favor of creation of it own music supply. Broadcast Music Inc. has been formed.
Broadcast Music may not be the easiest or
even the best approach. But it does have the
backing of a majority of the broadcasters —
a substantial majority. It is the broadcasters'
industry, and the vote of the majority must
prevail. One thing is certain: The interests of
all broadcasters are identical — to rid the industry of its complete subservience to ASCAP.
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NOTES
BARRY BINGHAM, publisher of the
Louisville Courier-Journal and Times,
operating WHAS, has been designated,
along with Clifford Gregory of Wallace's Farmer and Clarence Foe of
Progressive Farmer and Southern
Ruralist, as members of a U. S. Dept.
of Agriculture committee to confer on
problems connected with production
and distribution of farm products
which
ditions. might arise under wartime con-

WALTER SCHWIMMER
MENTION the names of Walt Ark., March 5, 1903, Jack had
Schwimmer and Jack Scott to an followed an advertising career,
with various papers in the
advertising man anywhere and it's working
a safe bet he'll know of their suc- Midwest and East. From their first
cess. For at 36, Walt and Jack are meeting, their personalities clicked
partners in an agency, Schwimmer — Walt, the energetic, creative ball& Scott, whose 1939 billings were of-fire; Jack, the conservative logical thinker. Schwimmer & Scott was
over the million dollar mark.
started March 1, 1933, and in 18
Walt was born on Chicago's
South Side May 25, 1903. His father months it had become Chicago's
was in real estate and believed that biggest classified agency with billings of $20,000 monthly.
every youngster should learn how
One fine day, Walt and Jack got
to make his own way at an early
age. After finishing at the Schurz down to their offices at 75 E.
High School, he entered Northwest- Wacker Drive, to find a series of
ern University in 1920. He worked registered letters which announced
his way through school as a mail that classified was no longer comclerk, shoe salesman, clothier clerk.
missionable. "We sat very still for
But he found time to be president about 10 minutes", they say of the
of his fraternity, Phi Epsilon Pi, experience, "and then headed for
and was associate editor of the the nearest bar. On sobering up, we
Purple Parrot, college humor maga- found ourselves to be 'radio exzine. He also worked on the Daily
perts'." The fact of the matter is
Northwestern staff, and managed they looked for the weakest departments of competitive agencies and
to write some song lyrics that sold.
After taking his B.A. degree in sensed the future of radio advertising. They decided that a strong
1924, he started on his own as
publicity manager of the Oriole radio agency had a future and within a few months the agency had
Orchestra conducted by Ted Fiorito and Dan Russo.
more than a dozen top-flight Chicago radio accounts.
With an eye on the Florida boom,
young Mr. Schwimmer went to
Among their first programs was
Tampa in 1925 and opened an one on WMAQ starring a comedy
agency which handled advertising team now called Fibber McGee &
for 12 large real estate companies. Molly. The announcer of that early
J. H. Brown, now with the show was named Bill Hay. Sponsor
Tampa Tribune, was his partner was Klee Brothers, a Chicago
and the Brown- Schwimmer Co. clothier. Another early account was
weekly half-hour on WBBM for
rode high until the boom collapsed aStudebaker
Sales which featured
in 1926. "I headed
North borrowed
with my transcriptions of Anson Weeks. The
scrapbook
and some
discs were bought from Milt Blink,
dough", Walt says of his Florida
Chicago head of Standard Raescapade. In September, 1926, Walt now dio.
The firm also had the Morris
became advertising manager of the B. Sachs
account in those days
Chicago Studebaker Sales Co. He
held the job until 1932 when he and placed nearly two hours daily
joined the E. H. Brown Advertis- for this Chicago clothier until
ing Agency as vice-president. The August, 1938.
In the fall of 1936, the agency
agency handled the local Studebaker account together with a num- sold a radio schedule to Lea & Perrins Inc. New York (sauce), and
ber of automobile accounts, and the has
since run a series of national
majority of the agency's business
was commissionable classified ad- spot campaigns. By 1937, the firm
was handling more local radio than
vertising.
At the Brown agency, Walt be- the next two or three Chicago
came one of Jack Scott's best cus- agencies, according to Mr. Schwimmer, and its national business was
tomers, for Jack was classified manager of the Chicago Daily News. increasing. Look Magazine, Thom
After being born in Van Buren, McAnn (shoes) Fox DeLuxe beer
BROADCASTING
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HARRY M. PLOTKIN. 1934 and
1937 graduate of both Harvard college
and graduate college, who won Phi
Beta Kappa, Law Review and magna
cum laude honors, on Jan. 2 joined
the law staff of the FCC. Since his
graduation he has been with the firm
of Topliff & Horween, Chicago. He
qualified under civil service.
JOHN M. RIVERS, president of
WCSC, Charleston, S. C, has been
named a commissioner of the city
school board to succeed his father,
M. Rutledge
Rivers, who resigned because of ill health.
HAROLD ESSEX, formerly advertising manager
of theandAragon-Trianon
Ballrooms,
Chicago,
prior to that
a member of the advertising staff of
the Chicago
Tribune,
has ofbeen
appointed commercial
manager
WSJS,
Winston-Salem, N. C.
HUGH FELTIS, commercial manager
of KOMO-KJR,
has been
reelected to the boardSeattle,
of directors
of the
Advertising & Sales Club of Seattle.
H. H. LANCE, chief engineer of
WGBR, Goldsboro, N. C, has been
promoted to station director, succeeding Ted
resigned.in Headdition
will con-to
tinue asHorton,
chief engineer
directing the station's activities.
and Salerno biscuits were among
the national and regional accounts
handled during the 1936-38 period.
In 1938, Rudolph Wurlitzer Mfg.
Co. (retail stores) placed its publication and radio advertising with
the agency following a successful
test campaign.
And early in 1939, the agency
got the Parker Brothers (games)
account, together with Hirsch Clothing Co. and Walgreen Drug Co.
Walgreen is presently using six
hours weekly in Chicago through
Schwimmer & Scott.
Ask Walt about his hobbies and
he'll list tennis, horseracing, foot"any cardknow
game",
his
closestball and
associates
that but
he still
dashes off occasional song lyrics.
The sentimental side under what
is called the hard-boiled exterior of
agency executives shows up in Walt
for he is on the board of a number of Chicago's
organizations. But the charitable
acid test of
any
boss is to find out what his employes think of him. Most of the
employes of Schwimmer & Scott
have been with the agency since
its early days and they'll swear by
the S & S combination. Among
them is Norman Heyne, a topnotch agency radio director, who
joined the firm in May, 1935.
Mr. Schwimmer met his wife,
then Daisy Seltzer, while they were
students at Northwestern U. They
are
the parents
of Philip, 7, and
Bettina,
2.

DR. GEORGE W. YOUNG, owner
and manager of WDGY, Minneapolis,
and an aviation veteran, has been reappointed to the State Aeronautic
Commission
by Gov.runs
Stassen,
of Minnesota. His term
to 1943.
Dr.
Young has been flying since 1922 and
has owned nine planes in 17 years. He
is vice-governor of the State and National Aeronautic Assn., a past president of the Minneapolis chapter of the
Aeronautic Assn., and a member of the
Zero Zero Breakfast Club and the
Minnesota Pilots Club.
WALTER THOMPSON, recently appointed director of public information
for Canada [Broadcasting, Dec. 15]
has been ordered by doctors to take
a long rest. He was press chairman of
the Royal Visit last summer, chief
censor for Canada since the outbreak
of war to Dec. 8, and organized the
public information directorate since
then. George Herbert Lash, newspaperman and assistant publicity director of the Canadian National Railways,
is
taking
his place as acting
director.
HARRY Mclaughlin, tin last
Sept. 1 and for many years manager
of CJRC, Winnipeg, CJGX, Yorkton,
Sask., and CJRM, Regina, is now
flying officer with the Royal Canadian
Air Force at Trenton, Ont., where he
is instructing in flying and in radio
transmitter installation, servicing, and
other communication work.
MELVIN drake, recently with
KTUL, Tulsa, has returned to KGGF,
Coffeyville, Kan., as station manager.
R. G. Patterson, formerly with KOAM,
Pittsburg, Kan., has joined the KGGF
commercial staff, which now includes
also E. B. Spoonamore, Earl Dougherty and Kenneth Powell. Clair Foster
is program manager ; Bert Powell,
continuity director.
RAYMOND C. COSGROVE, associated with Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
since 1919, on Jan. 5 was named a
vice-president of Crosley Corp. and
general manager of the Crosley manufacturing division.
CHAUNCY McKEEVER, account executive at KYA, San Francisco, recently resigned to join a Pacific Coast
loan company.
STANLEY E. HUBBARD, president
and general manager of KSTP, St.
Paul, entering
holiday byhome
oration contestthe
sponsored
the decSt.
Paul Women's Institute, built a
replica of the town of Bethlehem atop
his home, wired in special Christmas
music, and was awarded first price of
$50 in his division.
CORWIN R. LOCKWOOD, of the
FCC Law Department, a native of
Bowling Green, O. and graduate of
George Washington U, has been appointed secretary to Commissioner
Thad H. Brown. He succeeds Franklin
G. Salsbury, who has joined the Law
Department.
ROLAND
WEEKS,
commercial
man-is
ager of WCSC,
Charleston,
S. C,
the father of a boy born late in December.
JACKchiefREEDER,
formerly
and
engineer of
KVNU, co-owner
Logan,
Utah, is now located in Hollywood,
where
radio. he plans to become active in
DON E. OILMAN, NBC western division vice-president, has been elected
to the directorate of the Los Angeles
Chamber of Commerce.
DR. LEON LEVY, owner of WCAU,
Philadelphia, an affiliate of CBS, was
in Hollywood during early January
and conferred with Donald W. Thornburgh, the network's Pacific Coast
vice-president.
MAYNARD MARQUARDT, manager of WCFL, Chicago, has returned
following
to Mexico. a three-week vacation trip
E. P. H. JAMES, advertising and
sales promotion manager of NBC, on
Jan. 9 spoke before a luncheon meeting of the Associated Printing Salesmen at the Hotel Dixie, New York,
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WILT GUNZENDORFBR, manager
of KSRO, Santa Rosa, Cal., has been
appointed district chairman of the
Salesappointment
Managers' Division
NAB.
His
was made ofbytheHoward
Lane, manager of the McClatchy
Broadcasting System, Sacramento,
Cal., who is 15th District Director of
the NAB. Gunzendorfer will coordinate his activities with Bill Cline of
WLS, Chicago, who is chairman of the
Sales Managers' Committee.
REESE MILLS, for the last 15 years
manager of the Westinghouse range
and water heater department, has been
appointed assistant sales manager of
the Westinghouse E. & M. Co. merchandising division. He succeeds Raymond
C. Cosgrove, resigned. R. M. Beatty,
sales development manager of the range
and water heating department, has been
named to succeed Mr. Mills.
JAMES L. SAPHIER, Hollywood radio executive of Music Corp. of
America, has resigned and will shortly
establish a publicity service in that
city. He had been with MCA nine
months.
WILLIAM D. SHAW of the CBS
Hollywood public relations division,
has been made chairman of the second
annual mid-winter conference of the
Junior Pacific Adv. Clubs Association
(fifth district), to be held in Los Angeles Feb. 17.
JAMES STANBERRY, merchandising director of KGNC, Amarillo, Tex.,
recently married Kathryn Woods, of
the continuity department.
LEW LINDOW, sales department
head of WCAE, Pittsburgh, has been
named head of the sales manager committee of the NAB 3d District, covering Delaware, New Jersey and Pennsylvania.
HERBERT SCHORR, formerly of
WDAS, Philadelphia, has joined the
commercial department of WKBN,
Youngstown, O.
ROBERT SAUDEK, assistant to
Keith Kiggins, director of the Blue
Network, is the father of a boy, Richard Harrison Saudek, born Dec. 31.
JAMES R. ANGELL, educational
counsellor of NBC, will address the
Parent-Teacher Association of Packer
Collegiate Institute, Brooklyn, Jan. 16
on the subject, "Parents, Teachers and
Schools."

ND

BEHI

ANDREW ALLAN, survivor of the
torpedoed Athenia early in the war,
has joined the production staff on CBR,
Vancouver. In radio since 1931, he
has been a producer for the British
Broadcasting Corp., for the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., and for a number
of Canadian stations. He was working
with radio advertising agencies in London, England, when war broke out.
ROGER VON ROTH, formerly of
WDBJ, Roanoke, Va., is to join the
announcing staff of WRC-WMAL,
Washington, about Feb. 1, replacing
George Wheeler, recently appointed to
the WRC-WMAL production department.

TEE CASPER, formerly of KMAC,
San Antonio, has joined the announcing staff of WBAP, Fort Worth, as
sports commentator. He is a brother of
Charlie Casper, All American football
star on the 1933 Texas Christian U
team.
JOE BIER, announcer at WOR, Newark, recently celebrated his 18th year
in radio. Bier, who faced his first
microphone at the old WDY, Roselle
Park, N. J. on Dec. 28, 1921, has been
with WOR for more than 10 years and
is the station's oldest announcer in
point of service.
HOWARD BOGARTE. formerly of
KRLD, Dallas, has joined the announcing staff of KARK, Little Rock, Ark.
BILL WELSH, announcer of KFEL.
Denver, married Olive Duplice late in
December.
BETTY WINSTON TODD, formerly
writing continuity with advertising
agencies, has joined the continuity staff
of WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
BRYN MORTENSON, formerly of
WDGY, Minneapolis, has joined the
continuity and announcing staff of
WOPI, Bristol, Tenn.
DEANE FLETT, formerly of KYSM,
Howard Thurston
Mankato, Minn., and KTRI, Sioux
City, la., has joined the announcing
HOWARD THURSTON, 20, chief staff
of KFBB, Great Falls, Mont.
announcer at KWG, Stockton,
Calif., was found dead on a lounge MRS. NELL LEONARD, new to rain Studio B recently by Lester
dio,menthasof KOB,
joined Albuquerque,
the continuityN. departM.
Jacobsen, newscaster, when the latter came off the air after an early LEE BENNETT, announcer of
morning broadcast. An autopsy WAGA, Atlanta, late in December
was held and it was found he had married Frances Burgess, of Chattadied from acute gastritis. Thur- nooga.
ston had not complained of any ill- EDMUND ABBOTT, on the announcness to Jacobsen, with whom he had
ing staff of WCCO, Minneapolis, for
conversed in the studios earlier in the last
seven years, left the first of
the morning.
the year for a four-month rest on a
Wyoming ranch for his health.
M. A. McCormick
FULTON, program director of
M. A. Mccormick, so, died in JOHN
Atlanta, recently married
Uniontown, Pa., Dec. 28 and was WGST,
Elizabeth Bodne.
buried near his home in Fairchance,
Pa., Dec. 31. He was the father of CLARENCE FUHRMAN, PhiladelMrs. Jesse L. Kaufman, wife of the
phia band leader for several years, has
president of WFBM Inc., Indiana- been named music director of KYW,
polis. Also suriving are Mrs. McCor- Philadelphia, replacing Kenneth Marmick and one son, Donald. Mr. Mctin, who has resigned effective Jan. 17.
Cormick was well known in Southwestern Pennsylvania and West Vir- HARRY WISMER, sports announcer
ginia, where he had been engaged in of WJR, Detroit, is to marry Mary
the lumber and coal mining businesses Elizabeth Bryant in early spring. The
engagement was announced by Miss
for many years.
Bryant's
parents
at a party Mich.,
given at
their
home
in Dearborn,
at
JACK ROSELEIGH, radio .actor who which Mrs. Henry Ford, her aunt,
appeared in such Procter & Gamble served.
programs
Pepper
Young's
and Your as
Family
& Mine,
died Family
at his ALISTAIR COOK, former film critic
home in Staten Island, New York, on for the BBC and a writer on the
Jan. 5, following an iUness due to a theatre and motion pictures, has returned in January on WQXR, New
heart condition. He is survived by his
York, to present reviews and comment
wife, LiUian, and one son.
on
The
Stage
Screen, at 9:30 p.m.
VICTOR von DER LINDE, former Tuesdays and and
Thursdays.
general sales counsel of NBC, and
Ralph Rossiter, former president of LOIS FROST, former secretary of
Ralph Rossiter Adv. Agency, have Virgil Reiter & Co., Chicago, has
joined the sales staff of WNEW, New joined the secretarial staff of Edward
York.
Retry & Co., that city.
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CHARLES SEBASTIAN, formerly
assistant program director of WDAN,
Danville, 111., has been appointed program director of WHDL, Olean, N. Y.
Mr. Sebastian is planning to marry
Margaret Karlstrom, organist and
musical director of WDAN, in the near
future.
RICHARD DORF, formerly of
WNYC and WHN, New York, has
joined the announcing staff of WOV,
New York.
W.
GWYNNE
JENKINS,andwell-known
choral
group conductor
singer of
the Midwest, has joined WKBN,
Youngstown, O., as director of choral
music. He will supervise expansion of
choral activities at WKBN and develop
new choral features on the station.
BILL RATIGAN, KOA, Denver,
writer-producer, has returned after beness. ing confined to his home through illGEORGE LOWTHER, novelist and
originator of such radio dramas as
Dick Tracy, Terry & the Pirates and
others, has returned to NBC electrical transcription department following a year's absence.
JACK GREGSON, m.c. of the Yawn
Patrol, KSFO, San Francisco, recently married Evelyn Hannah, secretary in the KSFO production department.
TOM DANE, announcer of WBAL,
Baltimore, recently announced his
marriage on Dec. 19 to Ethel Anderson.

CLAY tionOSBORNE,
formerlyPortland,
producmanager of KOIN,
Ore., Adventures
is writing the
weekly
hour
of Dr.
Huntquarterwhich
started Jan. 14 for 26 weeks on nine
CBS Pacific Coast stations under
sponsorship of Alber Bros. Milling
Co., Seattle (Friskies Dog Food).
Series tureshad
publicized
as Advenof Dr.been
Dare,
but because
of a
similarity in names with another program, title was changed.
DICK DORRANCE of the press department of WOR, Newark, on Jan.
9 flew via the Clipper from Miami to
Christobal,
Canal
Zone, toforNewa threeweek
vacation,
returning
York
by boat. COOMBS, formerly program
JACK
director of WINS, New York, and
previously assistant program director
of WMCA, New York, has joined
WCNW,
Brooklyn,
to handle production on special
programs.
AL RINKER and Annemarie Ewing,
New York producer and writer respectively, of the CBS Young Man
With a Band
series,
by Columbia Records,
wassponsored
in Hollywood
Jan. 5 to handle the program, which
featured Horace
band and
emanated
from the Heidt's
latter city.
ESTHER NILSBN. of the sales department of NBC-Chicago, on Jan. 6
announced her engagement to Herman
Huster, Chicago businessman.
JUNE TRAVIS, featured actress on
a number of daytime serials at NBCChicago, was married Jan. 3 to Fred
Friedlob, Chicago auto accessories
manufacturer. A daughter of Harry
Grabiner,
of theturned
Chicago Whitevice-president
Sox, Mrs. Friedlob
down a screen contract last fall to
return to Chicago microphones.
RAY FERRIS, musical director of
WLS. Chicago, has returned following
an
eight-week
throat
infection. absence caused by a
ROLAND KIBBBE, Hollywood writer onsoredtheby General
NBC Grouch
Cluh, Kix),
sponMills (Korn
has resigned
joincompany
Globe Productions Inc., newto film
headed
by .Tames Roosevelt. Kibbee is doing
the scripts for the film "The Bat".
MARTIN STARR, motion picture and
drama critic of WMCA, New York,
has been appointed head of a special
committee
of Advertisers
the Association
of Mo-a
tion Picture
to form
speaker's
bureau on activities of the
movie industry.

BEULAH

STRAWWAY

A SMALL package, but a large lot
of merchandising is Miss Beulah
Strawway, director of merchandising of WLW, Cincinnati. Though
weighing
and she
little more only
than 108
fivepounds
feet tall,
packs a wallop in promoting WLWadvertised products. Miss Strawway,
as shehas
is charge
known
among orher"Bill"
associates,
of all WLW activities having to do
with the maintenance and furtherance of cooperative trade relations.
Her most recent activity was the
formation of staffs in Indianapolis,
Dayton and Columbus to maintain
a constant check on retailers, wholesalers and consumers, and build
goodwill between them and WLW.
Before joining WLW more than a
year ago. Miss Strawway was copy
chief and coordinator of display
and advertising at the general offices in Cincinnati of the Kroger
Grocery & Baking Co. Prior to her
work with Kroger's, she was connected with the display and merchandising departments of Sears,
Roebuck & Co., Chicago.
BROADCASTING

WALLY McGILL, formerly of NBC
music division as assistant to Thornas
Belviso, manager of the department,
has returned to the network following
a 20-month absence as personal representative for Jascha Heifetz.
LUCRITIA GROVE, formerly in the
business office of KOB, Albuquerque,
N. M., has joined KOY, Phoenix.
HARRY
andannouncing
Marjorie Carter recentlyGROVE
joined the
staff
of KITE, Kansas City.
WENDELL
NILES,
Hollywood
announcer, has been
assigned
to the CBS
At Pearce program, sponsored by
Hawaiian Pineapple Co. (Dole Pineapple Juices).
TED MORDE,
program
rector of WPRO,formerly
Providence,
R. diI.,
and more recently a war correspondent in Spain, has been appointed news
editor of KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
EDELEEN CAIN of the CBS Hollywood sound effects department and
Jack riedBartlett
of that
were 5. marin Glendale,
Cal. city,
on Jan.
TONY CHRISTIAN, formerly with
KTUL and KOMB, Tulsa, has joined
the announcing staff of KGGF, Coffeyville, Kan., which now includes Dick
Campbell, Bert Powell and Fred Case.
ED LYNN, writer of the transcribed
Uncle Jimmy serial and other well
known programs, has resigned from
KFWB, Hollywood.
• Broadcast
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Misled by faulty information from his
scouts, General Custer was trapped in
ambush at the junction of the Big Horn
and Little Big Horn rivers on June 25,
1876. Modern communications might
have prevented this tragedy. Scouts

"Rain-In-The-Face"
might

have

Liquidated

been

by Radio

How

the

would

General Custer arrived at
WHEN
the junction of the Big Horn and

could have reported the vast number
of Indians present under the command
of the Chief, Rain-In-The-Face, and
stayed Custer's attack. Custer could have
sent word back to the main army of
which he was the advance guard.

Family
save

he'd radio back to the main army for
help, and dig in to await rescue.
Word of his plight would be broadLittle Big Horn rivers, he'd send up
cast to the whole nation by the two
scouting planes immediately. Pilots
noting the vast numbers of the enemy,
great NBC networks which provide the
would report back to Custer by means
broadcasting service of the Radio Corporation ofAmerica. Forty-three foreign
of a light efficiency airplane radio transnations would listen via RCA Commumitter designed in RCA Laboratories
nications, the world-wide radio mesbuilt by the RCA Manufacturing Company, one of the members of the family
sage service of RCA.
Tens of thousands of listeners would
of the Radio Corporation of America.
sit glued by their RCA Victor Radios.
General Custer would, of course, abanAnd shortly motion picture audiences
don his intention to attack. Using
throughout the world would see and
portable RCA broadcasting equipment
Trademarks ■RCA Victor," 'Victor" Reg. U. S. Pat. Oflf. by RCA Mfg.

of

RCA

Custer

hear talking pictures describing the
rescue of General Custer . . . the scenes
voiced by the RCA Photophone Magic
Voice of the Screen.
Naturally there would be a great rush
on Victor Record Dealers for Victor
and Bluebird Records of patriotic charaaer. And Americans everywhere would
play these records on RCA Victrolas.
. . . Since, fortunately, no American
General is now in need of rescue . . .
RCA stands ready to serve the American
people in every other respect in every
field of radio.
Co., Inc.

Radio

I[4 ^5

BROADCASTING

Corporation
of
America
RADIO CITY,
NEW
YORK
RADIO CITY, NEW YORK
1)
RCA Laboratories
RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.
National Broadcasting Company
RCA Institutes, Inc
Radiomarine Corp. of America R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
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BUD SHERMAN, formerly of
WBAP, Fort Worth, is to join the
announcing staff of KWK, St. Louis,
Jan. 15, replacing Earl Kalusche, who
will join WLW, Cincinnati. Sue McCaslin, of the KWK continuity staff,
received a broken nose and bruises
when bileshe
struck by an automolate inwas
December.
DICK ROSS, program director of
KMO, Tacoma, and Wanda Dyck of
Seattle,
were married late in December.
MIKE FRANKOVITCH, KFAC, Los
Angeles, sports announcer, and Binnie
Barnes, British film actress, are to be
married on Sept. 26.
HELEN HOGUE, formerly in the executive offices of KFOX, Long Beach.
Cal., has joined the office staff of KHJ,
Los Angeles.
ROY MASON, announcer of KGNF,
North Platte, Neb., recently married
Peggy Chace.
RUSS WILLIAMS, announcer of
WHK-WCLB,
to
travel in the Cleveland,
Southwest. has resigned
GORDON FLETCHER, program director of WLAK, Lakeland, Fla., on
Dec. 30 married Mary Cason.
HARRY BROWN, formerly of
WGST, Atlanta, and John Barnes,
new to radio, have joined the announcing staff of WHK-WCLE, Cleveland.

Ridge Boomed
MAJ. .EDNEY RIDGE, general
manager of WBIG, Greensboro,
N. C, is being boomed by newspapers of the State as a Democratic
candidate for Congress at the forthcoming November elections. A candidate two years ago on a straight
"New Deal" ticket, Maj. Ridge fell
only a few hundred votes short of
winning. Newspapers reported that
many delegations have urged Maj.
Ridge to run this year, and while
one publication said he had "practically
to doBroadcasting,
so", the broadcasterdecided
informed
Jan. 6, that he proposed to "stick
ABOUT to drop everything and run
for his weekly Rotary meeting in
Kansas City, Arthur B. Church,
president of KMBC, suddenly discovered he hadn't laid a blade to his
chin for some 30 hours. KMBC's
nosy publicity man caught him in
the act of bringing the real Arthur
Church to light, Schick in hand,
leather case supporting the mirror
purloined from his secretary.
Vice Versa
MARVIN FISHER, Hollywood writer of the weekly
half-hour Signal Carnival,
sponsored by Signal Oil
Corp., Los Angeles, on 12
NBC-Paciftc Red stations, is
beginning to believe that he
ought to change his residence.
Living in the same apartment
building with him is a voice
teacher named Fisher Marvin.
Marvin Fisher can't sing, and
Fisher Marvin admits he's no
script writer. Both are baffled when telephone callers insist from
upon the
taking
sons
writervoice
and lesask
the singing
teacher
for
dramatic skits.

Gooch to New KWBD
C. S. GOOCH, who has sold controlling interest in KFDA, Amarillo, Tex., to J. Lindsey Nunn, has
joined the new KWBD, Plainview,
Tex., as general manager. The
Plainview station, authorized for
construction last July with 100
watts daytime on 1200 kc, will go
on the air about March 1, according
to Mr. Gooch. It will be equipped
with an RCA transmitter, Wincharger tower and Western Electric
transcription equipment. The station will be licensed to W. B. Dennis, radio sales and service man.
Deems Taylor's Book
DEEMS TAYLOR, noted composer,
critic and program annotator on the
CBS Sunday afternoon broadcasts of
the New York Philharmonic Orchestra, is the author of a book of essays,
titled The Well-Tempered Listener, to
be published Jan. 25 by Simon &
Schuster, New York ($2.50). The book
is divided into three sections, in which
Mr. Taylor gives his authoritative
views on composers, performers and
listeners.
Hay Suit Settled
ASSERTED breach of contract suit
filed in Los Angeles many months ago
by William H. Hay, announcer, against
Chester Lauck and Norris Goff, known
as Lum d Aimer and sponsored by
General Foods Corp. (Postum ) , on
CBS, has been settled out of court for
a figure reported to be $5,000.
FOUR of the latest Alec Templeton
tunes have been published by Leo
Feist. The selections, written by the
pianist-parodist star of Alec Templeton Time sponsored on NBC-Red by
MUes Laboratories, Elkhart, Ind., and
NevUle Fleeson include "Taj Mahal",
"Let Me Dream On", "Mendelsohn
Mows 'Em Down" and "Pardonnez
Moi, Madame, But Can You Do the
Rhumba?"
LEWIE V. GILPIN, son of J. D.
Gilpin, publisher of the Tracy (Minn.)
Headlight-Herald, and for several
years a Washington newspaper correspondent, has been appointed Washington correspondent of KSTP, St.
Paul, by Stanley E. Hubbard, KSTP
manager. He becomes the first member
of the newly-established radio galleries of Congress to represent an individual Northwest station.

AND
/\fu/^
HALE SPARKS, radio administrator
for California U, on Jan. 5 celebrated
his SOOth broadcast as The Universtiy
Explorer. His first broadcast was in
March, 1933 over KPO, San Francisco,
where the program now originates. In
the six years Sparks has gained a ranking as one of broadcasters.
the nation's most
popular
educational
A Los
Angeles Times radio poll found the Explorer ranking with transcontinental
features among the educational programs. In February, 1938, the Los
Angeles Junior Chamber of Commerce
voted him the "Young Man of the
Month" for his public service.
AFTER about two years preparation
under direction of Dr. Arthur G. Crane,
president of Wyoming U, the Rocky
Mountain Radio Council got under
way Jan. cational
1 as aorganizations
clearing of
house
eduthe forRocky
Mountain regions to facilitate the
handling of educational programs and
improve their quality. Operating under
a Rockefeller Institute grant, and directed by Robert B. Hudson, formerly
executive secretary of the Adult Education Council of Denver, the organization has established offices with
complete studio and recording equipment. First program series of the Council is the weekly J ourneys in the News,
heard on KLZ, Denver, and KVOR,
Colorado Springs.
E. GORDON HUBBEL is directing
development
of a series
of weekly based
halfhour
educational
transcriptions
on the activities of the Institute for
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to radio".
Stuart Ayers Joins CBS
After Fellowship Tour
STUART AYERS, who has been
doing scripts for the CBS American
School of the Air program independently for the past three years,
has joined CBS as script writer in
the education department, according to Sterling Fisher, CBS director
of education. Mr. Ayers will continue to devote himself to that
series, and in addition will prepare
the Teachers' Manual, sent by CBS
to 150,000 teachers throughout the
United States twice each year.
Last November Mr. Ayers returned from a six-month trip
through South America, made on a
Rockefeller Foundation fellowship
as part of a detailed study of radio's use for improving cultural relationships among the Americas.
The material gathered will be used
on the Friday section of the School
of the Air series, titled This Living
World. Mr. Ayers has been writing
for radio for over 12 years and has
worked also as producer and actor
of many radio series.
MRS. MARIE VANDERGRIFT, veteran station manager, who now heads
the new WMAN, Mansfield, O., is writing a book to be titled "Manager Behind the Mike."

^cUucafit
Consumer Education, a project of the
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation being conducted at Stephens College, Columbia,
Mo. Present plans include dramatizationssumerofinthe
problems
facing the titled
coneverday
life, tentatively
The Family Next Door and directed
particularly to women. Mr. Hubbel,
who is planning, writing and producing
the series, formerly was with the Federal Radio Project of the Office of Education, NBC and the Rockefeller Research Project in school broadcasting
at Wisconsin U.
WESTERN Reserve U has started a
new series of educational programs on
WHK, Cleveland, dealing with "IndusDemocracy assistant
and the Wagner
Act."of
M. J.trial
Barloon,
professor
business and economics at the University, will be heard weekly.
NEW JERSEY State Teachers College, Jersey
City,over
is running
weekly
series
WHOM,a 36-week
Jersey
City, in which each faculty member
makes a five-minute talk supplementing two student speakers and student
music. The series is under the direction of Dr. Carroll Atkinson of the
faculty.
BASED on the radio series of the same
name, a book titled How Oovernment
Regulates Business was published Jan.
9 by the Dynamic Press, New York,
incorporating the talks on Government
regulation broadcast from Sept. 12 to
Dec. 20, 1938,
on WNYC, New York's
municipal
station.
BROADCASTING

Educator Asks Lifting
Of Commercial Control
Over Child Programs
CHARGINGunqualified
that "agencies"
are
technically
to safeguard
control of a child's education, John
DeBoer
College, ofat the
the Chicago
WesternTeacher's
Section
meeting. National Council of
Teachers of English, held in Los
Angeles City College in late December pleaded for a relaxing of the
commercial hold on radio programs
and as a solution suggested closer
cooperation
so that needs
and interests of children
are properly
nourished.
While admitting radio is an influential partner of the school in
the business of education, he urged
the development of attitudes needed
in today's
complexsaid
social
ment. Mr. DeBoer
that environthe average child spends around three
hours daily listening to radio programs.
"apprehension"
the
factViewing
that thewith
majority
of radio programs are commercially conducted,
Mr. DeBoer said "that the welfare
of children is necessarily considered
secondarily, if at all. One need not
be accused of fault-finding if he
points out that the safety of society is inadequately safeguarded
when the control of so large a part
of children's education is in the
hands of an agency which is technically unqualified
for a the
work".of
As a solution
he urged
"system
cooperation
between
experts
in the
radio entertainment and those on
needs
interests
children."
"We and
don't
expect ofradio
to teach
children facts of history, geography or such subject matter, but
rather to develop attitudes needed
in today's
environment. complex
Programs, ifsocial
intelligently
written, can relieve rather than
intensify the tensions and conflicts
which result in maladjustment.
Further, radio drama can help children to solve problems in their personal relations. It is in the constructive use of radio drama that
the chief educational challenge to
broadcasters lies."
PRESENTED under auspices of the
Division of Adult & Continuation Education, California State Department of
Education, a new weekly quarter-hour
feature, Lifelong Planning, started
Jan. 7 on NBC-Pacific Red network,
Sunday, 6:15-6:30 p.m. Originating
from Hollywood and arranged for the
purposeance of
providing
vocational
guidespecially
for adults,
the series
outlines work opportunities and means
of preparing for them, with discussion
sessions and dramatic presentations
under direction of Tipton L. Wood,
supervisor of counseling & guidance
for the Los Angeles area. Washington
and Oregon
departments
education areState
cooperating.
Bob of Hall,
formerly NBC New York announcer
and now associated with the California
State Dept. theof series.
Education, Los Angeles,
announces
EDUCATIONAL dramatizations depicting characteristic points in the
lives of great composers constitute the
pattern
of
the broadcast
new Up andon Down
the
Scale series
WKBN,
Youngstown, O., by local Junior
League members and their friends.
The weekly
fred Foley, programs,
present in directed
addition bytoWilthe
dramatic interludes Elva Myerovich
playing
piano the
best known
works ofon thethevarious
composers.
The
program has been recommended to
local
school
children
by
Supt.
Pliny
H.
Powers.
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LIFE when one thinks of British Columbia

with 750,000 people producing goods worth ^232,402,000 yearly. Here,
truly, is a market that merits intelligent cultivation, and CBC

. . . through

CBR, Vancouver, and a regional network . . . reaches 8^.82% of all the
radio homes in this rich Province.
COVERS m

CANADA

Here is intensified coverage ... a coverage all the more effective because
the people reached by it have been made radio-minded . . . their loyalty
and goodwill built up and sustained by consistently fine radio entertainment
supplied through the facilities of CBC
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Any

way

you

look

NBC

Whether

you judge a network

by box top returns, top sales

figures, top program ratings, or any other "tops"
— the NBC Red comes out on top!
Cereal makers, too, are Red Network
enthusiasts! And their enthusiasm is
shared by the majority of leading advertisers. That's why, in 1939, more
advertising dollars were invested in
the Red than in any other single advertising medium. That's why, again
in 1940, radio-wise advertisers are
placing the major share of their net-

work selling on the capable shoulders
of the Red.
In 1939, advertisers endorsed the
Red Network to the tune of $35,000,000! The reason for this overwhelming preference of experienced radio
advertisers for the Red is no mystery.
It's found in NBC's fascinating story
of "The Other Half." A story that

clarifies network time-buying and
takes the guess-work out of network
comparisons.
Combing the Country for Facts
"The Other Half" of the national radio audience — the 51% of the U. S.
radio-owning families whose listening
habits had never before been probed
by radio researchers — told us this
story. To get it, we went "whole hog"
— into every city of 25,000 and over
. . . and into one out of every five rural
counties in the country!

at

it-

Redis

Tops!

The facts we learned are of profitable interest to every advertiser and
agency. They show why the Red Network produces extra sales. They reveal a new picture of comparative network circulations and values. They
prove that a CAB rating on the Red
means a greater nationwide audiencefor a program than the same rating on
any other network!
How to Make More Profits in 1940
Here's a sure plan that will give you
those extra sales and profits in 1940.

Every advertiser on the Red knows
how it works. We'd like to tell you
about it. You'll see why the Red —
with the majority of leading day and
night shows ever since broadcasting

NBC
The

began — is the advertising medium
that can deliver the greatest audience
for your selling message. National
Broadcasting Company. A Radio
Corporation of America Service.

^^^NETWORK

network
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to most

Strike Averted
{Continued from Page 19)
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WATTS

The greatest selling POWER in the South's greotest city
CBS AFFIIIATE . . . NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE ... THE KAT7 AGENCY, mcMer^
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that there are many minor irritations in working conditions, but
under the view here taken such
matters would have to be worked
out between stations and locals."
IRNA advised affiliates that they
may wish to discuss individually
with their respective networks the
matter of credits toward expenditures for musicians. In this connection, question has arisen regarding
the NBC and CBS contributions
of $200,000
to their affiliates as a sortannually
of stabilization
fund
under which stations least able to
bear their quotas of musicians under the original plan of settlement
were given network credits. NBC
has contributed $110,000 annually
to such a fund and CBS $90,000.
In view of the Department of Justice observations, some question has
arisen regarding the method of continuing this practice, though it was
reported that network officials generally have assured affiliates that
some plan
ment will of
be continued
evolved, ifreimbursepossible.
Scripps Inquiry
When negotiations with AFM
collapsed in November and IRNA
found itself powerless to act further in the matter, Mr. Scripps
personally organized a group of
broadcasters to go into the question, particularly in the light of the
Department's Labor observations.
In this group, which began functioning early in December, in addition to Mr. Scripps, were John
Shepard 3d, president of Yankee
Network, Paul W. Morency, vicechairman of IRNA and general
manager of WTIC, Hartford, H. K.
Carpenter, general manager of
WHK, Cleveland, Eugene C. Pulliam, president of WIRE, Indianapolis, and Clarence Brewer, Detroit
attorney of the Detroit News,
which operates WWJ.
Samuel R. Rosenbaum, chairman
of IRNA, who in late November
had conferred with Department attorneys on his own, subsequently
joined this group with his Executive Committee in pursuing the issue. In later conferences, in both
Washington and New York, several
network officials, including Mark
Woods, of NBC, Lawrence W. Lowman, of CBS, William B. Dolph,
of WOL-MBS, and their respective
attorneys, conferred with the joint
committees. Joseph L. Miller, NAB
labor relations director, participated on behalf of the NAB.
The settlement throwing into the
discard the 1937 plan as well as
the increased demands of AFM at
the outset of the new negotiations,
obviated any pursuance of possible
official action in connection with
the whole affair. Details were not
revealed. In industry quarters,
however, high praise was given
both the Scripps and Rosenbaum
groups for the action, along with
the cooperation of the networks
and of other industry elements involved.
The IRNA Executive Committee
revealed that after it had written
President Weber Dec. 28 asking
that it notify its locals to deal with
affiliates independently, the ExecuBROADCASTING

PERIODIC ceremony in tableau
here is enacted by John Paul Goodvice-president
Giezend a n winn (left)
e r , Adv.
Agency, ofand
Ray
Bright, commercial manager of
KTRH, Houston. Whenever Goodwin brings over a new contract for
KTRH time, he is presented with a
bouquet by Bright. And when he
brings in a cancellation, Goodwin
awards the dolorous Bright a box of
aspirin tablets.
tive Board of AFM rejected that
proposition flatly. In replying Dec.
29, Mr. Weber said that the 1937
plan was made by all of the parties
voluntarily without force of any
kind. He contended that they were
not in the slightest degree violative of the anti-trust laws or any
other laws either in letter or spirit.
He argued that the key stations
and the affiliates signed these documents voluntarily and that as a
matter of fact some of the affiliates
did not sign.
Weber's Viewpoint
Mr. Weber pointed out that the
desire of the musicians never has
been to force excess employment
upon affiliates "but solely to procure proper compensation for the
services performed by musicians
and transmitted to broadcasting
stations, the employment of musicians by such receiving stations being
part musicians
compensation
for and
the
servicesonly the
render
by which the broadcasting stations
alluded to the old plan, obareHebenefited."
serving that the Federation held
that the increased use of network
distribution of musical programs
and increase in use of phonograph
records and transcriptions decreased the volume of employment
of musicians while a large proportion of stations then using such
services did not employ a single
staff musician.
Alluding to the IRNA request
that AFM notify all its locals to
negotiate individually with affiliates, Mr. Weber said the Federation could not comply with the request since toondoitssopart
would
be duty
"an
abandonment
of its
to its members, a relinquishment of
its power to collective bargaining
in Mr.
their Weber's
behalf." letter of Dec. 29 to
AFM locals, mailed as of Jan. 2,
read as follows:
"Your local is hereby advised not
to enter into negotiations with a
broadcaster to furnish the services
of musicians at the expiration of
the present national agreement.
"Your local, however, may permit its members for the present to
work for broadcasters without an
agreement.
"This order is binding upon your
local pending further advice from
the Federation."
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Architects' Competition
Will Award Prizes for
Transmitter Buildings
ARCHITECTURAL competition
for the design of an "ideal building"
for housing a 1,000-watt broadcasting transmitter has been started
under sponsorship of Western Electric Co. by the Beaux Arts Institute
of Design. Open to students of all
architectural schools and studios in
the country, the announced purpose
of the competition is the stimulation
of interest in the design of specialized structures for broadcasting
purposes.
The competition, in which three
cash prizes of $250, $100 and $50
are offered, opened Jan. 8 and is to
close May 1, at which time all entries must be filed at the Institute's
headquarters, 304 E. 44th St., New
York.
Final awards and announcement
of prize winners will be made by
the judges by May 15. The examining jury, made up of architectural
and radio experts, includes J. R.
Poppele, chief engineer of WOR,
Newark.

From Click
FIRST of a series of international
broadcasts arranged by General Electric in eooperation with the InterAmerican Safety Council and Rotary
International for an exchange of ideas
for the promotion of international
safety, was launched New Year's
Day over GE's shortwave stations
WGEO and WGEA in English, Spanish and Portuguese.
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Sack's Success
(Continued from page 26)
amateurs have gone on to greater
things. John Conrad, of the NBCChicago page staff, got a job as a
radio announcer through the show.
Several girl singers have gone to
Hollywood or are appearing with
prominent dance orchestras.
Ask Mr. Sachs what he thinks of
radio advertising and what he
thinks is wrong with it. He'll show
you a picture of his store before
and after he started the Sachs
Amateur Hour and add, "It's done
a wonderful job for me. The formula that has worked for me is fewer
commercials and more entertainment. Fewer exaggerations, and
more fact. A lady from Texas came
all the way out to my store yesterday afternoon just to tell me how
much she enjoys the amateur show.
She said I give her family the kind
of program it likes. That's the
FREDERIC LEWIS Jr. has joined
answer." Norfolk, Va., as program enWTAR,
gineer, succeeding Elmo Cronk, who
was moved up to transmitter engineer.

Jii/ain

ST.

STAR
WITH
7
/

CHAMPIONS
KSD

In the Motion Picture Daily's fourth national popularity
survey, selections in the first five places, for champion of
champions, included a tie of three for fourth place. Thi.s
made 7 selected instead of 5. Six of these 7 are .heard
on KSD. Listeners on KSD know they hear radio's outstanding entertainers and keep their dial set on this popular station.

Edgar Bergen
(Charlie McCarthy]

'Jack Benny
THIRD
' Bing Cr
osby
FOURTH (3 Tie:
'Alex
Templeton
'Kay Kyser
Orson Welles
FIFTH
Bob Hope
Heard on KSD.

The Distinguished

Broadcasting

Station

Station KSD POST-DISPATCH
— The BUILDING,
St. Louis
ST. LOUIS,Post-Dispatch
MO.
FREE & PETERS, INC., NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
ATLANTA
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES ,
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BROADCASTING

CONTROl
ROOM

VlJQHARRYrector ofR.theLUBCKE,
television
diDon Lee Broadcasting
System, on Jan. 2 was granted Patent
No. 2,185,640
televisionto the
apparatus, which covering
he has assigned
Don Lee company. He applied to the
U.
S. Patent
March,
1938. OflSce for the patent in
CARL A. JOHNSON, radio inspector,
has been transferred from the New
Orleans to the Portland, Ore., field
staff of the FCC. William R. Morse
has resigned from the Washington FCC
staff as junior engineer.
PHILIP WHITNEY, formerly of
WSAL, Salisbury, Md.. has joined the
engineering staff of WBNX, Springfield, Vt.. which plans to occupy its
new studios and transmitter at Keene,
N. H.. about March 1.
WAYNE BELLES, transmitter engineer of KGNC, Amarillo, Tex., is the
father of a girl born recently.
LUTHER MARTIN, engineer of
KWTO-KGBX, Springfield, Mo., married Jeanne Reynolds late in December.
RAYMOND HECK, engineer of
WPAR. Parkersburg, W. Va., married
Sarah Louise Heermans, staff pianist,
early in December. Buford Barrickman
has
staff. joined the WPAR engineering
STANLEY NBAL and Joe Rohrer of
the KOA, Denver engineering staff,
has been appointed to the Winter
Sports
Carnival
committee
of the Denver Junior
Chamber
of Commerce.
J. A. SLUSSER, engineer in charge
of the KOA, Denver, transmitter, near
Aurora, Col., received from the Aurora
Chamber ofmendationCommerce
comfor decorativespecial
Christmas
lighting effects installed on the tower.
SANFORI) ALPER. former sound effects technician of WOV, New York,
is now a neering
member
the station's
staff, and ofWilfred
Perez engihas
joined the WOV sound effects staff.
THOMAS DOONAN, control engineer of WHO, Des Moines, has been
awarded first prize in the Junior
Chamber of Commerce amateur photography
in connection
with contest,
the conducted
annual Christmas
home tries
lighting
contest.
Doonan'sin the
enshowed every
home entered
contest. All pictures were taken at
night.
WAYNE J. HATCHETT, chief engineer of KITE, Kansas City, is the
father of a girl born Dec. 31. Mrs.
Hatchett is the former Grace Riddle,
and was a member of the Texas Bluebonneteral trio,
Midwest having
stations.performed on sevAL ISBERG, control room engineer
of KOA, Denver, has been transferred
to Radio
vision City,
engineer. New York, as a teleS. L. COOK, associated with Graybar
Electric Co. since 1928 in NashvUle,
Tenn., has been appointed Graybar
manager for the Nashville district.
NAB Technical Group
APPOINTMENT OF an executive
engineering committee of the NAB,
which will meet periodicallv to appraise technical problems of the industry, was announced Jan. 8 by
NAB President Neville Miller. John
V. L. Hogan, WQXR, New York,
was named chairman of the committee, along with his chairmanship
of the main committee of a score
of engineers. Other members are
O. B. Hanson, NBC; E. K. Cohan,
CBS; Paul A. deMars, Yankee Network; J. R. Poppele, WOR-MBS,
and Albert E. Heiser, WLVA,
Lynchburg. Lynne C. Smeby, NAB
engineering director, is secretary.
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IRNA on AFM
{Continued from Page 19)
sure to effect such basic changes as it
may find within its economic power
and within the law.
IRNA believes, in short, that if affiliates generally are willing to continue
employment of staff musicians, without
compulsion and without reference to
any national plan, agreement or quota,
then the AFM locals will, in general,
recommend to AFM that employment
should not be disturbed by any national demands or action by AFM.
It is recognized that there are some
exceptional cases of undue hardship,
flagrant incompetence, or complete economic waste, where no reasonable person could expect full continuance. It is
also recognized that there are many
minor irritations in working conditions,
but under the view here taken, such
matters would have to be worked out
between stations and locals.
Strike Averted
On the whole, therefore. IRNA reports to affiliates
that a and
national
of musicians
is averted
that strike
peace
will be preserved if affiliates generally
give due consideration to the thought
that it is in the best interests of broadcasting and of the maintenance of a
satisfactory supply of conpetent staff
musicians for the future, to provide an
incentive for live talent by continuing
to employ such staff musicians as they
have ices
beenare reasonably
using, in so far
as their servcompatible
with
program requirements and possibilities.
Affiliates who will continue to employ staff musicians are advised to
notify the local specifically that in the
absence of an agreement (as ordered
by President Weber) it is clearly
understood that none of the terms or
provisions of the previous agreement
relating tlement
toare carried
the National
of Setover byPlan
implication,
and that the only provisions in the
former agreement which are relevant
to continuance of employment are those
relating to wages, hours, and local
working conditions,
and thatis any
continuance of employment
without
reference to any national plan or
Affiliates may wish to discuss indiquota.
vidually with their networks the sub.iect
of credits toward expenditures for
musicians.
With apology for repetition it must
be emphasized again that to date fewer
than 90 stations have paid to IRNA
the modest
dues will
requested.
ance of IRNA
not be Continupossible
without fuller support.
Faithfully yours,
IRNA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
ville, Ky.
Mark Ethridge,
WHAS, LouisWalter J. Damm,
waukee, Wis. WTM.T, Mil.John Shepard, 3d, WAAB. Boston, Mass.
L. B. Wilson,
nati, Ohio. WCKY. CincinPaul W. Morency. WTIC, Hartford, Conn., V ice-Chairman.
Samuel R. Rosenbaum, WFIL,
Philadelphia, Pa.. Chairman .
Greetings Piped

THE

POPULAR

STATION

Salt Lake City^ Utah
Representatives :
JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
Chicago - New York - Detroit
San Francisco • Los Angeles
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INSTEAD of the usual formal greeting cards for agency people
at the year's
KSTP,
Minneapolis
and end,
St.
Paul, worked out a new twist.
Stanley E. Hubbard, station
president,
chestragot
togetherthe
and staff
pipedor-a
special greeting program to
every agency in the Twin
Cities. The program also featured personal greetings to
all agency people from Mr.
Hubbard.

BROADCASTING

WPEN
Staff

to

Dismiss

Orchestra

Failure to Reach Agreement
Leads to Station Action
STAFF orchestra of WPEN, Philadelphia, was due to be dismissed
on Jan. 13, after months of negotiations
the station
ment andbetween
officials
of Localmanage77 of
the American Federation of Musicians had failed to produce a satisfactory means of settling their
differences over the amount of
money the station should expend
for the employment of staff musicians.
Notice was given the musicians
two weeks in advance by Arthur
Simon, station manager. Men have
been employed on a week-to-week
basis since October, when the station took similar action, but were
rehired after WPEN announcers,
engineers and other employes refused to pass a picket line placed
around the station's studios by the
AFM local, throwing the station off
the air for a day-and-a-half.
Hardship Claimed
Crux of the disagreement between union and station is the unwil ingnes ofthe union to permit
any reduction in the $42,000 per
year expended
WPEN for
musicians under aby contract
entered
into more than three years ago by
the late John Iraci, then owner of
the station. D"ue to this burden, the
station has been operating in the
red, according to Harold A. Lafount, general manager of the
Bulova radio interests, and with
the unwillingness of the union to
effect any compromise WPEN has
no choice but to dismiss the men, he
stated.
Since that contract was signed
the independent stations and the
national AFM board negotiated a
national plan of settlement under
which each station contracted with
its local union to expend not less
than 5V2% of its annual income to
hire union musicians. On this basis,
WPEN's quota would be approximately $12,000 instead of $42,000,
it was stated. The agreement contained aprovision, however, that no
station should curtail its present
expenditure
for that
musicians,
regardless of how far
sum exceeded
the 51/2%.
On that provision the local union
has stood pat, arguing that since
the agreement was worked out and
approved
by the
AFM office, no local
had national
the authority
to
change its provisions. When the
station appealed to the AFM headquarters,
however,had
it was
told that
the national
office
no authority
to interfere with the autonomy of
its locals and that the negotiation
of contracts between a local union
and a radio station clearly fell under the sole authority of the local
in Failure
question. to break this technical
deadlock in the AFM rules, added
to the impracticability of continued
operation at a loss, led the station
to act as it did last October and,
after continued failure to find a
mutually agreeable compromise, to
repeat that action now. This time
it is expected other employes of
WPEN, members of the American
Communications Assn., a CIO
union, will not respect the AFM
picket line but will continue at
their posts. A new contract covering these employes was recently
signed by the ACA and WPEN.
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Coast Florida resort. Dania Beach Hotel provides restful seclusion if you desire it,
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Situated between Palm Beach and Miami, the sporting, entertainment and social
centers are all quickly accessible. Two i8-hole golf courses are only 7 minutes away;
three beautiful beaches are less than a mile distant; the thrills of deep-sea fishing
are an unforgettable experience.
Every room is a handsomely decorated outside room with private bath. The dining
room is renowned for its excellent cuisine and its fresh Florida fruit, vegetables
and sea-food.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
up — studio programf
t— transcriptiona
80 — upot announcements
to — transcription announcements
WGY, Schenectady
Air Conditioning Training Corp..
Youngs town (correspondence
course). 3 sp weekly, thru Weill
& Willdns, N. Y.
Clark Candy Co., Pittsburgh, 6 tu
weekly, thru Albert P. Hill Co..
Pittsburgh.
Dairy Assn., Lyndonville, Vt. (KowKare). 2 ta weekly, thru Hays
Adv. Agency, Burlington, Vt.
Dryden & Palmer, Long Island City
(Gravy Master), 2 sa weekly, thru
Samuel C. Croot Co., N. Y.
Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, weekly sp.
thru N. W. Aver & Son, N. Y.
Good Luck Food Co., Rochester, weekIv sp. thru F. A. Hughes & Co.,
Rochester.
M. Hoffman Co., Boston (overalls).
weekly so, thru .John C. Dowd Inc.,
Boston.
Hudson Valley Fuel Co., Albany. (!
srt weekly, thru Hevenor Adv. Agency, Albany.
E. L. Knowles Co., Springfield, Mass.
(Rubine), 4 sa weekly, thru Lawrence M. O'Connel,
Springfield.
Knox Gelatine
Co., .Johnstown.
N. Y..
2 sa weeklv, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt. N. Y.
Olson Rug Co.. Chicago, weekly sn,
thru Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
Hudson Coal Co., Scranton, weekly «p.
thru Leighton & Nelson, Schenectady.
Pacquin Inc., New York (cosmetics),
/ weeklv. thru Wm. Esty & Co..
N. Y.
Riggio Tobacco Co., Brooklyn (Regent
cigarettes), sa series, thru M. H.
Hackett, N. Y.
Reid Murdoch & Co., Chicago (Monarch foods), sa series, thru Rogers
& Smith, Chicago.
Thomas D. Richardson Co., Philadelphia (candy), 2 sp weekly, thru
N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.
Schaffer Stores Co., Schenectady
(chain), weekly sp. thru Hevenor
Adv. Agency, Albany.
N. Skaperdas, Amsterdam, N. Y.
(furs), weekly sp, direct.
Smith Bros., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
(cough remedies), sa series, thru
.T. D. Tarcher & Co., N. Y.
KHJ, Los Angeles
.J. C. Eno Ltd.. New York (effervescent salts). 7 sa weekly, thru
Wm. Douglas McAdams. N. Y.
Haas Baruch & Co., Los Angeles
(grocery products). 1560 so, thru
Robert Smith Adv. Agency. Los
Angeles.
California Federal Savings & Loan
Assn., Los Angeles (banking service). 6 sp weekly, thru Elwood J.
Roljinson Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
Carter Products, New York (Arrid
deodorant). 3 ta weekly, thru Small
& Seiffer, N. Y.
KYA, San Francisco
National Funding Corp., Los Angeles
(loans), 24 so weekly, thru Smith
& Bull, Los Angeles.
Unity School of Christianity, Kansas
City (religious), 6 sp weekly, thru
R. H. Alber, Los Angeles.
Calwhey Co., San Francisco (food
products), 2 so weekly, thru Theodore Segall, San Francisco.
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WHO, Des Moines
.Journal of Living Pub. Corp., Jersey
City (Serutan). 15() so, thru Austin
& Spector, N. Y.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo (Doan's
pills). 2r)6 ia. thru Spot Broadcasting, N. Y.
I'rune Growers of Cal., San Francisco.
34 t. thru Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
Colonial Poultry Farms, Pleasant Hill.
Mo., weekly sp, thru R. J. Potts &
Co., Kansas City.
Household Magazine, Topeka, 6 sp.
thru Presba. Fellers & Presba. Chicago.
Interstate Transit Lines, Omaha. 261
so, thru Beaumont & Hohman,
Omaha.
Union Pacific Railroad, Omaha, 1.57
so. thru Caples Co.. Chicago.
Stanco Inc., New York (Nujol), 260
t, thru McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Dr.remedies).
Hess & Clark,
75 ta.Ashland.
thru N. O.
W. (stoc':
Ayer
& Son, Phila.
WBT, Charlotte
Morton Salt Co., Chicago, 3 sp weekly.
10 weeks, direct.
Ludens Inc., Reading, Pa. (cough
drops). 3 so weekly, 15 weeks, thru
J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Larus & Bro. Co., Richmond ( Domino cigarettes), 15 so weekly, thru
Warwick & Legler, N. Y.
Chr. Hansen's Labs., Little Falls, N. Y.
(.Junket), 5 ta weekly, 26 weeks,
thru Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, l.o
t weekly, thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
Benjamin Moore & Co., Philadelphia
(paint), weekly sp, direct.
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, 4 so weekly,
17 weeks, thru Mitchell-Faust Adv.
Co., Chicago.
Olson Rug Co., Chicago, 3 sp weekly,
thru Presba, Fellers & Presba, N. Y.
American SnufE Co., Kansas City, sp
series (renewal), thru Simon &
Gwynn, Memphis.
WHN. New York
Welsh Grape Juice Co., Westtield.
N. Y., 6 so weekly, 35 weeks, thru
H. W. Kastor Adv. Co., Chicago.
Pepsi-Cola Co., Long Island City, N. Y.
(soft drink), 15 sa weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
Busch's Kredit Jewelry Co., New York,
66 so weekly, 52 weeks, direct.
Adam Hat Stores, New York, 5 sp
weekly, thru Lew Kashuk, N. Y.
Frank E. Campbell Co., New York
(funeral home). 3 sp weekly, 13
weeks, thru N. AV. Ayer & Son, N. Y.
KECA, Los Angeles
E.v-Lax Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y. (laxative), 65 ta, thru .Joseph Katz Co.,
N. Y.
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WFBR, Baltimore
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 994 sa.
thru Blow Co., N. Y.
C. A. Briggs Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(H-B cough drops), 26 so, thru
Horton-Noyes Co., Providence.
Crowell Publishing Co., New York
(Woman's Home Companion). .52
sp. thruInc..
McCann-Eriekson,
N. Y.
Ex-Lax
Brooklyn (proprietary),
130 ta. thru Joseph Katz Co., N. Y.
Larus & Bros. Co., Richmond (Edgeworth. Domino), 13 sp, thru Warwick & Legler, N. Y.
Tlionias J. Lipton Inc., Hoboken (tea),
130 sa. thru Young & Rubicam,
N. Y.
White Laboratories, New York (Feenamint), 75 sa, thru Wm. Esty & Co..
N. Y.
WNEW, New York
AVelch Grape Juice Co., Westfield.
N. Y., 5 sa weekly, 35 weeks, thrti
H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
Policyholders Advisory Council, New
York, 11 sp weekly, 37 weeks, thru
Robert J. Roberts, N. Y.
Feminine Products. New York (Arrid). 3 so weeklv. 52 weeks, thru
Small & Seiffer, N. Y.
Snccessful Living Magazine. New
York, 3 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Metropolitan Adv. Agency. N. Y.
Madison Personal Loan Co., New
York, 11 sp weekly, 36 weeks, thru
Klinger Adv. Corp., N. Y.
CJCA, Edmonton, Alta.
Canada Dry Ginger Ale Ltd., weekly
t. thru J. M. Mathes Inc.. N. Y.
Imperial
Tobacco
Co., Montreal
(Vogue Fine Cut). 6 ta weekly.
thru Whitehall Broadcasting Ltd..
Montreal.
Tuckett Ltd.. Hamilton. (Wings cigarettes). 24 taCo..weekly,
through MacLaren Adv.
Toronto.
J. B. Williams Co. (Canada) Ltd.,
Montreal (Williams Shave Cream),
weekly t. thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., Montreal.
KGKO, Dallas-Fort Worth
Mohr Chevrolet Co., Dallas, 6 sp weekPi-Doly, direct.
Co., Dallas (ready-mixed
dough) Dallas.
weekly sp, thru Harry McMains,
Dixie Poultry Farm and Hatchery,
Brenham, Texas (chickens), 6 sp
weekly, direct.
WHK, Cleveland
Wander Co. (Oval tine), weekly sa,
thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago.
Swift & Co., Chicago (Sunbrite), 3
ta it-eekly, thru Stack-Goble Adv.
Agency, Chicago.

WCCO, Minneapolis
Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa.
(Quaker rugs), 3 t weekly, thru
BBDO, N. Y.
Sears Roebuck & Co., Chicago (mail
order),
5 t weekly,Chicago.
thru BlackettSample-Hummert,
J. A. Folger & Co., Kansas City (coffee), 5 t weekly, thru Lord &
Thomas, N. Y.
J. C. Penney Co., New York (retail),
5 t weekly, thru Pedlar & Ryan,
N. Y.
Mantle Lamp Co., Chicago, weekly sp,
thru Presba, Fellers & Presba, ChiInternational
Harvester Co., Chicago,
cago.
(farm implements), 6 sp weekly,
cago.
thru Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, ChiOshkosh Overall Co., Oshkosh, Wis., 3
*Chicago.
weekly, thru RuthraufE & Ryan,
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne (cough syrup),
3 t weekly, thru Russell M. Seeds
Co., Chicago.
Bristol-Myers Co., New York (Ipana),
5 t weekly, thru Pedlar & Ryan.
N. Y.
Keystone Steel & Wire Co., Peoria,
111. (fences), weekly t. thru Russell
Seeds Co., Chicago.
Bauer & Black, Chicago (first aid
products),
weekly
rauff & Ryan,
N. Y.sp, thru RuthLoose Wiles Biscuit Co., Long Island
Citv. 3mett, sp
N. Y. weekly, thru Newell-EmLand O'Lakes Creameries, Minneapolis. 5 spMinneapolis.
weekly, thru CampbellMithun,
Purity Baking Co., St. Paul, 5 sp
weekly, thru Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis. Recording Co., Bridgeport,
Columbia
Conn., 5 sn weeklv. direct.
Dr. Hess stock
& sprav).
Clark.weeklv
Ashland,
sp, O.
thru(liveN.
W.
Ayer
&
Son.
Phila.
Procter & Gamble Co.. Cincinnati
(Oxydol, Dreft). 5 t weeklv. thru
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Crisco),
ton Adv., 5N. tY.weekly, thru CompNorthwestern Yenst Co.. Chicago. 6 sa
weeklv. thru Hays MacFarland &
Co.. Chicago.
Oyster Shell Products Co., New Rochelle, N. Y. (poultry feed), weekly so, thru Brown & Thomas, N. Y.
Ludens Inc., Reading. Pa. (coush
drops). Inc..
5 sa N.
weeklv.
Mathes
Y. thru .T. M.
Reid Murdoch & Co.. Chicago (canned
food). 5 so weekly, thru Rogers &
Smith. Chicago.
Smith Bros.. Poughkeepsie. N. Y.
(cough remedies). 7 so weekly, thru
J. D. Tarcher & Co., N. Y.
Bulova Watch Co.. New York. 7 so
daily, thru Biow Co., N. Y.
KOMA, Oklahoma City
Great Western Sugar Co., Denver.
645
sa (renewal),
thru McCannErickson.
Denver.
Borden's Milk Co.. Oklahoma City. 18
sn,
las. thru Tracv-Locke-Dawson, DalWhite King Soap Co.. Los Angeles. 7S
so (renewal), thru Raymond R.
Morgan Co., Los Angeles.
Ex-Lax Inc.. Brooklyn. 130 ta (renewal) thru Joseph Katz Co.. N. Y.
Penick
& Ford.
YorkBBDO.
(My-T-Fine
dessert).
104 New
ta. thru
N. Y.
Wander
Co..
Chicago
(Ovaltine),
2
Chicago.
so. thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Custodian Toiletries Co.. Chicago (cosmetics). 73 ta. thru H. W. Kastor
Sons. Chicago.
RCA- Victor Co.. Camden (records).
13 sp (renewal), direct.
WJZ, New York
Chas. B. Knox Gelatin Co.. .JohnsN. Y., 2 sp N.weekly,
von & town.Eckhardt,
Y. thru KenWest Disinfecting Co.. Long Island
City,
N. Y..N.2 Y.sp weekly, thru Moser
6 Cotins,

"Not only that, but when you buy KGIR, Butte, you
get KPFA, Helena, and KRBM, Bozeman—F REEl"

Pd. Adv.

BROADCASTING

KOA, Denver
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.,
Louisville (Bugler tobacco). 2 t
Chicago. thru Russell M. Seeds Co..
weekly,
• Broadcast
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CLIMAXING its fourteenth consecutive year of football sponsorship on
the Pacific Coast, Tide-Water Associated Oil Co. sponsored a play-byplay account of the annual East-West
Shrine AU-Star football game in San
Francisco
Newover
Year's
The Pacific
game
was
carried
the Day.
entire
Coast network of 32 Mutual-Don Lee
stations and KGMB, Honolulu and
KHBC, Hilo. It also was released to
WNBW, New York; WIND, Chicago KQV,
;
Pittsburgh ; WAAB, Boston ;WRNL, Richmond, Va. ; KCMO,
Kansas City. Doug Montell described
the action while Mel Venter handled
the pre-game and half-time color.
SAFEWAY STORES. Oakland, Cal.,
recently launched a five-minute program, Frost Warnings over 10 stations of the Don Lee-Mutual network
in California, every morning. Account
placed through Lord & Thomas, San
Francisco.
LYMAN AGENCIES, Montreal (dyes
and creams), on Jan. 1 started the
program featuring household hints by
Mrs. Aitkin and Horace Lapp's orchestra which has been on CFRB, Toronto, for the past six years, on that
station five times weekly. Ronalds
Adv. Agency Ltd., Toronto, placed the
account.
ROE FARM MILLING Co., Atwood,
Ont. (poultry and livestock feeds)
on Jan. 1 started daily farm stock reports on CKNX, Wingham, Ont., and
CJCS, Stratford, Ont. Ronalds Adv.
Agency, Toronto, placed the account.
AFTER two years on CJRC, Winnipeg, Coca-Cola switched its five-weekly Singin' Sam show to CKY, Winnipeg, starting
Jan. placed
1, 1940.
D'Arcy
Adv. Co.,
Toronto,
the account.
LIBBY, MCNEILL & LIBBY of
Canada, Chatham, Ont., (canned
foods) on Jan. 3, started four-weekly
transcribed quarter-hour Donald Novis
Sings on CKLW, Windsor; CHSJ,
St. John, N. B. ; CHNS, Halifax;
CKY, Winnipeg; CFCF. Montreal:
CKAC, Montreal; CBO, Ottawa; and
five weekly on CFRB, Toronto ; CBL.
Toronto. McConnell Eastman & Co.,
Toronto, placed the account.
J. W. BURLESON & SONS, Waxahachie, Tex. (Burleson's Honey) and
Naughton Farms, Waxahachie (nursery) are now participating sponsors in
the Barhara Brent program for women
on WFAA, Dallas, daily, except Sunday. The new sponsors bring the total
participating in the program to four,
the others being Ballard & Ballard Co.
(Ovenready Biscuits) and Northwestern Yeast Co. (Maca Yeast).
CANADIAN National Carbon Co.,
Toronto, (dry cell batteries) on Jan. 1
renewed daily transcribed dramatized
spot announcements on CFGP, Grande
Prairie, Alta. ; CKX, Brandon, Man. ;
CFCN, Calgary, Alta. ; CJCA, Edmonton, Alta. ; CHAB, Moose Jaw, Sask. ;
CJOC, Lethbridge, Alta. ; CKBI, Prince
Albert, Sask. ; CKCK, Regina, Sask. ;
CFQC, Saskatoon, Sask. ; CJGX, Yorkton, Sask.; CFAR, Flin Flon, Man.
The campaign is to be extended later
in the year to Eastern Canada. Clark
Locke, Toronto, placed the account.
NATIONAL BREWERIES, Montreal
(ale), features skiing in a new campaign started on CFCF, Montreal, on
Jan. .5. With week-end skiing in vogue
in Eastern Canada, the quarter-hour
program goes on Friday evenings, Saturday mornings and Saturday evenings
with latest reports on snow conditions
in skiing territory for the weekend. Account was placed by J. Walter Thompson Co. Ltd., Montreal.
BROADCASTING

Anderson to Gen. Mills
HARRY F. ANDERSON, onetime
NBC western division sales manager, has discontinued his recently
organized public relations firm in
San Francisco to head the public
relations department of General
Mills, 'Minneapolis. Henry A. Bellows, former Federal Radio Commissioner and former CBS vicepresident, who for the last two years
has been director of public relations
for General Mills, died in Minneapolis Dec. 29.
LLOYD K. HILLMAN, Los Angeles
(autos and financing (, a consistent
user of Southern California radio, on
.Tan. 7 started a .52-week weekly onehour variety show, Hillman Hour, on
KFWB. Hollywood. Program features
Fred Keating, film actor ; Martha Tilton, vocalist ; George Jay, interviewer ;
Leon Leonarid's orchestra, assisted by
Bobby Sherwood, with Gary Breckner
as announcer and m.e. Firm is also
using a corded
weekly
program KIEV
of remusic onone-hour
KFVD KRKD
and a similar two-hour show on
KMTR. Ted Dahl Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles, has the account.
FONTANA FOOD PRODUCTS Co.,
San Francisco, recently contracted for
sponsorship of the transcribed program This Is Magic twice weekly on
KFRC, San Francisco. The program
dramatizes and explains magic tricks
and offers home tricks to listeners.
Account placed through Brewer,
Weeks Co., San Francisco.
CERTIFIED MOVERS Assn., Los
Angeles (moving and storage), new
to radio, on Feb. 19 will start participation six times weekly in the combined Sunrise Salute and Housewives
Protective League programs on KNX,
Hollywood. Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Hollywood, has the account.

UP

STEPHANO BROS., Philadelphia
(Marvel cigarettes), no Jan. 23 starts
the Don Large Chorus on WJR, Detroit, 6:15-6:30 p.m., Tues., Thurs.,
Sat. The chorus, consisting of 14
singers, was featured on the Ford
Summer Hour and since the fall
schedule started for that program the
group has made thrice-weekly sustaining broadcasts on WJR. Aitkin-Kynett
Agency,
count. Philadelphia, handles the acPUREPAC Corp.. New York, on Jan.
8 added WNEW, New York, to its
campaign of seven spot announcements
weekly for Flemex cough remedy on
four New York stations, WMCA,
WHN. WINS and WAAT. Klinger
Adv. Corp., New York, is agency.
FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS &
Loan Assn., Phoenix, for the fourth
consecutive year has renewed its weekly quarter-hour Arizona Cavalcade of
Builders on KTAR, that city. Elizabeth Toohey, formerly State historian,
writes the series.
PETER FOX BREWING Co., Chicago (beer), spot
has started
thrice-weekly
one-minute
announcements
on
WXYZ WJIM WELL WFDF WOOD
WBCM WKBZ. Schwimmer & Scott.
Chicago, handles the account.
TUCKBTT'S Ltd., Hamilton, Ont..
(Wings Cigarettes) started on Jan. 1
four-daily transcribed spot announcements on 40 Canadian stations. MacLaren Adv. Co., Toronto, placed the
account.
30TH ANNUAL National Orange
Show, to be held for 10 days starting
March 14 in San Bernardino, Cal., will
use radio in addition to newspaper and
outdoor advertising. Chet Crank Inc.,
Los Angeles, is agency.
JOSEPH M. GREELEY, formerly
advertising manager of Quaker Oats
Ltd. in England, has been appointed
advertising
manager
of theCorp.,
H-O New
division of Hecker
Products
York, extensive user of radio.

Again!
For the seventh straight year the famous
WWVA

W

JAMBOREE

beats the previous

year's total!
For 1939 the turnstile
clocked

W
118,088

V

PAID

He Brings "Your Morning
Mail'-BOB POOLE
Starting at Guilford College,
North Carolina, in 1935,
Bob Poole whittled out a
wooden microphone and
practised announcing before
his mirror. . . .
Leaving
Guilford, of
BobNorth
entered the University
Carolina, at Chapel Hill, and
each weekend hitch - hiked
back to Greensboro just for
the experience of making
station identifications. . . .
Now, Bob Poole conducts
YOUR MORNING MAIL,
from 6 a. m. until 8 a. m.
daily over WBIG, in Greensboro, one of the most outstanding morning programs
in the country, with the same
enthusiasm and interest ....
he sells the goods! Bob hits
them where they live, and —
like it or not — they all
listen. . . .
By far the greatest mail puller, this participating show
has brought more than the
expected results to every
client.
There are a few spots left
on YOUR MORNING MAIL.
Write today for full information and participating rates,
6 a. m. to 8 a. m.

ADMISSIONS

COLUMBIA

5000 WATTS DAY
1000 WATTS NIGHT

Staged Every Saturday Night

A

AFFILIATE

52 Weeks a Year for 7 Years

WBIG
"iGreensboroNI

"w^S'ir
HS at Eleven-Sixty
COLUMBIA
Station
WA
0
5,00
on 2,085,666 Radio Dials
JOHN
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STANDARD STORAGE GARAGES,
Los Angeles, one of the largest used
car dealers in the United States, has
substantially increased its 1940 radio
advertising budget, and on Jan. 1 renewed for 52 weeks the six-weekly,
60-minute recorded Swing Session on
KFWB, Hollywood. Firm in addition
has renewed a similar three-hour Sunday morning program on that station
and also a two-hour session of the
same show on KFOX, Long Beach,
Cal. The latter programs are broadcast simultaneously through facilities
of Radio Central in downtown Los
Angeles, with Peter Potter as m. c.
Standard Storage Garages, will also
use other Los Angeles area stations
during the year, placing through Ivar
F. Wallin Jr. & Staff, Los Angeles
agency.
CHICAGO TECHNICAL College,
Chicago, has started a quarter-hour
Sunday afternoon show on WMAQ,
Chicago, titled College Melodies. The
show features chats on educational opportunities by Dr. F. Brown of the
school staff and NBC Thesaurus music.
dles theCritchfield
account.& Co., Chicago, han-

FOR
SALE

NEWS

PERIOD
OVER

KFB

B

GREAT
FALLS
MONTANA
10:00

to 10:15

Daily Except
•

Colgate Promotions
ROY W. PEET, advertising manager of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.,
Jersey City, has been advanced to
the position of advertising director,
a newly-created position. Hugh McKay, in charge of European advertising in Paris, has been appointed advertising manager of the
toilet articles department. Robert E.
Healy,tant,formerly
Mr. Peet's
assishas been named
advertising
manager of the soap department.

P. M.
Sunday

3 1,000
RADIO
FAMILIES LISTEN
TO THIS
NEWS
Representatives :
WEED & COMPANY

ON

AGENCY

BULOVA WATCH Co.. Toronto, has
renewed on 35 Canadian stations for
1940. MacLaren Adv. Co., Toronto,
placed the account.

LISTS

IN THE

FARM

BELT

IT'S
BY

KMA

A

MILE!

Ask any agency time buyer in the farm belt (Des Moines,
Omaha, Kansas City) and he'll tell you that KMA
for selling the rich farm market.
+987*

-60%

is tops

Here's the Record*
*1939 over 1938
+42%

With agency men who live in the farm belt, testing the
farm market is axiomatic with using KMA and its rural
audience (primary) of over a million.
The Number One Farm Station in the Nation's Number
One Farm Market.
MARK

IT NUMBER

KMA
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ONE

kc.

ON

YOUR

LISTS, TOO

SHENANDOAH,
IOWA
1,000 nipht
5,000 Watts l.s.
REP. BY HOWARD H. WILSON CO.

15, 1940

WCAR

Uses WJR

WHEN the new WCAR, Pontiac, Mich., went on the air
last month, its operators purchased a 15-minute evening
spot on WJR, Detroit, 25
miles away, at full card rates
to introduce themselves to
the audience. The WJR orchestra was used, with Stanley N. Schultz, WCAR program director, acting as m.c.
and paying high tribute to
Leo J. Fitzpatrick, WJR general manager, for his cooperation in helping the budding new enterprise go on the
air. The WJR general manager had furnished much
friendly guidance for the
Pontiac station, which operates with 1.000 watts daytime on 1100 kc.
WLW Names Robinson
WILLIAM P. ROBINSON, a member of the sales staff of WSAI, Cincinnati, since Nov. 1, 1938, has been
appointed sentativae ofWLW,
special
sales repreaccording
to an
announcement by
James D. Shouse,
vice-president of
the Crosley Corp.
in charge of
broadcasting. Mr.
Robinson,
in the
radio work for
last 12 years, will
work
sales with
staff the
of
t. . .

son,
Robin
Mr.
ision
Corp.
& nTelev
Broa
merica
nsating
Tradcas
WLW national representatives, in
contacting advertising agencies and
clients. His work will be concentrated chiefly in Chicago, New York
and Cleveland. The appointment,
Mr. Shouse emphasized, in no way
chang
can.the present status of Transameries
Book on Recording
RECORDINGS
and the transcriptions
various methods of makins electrical
form the subject matter of Techninues
of Itecoi-ding, A Practical Handhook
on Recording, which has been published by F. H. Goldsmith and V. G.
Geisel, of Electro Sound Products Co..
Chicago recording and equipment firm
[Gamble Hinged Music Co., $1,251.
Slanted for non-technical readers, the
book discusses recording techniques in
lay language. Recording heads, styli,
turntables and needles form four of
its 16 chapters while a section of the
book discusses processed records, dubbing, fidelity of tone and off the air
recordings.
in the book "Charts
total 14. and
Mr. diagrams
Goldsmith used
began his career as a recording engineer
with Victor Talking Machine Co. in
1925 and from 1928-31 served as manager of Victor's
Japanese
He
later joined
RCA Mfg.
Co. Mr.office.
Geisler,
co-author, has spent the last 15 years
in the non-technical phase of the resalesman.cording business as a distributor and
Buys Publicity Service
IRVING PARKER, for three years a
stockholder and Hollywood manager
of Barle Ferris' Radio Feature Service
Inc., has purchased the West Coast
division of that organization and on
.Jan. 5 started operating as Irving
Parker, Radio Feature Service Inc.,
with headquarters continuing at 1680
Vine St. Dick Mooney, for the last six
years managing editor of the Earle
Ferris organization in New York, who
resigned that post Dec. 1 has joined
Parker as vice-president. He is in
charge of the New York office at 424
Madison Ave., operating under the firm
name of Mooney & Parker.
BROADCASTING

ORIGINATED by F. J. Lacey. advertisingused
managerfirst
of the
Tampafirm,Electric Co.. and
by that
the
transcription series Leisure House,
syndicated by Mertens & Price Inc.,
Los Angeles, now has the following
among its sponsors : Savannah ElecCo.. El Paso
Electric
ville tricElectric
Power
Co., Co.,
San KnoxDiego
Consolidated ; Mississippi Power &
Light Co.. Jackson and Vicksburg ;
Kansas
PowerCo.,Co.Amarillo
; Southwestern
Public Service
and Pampa.
Tex. ; Gulf States Utilities, Beaumont.
MEMBERS of National Ice Advertising, through Donahue & Coe, New
York, have been offered a series of 26
quarter-hour
programs,
recoi'ded
by
NBC Ortbacoustic,
featuring
new and
old favorite melodies under the title
Time Out With Allen Prescott. Also
available to NBC Thesaurus subscribers duringseries,
JanuaryPleasantdale
is the 13-episode
dramatic
Folks,
based on the work of the Federal Social Security Board.
RADIO Artists of Hollywood Inc.,
new West Coast production and transcription concern, has been formed
with headquarters at 5505 Melrose
Ave., Hollywood. M. J. Mara heads the
firm as president.
Stock is talent
owned who
exclusively by participating
plan to scribed
produce
live as
well has
as transerials. The
group
completedventure
a 39-episode
quarter-hour
adserial.
Klondike,
written
by
Hector Chevigney.
STANDARD RADIO announces the
following
new subscribers
to its Standard Library
Service: WGH
KVIC
KWBG WROK WRTD WTAR
WMBB
WRAK. WHBY WAGE WKAT
SCRIPT from the transcribed proYear — Camp
1898, will
be usedgram,byThatW.WasE. the
Compton
No.
14, United Spanish War Veterans,
West Palm Beach, Fla., during its
Maine Day observance Feb. 15. Event
will mark the historic sinking of the
battleship Maine in Havana harbor.
Permission to use the script was
granted by Radio Transcription Co.
of America, Hollywood, producers of
the transcribed
sored on W.JNO. series currently sponAEROGRAM
Corp., Hollywood
duction and transcription
firm, prohas
purchased radio rights to the Zorro
character created by Johnston McCuUey,diateauthor
playright.
Imme-of
productionand
of the
first series
65 quarter-hour transcribed episodes
is planned and will be supported by an
intensive merchandising campaign.
RADIO NBWSREEL PRODUCTIONS, Hollywood production and
transcription concern, has appointed
stations in key cities throughout the
United States, which are equipped with
recording apparatus, to act as special
representatives. These stations will record spot news and special events happening in their vicinity and air-mail
same to Hollywood to be edited and rerecorded into programs for general release.
Neutral Normalcy
INDICATION that broadcasters of
neutral countries are returning to
normal entertainment programing
is indicated by orders received recently by Heroservice, Paris,
France, for script shows of the
Heroservice script library, according to Herbert Rosen, head of the
organization. Among stations ordering shows within the last few
weeks are Radio Lausanne, Switzerland; VARA in Hilversum, Holland; Palestine Bcstg. Service, and
VARO, Amsterdam, Holland.
• Broadcast
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ASCAP

Waging
Drive
Good-Will
Sends Orators on the Road;
Broadcasters Attacked
IN WHAT appears to be a new tack
in its anti-radio propaganda campaign, ASCAP has embarked upon
use of the forensic platform of local
fraternal organizations to spread
the gospel of the purported downtrodden song-writer. Frederick V.
Bowers, song-writer, recently has
appeared before Lions clubs in both
Macon and Norfolk, ostensibly to
entertain with songs.
In each instance, it is reported,
lie unexpectedly launched into an
attack on the broadcasting industry
and criticized its position in connection with the radio-ASCAP controversy. The old wheeze about stations trying to use the genius of
song-writers without payment was
repeated. It was reported that his
talks violated the rule against controversial subjects in force in the
Lions clubs order.
Mr. Bowers' forays coincided with
recent announcement by ASCAP of
the appointment of two "ambassadors"— sons of executives of the
Society — to visit stations for goodwill purposes. How widespread the
new campaign will become was not
indicated, though in the instances
reported, the effect of the diatribes
were negatived, by broadcasters.
In Norfolk on Dec. 6, after Mr.
Bowers had burst forth, Campbell
A r n o u X , general manager of
WTAR, was invited by the Lions
Club to discussed the other side of
the dispute and spoke Jan. 3. Mr.
Arnoux reviewed the entire ASCAP
structure and its method of license,
told the Lions about the antiquated
copyright law with its $250 innocent infringement proviso, and detailed the plan for the organization
of Broadcast Music Inc.
In Macon, newspapers played up
the so-called humanitarian end of
ASCAP. Mr. Bowers was billed
there as good will representative of
ASCAP and made a plea that broadcasters not be allowed to change
the law and take a living away from
the song-writers. He had been introduced as a member of the New
York City Lions Club and had been
recommended to the Macon Lions
by the organization in WinstonSalem.
In the questioning that followed,
however, Mr. Bowers fell back several times on "that is up to the executives" when asked regarding
charges made to hotels and restaurants as opposed to radio.

Radio Promotion Listed
Bill to Merge Copyright Laws
For Retailer Discussion
{Continued from 'page 28)
public performance of the recording of the circumstances in the case. It THE USE of radio as promotion
of their interpretation.
asked that there be added the pro- for retailers will be the subject of
The committee explained there
viso that minimum damages shall the Jan. 17 session of the 29th annual convention of the National Rewere objections to this suggestion, not apply to infringements by
tail Dry Goods Assn., to be held
and that there is opposition to giv- broadcasting or television, and that
an infringing performance by Jan. 15-19 at the Hotel Pennsylin recordings
vania, New York. The theme of the
they ing
are copyright
not commonly
creations"for
of broadcasting or television transmitted simultaneously by two or session will be "Information Please
literary or artistic works but users
more stations shall constitute a — Radio for Retailers?" and will be
under the chairmanship
of Among
them." other highlights of the single infringement and shall be re- conducted
of Willard H. Campbell, publicity
bill as described by the committee
garded as the act of one infringer. director of G. Fox & Co., Hartford.
were extension of the duration of This would definitely provide for
For the past several weeks the
copyright for the life of the author what is tantamount to "clearance
NRDGA has requested department
and 50 years after his death, constores all over the country to subthe source".
forming with the universal practice, at Senator
Thomas, in introducing
mit questions they would like disand divisibility of copyright sought the bill, asked that not only the bill cussed.
by the authors.
A
resultant number of 20 to 30
but cross-references by the commitRegarding claims and demands of
tee amplifying the proposals also questions have been scheduled unusers, the committee said a number
der the four headings : Retail radio
be published in the Congressional
of other provisions were enacted. Record in parallel columns. He programs; merchandising over the
These included recordation of
air; cost of radio advertising, and
out there are a great numcurrent sales results from radio.
grants to use a copyrighted work pointed
ber
of
conflicts
in
regard
to
this
under which not only original ownAnswers to the questions will be
ership of copyright but a complete "very intricate matter" and that the given by a group of department
document
will
be
studied
not
only
record to the public and to users of
store executives who have successrights granted by the author would by the Committee on Patents but
fully used radio as an advertising
be available; provision of certain by all those interested in the law.
medium.
non-infringing uses of copyrighted
works designed to protect public interest; placing of a three-year limitation over civil and criminal acwith
the
Roaring
Forties!"
tions; indexing and publication of "Roar
a monthly catalog of grants and
provisions relating to the rights of
labor.
IF YOU
HAVE
OR
WANT
With regard to the interests of
the public, the committee called attention to new provisions which
ACCOUNT*
UTILITY
A
would give permission for the perand you
plan today
that will
Clicic,of Click," right
formance of musical compositions
from
the want
jump,a wire
for gofree"Click,
samples
for charitable purposes; permission
for the incidental and not reasonably avoidable conflict of a copyrighted work in the depiction or
representation of current news
events provided this exemption shall
not be extended to any use for advertising purposes.
the custom-built recorded radio program the whole
Minimum Damages
electrical industry is talking about.
In commenting on the proposed
new minimum statutory damages
Built by advertising men, for advertising men, to do a
provisions, particularly in connection with multiple infringements,
specific job, for a specific industry, — it's doing that
the committee pointed out that
job, and how!
broadcasters opposed it in toto and
asked that it be deleted. Instead the
55% increase in major appliance sales for Tampa Elecbroadcasters proposed that such
tric . . . 30% gain the first month in Knoxville. Every
damages be on the basis of not less
than $150 nor more than five years
original sponsor repeating. Ladies fighting to get into
for all infringements by any one
LEISURE HOUSE cooking schools and sales demonstrainfringer up to the date of suit as
tions.
shall in the opinion of the court be
sufficient to prevent their operation
as a license to infringe and shall be
For the first time here is the fascinating story of
just, proper and adequate, in view
ELECTRICAL SERVICE dramatized. 507o domestic
drama; 50% dramatized sales and service, 100%
entertainment!
Never before a show like this . . . never before a time
like this. 26 15-minute episodes, recorded, air-tested,
ready. Don't wait, WIRE! Cash in on "The Fortunate
Forties" with LEISURE HOUSE.
GEORGE LOGAN PRICE

imani

SuSineSS

MERTENS
3923 West

AND

PRICE,

Inc.

Sixth Street. Los Angeles

*Electric Power, Service, Appliances . . . Air Conditianing . . . Light C<mditioning . . . Better
Light-Better
Sight . . .. Kitcheneering
. . . Home. . .Planning,
Financing,
Building
. . . Modernization
. . Home Management
Marketing . . . Menu-Building . . . Diet . . . Child Care . . . Domestic Relations.
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ANNOUNCEMENT has been made
that the Affiliated Advertising Agencies Network has completed its Pacific
Coast membership. It now includes
Robert B. Young Adv. Agency, San
Francisco ; Adolph Bloch Adv. Agency,
Portland; Gordon Smith Adv. Service,
Yakima, Wash., and Carl W. Art Adv.
Agency, Seattle. The network is a
national organization of Ellis Plan
agencies functioning cooperatively.
RALPH AMES, president of the
Ames-Hard Co., San Francisco agency,
has announced opening of a Los Anoffice at 426 formerly
South Hill
Haroldgeles
W. Cheshire,
of St.
Chicago,
has been placed in charge.
RALPH W. ANDREWS, formerly
with Pacific National Adv. Agency, recentlysociates,
joinedSeattle.
James R. Lunke & AsFRANCIS TODHUNTER, art director of McCann-Erickson, San Francisco, recently was awarded first prize
at the Bay Region Art Assn. annual
showing at the Oakland Art Gallery
for his canvas, "Marin Dairy Farms".
E. SCHUYLER ENSELL. former
timebuyer of BBDO, New York, on
Jan. 15 is joining International Radio
Sales, New York. He will be succeeded
at BBDO by Joe Hornsby, formerly in
the agency's marketing department.
DUNCAN JENNINGS, commercial
representative at KTAR, Phoenix,
Ariz., has joined Logan & Rouse Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles.
ROBERT M. CROSIER, formerly of
WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y., and WGY,
Schenectady, has joined Flack Adv.
Agency, Syracuse, as manager of the
radio department.

AND

ACCOUNT executive Harold Lindley, of Buchanan-Thomas Adv.
Agency, Omaha, approvingly scans
a new promotion piece, prepared by
KFAB, Lincoln, on the Paxton &
Gallagher (Butter Nut coffee) Coffee Pot Inn program, shortly after
the agency signed for 52 more
weeks for the show on a special regional network of 11 Midwest stations located in Nebraska, Minnesota, Kansas and North and South
Dakota. Coffee Pot Inn, a quarterhour music-variety show featuring
KFAB staff talent, is piped out
each morning, 8-8:15.
DAN B. DAVIES. former manager of
the Westinghouse Electric Co.'s theat thejoined
1939 Fuller
New York
World's&
Fair, atrehas
& Smith
Ross, New York, agency handling the
Westinghouse account. Mr. Davies will
assist S. J. Andrews, radio director of
the agency, on the new Westinghouse
Musical Americana program which
starts Jan. 25 on NBC-Blue.
BENTON & BOWLES. Chicago, has
expanded its office quarters to occupy
the entire 34th floor of the Palmolive
Bldg. H. H. Jaeger has been added to
the agency staff in an executive capacity, and Estelle Mendelsohn recently joined the creative staff.
GWYNNE A. PROSSER, former educational secretary of the New York
chapter of the American Institute of
Banking, has been named personnel
manager of McCann-Erickson. New
York.
McCANN-ERICKSON. New York,
has opened an office at 10 Pryor St.,
Atlanta, with Robert H. Scott, formerly inof charge.
Eastman, Scott & Co., Atlanta,
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It's Gay in St. Louis
For five years the voice of Carol
Gay has entered St. Louis homes
with a message for women. Today
"CarolnineGay"
foremost
name in isSt.theLouis
radio.femiHer
"This Woman's World" brings to
KWK listeners in the Nation's 9th
Market, five times weekly, a colorful and varied quarter hour of news
and comment on subjects important
in the world of women. Miss Gay
presents in an interesting and enmanner comments
the woman'son
side of thetertaining
news,
fashion and the stage, reviews
books
rities. and interviews visiting celebMiss inGay's
Five
years
radioprograms
with a SELL.
background
of sales promotion work for one of
the country's leading department
stores lend an unusual sales intelligence to her program.
"This Woman's World" is now
available for sponsorship. Call the
Paul H. Raymer office.
Pd. Adv.
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TO GIVE Hollywood radio and agency
men an opportunity to meet informally
and discuss problems of mutual interest. Alpha Delta Sigma, national
professional advertising fraternity, has
formed a Wednesday luncheon club
which meets at the Gourmet Restaurant. 6-534 Sunset Blvd., that city.
Edward E. Keeler, Los Angeles representative of the Christian Science
Monitor, is president. .lohn A. Stewart,
NBC Hollywood account executive ;
William D. Shaw of CBS Hollywood
public relations
staff &andThomas,
.Tohn Donaldson .Tr.. of Lord
that
city, have been active in organizing
the new groiip. which has guest speakers each week,
F. A. HUGHES Co. is the new name
of the Rochester. N. Y., agency formerly known as Hughes, Wolff & Co.
F. A. Hughes is president and treasurer
of the new firm, and John P. McCarthy, secretary. No changes in perhave been inmadetheandTaylor
the agency's
offices sonnel
remain
Bklg.,
Rochester.
CARL ZACHRISON has returned to
the San Francisco office of N. W.
Ayer & heSonwasfrom
the Honolulu
where
directing
publicity.oflRce,
He
has been succeeded in the Islands by
New
office.transferred from Ayer's
DonaldYork
Long,
TOM mentHARRINGTON,
radio departhead of Young & Rubicam,
New
York, was in Hollywood during early
January for conferences with Joe
Stauffe'r. ductionmanager
of the agency's prooffice.
RANDALL E. BROOKS, formerly of
the Gulf Publishing Co.. New York,
has
Compton
Adv.merchandising
New York,
as ajoined
member
of the
staff. Edward J. Rohn. formerly of the
media department of Cecil & Presbrey.
New York, has joined the media department of Compton Adv.
AVEILL & WILKINS, New York advertising agency, reports that it has
filed dissolution
with 30,
the 1939.
Secretary of State, papers
as of Dec.
Mogul Forms Agency
EMIL MOGUL, former secretary
and treasurer of Austin & Spector,
New York, has announced the personnel and radio accounts of his
new agency, the Emil Mogul Co.,
located at 625 Madison Ave., New
York,
with telephone
Eldorado
1756. Alfred
Paul Berger,
former5head of copy at Austin & Spector,
holds the same position with the
new agency; Seymour J. Salzman
is art director; James Hagen. formerly of the E. W. Hellwig Co., is
production manager, and Helen
Monroe is space buyer. Mr. Mogul
will handle the radio accounts,
which are Barney's, New York
(men's clothes). Fruit Wine Co. of
America, and Man-o-War Publishing Co.

r V-P's radio
NamedG. Kasto
ROBERT
JENNINGS,
director of H. W. Kastor & Sons
Adv. Co., Chicago, and William H.
Kearns, account executive for Teel,
Proctor & Gamble Co.'s liquid dentifrice, handled by Kastor, have been
vice-presidents of the
appointed
agency. Mr. Jennings was formerly
vice-president of the Crosley Corp.,
Cincinnati, and Mr. Kearns was
formerly
Blackett - Sample Hummert, with
Chicago.
EMIL BRISACHER & Staff, Sau
Francisco, recently announced the following changes in personnel : Norton
Jacobs, formerly production manager,
appointed assistant account executive:
Clark Pettit, formerly with Sears
Roebuck & Co. named production
manager ; Malcolm Dewees, formerly
Coast manager of Kelly, Nason &
Winston, named publicity director.
• Broadcast
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LeRoy

Dies in Pittsburgh
A. LeROY HASENBALG, national
spot representative of NBC in
Pittsburgh, died at his home, 27
Woodlawn Ave., Grafton, Pa., Jan.
2. Mr. Hasenbalg, a pioneer in radio though only 36, joined WMAQ,
Chicago, in 1925 when that station
was still owned by the Chicago
Daily News. He was in charge of
studios and likewise served as announcer-. When WMAQ was placed
on a commercial basis early in 1927,
Mr. Hasenbalg was assigned to the
sales staff and continued as salesman until Nov. 1, 1931, when NBC
purchased the station.
At that time he joined the sales
department of NBC in Chicago, remaining there until July 1, 1933,
when he was transferred to Pittsburgh as sales manager of KDKA.
In 1935 he was appointed national
sales representative of NBC with
headquarters in Pittsburgh, continuing in that capacity until July
1, 1939, when he was placed in
charge of national spot advertising
originating in the Pittsburgh area.
Mr. Hasenbalg was born in Chicago May 10, 1903, and was educated at Lane Technical High
School, Chicago, and Dubuque U.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Frances Hasenbalg, a son Russell,
12, and a daughter, Patricia, 10,
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
Hasenbalg
of Devil's
Lake, Wis.,S.
and
a sister,
Mrs. William
Hedges of Scarsdale, N. Y., wife of
the NBC stations vice-president.
Advertising Women's Course
RADIO will be the subject of the Jan.
22 session of the eleventh annual Survey-of- Advertising Course, which is
sponsored by the Advertising Women
of New York, to offer its members a
"comprehensive study of advertising as
an
American
industry."' manager
E. P. H.of
.James,
sales promotion
NBC, will address the members on
"Radiowhich
as an
Medium",on
after
theyAdvertising
will be conducted
a tour of the NBC studios, and will
be guests of the Voice of Firestone program.
TO COORDINATE the various services of the NBC Press Department and
for the convenience of radio editors receiving its Daily News Report, the
network's press division on Jan. 6
issued its news as a single sheet, illustrated with photographs, replacing the
former 12 to 18 mimeographed sheets
sent out daily. The new method will
be tested for a time, while comments
and diosuggestions
from raeditors as to are
its requested
convenience.

ON

MUCH

HOW:
^

End

ELDOX HAZARD, assistant to Ned
Midgley, time buyer of BBDO, New
York, is resigning .Jan. 1.5 to become
assistant to Howard Meighan, eastern
sales manager of Radio Sales, CBS
subsidiary. Joe Hornsby, formerly in
the agency's marketing department,
will
overassome
work take
as well
some ofof Mr.
the Hazard's
accounts
handled by E. Schuyler Ensell, also
assistant time buyer, who resigns .Jan.
15 to join International Radio Sales,
New York.
HEADLEY-REED Co. has been appointed national representatives of the
new WHLD, Niagara Falls, N. Y.. and
WKIP, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., both
backed by newspaper interests and both
authorized for construction recently by
the FCC. It is expected they will be in
operation by early spring.
GEORGE W. BRETT and Gerald H.
Gunst, executives of The Katz Agency
Inc., radio and newspaper representatives, have been elected vice-presidents.
FURGASON & WALKER, national
representative firm, announces its appointment as representative of WJAG,
Norfolk, Neb.
CKOV, Kelowna. B. C, has appointed
All-Canada Radio Facilities as exclusive representative.
Virgil Reiter Is Named
As WFBM Representative
VIRGIL REITER & Co., representative firm, has been named national representative of WFBM,
Indianapolis, according to announcement byJesse L. Kaufman,
president of WFBM. Mr. Reiter
has opened a New York office at 22
W. 48th St. (telephone, Pennsylvania 6-2409) of which he was to
assume active management Jan. 15.
Arrangements for personnel in the
firm's Chicago office had not been
completed as Broadcasting went
to press. The firm will continue to
represent WCAU, Philadelphia,
which Mr. Reiter has represented
in Chicago during the yast year.
Mr. Reiter is a veteran of 12
years in the representative business.
After several years in charge of
the Detroit and Chicago offices of
Scott Howe Bowen Inc., he conducted his own representative business, relinquishing this activity to
become vice-president of Transamerican. Last year he formed a
partnership with Joe Spodea, formerly with Edw. Petry & Co., but
this was dissolved last month.

15%

SPENDING
TOO

Guild

Hasenbalg

TO

Speculative

Scripts
"speculaof
gratis
of
practice
THE tive"
writing and the selling
other than broadcast rights to any
radio material without additional
be discontinued by
, will
payment
writers as of Jan. 15, it
Hollywood
was unanimously voted by Western
Division of Radio Writers Guild at
its Jan. 3 meeting in that city. Both
measures are still to be voted on
by the New York and Chicago units
before becoming part of the RWG
national constitution [BROADCASTING, Jan. 1]. A standard form of
contract has been drafted by Leonard Janofsky, counsel, which will
be used by all West Coast members
of RWG in signing agency deals.
RWG claims 809c of the recognized
300 radio writers in the Los Angeles area as members.
The New Big —Money
Crop
Soybeans
W

S 0

Y

Serves the Center
World*s
Soybean
C e nt r al Illinois
S32.000.000 Soybean
crop and
alone.
Great
corn
I i vestock
center,
too. Much
manufacturing.
Pop.
to 17%.tail business up 12
area, % million. ReWSOY
250 W.

Decatur,
18 hours 111.
daily

WTAG alone gives primary coverage to
this important rnarket of three quarters
of a million people. No other station,
by a number of surveys, receives either
listener or dealer preference. You need
WTAG to get over the wall.

TELEGRAMS?

NBC

BASIC

EDWARD

0
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BROADCASTING
a special
"fireside
chat"' over the Arizona
Network,
Gov.
Robert T. Jones enlivened the talk by
installing a jjiano in the executive
suite at the eapitol and having Marlene
Ayres and Al Becker, KOY, Phoenix,
staff singer and organist respectively,
intersperse his remarks with music.

on Coast

20%

Find out by letting Postal Telegraph
check your communications files! This
free analysis has achieved sensational
savings for others. Provides easy-tofollow, permanent plan to stop waste!
For free telegraph file analysis — with no obligation to you. Address: Mr. Norman, Dept. 1.
Postal Telegraph, 253 Broadway, New York City.

Tostal

AFTER three years on NBC-Pacific Red network, Albers Bros. Milling Co., Seattle (breakfast foods),
canceled its weekly half-hour. Good
Morning Tonight, and on Jan. 3
started a new dramatic serial, A
Show Without a Name, on the same
network, Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 3:15-3:30 p.m. A permanent
title is sought through a listener
contest, with fur coats as prizes.
Toasting
three-year
tion on Goodtheir
Morning
Tonightassociaafter
the concluding broadcast are (1 to
r) Gyula Ormay, orchestra leader;
Marigold Cassin, radio director of
Erwin, Wasey & Co., San Francisco,
and Announcer Cliff Engle. The
new program originates in the San
Francisco NBC studios and feaMonty Gerrard,
Margetts, Ruth
Donald
Dudley.tures
Charles
Sprague
and Kenneth Garcia. Erwin, Wasey
& Co. handles the account.
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o as an enterSELL radi
tainment medium, WHLS,
Port Huron, Mich., carries in
addition to the Hollywood
fashion news on Harmon Stevens'
regular daily woman's broadcast a
, calling at"radio program locater"
tention to the highlight programs
on Detroit stations. The "locater"
list is broadcast after the statement: "We don't expect you to remain tuned to WHLS all day and
night. There are many other good
radio programs that you can and
should hear. Here are some of the
highlight programs that you will
want to listen to on other stations."
To

BASIC STATION OF
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
National Representatives
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY

Selling

through

r^*^
Discussion in DallasPROGRAMS
WFAA, Dallas, is extending the
'Bluebird Club'
public forum discussion series, You
ONE year ago, on Dec. 26,
Might Be Right, launched last October for 13 weeks, through 1940.
Kay Irion, pretty stenographer in the office of Josef
The series is carried under joint
auspices of WFAA, the Dallas News
Cherniavsky, musical director of WLW, Cincinnati, was
and the Civic Federation. The halfinjured s o seriously that
hour Sunday programs originate in
Scott Hall at Civic Federation
since then she has been conheadauarters in Dallas before an
fined to her home as an inaudience, and are presided over by
valid. Her affiliation with raElmer Scott, executive secretary
dio, however, resumed Jan. 2
of the federation. Main feature of
when she started a new prothe program is a discussion of some
gram for shut-ins that will
be broadcast twice weekly on
public question by recognized auWSAI, Cincinnati, direct
thorities from Southwestern unifrom her residence. The proversities and colleges. Two program. The Bluebird Club, is
grams are devoted to each question,
of inspirational nature, with
the first to discussing the issue and
the second to answering questions
Miss Irion acting as a clearlisteners write in after hearing the
ing
for the dissemination ofhouse
ideas.
first program.
Cash for Stumpers
MUSICAL quiz feature started recently by D&H Coal Co. on WGY,
Schenectady, offers cash prizes of
$10 to listeners able to stump the
featured singing experts, the Landt
Trio, by suggesting the title of a
popular song, written in the last
30 years, which the trio cannot sing
or hum. Another feature of the
half-hour show is a studio contest
during which the trio offers cash
awards to studio listeners who can
identify
by title songs which they
sing.

the

the

EYES...

EARS

KGW builds sales for Columbian Optical CompauY
DR. SID G. NOLES is a well known Portland name. His Columbian
Optical Company is a business institution in the Oregon country.
Harnessing the power of radio salesmanship to the professional experience ofhis staff, Dr. Noles has increased his volume materially.
Columbian's 15 minute daytime radio program "Eyes of the
World" is broadcast three times a week via KGW. Rounding out
a year of special promotion over the air waves. Dr. Noles has the
sales evidence before him when he says :
"KGWs thorough coverage has enabled us to tell our story
to a wide-spread audience. We consider KGW a definite factor
in our continually widening sphere of optical service."
MORAL: Do as the "home folks" do — sell your products or services
to prosperous Oregonians over KGW or KEX.
RADIO STATIONS OF THE
KEX
1160 KG
OREGONIAN
620 KG
5000 WAnS OftYS
5000
WAns
CONTINUOUS
1000 WAHS NIGHTS
PORTLAND •OREGON
Nnn Rrn
NBC BLUE
BC KtU National Representatives-EDWARD RETRY & CO. INC.
New York
Chicago
Detroit
St Louis
San Francisco
Los Angeles
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All Sorts of Weather
ORIGINATED from the Philadelphia office of the U. S. Weather Bureau, The Voice of the Weather
started Jan. 8 as a daily 7:30 a.m.
feature on WCAU, Philadelphia.
The five-minute broadcasts elaborate upon the usual "fair and
warmer" report by supplying reports on flying weather, road conditions due to weather, high and
low pressure areas, general weather
conditions, temperature reports,
predicted storms, and a special report for the farm districts of Pennsylvania, Delaware and New Jersey.
More About People
SECOND series of dramatizations
based on the premise that every individual is subject to various psychological twists started Jan. 12
when Dr. Harry D. Lasswell, lecturer on medical psychology, returns
to NBC-Red with his Human Nature in Action programs. The series
was heard first on NBC from May
to August, 1939, following a sugby the educational
committee of thegestionNBC
Advisory Council.
Midnight Solace
POEMS and passages pertaining
to night, mingled with soothing
chamber music and read by Ralph
Knox, are carried on the new
thrice-weekly 11 :30-midnight feature. The Clock Strikes Twelve, on
WGL, Fort Wayne, Ind.

KGYO
Dominafes the large&t
wholesale center between
Butte and Spokane.
Statistics prove it!
I
Advertisers know ill
^;
Send ioi ALL the tacts.
5
^s
?
\?

National Representatives
BURN-SMITH
INC.
New York aridCO..
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5000 w. day c 1000 *. nighl
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Youth Before the Mike
COOPERATING with the local St.
Louis Park Theatre, WCCO, Minneapolis, has started the new Kiddie
Kwiz program, broadcast from the
theatre stage Saturday afternoons.
Children between the ages of 6 and
16 are called up from the audience
to answer questions of varying cash
value, ranging from 25 cents to a
dollar. Each child questioned gets
theatre passes also, and each one

submitting a group of three usable
questions receives two dollars if in
attendance when the questions are
used, one dollar if absent. An amateur child performer, chosen immediately after each show, appears
on the following week's program.
It is planned to revive the famous
old Twin City Kiddie Revues with
the talent thus uncovered. Watching the puzzled lad here are Eddie
Gallaher, m.c. (left), and Toby
Prin, 325-pound singing comedian,
who takes the part of Tubby Toby.
Rural Background
DESIGNED as an extra farm service, WKRC, Cincinnati, on Jan. 15
started Farm Front, heard Mondays through Saturdays at 6:30
a.m. Conducted by Ralph Massey in
conjunction with Carl Beebe, head
of the Cincinnati office of the U. S.
Dept. of Agriculture, the program
features latest Washington news
with a farm slant, weather and
stock market reports, with the Friday programs set aside to answer
questions sent in by farmers seeking information regarding problems confronting them on their land.
ONE MORE MILE
Of Dimes Solicited for
Birtfiday Ball
THE 'ti'&C -Washington Evening
Star "Mile o' Dimes" campaign,
which last year raised more than
$10,000
in 'contributions
President's
Birthday Ball for
fund the
to
fight infantile paralysis, will be repeated in Washington Jan. 14-29,
according to an announcement by
Kenneth H. Berkeley, general manager of WRC-WMAL, Washington.
The
o' directly
Dimes"
stand NBC-Star
again will be"Mile
located
in front of the entrance of the
WRC-WMAL studios in the TransLux Bldg., on a busy downto\^ni
corner.

"Milewaso'
the year
out thatlast
Pointing
Dimes"
campaign
credited with raising the largest
ion
l
individua contribut
by a single
organization in the entire country,
Mr. Berkeley also announced that
the national committee for the
Birthday Ball celebration has made
available to its entire organization
the plans and campaign material
used by WRC-WMAL in the Washington campaign. He also stated
that other stations have announced
their intention to sponsor a similar
campaign and that NBC has issued
to its stations a complete outline
of plans, including diagrams for
construction of the special stand.
• Broadcast
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Dollars for Answers
NATIONAL LEAD Co., San Francisco (Dutch Boy Paints), new to
radio, through Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
that city, on Feb. 10 starts for 35
weeks a new type of quiz program,
The Answer Auction, on 12 CBS West
Coast stations (KNX KSFO KARM
KOIN KIRO KVI KFPY KROY
KOY KTUC KFBB KGVO), Sunday, 8-8:30 p.m. (PST). Series will
originate from Hollywood with Tom
Breneman as Andy the Auctioneer.
Tom Hanlon will announce. Five
contestants, chosen from the studio
audience, will be given a credit of
$2 each at start of the program.
This will be used during the broadcast to purchase the right to answer
questions. If an answer is correct,
bidder receives a sum equal to his
bid, which is added to the original
$2. Wrong answers subtract from
the original fund. Contestants retain whatever is left of their original $2, plus any winnings at end of
program. In addition, a special
prize is to be awarded weekly to
contestant finishing the broadcast
with the largest sum of money.
Everett F. Tomlinson of the CBS
Hollywood continuity department,
originated the
idea.
❖ program
*
Farmers at Mike
FARM and home quiz with farmers
of two States competing was aired
by WLS, Chicago, Jan, 10 during
the Farm & Home Week celebrations at Purdue U, Lafayette, Ind.
Farmers attending the celebration
at Purdue U and at Illinois U
chose two teams of five members
each. The teams comprised one
farm boy and girl, a farmer, a
county Art
agentPage,
and
afarmer's
county wife,
home a adviser.
farm program director of WLS,
claimedconfined
a "radio
first" questions.
for a quiz
show
farm
* to i!«
*
Catholic News
PRESENTED by Catholic Youth
Council on KSTP, St. Paul, the new
Catholic News feature incorporates
national Catholic news supplied by
the National Catholic Welfare Conference News Service, in Washington, and Twin City and Northwest
items gathered locally. KSTP feeds
the program to Minnesota Radio
Network stations, including KYSM,
Mankato, KROC, Rochester, and
KFAM, St. Cloud.
Peoria Service
FREE announcements of church,
school, club and lodge parties and
meetings are carried on the 10-minute five-weekly Town Crier program sponsored on WMBD, Peoria,
111., by the Central Illinois Light
Co. During the last six months 645
Central Illinois organizations used
the service. The utilities company,
sponsor of the program for the last
five years, is planning to expand the
feature to six days weekly.

The ONLY Radio
Transmitter oftliis
or greater power
within 75 miles of
Sioux City
BROADCASTING

Art a la Card
WHEN civis leader and sobackersCenter
of Minneapolis'
WalkercietyArt
wanted to
impress the public that art is
no longer highbrow stuff, they
chose Clellan Card to make
their point by officiating at
opening ceremonies. Card,
funny man of WCCO, Minneapolis, is famed in the
Northwest for telling old
jokes, talking about seeds and
butter, labeling himself as
the
"working
girls'broadcast
friend".
On the
half-hour
of the opening, homespun Mr.
Card interviewed Gov. Harold
S t a s s e n, Mrs. George E.
Leach, wife of the Mayor; D.
S. Defenbacher, director of
the Center; Clement Haupers, nationally known artist
and other personalities. Florence Lehmann also conducted
interviews on the WCCO program with men and women
working in the various studio workshops of the Center.

MISSED THE MADAM
Fulton Lewis, jr. Makes a
Broad Claim
IT WAS just a few moments befora
the President arrived at the House
chamber to deliver his annual message to the Congress. All Government dignitaries as well as the
combined membership of Senate
and House were there. The press
and radio galleries were crammed.
Commentators of the major netwere ad identifying
libbing the the
"color"
of the works
setting,
big
shots and the brass hats.
Fulton Lewis jr., MBS commentator, was painting his word-picture. He observed that all members
of the Cabinet save Postmaster
General Farley (who wore a blue
business suit) were attired appropriately in striped pants.
Several hours later Mr. Lewis
was called to the office of a distinguished Western Senator. The
legislator observed that his office
staff' had detected a "grievous error" by the commentator.
"You said," the Senator related,
"that all members of the cabinet
except Farley wore striped pants.
How would you know about Secretary-Madam Perkins?"
Bowling Tips
WCFL, Chicago, has started a Wednesday afteiTioon bowling broadcast from the local Playdium. Featured are Hal Totten, WCFL sports
announcer, and Mary Jane Huber,
local bowling champion. Tips for
beginners and the description of a
bowling match are included on each
program.
Ends and Odds
WEATHER reports, along with
household and historical information and odd bits of philosophy and
literature are furnished by Perry
Dickey on the new early morning
quarter-hour, Almanac of the Air,
of Texas State Network.
From the Files
PROMISING local musical artists
whose names are not well knovni
to listeners but who have been kept
on hand in the station files are
presented on the new weekly Local
Color on WMAL, Washington.
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Title Cleared
EDITOR, BROADCASTING:
In your issue of Jan. 1, 1940
(page
you to
refer
Personal62)Notes
the under
prowessLateof
several members of the staff of
WFIL who have recently become
fathers of baby sons.
You include in this item a plug
for one Saul Waldbaum, whom you
describe as "legal counsel to the
The fact is that Saul is counsel
for the CIO Local 28, ACA, which
represents the technicians and the
station."
announcers of WFIL in collective
bargaining. Whether this can be
correctly described as "counsel to
the station" is a matter of opinion,
although there may be times when
some of us think so.
We are now prepared to have the
Local use as one of its arguments
in winning fresh adherents that
membership will be conducive to
the acquisition of sons as well as
brothers.
Very truly yours,
Samuel R. Rosenbaum,
President, WFIL, Philadelphia
Jan. 3.

The Other FeUow's
VIEWPOINT
$100 Reward
EDITOR, Broadcasting,
On the eve of Dec. 11, or the
early morning of Dec. 12, someone
entered our transmitter building
and stole the followdng equipment:
1 General Purpose RCA amplifier
RCA tri-amplifier
— mixer panel
11 RCA
modulation monitor
1 UTA line equalizer
2 Thordarson 8-watt amplifiers
1 RCA
Serial70-BNo. turntable
P-1344 complete —
1 RCA 70-B tone arm and pick-up
head, diamond point
1 Western Electric salt shaker mi250-watt gearcrophone, Serial No. 6685
1 Clough Brengle oscilloscope
2 838 RCA tubes
Jensen Type
11 Garden
relay B speaker
1 25-watt Thordarson amplifier
1 Field strength meter complete
This station offers a reward of
$100 for the apprehension of and
evidence leading to the conviction
of the party or pai-ties responsible
for removing this equipment from
our transmitter building.
Reed Bullen,
Manager, KVNU,
Logan, Utah
Dec. 26, 1939.
Tuscola Scoop
SPECIAL events scoop fell
in the lap of WDZ, Tuscola,
111., the other day when two
Illinois Central trains collided at Areola, 111., just seven
miles from Tuscola. Survivors
and injured were interviewed
during a 25-minute remote
broadcast directed by Clair
Hull, WDZ manager. Clair
scored a national scoop when
he telephoned a friend at
United Press, Chicago, and
gave
service.the story to the wire
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Let's look at the record. Here are
some significant figures on the changes in 25 years — 1914-1939.
markets?^'
Number of Manufacturing
Make
"sound"
Wage Earners
market!/ouracivern'singinvesfmenfina
Use the "first choice" radio stafion.
Baltimore
37,7% increase
Philadelphia 12.3% decrease
New York
11.5% decrease
Boston
20.5% decrease
Manufacturing Payrolls
Baltimore
276.7% increase
Philadelphia 93.1% increase
New York
80.3% increase
WFBR
Boston
52.6% increase
BALTIMORE
Value of Manufactured Products
Baltimore
217.4% increase
National Representatives
Philadelphia
94.9
increase
New York
76.8%% increase
EDWARD
PETRY & COMPANr
Boston
56.7% increase
^ON
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Sloan to Use Spots
DR. EARLE S. SLOAN, New York,
■will use daily spot announcements
in the interests of Sloan's Liniment
on a gi-oup of Southern stations,
following the shift on Jan. 27 of its
Saturday night program Youth vs.
Age from 105 NBC-Blue stations to
32 NBC-Red stations. Details of the
spot campaign will not be released
until after the shift of the network
program, according to Warwick &
Legler, New York, the agency.
Parker in New York
PARKER BROS., Salem, Mass.
(games), has started a series of
daily 100-word spot announcements
on WOR, WMCA and WHN.
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago
handles the account.
HERBERT L. AVILSON, New York
■consultins' engineer and chief engineer
■of WBNX, that city, has applied to
the FCC for a new 250-watt station on
1420 kc. in Middletown, N. Y.
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Broadcasters Organize
{Continued from Page 31)

factory separation between F-M
stations on the same and on adjacent channels was also left to the
engineering committee.
To Attend Hearing
The group adopted a resolution
calling for representation at the
television hearing to be held Jan.
15, to ask the FCC to make no decisions regarding the allocation of
frequencies for television until following the F-M hearing. It was
voted to form a permanent group
and the committee of nine was
elected and instructed to appoint an
engineering committee, to engage
an attorney to represent the gToup
at both the television and the F-M
hearings, to incorporate the group
and to draw up by-laws for adoption at the next regular meeting,
which will be held in Washington
at Mr. Shepard's call on Feb. 26.
At this time it is also planned to
elect the committee as the regular
board of directors of the corporaMembers of the executive engitionneering committee are J. R. Poppele, WOR, chairman; Paul deMars,
Yankee Network; I. R. Weir,
General Electric; S. L. Bailey,
Washington consulting engineer;
John DeWitt, WSM, Nashville, and
Dan E. Noble, consulting engineer
associated with WDRC, Hartford.
Those attending included: Deuel
Richardson, WOKO; Samuel Woodworth, WFBL; John V. L. Hogan,
R. M. Wilmotte, WQXR; T. C. Streibert, J. R. Poppele, J. C. Davis,
Charles Singer, WOR; Edwin H.
Armstrong, W2XMN; Edgar L
Bill, WMBD; R. A. Borel, WBNS-

ONE OVERWORKED

EXECUTIVE

^
LIFE AT A COLLIER HOTEL
tr^^^^^*^ HAVING THE TIME OF HIS
YOU HAVE MORE "= U N . Collier knows
more about Florida ihan almost anyone. That's why you lind Collier Hotels
at the smartest resoii.'!. with magnificent beaches, wondertul sporting facilities and everything you want for a
perfect vacation.
YOU GET MORE FOR YC UR MONEY
By operating TWELVE hotels under
ONE management Collier s wes money
which
of loweris passed
rates. on to you 'n the form

Jerry Branch, W L W ; W. E.
Bridges, C. B. Persons, WEBC;
Carl J. Meyers, Louis Caldwell,
WGN; C. A. Cleveland, WNBF; E.
K. Cohan, CBS; Walter J. Damm,
WTMJ; John Shepard, Paul de
Mars, Yankee Network; Franklin
M. Doolittle, WDRC; W. G. H.
Finch, Frank Brick, W2XWF; John
Howland, J. E. Brown, Zenith Radio Corp.; Ray H. Manson, Benjamin Gross, Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.; James A. Miller,
Miller Broadcasting System; Hobart H. Newell, WTAG; Arnold
Nygren, WFIL; R. E. Poole, Bell
Labs; J. B. Rock, Westinghouse ;
G. L. Taylor, KMBC; Maurice H.
Clarke, Clarence Wheeler, Frank E.
Tripp, H. W. Cruikshank, WHEC;
Henry C. Crowell, WMBI; J. H.
Ryan, WSPD; William S. Hedges,
O. B. Hanson, C. B. Jolliffe, NBC;
E. K. Jonsen, Scott Howe Bowen,
WIBX; Seymour L. Owens, WATR;
William H. Vodrey Jr., Roy Moore,
WHBC; Fred R. Ripley, WSYR;
C. A. Priest, M. A. Salum, W. R.
David, G-E; John Boyle, WJAR;
R. E- Dalton, WEEI; C. M. Jansky,
Stuart Bailey, W3X0; H. L.
Lohnes, attorney; F. Walbertson,
WJBK; Clifford Denton, News Syndicate; Waddell Catchings, Muzak;
Max Weiner, Richard O'Dea,
WNEW; John C. Roberts Jr.,
KXOK; Benedict Gimbel Jr., Cliff
Harris, WIP; W. J. Scripps, WWJ;
Joe Chambers, W3XMC; Frank
Megargee, WGBI; C. E. Gatchell,
WGAN; Paul Morency, W. J. Williams, WTIC; Fred Weber, MBS;
John Elmer, WCBM.
At its first meeting on Jan. 6,
the board set annual dues of $300
per station,sentation
toof technical
provide fordata
the preand
legal representation at FCC hearings. In addition to the executive
engineering committee a general
committee, was appointed. It comprises: J. E. BrowTi, Zenith Radio Corp.; Joe Chambers, consulting engineer; Maurice Clarke,
WHEC; E. K. Cohan, CBS; Walter
Evans, Westinghouse; W. G. H.
Finch, WGHF; D. W. Gallerup,
WTMJ; O. B. Hanson, NBC; Maurice Levy, WHAM; I. Martino,
WDRC; H. H. Newell, WTAG;
Clayton Randall, WTIC; Jerry Taylor, KMBC; W. J. Williams, WTIC,
and R. M. Wilmotte, WQXR.

• Send today for your copy ol ih i fascinating
new Collier Florida Folder, with ul! rates, i.* will
help you choose the resort and hot?! hat will suit
your taste and pocket best. Write Hotels or N. Y.
p?"^ rFifth Avenue.
Ask your TravelBradenton
Agent.
HOTEL CHARLOTTE
MANATEE
RIVER
HOTEL
HARBOR
PuntaSa 3orda
HOTEL
SARASOTA
TERRACE
asota
HOTEL TAMPA TERRACE
Tampa
HOTEL
ITLORIDAN
ampa
USEPPA
INN
Useppa
:Bland
GA9PAR1LLA
INN
Boca
Grande
EVERGLADES
INN
Everglades
ROD & GUN
Everglades
HOTEL
ROYALCLUB
WORTH
W.W. Palm
Beach
GEORGE
H.
MASON
HOTEL
DIXIE
COURT
Palm
Beach
Pres. & Gen. Mgr. HOTEL LAKELAND TERRACE
Lakeland
COLLIER FLORIDA COAST HOTELS
AND ASSOCIATED HOTELS • 745 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK
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UNIQUE among program ideas is
the twice-weekly half-hour Foot
Forum of the Air, sponsored by Dr.
Hiss Foot Clinic, Los Angeles (custom built shoes and foot treatment) ,
on two California Don Lee network
stations (KHJ KFRC), Monday,
Friday, 11-11 :30 a.m., which started
Jan. 5 for 52 weeks, after a 13week test on the former station.
Dr. John Martin Hiss, orthopedic
foot surgeon and head of the clinic,
from his Los Angeles offices, where
the twice-weekly program is remoted, conducts examinations and
diagnoses, advising patients during
the broadcast. Here is Dr. Hiss during the Jan. 5 broadcast, with Dave
Young, Don Lee network special
events commentator, at the microphone.

PLANE SPEAKERS
TWA Install ing Receivers
For Each Seat
RADIO speakers serving individual
passenger's
andcapable
connectedof tocarrying
a master receiver
both regular broadcasts and special
comments by the pilot have been
installed on 22 air liners of Transcontinental &Western Airlines, according to an announcement by
Jack Frye, TWA president. Individual receivers, designed to provide reception for each passenger
without disturbing non-listeners,
may be plugged into outlets at each
seat and fastened to backrests.
Hostesses controlling the master
receiving unit tune in stations near
the plane's course, necessarily keeping a close watch on reception and
tuning stations in and out because
of the 185-200 m.p.h. cruising speed
of the large planes. Announcements
from pilots will be sent directly
through the speaker system rather
than by sending back the customary
written communication. The Hushatone speakers used are so small
they can be held in the palm of the
hand or fastened under a seat cover
or nillow. The TWA installation is
claimed to be the first time passenger radios have been adopted
line.
as standard equipment by any airSues Radio Newsreel
SUMMONS and complaint papers
have been served in New York Supreme Court on American Radio
Newsreel of which Erich Don Pam is
president, and
Ayers-Prescott,
J.
Prescott
S. Kirby Robert
Ayers by
Michael Blair, a former employe, who
charges conspiracy to defraud, nonpayment for services rendered and
failure to carry out verbal agreements.
Blair also claims he originated the
idea of a recorded radio newsreel three
years ago and that he was verbally
promised
Radio
Newsreel 50%
stock.ofHethe isAmerican
asking $25,000
damages. Executives of American Radio Newsreel, which recently terminated its association with AyersPrescott, deny all Blair's claims, stating thatviewer
he under
was a employed
as ancontract
intermanagerial
and was discharged for inability to
do the work.
• Broadcast

Advertising

AGENCY
yn'ppoifitmefih
HOME MUTUAL
DEPOSIT-LOAN Co.,
San Francisco, to Gerth-Knollin Adv.
Agency, that city.
INDEPENDENT PETROLEUM Co., Vancouver, Wash., (Clipper gasoline), to
Robert Smith Adv. Agency, Portland.
PEPPET LABS., Cincinnati (Peppets laxative) ,to Keelor & Stites Co., Cincinnati.
Spot radio to be used.
DR. D. JAYNE & Son, Philadelphia
(Jayne's Vermifuge), to Joseph Katz Co.,
Baltimore.
CAFFERS & SATTLER, Los Angeles (gas
ranges) to Milton Weinberg Adv. Co., that
city ; on Dec. 30 started for 10 v^eeks, using
four-weekly
recreations of the half-hour
Santa Anitatranscribed
racing meet,
on
KFWB, Hollywood.
CURTICE BROS. Co., Rochester, N. Y., to
H. B. LeQuatte, New York, for Blue Label
sauces and vegetables. No advertising plans
formed as yet.
NESTLE-LeMUR Co., New York, to R. T.
O'Connell
Co., New
Syndicated
Store Division.
Radio York,
will beforused,
but no
details have been released.
NEWARK CHEESE Co., New York, to
H. B. LeQuatte, New York, for Sante
Cream Cheese and Cottage Cheese. Possibility of radio later on, but no plans have
been made as yet.
NBC

Kaye Objects
(Continued from -page 28)
statutory damages unless he is unable to prove actual damages or
actual profits. The proposed bill
provides that the plaintiff may elect
any of three remedies — actual damages, accounting of profits, statutory damages — at any stage of the
proceedings."
Maximum Increased
Although the present statute is
ambiguous regarding the amount a
plaintiff can recover in an account"thein U.theS. Circuit
Courting forofprofits,
Appeals
Second
Circuit has held in a well-reasoned
decision that the recovery of the
plaintiff is limited to such portion
of the profits as may be attributable to the infringement. The proposed bill provides not that profits
recoverable by the plaintiff shall be
limited to the profits justly attributed to the work infringed but
rather that it may be all or any
part of such profits which the court

mayThedecree
to be
just and statutory
proper."
present
maximum
damages of $5,000 would be increased to $10,000 in the proposed
bill."The old law provides, in the
case of ordinary musical compositions, $10 statutory damages for
every infringing performance with
a minimum of $250 and a maximum of $5,000 in any one case.
The courts have construed the $10
provision not to be mandatory
above the minimum of $250 and
have ruled that 25 performances of
the same work do not carry with
them greater minimum or maximum penalties than for a single
performance, namely $250 and $5,000. The proposed bill eliminates
the $10 provision and provides for
each infringing performance of a
musical composition, maximum
statutory damages of $2500 and a
minimum of $150.
"What this purported benefit to
copyright
users doesLetto us
the assume
broadcaster is obvious.
that a small local independent station, not connected with any net-

work, performs a musical work 25
times before a suit is brought. The
work in fact turns out to have
been
plagiarized
from another
musical
work unknown
to the
broadcaster. Under the existing law
all that the court is compelled to
grant as statutory damages to the
plaintiff is $250. Under the proposed bill the minimum the court is
permitted to grant is $3750, or 25
times $150. The maximum, instead
of $5,000,
$62,500."
NBCto Artist
Bookings
BOOKINGS
for
the
division during 1939 wereNBCthe concert
largest the
department has ever had, with a net
gross of $1,430,000 as compared with
$1,300,000standing
forevents,1938.
The three
outthe division
reports,
were the concerts by Rachmaninoff and
Marian Anderson and the recitals by
.lohn Charles Thomas. During 1939,.
the NBC Artists Service instituted a
"Radio Features Division" to test
"package shows" on the networks for
commercial sponsors. To increase its
service to artists, the division formed
a lecture division, signing such talent
as Graham McNamee. John B. Kennedy and H. R. Baukhage.

Policy Manual

AT their
THE agencies,
request oftheNBC's
and
networkclients
has
issued an 18-page booklet, titled
"Working Manual for Continuity
Acceptance under NBC Program
Policies," which is a condensation
of the network's program policies
released in June, 1939, as "Broadcasting in the Public Interest".
"This briefer form is to serve as a
handy,
reference,"
accordingof
to
Ken ready
R. Dyke,
NBC director
national
promotion,
"for with
the
conveniencesales
of those
concerned
the business of getting programs on
the air."
GM's 25 Millionth
WITH the completion of the 25th
millionth General Motors automobile,
a special program, titled March of
Men d Motors, was broadcast on NBCBlue Jan. 11 featuring an address by
Charles Kettering, president of General Motors, and a dramatization describing how the automobile was
made.
EMIL BRISACHER, head of Emil
Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco, recently was named chairman of a group
of advertising agencies to handle a
cooperative advertising campaign on
beer
for the California State Brewers'
Institute.

WWNC
ASHEVILLE, N. C.
Full Time CBS Affiliate 1,000 Watts
Big Mid-Winter
BUSINESS
in Western

It son
When

the

You

Time

UP

and

Buyers

say

UP
so

in Virginians Biggest Market
IT MAY BE TRUE when we say WTAR is a "must"
buy to effectively reach the rich Norfolk-Tidewater
Virginia Market (ranking first in Virginia), but —
IT MUST BE TRUE when you say so! Here's what
happened to WTAR's national spot volume as compared to the same months of 1938 :
Gain in
Gain in
volume
Month
Dollar volume
No. of accounts
August
September
October
November
December

30%
44%
53%
52%
58%

50%
85%
44%
21%,
47%

Our advertisers' success tells the 1939 story for us!
Thank you — and, in return, we pledge 1940 to be even
a bigger and better New Year for you on WTAR.*
*Add only 20% to your WTAR time contract and receive identical service on WRTD in Richmond — two
stations almost for the price of one.
National Representatives: EDWARD RETRY & COMPANY

Carolina!

Industries going full tilt. Pay rolls
up. Burley tobacco market bringing
in new
cash.
spend
— and
moneyThere's
being money
spent
— into
Western
Carolina
I WWNC
blankets
this area ; no other station does.
Good time to begin your schedules
on WWNC is N-O-W !
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RCA Mfg. Goes CIO
UNITED Electrical Radio & Ma•chine Workers of America, Local
103 of the CIO, was certified Jan. 3
hy the National Labor Relations
Board as the sole collective bargaining agent for about 7,500 employes
in the production department, modeltnaking shop, engineering and officeservicing divisions of RCA Mfg.
Co., Camden, N. J. In the secret
'ballot election, which was ordered
by the NLRB to determine the employes' choice of representation,
the CIO union received 6,294, the
IBEW, AFL union, received 1,035,
and 127 voted for neither union.

PERFECT record of uninterrupted operation was scored
during 1939 by WOR, Newark, which reported a total
of 7,136 hours of programs
broadcast, or 81% of the
8,760 hours in a year. Adding
in the time for signing on and
off the air,
total
broadcast
hoursWOR's
were 8,221
or 94% of the total number
of hours in 365 24-hour days.
This left only 6% of the year
for the maintenance and
servicing of the transmitter.
Western Electric Co., from
whom WOR purchased its
transmitter equipment, is
presenting a commemorative
gift to Charles Singer, supervisor of engineering at Carteret, New Jersey, where the
transmitter is located.

3SYRACUSE
Amazing Response
to Novel Program
"We
were actually
the results
obtained amazed
from theat
Netherland WFBL Program for
used books to distribute to shutins this past Christmas. Well
over 3,000 books were received
in
a 2-week Dairy.
period," Another
says the
Netherland
example
of
the
outstanding
sults WFBL has obtained for reits
clients. For full details, as well
as rates and time available,
write
WFBL
Syracuse, N. Y.
or Free & Peters, Inc.
National Representatives

32

GREAT

chosen

New 'Radio Chart'
NEW method
of listing
full week's
schedule
of network
anda local
radio
programs in newspapers as well as
allowing for display advertising of
local and national accounts has been
devised by Radio Chart. Red Bank,
N. J. The "chart" is a four-page insert
allowing
mum ofsupplement,
two columns
per for
pagea minior a
otal of eight columns for advertisements and bold-face lineage listings.
According to Ralph W. Barnes, president of Radio Chart, "the feature is
a practical solution that will assure
newspaperstantial
publishers
of receiving
advertising revenues
from subthe
radio program news section."

EXAMPLES

from 6000

Four Part-Time Stations
Put on Unlimited Basis

Perfect Record

scripts pre-

sented during radio's two greatest years. . .
Best

ED
PUBLISH
jUST

Broadcasts
of 1938-1939
Selected by Max Wylie
Director of Script and Continuity, C.B.S.
With a Foreword by Neville Miller, President, N.A.B.
32 complete scripts, 576 pages, 0.50

FARXSWORTH Television & Radio
Corp., through E. A. Nicholas, president,search
has announced
company's
relaboratories andthespecial
products
division in Fort Wayne, Ind. have
started the commercial production of a
variety of electronic devices, including
televisiontiplierequipment
and types.
electronAmong
multubes of various
them are the Farnsworth image dissector tubes, multipactor tubes, teleciiie
projectors
for televising
motion
picture film, television
pickup
cameras,
photocell multiplier tubes, master timer
and pulse generators and complete
studio and radio transmitting equipment for both sight and sound. The
company has published a series of
engineering bulletins describing the
products in detail.
FINCH TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Inc.. New York, has announced that it
has
granted S.a A..
license
to Radio-Habana-Cuba
Havana,
to use
Finch equipment for facsimile broadcasting in Cuba. The license covers
seven stations now owned and operated b.v the organization, and also
grants the right to sell and distribute
in Cuba,
subject to theStandard
company'sElec-license to International
tric Corp., subsidiary of the I. T. & T.
Co. It is understood equipment is to
be delivered immediately to Havana.
NEW "long
needle,
.claimed
to be life"
capablephonograph
of 1.000 playings
under normal conditions without distortion and with minimum record wear,
has been announced by RCA Victor.
Each needle is individually packaged
in a rectangidar block of transparent
15lastic.
KOIL. Omaha, has acquired a new
portable recording outfit to augment
its regular mobile unit. The new equipment, arranged by Engineer Al Bates,
fits into the back seat of a passenger
automobile, and is used on remotes
where it is impractical to call out the
larger mobile unit.
THE 450-foot constant cross section
Truseon vertical radiator now being
erected by KOB. Albuquerque, is expected to be put into operation by Feb.
1 , the station reports.
RCA MFG. Co., Camden. N. .7.. has
announced the sale of an RCA 250-K
transmitter for the new KYCA. Prescott, Ariz.

AFRA and Television
GEORGE HELLER and Alex McKee of the national board of the
American Federation of Radio Artists appeared at the Jan. 9 meetYou can relive those great moments of 1938-39's many superlative proing of the Equity Council to disgrams
as
you
read
this
book,
for
each
has
been
reproduced
in
"as
broadcast"
cuss AFRA's stand on the terms,
form. Those two years, just passed, brought radio to new heights in news,
entertainment, and education, and Max Wylie has included the best programs conditions and wages for actors emof each of 32 different classifications.
ployed in television and also the
"T/iof there is so much
A perceiving and impartial critic, the editor question of jurisdiction over this
^ood writing in radio today
examined over 6000 scripts before making his new entertainment field, which
icHl surprise many of the
choices. This new book includes originals and
readers of this volume . . .
Equity has claimed its own. "Some
adaptations, variety shows and dramas, forums
one of the happiest contributions in many years to the
of the
discussion
was amiable,"
and quizzes, humor and news analysis, docusaid
a union
spokesman
following
health of broadcast entermentary shows and monologues, verse experithe
session,
adding
that
"action
Neville Miller
ments and children's shows, etc.
prise,^*
against the broadcasters of teleYou will want to see this fat volume for yourvision
programs
will
be
initiated
self, for it recaptures memorable broadcasts,
records the advances of a great industry, and in the near future," but refusing to
vividly and entertainingly illustrates the wide
state when or by whom. The quesand important scope of radio today.
tion of wages and conditions of employment in television have been
SEE THIS BOOK FREE
worked out by a joint committee
made
up
of representatives of
r 10 DAYS' EXAMINATION— SEND THIS ON-APPROVAL I
Equity,
AFRA
and the Screen AcCOUPON
■
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 330 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C.
tors Guild, all of whom claim inSend
me
Wylie's
Best
Broadcasts
of
1938-39
for
10
days'
I
herent
interest
in this field, but no
examination on approval. In 10 days I will send $3.50 plus I
few
postage orbyreturn
hook postpaid. (Postage paid on I arrived
decision at.
as to jurisdiction has been
orderscents
accompanied
remittance.)
Name
Address
| KLZ, Denver, has published a revised
City and State
rate card, effective Jan. 1. 1940, listClass A time rates as .$210 for a
Position
I full ing
hour, from 6-10:30 p.m.. .$127..5()
Company
BR- 1 -40
hour.a half-hour and $75 for a quarter(Books sent on approval in U. S. and Canada only.) | for
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FOUR pai't-time stations secured
fulltime operation in decisions rendered by the FCC Jan. 4. WLOK,
Lima, 0., daytime 100-watt outlet,
was granted fulltime with 100 watts
on 1210 kc. WDMJ, Marquette,
Mich., part-time station on 1310 kc,
was
that granted
frequency.250 watts fulltime on
KFVS, Cape Girardeau, Mo., was
authorized to change its frequency
from 1210 to 1370 kc, and to change
operation from specified hours to
fulltime, using 250 watts. WEBQ,
Harrisburg, 111., with which KFVS
formerly shared 1210 kc, was given
fulltime on 1210 with 250 watts.
Power of WJEJ, Hagerstown,
Md., was increased to 250 watts
fulltime in lieu of 100 watts night
and 250 day on 1210 kc. Application
of Lackawanna Broadcasting Co.,
Scranton, Pa., for a new local station on 1370 kc. there was dismissed for failure of applicant to appear at hearing. Application of
Louis R. and Maurice R. Spivak for
a local on 1210 kc. in Ottumwa, la.
was ordered set for hearing.
CBS Shortwave Guests
NEW series of guest programs for
shortwave broadcast on CBS was started .Tan. 2 for presentation during 1940
to augment
the regular,
grams and add
greater shortwave
variety to prothe
CBS schedules. Professional, industrial
and social service leaders will appear
on
programs,
to Eliza-of
l)eththeAnn
Tucker,according
CBS director
sliortwave programs, who is currently
arranging a series of Spanish language
liroadcasts for South America and
Eiiroiic.

The next
money-maker
for broadcasters

Keep your eye on developments
in Finch Facsimile — the radio
system that transmits written
and illustrated bulletins of events
while they happen to receivers
anywhere.
"Instantaneous
mail" u'ith picturan
— by radio.airEngineers and executives ! Write
for particulars ! Or inspect Finch
Facsimile station W2XBF — in
daily operation at 1819 Broadway, New York.

FINCH
TELECOMMUNICATIONS, Inc
PASSAIC, N. J.
Aircraft Laboratory,
Bendix, N. J.
N. Y. Sales Office,
1819 Broadway, N.Y.C.
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Aid Birthday Ball
Industry Cooperates in Drive
To Help Paralysis Victims
RADIO as a medium to promote
the national "Fight Infantile Paralysis" campaign, which will climax with the "March of Dimes"
and various celebrations in honor
of the President's Birthday on Jan.
30, is being used even more widely
this year than last, according to
Frederica Millet, national director
of radio for the committee in
charge. Stations all over the country cooperated in carrying special
talks promoting the campaign,
stressing especially this year exactly how the contributions to the
drive are spent.
A unique phase of the drive via
radio was the incorporation into the
scripts of such daily NBC programs
as Stella and
Dallas,
Daughters
Just Dr.
PlainBarclay's
BUI of
the story of the Infantile Foundation with characters in the serials
telling what he or she was doing
to help the campaign.
Television Helps
Two special television programs
were presented on NBC's television
station
"W2XBS James
early inJ. January,
one
featuring
Walker,
former mayor of New York City,
and the other presenting an orchestra composed of children crippled
by the disease. On Jan. 6, NBC and
MBS broadcast a special program
from the White House featuring
women volunteers from the 48
states, including Dorothy Thompson, Mary Pickford, Mrs. Cordell
Hull and Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt.
One-minute transcriptions of appeals for funds featuring the leading stars of radio, stage and screen
were broadcast throughout January by stations all over the country. In New York, for example, a
special series was recorded in the
studios of WNEW, New York, featuring Mayor La Guardia, Paul
Muni, Fred Allen, Clifton Fadiman,
Elmer Davis and others. Eddie
Cantor, originator of the "Mai-ch
of Dimes" campaign, again this
year recorded "Brother, Can You
Spare
a Dime" for presentation on
all
stations.
Artists Appeal
Richard Maxwell, CBS artist,
made an appeal on each of his programs; Alma Kitchell devoted several of her programs on NBC to the
campaign; Ed Fitzgerald of MBS
also featured the drive on two of
his broadcasts. On Jan. 28, Josephine B. Neal, noted for her work in
the fight against infantile, will be
guest woman of the week on General Electric Co.'s Hour of Charm
program on NBC, while the day of
Jan. 28 will be observed throughout
the nation as "Infantile Paralysis
Sunday."
CBS, MBS and NBC on Jan. 20
will broadcast the special hour-long
program, March of Dimes of the
Air, which originates from Hollywood, features noted stars of radio and screen, and has Eddie Cantor as m.c. The networks will again
cooperate on Jan. 30 when special
programs are presented from the
many Birthday Balls held all over
the country in honor of the President's Birthday.
BROADCASTING

Recording Enterprise
WBNS, Columbus, made timely use of its recording facilities when the new mayor of
the Ohio capitol, Floyd F.
Green, was inaugurated New
Year's Day. Since there was
no time available for broadcasting during the regular
ceremonies, the staff made
arrangements to record the
entire show, including the
oath-taking of several minor
officials, the swearing-in of
the mayor, and his inaugural
address. The program was
broadcast at 8:30 in the evening and was relayed by P. A.
to the banquet hall where
Mayor Green and his associates were being feted. Then
Jack Price, program director,
and Irwin Johnson, educational director, presented the
mayor with a recording of
that part of the program in
which he had figured.

. PRESTO

TURNTABLE

ROOSEVELT HELPS
Recorded Portion of Speech I
On Jobless Program '
DEVOTED to assisting unemployed persons find work, / Want a
Job scored a radio scoop Jan. 5
whetn, it presented the voice of
President Roosevelt for the first
time on a commercially sponsored
show on WGN, Chicago, the station announced Jan. 9.
A recording of a portion of
President Roosevelt's message to
Congress the preceding Wednesday was broadcast on the program,
which upon this occasion interviewed unemployed youths, several
of them college graduates. In his
message to Congress President
Roosevelt touched on the need of
solving the unemployment program
for youth.
Walter Schwimmer, of Schwimmer & Scott, advertising agency,
conceived the idea. He sent a telegram to President Roosevelt, requesting permission to rebroadcast, a recording, that portion of
his address. The request was granted, but it was stipulated that the
paragraphs from the address must
be identified as to time and place
of delivery and that no commercialization ofthe President's words
be permitted. I Want a Job is sponsored by Hirsch Clothing Co., and
is conducted by Verne Smith, Madelinn Chase and John Weigel.

A single advertisement
broadcast over WFM
Youngstown,

J,

Ohio,

brought 6,100 replies!

WFMJ

Here is a turntable designed for practical operating conditions in
broadcasting stations where from two to five different makes of recordings are used daily. In place of the ordinary tone controls this
Presto turntable is equipped with a compensating network accurately
calibrated to reproduce the full range of NBC-ORTHACOUSTIC,
WORLD, A.M.P. and R.C.A. transcriptions, COLUMBIA, DECCA
and R.C.A.-VICTOR phonograph records.
A definite setting of the compensator is specified to take care of the
individual characteristics of each of these makes of recordings as well
as PRESTO instantaneous recordings. Thus you obtain a perfect,
uniform reproduction of the full range (50-9,000 cycles) of the finest
lateral recordings.
In addition to this valuable feature the Presto 62-A turntable employs radically
a
new drive system. The turntable rim is equipped with
a heavy, live-rubber tire driven by a steel pulley on the motor shaft.
With this design vibration is negligible and the speed is as steady as
the finest Presto recording turntables. Speed may be changed instantly from 78 to 33H RPM.
The pickup is equipped with a permanent diamond stylus which
may be removed if damaged by accident and replaced for a few dollars.
Attractively finished in two tones of gray and chromium, the Presto
62-A turntable will improve both the appearance and performance of
your station.
rite today for descriptive folder.

(250 watts)
Youngstown
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Cluett, Peabody Adds
CLUETT, PEABODY Co., New
York (Sanforized Shirts), on Jan.
8 started its six-weekly quarterhour program of shopping news,
What's News in the Stores Today,
on WJSV, Washington. The program, currently heard on about
seven stations, will start Jan. 22 on
KFRC, San Francisco. Young &
Rubicam, New York, is the agency.

LITTLE

BUDGET,

BIG

RESULTS

Stokes Canning Co. Finds Participatins Series

Proves Effective in Boosting Sales
Right now Stokes Chile is 16 2/3%
By ED. S. STOKES
President, Stokes
over any peak in any year in the
Denver Canning Co.
29 years the company has been in
AN ADVERTISER who works with existence. National figures show an
a small appropriation rarely has average increase of around 10%.
We're not doing any sort of ada chance
RECENT subscribers to the complete worth.
Whatto heput
buysin onhisthe nickel's
air, in
vertising or promotion we haven't
INS wire service include KROW, Oak- the newspapers, and in other mebeen doing right along — except raland, Cal. ; WDAE, Tampa, Fla., and
dio—
so
that's
why we figure radio
WHOM, Jersey City. WMBC, Detroit,
dia, doesn't make much of a ripple
upped our business at least 6
which recently installed INS equip- in a big pool. But according to a has
ment, is planning to carry nine INS few figures I've seen, a lot of us 2/3%.
Maybe more. For the past eight
newscasts daily.
small advertisers do a great deal
weeks our normal production has
to keep the advertising fraternity
been doubled. Again we point to
in coffee and cakes.
I make and sell a product called radio. During the time we've been
Stokes Chile. My market is all of on the air, several towns never contacted before began sending in inColorado, Wyoming, Montana and
quiries and orders. These orders
Idaho, the western halves of Ne- were unsolicited.
newspaper
braska and Kansas, and the Okla- we do use does What
not cover those
homa panhandle. I have no national
problem — mine is purely local. I towns. So there yoti have a definite
have an informal product and when
proof mand
that
radio Chile.
is creating a defor Stokes
you have such a product — ^my adStokes
Chile
has
contracted for
vice is to advertise it in an insix months of Lady, Lend an Ear,
formal manner.
about three months having passed.
Value Received
If we continue to get such good
results, we'll undoubtedly cut down
We're doing just that with
Stokes C h i 1 e — participating on on our newspaper appropriation.
Here's our background. My
KLZ's Lady, Lend an Ear program. Six days weekly Stokes Chile
father, F. E. Stokes, opened a restaurant in Colorado Springs back
goes on the air with an orchestra,
a tenor, a contralto, an announcer,
in 1911. This cafe was the hangand a woman commentator. To buy
out for all the high school and Colthe whole show would throw the
orado College students in town.
METROPOLITAN STATION
Stokes budget into a lather, but to Stokes Chile got to be pretty well
COSMOPOLITAN AUDIENCE
participate is right down our alley. known and my father started canWBNX NEW YORK
ning it. I don't have the figures, but
For the amount of money we're
I'm sure Stokes Chile was one of
investing
in radio,
we're
getting
the first brands to be canned. In a
value received.
Look at
the figures.
5000 Watts Days — 1 000 Watts Nights
year it was necessary to move the
"factory" to the market — Denver.
Stokes Chile was sold only in the
state. A couple of moves and enlargements bring us to the present
TOPS IN SOUTH OAROLINUi
time and our present distribution.
In 1932 I stepped into the picture
— forsaking professional golf.
Despite Depression
1934 was a very fine year! The
depression was doing its worst,
but we decided to try radio — turning to KLZ.
had Mexican
a quartei'-hour
at noon
and Weused
music.
Then was the first time we felt the
public pulse in regard to radio and
decided then that it paid. At the
program's completion, we went to
spot announcements. Although I believe that any radio that meets our
budget will do us a lot of good, I
believe we've found the answer in
participation in a live talent show.
Our appropriation takes care of
street car cards, one column-three
inches once a week in 20 newspapers in our area (over a 16 week
period) and our radio. I repeat
that if radio continues to pull as
iiro naooo p
U
"'*
ABC
I I
■die'--

are 300

B
1

0<'

1
1 ^^^^^^

to""*
national Repretentatives
BRYANT, GRIFFITH & BRUNSON
New
Chicago •• Atlanta
Detroic
Bolton York • •Charlolle
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ED. S. STOKES
it has been doing, otir newspaper
space and our car cards will be cut
down.
I ter
bought
afhearing Lady,
it and Lend
upon antheEar
advice
of the agency that handles our
business, the Shaw Advertising
Agency of Denver. We felt that the
informal type product we had
would go well on this program —
and it has. One day I'll hear my
message being broadcast in poetry
— the next day as a straight commercial— the next day as a play. I
never know just what will happen
next, and I'm always interested in
finding
the public feelsout.
the And
sameI believe
way.
Anything Next
The first reaction was receiving
inquiries and orders from new territory my newspaper campaign had
not touched and where no missionary work had been done. The second reaction came from friends
and from members of the comtheir famiemployes and
liespany.
haveMycommented
favorably
upon the and
type I'm
radioof advertising
doing
the opinion we're
that
your employes and their families
have opinions that should be considered.
Margaret Moore, who writes and
does the announcing on the show,
visited the factory before the schedule started. Shortly after that, the
show's announcer and male soloist appeared because, as they said,
"we're interested in what Margasays about
the The
factory".
There'sof
halfretyour
battle.
personnel
the show is personally interested
and, because they believe in the
in
sellingthey
it. really "give their all"
product,
Otto Shaw, head of our agency,
and
I decided
we'd Moore
give KLZ
the facts
and that
let Mrs.
put
our message out in her own way.
That has proven very satisfactory.
In not one instance have we had to
correct copy or suggest changes.
Well, Stokes Chile shows a steady
rise in business — 172% since 1932
— and the quick, unusual rise in the
past two months has convinced us
that, with our advertising appropriation, we couldn't
better
than participation
on do
a good
live
talent
show.
Lady
Lend
an
Ear
and a live station, KLZ, Denver. —
INDEPENDENT REFINING Co.,
Texas castspetroleum
newson a score ofconcern
stations,placins
has bought
the 7 a.m. UP news period on KPLT,
Paris. Every day two service station
managei's
hear their names mentioned
on
the newscasts.
• Broadcast
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KPO-KGO, San Francisco, originated
several broadcasts from the new
streamlined Daylight Limited on the
Southern San
Pacific
train'sandinitial
run
between
Francisco
Los Angelesnated
on Jan.
2.
The
broadcast
origifrom the moving train, with
Don Thompson, special events announcer, in the cab and Larry Keating
in the other cars. A difficulty contributing to the broadcast resulting from
the train's
passing
throughof tunnels
during
the last
19 minutes
its run
into San Francisco. Broadcasting from
the train was impossible while underground, so timing had to be accurate
in order that the depot would pick up
the program just as the train entered
the tunnels.
AS STATION promotion and to
create goodwill, KOY, Phoenix, recently turned its Studio A into an art
gallery to exhibit paintings by Robert
Atwood, noted artist. For several days
before the exhibit opened the station
conducted
views withatheseries
artist.of personal interKMO, Tacoma, stafE members were
guests of Carl E. Haymond, general
manager, at a Christmas party and
dinner, held in the Hotel Winthrope.
that city. The party was held after
station hours so the entire staff could
attend.
GEORGE C. CLANTON, publisher of
the Rappahanock Times, Tappahanock,
Va., who as former secretary of the
Fredericksburg
Chamber
Commerce interested(Va.)
Richard
Fieldof Lewis
Jr. in establishing the new WVFA
there, has arranged with Eddie Whitlock, commercial manager of WRNL,
Richmond, for weekly sponsorship of
local talent over that station. Mr. Clanton has plans to establish a station of
his own in the Virginia Northern Neck
region.
KOIN-KALE, Portland, Ore., recently
completed two additional offices on the
mezzanine of the New Heathman
Hotel. The new offices marks the second office expansion of the stations
within three years. Fluorescent lighting also is being installed in offices and
studios, and the air conditioning system is being modernized and enlarged.
WHEN Fletcher Wiley, producer and
commentator of the daily Sunrise Salute and Housewives Protective League
programs on KNX, Los Angeles, this
year started his annual two-week campaign to collect 20,000 books for distribution through 55 philanthropic
agencies, he enlisted the aid of three
of his sponsors — Helms Bakeries,
Hollywood - Broadway department
store, ating
and26 provision
Ralph's Grocery
Co., latter
operstores. The
two firms acted as depots, and about
500 Helms Bakeries trucks helped
make home pickups. The Christmas
Book Gluh goal this year was exceeded
by more than 3,000 volumes.
WFMD, Frederick, Md., on its December program schedule carried 138 remote broadcasts, with WFMD announcers and engineers traveling an
estimated 2,200 miles during the
month. A new relay transmitter,
WFME, was put into service by the
station on Jan. 7.
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, during
the Christmas holiday season ran a line
from the Lincoln Tower, tallest structure in Indiana, to the studios and
used the powerful loudspeaker system
on the 21st story of the building for
holiday broadcasts of Christmas carols
and hymns from various local churches.
The programs gained much attention
from downtown shopping crowds.
CHRISTMAS bonus checks were presented to all employes of KSFO, San
Francisco, by Manager Phil Lasky.
Mr. Lasky, who leaves that post Feb.
1 to devote fulltime as manager of
KROW, Oakland, in turn was presented with a leather portfolio by the
staff.

BROADCASTING

WMBD, Peoria, 111., sent Jack Brickhouse, sports announcer, to Washington, D. C, Jan 8 to handle the 1,000mile remote broacast of the George
Washington U — Bradley College
(Peoria) basketball game. Last year
Bradley games were broadcast from
California and New York, and for the
second year the entire Bradley schedule
is sponsored on the station. Home
games interfering with the commercial
schedule are recorded and broadcast
later in the evening.
IREENE WICKER, noted for her radio stories for children as The Singing Lady, on Jan. 8 started a new
series of musical stories for children
on NBC-Blue, Mondays through
Thursdays, 5:15-5:30 p. m.
WRAL, Raleigh, N. C, originating its
first program for MBS, on Jan. 12
broadcast a quartei--hour dramatization of the 10-year development of the
new high-yield and resistant Sequoia
potato, perfected by North Carolina
State College horticulturists. The show
was produced and announced by Fred
Fletcher, WRAL program director.
WPEN, Philadelphia, carries a daily
report on highway conditions in the
State. Information comes from the
State Highway Department.

UP

American Legion
"And now we take leave of our vagabond
lover for eight or ten years I"
WDAS, Philadelphia, has established
a clearance bureau, composed of General Manager P. J. Stanton, Harold
Davis, program director, and Jerry
Stone,tion, publicity
stato consider director
requests offor the
station
time made by various organizations
and individuals. The bureau is designed
to serve the double purpose of barring
time chiseling groups but aiding worthy.

WE

KGNF, North Platte, Neb., during the
slack week following Christmas gave
as
a presentboth
to year-round
accounts,
national advertising
and local,
double the amount of time called for
under contract. The double time offer
was made to all firms that had adertised on KGNF for one year or more.
ChristWBAP, Fort Worth, Tex., as bonuses,
cash
gifts gave
thosemas with
station more than a
the employes
additional
year receiving two weeks' week's
pay.
pay, less than a year, one
on
ST. LOUIS Chamber of Commerce
Louis
St
series,
new
a
started
9
Jan.
Set to Music, on KMOX, St. Louis.
ur
Featured on the weekly quarter-ho
and a twochoral groups
are localinterview
civic
some
with
minute
executive.

FOLLOWING a fire which recently
destroyed the studios and furnishings
of KSUN, Lowell, Ariz., Carleton
plans
Morris, manager, is working onstation.
to rebuild that portion of the
and announcer'
room programs
The
are nows
from which
booths,control
were not damaged.
being broadcast,
Cause of the fire is still undetermined.
BECAUSE of the enlargement of its
have enstaff, WWL, New Orleans,
larged its quarters in the Roosevelt
Hotel with an additional room to be
remodeled into an announcer's lounge.
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500 and 300 microvolt contours superimposed on mapcoverage
show
the extensive
KFYR enjoys.

This map (courtesy Nation's Business ) proves conclusively that
business is up throughout the vast area served by

KFYR
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Listening

Gains

McCarthy, Benny, Lux
Retain Their Top
Positions
{Continued from page 21)
by geographical areas is evident except for the Pacific Coast, where
there are substantially more sets in
operation during the early evening
hours due primarily to differences
in time and the fact that the most
popular programs are scheduled on
eastern time.
Programs in Rural Areas
The CAB has recognized the need
for information concerning the radio habits of rural and small town
radio owners by making special
studies in the spring of the past
three years. The interviews have
totaled more than 60,000, divided
almost equally between farmers
and persons located in small towns.
Rural radio audiences are larger
during the daytime than urban
audiences, but are smaller in the
evening and the late hours.
The rural survey of 1939 showed
about the same degree of difference in favorite programs between
the rural and the urban poptilations
as had been found before. Of the
ten leading programs in rural areas,
four were not among the 10 leaders
in urban areas. These were National Barn Dance, Fitch Bandwagon, Fibber McGee & Co., and
Lowell Thomas. Kraft Music Hall —
Bing Crosby, Good News of 1939,
Big Town, and Cantor's Camel
Caravan, among the first ten in the
city, were not so well favored in
the country. As to daytime programs, rural and urban preferences were a trifle closer. Bachelor's Children, David Harum and
The O'Neills ranked among the
first ten in the country but not in
the city, while the converse was
true of Big Sister, Aunt Jenny's
Real Life Stories and Our Gal Sunday.
The ensuing tables compare the
ranking of programs in rural areas
with their ranking in cities and vice
versa:

Portland Oregonian

News Item — "Farmer buys plotv
with radio."
Page 80 • January
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Rating
was of greater interest since 29.8%
Ranking of the 10 Leading
heard him at that time. On October
Evening Programs in Rural
9, when he spoke during the broadAreas Compared with Their
cast of the Community Mobilization
Large City Ranks
for
Human Needs, 12.1% of set
Large
owners reported hearing him. The
Areas
Duke of Windsor, speaking on May
Chase & Sanborn Rural
8 attracted 10.1%. The ceremonies
1
1
Program
Jack Benny
2
2
attendant upon the election of the
Major
Hour Bowes Amateur 3
Pope
11%. on March 2 were heard by
9
Lowell Thomas
4
28
National Barn Dance 5
44
The European situation has, of
Kate Smith Hour
6
7
course, had its effect on listening.
Lux Radio Theatre
7
3
Fitch Bandwagon
8
11
During the pre-war crisis from
Fibber McGee & Co.
9
Aug. 24 to Aug. 29, 18.7% of set
Burns and Allen
10
8
owners listened to news broadcasts
15
during the daytime and 27.2% durRanking of the 10 Leading
ing the evening. The peak came on
Evening Programs in Large
Aug. 26 when 33.5% of all proCities Compared with Their
grams mentioned were news broadRural Area Ranks
casts. On Sept. 19, 16.3% of set
owners reported hearing Hitler talk
Large Cities Rural Areas from Danzig.
Chase & Sanborn
The CAB also reports on the in1
1
Program
Jack
Benny
terest of the radio audience in
2
2
Lux Radio Theatre
3
7
sports
features.
In 1939 the greatKraft
1512
est interest was again displayed in
Bing Music
Crosby Hall —
4
Good News of 1939
5
20
boxing, or at least Joe Louis. His
6
Big
fight with Bob Pastor broadcast on
Kate Town
Smith Hour
7
6
Burns and Allen
a single network attained a rating
8
10
Major Bowes Amateur
of 47.6% which did not approach
Hour
9
3
the figure of 63.6% established in
Cantor's
CaravanCamel
10
11
the previous year by the LouisSchmeling fight broadcast over two
networks.
Ranking of the 10 Leading
Football and Basketball
Daytime Programs in Rural
Areas Compared with Their
College
football broadcasts showed
Large City Ranks
a well maintained interest although
Rural Areas Large Cities the previous year's peaks were not
attained. Week by week, the ratings
Ma Perkins
1
2
were:
The Guiding Light
2
3
3
14
Bachelor's
The
Woman Children
in White 4
12
Oct. 7
23.6
1555
Pepper
Young's Family 56
Oct. 21
37.3
Stella Dallas
Backstage Wife
7
8
Nov.
4
35.7
10
David Harum
8
Nov. 18
36.2
9
5
Mary Marlin
Dec. 2
36.0
The O'Neills
24
Ranking of the 10 Leading
Daytime Programs in Large
Cities Compared with Their
Rural Area Ranks

Large Cities Rural Areas
Ben Bernie
1
39
Ma Perkins 2
1
The Guiding Light 3
2
The Magic Key of RCA 4
35
Pepper
Young's Family 5
5
Stella Dallas
65
Mary Marlin
5
9
Backstage Wife 8
7
Big Sister
8
14
Aunt
Jenny's Real Life 8
Stories
19
Our Gal Sunday 8
37
An analysis of preferences by
evening program types showed that,
with some exceptions, rural audiences favored variety and audience
participation shows in about the
same degree as their urban neighbors. However, preferences for
other program types varied widely
from those of urban listeners as
Table V indicates.
Special Events and Sports
During the year 1939 the CAB
continued its custom of issuing ratings from time to time on public
events of outstanding interest. For
instance, 16.3% of set owners interviewed reported hearing President Roosevelt's speech at the opening of Congress on Jan. 4, 1939.
13.2% heard him address the American Retail Federation on May 22.
The opening of Congress for the
Special Session on September 21

15, 1940

The average for the season was
33.9 compared with about 35 for the
preceding year.
Baseball always draws well, especially the World Series, but listeners in 1939 did not equal the radio audience reached the year before. The average rating for the
fo'ur games in 1939 between the
New York Yankees and the Cincinnati Reds, broadcast over a single
network, was 21.3. The corresponding figure for the four games in
1938 between the New York Yankees and the Chicago Cubs broadcast
over four networks was 33.2. In
1937 the average for four World
Series games between the New
York Yankees and the New York
Giants, also on four networks, was
25.3.
During 1939 the CAB issued
monthly reports on listening to
baseball
broadcasts. The figures
were:
April-May
17.7
June
17.2
July
18.7
August
17.6
September
16.2
The All-Star game on July 11 attracted 14.9% of set owners. The
ratings for both baseball and football are for play-by-play descriptions and not for resumes or sports
news bulletins.
The foundation for the CAB was
laid by the radio committee of the
Association of National AdvertisBROADCASTING

Mr. Newyear
THROUGH a fan letter from
Arco, Minn., WNAX, Yankton, S. D.,
and revealed onediscovered
Happy Newyear
— a real person by that name
— during the holiday season.
After WNAX News Editor
Ray Clark had checked the
facts and used the story on
his newscast, he wired the tip
to the Minneapolis office of
UP, which contacted Newyear
himself and gave complete
details to the nation. Mr.
Newyear's first name really
is
Emil,been
but as
he said,
"I've
neyer
called
anything
hut Happy, and that suits me
ers in January, 1929. As a result of
the committee's discussion of a
study made by Crossley Inc., a number of leading advertisers employed
that fine!"
organization to make individual surveys. Later these were
combined into a report for the ANA
and at the same time Crossley was
requested to submit an outline for
a cooperative investigation which
would include "the checking of program
popularity".
The ANA
appointed aspecial
committee
to work
out the details. The field work was
started by Crossley Inc. on March
1, In
1930.1934 the CAB was reorganized, taking
its present
set-'up as a
mutual,
non-profit
organization
with a governing committee of five,
three of whom are appointed by the
president of the Association of National Advertisers and two by the
president of the American Association of Advertising Agencies. This
committee sets all policies, business,
financial and research. Crossley Inc.
is still employed to do the field and
technical work. The CAB is the official organization for rating radio
programs. It is supported by leading
advertisers, agencies and networks
on the basis of their respective
stakes in radio.
The Method Used
The loosely
"recall"
should
not be defined
applied term
to the
technique the CAB now uses. As the
result of 11 years of practice, constant experimentation and revision,
it is now using a method which perhaps would be better defined as
"the triple check method of identification". Under this method the listener need not remember the exact
program name. He or she needs to
give sufficient information about
the program to enable the investigator by cross checking station,
time, or description of the program, to enter it on CAB records
as having been heard. This method
has several outstanding advantages
such as speed, accuracy, economy.
It obtains the answer to the vital
question "Has the program made
an
which
the impression?"
advertiser, —toa befactor
successful,
must know.
Fifty-two investigators, making
calls at four stated times each day,
working sim'ultaneously 168 days of
the year in 33 major cities from
coast to coast complete 510,000 interviews based on more than 800,000 telephone calls. The geographical distribution of calls coincides
roughly with the distribution of ra• Broadcast

Advertising

dio sets and calls are distributed by
income groups in accordance with
the distribution of radio set ownership by income groups. Thus the
criticism leveled at most telephone
surveys, that they reach an undue
proportion of persons in the upper
income gr-oups, has been eliminated
as far as the CAB is concerned.
Reports Issued
The results of these investigations are sent to subscribers in the
form of 24 semi-monthly reports
which include ratings for each
sponsored network program. Each
rating which appears is a percentage of set owners and not of listeners. To illustrate simply:
//, out of each 100 set-owners
who are interviewed in the area
covered by a given program, 20 report that they heard it, then the
rating which appears in the report
is 20. The number of stations carrying a program does not affect the
size of the rating.
Semi-annually two complete analyses of radio progi-am audiences
are prepared and sent to subscribers. These reports analyze all programs by type, compare programs
by length of broadcast, give variation in popularity preferences both
geographically and by income levels, give the relationship between
the amount of time devoted to types
of programs, and the average popularity of those types. The summer
report, for the five months of daylight saving time is based on approximately 212,500 completed interviews with radio set-owners,
the seven-month winter report on
297,500.
Annually the CAB issues information on the ebb and flow of the
radio audience, comparing the number of sets in operation by years,
by season of the year, by parts of
the day, by hours of the day, by
income levels, by geographical sections.
The CAB has also made three
comprehensive studies of program
audiences and listening habits in
rural areas, comparing these data
with the data regularly obtained in
large cities. In the latest rural survey, conducted in the spring of
1939, investigators interviewed
21,242 rural set-owners, of whom
10,165 were farmers and 11,077
were located in 350 small towns
having an average population of
less than 800.
From time to time special reports
and ratings on outstanding events
such as political speeches, international crises, prize fights. World
Series baseball, football, etc. have
been issued.
Further, the CAB supplies special
analyses of radio programs from
statistical material already compiled. For example, after a program
has been on the air for a season
a subscriber can obtain breakdowns showing the relative popularity of the program for A, B, C
and D income levels, by cities, major geographical sections or sales
areas. Subscribers can also obtain
complete case histories of all commercial programs broadcast during
the past nine and one-half years.
How Service is Used
Subscribers use the CAB report
to help them:
1. Determine the best day and

BROADCASTING

Around

the Clock

SHORTWAVE facilities of
the BBC have been placed on
a 24-hour a day basis for the
duration of the war with the
station never off the air for
more than 27 minutes, the
maximum amount of time required for adjustments. A
more flexible schedule of
broadcasts has been introduced, to allow for any emergency reports, although the
usual musical, variety and
other types of programs are
being continued. There are
15 English news broadcasts
and 19 foreign language
newscasts currently hearc
each day, with supplementary
news, if urgent.
hour to select whenever a choice of
radio time is ofi^ered.
2. Follow the popularity trend of
various types of programs and discover when a given type is worn
out.
3. Purchase talent advantageously by comparing the performers
on different programs.
4. Decide whether a given season should be included or dropped.
5. Make comparisons between
daytime and evening programs.
6. Compare the difference in program audiences by sections of the
country, population groups, income
levels etc.
7. Discern by study of the leaders and laggers what makes a good
radio program.
8. Check where the most important competition is and thus find the
most desirable time to buy.
The CAB provides within a fortnight thenetwork
"box-office"
all sponsored
programsonbased
on a
comprehensive, nation-wide sample,
regardless of the time of day or
night program is broadcast.
Cities Surveyed
The investigation work is regularly carried on in:
Eastern Cities — Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,
Baltimore, Detroit, Cleveland, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Hartford, Providence, Syracuse, Rochester, Washington.
Southern Cities — Louisville,
Memphis, Atlanta, New Orleans,
Dallas, Houston, Oklahoma City.
Midwestern Cities — Chicago, St.
Louis, Des Moines, Kansas City, St.
Paul, Minneapolis, Omaha.
Pacific Coast Cities — San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle, Spokane.
PAT STANTON, general manager of
WDAS, Philadelphia, presented his
new color motion picture, "Here Is
Ireland", in Philadelphia at a three-day
public
made theshowing
film in Jan.
Ireland12-14.
last Stanton
summer
during an extensive tour. His first
film, made
yearsrequested
ago, was toso make
successful thattwo
he was
a second picture in color. The first
announcement of the premiere, made
on the WDAS Four Provinces Irish
Hour several days before the showings,
brought an advance ticket sale of
4,000.
Cartoon Lessons
A WEEKLY quarter-hour cartoon
lesson via television is being given
on W6XA0, Los Angeles, by Jimmie Dickie, Hollywood cartoonist.
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Fairchild Unit 227 Transcription Turntable
The best reproducer in the world won't give you perfect record playing and split-second liming unless
your turntable is absolutely accurate. Fairchild offers
its Unit 227 as the most accurate turntable made.
With Fairchild Unit 227 you can:
Change simply from
78 RPM to 33 RPM.
You merely shift the push
rod teronsnaft.
the turntable's cenPlay either vertical
or lateral cut records
up
ter. to 16 inches in diame-

of reproducers on
B Mount various types
the panel or on the enclosure in which the turntable itself is mounted.

Easily flush mount
turntable in a cabinet or desk for permanent
studio installations.

Equipment assembled on a 17-inch by 21-inch aluminum panel V* inch thick finished in black crackle
lacquer. A 1/50 H.P.-1800 RPM synchronous motor
drives the turntable through a 2-speed adhesion drive.
Turntable made of seasoned cast iron, dynamicaify balanced. Weight 16 pounds. For "wow" free performance gears and worms are ground to an accuracy of
less than two parts in ten thousandths of an inch.
Equipped with quiet 110-120-volt 80-cycle moton
Floating motor assembly isolates motor vibration from
turntable.
Send today for descriptive literature

'...it had lo satisfy Fairchild lA^^"-^ first'

AVIATION
88-06 Van Wyck

CORPORATION

Boulevard.
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NEWSPAPER
CHART

LIAISON

and 'Examiner' Celebrate With Year End
Dramatization of 1939 Headlines
newest and largest radio studio;
THE LIAISON between San Franand the chances are it developed
cisco's toughest-toward-radio newsmost headaches — both fore and
paper (Hearst's Examiner) and the
KSFO (CBS outlet) was cele- aft.
brated Dec. 30 with a two-hour
The production was directed by
Carroll Coleman with the entire
dramatic "colossal". Titled March
of Events of 1939, after the Exshow under the general direction
aminer Sunday section, the dramaW. Stowe,
KSFO's music
protization of news stories making the of Arthur
gram director.
Background
1939 headlines produced a stagger- was especially scored by Dick
ing series of superlatives. It was
musical dithe longest dramatic show in San Aurandt,rector,KSFO-CBS
and sound effects were in
Francisco radio history (2-hours
the hands of Jimmy Lyons. A speand 15-minutes) with the longest
cial feature was a recorded monscript (100 pages) ; it required the
tage of sound effects of crowd
greatest variety of sound effects; noises, explosions, ricochets, etc.
The broadcast was on March of
was produced in San Francisco's
Time format. The Examiner library
and editorial department provided
material, which was coordinated by
Tro Harper, KSFO scripter who
wrote the 100-pages of dialogue and
plotted the continuity.
Mutual Promotion

WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
National Representatives
Sears 8C Ayer

To ballyhoo the program during
the week preceding the broadcast,
the Examiner ran pictures and
stories in its news columns, kept a
front page box going daily calling
attention to it, posted rack cards on
all Examiner newsstands, and had
adow.
display in their downtown win-

YOO

KSFO's promotional activities
consisted of 80 teaser announcements; special five-minute evening
programs of the prevue type; and
a series of sound trailers in 13
neighborhood movie theatres. This
broadcast was the initial of a series of promotional broadcasts on
KSFO in cooperation with the Examiner. Negotiations with the Examiner's management leading into
the promotional affiliation were
handled by Manager Philip G.
Lasky and R. W. Dumm, promotion
manager.

'
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KSFO

BREAKER!
Buy WAIR and watch the sales
line move right up through the
top! Throughout this rich territory, WAIR is tops in listenerconfidence — the chief salesproducing ingredient!
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TWO sound effects men developed background for a 100-page
action script of world events, in
which KSFO and the San Francisco
Examiner celebrated their liaison
with a two-hour year-end broadcast.
KSFO noisemakers (1 to r) are
Carroll Coleman, director; Sandy
Spillman, sound assistant, and Jimmy Lyons, sound chief.
Two

Coast

Publications

Handling News of Radio
TWO San Francisco publications
recently opened their pages to radio
news. San Francisco Cavalcade, a
new tabloid, is devoting two full
pages to program notes, personalities and comment regarding broadcast programs and people. It is issued each Thursday and is distributed to all downtown hotels and
apartment houses.
On Jan. 3 the San Francisco
Shopping
inaugurated
a radio section,News
devoting
approximately
one third of its front page to a
chatty column edited by Tom Tyrell
and topped by a picture layout.
This feature is now appearing
twice weekly in the Shopping News,
which has a circulation of 200,000.
Merryl Cooley, publisher of the
Shopping News, announced that in
the near future he will start a similar radio column in the San Francisco Eastbay Shopping News, with
a circulation of 125,000. San Francisco stations are putting out courlicity.tesy spot announcements for Shopping News in return for the pub-

New Ex-Lax Drive
EX-LAX MFG. Co., Brooklyn,
(proprietary), as of Jan. 1 has added a large list of stations to the
list which carried its spot announcements three to ten times
weekly during 1939. The exact total
of stations used has not been released by Joseph Katz Co., New
York, agency in charge.
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NBC

WINS

Nation-wide

Popularity
Once

NBC

again

award

majority

positions

Favorite Program
JACK BENNY
Outstanding New Star
ALEC TEMPLETON
Popular Male Singer
BING CROSBY
Favorite Studio Announcer
DON WILSON
Popular Classical Singer
......NELSON EDDY
Popular Quarter Hour Program...
FRED WARING
Best Comedian
JACK BENNY

Fame

Canadian

radio

editors

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

Poll (Made by Motion Picture Daily
and Motion Picture Herald)
Takes 16 out of 22 first places!

GUY LOMBARDO*
BENNY GOODMAN
NBC SYMPHONY

Popular Musical Programs

KAY KYSER'S COLLEGE OF
MUSICAL KNOWLEDGE
Comedy Series
JACK BENNY
Announcers
DON WILSON
Commercials
JELLO PROGRAM
* Shared with CBS.

programs

NBC

WINS

coveted

and

artists

Dramatic Serial......
ONE MAN'S FAMILY
Light Classical
FIRESTONE HOUR
Dance Band
GUY LOMBARDO**
Variety Hour
CHASE & SANBORN
Quiz Show
..INFORMATION PLEASE
Commentator
LOWELL THOMAS
Educational
... CHICAGO ROUND TABLE

balloting.
Besides Cleveland, readers in 149 cities and towns participated in the
** Shared with CBS.

Open Champion
EDGAR BERGEN (Charlie McCarthy)
Film Stars on Air
DON AMECHE

Popular Dance Orchestras
Swing Dance Orchestras
Classical Orchestras

NBC

other

Favorite Personality
CHARLIE McCARTHY
Favorite Program
.....CHASE & SANBORN
Best Master of Ceremonies..
DON AMECHE
Best Classical Male Singer
NELSON EDDY
Best Classical Female Singer
...LUCILLE MANNERS
Best Popular Male Singer
BING CROSBY
Best Comedian
JACK BENNY

WINS

Dramatic Series
ONE MAN'S FAMILY
Comedians
JACK BENNY
Comediennes
FANNIE BRICE
Comedy Teams
FIBBER McGEE AND MOLLY
Popular Singers, Male
BING CROSBY
Classical Singers, Male
NELSON EDDY
Classical Singers, Female
MARGARET SPEAKS

to

of "firsts" and

Cleveland Plain Dealer Poll!^
Takes 14 out of 18 first places!

Orchestra
GUY LOMBARDO*
Sports Announcer
...BILL STERN
Quiz Program. ..
INFORMATION PLEASE
Commentator
LOWELL THOMAS
Symphonic Conductor
TOSCANINI
* Shared with CBS.

NBC

and

WINS

World -Telegram Poll!
Takes 12 out of 15 first places!

Popular
Favorite
Favorite
Favorite
Favorite

U.S.

Polls!

In

nearly every classification in the WORLD-TELE-

' GRAM.
NBC

CLEVELAND

PLAIN

DEALER

and FAME.

artists or progranns held the nnajority of the

choice

positions. Naturally NBC

sweeping

victories. We

agencies who

is proud of these

thank the advertisers and

nnade these programs

possible. And

to the radio editors whose votes decided

the winners,

we are deeply appreciative.

NATIONAL
WORLD'S

GREATEST

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

•

A

Radio

COMPANY
Corporation

of America

Service

Major

Networks'
Gross
Billings by Advertisers:
1939
Atlantic Refining Co.
10,093
Sherwin-Williams
Co.
$307,965
S-W Paints $192,809
Ralston Purina Co.
8,235
Acme Paints $116,156
Twentieth Century Fox Film
CBS Gross Billings
NBC Gross Baiings
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. $305,241
Corp.
7,173
Welch Grape Juice Co.
$297,368
Coty Inc.
6,041
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. $273,881
Wilshire Oil Co.
5,940
Holland
Furnace
Co.
5,645
Mars
Inc.
$263,816
Procter & Gamble Co.
$6,486,788
Brothers Co.
$3,392,672 Bathasweet Corp.
Fels Co.
$242,702 Lever
3,960
Camay $731,210
General Foods Corp.
3,191,167 Sofenz Sales Corp.
Chipso $523,533
3,658
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co.
$240,637
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co.
2,509,096
Shaving Cream $56,128
Crisco $858,988
Cardinet
Candy
Co.
3,520
Procter & Gamble Co.
2,283,347 Knox Gelatine Co.
Dreft $235,265
Super Suds $184,609
3,050
Campbell Soup Co.
2,253,083 Old Trusty Dog Food Co.
Drene $116,176
Macfadden Publications Inc. $219,933 R.
2,704
J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
1,418,333 Calavo Growers of Cal.
Dr. E. S. Sloan Inc.
$208,536 William
Ivory Flakes $767,696
2,560
Co.
1,304,391 Colonial Dames Inc.
Ivory Soap $819,614
1,470
Sloan's
Liniment $195,114
AmericanWrigley
TobaccoJr.Co.
1,286,703
Vince $13,422
Lava Soap $269,910
J. Fox Co.
691
Corp.
950,146 I.
Oxydol $1,191,187
Richfield Oil Corp
$200,564 Chrysler
Political
Advertisers
5,352
Ford Motor Co.
949,297
Teel $372,067
Ward Baking Co.
$194,664 Liggett
& Myers Tobacco Co. __ 945,620
Penn Tobacco Co.
$190,272 Texas Co.
White Naphtha Soap $600,152
Grand Total
$34,539,665
876,418
$180,007
Sterling Products
$3,047,077 Grove Laboratories Inc.
Home Products Corp. 804,839
Musterole Co.
$174,456 American
Bayer Aspirin $435,499
Baking Co.
729,543
Bayer Lozenges $22,078
Adam Hat Stores
$161,893 Continental
Milk Sales Corp.
699,242
Swift & Co.
$127,384 Pet
Cal-Aspirin $122,979
MBS Gross Billings
Ethyl
Gasoline
Co.
497,575
Sunbrite
Cleanser
$122,388
Haley's
M-O
$190,355
Hawaiian
Pineapple
Co.
489,630
Frankfurters $4,996
Dr. Lyons Tooth Powder $993,557
& Co.
487,470
Vick Chemical Co.
$121,488 Philip Morris
Mulsified Oil Shampoo $6,755
$521,614
Co.
460,650 Bayuk Cigars
G. Washington Coffee Refining Co. $108,077 Lambert
Philips Milk of Magnesia $388,788
356.969
U.
S.
Tobacco
Co.
450,075 Ironized Yeast Co.
Richardson
&
Robbins
$104,832
Phillips Milk of Magnesia $388,788
Gospel
Broadcasting
Assn.
304,661
Esther Co.
439,875
Manhattan Soap Co.
$101,898 Lady
Toothpaste & Tablets $330,103
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. __ 220,073
Campana Corp.
438,850 General
Standard Oil of California $100,794 Gulf
Phillips M M Cream $566,963
Baking Co.
212,733
Refining Co.
426,360
$98,544
Standard Brands
$2,898,521 John Morrell & Co.
Insurance Co. of
Philip Morris & Co.
138,680
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co._-$94,822 Prudential
Fleischmann Yeast $424,508
Philip
Morris
Cigarettes
$82,360
America
414,330
Foil Yeast for Health $332,726
Lamont Corliss & Co.
$87,460 Beneficial Management Corp. ___ 390,895
Dunhill
Cigarettes
37,180
Royal Desserts & Fleischmann
Ponds Cream & Powder $77,632
Revelation Tobacco
19,140
International Cellucotton Prods.
Yeast $672,520
Danya Hand Lotion $9,928
Corp.
384,430 Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp. 102,576
Chase & Sanborn Coffee $946,240
Time
Inc.
$76,260
Wheeling
Steel
Corp.
101,722
Packing Co.
352,425 Lutheran Laymen League
Tender Leaf Tea $522,527
& McCarthy
$70,728 Cudahy
99,565
Sterling Products
351,765 Gillette Safety Razor Co.
General Mills
$2,136,953 Dunn
American
Rolling
Mill
Co.
$68,406
93,577
Co.
347,032 P. Lorillard Co.
Bisquick $345,441
Signal Oil Co.
$62,246 Kellogg
86,087
Brown
&
Williamson
Tobacco
Co.
340.035
Corn Kix $367,942
H.
Fendrich
Inc.
$60,984
Mennen
Co.
77,301
Inc.
325,550
Kitchen Tested Cake Flour $88,468
C. H. Gulden Inc.
$69,296 Sealtest
Metropolitan
Life
Insurance
Co.
70,240
U.
S.
Rubber
Products
Co.
301,860
Softasilk Cake Flour $680,227
Wesson
Oil
&
Snowdrift
Sales
Corp.
_$47,
676
American Oil Co.
295,048 Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Sperry Flour Products $112,284
Coal
Co.
63,047
Bowey's
Inc.
$47,498
Geo.
A.
Hormel
&
Co.
283,753
Wheaties $542,588
60,076
General Mills, Inc.
272,925 Ramsdell Inc.
General Foods Corp
$2,078,400 Food & Beverage Broadcasters
51,053
261,248 Richman Bros.
Ass'n
$46,938 Nehi Inc.
Grape Nuts $361,996
Gordon Baking Co.
$39,312 International Silver Co.
42,768
235,244 Gordon Baking Co.
Jello $677,366
31,190
235,058 Axton-Fisher Tobacco Co.
Princess Pat Ltd.
$38,160 Noxzema Chemical Co.
Jello Pudding $100,008
30,977
Cardinet Candy Co.
$37,864 Chesebrough Mfg. Co.
227,385 Detrola Corp.
Post 40% Bran Flakes $70,040
30,738
217.096 Moody Bible Institute
C. F. Mueller & Co.
$34,816 P. Lorillard Co.
Maxwell House Coffee $878,990
Bros.
$34,182 Pure Oil Co.
24,228
215.423 Wheatena Corp.
American Home Products Co. __$1,219,438 Palmer
Benjamin Moore & Co.
$32,192 E. I. DuPont de Nemours & Co. 196,620 General Cigar Co.
22,960
Aerowax $98,907
Anacin $582,366
Ohio Oil Co.
$31,461 Griffin Mfg. Co.
22,859
190,266 Bell & Co.
Sweets
Co.
18,356
Gallenkamp Stores Co.
$31,131 Corn Products Refining Co.
Bisodol $461,176
164,983
15,784
Geo. W. Luft Co.
$29,227 Household Finance Corp.
Clapps Baby Food $13,647
134,763 Lambert Co.
Wheatena
Corp
$26,442
Lehn & Fink Products Co.
116,415 Congress Cigar Co.
14,662
Fly-Ded
Freezone $33,067
$51,248
13,823
Loose-Wiles Biscuit Co.
$26,280 Penn Tobacco
103,475 American Bird Products
Langendorf Bakeries
$24,660 McKesson & Robbins
Hills Cold Tablets $62,120
12,540
102,375 Thomas Leeming & Co.
Kolynos $205,937
Thos. Cook & Son Wagon-Lits $23,430 Boweys Inc.
11,301
100,167 Maltex Co.
Modern
Food
Process
Co.
$23,236 Columbia Recording Corp.
Old English Floor Wax $157,347
Quaker Oats Co.
8,943
85,740
Ballard & Ballard Co.
$22,084 Fels & Co.
Plastic Wood $68,863
V. LaRosa & Sons
8,640
72,970 Aurora
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
General Motors Corp. (Buick
Laboratories
8,192
Purity
Bakeries
Service
Corp.
___
63,985
Corp.
$1,707,501
Mountain Products Co.
7,274
Division)
$19,983 Pennick & Ford, Ltd.
63,620 Hartz
Avalon Cigarettes $520,940
6,826
Tidewater Associated Oil Co. $18,275 John H. Woodbury Co.
66,020 Hotel Roosevelt
Bugler Tobacco $451,118
Gilmore
Oil
Co.
$18,012
Twentieth
Century-Fox
Film
Corp.
5,910
Cal.
Fruit
Growers
Exchange
54,041
Raleigh Tobacco $346,488
Winter & Co.
5,505
Air Conditioning Training Corp $15,356 Stephano Bros.
30,496
Raleigh & Kool Cigarettes $371,118
Bathasweet Corp.
4,698
Tillamook
County
Creamery
Assn.
$11,608
Rio
Grande
Oil
Co.
27,540
Tobacco & Cigarettes $17,837
2,557
Wilshire Oil Co.
$8,256 S & W Fine Foods Inc.
26,410 Paramount Pictures
Miles Laboratories
$1,236,264 Magazine Repeating Razor Co. $7,602 Tidewater
2,043
Associated Oil Co.
22,102 Vadsco Sales Corp.
American Tobacco Co.
$1,219,438 Hecker Products Corp.
$6,960 Euclid Candy Co. of Cal.
Maine Development Commission 1,920
17,860
Lucky Strike Cigarettes $1,041,155
General
Mills
1,410
Vanette
Hosiery
Mills
$5,200
Mfg. Co.
17,690
Pall Mall Cigarettes $178,283
American Oil Co.
$4,351 Duart
413,715
Axton Fisher Tobacco Co.
17,280 Cooperative
Quaker Oats Co.
$1,192,004 Chas. B. Knox Gelatine Co.
$3,796
16,310
Quaker Farina $10,076
Total
$3,329,782
Pittsburgh Coal Co.
$1,087 Mennen Co.
Laboratories
16,244
Aunt Jemima P C Flour $45,156
Political
$3,340 Chamberlain
Union Oil Co.
15,275
Quaker Oats $728,468
Wilmington
Transportation
Co.
11,000
War Delays Building
Puffed Wheat & Rice $408,304
Total
$45,244,354 Paramount Pictures Inc.
10,465
National
Products Corp. __$1,164,930
Kraft Dairy
$982,074
CONSTRUCTION
OF WLWO,
Sealtest $182,856
new
50,000-watt
international
Bristol-Myers
Co.
$1,141,548
*NBC
Vitalis $435,078
broadcasting station of the Crosley
Ipana-Sal Hepatica $706,470
1939
Network
Advertisers by Industries
Corp., and adjunct of WLW, is beLiggett & Myers Tobacco Co. $992,032
Andrew Jergens Co.
$763,940
ing delayed by the war. It was
planned
to have the station ready by
Woodbury'smeticsSoap
CBS
MBS
Totals
$516,666 & CosJan.
1,
but two shipments of a
Jergens Lotion $247,274
$ 852,610 $ 2,201,293 $ 25,356 $ 3,079,259 special material from England have
Cities Service Co.
$718,282 A.utomotive
Building
Materials
68,406
5,645
101,722
175,773
Cummer Products Co.
$689,664
failed to arrive. The maEnergine $220,968
Cigars, Cigarettes, Tobacco 5,555,716
5,297,181 815,193 11,668,090 thus far
terial is mycalex, a special type of
Molle $468,696
691
96,135 253,919
Clothing
157,093
Sun Oil Co.
$656,084
Beverages. . 649,987
1,587,019 38,486 2,275,492 high voltage insulating board. It is
Radio Corp. of America
$635,926 Confectionery,
& Toilet Goods
13,872,839
7,651,605 901,227 22,425,671 hoped that the station will be in
Lewis-Howe Medicine Co.
$635,338 Drugs
& Insurance
939,988 79,761 1,019,749 operation a few weeks after the
Pepsodent
Co.
$603,400 Financial
Foods & Food Beverages. . 14,412,411
Toothpaste
$90,288
9,688,774 537,731 24,638,916 material is received.
Toothpaste, Toothpowder &
Garden & Field
Ant. $513,112
House Furniture &
Carnation Co.
$598,137
Cuticura Renews, Adds
Furnishings
496,633
2,399 499,032
Carnation Milk $551,676
Albers Cereal $46,461
235,244
235,244 POTTER DRUG & CHEMICAL
Jewelry & Silverv?are
Philip Morris & Co.
$590,016 Lubricants & Fuel
1,819,412
2,390,774
65,417 4,275,603 Co., Maiden, Mass., on Jan. 1 reS. C. Johnson & Son
$589,330
327 327
Farm Equipment
Pillsbury Flour Mills Co.
$561,710 Machinery,
newed contracts with the 30 sta& Hardv^are
340,157
340,157
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. $558,746 Paints
tions carryingnouncementwice-daily
spot and
anRadios
&
Musical
635,926
Kellogg Co.
$514,442 Schools & Corres. Courses. 15,356
85,740
139,058
860.724
ts for Cuticura soap,
15,356
Corn Flakes $409,280
Krispies $105,162
Shoes & Leather
101,859
190,255
3,051 295,165 added WJZ, New York, to the list
P. Lorillard Co.
$490,232
using five-minute periods several
F. W. Pitch Co.
$488,265 Laundry Soaps &
4,032,142
9,783,625 times weekly on that station. AthHousekeepers' Supplies. . 5,751,483
Lady Esther Co.
$461,671
296 193 erton & Currier, New York, is the
Ralston-Purina
$457,776 Stationery & Publishers . . . 296,193
Wheat CerealCo.
$191,604
Travel, Hotels, Amusements 23,430
Cereals $266,172
li,666
' 10,456
Wines
&
Beers
9,744 44!886
9.744 agency in charge.
Campbell Soup Co.
$451,248 Political
5,352
5,352 THE MBS Listen America Sunday
Food Products $360,144
Miscellaneous
194,843
Tomato Juice $91,104
216,962
503,719 915,524 night program, with various sponsors,
B. T. Babbitt Inc.
$436,200
was
Jan. of14.theHeni-y
SouWander Co.
$389,312
vainediscontinued
Inc., producer
program,
Totals
$45,244,354 $34,539,665 $3,329,782 $83,113,801 stated
General Electric Co.
$367,629
an announcement would be
Canada Dry Ginger Ale
$358,307
J. B. Williams Co.
$349,838
made shortly regarding the program's
* Combined Red and Blue.
Pacific Coast Borax Co.
$348,232
continuance.
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KMPC

Board

Occupies Its New Hollywood
Plants, Dedicated Jan. 15
departure in radio —
A NOVEL
election
of five outstanding radio
and entertainment personalities to
a station's board of directors — has
been announced by KMPC, Beverly
Hills, Cal., coincident with the announcement that it would begin
fulltime operation Jan. 15.
Freeman Gosden and Charles
Correll (Amos 'n Andy), Bing
Crosby, Harold Lloyd and Paul
Whiteman are the new board members. They supplement George A.
(Dick) Richards, president and
chief owner of WJR, Detroit, and
WGAR, Cleveland, as well as
KMPC; Leo Fitzpatrick, executive
vice-president of the stations; John
F. P a 1 1, vice-president; P. M.
Thomas, secretary-treasurer, and
Leo B. Tyson, vice-president and
general manager.
Plant Improved
KMPC, which becomes an optional Los Angeles outlet for CBS
[Broadcasting, Dec. 15] was purchased in June, 1937 by the Richards group as a 500-watt station on
710 kc. with limited time. Under its
new operating setup, the station acquires fulltime with 5,000 watts
daytime and 1,000 night. Many improvements have been made, including new studios and equipment in
the location on Wilshire Boulevard.
The Jan. 15 dedicatory fulltime
program was to include an elaborate ceremony, with the new celebrity-directors to appear along
with many other motion picture
favorites. The new board, it was announced, isfinancially interested in
the station and will meet Jan. 14.
KMPC will be offered by CBS as
an optional outlet available to both
coast-to-coast and Pacific Coast advertisers in addition to or in place
of KNX, basic 50,000-watt CBSowned outlet.
KMPC has purchased the site of
the former KECA transmitter
which was newly constructed and
equipped just two years ago but
abandoned by Earl C. Anthony
when he acquired KEHE. Tests conducted by R. Morris Pierce, chief
engineer of WGAR, who has been
in Los Angeles since the first of
the year, indicate a phenominal
improvement in signal and coverage
from the new location.
An elaborate merchandising and
promotional campaign to direct attention of local and national advertisers to the station's new features also is in preparation. Eastern executives of the station, including Messrs. Fitzpatrick, Patt
and Thomas, will remain in Los Angeles temporarily, it was stated.
The Selling Voice
that UPS Your Sales!

i

AX

receives

AWARD

SHOWMANSHIP
for
WNAX

A Cowles Station
5000 Watts L. S.
1000 Watts Night
CBS

Represented by
The KATZ Agency

• Broadcast

Farm

service to the LARGEST

daytime rural audience among all

with 5,000 watts that do the work of 50,000, and at 5,000 watt

rates, can help you sell your products profitably. Can't we tell you more
about it.

RADIO

STATION WNAX

Studios-WNAX

Advertising

Service

Columbia Stations wins Variety's award. And it can win sales for you.
This type of showmanship is one of the "factors that make WNAX a top
station in listeners per dollar."
WNAX — only Columbia station between Minneapolis and Denver, between
Omaha and Canada — has the 24th largest urban daytime audience and the
SIXTH largest total daytime audience among all Columbia Stations.
WNAX

WNOX
SCRIPPS-HOWARD RADIO. INC.
KNOXVILLE
c
TENNESSEE
B
s
- 1010 KC 5000 w. Day— 1000 Night
The Branham Company
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Districts Responding to
NAB's Promotion
Campaign
ROUNDING the home stretch in
his nationwide campaign on behalf
of Broadcast Music Inc., which
would become the industry-owned
music organization, NAB President
Neville Miller has reported even
more encouraging responses from
stations covered at district meetings since the first of the year.
With 13 of the 17 NAB districts
canvassed, a total of 271 stations
already have committed themselves
to support of the project for a
$1,500,000 copyright fund. These
stations represent 65% of the
broadcast income in those areas,
as against approximately 60% reported from 10 districts covered
prior to the first of the year
^Broadcasting Jan. 1].
Returns Analyzed
An analysis of the station returns thus far received, covering
the 13 districts, shows that there
are 551 commercial stations located within their borders. Of these,
311 attended the district meetings,
while 271 committed themselves to
the copyright fund. Thus 82% of
those attending the meetings and
approximately 50% of all of the
stations in the districts are listed as
contributors.
Based on NAB computations, it
is estimated that for the country
as a whole, station income, exclusive of network revenue and after
customary discounts, is approximately $76,000,000. Of this aggregate, income in the 13 districts already covered in behalf of Broadcast Music is approximately $65,000,000. The 271 stations which
have pledged support of Broadcast
Music represent about $42,300,000

AGENCY EX.
ECUTIVES :
See the big 1940
Yearbook Number for complete
19 3 9 Program
Popularity Surveys. Out early
in February.
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Miller
Encourage
Sales
of the aggregate income in those sented. All stations represented
pledged their support. Mr. Kaye, in
areas, which provides the 65%
behalf of the NAB, outlined the
figure.
Based on the estimated income
Broadcast Music project. S. R. Rosenbaum, president of WFIL and a
figures by
districts,
the
analysis
indicates that stations in Districts 1 director of Broadcast Music, and
(New England); 3 (Del., N. J., Isaac D. Levy, CBS director and
Pa.) ; 4 (D. C, Md., N. C, S. C, co-owner of WCAU, Philadelphia,
the project their enthuVa. and W. Va.) ; 12 (Kans. and both gave
siastic support. Joseph L. Miller,
Okla.), and 14 (Colo., Idaho, Wyo., NAB director
of labor relations,
Mont.) had subscriptions represent- discussed the AFM situation, along
ing more than 80% of the aggre- with wage and hour regulations as
gate station income. Stations in they affect the industry.
Districts 6 (Ark., La., Miss.,
Following the meeting, the PennTenn.) ; 11 (Minn., N. D. S. D.)
sylvania Assn. of Broadcasters,
and 13 (Tex.) reported 60 to 80%
headed by Clair R. McCollough,
while those in Districts 2 (New
general manager of the MasonYork); 7 (Ky., Ohio); 8 (Ind., Dixon Group, held a regular meetMich.); 9 (111., Wise), and 10
ing, discussing intra-industry problems. Mr. McCollough outlined
(Iowa, Mo., Neb.) reported in the
conversations with recording comneighborhood of 50%.
panies relating to the proposed liAdditional Pledges
fee for performance of phonBesides those stations already oo-raph censeerecords.
Based on his oblisted as having committed themservation, he said, there is a possibility that the license fees never
selves to Broadcast Music [Broadcasting Jan. 1], the NAB Jan. 12 will be imposed against broadcastannounced the following additions,
ers, though the problem is still a
based on pledges at the new district serious one.
District 3 Pledges
meetings :
Delaware — WDEL WILM
District
3 stations which pledged
New WOR
Jersey— WSNJ WCAM WAAT
WHOM
themselves or indicated through
Pennsylvania—
representatives that they would
WEST
WIBG WCBA
WHJB WSAN
WKBO WFBG
WAZL
recommend support of BMI to their
WJAC WGAL KYW WCAU WDAS
owners were:
WFIL WHAT WIP WPEN WTEL KDKA
WDEL WILM WSNJ WCAM WAAT
KQV WCAE WJAS WWSW WEEU
WRAW WGBI WKOK WERE WRAK
WHOM WOR WCBA WFBF WEST WIBG
WHJB
WKBO WAZL WJAC WGAL KYW
WORK
WCAU WDAS WFIL WHAT WIP WPEN
Arkansas — KARK
Louisiana— KALB WJBO WSMB WWL
WTEL KDKA KQV WCAE WJAS WWSW
WEEU WRAW WGBI WKOK WBRE
KTBS KWKH
WRAK WORK.
Mississippi—
WJPR
WJDX
WSLI
WAML
WSKB WQBC
Present at the sessions were:
Tennessee—
WREC
WLAC WDOD
WSM WHBQ WMC WMPS
Sydney M. Kaye, NAB; F. E.
Texas— KFDA KGNC KFDM KRIS Chizzini, NBC; W. C. Gartland,
WFAA KGKO WBAP KRPC KTRH KXYZ
KFRO KFYO KIUN KONO KTSA WOAI
NBC; Ralph Wentworth, LangKTEM KGKB KRGV KWFT
Worth; V. C. Diehm, WAZL; Derby
Other additions announced since Sproul, KDKA; John Laux, KQV;
publication of the list in the last H. K. Brennen, WJAS; C. 0. Langissue of Broadcasting from dis- lois, Lang-Worth; C. G. Moss,
WKBO; Mike Lahr, WKOK;
tricts previously canvassed were:
KFIZ, WTHT, WHAI, WORC,
George E. Joy, WRAK; W. V. Person, WRAK; B. A. Beck, WKOK;
WFAS, KDLR and WDAN. WIL,
St. Louis, and WJAG, Norfolk, George W. Beck, WKOK; Clair R.
Neb., listed as having pledged sup- McCollough, Mason-Dixon Group;
Isaac D. Levy, WCAU; Ken Stowlist. port, have been removed from the man, WCAU; J. C. Tully, WJAC;
Roy Thompson, WFBG; George D.
District meetings on which re- Coleman, WGBI; Sam Baltimore,
ports, are awaited include District WBRE; Leonard Kapner, WCAE;
16, comprising Arizona, New MexiE. M. Stoer, WCAE; Frank R.
co and Southern California, at Los Smith, WWSW; Benedict Gimbel
Angeles, Jan. 9; District 17, with Jr., WIP; Joseph L. Miller, NAB;
the Oregon stations meeting in Frederick Caperoon, WCAM; Bob
Portland, Jan. 12, and the WashHorn, WCAM; A. W. Dannenbaum
ington stations in Seattle, Jan. 13; Jr., WDAS; Pat Stanton, WDAS;
S. R. Rosenbaum, WFIL; Paul H.
District 5, with Alabama and Georgia stations meeting in Columbus,
LaStayo, WAAT; Howard S. Frazier, WSNJ; Walter Miller, WGAL;
Ga., Jan. 18, and Florida stations
Robert Gulick, WORK; Gorman
in Orlando, Jan. 19.
Walsh, WDEL; Louis G. Baltimore,
At the District 3 meeting in CamWBRE; Leslie W. Joy, KYW;
den Jan. 4, 53 broadcasters were
in attendance, with 36 of the 48 Griffith B. Thompson, KYW; Joseph Land, WHOM; Jack Compter,
commercial stations in New Jersey, WHOM;
Charles Stahl, WCAM;
Pennsylvania, and Delaware repre- Ed. D. Clery, WIBG; T. M. Maxwell,
WIBG; Doug Hibbs, WTEL; Henry
N. Crocker, WTEL; B. Bryan Musselman, WCBA-WSAN; Ray Gaul,
iN^URED~¥ECEFriols
WRAW; Clifford M. Chafey,
WEEU; Arthur Simon, WPEN; A.
Heine, WCAM.
McGLATCHY
New Orleans District
At the District 6 meeting at
STATIONS
New Orleans Jan. 3, 20 stations
pledged themselves to BMI support. The meeting was presided
COVER INNER
over by Edwin W. Craig, WSM,
CALIFORNIA
Nashville, district director. The
district comprises Arkansas, LouisPAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY
iana, Mississippi and Tennessee, in
NEW YORK
which there are 49 commercial staCHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
tions. All but four of the stations
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SINCE purchase of WKRC, Cincinnati, by the
Cincinnati
Star a news
studio
has beenTimesbuilt
in the Times-Star building directly
off the local room of the newspaper.
Standard Oil of Ohio is sponsoring
four AP news periods daily, with
four additional AP newscasts also
on the station's daily schedule.
Charles V. Lutz, one of the Sohio
news reporters, is shown during a
broadcast from the new studio.
represented
at the session subscribed.
District 6 stations which signed
are: KARK, KALB, WJBO, WSMB,
WWL, KTBS, KWKH, WJPR,
WJDX, WSLI. WAML, WSKB,
WQBC, WDOD, WHBQ, WMC,
WMPS, WREC, WLAC, WSM.
Attending the New Orleans meeting were: G. E. Zimmerman,
KARK; W. H. Allen, C. Eddy Rogers, KALB; Chas. P. Manship, H.
Vernon Anderson, WJBO; J. C.
Liner, Sr., KMLB; Raymond F.
Hufft, WNOE; J. H. Uhalt,
WDSU; Charles C. Carlson, G. W.
Oxford, WJBW; Harold Wheelan,
WSMB; Chas. I. Denechaud, W.
H. Summerville, Jimmie Willson,
Louis Read, F. A. Cavey, WWL;
John C. McCormack, KTBS
John C. McCormack, KWKH ; John
R. Pepper, WJPR; Wiley Harris,
WJDX; L. M. Sepaugh, WSLI; D.
A. Matison, Hugh M. Smith,
WAML; George Blumenstock.
WSKB; 0. W. Jones, Mrs. Frank
Cashman, WQBC; Henry W. Slavick, WMC; James C. Hanrahan,
WMPS; S. O. Ward, WLAC; Edwin W. Craig, WSM; Norman A.
Thomas, WDOD; Hoyt B. Wooten,
WREC and WHBQ.
Texas Meeting
At the Texas district meeting
(District 13) in Dallas Jan. 5, 23
stations committed themselves to
Broadcast Music, according to 0. L.
Taylor, KGNC, Amarillo, district
director.
President
sided at this
session.Miller also preTwenty-one of the stations actually subscribed, one station committed itself and one station representative promised to recommend
subscription to his superiors. There
are some 60 stations in the State,
including those holding construction
permits. Mr. Taylor said that many
stations were not represented at
the meeting because of inclement
weather, distance or other factors,
but that a number had notified him
they definitely would subscribe to
the project. Attending the meeting
were : DeWitt Landis, KFYO;
Frank Mayborn, Burton Bishop,
KTEM; James R. Curtis, KFRO;
Tilford Jones, KXYZ, KTRH,
KRIS; E. K. Gaylord, Edgar Bell,
O. C. Brown, J. I. Meyerson, WKY;
O. L. Taylor, KGNC; J. M. Moroney, Martin B. Campbell, Alex
Keese, Irvin Gross, WFAA; M. E.
Danbom, KGKB; Jack Hawkins,
KIUN;Kahn,
E. J.C. Roth,
KONO;KFDM;
Darrold
B. Locke,
Ken ard,
Sibson,
KRGV;WBAP
H. C.; George
SouthHarold Hough,
• Broadcast

Advertising

Johnson, KTSA; J. W. Runyon,
Clyde Rembert, KRLD; Charles
Jordan, WRR; George Cranston,
KGKO; Hugh Halff, WOAI; Kern
Tips, KPRC; Earl Stransberg,
KFDA; Ray Nichols, KVWC; Joe
Carrigan, KWFT.
QUESTIONING the effect of his
views on the "morale of the industry" at a time when a "solid front
is an absolute necessity", C. R.
Richardson, manager of WDAN,
Danville, 111., on Jan. 9 wrote Ed
Craney, owner of KGIR, Butte,
Mont., in opposition to his position
on Broadcast Music Inc. as an independent source of music for radio. Mr. Richardson wrote the
Western broadcaster after having
received a copy of his letter sent
Dec. 22 to NAB President Neville
Miller. An abstract of this letter
was published in the Jan. 1 Broadcasting.
Mr. Richardson observed that Mr.
Craney had put a lot of time and
thought into his letter and that his
understanding of the situation was
quite thorough. Although he said
he agreed with many of the points
presented,
he wondered
if it wasn't
more important
to overlook
some
minor flaws which can be corrected
later and avoid the quibbling
"which might defeat our efforts".
He expressed wholehearted support
for Broadcast Music, declaring that
"a reasonably-priced music source
is just as important as our physical properties and should likewise
be just as well covered with insurance."
Sees Flaws Corrected

'Town Meeting' Record
AN INCREASE of 36% in the
number of NBC-Blue stations
carrying America's Town Meeting
of the Air program last season, according to George V. Denny, Jr.,
president of Town Hall, New York,
and moderator of the program,
which is starting its fifth season on
88 NBC-Blue stations. A total of 14
stations carried the first broadcasts
five years ago. Mr. Denny also reported that total live audience attendance in Town Hall for the 26
programs from Nov. 10 through

"I have subscribed for this station [to Broadcast Music], knowing that there are flaws in the present setup but feeling that the men
in charge would correct these flaws
at the proper time," Mr. Richardson advised Mr. Craney. "Because
of the multiplicity of details involved in organizing such a setup,
I can well appreciate why the minor
details would be temporarily ignored.
am inquite
lettermany
was
not"Isent
the sure
spirit your
in which
broadcasters will read and interpret it. I believe the majority of the
industry will join me in feeling that
whether we as individual managers
have complete faith in the possibilities for the success of Broadcast
Music, we owe it to ourselves and
to the industry to give it a fair
chance by subscribing 100%."

HOW

LAPP

OF THE

May 4, 1939, was 36,679 as compared with 31,182 for the 1936-37
season. Mail response showed approximately 58,000 letters from all
parts of the world in connection
with the programs, an average of
slightly over while
2,400 nearly
for each 200,000
week's
broadcast,
pamphlet reprints of the broadcasts
were sold during the season.

Writes Another Novel
GEORGE SNELL, continuity chief of
KDYL, Salt Lake City, has jut had
another book accepted for publication
by Caxton Publishers Ltd. of Caldwell,
Idaho.is aItstory
is titled
and
of life"The
in a Barbarians"
small town
in Idaho at the time of World War.
Three previous novels by Snell have
been published by Caxton.

D. EASLEY WAGGONER, vice-president and general manager of the United
Fidelity Life Insurance Co., Dallas,
has 1370
applied
a new 250-watt
on
kc. for
in Greenville,
Tex. station

WSUN, St. Petersburg, Fla., and
WMOG, New Brunswick, Ga., signed
recently to receive United Press news
service, while latest subscribers to INS
include KROW, Oakland; WDAE,
Tampa, and WHOM, Jersey City.

OUBL

PORCELAIN

CHANGING

THE

COMPRESSION

DIMENSIONS,

The advance of modern industrial science
has been achieved largely through making
minute changes in physical or chemical form
to eflfect tremendous changes

WALL

STRENGTH

CONE,

THICKNESS

WITHOUT
OR WEIGHT

for use in all types of footing and guy
insulators. And, then, not content with
their first efforts along these lines, they set
out to improve the design —
with the result that by

in performance characteristics. Consider the
matter of steel. If you

changing slightly the
contour of the cone,

know how, you can

they doubled the
strength of the insuknow-how
lators. * * *ofIt'sLapp
the

take a pound of common nails, add about
Vs ounce of carbon
and make tool steel

engineers that has
Left, early Lapp Compression Cone. Right, curved
with double the tenside compression cone — same dimensions, wall thickkept Lapp
dominess and weight — twice the compression strength of the
sile strength and five
nant force the
in insulastraight side cone — the design used in all footing and
times the hardness.
tion for radio broadguy insulators (see below) since 1932.
cast. Today, if you
* * * As pioneers in
radio tower insulation, Lapp men had to
contemplate installation of a new transmitter, or modernization of present equipment,
develop whole new engineering conceptions. Recognizing early that the tremenyou can't afford not to consider Lapp for
dous mechanical loads could be carried by
tower footing and guy insulators, for porcelain water cooling systems, for pressure
porcelain loaded only in compression, they
developed the porcelain compression cone
gas-filled condensers.

Radio-Press Display
FURTHER evidence of the relationship possible between the radio industry
and the newspaper business will be
shown .Tan. 1.5-20 when well-known
New Jersey newspaper executives describe the functions of all departments
of a newspaper in a week-long series
of broadcasts on WNEW. New York,
during the state-wide observance of
Newspaper Week. The radio series will
be auxiliary to the observance by all
New .Jersey Press Association newsof holding the
"open
readers papers
throughout
week.house" for
FTC Citation on Calox
McKesson & ROBBINS, New York,
on .Jan. 1 was ordered by the Federal
Trade Commission to discontinue certain misleading representations in advertising for Calox Tooth Powder in
radio broadcasts and publications. The
FTC also has ordered Ralston Purina
Co., St. Louis, to discontinue certain
advertising misrepresentations for Purina Dog Chow.
BROADCASTING
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LAPP
INSULATOR CO., INC., LE ROY, N. Y., U. S. A.
Advertising
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WILL

Texaco

CONTACT

BYRD'S EXPEDITION
RADIO will again supply the link
between civilization and the United
States Antarctic expedition piloted
by Admiral Richard E. Byrd. Beginning Feb. 2, a series of pro^grams, arranged by prominent
newspapers throughout the country, will be inaugurated. Carried
on NBC-Red, these programs will
be heard in this country and will
reach the Byrd expedition through
General Electric's shortwave transmitter, WGEO, Schenectady. Programs will be broadcast every other
Friday night, from 11:30 p. m. to
12 midnight (EST), and will be
followed by the shortwave radio
mailbag, a feature which has supplied the two previous Byrd expeditions with its only mail from
friends and relatives at home during their ice-locked desolation.
The first program will originate
in the NBC studios in New York.
Among publications w'hich have
already accepted dates for subsequent programs are the Washington Star, Boston Herald-Traveler,
Syracuse Post-Standard, Richmond
News-Leader, Detroit Neivs and
Cincinnati Post.
Noxzema's New Pair
NOXZEMA CHEMICAL Co., New
York, on Jan. 8 started the weekly half-hour program Qiiiz of Two
Cities on CKAC, Montreal and
CFRB, Toronto. The program, produced by John Gordon of RuthraufF
& Ryan, New York, the agency
handling the account, has been
sponsored since last November by
Bauer & Black, New York, on
WCCO, Minneapolis-St. Paul, and
since last August by Gunther Brewing Co., Baltimore, on WFBR, Baltimore, and WMAL, Washington.
RuthraufF & Ryan is the agency
for both these accounts.
Changes at KDYL
S. S. FOX has inaugurated new
policies and announced reorganization shifts at KDYL, Salt Lake
City. Myron Fox is now handling
local sales as well as continuing at
his post as program director, while
Douglas Gourley takes over the job
of arranging announcers' schedules,
in addition to handling special
events. Charlie Buck, recent addition to the staff, becomes publicity
director, with Dave Simmons going
over to sales. Nelson Mclninch
heads the sports department. Carl
Christopher becomes creator of
new ideas, cooperating with the
sales and program departments.
For Bigger Business
Buy Bigger Broadcasting

Watts
A SHREVEPORT

TIMES STATION

KWKH

Shreveport

Louisiana
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Court's

Power

Over

the

FCC

Is
HOW

Argued
in Supreme
Court
In the Heitmeyer case, involving
FAR the U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
the application of Paul R. Heitmeyer for a new local in Cheyenne,
can go in requiring the FCC to
carry out its mandates, will be de- Solicitor General Jackson reiterattermined by the U. S. Supreme
ed his previous arguments, declarCourt following arguments Jan. 11
ing the case was parallel. He contended the FCC could do anything
in the Heitmeyer and Pottsville
cases. The Department of Justice, it pleased on remanded cases, consistent with the Act. The FCC had
at the behest of the FCC, petidenied the Heitmeyer application
tioned the Supreme Court to decide
in 1935 on grounds of financial
this fundamental issue, claiming
the lower court improperly sought qualifications but the Court of Appeals reversed the Commission and
to compel the FCC, by mandamus,
to perform certain acts thereby al- remanded the case. The Commission sought to set a hearing de
legedly usurping
the Commission's
administrative
functions.
novo, with two other applicants for
Solicitor General Robert H. Jack- facilities in the same city to be
heard simultaneously on applicason, who is Attorney General-destions which had been filed later.
ignate, argued both cases for the
Government in what may be his Heitmeyer then went to the District Supreme Court and enjoined
final appearance before the tribunal as Solicitor General. He in- this hearing. The Commission appealed from the injunction suit to
sisted the two cases were parallel
and that the lower court does not the appellate court and this court
mandamused
the Commission to
have the power to restrict the accarry out its former mandate.
tion of the FCC, after it has once
Former Senator C. C. Dill, as
remanded a case. His position was
that if the original party felt he counsel for Heitmeyer, contended
his case differed from Pottsville in
was still aggrieved after the new
decision of the Commission on a that the Commission had ordered
remanded case, he still has re- an entirely new proceeding, forccourse to the same court.
ing his client to compete with new
applicants,
after the court
hadFCC
rePriority Contended
versed the Commission.
If the
Charles D. Drayton, Washington
can proceed in that fashion, he
attorney and principal stockholder
argued, it might never decide such
of the Pottsville Broadcasting Co., cases and the purpose of the Act
which had appealed the FCC deci- to give service would be frustrated.
sion, and Eliot C. Lovett, his at- In the case of Cheyenne, he said,
the city has been deprived of a
torney,
against
mission. Theargued
lower
court the
had Comheld station for five years by virtue of
that the FCC had erred in denying
the Heitmeyer proceeding and
the Pottsville Co. application and
might never get a station under
remanded the case to the FCC.
such procedure.
Meanwhile, two other applicants
Queries from Bench
had filed for the same facility,
580 kc, in Pottsville, Pa., and
Chief Justice Hughes observed
had been heard. The FCC sought that the question involved appeared
to combine oral arguments, after to be the extent of the power of
which Pottsville appealed pri- the lower court to restrict and conmarily on priority grounds. The
trol the actions of an administrative commission. Other questions
lower court subsequently mandamused the Commission to prevent
from the bench largely went to
the difference between an appellate
it from deciding these other cases
on a comparative basis and ordered
court's power over administrative
it to decide the Pottsville case on agencies as opposed to inferior
tribunals.
its own record.
A third review, involving the
After Solicitor General Jackson
issue of economics, rehad argued that the jurisdiction of fundamental
mains to be heard by the court,
the appellate court over an adminargtiment expected in midistrative body such as the FCC dif- with
February. The appeal was taken by
fers from that of its authority
the FCC from the Court of Apover an inferior coui't, Messrs.
peals decision in the so-called SanDrayton and Lovett took an opposders case involving a new station
in
Dubuque,
la. This goes to the
ing viewpoint. They held the Commission was required to act on the question of unlimited competition
from new stations authorized in a
original record.
particular area, with the FCC holding that such competition is permissible even to the point of destroying existing stations. If comKFRU
petition isto be restricted, according to the FCC viewpoint, then the
Commission would be required to
regulate rigidly all phases of staCOLUMBIA, MISSOURI
tion operation, not even excluding
A kilowatt of power on 630
program and rate matters. William
kc. daytime with 500 watts
J. Dempsey, FCC general counsel,
at night.
is expected to argue this case beA Sales Message over KFRU
fore the highest tribunal.
Covers the Heart of Missouri
Further
indicating
the issue
FCC's was
attitude on the
economics
a brief in support of its motion to
dismiss the appeal of WMBG, Rich-
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Plans

Baseball

Sponsorship in Chicago
TEXAS Co. and P. Lorillard Co.,
New York, each will sponsor playby-play broadcasts of all the home
games of both the Chicago Cubs and
Chicago White Sox during the 1940
baseball season. Texas Co., limiting
its baseball sponsorship to Chicago,
has signed
for Cubs
Hal Totten's
descriptions of the
and White
Sox
home games on WCFL, Chicago,
through Buchanan & Co., New
York. P. Lorillard, for Old Gold
cigarettes, will use Bob Elson and
Guy Savage on WGN, Chicago, also
covering all home games of the two
teams. Agency is Lennen & Mitchell, New York.
Although Socony - Vacuum Oil
Co,, New York, plans to sponsor
some baseball broadcasts, cities and
stations have not been announced,
according to J. Stirling Getchell,
agency in charge. As Broadcasting
went to press no announcements
of baseball broadcasts or sponsors
had been announced by any New
York stations.
mond, from its decision granting
WRNL, Richmond, fulltime on the
880 kc. channel in lieu of daytime.
WMBG had alleged prospective
damage resulting from competition.
The FCC held that damage without legal injury is not a basis in
invoking
the jui'isdiction
a court
for the protection
againstof causing
such damage. The Commission
summarized its argument in seekingment : dismissal, with this pronounce"It is difficult to conceive of a
field in which there is less justification for abrogating the basic
economic postulate in our system
of worth
laws, namely,
'competition
is
more tothat
society
than it
costs', than the field of radiobroadcasting. Traditional legislative reluctance to depart from the cherished doctrine of free competition,
as well as the profound judicial
reluctance to recognize any rights
which would require a whittling
away of our competitive economy,
alike require this court to turn a
deaf ear to the sii-en call of appellant who, with a pretty affectation
of helplessness, tries to appeal to
the protective instinct of this court
to defend it against that wicked
villain 'Administrative Abso-

lutism'."

COLUMBUS.QHia
UMtfouneec/yUt.
JOHN BLAIR £v CO., RepresentQti>^e
5000WATTSDAY
IP O O WATTS NIGHT
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Gardner Cowles, Jr.—
Mr. Cowles knows all major media, and knows them well. He is president of The
Cowles Stations, including KSO, WMT, KRNT and WNAX; editor of Look; associate
publisher of The Des Moines Register Si Tribune; vice-president of The Minneapolis
Star-Journal.
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We can't deny that his thoughtful letter gives us a real thrill.
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AFRA IN NEW YORK
STUDIES DISC CODE
AMERICAN Federation of Radio
Artists on Jan. 11 submitted the
rough draft of its proposed transcription code to its New York local,
which referred it back to committee. When all branches have approved it, the union is to present
it to the transcription producers,
probably sometime early in February.
The AFRA demands for wages
and conditions of employment closely parallel those embodied in the
contracts signed last year by the
networks for employment of actors on network programs. Chief
difference lies in policing provisions.
The other recording situation in
which broadcasters are currently interested, the appeal of RCA, Whiteman and WNEW from the court
decision of last summer which RCA
used as a basis for its attempts to
license the use of its phonograph
records on the air, has not changed
in the past month. Attorneys for all
parties are drawing up the necessary papers which must be printed
and Med with the appellate court
before hearings start.
RCA has not divulged the names
or the number of broadcasters that
have taken out its licenses, but a
spokesman for the company stated
that "while there are not as many
licensees as we had hoped for, there
are more than we had expected."
OELERICH & BERRY Co.. Chicago
(Old Manse syrup), has started a
thrice weekly interview series on
WGN, Chicago, titled What Would
You Do? Albert Kireher Co., Chicago,
is agency.

Late

Personal

CHARLES INGLIS. formerly in
charge of the promotiou and merchandising department of KLZ, Denver, on
.Jan. 15 transfered to Oklahoma City
to edit homa
CuffPublishing
Stuff, house
organ operates
of OklaCo., which
KLZ. KVOR, Colorado Springs, and
WKY. Oklahoma City. luglis replaced
Don Curtiss, who has returned to New
York. .Jeff Baker, formerly of WRVA,
Richmond. Va.. succeeds Inglis at KLZ.
.L\CK MITCHELL, formerly program
director of Texas State Network, on
.Ian. 5 joined KOMA, Oklahoma City,
in that capacity. W. S. Lukenbill, formerly KOMA program director, has
been" will
transfered
promotioncapacity
director,in
and
act in anto advisory
the program department.
.TOHNNY HACKETT. sportscaster of
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, Ind., is
convalescing after fracturing two ribs
in a fall on the ice .Ian. 3.
BILL LAWRENCE. CBS Hollywood
producer, after a 10-year association,
has resigned to free-lance. He is currently pnidueing and announcing the
XBC / Want A Divorce, cooperatively
siionsored.
BT'D HIESTAND,
Hollywood
nouncer, has been assigned
to anthe
weekly Adventures of Dr. Hunt, sponsored "on 12 CBS
stations
bv National
LeadWest
Co. Coast
(Dutch
Boy
Paints).
HERBERT M. MOSS, of the CBS
production staff and formerly with
XBC. resigned .Ian. 5 to free-lance.
HILL LAWRENZ has joined the announcing staff of WMBD. Peoria, 111.
He was formerly with W.IBK, Detroit.
.lOHN POOR, announcer for WHBQ.
Memphis, was selected by Robert
(Jray. radio editor of the Memphis
Commercial Appeal, as one of the three
best male vocalists on the local radio
stati(nis
1939 inradio.
Gray"s year-end
resume offorMemphis
FORREST HOBBS, technician of
KDYL, Salt Lake City, is convalescing
in the L. D. S. Hospital. Salt Lake
City,
following an emergency appendectomy.
CHARLES S. BUCK, of HoUywood,
has joined the announcing staff of
KDYL, Salt Lake City.
ROBERT PAYNE has joined the announcing staff of WCOU, Lewiston,
Me.
CHARLES STARK, CBS announcer,
on .Ian. 15 was to join My Son and I.
CBS feature starring Betty Garde and
Kingsley Colton, as announcer.
KENNETH McCLURE has joined the
sales department of WCMI. Huntington, W. Va.

Practical School
For Announcers
Opening for 4 only during
1940. Practical Experience.
No text books. Individual
coaching. 9 months course.
Low tuition.
RADIO
Omakcui tSadic Cotumiicu
staiimaiAhmcveh
hfftmpvi imkmuHMk
amufuhckU than hAfyeah
DONSEARLE-GEN'LMGR.
KATZ AGENCY- NAT'L REPR .
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STATION

W C A Z
Carthage, 111.
Write Antoinette Palmer for particulars.
List of successful graduates sent on
application.

Notes

PAUL .TENNINGS, formerly of J. M.
Mathes, New York, has joined the copy
staff of Ivey & Ellington, Philadelphia.
AY. B. (Bill) QUARTON, commercial
manager of WMT, Cedar Rapids, and
Mrs. Quarton, are vacationing in
Mexico. Charles F. Quentin, chief engineer, recently returned from a Mexican vacation.
.lOSEPHINE HALPIN. news analyst
heard on KMOX, St. Louis, has been
named program chairman of the St.
Louis Women's Advertising Club.
GEORGE SNYDER, formerly of
WLVA. Lynchburg, Va., and John
Mar-shall, of WKAR, East Lansing,
have joined the announcing staff of
AVHLS, Port Huron, Mich.
.JAY FARAGHAN, announcer of
KYW, Philadelphia, and Ethel Harvey
have announced their engagement, as
have Anne Lawler, in charge of music
rights at KYW, and Joe Reeves.
ERIC MUNRO has been appointed
merchandising
manager of KTSM. El
Paso.
NEW

CENSUS

DATA

ON SETS PROPOSED
COMPLETE breakdowns of population and housing statistics gathered during the 1940 Decennial
Census in order to bring out the
most valuable comparisons from a
communications standpoint are being sought by a group made up of
industry and Government representatives. Recommendations for
various cross-tabulations will be
presented in mid-January at a
meeting of the industry-government group with Census Bureau
officials in charge of tabulations.
At a Jan. 11 meeting with the
representative group. Dr. Vergil
D. Reed, assistant director of the
Census Bureau, indicated that previous suggestions for a change in
the form of the Census question
concerning
radiothat
had there
been would
presented too late and
be
no change in the Housing Census
schedule [Broadcasting, Jan. 1].
He suggested, however, that the
group meet with other Census
Bureau officials to discuss their
suggestions regarding tabulation
of census statistics.
Among proposals to be presented
at the mid-January meeting are
tabulation of statistics ■ — based on
the query, "/s there a radio in this
dwelling unit?" — by cities, towns,
counties and metropolitan districts ;
cross-tabulations of radio homes
with family income and with last
point of formal education. Since
the statistical department has not
announced its tabulation plans, it
is not known whether these proposals are included in present
Attending the meetings at which
plans.
discussions
have been held with
Census Bureau officials have been
Paul Peter, for NAB, and Bond
Geddes, for RMA,
along
withNavy,
representatives of the
War,
State and Commerce Departments,
the FCC and Office of Education.
MRS. FLORENCE SCHORR, 35,
wife of William Schorr, director of the
Fred Allen hour on NBC-Red, was
killed Jan. 11 when she jumped from
a window of the office of Dr. Harold
Kelman on the 17th floor of a New
York building. Mr. Schorr told police
liis wife had been suffering from a
nervous disorder and was being treated by Dr. Kelman. The couple had an
adopted son. 4. Police listed the death
as a suicide.
BROADCASTING

Radio Figures Honored
THREE men of radio were
selected by the annual biographical almanac, America'sAmerican
Young Men, men
a Who's
Who of
under
40,
on
the
list
of
the
outstanding young men"ten
of
1939." They are William S.
Paley, 38, president of CBS;
Fulton Lewis jr., MBS Washington news commentator,
and Philo T. Farnsworth,
radio and television inventor
and executive. In the Dictionary of American Women, also
about to be published, Anne
S. Hummert, vice-president
of Blacket-Sample-Hummert
Inc. agency, was listed as one
of the "outstanding women of

Network Billings
(Continued from page 18)
previous year, its December 1939
figure1939."
of $317,699 being 5.8% less
than
1938. the $337,369 billed in December
Gross Monthly Time Sales
19S9 over 19S8 1938
NBC
Jan.
$4,033,900% 6.3%
Gain $3,793,516
Feb.
3,748,695 7.2 3,498,063
March
4,170,852 9.6 3,806,831
April
3,560,984 7.6 3,310.605
May
3,702,102 8.4 3,414,200
June
3,382,404 5.7 3,200,569
July
3,283,555 11.0 2,958,710
Auk.
3,312,670 12.6 2,941,099
Sept.
3,315,307
Oct.
4,219,253 11.3
11.8 2,979.241
3,773,964
Nov.
4.234.984 8.6 3.898,919
Dec.
4,279,748 10.1 3,887,072
Total ___ $45,244,354 9.1% $41,462,679
CBS
Jan.
2.674,057 —7.1 2,879.946
Feb.
2,641.542 —5.2 2,680.335
March
2,925,684 —3.6 3.034,317
April
2,864,026 17.7 2,424.180
May
3,097.484 25.4 2.442.283
June
2.860,180 34.8 2,121,495
July
2,311,953 69.1 1,367,357
Aug.
2.341,636 64.2 1,423.865
Sept.
2,563,132 60.0 1.601,755
Oct
3,366,654 41.0 2.387,395
Nov.
3,474,163 41.6 2.453.410
Dec.
3,529,164 39.5 2.529,060
Total ___ $34,539,665 26.3% $27,345,397
MBS
Jan.
315,078 16.7 269,894
Feb
276,605 9.2 253,250
March
306.976 31.8 232,877
AprU
262.626 38.6 189.546
Mav
234.764 20.9 194.201
Juiie
228.186 12.7 202,412
July —
216,583 29.6 167,108
Aug.
205.410 24.7 164.626
Sept.
210.589 5.1 200,342
Oct.
428,221 23.1 347.771
Nov.
327.045 —10.4 360,929
Dec.
317,699 —5.8 337,369
Total $3,329,782
14.0% $2,920,324

^^^Tieadley-Reed Co.,
National Representative
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HEARING

OiV WSAL

RESUMES JAN. 18
PUNCTUATED by frequent subpoenas of bank and financial records and appearances of surprise
witnesses, among them members of
the families of persons concerned
in the proceeding, the hearing on
the license revocation of WSAL,
Salisbury, Md., [Broadcasting,
Jan. 1] continued spasmodically
from Jan. 3 to 12. On the latter
date Commissioner Thad H. Brown,
presiding at the hearing, recessed
proceedings to Jan. 18, presumably
to allow time to contact new witnesses and clarify conflicting tsetimony.
In addition to bank and Treasury
Department officials called in connection with financial transactions
between April 24 and 28, 1937, coincident with the original hearing
on the WSAL application for CP,
former Senator Clarence C. Dill,
Washington radio attorney, appeared to discuss the disposition of
an item of $3,500 in cash he withdrew at that time from his bank
account. Senator Dill, associated
with James W. Gum, attorney
prominently mentioned in the proceedings, explained that although
the sum was withdrawn originally
for personal investment in business
ventures outside radio, these opportunities did not materialize and
at least the greater share of this
sum could have been redeposited at
the bank at a later date.

Every national advertiser
wanting results in the
Maritime Provinces
OF Canada
should make sure that his
schedule includes
C H
N
S
Halifax, Nova Scotia
JOS. WEED Si CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York
Representatives

MBS

Expands Network
Base
{Continued from Page 17)
Detroit; United Broadcasting Corp., still believes in the policies and
comprising WHK and WCLE,
principles testified to by its witCleveland, and WHKC, Columbus;
nesses regarding exclusive conWKRC, Cincinnati.
tracts and long-term contracts, but
that
events
which have transpired
The MBS operating board is said
to be unique in network history. It since the hearings made it necessary to follow this new course.
is composed of one representaThe memorandum said that MBS
tive from each of the seven member
station units, with additional rep- still urges that effect be given to
resentation appointed by other affi- the policies and principles it proliated Mutual stations. Under this
posed in appropriate regulations
plan all stations in Mutual will forbidding or restricting the objectionable features of contracts behave an active voice in the nettween the major networks and afwork's
general
operation
and
polifiliated
stations. It added:
cies and will meet four times a
year with Fred Weber, MBS general manager. The plan is an amplification of the network's original
policy inaugurated by WON and
WOR, formulated Sept. 15, 1934
when a group of leading independent stations organized MBS as the
first cooperative network.
Ovaltine Contract
President Macfarlane also pointed
out that the recent contract placed
with MBS by the Wander Co. for
Ovaltine for a 52-week strip of daytime programs on 85 stations starting Jan. 22 is the largest daytime
revenue ever placed with the network. Together with 1940 contracts
with Carnation Milk Co., Richfield
Oil Co., American Tobacco Co. and
Revelation Tobacco Co., MBS looks
forward to 1940 as its greatest year
in both commercial and sustaining
programs.
Coincident with the announcement by MBS President Macfarlane that seven independent broadcasting organizations, including 57
of the network's 124 stations in the
United States, had renewed their
contracts with the network for five
years, effective Feb. 1, there was
filed with the FCC a memorandum
explaining the reasons for this action. The memorandum was submitted by Louis G. Caldwell, Frank
D. Scott and Percy H. Russell Jr.
as MBS counsel, to the FCC Network Monopoly Committee because
of the apparent conflict of this action with the position taken by
MBS during the Network-Monopoly
Inquiry of 1938-1939. The committee is engrossed in the preparation
of its report to the FCC on this allinclusive investigation.
MBS counsel said the network

Exclusive Contracts
"No such regulations having yet
been adopted, however, and it appearing that a substantial further
period may
elapse
Commission takes
actionbefore
in thethematter.
Mutual now finds itself in a position where, in order to continue its
existence as a national network
and to maintain the development it
has so far achieved, it is forced to
enter into contracts containing
some of the provisions to which it
has objected," the memo states. "In
particular, it is faced with the immediate necessity of having its
members and contributing member
stations enter into contracts with
Mutual under which, subject to existing commitments, they undertake not to associate with any
other national network."
In its detailed explanation. Mutual alleged that NBC and CBS
have continued to enter into contracts containing "all of said objectionable features", both with respect to renewals of existing contracts and to new contracts with
stations not heretofore affiliated
with them. Most of these contracts,
it contended, are exclusive, many
containing time option provisions
greatly in excess of the amount actually ever used in the past by the
network, and practically all of
them are for at least five years,
or longer. Specific mention was
made of the WLW contract with
NBC, which had been a previous
subject of complaint to the FCC by
MBS. It pointed out prior to this
contract WLW had been an MBS
basic station.
During the past year, MBS contended further, NBC has introduced
and
is
system by
of
discountsmaintaining
largely made"a possible
its ownership of two national networks and constituting an exceedingly unfair trade practice at the
expense of any company having

C Dsyf/'me )

'/n AAe ^earf^ of tAcAlotor /ncfustrjf "
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Formation
of Transcontinental
only
one network."
Broadcasting System, with Elliott
Roosevelt as its original president,
had a bearing on the new MBS contractual move, since the contracts
of Transcontinental specified fiveyear affiliations, it was pointed out.
Transcontinental was predicated on
a plan contemplating the use of
five hours daily on each affiliated
station at "much less than standard
card rates", it stated, with a reported average of approximately
$3.52
per
quarter-hour
station
from which
would beperdeducted
agency commission, network expenses and such sum as the network might choose to retain. While

it recited that recent reports indicated Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Inc. may have withdrawn or modified its connection with Transcontinental, the memorandum stated
that the new network has announced service definitely would begin Feb. 1.
Immediately
after its organizaMBS charged.
Transcontinentaltion,
started
a campaign
to induce
MBS stations to sign five-year contracts, and in a "small number of
instances" persuaded owners to enter into contracts, thereby making the stations unavailable for use
by Mutual in the future.
The memorandum concluded that,
although MBS finds itself compelled to enter into certain contracts containing an exclusive feature, it "nevertheless stands ready
and willing at all times to comply
with such regulations as the Commission may adopt forbidding such
provisions and will promptly discontinue them once such regulations have become effective with
respect to it and to the other naIt added
that in order to survive
tional networks."
and preserve the advantages of a
station-supported, cooperative network, and to justify the continued
willingness
the part to
of bear
Mutual's
contributing onmembers
the
brunt of financial expense and of
programitself
production,
"Mutual must
assure
of the undivided
support of its stations as distinguished
from an attitude in which the benefits are accepted and the obligations are ignored."
THE VOICE OF MISSISSIPPI

5.M0
1. 000 DN

N.B.C

FORWARD
IN '40
WITH
MISSISSIPPI
Survey of over 100 business leaders
reveals Central and Western Mississippi anticipates "best year since
depression" in 1940.
Jackson
best tradeheart
area offornation's
second secondsuccessive time — Forbes Sales High
Spots, Jan. I, 1940.
New General Electric plant to add
$400,000
to Jackson's annual payroll.
Invest your advertising dollars with
WJDX.
Mississippi's
Radio Station
will take youDominant
forward
in '40.
Owned and Operoted By
LAMAR
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI
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NAB Sales Report
BUREAU of Advertising of the
NAB has published a report on
"Sales Administration of Radio
Stations", issued in loose-leaf folder form and outlining typical sales
department organizations and activities, compensation and control
of salesmen, and special problems
of station sales administration. The
report is the result of a survey
conducted among 88 stations in
1939 under supervision of Dr. Herman S. Hettinger, associate professor of marketing, Wharton School
of Finance & Commerce, Pennsylvania U, reported originally by Dr.
Hettinger before the NAB sales
managers' committee at the 17th
annual NAB convention last July.
Extra copies of the report are available to members, free of charge, on
request to the Bureau of Radio Advertising.
TEXAS Co., New York (Texaco gasoline), on Jan. 15 is starting a seasonal program for 13 weeks on WQAM,
Miami, using Tommy Aitken, the
Texaco
fishing news"fishing
Tuesday,reporter",
Thursdaygiving
and Satu
r
d
a
y
,
6
:30-6
:45
p.m.
Agency
:
Buchanan & Co., New York.

No Nazi Rations
LIFE looked pretty dark to
William L. Shirer, CBS correspondent in Berlin, when
Germany
began war
rationingfood on a stringent
basis
according to calories required
to
perform
one'shappily
work.
Things
worked out
for Shirer, however, as foreign correspondents are classified as hard laborers and receive double rations. Besides,
he gets a box of bacon, eggs
and butter from friends in
Denmark every third week.

Frank Rand's New Firm
FRANK RAND, former director of
public relations of CBS-Chicago,
has resigned to open a new public
relations firm called Rhodes &
Rand. Mr. Rand started in radio in
1933 when he became publicity director of the Yankee Network with
offices in Boston. In December of
1935 he joined the public relations
staff of CBS-Chicago and was soon
named director. The new firm has
offices located at 360 N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago; telephone, Randolph
0001. Ander F. Rhodes, Mr. Rand's
partner in the new firm, was formerly associated with Public Relations Inc., Chicago.

Radio Writing Course
TECHNIQUE of writing for radio,
covering the field from theory to
the finished script, will be one of
the ten courses offered during the
seventh
termwhich
of thestarts
Writers'
New York,
Feb. School,
6. The
radio course will be conducted by
George Asness, former director cf
the radio unit of the Federal Theatre,
and director
of the
Actor'sA Relief
on NBC.
ries of Fund
five programs
lectures will
be given seby
the
Writers'
School
in
addition,
the
March 31 lecture to be given by

Piano School Tests
HAROLD Rhodes Correspondence
School, Los Angeles (piano instruction), is sponsoring a twice-weekly
quarter-hour transcribed musical
program on WWVA, Wheeling, and
a similar 30-minute show each week
on KFAC, Los Angeles, in a test
campaign. Other stations are to be
added. Ted Dahl Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles, has the account.

Help Wanted

Situations Wanted (continued)
Engineer:
Nowto employed
by network
station desires
make change.
Experienced
in all phases of broadcast and high frequency work. Interested in construction.
Married. A-1 references. Travel, or foreign locale no objection. Box A634,
Broadcasting.
Wanted to Buy

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press BIdg.. Wash., D. C.

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press BIdg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press BIdg.
Washington, D. C.

PAUL

F. GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

JOHN BARRON
Contulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earie Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

Munsey BIdg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL. MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
2935 North Henderson Avenue
Telephones 3-6039 and 5-2946
DALLAS. TEXAS

HERBERT LEE BLYE
RADIO CONSTRUCTION
ENGINEER
THIRTEEN YEARS EXPERIENCE
I-IMA
OHIO

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St. New York, N. Y.

Martin V. Kiebert, Jr.
Qonsuhing T^dio Sngmeer
associated with Janksy&Bailey
Russ BIdg. San Francisco, Cal.
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PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineers

Station owners, managers,
sales managers and chief engineers comb every issue of
Broadcasting.

Noi-man Corwin, CBS radio director
and author of So This is Radio series, speaking on "The New Literature of Radio."
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Help Wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per work. All other classifications,
12c per word. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close 26th and 10th of month preceding issues.

Employees — Let us help you get a position
through our National Radio Employment
Bureau. Paramount Distributors, Box
864, Denver, Colo.
Midwest NBC affiliated station wants capable,
operator
chief engineer. experienced
Prefer young
man or
familiar
with
RCA equipment with both transmitter
and operating experience. Only applicantsandwith those
commercial
broadcast
ence
who can
come experifor a
personal interview will be considered.
Starting salary depends upon individual
and his experience.
immediately. Address allPosition
inquiriesopen
to Box
A641, Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
Station or sales manager with more
than 10 years successful radio experience. Proven record for sales and operation. Best references.
BOX A644. BROADCASTING
Announcer wants position with station.
Write continuity, news, programming.
References. Box A648, Broadcasting.
Operator, Radiophone first 3% years, transmitter, control and construction experience. Box A642, Broadcasting.
Engineer
with 5000-watt
network— Now
stationconnected
wants change.
Control
room, transmitter experience. Transradio
man. Box A643, Broadcasting.
Salesman — age 24 ; experienced ; sells "increased sales",
not mere
prefer
midwestern
station.
Box "time"
A646, ; Broadcasting.
Sports Announcer handle play by play
account all sports, sport commentary,
references,
casting. recordings. Box A647, Broad-

Used Allied or Fairchild Portable Recording Turntable, with or without Amplifier.
Box A652. Broadcasting.
Wanted complete set IRE Proceedings to
date. Box A651, Broadcasting.
For Sale
100°'o ownership in local Station town of
over 50,000. Box A640, Broadcasting.
For Sale — Equipment
Best offer takes Western Electric 301-A
100 watt
First class
tion cost transmitter.
$6900.00. Address
Box condiA650,
Broadcasting.
For Rent — Equipment
G. R. standard signal generator, radio
detector, G. R. radio frequency bridge
for making antenna impedance measurements ;oscillographs, distortion measuring equipment, RCA 75B field intensity
meter for rent at reasonable rates. Allied Research Laboratories, 260 E. 161st
St.. New York City.

Announcer: 5 years experience, desires
permanent situation. Married. Writes
continuity and sells. Now employed. Box
A654, Broadcasting.
Engineer with ten years excellent record
desires change. Now employed as chief
5 kw. station. College degree. Excellent
references. Box A649, Broadcasting.
Announcer-newscaster wants position with
station. Writes continuity. Five years experience. Will accept small salary. Good
references. Box A645, Broadcasting.
Production duction,
Man, ten
years' promotion,
experience, writproprogramming,
ing. Employed, but wants to make
change.
Will accept small salary. BoxMarried.
A656, Broadcasting.
Program or Production Manager : Six
years varied radio experience at stations ranging from 100 to 50,000 watts.
Presently with large metropolitan station. Box A653, Broadcasting.
Announcer — specialist in commercials, copywriting, programming, account servicing.
Do special events, sports, 3 years with
present organization. Desire change. Record available. Box A655, Broadcasting.
BROADCASTING

Eleven big new departments in the
1940 Yearbook
Number . . . mostly
at requests of agencies and radio advertisers. Out early
in February!
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Kramer

Named

House

Patents

Head;

Radio
ISot Active as Congress Opens
By LEWIE V. GILPIN
ASIDE from the surprise appointListening Post
ment of Charles Kramer (D-Cal.)
as chairman of the House Patents
WBBM Chicago, has estabCommittee and introduction of a
lished a shortwave listening
post in the home of J. Oren
bill (S-3043) by Sen. Thomas (DUtah) to amend and consolidate
Weaver, news editor of CBScopyright statutes [see page 28],
Chicago. Using a CBS-Hamthe opening days of the second
marlund Super-Pro receiver,
Mr. Weaver checks shortwave
regular session of the 76th Conbroadcasts in French, Italian
gress were quiet from a radio viewand English from 4 p. m.
point. The few other radio matters
through 1 a. m. (CST) for
called up were temporarily shelved,
news summaries used on his
as expected.
Rep. Kramer was named Patents
regular 6:55 a. m. newscast.
Committee chairman, succeeding
The service is used to supplement the CBS European news
the late Rep. William I. Sirovich
roundup heard each morning
(D-N. Y.), after the post had been
in Chicago at 7 a. m.
declined by the two ranking Democratic members of the committee.
Reps. Lanham (D-Tex.) and Dunn
(D-Penn.), who hold other chair- porter, and at the time of his recent
manships. Rep. Lanham heads the death it was pointed out that Rep.
Public Buildings & Grounds ComLanham, ranking successor, also
mittee and Rep. Dunn the Census
Committee. Under House rules had shown ASCAP sympathies.
Rep. Kramer, whose home is Los
either would have had to relinquish
Angeles, where he is an attorney,
leadership of his other committee
attended public and parochial
to accept the Patents Committee
chairmanship [Broadcasting, Jan. 1] schools in Chicago, DePaul U, and
Illinois College of Law. He was
Favors Movies
elected to the 73d Congress and has
Previously in copyright matters been serving continuously since.
the new chairman has reflected proIn addition to introduction of the
movie sympathies. Since the Los Thomas
two other measures
Angeles County district he repre- concerningbill,
radio were passed over
sents includes the film and radio
on the Senate Calendar Jan. 8 — the
centers of Hollywood, it is consid- Johnson
bill (S-517) outlawing the
ered likely his picture industry leanings will continue as he takes over broadcast of liquor and beer advertising, and the Logan bill (Sas chairman. Rep. Sirovich was
known as a staunch ASCAP sup- 915) to revise administrative court
procedure. Sen. Johnson (D-Col.),
told Broadcasting he would press
for immediate consideration by the
Senate and attempt to bring his
PERMIT GRflNTED-FULL TIME
bill to a vote during the present session. He added that if the bill were
defeated, he probably would introduce a modified proposal. Although
KFFO
he has worked out no details for a
LONCVIEW.TEXAS
^
substitute, he stated it likely would
be built around a requirement that
stations accepting liquor or beer advertising provide an equal amount
of free time for anti-liquor "educational broadcasts".
Logan Bill Status
Sen. King (D-Utah), chairman
of the Judiciary subcommittee
which held hearings on the measure,
• ATHENS \_,.iWiv'
I
has handled the Logan bill since
the death last session of Sen. Logan
(D-Ky.). When the measure was
passed over Jan. 8, at the request
of Majority Leader Barkley, who
stated that consideration of the
measure should be postponed until
Department of Justice amendments
could be offered, Sen. King urged
speedy offer of all amendment proposals and stated that he would try
to have the bill considered "at an
early
V
Thedate".
first Congressional cognizance of the NAB program code
controversy appeared Jan. 10 when
CDVER^jfe CENTER
Rep. O'Connor (D-Mont.) had
printed in the Congressional Record
a resolution of the Billings (Mont.)
National
Townsend Club taking issue with
the controversial issues restrictions
Representatives:
of the code. Among other demands
set forth in the resolution was one
Forjoe & Co., New York
that the FCC cancel the licenses of
all stations adhering to the rule,
either voluntarily or by statutory
Radio Time Agency
requirement. In addition the resoluChicago
tion urged a boycott of all advertisers using the facilities of NAB
member stations until the rule is
abrogated.
IBROADCASTING
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THE

NEW

YEAR

Radio makes the end of one year and the beginning
of another a coast-to-coast event. Seated comfortably
by their radio receivers, millions follow the New
Year's celebration across the nation and hear midnight strike four times!
Special telephone circuits and facilities link radio
stations into networks that serve to make the whole
country an amphitheater. Here radio listeners hear
the finest entertainment, the most exciting sporting
events, the latest news.
And in the Bell Telephone Laboratories research
goes on continuously to improve still
further the facilities through which you
enjoy network programs.
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FEDERAL

COMMUMCATIONS
JANUARY

Decisions

. . .
JANUARY 2
WMBQ, Brooklyn; WWRL. Brooklyn;
WCNW, Brooklyn etc.— Effective date of
Provision (3) of order of 12-5-38 extended
30 days from 12-31-39, re Dockets 4029,
4050, 3941, 4302, 4331, 4622.
KFPW, Fort Smtih, Ark.— Granted mod.
CP change
to 1370 kc 250 w unl., newtrans.,
antenna.
WMAN,
Mansfield,
license
new station 1370 kc 250O. w— Granted
D.
KOCA, Kilgore, Tex.— Granted CP move
trans., change antenna.
JANUARY 4
WJEJ,
Hagerstown
— Granted CP increase to 250 w.
WSLI,
Jackson,
Miss.
tary assignment license —to Granted
StandardvolunLife
Bcstg. Co.
WLOK,
Lima,
O.—
Granted
CP
1210
kc
100 w unl.
WDMJ,
Marquette,
Mich.
—
Granted
mod.
license to unl.
KFVS,
Girardeau,
mod.
licenseCape
to 1370
kc. unl.Mo. — Granted
WEBQ,
Harrisburg,
111. — Granted mod.
license to unl.
KWLH,
Shreveport,
La. — Granted license to 50 kw.
EXTENSION EXPERIMENTAL AUTH.
— KRLD,, WTIC, WPTF, WAPI. KVOO,
WEAL, KTHS, WBBM, KFAB, WWL
to 5-1-40.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, L. & M.
Bcstg.w Co.,
260
unl. Ottumwa, la.— CP 1210 kc 100MISCELLANEOUS— Lackawanna Bcstg.
Co., Scranton, Pa., dismissed with prejudice applic. CP new station 1370 kc 100250 w unl.; WHRT. Spartanburg. S. C,
granted change in call letter to WORD :
Palm Radio Co., Fort Myers. Fla.. denied
request for withholding of CP to WFTM ;
KWJJ, Portland, Ore., granted extension
temp. auth. to 2-1-40.
JANUARY 5
NEW,
Zenith
ChicagoGranted CP F-M Radio
1 kw. Corp.,
unl.
NEW, Lakeland Bcstg. Co., Willmar.
Minn.
— Granted
1310 kc
100 w D.leave amend applic. to
JANUARY 8
KANS,increase
Wichitato— 250
Granted
trans.,
w unl.license change
KIDW,
Lamar,
Col.
—
Granted
temp. studio
auth.
remain silent pending adjustment
lease.
JANUARY 9
WPTF, Raleigh — Granted mod. license to
unl. on 680 kc directional from San Francisco LS.
WJMS,
station 1370Ashland,
kc 100 Wis.—
w unl.Granted CP new
KUIN, Grants Pass, Ore.— Granted license new station 1310 kc 100 w unl.
KWAL, Wallace, Id. — Granted license
new station 1420 kc 100-250 w unl.
MISCELLANEOUS — WHDH. Boston,
hearing continued to 1-29-40 ; KFEL, Denver, KVOD, Denver, denied rehearing applic. F. W. Meyer, Denver, new station,
grantd 11-15-39; WSPA, Spartanburg,
S. C, adopted decisions and order denying
WSPA petition rehearing in grant to
Spartanburg Adv. Co. ; WNYC, New York,
applic.
ing. increase hours to unl. set for hearJANUARY 10
NEW, Summit Radio Corp., Akron —
Granted
CP
1530
kc 1 kw unl. directional N.
WJRD, Tuscaloosa, Ala. — Granted re250 w. newal and mod. license to 1200 kc 100NEW, Opelika-Auburn Bcstg. Co., Opelika,
unl. Ala. — Granted CP 1370 kc 100-250 w
MISCELLANEOUS — KARM, Fresno,
Cal., granted temp. auth. operate station
pending receipt and action on applic. invol. assignment license: WIXOJ, Boston,
granted extension temp. auth. high freq.
JANUARY 11
KTSM, El Paso — Granted CP change to
1350 kc 500 w unl., on condition applicant
surrender for cancellation the license of
WDAH on or prior to date KTSM operates
on new assignment.
NEW, Martinsville Bcstg. Co., Martinsville, Va. ; NEW, Patrick Henry Bcstg.
Co.,
Martinsville,
Va. — CP
Martinsville
Bcstg.
Co. tentatively
granted
1420 kc 100-250
wCP unl.
;
Patrick
Henry
Bcstg.
Co.
denied
same facilities.
MISCELLANEOUS— WGTM, Wilson. N.
C, granted license increase power ; CBS,
New York, granted temp. auth. transmit
Ford Sunday Evening Hour bv wire from
KTSA,
San Antonio, to KEKE, Merida,
for rebroadcast.
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JANUARY
12, INCLUSIVE
WPAY, Portsmouth, O. — CP increase to
250WSKB.
w.
Miss. — CP increase to
.
250 w N & McComb.
D.
Applications
JANUARY 4
NEW,
D.
Easley
Greenville,
WPRO, Providence — -License increase Tex.— CP 1370 kc 250Waggoner,
w unl.
power, etc.
KLBM,
LaGrande,
Ore.
—
^!P
change
equip.
WFMJ, Youngstown — License increase
NEW, May Department Stores Co., Los
Angeles
—
CP
television
station.
power.
WFTL,
Fla. — Mod. license N toFt.250 Lauderdale,
w.
JANUARY 10
KORN, Fremont, Neb. — License new staWBHP, Huntsville, Ala. — CP increase to
tion.
250
w.
NEW, Herbert L. Wilson, Middletown,
KMJ, Fresno. Cal. — Extension facsimile.
N. Y.— CP 1420 kc 250 w unl.
KUTA. Salt Lake City — License increase
NEW.1420 Capital
—CP
kc 250 Bcstg.
w unl. Co., Washington
power.
JANUARY 11
KGNO,crease Dodge
NEW, Bamberger Bcstg. Service, New
power etc. City, Kan. — License inYork — CP television, amended re channels.
JANUARY 6
WDRC, Hartford— Mod. CP directional
increase power, further asking
Y. — Scotland,
CP increase
3 W2XOY,
kw. move Albany,
trans, toN.New
N. Y.to antenna,
antenna changes for use N & D.
WMAN,
WNBX, Keene. N. H.— Mod. CP re unl..
250 w. Mansfield, O.— Mod. license to
antenna,
move trans.,
asking new trans.,
increasestudio,
to 5 further
kw.
NEW.
1 kw. unl.Corp., Cincinnati — CP
NEW. Valley Bcstg. Co., Steubenville, O. high-freq. Crosley
—250CP w 930spec.kc 1 kw D, amended to 1310 kc 250KFYO,
Tex. — ^Mod. license to
w N & Lubbock,
D.
WGES,
Chicago
—
Auth.
transfer
control
KNEL.
Brady.
Tex.
— Mod. license to 250
to T. H. Guyon. H. J. Guyon, L. E. Moulds. w N & D.
Wm. F. Moss, G. T. Dyer, Irene M. Cowen.
NEW. Walton & Bellati. Jacksonville,
111.
1150— CP
kc D.1370 kc 250 w unl., amended to
JANUARY 9
WKNY,
Kingston,
N.
Y.—
Mod.
CP
inKFBI,
Wichita— Mod. CP new equip.,
crease power, re trans.
anterna, etc., asking new tr.nns.
WSLB,
Ogdenburg,
N.
Y.—
Mod.
CP
reWIBA,tional N, Madison,
equip., antenna etc.
increase toWis.—
5 kw CPN change
& D. direcWJTN,
N. Y. — Auth. transfer controlJamestown,
to Jay E. Mason.
kwKMED,
N & D.Medford, Ore. — Mod. license to 1
WRVA,
Richmond
— CP use old trans., as
aux..
and move
locally.
KOAC, Corvallis. Ore. — CP new (rans..
antenna, increase to 1-5 kw, amended to
KMA,
Shenandoah.
5 kw N & D. directional.
license to May Bcstg. la.
Co. — Vol. assignment
kwKLPM,
N. & D.Minot, N. D. — Mod. license to 1
JANUARY 12
KFKA,
NEW. Muzak Corp., New York— CP highkw N & D.Greeley, Col.— Mod. license to 1 freq.
1
kw.
NEW. Western Gateway Bcstg. Corp.,
KVOR, Colorado Springs — Mod. license
to III-A.
Schenectady — CP 1210 kc. 250 w unl.
KEUB, Price, Utah — CP increase to
WTEL. Philadelphia — CP increase to 250
250 w.
w, amended to 1500 kc unl.
WNEW.
New
York
—
CP
increase
to
5
WGAR,to 730
Cleveland
— CPunl..change
antenna,
kw N & D, directional.
kc 1 kw
move trans.
NEW. Puerto Rico Adv. Co., Arecibo, change
WSM. Nashville — Extension facsimile.
P. R.— CP 1200 kc 250 w unl.
WSPB. Sarasota. Fla.— Mod. license to
to WGNY.
WGNY Newburgh,
Bcstg. Co. N. Y.— Mod. license 250 w N & D.
Griffin. Ga.— CP change to 100
WSUN,
Fla.— CP in- w WKEU.
unl.
crease to 5 St.
kw NPetersburg,
& D.
FCC

1

COMMISSION

Annual

TO

Report

Of Radio
in War^
DEVOID OF recommendations for
new legislation, the annual report
of the FCC for the fiscal year 1939,
which ended June 30, emphasizes
the role assigned to radio in the
national emergency precipitated by
the European war.
Pointing out that during the last
war there was no broadcast or highfrequency communication problem,
the FCC in its report to Congress
pointed out that today there are
some 800 broadcast stations aside
from 55,000 amateur and more than
5,000 commercial stations, whose
messages filter to more than 40,000,000 receiving sets. In addition,
international broadcasts must be
monitored.
Legislative Base
While no legislative recommendations were made, the report explained that the inquiry into network broadcasting policies and
practices, which ran 73 days during
1938 and 1939, may be the basis for
possible "new regulations and recom endations to Congress".
Other special activities during
the past fiscal year included a study
of the status of television, special
investigation of the telephone industry and completion of a special
study of radio requirements for
safety of shipping on the Great
Lakes and inland waterways.
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Emphasizes

Role

Reviews
Activities
During the fiscal year 7,500 applications of every type involving
broadcasting were received. Of
these some 1,650 were for new or
increased facilities and nearly
2,300 were renewals. Oral arguments were heard in more than
100 broadcast matters and formal
decisions were adopted in more
than 200 cases. Investigation was
made of 265 broadcast stations and
licenses of 8 stations were cancelled
or otherwise vacated. During the
fiscal year 29 new stations were lidenied. censed while 76 applications were
In its study of new uses for radio
involving experimental use of frequencies, to encourage larger and
more active use of radio in the public interest, the Commission said
that through its Engineering Department it is investigating many
communications techniques and refinements, including a comprehensive study of sunspot effect on communications, charting ground frequency wave field intensities and
studying television, frequency modulation, directional antennae, facsimile reproduction, interference
from electromedical devices, automatic devices to receive distress
signals on shipboard and other
types of carrier telephone systems.
BROADCASTING

20TH ANNIVERSARY
WHA Weather Service Begun
Jan. 3, 1920
OBSERVING the 20th anniversary
of regular
weather
reportWis.,
broadcasts on WHA,
Madison,
the
station on Jan. 3 carried a special
commemorative program during
which Eric R. Miller (left), vetei-an
Madison meteorologist, was interviewed by Carl Brose in his office at
the U. S. Weather Bureau station.
Mr. Miller started his regular

weather broadcasts on the station,
then experimental transmitter
9XM, on Jan. 3, 1920. Experimental
telephonic reports had been broadcast by the station previously as
early as 1917. In the interview Mr.
Miller reviewed the early broadcasting attempts and cited the
changes
c i 1 i t i e modern
s have communication
made possible fain
weather forecasting work.
The cludes
present
WHAbroadcasts
schedule each
inthree official
Mr. a.m.,
Miller's
office
—daya remoted
preview from
at 8:15
complete
morning summary and forecast at
10:50 a.m., and final review at 3.58
p.m. The station also carries other
weather information at 12:30 and
1 p.m. and sign-off time, and during
weather extremes, temperature is
reported hourly on the hour. A
microphone
linesbureau
are maintained in the and
weather
office,
and broadcasts can be carried on a
moment's notice.
An 'ABC of the FCC
TO ANSWER questions which pour
in from an inquisitive public regarding the FCC, an ABC of the
FCC was published by that agency
Jan. 11 for general distribution.
Compiled by George 0. Gillingham,
press relations director, the document has been released in mimeographed form but will be published
in pamphlet form as soon as funds
are available.
The Commission receives thousands of inquiries monthly regardof raconceivable phaseactivity.
ing
dio every
and communications
In no few instances, listeners write
the agency regarding individual
programs. The new publication is
designed, in one fell swoop, to answer every conceivable type of routine inquiry- Copies may be procured from the FCC on request.
• Broadcast
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We fwork ^ccounh
All lime EST unless olherwise indicaled.
New Business
ILLINOIS MEAT Co., Chicago
(Redi-Meat) on Feb. 19 starts Broadcast Quiz Show on 5 Mutual stations,
Mon., 8-8 :30 p.m. Agency : NeisserMeyerhoff, Chicago.
DR. W. J. ROSS Co., Los Alamitos,
Cal.. (dog & cat foods), on Jan. 6
started for 26 weeks, a five-minute
transcribed program. Dop Clinic, on
31 Mutual-Don Lee Pacific Coast stations. Sat., 8-8 :05 a.m. Agency : Howard Ray Adv., Los Angeles.
BANK OF AMERICA National Trust
& Savings Assn., San Francisco on
Jan. 28 starts John Neshitt, commentator, on 3 NBC California Red
& Blue stations (KECA KFSD KPO),
Sun., 7-7 :15 p.m. Agency : Chas. R.
Stuart, San Francisco.
STERLING PRODUCTS Ltd.. Windsor, Ont.. (Bayer Aspirin) on Jan. 12
started On the Boulevard originating
in Montreal, on 34 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. national network stations, Fri., 9.30-10 p.m. Agency
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, N. Y.
STERLING PRODUCTS Ltd., Windsor, Ont., (Phillips Milk of Magnesia)
on Jan 12 started Walts Time from
NBC New York on 34 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. national network stations, Fri., 9-9.30 p.m. Agency : Blacket -Sample-Hum ert, N.Y.
WM. WRIGLEY Jr. Co., Chicago
(Doublemint gum), on Jan. 7 started
Gene Autry & His Melody Ranch on
66 CBS stations. Sun.. 6:30-7 p.m.
Agency : J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago.
NEHI Inc., Columbus, Ga. (Royal
Crown Cola), on Feb. 16 will resume
Robert Ripley's Believe It or Not on
77 CBS stations, Fri., 10:30-11 p.m.
Agency : BBDO, N. Y.
LARUS & BRO., Richmond (Domino
cigarettes), on Feb. 6 for 26 weeks
starts Mammoth Minstrels on 4 NBCBlue Pacific stations, Tues., 7:30-8
p.m. Agency : Warwick & Legler, N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
LOOSE-WILES BISCUIT Co., Long
Island City, N. Y. (Sunshine graham
crackers) on Jan. 2 renewed quarterhour participation on Woman's Magazine of the Air, NBC-Pacific Red,
Tues., Thurs., 3.30-3.45 p.m. (PST).
Agency : Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON Tobacco
Co., Louisville (Wings cigarettes), on
Jan. 8 started Barbers of Beeville,
Mon. and Fri., 9 :15-9 :30 p. m. (CST),
on WGN, Chicago, and 29 Don Lee
stations. Agency : Russell M. Seeds
Adv. Co., Chicago.
"THE CRYSTAL SPECIALISTS SINCE
NEW LOWER
1925" PRICES!
LOW TEMPERATURE
CO-EFFICIENT
Approved by FCC

CRYSTALS

Each
Supplied in Isolantite Air-Gap
$30 Holders in the 550-1550 Kc. band. Frequency Drirt guaranteed to be "less
than
three cycles"
per million
cyclesin
per degree
centigrade
change
temperature.
Accuracy
"better"
than
.01%. Order
direct from—

VICE
124 JACKSON AVENUE
University Park
HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND
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Sauce May Use Blue
GROCERY PRODUCTS Mfg.
Corp., Union City, N. J., which
has been running a test campaign
of participations since last October for Kitchen Boquet on Martha Deane's program on WOR,
Newark, and a women's program
on KNX, Los Angeles, is considering a half-hour daily program
featuring Mary Margaret McBride
on 27 NBC-Blue stations. No
starting date and no definite
period have been scheduled, according to Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York, the agency placing the account.
ETHYL GASOLINE Corp.. New York
(gas, oil), on Jan. 1 for 52 weeks renewed Tune-Up Time on 66 CBS stations. Mon., 8-8 :30 p.m. Agency :
BBDO, N. Y.
PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE Co. of
America, New York, on Dec. 18, 1939,
renewed When a Girl Marries on 51
CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri., 12:1512 :30 p.m. Agency : Benton & Bowles,
N. Y.
CHAS. H. PHILLIPS CHEMICAL
Co., New York (Milk of Magnesia),
on Feb. 2 renews Waltz Time on 45
NBC-Red stations, Fri., 9-9:30 p.m.
Agency
N. Y. : Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
LEWIS-HOWE MEDICINE Co.. St.
Louis (Turns), on Jan. 24 renews
Quicksilver on 53 NBC-Blue stations.
Wed.. 8:30-9 p.m. Agency: H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co., Chicago.
STERLING PRODUCTS, Wheeling.
W. Va. (Bayer Aspirin), on Feb. 4
renews American Album of Familiar
Music on 60 NBC-Red stations. Sun.,
9Hummert,
:30-10 p.m.Chicago.
Agency : Blackett-SampleLADY ESTHER Co.. Chicago, on Jan.
22 renews Lady Esther Serenade on
50 CBS stations. Mon., 10-10 :30 p.m.
Agency : Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y.
STANDARD BRANDS, New York
(Tenderleaf tea), on Jan. 7 renewed
for 52 weeks One Man's Famih/ on
62 NBC-Red stations. Sun., 8 :30-9 p.m.
(EST). Agency: J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y.
GENERAL
FOODS, onNew
(Maxwell House coffee),
Jan.York
4 renewed
for 52 weeks Good Neics of 19JfO on 83
NBC-Red and 26 CBC stations, Thurs..
9-10 p.m. (EST). Agency: Benton &
Bowles, N. Y.
STANDARD OIL Co. of California.
San Francisco, on Jan. 11 renewed
Standard School on 12 NBC-Blue Pacific stations, Thurs., 11-11 :45 a.m.
(PST), and Standard Symphony on 6
NBC-Red Pacific stations, Thurs.,
8:.30-9 p.m. (PST). Agency: MeCannEriekson, San Francisco.
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS,
New Y^ork (Bi-so-dol), on Jan. 30 renews Mr. Keen. Tracer of Lost Persons on 38 NBC-Blue stations, Tues.,
Wed.. Thurs.. 7:15-7:30 p.m. Agency:
Blackett-Sample-Hummert. N. Y.
Network Changes
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati hattan
(Chipso),
Jan. of1 shifted
Motheronpoint
origin Manfrom
Chicago to New York. Program is
broadcast by 10 CBS stations, Mon.
thru Fri., 4 :30-4 :45 p.m. Agency :
Compton Adv., N. Y.
AIR CONDITIONING TRAINING
Corp., Youngstown, Ohio, on Jan. 28
will replace Smilin Ed McConnell with
Happy Jim Parsons on 31 NBC-Blue
stations. Sun., 10 :45-ll a.m. Agency :
National Classified Adv., Youngstown.
WARD BAKING Co., New York
(bread), on Jan. 19 shifts Tip Top
Show on 20 NBC-Blue stations, Thurs.,
8:30-9 p.m. (EST), from Hollywood
to New York for four weeks or more.
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Sterling in Canada
STERLING PRODUCTS, Wheeling on Jan. 12 is adding the CBC
to its Waltz Time program for
Phillips Milk of Magnesia, heard
on 45 NBC-Red stations, Fridays,
9-9:30 p.m. For Bayer aspirin, the
company has started a new program on CBC titled Along the
Boulevards and originating in Montreal, Canada, in the Friday 9:3010 p.m. period.
Hummert,
Chicago,Blackett-Sampleis agency.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem. N. C. (Prince Albert
Tobacco), on .Ian. 13 added five stations to Grand Ole Opry, making a total of 28 NBC-Red stations. Sat.,
10:30-11 p.m. Agency: Wm. Esty &
Co., N. Y.
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden
( Franco- American Spaghetti), on Jan.
22 shifts Lanny Ross on 51 CBS stations from Mon., Wed., Fri., 11-11 :15
a.m. to Mon. thru Fri., 2-2 :15 p.m.
( rebroadcast, 6-6:15 p.m.). Agency:
Ward Wheelock Co., Philadelphia.
PROCTOR & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Ivory soap), on Jan. 29 will add
aNBC-Red
rebroadcast
to TheMon.
O'Neills
19
stations.
thru onFri.,
12:15-12:30 p.m. (rebroadcast, 5:456 p.m.). Agency: Compton Adv. N. Y.
RICHFIELD OIL Corp., New York
(gasoline, oil), on Jan. 6 added WOL,
Washington, and WBAL. Baltimore,
to Confidentially Yours making a total
of 27 MBS stations. Sat.. 6:30-6:45
p.m. (some stations, 7:30-7:45 p.m.).
Agency : Sherman K. Ellis, N. Y.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem, N. C. (Camel cigarettes) on Jan. 8 added five CBS stations (WBRY, WWVA, KROY,
KWFT, WCAS) to Blondie, making
a total of 92 CBS stations, Mon.,
7N.:30-8
Y. p.m. Agency : Wm. Esty & Co.,

Child Program
Plans Six-Month

Council
Inquiry

Into Juvenile Broadcasts
SECOND meeting of the Radio
Council on Children's Programs
formed recently "to bring about
better
children's Jan.
radio1],programs"
[IBroadcasting,
was held
Jan. 10, at which time members of
the council and representatives of
the broadcasting industry met again
to discuss the aims of the group.
None of the details of the meeting will be released for a two-week
period, according to Dr. Alice Keliher, chairman of the Commission
on Human Relations and recently
appointed publicity chairman of
the Council, who definitely stated
the council plans to spend the next
six months making an exhaustive
survey of
programs the
which best
have children's
already been
broadcast and which are currently
on the air.
In other words. Dr. Keliher said,
"the Council is going out to educate
itself to learn how it may function
in the best possible way as a liaison between the broadcasters and
other organizations which have been
trying to have only the best children's programs on the air. The
council will try to olTer solutions to
the problems now faced by the networks in presenting juvenile programs,broadcasts
rather than merely
criti-it
cize those
of which
may not approve."
KRAFT-PHENIX CHEESE Co.,
Chicago, has changed its corporate
name to Kraft Cheese Co. The firm
sponsors
Bing Crosby's Kraft Music
Hall on NBC.

BULEY
CRYSTAL
UNITS

°
BUILT operation
ISION
FOR
dependable
PREC

Bliley Broadcast Crystals and Ovens meet all
F.C.C. requirements. Write for Catalog G-11
describing complete line.

BLILEY ELECTRIC
COMPANY
UNION STATION BUILDING
ERIE, PA.
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TELEVISION RELAYS
TO GET RCA TESTS
RCA engineers will make extensive
tests of the feasibility of using radio relays to pass television signals
from the originating station to
points beyond the horizon, experiments which if successful will pave
the way for a wireless networking
of television programs, during the
coming spring, it has been learned.
However, RCA officials are refusing
to comment on the situation at this
time.
It is known, however, that laboratory experiments toward this end
have been in progress for more than
a year and current reports indicate
that the company's engineers are
about ready to try out their laboratory developments in the open. A
low cost relay station, which can be
mounted on a single pole about 60
or 70 feet high, and which can pick
up and retransmit a video signal for
a distance of from 25 to 50 miles,
is said to be the heart of the system.
Where the first relay stations will
be set up or when this activity vrill
begin, could not be learned.
WXYZ Signs AFRA
CONTRACT covering the employment of announcers, actors and
singers at WXYZ, Detroit, was
signed Jan. 10 by the station and
the American Federation of Radio Artists. Emily Holt, executive
secretary of the talent union, made
a flying trip to Detroit to wind up
negotiations, which Maj. James P.
Holmes, AFRA's national field representative had carried through
preliminary stages, and to sign the
contract which is the first AFRA
has secured in Detroit. Contract is
said to be the standard form used
by AFRA in cities outside the four
major program producing centers.
In New York, negotiations with
WHN were being continued, with
the probability that WEVD and
WOV, foreign-language stations,
would be approached by AFRA as
soon as the WHN contract is
signed.
WEVD, WQXR Pick IBEW
WEVD, New York, has executed a
new two-year labor agreement with
Local No. 913 Radio Broadcast Technicians & EnRifieers Union, IBEW,
AEL affiliate. The agreement, effective
Jan. 1, 1940, and running until Dec.
31, 1941, provides a wage increase of
$2.50 per week for all technicians and
engineers employed by the station, irrespective ofthe $45 minimum weekly
wage provision contained in all the
local
union's ofagreements.
Engineers
technicians
WQXR, New
York, inanda
secret ballot election held early in January under an NLRB order, selected
Local No. 913 of the IBEW as their
collective bargaining representative.
The AFL affiliate was chosen by three
of the five persons voting, over the
CIO American Communications Assn.
union. The NLRB had ordered the
ballot despite objection of the CIO,
which held an agreement with Interstate Broadcasting Co., operators of
the station.
Thompson Sells Paper
FREDERICK I. THOMPSON,
member of the FCC since last
April, has sold the Alabama Journal, of Montgomery, his last newspaper property. He formerly published newspapers in Mobile and
Birmingham. Col. James Hammond, former publisher of the
Memphis Commercial Appeal, and
Nicholas Peay, of Little Rock, purchased the property.

Snowman

BATTLING through a maze of official red tape, WMAZ, Macon, Ga.,
dispatched pint bottles of Georgia peach brandy as Christmas gifts to
agency and radio executives throughout the country. The brandy, used to
carry out WMAZ's slogan "Doing a Peach of a Job in Georgia", is manufactured right in Macon, so it was easy enough to buy, but — first the
manufacturer had to send unbroken cases to the State liquor warehouse,
addressed to a retailer who had to go down and accept the shipment and
turn the cases over to Manager E. K. Cargill in the presence of State
liquor officials. Then the cases had to be opened and repacked in individual
mailing cartons under official supervision. Here is the relieved Manager
Cargill (left) turning over the shipment to the Railway Express Agency
representative. At right is F. C. Eighmey, manager of KGLO, Mason
City, la., snowed under by more than 6,500 pieces of mail received during
a five-week pre-Christmas contest conducted by the station, in which 40
RCA "Little Nipper" radios were given away. Eight radios were given
each week to the persons naming correctly the six sponsors of the broadcast as announced on their program on the station.
Canadian

Broadcasters

Meet

Jan.

22

To Discuss Effect of War on Industry
officials. H. N. Stovin, CBC station
By JAMES MONTAGNES
relations chief, will be on hand to
THE effect of the war on broad- iron out any problems in which the
casting in Canada, the copyright
CBC operations
policy andof operations
aff'ect
situation, merchandising and pro- the
privately-owned
broadcasting stations. The CAB
gram
promotion,
musicians'
union,
and Canadian Broadcasting Corp. may ask either CBC General Manager Gladstone Murray or CBC Aspolicy regarding network broadcasts, will be discussed when the
sistant General Manager Dr. A.
Canadian Association of BroadFrigon to discuss matters with the
broadcasters
in convention.
casters
begins its sixthJan.annual
vention at Montreal
22 in conthe
The CAB will also take up the
Mount Royal Hotel.
effect on the importation of recordings of the proposed increases beAbout 50 of Canada's 75 privately-owned stations are to be reping asked by the American Federaresented at the convention. It is
tion of Musicians from transcription makers. Such increases will hit
understood that a few station exCanadian broadcasters extra hard,
ecutives may not be present because
for the importation of recordings
of wartime activities, and one CAB
director will not be on hand as in means payment of heavy customs
duty as well as an 11% premium
former years — Maj. William C. Bor- on
United States funds.
rett, CHNS, Halifax, who is servDirectors of the CAB will meet
ing with the Canadian Active Service Force [Broadcasting Dec. 15]. on Jan. 21 to line up the agenda. No
main speaker is expected at the
Results of War
convention, but representatives
Wartime effect on broadcasting from the Association of Canadian
will be mentioned by CAB president Advertisers and the Association of
Canadian Advertising Agencies are
Harry Sedgwick, CFRB, Toronto,
in his review of the year, and dis- expected to address the convention.
cussion is expected on advertising All-Canada Radio Facilities vvdll
trends, censorship, and other prob- give a cocktail party Jan. 21, and
lems in connection with war-time
Western Canada Flour Mills, Toronto, will give a luncheon on Jan.
operation of stations. One of the
23
to the representatives of the 34
main subjects will be merchandising and the promotion of programs,
stations carrying the current Cavalcade of Drama campaign to present
the CAB being of the opinion that
stations should do as little of this awards in the promotion done by
as necessary at their own cost, leav- stations for this campaign [Broadcasting Dec. 1]. Stations CFCF,
ing such matters for the judgment
of individual station managements.
CKAC, CHLP, of Montreal, will be
Lately there has been a trend hosts to the broadcasters.
toward more promotion requirements from advertising agencies at MORE than 33,000 books from 672
cities and towns in ten Eastern States
station expense.
With nearly four months of op- were contributed for shut-ins in hoseration of the Canadian Broadcastand institutions
annual pitalsChristmas
driveininPhil
his Cook's
Morning Corp. policy on ctistom-made
ing Almanac program on WABC, New
networks, it is expected Canadian
York. This year other CBS stations
broadcasters will be able to weigh
throughout the country took up the
collectively the results of this policy idea, 13 of which have reported an intake of 35,000 more books.
for future discussion with the CBC
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Motif

CHRISTMAS decoration motif of the studios of KGNF,
North Platte, Neb., this year
— instead of the traditional
evergreen — was a seven-foot,
prune-eyed apple-nosed snowman, the focal point for the
station's annual radio parties, attended this year by 800
local children. The snowman's internal structure was
a banana crate, bushel basket, half-bushel basket and a
tall round carton. Decorating his cotton batting wardrobe were bright red buttons
holly.
and cuffs of red streamers,
with a belt of fir twigs and

Spence an Applicant
APPLICATION for a new local in
Washington, in which Edwin M.
Spence, secretary-treasurer of the
NAB, would hold an interest, was
filed with the FCC Jan. 4 by the
Capital Broadcasting Co. Stanley
L. Horner, president of the Buick
distributor in Washington, and
Dyke Cullum, Washington representative of the National Automobile Dealers Assn., each holds 100
shares in the applicant company,
with Mr. Spence holding 50 shares.
Mr. Snence, prior to joining the
NAB nearly two years
ago as second-in-command, was manager
of
WBAL, Baltimore. Prior to that he
headed WPG, Atlantic City municinally-owned station. The application is for 1420 kc. with 250 watts.
WOV's New Transmitter
WOV, New York, since it began
operating full time on Jan. 3, has
transferred its transmitter operations from Secaucus, N. J. to
Kearney, N. J. The shift involved
shunt-exciting one of its existing
225-feet steel towers, the installation of a coaxial transmission line,
construction of a coupling unit and
new ground system, as well as
necessary
alterations
of the tower to facilitate
these changes.
The
entire construction was done between 8 p. m., Jan. 2, and 6 p. m.
Jan. 3, under the supervision of
Robert E. Study, WOV chief engineer, with Bell Telephone Laboratories acting as consultants.
Buttermilk Hookup
CONSOLIDATED Products Co.,
Danville, 111 (semi-solid buttermilk), on Feb. 6 starts a thrice
weekly quarter-hour program originating at WDAN, Danville, 111., on
the following special network:
WLS, Chicago; WHKC, Columbus;
WIRE, Indianapolis; WOWO, Fort
Wayne; WDZ, Tuscola; WMT,
Cedar Rapids.
Titled thewillSemi-solid
Ramblers,
the program
be aired
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday,
6:30-6:45 a. m., CST. Agency is
Mace Adv., Peoria.
WOODMEN ACCIDENT Co., Lincoln, Neb.,
(insurance),
as partFeb.
of its
national
campaign,
starting
6,
will
sponsor
for
eight
weeks
a
thriceweekly five-minute philosophical live
talent program featuring Ralph Scott
on KNX, Hollywood. Agency is Presba,
Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
MUZAK
CORP.,
headed
by Waddell
ings, public
utilities
magnate,
Jan. 12Catchfiled
with
the
FCC
an
application
for
new 1,000
F-M
broadcast station in New York awith
watts. Channels sought are 43.6 and 117.9 mc.
• Broadcast

Advertising

With three Mobile Units, WLW covers the
events of outstanding interest in WLW'
land. Besides innumerable local pick-ups,
these units obtained over 200 out-of-town
events for WLW listeners during 1939.

While crossing Ohio, the crew of
Admiral
snow cruiser
is inter'
viewed byByrd's
Jerry Burns,
announcer,
and
Herb Flaig, WLW Special Events director .

...SPECIAL
From the air, Michael Hinn, WLW newscaster,
gets a vivid picture of Morehead, Ky ., just after
it was hit by a flash flood. Few hours later, the
WLW Mobile Unit was broadcasting from the spot .

EVENTS

WLW not only welcomes, but maintains a
Special Events department of four people, to
seek out events which reflect life as it is lived
in WLW'land.
Innumerable requests for time on WLW by
various institutions and organisations and
committees are not treated as one of those
"necessary evils" incident to the operation of
a broadcast station. But we consider these requests as definite opportunities to make our
station a more integral part of the land which
we serve.
This policy has taught listeners to depend upon
WLW for broadcasts of news events and happenings that are genuinely of interest and concern
to them. Three Mobile Units enable WLW to
bring its listeners every major event within a
radius of 250 miles — and frequently from as
far as 600 miles.

REPRESENTATIVES

— TRANS AMERICAN
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5-kilowatt RCA

i

KWS.

When professors of electrical engineering and their
associates choose a 5-kilowatt transmitter for their
university ITS GOT TO BE GOOD!
RCA is pleased to announce the selection of its
famous air-cooled 5-D and 5-DX broadcast transmitters bythe following universities:

When

the

faculty

transmitters installed in

college and university radio stations

5-D .
5-D .
5-D .
5-DX.

join

. WLB
University ofMinnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.
. WILL University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois
. WTAQ St. Norbert's College, West de Pere, Wis.
WOI
Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa

you select a 5-kilowatt transmitter, we believe you will find that a careful study of costs and
performance will cause you to agree with the authori ties in these colleges. You, too, will rank the 5-D
and the 5-DX at the head of the class.

3 REASONS WHY YOUR REQUIREMENTS WILL B£ SATISFIED, TOO
1. COMPLETELY AIR-COOLED — Use of new
RCA air-cooled tubes ends need of water cooling equipment. Eliminates cumbersome tanks,
pipes, machinery. Sets new standard of reliable
operation.
2. POWER COSTS CUT NEARLY IN HALF —
Power consumption greatly reduced by high
efficiency circuit. Lower tube expenses. No
critical or complicated circuits.
3. LOW AUDIO DISTORTION — Low distortion over entire audio-band result of high fidelity audio with equalized high gain feedback.
Low carrier noise level. Feedback is stable. No
critical settings.
Use RCA tubes in your station . . . for reliable performance

RCA MANUFACTURING CO., INC., CAMDEN, N. J. • A Service of the Radio Corporation of America
New York : 1270 6th Ave. - Chicago : 589 E. Illinois St. - Atlanta : 530 Citizens & Southern Bank Bldg. - Dallas : Santa Fe Bldg. - San Francisco : 170 9th St. - Hollywood : 1016 N. Sycamore Ave.
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the news that twenty-six of

America's

greatest network

advertisers

used VOR

supplement

their networit

broadcasts

York

to

in Greater -New

during the year 1939*

*This is an increase of 37% over 1938 and an increase of 116% over 1935. Incidentally,
some sponsors used more than one WOR show to supplement their network broadcasts.
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One

Biggest

America's

Tables

Dining

spends $1,797,888,000 anENGLAND
nually for foods. In addition to the products
raised within the borders of the six states, there are
NEW

train-loads of foods from the south —
— the far-west.
Tons of meats

—

wheat products —

poultry —

the mid-west

fruits —

dairy products —

corn and

canned

goods

— baked goods are required to supply the needs of
the 8.166.341 people in New England.

stations
covering

The 1 ,990,900 radios —
New England's
food markets

ship —

and the complete

the high ratio of listenercoverage

of all important

trading centers by the Yankee Network's 1 8 stations,
with a potential audience of 5.982.238. can exert
WNAC
WT I C
WEAN
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WNLC
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Boston
Hartford
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Exclusive

WHAI

Greenfield

WBRK

Pittsfield

WLNH
WRDO
WCOU
WSYB

PETRY
National

New Bedford

powerful force in putting more of your foods on one
of America's

biggest dining tables in 1940.
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ten

years

First were

the years

hai^e

of the Pessimist,

taugh

the desolate

years between

1930 and 1935 (years already a little hard

to remember)

. . .

In these years, Radio grew up.
It grew with explosive force. Frorri 1930

i
to the end of

1934 . . . against the down-pull of our deepest depression
... its audience surged from 12,000,000
more than 21.000,000

radio families to

families.

Radio taught the pessimist that here was impact to break
through fear ; here was the old magic of words made
and winged and alive; here were
loyalties, new measures
merchandise.

new

new friendships, new

of good-will created for men

and

Still more important in these years was the way in which
radio delivered to its clients the continuing market of the
country : the people with money

to spend . . . even in a

depression.
For the people with money

to spend bought radios. They

were scattered; distributed through every market, every
population group, every income
But radio picked them

level, every age group.

out wherever

they were . . . these

hem

both

people with money
which

. . .

to spend . . . the continuing

kept the persistent pulse of American

market

economy

alive through the desolate years.
Now

are the years

of the Optimist . . .

Radio, depression-tested, has been tested again by prosperity. As the continuing market of the country spreads
and deepens, radio's audience spreads and deepens, too.
Today, radio reaches everybody everywhere; today,
28,000,000

families in the United States use 45,000,000

radio sets in their homes, in their cars, in their camps ; take
them along at play and on picnics.
Radio

has taught the optimist that here is impact . . .

undreamed

of even a half decade ago.

Every radio index is now at the highest point in its history.
More

people bought new radio sets in 1939 than in any

previous year. More

people listen longer, with greater

interest, than ever before.* And industry, great and small,
invested more money in radio advertising in 1939 than
ever before.
Ten exacting years have taught the pessimist and optimist
alike, what radio is and what radio can do.

Columbia

Broadcasting

* May we show you the data?
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MARKET
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REPRESENTED BY EDWARD PETRY fir CO.
OWNED

The

AND OPERATED

Louisville

BY

Times
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Why

a

Man

Called

Chicago
This

Agency
Area..

Because this name fits our territory like a
glove, we say to George F. Drake of Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago, "Congratulations and $500!"
Yes, "America's Money Belt" fits perfectly because in our combined primary area
17% of the nation's total cash farm income
is produced. "Money Belt" farms average
$1,749.00 in cash income as compared with
the national average of $1,184 per farm.
Within our 385 primary counties are 17%
of the nation's farm autos — over 25% of
the tractors.

as to population — two million of our people live in cities and towns, and nearly five
million are rural. Its 1,500,000 families
spend more than $1,500,000,000 annually
with the 96,000 retail outlets in the area,
among which are 20,630 retail food stores,
14,873 filling stations, 4,117 apparel stores
and 3,048 drug stores.
For advertisers who enjoy working in
"Pay Dirt" we have a far greater prize than
that paid for the winning name — a 1 V2 billion dollar market put right in your lap by
The Cowles Stations on one low combina-

"America's Money Belt" is well divided

tion rate. May we show you how it's done.**

CtDAR RAPIDS
wateruoo
-^jv^ •^\-^ .^v^
I Affiliated wnh THE REGISTER AND TRIBUNE. Pes Moines. Iowa \
Represented Nationally by THE KaTZ AGENCY

OVER-ALL AVERAGE AUDIENCE
...This
SS.2%
244^

23,6'^
1936 1434
*

1956 1934
*

V/FBM

WIRE

V/LW

NJGHT-TIME AUDIENCES
37.6%
40%
■ant

m
*

25.tX

m9

m
*

WFBM
V^IRE
WLW
* As Research
shown inCorporation
June, 1938,
survey by
Market
of America.

NATIONAL

SALES

ITS

WFBM

The turn came in the last five months of 1939 — a trend so strong that by December
all pre-conceived ideas of radio coverage in Indianapolis were out of date. In radio
listening Indianapolis now stays at home — and to reach this rich Hoosier market you
need the HOOSIER STATION. Here are the figures, from the report of the survey
made the week of December 4, by ROSS FEDERAL RESEARCH CORPORATION (based on 8,880 completed telephone calls):
OVER-ALL
WIRE
24.5%
NIGHT

17.7%
1938 WW
*

Year

WIRE

LISTENING

WLW
21 .3%
TIME

WIBC
7.8%

LISTENING

WLW

WIBC

AUDIENCES
ALL
OTHERS
KNOW
4.7%
13.4%

WFBM

28.3%

AUDIENCESDON'T
ALL
OTHERS

37.6%
KNOW
25.1%
17.7%
Silent
16.2%
3.4%
DON'T
We have prepared a booklet giving the details of this important change. We'll be
happy to send you a copy — it's important news to everyone interested in the Hoosier
market.
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In AdSm Madison Square Garden Shop
Light Heavyweight Champion Billy
Conn, who night before had defeated
Henry Cooper, demonstrates punch to
Sam Taub and Adam Store Manager
William A. Wippman. "Billy," said Mr.
Taub, "you certainly covered yourself
with glory when you heaved that punch
last night." "Yes, Sam," agreed Mr.
Wippman,
"andheard
the big
Network
audience that
the Blue
broadcast
will
soon cover their heads with the Adam
'Hat of the Month' announced on the
program. Adam Hat sales sure begin
where the Blue begins!"

sales

I needed
job^

but

the

NBC Sportscaster Bin stem grins over coffee as Sam Taub
warms up vocal cords a moment before main bout begins.
Said Bill, "I think the best proof that the Blue pays off
is the fact that we've been doing this program for Adam
Hats for three years — and in that time have grown from
a 21-station network to 86 stations."

NBC

Blue

a

Networl

After the bout Adam Sales Manager Bill Pludo (right
and Chief Window Decorator Irving Rubenstein at<
hot dogs. "I just heard," said Mr. Rubenstein, "thai
the boss swell,"
plans tocommented
use the BlueMr.forPludo.
a 4th straight
"That's
"The Blueyear.'
hai
helped make Adam Hats available ahnost everywhere.'

million

made

me

change

bucks

my

mind...fastF^

says LEON S. GOLDBERG
Advertising Director of Adam Hat Stores, Inc.

^ROM ringside at Madison Square Garden on Jan. 10th,
Adam Hat Stores sponsored its 42nd Sports Parade
4 broadcast on the NBC Blue Network. Present were Leon
I Goldberg, Adam Hat Adirector, and some of his associates.

Adam Hatter Goldberg shown during e-xciting moment of Conn-Cooper
fight. His company's business has
boomed since using the XHC Bhie.

J The photorecord of the evening shown here reveals a gay
twinkle in Mr. Goldberg's eyes. It's a twinkle they've had
since Nov. 26, 1937. For on that date, Adam Hats began an
association with the Blue Network that almost overnight
transformed a local business into a new business, a national
business — a business growing by leaps and bounds. In 90
days, 200 new dealers had been signed, sales were up 200% !
Still on the NBC Blue, "America's One-Price Hatter" is
•till growing ! Has progressed from 275 stores and agencies
in 1937 to over 2,000 world-wide outlets today.
Adam has grown economically, too. Because these Blue

'lNetwork broadcasts reach listeners in the national "Money
Markets" — places where 72% of the country's effective
buying income is concentrated — at a low cost no other medium can match! This is the result of the famous Blue Network Discount Plan, which enables the size of your network to grow with your business — for amazingly little.
-(22 stations were added to the Adam Hat network for
Sanly $200 extra per broadcast!) No wonder the twinkle

NBC Special Events Man Jack Hartley (left) and
NBC Salesman Ren Kraft (center) hear Mr.
Goldberg milk-toast. "To the Blue Network,
gentlemen. The best and most inexpensive

large-scale salesman I've ever known." That,
incidentally, is one reason why 70% of the
Blue's advertisers came back for more in '39
. . . why 17 new ones were signed up!

We don't believe in telling tales but . . . Joshed
the gent on the right, "Another new Adam
Hat, eh? What are you doing — paying for
Adam Hat Broadcasts?" "No," was the reply.
"But it wouldn't be hard. The Blue's national
advertising cost is the lowest in the country!"

Head Adam Hatter Eiias Lustig had this to
say: "One of the things I like about the Blue
is the way it gives us and other advertisers
bonus after bonus in the form of increased
coverage— a/ no extra costi The Blue does it by
constantly improving station facilities!"

• b the Goldberg eyes!
You'll be surprised— and delighted, too— to see how a half
liiour on the Blue can give you intensive coverage of the
ynarkets that count a,t\ess than $5 , 000 per broadcast .This outistanding coverage at lowest national cost will put a twinkle
jn your eyes— and profits in your pocket ! National Broad'V,asting Company. ARadio Corporation of America Service.

NBC

BLUE

I

DON'T

But the men
live and

LOOK

of iron and steel who

labor inside our ''Golden

Horseshoe'' earn more than ten
million dollars every week!
When paymasters of blast furnaces,
rolling mills and other iron and steel
plants within the "Golden Horseshoe"
(that super-market blanketed by WJR
Detroit and WGAR Cleveland) have
made their weekly round — another
ten million dollars has gone back
into circulation.
More than a half billion dollars paid
every twelve months to a single industrial worker group! Three and onehalf million to be spent every week
for food alone. More milhons for drugs,
for clothing, for automobiles — for
your own product!
Steel production here in 1939 was
up 65% over '38. Pig iron production
doubled. So look for and take advantage of another great year. Start
seUing through the Great Stations of
the Great Lakes!

THE

'■A,

GOODWILL

STATION

WGAR
THE FRIENDLY STATION

Basic Stations . . . Columbia Broadcasting System
Edward Petry & Co., Inc.,
National Sales Representatives
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Sales
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1, 1940

$171,113,813
Estimated net time sales for
Gain of 14%
Shown
for Year, With All Branches
of the
1939 attributed to national networks totaled $64,000,000, or 49%
Industry Participating; Net Shows
Only 12%
Increase
of the $130,800,000 aggregate. National and regional non-network
GROSS time sales of the broadIn calculating the 1939 industry
ure was not an estimate but a com- revenue was estimated at $31,. casting industry reached an all- revenue. Dr. Hettinger used data
plete summary of the year. Dr. Het- 900,000, or 24.5%, and local advertinger estimated that national and
tising at $34,900,000, or 26.5%.
j time record of $171,113,813 in 1939, from a cross-section of stations,
an increase of 14% over the pre- along with national network gross
regional non-network revenue
Dr.
Hettinger
pointed out that no
j ceding year, according to an analy- time sales secured from the net- amounted to $42,000,000, or 24.5%, figure is given for regional network
I sis by Broadcasting released in its
works and the Publishers' Informawhile local advertising repx'esented advertising because conditions have
tion Bureau. This data was pro- $46,000,000, or 27%.
1940 Yearbook number, now beingbeen in a state of flux during the
distributed.
On this basis, national network
jected pursuant to recognized stayear with regard to formation
tistical procedure
volume increased 15.9% during the last
and operation of regional groups.
Preliminary information regardThe estimated gross time sales year, national and regional non- Therefore, he stated, an estimate
i ing station and network revenues,
for the medium as a whole for 1939 network advertising approximately
j used as the basis for the calculathe national networks 48.5%
12%, and local revenue about 15%. of volume was not deemed practi'ltions, indicated that the record gave
cal. He explained also that breakof
the
aggregate,
or
$83,113,813
Total
non-network business rose
gross was largely attributable to an
downs of station net time sales beupturn in all classifications of busi- [Broadcasting, Jan. 15]. This fig- some 13% above 1938.
tween national and regional nonness— network, national spot and
network business and local advertislocal. Net time sales were computed
ing also should be applied with a
at $130,800,000 for 1939 based on
degree
of caution due to lack of uni814
U.
S.
Stations
as
of
Jan.
1;
this preliminary information, repformity in classifying accounts in
resenting again of approximately
these categories by stations.
Yearbook
Number
in the Mail
12% over the preceding year's total.
Ahead of Other Media
Profits Sliced
WITH 54 new stations authorized
by A. W. Lehman of CAB, and by
Radio experienced a greater
While complete data for the 1939 for construction by the FCC during C. E. Hooper of the research firm growth in volume during 1939 than
year will not be available for sev1939 (not counting one re-gvant on bearing his name; a review of the any other advertising medium.
eral months — awaiting analysis of Jan. 10, 1940) there were exactly history and progress of frequency Compared to the estimated 14% infinancial returns received by the 814 stations operating or authorcrease in broadcasting time sales,
modulation by Paul A. deMars,
FCC from all licensee stations —
technical director of the Yankee national magazine advertising rose
ized for construction in the United
soundings within the industry in- States and its possessions as of Network; a review of radio law de- 9.1%, national farm paper volume
dicated adiminution in net profit,
velopments in 1939 by Paul M. 2.6% and newspaper lineage 1.5%.
1940, and 90 others in Canadespite increased gross. Increases in Jan. da,1, according
to the 1940 edition of Segal, Washington attorney; first
Gross volume of national magaoperating overhead, entailed not the Broadcasting Yearbook Numdirectories ever published of farm
only by union labor demands and
zines, directly
comparable
ber now in the mails to all sub- and educational directors of sta- gross time
sales,
amounted toto radio's
$151,sky-rocketing program costs but
scribers. Their listing by States and
tions and networks, and other dealso by installations of new and
484,530, based
InProvinces, by call letters and by partments.
formationon
Bureau Publishers'
figures. Gains
improved equipment, would tend to frequencies, together with ownerwere not general, however, and the
The
newspaper
ownership
direcreduce net earnings. Moreover,
ship, personnel, equipment and
tory, brought up-to-date as of Jan. major portion
virtually wholesale increases in other data, are among the features
crease was ascribable
to an 18.6%
of the medium's
in15, an exclusive feature of Broadpower recently accorded stations, of the 446-page Yearbook Number
rise in advertising volume of weekly
casting,
discloses
that
269
U.
S.
along with authorized removal of — largest and most inclusive of the
locations of transmitters, were ex- six annual editions thus far pub- stations and 26 in Canada have magazines. National network advertising reflected improved businewspaper interests identified with
pected to add substantially to paylished by Broadcasting.
ness conditions with the spectacular
their ownership. In the United
rolls, since in many instances reOf the new stations authorized
gain
of
15.9%
over the preceding
States this compares with 239 as of
tention of additional engineers and by the FCC, all but 38 were reportyear
as
compared
to a 5.1%study
inother personnel is necessitated.
ed on the air or about to go on the Jan. 1, 1939, 211 as of Jan. 1, 1938.
crease in 1938, the Yearbook
The analysis of 1939 revenues
A complete survey of the busi- showed. National network volume
air as of Jan. 15, 1940. Ownership
ness of broadcasting during 1939,
was developed for Broadcasting by of these stations will be shovra in
steadily since the deDr. Herman S. Hettinger, associate detail, together with personnel etc. showing network and estimated has increased
pression and, with the exception of
professor of marketing of the Unilocal receipts, with net- 1938, has grown between 16% and
The 1940 Year-book Number in- spot and
versity of Pennsylvania and a piowork breakdowns by classes of 20% each year since 1935. Since,
neer radio economist. The complete
corporates most of the former de- industries and by sponsor and
partments, revised and improved,
analysis is featured in the 1940
1935, gross
time 66.1%.
sales for the networks has risen
and includes many new departments. agency billings, is included in the
Broadcasting Yearbook number.
Yearbook, with total, spot and loIn the non-network field, comThe gross time sales figure for Among these are tabulations of
cal estimates made by Dr. Herman
plete information on sponsor trends
1939 of $171,113,813 is directly radio homes by States and counties,
was not available. Based on the only
comparable to the published total broken down for the first time by H. Hettinger, University of Penn- available
comparable data, largely
sylvania economist.
urban and rural; a compilation of
of $151,484,000 for national magaWith
each
Yearbook
will
be
insupplied
through
the PIB Reports,
group ownership and operation of
zine advertising during the same
the Yearbook study estimated that
cluded a copy of the Broadcasting
year. The gross time sales figure broadcast stations; the first direcspot business during 1939 increased
tory ever compiled of news and Outline Map of U. S. and Canadian
was arrived at by multiplying the
approximately 10% for automotive;
facilities used by the single time or sports commentators and home eco- Stations, measuring 26 x 38%
nomics specialists of stations and inches, one-third larger than previ- 35% for tobacco products; 75%
insertion rate. Net time sales, on
networks available for sponsorship;
ous maps. It is suitable for fram- for confectionery and soft drinks;
the other hand, represent advertising and one side carries a complete 30% for drug and toilet goods; 30%
ing volume following deduction of a directory of radio station representatives and their station lists; log by States, frequencies and day for silverware and jewelry; 50%
cash and frequency discounts but
for lubricants
and petroleum
1939 surveys of program popularity and night powers of all stations.
not agency commissions.
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products; 25% for radio and phonographs; 30% for soap and kitchen
supplies; 40% for wines and beer;
about 20% for food. Shoe and
leather goods advertising and furniture and house furnishing volume
more than doubled, while important
gains also were made in travel,
hotel and financial advertising. Few
losses were recorded and those occurred almost entirely in the less
important national non-network
product categories.
To the extent to which PIB reporting stations are typical of the
medium as a whole, national and
regional non-network advertising
is less concentrated in a few prodlict groups than is national network volume. Convenience goods
gross time sales — shoe, drug and
toilet goods, lubricants and petroleum products, tobacco, soaps and
kitchen supplies, confectionery and
soft drinks — on the basis of the
PIB reporting stations accounted
for 70% of the national non-network volume as compared to 84%
in the case of national networks.
National Network Trends
Reviewing national network
trends, for which data is definite,
the Yearbook survey attributes the
rapid increase in network volume
following the slackening off in 1938
to the concentration of network
business in the convenience goods
advertising and more especially in
the large manufacturers of products of this class. In this category
were placed articles purchased in
small units with high repeat sales
such as food products, chewing gum
and confectionery, toilet goods,
pharmaceutical, soaps and kitchen
supplies, tobacco products, and gasoline and lubricants. These products
have represented an increasing proportion of total national network
business annually. In 1930 they accounted for 50% of national network volume as against 71% in
1935, 84.5% in 1938, 87.4% in 1939.
"The trend toward increased daytime advertising continued in 19S9
over national networks", the Yearbook study reveals. "Daytime volume, exclusively of Sunday afternoon, rose 23.4% during the year,
while evening advertising increased

^Broadcasting' Announces
Staff Changes
WITH THIS ISSUE, Broadcasting announces several changes in
its staff. Gate Taylor, since 1931 advertising manager, and Paul
Brines, for the last two years our representative in Chicago, have
resigned. Succeeding Mr. Taylor, Maury Long, New York advertising
representative for the last three years, has been named advertising
manager and will continue to headquarter in our New York oflBce,
while Norman R. Goldman, promotion manager, will become business manager at Washington headquarters. The Chicago office,
starting Feb. 1, will be headed by Edward Codel, who has been
appointed Midwest manager. He succeeds Mr. Brines, who has
joined the Ray Linton program production service. Mr. Codel,
until joining Broadcasting, was on the sales staff of WBAL,
Baltimore. He is a graduate of the University of Minnesota, and
formerly worked with KNX, Hollywood.

14.5%. Sunday afternoon advertising declined approximately onefifth. Daytime gains have been
striking since 1935, total daytime
volume increasing 159% since that
year as compared to a 47.1% increase in nighttime business.
Trends in Sponsorship
"The principal gains of importance among different product
groups sponsoring national network
advertising were in the tobacco,
soap and housekeeping supply, drug
and toilet goods, and gasoline and
lubricants fields — all of them in the
convenience goods category. Tobacco products advertising increased 32.8% as compared to 1938.
Cigarette and other tobacco advertising have registered important
gains in network volume for several
years and 1939 gross time sales for
this product group were 233.5%
above those of 1935.
"Food and food beverage advertising gained 13.1% during the
year. Principal increases were as
follows : fruits, nuts and vegetables,
150%; meats, 18.9% miscellaneous food products, 18.9%; cereals
8.6%. Food beverage volume remained comparatively unchanged.
Food advertising has increased
consistently and in 1939 exceeded
the 1935 level by 87.9%.
"Advertising in the toilet goods
May

and pharmaceuticals fields increased 15.3% as compared to the
preceding year. Dentrifice advertising rose 61.4%, toilet goods volume 30.3%, drug advertising 6.4%.
Advertising by cosmetic manufacturers declined 13.5%. Combined
drug and toilet goods volume has
gained but 36.5% since 1935, due
principally
to reduced pharmaceutical advertising.
"Soap and housekeeping supplies
increased their advertising over national networks 28.4% as compared
to 1938, the entire gain being accounted for by laundry soaps. In
1939, network advertising by this
product group exceeded the 1935
level by 292%. Lubricants and petroleum products volume rose 34%
during the year and in 1939 just
exceeded 1935 network advertising
expenditures. Network advertising
in this field has tended to fluctuate.
"Spectacular gains were experienced in a number of less important
categories of national network advertising sponsors. Financial and
insurance volume rose 164.3% in
1939, due principally to new appropriations amounting to $484,570 by
insurance companies. Insurance advertising over national networks
has been spotty, but last year exceeded the 1935 level by 134.2%.
"Clothing advertising gained
206.3% during the year, principally

due to an increase in the men's
clothing field, but remained 38.8%
below the 1935 level. Jewelry and
silverware gross time sales gained
176% asceededcompared
1938,
exthe 1935 levelto by
onlybut31%.
"Other gains during the year
were as follows : building materials,
35%; confectionery and beverages,
12.8% ; paints and hardware, 24% ;
shoes and leather goods, 21%.
"Losses were experienced in several fields. The most important decrease has been in the automotive
industry, where gross time sales
dropped 21.2% from the 1938 level
and were 24.6% below that of 1935.
In recent years the automotive industry has increasingly used nonnetwork advertising, and the limited data available indicates that
further increases have probably occurred in this portion of the medium during 1939.
Political Decline
"Radio and musical instrument
gross time sales dropped 23.8% during the year and were 19.5% below
1935. Furniture and house-furnishings volume decreased 18.9% but remained at slightly more than double
the 1935 level. Radio advertising
by publishers decreased 37.1% during the year. Machinery and farm
equipment
advertisingdiscontinued
over networks was practically
during the year; travel and hotel
volume dropped 25%, and wine and
beer advertising decreased from
$327,237 to $9,744. Political advertising was unimportant in 1939 as
compared to gross times sales for
$138,105 for that purpose during
the preceding year.
"An examination of five year
trends in national network sponsorship confirms the observation made
earlier that an increasing proportion of total business was being concentrated in the convenience goods
categories. With few exceptions,
gross time sales of specialty goods
(such as automobiles, radios and
electrical household equipment)
and shopping goods (such as furniture, house-furnishings, silverware and jewelry), have either declined as compared to 1935 or have
grovsm less rapidly than has national network advertising as a whole."

July

' 969,848
National Network Broadcast Advertising ByJune Kinds of Sponsoring Business: 1939'
Aug.
TOTAL
Nov.
Dec
Jan.
Kinds of Sponsoring Business
Feb.
Mar.
Sept.
Apr.
Oct.
$335,664
Industry
$321,695
$279,519
$253,722 $232,471
22,412 $351,314
14,763
2.1. Automotive
Buildine Materials
175.773
26.794 $297,452
9,108 1,000,123
12.790
886,648
30,600 $364,465
$182,419 $220,394 $217,422
835.736
30,538
8. Cigars, Ciearettes & Tobacco. .
870,332 920,545
795,642
16.988 $3,275,879
884,649
8,032
12,790
$219,342
11,
668.090
253,919
4. Clothing & Dry Goods
22,133
27,666
1,047,935
1,153.167
47,887
21,728
20,064 1,133.680
30,389
5. Confectionery, Gum & Ice
22,725 1.170,285
18,036
8,099
37,271
199,361 218,213 217,036
Cream
159,934 202,164 206.037
143,446
136,840
209,306
206.968
193,905 22.425,671
2,275,492
1,718,468
1.583,192
1,498.233
183,282
6. Drugs & Toilet Goods
2,045,354 1,858,689 2,019,714 1.781,020 1,843,919
2,150,477
128,634 97,317 109,206 1,638,420
7. Financial & Insurance
63,540 63,565 73,950
40,620 53,470
101,857
107.029
92,436
1,901,979
1,450,918
1,439,741
2,225.291
241.019.749
649,778
8. Foods & Food Beverages
2,174,501 2,057,580 2,341,267 2,038,942 2,071,666
2,162,894
98.126
1,660.918 2,401.813 2,646,208
9. Garden & Field
2,574.846
10. House Furniture &
18,311
65,024
49»,0<2
Furnishings
38,534
49,168
49,052
23.420
26,223
22.888
39.187
47.964
61,764
88,496
11. Jewelry & Silverware
33,095
26.604
45,229
26,302
32.940
84,899
12. Lubricants
&
Petroleum
Pro360,199
27,919
236.244
241,869
ducts
417,129
423.839
427.642
321.299 393.549
27,262
287.327
876.264
325,366
819,841
382.289
117
140
13. Machinery & Farm Equipment
4.276.603
14. Office Equipment
55,789
15. Paints & Hardware
70
S40.157
19.892
27,267
84.295
88.486
46,802
327
■6,632
60,476
16. Radios, Phonographs, Etc
110,071
2.200
23,286 46.461
38,192
860.724
66,746
62,560
81.518
47,956
69,490
67,618
72.516
47.490
48.199
17. Schools & Correspondence
'
'
1821823
47.472
61,786
Courses
8.432
18. Shoes & Leather Goods
38.666
32.330
83.875
16,356
62.642
68.928
13,800
49,606
295,165
19. Laundry Soaps & House8,314
8,615
2,660
866.954
2,498
792.319
818.236
812.198
771,388
713.721
746.349
690.664
keepers' Supplies
8.657
818.289
6,764
1.160
20. Sporting Goods
923.238
9,783.626
915.038
925,282
21. Stationery & Publishers
23,400 41,952
23,526
29i261
10,852
23.634
48.180
23,398
22. Travel & Hotels
29,286
296,193
13,035 8,218
6,933
23. Wines & Beer
5,808
2,315 1,578
44,886
1,135
6,084
19.361
24. Miscellaneous
1,640
83,460 61,702
62.268
32.628
22.720
51.286
713.406
28.802
96,468
108.618
9,744
756 $83,113,813
TOTAL
$7,023,037 $6,566,842 $7,403,513 $6,677,637 $7,034,350 $6,470,771 $5,812,793 $5,858,916 $6,089,029 $8,014,129 $8,036,192 $8,126,604
8,960
(1) Source: Publisher's Information Bureau, Inc., Monthly Network Radio Broadcasting Reports.
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FCC
of
Power
Broadens
Court
other courts differs from that of
The
Commission's
at
all times is to measure responsibility
applications by
jurisdiction over administrative
Free Competition
Still More Appeals
tribunals.
the standard of "public convenience,
interest, or necessity". The Commission
The decisions in the Pottsville
THREE appeals were filed in
Theory May Be
originally
found with
respondent's
the U. S. Court of Appeals
and Heitmeyer cases are brilliant
tion inconsistent
the publicapplicainterfor the District of Columbia
est because of an erroneous view revictories for William J. Dempsey
Jan. 29 against FCC decisions
garding
the
law
of
Pennsylvania.
The
and
William
C.
Koplovitz,
general
Upheld
Court of Appeals laid bare that error,
authorizing new stations in
A FREER hand in dealing with counsel and assistant general counDenver and in Spartanburg,
and, in compelling
obedience
to itspower
correction, exhausted
the only
sel respectively, of the FCC. Freapplications for new stations,
S. C. KFEL and KVOD, both
which
Congress
gave
it.
quently
at
loggerheads
with
the
eliminating all questions of priorin Denver, appealed from the
At this point the Commission _ was
decision granting F. W.
ity, was given the FCC Jan. 29 by lower court, they have steadfastly
maintained
that
the
tribunal
canagain charged with the duty of judgMeyer, manager of KLZ,
the U. S. Supreme Court in unaninot usurp FCC administrative auing the application in the light of "pubmously deciding the Pottsville and
Denver, a new 100-watt staconvenience,
or disposition
necessity".
tion in that city. Allocation
Thelicfact
that ininterest,
its first
Heitmeyer cases.
thority. "The Supreme Court's opinand
economics
issues
were
the Commission had committed a legal
ion upheld their views in all reIn both instances the court reerror did not create rights of priority
spects. They also have been the
raised. Virgil V. Evans, opversed the U. S. Court of Appeals
in the respondent, as against the later
erator
of
WSPA,
Spartanforemost
advocates
of
the
"surfor the District of Columbia, which
applicants, which it would not have
burg, appealed from the deciotherwise possessed. Only Congress
had previously mandamused the
vival of the fittest" theory in rasion
granting
a
new
100dio
competition
as
raised
in
the
could
confer such a priority. It has not
FCC to carry out its instructions
watter in that city to Spardone so. The Court of Appeals cannot
Sanders case, with some members
after reversing the Commission's
write the principle of priority into the
tanburg Advertising Co., aldenials of new applications for sta- of the FCC itself apparently holdstatute as an indirect result of its
leging that operation of the
ing a contrary view.
station would result in the
tions in Pottsville, Pa. and Cheypower to scrutinize legal errors in the
enne, Wyo.
first
of an allowable series of adminisFurther Ruling Asked
financial and economical detrative actions.
struction of WSPA and
Economic Angles
Coincident with these developSuch an implication from the curwould destroy or at least
tailedcationsreview
the Communiments, itwas learned the FCC propartially impair the ability of
The precedent-making rulings by
Act isallowed
at warby with
the basic
poses to ask the Supreme Court to
sity.
the highest tribunal also indicated
his station to serve public inpolicy underlying the statute. It would
determine finally whether the lowterest, convenience and necesmean that for practical purposes the
the court would sustain the FCC's
has any jurisdiction over
contingencies of judicial review and
philosophy that it is under no duty FCCer court
decisions denying assignments
of litigation, rather than the public
to protect existing licensees from
interest, would be decisive factors in
of
license.
This
issue
is
raised
in
competition from new stations
determining which of several pending
the
appeals
of
both
CBS
and
which it may authorize. This issue, KSFO, San Francisco, from the implication left to the Commisapplications was to be granted.
It is, however, urged upon us that
raised in the much-litigated Sansion's own devising "so long, of
Commission
decision
denying
asders Bros, case, will be argued becourse, as it observes the basic re- if all matters of administrative discresignment
of
KSFO
under
lease
to
tion remain open for determination on
fore the court about Feb. 9, with the network. The lower court Jan.
quirements designed for the pro- remand
after reversal, a succession
tection of private as well as public of
a decision expected a few weeks
determinations upon single
later.
27 granted an FCC motion to sus- interest." The Communications Act, legalsingle
issues is possible with resulting
pend
for
30
days
further
proceeddelay
and
hardship
to the applicant. It
it
was
added,
is
not
designed
priThe ruling in the Sanders case,
ings on these appeals while the
is always easy to conjure up extreme
marily as a new code for the ad- and
involving efforts of WKBB, Du- Government
even oppressive possibilities in the
seeks a Supreme Court
justment of conflicting private exertion
buque, la., to block licensing of a
of authority. But courts are
review of this question.
rights through adjudication but not charged with general guardianship
second station in that city on comIn
the
Pottsville
case,
the
court
rather it expresses a desire by Con- against all potential mischief in the
petitive and economic grounds, is
tasks of government.
destined to chart the future course pointed out that Congress moved
gress "to maintain, through ap- complicated
The present ease makes timely the
propriate administrative control, a
of the FCC in regulating broad- under the spur of a widespread
in the absence of Gov- grip on the dynamic aspects of ra- reminder
that "legislatures
are ulticasting. This decision will peg the fear thaternment
mate guardians
of the liberties
and
control the public interest
welfare
of
the
people
in
quite
as great
FCC either as a sort of superdio transmission."
might
be
subordinated
to
monopotraffic cop of radio, as now conBasis of Appeal
aKansas
degree& Texas
as theRy.courts."
Missouri,
Co. v. May,
194,
listic domination in the broadcasttended by the Commission, or as an
U.
S.
267,
270.
Congress
which
creates
ing
field.
To
avoid
this,
it
held.
The
court
recited
that
Pottsville
absolute czar over all other busiand sustains these agencies must be
ness and program operations of Congress provided for a system of Broadcasting Co. sought a constructrusted to correct whatever defects
and licenses.
tion
permit
for
a
station
in
Pottsstations, which the FCC contends permits
experience
may reveal. Interference by
Justice Frankfurter referred to
ville and that the Commission de- the courts is not conducive to the deit must be if its theory is rejected. the yardstick of public interest,
velopment of habits of responsibility
nied this application on grounds
Associate Justice Felix Frankand necessity as the of financial disqualification and lack in administrative agencies. Anglofurter delivered both opinions, con- convenience
American
courts
as we now know them
curred in by all other members of touchstone for the exercise of the of local interest in the community
are themselves in no small measure the
Commission's authority. Subordi- which the proposed station was to product of a historic process.
the court, with Justice McReynolds
nate questions of procedure in as- serve. The lower court, on appeal,
concurring in the results only. In
Heitmeyer Proceedings
certaining public interest, the withheld judgment on the question
eflFect, the court held that the lowIn the Heitmeyer case. Justice
er court does not control the ad- court said, were explicitly and by of local residence but held the lack
of financial qualification had been Frankfurter brought out that Paul
ministrative actions of the FCC
R, Heitmeyer on March 25, 1935
based on an erroneous understandand therefore cannot mandamus it
ing. The case was remanded to the applied for a new station in Cheyto carry out administrative proCommission for reconsideration.
enne. The Commission after hearcedures. The highest tribunal held
Th3 FCC, instead of following the
ing that application and a competthat courts are not charged with
petition of Pottsville to grant on
ing one, denied Heitmeyer on
general guardianship against "all
the original application, ordered grounds of financial disqualificapotential mischief in the complicatargument for Pottsville along with
tion. On appeal to the lower court,
ed tasks of Government" and detwo rival applications. It was from the Commission's decision was reclared that Congress, which creates
versed and the case was remanded
this action that Pottsville finally
and sustains these agencies, "must
procured a mandamus from the to the Commission. After Heitmeybe trusted to correct whatever delower court following which the er's appeal, two other applications
fects experience may reveal."
FCC appealed to the highest court. for the same facilities were filed.
While no mention was made in
The Supreme Court held that on The Commission ordered the Heitthe Pottsville and Heitmeyer opinmeyer case reopened in conjuncreview the court may correct erions of the economic issue, the
tion with the pending rival applicarors of law, and on remand the
court's repeated references to FCC
tion but before this hearing, HeitCommission is bound to act upon
procedure were viewed as indicameyer obtained a writ of mandations that it would uphold the BLIND and paralyzed, Chalmers the correction. But an administramus directing the Commission to
tive determination in which is "im- restrict consideration of his appliCommission's
contentions
and
again
Dick
Koepman,
28,
made
his
netreverse the lower court in the Sanbedded alegal question open to juwork debut as a pianist Jan. 21,
cation to the record originally bedoes not impliedly
ders case. A half-dozen cases be- broadcasting
over MBS from the foreclosedicialthereviewadministrative
fore it. Justice Frankfurter said
agency
fore the lower court involve the studios of WHK-WCLE, Cleveland.
controlled by the deeconomic and competitive ques- Loss of sight as well as use of two after its error has been corrected, the casecision inwas
the Pottsville case.
tions. This inference was drawn
thumbs followed infantile paraly- from enforcing the legislative polIn a strong brief in the Sanders
from the Frankfurter opinions, prisis. Koepman has his own eighticy committedup toitsitsruling,
charge."
marily because it was made clear finger system of piano playing and said:
Summing
the court Bros, case, filed with the Supreme
(Continued on Page 76)
that the jurisdiction of courts over his repertory includes 2,000 pieces.
Supreme
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FCC

Acts

Three- Year
Cardenas

on

License

Signs Havana

Suspends One- Year Rule
ADVISED that President Cardenas
of Mexico had signed the Havana
Treaty Jan. 25, without reservations requiring further action by
any of the North American governments, the FCC Jan. 30 took its
first formal step toward effecting
the reallocation of broadcast facilities in this country pursuant to the
Inter-American Agreement [Broadcasting, Jan. 1, 15]. Three-year licenses may be forthcoming under
the reallocation.
That the reallocation will not become effective prior to Aug. 1, and
more likely will be made operative
in the fall, was indicated in the
FCC action under which it suspended pi'esent rules providing one-year
licenses for broadcast stations. Acting on a batch of more than 100
renewals due Feb. 1 for the new
one-year tenure, the FCC ordered
them extended only until Aug. 1.
All existing licenses extending beyond Aug. 1 likewise will be modified to terminate on that date.
In that fashion, the Commission
feels it can conveniently effect the
widespread reallocation, which will
involve the assignments of some
90% of the more than 800 stations
without the necessity of calling in
licenses. The order adopted gives all
licensees until Feb. 15 "to show
cause in writing why this order of
modification should not issue effective March 1, 1940".
Three-Year Licenses
It was strongly indicated the
Commission will be disposed to
issue licenses under the allocation
for terms of three years, the limit
permitted by law, in lieu of the oneyear period authorized Aug. 1,
1939. However, no stations yet have
been issued full one-year licenses
and the Commission has suspended
the license extension before it becomes effective.
The license renewals temporarily
extended on the eve of the Feb. 1
deadline affected stations operating
on clear channels, including limited time and daytime assignments.
It was the first batch of license extensions to fall due under the oneyear provision. Other renewals
since Aug. 1 have been for only the
unexpired portion of the one-year
term. The 106 frequencies on which
broadcast stations are assigned
have been staggered at two-month
intervals from Feb. 1 for convenience in routine handling.
Effective Date Undetermined
Precisely when the reallocation
will become effective cannot be determined until conflicts with other
countries on the Continent are
worked out respecting certain assignments. The only changes from
the original treaty provisions are
those provided for in a bi-lateral
agreement with Mexico under which
four frequencies allocated to Mexico will be kept entirely clear in
this country, with no other station
assignments on them, while on two
other frequencies, only one station
Page 16 • February

Reallocation;
Indicated

Treaty; No Reservations;
With Aug. 1 Renewals
will be assigned in this country
[Broadcasting, Jan. 15]. The four
entirely clear frequencies are 730,
800, 900 and 1570 kc. In addition
it is agreed that on 1050 kc. only
one station in this country (WHN,
New York) will be assigned. On
1220 kc. the agreement permits
only on station in this country to
be located in the central area.
Formal conversations with Mexico, Canada and Cuba as to the effective date will not be undertaken
"until Mexico formally deposits with
the Havana Government the signed
treaty provisions. Meanwhile, the
FCC is continuing its survey of
assignments under the reallocation,
and has made substantial progress.
The formal order indefintely suspends the rule fixing the license
period at one year, and it modifies
all outstanding licenses with expiration dates beyond Aug. 1, 1940 to
expire on that date. Listed in the
first group were 110 stations [see
page 88]. The resolution said it

Investigation
Into

Clear Channels Hit
NEW FRONTAL attacks on
clear channels, seeking a
"breakdown" which would
destroy their present status
by forcing
operation, have duplicated
developed at
the
FCC. Hearing on the application of WHDH, Boston, for
fulltime on 830 kc, on which
KOA, nantDenver,
is theJan.domioutlet, began
29.
On the same day, the FCC
amended the issues to be considered by hearing on the application of WNYC, municipally-owned New York City
Station, for night operation
on 810 kc, on which WCCO,
Minneapolis, is dominant. It
specified as the issues whether
the existing rules providing
for clear channels would prevent granting of the application isproperly applied and
to determine interference to
stations on adjacent channels The issues largely are
the same as those involved in
the WHDH attack.
appeared the reallocation can be
effected by Aug. 1, 1940. There is
nothing in the order, however, to
prevent the FCC from issuing temporary extensions beyond that date.

Ordered

by

FCC

Management
Contracts
University but operated by Frank
Gannett's Elmira Star-Gazette, and
WWL, New Orleans, licensed to
Loyola University but operated by
WWL Development Co., said to be
a wholly-owned subsidiary.
Station leases in which the lessee
actually holds the license ai'e not
involved in the new inquiry. That
is because the Commission apparently concluded that under existing
law it has no jurisdiction over arrangements made by licensees to
lease equipment from other companies. Cited as an example was
the status of KOA, Denver, the facilities of which are owned by GE
though NBC actually holds the station license. It differs from the situation of WGY, wherein GE holds
the license and NBC handles programming and sales.
Another dozen stations, it is estimated, may fall within the purview
of the management contract inquiry as their renewals fall due.
Those already cited were in the socalled clear channel group of renewals due Feb. 1 and the licenses
of these stations, along with some
100 others, were extended to Aug. 1.
The FCC said in its announcement that the hearings will be
called "to determine whether broadcast licensees are themselves discharging the rights, duties and obligations under their leases or whether, on the other hand, such rights
have been turned over to and are
being exercised by outside operating companies under so-called management contracts." The date for
hearing has not been set, but if
usual docket procedure is followed
mid-March is the likely time.

SETTING for hearing renewal applications of eight stations, all on
clear channels, the FCC announced
Jan. 30 an inquiry into management contracts to determine whether
broadcast licensees are themselves
discharging their duties as licensees or have turned them over to
"outside companies". The action
climaxed several years of discussion. Disclosures during the FCC's
so-called Network Monopoly Inquiry last year had a bearing on
the action.
The eight stations thus far set
for hearing make up only a part of
the list. About a dozen other stations, also operated under management contracts, will be cited for
hearing as their renewals come due.
Commissioner Frederick I. Thompson, appointed to the Commission
last year from Alabama, was instrumental in forcing this issue
largely because of an oft-expressed
interest in WAPI, Birmingham
clear-channel outlet. Under lease
from three Alabama colleges. His
son-in-law, Bascom H. Hopson,
present licensee of WJBY, Gadsden, and WHBB, Selma, formerly
operated WAPI under contract.
CBS now is in litigation with the
FCC over a lease arrangement
whereby
seeksoperating
to acquirecompany.
a 45'/'(
interest init the
Others designated for hearing
are Westinghouse stations WBZWBZA, Boston-Springfield; KYW,
Philadelphia, and KDKA, Pittsburgh, which are program-managed by NBC; WGY, Schenectady,
licensed to General Electric but
program-managed by NBC; WESG,
Elmira, N. Y., licensed to Cornell
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TBS
Negotiations
To Start National
Network
Continue
FATE of Transcontinental Broadcasting System, which on Jan. 19
had notified affiliates of its proposed
nationwide network that it would be
unable to start operations by Feb.
1, was being pondered by the TBS
board meeting in New York Jan. 30
and 31. No statement was forthcoming as Broadcasting went to
press, but it was hinted that "iminterests"which
had made
for the portant
project
were offers
being
considered.
It was intimated that M. H.
Aylesworth, first president of NBC
who recently left his post as publisher of the New York World-Telegram to return to law and public
relations practice, was identified
with these interests, but this could
not be verified. Also said to be involved were Elliott Roosevelt, president of the project, and Don Shaw,
executive vice-president of WMCA,
who would be general manager.
AT&T contracted lines, it was
said, are being retained until disposition of negotiations with the interested parties. Among board members at the meetings were H. J.
Brennen and R. M. Thompson,
WJAS-KQV, Pittsburgh; Lester E.
Cox, KCMO, Kansas City and William A. Porter, attorney. Also present were James W. Baldwin, George
Podeyn and Roy Holmes, TBS executives.
Indications at month's end were
that Blackett - Sample - Hummert
had discarded its plans for using a
new network as a supplementary
advertising medium for American
Home Products and Sterling Products and was returning to its original plan of recording the serial
programs sponsored by these companies on NBC and CBS and placing these transcriptions on stations
in markets where this secondary
coverage was wanted.
The WBS Telegram
On Jan. 21, World BroadcastingSystem, major transcription company, sent the following telegram
to some 200 stations in 120 markets :
"Advise immediately by wire available time and rates covering transcriptions to be sponsored by several diversified and unrelated advertisers of products already on
radio. Requirements
to be as follows: Six months noncancellable
contract and successive 13 week
periods for three years without
change in rate over entire period
involving 8 or 12 fifteen minute
daily periods Mondays through Fridays totaling two or three hours
daily. Rates for total both two and
three hours required. Time breaks
to belong to advertisers excepting
for the usual one-half or one-hour
breaks required by stations for
identification. Sponsors to have
privilege of interchanging station
breaks belonging to them as they
may desire. Cancellation by any
advertiser at end of six months not
to affect
proportionate
minute rate of
balance of fifteen
advertising.
Periods required 12 to 3 eastern
standard time first choice or 1 to 4
second choice including one fifteen
minute period Mondays through
Fridays between 5 and 6 p.m. Quotations must provide
for usual
{Continued
on page
81) ad-
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Musicians' Board
Will Keep Watch
On New Pacts
By BRUCE ROBERTSON

! ALTHOUGH the broadcasting industry won a major victory when
I the American Federation of Musij' cians abandoned its national settlement plan and agreed to permit
its locals to negotiate individual
• contracts with the stations in their
communities, the danger of a national musicians' strike against radio is not entirely dissipated.
Bowing to the broadcasters' argu, ments that a national agreement is
! illegal and that the industry would
; rather face a strike than become a
. party to a plan that might lay it
■ liable to Government prosecution,
with a possibility of revocation of
, licenses, the AFM international
executive board on Jan. 16 stated
i that no strike would be called "for
■ the present".
To Keep a Check
However,
in advising local
' unions that they "may use their
own judgment in entering into con■; tracts
with dradio
stationto
s", send
the
board ordere
the locals
copies of all contracts to the president's office and the broadcasters'
, representatives were
given to understand that if these new contracts
failed to come up to AFM expectations, or showed any appreciable
curtailment in radio's employment
, of AFM members, the union might
yet find it necessary to resort to
strike tactics.
Arguments of the broadcasting
mdustry were presented to
the
union board on Jan. 16, second day
of its meeting in Miami, by Mark
Woods, NBC vice-president, and
Lawrence Lowman, CBS vice-president, who had represented the networks during the whole course of
radio-musician negotiations. Samuel R. Rosenbaum, chairman of the
executive committee of the Independent Radio Network Affiliates
which had represented these stations in negotiating the previous
plan of settlement that expired Jan.
17, had also expected to be present
but at the last minute was detained
at home by pressure of business
matters at his station, WFIL, Philadelphia.
These arguments were based
chiefly on information obtained by
an independent committee, headed
by William J. Scripps, general manager of WWJ, Detroit, into the
legality of the AFM demands under
the Sherman Act. Conferences with
Assistant Attorney General Thurman Arnold and his associates at
the Department of Justice convinced the committee that under the
Department's interpretation of this
anti-trust act the 1937 general settlement plan had been illegal and
that to enter into a new agreement
of this type would be to invite government action against not only
the musicians but the broadcasters
as well. Since such action might
readily result in the cancellation of
broadcasters' licenses as well as
other penalties. Woods and Lowman told the union heads that the
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on

broadcasting industry would prefer
to face a national musicians' strike,
if necessary, rather than risk the
consequences of a Government suit
for violations of the Sherman Act.
Federal Attitude
It was learned authoritatively in
Washington that no formal complaint against AFM has been filed
with the Department. The Department, however, has shown more
than a cursory interest in the situation, particularly in the light of Assistant Attorney General Arnold's
repeated observations that "made
work" is construed as a violation of
the Sherman anti-trust laws.
The Department is said to be
studying the situation but would
not be disposed to act unless there
is a formal complaint. While it can
initiate proceedings following its
own investigation, the Department
does not have sufficient personnel
to investigate each individual situation brought to its attention. It was
made clear, however, that the matter has not been dropped.
Messrs. Woods and Lowman assured the musicians that so far as
their network owned and operated
stations were concerned there would
be no curtailment of employment
of musicians and that they would be
willing to sign new contracts with
the AFM locals in the cities in
which these stations are located
calling for a continuation of their
present staff orchestras on the present basis. After a period of private
discussion, the board recalled
Woods and Lowman and told them
that no strike would be called for
the present, pending developments
along the lines outlined.
The following day, Jan. 17,
Joseph N. Weber, AFM president,
sent the following letter to all AFM
locals:
"As the national agreement has
expired, all local unions may use
their own judgment in entering into contracts with radio stations in
their jurisdiction. These contracts
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must not contain any stipulations
contrary to the laws and rules of
the AFM and furthermore should
contain the following: Nothing
herein shall be so construed as to
interfere with the prior obligations
of the musicians to the AFM as
members thereof.
"Decisions and conclusions of the
International Executive Board in
the radio situation were based upon
new developments and facts which
in the interest of the Federation
the Board conformed to. Copy of
local radio contracts must be sent
to the president
of the AFM."
New Contracts
It is believed that most, if not all,
of the existing contracts between
network affiliate stations and AFM
locals will have to be rewritten at
this time, regardless of the fact
that many of them still have some
time to run. These present contracts cover only wages and hours
and conditions of employment, it
was stated, but do not mention the
number of men to be employed except in a standard clause referring
to the national plan of settlement,
and so must be redrawn in accordance with the present situation now
that this national plan is no longer
in existence.
That these new contracts will be
carefully studied by AFM's national
executives, particularly in regard
to their effect on the nationwide
employment of musicians in radio,
is a foregone conclusion. It is understood that the union expects a slight
decrease in the total number of its
members employed, as some stations
were put under undue hardships in
living up to their quotas under the
national plan. But it is equally evident that any widespread dismissal
of musicians would not be accepted
by the union without a strong protest which might easily be accompanied strike.
by renewed threats of a national

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
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Scale

Basis
Expected
to Stay
At Present
Level
But Union Sets Half Rate for
Educational Recordings
MANUFACTURERS of transcriptions, especially those producing
library cisionservices,
were awaiting
deof the American
Federation
of Musicians on wages to be paid
its members for transcription performances as Broadcasting went
to press Jan. 30.
An attempt to reinterpret the
rules so that each selection on a
library service disc would constitute a complete program, so far
as the musicians are concerned,
with a resulting increase of several
hundred per cent in cost to the recording firm, had been protested
by the transcription companies and
the union had held up its ruling
pending the January meeting of its
international executive board.
Existing Scale
Fred Birnbach, national secretary of the
on Jan.he29 was
informed theunion,
transcribers
drafting the AFM statement of its
position and that it would be sent
to the recording companies within
a few days. Details of the decision
were not forthcoming, but it is understood the present scale of $18
per man per quarter-hour record,
whether library or specially made
for a commercial sponsor, will be
maintained.
The union has notified NBC that
it will permit the recording of the
network's educational programs,
for rebroadcast in schools only, at
50% the normal charge for recordings made simultaneously with
the network broadcast. Since these
recordings entail no extra effort on
the part of the musicians who are
employed for the network performances, andthemsince
intended
to be the
used network
exclusively
in educational institutions at times
more convenient to these schools
than the time of the network broadcasts, NBC had requested the
union to allow the recordings to
be made without charge.
Hard on the Locals
Enforcement of the proposed four
or fivefold increase in rates would
have the practical effect of forcing
the transcription companies out of
Mark Woods,
business,
dent and treasurer
of NBC,vice-presitold the
AFM international board Jan. 18,
when he appeared before their
Miami meeting to present the position of the transcription industry.
This would have the further effect of seriously jeopardizing the
continuance of many local stations
which must have library service to
continue in business, he stated. In
the three-hour session, during which
he explained
thehowmusicians'
union
executivestojust
a transcription company operates, with
particular emphasis on the library
service field, Mr. Woods amplified
an outline of this subject contained
in a letter he had written Jan. 11
to Mr. Weber.
Explaining that a library service
consists of transcriptions subscribed
to by stations, chiefly for use on
sustaining programs, Mr. Woods
said that in making a library record
the company selected the orchestras
and musical numbers to be used,
(Continued on page 77)
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Query
Placed in Census
Final Bureau Action Deletes
Pleas for Further Data
FINAL limitation of radio statistics as such in the 1940 Census to
the single question in the Housing
Census, Does this household have
a radio receiving sett, has been announced by Dr. Vergil D. Reed,
assistant director of the Census.
The announcement climaxed efforts of industry and Government
representatives to have included
several other questions concerning radio ownership in one phase or
another. Reasons given by Dr. Reed
for inclusion of only one radio
question were lack of funds and
time, since schedules had been virtually completed when requests were
made [Broadcasting, Jan. 1, 15].
With the Housing Census set to
start April 1, along with the Population Census, all groundwork is laid
except actual appropriation of $8,000,000 authorized for the former.
The appropriation is scheduled for
the first deficiency appropriation
bill, to be considered shortly by
a House appropriations subcommittee.
Although it was expected the appropriation would go through without ahitch, it is reported some Congressional opposition has sprung up
to certain aspects of the housing inquiry, particularly its questions going into mortgage matters. It was
pointed out by Census Bureau
officials, replying to complaints of
"prying", that similar information
was included in the 1920 Census
with no complaint from present
Congressional critics.
The Census Bureau also pointed
out, in explaining its disposition of
the industry-government recommendations, that although there
was only one question in the housing schedule directly concerning radio, much additional information of
value to broadcasters could be secured from various cross-tabulations of Census results.
Big Dentyne List
AMERICAN CHICLE Co., Long
Island City, N. Y., is planning a
spot announcement campaign for
Dentyne gum to start in February
on a large list of stations throughout the country. Stations and starting date have not been decided, according to Badger, Browning &
Hersey, New York, the agency in
charge of the account.
Oil Firm on 100
STANDARD OIL OF INDIANA,
Chicago, early in March will start
a daily campaign of one-minute
transcribed spot announcements on
approximately 100 stations located
between Ohio and the Rockies. McCann - Erickson, Chicago, handles
the account.

JOSEPH SCHLITZ Brewing Co.,
Milwaukee, starts a test campaign in
mid-February for Sehlitz beer, using
twice-daily announcements on a large
list of stations, not yet announce
d.
Geyer,
is
agency.Cornell & Newell, New York,
MAMMOTH HOSIERY MILLS,
Trenton (silk hosiery) has appointed
Norman A. Mack & Co., New York, as
agency and expects to start a spot
campaign in mid-February.
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CBS

Constructing

Studios

in New

York

Using Walls Simulating Fine Violins
STUDIOS patterned on the basic such definition of sound that outdoor and indoor effects can be obprinciple of a fine violin, with walls
lined with resonant panels made of tained.
woods similar to those used by
Tonal qualities are said to be
master violin makers, are the out- such that if ten violins are played,
standing innovation of the new they will sound like ten and not
seven-studio CBS annex at 49 E. like two, and that if a rare instru52d St., New York, across the
ment is used the listener will be
street from the main CBS building. aware of its unusual quality withDesigned cooperatively by C. R.
out being told that it is unusual.
Jacobs, of the network's construcAnother unique feature is a new
tion staff, and Howard Barlow, streamline control desk, with all
conductor of the CBS Symphony
concentrated within the
Orchestra, the two largest studios apparatusinstead
of having the amin the new building are paneled console plifiers
and other pieces of control
with "acoustivanes", manipulated
equipment mounted on racks. Desk
by electric switches to turn to pro- was
designed by J. H. Swenson,
duce any desired sound effect.
supervisor of the maintenance and
Two Kinds of Wood
construction department of WABC,
CBS key station in New York.
The larger acoustivanes are apAnticipating the Future
proximately 14 feet high and 27
inches wide and there is a space of
Work on the new building, forabout three feet between them and
mer headquarters of the Julliard
the actual wall. The only metal con- Foundation
& School of Music,
nected with the panel is a pivot,
has completely remodattached to the top and bottom which eled,CBS
is progressing rapidly, it is
filler strips, on which the acoustivane turns. Like a violin, one reported, and the network expects
begin broadcasting from the
side of the panels is of hard wood, to
and the other side of soft wood. building about May 15. Paul W.
is suThe hard wood for the panel is Kesten, CBSpervisingvice-president,
the renovation of the
rubbed to a dense finish and the
soft wood is left open or porous. building, embodying the best techniques of the present and anticiThus by turning the panels, partly
pating the future so far as possible.
or wholly, the desired eflTect is ob- G. S. McAllister
and Mr. Jacobs
tained from the combination of exand other officials have cooperated
posed soft and hard wood.
Fellheimer & Wagner, the
The acoustivanes have an inter- with
mediate stifFener through which architects, in solving the many
runs a series of holes to afford problems.
Building will house seven stuequalization of air pressure and
dios, with space for two more stusmooth movement in turning. Incidios if needed. There will be a labdentally, there are no parallel suroratory, dressing rooms, offices and
faces in the studios, the ceilings
having a saw tooth design. The reception rooms. The facade, unbroken by windows, will be faced
acoustivane looks like an airplane
wing, the centre being thick and with matt and glazed terra cotta in
the edges relatively thin. The use grey and blue; the entrance marquee will be finished in stainless
of the panels will dispense with
the necessity for an echo chamber, steel, with doors of heavy sheets of
for it is predicted that there will be shatter-proof glass.
PROMOTION DRIVE
Canada Dry to Give Awards
^To Blue Stations
CANADA DRY GINGER ALE,
New York, on Feb. 15 will start
a month's contest for the NBCBlue stations carrying Informal
tionconnection
Please forwith
the the
"best
promotion
in
program
and
theFirst
product".
prize will be a silver plaque
for the station and $50 in cash,
which will probably be given to
the publicity manager or department handling the winning promotion. Second prize is a bronze
plaque and $25 in cash, third prize
is an honor scroll and $15, and
there will be 10 certificates of
award, each with $10 in cash, with
all winning stations receiving special mention on the program. Stations may tie in with their promotion not only the program, but also
the RKO shorts made of the program or the book "A Smattering
of Judges
Ignorance,"
Levant.
for by
theOscar
contest,
which
closes March 15, will be W. S.
Brown, advertising manager of
Canada Dry; S. Barrett McCormick, director of advertising and
publicity of RKO-Radio Pictures;
Robert Landry, radio editor of
Variety, and Sam Wingfield, publicity counsel for the program.
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Perry Group Acquires
WTMC, WDLP
Interest
THE John H. Perry newspaper interests, which own WCOA, Pensacola, Fla., and hold a construction
permit for the new WJHP, Jacksonville local, were disclosed Jan.
30 as purchasers of slightly less
than half interests in both WTMC,
Ocala, Fla., and the projected
WDLP, Panama City, Fla. Details
of the deals were undisclosed, but
it is understood the Perry interests
will
acquire control of
both eventually
stations.
WTMC, 100 watts on 1500 kc,
was authorized for construction
last March and went on the air last
July 1. Its chief owner is John T,
Alsop Jr., former mayor of Jacksonville. WDLP, 100 watts night
and 250 day on 1200 kc, was authorized for construction last June,
but has not yet begun operating.
Its original stockholders, each owning one-third, were E. D. DeWitt,
retired newspaper broker and president of the Long Branch (N. J.)
Record;
W. J. Cook, local Ford
ney.
dealer, and Phillip A. Roll, attorJohn H. Perry is publisher of
the Pensacola Journal and News,
Jacksonville Journal, Panama City
News-Herald, Lynn Haven (Fla.)
Free Press, St. Andrews Bay (Fla.)
News and Reading (Pa.) Times.
BROADCASTING

Wage

Arbitration

Sought by AFRA
Chicago Group Files Petition;
Negotiable, Says NBC
WITH the wage scale for artists
employed on local broadcasts on
Chicago stations unsettled a year
following the signing of its national code of fair practice, the
American Federation of Radio Artists has petitioned the American
Arbitration Assn. to arbitrate the
matter and has named Dr. Wesley
Sturges, former professor at the
Yale Law School, as its representative.
Opposing this move, NBC has
likewise filed a brief with the AAA
asking for a ruling as to whether
the question of a local scale for
Chicago is arbitratible or whether
it is a matter to be settled by nebetween AFRA's
local,
the Chicagogotiations
station
managements
and the committee of Chicago advertisers. The network maintains
that the problem is one for negotiation and requests that this point be
settled first. If the AAA finds the
question of local scales one that
falls into the arbitratible class,
then, NBC says, it will agree to
have it arbitrated under the terms
of the arbitration clause of the fair
practice code.
Revision of Disc Code
AFRA's transcription code is in
the process of revision in the light
of suggestions submitted to the nathe union's
various
locals, tional
it board
wasby stated
at national
headquarters in New York. Emily
Holt, executive secretary, said that
for the most part these suggestions
concerned single items in the code,
but that in the main the proposed
terms had been approved by all
members.
Los Angeles Chapter of AFRA,
at its mass meeting in Hollywood
on Jan. 26, flatly rejected the proposed national transcription code,
adopting a resolution empowering
the local AFRA board to draw up a
new code that would meet with the
requirements of the Pacific Coast.
Conditions on the West Coast, it
was pointed out, are vastly different from those in eastern radio
centers, and the general impression
in California was said to be one of
fear that an attempt to put into
effect the AFRA demands might
force a large number of Hollywood
and San Francisco transcription
companies out of business. Wage
scale is said to be identical with
that in effect for network programs.
Tide Water BasketbaU
TIDE WATER ASSOCIATED OIL
Co., Associated Division, San Francisco, is sponsoring 92 basketball
games in California, Oregon, Washington and Idaho, the most complete
coverage of the sport ever attempted on the Coast, according to
Harold R. Deal, advertising and
sales promotion manager. The
schedule continues through March
2, after which playoffs will be
broadcast. Special networks have
been arranged. Announcers are
Frank Bull, KPAC, Los Angeles;
Doug Montell, Northern California
stations; Johnny Carpenter, KWJJ,
Portland; Leo Lassen, KRSC, Seattle. Agency is Lord & Thomas, San
Francisco.
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MBS
118

Texas

Lineup

Now

Stations,

Realigns in Texas
Four Other Stations Signed;
Plans Package Discounts
OPERATING under its new policy
providing for enlargement of its
national network base, Mutual
Broadcasting System on Feb. 1 reports its lineup will total 118 stations in the United States and Hawaii. Realignment of its Texas affiliates, embodying cancellation of
MBS contracts with Texas State
Network and signing of 12 stations
in the State as individual outlets,
as well as the addition of several
new stations, constituted major developments during the last fortnight.
Launching its fourth year of operation, MBS Jan. 11 enlarged its
board of directors from seven to
nine members, to include representation of additional stockholders
whose financial participation in the
cooperative network was announced
recently by President W. E. Macfarlane [Broadcasting, Jan. 15].
New Board Members
Elected to the new board were
Lewis Allen Weiss, vice-president
of Don Lee, as vice-president and
director; E. M. Antrim, Chicago
Tribune, treasurer and executive
secretary; John Shepard 3d, president of Yankee Network; H. K.
Carpenter, WHK-WCLE; Willet
Brown, assistant general manager,
Don Lee; Alfred J. McCosker, president of WOR and chairman of the
board; Theodore C. Streibert, vicepresident of both MBS and WOR;
Fred Weber, MBS general manager, and Mr. Macfarlane. All of
the officers were reappointed, with
Mr. Weiss named vice-president
for the West Coast, a new office.
An operating committee was set
up to meet at regular intervals with
General Manager Fred Weber to
pass _ on operating problems and
^ policies. On this committee are
, Messrs. Shepard, Carpenter, Streibert and Weiss, along with J. E.
Campeau,
general manager of
: CKLW, Hulbert Taft Jr., general
manager of WKRC, and Ed Wood
' Jr., sales manager of WGN.
j Included in the new network
J structure are its seven basic stations — WGN, Chicago; WOR, NewI ark; CKLW, Windsor - Detroit;
WKRC, Cincinnati; WHK, Cleveland; WAAB, Boston; KHJ, Los
Angeles; 30 stations of the Don
Lee Network (15 in California, not
including KHJ, and 15 in the Pacific Northwest) ; 17 stations of the
Colonial Network, not including
WAAB; 12 Texas outlets; the
Oklahoma Network of six stations;
the Southeastern Group, including
the Southern Network, of 11 stations; two in Hawaii; 33 other
affiliates.
New Outlets Added
New outlets for MBS include
three Southern stations — WMPS,
Memphis; WTJS, Jackson, Tenn.;
WATL. Atlanta. These joined the
network on Jan. 21. WSAY, Rochester, N. Y., becomes the 118th outlet on Feb. 1. WSAY has for some
time served as the outlet for certain MBS commercial programs in
Rochester, but permanent lines
J BROADCASTING

State
14

Net

Stations

ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT'S Texas
State Network since its reorganization last month has been reduced
from a 25-station to a 14-station
operation,
according
to announcement Jan. 22
by Benton
Ferguson,
vice-president. Simultaneously reports were received that several of
the outlets reported as deleted from
the operation were protesting the
action, contendir" they still have
valid contracts covering both TSN
and MBS program service.
Mr.ing that
Ferguson
advised
Broadcastthe present
outlets
of TSN
are KRBC, Abilene; KNOW, Austin; KB ST, Big Spring; WRR, Dallas; KFJZ, Fort Worth; KRLH,
Midland; KPLT, Paris; KGKL, San
Angelo; KABC, San Antonio;
KTEM, Temrile- KCMC, Texarkana; KVWC, Vernon; WACO,
KRRV, Sherman. Those staWaco ;tions
dropped from the regional
were reported by Mr. Ferguson as
KXYZ, Houston; KFDA, Amarillo;
KFYO, Lubbock; KFRO, LongCorKAND,KLUF,
view; KGKB,
sicana;
KFDM, Tyler;
Beaumont;
Galveston; KRIS, Corpus Christ! ;
KRGV, Weslaco; KWFT Wichita
Falls.
Beatrice Expands
BEATRICE CREAMERIES, Chicago (Meadow Gold cheese) on Jan.
Music
Fit toChicago
Keep WGN,
22
Wallace from
Withexpanded
to KFEL, Denver; KFOR, Lincoln;
CKLW, Windsor-Detroit, Monday
through Friday, 10-10:15 a. m.,
CST. It is understood the firm will
soon expand the show to 12 other
ChiMBS stations.
cago, is agency.Lord & Thomas,

NEW MBS BOARD elected as the network began its fourth year of
operation last month, was enlarged from seven to nine, along with
appointment of an operating committee. All officers were reelected, with
Lewis Allen Weiss, vice-president and general manager of Don Lee,
(upper left), elected to new post of West Coast vice-president. Top Row
(1 to r) are Directors Weiss; Alfred J. McCosker (WOR), chairman of
the board; John Shepard 3d (Yankee Network); second row, H. K.
Carpenter (WHK-WCLE); W. E. Macfarlane (WGN), president; Willet
Brown (Don Lee); third row, E. M. Antrim (WGN), treasurer and
executive secretary; General Manager Fred Weber; Theodore C. Streibert
(WOR), vice-president. Bottom row are members of newly-created operating committee, J. E. Campeau (CKLW); Ed Wood (WGN), and
Hulbert Taft Jr. (WKRC). Other members of operating committee are
Directors Carpenter, Shepard, Streibert, and Weiss.
have just been installed and the
station for the first time becomes
a full affiliate.
Following the first meeting of
the new MBS board of directors
after the redistribution of the network's stock and directorates to
give voices in the management to
seven organizations representing
57 of the MBS affiliates, held in
Chicago Jan. 11-12 [Broadcasting,
Jan. 15], Fred Weber, MBS general manager, flew to Texas to
straighten out Mutual's position
following
the "streamlining"
the
Texas State
Network whichof had
previously been connected with
MBS as an entire group of 25.
Conferences with Elliott Roose-
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velt, Harold Hough, M. Tilford
Jones and other Texas broadcasters resulted in a cancellation of
Mutual's contract with TSN and
the signing of individual contracts
with 12 stations in the State. These
stations are available to MBS advertisers individually as desired and
it is no longer necessary to use the
entire group, as was formerly the
case.
MBS Texas outlets now are
WRR, Dallas; KFJZ, Ft. Worth
(ElliottSan Roosevelt's
station);
KABC,
Antonio; WACO,
Waco;
KNOW, Austin; KXYZ, Houston
(also an outlet for NBC-Blue);
KRBC, Abilene; KBST, Big Spring;
KGKL, San Angelo; KRRV, Sher-

Curtiss on MBS
CURTISS CANDY Co., New York,
on Feb. 14 starts an audience participation quiz show titled Cash on
Delivery in the interests of Baby
bars on 5 MBS staRuth candy
tions—WGN WOR CKLW WAAB
WKRC. Cash prizes totalling $500
weekly will be distributed during
the program, heard Wednesdays,
8-8:30 p. m., and produced by
Talent and other deRoger tailsWhite.
have not yet been announced.
Co., New York, is
iller
Helwig-M
agency.
the

TEN hobbies enjoyed by Lenox R.
of NBC, are the subLohr,ject president
of a double-spread feature in ths
Jan. 30th issue of Look Magazine.
Titled "You Should Have Hobbies—
I Have Ten", the feature illustrates
and inseven of Mr. Lohr's hobbies,
cludes scenes in his home at Tarrytown, N. T. and with his two children.

arkana.man; KTEM, Temple; KCMC, TexIn addition to protecting itself
against the inroads of other netTransthe proposed
works, such as
continental
Broadcasting System,
clauses
network with
adding exclusive
by certain
to
of its contracts
its
affiliates [Broadcasting, Jan. 15],
MBS is also planning to strengthen
its competitive position through
the establishment of a new plan of
"package" discounts available to
advertisers buying blocks of time
on a large number of MBS stations.
Details of this plan have not been
completely worked out as yet, but
are expected to be announced in
the near futui'e.
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ROYAL
Radio

Endorsed
by Department
Stores
Buyers, it was pointed out, are
Many of the questions and anNRDGA
Clinic Agrees
swers covered subjects that seem
able to check the space their deMore Time on Air
partments get in the newspaper ad- elementary to any user of radio,
vertising but are often unable to such as the fact that programs apShould Be Used
hear broadcasts, which frequently
pealing to children must be broadon the air during store hours,
cast outside of school hours, that
HOWS AND WHYS of radio as an are
and so are apt to oppose the use of women can be reached through the
advertising medium for department radio. Featuring the merchandise
day and that the best chance of
stores were thoroughly analyzed of the leading buyers and gaining
a message across to the
Jan. 17 in a special radio session of their support at the outset was sug- getting
whole family group is at breakfast
the 29th annual convention of the
gested by Mr. Greek, who said that time or in the early evening. Many
National Retail Dry Goods Assn. at if these dominant buyers go for
examplesto were
given of radio's
the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York. radio the others will follow their ability
sell merchandise
of all
Questions about radio submitted by lead. Mr. Taylor reported that his types, of its use in making friends
retailers from all parts of the coun- store frequently worked buyers into for a store, and of its extreme flexitry were answered by two boards of its scripts, giving them a few lines
bility, permitting last minute
experts in an "Information Please to say on the air, a scheme which
changes in copy to meet special
— Radio for Retailers?" period un- flatters them and keeps them en- emergencies.
der the chairmanship of Willard H.
thusiastic about radio.
Stressing the institutional value
Campbell, publicity director, G. Fox
Keeping the sales force informed
of radio, Mr. Slockbauer said that
& Co., Hartford, and vice-chairman
about the broadcasts and the merof the NRDGA sales promotion
of a store's sales canchandise advertised on the air and aboutnot be75%
division.
attributed to specific adverbacking up this advertising with
tising but merely to the fact that
Board of Experts
point-of-sale display material is people had come to the store and
important, the experts stated. while there had bought goods. It
Experts were Irwin D. Wolf, vice- also
Another primary factor in the suc- is sometimes hard, he said, to get
president of Kaufman's Departcess of a store's radio activities is this point across to the store's manment Store, Pittsburgh; B. Louis
the selection of a radio personality
agement, but it should play a very
Posen, publicity director, Hoch- to
put over to listeners the personal- important part in the advertising
schild, Kohn & Co., Baltimore;
ity of the store itself, building good- policy. Another use of radio,
George Slockbauer, vice-president,
will and friendliness for the store pointed out by Mr. Greek, is to sell
L. Bamberger & Co., Newark, Miss
as
well
as sales of specific merchana store's policies, such as credit
Lois Munn, sales promotion mandise.
policies, for example, a task that
ager, Hangerer's, Buffalo; Marvin
Some of the experts insisted that can frequently be done much better
Greek, vice-president, Greek's, Duby a friendly voice on the air than
luth; Kenneth Taylor, vice-presi- the only way to achieve this end is in
print.
by having this radio voice a memdent, John Taylor's, Kansas City;
The four types of programs most
ber of the store's own staff, while
M. Manus Roisen, sales promotion
others believed the station, being used by retailers are musical clocks,
manager, Edward's, Buffalo; C. I. more familiar with broadcasting
shopping news, amateur hours and
Burtanger, sales promotion mantechnique, could do a better job news broadcasts, it was reported by
ager, Rike-Kumler, Dayton. Walter
than the store.
John Nell, WGR salesman, who has
Johnson, sales manager of WTIC,
At Least a Year
just completed a tour of 15 cities.
Hartford, acted as master of ceremonies, tossing the questions to the
Stores just beginning with radio Alan A. Wells, sales promotion
experts in true Fadiman fashion.
should set their trial periods as not manager, NRDGA, who arranged
Enthusiastically endorsing radio shorter than 52 weeks, Mr. Wolf the radio session, said that of stores
for its ability to build goodwill and declared, stating that many stores reporting the use of radio, the average expenditure for this medium
loyalty for a store as a whole in ad- tried a 13-week campaign and when
dition to selling specific merchanit failed to produce good results was 107c of the total advertising
dollar. He warned, however, that
dise for the store's various depart- dropped radio as being no good for this figure might not be correct, as
ments, the experts agreed that fail- them. "Radio," he stated, "is no not all of the stores on the air had
ure of department stores to make
longer on trial. It is an established
medium and if a store does not use reported.
more extensive use of radio was
largely due to a mutual lack of it successfully the fault lies with
understanding between store and
the copy and program and not with ANOTHER instance of a big local
station.
the medium." If media were to radio advertiser deciding to acquire his
is disclosed in the appliblame for unsuccessful advertise- own station
As Mr. Campbell summed it up:
cation of Edward J. Doyle, important
ments, he added, then the depart- Rochester gas and oil distributor and
"Generally speaking, radio stations
ment stores would have discarded
arj just as ignorant of department
director of the Genessee Valley Trust
store problems as retailers are of newspapers and direct mail long- Co.. asking the FOG for a new 1.000since.
watt station on 1340 kc. in that city.
radio advertising. We must not forget that we are perhaps both to
blame — meaning both radio stations
and retailers — for the relatively
small use we are making of radio
advertising today.
"In our
the first
take
hair place,
down weandhesitate
tell ourto
radio friends what our particular
problems are. Until they know we
can hardly blame them for not being able to make constructive suggestions. There mtist be mutual
trust and respect before sound progress can be made. Where this cooperation isin evidence, I think you
will find radio producing profitable
results for department stores."
Selling the Staflf
importance as a production center was thoroughly disThe importance of selling radio HOLLYWOOD'S
cussed by these five executives of J. Walter Thompson Co. when they
to the store's executive and sales met in that city during early January for a four-day conference to outpersonnel was also stressed by the
1940 radio plans. They are (1 to r) Arthur Farlow, vice-president.
experts, who agreed that many de- West lineCoast
manager and head of the San Francisco office; W. F. Lockpartment store experiments with ridge, Chicago vice-president and executive on the Kraft Cheese Co.
radio had failed because of the in- account; Henry M. Stanton, executive vice-president in charge of the
difference or opposition of the Chicago office; Dan Danker, vice-president in charge of the Hollywood
office, Fred Fidler, formerly radio director in San Francisco and now an
store's
own
people, especially the executive
buyers.
of the J. Walter Thompson New York office.
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SEEKS NEW TALENT
DECLARING that radio is sorely
in need of new personalities, new
voices, John F. Royal, NBC New
York vice-president in charge of
programs, when in Hollywood during late January, revealed that the
network is going out in a serious
way to develop new talent among
the youth of the country. He said
that NBC will have talent scouts in
the field this summer on the lookout for young people who can be
used for all phases of entertainment
— radio, television, stage and
screen. NBC will develop unknowns
and the search will be centered
principally among summer stock
theatres. Mr. Royal also indicated
that young talent applying to NBC
for radio work will hereafter be
subjected to closer scrutiny of
their potentialities.
In Hollywood primarily to look
over Pacific Coast originating programs and talent, and to also exchange ideas with John Swallow,
NBC western division program director, Mr. Royal revealed too that
NBC engineers are working on several new angles to improve production over its present "door
slamming" technique. Use of sound
effects coupled with microphone
pickup and adjusted acoustics will
bring the needed change, creating
environment for dramatics and
lending depth to programs, he
opinioned.

Gillette Gets Ky. Derby
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co.,
Boston, on May 4 will sponsor the
66th annual Kentucky Derby on
more than 80 CBS stations, with
Ted Husing and Mel Allen to handle the color and Bryan Field to
broadcast a description of the actual running of the race. Two preliminary broadcasts on CBS of the
Derby trials originating at Churchill Downs will be presented on
Tuesday and Friday of Derby Week
vdth both Husing and Field covering. A quarter-hour preview
broadcast on May 2 will include interviews with celebrities, jockeys,
trainers and owners, and on May
3 J. P. Spang Jr., president of
Gillette, will speak from Louisville
on CBS. Maxon Inc., New York, is
agency.
Seek New Cleveland Regional
MONROE F. RUBIN, engaged in the
steel construction business, who owns
a 12%% interest in United Broadcasting Co., operating WHK and
WCLE, lumbus,
Cleveland,
WHKC,
Cois disclosed and
as one
of three
equal stockholders in Cuyahoga Broadcasting Co., which applied to the FCC
Jan. 26 for a new 1,000- watt station
on 1270 ke. in Cleveland. Mr. Rubin
also is listed as half-owner of WPAT,
Portsmouth, which is under option to
be sold to the Brush-Moore Newspapers, owners of the other half. The
other stockholders are W. I. Booth,
engaged in the oil and gas business in
Texas,
T. Dye, O.
of the Republic SteelandCo.,B. Warren,
,
Garner-for-President Spots
GARNER FOR PRESIDENT Committee, Los L.
Angeles
through Fred
Carver, -(politica-l)
that city, on ,
Jan. 18 started for one month using
100-word spot announcements twice
weekly tions,
on KHJ15KFRC
California
staKGB Don
KDBLeeKXO
KFXM KVOE KPMC KDON KTKC
KQW KHSL KVCV KIEM KVEC.
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IOWA.

pletely cover Ohio, about a third of West Virginia,
and then extend into Pennsylvania some considerable miles east of Pittsburgh. Or, broken into
several parts, would entirely hide the states of
Vermont, New

Hampshire, Massachusetts, Con-

necticut, Rhode Island, Delaware and Maryland!
"Boy,

hundred
9

That's the size of the territory that's covered —

she's three
miles

wide!'*

blanketed — saturated — by big WHO.

There's an old saying in the knuckle-busting

territory, too — contains 25%

And it's good

of the Grade A land

business to the effect that a good big man is always

in the entire U. S. — produces more radio results

better than a good little man. And, believe us, that's

we believe, than you can get jrom any other station

true of states, too — and radio stations.

in the nation. Can we have a chance to prove these

The state of Iowa is so big that if it could be slid

big words?

across the map a few hundred miles, it would com-

WHO
for

IOWA

DES MOINES

PLUS!

. . . 50,000 WATTS

J. O. MALAND,

MANAGER

FREE flC PETERS, INC., National Representatives
BROADCASTING
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Jolt
In

to

FCC

Industry
Net

Is

Monopoly

Foreseen

Popsickle Discs for 31
JOE LOWE Corp., New York, will
resume the thrice-weekly half-hour
Buck Rogers transcriptions in the
interests of Frozen Popsicles some
time in April or May. Jack Johnson,
writer and producer of the series,
will start work on the new discs
late in February. This year the
series will be placed on about 31
stations throughout the country,
according to Biow Co., New York,
the agency handling the account.

Report
Mid-February Is Set as the Deadline for Sweeping
Report of Special Commission Committee
der which licensees would be reMID-FEBRUARY is the new deadline set for submission of the FCC
quired to operate stations or forego
Network Monopoly Report to the their franchises, eliminating station
leases; separation of network or
full Commission and, if heraldings
have any significance, it will rock station operations from artist buradio from coast to coast.
reaus, transcription companies and works. "We have not exercised any
That the report has been given similar enterprises; denouncement
of network exclusive contracts, jurisdiction over chains in connecright-of-way by the FCC, was more
tion with individual stations,"
than broadly hinted by FCC execu- guaranteed-time features and general fiscal methods.
Chairman Fly asserted. "I should
tives to the House Appropriations
to add that
I don't think
Subcommittee on Independent OfGeneral Counsel Dempsey, in re- like
Commission
has assumed
quite the
as
fices, when questions about the
sponding to a question by Rep. much responsibility as I would like
six-month inquiry were direct- Wigglesworth (R-Mass.), who has to see it assume. I would like to see
ed at witnesses. The stenographic
made the FCC a pet aversion, said
text of the hearings, made public that the FCC committee has before us more thoroughly informed and
insist upon a greater deit the first tentative draft of the gradually
Jan. 17, coincident with consideragree of public responsibility. Now,
tion of the appropriations measure
report, consisting of a digest of the I do not want to over-emphasize
by the House, revealed that FCC
facts and evidence and an analysis
but here you have a limitwitnesses estimated the report of the hearings, along with the thised point
facility; in something more than
would be before the Commission by question of recommendations and loose manner of speaking it belongs
mid-January. That was the ap- possible action. As of Dec. 13, he
praisal made on Dec. 13, when the said, the second part of the report to When
Mr. Wigglesworth said he
the public."
hearings were held.
was being formulated and probably had in mind particularly the greatExpected in February
would be in the committee's hands
ly increased basis of sale and paywithin two weeks, with submission
ment of dividends compared to inWhile no precise data could be to
the
full
Commission
probably
vestments in one or two of the
procured, it was strongly indicated
that the tentative report of the Net- "although not necessarily" by mid- chains, Mr. Fly pointed out the
Commission cannot go into the queswork Monopoly Committee would January. He pointed out there was
tion of returns of either individual
be submitted to the Commission not a tremendous amount of work, with stations
or of chains.
10,000 pages of testimony
later than mid-February. The final over
and more than 700 exhibits.
"Now,
maybe the Congress would
draft, already completed by the alone
staff, has been in the hands of Gen- He said it had taken a staff of five like us to do that," he said. "If so,
to
seven
people
working
fuUtime
to
we could, but we have not the aueral Counsel William J. Dempsey
analyze and organize the material.
thority to regulate their rates —
for the last fortnight. The committhat is, the advertising rates or
Control of Affiliates
tee, comprising Commissioners
what they get from the sale of time
Brown, as acting chairman. Walker
When Rep. Wigglesworth in- — or control their dividends or anyand Thompson, has considered the
thing of that sort. I would say that
quired
"exreport in preliminary fashion but
clusivewhether
control the
overquestion
aflSliatedof time
these stations go from one dire exwill give it a final review before
treme to an optimum result in the
by chains" was dependent upon the
passing it on to the full Commisother extreme. That is, some of
sion for consideration and action. investigation, FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly replied aflBr- them are terrible financial operaWhile every effort has been made
tions, and a number of them are
Mr. Fly himself is not
to clothe in secrecy the attitude of matively.
sitting
as
a
member
of
the
Network
very,
very
good. It is a good busithe committee majority, there was
Monopoly Committee, although his
ness
if
it
clicks."
no inkling that it had changed its predecessor,
R. McNinch,
drastic views. As a matter of fact, was committee Frank
chairman.
VARIETY musical show Laff 'n
the sentiments and philosophies of
as a Sunday
Chairman Fly picked up the Swing Club,
taining featureheard
on WOR,
Newark, susfor
the majority — Messrs. Walker and Commission defense when Rep.
the last few months, on Feb. 12 will
Thompson — have shown no sign of
be
heard
sustaining
on
MBS,
Sundays.
Wigglesworth began a line of inchange. Acting Chairman Brown
quiry on the financial status of net- 8 :80-9 p.m.
has inclined toward a more conservative position.
While prognostications admittedly are hazardous, the general attitude was that the committee's views
are largely the same as previously
reported. It was reported in the
Oct. 1 Broadcasting that the committee majority was inclined toward drastic recommendations looking in the direction of realignment
of regulation as it affects networks,
both through recommendations for
new legislation and through introduction of new regulatory policies.
It was then deduced that Messrs.
Thompson and Walker would lean
toward new legislation preventing
ownership of a multiplicity of stations by networks; legislation that
a single company be restricted from
operating more than one nationwide network, presumably directed
toward NBC's dual network operation legislatio
;
n to license and reguSNOW STUFF takes its role at the WBZ, Boston, microphones. When
late networks; legislation to bar the
Ice Follies of 1940 played the town last month, a special skating
ownership of more than a single setup was arranged on the roof of the Hotel Bradford, which houses
clear-channel high-power station
WBZ studios. Wearing runners and a beaver coat. Bob Evans, WBZ
by any one interest; policy to sportcaster, carried a hand-mike to interview participants as the press
be gradually enforced preventand guests watched the show from windows of hotel rooms flanking
ing ownership of more than one
the studio roof. With Evans are (left) Ray Shipstead, the "Human Top"
station in the same community
and (right) Heinie Brock, ice skating clown, with one of the "bears"
by the same interests; policy un- in
their "Papa, Mama and Baby Bear" act.
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Drake
In

Gets

Cowles

Prize

Contest

Slogan 'America's Money Belt'
Wins S500 First Award
GEORGE F. DRAKE, 32-year-old
copywriter of Blackett-SampleHummert, Chicago, won the $500
first prize offered by The Cowles
Stations for a business slogan describing the primary service area
covered by the Iowa-South Dakota
"America's
group. His slogan,
Money
Belt", was chosen
scribing most
by
judges as the
"degraphically
rich
area served
tions", according
by these
stato Cowles
Stations ofiicials.
The includes
Cowles KSO-KRNT,
Mr. DrakeDes
group
Moines, WMT, Cedar Rapids, and
WNAX, Yankton, S. D., and covers
a rich agricultural district.
A total of 2,152 names were submitted by contestants. The contest
judges, itpressedwas
reported,
were and
imwith the
seriousness
soundness of the majority of the
entries. Most of them indicated a
lot of thought had been given to the
contest and many important men
among agencies and advertisers
participated.
From All Around
Entries in the "Sauce for the
Goose" name contest were received
from several hundred advertising
men in the United States, Canada
and South America, the judges revealed. Mr. Drake, who was with
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, until
joining B-S-H in 1938, in a letter
of acknowledgment to The Cowles
Stations pointed out that he was
often a contest conductor but never
a contestant until submitting his
prize-winning name for the Midis marriedwest
and agricultural
the father area.
of twoHe children.
Advertising
the contest, conducted promoting
by Earl Allen
Co.,
Omaha, which handled the project,
stressed
theme,
"What'sforsauce
for
the the
goose
is sauce
the
gander",
and
pointed
out that
at
last advertising men were
getting
a dose of their own medicine. Trade
publications and direct mail were
used to promote the contest. The
winning name, "America's Money
Belt", will become the theme of an
immediate campaign in behalf of
The Cowles Stations.
New Maca List
NORTHWESTERN YEAST Co.,
Chicago (Maca yeast), has started
a varying schedule of minute daily
spot announcements
participations on WJR WKRC and
WOWO
WLS
WMMN WCCO WMT KSO WNAX
KMA KSCQ WIBW KOMA WFAA
KPRC WOAI KPO. It is understood
the spots
will beHays
broadcast
on a 52-&
week
schedule.
MacFarland
Co., Chicago, handles the account.
Clicquot on Coast
CLICQUOT CLUB Co., Mill, Mass.,
on Jan. 15 started a campaign of
five spot announcements weekly on
KFI, Los Angeles, on behalf of
gingerale and club soda. Further
stations may be added later in the
spring.is N.
W. Ayer & Son, New
York,
agency.
• Broadcast
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DETROIT

To

No Immediate
Increase in Rates

Vour

Own

In Detroit, America's

rich and most

market . . . Basic Station NBC
station for award-winning
Proved

showmanship

Specifiiations

responsive big radio

Blue . . . Originator

programs

and

key

of national circulation . . .

. . . Expert merchandising

co-operation

. . . Always a standout buy. . .Today, with upped daytime power
and with new transmitter facilities adding greatly to 1000-watt
night-time coverage, commandingly

your first choice in Detroit.

King-Trendle
BROADCASTinGr
CORPORATIon

INew

RCA

Transmitter— 5000

WATTS

Daytime, 1000

WATTS

Nights

Future
Hearings

of

Indicate

Industry Wants
To Go Ahead
WITHHOLDING final action until
it m"&kes a first-hand inspection of
television experiments in leading
Eastern laboratories, the FCC Jan.
23 concluded hearings on proposed
new rules to govern the visual art,
vifhich would permit limited commercial operation by experimenters,
after hearing testimony by more
than a dozen groups preponderantly
in support of immediately lifting
the experimental barrier.
Led by RCA, the majority of
those testifying held that television
"is here",
public
demandno
exists
for itthat
and athat
it should
longer be confined to the experimental laboratories. A number of
companies, including Philco and
Zenith, opposed immediate "limited
commercial operation", as proposed
for so-called Class II stations in
the recommendations of the FCC
Television Committee. The biggest
controversy developed over standards recommended by the Radio
Manufacturers Assn. and inferentially urged by the FCC Committee,
with a number of the respondents
claiming it would tend to "freeze"
the development of visual radio.
Tour Planned
Before deciding on its final
course, the FCC will make a tour
of experimental television operations in the East. As Broadcasting
went to press, the plan was for the
Commission and several of its aides
to visit Schenectady Feb. 1 to inspect GE television installations,
with particular reference to visual
radio relays; Poughkeepsie and
Newburg, N. Y., to witness reception in that city, nearly 100 miles
from New York, where RCA is
conducting an experimental clinic;
Feb. 2-3 in New York to visit NBC,
CBS, DuMont and other visual operations and possibly also to witness a demonstration of automatic
radio relay of television by RCA,
viewed as the precursor of network
television; and Feb. 5 in Philadelphia for Philco and Camden for
RCA inspections. Sunday, Feb. 4,
would be a rest day.
As planned, the party would
include Chairman Fly and Commiss i 0 n e r 3 Brown, Walker, Case,
Thompson and Payne, along with
Dr. L. P. Wheeler, technical information director; William H. Bauer,
senior attorney, and George O. Gillingham, public relations director.
Commissioner Craven left Washington Jan. 24 for Nassau in an
effort to break an attack of influenza. He has lost some 13 pounds
in recent weeks and expects to return to Washington about Feb. 7.
Commissioner Case is suffering
from a foot ailment and may not
be able to make the trip. Doubt also
was expressed regarding Commissioners Thompson and Payne.
Prior to his departure. Commissioner Craven, chairman of the
Television Committee, said he was
Page 24
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Television
in
Lap
of
the
FCC
inclined to favor immediate adop- commercial television was not ready,
tion of the proposed rules with only the opposite view was taken not
slight modifications as to Class II only on behalf of RCA and Dulimited commercial stations.
Mont but by Philo T. Farnsworth,
A suggestion by Chairman Fly vice-president of Farnsworth Television & Radio Co., and General
just prior to adjournment of the
Electric Co., Don Lee and witnesses
hearing that the Commission con- for
several other groups. Prof. E.
sider the advisability of appointing
H.
Armstrong,
principal figure in
an engineering committee representing leading manufacturers to frequency modulation, asked the
Commission at its closing session to
attempt to devise a unanimous
withhold action on allocation of
recommendation regarding trans- channels to television until the full
mission standards caused a furor.
story of fx'equency modulation is
Because of the expressed opposi- known.
tion of several participants against
May Defer Action
the RMA standards. Chairman Fly
said it would be desirable to have
In the light of developments during the hearing it was not expected
the industry itself agree on standards. Action was not taken, how- the Commission would act finally
ever, and it was expected the matof channel allocater would not be considered until on thetionsquestion
until it had concluded healthe Commission had made the inings on frequency modulation,
spection trip.
scheduled to begin Feb. 28. It was
RCA, which had stoutly support- entirely possible, however, that it
ed the RMA transmission stand- would move toward adoption of the
RCAM's T. F. JOYCE
ards, advised the Commission that remainder of the proposed televiit would interpose no objection to a
sion rules, including the question of
system whereby other methods of limited commercial operation and
25,000 sets in '40
of standards prior to that time.
transmission would be permitted —
might
specify
flicker,qualities
distorso long as it were allowed to begin
Chairman Fly himself bore the
tion, brilliance that
and other
limited commercial operation under brunt of the inquiry burden and on meet certain
limits. There would be
RMA standards. It pledged also several occasions tangled not only no mention of lines, frames or
that it would seek to develop a re- with counsel for respondents but
the various manufacceiver sufficiently flexible to pick also with witnesses. At first he fields, with
turers left to their own resources
up various modes of transmission,
sought to limit the presentation of as to how to acquire the best picincluding the DuMont method.
tures within those limitations.
each case to one hour, but this proSales Prophecies
cedure was dropped without ad- DuMont Opposes
vance notice soon after the hearThomas F. Joyce, vice-president
got underway. Between 100 RMA Video Standards
of RCA Mfg. Co., predicted that and 150ings engineers,
broadcasters and
25,000 television receivers would be
Opening the hearing Jan. 15,
other
observers
were
present dursold during 1940 if the FCC permitFCC Chairman Fly in quick sucing the proceedings. Conspicuous
ted limited commercial operation.
cession laid down rigid rules which
would govern the proceedings,
He added to that figure another among those attending was Charles
C.
Pettijohn,
general
counsel
of
the
which
he
described as legislative.
10,000 to 15,000 receivers if CBS
Producers & DisAll members of the FCC were
undertook regularly scheduled video Motion Picture
tributors ofAmerica Inc.
transmissions during the year.
What course the Commission will present. William H. Bauer, prinArguing that the public would
cipal attorney, and expert on patbuy sets if the program incentive take on standards appeared conent
matters,
sion
counsel. appeared as Commisjectural. However, some thought
exists, Mr. Joyce told the FCC that
When the name of Major Edwin
was given to the possibility of elim$1,250,000,000,000 "went up in
inating standards as such and sub- H. Armstrong, noted inventor and
smoke" for tobacco last year in
chief figure in frequency modulathis country; $400,000,000 was
stituting "minimum requirements"
tion development, was called, Horspecify minimum despent for cosmetics, excluding whichtail inwould
ace L. Lohnes, his counsel, extransmitted pictures. These
beauty treatments; $500,000,000 for
plained that illness prevented his
soft drinks, and $150,000,000 for
appearance. His name was placed
chewing gum. Nothing was done
at the foot of the list of 13 reVISUAL INAUGURAL
about those luxury expenditures, he
On behalf of FM Broadcasters,
spondents.
RCA Hopes to Televise the
pointed out.
in process of formation, Philip G.
On behalf of CBS, Paul W. Kes1941 Ceremonies ' Loucks, Washington attorney, exten, senior vice-president who has
WHEN the next President of the
supervised its television research,
plained he had filed a special apUnited States is inaugurated in
pearance to request that no action
suggested
three
plans
geai'ed
toward what he described as sounder
January, 1941, television will be taken by the Commission in respect to television
allocations
until
development of television, two of "carry" the event. This was the pre- conclusion
of the special
frequency
diction made by witnesses for RCA
which would call for immediate
at the television hearing before the modulation hearing scheduled Feb.
program schedules by broadcasters,
28. Chairman Fly said the request
FCC Jan. 15-23.
with the third temporarily deferAssuming the Commission au- would
"given consideration".
ring regular programs. All three
Initialbe fireworks
developed when
thorizes "limited commercial opera- Allan
were designed to protect the public
B.
DuMont
Laboratories Inc.,
Vice-President Thomas F.
against purchase of sets having no Joyce oftion",
RCA Mfg. Co. said there of Passaic, presented its case in
guarantee against obsolescence.
would be as many people looking-in opposition to adoption of the RMA
The position of Allen B. DuMont
on the inauguration as there were television standards, holding in esLaboratories, financed by Para- listeners to KDKA's pioneer presisence that they would freeze television development. The basic plea
dential election broadcast in Nomount, was one of unalterable opwas
that
the standards be kept enposition to the RMA standards as
vember, 1920. E. W. Engstrom, retirely flexible rather than the 441
search director of RCA Laboratending to freeze television developscanning with 30 frames per
ment. The DuMont suggestion was
tories, later told the FCC that ex- line
periments now progressing at the second. The DuMont system, it was
that a trip-type receiver utilizing RCA Riverhead,
L. I. laboratory, claimed, permits automatic flexibilthe flexible system by its engineers,
indicate the feasibility of radio reity in both transmission and rebe employed as one which would
lays of television, in lieu of coaxial
ception, with the number of lines
reduce obsolescence to a minimum
cable. The experiments are carried and frames reduced or increased at
while in no way limiting continu- on in the 500 megacycle band. The will. Moreover, it was claimed that
ing progress of television.
inaugural broadcast would utilize
DuMont system it is posWhereas witnesses for Philco the relay system, if perfected, with with the
sible to reduce sharply the width
of the television band necessary
and Zenith took the position that network outlets in major cities.
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under RMA standards or, alternatively, greatly improve the quality of the image.
With William A. Roberts, former people's counsel
of the DuMont
District
of Columbia,
as attorney,
offered as its chief witness Dr.
Thomas T. Goldsmith Jr., its executive engineer. After tracing the
history of visual radio, during
which he was prodded repeatedly
by Chairman Fly to "get to the
point",
Goldsmith
asserted
he
felt
that Dr.
television
should
be given
sufficient flexibility so that it can
attain the perfection of the motion
picture industry in quality of transmission. The RMA standards, which
he insisted were basically RCA
standards, would impede such development, he argued.
Claims Advantages
For Flexible Standards
When Dr. Goldsmith intimated
that the FCC had "approved the
RMA standards". Commissioners
Craven and Case, members of the
Television Committee of the FCC,
disputed that point. They said that
there was no flat recommendation
for FCC approval of the standards.
Dr. Goldsmith specifically objected
to the RMA standards which limited the number of lines to 441,
the number of frames to 30 per second, interlaced, and the proposed
synchronization method.
He said that if the standards
were left flexible, the industry
thereby would be in a position to
use any method the art permitted
and the public would not have to
concern itself with obsolescence of
receivers, since they would be automatically adjustable. If the DuMont values were employed, he declared, aband only four megacycles
wide, instead of six megacycles,
could be used for the video transmission. By so reducing the band,
space would be allowed for additional stations, he declared.
Specifically, Dr. Goldsmith suggested that the rules be amended to
permit operation between 400 and
800 lines. In regard to the proposed
RMA synchronization method, he
I suggested a system whereby the
receiver would follow the changes
in transmission.
General Electric Co., which holds
' stations
construction
permits
television
in Albany
and for
Schenectady,
along with several research, developmental and radio stations, approved the RMA standai-ds and
' protested only the proposed allocation tables appended to the Committee's second
television
report.7,
These tables
assigned
channel
at the top of the band, to both
Albany and Schenectady, with power limited to 1,000 watts, whereas
GE seeks Channel 3, at the lower
end of the spectrum, with 10,000
watt outlets.
I GE Engineer Tells
jOf Costly Experiments
L. V. CofFman, GE counsel, examined C. A. Priest, engineer in
charge of the transmitter engineering division of GE at Schenectady and chairman of its radio
technical advisory committee, regarding aspects of the projected
allocation.
Mr. Priest explained that GE
desired to have Class II stations, or
those which would be permitted to
operate commercially within the
limitations of the proposed rules.
The company had applied for the
stations in 1937 and had been grantIBROADCASTING
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lO-Year
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Urged by Kesten to Prevent False Start
WHAT IS the economic outlook on
television for the broadcaster, if
and
lifted?when the experimental ban is
A penetrating analysis of television's future was given the FCC
Jan. 17 by Paul W. Kesten, vicepresident of CBS in supervisory
charge of television development,
in a statement prepared for delivery. Because of the procedure invoked by the FCC, however, the
statement was not read but placed
in the record.
On behalf of CBS, Mr. Kesten
proposed
plans for
television's
commercialthreeadvent,
bearing
equal
weight insofar as his company was
concerned [see running story]. He
buttressed his observations, however, with the results of studies
conducted by CBS which culminated in these conclusions:
It is conservatively estimated
that a progTam service of public appeal with adequate transmission to
the New York population area cannot be rendered for less than $500,000 per-year-per-station.
Three Times as Costly
Television must be sold to advertisers at rates three times as
CBS-VP PAUL W. KESTEN
high as present broadcasting rates
Oceans of red ink
or even higher, to permit the broadcaster to reach a break-even point
between annual profit and loss.
Thus any program service reachIf technical standards of transing or exceding 14 hours per week,
mission and reception are fixed, it provided each program appealed to
must be done for a minimum of each viewer, would constitute as
eight years but preferably for ten much television as viewers could
years to protect the public and the find time to view.
broadcaster from a disastrous false
The CBS position, as expressed by
start in television.
Mr. Kesten, was that television, if
Even with rates 300% as high as it develops constructively, must become more and more the domain of
standard broadcasting, no television
station in a market of less than the broadcaster and less and less
3,000,000 is likely to reach the that of the equipment designei". His
break-even point until there are keynote, however, was that television should not be given a public
about one-third as many homes
equipped with television sets as trial at public expense because the
with radio sets.
broadcaster would be held responsible.
If sound prosperity in all income
groups is enjoyed during the next
The CBS presentation was virtuten years, it will take at least seven
ally the only one offered which adyears of constantly accelerated set
vanced forcefully the case of the
sales to equip 30% of the homes in broadcaster, as distinguished from
any given market with television that of the manufacturer. Mr. Kesten emphasized that the interest of
sets. The more realistic optimist
talks in terms of 10 years or 12 the broadcaster and the public are
identical, the dangers to both are
years or even longer.
Unless television sets with ade- mutual and the remedy, if any,
quate screen size are sold at an should protect them both.
Television, Mr. Kesten said, needs
average price below $150 the sevenseven league boots for at least seven
year cycle is highly doubtful.
Human habits and behavior indi- years to have any hope of approachcate a probable maximum of two
ing the status of an independent
hours of average viewing per day. art and industry.
ed construction permits. He said
that to render a high class transmitting service to the areas, at
least 10,000 watts is essential, with
the lower frequency desirable. He
explained that tubes and equipment
had not yet been developed to operate with substantial power on
channel 7. Commissioner Craven
pointed out, however, that no limit
has been placed on the power of
Class I stations, or those which will
operate only experimentally.
At this juncture, Mr. CofFman
said that in order to help the FCC
in its allocation problem, the company would forego its request for a
Class II station in Bridgeport but
would operate with a Class I outlet. Commissioner Craven observed
also that the proposed allocation
table was offered simply as a guide
and that actual allocations would
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be subject to future hearing.
Mr. Priest brought out that transmitting equipment for the Schenectady station, WQXB, already
had been built and that in excess
of $300,000 had been invested in
that station alone. He said General Electric had expended over a
million dollars in television research
generally. If the company is forced
to change to Channel 7 from Channel 3 for this station, it would
mean a loss of about $60,000, he
estimated. Moreover, with limited
power of 1,000 watts the station
would not be in a position to render
a good "public service job".
Under cross - examination, Mr.
Priest explained that he was a
member of several RMA committees and that the recommendations
on standards were in the nature of
a "compromise". He said he agreed

with the desirability of standards.
That RMA is considering the
DuMont recommendations at the
request of the FCC was revealed
by Mr. Priest, in replying to Commissioner Craven. Asked by Chairman Fly as to his personal opinions
regarding the DuMont methods,
the witness said that he felt they
would very seriously limit, handicap and delay television development and not serve any useful purpose. He admitted, however, that
flexibility is desirable.
Pressed for a further explanation, he felt flexible standards
would raise some question in the
public mind regarding development
of the art, since it would be out of
question to attain all desirable
goals at one time. Anything that
indicates to the public that the
transmission method may be
changed from year to year might
result in public disfavor, he said.
Asked by DuMont counsel Roberts whether the 441-line picture
gives a desirable image to the public, Mr. Priest said it was his personal opinion that it is entirely
satisfactory. He admitted that under the proposed RMA standards
the 441-line picture would be "opHe said that while he had not
witnessed a DuMont demonstration,
timum".
second-hand
reports he had received
from those who had attended, were
that it had shortcomings and that
a "flicker" existed. He said in his
opinion than
present-day
television
better
8 mm. home
moviesis
and as good as 16 mm.
He explained that GE is now
producing
5, 9 and
visual
receivers under
the 12-inch
RMA standards. He said that under these
standards it is not now possible
to build a flexible receiver.
M. L. Prescott, GE radio engineer, introduced two sets of maps,
one showing television allocation by
channels by the FCC Television
Committee and the other reallocating all but Channel 2. He contended
the proposed reallocation offered
geographical advantages for technical operation of the stations involved.
International Business Machines
Corp. entered no direct testimony,
although Counsel A. B. Landa offered a brief submitted last year
in connection with General Order
19 and asked that it be incorporated in the record.
Television Problems
In Boston Depicted
Appearing for General Television
Corp., Boston, H. S. Baird, consulting engineer, outlined potential
difficulties in establishing visual
broadcast service in Boston stemming from allocation factors. Pointing out that although Boston is the
fifth largest city in the country,
other cities have been allocated a
better arrangement of television
channels, Mr. Baird recommended
that Channel 1 be switched from
the Lowell-Lawrence area to Boston. His recommendations also included replacing the Lowell-Lawrence Channel 2 assignment with
Channel 7, at present allocated to
Boston along with Channels 4 and 6.
Commercial operation under the
proposed standards was regarded
as practical by Lewis Allen Weiss,
vice-president and general manager, and H. R. Lubcke, director of
television of Don Lee Broadcasting
System, operating W6XA0 in Los
Angeles. Mr. Weiss, examined by
H. L. Lohnes, Don Lee counsel,
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urged that since several responsible national advertisers already
have signified their willingness to
sponsor television broadcasts, they
should be allowed to do so. He emphasized that these advertisers
realized the limits of the present
field, but were willing to proceed
in making
as pioneers in the "contributions"
television art, with
an
eye on eventual long-range returns
on their investment.
Mr. Lubcke took exception to
only a few of the proposed RMA
standards, urging in general that
"very minor" deviations from the
proposals be allowed if and when
they become necessary, leaving the
door just far enough open so the
proposed rules for Class II operation would not be ironclad.
Among exceptions noted by Mr.
Lubcke was modification of Rule
4.74 (b) and (c) to allow the use
of sound on the regular television
channel as well as the regular
broadcast frequency in portable
pickup work, such as W6XA0's
coverage of the Pasadena Tournament of Roses parade on New
Year's Day. Alluding to Rule 4.75,
he recommended "every effort to
allow maximum power for television", pointing out that even 10 kw.
may not be enough power because
of such interference as diathermy
emissions. Experimental results
with the 441-line standard so far
have been satisfying, he added, and
the standard leaves plenty of room
for further development within its
bounds.
Dual Role Suggested
For Video Stations
In a colloquy with Mr. Lohnes,
Comdr. Craven expressed the opinion that nothing in the proposed
rules advanced in the FCC Television Committee's
precludes
a Class II station report
from operating
experimentally as Class I. Mr.
Lohnes retorted that he saw "nothing in the rules that permits it".
Referring to the report, Chaii-man
Fly quoted the passage: "Stations
with programs of experimentation
directed solely to technical research
and developments are designated as
Class I stations, and stations that
have a program of experimentation
which includes regularly scheduled
broadcast service to the public are
designated as Class II stations",
and declared his agreement with
Comdr. Craven's interpretation.
Concluding the discussion, Comdr.
Craven summarized as the FCC's
attitude its desire to encourage experimentation inevery way, but at
the same time to promote public
service, although not at the expense
ot technical experimentatio
n. Under the proposal as he interpreted
It, he stated, the station would
operate in the dual role using the
same frequency and the same power
as m its primary role.
Stating that it would be "consistent and advisable" to allow commercial operation of television in
market areas with established service, such as New York and Los Angeles, Mr. Weiss declared, "We are
infinitely further in television today
than we were in broadcasting when
commercial operation was allowed".
Commercial operation, although resulting in no immediate profit to
either broadcaster or advertiser,
would furnish a new stimulus to
further development, he observed.
Questioning the practical application of Mr. Weiss's suggestion,
Commissioner
Thompson stated
that the television broadcaster
"must sell advertising, not blue
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GE's C. A. PRIEST
RMA Standards OK
sky", and
pointed
to thelookers
gulf between 4,000
television
in
the Los Angeles area and 2,000,000
radio listeners in the same area,
considered from the viewpoint of
advertising results. Mr. Weiss said
lookers constitute a "class audience" and national advertisers,
realizing present limitations, nevertheless would sponsor television
programs as pioneers in the new
art. He declared that national advertisers with a long-range program would get a return on their
investment, although it would not
come immediately.
"How much further should we
cultivate television before making
some adult strides with it?", he
asked, adding that operations are
not so much concerned with immediate profit as in receiving some
"contribution" from advertisers toward refinement and development
of the art. Commissioner Thompson
explained that his view was based
on the possible interpretation that
the FCC, if it were to allow immediate commercial operation, was
giving a "certification" of television as an advertising medium before its status as such could be
more firmly established. He added
that although the FCC, as a Government agency, is not necessarily
taking upon itself protection of advertisers, the possible "certification" interpretation should be considered in dealing with the television situation.
In a brief appearance for Metropolitan Television Inc., New York,
Andrew Haley excepted to Rule
4.74 (d) of the proposed rules,
holding that in allowing allocation
of only three television channels to
a city the size of New York it
amounted to a violation of Sec. 307
(d) of the Communications Act.
Mr. Haley also offered a series of
exhibits, based on Census Bureau
and Department of Commerce figures, indicating the talent, business
and service potentialities of the
New York area.
Philco Spokesman
Opposes Commercialism
Louis G. Caldwell, counsel for
Philco Radio & Television Corp.,
Philadelphia, opened the lengthy
Philco appearance by charging that
the proceeding, carried on as a legislative hearing encompassing the
allocations issue, amounted to a
violation of Sec. 303 (f) of the
Communications Act. His complaint
was based on a letter written by
himself as Philco counsel, vnth the
"approval" of Nathan David, as-
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sistant to Chairman Fly, to CBS in
final pursuance of a time-sharing
agreement for the frequency jointly used
both the
televisionbytransmitter
in Philco
Philadelphia
and the CBS transmitter in New
York. Mr. Caldwell explained that
the letter, approved as he said it
was by an FCC representative, constituted an agreement entitling the
parties to an individual hearing on
matters affecting that allocation.
Chairman Fly declared that the
FCC could exercise its legislative
function in the proceeding and
adont general regulations for television, regardless of the letter referred to by Mr. Caldwell. Complainants or aggrieved parties then
have their ordinary remedy of a
hearing for their individual cases
at a later date, he explained.
Arguing
against commercialization in the immediate
future, R. C.
Brown, Philco engineer, declared
"commercialization will tend to
crystalize these standards". Although Philco, as an RMA member, a year ago agreed to the proposed
uniformity andstandards
a basis to
for secure
comparison,
it now takes exception to them, Mr.
Brown explained, because it believes them not suitable for commercial operation in view of its experiencesexperimental
arising out operation.
of semi-commercial
Method of Cutting
Price of Sets Is Offered
D. B. Smith, also a Philco engineer, outlined several exceptions to
the RMA standards, principal
among them substitution of vertical for horizontal polarization of
signals and use of a third carrier
for the synchronizing signal. Mr.
Smith declared that Philco experiments have shown that use of a
vertical built-in antenna yields results as satisfactory as the complicated horizontal antenna installations. The loop antenna, whose low
primary cost would be largely for
the wire used, would result in a
saving of from $40 to |50 per receiver in replacing the expensive
horizontal aerial equipment and installation, he estimated. His company sees the vertical polarization
standard it proposes as a means of
increasing television set distribution through substantially lowering
initial cost.
Admitting that it would require
the rebuilding of present television
receivers, Mr. Smith advocated use
of a third carrier for the synchi-onizing signal. He also stated that a
synchronizing signal of 20% to 25%
of total amplitude, as allowed un-

WHEN Braniff Airway's luxury
airliner, the Super Bee-Liner, made
her maiden flight from Oklahoma
City early
in January,
Program Director
NaiphWKY's
Abodaher
(with microphone) was aboard to
provide a ship-to-ground shortwave
description of the flight and interviews with guests. Also aboard was
WKY's home economist, Mrs. Mart
Adams, who aired her daily Kitchen
School of the Air direct from the
plane's compact kitchen.
BROADCASTING

der RMA standards, would not be
adequate and must be increased.
"We feel now we were wrong
when we said a year ago that television was ready for standardization," he commented. However,
given six months more to bring proposed standards up to date in the
light
of
engineers'
commercialdevelopmental
production experience,
the time for standardization is really approaching, he added.
Asked if research would continue,
Mr. Smith declared it would unless
through extension of commercialization the program quality rose to
an extent to cause a big rise in listener interest. In that case Philco,
as a responsible manufacturer, and
with standards conceivably frozen
by the demand for receivers, probably would limit its research to development within the bounds of the
existing standards. Agreeing with
Comdr. Craven that standardization always tends to reduce researchthatactivities,
Mr. Smith continued
a manufacturer
like
Philco, with only a certain amount
of its funds available for research,
more or less necessarily must "go
with theStandards
current". Merely
RMA
Recognized, Says Case
Commissioner Case, responding
to a query on the interpretation of
"standards" as used by the Television Committee in its report, as
distinguishing between the RMA
proposals and the standards outlined in individual experimental licenses by the FCC, said that the
Television Committee in its report
merely recognizes the existence of
RMA standards that are being used
by the industry, nothing more — it
does not propose to adopt RMA
standards as FCC standards.
Asking for a few more months
"to bring in the developments we
now see" before setting standards
definitely, Mr. Smith observed that
while television could be put into
regular commercial service at this
time, it could only be done on a
high cost basis which would restrict
distribution for a long time. He
recommended that meantime the
present ferred
proposed
standards
be re-a
back to the
RMA with
definite time limit for reconsideration.
Meeting during intermission, the
Commission considered and denied
unanimouslv
Mr. Caldwell's
that the allocation
problem motion
not be
covered by the hearing, and he was
given 15 minutes to present his case
covering the allocation question.
Mr. Caldwell in a brief statement
on behalf of Philco declared that
only Boston has less desirable television assignments than Philadelphia among the U. S. cities of
1,000,000 or more population. First
of all, he pointed out, television
service in the New York area
should not be hampered by assigning Philadelphia adjoining frequencies that might cause interference.
He stated also that the FCC has
neglected to consider antenna
height facilities in making allocations, explaining that with its high
buildings for transmitter sites. New
York can best make use of the
higher frequency channels, while
Philadelphia would have to rely on
lower frequencies for comparable
coverage, since it has no available
sites comparable to those of New
York. Thus, he continued. New
York could make better use of
Channel 3 and Philadelphia Channel 2. Also, in making allocations,
Mr. Caldwell urged that the FCC
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take into account previous developmental activities by applicants.
This drew quick comment from
Chairman Fly, declaring there were
"no vested rights for squatting on
a frequency even for 50 years".
Hogan Calls Proposed
Regulations Premature
Removal of the "artificial distinction" between Class I and Class
II stations permitting both to
transmit regularly scheduled programs commercially, was advocated
by John V. L. Hogan, consulting
engineer and operator of WQXR,
New York, and television station
W2XDR, Jan. 16.
Mr. Hogan said his experimental
television station has been in operation since 1929, and that he is
now working on completion of a
new synchronizing system which he
thought would introduce a better
"lock" between transmitter and receiver and result in a reduction in
the signal to noise ratio.
He contended that in the final
analysis laboratory experiments
must be tested in actual program
service to procure public reaction.
He held it was too early to make
a hard and fast designation and
that he felt the Commission was
trying to look too far ahead with
insufficient information. Present requirements governing experimental
television might serve for at least
another five years, the witness said
in supporting his view that the
proposed regulations were premature.
Mr. Ho9-an objected to the allocation provision for Class II station
service, declaring the art had not
advanced sufficiently to determine
where stations can best be placed
and where they will be supported.
He called it a "pre-allocation". He
said it was necessary first to determine service limits in terms of field
intensity and to ascertain other
fundamental propagation factors.
When Chairman Fly asked what
constitutes demand for facilities,
Mr. Hogan said this should be based
on applications filed which are concluded to be economically sound.
He said it was unnecessary now to
make the distinction between classes of stations and precise allocations.
Mr. Hogan advocated a fivepoint plan. He thought the FCC
should not adopt standards for experimental program service at this
time; that it should not set up two
classes of stations but permit
either class to do both experimental
and program jobs; that if the FCC
permits stations to make changes
to cover program production, there
is no reason why these changes
should not defray also the cost of
transmission and research developments or why they should be lim-

ALLEN B. DuMONT
Paramount-backed, anti-RMA
BROADCASTING

Intact
FOURTH consecutive year of
Bachelor's Children, with a
total of 1,140 broadcasts took
the air over CBS recently.
What made its sponsor, Cudahy Packing Co. (Old Dutch
Cleanser), claims a record is
that every member of the cast
which started with the show
one hot July day in 1935 is
still doing his bit. Record
cast includes Hugh Studebaker, Marjorie Hannan, Patricia Dunlap, Olan Soule, Marie
Nelson, and Russ Young, announcer and producer. Bess
Flynn, now as then, writes
Bachelor's Children.
ited to Class II stations; that the
FCC should not set up any channel
allocation ratio except to control
interference and that the FCC
should encourage the use of the
higher frequencies in the television
band width higher powers.
Commissioner Case inquired
whether
theory,
research under
would Mr.
not Hogan's
be subordinated
to the desire on the part of licensees
to earn a profit. The witness, however, said that if such a situation
developed the stations should lose
their licenses. He predicted that the
"right stations" would not take advantage of it.
iVot Ready for Public,
Says Howland of Zenith
John R. Howland, assistant to
the president of Zenith Radio Corp.,
said the position taken by his company was that television is not yet
ready for the public and that experimental broadcasting should be
encouraged. Zenith is the licensee
of a station in Chicago, which has
operated on a regular video schedule since 1938.
Declaring his company approved
the rules proposed by the FCC with
the exception of the RMA standards, he said it was his view that
those standards were approved "by
inference" in the Television Committee's report. Objection to the
standards is assignable to the history of their creation, Mr. Howland testified, declaring they were
"put together in a great hurry"
apparently under the theory that
someone was going to wave a wand
and television would come into
practical existence. Holding that
developments during the last year
did not indicate such magic, he
said the public has not purchased
sets in great numbers and that
better standards would come when
"the pressure is off".
New synchronization methods,
the advent of frequency modulation and other developments, Mr.
Howland said, might tend to change
the whole complexion of television
development. The whole field, he
said, should be explored, with no
answers
until they
Mr. Howland
for are
the "sound".
first time
raised the patent issue, declaring
that possibly those who advocate
or oppose standards may have personal patent interests and adding
that it is entirely possible that the
Commission may set up an arbiter
"higher than themselves", because
of patent developments. He said
it was his belief that primary tele-
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vision patents are concentrated in
a small number of companies. He
estimated that RCA has perhaps
45% of the patents in the field;
Farns worth 25%; a smaller percentage held by Hazeltine, and "a
few in Philco". He hastened to say
that RCA is licensing its patents
"on a perfectly fair basis".
Asserting he did not believe the
present standards can be the "perhe pointedwere
out
that if manent
the standards,"
RMA standards
adopted today, it would mean that
future standards would have to
dovetail with them.
Commissioner Case reiterated his
view that the standards would be
changed as fast as necessary. The
Committee, he declared, did not directly annrove the RMA standards
but felt that since they were in
general use, it had to have a "stepping off point somewhere".
Commissioner
Craven asked
whether it was desirable to have
every receiver capable of receiving
every land
visual
said he transmitter.
did not feelMr.theHowart
was proceeding so rapidly that this
should be a binding requirement.

ZENITH'S J. R. HOWLAND
Television high pressured?
Observes Demand for
Cheap Video Sets
Robert Robbins, representing
Cath-Ray Electronics Labs. Inc., of
New York, told the Commission of
his company's manufacture of low
price onreceivers.
A "cheap
now
the production
line set"
to sellis
for approximately $100, he said.
He reported an instantaneous appeal to the average family budget
and said production is geared to
the type of purchaser who buys a
Ford car. A seven-inch screen is
used, he declared. In the New York
area, a phenomenal response already has been received, with seven
out of ten purchasers satisfied. He
commended
particularly
regular television
broadcasts NBC's
and urged
their continuance and expansion as
a means of creating consumer demand.
Special Rural Type of
Service Urged by DuMont
DuMont completed its testimony
at the Jan. 16 hearing with both
Mr. DuMont and Richard Campbell, television engineer, offering
additional testimony. Mr. Campbell described in detail the charac-

teristics of the synchronizing system proposed by RCA as well as
that employed by DuMont. He explained that under RMA standards,
the DuMont self-adjusting synchronizing system could not be employed. Hemissioner
said Craven
in that
response
Comas farto as
he
was aware, there were no fundamental "bugs" in the DuMont system.
Taking the stand as his company's chief vidtness, Allen DuMont
explained that he had been active
in television since 1927 with both
Jenkins and DeForest. The first
sight and sound station in the nation, W2XBT, was under his supervision as chief engineer for DeForest, he declared.
Mr. DuMont reiterated testimony
of previous witnesses for his company that he felt there was no
need of standards for picture definition. He said it might be desirable for rural service to employ a
picture of 325 lines by 15 frames,
which would be of lower quality
than that in urban areas, since a
much narrower band could be employed for such transmission.
Discussing
mission, Mr. NBC's
DuMont441-line
said a transgood
job is done with two people showing
only head and shoulders, but that
larger groups cannot be televised
effectively. He felt television of
441 lines is still "in the peephole
stage", and believed people do not
want receivers vdth that quality.
He said he had information that
both the Army and Navy feel that
441-line television "is of no military
value" and that developments must
be far beyond that point. The absolute minimum size picture in which
the public is interested would be
8" by 10", he declared.
Mr. DuMont revealed that a number of applicants for television stations have contacted him regarding
use of his flexible system. These
include two on the West Coast, one
in Chicago and one in New York,
aside from his own pending applications.
Definitely scheduled programs
would help more than anything
else in television development, Mr.
DuMont declared. He said a program service should be fostered
and that he favored the requirements of the rules in that connection. He favored the limited commercial recommendations made by
the FCC Television Committee.
When Mr. DuMont observed that
changes had been made in his system since the FCC Committee last
year witnessed a demonstration,
Commissioner Craven mentioned
the advisability
inspection
again. of a "first hand"
Alternative Plans
Offered by Kesten
Noting
theestablishing
prospect ofa regular
a conflict between
television broadcast service and unstable standards, with both broadcaster and set owner caught in between, Paul W. Kesten, CBS vicepresident and director, on Jan. 17
advanced three alternative procedures each designed primarily to
protect
the
broadcasters. public as well as the
Since the onus resulting from
public purchase of receivers quickly obsolesced more than likely would
be passed to the broadcasters rather
(Continued on page 62)
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Regional

Station

Awarded

by

FCC

For
Minneapolis
New Locals Also Are Included
In Actions by Commission
A NEW 1,000-watt fulltime station
on 1300 kc. in Minneapolis was
authorized for constiniction by the
FCC in a decision Jan. 18, granting
without a hearing the application
of Independent Merchants Broadcasting Co. Heading the company,
which has secured call letters
WLOL, is John P. Devaney, former
chief justice of the Minnesota State
Supreme Court and first president
of the National Lawyers Guild. He
will be president and holder of 166
shares of stock. Treasurer of the
company is W. A. Steffes, chain
theater onerator, holding 78 shares,
while L. B. Schwartz, an attorney,
holds one qualifying share.
On the same day the Commission
granted Marysville-Yuba City
Broadcasters Inc. a construction
permit for a new 100-watt station
on 1420 kc. in Marysville, Cal.
President and 50% stockholder is
Horace E. Thomas, publisher of the
Marysville & Yuba City AppealDemocrat. Treasurer is Hugh McClung, holding 49.5% of the stock.
Mr. McClung is co-publisher of the
Merced Sun-Star, w^hich owns
KYOS, Merced. Mr. Thomas also
owns 25% interest in KHSL, Chico,
in which the McClung family has
a 50% interest. The new Marysville station will be called KMYC.
Eastern Locals
Two additional new local stations were authorized by the Commission Jan. 25 in final orders made
effective Jan. 26 — one in Scranton,
Pa. and the other in Logan, W. Va.
The same day the Commission issued proposed findings recommending a new local in Erie, Pa., which
are usually adopted as a matter of
routine unless objections are raised.
The new station in Scranton will
be licensed to Union Broadcasting
Co., and will operate with 100 watts
night and 250 day on 1370 kc. Holding 49.6% of the stock each are
Martin Memola, of Madisonville,
Pa., a farm manager, and Lou
Poler, of Jessup, Pa., a retail dry
goods merchant. Call letters will be
WARM.
The new station in Logan w^as
granted to Clarence H. Frey, publisher of the Logan Banner, and
Robert O. Greeverm payroll clerk
of the Merrill coal mines, as partners. It will operate with 100 watts
daytime only on 1200 kc. Call letters will be WLOG.
The proposed grant in Erie is to
Presque Isle Broadcasting Co., for
an outlet on 1500 kc, using 100
watts night and 250 day. Stockholders in the company, all of Erie,
are Jacob A. Young, merchant,
44% ; William P. Sengel, printer,
43.2%;
Gerard P. O'Connor, 12% ;
B. Walker
Sennett, attorney, .4% ;
Joseph V. Agresti, attorney, .4%.
New Phoenix Local
PROPOSED findings favoring the
grant of a new station in Phoenix,
Ariz, to M. C. Reese, insurance
man, were made final by the FCC in
a decision ordered effective Jan. 26.
The new station, to be known as
KPHO, will operate with 100 watts
night and 250 day on 1200 kc. Its
owner is president of the Mutual
Benefit Society of Phoenix.
Page 28
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EXPERTS, and plenty of them, refused to be stumped when members of
the Washington Advertising Club staged a broadcast quiz section at their
Jan. 17 lunch meeting. Eight capital practitioners of the radio art withstood ahalf-hour barrage of queries, most of which came from agency
members. Seated (1 to r) are William A. Dolph, manager WOL; Ann
Gillis, program director WJSV, CBS Washington key; Jess Willard,
manager WJSV; John H. Dodge, sales manager WRC-WMAL; W. C.
Lent, NBC assistant director of development and research. Standing are
Alvin Q. Ehrlich, president of club; Walter Compton, MBS presidential
announcer and WOL news commentator; David B. Stein, radio director,
Kal Adv. Agency; Carleton D. Smith, assistant manager WRC-WMAL.
WTSP, St. Petersburg,
Sold to Nelson Poynter
WTSP, St. Petersburg, Fla., local
outlet on 1370 kc. which went on
the air last November, has been
sold to Nelson Poynter, editor of
the St. Petersburg Times, subject
to FCC approval. Negotiations for
the purchase have been in progress for some time, but were delayed due to the illness of Sam H.
Mann Jr., attorney, who heads the
company which procured the CP
last April. Although a higher offer
for the station was made than that
of Mr. Poynter, the o^vners rejected it in the stated belief that
"WTSP could realize its greatest
usefulness as an instrument of
public service in the hands of the
Times editor because of the tradithat goremain
with that
editorship."
Staff tions
will
unchanged,
and
the station will be operated separately from the newspaper. Mr.
Poynter is former business manager of the Washington Daily News
and former publisher of the Columbus Citizen, and has had foreign experience as a journalist in
Japan.
Power Boosts Granted
WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H., Jan.
25 was authorized by the FCC to
increase its power from 250 watts
to 1,000 watts daytime on the 740
kc. At the same time, the FCC authorized KXOX, Sweetwater, Tex.,
to change its hours of operation
from daytime to unlimited time on
the 1210 kc. channel with 250 watts
power. KVFD, Fort Dodge, la., was
granted a modification of license to
increase its night power from 100
watts to 250 watts on 1370 kc.
WADC Gets 5 kw. N
WADC, Akron, O., was authorized
Jan. 25 by the FCC to increase its
night power from 1,000 to 5,000
watts. It will now operate unlimited
time, on 1320 kc. The construction
permit provided for removal of both
studio and transmitter.
A. J. MOSBY,
head Missoula,
of Mosby'sMont.,
Inc..
operator
of KGVO,
has
applied
to
the
FCC
for
a
new
watt night and 1.000 day outlet500on
1110 kc. in Anaconda, Mont.

J, 1940

Glade in KSUB Change
EARL J. GLADE, manager of
KSL, Salt Lake City, is disclosed as
42.3% stockholder in the Southern
Utah Broadcasting Co., organized
to take over KSUB, Cedar Citv,
Utah, a 100-watt outlet on 1310 kc,
in a reorganization occasioned by
the death of Harold Johnson, former
partner
in theF. station's
ownership
with
Leland
Perry. Application
for transfer of ownership was made
to the FCC Jan. 25. Mr. Perry
would remain as president and operator of the station, owning 28.2%
of the stock. Other stockholders
include William A. Jones, lumberman, 2.8% ; K. M. Doan, lumberman, torney,
1.4%, 1.4%.
and Durham Morris, atBooth Assumes Control
Of
WMBC
in Detroit
ADOPTING as its slogan "Detroit's
home
station"
and sports,
specializing
INS news
and local
WMBC,in
Detroit, is now operating under the
general managership of John Lord
Booth, who recently purchased control [Broadcasting, Jan. 1]. Mr.
Booth, 32, is the son of the late
Ralph H. Booth, president of the
Booth Newspapers of Michigan, but
does not actively participate in the
newspaper chain's operations.
Sports progi-ams are handled by
Jack Kelly, and WMBC is continuing its famous
program
along withOldits Op'ry
Happy House
Hour
featuring Chuck Stanley as m.c.
Prudence Butterfield conducts children's periods and a noon-hour program features Regina Ruth, favorite Detroit torch singer. Al Gross
conducts the studio orchestra. Various staff changes are being made,
but Hi Steed continues as studio
director, Eddie Clark as chief engineer and Charles Farrell as chief
announcer.
MSB BROADCAST Co.. Omaha, has
applied to the FCC for a new 250watt station on 1500 kc. in that city.
Owning one-third of the stock each in
the company are C. J. Malmsten, president, rancher and citrus grower with
holdings in Nebraska. Iowa, Texas
and Florida, who is also part owner
of the new KORN, Fremont. Neb. :
Arthur Baldwin, insurance and real
estate, also part owner of KORN, and
John K. Morrison, insurance man and
farm owner, of Omaha.
BROADCASTING

DROPS

PLAN

TO ACQUIRE WINS
WITHDRAWAL of the application
of Milton Blow, New York advertising executive heading the agency of
the same name, for acquisition of
WINS, New York, from Hearst Radio for $150,000, was announced
Jan. 20. The FCC approved the request Jan. 26. with the withdrawal.
Coincident
Major E. N. Stoer, comptroller of
Hearst Radio Inc., announced that
WINS has been withdrawn from
the market and is no longer for
sale. He said it would be operated
by Hearst Radio in the same fashion
as WBAL, Baltimore; WISN, Milwaukee: WCAE, Pittsburgh, and
KYA, San Francisco. He pointed
out that the withdrawal was "by
Metropolitan
Broadcasting Corp.,
mutual
agreement".
headed by Mr. Blow and his wife,
asked that the application for voluntary assignment, scheduled for
hearing on March 4, be withdrawn
without prejudice because Mrs.
Blow as a principal stockholder, is
seriously ill and has been unable
to attend hearings scheduled in
Washington. It was added that it is
impossible to determine when she
will be able to attend a hearing and
that Hearst Radio Inc., present
licensee,drawal ofagreed
to request -withthe application.
Blow Co. is advertising agency
for Bulova Watch Co. and placed
Bulova time signals nationally. It
also handles
the Phillip
Morris with
account. Mr. Biow
is associated
Arde Bulova, New York watch
manufacturer and broadcaster, in
ownership of WNEW, New York.
J. M. West

Group

Buys

KTBC, in Austin, Tex.
AUTHORITY to transfer owner1,000-watt
daj'time
stationship ofonKTBC,
1120 kc.
in Austin,
Tex.,
to a group of local business and
professional men, is sought in an
application filed with the FCC Jan.
22. All stock in State Capitol Broadcasting Assn. Inc., licensee, would
be acquired for $50,000 by the
group, headed by J. M. West, who
is chairman of the board of West
Security Co., president of South
Texas Lumber Co., chairman of
West Production Co., chairman of
Dr. Pepper Bottling Co. of Atlanta,
president of West Cattle Co., and
president of the Austin Daily Tribune. Among other interests, Mr.
West also is owner of the Dallas
Dispatch Journal.
Associated with Mr. West in acquiring the station would be his
son, J. Marion West, president of
West Production Co. and treasurer
of West Security Co., and P.M.
Stevenson, Austin attorney. They
would purchase the stock held by
R. B. Anderson, former president of
the State Tax Commission who has
moved to Vernon, Tex. as tmstee of
the big Waggoner estate; R. A.
Stuart, former State Senator, now
practicing law in Fort Worth, and
A. W. Walker, Jr., professor of law
at the U of Texas. Messrs. Anderson, Stuart and Walker obtained
the station license as partners by
an FCC grant of July 1937, and
it went on the air Aug. 1, 1939.
WJHO are the call letters assigned by
the FCC for the new local station in
Opelika,
recently authorized
the
FCC Ala.,
[Broadcastixg,
Jan. 15]. by
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^ "That menu in your hand tells you
everything that I've been trying to
say to you about SPOT RADIO.

with
2 are
"Lotssatisfied
of people
the Regular
Luncheon, but the man
who knows good food
wants the privilege
of making his own
choice.

On

a

or
SPOT

flock

just

a

of

stations

handful-

YOUR

RADIO!

Shoot the works for an old seasoned
product on 50 or 150 stations with a half
hour or a strip.
— or nurse along a new product in try-out
territory as your distribution progresses.
Flexible— that's what SPOT RADIO is.
Pick the best available time on your choice
of the country's best stations. Pick announcements or news or talent programs,
live or transcribed. Localize your sales appeal and fit the whole plan to suit your
budget. Makes sense, doesn't it?
C "It offers as much
" time or as little
as your appetite for
radio dictates — short
or long programs,
live or transcribed.
AHY TIME
ANY LENGTH
ANY WHERE
For any advertiser or agency executive who wants to
see how SPOT RADIO can meet his individual situation, we shall be very glad to prepare a special outline.
EDWARD
PETRY
INCORPORATED

&

CO.

Representing leading Radio Stations throughout the
U nited Sta tes — indi vidua lly
Offices hi: NEW YORK • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO
DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • LOS ANGELES
This campaign in the interests of SPOT RADIO is
appearing
in Time,
Ink Weekly,
Advertising
Age Printers'
and Broadcasting.

In g
'And your distribu6 th tion governs everyabout
SPOT
RADIO— you
the as
sales
pressure
jt
needed, h ere or
Everything'sthea lacost.
carte
except
What'll

you have?"

Miller
With

Places
Million

BMI

in

Dollars

in

Sight
Anti-ASCAP Music Project to Be Fully Effective
By March 2, He Says; NAB Board to Meet
WITH approximately a million dol- checks. It was confidently expected
lars of the $1,500,000 Broadcast the $1,500,000 goal would be
achieved not only by payments
Music Inc. fund already accounted
from stations already committed
for following his 25,000-mile trip but
also from stations not able to
around the country, NAB President
attend district meetings but known
Neville Miller has set in motion mato support the plan.
chinery to make the industryPointing out there is much work
owned music project fully effective yet to be done, Mr. Miller on Jan. 26
by March 2.
urged stations which have indicated
At a meeting of the Broadcast approval but have not yet sent in
Music board in New York Jan. 30, their checks, stock subscriptions
it was decided to make the anti- and license agreements to attend
ASCAP project fully operative to this at the earliest possible moMarch 2, as provided in the corpoment. He expressed his gratitude
rate papers. A tentative deadline of to stations which already have followed through.
Feb. 1 had been set up, with a
month's cretion
leeway
allowed
at
the
dis"Several
months ago," Mr. Milof the board.
ler declared,
"many
casters
would
never said
showthea broadunited
President Miller declared the million dollars already accounted for front, and would not contribute any
was based on subscriptions from
substantial sum. By your recent accooperating stations and that the
tions you have answered that statement more eloquently than I have
million-and-a-half dollar goal appeared in sight. Describing the done by any number of words."
Details Ready Soon
campaign as "very successful", he
said the entire fund is necessary
Detailed plans for Broadcast Muand the Broadcast Music board is
sic are in the process of formation
not disposed to stop in advance of
and will be designed to give the inachieving that goal.
dustry an independent music supBoard to Meet
ply, relieving it of complete deAnnouncement was made that
pendence upon ASCAP when curthe NAB board of 23 members will
rent contracts expire Dec. 31, 1940.
convene in Washington Feb. 19 and Sydney M. Kaye, New York copyright counsel for the NAB, and
20 for its first meeting of the new
year. It met last in November, at Stuart M. Sprague, his associate,
which time impetus was given are working on these preliminary
Broadcast Music. It is presumed
plans, which presumably will be
submitted to the NAB board at its
the board will go over proposals
in connection with retention of ex- meeting later this month. A numecutive personnel for the indepenber of prominent figures in the mudent music reservoir as well as consic field are understood to be under consideration for the executive
sider afull agenda covering legislapost with Broadcast Music.
tive, copyright, musicians' employment and other current issues.
Several stations, it is understood,
A complete breakdown of the re- have submitted checks representing
sults of the meetings in the 17 10% of their 1937 payments to
NAB districts, all save two of ASCAP together with their subscription to that amount of stock
which were personally attended by
President Miller, showed that 416 in Broadcast Music but have advised the NAB they do not propose
stations of the 728 commercially
operated outlets on the air in the to follow through on the license
country were represented at the payments. A case in point is that
sessions. Of that number 359 comof KXL, Portland, Ore., headed by
mercial stations either signed, comT. W. Symons Jr., who also operates KFPY, Spokane, and is intermitted themselves to approval of
ested in the ownership of KGIR,
the plan, or promised to recommend
approval to their chiefs. In addi- Butte, of which Ed Craney is president. Mr. Craney strongly opposed
tion there were two non-commercial
station commitments. With the an- the Broadcast Music plan [Broadcasting Jan. 1].
nual revenue of the commercial staIn a letter to Mr. Miller Jan. 16,
tions in the country estimated at
Mr. Symons said he was one of the
approximately $76, 000, 000, the
breakdown revealed that 66% of great majority of broadcasters who
that dollar volume or stations do- believed broadcasting must ultiing approximately $50,200,000 have
mately free itself "from the mocommitted themselves.
nopoly hold of ASCAP, and who
From approximately 160 of the have fought both to create a competitive source of music and to cure
stations the NAB already has received about $100,000 in actual the injustices arising from
cash, representing one-fifth of their A S C A P ' s business methods."
total commitments. Added to this Therefore, he said he could hardly
fail to subscribe to stock in the
fund is $80,000 committed from
NBC and CBS, bringing the total company.
cash in hand toward the project to
Mr. Symons declared that perapproximately $180,000. Multiplypetuation was
ofASCAP's
practical upon
monopoly
based largely
ing this figure by five, $900,000 of
the $1,500,000 goal already is ac- their system of refusing to sell use
of their music and their demand
counted for. There are still some
that stations take a blanket license,
200 stations, which have committed
but have not yet sent in their precentage-wise, regardless of how
Page 30
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KOIN
KHO.

Motion

HOBBIES? Well Herb Hollister
has more than a lobby-full. The
prexy of KANS, Wichita, and
KFBI,
Wichita, Abilene,
started in now
radio movinoas a hobbyto
— manufacturing piezzo-e 1 e c t r i c
crystal controls as a sideline to
engineering. As a candid cameraman and a swimmer he is ne plus
ultra. Now he's turned to skiing and
mountain-climbing. Here he is on a
recent pilgrimage to Berthoud Pass,
west of Denver, training for the
Ice-Cycle Derby.
much or how little ASCAP music
was used. He pointed out he had
fostered legislation in both Washington and Oregon to have laws
passed forbidding this type of contract and that he had joined in voting for resolutions which had been
passed by every convention of NAB
for the last 10 or 12 years, condemning this type of contract.
"I cannot be so inconsistent as to
turn against my principles, and to
consider the right for Broadcast
Music Inc. to do the very things
which I, in common with the majority of broadcasters, have condemned ASCAP for doing. If and
when I am able to secure a contract
from Broadcast Music Inc. whereby
this station can pay for such use of
your music as we make, I shall be
glad to make such a contract. Until
such time, this station will forego
theMr.
use Miller,
of your from
music."July 1, 1939
through Jan. 22, 1940, covered a
total of 25,012 miles attending district meetings. On his tour to district meetings in the midwest, 4,517
miles were covered. To attend district meetings in New Orleans,
Texas, the Pacific Coast and Florida, he made 9,888 miles. And on
miscellaneous trips, during the same
period, 10,607 miles were covered.
During his first full year with the
NAB, from July 1, 1938 to July 1,
1939, Mr. Miller covered 35,000
miles.
More Station Pledges
Stations which pledged subscriptions at the meetings head from
Jan. 9-13 on the Pacific coast are
KIEM KARM KMJ KDON KLS
KLX KROW KFBK KROY KGO
KJBS KPO KSAN KSFO KQW
KSRO KWG KTKC KOH KHBC
KGMB KSUN KOY KGLU KTUC
KICA KWEW KGFL KERN
KPMC KMPC KIEV KFOX KGER
KECA KFAC KFI KFVD KMTR
KNX KRKD KFSD KTMS KUIN
KOOS KMED KALE KEX KGW
BROADCASTING

KRNR

KJR KOMO

KGA

Stations which pledged at the
District 5 meeting in Columbus,
Ga., Jan. 18, and Orlando, Fla.,
Jan. 19, are WAPI WBRC WSGN
WCOV WSFA WFTL WFTM
WMBR WIOD WQAM WDBO
WSUN WTSP WTAL WDAE
WFLA WJNO WGPC WAGA
WATL WSB WRBL WMAZ
WTOC WPAX WPRP.
Attending the Meetings
Attending the District 16 meeting in Los
Angeles
Jan. 9 were:; Fred
KSUNKOY-KGLU-KTUC
W. Palmer,
E. Whitmore,
KWEW-KGFL; Robert Stoddard, KERN:
L. A. Schamblin, KPMC ; Leo B. Tyson,
KMPC ; L. W. Peters, KIEV : Lawrence
McDowell, KFOX ; C. Merwin Dobyns,
KGER;
Holliway,J.KECA-KFI
Calvin J.Harrison
Smith, KFAC;
F. Burke, :
KFVD : Harry Maizlish, KFWB ; Ben S.
McGlashan, KGFJ ; Van Newkirk, KHJ :
Victor Dalton, KMTR; D. W. Thomburgh.
KNX ; J. Austin Driscoll, KRKD ; J. C.
Lee, KFXM; Thomas E. Sharp, KFSD;
Ernest
L. Spencer, KVOE ; and Frank V.
Webb, KTMS.
Present at the Jan. 10 meeting of District 15 at San Francisco were: Lou Keplinger,
G. C. Hamilton,
KMJ-S.
KWG; KARM;
Howard Walters,
KDON; L.
Warner, KLS; Preston Allen, KLX; Phil
Lasky, KROW - KSFO ; Howard Lane,
KFBK-KOH
Will Thompson.
KROY ;KGO;
William Pabst, ;KFRC;
Glenn Dolberg.
Ralph Brunton, KJBS ; A. E. Nelson, KPO :
William Grove. KSAN; C. L. McCarthy,
KQW; Wilt Gunzendorfer. KSRO; C. P.
Scott, KTKC ; Marion Walker, KHUB ;
Fred G. Williams. KHBC-KGMB ; Sherwood Radio;
Brunton,W.KJBS
: GeraldRCA;
King,Charles
Standard
H. Beltz,
Whitmore, KTKC; R. F. Schuetz, NBC;
Ray
KQWNAB.
; John Brunton, KJBS :
NevilleLewis,
Miller,
Present at the meeting of District 17
broadcasters at Portland. Ore., Jan. 12
were:
HarryHarold
Spence,M. KXRO
net, KEX;
Finlay,; Paul
KLBMH. ; ConBen
E. Stone, KOOS; Harry H. Burkendahl,
KOIN-KALE; Ted Koorman, KALE:
Gerald King. Standard Radio ; W. Carey
Jennings, KGW-KEX ; M. J. Frey, KGWKEX; H. Q. Cox. KGW-KEX; John Walker, KOIN;
C. Roy KOIN-KALE;
Hunt, KALE-KOIN
H. M.
Swartwood,
Frank ;
H. Loggan, KBND ; John Bauriedel, KUIN :
Marshallworth.H.KRNRPangra,
KRNR;KMED
Harris; Frank
Ells; Lee Bishop,
L. Hill, KIDO-KONE. Boise. Idaho; C. O.
Chatterton, KORE-KSLM ; George Kincaid.
KFJI; John H. Kendall, Attorney; C. W.
Myers, KOIN-KALE; James C. Wallace.
KAST; T. W. Symons, Jr., KXL; Harvey
Benson, KOIN-KALE ; Louis Wasmer,
KHQ-KGA ; Lee Davis, KWJJ ; G. E. Spierston, KWJJ; C. E. Arney, Jr.. KOMOKJR; KORE.
Harry Reed, KSLM ; Glenn McCormick,
Those who attended the District 17 meeting of Washington
broadcasters
Seattle
Jan. 13 were:StateHarry
R. Spence,at
KXRO; J. EIroy McCaw, KELA ; Florence
Wallace, KXA ; Vernice Erwin. KVI ; J.
A.
Murphy, KIT-KMO
; ArchieKVOS;
Taft, H.
KHQ-J.
KGA-KOL:
Rogan Jones,
Quilliam, KIRO ; Robert E. Priebe, KRSC :
Arthur
L. Smith,
KFIO, KXA.
Birt Fisher.
KOMO-KJR;
R. F. Meggee,
District 5 broadcasters, representing Alabama and Georgia broadcasters, who attended the Jan. 18 meeting at Columbus
were: Thad Holt, WAPI; K. G. Marshall.
WBRC ; Henry P. Johnson. WSGN ; G. W.
Covington. Jr., WCOV ; Howard E. Pill.
WSFA ; Stewart Watson, WGPC ; Maurice
C. Coleman, WATL ; Paula Wilbrite, John
Fulton, William
WGST; J. Lambdin
Kay. ; James
WSBWAGA:
Davis, WRDW
Woodruff. Jr.. WRBL; Wilton Cobb.
WMAZ; Ben Williams. William O. Knight.
WTOC ; H. Wimpy, WPAX ; Jack Williams.
John J. Tobola, WAYX ; Walter Tison.
WFLA.
District 5 broadcasters from Florida who
attended the meeting at Orlando Jan. 19
were : W. Wright Esch, WMFJ ; James H.
Knox. WFTL; W. E. Eenns. Jr., WFTM;
Jack Hopkins, WJAX : Frank King, Glenn
Marshall. Jr., WMBR : Hal Leyshon.
WIOD
F. W. Borton,
; H. WFOY
P. Dan- :
forth. ; WDBO;
R. M.WQAM
Tigert.
Harold H. Meyer. WSUN; Fred Bugg,
WTSP; L. S. Mitchell, WDAE; Walter
Tison. WFLA ; Reggie Martin, WJNO :
Robert Feagin, Mrs. Marjorie B. Willis.
WTOC.
LeGear Starts Spots
DR. L. D. LeGEAR MEDICINE
Co., St. Louis, has started a varying
schedule of spot announcements
three days weekly on WBT, Charlotte, and KMOX,
St. Louis. CramerKrasselt
Co., Milwaukee,
handles
the account.
• Broadcast
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Everybody's so nice to us!
The World -Telegram, the Cleveland Plain Dealer
and the Fame 1940 Popularity Polls awarded the
Great Majority of First Places to NBC . • .

-and

now

heaps

Rodio

more

We wouldn't be human and
not feel a strong sense of
pride over all these stunning
'"poll" victories. Our sincere
thanks goes not only to the
men and women who cast the
votes, but to the advertisers
and agencies who made these

Daily

honors

on

programs possible.
These polls prove one thing
very clearly— NBC is successfully maintaining its policy
of providing the very finest
in entertainment for its millions of Red and Blue Network listeners.
In this poll, NBC

again

ing victory, winning
places.

scores
12

a sweep-

out

of 16 first

In "'favorite program" classification, first six favorites— and eight out

of first ten— are

NBC

shows

NBC programs and artistsplus the many NBC services
"in the public interest,"— are
the reasons why radio owners from coast to coast agree
that NBC is "The World's
Greatest Broadcasting

I

System."
THESE

ARE

THE NBC

VOTED

TOPS

PROGRAMS

IN RADIO

AND

DAILY

POLLI

Favorite Program
Favorite Entertainer

.

.

ARTISTS

Jell-0

.

Jack Benny
NATIONAL

Most Popular Dance Band

Guy Lombardo*

Favorite Serial

One Man's Family

Favorite Educational Program , . .
Favorite Female Vocalist (popular)

Favorite Male Vocalist (classical)

Nelson Eddy

Favorite Male Vocalist (popular)

Bing L,rosDy

Favorite Female

Vocalist (classical)

BROADCASTING

America's Town Meeting
. . . Connie Boswell

.

.

. Margaret Speaks

Favorite Comedian

THE WORLD'S GREATEST BROADCASTING SYSTEM
A Radio Corporation of America Service

Jack Benny

Favorite Quiz Program
"Information, Please"
Favorite Sports Commentator
Bill Stern
* Shared with CBS
tROADCASTING
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Promotion
Head

KMPC

Fete

Notables Take Part in Gala
Los Angeles Celebration
AFTER BEING on the air one
week with increased power and
fulltime operation, KMPC, Los Angeles, broadcast a special half-hour
program Jan. 22 to celebrate its
new schedule and facilities and to
welcome five outstanding radio and
entertainment personalities — Bing
Crosby, Harold Lloyd, Paul Whiteman, Freeman Gosden and Charles
Correll (Amos 'n' Andy) — as new
members of the station's board of
directors [Broadcasting, Jan. 15].
All were present to participate
in the broadcast with exception of
Whiteman, who sent a special recording from New York. Leo B.
Tyson, vice-president and general
manager of KMPC, introduced G.
A. (Dick) Richards, president of
the organization, which owns that
station and also operates WJR, Detroit, and WGAR, Cleveland. Mr.
Richards spoke briefly. Don Wilson,
announcer of the NBC Jack Benny
Show, sponsored by General Foods
Corp., was m.c. John Scott Trotter
led the orchestra. Association of
five entertainers as directors of
KMPC is unique in broadcastinghistory, marking the first time on
the West Coast that performers
have projected themselves into the
business end of station operation.
Promotion Campaign
Other members of the directorate
and officials present for the special
broadcast included: Leo J. Fitzpatrick, executive vice-president of the
stations and manager of WJR ;
John F. Patt, vice-president and
manager of WGAR; P. M. Thomas,
secretary-treasurer, and R. Morris
Pierce, chief engineer of WGAR.
With increase in power and fulltime operation, KMPC launched an
elaborate merchandising and promotion campaign to call attention
to its new features. More than 150
copies of the recent Los Angeles
Times mid-winter special edition
vvere sent to major eastern advertising agencies and time buyers.
Attached to various pages throughout each edition, which was full of
southern California market information, was a series of 13 stickers
calling attention to KMPC facilities and programs. Besides using
its own facilities with several spot
announcements daily, more than
150 two-sided, 24x24 inch blue-andwhite posters with the slogan
"KMPC, Full Time, Big Time"
were placed on lamp posts and trees
along the main streets of Beverly
Hills. On Jan. 14, a day before
KMPC went fulltime, a blimp
carrying the streamer, "Watch
KMPC in 1940", circled over the
Southern California ai'ea.
The Los Angeles Examiner on
Jan. 22 carried a special two-page
spread of news stories, art and congratulatory display ads from sponsors and other business firms. Station also used two large display ads
in that section in addition to space
that same day in both the Los Angeles Times and Herald-Express.
Smaller space on the radio pages
was used during the first week of
increased power and time.
KMPC sent 450 gardenia corsages
to guests attending the annual Beverly Hills Chamber of Commerce
banquet held the same night as the
station's
the week special
of Jan. broadcast.
15, BeverlyDuring
Hills
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RUDY BACK MARCH 7
IN SEALTEST SHOW
NATIONAL DAIRY PRODUCTS,
New York, on March 7 will start a
half-hour weekly variety program
starring
Rudy Vallee
on NBC-Red
in
the interests
of Sealtest
milk.
The Vallee program will be heard
in the 9:30-10 p.m. period currently
occupied
by General
Foods Corp.'s
Good Neivs
hour program,
which
on March 7 will be cut down to the
half-hour, 9-9:30 p.m., on the same
number of NBC-Red stations.
With this new Sealtest program,
Vallee returns to the air six months
after the conclusion of his ten-year
contract with Standard Brands on
the Fleischmann Yeast program,
the longestsociation insponsor-performer
asthe history of radio.
Details on further talent for the
Sealtest program have not been
fully arranged, although it is probabe that the program will be an informal variety show with guest
stars. McKee
& Albright, Philadelphia, isagency.
Cieneral Foods has signed Dick
Powell, radio and screen star, as
m.c. of the Good News program
when it shifts to a half-hour show,
and has added Mary Martin, singing star of the Broadway show
"Leave It to Me," to the present list
of talent including Fanny Brice,
Hanley Stafford and Meredith Willson's orchestra. Benton & Bowles,
New York, is the agency in charge.
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Valentine Day Campaign
Is Arranged by Sperry
UNIQUE in radio is the new directorate of KMPC, Los Angeles, which
on Jan. 15 began fulltime operation with 5,000 watts day and 1,000 watts
night as an optional outlet for CBS. Headed by George A. (Dick) Richards,
president of WJR, Detroit, and WGAR, Cleveland, who now resides on the
Coast, the station has on its board five top-flight figures in the entertainment world, four of whom skyrocketed to fame via radio. Also associated
in the station's management by remote control are Leo Fitzpatrick, executive vice-president and head of WJR, John F. Patt, vice-president and head
of WGAR, and P. M. Thomas, secretary-treasurer. Here are the executives and directors of KMPC residing in Los Angeles. Top (1 to r) , Charles
Correll (Andy of Aiiws 'n' Andy), Mr. Richards, and Freeman Gosden
(Amos). Center, Leo B. Tyson, vice-president and general manager of
KMPC; bottom, Paul Whiteman, Harold Lloyd and Bing Crosby.
society girls, accompanied by
KMPC salesmen, invaded Los Angeles advertising agencies to pin
boutonniers on account executives
and time buyers.
Changes in Staff
Staff' changes announced by Mr.
Tyson include Bob Reynolds, acaccount executive for the last two
years, as sales manager; William J.
Beaton, sales promotion manager,
in addition to sales duties of the
last three years ; Bill Anderson, formerly of KOMA, Oklahoma City,
and for two years with CBS, Los
Angeles, publicity director; Ken
Woodyatt, formerly KFOX, Long
Beach, studio engineer. Transmitter engineers added are Michael
O'Bradovick, formerly KEHE; D.
A. Simmons, formerly KRKD ; Malcolm P. Mobley Jr., formerly KGFJ
and Murray H. Link, formerly
KMTR.
Richards Sells Pro Team
GEORGE A. (Dick) RICHARDS,
chief owner of WJR, Detroit, WGAR,
Cleveland, and KMPC, Beverly Hills,
Cal., has sold the Detroit Lions pro
football team to a Chicago syndicate
headed by Fred L. Mandel Jr., former
Chicago mail order house executive.
Mr. Richards acted on doctor's orders
in divesting himself of this outside interest, to which he could devote little
time.
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SOUTHERIS NETWORK
REVISES GROUPING
REORGANIZATION of the Southern Network, whereby three separate combinations of stations have
been formed for the benefit of clients of MBS as well as for regional
accounts, was effected at a meeting
Jan. 8-9 in Cincinnati.
At the sessions were J. M.
Draughon,
WSIX, Nashville;
Lindsey and Gilmore
Nunn, WLAP,
Lexington, and WCMI, Ashland;
Hulbert Taft Jr., WKRC, Cincinnati; James R. Hanrahan, WMPS,
Memphis; Maurice C. Coleman,
WATL, Atlanta, new MBS outlet,
and S. A. Cisler, WGRC, New Albany-Louisville.
The Southern Network was organized several months ago by the
Nunn stations in collaboration with
Messrs. Cisler and Draughon. The
three combinations of stations are
as follows: WKRC, WGRC, WSIX,
WCMI and WLAP; WKRC, WGRC
and WSIX; and WKRC, WGRC,
WCMI and WLAP. A rate card for
each group has been prepared. All
of the stations are linked by fulltime wires with provision made for
program origination at any member
station. It was disclosed consideration is being given to the addition
of several other stations.
BROADCASTING

UNDER its plan to promote bakery
products
on Hallowe'en,
Mother's Day
and Valentine
Day, Spei-ry
Flour Co., Division of General
Mills, San Francisco, on Feb. 12
will present one-day radio cam31 Pacific
Mutual-Don
tionspaignon onthe
Coast Lee
and stasix
stations in Denver, Salt Lake City
and Spokane.
The netwoi'k
gram, titled Siveetheart
Shmv, prowill
be released from KFRC, San Francisco for the Mutual net, 10:3010:45 a.m. (PST). It will feature
Valentine and sweetheart songs,
with Mel Venter as master of ceremonies; Phil Stearns and Melba
Rae Toombs carrying out the romantic end; CyElbert
Trobbe's
Orchestra
and Organist
LaSchelle.
The program will be presented
by
Sperry
for urging
the grocers
of the
Pacific
Coast,
the public
to
buy special Valentine cakes at their
neighboi-hood bakery. Hundredword spot announcements will be
used two or three times Feb. 12 on
KOA and KLZ, Denver; KDYL
and KSL, Salt Lake City and
A sales proSpokane.
KFPY, KHQ,
motion campaign
also is planned.
A similar radio campaign is contemplated for Mother's
May.
The account
is handledDayby inWestco
Advertising, San Francisco.
Greyhound on Blue
GREYHOUND MANAGEMENT
Co., Cleveland, on Feb. 16 will start
a half-hour weekly musical and
Amazing
titled ofThis
quiz program,
A.me7-ica,
in behalf
its affiliated
bus lines on NBC-Blue. The studio
audience will participate in the quiz
section, questions about America to
be furnished by listeners. The
program will be heard live on 49
Blue stations, while transcriptions
of the show will be heard later the
same evening
9 of NBC's& West
Coast
stations.onBeaumont
Hohman, Cleveland, is agency.
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Every survey taken of the listening habits of radio audiences in Detroit during the last 10 years shows WWJ to be the
favorite station in this important market.
Here is the latest:
F. New
E. SPENCER,
York OfficeJR.

GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY
Chicago Office
Survey
The

Hooper-Holmes

Tuesday,
Period
6:00 -6:15
6:15 -6:30
6:30 -6:45
6:45 -7:00
FRED HAGUE
Chicago Office

P.
P. M.
M.
P.
P. M.
M.

taken

by

Bureauy

Incorporated,

January 9, 1940, 6 to 7 P. M,
Percentage
WWJ
.6%
of 49
Listening
Program
Station
WWJ
Audience
62.5%
WWJ
Tyson's Sports Review
75
.4
%
Newscast
WWJ
C.
C. Bradner's
Adventures
of Pinocchio
Lowell Thomas (NBC)
81.0%=:R.New
A. DAVIES,
York OfficeJR.

For additional facts about the Detroit market and WWJ's
pre-eminence in this market, consult a George P. Hollingbery
representative in your city or write to the sales department
of WWJ.
*An 81% rating for any regular daily program is so unheard-of
that we hesitated to publish this survey, but that's what the survey
revealed — and The Hooper-Holmes Bureau, Inc., will attest to
its accuracy and impartiality.

'DON" DONAHUE
New York Office

WALTER HOLDEN
Chicago Office
National Represenfati'ves
George P. Hollingbery Company
New York
Chicago
San Franclico Atlanta
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Canada
Girds
Convention
Decides to
Fight Any Bans on
New Sponsors
By JAMES MONTAGNES
DECISIONS to fight to the utmost
any attempt to ban commercial
sponsorship of newscasts and the
demand by several radio advertisers for more promotional expenditures by stations on their campaigns featured the sixth annual
convention of the Canadian Assn.
of Broadcasters ?ield at the Mount
Royal Hotel, Montreal, Jan. 22-24.
With the largest attendance of
Canadian broadcasters — 50 stations
represented out of a membership of
58 of a possible 73 privately-owned
stations in Canada — the convention
unanimously decided that nothing
should stand in the way of their
continuance of commercially sponsoring newscasts. Even the newspaper-owned stations insisted there
must be no ban on this field of private commercial broadcasting,
which CAB President Harry Sedgwick, of CFRB, Toronto, estimated
in his report between $600,000 and
$700,000 a year.
Canada's Busiest Year
It was the busiest year for private broadcasting that President
Sedgwick reviewed with a written
report to the 60 delegates on the
opening day. In his report President Sedgwick told of the annual
question of fees to the Canadian
Performing Rights Society, Ltd.
(Canada's ASCAP) ; how the CAB
in conjunction with the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. had suggested
a long-term fee of 9 cents per licensed receiver to replace the 8cent fee fixed by the Copyright Appeal Board; how CPRS had countered with an annual sliding scale
starting at 11 cents per licensed receiver and increasing by a half
cent per year; how the war had interfered with continuance of these
plans, and how the Copyright Appeal Board had set a rate of 8
cents per licensed receiver for 1940
in December, [Broadcasting, Jan.
1], as against the CPRS request
for a 14-cent fee per receiver.

to

Defend

Sponsorship

tual music time on the air has declined and the use of CPRS music
has also declined as compared with
public
The domain
fight tomusic."
maintain commercial sponsorship of news has developed in Canada in recent
months, partly, it is understood,
because of the value of news in
the present war. Rumors which had
developed for some months were
ascertained to be facts in November as a result of which the CAB
asked for assurance from the board
of governors of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. that there
would be no ban on commercially
sponsored news from reliable
sources. The news made available
to the CBC and private stations by
the newspaper - owned Canadian
Press cannot be sponsored.
Committee Formed

SERVING as directors of the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters this year
are these well-known figures in the Dominion industry (1 to r) : Seated,
A. A. Murphy, CFQC, Saskatoon, Sask.; Harry Sedgwick, CFRB, Toronto, and CAB president; S. J. Neill, CFNB, Fredericton, N. B.; T. A.
Evans, seci-etary-treasurer, CAB; standing are H. R. Carson, CFAC,
Calgary, Alta.; Henry Gooderham, CKCL, Toronto; H. G. Love, CFCN
Calgary. M. Lefebvre, CHLP, Montreal, absent when photo was taken.
"Canada is practically the only
country in the world," said Mr.
Sedgwick, "which has effective
copyright legislation which on the
one hand assures to the authors
and composers a reasonable return
for their creative efforts and at the
same time protects the music user
against exorbitant fees which are
bound to be exacted if there is no
legislative control. It has been due
to the effort of your association in
conjunction with the other music
users of Canada that this result
has been achieved. The CPRS following the policy of similar organizations in other countries has opposed and will continue to oppose
all efforts to control and regulate
their activities and the whole matter must be the subject of continued vigilance in order that we
may not lose the protection which
is now afforded to us . . . On the
whole the copyright situation at
the moment can be considered satisfactory."
He stressed the use by broadcasters "as far as consistent with their
internal economy to make use of
transcription libraries which are
made up of public domain and tax

War

Absentees

MAJ. WM. C. BORRETT,
CHNS, Halifax, now with the
Canadian Active Service
Force at Halifax, and Wing
Commander H. R. McLaughlin, formerly of CJRC, Winnipeg, and CJRM, Regina,
now stationed with the Royal
Canadian Air Force at Trenton, Ont., war absentees from
the sixth annual convention
of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters at Montreal,
Jan. 22-24, were sent the following telegram by the asdelegates: "The
CAB
in solemnsembled
conclave
assembled
sends you greetings and salutations. We miss you and
wish you were here to down
one with us. Happy landings
and a safe return. By command. T. A. Evans."
free music to enable us to
downward trend in the
CPRS music if and when
quiry (by the government)
We have established that

show a
use of
an enis held.
the ac-

Late in 1939 the CAB was infonned by the board of CBC governors as well as Transport Minister C. D. Howe, under whose jurisdiction comes radio in all its
phases, that "there appeared to be
no public demand for such a regulation". Despite this assurance the
CAB learned that early this year a
new attempt had been made by the
Canadian Press and the newspapers for a ban on commercially
sponsored newscasts. During the
convention the board of governors
of the CBC met at Ottawa and
assured the CAB that it would
stick to its earlier assurance. But
the broadcasters went on record
to form a committee to keep in
close touch with the situation and
fight any attempt at banning such
newscasts with all the resources
available to the CAB.
The outbreak of war brought the
clamp of censorship on Canadian
news and for the first time broadcasters learned the behind - 1 h e scenes moves made by the directors of the CAB. "We were successful," President Sedgwick reported "in persuading the authorities
not to enact any far-reaching regulations which might have crippled
radio stations, and after a thorough
canvass of the whole situation, the
Censorship Board agreed to do as
little general regulating as posthe commonsible,
senserelying
and largely
desire on
to cooperate
of the radio operators. Matters
have worked out splendidly and
the stations ought to be congratulated upon the fact that we passed
through
the trouble
difficult and
transition
od without
without periany
occasion for criticism of radio."
But he urged the assembled delegates to continue their cooperation
with
the
Censorship
foolish move
on the Board
part of"asonea
station may jeopardize the whole

ADVERTISING executives gathered in groups for informal talks at the CAB convention in Montreal. Talking over the proceedings (left photo) are (1 to r),
Carl Swanson, account executive, J. Walter Thompson Co., New York; Robert Merry, advertising manager, Lever Bros. (Canada), Toronto and chairman
of the Assn. of Canadian Advertisers' radio committee; Glen Bannerman, advertising manager of HudPage 34 • February
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son Motor Car Co. (Canada), and AC A president.
Token of esteem and a birthday gift as well was the
grandfather's
donated (second
by CAB from
delegates
at Montreal to Harryclock
Sedgvdck
left),
CAB
president for the sixth time. Presentation was made
by L. I. Shatford (left), of CHNS, Halifax; at right
are F. H. Elphicke, CJCA, Edmonton, and K. S.
Rogers, CFCY, Charlottetown, P. E. I.
BROADCASTING

In reviewing the relationship of
industry".
the
private broadcasters with the
publicly-ovraed CBC, which also
regulates the operation of the privately-owned stations, President
Sedgwick remarked how closely the
CAB and CBC now worked. So
agreeable are relations now that a
proposed nouncedpublicity
at the last campaign
convention an-in
January, 1939 at Toronto [BROADCASTING, Feb. 1, 1939] had to be
dropped before it started, and today the CAB directors and the CBC
board (Continued
of governorson sit
pagearound
78) the
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REACHES

99.5%
IN

THIS

OF

ALL

WEALTHY

RADIO

HOMES

CANADIAN

PROVINCE

QUALITY COVERAGE . . . a coast-to-coast coverage that assures a
loyal and radio-minded audience . . . their goodwill built up and sustained
by consistent programs of the finest of radio entertainment . . . that is the
record of CBC in Canada.
What is true of the entire Dominion

COVERS •

is equally true of each Province.

In Ontario, for instance, Canada's wealthy, industrial province . . . where
3,690,000 people produce goods valued at ^1,229,738,170 every year,
and where retail sales reach ^848,014,000 annually, CBQ through its ^0,000

CANADA

watt Key Station, CBL, Toronto, and a regional network, reaches
all radio homes in this rich province.

of

Whatever coverage is desired, CBC provides a complete and productive
service by means of its nationally organized facilities.

CANADIAN
1 Hayter St., Toronto
BROADCASTING
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Distribution
Are
Funds

O'DANIEL
Study
Voted

House Approves $2,300,000
For the Trade Commission
FUNDS to conduct an investigation into methods and costs of distribution, covering advertising as a
principal factor, are included in the
$2,300,000 appropriation for the
Federal Trade Commission voted
Jan. 18 by the House as part of the
Independent Offices Appropriation
Bill. Plans to conduct the survey
of distribution costs and methods
were revealed in the hearing record
of the House Appropriation Committee.
That radio advertising would be
considered along with other media
in the investigation was stated indirectly in the broad declai-ation
made by FTC officials to the House
committee during the hearing: "The
place of advertising in distribution,
especially national advertising, is a
matter of great importance and
general interest. Is it costing the
consumer too much for the service
it renders. Does it sometimes
render the consumer a disservice?
The proposed inquiry would seek to
answer these and other inquiries."
Cost Trends
Further testimony of FTC representatives was that more than
half the final cost to the consumer
of all commodities taken together is
estimated to go toward distribution, contrasted to the former situation where production costs predominated. They also observed that
while output of consumer goods per
worker is increasing in the production field, it has remained static in
the distribution field. The inquiry
was iustified on that basis that the
FTC's worktribution,largerly
relates to dis-is
of which advertising
an "important aspect".
During the hearings reference to
radio drug advertising was injected
by Rep. Fitzpatrick (D-N. Y.), who
queried then-Chairman Robert E.
Freer on the control of advertising
in this category. Broadcast advertising which prompts the purchase
of patent medicine "24-hour cures"
"is more dangerous even than advertising in the newspapers, because it is a personal appeal over
the radio",
Rep. Fitzpatrick
declared. Answering
the New York
Congressmen, Chairman Freer indicated a definition of legitimate
puffing:
"The inCommission
correctively
all cases inproceeds
which
we think we can establish a violation of the law. A great many of
these advertisements are what
would be called legitimate puffing,
which the courts say is not a violation of the law. For instance, the
expression of an opoinion : A fellow
says it is the best medicine in the
world. These things are classified
as puffing, and those are the things
we cannot stop."
Union Biscuit Adds
UNION BISCUIT Co., St. Louis
(crackers), through Gardner Adv.
Co., that city, on Jan. 22 added
KFRU, Columbia, Mo., and WDZ,
Tuscola, 111., to its list of four stations currently using the transcribed
family serial, The In-Laws. Other
stations will be added. Written and
produced by Hal Berger, the series
was cut and sold by Aerogram
Corp., Hollywood.
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OFFICIALS of NBC, 50 of them, learned about the importance of Greenville, S.C, as a textile center when they got boxes containing three shirts,
three shorts, six hankies and three pounds of candy — and in every case the
garments were the right size. Donor was WFBC, NBC affiliate in Greenville. Looking over the assembled gifts prior to mailing are (1 to r) J. L.
Hayes, sales manager of Nuckases Mfg. Co.; B. T. Whitmii-e, WFBC manager, and E. J. Whitehead, of Marschalk & Pratt.
NAB

and

Recording

Comvanies

Protest

TO

USE

MEXICAN STATION
REGARDED as the forerunner of
next summer's campaign is the
plan announced Jan. 21 by Gov. Lee
O'Daniel of Texas, famed for his
radio campaigns, to broadcast his
Sunday "chats" three times daily
and to include the powerful XEAW,
Reynosa, Mexico, opposite McAllen,
Tex., among his outlets. The Mexican station is said to be owned by
Carr P. Collins, a close personal
friend
and advocate.
an original O'Daniel for
Governor
Gov. O'Daniel delivers one address in person on Sundavs, the
others being transcribed. His list
of outlets has been considerably reduced in recent weeks, and according to the Dallas News of Jan. 22,
"when a large North Texas station
cut O'Daniel off the air in the midst
of one of his political discussions,
his friends boasted that the loss
would be more than compensated bv
the availability of his friend Collins'
station
at Reynosa."
"A decided
advantage in broadcasting over a Mexican station,"
reportedmentsthe
News, vitriolic
"is that can
statemuch more
be
made than dared be uttered through
a Texas station subiect to libel
laws of this State and at all times
available against court judgments."

Bill Proposing Copyright Law Changes
FORMAL NOTICE that the broadthe meetings of the committee in
casting industry will oppose the any sense a substitute for full
hearings before the appropriate
omnibus copyright bill (S-3043),
committees of Congress, and when
providing for far-reaching revision
the bill receives consideration from
of existing copyright laws, was
served Jan. 26 by NAB President
the Patents Committee of the SenNeville Miller in a letter to Dr.
ate and House, our industry will be
Edith E. Ware, executive secretary
heard," Mr. Miller stated.
He said the NAB also would like
of the Committee on the Study of
Copyright, which drafted the pro- to correct the implication of Dr.
Ware's letter that the bill, as
posed legislation.
The position of the NAB fol- drafted, represents "an acceptable
lowed protests against the bill adjustment of all inerests conregistered by phonograph record
cerned in copyright". He said the
manufacturers, magazine publish- bill contained innumerable proviers and other groups who repudisions which are either "so onerous
ated the statement of Dr. Ware
or ill-considered as to be impracticable from the viewpoint of broadthat it represents "an acceptable
adjustment of all interests concasters and, we believe, the public."
Therefore, he added, NAB must opcerned
in
copyi'ight".
pose
the
bill in its entirety.
The bill was drafted after conferences of the committee which
Recorders Protest
began nearly two years ago. The
broadcasting industry was repreA joint letter, signed by David
sented on the committee by Sydney
Mackay for RCA Mfg. Co., Milton
Diamond for Decca Records, and
M. Kaye, NAB special copyright
counsel, Stuart M. Sprague, New
Charles B. Seton for Columbia ReYork attorney also retained by
cording Corp., and addressed to Dr.
NAB on copyright matters, and Ware, points out that such stateRobert P. Myers, NBC New York
in Dr. Ware's ofletter
to the
Patents mentsCommittees
the Senate
attorney. Mr. Kaye had observed,
immediately after introduction of and House "leave with the reader
the measure [Broadcasting, Jan. a definite impression that in fact
15], that the bill not only does not the proposed bill is a compromise
cure any of the ills of the present measure which is at least reasonably satisfactory to all interested
law "but enormously intensifies its

Radio Leaders' Salaries
Shown in Federal Report
AMONG radio and advertising
executives whose salaries, bonuses,
commissions and other sums from
their companies amounted to
$75,000 or more during 1938, as reported by the Treasury Dept. Jan.
23, were
the following:
Sarnoff,
president
of RCA, David
$100,220;
William S. Palev, president of
CBS, $171,849; Edward Klauber,
executive vice-president of CBS,
$78,304; Owen D. Young, chairman.
General Electric Co., $245,447;
Georsre
W. Hill,
can Tobacco
Co., president,
$331,348; AmeriPhilio
W. Lennen, Lennen & Mitchell,
$80,000; Stanley Resor, J. Walter
Thomnson Co.. $85,500: Hill Blackett, Blackett-Sample-H u m m e r t,
$120,000; J. G. Sample, BlackettSample-Hummert. $120,000; E. F.
Hummert. Blackett-Samnle-Hummert, $140,625; David M. Noyes,
Lord & Thomas, $80,565; Sheldon
R. Coons, Lord & Thomas, $108.921; Henrv T. Ewald, CamnbellEwald Co., $76,000: Lou R. Maxon,
Maxon Inc., $98,538; A. L. Lee,
D'Arcv Adv. Co., $98,495; P. J.
Orthwein, D'Arcv Adv. Co.. $77,282; E. J. Churchill, Donahue &
Coe, $87,700; Joseph Pulitzer, St.
Louis Post-Disvatch (KSB), $180,461 ; John S. McCarren^, ClevpJavd
Plain Dealer ( WHK-WCLEWHKC), $153,465.

injustices".
Cites Misconceptions
In his letter to Dr. Ware, President Miller called attention to "misconceptions" regarding
the position
of the broadcasting
industry
in her
letter-memorandum of Dec. 16 sent
to the chairmen of the House and
Senate Patents Committees at the
time the proposed legislation was
submitted. The bill was introduced
in the Senate Jan. 8 by Senator
Thomas (D-Utah) and was published in the Congressional Record,
together with a copy of Dr. Ware's
letter-memorandum.
"Broadcasters do not consider

which represent the publishers and
writers
of popular
music." records
"So far
as phonograph
and electrical transcriptions are
concerned," the letter states, "in
our oninion the pronosed bill completely disregards the rights of the
public and the problems of manufacturers which are lare-e and substantial users of convright material. At an appropriate time we
hope to be able to demonstrate this
to the proper Coneressional Committees and have
to Congress."
Copies
of
this letter
been sent
to all
members of the House and Senate
Patents Committees.
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After stating that "recording
companies" were listed by Dr. Ware
as one such group although no
groups."
transcription
firm was represented,
the letter secontinues
ntatives of three ofthat
the "reprephonograph record companies were indeed permitted to attend the sessions but, so far as settlement by
discussion is concerned, they might
as well have been absent since
there was no compromise of any
kind made with their interests, and
since their interests and, we feel,
the interests of the public, were
completely disregarded in favor of
the interests of the organizations
BROADCASTING
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• With its entire advertising appropriation
concentrated on a program over WKY, beginning last September, Local Federal Savings and Loan Association of Oklahoma City
saw : ( 1 ) New savings and investments for
the September-through-December period up
59.66% over the same period of 1938; (2)
Number of new savings accounts up 65 % for
the same months; (3) 1939 outstrip any year
since 1929!
Prior to September, 1939, various types
of media were used by Local Federal. A
once-a-week musical program had been aired
with only moderate response. Then WKY
was given full responsibility for the job. It
recommended "Odds and Ends", a quarter
hour of poetry and homely philosophy with
organ background, put it in the noon spot five

IN

THE

SHEAVES

days a week. Local Federal accepted the
recommendation. Things began to happen.
New accounts were opened from counties
throughout the state. They ranged in amount
from $5.00 to $15,000. They revived for
Local Federal Savings and Loan Association
memories of the dash and activity of 1929.

NBC AFFILIATE

This is the sort of action WKY is in the
habit of provoking. It is the kind of resultproducing history that is behind WKY's
power to induce advertisers, local and national spot, to spend more of their money
with WKY than with any other Oklahoma
city station year in and year out.

*900 KILOCYCLES

Owned and Operated By The Oklahoma Publishing Company: -K The Daily Oklahoman
Oklahoma City Times M The Farmer-Stockman Mistletoe Express -K KVOR, Colorado Springs
KLZ, Denver (Under Altiliated Management) * Represented Nationally By The Katz Agency, Inc.

is a
eneofr resu
-opive
BUT
DISTRI
se ION
lts
descript
phra
obtained by Omar Inc., Omaha, Neb. (flour), from a tiein recently used during its fiveweekly Blue Ribbon Melodies on
WLS, Chicago. On 21 of the early
morning programs during a twomonth period, recipe booklets were
offered all listeners whose grocers
didn't handle Omar Blue Ribbon
Flour. As a result of the announcements, 5,233 leads were obtained
and distributon was quickly opened
by Omar salesmen.
This brand of flour was new in
the Chicago market when the offers were begun. As a result of listener-response distribution was
opened in 90 days through wholesalers, brokers and jobbers serving
85% of the retail outlets in the
Chicago area. The series titled
Blue Ribbon Melodies is aired on
WLS from 7:15-7:30 a. m., five
weekly, and feature The Rangers
novelty trio plus Pa Smithers,
whose rustic character is portrayed
by Dan Hosmer.

$12,500 for a Name
PEPSODENT Co., Chicago (toothpaste) on Jan. 30 launched a five
weeks $12,500 contest to name the
baby daughter of Bill Goodwin,
Hollywood announcer on the NBC
Bob Hope Show. Contestants can
enter as many names as they wish.
Each name must be written on a
carton of the product Hope plugs.
Contest is limited to the United
States. First prize is set at $5,000
with $1,000 as second. There are
also five $250 prizes; ten of $100
each, and 100 ten dollar awards.
In addition there ai'e 250 five dollar
prizes and one thousand $2 premiums. Judges will be Mrs. Catherine
C. Adams, associate editor of Pm-ents Magazine; Miss Evalyn Grumbine, managing editor of Child Life
and Sterling North, literary editor,
Chicaoo Daily News.
*
^ *
Promotion Promotion
MAILING folder depicting the various publicity methods and media
used
in
announcing
thewatts
station's
power increase
to 5,000
day
and 1,000 night has been published
by WXYZ, Detroit. The folder, titled "Putting It Over", presents
graphically the 4,500,000 circulation achieved with announcements
through 29 theatres, 2,174 bus and
streetcar
signs,educational
78 women'sgroups,
clubs
and societies,
market broadsides, 35 newspapers,
a coast-to-coast NBC broadcast,
spot announcements, and advertisements in nine national trade publications, including Broadcasting.
Facsimile Exhibit
DURING January KPO and KGO,
San Francisco, sponsored the demonstration of RCA facsimile equipment in the two main windows of
Sherman, Clay & Co., large music
house. Three demonstrations a day
were given. Winton Teel of RCA
gave intermittent lectures throughout the day from the window, over
a p. a. system.
*
* *
All Over Atlanta
TO ANNOUNCE its MBS affiliation Jan. 21, WATL, Atlanta, early
in January used 10 24-sheet billboards throughout the city, focusing attention on the new network
affiliation and plugging the sponsors of the opening MBS commercial shows.
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Shift of Serial Brings
Marked Audience Boost
Getting Outlets — Publicity Publicized — Contests Pay Dirt — Car Cards in New York
Lone Star Siren
NEW tri-weekly Dearest Mother
show for Universal Mills, Fort
Worth, via KGKO and the Lone
Star Chain, is being promoted by
means of an unusual letter written
to dealers and salesmen throughout
the State. Written on pink, perfumed stationery the letter arranges for an amorous meeting between the letter's recipient and a
certain "Rita", who gives her box
number. She mentions working on
a new program for Universal Mills
but already several none-too-close
readers (male), have answered the
letter in a similar amorous manner.
Evans & LeMay, Fort Worth, is
agency.
NAB Broadside
UNDER
the
streamer
title,Promotes
"For a
Better Tomorrow
Radio
Radio", the NAB has published a
four-page lithographed broadside of
pictures depicting the cooperation
of stations all over the country with
the organization's three big 1939
radio promotions — Open House,
Curtain Raiser and Radio Christmas. The broadside, built around
the motiff of "'44,000,000 active resets" in the
States,
is being ceiving
mailed
fromUnited
Washington
headquarters along with a promotion-al letter signed by Arthur
Stringer, of the NAB headquarters
staff.
:jc 3ic If
Fargo Sponsors
AS ITS NEWEST promotion for
clients WDAY, Fargo, N D., has
arranged a group of merchandise
exhibits covering the products of
every advertiser on the station. The
exhibits, displayed in downtown
store windows for periods of two
weeks each, include in addition to
the products themselves a placard
calling attention to the particular
broadcast, time and day, and fan
mail records of the feature.
*
* *
Free Gold
NOVEL premium offer currently
being made on Tom Mix, strip show
for Ralston-Purina Co., St. Louis,
consists of gold ore samples. The
bits of ore were mined in the Comstock Lode district and assayed and
certified as to valuation.

Window Cards
THE local National Theatre, helping promote the Quizzer program
conducted by Bob Poole on WBIG,
Gi-eensboro, N. C, is distributing
half-sheet window cards, one-sheet
and three-sheet posters publicizing
the new show conducted on the theatre stage each Friday night. Other
promotion
includes
life-size
cutout of Poole
as a alobby
display,
newspaper advertising and radio
* * *
plugging.
KGKO and Chambers
KGKO, Fort Worth, via its Suburban Editor quarter-hour, is cooperating with the East and West
Texas chambers of commerce.
Each program features an article
from the East Texas Chamber's
publication, East Texas, and the
West Texas Chamber's West Texas
Today. Chamber heads are mentioning the program in their mazazines and issuing circular letters
regarding special
* * dedications.
*
KLZ Trailers
KLZ, Denver, has completed arrangements with two downtown
theatres for the showing of KLZ
sound film trailers. Exhibited in
the Orpheum
largest,
and the Theatre,
Denham Denver's
Theatre,
the trailers will reach an estimated
potential audience of 147,000 a
week, calculated as a greater audience than attends all other downtown theatres* in the
* city
* combined.
About Contests
TO PROMOTE interest in the contest opportunities offered by KSFO,
San Francisco, the station has
spotted a 15-minute program three
times weekly. The script is written
to emphasize the contests and premium offers available to KSFO
listeners. Jack Gregson is m.c.
* + *
WHN Car Cards
WHN, New York, has issued 1,500
new car cards for display in Fifth
Ave. buses and suburban railroad
trains to promote the station with
its new slogan "A World of Entertainment",
replacing the current
"It's Time for
^ WHN".
^ ^
WAIR, Winston-Salem, N. C. has issued a folder presenting marliet data
on tinted background of tobacco and
textile products.

SHIFT serial
of Onedrama
Man's sponsored
Family, halfhour
by
Standards Brands for Tenderleaf
Tea, on Jan. 7 from Thursday evening to the Sunday evening period
immediately following Charlie McCarthy increased the
program's
rating (percentage
of total
calls)
from 16.7 in December to 28.4 in
January, and its listening index
(percentage of total listeners to all
programs) from 45.2 in December
to 59.5 in January, according to
the January Hooper Radio Reports.
Change was specifically pointed out
in a new feature of the reports,
"Program Notes," which interprets
any more-than-normal changes in
either rating or index columns.
Other programs mentioned in the
January "Program Notes" include
Fibber McGee and Ask-It-Basket
whose ratings and listening indices increased when their sponsored network competitive programs went off the air; Grand
Central Station, which showed a
loss in Dercentage of listeners due
to the broadcast of the BellienaApostoli fight on another network,
and other programs whose rankings
changed because of changes in their
rebroadcast times with consequent
changes of competition.
BROCHURES
WFBM, lustrated
Indianapolis
— Eight-page
folder promotion
pamphlet ilin
color presenting listener survey data.
AVBT, Charlotte — Folder, More Sales
to Sodbusters,
describing from
the station's
Alarm
Clock, broadcast
5:30 to
7 :30 a.m.
WKY, trated
Oklahoma
City — Jumbo
illusbrochure recounting
the success
of
WKY's
television
demonstration,
vrliich attracted an estimated 50,000
pei-sons
the Municipal Auditorium
during a toweek.
CBS — 26-page booklet, "How Radio
Measures
reprints of its
fourAudience",
articles onpresenting
listening
surveys
by
individual
research authorities.
WCAE, Pittsburgh — Letter-size bro"A Facial
20,000of Pans",
relatingchure,the
successforstory
a pot
cleaner offer.
WABC. New York— Elaborate brochure, "Only the Beginning," which is
what New York City is to "WABCity,"
according to this book. With photographs, descriptions, charts and statistics, the book explains WABC's primary daytime area.
WCCO, Minneapolis — Brochure,
Here's What This [picture of the new
antenna tower] Did to This [before
and after coverage maps], — showing
how the station's new antenna added
a million potential listeners.
WTAG, Worcester,
Mass.booklet,
— Studio offset
personalities illustrated
printed
National
ties Inc.,byPeoria,
111. Radio Personali-

SKLLING JUICE for juicy returns is the theme of this and other billboards erected by El Paso Electric Co., to encourage radio listening.
KTSM, El Paso station, is promoted in most of the displays to build
the power load via radio. Arthur Stringer, NAB promotion man, has
made a survey showing that some 86 utilities in 37 states are profitably
using 119 NAB member stations to build load and promote good-will.
He tells how to encourage use of radio time by utilities, based on other
station experiences, and what it means to the power companies.
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OKLAHOMA NETWORK — Eightpage,ingtwo-side,
colored
folder coverage
presentindividual and
aggregate
statistics of the six member stations.
WGY, Schenectady — Revised 8-page
pamphlet format of the monthly house
organ, WGY News.
YANKEE NETWORK— Double-side
folder outlining Jim Britt's Sports
Roundupsorshipfeatures
available for sponon the network.
CBS PACIFIC NETWORK, Hollywood— Blue and gray, 8 x 12 inch
lithographed
maULng piece titled This
Is 1940.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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Bucking some of the toughest competition on the air . . . competition such as Alec Templeton and Lux Radio Theatre on Monday, the Camel C%arelte program, and Fibber McGee on
Tuesday, the Woodbury

Playhouse and Texaco Star Theatre on Wednesday, Maxwell House

Good News program and Major Bowes on Thursday, and George Jessel and the First Nighter
program on Friday... the Brown- & Williamson Co., in the face of this formidable array, put a
premium offer on the Don Lee Network. Listeners were requested to send in empty Avalon Cigarette packages in return for a war map. The announcement

was made only six times, and 60,000

Avalon packages were mailed in. No wonder the Pacific coast dealers and distributors prefer the
Don Lee Network.

They know Don Lee brings action where it counts ... at the cash register.

P.S. The Don Lee progi-am. News and Views by John B. Hughes, cost but a fraction of any of
the competition shows.

1076 W. 7th St., Los Angeles, Calif.
THOiMAS S. LEE, Pres.
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, Vice -Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Affiliated with Mutual . . . Represented by Blair
BROADCASTING
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Complaints
in

Volume,

According to FCC
Annual Report Asserts Only a
Few Merit Investigation
COMPLAINTS of every conceivable nature, ranging from the Orson Welles' synthetic Martian invasion to kicks about allegedly phoney
prize offers are received by the FCC
in increasing volume. This was revealed by the Commission in testimony presented to the House Appropriations Subcommittee last
month and made public Jan. 17.
The breakdown, which covered
the fiscal year July 1, 1938 to June
30, 1939, disclosed there were 69
complaints relative to refusal to
broadcast particular programs, including alleged censorship or denial of free speech, of which 67
were closed informally without investigation. These were branded as
frivolous, unsubstantiated, or otherwise not warranting investigation.
The remaining two were closed informally after investigation and the
books were clear at the end of the
fiscal year.
Aggregate complaints relative to
broadcasting of allegedly false,
fraudulent or misleading statements, were 123. Of these 112 were
closed informally because they were
in the frivolous, etc., category. Ten
were closed after informal investigation and the remaining one was
investigated and designated for
hearing and later closed.
Types of Complaints
In its detailed breakdown on
types of complaints received during
the year, the Commission revealed
there were 71 cracking religious
programs; 65 against medical programs; 24 lottery complaints; four
against solicitation of funds; three
against editorial policies of stations; 14 against news broadcasts;
84 against alleged propaganda, including foreign language programs 34
; alleging defamatory material; 58 complaints founded on
program contests, mainly alleging
failure to receive merchandise or
prizes; 93 alleging obscene, indecent or profane language; six
against horse racing and gambling;
six against fortune telling and astrological programs; 52 alleging
inferior program service, excessive
advertising or recordings; two alleging piracy of program ideas; 29
for failure to provide time for political broadcasts or complaints
against such broadcasts, and 186
unclassified complaints. Of the entire number only four were still under investigation at the end of the
fiscal year, with no hearings scheduled.
The Commission pointed out that
in addition to this analysis, it regularly received a large volume of
complaints not capable of being
identified vdth program service of
any particular station or network,
many of which are answered by
form letters. It called these in the
"fan mail'" category and not warranting detailed examination or investigation. Itpointed out that during the 15-day period beginning
Jan. 16, 1939, the Commission received with reference to broadcast
by or refusal to carry broadcasts of
Rev. Charles E. Coughlin alone, a
total of 21,118 pieces of correspondence. The general protest totaled
1,231.
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ADVERTISING men, representing all media, heard John J. Karol, CBS
director of market research, speak on "Measuring the Radio Audience" at
a meeting of the Cincinnati Advertisers Club under auspices of WCKY.
The picture, snapped by Charles Topmiller, WCKY chief engineer, shows
the speakers' table with (1 to r) George H. Moore, WCKY sales promotion
manager; Milton Bacon, WCKY's "Good Will Ambassador" who introduced the speaker; Mr. Karol; Stanley A. Ferger, president of the club;
Herman Fast, WKRC sales manager, and C. W. Hamilton, club v-p.

Investigation

Unit

for

FCC

Advocated
by Fly at Hearing
ESTABLISHMENT of an investi- connections of the people back of
gation unit within the FCC, the pri- the application. Frequently, he said,
mary responsibility of which would if the Commission would really investigate itwould find that it does
be to study qualifications of new
station applicants and inquire into not have a true picture of financial
operations of existing stations, is responsibility and may not even
have the tnae identity of the appliplanned
shortly
under a prospective increase
in Commission
funds cant.
for the 1941 fiscal year.
"We may not have his connecProposed by Chairman Fly and
tions with other people; we do not
projected in recent budgetary esti- always know who the real party in
mates, the unit eventually will have interest is and we do not have the
a staff of from eight to ten experi- means to determine whether the
enced field investigators, Chairman
representations made in the appliFly advised Broadcasting Jan. 18,
cation are false or not. I do not
after the House had passed the In- want to overemphasize that phase
dependent Offices Appropriation
of it but I do think in order to do
Bill. The Senate must vet act. The a better job and to get at least part
measure [see page 90] carries a of those maters, we must investigate them and have the men to do
total of $2,116,340 for the FCC, allowing an increase of approximately $280,000 over the 1940 fiscal year
Purpose of Inquiry
appropriation. Of the increased
In
its
annual report, released
amount, $150,000 is for modernization of monitoring equipment and Jan. 15, [Broadcasting Jan. 15]
$128,000 for personnel. It is out of the FCC reviewed the Monopoly
the latter fund that the new unit Committee's activities during the
will be established.
preceding fiscal year. It said the
Throughout the testimony of study was designed to determine
Chairman Fly before the House what special regulations applicable
Appropriations Subcommittee Dec. to stations engaged in chain or other
13, emphasis was placed upon the broadcasting are required in the
it."
desirability of procuring first-hand public interest.
information through an investigation staff. Mr. Fly pointed out that
the Commission now is forced to
Borden's on Coast
rely upon sworn statements of applicants and licensees, rather than BORDEN'S ASSOCIATED Companies, San Francisco (dairy prodmake its ovm independent investiucts), has renewed its three tengation. Itwas indicated experienced
investigators would be recruited minute daily broadcasts on KFRC
from other Government agencies. It and on April 1 expands one of the
is possible that former members of periods, 4:30 to 4:40 p. m., to include eight stations of the Norththe Federal Bureau of Investigaern California Don Lee-Mutual nettion staff vdll be sought. How much
(KFRC, KQW, KTKC,
money will be allotted for this pur- KDON, workKIEM,
KHSL, KVCV,
pose has not yet been established.
An appropriation, at the outside, of KYOS). The agency is McCannErickson, San Francisco. John B.
$50,000 is regarded as adequate.
In his testimony before the Con- Hughes is the voice on the 4:30
p. m. broadcast and the other two
gressional Committee, released
periods are handled by Phil Sterns.
Jan. 17, Chairman Fly said he did Al
Hunter is news editor.
not think it fair to have the FCC
rely upon statements from applicants or licensees and be placed in
Sunkist in New England
the position of "guessing at the CALIFORNIA Fruit Growers Exfacts". Frequently, he said, when
change, Lo.s Angeles ( Sunkist orangthe Commission turns over "a few
es), through Lord & Thomas, that
chips" it finds something under city, in a 13-week test campaign
them. At present men on the regu- started Jan. 22 an average of two
lar staff have been assigned to in- spot announcements daily on six New
vestigative work.
England stations — WCSH WGAN
Chairman Fly pointed out that WJAR WEAN WCAX WSYB. Firm
ap-^lications filed require revela- is also sponsoring the thrice-weekly
tion of personal and financial re- quarter-hour program, Hedda Hopper's Hollywood on 29 CBS stations.
sponsibility and real identity and
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National Biscuit Plans
Make Believe Ballroom
Series on 16 Stations
NATIONAL BISCUIT Co., New
York, on Feb. 12 will start a campaign on 16 stations for NBC
bread, using RCA-Victor records
along with special I'ecordings by
Martin Block similar to his current extemporaneous introductions
on the Make Believe Ballroom program on WNEW, New York. The
schedule calls for six half-hours
weekly on the following stations,
all with RCA-Victor licenses:
WCLE, Cleveland; WNBC, New
Britain, Conn.; KXYZ, Houston;
WEBR, Buffalo; WSAY, Rochester; WFBL, Syracuse; WESG, Elmira; WGNY, Newburgh; WFTC,
Kinston, N. C; WMFD, Wilmington, N. C; WCSC, Charleston, S.
C; KMAC, San Antonio; WSGN,
Bii-mingham; WCAX, Burlington,
Vt.;
WGY, Schenectady; WWSW,
Pittsburgh.
Block's introductions will be recorded on 16-inch discs by Empire
Broadcasting Corp., New York,
under the direction of Eugene Bresson, and sent to the stations, along
with cue sheets and the RCA-Victor records. The local operator merely switches from the master record
to the phonograph record, following instructions on the cue sheet.
McCann - Erickson, New York,
handles the National Biscuit account. It is understood that NAPA
may contest the right of the staions to air the phonograph records,
but no confirmation of this could be
ascertained.
FILING OF RECORD
IIS WHITEMAIS CASE
FILING of the record (testimony
from the lower court which the attorneys for the appealing parties
wish to argue before the court of
appeals)
in thehasRCA-WhitemanWNEW case
been set for
March 1, by which time this testimony must be printed and in the
hands of the court. At least one of
the attorneys will have his brief
filed by that date, it was stated,
and possibly all three. Then each
has ten days, or more if agreed on
by all three, in which to file replies
to the other two. After that the
case will be put on the court calendar and under normal conditions
will be called for argument in six
or eight weeks, which would bring
this one up about the first of May.
Meanwhile, expansion of the
WNEW, New York, Make Believe
Ballroom into a spot campaign on
16 stations, each of which is reto use inRCAby the sponsor
Victor quired
records,
has resulted
the
issuance of at least that many RCA
licenses covering the broadcasting
of these records. Stations included
in the campaign, which is sponsored by National Biscuit Co. and
placed
McCann-Erickson,
are
WCLE byWNBC
KXYZ WEBR
WSAY WFBL WEFG WGNY
WFTC WMFD WCSC KMAC
WSGN WCAX WGY WWSW.
While RCA still declines to divulge
the identity or even the number of
its licensees, it was stated that the
stations used by the Biscuit comnumber.pany are "only a few" of the total
• Broadcast
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No other Cleveland Station has a
"big top" like WTAM'S. For the
one "admission" you get a "combined show" of 4 audience attractions: Metropolitan Cleveland; 26

In 1940, it is estimated
1,253,600 WTAM

these

families will buy

nearly 2 billion dollars worth of goods
at retail. Ask 'em to buy your brand.
Reach them all . . simultaneously

major cities; 477 small towns and
131,260 farms. All combined in one

through one single advertising
medium . . . WTAM, Cleveland

compact listening and buying UNIT.

. . . at the lowest cost per family.

WTAM
CLEVELAND
RED
THE

NETWORK
CLEAR
CHANNEL
NATIONAL
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
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AMERICA

WATCI

In

this

campai

Wasfal

watches

Dr. L. S. Rowe, Director General PanAmerican Union, with Horry W. Frantz

neutralit

of

Arthur F. deGreve with Senator
Burton K. Wheeler

trade

.

.

. third

. . . taxi

defense

Senate majority leader Alben Barkley
with Ronald G. Van Tine

Secretary of State Cordell Hull with
Hobart Montee
Any

a

test

of

campaign

strength

year

and

bility for Washington

sta-

cor-

respondents. This year
Assistant Secretary of War Louis
Johnson with George Mack Johnson

is

the

S. E. C. Chairman Jerome Frank with
Sandor S. Klein
crash

events

of

abroad

reporters,

President Roosevelt with
Thomas J. Reynolds

Speaker William B. Bankhead with
John R. Beal

Vice-President Gamer with
Allen Dibble

Congressman Sol Bloom with
Russell Turner

swiftly

moving

gives

writers

tors even greater

and

these

edi-

responsi-

Fred O. Bailey with Secretary of
N.L.R.B. Chaimi
Agriculture Henry A. Wallace
with Willf,!,
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Warren Madden Secretary of State Cordell Hull with
I.Lawrence
Carroll Kenworthy

PRESS

Julius Frandsen, day bureau
manager

Ruby Black with
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt

Harry W. Sharpe,
managernight bureau

Secretary
State |'
A. A. Assistant
Berle, Jr„ with
Gerard of Robichaud

Farm
Guests

Specialists
of

Purina

Three-Day Meeting Provides
Instruction by Sponsor
SIXTY agricultural radio heads
and announcers, representing 50
stations in various parts of the
country, attended the promotional
meeting held by Purina Mills, St.
Louis, Jan. 7-9. Radio representatives were guests of Purina Mills
during the three-day meeting held
at Purina Farm, model 380-acre experimental farm operated by the
company, and at company headquarters in St. Louis.
Visiting radio men were transported to and about the model farm
in two special Greyhound busses.
Discussions at the farm on Jan. 8
were conducted by J. H. Burrell, of
the Purina poultry department;
E. H. Hamel, of the hog and cattle
department; Cliff Perdew, in charge
of the dairy denartment of the
fai-m, and E. erintendent.
B. ThePowell,
farm supJan. 8 session
infair" exhibition
of Purinacluded a "county
Farm T)roducts.
Radio Awards
At a banquet ineeting the same
evening- snecial awards were made
to various radio representatives.
John McNamara, manager of WBZ,
Boston, and George Bruntlett, of
KOBH, Rapid City, S. D., won
awards for coming the longest distance to attend the meeting; George
Biggar, program manager of WLW.
Cincinnati, for longest radio experience; 18-year-old Bill Pepper.
WPAY, Portsmouth, 0.. as youngest announcer.
Discussion at the Jan. 9 session
was confined to handling local copy
on the Purina Checkerboard Time
transcriptions, discussing farm
programs in general as well as ways
of merchandising and publicizing
farm radio. In the afternoon
KMOX, St. Louis, held open house
for the group.
Radio Men Attending
Radio representatives at the
meeting included:
Paul Shannon. KDKA, Pittsburgh ; Ernest
H. Bowman, WRNL. Richmond, Va. ; Samuel S. Carey, WSAL. Salisbury, Md. ; John
McNamara. WBZ, Boston : Vic Campbell,
WGY, Schenectady: J. W. Kennedy Jr.,
WHAM, Rochester, N. Y. : R. L. Longstreet. WFMD, Frederick, Md. ; Pat Padgett. WCHV. Charlottesville, Va. : Wm. G.
Ricker. WDEV. Waterburj-, Vt. ; Wm. H.
Paulsgrove, WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md. ; W.
A. Riple. WEEU, Reading, Pa. : Buddy
Bostick, KARK, Little Rock. Ark. : Charlie
Smithgall,
WSB. Dallas.
Atlanta, ; Ralph W. Nimmons,
WFAA,
Howard E. Woodard. KPRC, Houston ; G.
W. Johnson, KTSA. San Antonio : Louis
Read. WWL, New Orleans ; HoUis Wooten,
WREC, Memphis ; Ottis E. Devine, WSM
NashvUle;
O'Dell.
WOPI,Anniston,
Bristol,
Tenn. : EdwinStewart
Mullinax.
WHMA.
Ala. ; Russ Davis. KWTO, Springfield, Mo. ;
Jim Campbell, KOA, Denver ; H. J. Powell,
KGGF, Coffeyville. Kan. ; Paul Buenning,
KTOK, Oklahoma City; Harold A. Safford.
WLS, Chicago; Bill Taber, KMMJ. Grand
Island, Nebr. ; John Bohn. KMOX. St.
Louis ; Ford Billings, WOWO, Ft. Wayne,
Ind. ; George Biggar, WLW, Cincinnati;
Bob Wilson. WADC, Akron; Joy Allen
KGNO, Dodge City. Kan.; Art Thomas,
WJAG. Norfolk, Neb.; Jack Todd, KANS
Wichita,
; Sidney
Tremble,Ralph
KSAl'O
Salina, Kan.Kan.; Wm.
C. Forrest,
Connor. WIBU, Madison, Wis. ; Geo. Bruntlett. KOBH, Rapid City, S. D. ; Bill Pepper
WPAY, Portsmouth, Ohio ; Phil Evans
KMBC, Kansas
Ed. Mason,
R. e'
Dunville,
WLW, City;
Cincinnati
; Al Tiffany
Cy Harrice, WLS. Chicago; Chas. Stookey,
Chick Martin. KMOX, St. Louis; Leslie R.
Brooks, WTJS. Jackson, Tenn. ; Ray E
Schwartz, KYSM. Mankato. Minn. Jini
CaTr>T>i-ol], FFRU, Columbia, Mo. ; Bill
Meredith. Wheaton, lU. ; Bill Drips,
and
Oliver Morton, NBC, Chicago.
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KVMA IS DELETED;
NEW OUTLET SOOIS
MAKING final its order of revocation of the license of KUMA,
Yuma, Ariz., 100-watt outlet on
1420 kc, the FCC on Jan. 25 mled
the station must go off the air as
of Feb. 1, and it will be deleted from
the list of U. S. broadcast outlets.
The evidence showed, the Commission's order stated, that Albert H.
Schermann,
licensee,
had to"violated
the law in that
he failed
operate
his station in accordance with the
terms of the license, having transferred station control to E. B.
Sturdivant" and having "visited
Yuma
but three times
five Walker
years."
Commissioner
Paulin A.
and Attorney P. W. Seward went
to Yuma Dec. 1 for a hearing on
Schermann's application, but he
withdrew it at the outset. Testimonythew^asstatus
taken, ofhowever,
to determine
the station.
Yuma will not be without a station for long, it was learned by
Broadcasting. The FCC last Aug.
8 authorized Yuma Broadcasting
Co. to erect a new station there to
operate with 100 watts night and
250 day on 1210 kc, and that station is expected shortly to go on
the air. Its chief stockholder is
KTAR Broadcasting Co., licensee
of KTAR, Phoenix, and KVOA,
Tucson,R.holding
45 "/r of the
stock,
with
N. Camnbell,
attorney,
25 ; D. Morgan Camnbell, attorney,chant,
15%, 15%.and John H. Huber, mer-

Asst. CBS Sales Chief
ALLYN JAY MARSH, member of
the CBS sales department for nearly 11 years, has been appointed assistant sales manager of the network. A graduate
of Princeton,
Marsh entered
business on the
advertising staff
of the New York
Times, later moving to the New
York Herald-Tribune where he became assistant to
Mr. Marsh the advertising
manager, in charge of the book,
magazine and roto sections. He
joined CBS on April 1, 1929, which
makes him one of the oldest members of the staff in point of service. W. H. Ensign, former assistant
sales manager, has been assigned
to other important duties in the
sales department.

WITNESS SHIELD
New Law Makes Intimidation
Criminal Offense
INTIMIDATION of witnesses apagencies pearing
becomesbeforea Government
criminal offense
under a law (Public No. 401) enacted Jan. 13, first law of the current session of Congress. The bill
was drafted by Guilford S. Jameson, attorney associated with the
firm of Kremer & Bingham, and
was introduced in the House by
Ren. Hobbs, chairman of the Judiciary Committee.
Mr. Jameson declared he drew
up the bill after several witnesses
appearing before the FCC on behalf
of a client had allegedly received
threats from a competing applicant
for a station. The bill amends the
Federal judicial code by including
Federal agencies and Congressional
Committees within the scope of its
protective provisions. Text of the
law follows:
John Fox Is Promoted
That the Criminal Code of the United
States be amended by inserting therein a
new section immediately following section
To Ratner's Assistant
1.35 (U. S. C, title 18, sec. 241) to be
JOHX FOX, foi-merly production
known as section 135 (a) (U. S. C title
manager and space buyer of the 18, sec. 241 (a)) and reading as follows:
CBS sales promotion department,
"Sec. 135. (a) That whoever corruptly,
threats or force, or by any threatenhas been appointed assistant to or bying letter
or communication, shall endeavor
r
to
influence,
intimidate, or impede any
o
t
c
e
S
r
di tion,of witness in any proceeding pending before
CB
any department,
independent
sales ivepromo iment, board, commission,
or otherestablishagency
iym, macecdording of the United States, or in connection with
effect
any inquiry or investigation being had by
atel nceeither House, or any committee of either
to an annou
or any joint committee of the
t-ner, House,
a
R
t
Congress of the United States, or who corn
.
t
.
e
y
r
a
M
, ' m . icbtor.M R 's
1
ruptly
or by threats or force, or by any
Fox
ner V Mr
i
i K
threatening letter or communication shall
influence,
obstruct, or impede, or endeavor
a
primary responsi- to influence, obstruct, or impede the due
jL
newthe
in
and
proper
administration of the law under
bility
^^^
""^-f
^■^ 9
ly - created posisuch proceeding is being had before
Mr. Fox tion will be to which
such department, independent establishboard, commission, or other agency
supervise the progress of all ad- of the ment,
States, or the due and proper
vertising passing through the de- exerciseUnited
of the power of inquiry under
partment. He also will act as genwhich such inquiry or investigation is
eral office manager and supervisor
being had by either House, or any committee of either House or any joint comof the scheduling of individual adCongress of the United States
vertisements and presentations and shall bemit e of the
fined not more than SI, 000 or
will continue as CBS space buyer.
imprisoned not more than one year, or
The position of production manager will be filled shortly. Mr. Fox
has been with the CBS sales proHaas Quiz on Coast
motion division for five years and
previously was in the advertising
HAAS BROS., San Francisco, maand merchandising department of
jor wholesale grocery firm on the
both."
Pacific Coast, which has never used
Bonwitment store.
Teller's, New York departradio, starts a campaign Feb. 6
with 52 twice-weekly quarter-hotir
programs
on 9 Mutual-Don
Lee
Get CBS Fix Posts
network stations
in California
HOWARD W. KRAMER, former
(KFRC, KQW, KIEM, KHSL,
newspaper
and recently
'with has
the KVCV, KTKC, KDON, KYOS and
U. S. Linesman
publicity
department
KPMC). The program, a quiz titled
been appointed to the newly-created
Prize Basket, with Mel Venter as
position of CBS picture editor, ac- m.c. and Trudy Packer as the femicording to Louis Also
Ruppel,
CBS director of publicity.
announced
was
nine co-conductor, will be heard
the appointment of Rocco Padulo Jr., 10:30-10:45 a.m. (PST) on Tuesday and Friday and will originate
news photographer, to the CBS photographic department. Mr. Padulo was
at KFRC, San Francisco. Cash and
formerly with the Chicago Times and food baskets will be awarded. J. H.
has recently been free-lancing in the Diamond Co., San Francisco, is
Midwest for AP. various airlines and agency.
CBS.
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New Campbell Serial
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden,
on Jan. 22 started a quarter-hour
thrice-weekly dramatic series,
Campbell's Short Short Story, on
CBS for its tomato juice. The program, fifth for this sponsor on
CBS, fills the time vacated when
Lanny Ross' musical program in behalf of Campbell's Franco-American spaghetti was shifted to the
2-2:15 p.m. period, Monday through
Friday. Ward Wheelock Co., Philadelphia, isthe agency in charge.
School Buys Sports
AIR

CONDITIONING TRAINING Corp., Youngstown, O., on
Jan. 12 started sponsorship of the
eight double-header basketball
games from Madison Square Garden, New York, for which WNEW,
New York, has exclusive radio
rights. Earl Harper, WNEW
sportscaster, describes the games
which last
throughAdv.
March
5. National Classified
Agency,
Youngstown, placed the account.
Farm
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HAMMOND

^\

.

. One

we

of

the

Best

Buys

made^^
ever
Says G. V/. JOHNSON, General Manager,
KTSA, Columbia affiliate in San Antonio

have

NOVACHORD

PAYS PROFITS FOR KTSA . . .
AND HELPS STATION WIN
VARIETY

AWARD FOR SHOWMANSHIP IN COMMUNITY
EXPLOITATION

It's simple . . . easy . . .
economical to add the Novachord's
Brand New Appeal to your musical
productions
You'll find the Novachord to be one of
the best buys you can make — because it
gives you a vast, entirely new opportunity for showmanship.
Hear and try the Novachord 'lust once!
Discover all for yourself how^ this fascinating new^ instrument does more
things . . . fills more needs . . . adds more
appeal ... to more kinds of music . . .
than any other way to make music you
can even imagine!

For you merely play the Novachord's
single keyboard, as you would a piano.
You produce piano-like tones. You turn

Beatrice Morin, Novachord Artist and G. W. Johnson, General Manager of KTSA

the tone selectors — then things happen !
You hear musical effects of: clarinet,
'cello, flute, violin, muted trumpet — and
actually dozens of others !

Hear — and try — the Hammond
Novachord at your local Hammond
dealer's. Or write TODAY for complete
information about the Novachord on

You just turn the
Tone Selectors as you

your programs: Hammond

play. And the Novachord adds musical
effects of French

Chicago, Illinois.
HAMMOND
ORGAN

horn, violin, guitar —
and actually dozens
of others.

New

York —

Los Angeles —

The NEW idea in music
THE

See . . Hear . . Play . .

Instrument

Company, 2989 N. Western Avenue,

50 W.

STUDIOS:
57th Street

3328 Wilshire Blvd.

by the makers of Hammond Organ!

Mr. Johnsononewrites:
"We buys
consider
the
Novachord
of the best
we have
ever made in the history of our station
production. ... I understand we were
the first radio station in the Southwest
to purchase one of these instruments.
"We used this fact in presenting material toVariety recently in pointing out
our attempts in showmanship. Undoubtedly this was taken into consideration
when we were selected as the national
showmanship winner on Community
Exploitation among all radio stations in
the United States and Canada."

HAMMOND

at the HAMMOND ORGAN STUDIOS in the Hammond Building, 50 West 57lh St., New York
BROADCASTING
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Musical Quiz Supplants
Gen. Mills Grouch Club
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis
(Kix), through Blackett-SampleHummert, Chicago, on Jan. 28 replaced its weekly half-hour Grouch
Club show on 29 NBC-Red stations,
Sun., 6:30-7 p.m. (EST), with a
new type of question and answer
program, titled Beat the Band.
Programwith
features
Ted Weems'
orchestra
Garry Moore,
comedian, as m.c. Questions about songs,
supplied by the listening audience,
are used on the program, with
awards being made to staif musicians and singers. Winning answer
credits a man with 10 points,
chalked up on a studio blackboard.
Contestants forfeit 50c for each
wrong answer given. Man with most
questions correctly answered wins
all the forfeits at end of the show.
Musician or singer with the highest
total point at end of each month
gets an additional $100 grand prize.
Listeners submitting questions used
on the program receive $10 each.
An additional $10 is given if the
question "beats the band".
Spots for Lincoln Film
RKO- RADIO PICTURES Corp.,
New York, during the week of Jan.
18-24 sponsored a series of oneminute spot announcements several
times daily on WRC, WMAL and
WJSV, Washington, to promote the
opening of the motion picture "Abe
Lincoln in Illinois", which opened
in that city Jan. 22. In connection
with the world premiere, a special
program was broadcast Jan. 22 on
NBC-Blue, starring Raymond Massey, Ruth Gordon, Mary Howard
and Robert Sherwood in five scenes
from the Pulitzer Prize play. The
radio adaptation was by Welbourn
Kelley of the NBC script division
and was directed by Joseph Bell.
Lord & Thomas, New York, placed
the announcements for RKO.
Attack on Serials
PLANS for against
the "I'm daytime
Not Listening"
campaign
radio
serials, voted upon recently by 600
members of the New Rochelle
Woman's Club, are now being
worked out, according to Mrs. Everett L. Barnard, chairman of the
campaign's
committee,
who stated
that in another
month details
of the
campaign would be announced.
Purpose of the group is to urge
radio networks "to broadcast fewer
love dramas and to substitute more
programs dealing with homemaking
and child training."
Foulds Participations
FOULDS MILLING Co., Libertyville. 111., on Jan. 8 started a 19week campaign for its spaghetti
and macaroni products, using participations on cooking school programs two to six times weekly on
KNX, Los Angeles; WIRE, Indianapolis; WJR, Cleveland; WSAI,
Cincinnati, and WSPD, Toledo.
Sherman K. Ellis & Co., New York,
handles the account.
A. G. MAYSE, publisher of the Paris
(Tex.) News and owner of 50.55%
of the stock in KPLT, Paris, has applied to the FCC for authority to
transfer control of the station by making a gift of 45 of his 91 shares to
his daughter, Mary Joe Mayse. The
remaining stock is owned by Houston
Harte and Bernard Hanks.
Page 46
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SLIGHTLY south of the border,
Clarke Brovra, of Lake-Spiro-Cohn,
Memphis agency, stopped to converse with a Mexican fawn. Wielding a camera during a Rio Grande
Valley trip vnth Brown was Ted
Taylor,
rillo, Tex.manager of KGNC, AmaDELAYED IDENTITY
WDRC Names Music Numbers
After PerFormance
NEW policy of identifying musical selections on all local programs
after they are played rather than
before has been inaugurated at
WDRC, Hartford, Conn. The idea
has drawn praise from listeners
and widespread local newspaper
publicity, according to the station.
Walter Haase, program manager
of WDRC, has sent a general letter to national networks, other stations and transcription firms urging them to effect a similar change
in handling musical numbers.
"Telephone calls have come in connual y at our studio
'What
was the tinumber
beforeasking
the one
on
the
air
now?'
or
'Can
you
tell
me
what the third selection in last
night's concert was?' and so on,"
Mr. Haase stated in his letter. "I
myself have had the experience of
sitting at home listening casually,
and after being attracted by a particular music selection have been
disappointed in not hearing the
title. To correct this condition,
WDRC has inaugurated a policy
of announcing musical selections
after they are played, on all local
commercial and sustaining proattention
is being
called tograms.
thisListeners'
change
in announcing
each program. We believe such a
policy will be appreciated by listeners in all parts of the country
and are writing to urge you to consider the possible adoption of this
system on all your programs."
WIBC, Indianapolis, is one of
the first stations to extend its
present policy of announcing musical selections after their completion. For over
year announcing
WIBC announcers havea been
titles of all concert selections both
before and after playing. Now that
there is a movement afoot to announce titles after their presentation, WIBC has ruled that such be
done on the early morning Jam
For Breakfast at 7, Morning Varieties at 9:45, Noonday Rhythms
at 11 A. M.; Matinee Musicale at
1 and Concert Hour at 2:30. The
audience reactions will be noted.
• Broadcast
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Sarnoff Launches Drive
To Aid Met Opera and
Develop Music Center
A NATIONWIDE radio drive for
funds for the Metropolitan Opera
Assn. was launched Jan. 27 by
David Sarnoff, president of RCA,
chairman of the board of NBC, and
a director of the opera association, during the broadcast of "Lohengrin" from the Metropolitan
Opera House on NBC-Blue. Mr.
Sarnoff's
delivered
from
Box
44 in appeal,
the Grand
Tier during
the first intermission, was directed
to radio listeners, asking them to
contribute $1 or more each to the
association's
million dollarscampaign
to buy to
theraise
operaa
house and develop it as a national
music center.
Mr. Sarnoff, serving as chairman of the radio division of the
campaign, stated that while appeals for funds were not usually
permitted in the course of NBC
sustaining programs, an exception
was made in this case because the
matter was really a national rather
than a local one, and because the
appeal in this case would be a
service to radio listeners in that
it would enable them to insure the
continuance of the opera broadcasts. Serving with Mr. Sarnoff on
the radio committee as vice-chairman are Miss Luerezia Bori and
Mrs. August Belmont, chairman of
the Metropolitan Opera Guild.
Mr. Sarnoff estimated, in his appeal, that 10,000.000 persons in the
United States listen to the Saturday matinee broadcasts. He said
that NBC, since it began broadcasting these programs on Christmas
Day, 1931. had paid the Metropolitan a million dollars for the privilege and would continue to pay
the Metropolitan "for the opportunity" of broadcasting them.
RCA Promotes 'Opera Box'
RCA MFG. Co., Camden, is planning a large radio campaign to
start early in February for the promotion of itsand"opera
box"models,
table
model radio
ten other
using weekly programs on 48 stations. Details as to type of program and stations scheduled have
not been released. RCA distributors and key dealers are being notified of the campaign by means of a
16-page, multi-colored promotion
piece, which opens with a foreword
by Henry C. Bonfig. commercial
vice-president, and gives full details as to how the dealers can best
promote the radios.
Esso Adds Sunday
ESSO MARKETERS, which heretofore has had contacts with stations for an average of four news
broadcasts each weekday, is adding
Sunday to its schedule. Stations
whose 52-week contracts came up
for renewal throughout January
and February will, in the majority
of cases, add two five-minute Sunday periods to their schedules, making a total of 26 news periods
weekly, or 1,352 yearly. On April
1, WDBJ, Roanoke, will be added
to the list of stations for 26 news
broadcasts weekly. Affiliate companies forming Esso Marketers are
Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey,
Standard Oil Co. of Pennsylvania,
Standard Oil Co. of Louisiana, and
Colonial Beacon Oil Co. Marschalk
& Pratt, New York, is the agency.
BROADCASTING

Shortage

of Personnel

Feared

by FCC

As Regulatory Duties Greatly Expand
SIGNS OF the FCC zodiac all point
proved by the FCC during the last
to constantly increased functions year, was a list of newspaper-owned
or
affiliated
stations.
with an apparent perpetual shortage of personnel, according to the
The question of the NAB Code,
testimony of executives of that with particular emphasis on the
agency before the House Appro- controversial issue provision, banpriations Subcommittee, revealed
ning sale of time for such discusJan. 17.
sions except during political camChairman James Lawrence Fly,
paigns, was raised by Rep. Dirksen
(R-Ill.). Chairman Fly gave his
General Counsel William J. Dempsey, Chief Engineer E. K. Jett and personal moral support to the code
Assistant Secretary John B. Rey- and more particularlv to the controversial issue ban, but explained
nolds, in appearing before the committee Dec. 13, outlined in detail the FCC had in no wise collaborated
with the NAB in its drafting nor
the mounting functions of the FCC
both here and afield. The upshot had it given anything in the nature
of formal approval.
was that the committee recommended and the House already has apWhen Rep. Wigglesworth asked
proved an increased budget of who decides whether a speaker shall
$2,116,340 for that agency for the be given free time, Mr. Fly said the
fiscal year 1941, which begins next broadcaster decides all these quesJune 30.
tions, since Congress would not let
This represents an increase of the FCC decide it. "You won't let
$278,165 over current appropria- any Governmental agency decide
tions but $8,660 less than what the it," said Mr. Fly. "And I don't
budget recommended, the House blame
you. You tell us to ketp our
having struck out that amount for hands off. You don't want us cenpersonnel to carry on the work of
Mr. soring
Wigglesworth
agreed, but
the radio."
the Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee made up of repre- said that he could buy space in a
sentatives of Government agencies newspaper, while under the code he
having to do with radio.
could not buy time on the air. General Counsel Dempsey retorted that
Need of Personnel
one cannot buy newspaper space if
Chairman Fly carried the ball
for the Commission most of the the publisher "doesn't want to sell
time during the appearance before it After
to you".several colloquies regardthe Appropriations Subcommittee.
ing the code, Mr. Fly said that it
Commissioners T. A. M. Craven and was his own best judgment the code
Thad H. Brown also were present, "ought to be given an opportunity
to determine in actual practice
by request of subcommittee members, but were not called upon for whether or not it will serve public
detailed testimony. The FCC chairBulova Group
man, who took office only last September, with no previous regula- interest."
tory experience in communications,
The ownership and status of stademonstrated a rather amazing
tions in the so-called Bulova group
grasp of operations.
was questioned by Rep. WigglesNeed for additional personnel
worth when he placed in the record
was repeatedly emphasized by the a copy of a letter sent by Rep. Conchairman and other FCC executives nery (D-Mass.), a persistent advocate for an investigation of the
to cope with the constantly increasing welter of FCC work in broad- FCC, asking that the licenses of
casting, telephone, telegraph and nine stations in which Arde Bulova,
most significantly, the necessity for New York watch manufacturer and
increased monitoring activities, par- broadcaster, holds interest, be canticularly inthe high frequencies, be- called.
cause of the war situation. ChairIn his letter Mr. Connery also
man Fly advised the committee that
overemphasis has been placed on
the "turbulent field of commercial
broadcasting."
Advances in radio technique, including the prospective advent of
frequency modulation broadcasting,
international communications, television and reallocation of standard
broadcasting, all tend to increase in
complexity the regulatory problems
of
FCC,so heimportant
asserted. in"I that
do think
it istheever
vast
complicated and advancing field
that the Commission be not left
with horse-and-buggy equipment
and personnel," he added.
Rep. Wigglesworth (R-Mass.),
THERE was plenty to talk about
subcommittee member who repeat- when
(1 to r) Harrison Holliway,
edlv has attacked FCC methods and
manager
of KFI-KECA, Los Anpolicies, particularly from the mogeles; Walter Bunker, NBC Hollynopoly angle, bore the brunt of the
wood
production manager, and
committee's examination. He raised
questions regarding abolition of the Horace Heidt, orchestra director
old Examiners Division, FCC ap- and star of the NBC Pot 0' Gold
proval of station transfers and program, sponsored by Lewis-Howe
sales, newspaper ownership and Co. (Turns), got together recently
kindred topics agitated in the past at the Hollywood Brown Derby to
in Congress. New was his inquiry reminisce. They worked together
into non-resident control of sta- when radio was an infant. When
tions. Mr. Fly explained that this Holliway was manager of KFRC,
San Francisco, he gave Heidt his
data would come out of the Net- first
commercial program a dozen
work Monopoly Inquiry. Placed in
ago. Bunker then was chief
the record, aside from a complete years
list of transfers of ownership ap- announcer of the station.
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charged that Mr. Bulova was seeking to secure another station in
New York — presumably WINS, under sale option to Milton F. Biow,
New York advertising agency head,
and partner with Mr. Bulova in
ownership of WNEW, New York.
The FCC responded it knew of no
apnlication pending by or on behalf of Mr. Bulova to secure another station through a "dummy"
corporation or in any other mannes. [The Biow application for acquisition of WINS from Hearst
Radio was formally withdrawn Jan.
19 by Ben S. Fisher, Washington
attorney, in a petition which
ascribed pressure of other business
and illness of Mrs. Biow as the
primary reason, [see page 28].
Also placed in the record was
Chairman Fly's detailed response
to the letter.
The Connery letter, dated Dec. 1,
related that Commissioner Brown
told the House Appropriations Committee last year that when false
statements are made to the Commission any license based on such
false
reports would
be acting
denied. for
"If
Commissioner
Brown,
your Commission, represented the
views of your Commission, I think
it would be a good policy for you
to cancel the licenses granted to
WOV, WCOP, WPEN, WBIL,
WNBC, WELL WNEW, WPG,
WAGA." Allegations of concealed
ownership of the stations, with Mr.
Bulova the real figure, were made
in the letter.
In his reply on behalf of the
Commission, Chairman Flv advised
Rep. Connery that the records of
the Commission show Mr. Bulova
holds interest in WOV, WCOP,
WBIL, WELI, WNBC, WNEW
and WPEN. In the case of WAGA,
it was pointed out that Harold A.
Lafount, former radio commissioner, and Sanford H. Cohen, New
York attorney, each of whom holds
an interest or office in broadcasting
corporations in which Mr. Bulova
holds substantial interest, have interests in that station.
Regarding the allegation that Mr.
Bulova had obtained assignments of
control of most of the stations by
vote of the Commission when he
was able to show he was the beneficial owner of such stations
through moneys he had advanced
to others,
or "dummies"
to purchase or construct
the stations,
the
Commission response said the statement was hardly in accord with the
records.
Requests All Data
It was said there had been a complete disclosure to the Commission
regarding ownership and that the
records of the Commission do not
show that the stations had been constructed with money advanced by
Mr. Bulova or that the purchases
were consummated
through
"dummies". "On the contrary,
the records
indicate
Mr. Bulova's
interests
in these that
stations
were purchased
and paid for directly by Mr. Bulova," it was stated.
Answering allegations concerning WLWL,
formerYork
Paulist
Father
station
in New
which
Mr.
Bulova acquired for $275,000, the
Commission said it was not accurate to say that this contract price
was ever approved either officially
or unofficially by the Commission.
"The Commission," said the letter,
"has no jurisdiction over the price
paid for equipment used by broadcast stations as such."
Cracking
back onat page
other89)allega(Contimied
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F-M

To Capital Group
Engineers and FCC Staff See
Armstrong Transmission
SOME 600 members of the Washington radio fraternity, including
engineers and other employes of the
FCC, witnessed a first-hand demonstration ofArmstrong frequency
modulation at a special demonstration Jan. 13 at the National Museum Auditorium in Washington.
The demonstration was arranged
by Fred W. Albertson, Washington
radio attorney, as president of the
Washington Radio Club, amateur
organization.
Major Edwin H. Armstrong, of
Columbia U, inventor of the new
system, discussed the method, viewed
as "the hottest thing in radio". His
discussion was preceded by an actual demonstration of F-M reception picked up from W3X0, experimental F-M station operated by
C. M. Jansky Jr., and Stuart L.
Bailey, consulting engineers located
in Washington. Mr. Bailey gave a
running account of the transmission
technique followed by an appraisal
of the method by Prof. Jansky.
Multiplexing Shown
Possibility of multiplexing with
wide-band frequency modulation
was demonstrated when an International Business Machine radio
typewriter was activated during the
actual aural broadcasts over the
same channel. The typewriter was
operated by tape at 100 words a
minute, without disturbing the audio transmission.
Dr. Jansky declared in appraising the new method that the effective strength of an F-M signal is
many times that of an amplitude
modulated signal in the conventional broadcast band. As an example
he said that the 40,000-watt output
used by Dr. Armstrong's station at
Alpine, N. J., has an equivalent
effective strength of a 100,000,000watt broadcast station in the regular broadcast band.
Dr. Jansky asserted that F-M
may remove the barrier which
limits the number of stations in the
country, by virtue of its peculiar
propagation characteristics. Technically, he said it may be that
many more stations can be operated
than at present.

Stewart- Warner Building
Line of F-M Receivers
STEWART-WARNER CORP. will
mtroduce in May a line of table
and console receivers equipped for
Armstrong wide-swing frequency
modulation broadcasting, according
to L. L. Kelsey, manager of
Stewart-Warner's radio division.
General Electric Co. and Stromberg-Carlson already are manufacturing F-M receivers and Zenith
Radio, an Armstrong licensee, recently announced its plans to manufacture acomplete line, along with
Pilot Radio Corp., which is to build
sets "designed and priced for popular use".
Like other sets in production, the
Stewart-Warner line will also receive standard band broadcasts.
Sets will be first merchandised exclusively in territories where F-M
transmitting stations are in operation.
Page 48
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TWISTED WRECKAGE of Yankee Network's F-M broadcasting station WIXOJ, atop Mt. Asnebumskit at Paxton, Mass., looked like this
in the early morning of Jan. 15 when a storm of unusual severity tore
away the top 200 feet. Ice accumulated on the structure to a thickness
of more than six inches. Combined ice load and wind velocity of over
100 miles an hour exceeded the loads for which the structure was designed. Enough of the mast remained standing, according to Technical
Director Paul A. deMars, to permit the station to continue on its 16-hour
per-day schedule. Covered by insurance, the old structure will be replaced with one capable of withstanding New England's severest climate.
F-M
Progress Will
At NAB-Ohio
State
FREQUENCY modulation, which
has been catapulted into the forefront of radio in recent months,
will highlight discussion at the
Third Annual Broadcast Engineering Conference of Ohio State U in
Columbus Feb. 12-23, according to
the agenda announced Jan. 16 by
Dr. W. L. Everitt, director of Ohio
U's department of engineering. The
conference will be held in conjunction with the NAB, which has called
an engineering convention at the
same time.
Lecture and discussion leaders
have been selected from organizations actively engaged in solution
of problems and in newest developments in broadcast engineering,
following the custom of previous
conventions. Prof. E. H. Armstrong
himself
will discuss his F-M system.
Engineering representatives of
NAB, including Lynne C. Smeby,
technical director, and R. M. Wilmotte, cooperated with Dr. Everitt
in submitting topics of current
value to broadcast engineers and
helped in the organization of the
sessions. An unusual feature of the
conference will be an inspection
trip by special train to WHAS,
Louisville, through cooperation of
the station. Western Electric Co.
and Graybar Electric Co. The station has a new Western Electric
50 kw. transmitter, with couplings
for possible expansion to 500 kw.
operation.
F-M Roundtable
A. D. Ring, assistant chief engineer of the FCC, will lead a general discussion and question box.
All topics of general interest will
be discussed at this symposium.
Agenda for the first week of the
conference places emphasis on F-M.
The sessions will open Monday, Feb.
12, with a discussion of broadcast
station measurements by H. J.
Schrader, RCA. From 11 to 1 p.m.,
F-M will be discussed by Prof.
Armstrong and during the balance
of the week, at the same hours, F-M
is the scheduled topic. During the
afternoon sessions, Feb. 12 through
Feb. 16, microphones, their theory
and practice, will be discussed in a
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Feature Program
Technical Session
panel lead by R. N. Marshall, Bell
Telephone Laboratories.
At the Feb. 13 morning session,
ultra-high frequency propagation
will be discussed by H. 0. Peterson,
RCA Communications, with Prof.
Armstrong
continuing
demonstration.
At the his
Feb.F-M14
morning session, J. H. DeWitt,
WSM, Nashville, will lead discussion of noise studies. Paul A. deMars, Yankee Network, will explain
F-M experience of that organization. Thursday, Feb. 15, the noise
discussion will be continued during
the morning with H. P. Thomas
and I. R. Weir, of General Electric,
recounting perience.
that
company's discussion
F-M exA roundtable
on receivers will be opened by D. D.
Israel, Emerson Radio, and William
F. Cotter, Stromberg-Carlson, at
the morning session, with the discussion to carry over the following
day. R. F. Shea, of General Electric,
will describe F-M receivers.
The second week's agenda provides for discussion of transcription
recording and reproduction by R. A.
Lynn, NBC, during the 9 a.m. to
11 a.m. session Feb. 19 through
Feb. 21. At the 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
session Feb. 19-20, Raymond F. Guy
and Robert Morris, of NBC, will
discuss television transmission. Mr.
Guy will describe engineering aspects of international broadcasting
at the afternoon session Feb. 19.
Television measurements compared
with broadcast station measurements will be outlined by T. L.
Cottier, RCA, Feb. 20.
Mr. Ring will throw open the
general discussion and question box
at the 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. session Feb.
21, with the debate to carry through
the same period Feb. 22. L. B.
Arguimbau, of General Radio, and
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, will describe audio-frequency testing by means of square
waves at the Feb. 22. session.
At the closing sessions Feb. 23,
Gerald C. Gross, international chief
of the FCC, is listed for a discussion
of foreign relations in broadcasting.
At the afternoon session, A. W.
Scharfeld, Washington radio attorney, will define relations between
lawyer and engineer.
BROADCASTING

Plans

F-M

Debut

Using Western Electric
Transmitting Equipment
WOR, NEWARK, about March 1
will begin frequency modulation experimental operation with the first
of a new line of F-M transmitters
manufactured by Western Electric
Co., according to an announcement
Jan. 18.
The new transmitters, it was
stated by F. E. Lack, manager of
Western Electric's specialty products division, will be based on F-M
patents of Major E. H. Armstrong.
Mr. Lack added that under the
agreement with Maj. Armstrong
the transmitters will make use of
the wide swing frequency modulation system developed by him, and
will include also several important
features developed by Bell Telephone Laboratories, designed to
contribute to the economy of operation and naturalness of the transmitted sound. He said the WOR installation will be to study transmission characteristics of this new
system, and will carry MBS programs. Further development work
is being carried on by Bell Labs, at
Keai-ny, N. J., and at Whippany.
The WOR transmitter will be of
1,000 watts
capacity
and will beof installed under
the supervision
J.
R. Poppele, chief engineer of WOR,
and chairman of the Executive EnCommittee of FM
castersgineering
Inc., organized
last Broadmonth
to promote the new medium.
Non-Broadcast

Services

Granted F-M Authority
USE of frequency modulation by
non-broadcast services will be considered experimentally, according
to the FCC, which announced Jan.
25 that it desired to obtain more
factual data about the new transmission method for services in other
fields. The FCC said it would accept
applicationsthorizatifor
experimental
auon onfrequencies
allocated
to those services above 30,000 kc.
With a general hearing on F-M
scheduled to begin Feb. 28 to consider the technique as applied to
standard broadcast service, the
FCC apparently seeks all available
data on the requirements of other
services before deciding upon allocation policies. Such services as
emergency, cellaneous
aviation,
misoperationsandnotother
directly
associated with the scheduled hearings, are involved in the new pronouncement.
It was pointed out that F-M is
claimed to offer advantages over
existing amplitude modulation systems in police and aviation services.
These are approximately 1,000 police radio systems with more than
6,000 transmitters not using amplitude modulation. It was said that
after receipt of experimental reports on this mode of operation,
determinations will be reached
whether and under what conditions
frequency modulation can be reguuse. larly authorized for non-broadcast
CBS has assigned Thomas Grandiu.
of its Paris staff, to attend and report
the Belgrade
of Balkan
nations startingconference
Feb. 2, and
his fellow
correspondents are calling him the
"luckiest
foreign staff that
man" takes
for drawing an assignment
him
away from food rations and blackouts
to warmer climes and peace conditions.
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A

RADIO

PROGRAM

SPONSOR

Questions
1. What has been the trend in radio programs among the
largest advertisers?
2. Do sponsors have several such programs running at
the same time?
3. WTiy do they go so strong in this direction?
4. ISame the most popular program of this type.
5. Is this leadership confined to dramatic serials?
6. Why are so many of these ''success'^ programs transcribed?
7. WTiat stations feature quality transcriptions?
8. ISame six essential services you have a right to expect
in planning a program.

WORLD

OR

AGENCY

EXECUTIVE

AS

Answers
Serial script shows.
Decidedly. One sponsor has 19 separate script shows a
day— five days a week.
Because sponsors have found no other type of program
so potent.
4. C. E. Hooper survey shows the top daytime serial is a
World
transcribed
and10.8.
Jane"— on the air
in
Middle
West sinceshow,
1930. "Judy
Rating,
5. By no means. Radio's most widely heard musical programs have been on World. Chevrolet— 425 stations;
Ford— 331 stations (both three a week); Coca-Cola—
163 stations, five a week.
6. Because sponsors want the last degree of flexibility to
perfectly match sales and distribution. Using spot, they
may have many stations or few, and just where and
when they want them. They can double up here, pull
out there, go in or out of markets on short notice.

BROADd

—

lURSELF

THESE

QUESTIONS

iSee station listing at right.
lYou
I(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f )

have a right to expect these aids :
A pre-view of new program ideas in wide variety.
Data on the most successful types of programs.
Professional skill in helping you design your program.
Advice on talent.
Complete data on markets and stations.
Complete recording service, with the most advanced studio
and technical equipment in the transcription field.

his "quiz" indicates you have been missing something, we
ite you to make use of our facilities. And when your show
s on as a World presentation you will have the satisfaction
jsnowing that in the most remote market as in New York, it
be heard with unsurpassed clarity and color. Because it is
established fact that World vertical-cut Wide Range tranptions are the most life-like mirrors of sound known to
nee.

4STING

ADVERTISERS'
BLUE BOOK
—
These stations en joy exclusive local rights to the World Library
— greatest repertory of music ever recorded for radio — and
their audienqes enjoy vastly superior reception because these
stations have installed the most sensitive and costly equipment designed especially for broadcasting World recordings.
Advertisers planning spot campaigns will do well to consider
the influence and popularity of World ProgramWBAPService stations.
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Keep American radio free as the press.
Maintain a system of free, competitive broadcasting, rendering public service without undue
restraint.
Build programs to provide the greatest good
for the greatest number.
Avoid political partisanship on the air.
Install radios in every home, classroom, office,
automobile, passenger train and airplane.
Keep pace with technical developments and
foster their commercial applications.
Profit Paradox
IN 1939 the broadcast business barometer hit a
new high — 14% in gross time sales ahead of
the preceding year, according to an analysis
summarized in this issue and published in full
in our 1940 Yearbook number, now being distributed. During the same period national
magazine advertising rose 9.1%, farm paper
volume 2.6% and newspaper lineage 1.5%.
It is an eloquent success story for radio that
these figures tell. Radio, even after two decades,
is still the enterprising youngster among media.
Surpassed only by newspapers, it takes unchallenged control of second place among media
with an estimated gross of $171,113,813, as
against the third-place volume of $151,484,000
for national magazines.
Figures are tricky. A skillful manipulator
can make them prove most anything. In 1938,
a "recession" year, radio's gain
only a few
percentage points. But other was
media showed
definite losses because advertisers were playing budgets close to the belt. In 1939, on the
other hand, all of the major advertising media
showed increases, vtdth radio well ahead of the
field. Actually, radio maintained its ratio of
gain.
While the indicated dollar volume increase
appears spectacular and while radio established a new industry high, that nevertheless
is only part of the story. What counts is net
profit. These figures will not be known for
several months — after the FCC computes the
results of financial questionnaires now in the
hands of stations. It appears a safe guess, however, that despite the increased gross, the net
will not boom upward apace.
For 1939 was an expensive radio year. The
networks, for example, threw monetary caution
to the winds in covering the war. Commercials
were cancelled with abandon to do a public
service job. Staffs still are being maintained
abroad and daily transoceanic reports are
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broadcast from the warring capitals and even
from the front lines. That's expensive.
Labor union activity, despite radio's status
as the best paying industry, boosted the overhead curve. Stations have expanded facilities
and plant, stemming mainly from power boosts.
There hasn't been any letdown from the percentage-plunder s— copyright owners, musicians, record manufacturers and who-not. Experimentation has gone forward — in television,
facsimile and now F-M against the day when
broadcasters will be enabled to provide new and
expanded service to the public.
True, broadcasters were able to retrieve a
portion of this added overhead through increased sales, largely in news sponsorship. But
the gap between income and net profit appears
to be closing. Business isn't necessarily good
when gross increases. The ratio of profit also
must be maintained or increased.
There is reflected yet another sign in the
1939 figures that should cause consternationone to which we have called attention in the
past. It is the segregation of the bulk of a network business, and to a lesser extent spot, in a
few product categories. In 1939 the convenience
goods sponsors, especially large manufacturers
of articles purchased in small units with high
repeat sales, such as foods, cosmetics, soaps,
kitchen supplies and gasoline, accounted for
87.4% of network volume. In spot, these product sponsors accounted for 70%. These figures
demonstrate the necessity for a broadening of
radio's sponsorship base — of attracting new
industry and service groups as a cushion
against the future.
Born or Stillborn?
SHALL television be unleashed? That is the
hottest of several potatoes being tossed about
at the FCC. Its ramifications are little short
of staggering.
The FCC has heard a week of testimony
from leading figures in the field. There were
cross-currents aplenty, but on the fundamental
issue of prompt promulgation of regulations
permitting "limited commercial" operation in
lieu of the non-commercial experimentation of
the last decade, the majority urged action.
To the broadcaster, television is a challenge
and a gamble. It is aural broadcasting's next
dimension. There are some who question this —
the motion picture industry, for example — and
who would do everything possible to assure its
stillbirth, or at least impede its advent.
The FCC heard an amazing admixture of
viewpoints from some of the most active minds
in radio. Paul W. Kesten, vice-president of

CBS, talked brass tacks from the broadcasters'
viewpoint — one of the few dissertations on
behalf of the men who are destined to operate
television stations. Indeed, it was a rather
strange spectacle, that the industry whose very
destiny is affected in such a vital way had so
few spokesmen, while the preponderance of
manufacturers, jobbers and others bickered
about standards, selling methods and non-public service aspects.
The Kesten case was forceful. He told of
long years of red ink before the telecaster realizes a return; of advertising rates three times
as high as aural radio to reach the break-even
point, and of at least seven years — prosperous
years — required to equip only 30% of the homes
in any given market with television sets. His
plea was that television should not be given a
public trial at public expense lest the broadcaster be held responsible for possible defects,
failures or changes. NBC, as well as Don Lee,
also made a case for the practical broadcaster.
On the other hand, Thomas F. Joyce, dynamic vice-president of RCA, predicted television would go like wildfire once good programs
are presented and the green light is given the
art. NBC Vice-President Alfred H. Morton
reported enthusiastic response from the 10,000
"lookers" in New York receiving NBC's regularly scheduled telecasts, and told of more than
a curious interest on the part of advertisers.
With one or two exceptions, leading figures
in the art pronounced television technically
feasible. Yet there can be no audiences unless
there are programs. Experimental programs
cannot he presented indefinitely without return.
The "limited commercial" recommendation to
permit the pioneers to recapture at least their
program costs certainly is warranted, though
we think full commercial operations would be
more expedient. Those who feel fortunes will
be made overnight in television program sponsorship do not know advertisers. It's a simple
question
economics.
They buy
Rates areofbased
on audience
and "circulation".
results.
It seems to us the course of the FCC is clear.
Once it decides that television is technically
feasible and that the bands are available, it
should establish rules to govern the new service— rules designed to nurture its speedy and
wholesome development. Questions of dealer
and jobber competition, of flim-flamming an
unsuspecting public, belong to the Federal
Trade Commission, not the FCC. The public
will buy sets only if there is sufficient program
inducement.
Leading companies are prepared to invest
their money in television. They are willing to
take the gamble after plunging heavily in experimentation. Certainly little can be gained
by holding back a matter of months, and certainly television cannot be bom an adult. The
history of American inventive genius, and it is
peculiarly radio's, is that of meeting any situation once there is incentive.
We submit, therefore, that television should
be given its head, under reasonable regulations.
The FCC should not be swayed by the bleatings of fearful competitors or manufacturers
who trail the procession and want to catch up.
Progress, beneficial to the public, should not
be artificially retarded. Television conceivably
can give birth to a new industry providing new
opportunities for thousands and giving the
citizenry a new means of enlightment, education and relaxation.
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GEORGE WILFRED JOHNSTONE
WHEN Alfred J. McCosker, WORMutual chieftain, announced the
other day that he had "loaned"
"Johnny" Johnstone to Herbert
Hoover's Finnish Relief Fund Inc.
as part time director of radio activities, acheer might well have
gone up in war-torn Finland. For
sheer driving force and effectiveness, Johnny Johnstone has few
peers. Best of all, every newspaper
and radio man who knows him — ■
and that's about every one in New
York and environs — must have
been delighted with the appointment. That he will do his usual
good job for the embattled and deserving Finns, goes without saying.
George Wilfred Johnstone, director of public relations for WORMutual, next month will complete
17 years in broadcasting and something like 30 years in radio. One of
the
industry's
first
learned radio asrealan pioneers,
amateur he
in 1910
when he was assigned his first
operator's
On
March 23, license,
1923, he went2AAL.
to work
as a control man with WEAF, then
owned by AT&T. Successively he
became WEAF's publicity director, NBC's first press relations director and, just before MBS was
organized, press chief of WOR.
Born in Plainfield, N. J., in 1900,
Johnny Johnstone went to the primary and high schools of Perth
Amboy, N. J., during which he was
literally
"brought
up"ofin the
the Perth
news
and business
offices
Amboy Evening News. As a youngster he rode two hobbies — radiotelegraphy and music. He was leading solo boy in the choir of the
Cathedral of St. John the Divine in
New York City, singing there in
1913 and 1914 while attending
choir school. An early propensity
for the piano made him an accomplished player, and at 15 he led his
own orchestra which he combined
with his newspaper job until the
war broke out.
As a "ham" he had learned the
rudiments of radio so well that he
was picked among the first batch
of instructors assigned to the U.
S. Naval Radio School at Harvard.
When the war ended he was one of
BROADCASTING

President Wilson's radio operators
aboard the USS Washington.
Out of the service, Johnny turned
back to music and journalism. He
worked at his newspaper job by
day, conducted an orchestra at
night. In 1921 he toured the Keith
vaudeville circuit as pianist for the
Dolce Sisters, a harmony trio, and
in 1922 joined Vincent Lopez's orchestra as relief pianist for Lopez.
Marrying Anne Helene Merello
Sept. 10, 1923, he preferred to settle down rather than travel the
hustings with a vaudeville act or an
orchestra. He had been following
the experimental broadcasts of
WEAF, and one day wandered
down to the AT&T radio headquarters at 24 Walker St. and asked
for a job — any kind of job, but
preferably publicity work in view
of his newspaper experience. They
put him in the engineering department, but not before he had an understanding that the first opportunity that arose in the publicity department office would be his. He
waited a year for that opportunity.
His first publicity assignment was
to publicize and assist Graham McNamee in that famous "24 votes for
Underwood!" convention in New
York's old Madison Square Garden
in 1924. The latter part of that
year Edgar H. Felix, then head of
WEAF's publicity department, resigned and Johnny Johnstone got
the job.
An open-faced little fellow even
then inclined to chubbiness, the
new publicity chief (Wilfred Johnstone to everyone then, with an
unrequited passion to get people
to call him George) bristled with
energy, soon won the confidence of
his superiors and friends among the
staff. John A. Holman, now manager of WBZ, Boston, was then
WEAF's manager. Mr. Holman one
day asked his secretary to send out
for "Johnny". She came back with
one of the porters, whose name was
John. "That's not the Johnny I
want," exclaimed Holman, "I want
Johnny Johnstone!" That was the
first time he had been called Johnny, and the soubriquet stuck.
For several years he dovetailed
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BERT MITCHELL, formerly with
KPLT, Paris, Tex., and KGKL, San
Angelo, Tex., has been appointed manKABC,
Antonio,
ingager ofCliff
Tatom,Sanwho
is nowsucceedwith
KCMC, Texarkana, Tex. Foster W.
Fort, formerly manager of KCMC, has
joined the announcing and sales staff
of KFRO, Longview, Tex.
W. R. CHRISTIAN, formerly of
WGST, Atlanta ; George P. Moore, of
WAGA, Atlanta, and William Haas,
transferred from WLW, have joined
the salescinnati.department
WSAI,
Mr. Haas willof head
the Cinnew
sales service department of WSAI.
WILLIAM THOMAS HAMILTON,
formerly in the sales department of
WNEW, New York, and previously
with Tide Magazine and the P. LorUlard Co.,
has joined
the sales department of WOR,
Newark.
H. LESLIE ATLASS, CBS Chicago
vice-president, was in Hollywood in
mid-January to confer with Donald W.
Thornburgh,
Pacific Coast vice-president.
JOHN C. SPEARMAN, of the law
firm of Stephens, Spearman, Sykes &
Roberson and a brother of Paul D. P.
Spearman, on Jan. 18 was admitted
to practice before the FCC. He recently passed his bar examination.
Russell P. Place, recently appointed
NAB counsel, also was admitted to
FCC practice.
FRANK E. MASON, vice-president of
NBC's 18
department
of information,
on
Jan.
addressed
the Rochester
(N. Y.)
wave radio.Advertising Club on shortTERRY GUNN, formerly of the sales
staff of Transamerican Broadcasting
& Television Corp., has joined the sales
staff of WOV, New York.
L. C. STOKELY, formerly account
executive of WKY, Oklahoma City, is
now
in Hollywood,
where he plans to
re-enter
radio.
his WEAF job with occasional
play-dates with Lopez, but in 1925
he had to give up professional music. In 1926 NBC was organized,
and the late George F. McClelland,
newly-appointed vice-president and
general manager, in assuming
charge of WEAF, assigned Johnstone to the high-sounding post of
director of press relations. His
first duty was to start the mimeographs rolling and make press contacts for the newly-appointed NBC
president, M. H. Aylesworth. As
the
grew, Johnny's
duties
and company
contacts expanded.
In 1931,
he
was made assistant to Mr. Aylesworth.
Shortly before Mutual was organized, Mr. McCosker invited
Johnstone to join WOR. With a
five-man department he has during
the last five years coordinated news
broadcasts, special features, talks
and publicity in a way that has
focused the attention of the industry and public on WOR and MBS.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnstone make
their home at Great Neck, Long
Island, with their children, Suzanne, 12, and George W. Jr., 8.
His hobbies are swimming, boating, playing host and — relic of a
never-to-be-forgotten past as an
amateur — dialing the international
sljortwaves.

ALFRED J. McCOSKER, president
of WOR, Newark, and chairman of
the board of MBS, left New York Jan.
26, accompanied by Mrs. McCosker,
for a month's
as the
house
guest ofstay
Rudyin Hollywood
Vallee. While
on
the West Coast he will confer with
Don Lee Network officials and renew
old acquaintances in the radio and
motion picture industries.
HENRY GERSTENKORN, merchandising director of Don Lee Broadcasting System, Los Angeles, and Grace
Chapman,
are to Cal.,
be married
ford University,
on Feb. at10.StanE. LEE JAHNCKE Jr. of the NBC
stations division and a son of the
former Secretary of the Navy, recently
married
Cornelia
Dickerman
of New
York Redington
and Southampton,
daughter
of
W.
C.
Dickerman,
dent of American Locomotive Co.presiLAWRENCE W. LOWMAN, CBS
vice-president in charge of operations,
went on vacation following his appearance on behalf of the broadcasters
at the AFM executive board session
in Miami. Following a stay in Havana,
he had planned to proceed to the West
Coast before returning to New York
the end of February.
W. E. (Bill) McDonald, former
manager of KFNF, Shenandoah, la.,
has been named manager of WHBY,
which was to move its studios to Appleton. Wis., Feb. 1.
JOHNdent in F.
ROYAL,
NBC vice-presicharge
of programs,
left New
York Jan. 17 for a visit to the West
Coast, his first in several years. He
is auditioning and renewing contacts.
WILT GUNZENDORFER, manager
of KSRO. Santa Rosa. Cal., on Jan.
17 eloped by plane to Reno, Nev., and
married
co societyNatale
girl. Traube, San FrancisJOHN L. SULLIVAN, producer and
narrator
of on
the WJJD,
Chicago Chicago,
at Work has
series heard
joined
WDWS,
Champaign,
111.,
as
commercial manager.
EVERETT L. THOMPSON,
ly commercial manager of
Pa.
Olean,cialN.department
Y., hasofjoined
WEEU,the

formerWHDL,
commerReading.

.lAMES
Camp's
Centreof
staff

R. (Red) WEAVER, Walter
1919 All-America center from
College, Ashland,
has joined
WCMI,
Ky. the sales
CHARLES E. SEEBECK, formerly
of WJEJ, Hagerstown. Md., and
WJW, Akron, O., has joined the sales
staff of WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va.
GERALD V. MOORE, formerly of
WFBR, Baltimore, and WFIL, Philadelphia, is joining WKAT, Miami
Beach, in an executive sales capacity.
ROBERT ALEXANDER, of KTUL,
Tulsa, Okla., has been named account
executive, succeeding Melvin Drake,
who has taken over active management
of KGGF, Coffeyville, Kan.
CARL M. LYNGE Jr.. formerly of the
publicity
General
tric Co., department
Schenectady,of has
joinedElecthe
advertising staff of Carrier Corp.,
Syracuse, where he will prepare sales
promotional programs and write copy
for general publications.
T. C. SHAYS, who formerly operated
the Society Artist Bureau, and H. McIntyre azine,
Grout,
formerly
Mag-of
have joined
the with
salesCuestaff
WFAS, White Plains, N. Y.
O. B. EDDENS, account executive at
KROW, Oakland, Cal.,. has resigned.
PAUL MILLS, salesman of WOWO,
Fort
Wayne,of istheauthor
of "LittleFriendly
Star",
the theme
Alka-Seltzer
Neighbors serial.
HYLA KICZALES, general manager
of WOV, New York, has been ill since
Jan. 18 with a severe case of intestinal
grippe.
DALEROBINSON,
formerly of
KPDN, Pampa, Tex., has joined the
sales department of KTOK, OklaCity, along with Leon Betz,
new to homaradio.
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PHILIP F. SIFF, a member of the
investment banking house, Lehman
Bros., New York, where he has specialized in radio, television and motion pictures, has been elected a director of Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, New York.
ARTHUR SIMON, manager of
WPEN, Philadelphia, has been named
to the radio division of the All-Philadelphia Citizens Committee, formed to
bring national political conventions to
Philadelphia.
RALPH R. BRUNTON, general manager of KJBS, San Francisco and
KQW. San Jose, Cal., was confined
to the Dante Hospital in San Francisco last month with a throat infection.
HERMAN J. TAUBER has resigned
from the advertising department of
Radio Wire Television, New York,
but has not announced his future
plans.
JOSEPH A. STEINER, formerly of
the Ruben H. Donnelly Co., Chicago,
has joined the sales department of
WGES, Chicago.
JAMES L. FOUCH, president of
Universal Microphone Co., Inglewood,
Cal., is in Hollywood Hospital recovering from a major operation.

Edgar

Shutz

Dies

Following Stroke
EDGAR P. SHUTZ, 49, commercial
and business manager of WIL, St.
Louis, died Jan. 20 from a cerebral
hemhorrage. Well-known in broadcasting circles, he died in the hospital two hours after collapsing in his
office while at work. The funeral
was held Jan. 23. No successor will
be appointed in the near future, according to WIL officials.
Before becoming associated with
WIL, Mr. Shutz was automobile
editor of the old St. Louis Times.
He is survived by his wife, a son
and daughter, his mother, and a
brother and sister.
Jack G. Hutchings
JACK C. HUTCHINGS, 46, president and owner of Lethbridge
Broadcasting Ltd., CJOC, Lethbridge, Alta., died suddenly of a
heart attack while on the street on
Jan. 21. For the last nine years
he had been associated with CJOC,
having bought out the interest of
H. R. Carson, CFAC, Calgary, who
heard of the death of his former
partner while attending the convention of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters in Montreal, and who
immediately flew to Lethbridge. Mr.
Hutchings was well-known in the
wholesale automotive supply business throughout Canada, and especially in the West. He was born
in Calgary and resided in western Canada all his life. His wife
and two children survive.
Edward H. Uhl
EDWARD H. UHL, 69, retired
president of the Southern California Music Co., Los Angeles, and
well-known in radio circles during
the early days of broadcasting, died
at his home in Hollywood Jan. 19,
following a lingering illness. A native of Indianapolis, Ind., Mr. Uhl
was one of the founders and first
presidents of the old Southern California Radio & Music Trades Assn.
when Los Angeles radio was first
being commercialized. Surviving is
his wife, Mrs. Louise Uhl.
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JACK HOFFMAN, with KTUL, Tulsa, for four years, has been named
program director, succeeding Mrs.
Vivian Sandler, resigned. Tom Morris
.Jr. succeeds Hoffman in the production department. Betty Dyer, formerly
of R. J. Potts Co., Kansas City, has
joined KTUL as day receptionist.
GENE ARNOLD, heard on KGKO,
Fort Worth, for Texas Electric Service Co., Willi celebrate his 12th year as
a radio performer Feb. 9 on his Fifteen Minutes With You show. Arnold
started as announcer and singer on
WROK,
Rockford, lU., on Feb. 9.
1928.
ROY W. WINSOR, formerly of Leo
Burnett Co., Chicago agency, has
joined
cago. the directing staff of NBC-ChiMARIAN STITT, of the program department of WOW, Omaha, has announced her engagement to James
Ham,
with
Armour & Co. in Des
Moines.
NORMAN S. McGEE, director of
agency relations of WQXR, New York,
on Dec. 21 married the former Mrs.
Pamela Clark in Westport, Conn.
ROBERT A. SIMON, director of continuities of WOR, Newark, on Feb. 6
will start conducting a course in radio
script writing at New York U.
KEITH KIRBY, formerly chief announcer at KSFO, San Francisco, reland. cently resigned to join KROW, Oak-

JOHN B. LYMAN Jr., formerly director of radio and special events for
the Golden Gate International Exposition, San Francisco, and prior to
that on the NBC production staff, that
city, has duction
joined
Denver, as
promanager.KOA,
He succeeds
Roscoe
K. Stockton who resigned to become
director and producer of the Sloane
Foundation series of programs. You
Make America, sponsored on KOA.
Mr. Stockton continues as head of the
radio of the Denver U.
PAT FLANAGAN, veteran sportscaster of WBBM, Chicago, and Mrs.
Flanagan left Jan. 23 for a four-week
vacation at Sarasota, Fla., after which
he will start a three-week tour of big
league baseball training camps in the
Florida area. He will continue another two weeks or more after that,
visiting Texas training camps and the
West Coast and Catalina Island to
complete the circuit.
KEN KENNEDY, program director
of WDAY, Fargo, N. D., has been
named general chairman of the Jack
Frost Winter Carnival, to be held in
Fargo
Feb.Chamber
16-19 under
auspicesBillof
the Junior
of Commerce.
Dean, WDAY publicity director, is director of radio publicity for the event,
which will feature a nationally known
ice skating
man as m.c. troupe with Ransom SherCHARLES STARK. CBS announcer
and conductor of the CBS program
Oddities in the Neios, has been appointed radio director of the ITeagin
School of Dramatic Arts, New York,
where he studied ten years ago.
JEROME SCHWARTZ, CBS Hollywood writer, has written a child's
story,
"OscarHouse,
the Ostrich",
published
by Random
New York.

ROY McKEE, formerly with stations
in Oklahoma City and Wichita Falls,
has joined the announcing staff of
KGKO, Fort Worth. MUton Atkinson,
of the Texas Christian U journalism
department, has been added to the
KGKO staff as assistant trafiic manager.
SAM PIERCE, CBS Hollywood announcer, and Mrs. Pierce are the parents of a girl, born Jan. 7.
JOE PARKER, NBC Hollywood director of the Fibber McOee & Molly
program, sponsored by S. C. Johnson
& Son. has written a new song. "Hold
Out forlishedHeaven",
which is
by M. Witmark
& being
Son. pubthat
city.
TRUMAN BRADLEY, CBS Hollywood announcer, and Myra Bratton,
film actress, were married in Las
Vegas, Nev., Jan. 12.
LEIGHTON BRILL, Hollywood
writer, is in New York for story conferences with Young & Rubicam executives on the serial. One of the Finest,
sponsored by Gordon Baking Co., as a
live and transcribed show.
JOHN LANG, formerly an RKO Radio Pictures film actor, and prior to
that in the NBC New York production department, has joined KHJ, Los
Angeles, as announcer.
GUILBERT GIBBONS, formerly of
the production staff of NBC-Chicago,
has joined Carl Wester & Co., Chicago
program firm.
JACK DOUGLAS, announcer of
WJR, Detroit, has joined KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
KAY BARR. formerly with NBC, New
York and previous to that publicity
director at KDKA, Pittsburgh, recently joined the press department of
KPO-KGO, San Francisco.
GORDON SWARTOUT, managing
editor of Irving Parker Radio Feature
Service, Hollywood publicity firm, has
resigned to work on the new motion
picturetionalsection
Radio Guide,
naradio fan of
magazine.
He retains
stock interest in the publicity firm.
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TED CHRISTIE, formerly in the
publicity department of the 1939 New
York World's Fair, has been placed in
charge of press and radio publicity for
the Paul V. McNutt for President
campaign in New York. Mr. Christie
was
previously
with AP, INS and
Press-Radio
Bureau.
DOROTHY ROCKWELL, recently
appointed Washington correspondent
for WQXR, New York, is now supplying the station with a daily noon
Washington Dispatch program of news
and background information on activities in the nation's capital.
MERTON EMMERT and Charles
Grisham, agricultural college graduates who last fall won .$500 scholarships to study the radio aspects of
agriculture at WLW, Cincinnati, have
been added to the permanent staff of
the station. The scholarships provided
for six months study at WLW, and
when this period expired on Jan. 10,
the students received their regular
staff appointments.
HARLAN DUNNING, announcer,
formerly with KGMB, Honolulu, recently joined KROW, Oakland, Cal.
RUSSELL HIRSCH, formerly program director of WCMI, Ashland,
Ky., has been transferred to HuntingVa., to there.
manageMark
the Williams
station's
remoteton, W.studios
has been named program director to
succeed Hirsch. Harold Marler, formerly a WCMI announcer, has been
named manager of the remote studios
in
Ironton,
O., succeeding
Ken McClure,
transferred
to Huntington.
LEONARD LEVINSON, Hollywood
writer, has joined the staff of the NBC
Fibber McGee d Mollie program,
sponsored by S. C. Johnson & Son. He
is assisting Don Quinn, writer of the
series.
NED TELLINGER, preducer at
KGO-KPO, San Francisco, has been
transferred to the Hollywood studios
of NBC, where he succeeds Joe Thompson, who has gone to New York NBC
studios.
PERRY HILLEARY has resigned
from ingthe
announcstaff KLO,
and is Ogden,
now in Utah,
Hollywood.
JUDITH WALLER, educational director of NBC-Chicago, on Jan. 19
was named an honorary member of
ternity.
Beta Epsilon Phi, national radio fra-

FLORENCE

LUEDEKE

SALESMAN, writer, announcer
and the only woman on the sales
staff of WMBD, Peoria, 111., is
Florence Pearson Luedeke. A graduate of Illinois U, Mrs. Luedeke
joined WMBD in April, 1932, and
she includes in her business experience such enterprises as selling
Chicago Tribune and Chicago Daily
News advertising, editing society
news for the South Town Economist
in Chicago, and working in the sales
department of the Peoria JournalTranscript. In addition to writing
and announcing, she contacts
W M B D ' s department store and
furniture accounts and produces
shows for her clientele — among
them WMBD's Brain Teasers quiz
program, which has been sponsored
for more than two years. Three
years ago she married Harry
Luedeke, WMBD chief announcer.
BROADCASTING

HAROLD SPARKS, formerly of
WTJS, Jackson, Miss., has joined the
announcing staff of KFDA, Amarillo,
Tex., succeeding Billy Budd, retired to
attend Amarillo Junior College.
IRVING C. WAUGH, formerly of
AVGH, Newport News, Va., has joined
the announcing staff of WDBJ, RoaVa., replacing
Roger
who onnoke, Feb.
1 was to
join von
the Roth,
NBC
staff in Washington.
BELLE WEST, Polly the Shopper of
KOIL, Omaha, has started a new
twice-weekly show, Hollywood Oossip,
sponsored Fridays and Sundays on
KOIL and KFOR, Lincoln, by Cinema
Sable.
ALICE SANTTI, of the trafiic department of WEEI,
Boston, recently
underwent an appendectomy.
Tenney
Kelley has taken over her duties while
she is in the hospital.
DON QUINN, exclusive author of the
Fibber McGee d Molly program since
it started on NBC in April, 1935, has
appointed Leonard Levinson, noted
Hollywood writer, as assistant so he
can handle additional writing for S.
C. Johnson Co., sponsors of the proAL BARKER, of the production staff
of NBC-Chicago, is the author of
gram.
"Overnight", a stage play based on activities in tourist cabin camps. The
show was to be staged at the local
Woman's Club Theatre Feb. 1 and 2.
Among Chicago radio actors appear"Overnight"'
Ray Nancy
Suber.
Franking in Dane,
Fran are
Carlon.
Douglass.
• Broadcast

Advertising

ALBERT J. BEVERIDGE Jr., newsman of WIRE, Indianapolis, is the
father of a boy born Jan. 18. Mr. Beveridge also recently was appointed
State chairman for the Finnish Relief
Fund by former President Herbert
Hoover.
TOM WOLF, night publicity editor of
WOR, Newark, is resigning to join
the writing
staffNoof successor
the NationalwillEdu-be
cation Assn.
named at this time.
RONALD REAGAN, Hollywood film
actor and formerly announcer of
WHO, Des Moines, and Jane Wyman,
motion picture actress, were married
Jan. 26.
MISCHA KOTTLER has replaced
Herbert Mertz as director of music of
WWJ, Detroit. Walter Bastian has
returned to the station as a staff musician.
FRED GWYNN, formerly of KFIKECA, Los Angeles, has joined the
KIEV, Glendale, Cal., announcing
staff. He replaces Allen Berg, resigned.
PIERRE ANDRE, announcer of
NBC-Chicago, has rejoined the staff
»f WGN, that city, to handle the Little Orphan Annie strip program.
MAURICE RAPKIN, CKCL, Toronto, program director, is recovering
from an appendicitis operation.
FRANCES MARION, Hollywood film
writer, is scripting the weekly halfhour NBC-Red network sustaining
dramatic
program,
which started
Jan. 28.Saturday's
Robert L. Child,
Redd
is producer.
JOHN D. MALOY, chief announcer
of WLAW, Lawrence, Mass., and Marie F. Brogan, WLAW receptionist,
recently announced their engagement.
TOM HANLON, CBS Hollywood announcer, has been set for a sports announcing part in a new Paramount
picture.
HERB ALLEN, KFI-KECA, Los
Angeles, announcer, is the father of
a boy born Jan. 22.
DON MARTIN, traffic supervisor of
WFIL, Philadelphia, since 1937, has
been named production manager of the
station.
ARNOLD MARQUIS, producer at
KPO-KGO, San Francisco, is conducting a course in radio writing at
U of California Extension Division,
San Francisco.
FRANK BIGNELL, announcer, of
WJJD, Chicago, is the father of a
baby boy born Jan. 22.
CLAIRE CHAMBERS, CJRC, Winnipeg, has joined the sales and announcing staff of CKSO, Sudbury,
Ont. Fred Haywood, formerly of the
production staff of CJRC and W.
Valentine formerly of CJRC and Toronto transcription studios, have also
joined the CKSO production staff.
HARRY KRAMER, announcer of the
New York Broadcasting System and
WINS, New York, is the father of a
boy born recently.
JOYCE WHEATON, radio editor of
San Francisco Cavalcade, weekly publication, recently was added to the
KPO-KGO dramatic staff.
EDWARD ALLEN, announcer of
WGN, Chicago, is the father of a boy
born Jan. 23.
AL MAGAZIN, West Coast sportscaster, has been engaged by KSAN,
San Francisco, to broadcast boxing
matches. Lundstrom Hat Co. is sponsoring.
FRANK RAND, former head of public relations of CBS-Chicago who recently joined the public relations firm
of Rhoads & Rand, was feted by the
personnel of CBS-Chicago Jan. 22. Mr.
Rand was presented with a portable
radio.
DAVID McNUTT, member of the
press department at KPO-KGO, San
Francisco recently married Janet
Goldman, of Berkeley.
BROADCASTING

Kiley WFBM Sales Chief
WILLIAM
F. KILEY
Jr., has
been promoted to commercial manager of WFBM, Indianapolis, according to an announcement, Jan.
24 by Jesse L.
Kaufman, president. Mr. Kiley
started his radio
career in 1930 as
announcer and
writer on the Pep
Unlimited Club,
one of the first
recorded programs on the air.
He served in that Mr. Kiley
capacity until 1932 when he joined
the Indiana News Co. as promotional advisor. In 1933, he joined
WFBM as a writer, being promoted to continuity editor in 1933. During his years as a writer he created and wrote such programs as
the Early Birds, Tea Time Tunes,
and Stardust Melodies.
EARL A. EBI, formerly of WWJ,
Detroit, has joined the production staff
of NBC-Chicago.

THIS

SHERRILL ELLSWORTH, who recently joined the staff of KOB, Albuquerque, as a newscaster, is to be married
on St. Gibbon.s,
Valentine's
Feb.Lady
14,
to Patricia
formerDay,Story
of KGKY, Scottsbluff, Neb., according
to a report received by Broadcasting.
WALTER COMPTON, MBS presidential announcer of WOL, Wa.shington, has started a radio review column
in the Washington Times-Herald.
DICK BERTRANDIAS, formerly of
the press
been trans-of
ferred to department,
the proarani has
department
KPO-KGO, San Francisco.
JAMES POOLE, formerly a page boy
at NBC, San Francisco, recently was
promoted ceeding
to JunetheShaw,
press recently
department,
sucmarried,
who has re.signed.
LEONA LEIGH, KOA, Denver, receptionist, recently announced her engagement to Kenneth Stanley. The
wedding is scheduled in February.
JANE WISNOUSKY of the KOY,
Phoenix, business staff, after a serious
illness has i-etui-ned to the station.
CPIARLES TIGNER, formerly of
Texas State Network, has joined the
announcing staff of KWKH, Shreveport, La.

MARKET

JOE THOMPSON, NBC Hollywood
director, has been transferred to the
network's New York staff. Ned Tollinger,
NBC,transferred
San Francisco,
director,
has been
to Hollywood,
taking over Thompson's former post.
SAM wood
KELLOGG,
of the
Holly-to
tour department,
has CBS
resigned
join Western Adv. Artists. Los Angeles, as contact man.
NATALIE PARK, actress at NBC,
San Francisco, recently eloped to
Reno, Nev., with Melvin Vickland, announcer, formerly
with recently
KPO-KGO,
San Francisco,
and more
with
mldwestern stations.
CHARLES BALLOU, announcer of
WSVA, Harrisonburg. Va., early in
January married Glenna Wine, of
Waynesboro, Va.
BERTHA BOLTE, new to radio, has
joined the mailing department of
WWL. New Orleans.
CHARLES CUTLER, announcer of
WNLC, New London, Conn., plans to
transfer to the Pacific Coast to enter
radio there about March 1.
JERRY GEEHAN, KMO. Tacoma,
Wash., baseball announcer, has been
elected first vice-president of the Tacoma Young Men's Business Club.
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In the Family
JEAN ABBEY, heard regularly on her own program on
WJSV, Washington, on Jan.
22 interviewed a visiting celebrity— Mary Howard, who
portrayed Ann Rutledge in
the movie version of "Abe
Lincoln in Illinois", given its
world premiere in Washington that evening. Miss Abnameis is
Meredithof
Howardbey's—realshe
a sister
the movie actress, who played
opposite Raymond Massey in
the picture.
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EMERSON SMITH, chief announcer
of KDYL, Salt Lake City, and formerly special events reporter for NBC
in San Francisco, has been promoted
to assistant program director of the
station.
HENRY DUPRE, special events announcer of WWL, New Orleans, officiated as m.c. at the annual Knights of
Columbus Ball in Biloxi, Miss., on
Jan. 18.
BILL WINDER, engineering student
at Oklahoma
joinedOklahoma
the announcing staffU,ofhasWKY,
City. dioNeal
formerly
in raon the Spaulding,
West Coast,
has joined
WKY sical
as director.
assistant to Allan Clark, mu-

within

150

of

mUe

radius . . . more people than live in the
entire state of Louisiana.
Shreveport is one of America's most
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for

your

advertising

mes-

sages reaching progressive, able-to-buy
prospects.
KWKH

If you
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want

results

put

sales increase. Ask for addi-

RITA
LaROY,
well-known
Coast stylist,
has been
appointedPacific
CBS
Hollywood fashion editor, and along
with various activities has launched
a weekly hour program, Hollywood
Fashion Clinic, on KNX, that city.
MERLE HOUSH, of the production
department of WLS, Chicago, has returned to his duties
following from
a fourmouth absence
recuperating
an
operation.
LEE J. RHEINER, night hostess of
WFBL, Syracuse, recently announced
that she will marry Greyston Beall,
Philadelphia
marine draftsman, on
Feb.
10.
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THE BRANHAfi

PAUL DOUGLAS, announcer for
Chesterfield
cigarettes, on Jan. 15 underwent an appendectomy.
ASHLEY SIMS, new to radio, has
joined KOY, Phoenix, as announcer.
GLADYS CRONKHITE, home economics director at KPO-KGO, San
Francisco, has been named one of the
judges in the national limerick contest
to run for 10 weeks under the auspices
of the California Prune Growers.
LLOYD L. HARRIS, Hollywood
screen and radio writer, is writing the
KHJ, Imperial
Los Angeles,
weekly half-hour
serial.
Intrigue.
TOL cadeWARE,
commentator
Cavalof the Oolden
West at thein Golden
Gate Exposition last year, has joined
the announcing staff of KSFO, San
Francisco.

for you during 1940

tional information on the Shreveport

Member

JOHN STANTON, KOA, Denver, announcer, isdoing the fashion commentary on the weekly Lovely Lady program s|)onsored l)y Chamljerlain Lablotion), on 11 NBCMountain oratories
Red (handstations.

CO.

GEORGE MATHEWS and Robert
Morris have been added to the KOA,
Denver, guest relations staff.
ELSIE ALLEN, publicity director of
CJLS, Yarmouth, N. S., has announced
her engagement to George Drew, local
auto man. Ron Fraser, CJLS news
editor, entered the local hospital in
mid-.Tanuary for an appendectomy.
BOB EDGE, expert on hunting and
fishing for CBS, on Jan. 31 was guest
of honor at a dinner of the Quebec
Anglers Assn. at the Mt. Royal Hotel
in Montreal. Mr. Edge will later fill
four lecture engagements.
BROADCASTING

CY LELAND, m.c. of Chuck Wagon
Gang, originating six times weekly on
KGKO, Fort Worth, for Lone Star
Chain stations under sponsorship of
Bewley Mills, Fort Worth, on Jan.
29 celebrated completion of his fifth
year for the same sponsor. The Gang
made their debut on WBAP, Fort
Worth, five years ago, but transferred
to KGKO
last May.football
Leland and
is atrack
former All-American
star of Texas Christian U.
GEORGE
L. SUTHERLAND,
formerly of WMEX,
Boston, has joined
the sports and special events announcing ence
staffFord
of has
WKRC,
Lawrbeen Cincinnati.
appointed to
the
sales promotion department to devote
his time ijrimarily to market research
studies and dealer surveys.
WOODROW HATTIC, director of
agriculture of WWL, New Orleans,
has been officially made CBS Farm
Reporter for Louisiana, Mississippi
and Alabama. Hattic has already participated infour CBS shows, traveling
to Shreveport, St. Louis, and Chicago
for the network.
ERNEST RICCA, head sound man at
WW.I, Detroit, has been assigned to
new duties as producer. Shields Dierkes,
Rieca's assistant, will handle sound.
MISCHA KOTTLER, nationally |
known pianist, is now musical director
of WWJ, Detroit, replacing Herbert
Mertz,
Walter Bastian will
contract resigned.
for musicians.
VIC LUND, sports broadcaster of
WIRE,
has committee
been electedof
a memberIndianapolis,
of the athletic
the Indianapolis
Chamber of Commerce for 1940.
MARGARET CUTHBERT, NBC director of women's programs, served as
one of cently
the conducted
judgesby for
the contest
rePublishers
Weekly
for the best advertising campaign in
the last six months of 1939 directed
by a publishing firm for a trade book.
DWIGHT MERRIAM, formerly program director of KROC, Rochester,
Minn., haspartmentjoined
production deof WKBN,the Youngstown,
O.
BERNARD
HERRMANN,
Hollywood music director of the CBS
Campbell I'layhotise, sponsored by
Campbell Soup Co., has written a
cantata,
on the
Herman "Moby
MelvilleDick",
novel.based
It will
be
perfoi'med early in April by the New
York Philharmonic
chestra and a chorus. Symphony orWINTHROP SHERMAN, formerly
of WBAP, Fort Worth, has joined
the announcing staff of KMOX, St.
Louis.
MURIEL O'MEARA, formerly of
KFWB, Hollywood,
has Eickelberg,
joined the
secretarial
staff of Wilbur
general sales manager of Don Lee
Broadcasting System, Los Angeles.
CBS Hollywood Shifts
REORGANIZATION of the CBS
Hollywood production staff headed
by Charles Vanda, western program director, haj brought in Ken
Niles as production supervisor, and
Wendell Niles as staff announcer.
Leaving the staff are Frank Graham, announcer, Ralph Scott and
Bill Lawrence, producers. Graham
continues his nightly Nightcap
Yams on KNX, Hollywood, and
Scott will do the commentary on a
thrice weekly five minute program
sponsored
on that
by Woodmen Accident
Co. station
(insurance)
starting Feb. 6. Lawrence will continue as producer-announcer of the
NBC / Want a Divorce program,
cooperatively sponsored. Ken Niles
was formerly on the production
staff of the weekly CBS Gateway to Hollywood series, sponsored
formerly by Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.
His brother Wendell currently is
announcer on the Al Pearce program, sponsored by Hawaiian Pineapple Co., and Melody Ranch, sponCBS. sored by Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., on
• Broadcast
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Staffs of KWTO-KGBX,
Springfield, Reorganized
REORGANIZATION of the staffs
of KWTO-KGBX, Springfield, Mo.,
was ordered Jan. 8 by General
Manager Ralph D. Foster. The two
stations which have been operated
previously as sister stations under
one roof, under the new setup will
be strictly competitive, according
to Mr. Foster.
To head the new KWTO sales department, incharge of all local and
national accounts, Mr. Foster has
appointed John E. Pearson, formerly national sales manager of
the two stations. Leslie L. Kennon,
formerly local salesman, was apand
also will pointed
take Pearson's
over assistant
the promotion
manager's
held by
Carl Ward. duties
Terryformerly
Moss, formerly
program director of both stations,
will confine his activities to KWTO
programs, and Russ Davis will be
in charge of KWTO announcers
and production. Aim of KWTO is
to develop as a farm station.
At KGBX Gordon Wardell, formerly local sales manager, has been
named sales manager, with Ralph
Stufflebam as assistant. George
Earle Wilson, formerly concentrating on script shows and special
productions for both stations, is
new program director of KGBX,
but will continue to write the script
show, LAttle Crossroads Store,
heard five days weekly on KWTO
for P&G White Naptha soap. Jim
Simmons is chief announcer of
KGBX. The news departments of
both stations are under the general
management of Floyd M. Sullivan,
former managing editor of the
Springfield Leader.
Staff Changes at KMBC
DAVID E. PARTRIDGE, formerly
of the Kansan City Kansan, has
joined the staff" of KMBC, Kansas
City, as a member of the publicity
and promotion department and assistant to M. F. (Chick) Allison,
publicity and promotion manager.
He will assume the duties now
being handled by Miss Betty Jo
LeVec, who is resigning to be married in the spring. In the continuity department Miss Josephine
Zimmerman, formerly of the PottsTumbill Advertising Co., Kansas
City, will replace Mrs. Florence
Braithwaite, who has resigned to go
to Washington, D. C. Victor Wintermeyer joins the staff as an assistant in the accounting department,
replacing Frank Hunter, recently
resigned. Mary Claire Matthews,
Omaha, is the fourth addition,
joining the staff as receptionist.
World's Fair Programs
PLANS for a series of weekly international programs, titled Our
Americas, in connection with the
opening of the 1940 New York
World's Fair, have practically been
completed by John S. Young, radio
director of the Fair, who has been
travelling through Latin America
arranging for the goodwill broadcasts with the presidents of the
various countries. The series, scheduled to start about April 1 on NBC,
MBS and CBS, will be similar to
the Salute to Nations weekly programs broadcast for the 1939 Fair
between the United States and
European countries. Mr. Young will
release details of the special series
along with information on regular
broadcasts from the Fair upon his
return to New York the end of
January.
IBROADCASTING

Gopher Dilemma
FRANCES BOARDMAN,
music critic of the St. Paul
Pioneer Press, which is halfowner of WTCN, Minneapolis, is leading a protest campaign against WTCN's Saturday night basketball pickups which have supplanted
the NBC Symphony series.
George Edmond, Pioneer
Press sports editor, is leading
the pro-basketball faction. So
far WTCN has declined to
drop the sports program, recalling protests last season
when the symphony was given precedence. Spokesmen of
both factions recently debated the question on WTCN.

POLLY MARTIN, conductor of the
Polly the Shopper program on
WHN, New York, with some of the
Christmas cards received from listeners in answer to a single announcement that if they would send
the cards they received to her instead of throwing them away she
would distribute them to hospitals.

THE GANNETT Newspaper interests,
already operators of about half dozen
stations, are disclosed by the FCC as
principals in the application of the
Utica Ohserver-Dispatch, Utica, N. Y.,
for a new 250-watt station in that
city to operate on 1420 kc.

WESTERN Gateway Broadcastins
Corp., Schenectady, N. Y., has applied
to the FCC for a new 250-watt station
in that city to operate on 1210 kc.
Principals in the firm are AVinslow P.
Leighton
and Schenectady
George R. Nelson,
partners in the
advertising
agency of Leighton & Nelson.

HISTORY

LIKE
WIBW

-with

a

IMPROVES

Radio Figures Take Part
In Political Campaigns
WITH the political cauldron just
beginning to simmer, owners of
radio stations are taking a prominent part in election campaigns.
During the last fortnight, Frank E.
Gannett, New York publisher and
radio station owner, announced his
candidacy
the Republican
nomination forfor
President
of the United
States, and entered the lists in New
York to oppose Thomas E. Dewey
for control of the New York deleIn Louisiana, James A. Noe ran
third
gation.in the Jan. 16 Democratic primarynationforin which
the gubernatorial
Earl K. Longnomiand
James H. Jones topped him and
will compete Feb. 20 in a runoff
primary. Mr. Noe is the owner of
WNOE, New Orleans, and halfowner of KOTN, Pine Bluff, Ark.
WMVA are the call letters assigned
by the FCC for the new local station
15].
authorized
for construction in Martinsville, Va. [Broadcasting, Jan.
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1936
• Whether you use spot announcements or
an hour's program, WIBW watches over
your account with all the anxiety of a hen
with just one chick, because it must produce results.

^^^^

TODAY

Advertisers are reaping increasingly GREATER BENEFITS from this
sound, established policy of Personalized Supervision.
One of America's newest and most modern transmitters now carries
WIBW's friendly, neighborly message into 206 counties . . . 1,231,980
buying homes throughout Kansas and almost half of all adjoining states
. . . the preferred station of more than 5,173,938 listeners.
Dollar for dollar, WIBW is
America's most outstanding
"buy" for consistent results.

®»
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Ft. Worth
Bristol-Myers Co., New York (Sal
Hepatiea), 15G sp, thru Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.
Welch Grape Juice Co.. Westfield.
N. Y., 34 *, thru H. W. Kastor &
Sons, Chicaso.
White King Soap Co., Los Angeles.
156 so, thru Raymond R. Morgan
Co., Los Angeles.
Quaker Oats Co.. Chicago (Ful-OPep poultry feeds), 26 sp, thru
Benton & Bowles, Chicago.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago (smoke
.salt). 15 sp, thru Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap Assoc., Milwaukee.
American Snui¥ Co., Memphis (GarSnuff), 218 t, thru Simon &
Gwynn,rett'sMemphis.
Smith Bros. Mfg. Co., Carthage, Mo.
(Big Smith work clothes), 234 sa,
thru R. J. Potts & Co., Kansas
City.
Imperial Sugar Co., Sugarland, Texas
(Imperial Sugar), 156 sp, thru
Tracy-Locke-Dawson, Dallas.
WOWO, Fort Wayne
Roman Cleanser Co., Detroit, 9 sa,
thru Gleason Adv. Agency, Detroit.
Harris Milling Co., Mt. Pleasant,
Mich. (Famo pancake flour). 33 sa,
thru Fred M. Randall Adv. Agency,
Detroit.
Cleveland Cleaner & Paste Co., Cleveland (wall paper cleaner). 30 sa.
thru
Campbell-Sanford Agency.
Cleveland.
Federal Land Bank, Louisville, sa series, direct.
Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines,
6 sa. thru R. J. Potts & Co., Kansas City.
WFBM, Indianapolis
Stanco Inc., New York, 5 t weekly,
thru McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Phillips Petroleum Corp., Bartlesville,
Okla., 10 so weekly, thru Lambert &
Feasley, N. Y.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York, 6 ta
weekly, thru Franklin Bruck Adv.
Corp., N. Y.
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc., Monticello,
111., 5 ta weekly, thru Benton &
Bowles, Chicago.
North American Life Insurance Co.,
Newark, 2 sp weekly, thru Franklin
Bruck Adv. Corp., N. Y.
CJLS, Yarmouth, N. S.
Western Canada Flour Mills, Montreal
(Purity flour). 3 t weekly, thru A.
McKim Ltd., Montreal.
United Drug Co., Toronto (proprietary), weekly sp, direct.
Imperial Tobacco Co., Montreal ( Sweet
Caporal cigarettes), 5 t weekly,
thru Whitehall Bcstg. Co., Montreal.
KOA, Denver
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., WinstonSalem, N. C. (Prince Albert tobacco), weekly f, thru Wm. Bsty &
Co., New York.
Olson Rug Co., Chicago (rugs), 6 sp
weekly, thru Presba, Fellers &
Presba, Chicago.
WHK, Clereland
Bathasweet Corp., New York (bath
salts), weekly
so, thruN.H.Y.M. Kiesewetter
Adv. Agency,
Weideman Co., Cleveland (Boy Brand
food), 3 sp weekly, direct.
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WLW, Cincinnati
Bristol-Myers Co., New York ( SalHepatica. Minit Rub), 4 sp weekly,
through Young & Rubicam. N. Y.
Household Magazine, Topeka, 3 sp
weekly, through Presba, Fellers &
Presba, Chicago.
Thomas J. Lipton, Hoboken (tea), 5
so weekly,
cam, N. Y. through Young & RubiInstitute of Applied Science, Chicago
(Fingerprint Expert Course), weekdan,ly t. through
Chicago. Matteson-Fogarty-,IorStanco Inc., New York (Stanco products), 5f N.
weekly,
Erickson,
Y. through McCannMorton Salt Co., Chicago, 3 t weekly, thru Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap Assoc., Milwaukee.
Swift & Co., Chicago (Sunbrite
clean.ser), ta series, weekly, through
Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, Chicago.
KFI, Los Angeles
O M Tablet Co., Pasadena, Cal. (proprietary), weekly sp, thru Lou
Sterling & Associates, North Hollywood, Cal.
Davis Vitamin Corp., Los Angeles
(vitamin products), weekly sp, thru
Allied Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
R. Salem
.1. Reynolds
Tobacco
Co., AVinston(Prince
Albert
tobacco),
weekly t. thru AVm. Esty & Co.,
New York.
Clicquot Club Co., New York (beverage), 05 so, thru N. W. Ayer & Son,
Pliiladelphia.
WOR, Newark
North American Accident Insurance
Co., Newark, 2 sp weekly, thru
Franklin Bruck Adv. Agency Corp.,
N. Y.
F. G. Vogt & Sons. Philadelphia
(Canned Philadelphia Scrapple). 5
sp weekly, thru The Clements Co..
Philadelphia.
Olson Rug Co., Chicago, 3 sp weekly,
thru
cago. Presba, Fellers & Presba, ChiWQXR, New York
.1. B. Williams Co., Glastonbury, Conn,
(shaving cream), daily sp, 13 weeks,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp.,
New York (new films), daily so, 52
weeks, thru Kayton-Spiero Co.,
N. Y.
WOWO, Fort Wayne
Horton Mfg. Co., Fort Wayne (washers, ironers), 160 ta. thru Louis
E. Wade Inc., Fort Wayne.
Standard Brands, New York (Fleischmann's yeast), 130 so. thru .1.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
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WNEW, New York
Californiacisco Packing
San Fran(Del Monte Corp..
pineapple),
6 sp
weekly,
4
weeks,
thru
McCannErickson, San Francisco.
Purity Bakeries Corp.. Chicago, 3 sp
weekly, thru Campbell-Mithun, MinU. neapolis.
S. Tobacco Co., New York (Model
Pipe tobacco), 30 sa weekly, 52
weeks, thru Frank McMahon AgenJests cy,Inc.,
N. Y. Brooklyn, N. Y. (Antacid
tablets), 24 so weekly. 13 weeks,
thru Joseph Katz Co., N. Y.
Thomas J. Lipton. Hoboken, N. J.
(Lipton tea), 3 sp weekly, 13
weeks, thru Young & Rubicam,
N. Y.
Pepsi-Cola
Co., Long Island City,
N. Y. (soft drinks), 14 so weekly.
13 weeks, thru Newell-Emmett Co.,
N. Y.
Sebastiani Wineries, New York, 5 sp
weekly.
Adv. N. 52Y. weeks, thru Carlo Vinti
KGKO, Fort Worth-Dallas
National Refund Co., Chicago (insurance counsel), 26 so, thru First
United Broadcasters, Chicago.
Sterling Insurance Co., Chicago, 260
sp, thru Neal Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Crown Can Co.. Philadelphia ( StereVac corn), 65 sp, thru Benjamin
Eshleman, Philadelphia.
Foster-Mill)urn Co., Buffalo (Doan's
pills), 260 ta, thru Spot Broadcasting. N. Y.
Beaum»nt Labs., St. Louis (4-Way
tablets), 104 ta, thru H. W. Kastor
& Son, Chicago.
KNX, Hollywood
Grocery Store Products Sales Co.,
New York ( Golden Age Macaroni ) ,
6 sp weekly, thru Sherman K. Ellis
& Co., N. Y.
Western Federal Savings & Loan
Assn., Los Angeles (banking service). 3 sp weekly, thru Elwood J.
Robinson Adv. Co., Los j^ngeles.
Washington
Apples 6Inc.,
Wenatchee. Wash,State(apples),
sp weekly,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co.
Standard Oil Co., San Francisco, 14
so
thru McCann-Erickson,
San weekly,
Francisco.
Mamey Food Co., Huntington Park,
Cal. (dog food), 5 sp weekly, thru
I. F. Wallin & Staff, Los Angeles.
WHBC, Canton, O.
Freedom Oil Co., Freedom, Pa., 65 ta,
thru Albert P. Hill Co., Pittsburgh.
General Seafoods Corp., Boston (40Fathom fish), 3 ta weekly, thru
Alley & Richards, N. Y.
Sealtest Inc., New York (milk), 165
t. thru McKce & Albright, Philadelphia.

CFCF, Montreal
Palmer & Son, Montreal (toothpaste),
weeklyMedicine
sp, 13 weeks,
direct. daily
Dodds
Co.. Toronto,
so. thru A. .1. Denne & Co., Toronto.
Canada Starch Co., Montreal (corn
syrup),
Benson. weekly
Montreal.sp. thru Vickers &
Thos. J. Lipton Ltd.. Toronto (tea).
5Toronto.
so weekly, thru Vickers & Benson.
Tuckett's Ltd., Hamilton. Out. (tobac o), 5sa weekly, thru MacLaren
Adv. Co.. Toronto.
Libby,
McNeil
Libby baby
of Canada.
Chatham,
Ont.& (canned
food),
2 so manweekly,
thru
McConnell,
East& Co.. London, Ont.
Allan's Beverages Ltd., Montreal (soft
drinks), daily sa, thru Associated
Broadcasting Co., Montreal.
British American Oil Co., Montreal
(gasoline), 2 sp daily, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., Montreal.
WHO, Des Moines
Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines,
157 sas
sp,City.thru R. J. Potts & Co., KanOelwein Chemical Co., Oelwein, la.
(Occo), 156 sp, thru Coolidge Adv.
Co.. Des Moines.
Western Grocer Co., Marshalltown,
la. (Jack Sprat food), 312 sp, thru
Coolidge Adv. Co., Des Moines.
Nutrena Mills. Kansas City (feed),
sas City.
60 sp. thru Ferry-Hanly Co., KanThomas J. Lipton, Hoboken (tea),
130 sa, thru Young & Rubicam,
N. Y.
R. Salem.
J. Reynolds
WinstonN. C. Tobacco
(Camels),Co.,weekly
sp,
thru Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.
KPO, San Francisco
North American Accident Insurance
C^o., linNewark,
sp, thru
Bruck Adv.weekly
Agency,
N. Y.FrankFlamingo Sales Co., Hollywood (nail
polish), weekly so, thru Buchanan
6 Co., Los Angeles.
Chas.
Gelatine 2Co.,
.lohnstown,B.N. Knox
Y. (gelatine),
sp weekly.
Western Pacific Railroad Co., San
Francisco, 6 sp weekly, thru Carl
C. Wakefield, San Francisco.
Rough Rider Mfg. Co., Napa, Cal.
(cords and slacks), weekly sp. thru
cisco.
Emil Brisacher & Staff, San FranWCMI, Ashland, Ken.
Gas Refrigerating Co., Huntington,
W. Va., 6 sp weekly, direct.
Standard Oil Co. of Ken., LouisviUe
(Crown gasoline), 14 sa weekly,
thru Harvey-Massengale, Atlanta.
W. T. Wagner Sons Co., Cincinnati
(Lift), 6 sp weekly, direct.
Wander Co., Chicago (Ovaltine), 10
Hummert,
sp
weekly, Chicago.
thru Blackett-SampleBlue Jay Mfg. Co., Huntington, W.
Va. (overalls), 3 sp weekly, direct.
WTMJ, Milwaukee
Shell Oil Co., New York, 29 sa, thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Wander Co., Chicago (Ovaltine). 30
so. thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago.
Omar Inc., Omaha (flour, etc.), 15
so, thru Lyle T. Johnson Adv. AgenChicagocy, Chicago.
Technical College, Chicago, 2
sp, thru Critchfield & Co., Chicago.
KDKA, Pittsburgh
Pacquin Laboratories,
New York
(cosmetics), 300 so. 52 weeks,
thru Wm.
Esty & Co., N. Y.
Standard Oil Co. of N. J., New York
(Esso gasoline),
thru
Marschalk
& Pratt,2 sp
N. weekly,
Y.
Chr. Hansen's Laboratories, Little
Falls, N. Y. (Junket Quick Fudge
Mix),
ta. 8 weeks, thru MitchellFaust, 26Chicago.
KYA, San Francisco
Life Pensions of U, S. A., Inc., San
Francisco (pension plan), 3 sp
weekly, direct.
California Redwood Assn., San Francisco, 3 so weekly, thru Erwin,
Wasey & Co., San Francisco.
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GROCERY STORE PRODUCTS Co.,
New York, on Jan. 15 started a campaign for Cream of Rice using participations on three New York stations.
The product is promoted six times
weekly on the American Institute of
Food Products program on WINS ;
five times weekly on Dr. Shirley
Wynne's program on WMCA, and
twice gram
weekly
NancyHoge
Craig's
proon WJZ. onHuber
& Sons,
New York, was recently appointed by
the company to handle advertising for
Cream of Rice.
BENRUS WATCH Co., New York,
announced a 35% increase in radio advertising over last year, at its recent
sales meeting. The company wUl continue time signals on a national scale.
Agency is J. D. Tarcher & Co., New
York.
RALSTON PURINA Co.. Toronto
(Purina Feeds), started the thriceweekly transcription Checkerboard
Time Jan. 29 on CFRB, Toronto;
Feb. 5, CKPC, Brantford, Ont. ; Feb.
12, CFCO, Chatham, Ont., and CFCY,
Charlottetown, P. B. I.; Feb. 19,
CFNB, Fredericton, N. B. Account
was
ronto.placed by James Fisher Co., ToD. L. & W. COAL Co., Buffalo (Blue
Coal), started The Shadow transcription weekly Jan. 16 on CKCO, Ottawa, and Jan. 18 on CFRC, Kingston,
Ont. Vickers & Benson. Toronto, handled the account.
MILLER PACKING Co., Berkeley,
Cal. (meats), on Jan. 11 started an
audience participating broadcast Cook
Book Quiz with Art Linkletter as m.c.
on KFRC, San Francisco, Thursdays,
10:30-11 a.m. Account was placed
through Long Adv. Service, San Francisco.
FENTON UNITED Dry Cleaning &
Dyeing Co., Cincinnati, on .Tan. 28
started sponsoring for 52 weeks on
WKRC, Cincinnati, the news program, This Week Abroad, conducted
by Joseph Sagmaster, editorial writer
for the Cincinnati Times-Star. The
program, consisting of analyses of the
foreign situation, is heard Sundays.
1-1 :15 p.m.
NOSS PRETZEL & CONE Co.,
Cleveland, on Feb. 4 starts the transcribed Shadow of Fu Manchu series,
produced by Radio Attractions, New
York, on WHK, Cleveland, Sundays,
5-5 :30 p.m.
LIGGETT DRUG Co., New York,
following a successful campaign for
its fountain
service
on Phil
Cook's
Morning
Almanac
program
on WABC,
New York, on Jan. 29 renewed the
program for the third consecutive
time, to promote Rexall products,
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 7 :307 :45 a.m. Neff-Rogow, New York, is
agency.
BOSCO Co., New York, on Jan. 29
added a six-weekly quarter-hour news
period on WAAB, Boston, to the list
of news programs promoting its milk
amplifier on a group of eastern stations. Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York,
is agency.

EL DORADO Oil Works, San Francisco (Coconut Meal) which recently
placed its advertising with Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency, San Francisco, is
planning to start in February a spot
campaign in Northern California and
on foreign language programs, according to Walter Guild, radio director of
the agency.
JONES GRAIN Co., Los Angeles
(health food stores), through Lisle
Sheldon Adv., that city, on Jan. 29
started a thrice-weekly quarter-hour
program, Good Morning to You, on
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal. Program
features Helen Sawyer, commentator
and contract is for 26 weeks. Other
radio is planned.
F. J. AIREY Co., Los Angeles (KoNox cold remedy), through W. C.
Jefferies Co., that city, is using 18
spot announcements weekly on KMPC,
Beverly Hills, Cal., and 12 a week
on KYA. San Francisco.
KNOX powder),
Co., Losis Angeles
(Tayton's
face
sponsoring
daily
quarter-hour transcribed musical programs on KRKD, that city, and
KMPC, Beverly Hills, and in addition
a similar series on XEMO, Tia Juana,
Lower California, Mex. Barton A.
Stebbin Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has
the account.

BEVERWYCK BREWERIES, Albany (beer), on Jan. 31 started a
twice-weekly quarter-hour news period
on WICC, Bridgeport, as part of its
campaign of news programs running
since last May on WBRK, Pittsfield,
Mass., and WGNY, Newburg, N. Y.
Peck Adv. Agency, New York, is
agency.
CHICAGO MAIL ORDER Co., Chicago, has started a thrice-weekly quarter-hour series on WLS, that city,
titled Jane Alden & The Rangers.
Buchanan & Co., Chicago, is agency.
BROADCASTING
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WESTERN PACIFIC RAILROAD
Co., San Francisco, has signed a 52week contract for sponsorship six
times weekly of a 15-minute slice of
the Musical Clock, participating program on KPO, San Francisco. Currently the Western Pacific is advertising its ski excursion offer to Lake Norvell in the Cascades, Northern California, where all sorts of snow sports
may be found. The account was placed
by Carl Wakefield Agency, San Francisco.

After Esso
KYW, Philadelphia, played
host to 36 New Year's Day
fathers in the studio auditorium early this month, plying them with entertainment
by staff
orchestra
vocalists as well
as a giftandpackage
containing, among other
things,
a week's a free
Wash Service,
box Dy-Dee
of cigars, an Esso glass bank, two
press passes to the movie "A
Child is
a bank account ofBorn",
$5 established
by
Esso Marketers for the new
baby, and a tank full of the
new Esso Extra gasoline.
BELEM PRODUCTS Co., Houston
(hair radio,
lotion),through
using C.
its Church
first Pacific'
Coast
More
Co., Los Angeles, on Jan. 29 started
a six-weekly quarter-hour recorded sei-ies, Siesta Serenade, on KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal. Contract is for 26
weeks. Firm is a heavy user of Texas
radio time.

MAHER SHOE STORES, Toronto,
operating 52 stores in Ontario, has
started sponsoring Quizz Cluh, featuring Roy Ward Dickson, on CFRB.
Toronto, sociated
Saturdays,
8-8 :30Island
p.m. City.
AsLaboratories, Long
N. Y., has started two series of thriceweekly quarter-hour quiz shows with
Dickson on CFRB for Kelpamalt Tablets and Blondex Shampoo. Dickson &
Ford, Toronto,
counts in Canada.are handling both acUNITED DRUG Co., Toronto (Rexall
drug products ) has renewed for
one year the thrice-weekly spot announcement campaign on 39 Canadian
stations from coast to coast. Account
was placed by Ronalds Adv. Agency.

In the Ninth Annual WorldTelegram poll of Radio Editors, six of the
seven "firsts" in the high-ranking popularity
list are heard on KSD. These six are:
FRED ALLEN
JACK BENNY
BING CROSBY
COLLEGE
"CHARLIE McCarthy"
KAY
KYSER'S
BOB HOPE
Listeners in St. Louis turn their dial to KSD and leave it there.
The Distinguished' Broadcasting

NBC
Red
Network

Station

Station KSD—
The BUILDING,
St. Louis
POST-DISPATCH
ST. LOUIS,Post-Dispatcli
MO.
FREE & PETERS, INC., NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
ATLANTA
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
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STANDARD BRANDS, New York,
has appointed Sherman K. Ellis & Co.,
New York, to handle all advertising
for Royal Desserts. The agency statecl
that the serial program, Those We
Love, heard on NBC-Red weekly for
Royal Desserts, will continue through
the winter, but has announced no
further plans. No confirmation of the
rumors that more of the company's
products would be assigned to agencies other than J. Walter Thompson
Co. could be obtained from Standard
Brands.
RADIO COLLEGE of Canada, Toronto, has started a spot announcement campaign on a number of Canadian stations. R. C. Smith & Son,
Toi-onto, handled the account.
THRIFTY DRUG Co., Los Angeles
(chain), on Jan. 15 started for 26
weeks a weekly quarter-hour transcribed program, This is Magic, on
five Southern California stations, KH.J
KDB KVOE KFXM and KNX. Program features Major Cedric Talisman,
who explains the magic of tricks.
Agency is Milton Weinberg Adv. Co.,
Los Angeles.
HOLLYCRAFT INSTITUTE, Los
Angeles (weaving looms and knitting
yarns), new to radio, as part of a national campaign, through L. Raymond
Co., that city, on Jan. 23 started a
five-weekly five-minute live talent program, Hollywood Yarncrafters Guild,
on KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal. and a
similar thrice-weekly broadcast on
KFOX, Long Beach, Cal. Contract is
for 13 weeks, and program features
Irene Wigton, Chicago home economist.
LIBBY, McNeill & LIBBY of Canada, Chatham, Ont. (canned foods),
has started a live show four times
weekly on CKAC, Montreal. McConnell-Eastman
the account. & Co., Toronto, placed
H A N N O N ' S LABORATORIES
(Haunon's Rub), is
quarter-hours weekly sponsoring
for 26 weeksthree
on
the Daicn Busters program on WWL,
New Orleans. The program features
the staff orchestra, Audrey Charles,
vocalist, and Henry Dupre as m.c.
HASKINS BROS. & Co., Omaha and
Sioux City (soap), has started the
quarter-hour Trilby Good Neighbor
Club five times weekly on WOW, Omaha. Potts-Turnbull
handles
the account. Co., Kansas City,
OLIVER FARM EQUIPMENT Co.,
Chicago, on Jan. 16 started the thriceweekly quarter-hour Bulletin Board series on WLS, Chicago. The earlv
morning show features George Menard
in a review of market prices, weather
and temperature reports. Placed direct.
JAY HORMEL, president of George
A. Hormel & Co., Austin, Minn., and
Wayne Tiss, radio director of BBDO,
Minneapolis were in Hollywood during
mid-January to check on the five-weekly quarter-hour program. It Happened
in
Hollywood, sponsored on CBS by
Hormel.
F. G. VOGT & SONS. Philadelphia,
on Jan. 15 became the first of five possible participating sponsors of Ed
Fitzgerald's
program
on WOR,
Newark. Thevariety
program
is heard
Mondays through Fridays, 1-1 :15 p.m.,
and the company will receive mention
on all programs
withcanned
a "dominant"
commercial
for its
Philadelphia Scrapple on Fridays. Clements
Co., Philadelphia, is agency.
H. M. HOLLINGSHEAD Corp.,
Camden, N. J. (Whiz wax, polish),
has started sponsoring a 10-minute
daily section
of Leroy
Miller'son Musical
Clock
show for
26 weeks
KYW,
Philadelphia. H. B. LeQuatte Inc.,
New York, handles the account.
CAMPBELL CEREAL Co., Minneapolis (Malt-o-Meal) on Jan. 29 started
for seven weeks using participation
six times weekly in the combined Sunrise Salute and Housetcives' Protective League programs on KNX, Hollywood. Firm is also sponsoring thrice
weekly the transcribed quarter-hour
series Tina & Tim, on that station.
H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co., Chicago, has the account.
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NBC Network Sales Representatives gathered in San
Francisco Jan. 15-16 to discuss sales plans for 1940.
Present (1 to r) were: Henry Maas, sales traffic manager, western division, (standing) ; Tracy Moore, Hollywood; Don E. Oilman, vice-president; Sydney Dixon,
sales manager, western division; William Ryan, sales
HILLCREST MEMORIAL PARK.
Cleveland, started Dec. 24 for 52
weeks, the transcribed Sunday Players
on WHK, that city, and prior to the
starting date launched an extensive
merchandising and promotional campaign for the series, getting endorsements from all church leaders, regardless of denomination. In addition, the
December issue of Church Management
called attention to the series and starting date with a two-page spread story.
Series is produced by Mertens & Price
Inc., Los Angeles.
SMART & FINAL Co., Wilmington,
Cal. (chain grocery), sponsoring the
thrice-weeklv quarter-hour program,
Let's Talk
Over,sixonmonths,
KFI, Los
Angeles, for theIt past
on .Jan.
15 renewed for 26 weeks, and expanded the series to six a week. Agency is
Heintz, Pickering & Co., Los Angeles.
O. M. TABLET Co., Pasadena, Cal.
(proprietary), is sponsoring a sixweekly quartei'-hour live talent hillbilly program on KYA, San Francisco ;
KFWB,
Hollywood,
and on
a similar
15minute show
each week
KFI, Los
Angeles. Firm also uses a seven-weekIv quarter-hour hillbilly program on
XEMO,
Tia Lower
Juana, California.
and KERB, Mexico.
Rosarito Beach,
Agency is Lou Sterling & Associates.
North Hollywood, Cal.
MELVILLE SHOE Corp.. New York
(Thorn McAn shoes), on Jan. 17
started .52-week sponsorship of a 10minute
of Ray
morning daily
Musicsection
Ojf the
RecordBarret's
show
on WDRC, Hartford, Conn.
PURITY BAKERIES SERVICE
Corp.. Chicago, has appointed .Jack
Shaw as advertising director.
John Joseph Seitz
JOHN JOSEPH SEITZ, 77, Canadian
president
of Underwood-Elliott-Fisher,
died at Toronto
on Jan. 12. He was one
of the first in Canada to use radio
advertising programs of classical music type, featuring his son Ernest
Seitz,'
concert
pianist distinguished
and composer. Canadian
A self-made
captain of industry,
writer to Canada.he introduced the typeJOSEPH BAME, advertising manager of Commercial National Bank &
Trust Co., has been reelected president of the New York Financial Advertisers for 1940. Dudley L. Parsons,
manager of the publicity department of
New York Trust Co., was named first
vice-president ; Merrill Anderson, head
of Merrill Anderson Co., second vicepresident ; James Rascovar 2d, vicepresident of Albert Frank-Guenther
Law Inc., secretary, and Charles P.
Seaman, Brooklyn Savings Bank,
treasurer.
GEORGE A. SCOVILLE, 60, viceTeleStromberg-Carlson
president of Co.,
licensees of WHAM,
phone Mfg.
Rochester, died Jan. 13 in Rochester.
Death was due to a heart attack following a siege of intermittent fever.
He was a director of Radio Manufacturers Association.
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manager, San Francisco; Charles Brown, sales promotion manager, western division and Robert McAndrews, sales promotion manager, San Francisco (standing) ;Gene Grant, Harry Buchnell, San Francisco, and
Glen Ticer, national spot representative, San Francisco.
An extensive program for the year was discussed.

WDAF TO DEDICATE
NEW STUDIO FEB. 4
WHEN WDAF, pioneer Kansas
City station, dedicates its new
studios Feb. 4, the NBC Red Network will salute the outlet with a
full-hour program to begin at 12
noon (GST). H. Dean Fitzer, general manager of WDAF, and radio
editor of the Kansas City Star, and
NBC President Lenox R. Lohr, who
speaks from New York, will make
talks.
The new set-up includes a control
room with new speech input equipment, audition room and a suite of
three new studios. The new studio
quarters, covering 26,000 square
feet, cost $50,000, and bring
WDAF's studio equipment facilities up the standard of its $150,000 transmitting station, completed
a year ago
on aCity.
55-acre tract just
outside
Kansas
Among the features of the new
studios is a single studio large
enough for a full symphony orchestra. For the dedicatory program,
the 90-piece
Kansas City
monic will broadcast
from Philharit. New
facilities also include the latest in
control and acoustical equipment.
In addition to the large studio, there
is another for general use, an audition room, an enlarged control room
and a special studio for announcers,
equipped
disctissions.for round-table and forum
One of the pioneer stations,
WDAF began operations on Jan.
15, 1922. The first studio was a burlap-covered room in the basement
of the Kansas City Star building.
In the spring of 1922, regular service began
22 hours of broadcastingwith
each week.
Tel-Pic Adds Clients
TEL-PIC SYNDICATE, New York,
has announced the addition of WFAA,
Dallas ; WOAI, San Antonio ; WJEJ,
Hagerstown ; WKBV, Richmond, Ind. ;
WCOA, Pensacola; WALA, MobOe ;
WQBC, Vieksburg; WCAR, Pontiac,
and WIL, St. Louis, to the stations
using the Tel-Pic display service plan,
raising the total to 65 stations.
FTC Stipulations
STIPULATIONS were received by
the Federal Trade Commission Jan. 27
from Vadsco Sales Corp., New York,
and General Mills, Minneapolis, to discontinue
allegedly misleading
sentations inadvertising
Quinlax repreCold
tively.
Tablets and Wheat Hearts, respecGENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis, will
sponsor broadcasts of St. Louis baseball games, along with other big league
contests, on KRNT, Des Moines, and
WNAX, Yankton, S. D., with Gene
Shumate handling play-by-play telegraphic reports.
BROADCASTING

KASPER-GORDON, Boston, is maU- ,
ing to prospective clients a new house
organ. In the Groove, containing latest I
information on new productions and
company activities. In the January
issue, two new transcribed programs
are announced as available for local
in- regional
by Little House insponsorshii^
78 episodes,— Little
adaptable
for
use by furniture dealers, department
stores and food products, and My
Daughter and I, quarter-hour program
in 26 episodes, featuring Jean Ashley,
psychiatrist.
company
also an-in
nounced thatThe
Walter
P. Downs,
charge of radio for MacLaren Adv.
Co.. Montreal, has been appointed Canadiantranscribed
representative
to handle
syndicated
programs.
J. Philip
Pancoast, formerly of Transcriptions
Inc., New York, has joined KasperGordon in the recording and production department.
STANDARD
Service
has announced as newLibrary
or renewal
subscribers
KFYR. Bismarck, N. D. ; W.JAC.
.Johnstown. Pa. ; KOCY, Oklahoma
City ; K L U F, Galveston, Tex.;
AVTOL, Toledo ; WWSW, Pittsburgh ;
KTSW, Emporia ; WIL, St. Louis.
ARCHIE JOSEPHSON, head of 20th
Century Radio Productions, Hollywood
production unit, is in New York for
conferences with agency and sponsor
executives and is scheduled to return
to the West Coast by Feb. 15.
ELI OBERSTEIN, head of U. S.
Record Corp., New York, was in Hollywood during mid-January to appoint
.Jack Lee as Pacific Coast manager.
The firm will establish a Hollywood
ofiice in early February.
HEFFELFINGER RADIO FEATURES, New York, has announced
that WTSP, St. Petersburg, Fla., and
WTAG, Worcester, have purchased its
quarter-hour recorded series Secret
Agent K-7 Returns, produced in association with NBC Radio-Recording
Division.
STAR RADIO PROGRAMS, New
York, transcribed
is preparing mystery
for releaseprogram,
a oneman
available to sponsors in 65 quarterhour episodes for day or evening adaptation. Titled Advetitures of Dexter
Randolph, the series is written by
Burke
Boyce,
of Star'stested
K-7
Spy series,
and author
was
late
last year
on successfully
CFRB, Toronto,
underTobacco
the sponsorship
of Sweet Caporal
Co.
STAR RECORD Co., an o£E-the-air
recording organization which will
later branch into studio and production work, has been organized at 17
W. 60th St., New York. Telephone is
Circle 6-2799. Dorothy Vanston, formerly of Champion Recording Co.,
New York is in charge of sales.
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CBS

Constructing

Recording Studios
Schudt Also Plans Facilities
For Chicago Operations
CONSTRUCTION of offices and recording studios for Columbia Recording Corp., CBS subsidiary, at
799 Seventh Ave., New York, has
been started and the company expects to begin production of transcriptions about the middle of
March or first of April, according
to William A. Schudt Jr., general
manager of CRC's newly-foi-med
transcription and commercial record division [Broadcasting, Jan. 1].
Mr. Schudt, now in New York
supervising the installation of
these studios, reported that later
in the spring, when the CBS studios
in the Julliard Bldg. across the
street from the network's headquarters are completed, the recording company will also take over the
CBS auxiliary studios at 799 Seventh Ave.
Plans Chicago Studios
Meanwhile, as soon as it is possible for him to leave New York Mr.
Schudt will go to Chicago to arrange for the installation of similar
recording studios in the Wrigley
Bldg., in which is also located
WBBM, CBS key station.
Asked about plans, Mr. Schudt
said that CRC would enter agressively into the field of commercial
transcriptions and recordings of
all types. He added, however, that
at the present this company has no
plans for going into the production
of a transcription library, but will
concentrate on custom-made transcriptions, although admitting that
the library field will be studied.

Studin Heads Star Radio
DANIEL C. STUDIN, formerly
vice-president and treasurer of
Star Radio Programs, New York,
was elected president of the company at a recent
meeting of the
board of directors. In charge of
the script service's operations
since
the firm's
inception
five
years ago, Mr.
Studin was also
responsible for
Star's acquisition Mr. Studin
of Universal Radio Programs and
for the appointment of All-Canada
Radio Facilities as Star's Canadian representative. Before joining
Star, he was associated with National Union Radio Corp. The company, which has served more than
450 radio stations in the United
States, Canada, Australia, England, France, Hawaii and the Philippine Islands, will continue to specialize in the creation of one-man
programs.

STANBACK MEDICINE Co., Salisbury,
N. C. (proprietary), to Erwin, Wasey &
Co., N. Y.
SQUIRT Co., Beverly Hills. Cal., (beverages ), Radio
to campaign
Robert-Howard
Co., Los forAngeles.
being planned
late
spring.

AGEICY

TUPMAN THURLOW SALES Co.. New
York (syrup products), to H. B. LeQuatte,
New York. No advertising plans made as
WEIMET Co., New York (transparents &
water color sets), to Jasper, Lynch &
Fishel, New York. Plans spot radio with
yet.
local dealer tie-ins in late Spring.
BENSON DRY PLATE & CAMERA Co..
New York ( Pict-O-Graph folder), to Jasper, advertising
Lynch & Fishel,
nite
plans. New York. No defiCURTICE BROS. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
(Blue Label canned foods), to H. B. LeQuatte Inc., N. Y.
PAYNE FURNACE & SUPPLY Co., Beverly Hills, Cal., (manufacturers of heating appliances), to Gerth-Knollin Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles.
JAVA PACIFIC LINE, San Francisco
(transportation), to Gerth-Knollin Adv.
Agency, that city.
CONNECTICUT STATE Development
Commission to Chas. W. Hoyt Co., New
York. No media plans will be made before mid-February.

NATIONAL ORANGE SHOW, San Bernardino, Cal.,
to beLosheld
March Radio
14-24,willto
Chet Crank
Inc.,
Angeles.
be used.
Kansas
City
NUTRENA MILLS, Kansas City. (feeds),
to Ferry-Hanly Co.,
CAMINOL
Co., &LosRouse,
Angeles
line) to Logan
Los (Beacon
Angeles. gasoMay
use radio.
CLAYTON & LAMBERT MFG. Co., Detroit, to Holden, Graham & Clark, Detroit.
Stanback in Gotham
STANBACK Co., Salisbury, N. C,
on Jan. 29 started daily spot announcements for its headache powders on four New York stations,
WHN, WMCA, WOV and WEVD.
These announcements will introduce the product in the metropolitan area following extensive use of
news, variety nouncements
programs
and anon 100 stations
throughout the country. Erwin,
Wasey & Co., New York, is agency.

Dolan to CBS Recording
PATRICK Dolan, formerly on the
publicity staff of CBS, has been appointed sales promotion director of
Columbia Recording Corp., according to an announcement Jan. 29
by Edward Wallerstein, president.
His headquarters will be at the
recordport,company's
BridgeConn. Before plant
joiningin CBS
last
August, Dolan had been in Europe
for a year organizing and promoting the sale of Christy wave and
other Christy products. Previously
he had been in the promotion department of the Chicago Times and
before that in various advertising positions in Chicago. In his new
position Dolan succeeds Ralph Linder, who resigned Jan. 15. Hal
Davis, also from the CBS publicity
department, has been placed in
charge of publicity for the record
company. Davis will divide his time
between New York and Bridgeport.
Phonograph Record Series
COLUMBIA Recoidins Corp., Bridgeport, Conn., CBS subsidiary, is currently sponsoring Cohniibia Masterworks on the Air. a program of and
for minutes
the company's
4.5
three orphonograph
five times records,
weekly
on WCAU,
WEEI,
WBT,
WAPI,
KMOX,
KNX"VYBBM.
and WCCO.
Company's network series. Young Man
with a Band, broadcast Fridays, 10 :3011 p.m. (EST) on CBS, will be discontinued Feb. 9, as Nehi Inc. starts
Believe It or Not in that period on
Feb. 16. Plans for a later resumption
of the band series, which each week
featured a different oreliestra, have
been discussed but not decided. Ward
Wheelock Co., Philadelpliia, is the
CRC agency.
BROADCASTING
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Future

of

Television
in
Lap
ol
FCC
The period must be long enough,
Industry Indicates at he explained, to permit full developFly a Grid Fan
ment of technical improvements
Hearings It Wants
PRO FOOTBALL unexpectunder the present standards; offer
edly took the floor at the FCC
a reasonably long-term incentive to
Go-Ahead Signal
Television Hearing Jan. 19
the equipment manufacturer and
{Continued from page 27)
dealer; carry the broadcaster suband brought vdth it the disclosure that FCC Chairman
stantially through the years of piothan the manufacturers, Mr. Kesneering
losses;
give
incentive
to
Fly knows his punts and latten pointed out that broadcasters
broadcasters to furnish the best and
erals. RCA general counsel
must be vitally concerned with the the most programs possible; offer
Frank
Wozencraft, in advodisposition of the standards prob- the public every incentive to buy
cating commercial television,
lem. CBS designated no preferences
observed that if the FCC lifts
sets,
and
give
an
opportunity
for
in advancing the various proposals, the development and operation of
the ban RCA next year might
he added, stating that the network
well bring to Washington
multiple city program relays, i.e.,
as a broadcaster believes television
from the Polo Grounds by
operation in terms of more
probably is not even as far oxit of network
than a few cities.
television the perennial chamthe laboratory as indicated in the
CBS has entered the television
pionship game between the
Television Committee's report.
New
York Giants and the
If television is to become a suc- field, Mr. Kesten continued, seeing
Washington Redskins. From
at
least
14
years
of
operation
at
a
cessful industry, it must some day
be delivered from the hands of the loss — seven years at annually inFly flew
the rejoinder,
want
to know
who names "We
the
creasing loss and then seven years
engineer to the broadcaster, Mr. of annually
decreasing
loss,
until
referee."
{_Ed.
note:
Last
Kesten observed. It is possible to
year's Eastern championship
perceive the urgent need for experi- finally expense and revenue match.
was lost
the Redskins
bement and further technical de- "CBS has bought more than $1,000,cause thebyreferee
disallowed
in television experience so far
velopment, he continued, but if in- 000
a borderline Washington field
dulgence of this factor produces a and is continuing to buy it at the
goal
retarding or abuse of public serv- rate of from $8,000 to $10,000 per
play.] in the final seconds of
ice, the future must be considered.
week, and we haven't any regular
The CBS executive estimated that program
mented. on the air yet," he comintroduction of a second regular
The second proposition was to "small sample" survey method used
television service in the New York
opinion
He sets
recom-be
area would result in the sale of from delay both the freezing of stand- in public mended
that 1,000surveys.
television
ards and the launching of new pro- installed, free
10,000 to 15,000 additional sets duron loan, for six
gram schedules, not until ultimate months, in representative
ing the first year, and by the end
homes in
standards
can
be
set
but
long
enough
of the second year's operation there to determine if such fiexible stand- the New York area, and that broadwould be from 30,000 to 45,000 sets
casters cooperate with manufacturards can be set that any predictable
in the area. With this growing
ers and others concerned in carryaudience in mind and realizing that change within those standards will
ing on, through trained investigathe burden would be on them to sup- not make wholly or largely obsolete
tors, a complete study of the psyply an attractive program service, receiving sets designed to anticichological and economic reactions
pate such changes.
broadcasters realize that the purof the tested homes. He emphasized
chase of sets which might become
that such a survey would yield pracSample Installations
obsolete within a comparatively
tical results only if the sets were
short time would incur ill will. Tele- For Survey Purposes
distributed representatively among
vision will supplement but not supall types of homes, pointing out
The third alternative involved that studies based on present set
plant audio broadcast service, he
continued, and the broadcaster
proceeding immediately with sched- distribution would be misleading,
must jealously guard the goodwill
uled programs as proposed, without since the largest percentage of the
built up through years of his broad- freezing present standards and few television sets sold at present
casting experience, since it is his without setting flexible standards are in well-to-do homes.
greatest asset.
which insure receiving sets against
When Chairman Fly pressed Mr.
Kesten for his own personal views
If vdthin 10 years television serv- change, but letting the broadcasters
ice is established in every U. S. tell the public, actively and fre- on the three proposals, the CBS
market of 100,000 or more and a
quently, that this is so — that sets vice-president declared he was inclined to favor the first proposition
set distribution of 30% is achieved, have no assurance of continued use
television still will not threaten the — and letting this go on until stand- — that of fixing present trensmisards can be guaranteed for a defi- sion standards and of definitely
stability of audio broadcasting, Mr.
nite period of years. This proposal freezing them against change for
Kesten remarked. With television
immediately brought the comment
a stipulated number of years.
service over the country developed
to this point, the growth of the from Chairman Fly that it would
Under examination by DuMont
visual audience would deduct only result in a more or less complete
Counsel Roberts, Mr. Kesten said
8% from the audio broadcast audi- discouraging of receiver sales.
he felt that a two-to-one improveence, he estimated.
Another suggestion advanced by
ment in the 441-line picture could
Mr. Kesten encompassed use of the be accomplished by refinements in
Freezing of Standards
Is First Suggestion
Among the three definite courses
outlined by Mr. Kesten, the first included fixing present transmission
standards on the seven lower bands
immediately and definitely, freezing
them as was done in England, for a
stated and adequate number of
years, simultaneously allowing television broadcasters to proceed with
scheduled programs as contemplated under Rule 4.73 (k).
Less than half the possible elements of a good picture have been
developed within the bounds of
present standards, he stated. As for
"adequate" time, he said CBS believes a 10-year period would be
CONDITIONS were none too rosy when Don Lee's experimental televisuitable, with the last two years
sion picked
up the Rose
Bowl Parade
Pasadena
NewandYear's
Day, with
and
regarded as "the crucial period"
received
gratifying
response.
Althoughat it
was dark
overcast
during which the matter of stick- considerable
rain, Harry R. Lubcke, Don Lee director of television, reing to old standards or astablishing
ported excellent results. The video images, synchronized with MBS aural
new ones that might junk all out- transmission, were relayed nine miles from Pasadena to W6XA0, Don
standing apparatus would have to Lee transmitting station. Whit Waldegrave, television production man
be settled.
(right) and Don Lee Cameraman Warren handled the parade pickup.
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methods of transmission and reproduction. After Mr. Roberts insisted
on a minute technical description of
this process, and finally moved that
the Kesten's remarks on this subject be stricken from the record as
having no "evidentiary value", Gov.
Case shot back at the DuMont attorney that the hearing was legislative and not judicial and that the
mony.
Commission could be relied upon to
give proper weight to the testiMr. Kesten drew applause from
the audience and smiles from the
bench when he observed that he
could not describe in minute detail
the various technical considerations
involved in television production
with 40 or 50 people working full
time on it.
Goldmark Explains
Possible Improvement
Dr. Peter Goldmark, chief television engineer of CBS, described
the manner in which detail in 441line pictures could be improved,
using as exhibits several simulated
television photographs developed
under his supervision. He said that
with the use of the RMA 441-line
standards, contrast and brilliance
could be immeasurably improved.
Dr. Goldmark said he believed it
possible ficiently
to design
a receiver
sufflexible to pick
up all video
signals but asserted additional experimental work was necessary in
his opinion.
Dr. Goldmark observed that if
standards are improved, it would
be possible to change the cathode
ray tubes used in existing receivers
to pick up the better pictures. Simple service adjustments could be
made, he declared, and old sets
could be adjusted to receive the signals, thus not rendering them entirely obsolete.
Goldmark Discusses
Polarization of Signals
The CBS presentation was completed during the morning session
Jan. 19 by Dr. Goldmark and
Adrian Murphy, CBS executive director of television. Under questioning y-^ CBS Counsel Paul A. Porter,
Chaii-man Fly and Commissioner
Thompson, Dr. Goldmark discussed
engineering views on vertical and
horizontal polarization of signals.
He remarked that the horizontal
polarization provision in the RMA
standards at best is regarded more
as a recommended procedure than a
definite standard. He declared also
that it was conceivable to develop
sets capable not only of being
adapted to accommodate various
screen and frame patterns, but also
to receive both horizontally and
vertically polarized signals, all at
the flip of a switch.
Mr. Murphy
declared
broadcaster must use
an the
increasing
amount of time to make television
pay out and to give improved public
service, just as in audio broadcasting. The actual listening time of
the television audience probably
would be considerably less than that
of the ordinary broadcast audience,
but even if television listening
averaged only two hours a day per
looker,uleawould
substantial
schedhave toprogram
be supplied
throughout the listening day, since
the program must be there when
the listener tunes in, he commented. As the television audience builds
up under the extended schedule a
• Broadcast
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more desirable distribution of sponsorship follows, he added.
Because of the heavy expense incident to development of the art bypioneer television broadcasters, a
"limited monopoly" on the wavelength is desirable, Mr. Murphy
said in response to a question by
Chairman Fly. Although only two
or three hours might be used each
day for actual programs, the licensee should be able to use the remaining time for necessary tests
and equipment trials, he added.
However, the individual benefits
deriving from continuous availability of facilities do not necessarily outweigh the possible benefits in public service from use of
the same frequency for programs
of another broadcaster during "unused" periods, he agreed.
Problems Involved
In Commercial Facilities
In this connection Chairman Fly
brought up the proposition of communal use of the same facilities by
several broadcasters. Mr. Murphy,
while agreeing that during the developmental period when income
would be small, losses would be split
among the various individuals,
pointed out that beyond that point
the idea was not as sound as it
looked. He pointed out that while
A, B and C might all make a small
profit on their individual small operations eventually, if A could take
over
B's
he
would be and
able finally
not onlyC'sto interests
make more
money than the three of them in the
aggregate, but also could afford better program service through having more money with which to
carry on the work. In the end, he
summarized, it is the difference between the public service potentialities of a big operator and a small
operator.
Public service also would be advanced if the FCC encouraged two
competitive signals in an area, irrespective ofpopulation, Mr. Murphy
said, although "protection" of pioneers in the art, through giving
some recognition for their developmental, also is an element of eventual public service.
Mr. Porter concluded the CBS
case with a recitation of facts surrounding the Philco-CBS time-sharing agreement for tise of Channel
2, during which he let it be known
to the FCC that CBS was willing
to stand on the Commission's decision
the general "without
allocationprotest"
matters inconsidered
at the hearing. He remarked that
since it had not yet been determined
from an engineering standpoint
whether or not one channel was in
fact more desirable than another,
it made little difference to CBS
whether Channel 2 or Channel 3
were allocated to New York or
Philadelphia.
RMA Defends Its
441-Line Standards
Because of criticism of the RMA
■ standards. Bond Geddes, executive
vice-president and general manager
of the trade association, Jan. 19
asked for permission to present
testimony regarding development of
the controversial standards and
called as his only witness Dr. W. R.
G. Baker, radio engineering executive of General Electric Co. and director of the Division of Engineering of RMA. Dr. Baker and Chairman Fly collided rather sharply
during the examination, with the
chairman seeking to extract from
the engineer his precise views on
9BROADCASTING

"freezing" of television standards
under the RMA proposal, having in
mind that DuMont already had
testified it could not live under
those standards.
In an effort to ferret out the facts
in connection with allegations of
previous witnesses that RCA had
more or less dominated RMA movements and in effect was responsible
standards, members of the Commission and counsel for other respondents soup-ht to show RCA had more
representation on committees of
RMA than did other companies.
This was alleged to grow out of the
fact that there sat on certain of
these committees representatives of
RCA Mfg. Co., NBC, a whollyovraed subsidiary, and of the RCA
Radio Frequency Bureau.
During the testimony, however,
it was developed largely by Frank
W. Wozencraft, general counsel for
RCA, that both Philco and General
Electric had two members serving
on engineering committees and that
the selection of committee members
as made by chairmen of the respective_ committees, whatever their
business associations, and that the
chairmen themselves were appointed on recommendation of the
assistant director of engineering,
who is an official of Hygrade Sylvania, a tube manufacturer.
In explaining the methods of
RMA committees in evolution of the
standards. Dr. Baker said the work
was started two years ago and that
every member of the trade association must vote on every standard,
whether he is interested in the precise field or not. The Standards
Committee itself, sitting over several subcommittees, must vote 75%
in favor of a proposal before it can
receive approval.
Pressed from the bench for his
views on the RMA standards. Dr.
Baker declared the RMA committees had accepted the standards as
the best that could be drafted, after
mature and detailed consideration,
and had concluded they would best
serve the industry. He said the committee isready to consider any proposals at any time and that the DuMont method had been considered.
He pointed out that the DuMont
company had been invited to join
RMA and that Mr. DuMont himself
had sat as a guest member.
Says Greater Definition
Will Come if Demanded
When Dr. Baker said he had difficulty in responding to certain inquiries because of his status as director of engineering. Chairman
Fly said he could consider himself
called as a Commission expert witness. In that capacity. Dr. Baker
said if the public demands 441 lines
or 850 lines, or even greater definition, it will get such quality. Television engineers are capable of producing whatever the public might
demand, he declared. Commissioner
Thomnson asked why it was necessary for the RMA to have a committee on television allocations and
the witness explained that this was
done at the request of the FCC
Television Committee, which sought
suggestions.
Examined by Mr. Wozencraft, Dr.
Baker said he felt that television
would go forward as a public service only if the proposed rules are
permitted to go into effect, including the RMA standards. He said the
standards were the composite judgment of all companies represented
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in RCA and that they were never
considered hurriedly.
Asked whether he knew of any
technical considerations on the television horizon which might warrant
delaying introduction of the visual
art as a public service, Dr. Baker
replied negatively.
Asked specifically by Chairman
Fly why RCA has multiple membership on the various television committees, Dr. Baker responded that
the company is in the whole scope of
the radio business and that no
other manufacturer has representation in broadcasting. Moreover,
he declared the best available men
are picked for the committee assignments, without favor.
When DuMont Counsel Roberts
sought to ascertain whether his client's proposals
would be Dr.
considered
in changed
standards,
Baker
sharply retorted that the matter of
standards, in the opinion of the
RMA committee, may be considered
closed unless the FCC advises other
action. He said, however, there was
no disposition by RMA to block alteration of standards and that in
his opinion the subject of standards
can never be considered a finished
product. Chairman Fly became critical of the witness when he sought
a direct response on the question
whether the RMA standards would
completely block the DuMont system from, going forward. He asked
whether the witness felt the standards had been sufficiently crystallized and Dr. Baker asked what
was meant by the term "crystallize".
"You're
snapped. excused," Chairman Fly
Dr. Baker then sought to explain
that he found himself embarrassed
because of his post as director of
engineering of RMA, which already
had adopted the standards, and because of his regular capacity with
General Electric. He finally stated
that he thought thei'e could be a
compromise of the two proposals
but he was not familiar with Du ■
Mont circuits and the purported advantages of the system.
Tells of Low-Priced
Visual Receiver
John C. Bonte, who described
himself as a motion picture exhibitor and showman, appeared as a
second witness for Cath-Ray Laboratories, marketers of a $100 visual
receiver. He said a Cath-Ray set
was installed in his home some time
ago and that as many as 22 people
had witnessed reception of NBC
programs on it with enthusiasm. As
a "showman", he testified he felt
the theatres were "on the spot" and
that television will replace a lot of
picture houses as well as keep the
children off the street. In his own
circle, he declared that instead of
going to the movies three times a
week, people who had access to television reception were going only
once a week.
Mr. Bonte said that more programs were needed and declared the
quality of NBC transmissions were
exceptionally good. The set itself,
he declared, required very little adjustment. He testified he had paid
$149.50 for the complete set. It was
explained by Cath-Ray President
Robbins that the base cost of the
set was $100 and that the tubes
and installation ran the price up to
$149.50. He testified this was a
regular practice, but Mr. Wozencraft asserted it was not.
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NBC's A. H. MORTON
Advertisers luant it
RCA Has Six-Foot
Picture in Laboratory
Opening the RCA-NBC presentation, Mr. Wozen craft declared
that television "is here". He said his
company wanted to have the FCC
members come to New York and
see television at NBC as well as
DuMont, CBS, Philco and other
systems, and that he also hoped a
trip would be made to Camden.
Mr. Wozencraft revealed that at
Camden there is now being produced asix-foot picture of 441 lines.
He said this was not yet ready for
public or industry demonstration
but that RCA would be glad to demonstrate itto the Commission. He
revealed also that RCA soon will
be able to produce a 441-line picture practical for theatre use.
RCA has spent 12 years and $10,000,000 in television experimentation, with 150 people assigned to
this developmental work, Mr. Wozencraft said, in giving the proposed FCC rules what amounted to
a blank endorsement. He urged
limited sponsorship of programs by
advertisers, and recognition of the
RMA standards. Mr. Wozencraft
predicted cheaper sets by RCA.
Calling as his first witness Alfred H. Morton, vice-president of
NBC in charge of television, Mr.
Wozencraft had the NBC executive
give the results of eight months
of regular television program transmission by NBC station W2XBS.
Mr. Morton said that NBC records
indicated there are 2,000 home television sets currently receiving regular program service in New York
from the transmitter atop the Empire
Bldg., with
total 10,000
audience State
of between
8,000a and
persons. The television audience, by
post card survey, is asked each
week for its opinions of the program schedule.
Mr. Morton said 40% of those to
whom the weekly program schedules are mailed each Thursday return replies grading each program
as poor, fair, good or excellent.
After eight months of regular programing from 10 to 12 hours a
week, he said it was ascertained
audience87%"look"
the weekly,
100%
that
at least
two of
hours
five
to six hours weekly, or about half
of the program hours, 60% seven
to eight hours, and 21% see the entire schedule of 10 to 12 hours.

J, 1940

Tells Source of
Various Programs
Describing in detail the manner
in which the program service is
rendered, Mr. Morton said that 38%
of the programs broadcast are originated in the television studios,
32% are spot news pickups with
portable equipment and 30% are
regular 35 mm. motion picture film
transmission. He said that looker
reaction has indicated a strong desire for revival of vaudeville acts.
Tumblers, balancing acts, sleightof-hand performers and others are
video favorites, he declared.
Mr. Morton declared engineers
advised him that automatic radio
relays of television programs, which
would make possible networking of
television, are technically feasible
at this time. He predicted regional
networking of television as soon as
the art is given the necessary impetus under new rules.
Mr. Morton declared that telein his marches
opinion, will
or
fall on vision,
what
across"stand
the receiver." He said that while technical standards are important, program quality is the real criterion
insofar as the public is concerned.
NBC, therefore, meticulously collates and analyzes reports from
listeners to ascertain their likes and
dislikes.
Television programs are given
actual ratings, based on those which
are good, average or bad. The general average is slightly over two,
out of a possible optimum three,
with the best program rated at 2.76.
Mr. Morton made the flat statement
that advertiser interest in television
as an advertising medium is great.
He said 67 outstanding firms, repI'esenting 16 major industi'ies, have
presented 148 different experimental programs, thus demonstrating the efficiency of the service as
an advertising medium.
"I am convinced that the adoption of the proposed rules, particularly those permitting limited commercial use of television as an advertising medium, will lead to an
immediate improvement in program
service,"
he declared.
Television
was described as a
combination of sight, sound and motion. Those are also the basic principles of selling, he said. He predicted that the broadcasting industry will go through a slow, gradual and normal transition period
with the frontiers pushed back to
the day
point
where
station just
towill offer
sightevery
and sound,
as the motion picture a decade
back added sound to sight.
Limited commercialization will do
nobody harm, Mr. Morton declared.
He said that agencies and clients
felt the experiments were well
worthwhile and desired to continue
them. Limited commercial operation
noints the
in television andway
willto beprogress
a tremendous
stimulus
he
said. to development of the ai't,
Sees Objections to
Sharing of Facilities
Responding to Commissioner
Craven as to whether television stations in the same area should be required to divide time, Mr. Morton
said he felt that licensees might not
be able to perform their full public
service obligations under such conditions. Special events, such as
sports, beparades,
andhe "spot
cannot
scheduled,
pointednews"
out,
and a station operating only parttime would not be in a position to
handle such events.
BROADCASTING

Placedsummary
in the record
was an eightmonth
of operations
of
the NBC station from April 30
through Dec. 31 last year, along
with a discussion of television as a
broadcasting service and a business venture. This report broke
down in detail the history of
W2XBS action. Ioperations
retwas broughtandoutlistener
that NBC
is spending around $10,000 a week
in its experimental television operation and that if overhead depreciation and amortization are included,
the figure is more nearly $15,000 a
week.
Analyzing
of advertiser interestindications
in television
as an
advertising medium, the study revealed that by constantly educating
such groups, NBC has a considerable file of information on the advertising potentialities of television
broadcasting. Among the accounts
which have collaborated in the experimental programs are automotive, clothing, cosmetics, motion
picture companies, financial, food,
industrial, petroleum, public utility,
publishers, household supplies, tobacco companies, toilet goods, and
travel organizations,
well as
cellaneous groups. as
Many
of misthe
largest accounts now on the air,
through their agencies, have participated in this experimentation.
By allowing
the technique
of presenting advertising
programs
to
grow hand-in-hand with the technique of presenting sustaining programming, the development of a
rounded program service for the
public will be created, Mr. Morton
explained. This would supplant a
"patched-together program fare
which could have been the case if
television were suddenly to become
commercial, without the actual experience in advertising show building over the same length of time as
that devoted to the study of sponsored show building." The report on
the eight months' observations indicates, Mr. Morton concluded "that
a systematic and scientific applicatino hasvisionbeen
to guide astele-a
in its used
development
broadcast service to the public and
as a business venture."
Maximum Stability
Urged by Morton
Concluding his testimony under
cross-examination Jan. 20, Mr. Morton observed that the maximum
stability given the television art today would advance its swift development. He said that although
the matter never has been discussed
with prospective television sponsors
on a dollars-and-cents basis, several firms have indicated their desire to participate in expei-imental
programs
pi'ogram inquiry
series. into
Pursuinganda general
present costs and probable rates,
Chairman Fly, acting in accordance
with suggestions by Commissioners
Brown and Thompson, asked Mr.
Morton to supply estimates on the
probable
hourly
cost to advertisers
under limited
commercial
operation,
along tionwith
on
estimate
of
what
porof a weekly expense of
$10,000
for television operation might be
recaptured under limited commercial operation. Chaii-man Fly also
requested from all parties concerned a breakdown of their exbroadcasting. penditures in developing visual
Questioned by CBS Counsel
Porter, Mr. Morton reiterated his
personal opinion that sight-andsound broadcasting, "through gradual, normal and healthy evolution".
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will replace sound broadcasting. He
added, however, the two would coexist "a goodlength
long of
time",
no definite
time although
for the
transition could be estimated now.
Responding to Mr. Caldwell, the
NBC executive declared approval
of limited commercial operation by
the FCC would greatly encourage
the television art, stating that in
his opinion the public would react
to thetheFCC's
feeling
that
art isapproval
ready toby perform
good public service, and would respond by buying an increasing number of television receivers.
Mr. Morton agreed with Mr.
Wozencraft that the demand for
tickets to Avitness studio broadcast
nerformances — reaching as high as
10 to 12 times studio capacity — reflects some measure of the underlying appeals of television. He
qualified this view, however, following a dissenting inquiry by DuMont
Counsel Robert, by observing that
I "human curiosity" is unpredictable
and that studio performances are
not in fact the same as television
programs.
Sees Phenometutl Rise
If FCC Lifts Bars
Thomas F. Joyce, vice-president
in charge of advertising and of television sales of RCA Mfg. Co., followed Mr. Morton on the stand.
Mr. Joyce related merchandising
problems and possibilities brought
out during RCA Mfg. Co.'s eightmonth experience in publicly
marketing television receivers and
predicted a phenomenal jump in set
sales if the FCC gives the "amber
light" to television.
Since April, 1939, when RCA
sight-sound receivers were put on
the market for the first time, some
1,500 sets have been sent out by
the factory, he stated. Of these, 650
have been sold, 100 are out on loan,
and the remaining 750 are in the
hands of the 150 dealers in the New
York area and others in Los Angeles. Based on the recommendations of these dealers, the problem
of increasing set sales revolves
around establishing more and better stations, producing and broadcasting more programs, lowering
the purchase price of receivers and
providing liberal time payment purchase opportunities, he added.
After demonstrating visual
broadcasting to about 5,000,000 persons during the last year, at the
New York World's Fair and the
Golden Gate Exposition and showings in other parts of the country,
RCA has been approached by these
people with two questions, he said —
What are the chances for a bigger

picture? and How much will sets
cost and when do we get television?
Approaching the problem of lowering set costs to the public, Mr.
Joyce related, RCA went to its factory engineers and asked if the set
now selling for $600 could be produced for $395, the price recommended by dealers. Engineers determined that such a reduction,
amounting to more than one-third
of the present price, would be possible if production could reach 35,000 sets, he continued. The big production problem from an economic
standpoint lies in substituting the
factory for the workshop, he added,
pointing out that in the last year
the cost of manufacturing the
cathode ray tube had been cut in
half.
Merchandising Test
In Group of Cities
With this knowledge in hand, Mr.
Joyce continued, RCAM conducted a
merchandising test to see whether
the public would buy television receivers at the reduced price. A test
sales program was carried on for
12 weeks in Newburg, Poughkeepsie and Middletown, N. Y., during
which the whole line of RCA television sets was offered at prices reduced/ correspondingly with the
$205 reduction in the largest receiver, he explained. During the 12week campaign 130 sets were sold,
he commented, despite the fact that
Newburg, the closest of the three
cities, was 60 miles from New York
and the actual television service
did not have ideal potentialities.
However, neither these nor other
purchasers have ever claimed intrinsic faults in the operation of
the sets, he declared, their only criticisms being predicated on servicing
in individual cases.
A merchandising offer of 10%
doAvn and 15 months to pay, applied
to television receivers, does not
amount to high pressure salesmanship, Mr. Joyce commented. RCA
engineers would be able to take
care of ordinary developments and
refinements with only slight alterations or additions to present sets, he
added, and in the event of extraordinary developments, bringing
any sweeping changes in standards,
RCAM would consider calling in
outstanding sets for rebuilding and
altering at the lowest possible cost.
Based on the results of the threecity sales test, Mr. Joyce estimated
an immediate sale of 500 sets per
week in the New York market if the
FCC gave the go-ahead signal to
television. An additional 500 sets per
week could be sold in the Albany,
Schenectady, Philadelphia, Chicago
and Los Angeles markets when television service becomes available,
"and it is conceivable that sales
would reach 1,000 sets per week by
the fall of 1940", he estimated, with
at least 25,000 sets sold during the
year. Shows Interest
Fly
In Set Financing
Mr. Joyce asserted he based his
25,000 set-sale estimate on the availability of program service. If the
FCC does not permit limited commercial operation, he declared, he
would not want to hazard a guess
as to 1940 television receiver sales.
Without naming names, the
youthful, energetic RCA advertising, promotion and television execusaid there and
are outside
"some who
people"
in the tive,industry
are
attempting to retard television development "until theyhe can
catch up".
It was presumed
referred
not
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only to competitive manufacturers,
but also to the motion picture industry, which anticipates more than
a competitive pinch.
The hearing diverted to a new
course when Chairman Fly questioned the financing plan of RCA
under which it proposes to sell sets
on an installment basis. While no
question was raised about the FCC's
authority to pi'obe this phase in
a legislative hearing, there was a
perceptible lifting of eyebrows.
Mr. Joyce, however, offered to
supply tailed
the information
Commission
deas to with
interest
rates and the like, explaining that
CIT (Commercial Investment
Trust) handled this financing.
Chairman Fly cautioned both witness and counsel against "long
speeches",
just as
off
other witnesses.
He hesaidhadhiscut
interest, and that of the FCC, was to
see this new industi'y get started on
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athat"wholesome,
he felt theresound
shouldbasis",
be a and
full
disclosure of what the public is buying, referring not only to financing,
but extra costs for antennas, installation and the like.
Counsel Wozencraft agreed with
the desirability of full candor in
company advertising, but said he
felt there should be no pronouncement of policy by RCA on sales
and advertising "until we know
what
our competitors
will ofdo".25,000
Predicting
that the sale
television receivers will increase employment in manufacturing, service and merchandising, Mr. Joyce
declared that the reduced prices in
the Newburg area were based on
that sales volume. With standard
$600 receivers being sold for $395,
and $400 receivers for $295, he
said, the antenna price is approximately $50 but will come down
sharply on a production line basis.
He predicted also that as set sales
increase
the price range will be reduced.
Disputing the view that television is a "rich man's luxury", Mr.
Joyce said the average annual income of the Newburg purchaser
was in the $4,000 bracket.
New Receivers
Are Explained
Upon completion of his questionanswer testimony, Mr. Joyce was
given the green light by his counsel to express any other views he
might have on the subject. He
started by exhibiting to the FCC
RCA's newest nroduct, a camerasize receiver, battery-operated, and
to appear in about three months in
regular stock lines. Passed to the
rostrum,
several commissioners

Socony-Vacuum

.

Pittsburgh Press
"Now that all those bowl games are over—
don't you think that we can go back to just
one radio, dear?"
tinkered with it, as the witness
started a rapid-fire recitation of his
concept of television's development.
First he predicted that the
"camera-type" receiver would ultimately be supplanted by a wristwatch set, after which Chairman
Fry inquired whether he had "any
more rabbits" in his hat.
Harking back to the advent of
broadcasting in 1920, when KDKA
broadcast the presidential election
returns, Mr. Joyce predicted that
the inauguration of the next president in Januar-<r 1941, will be televised and seen remotely by as many
people as listened to that pioneer
aural broadcast. In 1927, when
Lindberg flew the Atlantic, few
people envisioned transoceanic air
travel of the Clipper ships, but it
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was the harbinger of that development, he said. Something like the
Dempsey-Carpentier fight, which
was broadcast, will crystallize and
focrus attention on television and
give it the impetus it needs, he predicted. When Mr. Joyce concluded
his inspired commentary with a
cryptic "that's all I have to say"
there was more than a ripple of applause from the audience. It was the
second time during the hearings
this had happened — the first having
been when CBS Vice-President Kesten had made his presentation.
Commissioner Thompson, whose
anti-bigness views have been evident, complimented Mr. Joyce for
his enthusiasm.
Membership of RMA
Committee Clarified
Before Mr. Joyce concluded his
testimony Jan. 22 under crossexamination by counsel for other
parties in the proceeding. Chairman
Fly noted that membership of the
General Standards Committee of
RMA, as outlined by Mr. Geddes,
included 22 members and a chairman, among them four representatives of RCA, three of RMA, two of
Hazeltine and one for each of the
other members. After the FCC head
also had observed that a threefourths majority was requii-ed to
anprove proposed standards, Mr.
Wozencraft observed that the places
on the committee were allotted "by
ourQuestioning
competitors".
Mr. Joyce, DuMont
Counsel Roberts referred to an instruction booklet for RCA television receivers, particularly a passage mentioning the possibility of "a
spotthein cathode
the centerrayandtube
a browning"
of
as it becomes old.
Mr. Joyce
allusion
that answered
because ofMr.thisRoberts'
possibility the set owner is placed in a
precarious position by stating that
faulty tubes are replaced without
question under the RCA 90-day
service and one year guaranty arrangement.
Mr. Roberts followed this by reo a servicemen's
guide
publishedfer ibyng tRCAM,
picturing
various
examples of distortion or nonsynchronization, and averred these
amounted to shortcomings in present set operation that could be overcome by further refinement and perhaps a change in standards. Mr.
Joyce answered, "Our purchasers
have no trouble in tuning the instruments."
Responding to CBS Counsel Porter, Mr. Joyce estimated the effect
of CBS coming on the air with a
second regular television service in
the New York area would refiect in
the sale of from 10,000 to 15.000
additional receivers, over and above
his previous 25,000 estimate based
on
an expanding single visual
service.

Outlines Discounts
In Receiver Sales
Queried on trade discounts, Mr.
Joyce emphasized that to put television on a competitive merchandising basis vsrith radio, the discount
structure must more nearly approach the radio level so dealers
would find it worth while to promote television set sales along with
other lines, i.e., refrigerators and
radios. On a $400 radio receiver, he
said, the prevailing 50% and 10%
trade discount would make the cost
to the wholesaler $180, and to the
dealer from $200 to $240, depending on individual wholesaling arrangements. The margin is much
smaller for the middlemen with television sets, he pointed out, the customary 40% trade discount making
the wholesale cost of a $400 sightsound receiver $240, and the cost
to the dealer about $300.
As for warning the buying public
against the possibility of far-reaching change in television receiving
apparatus,
told Mr.
Porter that Mr.
RCA,Joyce
if necessary,
would attach cautioning labels to
its sets, but he commented that it
wouldn't do any good and remarked
that although it is possible to give
such warning, "you can't do a sellResponding
inquiries into cost
ing job against totelevision".
factors of receiver and transmitter
construction made by Mr. Caldwell
and Mr. Lohnes, the RCAM executive said the manufacturing cost
for the cathode ray tube, under the
projected production schedule of
35,000 sets, would be about $42.
With an eye on lowering the sale
price of sets, the tube is one but not
the only field for possible cost reduction, he added. A 1,000-watt
transmitter, with studio equipment
and antenna, would cost the broadcaster about $100,000, he estimated.
Countering what he termed "allegations of RCA's
the television
field domination"
made by Mr.in
Roberts, Mr. Wozencraft asked that
judicial notice be taken of the aptelevision
bv DuMontplications forfor
stationsCP'sin made
New
York and Washington, Balaban &
Katz in Chicago, and Television
Productions Inc. in Los Angeles.
For the record he reviewed statements of financial organization of
the various applicants as made in
the applications, indicating the interests held by Paramount Pictures
in the television field. He explained
that he asked notice of these statements because of statements of
RCA's "dominating" as "the big
bad wolf".
^
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Mr. Roberts argued that although
there was no objection so far as
DuMont was concerned, he consid'1 ered it entirely irrelevant "that a
"ri motion picture firm or an automor- bile manufacturer or a wheat seller"
til should advance money to a manufacturer of television equipment
other than RCA. He pointed out
-I also that certain Class B stock held
'jl by Paramount elects only three of
six directors and cannot name either
t the president or vice-president of
! the company,
tjt
Says 15 Frames
.1 Permits Flickering
Following Mr. Joyce to the stand,
T' RCA
Elmer research
W. Engstrom,
in charge disof
in television,

'j' tors
cussedin various
facthe art.developmental
The RMA standards are the result of four years'
development, and are "the best obtainable" for present operation, he
•' held.
!S Speaking of the DuMont general
■■' proposal to keep standards flexible
' ' and the specific proposal of a 15
frames per second 625-line screen
' standard, Mr. Engstrom pointed
out that using too few frames
•' causes jerkiness of motion and
■ flicker, both of which are undesirable, particularly for viewing by
children. Despite use of long persistence screens at 15 frames per
'' second, the resulting images will
■ tend toward flickering and smear' ing, he commented, stating that in
his opinion the pictures at the re\ cent DuMont demonstration were
' ' too dim for home use and showed
' ' a Increasing
tendency to the
smear.
number of lines

■ will not counteract flickering re' ' suiting from 15-frame reception,
' ' since screens and frames are not
• related in this respect, he declared,
adding that at least 24 frames per
■ second, with a field frequency of
1 ' 48 per second and a steady 60 cycle
power source frequency, would be
'■ ' necessary
reception.
In terms forof good
absolute
resolution,
'■ home movies are equivalent to
i about a 600-line screen, he esti' mated, but entertainment and
' story-telling potential home television at 441 lines is equivalent to
home movies, Mr. Engstrom held.
' He pointed out also that the RMA
' 441-line standard is more satisfactory than the 405-line British
1 standard.
I I A combination receiver, capable
, . of receiving both 30-frame 441-line
' ': and 15-frame 625-line images at
, , the turn of adjusting switches,
could be built, he thought. The cost
would be higher, although not substantial y— probably not more than
$15 additional on a $300 set, Mr.
Engstrom estimated.
Prompted by questions of Chair; man Fly, Mr. DuMont explained
' that
his proposal
to amend
the
RMA instandards
he did
not flatly
advance 15 frames per second as
I the only standard, but rather
II placed 15 frames as the lowest
limit and advocated any combination of frames and screens between
j 15 and 30 per second and up to
800 lines. Mr. Wozencraft, taking
ispue with a printed statement of
the DuMont amendment proposal,
held that the statement was "ab] line
solutestandard.
and conclusive" for the 15Mr. DuMont continued, as questioning turned around him, by
pointing out that a motion problem
arises as soon as one goes under
15 frames per second, while above
800 lines the available frequency
limit is reached. He declared that
BROADCASTING

RCA's E, W. ENGSTROM
Good as home movies
flicker resulting from the use of a
reduced number of frames can be
overcome with retentive screens.
Compares Advantages
Of Antenna Types
When a question was asked from
the bench regarding companies engaged in television transmitter, as
well as receiver manufacture, DuMont Counsel Roberts said his company is prepared to sell complete
transmitters to stations and that
it had already advertised to that
end.
Mr. Engstrom insisted there was
nothing frozen about the RCA
standards since a great degree of
flexibility is inherent in improvements which can be made. An en-
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gineer prefers to build apparatus
for a reasonably definite service,
he said, though it is possible to
make flexible receivers, capable of
reproducing different types of visual signals.
Pointing out that the RMA
standards provide for horizontal
polarization while Philco supported vertical polarization, Mr. Engstrom said it was simply a matter
of the proper type of antenna.
RMA engineers concluded that the
horizontal method was farther advanced. He added, however, that
he felt all stations should be required to have either horizontal or
vertical and that a dual system
should not be invoked.
Responding to Counsel Wozencraft's questions, Mr. Engstrom
said he felt that with the 441-line
standards it is possible to vastly
improve the visual picture and felt
Mr. Kesten's estimate of a two-toone improvement was "conservative". Moreover, he declared, contrast in pictures can be improved,
while the half-tone gradation is
also susceptible of improvement.
The brightness of the received
image must be above it, he declared,, and the definition also
should progressively be bettered.
Finally, Mr. Engstrom testified
that the picture size can be increased greatly. He said this was of
major importance and that it can
be done without sacrificing quality.
He described today's picture as
"moderately good" but expected it
to get vastly better. This can be
done without rendering any receiver capable of picking up the 441
line standard obsolete.
As to size, Mr. Engstrom declared that today pictures are being successfully transmitted in the

' Wise

RCA laboratory of 4:V2 feet x 6
feet using the 441-line standards.
The next step, he said, is a 9 foot
by 12 foot transmission, which he
declared acceptable for theatres.
In addition to the impending improvements inthe transmitted picture, Mr. Engstrom declared a new
camera has just been developed of
far superior performance and that
advances in studio technique also
will tend to improve the received
picture. The RCA research director concluded the 441-line standard
would not freeze development but
on the contrary would permit the
art to progi'ess more rapidly within the specified limitations.
Mr. Wozencraft precipitated a
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furor when he declared that RCA
does not ask that standards other
than those adopted by RMA be
banned. He declared the position of
his company was that if the FCC
felt it was in the public interest
that other methods be authorized,
it asked only that it be permitted to
proceed according to the RMA
standards under limited commercial
operation. If that is done, he declared, nothingfor
would
be "frozen"
and DuMont,
example,
might
be permitted to go its way.
Chairman Fly declared this view
differed from the impression he had
received from other RCA witnesses.
CBS Counsel Porter said the effect
of Mr.
Wozencraft's
pronouncement would
be that manufacturers
produce two or three or a halfdozen different types of receivers
which might be fine from the manufacturing end btit would mean to
the television broadcaster that his
audience would be divided. DuMont
counsel Roberts declared he was
"bewildered" since he had gone on
the premise that RCA had supported all of the RMA standards.
Following the afternoon recess,
Mr. Wozencraft said he desired to
clear up the matter by restating
the position of his company. He
said that RCA believed in the
RMA industry standards and
thought they were the best devised
at this time. He added his company
felt there was nothing on the horizon which indicated any need for a
change and does not think any
other standards are necessary.
However, if the FCC feels other
standards are essential, RCA will
not object to them but on the other
hand will seek to put on the market both types of receivers or a re-
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ceiver adapted to pick up all types
of transmission. He reiterated that
RCA is definitely and positively behind the RMA standards.
Mr. Wozencraft declared that if
the art is to progress as rapidly
as it can, "we ought to put into
effect promptly the standards that
are tried and tested, on Class II
stations with limited commercial
Television Relays
operation."
Used in Experiments
With Mr. Engstrom still on the
stand, Commissioner Walker made
inquiry regarding the statement of
RCA Vice-President Joyce that the
next inauguration would be televised. Mr. Wozencraft explained
that RCA is experimenting with
television relays using the ultrahigh frequencies, on channels in
the 500 megacycle band. He explained this type of relay transmis ion iscompetitive with coaxial
cable.
Mr. Engstrom pointed out, responding to Commissioner Walker,
that television of the inaugural in
1941 presupposed the existence of
this type of ultra-high frequency
relay station, with outlets located
in a number of cities. The radio
relays for television are being employed experimentally at the Riverhead, L. I., station of RCA.
Under cross-examination by DuMont counsel, Mr. Engstrom said
he felt that a picture 18 x 24 inches
wide was most desirable for home
use, as against the 12-inch maximum size picture now employed.
DuMont counsel interrogated Mr.
Engstrom on papers he had written
regarding television in the home
and the desirability of large-sized
pictures.
Multi-Standards
I nvolve Added Cost
Cross-examination of Mr. Engstrom continued through the morning session Jan. 23. Queried further by Mr. Roberts on the willingness of RCA to manufacture
sets capable of receiving visual
signals of various standard combinations, Mr. Engstrom declared
such a set could be constructed and
that it would work no hardship on
reception of transmissions using
the DuMont system, as alleged by
Mr. Roberts, who had pointed to
the possibility of RCA building receivers capable of receiving emissions under RMA standards more
easily than under other standards.
Chairman Fly expressed agreement
with the position taken by Mr.
Wozencraft, in commenting on this
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OVERAWED by the giant of the
film "Gulliver's Travels", Fred
Mizer, commercial manager of
WQAM,
Miami,in permits
this study
in contrasts
the shadow
of a
clump of palm trees. The giant,
Dave Ballard, was in Miami for the
film's premiere.
line of examination, that it was
not fair to commit either RCA or
Mr. Engstrom to future actions.
Following
line of questioning advanced upby aChairman
Fly and
Commissioner Craven, Mr. Engstrom stated that if operators and
engineers can agree on a certain
set of standards, not necessarily
arbitrary but possibly flexible, it
will be best for purchasers. If
this fails, the next best thing is for
the manufacturer to build a set as
flexible as possible so the listener
himself can determine the type of
transmission most satisfactory to
him, he added. The FCC chairman
pointed out in this connection that
in addition to the added cost and
complexity of a multiple-standard
receiver, the added bother of
switching to accommodate various
transmission standards also should
be considered.
Mr. Engstrom's
answer
to Mr.
Caldwell
that he could
visualize
an
antenna constructed to receive
either horizontally or vertically
polarized signals without switching led into
a question-answer
discussion between
them on the relative merits and propensities of vertical and horizontal polarization of
signals.
Home Movie Quality
Is Present Goal
If the humming factor could be
disregarded, with a choice between
24 and 30 frame operation, Mr.
Engstrom said he would choose 24
frames because, while general results from a movement standpoint
would remain entirely satisfactory
with a field frequency of 48, an
increase of 10% to 12% in the
number of lines could be effected.
However, considering the proposition practically, under average conditions and with low-price receivers, there probably
would
be a deterioration of quality,
he added.
Quality comparable to that of
the home movie was set as the
present goal because of frequency
space limitations and because this
quality is regarded as good enough
for enjoyable entertainment without strain, Mr. Engstrom continued. Apart from refinements
within these limits, eventual fur• Broadcast
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ther improvement would i-equire an
increase in frequency space, he
WILDCAT AMUCK
said.
WSGN Staffman Drops Mike
Questioned further by Mr. CaldAnd Beats Retreat
well, he said RCA had done "a very
JOE FORD, announcer of WSGN,
small frequency
amount of modulation
laboratory in
work"
with
the Birmingham, Ala., on Jan. 11 was
television field. The Philco counhandling a remote from the Pansel dropped this line of questiontages Theatre, where Calvert the
ing after a single query when it Magician was appearing. During
was pointed out by the chair that an interview, the magician told
the entire matter of F-M, as ap- Ford he had just returned from a
plied to both television and aural
trip in the Florida Everbroadcast fields, would be discussed hunting glades
with a live wildcat — and
at the Feb. 28 F-M hearing.
pointed to a cage in a corner of the
Commenting on the RMA stand- dressing x'oom. Ford turned to describe the cage and animal for his
ards allowing 20% to 25% of carrier strength for the synchronizradio audience. As he did, the wildcat broke from the pen.
ing signal in television transmission, Mr. Engstrom said he thought
Ford
mumbled a hasty "We rethat was a strong enough synturn you to our studios", dropped
chronizing signal from an engi- his microphone
and along with the
neering standpoint, although agree- magician beat a hasty retreat
ing with Mr. Caldwell that a bet- through the dressing room door —
ter and stronger visual signal which, in their haste, they left open.
would I'esult if the whole carrier The wildcat followed and for 30
could be used for the visual signal. minutes turned the theatre upside
He added that lowering the mini- down. Finally a group of firemen
mum synchronizing signal below
police, armed with tear gas and
would result in unbalance in aandlasso,
captured the animal.
reception.
As for reducing the cost of television that
receivers in
on addition
the mai-ket,
he partment, was called in response to
remarked
to the
the request of FCC and outlined in
cathode ray tube all the special ele- a general way the patent licensing
ments in the set peculiar to visual
policies of the company. His testibroadcast reception, put on a promony led to discussion from the
duction basis, would become less bench in connection with license
fees charged by RCA for use of its
expensive and bi'ing a consequent
lower price for the whole receiver.
receiving set manHe added that he believed televi- patents by other
ufacturers. Commissioner Thompsion would supplement but not supson, who has several times demonplant aural broadcasting, and that
strated his "anti-monopoly" vieweven though combination sightpoint, interrogated Mr. Schairer
sound receivers are built in increasing numbers, a market will re- closelypectson
of theso-called
policy. "monopoly" asmain for plain aural receivers.
Responding to Mr. Wozencraft,
Resuming the stand at the after- Mr. Schairer reiterated testimony
noon session Jan. 23, Mr. Engstrom
of previous RCA witnesses regardsaid in reply to questions by RCA
ing the desirability of limited comCounsel Wozencraft that if the
mercial operation and of use of the
FCC decided to follow the suggesRMA standards. He said it would
tions made by Philco and Zenith, it accelerate research and developwould take at least 18 months for
ment in the field and in no wise
them to crystallize, and delay the
to "freeze" the situastart of limited commercial tele- would tion.tend
RCA, he declared, has sought
vision at least that long. He added to develop the best inventions and
that under the RMA standards, make them available to others in
progress in his opinion would be far the art and industry. When memmore rapid with limited commercial
bers of the Commission began to
operation since engineers would delve into the RCA patent struchave more opportunity to move forture, Mr. Schairer revealed for
ward. The outside interest then
manifested in television would tend the first time that for its general
receiving set manufacturing lito force development, he declared.
censes RCA, effective Jan. 1, had
reduced
the royalty payments from
Schairer Outlines RCA
5% to 2V4:% of the selling price of
Patent Policies
the receiving set to the distributor.
The royalty on television patents
Otto S. Schairer, vice-president of for transmitter manufacture will
RCA in charge of its Patent De- be 6% of the selling price after a
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continuou
Covers ofa more
thans
market
300,000 population.
25th City of the U. S.
1000 watts 680 Kilocycles

number of basic deductions. The
terms of the contract, he said, are
substantially the same as those
covering other RCA patents.
Both Chairman Fly and Commissioner
ascertain
whetherThompson
RCA sought
licensedto use
of individual patents or required a
blanket license at the 2Vi% royalty.
Mr. Schairer
explained
the license was in the
nature ofthat
a blanket
authorization and that the question
was moot, since no licensees sought
to procure other than a general license.
Licensees Prefer
Blanket Permission
Commissioner Thompson asked
whether the proposed RMA standards covered any of the basic RCA
television patents and Mr. Schairer
said
he thought
that never
"several"
affected
but he had
made were
the
actual breakdown. He was asked to
produce this data for the record.
When Philco Counsel Caldwell
asked that the data also cover patent applications
Wozencraft said therepending,
was no Mr.
objection
if this information could be supplied the Commission confidentially but that it would prefer not to
publicly reveal data on pending
patent applications.
Mr. Schairer said he felt a manufacturer could not produce a competitive commercially acceptable
receiver without using from 10 to
25 of the several thousand patents
covered under an RCA license. He
estimated that possibly 2 to 5% of
these
were "basic".
Whenpatents
Chairman
Fly asked why
a blanket license was issued, Mr.
Schairer reiterated that no one
ever had applied for a single patent and that apparently all licensees prefer to derive the benefit of
present and future developments of
RCA, covered by the licenses. He
said there is an implied recognition
on the part of licensees of the validity of the RCA patents but that
it could not be construed as admitted. Placing in the record the new
license form for receiving set manufacture, Mr. Schairer explained
that while the rate on receiving sets
is reduced to 2i/4%, the rate on
tubes remains 5%. He said that in
isolated instances applications for
RCA patent licenses have been rejected largely because of lack of
financial responsibility or kindred
reasons. RCA collected approximately $2,000,000 in receiving set
royalties last year, he testified.
When Commissioner Thompson
pursued the question of monopoly,
Mr. Schairer declared that it is not
the policy of RCA to attempt to assimilate all patents in the art. He
said he felt the 2%% i-oyalty was
very moderate.
Mr. Schairer declared that RCA
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sought to avoid discrimination in
dealing with manufacturers and
that it believed in a policy of uniformity. He made this statement
after Chairman Fly observed that
apparently RCA patent trading
w^as on a "put up or shut up" basis.
Regarding patent arrangements
with Farnsworth, Mr. Schairer
testified that RCA pays a license
fee to that company and that Farnsworth in return has an RCA license
for set manufacture, covering both
regular sets and television.
Mr. Schairer declared RCA receives in royalties what amounts to
approximately 12c from the public
on a set retailed at $10 and 16c to
18c on one retailing at $20. It receives about $1 on a $100 set, he
declared. Against this, he pointed
out that RCA expended for reAKRON

One of America's
Richest Markets
Roger W. Babson predicts
1940 business for Akron to
surpass even 1929 peak.
WTW
"THE VOICE OF AKRON"
Representatives
Headley-Reed Company
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CoU

lifecdUe/i,

GENE
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search in 1939, including its television field tests, an aggregate of
$1,750,000. In 1938 the figure was
$1,500,000. All told RCA has expended in excess of $10,000,000 on
research and development with the
primary return from the royalty
percentages plus whatever benefits
the subsidiaries derive on their own
manufacture and use of these
patents.
When Commissioner Thompson
asked point-blank whether RCA
had not used its patents in an effort to "monopolize the industry",
Mr. Schairer emphatically responded negatively. He said this was refuted by the very existence of so
many licenses. He also pointed out
that Mr. Howland, as witness for
Zenith, had testified that the RCA
licensing policy was entirely fair.
Status of DuMont
Negotiations Discussed
Commission Counsel Bauer in
cross-examining Mr. Schairer said
Mr. Farnsworth had testified before the Federal Monopoly Committee that in order to manufacture television receivers, either
RCA or Farnsworth licenses covering their respective patents were
essential.
DuMont Counsel Roberts inquired whether DuMont could be
licensed under RCA patents and
the RCA executive said there had
been negotiations to that end. Mr.
Roberts, however, contended that
RCA wanted to procure from DuMont rights under some 50 patents
held by his company before it
would license DuMont to make receivers under RCA patents. When
Chairman Fly asked whether the
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situation was one wherein DuMont
wanted only a limited field whereas RCA desired the whole field, Mr.
Schairer said he doubted whether
the negotiations had been carried
on to such a point.
Philco Counsel Caldwell, in crossexamining Mr. Schairer, asked
whether he knew that Philco pays
more to RCA under the 2%% royalty basis than it did under the
5% patent. He responded affirmatively. When Mr. Caldwell asked if
RCA had pending patent applications which would tend to force
the use of RMA standards, Mr.
Schairer said he was not familiar
with this situation but that in any
event such information would fall
in the competitive category. Mr.
Caldwell asserted Philco had spent
a million dollars on general research last year and that while
Philco was licensed under RCA patents, RCA did not hold a Philco
license.
RMA Standards
Favored by Farnsworth
Philo T. Farnsworth, vice-president and director of research of
Farnsworth Television & Radio
Corp., took the stand Jan. 23 upon
completion of the RCA case to
state clearly the position of his
company. Examined by Edgar
Martin, secretary of Farnsworth,
the 34-year-old television inventor
said he felt the present RMA
standards would expedite and give
television research a definite purpose. The industry would know
where it is headed and research
could be better directed, he declared. The standards, he said,
would tend to freeze development
in a sense but not limit the art. On
the contrary, he contended the art
would be promoted. With that impetus, Mr. Farnsworth declared he
felt the art could progress rapidly
in research and commercially.
Decreasing the picture rate, as
proposed by DuMont, is undesirable, Mr. Farnsworth declared, because no one has demonstrated
how to accomplish this without
lowering the quality of the picture.
When Chairman Fly pointed out
that the English systems used fewer frames, Mr.
nevertheless
hadFarnswoi'th
more flickersaid
thanit
he would like.
Development during the next few
years under the recommended
standards would not make present
sets obsolete, Mr. Farnsworth declared. He agreed, however, that
the sets would be depreciated in
their value as the art progressed.
He advocated immediate adoption
of the standards to permit television to get underway.
Mr. Farnsworth said that the
RMA Standards Committee had
completely disregarded
patent considerations in its deliberations.
He
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"Ready for the public"
When DuMont Counsel Roberts
inquired whether he was interested in retrieving some of his investment in television research, Mr.
Farnsworth responded affirmatively. He said he thought the time had
aiTived when
it wasmedium.
possible to introduce the visual
Armstrong Asks Delay
Pending F-M Study
Prof. E. H. Ai-mstrong, prime
mover in frequency modulation,
told the Committee Jan. 23 that he
was not opposing development of
the television art but had filed expertainingout
to that
the allocation rules.ceptions
Pointing
he had
predicted at the June 1936 hearings
that frequency modulation would
be the new method ©f broadcasting,
he said he felt the development of
the past
years had amply justified thisfew
observation.
Until the full story of F-M is
known. Major Armstrong said he
hoped the Commission would not
consider "the possibility of freezthe channel
allocation."
He
said ing
that
he felt that
if television
is going to amount to anything, it
must use the higher frequencies
and that the lower bands should be
left for F-M. F-M, he declared,
is "now ready to go and television
Chairman Fly asked the noted inventor whether his position did not
is not."

mm

said flatly that in his opinion television is "ready for the public."
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amount to a request that the ultrahigh frequency allocation not be
frozen until the story of F-M is
told at the hearings, scheduled for
Feb. 28. Major Armstrong agreed.
He made a plea that the lower television channel in the 40 megacycle
band be assigned to F-M, and that
television be permitted to expand
in the upper channels where there
is more space available.
Appearing as the final witness
was Mr. Martin, on behalf of
Farnsworth.
He made a brief
statement regarding the policy of
Farnsworth and declared that licenses for use of its patents were
available to all companies on an
equitable basis. He said he felt the
patent situation in no way would
? prevent any qualified organization
I from entering television.
' upChairman
Fly after
suddenly
wound
the hearing
asking
attorneys representing respondents
whether they preferred oral arguments or filing of memorandum
briefs. First, however, he suggested the advisability of appointing a
committee representing the various
manufacturers to seek to agree on
. television standards and to bring
to the Commission "a unanimous
. decision." He said the Commisison
.would seriously consider this prop[osition. Mr. Wozencraft, however,
. declared that if the Commission
decided upon such a course, he
would prefer to see a definite time
limit placed on such deliberations,
lest the art be further retarded.
The view among the respondents
!appeared to be that such a committee would find it extremely diffiicult to bring in a unanimous reIport, since the RMA Committee,
• which was viewed as representative
•of the industry, sought for four
Iyears to devise standards and then
ireached only a compromise plan.
1 Attorneys for the various reispondents were asked to submit
their memorandum briefs summarizing their position not later than
Jan. 29.
Wesson in Arizona
WESSON OIL & SNOWDRIFT
Co., New Orleans (Blue Plate mayonnaise) has started a thrice'weekly gram,
quarter-hour
proTo the Ladies,morning
on Arizona
Network (KOY KTUC KSUN
KGLU). Program originates from
KOY, Phoenix, and is directed to
housewives. Jack Williams and
'Marlene Ayres conduct the series.
It's Gay in St. Louts
I For five years the voice of Carol
Gay has entered St. Louis homes
with a message for women. Today
"CarolnineGay"
foremost
name in isSt.theLouis
radio.femiHer
"This Woman's World" brings to
KWK listeners in the Nation's 9th
'Market, five times weekly, a colorful and varied quarter hour of news
and comment on subjects important
in the world of women. Miss Gay
presents in an interesting and entertaining manner the woman's
side of the news, comments on
fashion and the stage, reviews
books and interviews visiting celebrities.
Miss inGay's
SELL. Five
years
radioprograms
with a background
of sales promotion work for one of
the country's
stores
lend an leading
unusual department
sales intelligence to her program.
"This Woman's World" is now
available for sponsorship. Call the
Paul H. Raymer office. Pd. Adv.
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McClatchy Drops Tests
Of Facsimile Apparatus

NBC OFFICIALDOM in Chicago turned out en masse Jan. 15 to witness
the fii'st broadcast of Radio Neighbors, featuring home economist
Eleanor Howe, on Jan. 15. Also on hand were a number of Chicago
women who took part. Included (1 to r) are Mrs. William Fribley, president of the Housewives' League of America; S. N. Strotz, NBC Central
Division vice-president; Mrs. Lyle W. Bryant, Chicago housewife; Harry
Kopf, NBC network sales manager; Miss Howe, stirring up a batch of
cookies; Emmons Carlson, NBC sales promotion manager for NBC.
RADIO NEIGHBORS
Chicaso Series Serves as
InFormation Bureau
DIFFERENT is the slant of a new
home economics program titled Radio Neighbors, which started Jan.
15 on WENR, Chicago. A fiveweekly half-hour series. Radio
Neighbors is conducted by Eleanor
Howe, home economist.
Aired from Miss Howe's kitchen
apartment at 900 N. Michigan Ave.,
the series is designed as a kind of
Town Meeting of the Air plus a
homemakers' information bureau.
For listeners in the Chicago area a
special bureau has been established
so they may call any time of the
day and consult with experts on
daily problems of running the
house.
Home devices and decoration
ideas will be reported on the program and housewives will be interviewed. Daily cash prizes are offered for solutions to household
problems,
homeshow
decoration ideas. recipes
Format and
of the
will
vary from day to day, and one day
each week guests will participate
in a quiz show and spell-down.
Leaders
of women's organizations
are
also featured.
It is understood the show will be
offered for participating sponsorship. The first broadcast Jan. 15
was attended by prominent Chicago
social and educational club leaders,
NBC officials and executives of
Lord & Thomas, NBC agency.
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NBC Photo Exhibit
FIRST SALON of radio photographs,
totaling 43 portrait prints devoted exclusively to radio subjects and personalities ofNBC, were exhibited during the week of .Jan. 18 on the fifth
floor photographic section of R. H.
Macy & Co., New York department
store. NBC photographers represented
included Ray Lee Jackson, William
Haussler, Sidney Desfor and Charles
Van Bergen.

ASSERTING
facsimilesuccess
"cannot become a that
commercial
until several important corrections
are
made incanthe berecorder"
a recorder
sold the and
publicuntil
at
a reasonable figure, Guy C. Hamilton, general manager of the Mcnewspapers announced
and radio Jan.
stations in Clatchy
California,
18 that his stations had discontinued facsimile experimentation as
of Jan. 1.
Pointing out that he had suggested to RCA last April that
specificclaredchanges
made, he has
dethe companybe apparently
been tied
other developments andup
has with
not continued
with
experimental work at Carnden. A
strong advocate of facsimile as a
supplementary medium for newspapers, Mr. Hamilton said he will
again address a convention of newspaper editors and publishers in
New York this April, coincident
with the American Newspaper Publishers Association convention on
the "final story of facsimile."
He indicated that McClatchy stations were only temporarily abandoning the experiments and that if,
as and when the suggested changes
are made, he proposed to resume
experimentation. Mr. Hamilton,
during his experiments, introduced
"general facsimile" by using a
single frequency at Sacramento and
relaying the signals from KFBK
in that city to KMJ in Fresno.
WLOK, Lima, O., on Jan. 28 joined
NBC as a supplementary outlet of the
Red network, making a total of 182
NBC affiliates. Station is offered at
an evening hour rate of $60.

All Kinds of Families to Make
' This Market
,.c0ve0t0v 9
There are the women who help their husbands farm this rich "Heart of
Illinois" land — and the women who pack lunches for their men to carry
to the many large factories and plants in this busy area. About as many
BALANCED market— big
of one as the other — and that makes
farm income — big payrolls. It means
big results, too, for advertisers who
go after this 600,000 market through
the ONE radio station that covers
it
thoroughly.
Is aHit on
your list?That's . . . .WMBD.
National Representativbs
Free and Peters, Inc.

The ONLY Radio
Transmitter of tliis
or greater power
within 75 miles of
Sioux City

JAIMMER

CBS

MiTWOILM

PEOniA,
Advertising
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ROBERT BRAUN, radio director of
Small Co., Hollywood talent agency,
has resigned to join Edington & Vincent, that city, in a similar capacity.
He succeeds George Rosenberg, who
resigned some weeks ago to join Columbia Management, Hollywood. The
first day in his new position, Braun
was rushed to Cedar of Lebanon Hostion. pital, Hollywood, for a major operaREGGIE SCHUEBEL, time buyer of
Biow Co., New York, on Jan. 12 was
married to John H. Bullard, president
of Bulova Watch Co., New York. Miss
Sehuebel is continuing her position at
Biow.

If you're an advertising agency executive or radio advertiser you'll
want your personal copy of
1940

the

Yearbook

Number.
of new

It's full
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DICK MARVIN. New York radio director of Wm. Esty & Co., was in
Hollywood during mid-.January for
conferences with Joe Donahue, coast
manager.
BRYAN HOUSTON, manager of the
San Francisco office of Young & Rubicam, left
cation in recently
Honolulu.for an extended vaARMAND DEUTSCH. executive in
the New York office of McKee & Albright, on Jan. 18 married Benay
Yenuta, actress and conductor of a
weekly variety program on MBS, at
Sherry's in New York.
CHARLES MICHELSON, distributor of Speedy-Q sound effects and
Porto-playbaek machines and in charge
of his own radio production firm, has
been manappointed
of NorA. Mack &radio
Co., director
New York.
Mr.
Michelson
will and
handle
the agency's
dio programs
promotion
work ra-in
addition to his other activities.
JOE DONAHUE, Hollywood manager and radio director of Wm. Esty
& Co., has recovered from injuries received Jan. 17 when he was struck by
an
city.auto near the CBS studios in that
J. C. BRIDGEWATER, formerly of
Blackett - Sample - Hummert, Chicago,
and more recently of Joseph Katz
Agency, Baltimore, has joined H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co., Chicago, as
an account executive.
JAMES J. FREEMAN, former account executive of Brwin, Wasey &
Co.. New York, has been appointed
director of media of St. Georges &
Keyes, New York.
JOHN LEE BURTON, formerly secretary and treasurer
of Baker,
Gordon & Burton,
New York,
has joined
Norman D. Waters & Associates, New
York, as space buyer.
JOHN HALLORAN, New York playwright and radio writer, has joined the
Hollywood staff of Young & Rubieam
to alternate with True Boardman on
original plays and adaptations for the
CHS Silver Theatre series, sponsored
by International Silver Co.
ROBERT ALLAN, formerly of Robert F. Dennis Adv. Agency. Los Angeles, has been appointed radio director
of Howard Ray Adv. Agency, that
city. Sibyl Mathers has also joined the
agency as director of client's premium
department. She was foi-merly with
Milton Weinberg Adv. Co.. Los Angeles.
RICHARD F. SHELDRICK, formerly of Federal Adv. Agency, New York,
and Richard Neff, formerly of BBDO,
New York, have joined the copy department of J. M. Mathes, New York.
JACK SCOTT, of Schwimmer &
Scott, Chicago, has returned to his
desk following a three-week vacation
tour of Mexico.
AL WHITLOCK of Benton & Bowles,
Hollywood legal department, has been
transferred back to the agency's New
York offices.
J, J 940

McDOUGALL & WEISS, Chicago
New York
agency, and Max A. GeUer, firm
new Gellercalled
a Mr.
started
have
agency,
was
Weiss & Geller Inc.
formerly a partner of the Lawrence
The firm's
C. Gumbinn
N.
to 400Chibeen moved
has Agency.
cago office er
its New York
Michigan Ave., atand
Ave.
Fifth
540
office is located
proSAM PIERCE, actor, writer and direcducer, has been appointed radio
HollyCo..
Morgan
R.
Raymond
tor ofwood
agency. He is directing Dealer in
Spelling Beeliner. sponDreamssored and
by Los Angeles Soap Co. on
CBS Pacific network, as well as other
radio shows.
Los Angeles,
& ROUSE,
LOGAN nounces
addition of Jerry
Arnold asan-a
vice-president. Other additions to the
staff include Harry Brinekman, as
production manager and space buyer,
and Duncan Jennings, formerly writer
and account executive of KTARKVOA. Phoenix-Tucson.
GORDON B. CASTLE, in radio and
other media for 20 years, has joined
the staff of Aircasters Inc., Detroit
agency.
ALVIN A. SAMUELS, formerly in
the classified department of the Jeicish Daily Forward and previously with
the New York Times, has been appointed director of i-adio advertising
of Sternfield-Godley, New York.
WALTER S. BEANS, formerly head
of Beans Adv. Agency, Denver, has
joined the copy department of Milton
Weinberg Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
PAUL V. FUNK, formerly in the
London office of Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
as supervisor of research activities,
has been appointed director of rethe agency's
York office.search
Mr. inFunk
joined New
the agency
in
1S27 as director of research in the
Chicago office.
T. S. STRONG, formerly president
of his own advertising agency, T. S.
Strong Co., has joined Ivey & Ellington, Philadelphia, as vice-president.
R. F. (Bob) McKEE. radio director of
Culbreth Sudler Co.. Los Angeles, has
resigned to form his own agency under
the firm name of Robert-Howard Co.,
with offices at 412 W. 6th St., that
city.
Howard
H. Hel-in
miek His
.Tr. associate
The firm iswill
specialize
radio accounts.
CAMPBELL-EWALD Co. of New
York about April 1 will move to new
quarters, occupying two floors of the
new
20-story
S. Rubber Center
Co. Bldg..
last unit
of theU".Rockefeller
development, at 12.30 Sixth Ave.. New
York.
HARRY TORP. account executive of
Sherman K. Ellis & Co., New York,
has been promoted to space buyer.
BARTON A. STEBBINS. head of
Barton A. Stebbins Adv. Agency, Los
.January.
Angeles, went to New York in lite
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JOHN DAVIES. of the radio department of Schwimmer & Scott. Chicago,
is the father of a boy born Jan. 19.
WALES ADV. Co., New York, on Jan.
22 moved its offices to 580 Fifth Ave.
New telephone is Lackawanna 4-1800.
WEST & ASSOCIATES. Glendale,
Cal., agency, has moved to 816 W.
Fifth St., Los Angeles.
J. M. HICKERSON. New York, on
Jan. 27 moved its advertising agency
offices to 110 East 42d Street. New
telephone is Murray Hill 3-7426.
MADELINE CHASE, of Schwimmer
& Scott. Chicago, was married to
Charles Seiple Jan. 26.
Gosch Gets Award
FIRST radio award of the Authors'
&wasPsychologists'
League,
York,
presented Jan.
23 New
to Martin
Gosch, former producer of CBS and
now doing freelance work, for his direction of A Drink of Water by Wilbur Daniel Steele, presented last summer during the Columbia Workshop
Festival.
BROADCASTING
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■WBAB, Atlantic City, lias appointed
Headley-Reed Co. as its national advertising representative, effective Feb.
1, date the station expects to begin
operations. Owned bv the Atlantic
City Press Union, WBAB will be the
CBS outlet in Atlantic City, with a
network base rate of $100 per evening hour.
PHILIP FUSS, formerly with WOR
and WMCA, New York, and more recently with Radio Attractions, has
joined the New York sales staff of
Furgason
& Walker, station representatives.

BROADCASTING'S
sixth

Yearbook

Number

is 50

pages bigger than
last year, carries
more new features
(particularly valuable to radio advertisers and advertising agency
executives ) than
ever before.
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RADIO ADVERTISING Corp., national representative firm, has been
appointed representative of WING.
Dayton, O.
GERALD H. GUNST. recently named
vice-president of the Katz Agency,
national representatives, has been appointed manager of the firm's Chicago
office. Paul Ray. former Chicago manager, has resigned and has announced
no future plans. Mr. Gunst has been
asales
member
New York
staff offorthethecompany's
last 10 years.
KFKA, Greeley. Col., has appointed
Howard H. Wilson Co. its exclusive
Pacific Coast representative.
SPACE & TIME Service, representative for both publications and radio
stations, has been organized with offices at 6-55 Fifth Ave., New York.
Irving Horowitz, with a background
in the publication field, is managing
director of the new firm, which curtions. rently serves a number of publicaGEORGE W. BRETT and Gerald H.
Gunst of the Katz Agency, New York,
have been appointed vice-presidents of
the station representative firm.
Radio Quiz Panel
A QUIZ panel on radio advertising
with questions submitted by junior
advertising executives, will be a
feature of the second annual fifth
district conference of the Junior
Pacific Advertising Clubs Assn., to
be held in Los Angeles Feb. 24. Leo
B. Tyson, vicepresident and
general manager
of K M P C, Beverly Hills, Cal.
will lead the disc u s s i o n , with
agency executives
parti c i pating.
Mr. Shaw
William D. Shaw
of the CBS Hollywood public relations division, is chairman of the
conference, which will be attended
b''' junior advertising executives
from all parts of Southern California.
Forjoe's Bureau
NATIONAL FOREIGN Language
Broadcasting System has been
formed by Forjoe & Co., New York,
station representatives, to provide
a central point for placing business
and as a bureau of information for
advertising agencies and national
and regional advertisers using foreign language programs in the
United States. Headquarters of the
System are at 19 West 44th St.,
New York, telephone Vanderbilt
6-5080. Live programs and transcriptions are available to advertisers in Polish, Italian, Jewish, German and other languages at special
group-rates.
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and Marquette

Acquire Ownership of
Benton & Bowles-Chicago
OWNERSHIP of all interest in
Benton & Bowles-Chicago Inc. has
been acquired from Benton &
Bowles Inc., New York, and Edward Aleshire by Stuart Sherman
and Arthur F. Marquette, wellknown Chicago agency figures. The
finn is now known as Sherman &
Marquette,
olive
Bldg. with offices in the PalmMr. Sherman has been president
of the Chicago agency for some
two years, having resigned as vicepresident of Pepsodent Co. to take
the post. Mr. Marquette has been

Do you know your
Mr. Marquette

Mr. Sherman

vice-president and treasurer of the
agency. Active in the firm at one
time had been William B. Benton,
who relinquished his high agency
connections to become vice-president of the University of Chicago.
It was stated that Benton &
Bowles, New York, a separate entity which continues in existence,
sold its share in the Chicago business because of problems involved
in soliciting new accounts competitive to established accounts.
Entire personnel and accounts of
the firm are retained, with the accounts representing an annual billing of $3,000,000 and including Colgate -Palmolive - Peet (Cashmere
Bouquet soap and cosmetics, Colgate
tooth powder and shave creams,
Halo shampoo, Vel Fine fabric
suds); Sterling Products (Dr. Caldwell); Griesedieck - Western Brewing Co. (Stag beer); Quaker Oats
Co.
(commercial
feeds. Farina
lager beei^)^^
cereal ) ; Fitger Brewing Co. (NordWeill Forms Agency
NORMAN WEILL, former president of Weill & Wilkins, New York,
which recently filed dissolution papers, has formed a general advertising agency, Norman Weill Inc.
at 247 Park Ave., New York. Telephone is Plaza 5-3213. Max Friedman, formerly of Weill & Wilkins,
is ti'easurer of the new agency, but
no other personnel nor details on
accounts have been released. Berne
W. Wilkins, Mr. Weill's partner in
Weill & Wilkins, has joined National Classified Adv. Agency,
Youngstown, to handle the Air Conditioning Training Corp. account, a
former Weill & Wilkins account.
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F. H. Hayhurst
FREDERICK HEDLEY HAYHURST, 69, president of F. H.
Hayhurst Co., Toronto and Montreal agency, died in Toronto Jan.
12 after a lengthy illness. Bom at
Kincardine, Ont., he had lived in
Toronto since 1910, when he became
associated with the late E. A. Baker of the Baker Adv. Agency. He
served as vice-president of this
company for 17 years and after
the death of E. A. Baker in 1928
formed his own agency. He is survived by his widow and two sons,
George F. and W. Palmer Hayhurst, who are executives of F. H.
Hayhurst Co.
February
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PROGRAMS
Funnyboner's Tips
news periits ha,
uses THE two-minute gap following an
EN Oma
GHTKOIL,
BRIods,
TO quot
afternoon
transcribed serial is used
le
es
the
in
peop
from
T
'
news — in their own voices. by WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind., to
DOESN
The quotations are taken from plug other programs on the station
recordings of recent speeches by schedule, with Jay Gould, billed as
YODEU
well-known figures, or if the per- The Funnyboner, chuckling through
son passes through or visits in a humorous story from the day's
news and tying up the conclusion of
the city, the KOIL special events
IN
department transcribes a 60 or 90- the story with the program being
second statement by him on the pushed. For instance, a news story
spot. The selected remarks are cued of a love-sick swain who talked to
into the news period, but are used his girl for an hour and four min.)'only when they actually constitute
utes — long distance — and then
E (Ky
timely, newsworthy statements. In couldn't pay the toll, was tied in
ALPIN
an
th
ied
L
short
carr
KOI
week
one
with
the characteristic scrapes of
er
tt
^-e be
quotes by Admiral Claude Bloch, Henry
Aldrich in the Aldrich
good tha W^^ ^^ Alpine, Ky.
r
f;
ing
ande
Family,
heard
Alex
chie
Navy
retir
* on *the * station.
-'yuinp"a^^*''f Vn't enterWoollcott; Senator Tom Connally
Before the Fete
and Maj. George Fielding Eliot.
tainment to
boyjSERIES of eight programs, titled
Come to New Orleans, started on
For Veterans
valleys of l^e^^^tlbel^o--^"*'
WWL, New Orleans, on Jan. 11
are g^^''^'* ' of themilHon
WORKING with the 4th and 5th and to run until Mardi Gras time
Trading Area,bomeo^^^^.^^,
districts of the American Legion, to promote the famous fete. The series, including both dramatizations
covering the Twin Cities, KSTP,
xn tU
best bnyers
and interviews, describes points of
our data book tell J^^^^p^,,,dr
St. Paul, has launched a "veterans' historical, civic and commercial inbenefit" as an integral part of its
of tbe story.
terest in the city, with a special
Sunrise Roundup program, heard broadcast
on Mardi Gras Day. The
daily except Sunday at 6 a.m. Hos- station is also planning to cover the
pital visitation committee chiefs of Mardi Gras celebration itself with
both districts make appeals for various remote broadcasts, includbooks, games or knitting material
ing descriptions of major functions.
to be distributed to disabled veterans in the U. S. hospital at Fort
Kitchen Queries
Snelling and others elsewhere in
.
C.
SPECIAL
Saturday morning feaK.
C.
0
B94
the State. Part of the donations
. N.
ture in conjunction with May 1
'
^
iN
also go to the old soldiers' home
f REE i PETERS.
Suggest,
daily
feature
sponsored on
WHO,woman's
Des Moines,
by
and other veterans' homes.
a flour company is Kookery Kwiz.
Each week two teams of women, chosen from Parent-Teacher
groups, church organizations, lodges and civic clubs, American Legion
Auxiliary etc., compete in answering questions — some silly, some humorous and some serious — all pertaining to cooking.
* * *
Semi-Pros
KIEV, Glendale, Cal., has started a
weekly half-hour variety show,
/^oded^ too-,
Stars of Tomorrow, which features
semi-professional talent ambitious
to make a mark in radio. Different
well-known radio and film artists
are presented as guests on each
■■ and aXways enjoyed
program which also includes the
station's new 8-piece staff orchesjjcuiuiian.tra directed by Henry Brainard.
Earlm.c.(Pat) Patrick is producer
Appropriately named, WSAI's early
and
morning show is called "Cover Pullers."
This 6 to 8 A. M. program features
the familiar things Cincinnatians like.
As music. As easy humor. As time and
temperature and weather reports. And
news — lots of it. ^
^

CBS CLAIMS its recent broadcast
was the first ever made from the
floor of the New York Stock Exchange. John Reed King, special
events reporter, interviewed Exchange members, who explained in
detail how the securities market
* * *
operates.
Moose Jaw Flubs
IN CONJUNCTION with This
Language of Ours, conducted on
CHAB, Moose Jaw, Sask., by Ernest Smith,
teacher,
listeners are local
invitedschool
to send
in their
complaints of mispronunciation on
the part ofnouncers.network
anIn additionortoCHAB
generally
discussing slang and pronunciation
of English words. Smith analyzes
the alleged mispronunciations listed by listeners.
* * *
Historic Arkansas
BOTH narrations and dramatizations of incidents in Arkansas history are presented on Radiographies, sponsored on KARK, Little
Rock, by Gilmore Paint & Paper
Co. The historical program, heard
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
at 10 a.m., is tuned in by a local
high school history class as part of
its curriculum. The feature is written by Ewing Canaday, KARK announcer.
* * *
Favorites Revived
OLD DANCE TUNES are played
on a new Sunday morning show
titled Dancing Through the Years
recently started on WAAF, Chicago. The half-hour show is designed to answer the question of
what becomes of old-time dancing
favorites.

The unique is not found in this show — .
except that, like roses, its familiar qualities are appreciated. .
Write or wire today for details on this
low cost participating program.
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Bingo Quiz
ILLINOIS MEAT Co., Chicago
(Redi-Meat), on Feb. 19 will start
an audience
pro'I gram,
titled participation
Broadcast, onquiz
5 MBS
stations, Mondays, 8-8:30 p. m.,
with Dennis Wood as m.c. and
music by Harold Stokes and his orchestra. Listeners will be asked
to identify prominent persons,
places or events from clues presented on the program, using score
sheets made available through local dealers in Redi-Meat. Persons
filling in one row of squares may
compete for $25 in cash by comi pleting a slogan, two rows for |50,
i three rows $75, and four rows,
$100. Also 250 $1 prizes will be
awarded each week. Neisser-Meyerhoff, Chicago,
* is*the * agency.
Tips on Golf
REGULATION golf clubs and
balls are used in the studios of
KFDA, Amarillo, Tex., for Golf
Tips, weekly radio golf lesson con' ducted by Walter Sikes, local profes ional. Alarge net catches the
1 balls as Sikes clicks off various
shots to illustrate his tips. KFDA
also has started a new feature.
Have You Seen America?, presenting motorist-eye views of the
Southwest, written and broadcast
,thrice-weekly by Frank DeWolf
Iunder sponsorship of a local lum; her firm.
* *
,
Canadian Scrapes
I NEW half-hour feature. What
Would You Do?, built around vari[ ous situations in which an individual might find himself, has
started on a three-station hookup
of CFRB, Toronto; CFCF, Montreal, and CKCO, Ottawa, under
sponsorship of Canada Starch Co.,
Toronto. Members of the studio
audience are asked what they would
do under each circumstance. Cash
prizes go to listeners outlining usable stations as well as to participants for best solutions.
Conzelman Calling
i'have
FORD started
dealers of
St. Louis
a Greater
new five-weekly
series, Universal Musical Sports
Roundup, featuring Jimmy Conzelman, recently resigned football
coach of Washington U, on KMOX,
St. Louis. Conzelman, well known
5'for his sports articles in national
"magazines,
handles
commentaries
on famous sports
personalities
and
on each program calls at random
'several St. Louis telephone num' bers, requesting answerers' favorite
songs. The musical requests are
furnished by Ruth Hulse Nelson,
Betty Nord and Bob Preiss.
Radio's Latest ^'NATURALr
Radio's Newest IDOL!
THE ADVENTURES
DEXTER
RANDOLPH
One Man Production I
IS Minute Live Program!
Amtmsfingly Low Price!
Available Note!
★ ★ ★ ★
STAR RADIO
PROGRAMS, Inc.

WTCN
AN
NBC
STATION
MINNEAPOLIS
ST. PAUL

America's Leading Script Service
250 Park Ave, New York City
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Local Group Seeks Salisbury Facility
Johnson Night
As FCC
Closes Record in WSAL
Case
GOV. HAROLD STASSEN
of Minnesota complimented
WITH revocation of the license of sideration to determine whether acall
the Johnsons of the Northtual ownership of the station, both
Frank M. Steams, operator of
west as he talked to Ching
WSAL, Salisbury, Md., regarded as at the time of the original applicaJohnson, coach of the Miller
probable following his admissions
tion and subsequently, lay in a perhockey club, and Rollie Johnson or persons other than the liof "inaccurate statements" in makson,
sports commentacensee, Mr. Stearns.
ing his original application in
tor, atWCCOJohnson
Night, a
April, 1937, a new Salisbury corhockey
event
in Minneapolis
Among
principal
figures
identiporation, Peninsula Broadcasting
fied in the proceedings, in addition
Jan. 24 originated by Rollie
Co., on Jan. 23 applied for a con- to Mr. Stearns, are Glenn D. GilJohnson. Ching was presented
struction permit for a new station
with a car from the Johnsons ;
lette, Washington consulting engineer who was shown to have supRollie with a bull calf, and
using WSAL's present facilities on
1200 kc, 250 watts unlimited.
plied actual construction funds for
Johnsons from all over the
Meanwhile, with the record closed the station and now holds a $25,000
Northwest won trophies for
in the show cause hearing insofar mortgage on it; James W. Gum, atbeing the tallest, the shortest,
as the FCC revocation action is
torney representing WSAL at the
the
oldest, the heaviest, the
concerned, the FCC on Jan. 25 time of application and until late
prettiest
Johnsons present.
granted a temporary extension of in 1939, who is alleged to have
Over 5,000 Johnsons filled the
license to Mr. Stearns pending final rounded up the $10,000 used to back
Minneapolis
Arena in
decision on the revocation order of up the application, which he denies ;
WCCO's
second
annual
JohnOct. 24, 1939.
and former Senator Clarence C.
son Night.
Officers of the new corporation
Dill, with whom Mr. Gum is assoinclude: President, John W. Downciated in legal practice in Washington.
ing (10% of stock), banking commis ioner ofthe State of Maryland
In its later stages the hearing
HERE'S YOUR
and president of the Delmarva
took
up Senator
Dill's
disposition
Mortgage Co.; vice-president, Wil- of several
large sums of cash in his
hands at about the time of the
liam F. Allen (7.14%), nurserySPORTS
man and banker; secretary, Albert WSAL application in April, 1937.
W. Wood (2.86%), secretary of Both Mr. Gum and Senator Dill
Maryland Tax Commission; treas- made general denials of any finanurer, John T. Holt (4.29%), oil
STAR
cial participation in securing a liman and bank director.
cense for the Salisbury station.
Record Closed
On the other hand, Messrs. Gillette and Stearns, along with variJACK
The record of the hearing on the
ous other casual witnesses, rangrevocation order, which has run inSTARR
ing from Mrs. Gillett down through
termittently through a full month,
was closed Jan. 18 to enable the office associates and bank officials,
if Outstanding sports announcer,
testimony purporting to
FCC to proceed with final disposi- entered
now available.
Past50,000
year commercial contract
watt
tion of the revocation phase of the show a link between Attorneys
WTAM,
Cleveland.
Address
Box
Gum
and
Dill
and
the
financial
case. Although no word has been
A657, Broadcasting.
said regarding further disposition background of the station.
of the various angles uncovered in
the case, it is thought certain the
revocation matter will be settled
first, and then subsequent criminal
actions, if any, turned over to the
Justice Department for prosecuWDRC
tion.
All through the proceeding,
IS HARTFORD, CONHICTICUT SI
which started Dec. 18, there has
been much conjecture among Washington radio operators and lawyers
regarding possible criminal actions
and disbarment proceedings. Conflicting testimony has made the
case, beyond its license revocation
considerations, peculiarly confusing. Particularly cloudy, since definite allegations are made on one
side and emphatic denials on the
other, is the origin of $10,000 in
cash on deposit in a Washington
bank at the time of the construction permit hearing April 26, 1937,
and withdrawn a few days later
[Broadcasting, Jan. 1, 15].
To THOUSANDS
of car owners F(with
UR auto
h^t
NG O O
^
FCC questioning, handled by
S
^
T
BOUT SO
R
A
E
V
O
. well-traveled roads^ billradios) on Connecticut's
Commissioner Brown, who presided
at the hearings, and George B.
boards
advertise
WDRC's
product: — preferred
Porter, assistant general counsel,
prosrams and latest news.
proceeded along a line supplementary to the actual revocation conStrategically located, they also remind both
listener and time buyer that WDRC, Hartford, is
The
Northwest'sBuy
Best
Broadcasting
Connecticut's station — serving the best part of the
state. Write for new rate card. ...
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Beyond that it said it is difficult to
see how it could determine the efCourt Broadens
FCC
Power
fect of competition without at the
(Continued from page 16)
same time determining "what the
Court Jan. 27, the Department of require it to consider competition
rates for service should be." Nor
Justice and the FCC reiterated pre- from a new station and that it does could the effect of competition be
vious contentions of the regulatory
not purport to confer upon the judged without determining the
authority that radio competition is Commission jurisdiction over the relative quality of programs. Obessential and that the FCC is un- business of radio station licensees.
viousdy, many other equally insoluble issues would be involved,
der no duty to protect licensees of The purpose of the Act, it held, is
it
added.
to issue allocation in the public
existing stations from competition
If the lower court is sustained in
in passing upon applications for interest of the limited number of
a new station.
the WKBB case, the Commission
frequencies available.
"But the Act confers on the contended, the FCC would be under
The Commission's brief, which
will be answered by WKBB through
Commission no jurisdiction what- compulsion not only in issuing new
station licenses but also in passing
ever over the business in connecits counsel, Louis G. Caldwell and
tion with which the transmitting upon applications for renewals, to
Reed T. Rollo, bore the signatui'es
equipment is used. The licensee is consid^ the effect one station will
of Francis Biddle, newly-appointed
Solicitor General, and Richard H. free to carry on his business as he have upon the ability of other existing licensees to operate their staDemuth, special attorney, for the chooses and, if the public is to be
tions in the public interest. Lacking
Department of Justice. For the protected from abuses which may
FCC, the brief was signed by Gen- result from such economic free- statutory authority to allocate customers, regulate rates or require
dom, that protection must be found
eral Counsel Dempsey, Assistant
General Counsel Koplovitz, Robert in the effects of competition. The the sharing of profits, the Commission said it would either have to
M. Cooper, assistant to the general decision below compels the Comcounsel, Benedict P. Cottone and
mission to prevent free competition assume such authority or refuse renewal to any successful operator
Harry M. Plotkin. The three last and, at the same time, leaves it
named are new to the FCC, and it without statutory power to correct whose competition was unduly efmarks their first participation in the abuses incident to unregulated
fective against other existing stabroadcast litigation.
tions. "Indeed, the greater the abilThe Commission said it has never
ity of an applicant for a license to
Dubuque Grant
monopoly."
advertising clients, the more
The FCC advised the court in its denied a license to one otherwise attract
imperative
would be the duty of the
qualified
on
the
ground
that
his
brief that on Jan. 20, 1936, the competition may injuriously effect
FCC
to deny
Telegraph-Herald, Dubuque daily, an existing licensee.
Beyond
that the
the application."
Commission said
filed an application for a new stait would be required to consider
The
Public
Interest
tion to operate daytime hours only
competition not only between two
in that city and at the hearing
Pointing out that the statute or more existing stations but also
WKBB intervened on the ground
makes no distinction between a ra- between a commercial broadcast
WSAY
that there is insufficient advertisdio broadcast station and any other station and station rendering other
ing revenue available in Dubuque
type of station, such as amateur, types of service, such as religious
to support an additional station. ship, police, etc., the Commission
or experimental stations. The nonRochester, N. Y.
On July 2, 1937, the Commission
commercial station, by attracting
said it has no greater power to
granted the application of the regulate the activities of a broad- part of the audience which would
cast station than it has to regulate otherwise tune in on programs preTelegraph-Herald, following which
goes
MUTUAL!
WKBB appealed. On Jan. 23, 1939, the business of persons operating
sented by the commercial station
the Court of Appeals reversed and sea-going vessels, airplanes, or other "might inflict serious financial loss
Available goon daily —
remanded the Commission's deci- radio licensed services. The Com- on the commercial station."
sion on the ground that an issue of
mission therefore, it contended, is
four 15- minute NEWS
Other Types of Media
"economic injury to an existing chiefly concerned with having the
PERIODS . . . 15-minute
station through the establishment
available frequencies put to the
Arguing its contention of no jurSPORTS PERIOD . , .
isdiction over the business of broadof an additional station" is suffi- most beneficial use from the standin this, the 3rd greatest
cast licensees the Commission said
cient to furnish pi'oper grounds of
point of the public. Because the decontest on appeal, and that the
mand is usually far greater than that no person engaged in furnishmarket of the nation' a
Commission erred in failing to the supply of available frequencies,
greatest state! Wire coling an advertising medium, whether
make findings on the issue.
the Commission must select li- newspaper or radio station, may
lect for full details.
The Commission contended that
censees who are best qualified to
question
a competitor's
right station
to enthe Communications Act does not serve the public interest.
gage in that
business. Any
which serves as an advertising
"The Commission is not authorized to regulate the business of sell- medium will be in direct competition with other persons furnishing
ing radio advertising or any other
MAKE
A
NOTE
OF
IT!
commercial use of radio frequen- other types of advertising media,
cies," the FCC states. "It is not such as newspapers, magazines and
authorized to regulate the rates for billboards. The operation of the new
radio service or to limit the return station may inflict serious financial
upon the investment in radio broad- loss upon competitors such as these,
cast stations. It has no authority, it was held, yet it is hardly possible
Within 75 miles rainsofar as licensees of broadcast that Congress intended to give them
dius of Tulsa lies
station are concerned, which cor- for that reason a right to appeal
responds toits power over telephone from the Commission's grant.
and telegraph common carriers, to
The Commission said it sought to
40% of Oklahoma's
prescribe a uniform system of ac- distinguish between competition
population, furnishcounts, to require a certificate of and "financial responsibility" of appublic convenience and necessity
stating that
is dutying 43% of Oklaascertain
the itlatter.
before the licensee may engage in bound to plicants,
homa's buying power
any business or extend his business or to require the approval of
and 44% of Oklathe holding by any person of two INSURED RECEPTIOIN
homa's actual retail
or more positions of officer or director in more than one licensee
sales.
corporation. All of these matters
McCLATCHY
are outside the jurisdiction of the
Commission, and if the public is to
Representatives
be protected from the abuses which
FREE AND PETERS
STATIONS
may result from such economic
freedom, that protection must be
COVER INNER
found
the effects ofsaid
competition."
The inCommission
that if it
CALIFORNIA
were required to determine in PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY
every case the economic effect of
YORK
TULSA
competition on existing stations it CHICAGO NEW SAN
KTU
L
FRANCISCO
would assume a tremendous burden.

Ohio Broadcasters Elect
Verne Pribble President
VERNON H. PRIBBLE, manager
of WTAM and the Cleveland division of NBC, w^as elected president
of the Ohio Broadcasters Association at a semi-annual meeting of
the organization
in Columbus Jan.
26. Felix Hinkle,
general manager
of WHBC, Canton, was elected
vice-president and
B. A. Manring,
W H K C , Columb u s , secretarytreasurer. Mri
Mr. Pribble
Pribble, manager
of WTAM since 1934, was active
in the formation of the organization
in 1935. Purpose of the association
is the consideration of mutual radio problems relative to the Ohio
area and the maintenance of an attorney at Columbus to advise members of proposed state legislation
pertaining to the industry. The organization now includes 22 Ohio
radio stations.
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FACTS of value to the Minneapolis
^tire department were revealed when
fire officials listened to playbacks
"of WDGY's recorded versions of
'the recent catastrophe which
claimed 19 lives [Broadcasting,
Jan. 15]. John McKnight (left),
special events man, here operates a
portable recorder in the office of
Fire Chief Earl Trager.
Benny at AU-Time High,
McCarthy Down Slightly
THE Jack Benny-Jell-0 program,
rating 41.4, takes the lead among
all commercial evening network programs, according to a report Jan.
29 by the Cooperative Analysis of
Broadcasting (CAB). The new halfhour Chase & Sanborn-Charlie McCarthy program is a close second
with a rating of an even 40. In
changing from an hour to a halfhour, the program lost less than
two points.
Among hour shows, the Kraft
Music Hall, starring Bing Crosby
with Bob Burns, John Scott Trotter's orchestra and the Music
Maids, leads, followed closely by
L7fx Radio Theatre. The current
CAB report contains another record-smashing rating, that of Lowell Thomas, who has just hit the
all-time high of his broadcasting
career by obtaining a rating of
close to 20%.
lUNITED PRESS reports the followins new stations subscribing to its
lews service : KICA, Clevis, N. M. ;
Kl'.KR, Evansville,
Baker, Ore.;
AVCBF,
Ind. WEOA and
RIVERBANK CANNING Co., Riverbank, Cal. (Madonna tomato paste)
la.s appointed H. B. LeQuatte. New
,i'ork,
and inwill
»t!irt a asspotagency
campaign
the probal)ly
autumn.
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ter
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.
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Available soon daily —
four 15-niinute NEWS
PERIODS . . . IS-minute
SPORTS PERIOD ...
in this, the 3rd greatest
market of the nation'g
greatest state! Wire collect for full details. A
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Disc Scale
(Continued from page 17)
recorded four or five numbers on
each side of a 16-inch disc, prepared
suggested continuity for use by the
station anouncer, secured licenses
from MPPA for use of selections
recorded, sent the master record to
a pressing plant, and shipped duplicate records to subscribers.
Spaces are left on the records between selections, he said, so that
the station can either play all selections on a disc consecutively, or
choose numbers from different records by use of two turntables.
Actually, therefore, a 15-minute
record is a group of four or five
selections and not a complete 15minute program.
Reviews Rate Boosts
The letter reviews the history of
the cost of musicians employed for
transcriptions, pointing out that the
present rate of $18 per man for
the hour allowed to make a socalled "15-niinute" record is 80%
above the $10 an hour rate in eff'ect
up to Sept. 15, 1938. In November,
1939, a half-hour rate of $24 was
established, but union executives
later informed the transcribers that
this rate was not intended for
library services and proposed instead that musicians should be paid
$18 per selection per man, a 400%
to
Dec.500%
15]. increase [Broadcasting,
Such prohibitive rates, Mr.
Woods stated, would eliminate
transcription companies and possibly cause a number of stations to
shut down, resulting in "the complete elimination of the present employment ofmusicians by transcription companies; participation by
stations in an investigation of the
situation
by vario'us agencies
of the
Federal Government;
pressure
by
large national advertisers, who
would be deprived of the facilities
of local stations for national spot
advertising purposes. Many of these
national advertisers have contracts
with various affiliates of the AFL.
Clearly the net result of the foregoing would be very bad and undesirable business, public and political reactions, not only against
the AFM but also against the
Stating that the effect of the
80%
AFL."increase had been to cause
both library services and sponsors
of commercial transcriptions to use
dramatic and news programs with
no music whatever, or to use as
few musicians as possible where
music was essential, Mr. Woods
urged "that the practical way to
increase employment of musicians
is to make the rates low enough so
that they will be attractive to both
library services and commercial
sponsors, thereby encouraging
rather than discouraging the use of
music and the employment of musicians."
'Movie and Radio Guide'
EFFECTIVE with the Feb. 23rd issue, Radio Guide, weekly radio magazine published in Chicago, will change
its name to Movie and Radio Guide.
The new publication, in addition to it.s
usual stories, news and program information on radio, will include a 16-page
rotogravure movie section, which will
consist of a picture spread of the
movie of the week, full-page portraits
of stars, and news and gossip of new
pictures.
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Lynn Baker's Agency
LYNN BAKER, recently resigned
from the New York office of Lord
& Thomas, has formed his own advertising agency, Lynn Baker Co.,
with offices at 60 E. 42nd Street.
New York. Telephone is Vanderbilt
6-1556. The new agency will specialize in packaged goods advertising, with particular attention to
merchandise distributed primarily
in five and ten cent, drug and food
stores. Personnel will be announced
shortly. Mr. Baker was previously with J. Walter Thompson Co. as
vice-president in c h a r g e of the
agency's Pacific Coast offices, followed by two years as manager
of the agency's
new business activities in New York.

Stone's Permanency
TURNING to radio, the Intermountain Memorial Craftsmen Assn., monument manufacturers, has started sponsoring a 52-week series of
quarter - hour
nai-rations
Milestones
m History,
on
KSL, Salt Lake City. Francis
Urry,week
as tells
"The theObserver",
each
story of
some great world monument
in stone, i.e., the Mormon
Temple in Salt Lake City, the
Pyramids of Egypt and Stone
Mountain Memorial in Georgia, against a background of
transcribed organ music. The
programs are designed to
draw the point that stone is
the permanent expression of
devotion to great ideals and
moments in history.

Paramount's 'Geronimo'
PARAMOUNT PICTURES, New
York, during the week of Feb. 4
will run an announcement campaign on New York stations to promote the opening of its new release "Geronimo," using 30 spots on
the Make Believe Ballroom program on WNEW, 10 spots on WOR
and WMCA, and six spots on Ed
East's program on WJZ. Buchanan
& Co., New York, is the agency in
charge.
NEW

subscribers to INS news service include KGEI, San Francisco ;
KRKD, Los Angeles; KPHO, Phoeni.\ ; WFDF, Flint, Mich.

PARADES

YOUR

PRODUCTS

WSIX

headley-Reed Co.,
National Representative

BEFORE

A RICH MARKET

Maybehub theof aNAME
Illinois, doesn't
impress you, Springfield.
BUT — it's
the
buyingTuscola,
circle including
Champaign-Urbana,
Danville, Decatur in Illinois and Terre Haute, Indiana, plus some of
the richest farming, oil producing and industrial counties in the nation.
Population 1,158,049 . . . Retail Sales $263,207,000.00 (1935) . . .
Food Sales $64,440,000.00 . . . Automobile registration 253,225. Ask
for brochure of detailed market data.
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
special
ICAGO representatives
NEW
YORK CITY
SAN CHFRANCISCO
KANSAS
TUSCOLA
★ WDZ
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41 NATIONAL
ACCOUNTS
USING WDZ,
INCLUDING:
AIMS.
Olson Chalmers
Rug Mfg. Co.
Absorene
Smith Brothers
Mfg.
Co, Beer
Park
J.Hyde
A. Folger
Co.
Household
Dr. CaldwellMagazine
Syrup
of Pepsin
DeKalb
Agricultural
Assn. Feeds
Critic
Foley Honey
Tar
Sterling
Beer & Pills
Carter's Liver
OysterPhoto
Shell Service
Lens
Willard Tablet Co.
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GOVERNMENT
LAUDS
DOMINION
STATIONS
A NEW CHAIRMAN of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp, Rene
Morin, Montreal, has been appointed by the Government, W. Gladstone Murray, CBC general manager, announced at his appearance
before the CAB convention Jan. 24.
The appointment had not yet been
made public by the Government.
Speaking informally to the
broadcasters, Maj. Murray reiterated what the CAB president had
stated in his report — that relations
between the CAB and CBC are now
most friendly and that the CBC
board of governors and the Government are satisfied with the cooperation shown by the broadcasters in the war regulations.
Questioned by broadcasters he
stated that a new policy had been
formulated for the use of evening
transcriptions, the formula no longer being based on population but
on primary coverage of each individual station. He was informed
the CAB would like the CBC to
accord private stations full advantages under the terms of the Havana Treaty.
Glen Bannerman, president of
the Assn. of Canadian Advertisers,
said the advertisers were satisfied
with the CBC policy, especially as
it related to sponsored newscasts
from reliable news services.
Accompanying Maj. Murray
were Dr. Augustin Prigon, CBS assistant general manager, Montreal,
and E. A. Weir, CBC commercial
manager, Toronto.

Canadians Defend Sponsorship
(Continued from page 54)
table to settle questions amicably
instead of formally submitting
questions in writing as before, and
having to wait many months for a
decision.
All Is Cordial
In summarizing the various
meetings of the CAB directors with
the CBC board of governors during
the past year, he stated "The CBC
and the CAB both have a better
appreciation of each others problems and as a result a more amicable relationship exists between
us ... it should be less difficult
in future to negotiate with it and
to obtain relief from any of the
regulations or practices which
seem to be unfair."
On the matter of the pending revisions in frequencies caused by
the Havana Treaty, President
Sedgwick reported that a joint
technical committee is most likely
to be formed by the CBC and the
CAB to go into the question of
frequencies and power increases.
[Broadcasting learned at the convention that some broadcasters
were hoping to realize dreams of
increases in power to the limits allowed in the Havana Treaty.]
"We should press for representation on the technical committee,"
said sist
Mr.
Sedgwick,
then inthat all
Canadian"andstations
be
not only permitted, but instructed
by the Deparment of Transport
(the licensing authority), to avail

on tL Wup
(Canadian
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Discussion of Contests
Canadian broadcasters were definitely, but not unanimously, of the
opinion that program promotion
contests conducted by radio advertisers on behalf of sponsored programs could not economically be
expected of radio stations, and that
the industry as a whole would not
benefit from such contests. Merchandising, or program promotion,
on a grand scale as staged recently in the Dominion by one large
advertiser (Western Canada Flour
Mills, Toronto) if demanded by all
national advertisers would mean
heavy rate boosts in the opinion of
most broadcasters. Advertisers as
well as advertising agency radio
executives aired both sides of the
story, as did the broadcasters in a
heated session Jan. 23.
No decision was reached by delegates as to the growth of demands
or suggestions by some advertisers
for more program promotional
work. It was pointed out by one
agency radio executive that advertisers would pay the increased
rates, while other radio executives
of agencies contended that advertisers would not pay increased rates
for the promotional work asked
of stations by some advertisers. AH
agreed that stations must do more
promotional work, but that it was
unfair for advertisers to expect
either by demand or suggestion
that so much promotional work
ought to be done as to cost the station more than it was receiving for
its time.
Glen Bannerman, president of
the Assn. of Canadian Advertisers
and advertising manager of the
Hudson Motor Car Co., Toronto,
stated that the interest of radio
stations was vital to advertisers

ALTA.

All basic C.B.C. stations
which means the cream of
the network commercials.

■ '

themselves of the full power limit
permitted by the Havana Treaty,
as otherwise the Canadian public
will suffer by the service areas of
the Canadian stations being maAt the terially
firstreduced."
afternoon session the
financial statement was read and it
was decided to increase dues to the
CAB by 100%. The new dues will
bring income for 1940 to about
$22,000, and will be collected in
monthly instalments based on the
peak half hourly rate of member
stations, as against the rate for the
pastteryear
based on the peak quarhour rate.

GOOD

NEWS

It's GOOD NEWS when a
station using seven news
services, with three national
sponsors, announces availability for sponsorship of a
late news roundup. It's at a
GOOD TIME too: 10:30
p.m. daily.
CJO
Vancouver, B. C
National Representatives:
Joseph Hershey McGillvra
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who were looking for a low-cost
medium to merchandise their wares.
Others who took part in the discussion were Don Henshaw, radio
executive of A. McKim, Ltd., Toronto; Robert Merry, advertising
manager of Lever Bros., Toronto,
and chairman of the radio committee of the Association of Canadian
Advertisers; Carl Swanson, account
executive, J. Walter Thompson Co.
New York. James Annand, CFRC,
Kingston, Ont., summed lap the arguments for the broadcasters emphatically by stating that the
broadcasters should not enter any
such contests.
Harry Sedgwick, CFRB, Toronto, ..
was elected president of the CAB|(o
for the sixth consecutive year. Gordon Love, CFCN, Calgary, Alta.,
was elected vice-president. Directors elected were H. R. Carson
CFAC, Calgary, Alta.; Henry
Gooderham, CKCL, Toronto; J. S.
Neill, CFNB, Fredericton, N. B.;
A. A. Murphy, CFQC, Saskatoon,
Sask.; Marcel Lefebvre, CHLP,
Montreal. T. A. Evans was reelected secretary-treasurer.
The Jan. 23 session was devoted
to hearing from J. V. Argyle of the
Canadian Marconi Co., Montreal, a
description of the Armstrong frequency modulation system of
broadcast transmission, and a discussion by Lloyd Egner, NBC Thesaurus, New York, on the outlook
for electrical transcriptions.
Specialwith
parties
at the convention
started
a cocktail
party by
All-Canada Radio Facilities Ltd.,
Jan. 21; a luncheon by Western
Canada Flour Mills, Toronto, to
make promotion contest presentations, Jan. 23; a cocktail party by
the Canadian Marconi Co., Jan. 23.
Attending the Convention
Attending the sixth annual convention of the Canadian Association of Broadcasters at the Mount
Royal Hotel, Montreal, were:
Charles M. Adell, Weed & Co.. Detroit
James Annand, CFRC, Kingston, Ont.
W. H. Backhouse, CKY, Winnipeg
Glen Bannerman,
dian Advertisers,president,
Toronto Assn. of CanaJ. Beardall, CFCO, Chatham, Ont.
L. W. Bewick, CHSJ. St. John. N. B.
L. A. Bourgeois, CHAB, Moose Jaw, Sask.
E.Broadcasting
Bushnell, program
director, Canadian
Corp., Toronto
E. M. K. Boyd, Compo Co., Montreal
C. Regina,
A. Campbell,
Sask. CJRC, Winnipeg; CJRM,
T. E. Campeau, CKLW, Windsor, Ont
H. R. Carson, CFAC, Calgary, Alta.
G. Vancouver,
C. ChandlerB. &C. Mrs. Chandler, CJOE,
M. V. Cheenut. CKOC, Hamilton, Ont
P. E. Chizzini, NBC Thesaurus, New York
Winnipeg Canadian Broadcasting,
D.Corp.,
Claringbull,
Jack Cooke, CJKL. Kirkland Lake, Ont,
etc.
R.
Dagg,CFQC,
CKWX,Saskatoon,
Vancouver,
N. M.
Dallin.
Sask.B. C.

FLORIDA
BROADCASTERS*
HEADQUARTERS
DANIA

BEACH

HOTEL
DANIA
- FLORIDA
European Plan Daily Rates
From $2.50 single, $4 double
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J. Slatter, Jack Slatter, Toronto
K. Soble and Mrs. Soble, CHML. Hamilton,
Ont.
F. M. Squires, CJCS, Stratford, Ont.
H. N. Stovin, station relations supervisor.
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Toronto
CarlNew Swanson,
J. Walter Thompson Co.,
York
J. N. Thivierge, CHRC, Quebec, Que.
R.etc.H. Thomson, CFCH, North Bay, Ont.,
John
Tregale, All-Canada Radio Facilities,
Toronto
J. J. Weed, Weed & Co., New York
R. New
C. Wentworth,
Langlois & Wentworth,
York
J. Whitby, CJIC, Sault Ste. Marie. Ont.
T.Corp.,
O. Wiklund,
Toronto Canadian Broadcasting
H. B. Williams, Dominion Broadcasting
Co., Toronto
J. J. Woodill, CKSO, Sudbury, Ont.
W.ronto
Wright, Joseph Hershey McGillvra, To-

tkLIVE and skeptical is this little piggie that went to a table in Montreal's
\u Lutin Qui Bouffe restaurant during the CAB convention. Watching
Young, Canadian Broadcasting
■he adolescent porker are (1 to r) Gerry Gaetz, CKCK, Regina, Sask.; George
Corp., Halifax, N. S.
i'. H. Elphickle, CJCA, Edmonton; Don Henshaw, radio executive, A.
■:/[cKim Ltd., Toronto; M. V. Chesnut, CKOC, Hamilton, Ont.
Station
Honored
WILLI
AM Owner's
KEITH Son
ROGERS
, 18,
,om Darling, CFCH, North Bay, Ont.
C. Dixon. R.C.A. Victor Co.. Montreal A. H. Joseph, RCA Victor Co., Montreal son of Col. and Mrs. Keith Rogers,
:,[. F. Dougall, CKPR, Fort William. Ont. Bob
Keyserlingk, British United Press, CFCY, Charlottetown, P. E. I., will
Montreal
be honored by the Canadian BroadDowns, NBC
Walter
P. Downs,
L. F. Knight, CFLC, Prescott, Ont.
(.(/■.L.P. Egner,
Thesaurus,
New Montreal
York
easting Corp. on a February musical
[.
M.
Elliott,
Canadian
Marconi
Co.,
MonP.
Lalonde,
CKAC.
Montreal
program, date not yet determined,
■ treal
C. O. Langlois,
H. Elphicke, CJCA, Edmonton, Alta.
whenbe his
tion on"Fountai
ns"
New York Langlois & Wentworth, will
playedcomposi
and sung
a program
- A. Evans, secretary, Canadian Assn. of G.Inc.,
NOW
HAS OVER 40
A. Lavoie. CJBR. Rimouski, Que.
of
the
works
of
prize
winners
of
a
com' Broadcasters, Toronto
Al
Leary.
CKCL.
Toronto
petition
by
the
Canadia
Perheld
HOURS PER WEEK MORE
n
5ene
Lefebvre, CHLP. Montreal
YorkFurgason, Furgason & Walker, New M.
forming Rights Society (Canadian
P. Lepage. CKCV. Quebec
Ford, CKCO, Ottawa, Ont.
ASCAP). Young Rogers wrote the
L. E. Leprohon. CKAC. Montreal
NETWORK COMMERCIALS
composition when he was 16, received
Gaetz, CJOC. Lethbridge, Alta.
H. G. Love, CFCN, Calgary, Alta.
Gauthier, CHLN, Three Rivers, Que. ; F. A. Lynds and Mrs. Lynds, CKCW, Monc- a $50 prize by coming second in the
CHLT. Sherbrooke, Que.
ton, N. B.
Dominion wide competition.
THAN LAST YEAR ./
C. Gayner, CKY, Winnipeg
Jos.
McGillvra,
Joseph
Hershey
McGillvra,
•■■orman
R.
Goldman,
Broadcasting, WashNew York
★
■ ington
With Canadian Forces
McGuire, All-Canada Radio Facilities,
.'.. C.Gooderham,
CKCL, Victor
TorontoCo., Montreal J.Toronto
Grimley, R.C.A.
BOB BOWMAN, Canadian BroadcastW. McQuillin, Cockfield-Brown & Co.,
ing Corp. special events chief, is in
urt
rontoHall, All-Canada Radio Facilities, To- C.Toronto
England
with Engineer Arthur Holmes,
W.
E.
Mason.
CKSO.
Sudbury.
Ont.
■on
A. All-Canada
McKim Ltd.,
Toronto
of Windsor, Ont., to send special
Martin
Maxwell,
Associated
Broadcasting
uy Henshaw,
F.ties,Herbert,
Radio
Facilibroadcasts
via British Broadcasting
Co., Montreal
Toronto
Lever Bros, of Canada. To- Corp. shortwaves to the CBC. Bowman
r. Charles Houde, CHNC, New Carlisle, Robert Merry.
ronto, chairman
of radio committee, Assn. and Holmes accompanied the first Ca« Que. : CKNB. Camnbellton. N. B.
Canadian
Advertisers
nadian contingent across to England,
G. Hyland. CJIC, Saulte Ste. Marie. Ont. P. ofMillar.
CKY, Winnipeg
word of their arrival in England
James Montagues. Broadcasting, Toronto and
DON SEARLE,
GEN'L REPR..
MGR.
has
just
been released.
KATZ
AGENCY -NATL
Herbert
York Moore, Transradio Press, New
P. H. Morris, CFPL. London, Ont.
A. A. Murphy, CFQC, Saskatoon, Sask.
^^^^^
N. Nathanson. CJCB. Sydney, N. S.
J. S. Neill. CFNB. Fredericton, N. B.
H. H. Nichol, CJOC. Lethbridge, Alta.
V. F. Nielsen, CJRC. Winnipeg; CJRM,
Every national advertiser
Regina, Sask.
IN
1940
wanting results in the
T. T. Odell, commercial department, Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Toronto
Maritime Provinces
C. ronto
M. Passmore, MacLaren Adv. Co., ToOF Canada
IT'S
Ralph
Powell, Presto Recording Corp.,
New York
1340
should make sure that his
R. E. Price, CKBI, Prince Albert, Sask.
schedule includes
W.York
G. Quisenberry, Transradio Press, New
ON
G. R. A. Rice, CFRN, Edmonton, Alta.
K. S. Rogers, CFCY, Charlottetown, P.E.I.
C H
N
S
M. Rosenfeld, MacLaren Adv. Co., Toronto
Halifax, Nova Scotia
TOLEDO
E. T. Sandell, CKTB, St. Catherines. Ont
H. Sedgwick, CFRB, Toronto
J. Sedgwick, counsel, Canadian Assn. of
JOS. WEED Bc CO.
Broadcasters, Toronto
RADIO
DIALS
J. Sharpe, CFRB, Toronto
350 Madison Avenue, New York
L.
L. Shatford, CHNS, Halifax, N. S.
Representatives
J. A. Shaw, CFCF, Montreal
Alex Sherwood, Standard Radio, New York
E. H. Smith, CFCF, Montreal
That's the slogan of the year, among
listeners in our neck of the woods.
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Anti - ASCAP

Measure

Introduced in Kentucky
AN ANTI-ASCAP bill, introduced
in the Kentucky Legislature Jan. 9
by Rep. Carl Scheban of Newport,
is identical with the Montana and
Washington statutes.
In the ASCAP suit against the
Florida anti-monopoly law, it was
learned that depositions will be
taken in New York in ASCAP's behalf Feb. 6, with some 14 figures in
the music field to be deposed. The
State of Florida, it is expected, will
be represented in these proceedings
by Tyrus A. Norwood, Assistant
Attorney General, Lucien H. Boggs,
counsel, and A. W. Bennett, special
copyright counsel of the NAB.
In the Nebraska anti-ASCAP
litigation, in which the Federal
Court Dec. 27 issued a permanent
injunction against application of
the statute, there were indications
that a motion for a new trial would
be filed on behalf of the State by
Feb. 3.
'Samaritan' Sues
SUIT seeking .$25,000 damages and
an injunction was filed .Jan. 15 in New
York Sui^reme Court by Michael
Maresca Ansaldi, known as "The Good
NBCa radio
and Procter
&Samaritan",
Gamble Co.against
Plaintiff,
writer,
sought to have identified himself with
the name for a long period of time,
and to restrain its use, following a
broadcast on NBC of Procter & Gamble's The Guiding
Light, in which the
character
was mentioned.
KIDO. Boise, Idaho, from which the late
Senator Borah keyed some of his most
momentous utterances, joined with the Congressional delegation Jan. 25 in paying
tribute
to the
State's most
illustrious
citizen
in special
broadcasts
preceding
the funeral
which were handled by Manager C. G.
Phillips. Announcer Clete Lee, Chief Engineer Harold Toedtemeier and Engineer
Vern Moore.

A

PROMOTIONAL

ROGRAM

WCAE

and Sun-Telegraph Stage Bingo Feature to
Take Advantage of Common Interests
A RADIO program that affords a been apnroved by the Post Office
close tieup between a radio station
Department.
Creator of the program, Harry
and a newspaper was launched Jan.
S. Goodman, said that the numbers
28 on WCAE, Pittsburgh, as a promotion feature for the Pittsburgh
are so chosen that everyone in
Sun-Telegraph, owner of the sta- Pittsburgh will be given a chance
tion. Titled Suntel, the program is to win before the distribution is
a quiz show with prizes for listen- repeated, providing he listens to all
broadcasts and makes no mistakes
ers, who check the answers to questions broadcast on the station on in checking his charts. While this
blanks printed in the newspaper.
is the first time the program has
been used for newspaper promotion,
Beneath the letters S-U-N-T-E-L,
the listener writes in his own tele- Mr. Goodman said that it is curphone or social security number or
rently running on more than 50
a special number secured from the stations under various sponsorships.
Pepsi-Cola Co. sponsors it in a
newspaper; then, when the pronumber of cities and is constantly
says-.
"If the
Presidentgram'sofm.c. the
United
Statessecond
was
expanding its use, he said. Charts
James Madison, put the letter C are distributed through dealers and
winners are awarded certificates
in the first space, but if he was
Samuel Adams put down the letter entitling them to 12 bottles of the
beverage. This company has used
G," the listener checks his own
chart in Bingo fashion.
the program to increase distribuEach winner gets $5 from the
tion by having winners phone the
station, where an operator checks
paper, which during the preceding
week has printed not only the chart the answer and then asks the name
used in the game but also all the of the winner's favorite dealer,
questions, with their correct an- where he will redeem his certificate.
swers, that will be included in the If the dealer does not ah-eady carry
broadcast. Names of winners are
Pepsi-Cola he is promptly contacted
also printed in the paper. Listeners
by
the with
company's
salesman
who foris
armed
a convincing
reason
may phone in their winning charts,
take them to the newspaper office, adding the dealer to the Pepsi-Cola
or mail them in, as the game has list.
FM Elects Shepard
JOHN SHEPARD 3d, Yankee Network, was elected president of FM
Broadcasters Inc., organization of
broadcasters operating stations by
the frequency modulation method,
at the first meeting of the board of
directors in New York Jan. 30. John
V. L. Hogan, WQXR, New York,
was elected vice-president, and
Robert Bartley, Yankee Network,
secretary - treasurer. All directors
[Broadcasting, Jan. 15] were present at the meeting at which bylaws were adopted and applications
from 20 new members approved.
Suit Against WMCA
SUIT for .$100,000 damages has been
filed in New York Supreme Court
against station WMCA, New York, by
Broadcast Producers of New York,
which also has made application to
examine before trial Sidney Flamm:,
secretary of WMCA, Alfred Hall, program director, and Matty Cohen, script
writer. Broadcast Producers claims
that it produced a program titled
Makers of Men which was submitted
to various stations including WMCA,
Plaintiff claims that WMCA made
and sold the .series as a tran.soribed
featureferedand
the station
with a that
contract
made byinterthe
plaintiff with Emergency Shelters Inc.
WMCA filed a general denial of the
charges.
'Law of Journalism'
RADIO'S use of news, with particular emphasis on the Associated Press
V. KV08 case, occupies only four
pages- of the Laiv of Journalism, a
.S80-page volume just published by
Metropolitan Law Book Co., New
York, dom but
book's
freeof the the
press,
libel,chapters
propertyon rights
in news, regulations of advertising
etc. are quite pertinent to radio, particularly in its news and public speaking aspects. The author is Robert W.
.Tones, professor of journalism of the
University of Washington. There are
discussions and case citations valuable to anyone who prints or writes
for the public and might be subject to
libel actions.
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Ameche for Old Gold
P. LORILLARD Co., New York, on
April 5 will start a new half-hour
variety program in behalf of Old
Gold cigarettes on NBC-Red, to
star Don Ameche as m.c. Arrangements for the program are now
being completed for origination out
of Hollywood and for the presentation of stage and screen stars as
guest artists. Program will be
heard Fridays, 10-10:30 p.m.
Agency in charge is Lennen &
Mitchell, New York.
Four Programs Tied
THE
FOUR
programs
and CBS between
7 andon 7 NBC-Red
:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, are all
bunched, according to the January
Hooper Radio Renort. with ratings between 11.4% and 11.6% of total calls.
Programs are : Fred Waring, for
Chesterfield, and / Love a Mystery,
for Fleischmann's Yeast, on the Red ;
Amos 'n' Andy, for Campbell Soup,
and Lum & Abner, for Postum, on
CBS.

WSAY
Rochester,

N. Y.

MUTUAL!
Available soon daily —
four 15-minute NEWS
PERIODS . g. o.es15-minute
^ SPORTS PERIOD
. . .
in this, the 3rd greatest
market of the nation^s
greatest state! Wire collect for full details.
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Klinger Gets Contracl
On WEVD Night Perior
KLINGER ADV. Corp., New York
on Jan. 13 signed a contract witljK. it
WEVD, sales
New representative
York, to act for
as sta
ex'
elusive
tion time during the seven hours be
tween 12 midnight and 7 a. m. If::
Tuesdays through Saturdays, dur
ing which recorded broadcasts
known as the WEVD Jamboree, ai\
presented with Gene King at th
microphone. Klinger has alread>
secured the following sponsors fo
the period from among its own ac
counts :
Madison
Personal
Loan, 21|!
quarter-hour programs weekly foi
52 weeks; Personal Diathermy:
Corp., six five-minute programs!
weekly for 13 weeks; Pure-Pa k
Corp., 30 announcements weekly foi
52 weeks; Devonsheer Bakeries, 3(
announcements
weekly
for 1.3|k
weeks; Television Training Schools
six quarter-hours
weekly, ancllji
Scherezade Perfumes, 24 announce^it
ments weekly.
Through other agencies, Klingeifni
has
also signed : Barney's
35 announcements
for 52 Clothes
weeks
Fruit Industry Corp., 35 announce- It
ments weekly for 52 weeks; Man is::
0-War Publishing Co., 35 announce- r.ici
ments weekly for 52 weeks; Aii
Conditioning Training Corp., 12
quarter-hours weekly for 52 weeks Jfcti
and Remington
Rand Corp., sixi
quarter-hours weekly for 13 weeks.!
eerk
Barney's 1940 List
BARNEY'S CLOTHES, New York
starting its eighth consecutive yeailfcj;
in radio, on Jan. 15 signed long- oi
time contracts with six New Yoi'k
stations of for
mainly
newsprograms
broadcasts consistingand mu
sical periods both transcribed and^cIB
live. Schedules call for an annua
total of 302 half-hours, 1,182 quar
ter-hours, 306 five-minute pro- Jr;St
ICll
grams, and WHN,
14,840 WAAT,
announcement.'^
on WNEW,
WINS,
WEVD and WOV. Emil Mogul of 102
the Emil Mogul Co., New York, llflj
placed the account, which he has
handled since the company first
went on the air in 1932.
lis]
m
Dicker for Cars
RIO GRANDE OIL Co., Los An- fte
geles, after six years sponsorship,
discontinues its weekly half-hour
dramatic program Calling All Cars
on 3 CBS California stations (KNX a
KARM KSFO), following the Feb.
10 broadcast. Future radio plans of Ml
the firm were not revealed. Hixson- 0
O'Donnell Adv., servicing the account, announced negotiations were
under way for sale of the series in
several tensive
quarters,
involving than
more used
exnetwork facilities
by Rio Grande.
American Ice Names Buchanan
AMERICAN ICE Co., Philadelphia.
Boston and Washington, has named
Buchanan & Co.. New York, to handle
all advertising in its refrigeration, air
conditioning, coal, fuel oil and laundry
fields. Buchanan will also handle advertising for Boston Ice Co,, and the
Knickerbocker
of New
No yet.
advertising Ice
plansCo.have
been Y'ork.
made
as
WOODMEN of. the World Life Insurance Society,^ owners and operators
of WOW, Omaha, is planning a coastto-coast NBC program in connection
vi^ith its .jOth anniversary June 6. The
society,
in 1890, now operbers. ates in 44established
states and has 400,000 mem-
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Cairiels, Gen.

Mills

Get N. Y. Baseball
K. 3. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem, will sponsor the
:)roadcasts of all home games of the
fankees and Giants during the
.940 season on WABC, New York,
n 1939, first year the New York
'*naseball
clubs
permitted their
^'|>ames to be broadcast, WABC was
rt^'ilso the outlet, with a trio of ad=«l;'i^ertisers co-sponsoring the playIc/jy-play descriptions of the games,
at]' General Mills and Procter &
I Gamble will co-sponsor home and
;j'!rs.
'iway Yankees
games of- Giants
the Brooklyn
gamesDodgand
Xhose of the Dodgers were co-spon'iored last season by General Mills,
f? & G and Socony- Vacuum Oil Co.
'Stations were not announced for
'.940 Dodgers games, carried last
vear on WOR and WHN. Though
)ut of the New York picture, So«;ony-Vacuum will share sponsorlihip with General Mills in Cincinlati, St. Louis, Detroit, Cleveland
iind Philadelphia.
Broadcasts on WABC, which the
■iponsor will use to advertise Camel
i:igarettes, will start April 16 with
'he first game of the Giants and will
::ontinue for 24 weeks. All weekday
iiome games will be broadcast and
:f that game is rained out the station will do a reconstruction of the
tnost important out-of-town game.
'Sunday contests will not be aired,
lor will the seven night games
icheduled for this year. Arch McDonald, who covered the games on
WABC last year, has returned to
vVJSV, Washington, and the an'louncer for WABC has not yet
been selected. Arrangements for
nfjjhe broadcasts, first of this type
' !ver used facturer,
by this
cigarette
manuwere made
by William
Dsty & Co., Camel agency.
V. Y. Advertising Bill
Provides Radio Penalty
\SSEMBLYMAN Aaron F. Gold;.tein, on Jan. 24 submitted to the
,New York Assembly a bill to amend
he penal law in relation to radio
idvertising whereby both radio staions and advertisers would be held
•esponsible in the event of untrue
ir misleading advertisements being
broadcast.
' The bill proposes the addition of
'radio stations, or owners or operators ofthe
radiopenal
stations,"
to Section
i21 of
law, which
now
■overs "any newspaper, magazine,
)r other publication". These words
vould also be added to the main
lection of the bill, so that radio staions and their owners who place
'before
public" . . . "anor adverisement,theannouncements
statenent of any sort regarding merchandise, securities, service or anyhing so offered to the public which
idvertisement contains any asserion, representation or statement of
act which is untrue, deceptive or
nisleading, shall be guilty of a mislemeanor."
, WOR Sues on Contract
WOR, Newark, on Jan. 15 filed
'.uit for $25,874 in New York Fed■ral Court, charging breach of coniract by Ramsdell Inc. and William
rving Hamilton Inc., New York.
' Station claims that the defendants,
ifter broadcasting The Johnson
•"amily for 39 weeks and renewing
t for 20 weeks on July 21, 1939,
ancelled the show "without reaon" on Sept. 19, 1939.
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Fate

of Proposed TBS Network
{Continued from Page 16)

vertising agency commission
World's interest being limited to
production transcriptions. Tentative starting date week of Feb. 19.
Please answer direct as station representatives neither acquainted
with nor contacting this project."
A. J. Kendrick, vice-president
and general manager of WBS, said
the wires were sent at the request
of "unnamed clients" who asked
WBS to query sufficient stations to
give these clients a choice of outlets in 75 of the country's first 100
markets. During the following
week, Mr. Kendrick reported, replies were received from 174 stations, of which 144 gave quotations
for the time as requested; 20 more
said that they were preparing such
quotations, and 10 advised the transcription company they did not
have such time available. The remaining stations had not answered
within a week.
B-S-H Denial
Stating that the stations queried
had been selected as most likely to
have available the units of time dethe "unnamed
clients",
which sired
he by refused
to identify,
Mr.
Kendrick said that his company
was passing this information along
to them. He emphasized the limitation of World's function in the campaign, if it develops, to the production of the necessary transcrintions, stating positivelv that WBS
was taking no part in the placement
of time. had
So far,
said. toWorld's
function
been he
merely
collect
the data desired bv its clients.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert likewise declined to admit any connection with the WBS queries, although the details of the wire and
the events of the past few months
made it extremely probable that
their clients werp the ones Mr. Kendrick so carefully refrained from
naming.
Among the unfavorable responses
received by WBS was one fmm
Gene O'Fallon, owner of KFEL,
Denver, which read as follows :
"Answering your Jan. 21 telegram, believe you are unwittingly
tearing down many traditions, established policies and trade practices, as well as unknowingly forcing many stations into probable
bankruptcy. Also believe that stations cooperating with your plan
cannot comply with NAB code of
ethics. One point: Bulk sales of
time for resale; second: code allows three minutes night, 4% minutes day for each 30-minute period.
How many minutes commercial will
you use each half hour with chain
breaks belonging to diversified and
unrelated advertisers. If station
operating expenses increase in next
two or three years as they have in
past two or three years and you
force stations to complete any long
period contract based on a special
deal of present prices you certainly
will have stations in a very tough
spot. Wouldn't your plan also allow
existing clients and agencies to
group their business and participate in a plan similar to yours
whereby we not only lose present
programs but also all chainbreak
revenue? IRNA and sales managers
division of NAB are now studying
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the effect on the industry of such
plans as you propose. Where does
your plan put Broadcast Music Inc.,
if you use ASCAP tunes? This
message dictated in haste, as you
request immediate wire reply."
Adams to Florida
On Jan. 19, two days before the
WBS wire, John T. Adams, chairman of the board of Transcontinental, notified its affiliates that
"due to circumstances beyond our
control and the attitude of others
... we will be unable to commence
operations
beginning
Feb. of
1".phyHe
left for Florida
on the order
sicians who found him on the verge
of a nervous breakdown as a result of his labors to get the new
network started, it was said at TBS
headquarters.
Executives remaining on duty,
the office force having been dismissed, were naturally concerned
over the final breakdown of negotiations with Blackett-Sample-Hummert, but they expressed the feeling
that the need for another network
had been proved by the response of
so many broadcasters to the TBS
plan
that "important
interests"
were andplanning
a reorganization
which would probably be announced
at the board meeting on Jan. 30.

HECKER PRODUCTS, New York
(H-0 oatmeal. Force cereal) on
Feb. 12 starts a thrice-weekly quarter-hour transcribed program titled
Superman on WOR WHAM WGR
WFBL WGBI WTIC WJAR WGY
WCAU WBZ-WBZA. The program
is based on a cartoon strip. Script
is by George Ludlam, with Frank
Chase directing. Erwin Wasey &,
Co., New York, is agency.
UTILITIES Engineering Institute,
Chicago, has named Klinger Adv.
vertising.
Agency, New York, for all eastern ad-
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market of the nation^s
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Wire collect for full
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sWhcn you want a true cross section
ofvincome groups for a test campaign, choose WTAG. Wage earners
in 1000 different industries
(Worcester is 17th among U. S.
industrial areas) right now are drawing 99% of the 1928 payroll.
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FAA Scans Scripts
THE Federal Alcohol Administration, in its regulation of alcohol
beverage advertising, examines
over 400 commercial radio scripts
a month, Administrator W. S.
Alexander informed Congress in
submitting his report for the last
year. The FAA also cooperated
with trade associations in fostering
elimination of spirits advertising
on the air and in Sunday papers,
he reported. Similar cooperation
has not been obtained, however,
from the wine and malt beverage
industries, he said.
D. EASLEY WAGGONER, vice-president and general manager of the United
Fidelity Life Insurance Co., Dallas,
has applied to the FCC for a new 250watt station on 1370 kc. in Greenville,
Tex.

WWNC
ASHEVILLE, N. C.
Full Time CBS Affiliate 1 ,000 Watts
Big Mid-Winter
BUSINESS
in Western

Carolina!

Industries goiriK full tilt. Pay rolls
up. Barley tobacco market brinsing
in new
cash.
spend
— and
moneyThere's
being money
spent
— to
in
Western
Carolina!
WWNC
blankets
this area ; no other station does.
Good time to begin your schedules
on WWNC is N-O-W 1

DON'T

TRY

ARKANSAS
DOING

W.E. Promotes Eaves
PROMOTION OF A. J. Eaves, research products sales manager of
Graybctr Electric Co., sales organization for Western Electric products, as assistant
general telephone
sales manager,
was announced
Jan. 20. Mr. Eaves
will be in charge
of the telephone
department and
research products
department handling all the WE
Mr. Eaves
products,
ing broadcast transmitter includequipment. Reporting to Mr. Eaves will
be J. B. Long, former telephone
sales engineer, as telephone sales
manager; G. L. Donnett, formerly
research products sales engineer,
ager.
as research products sales manMeacham Wins Award
LARNED A. MEACHAM of the
engineering staff of Bell Telephone
Laboratories was chosen to receive
the fourth annual award of Recognition of Outstanding Electrical
Engineers, given by Eta Kappa Nu,
honorary electrical engineering society. Award, made annually to
men under 35 who were graduated
from college not more than ten
yearsice inbefore,
for "meritorious
servthe interests
of their fellow
men,"
was
presented
Jan.
22
at a
dinner at the Town Hall Club, New
York.
VETERAN Wireless Operators Assn.
will hold its 15th anniversary dinnercruise at the Hotel Aster, New York,
Feb. 21, with the chief engineers of
the major networks as guests of honor.

TO

DO

BUSINESS

WITHOUT

BUSINESS

WITH

IN

FIRST
KARK!

Says Our
Vice President in Charge
Of Enlightenment,
Who Can Furnish Scores
of "Success Stories"
on KARK Advertisers!

Lewis J. Brown
LEWIS J. BROWN, 49, president
of International-Stacy Co., Columbus, and former president of Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich., died
Jan. 11 in Columbus, O., after an
illness of 10 weeks. He had suffered
from a heart ailment for three
years previous to his death. Mr.
Brown was well known as an executive of various large industrial
firms. He is survived by his wife,
two children and five sisters.

WMEX, Boston, has purchased from
RCA
a transmitter.
Type 10-DX,
broadcast
The 10,000-watt
station has
begun installation of its new equipment, under FCC authority whereby
it shifts to a Class I-B status on 1470
kc, in lieu of its present local assignment on 1500.
WOV, New York, has ordered a 350foot Lehigh tower with an umbrella
top of 40 feet to be constructed at its
new transmitter site at Kearny, N. J.
The station reports that Hartenstine
Zane Co., New York, will start construction upon completion of test borings, now being made.
FRANK J. MALAT, of Youngstown,
O., on Jan. 23 was granted patent No.
2,188,150 by the U. S. Patent Office,
covering a microphone support, rights
to which he has assigned to Astatic
Microphone Laboratory Inc., Youngstown,
RADIO transmitting equipment, including a 1,000-watt WE transmitter
with phasing unit and antenna couplingnalandcostother
apparatus,
amounted
to whose
more origithan
.$25,000 on Jan. 19 was given by CBS
to Ohio Institute,
State U for engineering
use at the school's
Radio
school
and experimental station. WOSU. The
equipment, used by CBS for a short
time, was designed and built by the
Washington Institute of Technology.
WLS, Chicago, has installed RCA
master control room equipment at a
cost of $25,000, according to Thomas
Rowe, WLS chief engineer, and George
Cook, WLS treasurer, who recently
returned from a trip to Camden, N. J.,
where they purchased the equipment.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE Co.,
Inglewood, Cal., is distributing a new
synchronous motor and turntable for
playback, designed especially for radio
stations and recorders who dub or rerecord from other records that necssitates absolute perfect rotation.
HERMANN FLOREZ, New York
consulting engineer and chief engineer
of WVFW, Brooklyn, has designed
and constructed a new "carrier analyzer" for locating and determining
the order and magnitude of the radiofrequency harmonic components of a
carrier wave emitted from a radio
transmitter. He is applying for a
patent.
AVAILABLEfor SPONSORSHIP
RAYMOND

Top F/f'g/if Cbmrnenfafor
7:30 P. M.— Mon., Wed. & Fri.
with an enthusiprogramTalent
A popular
cost: $100
astic following.
(net) weekly.

KARK
Little Rock * 890 Kc * 1,000 Watts Day & Night
N.B.C and TRI-STATE NETWORK: WMC— KARK— KWKH— KTBS
Edward Petry & Co., Inc. National Representatives
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HENRY RHEA, who has been active
in the development of the RCA field
pickup television equipment, has been
named assistant to T. A. Smith, manager of television transmitter sales at
Camden, N. J. Mr. Rhea, with RCA
since 1935. recently returned from Los
Angeles, where he assisted in advising
the personnel of the Don Lee Network
in the operation of RCA equipment.
E. K. COHAN, CBS director of engineering, left Jan. 13 on the Pan American Clipper on a business trip which
will add 15,000 miles to his total air
travel of over 175,000 miles. Mr. Cohan
attended the Inter-American Radio
Conference at Santiago, Chile, after
which he will fly across the Andes to
make stops along the east coast of
South America.
ALDEN C. PACKARD, CBS western
division maintenance supervisor, Hollywood, hasLosbeenAngeles
electedSection
1940 of
chairman of the
the
Institutestitute
of Radio
Engineers.
The
Incontemplates a Pacific Coast
convention next August, with the Los
Angeles Section sponsoring.
C. R. COX. formerly with Bell &
Howell Co., has joined Victor J. Andrew, Chicag'o consulting engineer and
equipment manufacturer, as chief enJOHN WESELOH and Charles Richgrineer.ards have joined the engineering staff
of WFBM, Indianapolis.
CARL CABISON, engineer of WDAY,
Fargo, N. D., has become engaged to
Lorraine
Sandie. No wedding date has
been announced.
ASA ADKINS is now chief engineer
of WJIM, Lansing, Mich., succeeding
Charles W. Mason.
ARNOLD KING, formerly with Eastern Air Lines, has joined the engineering stafE of WOV, New York.
DICK BAILEY, assistant to Al Span,
CBS neer,Hollywood
effects engiand Winifred sound
Gale, photographer,
are to be married in that city Feb. 11.
DWIGHT McPEEK, former chief of
the mail room of WBBM, Chicago,
has been named assistant to L.Mc. C.
Young, in charge of operations and
traffic.
BILLY B. HONEYCUTT, formerly
operator at KTAT, Ft. Worth, is now
chief engineer of KDNT, Denton, Tex.
T. A. SMITH, in charge of television
transmitter sales for RCA Mfg. Co.,
Camden, is author of an article on
"RCA Television Field Pickup Equipdetailing inandthedescribing
ablement",
apparatus,
January availRCA
Review,
quarterly
technical
publicaPress. tion of RCA Institutes Technical
JOHN PARKER, engineer of WORL,
Boston,
Jan.
17. is the father of a boy bom
THOMAS BEDFORD, engineer of
KTOK,riedOklahoma
City, recently
marErnestine Martindale,
of Fort
Worth.
JOHN ROSEBOROUGH, formerly
chief engineer of KRE, Berkeley, Cal.,
and more
recently special
representative of Recording
Equipment
Co.,
Northern California distributors of
Presto Recorders, recently joined the
engineering department of Photo &
Sound, San Francisco.
MICHAEL ASHMAN has been added
to the technical department of KSAN,
San Francisco.
BRYAN BISNEY, of the technical
staff of CKY, Winnipeg, and Marguerite McFadyen, CKY stenographer,
have announced their engagement.
SANDY SPILLMAN, sound effects
engineer of KSFO, San Francisco, recently resigned to go to sea.
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^PUBLICITY

SHIFTS

EFFECTED BY W-E
(appointment of William A.
Wolff, advertising manager of
jWestern Electric Co. and Electrical
•Research Products Inc., as information manager of both companies
and designation of H. W. Forster,

,n i Mr. Wolfif

Mr. Forster

[information manager, to the advertising post, were announced Jan. 15
by P. L. Thomson, director of public relations of Western Electric.
Mr. Wolff, advertising manager
of the two companies since 1929,
',is a graduate
of Columbia
University School of
Engineering
and
■handled engineering, sales and
{manufacturing department assignments until he entered the adverjtising department as a publicity
.and copy writer in 1911.
Mr. Forster, upon graduation
from Columbia College in 1920, was
a chemist in Mexico. Subsequently
he was a newspaper reporter in
'New York and joined Western Electric in 1924. He later entered the
public relations department as ed•itor of the company's employe
papers. The Observer and The Distributor, and as associate editor of
Weste7'n Electric News. Since 1930
he has been information manager.
Expedition to Broadcast
SERIES of 20 or more broadcasts between America and the Fahnestoek
expedition to the South Seas has been
.arranged by NBC, the first broadcast
to take place the day the expedition
jsets
from Director
New York.
137foot sail
schooner
II The
has been
fully equipped with a powerful short^wave transmitter for the broadcasts
by Bruce and Sheridan Fahnestoek,
who, with a crew of 16, are taking
the trip to record primitive music of
the South Seas and make oceanographic studies.
SPECIAL recording of the old chimes
from City Hall in lower Manhattan
has been made by WNYC, New York's
municipal station, and the transcription is now used by the station as a
noonday time signal.

BYE-BYE
RED

INK!

Black Ink is always in vogue in
the Winston-Salem market —
that is for sponsors who choose
this sales-producing station. For
a real money-maker, choose —
WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
National Repretenlativet
Sears & Ayer

IBROADCASTING

THE
WLW

TECHNICAL

SIDE

EXPLAINED

Preparins Plusless Film Depicting Angles

Several Stations Cited
On Overtime Complaints
DISCLOSURE was made Jan. 26 by
the Wage & Hour Administration
that WJBC, Bloomington, UL,
which had been cited for purported
violation of the statute by allegedly
working nine people overtime without extra compensation, had made
restitution and that the case had
been cleared from the dockets on
Dec. 9. The infractions apparently
dated back to the effective date of
the law, in the fall of 1938. Restitution involved amounted to $384.
Simultaneously, NAB announced
that three stations are in trouble
with the Administration. It was
pointed out at the Government
agency that investigations invariably are undertaken after complaints from employes. All three
cases, according to the NAB, infailure to beyond
pay time-and-ahalf forvolved
overtime
42 hours
a week while inadequate records
figured in two cases. The third involved a chief engineer who took
his regular turn at the transmitter but was described as an "executive". One of the cases purportedly involved sales payment of employes in "dueministratbills".
the that
Adion, it was At
stated
if the salary paid is above the
specified minimum, additional payment in the form of due bill would
not be disallowed.

Not Understood by Some Groups
FUNDAMENTALS of radio engi- plant; effect of frequencies on covneering will be filmed by WLW,
erage effect
;
of kinds of soils ; need
a highly efficient optiCincinnati, and shown before ad- for having
mum
antenna
structure.
vertiser and agency groups in
larger cities. The word story behind
The film will also depict the
the film will be related by Jerry standards set up by the FCC speciBranch, technical advisor and asfying the amount of signal necessary for satisfactory reception for
sistant to James D. Shouse, vicepresident of Crosley Corp. in charge different areas where listeners
of broadcasting.
might be located, whether next to
Intricate and mystifying aspects a boiler factory or in some remote
of broadcasting, and many of the rural district.
problems
will be revealed in aencountered,
manner understandable
AFM Pickets WPEN
to the layman. "This will be definitely a purely educational under- AMERICAN Federation of Musitaking and positively no effort will
cians has been picketing the studios
of
WPEN,
Philadelphia, since Jan.
be
made
to
sell
WLW,"
Mr.
Shouse
declared.
14, when the station dismissed its
"As a matter of fact," he con- staff orchestra following months of
tinued, "WLW will not be men- negotiations between station and
tioned at all. Our only purpose is to union which had failed to produce
be of service to
any agreement as to the proper sum
the advertising inthe station should expend for the
dustry, inasmuch
employment of union musicians
as we know from
[Broadcasting, Jan. 15]. Picketing
the ies
many
has been peaceful, it is reported,
receivedinquirfrom
with no rioting or trouble of any
time to time that
kind, despite
the fact
that employes,
the engithere is a distinct
neers and other
station
need to provide
members
of
American
Communicaclients and agency
ions Assn., a CIO affiliate, have rerepresentatives
fused to respect the AFM picket
Mr. Branch
with a better unline and have continued with their FOR THE entertainment of its
derstanding ofthe technical side of duties at the station. Pending a pos- guests, the Hotel Lexington, New
sible settlement on its differences York, has installed a television set
broadcasting."
Production work on the film is with the musicians, WPEN is using in the Cape Cod room, where it is
nearing completion and arrange- transcriptions and phonograph rec- tuned in on all scheduled telecasts
ments are being made for the first
ords for its musical programs.
during the afternoon and evening.
showing at New York in the near
futrure. Showings in additional cities
will be scheduled as soon as requests
are received. Agency representatives in Chicago and Cleveland have
already expressed strong desire to
have the presentation in those cities
^^Wet
Goes
nsas Snows
Ka
at an early date.
As
Million-Dollar
Boom Wheat Crop Outlook
Workings of the Armstrong frequency modulation method, and a
resume of classifications of broadcasting stations in the United
States, especially in view of the
ratification by Mexico of the Havana treaty, will be covered at
length.
Some of the other important subjects will be:
Day and night reception, with an
explanation of the differences that
exist; ground and sky wave transmis ionexplanation
s;
of fading and
its effect on reception; advantages
of special devices developed and
"T
used exclusively by WLW to produce maximum modulation to compensate for power changes, will be
NICE XMAS GIFT to Kansas Farmers was this blanket of literal wealth
revealed but not credited to WLW
in the film; a discussion of signal which covered the rich KFH AIREA 8 to 12 inches deep. Prospects of a wheat
attenuations, explaining why the crop took on a bright and promising glow ; and now the outlook is still better,
moisture continuing to fall far into January. Moisture here means money
signals of some stations fall off with
to spend for what you have to sell, and you can sell it over KFH.
rapidy, others slowly, when traveling away from the transmitting
Why not begin your schedule
—A
now on KFH, to reach the most
lOPIKA* ]
people for the least money. In
For A Big Chunk of
this primary AIREA 292,421 of
"T Illinois — Use
the radio homes, with above
SAUNA,
:
•
•
EUkORiA
:
I
K
average incomes, are potential
W S 0 Y
KFH listeners. Get full informaHUTCHINSON.
tion about THAT SELLING
Serves theCenter
World's
STATION FOR KANSAS.
Soybean
(NOCPfNDENCt •
Central
Illinois
iWICHITA
IMSAS CITV
COFFEYViLLt.
The Only Full-Time CBS
$32,000,000
Soybean
crop and
alone.
Great
• CHfl
Station in Kansas
corn
livestock
PONCA
CITlf
•
•
,I\ .
iuts«
,
BAfilLESVILLt
center,
too.
Much
manufacturing. Pop.
ENID*
> l"
% business
million.up Re-12
toarea,17%.tail
i
KFH
O K L A
WSOY
Decatur,
WICHITA
18 houTB 111.
daily
CBS— 5000 DAY
• 1000 NIGHT
• Call Any Edward Petry Office
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HARRY LUBCKE, chief television engineer of the Don Lee Network, has
returned to the coast from New York
where he filmed Comedian Maury
Amsterdam as m.c. for a live talent
variety show to be televised over the
Don Lee video station W6XAO.

WSAY

Rochester,

N. Y.:
:'i

goes
MUTUAL!

Available soon daily — *
four 15-niinule NEWS,
PERIODS . . . 15-minutel
SPORTS PERIOD , . . !
in this, the 3rd greatest]
market of the natioiCs
greatest state! Wire collect for full details.

Late

Personal

FRANK McCABE, formerly of World
Broadcasting System, and previously
a vice-president of United States Adv.
Agency, Toledo, has been placed in
charge of radio for the Arthur F. Rodriguez Adv. Agency, New York. The
agency has been conducting a test radio campaign in New England for one
of its new accounts, Barbara Daru
cosmetics. New York.
TOM WALLACE, known as "Uncle
Walter" radio
on the
Uncle and
Walter's
Dog
House
program
executive
vice-president of the Russel M. Seeds
Co., handling the Brown & Williamson radio programs, was to leave Jan.
30 for a flying trip to the Pacific Coast
in the interests of the tobacco company's radio account.
R. B. SMITH, formerly assistant advertising manager of Axton-Fisher Tobacco Co., Louisville, has been appointed advertising manager of the company.
HOWARD E. MOTT, 27, and RichO'Hare, have
26, law
school
graduates
of lastard June,
joined
the FCC
Law
Department as junior attorneys. Mr.
Mott, a native of Arkansas, was graduated from Georgetown Law School and
Mr. O'Hare of Massachusetts, is a
graduate of Dartmouth and Harvard.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky &. Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
NaUenal PrMS Bide, Wash., O. C.

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Englnaars
National Prass BIdg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

Thar* It no lubttltute for axparianc*
PAUL

GLENN D. GILLEn
Conttilting Radro Enginaar
982 National Pratt BIdg.
Watkingten, D. C.

R

GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phona: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

JOHN BARRON
Comylting Radio Enginaar
Spacializing in Broadcatt and
Allocation Enginaaring
Earl* Building, Wathington, D. C.
Talaphono NAtional 7757

Muntay Btdg. District 8456
Waihingten, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Enginaar
FIEIO INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM lUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL. MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM. JR.
Consulting Radio Enginaar
2ns North Handarson Avanaa
Talaphonas 3-M3f and 5-2MS
DALLAS, TEXAS

HERBERT LEE BLYE
RADIO CONSTRUCTION
ENGINEER
THIRTEEN TEARS EXPERIENCE
LIMA
OHIO

Martin V. Kiebert, Jr.
Consulting l^adio Sngmeer
associated with J anksy& Bailey
Russ BIdg. San Francisco, Cal.
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PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Enginaart

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St. New York, N. Y.

"TAeif A/evat MiiA . . .
Station owners, managers,
sales managers and chief engineers comb every issue of
Broadcasting.

Notes

HUBBELL ROBINSON, head of the
talent buying
and program
buildingInc.,
department of Young
& Rubieam
New York,ferencesiswith Joe
in Hollywood
for conStauffer, manager
there
of
the
agency's
production
division.
ENOCH SQUIRES, formerly of
WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y., has joined
the news and production department
of KOIN-KALE, Portland, Ore.
RICHARD L. EVANS, director of
special events of KSL, Salt Lake City,
has been awarded the local Junior
Chamber of Commerce "Distinguished
Service Award" for 1939. The award
was voted for "outstanding community
service in 1939".
DAVID E. SMILEY, publisher of the
Tampa Times, operating WDAE, has
been elected to honorary membership
in the Tampa Bar Assn. in recognition of his community services.

Practical School
For Announcers
Opening for 4 only during
1940. Practical Experience.
No text books. Individual
coactiing. 9 months course.
Low tuition.
RADIO

STATION

WCA
Z
Carthage, 111.
Write Antoinette Palmer tor particulars.
List of successful graduates sent on
application.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Help Wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other classifications,
12c per word. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close 25th and 10th of month preceding issues.
Help Wanted

Situations Wanted (continued)

Employees — Let us help you get a position
through our National Radio Employment
Bureau. Paramount Distributors, Box
864, Denver, Colo.
Salesman, experienced, for regional eastern
station with primary area of 300,000.
Straight
20% commission basis. Box A670,
Broadcasting.

Operator
— RCA telegraph.
graduate,Fiveradio
first, second
yearstelephone
experi
ence in sales and operating. Desires operator's
or
engineer's
post
with
any
station. Box A668, Broadcasting.
Only $12 a week will bring you a young
■ man
with ; real
"Boy Scout"
enthusiasm
for work
experienced
announcer
small
New York
City
station
;
will
go A676
anywhere
in
U.
S.
Write
Box
Broadcasting.

Salesmen : Opportunity experienced radio
salesman with small Midwestern station.
Market 300,000. If you can sell radio you
can make mediate
money
Don't expect
imexecutivehere.
position.
Send full
details. Box A677, Broadcasting.
Salesman — young go-getter for local selling.
Mid-western network station, thriving
city 150,000. Experienced radio and
agency executives in charge. Strong sales
back-up.count.Commission
and staff
drawing
acWrite details. Our
has seen
this. Box A669, Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
Combination man now working desires
change to progressive station in Northwest. Box A674, Broadcasting.
Announcer-News, programming and dramatiction.
experience.
permanent
References.Desire
Recordings.
Box situaA672,
Broadcasting.
Announcer experienced now working high
powered regional desires change West
Coast preferred. Box A673, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Announcer. Five years service.
Ad-lib and sports a specialty. Write copy.
Box A664, Broadcasting.
Announcer - Program Director. Now employed. Experienced on sports. References.
Box A665, Broadcasting.
Sportscaster wants position with station
handling play by play accounts, sports
commentary. Box A671, Broadcasting.
Station Executive: Manager, sales director.
Knows production, promotion ; efficient
administrator. Box A678, Broadcasting.
Announcer — 5 years experience in sports,
special events, news on 5 and 50 kw.
stations. Desires permanent position.
Married. Now employed. Box A666,
Broadcasting.
Announcer- Accompanist — Desires opportunity in ence.
radio
PrefersReferences.
West. ExperiPlays station.
well. Writes.
Good
voice. Box A675, Broadcasting.
Program or Production Manager: Six
years tions
varied
radio 100
experience
staranging from
to 50,000atwatts.
Presently with large metropolitan station. Box A667, Broadcasting.
Announcer, operator, 2 years experience in
Network outlets, really excellent utility
man and salesman with good references.
Own car, free to travel. Box A662,
Broadcasting.
Announcer: Young, experienced, college
graduate, good voice, all sports, writes
continuity, references, recordings. Box
A661, Broadcasting.
BROADCASTING

Production Man, ten years' experience, production, programming, promotion, writing. Employed, but wants to make
change. Married. Will accept small sal
ary. Box A658, BROADCASTING.
Graduate Engineer: Experienced in allo>.a-i t
tion work. Field intensity and antenna
resistance, directional antenna design and
installation, calculation of coverage and
interference, etc. Also experienced as
transmitter and studio operator. Excel-,
lent record. Box A659, Broadcasting.

Owners
of Radiodollars
Stations($500.00)
— I can per
bringweek,in'
five hundred
selling spot inannouncements
merchants
your locality. toMaytheI smaller'
discussl I
my
radio station refer-!
encea.plan?
Box Bank
A663, and
Broadcasting.

Employers — We have experienced radio em-|^
ployees in every section of the United '
States. Let us submit summaries of quali- 1
fied applicants whose references havei
been
verified.
NoEmployment
cost to you Bureau,
through Box
Na-|
tional
Radio Colorado.
864, Denver,
Program Director — experienced in Announcing, Continuity Writing and Publicity, Promotion and Production Directing — Married — College-Graduate — Em
ployed — Good Habits — Press Book of Radio,ences
Sports,
Theater —ofPhoto
— Best Referand Letters
Recommendation
Will accept very low wages on trial. Can
guarantee
results
in
Programming.
Box
A679, Broadcasting.
Attention Station Executives. Ably experienced Radio Engineer, B.S.E.E., ten
years afield, desires communicate with
broadcast station needing Chief or Assistant Engineer. Broad experience inmodern fifty,
ten and
kilowattcluding
transmitters,
antenna
work,fivestudio
equipment. Always employed by large
concern but desire position now with
broadcast station which can profit from
such
Replies confidential. Box
A680, experience.
Broadcasting.
Wanted to Buy
Will buy or lease all or controlling interest
in local
anywhere. Cash waiting.
Box
A660,station
Broadcasting.
For Sale — Equipment
Two Universal Portable Cutters, complete
with spiralling units, microscope, pick-up,
etc. Practically new. Write Chicago Recago. cording Co., La-Salle Wacker Bldg., Chi• Broadcast

Advertising

Camels on Blue
R. J. REYNOLDS Tobacco Co.,
Winston-Salem, N. C, is planning
a half-hour program devoted to
women's fashion and society notes
on behalf of Camel cigarettes to
start the end of February on NBCBlue. The weekly program probably
will be heard from 12 noon to 12:30
p. m., but details and name of the
program have not been definitely
settled. Wm, Esty & Co., New
York, is agency.

Network (Kccounts
All lime EST unless ollierwise indicaled.

New Business
3URTISS CANDY Co., New York
(Baby Ruth candy bars), on Feb. 14
starts Cash on Delivery on 5 MBS
stations, Wed., 8-8 :30 p.m. Agency :
Hellwig-Miller Co., N. Y.
P. LORILLARD Co., New York (Old
jrold cigarettes), on April 5 starts Don
Ameche and variety program on 60
NBC-Red stations, Fri., 10-10 :30 p.m.
Agency : Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y.
NATIONAL DAIRY PRODUCTS.
New York (Sealtest milk), on March
7 starts Rudp Vallee on NBC-Red,
rhurs., 9 :30-10 p.m. Agency : McKee
& Albright, Philadelphia.
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis
(Com Kix), on Jan. 28 replaces
.Grouch Club with Beat the Band on
29 NBC-Red stations, Sun., 6:30-7
p.m. Agency : Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
3AMPBELL
SOUP
Co., Camden.
New Jersey (tomato juice), on Jan.
22 started Campbell's Short Short
'Story
49 :15
CBS a.m.
stations,
Mon.,: Ward
Wed.,
Fri., on
11-11
Agency
Wheelock Co., Philadelphia.
;;N0XZEMA chemical Co. of Canri..ida, Toronto, started Jan. 10 Quiz of
i -Tico Cities on CFRB, Toronto, and
'■ OKAC, Montreal, Wednesday, 8:30-9
: ).m. Agency : Ruthrauif & Ryan,

jtRmANK W. HORNER Co., Quebec
beverage), on Jan. 18 starts Lauretv\ :ian Mountaineers on CHRC, Quebec,
' ind CKAC, Montreal, Thursday,
_.i:30-9 p.m. Agency: A. McKim Ltd.,
5.-:tfontreal.
* 3TAR-PEERLESS BREWING Co.,
";3eUeville,
on Jan.
2 started
icribed showlU.,Toast
of the
Town trandaily
- ->n KTOK and entire Oklahoma Nets'vork. Agency: Major Adv. Agency,
■-Oklahoma City.
sct3ANK OF AMERICA National
tpjCrust & Savings Assn., San Francisco,
' 'sn
Jan. Parade
28 started
52 weeks
Massing
withforJohn
Nesbitt The
on
. '1 NBC-California Red and Blue sta^3 ions (KECA KFSD KPO) Sun., 7[i':15
with Los
repeat
Tues.,Agency:
9-9:15
•ii.m., p.m.,
on KFI,
Angeles.
•yhas. R. Stuart, San Francisco.
Renewal Accounts
jbniO OIL CO., Findlay, O. (Marai;. hon gas and oil), on March 1 re: ;ews Marathon Melodies for 13 weeks
' n a split NBC-Blue network of 11
* Jyer
tations,
Fri., 10:30-11
p.m.Columbus.
Agency:
& Bowman
Adv. Co.,
:OWNSEND PARTY of California,
■jOS Angeles (political), on Jan. 31
';tarted
3 weeks Don
only, Lee
political
talk,
•In
16 for
California
stations,
Ved., .0-5:15 p.m. (PST).

WSAY
Rochester,

N. Y.

goes
MUTUAL!
Available soon daily —
four 15-minute NEWS
PERIODS . . . IS-minute
SPORTS PERIOD . . .
in this, the 3rd grpatpsl
market of the nation's
greatest state! Wire collect for full details.

BROADCASTING

EFFECTIVENESS of radio was
stressed by (1 to r) Joe Jacobsen,
director of sales, Thrifty Drug Co.,
Los Angeles (chain), and George
L. Moskovics, CBS Pacific Coast
director of sales promotion, when
they addressed more than 1,000
sales employes of that firm recently
at a "kick-off" rally at Columbia
Square studios, Hollywood. Rally
preceded start of the weekly quarter-hour transcribed program, This
Is Magic, on KNX, HoUjrwood;
KHJ, Los Angeles; and other
Southern California stations on
Jan. 15, under sponsorship of Thrifty Drug Co., operating 33 cut-rate
stores in that territory. Rally was
also utilized by CBS to merchandise programs of its other drug
store product sponsors to the men
and women behind Thrifty counters.
B. T. BABBITT Co., New York
(Bab-0), on Feb. 19 renews David
Harum on 40 NBC-Red stations, Mon.
thru Fri. 11-11 :15 a.m. Agency : Blackett-Sample-Hummert, N. Y.
R. L. WATKINS Co., New York (Dr.
Lyons toothpowder) , on Feb. 4 renews
Manhattan Merry-Go-Round on 38
NBC-Red stations. Sun., 9-9:30 p.m.
Agency
N. Y. : Blackett - Sample - Hummert,
GULF OIL Corp., Pittsburgh, on Feb.
4 renews Screen Ouild Theatre on 65
CBS stations. Sun., 7 :30 p.m. Agency :
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
STERLING PRODUCTS, New York
(Ironized Yeast), on Jan. 21 renewed
for 52 weeks Original Good Will Hour
and dropped 16 TSN stations, making
a total of 15 MBS stations, Don Lee
Network, and 2 TSN stations. Sun.,
10-11Y. p.m. Agency : Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N.
PACIFIC UNION CONFERENCE,
Seventh Day Adventists, Los Angeles,
(religious), on Jan. 7 renewed for 52
weeks. Voice of Prophecy, on 15 California Don Lee network stations and
4 Arizona Network stations. Sun.,
9:1.5-9:45 p.m. (PST). Agency: Lisle
Sheldon Adv., Los Angeles.
Network Changes
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York (Maxwell House coffee), on
March 7 shifts Good News of 19^0 on
85 NBC-Red stations, from 9-10 p.m.
to 9-9 :30 p.m. Agency : Benton &
Bowles, N. Y.
CORN PRODUCTS REFINING Co..
New York (Kre-mel, Linit), on Jan.
29 shifted Society Girl on 46 CBS
stations, Mon. thru Fri., from 3 :153 :30 p.m. to 3-3 :15 p.m. Agency :
Hellwig-Miller, N. Y.
DETROLA Corp., Detroit (radios),
on Jan. 26 ceased sponsorship of Fulton Lewis Jr. on 13 MBS stations,
Mon., Wed., Fri., 10:30-10:45 p.m.,
11:15-11:30 p.m. and 7-7:15 p.m.;
during latter period Lewis continues
sustaining or under local sponsorship
on other MBS stations. Agency : BassLuekoff, Detroit.
LADY ESTHER Co., Evanston, 111.
(cosmetics), on Feb. 12 shifts Lady
Esther Serenade, on 50 CBS stations,
Mon., 10-10:30 p.m. (EST), from New
York to Hollywood for six weeks or
more. Agency: Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y.

• Broadcast
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CLAIIK

VIC KNIGHT, Hollywood producer,
has been signed to produce the Rudy
Vallee March
program7 under
on NBC-Red,
whichof
starts
sponsorship
Sealtest Inc., subsidiary of National
Dairy Products Corp., New York [see
earlier story on page 32]. Although
Sealtest is not merchandised on the
Pacific leased
Coast,
the Los
program
will be reover KFI,
Angeles.

f.r

QUALITY
in

CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden
(soups),with
on Jan.
22 replaced_i}ren(ia
Curtis
Life Begins
on 56 CBS
stations, Mon. thru Fri., 11 :15-11 :30
a.m. (rebroadcast, 2:30-2:45 p.m.).
Agency : Ward Wheelock Co., Philadelphia.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(La France, Satina), on Jan. 29
shifted Joyce Jordan, Girl Interne on
53 CBS stations from 3-3 :15 p.m. to
2:15-2:30 p.m. (rebroadcast, 6:306:45 cam,
p.m.).
N. Y. Agency: Young & RubiPROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Crisco), on Jan. 22 shifted The
Bight to Happiness from 19 NBCBlue
Fri., 10:1510:30 stations,
a.m. to Mon.
41 CBSthrustations
Mon.
thru Fri., 1 :30-l :45 p.m. replacing
This Day is Ours, which shifts to the
19 NBC-Blue stations at 10:15 a.m.
Agency : Compton Adv., N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Oxydol), on March 1 shifts
What's My Namef from 32 NBC-Red
stations. Sat., 7-7 :30 p.m. to Fri.,
9:30-10 p.m. Agency: Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
GREYHOUND MANAGEMENT Co.,
Cleveland (bus lines), on Feb. 16
starts This Amazing America on 49
NBC-Blue stations, Fri., 7-7:30 p.m.
(CST).Cleveland.
Agency: Beaumont & Hohman,
BEATRICE CREAMERIES, Chicago (Meadow Gold Products), on Jan.
22 started Keep Fit to Music on 4
MBS stations (WGN, CKLW, KFEL,
KFOR), Mon. thru Fri., 10:30-10:45
a.m. (rebroadcast, 11:30-11:45 a.m.
for
West). Agency: Lord & Thomas,
Chicago.
R. L. WATKINS Co., New York (Dr.
Lyons toothpowder), on Jan. 15 resumed Orphans of Divorce on 46 NBCBlue stations, Mon. thru Fri., 3-3:15
p.m. Agency
mert,
N. Y. : Blackett-Sample-HumALBERS BROS. MILLING Co., Seattle (Friskies dog food), on Jan. 14
started The Adventure of Dr. Hunt on
8 CBS Pacific stations. Sun., 2:302 :45 p.m. Agency : Erwin, Wasey &
Co., Seattle.

ELECTWCAL
TRANSCmON
PROCESSING

OiNCE the earliest
days of radio the
skill and exactness
of our processed recordings have told
their own story of a
job well done. Today practically every
well known transcription producer
is a Clark client. K
you are interested
in quality transcription processing we
are at your service.

Sends Sales UP in
the Knoxville Market!
W
N
O
X
SCRIPPS-HOWARD RADIO. INC.
5000 W. DAY
1000 W. NIGHT
Represented by
The
Branham
Co
mpany

216 Hfgh St,
Humboldt 2-0880

1010
K
C

22ni:ia Salle St.
,
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WWL, New Orleans, on Jan. 15 started a new three-month series of daily
goodwill programs for small towns in
Louisiana and Mississippi. Using the
WWL mobile unit, shortwave pack
transmitter and transcription equipment, Woodrow Hattie. WWL director of agriculture, tours the countryside and presents the daily salutes
direct from the towns, with local officials and talent participating. The programs are recorded, and a transcription presented each city.
UNIQUE institutional commercial on
the lyJuster
regular weekprogram Clothing
on WCCO,Co.'sMinneapolis,
on
Jan. 16 was transcribed excerpts of
P. B. Juster's talk before the Internationalhad
Designers'been
Guild
before. Juster
one theof week
the featured speakers at the Guild's meeting
in New York, and two minutes of excerpts from his talk were transcribed
and airmailed to the station in time to
be fitted into the Tuesday program.
KOIN, Portland, Ore., early in January presented a half-hour broadcast
remoted from the Sicordfish, U. S.
Navy submarine, during a stop in
Portland harbor. Although the public
was not allowed aboard the undersea
craft, Stanley Church, KOIN public
events director, secured permission for
the broadcast, and with a portable microphone he inspected machinery and
interviewed officers, giving as complete
a description
of the vessel as naval authorities allowed.
WKST, New Castle, Pa., in mid-January started a series of weekly script
shows titled. The Ohost Walks and
Talks, suggested by statements in a
January magazine article referring to
New Castle
as a "ghost
Produced in cooperation
withtown".
local civic
and business groups and the New
Castle News, the series presents data
on local commercial and industrial developments around a "Ghost of New
Castle" character.
TROUPE of Boone County Jamboree,
well-known feature of WLW, Cincinnati, has been signed for a series of
theatre appearances throughout the
Midwest during the winter season. In
addition to earlier appearances this
season, the troupe is to appear at Seymour, Ind., Feb. 2 ; Fort Wayne, Feb.
4; Napoleon, O., Feb. 5; Troy, O.,
Feb. 6 ; Marion and Bluffton, Ind.,
Feb. 7 ; Advance, Ind., Feb. 12 ; Zanesville, O., Feb. 14.
PAMPHLET containing a transcript
of the recent CBS program titled The
Meaning of Goodioill at Christmas has
been ence
released
by theandNational
of Christians
Jews. Confer-

RADIO

VVNAX, Yankton, S. D., has started
a Finnish Relief Fund drive of its
own, urging
mail deposits
contributions to thelisteners
station, towhich
the funds in a local bank and then
forwards them to the Finnish Legation in Washington for u.se in civilian
relief. Developed by Ray Clark,
WNAX news editor, the drive brought
in several hundred dollars during its
first days. Staff members started the
campaign with individual contributions, which were matched dollar for
dollar by the WNAX management.
TO MEET certain objections which
the raised
German-in American
Assn.
has
connection Writers'
with German
radio programs in this country, the
Association, of which Thomas Maun,
noted German author, is president, has
started its own series of weekly proon WCNAV, listeners
Brooklyn, theto best
picturegrams
to American
elements
of
the
cultural
life
of
German civilization.
IN RESPONSE to demand from listeners, CBS on Jan. 28 resumed Tetl
Cott's Sunday afternoon music quiz
Xerogram, So You Think You Knoiv
Music, which left the air Jan. 7. The
program
in its original formhas
withbeen
Ted restored
Cott quizzing
four
contestants and Leonard Liebliug as
arbiter.
TO CELEBRATE the fifth year in its
present building, KOA, Denver, broadcast a special 30-minute program of
Music Jan. 15 and in addition held
open house for the week. Fox Intermountain Theatres cooperated by staging 30-minute revues four times daily
from the stage of the Denver Theatre.
KOA talent was featured, with Claras m.c.ence Moore, station program director
WSOY, Decatur, 111., took the air for
emergency broadcasts at 3 a.m. Jan.
14, describing a $150,000 fire in the
downtown district. Lacking a mobile
unit, three announcers took turns at
touring the fire scene for 10 minutes,
then returning to the studios, four
blockstiveaway,
forDuring
a 5-minute
descripbroadcast.
the program
Fire Chief Will Piatt and Thomas
Abrams, deputy State fire marshal, apand commentaries peared
on thefor interviews
blaze. Participating
in the
program, heard from 3 :08 to 4 :ol
a.m., were Bill McElvain, WSOY news
editor. Announcers Berne Interline and
Don Rodgers, and Engineers Milburn
Stuckwish and Ralph Aldridge.
WOR, Newark, on Jan. 25 started
regular broadcasts of the weekly
luncheon meetings of the Advertising
Club of New York, which are also
heard on WMCA, New York, and the
Intercity Network. WJZ, New York,
and
WNYC,
New York's
municipal
station,
also broadcast
the Jan.
25th_
meeting.
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CITY.

STUDENT announcers from the
three Tulsa high schools, who handled mike tricks on KVOO during
the annual KVOO High School Day,_
Jan.
25, were
to r) : first
row;*
Bill Short,
Bob (1Padgent,
and Richard Adams; second row, Walter
Foster and Jack Ware; third row,
Dick Gustin, student program director, and Herman Brummett. The
students were supervised by stalf
announcers.
Silent Tribute
UNIQUE cooperation with
the President's
movement
was Birthday
registeredBall
by
WSKB, McComb, Miss., when
on Jan. 20 it signed off an
hour earlier than usual to facilitate listening to the special Eddie Cantor program
dedicated to the Birthday
Ball cause. A closing announcement atthe end of the
shortened broadcast day
called attention to the special
program,
by the nationalcarried
networks. WSKB
explained that since it was in
an area between New Orleans
and Jackson that is particularly bothered with static, by
going ableoff
air it to
would
local the
listeners
tune en-in
the Cantor program more
clearly.
KRGV, Weslaco, Tex., claims a record for its six-weekly man-on-street
program, which in January completed
its 66th week. Until Jan. 15 all the
programs
from Harlingen, 20 were
miles broadcast
from the studio,
and
McAUen, 16 miles away, and by Jan.
31 the ment
announcers,
and equiphad traveled engineers
14.256 miles.
The
last 54 programs have been transcribed
rather than fed on lines, recording the
interviews at 10 a.m. and broadcasting them at 11 :30. so participants can
hear themselves. The station plans to
extend the program to cover 20 cities
in the Rio Grande Valley.
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, have sold
to Lincoln Bank & Trust Co. their
fifth and final basketball package, the
State Catholic High School Tournament.
STAFF orchestra of WRC-WMAL,
Washington, D. C, with Gene Archer
and Lynn Allison, vocalists, entertained Jan. 24 at the convention banquet of the National Assn. of Auto
Dealers, meeting in Washington Jan.
23-25. During their appearance. Miss
Allison and Archer, accompanied by
the orchestra under direction of Morgan Baer, broadcast direct from the
banquet hall on WRC.
BROADCASTING

BASE rate of KGGM, Albuquerque, i
N. M., and of WKAQ, San Juan, ,f(
P. R., for CBS broadcasts have been .j:
reduced to $100 and $125 per nighttime hour, respectively, according to
an annuoncement by William C. Gittinger,
vice-president
in charged
of
sales.CBS
Effective
immediately,
night »
rates for KGGM, for hour, half-hour ■»
and quarter-hour are $100, $60 and )ii
$40; day rates $50, $30 and $20. In^
addition. CBS program on KGGM also
will be carried on KVSF, Santa Fe.,
N. M., at no additional cost. Reduced Sa:
rates for WKAQ,
made possible jre
through lower charges for point-to
point
Puerto transmission
Rico, range from
from Miami
$125, $75tcji'li
and $50 for night time to $63, $38jki
and $25 for day time.
WMSL, formerly WMFO, Decatur.
Ala., on Jan. 29 began operation under
its new 250-watt unlimited assign
ment,dio also
transferringsetup.
to its The
new new
stuand transmitter
quarters,
located Savings
on the Life
street Bldg.,
floor
of the Mutual
house commercial and executive offices,torium,reception
room, control
a 100-seat
two studios,
room audiand
transmitter
room.
The
150-foot
Wincharger vertical antenna, atop the
building, extends 210 feet above
ground level. The system was designed
and installed by General Manager
Ted R. Woodward and Ted Jeffries,
chief engineer.
Studio
equipment
includes a new Gates
console
and RCA
microphones.
SIMULATED newsroom of WBAL.
Baltimore, will be on display again in
windows of three downtown department stores, starting Feb. 5. Both
INS and UP teletype machines will
be installed in the window, as well as 3£
microphones,
paraphernalia of theclocks
news and
room.other
A WBAL
announcer will be on duty in the winat all times, from
and 9alla.m.
the tostation's
news dowbroadcasts
9 p.m.
will originate from tlie display. Loud
speakers will carry the broadcasts to
sidewalk watchers.
WWJ. Detroit, on Jan. 20 carried two
remote pickups from the winter sports
festivalliamsin
Alpena.
Mich.
Wiland Jim
Eberle.
staffPaul
announc
ers, were sent to the Northern Michi
gan snow carnival to handle the two
quarter-hour broadcasts.
TIM DOOLITTLE and his oldtime
orchestra, for 10 years an early morn-lFi
ing feature on WJR, Detroit, is making 30 pei'sonal appearances in Michi
cago
seatCo.towns
Interna
tional count.v
Harvester
Dealersfor will
stage
machinery.
special exhibits of the company's farm
WIBC. Indianapolis, in cooperation
with the local Junior League, carried
a series of remote programs from Riley
Hospital, children's hospital specializing in treatment of infantile paraly- ^'
sis, to promote the national drive for jl
contributions
the President's
Birth
day Ball Fund.to The
programs includeit!
interviews and talks by various Junior jj
Leaguers,
as well as doctors, nursesi
and
patients.
WDAY, Fargo, N. D., to accommodate tending
constantly
increasing
its Hayloft
Jamloreecrowds
prograatrecently moved the originating point
of the show for the third time. Presented originally at the studio, for th
last three months it has been staged
in the auditorium of the Gardner Hotel, and now it is held on the stage
of
the Fargo
Theatre, with a seatin
capacity
of 3,000.
AS A RESULT
fiveduring
brief announcementsofbroadcast
th
weekend over CFCF, Montreal, 800
amateurs
the King's
Studios forappeared
audition.at Radio
police Hall
and
four stalwarts of the Montreal Police
Department were hurriedly pressed
into announcing
service, as well
the station's
full
and astechnical
staff
Many hours of separating wheat from
chaff resulted in a very high percentage of worthwhile talent, which
will be featured on future broadcast
of the Ken Soble Amateur Hour, currunningunder
on a the
network
of Cana-of
dianrently
stations
sponsorship
Grad Cigarettes.
• Broadcast

Advertising

KQV, Pittsburgh, during 1939 in^Tcased its local business 35% and its
lational volume 57% over 1938, ac•ording to a statement by John Laux,
vQV manager.
(HORE than 1,300 letters have been
kpiceceived
by WHN,
answer to the
contest New
for theYork,
best inletter
)n "Why I like the Americans or the
.iangers"',
announced
durmg
the National
Leagueby Bert
hockeyLeebroad.'^asts, which are sponsored by Gillette
j^afety Razor Co., Boston. The letters
were so good that the original prizes
if three pairs of tickets to a game
ivere increased to ten pairs. Also disj.ributed but unannounced were consolation awards of composite pictures of
,he teams.
OJLS, Yarmouth, N. S., is collaboratfng with Greyhound Lines, Wagner
iCours Ltd. and other bus lines in preuenting a two-person all-expense tour
'■o Toronto for the National Hockey
iLieague playoffs in the spring. The con;;est is open to all who make purhhases at any of three local co-sponiiors. Weekly winners compete in a
liports quiz finale to determine winner
£)f the .$200 trip.
JeFFECTIVE with its recent change
l,:o fulltime operation, using 5 kw. dayf ime and 1 kw. night power on 710 kc,
,K.MPC, Beverly Hills, has established
[lew rates, based on $200 per evening
iiour. Station is now available to CBS
idvertisers as an alternate or addi;ional station to KNX, Los Angeles.
"i^S A SERVICE to listeners in Mexco, KOY, Phoenix, has launched a
iaily quarter-hour Spanish news program, which features translated Trans^ -adio News. Ralph Gaxiola, Spanishyjspeaking
staff member, is eommenta:or.

] Philco's Commentator
PHILCO Distributors, New York
Division, on Jan. 29 started a series
of thrice weekly programs, featurng Wythe Williams, noted author,
foreign correspondent and newspaper editor, on WOR, Newark, in
;he interest of Philco dealers in
metropolitan New York and New
Jersey. Titled As the Clock Strikes,
r-he program is heard Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, 7:15-7:30
o.m., with Williams, currently edii^or of Greenwich Time, Connecticut
[iaily, analyzing and predicting na_i;ionaI and international news.
[Frank Gallop has been borrowed
from CBS to handle the commernals, which will promote Philco
' -adio phonographs, refrigerators
j''|ind air conditioning,
.Lributors
was on WOR Philco
last in Disthe
Jp^all of 1937 with Master Detective
diStories and is using this new series
Ji i'is a test campaign with probable
II 'expansion.
McKee
& Albright,
Rp Philadelphia, is the agency.

LOT
FIVE more States — Virginia, Missouri, Florida, North Carolina and
Connecticut — have officially adopted
the CBS American School of the Air
program as part of their curriculum
for classroom use, bringing the total
number of States using the program
in their schools to 11. Sterling Fisher,
CBS director of education, also reports that New Orleans has recently
been added to the scores of cities that
have so adopted the broadcasts. Mrs.
Lavinia S. Schwartz, CBS education
director in the Midwest, has arranired
a demonstration broadcast of the CBS
American School of the Air program
before the NEA convention to be held
Feb. 23 at the Palmer House, Chicago.
WRVA, Richmond, Va., recently
played host to 25 students of speech at
Thomas Jefferson High School, who
during
visit each
twominute their
transcribed
talk. made
The astation
presented
the recordings
to the class'
teacher, Miss
Ida M. Butcher,
and
they are to be played back to the students with errors pointed out. At the
end of the school term WRVA again
will record their voices and compare
pei'formauces to show improvement.
H. S. SWARTWOOD Jr., educational
director of KOIN, Portland, Ore., has
announced as members of the KOINKALE educational advisory board Dr.
Alexander Goldenweiser, Oregon U
Extension, chairman ; Dr. Ralph E.
Dugdale, superintendent of schools ;
Mrs. Harry George, president, Portland PTA ; Dean Alfred Powers, General Extension System of Oregon State
System of Higher Education ; Dr.
George Bernard Noble, Reed College ;
Michael
land U. J. Early, president, PortWCAR, Pontiae, Mich., early in January started a new series of dramatic
broadcasts produced by Wayne U
Broadcasting Guild, consisting of biographical sketches of persons who have
made big contributions to world advancement, but whose feats are not
well known. This is the third current
series to originate from the new Guild
studios on the Wayne U campus. The
others are an older dramatic series
heard on WMBC and Short Story
Time on WXYZ, Detroit.
WBT, Charlotte, N. C, will produce
a presentation of the CBS American
School of the Air before a meeting of
the South Carolina Education Assn. to
be held in Greenville, S. C, March 14.
The demonstration is designed to show
how high schools may utilize network
educational features in classroom
work. More than 6,000 South Carolina
educators are expected at the meeting.
Caldwell Cline, of WBT, will handle
production of the show.
DENVER U speech students will debate important current issues on the
new forum program. Design for Democracy, to start Feb. 4 on KFEL,
Denver. Prominent educators and personages will be occasional guests. Arrangements for the Sunday feature
were made by Robert Hudson, director of the newly-formed Rocky Mountain Radio Council, organization designed to coordinate radio activities of
all schools in the Rocky Mountain
region.
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CULMINATING a series of experimental auditions of programs built
with the idea of making educational
broadcasts as interesting as commercials, the Department of Government
Management, School of Commerce,
University of Denver, on Jan. 15
started a weekly half hour program.
You Make America, on KOA, Denver.
The Alfred P. Sloan Foundation is
supporting this new broadcasting activity, which is under supervision of
Prof. A. D. H. Kaplan, with Roscoe
K. Stockton, instructor of radio broadcasting, as radio director. Forbes
Parkhill, is assisting on scripts and
production. Subjects presented during
the series are highly controversial and
approximately three broadcasts will be
devoted to each separate problem.
Equal opportunity will be given both
sides of an issue. Each subject will be
supplemented by a booklet summarizing material which has been discussedradio
duringtalent
the broadcasts.
Professional
will be used
for
dramatic sequences.
ARCH OBOLER, author-producer of
Arch Oboler's Plays -on NBC-Red, has
been named final judge in the undergraduate division of the Wayne LT
Broadcasting Guild's second annual
script-wi'iting contest. Mel Wissman,
program director, and Myron Golden,
educational director of WW.T, Detroit,
are judges in the other division, open
to part-time and graduate students.
Prizes, awarded by WWJ, include >$25
first prize, .$10 second and $5 third.
Last 40
year's
competition
about
contest
scripts, andattracted
double
that number are expected this year.
Two previous winners, Robert Deisley
and Earl Gormaine, are now writing
professionall.v.
WEEKLY CBS broadcast titled Of
Men & Books, with Prof. John T.
Frederick, will form the basis of a
new full-credit course to be offered
during the second semester by Northwestern U. Broadcasts will originate
in theors classroom
and prominent
authwill be interviewed.
Beginning
Feb. 6, the series will be introduced
by Sterling Fisher, CBS educational
director, and Dr. Lyman Bryson,
chairman of CBS adult education
board.
CHICAGO U on Feb. 3 returns to
the air with The Human Adventure.
The educational series produced in
collaboration with CBS will be aired
on Saturday afternoon, .5-5 :.30 p.m.
(EST) work.
onLasta summer
coast-to-coast
CBS netthe series
was
aired for eight weeks as an hour show.
The present series will be half-hour,
and each broadcast is designed to present a complete story of a scientific
discovery. Brewster Morgan is director of The Human Adventure, with
Shermanrector,
Dryer,
Chicago U radio dicollaborating.
NORTH CAROLINA U. Chapel Hill,
on .Tan. 15 inaugurated its new radio
studio with the first of a series of regular Monday and Tuesday evening
broadcasts on the three-station Tar
Heel Network hookup — WBIG.
Greensboro ; WDNC, Durham, and
WSJS, Winston-Salem. The new studio is operated under direction of the
University Extension Division, of
which Russell M. Grumman is director. Other stations are to be added to
the hookup as the program schedule
expands,
casts haveand
beenseveral
planned.national broadMONTANA State U is producing two
new educational programs on KGVO,
Missoula — Campus Congress, a twiceweekly half-hour presenting informal
student discussions of local and national affairs, and University Round
Table, on which faculty members discuss current problems.

Propaganda, Television
In College Radio Course
SECOND semester of evening
courses in radio broadcasting at
the College of the City of New York
will start Feb. 13 directed by Seymour N. Siegel, program director
of
WNYC,
York's
municipal
station, and New
assisted
by Dorothy
N.
Davids, newly-appointed radio consultant to New York U. The analysis of propaganda on the air and the
theory and practice of television
will be introduced this semester,
while the production workshop will
highlight the techniques of writing
and directing radio scripts.
Guest lecturers include: Victor
Ratner, CBS director of sales promotion; Davidson Taylor, assistant
to W. B. Lewis, CBS vice-president
in charge of broadcasts; J. Harrison Hartley, NBC assistant director
of special events; J. R. Poppele,
chief engineer of WOR, Newark;
Edward Padula of the NBC television department; Norton Cotterill,
vice-president of WBS; Dr. Herman Hettinger, professor of merchandising at the Wharton School,
Pennsylvania U; Dr. Clyde Miller
of Columbia U, and secretary of the
Institute for Propaganda Analysis.
New York U Classes
EVENING courses in Radio Writwill be coning and Productionsecond
semester
tinued during the
Feb. 16.
starting
at New York U,
"
Writmg,
Classes include "Radio
conducted by Robert A. Simon, director of continuity, WOR, Newark; "Radio Writing — Special
Problems of the Sponsor and Agency," by Kenneth Webb, president
Radio Writers Guild; "Raof the
dio Production," by Earle L. Mc"Studio
Gill, CBSincasting
and
Production
Radio director;
Course
McGill;
Mr.
by
also
n,"
Directio
"Educational Radio," by Philip H.
on director of the
producti
Cohen,division
of the U. S. Office of
radio
Education; "New York Univerby
sity Radio Players," directed
assistant proRobert S. Emersonof, radio.
fessor in charge

director of reH. M. BEVILLE, NBCa class
in radio
g
ch, isconductin
some 12 members of the
research searwith
mail room,
and Thursdays
staffmeets
network's
Class
as students.guide
feaon various
with talks
5 to 6turesp.m.,
of the subject
or guest
by Beville
Stu.
questions
by
speakers, followed
junior einfrom NBC's
and aptiabe basis
onwill selected
ployes tude,dents,
line for vacancies
in interest
first of
in the statistical and research division.
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ACTIONS

JANUARY
. . .
JANUARY 13
MISCELLANEOUS— WPIC, Sharon, Pa.,
granted
& consolidation
hearings on intervention
applic. Springfield
Radio Service,
Springfield, O. ; G. D. Gillett, Washington,
granted continuance hearings re Kegan &
Bostwick, St. Albans, Vt., renewal applic,
and John H. Stenger Jr., Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., renewal applic.
JANUARY 15
MISCELLANEOUS — WPAD, Pedueah,
Ky., granted license new trans., etc. ;
KHBG, Okmulgee, Okla., granted license
Increase power, etc. ; WCAR, Pontiac,
Mich., granted license new station.
JANUARY 16
MISCELLANEOUS— WPRO, Providence,
R. I., granted license aux. trans., also increase power, move main trans., etc., directional N 1-5 kw unl. ; WILM, Wilmington, Del., granted license increase power ;
KSTP, St. Paul, granted mod. CP new
trans., increase power, to ask extension of
time ; KDAL,
grantedYoungstown,
license increase power Duluth,
etc. ; WFMJ,
granted license increase power ; W2XB,
New Scotland, N. Y., granted video license ;
WRTD, Richmond, Va., oral argument set
2-1-40.
JANUARY 18
NEW, Independent Merchants Bcstg. Co.,
Minneapolis
— CP 1300 kc 1 kw unl. directional.
NEW, Marysville-Yuba City Bcstrs.,
Marysville,
Cal.— Granted CP 1420 kc 100
w unl.
MISCELLANEOUS— Thumb Bcstg. Co.,
Brown City, Mich., order of 11-8-39 denying applic. CP 880 kc 1 kw D set aside,
applic. remanded for further hearing with
260 w ; Lookout Mountain Co. of Georgia,
granted petition set applic. for hearing ;
KGKO, Fort Worth, denied rehearing re
applic. KRRV, Sherman, for CP move
locally, change freq. to 880 kc, increase
250 w D to 1 kw unl., granted 11-8-39 ;
KVIC, Victoria, Tex., granted CP 1310 kc
100-250 CP
w unl.
WRVA,; WSAV,
Richmond,
Va.,
granted
aux. ; trans.
Savannah,
granted license new station ; WBOW, Terre
Haute, Ind., granted license increase power,
change freq. ; KWOC, Poplar Bluff, Mo.,
granted license increase power, change
freq. ; KUTA, Salt Lake City, granted
license increase power ; KVNU, Logan,
Utah, granted license increase power ;
WKNY, Kingston, N. Y., granted mod.
license move studio and for new station ;
WAZL, Hazleton, Pa., granted license increase power ; KMBC, Kansas City, granted
mod. CP increase N to 5 kw etc. ; WGNY,
Newburgh, N. Y., granted mod. license to
WGNY Bcstg. Co.
JANUARY 19
MISCELLANEOUS — Edward J. Doyle,
Rochester, N. Y., granted motion amend
applic. to 1340 kc 1 kw unl. ; Cuyahuoga
Valley Bcstg. Co., Cleveland, granted leave
amend applic. to 1270 kc 1 kw ; WUTK,
Utica, N. Y., granted motion dismiss without prejudice applic. CP 1420 kc 100-250
w unl. ; Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp., New
York, granted continuance hearing 30 days
on applic. voluntary assignment license of
WINS; WWRL, Woodside, Long Island.
N. Y., granted continuance time to file
proposed findings and conclusions in Brooklyn eases.
JANUARY 22
MISCELLANEOUS — CBS, New York,
granted temp. auth. rebroadcast Ford Sunday Evening Hour to Mexico ; KFBI,
Wichita, granted mod. CP for new trans. ;
WHOP, Hopkinsville, Ky., granted license
new station 1200 kc 250 w unl.
JANUARY 25
NEW, Presque Isle Bcstg. Co., Erie. Pa.
—Granted
(tentative) CP 1500 kc 100-250
w unl.
NEW, Clarence H. Frey, Robert O.
Greever,
W. Va. — Granted CP 1200
kc 100 w Logan,
D.
NEW, Union Bcstg. Co., Scranton, Pa.
—Granted CP 1370 kc 100-250 w unl.
NEW, Harry Jackson, Harrisburg, Pa.
— Denied CP experimental high-freq. 40 w.
KUMA,
Ariz. —allowing
Revocation
cense madeYuma,
final after
Albertof H.liSchermann, licensee, to withdraw applic.
for hearing ; effective 2-1-40.
WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H. — Granted
CP move
studio,
tor, increase
to 1trans.,
kw D,new740equip.,
kc. radiaKFVD,
Fort
Dodge,
la.
—
Granted
mod.
CP to 250 w N.
KXOX,
Sweetwater,
Tex.
—
Granted
mod.
license to 250 w unl.
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KPLT,
Tex. —JoeGranted
fer controlParis,
to Mary
Mayse.auth. transWADC,
Akron
—
Granted
directional,
increase to 5 kw unl., move CPstudio,
trans.
NEW, Symons Bcstg. Co., Spokane,
Wash. — Granted CP facsimile 100 w.
CBS,Sunday
New York
— Granted
transmit
Ford
Evening
Hour auth.
to Mexico.
KROD, El Paso — Granted mod. CP increase tostudio.
250 w, new trans., change antenna,
SET FOR HEARING— WLLH, Lawrence, Mass., extension exp. auth. synchronize; WGRC, New Albany, Ind., applic mod.
license move studio to Louisville.
TEMPORARY RENEWALS — KIEV,
Glendale, Cal. ; WJAG, Norfolk, Neb. ;
KWJJ. Portland, Ore.; WSAL, Salisbury,
Md. : KFQD. Anchorage, Alaska.
MISCELLANEOUS— WBHP, Huntsville,
Ala., denied reconsideration and grant
without hearing applic. renewal license.
JANUARY 26
NEW, Anthracite Bcstg. Co.. Scranton.
Pa.
—
Set
for
hearing
applic. CP 1370 kc
250 w unl.
JANUARY 27
NEW, CPM. 1200
C. kcReese.
Ariz. —
Granted
100-250Phoenix,
w.
WRTD,
Richmond,
Va.
—
Postponed
argument on CP change freq., etc.,oralto
2-8-40.
JANUARY 29
MISCELLANEOUS — WHBY, Appleton,
Wis., granted license new trans., antenna ;
KGMB. Honolulu, granted mod. CP change
freq., increase power, re completion date :
KVGB, Great Bend, Kan., granted license
increase to 250 w unl., 1370 kc ; KPAC,
Port Arthur, Tex., granted license new
trans,, change freq., hours, antenna, 1220
kc 500 w unl. ; KORN, Fremont, Neb.,
granted license 1370 kc 100-250 w unl. ;
KLSM, LaGrande, Ore., granted CP change
equip. ; WJBO,
La., kcgranted
license
increase Baton
to 1 Rouge,
kw, 1120
unl. ;
NEW, field,Springfield
Radio
Service,
SpringO., continued without date hearing
scheduled 2-5-40.
JANUARY 30
WCKY,
— Granted
fer controlCincinnati
from George
L. Hillauth.
and transC. D.
Seller to L. B. Wilson.
KADA,
Ada,
Okla.
—
Granted
CP
increase to 250 w.
MISCELLANEOUS — NEW, Miami
Bcstg. Co., Miami, Fla.. CP 1420 kc 250 w
unl. ; NEW, W. Va. Newspaper Pub. Co.,
Morgantown, CP 1200 kc 250 w unl. ;
WMBQ. vision etc.,
Brooklyn,
extended
date from
Pro3 of order
of 12-5-39
30 days
1-30-40 : WPRA, Mayaguez, P. R., denied
reopening of case re applic. Portorican
American Bcstg. Co. new station, which
was granted 12-12-39; WPRP, Ponce. P.
R.,
decision American
of 12-1239 denied
and setrequest
applic.vacate
Portorican
Bcstg. Co. for hearing ; Samuel M. Emison,

Relay

System

COMMISSION

30, INCLUSIVE

Vincennes, Ind., denied rehearing applic.
new station to Vincennes Newspapers Inc.,
granted 11-22-39 ; WNYC, New York, set
for hearing applic. increase time.
TEMPORARY
WSB
KGKY
KTHS WHO RENEWALS—
WLB WMFJ KGBU
WKAT KSUB. In addition these stations
were renewed temporarily to Aug. 1 [see
story on page 161 :
KFBI KFBK KFEQ KFVD KGDM KGU
KIRO KJBS KMMJ KMPC KNX KOAM
KOB KOMA KOWH KPO KRLD KSL
KSTP KTRB KVOO KWKH KXA KYOS
KMOX WABC WBAL WBAP WBBM
WBT WCAL WCAU WCAZ WCBD WCCO
WCFL WCKY WDGY WDZ WEAU WEEU
WEW WFAA WGAN WGN WHAM
WHAS WHB WHDH WHEB WHKC
WIBC WIBG WINS WJJD WJR WJSV
WKAR WLAC WLAW WLS WMAZ WMBI
WNYC WOAI WOI WOR WPTF WRUF
WRVA WSAZ WSM WSPR WTAM WTBO
WTIC WWVA WMFR WSOC WTOL
KGFI KTEM WFOR WLLH WSVS WGIL
KCRJ KRE WMSD WPRP WTMC KSOO
WMAQ WENR WEAF WJZ WLW KFAB
WOWO WHIP WKBW KFI KJR KGA
KOA KGO KEX WEAF WJZ.

. .
ns . 16
Applicatio
JANUARY
site.WIXK, Boston — Mod. CP move trans,
WMJM,
Cordele, Ga.Bcstg.
— Mod. Co.,
CP reWillmar,
equip.
NEW, Lakeland
Minn.
—
CP
680
kc
250
w
D,
amended
to
1310 kc 100 w unl.
KECA, Los Angeles — -CP increase to 5
kw unl., directional N.
WMEX, Boston — Mod. CP increase power,
change freq., asking antenna changes.
NEW, W. G. H. Finch, New York— CP
high-freq. station 1 kw.
NEW,cin ati— CP
God'shigh-freq.
Bible School
60 kw.& College, CinNEW,
Fort
Industry
Co., toCleveland
CP unl.
810 kc 1 kw D, amended
900 kc — 5
kw
WTMJ,to Milwaukee
increase
5 kw unl. — CP directional N,
Mon. — •
CPNEW,
1110 kcMosby's
500 w Inc.,
1 kw Anaconda,
D unl.
JANUARY 19
WPAR,
W. Va. — CP increase to 250Parkersburg,
w. new trans.
WHIS, Bluefield, W. Va. — CP new
trans., increase to 1-5 kw.
to WAGA,
James M.Atlanta
Cox —Jr.-Auth. transfer control
NEW,
MBS
kc 250 w unl. Bcstg. Co., Omaha — CP 1500
N, KGHL,
increaseBillings,
to 5 kw Mont.
N &— D.CP directional
kc.NEW, Capital Bcstg. Co., WashingtonCP 1240 kc 250 w unl., amended to 1310
iCFH. Wichita — CP increase to 5 kw N
& D, directional N.

for

Television

Ready
for
Public,
RCA
Says
THE RADIO relay method of receiving and transmitting devices
steel tower.
transmitting television signals is mounted on a of100-foot
parabolic type nectechnically ready for application in Antennasessaryare
for the highly directional
public service, RCA announced
transmission use. Power required
Jan. 30. Tests with an experimental
10 watts or less. The distance
system between the Empire State is
between relay points, while varyBldg. transmitter in New York
ing according to terrain, would
and River Head, Long Island, con- probably average about 30 miles.
ducted for nearly a year, have conThe stations operate unattended,
vinced RCA engineers that it is
the receiver in operation all
now feasible to set up a radio relay with
the time, automatically picking up
system linking New York with and retransmitting the control sigWashington or Boston and internal. Frequency used is about 500
mediate points.
megacycles.
NBC's signal, leaving
The relay system will give tele- the Empire State
on 42.5 mc.
vision the equivalent of the wire is changed to 500Bldg.
mc. at Haupnetworks of sound broadcasting,
first relay point, continuing
according to RCA. In the experi- at that pague,frequency
throughout the
mental system, relay points were
system except at terminal stations
located at Hauppague, 45 miles where
signal is reconverted to
from the Empire State Bldg., and a lower the
frequency for broadcasting.
Rocky Point, 15 miles from HaupThe new system is the result of
Head. pague and 15 miles from River years of research, according to
Each relay station contains both RCA.
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A Railroad Televises
B. & 0,, nation's oldest railroad, iswith
thethefirst
to experiment
newest
form
of advertising, television. In
cooperation with NBC, B. &
O. on Jan. 31 presented a
telecast of its history, beginning with its founding in
1827. Models of famous trains
were shown and a stewardessnurse explained new services.
A chorusnishedofinterludes.
employes
furProgram
was directed by Warren
Wade of NBC.

JANUARY 22
NEW, Utica Observer-Dispatch, Utica, ti
N. Y.— CP 1420 kc 250 w unl.
WAAT, rectiJersey
— CP tonewunl.,trans.,
dional N, changeCityhours
increase
to 1 kw N & D, move trans.
WSYR,antenna,
Syracuse—
CP new
tional
increase
to 5 trans.,
kw. direc- (jf
WJR. Detroit — CP high-freq. 1 kw unl.
KTBC,
Tex. —J. Auth.
trol to J.Austin,
M. West,
Mariontransfer
West conand
P. M. Stevenson.
KOMA, Oklahoma
— CP new
directional
antenna N,Cityincrease
to 50trans,
kw
move trans.
KWBD,
Plainview,
Tex.
—
Mod.
CP
mod. new station, asking new trans, etca;
KGNF, North Platte, Neb.— CP change
equip.
JANUARY 23
WCKY,
Cincinnati
— Auth.
trol from George
L. Hill
and C.transfer
D. Sellercon-to
L. B. Wilson.
WTMC, Ocala, Fla. — CP increase to 250 w
WGTC, studio
Greenville,
antenna,
sites. N. C— Mod. CP new
KMO. 1 Tacoma,
crease
to 5 kw. Wash. — CP new trans., in

JANUARY 26
NEW. Edward J. Dovle, Rochester. N. Y.
—CP
1270
kc
500 w D, amended to 1340
kc 1 kw unl.. directional.
WCOP. Boston — CP directional N
change to 500 w unl.
WLAW,
Lawrence,
Mass.to— 5 CP
trans.,
directional,
increase
kw new
unl.
WMBS,
Uniontown,
Pa.—
CP
new
trans.,
directional N, change to 590 kc 1 kw
NEW, Cuvahoga Valley Bcstg. Co..
Cleveland
— CP1 kw,
1500 change
kc 100 equip.
w D, amended til!
to
1270 kc
NEW.
R.
E.
Troxler,
High
Point. N. C.
—CP 630 kc 500 w D.
JANUARY 29
NEW. Peninsula Bcstg. Co., Salisbury
Md.— CP 1200 kc 250 w unl., asks WSAL;
facilities.
NEW.
Webb Bcstg. Co., Provi-i
dence
— CPCherry
1 kw &high-freq.
NEW,— CPCincinnati
cinnati
high-freq.Times-Star
1 kw unl. Co.. Cin
antenna,
trans.Station, Tex.— CP newWTAW. move
College
WSAV, Savannah — Mod. license to 250 w.
D KGNF,
to unl., North
1 kw. Platte, Neb.— Mod. license
WILLIAM C. EDDY, NBC video ..f
feets man, has perfected a kaleidosco
pic effect that is used for intermissions
on television programs as the visual
equivalent of musical interludes in
sound broadcasting. Introduction ol
the device on recent telecasts from
W2XBS, NBC video station in New
York, resulted in numerous letters ot
praise from the television audience.
NATIONAL Labor Relations Board
on Jan, 30 certified Local No. 913
Radio Broadcast & Engineers Union
IBEW (AFL) as sole bargaining
agency selected by technicians ol
WQXR. New York.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Conrad to Receive Medal
For Pioneer Radio Work
3R. FRANK CONRAD, assistant
;hief engineer of Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh,
vill receive the 1940 gold medal of
,;he American Institute of the City
of New York in
recognition of
'his pioneering
ivork in shortivave radio and
irequency modu.ation and for his
juiding genius
leveloping the
v\rorld's first radio Dr. Conrad
jroadcasting
system."
Presentation
)f
the medal will
be made
Feb. 1 at
he Hotel Pierre, New York, by
IRobert T. Pollock, president of the
'nstitute, who will also present the
IkVilliam
nstitute's
annual fellowship
L. Lawrence,
science newsto
•eporter of the New York Times.
David Sarnoff, president of RCA,
vill introduce Dr. Conrad, who will
speak on "The Story of Short
Waves," after which a demonstration of the development of shortvave broadcasting will be offered
n his honor by C. W. Horn, assistant vice-president and director
)f research and development of
STBC.
RECORDING

CONSENT

BILL IN NEW
YORK
A. BILL to prevent the commercial
recording of any broadcast with)ut the consent of the performers
las been introduced in the New
York Senate by Senator Charles
p. Perry (D.) of Manhattan, with
';he Performing
backing of the
National
Assn.
Sf
Artists.
A similar
"neasure was passed by the State
Senate last March by a 47-to-l
7ote, but was still in the hands of
:he Assembly when the Legislature
adjourned. New measure, which is
Surely penal and gives no new civil
rights to the artists, reads as folows:
[ Unauthorized recording of radio broad[last : Any person who, for the purpose of
pecuniary gain, shall (a) Record in this
■State
any broadcast
any
iroadcasting
station emanating
without thefrom
consent
.in writing of the performer or performers
joroadcasting the same; or (b) offer for
ale, sell, lease or license any recording of
,.ny broadcast obtained and taken without
he consent and permission in writing of
he said person or persons broadcasting the
ame; or (c) have in his possession for
he purpose of sale, lease or license any
eeording of any broadcast obtained and
aken without the consent and permission
n writing of the said person or persons
iroadcasting the same ; is guilty of larceny
nd punishable accordingly ; and any recrds of any recording made in violation of
his section may be seized on a warrant
ssued as provided in the code of criminal
irocedure, and the court or any judge or
ustice thereof may, on proper cause shown,
rder the destruction of such records.
UNIVERSAL
Handi-Mikes
Press-to-tatk (illus.), push
buttontal,ordynamic
snapor switch.
carbon.CrysFor
gen. use, sm. transmitters,
call systems, p. a. worl<,
amateurs, remote control, pocars, spec,
and
other liceuses.
Clean events,
cut speech
reproduction. Six ft. 2-conductor
cord.sev.Circuit
Available
sv»itch diagram.
and circuit combinations.
UNIVERSAL
MICROPHONE
CO. LTD
424 Warren Lane Inglewood, Calif., U.S.A.

BROADCASTING

FCC Duties Expand
(Continued from page A7)
tions of Mr. Connery, Chairman
Fly wrote :
"If you have any facts whatever
upon which to base your 'understanding' that the Missionary Society of St. Paul (WLWL) found
it advisable to dispose of their station because of the 'chicanery of
certain network operators with certain members' of the Commission
who 'seemingly comply with the
wishes of these profiteers holding Government franchises', may
we request that you furnish
those facts to us so the Commission
may take appropriate action. Realizing the gravity of these statements, we are sure you will appreciate the importance of supplying those facts to the Commission."
The question of the speedy FCC
approval of the transfer of WSB,
Atlanta 50,000-watter and of a 40%
interest in WAGA, sister station, to
interests headed by former Gov.
James M. Cox of Ohio was raised
by Mr. Wigglesworth. Leading up
to his inquiry, he asked how long
it took the average application to
pass through the Commission, to
which Messrs. Fly and Dempsey
replied between two and three
months. Then he popped the Atlanta question.
"Oh, that is a transfer I think
you have in mind," Chairman Fly
responded. "That involved a few
days' tion.time.
an existing
staIt is a That
good isstation,
well managed and in good shape. That retime."
Whenquired a very
Mr. brief
Wigglesworth
asked
for the actual time, Mr. Fly said
the information would be supplied
later. The data inserted in the record showed that the apnlication for
transfer was received Dec. 8, 1939,
and granted Dec. 12.
Jests Using Spots
JESTS Inc., Brooklyn, a subsidiary
of Ex-Lax Mfg. Co., is using daily
station-break announcements on
four New York stations, WNEW,
WHN, WMCA and WQXR, in connection with its campaign of sending free samples of the antacid tablets to the entire list of telephone
subscribers in the New York metvonolitan area. The company has also
been using announcements on stations in six other cities outside of
New York since last May, but no
plans for large scale national promotion have been made as yet.
Joseph Katz Co., New York, is
agency.
"THE CRYSTAL SPECIALISTS SINCE
NEW LOWER PRICES!
LOW TEMPERATURE
1925"
CO-EFFICIENT CRYSTALS
Each
Approved by FCC
Supplied in Isolantite Air-Gap Holders in the 550-1550 Kc.
band. Fre$30
quency Drift guaranteed
to be 'less
than
three cycles"
per million
cyclesin
per degree
centigrade
change
temperature.
Accuracy
"better"
than .01%. Order direct from —

Ri¥OfO SEHVICE
124 JACKSON AVENUE
University Park
HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND
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EASE

THAT

BUDGET
□

the
4f

Both new and established broadcasters are learning
more every day through the engineering grapevine
that the new Gates American 250-A Broadcast Transmitter Isthe one and only way to keep top-notch
quality without taking all the elasticity out of the
budget. The dally Increasing popularity of the 250-A
Transmitting Plant is simply because It Is the "Complete Transmitter." Equipment that is considered extra
by others is all supplied without added cost when you
buy Gates American. If you are planning modernization Itwill pay you to investigate the "Gatesway"
to better equipment and easing the budget.
"YOU'RE ON
A booklet just off the
press
givinginformation
pertinent
engineering
for every broadcaster
planning
Yours formodernization.
theTHEasking.
AIR"

OUinCY.ILLinOI5.U.5.A
anra
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Baker
For

Sentenced

Mail

The Other Fellow's
VIEWPOINT

Fraud

XENT
Operator, Associates
Guilty in Federal Court
NORMAN BAKER, 56, onetime
operator of KTNT, Muscatine, la.,
who since 1931, when that station
was ordered off the air by the Federal Radio Commission, has been
operating XENT, Nuevo Laredo,
]\iexico, was found guilty Jan. 24
by a jury in Federal district court
second annual meeting, held Jan. 9 in Charlotte, the North Caroat Little Rock, Ark., of using the AT ITS
lina Assn. of Broadcasters endorsed Broadcast Music Inc. and elected
mails to defraud in advertising a these officers: Richard H. Mason, WPTF, president; Don Elias, WWNC,
purported cancer cure. He was sen- vice-president; Richard A. Dunlea, WMFD, secretary; E. J. Gluck,
tenced to a four-year prison term
WSOC, treasurer. The offices named Brice Beard, WSTP, A. E. Joscelyn,
by Federal Judge Trimble. Two as- of WBT and F. C. Todd, of WGNC, directors for 1940. At luncheon
sociates of the Baker hospital at
(reading clockwise from bottom, center) L. L. Caudle Jr., Paul
Eureka Springs, Ark., were also were
Norris, WSOC; John W. Schultz, WSTP; W. C. Irwin, WSOC; Jim
convicted and drew lighter sen- Coad, WHKY; J. F. Hurley, WSTP; Mr. Beard; Mr. Elias; Mr. Mason;
tences.
Mr. Gluck; Bob Bingham, John E. Thayer, WWNC; Wayne Nelson,
Baker and his associates were
WMFR: Jonas Weiland, WFTC; Mr. Todd; Pat McSwain, WGNC; E. S.
charged with mailing 375,000 pamphlets from Eureka Springs and Long, WHKY. Mr. Dunlea was not visible in the luncheon photograph.
400,000 from Chicago and publishing rying
'TNT'accounts
(The ofNaked
carallegedTruth)
successful
treatments of cancer. During the ^Pot O' Gold^ Brings Congress Echoes;
14-day trial he appeared in court
Code
Wigglesworth Complains of NAB
wearing a lavender shirt, a sarCARRYING an appropriation of the Federal Alcohol Administratorial effect for which he also was
tion, as well as maximum fine of
$2,116,340 for operation of the FCC
prominent during his Washington
$1,000 or one year imprisonment
hearings on revocation of his li- during the 1941 fiscal year, an in- for
violation.
He declared he would
cense.
crease of $278,165 over 1940 funds, seek consideration
for the bill as
Offices Appropri- soon as possible.
Baker's lawyers, in arguing for the Independent
ations
Bill
was
passed
by
the
House
bond lower than $25,000 pending
Debate on the FCC section of the
appeal, said that advertising con- Jan. 18. After consideration by the Independent
Offices supply bill
tracts for the cancer cure, includ- Senate Appropriations Committee,
ing programs on XENT, would be it was expected the bill would pass brought pointed allusions to things
cancelled. He was sent to jail Jan. the Senate without change, insofar to come from Reps. Connery (D29 after the court had denied bail as the FCC is concerned, early in Mass.) and Wigglesworth (RMass.), both perennial critics of
February. Chairman Fly appeared
pending appeal.
Baker moved his radio activities briefly before the Senate subcom- the FCC. Making a broad statement
to Mexico in 1931 but continued
mittee, headed by Sen. Glass of "the need for an immediate Con(D-Va.), on Jan. 30 to justify the
gressional investigation of the enoperating two hospitals in the
tire subject of radio, particularly
United States. In 1932 he was increased FCC appropriation.
inability of (FCC)
the mem-to
Farmer-Labor candidate for goverThe only Congressional change in the apparent
bers of this Commission
nor of Iowa, and in 1936 sought the 1941 FCC funds, as approved
protect
the
public
and
to
eliminate
the Republican nomination for
Bureau, was dis- or set aside the present radio moUnited States Senator. In 1935 he by the Budget
adfor
item
al owance of an $8,660
was arrested in Muscatine on
nopoly," Rep. Connery referred
ditional personnel to carry on the
charges of conspiracy to violate work of the Interdepartment Radio specifically to "bankrupt" applicants,
extortionate profits of netmedical practice laws, and was
Committee. The House
works
and
"trafficking in governfined $50 and sentenced to one day Advisory
Committee, in cutfranchises". In connection
in jail. Later he was convicted in Appropriations
item, pointed out with his mental
minor
ting
the
general
observations. Rep.
Muscatine for practicing medicine
langu- Connery had reprinted in the Recbudget
the
retained
it
that
without a license and was senwhich will allow continuance
ord a list of various types of aptenced to one day in jail and a of theage,work
with existing personplicants furnished the Appropria$1,000 fine.
diincrease is
tions Committee during hearings
nel.videdTheinto$278,165
two parts, $128,165 for on the measure.
and $150,000 for modernpersonnel
The investigation idea was adMajor Networks Feature
izing monitoring equipment.
vanced further by Rep. Wigglesworth in an extension of remarks
Birthday Ball Broadcast
Little Radio Action
THE ANNUAL celebration of
on the bill printed in the Record
Congress operating at more
Jan. 24. "Nothing has transpired to
President Franklin D. Roosevelt's or With
been
has
there
d,
half-spee
less
Birthday on Jan. 30 was broadcast
indicate that a thoroughgoing inaction.
radio
direct
or
vestigation of the entire field of
on CBS, MBS and NBC during a little positive
18 the Senate for the sec- radio broadcasting and its regulaspecial hour program 11:15 p.m.- On Jan.
the
both
led
pigeonho
time
ond
tion by the FCC is not imperative
12:15 a.m. (EST), with pickups
ad- in the public interest," he declared.
to revise
irom the White House in WashingLogan Bill (S-517)
and
e
procedur
court
ministrative
ton and from various Birthday
Rep.
Wigglesworth's
Bill (S-915) to pro- took
another
familiar tackremarks
as he
Balls all over the country. Acknowl- the Johnson
hibit alcoholic beverage advertismg discussed "the threat of censoredgment
of
the
nation's
salute
was
concontest
made by the President, followed by on the radio. The radio
ship". "A year ago complaint was
troversy received a shot in the arm
short addresses by Keith Morgan,
made
against
the regulation im(Dcz
Tenerowi
national chairman of the committee
Jan. 23 when Rep.
posednational
upon licensees
for interthe Congresinletters
in charge of the celebration;
broadcasting
limiting
printed
had Record
Mich.) sional
he had
two
George V. Riley, chairman of the
to those 'reflecting the
Greater New York Committee, and received, protesting the operation broadcasts
culture of the country and promotE. Frederica Millet, director of of the Turns Pot O' Gold program
ing
international
goodwill, underthe radio committee.
as causing a loss to theatre operstanding
and
cooperation'.
That
"at
ators
modest
estimates,
of
over
The Lever Bros. Big Town proregulation was withdrawn under
gram on CBS was broadcast from
pressure of public opinion. Today,
Sen. Johnson submit- however, we are confronted by the
$1,000,000
Washington on Jan. 30, featuring
On Jan. a29week".
ted an amendment in the nature of code of the NAB, apparently havEdward G. Robinson in a special
dramatization of the battle against a substitute for S-517, prohibiting
ing the implied blessing of the
ce of pay- Commission, as a result of which it
infantile paralysis. To obtain fur- the payment or acceptan
advere
beverag
c
alcoholi
ment for
ther funds for the drive, Jack
is impossible to discuss any controversial issue on the air in time
tising on the radio. Penalties proBenny on Jan. 28 placed a 75c advided in the substitute measure in- purchased for the purpose. Discusmission charge on the studio audilicense
station
n
of
cancellatio
clude
ence attending the broadcast of the
sion is possible only on free time,
Jell-0 program on NBC from the by the FCC, cancellation of the and the use of free time is of course
Oakland (Cal.) Civic Auditorium.
liquor license of the advertiser by
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Sorry !
EDITOR, Broadcasting
It has been brought to our attention that on page 49 of your Jan. 1
issue you said that Erwin, Wasey &
Company, San Francisco, is the
agency in charge of Tillamook
County Creamery
advertising. This is Association
incorrect. We
have handled, and are continuing to
handle, all Tillamook advertising.
This has been going on for 20 years.
M. W. Manly,
Vice-President,
Botsford, Constantine & Gardner
HOLLIWAY

STARTS

NEWSPAPER
TIEVP
by Harriout
IN A DEAL worked
son Holliway, general manager of
KFI-KECA, the Los Angeles Daily
News and Evening News, for the
first time in more than two years,
on Jan. 15 started using daily radio
columns. It is a reciprocal agreement, with Manchester Boddy, publisher of the tabloid newspapers,
ekly squartwice-we
doing a series
on
program
ter-hourofcommentary

KFI. The daily seven-inch column
is headed
ers bylined
newspapand
in both
Berby "Radio Fanfare",
director of the
nie Smith, publicity
an
as
d
announce
is
It
two stations.
"advertisement". News is devoted
to KFI-KECA and NBC programs.
CBS and the Los Angeles Times
for several months have been emes for
other'ss. faciliti
ploying eachpurpose
Bill Henry,
promotional
Times columnist, conducts a weekly quarter-hour news commentary
on 14 CBS Pacific Coast stations.
The program emanates from KNX,
Hollywood, and is being heavily
the Times and
by both
promoted
newspaper also uses
. The
network
spot announcements on KNX to
s and conpromote its new feature
a secates withsements
tests, and recipro
adverti
lumn
ries of two-co
events
special
KNX
and
on CBS
and outstanding sustaining shows,
in the Sunday editions. CBS also
gets considerable news space for
its special features.

e control and discrein thetionabsolut
of the broadcasting station.
of abuse of this discreThe danger
tion, in the hands of broadcasting
ident."Tenerowicz,
s, is self-ev
station
to Rep.
A letter
dated Jan. 17, from Cooperative
Theatres of Michigan Inc., theatre
operator
s
programPot
similartermed
other tion,
O' Gold s'andorganiza
gamas
prizes
cash
offering large
bling enterprises violating Sec. 316
Communications Act. "Our
the
of
point of complaint is that people
stay home listening to this program
theatres,
g 'to
afterthereferrin
stated from
the
stay away
and letter
the $1,000 cash prizes awarded
"lucky listeners". "They are stayat modest
extent,
ing away
es, tooftheover
$1,000,000 a
estimat
week". The group previously had
filed a complaint with the FCC, it
was pointed out, and although it
made no specific suggestions as to
legislative action in case of unsatisfactory FCC disposal of the matter, the letter asked for "help".
BROADCASTING
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Mid-Western

Listen
The

WLW

Them

Because-

Microphone

All Major

Records

show

Farmers

Farm

Brings
Events

that the WLW

LUCKY BOY THE 2ND, Grand Champion Fat Steer
at the International Livestock Show at Chicago —
an event thorouglily covered by WLW.

Agricultural

Special Events Staff traveled 36,312 manmiles in 1939 (enough mileage to go one and
one-half times around the world) in bringing
every important event of interest to farmers

IN 1939, FARMERS HEARD THESE SPECIAL FARM
EVENTS BROADCAST ON WLW.

in WLW-land.

International Livestock Exposition, Chicago, 111.
American Royal Livestock Exposition, Kansas
City, Mo.
World Poultry Congress, Cleveland, 0.

Whether it is an Exposition in Kansas City,
New Orleans or New York, or an event on a
nearby farm, if it is attuned to the life of
rural WLW-land

Farm Programs at World's Fair, New York.
Ohio State Grange Annual Meeting, Columbus, 0.
National 4-H Club Congress
American Farm Bureau Annual Meeting, Chicago
Ohio State Corn-Husking Contest
Farm & Home Weeks from State Agricultural
Colleges in Ohio, Indiana, West Virginia,
and Kentucky

our Agricultural staff is

there to bring it to mid-western farmers.
That is one reason why listening to WLW is
an established farm habit — one reason why
WLW

is the Number One buy for manufacturers wishing to reach the greatest rural

Ohio,

Indiana and Kentucky Farm Bureau
Conventions
Mid-American
Farm
Chemurgic Conference,
Columbus, 0.

audience in the country.

Editor WALTER LLOYD
of the Ohio Farmer
and WLW Farm
Announcer Ed
Mason at the Ohio
State Corn-Husking
Contest at Delaware, Ohio, October
27, 1939.

THE

NATION'S
most

WLW

STUCK IN THE MUD, but the WLW Mobile Unit gets through to pick up
another farm event for rural listeners of the Nation's Station.

"Merchandise-Able"
STATION

REPRESENTED BY
TRANSAMERICAN BROADCASTING
t TELEVISION CORPORATION
NEW YORK ■ ■ • - CHICAGO

RCA

EQUIPMENT

Recording

and

FOR

Reproduction

HIGH

FIDELITY

of Transcribed

Programs

1400 RCA 70 SERIES transcription turntables are now in use. Surely this is impressive
evidence of the high regard broadcasters have for the
performance of this equipment. Designed to meet every
requirement of all types of transcribed programs, RCA
equipment gives maximum dollar for dollar service.
OVER

•Vertical Pickup Attachment Type 71-C. |Proper frequency
response in reproducing present day vertically cut recordings
is assured by a new compensator. The tone arm is similar in
appearance and construction to the lateral tone arm of the
70-C. Pickup head is of the moving-coil type with a diamond
point stylus.

•RCA 70-C Turntable With Lateral Pickup! Long wear
Diamond Point Stylus. Frequency response 30 to over
9,000 cycles. Low distortion. |Higli quality Lateral Reproducer, adjustable filters for properly reproducing all recordings. Accurate timing. Low noise level in reproduction,
operates quietly. SSVs and 78 RPM|— speed change mechanism in rim where it can be seen at all times and can be
changed quickly. Quiet starting synchronous motor with
gear speed reducer provides accurate timing. Large flywheel Iwhich always |revolves at 78 RP]\L Large front door
provides complete accessibihty. Finished rear of cabinet
improves appearance.

• Instantaneous Recorder Attachment Type 72-C. Complete
with fittings to adapt it for use on 70-C turntable. RCA "float
stabilizer" prevents "flutter." High quality 6,000-cycle cutting
head. Three pin drive prevents slippage and eliminates knocks.
Spiraling hand wheel permi ts separating se lections without breaking continuity of groove. New lowering mechanism prevents
damage to stylus. Accurate and convenient
T
adjustments for stylus pressure and angle.

Use RCA Radio Tubes in your station for reliable performance
Microphones
Speech
InputEquipment
Systems
Associated
Transmitters
RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc., Camden, N. J. • A Service of the Radio Corporation of America
York, 1270 Sixth Ave. • Chicago, 589 K. lllinoie St. • Atlanta. 530 Citizens & Southern Bank BIdg. • Dallas, Santa Fe BIdg. • San Francisco, 170 Ninth St. • Hollywood, 1016 N. Sycamore At
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evidence. Our address is 1440 Broadway in Kew
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— and, in a matter of 90 days
WSPD Hill go to 5000 full time
as per F. C. C. permit.
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Basic Red Station on 5000 >vatts can
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puts into operation

a leadership which was gained in 1932

its new transmitter, designed by CBS

and never relinquished. Yes, for eight

engineers to better WBBM's

straight years WBBM

WBBM

service to

its listeners throughout the middle west.
With

a new 490-foot vertical radiator

already in use, WBBM's

signal strength

has been stepped up 55 per cent.
What

this means

for WBBM

tisers, ofcourse, is: (i) An extension of the
boundaries of WBBM
WBBM

Chicago stations in local and national spot
advertising, the kind of advertising that
must show tangible results. In 1939, for
example, WBBM

adver-

coverage, bringing

has led all other

carried more than 20%

more local-national spot time than its
nearest competitor— more than the third,
fourth, and fifth stations combined!

many thousands of new listeners;
The new transmitter's increased cover-

(2) Vast improvement

in the technical
age enhances WBBM's

quality of WBBM's

service to the mil-

WBBM

leadership, makes

more than ever before the No. i

lions of its established, loyal, listening
audience, already greater than that of

buy in the nation's second largest market.

any other Chicago station.
Eight Straight Years of Leadership
These improvements

in transmission mark

another step in WBBM's

leadership . . .

WBBM

50,000 WATTS • CHICAGO
A CBS
STATION

Represented nationally by Radio Sales, a division
of the Columbia Broadcasting System: New York
Chicago • Detroit • Los Angeles • San Francisco

Scant

Coverage

has

For a real selling job in the prosperous Southern New
England market you need the kind of thorough coverage
no other station delivers so effectively as WTIC. In our
primary area alone WTIC is an established listening habit
with 1,863,570 people — more than live in Cleveland and
St. Louis together. Their per capita retail sales top the
national average by nearly 40 % .

its

place

. . . BUT

What's more, the records show still another 1,700,000
people outside our immediate coverage area who rank
WTIC

at the top of their list of real neighbors. Put our

50,000 Watts to work for you — to do a thorough selling
job not in Hartford alone, but in all of Southern New
England as well.

50,000
WTDC

WATTS

A "ML/ST" FOR A BIG JOB IN THE BIG SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND MARKET
The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation, Member NBC Red Network and Yankee Network
Representatives: Weed & Company, New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco

We've

Movecf;

New studios and

a new location conveniently located
nnid-way between
downtown
If names

make

programs,

news, and they do, and if names

and

Los Angeles. They tell us

radio

we now have one of the finest plants

and they do, all the surveys, incidental, coinci-

to be found anywhere in the West

dental and accidental would

make

Hollywood

only go to further prove what

buyers of radio time prove again and again by selecting the
biggest "double

feature"

entertainment

in Southern

Cali-

. . . more room . . . improved facilities . . . everything to better serve
our KFI-KECA

clients.

fornia— NBC's Red Network outlet, KFI and the up and
coming, busy and humming NBC Blue Network outlet, KECA.

To the "Who's

Who"

of American

business using NBC

ties over these stations, add the "Who's

Who"

of Southern

California business for in the "third major market"
KECA are first with the finest.

KFI

facili-

%onfti ©.GMtev^,3*^. KECA
141 North Vermont Avenue, Los Angeles

KFI and

NBC
BLUE NETWORK
5,000 WATTS DAYS
■ 1,000 WATTS NIGHTS

SPEAKING

OF

. . . THESE
BECAME

FRONT

PAGE

PICTURES
SHOW

NEWS

And
more
both

how,
than

HOW
IN

KGO

SAN

AND

. .

.

KPO

FRANCISCO

at the same

time, they became

ever a vital part of San Fran-

cisco Hfe — an important consideration to
local and network advertisers in this

prosperous

World's

Fair city.

Opening splash in KGO, KPO— S. F. Chronicle tie-up was
joint State Election broadcast. Ballyhooed by city's greatest
publicity barrage and successful to point of sealing the merger
indefinitely, the program was aired to tremendous audience,
included scores of celebrities. Note Ritz Brothers at mike.

From his control room sanctuary, David Drummond gives the "on air" okeh and
the highly-touted KGO, KPO-Chronicle program "The City of St. Francis" starts
the first of a series of historical dramatizations. S. F. city fathers, listening audiences approve. KGO, KPO earn more front page promotion.

Thousands sit, sing; thousands stand inside and in street as
KGO, KPO join hands with Scripps-Howard-owned S. F.
News in colossal Christmas party. Biggest affair of holiday
season, it drew 7800 promotional lines in the News' heretofore
anti-radio pages. Relationship will be permanent.

KGO and KPO tied up with the San Francisco
WHEN
Chronicle last year they started what has become the
most talked-of promotional splurge in the country. For within a
month after the Chronicle's 110,000 readers saw the initial stories
and pictures, the two NBC stations were tying up with a second
paper, the 105,000-circulationed evening S. F. News. First, an important election broadcast with the Chronicle — then a Christmas
Party with the News — a daily radio show with the Chronicle — a
series of World's Fair programs with the News . . . That's part of
the bill of fare that's drawing front page space for KGO and KPO
every day in both these metropolitan dailies . . . making KGO and
KPO more than ever a vital part of San Francisco life, making
these NBC outlets more than ever the most important stations in
Northern California for local, spot and transcontinental advertisers.

World's Fair bigwigs and San Francisco Ad Clubbers listen intently asMarshall Dill, new San Francisco Exposition prexy, outlines plans for 1940 Treasure Island show. Plans include regular
programs from Island, daily front page newspaper, car-card and
KGO-KPO
newsstand poster promotion by KGO, KPO-News combine.
*Js adroit Life Magaxine would say it.

National Broadcasting Company
A Radio Corporation of America Service
111 Sutter Street • San Francisco

NBC

THESAURUS

helped

"up"

i

our

sales

25%

Letter from Hewy P. Johnston,
General Manager, WSGN,
Birmingham, Alabama, gives
orchids to NBC Thesaurus

Without if

^ani

^^^^^^^^^^^^^

NBC

can

mean

can what

NBC

THESAURUS

more

In his letter Mr. Johnston
than we

tells you better

Thesaurus

to a station in terms of increased
And

means

business.

it reflects the attitude of many

Thesaurus

*TLAHta

NBC

money

for

you!

at "Small Time" cost. And that's the
combination all your prospective clients
are seeking!
with

We

will be glad to supply you

full details. Write

today!

subscribers.

It stands to reason that stations offering
advertisers

and

agencies

service are bound
For these programs

NBC

to secure

more

Thesaurus
business.

are "Big Time"

shows

dio-Recording Division
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A Radio Corporafion of America Service
RCABIdg., Radio City, New York • Merchandise Mart, Chicago • Sunset & Vine, Hollywood
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ntiiUAr

EXCXUSIVE
BEPRESENTATIVES :
WSR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
woe
DAVENPORT
WHO
DES MOINES
WDAY
FAROO
WOWO-WeU
FT. WAYNE
KHBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIQH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KSKO
FT. WORTH-DALLAS
KOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
PACIFIC COAST
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KSFO-KROW . . . SAN FRANCISCO
KVI
SEATTLE-TACOMA

If any of you agency men haven't
yet discovered that Free 8C Peters
can often supply program ideas,
you've got a pleasant surprise coming to you!
Now don't get us wrong — we're not
claiming we can supplant the creative fellows in your organization.
But we are fourteen radio men with
reasonably good imaginations, and
•we do have almost daily contact with

FREE

diMi^

&

the managements of 23 live, wellmanaged radio stations, who are constantly getting a lot of swell thoughts
on promotions of various sorts. And
every once in a while we do give
some agency friend an idea that later
develops into the real thing.
If you'll give us a ring, and tell us
your needs, we believe we can show
you some results. How

PETERS,

(and FREE, JOHNS

about it?

inc.

& FIELD, INC.)

JtmesetdaUves
Itadia iUUhU'
LOS ANGELES
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
NEW YORK
650 S. Grand Ave.
New
Center
Bldg.
One
Eleven
Sutter
Vandike 0569
274 Park Ave.
Sutler 4353
Trinity 2-8444
Plaza 5-4131

Ueum'
CHICAGO
180 N. Michigan Ave.
Franklin 6373

sJIfil

ATLANTA
322 Palmer Bldg.
Main 5667

eiR©AID€ASTDINI€
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New

^Crackdown'
Era
at
By
SOL
TAISHOFF

.00 A YEAR^lSc

FCC

Pot o' Gold Action
Is Viewed
as Only a Mild Sample;
Fly Swings Balance of Power Toward
Rigid Control
A NEW siege of "crackdown"
regulation o f broadcasting,
evidently aimed at every
phase of station operation
short of rate regulation, appears to be brewing at the
FCC under its recently revitalized leadership.
Indications have been seen
not only at hearings held during the last few weeks, but in
FCC decisions and in the newest onslaught on the program
problem. The action of Feb. 8
in transmitting to the Department of Justice the facts concerning the NBC-Red Pot o'
Gold program is viev^^ed as
only a mild forerunner of
harsher measures to come.
The turn in events is ascribable to what appears a clear
demarcation o f viewpoints
among members of the Commission, with Chairman James
Lawrence Fly, who has held the
balance of power, apparently casting his lot with the rigid-regulation forces. Prior to Mr. Fly's
appointment last fall, this group
included Commissioners Paul A.
Walker, F. I. Thompson and
George H. Payne. The more conservative group, which fostered industry cooperation rather than
mailed-fist methods, comprised
Commissioners T. A. M. Craven,
Thad H. Brown and Norman S.
Case.
Compromise Decision
Chairman Fly, who is credited
with having performed what
seemed impossible by keeping the
Commission's internecine squabbles at a minimum, insofar as public prints are concerned, is in the
forefront of the impending new
Dolicy attitudes and pronouncements. Commissioner Thompson,
whose tenure began only last April,
also is represented as a vigorous
advocate of reforms in commercial
broadcasting.
The decision to refer the Pot o'
Gold program to the Department
3f Justice was a compromise. Conudered first by the FCC, along with
BROADCASTING

another local prize-contest program, at a morning meeting Feb.
7, the majority is understood at
first to have favored setting down
all of the stations involved for
hearings on renewal of their licenses. This would have been a
repetition of the actions in such
well-publicized instances as the Orson Wells "Martian Invasion" and
the Mae West episode, which precipitated cries of censorship from
the industry, the press and the
public that still linger as examples
of bureaucracy running rampant.

Lottery

Having postponed the more drastic action by referring these two
prize-award programs to the Department, the new FCC majority,
however, does not propose to drop
the matter, it is apparent. On the
contrary, the view appears to be
that the stations can be cited for
cancellation of licenses upon filing
of their renewal applications, at
which time the intention would be
to review past programs of the
stations to test their ability to
serve
ture. "public interest" in the fu-

Warning

Is

Foreseen

In Pot
o' Gold
Action
of FCC
FEELING action was necessary be- program is legal from every angle."
No comment was forthcoming
cause of a plethora of complaints
from members of Congress, theatre from NBC. It is known, however,
owners and others over the mush- that network attorneys had sought
room growth of radio prize con- to verify the legality of the program before it was accepted last
similar8to ordered
the Pot transmitted
'o Gold, the
FCC tests
Feb.
fall and that its investigations
to the Department of Justice for yielded no objections.
possible action under the lottery
Other Complaints
laws facts concerning the sensaPresumably it is the intention of
tional Turns NBC-Red presentation
along with a local prize offer in the Commission to serve notice that
Texas.
while it has no direct jurisdiction
Marking a revival of program
over programs, it is inclined to look
scrutiny by the FCC, referring of with disfavor upon the mounting
volume
of contest offers. It has not
the programs to the Department of
Justice follows procedure instituted only received complaints against
last year by the FCC, premised on
Gold and the local Texas prothe view that it cannot undertake Pot 'o gram
but also sporadic comments
criminal prosecutions. The com- regarding local offerings in other
areas involving auto license plate
plaints of
againstSection
Pot o' Gold
infraction
316 alleged
of the
variations of of
"Bingo"
and
Communications Act, prohibiting contests,
similar outcroppings
the same
lotteries. Nevertheless, in this par- basic idea which are regarded as
ticular instance it is known that borderline.
the matter has been before the
In referring the cases to the DeCommission for some time and that
partment, after a full day of disthe legal opinion was that no direct
cussion Feb. 7, the FCC said the
violation of the statute was in- Department was asked to take such
volved.
action as it deems necessary. It
Following the FCC action, John also offered its full cooperative assistance ifdesired.
Butler, vice-president of StackGoble Advertising Agency, placing
The Texas citation involved prothe Tums account, asserted that
grams on KWFT, Wichita Falls,
the program had been approved by and KBST, Big Springs, purportthe Post Office Department on Oct.
edly sponsored by Mead's Bakery,
12, 1939, and that the Department
on which complaints had been received, apparently through a radio
had written the St. Louis postinspector. KWFT reported Jan. 29
master
advising
him
that
Pot
o'
Gold literature was mailable. He that it had discontinued the pro(Continued on page 75)
asserted it was his belief that "the

• Broadcast

Advertising

A COPY

Foreseen
This has been described as censorship "afterthat
the technically
fact", and ismayof
a character
prove to be in violation of the anticensorship provision
of the Communications Act.
Indeed,
the expressed
"review" byidea
has
been
strongly
several
FCC members
in the as"crackdown"
camp.
It is accepted
a foregone
conclusion that should the Department of Justice see fit to prosecute
the prize-contest instances as lotteries of a character banned by the
Communications Act, the Commission's majority would be disposed
to take prompt action. And should
there be a criminal conviction, the
Commission could exercise its authority in summary fashion, if it
saw fit, by swift revocation of licenses.
Brinkley Precedent
The legal yardstick, which Chairman Fly regards as fundamental
in giving the Commission authority to cite stations on programs in
considering renewals, is the decision of the U. S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia of a
decade back in the case of Dr. John
R. Brinkley, the so-called "goat
gland" doctor whose station in Milford, Kan., was deleted by the old
Radio Commission. In sustaining
the Commission, the court used the
Biblical quotation, "By their fruits
shall ye know them". Because of
Dr. Brinkley's use of his former
station, KFKB, as a "personal
mouthpiece" in advertising his hospital, and patent medicine operations, the court sustained the Commission's findings that his programs were not in the public interest. Dr. Brinkley afterward set
up his border station at Villa
Acuna, Mexico, and has been operating there since, with a hospital
at Del Rio, Tex., just across the
border.
The philosophy of Chairman Fly
and his adherents appears to be
that the Commission is duty-bound
to deal in terms of "people" rather
than field strength contours, technical policing of the spectrum and
other routine regulatory functions.
Facilities, he maintains, should be
allocated in the light of service to
the public — and service is programs, not microvolts.
Cited as an example of this was
the recent grant without hearing of
a new regional station in Minneapolis, despite implied
(Continued
on pageengineering
7i)
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Concealed

Control

Cited in Revoking
6 Texas
Stations
Other Actions Are Foreseen
As FCC Continues Probe
PURSUING its plan to ferret
out purported hidden ownership or control of broadcast stations, the FCC Feb. 8 issued orders
of revocation of licenses against
five local Texas stations, alleging
undisclosed interest in them by
Rev. James G. Ulmer, Texas broadcaster-minister, and Roy G. Terry,
chief owner and manager of KOCA,
Kilgore. The stations cited, with
the revocations effective Feb. 24
unless they petition for hearing,
are KSAM, Huntsville; KAND,
Corsicana; KRBA, Lufkin; KTBC,
Austin; KNET, Palestine.
On Feb. 13, the FCC ordered revocation of the license of KGKB,
Tyler, Tex., on grounds of "hidden
ownership, operation and control"
effective March 1. The FCC said
an investigation revealed that actual control has been in the hands
of Rev. Ulmer.
Scrutinizing Others Also
The revocation orders follow
others issued in recent months by
the FCC under its comparatively
new legal procedure. The license of
KUMA, Yuma, Ariz., recently was
revoked [Broadcasting, Feb. 1]
and proceedings are in progress involving somewhat parallel actions
against several other stations. Questions of control involving WSAL
Salisbury, Md., WQDM, St. Albans,
Vt., WBAX, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., also
are under scrutiny.
In connection wth the Texas actions, the Commission announced
that the orders resulted from for0.^,"^^^*^^^*^°" instituted Jan.
lb. The onset of this proceeding
It was learned, grew out of a visit
to Texas by Ralph L. Walker, FCC
principal attorney. Upon his return
to Washington in latter December
Hugh B. Hutchison FCC broadcast
attorney on Jan. 26 was dispatched
to the Lone Star State for an investigation.
Recorded Ownership
The orders specify that the licenses of the five stations, all is"associations" as distinguished from corporations, be revoked effective Feb. 24 "because
of applicants' failure to make full
disclosure to the Commission concerning ownersh management,
financing and contrip,
ol of stations."
Under FCC procedure, the applicants have 15 days in which to request hearing, with the revoc
orders automatically stayed ation
pending the outcome of the hearings.
Ihe i'CC said it is "indicated"
that original constniction permi
and licenses for the five statiots
ns
"ZL
^f^^^
Commission
upon false and fraudulent statements and representations and because of the failure of the applicants to make full disclosure to the
Commission concerning the financing o± station construction and operation, as well as ownership, management and control thereof, in
lation ofthe law, and that, had viothe
actual facts in this connection been
made known to the Commission, it
would have been warranted in relusing to license these stations "
Dr. Ulnier appears of record in
the Commission files as 48% owner
Page 12 • February

Washington
New

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"Better Hold Tight Now, Pete! She's Ready to Smash the Bottle of

Champagne!"
of KGKB, Tyler, with Mrs. Ulmer
owning another 12% and as a diNAB Convention Date
rector with 5% ownership in KGFI,
Brownsville, in which Erol E. WilWHILE San Francisco is
son and Ernest E. Wilson are redefinitely set as the locale for
corded as 44% stockholders each.
the 1940 NAB convention, the
Mr. Terry, manager of KOCA, Kilnational political conventions
gore, is listed as 40% owner of that
may play havoc with original
station, with Mrs. Terry as owner
plans for a mid-July meetof an additional 40%.
ing.
the the
NABWest
last Coast
summer When
selected
KSAM, Huntsville, is shown as
having been dedicated Oct. 2, 1938
city, it recommended July as
and as having been licensed to Sam
the month, but left to President Neville Miller the actual
Houston Broadcasting Assn. Listed
designation of dates. An early
as members of this company are H.
G. Webster, banker, president; Dr.
August convention is indiC. N. Shaver, president of Sam
cated by the Democratic National Committee in Chicago.
Houston State Teachers College,
The Republicans plan their
and W. Bryan Shaver, his son.
convention probably in adKAND, Corsicana, is licensed to
vance of that date and perNavarro Broadcasting Assn., of
haps in the same city. Bewhich J. C. West is president and
cause many broadcasters, esis listed with Frederick Slauson as
pecially at networks, would
sole owner. Mr. West is also owner
be
loathe
to leave their desks
of Wolf Brand Products, Corsicana,
during preparations for the
a food manufacturing firm. The
convention, it is considered
station went on the air in 1937.
likely the NAB convention
KRBA, Lufkin, is licensed to Red
will be held after the DemoLands Broadcasting Assn., and
cratic meeting — probably in
went on the air May 5, 1938. MemAugust.
bers of the association are listed as
Ben T. Wilson, auto dealer; R. A.
Corbett, wholesale oil and gas disDr. Ulmer was also named as betributor, and Thomas W. Baker,
road engineer and banker.
ingested"directly
or indirectly"
interin the ownership,
control
or
One Station Sold
operation of a proposed station in
KTBC, Austin, is licensed to Greenville, Tex., in a petition for
State Capitol Broadcasting Assn., rehearing filed Aug. 20, 1937 by
and went on the air Aug. 1, 1939. the Louis G. Caldwell law firm. The
One-third owners each are listed as Commission had granted a new
R. B. Anderson, former president local to the Hunt Broadcasting
of the State Tax Commission ; R. A. Assn., Greenville, to operate on
Stuart, former State Senator, now
1200 kc. with 100 watts. Protest
practicing law in Fort Worth, and was entered on behalf of WOAI,
A. W. Walker Jr., professor of law
at the U of Texas. Last month an San Antonio, a 50,000 watter on
application was filed for sale of 1190 kc, on grounds of potential
their holdings for $50,000 to J. M. interference. The grant was later
West, owner of the Dallas Dispatch revoked when one of the partners in
Journal and the Austin Daily the association died, thus legally
Tribune and one of the wealthiest dissolving the association.
In the Caldwell petition the
industralists in the State.
KNET, Palestine, is licensed to charge was made that Dr. Ulmer,
the Palestine Broadcasting Assn., in addition to his known ownership
in which the principals are listed as in KGKB, was also interested in
Bonner Frizzell, superintendent of KNET, KAND, KOCA and KLUF,
the local schools ; William M. Keller, Galveston, and in various other apinsurance agent, and John Calvin
plications pending at the time.
Welch, minister.
BROADCASTING
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Local

Givei
Outle

Heller Application Grantee
New Local for Kingsport
A FIFTH station for Washingtc
was authorized by the FCC Feb. ]
when it granted the application (
Lawrence J. Heller, local attorne;
for a 250-watt unlimited time st;
tion on 1310 kc. The FCC last 0
tober had denied the application c
technical grounds.
Simultaneously, the Commissio
authorized a new station in King
port, Tenn., on application (
Kingsport Broadcasting Co. T?
station will operate on 1370 kc, 2.!
watts unlimited time. Principals ai
C. P. Edwards Jr., Kingsport ii
surance man, and Howard Lon
present Postmaster and forme
managing editor of the Kingspo)]
Times.
Synchronous Amplifier
The new Washington gran
which had been hotly contested, als, h
authorized a 50-watt synchronou
amplifier in addition to its regula
250 watt assignment to afford fu
metropolitan area coverage. Th
exact transmitter sites, studio loc;
tion and type of antennas to be en
ployed are subject to FCC approva
It is the first grant of a Iocs jti
"booster" in the same city eve if'
authorized, and may be the fore
runner of similar authorizations ii
cities which cannot be adequate];
covered by 250-watt stations.
There is also pending an applica
tion of the Capital Broadcastin;
Co., for a new local in Washingtoi i.
to employ the same facilities grant
ed Mr. Heller. Edwin M. Spenc
secretary - treasurer of the NAB
would hold an interest in this com
Filed with the FCC Feb. 13 wat
pany.
an
application for a new station ii
Kingsport by Kingsul Broadcastinj^fc
Corp., a subsidiary of Kingsu
Theatres. It seeks assignment oi
1420 kc with 250 watts fulltime.

KTUC Sale Approved
SALE of KTUC, Tucson, by the tt:
Tucson Motor Service Co. to the
Tucson Broadcasting Co. for $20,000 was approved Feb. 13 by the
FCC. Officers and stockholders of
the new licensee company are Dow
Ben Roush, Tucson, president
39 1/3% stockholder; John Merino
Safford, Ariz., part owner of KGLU
vice-president and 39 1/3% stockholder; Carleton W. Morris, Lowell,
Ariz., part owner of KSUN, 10%;
Louis Long, Safford theatre manj
also interested in KGLU, 10%. The
station is a local on 1370 kc, and^
has been operated by the company
of which R. A. Craig and H. L
Stevenson,
both of Phoenix, were:
chief
stockholders.

WGES Control Shifted
TRANSFER of control of WGES
Chicago, passed from T. H. Guyon,
Chicago chain restaurant owner, to
other associates, with the approval
Feb. 13 by the FCC of transfer of I
a gift of ten shares of stock to his
sister, Irene M. Cowen. Under the
new ownership setup T. H. Guyon
will hold 151/2 shares, H. J. Guyon
10 shares, Louis E. Moulds, ballroom manager, 9% shares, Irene M.
Cowen 10 shares. Gene T. Dyer,
manager, who is also interested in
WSBC and WCBD, Chicago, and
share.
WEMP, Milwaukee, holds one-half
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[Action

on

Treaty
Switchover
Delayed
or XENT, at Neuva Laredo on 910,
Nations Await Mexico's
the channel assigned to three Canadian stations, to be shifted to one
Deposit of Formal
Brinkley's Loan
of several clear channels in this
IN HIS testimony before the
country.
Ratification
Dies Committee Feb. 10 just
No official word has been reprior to his arrest as a fugi» IMARKING time until formal word
tive from justice, William
by the State Department or
"^■Is forthcoming that Mexico has de- the FCCceivedregarding
these impending
Dudley Pelley, self-styled
p'oosited its Treaty ratification pashifts, and so far as known they
mpers with the Cuban Government,
head
of the
Shirts",
revealed
he "Silver
had borrowed
have not taken place. XERA uses
[the FCC has been unable to make
$5,000 from Dr. John R.
;j(j,:any further definite move toward
180,000 watts, being operated by
Brinkley, operator of the
iigisetting an effective date for the re- the former Kansas medico-broadMexican
border station
( allocation of broadcast facilities in
caster, and XENT, licensed for 50,XERA, across from Del Rio,
T!; the United States provided for un- 000 watts, is operated by Norman
Tex., and ex-American broadiifder the Treaty terms.
caster whose license had been
T. Baker, former Iowa "cancer"
While notification was received
specialist, who last month was
revoked.
Pelley did not idenguilty of using the mails to
tify Brinkley as a Silver
5'that President Cardenas had signed found
defraud in Little Rock, and was
Shirt but said he was pre" 'the
Treaty official
Jan. 25,word
therefrom
has Mexibeen sentenced [Broadcasting, Feb. 1].
(10 further
sumably in sympathy with its
:o. The formality of depositing the
program. The money still is
Status of 'Borders'
ratification papers with Havana, as
"owing" and Brinkley holds
Border stations generally, it is
his note, Pelley testified.
the host nation, together with pubplication of the fact in the official assumed, either will cease operating when the Treaty becomes effec'^^lazette
the two
Mexican
tive or will be relegated to region- cially that Canada also has given
|,iiment areof the
routineGovernsteps
al
or possibly even local assign- its assent to this agreement.
•jpecessary before arrangements can
ments. Only in that fashion can
ffjoe made among the nations of the
Meanwhile, FCC broadcast engiContinent for a switchover date. they reasonably comply with the
neers are continuing their survey
The FCC tentatively has set Aug. requirement of service to nation- of assignments under the projected
als of the country in which they reallocation, subject, of course, to
I as the earliest possible date,
are located. The single exception FCC approval. These will not be
itasince it has ordered that all broad»);ast renewals be extended only un- may be in respect to lower Califor- made public Xintil the Commission
nia, in connection with a proposal actually promulgates its allocation
T^til that date, as they become due
that the 800 kc. channel, ear- order, prescribing the date on
[Broadcasting, Feb. 1]
marked for the interior, be assigned which it will become effective. There
Await Final Step
to XERB, at Rosarito, across from has been some speculation regarding the extent of the revision, but
State Department and FCC offi- San Diego, to operate with 50,000
cials are not disposed to view the watts. This is by no means conclu- since the Treaty itself more or less
sive, however, since this country has was drafted to accommodate stasituation with concern, but nevertions in the countries involved at
not agreed to the proposed shift.
theless feel it would be disadvanspecified
locations, substantial deviThe only deviations from the
)p;ageous to begin conversations with
jji,,Canada and Cuba, as well as Mexi- original Treaty provisions are those time. ations are not contemplated at this
110, relative to an effective date set forth in the bi-lateral agreeThree- Year Licenses?
ment with Mexico under which four
jjibefore the last steps are taken by
ii Mexico. It has been tacitly under- frequencies allotted to that country
The order adopted by the FCC
stood there are no reservations will be kept entirely clear in the Jan. 30 in authorizing renewals of
sought by Mexico which would al- United States while on two other station licenses until Aug. 1 only,
ter the basic provisions of the frequencies only one station will be when its regulations prescribe one
Treaty terms, though there is a bi- assigned in this country. The four year license renewals, was premised
lateral agreement respecting six entirely clear frequencies are 730, entirely on the impending realloca2hannels, which would not disturb 800, 900 and 1570 kc. Those on
tion. The Commission anticipated
(the Treaty allocations base [Broad- which there would be only one sta- it could have its entire preliminary
tion in the United States are 1050 work accomplished by that time.
casting, Jan. 1, 15].
' Unofficial reports have been re- and 1220 kc. It is reported unoffi- Should other contingencies develop.
if'^eived here that the Mexican Govirnment contemplates shifts in as^signments of two border stations
'horn Canadian to U. S. clear chanlels. There has been no verificaion of this. However, if these shifts
i:ake place, it is presumed they
Afould be in the nature of only tem(Porary changes, to be vacated when
3,;he Treaty becomes operative. Unriier the Treaty terms, high-power
, oorder stations are definitely
.loomed, since the Treaty provides
5:hat facilities shall be employed to
serve the nationals of the countries to which they are allocated,
[n the case of the border stations,
:Arhich use directive beams to serve
listeners in the United States, this
f provision could not be complied
1 vith.
^ These reports are that XEAW,
-it Renosa, now officially assigned
-co the 960 kc. Canadian clear used
3y CBM, Montreal, and CFRN, Edmonton, Alta., would be shifted
THE SIXTH consecutive year of news sponsorship on WRVA, Richmond,
'temporarily" to the 1050 kc. chan- was begun recently by Esso Marketers, distributing Standard Oil prodlel, on which KNX, Los Angeles, is
ucts. At the contract signing ceremonies were J. A. Donan, Esso adverassigned. A second shift would be
tising manager, with poised pen; Harvey Skehan, Esso district repreeither the Dr. John R. Brinkley stasentative at his left and Barron Howard, WRVA business manager at
:ion XERA, at Villa Acuna, now
his right. Standing are Curt Peterson (left), radio director of Marschalk
)n 840 kc. used by CBL, Toronto,
& Pratt, and C. T. Lucy, WRVA general manager.
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however, temporary renewals presumably will be issued after Atig. 1.
Consideration is being given to
extension of licenses to the maximum statutory three-year term as
a corollary of the reallocation.
There has been no formal pronouncement on this score, but because of the strong sentiment not
only within the industry but in
Congress for three-year licenses, it
was felt the Commission might lend
the industry further stability
through such extensions.
FARM NEWS CHAIN
IS BEGUN BY CBS
TO GIVE American farmers more
comprehensive news vital to their
industry, CBS is forming a "farm
news network" under the direction
of Charles Stookey, CBS director of farm broadcasts in St. Louis
and has appointed the first two regional farm news reporters who will
keep Mr. Stookey informed of agricultural activity in special sections
of the country.

Mr. Hattic

Mr. Worcester

Charles Worcester, farm service
director of WNAX, Yankton, S. D.,
CBS affiliate, will report for the
Central Northwest, covering the
large rural area of South Dakota,
Iowa and Nebraska. A graduate of
Minnesota School of Agriculture
and an assistant in the Bureau of
Entomology and Plant Quarantine
of the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture,
Mr. Worcester has been with
WNAX since May, 1939.
Woodrow Hattic, a veteran agriculturist and in charge of farm news
for WWL, CBS affiliate in New
Orleans, will report to Mr. Stookey
on crop news in the Central Southwest.
Other members of the CBS agricultural reporter staff in the West
include Lou Keplinger, KARM,
Fresno; Robert Dumm, KSFO, San
Francisco; Miss Garland Schuler,
KROY, Sacramento; Henry M.
Swartwood Jr., KOIN, Portland;
Norm Runions, KVI, Tacoma; Bill
Moshier, KIRO, Seattle; E. Harve
Partridge, KFPY, Spokane; Duane
Bowler, KGVO, Missoula; Theodore
Fosse, KFBB, Great Falls, Mont.;
Earl Glade Jr., KSL, Salt Lake
City; Howard R. Chamberlain,
KLZ, Denver; Ernest Douglas,
KOY, Phoenix, and Henry Flynn,
KNX, Los Angeles.
CBSnetwork"
plans to within
complete
the "farm
news
a short
while,
so each of the farming centers of
the country will have full representation on the CBS Country Journal
program, conducted weekly by Mr.
Stookey. Leon Levine, CBS assistant director of education will supervise the new service from New
York.
E. I. DuPONT de NEMOURS Co.,
Wilmington, Del., from Feb. 20
through April 2 will sponsor weekly
one-minute spot announcements for
Cell-O-Glass on various farm programs
on 22 stations throughout the country.
BBDO, New York, is the agency.
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Bennett

Is Named

As

Counsel

NIB

Assumes Advisory
Role for
Gk-oup of Independents
APPOINTMENT of Andrew W.
Bennett, Washington attorney and
former assistant to the Attorney
(General, as Washington counsel for
National Independent Broadcasters
Inc., was announced Feb. 13 by
Harold A. Lafount, executive of the
Bui ova stations
and president of
NIB.
M r . Bennett,
who also is ret a i n e d by the
NAB as special
copyright counsel,
continues his specialized law practice under the arMr. Bennett rangement, and
will not devote his major time to
the independent group. The organization, permanently formed last
year, continues to function on a
conservative basis in the interests
of non-network affiliated stations,
mainly in the local category. Mr.
Bennett is the first person it has
retained.
Push-Buttom Problem
The appointment was made by
the executive committee of NIB,
following Mr. Lafount's conversations with Mr. Bennett, who maintains his office in Washington. He
will be consulted on matters of
peculiar interest to independent
stations, among which are pending
negotiations with manufacturers
regarding production of multi-push
button sets which would not discriminate against non-network stations, phonograph record performance and kindred matters.
Mr. Lafount has been active on
these matters in the past and it was
reported conversations still are going forward with set manufacturers regarding production of low
price push-button models with as
many as eight or ten station stops.
The Federal Trade Commission, petitioned by NIB to look into the
matter from the angle of possible
unfair competition, was reported as
still surveying the subject.
Mr. Bennett for more than three
years was special assistant to the
Attorney General in charge of the
Government anti-trust suit against
ASCAP, still pending in the New
York courts though it has been inactive for several years. He resigned in 1937 to enter private law
practice and has been on retainer
for some four years as NAB special
counsel.
Wiley for Campbell
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden,
through Ward Wheelock Co., Philadelphia, on Feb. 19 starts a fiveweekly quarter-hour philosophical
program featuring Fletcher Wiley
as commentator on 10 CBS West
Coast stations (KNX KARM
KSFO KROY KIRO KVI KOIN
KFPY KSL KLZ). Program will be
heard Monday, Wednesday, Friday,
10:45-11 a. m., and Tuesday, Thursday, 12:15-12:30 p. m. for the first
26 weeks, following which it will
go transcontinental with the clearing of time. Wiley, signed for a
long-term contract by Campbell
Soup Co., will also continue his sixweekly participation programs,
Sunrise Salute and Housewives
Protective League on KNX.
Page 14 • February

More

Latitude

in FCC^s

Revised

Rule

On Recordings Asked by Independents
A PLEA to the FCC to reconsider
president of NIB, sent to Mr.
its interpretation of revised rules
Slowie a letter outlining the purwhich require identification of tranpose and scope of NIB. He pointed
out it had existed in committee
scriptions and phonograph records
as such without variation, was
form for several years and functioned only in individual matters
made Feb. 5 by Andrew W. Bennett, newly-appointed counsel of as the need arose. Last September,
National Independent Broadcasthe stated, NIB was made a permaers, in a letter to T. J. Slowie, FCC
nent organization, with one director
secretary. It was learaed Feb. 13 elected from each of the 17 districts into which the United States
the FCC has taken the matter
under advisement.
is divided. NIB's objective is representation of the 80% of the broadMr. Bennett pointed out that
casting industry which derives apthe amended rule (3.93e) prescribes
that where a transcription is used
proximately only 20% of the advertising revenue and whose problems
it shall be announced as a "tranare identical. Memscription" or an "electrical tran- substantially
bers dues are nominal, he pointed
scription",
and
where
a
phonograph
out, and service of directors, offirecord is used it shall be announced
cers and counsel are being renas a "record". He referred to a
dered without compensation. He
statement by NAB last month in
said NIB desires to cooperate with
which it said that only the words
the FCC to the utmost.
prescribed in the rule are permissible and that any variations are
barred.
Armstrong Cork Adds
Claims Hardship
ARMSTRONG CORK Co., LancastDeclaring this rigid requirement
er, Pa., which sponsors the thricewould work a hardship on inde- weekly quarter-hour transcribed
pendent stations, Mr. Bennett asked program The Heart of Julia Blake
if it would not be possible for the on about 25 stations throughout the
Commission to apply a more liber- country, has added four stations to
al interpretation to permit sta- the list during the first two weeks
in February. Stations are: WBT,
tions which have used mechanical
reproductions to vary the specific Charlotte; KDKA, Pittsburgh;
words used, as in the past. All WREC, Memphis,an d WSYR, Syi-BBDO, New York, is agenNIB members, he said, are de- acuse.
cy.
pendent either entirely or to a substantial extent on recorded material and they must compete for
N. Y. Royalty Bill
audience with larger stations which
A
BILL
to amend the New York
have available and can afford the
State tax law by requiring ASCAP,
expense of live talent.
MPPA and similar licensing agenTo compete successfully -with
cies to take out licenses from the
such live talent stations, Mr. BenState was introduced in the assemnett said, it is necessary for smallbly at Albany Feb. 7 by Anthony J.
er stations to present pleasing programs without unnecessary repeti- Canney (D-Buffalo). Measure protion of the same words or phrases.
vides that "no person shall after
Stations have been able to over- July 1, 1940, collect any royalty
come to a substantial degree the from any copyrighted musical composition, music books, recorded muhandicap on a recorded program
sic for mechanical reproduction, or
by using variations of the words
for radio programs, in connection
"transcription" or "record" and this with the sale, singing, playing or
makes possible a "smoothness of other use thereof in this State, or in
presentation and an effect upon the connection with the right or license
listener which is not accomplished
to sell, sing, play or otherwise use
by the repeated use of the same
the same in this State or to contract therefor unless he has applied
Mr. Bennett said the variations
for
and
obtained a license."
used
in
the
past
have
always
inwords."
cluded either the specific words or
some derivative, such as "transcribed", "electrically transcribed",
or "recorded", etc., and the public
has become educated in the meaning of the particular expressions.
"When it is considered that the
greater portion of the broadcast
stations in the United States must
operate exclusively with some form
of mechanical rendition of music,
it can be appreciated that the continued repetition of the same identical word would tend to become
monotonous to the listener, and
though it seems to be a very small
thing, it may lessen the opportunity of the smaller stations to compete for audience with the larger
stations which are audible to the WHEN WKY's "Aunt Susan",
(Mrs. Mart Adams) was stricken
with flu February 1 and unable to
small station's service area."
The Commission was asked to re- present here daily Kitchen School
consider its interpretation of the of the Air, three WKY announcers
rule to permit variations of an- donned aprons, chef's caps and
nouncements, orif it feels the rule "filled in".
Aunt Susan is reported
as now vvrritten must be interpreted
to have suffered a relapse when she
literally, to consider a further
heard the trio (I to r) Jimmy Todd,
amendment which would reinstate
PerryherWard
and Terry
the former rule.
tell
listeners
how toO'Sullivan
make a
With the dispatching of Mr. Ben- fresh peach pie in February.
nett's letter, Harold A. Lafount,
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Prospects of TBS
Remain
Uncertain
Boice and Sutton Elected to
Posts on Proposed Net
ELECTION OF H. K. Boice, for
eight years vice-president in charge
of sales of CBS, as executive vicepresident and director of Transcontinental Broadcasting System has
proved that reports the proposed
new network had died a horning are
premature and has reinstated TBS
as a center of industry conjecture.
Announcement
Mr.7 by
Boice's
election
was made ofJan.
the
TBS board of directors, who also
announced election of George 0.
Sutton, Washington attorney, as
president and elimination of the
position of chairman of the board,
formerly held by John T. Adams.
Status of Contracts
Financial details of the projected
network were not forthcoming,
however, nor could any comment
be obtained as to whether TBS
would seek to continue its original
set-up of more than 100 stations,
available to advertisers only in its
entirety, or would be reorganized
along the
networks. lines
Nor couldof itexisting
be leanied
whether TBS is still bound to its
affiliates by their original contracts
or whether the double postponement of inaugural dates had rendered these contracts inoperative.
Lack of any definite information
concerning
network's has
organization or plan the
of operations
again
given rise to numerous rumors,
such as have surrounded it since
its inception last fall under the
guidance of Elliott Roosevelt and
John T. Adams, both now out of
power
althoughof Adams
continues
as a director
the company.
Other directors are George J. Podeyn, general
of TBS;
William Porter, manager
Washington
attorney;
H. J. Brennen, owner of KQV and
WJAS,son,Pittsburgh;
Robert of
Thompcommercial manager
KQV
and WJAS.
Reports that Breed, Abbott &
Morgan, New York law firm which
had handled TBS negotiations with
Blackett - Sample - Hummert, were
attempting to interest new capital
in the venture, with the acquisition
of WMCA, New York, as an owned
key station for TBS, were wideContradictory reports, however,
spread.
point to the choice of George Sutton, attorney for the Brennen interests, as TBS president, and the
introduction of Mr. Boice as proof
of the continuance of Brennen control of TBS. No confirmation could
be obtained of any of these reports.
Meanwhile, other interests were
competing for the business on
which TBS was originally formulated, the $2,000,000 or more of
advertising for American Home
Products and Sterling Products,
clients of Blackett-Sample-Hummert, which has not yet been
placed. MBS executives conferred
with the agency last week, putting
in a new bid for this business. The
data collected by World Broadcasting System for the placement of
this advertising through ti-anscriptions rather than network [Broadcasting, Feb. 1] is also being considered the agency, which after
elaborate preliminary secrecy admitted it had inspired the WBS
telegrams to stations concerning
the clearance of time for several
hours daily for a three-year period.
• Broadcast
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Discourage
IFederal

Lobbying

Committee

of

FCC

Suggests

Attorney General's Inquiry Deprecates Certain
Methods of Attorneys, Discusses Censorship
pletion of each investigation, the
TOLITICAL lobbying of the FCC,
notably by members of Congress,
staff prepared a preliminary reiconstitutes a practice which should
port which was given the officers of
ibe "discouraged", however slight the affected agency for consideration and comment, after which the
the effect of this pressure may be
upon FCC decisions, it is concluded full committee met with the agency's officers to discuss with them the
by the
Attorney General's
Committee on Administrative
Procedure.
facts and problems disclosed in the
report.
After a year of preliminary
The committee said the individual
'study by a staff of attorney-investigators, the Committee has issued studies would be completed by May,
which it intends, in coopera[Imonographsernmental
on aadministrative
number agencies,
of Gov- after tion
with various bar and other
and the heaviest report, in two sep- legal associations, to hold public
arate volumes, deals with the FCC
hearings on the administrative procedures of particular agencies and
generally and with broadcast proIcedures and practices in particular. groups of agencies with full opportunity for expressions of opin,The monogi'aph tears into the poliions upon all procedural problems.
:tical lobbying; deprecates some of
ithe practices of attorneys before The Committee said it hopes these
'the FCC in connection with inter- hearings may be held during June,
and that the final report may be
ivention in cases; discusses expanmade
to Attorney General Jackson
Isively the program censorship ques'tion; supports in the main the re- by autumn.
Congressional Lobbying
Ivised hearing procedtire, and gen.erally gives the FCC its implied
Declaring the extent and effect
,blessing on its manner of operation.
The committee, headed by Dean
of lobbying and "political influence"
, Acheson, eminent attorney, and dis- in connection with activities of administrative bodies have never been
, ciple of Supreme Court Justice
i Felix Frankfurter, and including in fully explored, the committee said
dts membership Chief Justice D. that whatever may be the case with
ilLawrence Groner, of the U. S. other agencies, "it is a widely and
/Court of Appeals for the District firmly held belief that the FCC has
■ of Columbia, was named upon sug- been subjected to constant external
presstire, particularly by members
'igestion
of President
I then Attorney
General Roosevelt
Murphy by
on of Congress."
, Feb. 24, 1939, to investigate the
The lobbying stems from the deneed for procedural reform in adsire of Congressmen to satisfy constituents where a Governmental
ministrative law. To assemble the
,1facts, the committee of 10 distin- agency is in a position to bestow
jguished jurists employed Walter benefits or special privileges upon
f Gellhorn, of the faculty of law of private individuals, according to
• Columbia University, and a small the committee. It adds:
"The pecuniary value of broad'sstaff of lawyer-investigators.
cast licenses is great and it is
Walter Bill Speeded
readily tmderstandable why private
The Attorney General's Commitgroups desire, first, to obtain licenses and, second, to keep poteni|;itee's
monographs
coincided
with
action of the House Rules Committial competitors out of radio business. In view of the financial stake
'itee in giving the Walter Bill for
jicreation of a Federal administra- involved it is not surprising that
f tive court right of way in the House. broadcasting enterprises eagerly
This measure is designed to curb the seize the constituent's privilege of
power of Federal boards and agen- demanding favors from his legisla! cies and provide individuals with
tive representatives. The Congressional response in this particular
. increased opportunity to appeal
from rules, regulations, orders and area of regulation is stronger than
■ decisions
of the independent agen- it might be if it were stimulated
cies.
only by a desire to pacify important
I Introduced by Rep. Walter (D- residents of the affected districts,
■ Pa.), the bill is similar to one for it is commonplace that the radio
becoming the most effec'l passed by the Senate last session, is rapidly
tive electioneering medium; Con'I known as the Logan Bill, but which
gressmen may have much to gain
: was tabled, presumably at the behest of the Administration. Subse- personally by the licensing of new
quently the Attorney General's stations in their home territory and
Committee an administrative pro- by securing the 'friendship' of station owners.
cedure was appointed, cutting
across the same subject matter con"The interest of Congressmen in
applications pending before the
templated inthe Logan Bill.
The monographs are based on in- Commission is evidenced by correspondence, telephone calls, and
terviews with officials and employes of the agencies involved, with conferences. Not unusually, accordmembers of the public affected and
ing to available information. Conwith attorneys in practice before
gressmen wait upon members of
the agencies. Staff members also the Commission in their offices in
attended hearings and administraorder to present pleas in behalf of
tive proceedings as observers, and or against the granting of a license.
examined files of the agencies to Attempts by Congressmen to utilize
discover methods used in disposing their official positions as an excuse
of prescribed functions. Upon com- for special pleading (under the
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TYPICAL of radio's varied roles
in the GWTW furor are these two
pictures drawn from the native
scene. Above, E. K. Cargill, president and manager of WMAZ, Macon, wearing artificial ears as a
Clark Gablish Rhett Butler, kneels
at the feet of Scarlett O'Hara —
225 pounds of pristine daintiness
portrayed by 0. B. Newman, local
Goodyear Stores manager — during
the local Kiwanis Club's annual ladies' night. Below, Susan Myrick
(left), Macon authority on styles
and speech who taught movie players how to use a Southern accent
in GWTW, is interviewed by Alicia
Rhett, young Charleston actress
who played India Wilkes in the
movie, during a special broadcast
on WTMA, Charleston, S. C. Miss
Rhett is a member of the WTMA
staff.
guise
of explaining
local situations)
are 'peculiarities'
made with someof
degree of frequency from the time
an application is filed until the
Commission has rendered its final
The committee said it is impossible to indicate the effect of lobbying upon individual commissioners
order."
or the entire commission and that
it may be the judgment of no member is swayed by "legislative lobbying". Yet, commissioners may feel
constrained after being approached
by a prominent political personality,
to make "more thorough study of
the matter in question than they
otherwise
Howeverwould".
slight the results of
legislative interference may be, the
committee concluded it is "unquestionably a practice which should
be discouraged".
'Purity of Process'
The committee referred to the
"superficial attempt" to remedy the
situation
by thetwoso-called
McNinch rulemade
of some
years ago,
providing
thatof the
maintain a record
all secretary
communications
received relating to the merits of
any application, and providing that
no consideration be given them unless introduced into evidence at a
hearing. Because this applied only
to written communications and not
telephone conversations or conferences, itwas of dubious value. The

mere knowledge of the existence of
a communication from a politician,
even if not in the record, "may conceivably be sufficient to warp the
deliberations of some commissioners", said the monograph.
"What is at stake here, of
course," continued the report, "is
not only the actual purity of the
Commission's processes, but perhaps equally important, the Commission's reputation for judgment
uninfluenced by extraneous ( if not
wholly improper) considerations.
So long as it is popularly supposed
(as, rightly or wrongly, is the case
today) cisions
thatmay conceal
the Commission's
rather than dereveal the true determinants of the
official judgment, there will be persistent efforts to subject the Commission or its individual members
to political pressures.
"If the Commission is to avoid
imputations that it is in fact susceptible to the influence of such
pressures, it must pursue a definitely courageous course. It must
resolutely and pointedly refuse to
receive information or opinions
concerning cases sub judice, volunteered off the record, even when the
volunteers are members of Congress. Unlike a court, the Commission cannot punish for contempt one
who diminishes confidence in its
objectivity by seeking privately to
sway its judgment of a pending
matter.
"But on the other hand, it can,
like a court, protect itself by a dignified and unwavering rejection of
communications and arguments
whose mere reception, even though
their contents later be ignored, involves alowering of prestige. What
ever may be the processes that attend it, administrative justice will
not acquire the stature of its judicial counterparts until it is as
immune from lobbying as most
courts are popularly thought to be."
Procedural Details
One entire volume of the monograph on the FCC, and a portion
of the second, is given over to
broadcast procedure. All activities
of the FCC, from the time an application is received to its final
disposition, are reviewed in detail,
along with the reason for the particular method. Only slight criticism of the revised procedures was
advanced. There was much emphasis Upon intervention of existing
licensees in proceedings before the
Commission, which precipitated a
furor several months ago when the
policy was changed, as well as
upon the citation of economic
grounds
reason for
intervention on as
newa station
applications.
Similarly, the mooted subject of
program censorship was treated at
length.
The monograph stated there have
never been any complaints against
the Commission's so-called liberality in granting petitions for intervention, under the former procedure, despite "its deplorable consequences". Apparently plumping for
the revised procedure, and reflecting attitudes expressed by the FCC,
the committee said this was not entirely inexplicable, and then barged
into an indirect attack upon law"The only pei-sons in a position to
{Continued on page 72)
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ONCE

UPON

A TIME

"cracking" sales re-

sistance inBoston was a major problem. Boston

C/u{>
P. A. STARCK PIANO CO., CHICAGO: "Your
station has proven to be one of the best mediums
for advertising available in Boston."

was America's "hard-to-sell" dty.
That was before the days of WORL,
such WORL

For further proof of WORL
and before

programs as the 920 CLUB. Times

results, write

for an abstract of page 46, July 1 issue of
BROADCASTING

Magazine, and for 15 out-

standing success stories.
are different now. We

can prove it by the fol-

lowing:

3AMESWAY, INC., ADV., BOSTON: "The 920
CLUB pulled nearly as many requests for Pepsinic
Seltzer as three major stations and a 16-station net-

National

work combined."
CHARLES
MILTON,

advertisers

C. COPELAND

COMPANY

and

Regional

specify

WORL

Here are a few of them:
Bulova Watch Co.
Massachusetts Motors
Feenatnint
Morris Plan Bank
Ex Lax
Fuller Lumber Co.
Ford Motor Co.
Starck Piano Co.
Pepsinic Seltzer
Matchless Brand Food
Pacquin's Hand Cream
Boston Consol. Gas Co.

INC.,

MASS.: "The first week that we were on

the "920 CLUB", our sales jumped 20% and they
continued to show an increase of 20 to 30% each
week thereafter. At the end of our cider season, we
had sold 12,000 gallons of cider over any previous

year."

920 ji
.-L

cycle
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Under
Listen^Down
to
Pay
They
But Australian Air
THE AUTHOR is a visiting Australian who has been copy,
Otherwise Differs
script and continuity writer with various Sydney stations and who
Only Slightly
for the last year has been doing radio work in England. This
By LEONA DEANE
0 YOU'RE from Austra- article is in response to recurrent exclamations, during her visits
lia— my, you're a long way to American studios, in which surprise is expressed at the up-to'from home!" The phrase
never differs and it in- dateness of radio Down Under. Miss Deane points out that,
trigues me no end. So they look
me over, decide that I might almost though Australia has a dual system of broadcasting, one governbe mistaken for an American girl,
mental and the other private, American methods and American
and forthAvith proceed with an inquisition that might give pointers
program ideas dominate. But here is Miss Deane's story of it.
to celluloid third-degree-ers. I'm
here to learn and digest — but
election,
all stations are utithey would otherwise be de- In an lized
they're the ones who shoot rapid- leges nied.
for campaigning.
And the agricultural and lastfire questions at me, and are
Quite a few of the Australian
amazed at the conditions and up- minute weather reports are of in- commercial
stations operate 24
estimate value to the stationto-dateness of Australia radio.
owners.
(Note:
Not
to
be
conhours
a
day,
though
the usual closeMaybe you'd like to know about it
down is at midnight. A few more
fused with radio-station owners . . .
too?
close
at
2
a.
m.
and
reopen at 4.
our vast areas of sheep and wheat
Well, firstly, radio in Australia
is divided into two classes: the A, property are not called "ranches" Here is a very brief programme of
a 24-hour Sydney station: 4 a.m.
the National or Government-owned
but "stations".)
calls and breakfast session to New
Pleaders of Causes
and operated stations, run by the
Zealand ... a four-day sea trip
ABC (Australian Broadcasting
in the cities themselves,
Commission) which are definitely theAgain,
radio stations are thick. For distant and not "just alongside";
non-commercial; and the B, individ- instance, in Sydney, New South 4:30 till 6:30, rural reflections, including weather, stock, and marual stations owned by groups of Wales, where I lived and worked
ket reports; 6:30 the BBC news; 7
people or firms, which are com- in
radio,
there
were
eight
stations
till
9,
breakfast
sessions and bright
mercial— and how! The A-cIass stamusic
for
those
going
to work, with
and
one
shortwave
station
—
that,
tions lean slightly toward the mind you, in the city proper, which
highbrow, while the B-class range is four miles square. It might be frequent time signals — a blessing,
believe-you-me!
over a wide section of the comA Busy Day
surprising to know that a station
munity, covering all tastes. Inci- may reflect the views of the owndentally, we stopped calling them
ers; for instance, in Sydney there
Also at this time, there are ocB-stations since it seemed to denote
casional relays from England. From
is
a
Catholic station, a Theosopha slight inferiority although there
ist
station,
a
Labour-party
station,
9
till
midday,
multitudinous housewas none; they are now known sole- and one which was once controlled wive's and educational
sessions;
ly as "commercial stations".
by a Council of Churches, which from midday till the Kiddies Hour
They Pay to Listen
forbade programs sponsored by (five-o'clockish) women's interests,
An annual radio license in Aus- manxifacturers of tobacco, or drink relays from race courses and other
in any form, the mere mention of sporting events, book reviews and
tralia costs one guinea, which was
"cocktail
govras" and had no com- readings, national-education pro— ^when the exchange really meant
grammes, music and cocktail hours;
mercial programs at all on Sunsomething — roughly $5. This, how- days.
children's programs; 6 till 8 p. m.
ever, goes to the Government, and
The Catholic station has church dinner
music, national-hookups of
therefore into the pockets of the sessions in the mornings, but then,
National Commission (or A-class so do many of the other stations. the Commonwealth's favourite
sketches which include locally-Avritstations). At first, when the na- The Theosophists aired their views ten
sketches and also American
tional stations were at their most
and have ceased alto- transcriptions — a lessening of the
highbrow, there was great un- very little
gether now, I think; the Labour latter, so I am written, since the
rest, since everyone was paying
Party
used
to get out of hand oc- War put a terrific tariff^ on importtheir guinea to the Government,
ing discs. From 12 till 2 a.m., perbut now is very wellbut listening to the commercial behaved andcasionally,
leans heavily towards
sonality announcers present records
stations and felt swindled. So the
from sweet to slumABC got busy, improved its pro- the sporting element, with excel- of anything
brous to classical to hot; late-party
lent play-by-play commentaries on
grams and commenced importing cricket,
football, wrestling, and and whoopee hours; cheerio calls,
famous artists, so that far-away racing- — ^which
is the Australian na- musical pot-pourri; and from 2 till
Australia is now enabled to see
tional sport — and other activities. 4 a.m. hospital nurses supper sesand hear people like Lawrence Tibbett, Kirsten Flagstad, Richard
Crooks, Malcolm Sargent, and
others who are brought out to
tour the country on money supplied to the ABC by the one-guinea
annual radio licenses.
There are at least 98 commercial
stations in Australia while each of
the States has its Governmentowned station; the city and country stations may be either individualists, or part of the national,
or part of the commercial network.
This number of stations, for the
comparative population of AustraWINTRY good fun was the rule early in February during the 10-day
lia, is quite a lot of radio.
Winter Carnival in St. Paul, and Twin City stations shot the works in
_ Remember that although Austra- picturing the winter sports events and parades. At left, Graham
lia is almost the size of the United
back in his native haunts, grins broadly as he interviews King
States, quite a lot of the Inland McNamee,
Boreas VI (in private life Contractor Joseph L. Shiely), high muckais not inhabited to any considerable
frigid festivities, during an NBC-Red pickup through KSTP,
degree. However, those who do live muck of the
At right, Frank Devaney, production manager of WMIN, Minthere are the most fanatic in their St. Paul. neapolis,
gives a birds-eye description of the Ice Palace, erected annually
praise of radio. Living so far away
in
St.
Paul's
Como Park as the focal point of Winter Carnival activities.
from large cities, they are enabled
At the moment he was 2,500 feet up in a Northwest Airlines plane coverto hear and enjoy cultural priviing the five-mile parade held as a feature of the celebration.
BROADCASTING
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feioil. Even most of this midndghttill-dawn time is sponsored, usually in 15 or 30-minute programs. And
it's amazing the number of people
who listen-in during the wee sma'
hours !
I was highly amused to hear one
engineer
of course,
in
Australia say
you "Well,
have nothing
else to
do but listen to the radio". Actualit's the tomost
thing in
the ly,world
makedifficult
an Australian
either sit still or sit inside and listen to the radio. Remember, Australia is a country with a heavenly climate — California weather
nearly all the time — with racing,
yachting, surfing, swimming, shootriding, skiing,
and
heavening, knows
what motoring
else to be had
at the snap of a finger.
Beware! Propaganda
There is, incidentally, a delightful
spirit of cameraderie and informality in the broadcasting community
there; everyone seems to know
everyone else. Another thing I have
found surprises American radio people; that all Australian broadcasting stations have their own commercial copy departments. Not so
much radio work is handled by advertising agencies. This has a twofold advantage: One is that it cuts
out the "middle-man" a saving in
both time and efficiency, to say
nothing of his commission; and the
other is that the copy~writers,
spending their days as they do in
company with their program-selectors, continuity writers and announcers, can get a more comprehensive view of the whole program
and knowing the announcers so
copy.
well, can individually tailor their
TTiey know which announcers
are serious, flip, ponderous or
apt to ad-lib . . . and prepare their
copy specially
for manager
each one. lines
For instance, the sales
up
his prospective sponsor, the star
salesman contacts him, gets the
contract, takes the copywriter and
announcer selected out to meet the
sponsor, to view his goods and perhaps try them out, the copywriter
goes into a huddle with herself (I
am inclined to think there are more
'shes' than 'hes' in Australian copywriting, which is greatly to be desired) and the announcer, writes
the copy, which is then corrected
and O.K'ed by station departments
and the sponsor, and then put on
the air. The sponsor is accordingly
pleased because he knows that the
copywriter knows what she is talking about, and the announcer
chosen is the man with the voice
most suitable for that particular
type of copy and product.
I couldenthusiastic
go on for on
hours,
I'm
highly
the for
subject
of the "right copy for the right
sponsor",
thinkbe that
one hundred wordsand
should
the maximum
wordage for any copy— in fact, the
briefer the better. But this is getting personal,
so I'll will
closegive
hoping
that this
brief survey
you
something of an insight into radio
conditions in Australia, which is
after all, quite Americanized, and
far prefers American broadcasting
methods to that of any other nation.
KWEW, Hobbs, N. M., on Feb. 13
was granted full time in lieu of daywatts. time operation on 1500 kc, with 100
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AFM

Establishes

Rate

of $18

Per

For Commercial^
Library Recordings
RATE of $18 per man for record- transcriptions or to auditions, such
ing a quarter-hour transcription, services coming under local autonowhether for commercial or library
my, the letter states, are effective
use, has been established as scale immediately, superseding all previous wage scales. No mention is
by the executive board of the
American Federation of Musicians, made of the special $24-per-man
the makers of transcriptions have rate for half-hour transcriptions
been notified by Fred W. Birnbach, allowed by the union for a brief
AFM secretary. This action, nulli- period last fall, so that is underfying aprevious union ruling that
stood to be eliminated. Transcription producers are believed to be
each number recorded on a library
transcription shotild be considered generally satisfied with the presas a separate and complete proent ruling, however, which is congram to be paid for at the full
sidered a victory in view of the
proposed
charges which would have
quarter-hour rate, confirms the preliminary report [Broadcasting,
increased the cost of library servFeb. 1].
ice numbers to a prohibitive level.
NBC is expected to make a forNew ruling, however, shortens
mal protest to the AFM regarding
the time of rehearsing and recording a 15-minute program from 75 its decision to charge 50% of the
minutes to 60 minutes, adding a regular scale for transcriptions of
charge of $3 per man for each educational programs made at the
quarter-hour or less of rehearsal time these programs are broadcast
overtime. This, according to tran- on the network. Since these recordings entail no extra effort on the
scription manufacturers, is tantamount to raising the rate by $3 per part of the musicians, and since
NBC is selling them for educational
man, as a full hour's rehearsal is use
only to schools and colleges on
essential to secure a good performa non-profit basis, the network beance on the recording.
lieves it should be permitted to do
NBC to Protest
so
without
any extra cost for musicians.
The limited distribution of such
Union also states that "if 15 minutes of recording is finished and
made to allow classadditional recording is made, then recordings,
room use of educational network
for each five minutes or less of re- programs at times more convenient
corded music" there vdll be an ex- to the schools than the times of the
tra charge of $6 per man, vnth 20 network broadcasts, would make
minutes allotted for rehearsal and this charge of the musicians an aprecording. Since this wotild apply
preciable increase in the cost of
to programs of 20 or 25 minutes making these discs, even where only
duration, which are practically a small orchestra is involved. In the
nonexistent in American radio, this cases of such programs as those of
special rate seems somewhat point- the NBC Symphony Orchestra or
less.
the Damrosch musical broadcasts
These new rules, which do not the 50% musician surcharge would
apply to local or non-commercial
be prohibitive.

Radio Research Project
Will Move to Columbia
THE SO-CALLED Princeton Radio Project, set up several years
ago with the support of the Rockefeller Foundation, will on March 1
transfer the scene of its activities
from Princeton U to Columbia U.
Paul Lazarsfeld remains as director of the project, whose broad objective isto study the effect of radio on American life. In place of
the former associate directors will
be an advisory board, consisting of
Frank N. Stanton, CBS director of
market research, who was formerly
an associate director of the study;
Robert S. Lynd, professor of sociology at Columbia; Lyman Bryson,
professor of education at Coltambia's Teachers' College, and H. S.
Brucker, associate professor of
journalism at Columbia.
A special issue of the Journal of
Apvlied Psychology last spring was
devoted entirely to the work of the
Princeton Project, including some
20 papers on various phases of the
radio research [Broadcasting,
April 1]. A study of the panic reaction to the famous Orson Welles
"War of the Worlds" broadcast
conducted by the project is now on
the press and should be ready about
March 1. A comparative study of
the various means of measuring
radio audiences and audience reactions, made by the project under
the supervision of Dr. Stanton, is
now being written up by Dr. Stanton, and will be published late in
the spring.
Page 18 • February

Vanti May Add
VANTI PA-PI-A Corp., New York,
which has been promoting its new
melon drink on WIOD, Miami, and
WNEW, New York, for the past
few months, on Feb. 12 started
daily spot announcements on
WDBO, Orlando, Fla., in connection with its newspaper campaign
in Atlanta, Georgia and Florida.
More stations may be added. Erwin, Wasey, New York, is agency.
The Thomas in Boston
THE THOMAS, scalp specialist,
has started a daily five-minute program on WCOP, Boston, using the
8:10-8:15 a.m. period. The company has offices in 45 cities. The
WCOP programs are announced by
Russell Offhaus, with music from
World library. Free examination is
offered listeners who mention the
broadcast, as well as a book on care
of the scalp.
Tootsie Roll Spots
SWEETS Co. of America, New
York, will start a compaign for
Tootsie Rolls the end of February
using daily transcribed announcements in seven or eight major markets. Details have not all been arranged. Blow Co., New York, is
agency.
MRS. F. E. FITZSIMONDS, wife of
the general manager of KFYR, Bismarck,following
N. D., died
Jan. 30 She
in Bismarck
an operation.
was
39 and the former Jean Steams, of
Crystal, N. D. She is survived by her
husband, her mother, four sisters and
a brother.
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Man

SOCKED BY PUCK was Jack Todd,
manager of KANS, Wichita, while
covering a hockey game the other
day. Here he is in the dressing
room. Six stitches were taken over
his left eye where the wild puck
struck him. He was back at the
ward.
microphone, however, shortly afterSTATION DAMAGED
BY GEORGIA STORM
WITH its 156-foot vertical radiator
torn down and studio and other
equipment damaged by vnnd and
rain in the tornado which struck
Albany, Ga., early in the morning
of Feb. 10, WGPC set tip emergency transmitting equipment and
cooperated with civic and relief officials in maintaining local and outside communications. Although
communications systems generally
were out of order for hours after
the tornado struck, the shortwave transmissions made possible
through the cooperation of the station were credited with maintaining communications during the
emergency period. The station was
put out of operation about 15 hours,
during which time the shortwave
operations were carried on.
WRBL, Columbus, also owned by
the Woodrtiff interests, sent a special events crew to Albany, which
with the WGPC staff, originated a
special half-hour program fed to
WRBL, WATL, Atlanta, and
WMAZ, Macon, during which Gov.
Rivers, and D. W. Brosnan, Albany
fire chief, and W. B. Haley, mayor
of Albany, were interviewed.
In addition to the damage to
WGPC, which is owned by J. W.
Woodruff Sr., of Columbus, and
managed by Stewart Watson, the
storm did damage estimated at between seven and nine million dollars in the city, demolishing much
of the business and residential section and killing 17 persons. The
community was placed under martial law immediately after the tornado.

Planters Using 12
PLANTERS NUT & CHOCOLATE
Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa., is starting
a campaign for Planters Peanuts
of one-minute transcribed announcements twice daily, five times weekly on 12 stations in New England
and Florida. Starting dates range
from Feb. 12 to May 20. J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York, is
agency.
Scott's Big List
SCOTT PAPER Co., Chester, Pa.,
on March 11 will start a campaign
for Scott towels using thrice-weekly participations on homemaking
programs on a large list of stations,
not yet announced. J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York, handles
the account.

WKY, Oklahoma City, on Feb. 11
started a weekly competition for high
school bands, offering a silver cup to
the winning school.
BROADCASTING

Still

Silent

On
Lease
Pacts
Licensees Not Informed as to
Provisions of Citations
LICENSEES of eight stations, all
assigned to clear channels and operated under so-called management
contract, were still in the dark Feb.
13 as to the issues they would have
to meet lander the renewal citations
ordered Jan. 30 by the FCC.
Notices of hearing have not yet
been released by the Commission
and as a consequence no hearing
dates have been set. Based on the
regular FCC docket commitments,
it was indicated the hearings could
take place by mid-March or perhaps
April assuming no conflictsearly
develop.
The stations were cited for hearing to ascertain whether the broadcast licensees are themselves discharging duties as licensees or have
turned them over to "outside companies". Designated for hearing
were the Westinghouse stations
WBZ-WBZA, Boston -Springfield;
KYW, Philadelphia, and KDKA,
Pittsbtirgh, which are programmanaged by NBC; WGY, Schenectady; WESG, Elmira, N. Y.; WWL,
New Orleans, and WAPI, Birmingham [Broadcasting, Feb. 1].
It was indicated that under pres"regular
would entbeplans
followed
and procedure"
each licensee
would be heard individually. However, there were possibilities of consolidation, depending upon the issues prescribed. Moreover, there is
the possibility that several of the
hearings will be held away from
Washington.
Likelihood of similar notice to
other stations operated under management contract is foreseen,
though these are not expected to
arise Xintil the next batch of license
renewals falls due April 1.
Some question has arisen regarding the reason for citing the stations for renewal, particularly
since the same subject matter was
covered and much testimony adduced during the network-monopoly
hearings of latter 1938 and early
1939. It was felt in some quarters,
it is understood, that the issues
could be treated in the network monopoly report.
It was considered likely the principal issues will be whether or not
a management contract actually
constitutes a transfer of license
within the meaning of Section 310
of the Communications Act. Also
involved is the issue whether the
law contemplates that a licensee is
foreclosed for designating an
"agent" to conduct his affairs.
Princess Pat Amateurs
PRINCESS PAT Ltd., Chicago, on
Feb. 26 will start James J. Walker,
former Mayor of New York, as m.c.
of the Original Amateur Hour on
WHN, New York, to be presented
Mondays, 9-10 p.m. from the stage
of Loew's State Theatre on Broadway.
program,
one of the
pioneerThe amateur
programs,
started
April, 1933, with Major Bowes as
m.c, and has been conducted since
by Jay
Flippen,
Waldron
and
Ed C.
East.
News Jack
commentators,
sportscasters, radio announcers,
students and musicians all will be
presented and cash prizes will be
awarded winners. Frank R. Steel
Associates,
Chicago, placed the account.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Actually, of all the 101,037,573 acres of Grade A
land in America, Iowa has 25,983,110, or 25.62%!

Figure it out for yourself. One-fourth of all the
best land in the nation (plus a lot of the second-best,
too) — covered completely by one 50,000-watt radio
station, situated at the very heart and center of the
territory. That, in itself, would automatically make
the country's leading farm station — even if

WHO

^That^s
map

the soil fertility

of the United

States!

we didn't give our millions of listeners the most
entertainment, the most news, the most showman-

#

Par'm us, please, for bringing up one of these

here distorted maps again, but we just couldn't

ship that money can buy. . . . Would you like some
details?

resist this easy method of showing why Iowa is the
most important agricultural state in the Union.
WH

O^

+

for

IOWA

DES MOINES

PLUS!

+

. . . 50,000 WATTS

J. O. MALAND,

MANAGER

FREE 8C PETERS, INC., National Representatives
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Highest

Hears

Court

Survival - of - the - Fittest
Theory Is Argued in
Dubuque Case
THE WHOLE question of competition between broadcast stations —
involving determination of the issue whether it shall be "survival
of the fittest" or a limitation on
licensing of new stations where ruinous competition might result —
was placed in the lap of the U. S.
Supreme Court Feb. 9 in final arguments in the Dubuque case. The
court may render its opinion Feb.
26, though it is possible the ruling
will not be forthcoming until a subsequent Monday "decision day."
From William J. Dempsey, FCC
general counsel who espouses the
free competition theory, and Louis
G. Caldwell, first general counsel of
the Radio Commission and counsel
for WKBB, Dubuque, la., the court
heard diameti-ically opposed viewpoints. Questions from the bench
were frequent, with much emphasis
placed by the justices on the intent
of Congress in permitting appeals
from FCC actions on the contraverted competitive issue.
Recent Rulings
The new ruling will come hard
on the heels of a precedent-making
unanimous decision by the highest
tribunal Jan. 29 in which it gave
the Commission a freer hand in
dealing with applications for new
stations and eliminating all questions of priority. In deciding the
so-called Pottsville and Cheyenne
cases [Broadcasting, Feb. 1], the
court reversed the U. S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia in an opinion applicable to both
cases and gave the Commission
broadened powers in devising its
own procedure. In the Pottsville
and Heitmeyer decisions, legal observers were inclined to feel that
the court indicated a view which
might logically be applied in the
more fundamental "free competition" case in favor of the Commission's philosophy. Following the argument on the Dubuque case, however, and based on questions from
the bench, many observers were inclined to modify their prognostications. The questioning was far
more pointed and vigorous, with
practically all justices participating in it. In some quarters it was
felt a divided opinion might result.
Opening the argument, Mr.
Dempsey explained that the issue
arose from the FCC action of July
2, 1937 in granting the application
of the Telegraph-Herald for a new
station in Dubuque, la., from which
WKBB appealed, raising the question of the inability of the community to support the additional
station. WKBB appealed to the
lower court, which reversed the
Commission's
decision,
holding
that
the economic issue
should
be taken
into account. Afterward the FCC
sought Supreme Court review, raising the question of the right of the
lower court to entertain the WKBB
appeal on economic grounds.
Mr. Dempsey argued that WKBB
did not have an appealable interest,
Page 20
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Father & Son
IT WAS
moment"
for
WilliamtheJ. "big
Dempsey,
33year-old FCC general counsel, when he stepped before
the Supreme Court bench
Feb. 9 to argue the fundamentally important Dubuque
"free competition" case. It
was also a thrill for another
Dempsey who found himself
a seat in the back row — his
father. Rep. John J. Dempsey, (D-N. Mex.).
under the Communications Act of
1934. He held that the broadcastis not
to the
sameing'business
character
of subject
regulation
as
railroads and that broadcasters are
not subject to rate regulation or
limitation of profits. He contended
that competition is the most forceful element in providing better radio service for the public and that
the statute itself did not contemplate any protection for existing licensees from the competition of
other stations, even if forced to
extinction.
Chief Justice Hughes and Justices McReynolds and Stone frequently interrupted Mr. Dempsey,
stressing particularly the intent of
Congress with respect to the right
of appeal of parties whose interests
are "adversely affected". Significant also were questions raised in
connection with the requirement in
the Act that the financial responsibility of applicants be regarded as
a condition precedent to the granting of a license, as opposed to the
Commission's contention that unlimited competition does not constitute an appealable interest.
A Matter of Facilities
There were also frequent questions from the bench regarding
electrical interference and whether
that was a consideration in the
granting of new facilities. Mr.
Dempsey pointed out that no question of that character was involved
in the Dubuque situation. Replying
to Justice Frankfurter, he said the
intent of Congress regarding financial qualifications of applicants was
to insure proper service to the public because of the limited number
of facilities available, and that it
did not have any competitive significance.
Mr. Dempsey argued that nowhere in the statute did Congress
indicate any intent to guarantee
freedom from competition. He said
the statute did not distinguish between stations which sell advertising or those authorized for purely
non-commercial or non-broadcast
pursuits, such as ship, aviation,
amateur or other stations. Broadcast stations are in the same position as newspapers and may, without any requirement, permission or
hinderance, enter into advertising
pursuits. Consequently, he declared,
there is no regulation of profits or
of rates and no protection against
competition.
Mr. Dempsey argued that the is-
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sue of competition is wholly irrelevant and that should the TelegraphHerald station give good service, it
will win listeners even though it may
adversely affect WKBB business.
Right of Appeal
Mr. Caldwell began his one-hour
argument with a summary of his
view of the FCC position, which
he contended was that it has no
power or authority to take into account the ability of a community
to support an additional station.
Moreover, he said, the Commission
takes the position that no one has
a right to appeal other than one
who is denied a facility.
Unlike Mr. Dempsey, Mr. Caldwell was not subjected to as many
questions by the court. He challenged the Commission contention
that findings are unnecessary and
that it is under no compulsion to
follow "due process". Under the
Commission's construction of the
statute, he said a hearing was "an
Citing
the Dubuque situation,
empty
formality".
Mr. Caldwell said WKBB is losing
money and that the competition of
a station operated in conjunction
vdth a newspaper would prove disastrous. Moreover, he pointed out
that the situation might be one
wherein the city would have both
its own radio station and its newspaper operated by the same interests. He argued the FCC had not
contended when the appeal originally was taken to the court below
that there was no appealable interest.
Interpreting the intent of Congress in the Communications Act
and in prior statutes, Mr. Caldwell
insisted that unlike the Commission's interpretation, every assumption is that there have been previous hearings in cases. He said the
legislative history tended to prove
that Congress contemplated an appeal on the economics question. As
a matter of fact, he said, several
appeals had been taken to the lower
court on the economics question and
that in those instances the matter
of appealable interest had not been
raised by the Commission.
Cites Annual Report
The essence of injury to existing
stations is loss of listeners, Mr.
Caldwell contended, which can come
through the assignment of a new
station on the same wave length
with a resultant loss in coverage
or in a case such as the Dubuque
situation where another station
would be licensed to divide the audience. In either instance, the existing station stands to lose listeners
and, as a consequence, business.
Mr. Caldwell argued that the
Commission itself as recently as
its last annual report, had taken
cognizance of the question of adequate economic support in allocating facilities. In this respect, he
had also cited in his brief filed with
the court Feb. 7 a number of decisions of the Commission which
he contended indicated consideration of the competitive and economic question.
The requirement of due process
BROADCASTING

KPO-KGO, San Francisco, and
Sherman, Clay & Co., local musit
house, recently cooperated in the
display and demonstration of the
latest RCA facsimile transmitter
and printer
in twoWinton
windows of theequipment
store. Here
Teel, RCA demonstrator who lec
tured thrice daily during the shoW'
ing, points to a front page of
Broadcasting coming through the
facsimile printer.
must be exercised, Mr. Caldwell de
clared, asserting the Communica
tions Act is not intelligible otherwise. The hearing section of the
Act particularly has no meaning
unless competitive matters are considered, he declared.
In conclusion, Mr. Caldwell called
attention to the FCC decision in
the Heitmeyer case, and pointed
out that no question of interference
was involved in Cheyenne and that
it was simply a situation wherein
two applicants were applying for
this facility with the issue purely
economic. The FCC in that instance, he said, appealed to the
highest tribunal, with the issue in
fact that of whether a municipality
of the size of Cheyenne is entitled
to more than one station.
Opening his rebuttal, Mr. Dempsey was asked by Justice Stone if
the financial ability of an applicant is not an important factor.
Mr. Dempsey said the Commission
is required by statute to pass on
financial qualifications but that the
competitive factor had no bearing,
even if the existing station might
be destroyed. Both Chief Justice
Hughes and Justices Stone and Mctioning.
Reynolds pursued this line of quesThe Chief Justice observed that
he was at a loss to see how the
public interest could be served under a Congressional mandate which
so tied up an administrative
agency. Mr. Dempsey, however,
contended that it resolved itself
injury.
into a question of damage without
Both the Commission and WKBB
counsel were given authority to file
supplemental briefs with the court.
The austere courtroom took on a
radio appearance, with virtually
the entire membership of the FCC
and its legal staff on hand, along
with a substantial portion of Washington's legal radio fraternity.
FINANCIAL Advertisers Assn. will
hold its 1940 convention Oct. 26-30 at
the Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.
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"Take a large area, rich in agriculture and industry.
Place a powerful radio station in the heart of that area.
Through

years of intensive

service build an audience

is interested and loyal. Season
programs

which

audience.

Then

meet

the

thoroughly

with features and

specific requirements

concentrate

your

that

advertising

of that

message

on

that station."
Of course, we're referring to WLS. Month after month
and year after year the great Mid- West radio audience continues to show

a most

unusual

response

to advertising over

WLS. We'll be glad to prove that statement with specific
and detailed facts covering the great 4-State Area (Illinois,
Indiana, Wisconsin and Michigan).

To

George Rector, famous wherever good food
is mentioned, was interviewed by Harriet Hester
of WLS during National Food Week. Mr. Rector
is food consultant for Wilson and Co.
FEATURE

FOODS

Here is a participation program which
is bringing phenomenal results to a constantly growing number of food products
manufacturers. If you want to increase
your sales through grocery stores in the
Chicago area, be sure to ask for the complete story of this unusual advertising and
merchandising plan — with proof of the results which are being secured for others.

lOHN

Blair

find out what WLS can do for your product — just
ask us or any John Blair man.

&

Company,

WL5
The
Prairie
Burridge D. Butler, President
New

Farmer
Station
(Chicago)
Glenn Snyder, Manager

York, Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, Los Angeles, San Francisco

Mexican

NBC

JNetwork
Mr. Roosevelt

Plans
to Expand
More Exchanges of Programs
With U. S. Are Foreseen
NEGOTIATIONS are in progress
between the American networks
and the recently formed La Red
Pan Americana (Pan American
Network) of Mexico, now being fed
the weekly Ford Sunday Evening
Hour on a commercial basis from
CBS [Broadcasting, Nov. 1], for
further exchanges of programs.
Victor E. Creighton, representing
the hookup of 12 Mexican stations,
was in the United States in early
February to confer with network
officials and reported satisfactory
progress.
The Mexican network, whose outlets cover approximately 16,000,000
of
Mexico's
19,000,000
population,
was inaugurated
last Oct.
29 when
it began carrying the weekly Ford
program over Class A lines with
pickup at KTSA, San Antonio.
N. W. Ayer & Son, Ford agency,
and CBS officials arranged for the
outlets. Since then, operating independently of the ownership of its
outlets, the network has added various Mexican food, cigarette, hat
and brewery accounts and is hooked
up for some eight hours weekly.
Plans Expansion
According to Mr. Creighton, who
is a Mexican-born American citizen
and holds Mexican citizenship
rights, it is planned this fall to operate the network about 14 hours a
day carrying sponsored and sustaining programs. Expansion plans
envisage carrying more sponsored
programs of American origin as
well as exchanging sustainers with
the U. S. networks.
Already the network has carried
the Saturday night Toscanini concerts through NBC-Blue on a sustaining basis, and in turn has fed
NBC a Tuesday afternoon program
of Mexican music from Mexico
City.
One of the prime movers in the
organization of the network was
Emilio Azcarraga, owner of XEW
and XEQ, Mexico City, and president of the Mexican Assn. of
Broadcasters, which was largely instrumental in procuring Mexican
ratification last December of the
Havana Treaty.
Mr. Creighton, formerly with the
old Southwest Broadcasting System
when it was ovraed by the A. P.
Barrett interests and later when its
stations were purchased by Hearst
Radio, maintains headquarters at
Calle Ayuntamiento 54, Mexico
City, and at 204 Bushnell Place,
San Antonio.
The stations of the network are
all independently and privately
owned. They are XEG, Monterrey;
XEAS, Saltillo; XETB, Torreon;
XECZ, San Luis Obispo; XEQ,
Mexico City; XES, Tampico;
KEPP, Orizaba; XEAG, Cordoba;
XEU, Vera Cruz; XED-XELW,
Guadalajara; X E A, Campeche;
XEZ, Merida. All but the latter
two, which are in Yucatan and are
fed via shortwave from Mexico
City, are connected by regular land
lines.
SPEAKING
home in veteran
"Washington, Arthurfrom
SearshisHenning,
Washingtoi correspondent of the Chicago Tribune, has resumed his Sunday, 7-7:15 p. m. (CST), broadcasts
on the political scene via special line
to WGN.
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Drive

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
January 31, 194-0

Dear Dave:
I want you to coiint me among the thousands of
radio listeners throughout the nation v.ho wish the
metropolitan Opera to continue, and to go on to greater
glory. Very often, on Saturday afternoons, when my work
is done I have listened to the opera broaacasta and have
enjoyed the music which this moaern miracle has brought
into my study in Washington.
Grand opera has now become, in a real sense,
the people's opera rather than the possession of only a
privileged few. I know that all our citizens for whom
this field of entertainment • and culture has taken on a
new democratic significance wish the Metropolitan to continue to maintain its leadership. In some countries, opera
is subsidized by the government; here it depends only upon
those who have love for immortal music.
campaign.

Vi'ith all good wishes for the success of the
Very sincerely yours.

Mr. David Samoff ,
Chairman, Badio Division,
Metropolitan Opera Fund,
New York, N. Y.
GEORGIA GOVERNOR
GRANTED
STATION
THE FIRST instance of a new station grant to the sitting governor
of a State was recorded Feb. 7
when the FCC authorized Gov. E.
D. Rivers, of Georgia, to construct
a new local station at Valdosta,
listed in the 1930 census as a community of 14,000 in the extreme
southern end of the State near the
Florida boundary. The station,
granted without a hearing, is to
operate with 100 watts night and
250 day on 1420 kc. The grant was
in the name of Gov. Rivers as sole
owner.
While prominent political figures
frequently figure in the ownership
of some radio stations, few have applied for new station grants singly
as sole ovraers. Various State and
local officials, frequently mayors
and ex-mayors, have been prominent among new station grantees^ —
notably, in recent years, former
Mayor John T. Alsop of Jacksonville, chief owner of the new
WTMC, Ocala, Fla., and former
Mayor Fred Baxter of Superior,
Wis., owner of the new WDSM
there.
AUTHORIZED for construction last
Nov. 1, the new WHOP, Hopkinsville,
Ky., 250 watts on 1200 kc, is now in
fulltime operation with Hecht S.
Lackey as managing director and
Ernest Lackey Jr. as commercial manager. Head of the licensee corporation
is Pierce B. Lackey, who also operates
WPAD, Paducah, Ky.
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Stein Bros, on 40
STEIN BROS., New York (clothing chain), through Allied Adv.
Agencies, Los Angeles, in a national campaign, on Feb. 15 started
using a series of one-minute transcribed announcements featuring
Don Wilson on more than 40 major
stations.
New Twin City Applicant
Protests
WLOL
Grant
WITH none of the existing Twin
Cities stations objecting to the
FCC's fulltime
Jan. 18 station
grant ofona 1300
new 1,000watt
kc. in
Minneapolis [Broadcasting, Feb.
1], William H. Amesbury, publisher of the local Shopping News,
Golfer & Sportsman and other publications, on Feb. 7 filed an application for a new 500-watt fulltime
station on 630 kc. in the same city.
At the same time Mr. Amesbury
filed objections to the authorization
of the new WLOL, as the station on
1300 kc. is to be known. He asks
that the Commission's order granting the station without a hearing
be set aside and scheduled for hearing jointly with his application.
The WLOL grant was to Independent Merchants Broadcasting
Co., headed by John P. Devaney,
former chief justice of the Minnesota State Supreme Court and first
president of the National Lawyers
Guild. He holds 166 shares of the
issned stock, with W. A. Steffes,
local theatre man, holding 78
shares.
BROADCASTING

Aiding Met. Opera

In Campaign for Funds
With Special Programs
TO FURTHER public interest in
the radio drive for funds for the
Metropolitan Opera Assn., NBC on
Feb. 8 started a series of half-hour
programs, titled Remember the
Met, heard Thursdays, 11:30 p.m.12 midnight, featuring world-famous opera artists and "behind the
scenes" personalities connected with
the Metropolitan.
Following announcement Jan. 27
by David SarnofF, president of
RCA, of the Metropolitan's radio
campaign, prominent speakers have
been presented during the intermissions of the operas broadcast each
Saturday by NBC as another feature of the drive. These intermission talks will give the radio audience a cross-section of American
opinion on the value to this country's culture of Metropolitan Opera.
NBC is also sponsoring a letterwriting contest in connection with
the radio drive, offering for the
best 100-word letter on "What the
Metropolitan Opera Broadcasts
Mean theto honor
Me," a oftrip
to New
York
and
being
the guest
of NBC and the Metropolitan at
the 1940-41 season's opening night.
An alternative prize of a pair of
seats for each week during the coming opera season is offered for
the benefit of a possible winner living near New York. The contest
was announced Feb. 3 during an
"intermission talk" of NBC's matinee broadcast and will close March
23. At the same time on Feb. 3 a
letter to Mr. Sarnoff from President Roosevelt was read to the radio audience.
Of $216,000 in contributions reported to date, $80,000 has come
from radio listeners in response to
the appeals broadcast during intermissions ofthe opera on Jan. 27 by
Mr. Sarnoff and on Feb. 3 by Mrs.
August Belmont and Miss Lticrezia
Bori, vice-chairmen of the radio division of the campaign. Mrs. Belmont is also serving as head of the
board of judges for the letter-writing contest, other judges including
Dr. John Erskine, a director of the
Opera Association; Dr. William
Lyon Phelps, professor emeritus of
Yale U; Mrs. Vincent Hilles Ober,
president of the National Federation of Music Clubs, and Dr. Howard
man Hanson,
School ofdirector
Music. of the EastOlsen Acquires Holdings
Of Wasmer in Olympia
TOM OLSEN, manager and chief
stockholder of KGY, Olympia,
Wash., will become majority stockholder under a deal for which approval of the FCC is being sought
whereby he would purchase the
holdings of Louis Wasmer, also
owner of KHQ and KGA, Spokane.
Mr. Wasmer would sell his 52 shares,
par value $100, to Mr. Olsen, who
already owns 75 shares. An additional 52 shares is held by Archie
Taft, operator of KOL, Seattle, Mr.
Wasmer's brother-in-law, but Mr.
Taft vidll retain his holdings. Mr.
Wasmer
in KOL. also owns 42.3% interest
The deal supersedes a previous
one whereby a group headed by J.
Elroy McCaw, manager and part
owner of KELA, Centralia, Wash.,
was to purchase all of KGY for a
reported price of $25,000.
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Copy
That
ANNOUNCER: Listen ladies!
/\ We have a sensational an/"^^ nouncement
of aweek
specialonly.
offer good this
Listen carefully and then take advantage of this amazing opportunity at once! Send a box top from
a bottle of Blank, together with a
dime, and we'll see that you get a
wonderful paring knife with stainless steel blade that any woman
would be proud to use. This fine
new paring knife will be mailed at
once for a Blank carton top and a
dime, sent to Blank, care of this
station. Do it today! Blank is the
amazing new breakfast food that
the whole family enjoys!"
And there you have an announcement that may pull on some radio
stations, but when we're asked to
put copy like that on WLS it makes
us very unhappy. On a rainy day,
with everyone sitting home in front
of the radio, it might bring in a
dozen box tops, but we won't bet
pn other days. There are a number
of good reasons why we believe it
won't click and these reasons are
based on the experience of the last
ten years and a study of more than
10 million letters WLS has received
during that time.
Another Way
Before going any farther, let's
have it "understood that a study of
these letters leads to no mysterious
formula that will make all copy
click. However, we have come to
believe in certain principles that
should be followed to get the most
effective results from a radio announcement whether it's used as a
spot or as part of a sponsored program. These principles are elementary and yet it is surprising
how often they are violated.
Suppose we take that paring
knife offer as an example and be
more specific. Offhand I should say
that the announcement given above
is not long enough to tell the story
and make the offer. The advertiser
needs more time in which to give
his copy the right kind of appeal
and make the listener interested
enough to send box top and dime.
In the second place the writer has
scooped up a half-dozen cliches and
linked them tritely into an announcement that is not sensational
nor is the offer exactly amazing,
the words "sensational" and
"amazing" may be defended by
some advertising men as "tested"
words, but not according to our
test. Whatever value they may
have had in the early days of radio, advertising has been lost on
listeners who are not as gullible as
they may once have been.
It's like constantly waving a circus banner and never delivering
the elephants. If the knife is worth
offering, there are honest, familiar
adjectives that will prove it to a
housewife. And anyway, she probably never in all her life has seen
a paring knife that wotild "stupefy,
bewilder or confound" her as Webster indicates would be the case if
she were "amazed".
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Clicks
High-Power
Ruin Many

- - A

Friendly

Adjectives and Cliches
A Radio Commercial

By FRANK
BAKER
Continuity Editor, WLS, Chicago

Approach
By selling the offer you sell the
product in a campaign of this sort.
Naturally, such a sales attack presupposes that the product has
thorough distribution and that its
story has been so well told that
pioneering is not necessary to break
down sales resistance with the listener.
Out Goes a Neck

IN AN ERA of superlatives, the straight-forward and friendly
suggestions of a sincere announcer are likely to prove more
effective than all the flossy adjectives that Roget can crowd
into a thesaurus. At least that's the way Mr. Baker feels about
it, after penning mail pullers for WLS, Chicago. He has observed the impotence of potent verbiage and the power of a
warm approach. To bring out his point he takes typical highpressure plugs and rewrites them into the sort of commercials
proved effective at a 50,000-watt station proud of its mail-pulling.
Suppose we stop trying to write
a terrific piece of copy and just
sit down at the typewriter and
imagine we are about to visit with
one mild and pleasant housewife
alone in her kitchen doing up the
ironing while the radio is on. Instead of building up her boxtopresistance with a staccato attack,
let's be reasonable about the whole
thing and try a little persuasion.
Words ford
costto waste
money and
can't aftimewe muddling
through just for the sake of being
friendly.
But at WLS we have come to believe that it isn't a waste of time
to be natural and informal and our
continuity is planned as though it
were intended for good friends who
listen day after day and whose confidence is not to be violated by a
passing plunge into hysterical sales
promises.
At the risk of "understatement we
kill questionable superlatives and
try to tell the truth in an easy,
breezy way. And to seasoned copywriters who may consider this approach naive, we only comment that
such naivete has won the confidence
of the WLS audience at the rate of
better than a million letters a year.
The Friendly Approach
But let's get back to that paring
knife story and try not to write
it the hard way . . . Maybe we
could begin something like this:
"ANNOUNCER: How many of
you ladies need a good sharp paring knife to peel potatoes and other
vegetables? Did I hear you say you
need one? Well, here's your chance
to get a brand new knife practically as a gift from the makers of
Blank breakfast food. It's a good
sharp paring knife with a stainless steel blade and a patented
wooden handle that is riveted on
to stay and fits snugly into your
hand so that your forefinger rests
comfortably on the handle. It's an
excellent knife — made to sell for
35c if you could buy it in the stores.
But it isn't for sale over the counter— no ma'am! This dandy paring
knife made with a stainless blade
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of high carbon steel will be sent to
you for only 10c and a Blank box
top. J'ust mail your dime and the
box top to BLANK, care of WLS,
Chicago. Get your box of Blank
today, and find out how much the
whole family enjoys a delicious
steaming bowl of BLANK for
breakfast. Then tear off the box
top and mail with your dime to
BLANK, WLS, Chicago. Your
stainless steel paring knife will be
mailed
postpaid.
But mind
don't
put it at
off once,
till it
slips your
. . . better make a note of it right
now while you think of it. Just a
box top and a dime to Blank, WLS,
Chicago for your paring knife."
And there you have it — not a
perfect announcement but typical
of the selling psychology that has
proven effective on many proof-ofpurchase campaigns. Why? In the
first place because the announcement set out to do one thing only
and did not deviate from that job.
Even the institutional story of the
sponsor's breakfast food was definitely s"ubordinated to the paring
knife on the theory that if an offer
is to be used at all it should be
given complete attention.

FRANK

BAKER

BROADCASTING

But count
suppose
an and
acthat is notyouwellhave
known
must sell itself against stiff competition in an established field. The
client, a manufacturer of livestock
feeds, is willing to agree that the
station you select has an audience
but demands proof that it is the
audience he wants. Then you decide
to stick your neck out and give
away literature on his poultry
feed, hoping your copy will click
and draw sufficient mail to prove
out your attack. Fortunately the
client cooperates in getting up a
well-planned book for poultry raisers that goes beyond the story of
the feed and brings practical
money saving tips to poultrymen
in addition. It also has pages for
entering
production
With this egg
to work
on you records.
plan a
copy attack and begin like this:
"ANNOUNCER: Good news for
poultry raisers! It isn't too late to
help your layers give you more of
those high-priced winter eggs ! Give
them LIVESTOCK LAYING
MASH and then keep a careful
record of their egg production. Get
the most results from your fiock
this winter by feeding LIVESTOCK LAYING MASH. You can
send for a free booklet explaining
how you can work toward higher
production by mailing a post card
care of this station
Livestock,
to
. . ."
and so on.
This rambling attack will _ to
some extent publicize the Laying
Mash but certainly will not result
in many inquiries even though
later in the announcement a barrage of "send for your free booklet
today" sentences are inserted. A
better way to make this copy click
line :
would
be to handle it along this I
"ANNOUNCER: You alert poultry raisers are in business to make
money. That's why every single one
of you should send for the free
booklet called "More Money from
offered by the makYourers Poultry"
of Livestock Poultry Mash to
help you make more money on your
poultry this winter. This valuable
booklet contains practical advice
on feeding, shelter and other
money-saving short cuts to greater
tells
also made
for you
eggtheprofits
records
egg and
remarkable
of
in actual tests by users of Livestock Laying Mash. Turn through
booklet — •
of this helpful
the pages
see
for yourself
why progressive
poultry raisers are choosing Livestock Laying Mash. . ." and continue with selling points on Livestock Mash and an emphatic closing of the offer.
The first piece of copy will not
{Continued on page 70)
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• Every poll of opinion — private and
public — substantiates the top N.A.B.

national programs plus outstanding

ratings held by these brilliant NBC
Basic Red Shows. Here in the 8th

"Firsts" in news and local affairs plus

U. S. Retail Market, these shows have

KSTP

HABIT...

local shows plus a long record of
50,000 watts in combination make
the fixed habit with the dominant audience in this area. Tell your

established a fixed habit among radio
listeners — the habit of staying turned

story to this tremendous

to KSTP. It's easy to understand why!
Over 73% of the most popular

in this rich market at lowest cost —
over KSTP.

audience

KSTP
TAe fi/or/Zi wests leadiMf ^adio f/a//on
^yVv^
50,000 WATTS
NBC BASIC RED NETWORK

Minneapolis,

Edward

Petry & Company
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In Rotary's Fete
Network and Disc Programs
Are Included in Activity
ALL SEGMENTS of the broadcasting industry are cooperating
with Rotary International Feb. 1824, when the organization observes
its 35th anniversary in its worldwide movement to spread friendship
and fellowship among community
businessmen. A majority of broadcast station executives are enrolled
among Rotary's 210,000 membership. There are 5,000 clubs of the
international organization in more
than 65 countries which will participate in Rotary Observance
Week.
Chesley R. Perry, secretary, and
Harry Bert Craddick, assistant secretary of Rotary International,
have made arrangements for nationvsdde radio observance of the
event. In addition to network broadcasts, two transcriptions cut by
World Broadcasting System are being sent to some 400 stations for
local rendition.
Network Programs
The keynote of the radio observance will be to stress plans for
more effective service activities of
the organization in the future. In
addition to the two 15-minute transcriptions, there will be an NBCRed program from Chicago on Feb.
18; MBS will carry a broadcast
from Columbus Feb. 19, and NBCBlue is scheduled for a program
emanating from Washington on
Feb. 21 and another from Chicago
on Feb. 22. On the latter occasion,
the Chicago Rotary will play host
to America's Town Meeting of the
Air. From CKPR, Ft. Williams,
Ont., on Feb. 23, a special 45-minute Rotary broadcast will originate,
to be keyed over a special network.
The transcriptions, produced
with professional talent, are titled
"Time to Get Acquainted" and
"Two Men on a Train", which depict the work of the Rotary movement. Emphasis will be placed on
the origin of Rotary in Chicago in
1905 when the first club was founded to promote better relations between men engaged in different vocations in their business, social and
civic contacts. Afterward, Rotary
began to spread, and as a natural
result of a group of community
businessmen meeting in friendship
and fellowship individual clubs began to recognize the evident need
for better business ethics and
standards.

U. E. I. Expands Campaign
UTILITIES Engineering Institute,
Chicago, which is sponsoring two
to five foreign and English language programs daily on WARD,
Brooklyn, WEVD, New York, and
WHOM, Jersey City, is adding further stations to its campaign in the
East through Klinger Adv. Agency,
New York. On Feb. 12, the company started a five-times weekly
hour program on WMCA, New
York, and on Feb. 14 started six
quarter-hour news periods weekly
on WGY, Schenectady. Also added
are six quarters weekly on WIBX,
Utica, and three quarter-hours
weekly of western music on WHN,
New York. More stations will be
included later this month.
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SCOUTS cinnati,
took
L. B. executive
Wilson's WCKY,
CinFeb. 3,over
handling
jobs as part
of their vocational exploration work. Here
Scout Paul Gilson, understudying E. C. (Jimmy) Krautters, WCKY sales manager, dictates a radio sales letter to Secretary Sara
Jane Petty. Scouts all over the nation were
radio-active during their anniversary period.
Besides operating stations they staged programs suitable to the occasion and were lauded
on many regular national and local programs.
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THE

BOY

SCOUTS

Over a Million Youths, Led by President,
Celebrate 30th Anniversary
told them of the strength of the
THROUGHBoy radio,
1,330,000
Scouts the
and nation's
leaders Boy Scouts in point of membership,
and nearly 8,000,000 other Ameri- past and present, and invited their
cans who have been in Scouting participation in the celebration.
The response was gratifying.
sometime since
1910, were linked
"Late in December material was
for the 30th birth- sent to the managers of every station in the United States. The
day anniversary
Feb. 8-14. High seven suggested spot announcements, one for each day in Boy
point was the
White House
Scout
Week,
averaged about 75
broadcast Feb. 8 words. A script
a 15-minute
when President dramatization was offurnished
with
Roosevelt, as Hon- the assurance of active assistance
orary President
Local Boy Scout Counof the Boy Scouts from cilsthethat 536
Mr. Stratton
administer the Scout activities in well-defined areas. Inof America, made his eighth address to the Scout Movement. Sharcluded in the material was a suging in the White House program,
gested 10-minute radio address. In
broadcast on NBC-Blue, CBS and addition to the major network staMBS were Walter W. Head of St.
tions, atotal of 169 independent raLouis, Scout president, and Dr.
dio stations replied that they would
James E. West, chief Scout execu- take
ance. part in the birthday observtive and editor of Boys' Life.
A dramatic moment in these
"To show its appreciation of the
Presidential broadcasts has been cooperation of radio stations, advertisers using radio time and their
the annual re-commitment by the
advertising agencies, the national
nation's Scouts. One bright Scout office
of the Boy Scouts published
several years ago called attention
to the fact that on no other occa- an edition of 50,000 copies of a
sions are so many persons at so special "National Boy Scout Week
many different places saying the News and Radio Timetable", a copy
of which was sent to each of the
same thing at exactly the same
time ! In the Central, Mountain and 43,368 Boy Scout Troops and Cub
Packs in the nation and its possesPacific time belts, arrangements
sions. Copies were also sent to adwere made for Scouts to hold local
vertisers, radio stations and advergatherings in appreciation of the
tising agencies participating.
services rendered by scoutmasters,
"Printed as a four-page, fivecubmasters and other Scout leaders. In the Eastern time zone be- column newspaper, the 'timetable'
cause the broadcast was heard at listed by hour and day every program that agreed to mention the
10:30 p.m., mass gatherings by Scout anniver
sary, its sponsor and
Scouts were not encouraged and
advertising agency involved. It
most Scouts heard the broadcast at the
also contained the call letters and
home.
city of each of the network stations
An Intensive Drive
and the 169 independent stations.
Not only during Boy Scout Week
"Throughout the year 360 radio
itself but starting as early as Feb. stations are using the weekly radio
3, more than 105 major network
scripts prepared and distributed by
broadcasts paid tribute to the part the Boy Scouts of America. This
cooperation is helping a great deal
Scouting plays in American life.
in educating the American public
As early office
as November
Scouts'
national
started the
lining
up on the democratic structure of the
broadcasters. "We wrote to every Boy Scout program which gives
advertising agency and broadcast every boy, regardless of race, color
or creed, an opportunity to learn
time user in the United States," worth-while
things, to build himsaid Leslie C. Stratton, public reself physically, to enjoy life in the
lations director. "We informed
them of the coming anniversary. open and the companionship both
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CBS

NET FOR YEAR
OVER 5 MILLION
CBS, which in 1939 accounted for
approximately 20% of gross time
sales of the entire broadcasting industry [Broadcasting, 1940 Yearbook], showed consolidated net
earnings, subject to audit, of ap
proximately $5,001,500 during 1939,
the equivalent of $2.93 a share on
1,709,723 shares of $2.50 par value
stock outstanding: or to be outstanding, according to a statement
issued Feb. 7 following a meeting
of the board of directors.
During the preceding year, consolidated net earnings amounted to
$3,541,700 or $2.07 a share.
According to the Broadcasting
Yearbook, CBS gross billings for
time sales during 1939 amounted to
$34,539,665 before the deduction of
frequency discounts, agency commissions, etc. This compared with
an estimated $170,000,000 gross for
the industry as a whole. The networks' net earnings are derived not
only from time sales but from other
operations, including its artist
services. Its 1938 time sales gross
was approximately $27,500,000.
During the last year CBS acquired full ownership of Columbia
Recording
subsidiaries, but itCorp.
was and
stateditsthat
this
does not materially affect the consolidated earnings though they are
included in the 1939 results.
The board declared a cash dividend of 45 cents a share on the
Class A and B stock payable March
S to holders of record Feb. 23.
NBC M & O Time Sales
For January Rise 31%
TOTAL local and spot sales for
January, 1940, on the 15 NBC M.
and 0. or programmed stations
broke all previous records, according to announcement Feb. 8 by
James V. McConnell, NBC's national spot and local sales manager. The total revenue for the first
month of this year was $516,400,
an increase of 31% over the January, 1939, total of $392,700.
"We have every reason to expect
that 1940 will be our banner year
— even over 1939 — which had been
the record-breaker up to this time,"
said Mr. McConnell. "Contracts already signed and additional ones
on the way indicate that an increase
of at least this much is going to be
maintained right through the year."
The 15 M. and 0. stations are
WEAF and WJZ, New York;
WENR and WMAQ, Chicago;
KPO and KGO, San Francisco;
WRC and WMAL, Washington;
WBZ-WBZA, Boston, Springfield;
WGY, Schenectady; KDKA, Pittsburgh; KOA, Denver; KYW, PhiladelphiaWTAM,
;
Cleveland.
IRVING STROUSE, publicity agent
in business with Ann R. Silver Associates, has entered the radio program
production business, the first show to
be released. Mr. <£ Mrs. New York,
featuring former Mayor Walker and
his wife, Betty Compton Walker.
Other productions announced are
Evans & Mayer, a dramatic program,
and Charles Le Maii-e's Fashion Show.
of boys of his own age and men
chosen for leadership because of
their high character.
"We have much evidence that
many men in the radio field today
are or were connected with Scouting during our 30 years. We know
from experience that Scouting will
continue to furnish the radio industry a large share of its personnel

in the years ahead."
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Radio

Old

would

Roanoke

have

on

kept

the

TODAY, if colonists should try to settle in some
remote corner of the earth, radio would keep
them in constant communication with their homeland. The services of the Radio Corporation of
America would do much to prevent a tragedy
such as that of early Roanoke.
In the first place, the colonists would take along
a radio transmitter, built by the RCA Manufacturing Company, and to operate it skilled radio
technicians, trained perhaps by RCA Institutes.
Then when troubles beset them, the colonists
would get in touch with R.C. A. Communications
— an organization that would radio their messages

Radio

• Broadcast

throughout the world. Ships, bringing relief,
would be guided by radio equipment designed
in RCA Laboratories and built by Radiomarine.
The two great radio networks, and the international short-wave service, of the National Broadcasting Company would be a source of news,
education, and entertainment to the isolated colonists. And, they'd listen to programs with RCA
Victor Radios and enjoy the delights of Victor
Records played on RCA Victrolas.
Whether or not you are planning a colonial
enterprise, RCA is prepared to serve you in every
field of radio, television, and sound.

Corporation
of
RADIO CITY, N. Y.

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.
•
Radiomarine Corporation of America

BROADCASTING

Map

Advertising

America

National Broadcasting Cooapaqy
• R.C. A. Communications, Inc.

RCA Laboratories
RCA Institutes, Inc.
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Time
To

Allowance

Candidates

CBC

Net

on

Limited

No Restrictions Are Imposed
On Private Broadcasters
By JAMES MONTAGNES
NETWORK broadcasts on the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. national network for the Canadian
general election to be held March
26 are to be limited to 12% hours
from Feb. 7 to March 21, and all
election campaign speeches will be
censored, it was ruled at Ottawa
by a committee of the political parties, the CBC and the Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters.
There is no hindrance placed in
the way of election campaign
speeches over individual stations or
regional networks, except that these
must be paid for at usual station
rates and the talks must be censored first and made from a studio
without an audience.
As Broadcasting went to press
it was learned that Ottawa had
ruled censoring of radio election
campaign broadcasts would be up
to individual station managers. As
the result of political pressure, censorship of campaign radio speeches
by the Censorship Coordination
Committee was eliminated and station managers must see that no
speech contravenes wartime censorship regulations. Only one speech
was passed by the Censorship Coordination Committee, that of
Prime Minister W. L. M. King,
over a national network on Feb. 7.
The Canadian Association of
Broadcasters was planning to design some form which all speakers
would sign that no script would be
changed after being passed by the
station manager. The CAB stated
that wherever possible the station
manager would submit the speech
to the censors, 11 of which were
placed strategically across Canada.
Time for the four political parties has been divided for the free
national network broadcasts to
give the present Liberal Government 5% hours; Conservatives,
4% hours; socialist Commonwealth
Cooperative Federation, 1% hours;
Social Credit Party, IVi hours.
This allotment has been made on a
basis to which the representatives
of these parties agreed. The broadcasts are divided 8% hours at night
and 4% hours daytime. Night
broadcasting is for half and quarter-hour periods from 9 p.m. (EST)
and daytime broadcasts are from
4:15-4:30 p.m. (EST).
Allotment J'ormula
The formula on which the time
was divided was made up by the
CBC by totaling the votes cast in
both the 1930 and 1935 general
elections and averaging the percentages which the different parties
received, with further allowance being made for the fact that the Social Credit Party was not in exisence at the time of the 1930 vote.
The effect of the arrangement is
to limit definitely the volume of
political broadcasting in connection
with the forthcoming election. The
CBC will not sell any time on any
of its stations except where there
is no other local outlet, as in the
case of CBJ, Chicoutimi, Que.
Private stations may sell regional
or local time, but they cannot comPage 28
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HOT on the job for CBS on the
frigid Finnish front is William L.
White, son of Publisher William
Allen White of the Emporia Gazette. Here he is shown during his
workaday duties (top) broadcasting by candlelight from a bombproof shelter in Helsinki and (bottom) with two of his warfront buddies, Harold Denny (center), of
the New York Times, and Webb
Miller (right), of United Press,
looking over wreckage of bombed
buildings in Viipuri.

HOCKEY TO BRITAIN
Canadian Soldiers Hear Oil
Company Pickups
IMPERIAL OIL Ltd., Toronto,
sponsor tional
for many
years of hockey
a nanetwork weekly
broadcast,
has
made
these
broadcasts available to Canadian troops
in Great Britain, according to an
announcement of MacLaren Adv.
Co., Toronto. The British Broadcasting Corp. starts rebroadcasting
the hockey games for Canadian
army men Feb. 25, 8:30-9 p.m.
Staff members of the CBC in
Great Britain recently reported
that Canadian troops overseas were
voicing an urgent request for the
broadcasts. The CBC in turn advised Imperial Oil, and that company readily undertook
beam wireless
transmissionto toprovide
Great
Britain, and to cooperate in any arrangements that could be made.
The BBC volunteered to provide
time on air for a half-hour each
Sunday evening, and as a result it
now appears likely that Canadian
troops in England will be able to
hear the Saturday broadcasts.
SIR JOHN REITH, former directorgeneral of the British Broadcasting
Corp., who recently was named to
Britain's war cabinet as Minister of
Information, on Feb. 1 was elected to
Parliament
without opposition to represent Southampton.

service clubs. While there is no set
bine into a national hookup nor
can this restriction be overcome by rule on how many hours a private
the use of recordings. A broadcast
station may sell for individual campaign speeches, broadcasters feel
used any time on a regional network cannot be duplicated at the they do have not too much time to
same time on other regional net- sell and they will divide it among
all parties having candidates in the
works by the use of recordings.
field.
How amicably the CBC and the
private stations through the CanaMany Regulations
dian Assn. of Broadcasters now
It was pointed out by Harry
work together as reported at the Sedgwick,
CAB president, that
CAB convention [Broadcasting,
were 65 censorship regulaFeb. 1] is shown in the fact that there tions
to consider in approving: a
the president of the CAB, Harry
speech, a task which would require
Sedgwick, CFRB, Toronto, sat in the
station manager himself to
on the committee meetings to deter- check the speech because of strinmine the radio election plans at
gent penalties for infractions. A
Ottawa, and that the representaduplicate of all speeches is to be
tives of the CAB will sit on the left
with each station for reference.
committees set up for broadcast
CBC stations do not come within
control of the election at Toronto
th3 censorship orbit since the CBC
and Montreal.
stations only carry free national
Broadcasters are not greatly network
speeches and the
alarmed at the fact that all radio spokesmancampaign
for each party is held
election speeches must first be ap- responsible that there are no inproved by the specially appointed
fractions of the censorship rules.
censors. In fact, they feel better On CBJ, Chicoutimi, the CBC will
with this regulation as it now is up be on similar terms regarding cento the censors to stop any possible
sorship as the private stations. The
evasion of wartime restrictions by CBC desired to make it plain that
it was not the censoring body, but
candidates. Politicians, however,
do not like the plan.
the CBCregulations
has to conform'
all
censorship
as doestoany
Censors will be stationed at prin- that
cipal cities and wherever there are private broadcaster.
broadcasting stations too far from
The Administrative Committee at
a big city to give quick censorToronto is convened by Horace
ship service to candidates. It is un- Stovin, CBS station relations diderstood experienced legal civil
rector, with W. Powell and Tom
servants are to be chosen, and that Odell representing the commercial
the special election censor staff department, and Charles Jennings
will number about 35.
department. RepreTime may be sold to any other the program
senting private broadcasters are
parties which may enter the camHarry Sedgwick, CFRB, Toronto,
paign in addition to the four parties and president Canadian Assn. of
sharing network time. However no Broadcasters; Joseph Sedgwick,
other party which may develop will K.C., counsel for CAB; T. A.
be given free national network
secretary-treasurer, CAB.
time unless it enters at least 61 can- Evans,
In Montreal the committee is condidates in more than three provvened by Al Houle, CBS station
inces. The former Canadian Minis- relations director for Quebec, with
ter to the United States, W. D. J. A. Dupont of the commercial deHerridge, heads such a new party,
partment and G. Arthur of the
the New Democracy Party.
program
department.
LeA campaign restriction elimi- febvre, CHLP, Montreal,Marcel
and CAB
nates the customary luncheon
broadcasts by political figures at director, represents private stations.
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Battle
of Broadcasters :
In War Zones Provides \
Material for Magazines
HENRY B. KRANZE, one of the ,
battery of shortwave monitoring
men maintained by CBS, is author
of "War of the Short Wave", an
article in the Feb. 2 Nation describhearding the
from
abroad, and
particularly
"news"
propaganda
from England and Germany. It was
a correspondent
in "the
radio
war",
he
states, who first
gave
America
the news of the signing of the
Soviet-German pact and first announced the Russian advance into
Poland.
Mr. Kranze states that he listens
to a different station every 15 minsionutes,
fromreturning
five to to10 each
times ina succesday to
get a panoramic picture of the
methods and goals of the forces on
this front. He describes the "war
of words",
claims andthe
the claims
obviousandandcountersubtle
propaganda.
Another article on the same subject, "The War of Lies and
Laughs", was featured in the Feb.
3 Saturday
Evening
author is J. C.
Furnas.Post.
TheItssame
issue contains the final installment
of a series on Orson Welles, in
which some of the effects of the
"Men from Mars" broadcasts are
disclosed as they will be amplified
in a study soon to be released by
Princeton University Press.
Canadian

Politics

UNITED STATES broadcasting stations near the
Canadian border stand to
profit from the Canadian
general election to be held
March 26. Canadian radio
election campaign regulations
allow dates
spokesmen
or candito use American
broadcasting stations provided they observe all conditions
which would apply if they
were
tion. using a Canadian sta-

MAX JORDAN, NBC's roving
European
representative,
invited to visit
the WesternwasFront
and tell U. S. radio listeners what
he saw about the life of the German soldiers on the Westwall. But
he wasn't permitted to peer
through, over, or behind the reed
and straw barriers erected at strategic spots on the battle line facing
France's Maginot Line.
• Broadcast
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^

Our transmitter is the tallest steel structure on Ager Road, in

Chilium. Md.

^

The only broadcasting station with studios on the second floor of

the Trans-Lux Building, in Washington

^

(shared with WMAL).

More leather-covered furniture.

We have the only announcer in Washington exactly 6' I" tall, and
weighing exactly 210 pounds.

Shorter - haired musicians than any other network affiliate in
Washington.

More window

space for offices than any station in Washington.

The only colored janitor used in a sound-effects department.
can make a noise like a rooster.)

(He

The only air-conditioned studio exactly 10' 3" x 18' 6".
Each claim sworn to
before a notary public,
and proof is available
on request.

SPOT

Sales Offices

r NEW YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

CLEVELAND^^I^V
DETROIT
HOLLYWOOD
PITTSBURGH

.BOSTON
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fflGH

EFFICIENCY

Front view of 50 kw transmitter at KDKA
showing clean-cut modern appearance.

OPERATING

ADVANTAGES

1. Air-cooled tubes in all stages.
2. Extremely low operating costs.
3. Rectox rectifiers throughout except main high voltage rectifier.
4. Inductive neutralization of the
power amplifier.
5. Equalized feedback.
6. Compressed gas condensers.
7. Complete elimination of fuses.
8. Spare rectifier tube at operating
temperature.
9. Ease of adjustment.
10. Unit construction throughout.
11. Full automatic control.
12. Relatively low plate voltages.
13. Conservative operation of all
tubes.

Rear view of modulator cubicle, showing air-cooled operating and spare tubes.
Current-Umiting filament transformer at the top.

50

New

KW

TRANSMTTTER

standards for radio broadcast equipment

are being set by Westinghouse

kw transmitter — and proved by performance

at KDKA.

Make

Type HG

any comparison

50

you like,

and you'll find this new equipment leading others in both the quality and dependability
of broadcast, and ease and economy of operation . . . for instance, here is a comparison
of power

input with other well-known

transmitters:

100%
TOTAL

POWER
0

Westinghouse

INPUT

SO KW

% Program
Modulation
Average
135
142
115

137
125
105

A new circuit principle, proved in operation, helps bring
about this high efficiency — over 80% in the power amplifier
alone — ^more than twice the plate efficiency of conventional
circuits, and at least 20% above other equipment.
Air cooUng of all tubes eliminates water jackets, pumps,
radiators, tanks and maintenance expense, and permits use
of exhaust air for heating the buUding. Rectifier tubes may
be changed by remote push-button control, a spare tube
being maintained in operating temperature and ready
for service.
Ask for complete details of the many operating advantages of this new type of transmitter, listed at the left.
Your Westinghouse office will gladly supply you with
further information.
J-08012

Broadcast

FOR

172
170
145

WESTINGHOUSE

RADIO

TRANSMITTING

TUBES

From the same production line that
has been producing radio tubes continuously since the first broadcast,
Westinghouse makes available a complete line of transmitting tubes for
broadcasting and other uses. These
tubes reflect in quality and performance the accumulated experience of
thie oldest name in commercial radio
broadcaisting Westinghouse, which
pledges the resources of its ^eat research and engineering laboratories
^o the continued advancement and
prestige of the radio industry.
Write for descriptiveJjulletin "fD-92,
Westinghous€r Special Products Division, Bloomfield, N. ff.

Equipment

ly and act as the licensee, and assume the responsibility of a licen-

^Duopoly'

Tendency

In

Detected

Swinging Cleric
BEHIND the ecclesiastical
eight - ball went W T M A,
Charleston, S. C, recently.
During a Charleston visit of
Dean Raimundo de Ovies, distinguished Atlanta clergythe station cleared
10minuteman, afternoon
spot fora the
visiting cleric, noting the appearance in the future log as
p.m. — announcer
Dean de Ovies".
A"5:45
WTMA
came
upon the item while giving a
program resume and without
a moment's hesitation decided: "At 5:45 this afternoon,
ladies and gentlemen, we invite you to listen to the music
of Dean de Ovies and his

Industry
by Chairman
Fly
Tells Senate Group That Two Concerns Exert
Powerful Influence; Favors Strict Control
A TENDENCY toward what he
ing and asserts the right to do it,
regardless of the Commission.
calls "duopoly" in the broadcasting
Mr. Fly said there has been a
industry, by virtue of the strong
positions of NBC and CBS, is cre- "certain tendency in the radio industry toward monopoly — not moating new problems for FCC, acnopoly in terms, necessarily, of a
cording to Chairman James Lawrence Fly.
single company, strictly a monopoly, but more in the nature of what
In testimony before the Senate
Subcommittee on Appropriations,
is technically known as a duopoly."
released Feb. 2, Chairman Fly said He said there are cities where sinthat a duopoly differs from a mogle broadcasters have "too many
nopoly in that more than one com- stations".
pany is involved.
"There is a serious question,"
orchestra."
Chairman Fly continued, "as to
"Instead of having, one company,
as yoU have with the Bell System, whether or not any one broadcast- and that the Commission "should
er should have, in the aggregate,
controlling an entire industry, you
something
aboutAdams
it". (D-Col.)
have two companies which have a as many stations as they now have. do When
Senator
lesser degree of control of the There are serious questions as to inquired whether the FCC passes
broadcasting industry. I do not whether or not chains of radio sta- on network affiliation contracts entions have been tied in with chains
tered into by stations, Chairman
think you could quite call the National Broadcasting Co. and the of newspapers in such a way as to Fly said that the Commission
Columbia Broadcasting System give certain interests pretty much
"moved in" on that problem recenteven a duopoly, but there has been of a monopoly upon the means of
ly. Referring to the hearing ordered
a certain tendency toward that, public expression within a certain on management contracts, he said:
which is obvious, and seems to me general vicinity. There are serious
"There are a number of instances
questions of that kind . . . and in which the broadcasting company
to create problems for the Comsome attention ought to be given has, by lease, or in this instance by
mission."
management contract, virtually
Chairman
appearance,
his to Asserting,
them."
in further response to taken over the control and operasecond
since Fly's
last December
before
Senator McKellar that he did not
tion of a station belonging to somea committee of Congress in execubody else, but they continue to have
tive session, was in connection with want to suggest that he was "entirely happy with what has been the owner of the station come in
the Senate Committee's consideration of the Independent Offices Ap- done", 'Mr. Fly referred to the in- and ask for the license. Three or
quiry of the FCC committee into four of those problems came up
propriations bill carrying a projected $300,000 increase in funds networks and predicted that its re- yesterday (Jan. 29) on applications by the owners of the stations,
for the FCC over the current fiscal
port will be available "easily within a month". Meanwhile, he said, rather than by the people that we
year.
the Commission has taken note of thought clearly were exercising that
Stricter Control
cases as they have arisen and re- privilege under the license as operators of the station; and we set those
That Chairman Fly leans toward
cently it has given temporary extensions of licenses to take care of down for hearing, which is equivamore stringent regulation of all
lent to the announcement that we
phases of the industry was reflect- the operation pending receipt of
ed in his testimony before the Sen- the committee's report and the have a serious question as to the
ate subcommittee to a far greater Commission's adoption of a policy. propriety of any such grant. It may
degree than his appearance before
Declaring he did not wish to pre- well be that if the broadcasting
judge what the policy should be, company is in a major sense to conthe House Appropriations Subcomtrol the operations of the station it
he agreed with Senator McKellar
mittee on Dec. 13 [Broadcasting,
ought to come in frankly and openFeb. 1]. While he appeared before that there is "a serious problem"
the Senate Committee Jan. 30, the
testimony was not made public until Feb. 2, when the Independent
Offices Appropriation bill was reported out of Committee.
Chairman Fly predicted that the
Supreme Court, in the Sanders case
involving the fundamental issue of
unlimited competition among broadcasting stations, will hold "that a
competitor has no standing to sue".
He said he could not find in the
statute protection against competition to stations.
When the question of purported
monopoly in broadcasting was
raised by Senator McKellar (DTenn.), the chairman launched an
offhand appraisal, emphasizing particularly the recent move of the
FCC to inquire into management
contracts [Broadcasting, Feb. 1].
AFTER a successful run of a year-and-a-half on the Yankee Network
Senator McKellar asked if radio
during which 202 of those interviewed secured employment, the Fuller
itself "is not becoming one of the
Brush Co., of Hartford, on Feb. 5 started the job-securing series Let's
greatest monopolies in the world"
Go to Work on WOR, Newark, under the direction of Herbert Hadel, a
and if it were not a fact that "sevlawyer from Darien, Conn. Besides the weekly Monday broadcast on
eral broadcasting companies or netWOR, interviews taking place in the WOR Playhouse on Times Square,
works now in existence" constitute
New York, the program is heard Tuesdays on WTIC, Hartford, and
virtually a monopoly. He asked
Bridgeport. At the contract signing were (1 to r) Paul Bellaire,
whether there are not a number of WICC,
WOR New England representative; William Homer, advertising manager
cities where one company has ab- of Fuller Brush Co.; M. C. Manternach, president, Manternach Inc.,
solute control of all the broadcastHartford, the Fuller agency: Bill Williams, radio director of Manternach Inc.; Virginia Clymer, secretary to Mr. Hadel, and Mr. Hadel.
ing, controls the price of advertisPage 32
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Asked by Senator McKellar
whether broadcasting companies
practically control the limited number of broadcast frequencies, Mr.
Fly said "they control large portions of those
frequencies."
Senator
McKellar
observed When
that
the Commission has not yet taken
the see."
position that it had the right
to control
the frequencies and allow
them to be used in the public interest, the chairman responded that
"from now on the Commission does
take the position that it has that
right and that duty."
Need of Investigators
Pressing for his plan to set up an
Investigation Section in the FCC
[Broadcasting, Jan. 1, Feb. 1], Mr.
Fly said "it will shock the committee" to learn that the Commission has no investigative staff.
Since Congress holds the Commission responsible for assuring operation in the public interest, he said
the agency should know something
about the financial and personal responsibility ofindividuals who are
behind the application and something about their identity. He said
that upon turning over "a few chips
here and there", the Commission
has found
Beyond
that
he saidthethat"dummy".
on occasions
an
individual will point out the need
for a local station and give all the
arguments he can in favor of serving local needs as a means of local
public expression. Then after he
gets his
assignment
month
he has
signed up"within
with thea
Without directly attacking legal
practitioners before the FCC,
Chairman Fly said he did not
chain".
think Congress wanted the Commission to have to take the statements that are prepared by such
lawyers. He said they know all the
routine methods and phrases and
know what to say in applications
in order to make it appear to conform with the requirements. Asserting that the Commission cannot find "all the bugs" in the statement by reading it alone, he said
investigators are essential for that
line of work. Recently a couple of
men temporarily have been assigned to particular jobs, he said,
and that in the cases they have
investigated they have turned up
"rather alarming facts".
When Senator Adams asked the
chairman regarding the list of
newspapers having stations, filed
with the House Committee, and
whether these have developed in
the form of chains or are mainly
individual newspapers having interest in local stations, Mr. Fly
said both situations exist. There are
a number of chains, he declared,
pointing out that on the preceding
day an application was filed in
which people who own three or four
newspapers in small neighboring
towns were asking for stations.
"You have, however," Mr. Fly
said, "a number of existing important newspaper chains that have
chains of radios. Sometimes it is
one newspaper and multiple radio
stations and sometimes it is one radio station and multiple newspapers. Sometimes it is both."
• Broadcast
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BMI

Board

Decides

to

Start

Performance
Licenses
April 1
Minimum Fund of $1,500,000 Said to Be Assured;
Operating Executive Soon to Be Selected
PULL SPEED ahead for Broadcast
diate future. Stations were asked to
Music Inc. to create radio's own subscribe in cash one-fifth of the
reservoir of music and rid it of de- total fund, based on 50% of their
pendence upon ASCAP, was ordered payments to ASCAP for performFeb. 8 by the board of the whollying rights during 1937. He exowned industry subsidiary at a
plained that while under the license
meeting in New York. The board agreement payments may be obset April 1 as the date it proposes
tained upon demand by BMI in installments not in excess of 15% of
to begin licensing of music for public performance.
the maximum fee during any one
Encouraged by even more enthu- month, he saw no immediate necessiastic cooperation of stations than
sity to call for additional funds.
was anticipated, the BMI board anCooperative Plan
nounced that funds actually reStock certificates and license
ceived or pledged total more than
$1,140,000 toward the goal of agreements vdll be mailed shortly
$1,500,000. This minimum appears to subscribing stations. Mr. Miller
to be definitely assured, it was an- asserted that NAB expected to
nounced.
work in cooperation with other
With headquarters already estab- users of music, including motion
lished at 580 Fifth Ave., New York, picture producers and exhibitors,
BMI shortly will name an operating theatre owners, orchestras, recording companies, hotels and restauhead, probably a well-known figure
rants— all of whom have complained AMONG novel auto licenses issued
in the music publishing or programming field. Already designated for years about ASCAP's tactics.
to radio people are these in Georgia
Present at the New York meeting
and Connecticut. When Frankie &
to handle public relations is Russell
Clevenger, of the staff of Albert in addition to Messrs. Miller and Johnnie on Feb. 4 established an
Atlanta radio record with four
Frank-Guenther Law, New York Kaye, were Lenox R. Lohr, NBC
year's continuous sponsorship by
advertising agency, who has been president; Edward Klauber, CBS
retained on a month-to-month basis. executive vice-president; John El- Carroll Furniture Co. on WGST,
mer, WCBM, Baltimore; Samuel R. Gov. E. D. Rivers of Georgia (cenA number of other staff employes
ter, top) observed the occasion by
temporarily have been assigned, Rosenbaum, WFIL, Philadelphia;
Frank Gaither (left)
pending the appointment of the John Shepard 3d, president, Yan- presenting
executive head.
kee Network, and Everett R. Rev- and John Fulton (right), who compose the team, with auto tags 1245
ercomb, NAB auditor and tem- and 500
to represent their broadKaye Is Named
porary secretary-treasurer. They
cast times of 12:45 and 5:00 p. m.
the BMI board.
At its Feb. 8 meeting the board constitute
Below
is
the unique plate issued to
With current ASCAP contracts
designated Sydney M. Kaye, copy- expiring next Dec. 31, Mr. Miller Joe Lopez, manager of WICC,
right attorney who was instru- said BMI plans to create a sufficient Bridgeport, Conn.
mental in drafting the music plan,
of industry-owned music
as vice-president and general coun- reservoir
sel. NAB President Miller remains to obviate the necessity of total
dependence upon the copyright
WHOM's 24 Hours
as president of the new company,
presumably until the new executive pool. Present contracts, calling for
WHOM,
Jersey City, has
head is chosen.
5% of the "net receipts" of stations
started a 24-hour daily schedIt was announced that cash and plus arbitrary sustaining fees,
ule, six days a week, with a
ASCAP's coffers upcontracts on hand represent sub- bring into
cooperatively sponsored tranwards
of
$4,000,000
annually.
The
scriptions from 246 stations, repscribed musical program Midindustry complains
resenting the bulk of the successful broadcasting
night to Sunrise, from 12
(Continued on page 86)
midnight to 7 a.m., conducted
commercial outlets in the country.
The subscriptions culminated largeby Ray
GreenWine
and Corp.,
Bob New
Carson. Eastern
ASCAP-Shubert Settle
ly from a whirlwind trip around the
York (Chateau Martin wines)
country by President Miller as ALL PERFORMING rights for
started four hours daily of
broadcasters congregated by dis- radio and transcription of some 23
the program, six times weektricts to consider the project, voted musical Shtibert productions have
ly, through H. C. Morris
by the NAB at a special conven- been cleared after a lapse of more
Agency, New York. Two contion in Chicago last September.
than three years, following the retests are featured, with cash
cent settlement of differences beMr. Miller explained that the maprizes and free tickets for
tween ASCAP and the Shubert
jority of the broadcasters who atvoting on popular tunes to be
theatrical interests. Rights to the
tended these meetings looked upon musical
compositions
of
Shubert
BMI as a permanent reservoir of
played.
published by Harms Inc. and
musical compositions which will plays,
Shubert Music Pub. Corp., were
serve the industry indefinitely by disputed
1936 following a large
KYCA, Prescott, Starting
drawing on new sources of talent, number in
of infringement suits
for the creation of both popular brought by Shubert, which now will DELAYED in construction for
and classical music. The skeleton derive 50% of the broadcast per- nearly two years due to rehearings
staff already working in New York
arising out of local opposition, the
forming rights received throueh
under Mr. Kaye's supervision is ASCAP, and the company's entire new KYCA, Prescott, Ariz., 100
laying the groundwork for the catalogue can now be played with- watts night and 250 day on 1500
out restriction by ASCAP licensees. kc, expects to get under way about
project, which contemplates creation of music in sheet and tran- Negotiations for closing the agree- April 1. The station was authorized in June, 1938 for construction
ment were conducted by A. M. Watscribed form and may possibly inby a group of local businessmen,
clude acquisition of existing pub- tenberg, attorney representing
each owning equal shares. They are
lishing houses. Exploitation cam- ASCAP, and Milton R. Weinberger,
Albert Stetson, Elmer Lawrence,
paigns to encourage independent representing the Shuberts.
G. N. Hoffman, C. B. Rhodes, B.
cornposers and develop public do- MPPA royalty distribution to pub- W.
Brown and R. B. Westervelt.
main sources also are contemplated.
lishers for the first section of 1940 Mr. Stetson, president of the licenWith more than a million dollars has been made, amounting to a total
see corporation, reports that an
already accounted for by subscrip- of $30,000. Most of this total is derived RCA transmitter and a tower built
renewals on the re- by Alliston Steel Co., Phoenix, are
tions. President Miller said it is not from licensing
library of World Broadcasting
planned to call on stations for ad- System, cording
according to Harry Fox, agent being installed. Personnel has not
ditional subscriptions in the imme- and trustee of MPPA.
yet been selected.
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NOTABLES PRESEIST
FOR WBAB DEBUT
WITHOUT a local outlet since
WPG was merged Jan. 1 with
WOV,station,
New WBAB,
York, Atlantic
new
ovsTied byCity's
the
Atlantic City Press and Union,
made its debut Jan. 31 with an inaugural program featuring State
and city notables and attended by
a huge crowd which packed the
studios
of the
Convention
Hall.resort
The city's
station,famed
like
WPG, wasthorizedmade
a CBS outlet.
Aufor construction
in March
of last year, it operates with 100
watts night and 250 day on 1200 kc.
Manager of WBAB is Norman
Reed, since 1935 manager of WPG.
Other staff members are Earl Godfrey, formerly with WPG, chief
engineer; Ray Morgan, formerly
with WTEL, Philadelphia, and
WPG, chief announcer; Ralph Shoemaker and John McClay, formerly
of WPG, announcers; Mary T.
Keating, secretary to Mr. Reed,
who held that position with Edwin
M. Spence when he was WPG manager; George S. McGinley, Albert
C. Capotosto and Edward S. Fitzpatrick, salesmen ; Rexf ord M. Matlack, George N. Pepper, Frank J.
Godfrey. Lewis DiGiacinto and Paul
Samaha,
The station is equipped with a
Collins transmitter and its 205-foot
tower, installed by Hartenstine
Zane, is located on marshland i
famed Absecon Blvd.
Would Acquire KEEN
A PROPOSAL that a new company. Evergreen Broadcasting
Corp., take over KEEN, Seattle, a
100-watt outlet which shares 1370
kc. with KRKO, Everett, Wash.,
was filed Feb. 9 with the FCC.
Present licensee of the station is
KVL Inc., in which E. F. Dailey
and Arthur C. Dailey, of Seattle
and Mrs. E. C. Dailey, of Everett,
are equal stockholders. The new
corporation, which would acquire
the station, has as its officers and
stockholders Walter L. Wyckoff, of
Seattle, secretary - treasurer, 375
shares; Robert S. McCaw, president, 48 shares; J. Elroy McCaw,
manager and part-owner of KELA,
Centralia, vice-president, subscription to 25 shares; Fred Bianco,
Seattle Shipbuilding & Drydocking
Corp. and Bianco Coal Mines, 125
shares ; R. R. Groninger, insurance,
125 shares.
Plans for New WDLP
BRADEN BALL, veteran radio
executive, has been named manager of the new WDLP, Panama
City, tric
Fla.,
for which
Western and
Elec-a
transmitting
equipment
Blaw-Knox tower have been ordered. It is expected the station
will go on the air in about 60 days,
using 100 watts night and 250 day
on 1200 kc. It was authorized for
construction last June, with stock
equally held by E. D. DeWitt, retired
newspaper
dent
of the
Long broker
Branchand(N.presiJ.)
Record; W. J. Cook, local Ford
dealer, and Philip A. Roll, attorney.
Last month the John H. Perry
newspaper interests, which also
own WCOA, Pensacola, and hold a
construction permit for WJHP,
Jacksonville, acquired slightly less
than ing,
50%Feb. 1].
of the stock [BroadcastWRVA,
Richmond, starts Feb. 17 to
MBS. its Old
feed
Dominion Barn Dance to
• Broadcast

Advertising

O "Sure thoy do! But on fop of
" fhose fundamenfals are a lot of peculiarities— and, believe you me, you
can't ignore them.

3 "Take Distribution, for instance.
Every business distributes its products, whether they are doughnuts or
dresses, pencils or penguins, lotions
or locomotives.

BUT

M "But
~ strong
another.
the whole

one manufacturer is
in one section; one in
Few companies blanket
country evenly.

r "SPOT RADIO is as flexible as a
" telephone cord, obeys like a police
dog and responds like a pipe-organ.

THERE'S NOTHING
PECULIAR

—buy:
about your broadcasting when you
Localized programs — announcements, strips, talent programs, music
— anything you like. Keyed to sales
requirements and merchandising in
each territory. Best available periods
for each time-zone. Strong stations,

special outlme.
EDWARD

&

^

^^'f"'' "

PETRY

COMPANY
INCORPOR
ATED

bought
individually, anywhere — that's
SPOT RADIO.

6 way
"Where
else in radio
to broadcast
where can
you you
like,find
whena
you like and how you like? The more peculiar your demands, the more you'll appreciate SPOT RADIO. It's peculiar too
— thank Goodness!"

Offices!,.: NEW YORK . CHICAG
O • SAN FRANCISCO
DETROIT . ST. LOUIS • LOS ANGELES '
ANY TIME

ANY LENGTH

ANY WHERE

FCC

Studies

Technical Staff May Visit
Laboratories; RCA
Makes Sets
IMPRESSED with what they saw
in the television laboratories and
experimental centers early this
month, members of the FCC were
inclined to await further developments before deciding the fate of
visual radio insofar as its regulations and allocations are concerned.
Chairman James Lawrence Fly,
who headed the FCC party, indicated Feb. 9 that considerable discussion might be entailed before the
Commission decides on final promulgation of rules to govern visual
radio. He said thought had been
given to a second inspection trip by
members of the Commission's technical staif, including engineers, lawyers and executive assistants.
Rather than retrace the movements of the Commission itself.
Chairman Fly indicated that perhaps only the high spots of the inspection could be covered by these
staff m e m be r s . Commissioner
T.A.M. Craven, who is chairman of
the FCC Television Committee but
was unable to accompany the Commission because of absence from
Washington, also might make this
second trip.
Marked Progress
Members of the Commission saw
graphically demonstrated the developments on which they heard
detailed testimony at hearings running from Jan. 15 to Jan. 23
[Broadcasting, Feb. 1], at which
a substantial group of manufactuers asked that the experimental
barrier be lifted to permit limited
commercial operation of television.
That great strides have been made
in television, particularly since the
FCC Committee made a similar inspection trip last year, was clearly
indicated.
No action has been taken by the
FCC on the suggestion of Chairman
Fly that the Commission appoint an
engineering committee representing
manufacturers to attempt to devise
a Unanimous recommendation regarding transmission standards. It
was learned that Radio Manufacturers Assn. itself is attempting
to review its previous findings and
is following up the FCC's own inspection of laboratory development
in that regard.
Meanwhile, it was disclosed that
RCA Mfg. Co. has begun the manufacture of television receivers on a
regular basis, with about 150 units
being produced weekly. The production schedule probably will be
stepped up to 500 sets a week, for
which the Camden plant is geared.
An intensive marketing campaign
by RCA, however, probably will
await the FCC's determination of
rules to govern the art. RCA
strongly supported immediate operation of stations on a limited commercial basis.
Whether the FCC will attempt to
promulgate basic rules in advance
of devising an allocation of ultrah:i;l: frequencies, has not yet been
(iettimined. Thought had been given
tij ^iich a move, however. With a
general hearing on the future of
Page 36 • February

Television^
Defers
Action
frequency modulation operation in
ated in
demonstr
programs
regular and
the ultra-highs scheduled for March
evening.
offices that
homes
18, and with conflicts respecting alThe group was greeted upon its
locations for F-M as opposed to arrival at Radio City by David
television indicated, it is not ex- Sarnoff, RCA president, Lenox R.
pected the FCC will determine the Lohr, NBC president. Gen. J. G.
Harbord, chairman of the board of
allocation phase until completion
RCA, and several directors. In the
of the F-M hearing.
presence of reporters covering the
New York Inspections
visit, Mr. Sarnoff took occasion
following his official greeting to
The FCC party included Chair- advise the FCC representatives
man Fly, Commissioners Thad H. there was no connection between an
Brown, Paul A. Walker, and F. I.
news release of the day beThompson; Dr. L. P. Wheeler, chief RCA fore
and a New York Times ediof the FCC technical information
torial hinting that the FCC was
section; William H. Bauer, FCC
holding up television developments.
counsel at the television hearing;
In his statement before the group
George 0. Gillingham, director of Mr. Sarnoff stated flatly that such
information.
was not the case and that the news
Starting from New York Feb. 1, release was misinterpreted if used
the group inspected en route the Gen- as basis for the editorial.
eral Electric television relay station,
Other Places Visited
located in the Helderberg Mountains,
where visual signals of the NBC
On Feb. 3, as guests of Cathtransmitter, W2XBS, are relayed to Ray
Electronic Laboratories, the
the Schenectady-Albany area. Both group visited the Yonkers home of
relay and local television programs
John C. Bolte, theatre owner who
were viewed by the party in pri- testified briefly on the propensities
vate homes in Schenectady as of television as an entertainment
guests of General Electric Co. medium at the Washington hearLater in the day they visited
ing, and witnessed visual reception
Poughkeepsie and Newburgh, N. Y., on the Cath-Ray popular price receiver marketed for $100 plus
where RCA arranged for small$49.50 for cathode ray tube and
group demonstrations in private
auxiliary equipment.
homes of reception of regular NBC
Later the same day, during a
programs from New York.
B. DuMont LabBack in New York Feb. 2, the visit to theoratoriesAllen
at Passaic, N. J., the
entire party spent the day inspect- group saw demonstrated the pering NBC's Radio City television
sistence screen and "flexibility of
studios and mobile television equip- construction"
employed in the DuMont
process. During the DuMont
ment, as well as the W2XBS transmitter in the Empire State Bldg., demonstration, which also included
with metropolitan reception of home reception, transmission and

ON A 1,500-foot hill in the Helderberg Mountains a few miles from
Schenectady,
AlbanyW2XB
and Troy,
Y., sits aGeneral
Electric's
new television transmitter,
(top),N.affording
potential
visual broadcast
service to the 500,000 people of the section. In the bottom picture Dr.
W. R. G. Baker, manager of GE radio and television engineering, points
out the new antenna of the GE relay station, l^^ miles from the transmitter, to Chairman James Lawrence Fly, of the FCC, while Dr. E. F. W.
Alexanderson, GE radio expert, looks on during recent FCC television tour.
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RECEPTION of a television program relayedMountain
via Generalplant
Electric's
Helderberg
from
New York to Schenectady is viewed
by FCC Commissioner Paul A.
Walker (left) in the home of Chester H. Lang, manager of broadcasting and advertising for GE (on
knees), and Dr. Ernst F. W. Alexanderson, GE pioneer radio inventhe FCC's
inspectionin
tour tor,
of during
television
development
the New York area.
reception under both RMA and
other standards was shown, using
14-inch and 20-inch tubes.
RCA, Philco Tours
Following the Sunday holiday,
the group went to Philadelphia
Feb. 5, visiting both the RCA and
Philco laboratories at Camden and
Philadelphia. During the RCA
visit the FCC representatives witnessed a demonstration of large
screen projection, as well as a comparison of 24 and 30-frame transmission, and simulated three-color
television designed to employ three
separate transmission channels and
a system
mirrors for
composition of theof aggregate
image.
The Philco demonstrations emcomparative
ances of thephasized
horizontal
and performvertical
loop antennas, a development
stressed in the testimony of Philco
representatives during the hearing.
Using a two-receiver setup in a
private home, one with a horizontal
antenna installed on the roof and
the other with a self-contained loop
antenna, the demonstration was
designed to illustrate the comparative effectiveness of horizontal and
vertical polarization in dealing with
man-made static, furnished for the
occasion by a neighboring diathermy unit and car ignition systems.
The demonstration concluded with
a trip to a country home about 20
miles outside Philadelphia proper,
where the interference between the
regular Channel 2 emissions of the
Philco visual station, W3XE, and
test patterns from the CBS transmitter, W2XAB, in New York
were demonstrated. During the
Philco demonstration, a 605-line
image was exhibited, said by Philco
spokesmen to give a 35% better
Briefs Filed
picture.
Most of the parties concerned in
the television hearing filed summary briefs to conclude the proceedings. In all cases the briefs
amounted to a restatement of the
pros and cons expressed at the
hearing. In addition to the briefs,
{Continued on page 78)
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reason /or the Red Network's ability
to produce extra sales results .

Its

is

One

Extra

Audienc

Reason
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Why

No.
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1

Netwa

*There are other reasons too . . . reasons that prove why year after
year the NBC

Red Network is the country^s No. 1 advertising medium!

Take Audience^ . . No other network olfers
advertisers a regular hstening audience as
large as the Red's. It's by far the biggest in
the business. In addition, more famihes "listen
most" to the Red than to any other network.
A CAB rating on the Red means a greater
nationwide audience for a program than the
same rating on any other network!
Take Facilities, , . The Red offers you more
of the better stations, on the more desirable

In addition, the Red — year in and year out,
walks off with the overwhelming majority of
honors in program popularity polls conducted
by Radio Daily, Fame (Motion Picture Daily ),
the New York World-Telegram, the Cleveland
Plain Dealer and others.
Take Selling Powei: . . The volume of business placed with the Red Network by the

frequencies (where tuning is easy and reception isclear) than any other network. Modern,
powerful stations that blanket the buying
areas from the Atlantic to the Pacific. The
kind of stations that build an audience with

country's leading advertisers is eloquent testimony to this network's selHng power. Every
year since the beginning of network broadcasting more advertisers have used the Red
than any other network. In 1939 national advertisers invested $34,982,163 in the Red —
more money than was spent in any other

clean-cut, easy reception of popular programs.

single advertising medium

Take Programs . . . Ever since network
broadcasting began seventeen years ago, the
Red has set the program pace. And ever since
the CAB began checking program appeal in
1930, this network has broadcast the majority
of the most popular day and night-time shows.

NBC
The

'WS^

network

most

in the world.

These facts are proof that the Red Network will bring you extra sales results!
NATIONAL

BROADCASTING

A Radio Corporation of America

NETWORK
people

listen

to

most

CO.
Service

Dramatists

Form

Production
Group
Playwrights Invite Others to
Join Broadcast Project
FORMATION of the Playwrights
Radio Co., dramatic production
group to function exclusively in radio and television, was announced
Feb. 8 by the Playwrights' Producing Co., marking what was termed
the first entrance into the field of
radio drama by a major theatrical
organization. Associated in the new
venture are all the members of the
dramatist group — Elmer Rice, S. N.
Behrman, Maxwell Anderson, Robert E. Sherwood and the estate of
Sidney Howard — and several wellknown radio dramatists invited to
participate.
Others Invited
Although radio programs will not
be confined exclusively to dramas
written by members of the PlayProducing
60 plays
written bywrights'
these
fiveCo.,
playwrights
have been made available to radio
exclusively through the new company. In addition J. P. McEvoy,
Arch Oboler, Henry Robinson, Irwin Shaw, Irving Reiss and others
have been invited to write original
radio dramas to supplement the
material controlled by the organization.
Among the staff of producers, directors and adaptors engaged by
the company to handle its radio productions are Dwight Cooke, Norman Corwin, Carlo DeAngelo,
George Faulkner and Clyde North.
Kurt Weill, well-known composer,
has been engaged as musical director. All production and business
activities of the firm are under the
supervision of Henry Souvaine.
Writer's Pact Drafted
WESTERN DIVISION of Radio
Writers Guild has drafted its new
contract, which has been submitted
to Southern California transcription companies by a bargaining
committee consisting of Forrest
Barnes, president, John Boylan
and Bill Johnson. The proposed
pact provides that a company doing
business with RWG shall not hire
or buy material from any writer
not a member of the association. It
further provides a $30 minimum
for quatrterrhour programs. All
transcri^ltion rights to material,
which he only leases to the transcription company for a period of
time revert back to the author.
Although not many staff writers
are now employed by West Coast
transcription concerns, provision is
made for a $50 minimum weekly
salary for stafFmen. Authors are
also to receive announced credit
for their original writing, either at
the beginning or end of a program.
Writers are also to receive a 30
day severance notice on employment.
Wasey Expands After Test
WASEY PRODUCTS, New York,
following a successful 13-week test
of spot announcements for Barbasol on KDYL, Salt Lake City;
WHAM, Rochester; WBNS, Columbus, and WFBM, Indianapolis, on
Feb. 12 started six one-minute
spots weekly on KNX, Los Angeles;
WGN, Chicago; WHN, New York;
WFIL, Philadelphia; WBAL, Baltimore; WEEI, Boston, and WLW
Cincinnati. Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
New York, is the agency.
BROADCASTING

Old Gold on Coast
P. LORILLARD Co., New York,
on
27 will
Don't
YouFeb.
Believe
It? resume
series the
featuring
Don Wilson, announcer, heard in
1939 for Sensation cigarettes, on
28 Don Lee and five McClatchy
stations on the West Coast in the
interest of Old Gold cigarettes.
The quarter-hour program will be
heard twice weekly, the time not yet
announced. Lennen & Mitchell, New
York, is the agency.
THROUGH THE AGES
Hillbilly Music Will Outlive
Jazr, Snyder Says
AMERICAN "folk music" (hillbilly in the vernacular) will outlive and mean more than Oh, Johnny Oh, declares Glenn Q. Snyder,
vice-president and general manager
of WLS, Chicago. And the Bible, he
avers, "will still remain at the top
of the best-sellers".
Mr. Jan.
Snyder's
observations
were
made
30 when
he addressed
the Lincoln (Neb.) Advertising
Club, with one of the largest audiences in recent years on hand to
welcome
From
1923 to his
1927 "homecoming".
he was advertising
manager of the Nebraska Farmer.
Answering the barbed criticism
of highbrows, Mr. Snyder said although "the intelligentsia may turn
up their noses, the best things are
the simple things and they have
the widest appeal for the majority
of the people."
Radio, he added, "should be kept
on a simple, understandable, human 'American basis'."
BOB HAWK, conductor of the Name
Three program on MBS, is writing a
book on radio quizzes.

20
Quite Photogenic

DISCOVERY of WOW, Omaha,
pretty little Donna Dae during January basked in the brightest spotlight ever focused on a Nebraska
girl. Donna, the Fred Waring
songstress on Pleasure Time, was
billed as "Chesterfield's January
Girl" and featured in advertising
displays during the month — eyed
approvingly by 54,000,000 newspaper and magazine readers and
countless others who saw her picIrure in 200,000 store window displays and on billboards and streetcar cards from coast to coast, according to D. B. Langan, of NewellEmmett Co., New York agency for
Chesterfields. Also during the
month she appeared 23 times on
Pleasure Time, playing to a nightly
NBC audience of about 20,000,000.
Donna (nee Donna Rae Cooper)
was bom in O'Neill, Neb., and has
lived in Fairbury, Lincoln and
Omaha. She first sang on WOW
when she was 10 years old.

you
SIMPLY MUST GIVE TIME'
An Old Story, This-- And WRVA Veteran Tells
How He Makes Them Like It
By BEN EDWARDS
"Make your visitor feel welcome.
Give your visitor ample time to tell
IF YOU are a tired public relations her
his) story fully. Listen as
director with 12 energetic ladies you (or
would to a friend. Make an
eagerly awaiting the opportunity honest effort to comply with worthwhile time requests. If alloting less
to tell you why your station "simply
time than requested, state why. In
must give time" to
their pet causes —
refusing to grant any time, state
why truthfully and politely; if
brother, you've
got company ! For
necessary, give a detailed explanais there efnough
tion, even to the point of showing
time available on
that the proposed program would
any station for
not be mutually well-adapted to
these Ladies of
broadcasting
— inserved
which most
a 'majority'
Causes? No, of
ear has to be
of the
course not. Now
the idea remains
Mr. Bishop
The soundness of this basic policy
for ye lations
public
reof
receiving time-requesters is evigentry to listen to all these
denced by the fact that a number
visitors, separate the chaff from the oftime."
such visitors, although turned
wheat as far as merit of time-claim
down on their requests, have taken
is made,
'emasall
away
time to write and thank the WRVA
from
your and
oflScesend
feeling
friendly
for the courtesy and
as ever toward your station! A management
consideration they received!
slick trick, no doubt, no doubt.
But in Richmond, at WRVA,
With WRVA and the term 'public service' synonomous — the staWalter Bishop, public relations boss,
tion started it back in 1924 when,
seems to be doing it day in, day out.
for
three years, it operated on a
Walter's trick is all the slicker
when you realize that WRVA with non-commercial basis — Bishop's
50 kw. is the largest station in the task has become increasingly dijffithe station's crowded comState and naturally attracts re- cult vdth mercial
schedule. He laughs this
quests for time from near and far. off with:
Walter's an old hand at the stunt —
"I'm sometimes accused of leanhe's been with WRVA for 14 years,
and has handled public relations
ing over backwar^d in my effort to
duties for about 12 — and his ex- accommodate the different noncommercial interests, but I assume
planation is:
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Grand

Sports, News

On 18, Wm Add Others
AXTON-FISHER TOBACCO Co.,
Louisville (Twenty Grand cigarettes), has selected a varying schedule of 10 and 15-minute sports and
newscasts on 18 stations in addition to the participation period on
Martin Block's Make Believe Ballroom on WNEW, New York. Stations and sports personalities selected are WBZ-WBZA, Boston,
Fred Hoey; WJZ, New York, Bill
Stern; WJSV, Washington, Arch
MacDonald;
Nixon DentonWLW,
and Cincinnati,
Roger Baker;
WDAF, Kansas City, C. E. McBride
and Fred Weingarth; WJAX, Jacksonville, George Weeks; WW J, Detroit, Paul Williams, and WBEN,
Buffalo, ments
Jiminclude:
Wells.
NewsChicago,
placeWGN,
Capt. E. D. C. Heme; WIOD, Miami, Frank Malone; KSD, St.
Louis, Joe Evans; and KNX, Hollywood, using Bob Garred and serving
as key outlet for KARM, Fresno;
KSFO, San Francisco; KFPY,
Spokane; KVI, Tacoma; KIRO,
Seattle,tional
andstations
KOIN,
Addiwill bePortland.
chosen in
the
near future, according to John
Clayton, account executive. Weiss
& Geller, Chicago, is agency.
Union Leader's Series
p. LORILLARD Co., New York, is
starting a campaign for Union
Leader tobacco the middle of February
quarter-hour
transcribedusing
programs
featuring Arthur
Godfrey on 15 stations in the
South and Southwest as follows:
WBT KJGC WKY KVOO KPRC
WOAI WFAA WDBJ WTOC
WDBO WRUF WJAX WPAX
WGPC WRBL. The company is
also starting six quarter-hour news
periods weekly by Brad Ansley on
WSB, Atlanta; three quarter-hour
news programs weekly by Jack
Sheley on WHO, Des Moines; six
quarter-hours of news by Bud
Guest on WJR, Detroit, and three
quarter-hours featuring the Buckeye Four Hillbillies on WHKC, Columbus. Lennen & Mitchell, New
York, is the agency.
NORTHAM WARREN Corp., New
York (Cutex), through J. Walter
Thompson Co., that city, on March 4
starts a six-weekly five-minute news
program
KNX,
tract is foron nine
weeks.Hollywood. Conthat in doing this I am, in addition
to maintaining our public service
policy, also building priceless good
willTo fortheournumerous
commercial
shows."that
requests
come to him and to WRVA department executives personally to address civic groups, fraternal clubs,
ladies' auxilliaries etc., Mr. Bishop
gives the same thorough attention
and prompt acknowledgment. _ He
assumes as many talking assignments as he can possibly crowd into
his busy schedule, convinced in the
belief that these add to the friendship between listeners and WRVA.
Walter believes that a good public relations man should keep smiling, even when he is introduced as
a 'director of domestic relations'
(as he recently was). Prophetically
enough, two days later his office
received a query for information
concerning laws of different
churches relative to the married
status of divorced persons!
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F-M

Stations

Educators to Oppose
Inroads; Visual
Conflict Seen
RIDING the crest of the biggest
new service boom to develop in radio since the advent of regular
broadcasting in the 20 's, proponents of frequency
modulation's
introduction as a regular
commercial
broadcast service will place their
case before the FCC, sitting en
banc at hearings to begin in Washington March 18.
Proclaiming F-M as a practical
service no longer in the experimental field, the group, headed by the
newly-created FM Broadcasters
Inc., will ask the Commission to
open the way for regular licensing
of stations in the ultra-high frequencies, employing the system developed by Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong. The basic issue before the
FCC is that of determining policy
— whether it will allocate sufficient
bands in the ultra-high frequencies,
above 25,000 kc, to engage in this
projected new counterpart of standard broadcast service. Claiming
"static-free" qualities which make
its service superior to conventional
broadcasting, sponsors of F-M
want the Commission to open the
way for allocations which would
permit installation of practically
unlimited numbers of stations
throughout the country.
Originally scheduled to begin
Feb. 28, the hearings have been
postponed to March 18, the FCC announcing Feb. 9 that the postponement was ordered at the request of
a number of interested parties. An
added reason was the pressure of
other work, it is reported. The effect
of this postponement may be to delay consideration of rules and allocations to govern television, since
the same channels are involved in
the F-M deliberations. Coincident
with the announcement of postponement, the FCC deferred the
final date for filing of written statements, sketches and drawings in
connection with argument to March
11. To expedite the hearings, the
FCC said witnesses will not be permitted to read prepared statements
into the record.
Nine Questions at Issue
Appearances filed with the FCC
indicate some 30 organizations and
groups plan to participate in the
proceedings, with at least twice
that many witnesses. The Commission, in calling the hearing Dec. 19,
specified nine issues, covering economic as well as technical aspects
of the projected service.
Among these issues [Broadcasting, Jan. 1] are whether F-M can
render an acceptable regular service as distinguished from experimental operation; the relative merits of F-M as against the conventional amplitude modulation in the
ultra-highs; the relative merits of
wide band versus narrow band
F-M; whether it is possible to accommodate F-M to provide a satisfactory national service when the
requirements of other services, including television, Government
aviation, police, etc. are considered;
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whether both A-M and F-M can be
accommodated ; the effects of Ultrahigh frequency broadcasting on
standard broadcasting service;
whether existing allocations above
25,000 kc. should be modified to accommodate aural broadcasting, and
an inquiry into the existing patent
situation respecting the proposed
new service.
It was quite apparent, from the
appearances filed, that various educational groups would resist efforts
by advocates of F-M to invade the
41,000-42,000 megacycle band reserved for education under existing
regulations. A number of educational groups, including the U. S.
Office of Education, the National
Congress of Parents and Teachers,
National Association of Educational Broadcasters, Ohio State University, and National Education
Association, served notice to that
end. In addition, several state forestry groups indicated they would
support continued use of A-M for
forestry radio service.
Narrow vs. Wide Band
Based on appearances filed, plus
previously expressed viewpoints, it
was indicated that much testimony
probably
would develop
the question of narrow
versus onwide
band

Status

U. S. 'Radio Bill'
THE American public during 1939 "paid" $814,000,000
for radio, according to estimates by the dealer trade
journal Radio & Television
Today edited by 0. H. Caldwell, former Federal radio
commissioner. This is calculated on the basis of $289,000,000 spent for 9,000,000
radios during the year; $170,000,000 in "time
sales" by
broadcasters
; $165,000,000
for electricity, batteries, etc.
to operate 38,400,000 receivers;radio
$60,000,000
servicing
sets; for
$50,000,000
for radio parts, supplies, etc. ;
$45,000,000 for replacement
tubes, and $35,000,000 for
talent on networks and stations.

be serviced with F-M because of
the ability to duplicate stations on
the same frequency at nominal distances stemming from the low
noise-to-signal ratio possible with
this system.
To Claim Saturation
F-M Broadcasters Inc., with a
F-M. Maj. Armstrong, himself membership of some 30 prominent
largely responsible for the impetus broadcasters, will lead the procession of protagonists, with Maj.
given F-M in recent months, favors
his wide band system employing a Armstrong scheduled to outline on
200 kc. channel, while RCA has his own behalf the practical results of his years of experiment
espoused narrow band operation
utilizing a 40 kc. channel as equally and development. FM Broadcasters Inc. is headed by John Shepard
efficacious and vastly more economical.
3d, president of Yankee Network,
with John V. L. Hogan, owner of
Television's requirements for el- WQXR, New York, and a noted
bow room in the ultra-highs also
will play a significant part, it is radio engineer as vice-president,
indicated. F-M protagonists want and Robert T. Bartley, Yankee Network secretary, as secretary-treaslower frequencies in the band, proburer. Philip G. Loucks, former
ably between 40 and 85 megacycles.
managing director, is chief
Television experimenters, led by NAB
counsel for FM Broadcasters and
RCA, have insisted that the lower will direct presentation of its case.
television channels should be kept
intact.
Supporters of F-M will emphathat the present broadcast band
A virtue claimed for the Arm- has size
reached saturation and that if
strong wide band system is the
the philosophy of unlimited compedemonstrated possibility of "multitition is to be carried to its logical
plexing in" additional services, fruition, new vistas must be opened.
such as facsimile and radio typewill attempt to show that F-M
writer operation on the same fre- They
is beyond the experimental stage
quency. Possibilities of network re- and that infinitely superior service
lays without loss of program qual- can be rendered. As for the public,
ity also have been emphasized. It with
its heavy receiver investment
has been predicted that with a 5
mc. band, the entire country could amounting to possibly $3,000,000,-
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000, the contention vdll be that
when a new and superior service
is available, the public is not only
entitled to its benefits but will grasp
the opportunity.
Based on the advance appearances, best estimates are that the
hearings will run at least a week.
Demands for time range from a few
minutes to four hours. It is expected the hearings will be held at
the ICC auditorium, the site of
previous important hearings.
According to latest available records, there are 10 F-M stations
now in operation, utilizing the
Armstrong system. In addition 11
construction permits are outstanding. Since the announcement last
month of the hearings, the FCC has
ing. deluged with F-M applications,
been
nearly 50 of which now are pendNotices of Appearances

es, FM Broadappearanc
In itscasters
gave notice that it would
have 10 witnesses, who would cover
all phases of development of the
new art. These include Mr. Shepard
on the acceptability of F-M for regular as distinguished from experimental service and the necessity
for changes in regulations to permit power increases and provide
adequate bands and the competitive
effects on F-M versus A-M; A. F.
Sise, Boston engineer, on field intensity measurements, and studies
of existing F-M stations; Major
Armstrong as an FM witness (he
will appear also in his own right) ;
I. Martino, chief engineer of
conducts
Hartford,
WDRC,
its own F-M
station,which
WlXPW; S.
Boston engineer, on techA. Waite,
nical measurements; I. R. Weir and
A. G. Thomas, of General Electric
stuCo., Schenectady, on technical
dies; Maurice Levy of StrombergCarlson, Rochester, on receiver
characteristics; G. W. Pickard,
Boston consulting engineer, on
technical aspects; Paul A. DeMars,
chief engineer of Yankee Network,
scheduled for a four-hour discussion of technical aspects; Jack DeWitt, chief engineer of WSM,
Nashville, on technical aspects;
Prof. Daniel E. Noble, Connecticut
State College and consultant for
WDRC.

Other: appearances were filed as
follows
three witnesses
aboutng,four hours on all
consumeArmstro
to Major
issues and one hour on service and
coverage of F-M transmitters, particularly his station W2XMN at Al-

es oftotheconsume
RCA,fourfive
issues,
on all
hourswitness
about
pine.
competent to
witness
a
with
together
testify regarding the patent situation.
CBS, Paul W. Kesten or M. R.
dents, and A. B.
vice-presi
Runyon,
chief engineer, or W. B.
Chamberlain,
Lodge,
hours. s engineer, to testify
two allocation
for
& Bailey, consulting engiJansky
neers and licensees of W3XO, Washington, for 30 minutes on allocation
on multiplexminutes
30 and
problems
ing withs and
F-M
general
condition
regarding
W3XO. operating

From Click
"Sa/mmy, get away from the radio 1 That announcer sounds like he's got a cold."
BROADCASTING

John V. L. Hogan, licensee of
for 30 minutes
W2XQR,
ience and conclusions
reachedon inexperF-M
experimentation.
W. G. H. Finch, Finch TelecomLaboratories,
for 40
utes on his munications
facsimile
system
andminon
measurements
comparing
reception
of
A-M versus F-M stations.
WDRC
Inc., licensee
of WlXPW,
{Continued
on page
44)
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KCIUO

chooses

SOOO

OOLLIIS

watt

KCMO, Kansas City's fastest growing station has installed the
new Collins 21 D Transmitter. With KCMO's recent power
increase to 5000 watts, the 21 D was chosen for more efficiency.
Specifying Collins equipment is in keeping with the KCMO
policy of steady progress.

The fidelity of transmission is greatly increased at both power
levels through the use of inverse feedback. The importance of
inverse feedback as a method of distortion correction is widely
recognized and it is noteworthy that important contributions
to this subject have been mode by Collins Radio Company engineers. The first commercial broadcast transmitter and the

High level Class B plate modulation is employed in the 1000
watt section of the transmitter and high level grid modulation
is used in the 5000 watt section. Each of these modulation
systems is inherently free from serious distortion, is simple and
straightforward, and requires no special, critically adjusted
circuits.

first 5000 watt transmitter using inverse feedback were manufactured byCollins.
The particular application of inverse feedback to the 21 D
Transmitter is of interest in that it reduces distortion and noise
to extremely low levels and that it is of a type which requires
no critical adjustments. The high degree of fidelity of which
the transmitter is capable can be maintained without difficulty
throughout years of service.
i
Loyd Sigmon with fifteen years of radio experience and
Technical Supervisor at KCMO, says: "We have been
satisfied users of Collins transmitters and speech equipment for many years. With our power increased to 5 kw
our choice, naturally, was Collins 21 D Transmitter. The
21 D is an outstanding job from any angle and here at
KCMO we are much pleased with the performance. Collins
has rung the bell again."

COLLINS

BROADCASTING
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Seasonal
Offers
To

Stores

WMBD's Plan Is Attractive to
The Low-Budget Merchant
By GOMER BATH
Assistant Manager, WMBD, Peoria
AN EXTRA income of $5,000 a
year may mean the difference between profit and loss or it may
mean only a nice addition to a
profitable income.
But this $5,000 is
particularly interesting when it
comes from business which radio
can not ordinarily
touch and when it
is spent during
seasons when
Bath
plenty of radio
time is available for sale. WMBD,
Peoria, last year started a plan to
level off somewhat the difference
between peak and slack seasons and
found more than $5,000 in business, most of which previously had
not been touched by radio.
A series of five cooperatively
sponsored programs did the trick.
These programs were sufficiently
interesting that the prospective advertiser felt it worth while to
money on them when he wouldspend
not
spend an equal amount on spot announcements, and could not afford
to buy a complete program himself.
Prizes Awarded
The Easter Basket program ran
for a period of six weeks before
Easter and was sponsored by ten
firms, each receiving a 60-word
commercial announcement on each
half-hour program. The programs
ran five days a week. Each sponsor paid $160 for the series. The
program was designed particularly to accommodate small advertisers with budgets of from $100 to
$400 used only in peak seasons.
Chief attraction of the programs
was a contest of pure skill. A prize
was awarded for the ability to hear
every number read during the program, such as numbe of street,
address, price, add all rnumbe
rs
have the correct sum or total.andA
prize was awarded each day and
response was good. This six
promotion brought in $1,600 weeks
advertisers, most of whom hadfrom
not
used radio before
.
A Christmas Basket Program,
handled in practically the same way
as the Easter Basket Program, was
on the air for a half-hour a day,
five days a week, four weeks before
Christmas. The same contest idea
was used and each day a basket of
tood, with retail value of $3 was
given as a prize. This series
brought in another $1,600.
A series featuring air-conditioning was a natural for the dull summer time. Only stores which were
air-conditioned could sponsor this
program. There were ten sponsors
at $7.50 per program or $75 for the
10-week series. The sponsors included restaurants, air-conditioned
trains, drug stores, etc. The copy
dealt with the pleasure of eating,
shopping and travelling in the comfort of conditioned air. Seventy-five
words of copy was the limit for
each sponsor and a half-hour once
a week on evening time was devoted to the show. This resulted in
• February

Earns

Of $357,454

Incentive

Small
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CBC

Scheme

REVERSING the usual procedure, a radio salesman gets a present from
radio time buyers! Fred Allen, sales manager of KLZ, Denver, received a
silver cigarette box from members of the Denver Association of Manufacturers' Representatives for services rendered that organization in
the past few months. Left to right are Morris Townsend, special newspaper representative; 0. G. Enders, district sales manager of Quaker
Oats Co.; Paul 0. Werner, district sales manager, Colgate-PalmolivePeet; Perry E. A. Roache, district sales manager, Charles E. Hires Co.;
Paul G. Richardson, district representative, Wesson Oil & Snowdrift
Sales; E. J. McDonald, district representative, Corn Products Sales Co.;
Allen; Paul Copeland, district sales manager, Kellogg Sales Co.; H. H.
Hardin, district sales representative, Campbell Soup Co.
a total of $750 in business, 80% of
which could not have been secured
in any other way.
The Builders Program consisted
of three half -hour shows weekly for
13 weeks. There were ten sponsors
at $260 each. Each sponsor received a30-word announcement on
each broadcast and on every program one sponsor received a special plug which was a ten-minute
transcription made at the location
of a new home where this sponsor
was doing some work. For example,
if a plumber was the sponsor to be
featured on a particular program,
recording equipment was taken to
a home in which he was installing
the plumbing and this man was interviewed by an announcer about
his particular work. This series resulted in a total of $2,600 and was
very largely from advertisers who
could not be reached in any other
way and who had never before
spent any money on radio.
School Days
A Back to School Program created quite a bit of interest and
brought in extra income during the
dull months of August. This series
consisted of 10 half-hour programs
using the amateur talent contest
idea with ballots being left at the
sponsors'
place to
of business
listeners went
vote for where
their
favorites. Ten sponsors were secured for the series at $50 each.
Three cash prizes, $25, $10 and $5
were given to the winners of the
finals. Each sponsor had sixty
words of commercial on each program. The series brought a total of
$500, about 80% of which was business that could not be secured in
any other way.
Promotions of this kind account
partly for the number of local accounts WMBD has on the air during the course of a year. In 1939
there was a total of 341 local accounts on this station, broken down
in this way: Automobile and accessory 29, clothing establishments 33,
department stores 7, financial 8,
food 23, furniture 9, hardware and
paint 12, hotels and restaurants 11,
household appliances 16, jewelry 7,
laundry and cleaning 12, political
34, miscellaneous 140.
THE NEW WKNY, Kingston, N. Y.,
which went on the air last December
with 100 watts daytime only on 1500
kc, on Feb. 7 was authorized by the
FCC to go to fulltime with 100 watts
night and 250 day on the same frequency.
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F-M Hearing Plans
(Continued from page ^.2)
Meriden, location
Conn.,
for 15 minutes
aland operating
problems onwith
particular reference to WIXPW.
C.^ R. Yonkers,
Runyon for
Jr., one
licensee
W2XAG,
hour onof
propagation and general operating
conditions with F-M, with particular
reference to operation above 100 megacycles.
Westinghouse, licensee of WIXSX
and WIXK, three witnesses for ten
minutes each on company's position
on F-M, 30 minutes for observations
of signal to noise ratio and ten minutes for description of patents.
McNary & Chambers, consulting engineers and holders of a construction
permit for W3XMC. Washington, two
witnesses for one-half hour on laboratory and field tests.
Zenith Radio Corp., licensee of
W9XEN, Chicago, one hour for .1. E.
Brown and J. R. Howland, on acceptability of F-M broadcasting for
regular service and relative merits of
F-M and A-M wide band versus narrow band,
cations and
should bewhether
modified.existing alloNational Congress of Parents &
Teachers, through Mrs. J. K. Pettengill, president, Chicago, Dr. William
McK. Robinson, Kalamazoo, and Mrs.
M. T. Bannerman, legislative Chairman, Washington, six to eight minutes each on allocation of frequencies
for educational broadcasting.
I. Keith Tyler, director of evaluation of school broadcasts of Ohio State
University, 30 minutes to support present allocation of ultra-high frequency
band of 41,000-42,000 kc. for educational stations, and to preserve existing allocation.
U. S. Ofl5ce of Education, two or
three representatives on relation of
F-M toserved41,000-42,000
kc. band refor education, presumably
to
support existing allocation with witnesses likely to be Dr. J. W. Studebaker. Commissioner of Education, W.
D. Boutwell, radio education director,
and Harry A. Jager of Office of Education.
Canadian Department of Transpor
Ottawa, for permission to send W. t,B.
Smith, one of its engineers, to attend
hearing as observer.
Pennsylvania Department of Forest
and Waters, Harrisburg, through several representatives to testify only if
necessary to bring out definite need
of
UHF for amplitude modulation by the
Service.
Forestry
WSM, Nashville, Jack DeWitt, chief
engineer, for one hour on all issues
except patents.
National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters, S.Howard Evans, secretary,
Natl Committee on Education by Radio, presumably in favor of retention
of
tion.41,000-42,000 kc. band for educaElmer
L. Brown,
Brown - Ray

BROADCASTING
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Surplus

for Year,

Annual Report Reveals
NET OPERATING surplus of
$357,454.21 for the year ending
March 31, 1939, was shown in the
annual report of Canadian Broadcasting Corp. submitted Jan. 26 by
its board ernment.
of governors
to the
the CBC
GovFixed assets of
were increased by $346,561.18, due
largely to the construction of new
transmitters in the Maritimes and
in the Prairies. These transmitters,
CBA, Sackville, N. B., and CBK,
Watrous, Sask., cost approximately
and were
a$500,000,
Government
loan. financed out of
Income for the fiscal year, derived from the sale of $2 annual
listener licenses and a limited
amount of commercial revenue totaled $3,311,440. The production of
programs and the improvement
and upkeep of facilities are the
only uses made of revenue by the
CBC. The operating costs showed
that during the year under review
50.77% of the budget was used
for programs, 20.45% for wire
lines for transmitting programs,
16.73% for the operation of CBC
stations, 7.05% for depreciation,
4.86% for administration expenses
and .59% for interest on loans.
Ford Dealer Discs
FORD DEALERS (local dealers
of the Midwest), who have been
airing transcribed
Calling All drama,
Cars, half-hour
weekly
on WHO,
Des Moines, on Feb. 6 started the
show for 13 weeks on WDAY,
Fargo, N. D.; KFYR, Bismarck,
N. D.; KGHL, Billings, Mont.;
KFBB, Great Falls, Mont.; KABR,
Aberdeen, S. D.; KFJM, Grand
Forks, N. D.; KGCX, Wolf Point,
Mont.; KLPM, Minot, N. D. The
dramatic series slanted for crime
prevention was sold by Ray Linton
&Chicago,
Co., Chicago.
is agency.McCann-Erickson,
Star Radio's New Show
STAR RADIO Programs, New York,
is releasing to stations and agencies a
presentation promoting its latest
quarter-hour serial, Adventures oj
Dexter Randolph, and containing the
opening quiring
script
the 65for episodes,
reonly oneof man
production.
The program was written by Burke
Boyce, nuitywriter
and previously contihead of NBC.
Phones. San Francisco, to attend hearwith two are
receivers
case ings
emissions
made "to
withtestF-Min
transmitters
during
hearing."
Stromberg-Carlson, Rochester, 30
minutes for radio engineer Maurice
Levy, on receiver manufacture.
National Education Assn., Washington, Willard E. Givens, executive
secretary, and others presumably in
tions.
support
of existing education allocaNational Council of Chief State
School Officials, M. D. Collins, president, Atlanta, in support of existing
41,000-42,000 band for educational
purposes and to reserve the right to
use UHF amplitude modulation where
it best serves interests of educational
broadcasting.
Radio Pictures Inc., New York, licensee W2XR, ten minutes for John
V. L. Hogan on allocations.
International Business Machine
Corp., two witnesses on practically all
issues.
Assn. of State Foresters, Albany, N.
Y.,
Williams on forestry service
use K.
of F.
UHF.
Maekay Radio & Telegraph. Haraden Pratt, vice-president and chief enno statement nor testimony unless gineer,
requested.
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"We know, in a general way, that the
four news periods we have sponsored over
KLZ for the past year have been profitable, but before renewing for another year
can you show us something specific in the
way of results?"
Harry R. Goalstone, Manager.
Rogers Jewelry Company.
KLZ answered this request with two
announcements. Selecting an article for
home use, priced $3.95, one announce-

ment was made between 10:30 and 10:45
Thursday night, January 4th and another
between 5:00 and 5:15, Sunday afternoon
January 7th. A total of 201 sales amounting to $793.95, were made in direct response to these two announcements.
It is such power to create direct response for sponsors that has caused local
advertisers to spend more money with
KLZ than with any other station in the
Denver-Rocky Mountain area.

1
Manager Harry R. Goalstone, center, says:
"Naturally
we are
to sign
your count
renewalon contract for 1940
and happy
are sure
we can
you

CBS Affiliate — 560 Kilocycles

for your continued fine co-operation."
Affiliated
AND

WKY,

in Management
Oklahoma

with

The

City — Represented

Oklahoma
by

the

Publishing
Katz

Company

Agency,

Inc.

NEW

639 B
at

To select the best performance for any
given condition, just set up the 639Ba
and try each of its six patterns by
"flip of the switch."
simple
In addition to non- directional, bidirectional and cardioid directivity
patpatterns, it gives you three neweffects
terns, 1,2 and 3, that reduce

gives
the

you

turn

of

6
a

pick-up
switch!

of reverberation to an even greater
degree than the already famous 639 A.
The 639B permits shifting the angle
of minimum response to 150° , 130°
or 1 1 0 ° , enabling the operator to avoid
particular reflections or feed-back
These patterns, which are realized
paths.

ic

patterns

at unusually low frequencies, are particularly effective in reducing low
frequency reverberation inadequately
suppressed by many studio treatments.
Again Bell Labs and Western Electric
lead the way to Better Broadcasting !
Get full details of the 639A and 639B
Microphones from Graybar.

DISTRIBUTORS: /n U.S.A.: Graybar Electric Co., New York.
Co., Ltd.
: Northern
\nI- Canada
-*l .— and
.^t^:^^.Newfoundland
lr>tarr,t~ttir\nr\l
^iaariorri Electric
F I prixir^Com—

Hamfor, the
ionachord
d Nov
designed
monmot
NOVEL pro
ion
of staattent
to get the gers
and program
tion mana
directors, has been launched by
Hammond Instrument Co. A transscription carrying the voices of
three well-known announcers and
featuring Collins Driggs, novachordist, has been sent to 200 stations. One side of the 16-inch
mintranscription, which plays VoV^ tio
utes, carries a sales demonstra n
and the other four Novachord selections. The sales presentation includes discussions of the propensities of the instrument, with tonal
examples. The musical side of the
record, each selection separated, is
offered as a free recording to be
added to the station's library, since
all the selections are tax-free.
* * *
Dealer Cooperation
AFTER a successful 13-week trial,
the three- cornered promotional
partnership between WMCA, New
York, and metropolitan radio dealers and distributors through the
League of Metropolitan Appliance
Dealers has been renewed. Under
the cooperative arrangement the
station carries the Old Refrains
program, designed to publicize the
service aims and code of ethics of
the Leaglie, while the dealers and
distributors install WMCA tabs on
new push-button radios they sell in
New York. In the radio promotion
the League members, identified by
window decals, are advertised as
electrical experts whose advice can
be trusted in the purchase of anything in the electrical line.
Pinocchio to Cola
FOR the youngsters, WKBN,
Youngstown, has started a double
feature. After hearing The Adventures of Pinocchio, sponsored by J.
F. Giering Bottling Co., the first
12 calling WKBN get a carton of
Pepsi-Cola.
* * *
Salt Lake Display
SPONSORS starting programs on
KDYL, Salt Lake City, get their
sales message on four centrally-located billboards for 30 days.
LOUIS B. STEINLE, president of
the Ohio Valley Druggists Assn.,
looks at window of his store which
has been trimmed with drug products advertised over WSAI, Cincinnati. Two hundred retail drug
stores in the city have combined

with the Crosley station in a cooperative merchandising program
originated by Richard Ruppert,
WSAI sales promotion manager.
One week out of every four the
station provides the druggists with
a sample window display, and they
in turn fashion their displays from
this as a model. In addition the
Kentucky and Ohio associations are
given time on the air, including frequent participation in the weekly
Merchants Quiz Bizz.
BROADCASTING

& J^tomoiion
A(etckandU±in^
Dealers' Aid — Story of a Trip — Candy for Quizzees —
Time by IngersoU — Velvet Is Expensive
Curtiss Delays Quiz
CURTISS CANDY Co., New York,
has postponed start of its MBS
quiz Cash on Delivery for Baby
Ruth from Feb. 14 to Feb. 28.
Three $100 U. S. baby bonds will
be awarded on the program, heard
Mondays, 8-8:30 p.m. The studio
audience will be invited to choose
discs from "The Pay Board" to win
prizes ranging from $5 to $20.
Hellwig-Miller Co., New York, is
agency.
* * *
Nancy's Sponsors
Grey, What's
Nancyof WTMJ,
WHEN ator
ee,
comment
MilwaukNew
got back from a Southwestern trip,
she invited some 20 advertisers participating in her program to hear
the recordings she had made for
the program while on the tour. The
advertisers gathered at a luncheon,
arranged by William F. Dittman,
WTIMJ sales manager. Representatives of national accounts were
included in the guest list.
^ ^ ^
Free Pies
ALL PERSONS called before the
microphone for the interview program, known as The Inquisitive
New Yorker and sponsored by LeCody's Toasted Pies, New York,
on WHN, New York, receive certificates entitling them to a free
pie from their neighborhood bakery dealer. The program is heard
thrice weekly at noon with Charles
F. McCarthy as the interviewer.
:f£ Folder
Mardi^ Gras
FOLDER listing its Mardi Gras
broadcasts on WWL, New Orleans,
was
published
by schedule
Leon Godchatix's
Clothing
Co. The
included
programs starting Jan. 31 and
winding up with the all-day series
of pickups on Feb. 6, Mardi Gras
Day. Fitzgerald Adv. Agency
placed the account, with Henry
Dupre directing programs.
^ ^ ^
Said With Candy
A BAR of Waleco cocoanut candy
is attached to a letter mailed to the
trade by WE EI, Boston, to promote the "goofiest" radio show in
New England, Crackpot College.
Boxes of a dozen candy bars are
among gifts handed out by the
sponsor, F. B. Washburn Candy
Corp., Brockton, Mass.
Ringing Break
TO EMPHASIZE the promotion
spiel, "KTMS radio advertising
rings the cash register", used periodically as a station-break during
each day, KTMS, Santa Barbara,
Cal., has recorded the sound of an
opening cash register and silver
money jingling
* into
* the
* drawer.
State Booster
TO BUILD North Carolina is the
job oflinaa Cavalcade,
new program.
NorthRaleigh.
Caroon WPTF,
New industries and increased tourist trade are sought. Drama, music
and narration are used to give a
graphic picture of the State.
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WOR House Organ
A FOUR-PAGE booklet titled "The
WOR News" is being issued monthly under the direction of Joseph
Creamer, WOR promotion director,
for employes in the New York offices of WOR, Newark, and MBS.
Policies, activities and progress of
the station and the network will be
reported and employes are urged to
submit stories about the company.
Tour Booster
TO PROMOTE interest in tours of
Columbia Square, the CBS Hollywood studio building, attendants on
duty are distributing to everyone
attending audience shows a onesheet printed piece, "50 Thrilling
Minutes", which describes what
takes place during a tour. More
than 50,000 of these giveaways
have been distributed and a marked
increase in tourists
i!; * has
* resulted.
Pennies for Church
WORKING with a local vegetable
packer, WTAQ, Green Bay, Wis.,
has started a program titled Church
Plan of the Air, thrice weekly,
which benefits churches of all denominations. Church members in
the area collect labels from the
sponsor's
and foreach
worth a centcans
in cash
the one
churchis
fund.
^
^
Don Lee's Time
GUARANTEED time is promised
by Don Lee network in a card accompanying an Ingersoll Buck
watch sent to the trade as a promotion piece. Ingersoll guarantees
the watch, says the card, and "by
the same token Don Lee guarantees to protect your good time on
the nation's greatest regional net* * *
Iowa Velvet
A SWATCH of black velvet on a
card
is accompanied by a message
work."
that
"velvet
along with a doesn't
remindercomethatcheap!"
many
Des
Moines
get "more velvet"
at less
cost firms
by
* using
* * KSO-KRNT.
Joint Fair Promotion
KGO, San Francisco, and the San
Francisco News, evening newspaper, have made a cooperative deal
with the Golden Gate Exposition in
which the station broadcasts a
weekly series titled Exposition
Speaks.
Promotional

Click

WHEN the local newspaper
refused to cooperate in publicizing radio programs, KDB,
Santa Barbara, Cal., started
There's Something in the Air,
on which two announcers relate interesting facts about
programs and personalities
heard on the station. Undertaken originally as a sustaining house-organ type of program, the feature proved such
a success it has been sold to
a local sponsor.

SETS FOR SCHOOLS
Phiico Brinss Radio to Many
Coast Classrooms
A SALES campaign activated by a
generous impulse was staged Jan.
22 to Feb. 5 by Phiico radio dealers of Northern California together
with KSFO, San Francisco and
KROW, Oakland. R. W. Dumm,
merchandising manager of KSFO,
surveyed San Francisco public
schools and learned that 75,000 children are without radio educational
programs for lack of receivers in
classrooms.
A campaign was worked out with
Phiico executives whereby Phiico
would accept old radios for a specified
new and
set sales,
tion price
the oldon sets
place recondithem in
classrooms throughout the Northern
California territory, without cost to
the schools.
Salesmen's
kitscards,
containing a series
of counter
window streamers, sales price tags
"Readin'in
'Ritin',
and Radio",
on, captioned
and so'Rithmetic
color scheme of red, black and white
school slate design were released
to the Phiico sales force.
Thompson
& Holmes,
Phiico dealers, backed up
the campaign
with
announcements on Northern California radio stations and newspaper
advertising. a complete
KSFO provided
schedule of CBS educational broadcasts and syllabus of the American
School of the Air broadcast over
CBS and released through electrical
transcription by KROW during
school hours.
John Parsons of the Phiico sales
promotion department went East
to explain the idea to the Phiico
home office. If the campaign in California is successful, it may be
adopted nationally.
BROCHURES
WRC,
Multi-color
booklet Washington
simulating a— clock
to carrycircle
out
the Timekeeper theme, promoting Gordon Hittenmark's early morning programs on the station.
WCOA, Pensacola — 14-page mimeobook containing
complete
market and graphed
station
information,
prepared
by John H.sentatives ofWCOA.
Perry Associates, repreNBC — Four-page folder on Women's
Magazine of the Air, Pacific Coast parprogram, with toenclosed
tal asking ticipating
for brochure
be usedposby
advertisers wanting the full details of
the program.
WAIR, Winston-Salem, N. C. — ^Filesize folder presenting market and coveragegrounddata
againstanda tint-block
backof tobacco
textile products
manufactured in the area.
WIBW, Topeka, Kan. — Die-cut protheme. motion folder on "cash-measured sales"
WMAQ,
Chicago
— Green-and-white
folder, Dear
Mr. Wons,
describing the
deluge of mail received after Grandma
McDonell's request for a Christmas
card was read on four of Tony Wons'
programs.
WABC, New York — Twelve-page gold
leaf folder,
Larry
Elliott's
Rising
Sun promoting
program, and
announcing
that it is now available for participating sponsorship.
CBS Pacific Network, HollywoodOlive and black, 9 x 12-inch lithographed mailing piece titled "To Sell
NAB — Radio success stories of furniture stores, fourth trade study released
by NAB Bureau of Radio Advertising.
Most".
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Air Line Campaign
THIRTEEN stations in its operating area are included, along with
magazines, trade journals, billboards and certain newspapers, in
the schedule of Chicago & Southern
Air Lines which will campaign in
March, April and May for greater
acceptance of its service coincident
with the inauguration of its new
fleet of 21-passenger Douglas
planes. The campaign, handled by
Erwin, Wasey & Co., will synchronize with the national Air Transport Campaign. The radio schedule
consists of spot announcements and
15-minute transcriptions and will
be placed on WWL, WSMB and
WDSU, New Orleans; WJBO,
Baton Rouge, La.; KROC, Rochester, Minn.; WGCM, Gulfport, Miss.;
WGRM, Greenwood, Miss.; WCBS,
Springfield, 111.; WTMV, E. St.
Louis, 111.; WCLS, Joliet, 111.;
KXOK and WEW, St. Louis;
WMPS, Memphis.

RATING INTO BOOMERANG
By Promotion
JOSEPHDirector,
CREAMER
WOR
GENERALLY speaking, audience
ratings have assumed an importance in radio selling which heralds
either the growth or death of a
cycle. This is not uncommon, for
the progress of radio selling, like
the progress of the industry itself,
has had a tendency to move in
cycles; laying stress during one
period on a fact or event which,
in time, is eclipsed by another.
Partially responsible, perhaps,
for the present popularity of audience ratings as a selling tool are
four things:
1 — The eagerness with which

they tions
areand networks.
exploited by radio sta2 — Their promotion by the people responsible for compiling them.
3 — The incessant demand for audience ratings by advertisers and
their agencies.
4 — The fact that, at present, they
are radio's favorite — if limited —
measuring stick of its circulation.
Because of the apparent ease
with which audience ratings can
be used and the importance which
has been attached to them, advertisers, agencies and those radio people who have been most eager to

Sweet

16

. .

. but

How

Experienced!

LISTENERS' HABIT "WTAR is sixteen years old^ahnost as
old as broadcasting itself. Since 1923 WTAR has built an attentive, responsive audience — that today, more than ever, tunes
to WTAR thru habit for the cream of radio entertainment. Finest local features. Both NBC Blue and Red programs.
SALES PROOF One client has used WTAR on a daily schedule for 16 years — another for 13 years. Positive proof of
WTAR's sales-responsive audience! Put WTAR on your schedule . . . and watch your sales zoom in this rich Norfolk Market
(ranking first in Virginia).

Owned & Operated by Norfolk Newspapers, Inc
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supply them, have a habit of forgetting that a great measure of skill
and judgment must be brought to
their interpretation.
But, how — why? Surely, a rating
is
a rating
and figures
don't lie?
True,
but faulty
interpretations
can belie figures and unskilled presentation of the facts often cripple
or kill a sale in the making.
For instance:
A manufacturer of a class product bought a show on an Eastern
station. The sale was originally
made because of the high rating
obtained by the show. Six weeks
after the show was sold the rating
began to drop. At the end of eight
months of sponsorship, the rating
hit a level of 9% and remained so
for quite a period.
But Sales Went Up
Because the sponsor had been educated to judge a show's progress
by its rating, he berated the agency
and the station. Yet, the sale of
articles mentioned on the show
jumped 25% compared with the
previousmotionyear
whenused.
no radio prowas being
Did this satisfy the sponsor? Not
at all. He reasoned, and correctly,
as he had been taught to reason —
that the greater the audience the
greater the sales volume.
Relations between the agency, the
sponsor and the station became increasingly taut. Eventually, the
program was shifted to another
outlet in the same territory. But
though the coverage and power of
the other station was equal to the
one originally used, the rating held
its level of 9%, varying occasionally to 8 and 11%.
Fifty assorted answers might be
arrived at from this case, but one
definite fact remains: A low rating
must never be judged on its face
value. A show gets what audience
it has been slanted to get and some
shows with considerably low ratings are doing the best selling jobs
in radio. Audience turnover will
always occur, whether one has a
low rating or not, bringing in new
prospects to replace those which
have been sold and yet, may continue listening to the show.
Watch Cumulative Ratings
Audience ratings should not be
judged on their day-to-day and
week-to-week showings. Most ratings to be considered intelligently
are cumulative. Audience ratings
should be presented by radio timesellers as part of the story they
have to tell and not the major point
of the story. There should be a
greater willingness to judge the
audience ratings of competing
showsenviously.
calmly and analytically and
not
There has been a definite attempt
during the past year to educate
agency people and the industry in
the handling and interpretation of
audience material. But this has
been limited and sporadic. Radio
and advertising need this education, whether it comes from trade
paper articles, speeches and talks,
or stems from key people whose
jobs are the rational interpretation
of material that can boomerang
when carelessly handled.
KPAC. Port Arthur, Tex., of tlip Lone
Star Chain, on Feb. 1 joined MBS as
an affiliate station. KPAC operates
with 500 watts on 1260 kc. day.
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BRUSHING up their technique dm-ing prelims, this trio was ready for
the exclusive broadcasts of the finals of the Texas Golden Gloves
boxing contests sponsored by Texas
Pacific Coal & Oil Co. on KGKO,
Fort Worth, to be heard Feb. 17
and 19. The KGKO sportscasting
crew includes Engineer Bruce Howard, riding gain on the amplifier,
"Scooter" Tonahill, color commentator, and Tee Casper, who handles
the blow - by - blow descriptions.
Evans & LeMay, Fort Worth, handles the account.
BOUGHT BY PAPER
San Francisco Daily Using
Program and Spots
THE San Francisco Exa/miner is
sponsoring a 10-minute daily section of the Commuter's Clock, on
KROW, Oakland, an early morning participating program. Morning paper, largest in the San Francisco area, is also using night announcements. Early program calls
attention to the big stories in the
morning edition without revealing
the actual news and caps off with
"Buy an Examiner at your nearest
corner." Night announcements use
the same technique to stimulate
paperfirstsales
around
the
edition
hits 8theo'clock
stands.when
Ed
Reap, sales promotion manager of
the Examiner and Phil Lasky, manager of KROW, handled the deal.
Buy Dawn Patrol
CHRYSLER - Plymouth dealers of
Cincinnati and the local Fifth
Third Union Trust Co. on Feb. 11
started joint sponsorship of Dawn
Patrol, early morning program
heard 7:30-8:30 a.m., Mondays
through Saturdays, on WKRC, Cincinnati. The program is conducted
by Mike Hunnicutt. The ChryslerPlymouth dealers sponsored Dawn
Patrol for 65 weeks from October,
1938, before discontinuing sponsorship because of labor troubles that
slowed car deliveries. The Fifth
Third Union Trust Co. has used
time on WKRC for the last year.
Folger Revises List
POLGER COFFEE Co., San Francisco (coffee), through Raymond
R. Morgan Co., HoUyAvood, has revised its list of stations and on
March 4 renews for 39 weeks the
thrice-weekly five-minute program.
Today's
Best Buys,
KM J KMED
KIDO KIT
KFBKon KGB
KSRO
KHQ KERN KOY KWG. The firm
on April 18 renews for 26 weeks
its weekly quarter-hour Tonight's
Best Buys on KNX KSFO KOIN,
and in addition will use 100 word
spot announcements five times
weekly on KQW KJBS KVI KOH.
BROADCASTING

NEWSPAPER QUIZ
WCBS Show Based on Items
In Local Paper
THE Illinois State Journal is sponsoring a new series of quiz programs over WCBS, Springfield, 111.
The one-hour show, 3:30-4:30 p.m.,
Sundays, is known as Know Your
News. Six volunteer contestants
compete for $15 first prize, $7 second prize and $3 third prize. The
questions are based on articles appearing in the Friday and Sunday
issues of the newspapers. Each contestant isasked three sets of questions, each set containing four
parts. Scoring is on a basis of 25
points for each correct answer to
a question. In addition to quizzing
contestants, a strolling quizzer
awards silver dollars to members
of studio audience giving correct
answer. Also a feature of the program is the selecting of names at
random from city directory. These
names are called and if the person
is either in the studio audience or
listening to the program they are
given two silver dollars.
Bob Gregory, WCBS special
events director, assumes the roll of
"professor".
Noble
Nash handles
commercials and
tabulates
the
scores while Don Tolliver is the
strolling quizzer. Jack Heintz, sales
manager, who originated the idea
for the sponsor, serves as time
keeper.
In connection with the program
the Illinois State Journal has been
running two half-page and four
quarter-page advertisements weekly, calling attention to the program.
KMOX OFFERS NEWS
TO COUNTRY PRESS
KMOX, St. Louis, has started a new
syndicated feature service specially
designed for country newspapers of
Missouri, Illinois and Arkansas.
The service includes five "columnettes", each written by a KMOX
personality, and not dealing with
radio news as such, but rather written in a similar vein to their regular programs on the station.
The editorial offerings cover current events, sports, home economics,
farm news and fashions, and supplement the regular KMOX publicity releases and feature material
on radio programs supplied papers
carrying radio departments. Weekly installments in the new service
include "Harry Flannery Views the
News"; "Notes from the Magic
Kitchen",theby News
Jane with
Porter;
"Let's
Discuss
Josephine
Halpin"; "France LaUx' Sports Review", and "Farm Flashes", by
Charles Stookey.
The by-line personality in each
case represents a top-ranking
KMOX program feature, each with
a large following in the tri-state
area. The station describes the new
service as the first instance where
a single station has furnished a
complete syndicated feature service
covering a wide range of topics.

When

you

think
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Hallmark to Expand
HALLMARK BROS., Kansas City
(greeting cards), will expand its
thrice- weekly 15-minute series featuring Tony Wons on WMAQ, Chicago, to a network in the fall of
1940, according to Frank Ferrin,
radio director of Henri, Hurst &
McDonald, Chicago agency handling the account.
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OUR

PLATFORM

Keep American 7'adio free as the press.
Maintain a system of free, competitive broadcasting, rendering public service without undue
restraint.
Build programs to provide the greatest good
for the greatest number.
Avoid political partisanship on the air.
Install radios in every home, classroom, office,
automobile, passenger train and airplane.
Keep pace with technical developments and
foster their commercial applications.

Fool's Gold
THERE is a vast difference between legal
radio and good radio. Similarly, there is a
diflference between direct censorship of pro-ams, which is illegal, and a pseudo-censorship
stemming from suggestion or suasion.
The FCC has referred to the Department of
Justice for possible action the dynamic Pot o'
Gold program, together with a prize contest
presented locally, against which complaints
had been made. It did not cite the stations involved for hearing or itself undertake any
other punitive action. In this respect the FCC
has altered its previous course, of w^hich the
Orson Welles "Martian Invasion" and the Mae
West episodes are significant reminders. It
apparently has resorted to the "frowning
upon" technique as a means of warning stations. That, in our view, is not an improper or
unwise course, though it does indicate a lingering tendency toward program scrutiny of a
nature not contemplated in the law.
The prize contest giveaway has spread like
wildfire in the last year. The Pot o' Gold, as a
matter of fact, is only an exalted and nationalized version of a technique used in publications
and on the air locally for several years. Uncle
Sam, in the courts and executive departments,
apparently has not yet found any legal basis
upon which to brand the general run of contests as infractions of the law. Competent attorneys regard them as being within technical
legal bounds.
Thus it must be concluded that such programs are legal, generally speaking. But are
they good radio? We believe the giveaway
technique is running away with itself. Advertisers, to be sure, want such programs because of audience appeal. But, as we have often
repeated, they are not interested in radio as a
medium but only in the song of their own cash
registers.
Radio cannot afford to permit its program
structure to dislocate itself because of this fad
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or that. Radio does not have to resort to a
plethora of prize awards to attract its audience. We hope the effort will be toward deemphasis of this technique henceforth, for the
good of radio.
Juridicial Jitters
IN ESPOUSING the cause of Radio by the
American Plan, we have been accused by many
a critic, inside government and out, of an "ourindustry-can-do-no-wrong" complex. We plead
guilty — but with a qualification. The industry
has done no serious wrong, if public service be
the criterion, except the self-inflicted kind. It
has been too carefree about its own welfare,
too remiss in defending its own rights.
With that avowal, we again lead with our
chin. From where we sit, the trend in Congress, the courts and the Commission appears
to be toward confusion rather than clarification of the rights of broadcasters — a babel of
regulatory contradiction. And broadcasters
seem to be afflicted or near-afflicted with acute
juridicial jitters, complicated by Commission
concussion and legislative locomotor ataxia.
The Commission's philosophy of unlimited
competition in broadcasting, through indiscriminate licensing of new stations, may be
fine. The Commission, or at least its Law Department, in effect says it has nothing whatever to do with the business of broadcasting
and that the survival of the fittest theory
should hold. But concurrently the Commission
sees fit to take a contradictory slant on the
same general issue, if we interpret correctly
other current manifestations. Certainly if the
FCC is but a "traffic cop", it should not find
it necessary to smother stations with questionnaires penetrating into the most intimate aspects of their business, their programs, their
personnel and other operations.
The Supreme Court has held that the Commission is free to administer the Communications Act without hindrance from the U. S.
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia.
The lower court cannot mandamus or instruct
the Commission to carry out a mandate relating to the Commission's administrative functions. That ruling in effect means that while
aggrieved stations can appeal from FCC actions, the FCC has only to revise its findings
(should it be reversed) and follow through as
it deems just. In the final analysis it means
that appeals, unless the Commission acts in
arbitrary or capricious manner or openly
flaunts the law, are little short of futile. If
that condition is fallacious or untenable, the

only recourse, according to the nation's highest tribunal, is to Congress itself.
On the Congressional front, where radio has
always been a favorite football, the latest onslaught on the business of broadcasting comes
in the substitute Johnson Bill to bar advertising of alcoholic beverages from the air, now
pending before the Senate. Introduced by Senator Johnson (D-Col.) the new bill would mean
automatic revocation of the license of a station if it accepted any beer, wine or liquor advertising. Ithas the support of the prohibition
forces. Only radio would be affected; newspapers and magazines would not be molested.
It thus is obvious censorship of radio. The
Communications Act says there can't be censorship, and the FCC used that clear expression in the Act as its basic argument before
the Supreme
test" issue. Court in the "survival of the fitWe have said before that the principle involved in the original Johnson Bill, let alone
the more objectionable substitute, is not only
repugnant to democratic principles but is so
dangerous to radio that no broadcaster can
afford to ignore it. It discriminates against
radio; it flaunts the wishes of the people who
voted for repeal. If the advertising of one
legal commodity can be banned by legislative
fiat, then the same restriction can be placed
on other commodities.
No newspaper or magazine publisher should
let the Johnson Bill go unchallenged, for his
own self-preservation. If the bluenosers win
on radio, the printed page is next.
Then, to add to all this confusion, there are
the rumors about what the FCC proposes to
do as a result of its Network-Monopoly investigation. Its report has not yet been made public, of course, but if only a fraction of the indicated "reforms" are instituted, there would be
utter conflict with the expressed FCC philosophy of free competition.
If broadcasters are to be subjected to unlimited competition of as many stations as the
spectrum can physically accommodate, then
they should be free to run their own businesses,
with no holds barred, so long as they serve the
listener. And if that doesn't work, consult your
favorite Congressman about new legislation.
Serious

Music

JUST six months ago, an embattled broadcasting industry, in extraordinary session of
the NAB at Chicago, declared war on the
ASCAP copyright monopoly. A wholly-owned
adjunct of the stations themselves, which
would create an independent and competitive
supply of music to meet radio's requirements,
was authorized. A fund of $1,500,000 was the
Today Broadcast Music Inc. is a going concern. It has pledges from some 250 stations of
goal.
more than $1,140,000 with half of the station
roster to go. It has a plan of operation fully
outlined. What many regarded as impossible
has been accomplished with the subscription
of these funds.
ASCAP contracts expire at the end of the!
year. The industry must be in a position to!
get along with the vaunted ASCAP repertory'
by that time. That is Broadcast Music's mission. If it fails, the industry is destined to
remain at the mercy of a despot controlling
radio's life blood. It is up to the industry to*'
follow through with every ounce of its energy.
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SHERMAN D. GREGORY, general
manager of KDKA, Pittsburgh, has
been appointed
entertainmentchairman
committee for of
the the
annual
banquet for the Pittsburgh Chamber
of Commerce, to be held Feb. 26.
Gregory is producing a special show
using KDKA talent, included in which
will be an actual broadcast of the
KDKA-Chamber of Commerce radio
show, Greater Pittsburgh Speaks,
featuring a special quiz between Pittsburgh radio station managers and announcers.
JOHN McCORMICK has joined the
NBC, Chicago, network sales staff.
He was former assistant manager of
WCCO, Minneapolis, and prior to
that an associate at WKRC, Cincinnati.

SIDNEY S. FOX
torium that seats 350. From 50
AT THE PRIME age of 51, Sidney
S. Fox (Sid, to everyone) holds the watts, the station's power has been
distinction of pioneering two major stepped up in successive stages to
American industries — radio and the 5,000, and its modernistic transmovies. Dynamic, aggressive Sid
mitter house is one of the city's
Fox is the born showman, and his showplaces.
His motion picture experience
KDYL in Salt Lake City is an expression of the showman's person- and his foresight led Sid Fox to be
ality. Above all, he is an astute one of the first to step into the television field. Recently he purchased
businessman and under his guidance KDYL has been made one of one of the new RCA portable television outfits and the Salt Lake
the most valuable regional radio
properties in the land.
City demonstrations of television
Born in St. Louis, Jan. 11, 1889, were among the most noteworthy of
Sidney S. Fox (the initial was the year just past.
Enthusiasm and foresight — these
merely adopted for euphony's sake,
means nothing) is self-made, self- best sum up the characteristics of
educated. His family moved to Den- this breezy westerner, who is wellver when he was seven. There he known throughout the bx'oadcasting
grew to young manhood. His first industry as one of its most projobs were in advertising sales. By
gressive and most successful operators. He belongs to numerous city
1914 he was working for the newlydeveloping motion picture industry, and State clubs and fraternal ordoing theater contacts for Pathe
ganizations. He and his station are
part and parcel of his community.
and Selig-Essenay.
Envisoning big opportunities in Latterly he has been dividing his
the movie field, Sid Fox decided to time between Salt Lake and the
go into business for himself, secur- home he also maintains in Los Aning State right distributing offices
in the Denver and Salt Lake terri- geles.
Married 20 years and head of a
tories. Under his aegis box-office large family, with one son active in
records were hung up for such pic- the operation of KDYL, Sid Fox
tures as "Mickey", "Civilization", makes radio his chief hobby, though
likes golf and horseback riding.
"The Garden of Allah", "Raffles" he
Among his employes he is esteemed
and many other early super-collosals.
for being "regular" and particularly for possessing a business and
Foreseeing the trend in motion
picture distribution — the change program sense that almost invariably clicks when proposing new
from the independent opei-ator to
organizations controlled by the big ideas or undertaking new ventures.
producing companies — Sid Fox approached the Salt Lake Telegram
WFIG Starts March 1
in 1925 with a proposition to buy
and operate its radio station. The T. DOUGLAS YOUNGBLOOD,
deal was made, and in November of formerly commercial manager of
that year he acquired the then 50- WRBL, Columbus, Ga., and more
watt KDYL. It had exactly two em- recently with the sales department
ployes and two offices — one occuWCOS, Columbia, S. C, has
pied for studio space and the other of
been named manager of the new
containing the transmitter and con- WFIG, Sumter, S. C, his home
trol room.
town. The station, authorized for
In his 14 years of directing construction last July, will go on
KDYL, Sid Fox has built the staff the air March 1, according to J.
to 70. KDYL's business offices alone Samuel Brody, local business man,
occupy a full floor of the Tribune- who will be licensee. It will operate
Telegram Bldg., and its production on 1310 kc. with 100 watts night
activities are handled from a sepa- and 250 day. RCA equipment is
rate building containing a big audi- being installed.
BROADCASTING
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MAJ. J. ANDREW WHITE, founder
and first president of CBS, has been
signed by 20th Century Fox Film
Corp.. Hollywood, to collaborate with
Ted Sherdeman in writing the "Cavalcade of Radio".
HOWARD
FOLEY, formerly of
KTAT and KGKO, Fort Worth, Tex.,
has
joined
the
Oklahoma City. sales staff of KOMA,
EMIL HAJEK, account executive of
KGER, Long Beach, Cal., and Muriel
Larkey, of Los Angeles, were married
recently at Yuma, Ariz.
ROBERT DAVIDSON, new to radio,
has account
joined KGER.
as
executive.Long Beach, Cal.,
J. C.cial
TOBIN,
formerly
CommerBroadcasting
Serviceof Ltd.,
and
Associated Broadcasting Co., Toronto,
has joined Radio Centre Ltd., Toronto,
as sales manager.
WILLIAM J. SCRIPPS, general manager of WW'^J,
is vacationing
in Mexico
duringDetroit,
February.
CHARLES MORIN, for four years
CBS sales representative in San Francisco, on Feb. 12 became sales manager of KSFO, San Francisco, under
Lincoln Dellar, general manager. Before entering radio Mr. Morin was in
the stock and bond business.
RAY BARNETT,
ecutive of KSFO, sales
San promotion
Francisco, ex-is
recuperating from an emergency appendectomy.
HARRY C. BUTCHER, CBS Washington vice-president, left AVashington
Feb. 6 for a two-week vacation in
Florida.
EDWARD R. MURROW, chief of the
CBS European staff of correspondents,
has been in a London hospital suffering from influenza.
W. R. CHRISTIAN, publicity director of WGST, Atlanta, on Feb. .o
man. WSAI, Cincinnati, as a salesjoined
JAMES MOORE, formerly of the
Harlingeu studios of KGFI, has joined
the sales staff of KFDA, Amarillo.
ARTHUR B. CHURCH, president of
KMBC, Kansas City, left with Mrs.
Church Feb. 10 on a vacation cruise
to Honolulu, sailing on the Lnrline.
They were accompanied by C. W.
(Chuck) Myers, president of KOIN,
KALE, Portland, Ore., and Mrs.
Myers. Mr. Church plans to return
about April 1.
-JOSEPH H. STORY .Jr., recently
with KMBC. Kansas City, and before
that with Kellogg Co. and Capper Publications, has re-joined Capper Publications as advertising representative
for WIBW, Topeka, and Topeka Daily
Capital.
sas City. He will headquarter in Kan-

DANIEL S. TUTHILL, assistant
managing director of NBC artists
service, is director of the Radio Production clinic, one of six clinics conducted through March 11 by the Advertising and Selling Class of the
Advertising
of New
Speakers to date Club
in the
RadioYork.
Production
clinic have been Lester Vail, NBC
production department; James Church,
NBC production director; Lester
(VKeefe and Herbert E. Liversidge,
NBC production directors, and on
Feb. 16 N. Ray Kelly, NBC chief
sound effects technician.
JOHN C. McCORMACK, general
manager of KWKH and KTBS,
La., recently was elected
Shreveport,
to
the Centenary College board of
trustees and made a member of the
Centenary athletic board. He also has
been elected to the board of directors
of the Shreveport Chamber of Commerce.
FORD BILLINGS, sales manager of
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, has been
the salesNo.managers'
named chairman
division
of NAB ofDistrict
8.
mancommercial
MALO,
WILLIAM
ager of WDRC, Hartford, has been
1
No.
appointed chairman of District
of the NAB Sales Managers Division.
MEFFORD RUNYON and Herbert
Yorkd vice-presiAkerberg,
in early
Hollywoo
were in New
dents, CBS
February for discussions with G. A.
Richards, owner of KMPC, Beverly
recently affiliated with the
Hills, Cal.,While
network.
on the Coast they also
conferred with Donald W. Thornvice-presiPacific
burgh,dent,CBS
and visited
other Coast
affiliates.
has been
who
MARTIN,
EUGENE
for
promotion
handling
New York,
Corp.,
Television and
xVmerican publicity
g manhas been
to introduce the
company advertisin
ager of theappointed
sets
television
"Videor"
of
line
new
in New York and Los Angeles.
STAN SIMPSON, salesman of
KTKC.
ried Lois Visalia,
Buckman. Cal., recently marGENE CARR, commercial manager
of WGAR.
discussed atra-a
dio's views onCleveland,
news propaganda
recent civic forum in Cleveland.
HOWARD BARLOW, conductor of
the CBS of Symphony
Orchestra
and
director
the Baltimore
Symphony
Orchestra, has sicned with Columbia
Recordingclusive Corp.,
artist. Bridgeport, as an exBILL STEITZ. NBC, Chicago, local
salesman, is absent from his desk
after an auto accident in which he
suffered several broken ribs.
WILLIAM FOULIS, formerly of
KOB, Albuquerque, N. M., has joined
the sales staff of WROK, Rockford, 111.
LOGAN NININGER, announcer of
the Musical Coffee Cup over KBND.
Bend, Ore., on Feb. 1.5 joins the staff
of KMBD, Medford. Ore. He is being
replaced at KBND bv Robert Dickinson, formerly with KBPS, Portland.
CHARLES TEAS, formerly of
KGFL. Roswell, N. M., has ioined the
commercial department of KOB, Albuquei-que.
GATE TAYLOR, former advertising
manager of Broadcasting, has joined
the advertising staff of Variety.
Mrs. Laura L. Church
MRS. LAURA LORENA CHURCH,
76, mother
of Arthur Broadcasting
B. Church, president of Midland
Co.
operating KMBC, Kansas City, died
Feb. 1 at her home in Lamoni, Iowa,
after an illness of several weeks. In
just a band,
fewCharles
months
she andwould
her have
husF. Church,
celebrated their 57th wedding anniversary.Station,
Mrs. Church
born and
in Hopkins
Mich., was
in 1864,
had
lived tioninto her
Lamoni
since
1881.
In
husband and ArthuraddiB.
Church, she is survived by another
son, Charles Jr. of Bowling Green,
Ohio, and two brothers. John Smith
of Lexington, Ky., and Mark M. Smith
of Kansas
City, thedirector
latter ofmerchandising and research
KMBC.
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ED MASON, announcer formerly assigned to rural programs of WLW,
Cincinnati, has been named farm program director of the station by George
Biggar, general program director of
WLW. He will be assisted by Charles
Grisham and Merton Emmert, winners of the 1939 agricultural scholarships awarded annually by WLW.
who were added to the regular staff
Jan. 1.
BOB LYLE, formerly of KXOK, St.
Louis, has joined the announcing staff
of KMOX, that city.
BENNETT FISHER, chief announcer
of KOMO-KJR, Seattle, and Mrs.
Fisher, are the parents of an eight
pound boy born Jan. 23.
GORDON FITZGERALD, formerly
of KFJZ, Fort Worth, has joined the
announcing staff of KGKO, that city.
JIMMY SIRMONS, formerly of
W8UN, St. Petersburg, Fla., has
joiiied the announcing staff of WCKY,
Cfncinnati.
RUSS BRINKLEY, formerly of
KITE, Kansas City, has rejoined
WHP, Harrisburg, Pa. A licensed
aviator, he recently was issued an
aviation radiotelephone rating by the
FCC and plans to conduct a series of
flying broadcasts.
DON BELL, formerly of WFLA,
Tampa, and Genevieve Burke, of
WHEC, Rochester, N. Y., have joined
WTSP, St. Petersburg, Fla., as program director and traffic manager,
respectively.
LEE CHADWICK, for the last five
years continuity director of WTAR,
Norfolk, Va., has resigned to join the
writing staff of We, the People. J. J.
Friedman, formerly of WGH, Newport News, succeeds Chadwick at
WTAR.
BOB BALLANTINE, of the artists
staff of WLS, Chicago, married Agnes
Helen Boyer Feb. 6.
CLINTON (Buddy) TWISS, NBC
Hollywood special events director, on
Feb. 5 started for 11 weeks or more,
doing commentary on the five-weekly
quarter-hour Langendorf Pictorial
program, sponsored by Langendorf
United Bakeries on three NBC-Pacific
Red stations. He is holding down during the absence of Rush Hughes, regular commentator, who on Feb. 13
joined the New York cast of the
weekly NBC Johnny Presents program, sponsored by Phillip Morris Co.,
as guest m.c. Hughes also does his
Hughesreel,
a microphonic
word picture of unusual
events.
JACK MILES, for six years a member of NBC's
publicitytrade
department, New
has beenYork
appointed
news editor. Charles Pekor had been
handling this work in addition to his
own position in charge of publicity on
sponsored
the resignation of Johnprograms
Graham since
last fall.
WALTER RODDA, formerly of
WCOC, Meridian, Miss., has joined
the announcing staff of WBRC, Birmingham.
ALEX STEIN WEISS, free-lance
commercial artist, has been appointed
to the newly-created post of art director for Columbia Recording Corp.,
Bridgeport, Conn., according to Pattion. rick Dolan, director of sales promoJACK WALTER ZUIDEVELD, formerly of WKBZ. Muskegon, Mich., and
WKZO, Kalamazoo, has joined WSAV,
Savannah.
BILL WALKER, announcer and continuity writer, formerly of WHLB,
Virginia. Minn., has joined KFJM,
Grand Forks, N. D.
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Voynow, Frank to CBS
RICHARD VOYNOW, onetime production head of WLW, Cincinnati,
and recently commercial manager
of WEAN, Providence, has joined
the program service department of
CBS to sell programs to agencies.
Francis C. Barton
Jr., director of
the department,
has also announced
the addition of
Yasha Frank, formerly supervisor
Mr. Voynow of the WPA children's theater. Mr. Frank will work
on the creation of new programs
and will be responsible for integrating programs and commercials.
WILLIAM BACKMAN, son of the
president of the Salt Lake City Chamber of Commerce, has joined the announcing staff of KVNU, Logan,
Utah, after qualifying on the Announcer's School broadcast auditions
held by KDYL, Salt Lake City.
ROBERT PAUL SMITH, formerly
of the CBS script division, and currently script writer for the CBS Hit
Parade program, on Feb. 7 married
Elinor Goudling of New York.
NORMAN PANAMA and Melvin
Frank, formerly writers for Bob Hope
and Phil Baker, respectively ; Sidney
Fields, recently with Eddie Cantor,
and Lynn McManus, for many years
associated with Rudy Vallee, have
been signed to write script for the
new Rudy Vallee program, on NBCRed, which starts March 7 under
sponsorship of Sealtest, subsidiary of
National Dairy Products Corp., New
York. They were signed by Herbert
Korholz, executive of McKee & Albright, New York, agency servicing
the account.
WILLARD DOUGHERTY, formerly
of WCPO, Cincinnati, has joined the
announcing
staff of WKBN, Youngstown, O.
MARY McCONNELL HICKOX, continuity director of KOB, Albuquerque,
is teaching a class in radio writing
and production at New Mexico U, in
Albuquerque.
THAINE ENGLE, announcer of
KGKO, Fort Worth, has been promoted to traffic manager.
IRA WALSH, sportscaster of WPEN,
Philadelphia,
been of
named
chairman in charge has
of radio
the Middle
Atlantic Assn. Amateur Athletic
Union's committee on Finnish relief.
JOE PARKER, NBC Hollywood director, has returned to his network
duties, after being confined to Hollywood hospital with influenza.
MARJORIE KENDALL, CBS Hollywood sales department secretary, is in
Hollywood hospital recuperating from
pneumonia.
J. J. FRIEDMAN, formerly of WGH,
Newport News, Va., has joined WTAR,
Norfolk, as continuity director, succeeding Lee Chadwick, who recently
joined Young & Rubicam.
JOHN M. KENNEDY. KFAC, Los
Angeles,
announcer
and toBetty
Copeland of that
city were
be married
Feb. 14.
LUCILLE McCUBBIN, secretary to
Fox Case, CBS Hollywood director of
public relations, is recovering from an
emergency appendicitis operation.
ROLLIE WILLIAMS, production
manager of KMOX. St. Louis, is the
father of a baby boy weighing 8%
pounds, born Feb. 2.
ROBERT E. POMERANZ has, been
named publicity director of WPTF,
HuffingRaleigh, replacing B. Walter New
anto traffic.
ton, transferred
nouncers include Russel Dolar, graduate of the NBC announcer's class, and
Henry Nigrelli, North Carolina U
graduate.
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GRACE JONES, CBS Hollywood
music department secretary for several
was married years,
Feb. 12has toresigned
Micky and
Garlock,
professional manager of Bregman, Vocco
& Conn, music publishers.
WILLIAM A. FARREN, on the NBC
announcing staff in New York for sevyears, enables
has resigned
to freelance.
The enmove
him to continue
with
his commercial assignments on NBC
as well as handle other announcing assignments, among them the five-weekly
Gospel Singer
strip on WOR and Paramount Newsreel.
WALLACE WEST, of the NBC press
department. New York, on Feb. 3
spoke
on England
"Humanizing
Publicity"
at
the New
Conference
of the
American College Publicity Assn. in
Springfield, Mass.
NORMAN KAPLAN, formerly of the
publicity department of WHN, New
York, has joined the Metro-GoldwynMayer publicity department. New
York, as staff photographer.
ENOCH SQUIRES, formerly of
WFBL, Syracuse, has joined the
KOIN, Portland,
news and pro-,
duction Ore.,
departments.
CLIVE DAVIS, free-lance announcer,
is currently testing a program titled
The Little Man Makes News for Federal Transcribed Programs, New York,
on WCNW, Brooklyn. Program is
based on the activities of people who
seldom make the news.
RAY GRUMMEL, commentator on
the KMO, Tacoma, program. You d
Your Dog, has been elected secretary
of the Tacoma Hot Stove League.
JACK DAUB, formerly of WDOD,
Chattanooga, and now chief announcer
and program director of WSPB, Sarasota, Fla., is to marry Kay Marshall,
WDOD vocalist, on March 1.

DOROTHY DUNETEN, Los Angeles
commentator, known on the air as
DeDe, haster-hour
started
five-weeklyMay
quar-I
commenta program.
Come In? on KECA, that city.
EARLE
FERRIS'
Radio Feature
Service, New
York publicity
agency,
has established Pacific Coast offices at
6381 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, under the firm name of Earle Ferris Associates. Bemie Milligan, who edits
the weekly radio fan tabloid, Crilmore
Mike, published by Gilmore Oil Co.,
Los Angeles, is general manager. Coy
Williams is in charge of editorial copy.
Earle Ferris recently sold his West
Coast division of Radio Feature Service to Irving Parker. He is operating
under the firm name of Irving Parker,
Radio Feature Service, with headquarters at 1680 Vine St., Hollywood.
HAROLD SAFFORD, program director of WLS, Chicago, has returned to
his desk following a trip to Aberdeen,
S. D.,ness where
he was called by the illof his father.
SHERRILL EDWARDS and Jerry
Hawthorne, new to radio, have joined
the guide staff of NBC, Chicago.
NORMAN GOTTSCHALK, male lead
in the NBC Houseboat Hannah show,
is the father of a baby girl, Kathleen,
born Jan. 24.
ELIZABETH
HART, feminine
mentator of WMAQ,
Chicago, comhas
started a 15-minute Saturday morning
programsents.titled
Elizabeth
PreThe informal
seriesHart
includes
beauty.
book reviews, hints on cooking and
JERRY nouncer GEEHAM,
anof KMO, Tacoma,baseball
has been
appointed to direct the annual Tacoma
Golf
sponsorednext
by July.
the local
chamberOpen
of commerce
BOB GREGORY, sportscaster and
special events director of WCBS,
Springfield,
beenwriting
named and
instructor in lU.,
radio has
script
presentation in the Community School
for Adults
conducted by the local
Lincoln
Library.
JEAN
FAY, commentator at KYA,
skiing.
San Francisco, fractured a bone in her
foot recently when she fell while

*

lADIES.

DOROTHY

R. SPICER

CONDUCTOR of Listen, Ladies on
WWJ, Detroit, Dorothy R. Spicer
has been in radio five years. Prior
to the inauguration of her present
program,
Spicerandwashandled
WWJ'sa
Household Miss
Advisee;
participation program of that name
for two years. She started in radio
with WCCO where she was a script
writer as well as conductor of a
woman's program. She also was
formerly with CBS as sales representative. Business career includes
publicity work for national conventions, department store copy writing, comparative shopping, and
sales ent
promotion.
Miss Spicer's
program. Listen,
LMdies, presis a
half-hour daily variety show. She
presides as hostess, and introduces
an organist, a male vocalist, a '"Tonight's Dinner" planner, and interviews visiting and local celebrities.
BROADCASTING

GERALD
formerly
instructor in musicERWIN,
and athletics
in the
local
schools, has joined the production staff
of KTKC, Visalia, Cal., in addition to
director.
his
position as the station's musical
LUCILLE BROPHY, secretary to
Jerry Danzig of the production staff of
WOR. Newark,
has MacDougall,
announced herNBC
engagement toRanald
staff writer in New York.
CHARLES CORRELL, who is Andy
of Amos 'n' Andy on CBS, is the
father of a girl, Dorothy Alyce, born
Jan. 31.
TED BRIGGS, Canadian Broadcastcommentator,
Royaling Corp.
Canadian
Navy. has joined the
STU WILSON, Los Angeles commentator and announcer,
a year's
absence, has
returned toafter
KHJ,
Los
Angeles,
and program.
is conducting the daily
Rise & Shine
HOWARD RHINES, formerly of
KHQ and KGA, Spokane, Wash., has
been added to the announcing staff of
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
GEORGE WELLS, Hollywood writer
of J. Walter Thompson Co. on the
CBS Lux Radio Theatre, sponsored
by Lever Bros., is the father of a
boy born Jan. 31.
BILL WICKHAM has been added to
the announcing staff of KGY, Olympia,
Wash.W0OLWINE has resigned
JAMES
from the announcing staff of KU.T.
Walla Walla, Wash., to join KGIR,
Butte, Mont.
WALTER nouncerRADTKE,
formerly has
anfor Midwest stations,
joined the staff of KDB, Santa Barbara, Cal., as announcer-operator.
RICHARD STEEL, well-known Pacific
newsto commentator,
recently Coast
was added
the staff of KYA,
San Francisco.
• Broadcast
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JAMES DILLON, head of the traffic
department, has been promoted to program and production manager of KGB,
San Diego, Cal. Wayne Justice, new
to radio, has been made traffic manager.
DUKE LOFFRBDO d'ACERENZA,
known professionally as Guiseppe Loffredo. New Yorl£ writer and director
of the serial. The Ivory Tower, on
WOV, that city, is in Hollywood on
radio business.
MAURICE RAPKIN, program director of CKCL, Toronto, on Feb. 6 married Reta Corbitt, of Toronto. They
spent their Honeymoon at Alliance, O.
LILLIAN SHERMAN, formerly with
Jack Denny's orchestra, has joined the
music
land. staff of WHK-WCLE, CleveJIM MILES, formerly of WHKC,
Columbus, has joined the announcing
staff of WING, Dayton, O.
KROD
Names Tucker,
Will Go on Air in May
DELAYED for nearly two years
because of litigation arising out of
local objections, the new KROD, El
Paso, Tex., began construction
early in February and will be on
the air some time
in May, according
to Dorrance D.
Roderick, publisher of the El
Paso Times, who
will be the licensee. The station
will operate with
Roderick
250 watts fulltime on 1500 kc, but on Feb. 6
Mr. Roderick applied to the FCC
for 500 watts night and 1,000 day
on 600 kc. KROD was authorized
for construction June 2, 1938, but
KTSM, El Paso, appealed from the
Commission's decision and the U.
S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia sustained the
Commission last Nov. 13.
Manager of the station, which
will be housed in a newly-built studio and office building of Spanish
architecture, will be Merle H.
Tucker, until recently manager of
KSAL, Salina, Kan., and formerly
with WRAP, Fort Worth; WLW,
Cincinnati, and WAVE, Louisville.
Mr. Tucker in 1936 and 1937 was
radio
for Billy
Rose'sFiesta.
show
at the director
Fort Worth
Frontier
He attended Hardin-Simmons University at Abilene, Tex., where he
studied music and played with the
college's
Band. W.
ChiefTalbott,
engineer willCowboy
be Edward
graduate of Purdue University,
who was chief engineer of KOB,
Albuquerque, N. M., before its removal there from State College, N.
M. Recently he has been doing television research work at Purdue.
Ernest Carlson
ERNEST CARLSON, 13, Hollywood
juvenile radio actor, died Feb. 7 in
Pasadena of complications resulting
from peritonitis and pneumonia. He
had been a radio actor since he was
6. Recently he has been with Irene
Rich, playing the part of her son,
Donnie Bradley in the NBC serial.
Glorious One, sponsored by Welch
Grape Juice Co. He also portrayed
the character of Peter in the NBC
sustaining program, Brenthouse. Surviving are his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar W. Carlson of Pasadena.
John Knox
JOHN KNOX, 28, Hollywood singer,
known on the radio as Professor
Gandy, died at Wilshire Hospital, Los
Angeles, Feb. 6 following a brief illness. He was a member of the Goose
Creek Quartet of the Country Church
of Hollywood on KFWB, that city.
BROADCASTING

NBC Shifts Personnel
A CHANGE in assignments for
James J. Neale, commercial sales
traffic manager for the NBC Central Division, Chicago, has produced several additional shifts in
personnel. While still retaining his
title as sales traffic supervisor,
Neale is assigned to sales activities
on network accounts handled by H.
C. Kopf, manager, and Paul McCluer, workassistant
manager
of netsales. The bulk
of detail
in
the sales traffic branch is now handled by Floyd Van Etten, who has
been in charge of local and spot
sales traffic.
Van over
Etten's
ments are taken
by assignE. A.
Stockmar, whose post of program
traffic manager goes to Frank
Colder. Golder's
job hands
as nightof traffic
supervisor
is in the
L. E.
Douglass
the Artist's
Service
staff.
Ray ofNeihengen
has become
accountant
Artists'has
Service;
Kenneth B. inStedman
been
transferred to credit and collection; Arnold Johnson moves into
the accounting department as special clerk; Fred Klein Jr. is now
a special clerk in Artists' Service.

TRANSFER
OF KFNF
TO OMAHA
SOUGHT
FORMAL applications were filed
Feb. 6 vdth the FCC for frequency
shifts involved in the deal whereby
KFNF, Shenandoah, la., would be
moved into Omaha and sold to the
Omaha World Herald [Broadcasting, Jan. 1]. KFNF, now sharing
890 kc. with KUSD of the University of South Dakota at Vermillion,
would go to fulltime on that frequency with 5,000 watts. KUSD
has applied for a shift from 890 to
660 kc, the channel now occupied
by KOWH, daytime outlet owned
by the World Herald. KFNF is now
48.75% owned by the Des Moines
Register & Tribune (Cowles) interests, which have an option to acquire the remaining stock from
Henry Field if the move to Omaha
is authorized.
station would be Thereupon
sold to thetheWorld
Herald. The Cowles stations in Des
Moines, KRNT and KSO, on Feb. 6
also applied to the FCC for 5,000
watts fulltime for both stations on
their present frequencies, both to
install directional antennas.

ELOPING by plane to Reno in midJanuary to climax a one-month romance. Wilt Gunzendorfer, manager of KSRO, Santa Rosa, Cal., appears here with his orchided bride,
the former Natalie Traube, San
Francisco society girl.
FOURTH salesman of WOR, Newark, to achieve a sales record of
$1,000,000 is Robert A. Catherwood,
who made it early this month. Last
year Otis P. Williams and Theodore
W. Herbert achieved the mark, and in
1938
do so. George A. Schmidt was first to
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COMPACT
WITH ACA
IS SIGNED BY WDAS
CONTRACT has been negotiated
between WDAS, Philadelphia, and
Local 28 of the American Communications Assn., covering engineers at the station, the union reports. Contract calls for a 5-day,
40-hour week, with the usual vacation and sick leave with pay provisions, and salary adjustments of
approximately a 20% increase over
the old rate. Courtney Evans was
hired to fill the gap created by the
40-hotir week.
The Local
WPEN28 engineers'
contract
with
has automatically
renewed itself for the second time
since the original signing. Negotiations have been opened with
WIP for changes in the contract
covering engineers and announcers, which expires April 1. Local
28 has instituted charges against
WTEL with the National Labor
Relations Board on behalf of a
member who worked at the station
one day, according to the union,
and was discharged when his union
affiliation was learned by the
WTEL management. Union discrimination is charged. Local 28
had previously brought charges
against KYW, which are still pending.
Sales staff of WFIL was admitted to membership in the union at
the January general assembly and
negotiations are now in effect for
a contract.
L. E. Littlejohn, WFIL, was
elected president of Local 28 for
the coming year. C. C. Smith,
WCAU, was elected vice-president,
representing the engineers ; R. Borrelli, WPEN, vice-president for the
announcers; A. W. Gengenbach,
treasurer; E. T. Darlington, financial secretary, and E. A. Carroll,
recording secretary.
L. A. AFRA Session
WITH Los Angeles Chapter of
AFRA having flatly rejected the
proposed national transcription
code as submitted several weeks
ago, Mrs. Emily Holt, national executive secretary and George Heller, associate secretary, both of
New York, were in Hollywood Feb.
6 to confer with local board members. Mrs. Holt returned to New
York following the conference, but
Mr. Heller remained for further
meeting with Los Angeles executives of AFRA and the transcription code committee headed by Hal
Berger.
WCMI in Huntington
COINCIDENT with its affiliation
with MBS last month, WCMI, Ashland, Ky., announced opening of
studios in Huntington, W. Va. Bert
Georges, formerly vsdth the Hearst
Newspapers, has been appointed
manager of WCMI. He was formerly associated also with the Decatur Review, Decatur, 111. Other
staff appointments include Russell
Hirsch, program and publicity director. Ken McClure, sales, Pat
Patterson, sports announcer, Gene
Bond, engineer, and Maybelle Harbour Kirtley, secretary.
TWO Minnesota stations are seeking
improved facilities from the FCC in
applications filed Feb. 8. WDGY,
Minneapolis, has asked for 5,000 watts
night and 10,000 day on 1100 kc, in
Heu of its present limited time with
1,000-5,000 on 1180 kc. KDAL, Duluth, now a local on 1.500 kc, applied
for 1,000 watts fulltime on 900 kc.
BROADCASTING

The Other FeUow's
VIEWPOINT
Fie on Us!
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
On page 44 of Broadcasting,
Jan. 15, youthful Wayne Varnum
of KSO-KRNT writes: "... third,
because it was on KSO, Des Moines'
oldest radio station."
who's carrier wave made its
first trip into the ether on April
11, 1924. How well I remember that
momentous day.
KSO's first peep was released to
the city of Des Moines (all of the
54 square miles in its corporate
limits) on Saturday, Nov. 5, 1932.
Three days later, Franklin
Delano Roosevelt was elected president of these United States.
Fie on you, young Mr. Varnum.
Even the famous Iowa Barn Dance
Frolic, an exclusive WHO feature,
was walking along on its own two
feet, fully dry behind the ears,
when KSO was born.
It is not surprising, therefore,
that
over ofMr.oneVarnum's
name theis picture
a likeness
Wayne
Ackley, another member of the
same organization.
Woody Woods
WHO, Des Moines
Dnashville Dnozes
WHEN the recent rough
weather in Dixie brought flu
and colds to the population,
including announcers of
WSM, Nashville, the station
faced a novel situation.
Shorthanded, a couple of the
announcers with colds "id
their dnozes" had to return
to duty — to handle announcements for such accounts as
Minit Rub, Vicks, Ludens,
Pinex, Four Way, Groves, BC
and Feenamint.
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Fleer on WLW
FRANK H. FLEER Corp., Philadelphia, on Feb. 12 started Don
Winslow of the Navy exclusively
on WLW, Cincinnati, for Double
Bubble g U m. Heard Monday
through Friday, 6:30-6:45 p.m., the
program runs until Feb. 7, 1941,
and is a transcribed show produced
solely for use on WLW. According
to R. E. Dunville, general sales
manager of the station, the program marks the first major effort
of any concern in marketing a
penny item. N. W. Ayer & Son,
New York, handles the account.
Licensed Radios in Canada
THERE were 1,277,261 licensed radio
sets in operation in Canada as of Dec.
81, 1939, according to a report of the
radio division of the Dept. of Transport. This means that these sets were
covered by the $2 annual license fee.
The division among provinces was
listed as follows : Prince Edward
Island, 4,924; Nova Scotia, 52,390;
New Brunswick, 35,875 ; Quebec, 806,152 ; Ontario, 496,711 ; Manitoba, 85,679; Saskatchewan, 90,040; Alberta,
96,695; British Columbia, 108,533;
Yukon and Northwest Territory, 172.
Greatest concentration of sets by communities was in Montreal, 154,642 ;
Toronto, 134,321; Vancouver, 50,837;
Winnipeg, 49,273; Ottawa, 28,345;
Hamilton, 26,464; Edmonton, 19,958;
Quebec, 19,586 ; Calgary, 18,387 ; London, 16,905; Windsor, 12,180.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WSM, Nashville
American Snuff Co., Kansas City,
weekly sp, thru Simon & Gwynn,
Memphis.
Axton- Fisher Tobacco Co., Louisville,
5 sp weekly, thru McDougall &
Weiss, Chicago.
Armour Fertilizer Works, Atlanta,
weekly t, thru C. P. Clark Inc.,
Atlanta.
Knoxville Fertilizer Co., Knoxville, 2
sp weekly, direct.
Smith Mother Nature Brooder, weekly sp, thru Shalfer Brennan Margulis Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Akron Lamp & Mfg. Co., Akron, weekly sp, thru Guenther-Bradford &
Co., Chicago.
Bristol-Myers Co., New York (Minitrub), 5 sp weekly, thru Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.
E. I. Dupont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington, Del., weekly i, thru BBDO,
N. Y.
WCOA, Pensacola, Fla.
Pet Milk Co., St. Louis, t, thru Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Dr. Pepper Bottling Co., Roanoke
(soft drink), weekly t, thru TracyLocke-Dawson, Dallas.
Ex-Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (proprietary), sa series, thru Joseph Katz
Co., N. Y.
Standard Oil Co. of Kentucky, sa
series,
Atlanta.thru Harvey-Massengale Co.,
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn., sa series, thru Nelson
Chesman Co., Chattanooga.
Swift & Co., Chicago (Sunbrite
cleanser), sa series, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
WO WO, Fort Wayne
Geppert Studios, Des Moines (photos), sp series, thru Coolidge Adv.
Agency, Des Moines.
Gardner Nurseries, Osage, la., 12 sp,
thru
attle. Northwest Radio Adv. Co., SeSi-Noze Co., Chicago (proprietary),
78 so, thru Neal Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Candid Eye, Philadelphia, 4 sp, thru
Albert Kircher Co., Chicago.
Interstate Nurseries, Hamburg, la., 6
sp, thru Buchanan-Thomas, Omaha.
Cherry Specialty Co., Chicago (candy), ta series, thru Coe, Guy &
Walter, Chicago.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York
(Sweetheart soap), 50 ta, thru
Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp., N. Y.
KGO, San Francisco
Old Homestead Bakery, San Francisco
(bread), sp weekly, thru Leon Livingston Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Antrol Labs., Los Angeles (Antrol,
Snarol, Sow bug control), weekly
sp, thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
San Francisco.
WHN, New York
Barney's Clothes, New York (men's
store), 12 sp, 44-62 sa weekly, 52
weeks, thru Emil Mogul Co., N. Y.
Savings Bank Life Insurance Council, New York, daily sa, 13 weeks,
direct.
WKRC, Cincinnati
D & R Chemical Co., Toledo, 10 sa
weekly, thru Campbell-Sanford Adv.
Co., Cleveland.
KFBB, Great Falls, Mont.
Ford Dealers, 60 ta, thru McCannErickson, Chicago.
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KPO, San Francisco
Weinstein Co., San Francisco (department store chain), sa series, thru
Long Adv. Service, San Francisco.
B. T. Babbitt Co., New York (Bab-0),
5 t weekly,N. thru
Hummert,
Y. Blackett-SampleHale Bros., San Francisco (department store chain), weekly sa, thru
Theo. H. Segall Adv. Agency, San
Francisco.
J. C. Penny Co., New York (chain department store), 5 t weekly, thru
Pedler & Ryan, N. Y.
Soil-Off Mfg. Co., Glen dale, Cal. (NuA-Gan and Soil-OfE), 3 sa weekly,
thru Hillman-Shane, Los Angeles.
KFI, Los Angeles
Grove Laboratories, St. Louis (Bromo
Quinine), 80 ta, thru Stack-Goble
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Cudahy Packing Co., Chicago (Tang),
5 sp weekly, thru Reiwitch & Wittenberg, Chicago.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York
(Sweetheart soap), 3 sp weekly,
thru Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp.,
N. Y.
Stance Inc.. New York (Flit), 5 t
weekly, thru McCann - Brickson,
N. Y.
Stanco Inc., New York (Mistol), 5 t
weekly,
N.
Y. thru MeCann - Erickson,
WOR, Newark
Hygrade-Sylvania Corp., New York
(radio tubes), weekly sp, 13 weeks,
thru Warwick & Legler, N. Y.
DeForest Training, Chicago (radio
correspondence course), weekly *,
thru
cago. Presba, Fellers & Presba, ChiProcter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Fluffo),
5 spY. weekly, thru Compton
Adv., N.
CHAB, Moose Jaw, Sask.
Imperial Tobacco Co., Montreal
(Sweet Caporal cigarettes), 5 t
weekly, thru Whitehall Bcstg. Ltd.,
Montreal.
United Drug Co., Toronto, 156 sa, thru
Ronalds Adv. Agency, Toronto.
WMCA, New York
Modern Industrial Bank, New York,
5 t weekly, 13 weeks, thru Metropolitan Adv. Co., N. Y.
Stanback Co.. Salisbury, N. C. (proprietary) 20 sa weekly thru Erwin,
Wasey & Co., N. Y.
WNEW, New York
Grennan Bakeries, Jamaica, Long Island (Taystee bread), weekly sp,
13
weeks, thru Campbell-Mithun,
Minneapolis.
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WALA, Mobile, Ala.
Pet Milk Co., St. Louis, t series, thru
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Standard Oil Co. of Ky., so series,
thru Harvey-Massengale Co., Atlanta.
Washington State Apples, Wenatchee.
Wash., so series, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., San Francisco.
R. Salem,
J. Reynolds
Co., Winston-so
N. C. Tobacco
(Tops cigarettes),
series, thru Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanthru Nelson Chesmanooga,Co.,so series,
Chattanooga.
B-C Headache Remedy Co., Durham,
N. C, sa series, thru Harvey-Massengale Co., Atlanta.
Ex-Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
(proprietary),
thru Joseph Katz Co., so
N. series,
Y.
Feminine Products Co., N. Y. (Arrid),
sa series, thru Small & Seiffer, N. Y.
American Chicle Co., Long Island
City, N. Y. (Dentyne gum), so series, thru Badger, Browning & Hersey N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Crisco), so series, thru Compton
Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Swift & er),
Co.,sa series,
Chicago thru
(Sunbrite
cleansJ. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
WGAR, Cleveland
Wander Co., Chicago (Ovaltine), so
series,
thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
Swift & Co., Chicago (Sunbrite cleans5 so weekly,
thru Stack-Goble
Adv. er),Agency,
Chicago.
Foster-Milburn
Co., Buffalo
(Doan's&
tablets), 2 * weekly,
thru Street
Finney, N. Y.
Cleveland Chip Steak Co., Cleveland,
3Cleveland.
so weekly, thru Bayless-Kerr Co.,
Olson Rug Co., Chicago, 3 sa weekly,
thru Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York
(Sweetheart soap), 3 sp weekly,
thru
N. Y. Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp.,
Kirkman & Son, New York (Kirkman
soap), 10 sa weekly, thru N. W.
Ayer & Son, N. Y.
Stanco Inc., New York (Nujol, Daggett & Ramsdell cosmetics), 10 t
weekly,
thru McCann - Erickson,
N. Y.
KECA, Los Angeles
Knudsen Creamery Co., Los Angeles
(dairy products), 2 sp weekly, thru
Heintz Pickering & Co., Los AnHoffman Candy Co., Los Angeles
geles.
(candy), weekly so, thru Mayers
Co., Los Angeles.

"Just a publicity stunt, My Dear — to remind
the reader that we cover a lot of territory!"

Pd. Adv.
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KDKA, Pittsburgh
Duquesne Brewing Co., Pittsburgh
(beer), &weekly
sp, 26Pittsburgh.
weeks, thru
Walker
Downing,
Little Crow Milling Co., Warsaw, Ind.
(Coco Wheats), 5 sp weekly, 13
cago. thru Rogers & Smith, Chiweeks,
F. G. Vogt & Sons, Philadelphia
(scrapple), 2 so weekly, 8 weeks,
thru Clements Co., Philadelphia.
Botany Worsted Mills, Passaic, N. J.
(Lanolin cosmetics), 3 t weekly, 13
weeks, thru Alfred J. Silverstein,
N. Y.
Armstrongcaster,Cork
Products
Lan-3
Pa. (Quaker
Girl Co.,
rugs),
sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru BBDO,
N. Y.
Williamson Candy Co., Chicago (Oh
Henry Candy bars), 5 so weekly,
43 weeks, thru John H. Dunham
Co., Chicago.
Campbell Cereal Co., Northfield, Minn.
(Malt-O-Meal), 5 so weekly, 10
weeks, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons,
Chicago.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore (Rem-Rel), 3 so weekly, 5
weeks, thru Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
Good Luck Food Co., Rochester, N. Y.
(desserts), 3 sp weekly, 13 weeks,
thru F. A. Hughes & Co., Rochester.
Dr. Ellis Sales Co., Pittsburgh (beauty preparations), weekly sp, 26
weeks, thru Smith Hoffman &
Smith. Pittsburgh.
Mail Pouch Tobacco Co., Wheeling,
W. Va. (chewing tobacco), 6 sp
weekly, 26 week renewal, thru
Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.
Charles B.
Gelatine
town. N. Knox
Y., 3 sp
weekly, Co.,
26 Johnsweeks,
thru Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
Swift & er),Co.,
Sunbrite
5 sa Chicago
weekly, (15
weeks,cleansthru
Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Olson Rug Co., Chicago, 5 sp, sa weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Presba, Fellers
& Presba
Chicago.
Kroger Grocery & Baking Co., Cincinnati, 5Chicago.
t weekly, thru Oliver Morton.
KNX, Hollywood
Hoffman Candy Co., Los Angeles
(wholesale),
ers Co., Los weekly
Angeles. so, thru MaySeven Up Bottling Co., Los Angeles
(beverage), weekly so, thru Glasser
Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
Sparkletts Drinking Water Corp., Los
Angeles (bottled water), 6 sp weekwood.
ly, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, HollyLever Bros., Cambridge, Mass.,
(Spry), 7 sa weekly thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan, N. Y.
Cherry dy),Specialty
(can-&
ta weekly, Co.,
thruChicago
Coe, Guy
Walter, Chicago.
Pacific Construction Finance Co., Los
Angeles (finances), weekly so, thru
Robert L. Nourse & Associates, Los
Angeles.
Omega Shoe Polish Co., Los Angeles
( shoe polish
) , weeklyLosso,Angeles.
thru Armstrong & Riordan,
KFRC, San Francisco
Calwhey Company, San Francisco
(health foods) sp weekly, thru
"Theodore
Segall Adv., San Francisco.
Wander Co., Chicago (Ovaltine) series of so,Chicago.
thru Blackett-SampleHummert,
S. A. Sherer,
Los
series of so, thru Angeles
Smith & (loans)
Bull Adv.,
Los Angeles.
Haas
San Francisco
(Trupak Brothers,
canned goods),
2 sp weekly,
thru J. H. Diamond & Co., San
Francisco.
Miller Packing Co., San Francisco
(meat products) sp weekly, thru
Long Adv. Service, San Francisco.
KYA, San Francisco
Ex-Lax Mfg. Co., New York (proprietary), 5 ta weekly, thru Joseph
Katz Co., New York.
F. cold
J. Airey
Co., 10
LostaAngeles
tablets),
weekly, (Ko-Nox
thru W.
C. Jeffries Agency, Los Angeles.
WGL, Fort Wayne
Mercury Oil Co., Bryan, O. (Sunoco),
basketball, direct.
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NATIONAL BISCUIT Co., New
York, has added two stations, WOLS,
Florence, S. C. and WSAI, Cincinnati,
to the list of 16 stations which started
Feb. 12 broadcasting six half-hours
weekly of RCA-Victor recordings accompanied by extemporaneous talk by
Martin Block of the WNEW, New
York, Make Believe Ballroom program [Beoadcasting, Feb. 1]. Before the start of the campaign for
NBC Bread, McCann-Brickson, New
York, the agency, secured a license
from Harry Fox, agency and trustee
of
following
Fox'srecords
contention
thatMPPA,
even though
Victor
were
to be furnished the stations, the fact
that the Martin Block transcriptions
were included made the music used
subject to the special licensing.
RIGGIO TOBACCO Co., New York,
on Feb. 8 started a 52-week series of
station-break announcements, titled
Radio Netvs Headlines, on WHN, New
York, on behalf of Regent cigarettes.
Listeners are brought as a newspaper
headline the most important UP news
break of the past hour followed by
the commercial 15 times daily. M. H.
Hackett Co., New York, is the agency.
JACKSON BREWING Co., New
Orleans, whose Enjoy Life program
has been heard on 11 stations, has
extended the show by adding KRMD,
Shreveport ; KFDM. Beaumont, Tex. ;
KRIS, Corpus Christi; KLUF, Galveston: KTBC, Austin; KPLC, Lake
Charles. Anfenger Adv. Agency, New
Orleans, handles the account.
STANDARD BRANDS, New York
(Royal Desserts), with the broadcast
of March 28, discontinues the weekly
half-hour program. Those We Love, on
NBC-Red. Series started Oct. 2 under its present sponsor. Prior to that
it was sponored by Lamont, Corliss &
Co. (Ponds) for 18 months. Standard
Brands is reported ndecided if it will
replace the series with a new show for
Royal Desserts or postpone activity
until fall.
BRECKENRIDGB JONES, formerly
an executive of Procter & Gamble Co.,
Cincinnati, and one of its subsidiaries,
Hewitt Soap Co., Dayton, has been
appointed assistant sales manager of
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co., Jersey
City.
CERTIFIED MOVERS Assn., Los
Angeles, new to radio, through Lisle
Sheldon Adv.. that city, on Feb. 19
starts participation six times weekly in
the combined Sunrise Salute and
Housewives Protertive League programs on KNX, Hollywood. Contract
is for .52 weeks. Helen Sawyer is agency account executive.

NATIONAL FUNDING Corp., Los
Angeles (finance), through Smith &
Bull Adv., that city, in a six-month
campaign which started in January, is
using day and night spot announcements on 13 California stations — KFI
KECA KFSD KFWB KMPC KERN
KPMC KFBK KMJ KARM KSFO
KFRC KFOX. In addition, the firm is
sponsoring a series of quarter-hour
programs on several of the stations as
well as news broadcasts on KECA
and KFOX.
SCHULT TRAILERS Inc., Elkhart,
Ind., auto trailer manufacturer, is
sponsoring a daily half-hour recorded
popular music program, Prolicmakers,
on WCOP, Boston.
SEVEN-UP BOTTLING Co., Los
Angeles (beverage), on Feb. 1 started
using a total of 25 spot announcements daily on five Southern California stations— KNX KFWB KFVD
KMPC KFOX. Contract is for 52
weeks, placed thru Glasser Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
PALMERS Ltd., Montreal (Minty's
toothpaste) has started a twice-weekly
hockey score guessing contest on
CFRB, Toronto. Listeners submit next
week's
for which
are freehockey
ticketsscores,
and prizes
an autographed
hockey stick. Norris-Patterson, Toronto, placed the account.

ALLEN

LEVER BROS., Ltd., Toronto, (Comfort Soap) has started a French
comedy show five times weekly, produced as a live show on a Montreal
station and transcribed for a number
of other stations in Quebec province.
J. Walter Thompson Co. is agency.

GRANITE AUTO FINISHING Co.,
Los
to radio,
in a 13-week
test Angeles,
campaignnewwhich
started
Feb. 5,
is using 49 spot announcements weekly
on KFVD, that city, to introduce
Granatize, a new method of auto finishing. Firm contemplates extending
its use of spot announcements to other
Pacific Coast communities within the
next 30lished.
days,
as markets
are estabWm. Berg
Adv. Agency,
Los
Angeles, services the account.
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Bulova Watch Co. Elects
JOHN H. BALLARD, president of
the Bulova Watch Co., has announced
the election of three new ofiicers —
Samuel
Raymond
Warren andP.A.Epstein,
L. Carnow.
Mr. F.
Epstein,
elected to vice-president, has been the
Bulova sales manager for the past
three years since the elevation of Mr.
Ballardtinuetoin his
the post
presidency.
He manager.
will conof sales
Mr. Warren, advertising manager, has
been elected assistant secretary. He
has been with Bulova for almost 15
years and he will also continue his
duties as advertising manager. Mr.
Camowurer. Hewas
treasalso elected
has beenassistant
with Bulova
for almost 15 years and has been in
charge of the bookkeeping and accounting department.
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says:

"I believe I can give you bigger
sales increases per dollar spent
than you can get by any other
method — let me prove it."
Up to 650 transcribed episodes
(World transcribed) available.
Proven merchandising plan.
You can buy rights for any
book — 65 episodes per book.
Write for price and information,— stating number of episodes wanted, radio stations,
etc. Audition record sent $4.00
C. O. D. Money back when returned.
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KAY'SgelesBEVERAGES
Losradio,
An(fruit beverages), Inc.,
new to
on Feb. 11 started for 26 weeks a
weekly hour of recorded music on
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal. Firm is
also using 42 spot announcements
weekly on KRKD, Los Angeles, and
plans to extend use of radio to other
Pacific Coast centers. Wm. Berg Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles, has the account.
SAN PEDRO Fish Exchange, San
Pedro, Cal., new to radio, through Allied Adv. Agencies, Los Angeles, on
Feb. 15 started using an average of
two spot announcements daily on
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal. Contract
is for 13 weeks. Other Southern California radio is planned.
WHITE KING SOAP Co. Los Angeles, through Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Hollywood, on Feb. 20 starts a fiveweekly quarter-hour program. Inhima City.quiring Reporter, on KOCY, OklaBOSCO Co., New York, on Feb. 5
added a five-weekly five-minute news
period on WMAQ, Chicago, promoting its chocolate milk amplifier. Fort
Pearson will handle the broadcasts.
Kenyon
agency. & Eckhardt, New York, is

28

solid

hours
of
SERVICE
FEATURES

Farm
and
Markets
Food
News

DR. A. REED SHOE Co., Los Angeles
(movable-arch shoes), is sponsoring
daily quarter-hour news broadcasts on
KFVD, that city, and KMPC, Beverly
Hills, Cal. Wm. Berg Adv. Agency,
Los Angeles, has the account.
COLUSA COSMETIC Co., Los Angeles (brushless shaving cream) new
to radio and placing direct, on Jan.
29 started a thriee-weekly quarterhour dramatic program, Will You Be
Mine? on KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
Contract is for 26 weeks. Arthur
Faust, ducesstation
the series.program director, proHOFFMAN CANDY Co., Los Angeles, through Mayers Co., that city,
on Jan. 29 started for 52 weeks using
weekly spot announcements on KECA
KHJ KNX KMPC.
TEMPLETON'S Ltd., Toronto (proprietary) has expanded its transcription campaign from four weekly to five
weekly over 35 Canadian stations. F.
H. Hayhurst Co., Toronto, handles the
account.
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THE CENTER OF THE DIAL
in Philadelphia Hits
The Center of a great Market

KMBC

Free & Peters can tell you
how easily they can become
SOLID

SELLING

HOURS

for you.

ENGLISH
Constantly increasing populority oi its
English programs is bringing a constant increase in WPEN's English time
ITALIAN • lEWISH • POLISH
WPEN is without peer in reaching Philadelphia's great foreign language
market — through its tested shows
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Gen. Food Promotions
IN A SERIES of promotions, General Foods Corp. has named William M. Robbins president of the
sales company, succeeding Austin
S. Igleheart,
continues
as director and haswhofinal
responsibility
for all marketing. Ralph Star Butler, sales company vice-president,
becomes executive vice-president of
the sales company and corporation.
Charles G. Mortimer Jr., as vicepresident and advertising manager
of the sales company, will supervise
all advertising activities. Henry W.
Sandberg succeeds Mr. Robbins as
national sales manager and becomes a vice-president of the sales
company.
IMPERIAL TOBACCO Co., Montreal,
(cigarettes) has started regional
hockey broadcasts in western Canada
on CJAT, Trail, B. C. ; CKLN. Nelson. B. C. ; in eastern Canada on
CHRC, Quebec ; CBF, Montreal ; Sundays, 3 p.m. Agency is Whitehall
Broadcasting Ltd., Montreal.
UNION OIL Co., Vancouver, B. C, on
Jan. 18 started Mart Kenney and
orchestra on three Vancouver stations, CJOR, CKWX, CKMO, Sundays, 9..30-10 p.m. (PST) Agency:
Stewart-Mcintosh Ltd., Vancouver.
KGKO, Fort Worth, has signed long
term contracts for spot time with four
local department stores — Leonard's,
Stripling's, Fair Store and Monnig's.
TROPICAL PLANTATIONS recently was formed in San Francisco to
market Hawaiian papayas under the
brand name "Calawaii". The product
is now being introduced in this country following the removal of a 25year-old export ban. L. C. Cole Adv.,
San
agency.Francisco, has been appointed
BREWING Corp. of America, Cleveland (Carlings beer), has started ilick
Stemmler's Sports Review on WSYR,
Syracuse. The 10-minute five-weekly
series has been signed for 52 weeks.
Campbell-Ewald,
Detroit, handles the
account.
AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK of
Denver, on Feb. 15 renews for 52
weeks the thrice-weekly news commentaries by Fulton Lewis jr., MBS
Washington
news analyst, on KFEL,
Denver.
NOSS PRETZEL & CONE Co.,
Cleveland, on Feb. 4 started sponsorship of The Shadow of Fu Manchu
on WHK, Cleveland.
HIGGINS & BURKE, Toronto
(Mother Parker's Tea) on Feb. 6
started a weekly quarter-hour test musical quiz Title Test on CFRB, Toronto. Show is produced and transcribed by Commercial Broadcasting
Services, Toronto. Account is handled
by A. J. Denne & Co., Toronto.
LA MAISON de Livres de Montreal
(book shop) has started weekly talks
on CBF, Montreal; CBV, Quebec;
CBJ. Chieoutimi, Que. ; Wednesdays,
7.30-7.45
Account was placed direct with p.m.
Montreal
Broadcasting
Corp. office of Canadian
DOWNTOWN MERCHANTS Dollar
Day Committee, Los Angeles, to promote its semi-annual Dollar Day sale
set for Feb. 17, on Jan. 31 started a
total of 300 spot announcements on
10 major stations in the Los Angeles
area. Hillman-Shane Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles, has the account.
MAPLE LEAF Milling Co., Toronto
(Red River cereal, flour) has started
twice-daily newscasts on CFRB, 'ToToronto.ronto, placed by Cockfield-Brown Co.,
GOLDEN STATE Department Store,
Los Angeles, through Ted Dahl Adv.
Agency, that city, on Feb. 5 started
a six-weekly quarter-hour early morning program.
Sun-dial,
on
KMPC.
BeverlyMusical
Hills, Cal.
Contract
is for 26 weeks and programs feature
recordings, news and weather reports.
Steve Shoemaker, agency account executive, handles the commercials.
BROADCASTING

105 Selected by Gardner,
75 to Be Added in March
GARDNER NURSERY Co., Osage,
la., starts its tenth year on radio
with five-minute spots and 15 minute programs on 105 stations. The
following stations have received
orders for the spring campaign and
about 75 more will be added in
March:
WJR WRVA WCAE WPRO WDBJ
WCBD WCPO WNAX WADC WAAT
WCFL KMPC WFIL WOR WIBC WWSW
WCKY WMC WCAO WLS WWVA WHAS
WAVE WGAR WHDH KHQ KFRC KSL
KGHL KFYR KIRO KXOK KHJ KGY
KOA WBZ KROW WOWO WRNL WAIR
WIBX WIND WHOM WHO WAAF KTKC
WELI WHN WJJD WGBI WJW KID
KGNF WINS WHKC KWAL KTHS KLRA
KFOX KMJ WFBR KFRU KCMO WWL
KOWH WCAP WTNJ WBIG WSJS KFJM
KLPM WEBC WCOC KGBX WISE WKNY
WICA WGAR WHIO WJDX KTUL KORE
KMED KVAN WTAR KGVO WSBC
WGIL WMRO WHBF WDZ WWAE WLBC
KFNF WABY WSVA KGB KQW KOH
KOY KPMC KUOA KGFJ KVOR KGHF.
Account is I'eleased through Northwest Radio Advertising Co., Seattle.
Tobacco Discs
VOGUE FINE CUT TOBACCO of
Canada in mid-February starts
quarter-hour transcribed programs
recorded by NBC's Radio-Recording
Division and featuring Carson Robison & His Buckaroos on 25 Canadian stations. The series is sold in a
minimum package of 26 programs
out of 117 episodes, for twiceweekly presentation. The program
is heard live on 46 NBC-Blue stations five times weekly, 8:30-9 p. m.
under
of theWasey
Musterole the
Co., sponsorship
throtigh Erwin,
& Co., New York.
Drops Lum & Ahner
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York (Postum), sponsoring Lum &
Ahner thrice - weekly on 55 CBS
stations for two years, will discontinue the series following the March
29 broadcast. Besides Chester Lauck
(Lum) and Norris Goff (Abner),
the program includes Sybil Chism,
organist, nouncer.
with
Lew Crosby,
Bill Stewart,
of Young an-&
Rubicam, is producer. Future radio
activity of General Foods Corp. for
Postum has not been revealed.
Conti Products to Expand
CONTI PRODUCTS Corp., New
York, which
announcements in Newis using
York spot
on WHN
and
WNEW in the interests of Castile
soap, shampoo and complexion
cream, on May 1 plans to expand
its campaign, probably starting in
Chicago. Bermingham, Castleman
& Pierce, New York, is the agency.

V/SIX

^^^Theadley-Reed
etc* Co.,
National Representative
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Welch Adds Discs
WELCH GRAPE JUICE Co.,
Westfield,
sponsoringstations,
Glorious One onN. 56Y.,NBC-Red
Sunday 9:30-9:45 p.m. (EST), with
West Coast rebroadcast 8:15-8:30
p.m. (PST), on Jan. 29 started a
weekly transcribed version of the
series on KMBC WFAA WKY
WOW WSM KVOO WMAQ WOAI
WAVE. Other stations will be added to the list. Agency is H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co., Chicago.

AGEICY
STANBACK MEDICINE Co., Salisbury,
N. C. (proprietary) has placed only the
New York
radiowith
and Erwin
newspaper
tions of its City
account
Waseypor-&
Co., New York, and not the entire account
[Broadcasting,
15]. All
back
advertising Jan.
continues
to beother
placedStanby
J. Carson Brantley Adv. Agency, Salisbury.
TRANSCONTINENTAL & Western Air
(air Francisco.
transport), to Beaumont & Hohman,
San
CENTILIVRE BREWING Corp., Fort
Wayne,
to Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
J. L. PRESCOTT & Co., Passaic, N. J., to
Monroe F. Dreher Inc., N. Y.
AMERICAN PRODUCTS Co., Cincinnati
(Zand products), to Keelor & Stites Co.,
CJincinnati.
WM. H. ALPERN LABS., Chicago (home
novelties ) , to Grant Adv. Agency, that
city.
ASSOCIATED DISTRIBUTORS, New York
(cosmetics) to Matteson-Fogarty- Jordan
C!o., Chicago.
ALBERT MILLER & Co., Chicago (packaged potatoes), to Brookes & Sons Co.,
that city.
GRIESEDIECK WESTERN BREWERY
Co., Belleville, 111. (Stag beer), to Sherman
& Marquette, Chicago.
EASY WASHING MACHINE Co., Syracuse, to BBDO, Buffalo.
PILGRIM PRODUCTS Co., Chicago (refrigerator purifier) , to Faraon Jay Moss
Inc., Hollywood, for Pacific Coast only.
On Jan. 31 started for 26 weeks, sponsoring twice weekly a quarter-hour series.
Jack King & Judy Child,, on KMPC,
Beverly Hills, Cal.
IT WAS erroneously stated in the Feb. 1
issue of Broadcasting that the Television
Training Corp., New York, is handled by
Klinger Adv. Agency, New York. Huber
Hoge & Sons Adv. Agency, New York,
places all newspaper, magazine and radio
advertising for the account, which has recently Institute.
changed its name to the Radio Television

TWO noted humantarians meet in
friendly gesture. Dr. M. Sayle Taylor, widely known Voice of Experience (right), congratulates Hal
Styles, Los Angeles commentator
of the Don Lee network job- finding
program, Help Thy Neighbor, on
completion of three years continuous broadcasting. Styles, who is
writing a book on his experiences,
has found jobs for more than 18,500 persons during that period. His
program has been endorsed by
governors of California, Washington and Oregon, as well as by the
mayors and civic groups of various
Pacific Coast communities.
SCULLY SIGNAL Co., Cambridge, Mass.,
to
J. W.safety
Peppermachines
Co., NewforYork,
for Ventalarm
oil tanks.
On
Feb. 12 a 13-week test of 50 spot announcements weekly started on WWRL,
Woodside, Long Island.
OGILVIE SISTERS, New York (hair and
scalp
specialists),
to Mears Adv., New
York. Radio
to be used.
WAHL Co., Chicago (Eversharp pens and
pencils), to Blow Co., New York. No
plans announced to date.
MUTUAL OPTICAL PLAN, New York,
to Klinger Adv. Agency, New York. Radio to be used on all New York independent
stations, but details not yet released.

Cola Rhumba
JINGLE heard in spot announcements for Pepsi-Cola,
soft drink, in the New York
area has caught on in Latin
America and emerged recently as a rhumba,
Pepsicolina".
Composed "The
by Pancho,
maestro of the Pepsi-Cola
Band starring in the Taverna
Cubana,
Havana,considerable
the selection has stirred
interest throughout Cuba, the
West
Centralsection
Ameri-of
ca and Indies,
the northern
South America. Broadcast
frequently on CMQ, Havana,
"The Pepsicolina" is to be
brought to the United States
soon via recordings, according to P. C. Crowen, vicepresident of Pepsi-Cola Co.,
upon his return from a visit
in Havana.

Soil-Off Placing
SOIL-OFF MFG. Co., Glendale,
Cal. (paint cleaner), is sponsoring
thrice-weekly participation in the
International Kitchen on KPO, San
Francisco,
and Violet's
Shopping
News
on KMPC,
Beverly
Hills,
Cal., in addition to twice-weekly in
Art Baker's Notebook on KFI, Los
Angeles. Hillman-Shane Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has the account.
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DON'T
A

HIRE

HALL

Halls went the way of the Dodo
bird, since WAIR took up the
job of guiding incomes into the
pockets of WAIR SPONSORS!
It's "fixed"! You'll win in a
walk with —

WAIR
WLnston-Salem, North Carolina
National Representatives
Sears & Ayer

EDWARD TOMPKINS, formerly
manager of Campanhia Nacional de
Machinas Comerciaes, Brazil, has been
appointed manager of the radio department of Cecil & Presbrey, New York,
succeeding Henry Souvaine, who will
continue to direct radio programs for
the agency as well as head his own
radio production organization.
VAUGHN WEIDEL, formerly vicepresident of Metropolitan Adv. Agency, New York, and recently chief of
production for the National Committee for the Celebration of the President's Birthday Ball, has formed The
Weidel Co. at 92 Liberty St., New
York, to provide advertising, marketing, publicity and research services for
accounts. Telephone is Worth 2-2043.

Giant - size all - purpose radio
map for advertising agencies,
radio advertisers, radio stations
T

SIZE '. 38 '/z" wide x 26" deep (14 larger than
last year's map).
FEATURES I includes locations of all radio stations, county outlines, time zones, number of stations per city in the United States,
Possessions and Canada. Alaska, Hawaii and
Puerto Rico are included for the first time.
Reverse side carries complete log of United
States, Canadian and Territorial stations alphabetically bystates, cities and call letters. Frequencies and powers are shown. Mailed flat.
PRICES: Single copies, 35c. Ten or more
copies, 25c each. 10% discount in quantities
of 50 or more.

BROAafASTING
NATIONAL PRESS Mj,XOdi6C2^X
^

CBC
Man Joins formerly
Agency JOHNSTON,
RONALD
secretary and radio director of
James Fisher Co., Toronto and
Montreal advertising agency, on
Feb. 19 joins the
commercial staff
of the Canadian
B r o a d c a sti n g
Corp. according to
a CBC ment.announceThis agency
post hassumedbeen
asby James
E. Potts, formerly
with Radio Centre
Mr. Johnston Ltd., Toronto. Mr.
Johnston has been with James
Fisher Co., for 17 years, starting
as a clerk. Since 1928 he has been
space buyer and since 1932 director
of radio. He was made secretary in
1930. He has been appointed by the
CBC to the commercial department
in line with CBC policy to bring to
its staff men of radio training and
experience in the advertising field.
He has placed a number of Canada's leading musical radio programs on the air, and is an organist.
CHESTER C. SLAYBAUGH. formerly of the Central National Bank in
Yonkers, N. Y., and Joe Hornsby,
formerly in the marketing department of BBDO, New York, have been
appointed assistant time-buyers of the
agency, succeeding Eldon Hazard and
E. Schuyler Ensell, resigned.
JULES BUNDGUS, formerly of the
publicity department of Benton &
Bowles, New York, handling the proSkylilazers,
and
Pretty grams
Kitty
Kelly,Ask-It-Basket
on Feb. 6 was
transferred
to
the
agency's
Hollywood
office to
handle publicity for Good
News
of 1940.
DAVID W. STALLARD, for five
years an account executive of H. B.
LeQuatte,pointedNew
been apsecretaryYork,
of the has
agency.
WILLIAM B. TRACY, formerly of
Arthur Kudner, New York, and previously president of the Tracy-Parry
Adv. Agency, Philadelphia, on Feb. 1
.ioined Benton & Bowles, New York,
in an executive capacity.
MYRON KIRK, new business and
radio executive of Sherman K. Ellis
& Co., New York, was in Hollywood
during early February.
C. S. FERRIS has joined H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co., Chicago, as
vice-president. Ferris was formerly
with Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago, as copy chief and General MUls
account executive and was subsein the New York office of
Benton &quentlyBowles.
TOM dentWALLACE,
of Russel M. executive
Seeds Co.,vice-presiChicago,
was in Hollywood and San Francisco
during early February in the interests
of the Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp. account.

DWIGHT W. NORRIS, for the last
four years in the Boston agency field,
has joined the Boston oflBce of Wendell P. Colton Co. as an account executive. Mr. Norris was formerly with
NBC in New York, and later with
WBZ-WBZA, Boston. Among the new
accounts he will service, for which
radio will be used, are Adams & Swett,
Dainty Dot Hosiery, C. G. Howes
Co., and the Quincy Coal & Oil Co.
GEORGE A. ROSETTE, president
of Rosette & Hartwig, New York, has
purchased from Otto J. Hartwig the
latter's interests in the agency, and
has changed its name to Rosette Adv.
Agency. OiBces continue at 122 B.
42d
St., telephone
Ashlandthe 4-7780.
Mr. Hartwig
has formed
O. J.
Hartwig Adv. Agency with temporary
oflSces at 122 E. 42d St.; telephone,
Murray Hill 5-5510.
ROBERT
PARMAN,
count executive
and radioformerly
director ac-of
Donahue & Coe, New York, has joined
the New York office of H. W. Kastor
& Sons, cessorinat Donahue
a similar &capacity.
sucCoe is His
Rutland
Barr,
formerly an assistant account
executive.
EMIL MOGUL Co., New York, has
announced the addition of the followRostaff : Joseph& Co.,
to the
ing personnel
senberg, formerly
of Buchanan
; Robert Sehwerin. forNew York
merly of Scripps-Howard, New York ;
reSidney Fishman, formerly in theNewU of
the formerly
of
search
department
of
ark; Donald Burnham,
Redfield-Johnstone, New York.
GEORGE OGLE, formerly of Ward
Wheelock & Co., Philadelphia, has
departmen
joined thet radio
York.t of NewCo., New
ell-Emmet
EMANUEL CHARY, formerly of
Fashion Adv. Co., New York, has
at "1133is
formed Dunwoodie
Broadway.
New York.Adv.
Telephone
Chelsea 2-1777. I. Herbst and M. Zorn
have been appointed copy chief and art
director respectively.
HUGH GARDNER,
of theAdv.,
media New
department of Compton
York, has been appointed to that department's statistical staff. Robert
Wright and William Forshaw have
been added to the media department.
ELMORE VINCENT, formerly featured on NBCthe asLos"Senator
has joined
AngelesFishface",
staff of
Allied ducerAdv.
Agencies,
as
writer-proand actor and is conducting the
daily 1%-hour program Covered Wagon Jnhiiee sponsored by Star Outfitting Co. on KFVD, that city. Agency
has also added Joseph Lunenfeld as
account executive. Willard Winn, formerly display advertising manager of
Foreman & Clark, Los Angeles clothiers, has been made head of the
agency's
assist on display
radio. department and will
NAT WOLFF, radio executive of
Myron Selznick Co., Hollywood talent
agency,
Feb. in
7 married
Edna Best,
British on
actress,
Reno, Nev.
ZEFF & MALONB, Chicago agency,
has moved to larger quarters at 664
N. Michigan Ave.
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STODEL Adv. Co., Los Angeles, has
moved to new and larger quarters in
the Warners Downtown Bldg., 411 W.
Seventh St. It is handling the accounts
of Guaranty Union Life Insurance
Co., Warner Bros. Theatres, Eastern
Columbia, Central Chevrolet Co.,
Brooks Clothing Co., A. E. Nugent
Chevrolet Co.
BILL THOMAS, radio publicity director of Young & Rubicam, visited
New Orleans Feb. 7 for the Mardi
Gras, attending the Ball of Babylons
as the guest of WWL and W. H.
Summerville, general manager.
LEWIS S. PATTERSON, Hollywood
publicity director of Benton & Bowles,
has resigned and returned to his
Cloquet, Minn., home where he will
rest for six months to regain his
health.
GERTH-KNOLLIN ADV. AGENCY,
los Angeles, has moved to larger offices at 1709 W. Eighth St., doubling
the size of its former quarters. Byron
Brown is manager, with Robert Eddy
in charge of production.
CARROLL CARROLL, Hollywood
writer of J. Walter Thompson Co. on
the NBC Kraft Music Hall, sponsored
by Kraft Cheese Co., has been signed
by Columbia Pictures publicity department to do a series of rhymed
captions for feature stills, mailed
weekly to a selected list of key city
newspapers.
GEORGE SCHER has resigned from
Universal Pictures Corp. exploitation
department to join Mitchell J. Hamilburg Agency, Hollywood talent service,
as radio director. At one time he was
publicity
director of Lennen & Mitchell.

FACTS CONSOLIDATED, a marketing research organization recently acquired by Roy S. Frothingham, has
moved cisco.
to A. B.
111 Mueller,
Sutter St.,
San Franformerly
with
Sales Development Associates, has
been appointed sales manager.
STEVE SHOEMAKER, who formerly
operated the Stephen P. Shoemaker
Adv. Agency. Toledo, has joined Ted
Dahl Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, as
account executive.
EDWARD J. ROHN, formerly of
Compton Adv., New York, has joined
the media department of Sherman K.
Ellis & Co., New York.

David Haines Ball
DAVID HAINES BALL, president
of P. Lorillard Co., New York, 70,
died suddenly of a heart attack on
Feb. 3 at his home in Mount Vernon,
N. Y. A salesman for Marborough
Brothers, Baltimore tobacco company, inassistant
1889, to
Mr.theBall
later became
president
of
the American Tobacco Co., and in
1911 an executive vice-president of
P. Lorillard Co. He became president in 1937, succeeding the late
B. L. Belt.

Joice Joins Agency
CLYDE M. JOICE, formerly vicepresident of Mitchell-Faust Adv.
Co., Chicago, has been named president of Goodkind & Morgan, Chicago. The company name will be
changed to Goodkind, Joice & Morgan. M. Lewis Goodkind will be
vice-president and treasurer. Other
personnel will remain the same.
Offices continue in the Palmolive
Bldg., Chicago.

Mrs. Elizabeth Dancer
MRS. ELIZABETH DANCER, 42,
wife of H. M. (Mix) Dancer, vicepresident of Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago, was killed Feb. 7
in an auto accident near Des
Plaines, 111. In addition to her husband, who is the executive on the
General Mills account, three daughters survive: Marilyn, 19, Louise,
17, and Betsy, 7.

LATEST

RADIO'S

CARLTON ROTHBLUM has joined
S. L. Kay Inc., San Francisco agency,
as account executive.

RADIO'S

D. C.

1,000
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DAY
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BECAUSE: It is the perfect program for the sponsor
who MUST reach the entire family. Ideal to broadcast
at any time. Its great appeal to all offers a relief from
daytime "Washboard Dramas." Too, for the first time,
local sponsors can appeal to the entire family with evening entertainment, comparable to network programs!
• • •
BECAUSE: DEXTER RANDOLPH has been thoroughly tested! Listen to what the Whitehall Broadcasting Agency has to say about this program, sponsored
by the Sweet Caporal Tobacco Company of Canada
. . . "The telephone survey on 'Dexter Randolph'
shows that the listening audience in the Toronto area
is approximately 38%,• (thirty-eight
percent)."
• •
BECAUSE: Anyone can build DEXTER RANDOLPH
into an outstanding "personality." It is expressly written so that you will create, from your own staff, a "local" DEXTER RANDOLPH personality. Be sure that the
DEXTER RANDOLPH in YOUR area is developed at
YOUR station.

BECAUSE: Star Radio Programs, Inc., as "America's Leading Script Service" is in the enviof "Radio's Latest Natural" at a price
first 65. . scripts
offer the
beingof able
position of
. only $45 for the first 65 scripts if order is
Industry
in theto Radio
heard
never ablebefore
received by March 15th.
Attention: Stations and Agencies! If you have not seen the Dexter Randolph brochure write Dept. B for free copy.

WOLi
WASHINGTON,

"NATURAL

NEWEST

BOB
LEE, production
of Young staff,
& Rubicam's
New York
has been
transferred to Hollywood as aide to
Tom Lewis on the CBS Gulf Screen
Guild Theatre, sponsored by Gulf Oil
Corp. Joe Hill, former producer of
the program, has returned to New
York to produce the CBS We, the
People program, sponsored by General
Foods Corp., (Sanka).
BYRON H. BROWN, formerly an account executive in the San Francisco
office of Gerth-KnoUin Adv. Agency,
recently was appointed manager of the
agency's operations in Los Angeles.
THOMAS H. AXELSEN, for the last
five years promotion manager of KSL,
Salt Lake City, resigned as of Feb. 1
to join R. T. Harris Adv. Agency.
Salt Lake City, as vice-president and
account executive. He also is a stockholder in the agency.
BARBARA WINTHROP, of the radio department of Rogers & Smith,
Chicago agency,
has started
a woman's
program
on WJ.JD,
that city,
titled
Calling Barbara Winthrop. In addition to this thrice-weekly series Miss
Winthrop is an actress on CBS-Chicago programs.
AUSTIN B. FENGER, former president of Fenger-Hall Co., national newspaper representatives, has been named
vice-president of the Robt. B. Young
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.

Radio Advertising Clinic
Is Held in Twin Cities
FIRST radio advertising clinic ever
held in the Twin Cities for visiting
retail merchants was a feature of
the annual spring Twin City Fashion Week, which closed Feb. 3 in
Minneapolis and St. Paul. It was
co-sponsored by the Twin Cities apparel industries and the Northwest
Salesmen's Market Assn.
Supervised
by ofL. the
E. Heir,
tional chairman
event, educaproblems peculiar
to
various
State
munities were presented in an comopen
forum for general discussion, and
Luther Weaver, of Luther Weaver
& Associates, St. Paul radio agency,
demonstrated through actual scripts
how sales problems had been solved
in Minneby radio
satisfactorily
sota. In preparing
for the clinic,
officials asked all Minnesota stations outside the Twin Cities to contribute scripts of successful proAmong K the
exhibit. were
grams forrepresented
tions
Y S staM ,
Mankato; KATE, Albert Lea;
KFAM, St. Cloud; WHLB, Virginia, and WEBC, Duluth.

STAR
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AMERICA'S LEADING SCRIPT SERVICE
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New Phillips Drama
CHAS. H. PHILLIPS CHEMICAL
Co., New York, on Feb. 5 started
a dramatic series, titled Amanda of
Honeymoon Hill, featuring Joy
Hathaway, on 45 NBC-Blue stations, Mondays through Fridays,
3:15-3:30 p. m. Program, contrasting the aristocratic South with the
illiterate mountain regions of the
South, is heard on behalf of Haley's
M-0 and Cal-Aspirin. BlackettSample-Hummert, New York, is
agency.
DR. WALTER DAMROSCH, NBC
music counsel and conductor of the
NBC Music Appreciation Hour on
NBC-Blue, was selected by students
of the Abraham Lincoln High School,
Brooklyn, as the citizen who in 1939
did most in behalf of New York City.

I CANUOT

TELL A LIE, POP.'

NOW CAMIES OVER 40 HOURS
PER WEEK MORE NETWORK ,
COMNIERCIAIS THANLKST YE^R!
IT'S OMAHA'S
BASIC
COLUMIA
STATIONJOO/

DON
N\GR.
KATZ SEATi.l.E,GEN'L
AGENCY,NATVREPR.

NEGRO AUDIENCE
Deemed Vital Part of the

Foreman Co. Formed
EDWIN G. FOREMAN Jr., for
many years active in the advertising field,
radio
Co.,organiForeman the
of Theannounced
zation has
station
represent a t i V e s , with
ters i n
headquar
the Wrigley
B 1 d g . , Chicago.
For the last six

Buying Public
CONTRARY to the belief of some
advertisers and agency officials, the
Negro population in communities
where it forms a substantial part
of the total population should not
be deducted arbitrarily from radio
circulation calculations, according
been
Mr.has Foreto a survey conducted recently in
years man
the Charleston, S. C, area by W.
manager of the
H. Grayson Jr., principal of Burke
Chicago studios of
Industrial School for Negroes.
r
Mr. Foreman Co.
formerly
the HeRCA-Victo
Although the study indicated the
income level of the Negro popula- was vice-president of Blacketttion is appreciably below that of Sample-Hummert, Chicago. Offices
the white population, it is large will be opened in New York and
enough to represent a substantial other major cities in the near future. The company will operate on
while radio has esbuying power,
tablished itself as the favorite ad- a national basis, according to Mr.
Foreman, who said his stations
vertising medium of the Negro be- would
be announced about April 15.
cause of its personal appeal.
The radio phase of the Grayson
survey, developed by John M. WCAU Transfers Street,
Rivers, president of WCSC,
Sales Chief
Charleston, indicated that 57% of Hammann
the Negro families covered had ra- APPOINTMENT OF Robert A.
dios in their homes, compared with Street, commercial manager of
the general average of 64.6% radio
the station'sof
ownership in Charleston County. WCAU,
New Yorkas manager
office, andof promotion
With 95% of the Negroes gainful- Jack Hammann,
ly employed in public or domestic formerly sales
service, and with 33% of their manager of KYW,
school-age children working and as commercial
supplementing family income, along
with 64% of the children' finding manager in Philadelphia,
summer employment, the survey
nouncedwereFeb.an14
concluded that in real wages the by Dr. Leon Levy,
Negro is a definite economic asset
and that the large numbers of WCAU president.
mercial manager m «5f t
Mr. Street, comNegroes and their employment in
domestic service influences the buying habits of the entire population, will assume years,
charge of salesstreet
in the
for seven
according to Mr. Rivers.
New
York and New England area
effective April 1. Mr. Hammann,
who has been associated in radio
sales for the last ten years, joins
the WCAU staff March 11 and
takes over his new duties with Mr.
Street's transfer.
Radio Features Conference
RADIO will play an important part
in the second annual fifth district
conference of the Junior Advertising
Clubs Assn. to be held in the BUtmore Hotel, Los Angeles, Feb. 24,
according to William D. Shaw of the
CBS Hollywood public relations division, general chairman of the event.
A feature will be a quiz panel on
radio advertising with Leo B. Tyson,
ND
COfflPAMY
general manager of KMPC, Beverly
Hills, Cal., leading the discussion.
On the committee in charge of the
convention are Walter Davidson, of
NEUI YORK
NBC Hollywood sales promotion department, and Leo
radio Co.,
account executive
of L.Coutt,
Raymond
DETROIT
Los Angeles agency.
CHICAGO
AMERICAN Newspaper Publishers
Assn.
has annual
fixed Aprilconvention
23-25 as theatdates
for its
the
FRRNCISCO
5RN
Waldorf-Astoria, New York. Whether
the agenda will again include radio
has not yet been divulged.
*

RRDIO

EDWARD PETRY and Edward E.
Voynow, ecutiNew
York Petry
and Chicago
exves of Edward
& Co., were
in Hollywood in early February for
conferences with Earle Smith and
Chester G. Matson, San Francisco and
Los Angeles managers respectively of
the firm.
HOMER GRIFFITH, Pacific Coast
station representative and western
manager for Howard H. Wilson Co.,
has dioreestablished
Homer
GriffithBlvd.,
RaProductions, 6362
Hollywood
Hollywood, resentation
but will
his with
repactivities.continue
Associated
him is Irene Wigton, home economist.
Firm will handle production and merchandising campaigns. Mr. Griffith also
appears over KNX thrice weekly as
The Friendly Philosopher, sponsored
by Woodman Accident Co., Lincoln,
Neb. (insurance), placed through
Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
WILLIAM S. WRIGHT, having resigned as Los Angeles manager of
Joseph Hershey McGillvra, station
representatives,
to engage
in other
radio work, Duncan
A. Scott
& Co.,
which represents that firm in San
Francisco,
has taken
over representation in Southern
California.
Offices are
at 1031 S. Broadway, Los Angeles.
A. C. (Gus) Belden is manager.
WILLIAM G. RAMBBAU Co., national representative firm, has issued
its ninth annual
containing
names, "Radio
telephoneDirectory"
numbers
and addresses of all station representatives, national networks, transcription
companies, talent and program organizations, radio news services and stations in Chicago.
RALPH N. WEIL, Chicago manager
of International Radio Sales, married
Georgia Shonyo on Jan. 20.
WORL, Boston, has appointed Forjoe
& Co.. New York, as its national representative.
HAAN J. TYLER, Los Angeles manager of Free & Peters, is the father
of a boy born Jan. 27.
WSOC, Charlotte, N. C, has announced the appointment of HeadleyReed Co., New York, as its national
advertising representative.

STRTION

Writing Movie About Radio
TED SHERDEMAN, NBC Hollywood writer-director, has been signed
by 20th-century Fox Film Corp., to
write an original script for "Cavalcade
of Radio", which Kenneth MacGowan
will produce. Sherdeman has been
by the studio to congiven permission
tinue writing the NBC serial. Brenthouse. He has been been with the network several years, having transferred
to Hollywood from Chicago.

TO MAKE SURE of getting
the most
audience
of Nova
Scotia's
thickly
populated area it is hardly

REPRESENTATIVES

necessary to stress the fact
that the station is

The ONLY Radio
Transmitter oftbis
or greater power
within 75 miles of
Sioax City

C
H
N
S
Halifax, Nova Scotia
JOS. WEED
CO. York
350 Madison
Avenue,& New
Representatives
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Mohawk
CONTRO
ROOM
FRED W. FISCHER, since 1935
technical supervisor of WOWO-WGL,
Fort Wayne, Ind., has been promoted
to the headquarters engineering staff
of the Westinghouse radio division
at Baltimore, where he will work on
the design and development of broadcast equipment. Robert G. DufEeld,
formerly control room supervisor of
WBZ, Boston, succeeds Fischer at
the Fort Wayne stations.
JACK SCHANTS has been named
supervisor at WFIL, Philadelphia, filling the vacancy created by the advancement of Arnold Nygren to the
post of chief engineer. William Neill
has been added to WFIL's engineering
staff.
JAMES L. FOUCH, for eight years
in charge of the research laboratory
of Universal Microphone Co., Inglewood, Cal., has been elected vice-president and chief engineer, replacing B.
E. Griffin. Robert Grifiin, purchasing
agent for the last five years, has been
promoted to Southern California area
sales director of recorders. He replaces
S. E. Shapiro who has moved to San
Jose, Cal.
GARVIN COMBS, formerly of National Airlines, has joined WTSP, St.
Petersburg, Fla., as chief engineer.
Louis Bloomfield, formerly of WTAXi,
Tallahassee, also has joined the WTSP
engineering staff.
B. LENOX DUNBAR, formerly of
KGFW, Kearney, Neb., has joined the
engineering staff of the new KORN,
Fremont, Neb.
JOSEPH VICTORIA and William
Gardner, formerly with Champion Recording Co., New York, have joined
the new Star Record Co., 17 W. 60th
St., New York, as engineers.
ROBERT STARK, formerly of KFJZ,
Fort Worth, Tex., has joined the engineering department of KTUL, Tulsa.
TAUBNER HAMMA, technician at
KYA, San Francisco, is the father of
a girl born recently.
EMERY MILBURN, formerly of
KHUB, Watsonville, Cal., has joined
the
staff.KVCV, Redding, Cal., engineering

Skiers

WHEN heavy snows hit the
Mohawk Valley around Utica,
N. Y., at the foothills of the
Adirondacks, engineers of
WIBX, Utica, were forced to
use skis to reach the transmitter, located in marshlands where roads and paths
became impassable.

JIM LYONS sound engineer at
KSFO, San Francisco, has recovered
from an attack of mumps.
GARO RAY, chief engineer of WICC,
Bridgeport, has written an article on
pipe organs as a hobby in Connecticut
Circle magazine.
SIDNEY THOMAS, of Ensley, Ala.,
and William Reid, of Savannah, have
joined
the engineering staff of WSAV,
Savannah.
HOLLINGSWORTH PEARCE, control supervisor of WBBM, Chicago,
is the father of a boy, Hollingsworth
Pearce III, born Feb. 6.
GEORGE J. MAKI, new to radio,
has joined the maintenance staff of
WBBM, Chicago.

• Broadcast

A second change enlarges the
powers of the Administrative
Board so it may pass on applications for rebroadcast authorizations. A third change authorizes
the chief engineer to certify engineering tests.
OPENING for an FCC radio inspector
at $2,600 a year and an assistant radio
inspector nouncedatby the
$2,000
anU. S.have
Civilbeen
Service
Commission. Applications may be procured from any
first-class Washington.
postoffice or
Civil Service
Commission,

THREE

MILLION

POUNDS
ON

THIS

OF

PORCELAIN

...ALL

PIECE

LAPP

TOWER

INSULATORS

INCORPORATE

THE
SAME
ENGINEERING
DESIGNS Visitors at the Lapp plant are
often most amazed at this demonstration — the proof test of a porcelain base insulator with
1,500,000-lb. loading. On design test, this same unit withstood 3,000,000 lbs.
We are proud of a porcelain cone of two-and-a-half-inch wall thickness that will stand up under
3,000,000 lbs. of compression loading. But we don't claim any magic for it. It's merely the
application of sound engineering principles in mechanical design and in porcelain production.
Back of every Lapp development is the same kind of thinking. Products for radio transmission
include tower footing and guy insulators, porcelain water cooling systems and pressure gasfilled condensers. Every engineer contemplating
installation of a new transmitter, or modernization of present equipment, should hear the
Lapp story.

Named to IRE Board
NEW members appointed for oneyear terms to the board of directors
of the Institute of Radio Engineers
at the Jan. 3 board meeting have
been announced, as follows: F. R.
Lack, manager of the specialty
products division of Western Electric Co., New York; W. R. G.
Baker, chief engineer of General
Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.;
H. C. Forbes, chief engineer of Colonial Radio, Buffalo; A. F. Van
Dyke, in charge of the RCA Licensing Laboratories, and L. P.
Wheeler, in charge of Technical
Information Service of the FCC.
BROADCASTING

FCC Work Shifted
REVISIONS OF Administrative
Order No. 2, governing allocation
of assignments among FCC departments, were adopted Feb. 7 by the
FCC, to become immediately effective, relating to routine functions.
One change authorized a commissioner who presides at hearings to
rule on motions made during the
proceedings, rather than require
separate action by the commissioner assigned to the Motions Docket.

LAPP
INSULATOR
Advertising

CO., INC., LEROY,
February

N. Y., U. S. A.
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ER than play requests
RATH
on its 'Round the Town
Dancing Party strictly in
order received, W H M A,
Anniston, Ala., acknowledges listeners' calls each five minutes, and
then plays the first tune mentioned
on each acknowledgment period.
The station reports that although
many listeners call a second time
when they figure out the arrangement, other listeners who ordinarily might not call at all do so
later in the program when the realize their requests stand as good a
chance as anyone else's.
Song Suggestions
D. & C. CHEMICAL Co., Chicago
(Di-Mon-Glo wax), new to West
Coast radio, through J. L. Stewart
& Co., that city, has started
a twice-weekly quarter-hour program, Song Puzzles, on KECA, Los
Angeles. Contract is for 26 weeks.
Program features Jack Owens,
tenor, who invites listeners to send
him pictures from newspapers,
magazines or original drawings
which suggest popular songs. A
prize is awarded listeners who
stump him. Herb Allen, announcer,
acts as the "listener's friend" by
quizzing Owens.
*
* *
Food Through the Years
INFORMAL TALKS on food and
the art of making the most of it is
the subject of a series of programs
titled Dinner at Home, which started Feb. 12 on WOR, Newark, conducted by Gaynor Maddox, author,
editor and authority on food and
its role in American history.
THE VOICE OF MISSISSiPP!

5.0M D
1.004 R
N.BjC.

JACKSON
CROWS UP!
New Building construction in Jackson
totaled a million dollars more in 1939
than in 1938. Best record except 1929
boom !
New Homes Built in Jackson for 1939
totaled 743 — compared with 658 for Memphis; 806 for New Orleans.
Population Increased in Jackson by 5000
in 1939 according to City Directory survey.
Industry selects Jackson for plant sites.
Add Great Southern Box Company to new
industrial roll headed by General Electric
Company.
Invest your advertising dollars with
WJDX. Mississippi's Dominant Radio Station will help you grow in this growing
market.
Owned and Operated By
LAMAR
LIFECOMPANY
INSURANCE

f jfel i'^J^ j

JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI jillPlil.li' 'ili'l^
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PROGRAMS

Camera Quiz
A NEW type of question and anHandicapped
swer program. Photo Phone Quiz,
has started on KVOE, Santa Ana,
Cal., under sponsorship of a local
A SPECIAL events broadcamera supply shop. Listeners are
cast, termed "the most uninvited to telephone camera quesin its, histor
programPalmer
usual A.
tions to the station and Ivie Stein,
generay"l
by Fred
manager, was staged by the
photographic expert, answers them
Arizona Network recently
extemporaneously during the quarter-hour broadcast. Merchandise
when it presented a complete
orders are awarded those phoning
the Tucson
programforfrom
in questions used on the program.
Deaf and Blind.
School
In addition a dollar bill is given the
ng the broadcast
ighti
Highlthe
singing of the state
was
person who phones the greatest
song by a deaf and blind girl
distance
during
the program's
time
on the air.
Vic Rowland
announces
to piano accompanist. She
took the rhythm of the music
the series and also conceived the
from the beat of the piano.
program idea.* * *
inamazi
Other cluded
achoirng of featur
blind esboys;
Cash for Turf Fans
and
deaf
of
chorus
mixed
a
CASH PRIZES are awarded weekly
blind and a violin duo of
by Alko Bromo Corp., Los Angeles
blind girls.
(sedative), during its weekly
quarter-hour program> Sweepstakes, on KFI, that city. Directed
Is That So?
to turf fans, the program is built POSERS based on the elementary
around results of the Santa Anita
daily races. Prices of the first three framework — spelling, arithmetic,
history
and new
geography
—
horses in the featured race are grammar,
are featured
on the
Is That
picked for winners. Method of mak- So? quiz show sponsored on
ing awards is similar to that used WKBN, Youngstown, by Lyden
on Pot 0' Gold, with names picked Oil Co., local distributors of Amoco
from the local telephone directory.
When contestants miss a
If winner is not at home to answer products.
question,
the
studio audience gets
is
its chance to answer, as well as
the phone, the next number
Stulla
Bill
and
Allen
Herb
dialed.
of yelling
that
conduct the series. Robert Smith the
so?" privilege
when a wrong
answer "Is
is given.
Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has the Five volunteers from the audience
account.
are chosen as contestants on each
* * *
program, and each is asked one
Tune Guessers
question in the five subjects. The
$300 program is copyrighted and hanCASH prizes amounting to from
dled by Florence
and 50 baskets of groceries
*
*Magee
* Evans.
MarSuper
Albers
g
the sponsorin
The
Workman
Speaks
kets are offered on the weekly
Mystree Tunes feature of WKRC,
USING
pack
transmitter
bile unit, WCMI, Ashland, and
Ky.,mo-is
Cincinnati. Listeners are asked to
identify tunes played by Barney carrying nightly interviews with
workmen in various occupations on
Rapp and his orchestra, featured on
the program, and check them off its new sponsored Men at Work seon a chart available at any of the
ries. Traveling about town as roving reporters, Bob Watson and Dick
22 Albers stores. In connection with
the program a $100 cash prize is Westerkamp have interviewed emoffered for the best slogan sent in
ployes of the local daily newspaeach week. Frederic W. Ziv Inc.,
per,
telephone
hospital
and powercompany,
company.hotel,
Coming
Cincinnati, handles
visits include a chemical plant,
* * the
* account.
Ohio River toll bridge, refractories
It's All Yours
plant,
mines and mills.
LISTENERS are invited to send
in a list of musical numbers they
think would constitute a wellon Your Probalanced program
gram, new daily feature of WCKY,
Cincinnati. Each day one listener is
JSYRACUSE
selected as program director and
transcribed number, as selected by
The
him, make up the broadcast. scroll
listener is sent a printed
79 Hours and 5
certifying his achievement, and
Minutes
local listener-directors are invited
That's the WFBL program
to the studio to be presented on the
broadcast. * * *
schedule at present of commersponsoredanyshows—
ord wecially
believe
stationa reccan
Announcer Stumpers
be
proud
of.
Swedish
and
Co.
ALT
KELPAM
A few
spots still
available forchoice
advertisers
interested
Walkersin reaching the rich Syracuse
Laboratories,
Shampoo
and Central New York market.
ville, Ont. (proprietary, shampoo)
For rates and time available,
have started a joint weekly halfwrite or wire
as a
Live 'n Learn
show Toronto.
hour onquizCFRB,
The radio
test
WFBL
audience this time gets cash for
SYRACUSE,
N. Y.
the anin questions
sending nouncer
must answer. which
There is also
or Free 8C Peters, Inc.
National Representatives
a mathematical problem for listeners to solve. Account is produced and handled by Dickson & Ford,
Toronto.
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NOT CONTENT with the ordinary
size, Tom Breneman, schoolmaster
of the weekly half -hour CBS Pacific network program. Spelling Beethe world's
picked
liner,
dictionary
to introduce
the largest
series,
sponsored by Los Angeles Soap Co.
(Sierra Pine soap). It opens to 14
feet and stands 8 feet high.
* * *
Composers, Society, Market
ASPIRING composers are given
to hear their efan opportunity daily
quarter-hour
forts during the
Presents,
Becker
Alfred
program,
recently started on the Arizona
Network. Song writers are invited
to send in application and clearcomposi-is
tionanceand together
in due with
time their
the melody
organ
his
on
presented by Becker
and song program. A novel prorecentCalendar,
gram. The Daily
ly started
on KOY,
Phoenix,
by
and
Snow
Edgar
junior announcers
a society
Jimmy Hayes, is literally
column of the air. It chronicles and
discusses the day's scheduled events
in Phoenix society. KOY has initiated a daily service program. Market Finals, which carries a summary of all Transradio Press farm
news for the preceding 24 hours
and includes bulletins supplied by
the extension service of the University of Arizona and closing quotations of all available markets.
* * *
Insurance Service
A SERIES of public service prothe Underby private,
grams
writers'prepared
Laboratories,
nonhas been inaugprofit
organization,
urated on WCFL, Chicago. Fifteenminute programs tell of work done
by Underwriters to safeguard
everynentcitizen,
and feature
promilocal and national
experts.
The
series is prepared by Ben Caldwell,
of Underwriters, and Miles Reed,
program director
* *of WCFL.
*
Lucky Buyers
SPONSORED by six members of
the countysociation onautomobile
dealers 111.,
asWROK, Rockford,
the
half-hour
Gold
show newly
features
a local Motor
band, guest
vocalist and m.c, along with cash
gifts. Dealers supply the station
with duplicate sales slips of all
used car sales during the previous
week. One slip is selected on each
program, and the purchaser is
given $100, the salesmen $25.

BROADCASTING

The New Big Money Crop
7 — Soybeans
W

S 0

Y

ServesraltheIllinois
World's
Soybean
Center
Cent
$32,000,000
Soybean
crop
alone.
Great
corn and
livestock
center,
too.
manufacturing. Much
Pop.
to 17%.tail business up 12
area, % million. ReWSOY

Decatur, 111.
18 hours daily
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'Naborhood Nollege'
FOND memories of the little red
schoolhouse are vividly recalled
during the Wheeler Product Co.
Naborhood Nollege, aired over
WCMI, Ashland, Ky., every Thursday
at 8. It's
encenight
participation
showanother
with a audinew
twist supplied by Prof. Karl Vogel
in the form of questions of general
interest about the tri-state area.
The audience opens the show with
a rendition of "School Days", the
words of which, along with a modest amount of promotion for Estrella cream lotion, are distributed
before class comes to order. The
engineering department cooperates
in bringing the show out of three
states. The program originates in
Ashland, with brief 5-minute sessions in Naborhood Nollege conducted from the station's remote
studios in Ironton, 0., and Huntington, W. Va. Naborhood Nollege
is written by Dal Wyant, of the
WCMI continuity staff.
Citrus News
AS A SERVICE to citrus growers
of Southern California, KGER,
Long Beach, CaL, has started a
seven-weekly quarter-hour program, The Citrus Forum, with cooperation of the California Fruit
Growers Exchange, Mutual Orange
Distributing Assn., and Federal
agencies. Besides weather reports
and frost warnings, broadcasts include other information for citrus
growers such as reports from the
Florida and Texas orange and
lemon centers; market reports; developments from research and experimental stations and a brief
summary of world wide news. A
daily Citrus Letter Box is also conducted during the broadcasts and
questions submitted by growers are
answered and discussed. C. Merwin Dobyns, general manager of
KGER, is supervising the series.
* * *
Today's Dinner
ROBERT L. BALZER Co., Beverly Hills, CaL, (health foods), on
Jan. 26 started a weekly quarterhour commentary program. What
Shall I Have for Dinner?, on KMPC,
that city. Robert L. Balzer, head of
the firm, conducts the program, giving menu planning and educational
hints on foods and wines. He also
writes a weekly column for the
Beverly Hills Citizen, under the
heading "Concerning Wines &
Foods".
A Song a Week
TURNING composer, Toby Prin,
250-pound entertainer of WCCO,
Minneapolis, each week writes an
original song for Curfew Time, on
which he is heard nightly. Listeners are invited to name the song,
with prizes awarded for best titles
by Land 0' Lakes
* * Creameries.
*
At the Airport
INAUGURATED more than two
years ago at the opening of the
Nashville Municipal Airport, the
thrice-weekly Traveling Microphone
feature of WLAC, Nashville, presents Tim Sanders interviewing
prominent air travelers as they
alight at the airport.
Old Favorites
LEE S. ROBERTS, composer of
"Smiles" and other national song
hits a decade or so ago, recently inaugurated athrice-weekly quarterhour of old melodies on KYA, San
Francisco, Old Memory Box.
BROADCASTING

Men of Medicine

WHEN Carter Reynolds, the Sky
Reporter of KFDA, Amarillo, Tex.,
went on the air for the local Ford
dealer, he was promised his own
automobile for driving between the
station and airport. So successful
was the program that the sponsor
ordered a special car and turned it
over to the Sky Reporter for his
exclusive use. Here he is (left),
with the gratis auto and an airliner
in the background, interviewing an
airport employe — who looks alarmingly like Douglas "Wrong Way"
Corrigan.
Occident Times
KSTP, St. Paul, has begun the airing of a new show, Name the Tune,
for Russell Miller Milling Co., (Occident flour) . Bee Baxter, conductor
of
the
station's
Forum,
broadcasts
it five Household
times a week
over
the station and Minnesota Radio
Network. An average of $10 a day
is given away. To enter the contest, women must send in their
registration on an Occident sales
slip ; then one of them is called next
day. If she can identify the tune
then being played, she gets $10. If
she can't
identify
it oronly
isn't$1,home
when
called,
she gets
and
the balance of the $10 goes onto
next day's award.
* * *
Drive for Scrapbooks
JEAN FAY, who conducts her own
commentary program directed to
feminine ears three mornings a
week over KYA, San Francisco, is
asking listeners to submit homemade scrapbooks of interest to
children. Each week she awards a
$5 prize to the most attractive book
received. The scrap books are
turned over to children in San
Francisco hospitals.
* * *
Lucky Groceries
TWO new locally sponsored telephone prize programs on WBRC,
Birmingham, are Number Please,
during
the sponsor,
Bob's
Trading which
Post, awards
$25 worth
of
groceries to the party answering
the phone number selected during
the broadcast, and Dr. Pepper SiC
ver Dollars, on which numbers are
selected by Little Miss Pepper, who
throws darts to make her picks.
* * *
Building Problems
EDMONDS CONSTRUCTION Co.,
Phoenix (builders), has started a
new type of program on KOY, that
city. Titled, the Builder's Clinic,
the weekly quarter-hour program is
strictly institutional, and features
talks by prominent architects,
builders and contractors on the latest trends and problems in home
building.
* * *
History Quiz
WITH a special cast dramatizing
some event of American history on
Mystery History, conducted by Fred
Dodge and Bob Becker on WFIL,
Philadelphia, the studio audience is
quizzed
on the out
event's
The
show rounds
withidentity.
a general
quiz along historical lines.
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ACHIEVEMENTS of medicine's
heroes are being brought to the attention of the dialing public in a
new series of weekly broadcasts
over KYA and KFRC, San Francisco. The program, entitled, Health
Discoveries, is written and produced
by Frank Wright and sponsored by
Calwhey Co., manufacturers of
health food products. The series
chronicles outstanding discoveries
in medical history.
^ ^ ^
Jobs After 40
RADIO clinic to explore the reasons why men over 40 have difficulty finding employment has
started on WJSV, Washington, under the title. Men Over UO. The
program, conducted by Dr. William
Downs, a physician and surgeon,
consists of interviews with both unemployed persons over 40 and men
and women who have achieved sucmark. cess after passing the two-score

Debunking the War
NEWS debunks
program, war
Headline
Hokum,
which
propaganda,
has been started on the 31 Don Lee
Broadcasting System stations. Jim
Doyle, KHJ, Los Angeles, commentator, handles the five-weekly
quarter-hour
goesitem,
behind the scene program
with eachandnews
explaining the
angles.
* propaganda
* *
Forward Health!
TRUE-to-life stories dealing with
public
healthofare
dramatized
The March
Health,
weeklyon
quarter-hour MBS program, presented through the cooperation of
the Cincinnati Academy of Medicine, the Cincinnati Board of Health
and Public Health Federation.

Meet the Chief
IN COOPERATION with Northern California's traffic safety drive,
KLX, Oakland, is broadcasting a
program six mornings weekly from
the office of Police Chief Bodie A.
Wallman, who tells of latest traffic
rules, with suggestions for safe
driving. Wallman reports washouts
and other unusual traffic hazards
and gives a roundup
Lucky of the previous
night's traffic* accidents.
* *
UNUSUAL commentary program
recently launched on KSAN, San
Francisco,nomenalLuck
basedluck.
on phecases of is
human

Remember
The Early Bird?
Spring business is early
this year, with Easter
Sunday coming on March
24.birds The are early
and wise
reserving
time—
now! Phone or wire for
the information you
need.
BASIC STATION OF
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
"National Representatives
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY

fPR-E^^RORT

for 1940 Radio Advertisers
Shreveport marched forward to a new position
of leadership in the rich tri-state area of
North Louisiana, East Texas and South
Arkansas during 1939. Construction in
Greater
Shreveport totaled nearly
18,000,000 . . . retail business was up
from 10 to 14 per cent and indications
point to even better business in 1940
for aggressive radio advertisers who
use popular KTBS to carry their
messages into the homes of this
receptive market.
MEMBER SOUTH CENTRAL QUALITY NETWORK
WMC — Memphis
KARK — Little Rock
WSMB — New Orleans KTBS-KWKH — Shreveport
A SHREVEPORT

TIMES

STATION

1,000
WATTS
SHREVEPORT
LOUISIANA
Snbc
B
T
K
(^epn,e6ented
THE BRAN HAM
CO.
February
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The
NEW
JSioney^maker
for Broadcasters
Get ready now for Finch Facsimile, the new big opportunity
for profits in radio.
Broadcasts a continuous strip
of pictures, bulletins and advertisements — to receivers everywhere.
Wire service will hring
immediate profits without commercial license.
Write or wire for details
FINCH TELECOMMUNICATIONS Inc.
PASSAIC, N. J.
New York Sales Office, 1819 Broadway, N.Y.C.

SPORTS

STATION

Sales builder

SOCIALITE members of the Minneapolis and St. Paul chapters of the
Junior League are studying radio, parchildren'sRadio
programs,ticularinly inarelation
Juniorto League
Workshop sponsored by WCCO and
conducted by Max Karl, educational
director of the station. The radio
workshop is a new departure for
Junior Leaguers who have been workfor yearstheater.
on children's
drama the
in
the inglittle
At present
Junior League girls are adapting
children's
view to producingstories
worthwhilewith
radioa programs
for
children program.
as part of the league's child
welfare
WNBZ, Saranac Lake, New York, is
broadcasting all bobsled races held
every Saturday and Sunday throughout the winter, following the description presented Jan. 28 and 29 of the
Adirondack Assn. two and four-man
championships by Fred MacLane of
the New York State Conservation
Dept. Broadcasts are originated on
ultra-high frequency at Mt. Van Hoenberg Olympic Bobrun by WOAG, station of the Conservation Dept., for
rebroadeast on WNBZ.
BUTLER County (O.) Farm Bureau
has adopted a resolution lauding
WLW, cation
Cincinnati,
for its farm
eduprograms, naming
the daily
12 :35
Farm Hour
for
its p.m.
publicEverybody's
service.
RAYMOND GRAM SWING, MBS
foreign news analyst, on Feb. 12
began broadcasting his quarter-hour
news programs three times weekly instead of five, because of fatigue from
the overcrowded schedule he has been
following since the outbreak of the
European war. Mr. Swing now is
heard on MBS Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, 10-10 :15 p.m.
OF THE

NORTHWEST

for the Pacific Outfitting Co.

OUTSTANDING in its coverage of sports events is Oregonian radio
station KEX. One smart advertiser who capitalizes on this KEX
action audience is Joe Sherman, owner of the Pacific Outfitting Company. Mr. Sherman's general clothing store does a bustling business,
prime promotion reason for which is his consistent use of KEX.
Once a week, for six consecutive years, Pacific Outfitting messages
have been linked with the KEX sportcasts of wrestling matches.
has
Sherman.
says Joe
has pulling
"KEX steadily,
KEX due
I givebusiness
and "Our
excellent
have been
resultspower",
grown
credit for the job it has done."
RADIO STATIONS OF THE
KEX
1160 KC
OREGONIAN
620 KC
5000 WAHS DAYS
5000
WAHS
1000 WAUS NIGHTS
CONTINUOUS
PORTLAND •OREGON
NBC BLUE
NBC RED National Representatives-EDWARD RETRY & CO. INC.
Los Angeles
San Francisco
St. Louis
Detroit
Chicago
New York
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CBS Aviators
CBScadrille, aviation group
of the network's Hollywood
studios, has accepted a challenge of the Flying Fraternity of the University of
Southern California, Los Angeles, for an air-meet. It will
be staged at Rosecrans Airport on Mar. 28, with a
"flour-sack" bombing as a
feature of the day. CBScadrille consists of more than
20 amateur flyers and is
headed by Al Span, CBS
Hollywood sound effects director, as president. Don McVain, dent.
engineer,
Paul West,is vice-presicontinuity
writer, is secretary-treasurer.
Hal Rorke, CBS Pacific Coast
publicity director, is mascot.
WSAR, Fall River, Mass., following
a 20-year-record cold spell, recently had
to call out its technical staff to repair
a broken
transmission
der 24 inches
of ice inlinetheburied
bed ofun-a
pondter at
its
South
Somerset
transmitsite. The line, connecting the two
towers on the shores of the Taunton
River,
was been
reached
after through
a 250-foot
trench had
chopped
the
ice.
A STATION presentation record,
featuring virtually the entire cast of
WOWO,
Fort and
Wayne,
a quarter-to
hour of songs
patterin designed
sell the station and its market, is
being processed by RCA. Show was
written
by JackTooke
O'Mara
produced
by Franklin
and andstars
Herb
Hayworth.
WJJD, Chicago, and WIND, Gary,
Ind., have arranged a tieup with the
local Balaban & Katz theater chain
consisting of daily spot announcements
plugging current shows in Class A and
B movies in exchange for daUy trailers
at each performance advising moviegoers of the broadcast service and
carrying station slogans.
AL LLEWELYN, heard several years
ago on CBS with Bradford Browne as
The Colonel and the Major but out of
radio for several years, has been signed
by Weideman Co., Cleveland food
brokers, for a Strolling Minstrel musical program heard three mornings
weekly on WHK, Cleveland. Browne,
Llewelyn's
partner,
ducing the former
Al Pearce
show now
for isN. proW.
Ayer & Son in Hollywood, according
to the station.
KOY, Phoenix, Ariz., has started the
new Arizona Network program. Art
For Men, which presents Robert Atwood, well-known Arizona artist, in
non-technical
Atwood invites discussions
other artistsof topainting.
use the
KOY studio for an exhibition gallery
and interviews them about their work
on the program.
OPENING of National Defense Week
Feb. 10 was heralded by WSAI, Cincinnati, with a military dinner piped to
NBC under direction of Joseph Ries,
WSAI educational director. Military
notables attended the dinner.
KARL WYLER, manager of KTSM,
El Paso, improved his time on a business trip to Washington by transcribing an interview
with hisit district's
Congressman
and sending
back for
a broadcast.
TO AVOID conflict with a play of
similar title, NBC has changed the
title of its new sustaining dramatic
series, featuring Doris Kenyon, from
Saturday' s Child to Crossroads.
THE HOME of Clarence Leich, operator of WEOA and KGBF, Evansville, Ind., was the originating point
Feb. 4 for the Sunday evening Radio
Panel program discussing current
events and social trends.
BROADCASTING

KNOCKED down to the highest
bidder for the benefit of Finnish
relief by Ray Clark, news editor of
WNAX, Yankton, N. D.. was this
toy fire engine held by pretty Marge
EUerman, WNAX secretary. The
fire wagon was contributed by 11year-old Sterling Walter, of Crofton. Neb., with the request that it
be auctioned off and proceeds go
to the WNAX Finnish Relief Fund,
started by Clark several weeks ago.
WNAX, Yankton, S. D., as part of its
drive for Finnish relief funds, which
has netted more than $4,000 in a few
weeks, conducted a radio auction for a
donated toy fire truck. The truck finally was
knocked
to the highest
der Feb.
2 for down
$12. Before
deadline,bid-a
7-year-old Sioux City boy crippled
since infancy with infantile paralysis
made a $2.50 bid out of his penny savings. Ray Clark, WNAX news editor
who organized the drive, contacted the
$12 bidder, got him to give the truck
to the boy. On Feb. 3 the auction was
officially closed in the Sioux City
studiosinterview
of the station
quarterhour
of thewithboya and
his
mother, and later in the day the 11year-old contributor of the truck was
interviewed in the Yankton studios. In
connection with the drive WNAX
listeners have organized several coyote
and rabbit
and have
civic sponsored
organizations of the hunts
community
dances, with all proceeds sent to the
Finnish Legation in Washington.
KFBB, Great Falls, Mont., has started
a new series. Matching Jobs and Men,
in cooperation with the Montana State
Employment Service. The twicemonthly programs feature interviews
with head of departments and jobseekers. John Alexander, KFBB program director, produces the series.
WHK, Cleveland, has started the
Factfinder series under sponsorship of
Hickok Oil Corp., Toledo, which honor
Ohio industries.
Each program
is re-to
corded and transcriptions
presented
the featured industries. Listening
groups have been organized in local
schools to help acquaint students with
Northeastern Ohio industries.
WHBQ,
on Feb. feature,
19 startedto
the new Memphis,
Radio Gardening
be heard weekly through the spring
and summer. The program presents
information for the gardner.

^KWK
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Plans Yarn Campaign

WTAQ, Green Bay, Wis., has arranged with 15 newspapers in its trade
area to print the station's logs in exchange for spot announcements. Elliott Henry made the arrangements.
BECAUSE severe snow and ice conditions in the Carolinas were causing
starving among migratory birds of the
territory, WBT, Charlotte, N. C, has
inaugurated a station-break announcement campaign to urge listeners to
leave bird food on window sills and
in yards.
WKY, Oklahoma City, on Feb. 22 will
present to the State Historical Society
a group of 25 half-hour transcriptions compiled by the station during
a three-year period, including interviews with well-known Oklahoma historical figures, among them Pawnee
Bill and Chris Madsen, famous marshal. The presentation will be made
during an address before the Society by Daryl McAllister, "WKY
traffic manager.
WHEN the current Builders of Business series on KGVO, Missoula, Mont.,
is completed, the station will have in
its files a complete economic history of
Western Montana, as well as, recordings of the voices of every prominent
business man in the territory. The
weekly program salutes outstanding
and progressive business firms, presenting the history of the business
and featuring the owner or manager
in a short interview, which subtly
plugs radio advertising as a contributing factor in the building of his
business. Jimmy Barber scripts and
directs the program, while Marion
Dixon and Jack Burnett of the commercial staff of the station alternate
in interviewing the business men. Recordings are made of the interviews, a
copy given to the business man and a
copy retained in the station's files.
WMFF, Plattsburg, N. Y., on Feb. 5
celebrated its fifth anniversary with a
special early evening program dramatizingDuring
highlights
history.
the of
daythethe station's
station was
saluted on NBC during the Breakfast
Club, National Farm & Home Hour
and Cluh Matinee broadcasts.
WIOD, NBC outlet in Miami, has been
originating three regular network
shows — Kay Kyser, Walter Winchell
and Milton Berle — while the program
principals winter vacationed in Florida.
PAGE BOYS of CBS-Chicago on Feb.
14 broadcast a 15-minute program
written, produced and acted by themselves. John Slattery wrote the show ;
Carl Nelson is narrator ; Paul McDermott will handle the control board.

HOLLYCRAFT INSTITUTE, Los
Angeles (weaving looms and knitting yarns),
sponsoring
the fiveminute
Hollywood
Yarncrafters
Guild, with Irene Wigton, commentator, five and three times weekly
respectively on KMPC, Beverly
Hills, Cal., and KFOX, Long Beach,
Cal., is planning to transcribe the
series for a national spot campaign
to start in early March. Agency is
L. Raymond Co., Los Angeles.

UPWARD
GOES THE '920 CLUB'
Rapid Climb is Made by WORL Participating Prosram,
Observing First Anniversary
PHENOMENAL success of the Tobacco; Filene's Department
daily seven-hour 920 Club on Store; New England Coke Co.;
WORL, Boston, developed by Statler Tissues; Ce-Lect Baking
Co., Durland's Health Bread;
George Lasker, WORL manager,
has been given principal credit by Matchless Brand foods; Boston
Plan Bank; Boston Consolithe management for the 400% vol- Morris dated
Gas Co.; Atlantic Salt Co.;
ume increase registered by the sta- Sears Roebuck;
D. & L. Slade
tion during 1939. The program,
which observed its first birthday Spice Co.; Kay Jewelry Co.; SumWFIL,
earlyPhiladelphia
in Februrecently, has been expanded from a merfield's Furniture Co.; Howard
ary wasPhiladelphia,
honored by the
two-hour feature to its present Johnson's Restaurants; Starck
Shrine
Club
when
that
organization
Co. of Boston; Trans-Lux
seven-hour aggregate length, has Piano
designated its monthly luncheon meetcontinued its startling grovrth in Theatres; Francine Fur Studios;
ing as WFIL
reCape Cod Steamship Co., and Wilthe face of two 25% rate increases
sponded with anDay.
hour The
showstation
featuring
fred Academy of Hair & Beauty
NBC and MBS stars, including Clem
during the year.
Culture.
McCarthy, Jimmy Scribner and Elinor
Concurrently with the first anniSherry, all of whom came from New
versary of the program, H. A. LaYork for the occasion. Samuel Rosenbaum, WFIL president, also acted as
Fount, president of Broadcasting
Ted Malone's Poetry Collection
toastmaster at the luncheon and m.c.
Service Organization, operators of TED MALONE, who was graduated
with his Between the Bookends pro- of an Imitation Please quiz satire.
WORL. made final arrangement
gram
from
KMBC,
Kansas
City,
to
with Manae-er Lasker and George NBC-Blue, on Feb. 14 was to open
Luckey, chief engineer, for con- to the public the Ted Malone Collecstruction of a new transmitter for
tion of published and unpublished
the station. With construction pro- poetry at his alma mater. William
ceeding at the present transmitter Jewell College, Liberty, Mo. His broadcast that day is scheduled from the
site in Needham. Mass., it is expected the new plant will be in use campus library where the collection,
said to be the largest of its kind in
about March 1.
America, occupies one entire alcove.
How It Grew
The program has grown from a WHK, Cleveland, early in February
590 Kilocycles
two-hour recorded music afternoon
sponsored the
first operation
public dem-in
onstration ofcity's
facsimile
period with three commercials of a
John
J. Gillin, Jr., Mgr.
entrance lobby of the downsingle sponsor on Jan. 30, 1939, to the main
town Union Commerce Bldg. During
*
On
the
NBC Red Net *
a seven-hour daily stint handled in the one-week demonstration two facfour individual sessions by three
simile receivers were operated in the
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
announcers, with advertising ac- lobby continuously from 11 :30 a.m.
counts turned away for lack of to 2 :30 p.m. daily, receiving signals
time. Heard for three hours on Sun- of W8XB, whose transmitting antenna
is located atop the Terminal Tower
days in addition to the weekday
flagpole.
schedule, which includes early
morning, morning, midday and
afternoon, a fifth evening session
will be added when evening time
is available with local sunset.
Both local and national advertisers have either used spot anConfidence
Deluxe
nouncements or sponsored sections
of 920 Club during 1939, among
them Ford Motors; Feen-a-mint;
Ex-Lax; Pepsinic Seltzer; Pacquins
Hand Lotion; Meloripe Bananas
ADVERTISING medium depends so much
Fruit Dispatch Co.; Rum & Maple
on the diligence, honesty of purpose and
uncheckable performance of duty, as does radio
broadcasting. It is strictly a confidence business
w
if there ever was one! Radio advertising must
ARE YOU A
depend so much on the integrity of the broadcaster.
PERSONALITY
ANNOUNCER?
At WWVA the guarding of such confidence is a
w
creed — we serve others as we would be served.
Are you a man who has run — or is runSuch statements as this one, received from a
ning— a musical clock program?
large Chicago advertising agency executive, warm
Do you have evidence to prove your sucour hearts:
cess?
V
Do you want to be associated with a network station in a major city?

There is an opportunity open for an alert
personality who has ideas and ability to
build a following.

A

"As usual, you are your own boss on this
thing, as you can handle this matter (meaning campaign) in any way you please".
That's confidence de luxe!!

It's an opportunity to start with a guaranteed salary — and percentage.
Write us — giving full details about yourself and your qualifications.
All information will be held in confidence.
Write to Box A679, BROADCASTING.
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Radio Farm Scholarships
Are Continued by WLW
TWO more senior students of land
grant colleges of the United States
will receive scholarships in practical radio training at WLW, Cincinnati, this year, under terms of
a competitive project announced
early in February by James D.
Shouse,
Crosley
Corp. vice-president in charge
of broadcasting.
The

Haymond's 67
CARL HAYMOND, operator of KMO, Tacoma, one of
radio's outstanding golfers,
shot a subpar 67 in a practice round at the Palm
Springs (Cal.) golf course
while vacationing in that resort last month. Mr. Raymond, winner of the Broadcasting golf trophy at the
1935 NAB convention tournament, will defend his local
club championship this summer. KMO is planning a station team to participate in
the Tacoma links league
championships, with Raymond as captain and such low
handicapmen on the station
staff as Larry Huseby, publicity director and city public
links champ; Roscoe Smith,
salesman, and Burt J. Dunn,
announcer.

BACK HOME welcome for Lincoln Dellar, new general manager of
KSFO, was held Feb. 2 in San Francisco's Mark Hopkins Hotel in the
form of a luncheon at which W. I. Dumm, president of Associated
Broadcasters Inc., operators of KSFO, was host to a group of 104 persons, incltiding CBS executives, civic officials and radio executives of
all the Bay District stations and agencies. At the head table are (1 to r)
Mr. Dellar, who came to KSFO from the general managership of WBT,
Charlotte, N. C; Donald W. Thornburgh, toastmaster, CBS vice-president in charge of Pacific Coast operations; Mr. Dumm; Henry M.
Jackson, CBS San Francisco manager; Mefford R. Runyon, CBS vicepresident, New York; Herbert V. Akerberg, CBS vice-president in charge
of station relations, and R. W. Dumm, KSFO sales promotion manager.
Copy That
(Continued
from Clicks
page 2Jt)
click because it has not hit a keynote and stayed with it. The facts
are there but they are strung out.
The second announcement starts
out with an appeal to the selfish
motive of making more money;
sentence two tells of a booklet
that will help accomplish it;
sentence three tells why and elaborates with further reasons for
wanting a copy. The second announcement has its faults but its
strength lies in the fact that it is
unified under the single idea "Make
More tionMoney",
whichinterest
is an exposiof immediate
to any
customer. It is true that the actual
selling points on the feed itself are

C
B
S
•
1010 KC.

1,500 Entries
from a Sponsor's FIRST
announcement of a
local contest!

W
N
O
X
SCRIPPS-HOWARD RADIO, INC.
Knoxville, Tenn.
5000 Watts Day— 1000 Watts Nite
The Branham

Company

1020'
UFl)
What is 'RFD 1020'?
...a top-notch farm show broadcast by KYW six days a
week, at 6:00 to 7:00 AM, Monday thru Saturday.
Where is 'RFD 1020' Heard?
...it serves an immensely rich agricultural area
containing 571,800 rural radio families — more
than live in IOWA and MINNESOTA combined!
Wliat does 'RFD 1020' Cost?
...your participation every day in the week (except
Sunday, of course) costs only $81.00 per week.

thus minimized but it is up to the
client to decide which he wants
most —cialselling
product's
features ofor the
giving
away speof
literature. It is our feeling that you
can't get the maximum results
from both at the same time.
In the search for a formula that
will make copy click there is frequently the tendency to look for
trick methods and fancy leads.
There may be selling campaigns
that are able to capitalize very
well on such copy but it is safe to
depend more on good old over-theback-fence American logic in planning radio commercials for most
accounts. Remember, too, there are
new lessons to be learned every
day in the constantly shifting and
competitive field of selling by air.
No matter how well a single
piece of copy may click, there are
always a dozen more ways just as
good if a writer will only work
them out. No, there is no single
formula that will guarantee results, but years of analysis of copy
success and failure lead us to believe that you can't beat a man who
thinks straight, who puts one idea
down in a direct friendly fashion
and stays with it till he's sold you
on it.
WAYNE M. NELSON, manager and
chief owner of WMFR, High Point,
N. C, is disclosed as secretary and
49% stoekholder in Textile Broadcasting Co.,onapplicant
a new 250-watt
station
1500 kc. for
in Greenville,
S. C.
President-treasurer and 51% stockholder is Robert A. Jolley, head of the
Nehi
Bottling
Co. units in various
cities of
the State.

Wlio are 'RFD 1020' Advertisers?
...fine accounts such as Du Pont, Allis-Chaimers, Wene
Baby Chicks, Olson Rug, Mentholotum Company.
WEST

N

G

H

O
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scholarships, carrying a cash stipend of $500 each, are being offered
for the second consecutive year.
Winners of the 1939 competition,
Merton Emmert and Charles Grisham, recently were engaged as permanent members of the WLW agricultm'al department staff after
completing their six-month scholarship training.
Eligibility will be confined to students receiving degrees in agriculture from land grant colleges during the 1939-40 academic year.
The deadline for entries has been
set for midnight of April 30, with
candidates requested to file notice
of their desire to enter not later
than April 1. Winners will receive
practical training in announcing,
writing and producing programs,
program casting
research
other broadactivities,and
working
under
supervision of George C. Biggar,
WLW program director, and Ed
Mason, farm program director.
Another Schenectady Group
HAROLD E. SMITH, manager and
part owner of WOKO and WABY,
Albany,
is disclosed
51% latest
stockholder of Mohawk
Radioas Inc.,
of a
series of applicants for new stations
in Schenectady. Application filed with
the FCC asks 250 watts on 1200 kc.
Among
Mr. Smith's
associates
in the
new company
are Denis
C. Dempsey,
formerager forGEWPA.
engineer
now 23.5%
county ofmanowning
the
stock sale
; James
M.
McNearney,
distributor, with 14.5%, and wholeJohn
English,
of the United Baking
Co.
and ofhead
United
Schenectady,
10%. Wholesale Grocery,

CBS Employes' Lecture Series
SERIES of lectures for all CBS employes to acquaint them with all
phases ofFeb.
the 5network's
was
started
at CBS operation
headquarters
in New York, as an expansion of the
weekly lectures presented in the spring
of 1939 for technical employes. Talks
are by 13 leading members of the CBS
engineering department, with other
departments
to be
if interest warrants
it. covered
Speakers later
are A.
B.
Chamberlain, H. A. Chinn, William
B. Lodge, W. H. Moffat, James L.
Middlebrooks, Henry Grossman, R. G.
Thompson, C. R. Jacobs, R. A. BradHugh Cowham,
Parker,
Peter ley,
Goldmark
and E. James
K. Cohan.

Need?

Shoes
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WPEN

NBC Radio-Recording Division has
announced that since Dec. 15, 1939,
nine new stations have subscribed to
the NBC Thesaurus Library and 29
have contracted for renewals. New stations are WAKR, Akron; KCKN,
Kansas City. Kan. ; WLNH, Laconia,
N. H. ; KIDW, Lamar, Colo. ; WSAJ,
Huntington, W. Va. ; WBAB, Atlantic City; WSMB, New Orleans;
KMPC, Bakersfield, Cal. ; WARM,
Scranton. Stations renewing are
KFEQ WKBZ WJAX KBND WDAY
KGW-KEX CKCH XEW CJOC
WMBG CFPL KGLO VOCM WPRO
CHNS KFDM KDYL C.TKL CFCK
CKGB TV5RS KXMR KWNO KTBS
CFNB WPTF KSAL WFLA WFBC
KDON.
ADDITIONAL station and sponsor
deals recently closed for The Adventures of Pinocchio bring the total of
sponsored broadcasts of this series to
26, according to Radio Attractions,
New tion
York,
of the transcripseries.producers
Recent sponsors
include :
Dr. Pepper Bottling Co., San Francisco on KFRC, through Fletcher
Udall & Associates ; J. F. Giering Bottling Co., Pepsi Cola distributors in
Toungstown. WKBN ; Bismarck Bakery Co.. Bismarck. N. D.. KFYR ;
Bamby Bread, Washington. WOL ; Selected Dairies Winston-Salem, N. C,
WSJS, and on March 4 K & B Packing Co., Denver, on KOA. Six other
sponsors have renewed contracts for
the series, which is also heard under
local sponsorship on KMBC, WTCN,
WMC. WGBF, WSCS, WCPO and
WWNC.
C. P. MACGRBGOR Co.. Hollywood
transcription
concern and
service, has established
an library
educational
division. The firm is offering schools
130 recorded features, which include
famous fairy tales, highlights from
history and literary masterpieces. They
are described in an attractive catalogue, and were selected by Dr. Cline
M. Koon, recently appointed educational director of C. P. MacGregor Co.,
from the library service of more than
5.000 transcribed programs. Dr. Koon
was formerly senior specialist in radio
and visual education in the U. S. Office
of Education, Washington.
FELBER FEATURES Inc., new
Hollywood production concern, has
been organized with offices at 1680
Vine St., that city. Marguerite Felber.
formerly New York radio writer and
producer, is president and manager,
with Helen Lee Chais vice-president.
B.
urer.Warren Vinetz is secretary-treasRADIO PRODUCTIONS Inc., new
West Coast production unit, has been
formed with headquarters at 9132
Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles. Jack I.
Schwarz heads the firm as president
with Edward Court vice-president and
production manager. Charles Isaacs is
head of the writing staff. The firm is
preparing a quarter-hour serial, Egad
— the Gadshys, for a prospective sponsor. Serial features Ed Glover and
Ruth Barth as the Gadsbvs
MERTENS & PRICE, Los Angeles
production unit, has moved to 3902
W. Sixth St. Firm has sold the Canadian and Newfoundland rights of
its 26 quarter-hour Leisure House
serial
Toronto.to All-Canada Radio Facilities,
WALTER P. DOWNS, Montreal, representing Kasper-Gordon in Canada
and serving all Canadian agencies, was
incorrectly referred to in Broadcasting, Feb. 1, as "in charge of radio for
MacLaren Adv. Co., Montreal".
Beoadcasting regrets the error.
JAMES HERRICK has joined Radio
Productions & Recordings Inc., Denver, and the Denver School of Radio
Technique as school director.
BROADCASTING

Restraint

Sought by NAPA
Artists to Ask Court to Bar
Recordings From Station
NATIONAL Assn. of Performing
Artists within the next few days
announces it will file suit in the
Pennsylvania Court of Common
Pleas of Philadelphia County
against WPEN, Philadelphia, asking an injunction restraining the
station from playing phonograph
records on the air. Action would be
the first to be brought in the name
of the organization itself, previous
suits in the interests of the group
having been made in the name of a
particular artist, Fred Waring or
Paul Whiteman, for example.
Herbert A. Speiser, attorney for
NAPA, told Broadcasting he is of
the opinion it should not be necessary to bring 6.50 individual suits,
one for each NAPA member, to
accomplish the desired purpose of
preventing the station from using
any and all phonosraph records
made by any and all members of
NAPA without their permission,
but that the law will permit it to
be covered in a single action. Suit
will be filed before the end of this
week, he stated.
Negotiations Fail
Action against WPEN would follow the station's recent dismissal
of its staff orchestra following the
breakdown of lenethy negotiations
with the Philadelphia local (No.
77) of the American Federation of
Musicians, which failed to nroduce
an agreement between WPEN management and AFM officers as to the
amount the station should expend
in the employment of union musicians [Broadcasting,
15].
Since dismissal
of the menJan.
on Jan.
13 the union has been picketing the
station, which is using records and
transcriptions for its musical programs.
What action, if any, will be taken
by the manufacturers of phonograph records in the impending suit
can not be determined at this time.
No intervention was made in the
Waring case, brought by NAPA in
the name of Fred Waring against
WDAS, Philadelphia, several years
back, which resulted in a decision
prohibiting the station from broadcasting a specific Victor record
without
permission.
When Waring's
a similar action
was begun
against WNEW, New York, in the
name of Paul Whiteman, however,
RCA entered into the action to protect its rights as a record manufacturer and the decision, now being
appealed, gave certain rights to
both artist and manufacturer. NAB,
which is handling the appeal for
WNEW in the interests of all
broadcasters, may also take action
in the WPEN-NAPA case, although
that also has not yet been decided.
Serial Film
TIRED of explaining to curious friends just how a radio
broadcast is conducted, Kenneth Roberts, announcer for
CBS's The Goldbergs, Ldfe
Begins and Joyce Jordan-Girl
Interne, has taken 16 mm.
movies of the entire process —
and gives screenings at the
drop of a hat.
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gives

. PRESTO

perfect
makes

TURNTABLE

reproduction

of

all

of transcriptions

Here is a turntable designed for practical operating conditions in
broadcasting stations ■where from two to five different makes of recordings are used daily. In place of the ordinary tone controls this
Presto turntable is equipped with a compensating network accurately
calibrated to reproduce the full range of NBC-ORTHACOUSTIC,
WORLD, A.M.P. and R.C.A. transcriptions, COLUMBIA, DECCA
and R.C.A. -VICTOR phonograph records.
A definite setting of the compensator is specified to take care of the
individual characteristics of each of these makes of recordings as well
as PRESTO instantaneous recordings. Thus you obtain a perfect,
uniform reproduction of the fuU. range (50-9,000 cycles) of the finest
lateral recordings.
In addition to this valuable feature the Presto 62-A turntable employs radically
a
new drive system. The turntable rim is equipped with
a heavy, live-rubber tire driven by a steel pulley on the motor shaft.
With this design vibration is negligible and the speed is as steady as
the finest Presto recording turntables. Speed may be changed instantly from 78 to 33H RPM.
The pickup is equipped with a permanent diamond stylus which
may be removed if damaged by accident and replaced for a few dollars.
Attractively finished in two tones of gray and chromium, the Presto
62-A turntable will improve both the appearance and performance of
your station. Write today for descriptive folder.

NG CORPORATION
RECORDI
nBC|P
West 55th Street, New York, N. Y.
I U 242
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■
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Lobby
Attacks FCC
Committee
(Continued from page 15)
Declaring the Commission has
appreciate the unfortunate situa- come
to grips with the problem, the
tion are the attorneys who practice
Ijefore the Commission," said the monograph said rules recently promulgated require a petition to inmonograph. "Whether, as a group,
tervene to set forth not only the
they have a full understanding of
interest of the petitioner but also
the seriousness of the problem may
not be hazarded. One thing is clear, the facts on which his claim that
however, and that is the undeniable
his intervention will be in the public interest is based. If the provifact that it is to their own immedision is enforced intelligently and
ate self-interest that the practice be
continued. Every petition for inter- forcefully, an important step will
vention, every hearing in which have been taken both toward prothey participate, every brief they
tection of applicants and the inwrite, every oral argument they
crease in the Commission's prestige,
make, helps swell their coffers. It is said the report.
Holding that the position taken
not difficult to understand, therefore, the resistance of some of the by the Commission appears to be
attorneys having business before thoroughly sound, the monograph
the Commission to any change in said that if all an intervener proposes to do is to stand by idly or
the previous practice."
to heckle witnesses on cross-examination, there is no reason to permit him to participate. If the petition indicates he intends to indulge in hona-fide cross-examinaWWNC
tion, he should be permitted to intervene, ifthe FCC in the exercise
ASHEVILLE, N. C.
of its "sound discretion" should so
decide.
Full Time CBS Affiliate 1 ,000 Watts
Censorship Issue
Conduct of hearings on broadcast
matters in the field, rather than in
Big Mid-Winter
Washington was favored. Because
BUSINESS
of its financial inability to do this
the Commission was said to be seriin Western Carolina!
ously handicapped. In many cases,
it was stated, purely local issues
Industries going full tilt. Pay rolls
are involved and the most efficaup. Burley tobacco market bringing
cious manner in which to proceed
in new cash. There's money to
spend
— andCarolina!
money WWNC
being spent
— in
would be to send a hearing officer
Western
blankets
into or near the city in which the
this area ; no other station does.
Good time to begin your schedules
applicant proposes to build his
on WWNC is N-O-W I
station.
The monograph
disctissed at

(940

BOSTON'S
f 5 new

accounts

6 hours more

LEADER

in 30 days

commercial

WE'RE COIN' TO TOWN

time a week

/ C'MON

ALONG.

WESTINGHOUSE
WBZ-WBZA
51,000 waits
Boston & Springfield, Mass.
programmed by
CASTING COMPANY
BROAD
NATIONAL
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meetHONORED guest at a recent
ing of radio pioneers. Dr. Frank
Conrad, Westinghouse engineer
(center), fingers a replica of the
first shortwave set with which he
picked up a Pittsburgh broadcast
in thes early
London
in
and memorie
First-h
of the 1920's.
event
also were enjoyed by C. W. Horn
sit vice-pre
NBC assistan
(left),
ment and
dent in charge
of develop
,
research who sent the program,
and David Sarnoff, president of
RCA, who was with Conrad when
the broadcast was received. The trio
got together during the celebration
at which the 1940 Gold Medal of
the American Institute of the City
of New York was presented to Dr.
Conrad by Robert T. Pollock, president of the organization.
length program citations which
raised the censorship issue, pointing out that the old practice of
temporary license renewals pending investigation of program complaints had been discontinued. The
Commission's attempt to regulate
program material has occasioned
repeated
"a
complaint cries
which ofmaycensorship,
or may not
be justified". Then the monograph
frankly stated no attempt would be
made by the committee to consider
whether or not the commission "has
transcended its statutory authority
by engaging in an examination and
regulation
Whenever of aprogram
notice ofcontent".
complaints
on programs was given stations,
they usually
"voluntarily"
tinued them "rather
than testdiscontheir
propriety in renewal proceedings
under circumstances in which they
claim they could have fought the
matter to the last ditch if the Commission had instituted revocation
proceedings", it is stated. But now
the revocation procedure, reversing
the burden of proof, has been instituted, but the Committee said it is
probable the station complaints will
not subside, and that objections to
the Commission's actions will be
just as numerous and equally acrimonious. But, it adds, they will be
sorship. to the real sore-spot — cendirected
"It is difficult to believe that
broadcasters will be more willing to
contest revocation proceedings than
they have been to maintain the
burden of proof in renewal cases.
The real objection is, in other
words, not to the procedural form
which the hearing takes, but rather
to the subject-matter of the hearings. The fact is that the licensees
do not wish to have the issues litigated. They would rather discontinue objectionable programs than
risk the possibility of losing their

appreciably if broadcasters were in
a better position to know what material the Commission considers inimical to the public interest. "It is
impractical, of course," the monograph continued, "for the Commise opinions' on
sion to givey 'advanc
of radio scripts even
propriet
the
if the rendition of stich service did
not launch the Commission upon a
forbidden course of censorship.
"While it may not be feasible
to promulgate regulations covering
particular types of programs, it
may be possible for the Commission
overto issue rules governing thecontent
all character of program
and service. In any event, a greater
consistency and precision in the
Commission's decisions would give
licensees some indication of what
types of program material are
frowned
upon." e said the service
The committe
showof notice or hearing orn abecause
cause order for revocatio
folreasons ispress
or other prepared
of program
lowed by a carefully
reasons. "Such
release statingin the
its own right, one
publicity is,
of the most effective sanctions
the Commission can invoke,"
which
it continued. "But the use of the
sanction at present contains an
element of unfairness, by reason of
the circumstance that the notice of
hearing, when served by mail, may
not even reach the licensee until
after the newspapers have pubon's statement.
lished the Commissi
"It would
perhaps be seemly to
withhold the press release until the
licensee has had an adequate opportunity toexamine the notice of
may determine
hearing, so that he discontinue
the
whether he should
program in issue as a prelude to
imCommission's
termination
requesting
mediate the
and informal
there
as
long
So
proceedings.
of the
is any possibility that the just interest of the public may be protected by quiet negotiation, effort
should be made to save the licensee
from publicity which may be irremediably damaging."
Strictly Comedy
CROSS-SECTION of the best radio
comedians will be presented on the
Comedy By, which starts
MBS 16series,
Feb.
from the WOR Playhouse in
New York, and will present a different
comedy team each week. Tom Howard
and George Shelton will be the first
comedian guests, while each program
will orchestra.
present music by Bob Stanley and
his

The committee indicated it is
privileges".
probable the number of objectionable programs would be decreased

BROADCASTING

URGEST
PUBLIC DOMAIN
RECORDED

LIBRARY

in the WORLD
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New

Records

for January

Time

Sales

Are Established by National Networks
STARTING the new year with full deducted from the gross time sales
steam up, the nationwide networks before reporting. These reductions
in January 1940 reported combined will lower CBS figures by from
gross time sales of $8,311,926, a $50,000 to $60,000 a month,
new all-time high that surpassed
. o„i„^
1939 figure of $7,023,- Gross Monthly Time Sales
January
the
035 by 18.4%. For both NBC and
% Gain
CBS January was a record-breaki9j,o over 1939 1939
ing month. NBC's combined gross
NBC-Red 8.9% $3,211,161
sales on both the Red and Blue net$3,496,393
works totaled $4,405,208, a gain of
NBC-Blue
9.2% over the $4,033,900 total for Jan.
908,8i5 10.5 822,739
January 1939.
CBS
^'^^^^ro ^^'^ 2.674,057
With the new year, NBC has in- J^n.
augurated a new method of divid317S
0.8 315,078
mg its billings between its two networks. Beginning with this month,
j
oocries
Blue Network revenue will include Insurance
only time sales of those stations THE Policyholder's Friend, halfwhich are specifically identified as hour Sunday feature sponsored by
Blue affiliates on the NBC rate American Union Life Insurance Co.
card. Originally, NBC revenue was of Tulsa, began a 26-week contract
allocated as Red or Blue according Feb. 4 on KVOO, Tulsa. Featured
to the originating network, regard- are interviews between the Policyless of the distribution of supple- holder's Friend and "Mr. and Mrs.
mentary facilities. Last year this Oklahoman" on common insurance
was changed to credit the Red net- problems. Music is furnished by the
work with revenue of the Red basic KVOO staff orchestra and soloists,
and supplementary groups and the with parts in the skits taken by
Blue network with that of Blue members of the insurance combasic and supplementaries, but to pany's staff.
credit all other supplementary facilities, not specifically identified n*
ir*
r'
j
Klg J^ire f^overetl
with either Red or Bllae, to the
originating network.
A $250,000 fire in the Davenport,
New system will credit these la., business district Feb. 2 found
heretofore unbranded supplemen- WHBF, Rock Island, 111., on the
taries to the Red Network, which job. Shortly after the fire broke
it is said was already receiving out WHBF went on the air and remore than 80% of their billings, mained at the scene five hours,
and will restrict the Blue revenue Taking part in the pickups were
to that derived from Blue affiliates Robert Sinnett, chief engineer; J.
whose use entitles advertisers to Woodrow Magnuson, announcer;
the special Blue Network discounts. Maurice Corken, commercial manNBC is also reporting 1939 figures ager; Joseph Matthews, salesman,
on the new basis for comparative Several sponsors took time via telepurposes, the total NBC monthly phone solicitation and one fire inbillings not being affected, of surance agent used frequent ancourse. Since comparable monthly nouncements during the coverage.
figures are now available for the
NBC networks separately, Broad- WOR'
F M P
to its previ- Wlilt S r-iU rrograms
is returning
CASTING
ous
system
of showing individual MUTUAL programs, which may or
Red and Blue gross time sales may not be broadcast by WOR,
which was discontinued in 1938 Newark, will be the program fare
when NBC itself reported only com- of W2X0R, WOR's frequency modbined figures.
ulation station, when it begins operCBS has also made a slight ations early in March. Since the
change in its reports of gross time F-M broadcasts of these programs
sales, effective with January. Re- will be their only coverage of the
bates given to advertisers for time New York area, response to them
recaptured by the network for news from New York listeners will be an
summaries, curtailing the commer- indication of the size and growth
cial time from 30 to 25 minutes of the F-M set-owning public in
or from 60 to 55 minutes, are now this area.

Fond of Mose
RECENTLY a colored conin Cincinnati
invited Mose, gregation
a Negro
character

\.oca\

on Al and Lee Bland's Morning Patrol on WCKY, Cincinnati, to be guest of honor at
a church meeting March 12.
The Negro actor is a great
favorite of the congregation
— but it turns out he is a
mythical person played by Al
Bland. However, the Rev. B.
A. Herrington, pastor of the
church, has reissued the invitation, this time to the Brothers Bland, to attend the
meeting and demonstrate how
Mose is created. The Blands
have accepted.

^

^ assure «

nd CBS
daV

5000 >

MAR

for

the

Price

St.

of

ONE

Paul

and

Minneapolis
Combined Population Nearly 800,000
In fhe Norfhwesi

Use

WTCN
ON THEIR METTLE are these housewives, answering questions on the
Cook Book Quiz program sponsored by Miller Packing Co. on KROW,
Oakland. Scott Weakly (right) is cook-in-chief, with Elma Latta Hackett
(beside him) as referee. Money and meat awards are given contestants
and studio guests. Long Adv. Service places the program. Weakly also
conducts the Skullcrackers quiz on KROW and Mrs. Hackett has the
Friendly Homemaker program heard regularly on KSFO, San Francisco.
^BROADCASTING
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FTC Distribution Study
Limits Advertising Scope
IN A statement issued Feb. 3 the
Federal Trade Commission declared its proposed inquiry into
methods and costs of distribtition
[Broadcasting, Feb. 1] will not be
an inquiry into advertising per se,
but rather an investigation of all
distribution costs, which may or
may not include a survey of national advertising costs, merely as
an incidental to distribution costs.
The formal statement made the flat
declaration that the FTC will continue its established policy in regard to advertising, i.e., that it is
not opposed to advertising as such,
but rather to advertising that might
be false or misleading.
The report of a direct investigation of national advertising costs
grew out of a statement made by
FTC officials during a House appropriations subcommittee hearing
on the FTC section of the Independent Offices appropriations bill.
The subsequent declaration omitted
any explanation of how the definite
statement of intention and purpose
appeared in the printed record of
the subcommittee hearings.
The matter was argued briefly
on the floor of the Senate Feb. 8
when Sen. Bridges (R-N. H.) offered an amendment to cut $88,829
from the FTC appropriation, assertedly included to carry on the
reported investigation. The Bridges
proposal was opposed on the floor
by Sen. Byrnes (D-S. C), who
cited the explanatory statement of
the FTC. The proposal was rejected.

At

last!

The Recording
Industry's
Most Needed
Publication
Complete & Thorough

$1.25 Postpaid
Technical for the
Engineer ....
Understandable to
the Layman . ,
GAMBLE Publications
228 S. Wabash Ave.,
■

Chicago,
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^Crackdown' Era Seen at FCC
(Continued from page 11)
objections, to John P. Devaney, did not give an inkling as to his
former chief justice of the Minneviews on fundamental problems.
sota State Supreme Court. In this He knew about the tribulations of
connection, the basic issue before
the FCC was said to be the differ- his predecessor during his tempestuous two-year tenure, particuence between providing additional
fellow commissioners,
service to some 800,000 people in and helarlysetwith out
to put the quietus
the Minneapolis-St. Paul area and on the personality conflicts which
some 40,000 people in the Wichita
had made the FCC a mockery
area. Because of the feeling that
among Government agencies.
"people" rather than field strength
It was not until recently that
contours are paramount, it was
stated, the ruling was in favor of Chairman Fly began to reveal his
position on policy matters. These
the Minnesota applicant.
trickled forth at oral arguments,
Totally aside from the progiam
considerations, which can be ex- in hearings and in written opinions
The most repected to give rise to new censor- on broadcast data,cases.
however, came in
ship charges, there are seen in the testimonyvealingbefore
the House and
new factional lineup at the FCC
Senate committees in connection
other dire forebodings. With a re- with the 1940 FCC appropriation
ORIGINALLY planning a simple
al ocation ofbroadcasting facilities
[see page 32]. These expressions broadcast describing the antics of
impending under the Havana
the former TenTreaty by this fall, the inclination tended tonesseeclassify
Valley Authority counsel, a groundhog looking for its shadow
to keep the pot simmering may re- recognized as a crack New Deal at- on Groundhog Day (Feb. 2), the
special features division of WOR,
sult in something more than routorney, with the anti-status quo Newark, discovered none of the
tine realignments.
forces insofar as broadcast regula- New York parks had such an aniClears in Danger
tion is concerned.
mal, and even had to broadcast apA year ago the working majority
peals for a groundhog donation. At
Another pitched battle in the offinsofar as broadcast- the last moment, Suzie of the Philaing is over retention of clear chan- of theing FCC,
delphia Zoo was allowed to visit
was concerned, preferred a
nels as a means of serving rural
York via airplane, and a secand remote listeners. There is course of industry cooperation and New ond
groundhog.
Little Egypt, was
strong sentiment on the FCC to counsel, rather than regulation with obtained from a listener in Egypt,
a
vengeance.
Former
Commissioner
duplicate assignments on such
Mass. Suzie is shown emerging
0. Sykes was inclined to favor from
channels more or less indiscrimin- aE.conservative
her traveling kennel and
approach,
along
with
ately. This stems from what may
for her shadow, while
Commissioners Craven, Brown and searching
Dave DriscoU of the WOR special
be described as a "curse of big- Case.
features
division tells the story on
ness" view harbored by several of
How They Lined Up
MBS.
the so-called "radical" members,
not only against stations in major
When Judge Sykes retired after
a 12-year tenure last April, and with major network operations.
markets, but against the networks.
With the FCC committee slated was succeeded by Commissioner
The Thompson appointment, for
to issue shortly its report on the Thompson, former Mobile publisher,
Judge
Sykes'year,
unexpired
which
Network Monopoly Inquiry of lat- a change quickly was noted. He ends next
broughtterm
a change
ter 1938 and early 1939 and with joined forces at once, it appeared
the new trend toward rigorous to observers, with the Payne- in FCC processes in that the majority
favoring
cooperascrutiny of programs clearly evi- Walker faction, neither of whom
tion was
lost.
Theindustry
Commission
was
dent, large-scale activity is fore- got along with Chairman McNinch.
split
3
to
3,
with
Chairman
McAs
a
matter
of
fact,
a
feud
erupted
seen. There have been repeated deNinch during most of that period
lays in the drafting of the report, between Mr. McNinch and Payne absent because of illness. Then,
which is expected to urge radical that burst into public prints with
revision of regulatory, licensing, curious regularity. But since Mr. with Chairman Fly's appointment
fall, regarded as a merit rather
ownership and other policies and Fly's appointment, the Payne repu- last
than a political selection, new
tation as the
stormy policy views began to take shape.
procedures. Whereas the commit- petral has
all Commission's
but disappeared.
tee (BrovsTi, acting chairman,
These now have crystallized to the
Walker and Thompson) expected
While Commissioner Walker has
point
where it is apparent to obto submit the report by Feb. 15, it devoted his major attentions to teleservers that rough days are ahead.
fortphone
matters,
carrying
over
from
another
now appears at least
night or perhaps a month will his chairmanship of the Telephone GEORGE WIEDEMANN BREWelapse before it reaches the full Division of the FCC, he nevertheING Co., Newport, Ky., has placed
less has been a staunch advocate spot announcement campaigns on
Commission [Broadcasting, Feb.
WCKY,
and WMMN,
1].
of more stringent broadcast regu- Fairmont, Cincinnati,
Va., through Strauchen
On Other Fronts
lation, particularly in connection & McKim, W.
Cincinnati.
Aside from these manifestations,
the recently instituted practice of
summary revocation proceedings
for purported "hidagainstdenstations
ownership" [see page 12]
contributes to the chain of events
( Dayf/me )
which portend stringent rule. With
increased funds for personnel
forthcoming on July 1, by virtue of
the new FCC appropriation, an Investigation Unit will be stablished.
To use one of Chairman Fly's
favorite expressions before Congressional committees on appropriations''matters, these investigators will "turn over the chips" to
ferret out the facts of ownership,
operation and other data viewed as
requisite.
When Chairman Fly succeeded
Frank E. McNinch last September
after the latter's forced retirement
Aloior //Jdusi-r/ "
—
/kl/CN/MN
—
PONT/ AC
due to prolonged ill-health, he embarked on a course of study, and
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Church

Campaign

Approved by NAB
Miller Offers Cooperation in
Drive for Tolerance
COOPERATION of the broadcasting industry in a nationwide campaign of the Federal Council of
Churches of Christ in America to
have local stations donate time to
ministerial members "for the purpose of creating a better understanding between the various races
and religious groups", has been
pledged by NAB President Neville
Miller.
In a letter Feb. 1 to all stations,
Mr. Miller said there is no greater
'public service a station can render
than to give its facilities to bring
listeners
closer together
"in upon
the
bonds of understanding,
based
truth and fact." He called it one of
the "root-principles of the American system of broadcasting."
The Council, representing 143,000
Protestant congregations in the
United States, said the primary
aim of its radio campaign is to lay
essential facts before the public. It
pointed out that clergymen in hundreds of cities are being asked by
the Council to use local stations to
lead the way in the campaign.
Approves Material
Mr. Miller advised broadcasters
the Council was sending one of its
local contacts to the station with
the request that facilities be granted a local minister. The Council, he
pointed out, is sponsoring a "constructive campaign of tolerance
and understanding, lest the spread
of intolerance by hate-mongers both
at home and abroad, sweep over the
country as it has elsewhere."
Pointing out that the NAB in
examining the material had found
it factual, impartial and contributing to "good" radio, Mr. Miller said
it is material which men of good
will in all faiths will welcome. He
added it was vital that this message be "gotten across now".
Declaring the council had turned
to radio to do this job, Mr. OMiller
said it felt that no other medium
can reach the minds and hearts of
men so effectively. "I feel sure that
all stations will wish to take part
in this important, worthwhile project. Its spokesmen will no doubt be
outstanding clergymen in each city.
Certainly there is no greater public service a station can render than
to give its facilities to bring its listeners closer together in the bonds
of understanding based on truth
and fact."
Mr. Miller simultaneously extended his thanks to stations, networks, sponsors and artists who
gave of their time and talent to
foster the "March of Dimes" in
celebration of President Roosevelt's
birthday, as part of the infantile
paralysis eradication campaign. He
said American radio again was the
backbone of the campaign. The results, he declared, are "more than
a tribute to radio. They are a tribute to the responsive heart of the
American people who have never
yet failed to answer a radio call for
neighborly help."
' WCOP, Boston, has sold a daily fiveminute program to Dawson's, new
jewelry firm, featuring the novel Western Electric watch-testing mechanism,
the "X-Ray plification
Eye",
which through what
amtells instantaneously
• is the matter with a watch.
f^BROADCASTING

'Pot o' Gold' Action
(Continued from page 11)
gram. According to the report,
Mead's Fine Bread Mystery Woman
called at houses in the community
to buy a loaf or part of a loaf of
Mead's bread for $5. The Mystery
Woman's movements were described in the program. Housewives
not having the Fine Bread loaf did
not receive th§ prize. Apparently
this type of "game" differs from
the Pot 'o Gold in that "consideration" may be involved, since the recipient of the award must have purchased aloaf of bread. In the case
of the Pot 'o Gold, with its $1,000
award or $100 absentee prize, the
winner is not required to purchase
anything or even listen to the program. The award is forthcoming if
the particular telephone selected is
answered.
On the Pot 'o Gold program, it
is understood upwards of 100 letters
or communications have been received. Particularly active have
been the cooperative theatres of
Michigan, which dispatched to
Washington their own emissary,
Thomas McGuire, to complain
about loss of attendance. Rep.
Tenerowicz (D-Mich.) on Jan. 23
placed in the Congressional Record
two letters he received protesting
the program as causing a loss to
theatre operators estimated to run
over $1,000,000 per week.
Postal Ruling
Aside from complaints from
theatrical and Congressional quarters, it is understood a number of
stations have written the FCC expressing varying degrees of disfavor on prize offer programs but
pointing out that for competitive
reasons they are obliged to accept
them if they do not contravene the
statute.
Immediately following the FCC
action, there were repercussions of
allegations of program censorship,
in violation of the law. In this connection, however, it was pointed
out that the Commission has not
taken action but simply referred
the program questions to the Department of Justice, which has the
responsibility of criminal prosecutions. Previously it had been reported that both the Department
and the Post Office Department inhad ruled
that theviolated
Pot 'o
Gold in noformallywise
technically
the lottery statutes. A somewhat
similar case — Mu$ico — was upheld
Nov. 22 by the Federal District
Court
Dec. 1]. in Peoria [Broadcasting
In connection with Pot o' Gold it
was learned the Post Office Department late last year advised the
postmaster in St. Louis that newspapers carying advertising on this
program could be accepted under
second class rules. This was regarded as tantamount to a clean
bill of health. Previous complaints
filed with the Department of Justice
on the Turns program had not been
pursued, apparently on the theory
that no violation was involved.
DONALD DAVIS, president of General Mills, and Allen Prescott, conductor of programs on NBC and WOR,
Newark, will address the consumer
conference Feb. 21 at the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York, under auspices of
the Advertising Women of New York.
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STOP

WE'LL

FUSSING!

GET

OUR

PROGRAM

WHEREVER

UuT

oi range oi

a particular radio ,
WE GO
Of does not mean out of reach of a favorite
station
program. No matter where radio listeners are,
and no matter where the program originates, the
radio program networks bring it to them.
Special telephone circuits and facilities have
been so woven into network patterns that this
country can enjoy the world's best radio programs.
And in Bell Telephone Laboratories the work
goes on continuovisly to reach, through research,
still higher levels of achievement in program
transmission.
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DISCUSSING plans for CBS' coverage of Des Moines' famed Drake
Relays during a recent meeting in
New York, this trio — (1 to r) Jimmy Dolan, Ted Husing and Gardner Cowles Jr., head of The Cowles
Stations and a trustee of Drake U
— will be prominently identified
with the event. Husing shifted his
sports schedule from the Penn Relays to the Drake event, to be held
April 26-27, following Cowles' visit
to New York to arrange broadcast
facilities for the University. Dolan,
Husing's aide de camp, holds a
picture of Michigan U's crack relay
team, a 1940 Drake Relays entry
that is expected to set a new fourman competition record, according
to the experts.
CBS, NBC and MBS are planning
special broadcasts in connection with
the annual American Assn. of School
Administrators' Convention to be held
Feb. 25-29 in St. Louis.
WORCESTER

Inquiry Begun by FCC
On Complaints Involving
WHN
Racing Programs
THE FCC on Feb. 6 directed an
investigation by its legal department of complaints of racetrack
gambling broadcasts allegedly being carried by WHN, New York,
registered by R. J. Beamish, public utility commissioner of Pennsylvania. In a letter to FCC Chairman Fly, Mr. Beamish stated that
Pennsylvania is swamped by
WHN's race broadcasts and charged
that an interlocking gambling arrangement resulted from the station's coverage of the various
tracks, with Bell telephone lines in
Pennsylvania use in connection
with WHN broadcasts for gambling
purposes.
Alleging that WHN broadcasts
are employed in the conduct of the
business of the William Armstrong
racetrack service from 1:15 p.m. to
7 p.m. every race day, Mr. Beamish
stated that copies of The Armstrong Scratch Sheet, above the
masthead, contained a pointed
note directinginterrupted
attention
to the
broadcast of
all "unturf
news" on WHN on race days. He
inclosed with the letter the report
of State public utility investigators
and sent a copy of the complaint to
Attorney General Jackson.
The FCC has made no statement
concerning the complaint, pending
ingestigation of the charges by the
FCC legal department.
COUNTY-

Simplified
"I CAN spell Philadelphia —
KYW, Philadelphia,"
claimed a4-year-old girl exas
she dashed from loudspeaker
to greet her mother in the
kitchen. Such is the "bright
saying" published
in the26Philadelphia Inquirer Jan.
and
submitted to the paper by
Mrs. A. Devitt, Lost Creek,
Pa.
CBS Tests Use of Title
Before and After Music
IN LINE with the new policy recently started by WDRC, Hartford,
of identifying musical selections
after they are played on programs
as well as before [Broadcasting,
Feb. 1], CBS has been testing the
idea on sustaining programs only,
with identification both before and
after the selection is played. The
policy is followed only for musical
selections which have no identifying theme or lyrics on some 30
sustaining programs weekly, according to a plan worked out by
Max Wylie, director of the CBS
script division, and William B.
Lewis, vice-president in charge of
broadcasts. It is too early to
tabulate results, CBS stated, but
letters complaining that the listener did not hear the title of the selection have definitely lessened.
Also testing the policy is Paul
Brenner, conductor of the Music
Hall program, heard twice daily on
WAAT, Jersey City, who states
that his listeners can now hear the
t^tle of tunes they like after they
are played rather than before.
Chesterfield Adds WOR
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO
Co., New York, to expand the listening audience for the Chesterfield
program
Miller's
orchestra, featuring
on Feb. Glenn
4 started
the
program on WOR, Newark, via
transcription Sundays and Mondays, 9:15-9:30 p. m. The WOR presentations are repeats of the live
Tuesday and Wednesday 10-10:15
p. m. broadcasts on CBS, which also
carries the program Thursdays at
the same time. Newell-Emmett Co.,
New York, handles the account.
Western

OF

WTAG
WORCESTER
MASS.

NBC

BASIC

MASSACHUSETTS
Clear across the state — from the New Hampshire line
on the north to the Connecticut-Rhode Island line on the
south stretches Worcester County — a stable market of 400
diversified industries, represented by 1083 manufacturing
plants. This area — and beyond — is the great WTAG primary market, the heart of New England's population.
Three quarters of a million listener-buyers keep tuned
to WTAG, the only station to provide primary service to this
important area.

RED

AND

YANKEE

NETWORKS

EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.-NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE WORCESTER TELEGRAM-GAZETTE
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ANOTHER major international
shortwave transmitter goes on the
air between March 15 and April 1
when the new WLWO, companion
to Crosley's WLW, Cincinnati, is
completed as a 50 kw. outlet using
six different frequencies. The station formerly was known as
W8XAL and first started operating in 1924
as one of the
country's
pioneer
international
stations.
At
work on transmitter installation
are (left) R. J. Rockwell, Crosley
station's technical supervisor, and
Willard Moore, chief draftsman.
Finch Is Granted Patent
For Colored Facsimile
PATENT has been awarded W. G.
H. Finch, president of Finch Telecommunications Inc., New York,
for a process of sending fine-detail
color pictures over ordinary telephone wires. Freedom from streak
and scanning lines, fine detail and
ease of enlargement are claimed for
the process. The patent is second in
a series of color picture grants.
The mitted
color
picture
be transismounted
on atotransmitter
drum and scanned in a manner
similar to black-white scanning,
with color filters automatically and
successively interposed between
the scanning beam and photoelectric cell to produce directly the
electrical equivalent of the primary
color separation prints. Successive
line-by-line scanning through light
filters results in required color separation prints at the receiver.

Electric Offers

AU-Purpose Microphone
WESTERN ELECTRIC Co. is introducing a new all-purpose cardioid microphone, No. 639B, which
the company says gives engineers
the equivalent of six distinct instruments inone compact unit. The
"multimike" can be switched to
function as non-directional, bi-directional, cardioid directional or for
any of three degrees of "hypercardioid" operation, according to
WE, with a rotary switch control
that permits the engineer to aim
the double dead area that characterizes the hyper-cardioid pattern
at points of echoes or other disturbing sources.
In this way the mike can compensate for faulty acoustics in auditoriums and other pickup points.
Unit is of the dynamic-velocity
type, with a range of from 40 to
10,000 cycles per second, and stands
7% inches high, weighing 3 pounds
and 4 ounces.
BROADCASTING

Hot off the press
. . . and right on
a subscriber
your
desk if you'reto
BROADCASTING?
Got yours?
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Daytime

Listening

Will Be Surveyed
WNRC Plans National Study
Of the Feminine Audience
A SURVEY of daytime listening
habits of American women to de' termine
whatwhy,
programs
women the
listen to and
and whether
present daytime radio fare actually
entertains home women and shutins is being launched by the WoI men's National Radio Committee.
! The survey was prompted by protests of listening groups throughout the country, said Mrs. Samuel
' Kubsie, chairman of the daytime
program committee, in announcing
the proiect. "Members of our listen: ing groups have complained at the
monotony of being obliged either
to listen to one talkie or serial after
another or else to turn off the radio
altogether. They claim that many
of the daytime programs are an
affront to the intelligence of the
home-woman who has a wide range
. of interests."
Not an Attack
"While these complaints have
' prompted the survey," Mrs. Kubsie continued, "we are starting it
without
preconceived
prejudices. Theany
women
who have written
to us may represent a minority of
the daytime audience. On the other
hand, however, although a volume
of fan-mail has in all probability
been responsible for the continuance
of some of these programs which
have been on the air for several
years, does writing in for leaflets
or information and premiums really
constitute approval of the program
itself? That is what we want to
find out."
At WNRC headquarters in New
York it was stated the findings of
the survey will be made available
to broadcasters and sponsors for
their guidance in planning future
programs. Emphasizing the point
that the survey was aimed at collecting information and not at attacking radio, the spokesman said
the questions were being carefully
phrased to avoid suggesting to the
woman answering that any specific
answer was expected, but to leave
her free to put down her honest
opinion of what she hears. If the
findings are that a large number
of women dislike the love serials, it
was said, then the broadcasters will
be asked to do something about giving them a more varied daytime
radio diet. If on the other hand
most women are found to enjoy the
daytime serials and not to want
any change, then the WNRC will
focus its efforts, not on broadcasters, but on an educational campaign to raise the listening standards of the average American woman.

BRITISH

TO HUMANIZE banks and explain
their functions for the man on the
street, a new series of weekly educational talks started Feb. 7 on
KYW, Philadelphia, under auspices
of the educational department of
the Institute of Banking and the
Pennsylvania Bankers Assn. Presidents of four big Philadelphia
banks speak on the four programs.
Here Livingston E. Jones (left),
president of the First National
Bank of Philadelphia, who was
guest speaker on the opening program, receives the congratulatory
grip from Leslie W. Joy, KYW
general manager, at the conclusion
of his broadcast.
MUSIC

AND

NEWS

HAS

SPONSORS

Expeditionary Force in France Accepts Funds and
Mentions Donors on WarFront Station
DESPITE the opposition of the of it, a non-commercial one and I
British Broadcasting Corp. and de- am finding that my sales people
spite the wartime restrictions on
quite a difRculty in bebroadcasting. Radio International, are having
ing able to adapt their ideas to,
shall
I
say,
negotiating instead of
operating from "somewhere in
France", is on the air from 7 a.m. selling. By this I mean that we are
to 8 p.m. daily, with a schedule that not handling the matter on a full
includes sponsored as well as sus- commercial basis at all and virtually our moral license to operate is
taining programs. Under the patronage ofthe British Expeditionary on a basis of contributions from
Force Wireless Entertainment Com- manufacturers to entertain the
mittee, headed by Field-Marshal
it being, of course, acknowlLord Birdwood, G.C.B., the station troops, edged
that many people in this
is dedicated to the entertainment
country will hear the program and
of the British troops in France,
will hear the manufacturer's name.
and has titled itself "the station be"We are setting up a production
hind the lines". Manufacturers are
in Paris,of as
we etc.,
anticipermitted to contribute to this en- organization
discs,
to
tertainment and the station is al- Francepate thatis transport
going to be very difficult
lowed to acknowledge these contributions, although no sales talk is in the near future."
allowed.
A letter written by one of the FM BROADCASTERS has been inporated as a Delaware corporation
station's executives to E. P. H. to foster corF-M
broadcasting. John
James, advertising manager of
Shepard
3d.,
Yankee
Network,
dent John
;
V. L. Hogan,
WQXR,is presiNew
NBC, reads in part: "As you will
readily appreciate, the whole of our York, vice-president, and Robert T.
present proposition is, on the face Bartley, Yankee Network, secretary.

At Any Hour Made Available
By WHK, WCLE
ANSWERING protests against
serial domination of daytime broadcast hours, WHK and WCLE,
Cleveland, on Feb. 1 instituted a
new system of cooperative 12-hour
programming making available
music or news at any time of day,
from sign-on to 6 p.m., according to
H. K. Carpenter, vice-president of
United Broadcasting Co. and general manager of the stations. Now
in its first stage, the plan already
offers listeners more than 96 hours
per week of daytime music and
news on the two stations, Mr. Carpenter pointed out.
WCLE, on the air until 6 p.m.
daily, carries the heavier musical
schedule. WHK signs off at 1 a.m.,
and its evening schedule, from 6
p.m. on, includes over 30 hours of
music and news in an average week,
an aggregate of more than 126
hours of musical and news programs weekly on the stations. With
383 music-news programs, either
sponsored
sustaining,
the stations eachorweek
out of on
a total
of
660 programs of all types, the
music-news type now is dominant
and accounts for 58% of time.

NOW

TRANSCRIBED

LOCAL,

REGIONAL

NATIONAL

FOR
OR

SPONSORSHIP

One of the few programs suitable for either one, two, three or five
times weekly presentation. Features Jean Ashley, psychiatrist, who
analyzes the problems of mothers and daughters, and suggests a
solution after the dramatization. Sure-fire — powerful — loaded with
human interest. Quarter-hour episodes.
RADIO

DAILY - Program

Reviews and Comments

"My
and of/"human interest and sympathetic angles In this
There Daughter
are large elements
WHN sustainer, heard Friday, 12 :30-12 :45 p.m. which should aid in building ,
' a following. After an announcement about the problems that often occur '
between mother and daughters, and of the program's attempt to reconcile
such differences, a "typical problem" of mother-in-law interference was
I presented. The solution was also offered, bringing the curtain down on a |
happy finale.
There's also a slice of the audience participation idea in the program, as
listeners are invited to present their problems and are informed that theirs
may be used, while other fans may be asked to help settle the differences.
The production is suitable for sponsorship, particularly for a client looking
for a daytime show somewhat off the beaten path, yet not freakish.

i
Night School
IN STUDIO E every Monday
evening, 11 engineers of
WMT, Cedar Rapids, gather
around a blackboard to discuss technical problems ranging from frequency modulation to facsimile. The roundtables are directed by George
P. Hixenbaugh, a onetime
marine operator and radio
instructor. Engineers thus
keep abreast of progress in
their art.

STATION

Wdesign
BN X
concentrates its
allotted power
where 6,982,635
foreign citizens
reside — Influencing their listening
and buying habits.
METROPOLITAN STATION
COSMOPOLITAN AUDIENCE
WBNX NEW YORK

Write or Wire for Audition Samples and Prices

KASPER-GORDON,
140 BOYLSTON STREET
In Canada:

incorporated
BOSTON, MASS.

Representatives in Principal Cities
WALTER P. DOWNS, 2313 St. Catherine Street W., Montreal

5000 Watts Days — 1000 Watts Nights
BROADCASTING
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Intercollegiate Network
To Be Discussed During
'Brown Network' Session
PLANS for the nation's first Intercollegiate Broadcasting System,
patterned after commercial networks, will be discussed by delegates from 50 colleges and universities expected at a conference
sponsored
the "Brown Providence,
Network"
at Brown byUniversity,
R. I., Feb. 17-18.
Student officers of the "Brown
Network", a wired radio system
linking all of the university's dormitories and fraternity houses, have
invited radio-minded students and
radio clubs at other colleges to attend the conference. The registration fee is $1.50, which will also
cover overnight accommodations.
George Abraham '40, chairman of
the "Brown Network", said the projected Intercollegiate Broadcasting
System would link various types of
college radio stations so programs
could be relayed and interchanged
among members. Advertising sponsors are being contacted.
Highlights of the conference pi-ogram will be addresses bv President
Henry M. Wriston, of Brown; H.
Linus Travers '27, vice-president
of the Yankee Network; representatives of CBS, MBS and NBC,
and representatives of Providence
radio stations.

U. S. Television Urges
Early Commercial Basis
WITH release of a letter to the
FCC urging "immediate commercialization of television", United
States Television Mfg. Corp.,
New
York, has announced a new line of
television receivers designed for
"the high-inome class home which
television must reach today". The
newly - announced sets, including
both a table model and a Sheraton
mahogany console model, employ
the DuMont 14-inch tube and feature direct vision, with five-channel
tuning and three-chassis construction. Prices quoted are $395 for the
table model $440 for console.
The Feb. 8 letter, signed by
Hamilton Hoge, vice-president of
the firm, thanked the FCC for the
visit by FCC representatives during the television tour of Feb. 1-5,
mercialization" stated that aland in tirging "immediate comthough "RCA's system, or the RMA
standards, may or may not be the
best in sight, it is now on the air
and it is very good, and we believe
that RCA ought to have the help
of commercial, or at least semicommercial, television to improve
present programs".
The DuMont opposition to RMA
standards
"the machinmonkey
wrench inwas
the termed
television
ery", and the letter urged that DuMont build a full-power station to
prove his points. Mr. Hoge also
stated that in case of a drastic
change in standards, the factor of
obsolescence would be by no means
insurmountable, since the chassis
"could be called back to the factory
and changed over to the new standards in one man-day's work at a
cost of not more than $20 per set".
ENGINEERS at WBBM, Chicago,
have completed an electrically-controlled "echo chamber" for reverberation effects for canyons, auditoriums,
the sounds of voices, and action taking
place in a cave. Frank Falknor, chief
engineer, directed building operations.
Urban Johnson, sound effects head,
controls the device.
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THIS artist's sketch of the General Electi-ic television relay setup in the
Helderberg Mountains illustrates how visual signals transmitted from
New York are intercepted after an airline distance of 129 miles at the
GE relay station, passed on IVz miles to W2XB, new GE transmitter, and
retransmitted from there to receivers in Schenectady and Albany, 12
miles away, and Troy, 18 miles distant. In addition to its relay function,
W'2XB also is used to transmit locally originated GE television programs.
Defers Action on Television
(Continued from page 36 )
in a brief filed by Louis
several parties responded to the G. Philco
Caldwell reaffirmed its objection
FCC request to file reports on their
to any immediate arbitrary definipatent holdings and dispositions,
tion of standards and pointed out
along with licensing arrangements,
the advisability of allowing from
and a breakdown of their individsix months to a year for bringing
ual expenditures in television dein pending developments. Specificvelopment and experimentation.
ally, Philco, excepted to the rules
RCA in a brief filed by Frank
immediate limited
W. Wozencraft, who handled the contemplating
commercialization of television ; the
presentation of RCA-NBC testi- rules and Television Committee's
mony at the hearing, argued
recommendation involving immedisquarely for limited commercial
ate fixation of standards, as distelevision operation, emphasizing
from waiting for six
that "there must be a starting months or a tinguished
year for a restatement
point" and that "television has of standards by the industry in the
gone as far as it can go without
light of present knowledge and results of current experimentation;
of programs".
the sponsorship
Denying
that any patent
issue was
involved in the hearing, RCA con- and the allocations plan set out in
the committee report and the comtintied that the RMA standards
mittee's recommendation that that
represent the best collective judg- table be utilized as a guide for alment of the industry and they are
locating television stations.
the only standards presented to the
Du
Mont's Position
broadcastvisual
which
FCC upon
"The imPointing to what it termed
now.
go forward
ing can portant
thing is that television be RCA's domination of RMA and the
RCA
ahead,"
RMA standards, along
go not
to
permitted
stated. "It should
be required proposed
with its superior patent position,
to stand still while the laggards
DuMont brief, filed by Counsel
in the industry catch up with the the
William A. Roberts, recommended
that the FCC "after the presentaWithout limited commercialization of practicable demonstrations
leaders."
tion, RCA will not engage in the
the theories of DuMont" adopt
large-scale manufacture of televi- of
flexible standards, in particular setsion receiving sets, it concluded.
ting no limitation upon frames or
But if commercial operation is per- lines beyond a minimum of 15
mitted, RCA said it would begin frames per second and a maximum
the construction of television relay of 800 lines per frame, but fixing
facilities "between New York and as standard "a synchronized pulse
substantially similar to that preone or two other cities".
CBS Oflfers Three Plans
sented by DuMont, readily adaptable to the use of flexible driven
In its brief, filed by Counsel Paul
circuits and not so completely hidA. Porter, CBS dealt broadly with
den in a forest of patents as to be
service considerations, recommendlost from fair and reasonable coming that the FCC give effect to one
of the three proposals outlined durIn memorandum Robert Robins,
ing the CBS appearance by Patil president of Cath-Ray Electronic
W. Kesten, CBS vice-president in Laboratories,
called attention to the
petition."
chai-ge of television development.
public
service
features of an exThese proposals included fixing the
panding television operation, destandards for a 10-year period and
claring, "A denial of this wholetelling people they are fixed and
some public service merely because
that they can count on any set thpv private interests deem it commerbuy; or, not fixing the standards
cially inexpedient at this stage
and telling people they are not might well
develop widespread and
fixed and that they cannot count vociferous
protest from the public
on any set they buy, or, between
these plans, fixing such flexible
Television Inc., in
standards that neither public in- a Metropolitan
brief
filed
by
Andrew G. Haley
vestment nor broadcasting investand W. Theodore Pierson, Washitself."
ment will be jeopardized by change,
ington attorneys, excepted to Rule
according to the brief.
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COLLINS Radio Co., Cedar Rapids,
la., reports the
of 300-F
250-watt
transmitters
to sale
the new
WFTM,
Fort
Myers, Fla. ; WBAB, Atlantic City;
KWAT, Watertown, S. D. ; WLPM.
Suffolk, Va. New 21-D transmitter,
1,000-5,000 watts, is being installed at
KCMO, Kansas City. KGNO, Dodge
City, la.,
operatingtransmitter,
with a 20-H Collinsis1000-watt
and
WCOA, Pensacola, will soon be using
a similartracts unit.
CollinsBroadcasting
also reports conwith Nevada
Co.,
Las Vegas, Broadcasting Corp. of
America, Riverside, Cal., and Kentucky Broadcasting Co., Louisville, for
equipment subject to FCC approval of
their applications.
RCA MFG Co., Camden, reports the
sale of a 5-DX power amplifier unit
to KWFT, Wichita
Tex. ; S.
250-K
transmitter
to WFIG,Falls,
Sumter,
C. ;
250-K transmitter to WGTC, Greenville, N. C. ; 250-K transmitter to
WSLB, Ogdensburg, N. T. — the latter
three
newly authorized
stations —Tuma,
250G transmitter
to KYUM,
Ariz. ; 100-EM modulator unit to
WGPC. Albany, Ga.
DEVELOPMENT of a mobile radio
antenna by National Park Service engineers, making possible long distance
two-way
from motorized Parkcommunication
Service field equipment,
has
been reported by Secretary of Interior
Ickes. Previously
radio Park
communication from two-way
the ordinary
Service patrol car used in fire and
snow surveys, has been limited to a
few miles. With the new antenna, a
development of the base loaded type,
communication between points more
than 100 miles apart has been attained,
using frequencies between 2500 and
3500 kc.
THOUGH the war has practically
halted new broadcast installations in
Europe, Standard Telephones & Cables
Ltd., associate in England of the I. T.
& T. Co., reports that just before the
outbreak it completed delivery to the
BBC of the new 100 kw. station at
Start tionPoint
and thewhich
new replaced
20 kw. staat Clevedon,
the
station at Washford and the low power
relay transmitters at Plymouth and
Bournmouth.
A TECHNICAL paper on the Finch
Facsimile System, as presented before
the Washington Section of the IRE
in December, has been published by
the IRE and reprints are available
from Finch Telecommunications Inc.,
New York. Authors are William S.
Halstead
and James
engineers associated
with W.A. G.Craig,
H. Finch,
the inventor.
CFOS, Owen Sound, Ont., authorized
for 100 watts on 1370 kc, has begun
construction. Northern Electric Co.,
Toronto,
Canadian
subsidiary
Western Electric,
is installing
the of
complete
transmitter and studio equipment.
KTUL, Tulso, Okla., has added a
novachord to its studio musical equipment.
474 (d) and the proposed allocation table "so far as they allocate
only three channels to the New
York metropolitan district". Such
limitationefficientwas
termed "unfair,
inand inequitable
in fact and
in law", and the brief stated that
the allocation scheme would prevent the development of television
in New York.
Letters also were received from
Farnsworth Television & Radio
Corp. outlining that company's
patent holdings and licensing arrangements, along with another
from R. J. Rockwell, technical supervisor of WLW, Cincinnati, stating that that station held no television patents.
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Advertising

IClosed Shop Provisions
Television News
Notes
To Feature Artist Pact
CONTRACTS covering wages and
I conditions of employment for artNew Television Book
Urges Television Sponsorship
ists appearing before the television
of telecameras will shortly be presented
WRITTEN in engineering lang- COMMERCIALIZATION
vision isthe impetus this new medito the networks, with a closed shop
uage, a detailed survey of the
um needs to get it started on the
provision as a fundamental part of technical aspects of visual broadto public acceptance, Harry
each contract. Speaking for the artcasting iscontained in the new vol- road
R. Lubcke, television director of
ists will be a committee made up of
ume. Television — The Electronics the
Don Lee Broadcasting System,
one member chosen by Actors' Equi- of Image Transmission, written by stated during his recent visit to
ty Assn., one by the American Fed- Vladimir K. Zworykin and George
eration of Radio Artists, one by A. Morton, television inventor and New York. Speaking at a press
arranged for him by Lesthe
Screen
Actors'
by director and associate, respectively, luncheon
ter Gottlieb, publicity director of
Chorus Equity
Assn.,Guild,
and one
a fifth
of the electronic research labora- Mutual
Broadcasting System with
to be chosen by the other four.
tory of RCA Mfg. Co. [John Wiley
Decision to place jurisdiction over & Sons, 646 p., $6]. Divided into which the Don Lee network is affiliated, Mr. Lubcke said that comthe television field in the hands of four parts, the volume presents dismercialization would give televicussions of fundamental physical
this joint committee, temporarily
sion
money for better
at least, is embodied in an agree- principles, principles of television, and morebroadcasters
frequent
programs, that
ment signed early this month by component elements of an elecwould stimulate the purchase
,representatives of Equity, AFRA
tronic television system, and a de- these
television receivers and that the
and SAG, which calls for the imscription of the RCA-NBC televi- of
enlarged audiences would encoursion project.
mediate formation of this commit❖ * *
age further sponsorship of protee, which will then prepare programs which would finance more
posed agreements with employers. »
Farnsworth Schedule
still better programs, resulting in
These tentative documents are to
mobile tele- a development of visual broadcastbe submitted to the governing THE FARNSWORTH
vision demonstration unit has been
ing that would parallel that of
boards of the three unions, which
;are ordered to consider them at the booked in New England cities until sound broadcasting.
first regular meeting following their March 20. Starting Feb. 5 in the
* * :i;
receipt, so that no time shall be lost Jordon Marsh store, Boston, the
NBC Asks More Data
in commencing negotiations.
unit's schedule includes Manchester, N. H., Feb. 12-13; Lowell, WITH the information to be used
Each party to the inter-union
Mass., Feb. 15; Lawrence, Mass., primarily in planning future proagreement, which gives the comgrams, NBC has sent a business remittee "full power to handle the Feb. 17; Portland, Me., Feb. 19-20;
ply card to television set owners in
problems of performers in tele- Boston (Noyes-Buick Co.), Feb. 22;
New Haven, Feb. 27-28; Water- the New York area along with a revision relating to minimum wages,
quest to fill in appropriate blanks
working conditions and other mat- bury, Conn., March 1-2; Norwich,
Conn., March 5; New Bedford, with make of receiver, date of purters which may arise in connection
chase and, particularly, size of
vdth the employment of these per- Mass., March 14-15; Worcester,
18; Springfield, March 19. screen and the average number of
formers intelevision," made it clear March
that in signing, it waived none of Since Jan. 7 the show has appeared people making use of the set. Sent
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Allen- out over the signature of Alfred H.
its asserted claims to sole jurisdic- at
town and Hartford.
tion over television performers.
Morton, NBC vice-president in
* * *
While most of the terms of concharge of television, the accompanytracts to be negotiated are left to
GE Gets Power Reduction
ing letter emphasizes the importthe committee, subject to the ap- AUTHORIZED to use 10 kw. for
ance of the program producers'
proval of the signing unions, the
visual and 3 kw. for aural broad- knowing
average programs.
size "stage"
agreement states that non-members
in handlingthetelevision
casting on the 60-80 mc. band,
of the AAAA appearing in televised drama shall be required to WIXA, General Electric Co.'s proBrighter Eyes
jected new television station at
join a branch of this parent talent
Bridgeport,
Conn.,
on
Feb.
7
was
METHOD
of increasing the keenunion; that the life of any agreement signed with an employer shall granted a reinstatement of its conness
of
television
"eyes" toandcolors
imstruction permit, which had expired
proving their response
not extend beyond the life of the
Sept. 16, but at its request visual has been patented by the electrical
committee, and that the committee
power was reduced to 175 watts and research laboratories of Illinois U.
respect any outstanding contracts
aural
to 100 watts.
To increase response to light and
with employers.
give more accurate translation of
colors, a light-sensitive potassium
MORE)
B A L T
ABOUT
surface of the photoelectric cell is
bombarded with atomic hydrogen
and electrons in a high vacuum.
The method is claimed to increase
light-sensitivity 10 to 50 times. The
new development, made under diHere's a break-down of the
V ^ ^_
rection of Prof. Joseph T. Tykociner, known as the father of the
in
PEOPLE
MILLION
v'^^fll
sound-on-film for movies, is claimed
to have important application to
astronomy and moving pictures as
marketthe Baltimore
V//-51i
well as television.
* * *
"•flP!^.. What kind of people is just as imporTelevision and Junior League
tant as how many people in determinTELEVISION was the feature
ing the value of a market. Baltimore is
of the mid-winter board meeting of
the asscoiations of the Junior
predominantly **77a^jVe-w/iife." It's significant, too, that
Leagues of America on Feb. 15,
only 5.1% of the entire population are over 65 years old!
with NBC's station W2XBS presenting Helen W. Leovy, president
Make your advertising investment in a
of
the
association,
and Helen Find"ttrtt
Baltimore's
Use
market. radio station.
growing choice"
73.0%
Native white
lay,
secretary
of
the
art department, giving association's
a report of
Foreign bom white. . . . 9.2%
H ■ ■
the survey on community art programs currently being conducted by
: Negro
the 148 Junior Leagues in America,
17.7%
E|
WB ^1
Canada
and Mexico.
' Others
0.1%
r
n
n

— anof 94,9% of the population BALTIM
ORE
'
National Representative*
RETRY & COMPANY
EDWARD
^
*ON
THE
NBC
RED
NETWORK
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Screen

Writers

Termed

Better for Video Scripts
SCREEN writers are better
equipped
those
who writeforfortelevision
present than
day radio,
according to Thomas Conrad Sawyer, production director of W6XA0,
the Los Angeles television station
operatedformed
by members
Don ofLee.
so inthe He
Hollywood
Television Artists & Writers Guild,
in an address Feb. 1, declaring that
screen writers can visualize a continuous stream of action and can
be brief. He implied that radio
script writers must acquire those
qualifications before applying
themselves successfully to television.
Television Artists & Writers
Guild has filed incorporation papers with the California Secretary
of State in Sacramento. Listed as
directors are George H. Seward,
president
of the
Hollywood
vision Society;
Howard
E. Hill,TeleLos
Angeles; and Jack Morris Jr., Culver City, Cal. Purpose of the new
guild is to operate for mutual benefit of its members in aiding contractual relations with television
studios and producers. Seward also
recently organized the Television
Engineers of America, for educational and social purposes. Incorporation papers have been filed for
this organization.
GAPT. L. F. PLUGGB, pioneer in
the field of placing commercial proon European
stationsproduction
and formergramshead
of a London
firm, who is a member of Parliament,
has been named chairman of the Parliamentary and Scientific Committee
of the House of Commons.

LOWELL THOMAS, NBC news commentator and honorary chairman of
the American
Olympic
BobsledcupsCom-as
mittee, is oiferinft
two silver
trophies for the international bobsled
races to be held in February on Mt.
Van Hovenburg, Olympic run at Lake
Placid, New York.
February

WIBC
INDIANAPOLIS
"INDIANA'S
FRIENDLY
•
Has STATION"
the
Listening
Greatest
of Any
Audience
(Daytime)
Station
in Central
Indiana
Howard Wilson Co.
Nat, Reps.

WIBC
INDIANAPOLIS
1000 Watts -- 1050 kc.
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Senate
Other

Votes

Funds

for

FCC;

Legislation

Is Inactive
Cut of $40,000 in Appropriation Bill Is Made;
Administrative Appeal Measure Is Speeded
vertiser as well, summarily lose
By LEWIE V. GILPIN
their respective FCC and Federal
ASIDE from passage of the Inde- Alcohol Administration licenses
pendent Offices Appropriation Bill [Broadcasting, Feb. 1]. The new
by the Senate on Feb. 8, with FCC
measure — offered as a substitute
funds cut to $2,076,340, a reduc- for the earlier bill which drew considerable attention but no action at
tion of $40,000 from the total
amount previously voted by the the last regular session — need not
House, federal legislation affecting be recommitted for further commitradio remains static. Several pendtee consideration, according to Sen.
ing proposals are slated for early Johnson, and is eligible for immediate consideration.
action, among them a companion
measure to the Logan bill (S-915)
The copyright measure (S-3043)
for reorganizing administrative
introduced early in the session by
court procedure and the Johnson
Sen. Thomas (D-Utah) remains inactive, pending the return of Chairbill (S-517) to prohibit the adverman Bone, of the Senate Patents
tising of alcoholic beverages by radio.
Committee. Upon Sen. Bone's arThe House Rules Committee
rival, following his recovery from
early in February granted right of an injury received last fall, it is
way to the measure (HR-6324) in- expected the Patents Committee
will hold hearings on the Thomas
troduced by Rep. Walter (D-Pa.)
as a companion bill to S-915, de- proposal at which both proponents
signed to provide individuals with and opponents of the legislation
will be heard.
broadened appeal opportunities
from decisions of Federal boards
Census Criticism
and agencies, including the FCC
Some Congressional controversy
and similar agencies in its general
terms.
was evident over the $8,000,000 appropriation for the Housing CenHouse Debate Slated
sus authorized last session and now
In effect curbing the power of before the House Appropriation
these agencies, the Walter bill is Committee. At subcommittee hearscheduled to be considered in the
ings and on the floor of the House
House, probably within a week or and the Senate opposition to the
two, before its counterpart is appropriation has come from membrought before the Senate again by
bers taking issue with the Census
Sen. King (D-Utah), who has
questions
concerned particularly
handled the measure since the with mortgage
debt and rates of
death of Sen. Logan (D-Ky.), origipayments.
nal sponsor. The Senate previously
The House subcommittee has finpassed the Logan bill during the
ished its hearings on the Housing
last session, but it was tabled for Census portion of the First Dereconsideration at the request of
ficiency Bill, but the full commitSen. Minton (D-Ind.) and other adtee has not yet made its report. The
- ministration supporters.
radio question contained in the
Critics of the legislation have
Housing Census is not known to
contended it would open a path to have received any criticism in Conendless delay in carrying out the
gressional circles, but it is indidecisions of administrative agenrectly affected insofar as the approcies and would paralyze adminispriation is concerned.
trative authority. However, in recThe FCC appropriation for the
ommending passage of the bill, the
House Judiciary Committee de- 1941 fiscal year was cut from $2,116,340 to $2,076,340 by the Senclared :
ate in agreeing to the amendment
"The law must provide that the offered by the Senate Appropriagovernors shall be governed and
tions Committee. Previously the
the regulators shall be regulated,
House had included all the funds
if our present form of government
asked by the FCC that were apis to endure. It has been complained
proved by the Budget Bureau, exthat by providing opportunities for
cept an item of $8,660 for addiappeal within the administrative
personnel to carry on the
agencies and for judicial review of work oftional
the Interdepartment Radio
the final administrative decision, Advisory Committee. The conferopportunities are afforded for deence report on the Independent Oflay. Of course, any procedure for
fices supply bill is expected in the
hearings affords an opportunity for near future.
delay. No one questions that an auChairman Fly, of the FCC, told
tocrat, if benevolent, may not be Broadcasting Feb. 8 that since the
the most effective administrator,
Commission's funds do not become
but the United States Government
available until July 1, 1940, the prois not founded on autocracy."
posed staff expansions, including
Sen. Johnson (D-Col.) expects to
of a special investigatsecure action on his new anti- formation
ing division, will not be instituted
liquor advertising bill as soon as until that time.
the Senate majority leadership
gives the word. The present bill, CATHOLIC CHARITIES, New York,
even more drastic than the first, from Feb. 9 through March 8, is placing quarter-hour
would effectively prohibit alcoholic Catholic
choirs andprograms
religious featuring
speakers
beverage advertising on the radio
on
live
New
York
stations
—
by providing that stations accept- WNYC WNEW WINS WOV— WQXR
mote its current drive for funds. to proing such advertising, and the adPage 80
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UP IN THE AIR 4,000 feet Art
Linkletter conducts Roma Wine
Co.'s World's Fair Party during a
Don Lee broadcast late in January
originating from a United Airlines
plane in flight over San Francisco.
Here Linkletter is interviewing
Vivian Duncan, of the Duncan Sisters team, while Renzo Cesana
(left), of Cesana & Associates,
agency handling the account, and
Carl Pierce (with earphones), producer of the program, give rapt
attention. In the aisle the airplane
hostess holds a Roma mannikin.
During the program the Duncan
Sisters sang a duet — Vivian from
the plane and Rosetta in the studios of KFRC, San Francisco.
PLANE PROMOTION
Coast Sponsor Has Tieup
With Airline
BROADCAST from 4,000 feet
above the Golden Gate metropolitan area. World's Fair Party, sponsored by Roma Wine Co., originated Jan. 27 for California's Don
Lee stations from a United Airlines passenger plane. In the plane
for the novel half-hour program
were Art Linkletter, m. c. of the
broadcast; 10 California radio listeners, chosen for the trip through
a contest; Roma and United Airlines officials; Carl W. Pierce, producer of the series; Renzo Vesana,
of Cesana & Associates, agency
handling the account, and a technical crew. Featured guest was
Vivian Duncan, of the well-known
Duncan Sisters vaudeville team.
Roma Wine Co. has sponsored
World's Fair Party since the opening day of the Golden Gate Exposition a year ago, with the program
originating regularly from the
Wine Temple at the fair. When the
Exposition closed the company continued the feature, with Linkletter
each week visiting a different California city and conducted the program from there. On the individual
programs the local wine distributor
of the originating community was
prominently mentioned in the
script, and Roma attributes a substantial rise in goodwill and actual
business to the program.
Short Shell Drive
SHELL UNION OIL Co., New
York, from Feb. 4 through Feb. 10
sponsored two daily evening announcements, either station-break
or time signals, on 40 stations, the
same list used for a similar campaign Jan. 7-21. J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, is agency.
BROADCASTING

Opera on Tour Ruling Called
Threat to All Recordings
FURTHER appeal in the Opera on
Tour case is practically certain,
John Kadel, of Kadel, Shiels &
Weiss, counsel for the opera company, told Broadcasting Feb. 13.
The 3-2 decision of the Appellate
Division of the New York Supreme
Court on Jan. 26 upheld the right
of organized labor to block by legal
and orderly means the introduction
of any labor-saving device which
might create unemployment.
Written by Justice Joseph M.
Callahan, with Justices Alfred H.
Townley and Edward S. Dore concurring, the decision reversed an
order
JudgeYork
Kenneth
P. O'Brien
of
the ofNew
Supreme
Court,
which granted a permanent injunction to Opera On Tour that restrained Joseph N. Weber, president of the American Federation
of Musicians, and George E.
Browne,tionalpresident
of the InternaAlliance of Theatrical
Stage
Moving Picture MaEmployees
chine &Operators of the United
States and Canada, from ordering
stage hands not to work for the
opera company because of its use
of recorded music in place of an
orchestra and chorus.
Drastic Ruling
Attorneys
queried
by Broadcasting stated the
ruling
is highly
questionable. They pointed out that
Callahan's
basis of Justice
on the organized
ruling
labor could halt
any mechanical invention or improvement in present machines
which might increase the per-man
production of any manufacturing
plant dioand
its application
to racouldthat
result
in the complete
elimination of all recorded music.
They also said that the ruling is
in direct conflict with the views exGenby Assistant
eral pressed
Thurman
Arnold Attorney
in his recent
interpretations of the position of
unions under the Sherman Act.
The decision pointed out that the
two unions had made an agreement designed to safeguard the musicians against the competition of
recorded music in any place in
which an orchestra might be hired.
"Such conduct on the defendants'
part
justified," endeavor
the courtof stated,
"as a islegitimate
labor,
even though it results in some injury to the plaintiff." Continuing
that this might be deemed an attempt to arrest progress, the court
concluded that "we see no reason
why it is not a legitimate object
of workingmen to attempt by lawful means to limit such alleged
'progress' when it results in direct
The to
dissenting opinion of Preinjury
sidingthem."
Justice Francis Martin said
that the union's position would stop
made posible by inany progress
ventions ifsuch
should interfere
with theprogress
employment
of
some persons, "even though it may
afford employment and pleasure to
thousands of other people."
SAMUEL B. GILL, formerly director
of research of Crossley Inc.. New York,
and previously
with the
the 20th
National
Resources Board and
Century
Fox Fund, has formed his own research company at 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York. The service, dealing principally
analytical
phases
of research, willwith be
offered to
advertisers
and their agencies on a fee basis.
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ASCAP

Changes

Operation
Setup
iDirect Branches Are Set Up
In the Western Region
EFFECTIVE Feb. 15, American
Society of Composers, Authors &
Publishers will reorganize its plan
of operations west of the Rockies,
replacing the former set-up of offices operated by attorneys on a
commission basis with a system of
direct ASCAP branches, managed
by employes of the Society. Under
the general supervision of Richard
J. Powers, who will maintain headquarters inHollywood, the new arj rangement calls for four branch offices: Denver, with Harry Bergkamp as manager; Portland, Ore.,
iheaded by Herman Kennan; San
Francisco, managed by Harry A.
,Levinson, and Hollywood, with
Murray Stravers in charge.
Samuel Roeder has been retained
as western counsel, in charge of all
legal activities in the Par West.
While the legal set-up has not been
completely worked out as yet,
Frank Hickey, who formerly
^handled ASCAP affairs in Colora'do, Wyoming and New Mexico, will
remain in the Denver ofiice as associate counsel, and Hugo Anderson of Salt Lake City will also
stay with ASCAP as associate
counsel.
Study About Ready
ASCAP's radio committee, which
for six months has been making an
exhaustive study of the Society's
relations with radio, has completed
this task and will submit its findings to the board at its next meeting, it is reported. The committee
is expected to make an extended
report that will include a number
of suggestions for changes to be
made in the ASCAP license form
before the new licenses are submitted to the broadcasters to become effective following the expiration of the present ones on
Dec. 31 of this year. Details of the
report are being kept in strict secrecy pending its submission to the
board.
Appointed purely as an investigating body for the information
of the board, and with no authority to deal with broadcasters, the
committee consists of: Walter
Fischer, chairman; Irving Caesar,
Oscar Hammerstein 3d and Herman Starr, with Gene Buck, John
G. Paine, E. C. Mills, Charles
Schwartz, Herman Greenberg and
George Hoffman, ASCAP officials,
as ex-officio members.
I
ASCAP Wins Case
ASCAP recently won its first
case in the New York area involving phonograph records, when the
Golden Slipper Ballroom, charged
with infringing on ASCAP-represented music, was found guilty by
Judge Francis Clancy in the New
York Federal Court. The defeniants argued that not only is a
iance hall not a place of entertainment but that the reproduction of dance music from phonograph records does not come within
ihe purview of the performance for
profit provision of the copyright
aw. ASCAP, however, was awardid the full statutory penalty of $500
■!or
:ees two
and violations,
$33 costs. $100 attorney

iJROADCASTING

LATE^«<^NOTES
BILL STUART, Young & Rubicam
Hollywood producer on the CBS Lum
& Ahner program, sponsored by General Foods Corp., will transfer to New
York when the serial is discontinued
the end of March.
CHARLES H. McDOUGALL, former
art director of BBDOT Chicago, and
more recently of McDougall & Weiss,
Chicago, has rejoined BBDO in an
executive capacity.
EARL J. GLADE .Jr.. director of
news broadcasts of KSL, Salt Lake
City, is the father of a baby boy born
Feb. 7, his third child.
GORDON SHAW, announcer at
WLW, Cincinnati, is the father of an
eight-pound baby boy born recently.
GEORGE GUNN, announcer of WRCWMAL, Washington, has been using
crutches since injuring eartillage in
his knee in a studio accident.
ROGER K. HUSTON, in charge of
national spot sales at KNX, Hollywood, has assumed radio sales duties
formerly handled by George L. Moskovics, CBS Pacific Coast promotion director.
FINCH TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Inc., manufacturer of facsimile and
other communications equipment, has
moved into its new three-story plant
at Fourth & Virginia St., Passaic, N.
J. The New York sales office remains
at 1819 Broadway.
A WEEKLY magazine, On the Air,
covering Washington, D. C, radio
stations, has been started by Gordon
Hittenmark, who
Timekeeper
Washington,
serves o'f
as WRC,
editor.
Ofiices are in the National Press Bldg.
Copies of the magazine will be sent
to Timekeeper listeners on Sunday
mornings, starting about March 1.
WSPD, Toledo, participated in the
Fifth
Sportsmen's
Showhaving
held
in the Annual
local Civic
Auditorium,
a mobile unit in the exhibit which
served as control room for remote pickups. Photos were displayed around
the wall, along with the tubes and
other equipment. Guest pins were presented youngsters.
MRS. A. A. PHILLIPS, 80, motherin-law of G. E. Halley, national sales
director of KMBC, Kansas City, died
on Feb. 2. Her home was in Kansas
City.

RECORDINGS of speeches and interviews are collected by Frank
Pellegrin, general sales manager
of Central States Broadcasting
System, dubbing them off recordings in the KOIL library. Pellegrin's hobby
has provided
tainment at parties.
He nowenterhas
voices of 78 prominent persons in
his collection.
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W5XAU, ultra-high frequency experimental station owned by Oklahoma
Publishing Co., Oklahoma City, on
Jan. 29 began broadcasting on its new
frequency, 26,125 ke. The station
broadcasts daily from 8 a.m. to 10
p.m., carrying both local WKY and
NBC programs. W5XAU has Paul
Sutton, pianist and singer, as an exclusive feature, and other special
shows are planned. Schedules are carried
daily
in the Daily OMahoman and
Times.
MEMBERS of the client service staff
of WHB, Kansas City, were hosts
Feb. 9 at a dinner for account executives of Ferry-Hanly Co. The affair
was held in honor of M. H. (Mouse)
Straight, formerly WHB sales manager, who has joined Ferry-Hanly as
copy writer. Mr. Straight served as
client service manager of WHB for
seven years. Among those who attended were Marshall Giesecke, FerryHany account executive ; Les Combs,
WHB continuity writer : Frank Barhydt, WHB client service manager ;
Ed Dennis, WHB salesman ; Quentin
Brewer, Ferry-Hanly account executive ;Fowler Barker, Chicago, secretary of Air Transport Assn. ; Al Stine.
WHB salesman : Don Davis, WHB
president ; .lohn Schilling, WHB general manager; C. C. Tucker. FerryHanly account executive ; Ernie Whitney. WHB sports editor ; F. C. Nutter,
WHB salesman ; Bert Bidwell, WHB
salesman ; .John Wahlstedt, WHB
salesman ; Laurence Staples, FerryHanly account executive.
MORSE ELY, of Russel M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago, and Sylvia Dowling. freelance, have joined Wm. Esty & Co..
New York, as script writers.
CKCL, Toronto, is the first of the
Canadian 100-watt stations to receive
permission to increase power to 1.000
watts under the Havana Treaty. The
station is now authorized by the Department ofTransport, Ottawa, to use
1,000 watts on 580 kc, providing technical difiiculties can be straightened
out. CKCL is installing new Canadian
Marconi transmitting equipment, but
no date has been set as yet for the
shift to higher power.
Arbitrators Considering
Statns of Chicago Scale
WHETHER the setting of wages
and conditions for talent employed
by Chicago broadcasters is a subject for arbitration or for negotiation, source of disagreement between the American Federation of
Radio Artists and the networks, is
now being pondered by American
Arbitration Assn. judges, with a
decision expected within the week.
Arguments of networks and union
were presented last week to the
three judges: Dr. Wesley A.
Sturges, executive director of the
Distilled Spirits Institute, chosen
by AFRA; the Hon. George Z. Medalie, former New York district attorney, chosen by NBC and CBS,
and Prof. Nathan Isaacs of the
Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration, chosen by the
other two judges.
Failure of Chicago broadcasters,
artists and advertisers to set a local
scale within a year following the
signing of the national code of fair
practice led AFRA to submit the
question to the AAA for arbitration, with the networks promptly
filing with the AAA a request that
this body first decide whether the
matter is one for arbitration
[Broadcasting, Feb. 1].

ELEMENTS, and plenty of them,
were braved by KMBC executives
when they broke ground for the
new 544-foot tower on Feb. 2. In
the absence of President Arthur B.
Church, Karl Koerper, (right),
vice-president of the Kansas City
station, turned over the first spadeful. The new Blaw-Knox tower,
says
KMBC,
will be ortheMissouri.
tallest
structure
in Kansas
It will be phased with the present
antenna to provide a directional
signal. Watching Mr. Koerper are
Neal Keehn, (kneeling), special
events director, and A. R. Moler,
technical supervisor. With completion of the tower KMBC will bring
its night power up to 5,000 watts.
Inquiry on ASCAP Case
Ordered by Department
WHETHER the Department of
Justice will revive its five-year-old
anti-trust suit against ASCAP may
be decided
with the
disclosure that shortly,
Victor Waters,
special
assistant to the Attorney General,
has been designated to make a
study of the litigation for Assistant
Attorney General Thurman Arnold.
Mr. Waters has been in the Department since 1938 and was assigned
the ASCAP case for study and recommendation following transfer of
Robert M. Cooper from the Department to the FCC, where he is now
assigned as principal attorney.
The anti-ASCAP case, seeking its
dissolution as a monopoly operating
in restraint of trade, has been pending in the Federal District Court in
Southern New York since 1935.
Senator Wheeler (D-Mont.) several
times has asked the Department to
pursue the litigation. It is presumed Mr. Waters'
was
in connection
with assignment
overtures from
Congressional sources.
WMCA Record Credits
ALTHOUGH it has not taken out
an RCA license covering the use
on the air of Victor and Bluebird
records, WMCA, New York, is
broadcasting such records, "with
proper credit, while negotiations
are in progress," according to the
station. RCA-Victor spokesmen declined to comment on the situation
beyond
stating
that without
the station's
use of their
records
a license was being investigated.
J. B. WILLIAMS Co., Glastonbury,
Conn., on Feb. 5 replaced the special
delayed broadcast via transcription of
the NBC True or False program on
WTIC,
hour newsHartford,
periods with
weeklyfive
at quarter11 p.m.
Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York.
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BROOKES & SONS Co., Chicago
printing house, has established an adagency division
under R.
super-P.
visionvertising
of John
S. Brookes.
Benski is media director. Offices are
at 801
S. Wells St., telephone, Harrison 9470.

FLASH!
Sun-Telegraph — Pittsburgh
Newspaper Gives $500 to
$750 in Cash Each Week on a
Local Broadcast over WCAE.
A NEWSPAPER AND
RADIO COMBINATION
THAT'S A WOW!
As Usual,
Because It's Unusual,
It's Produced By
19 EAST 53.-d STREET at Madison Avenue ... NEW YORK, cn

Prison Award
WTCN, Minneapolis, received
a special award in the form of
an editorial tribute in The
Prison Mirror, weekly newspaper published by inmates
of the Minnesota State Prison, at Stillwater, for presenting avariety show in the
prison auditorium Feb. 3. The
stage show was produced
through the joint efforts of
Bob DeHaven, program director of WTCN, Twin City
fight promoter, and Merle
Potter, movie critic of the
Minneapolis Times - Tribune,
and featured both studio and
outstate talent. The station
broadcast the first 15 minutes
of the program, during which
Warden L. F. Utecht appeared on behalf of the prison inmates. Before the
broadcast, which was transcribed, John Sherman,
WTCN chief engineer, Jerry
Ellison and DeHaven explained the transcription technique.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
PAUL

GLENN D. GILLEH
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

F. GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair |N. J.) 2-7859

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Fr. Paul James Francis
FATHER Paul James Francis, 77,
founder of the Graymoor Monastery and Retreat at Garrison, New
York, and Father General of the
Society of the Atonement, which
sponsored the weekly Ave Maria
Hour on the Intercity Broadcasting
System, died of a heart attack on
Feb. 8. Father Paul died soon after
appearing on the regular weekly
program. The priest, ordained in
the Roman Catholic Church in 1910,
also founded the Home for the
Homeless, known as St. Christopher's Inn, where homeless men are
given free shelter.

Help Wanted
Wanted Farm Station Announcer for Midwest station. Advise ability by letter and
transcription. If possible state lowest
salary. Box A692, Broadcasting.
Employees — Let us help you get a position
through our National Radio Employment
Bureau. Paramount Distributors, Box
864, Denver. Colo.
Wanted: A good, experienced salesman,
operator or program man with about
$2,500tion.investment
in a good inMidwest
staGive full qualifications
first letter.
Box A694, Broadcasting.
Immediate opening for young, experienced
announcer, capable handling controls.
Must have southern voice. Send audition
record and state salary expected. WSAV,
Savannah, Georgia.
Salesman — young go-getter for local selling.
Mid-western network station, thriving
city 150.000. Experienced radio and
agency executives in charge. Strong sales
back-up.count.Commission
and staff
drawing
acWrite details. Our
has seen
this. Box A697, Broadcasting.
Continuity Writer — Position available immediately for man experienced in commercial, spot and program copy writing.
State in letter if any experience as an
announcer.
Broadcasting.Apply in detail Box A704.
Situations Wanted
Alert young man with variety of radio
training desires work anywhere. Box
A682, Broadcasting.
Junior Announcer, 2 years radio poetry experience. Good voice. Go anywhere. Box
A681, Broadcasting.
Transradio Operator - Engineer: Experienced, licensed, young. Best references,
education. Available immediately. Box
A680, Broadcasting.
Announcer, inexperienced, wishes to enter
broadcasting.
Reports
and recommendations from local
auditions.
Box A687.
Broadcasting.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
2935 North Henderson Avenue
Telephones 3-6039 and 5-2945
DALLAS, TEXAS

Sportscaster wants position with station
handling play by play accounts, sports
commentary. Box A703, Broadcasting.
Announcer-News, programming and dramatiction.
experience.
permanent
References.Desire
Recordings.
Box situaA702,
Broadcasting.

HERBERT LEE BLYE
RADIO CONSTRUCTION
ENGINEER
THIRTEEN YEARS EXPERIENCE
LIMA
OHIO

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Announcer : Network experience, young,
college graduate, good voice, all sports,
wrrites continuity, references, recordings,
photograph.
Broadcasting. Go anywhere. Box A684,
Announcer-Accompanist — Desires opportunity in radio station. Prefers West. Experience, Plays well. Writes, References.
Good voice. Box A698, Broadcasting,
Employed
Executive
Managerprogramming
— Age 36 —
experienced
in continuity,
and promotional sales work, desires sales
or general management of a station
where
ability
will bring advancement.
Box A693,
Broadcasting,
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"TAe^ A/eiret Miii . . .
Station owners, managers,
sales managers and chief engineers comb every issue of
Broadcasting.

15, 1940

MAGAZINES, knitted
scarfs and other comforts
for troops are contributed in
huge quantities by listeners
to 'Mrs. H. M. Aitken, who
broadcasts on CFRB, Toronto, for Lyman Agencies Ltd.,
handling drugs and cosmetics.
One appeal for magazines
brought a truckload within a
few hours. Agency for the account is Ronalds Adv. Agency, Toronto.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Help Wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other classifications,
12c per word. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close 25th and 10th of month preceding issues.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL. MINNESOTA

Martin V. Kiebert, Jr.
Consulting T^adio Engineer
associated with Jansky & Bailey
Russ Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

Aids Troops

Newsman-Publicist — Energetic. versatile
young man.perience.Seven
years' newspaper
exDesires change
in field. Can
write copy, create programs, handle
news,
publicity,
promotion. Small salary.
Box A691,
Broadcasting.
BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (continued)

Mister New Station Owner: You need an
able station executive. Network outlet.
Program-Production head, wants to in- L
vest, with services in local station. Ten j!
years'
operation, all
ments. successful
Highest references.
Box departA701, n
Broadcasting.
One of Mid-west's best rector-Announcers
knowndesires Program
Dibetter connection. Ideas that Gross $50,000 Year for
local.
NowBoxemployed.
8 years' experience.
Age 29.
A690, BROADCASTING.
Available March 1st. Radio time salesman
with proven ability. Desire connection
with station in middlewest or southwest.
Best reference
for "increased
with
"low cancellations".
Box sales"
A689,
Broadcasting.
Engineer: Now connected with network
station desires change. Radio School graduate. First radiotelephone, second radiotelegraph license. Control room, transcasting. mitter experience. Box A686, BroadEngineer,
experience
ern and seven
RCA years'
equipment,
charge onof Westcomplete new 5 KW installation, considerable
control room experience including nine
months' for network, go anywhere for
permanent
position. Box A688, Broadcasting.

Production Man, ten years' experience, pro- 11
duction, programming, promotion, writing. Employed, but wants to make
change. Married. Will accept small salary. Box A683, Broadcasting.
Radio Figure Kidnapped! Over three years
ago by enced,
an dependable,
advertising
sober.agency.
RearedExperiin a
studio and weaned on mike juice for ten
years, present diet causing atrophia. Ideal
for station management. Eastern city
preferred.
RansomBroadcasting.
: $5,750.00. Intermedi- tt
ary : Box A685,
Employers — We have experienced radio employees in every section of the United
States.fiedLetapplicants
us submit
of qualiwhosesummaries
references
have
been verified. No cost to you through National Radio Employment Bureau, Box
864, Denver, Colo.
Salesman: Radio Advertising; Age 29;'
Height 6 feet 2 ; Weight 170 lbs. ; Education,
University.
SalesWestExperience:Denver
Traveled
the Middle
and
West Coast States. Approach to prospects
through
of prospect's
business,
appeal ofstudy
his product
or service
and the
the
development of a radio sales campaign
to fit his needs. Start with confidence in
radio producing
advertising power.
and enthusiasm
it's
sales
Ready forforhard,
conscientious work. Desire small drawing account to cover expenses, and comThree to ability.
six months'
requestedmission.
to prove
Prefer trial
station
located in Middle West or Far West. Address Box A699, Broadcasting.
Wanted to Buy
Wish to purchase control or 100% interest
in local or regional station. Replies held
confidential. Box A696, Broadcasting.
Local or regional station — whole or part
interest with services. Efficient ProgramProduction Executive, basic network stato back hard
twelvecash.
years'Fullexperi
ence tion,
withwilling
particularshiswill beownheld
confidential.
Box
A700, Broadcasting.
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STERLING FISHER, CBS director
of education, in cooperation with the
NBA, has issued invitations to 48
commissioners of education and 48
permanent secretaries of State Teachers' Associations
participate
national
conferenceto Feb.
24 at inthea
Hotel Jefferson in St. Louis. Participants wiU be asked to consider a proposal to adopt the CBS American
School of the Air broadcasts as part
3f regular classroom studies in every
■ 3tate, and will witness an actual
People's Platform broadcast on CBS
"'3n "Equality of Educational Opportunity".
TWO lectures on radio will be included in the group of ten lectureiiscussions titled "Publicity & Your
■ Ijob", started Feb. 6 at the Rand Eduj2ational Institute, New York. On Feb.
127, June Hynd, NBC assistant director of women's and children's divi; sion, speaks on "Broadcasting Your
: Work from Coast to Coast," and on
March 5, Leslie Evan Roberts, vice■ president in charge of broadcasts of
t.:WMCA, New York, will discuss
1, r'Building Good-Will through your
Local Station."
THE FIRST graduate student of Radio Speech at Iowa U to take up resi'dence study of actual routine of a
•station and network in action, George
IE. Abernathy, has arrived at the
JtWBBM-CBS studios in Chicago. His
; ,:Work, under supervision of departt;:ment heads, will count as class credit
in obtaining has
a Master
of Arts degree,
i'l"l Abernathy
been assistant
to Dr.
Clay H. Harshbarger, in charge of
' iramatic production on WSUI, Iowa
i^City.
!:j;WlCA, Ashtabula, O., on Feb. 23 will
1.1.turn its entire facilities over to a
i student group of the local Harvey
-!-High School which for one day will
■ completely operate the station. Reve• aue received from the sale of special
' programs to local merchants by the
: -students will be split with the school,
.the station giving the money to a
; student fund. Except for regularly
-j-scheduled commercial commitments,
!-i ill programs from 7 a.m. to signoff at
• 3 p.m. will be written, produced, an• aounced and operated by students
' under direction of a faculty committee.

PROMOTING the DuPont Cavalcade of America historical series,
NBC recently assembled a group of prominent educators and
showed them a broadcast of the program. Lectures, telecast and
dinner were included in the program. Attending were (1 to r) :
Front row, Lammont DuPont, president cf E. I. DuPont de Nemours, the sponsor ; Dr. James Rowland Angell, NBC educational
counselor ; Lenox R. Lohr, NBC president ; J. W. Haycock, asst.
supt. schools, Washington ; James A. Nugent, supt. schools, Jersey
City ; second row, James F. Rockett, Commissioner of Education,
Rhode Island ; Arthur I. Gould, supt. schools, Boston ; Walter F.
Downey, Mass. Commissioner of Education ; H. V. HoUoway, Delaware supt. public instruction ; Lester K. Ade, Penna. supt. public
instruction ; third row, Harold G. Campbell, supt. schools, N. Y.
EXPERTS in economics, political science, international law, and finance
merge their talents in a new educational series each Sunday on WIND,
Gary, Ind. Titled The Changing Scene,
the series is presented by DePaul U
and produced in cooperation with the
University Broadcasting Council under direction of Allen MiUer. Employing a different technique from the usual
roundtable type of broadcast, the program each week presents experts in
various fields of activity who have
been foremost in the news of the day.
Each man acts as chairman of his
particular discussion and submits to
questioning by the other members of
the cast. When the topic shifts to a
dilferent subject, another chairman
takes over and the remaining members
of the roundtable ply him with provocative questions.
EDUCATIONAL programs on
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, are described in weekly mimeographed releases posted on school and library
bulletin boards in the community.
Both commercial and educational
programs are included.
KVOO, Tulsa, has started a new
weekly half-hour education series
direct from the campus of Oklahoma
A. & M. College at Stillwater. The
program, produced by J. B. Lake, includes music by college organizations,
interviews, and on-the-spot surveys of
college activities from laboratories,
barns, experiment houses and the like.
PRESENTED in cooperation with the
Texas State 'Department of Education,
the five-weekly Texas School of the
Air started Feb. 5 on stations of "Texas
State Network. Directed by John W.
Gunstream, the program is broadcast
through cooperation with Texas U,
North Texas State Teachers College
and Texas State College for Women.

City ; Gen. James G. Harbord, RCA chairman of board ; Charles
H. Elliott, N. J. commissioner education ; Max J. Herzberg, principal, Weequahic High School, Newark ; James L. Hanley, supt.
schools. Providence; fourth row, Samuel M. Stouffler, supt. schools,
Wilmington, Del. ; Alexander J. Stoddard, supt. schools, Philadelphia ;Herman Brown, N. Y. Board of Education ; Ward C. Bowen,
radio chief, N. Y. State schools ; Irvin Stewart, director Committee on Scientific Aids to Learning ; Alonzo G. Grace, Conn. comm.
education; in rear (seated). Franklin Dunham, NBC educational
director ; Walter G. Preston Jr., asst. to v-p in charge of programs, NBC ; John Marshall, Rockefeller Foundation ; standing.
Clay Morgan, NBC director public relations ; Walter Koons, editor,
NBC Presents; Blevins Davis, director of Great Plays, of NBC.

WOMEN'S College of the U of North
Carolina, which with its sister institution, the U of North Carolina, has
been a standout against radio, this
month started a series over WBIG,
Greensboro, Thursdays at 5 :15 p.m..
carried from the Music Building of
the college. Student musicians are
honoring American composers as the
beginning of the series.
CORNELL U Radio Guild, which
regularly broadcasts over WESG, Elmira, and has also had shows on
WGY, Schenectady, and WBEN. Buffalo, used the Information Please
motif in presenting four Cornell girls
in opposition to four co-eds from Wells
College to dispute their respective
charms.

DAVID SARNOFF, president of
RCA, and Mayor LaGuardia of New
York will be the guest speakers on the
first program of a new vocational
guidance series, titled Diplomas d
Jobs, starting Feb. 19 on WNYC, New
York municipal station, under the
auspices of New York U. Mr. Samoff
as chairman of the first program, and
the mayor, a graduate of NYU in 1910,
will _ discuss career opportunities in
public casts
service,
will dealwhile
with subsequent
careers inbroadsuch
fields as radio, music, medicine or
merchandising. The Careers in Radio
program is scheduled for April 15
with discussion by Neville MiUer,
president of the NAB, and Gabriel
Heatter, radio commentator, NYU
class of 1910.

WOPI, Bristol, Tenn., is represented
on the teaching personnel of the Virginia Adult Education Project by
Harry Hudson, continuity director,
conductor
the school's
; Robert Smith,of chief
engineer,forum
instructor
in electrical engineering ; Fey Rogers,
chief announcer and program director, teaching radio programming, dramatics and public speaking. Mr. Rogers' public speaking class has formed
the WOPI Players, currently appearing in a weekly series of radio dramatizations.

FEATURING Judith Waller, educational director of the NBC central division in Chicago, and Joanne Taylor,
fashion commentator of KMBC, Kansas City, a two-day conference on
"Radio as a Profesion for Women"
was held in mid-January at Stephens
College,
girl's school
Columbia,by Mo.
The
conference
was in
conducted
the
college's
Radio
Workshop
under
direction of Dr. Sherman P. Lawton. As a
feature a roundtable discussion was
led by the two ladies and C. L. Thomas,
manager of KFRU, Columbia.
WCKY, Cincinnati, has started a
series dedicated to the nation's colleges.
Scripts are prepared by college editors
with Al Bland in charge. Campus
music is included, and is transcribed
for programs covering distant colleges.

SAN FRANCISCO Junior College has
arranged with R. W. Dumm, KSFO
sales promotion manager, to use the
KSFO studios for twice-weekly laboratory experiments in radio technique.

NOWYOU,TOO,MAYGUT
TELEGRAPH

COLUMBIA, MISSOURI
A kilowatt of power on 630
kc. daytime with 500 watts
at night.
A Sales Message over KFRU
Covers the Heart of Missouri

• Broadcast

Advertising

TO 20%

For Free Telegraph File- Analysis— With No Obligation to You — Wire Collect: C. B. Allsopp,
Postal Telegraph, 253 Broadway, New York City.

Tostal
?'BROADCASTING

15%

By letting Postal Telegraph check communications files, others have made
astounding savings! This free survey
shows up waste, and provides easy-tofollow plan to stop waste permanently!

KFRU
If you're an
vertising adagency
executive interested in radio,
you'll find this
edition tailormade for you.
With your subscription to
BROADCASTING.

COSTS
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FEDERAL

COMMUNICATI^^
JANUARY

31 TO FEBRUARY

COMMISSION

13, INCLUSIVE

KOWH,
Omaha —toCP5 kw,
new change
trans., todirectional N, increase
890
Applications
.
.
.
kc
unl.,
move
trans.,
asks
facilities
KUSD,
KFNF.
FEBRUARY 1
KTOH,
KALE, toPortland,
tion to 250Lihue,
w N T.
& D.H.— Mod. CP new sta- increase
5 kw N Ore.
& D.— CP directional N,
NEW, Marcus Loew Booking Agency,
WMFJ,
Daytona
Beach,
Fla.—
License
change equip., increase power.
New York— CP F-M 1 kw unl.
WDGY, to Minneapolis
— CP directional N,
WNBC, New Britain, Conn. — CP change
increase
5
kw
unl.
FEBRUARY 1
equip., increase to 1-5 kw directional.
KIRO,
Seattle
—
CP
change
to
710
kc
10
EI, Boston — License increase to S kw
KUMA,
Yuma,until
Ariz.new
— Denied
unl., amended to directional antenna. N WE& D,
directional.
tinue operation
Yuma auth.
stationcon-is kwNEW,
Greater N. Y. Bcstg. Corp., New
KROD,
El Paso— CP change 1500 kc to
ready.
York— CP F-M 1 kw unl.
600 kc, increase to 500 w 1 kw D.
NEW,
Fort
Industry
Co.,
Toledo
—
CP
FEBRUARY 3
WMSL, Decatur, Ala. — License increase
F-M 250 w unl.
power, change hours, etc.
KGNO,
DodgeD toCity,
NEW, Jerome Raymond Popkin-Clurcense increase
1 kw.Kan.— Granted liKGGM, Albuquerque, N. M. — CP new
man, Philadelphia — 2% CP F-M 1 kw unl. trans.,
kw, movechange
trans.1230 kc 1 kw to 600 kc 1-5
WSUN,to City
St. Petersburg
— Vol. assignment
FEBRUARY 6
license
of
St.
Petersburg,
Fla
.
FEBRUARY 7
MISCELLANEOUS—
KVFD,
Ft.
Dodge,
WFLA, increase
Tampa —toCP5 kwchange
la., granted license new station 1370 kc antenna,
NEW, Herbert L. Wilson, Middletown,
N & directional
D.
100-250 w spec. ; KVCV, Redding, Cal..
— CP 1420 kc 250 w unl., amended to
WFIG,
Sumter, S. C— Mod. CP new sta- N.
1370Y. kc.
granted license increase to 250 w unl., 1200
tion re trans.
kc; WFNC, Fayetteville, N. C, granted
NEW,
Mohawk Radio Inc., Schenectady
KFVD,
Fort
Dodge,
la.—
Mod.
license
mod. CP extend completion to 5-20-40 ;
studio to Warden Bldg.
—CP 1200 kc 250 w unl.
WKIP, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., granted mod. move
WMBD,
Peoria,
HI.
—
CP
directional
N,
CP new station re antenna, trans., studio
WTAR,
Norfolk,
Va. —N CP& D.change anto 5 kw N & D, change antenna.
tenna, increase
to 5 kw
sites, change trans. ; WMJM, Cordele, Ga.. increase
W9XA0, Milwaukee — License high-freq.
granted mod. CP re antenna, equip., stu- station.
WDBO, Orlando, Fla. — CP increase to
dio, trans, sites; WTAW, College Station,
WDAC, Madison,
Wis. — Mod. license to 5 kw N & D.
Tex., granted CP new antenna, move University
of Wisconsin.
KTSA, San Antonio — Mod. license to 5
trans, to College Station, Tex. ; W9XAZ,
WTSP,
St.toPetersburg,
Fla.
— Auth. trans- kw N & D, asks III- A classification.
Milwaukee, granted mod. CP as mod.
fer
control
Nelson
P.
Poynter.
change equip, high-freq. station ; KMPC,
Ore. — Mod. license to
w N & Baker,
D.
WCOA, Pensacola, Fla. — CP new trans. 250KBKR,
Beverly Hills, Cal., granted license increase
KVFD, Fort Dodge, la. — License new
to 1-5 kw unl., new trans., antenna, move station.
KDYL,
Salt
Lake
N &City
D. — CP directional,
trans, (use former KECA trans., antenna
Peoria Bcstg. Co., Peoria, III.— increase to 5 kwFEBRUARY
site) ; KXA, Seattle, grated mod. CP to 1 CPNEW,
8
high-freq.
1
kw
unl.
kw N & D, move trans., change equip.,
KSUB, Cedar
City,
Utah — Voluntary
asWSAM,re antenna,
Saginaw, trans.,
Mich. — studio.
Mod. CP new
extend completion date ; WICA, Ashtabula,
signment
license
to
Southern
Utah
Bcstg.
station
O., granted license new trans., increase to Co.
WJHP,
Jacksonville,
Fla.—
Mod. CP new
600 w on 940 kc, D only; KGNF, North
FEBRUARY 3
station re antenna, trans., studio.
Platte. Neb., granted CP change equip. ;
NEW,
Evening
News
Assn.,
Detroit
—
WMC, Memphis — Mod. license to MemWAAB,
Boston,dateon forCommission's
own findmo- CP F-M 1 kw unl.
phis Pub.Amarillo
Co.
tion extended
filing proposed
NEW,
Bcstg. Corp., Amarillo.
NEW, American Bcstg. Corp. of Ken.,
ings to 3-14-40. FEBRUARY 7
Tex. — CP F-M station 1 kw unl.
Lexington — CP F-M 1 kw unl.
WDGY, power
Minneapolis
CP new
antenna,to
WMOB,w unl.
Mobile, Ala. — Mod. license to increase
NEW, Gov. E. D. Rivers, VaMosta, Ga. 100-250
unl. —time,
amended
—Granted CP 1420 kc 100-250 w unl.
1100 kc 5 kw 10 kw D, change antenna,
WHUB,
Cookeville,
Tenn.
—
Vol.
assignWMCA, New York — Granted CP move
new
trans.,
move
trans.
ment CP to WHUB Inc.
trans, to Kearney, N. J., new equip.,
KDAL, Duluth — CP new trans., antenna,
WORD,
S. C— Mod.
change DA pattern, increase D to 5 kw.
1380
kc 1 kwSpartanburg,
N & D directional
N. CP to change 1500 kc 100-250 w to 900 kc 1 kw,
move
trans.
WKNY, Kingston Bcstg. Corp., Ulster
WJJD, Chicago — CP F-M 250 w unl.
Twp.,
CP change
equip.,
WATW,re antenna,
Ashland, trans.
Wis.— Mod. CP new
FEBRUARY 6
station
increaseN.to Y.250— Granted
w unl., 1500
kc.
KTKC,
Visalia,
Cal.—
CP change trans.
WIXA, Bridgeport, Conn. — Granted reWBAB,
— License Hall.
new station, move Atlantic
studio toCity
Convention
FEBRUARY 9
instatement television CP to reduce power.
WFEA, Manchester, N. H.— CP new
MISCELLANEOUS — WSTJI, Iowa City,
NEW, Doughty & Welch Electric Co., So.
retired to closed files CP new trans, etc., trans., increase to 5 kw N & D 1340 kc.
Mass. — CP F-M 1 kw pnl.
WAWZ, Zarepath, N. J.— CP change Somerset,
granted 5-1-39 because of grant of 11-8-39;
NEW,
A. Patterson, Chattanooga — CP
F-M 1 kwW. unl.
NEW, Gateway Bcstg. Co., Louisville, deNEW,
Ohio Bcstg. Co., Canton— CP F-M
1
kw.
nied
rehearing
applic.
new
station,
denied
NEW,
Textile
Bcstg. Co., Greenville, S.
11-30-39.
C— CP 1500 kc 250 w unl.
FEBRUARY 8
WKBH,
La
Crosse,
Wis.
—
CP
move
KCMO,
Kansas
City- — License new trans.,
KSAM, Huntsville, Tex. ; KAND, Corsi- trans.,
to 5 kw.new trans., directional N, increase increase to 1-5 kw.
cana, Tex. ; KRBA. Lufkin, Tex. : KTBC.
KPQ, Wenatchee,
Wash.w —to CP
KUSD, Vermillion, S. D. — CP new an- trans.,
Austin, Tex. ; KNET, Palestine, Tex.— Is1500 kc 250
1230 change
kc 500
tenna, change to 660 kc Sh.-KFNF to D w 1 kw change
D.
sued orders for revocation of licenses, ef- (contingent)
KOWH
getting
890
kc
unl.).
fective
2-24-40
"because
of
applicants'
KVAN,
Vancouver,
Wash.
—
Transfer
conKRNT, Des
Moines
— CP new
trans.,
failure to make full disclosure to the Com- move
trol to Walter L. Read.
locally,
directional
N, increase
mission concerning ownership, manage- to 5 kwtrans,
KEEN,
Seattle
—
Vol.
assignment
license
D
&
N.
Evergreen Bcstg. Corp.
ment, financing and control of stations. ApKSO, Des Moines — CP new trans., move to KWAL,
plicants may request hearing within 15
directional N, increase to 5 kw N w N & D. Wallace, Id.— Mod. license to 250
days, in which case revocation orders will trans.,
& D.
be stayed pending outcome of hearing."
FEBRUARY 9
MISCELLANEOUS— NEW, Martinsville
Bcstg. Co., and NEW, Patrick Henry
Bcstg. Co., Martinsville, Va., oral argument
set for 3-7-40.
FEBRUARY 10
MISCELLANEOUS— WSLB, Ogdensburg,
N. Y., granted mod. CP change equip., antenna, trans., studio sites ; WCOA, Pensaeola, Fla., granted CP new trans.
FEBRUARY 13
KTUC, Tuscon, Ariz. — Granted volunCo. tary assignment license to Tuscon Bcstg.
NEW, Lawrence J. Heller, Washington
— Granted CP 1310 kc 250 w unl., with
50-watt synchronous amplifier.
NEW, Kingsport Bcstg. Co., Kingsport,
Tenn.— Granted CP 1370 kc 250 w unl.
Boston — Granted CP increase to
50 WRUL,
w.
KWEW,
was the Diamond Jubilee celebration held in San Francisco's
license to 100Hobbs,
w unl.N. M.— Granted mod. COLOSSAL
Civic Auditorium Jan. 26 on occasion of the 75th anniversary of the
WGES,
Chicago
—
Granted
transfer
control by gift of 100 shares from T. H.
of the San Francisco Chronicle. Arranged through cooperaGuyon to his sister Irene M. Cowen, thus founding
paper and KPO-KGO, San Francisco, and plugged for weeks
transferring control to T. H. Guyon, H. both tiononof the
the air and in the printed columns, the event drew a capacity
J. Guyon, L. E. Moulds, Wm. F. Moss, G.
T. Dyer, Irene M. Cowen.
audience of 12,000, with a repeat presentation promised for February
KGKB, ofTyler,
— Issued
order
for 28 for the benefit of other thousands who couldn't get in. The show
revocation
licenseTex.
effective
March
1, 1940,
music, drama and general entertainment furnished by the
"becauseof actual
beenthein East
the presented
hands
James control
G. Ulmerhas and
KPO-KGO staff and Bay Region artists exclusively. The big doings
Texas Bcstg. Co. has never failed with climaxed the cooperative newspaper-radio tieup started last fall
the Commission an application for trans- through the efforts of A. E. Nelson, general manager of the NBC stafer or assignment of its license, as retions, and Paul Smith, general manager of the San Francisco Chronicle.
quired by law."
Decisions

. . .
JANUARY 31
SET FOR HEARING— NEW, Miami
Bcstg. Co., Miami, Fla., CP 1420 kc 250 w
unl. ; NEW, W. Va. Newspaper Pub. Co..
Morgantown,
rected listings CP
) . 1200 kc 250 w unl. (cor-
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Time Signals
PERMISSION to rebroadcast U. S. Naval Observatory
time signals hereafter will be
considered on application to
the FCC, rather than to the
Navy Department, according
to an announcement by the
FCC Feb. 9. The Commission
announced that requests may
be made direct to it under
Section 3.94 of the rules without being submitted to the
Navy, provided appropriate
representation is made with
the request that conditions
specified
such rebroadcastsgoverning
will be complied
with in full. The request must
be made for the full license
term of the station when accompanying an application
for renewal of license or for
the balance of the unexpired
licenseter the
period
whenapplication
made aflicense
has been granted.
Finance Series
MADISON PERSONAL LOAN Co.,
New York, on Feb. 5 started Uncle
Jonathan and his mythical "Alfalfy
Broadcasting Co." twice daily on
WMCA, New York, with an extra
half-hour on Sundays. Uncle Jonathan,
who is really Orth Bell, satirizes the
business of broadcasting in general
and was heard sustaining on CBS
throughout 1939. Klinger Adv. Agency, New York, handles the account.
NEW, Radio Service Corp., Salt Lake
City—
250 w Service
F-M.
NEW,CP Radio
Corp., Antelope
Island, Utah— CP 1 kw F-M.
FEBRUARY 13
NEW,
Don
Ketchikan,
Alaska —
CP 900 kc 1 kwLeRoy,
unl.. asks
KGBU facilities.
WNBH,
New
Bedford,
Mass.—
Mod.
CP
new equip., etc., re antenna, trans, site.
WCMI,
move
trans.Ashland, Ky.— CP new antenna,
Memphis — CP
N WMC,
& D directional
N. increase to 5 kw
KLUF,
Galveston,
Tex.Assn.,
— CP new
trans.
NEW, Hunt Bcstg.
Greenville,
Texas
—
CP
940
kc
1
kw
D.
amended
to
1200 kc 100 w unl.
WISE, Asheville,
C. — Station
VoluntaryWISE
assignment license to N.Radio
Inc.
WWAE, signment
Hammond,
Voluntary and
aslicense to 0. Ind.
E. —Richardson
Fred L. Adair.
WLS, Chicago— CP F-M 1 kw.
KHSL, Chico, Cal. — License increase
power.
KARM, signment
Fresno,
— Involuntary aslicenseHarm
toCal.Gilbert
executor George
estate. H. Jertberg,
Hartford,
Conn. — N.Mod. license to
1040WTIC,
kc unl.,
directional
kc.
Bessemer, toAla.1440—
CPNEW,
1500 J.
kc Leslie
250 w Doss,
unl., amended
940NEW,
kc 250Carlw Sholtz,
unl. Ft. Pierce, Fla.— CP
WAPO. Chattanooga — Mod. CP increase
power, move
changetrans,
freq.,to etc.,
to 1-5 Tenn.
kw, new
trans.,
Pineville,
CPNEW,
F-M 1WPTF
kw. Radio Co., Gary, N. C—
NEW,
Tri-City
la.—
CP F-M
1 kw. Bcstg. Co., Davenport,
NEW.
Central
la.—
CP F-M
1 kw. Bcstg. Co., Mitchellville,
D.
Neb. — Mod. license to
250KORN,
w N &Fremont,
D.
WJPF,
Herrin,
HI.—
Mod. toCP250neww Nsta-&
tion for new trans., increase
NEW,
Minneapolis—
CP 630William
kc 500 H.w Amesbury,
unl., directional.
NEW,
Symons
Bcstg.
Co.,
EUensburg,
Wash.— CP 1110 kc I kw unl.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Welwork Accounts
All lime EST unless olherwise indicaled.
New Business
CHAS. H. PHILLIPS CHEMICAL
Co., New onYork
CalAspirin),
Feb.(Haley's
5 startedM-0,
Amanda
of Honeymoon Hill on 45 NBC-Blue
stations, Mon. thru Fri., 3:15-3:30
p.m. Agency : Blackett-Sample-Hummert, N. Y.
BESTYETT FOODS Co., Fort Worth,
on Feb. 7 started Treasure Chest
Program on KGKO and Lone Star
Chain, quarter-hour weekly. Agency :
Ray K. Glenn, Dallas.
MRS. BAIRDS BAKERIES, Dallas,
on Feb. 11 started Go to Church Today on Lone Star Chain, Sun. mornings for 52 weeks. Agency : TracyLocke-Dawson, Dallas.
NATIONAL LEAD Co., San Francisco (Dutch Boy paints), on Feb. 15
starts Answer Auction on 12 CBS
Pacific stations, Thurs., 10:15-10:45
p.m. Agency : Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
San Francisco.
BENJAMIN MOORE & Co., New
York (paints), on Feb. 24 starts Betty
Moore on 43 NBC-Red stations, Sat.,
10 :30-10 :45 a.m. Placed direct.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem, N. C. (Camel cigaret es), on Feb. 24 starts Luncheon at
the Waldorf on 44 NBC-Blue stations.
Sat., 1:30-2 p.m. Agency: Wm. Esty
6 Co., N. Y.
NATIONAL DAIRY PRODUCTS,
New York (Sealtest milk), on March
7 starts Rudy Vallee Show on 60 NBCRed stations, Thurs., 9:30-10 p.m.
Agency : McKee & Albright, Philadelphia.
Renewal Accounts
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago (cereal,) on April 1 renews Tommy Riggs
Quaker Party program on 23 CBC stations, Mon., 8-8:30 p.m., from NBCRed.
cago. Agency : RuthraufE & Ryan, ChiGEORGE A. HORMEL & Co., Austin, Minn. (Spam), effective in April,
renews for four weeks It Happened in
Hollywood on 38 CBS stations, Monthru Fri., 5 :30-5 :45 p.m. Agency :
BBDO, Minneapolis.
HEALTHAIDS Inc., Jersey City
(Serutan), on Jan. 7 renewed for 52
weeks, Serutan Newscast, on 31 Don
Lee network stations, Sun., 9-9:15
p.m. (PST). Agency: Austin & Spec' tor, N. Y.
PETER C. GOLDMARK, CBS chief
television engineer, and John N. Dyer,
of the CBS television staff, on Feb. 14
spoke on "Quality in Television Picat a New Picture
York meeting
jciety oftures"Motion
Engineers.of So-

New Network Schedule
NBC, which for the last five
years has been issuing a comparative network schedule, is
now publishing it in a new
form which shows the three
major network programs on
one page which folds to
pocket size. The schedule is
revised and brought out twice
monthly for distribution to
agencies and clients to assist
them in spotting their programs and locating open time.
The new schedule format was
prepared by George M. Burbach Jr. under the supervision of Ken R. Dyke, sales
promotion director, and Edward R. Hitz, assistant to the
sales vice-president.
Televising Stage Show
FIRST complete telecast of an entire Broadway production will be
the televising on March 3 of Robert
Henderson's production of "When
We Are Married", now playing at
the Lyceum Theatre, New York, on
W2XBS, NBC television station.
In announcing the television program, A. H. Morton, NBC vicepresident in charge of television,
said the J. B. Priestley comedy
would be played before the NBC
television cameras exactly as it is
performed on the stage, with the
single exception that the action
will be compressed in space to fit
the limitations of the television
lens. The cast, which will be identical with the play, will receive one
week's salary for the telecast, as
approved by Actors Equity. The
actors include Alison Skipworth,
Estelle Winwood, J. C. Nugent,
Tom Powers, Ann Andrews, Sally
O'Neil and A. P. Kaye, several of
whom have appeared before television cameras before.

WTOL to Basic Blue
WTOL, Toledo, effective Feb. 18
will become a supplementary outlet
of the NBC Basic Blue Network,
bringing the total of NBC affiliated
stations to 183. WTOL is licensed to
the Community Broadcasting Co.,
and
fulltime on 250 watts,
1200 operates
kc.

BLILEY

LEVER BROS. Co., Gambridse, on
Feb. 12 started a three-week offer on
the five-weekly
Jenny'sseeds
Real for
Lifea
Stories
on CBS Aunt
of flower
dime and a Spray wrapper. Ruthrauff
& Ryan, New York, is agency.

MADE
CRYSTALS

NEW GUYED
VERTICAL
RADIATOR
A iiew and improved guyed
tower
for commercialform,designed
radio
stations.
Uni- cross section.
Liberal
safety fadtor. Low erection ,
cost» VU^ncharger tower
how used and endorsed by
numerous commercial and
government stations.

NEW LOWER
1925" PRICES!
LOW TEMPERATURE

APPROXIMATE COSTS
Following prices include
towers furnished with preguy sockets
200 footfixed tower),
Lapp(except
base
insulators, high strength
guys,
insulators,
buckles,guy and
paint : turn200 FT. TOWER *$67500
240 FT. TOWER *$152500
300
* F. O.FT.K. TOWER
Sioux City.*$210000
lowh, Ihs
ligliliiiti tind erection rostj., ^
WRITE for Coniplete Details Inludi^g Stress Analysis on Towers

CO-EFFICIENT CRYSTALS
Approved by FCC
Each
Supplied in Isolantite Air-Gap
$30 Holders in the 550-1660 Kc. band. Frequency Drift guaranteed to be "lees
than
three cycles"
per million
cyclesin
per desrree
eentierade
change
temperature.
Accuracy
"better"
than .01%. Order direct from —

BROADCASTING

YOUNGEST program manager of
a clear-channel station, according
to KVOO, Tulsa, is Eddie Coontz,
27, promoted to the post from chief
announcer on resignation of Norvell
Slater. Lou Kemper was promoted
to chief announcer and Jimmy
Todd, of Oklahoma City, joined the
announcing staff.

FTC Complaints
COMPLAINTS were issued Feb. 12
by the Federal Trade Commission
against Carter Sales Co., Los Angeles, for allegedrepresentatiadvertising
misons invarious media,
including
for Carter's
Formula, radio,
proprietary;
and Special
Purity
Products
Inc.,
Newark,
The
Journal of Living Publishing Corp.,
New York, and Victor H. Lindlahr
for alleged advertising misrepreradio,
for VBev. Gruen sentations,
Watchincluding
Co.,
Cincinnati,
on Feb. 7 entered into a stipulation
with the FTC to cease and desist
from making certain advertising
claims for Gruen Curvex wrist
watches.

PRECISION

"THE CRYSTAL SPECIALISTS SINCE

RAmo
SEAVICE
124 JACKSON AVEmjE
UnWenity Park
HYATTSVIIXE. MABYLAND

Forum for Women
KSL, Salt Lake City, has started
a participating
program
for women. The Food Forum,
in which
five
accounts share the 25 minutes air
time and 45 minutes on-the-spot
demonstration in the auditorium of
the ZCMI Department Store. Conductor is Mrs. Clarissa Chapman.
Music is provided by the KSL orand soloists.
ucts arechestra
worked
into Sponsors'
recipes by prodMrs.
Chapman, who continues her program after the broadcast is over.
She answers audience questions
and gives household hints. A basket
of groceries is awarded by telephone. Participating sponsors are
Arden ment,
Dairy,
departMountainZCMI
Fuel food
Supply
Co.,
Utah Poultry Producers Cooperative Assn., Red & White Fine Foods.

WINCHARGER
CORPORATION
SIOUX CITY
IOWA
• Broadcast

Advertising

Thorough workmanship, critical inspection tests and accurate coUbration, assure
the high degree of precision and dependability essential in all radio communication services. Write for catalog G-11
covering Bliley crystals, holders and
ovens for frequencies from 20kc. to 30mc.

BLILEY
ELECTRIC
COMPANY
VmON STATION BUILDING
ERIC, PA.
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Barber

to

Handle

BMI In Operation
{Continued from page SJt)
that it is forced to pay a percentage
Brooklyn Baseball
of its total income, whether or not
Details
Being
Arranged as
ASCAP music is employed.
Training
Season Nears
While the majority of the stations have strongly supported BMI,
WALTER (Red) BARBER, who
there nevertheless are broadcasters
described the Brooklyn Dodgers
games last year for WOR listeners,
opposed to the licensing formula.
Latest recruit is H. B. Read, manwill again handle the WOR microager of KSLM, Salem, Ore., who
phone from Ebbets Field in Brookadvised NAB Director C. W. Myers,
lyn this season, under the co-sponsorship of General Mills and Procpresident of KOIN-KALE, Portter & Gamble [Broadcasting, Feb.
land, Ore., Feb. 3 that while he
1]. Both home and away games
would purchase stock in the project
will be broadcast, including all
because of its purpose to solve the
night games in Brooklyn.
"music monopoly" problem, he
The out-of-town contests will be
nevertheless felt it was inconsistreconstructed by Barber in the staent with State anti-ASCAP legislation studios. WOR will also broadtion. The plan, he said, will mean
cast the Dodgers' pre-season exhisimply that broadcasters will have
bition games, beginning March 8
and concluding with the three-game
one more "blanket license" to carry.
series with the World Champion
He endorsed the per-program basis
SPARETIME
HOBBY
of
James
L.
Free,
president
of
Free
&
Peters
New York Yankees in April. Bar- Inc., is the breeding and training of Laborador Retrievers, and he owns
of payment with clearance at the
source.
ber will leave for the Dodgers'
and
has
shown
some
of
the
finest
in
the
country.
Here
he
is
with
training camp at Clearwater, Fla.,
On the Washington front the
four of his best Laboradors — Freehaven Jay, known to all retriever enearly in March.
omnibus copyright bill (S-3043)
thusiasts as the youngest dog ever to achieve the coveted title of A.K.C.
Other Games
Field Trial Champion and the only retriever in this country or England
gathered dust in the Senate Patto have completed his championship before he was two years old; Nell
ents Committee, awaiting the reGeneral Mills' remaining sched- of Harrington, a fine shooting dog and reliable field trial performer;
turn of Senator Bone (D-Wash.),
ule of baseball broadcasts, as anFreehaven Whitey and Freehaven Molly, two promising youngsters. Jim chairman of the committee, who is
nounced to date, includes:
versatile and useful companions in the hunting field to re- ill in Tacoma. The committee has
Philadelphia— WCAU, Bill Dyer uses these
trieve ducks out of mud and open water and to find and flush pheasants.
been deluged vdth requests by the
and Taylor Grant, home games of
broadcasting industry and virtually
the Athletics and Phillies, co-sponall users for opportunity to protest
sored by General Mills and SoconyMerchandisingCampaign
Vacuum Oil Co.
CREDIT FOR KMBC
I provisions of the measure. The
latest protest came from Maurice
Pittsburgh— KDKA and WWSW,
Used by Standard Oil
Local Bond Store Is Awarded I J. Speiser, general counsel of the
"Rosie" Rowswell, home and away
games of the Pirates, co-sponsored
For Latin Fight Pickup
Assn. of Performing ArSales-Gain Trophy ' National
by General Mills and Atlantic Retists, which among other things
STANDARD OIL Co. of New Jer- CREDIT for the Kansas City outfining Co.
seeks to collect tribute from stasey, second advertiser to sponsor a
Washington — WJSV, Arch Mc- shortwave
tions for performance of recordings
let's winning of the new-business
broadcast from the
Donald, home and away games of United States
cup awarded annually by Bond
on behalf of the performing artists.
to
Latin
America,
on
Clothing Stores has been given to
Senators, co-sponsored by General
Feb. 9 presented a complete descrip- KMBC by Charlie Fisher, manager
Mills and Procter & Gamble Co.
tion in Spanish of the heavyweight
ABSENCE
Cleveland — WCLE, Jack Graney,
of the Bond store in Kansas City. COUGHUN
The silver trophy emblematic of LACKS EXPLANATION
home and away games of Indians, championship fight at Madison
Square Garden, New York, between the award, made in the 59-store
co-sponsored by General Mills and Joe
Louis and Arturo Godoy, via competition, was awarded to Mr.
Socony- Vacuum Oil Co.
NBC's stations WRCA and WNBI.
Fisher when his store showed an FR. CHARLES E. COUGHLIN'S
Detroit— WWJ, Ty Tyson, home
The company with its affiliates. 11%% gain in new business for failure to make his customary Sunand away games of Tigers, co-sponWest India Oil Co., Standard Oil 1939, the highest individual gain in
dayworkaddress
a tailor-made
netsored by General Mills and Socony- of
Feb. 4 over
remained
unexplained
Cuba, Standard Oil of Brazil, the country.
Vacuum Oil Co.
following
his
appearance
Feb.
11,
and the Compagnie de Petrolio
Chicago — WBBM, Pat Flanagan,
during which he volunteered no
According
to
Mr.
Fisher,
Bond's
Lago, is also the first sponsor to used
home games of Cubs and White
other types of advertising mention of the cancellation of the
Sox, General Mills has taken half- present a fight broadcast via short- media which they have used in the
wave.
Only
other
shortwave
sponpast
Until
16, 1939. From that previous
Sunday's
sponsorship with the other pending.
sor is United Fruit Co., which on date, for theSept.
Speculation
wastalk.
aroused when
last three and one-half
Cincinnati — WSAI, Roger Baker,
Dec.
1
started
a
series
of
news
prothe
priest
failed
to make his custohome and away games of Reds, comonths
of
the
year
the
store
spongrams in Spanish seven nights
sponsored by General Mills and Soappearance
4, particusored exclusively an evening quarlarlymary
in the
light Feb.
of events
which
weekly [Broadcasting, Dec. 1].
ter-hour newscast of Erie Smith on
cony-Vacuum Oil Co.
linked
the
"Christian
Front"
arrest
Two
complete
sets
of
broadcastKMBC. During that period busi- incident in New York with his
St. Louis — KMOX, France Laux,
ing equipment were used at the
home games of Browns and Cardiness increased about 50%, Mr.
magazine. His failringside,
one
for
the
United
States
Fisher stated, declaring that the Socialure toJustice
nals, co-sponsored by General Mills
appear was enshrouded in
program, sponsored by Adam Hats station was responsible for the suband Socony- Vacuum Oil Co.
on 95 NBC-Blue stations, and the
stantial rise which brought the top mystery, nouncerparticularly
the was
anGeneral Mills will sponsor games
on the program,when
which
of the St. Louis Cardinals and other to pick up the Spanish pro- national new-business rating.
filled
in
with
music,
advised
listengram
and
send
it
via
land
lines
to
Browns by wire report on WTAD,
the RCA Bldg., to Bound Brook,
Quincy, 111., with Bob Lee.
to "pay no them
heed toto listen
idle rumors"
WEAF Antenna Plans
and ersentreated
the folN. J., and via shortwave to 25 Latin
lowing Sunday.
American stations. The blow-by- WITH completion of the details of
Fr. Coughlin devoted his Feb. 11
blow description was given by Eli real estate acquisition, zoning law
Camels 'At the Waldorf
address
largely to an explanation
requirements
and
the
like
that
have
Canel,
director
of
the
Spanish
R. J. REYNOLDS Tobacco Co.,
of and quotation from the report of
occupied
some
six
months
since
Sports
Hour,
and
the
color
by
AlWinston-Salem, N. C, on Feb. 24
fred Barrett. Commercials were
NBC selected Port Washington, L. the Administrative Board of the
starts its third Saturday program
National Catholic Welfare ConferI., as the new site for the WEAF
largely
institutional
for
the
comon NBC, the new program to be
ences, issued the preceding week in
transmitter, now located at Belltitled Luncheon at the Waldorf
pany's gas and motor oil.
more,
L.
I.,
the
network
plans
to
Washington.
The announcer in inA
three-way
merchandising
camand heard 1:30-2 p.m. on 44 Blue
begin work immediately on transpaign was conducted in connection
stations in behalf of Camel cigartroducing
the
priest said "a multiferring transmitter to the new site,
tude
had been
circuthe broadcast, tying in RCAettes. With Ilka Chase, actress, as with
latedof rumors"
during the week,
but added
with hopes of beginning operating
Victor
dealers
in
South
America,
mistress of ceremonies, the pro- local Standard Oil managers, and from there about Sept. 1. Because
that
when
the
priest
is
on
the
air
grams will include interviews with
"evidently
that
is
not
news.
The
objections
from
airline
operators
the
managers
of
the
25
stations
the 50 or so prominent persons
made it impossible to erect the 740- moment he refrains from broadcarrying the program. All promo- foot
invited for luncheon at the Empire
casting it becomes national front
half -wave antenna previously
tion and advertising for the broadRoom of the Waldorf-Astoria Hocast
was
handled
locally
through
page
comment
Florida to
planned,
NBC
instead
has
applied
tel. Scripts will be written by these three foreign divisions, while to the Fee for permission to build Alaska — yes, evenfrom
in the British
Edith Meiser, well known author- commercials
used
on
the
program
a quarter-wave directional set-up,
ess. The company also sponsors the
with a 320-foot vertical radiator. DECISION is expected soon from the
Saturday programs. Bob Crosby for itself were prepared by McCannBids for this will be called for fol- National Labor Relations Board on
Erickson, New York.
Camels 10-10:30 p.m. on the Red
lowing the FCC approval. Removal
the status of American Federation of
Network, and Grand Ole Opry for INTBRMOUNTAIN Kelvinator deal- of equipment
from Bellmore to Radio Artists at WCPO, Cincinnati.
Prince Albert Tobacco, 10:30-11
ers, 200 strong, held their annual sales Port Washington will be handled The NLRB recently held hearings to
p.m. on a split Red Network. Wm.
convention in early February in the by Skinner, Cook & Babcock.
determine if AFRA is the proper barEsty & Co., New York is the agency.
KDYL Radio Playhouse.
gaining agency at WCPO.
press."
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PRODUCIION.

another
reason
they
p.

For years . . . "produced in the studios of the
Nation's Station" has been the hallmark of outstanding radio production. WLW has always prided
itself upon the infinite care taken by its production
men in making their shows listenable . . . entertaining . . . worthwhile. In most cases these production men are specialists . . . and
are assigned to the type of shows
their experience and capabilities
equip them to handle efficiently.
And because production has always
been given so much attention at
WLW, an enviable reputation has
been gained among clients . . .
and listeners.

why

Supplementing WLW's galaxy of outstanding network
programs is its own array of productions . . . vibrant
with showmanship . . . sparkling with listener-interest
. . . radio entertainment at its best . . . because WLW's
production men are skilled workers
. . . doing an outstanding job day
after day . . . another reason why
so many millions Hsten regularly to
the Nation's Station.
HAROLDCARR, WLW Production
Manager, directs the production activof the experience
Nation's Station.
years itiesradio
producingHis and13
directing programs of all kinds, not
only at WLW but throughout the
nation, has given him a background
not
by many
in radioandbusiness.
His equalled
outstanding
efficiency
ability
has made his department an important
reason
to WLW.why so many people listen

The PRODUCTION
of a forthcoming
Boone County Jamboree stage and air
show is discussed by
ED MASON,
PAUL DE FUR,
and "HAN K"
RICHARDS, whose
combined efforts
are responsible for
the success of most
of WLW's rural
programs.

ARTHUR RADKEY,
Educational Department
production man,
is responsible in a large
measure for the success
of
so many
WLW's
distinct
and ofexclusive
I'ducational programs.

CHARLES LAMMERS directs wliile GORDON WALTZ
assists in the production of WLW's great new program,
"This Land of Ours." The theater and air experience of
these two men plus that of CHESTER HERMAN (top
picture), who was stage director with the Shuberts and
associate director of the St. Louis Municipal Opera, mean.s
they are capable of handling every type of program
efficiently . . . brilliantly . . . and distinctively.

THE

NATION'S
most

REPRESENTATIVES: TRA NSA MERICA N BROADCASTING

"Merchandise' Able*'
STATIC
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- NEW YORK - CHICAGO

'35
'35
Since those early days of'3 1 5 years or more ago when
up their performance at the higher frequencies. Where
6 possibilities of ultra-high
this could not be done, new tubes were developed,
the tremendous commercial
usually far ahead of any great demand. Today, from
frequencies first began '3to
8 loom on the engineering
'38 continued to maintain unhorizon, RCA Tubes have
the small Acorn type, to the latest high-transconducquestioned leadership in'3 this field. Many existing RCA
tance Television tube, RCA oflFers a complete, timeTubes were such that they8 could be redesigned to step
tested line for every UHF requirement.
TYPICAL '38EXAMPLES OF RCA LEADERSHIP IN UHF TUBE TYPES
'38
Type No. Date Announced
Description
Comments use five years ago,
'33
March
Announced for experimental
954
March
'3
5
Detector,
Amplifier Pentode
955
these
popular
Acorn
still tube
maintain
unchalMarch
'36
Amplifier,
Detector, Oscillator Triode
lenged leadership for types
receiving
applications
'37'39
at frequencies in the order of 300 megacycles.
Super-Control
R-F Amplifier Pentode
956 Sept.
'39
Essentially the same in construction as the above
Amplifier,
Detector, Oscillator Triode
Dec.
957 Dec.
Acornrent andtypes,
filament curA-F and R-F Amplifier, Oscillator Triode
pave these
the waytubes
for feature
importantlow developments
958
in portable equipment designed for UHF.
Detector,
Amplifier Pentode
'38
959 Dec.
Three well-known RCA types representing an
1851
Amplifier
Pentode
outstanding
achievement in the production
of high'38
March '38 Amplifier
Pentode (Single-ended Type)
transconductancetubesforuseat
high frequencies,
6AC7
'37
Amplifier
Pentode
(Single-ended
Type)
and
particularly
for
use
in
television
video
service.
6AB7
Each tube in this group, especially popular among
800 June
R-F
Power
Amplifier,
Oscillator,
ClassBModulator
radio amateurs, features the ability to operate at
Oa.
'36 Power Amplifier
full ratings at 60 megacycles. Although some of
Beam
Oa.
807
the units
date back ademand
numbertoday
of years,
re809 June
'
2
R-F
Power
Amplifier,
Oscillator,
ClassB
Modulator
7
Oct.
main in widespread
thanksthey
to the
Class B Modulator, R-F Power Amplifier
Sept.
RCA
program
of
constant
improvement
which
811
812 Sept.
R-F
'3'737Power Amplifier, Class B Modulator
has
kept their
performance fullyrequirements.
abreast of today's
exacting
ultra-high-frequency
813
Beam Power R-F Amplifier
Can be operated at full input up to 30 megacycles.
Oa.
Push-Pull R-F Beam Power Amplifier
Can be operated at full input up to 1 ? 0 megacycles.
832
Large air-cooled tube with an input rating of 12 50
833
R-F Power Amplifier, Oscillator
Sept.
watts in class C telephony service up to 30 Mc.
June
R-F Power Amplifier, Oscillator
Operates at full ratings up to 100 megacycles.
834
May
May
A long-time leader because of its high-frequency
March
Oscillator, R-F Power Amplifier
capabilities— full ratings up to 30 Mc with 300
852
watts max. plate-input rating for class C telephony.
Jan.
UHF Power Amplifier, Oscillator (mu-10)
These two RCA developments feature input rating
887
888
of
1200 watts up to 300 megacycles.
UHF Power Amplifier, Oscillator (mu-30)

RCA MANUFACTURING CO., INC., CAMDEN, N. J.
A Service of The Radio Corporation of America
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AND DON'T MISS
THIS E1THER,MISTER,
fVLSGETS
RESULTS/

"Who in the world listens to the radio at five-thirty in the morning?" we're often asked.
We don't argue the question. We merely point out the extraordinary results which early
morning advertisers are getting over WLS.
WLS listeners tune in early — and they stay tuned in. Time, temperature and weather reports —
news broadcasts — a score of vital service features — music and entertainment of the kind they like
— all goes to win and hold an audience which is the talk of radio people everywhere.
The point that should interest you is this : No matter what time of day you use WLS — ^from
early morning hours until sign-ofiE time — you are sure to get results throughout the great 4-State
Area — (Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin and Michigan).
Wouldn't you like to know more about it? We dare you to ask us for details.

The

Prairie Farm^

TATlOh

WL
EBURRIDGE D. Butler, President (Chicago) GlENN SnYDER, Manager
John

BLAIR^AND

Company,

National

Representatives

BUILDING

A

GREATER

NEW

ENGLAND

contracts awarded in New
CONSTRUCTION
England during 1939 totalled $255,223,000,
with substantial increases

in the three important

classifications. Commercial
of I 1.1%; Manufacturing
dential Buildings 37.5%.
Noteworthy

Buildings 33.6%

increases were made

Bridgeport, Fall River-New
Britain, New
Providence,

Buildings showed

and Resi-

in the Boston,

Bedford, Hartford-New

Haven-Waterbury,
Springfield and

New

Worcester

London,
districts.

in these areas, and all other important
centers. The

Yankee

Network

viding the only complete
WNAC
WTIC
WEAN
WTAG
WICC
WNLC
WCSH
WLBZ
WFEA
WSAR

Boston
Hartford
Providence
Worcester
Bridgeport
New Haven
New London
Portland
Bangor
Manchester
Fall River

EDWARD
Exclusive

WNBH
WHAI
WBRK
WLLH
WLNH
WRDO
WCOU
WSYB

PETRY

National

&

New Bedford
Greenfield
Pittsfield

a gain

dominates

buying
by pro-

all-New England coverage

— the locally-effective, 18-stations impact essential
for volume sales in this rich, responsive market.

(Lowell
[Lawrence
Laconia
Augusta
(Lewiston
t Auburn
Rutland

CO.,

INC.

Sales Representatives
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PORTLAND.

Only

a

station

can

make

admittedly
a

dealer

Sii[>^

OREGO

first

in

survey

its

like

territory

this!

In Portland and ten outlying towns from February 9
to 14, 1940, grocers were questioned as follows by
ROSS

FEDERAL

RESEARCH

CORPORATION

Question 1 "Which general advertising medium used by manufacturers of products you sell does
the best job for you?"
Answer . . . RADIO FIRST with 62.5%

. . . Next medium 33.6%

Question 2 "What Portland radio station in your opinion has most influence to move merchandise
from your shelves?"

IN

Answer... KO

FIRST

53,9%

With

—next station 38.3%

The unquestioned reliability and fairness of ROSS FEDERAL
surveys is well known among advertising men. The above
information
leaves no room for doubt that KOIN is

FIRST

CHOICE

STATION

the

in

PORTLAND

MARKET

The Journal
Affiliate of the Columbia

1st IN

AUDIENCE

FREE

...

1st IN

Broadcasting System

PRESTIGE

...

1st IN

SELLING

National Representatives
and PETERS
World Broadcasting System

POWER

What has happened
inthe three

yearsfThe

tolnternatio

Silver Theat

al Silver sa es

-e'lhasbeenonCBS

HOW

CBS

CHANGES

/m740

SILVER

INTO

GOLD.

^■^^■HH

"Sales.. the final test of advertising
impact.. have heen

zooming

up.. up.. up

..in the past three years."

The first thing asked for in the advertising of new designs in fine
silverware is . . . Pictures !
Pictures to surround

the silver with the romance

associated with

really fine silver. Pictures to register the International Silver selling
idea : "Sterling Silver Craftsmanship
What

happened

applied to Silverplate."

when International turned to radio for its pictures?

After thirteen weeks on CBS:

"... We find we can paint a more alluring picture . . . gain a more
appreciative audience . . . tell a better story in a shorter space of
time ... by radio than with the printed page."
After three years on CBS:
"Our

salesmen are enthusiastic . . . our dealers are enthusiastic . . .

substantial increase in sales for every year we have been on the air/'

So, International Silver summarizes

its experience on CBS ; bridges

the gap between the first tentative exploration of a medium,
current whole-hearted

and the

acceptance of it.

Pictures !

But even the best pictures . . . even radio's pictures . . . must reach
the entire market for maximum

sales impact.

International Silver has something to say about that, too :

"Remember,"

say they, "the fastest, most impressive way to reach

and sell masses of people an idea is via radio."
For everybody

who

buys silver listens to radio!

International Silver has something to say about that:

"The Silver Theatre over CBS
adding more

and more

broadcast of 1939-40

is becoming

even more

popular . . .

listeners constantly. For example, the first
reached

first audience in the 1938-39

an audience 79%

greater than the

series. In fact, for the first three pro-

grams of this year, the "Crossley" ratings— by which the popularity
of radio shows is judged— were 47%
period last year. This means

ahead of the ratings for the same

that the average single-broadcast audi-

ence this year will almost certainly be far greater than 9,000,000—
proof indeed that the program and the
network facilities are both doing a job."
And, as the popularity of the program
has increased, sales of 1847 Rogers
Bros, have

increased ... as Interna-

tional Silver says :

"Scdes . . the fined test of advertising
impact . . have been zooming

up . .

up . . up . . in the past three yearsJ'^

The Silver Theatre about to go on the air, from Columbia Square, Hollywood

There's a pretty parallel in these two upsurging curves : the increase
in audience of the Silver Theatre is followed significantly by an
increase in sales of the product . . . 1847 Rogers Bros. Silverplate.
This parallel upswing points unerringly to the two basic facts discovered byInternational

Silver, in their exploration

of radio's

potentialities :
"Radio

paints a more

Everybody

who

alluring picture . . . and

buys silver listens to radio!"

The complete story of this history-making

campaign

is told in the

new CBS case history : "How CBS Changes Silver Into Gold." Copies
are available upon request to 485 Madison Avenue.

1.

These are the findings of Benson & Benson, Inc., of Princeton, N. J.,
in a personal interview survey of 12 counties in the prosperous Kentucky Bluegrass, counties rating among the richest agricultural counties
in America located in the WHAS primary listening area . . .

HOURLY
FIRST

PERIODS

DURING

Station

HOURS
RANKED
FIRST

IN
THE
2

WHAS
50,000
WATTS

30,000
WATTS

WHICH
1243
WATTS
50,000

EACH

STATION

HOUR

PERIOD

4
WATTS
230

5

74

9

WATTS
5,000

I

RANKED
SURVEYED

6
WATTS
50,00*

1

TOTAL

124

39
These findings reflect the listening habits of both urban
and rural audiences and demonstrate the predominant
listener preference for Station WHAS . . .

There

are

listeners

within

easy earshot

in U

85,900

radio

of your message

homes

broadcast

by

50,000 WATTS
WHAS
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

Owned

The

and

BASIC

CBS OUTLET

BY EDWARD

Operated

Louisville

PETRY & CO.

by

Times

Ask the WHAS representative to show
you the detailed breakdown of the
findings of the Benson & Benson survey . . .

Here is the established Detroit market. It consists of six
Michigan counties within a radius of 50 miles from downtown Detroit. In these six counties reside more than
2,300,000 people, or 48% o/ the total population of Michiigan! These six counties account for 54% of Michigan's
total retail sales ($744,000,000 annually); 57% of the
State's gainful workers; 59% of the industrial plants, and
65% of Michigan's income tax returns. Wayne Countv
(Detroit), one of the six trading area counties, was ranked
by the U. S. Department of Commerce recently as NUMBER
ONE ( 1 ) in industrial wages in the country. More recently,
the U. S. Department of Commerce reported that Wayne

America's Pioneer
Broadcasting Station

County led the whole country in recovery between 1929
and 1937. In fact, Wayne Coimty was the only county in
the United States to produce goods with a dollar and cents
value greater than in 1929!
Here advertisers have a proven market capable of
absorbing goods in vast quantity; a market that is
available through a single radio station — WW J— which
has led all Detroit radio stations in listener interest by
every survey that has been made for 10 years! Test
your sales plan in this big, active market now. Let
WWJ carry your message into the buying power homes.

National Represenfotives
George P. Hollingbery Company
New York
Son Franeiico

Member NBC
Basic Red Network
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never

before

right in his wise
port is the hub
Louisiana,
live within

East Texas
a 150-mile

and

South

radius

prospects

Greater

for 1940 are

Shreveport

sales were
powerful

And,

even

totalled

nearly

message

clearly

offers 1940 advertisers
sales.
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good

construction

in

retail business
with

carrying

within a 150-mile
opportunity

For network or spot advertising, you
KWKH
for coverage . . . and results.

W

SHREVEPORT

a splendid

people

in 1939 was

in 1938. KWKH,

reaching

North

there are within

Building

than

to nearly three million people

embracing

than

$8,000,000

more

For Shreve-

In fact, more

too, business

better.

10 to 14 per cent higher
50,000 watts

Arkansas.

of Shreveport

Confucius

sayings.

city for a rich tri-state area

the entire state of Louisiana.
and

was

its

your

radius,

to increase
can't beat

H
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EVERY

The

man

who

WEEK

helped

build your
auto can help build your sales! Sell

him through the Great Stations of
the Great Lakes!
Markets cannot be figured merely in
numbers of people! It's what those
people have to spend for your product
that is still more important.
Within the "Golden Horseshoe,"
that free-spending territory covered by
WJR Detroit and WGAR Cleveland,
industry pays the highest average
wage in the entire nation/
Here {Just a single example) you
reach more than 80% of the workers
employed in the automobile industry
— more than a quarter million moneyin-their-pockets prospects who earn
between nine and ten million dollars
every week.

Best of all — you need no staggering
advertising budget to cover this vital
market. Simply write WJR and WGAR
into your schedules. You'll do a great
job through the Great Stations of the
Great Lakes.

THE

GOODWILL

STATION

WGAR
THE FRIENDLY STATION

Basic Stations . . . Columbia Broadcasting System
Edward Petry & Co., Inc.,
National Sales Representatives
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WASHINGTON,

Copyright
BMI,

With

Funds

Under Way; Society
AS ASCAP basked in the sunshine
of nationwide publicity cropping
from the dramatic if inopportune
arrest of its president, Gene Buck,
Icharges,
in Phoenix,
"fugitive"
more Ariz.,
seriousonmoves
being
made by both the broadcasting industry and Uncle Sam were destined to have important bearing on
future copyright licensing practices of Tin Pan Alley.
Broadcast Mtisic Inc., with a
I guaranteed war chest of $1,170,000
Ialready accounted for, moved into
Ithe final phases of its pre-operating
:plans to establish a wholly-owned
I industry music supply, which would
I rid the industry of its dependence
Iupon ASCAP. Meanwhile, it was
learned the Department of Justice
is giving more than cursory consideration to revival of its antitrust suit against ASCAP, which
I has been dormant for nearly five
I years, and, if preliminary indicaftions mean anything, the base of
IHhe anti-monopoly actions may be
considerably broadened.
ASCAP Defers Report
The Buck incident, growing out
of criminal actions taken by Montana authorities in connection with
allegations of extortion by ASCAP
in that State, apparently was being
; used with telling effect by ASCAP
to offset these other developments
toward creation of a "competitor"
of the Society. Current contracts
I of broadcasters with ASCAP expire
at the end of the year and the
Broadcast Music project is designed
to create a music reservoir prior to
that time which will place the industry ina position to bargain with
ASCAP, or even prepare to get
'*along without its catalogs. Appi-oxi|mately $4,000,000 was paid the Society last year in royalties, having
been assessed percentage-wise on
I the entire incomes of stations,
: whether or not ASCAP music was
Iemployed.
Almost as dramatic as the Buck
arrest was the announcement Feb.
26 by E. Claude Mills, chairman of
the ASCAP Administrative Committee, that the ASCAP board
!would postpone consideration of the
I report of its Radio Committee, projecting aproposed new radio license
plan,
for
at least a month, entirely
as a result
of the Phoenix affair.
The board had planned to consider

BROADCASTING

D. C, MARCH

Activity
Assured,

to

Advertising
1, 1940

Breaks

IName

Director

W

0^

on
and

Get

Delays Report After Buck Arrest
this matter at a meeting scheduled
the proposed new contract draft.
Feb. 29.
While ASCAP officials railed over
Mr. Mills said the report would
what they termed the "despicable"
Buck arrest, which made big headnot be submitted until Mr. Buck's
lines and pictorial displays in the
return to New York a month hence,
because the emotional reactions of newspapers, competent legal counindividual board members to the
sel brought out that the ASCAP
arrest would make it impossible for "martyrdom" easily could have been
avoided had Buck followed the
the report to receive calm considercourse taken by executives of NBC
ation if presented at this time.
and CBS, who also were named in
Clearance at Net Source
the Montana action. When a pi'eviWhile Mr. Mills declined to dis- ous attempt to serve warrants
cuss the proposed terms of the against ASCAP officials was made
radio licenses, it has been reported in New York last September
that clearance at the source will
[Broadcasting Oct. 1], it was exform a definite part of these conplained that service was not attracts and that it is likely the nettempted against the network executives because they had sent letters
works virill be called upon to pay a
larger share of the ASCAP fees to Montana authorities denying
with a proportional lightening in their guilt and stating they would
the payments from individlial sta- not waive extradition. When similar statements were not forthtions, whether affiliates or independents. The fees for the smaller
coming from ASCAP, County Atstations, whose musical programs
torney Edward T. Dussault of Hellcome largely from records, accord- gate County, Missoula, had reing to the advance reports, would
quested New York police either
be reduced substantially under the to obtain such statements from
new terms. Prior to the Buck ar- ASCAP officials or to arrest them.
rest, John G. Paine, ASCAP
Service of the warrants by New
York police was blocked by Mayor
general manager, and Charles
Schwartz, co-counsel, were in Ari- LaGuardia. Subsequently, when
zona conferring with Mr. Buck on Mr. Buck's presence at Phoenix was

Photo courtesy Arizona Republic
VISIONS of the clink in Hellgate County, Missoula, Mont., must have
loomed before Gene Buck (right), ASCAP president, as this picture
was made in the office of Sheriff Lon Jordan, of Phoenix, Ariz., after Mr.
Buck's arrest as a fugitive at the request of Montana authorities. The
charge was attempted extortion in connection with ASCAP's licensing of
Montana stations for performance of music. A justice of the peace set
March 5 toas $750.
the time
Buck's bond
was
reduced
Finisforwashearing,
writtenandto Mr.
the incident
Feb. of28 $10,000
when Gov.
Ayers of Montana refused to extradite ASCAP's "grey eagle".
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ascertained. Prosecutor Dussault issued a warrant charging him with
attempting to obtain money Under
false pretenses and conspiracy to
extort, both misdemeanors, in addicharge.tion to an "attempted extortion"
Because this incident developed at
a time when BMI was going into
its final pre-operations lap, it was
thought in industry quarters that
ASCAP was seeking to make the
most of the opportunity. In any
event, it was generally agreed that
from the publicity standpoint, whatever the genesis of the incident,
it was ill-timed. Moreover, the
ASCAP "play" was seen as one
climaxing its claim of "persecution" by the broadcasting industry
in its testimony in connection with
the various State anti-ASCAP laws
and resultant litigation.
BMI To Name Head
Meanwhile, Broadcast Music
forged ahead with its operating
plans. As Broadcasting went to
press, there
were
267 stations
accounted for as
subscribers
to BMI
stock, with one-fifth of their commitments, amounting to approximately $240,000, already in the
bank. The
aggregate
thuslicense
subscribed for both
stock and
fees by these stations was some
$1,172,000 toward the goal of $1,500,000 established by the special
NAB convention in Chicago last
September107as stations
the "warhavechest".
In
addition,
pledged
BMI subscriptions, which would
swell the figure some $250,000, it
is estimated.
Selection of the new directing
head of BMI, probably to be its
president, will be announced within
a fortnight, it was indicated by
NAB President Neville Miller, now
serving as BMI president. Said to
be an outstanding figure in the
music field, the new executive already has tentatively accepted, it
was reported, but desires to clear
up other commitments before taking over the BMI helm.
Meanwhile, under the direction of
Sydney M. Kaye, New York attorney and BMI vice-president and
general counsel, plans for BMI development are said to be crystallizing. Already on the staff of the
company at its headquarters offices
at 580 Fifth Ave., New York, in
addition to Mr. Kaye is Julius
Witmark, son of the late Julius
Witmark, singer, composer and
publisher, and member of the firm
(Continued on page 80)
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$3,000,000

in

Time
Is Expected
Original TBS Package Draws
Offers From Many Groups
DECISION on the allocation of the
approximately $3,000,000 additional advertising appropriation which
American Home Products Co. and
Sterling Products Inc. had originally earmarked for the proposed
new national network, Transcontinental Broadcasting System, is
expected soon. Blackett-SampleHummert, agency for these accounts, has submitted proposals
from NBC-Blue, from MBS and
from individual stations which offered special package rates for the
broadcasting of the programs by
World Broadcasting System transcriptions, for their clients to consider along with the offer made by
the reorganized TBS.
Special Propositions
The NBC-Blue rate for such
sizable advertisers adds up to a
total of 60% of rate-card figures,
when both the special Blue discounts and the volume and yearround discounts are figured. MBS
is bidding with its new package
plan, which offers a 50% discount
from published rates. Terms offered by individual stations in response to an inquiry made by WBS,
which proposes to transcribe the
programs if this method is adopted,
and of the TBS offer, have not been
divulged.
Meanwhile, TBS and its new executive director, H. K. Boice, have
made no statements regarding
plans for getting the twice-deferred network under way. As has
been the case since the first announcement that another national
network was being planned, the
air is full of rumors about what
TBS is about to do or not to do,
but no comment whatsoever could
be secured from network officials
except the bland statement that
an announcement would be made
whenever TBS had anything to
announce.
Gulf Takes 'EUery
GULF OIL CorT)., Pittsburgh, on
April 28, for the summer only, is
replacing the Screen Guild Theatre
program on CBS with the CBS sustaining program The Adventures
of Ellery Queen, which will be
heard Sundays, 7:30-8 p. m.
(EDST). The company retains its
option on the Screen Guild show if
it wishes to sponsor that program
again in the fall at the end of Daylight Saving Time. The Ellery
Queen show, which has been heard
on CBS, Sundays, 10-11 p. m., on
March 3 will be cut to the half -hour
period from 10-10:30 p. m. preparatory to its sponsorship in the spring
by Gulf. Young & Rubicam, New
York, is the agency in charge.
'Ellery Queen' to Screen
LARRY DARMOUR, Hollywood independent picture producer, through
Columbia Management, that city, on
Feb. 14 acquired film rights to the
CBS sustaining program. The Advent
tures of Ellery Queen. He will make
at least three pictures yearly, using
the entire radio cast and release
through Columbia Pictures Corp. Gulf
Oil Corp., Pittsburgh, on April 15
starts for 39 weeks, sponsoring the
weekly program, replacing its current
Screen Guild Theatre series.
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Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"You're Wanted on the Phone — Ifs the Pot 0' Gold Program!"
CABLES MELTED
And Fire Brings Novelties in
'
Capital Service
WRC and WOL, Washington, were
forced to set up temporary studios
in their transmitter buildings Feb.
23 when fire destroyed a two-story
farm shack about a half-mile from
the transmitters, burned through
a WRC phone cable carrying program service from the downtown
studios to the outlying transmitter
and melted the WOL cable. Engineer Samuel Newman immediately switched to emergency transcription equipment when the break
came, and with phone connections
to the WRC studio also cut, broadcast an SOS to the master control
room. Announcers armed with recordings and the regular 11 p.m.
Esso news reports rushed to the
transmitter and resumed the program schedule. With a shortwave
transmitter to relay the land-line
pickup, the emergency setup was
used for a regular dance band
broadcast from a local hotel.
WOL, MBS outlet in Washington,
also lost connection with its transmitter when its cables, although located across the road and not actually touched by the flames, were
melted. Unable to reestablish service between studios and transmitter, WOL continued on the air
until its usual signoff time, 2 a.m.,
broadcasting transcriptions from
the transmitter.
Basic Foods' Plans
BASIC FOODS Inc., Los Angeles
(health breads), sponsoring the
noontime five-weekly quarter-hour
commentary program, Facts About
Life & How to Live It, heard on
KHJ, that city, on Feb. 19 added
two other Don Lee network stations
(KGB KFRC), Mon. thru Fri.,
12:15-12:30 p.m. (PST). Contract
is for 52 weeks and program features Dr. Curtis H. Springer as
commentator. In addition the firm
on Feb. 19 renewed for 52 weeks,
its late afternoon five - weekly
quarter-hour program of similar
title on KHJ and contemplates
transcribing the series for placement on stations nationally in an
early spring campaign. Agency is
Elucidator Publications Inc., Los
Angeles.

Volume

Discounts

Issued by Mutual
Package Plan Is Available to
Users of Extensive Hookups
RATE schedule for the new Mutual "full network volume discount
plan" was issued Feb. 27 by the
MBS sales promotion department,
offering sizable discounts to advertisers using extensive networks on
52-week minimum contracts. This
package plan is available to advertisers using daytime or nighttime
periods of an hour, a half-hour or
a quarter-hour five times weekly,
and to those using nighttime hours
or half-hours once a week for the
52-week minimums.
While the package rates are
quoted in dollars only, comparison
with station rates shows the discounts to be 50% for the hour and
half-hour five-time-weekly periods,
45% for quarter-hours five times
weekly, and 40% for hours and
half-hours used once a week.
Weekly Minimums
To obtain these discounts, advertisers must expend weekly minimums, as follows: $12,888.90 weekly for five daytime hours; $7,694.78
weekly for five daytime half -hours;
$5,403.26 for five daytime quarterhours; $23,692.80 for five evening
hours; $14,155.55 for five evening
half -hours; $10,104.75 for five evening quarter-hours; $5,686.27 for
one evening hour, and $3,397.33
for an evening half-hour.
Advertisers are required to use
all basic stations, including WOR,
WGN, WIP, CKLW, WCLE (daytime) or WHK (evening), KXOK,
WCBM, WWSW, WKBW, WOL,
WDGY, WKRC, WHB (daytime)
or KITE (evening), WS AY, WHKC,
KFEL, KFOR, WHBF, the complete Don Lee Network of 31 stations and the 13-station Colonial
Network — a total of 62 stations.
The plan also calls for a minimum
expenditure for stations in each of
four supplementary groups, to be
used in completing the total expenditure necessary to secure the
volume discount.
Schedule includes 10 MBS stations also affiliated with NBC and
one (WNBF, Binghamton) which

BROADCASTING

Revocations

Get Early Hearing
FCC to Review Deletions at
Home Cities This Month
ACTING with unusual expedition,
the FCC Feb. 27 ordered hearings
on revocation proceedings against
six Texas stations to begin March
5 in Austin and March 7 in Dallas.
All of the stations were cited for
alleged hidden ownership or control,
largely involving
purportedly
disclosed interests of
Rev. James unG.
Ulmer, Texas broadcaster-minister,
and Roy G. Terry, chief owner and
manager of
casting,KOCA,
Feb. 15]. Kilgore [BroadThe Commission denied a petition filed on behalf of five of the
six stations by James C. Hanley, former Radio Commissioner,
for a postponement until April 8
or thereafter. It was indicated the
Commission felt that revocation
proceedings should be handled expeditiously.
Five of the six stations were
cited for revocation under orders
issued by the Commission Feb. 8,
to be effective Feb. 24, while the
sixth — KGKB, Tyler — was cited
Feb. 13, effective March 1. Since all
of the stations requested hearings,
the revocation orders automatically
were cancelled.
George B. Porter, FCC assistant
general mission
counsel,
act hearings,
as Comprosecutorwill
at the
to be presided over at the outset by
Commissioner Payne. DeQuincy V.
Sutton, FCC head accountant, and
Hugh B. Hutchison, attorney who
conducted the investigations in Texas, also will participate. Mr. Hanley
will represent all but one station,
KAND, which is represented by
William A. Porter.
The hearings are scheduled to
open March 5 at Austin with KTBC,
1,000-watt daytime regional, the
first station to be heard. Hearings
will resume March 7 in Dallas with
KNET, Palestine local, called as the
first station. Tentative dates set for
other stations cited at Dallas are
KRBA, Lufkin, March 11; KSAM,
Huntsville, March 12; KAND, Corsicana, March 13; KGKB, Tyler,
March 14.
Seeking Florida Outlets
FORMER Gov. David Scholtz of
Florida is president and 33% stockholder in Pan-American Broadcasting System Inc., applying to the FCC
for a new 250-watt station on 1240
ke. in Hollywood, Fla., adjacent
Miami. His brother, Carl Scholtz, is
treasurer and 17% stockholder, with
other stockholders Nellie M. Joyce,
Miami business woman, secretary,
16% ; George
Bowles,nowformer
fornia station H.
operator
residingCaliin
Miami Beach, 33%; Oscar T. Johnson, Hollywood hotel man, 1%. Practically the same interests are applicants for new locals in Key West and
Fort Pierce, Fla. [See stories on other
Florida applications on page 34].
is a CBS affiliate, these being
rnarked as being able to guarantee
time only during certain hours or
by special arrangement.
In announcing the plan, MBS
emphasized that these volume discounts in no way interfere with
Mutual's basic sales policy of offering at usual rates networks of
any size the advertiser may desire,
from 2 to 120 stations, but that
this new plan is for quantity buyers
who want network service table
d'hote rather than a la carte.
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Pure Oil Co. Planning
NBC Kaltenborn Series
PURE OIL Co., Chicago, which has
been sponsoring H. V. Kaltenborn
thrice weekly on 37 CBS stations,
6:30-6:45 p. m., is planning to shift
the program on May 28 to a special network of 36 NBC-Red and
Blue stations, for presentation
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, 7:45-8 p. m. The contract,
which would be for 52 weeks, had
not been signed as Broadcasting
went to press.
The Kaltenborn program on CBS
terminates May 17. It is also rumored that Mr. Kaltenborn will do
special work for NBC, but no confirmation of this could be obtained
from NBC executives. Agency handling the account is Leo Burnett
Co., Chicago.
WEAF-WJZ Spot Gains
TOTAL increase of 68% for naspot salesWEAP
of NBC's
m. andtionalo.local stations
and
WJZ, New York, for the first two
months of 1940 has been reported
by Maurice Boyd, NBC's New York
spot and local sales manager. Billings for the two stations for 1939
were 28% larger than 1938, Mr.
Boyd stated. New and renewed clients for the first two months of
1940 on the two stations are: J. B.
Williams Co. ; McKesson & Robbins ;
Nestle-Lemur Co.; Grocery Store
Products Co.; Standard Oil Co. of
New Jersey; Campbell Soup Co.;
Paramount Pictures; Axton-Fisher
Tobacco Co., and Studebaker Sales
Corp.
t Heralding Bock Beer
THE BREWERS Board of Trade
of New York and the New Jersey
Brewers Assn., consisting of 23
brewers organizations, on March 9
will sponsor a quarter-hour proigram on WEAF, New York, as
: promotion for the start of the Bock
iBeer season in New York on March
111. The program will originate in
the Ritz Theatre, New York, and
'Will star Olson & Johnson of the
Broadway play "Hellzapoppin", in
laddition to a beauty contest for
New York and New Jersey goats.
BBDO, New York, handles the
iaccount.

MBS
Careful

Study

of

Pot

o^ Gold

Being
Given
by Justice
Dept.
Possible Lottery Angles Get Federal Scrutiny;
Aylesworth Named as Counsel for Agency
"CAREFULscrutiny"is being given
Along with the Pot o' Gold, the
by the Department of Justice to the Department was investigating a
local
prize offer in Texas, sponsored
Pot o' Gold and other prize award
programs to which its attention
by Mead's Bakery, on which comhas been called, but no conclusion
plaints had been received. This involved aMystery Woman who called
has yet been reached as to whether
these offerings constitute actionable at houses in the community to buy
violations of the lottery statutes, it a loaf or part of a loaf of Mead's
was learned Feb. 27 at the Attorney bread
for $5. Housewives not having the loaf did not receive the
General's office.
While the FCC had announced
While previous legal opinions,
formally Feb. 8 that it had transprize. private and official, are remitted to the Department facts both
concerning the Tums-NBC-Red feaported to have
the Pot
o' Gold
not aheld
lottery
because
no
ture, along with a local prize offer as clearly
in Texas, it was stated at the De- element of consideration was involved, it was thought in some
partment that it had received no
formal notice of this action until quarters that new efforts might be
Feb. 21, at which time the Com- taken to adjudicate the issue in the
mission delivered the data. Nothing light of the tremendous growth of
such features on the air, in motion
has been given the FCC in the way
of a formal or informal opinion on picture houses and even newspapers
these matters, it was added. The and magazines.
Should that course be taken, preFCC's reference of these prize ofsumably itwould be on the theory
fers to the Department was provoked by some 100 complaints from that a different type of judicial
theatre owners, religious groups
interpretation, superseding estaband other organizations and indilished precedent, might be develviduals, including members of Conoped.
The key to the according
Pot o' Goldto
type of presentation,
gress [Broadcasting Feb. 15].
attorneys,
is
whether
the
courts in
Aylesworth as Counsel
the final analysis now might be
Meanwhile John Butler, vice- disposed to hold that an element of
president of Stack-Goble Advertis"consideration" is involved in the
ing Agency, New York, placing the fact that the winner of a prize
Tums account, asserted that M. H. award over the air must be at home.
Aylesworth, former NBC president,
In Pot o' Gold, however, only the
had been appointed counsel for the major
award ($1,000 or more) is
agency in connection with the Gov- accorded the listener who answers
ernment action, if and when it be- his phone, after being selected by
came necessary to proceed. Mr. the spinning of the wheel. If he is
Butler expressed the view that the not at home, a sort of consolation
program wotild remain on the air. prize of $100 is awarded, which atIn other quarters, it was learned
torneys have held eliminates any
element of consideration.
that WDAF, Kansas City, dropped
the program Feb. 20 and that other
Beechnut Testing
stations were making Inquiries
about the desirability of continuing BEECHNUT PACKING Co., Canaprize contests of that nature. It joharie, N. Y., late in January
was also reported that WFBR,
started a test campaign for BeechBaltimore, basic Red outlet, on adnut gum using daily station break
vice of counsel, had rejected the announcements on a small list of
program when it was first launched
Southern stations. Newell-Emmett
in the autumn of 1939.
Co., New York, is agency.

New BBC Representative
GERALD COOK, formerly director
of television for the BBC in London, has been appointed BBC
North American representative with
headquarters in New York, replacing Felix Greene, who has held
that position since 1935 when the
BBC first opened a New York ofSce to handle its activities in the
United States and Canada. Mr.
Greene will return to the BBC in
England. Mr. Cook has had prenous experience in the United
States and Canada.

Griffin Using Net, Spots
i R I F F I N M F G. Co., Brooklyn
shoe polish), which starts a dranatic program on 4 MBS stations
'Harch 16, Saturdays, 8:30-8:45
t. m., is planning also to use anlouncements on a large number of
tations. The list has not yet been
elected, according to Bermingam, Castleman & Pierce, New
'ork, the agency.
I^ROADCASTING

GOLD FROM GOLDEN GLOVES as a local low-priced variety store
merchandised its sponsored Golden Gloves broadcasts on WGL, Fort
Wayne, with this window display. Short commercials, a la the Adam Hat
fight broadcasts, were used. Store manager was reported well pleased vdth
the store traffic and interest engendered, and recorded phenomenal results
on some of the items advertised during the amateur fight broadcasts.
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As

Picks

Head

Wood

of

Sales;

McGuineastoWGN
Contracts Ratified, Plans to
Develop Network Discussed
PURSUING recently inaugurated
plans for expansion of its network
operations,
MBS W.onWood
Feb. Jr.,
21 designated Edward
sales
manager of WGN,
Chicago, as sales
manager for the
network, with
headquarters in
New York.
Filling post,
a newlycreated
Mr.
Wood will take
over direction of
all MBS sales acMr. Wood
of offices of affiliated stations. Bill
McGuineas,
head replace
of WGN's
New
York
office, will
Mr. Wood
in Chicago as WGN sales manager,
with Norman Boggs of the Chicago
sales staff transferred to the New
York WGN office.
Contracts Ratified
These changes followed a twoday meeting of MBS members and
shareholders in Chicago Feb. 20-21,
at which station contracts were
ratifiedmentsand
shareholders'
agreeaccepted.
Plans for further
development of the network were
discussed by the board of directors
and the newly-created operating
board.
Mr. Wood has been with WGN
for eight years and was on the
station's Chicago staff for a year
before opening its sales office in
New York where he was stationed
for two years. Five years ago he
was named WGN sales manager.
Mr. McGuineas has been with WGN
six years. Mr. Boggs joined WGN
three years ago, coming from
WAAF,
Chicago, where he was
sales director.
Attending the meetings were W.
E. Macfarlane, MBS president, who
presided; E. M. Antrim and Mr.
Wood Jr., of WGN; T. C. Streibert, WOR, Newark; Lewis Allen
Weiss, Don Lee Broadcasting System; John Shepard 3d, Colonial
Network; H. K. Carpenter, United
Broadcasting Co. of Cleveland and
Columbus; C. E. Campeau of
CKLW, Windsor-Detroit; Hulbert
Taft Jr., of WKRC, Cincinnati, and
Fred Weber, general manager of
Mutual.
U. S. Steel's
AMERICAN
STEEL &First
Wire Co.,
Cleveland, a United States Steel
Corp. subsidiary, on Feb. 19 started sponsorship of Farm Bulletin
Board thrice-weekly on WLS, Chicago, and on Feb. 20 a general news
quarter - hour thrice - weekly on
WLW, Cincinnati. It marked U. S.
Steel's first radio campaign. The
WLS program, heard Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, 6:15-6:30
a. m. (CST), covers weather and
crop reports along with market
prices. The Cincinnati broadcast is
heard 7:15-7:30 a. m. (EST), Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. The
company's
fence
other steel American
products used
on and
the
farm are promoted.
WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md., has joined
MBS as that network's 120th outlet.
March
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Definite
FCC

Ponders

Date
Data

Sweeping Change
Allocations

for
in

FORMAL ANSWER to the question of eager broadcasters as to
when the broadcast reallocation in
pursuance of the Havana Treaty
will become effective, still remains
unanswered though indications are
it will be after the tentative Aug. 1
date arbitrarily set.
The FCC is still awaiting fox'mal
notification of the "final act" by
the Mexican Government, which requires filing with the Cuban Government at Havana, as host nation,
of the treaty ratification papers.
While it is known that the treaty
has been ratified without reservations, signed by President Cardenas
and published in the Dairo Official
of Mexico, the technicality of depositing the papers at Havana has
not yet been effected, insofar as
Washington officialdom is aware.
Meanwhile, the FCC is actively
discussing the reallocation, but no
conclusions have been reached on
the important procedural aspects.
These include the effective date, the
actual list of station shifts beyond
those specified in the treaty, and
the procedure to be pursued in effecting the reallocation.
To Follow Treaty Terms
One thing appeared clear, however, in spite of rumor — ^that the
disposition is to have an allocation
conforming with the treaty terms
rather than anything in the nature
of a more drastic "political" allocation. Because of developments
since the agreement was reached in
1937, there will be a few modifications, regarded as of a relatively
minor nature, but these, it was indicated, would be wholly within the
framework of the treaty and would
not alter its basic engineering or
social philosophy.
Setting of the tentative Aug. 1
date, on which all station renewals
will fall due, should not be accepted
as even the prospective date of
changeover, it is evident. Although
it may be found that this deadline
can be met, the Commission nevertheless is confronted with a number of factors which it must take
into account, not the least of which
will be the wishes of Canada, Mexico and Cuba.
Summer Better for Changeovers
Conflicts which may develop as a
result of assignments of stations
within the treaty terms conceivably
might require a change in date.
Moreover, the FCC has discussed
such matters as the most desirable
time for a shift. Since 1940 is a
presidential campaign year, it was
thought in some quarters that a
date prior to the November elections might cause inconvenience for
listeners. This school appears to
favor a Dec. 1 changeover — or after
the presidential elections.
Conversely, the view is projected
that summer is the better time to
effect the changeover, which will involve 730 of the more than 815 stations operating or authorized for
construction, inasmuch as summer
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for Treaty
Shifts
Studied
wave propagation characteristics
100,000 watts. It is already reportare better suited than winter, when
ed to be causing interference with
maximum station performance oc- KNX, assigned to that wave, as
curs. Moreover, it was pointed out well as KRLD, Dallas, on adjacent
1040 kc. XENT, Nuevo Laredo,
that building and antenna construction can be accomplished far more
operated by Norman T. Baker, exspeedily in the summer than when
Muscatine, la. broadcaster who recolder weather sets in. Because
cently was convicted and sentenced
many stations will be forced to lo- in Federal court in Arkansas to
cate at new sites or revise direc- serve four years in prison for using
tional arrays, there is likelihood the mails to defraud [Broadcastthat when the shift becomes effecing, Feb. 1], is reported to have
tive, such stations may be assigned been authorized to shift from 910
on their new frequencies with tem- kc. to 810 kc, the clear channel of
porarily reduced power to minimize
WCCO, Minneapolis, but so far as
interference.
could be ascertained the change has
not yet taken place. Finally, XERA,
Three Mexican Stations Shifted
Villa Acuna, operated by Dr. John
Meanwhile, another complication
R. Brinkley on 840 kc. with listed
developed, but was seen as only power of 180,000 watts, was said to
temporary. Three of the higher- have been authorized to shift to 970
powered border stations in Mexico, kc, used dominantly by WCFL, Chiit was reported, have been authorcago, and KJR, Seattle.
ized to shift from Canadian to
While reports lack confirmation,
U. S. channels pending the effec- it is understood Mexican authorities
tive date of the treaty. These sta- were prevailed upon by Canadian
tions, all slated to pass out of ex- officials to authorize these shifts
istence or content themselves with pending the effective date of the
local or regional powers when the treaty because the higher-powered
treaty becomes operative, have been border outlets were seriously disput on exclusive Canadian waves.
rupting important war broadcasts
It has been officially confirmed of Canadian stations. Officials representing the Canadian Government
that XEAW, Reynosa, operated by
Carr Collins, executive of Crazy are understood to have been in MexWater Crystals Co. and close friend
ico City recently on this mission.
The bi-lateral agreement, under
of Gov. Lee O'Daniel of Texas, was which
four of the Mexican Class
shifted in mid-February from 960
to 1050 kc, with reported power of I-A channels will be kept entirely

Pre -Season

Baseball

Gen, Millsj, Goodrich
ENTIRE line-up of pre-season
games played this spring by the
Brooklyn Dodgers will be broadcast
on WOR, Newark, which will also
broadcast the team's regular games
throughout the summer under cosponsorship of General Mills and
Procter & Gamble Co.
Exhibition series starts March
8 and includes 34 games running
until the opening of the season
April 16. Al Heifer vdll broadcast
these contests from vnre reports
sent to WOR by Red Barber, regular baseball announcer, who will
accompany the Dodgers on their
spring tour. Red himself will take
the mike at Ebbets Field for a
direct broadcast of the BrooklynYankee series which will conclude
the pre-season tour.
Baseball broadcasts in three
more cities, in addition to the list
published in the Feb. 15 Broadcasting, have been set for cosponsorship by General Mills and
Atlantic Refining Co. In Buffalo, the
broadcasts will be on WGR, with
Ralph Hubbell announcing; in Syracuse the station is WSYR and the
announcer is Nick Stemmler, and
in Baltimore Lee Davis will describe
the games over WCBM. Knox
Reeves Advertising, Minneapolis,
is the General Mills agency, while
N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia
handles the Atlantic account. In
Louisville General Mills and Goodrich will jointly sponsor Colonel's
games
on WAVE, with Don Hill
announcing.
Plans to carry all games of the
Pacific Coast Baseball League,
home and away, in California and
Oregon as well as the games of
the Western International League

to Be

Sponsored;

Make
Coast Plans
in Washington, under General Mills
and B. F. Goodrich Rubber Co.
sponsorship are in the working
stage.
R. W. Stafford, general manager
of the Westco Adv. Agency, San
Francisco, the General Mills agency, stated that although all stations
had not yet been signed, in all probability at least 12 would carry the
sponsored games. The Pacific Coast
League opens its season April 1.
Westco is negotiating with
sportscasters to handle the descriptions of the games as well as recreations when the home team plays
out of town. Already signed is
Dean Maddox, who will describe
the Oakland ball club games on
KROW, that city.
The sponsors are dispensing with
a general announcers' conference
this year, such as they have conducted in the past few years. Instead, according to Mr. Stafford,
he and executives of General Mills
and Goodrich will conduct a "traveling school", going
to Los Ore.
Angeles,
San Francisco,
Portland,
and
Seattle, to instruct the announcers
and commentators on the correct
handling of the games, the commercials and other merchandising.
Hyde Park Breweries Assn., St.
Louis, will sponsor all home games
of the two local major league
teams, with Ray Schmidt and Alex
Buchan handling play-by-play. The
list includes 14 night games.
In Cleveland, Smerda's Music
House will sponsor Dugout Interviews just before Indians games,
with Jack Graney, who also gives
the play-by-play accounts for General Mills and Soeony-Vacuum Oil
Co., both running on WCLE.
BROADCASTING

clear insofar as this country is
concerned, while on two others only
one station in this country will
operate, has not yet been drafted
and vnll not be until Havana is
notified of Mexico's ratifications.
However, there is an oral understanding on this and the Mexican
Senate's ratification of the treaty
actually was based on this understanding.
Minor Alterations

]
:
I
!

,
i

Constituting what would amount
to the only deviations from the
original treaty provisions, these
changes will necessitate a number
of alterations in contemplated assignments of stations in this country. However, these can be accommodated entirely within the treaty
terms, it is reported, and will not
cause anything in the nature of i
an insurmountable obstacle. The I
four entirely clear frequencies are
730, 800, 900 and 1570 kc. Those
on which there vdll be only one
station in the United States are
1050 and 1220 kc. Canada also is
understood to have given its assent to this understanding, likewise not in written form as yet.
Within a short time following
Mexico's deposit of the treatj
ratification at Havana, it is expected this country vnll be in a position to forward its lists of changes k_
to Havana, where they will be in-M
terchanged with those of other sig-H
natory countries. A date more orB
less pulled out of the air for thatH
purpose is April 1. The four majorB
nations then will require at least ■
a couple of weeks to check theH
proposed allocations in each coun-H
try and perhaps hold an engineer- B
ing meeting to iron out differences. ■
To Decide Hearing Routine
While the treaty requires that
180 days notice be given the signatories from the date of filing
the lists with Havana, it nevertheless is understood that, by mutual
consent, this time can be substantially reduced — perhaps to two or
three months if desirable. When
the lists are made public, stations :
thereupon will be on notice of their
new assignments. Whether actual
show cause orders vdll be issued
so that those licensees who desire
to protect their assignments can
procure routine hearings, is still
to be decided.
The FCC Feb. 20 announced
adoption of an order confirming
the tentative Aug. 1 date, pointing
out that no protest had been received to its order of Jan. 29 di- jw
recting
that all
outstanding
cast licenses
expiring
after broadMarch i»

1 be modified to expire on Aug. 1 'e
as a preliminary to the Havana ' ^
allocations. The time for filing of | tp
objections expired Feb. 15.
' !i
'True Detective' Spots
MacFADDEN PUBLICATIONS,] J
New York, on March 5 starts a ,j
test campaign for True Detective
Mysteries using nine spot announce- ?
ments
on several
stations.
Agency weekly
is Joseph
Katz Co.,
New '
York.
ft
PHILCO RADIO & Television Corp., fe.
Philadelphia, on March 4 extends
Wythe
As the Clock
Strikes kJ
now onWilliams'
WOR, Newark,
to WAAB,
Boston, three quarter-hours weekly. "J
Agency is McKee & Albright, Phila- itri
H
delphia.
• Broadcast
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Television
phia, and Camden, and returned apparently more convinced than ever
that visual radio should not be kept
too long within rigid experimental
confines.
In separating allocations from
the television rules, the FCC met
the demands of FM Broadcasters
Inc., which had asked that frequency allocations be held in abeyance pending the outcome of hearings on this projected new broadcast service. FM proponents feel
that at least a portion of the lower
ranges
ultra-highs
markked info the
rtelevision
should earbe
MANAGERS were very much on the hot seat Feb. 26 in Pittsburgh when
they competed with staffmen in a quiz contest on KDKA. Questions were
used for FM.
confined to the radio industry. Staged by the Pittsburgh Chamber of
In deciding to forego definite
Commerce at its 60th annual banquet at the William Penn Hotel, the quiz specifications of standards (whethended in a victory for the station managers, who are lined up as follows
er they should be the RMA 441(1 to r): Frank Smith, manager, WWSW; Leonard Kapner, manager,
line by 30 frame requirement or
WCAE; David Garroway, KDKA, quizmaster; Maurice Spitalny, direc- the flexible method suggested by
tor of music, KDKA; Walter Sickles, program manager, WWSW; Lee
Dumont), the Commission concludSellers, commentator, KQV; Cliff Daniels, program manager, WCAE.
ed that this matter could be handled without any rigid specifications in its rules.
equipment does not measure up to
the minimum requirements the
The
main issue raised by opponThe 'New BBC
Commission feels should be iments of RMA standards was that
A
SECRET
radio
station,
posed, the applications presumably
development of visual radio might
will be denied. Standards may come
be impeded and that the public
calling itself the "New Britlater.
might be forced to hold the bag on
ish Broadcasting Station", is
broadcasting a n t i - British
swift obsolescence of receivers.
The Commission's action on the
propaganda to the British
rules was unanimous, with ComPresumably it was concluded that
Isles, according to a United
missioners Case and Walker absent.
this factor could be overcome withPress report dated Feb. 26.
out the Commission placing its
In effect, the suggested rules draftLondon engineers stated they
ed by the Television Committee,
believed the transmissions
stamp
of approval on predetercomprising Commissioners Craven,
mined requirements since by obwere coming from a lowCase and Brown, were adopted with
serving good enineering practice,
power station somewhere in
only minor variations, to which the
in television as well as in standard
a "distant part of the Concommittee interposed no serious obaural broadcasting, changes are retinent", and that the station
was probably not a mobile pijections.
quired from time to time.
rate outfit, but rather a forA 'Vast' Service
The FCC, based on individual apeign transmitter using an unplications for transmitters, can asUnder the rules. Class I stations
authorized wavelength. Listcertain whether they meet engieners said the announcer was
— those engaged basically in techneering standards it may decide to
"almost
nical experimentation and developestablish rather than essay to coland that thecertainly
broadcastBritish"
urged
lide with this knotty problem in
ment— are not accorded the "limited
Britain
to
abandon
the
war.
commercial" authorization. These
advance. The Commission said that
stations for the most part are opstandards are inadvisable now beerated by set manufacturers. But
art. cause of the "state of flux" in the
mitting
standards,
with
applications
the Class II stations, designed to
quality of service to be
pioneer the programming phase ef- regarding
Recent Developments
individually at this time.
fective Sept. 1, will be enabled to ac- considered
A number of respondents at the
4. Retention of the experimental
cept from sponsors as much revenue as the traffic will bear toward cloak at this stage, but with suffici- general television hearing before
ent flexibility to permit industry the FCC Jan. 15-23, led by RCA
defraying their programming costs.
development
to follow good engi- which has been in the forefront of
The Commission emphasized that
experimentation, advocated immeneering ifications
principles,
and permit
modits action should not be construed
to keep
operations
diate introduction of limited comas indicating any lack of confidence
mercial television lest the art be
abreast of most modern technique.
in television's future. On the constifled. RCA, it is reported, has
The
Commission's
action
came
trary, it said that it regarded vis- with unexpected suddenness for launched manufacture of receivers
ual radio as a mighty achievea regular production basis, with
ago it was indi- on
ment, and indicated a view that it only acatedfortnight
some 150 units being produced
the Commission would move
is destined to become a vast public slowly in considering the proposed
weekly, but with a production
service. It pointed out also, howrules, primarily because of opposi- schedule that can be stepped Up to
ever, that much progress appears
500 sets a week.
tion of certain groups to immediate
to be necessary before it can beMeanwhile, impetus was given
come a nationwide service.
introduction of commercial opei-ation. Morover, the conflict of fre- television not only by recent successful demonstrations by RCA of
Highlights
quency allocations and standards of
action
were: of the Commission's
motion picture size television, using
transmission
and
reception
—
the
1. Class II television stations to latter in connection with possible RMA standards of 441 lines and 30
be permitted to recapture from swift obsolescence of receivers —
frames, but also of networking of
sponsors programming costs, with tended to slow up Commission con- television by GE and RCA. Other
sideration.
a minimum of emphasis on comimpending laboratory developments,
mercial aspects.
The sentiment for speedy action not yet publicly revealed, it is re2. Allocations of channels to be
ported, have come to the Commiscrystallize
memwithheld pending the outcome of appeared
bers of theto FCC
in earlyafter
February
sion's attention and are seen as inthe FM hearings beginning March
had inspected, on the scene, the
dicating improvements destined to
18 because of conflicting demands
developmental work in visual radio hasten improved transmission and
reception.
Moreover, testimony by
for facilities. Other allocation pro- being done in the East [Broadcastposals, relating to assignment on
leading manufacturers that sets can
ing, Feb. 1, 15]. Commissioner
specific channels to individual comCraven, chairman of the Television be produced at reasonable prices on
munities of various sizes, deferred Committee, which had recommended
a mass production basis, has tended
for later action.
to soften official reaction to prompt,
immediate introduction of commercial television, followed up this trip though guarded, commercial intro3. Elimination of provisions for
duction of the medium.
approval of predetermined transFeb. 23-26 in New York, Philadel-

Approves

Sept. 1 Date Set;
No Allocations

Are Made
IN A burst of speed, the FCC on
; Feb. 28 approved new rules to fos1 ter advent of commercial television,
i permitting " limited commercial "
operations beginning Sept. 1. Simul; taneously, it deferred the actual al1 location of channels for television
) until the outcome of hearings on
[ frequency modulation broadcasting
i scheduled to begin March 18.
I Adopting recommendations of its
) Television Committee with only mi) nor alterations but after protracted
j discussion [Broadcasting, Nov. 15,
i Jan. 1, Feb. 1], the Commission in
) effect lifted the experimental barj rier to the extent that stations en.: gaged in regular telecasting will be
enabled to obtain from sponsors
sufficient revenue to defray operat5 ing overhead, if possible. It is
7 stressed, however, that emphasis on
. the commercial aspects at the ex. pense of program research be
i avoided.
Change of Course
Altering its previous course,
J which contemplated awaiting the
I outcome of the FM hearing before
L action on television, the Commission
I held meetings Feb. 27 and 28, comI pleting the revisions of the proposed rules to govern the advent of
1 television. Its action is expected to
I manufacturers
launch large - scale
operations
by
and television
broadcasters, particularly RCA, General
Electric, Farnsworth and others,
who are geared to begin substantial receiver manufacturing and
Imerchandising campaigns.
All questions of allocation were
,idiscarded from the rules, and individual applications will be considjered by the Commission after hear,ings. While the rules governing
IClass II stations — to operate unfider the "limited commercial" pro,vision — were made effective Sept. 1,
jail other phases of the rules become immediately operative.
While the cloak of experimental
operation is thrown about the rules,
this was done because of the Commission's feeling that the whole
subject should be kept fluid. As stations operating under the Commission provisions demonstrate their
ability to serve public interest, it
is expected the rules will be further
,relaxed. In the industry, it is not
expected that Class II stations will
be in a position to recapture all of
their programming and operating
iosts for some time, since the limted number of "lookers-in" will
Tiilitate against establishment of
rates which will bear reasonable
ratio to overhead.
The controverted subject of
litandards of transmission, which
)recipitated sharp clashes during
ihe hearings on the proposed rules
Tan. 15-23, was completely eliminated when the Commission decided
t would not specify standards of
liny character. All applications for
tations would be taken in their
tride, and if it determined the
BROADCASTING
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Engineering
FM

Growth
Columbus

Group
and

Conference,

Discusses

Reallocation

Attended by 250, Hears
Ring Predict Future Broadcast Structure
WHAT WILL go down in radio however, is subject to change as
warrant. Asserting that
history as the "reallocation of conditions
two methods for the shift have been
1940", and the advent of frequency
modulation, which is destined to discussed, he said one had to do
have its onset this year too, proved with a proposed piecemeal changeover, on the theory that it would be
the absorbing topics of the Third
easier for manufacturers to supply
Annual Broadcast Engineering
Conference at Columbus Feb. 12- crystals. The alternative, which he
23, held under the auspices of the favored, is for a reallocation in one
Department of Electrical Engineer- fell swoop. Asserting that the
ing, Ohio State University, in co- amount of elapsed time would be
operation VTith the Engineering De- about the same by each method, Mr.
partment of the NAB. Attended by Ring said he felt there would be
some 250 engineers and broadcast- more confusion if the piecemeal
ers, the conference was regarded as procedure were followed.
the most successful and complete of
Changeover Problems
the three thus far held.
Outlining his conception of the
While FM captured the fancy of manner
in which the reallocation
the engineer-broadcasters and re- will be made operative, Mr. Ring
sulted in a steady fire of question- said that within a few weeks foling as to its potentials, the current
lowing notice from the Mexican
broadcast picture, together with the Government that it has advised
forthcoming real- Cuba, as the host nation, of its ratilocation, precipification of the treaty (a move now
tated lengthy being awaited)
all licensees will be
questioning of notified of the precise assignments
Andrew D. Ring, to be given them and asked to show
assistant chief en- cause why the shifts should not take
gineer of the place. The United States will file
FCC, who con- with Havana the complete new alducted a repeat
location, aswill be done by Canada,
performance of Mexico and Cuba. Problems devel„.
last year's "quesoping in connection with the specific allocations, he predicted, then
tion box". Mr.
Ring set himself up as the target would be ironed out at an engineerfor questions from his audience and,
ing conference — probably in Habefore he was through, he had un- vana.
folded a picture of the future
Mr. Ring said the FCC is studybroadcast structure embracing the
ing technical factors in connection
ultra-high frequencies as an added vdth the changeover, to ascertain
sphere in which regular stations how long it will require for stations
would perform.
to procure new crystals, ground to
Room for More
their newly-assigned frequencies,
Mr. Ring asserted he felt a good retune transmitters and antennas,
change directional arrays. He
many more stations could be sup- and
said that perhaps two months from
ported economically in the country the
time of notification to the time
and that the conventional broad{Continued on page 72)
cast band 550-1600 kc, which now
accommodate some 815 stations,
can embrace 1,000 to 1,200 stations
before saturation. Asserting the
country probably could economically
support even more stations than
this total, he indicated that additional outlets would of necessiy
have to be accommodated in the
ultra-highs.
When inquirers plied him with
questions as to the modus operandi
under the Havana Treaty allocation, Mr. Ring asserted that applications for facilities, whatever their
nature, would be considered on a
regular basis under the rules and
regulations. He emphasized, however, that those not compatible with
the treaty could not be considered
in regular fashion but would be
held up until the general allocation
order had been promulgated. His
observation was that there would
be a minimum disturbance of routine handling of affairs pending
the allocation outcome, despite hor- NEW CHAIRMAN of the board of
rendous reports to the contrary.
of Canadian BroadcastApropos the Havana Treaty, Mr. governors
ing Corp. is Rene Morin, of MontRing pointed out that approximatereal, who had been vice-chairman
ly 730 stations must change fre- for over four years. New vicequency and that the FCC tenta- chairman is Brig. Gen. Victor Odtively contemplates making the
ium, of Vancouver, also a board
change effective Aug. 1. This date, member since its origin.
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ONE-ARM BANDITS
Tested at WKRC to Show
Futility of Playing
WKRC, Cincinnati, staged a novel
experiment Feb. 22, when the
"One-Arm Bandit", more familiarly
known as the slot machine, was put
on trial. Two machines were kept
in operation from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m.
The experiment was arranged to
bring out the fact that the player
can not vsdn — if he continues to
Judge Joseph H. Woeste of the
play.
Cincinnati common pleas court,
formerly of the police court, was interviewed by George Sutherland,
WKRC special events announcer,
regarding
his Throughout
experience with
bling cases.
the gamday,
reports on the play were given.
Following is a summary of the
statistics, which were kept by a
corps of workers: $420 in nickels
went through the machines — a total
of 8,400 nickels. The average
amount put into the machines during each hour was $30. The average return for each hour was $12.
The
percentage
of returns
workedday's
out to
a figure that
showed
40 cents back to the player on each
dollar invested. Throughout the
day the jackpot was hit six times,
which, on the basis of 8,400 nickels
played,
indicates
person'sis
chance of
hitting that
the ajackpot
1,397 to 1. The average amount secured from the jackpots was $3.30.
ASK

50 KW. OUTLET
IN SAN FRANCISCO
A NEW 50,000-watt station for San
Francisco, to be constructed under
Havana Treaty terms, was requested in an application filed with
the FCC Feb. 28 by KSFO, CBS
regional. Seeking assignment on
740 kc, a Class I-A channel which
under the Treaty will be assigned
to an Ontario station, KSFO proposes that its present 570 kc. assignment be given KQW, San Jose.
The latter station now operates on
1010 kc, which channel under the
treaty goes
clusive wave. to Canada as an exThe treaty specifies that on 740
kc. there can be assigned a Class II
station to be located in California.
Power of up to 50,000 watts, provided proper protection is given the
dominant station, is permitted on
channels accommodating Class II
stations. KQW, by vii'tue of the loss
of the 1010 assignment, presumably
is slated for a new frequency allocation, which was expected to be a
Class II assignment.
KSFO, owned by Associated
Broadcasters Inc., headed by Wesley I. Dumm, is in litigation with
the FCC over a proposed management lease arrangement whereby
CBS would assume actual operation of the station. The FCC has
indicated it proposes to test the
lease question raised in this litigation in the U. S. Supreme Court and
has already advised the U. S. Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia that it proposes to seek
certiorari on this issue.
Named to CBC Board
REV. JAMES SUTHERLAND
THOMSON, president of Saskatchewan U., Saskatoon, has been appointed a governor of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., for the three-year term
ending Nov. 1, 1942. He completes the
nine-person board of governors, all of
whom,out pay.except the chairman, serve withBROADCASTING

WJSV
50

kw.

Arranges
Celebration

Capital Orders Special Week
Honoring $300,000 Project
WITH a model 50,000-watt plant
for the Nation's Capital, WJSV,
Washington, will formally take the
air March 7 during the "WJSV
Week" proclaimed
by the
Commissioners of the District
of Columbia.
Erected at a cost of $300,000, the
transmitting plant with directional
antenna is located at suburban
Wheaton, Md.
Housing the Western Electric
transmitter, of latest model, is a
circular building said to involve
a number of construction innovations. The structure is built of reinforced concrete and fabricated so
that it could be turned over sideways without collapsing. A visitor
to the transmitter can see the entire
setup by walking around a circular
promenade three feet above the
board
enclosed.level. Equipment is glassThe entire project was built under supervision of James Middlebrooks, CBS liaison engineer. Three
Blaw-Knox towers 340 feet high
supress the signal toward St. Paul
where KSTP, also on 1460 kc, is
authorized to use 50,000 watts. The
stations have similar antenna systems.
Emergency Facilities
Power for the WJSV transmitter
is supplied
by two
separate
4,000volt
lines from
different
directions,
and in case both fail, a gasoline
auxiliary automatically goes into
action within 10 seconds. Two separate telephone lines carry program
service from the Earle Bldg. studios, with a standby shortwave
relay in case both fail.
Highlight of WJSV Week will
come the evening of March 7 at the
National Press Club when A. D.
Willard Jr., general manager of
the CBS station, throws a switch
concluding the operation of the old
10,000-watt transmitter and closes
another to put the new transmitplant in operation.
station
will tingbroadcast
these The
ceremonies
from 10:15 to 11 p. m. As an anin 1932,heard
Mr. on
Willard's
was
the first nouncer
voice
the station
when CBS took it over at that time,
and he will be the first heard over
the new transmitter.
Newspapers Cooperating
Other specially arranged features
of the celebration include the appearance of CBS stars, headed by
Jane Froman and Prof. Quiz, on the
stage of the Earle Theatre, Washington vaudeville-movie house in a
"CBS Radio Show" March 1-7.
Both the Washington Post and
the Washington News are dedicating special sections to the event, the
News carrying an 8-page section
in its March 1 issue and the Post
an 8-page rotogravure history of
the station on March 3. In a special
show headlining CBS personalities
who got their start at WJSV, including Bob Trout, Larry Elliott,
Warren Sweeney, Jim McWilliams
and Prof. Quiz, the network will
salute the station March S. WJSV
plans to originate a portion of the
half-hour salute with a cross-section of a typical WJSV day, including bits by Arthur Godfrey, Arch
McDonald and Albert Warner, as
well cial
as Washington.
a representative from offi• Broadcast

Advertising

New
House
Bill
Clips
of the President to assign a frego through
hearings and FCC's
with the power Authority
quency used by a privately owned stai Ditter's Measure Offers
hazard of losing their rights to contion, or a Government station, by requiring that either an equally desirable
tinue in business."
Protection Against
Mr. Ditter declared the present ing.
frequency be given to the privatelylaw also gives too much power to owned station or that there be a hearJ
Arbitrary Power
the President. A station can be put
Section 3 prescribes a minimum li1 DESIGNED to redefine the views out of existence or severely cripperiod ofwith
threea maximum
years for of
broadof Congress against encroachment
pled by assigning its frequency to
castcensestations,
five
a
Government
station
without
any
years,
and
eliminates
a
clause
which
upon broadcasting by an "auto- explanation or hearing. And in time
might otherwise be susceptible of intercratic" FCC, a bill (HR-8509) to
giving the Commission power
emergency the Presi- to considerpretation
Act "in of national
program service on renewal
Communications
amend tothepreserve
J order
dent could take over the entire
and protect libbroadcast structure and assign applications.
Section 4 removes an ambiguity in HORNS are the hobby of Ray Gi' erty of expression in radio comrardin, announcer and producer of
munication" was introduced in the operations to a Government departthe
hearing
provisions
of theis Act
der which the
Commission
said un-to WEEI, Boston. Though still on the
ment.
; House Feb. 16 by Rep. J. William
claim the power to take action adverse- youngish side, he's been with WEEI
Explains Its Provisions
' Ditter (R-Pa.) and immediately
ly affecting existing stations without 11 years and is the father of a
' won
support
of
the
broadcasting
ingiving their owners any right to be five-year-old boy. The Girardin colThis
particular
provision
of
the
dustry.
heard.
lection of toy trumpets grows daily,
law (Section 606) is one sharply
0 Despite the anticipated early ad- criticized by Frank Gannett, upand a few of them are shovra here.
Section
5
eliminates
an
"unduly
, journment of Congress, expected by
provisions
state New York publisher and harsh section"
erning revocationof ofthelicense
to makegov-it
[ June 15 in view of the national po- broadcast station owner, who is a
clear
that
the
hearing
is
to
be held
1 litical conventions, there were indi- candidate for the Republican nomi- Ijefore and not after the order of
16, Rep. Ditter
criticized
the flouted
FCC's
and charged
it had
revo- methods
! cations that efforts would be made
the law and the intent of Congress,
nation for the Presidency. In an ad- cation.
I to hold hearings on the bill. Hope
dress Feb. 23 at St. Petersburg, Mr.
Section 6, described as the "most im- particularly in connection with cenof enactment at this session, howthe
Gannett voiced his support of the Commissionportant"
sorship. He said the public interest,
is provision,
not tostates
refuse that
renewal
ever, was slight though CongresDitter Bill and again sharply at- applications or take any other action convenience and necessity clause
■ sional leaders were of the opinion
tacked the President's power to against licensees on the ground that a has been used by the Commission
that if extenuating circumstances
broadcasts" and to "close station's programs do not meet the as giving it power to censor pro* developed, action might be pro- "censor
Commission's ideas of what constitutes
or take over radio stations" under
grams "by the
door method".
"public interest, convenience or necesthe limited emergency provision.
J cured.
Cracking
the back
newly-formed
ComJ
Censorship Ban
mission majority, Rep. Ditter deSection 7 limits the power of the
Explaining his bill section by secclared
that
fortunately
there
is a
President to take over stations to cases
tion, Mr. Ditter said:
' Coming at a time when unrest in
minority
on
the
Commission
(preSection
1
is
a
clear
statement
of
the
of
imperative
military
need
during
acsity". tual war or a state of insurrection
the broadcasting industry has
purpose of Congress to secure liberty
sumably referring
to Commissionreached a peak because of the FCC
ers Craven,
Brown
and Case)
of expression for radio so there can be equivalent to war.
attitude regarding unlimited comno doubt in the matter.
In his extension of remarks in "which still understands fundamen(Continued on page 62)
I petition among stations through inSection 2 places a limitation on the the Congressional Record of Feb.
. discriminate licensing of new stations, and the right of existing stai tions to participate in proceedings
Text of Ditter Bill to Protect Freedom
of Radio
.
. .
' involving competitive applications,
• the bill was viewed as a catch-all
' which would definitely limit the FOLLOWING is the text of the in broadcasting (other than a station of place for a hearing thereon, and shall have
or temporary
power of the FCC and provide maxan opportunity for hearbill (HR-8509), introduced in the experimental,
acter) shall beauxiliary
for a term
less than charthree given ing.theSuchlicensee
hearing shall be held not less
imum protection against arbitrary
years.
Upon
the
expiration
of
any
license,
than
fifteen
days
after service of such
House
on
February
16
by
Rep.
Ditaction. The keystone of the measure
application therefor, a renewal of notice on the licensee, and the Commission
ter (R-Pa.) and referred to the upon
such license may be granted from time to shall sustain the burden of proving the
' was to assure freedom from censorHouse Committee on Interstate & time
for a term not to exceed five years
■ ship.
and, in the case of stations regularly truth
of the6. charges."
Foreign Commerce, to amend the engaged
Section
of theamended
Communi-by
in broadcasting, not less than
cations Act ofSection
1934 is326hereby
i While introduced by a minority
Communications Act of 1934 "in
adding
thereto
the
following:
J member, who ranks high in RepubSection
4. muniSection
of the
Comto preserve and protect liber- three
years."
"No construction permit or station lications Act of 1934309(a)
is hereby
amended
I lican councils, the bill was said to order
cense shall
be revoked,
or other-of
to read as follows :
ty of expression in radio communiwise
adversely
affected modified,
by any action
I be non-partisan in nature. As a
"If upon examination of any applica- the Commission, and no application for
■ matter of fact, it was reported that cation":
Section 301 of the Communications Act
tion for a construction permit, for a sta- construction permit, station license, retion license, or for the renewal or modinewal or modification of station license, or
! a companion measure would be in- of 1934 is hereby amended by inserting
fication of a construction permit or a sta- other instrument of authorization required
after
the
words,
"It
is
the
purpose
of
this
>- troduced shortly in the Senate, Act, among other things, to maintain the
tion license and the securing of full in- or
authorized
by the Act shall be refused
control of the United States over all the
formation with respect thereto the Com■ probably by an outstanding Demoor in part,
because
of the
charmission shall determine that public interest, in whole
channels of interstate and foreign radio
acter
or
contents
of any
program
or other
■i crat.
convenience or necessity would be served communication transmitted
or proposed to
transmission
;"
the
words,
by
the
granting
thereof,
it
shall
authorize
' The NAB board of directors, at
"to preserve to radio communication,
a radio station, unless
issuance of such construction permit be transmitted orbyother
; its meeting in Washington Feb. and to persons subject to the provisions the
communication
conor station license, or of such renewal or such program
of
this
Act,
freedom
from
Governmental
tains
matter
expressly
by specific
19-20, discussed the measure in de- abridgement of, or interference with, lib- modification thereof, in accordance with provision of this Actforbidden
or
by
regulation
tail and while it did not resolve in
said
finding.
In
the
event
the
Commission
erty of expression, including freedom of
the Commission authorized by this Act
and of the press, and other rights does not reach such a decision with re- of
then only after the licensee has been
its favor, was understood to sup- speech
spect thereto, or in the event that the and
guaranteed
under
the
Constitution
of
the
finally
guilty by a Federal court
; port it in principle. Individual
issuance of a construction permit or a of one adjudged
United States and the amendments there- station
or more violations of such provision
license
or
of
any
modification
of
broadcasters, deeply concerned over
or
provisions
and
the offense
of soclearly
seriwould aggrieve or adversely affect
Section 2. Section 305(a) of the Com- thereof
or repeated a nature
as to isshow
the regulatory trends, said they
the interests of the holder of any permit that ousthe
munications Act of 1934 is hereby amend- or
licensee
or
applicant
is
not
qualilicense or any applicant therefor, the
favored specific legislation which
ed by adding thereto the following :
fied in character to operate or to continue
Commission shall notify the applicant and
"The President may not, however, either other
would make absolutely clear the permanently
interested parties, shall fix and give to Section
operate
radio station."
or
temporarily
assign
a
fre7.a Section
606(c) of the Com1 limitations of the licensing auquency to any Government station or class
a time
and such
placeapplicant
for hearing
munications Act of 1934 is hereby amendof Government stations if the use of such noticeon, andofshall
afford
and thereother
thority.
ed
by
adding
thereto
the following:
will make impossible the fur- interested parties an opportunity to be
in this section, however, shall
In introducing his measure. Rep. assignment
ther operation of, or cause objectionable in- heard under such rules and regulations as be "Nothing
construed
to
modify
or affect Section
terference to, any radio
duly by
liDitter inserted in the Congressional
326 of this Act. No station regularly encensed or authorized
to be station
constructed
it Section
may prescribe."
5.
Section
312(a)
of
the
Comgaged
in
broadcasting
shall
be closed, nor
Record a detailed explanatory state- the Commission under this Act unless (a)
munications Act of 1934 is hereby amend- shall its apparatus or equipment
be any
reed to read as follows :
assignment of substanment. Contrary to the clearly ex- anothertially frequency
moved,
nor
shall
the
use
or
control
equal or superior desirability is made
"See. 312(a)
station license
be such station or of its apparatus or ofequippressed intent of Congress, he said, immediately
revoked
for falseAnystatements
either may
in the
available
for
use
by
such
lithe FCC is claiming the power to
censed or authorized radio station or (b) application or in the statement of fact
ment by any department
of the
Governin whole
or in
part
the Commission, after notice and hearing which may be required by section 308 here- becausement beofauthorized,
censor radio programs, apparently
the character or contents of
pursuant
to
the
procedure
prescribed
in
of,
or
because
of
conditions
revealed
by
having found a gap in the present
such
statements
of
fact
as
may
be
required
any
program
or
other
communication
transSection 312(b)
of thisinterest,
Act, shall
have de- from time to time which would warrant the
mitted or proposed to be transmitted by
termined that public
convenience
station, or in order to permit the
law in the phraseology "public in- or necessity
will be promoted by such Commission in refusing to grant a license on such
Government
or any Department or agency
assignment and shall have entered an order
terest, convenience and necessity".
application,
or for infailure
to oper-or thereof to engage
or control broadcastThis, together with the devising of modifying the permit or license according- an original
ate substantially
as set forth
the license,
ing
or
otherwise
toin communicate
with the
for violation of or failure to observe any
the short-term licenses and a proSection 3. Section 307(d) of the Com- of the restrictions and conditions of this public, or for any cause other than imcedure built on applications for reperative military need for such radiocommunications Act of 1934 is hereby amend- Act or of any regulation of the Commised to read as follows :
sion authorized by this Act or by a treaty munication facilities on the part of the
newals of licenses, enables the Comratified by the United States : Provided, armed forces of the United States and then
"No
license
granted
for
the
operation
mission to "force broadcasters to of any class of station shall be for a however. That no such order of revocation only upon proclamation by the President
comply with its own conception
longer term than five years, and any li- shall be entered unless the Commission shall that there actually exists war in which the
cense granted may be revoked for cause as first have given the licensee written notice United States is engaged or a state of
of what programs should or should
hereinafter
ly." provided. No license granted for stating clearly and definitely the charges insurrection within the United States
not be, under threat of having to the operation of a station regularly engaged against the licensee and fixing a time and
equivalent to war."
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Some
Lessons
From
the
^Mars
HER broadcast has
OTed
No produc
a panic comparable
Wells-Welles
Drama
Discloses Some
to the one which bound several million American famiInteresting Audience
Hahits
lies all over the country gathered
around their radios listening to re- media were the same, or didn't some well-known person whose
ports of an invasion from Mars.
know which was less prejudiced.
character, ability, or status is highThese reports were brought to them
ly valued. The strange events reRealistic Background
over a national network (CBS)
ported by the announcers in this
broadcast
were so far removed
from New York City, our greatest
On this particular night when
s,
from ordinary experience and yet
the listener tuned to the Mercury
metropoli
where people should
know what is going on. Both the Theatre, he heard the music of of such great potential and personform and the content of the broad- "Ramon Raquello and his orchestra"
al significance to the listener that
he was both bewildered and in
cast seemed authentic. As one lis- coming from the "Meridian Room"
need of some standard of judgin the "Park Plaza Hotel" of New
tener put it "I just naturally
York City. Soon after the first
ment. As in many situations, where
thought it was real. Why shouldn't
piece had begun an announcer
events and ideas are so complicatI?"
Even this program did not affect broke in "Ladies and gentlemen, we
ed or far removed from one's own
more than a small minority of the interrupt our program of dance
immediate everyday experience
listeners. If we are to explain the music to bring you a special bulle- that only the expert can really unreaction, then, we must answer
tin from the Intercontinental Raderstand them, here, too, the laytwo basic questions: Why did this
man was forced to rely on the exdio News." With our present disbroadcast frighten some people
tance it is easy to be suspicious of
pert for his interpretation.
when other fantastic broadcasts
"intercontinental" news.
The logical expert in this instance
do not? And why did this broadBut in the context of the pro- was the astronomer. Those mencast frighten some people but not
gram, such skepticism is reduced.
tioned (all fictitious) were Profesothers?
An answer to the first question
must be sought in the characterisAT LEAST six million people heard the broadcast. At least a
tics of this particular program
which aroused false standards of million of them were frightened or disturbed. The program was
judgment in so many listeners.
Orson Welles' rendition on CBS of an old H. G. Wells thriller,
Realism of Program
under the radio title War of the Worlds; the time, 8 p.m. Oct.
In spite of Dorothy Thompson's
30, 1938. The aflfair is an object lesson of value to broadcasters,
remark that "Nothing whatever
about the dramatization was in the
and
an interesting study in human behavior. The best analysis
least credible, no matter at what
point the reader might have tuned
of I'aflFaire Wells- Welles is due in the book marts April 1 when
in," no one reading the script can
deny that the broadcast was so Princeton University Press releases The Invasion From Mars —
realistic for the first few minutes
A Study in the Psychology of Panic [^2.50], written as a Princethat it was almost credible to even
relatively sophisticated and well-inton Radio Project undertaking by Hadley Cantril, with research
formed listeners (Miss Thompson
assistance
of Hazel Gaudet and Herta Herzog. By special perexcepted). The sheer dramatic excellence of the broadcast must not
mission, BROADCASTING reprints a condensation of Chapter
be overlooked.
This Unusual realism of the performance may be attributed to the III, 'How the Stimulus Was Experienced', a discussion on
fact that the early parts of the causes and reactions in a broadcast so fantastic it seemed true.
broadcast fell within the existing
standards of judgment of the lissor Farrell of the Mount Jennings
teners.
This report brought the story of
The first wide use of radio in the the first explosions on Mars. The Observatory of Chicago, Professor
country was to broadcast election music was resumed only to be fol- Pierson of the Princeton Observatory, Professor Morse of MacMilreturns. Since that time, important
lowed by another break: "Ladies
and gentlemen, following on the lan University in Toronto, Profesannouncements of local, national
sor Indellkoffer of the California
news given in our bulletin a moand international significance have
been repeatedly made. A few short
ment ago, the Government MeteoroAstronomical Society and "astronological Bureau has requested the
weeks before this broadcast, milmers and scientific bodies" in England, France, and Germany. Profeslions of listeners had kept their ra- large observatories of the country
sor
Richard Pierson (Orson
dios tuned for the latest news from
to keep an astronomical watch . . ." Welles) was the chief character in
a Europe, apparently about to go This bulletin contains the informa- the
drama.
to war. They had learned to extion that "a huge flaming object,
believed
to
be
a
meteorite,
fell
on
Even a General
pect that musical programs,
a farm in the neighborhood of
dramas, broadcasts of all kinds
When
the
situation called for orwould be cut off in a serious emerGrovers Mill, N. J." The swing
band gets in 20 seconds more. Then
ganized defense and action the exgency to inform or warn an eager
pert was once more brought in.
the invasion continues uninterruptand anxious public. A large pro- edly.
portion of listeners, particularly
Gen. Montgomery Smith, commanAlmost all of the listeners, who
der of the State Militia at Trenthose in the lower income and educational brackets, have grown to had been frightened and who were
ton, Harry McDonald, vice-president of the Red Cross, Captain
rely more on the radio than on the interviewed, mentioned somewhere
newspapers for their news. The during the course of their retro- Lansing of the Signal Corps, and
spections the confidence they had finally the Secretary of the Interconfidence people have in radio as
ior described the situation, gave
a source of news is shown in the in radio and their expectation that
answer to a question asked by the it would be used for such impor- orders for evacuation and attack,
tant announcements.
or urged every man to do his duty.
Fortune poll: "Which of the two
It is a well-known fact to the It is interesting to notice that only
— radio or newspaper — gives you
news freer from prejudice?" Sev- social psychologist, the advertiser, the office of the Secretary of the Interior was named. Here the listenand the propagandist that an idea
enteen per cent answered "newser was affected entirely by the inpaper," 50 per cent believed radio or a product has a better chance
stitutional role and status of an
news was freer from prejudice,
of being accepted if it can be enwhile the rest either thought both
dorsed by, or if it emanates from. unnamed speaker. The institutionPage 20 • March
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Invasion^
al prestige of the other experts
and authorities is obviously more
meaningful and important than
the individuals themselves.
The realistic nature of the broadcast was further enhanced by descriptions ofparticular occurrences
that a listener could readily imagine. Liberal use was made of the
colloquial expression to be expected on such an occasion. The gas
was "a sort of yellowish-green";
the cop warned, "One side there.
Keep back, I tell you;" a voice
shouts, "the darn thing's unscrewParticularly frightening to listeners in the New Jersey and Manhattan areas were the mentions of
places well known to them. And listeners throughout the country
would certainly recognize many of
ing." names as real.
these
The events reported proceeded
from the relatively credible to the
highly incredible. The first announcements were more or less believed although unusual to be sure.
But as the less credible bits of the
story begin to enter, the clever
dramatist also indicates that he, too,
has difficulty in believing what he
sees. When we learn that the object
is no meteorite but a metal casing,
we are also told that the whole
picture is "a strange scene like
something out of a modern Arabian Nights," "fantastic," that the
"more daring souls are venturing
Martian Vanguard
After the battle at Grovers Mill
between the Thing and the soldiers
the announcer gives the listeners a
final justification for the incredulous
near." to follow: "I have a grave
reports
announcement
to make. Incredible
as it may seem, both the observation of science and the evidence of
our own eyes lead to the inescapable assumption that those strange
beings who landed in the Jersey
farmlands tonight are the vanguard of an invading army from
Careful observation of everyday
the planet Mars."
life behavior or careful introspection of one's own reactions in the
course of an ordinary day, indicate
that in social life the normal individual experiences patterns or
configurations of social stimuli. It
is the
"atmosphere"
or thewe"effect"
of
a social
situation that
notice
long before we are able (if we
happen to try) to analyze precisely what it is in the situation that
creates the particular characteristic impressing us.
The importance of creating the
proper atmosphere conducive to
any desired action is, of course,
well knowTi to the revivalist, the
cardinal, the dramatist, and, especially today, the dictator.
Tuning in Late
In spite of the realism of the
broadcast, it would seem highly unlikely that any listener would take
it seriously hadnouncements
hethat heard
anwere the
clearly
made at the beginning of the hour.
He might then have been excited,
(Continued on page 70)
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showing photos of various radio stars. On Monday,
we got 2,701 responses. On Tuesday, 7,588. On
Wednesday, 4,963. By Saturday, it had mounted
to over 16,000, and the booklets were coming off
the presses so fast that they arrived practically still
warm!
What's your idea as to the percentage of listeners
who will actually act on an offer of this sort? One

**Don^t stop the presses —
double

the danged

things!**

out of 100? One out of 500? Whatever figure you
assign, you'll probably come to the conclusion that

Being as how we're fairly accustomed to miracles,

who's

50,000 watts reach a lot of people — more

we don't get overly excited about big mail-returns

people than can be reached by any other medium in

out here at WHO—

"Iowa Plus"! If you want big mail returns — ^big

— but on a recent Saturday night, we put on a

sales results, WHO

30-minute program which pulled exactly 21,511

for you!

is the station that can get them

letters and postal cards for one of our advertisers.
And we do think that's pretty good!
Yes, sir — this advertiser simply o£Fered a booklet

WH

O.

+

for

IOWA

DES MOINES

PLUS!

+

. . . 50,000 WATTS

J. O. MALAND,

MANAGER

FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives
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i

I

NAB
Of

Board

Checking

Discusses
Federal

Means

Restraint

Winter Apple Drive
WASHINGTON STATE Apple
Adv. Commission, Wenatchee,
Wash., recently launched a campaign in behalf of Washington
winter apples over 10 stations in
key cities of the Midwest. The Commis ion isusing a five-minute transcribed talk. Health Column of the
Air, for several weeks. Account
placed through J. Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco.

Selects Aug. 4-7 for San Francisco Convention;
Orders Unit Income Study and Program Survey
IN ITS FIRST meeting of the
After setting the Aug. 4-7 date
for the NAB convention in San
year, held Feb. 19-20 in WashingFrancisco,
the board launched a
ton, the NAB Board of Directors
discussion of the regulatory
evidenced deep interest in the regu- general
picture. Chairman Fly attended a ous commodity classifications in lolatory trend and discussed means
cal markets. The NAB several
Feb. 20, but did not adof checking what was regarded as luncheon
dress the members. He discussed years ago abandoned measurement
an impending siege of unbridled
casually Commission procedures, of radio advertising in terms of
governmental restraint.
emphasized the public service as- dollar volume, eliminating the busiAfter authorizing the 1940 NAB
ness index, on the ground that an
pects of radio regulation, and cited
convention to be held in San Fran- policy questions which remain to be impression was given the public
determined.
cisco Aug. 4-7, the board devoted
at
large that i-adio literally rolled
in wealth.
most of its continuous two-day sesExecutive Staff
sion to the Washington scene. It
At the suggestion of Paul F.
authorized several other projects
Peter, research director, and Edwin
Questions involving NAB executive
personnel
were
discussed
but,
dealing with industry activity and
M. Kirby, public relations director,
heard a progress report from Pres- as at the meeting of the board last the board approved development of
ident Neville Miller on Broadcast
September, were left to the judg- a proposed unit plan. The present
ment of President Miller. Mr. Miller plan is to develop a daily station
Music Inc., now a going concern,
was
empowered,
as he sees fit, to re- log sheet, which would be uniform
designed to establish a whollytain an assistant to the president, for all stations, under which they
owned music reservoir for radio.
who would presumably cover the could keep a unit record of all
In selecting the first part of Aug- Washington scene in the interest of commercial business, along with log
ust for the convention, the board the industry. This post would be
required under FCC regulatook into account the dates of the separate from that of secretary- data
tions.
political conventions, and concluded treasurer, held by Edwin M. Spence.
Child Program Study
they would be out of the way by It was considered likely that the
Aug. 4. The actual hotel was not post of secretary-treasurer, as that
A national
survey
of children's
jointly
sponsored
by the
selected, though it is expected to be of second-in-command, might be re- programs,
NAB
and
the
newly-formed
Radio
duced
to
the
practical
status
of
the St. Francis. Also under considCouncil
of
Children's
Programs,
with a routine appoint- also
eration was the Palace, but prior chief clerk,
was
authorized
by
the
board,
ment made.
convention commitments were exwhich allotted $1,300 for partial
pected to eliminate it.
The board approved a resolu- expenses for traveling. The plan
tion for amendment of the by-laws,
visits by representaFCC Attitude Discussed
whereby each of the three major encompasses
tives of the Radio Council, headed
It was apparent from the outset networks would have representa- by Mrs. Harold V. Milligan, radio
tion on the board, with its memberchairman of the General Federathat the board was deeply concerned over the outlook on the
ship increased from 23 to 26. Betion of Women's Clubs, to stations,
cause
of
difficulties
encountered
at
advertisers, program builders and
Washington scene, particularly at the last convention in connection
the FCC. A main topic of conversawomen's groups throughout the
tion was the article published in the with network representation on the country during the next eight
Feb. 15 Broadcasting reporting a board, it was concluded that the months. Information uncovered
new siege of crackdown regulation networks should be in a position would be made available to stations,
of broadcasting, growing out of the to have actual representation as- sponsors, and program building
sured, rather than run the gauntlet
apparent division of the FCC into
Also sanctioned was a plan for
two factions. Board members dis- of nominations by various district agencies.
cussed the report that Chairman
a coordinated industry-wide effort
groups.
Under the by-laws, the NAB
Fly had given indications of switchthe public of improvewill be notified 60 days to inform
ments to beallocationexpected
reing to the so-called rigid regoilation membership
in
advance of the San Francisco
of stations under
to bethemade
minority, heretofore made up of
Commissioners Paul A. Walker, F. convention of this and other pro- this year pursuant to the Havana
posed changes. In that fashion, Treaty. This embraces disseminaI. Thompson and George H. Payne,
tion of data by all industry units to
establishing it as a majority. Com- members will be in a position to
acquaint themselves with the issues assist in an orderly switchover and
mis ioners T. A. M. Craven, Thad
prevent listener confusion and loss
H. Brown, and Norman S. Case prior to the convention vote.
Among other things, the board of audience.
were pegged as supporting a midOn the consumer-relations front,
dle-of-the-road viewpoint, with in- authorized studies by the NAB
staff of several business-of-broaddustry cooperation the keynote.
which has become particularly accasting
matters,
to
be
considered
tive in recent months by virtue of
Throughout the sessions, reports
Federal Trade Comof the new FCC philosophy, togeth- by the board at its next meeting or activity ofmissiontheand other
Governmental
er with the tightening up of other possibly at the convention.
One of these was development of agencies, the board authorized deregulatory procedures, were debata unit plan for the measurement
velopment ofa program in cooperaed. The free competition theory —
tion with representative industries
licensing of new stations without of radio advertising and the variconsidering economic factors — was
deprecated. The view was freely expressed that indiscriminate licensing of new stations in existing
markets could only result in a type
of competition that would deteriorate program service and public
service, since in order to survive
stations would be forced to cut
corners.
With a campaign year underway,
the board discussed at length the
issue of when a political campaign
actually begins. The board was far
from unanimous as to whether time
should be sold commercially for
political purposes at a specified
date for all concerned, such as the
actual qualification of a candidate
for public office, or whether it TO ANNOUNCE start of the five-weekly quarter-hour transcribed serial,
should begin, as in the case of the David Harum, under sponsorship of B. T. Babbitt Inc., (Bab-0), KFWB,
Hollywood, on Feb. 19 sent this horse and buggy with a driver to downnetworks, with the national nominating conventions.
town Los Angeles during the semi-annual Dollar Day rush.
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and business groups, envisaging
preparation of transcriptions designed to foster consumer relations.
Mr. Kirby was instructed to follow
through and submit the project to
the board at its next meeting.
In the light of the impending
political campaign, the board authorized development of an institutional campaign built around the
theme
"Listen
you parties
vote".
It was felt
that before
both major
would support such a plan and
thereby build audience.
The NAB executive committee
met at a morning session Feb. 19
to discuss budgetary and other
matters. Present at this meeting in
addition to President Miller and
Secretary-Treasurer Spence, were
John Elmer, WCBM, Baltimore;
Edwin W. Craig, WSM, Nashville;
Herb Hollister, KANS, Wichita;
and John A. Kennedy, West VirNetwork,
who is also
chairmanginia
of the
legislative
committee
Paul W. Morency, WTIC, Hartford,
a member of the executive committee, was unable to attend the board
sessions, while Harry C. Wilder,
WSYR, Syracuse, missed the meeting because of a late train but attended the general session.
Capital Problems
The board convened with the legislative committee following the
executive committee session and the;
whole Washington regulatory pic
ture was reviewed. Present at this
session, in addition to the board
members, were Mark Ethridge.
WHAS, Louisville, T. C. Streibert
WOR-MBS, Harry C. Butcher, CBS
Washington vice - president, and
William B. Dolph, WOL-MBS.
At a dinner session, Senatoi
Johnson (D-Col.) informally met
with the board and was introduced
by Director
Gene ofO'Fallon,
Denver.
Author
the highlyKFEL
controversial bill to prohibit advertising of alcoholic beverages over the
air, now pending in the Senate,
Senator Johnson discussed inform-)
ally the legislative situation and i
understood to have predicted pas
sage of his amended bill by the Sen
ate. "The measure is being bitterly
fought by the broadcasting industry as a possible opening wedge toward program regulation and limitation of sponsorship. The bill hathe support
temperance group?
organizations and of
parent-teacher
throughout the country.
Howard Lane, KFBK, Sacra
mento, representing District 15
which includes Northern Califor
nia, was named chairman of th
local convention committee for th
San Francisco convention. It is ex
pected he will appoint his own com
mittee of local broadcasters to de
velop plans.
Present at the meeting were al
directors save Mr. Morency anc
Charles W. Myers, KOIN-KALE
Portland, who is on a vacation trij
to Honolulu. Aside from those men
tioned, attending the meeting wer(
Clifford M. Chafey, WEEU, Reading; W. Walter Tison, WFLA
Tampa;
Ryan, WKZO,
WSPD, Kala
Toledo; JohnJ. E.H.Fetzer,
mazoo; William H. West, WTMV
E. St. Louis; John J. Gillin Jr.
WOW, Omaha; Earl H. Gammons
WCCO, Minneapolis; 0. L. Taylor
KGNC, Amarillo; Howard Lane
KFBK, Sacramento; Donald W^
Thornburgh, KNX, Hollywood!
Harold Hough, WBAP, Fori
Worth; F. M. Russell, NBC Wash
ington vice-president; George Nor
ton Jr., WAVE, Louisville; Donal(
S. Elias, WWNC, Asheville; Harr;
R. Spence, KXRO, Aberdeen.
• Broadcast Advertising^^
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Talent

Fees

Deemed

Not

NAB

Passed
Taxable

to

Client

to Station

Advises That Internal Revenue

Bureau

Rule

DIES AT THE MIKE
Priest Succumbs at WOMT in
Middle of Prosram
LISTENERS to WOMT, Manitowoc, Wis., experienced a new kind
of spine-tingler as death rode the
airwaves during a broadcast of
Lenten services on St. Valentine's
Day. The Rev. 0. K. Espeseth, 70year-old local minister, stepped to
the microphone and began his sermon vdth the words "This is the
glorious Lenten season", gasped
and fell dyins? to the floor before
WOMT staff men on the job could
reach his side or the controls.
The aged minister had arrived
at the studio several minutes late
for the broadcast, but despite entreaties that he rest briefly before
taking the air, he insisted on proceeding immediately. Getting the
go-ahead signal, he started to talk,
following an introduction by Announcer Bill Coats. Engineer Ken
Page, who was leaving the studio,
saw the minister grasp the microphone and rushed forward, but was
too late to prevent him from falling, carrjdng the microphone along.
A doctor and ambulance were
summoned at once, but meantime
the station was deluged with phone
calls from listeners who had heard
the whole thing before the program
was cut off and organ music substituted. The announcer made no
further explanation of the event
than the usual "due to circumstances beyond our control" announcement.

Is Applicable to Labor and Security Taxes
TALENT CHARGES passed on which handles the account hires
and pays the talent. He declared
by stations to their clients under
contract specifying the services of it did not seem fair to penalize
particular announcers or artists the station on its overtime rate
are not construed as regular com- charges because it gets more money
pensation under the provisions of for its employes or saves them the
the Fair Labor Standards Act or deduction which advertising agenfor Social Security tax purposes,
cies make from their pay when the
it is concluded by the NAB fol- agencies handle talent.
On Feb. 7 Mr. Denbo advised the
lowing inquiry.
NAB
the talent charge passed
Joseph L. Miller, NAB labor re- on to that
the announcer is really part
lations director, on Feb. 24 advised
Milton C. Denbo, chief opinion at- of his regular compensation and
torney of the Wage & Hour Ad- must be included in determining his
ministration, that following the regular rate of pay on which he
study he was advising members of must be paid time-and-a-half.
Mr. Miller said it appeared that
the NAB to proceed under a twothe increased hourly rate could be
year-old Internal Revenue Bureau
ruling in computing overtime under avoided only if the sponsor or his
the labor statute as well as for advertising agency hires and pays
Social Security tax purposes. He the announcer directly. This would
said he construed the ruling as involve payment of Social Security
meaning that talent charges need taxes by the sponsor or advertising agency, he pointed out.
be included in regular compensation only if the announcer or artist
Following Mr. Denbo's ruling,
is an employe of the station ac- Mr. Miller wrote the Wage & Hour
official regarding the question
cording to the Internal Revenue
which had arisen in the light of
Bureau rule.
This rule in effect stated that the previous ruling of the Internal
where advertisers contract with Revenue Bureau and said he prewas correct in advising
the station for a particular an- memberssumed he to
follow the Revenue
nouncer at a specified sum per
Bureau's ruling.
broadcast, that this sum, minus
the regular management commisBotany in East
sion of the broadcasters' artists
BOTANY WORSTED MILLS,
Entertaining Troops
service, is paid to the announcer
Passaic, N. J., on Feb. 12 started a
BROADCASTERS are now
in addition to his regular compencampaign for Lanolin cosmetics
sation from the broadcaster. Unproviding
weekly
entertainusing five-minute programs featurment for Canadian soldiers in
der such an arrangement, the
ing the singing salesman. Nelson
broadcaster retains no direction or
training barracks throughout
Case, on WHAM WGR WBAL
the Dominion. Stars of the
control over the performance by
WRC WGY WCHS KDKA WCAU
Canadian microphones go to
the announcer of his services, actWTIC WPTF WBZ-WBZA WTAR
the
barracks
to
put
on
their
ing merely as his agent in procurWDBJ. Also for Lanolin, the comacts.
The
show
put
on
recenting the engagement and is thereis sponsoring
a 20-minute
ly by entertainers of CKLW,
weekly pany program
featuring
Polly
fore "not considered to be the emWindsor, Ont., was voted by
Daffron
on
WRNL,
Richmond.
On
ployer of the announcer with rethe local papers as the best
March 12, the company starts 13show staged in that city. Ken
spect to those particular services."
week
Lisa Sergio's
Soble's Metropolitan BroadColumnsponsorship
of the Air ofprogram,
twice
Package Programs
casting Services is another
weekly
on
WQXR,
New
York, on
regular
entertainer
of
troops
Where the broadcaster agrees
behalf of Botany cleaning fluid. Acstationed at Toronto.
count is handled by Alfred J. Silwith the sponsor to furnish a proberstein, New York.
gram and agrees to deliver to the
sponsor a "complete package" including announcers and artists for
a predetermined price, the sponsor
was said to have nothing to do with
the selection of the artist's presentation of the program or direction and control over the talent. In
such "studio built" programs furnished to the sponsor as a complete package for a lump sum payment the individuals performing
the services may generally be said
to be employes of the broadcasting
company, the Bureau ruled.
In an earlier exchange with the
Wage & Hour Administration, Mr.
Miller had cited a case where, in
addition to the charge for time,
the broadcaster charged the sponsor for talent but did not retain
this talent charge, passing it on to
the announcer. He inquired whether this was a "production bonus"
and thus to be figured in the computation of the regular hourly
CONGRATULATIONS, says President C. Palmer Parker (right), of
rate. He pointed out also that in Axton-Fisher Tobacco Co. to Bill Stern, NBC sportscaster, who starts
many instances the sponsor hires
March 4 with a sports program promoting Spuds and Twenty Grands.
and pays his own talent while in Max Geller (left), of Weiss & Geller, New York agency handling the
others the advertising agency
account, holds contract calling for a 52-week series on WJZ, New York.
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Swift

Drives

Promote

Margarine and Sausage
SWIFT & Co., Chicago, started in
late February a six-weekly oneminute spot campaign on behalf of
its All-Sweet Margarine on 41 stations, and a varying schedule of
station break announcements for its
Brookfield Sausages on 40 stations.
The list of stations promoting the
margarine include: WALA WDBO
WCOA WSB WRDW WWL
WWNC WCSC WEOA WSBT
WFAM WTBO WMMN WSAZ
WLW KGNC KFDM KRLD
KWFT KPRC WOAI KTSA
WLBZ WGY KFPW KLRA KOA
WIBW KFH KFEQ KGBX KWTO
KMBC KFAB KORE KFJI KLBM
KOOS KMED KGW KSLM.
Stations selected for the sausage
campaign, started Feb. 29, include:
KLRA KNX KPO KOA WTIC
WJAX WIOD WFLA WGST
WEOA WBBM WIRE KSCJ
KWKH WFBR WNAC WWJ
KSTP KMBC KSD WOW WOR
WBEN WGY WSYR WSOC
WCKY WGAR KOIN WHP KYW
KDKA WPRO WREC WSM KRLD
KPRC WOAI WCHS WAPI. J.
Walter Thompson, Chicago, is the
agency.
Park

&

Tilford

Series

Covers
58-Station List
PARK & TILFORD Co., New York,
during the week of March 11 starts
a 26-week campaign for its Tintex
dyes and Park & Tilford cosmetics
on 58 stations throughout the counHouseHarryprogram,
try,
using Helpful
hold Hints,
a five-minute
transcribed by World Broadcasting
for twice-weekly pi-esentaSystem,
tion.
The program, featuring valuable home hints and money-saving
suggestions, was selected by the
company "in answer to the plea of
women listeners for more informain daytime
tive broadcasts
Stations,
with the
exception hours."
of an
unselected New York City station,
are :
WADC WBRC WCHS WSAI WBNS
WISN
KLZ WOWO KTRH KMBC WMAZ KDYL
KOMA WCAE KOY WHAM WDOD
WTOC KIRO WGAN WGST WBZ
KMJ WIRE KHJ
WTAM KGKO WHO KOIN
WPTF KFBK
WREC KSTP KOIL
KFH WBAL WGR
KTSA WGY KFPY
WAVE
C.
WJAX
WTIC
, ,
WR
KFRC
WHIO
WIS
WMAQ
WIOD WWL WCAU WJAR WRVA KWK
Chas. M. Storm Co., New York,
is agency in charge.
WSAV Joins NBC
WSAV, Savannah, effective Feb.
as theg network's
NBC Operatin
184th
affiliate.
on 1310
26 joined
kc. with 100 watts fulltime, WSAV
a supplementary affiliate
becomes
available to advertisers using the
NBC southeastern group. The staff
of WSAV includes Harben Daniel,
executive director, formerly commercial manager of WSM, Nashville; N. W. Brandon, advertising
manager, formerly of C. P. Clark
Inc.; Meredith Thompson, chief engineer, formerly chief engineer of
WAPO, Chattanooga; Jack Walters, program director.
BROAVN & WILLIAMSON Tobacco
Corp., Louisville (Kool cigarettes), is
considering
a newauditioned
half-hour Feb.
NBC 15net-in
work program
Hollywood, featuring Gill & Demling,
comedy team, with Martha Tilton,
vocalist,
Bobby program
Sherwood'swasorchestra. Theand
audition
produced and transcribed under supervision of Jack Smalley, Hollywood manager of BBDO, agency servicing the
account.
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Reinsch

Is Named
X lgU.£C9 111

Manager
of WSB
LeGate Named Head of WHIO;
Kay, Brown Get New Posts
PROMOTIONS of staff executives,
under which J. Leonard Reinsch,
manager of WHIO, Dayton, becomes general manager of WSB,
Atlanta, and James LeGate, promotion manager of WIOD and the
Miami Daily News, takes over the
helm of the Dayton station, were
announced Feb. 19 by James M.
Cox Jr., executive of the Cox stations.
Mr. Cox announced appointment
of Lambdin Kay, veteran executive
head of the 50,000-watt WSB, to
the newly-created post of director
of public service of the station.
David H. Brown, sales manager of
WHIO, was promoted to assistant
manager in addition to his sales
duties.
The new assignments grow out
of acquisition Dec. 12 by the interests headed by former Gov. James
M. Cox of Ohio, of WSB along with
the parent Atlanta Journal
[Broadcasting, Dec. 15].
Reinsch Makes Survey
Mr. Reinsch has been manager of
WHIO for the last six years and
prior to that was with WLS, Chicago. He was assigned to WSB two
months ago, with purchase of the
station, to survey its operations.
The junior Cox is vice-chairman of
the board of the Journal Co., and
is in supervisory charge of WSB
and WHIO. He is an applicant also
for acquisition, personally, of
WAGA, Atlanta, in which the
Journal Co. owns a 40% interest,
with the balance held by N. K.
Winston, of New York, and Harold
A. Lafount, former radio commissioner.
Mr. Kay, who has been identified
with WSB since its beginning in
1922, will coordinate and expand
the extensive public service work
of the station, according to Mr.
Cox. Mr. Kay is one of the best
known figures in American radio.
Mr. LeGate was born in Elgin,
111., but spent his youth in South
Bend, Ind. He was on the staff of
the South Bend News Times for
eight years and in 1932 became promotion manager of the Indianapolis
News. Two years later he became
promotion manager of the Dayton
News and when WHIO was opened
in 1935, served in a similar capacity for the station. In 1932 Mr.
LeGate was transferred to Miami
as promotion manager of both the
newspaper and WIOD.

Oldliuii A 1 wiiiTJUi^i-in

Mr. Kay
If
Mr. Reinsch
Recordings

Mr. LeGate
Bought

Mr. Brown
inRegular

Channels

Playable Without Tribute, NIB Holds
THE OPINION that stations can
perform phonograph records withPiano Drive
out paying tribute to various
groups seeking compensation if
PIANO promotion in the
they lar
purchase
records inand
regu-if
form of weekly spot anchannels ofthecommerce
nouncements for a one-year
they refrain from use of the name
period is carried on WIRE,
of the recording artist or the recIndianapolis, under sponsorord manufacturer, was disclosed
ship of four Indianapolis muFeb. 20 by Andrew W. Bennett,
sic stores. Opening vidth a
counsel for National Independent
transcribed
piano rendition
Broadcasters Inc.
of "Stardust", which fades
In a letter to Harold A. Lafount,
for a musical background, the
former Radio Commissioner, who is
spot provides general promoNIB president, Mr. Bennett held
tion for piano sales, admonstations can protect themselves
ishing listeners to "see your
against the licensing demands of
Indianapolis
National Assn. of Performing Arteach
sponsor dealer".
is $42 a Cost
month,to
ists, American Federation of Muor $10.50 each, and the plan is
sicians, music publishers and record
being recommended to the
manufacturers. He said that in his
piano industry as a whole.
personal opinion under existing
laws, a station regularly may purchase phonograph records from
music stores and other places where
"common law copyright" and not
they are generally offered for sale upon any statutory law now in
to the public and recreate the effect, Mr. Bennett said. Such common law rights, if they exist at all,
sounds embodied on them without
can only exist under the laws of
the license of any of the groups
claiming the right to restrict use each individual State, since there
of such records.
is no such thing as Federal common law, Mr. Bennett pointed out.
Some Exceptions
Consequently, he said, the State
He added, however, that he did legislatures have the right to modify or abrogate any such right
not believe this lawfully may be
which may exist insofar as the
done if the records are purchased
from a wholesaler who has con- playing of the record is concerned.
This, he recalled, was done last
tracted with the manufacturer to
sell only for home use, or if the year by the legislatures of North
Carolina
and South Carolina. The
station in any way makes use of
the names of the artists or the rec- identical statute in these States
ord manufacturer, as the station merely pertains to the use to which
then is using for its own benefit the phonograph record or transcription is put, he pointed out,
other property which was not acquired with the purchase of the and does not create any right to
records. The latter, he declared, in- use the name of the recording
artist in connection with the pervolves the law of unfair competiformance or to capitalize on the
tion and probably also the law propopularity or goodwill which the
tecting one's right to privacy.
Suits already brought to enjoin artist may have developed.
the broadcasting of phonograph
President Lafount dispatched
records in each instance cite the
Mr. Bennett's letter, together with
station as making use of the art- other literature, to independent
Olson's Schedule
ist's name as well as performing
the
record. The courts have already stations throughout the country.
OLSON RUG Co., Chicago, has
started a varying schedule of five demonstrated the distinction be- Pointing out that NIB is functionthe mere sale of the contents
ing actively on behalf of the staand 15-minute programs, using lo- and thetweensale
of the contents coupled
tions which represent the numerical talent, on 60 stations throughcal
80% of the industry and receive
with
the
goodwill
attached
to
the
out the country. Contracts are for
52- weeks. Stations selected are: name, he said. Goodwill attaches
only 20% of the broadcasting reveWIS WNAX KGKO WRVA WDBJ
to the name of the recording artist
nue, Mr. Lafount solicited them to
or manufacturer, but the sound join the organization, which funcKHQ WMNN WWVA WEAU
which
the
record
produces
is
quite
WTAQ WKBH WISN WHBL
tions under the banner of the NAB.
another thing.
WSAU WHO KFNF KMA WIBW
In connection with NAPA, he
KFH WEEI WHDH WJR WCCO
"The right to play the record in
that WPEN, PhiladelWDGY KMBC KFEQ KOY KNX
my opinion is acquired by the sta- pointedphia, out
17 was sued in an
KROW KOA WTIC WJSV KID
tion at the time of purchase in the effort toon Feb.
enjoin the station from
WGN WLS WMBD WDZ WOWO
regular
course
of
trade,
notwithbroadcasting
records
made by any
WIBC woe KMOX KWTO KGHL
standing the attempt to restrict its of its members. NAPA
claims in
KMMJ KFAB WOR WABC WHAM
use by the notice on the record.
its membership some 600 leading
WGY WBT WPTF KFYR WDAY
But not the right to use the name
WLW WGAR WHKC KOIN KYW
performers and interpretative arthe claims
artist or
of manufacturer."
recording artists
tists, including outstanding band
KDKA WCSC. Presba, Fellers & of The
leaders.
and
others
are
based
on
an
alleged
Presba, Chicago, is agency.
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FCC
Disc

to Consider
Rule Change

Heeds NIB, NAB Requests
For Easing of Requirement
MODIFICATION of recently revised rules which require identification of transcriptions and phonograph records by either of these
will be considtwo specific
FCC in response to
ered by the words
industry
Feb. 16. requests, it was announced
Andrewd
letter from
y appointe
W.Replying
Bennettto, a recentl
counsel for National Independent
Broadcasters, FCC Secretary T. J.
Slowie declared Feb. 16 that the
would give consideraCommiss
tion to ion
the request but that in the
meantime stations would be reof theto comply
sions quired
section. with the proviMr. Bennett followed his letter
with the observation that many
transcriptions already have been
manufactured for future broadcasts
identifying announceuseotheranthan
which ment
the specific term
"transcription" and that these
words cannot now be deleted. He
asked the Commission for suggestions on the handling of such transcriptions which do not comply with
the present requirements and inwould not beof poswhether it application
the
siblequired
to suspend
rule at least as applied to tranmanufactured
which includescriptions
the already
announcement as
technical rendition.
part of the
Claims Hardships
Russell P. Place, NAB counsel,
on Feb. 16 wrote the FCC requesting both suspension of the rigid
and its
language
amendment requirement
to permit flexibility. A
literal construction of the rule as
amended Jan. 4, he said, would reof one-minute
quire thousands
five-minute
transcriptions
now and
on
hand using the word "transcribed"
instead
to be
made overof at"transcription"
considerable expense.
Declaring that if their use is
barred it would be "harsh and unjust", he asked that as to such
transcriptions the operation of the
rule be suspended until Aug. 1.
1940, estimating that by that time
the discs will have become obsolete.
Regarding the NIB request, Mr.
Place asked the FCC to amend the
transcription section to include apthe words "tranpropriate use of
scribed",
"electrically
and "recorded".
He saidtranscribed"
the public
has become familiar with their
meaning and consequently would
not be deceived by their use and
that the interests of the public
would in reality be served by using
such an intelligible variation of the
announcement
nous repetition. to prevent monotoIn his letter of Feb. 5 [Broadcasting Feb. 15], Mr. Bennett had
asserted that the rigid requirement
would work a hardship on independent stations and pointed out
that all NIB members are dependenttialeither
or to a material
substanextententirely
on recorded
with which they must compete for
audience with larger stations having available live talent.
It was expected that the requests
would be considered by the FCC
Rules Committee, made up of department heads, and submitted to
the Commission itself for action.
Reinstatement of the rule as it existed prior to its amendment Jan. 4
would eliminate all difficulties, it
was pointed out.
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WSAV

Goes

NBC

Savannah

goes

wild!

The Situation: A city with a metropolitan population of 125,000
people who have never had the opportunity of getting NBC
programs with any degree of regularity or clarity.

The Solution: WSAV

brings NBC

to Savannah, and becomes

the fair-haired station to this radio minded city which has waited
more than ten years for the programs of NBC.

The Sales Opportunity: WSAV's

local popularity plus INS

News plus Savannah's enthusiasm over getting NBC

plus the

market's lowest rate per person of any medium, makes WSAV
a must on every spot and network list.

LIBERTY

Selling

Georgians

NATIONAL

second

BANK

largest

BUILDING

• SAVANNAH,

metropolitan

6E0KGIA

market

Contest
And

Programs

Quiz

Series

On Major Chains
Wide Range of Prizes Found
In Resume of Net Offers
WITH cash prizes ranging from
$1 to $1,000, as well as merchandise
awards including diamond rings
and automobiles, an increasing
number of contest and quiz programs for listener participation are
being sponsored on the networks by
national advertisers. Following is
a list of current network programs
in this category, as of March 1 ;
NBC
Against the Storm, Procter & Gamble
Co. (Ivory soap) — Weekly sentence completion contest for listeners, with top
prizes of 10 Buick
sedans, gas and $50 for
accessories, and 100 $10 prizes.
Same offer
on
O'NeUls
(also on. NBC-Red) and
(NBC-Blue)
MaryTheMarlin
Battle of the Sexes, Cummer Products
Co. (Molle) — Only NBC quiz progrram not
offering cash prize. Winning
team members receive Bulova Watches, losing team
members get Westfield Watches. All get
tubes of MoUe shaving cream. (NBC-Red).
Beat the Band, General Mills (Com Kix)
—Sender gets $10 for each musical question used, and if no member of Ted Weems*
band can answer the question, an additional $10 and case of Com Kix is awarded
sender. (NBC-Red ) .
Bob Hope, Pepsodent Co. (toothpaste) —
Contest to select name for Announcer Bill
Goodwin's baby girl. First prize of $5,000,
second $1,000
and 1,365 other cash prizes
from $2 to $250 each. (NBC-Red).
Dr. I. Q., Mars Inc. (candy bars) —
Listeners get $50 for sets of three right
or wrong statements, if used, studio audience marking answers on tally cards, with
$100 divided among those getting all answers, and $200 divided next week if no
one gets all answers. Also $50 paid listeners for descriptions of famous personalities, and $50 is paid member of studio
audience guessing identity after first clue,
with reductions if further
clues are needed.
(NBC-Red).
Dr. Kate, Sperry flour Co. (flour) — $25
awarded listeners writing letter Indicating
use of Drifted Snow Flour for greatest
number of years. (NBC-Pacific Red).
Information, Please!, Canada Dry Ginger
Ale — Each question used on program wins
sender
$5. Additional $10 and set of the
Encyclopedia Britannica
the experts. (NBC-Blue).if question stumps
Kay Kayser's
College of Musical Knowledge, American
Tobacco Co. (Lucky
Strikes) — Six candidates from studio audience. First prize of $35, second of $20.
four prizes of $10 each. Each contestant
gets carton of Luckies, and each member
of studio audience gets a pack of Luckies.
(NBC-Red).
Ma Perkins and Man I Married, Procter
& Gamble Co. (Oxydol) — Five- weekly sentence completion contest, with seven
prizes of $100, $1,000 weekly award, daily
and
$5,000 grand prize. (NBC-Red & CBC).
Marathon Melodies. Ohio Oil Co. — Listeners submit musical questions. Those used
win $2 if on official blank, $1
if not.
Dealer gets $2 for issuing blank for questions used. (NBC-Blue).
Pot O'Gold.
we Medicine Co.
(Turns) — PersonLewis-Ho
telephone
chance, gets $1,000.
If nod,onechosen
answersby
phone party gets $100 and remainder carries over to next week. (NBC-Red).
Program Without a Name, Albers Bros.
Milling Co. (cereals) — Listeners suggest
permanent name for program, with first
prize of $500 fur coat, 10 additional prizes
of $200 fur coats. Grocers specified by winners receive $100 each. (NBC-Pacific Red).
Quicksilver, Lewis-Howe Medicine Co.
(Turns) — Listeners get $5 for riddles used
on program, studio contestants win $5 or
more for correct answers, $1 for wrong
answers. A Willys sedan is awarded
each
week to persons sending in the two best
riddles each week. (NBC-Blue).
_ True or False, J. B. Williams Co. (shavmg cream) — Two teams of six contestants.
Grand prize of $25. Each contestant gets
"I.Q." game and $5. (NBC-Blue).
Uncle Walter's Dog House, Brown &
Williamso
n Tobacco Corp. (Sir Walter
Raleigh
— Best with
"dog next
house"11 story
wins $50tobacco)
each week,
best
stories getting pipe and tobacco. Also $5
is paid for best alibis each week, with
special $25 prize and pipe-tobacco awards
made for best alibi determined by studio
audience vote. (NBC-Red).
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JOHN HENRYS were affixed in the National Biscuit Co. Birmingham
office for the Make Believe Ballroom series on WSGN promoting the sponsor's new bread.
(1 tomanager
r) are Henry
P. Johnston,
general
manager;
P. S. Seated
Molenaar,
local bread
plant; WSGN
F. H. Conrad,
of McCann-Erickson. Standing is H. E. Milford, district manager.
We, the Wives, Quaker Oats Co. (Farina)— Sender
gets $10
used with
question.
Husbands
and wives
formforteams,
$25
cash given out during broadcast, at rate
of $1 for each question answered correctly.
Money left over is divided between the
teams. (NBC-Red).
What Would You Have Done? Cummer
Products Co. (Energine) — Listeners paid
$5 for "perplexing
contestants
tell whatsituations"
they wouldused.
haveStudio
done
in each situation, with big winner, determined by applause, awarded $5. Package containing four Energine products
awarded each contestant. (NB(j-Blue).
What's My Name? Procter & Gamble Co.
(Oxydol) — $10 clues.
paid for Studio
sets of contestants
personality
identification
guess identities, winning $10 for correct
answer after first clue, $9 for second clue,
etc. and $5 if question is not answered
correctly. Each contestant and clue-furnisher gets "What's My Name" game.
(NBC-Red).
Youth vs. Age, WiUiam R. Warner &
Co. (Sloan's
Senders getFour$5
for
questionsLiniment)
used on— program.
youngsters and four oldsters on teams,
with $10 going to each member of winning team, $5 to losers. (NBC-Blue).
CBS
Ask-It-Basket, Colgate - Palmolive - Peet
Co. (toothpaste) — Year's supply of Colto listener
tiongate's
used. Dental
StudioCream
contestants
win for
prizesques-of
$25, $10 and $5, with awards of $1 to
members tesof
tants fail. audience answering when conHobby Lobby, Fels & Co. (soap) — Free
trip to New York for appearance on program offered
listeners writing details of
interesting
hobby.
It Happened in Hollywood, Geo. A. Hormel
(Spam)
of silk song
hose
offeredCo.every
day —forFive
namepairs
of favorite
and reason for choice.
Life Can Be Beautiful, Procter & Gamble Co. (Ivory
completion
contest,soap)
with— Weekly
top prizessentence
of 10
Buick sedans, gas and $50 for accessories,
and 100 $10 prizes.
Professor Quiz, Procter & Gamble Co.
(Teel & Drene) — $25 to persons sending in
usable five-question lists, with cash prizes
to contestants, plus bottles of Teel and
"Professor Quiz" games.
Roa/I of Life and The Goldbergs, Procter
&completion
Gamble Co.
( Oxydol
—Separate
sentence
contest
on )each
program,
with
daily $100 prizes, weekly $1,000 awards and
a grand prize of $5,000 for the best weekly
winner
at end of contest. (Expired March
1).
Wayne King's
Orchestra,
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co. (Cashmere
Bouquet,
Halo) —
Seven diamond rings each week for 50word
letters
telling
favorite
musical
number
and why.
We, The People, General Foods Corp.
(Sanfcaforcoffee)
— Expense-paid
New
York
broadcast
appearancetripfor toletters
relating interesting experiences.

Voice of the Smog
PITTSBURGH radio men
took a dose of their own
medicine
during KDKA's
Greater Pittsburgh
Speaks
quiz program
Feb.
26,
broadcast from the main ballroom
of the William Penn Hotel as
a highlight of the annual
Chamber of Commerce banquet. Three station managers
opposed three radio staff men
in answering questions pertaining to the broadcasting
industry, designed to give listeners an insight
radio's
operation.
Stationinto
managers
appearing were Leonard Kapner, WCAE, Frank Smith,
WWSW, and John Laux,
KQV-WJAS;
members
included Lee staff
Sellers,
KQV,
Walter Sickles, WWSW, and
Cliff Daniels, WCAE. KDKA
was represented by Dave Garroway as quiz master.
MBS
Broadcast, Illinois Meat Co. (Redi-Meat)
— $500 awarded weekly to persons filling in
squares on score sheets available through
sponsor or local dealer. One row of squares
wins $25 along with a completed slogan,
two rows wins $50, three wins $75, and
four wins $100. Also 250 $1 prizes. Score
sheets show correct identification of clues.
Cash on Delivery, Curtiss Candy Co.
(Baby awarded
Ruth candyon bars)
Three $100
bonds
each —program
to baby
(1),
listener
sending
prize 'TDonusbyquestion"
(2) local
dealerin mentioned
winning ;
contestant, and (3) member of studio audience answering query correctly. Also prizes
from $20 to $5 awarded to contestants picking winning disks from playboard.
Kay edge,
Kyser's
American College
Tobacco ofCo.Musical
(Lucky KnowlStrike
cigarettes) via Millerfilm. Rebroadcast of
original show on NBC (see NBC list).
Name Three, Phillip Morris & Co. (Dunhill
Listeners
get $6gets
for $2threepart cigarettes)
questions —used.
Contestant
for
each part correctly answered. If contestant
can't
answer,
becomes
"jackpot"
question
for all contestants. Money to next broadcast if not answered at all.
Quixie-Doodle Contest, Mennen Co. (shaving cream) — $100 offered on each program,
contestantquestions
answers varying
correctly,inhevalue.
gets Ifmoney,
if not sender gets money. Also $25 for
"daffynitions" and $5 for five best questions.
BROADCASTING

Cunningham Drug Chain
Blankets Detroit Area
With 123 News Program
IN ONE of the largest purchases
of newscast periods in the Detroit
area, Cunningham Drug Co., retail
chain,
has contracted
a year's
sponsorship
of 123 newsfor programs
weekly on five stations in the Detroit area, starting March 17. Aiming to give all-day news service,
the drug firm will sponsor 30 broadcasts weekly by Cunningham News
Ace on WXYZ, 37 on CKLW, 6 on
WWJ, 25 on WJBK and 25 on
WCAR, Pontiac.
Each station will use its individual national and local news servvice, ular
with
one of each designated
station's regnews announcers
as
Cunningham's News Ace, who will
handle all the firm's newscasts introduced by a zooming airplane.
Represented among the stations are
the services of INS, UP and Transradio in addition to individual local
news organizations.
The broadcast schedule, comprising 21 separate newscasts each
weekday, with five on Sunday,
ranges from 5 to 15-minute programs, which are expected to blanket the Detroit area. All facilities
of the Cunningham organization
are being placed behind the project
including store displays, frequent
News Ace promotions for individual items; News Ace fountain specials; banners on all Cunningham
delivery trucks and wrapping paper and bags promoting the programs. Simons-Michelson Agency,
Detroit, handles the account.
Standard

Oil of Indiana

Using 99-Station Spots
STANDARD OIL Co. of Indiana
has_
99 stations
its
springselected
advertising
campaign,forusing
six-weekly one-minute transcribed
announcements for 13 weeks, effective March 18. Agency is McCannErickson, Chicago. Stations and
networks follow:
Colorado. KOA KGHF: Illinois. WMRO
WJBC WDWS WAAF WLS WD AN WSOY
WTMV WGIL WEBQ WCLS WMBD
WTAD WROK WHBF WCBS WDZ : Indiana. WTRC WGBF WOWO WIND WFBM
WIRE WLBC WGRC WSBT WBOW ; Iowa,
woe WHO WKBB KVFD KGLO KMA
KSCJ KFJB; Kansas, KGNO KWBG
KOAM KSAL WIBW KFH ; Michigan,
WJR WKBZ WHLS: Minnesota, KATE
KGDE WTCN KWNO : Missouri, KFVS
KFRU KWOS WMBH WDAF KWOC
KFEQ KWTO : Montana, KGHL : North
Dakota, KFYR KDLR WDAY KFJM
KLPM; South Dakota. KABR KGFX
KOBH KSOO KWAT: Wisconsin. WEAU
KFIZ WTAQ WCLO WKBH WIBA
WMAN WRJN WJMC WHBL WSAU :
Wyoming. KDFN : Michigan Net (WXYZ
WELL WJIM
WIBM WBCM)
WKZO ;WFDF
WASH
Cowles WOODGroup
(WMT KSO WNAX) : Arrowhead Net
(WEBC WMFG WHLB) ; Minnesota Net
(KSTP KYSM KROC KFAM).
Pacquin on 50
PACQUIN Inc., New York, in late
February started a three-week
campaign for its hand cream, using
two to five spot announcements
weekly on 50 stations throughout
the country.
Wm. Esty & Co., New
York,
is agency.
TO GIVE the public a better understanding of the Government censustaking which starts April 8, NBC Radio-Recording Division, in cooperation
with U. S. Office of Education and
the Census Bureau, has sent to 662
stations a series of eight quarter-hour
transcriptions titled Uncle Sam, Calling. The stations broadcast the proone day April
a week 8.during the eight
weeks gramended
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The

Murmansk

that

was

no

Surprise

Party

Surprise

NBC
news broadcast told City of Flint crew of their captor's plans. . .
aniazing example of efficiency of news service made possible by RCA

the Citv of Flint arrived at Murmansk with a
German prize crew on board, the
local officials removed the Germans. On leaving they took the

about this particular decision was
learned by an NBC representative in Murmansk. It was sent

WHEN

ship's papers. Without papers they
could not sail, so the officers and
crew waited four days, twentythree hours and forty-five minutes
for some definite action. Then thev
learned the decision, hut the news
came from NBC.
Gathered around their radii), the
crew was listening; to Lowell

Thomas giving a news broadcast
over the NBC Blue Network.
Transmitted also b^' shoit wave
this program was easilv heard at
Murmansk. One of the announcements was that the German prince

crew would be returned to the
City of Flint and would start the
ship towards Germany.
Twenty-five minutes later the
German prize crew came on
board. But it was no surprise party
for the Americans. They expected
their unwelcome visitors. Long
experience had shown them that
NBC news reports are reliable
whether the news be good or bad.
This incident which became
known on the ship's return to
Baltunore recejitly is a remarkable example of the service that
is performed by NBC. Fhe news

NATIONAL

to Radio City, New York via the
facilities of RCA Communications. Then the news went to
Mr. Thomas who put it on the
air so promptly that it reached
the City of Flint before the Germans returned to take possession.
NBC has been directly concerned with many historical events.
But never before has radit) played
such a great part in international
affairs as it does today. It is the
determination of NBC that it shall
provide the greatest possible service in the broadcasting of news,
and that all such activities shall
be impartial, factual and swift.

BROADCASTING

COMPANY
The W orld's Greatest Broadcastinjj System
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FCC

May

Draft Net Report
Change May Mean Conclusions
Will Be Less Stringent
LIKELIHOOD that the FCC en
banc, rather than its NetworkMonopoly Committee, will draft the
long awaited report on the networkmonopoly hearings and also that its
conclusions will be less stringent
than indicated, was foreseen as a
result of developments during the
last fortnight.
On the heels of published reports,
never refuted, that the majority of
the three-man committee would recommend drastic changes in network
operations and procedures, came
the report that high Administration
officials had taken cognizance of the
situation. FCC Chairman James
Lawrence Fly, it is understood, is
now fostering the idea of a full
Commission report rather than preliminary committee recommendations which subsequently would be
acted on by the seven-man body.
Further Delay Possible
The Network-Monopoly Committee, which conducted hearings in
latter 1938 and early 1939 over a
six-month period, now is composed
of Thad H. Brown, acting chairman,
and Commissioners Paul A. Walker
and F. I. Thompson. The latter two
are understood to favor sweeping
recommendations affecting established industry methods in revolutionary fashion. Originally FCC
Chairman Frank R. McNinch was
a member of the committee but
upon his retirement last September
Col. Brown became acting chairman. Chairman Fly did not take
over the chairmanship of the committee, since he had not participated in the hearings.
While no formal word has been
forthcoming from the Commission,
it is indicated that abandonment of
the committee idea has been actively considered. Should that procedure be followed, it is presumed
there will be further delay in devising the final draft of the report,
now understood to be in the hands
of General Counsel William J.
Dempsey. Chairman Fly had advised both House and Senate appropriation committees in testimony that the preliminary report
was expected several weeks ago.
Meanwhile, there was speculation as to whether the Commission
might not be disposed to handle the
more important phases of the network-monopoly issue piecemeal. The
fact that hearings already have
been ordered [Broadcasting Feb.
1-15] on management contracts,
which embrace the fundamental
question of purported network control of a number of stations, indicates that much of the same ground
may be covered in these hearings.
Moreover, the question of network
contractural relations with affiliates, including such matters as
optioned time, also could be brought
within the scope of these hearings,
it is pointed out. Whether the Commission would be disposed to decide these policy matters in individual cases, such as raised under
the management contract hearing,
or have them await the conclusions
reached on the network-monopoly
hearing was conjectural.
WINX are the call letters assigned by
the FCC for the new local station in
Washington, D. C, which it recently
authorized Lawrence G. Heller, an
attorney, to construct [BeoadcastING, Feb. 151.
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FCC
Recapturing of ^ Excess^ Radio Profits
By Government
Is Advocated
in Article
CONTROL of radio profits by eral Treasury balance, alloted to
Uncle Sam, with the "excess profits assistance of broadcasters serving
of
broadcasters"
by one
the sparsely populated, unprofitable
Government
to berecaptured
diverted to
areas, employed for Governmental
of a number of suggested uses, is radio activities, or any of many
the theme of a new scheme of ap- possible dispositions.
plying rate regulation to broadcastHolding that there is sound jusing in utter defiance of the law.
tification, under the principles of
The author is Robert E. Stromberg, regulation which have been worked
an attorney-accountant of the FCC. out for many years to regulate the
In an article in the Feb. 29 issue broadcasters on the basis of excess
of Public Utilities Fortnightly, Mr. profits, the youthful lawyer-accountant said there was nothing
Stromberg, who has been identified
since 1934 with public utility corn- new about a proposal to restrict
man carrier work in the FCC Ac- the profits of users of a natural resource. He cited particularly the
counting Department, essays to
answer the question how the Gov- Federal Power Act, which he said
ernment can control radio profits. provides for expropriation by the
Government of excess profits of
Inquiries around the Commission
revealed that Mr. Stromberg ex- licensees. Declaring that a condition of the water-power license is
pressed only a personal opinion and
that his article did not reflect offi- that the licensee may be prevented
cial views of the Commission or any from making excessive profits from
it, Mr. Stromberg deduced that if
of its responsible departments.
this is sound license theory for
Natural Resource
water - power, it would appear
On the premise that the "ether" equally applicable and equally
is a "natural resource of incalcu- sound for broadcast licenses.
"There is surely much to say for
lable value," Mr. Stromberg states
that "since it belongs to the people the proposition that the licensing
as a whole, unearned benefits de- laws for radio broadcasting and
rived through private exploitation water-power for private use should
of it should be applied for the bene- be closely parallel in their treatfitingof the
peopleregulation
as a whole."
that rate
wotildHoldnot stated. ment of profits of licensees," he
Public Utilities Fortnightly, in
benefit any considerable number of
the public, he said the alternative commenting editorially on the
would be for the Federal GovernStromberg article, said it was troument to bring under its control
bled by the growing conviction in
these "unearned benefits". And the some quarters that there must be
something "inherently wrong about
logical
continued,provision
"would business
prospects whenever and
appear method,
to be a helegislative
for recapture of excess profits of wherever they appear to fiourish."
It added that controlling industrial
broadcasters."
He dismissed as beyond the scope profits these days appears to be
of his discussion whether these even shrewder Government enterprise than public ownership itself.
funds might be covered in the gen-

WHAT will happen to national
selling if States continue to erect
trade barriers is explained to (1 to
r) Harry W. Witt, CBS Southern
California sales manager, and
John C. Morse, vice-president of
Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles,
by Howard McKay, sales manager
of Foster & Kleiser Co., that city,
who illustrates with a chart. They
are pictured at a recent luncheon
meeting of the Los Angeles Advertising Club where efforts of states
to protect home industries by barring products of other states were
discussed. Witt, who was host at
the meeting, is a director of the
Ad Club. Morse is president.
RCA-Victor Campaign
A NATIONAL advertising and promotion campaign for RCA Victrola
console instruments to last through the
springder way
buying
season 50is radio
currently
unon nearly
stations
throughout the country carrying the
RCA-Victor Mtisical Clock programs
and the record review programs, titled
Music You Want.

Red Rose Tea Discs
T. H. ESTABROOKS Ltd., St.
John, N. B. (Red Rose Tea), starts
on March 11 weekly half -hour
dramatized transcription Mutiny on
the High Seas on CFCY, Charlottetown, P. E. I.; CHNS, Halifax; CJCB, Sydney, N. S.; CJLS,
Yarmouth, N. S.; CFNB, Fredericton, N. B.; CHSJ, St. John, N.
B.; CFCF, Montreal; CBL, Toronto; CKOC, Hamilton, Ont.;
CFPL, London, Ont.; CBO, Ottawa;
CFCH, North Bay, Ont.; CKGB,
Timmins, Ont.; CJKL, Kirkland
Lake, Ont.; CKSO, Sudbury, Ont.;
CFRC, Kingston, Ont.; CFCO,
Chatham, Ont.; CKPR, Fort William, Ont.; CKY, Winnipeg; CKCK,
Regina, Sask.; CFQC, Saskatoon,
Sask.; CJOC, Lethbridge, Alta.;
CFAC, Calgary; CJCA, Edmonton;
CFGP, Grande Prairie, Alta. At
the same time a live talent French
network quarter-hour drama Becassine starts twice weekly, originating at CKAC, Montreal, and piped
to CHLT, Sherbrooke, Que. ; CHRC,
Quebec City; CBJ, Chicoutimi,
Que.;
CJBR, Rimouski, Que. AcToronto.
count was placed by A.McKim Ltd.,
New Alabama Hookup
NEW four-station hookup, Alabama Mutual Broadcasting System,
has been formed to carry the Dance
Time series for Gunter's Credit
Clothing & Jewelry Stores. The
group includes WMSL, Decatur;
WJBY, Gadsden; WBHP, Huntsville; WHMA, Anniston. The programchestra
features
Ernie Sizemore's
orand originates
at WHMA.
BROADCASTING

Recommends

Telegraph Merger
Majority Advocates Federal
Representation on Boards
BY A SPLIT vote of 4 to 3, the
FCC Feb. 25 recommended to Congress a consolidated international
telegraph service, embracing cable
and radio facilities in a single system, as the best means to maintain adequate
world-wide
munications for the
public and comthe
nation and eliminate foreign ownership and influence in American
communications.
Chairman Fly and Commissioners Walker, Thompson and Payne
supported the consolidation recommendation, constituting the indicated alignment on all fundamental
policy matters. This group represents the "crackdown"
understood to favor rigidmajority
regulation
of all communications entities, including broadcasting [Broadcasting, Feb. 15].
minority.
Commissioners The
Craven, Case
and Brown,
in a separate report, advocated
segregation of the cable and radio
telegraph services into two separate systems. They have supported a middle-of-the-road or industry
cooperation
policy in connection with
broadcasting.
Board Representation
While not directly applicable to
Commission policy regarding broadcasting, the voluminous report was
believed indicative of the trend of
thought of the new Commission
majority.
In the majority report was a
brief sentence which stated the
Commission gave consideration to
the possibility of placing Government repi'esentatives on the board
of directors of American communication companies, in order to participate in the management of the
companies, as a further means of
protecting national public interest.
The report added, however, that
the Commission
makes
no recommendation in this
regard
except
that it does not consider it necessary or desirable toathave
this atime
"for
the Government
proprietary interest in communication carThis pronouncement by the new
majority was viewed as denoting
a trend toward eventual Governriers". ment ownership or control of communications. Because several members of the Commission have also
indicated at least a leaning toward
Government operation of broadcasting, this reflected attitude in
a formal report to Congress was
deemed of more than cursory significance.
FTC Complaints
THE Federal Trade Commission
on Feb. 24 ordered Affiliated Products Inc., Jersey City, to cease and
desist from misleading representations in the sale of certain Edna
Wallace Hopper cosmetic products.
The FTC also has entered a complaint with Sears, Roebuck & Co.,
Chicago, ceptivealleging
unfair and
deacts and practices
in the
sales of automobile tires and tubes,
and has received stipulations from
Packers Tar Soap Inc., New York,
and Scott Paper Co., Chester, Pa.,
to discontinue allegedly misleading
representations
in theWaldorf
sale of Brand
Scalptone
hair tonic and
tissue, respectively.
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Plant

Your

BILLION

Billion dollar harvest? You bet! More
than a billion-and-a-half dollars are
spent annually with retailers in the primary area blanketed by The Cowles
Money Belt stations.
It's spent by radio listeners. Ninetyone per cent of the families in the area
own radios. And they listen to them, as
proved by our steadily mounting mail
returns.
Singly, any one of the four Money
Belt stations will do the job for you in
the sections you choose. But a combina-

Pennies

DOLLAR

For

A

HARVEST

tion, spotted at strategic points, entirely
blankets this rich area.
So, we have a special combination offer . . . WMT and WNAX with either
of the Des Moines stations, KRNT or
KSO — a triple threat lineup — at a
rate that's attractively low.
Let us help you get your share of the
rich harvest of sales in America's Money
Belt. For rates and details on how we
promote and merchandise your program, write today to The Cowles Stations, Des Moines, Iowa.

•^-rv^ .^/-L^
Affiliated with THE REGISTER AND TRIBUNE. Pes Moines, lowo
Represented Nationally by THE Katz AGENCY
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OUR

BLUE

SAYS

KEITH

NETWORK

KIGGINS,

SALESMEN

NBC

Blue

LAUGH

Network

WHEN

Director

No laughing matter for Keith Kiggin s, was getting up the wherewithal to a good time- except any time on the Bhie Network, where costs are
foot his Stork Club bill a few nights ago. However, with true Kiggins tlie love.st of any national advertising medium." With Mr. K. are Mrs.
philosophy he declared, "There's nothing more worth paying for than
Kiggins, Satevepost contributor Jack Alexander and Mrs. Alexander,

THEY'RE

ASKED...

money

?

You don't need a million dollars to do a national
advertising job on the Blue. It gives you Money
Market

coverage

at lowest cost nationally!

To our sensitive ears not long ago, came word that wherever
advertising men get together ... on trains or in taverns ... at home or

Considering liimself a bit of a sleuth, the NBC Inquiring Photographer
stopped off at Louis & Arniand's in search of the advertising elan. Standing at the entrance in chin-fest were NBC salesman John McNeil and
cafe owner Armand. In response to the I. P.'s query, Armand grew eloquent. "The Blue Network.' Ouil I have notice that name much lately.
The boys, they talk about the Blue in veree nice way. It reach, what you
call, Monev Markets at lowest national cost — no.'" Qui. Mr. A! Qui!

along "Advertising Row"... they are saying a lot of complimentary things about the NBC Blue Network. So we shooed our
Inquiring Photographer out into the wintry winds to take photos,
ask questions and, in general, find out about the Blue kudos.
His report verifies our own sentiments that the Blue is 1940's
best advertising buy. And here are three quick reasons why:
Low Cost Coverage, the result of the famous Blue Network Discount Plan, which enables the size of your network to grow
with your business — economically!
Concentrated Coverage of America's Money Markets, the pi aces where
72% of the country's efl^ective buying power is located.
Blue Circulation Bonuses — periodic, substantial, extra audience
dividends at no extra cost, due to continuous station improvements.

Boarding the evening choo-choo for home, nbc v. p. Roy witmer, still exulting over recent news that 17 new clients have joined the Blue, lost no
time telling his advertising companion about the Blue Network bonuses.
"It's a fact, Ed," he said, "the NBC Blue Network constantly increases its
audience for advertisers — at no extra cost — by improving station facilities."

\Best proof of the Blue's ability to "up" sales for its clients — at alltime low costs— is revealed by the fact that during 1939 70% of this
network's 1938 advertisers renewed — and 17 new clients joined up !
We are eager to show you that sales begin where the Blue begins! And at the amazingly low cost of less than $5000 for a
night-time half hour, coast to coast! If you haven't carefully reviewed today's Blue Network facts, you're overlooking America's
outstanding low -cost sales maker! National Broadcasting Co.
A Radio Corporation of America Service.

Jacob Thaller (left) is "Jack," and Isadore Popick is "Irving" to the
agency men who ride their cabs. To Jack and Irving, their ad-men fares
are "Gus." Said Irving as he held the cab door: "The men I take to NBC
regular say lots of fancy things about the Blue Network. Von oughta
know that. Jack. This here Gus I just rode wanted to pass three red lights
yesterday, he was in such a hurry to take up an option on a Blue half hour!"
Puss in the corner (right)
being stuffed
shortbread, belongswith
to Jimmy
James, NBC Adirector.
Reason for his and secretary Mary
Coyne's
is found
in this
James gaiety
quotation: "I just heard some
good news.
Anothersaid
of our
Blue
advertisers
he
was going
to
renew
because the Blue gives him
profitable coverage at a
cost no other medium can
match! Have a cup of tea.'"

Tribute

Is

Paid

To John
Benson
Oklahoma Pub. Co., Smelser
Get Advertising Awards
AWARDS for excellence in radio
advertising and promotion during
1939, announced at the Advertising
& Selling annual advertising
awards dinner in
New York Feb.
16, included bronze
medals to Oklahoma Publishing
Co. ; Procter &
Gamble Co. ; J. M.
Mathes Inc., and
Young & Rubicam, and
orable an
mentionhonfor
Mr. Benson
the research activities of Walter P. Burn & Associates.
A gold medal for distinguished
services to advertising was presented to John Benson, president
of American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies since 1927, with silver
medals also awarded to Mason
Britton, vice-chairman of McGrawHill Publishing Co., and Ralph
Starr Butler, vice-president of General Foods Corp. Thirteen bronze
medals also were awarded in six
other classifications.
Smelser Honored
Among the radio awards, D. P.
Smelser, vice-president of Procter
& Gamble Co., received a medal for
"contribution to the knowledge and
technique of radio advertising";
J. M. Mathes agency for "outstanding skill in program production" (Canada Dry's Information,
Please.'), and Young & Rubicam
for "excellence of commercial announcements" (General Foods'
Jello program). A medal was won
by Oklahoma Publishing Co. for its
advertisements in business publications, and an honorable mention by
Walter P. Burn & Associates for
its studies of metropolitan areas,
as
published in Printer's Ink
Monthly.
In an address at the dinner on
"The Place of Advertising in the
American Scheme", Mr. Butler outlined the numerous ways advertising fits into the American economy.
He cited its service in making news
and entertainment available at
trifling costs; its power to create
volume sales leading to low unit
prices to the consumer, and its
social usefulness in stabilizing business and making available new inventions and services which only
the favored few could enjoy without this modern method of cultivating broad markets.
New Carolina Net
ESTABLISHMENT of Carolina
Broadcasting System on a permanent basis under a five-year contract, was announced Feb. 23 by
WRAL, Raleigh, key station. Others
in the North Carolina hookup are
WFTC, Kinston, and WGTM, Wilson. It was announced permanent
lines would be leased with WRAL
to act as key and agency for the
group. Arrangements were consummated by Gil Murray, manager of
WRAL; H. W. Wilson, of WGTM,
and Jonas Weiland, president of
WFTC.
WGOV are the call letters assigned
for the new local station in Valdosta,
Ga., which the FCC has authorized
Gov. E. D. Rivers of Georgia to construct [Beoadcasting, Feb. 151.
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SIGNING the papers that jelled the biggest theatre-radio hookup in
Mountain States history — in which 97 Fox-Intermountain Theatres
exchanged film trailer plugs for time on KOA, Denver — is Harry Huffman, of the theatre firm (pen in hand), to the satisfaction of Lloyd E.
Yoder, (seated, right), general manager of KOA. Standees looking on
are (1 to r) Manager Rice, of the Paramount Theatre; Manager Bernie
Hynes, of the Denver Theatre, and James MacPherson, of KOA.
KOA'S
NEW
THEATRE
TIEUP
Publicity in 97 Units of Fox Chain Is Obtained Under
Cooperative Promotion Plan
pearing at the theatre also will be
one of the most com- interviewed
on KOA programs.
prehensive theatre-radio projects
Each week a new KOA trailer is
for mutual promotion on record,
KOA, Denver, and the Fox Inter- prepared and run several times
mountain Theatres organization re- daily at the conclusion of each complete show in 12 Denver theatres,
cently effected an agreement whereby the station, in exchange for two as well as the 85 others in the
Through a staggered scheddaily programs promoting the the- chain.ule four
different trailers run siatres, receives screen publicity via
multaneously in Denver, with
film trailers and lobby displays in
the 97 Fox Intermountain theatres. others routed outstate. Each trailer includes pictures of five or six
It is estimated the station will get
or groups, with com8,000,000 visual program plugs an- radio mentstars
news by a KOA
nually in Denver theatres alone, announcerand pertinent
carried on the film sound
with several times this number
from the other houses in the large track. In addition, theatre lobby
theatre chain. The idea was devel- displays are planned from time to
time, and KOA artists and acts are
oped by Lloyd Yoder, general manscheduled for stage appearances in
ager of KOA, and Director Harry the
theatres.
Huflfman, of the theatre organization.
New Orlando Local
As its part of the promotion,
KOA broadcasts a daily series of A NEW local in Orlando, Fla., to
five-minute Theatre Reporter pro- operate on 1200 kc. vdth 250 watts
grams, covering screen news and unlimited time was granted Feb.
comment, together with midnight
20 by the FCC vwthout a hearing.
organ recitals remoted from Den- Hazlewood Inc., former licensee of
ver's Paramount Theatre. Visiting
West Palm Beach, was givscreen and stage personalities ap- WJNO,
en the construction permit. Principals are George B. Hill, consulting civil engineer of Jacksonville,
Snow Holiday
holding 69 shares, George A. Hazlewood with 21 shares, and W. J.
WILLIAM K. KIRKER, a
Sears, 10 shares. All were listed as
representative of NBC in
Jacksonville residents. Hazlewood
Berlin, celebrated WashingInc., previously had sought a reton's Birthday by shoveling
gional station on 1390 kc. but on
snow, he reported on his
Dec. 1 amended its application for
broadcast of Feb. 23. Leaving
the local assignment. The grant
his apartment on the 22d, he
was made with transmitter site and
said, he was handed a shovel
antenna to be determined subject
and told to get busy clearing
to FCC approval.
snow. "But," he remonstrated,
"today is Washington's BirthWOR's 18th Birthday
day— a patriotic holiday in
IN COMMEMORATION of its
the United States." "That
18th birthdayy on Feb. 22, WOR,
makes no difference," was the
answer. "Everyone living in
Newark,
broadcast a special prothis building must shovel
gram featuring Gabriel Heatter in
snow." Kirker said he didn't
a description
of the station
station's
mind the shoveling as much
growth
from a pioneer
on
as the American tourists who
500 watts, broadcasting from the
took pictures of him at his
roof of L. Bamberger & Co.'s store
menial task.
in Newark, to its present operation on 50,000 watts.
STARTING
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NBC WOULD ASSIST
KTHS 50 KW. PLANT
A TOTAL of $190,000 would be
raised by KTHS, Hot Springs, to
install a proposed new 50,000-watt
transmitter, with NBC advancing
a substantial proportion for the
transmitter itself, according to an
application pending before the
FCC. The station, owned by the
Hot Springs Chamber of Commerce, seeks FCC approval of its
application for fulltime with 50,000
watts on the 1060 kc. channel, in
lieu of its 10,000-watt special experimental fulltime operation.
The application, signed by S. A.
Kemp, president of the Chamber
of Commerce, states that the estimated cost of constructing the
50,000-watt transmitter and appurtenances would be $150,000. It is
explained that an arrangement has
been entered into with NBC whereby it will advance $115,000 for the
transmitter itself, if purchased
from RCA, and receive in return
a 5% 10-year note as security.
Then the station itself would issue
a series of notes, for local subscription, inthe amotmt of $75,000,
in denominations of $100, $500 and
$1,000 bearing 5% for a 10-year
term. The total indebtedness therefore would be $190,000.
The financing arrangement, the
FCC was informed, was drafted by
a popularly elected radio board of
the Chamber of Commerce.
General

Tire

Officials

Station
in Miami
ASeeking
NEW station
in Miami
to be
owned by officials of the General
Tire & Rubber Co. of Akron, is
sought in an application filed Feb,
15 with the FCC. Seeking a construction permit for 1330 kc. or
1360 kc. when the Havana Treaty
becomes effective, with 1,000 watts
day andthe500application
watts night,
time,
was "unlimited
filed by
General Broadcasting Inc.
T. F.
O'Neil,
Miami,
dent and
would ofhold
60% is ofpresithe
stock. He is a stockholder and director of General Tire & Rubber
and president of General Tire Co.
of Miami. His brother, William
O'Neil, president of the parent company in Akron Barberton,
and of theO.,Barberton Foundry,
would
be vice-president of the Miami company and would hold 39% of the
station's stock. Jack Reed, public
relations director of General Tire
in Akron, would hold 1%.
Seek Key West Outlet
FORMER Gov. David Scholtz of
Florida is disclosed as president
and 33% stockholder in Keys
Broadcasting Co., which has applied to the FCC
for akc.new
watt station
on 1310
in 250Key
West, Fla., southernmost commu
nity in the United States and one
of the few Florida communities
over 10,000 population still without
a radio station. Also a 33% stockholder is George H. Bowles, former California station operator.
Carl Scholtz, brother of the former governor, is 16% stockholder;
Nellie M. Joyce, secretary, 17%,
and William Porter, local banker,
1%. Carl Scholtz is also an applicant for a 250-watt outlet on 940
kc. in Fort Pierce, Fla.
CLARK CLEVELAND Co., Binghamton,
N. Y., during the week of Feb. 5 started
a test campaign for its toothpowder using
a varied number of spot announcements
weekly
Southern
stations.
Street & onFinney,
New California
York, is agency.
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SUIT
ITS

EACH

PROGRAM

TERRITORY

SPOT

TO

WITH

RADIO

No two sales territories are alike. Each one

I could afford to give radio support to territorie
3 "But
producing sales and deserving added oomph — like
Joe's and a dozen more.
"So Joe and I got together and worked out some SPOT
RADIO. Joe knows the right stations for his territory; helps
fit each message to each market, ties it into every selling
Jrive, all geared to our distribution.

calls for different strategy, different local merchandising, and therefore a different radio approach.
Whether live or transcribed you can use the
right kind of program for each strong station, at
the right time for listeners — all tied to your
Distribution — when you buy SPOT RADIO.
SPOT RADIO IS ADVERTISING THAT YOU CAN SPOT

ANY TIME

ANY LENGTH

ANY WHESiE

For any advertiser or agency executive who wants to
see how SPOT RADIO can meet his individual situation, we shall be very glad to prepare a special outline.
EDWARD
PETRY
&
INCORPORATED

CO.

Representing leading Radio Stations throughout the
United States — individually
Offices in: NEW YORK ■ CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO
DETROIT ■ ST. LOUIS • LOS ANGELES
BROADCASTING
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22D

EQUIPMENT

FOR

PORTABLE

REMOTES

SPEECH

OF

EVERY

INPUT

KIND

Here's the latest version of the famous 22 type family. In addition
to the time-proven features of its older brothers — rugged construction
— deluxe appearance — high fidelity — AC or battery operation — 4 mike
mixers and master gain control — it now offers a choice of the new
"conference" type volume indicators and other improvements.
One man

can handle it with ease. It's easy to set up — simple to

operate. And it's ready for immediate delivery.
Start the season off right. Get full details from XlJ^)'^
Graybar — or better still, order yours now,
lume
Electric Vo
t,KS 8208 Meter at Li

>-

GraybaR

Frank's

GOP

Report

Favors

Limiting
of Federal
Control
Promote Rather Than Depress Enterprise Through
Regulation, Republican Document Proposes
ALTHOUGH devoid of mention
ance of its creative function of proof radio as such, the report of the
ducing wealth in the form of more
Republican Program Committee,
and better goods at lower prices,
headed by Dr. Glenn Frank and with which alone the living standards of the nation can be lifted.
made public Feb. 18, outlined policies respecting Government regulasomefor"ordered
policy"
tion which were sympathetically
as Espousing
a substitute
administrative
received by the broadcasting indus- powers, the report said that in
try.
some instances Congress has legisThe 33,0(M)-word document, prelated in detail, leaving little discretion to administrative officials. In
pared under the direction of the
former president of Wisconsin U, others, however, administrative officials have been given, in effect,
cited that a cardinal principle of
regulation is to promote rather than the broad power to make law. Power
depress enterprise through definite so fundamental should be carefully
and easily ascertainable regula- guarded as to its extent and its
tions. Itcharged the New Deal with exercise, the committee said, asserting that the precise limits of the
the "restrictive type of regulation"
which has throttled new enterprise power conferred should be given
and precipitated an atmosphere of crystal-clear definition and the discretion of the regulatory authority
"doubt, confusion and uncertainty".
The Administration leadership, said confined to questions, the answers
the document, is responsible for a to which cannot in the nature of
movement to change the flexible and things be foreseen by Congress.
competitive system of American enIn particular, the committee said,
terprise into a politically dictated the functions of legislator, proseand politically dominated system,
cutor and judge should, as far as
despite its belief in private enter- possible, be separated. Moreover, it
prise.
added there should be general pi'oUnder Suspicion
cedure in all regulatory agencies
Proposed as a foundation for the that will insure to every person or
platform of the Republican Party group subject to regulation a full
and fair opportunity to be heard in
in the forthcoming Presidential
behalf. The committee decampaign, the Frank report, based his or its
clared there likewise should be some
on a two-year study, concluded that standard policy, applicable to all
a new political leadership should
restate the case for American free regulatory agencies, respecting the
right of appeal to the courts from
enterprise. The Roosevelt Adminisdecisions of administrative authoritration was accused of having as- ties.
sumed that business was essentially anti-social, "the more successful
it is the more sinister it must be",
and of viewing the primary relation of Government to business as
that of a policeman "shadowing a
suspicious character".
The only indirect mention of communication and radio in the report
was in connection with a discussion
on the possibility of new American
enterprise. The G.O.P. committee
declared that a fund of scientific
and technological results was lying
unexploited in the research files of
the nation, awaiting an atmosphere
of confidence to launch new industrial activities. The report added
that these scientific and technological results were to be found in communication, aswell as in a number
of other industrial fields. Presumably this expression encompassed
television, still held in experimental
status under Governmental regulation.
Defining good regulation and bad
regulation, the committee said that
in the former classification falls
that type of protective regulation
which protects the free enterprise
system itself against persons and
practices that would divert its energies from the creative functions of
producing wealth to the more acquisitive function of capturing
wealth, already created by varied
forms of manipulation. Regulation
is bad, the committee said, when it
goes beyond its protective pui-poses
and hampers the freedom of enterprise for the more efficient performBROADCASTING

Buys 'Breakfast Club'
McKESSON & ROBBINS, Bridgeport, Conn., on March 2 will sponsor a half-hour period of the Saturday Breakfast Club on three
NBC-Blue stations WJZ, New York;
NBZ, Boston, and KDKA, Pittsburgh, on behalf of Albolene
Cleansing Cream. The program is
broadcast from Chicago Mondays
through Saturdays from 9 to 10
a. m. on 90 NBC-Blue stations, and
was recently split into quarterhour packages so that local stations
might sell the program to sponsors.
J. D. Tarcher, New York, is agency.
More Gen. Foods Spots
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
Youk, which has been testing the
quarter-hour transcribed program
Kate Hopkins, Angel of Mercy for
Maxwell House Coffee on eight
Southern stations since last fall, on
April 1 plans to add about 20
stations to the list, although station
list has not yet been decided upon.
Benton & Bowles, New York, is
agency.
Omega Oil Tests
OMEGA CHEMICAL Co., Jersey
City, is testing a six-weeks campaign of six spot announcements
daily for Omega Oil on six stations
in the East. Brown & Thomas, New
York, is agency.

• Broadcast

PHILA. MUSICIANS
MAY SHIFT TO CIO

Advertising

A RODEO parade in Phoenix,
Ariz., offered KTAR a chance to
stage versatile coverage. Chief
Technician Andy Anderson (inset),
offered a birdseye view from a
Goodyear blimp (top), which a
promotion-minded cameraman shot
through the KTAR towers atop the
Heard building. Two other announcers spoke from strategic parade points. Phoenix Laundry &
Dry Cleaning
broadcast
for anCo.
hour.sponsored the
AUDIENCE'S I. Q.
Listeners Found Well Above
-General AverageRADIO audiences are not necessarily "moron listeners" and may
be on an intelligence level considerably higher than that ordinarily
credited to them, according to evidence released recently by the U of
California School of Education. The
data were obtained in a radio intelligence test conducted on the
University Explorer program by
Dr. Frank N. Freeman, dean of the
school.
Among the 2,331 persons taking
the test, the average score was 29,
according to the school's report. By
comparing the radio tests with carefully standardized scales, it was
determined that average public intelligence was represented by a
score of 24 — five points below that
of the radio audience. In terms of
I.O. (intelligence quotient), standard intelligence index, the score of
the radio audience was set at 110,
with normal or average I.Q. at 100.
"It seems clear that the people
who took this test are a superior
group
persons," the
Dr.high
Freeman
declaimed.of However,
average may be accounted for by the
fact that an abnormally large percentage of the audience consisted
of persons in the professional and
higher business groups, he added.
Dr. Freeman has stated that he
plans to give another test on the
University Ex^^lorer program, possibly late in the spring.
COXTROL of WSYR-WSYU, Syracuse, will pass from M. S. Wilder to
his son, Col. Harry C. AVilder, general
manager, under a transfer, authority
for which application has been filed
with the FCC. Col. AVilder now owns
27.7% of the stock, his father 52.2%.

A REVOLT in the ranks of Philadelphia musicians of AFM Local
77 over the purported failure of the
parent organization to give it full
support in its fight with WPEN,
Philadelphia, was reliably reported
following a meeting of the local
Feb. 23.
Word emanated from the session
that a resolution had been adopted
deprecating the failure of the AFM
International Board to give the
local wholehearted support in its
fight. Kept out of the resolution
but apparently discussed at the session was a movement to drop affiliation with AFM, an AFL union,
and set up a musicians branch
within CIO, headed by John L.
Lewis.
WPEN, gotiation
following
months
of newhich failed
to produce
an agreement with the local,
dropped its staff musicians and
since Jan. 13 the Union has been
picketing the station. On Feb. 15
National Assn. of Performing
Artists filed suit against WPEN
seeking to enjoin it from performing phonograph records on the air.
One report, unconfirmed, was
that Local 77 had paid counsel for
NAPA nection
a $1,000
retainer inoutcon-of
with this litigation,
a $7,500 "war fund" allotted by
the parent union to the Philadelphia local for its WPEN fight.
Lava Soap Discs
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, has started a test campaign
for
Lava
15-minutein
transcribed Soap
shows using
in 14 markets
addition to the nine which release
its NBC-Red program. Houseboat
Hannah, for the same product. Stations selected for Bill Elliott, the
Singing Cop, include WEEI WFBM
WWJ WEAN; David Adams has
been placed on WBEN KDKA
WTAM WDAF KOA WKY WFAA
KFRC WSYR KWK. The nine stations
regularly
carry WEBC
Houseboatwhich
Hannah
are KSTP
WHO WOW WDAF KVOO WKY
KPRC WFAA. Blackett-SampleHummert, Chicago, is agency.
Servel Dealer Discs
SERIES

of 30 one-minute transcribed dramatized announcements
has been prepared by the Transcription Service of WOR, Newark,
for release to local dealers by Servel Inc., New York, which recently
appointed BBDO, New York, to
handle its advertising for Electrolux refrigerators. The discs are
available to Servel dealers on a cooperative basis to be used on local
programs sponsored and arranged
by the dealers. Twenty-six of the
announcements promote gas refrigerators for city use, and 13 are designederatorsto promote
kerosene refrigfor rural use.
AUcock

Discs

ALLCOCK MFG. Co., New York,
since Feb. 1 has been conducting a
campaign for its porous plasters
Using one-minute transcribed announcements thrice weekly on
KPRC, Houston; KARK, Little
Rock, Ark.; WOAI, San Antonio;
KFH, homa
Wichita,
City. charge.
Smalland& WKY,
Seiffer, OklaNew
York, is in
March
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Compromise

OOMPH and lots of it has been
added to WSM's daily pickup of the
Pan-American crack train of the
Louisville & Nashville, since the
pickup point vs^as moved because of
u railvi^ay schedule change. The
flyer is picked up at 5:08 p. m. just
out of Nashville from this tow^er
and carried several miles by a special wire. The nevi^ pickup gets more
clickety-click and a downright
spine-tingling whistle. When the
Pan-American is a mile from the
pickup a warning bell is rung simultaneously in WSM's Nashville studios and the operator's tower. The
studio gives the train a clear board,
the announcer makes a few remarks, the operator hangs the mike
out the window, and thar she goes!
The mike is placed higher in the
air than was the case at the former
pickup point; the train passes over
a rail crossing, adding some extra
clickety-clicks, and the tower provides a sort of sounding board.
Dr. Miles on Coast
DR. MILES CALIFORNIA Co., Los
Angeles (Alka Seltzer), through
Associated Adv. Agency, that city,
on March 4 starts a five v^eekly
quarter-hour serial, Our Friendly
Neighbors, on 31 Don Lee network
stations, Monday through Friday,
11-11:15 a. m. Contract is for 52
weeks and is said to be the biggest
ever signed in West Coast radio,
representing a total expenditure
of $318,281.20. New series vsdll supplement the sponsor's five-weekly
quarter-hour night Alka Seltzer
News, on the same network, according to Frank Clancy, general
manager. P. O. Narveson and
James McCormack are agency executives on the account. Sydney
Gaynor, commercial manager of
KHJ, Los Angeles, represents the
network.

Bill

on

Is Proposed at JSew
RECOMMENDATION that proponents and opponents of the Perry
Bill [Broadcasting, Feb. 1], which
would make it a larceny to record
in New York any broadcast without the consent of the performers,
jointly work out a compromise
measure, was the result of an open
hearing of the measure in Albany
Feb. 20 before the combined code
committees of the State Senate and
Assembly.
Suggestion, made by Assemblyman G. B. Parsons (R-Syracuse),
followed discussions of the measure
by representatives
the American Federation of of
Musicians
and
the National Assn. of Performing
Artists, organizations supporting
the measure, and by Sydney Kaye,
opposing the bill in the name of
the NAB's New York State Committee of Broadcasters, and after
the committee members had indicated that the Perry Bill in its
present form had little chance of
being reported favorably.
Rights of Broadcasters
Arguments for the bill were presented by Jacob Rosenberg, president of AFM Local 802, New York;
Henry Friedman, AFM counsel;
Thomas Gamble, assistant to the
AFM president, and John O'Connor, Fred Waring's manager. They
charged there were "numerous
cases" of broadcasters and recording companies making records of
broadcasts without the knowledge
of the performers, who should receive extra pay for such recordings.
Mr. Kaye did not dispute the purpose of the bill, but contended that
broadcasters as well as performers
have rights and that these are not
mentioned in the measure. He
pointed out that the wrong is not
SUIT AGAINST RCA
SEEKS ACCOVlSTim

A STOCKHOLDER'S suit involving
over $270,000,000 was filed Feb. 19
in New York Federal Court by J.
Webster Manning, holder of 1,000
shares of RCA common stock,
against RCA, Westinghouse E. &
M. Co., General Electric Co. and 24
officers and directors of the three
companies. In his complaint, Mr.
Manning made two principal allegations.
The first cause of action is the
charge that from 1919, when RCA
was incorporated, until 1936, G-E
and Westinghouse controlled RCA
plainand policies.ofThe
stock
voting
tiff seeks
an accounting
6,500,000
shares of RCA common stock aland WestingG-E certain
given to for
houselegedly
in return
rights
to the use of patents and inventions owned by RCA. These agreements were illegal, it is claimed,^ as
Quaker Oats Out
the Government was investigating
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago, is the radio industry and the assets
and rights turned over to RCA
discontinuing two of its weekly
NBC programs early this spring, were worthless, and although these
because, it is rumored, of a plan to rights were subsequently relinquished, stock was not returned.
revise the merchandising and packaging of its cereal and puflfed wheat
The second cause of action involves RCA's loan of $11,600,000
and rice goods. Milton Berle's
Stop Me If You've Heard This One, to Radio-Keith-Orpheum on a 6%
heard on NBC-Red Saturdays, 8- debenture issue in 1931, although
8:30 p.m., was discontinued Feb. 24, RCA directors knew at that time
and March 25 will see the close of that RKO was about to go into
the Tommy Riggs Quaker Party bankruptcy. The complaint states
program, now on NBC-Red, Mon- the directors were negligent, and
days, 8-8:30 p.m. Ruthrauff & Ryan, that their acts constituted wasteChicago, is agency.
ful management and fraud.
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York State Hearing
in making recordings but in the
misuse of such records, and cited
the section of the Communications
Act which expressly forbids the rebroadcasting of any program without the consent of the originating
station.
He also stated that it is not always practicable to get the v^rritten
consent of all performers, as in
audience participation shows, remote pickups of sporting events in
which bands and cheer leaders may
be heard, transatlantic broadcasts
to this country, and the like. His
main contention, however, was that
the rights of the broadcasters
should be clearly recognized by any
legislation of this nature.
In conversations following the
hearing, representatives of the
musicians and performers are said
to have shovm little willingness to
recognize that the broadcasters
have any property rights in the
performances they broadcast or
that the recording companies have
any property
the performances rights
they record.in They
are
said to have maintained that all
performance rights are vested in
the performers. This attitude lends
credence to a belief in broadcasting circles that the real purpose of
the Perry Bill is to enable performers to cite a law of New York State
as evidence that they have sole
performance rights in recordings.
If this contention should be upheld,
it is said that the musicians, for
example, could then prohibit the
use of musical phonograph records
on any station which refused to
comply with AFM employment demands and so force all stations to
hire as many AFM members as the
union desii'es, regardless of need.

SIDNEY M. STROTZ, vice-president of NBC, Chicago, takes over
the gavel from his predecessor upon
installation as president of St.
John's Military Academy Club in
Chicago. Harry Dellenback (r), retiring president, presented the
gavel at an installation banquet
held in the Merchandise Mart.

In 1939, a group of RCA stockholders filed suits in New York Supreme Court, which are due for
trial this spring, in which waste of
$500,000,000 is claimed and allegations similar to those of Mr. Manning's are made.
It is probable
suits virill
be treated
similarly the
by
RCA, but no statement from that
company is forthcoming at present.
Cotton Week Plans
RADIO programs sponsored by
non-grocery chain store companies
served by the Institute of Distribution will be used the week preceding and during Cotton Week, May
17-25, to help the Cotton Consumption Council's nationwide 1940 "Use
More Cotton" campaign. Spot announcements promoting the campaign will be broadcast on programs sponsored by such companies
as Adam Hat Stores, Melville Shoe
Co., or Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Henry's Fiddle
BECAUSE
admired his Henry
playing,Ford
Henry
Siegl,
of WJR's
studio first
bandviolinist
and the
Ford
Symphony Orchestra, is playing a $40,000 Guarnerius
from the Greenfield Village
collection of rare instruments.
The fiddle, fabricated in Cremona in 1741, has been loaned
to Siegl for an indefinite
period.

BROADCASTING

Sale of 100,000 Shares
Of CBS Stock by Paley
Submitted to the SEC
A REGISTRATION statement covering the proposed sale of 100,000
shares of CBS stock was filed Feb.
25 by tiesthe
network vv^ith
the Securi-in
& Exchange
Commission
Washington.
Salefinancing
does notfor
represent additional
the
network, but is a sale by William
S. Paley, CBS president and largest
individual shareholder, to diversify
a part of his holdings. Mr. Paley
currently ovnis 448,636 shares, or
about 26% of all CBS stock outstanding. Following the sale he will
continue to hold 348,636 shares, or
about 20% of the stock.
Statement reveals that at a recent board meeting Mr. Paley, who
has been active head of CBS since
a year following its inception in
1927, tracthas
been given
conto continue
as CBSa new
president
for a period of five years, commencing Jan. 1, 1941. Statement
also shows that in 1939 net income
of CBS totaled $5,001,529, or $2.93
per share, as against a 1938 net of
$3,541,741, or $2.07 per share.
Offered to the Public
Stock
to beof sold
sists of proposed
20,000 shares
Classcon-A
stock and 80,000 shares of Class
B stock. There are outstanding
950,799 shares of Class A stock
and 758,924 shares of Class B
stock, with all rights the same
Holddirectors.
in electing
except
ers of Class
A stock,
voting sepato vote cumurately,
lativelyhavefor the
the right
election of half of
the total number of directors, and
holders of Class B stock, voting
separately, have the right to vote
by a majority of a quorum of Class
B stock for the election of the
other half of the directors.
Stock, listed on the New York
Stock Exchange, will be offered to
the public
a banking
group& consisting of by
Harriman
Ripley
Co.,
Lehman Bros., Glore, Forgan & Co.,
and W. E. Hutton & Co. Price was
not announced but is expected to be
at the market (241/2 for each stock
on Feb. 23). Dividends on both
classes of stock in 1939 amounted
to $1.50 per share and a dividend
of 45 cents per share has been declared for the first quarter of 1940.
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No GALAXY of imported network radio and screen stars lured the crowds above
to San Francisco's Civic Auditorium Friday, January 26. The attraction: resident
artists exclusively from KGO and KPO. The occasion: Diamond Jubilee broadcast of the San Francisco Chronicle, co-sponsored by that newspaper and San
Francisco's two NBC stations. The turnout: record-shattering.
Despite discontinuance of invitational announcements lO days before the
event, and the release of tickets only upon written request, the SRO sign had to
be hung out while 28,000 were still clamoring for admission. Two repeat performances were staged February 28 to accommodate the overflow.
The show was overwhelmingly successful, definitely established two things
for the radio- wise:
1. San Franciscans listen to KGO
tainers.
2. KGO

& KPO

& KPO

— ■ are enthusiastic over their enter-

are ready with audience-assured talent to do a real selling job

for you in this prosperous World's Fair market.

Represented

Nationally by

c

SPOT

Sales

Offices

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
BOSTON

CLEVELAND
DETROIT
HOLLYWOOD
PITTSBURGH

OCOT & CHnci
PLANTERSLATE Co.,NUSan
Fra sco
ts
(peanu
and peanut oil),
new to West Coast radio,
d
through Raymon R. Morgan Co.,
Hollywood, on Feb. 25 started a
weekly half-hour new type of quiz
program, WhAxVs on Your Mind?
on KNX, Hollywood. Providing an
outlet for suppressed ideas, the
weekly program, conducted by Gary
Breckner, invites listeners to submit pet theories and problems.
Eight are selected and presented
weekly.
Series is equipped with a merchandising "hook"ofdesigned
to stimulate enthusiasm
both consumer
and dealer. With evidence of purchase attached, listeners are invited to submit 10-word "telegraphically-phrased" reasons why they
like Planters peanuts. Winner attaching an empty five-cent Planters peanut bag to the message receives $5.
If metal strip from the 25c
vacuum pack can of peanuts is attached, $10 is the award. Entry
composed of words taken from the
label of a Planters peanut oil jar is
given $15. Prizes are distributed by
Western Union at start of the program with roar of motorcycles
broadcast as messengers leave
KNX.
As an inducement to dealers,
Western Union messengers secure
the store name from where contestant made purchase. Upon checking up, if the messenger finds the
store contains a prominent display
of Planters products, the dealer is
also presented with an equal cash
award as that given the contestant.
Besides counter cards in all stores
selling Planters products, 34 Western Union offices in the Los Angeles metropolitan area feature elaborate window displays as additional
promotion for the program. Series
is produced and announced by
Samuel Pierce, program director of
Raymond R. Morgan Co.
*
* *
Camera Tricks
AS STATION promotion, KMTR,
Hollywood, broadcasts a weekly
half -hour Camera Clinic, which has
a membership of more than 2,000
amateur photographers. Prior to
the broadcast, members hold meetings during which lectures are given
and photographic problems discussed. Program is conducted by
Lyman Smith who also arranges
weekly free expeditions for the
members to various parts of Southem California. Camera Clinic members hold a monthly art exhibit at
the KMTR studios.

Minds and Nuts — Discs and Theatres — For the Druggists —
Genuine Bean — Equally Genuine Penny
Cleveland Awards
TWO new merchandising plans
have been started by sponsors on
WHK, Cleveland. Jacob Laub Baking Co., sponsoring Eleanor Hanson's daily morning show, gives
away $6 in daily prizes for "Disenable themcoveries"tobyhome-makers
do householdthat
chores
more easily. Entries accompanied
by bread wrappers may win $2,
those without a wrapper $1. Winners are invited to the studio to ralate
their
"Discoveries".
Brownlee particular
Chevrolet Inc.,
sponsors
of Wayne & Dick, The Musical
Brownies, are offering 1,000 free
grease jobs in one month to autoists writing in promptly. Work and
grease is all gratis, vdth no strings
attached, and the firm has hired
an additional grease-monkey to
work on listeners'
* * cars.*
Anniston Chicks
WHMA, Anniston, Ala., raising 25
baby chicks for Purina Mills in a
special brooder provided by the
feed company, is getting some good
publicity on the stunt through its
tie-up with the Anniston Star and
weekly newspapers in the station's
service area. Reports of the chicks'
progress are made twice-weekly on
special broadcasts, during which
a microphone is placed by the
brooder while the report is being
read. The brooder, placed in the
WHMA lobby, has attracted considtors. erable attention from station visi* * *
Druggists Week
THROUGH proclamation of Cincinnati's Mayor Stewart, the Feb.
18-25 period was declared Neighborhood Druggists Week in the
city, under auspices of the Ohio
Valley Druggists Assn. in cooperation with WKRC, Cincinnati. During the week the association and
WKRC set up a large display of
old and modern pharmaceutical
equipment, filling three windows of
the Fifth Third Union Trust Co.,
while the station also distributed
posters to 300 local neighborhood
drug stores.

Junior Fun
WITH admission set at an empty
paper milk container and a nickel,
a local cooperative dairy association has started a four-hour Saturday morning participating kids
show, an outgrowth of the Junior
Circle of Fun Saturday afternoon
feature heard for several years on
KDYL, Salt Lake City. Entertainment consists of a spelling bee with
cash prizes and movies — two cartoons, two features and a serial.
^ ^ ^
To Find WCKY
TO AID account executives in
quickly finding the advance program schedules of WCKY, Cincinnati, among the sheafs of such
papers on their desks, WCKY has
added an attention-compelling cover page to its schedule. The cover
is printed in dark blue on a light
blue background and carries a picture of a WCKY vertical antenna.
Page 40
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BEST - DRESSED announcer a t
KRNT, Des Moines, is this model
(wax) newscaster in the window of
the local Bond clothing store. An
AP teletype was included in the
display along with a photo of Glen
Law, KRNT news editor and announcer of the Bond program. The
teletype was kept in operation, and
the display was a good crowdpuller, says Ralph Jarnagin, store
manager.

Fu and Film
COOPERATIVE radio - promotion
of Fu Manchu, involving about 50
stations and sponsors and 5,000
theatres throughout the country,
has been arranged between Radio
Attractions, New York, for its current program series The Shadow
of Fu Manchu and Republic Pictures for its March serial release,
"Drums of Fu Manchu." Theatres
will contribute screen trailers, lobby displays and advertisements
calling attention to the local broadcasts of the program. Sponsors of
the program will reciprocate with
spot announcements of the picture's
release dates, while both production organizations are supplying
theatres and stations with promotion material for the joint camFour new sponsors of the propaign.
gram have recently been announced
by Radio Attractions, as follows:
Dodge Dealers Assn., Baltimore,
on WFBR; Spear & Co., Pittsburgh
(department store), on KDKA,
through Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh; Canton Provision
Canton, O. (Pioneer
meats) , onCo.,
WHBC,
and Noss Pretzel & Cone Co., Cleveland, on WHK, through Lang,
Fisher & Kirk, Cleveland.
* * *
KTAR Shows Film
PLUGGING radio as an industry,
the promotion department of
KTAR, Phoenix, Ariz., has exhibited the sound movie, "Looking at
Radio on Sound Film", to more than
20 service
educational
zations inand
central
Arizona organiin the
last month. J. Howard Pyle, director, who makes introductory and
closing remarks at each showing,
estimated tnat 3,000 persons have
seen the feature. KVOA. Tucson,
has a similar program slated for
March.
* * *
From Soybean Hdqrs.
GENUINE soybean pod attached
by red scotch tape accents the
latest printed promotional letter
produced by WSOY (formerly
WJBL), Decatur, 111. The promotional message brings out the expanding place of the soybean plant
in the national economy and the
"world's new soybean center. Cention. tral Illinois", covered by the sta* * *
Mrs. Baird's Bread
CALLING attention to the new
weekly half-hour Songs You Love
series sponsored
by Mrs.
Bakeries
on KGKO,
Fort Baird's
Worth,
and Lone Star Chain stations, 270,000 of the sponsor's bread wrappers have been distributed in Fort
Worth, Dallas and Houston. TracyLocke-Dawson,
Dallas, handles the
account.
Streitmann's Samples
ALL PERSONS interviewed by
Warde Adams on his Streitmann's
Street Man program, heard thriceweekly on WRVA, Richmond, Va.,
receive a letter entitling them to a
package
of the
sponsor's product
from their
neighborhood
grocer.
Streitmann Baking Co. is the sponsor.

Film-Radio Tieup
WM. WRIGLEY Jr. Co., Chicago
(chewing gum), sponsoring the
weekly half-hour CBS Melody
Ranch with Gene Autry, as exploitation for the program, is cooperating with Republic Pictures Corp.,
in advertising the film, Rancho
Grande, which features the singing
cowboy. The gum concern is putting out 100,000 three-color posters
which plugs the picture and also
ties in with the radio program. In
addition, musical numbers from the
picture will be sung by Autry on
his weekly program.
*
* *
Last But Not Least
"WHEN you figure it down to the
last cent (actual, and very shiny,
too)," says WKBN, Youngstown,
etc. The last cent was pasted (securely) to a card on which was
printed the sales message. W. R.
Link, local sales manager, directed
the promotion stunt. Since the
penny was of the Lincoln type,
distribution of the cards was started on Lincoln's Birthday.
BROCHURES
CKAC, Montreal — Cartoon booklet
promoting station personalities and
programs,
with captions in both English and French.
NBC — Two-color promotion booklet.
"Four of a Kind", with an orchid
motif chronicling the popularity of
NBC programs.
WLW. Cincinnati
in brochure-folder form—ofReprint
Bkoadcasting
19JfO Yearhook Numher advertising
insert.
WOAI. San Antonio — -Die-cut folder
of heavy paperboard promoting NBC
program
popularity as reflected in listener polls.
WEDC.
Chicago
^Brochure programs
presenting data on
rates,— coverage,
and listener surveys.
NBC — File folder. "Blue Review of
Ifl.Sn
Pacific
listing
19
sponsors
now Coast
usingEdition."
the Pacific
Blue,
which NBC suggests be kept for filing
future Blue Network promotion.
KOMA. Oklahoma City— Folder listing morning, afternoon and evening
programs on the station during the
spring season.
WNAX,
Yankton. S. picture
D. — Second
edition of planographed
brochure
promoting farm service of the station,
with program schedules.
KMMJ, Grand Island. Neb. — Fourpage file-size news folder with success
stories, programs, etc. The Reporter.
as it is titled, is expected to be a weekly release.
WCCO. Minneapolis — Broadside pictorial folder covering the second anfestival byconducted asnuala Johnson
stationNight
promotion
Rollie
.Johnson, WCCO sportscaster.
KTOK. Oklahoma City — New monthly
program
"Air "Designed
Raves", and
a red-whitepromotion.
folder, titled
for
Listening",
containing market and station information.
WJZ.er, New
York-Bhie-and-white
foldillustrated
by Dr. Seuss, titled
"Everything's East at 7 a. m.." promoting Ed East's Breakfast in Bedlam.
MINNESOTA RADIO NETWORK
— Series of regularly published brochures, "Buy Lines", promoting new
shows ketsonand facilities
the network,
along with
marof member
stations.
Produced bv sales promotion division
of KSTP, St. Paul.
CBS PACIFIC
Finepaper
tint block NETWORK—
brochure promoting
CPN "Coverage where coverage
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So The Advertiser May
Know WHICH Station

DENVE

Vast audiences throi^K^HI^^^^^^p^
with keen
interest the great NBC ReSnSWwofC programs which
lead America in popularity polls. On KOA these same
most popular programs
audience superiority.

To make

in America

also assure you of

doubly sure, 8,000,000 yearly screen impres-

sions in Denver's 12 leading movie theatres constantly
remind 160,000 weekly theater fans in Denver of
KOA's splendid programs. In addition, from time to
time KOA trailers likewise are run in 97 Fox Intermountain Theaters throughout Colorado and portions
of Wyoming, Kansas, Nebraska, New Mexico, and Utah.

Thus, in addition to all other values, you find the West's
greatest listening audience on this 50,000 watt station.
NATIONAL

BROADCASTING
A Radio Corporation of America Service

COMPANY

WORLD'S
GREATEST
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
BOSTON-SPRINGFIELD
DENVER— KOA
PITTSBURGH— KDKA
WBZ & WBZA (990 KC)
NEW YORK— WEAF & WJZ
SAN FRANCISCO— KGO & KPO
CHICAGO— WENR & WMAQ
PH ILADELPH 1 A— KYW
SCHENECTADY— WGY
CLEVELAND— WTAM
WASHINGTON, D. C— WMAL & WRC

50,000
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Paramount

Over
Fight Looms
Louisville Petition
ANOTHER free-for-all in Louisville was foreshadowed Feb. 19 with
the filing of an application for a
new regional station in that city by
Mid-American Broadcasting Corp.
A number of prominent Louisville
businessmen, including the principal owners of Frankfort Distilleries, are identified with the applicant.
Seeking assignment on the 1040
kc. channel (and on 1080 kc. when
the Havana Treaty becomes effective) with 5,000 watts day and
1,000 watts night, the application
lists nine Louisville residents as
stockholders. Control apparently
would not repose in any single individual. Largest blocks of stock
would be held by Lawrence Jones,
industrialist described as an important stockholder in Frankfort
Distilleries, and Emanuel Levi,
former business manager of the
Louisville Courier - Journal and
former publisher of the Chicago
Herald-Examiner. Each would hold
20 shares of preferred stock and 16
shares of common stock. James F.
BrowTilee, of Frankfort Distilleries;
Milton S. Trost, director of Kaufman-Straus Co., department store;
Edward L. Altsheler Jr., president
of the Shorts Tire Co. ; L. T. Smyser, realtor; Henry Fitzhugh Jr.;
Mary Peabody Fitzhugh, and Willard Johnson would be the other
stockholders.
Indications of a fight were seen
when WGRC, New Albany, across
the river from Louisville, announced through its president, S.
A. Cisler Jr., Feb. 27 that it is filing for the identical facilities, except it is seeking 5,000 watts day
and night on the 1040 kc. Withdrawal of the WGRC appeal from
the FCC decision granting the Kentucky Broadcasting Co. a construction permit for a new local in
Louisville also was announced by
Mr. Cisler. The proposed new station, WINN, is embroiled in litigation before the FCC involving revocation growing out of financial
responsibility. D. E. (Plug) Kendrick, vice-president and general
manager of KITE, Kansas City, is
the principal stockholder. In addition to WGRC, it has been strongly
indicated that WHAS and WAVE,
pioneer Louisville stations, will
combat the new application.
Hot Springs Dismissal
DISMISSAL of the appeal of C. E.
Palmer, application for a new station in Hot Springs, Ark., from
the FCC decision granting the application ofClyde E. Wilson and
Howard A. Shuman, for a construction permit for a station in
the same city, was ordered Feb.
3" by the U. S. Court of Appeals
f r the District of Columbia. Ac1 )n was taken on the motion of the
1? CC as well as of Wilson and Shuman, who intervened. The Wilson
and Shuman application, for a local station on 1310 kc, unlimited
time, was granted last July. Palmer had applied for the same facilities.
DON LEROY, manufacturing chemist of Seattle, has applied to the FCC
for a new 1,000-watt station on 900
kc. Ln Ketchikan, Alaska, asking for
the facilities of KGBU there.
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A BANQUET marked the recent affiliation of WSAY, Rochester, with
Mutual network. At the speaker's table was Fred Weber (standing),
MBS general manager, who lauded the station's service and enterprise.
Shown here are (1 to r) Winston Thornburg, WSAY sales manager;
Mr. Weber; Morton Nussbaum, WSAY commercial manager; Gordon P.
Brovra, WSAY general manager. Affair was held at Hotel Rochester.
GRAND

JURY

CHARGE

IS AIRED

Court Holds Broadcast BeneFicial to Public
By Brinsins Proceedings Into the Open
JURIDICAL interpretation of the without purchase, completely and
right of stations to broadcast court
proceedings was advanced early in without
"As thedelay.'
radio has taken its place
January by Judge Edward B. as one of the world's greatest, most
Ashurst, of the 13th Oregon Ju- important and most practical means
dicial District, in permitting KFJI, of transmitting news, information
Klamath Falls, to broadcast his in- and intelligence, so has it also
structions to the grand jury dur- taken its place as one of the most
ing a proceeding of particular in- important, if not the most practical
terest to the community. Respond- mediums of bringing the American
ing to a request by the station. people in closer relationship with
Judge Ashurst harked back to the and to their courts of justice and
principle of open trial and open affairs of State. It is my firm conjustice established under the terms
viction, predicated upon years of
of the Magna Charta.
public life and service, that it is
when the acts of public officials
"When this provision was writ- only
ten into the Magna Charta, the are transacted in the light of day
foundation was laid for the per- that the public is best and most
petuation of that conception of
Anglo-Saxon liberty, a principle properly served."
cherished wherever the English
Would Buy WWAE
language is spoken," commented
Judge Ashurst. "Those who laid WWAE, Hammond, Ind., fulltime
the foundations of our Oregon Gov- 100-watt outlet on 1200 kc, will be
ernment, and who wrote, ordained
sold to 0. E. Richardson and Dr.
and established its constitution were
Fred
L. Adair,
not only well versed in history, but
were well versed in the science of equal partners,
government as well; and in writing if authorization
sought from the
our Constitution adopted the most
FCC is forthcomfamous provision of the Magna
ing. Mr. RichardCharta. Thus our Constitution conson,
trictveteran
manager disfor
tains a provision which reads, 'No
court shall be secret, but justice
Graybar
who
sevshall be administered openly and
eral years ago became 32% stockholder in the Mr. Richardson
Hammond - Calumet Broadcasting
Portable Nuisance
Corp., licensee of WWAE and
WHIP, also in Hammond, and Dr.
PORTABLE radios are the
Adair propose to buy the station
newest menace facing engioutright from the corporation in
neers during remote broadwhich George F. Courrier is 50%
casts, according to KDYL,
stockholder and Doris Keene 17%.
Salt Lake City. The station
has reported that on-thescene listeners taking their
Ask Northwest Outlet
pick-me-up sets to remote
AN APPLICATION for a new stabroadcasts have caused no
tion at Ellensburg, Wash., to operend of grief by tuning in
ate on 1110 kc. with 1,000 watts
KDYL and creating feedunlimited
time, has been filed with
back. After a recent theatre
the FCC by Symons Broadcasting
broadcast, during which four
Co., licensee of KFPY, Spokane.
microphones were used, was
T. W. Symons Jr., chief owner of
all but broken up by one of
KFPY and KXL, Portland, Ore., is
the portable fans, staff engilisted as president and treasurer
neers started enlisting thewith 66% of stock. A. L. Bright,
atre ushers in seeking out
vice-president and secretary, holds
portable radios before com33%, while E. B. Craney, director
mencing the broadcast.
and half-owner of KGIR, Butte, is
listed as a director.
BROADCASTING

Exploiting

Movie Talent by Radio
CAPITALIZING on the radio popularity of many of the Paramount
Pictures stars, the motion picture
company has arranged for special
promotion on leading radio programs prior to the release of ten of
its most important pictures this
spring.
radio promotion
ed in The
February
on NBC startGood
News of 19^0, sponsored by GenFoods Corp.,
when Ronald
Colman eraland
Ida Lupino
presented
scenes from "The Light That
Failed", a current Paramount picture. On the CBS Lux Radio Theatre program Feb. 12, Charles
Laughton and Elsa Lanchester
played
"Sidewalks
London",scenes
and from
on Feb.
15 Jackieof
Cooper and Betty Fields appeared
on the Vox Pop program, sponsored by Penn Tobacco Co. on CBS,
On Feb. "Seventeen".
22 Bing Crosby will
promoting
start radio introductions of songs
from "Road to Singapore", and will
promote the same picture on the
Kraft Music Hall program on NBC
March 15, and on the Bob Hope program, sponsored by Pepsodent Co.
on NBC, March 19. Arrangements
are being completed by Robert Gillham, Paramount's advertising and
publicity director, for broadcasts in
connection with seven other productions.
Bakery Discs
ROMAN MEAL Co., Tacoma,
Wash, (bread), through Barton A.
Stebbins Adv., Los Angeles, ia its
Hollywood stars campaign, is issuing a series
20 one-minute
scribedofannouncements
monthlytranto
56 bakeries nationally for direct
placement on approximately 150
stations. Announcements feature
Don Wilson, announcer of the NBC
Jack Benny Show, and Ken Carpenter, announcer on the NBC Kraft
Mu^ic Hall.
Record Seeks WHAT
NEGOTIATIONS looking toward
sale of WHAT, Philadelphia local,
by Bonwit-Teller & Co., department
store, to the Philadelphia Record,
piiblished by J. David Stern, were
reported in progress Feb. 26. The
station was acquired by BonwitTeller from the Philadelphia Public Ledger about a year ago for approximately $10,000. Samuel R.
Rosenbaum, president of WFIL, is
understood to be handling the transaction for Bonwit-Teller.
Paramount Contract
PARAMOUNT PICTURES, New
York, on March 11 starts thriceweekly
on the
Ballroom spots
program
on Make
WNEW,Believe
New
York, on a 52-week basis to promote its current picture releases in
New York City. Buchanan & Co.,
New York, is in charge.
Ted Taylor in Applicant Group
O. L.ager of(Ted)
KGNC, TAYLOR,
Amarillo. general
Tex., is man50%
stockholder in Harbenito Broadcasting Co., Cameron County, Tex., apa newcommunity.
250-watt
station plyingonto the
1870FCCkc. for
in that
He is secretary of the company, with
McHenry Tichenor and Genevieve
Tichenor, each 25% stockholder, as
president
vice-president,
tively. and
The Tichenors
are bothrespecfrom
Harlingen, Tex. Mr. Taylor is also
stockholder and general supervisor of
the licensee corporations operating
KRGV, tonio;
Weslaco;
KTSA, San AnKFYO, Lubbock.
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AND

PROVEN

BY

SUCCESSFUL

Nothing succeeds like success. The
future success of radio station WRVA

ADVERTISERS

I I advertisers on WRVA

— like a man — may be judged by
past performance. Here we present

1 advertiser

on V/RVA

for over
for 9

10 years!
years!

the audience-power of WRVA — by
the people who know it best. The
names of these advertisers who have

2 advertisers on V/RVA

for S'/z years!

I advertiser

on WRVA

for iVi years!

selected Virginia's only 50,000 watt
radio station (located near Richmond) will be furnished on request.
C. T. LUCY, General Manager

1 advertiser

on WRVA

for 6

PAUL

H. RAYMER

CO.

National Representative
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO

• Broadcast

for 4'/2 years!

2 advertisers on WRVA

for 4

years!

5 advertisers on WRVA

for 3

years!

50.000

''VIRGINIA'S
BROADCASTING

4 advertisers on WRVA

COLUMBIA

^UJRVA

PREMIER

years!

AND

MUTUAL

NETWORKS

UJATTS

RADIO

STATION''

Advertising
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Let's

Re-Vne

you have not made

PERHAPS

The

full use of

one of World's most useful services to advertising men. The

opportunity

study audition samples
Many

agency

men

radio programs

to hear and

is available at World.

begin their plans for new

by coming

to World

to study

trends— to see what's new in the market
For this is Transcription
Hundreds

place.

Headquarters.

of ideas gravitate to World

and we

are you looking for ? 30-minute

sical programs, 15-minute
5-minute
ments?

AT

dramatizations,
A complete

mu-

NEW

Pre-

script shows, itt

1-minute

announce

variety of shows

awaits-

your audition in our studios. You may not find
a ready-made
dozens

program

to suit, but you'll find; ^^

of patterns upon

that is the important
Having

hit upon

which

to build, and

thing.
your idea, by using World

transcription facilities, you may make

radio coverage.

And

free use

data in planning your Jj]

you'll have extra satis-

BROADC

WORLD
STUDIOS

And

of our wealth of market

record the good ones for private audition.
What

Old

YORK,

'CHICAGO,

HOLLYWOOD

•

Dio

e

The

— ADVERTISERS'
BLUE BOOK
—
These stations enjoy exclusive local rights to the World Library
— greatest repertory of music ever recorded for radio — and
their audiences enjoy vastly superior reception because these
stations have installed the most sensitive and costly equipment designed especially for broadcasting World recordings.
Advertisers planning spot campaigns will do tvell to consider
the influence and popularity of World Program Service stations.
ALABAMA
MINNESOTA
Pampa
Worth
KTRH . Dallas-Ft.
Anniston KATE . . . Albert Lea WBAP
WHMA
KRLH
. Houston
WMOB
KPDN
WMSL . . . . Mobile KVOX
. . . Moorhead
. Decatur
.
Rochester KPAC
WJRD . . . Tuscaloosa KROC
Port Arthur
KSTP St. Paul-Minneapolis KEUB
KTSA
ARIZONA
KOY
San
MISSISSIPPI
UTAH Antonio
.... Phoenix WFOR
. Hattiesburg KPP
KDYL
KELD ARKANSAS
WAML
....
Laurel
. Salt Lake Price
City
El Dorado
.... McComb WSVA
KARK
Harrisonburg
. Little Rock WSKB
KUOA . . Siloam
WRVA
VIRGINIA
Springs WPBC . . . yicksburg WOBJ
MISSOURI
CALIFORNIA
KPMC
. Bakers field KWOS . . Jefferson City KXRO . . . Richmond
KIEM
. Roanoke
KMBC . . . Kansas City KIRO WASHINGTON
. . Eureka KWOC . . Poplar Bluff
KHJ
KGER ... Long Beach KWK
Aberdeen
. . . St. Louis
. Los Angeles
Seattle
KGB
KLX
Oakland KGCX MONTANA
.
.
.
Walla
Walla
KUJ
KFRC ...
. . . Wolf Point
Wenatchee
...
San Diego
WCHS
NEBRASKA
. . San Francisco KFAB-KFOR.
WEST
VIRGINIA
WHIS
. . Lincoln
KDB
. Santa Barbara ROIL
.Bluefield
KSRO
Omaha WBLK . . .. Charleston
. Santa Rosa 'ESG ....
KGDM
.Parkersburg
Clarksburg
NEVADA
KHUB
Stockton KOH
WPAR
Reno
. Watsonville
NEW MEXICO
KFEL COLORADO
WEAU WISCONSIN
KGGM
.
.
Albu
.... Denver
KFXJ
Junction KICA .... Clovis WHBY-WTAO
.. Eau
GreenClaire
Bay
KGHF .. .Grand
WKBH
La Crosse
....
Santa Fe WIBA
. . Pueblo KVSF NEW
YORK
WTIC CONNECTICUT
. Madison
. . Buffalo WISN
Hartford WGR-WKBW
WELI
. Milicaukee
WSAU
. New Haven WKNY
. . . Wausau
. .Kingston
Elmira KHBC
WOR
DIST. OF COLUMBIA
WJSV
New York
City KGMB HAWAII
Washington
HUo
Honolulu
(Newark)
WINS
WRUF FLORIDA
New
New York
York City
City
. . Gainesville WPXR
WHAM
... Miami WFBL
CANADA
WDBO
Rochester
WQAM ...
Orlando WFAS
ALBERTA . Calgary
CFAC
WTSP
.
St.
Petersburg
WSPB
WhiteSyracuse
Plains CJCA
WJNO
....
Sarasota
NORTH CAROLINA
WDLP . West Panama
. Edmonton
Palm Albany
Beach
City WCNC
BRITISH COLUMBIA
. . Elizabeth City CKWX
VancouDer
WBIG . . . Greensboro
GEORGIA
WGPC
WEED . . Rocky Mount CFAR MANITOBA
WATL
. Atlanta WSTP . . . Salisbury
....
. . Winnipeg
Flin Flon
WRDW
. Augusta WAIR . . Winston Salem CJRC
WRBL ... Columbus
WMAZ
NORTH DAKOTA
NEW BRUNSWICK
. . Macon KOLR
... Devils Lake CKCW
Moncton
WTOC
WAYX ... Savannah KRMC . . Jamestown CHSJ
. Saint John
. • Waycross KLPM
....
Minot
OHIO
Brantford
ONTARIO
IDAHO
wrCKPC
KIDO
KRLC
WJW .... Akron CBO
CKCA • • . Hamilton
CKOC
Lewislon
WHBC
....
Canton
ILLINOIS
WGN
. Chicago WGAR . . . Cleveland CKSO .. .• >. .• Kenora
Ottatva
WDAN
. . . Columbus CKCL .... Sudbury
. Danville WBNS
WSAI
.
.
.
Cincinnati
....
Toronto
WSOY
. .. Decatur
Quincy WKBN . . .Yo ungstown CKLW
. Windsor
WTAD
WCBS
OKLAHOMA
Owen Sound
CFOS
. Springfield KCRC
Enid
WTRC .INDIANA
. . . Elkhart KBIX . , , Muskogee CKCV
CKAC . . . Montreal
. .Oklah oma City CHLN
WGBF-WEOA . Evansville KOMA
Tulsa
WIRE
. Quebec
WLBC
Indianapolis KVOO
• QUEBEC
. Three
Rivers
. Muncie
OREGON
SASKATCHEWAN
IOWA
WMT
CKBI
KUIN
. . . Grants Pass CJGX
. Prince Albert
Cedar Rapids KFJI
woe
. . Klamath Falls CJRM
. . Regina
. Davenport KOIN
KMA
. . . .Portland
. Yorkton
. . Shenandoah
PENNSYLVANIA
KANSAS . Abilene WCBA-WSAN . Allenlown
FOREIGN
KFBI
WFBG .... Alloona
AUSTRALIA
WHOP KENTUCKY
WLEU
Erie
... Adelaide
4
BC
Hopkinsville
S
DN
WKBO
...
Harrisburg
Lexington
KZ ... Brisbane
WLAP
WCAU . . Philadelphia 23 GB
WPAO
. . Melbourne
....
Sydney
. Paducah WIP . . Philadelphia
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge WCAE . . . Pittsburgh
WJBO
NEW
ZEALAND
KWKH
. . WilliamspOTt 1 ZB
. Shreveport WRAK RHODE
* . .. Wellington
Auckland
2 ZB
ISLAND
MAINE
WJAR
. Providence 3 ZB
WLBZ
.
Bangor
.
.
Christchurch
SOUTH CAROLINA
WBAL MARYLAND
4ZB
• MEXICO
• . . Dunedin
. Anderson XEW
WTBO
, Mexico City
Baltimore WAIM
WCSC
.
Charleston
Cumberland
WFMO
TENNESSEE
SOUTH AFRICA
. . Frederick
South African
WOPI .... Bristol
WCOPMASSACHUSETTS
Broadcasting Corp.
WEEI
. . Chattanooga
. Boston WDOO
... Memphis
.... Boston WREC
WTAG
WLAC . . . Nashville
WHAI
Cape
Town
Worcester WTJS
Durban
.. Greenfield
....
Grahamstown
TEXAS Jackson
MICHIGAN
Johannesburg
WHDF
.... Calumet KGNC . . . A marillo
WJR
VENEZUELA
WDMJ
. Detroit KRIC . Beaumont
. Marquette KGKO . Dallas-Ft, Worth YV5RA-YV5RC. . Caracas

Idea?

New

iction in the use of World
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OUR

PLATFORM

Keep American radio free as the press.
Maintain a system of free, competitive broadcasting, renderinp public service without undue
restraint.
Build programs to provide the greatest good
for the greatest number.
Avoid political partisanship on the air.
Install radios in every home, classroom, office,
automobile, passenger train and airplane.
Keep pace with technical developments and
foster their commercial applications.
Daytime Paradox
THE PARADOX of the daytime serial is
stumping radio's best program minds. Criticism of sob-sister serials, first bandied about
within the industry, now is arousing outside
agitation. "Not Listening" clubs are being
organized by women here and there. A survey
of daytime listening habits among women is
being undertaken. Yet the program ratings
of the serials continue to hold their levels and
non-serials tried in opposition apparently have
not clicked on anything approaching a convincing basis.
It is foolish to charge the broadcaster with
attempting to foist on the public programs he
thinks they should have. The public is the
censor. If people do not listen, the broadcaster
(and his client) soon realize it. There is an
inevitable change.
It is generally recognized that the daytime
serial is overdone. Moreover, because of the
preponderance of such presentations, the quality of production has begun to slip in some
instances at least. The fact that criticism has
begun to spread certainly is indicative of
something askew. And if the audience barometer begins to fall, it won't be long before the
shift to other types of programming gets under way.
It is probably trtie that the present outside
criticism emanates from a segment of the audience which is substantially above average.
Club women are not average listeners. They
reflect the "cultural" element. And they also
do not constitute the housewife audience which
actually buys the soap-flakes and the frying
fats. National advertisers like Procter & Gamble and Lever Bros, are not spending their
advertising money foolishly. By virtue of their
own daytime surveys, they know full well
whether their programs are popular and pull.
Despite this, broadcasters are agreed that
Page 46
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an overdose of daytime serials constitutes bad
programming. The movement is already underway toward a better program balance. The
trend, however, has been almost too gradual.
Many stations are experimenting vvdth diversified types of daytime programs. As in the
past, we invite stations and agencies building
programs which successfully compete with
these daytime serials to tell us, so we can tell
other advertisers, agencies and broadcasters
about them. It all makes for a happier audience, satisfied clients, and better radio.
In

Self

Defense

UNREST in the broadcasting industry over
capers of the FCC has about reached an alltime high. It springs from the indicated machinations of what is regarded as a new "crackdovra" majority on the Commission, which evidently seeks to interpret the Communications
Act as giving it absolute and unrestricted
power over practically all phases of station
operation.
There is talk of a reallocation under the
Havana Treaty later this year which would
involve wholesale revamping of assignments,
instead of the expected moderate realignment
contemplated under the treaty itself. There is
wild-eyed speculation over complete elimination of clear channels. Broadcasters already
have seen examples of indiscriminate licensing of new stations without regard for engineering standards heretofore more or less observed, nor for the effect upon existing stations
(i.e., the grant of a new regional in Minnesota
to former Judge John P. Devaney and of a
new local in Georgia to Gov. E. D. Rivers).
Then there is the revival of the censorship
bugaboo. In fact, every radio nightmare conjured tip in the last dozen years of regulation
appears to have been resurrected all at once.
These events have developed because of interpretations of the Communications Act by the
new rigid regulation majority on the FCC.
Congress created the FCC to function for it
as an administrative agency. It alone has the
power to redefine, modify, or if it feels so
inclined, repeal the Communications Act. Since
there is such grave doubt as to the intent of
Congress, and since the existing situation is
fraught with such danger to the public, let
alone the industry, it is up to Congress clearly
to instruct its creature — the FCC — to keep
within bounds.
A bill designed to do precisely that is pending in Congress. It was introduced by Rep.
Ditter, a Pennsylvania Republican. But it is not

a piece of partisan legislation, and should not
be permitted to become a political football.
The purpose of the bill is to redefine the intent of Congress when it enacted the original
Radio Act of 1927, and when it incorporated
in the Communications Act of 1934 virtuallyall of the old statute. Majority and minority
alike in Congress certainly can unite on such
a premise, particularly since the FCC repeatedly has been under attack on both sides of the
aisle for running out of bounds.
The FCC itself should welcome legislation
designed to clarify its position. Such a law
would eliminate the need of guesswork, as well
as trial and error in determining its functions. There should be hearings. The whole
subject should be explored. Such hearings
might even entail a far-reaching investigation
by a committee of Congress. Perhaps it would
be a good thing for Congress to take inventory of radio and its regulators.
This is a Presidential campaign year. Congress hopes to get away by early June. Hearings on the Ditter Bill may be too much to
hope for prior to adjournment, under normal
procedure. Yet Congress has been known to
act swiftly, particularly when there is a
demonstrable and urgent need. If events during the next few weeks continue to foreshadow brass-knuckle tactics, the broadcasting industry, in self-defense, will be forced
to break what has amounted to an unwritten
rule and seek at this session a Congressional
mandate which will assure them of their right
to serve the public interest.

The

Martian

Lesson

IN GENERAL the practical lessons taught
by the CBS broadcast of the H. G. Wells-Orson
Welles War of the Worlds spine-tingler have
been grasped by the broadcasting industry.
But withal. Prof. Hadley Cantril's analysis
and compilation of cause and effect for the
thorough scaring of one million of the six
million persons hearing the program, as set
forth in the new Princeton Radio Project
volume. The Invasion From Mars, reemphasizes certain points of direct value to broadcasters.
It is definitely established — and well illustrated in the explanations of the Mars episode
— that radio listeners as a whole believe in
the intrinsic dependability of radio as an information medium. Aside from the fact that
actual sampling surveys, notably those of Fortune magazine, indicate not only that about a
quarter of the public rely primarily on radio
for their news, but also that they rate radio
as more dependably accurate than newspapers,
it must be taken into consideration that radio's news function is still developing and this
tendency on the part of listeners may become
even more pronounced.
With this in mind, it is interesting to note ,
in Mr. Cantril's study that one of the chief
motivations for the hysteria stemming from
the Mars broadcast, according to listeners'
own stories, lay in the drama's use of the names
of actual cities and imbuing the characters
with titles suggesting authority. Without picking at any old bones, these first-hand accounts
emphasize the advisability of qualifying reallife situations in the listener's mind not only ;
by explanatory announcements, but by fictionalizing the entire picture.
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NOTES
WILLIAM J. SCRIPPS, general
manager of WWJ, Detroit, and Stanley E. Hubbard, general manager of
KSTP,tored toSt.
Paul,City
and intheir
moMexico
early wives,
February
and took in Havana and Key West
on their return vacation trip. They
planned to return in early March.
WILLIAM S. PALEY, CBS New
York president and Lawrence W. Lowman, the network's vice-president in
charge of operations, were in Hollywood during mid-February.
TOM NEELY, formerly with World
Broadcasting System, NBC and CBS,
has joinedsociated
theMusicrecording
AsPublishers,studios
New ofYork,
as sales manager.
HARRISON HOLLIWAY, general
manager of KFI-KECA, Los Angeles,
and
O'Keefe and
Graham,
radio Edna
comedienne
singer,former
were
married Feb. 11 at Las Vegas, Nev.
JAMES VERNON
■ WHEN officials of Chicago's Loyola
I University asked James Vernon
I McConnell to relinquish his campus
j affiliation, it was okay by James
Vernon because he had other things
' in mind anyhow. What interested
him more than ivy and the classics
was the enticing appeal of the advertising business.
Today James V. McConnell, who
looks somewhat like George Raft in
one of the actor's calmer moods,
an advertising
he
; isn't
is a man
who knows tycoon,
as much but
about
, spot sales on the radio as any other
man. The proof: In six months as
head of NBC's spot and local sales,
' revenue for the department jumped
■ several hundred thousand dollars
: over the entire year of 1938.
Mr. McConnell, who has the formidable title of Manager of National Spot & Local Sales, NBC,
worked up to this long handle in a
perfectly logical order. His earlier
I experiences in advertising, promotion and selling made the job a
"natural". Everything he did in his
■ varied career pointed to his present
t position.
Shortly after he left school Mc} Connell joined General Outdoor Advertising Co. in his home town of
Chicago, where a few years later
' he found himself local sales pro' motion manager. This was a begint ning — but only a beginning. The
, next step came when the CampbellEwald Co., in Detroit, put him to
work as assistant director of out''door advertising.
-from
Two New
yearsYork
laterstarted
a telephone
call
him East.
, The call was from William H.
^ Johns,
of the McConnell
George Bat-to
ten Co.president
which wanted
' organize and head an outdoor ad'? vertising
in still
his company. Jim department
did and he was
with
; Batten when a consolidation
] changed the firm's name to the
'' double-barreled
of Batten,
ton, Durstine & title
Osborne
Inc. BarWhile vacationing in Chicago another phone call entered his life.
. The Hays MacFarland agency was
being started and they wanted his
ideas on an advertising campaign.
BROADCASTING

McCONNELL
Jim had the ideas and put them
to work.
Later, in 1929, when Wall Street
laid its bigsignmentegg,
McConnell's
was complete
and ashe
agreed to resign from the young
organization.
After a year with the Hearst organization as national sales representative of their "Quality Group"
magazines, McConnell joined NBC
as a network salesman. This was
early in 1931 and here his background proved invaluable. In 1932,
when NBC added a number of stations to the group, Jim was made
eastern zone manager of the local
service bureau. His job was to head
local sales on all stations east of
Chicago. He also set up the organization and operating procedure.
In 1934, when the bureau was
discontinued and the department
was absorbed by the regular network sales department, McConnell
was made assistant sales manager
of
eastern
didn't
havethemuch
time district.
to learn He
the duties
on this job because 90 days later he
was appointed assistant to the vicepresident in charge of sales.
When asked to describe his duties on this post, Jim bogs down a
bit. "It's hard to describe just what
I did do," he says. "It was a little
bit of everything, I guess. I had
something to do with policies and
the administration of policies. I am
sure that I was concerned with spot
sales, because when the national
spot and local sales division was
formed I was made its manager."
This was on July 1, 1939, and
McConnell had reached the place
that was made for him. He dug in
and turned on the heat. During the
first six months of 1939 revenue
from national and local spot sales
had fallen below the first six months
of the previous year, but under the
direction of McConnell and his staff,
in the last half of 1939 revenue increased several hundred thousand
dollars over 1938.
The year 1940 looks good to
James V. McConnell and his department. He has several improvements in mind and already a couple
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BENTON
dent of TexasFERGUSON,
State Networkvice-presifor the
List year, has resigned to join Campbell-Mithun Advertising, Minneapolis.
SAMUEL J. GELLARD, president
and general manager of WLTH,
Brooklyn,
Feb. 12. is the father of a boy born
HENRY
P. JOHNSTON,
dent and general
manager ofvice-presiWSGN,
Birmingham, Ala., has been appointed
a chairman of the trade promotion
committee of the Birmingham Chamber
of Commerce, which is planning a promotion campaign for the city.
FREDERICK LEUSCHNBR, NBC
Hollywood attorney, and Dorothy
Page, film actress and radio singer,
were
ruary. married in Las Vegas, Nev., last
Dec. 20, it was revealed in mid-FebR.
P. MYERS
of NBC'snicely
legalfrom
staff anis
reported
recuperating
appendectomy performed Feb. 20 at
United Hospital, Port Chester, N. Y.
BERTHAmercialBRAINARD,
comprogram manager, NBC
will return
to New York March 4 from Hollywood.
ARTHUR J. KEMP, Pacific Coast
sales manager for CBS, left San Francisco recently for a six-week tour of
the East.
of them are in operation. For
instance, in 1939 spot sales were
handled only by New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit
and San Francisco. Now, for the
convenience of advertisers, they are
taken care of in all cities where
NBC has stations. This, McConnell
says, is resulting in more coordination in the department and a great
deal more individual attention to
individual sales. In addition, this
innovation means that cities like
Boston, Philadelphia, Washington
and Denver are set up to sell spots
on all NBC stations.
Jim, who is 38, is married, and
he and Margot, his wife, have a
son, James V. Jr., who will celebrate his second birthday June 22.
During the winter they make their
home in New York City and in the
summertime they're to be found in
Riverside, Conn., where the casual
visitor will probably find Jim at
his favorite hobby, gardening.

RALPH SNELGROVE, formerly
with Metropolitan Broadcasting Services, Toronto, has been appointed manager of CFOS, Owen Sound, Ont..
scheduled to go on the air March 1.
Stewart Kenney, free-lance announcer, Toronto, and Norm ChUds, formerly of CJIC, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont..
have joined CFOS as announcers.
WILBUR EICKELBERG, general
sales manager of Don Lee Broadcasting System, Los Angeles, is in New
York and Chicago contacting agency
executives
spring network
ness. He isonscheduled
to returnbusiby
mid-March.
LEWIS H. TITTERTON, manager of
the NBC script division, and Janet
MacRorie, director of the NBC continuity acceptance department, on
Feb. 20 and Feb. 23, respectively, were
guest speakers at the radio production
clinics of the advertising and sellingr
class of the Advertising Club of New
York. Mr. Titterton spoke on "Radio
Writing" and Miss MacRorie discussed
"Continuity Acceptance".
WATSON LEE, formerly eastern advertisingand
manager previously
of Womon'swith
HomeJ.
Companion,
Walter Thompson Co. and Blackman
Co., New York, has joined the CBS
sales staff in New York.
DAVID ROSENBLUM, formerly
vice-president and treasurer of NBC
and recently a consultant on advertising and marketing problems, has
been elected treasurer, general manager and member of the board of The
New York Post.
NILES TRAMMELL, executive vicepresident of NBC, spent the last two
weeks of February in Florida, recovering from a recent attack of influenza.
JAMES TYLER, for two years with
CBS as trade news editor and on the
sales promotion staff, has joined the
promotion and research department of
the Bureau of Advertising of the
American Newspaper Publishers Assn.
BERT GEORGES has been appointed
manager of the Huntington, W. Va..
studios of WCMI, Ashland, Ky. Bob
MacKenzie, general manager, headquarters in Ashland. Harold Marler is
in charge of studios in Ironton, O.
CHARLES RUBINSKY, new to radio, has joined the sales staff of
WKBZ, Muskegon, Mich.
JAN COUFALL, formerly in the map
division of the CBS sales promotion
a free-lance
and previously
department
artist,
has been
appointed production
manager of the CBS sales promotion
Fox, redepartment, succeeding John
cently appointed assistant to Victor M.
Ratner, department head.
VICTOR M. RATNER, CBS director
of sales promotion, left by motor for
tion.
Florida Feb. 12 for a month's vacaDR. ORESTES H. CALDWELL,
publisher of Radio and Television Today, on Feb. 20 spoke before the Young
Men's Group of the Advertising Club
of New York on "Radio Aids to AdDONALD FLAMM, owner of WMCA,
vertising".
New York, was in Hollywood during
mid-February
on a combined business
and pleasure trip.
JACK NEIL, former general manager
of KOMB,agement ofTulsa,
over Tex.,
manKPAC, hasPorttaken
Arthur,
which on Feb. 1 joined MBS as a 500
watt fulltime outlet on 1220 kc.
A. H. MORTON, NBC vice-president
in charge of television, on March 7
will
speakofonthe"Radio
a forum
Illinois& Television"
Federation at
of
Women's Clubs in Chicago.
March
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A. M. MARTINEZ, who has resigned
as New York manager of Conquest Alrepresentastationnearly
Co., foreign after
tivelianceorganization,
seven
years in that position, is leaving New
York for a motor tour of Mexico,
planning to be gone about six or
Monteto visit
He plans
eightreyweeks.
an
to make
a and
and Guadalajar
extended visit with his family in Mexihe will inin Mexico
co City. While
vestigate the local
advertising picture
and
especially
the
radio
situation
in
that country.
SAMUEL
R. ROSENBAUM,
dent of WFIL,
Philadelphia,presiand
chairman of IRNA, was toastmaster
at a testimonial dinner given Solicitor
General Francis Biddle Feb. 28 at
the Belview Stratford in Philadelphia.
Speakers included Attorney General
Jackson and former Senator James
Wharton Pepper.
KEITH KERBT, formerly with
KSFO,
San Francisco,
been
named assistant
manager ofhas
KROW,
Oakland.
ALFRED H. MORTON, NBC television vice-president, will speak on
television March 7 before the Illinois
cago.
Federation of Women's Clubs in ChiROGER W. CLIPP, general manager
of WFIL, Philadelphia, recently was
awarded membership in the Philadelphia chapter of Rotary International,
marking the first time in the history
of thetion hasorganization
radio staheld a seat inthat
the aPhiladelphia
chapter.
FR. PERCY A. ROY, S. J., president
of Loyola U, which operates WWL,
New Orleans, on Feb. 22 suffered a
heart attack and is still seriously Ul.
LESLIE RAY RHODES, account executive at KPO-KGO, San Francisco,
on Feb. 29 married Mary Elizabeth
Eggers in Berkeley, Cal.
ERNEST WERNER, formerly in the
research department of Young & Rubicam, has joined the sales promotion
staff of the Columbia Recording Corp.,
in charge of record catalogues and supplements.
WILBUR EDWARDS, account executive of WBT, Charlotte, is to marry
Jane Holeman in March.
LLOYD E. YODER, general manager
of KOA, Denver and Mrs. Yoder were
honored recently with a reception given
by Harry Huffman, general manager
of
thatthe
city.Fox Intermountain Theatres,
FREDERICK DANIELL, executive
director of the Australian Radio Co.,
Macquarie Broadcasting Network and
other radio interest of Sir Hugh Denison
in months
Sydney, toisproduce
on leave-of-absence
for six
a film under
government subsidy. R. E. Denison,
managing director of the Sydney Sun,
has taken over Daniell's radio duties.
HAROLD GATES, in Arizona radio
for several years, has joined the commercial staff of KTAR, Phoenix.
BILL ROBITSEK, formerly publisher of the Sand Springs (Okla.) Sun.
has joined the commercial staff of
KTOK, Oklahoma City.
HALE BONDURANT, sales manager
of WHO, Des Moines, has been hospitalized while recovering from an
operation for leg injuries received in a
fall at his home.
Susan Flamm
SUSAN FLAMM, ten - month - old
daughter of Sidney Flamm, assistant
to his brother, Donald Flamm, president of WMCA, New York, on Feb. 19
was found dead of suffocation in her
crib at her home in Brooklyn. Another
daughter, Carol, aged seven years, survives.
HUGH WILEY, author, lost an infringement suit against NBC in San
Francisco Feb. 15 when Federal Judge
A. F. St. Sure ruled against his claim
that the NBC had infringed on his
rights by using on a radio program a
character named "Wildcat".
BROADCASTING
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t~ RECENTLY appointed sales manager of KSFO,
San Francisco,
Charles Morin (center) was congratulated by Henry M. Jackson
(left), CBS Northern California
sales manager, and Lincoln Dellar,
new manager of the CBS affiliate.
Frederick E. Murphy
FREDERICK E. MURPHY, 67,
president and publisher of the Minneapolisrector Times-Tribune
and a diof Minnesota Broadcasting
Corp., licensee of WTCN, Minneapolis, died in New York Feb. 14 following a brief illness resulting
from a cold and heart ailment. Mr.
Murphy, sociated
alsoPressa and
director
Ashead ofof the
several
Northwest companies, was wellknown as a newspaper publisher
and a leading advocate of the socalled "Minnesota Plan" of crop diversification, which he developed.
He is survived by his wife. WTCN
is ovraed 50% by Minnesota Tribune Co., of which Mr. Murphy was
president, and 50% by Northwest
Publications Inc., St. Paul, pubof the St.
DispatchPioneer lishers
Press.
Mr. Paul
Murphy
was a
principal mover in bringing about
purchase of the station by the
newspapers and the subsequent dethe outlet. velopment offulltime operation for
Harry Johnson
HARRY JOHNSON, 28, wellknown sports editor of Central
States tions
Broadcasting
System
sta(KOIL, KFAB and
KFOR),
was buried Feb. 22 following his
death after a nine-month illness
from lymphatic leukemia. He had
been given 24 blood transfusions. A
native of South Dakota, he was a
graduate of Creighton U, in Omaha.
He joined the Central States Broadcasting System as sports editor
seven years ago after serving in
the sports
of the
former Omaha department
Bee-News. His
baseball
broadcasts won him the Sporting
News citation as most popular
sports announcer in the Midwest.
Mr. Johnson
and
small son.is surAived by his wife
Mrs. Hannah Walker
MRS. HANNAH WALKER, 83,
mother of FCC Commissioner Paul
A. Walker, died Feb. 23 at her
home in Washington, Pa., from
bums received when her clothing
was ignited
flames
from Walker,
a fireplace in the by
house.
Joseph
the Commissioner's father, had
died about six months previously.
Mrs. Walker lived about 24 hours
after the accident. Commissioner
Walker was en route to the West
of
the ontragedy.
Coast
FCC business at the time
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From the International Boundary to the Arctic Circle . . . from Lake Winnipeg to
the Foothills of the Rockies ... a friendly audience listens to CBK . , . the 50,000
Watt Key Station of CBC and its affiliated Network Stations.
There are 328,526 Radio homes in the Prairie Provinces of Canada. The CBC,
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through CBK and a regional network, reaches pp'.6% of all these homes . . . providing
access to a market of 2,500,000 people whose yearly retail budget totals ^384,872,000.

CANADA

In the Provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, CBC network coverage is
intensive. Listeners live with their radios. Nowhere in America is broadcasting a
more vital factor in the daily lives of all the people. On the prairies of Canada,
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of CBC programmes.
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BILL BACHER, Hollywood producer,
and Meredith Willson, musical director of the NBC Good News program,
sponsored by General Foods Corp.
(Maxwell House coffee), have collaborated in writing a new song, "Ode to
New George
York",Houston
which was
recently
sung
by
on that
program.
It wUl shortly be recorded by Victor.
VIRGINIA ANDERSON, of the traffic department of WOAI, San Antonio,
was married Feb. 14 to Grady Yarbrough.
<1ERTRUDE DOSSENBACH, secretary to Dow Ben Roush, manager of
KTUC, Tucson, Ariz., was recently
married to Tom Greenfield, former
football player.
TOM CARTER and Kenneth Brandt,
new to radio, have been added to the
local news staff of WHBF, Rock Island, 111.
BEN GAGE, NBC Hollywood announcer, and Mary Jane Barnes are
being teamed as featured singers on
the weekly NBC Pacific Blue network
sustaining program. Remember This
Song?
RAYMOND WILSON, formerly of
Oakland, Cal., and an announcer at
the Golden Gate Exposition, has joined
the announcing staff of KFEL, Denver.
BOB BOVARD, formerly of KGMB,
Honolulu, has joined the announcing
staff of KGU, Honolulu.
JAMES PEASE, Chicago free-lance
writer, has joined the continuity staff
of NBC, Chicago, replacing Bill
Hodapp who has secured a leave of
absence to do a number of special
writing assignments.
GEORGE TOLIN, free-lance commentator, recently was chosen as
sportscaster for the weekly boxing
contests at the new Coliseum Bowl in
San Francisco, broadcast each Monday
by KYA.
ANDY and Virginia Mansfield, song
and chatter team, after two years on
KHJ, Los Angeles, have shifted their
six-weekly, 1%-hour morning participation program, Andy & Virginia, to
KMPC, Beverly HiUs, Cal.
CHET HUNTLEY, CBS Hollywood
announcer, is the father of an 8-pound
girl born Feb. 21 in Glendale, Cal.
ROBERT HORN, formerly program
director of WCAM, Camden, N. J., has
joined WIP, Philadelphia, as assistant program director, assisting Murray Arnold.
ADRIAN JAMES FLANTER, publicity agent and promotion counsel to
WOV, New York, on Feb. 13 married
Blanche Friedman in Brooklyn. They
spent amiaBeach.
two-weeks honeymoon at MiRAY BARRETT, chief announcer of
WDRC, Hartford, Conn., has been
placed in charge of continuity at the
station in addition to his announcing
duties.
GEORGE GUYAN, program director
of KFRU, Columbia, Mo., has started
his fourth semester of radio instruction
at Stephens College, Midwest finishing school. Guyan is conducting courses
in advanced radio speed and radio
speech laboratory.
MADELINE ENSIGN, program director of WOL, Washington, has returned to her desk after a three-week
quarantine when her young daughter
was ill with scarlet fever. During her
absence the program duties were assumed by Mrs. Catherine Casey, assistant program director, and Mary
Louise Moy, secretary to William B.
Dolph, general manager.
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CAB Names Counsel
JOSEPH SEDGWICK, K. C, long
prominent in Canadian broadcasting circles, has been appointed
chief cotinsel of the Canadian Association ofBroadcasters. The CAB
board of directors
announced the selection after preliminary negotiations during the
recent CAB Convention in Montreal. Mr, Sedgwick, brother of
President Harry
Sedgwick of the
CAB, frequently Mr. Sedgwick
has appeared as the representative of the Association at meetings
of the CBC Board of Governors.
For three years he has appeared
for the independent broadcasters
before the Minister of Transport
and other departmental officials.
Mr. Sedgwick stated he plans to
work in close harmony with NAB.
BILL HAY, Hollywood announcer of
the CBS Amos 'n' Andy program,
sponsored by Campbell Soup Co., who
suffered a heart attack on Feb. 14 just
before the broadcast, has recovered and
returned to his duties. Ernest Chappell, announcer of the CBS Campbell
Playhouse series, also sponsored by
Campbell
Souphis Co.
took over Hay's
duties
during
illness.
PETER MERTENS, news announcer
of KIRO, Seattle, early in February
married Ruth Brown, of Santa Maria,
Cal. Bob Spence, formerly with several
West Coast stations, has joined the
staff of KIRO.
JIM BRANNON, KFI-KECA, Los
Angeles, announcer, has been signed
by Columbia
Pictures to do the narfilm. ration for a travel and educational
JAMES A. COCHRANE, U of Toledo graduate, has joined the continuity staff of WSPD, Toledo.
DICK MACK, J. Walter Thompson
Co., Hollywood writer, after being confined to his home with a throat ailment, has returned to the NBC Chase
& Sanborn Hour.
ALLAN BERG, formerly on the announcing staff of KIEV, Glendale,
Cal., has joined Radio News Reel
Productions, Hollywood transcription
service, as commentator.
JACK WYATT, announcer, and Tys
Terwey, newscaster of WNOX, Knoxville, Tenn., are both fathers of girls
born recently.
BOB STEPHENSON formerly CBS
Chicago writer-producer, has joined
the NBC Hollywood staff, taking over
production duties of Ted Sherdeman
while the latter fulfills his writing assignment at 20th Century-Fox Film
Corp. Sherdeman is collaborating with
Major J. Andrew White in writing
"Cavalcade of Radio", an original film
play.
BERNIE C. BARTH, formerly of
KOBH, Rapid City, S. D., has joined
the announcing staff of WKRC, Cincinnati.
MAURIE WEBSTER, CBS Hollywood announcer, and Judith Russell
have announced their engagement.
GENE COUGHLIN, formerly Los
Angeles sports editor, is now writing
with John Medbury for the CBS
Burns & Allen program, sponsored by
Lehn & Fink Products Co. (Hinds
Honey & Almond Cream).
DON KEARNEY, formerly with
WFAS, White Plains, and WHAM,
Rochester, has joined the announcing
staff of WKNY, Kingston, N. Y.
ED COONEY, senior announcer of
KGHL, Billings, Mont., and Mrs.
Cooney became the parents of a daughter Feb. 15.

MAURICEternoon HART,
directoron ofWMCA,
an afrecorded program
New York, narrated and wrote the continuity for "Finland Speaks", motion
picture produced by Hoffberg Productions containing official Finnish Government films made prior to and during the Russian invasion.
J. J. (Red) MOIDEL, attorney, has
been named
chairman
the publicClub
relations committee
of theof Lawyers
of Los Angeles. As chairman he will
conduct the Lawyers Club broadcast,
heard each Wednesday on KRKD, Los
Angeles.
R. R. SPEERS has joined the writing
staff of Radio Productions Inc., Hollywood.
BILL BROWN, sports editor, and
Harold Fair, program director of
WHO, Des Moines, accompanied
WHO'S
championship
Golden Gloves
boxing team
and its trainer,
Benny
Leonard, to the Chicago tournament,
held Feb. 26-28.
FOURtists of WHK-WCLB,
popular songs Cleveland,
written byhave
arbeen accepted by publishers for sheet
music and record reproduction —
"Moods in Blue'", by Helen Wyant and
Jack
Russell ; Shoes
"CherryPolka",
Pickersby Polka"
and "Dancing
James
Woodworth,
and
"Thunder",
by Marvin Arnold.
FRANK LYNN (Garrison Poling),
formerly of WELL, Battle Creek,
Mich., has replaced Holland Van
Wyck, resigned, as traffic director of
WKBZ, Muskegon, Mich. Van Wyck
has opened a pharmacy in MuskeTHOMAS D. RISHWORTH, educational director of KSTP, St. Paul, has
been
president of the St. Paul
gon. elected
Junior
Assn. of Commerce.

HENRY nouncerDUPRE,
specialOrleans,
events has
anof WWL, New
been named
chairman
of
the
radio
committee for the Spring Fiesta, to be
held March 7-12.
ED CALDER, announcer at KQW,
San Jose, Calif., has resigned.
HENRY SYLVERN, organist of
WINS, New York, has been named
assistant musical director of the station.
FOSTER WILLIAMS, announcer of
WINS, New York, is at Saranac Lake,
New York, for his health, following a
collapse some weeks ago. WINS is
keeping his place at the station open
on a leave-of-absence basis.
GEORGE THORP, formerly of the
display adepartment
Home
Netos,
scriptwriterof the
for Bronx
the Federal
Theatre, and previously in the radio
division of the U. S. Office of Educabeen named
programof managertion,of hasBroadcast
Producers
New
York, production and recording firm.
ART LINKLBTTBR, freelance radio
writer and m.c, featured on several
San Francisco
network the
and script
local productions, has written
for
"America — Cavalcade of a Nation" to
be staged at the 1940 edition of the
Golden Gate Exposition.
AL BARKER of the NBC continuity
staff in Chicago has resigned to join
Transamerican Broadcasting & Television Corp., New York, where he will
write the Don Winslow of the Navy
program. John Lagan, NBC guide in
Chicago, and formerly announcer of
KSO, Des
Moines,
will staff.
succeed Mr.
Barker
on the
continuity
JOHN STROCK has been added to
wood.
the announcing staff of KMTR, HollyMARK HAWLEY, news commentator
of WOR, Newark, has been placed in
charge of the radio department of the
Fifth
Avenue Board of Promotion,
New York.
ALICE McAULEY, CBS Hollywood
proofreader, is conducting a twiceweekly quarter-hour philosophical program, Through Your Window, on
KFAC, Los Angeles.
PAT McDonald, formerly of INS
in New Orleans, has been placed in
charge of the news bureau of KARK,
Little Rock, Ark., including the local
news department.
MARY ALICE BUIST, formerly of
S t o n e-Stevens-Howcott-Halsey Adv.
Agency, New Orleans, has joined the
mailing department staff of WWL,
New Orleans. The station reports that
since its new 50,000 watt directional
antenna installation daily mail pull
ranges from 1,500 to 7,000 pieces.
PATRICIA LOCHRIDGE of the
CBS New York special events staff
is in nessHollywood
and pleasure ontrip.a combined busi-

MILDRED

W. CARLSON

NOW

in her tenth year of broadcasting, Mildred W. Carlson, home
economics director of WBZ, Boston, has presented more than 3,800
programs. Graduating from Gonnecticut University, Miss Carlson
spent nine months in hospital dietectics, then became kitchen manager for an Alice Foote MacDougall
coffee shop in New York, and later
did food research
work for Child's
restaurants
in Manhattan.
She
moved to Boston to teach in Miss
Farmer's School of Cookery. Always interested in writing about
household matters. Miss Carlson
studied elocution for two years to
prepare herself for a broadcasting
career. A member of the Altrusa
Club, an international organization
of business and professional women,
including Mrs. F. D. Roosevelt,
Miss Carlson is active on the club's
vocational guidance committee.
BROADCASTIN

RAY BARRETT, chief announcer of
WDRC, Hartford, Conn., has been
placed in charge of the continuity
writing
department
announcing
duties. in addition to his
JOHN LAGEN, formerly of the NBC,
Chicago, guide staff, and more recently
of the KSO, Des Moines, continuity
tinuity writer.
department,
has rejoined NBC as conDON
NBC-Chicago announction.er, is GOWD,
recovering from a hernia operaSANDY SPILLMAN, who recently
resigned from KSFO, San Francisco
to go tiontoas continuity
sea, has returned
stawriter to
andthesound
effects engineer.
ARCH OBOLER, NBC HoUywood
writer of Arch Oboler Plays, concludes
his first year's series on March 16
after which he will take a four-week
vacation in Honolulu, resuming the
weekly program April 13.
EFFAY BEYNON, director of woman's activities of WROK, Rockford,
111., on Feb. 17 was married to William
Conner.
G
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J. NEAL, REAGAN, formerly production manager of WOC, Davenport,
la., is in Hollywood where he plans
to enter radio. He is a brother of
Ronald (Dutch) Reagan, formerly
WHO, Des Moines, sports announcer,
now a contract player with Warner
Bros.
KNOWLES ENTRIKIN, formerly
scriptwriter of the Big Sister program
on CBS, has been signed by Bernard
L. Schubert of the Phillips H. Lord
production office, New York, to adapt
the novels of Faith Baldwin for radio. Initial adaptation, recently completed and currently offered to agennovel. cies, is "Beauty Inc." a Baldwin
JACK SLATTERY, formerly of KHJ,
Los Angeles, and Owen Babbie, formerly of KMTR, Hollywood, have
joined KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., as
announcers.
STAN THOMPSON, assistant program director of WBBM, Chicago, is
a patient at Passavant Hospital, recovering from a throat infection.
BOB QUIRK has been added to the
announcing staff of KFWB, Hollywood, and is conducting the daily
Waker-Upper hour.
JOHN McCORMICK, announcer of
WBBM, Chicago, has received an appointment to the advisory council of
the Milwaukee Radio Guild.
GEORGE WATSON, CBS-Chicago
announcer, is recovering from pneumonia at Passavant Hospital.
ED AINSWORTH, Los Angeles
Times columnist, has taken over the
weekly quarter-hour CBS Pacific network program. By the Way, during
the absence of BUI Henry, commentator, who is on a lecture tour arranged by Columbia Management.
Henry, who also conducts a daily
column in the Times, returns to his
program March 9.
LOUISE TAYLOR, Secretary to W.
H. Summerville, general manager of
WWL, New Orleans, was to leave for
Honolulu March 1 where she will live
with her mother.
ROBERT HENDERSON, formerly of
KORE, Eugene, Ore., has joined the
1 announcing staff of KOIN, Portland,
succeeding Bob Colvig, resigned.
MAYFIELD
KAYLOR, Hollywood
writer-producer, is the father of a
I girl born Feb. 13.
I FRANK DANZIG, formerly continui ity assistant of the Federal Radio
Theatre, and previously of WNEW,
i New York, has joined WHN, New
' York,ert asKornheiser
assistanthasnight
been manager.
appointedRobassistant to Allan Zee of the WHN pro; duction department.
JACK HANSSEN, formerly of
KFOR,
Lincoln, Neb., has joined
KYSM, Mankato, Minn., as program
i director.
KNOX MANNING, CBS Hollywood
commentator, has been signed by Warner Bros, to narrate two short films,
j "Mexican Jumping Bean" and "Wild
, Boar Hunt".
: STERLING TRACY, CBS Hollywood
producer, and Mary Jane Leech, of
Glendale, Cal., were married in Yuma,
' Ariz., Feb. 11.
DR. JACOB COOPERSMITH, director of the music library of WOR, Newark, on Feb. 18 became the father of
^ a baby boy.
' TED Le ROY BAISDEN Jr., Hollywood announcer and Bernice Barr,
II stage actress, on Feb. 17 filed notice of
intention to marry in Los Angeles.
BERTHA BRAINARD, NBC New
York director of commercial programs,
was in Hollywood during late February for conferences with John Swallow, western division program director.
ARTHUR C. PAGE, farm program
director of WLS, Chicago, will address
the Illinois Woman's Press association, March 7, on Farm Journalism in
a Htreamline Age.
^iBROADCASTING

BETTY BRANG, daughter of R. L.
Brang, General Mills vice-president, is
conducting Woman's Radio Journal on
KFRU, Columbia, Mo. The series is
heard Monday through Friday at
10:30 a. m.
LEO BOULETTE, formerly of the
program department of WLS, hicago,
on March 2 is to join WDAN, Danville, 111., as program director.
CAL KUHL, Hollywood producer of
J. Walter Thompson Co., on the NBC
Chase d Sanborn program, sponsored
by Standard Brands, with agency
executives,
has returned to the West
Coast.
M. DOW MOONEY, announcer of
KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo., is the father
of a girl born Feb. 21.
Baxter Pickering
BAXTER PICKERING, 42, radioscript writer under the name of
DaleYouBaxter
and presented
m.c. on thelast
It'syear
Up
to
program,
on NBC-Blue, on Feb. 24 committed suicide by inhaling gas in his
New York apartment with a letter
of rejection for his last radio script,
Roll Call, in his hand. He is survived by his wife, Edith Pickering.

• Broadcast

Advertising

SPURNING a contract as featured dancer with Earl Carroll's
Vanities, Evelyn Parsons, Cleveland dancer, decided to stay in
Cleveland and marry Francis Pettay, WHK-WCLE announcer. She
got the show offer while the Vanities was running at a local theatre.
Announcement of the decision was
made during a WHK program, with
Pettay interviewing his fiancee.
BOB GABBED, CBS Hollywood
news commentator, is an accomplished
linguist. Besides several foreign languages, he can speak 13 Indian dialects.

Louis J. Link Is Named
As Manager of WSUN
WITH the formal resignation Feb.
20 of Harold H. Meyers as manager of WSUN, St. Petersburg,
Fla., City Manager Glenn V. Leland
the city'sthat
radioLouis
controlJ.
board ofannounced
Link, chief engineer and assistant
to Mr. Meyers, had been appointed
as manager at $3,600 a year without commissions.
Mr. Meyers had managed the station, licensed to the St, Petersburg
Chamber of Commerce, on a salarycommission basis since December,
1935. A native of St. Petersburg,
he started in radio in 1929 at
WCAU and WPEN in Philadelphia
after graduation from Stetson University. He planned to go to New
York to enter new radio work. Mr.
Link's duties as chief engineer have
been taken over by William Mitchell. WSUN shares 620 kc. equal
time with WFLA, Tampa. An application has been filed on behalf of
WSUN for transfer of its license
to the City of St. Petersburg.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
ep — studio programs
t— transcrip Hons
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Ft. Worth
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 42 sa
weekly, thru Biow Co., N. Y.
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne (cough syrup), 5 sa weekly, thru Russell M.
Seeds Co., Chicago.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(FluflEo shortening), 2 t weekly,
thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
Carter Products, New York (Arrid),
2 ta weekly, thru Small & Seiffer,
N. Y.
Lone Star Gas System, Dallas (gas
service), 6 sp weekly, direct.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Lava Soap), 5 t weekly, thru
Blackett - Sample - Hummert, C h icago.
P. Lorillard Co., New York (Union
Leader tobacco), 2 t weekly, thru
Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y.
Beechnut Packing Co., Canajoharie,
N. Y. (Beechnut gum), weekly so,
thru Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
Ballard & Ballard Co., Louisville
(Ovenready biscuits), 3 sp weekly,
thru Henri, Hurst & McDonald,
Chicago.
WOR, Newark
Hecker Products, New York (H-0
oatmeal. Force cereal). 3 t weekly,
thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Fyr-Pro Corp., New York (fire extinguishers), weekly sp, thru Campbell-Lampee, N. Y.
Richfield Oil Corp., New York, 3 sp
weekly, renewal, thru Sherman K.
Ellis & Co., N. Y.
F. G. Vogt & Sons, Philadelphia
(scrapple), 5 sp weekly, renewal,
thru Clements Co., Philadelphia.
Fuller Brush Co., Hartford, weekly
sp, thru Manternach Inc., Hartford.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la., 5 t
weekly, thru Northwest Radio Adv.
Co., Seattle.
Pilot Radio Corp. Long Island City,
renews 3 sp weekly, thru Austin &
Spector, N. Y.
KHJ, Los Angeles
Basic Foods Inc., Los Angeles (health
breads), 5 sp weekly, thru Elucidator Publications, Los Angeles.
Mission Hosiery Mills, Los Angeles
(hosiery), weekly sp, thru Sidney
Garfinkel Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
Clark Cleveland Inc.. Binghamton,
N. Y. (tooth powder), 2 sa weekly,
thru Street & Finney, N. Y.
Chip Steak Co., Los Angeles (packaged fresh meats V 5 sp weekly,
thru Glasser Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
Heeker Products Corp., New York
(cereals), 3 t weekly, thru Erwin,
Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Household Magazine, Topeka (publication), 3sp weekly, thru Presba,
Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
KFI, Los Angeles
Lever Bros., Cambridge, Mass.,
(Spry), 156 sa, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., New York.
Thomas Leeming & Co., New York
(hand cream), 20 sa, thru Wm.
Esty & Co., N. Y.
KGKO, Dallas-Ft. Worth
Mis. Baird's Bakeries, Dallas, weekly
sp, thru Tracy-Locke-Dawson, Dallas.
Miller Cereal MUls, Omaha. 5 sa weekly, thru Driver & Co., Omaha.
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WFBR, Baltimore
Cherry Specialty Co., Chicago (candy),
5 ta weekly, thru Coe, Guy & Walter, Chicago.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la., 15 t,
thru
attle. Northwest Radio Adv. Co., SeGrove Labs, St. Louis (Bromo-Quinine), 40 ta, thru Stack-Goble Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Harris Crab Meat Co., New York, 104
sa, thru Hellwig-Miller Co., N. Y.
John Morrell & Co., Ottumwa, la.
(E-Z Cut Ham), 182 sp, thru Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
Omega Chemical Co., Jersey City
(Omega Oil), 30 sa, thru Brown &
Thomas, N. Y.
P. J. Ritter Co., Camden, N. J. (canned food), 12 sp, thru Clements Co.,
Philadelphia.
Joseph Tetley & Co., New York (tea),
13
mert,sa,N.thru
Y. Blackett-Sample-HumT. G. Vogt & Son, Philadelphia (canned scrapple), 15 sa, thru Clements
Co., Philadelphia.
WHK-WCLE, Cleveland
Bodu Labs, Cleveland (cosmetics), 3
* weekly, thru Carpenter Adv.
Agency, Cleveland.
Climax Cleaner Mfg. Co., Cleveland,
4 ta weekly, thru Carr Liggett Adv.,
Cleveland.
Congress Cigar Co., New York (La
Palinas),
6 sa weekly,
sehalk & Pratt,
N. Y. thru MarCleveland Cleaner & Paste Co., CleveCampbeUSanfordland, 3 sp
Adv.weekly,
Agency,thruCleveland.
National Biscuit Co., New York
(bread), 6N.t Y.
weekly, thru McCannErickson,
CKCL, Toronto
Drug Trading Co., Toronto, 2 sp
weekly, thru J. J. Gibbons Ltd.,
Toronto.
Enoch Morgan & Sons, New York
(Sapolio), 5 t weekly, thru Irwin
Vladimir & Co., Inc., N. Y.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (Arrid), 3 tacasting,weekly,
thru Spot BroadN. Y.
Adam
Hats
(Canada),
sp, thru MacLaren Adv. Co., Toronto.
WIND, Gary, Ind.
Aurora Labs., Chicago, (Clear- Again ) .
12 sa weekly, thru Erwin, Wasey &
Co., Chicago.
Joy Candy, Chicago, 12 sa weekly,
thru Malcolm-Howard, Chicago.
Indiana State Bottling Co., (PepsiCola), 24 sa weekly, direct.
KECA, Los Angeles
Shell Oil Co., San Francisco (gasoline), 28 so, thru J. Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco.

WCMI, Ashland, Ky.
J. W. Mootz Baking Co., Galipolis,
O., 14 ta & sa weekly, thru W. A.
Schauta Adv. Agency, Scranton.
Black Draught Medicine Co., Chat52 ta, thru Nelson Chesman Co., tanooga,
Chattanooga.
R. Salem,
J. Reynolds
Co., thru
WinstonN. C, Tobacco
6 sa weekly,
Wm.
Esty & Co., N. Y.
Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, Cleveland, 30 sa, thru McCann-Erickson,
Cleveland.
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne
Kroger Grocery
& Baking
Co., Cincinnati, 520 sp,
thru Ralph
H.
Jones Co., Cincinnati.
D. L. Clark Co., Pittsburgh (candy),
burgh.
78 sa, thru Albert P. Hill Co., PittsAmerican Chico Co., Long Island City
(Dentyne), 50 sa, thru Badger,
Browning & Hersey, N. Y.
WNEW, New York
Tayton Co., Kansas City (cosmetics),
3 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru Allen
C. Smith Adv. Co., Kansas City.
Ford Dealer Adv. Fund, Edgewater,
N. J., 24 sa weekly, 2 weeks, thru
MeCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Twentieth Century-Fox Corp., New
York, 12 sa weekly, one week, thru
Kayton-Spiero Co., N. Y.
KGO, San Francisco
Chr.
Hansen's
Laboratory,
Little
Falls, N. Y. (Junket),
3 so weekly,
thru Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
Antrol Laboratories, Los Angeles
(Sharol,trol)Antrol
Sow J.BugWalter
Conweekly so,andthru
Thompson Co., Los Angeles.
KPO, San Francisco
Soil-Off
Glendale,
(NuA-Gen Mfg.
and Co.,
Soil-Off),
3 spCal.weekly,
thru Hillman-Shane Adv., Los AnJ. C. Penney, New York (chain department store), 5 t weekly, thru
geles.
Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y.
KSRO, Santa Rosa, Calif.
Southwestern Life Insurance Co., San
Francisco, 4 sp weekly, direct.
Gordon- Allen, Oakland, (Par Soap),
6 sa weekly, direct.
Dr. Hess & Clark, Ashland, O. (poultry ration) 6 sa weekly, thru N.
W. Ayer & Son, Inc., N. Y.
WKRC, Cincinnati
Cleveland Cleaner & Paste Co., Cleveland, 6 sa weekly, thru CampbellSanford Adv. Agency, Cleveland.
Climax Cleaner Mfg. Co., Cleveland,
4 ta weekly, thru Carr Liggett Adv.,
Cleveland.

"You might also tell Dr. Gallup that we reach the
60% who get 90% of Montana's payroll money!"

BROADCASTING

KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, Iowa
(plantswest &Radioseeds),
thru NorthAdv. 12
Co.,sp,Seattle.
Bekins Van & Storage Co., Los Angeles (chain), 150 sa, thru Brooks
Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
Vogel & Hathaway, Los Angeles (cosmetics,) 6 sp weekly, thru Mayers
Co., Los Angeles.
Pilgrim Products Co., Chicago, (refrigerator purifier), 2 sp weekly,
thru Faraon Jay Moss Inc., Hollywood.
Loma Linda Food Co., Arlington, Cal.,
(cereals & food products), 5 t
weekly, thru Lisle Sheldon Adv., Los
Angeles.
Kay's Beverages Inc., Los Angeles
(beverages), weekly t, thru Wm.
Berg Agency, Los Angeles.
Guaranty Union Life Insurance Co.,
Beverly Hills. Cal., 3 sp weekly,
thru Stodel Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
Hoffman Candy Co., Los Angeles
(candy), 5 so weekly, thru Mayers
Co., Los Angeles.
Di-Mon-Glo Mfg. Co., Chicago, (polish), 2 t weekly, direct.
KARK, Little Rock
Washington
Seattle, 18 ta State
weekly,Apples
thru Inc.,
J. Walter
Thompson Co., San Francisco.
American Beauty Macaroni Co., St.
Louis, 2 sa weekly, thru R. J. Potts
& Co., Kansas City.
Allcock Mfg. Co., New York (porous
plaster) 3 ta weekly, thru Small &
Seiffer, N. Y.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.,
Louisville (Big Ben tobacco), 2 t
weekly, thru Russell M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago.
Skinner
Mfg. Co., Omaha
Bran Macaroni),
18 ta (Raisinweekly,
thru Ferry-Hanly Co., Kansas City.
Peppard Seed Co., Kansas City
(Funk's .seed corn), 3 sp weekly,
thru S.Rock.
M. Brooks Adv. Agency,
Little
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
fivorv N.soan),
Adv.,
Y. 3 sa, thru Compton
Bristol-Myers Co., New York (MinitRub), 6 soN. weekly,
thru Young &
Rubicam,
Y.
WROK, Rockford, 111.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York
(Sweetheart soap), 6 sa weekly,
thru Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp.,
N. Y.
Ford Motor Co., Detroit, 18 so weekly,
thru McCann-Erickson, Chicago.
National Tea Co., Chicago, weekly sp,
thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Sterling Products, New York, 52 ta.
thru Spot Broadcasting, N. Y.
H. A. Hilmer Co., Freeport, lU., 12
sa weekly,
Inc.,
Chicago.thru Arthur E. Martin
Gamble-Skogmo,
weekly, direct. Minneapolis, 6 sa
Standard Oil Co. of Ind., 6 so weekly,
thru McCann-Erickson, Chicago.
Wander Co., Chicago (Ovaltine) 10
sp
weekly, Chicago,
thru Blackett-SampleHummert,
and MBS.
nipeg.CKNX, Wingham, Ont.
McFayden Seed Co., Winnipeg. Man.,
100 so, thru Norris-Pattersou, WinBayer-Semesan Co., Wilmington, Del.
(seed disinfectant), 40 so, thru
Thompson-Koch Co., Cincinnati.
Eastern Steel Products, Preston, Ont.
(poultry equipment),
so, thru
Cockfield.
Brown & Co.,65Toronto.
Fred A. Lallemand Co., Montreal
(yeast),Montreal.
78 so, thru Stevenson &
Scott,
Thos
.1.
Lipton
Ltd., Toronto (tea),
ronto.
255 ta, thru Vickers & Benson, ToBurgess Battery Co., Niagara Falls,
Ont.,
so, Service,
thru Richardson-MacDonald222Adv.
Toronto.
Ogilvie Flour Mills Co., Montreal. 65
ronto.
so, thru J. J. Gibbons, Ltd., ToKSL, Salt Lake City
j
Geppert Studios, Des Moines (photos), 3 sp weekly, thru Coolidse
Adv. Agency, Des Moines.

• Broadcast

Advertising
\

WKY is the only station neither
owned and operated by the National
Broadcasting Company nor on the basic
Red Network, which feeds a production
program to the network. WKY furnishes
two such programs. These two, Cameos
of Melody on Tuesday and Southwestern
Serenade on Saturday, mirror the network
caliber of all WKY productions.
Without any request for mail on
either program, Southwestern Serenade
shows mail from 38 states, every Canadian
province and the South American Republic of Colombia. Cameos of Melody has
21 states and two Canadian provinces represented in its mail count.
;l BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

WKY's production department plans
and produces the two shows WKY's staff
furnishes the talent. WKY's announcers
form a definite part of each production
WKY's

musical director creates the glittering special arrangements. WKY gets
applause from coast to coast.

NBC

AFFILIATE

Because of such sparkling programming WKY is able to get noteworthy results for sponsors ... is able to stay in the
front rank of stations repeatedly cited for
a power to win and hold listeners and
for outstanding performance in product
exploitation in the Southwest.

-K900 KILOCYCLES

Owned and Operated By The Oklahoma Publishing Company:
The Daily Oklahoman
Oklahoma City Times -^c The Fafmer-Stockman -K Mistletoe Express -K KVOR. Colorado Springs
KLZ. Denver (Under AHiliated Management)
-K REPRESENTED NATIONALLY By The Katz Agency, Inc.
Advertising
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"It

will

It will create

earn
listener

beyond
interest

expectations

beyond

human

conception"
from WCOU,

— says Faust Couture, Treasurer oi WCOU, Lewiston, Maine.

Stations of All Sizes. . . at All Points
of the Compass. . . Are Praising
Novachord,

as the Newest

the

NEWS

for Radio!

You can make the Novachord

more than

from WEMP,

earn its way, building new hstener interest
for your station. For this most versatile of
musical instruments is being acclaimed
everywhere as the newest news in music
for radio.

'cello, flute, trombone — and dozens of
others.
Hear the Hammond

Novachord. Play it

Your pianists can start using the Nova-

yourself. Discover how it gives the musician

chord the minute it is delivered to your

an entirely new way to express his musical

studios. For it is played like a piano, on a

ideas ... a new versatility that never grows

piano keyboard . . . and it will produce

old!
Telephone, or visit, your Hammond

beautifully clear piano-like tones.
Then, as the Tone Selectors are turned,

Lewiston, Maine
"Commercially measuring the
Novachord would be like breaking down con
an not
openbe door.
The
Novachord
measured.
It will earn beyond expectations.
It will create listener interest beyond human conception.
"Wherever
the Novachord is
used commercially the station has
fagged
It is needless
to admit athatcharge.
the charge
has long
since
paid
for
the
instrument.
"The insistent demand
of the
listener for more Novachord programs has forced us to use it as
aWe topconsustaining
well affordstation
to do feature.
it after
having pulled our cost out of it
commercially.
Novachord stands asNow,
the our
instrument
for the unique, the different and
Faust Couture
the dignified." Treasurer, WCOU

dealer TODAY.

you hear the musical effects of vibraharp,

Or, for brand new pres-

entation, especially prepared for radio stations, write to: Hammond

Instrument

Co., 2989 N. Western Ave., Chicago.

You just turn the Tone Selectors as you play. And the
Novachord adds musical
effects of French horn, violin,

HAMMOND

guitar — and actually dozens
of others.

Los Angeles — 3328 Wilshire Boulevard

New

York —

ORGAN
50

West

STUDIOS:
57th

Street

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
"We are happy to be able to
tell you a few facts about the
Hammond Novachord because it
has brought us, personally, so
much pleasure, and because our
listener-response to if has been
so favorable. We have been using the Novachord for a little
more than six months, and in that
time it has proven itself to be the
most versatile musical instrument
we have ever found . . .
"We ore certain that the Novachord has already taken its place
very near to the top of the list
of legitimate musical instruments.
By thatchord isIdefinitely
mean thatnot the
Novaa novelty
instrument which will have its d jy
and then pass into oblivion, but
rather that it will continue to
grow
in popularity
newthatusesit
for it ore
found. We asfeel
is notit isana very
'imitator,' but rather
that
Bert AAulroy versatile musical
instrument in a class all by itself."
Asst. Program Director, WEMP
from WLAC,
Nashville, Tennessee
"While we have not had our
Novachord long enough yet to
determine just how we can make
best use of it, we know from comment
listeners already
that the received
installationfromof this
instrument is proving a creditable
addition F.toC.ourSowell
programming."
General Manager, WLAC
from KTSW,

The NEW idea in music
See . . . Hear . . . Play . . .

THE

by the makers of Hammond Organ!

HA

m| MONO

at the Hammond Organ Studios ... in the Hammond Building, 50 W. 57th St., N. Y.
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Emporia, Kansas
"Without a question of a doubt
Jhe Novachord has added greatly
to our programming facilities. We
have been especially impressed
with the fact that the instrument
is so versatile and can be used
for nearly
every musicalto requirement from background
feature
K. W. Trimble,
General Manager, KTSW
• Broadcast
work."

Advertising
i

MISSION HOSIERY MILLS, Los
Angeles, new to radio, in a 13-weeks
test, starting March 4, will sponsor a
weekly quarter-hour quiz program,
Radio Charades, on KHJ, that city.
Program will be listening audience
participation, with 75 prizes awarded
weekly for best solutions. Donald A.
Breyer, Los Angeles manager of Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency, servicing
the account, will supervise production.
NATIONAL HOME PRODUCTS,
New York, on Feb. 19 started a test
campaign for KM, a cleansing product
to be used in place of soap, using daily
participations on the Daniel Reeves
program on WEVD, New York. The
Reeves grocery stores are distributors
of the product. Agency is J. W. Pepper, New York.
CALIFORNIA FIGCO Co., Los Angeles (coffee substitute), new to radio,
in a test campaign starting March 1
will sponsor participation six times
weekly in the Sunrise Salute program
on KNX, Hollywood. Contract is for
13 weeks, with placement through Culbreth Sudler Co., Los Angeles.
COFFEE PRODUCTS Co. of America, Los Angeles, out of radio for several years, in a test campaign for Advance Tooth Powder, a new product,
on Feb. 19 started a weekly quarterhour commentary program on KBCA,
that city. Program features Harry
Balkin, character analyst. Merchandising includes a character chart which
is sent listeners upon request. Contract
is for 13 weeks. John F. Roberts, Los
Angeles, is agency.

ADAM HATS, New York, sponsored
two more prize fights in its series
on NBC with Sam Taub and Bell
Stern describing the Conn-Lesnevich
light-heavyweight bout on Feb. 28
from Miami, and on March 1 the
Pastor-Savold heavyweight fight from
Madison Square Garden, New York.
SHELL OIL Co., San Francisco, recently started a spring chainbreak
drive for two weeks in California, Oregon, and Washington .Account was
placed through J. Walter Thompson
Co., San Francisco.
VANTI PA-PI-A Corp., New York, is
planning to add a station in Cleveland,
as yet unselected, to the group now
carrying weekly spot announcements
promoting
melonanddrink
in sectionstheofcompany's
the South
on
WNEW, New York. Erwin, Wasey &
Co., New York, is agency .
MUTUAL OPTICAL PLAN, New
York, which recently appointed Klinger Adv. Corp., New York, to handle
its advertising, is using three quarter-hour and two five-minute programs
weekly on WMCA, New York, and five
minute programs at intervals on Gene
King's
Midnight
Jamborees
program,recorded
on WEVD,
New York.

NEW strip show, Our Friendly
Neighbors, was arranged for Don
Lee presentation on the West Coast
by C. S. Beardsley (center), Miles
Laboratories v-p, during a recent
Coast visit. Here he congratulates
Karl Kreizinger, of San Diego, new
president of the Retail Drug Assn.,
as Frank G. Clancy, Dr. Miles California Co. general manager
watches. The new strip supplements Newspaper of the Air on the
same network. Associated Adv.
Agency has the account.

O'KEEFE
MERRITT
Co., Los user
Angeles (gas &ranges),
a consistent
of Southern California radio, is currently sponsoring a thrice-weekly early
morning news period on KFI, and a
twice-weekly noon news broadcast on
KECA. In addition the firm is using
thrice-weekly participation in Violefs
Shopping News on KMPC and three
spot announcements a week on KHJ.
Richard B. Atchison Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles, has the account.
KEVO Co., Azusa, Cal. (health
drink), new to radio, on Feb. 21 started a weekly quarter-hour program
featuring Harry Balkin, character
analyst, on KECA, Los Angeles. Contract is for 13 weeks with placement
through John F. Roberts, Los Angeles.
BENJAMIN MOORE & Co., Toronto (paint), started on Feb. 27
twice-weekly interior decoration talks
on 8 Canadian stations. Transcriptions were cut by Dominion Broadcasting Co., Toronto, and account
was
placed
by E. W. Reynolds & Co.,
Toronto.

1
;

I
^,
:
.
i

MILQO Ltd., Hamilton, Ont. (ViTone), started on Feb. 26 a weekly
five-minute series on 8 Ontario stations
as a test, with possibility of extending the campaign throughout Canada
later. Account was placed by E. W.
Reynolds & Co., Toronto.
KANSAS GAS & ELECTRIC Co..
Wichita (appliances), has started
sponsoring twice-weekly the quarterhour transcribed Leisure House on
KFH and KANS, that city. The
series was produced by Mertens &
Price, Los Angeles.
W. F. Mclaughlin & Co., Chicago
(Manor House, Keptfresh coffees) has
renewed
its five-times-weekly
Time program
featuring Norman Coffee
Ross
on WMAQ, Chicago, until March 1,
1941. Sherman K. Ellis & Co., Chicago, is agency.
CONDON BROS. SEEDSMEN,
Rockford, 111. (garden seeds), is using
two 15-minute periods weekly on WLS
as a spring campaign. Cramer-Krasselt, Milwaukee, is agency.
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

WEAR-PROOF MAT Co., Chicago
(rubber mats), on March 4 will start
The Home Edition, five-minute daily
newscast on WENR, Chicago. The
program,
featuringDurwood
UP news,
directed to women.
Kirbyis will!
handle The Home Edition on Mondays,
Tuesdays and Thursdays, Donald
Dowd
on Wednesdays
and John placed
Holtman on
Fridays. Contract
through Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
GOOD HUMOR ICE CREAM Co.,
Los Angeles (ice cream), seasonal
users of radio time, on March 4 starts
for 13 weeks daily participation in the
combined
Sunrise League
Salute programs
and Housewives Protective
on
KNX, Hollywood. Agency is Western
Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
SUNNYVALE PACKING Co., San
Francisco (Rancho Soups) recently
signeding spots
for five
262 times
five-minute
weekly,participatMonday
through Friday on the Bess Bye program
KFRC,
San Lord
Francisco.
Accounton placed
through
& Thomas,
San Francisco.
JOHN BURLINSON, a director of
Sheffield Farms Co., New York, has
been appointed advertising manager.

Merchants throughout Kansas* report that
housewives insist on receiving brand names which
are advertised over WIBW.
"We can tell almost to the minute when WIBW starts mentioning any
of the products we carry," they say. "Our sales start skyrocketing at once.
That's why we like to know about such advertising plans in advance. Then
we can stock up to meet the demand that always comes."
So, Mr. Advertiser, whether your problem is one of sales or distribution, WlBW is the quickest, surest and most economical way to get the
results you want . . . and we're ready to prove it to your satisfaction.
* And half way across adjoining states.

Mm\M^^)

Columbia's

outlet

for

kansas

Ben Ludy, General Manager
Represented by
CAPPER PUBUCATIONS, INC.
New York — Detroit — Chicago — Kansas City, Mo. — San Francisco
Advertising
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THUMBS

UP

Renewals = Results, say current advertisers who
have used broadcastingWKYthree years or longer!
WAVE
WAAL
CBS
NBC
COLONIAL
WLS
WMBO
DON LEE
WLW
YANKEE
WBNS
WBNX
WCKY
WNAX
BLAW-KNOX
WDRC
WBIS<
WOR
WDAY
WOW
WOWO
WMC<
FREE & PETERS
WSAR
AMP***
WSM
BLILEY***
JOHNS-MANViaE**
WOV<
CREI
******
WFBS<
WHAS
PRESTO
WSPD
LANG.WORTH
WFBR*
WSYR
PETRY
RCA
MFe. ♦**♦
WPTF«
WTCN
WE
WTIC
RCA COMMUN
WSBI****
WHO
SCIENTIFIC
WWJ
WSES****
WSAI*<
STANDARD
U.P.
WEED
WHK<
WHN<
WWVA
WBS
WIBW*
* E<di ibf IndlaUs om yui In nOAOCASIMO
WJDX
WKBN**
WJR**
ADCASTINGifiW4^TIME
BUYERS

ONLY

KSFO

WAS

SEE'S CANDY SHOPS Inc., Los Angeles, West Coast manufacturers and
distributors, out of radio for several
years, on Feb. 12 started for 52 weeks
sponsoring
the five-weekly
Headline Hokum
programquarter-hour
on three
Southern California Don Lee network
stations (KHJ KDB KGB), Monday
thru Friday, 10-10 :15 a. m. Program
features Jimmy Doyle, commentator,
who goes behind the scenes to expose
propaganda in the news. A different
typeed each
of letter
being conductweek. contest
Tony Lais Frano
handles
the commercials. Melvin A. Jensen is
producer and account executive for the
agency,
Agency. Elwood J. Robinson, Adv.
CUDAHY PACKING Co., Chicago
(Tang), consistent users of West
Coast spot radio, on Feb. 12 started
participation six times weekly in the
combined
Sunrise League
Salute programs
and House-on
wives Protective
KNX, Hollywood. Contract is for 52
weeks,
placement
through Reiwitch & with
Wittenberg,
Chicago.
MILLER BREWING Co. recently
sponsored scription
a full-hour
on WTMJ, blow-by-blow
Milwaukee, deof
the finals in the Milwaukee Journal
Golden Gloves amateur boxing tournament, refereed by Benny Leonard, former lightweight champ. Russ Winnie
handled the running commentary. Rickerd, Mulberger & Hicks, Milwaukee,
handles the account.
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• Alfred Duff-Cooper, outstanding figure in international relationships! The famed British cabinet
minister who resigned as First Lord of the Admiralty
in protest of the Munich Pact I

• For six months, Duff-Cooper has packed audiences before American lecture platforms with his
intimate behind-the-scenes pictures of international
diplomacy, of causes and effects.
• But never in those months has he consented to
putting his words into a microphone. Never, that is,
until he came to San Francisco and Oakland. Then,
for the first time, KSFO presented him to eager audiences beyond the lecture halls.
• That KSFO scooped the rest of the country with
Duff-Cooper is unimportant. What IS important is
that KSFO's alertness is typified by this feat . . .that
KSFO showmanship, plus Columbia's outstanding
features, keeps KSFO at the peak of popularity in
Northern California.
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DR. BALLARD'S DOG FOOD, Vancouver, has started five-minute animal
friendship talks twice weekly on
CFRB, Toronto, as a test. Tandy
Adv. Agency placed the account.
BARKER'S BREAD, Toronto (chain
baker) has started a weekly test campaign on CFRB, Toronto, with Minute
Mysteries. Account was placed by Tandy Adv. Agency, Toronto.
CENTRAL NATIONAL BANK, Des
Moines, on Feb. 25 started sponsoring
Robert
Burlingame's
quarter-hour
Sunday newscast
on WHO,
Des
Moines. Agency
Kansas
City. is R. J. Potts & Co.,
SEVEN-UP BOTTLING Co., San
Francisco, recently started a campaign
in Northern California, using KSRO,
Santa Rosa and KRE, Berkeley. The
firm is buying 12 spot announcements
weekly in English and Italian on
KSRO and 16 hours of studio time
weekly on KRE. Allied Adv. Agencies,
San Francisco, handles the account.
STERLING PRODUCTS, Windsor,
Ont. (Ayer's Pectoral), has started
twice-weekly musical transcriptions on
CFRB, Toronto. The account was
placed
by Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
New York,
is agency.
BULLOCK'S
partment storeInc.,
with Los
threeAngeles,
outlets),(dein
a two-week pre-Easter campaign on
March 6 starts using an average of
15 spot announcements daily on five
Southern California stations — KFI
KNX KHJ KECA KFWB. Agency
is Dana Jones Co., Los Angeles.
McLarens invincible, Hamilton, Ont., (food products) started
Feb. 15 a 13-week twice-weekly spot
announcement campaign on a number
of stations in Ontario, Quebec, Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince
Edward Island. Account was placed
by Russell T. Kelley Ltd., Hamilton,
Ont.
LOMA LINDA FOOD Co., Arlington,
Cal., (food products), through Lisle
Sheldon Adv., Los Angeles, on Feb.
19 started
using thrice-weekly
participation in Morning
Hostess on KFRC,
San Francisco. Firm is also currently
sponsoring
five-weekly
quarter-houron
transcribed a musical
program
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
J. C. PENNEY, New York (department store chain) on March 4 will
start a transcribed serial drama
Adopted Daughter on KPO, San Francisco Monday through Friday, 9 to
9:15 a.m. Account placed through Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y.
BROADCASTING

IT WAS a serious moment for this
group when Frank Graham (right),
diminutive narrator, signed the contract to portray Prof. Cosmo Jones
on the weekly quarter-hour program. One Man Theatre, which
started Feb. 22 for 26 weeks under sponsorship of D. Ghiradelli
Co., San Francisco (chocolate products), on(KNX
7 CBS
CoastKOIN
stations
KARMWestKSFO
KVI KIRO KFPY), Thursday,
8:15-8:30 p. m. (PST). Watching
Graham initial the document are
(seated), H. A. (Doc) Stebbins,
executive vice-president of Erwin,
Wasey & Co., Los Angeles, agency
servicing the account and (standing),
Coombs,
CBS San
FranciscoClydeaccount
executive.
A heavy
user of billboards and newspapers,
this is the chocolate concern's first
major radio in several years.
Graham, as Prof. Cosmo Jones, presents one-man dramatizations of
mystery stories during his weekly
broadcast.
Fyr-Pro Campaign
FYR-PRO
New York, campaign
on Feb.
18 started Corp.,
an institutional
for its alarm fire extinguishers on
WOR, Newark, featuring Arthur
Tracy,
StreetTheSinger,
Sundays,
1111
:15 the
a. m.
company
is also
using five-minute programs several
times daily on WEVD, WMCA, and
WHN, New York, under the direction ofof Angelo
Palange, radio
directors
Cambell-Lampee,
New York,
the agency in charge. An intensive
sales campaign for the product is also
being conducted under the direction
of James Elliott of the Elliott Organization, New York.
ASSOCIATED GROCERY M F R S.
of America will hold its annual midyear conference June 13-15 at the
"Homestead, Hot
Springs,
Va. Annual
convention
of the
National
Retail
Grocers Assn. will start June 17 in
New York.

WSIX
7enne4d

ee ^^^^

^^^^Headley-Reed Co..
National Representative^
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Keystone

STANDARD RADIO announces the
following new subscribers to its Standard Library Service : KCMO, Kansas
City; KYUM, Yuma, Ariz.; WFTM,
Ft. Myers, Fla. ; KVWC, Vernon,
Tex.; WIL, St. Louis; WDZ, Tuscola, 111.
C. P. MacGREGOR, HoUywood
transcription concern, has announced
that since Jan. 1, 24 new stations
have subscribed to its music library
service— KORB KMO KONO KVI
KFVD KFYO VOL KGVO KRLH
KTSW KOBH WJDX WCAO
WLTH WDRC KTEM WCAX
WFTG WSM WGRC WGNC CFCN
CHAB CKCK. New subscribers to the
complete dramatic library service are
KTSW and WCAX.
H. R. CARSON, president of AllCanada Radio Facilities. Calgary.
Alta., was to arrive in Hollywood
March 2 for three weeks on a program
buying trip.
M. J. MARA, president of Radio
Artists ofductionHollywood,
Hollywood
_ pro-in
and transcription
unit, is
Chicago for three months contacting
agency executives.
HOWARD C. BROWN Co., Hollywood, representing Australian stations
and transcription
concerns,
has announced six new shows
for immediate
release in the United States and Canada. Programs, produced in Australia,
are available as scripts or transcriptions and include Adventures of Dr.
Danton; The Enemy Within; Cleopatra; Out of the Silence; Sentimental Bloke; and To Death & Back.
VARGAS AGENCY, Philadelphia, is
handling a number of transcribed programs for foreign broadcasters, among
them a series of 75 16-inch recordings
by
"Nickie"ofPedroso,
chief
announcer
WCAB, formerly
international
shortwave station operated by WCAU
Broadcasting Co., Philadelphia. Sr.
Pedroso, identified with the EnglishSpanish Progress on the March series
on WCAB, also is scheduled for a series over various U. S. shortwave stations for the Latin American Coffee
Assn.
UNITED BROADCASTING Co.,
Chicago, foreign language production
and transcription firm, announces the
opening of a new studio at 201 N.
Wells St., Chicago, where complete
production and recording of foreign
language shows to be broadcast on
stations throughout the country will
be accomplished. William L. Klein is
director of UBC, and Egmont Sonderling is sales manager.
EXCLUSIVE radio rights to the
writings of Louis Bromfield, noted author, have been obtained by Ted Collins Corp., New York production firm.
Now available to agencies is a series
of quarter-hour scripts on Bromfield's
best sellerby"The
I prepared
Ted Green
Collins. Bay Tree," as
I AVAILABLE for SPONSORSHIP

Broadcasting

any other transcribed service during its daily schedule. The proposed
agreement specifies that the station
will remain an exclusive Keystone
outlet, except for occasional local.
State or regional hookups.
Stations were advised by Mr.
Rogers that a national sponsor already has been committed for a
15-minute program daily. Keystone
plans to open sales offices in New
York, Chicago, and Los Angeles.
Reactions from stations, in some
instances, were objectionable on the
ground that the proposition was
"one-sided" and not conducive to
the best interests of radio. L. L.
Milliard, owner of KGKY, Scottsbluff, Neb., advised Mr. Rogers
Feb. 16 that he felt the plan was
not "complimentary to the intelligence of radio station heads". The
optioned time request in the agreement, he said, falls at the peak advertising periods of each day, making
the
cost
service
"much
higher than of
thethefinest
chain
af-

Plans

W ax Hookup With Net Type of Contract
A NEW "wax network" project, to have come from "over 100 stations"
serve independent stations under a and that the "demand for immediate action" has been such as to innetwork type contract, with opdicate prompt development. Keytioned time provisions and exclustone proposes to furnish stations
sive affiliation, has been revealed
in literature sent to stations by four hours daily of sustaining
Keystone Broadcasting System of transcriptions, or recorded proLos Angeles.
grams, supplied by Davis &
Naylor Rogers, former manager
Schwegler, along with suitable sustaining continuity. Stations would
of KNX, Los Angeles, is vice-president and general manager of the supply Keystone without cost SV2
hours
daily
for the use of sponsored
Keystone project. Other executives,
programs, with the time specified
accordingpectus,toinclude
the H.company's
prosE. Aitken of as between 8 to 9 a.m., 12 to 1
New York, former motion picture p.m., and 6:30 to 7:30, Local Standard Time. For additional time for
producer as president; Kenneth C.
Davis, a partner in Davis & commercial programs which might
Schwegler, music publishers and be furnished, the station would receive $15 per hour for the first 12
recorders as secretary-treasurer,
and Herbert H. Aronson, of Los hours during any one week and $20
Angeles, described as a member of per hour above that time. Stationbreak announcements during the
one ing
of families
California's
pioneerin bankand engaged
radio optioned time would be held open
recording for the past year, as the for Keystone sponsorship with
rates to be mutually agreed upon
new firm's vice-president.
later. The stations would not be
Mr. Rogers has advised stations
permitted to use any identifying
that since the proposition was
announcement in connection with
broached last month, suggestions
ON

filiation that could be procured".
Rejecting the proposition; Mr. Hilliard said that the $15-per-hour
rate for the first 15 hours was
"miserable".
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In the 3rd Nation-Wide Poll
Announced
Year —
Se'ectiO'nsThisWere:
★ JACK BENNY
★ EDGAR BERGEN
(Charlie McCarthy)
ir FRED ALLEN
^ BING CROSBY
★ BOB HOPE
★ KAY KYSER
ic FIBBER McGEE
AND MOLLY
ORSON WELLES
★ ALEC TEMPLETON
^ON KSD

i 7:30 P. M.— Mon., Wed. & Fri.
A popular program with an enthusi> astic following. Talent cost: $100
(net) weekly.
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Na+ion-Wide

POPULARITY

NATION'S LEADING
RADIO ENTERTAINERS

IRAYMOND
TOMPKINS
Top Flight Commentator
j
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System

The recent RADIO
on KSD
the

programs

DAILY

Poll names

8 stars

in the 9 firsts selected as

nation's Leading

shown

POLLS

Radio

Entertainers,

at the left. This poll follows similar

surveys by the MOTION
and the NEW

YORK

in both of which KSD

PICTURE

DAILY

WORLD-TELEGRAM,
programs carried 7 of

the 8 firsts. In St. Louis, listeners turn their
dials to KSD, knowing they are sure to get
radio's outstanding entertainment.

The Distinguished

Broadcasting

Station

Station KSD—
The BUILDING,
St. Louis
Dispatch
POST-DISPATCH
ST. LOUIS,PostMO.
FREE & PETERS, INC., NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
ATLANTA
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
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JOHN F. WHEDON, for five years
vice-president of the San Francisco
office of Lord & Thomas and now in
the Chicago office, has been appointed
executive vice-president and elected to
the board of directors of the firm, it
was announced by Don Francisco,
president. Donald S. Manchester, of
Sidney Garfinkle Adv. Agency in San
Francisco, joined the San Francisco
staff of Lord & Thomas as copy writer.
DEMA HARSHBARGER, onetime
NBC Aritists Service manager in
Hollywood, is now business manager
of Hedda
Hopper, film actress and radio commentator.
W. VanA. COMBS, formerly handling
sales promotion for WOAI, San Antonio, on March 1 is to take over as
manager of the Texas office of Ruthrauff & Ryan at Houston.
BESS LOOMIS, formerly an account
executive of Max Becker Co., Long
Beach, Cal., agency, has joined W. C.
Jeffries Co., Los Angeles.

HELLWIG-MILLER, New York, has
opened an office at 35 Wacker Drive,
Chicago, with Irving M. Tuteur, for
the last several years vice-president of
McJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago, in charge.
According to Mr. Tuteur, the Curtiss
Candy Co. account (Baby Ruth), including all future advertising media
used, will be handled by the new Chicago office.
ROBERT ORR, executive vice-president of Lennen & Mitchell, New York,
and executive on the John H. Woodbury Co. account, is spending several
weeks on the West Coast checking
sponsored shows serviced by that agency and also auditioning talent for the
new Don Ameche program which starts
in April under sponsorship of Old
Gold.
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Reuben and the other folks around Fargo are selling
their stuf S so fast they're busting their own records!
As an example — our Red River Valley residents account for 43.6% of all drug sales in North Dakota,
South Dakota and Minnesota (minus counties containing St. Paul and Minneapolis).
is the only chain station that covers this rich
Valley territory. Need we add that OUR buying suggestions are heeded? Let us show you!
WDAY

WDAY.I1VC
T

Affiliated

JEROME FOLKART, president of
Folkart-Winston Adv. Agency, New
York, has formed the Folkart Adv.
Agency at the same address, 276 W.
43d St. Telephone is Wisconsin 7-5393.
No changes in personnel have been effected. Irvcin Winston, chairman of
the board and executive vice-president
of Folkart-Winston, has formed the
Winston Adv. Agency at 303 W. 42d
St., but has announced no details on
personnel and accounts.
HAL BURDICK, radio director of
Westco Adv. Agency, San Francisco,
author of Dr. Kate, sponsored by
Sperrythor ofFlour
and storyteller-auNight Co.Editor
sponsored by
Cardinet Candy Co., recently conferred
with General Mills executives and the
Knox Reeves Agency in Minneapolis.
B. S. PRESBA. president of Presba,
Fellers & Presba, Chicago, has been
away from his desk for a month due
to
in influenza.
March. He is expected back early
DONOVAN HALL, formerly director
of advertising and publicity of Ross
Federal Research Corp., New York,
has become director of sales and advertising of Filmaek Trailer Co., Chicago, company producing film trailer
shorts. Thomas B. Ellsworth, former
assistant director of advertising at
Ross Federal, has taken over Mr.
Hall's position.
WARREN
vice-president
and managerE. ofKRAFT,
Erwin. Wasey
& Co.,
Seattle, has been appointed chairman
of the tourist committee of the Seattle
Chamber of Commerce, of whose board
of trustees he also is a member.
JULES BUNDGUS, of Benton &
Bowles, New York publicity department, has been transferred to the agency'stationHollywood
to handle
exploiof networkoffice
shows.
He succeeds
Lewis Patterson, resigned.
CHARLES LEVITT, Los Angeles
manager of Chas. R. Stuart, has been
reappointed manager of the Los Angeles Bureau of the Golden Gate International Exposition, which re-opens
on Treasure Island, San Francisco
Bay, in May.
JOHN E. FINNERAN, formerly vicepresident of Benton & Bowles. New
York, has joined Warwick & Legler,
New York,
as a vice-president,
stockholder and member
of the plans board.
Mr. Finneran was previously national
advertising director of all ScrippsHoward newspapers.
JOSEPH HEVESI, formerly with Ed
Thorgersen at Movietone News, has
joined the publicity staff of Benton &
Bowles, New York.
For
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AAAA Picks May 16
THE 1940 convention of the American Assn. of Advertising: Agencies
has been announced for May 16-17
at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New
York. Sessions open to AAAA
members only have been scheduled
for May 16, vs^ith advertisers^ and
media guests invited to participate
in the May 17 meetings and the
convention dinner. J. P. Cunningham, vice-president of Newell-Emmett Co.,
chairman program.
of the committee on is
convention

WSOY
250 W.

Decatur,
18 hours 111.
daily
BROADCASTING

BURT COCHRAN, formerly of J.
Stirling Getchell, New York, and previously with McCann-Erickson for 14
years, has joined Benton & Bowles,
New York, in an executive capacity.
Mr. Cochran was appointed manager
of McCann-Erickson's Seattle office in
1927, and in 1937 took charge of new
business
for that agency's Chicago office.
CHESTER WILLIAMS, formerly of
N. W. Ayer & Son, San Francisco, has
joined Glasser Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, as production manager and time
buyer. He succeeds J. E. Griswold, resigned.
TOM HUDSON, formerly on the anstaff of Chicago,
Texas State
Network and nouncing
WGN,
has joined
Giezendanner Adv. Co., Houston, Tex.
as an account executive.

JOHN D.
an associate ofMORGAN,
the Radolekformerly
Co., Chicago
sound equipment firm, has been appointed radio director of The Phil
Gordon Adv. Agency. 840 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago.
a di-is
rect
mail and
selling Previously
concern, this
the first venture into radio for the
agency.
MEL WILLIAMSON, producer of
Hixson-O'Donnell Adv., Los Angeles
agency, on the CBS Calling All Cars
program,monialwasbanquethonored
guest
at a testiFeb. 10,
following
the
last broadcast of that series under
sponsorship of Rio Grande Oil Corp.
HELEN SINCLAIR, formerly an account executive of Schwimmer & Scott.
Chicago, has accepted a position in the
radio copy department of Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York.
TOM COOPER, account executive of
J. Walter Thompson Co.,edLosfromAngethe
transferr
recently wasoffice.
Francisco
San les,
J O. BAUER, manager of New York
media for Lord & Thomas, has been
meof the agency's
chairman committee
nameddia coordination
. Emerson
Foote, account executive on Lucky
been elected a
Strike cigarettes
dent of ,thehasagency.
vice-presi
ITI
depublicity
the
of
JOHNS
TALBOT partment of BBDO, New York, has
Min-to
to the agency's
been transferre
March 1.
neapolis office,d effective
work on the Northwest Airlines. Gencounts.eral Mills and State of Minnesota acLIEUT. G. A. HAMBLY, account
executive of F. H. Hayhurst Co.. Toronto agency, is now on active service
as quartermaster of the Toronto
Scottish Regiment.
IVY MAISON has joined Benison
utive.
Co., Toronto agency, as account exec-

a
i

GORDON vertising
St. manager
CLAIRE,
formerly
of Albert
Miller ad-&
Co.. has joined Schwimmer & Scott,
Chicago, as account executiye.

A

PROFIT

PRODUCER!
JOIN UP with WAIR! Make
SURE mumyour
product
has a maxiaudience
of money-spenders! WAIR produces sales in
volume — the only kind of sales
that pay you a profit! A test
proves it!
WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
National Representatives
Sears & Ayer
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MAXINE UPHAM, formerly an account executive of Stack-Goble Adv.
Agency, San Francisco, has joined the
Los Angeles office of Sidney Garfinkel
Adv. Agency. Margaret Galbraith has
been added to the staff as copy writer. She was formerly with C. H. Baker
Co., San Francisco (shoes).
WILLIAM B. MOSLB has been elected a director and secretary of Morgan
Reichner & Co., New York, according to an announcement by M. S. A.
Reichner, president of the agency.
MITCHELL J. HAMILBURG Agency, Hollywood talent service, has been
granted exclusive rights by Columbia
Pictures Corp. to make all radio deals
and merchandising tie-ups on the
screen series, "Five Little Peppers."
DOLAN & DOANE, Hollywood talent agency, has established New York
oflBces in the RKO Bldg. Ken Dolan
is in charge and will divide his time
between the two offices.
WILLIAM S. SIGMUND, creative
director of Henry J. Kaufman Adv.,
Washington, is author of a volume
of maps titled Europe Under X-Ray
[Garden City Publishing Co., New
York, $1]. Cellophane overlays reveal
details not otherwise shown on maps.
ARTHUR E. MARTIN Inc., Chicago
advertising agency, has moved to 307
N. Michigan Ave. New telephone is
Central 3263.

WMBC, Detroit, has appointed Forjoe
&resentative.
Co., New York, as its national repWLNH, Laconia, N. H., has appointed Joseph McGillvra as its exclusive national representative.
RADIO ADVERTISING Corp., national representative firm, announces
its appointment as representative of
WCAR, Pontiac, Mich.
CKSO, Sudbury, Ont., has appointed
All-Canada Radio Facilities, Toronto,
as exclusive representatives.
JOHN LIVINGSTONE, Pacific Coast
; manager for International Radio Sales,
: recently undewent an eye operation in
: San Francisco.
WILLIAM K. DORMAN, manager of
.lohn H. Perry Associates, New York,
has returned from a Florida vacation
as guest on the yacht of W. O. Pape,
manager of WALA, Mobile.
JAMES WADE, salesman of Free &
Peters, New York station representatives, on Feb. 26 returned to his desk
after a week's attack of influenza.
Woodmen Anniversary
, WOODMEN ACCIDENT Co., Lin" coin,
Neb. (life,
health
insurance),
has accident
started and
a 13-week
campaign on five stations honoring
its 50th anniversary. Programs selected are built around local station
persolialities and include varied
music. Quarter-hour, thrice-weekly
shows and those featured are as
follows: KNX,
Homer Griffith;
I WHO, Bob Blaylock; WCCO, Tom
iBreen; WLW, Paul Allison. The
'I WLS
Bamis Dance,
Stillwell,
the fifthfeaturing
selection Jack
and
i is heard for 15 minutes once-weekly. Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago, is agency.

Selinger's Affiliation
HENRY SELINGER, well-known
in radio as a program creator, has
joined Sherman & Marquette, Chicago, as radio director. For the last
several years Mr.
Selinger has been
a radio executive
of Blackett-Sample - Hummert,
Chicago. Among
the programs
originally
established on the
air
by Mr. Selinger are
Amos 'n' Andy ;
Little Orphan An- Mr. Selinger
nie, the first children's serial; Clara
Lu & Em; Painted Dreams, the
first daytime serial; Lum & Abner
and many others. In former years
Mr. Selinger was manager of
WGN, Chicago, radio director of
Lord & Thomas and later director
of the NBC Talent Bureau. He
takes up his duties with Sherman
& Marquette March 15.
Edward W. Hellwig
EDWARD WATKINS HELLWIG,
48, senior partner of Hellwig-Mlller
Co., New York advertising agency,
on Feb. 19 died suddenly in his office. Mr. Hellwig founded the E. W.
Hellwig Co. in 1920, changing the
name of the firm to its present title
in 1938, when Charles L. Miller became a partner. Mr. Hellwig is survived by his wife, Catherine, and
one daughter, Mrs. Orleans Batson.
GEORGE H. HUMMEL, former executive vice-president of P. Lorillard
Co., New York, has been elected president of the company, succeeding the
late David H. Ball.
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Gellatly Also Rep
WILLIAM B. GELLATLY, president of Gellatly Inc., New York
program nouncedfirm,
on Feb.
anthe addition
of a 21
station
representation department to the
program activities of the company.
The new department will operate
independently
of the was
program
division. First client
revealed
Feb. 23 with the announcement by
T. S. Marshall, president and general manager of Civic BroadcastingmentCorp.,
of therepresentative
firm's appoint-of
as national
the new WOLF, Syracuse. The
new station is expected to start
operating April 1.
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WIRE, Indianapolis, inaugurated its
nighttime power increase to 5,000
watts early in February.

IN
THE SIXTH DIVISION, U. S. Army,
9,000 strong, is stationed at Camp
Jackson, five miles outside Columbia,
S. C, home of Station WIS. WIS
plays an important part in the recreational life of this army community,
and no small portion of its $283,000
monthly
payroll goes to WIS advertisers.

Alert beverage and tobacco clients are cashing in on
this bonus market created by Uncle Sam. Cigarette
and proprietary advertisers will also find it a desirable
addition to the statewide audience already served by
WIS.

ALL-TIME high of 66 subscribers to
, the services of the Cooperative Analy: sis of Broadcasting has been announced
IIby A. H. Lehman, manager of the
'i' CAB.
through
t:he ANAThe andCAB,
the maintained
AAAA cooperatively, starts its eleventh year of activity
in March.
BROADCASTING

Expands Into Radio
SAWYER, FERGUSON & WALKER, newspaper representatives,
has announced the opening of a radio department
to act stations.
as sales First
representatives for radio
stations to be represented are
WRNL, Richmond, which is affiliated with the Richmond NewsLeader, and WGN, Newport News,
Va., owned by the Newport News
Press and Times-Herald. Manager
of the radio division in the comYorkbeoffices
the Lincolnpany's
Bldg.Newwill
Fred inAnderson,
formerly in the media research department of Benton & Bowles, and
previously of NBC. Clark Stevens
is in charge of the Detroit office in
the New Center Bldg., and J. H.
Sawyyer
headBldg.
of the Chicago office in theis 333
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Bill Clips FCC Authority
(Continued from page 19)
tal American principle". This type
of censorship is far more dangerous
than if the Commission would promulgate standards in advance, he
said. The present method is "just
plain ex post facto censorship and
is too powerful a weapon to be entrusted to any such agency."
Asserting that Congress never intended to delegate to the FCC the
power to impose its judgment as to
what are good programs and what
are bad programs, Mr. Ditter declared the Commission was established primarily to deal with a technical problem in order to prevent
interference, assure an orderly and
efficient use of the ether, and effect
a fair, efficient and equitable distribution of broadcast facilities
over the country.
"From all I can find out, it is to
these primary duties they pay the
least attention, while they fritter
away their time on forbidden and,
I believe, unconstitutional fields of
activity," he said.
Discussing the provision of his
bill which would make it clear that
the Commission is not to take alleged program offenses into account
in any way of its actions on applications, Mr. Ditter said the only
leeway left to the Commission is in
the case where a licensee has been
finally adjudged guilty by a Federal court of one or more violations
of specific provisions of the Act,
such as the provisions against obscenity and lottery information, and
then only where the offense is of so

'"'•^.J'^'''- INC.
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KARK

is consistently

doing a bigger job —
for bigger customers
— than any other station in Arkansas!
Before doing business
in Arkansas,

do busi-

ness with KARK!

LITTLE

ROCK,

ARK.

890 KC— 1,000 Watts
N.B.C. and Southcentral Quality
Network, Comprising
WMC, KARK,KWKH,
WSMB, KTBS
Edward Petry & Co., Inc., National Representative
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Strictly Stenchy
CONTEST to end all contests
is being conducted on KVOO,
Tulsa, by Eddie Coontz on his
dailying45-minute
KVOO
MornWatch. Coontz
is offering
a set of NBC chimes to the
personest" joke
sending
the "lousiof the inweek.
Worst
joke of the month earns its
sender a $30 Nesco electric
roaster. Mail count on the
program is reported to have
jumped more than 400% since
the contest started.
serious or repeated a nature as to
show clearly that the licensee or
applicant is not qualified in character to operate a station.
"We do not put newspapers out
of business because of occasional
infractions of laws against lotteries,
obscenity, defamation or any other
improper utterances. We punish the
persons responsible by fines, imprisonments or damages. Why
should any other principle apply to
radio station licensees?"
New Station Grants
Hitting the mooted question of
competition from new stations, Mr.
Ditter said obviously a newcomer
should not have the right to replace
an established station unless there
is some consideration of public interest involved. He charged that the
Commission "under the influence of
a deluge of authoritarian jurisprudence istaking the position that
it may grant any application for a
new station or for an increase in
power or change of frequency for
an existing station without hearing, no matter how disastrous its
action may affect any existing station or the public served by that
Asserting it is not necessary to
put a station off the air to ruin it,
station."
Mr. Ditter declared that if another
station is placed on the same wavelength so close that interference is
caused over most of the area served
by it, then its usefulness is effectively destroyed. Until last year the
FCC itself did not entertain any
such notion of its powers, he pointed out.
To remedy this situation, he said
his bill provided that the Act be
amended to require hearing where
the Commission's action would aggrieve or adversely affect the interests of any holder of a license or
any applicant therefor.
Mr. Gannett in his address Feb.
23 in St. Petersburg declared that
since Sept. 8, when a limited national emergency was declared, the
President has had the power of life
and death over every station. The
powers conferred on the President
over radio were described by the
publisher-broadcaster as the same
powers with which Adolph Hitler
is keeping the German people in the
dark, the powers that Stalin and
Mussolini exercise over the radio in
Russia and Italy.
Urging enactment of the Ditter
Bill, Mr. Gannett said freedom of
speech over the radio "is another
battleground for preservation of

CKWX, CJOR Granted
Power Boosts to 1 kw.
CKWX,Vancouver
100-watt,stations
and CJOR,
500watt
have been
authorized by the Department of
Ottawa, toto increase
1Transport,
kilowatt, according
Reg Dagg,to
manager of CKWX, which changes
frequency to 950 kc, while CJOR
remains on 600 kc.
Two Vancouver stations go off
the air effective April 1, as annual
licenses expire March 31. CKCD,
station owned by the Vancouver
Province, ceases to operate, and the
newspaper will cooperate with
CJOR, though it will not have any
financial interest. CKFC, station of
the Vancouver Sun, will likewise go
off the air, and the Sun will cooperate with CKWX. Two other
stations will remain in Vancouver,
CKMO, 100-watter, and CBR, Canadian Broadcasting Corp. 5,000watt station. CKWX will build a
new transmitter and radiator on
Lulu Island.

MILWAUKEE
PICKS
HOPE AND BERGEN
BOB HOPE won top honors as radio comedian in the 10th annual
radio poll conducted by The Milwaukee Journal, operating WTMJ.
Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy again captured
the "favorite program"
laurels, followed
by
Hope, Jack Benny and Fibber
McGee & Molly. WTMJ personalities led the field in sportscasting
and woman commentator divisions.
Kay Kyser was named top bandsman; Bing Crosby, leading male
popular singer, as well as most
popular m.c. Other leaders named
in the poll included Nelson Eddy,
male concert star; Don Wilson,
studio announcer;
One a Man's
Family,
serial, place.
with / Love
Mystery in second
For the ninth consecutive year
Russ Winnie, WTMJ sportscaster,
led his division, with Bob Elson
second and Ted Husing third.
Nancy Grey, commentator on
WTMJ's What's New?, led the
field in her bracket for the eighth
straight season, with George Comte,
of WTMJ's Today's Events, running second to H. V. Kaltenborn (I
among the news commentators
Baukhage Shifted
BAUKHAGE, NBC Washington
commentator, on Feb. 19 returned
to a regular news commentary spot
on the NBC-Blue National Farm
& Home Hour, resuming his post
on the program after an absence
of nearly 17 months, during which
he handled special NBC news assignments both in this country and
Europe. In the new series, Bauk
hage comments on the national
scene in the light of his personal
experiences on the European front
and in Washington.
LENOX R. LOHR, NBC president
New York, has donated a large silver
trophy which will be awarded for the
best collection of United States stamps
on display at the annual International
Philatelic
Exhibit currently being held
in Hollywood.
our civil and constitnitional liberties." The President's own son, Elliott Roosevelt, he said, "had the
courage to come out against his
father and oppose vigorously restrictions on freedom of speech on
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STROMBERG - CARLSON has announced a new high fidelity wide-range
speaker designed for monitoring both
A-M and F-M broadcasts. The useful
response range is said to be extremely
wide, with sound distribution essentially uniform over an angle of 100
degrees. The instrument incorporates
three exclusive Stromberg-Carlson features— Labyrinth, Carpinchoe leather
cone edge supports, and a nested,
coaxial arrangement of the high frequency speaker within the hollow of
the cone of the low frequency speaker.
GATES AMERICAN Corp., Quincy,
111., has announced installations of
Gates 250-A transmitters at WATW,
Ashland. Wis.; WPAD, Paducah,
Ky. ; KORN, Fremont, Neb. ; KBTM,
Jonesboro, Ark.; WHBU, Anderson,
Ind. and speech input systems at
WOLS, Florence. S. C. ; KVNU, Logan. U. ; WGTM, Wilson, N. C. ;
CHNS, Halifax, N. S., along with Dynamote pickup equipment In the radio
room of the House of Representatives,
Washington.
RCA MFG. Co., has acquired building property at Bloomington, Ind.,
where it will establish another modern
factory
for producing
model radios.
The new"Nipper"
location table
was
acquired
as
part
of
the
company's
expansion plans, and manufacturing
facilities are to be installed immedi\ ately with the prospect of starting
production by mid-year. Company of' ficialscept indicated
that all employes,
exa skeleton supervisory
staff, will
; be recruited in the Bloomington area.
RCA Mfg. Co. now has domestic man. ufacturing plants for its radio and
, allied products in Camden ; Harrison,
: N. J. ; Indianapolis, and Hollywood,
: in which it employs more than 15,000
' persons.
^WSAZ, Huntington, W. Va., has in, stalled an automatic tone beat for time
signal broadcasts. Designed by Glenn
E. Chase, chief engineer, the device
couples an audio oscillator with an
electric clock so that a musical note
. is heard every hour. The note is A
(above middle C and lasts one second.
KRRV, Sherman, Tex., is erecting two
280-foot shunt-fed Lehigh towers and
has let the contract for a fireproof
transmitter building to be located be' tween Sherman and Denison, to house
•a new 1,000-watt WE transmitter. The
[Station recently was authorized to
change frequency from 1310 to 880 kc.
lunlimited. The directive antenna system was designed by A. Earl Cnllum
'Jr., Dallas consulting engineer. Phasing and monitoring for the new transfmitter also will be WE.
- HAMMOND
INSTRUMENT Co..
' Chicago,
manufacturer
the Ham-a
mond electric
organ, has ofintroduced
new electrical "reverberation control"
' producing
device on the
cabinet which byis
echotone characteristics
• claimed to give the instrument a tone
[1like a church organ.
ij'A NEW MONITORING loudspeaker,
employingmechanism
a newly-designed
permanentno
L|jmagnet
which requires
i'! power
supplyan andunusually
hou.sed inwide
a cabinet
permitting
angle
i of sound distribution, has been anj^nounced
64-B)
combines bytheRCA.
doubleUnit
voice(Model
coil speaker
\ mechanism with a folded horn cabinet,
^ enabling faithful reproduction of all
■ frequencies between 60 and 10,000
cycles, RCA says, with cabinet reso. nance eliminated by the folded horn
and closed back. Diffusing vanes in
front of the cone spread the sound
over a 100-degree arc at 10,000 cycles
" and
mechanism
with thea speaker
permanent
magnetis equipped
field requiring no power supply. Model is rated at 10 watts and has a 15 ohm input impedance.
jBROADCASTING

Starts Building

Of Kearney Transmitter
WMCA, New York, is starting
work immediately on the construction of a 5,000-watt transmitter at
Kearney, N. J., which will replace
its present Flushing, L. I., site upon completion of the installation,
expected sometime in May, according to WMCA engineers. Authority
to increase its power from 1,000
watts full time to 5,000 watts
daytime and 1,000 watts nighttime
power and to construct a transmitter at the Kearney location was issued Feb. 7 to WMCA by the FCC.
Three 325-foot towers built in
parallel formation and spaced 385
feet apart, will concentrate the signal in the metropolitan area.
Transmitter will be housed in a
modernistic structure of white terra cotta, windowless but with partial glass brick walls. Building,
completely air-conditioned and temperature-control ed, wil house
emergency equipment as well as the
primary transmitter. Equipment
was furnished by RCA to specifications drawn by Frank Marx,
WMCA chief engineer, who will direct the transmitter installation.
RCA engineers also cooperated in
the design of the transmitter building. Work is being done by the
Washington Construction Co. under
the general supervision of Lockwood Green Co., engineering firm.
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Since recent announcement of several new Gates speech
units broadcasters asked for "the other barrel". Well here
it is, in part at least, and you can obtain a swell 12 gauge
load of infornnation on the complete new 1940 Gates speech
equipments by writing for the Gates catalog, just off the

press.

An up to the minute control console that effects
practically complete multi-rack control from
the operator's desk. A mighty smart looking
bit of merchandise also, that gives that added
commercial touch to the studio group.

Interviews Duff -Cooper
JOHN NELSON, who conducts Candidly
KSFO,
Francisco, Speaking
claims a on
scoop
for hisSanFeb.
14
interview of Alfred Duff-Cooper, Britain's former First Lord of the Admirality, in the Golden Gate city on
a lecture tour. After the interview
Duff-Cooper told Nelson that it was
his first broadcast in America.
YANKEE
NETWORK'S
modulation station
WIXOJ, frequency
Paxton,
Mass., previously operating with a
power output of 2,000 watts, is now
completing 50 kw. installation. Radio
Engineering Laboratories, New York,
has been adjusting and testing the
new F-M transmitter, which will be
the most powerful transmtiter using
the Armstrong system of wide-band
F-M operation. Although the equipment was not scheduled for delivery
until April, it was delivered and ready
for testing prior to Feb. 15.
NEW 1,000-watt high fidelity broadcasting transmitter has .iust been installed in the Municipal Bldg. of New
York City and is now being tested
under the direction of Isaac Brimberg,
chief
engineer
of WNYC,
New York's
municipal
station.
Transmitter,
W2RVP, which will operate on 26.1
mc. was built by Radio Receptor Co.,
New York, and is the first commercial
broadcast job to be constructed by this
concern, although it has been building transmitters for aviation, marine
and Government contract work since
1922.
WESTINGHOUSE E. & M. Co. has
formed a special apparatus engineering section whose first assignment includes construction of a new transmitter for WBZ, Boston, at Hull,
Mass., according to an announcement
by Walter Evans, manager of the
Westinghouse radio division. The
WBZ transmitting plant will be similar to the 50 kw. equipment recently installed for KDKA, Pittsburgh.
Ralph N. Harmon, since 1931 general
engineer of the Westinghouse radio
broadcast department, heads the new
engineering force of 12 radio technicians specializing in general commercial design and production of radio
apparatus of all types as well as
handling all engineering activities of
the Westinghouse broadcast department.

is

A new high in uniform response and a new low In
noise level marks this new Gates program amplifier
for a long successful career. Inverse feed back and
multiple input and output control salient features.

Gates added two extra shields to the audio
transformers in their new pre-amplifier series
making them the answer for low background
transmission. Small, high gain and universal !n-out
impedances make it the complete pre-amplifier.

The

GATES

Companies
— CORPORATION
— GATES AMERICAN
— GATES RADIO & SUPPLY COMPANY
QUINCY. ILLINOIS. U. S. A.
cable address . gatesradio.
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COAST RWG, AFRA
FORM JOINT GROUP
AN INTER-GUILD council has
been established between Western
Division of Radio Writers Guild
•and Los Angeles Chapter of AFRA,
to coordinate relationship of the
"two
A committee
threeorganizations.
from each group
will workof
out mutual problems. Representing
RWG are Thomas Conrad Sawyer,
True Boardman and Donald H.
Clark. AFRA committee consists of
Gayle Gordon, Donald Wilson and
Pred MacCay. Establishment of
the council marks the end of a
long-standing feud between RWG
•and AFRA during which the latter
refused to surrender jurisdiction
•over KNX, Hollywood, staff writers
until their guild could show a majority of members employed on the
station. Following several holdouts among them, the KNX writers
recently voted unanimously to join
HWG, paving the way for complete
accord with AFRA.
Although major Los Angeles
■area transcription and production
•concerns deny having participated,
Western Division of RWG anJnounced that virtual approval of
its proposed minimum basic agreeiment was given at a meeting of
representatives from all groups
lield in Hollywood on Feb. 16. Who
represented the transcription con•cerns at the meeting is shrouded in
secrecy, but representing the writers were Forrest Barnes, president
•of RWG; John Boylan and attorneys George Bodle and Aubrey

On the Job
STAYING qualities of radio
listeners were demonstrated
recently during a stunt sponsored on WCHS, Charleston,
W. Va., by Kay Jewelry Co.
The jewelry firm bought two
daily spots over a one-month
period, announcing that
everyone giving a complete
report on all announcements
would be given a wrist watch.
The spots were placed deliberately at difficult times, like
6 a.m. and 1 a.m., just before
opening and closing the broadcast. In spite of this, 11 perfect scores were reported. One
woman listener stated in her
report that she had listened
to WCHS constantly every
day, but that one day her
electric service had been interrupted for 1% hours. She
offered to obtain an affidavit
from the power company to
prove her statement, in case
any of the annotincements
had been given during that
period.
Finn. RWG also stated that several
transcription concerns not represented at the meeting telephoned
their approval of the proposed
contract and announced that they
would sign after suggested revisions had been made and language
clarified.

Leads Your Products to Increased Sales
WDZ ably covers one of the nation's richest farming,
45 NATIONAL
oil-producing, and industrial areas. It's almost evenly
divided between busy urban area and prosperous farmACCOUNTS
USING WDZ,
ing territory — an ideal set-up for consistently steady
INCLUDING:
buying. Besides the rich agricultural region in its primary area, WDZ blankets Champaign-Urbana, Decatur,
Allis-Chalmers
Absorene
Danville and Springfield (Illinois) as well as Terre
Olson Rug Mfg. Co.
Haute, Indiana. Write for new brochure of facts!
Smith Brothers
MARKET DATA
IVIfg. Co.
standard Oil Co.
Papulation (Urban 161,300; Rural 696,749)— 1,158,049
Retail sales (1935)
$263,207,000
Hyde Park Beer
Food sales (1935)
$64,440,000
J. A. Folger Co.
Aato registration
253,225
Household
IHagazine
Dr.of Caldwell
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
Pepsin Syrup
special
representatives
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
DeKalb
SAN FRANCISCO
KANSAS CITY
Assn. Agricultural
Critic Feeds
Foley Honey & Tar
Sterling Beer
Carter's Liver Pills
TUSCOLA
Oyster
Shell Service
Lens Photo
Union Biscuit Co.
Willard Tablet Co.
★ WDZ BROADCASTING
COMPANY ★
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KERN FOOD PRODUCTS Co., Los Angeles (jams, jellies & catchup), to Lawrence
Co., Los Angeles.
M. J. B. COFFEE Co., San Francisco (coffee, tea & spices), to BBDO, Hollywood,
effective July 1. Agency will establish a
San Francisco office to service the account.
CURTISS CANDY Co., Chicago (Baby
Ruth that
and city.
other candies), to Hellwig-Miller
Co.,
MISSION HOSIERY MILLS, Los Angeles (hosiery), to Sidney Garfinkel Adv.
Agency, that city. On March 4 starts
weekly quarter-hour quiz program. Radio
Charades, on KHJ, Los Angeles.
BENEFICIAL MANAGEMENT Corp.,
Newark,
ton Co., N.N. Y.J. (loans), to Al Paul LefHECKER PRODUCTS Corp., New York
(shoeY. polish division), to Benton & Bowles,
N.
EMPIRE DIAMOND Co., Jefferson, la.
(jewelry), to Lessing Adv. Co., Dea Moines.
Using radio.
JEAN MacLEAN, Des Moines (plant stimulants), to Lessing Adv. Co., Des Moines.
Using radio and other media.
SERVICE LIFE INSURANCE Co., Omaha, to Benson & Dall, Chicago. Using radio
and newspapers.
H. B. GLOVER Co., Dubuque, la. (pajamas, shirts
and sportswear),
kind, Joice
& Morgan,
Chicago. to GoodHAWAIIAN TRUST Co. Ltd., Honolulu.
T. H., to N. W. Ayer & Son, Honolulu.
JACK DEMPSEY-BILLY TAUB Clothing
Stores, New
JSew York.
York Radio
(men's will
clothes),
to Keed
Adv.,
be used,
but
no plans till late March.
JACKEY PRODUCTS, Louisville (wave
setter), to Van DeMark Advertising Inc.,
Cincinnati. Radio to be used with other
media.
S. & J. SIMOWITZ SHOE STORES, Augusta,Co.,
Ga. (shoe
to Robert
sohn
St. chain),
Louis. Using
radioLaserand
other &media.
RUUD MFG. Co., Pittsburgh (gas water
heaters), to Marschalk & Pratt, N. Y.
TOWNE TALK Co., Los Angeles (dessert
topping), to Milton Weinberg Adv. Co.,
that city. Plans extensive use of California
radio.
CERTIFIED MOVERS Assn., Los Angeles
(moving
that
city. & storage), to Lisle Sheldon Adv.,
CENTILEVER BREWING Co., Ft.
Wayne
(Nickel
Faust Adv.
Co., Plate
Chicago.beer), to MitchellSTATE FARM MUTUAL Automobile InCo., Bloomington,
Louis & suranceBrorby,
Chicago. 111., to Needham,
AMERICAN CAN Co., New York, to
Young & Rubicam, N. Y., for all products
except
March 1. Keglined beer cans, effective
DI-MON-GLO Distributing Co., Los Angeles (wax), to Darwin H. Clark Adv.,
that city, for California. Currently sponsoring thrice-weekly quarter-hour commentary program, America Speaks, on KFWB,
Hollywood ; and a thrice-weekly quarterhour live musical show on KMPC, Beverly
Hills, Cal.
WEST END BREWING Co., Utica, N. Y.
(Utica Club beer and ale), to Moser &
Cotins, Utica. Radio may be used the end
of March, but no plans have been made.

RADIO dominated the second annual conference of the Junior Pacific Advertising Clubs Assn., held
in Los Angeles on Feb. 24. Participating in the quiz panel discussions
were (1 to r) William D. Shaw, of
CBS-KNX, chairman of the conference; Leo B. Tyson, vice-president
and general manager of KMPC,
Beverley Hills, and Don Belding,
Lord & Thomas account executive
on the Sunkist Hedda Hopper program on CBS. Featured speakers
at the meeting included Vic Eckdahl, sales manager of Swift &
Co., and John C. Morse, vice-president of Dan B. Miner Co. and president of Los Angeles Advertising
Club.
RANGER'S RESCUE
Church Uses Special Disc to
Raise Funds
ALREADY a hero to American
youngsters, the Lone Ranger and
King-Trendle Inc., Detroit producers of the show, recently created a
new group of adult fans by riding
to the aid of a church in distress —
the First Methodist Church of
Knoxville. Arranging a fund-raising program to ease the pressure
of a heavy mortgage, the church
entertainment committee sought the
help of Harry Morris, local manager of American Bakeries, sponsors of the Lone Ranger series on
WNOX,
Knoxville, and other Southern stations.
When contacted by the Atlanta
headquarters of the baking firm,
the King-Trendle organization went
to work and produced a specially
written full-length show in which
the famous masked rider came to
the rescue of a mortgage-ridden
church in the old-time West.
Rushed to WNOX by airmail, the
special transcription was presented
as part of the program at the
church by Fred Shepherd, WNOX
account executive.
WKPT are the call letters assigned
for the new local station in Kingsport, Tenn., authorized Feb. 13 by the
FCC [Broadcasting, Feb. 151.

BASEBALL!
Western - International Pro
ball is the hardest-hitting
league of its kind on the
continent. CJOR has W-I
ball to offer, plus Canada's
ace sports man, Leo Nichol-

Vancouver, B. C.
National Representatives:
Joseph Hershey McGillvra
BROADCASTING

JOR
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COLUMBIA TO PRESS
LANG-WORTH
DISCS
EFFECTIVE March 1, all transcriptions produced by Lang-Worth
Feature Programs will be recorded
and pressed by Columbia Recording Corp., CBS subsidiary. Contract, representing the first large
account secured by the recording
company since the formation of its
new transcription and commercial
record division a month ago, was
signed Feb. 20 by Ralph Wentworth, president of the producing
company, C. 0. Langlois, general
manager of that firm, and William
A. Schudt Jr., head of the CRC
transcription division.
Mr. Wentworth stated the new
contract was made in anticipation
of a large expansion in his company's tax-free releases. "We expect," he said,success
"that as
result of
the proved
of aBroadcast
Music Inc. the industry will now
see the tremendous advantages of
securing a large reservoir of this
music. Lang-Worth currently has
; more than 2,500 selections of taxfree music in transcription form,
_ including 500 popular tunes under
our ownership and control, many
of which will now be recorded and
released by Columbia. Our plans
call for expansion of monthly releases throughout 1940, together
with inclusion of new music from
II BMI as quickly as available and ext ploited by the networks."
AS A RESULT of reader surveys
showing the importance of radio
news, the Boston Transcript has added
a 12-page tabloid supplement to its
Saturday editions devoted entirely to
program listings and news pertaining
to radio.

CONTRACT to have all Lang-Worth tax-free musical productions recorded and pressed by the transcription diAdsion of Columbia Record
Corp. is signed by Ralph Wentworth, president of Lang-Worth Feature
Programs, while C. O. Langlois, general manager of Lang-Worth, and
William A. Schudt Jr., manager of CRC transcription division, smile.
Haskins Soap Drive
HASKINS BROS. & Co., Omaha
(Blue Barrel and Trilby soaps),
has started a 26-week campaign of
participation announcements and
five-minute local programs on
WHO, Des Moines; KFAB, Lincoln; KORN, Fremont, Neb.; KMA,
Shenandoah, la.; KSOO, Sioux
Falls, S. D.; KFEQ, St. Joseph,
Mo.; KMMJ, Grand Island, Neb.
Before starting the campaign, managers of all the above stations met
in Omaha for a tour of the soap
plant. Presba, Fellers & Presba,
Chicago, is agency.

Henry

Wells, Warner and Trout
Subbing for Elmer Davis
WHILE Elmer Davis, CBS news
analyst
is on aFla.,
two from
week'sFeb.
vacation
in
Key West,
23 to
March 10, Linton Wells, Albert
Warner and Bob Trout are filling
Davis' broadcast assignments. Mr.
Wells, noted traveling foreign coris handling
thrice - weeklyrespondent,five
- minute Davis'
news
period on WABC, New York, under
sponsorship of the Grace Line.
Bob Trout, CBS ace commentator, is covering the daily news summary period, 8:55-9 p. m. on CBS,
while Warner, CBS Washington
correspondent, and Wells share the
reporting on the CBS daily 8-8:15
a. m. broadcasts from Europe.
Recently appointed by CBS to
cover news from the Netherlands
is Miss Marvin Breckenridge, noted
American writer and photographer.
New assistant to Edward R. Murrow, chief of the CBS European
staff in London, is Erland Echlin,
chief of the London Bureau of
News-Week Magazine.

Krueger to Place
G. KRUEGER BREWING Co.,
Newark, is planning a spring campaign of transcribed announcements
for Krueger beer and ale, which is
distributed from Maine to Florida,
on a list of stations not yet decided.
Warwick & Legler, New York, is
agency.

Lydia Pinkham Spots
LYDIA E. PINKHAM MEDICINE
Co., Lynn, Mass. (proprietary),
about March 1 is starting a campaign of one-minute spot announcements on New England stations not
yet selected. Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
New York, is in charge.

HARMONSON CHICKEN HATCHERY, Keller, Tex., sponsor of Baby
Pullet Man on WBAP, Fort Worth,
has expanded the program from three
to five times weekly. Charlie Tabor as
the Bahy Pullet Man, handles early
morning talks to poultry raisers.

TO DISCOVER how much proparadio editors
America areganda
receiving
fromthroughout
foreign bureaus,
Russell E. Pierce, publicity director
of Warwick & Legler, New York, is
sending out a postcard questionnaire
to all radio editors of newspapers and
magazines.
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VARIATION of the quiz program was inaugurated by
^KLX, Oakland on March 1.
Titled Musical Court, the program is broadcast from the Downtown Theater, Oakland. Four KLX
announcers take microphones to
various parts of the audience where
spectators are asked to identify
titles of song hits for which musical
cues are played on the theatre
organ. Persons guessing the titles
are awarded $1. If the guesser sings
a part of the song, he is given $2.
All money from the tunes incorrectly guessed goes into a "musical
jackpot", to be given away at the
end of the program.

PROGRAMS
Student Drama
LOCAL high school dramatic students get a shot at treading the
boards in original plays on the
weekly Campus Playhouse, sponsored by Monnig's, local department
store, on KFJZ, Fort Worth. Casts
of each of the half -hour plays are
composed exclusively of high school
students, with no student appearing
more than once. Auditions are held
each week for new aspirants. With
the series giving an opportunity to
a large number of students by the
single appearance rule, both sponsor and station have a solid tie-in
with schools and students through
school paper and bulletin board
notices and classroom announcements. The series was renewed for
the remainder of the school year
after a 13-week trial, and the sponsor is considering carrying the program annually during the school
term. Wally Fordproducestheshows.
*
* *
School Bands
DESIGNED particularly to interest young people in good music,
WHP, Harrisburg, Pa., has started a news series of Sunday afternoon hours, presenting the music
of high school bands of the localitv. Midway in each program the
superintendent or principal of the
individual school represented is put
on the air with a two or threeminute resume of the school's history and an admonition on the importance of music in education.

HARTFORD«CONN
BLUE
RIBBON
PROGRAMS
YouMl want our new bro^
chure ^^Blue Ribbon Profor it. on
It gives
you fullgrams'*. Writedetails
all
WDRC shows that are available for participating
announcements or outright sponsorship.
BASIC STATION OF
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
National Representatives
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY

It's
1570

Not

Listeners

Their

^

Our

Morning

Fault
Forgot

Coffee!

It happened between 7:00 and 7:15 in the morning, when
many of us are just rubbing sleep from our eyes . . . Thousands
of alert morning listeners in small towns and rural districts
had already tuned in their radios to WFBL's Musical Clock.
1570 of them forgot their breakfasts and reached for pens and
paper in response to a special broadcast offer. 1570 eager letters
from 238 towns in 33 of New York State's 62 counties (not
counting 22 towns outside the state) wrote in. Response that
proves WFBL listeners are not only early risers ... but
eager buyers.

What WFBL did for this special advertiser * they can do for
you regularly. To start the ball rolling, act now and write,
wire or phone WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y.
* iVame of sponsor on request.

RADIO BROADCASTING CORP.
Syracuse, New Vorfc
MEMBER BASIC NETWORK COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
National Representatives, Free & Peters, Inc.
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Hourly Time
NEW time
signalof device,
accurate to 100th
a second,
has been installed by Chief
Engineer Charles Topmiller
of WCKY, Cincinnati, to enable the station to supply automatic time signals each
hour on the hour throughout
the broadcast day. The hourly "beep"
is broadcast
less of what
is on theregardair at
the time, and registers automatically on an electric imfrom Washington,
carriedpulse
on Western
Union wires
directly
servatory.from the Naval Ob-

OBLIGING to the nth degree in the
midst of the worst snowstorm of 15
years in upstate New York, Mrs.
Franklin D. Roosevelt in mid-February smilingly shivered through
an interview with Fred Jeske, of
WSYR, Syracuse. In zero cold, with
16.9 inches of snow on the ground,
Mrs. Roosevelt came out to the
street after an inspection of the
Syracuse Housing Project to find
Jeske standing up to his knees in
the snow, on the possibility that he
might get her on *the air.
*
Gaslight Days
GAY NINETIES is the theme of
Health Protectors
the new Gaslights & Bustles program started early in February by
DEALING with local health problems, WPEN, Philadelphia, has Leisy Brewing Co. on WGAR,
started a new public service series, Cleveland. The program features
Guardians of Public Health, pre- oldtime songs, Cleveland's history,
sented under auspices of the city three song-title quizzes and singing
department of public health and ar- by the studio audience, with regular participants, including a 10ranged by Dr. Hubley Owen, director of the department. The series piece orchestra, quartet, guest
features talks by various health de- singer and m.c, in costumes of the
period. Tickets to the weekly show
partment heads and persons prominent in directing the health activi- are distributed only through regular Leisy dealers. The opening
ties of the city. AH talks stress prevention and give information on broadcast, before 500 dealers and
families, was so successful
the cal
health
centers clinics
in the and
city. public medi- their
that five similar dealer audiences
*
* *
will be treated to the show before
Missing Letters
it is opened to a regular studio
FIVE contestants are asked to audience. BBDO, Cleveland, handles the Leisy account and proname a word after a broad defini*
* *
tion of it is given, together with
the word's consonants or vowels,
Child Problems
on the new Missing Letters quiz
feature conducted by Jerry Belcher gram. psychology is discussed duron WRVA, Richmond, Va. Belcher CHILD
ing the weekly quarter-hour proalso is conducting As America
gram, Nancy Prentice Mothers
Thinks, for which he visits convenClub, on the Arizona Network.
Presented under supervision of the
tions and meetings all over the
state to solicit spontaneous opinion
of the Ariy departme
zona State
Teachersnt College,
the
on subjects of topical interest via psycholog
program originates from KOY,
personal interviews. The latter Phoenix.
show is sponsored by Larus & Bro.
* *
Co. for Edgeworth Tobacco.
The Listener Speaks
Pin Money
SELECTED fan mail, along with
answers
to listeners' questions
TIPS on how to make extra money
about different programs and artists, is read on the new Mail Bag
on sparetime occupations and hobbies are furnished by Robert D. program, heard twice weekly on
:1s
Newman, The Extra Income Coun- WLAW, Lawrence, Mass.
sellor, heard on the new weekly
quarter-hour How to Make Money
series of WEEI, Boston. A former
newspaperman, Newman has made
a hobby of meeting and knowing
people who have made money from
their hobbies while unemployed. On
the programs he not only relates
actual cases, but brings the people
to the microphone to tell of their
experiences. ■is if ^
Sports Prizes
NEW prize feature on KTSM, El
Paso, is Sports-Eye Treasure Chest,
sponsored by the sports publication.
Southwestern Sports-Eye. A local
phone number is called during each
program, and the party answering
is offered a sports question. If he
answers correctly, he wins $100. If
he fails, or if no one answers the
phone, he receives $5, and the remaining $95 is carried over to the
next program.
BROADCASTING
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Guests of Denver
A NEW weekly program launched
on
KOA, byDenver,
in Denver
Tonite?,
Louise Who's
Wadsworth
and
Jack Lyman, station production
manager,
prominent provides
Denver interview's
visitors in with
the
foyer of the Silver Glade Ballroom
at the Cosmopolitan Hotel. Miss
Wadsworth presents the men interviewed with a Colorado grown carnation. Women interviewed by Lyman receive Colorado grown gardenias.
* * *
Contest Ofifers
PLUS service to both listeners and
advertisers is offered by KSTP, St.
Paul, on a new weekly series of
two-voice reviews of all merchandising contest offers heard on
KSTP programs. Mimeographed
copies of all scripts are sent to each
advertiser mentioned. The station
also is continuing its practice of
using available station-break periods for special 30-word plugs calling attention to new or current
shows.
* * *
Chronological Gamut
TO COMPLEMENT its transcribed Voices of Yesterday series
on WNOX, Knoxville, Tenn., the
local Morris Plan Bank has started
two other features written and produced by Ruth Hendrickson,
WNOX continuity writer — Voices
of Today, on which local civic leaders appear, and Voices of Tomorrow, featuring interviews with outstanding grade and high school students of Knoxville schools.
* * *
For Sunday Schools
A BROADCAST titled Religious
News, released by KROW, Oakland, Cal., Sunday mornings, is
heard in Sunday Schools throughout the Bay area. Through the cooperation ofthe East Bay Religious
Fellowship, churches and Sunday
schools are arranging to tune in
the program, which carries news of
all denominations.
* H= *
Houston Styles
SPONSORED by Battlestein's, local exclusive women's shop, a new
quarter-hour weekly show on
KTRH, Houston, presents Carmelita Mitchell, Houston fashion editor, interviewing the season's debutantes and incorporating seasonal
style notes. * * *
California Snow
A WEEKLY report on snow, road
and ice skating conditions. Snow
Sports is broadcast by KGO, San
Francisco, at 5:05 p.m. Fridays.

SHODDY HOBBY of Ralph Massey, conductor of the WKRC, Cincinnati, Farm Front, is shoeing
horses. Recently he drove to Richmond, Ind., to convince a skeptical
rural listener that he was a dyedin-the-wool hayseed.
* * *
On Bringing Up
TWO teams of parents compete in
answering questions based on childraising problems on the new Parents' Classroom, sponsored by a
local dairy on WTCN, Minneapolis.
The teams, representing various
clubs and groups, win cash prizes
of $15 and $10 for the club treasury, and individual contestants
each win a one-week supply of free
milk. The sponsoring dairy also
gives parties at its plant for participating*organizations.
* *
Civic Service
TO START March 3 on KROW,
Oakland, Cal., under sponsorship of
a local paint company, Community
House, is devoted to interviews,
talks and calendars of local organizations. The series is to be opened
by Mayor William
^ ^ McCracken.
^
Editors on WPTF
GENERAL commentary on community news by a visiting North
Carolina editor is broadcast each
Sunday by WPTF, Raleigh, on its
quarter-hour Sunday Editor feature. The program is designed not
only as a good public service feature, but also to cement the newspaper-radio contacts established
by the station with the press of the
State.
* *
Tales of the Law
DESIGNED to create friendly relations between the legal profession
and general public, the Arizona
Bar Assn. has inaugurated a weekly quarter-hour program. True
Legal Dramas, on three Arizona
Network stations (KOY KTUC
KSUN).

Knew the Answers
PRODUCTION staff of
KDKA, Pittsburgh, got red
faces recently during one of
the Greater Pittsburgh
Speaks quiz programs. Right
in front of a studio audience
of 100 the contestants, made
up of two teams of fish salesmen and meat salesmen, suddenly produced a script on
which was written the correct answers. The contestants
passed it back and forth
among themselves before surprised Dave Garroway, quiz
master. With the contest
headed for a tie, each side
scoring 100% on each question, Garroway finally broke
up the stalemate by ad libbing the concluding questions.

brings

lively

RESPONSE
IN THE
Intermountain
Market

Leap Year Music
A RECENTLY launched program
on KGO, San Francisco, Lyrics for
Leap Year, is a light and sophisticated musical program, featuring
Dorothy Allen, songstress and Ted
White, tenor. The idea was conceived some years ago by Carleton
E. Morse, One Man's Family author.
Sports Board
A NEW Sports Quiz program, in
which authorities take on all questions offered by the audience, has
been added as a Wednesday night
feature on WWJ, Detroit. The replying panel comprises Sam Greene
and E. A. Batchelor of the Detroit
News sports staff, Gus Dorais, U
of Detroit football coach, and Paul
Williams, WWJ announcer.
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IT'S
RESU
LTS
THAT
COUNT
!
Over 300 progressive retailers, in Peoria and neighboring cities, use
WMBD regularly to cover this prosperous Central Illinois market . . .
and they renew year after year.
It's a rich, concentrated area . . . half industrial, half agricultural
. . . with higher-than-average income
and living standards.
Only by using WMBD can this
600,000 "Peoriarea" be covered thoroughly and economically.
It's Naone
station that
belongs on every
tional list.
National Representatives
Free and Peters, Inc.
MEMBER

CBS
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Thomas Televised
FIRST sponsored program to be
telecast simultaneously with its
broadcast is The Day's News, quarter-hour commentary broadcast of
Lowell Thomas for Sun Oil Co. on
the Blue Network, Monday through
Friday. Beginning with the broadcast of Jan. 21, the programs on
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
have been televised on W2XBS,
New York, as well as broadcast, as
an experiment that will be continued for an indefinite period in
order to study audience reaction to
watching as well as hearing a news
commentator.

Craven
Television
Philco Progress
THREE

new developments in television research were demonstrated
Feb. 14 by Philco Radio & Television Corp. at a special showing in
Philadelphia attended by radio and
science news writers from New
York, Washington and Philadelphia. Described by William H.
Grimditch, Philco vice-president in
charge of enaineeriner laboratories,
included a 605-line 24-frame picture, claimed to yield a 30% increase in detail; plug-in reception
based on vertical wave transmission
permitting use of a btiilt-in vertical
loop antenna rather than the customary dipole antenna designed for
horizontal signal polarization, and
discrimination against man-made
static through use of the loop antenna to reduce diathermy and noise
interference.
* * *
Seeks Boston Video
BOSTON EDISON Co., former licensee of WEEI, now leased by
CBS, on Feb. 19 filed with the FCC
an application for a new television
station in Boston, to use the 78,000-84,000 kc. band. John J. Murray, Boston attorney and for a time
special counsel to former Chairman
Frank R. McNinch of the FCC, filed
the application. RCA equipment is
specified.

Television in Altoona
THREE-DAY demonstration of television was held in Altoona, Pa.,
Feb. 21-23, by the William F. Gable
Co., local department store, through
the auspices of KDKA, Pittsburgh.
A battery of four receivers, camera
and other equipment was installed
under supervision of KDKA Chief
Engineer Joe Baudino. Five shows
were presented daily, with Ed
Schaughency as m.c. and talent
provided by WFBG, Altoona station owned and operated by the
Gable firm. The project was arranged by Ed J. Calahan, president
of the Artists Bureau Inc. of Pennsylvania.
NBC and RCA television engineers
invaded the annual Westminster
Kennel Club Dog Show at Madison
Square Garden, New York, Feb. 14,
to experiment in televising "dog
obedience" trials.
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N-W-AYER 6? SON
INCORPORATED
ADVERTISING
HEADQUARTERS
PHILADELPHIA
February 6, 1940.
Mr. Roger W. Clipp,
General Manager, WFIL,
Philadelphia, Pa,
Dear Roger :You will be interested to learn that me had
C.A.B. make some special tabulations for us from their
regular telephone interviews on the subject of the Lone
Ranger program as applied to Philadelphia listeners.
The tabulations indicated that the Lone
Ranger was heard in Philadelphia over Station WFIL
and also over WOR:1. For the period of September, October and
November, 1939, 71,6?!. of the listeners
heard
program
heard the
it over
WOR. over WFIL and 28. 47^

News

and

Ring

Notes

Styles Seen in Plane
TO INAUGURATE a nationwide
promotion campaign for their line
of Sensibly Young dresses, Weinberg, Weinberg & Alpern, New
York, on Feb. 23 cooperated with
NBC in staging a television style
show, telecast for an hour in the
afternoon by W2XBS, New York.
Show was put on in the United
Air Lines hangar at LaGuardia
Field and was witnessed by 17
fashion editors in a plane flying
over the city by means of a standard receiving set being mounted in
the plane, as well as by the video
set-owning public. Receivers were
also set up in three department
stores: Franklin Simon & Co.,
Manhattan; Frederick Loeser &
Co., Brooklyn, and L. Bamberger
& Co., Newark, for the convenience
of their customers. Set-in-plane
stunt was first tried out last fall,
when a group of radio and aviation
editors watched a W2XBS telecast
while flying to Washington in a
United Air Lines ship [Broadcasting, Nov. 1].
Indoor Sports Televised
TWO TELEVISION firsts in the
sports field were claimed by
W2XBS, NBC's video station in
New York. On Feb. 25 the professional hockey game between the
New York Rangers and Montreal
Canadiens was covered by the NBC
television cameras, and on Feb. 28
they picked up the basketball game
between Fordham and Pittsburgh.
Both telecasts originated at Madison Square Garden and were announced by Bill Allen.
NBC Shifts Schedule
AFTERNOON telecasts of W2XBS,
New York, have been moved up an
hour and now start at 3:30 instead
of 2:30. Shift is designed to increase the afternoon juvenile audience for television; youngsters who
are in school at the earlier hour
can be home by 3:30.
News for Don Lee
W6XA0. Don Lee television station in Los Angeles, recently arranged with KFRC, San Francisco,
for film of Bay area news happenings to be planed to the station for
showing. Mel Venter is in charge
of filming, assisted by Al Hunter of
the KFRC news bureau.

Inspect Television
LARGE SCREEN television, develwas Commissioner
demonstrated
Feb. oped
24by RCA,
to FCC
T.A.M. Craven and Assistant Chief
Engineer Andrew D. Ring at Camden, N. J., in a second inspection
trip made by FCC officials. It was
reported the officials were impressed with the strides made in
projection of television to a 4 x 6
ft. screen, utilizing 441-line RMA
standards.
Commissioner Craven, chairman
of the FCC Television Committee,
which recommended limited commercial operation of visual radio,
spent Feb. 26 in New York to inspect visual operations there, including CBS, Dumont, NBC and
other experimental installations.
Meanwhile, W. R. G. Baker, manager of GE radio and television engineering, predicted that recent exwith television
relay between Newperiments
York
and Schenectady,
indicated
successful
of television
within a"networking"
short time.
He predicted the first extensions
would be from New York to Chicago and thence to Boston and New
England. Use of automatic "repeater" stations
to overcomeof limited coverage
characteristics
the
ultra-highs would permit networking of television, GE, RCA and
other witnesses had testified before
the FCC at the recent hearings.
Actors-Chorus Equity Elect
WALTER GREAZA, member of
the council of Actors' Equity Assn.,
and Ruth Richmond, executive secretary of Chorus Equity Assn., have
been appointed as representatives
of these oi'ganizations on the fiveman television administration committee recently agreed to by the
various talent unions who have been
contending for jurisdiction over performers employed in the television
field [Broadcasting, Feb. 15].
Representatives of the Screen Actors' Guild and of AFRA had not
been named at press time, but it
was expected that the AFRA board,
at its meeting on Feb. 29, would
appoint Emily Holt, executive secretary, and George Heller, assistant
executive secretary, as alternate
committee members.
KICA, Clevis, N.M., was authorized
Feb. 20 by the FCC to increase operation from daytime and specified hours
at night to unlimited time on 1870 kc.
with 100 watts.

2, During the period of October. November
and
78,6% heard it over
WFIL December,
and 21.4% 1939,
over WOR.
Another thing that will interest you is
that the investigation revealed that the Lone Ranger
is actually more popular in Philadelphia than it is
throughout the nation.
I thought you might like to know this.
Cordially yours.
C. H. Coltinglon/M

Vice Preside
Htutns

FOR LOW COST CIRCULATION IN
PHILADELPHIA, ADVERTISERS BUY
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
EDWARD
RETRY, INC.
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CONTROLS
ROOM
; LESTER H. CARR, formerly chief
i engineer of KSTP, St. Paul, has been
• appointed engineer in charge of the
iWBBM-CBS transmitter near Glen; view, ni., according to Frank B. Falk. ner, operations engineer for the CBSCentral division, and chief engineer of
, WBBM, Chicago. Carr was named to
'succeed
CPat)same
Paulson
died
recently.L.AtA. the
time, who
Falkner
named D. H. Little as transmitter
r supervisor for the Glenview plant.
DICK
BAILEY.
CBS Hollywood
sound effects engineer, and Winifred
. Gayle were married in Altadena, Cal.,
Feb. 11.
:ROBERT NICHOLS recently resigned
• as chief engineer of KSRO. Santa
Rosa. Cal.. and was succeeded by Howard McCauIey, with the station for the
past year.
DWELLE S. HOAG, operator of
W8EID, and Benjamin Grovatski, new
to radio, have joined the engineering
staff ertofR. Clearwater
WGNT, Newburgh,
has takenN. Y.
overRob-as
control
operator in WGNY's Poughkeepsie studio.

SPECIAL tribute to the efficient
transmitter staff of WOR, Newark,
for establishing a 1939 record of
8,221 hours of errorless technical
operation was this trophy, presented on behalf of Western Electric Co. by F. R. Lack (left) to
J. R. Poppele, WOR chief engineer,
who accepted for the staff. The
presentation was made Feb. 21 at
a luncheon in New York.
Federal
Chief

Rule

Engineers

Clarifies
Status

WILLIAM NUGENT, NBC Hollywood sound effects engineer, and Shirley Munkelwitz of New York, were
married Feb. 16 in Yuma, Ariz.
OSCAR M. HAVEKOTTE, a director of the company for the last eight
years, has been elected president and
general manager of International
Stacey Corp., effective Feb. 19. He succeeds the late Lewis J. Brown.
ROBERT MINTON has joined the
engineering staff of WRBL. Columbus, Ga., succeeding Drew Adamson,
who left to join AT&T.
KEN SHIRK, chief engineer of
WIND, Gary, Ind., married Isabell
Brown on Feb. 13.
EDWARD A. KROENKE, graduate
of Midland Television School, has
joined KMBC, Kansas City, as transcription engineer.
J. R. POPPELE, chief engineer of
WOR, Newark, has been appointed
chairman of the Newark Red Cross
Roll Call, which opens March 13.
GILBERT McDonald, controlman
of WOV, New York, is the father of
a seven-pound girl born recently.
IR. R. OWEN Jr., for 14 months
with the engineering staff of WATL,
Atlanta, has joined WAPO, Chattanooga.
A. S. PARRISH, formerly radio
service man in Unionville, Mo., has
joined the engineering staff of KWOC,
Poplar Bluff, Mo.
GILLETTE OWENBY, engineer of
KVOO, Tulsa. Okla., is the father of
an eight-pound girl born recently.
FRANCIS H. BOISVERT has been
named chief operator of W K N Y,
Kingston, N. Y.

Under Wage-Hour Laws
CHIEF ENGINEERS of stations
who do not perform a substantial
amount of work of the same character as that performed by men
working under them are classified
as executives and therefore are exempt from the overtime provision
of the Wage & Hour Act. according
to an informal ruling Feb. 15 by
Rufus G. Poole, associate general
counsel of the Wage & Hour Administration.
Replying to Joseph L. Miller,
NAB director of labor relations,
Mr. Poole said that if the only
"non-exempt" work performed by
a chief engineer is four or five
hours in a 42-hour week, it was his
opinion that such non-exempt work
does not constitute a "substantial
amount
work". case, in which
Citingof another
a chief engineer spends one day
out of five in doinsr the work of his
subordinate, Mr. Poole said it was
the Administration's opinion that
the courts probably would consider
20% of an employe's work to be
a "substantial amount" in which
event the chief engineer would be
considered to be performing work
of the same nature as that performed bv non-exempt emploves.
A third instance, in which a chief
engineer does no regular wr>rk of
the same character as subordinate's
but irregularly relieves subordinates in an emprerency and in cases
of illness, Mr. Poole said involves a
ouestion of fact whether or not the
"irregularity" of the substitute
work performed constitutes a substantial amount of non-exempt
work.

Operators' Skis
SEVERAL pairs of skis have
been added to the permanent equipment of WIXPW,
F-M station atop Connecticut's
Mountain
operated byMeriden
WDRC,
Hartford.
The ski purchases were made
after the recent New England blizzard completely isolated WIXPW operators —
who now will be required to
become competent skiers to
insure uninterrupted operation of the station despite the
elements.

WOV Announcers to ACA
ANNOUNCERS of WOV, New York,
who have been affiliated for two years
wiht AGRAP. decided on Feb. 13 to
forego the affiliation when the current
contract expires March 15 and align
in a combined front of announcers and
engineers with the ACA. ACA will
negotiate a new contract, effective
March 15, with the usual ACA benefits. The WOV engineers have been
represented by ACA for more than
two years.

I
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PHILADELPHIA local (No. 28) of
American Communications Assn., CIO
union with jurisdiction over radio, has
moved to new offices at 1626 Arch St.
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Lessons
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f

QUALITY
in

ELECTUCAl
TRANSCnniON
PROCESSING

OINCE the earliest
days of radio the
skill and exactness
of our processed recordings have told
their own story of a
job well done. Today practically every
well known transcription producer
is a Clark client. If
you are interested
in quality transcription processing we
are at your service.

Phonograph
Record

Co.

216 High Str
Humboldt 2-0880
22ncia Salle St.
Central 5275
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from The ^Mars Invasion'
(Continued from page 20)
even frightened. But it would be
an excitement based on the dramatic realism of the program.
'In The Mood'
There would not be the intense feelOF THE numerous letters
ing of personal involvement. He
would know that the events were
requesting dedications that
WWL, New Orleans, receives,
one of the most unusual
happening "out there" in the stureached the station the other
dio, not "right here" in his own
state or his own county. In one inday. It asked a dedication for
stance a"correct" (esthetically deAugustin Peterman of Pastached or dramatic) standard of
cagoula, Miss., who celebrated
his 110th
Mr. of
Peterjudgment would be used by the lisman
is birthday.
the father
12,
tener to interpret events, in angrandfather
of
22
and
greatother instance a "false" (realistic
or news) standard of judgment
grandfather of 10. The rewould be employed.
"In the Mood".
for
quest
was
The number of listeners who
dialed to the program after the
preliminary announcement may be after their experience with the radio reporting of the war crisis in
approximated by information ob- October
1938. And it was a more
tained in two separate investigations. The data from each of these usual procedure to accept such
news reports as irrelevant to the
studies furthermore amply demonstrate that the time a person tuned
expected program than as an integral part of it. Of the 54 perin was a major determinant in
sons in the CBS survey who lisshaping his later reactions.
tened from the beginning and
In a special survey conducted for
the Columbia Broadcasting System thought the broadcast was a news
(61%) said that the in(CBS) the week after the broad- report, 33 terruption
seemed to them authencast, interviews were made
throughout the country on 920 per- tic.The other major reason for the
sons who had listened to the broadcast. Among other questions asked misunderstanding is the widespread habit of not paying attenwere "At what part of the protion to the first announcements of
gram did youit tune
andor"Did
Some people do not lisyou realize
was in?"
a play
did a program.
ten attentively to their radios until they are aware that something
you think it was a real news broadcast?" Forty-two per cent said they
interest is being broadhad tuned in late. There was a very of particular
cast. Since the beginning of the
pronounced tendency for those who hour is concerned with station identuned in late to accept the broadtifications and often with advertiscast as news, and for those who
ing, it is probably disregarded.
tuned in at the beginning to take About 10% of the 54 people who
it as a play. Only 12% of the per- misinterpreted the broadcast alsons interviewed listened from the
though they heard it from the bebeginning and thought they were
ginning
paid no attentionsaidto they
the had
announcements.
hearing a news report.
These people obviously just hapAn Interruption?
pened to be tuned to the Columbia
In the survey made T>y the Amer- station and were not, like the others
ican Institute of Public Opinion the who erred, anticipating the Merquestion
asked "Didor you
cury Theatre.
from thewasbeginning,
didlisten
you
Anyone acwho
studies
teristics ofradio
knows the
thatcharone
tune in after the program had beof its chief shortcomings is its ingun?" Sixty-one per cent answered
that they tuned in after the proflexibility as far as time is concerned. The listener must be at his
gram had started, 35% listened
from the beginning, 4% did not dial at the right moment if he is
remember. Here again we find that to hear the program. In this respect
those who tuned in late tended print obviously enjoys an enormous
much more than others to regard advantage. Newspapers, magazines
the broadcast as news. Only 4% of and books can be read when it is
the sample tuned in from the be- convenient to read them, whereas
ginning and believed the broadcast
to be a news report.
Both of these studies lead to the
same conclusion: That tuning in
late was a very essential condition
South Cardinals
for the arousal of a false standard
ONLY
of judgment. To be sure, many
people recognized the broadcast as
Regional
a play even though they tuned in
late. But for our present purposes
CBS
it is important to raise and to
answer the question of how anyone
Station
who tuned in at the beginning
could have mistaken the clearly introduced play for a news broadcast.
Analysis of these cases reveals
wcsc
two main reasons why such a misinterpretation arose. In the first
Charleston, S. C.
place, many people who tuned in
to hear a play by the Mercury
1000 watts
Theatre thought the regular draFree & Peters, Representatives
matic program had been interrupted to give special news bulletins.
The technique was not a new one
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a radio program exists for a few
brief minutes and then disappears
forever. The broadcaster can point
out, however, that comparatively
few people do much reading.
The disadvantage of radio has
many practical consequences for
the advertiser, the politician, or
the educator. The advertiser does
not want to send his expensive
commercial announcement into an
air thinned of potential customers.
The clever politician does not want
to waste his best oratory before
he has attracted the greatest pos
sible audience.
The great bulk of the latecomers
consist of people who either turn
their dials casually at the beginning of the hour trying to find
something that pleases them or of
people who intended to listen to a
specific program when it began but
misjudged the time. The CBS survey showed that two-thirds of those
who had tuned in late did not know
what program they wanted to hear
as they turned their dials, while
12% of the late-comers had actually intended to listen to the Orson
Welles broadcast at the beginning.
New Techniques Needed
Tuning in late, then, is a normal
aspect of the listening situation
But now we discover that tuning in
late may lead to mass hysteria.
Such a phenomenon is so far rare
but might conceivably become important in time of crisis or national
emergency. In such situations it
may be necessary to use different
techniques to give news or infor
mation, perhaps wording a report
in such a way that late listeners
could understand it without becoming frightened. This problem is
important for our purposes now
since we must discover why ap
proximately 50% — an unusually
high
of thein listener;
to
thisproportion
broadcast— tuned
late, a
the combined figures of the Ameri
can Institute and the CBS survey
reported above seem to indicate
The large percentage of listener;
who tuned in on this special occa
sion after the program had begur
seems chiefly due to two reasons. Ir
the first place, it must be remem
bered that the Mercury Theatr^;^
program was competing with th( %
most popular program of the week e,
that of the versatile wooden hero
Charlie McCarthy. The regulai Til
weekly survey of Hooper Inc
commercial research organizatiojBtes
checking on the audiences of prc^ ^
grams, estimated the ratio of lis
teners to Orson Welles and Charli
McCarthy as 3.6 to 34.7. Accord
ing to restricted "meter-checks
the average family listens 48 min

KFRU
COLUMBIA, MISSOURI
A kilowatt of power on 630
kc. daytime
at with
night. 500 watts
A Sales Message over KFRU
Covers the Heart of Missouri
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I FIFTEEN
years of continuous
.1 broadcasting with one station is
' the
record announcer
achieved by
Dickerman,
and Carleton
producer at WEEI. Fans remembered him
with letters, cards, telegrams, gifts.

ti utes out of the 60 minutes to the
Charlie McCarthy program. Since
McCarthy and his stooge Bergen
were the recognized features of this
competing broadcast, it seemed
probable that some people who did
not listen throughout the whole
hour would either turn off their
radios when the dummy act was
finished or would cruise around on
the dial until they found something
that interested them. If many persons did this, it is likely that they
would misunderstand the nature of
the Welles broadcast and keep their
sets tuned to that program to learn
more about the situation being so
vividly described.
They Told Their Friends
I' To check this possibility, 846
"'the
cardscountry
were sent
all over
knownto persons
to have listened
: to the Mercury Theatre broadcast.
^' They were asked if at any time
during the hour they had heard the
I' Charlie McCarthy program, and, if
■ so, had they tuned out when Charlie
McCarthy had finished his first act.
Cards were returned by 518 per' sons. Eighteen per cent reported
that they had heard the competing
program and 62% of these said
they had tuned out when McCarthy
' had finished his first act and that
?;they had then kept their dials set
^'ito Orson Welles. The excitement
i''iof the Martian invasion then ap'i 1 parently stopped the dials of about
eld12% of Charlie McCarthy's devoijiltees.
w) A second important reason for
itfjthe increase in the number of late
a; arrivals was the contagion the exij(icitement created. People who were

frightened or disturbed by the news
often hastened to telephone friends
or relatives. In the survey made by
the American Institute of Public
Opinion all people who tuned in
late were asked "Did someone suggest that you tune in after the program had begun?" Twenty-one per
cent said "Yes." In a special telephone study made for CBS by Hooper, Inc., it was found that 15%
of the 103 persons interviewed had
tuned in late to the program because they were telephoned to do
so, in the CBS survey 19% were
found to have listened after the beginning because others told them to
hear the news.
Tuning in late to this broadcast
was, then, partially due to a well
known radio habit and partly to the
fact that the program was sufficiently exciting either to keep some
listeners fixed to this program or to
stimulate other listeners to tell
their friends to listen to the strange
reports. In any event, tuning in
late was very decisive in determining whether or not the listener
would follow the program as a play
or as a news report. For the story
of the Martian invasion was so realistic that misinterpretation was
apt to arise without proper warning signals.
Shinola on NBC
HECKER PRODUCTS Corp., New
York, has appointed Benton &
Bowles, New York, to handle all
products manufactured by the Shoe
Polish division, including Shinola
Paste and White Cleaner, 2-in-l
and Bixby's Jet-Oil. For Shinola,
the company is planning an interview type program to start March
16 on 45 NBC-Red stations, Saturday, 10-10:30 p. m., although full
details have not been completed.
Gen. Mills Shifts
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis,
effective March 18 will replace its
Betty & Boh serial with Light of
the World on 28 NBC Red and Blue
stations advertising "Softasilk"
Cake Flour;
Arnold
Grimm's
Daughter
will be
transcribed
and
heard as spot on 22 stations for
Corn Kix. Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago, is agency.
CANADIAN Association of Broadcasters has moved executive offices to
the Victory Bldg., 80 Richmond St.
West, Toronto.

Candy Firm Testing
GENERAL SUGAR PRODUCTS
Co., San Francisco, recently
launched a test radio campaign on
stations in three California markets— San Diego, Oakland and Sacramento— on behalf of its new product, Pref , for frostings and candies.
The sponsor is using participations
in home economics programs and
one-minute transcribed dramas in
daytime hours, placed through J.
Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco.
MUZAK, wired broadcasting system,
on Feb. 15 assumed the servicing of
72 outlets in New York City, which
were formerly supplied with music by
Tele-Music and Tele-Programs, both of
New York. All of the latter two companies' accounts are now serviced by
Muzak.
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Senator's Aide Is Head
Of Senate Radio Gallery
D. HAROLD McGRATH, for four
years secretary to Sen. Schwellenbach (D-Wash.), on Feb. 16 was
Jiamed first superintendent of the
newly - established Senate radio
gallery. Before
coming to Washington with Sen.
Schwellenbach,
Mr. McGrath had
spent 25 years in
newspaper work
in the Northwest.
this some
periMr. McGrath During
od he did
free lance sports announcing on
"KUJ, Wallapointment tWalla,
His post
apothe radioWash.
gallery
"was made following the recommend:ation of the standing committee
of radio correspondents and acceptance of a special resolution by the
Senate. William Vaughn, of Glasgow, Ky., has been named assistant
to Mr. McGrath. Robert M. Menaugh is superintendent of the
House gallery.

Ponder F-M, Reallocation
(Continued from page 18)
of switchover probably will have to engineers. R. F. Shea of General
be allowed. Because of the allocaCo., described FM receivers and circuits.
tion complications, Mr. Ring ad- Electric
vised engineers the FCC requiren box"to
"questio
in his
Mr. Ring, also
ment that power be measured di- appeara
occasion
found
rectly in the antenna will be post- commentnce,
on FM, which vrill be the
poned until some 60 days following
subject of a general allocations
the reallocation.
hearing before the FCC March 18.
FM, which has permeated the in- He said there would be no further
dustry like wildfire as the new
grants of FM stations before this
hearing.
vista of broadcast operation, consumed more conference time than
Use of ultra-high frequency for
any other subject. Maj. Edwin H. broadcasting, Mr. Ring said, opens
Armstrong, father of FM and in- three possible methods — amplitude
ventor of wide-band operation, opened discussions with a general modulation, narrow band frequency modulation, and wide band fredissertation on the system. His
quency modulation. He said that for
keynote, as in past discussions, was
practical purposes there is no difthat wide-band FM delivers to lisference in quality between AM in
teners asignal of high fidelity, free the standard band, AM in the
of interference.
ultra-highs and FM in the ultrahighs. The signal to noise ratio is
Yankee, GE Progress
better with FM, and he pointed out
that
if
the shift to FM is made,
Yankee Network experience with
approximately
40,000,000 receiving
FM, by virtue of its pioneering operations from Mt. Asnebumskit, was
sets would require replacement.
Quality now received is limited
by Paul A. DeMars, techWHEELING STEEL Co., Wheeling, outlined
nical director. General Electric Co.,
by the microphone and the
W. Va., has been invited to bring its also in the forefront of experimen- mainly
loudspeaker, Mr. Ring declared, asMBS Sunday Mrtsical Steelmakers
tation and manufacture, told of its
serting that distortion was the
program
the appearance
New York'sin World
Fair
for atoguest
1940, experiences through I. R. Weir and main reason for the majority of
H. P. Thomas, engineering execu- listeners turning down tone control
following thefrom
success
the last
program's
■origination
the ofFair
June.
Multiple operation of stations on their receivers. While the lisExact date has not yet been set for on thetives.same
tener loses high fidelity in doing
using FM,
the entire cast of the program to visit with a minimumchannel,
of interference or this, he also minimizes the more
the Fair, but it will probably be early
in June.
mush area, was described by these undesirable distortions, he pointed
out. An anomoly connected with
FM, Mr. mitters
Ring
said,expensive
is that transare less
while
receivers are more expensive and
that in view of public interest this
hardly reflects the proper industry
trend.
Television came in for a brief
siege and Mr. Ring asserted there
still is some doubt whether visual
radio is technically far enough
along to be placed in regular service. He pointed out the FCC is now
engrossed in a detailed study and
probably would have a decision on
television shortly [see page 16].
Engineers

The Noise Problem
Noise,
one of but
technical
radio's
most
important
least pursued
problems, was discussed by J. H.
DeWitt, chief engineer of WSM,
Nashville. Describing an extensive
study at WSM in determining the
limit of noise background to which

Where
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there's

diversified

industry, there's steady buying power.
ed industries, almost 1100 individual
hundr
Four
factories are on a payroll basis within 2% of
n
1928. The 18th Industrial Area of the natio
.
listens most to one station and only one — WTAG
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Tenants' Hopes
WHEN a new Federal lowrent housing project, South
Side Terrace, was opened recently in Omaha, KOIL built
an effective broadcast around
the hopes
prospectivespecial
tenants. Billof Baldwin,
events announcer, worked out
a special
script Cohen,
in cooperation with Carol
home
visitor who had final say on
admissible families. Together
they went to a typical applicant's residence, asked them
on the spot
a broadcast
terview in
why they
wanted into
move into the new quarters,
ended up by notifying the
family of its selection as a
tenant, with the broadcast
fading out amid the real-life
exclamations
of thea family's
children. Later
second
broadcastactions picked
up
their
reas the family moved
into the new home. Where
only 150 persons visited the
new project
the Sunday
before the KOIL
broadcast,
within three hours after the
airing the number of visitors
had reached 3,000 KOIL reported.
the average listener can be subjected without disrupting reception,
he said that atmospherics are responsible for substantial loss of
quality and coverage. He advocated
intensive ferences
study
of man-made interwith reception.
At a round-table on receivers,
conducted by D. D. Israel of Emer
son Radio Co., and William F.
Cotter of Stromberg-Carlson, engineers were of one accord that
much of the poor quality in reception could be traced to the acoustics
system, rather than transmitter
output or the receiver chasis.
It was also substantially agreed
that even though high quality transmission and high quality receivers
are available, a large percentage
of the population cannot afford high
grade receivers and therefore for
economic reasons many listeners
are forced to content themselves
nature.reproduction of a "degrading"
with
On Feb. 18 a large group of en
gineers attending the conference
visited WHAS, Louisville, by special train. Orrin Towner, WHAS
chief engineer, supervised the trip,
which included an inspection of the
WHAS 50 kw. Western Electric
transmitter, with 500 kw. fittings.
Aat the
"Kentucky
dinner" was served
transmitter.
The conference was conducted by
Prof. W. L. Everitt, director of the
Department of Engineering of Ohio
State, in collaboration with Lynne
M. Smeby, NAB director of engineering, and R. M. Wilmotte, New
York consulting engineer and engi
neering advisor to NAB.
SALES of radio receivers in 1940 will
reach about $140,000,000, according
to a prediction
made by sales
Perry manager
F. Hadlock,
General Electric
for radio and television equipment,
The prediction was made at a series
of distributor conferences. Mr. Hadloek said television progress is bound
to be slow and should not interfere
with broadcast set sales in 1940.
• Broadcast
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Stations

Promote

^Save Met' Drive
$132,299 Already Donated by
Individual Radio Fans
RADIO'S part in the campaign to
raise $1,000,000 to "save the Met"
has elicited cooperation from the
80-odd NBC-Blue stations which
carry the Metropolitan Opera Saturday matinee broadcasts, it is
shown in letters reaching NBC
II
headquarters.
' Going beyond the routine of spot
' announcements to call attention to
the drive, many station managers
are presenting special local programs with talks by civic leaders
i and prominent music lovers, and
are enlisting the aid of sectional
groups by personal appeals.
In addition, practically all stations have offered to cooperate with
music clubs and similar organizations in their areas, in a campaignwithin-a-campaign to aid the Met.
According to available information,
all stations carrying the matinee
broadcasts also broadcast the Remember the Met series, Wednesdays at 11 p. m. (EST), over NBCBlue, in which opera stars and
backstage personalities participate.
Audience Contributions
Concrete evidence of the stations'
activities in promoting the drive is
'found in the fact that, as of Feb.
•26, a total of $132,299 had been reIJceived from 65,000 individual radio
;fccontributors since David Sarnoff,
!• chairman of the board of the drive's
radio division, announced on Jan.
ji27 the part that NBC would play in
■ attempting to gather funds to perpetuate the Metropolitan's existence.
In addition to reports on the vari"ous promotional
being from
employed, many of ideas
the letters
; the individual stations contain sugjgestions for furthering the campaign. John A. Kennedy, WBLK,
Clarksburg, W. Va., suggested that
stations carrying the opera broadcasts make donations as "evidence
of their eagerness to carry on this
^ great public service".
^ Nathan Lord, WAVE, Louisville,
' wrote he would be glad to build
; continuities centering around the
; opera to be used on 30-minute pro[ grams played by his own staff orchestra, and on other shows projLduced by the station.
; K. H. Berkeley, WRC-WMAL,
[ Washington, reported that, in addiction to other activities, the stations
would carry a total of 120 spot an; nouncements between Feb. 8 and
March 8.
t)h

BROADCASTS 5 '72 hrs.
daily in Polish to over V2
million. Poles — in addition to Italian-GermanYiddish-Spanish.
JOSEPH LANG, Mgr.
29 W. 57th St. N. Y. City
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critics taking issue with "snooping
questions" of the Housing Census,
particularly those touching on personal financial matters, the House
on Feb. 26 approved a deficiency
bill providing $5,000,000 as an initial appropriation for the Housing
Census, which includes a question
designed to indicate the number of
radio homes in the country. Another item, amounting to $2,166,000, also is included for the Housing Census in the State, Commerce,
& Justice appropriation bill for
the fiscal year 1941, which has
been approved by both houses of
Congress.
The $5,000,000 initial appropriation is to cover expenses of the
first year, while the smaller item
extends penses,
toand the
the remaining
second year's
ex$834,000
of the $8,000,000 originally authorized for the Housing Census is for
the third year. Senate action on the
deficiency
appropriation
is expected
within
a few
days.

Liquor Advertising Measure
Stymied'^
Radio
Bills Are Inactive in Congress
be forced to vote against it rather
WITH the Johnson Bill prohibiting
the radio advertising of alcoholic
than
support the anti-lynch measbeverages effectively stymied by ure.
Johnson Amendment
the threat of Sen. Clark (D-Mo.)
to attach the controversial antiOn Feb. 26 Sen. Johnson offered
lynching bill as an amendment, the two amendments to his bill, desole legislative proposal touching
signed to limit partially the effect
on broadcasting affairs likely to re- of the measure as offered before.
ceive Congressional consideration
One amendment would prohibit
in the near future appears to be broadcasts of alcoholic beverage
the Logan-Walter proposal to re- advertising received or receivable
vise administrative court proced- in States having dry areas — of
ure. This bill likely will be brought
which there are 36, according to
up in the House early in March.
Sen. Johnson.
Although the immediate horizon
The other would prohibit such
indicates treatment of only the ad- broadcasts where they were reministrative court bill, there is
ceived or receivable in States havpromise of more action to come,
ing individual prohibitions or limitations on liquor advertising via
when and if a practical parliamentary course can be opened for radio. The latter limitation also
the Johnson Bill and the House In- would reach several additional
terstate Commerce Committee acts
States, he said. Commenting on his
on the Ditter Bill to amend the bill, with the new amendments.
Federal Communications Act of Sen. Johnson declared the legislation is in accord with the 21st
1934 [see page 19].
Amendment, the Democratic platWalter Bill's Prospects
form of 1932 and the NAB code.
With its schedule for the next
In view of the House Rules
Committee treatment of the pro- few weeks filled with other matBOSTOI¥'S BIGGEST
ters, principally transportation and
posal sponsored by Rep. Walter
petroleum, legislation, it is not
(D-Pa.) to redefine administrative
RADIO PROGRAM
court procedure, it appears the bill thought the House Interstate Com(Particiiialiiip)
merce Committee will be able to
will be brought before the House
Write
for 15 Big
consider
the
Ditter
Bill
(HRat the first opportunity despite op8509) before April 1. Although its
position of Administration critics
Success Stories
holding the measure inimical to Senate sponsor has not yet been
announced, there will be an identiefficient functioning of Federal
cal companion measure to the Ditagencies. The Senate Judiciary
ter bill in the Senate, it was
Committee, after a brief appearlearned.
ance by Rep. Walter, during which
Despite some opposition from
he reviewed the provisions of his
bill, substituted the House proposal for the original Senate bill
sponsored by the late Sen. Logan
(D-Ky.). This is believed to presage an intensive effort on the part
of Senate proponents to secure action on the legislation this session.
The original Logan Bill, differing only nominally from the Walter
proposal, was passed by the Senate
last session but called back for reconsideration at the request of
Sen. Minton (D-Ind.) and Administration supporters, presumably to
allow the Justice Department to
suggest amendments. Although the
Justice Department has indirectly
indicated tentative attitudes on administrative agency matters in the
CANADIAN
WHEAT
BELT HAS
monographs recently made public
by thetee onAttorney
General'sProcedure,
CommitAdministrative
MORE
MONEY
TO SPEND
no amendments as such were offered during preliminary considerations of the bill.
In any event, Justice DepartWar stimulates Trade in Western Canada
ment alterations to the proposal
must necessarily come via the
• The Canadian farmer is in the money . . . the
amendment route when the measmines and smelters are busy . . . business is boomure is considered on the floor.
ing in Western Canada. All this means a ready
Following a parliamentary joust
market for your product.
Feb. 19 with Sen. Clark (D-Mo.),
during which he carried on a oneman filibuster against the bill by
forcing six consecutive rollcalls.
CKCK Regina, Sask.
MOVE iN ON THE
Sen. Johnson (D-Col.), after proCANADIAN
WEST
CHAB Moose Jaw, Sask.
testing against the "obstructionist
CJOC Lethbridge, Alta.
THROUGH THESE
policy" as not "in keeping with the
dignity of the Senate", stated he
BASIC
STATIONS
CFAC
was temporarily postponing presCalgary, Alta.
sure for immediate consideration
CJCA Edmonton, Alta.
fir%i in Listener Preference of the bill. Sen Clark's move in
serving notice that he would atWrite for Audience Figures
CJAT Trail, B.C.
tach the anti-lynching bill as an
amendment to the Johnson Bill
when and if it came up effectively
blocked the measure, at least for
USA
- Weed and Company
the time being, since Southern
Senators in sympathy with the
CANADA -All-Canada Radio Facilities Ltd.
anti-liquor legislation would likely
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STAR RADIO PROGRAMS, New
York, for the first time in its five years
of script servicing wiU make its library
of syndicated one-man scripts available to advertising agencies. Advertising and sales promotion manager of
the new department will be WiUiam J.
Jondreau, formerly of Rose-Martin
Adv. Co., New York. In addition to
such productions as Oood Morning
Neighbor,
Women's Fence,
Radio Journal,
Over the Backyard
and the
Morning Bulletin Board, the new library will include new stories on
sports, mystery, fantasy and comedy
subjects.
IN RECOGNITION of the woridwide observance of International Day
Feb. 23, special broadcasts linking
London, Paris, Rome and New York,
were presented on NBC-Blue from
1:30-2 p.m. and on CBS from 4-4:30
p.m. The programs featured noted
speakers
RolePeace
of Women
in
the
War on
and "The
in the
After the
War", and were presented under the
auspices of the International Federamen. tion of Business & Professional Wo-

THE CBS experimental dramatic program, Columbia, Workshop, will originate from Hollywood at least once
monthly under direction of William
Robson and Irving Reis, and start in
late spring, according to plans completed by W. B. Lewis, New York vicepresident in charge of broadcasts. Reis,
now a director of RKO Radio Pictures and Robson, who is Hollywood
producer of the CBS Biff Town series
sponsored
by LeverWorkshop.
Bros., were founders of Columbia,
KDYL, Salt Lake City, has started a
new policy of announcing just before
the station break the name of the
program to follow, between 9 :30-ll :30
a. m. and 4-9 :30 p. m. on weekdays
and wherever possible Saturdays and
Sundays.
KTAR, Phoenix, and KVOA, Tucson,
have started a 52-week series of Sunday half-hours, Arizona Scrapiook, under sponsorship of Foxworth Lumber
Yards, operating a chain of 15 lumber yards.
program
toricalThe
information
about presents
Arizona. hisWRVA, Richmond, Va., has started
a series of weekly interviews with J.
B. Lawler, local FBI head, in which
interesting FBI cases with a Virgrinia
angle are reviewed. Going into detail
on the highlights of each case, the program informs the listener how the
FBI cooperates with local law enforcement agencies. Irving Abeloff,
WRVA program service manager, conducts the half-hour interviews.
WOL, Washington, has completely
redecorated its studios and offices, located in the Heurich Bldg., into which
it moved three years ago.
WFTC, Kinston, N. C, is holding its
third annual birthday banquet in the
Hotel Kinston March 1.

KGKO, Fort Worth, has placed large
portable signs calling attention to
Canada Dry's Information Please program in the lobbies of seven Fort
Worth
atres. and 17 Dallas Interstate The-

WPEN, Philadelphia, observed Washington's Birthday in four foreign language programs spotted through the
day of Feb. 22. Beginning in the morning, Stanley Moderski, Polish announcer, presented a program demonstrating
n's relations with Polish
Washingtonary
War heroes ; at 11 :45
Revolutio
a. m., on the Italian program. Sen.
made a commemoDiSilvestr
Anthonyrative
address; ato 8 p. m. a Jewish
a talk by
featured
language program
Rabbi Abraham Neuman, of Mikveh
on founded in precongregati
Israel, a nary
days, and at 9 p. m.
Revolutio
Judge Nochem Winnet was guest
speaker on an English program.
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RADIO COVERAGE —
— that's what counts when radio advertising isbought and that's what we
have! And it's ever on the increase!
Here's conclusive proof!
1938 and 1939 Mail Compilations
Primary Service Area
Number of Towns
Mail Received From
State
1938 1939 Increase
Pennsylvania .
933 1,134 201
493
718
225
West VirginiaOhio
452
598
146
TOTALS

2,450

1,878

2,450

Towns

to You

572

"S"vr
HS at Eleven-Sixty
WA
0
COLUMBIA
Station
5,00
on 2,085,666 Radio Dials

JOHN

BLAIR
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Flocked to Studio
ONE-TENTH of the local
citizenry responded to spot
announcement invitations to
attend the open house held
Feb. 6 by KFBB, Great Falls,
Mont., to dedicate its enlarged
and redecorated studios. Hustling like mad to shepherd
and entertain the 3,000 visitors who passed through the
new layout between 7 and 9
p.m., the KFBB staff and
their wives plied guests with
tea, coffee
cakes passed
advertised on theandstation,
out samples of other products
and described various operations. Musical background for
the visit was provided by _Roscoe Kernan
on the station's
new
Everett Orgatron.
ONE of the largest gains in national
and spot business for the period from
Jan. 1 to Feb. 19 has been reported
for WALA, Mobile, and WCOA, Pensacola, by WUliam Dorman, manager
of John H. Perry Associates, New
York, representatives for the stations.
WALA showed a gain of 34.6% in national spot and WCOA a gain of
51.5% for the period as compared to
the same
period showed
in 1939.a gain
Localof business on WALA
34%
and WCOA a gain of 15.5%. Both stations gained 268% in network business
over this same period.
WFBL, Syracuse, on Feb. 23 held a
Musical Bee party before more than
600 Musical Clock fans in the Ononwhich
radiosdagaandHotel
15 ballroom,
baskets of atfood
werefivegiven
away test.
during
a music
identification
conDuring the
program
three WFBL
accounts
staged
special
displays
—
Socony Vacuum Oil, Red & White Stores
and Bond Clothes.
KVOO,
to be
the first Tulsa,
station Okla.,
in theclaiming
Southwest
to
install a Hammond Novachord, presented a special first birthday anniversary program for the instrument
Feb. 24. Marvin Ashbaugh, KVOO
novachordist,
demonstrated
effects and chatted
informally various
about the
instrument with Announcer Herb Lateau.
MORE than 150 independent radio
stations throughout the country cooperated in presenting a special series
of three Brotherhood Week broadcasts from Feb. 18 through Feb. 25, to
further goodwill and cooperation among
Protestants, Catholics and Jews. The
observance of Brotherhood Week is
conducted under the auspices of the
National Conference of Christians and
Jews.
SPECIAL birthday program will be
broadcast March 3 when the Catholic
Hour, world's largest year-round religious broadcast, celebrates its 10th anniversary on NBC. Lenox R. Lohr,
president
of NBC,
will greet
the Catholic audience
invited
to attend
the
broadcast in studio 8-H, and Archbishop Spellman of New York will
open the program.
WKBN, Youngstown, is carrying local
Golden Gloves matches under sponsorship of Golden Ale Ginger Ale Co.,
with Don Gardner and J. Lothaire
Bowden announcing.
WTAG, Worcester, Mass., has opened
a theatre studio equipped with new
style theatre chairs, indirect lighting
and decorated in a blue motif. Completely visible from the studio are the
control room, another studio and the
semi-circular control console. The new
addition to the WTAG studios includes
a reception room and a sponsor's room.
KVOE, Santa Ana, Cal., on March 1
moved its business oflices to larger
quarters in the Alliance Mutual Life
Insurance Bldg., that city.
BROADCASTING

THE Musical Nightcap feature of
WIP, Philadelphia, broadcast each
midnight for a full hour, has enjoyed
such success with its special Tuesday
night
"Gay evenings
Nineties"each
program
two more
week that
are
being devoted to specialized music
shows instead of regular popular music. Each Thursday evening will be
"Round-Up" night, spotlighting Western music, with Saturday night programs dedicated to Hollywood and
featuring music from old and new
films. The feature is conducted by
John Facenda.
PROMOTION department of KROW,
Oakland, recently consummated a
tie-up with the Hopkins Theater,
Oakland,munitytoSingpresent
station's
Comprogram thefrom
the theatre
stage each Wednesday
night
at 9.
Eddie House, singing organist, is m.c.
KSFO, San Francisco recently formed
a public relations department, with
R. W. Dumm in charge. An adjunct to
this department is the department of
talks, with John Kropotkin Chapel,
traveller and lecturer, in charge.
KSFO casting
recently
extendedon its
time by signing
the broadair at
5time
:30 toa.m.1 a.m.
and extending the sign-o£E

WHEN KPO-KGO and the Son
Francisco Chronicle held their broadcast party Jan. 26 in the Civic Auditorium in honor of the 75th anniversary of the newspaper, thousands of
requests for tickets could not be filled.
Two repeat
performances
sented in the
auditorium were
Feb. pre28
which has more than 10,000 capacity.
1^
WSGN. Birmingham, Ala., and the
Birmingham
Bar Assn.
ing in production
of thearenewcooperatweekly
Scales of Justice program. Each program presents a discussion between a
member of the Birmingham Department of Justice office and a prominent
member of the Alabama bar. Discussionsterestareto the
confined
to legal topics of inlayman.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., under direction of Leo B. Tyson, general manager, is making several additions and
improvements to studio facilities. They
include a new control booth for Studio
A anddio B. a new announcers' booth in Stu-

lai

WWL, New rangement
Orleans,
through anHotel
arwith the Roosevelt
made
by General
ManagertheW.useH. ofSummerville,
has acquired
the
hotel's new University Room as an
auditorium studio. The new auditorium, air-conditioned and with a seatingofcapacity
of 400,where
is onother
the second
floor
the located.
hotel,
WWL
studios are
WEDC, Chicago, recently completed n
remodeling of its main studio under
supervision of Caleb Frisk, chief engineer.
KMPC, stal ed Beverly
Cal., haswith
inasix-piece Hills,
staff orchestra,
Oliver Alberti as musical director and
violinist.

For the Advertiser with something to sell AKRON looms
through 1940 as one of the
brightest horizon.
opportunities on the
national
AND YOUR BEST BET IS
STATION

AKRON, OHIO
WJW
Representatives
Headley-Reed Company
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! FISHING is the topic of discussion when Texas Oil Co. takes the
' WQAM air three evenings a week to describe angling news in the Miami
area. Tommy Aitken (left), fishing authority, is the commentator. Recently he boarded a U. S. destroyer to broadcast news about the fishing
fleet of the Miami Metropolitan Fishing Tournament, in which some
200,000 anglers participate. With Aitken (1 to r) are J. A. Tierney,
Texaco advertising executive. Miss Mary Jane Degman, tournament
queen, and Paul Monroe, of Buchanan Co., agency handling the account.
NATIONAL COUNCIL of YMCA,
New York, is distributing to its local
' using
branches,
which
now
radiosomein 250
one ofform
or are
another,
; two series of programs prepared by the
Transcription Service of WOR, New-ark, under the supervision of Henri.etta Harrison, radio director of the
.Council. One series, titled Leadership
Today
& Tomorrow,
consists of
.quarter-hour talks by leading educators and organizers with Milton Cross
announcing. The second series Speaking of the Y features short transcribed
talks by such well-known figures as
Eddie Cantor, Gen. Hugh Johnson, Al
Smith and J. Edgar Hoover.
tWWL, New Orleans, again this year
(has started a series of weekly five.minute Touring Reporter broadcasts
I in cooperation with the Automobile
I Club of Louisiana. Each week H. H.
■Treleaven, ACL manager, is interviewed by Kleve Kirby on interesting
•motor tours in Louisiana and Missis,-3ippi.
•I
WTAR, Norfolk, covered the first Virginia Legislature meeting this year,
laeld in Colonial Williamsburg, at
jiwhich Lord Lothian, British ambassaL3ress.dor to the United States, made an adl^IVE Sports Final, new twice-weekly
[juarter-hour round-table sports discussion, has been started on KMPC,
Beverly Hills, Cal., with Oscar
I Reiehow, secretary of the Hollywood
Baseball Club, as chairman.
iVCSC, Charleston, S. C, unable to
;et its program schedule printed in
ocal newspapers, recently started a
niniature weekly newspaper of its
)wn. With a circulation of 8,000, the
lew station publication contains inormation on programs, complete
veekly schedule, pictures, feature stores and columns.
The Northwest'* Beat
Broadcasting Buy

WTCN
AN
NBC
STATION
MINNEAPOLIS
ST. PAUL
IIIII MINNEAPOLIS
^^i^^)^ Operated
by ||||||
TRIBUNE
AND ST. PAUL DISPATCHllllll PIONEER PRESS
FREE & PETERS, INC. — NoH. Rep.

BROADCASTING

Scarlet Copy

AT THE mike for his regular newscast recently. Fin
Hollinger, of CJLS, Yarmouth, N. S., suddenly developed a nosebleed that
threatened havoc to both the
script and the broadcast.
However, despite the inconvenience and steady trickle,
Hollinger stuck to the mike
and carried through in disarming fashion so far as listeners were concerned. Only
one item — a murder news
story — was so badly spattered
it could not be read.
KFRO, Longview, Tes., has started
its own photographic department under supervision of a former newspaper photographer. The station plans
to furnish national advertisers with
photos of merchandising displays and
stunts produced by the KFRO publicity and merchandising staff.
WORC, Worcester, Mass., as part of
its National Boy Scout Anniversary
Week promotion, turned over its Man
on the Street microphone to two Eagle
Scouts, Donald Klein and Roger Perry, who conducted the entire program.

filling the Imperial Theatre, Montreal, to capacity, 1900 persons paid
to see the first Montreal broadcast of
Ken Soble's Amateur Hour on Feb.
18. Originating in Toronto for a number of years, auditions were recently
held in Montreal. So many were
booked for the weekly show, that it
was found necessary to broadcast from
Montreal instead of having the performers come to Toronto, as in the
past. The show went to a network
of 15 Canadian stations for Royal Canadian Tobacco Co., Toronto (Grads
Cigarettes) .
LOWELL THOMAS, whose NBC
news broadcasts are rarely given before a visible audience, presented two
of his programs from banquet halls, on
Feb. 16 before several hundred Parish
Oil Co. dealers at Hotel Marcy, Lake
Placid, New York, and on Feb. 29
at the Advertising Chib of New York,
where he was guest at a dinner honoring his services as president of the
Club in 1938 and 1939.
LOUIS SOBOL, columnist for the
New York Journal-American, is conducting a series of weekly quarterhour programs, featuring inside gossip about Manhattan, on WOR, Newark.
HARRY E. FOSTER AGENCIES,
Toronto, has opened downtown studios
in the King Edward Hotel, Toronto,
for remote broadcasts and interviews
from downtown Toronto over any of
the Toronto stations. Foster is a wellknown sports commentator.
WWL, New Orleans, covering the
$10,000 New Orleans Open Golf
Tournament Feb. 22-25, sold the entire series of tournament broadcasts
to the local Jackson Brewing Co.
WWL used both direct lines and shortwave equipment in broadcasting the
event, with Al Godwin, Jack KeUy
and Henry Dupre handling on-the-spot
descriptions. Anfenger Adv. Agency,
New Orleans, placed the account.
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'RFD

1020*

What is 'RFD 1020'?
...a top-notch farm show broadcast by KYW six days a
week, at 6:00 to 7:00 AM, Monday thru Saturday.
IVfiere is 'RFD W20' Heard?
...it serves an immensely rich agricultural area
containing 571,800 rural radio families — more
than live in IOWA and MINNESOTA combined!
What does 'RFD 1020' Cost?
...your participation every day in the week (except
Sunday, of course) costs only $81.00 per week.

H
N
S
Halifax
Nova Scotia
The Busiest
Commercial
Radio Station
of the Maritimes

Who are 'RFD 1020' Advertisers?
...since January 1 such fine accounts as E. I. du Pont
de Nemours, Allis-Chalmers, Wene Baby Chicks, Olson
Rug Co., Mentholatum, Flex-o-Glass, Kemp's Balsam.
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"the RED network station
T
in PHILADELPHIA"

JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York
Representatives
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Funds

Are

Voted

For FTC
Survey
Fear of Advertising Inquiry
Draws Rebuke From Barton
WITH both the Senate and the
House approving a Federal Trade
Commission appropriation for the
fiscal year 1941 which includes an
item of $88,829 for a proposed inquiry into methods and costs of
distribution [Broadcasting, Feb.
1, 15], funds for the study will be
available as of July 1, 1940. The
FTC appropriation, included in the
Independent Offices supply bill, will
stand as accepted, although conferees on the supply bill itself have
not yet met, and it will not come
up for consideration by the conferees.
Barton's Criticism
Although the FTC has disclaimed any intent of an inquiry
into advertising per se, the possibility of such action has drawn
considerable fire. Speaking before
the Union Iveague Club of Chicago
on Feb. 15, Rep. Bruce Barton
(R-N. Y.), president of BBDO,
charged that certain officials and
staff members of both the FTC and
the Department of Agriculture are
seeking to destroy national advertising and end "the independence
of the press and radio". Referring
to the "artfully buried" item in
the FTC budget allocating funds
for the investigation, Rep. Barton
termed the provision "a baby wolf
in sheep's clothing".
"There are men in the FTC and
the Department of Agriculture who
hate national advertising, who want
to destroy national advertising," he

Safety Stickers
ABOUT 7,000 safety stickers
for automobile windshields
have been distributed in the
last fortnight by WTAG,
Worcester, Mass., in connection with the safety drive being conducted by the station
in cooperation with the local
police. As part of the campaign, WTAG broadcasts a
twice-weekly delayed transmission interview show. The
Voice of Safety. Using portable recording equipment, interviews are transcribed on
the spot, with motorists
stopped by the sound of a
police whistle and interviewed
on rules of the road and necessity for slow driving in
the city.
declared. "They want to destroy it
because national advertising supports the free American press, and
the free American radio. And these
New Dealers will not be satisfied
until they clamp down their bureaucratic controls over the press and
the radio. If they can destroy national advertising, they know they
will end the independence of the
press and radio.
"This is the hidden danger in a
seemingly harmless proposal. The
press of the country generally has
extravaopposedgance ofthe
the spendthrift
New Deal. And the
inner circle of the New Deal never
forgives
or forgets."
He stated
that he did not accuse
the Federal Trade Commissioners
themselves of being "anti-advertising or anti-business", nor the Sec-

the wheat fields in Kansas.
COMES THE SPRING THAW and with it moisture for sell.
So frozen fields will not
Moisture here means money to spend for what you have to
be all that's thawing this spring in Kansas.
Family
too, will $248.00
be thawing—
that arepurses,
consistently
fullerpurses
than
the average American family purse will be
even larger this year. Then when you figure that there are over 292,421 radio homes
in the KFH AIREA — well, you can readily
understand why more and more smart adK A
vertisers are putting in their orders now.
Put in your call now to Edward Petry &
HUTCHINSON*
Co. for more information (or your reservation) about
IwiCHITA
K>flAn
•CHANUIt
THAT SELLING STATION FOR KANSAS
AfiK«NSAS CITY COFFEVVaLE, •'^""^""^
PONCA CITV»BABTIESVILlE
•
,
L.-msA
EMO»
\ ■
KFH
.Q:,IC,:L A H O M A
WICHITA
to .1 MV/M
The Only FulUTime CBS Station in Kansas
• Call Any Edward Petry Office
CBS • 5000 DAY • 1000 NIGHT
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CLASSROOM STUDY
Of Dramas Favored Prior to
Actual Broadcast
HIGH school students find radio
dramatizations of their history lessons most helpful if they first study
the material in regular classroom
fashion. This was revealed in a
study made at Ohio State U, where
a five-year evaluation of school
broadcasts is being carried on under auspices of the Federal Radio
Education Committee. A 10thgrade class in social science at
University High School, after listening to nine transcribed chapters
of the MBS -Federal Theatre
dramatization of James Truslow
Adams' Epic of America, gave this
as a group concensus when asked
to write impressions of this part
of their history study.
The majority opinion was that
the dramatizations were valuable
in themselves but most valuable
when heard after a careful study of
the neriod. Several pupils objected
to the lack of dates, commenting
that althoue-h the ideas were well
portrayed, the time often was left
out entirely. Another point brought
out in the survey was that students
are quick to note faults in production technique and mechanics.
retarv of Aericulture of being
"anti-business". "But I do say," he
added, "that
the New
loaded
the staff
of theDealers
FTC have
with
men who are definitely anti-advertising and anti-business, I do say
that D, E, Montgomery, who has
the title of Consumers Counsel of
the AAA in the Department of
Agriculture, is anti - advertising,
and that he and certain elements
in the FTC have joined together to
provoke
this attack."
FTC matters
also came up for
contemplation in other quarters
through the pending Logan-Walter
bill to revise administrative procedure and throuarh the FTC monograph made public recently by the
Attorney General's Committee on
Administrative Procedure [Broadcasting, Feb, 15], The monograph
stated that while the Wheeler-Lea
amendment to the Federal Trade
Act is applicable to radio stations
disseminating false advertisements,
the FTC has not instituted any
formal complaint against any station. It added that the Radio &
Periodical Division is of the opinion it can proceed against a station
that prepared the false advertisement broadcast over its facilities,
though indicating action is not
likely against stations merely
broadcasting false advertising material prepared by others.

rPofS

Inter -American Meeting
Reaffirms Its Support of
Havana Radio Compact
MEETING in Santiago, Chile, in
late January, the Second Inter
American Radio Conference reaf
firmed support of the Inter-Ameri
can Radio Convention and the
North American Regional Broad
cast Agreement (Havana Treaty)
and made general revisions in the
Inter-American Radio Communica
tions Arrangements, according to
members of the United States dele
gation upon their return Feb, 15
Representatives of 19 of the 22
countries of the Western Hemis
phere attended the triennial parley
held Jan. 18-26, to promote improved radio service in the Amer
icas.
Although a minority group at the
start of the conference attempted
to make certain changes in the
agreements
embodied
in the InterAmerican Radio
Convention
and
the Havana Treaty, according to ie01
reports reaching Broadcasting
largely through the efforts of the
U. S. delegation the meeting finally
reaffirmed the two agreements. It
was pointed out at the time that
proposed changes would not be pro
pitious because of the brief session
and the long-delayed Havana
Treaty ratification by Mexico only
a short time before. Revisions of
the radio communications arrange
ment extended to allocation and
other factors relating to the short
wave, amateur, police and aeronau
tical facilities covered by the agree
ment, with the 550-1600 kc. fre
quencies recognized for exclusive^
standard broadcast service in the
Ameiicas.
Ik

I
Tip
Top
Tailors
TIP TOP TAILORS, Toronto (chain
stores) started Feb. 27 thrice-weekl.v
dramatized sport transcriptions on
CFAC, Calgary: CFCY, Charlotte
town, P. E, I, ; CFCO, Chatham, Ont
CJCA, Edmonton; CHML, Hamilton
Ont. ; CKCW, Moncton. N. B. ; CFCH
North Bay, Ont,; CKTB, St, Cath
erines, Ont.; CKSO, Sudbury, Ont,
CJCB, Sydney. N, S. ; CKCL, Toron ^
to ; CKLW, Windsor, Ont, Accountw^
was
placed by McConnell Eastman &Pti^t*II'
Co., Toronto.
GROVE LABORATORIES. S t
Louis, on March 11 wiU start its cus
tomary summer layoff of radio adver
tising for Bromo Quinine tablets bj
discontinuing The Adventures of Sher^
lock Holmes, which is heard on 3-^
NBC-Blue stations, Mondays, 8-8 :3(
p.m. Stack-Goble Adv, Agency, Chi
cago, handles the account.

To Cover
Youngstown, Ohio
(31st city in the U. S. in
size of payroll)

f//AT UPWARD CUMB
/N SALES cHAirrs!
WNOX
KNOXVILLg
- TENN.
Sci'ipps-Howard l^adio, Inc,

you need
Youngstown's
most popular station
WFMJ

£l 1010 kc- 5,000 w. day - 1,000 w. ni£htr|
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SPRAGUE ANALYZES
RADIO LIBEL LAWS
A TREND toward legal recognition of radio as a new and different kind of communication to which
should be applied a standard of liability for libel and slander different from that applied to magazines,
newspapers and speeches is described by Stuart Sprague, New
York attorney who has specialized
in radio law, in a Contemporary
Law Pamphlet, More Freedom of
the Air, just issued by New York
U School of Law ($1.00). Five
States, either by court decision or
legislative action, have conceded
the unfairness of applying to radio
laws made for the printed page or
ordinary spoken word and now determine liability of broadcasters on
a fairer basis, the article states.
Decision of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court in the Al Jolson case
[Broadcasting, Sept. 15], "because
it is the first case holding radio
defamation to be a distinct new
tort, possessing some of the attributes of both libel and slander, but
differing from each," is called by
Mr. Sprague "an important milestone in the harmonizing of law
with science." In this suit by a hotel company against NBC for an
allegedly defamatory remark ad
libbed by Al Jolson during a broadcast, the lower court held NBC liable despite its inability to prevent
«i r n^®^"^^'^^ ^ j"^y awarded
$15,000 to the plaintiff. Reversing
the lower court and entering judgment for NBC, the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court "held that the docof 'liabil
without fault'
should not be ity
invoked in radio
defamation cases, but rather the
doctrine of 'liability through
fault'."
^r.'^^K
f^"^®
of "liability
through fault"
should
applieions,
d to
defam
ationbe situat
.Sprague states, and mentions
political speeches, talks by the
President or other statesmen, pubhe forum programs, special event
pickups and other examples of
broadcasts in which defamatory remarks might be uttered with no
negligence on the part of the broadcaster. The position of the affiliate
station broadcasting a network prograin is also discussed in the article,
which lists pending cases
of
"ature and quotes the statutes this
radio defamation already enacteond
by Indiana, Iowa, Montana and
Florida.
Prize for Radio Play
PHE 1940 Charles H. Sergei play
:ontest prize of $500 will be given
for the best 20 to 25-minute radio
»iay^ according to an announcement
)y Frank H. O'Hara, of the U of
-hicago, m charge of the competi-lon. Closing date for the contest is
June 1, and only original plays,
iitherto unbroadcast and unpubished, will be considered. Previ
:ompetitions, held the last ous
two
vears, were for a one-act poetic
rama and a one-act prose comedy.
Manuscripts are to be submitted,
>ound in the original, to Charles H.
sergel Play Contest, U of Chicago,
the contest was established by
innie Meyers Sergei in memory of
Charles H. Sergei, found
natic Publishing Co. er of Dra-

fOHN MEMOLO, Scranton attorney,
las applied for a new 250-watt stalon on 1210 kc. in Wilkes-Barre,
eeking the facilities of WBAX if its
icense is revoked [Broadcasting,
'
, ' eb. 1.5].
BROADCASTING

Station

FOR THE SECOND consecutive year WMAL, Washington, has been
awarded the General Electric Co. plaque for least amount of time lost
by an NBC station during the year. Presentation was made Feb. 28 by
Chester Lang, GE advertising manager (1), to A. E. Johnson, engineer
in charge of the NBC Washington division, in the presence of NBC,
GE and Washington Star executives. The station is owned by the newspaper but operated under lease by NBC. Time lost by WMAL in 1939
totaled only 62% seconds.
RADIO

INCREASES

READING

Says 'New Republic' Writer, Pointing to Power
Of Air Medium to Stimulate Curiosity
RADIO broadcasts lead to ining— such as the reading of novels
creased reading of the printed word, over the air — have had a similarly
rather than decreased reading, ac- stimulating effect. A general concording to an article by Edwin
clusion appears to be that in almost
every field of thought radio can
Muller, "Radio v. Reading", appearstimulate interests which require
ing Feb. 19 in New Republic magazine. The story, which declared that supplementary reading to be fully
"radio may well become an increasing factor in popular education, but
its ultimate effectiveness will be de- satisfied."
Ready to Begin
termined bythe stimulus it gives to WPRO
other means of acquiring ideas and Fulltime Use of 5 kw.
information", is based on material
resulting from a Rockefeller Foun- CLIMAXING an eight-year record
dation study carried on for two of growth from a local to a 5,000years by the Princeton U school of watt regional, WPRO, Providence,
public and international affairs. is now completing installations
The study is to be contained in a which will permit its operation with
forthcoming book. Radio & the 5,000 watts both day and night, alPrinted Word.
ready authorized by the FCC.
In a general discussion of radio
The station recently dedicated its
listening it was developed, on the new 5,000-watt RCA transmitter
basis of the Princeton studies, that for use during daytime, with 1,000
people in the lower income levels watts at night. Operated by Cherry
and those enjoying limited educa- & Webb Broadcasting Co., WPRO
tional opportunities do more radio was established in 1931, through a
listening, while those in the higher consolidation of two 100-watters,
brackets do relatively more reading. WLSI and WPAW, operating on
The article stated that the study 1210 kc. In 1934 it was assigned to
630 kc. with 250 watts. Three years
"makesincreases
it seem highly
probable
radio
the total
amountthat
of ago its power was increased to 1,000
watts and it became a basic outlet
reading".
of
CBS. WPRO's
new 5,000-watt
Radio Stimulates Curiosity
transmitter
and 400-foot
radiators
were
placed
in
operation
Dec. 30,
"It is obvious, from a study of
the survey, that radio stimulates greatly increasing efficiency and
curiosity in the world outside the coverage of the station. The executive head is William S. Cherry Jr.,
reader's habitual orbit. To get that
background some of them turn to with
Stephen P. Willis the general
manager.
the printed word. The study suggests that more rather than fewer
people read books because of radio.
SEE'S CANDY SHOPS, Los Angeles
(chain), on Feb. 12 started for 52
In Iowa 87% of 155 libraries reweeks, Headline Hokum, commentary
ported an increase in the demand
for books as a result of local radio series on 8 Southern California Don
Lee stations, (KHJ KDB KGB),
review and comment. In one town
thru Fri., 10-10:15 a. m. Agensales tripled in six days when a Mon.
cy :Elwood J. Robinson Adv. Co., Los
book was reviewed over the air. A Angeles.
survey of a Michigan network
showed that every radio review
A DEMONSTRATION of F-M broadcasting was given to New York radio
stimulated bookstore sales and lieditors Feb. 29, with an F-M relay
brary lendings. More remarkable
broadcast carrying a program from
is the fact that programs one might New York to New Hampshire as the
suppose would compete with read- scheduled highlight of the evening.
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Authorized

To Town
of 3,500
INDICATING an apparent policy
of continuing to authorize new stations wherever frequency and power allocations permit, the FCC on
Feb. 27 granted a 250-watt outlet
on 1200 kc. in Roanoke Rapids,
N. C, a community of around 3,500'
population, located close to the Virginia border. It was the twelfth new
station grant thus far this year, 56
duringhaving
ed 34]
the
[see page
Feb. 20authoriz
1939. On been
Commission authorized a new local
in Orlando, Fla.
The New Roanoke Rapids station
was granted to J. Winfield Crew Jr.,.
local banker and attorney who heads,
the Citizens Bank & Trust Co.
On Feb. 27 the Commission also
authorized WSVA, on 550 kc, to increase its power from 500 to 1,000
watts fulltime and install a new
vertical radiator at a new site. In
addition, it granted power increases
from 100 to 250 watts to WJBW,.
New Orleans; WSKB, McComb,.
Miss., and WGPC, Albany, Ga.
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden,
which gramdrops
Lum 29,'n'will
Ahner
on CBS its
March
startproan
un-named program April 1, using the
same 7:15-7:30 period, Monday
through Friday, following its Amos
Andj/ Co.,
program.
Agency is Ward Wheelock
Philadelphia.
AMERICAN LEGION is sending a
series of 13 transcriptions, titled Legion of Safety,
between
March to4 325
and stations
May 27 for
in use
the
Legion's annual safety campaign. The
program was transcribed by NBC
Radio-Recording Division.
JIMMIE FIDLER'S program of Hollywood comment, sponsored on CBS by
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, for
Drene, from February 23 to April 9
is originating from eastern and midwestern theatres over local CBS outlets where the news reporter is making personal appearances.

WHAT

A BOOK?

446 pages of indispensable directorydata for time-buyer,
radio
advertiser, station
man>
subscription
to
With your year's
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FREC

to

Finish

Research
Project
Will Take Up Receiver Study

MEETING in Washington recently, members of the
Federal Radio Education Committee are here shown
around the conference table (1 to r clockwise) : Fr.
George Johnson, head, department of education, Catholic University of America; Willard E. Givens, executive secretary, National Education Assn.; Neville
Miller, president, NAB; Walter G. Preston Jr., assistant tothe president in charge of programs of NBC;
William C. Boese, associate engineer, FCC; J. Ken-

T^gjux
AND
FURTHERING interest in the CBS
American School of the Air, Mrs.
Frances Wilder, the network's Pacific
Coast director of education, headquartered in Hollywood, has created a local
board of consultants to cooperate in
plans for the series. Board includes
Mrs. Rose Stetler, radio coordinator
of the Los Angeles City Schools ; William B. Brown, director of secondary
curriculum, Los Angeles City Schools ;
Mrs. Elizabeth Goudy, radio coordinator, Los Angeles County Schools ;
Miss N. Evelyn Davis, supervisor of
the audio - visual department. Long
Beach (Cal.) City Schools; Courtenay
Monsen, secretary, board of education,
Pasadena (Cal.) City Schools; and
Dr. Lee de Forest, pioneer Los Angeles
radio developer.
MAPS of Europe at war, distributed
free as a public service by WCKY,
Cincinnati, have been adopted as the
official
map series,
of Cincinnati
U's Present
lecturediscussion
Behind the
Wars. Lecturers refer to the map during their talks, while listeners are
provided with copies to follow points
in the discourse.
WNYB, station of the New York
Board of Education, Brooklyn, and
WNYC, New York's Municipal station, will broadcast 178 classroom programs during the spring term, thus
expanding
board's radiolast
curriculum startedtheexperimentally
year.
According to Regina Burke, associate
superintendent of schools, the question
of whether school broadcasts will become a regular required part of the
curriculum is now being settled by
a special committee of educators.
BROADCASTING as a method of
education for school children suffering
from seriously defective vision is advocated by Olive S. Peck, supervisor
of Braille and Sight-Saving classes in
Cleveland, in a recent report on "The
Radio lished
inby the
Sight-Saving
Classes"for pubNational Society
the
Prevention of Blindness. The effectiveness of this method, which affords a
daUy "eye onstrated,
rest period,"
has been
according to Miss
Peck,demby
the successful use of radio lessons
heard regularly by 65,000 children in
the elementary s'chools of Cleveland,
which are "pioneers in this field."
ARRANGED by the Central Radio
Workshop of the Chicago public
schools, a group of students from Chicago high schools and junior colleges,
under direction of George Jennings,
are appearing in a new series of Saturday afternoon programs started Feb.
10 on WHIP, Hammond, Ind.
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neth Jones, director of information, FREC; John W.
Studebaker, chairman, FREC, and U. S. Commissioner
of Education; Paul A. Porter, Attorney, CBS; Gordon
Studebaker, director of FREC Educational Script Exchange; William D. Boutwell, chief, Radio Division,
U. S. Office of Education; John Elmer, president,
WCBM, Baltimore; Dr. Levering Tyson, president,
Muhlenberg College; Dr. Leonard Power, coordinator,
FREC; Mrs. Gertrude Broderick, secretary, FREC.

^du^u
KENTUCKY U, which proposes to
bring mountain people radio programs
of cultural and educational value, on
Feb. 20 was granted a construction permitcial
by theeducational
FCC forbroadcast
a new non-commerstation to
operate from Beattyville, Ky., with 100
watts power on 41900 kc. unlimited
time. To operate regularly two hours
daily, from noon to 2 p. m., Mondays
through Fridays, the new station is to
furnish a program service of value to
both schools and adults, according to
plans outlined by the University. The
school also plans to equip between 50
and 60 mountain schools with receivers, retaining ownership of all equipment and supervising operation of the
transmitter through the Lee County
board of education, which will pay
operating stalexpenses.
ination isto start Transmitter
early in March,
according to Elmer G. Sulzer, director
of radio activities of the University.
WBOE, operated by the Cleveland
board of education, and WNYE, by the
New York board of education, are the
two other institutions that have
taken advantage of the 25 channels
set aside for non-commercial educational broadcast purposes.
THE 1940 edition of Audio-Visual
Service for Schools, a presentation of
sound products and services developed
especially for educational use, has been
announced by Ellsworth C. Dent, director of the RCA- Victor Educational
Department, and is being distributed ot
educators
the country.
Radio and itsthroughout
related equipment,
designed
to aid classroom instruction and extra
currieular activities is illustrated and
described.
KSTP, St. Paul, has started publishing a regular
KSTP
Educational Bulletin,monthly
edited by
Thomas
D.
Rish worth,
KSTP
educational
director. The brochure, containing news of
local and NBC-Red educational features on the station, is being sent to all
schools and other organizations requesting it.
NORTHWESTERN U, School of
Speech and Drama, has started a new
series of dramatic productions on
WIND, Gary, Ind., titled The Play
Shop. Allen Miller, director of the University Broadcasting Council ; Parker
Wheatley, radio director of Northwestern U, and officials of the station
have been working on programs for
the last six months. Production will be
in charge of Albert Crews, of the
Northwestern faculty.

RADIO will play an active part in
putting over California Conservation
Week,ries ofMarch
7-14, bybroadcasts.
developing Philip
a seeducational
G. Lasky, general manager of KROW,
Oakland,
Cal., is of
chairman
of a statewide committee
broadcasters
and
educators developing a campaign of
talks, dialogues, round table discussions and special events broadcasts.
The committee also includes Fox Case,
CBS; Lew Frost, NBC; Jennings
Pierce, KGO ; Van C. Newkirk, KHJ ;
Howard Lane, KFBK ; Ralph Brunton, berKJBS
; Bill ;Adams,
State Baker,
chamof commerce
Alice May
California
Clubs;
C. R.Federation
Briggs, U. ofS. Women's
Dept. of
Agriculture ; Merle Hussong, California Dept. of Agriculture ; Mrs. Inez
Richardson, Hoover Library, Stanford
U, and Henry Schacht, California U.
TO inform shelter-needy Americans,
with annual incomes ranging up to
$10,000, how housing services of local
financial organizations and Grovernment agencies can help them improve
their residences, the U. S. Office of
Education on March 24 is to start
Roof Over America on 100 CBS stations as part of the Democracy in Action series, heard Sundays, 2 p. m.
(EST). Cooperating with the Office of
Education in production of the programs and parallel instructive literature are Federal housing agencies,
the Government Printing Office and
CBS.
THROUGH cooperation with the New
York Press Assn., representing weekly
newspapers of the state. 83 weeklies in
New York are carrying an Ask the
Scientist feature based on a Friday
night show of the same name produced
by the Syracuse U Radio Workshop.
On
broadcast
aboutthe science
are listeners'
answeredquestions
by six
science professors of the school, in the
newspapers, estimated to reach more
than 800,000 readers, the same questions and answers are printed, a shorthand reporter transcribing each week's
program for publication the following
week.
WGAR Again Wins Plaque
FOR the second consecutive year
WGAR, Cleveland, has been awarded
the C.I.T. plaque, presented yearly to
the station which has done most to
promote traffic safety in the city. On
a special WGAR program Feb. 28
John W. Darr, trustee of the C.I.T.
Safety Foundation, presented the
plaque to Eugene Carr, acting for the
station. Judge Lee Skeel, president of
the Cleveland Safety Council, and
Elliott Ness, safety director of Cleveland, also appeared on the program
and
paid
tribute to WGAR's safety
efforts.

BROADCASTING

Involving Sets for Schools
THE FEDERAL Radio Education
Committee has agreed to complete
a research project already launched
by the Committee on Scientific Aids
to learning, and aimed at establishing standards for radio receivers
for school use. Project engineers alhave met
representativesready
of the
Radiowith
Manufacturers
Assn., and specifications for test
receivers have been worked out. In
addition to creating engineering
standards for receiver construction
the project plans to test, through
the jury method, actual receiver
performance.
This action was part of that taken by the FREC at its recent meeting in the U. S. Office of Education. A number
of the
committee's
studies
have been
published
and
made available to the broadcasting
industry, and several new reports
of completed studies now are in
process of publication.
Completed Studies
Studies
already
clude Forums
on the published
Air, report inof
a study of radio forums by Dr. Paul
H. Sheats; Local Station Policies,
report of a study conducted at
WMBD, Peoria, 111., and covering
a typical
policies
regard tostation's
educational
andwith
public
service broadcasting. The latter le
study was directed by Dr. Leonard
Power, coordinator of research for
the committee.
Among reports of the Commit- til
tee's studies which will shortly be
released to the industry in printed
form are: College Radio Workshops, a study of the subject indicated by the title; American Cooperative Broadcasting, a four-part
study of national, regional. State
and local educational and public
service broadcasting; Teacher
Training & College Courses in Radio, a study devoted to the subject
indicated by the title; and a Man
ual on Script Writing.
Among new publications reported
to the Committee in addition to t
these are the fourth edition of the
Educational Script Exchange Catalogue, listing 531 approved educa- J
tional scripts available to broadcasters and educators on loan, and
a comprehensive listing of colleges
and universities offering courses in
radio.
Walter Preston, NBC, has joinedj /.
NBCFREC,
vice-president,
whoseF. Royal,"^
duties
the
replacing John
have made it difficult for him to
take an active part in the committee'snext
program.meeting
The committee
hold its
in May. will
Employes' Credit Corp.
EDDIE COONTZ, program direc
tor of KVOO, Tulsa, Okla., has
been elected president of the new
KVOO Employes'
Corp.J
organized
to enable Credit
employes
to
invest
and
borrow
money.
Weymouth Young, staff musician, was <■
elected vice-president, and Bob
Baum,
bookkeeper,maysecretary-treasurer. Employes
invest eithei r'
through a savings account with
regular interest payments or by fith
purchasing stock at five dollars a
share. They also may borrow a1
minimum interest rates. The credit
corporation
of Oklahoma.is set up under the laws
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lOperators

Honor

Industry Figures
Broadcast Industry Best in
World, VWOA Declares
PAYING tribute to the American
broadcasting industry as the "finest
in the world", the Veteran Wireless
Operators Assn. has presented its
Marconi Memorial Service Award
■to the NAB as representative of
the broadcasters of this country.
Plaque was presented by William
J. McGonigle, president of the
'VWOA, to Neville Miller, NAB
:president, at the association's 15th
'annual dinner-cruise, held Feb. 21
'at the Hotel Astor, New York.
Further recognition for American broadcasting was given by the
presentation of honorary memberships in the VWOA to Mr. Miller
and to Lenox R. Lohr, president of
■NBC; William S. Paley, president
Iof CBS, and Alfred J. McCosker,
1chairman of the board of MBS.
■ Marconi Memorial Medals of
Achievement were awarded to 0. B.
Hanson, vice-president and chief
engineer of NBC; E. K. Cohan, director of engineering of CBS, and
J. R. Poppele, chief engineer of
IWOR, for their contributions to the
'technical development of the American system of broadcasting.
Hooper Honored
For his work in developing the
J radio communications service of the
lU. S. Navy, Rear Admiral Stanford C. Hooper was awarded the
Marconi Memorial Medal of Merit.
A code message, tapped out by
David Sarnoff, president of RCA,
and transmitted by RCA Communications to Admiral Hooper aboard
the Brazil, returning from the Inter-American Radio Conference at
Santiago, notified the officer of his
award. Admiral Hooper himself
took over the key of the Brazil to
send his acceptance and thanks di' rectly to the hotel banquet hall.
The Marconi Memorial Medal of
Valor was awarded posthumuously
to Papas Theodorou, wireless operiator of the Greek freighter Kyllene,
v-who remained at his key following
' an explosion which wrecked the
- vessel tintil all other members of
- the crew were saved, but was him■ self drowned when jumping for a
lifeboat in the dark. Harold P.
I'Westman, secretary of the Insti^tute of Radio Engineers, and Capt.
"Charles H. Maddox of the U. S.
Navy, who first communicated from
an airplane bv radio in 1912, were
inducted as life members of the
VWOA.
A portion of the dinner was
broadcast over NBC-Blue and MBS,
I"with Dr. Lee de Forest, radio pioneer and honorary president of
VWOA, addressinp- the gathering
from his home in Hollywood.
HAL STYLES, Los Angeles commentator on the weekly Don Lee
network program, Help Thy Neighbor, has been elected president of
Southern California Chapter, Veterans Wireless Operators Assn.
Richard Stoddard, chief engineer
of Hughes Aircraft Corp., and formerly an NBC New York technician, was made vice-president,
with Leroy Bremmer, technical director of the National Radio
Schools, Los Angeles, as secretarytreasurer. Dr. Lee DeForest was
elected chairman of the advisory
counsel.
fiBROADCASTING

WBf
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The new ultra high frequency transmitter for the
Municipal Broadcasting Station is a high fidelity
unit with many unique features.
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MARCONI medal of achievement
was presented Feb. 21 to 0. B. Hanson {left), NBC vice-president and
chief engineer, by William J. McGonigle (center), president of the
Veteran Wireless Operators Assn.
Lenox R. Lohr (right), NBC president, was given an honorary VWOA
membership.
Practical Radio

Course

Is Offered by Florida U
SPECIAL training for radio work
in either the technical, commercial
or production ends is being offered
by Florida U as part of its regular curriculum. Using the university station, WRUF, Gainesville, as
a laboratory, the school offers all
its facilities in engineering, business management and speech and
dramatic training, in addition to
special radio courses and other
studies affording a general and
academic background to students
interested in broadcasting as a career.
Under a Committee on Training
for Radio, currictilum for such students has been established. It includes work in the college of engineering following the two-year academic course in the general college. The commercial training includes the general college program,
along with upper-class work in the
colleges of business and public administration, and is designed particularly for radio station management. Training in programming is
provided in a third curriculum emphasizing courses in the arts and
sciences. In all three divisions laboratory work at WRUF is featured.
In addition, professional courses
are offered in sound, writing, speaking, reading, music, advertising,
management and other subjects.
FOR THE third consecutive year,
KHJ, Los Angeles, has resumed its
weekly half-hour student-prepared and
participating program titled. Young
America Presents.

WWNC
ASHEVILLE, N.C.
Full Time CBS Affiliate
1,000 Watts
ADVANCE
NOTICE
TO ADVERTISERS
... of what promises to be this
resort region's biggest tourist season in a .decade!
Extra soon
millions
be spent
. . beginning
! Plan'to
your campaign now . . . over
WWNC, the sole blanket coverage
of this rich industrial-resort-farming-mining empire !
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Let us estimate on your requirements for either
amplitude or frequency modulated transmitters.
We will be glad to send specifications on request.
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Tenn.

Court Order

Halts

Activity on All Fronts
(Continued from page 13)
of Witmark Bros., who is BMI
Governor's decision, held the chief
office manager. Milton Rettenberg, executive
could have granted the
former solo pianist for Frank
and that it had been
legally
request
Black, Andre Kostelanetz, and other
maestros, has been retained as an established in the Governor's opinion that "Mr. Buck is actually a
arranger. Robert B. Sour, lyricist
fugitive from justice but one who
who wrote the lyrics for "Sing For cannot be brought here becatise of
Your Supper" and was co-author
of "Body and Soul", likewise is on a mere technicality." Mr. Dussatilt
the staff. Public relations director added that if the ASCAP president PLENTY of reason for mike fright
is Russell Clevenger, of Albert believed the prosecutions are mere- was this tussle with Angel Gorly "a vited
smearing
campaign"
he inFrank-Guenther Law, New York
them to come
to Montana
gonia, wrestler known as "The
advertising agency. Research work
"as he said last June Angel" (not for his beauty), in the
is being handled by Ottalie Mark, voluntarily
he would instead of using mayors
studios of WMEX, Boston. Analong with several newly employed and law technicalities in keeping
nouncer Irwin Elliot (that's him at
staff assistants.
the left) , described his reactions
Dept. of Justice Study
Mr. Dussault added that the Gov- while
tender submitting
embraces. to the grappler's
ernor's
denial
did
not
preclude
On another copyright front, the prosecution of the cases and that he
away."
not paid an author or composer in
Department of Justice was under- proposed
to turn to other methods
the United States in three years.
stood to be actively considering reat hiscitizens
disposalof inourorder
"protect
opening of its suit against ASCAP,
the
stateto from
the It is unwilling to pay for music,
the raw material which keeps its
pending
since
1935
before
the
FedZONING Board of Appeals at aderal District Court for the South- group which Mr. Buck heads radio microphones operating."
jacent Bloomfield, Conn., has granted
anti-monopoly proern District of New York. The suit against whom
Mr. Buck also made capital of
WDRC, Hartford, permission to erect
have been instituted in the
a second directional antenna towar seeks dissolution of ASCAP as a Federal ceedings
Court
for
the
Southern
the
fact that "they utilized the
in that town. WDRC plans to begin
Washington's birthday holiday,
in restraint of trade. Vic- District of New York.
construction in a few weeks, permit- monopoly
when
banks and other institutions
tor
Waters,
special
assistant
to
the
ting increase of night power from
The Buck arrest incident was re- open to the ordinary citizen would
1,000 to 5,000 watts as authorized by Attorney General, has been asgarded
as
a
straw
in
the
wind,
with
the FCC.
signed fulltime to study of the case
be closed, to carry out their neand shortly is to make his final no basic significance except for the
farious trick." He said the "$10,notoriety
it
precipitated.
As
a
matrecommendations to Assistant Atbond is another part of the
ter of fact. Gov. R. T. Jones of 000
"WBNX,
now night
operating
scheme." "You'd think I was a
torney General Thurman Arnold.
5,000 wattsNewday York,
and 1,000
auArizona
indicated
Feb.
24
he
would
thorized by the FCC, began program
How soon the Department will
he told reporters.
tests Feb. 24 from its new transmitto sign papers for extradi- Dillinger,"
Reports from Phoenix said that
act is problematical. The Depart- decline
tion of the former Ziegfeld Follies
ter at Carlstadt, N. J.
ment also has before it for scrutiny writer because he felt the charges
Mr. Buck talked amiably and voluthe relation of broadcasters with were "ridiculous". When Mr. Buck
bly to newspapermen while in SherAmerican Federation of Musicians, was arrested Feb. 22 his bond was
iff Jordan's office. After telling
while nothing has emanated
Sheriff Jordan to "go ahead and do
placed at $10,000. He frantically
JIMMIE ALLEN says: and
from Assistant Attorney General
sought to raise the fund. Harry E. what you're required to do," he
*'I believe I can give you bigger Arnold indicating action, it never- Westfall, Justice of the Peace, re- turned to reporters and said, "This
theless
is
felt
the
AFM
situation,
duced the bond from $10,000 to fight has only begun. It is a new
sales increases per dollar spent
when an attempt is made to
than you can get by any other because of its correlation with $750 on Feb. 24, and set March 5 phase
smear a man, to make a circus of
ASCAP, may also figure in prospec- for a hearing on the fugitive warmethod — let me prove it."
tive governmental steps.
rant. He said he would dismiss the the law by twisting a civil action
Up to 650 transcribed episodes
Arrest
Incident
Closed
charges
unless Gov. Ayers of Mon- to Mr.
a felony
(World transcribed) available.
Mills,complaint."
commenting in New
tana requested extradition prior to York
on the incident, charged that
The dizzy arrest incident was the hearing.
Proven merchandising plan.
"obviously those behind the neYou can buy rights for any closed Feb. 27 when Gov. Ayers of
Allegations in Warrant
farious scheme hope to humiliate
Montana denied the extradition apbook — 65 episodes per book.
Buck and to smear ASCAP by
plication on the technicality of lack
Mr. Buck, who had been in Phoe- having him actually locked up in
Write for price and informaof proof that Buck had been in
nix since Jan. 21, was taken into
tion,— stating number of epi- Montana. The Governor, neverthe- custody Feb. 22 by Sheriff Lon jail." He stated that "ASCAP is
sodes wanted, radio stations,
in the slightest intimidated or
less, indicated his belief in Buck's Jordon on the basis of the tele- not
etc. Audition record sent $4.00
terrorized" and that "it will not
graphic warrant forwarded from answer
"guilt",
asserting
he
believed
"propin kind but will continue an rti
er cause has been shown that such Montana. This alleged that Buck
C. O. D. Money back when returned.
orderly, dignified and business-like
a crime has been committed." The and 11 other defendants attempted
question, he said, was whether the to obtain money in varying sums by
According to Schwartz & FrohRUSSELL C. COMER CO. extradition of a man who had never "false pretenses" from broadcastlich, ASCAP counsel in New York,
been in Montana, an admitted fact
ers, theatres and other music users.
procedure."
101 W. 11th St., Kansas City, Mo.
in the case, could be asked.
The complaint was that of A. J. Mr. Buck may retaliate with a suit
Prosecutor Dussault after the Mosby, operator of KGVO, Missou- for "false arrest," probably against
la, and called for the arrest of 12 Montana broadcasters purportedly
men, including Messrs. Buck, Mills, back of the action. This matter is
Paine and Louis Frohlich, of "under consideration", it was stated,
ASCAP; President Lenox R. Lohr, but no details of where or when the
suit will
be filed, if at all, have
Executive Vice-President Niles
been
settled.
IS
15%
TO
20%
OF
YOUR
Trammell, Vice-President and General Counsel A. L. Ashby and ViceKate Smith Wins Ruling
President John Royal, of NBC ; WilTELEGRAPH
OILLWASTEP
liam S. Paley, Edward Klauber and KATE SMITH and the Rated Corp.,
New York, on Feb. 16 won a decision
Isaac Levy, of CBS, and "John
in New York Supreme Court restrainPostal Telegraph can tell you! Just by
ing the Smith Co., New York, from
Upon
his
arrest,
Mr.
Buck
lashed
advertising
its undergarments a s
checking your communications files. This
"Kate Smith Stouts, tailored and deout against the "smear" campaign.
free survey produces phenomenal results
Doe". said most broadcasters "are
signed by Kate Smith".
UnderCo. terms
He
the agreement,
the Smith
may
for others. Provides easy-to-follow plan
honest and recognize the right of of
use the name of one of its owners, Kay
to end waste permanently.
songwriters to be paid for their Marian Smith, while the radio songstress was granted exclusive use of
works. But some do not want to pay her name.
For Free Telegraph File-Analysis— With No Oblitheir bills. Montana, through a few
gation to You— Wire Collect: P. B. Hinerfeld,
of its broadcasters, has attempted
NBC and Rudy Vallee on Feb. 27 won
Postal Telegraph, 253 Broadway, New York City.
a unanimous ruling from the New
to
legalize
works.
This piracy
[arrest]of issong
part writers'
of their York Court of Appeals, which sussmearing campaign. It is a case of
tained the lower court's dismissal of
the law being used to further self- the suit brought by Ruvall Orchestra
Corp.
for
breach of contract.
ish interests, an aspersion on good Ruvall had alleged
asked damages of $177,200
order and decency. Montana has from Vallee and $303,950 from NBC.
Tostal
Tchgvapb

ASCAP Law Operation
A PERMANENT injunction, restraining Tennessee authorities
from enforcing the State's antiASCAP law, was granted to
ASCAP Feb. 21 by a three-judge
statutory court. Decision, making
permanent the temporary injunction secured by ASCAP in 1938
from the law which the State enacted in 1937, is the second permanent injunction ASCAP has obobtained against State laws, the
first being in Nebraska Dec. 27.
To date the State of Tennessee
has made no appeal from the decree
of findings issued by Judges George
C. Taylor and Elmer D. Davies of
the U. S. District Court in Tennessee and Xenophon Hicks of the
Sixth Federal Circuit Court.
ASCAP in its plea for a permanent
injunction had charged that the
law was unconstitutional.
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Study

NAPA
Litigation
iMay Intervene in WPEN Suit
ITo Protect Own Interests

I STRONG probability that the mani ufacturers of phonograph records
will attempt to intervene in the
I suit filed by the National Assn. of
Performing Artists against WPEN,
Philadelphia [Broadcasting, Feb.
' 'l5], was indicated Feb. 28 as at[ torneys for the various record comI Jpanies studied the complaint.
■ Belief that all makers of phonojgraph records would have to enter
into the suit as a matter of self;protection was expressed by sev'eral company representatives, but
as yet no company has officially an■nounced its intention of intervenling. Case is likewise being studied
by counsel for the NAB, but here
again no action has yet been taken.
;It is believed other stations in Philadelphia will aid WPEN in its dejfense.
Suit, filed in the name of NAPA
as an organization instead of in the
'names of individual NAPA memjbers as is the usual procedure,
'names as defendants the William
■Penn Broadcasting Co., operator of
■WPEN, and four sponsors: P. B.
White Co., Keith Tailors, Royal
iShoe Market, and Morris Eisenberg
and Herman Schaeffer, individualjly
.tureandCo. trading as Bailey's FurniFour Discs Specified
J Eachleged toofhave
thesesponsored
advertisers
is alprograms
■using recordings made by NAPA
'members on WPEN, and the complaint specifically names four discs
alleged to have been broadcast by
the station on Jan. 25 and 26. The
Iirecordsare: "Bluebirds in the
Moonlight" and "Heaven in My
,
•Arms"man
rmed by Benny
bv Coboth recorded
and perfo
(Good both
lumbia Recording Corp.; "Ooh!
What You Said," performed by Hal
Kemp and recorded by RCA-Victor,
s You Are",
Thing
and
y Green
and reJohnn
by the
played"All
corded by U. S. Record Co.
Charging that such broadcasting
I of records constitutes "a -wrongful
I'and unconscionable use by defendi ants of plaintiff's property and
property rights," that it violates
the plaintiff's common law property
.rights in the "interpretations, renjditions and performances" and that
Itit is "unfair competition", "unlawLful use of names and personalities"
[ and "a violation of the rights of
I privacy",manent
theinjunction
plaintiff
a perafterasks
trial.
Opoosition from the record companies
IS expected to be based on the claim
:hat the property rights referred
to by NAPA, if ever held, have
oeen assigned to the various recordng companies, and the legality of
: :he assignment of the rights of the
irtists to NAPA will also probably
')e questioned.
WPEN has not filed an answer
.0 date, having under the Pennsyl/•ania law 30 days from the service
)f the complaint in which to an;wer. Complaint was filed Feb. 15
n the Court of Common Pleas of
Philadelphia County and was
served on the defendants a few
lays later. Attorney for the station
s Philip Amram, of the firm of
A^olf, Block, Schorr & Solis-Cohen.
Herbert A. Speiser, of Speiser &
ipeiser, represents NAPA.
A number of stations in the New
ifork area have been invited by
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LATE^^NOTES
ROBERT B. JOHNSON, formerly of
the West Coast office of McCannErickson Inc., has been named Pacific
Coast representative for Ross Roy
Inc., Detroit advertising agency. He
will establish offices in the Western
Pacific Bldg., Los Angeles, and will
handle various phases of Dodge truck
advertising and publicity on the Coast.
JOHN M. ALDEN, vice-president
and partner of Logan & Rouse Agency,
Los Angeles, has resigned to open the
John M. Alden Agency at 1709 W.
8th St., Los Angeles. Accounts listed
include Glo-Co Co. (hair dressing),
Captivating Cosmetics, using regional
radio, Mirror-Sheen, and Hovt Heater
Co.
MYRON A. ELGES, formerly with
Edward Retry & Co., William G.
Ranibeau Co. and the Bermingham,
Castelman & Pierce agency, has joined
the sales staff of KTMS, Santa Barbara, according to a Feb. 22 announcement by Frank V. Webb, manager.
DONALD M. SMITH, formerly president of Bristol-Smith Inc., has joined
the executive staff of Berg-Williams
Corp., New York, manufacturers of
the Dura-Perl line of dentifrices and
toothbrushes. He will be ele(;ted secretary and a director of the corporation.
Mr. Smith was also vice-president and
one of the cofounders with the Bristols
of Bristol-Myers.
O. B. HANSON, NBC vice-president
and chief engineer ; Vladimir K.
Zworykin and Harold H. Beverage,
of RCA, and G. H. Brown, of Bell
Labs, were among a group of 500
engineers and scientists awarded
Modern Pioneer medals at the banquet
of the National Assn. of Manufacturers on Feb. 27 in New York.
JAMES H. CONNOLLY, in charge of
radio for the New York office of the
Branham Co., is the father of a daughter, Carol Ann, born Feb. 24, the
Connolly's first child.
GEORGE CROWELL, recently with
WTAG, Worcester, Mass., and other
New England stations, has joined the
announcing staff of WCOP, Boston.
NAPA to talk over the situation,
these invitations, according to
NAPA, being made in an attempt
to get the broadcasters' point of
view on the broadcasting of phonograph records. Conversations held
so far have not resulted in any
crystallization
of viewpoint, it is
said.
Date for filing the records in the
appeals from the lower court decision in the RCA-Whiteman-WNEW
case has been set ahead from March
1 to March 15, by agreement of all
parties.
FLASH!
42 Radio Stations Carry
"Voices of Yesterday"
Radio's Newest Thrill!
Famous People Such As Will
Rogers — Teddy Roosevelt —
P. T. Barnum Actually Speak
Again!
A Public School "Tie-in"
THAT'S A WOW!
As Usual,
Because
It's Unusual,
It's Produced
By

19 EftST 53 rd STREET at Madison A.rn„e . NEW YORK CI
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THEODORE STREIBERT, vicepresident of WOR, Newark, on Feb.
28 left for a vacation in Nassau, following the return of President Alfred
J. McCosker from a Hollywood trip.
FRANK E. MULLEN, RCA vicepresident,
been appointeddivision
chairman of thehascommunications
of
drivetheinMerchants
New York. Assn.'s membership
MRS. FLORENCE MARSTON, eastern representative of Screen Actors
Guild, has been named a member of
the Inter-Union Television Committee.
MARY JANE HERDMAN, formerly
of KOIL-KFAB-KFOR, Omaha and
Lincoln, has joined the program staff
of KROW, Oakland.
LIVA MORGAN CRAFT, of Cedar
Rapids, la., on Feb. 27 was granted
a patent by the U. S. Patent OflBce
which he has assigned to Collins Radio
Co. It covers a distortion and carrier
shift correction system.
GEORGE W. BAIN, assistant to
Commissioner Thompson of the FCC,
left that post Feb. 27 after receiving
orders from the Navy to report for
active duty. He has been a lieutenant
on the reserve list for several years.
No successor has been named.
GENE LOVEJOY, chief operator of
KBND, Bend, Ore., has been appointed by the City of Bend as technical
adviser for the new police transmitter,
KQIN. Chet Wheeler, Hal Byer, and
Bill Murphy of KBND have been presenting a series of discussions on radio as a career for high school seniors.
Col. A. H. Griswold
COL. A. H. GRISWOLD, 60, vicepresident and director of the International Telephone & Telegraph
Corp., died Feb. 24 at the New York
Hospital after a brief illness. A
leader in the communications industry, Col. Griswold was director of
telephone and telegraph services of
the A. E. F. during the World War,
and played an important part in
forming the radio policies of the
American Telephone & Telegraph
Co. in the early 1920's. He also had
a major part in the engineering and
construction of the original station
WEAF, which was sold to RCA
after AT&T withdrew from broadcasting operations. Surviving are a
son, a daughter, two sisters and a
brother. His wife, Edna Holmes
Griswold, died in 1937.
OHRBACH'S Inc., New York department store, on March 4 starts a 13week institutional test campaign on
WQXR,
Newannouncements
York, using daily,
two oneminute spot
six
times weekly. Grey Adv. Agency, New
York, is agency.
STANDARD BRANDS, New York
'No 28 discon(Royal desserts), on March
tinues Those TFe hove,w NBC-Red
Thursday evening show.

WFBG
ALTOONA PENN.
providing the ONLY full coverage
of the Altoona trading area
NBCRED
and
FULL TIME OPERATION

SYMPATHY
STRIKE
IS STAGED AT WOV
BROADCASTERS are watching
■with interest the "sympathy
strike" of musicians at WOV, New
York, called because of the release
of the staff orchestra at WPEN,
Philaedlphia, sister station also
owned by Arde Bulova. Since the
WOV musicians walked out at midnight Feb. 17, little has occurred
on the surface. It was reported the
station has lost no commercials and
is being picketed by only one man
part-time. The strike was said to
be distinctly in the sympathy category since there had been no complaint by WOV staff musicians.
At headquarters of the American
Federation of Musicians, it was
declared the national organization
had instructed the New York local
(802) to pull its members from
WOV as a means of attempting to
help the men discharged by WPEN,
which after months of negotiation
failed to reach an accord for a reduced quota.
The fact that the walkout was in
purported ■violation of a contract,
in a separate jurisdiction, and
against a separate corporation,
even though both stations are controlled by Mr. Bulova, carried no
weight with AFM. Heretofore,
when WPEN had asked the national board of AFM to rule on the
controversy between the station
and the Philadelphia local, the
AFM said the question was of local autonomy and that it could not
interfere.
Whether there -will be formal action, locally or by the Government,
could not be foretold. However, it
was felt that there is likelihood of
serious consequences, because of
the inter-jurisdictional aspect.

Daily

transcriptions on the

register
of Washington's
Hotel heralds
the arrival Finest
oi the
nation's leading broadcasters.
locaconvenient
They tionlike
of thisthe
famous
hostelry
to
N.A.B. Headquarters and the
of its modem servcompleteness
ices. Rates are no higher than
at less finely appointed hotels.
SINGLE ROOMS FROM $4
DOUBLE ROOMS FROM $6
All with Bath, of course
The
MAYFLOWER
WASHINGTON. D. C.
R. L. Pollio, Manager
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Larus 'Trading Post'
LARUS & BRO. Co., Richmond,
on Feb. 21 started a quarter-hour
weekly program titled Trading
Post in the interests of Domino
cigarettes on KGW, Portland, Ore.,
and KECA, Los Angeles. Program
gives listeners an opportunity to
offer various goods for exchange.
Warwick & Legler, New York, is
agency.
KITE, Kansas City, has appointed
Howard H. Wilson Co., Chicago, as its
national representative.

LARGEST
PUBLIC
RECORDED

DOMAIN
LIBRARY

in the WORLD
LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS
420 Madison Ave.
New York

KPO KGO Rate Cards
CHANGES in sales plans and policies are indicated hy new rate cards
recently issued by KPO-KGO, San
Francisco, along with revised maps
for both local and network coverage in the area. Under the new setup sponsors may buy time on either
station before 9 a.m. for one-third
the gross evening rate, where formerly this reduction applied only
until 8 a.m. The evening half-hour
from 10:30 to 11 p.m., which formerly took full night gross rates, is
now available for one-half gross
evening rates on either station,
while the 11 p.m. to midnight hour
has been reduced to one-third full
rate. Five-minute periods, except in
particular programs, are now classified as programs instead of announcements, and are eligible for
standard dollar volume discounts
and rebates. Ten-minute programs
also have been made available under
the new arrangement.
Barbasol Adds
WASEY PRODUCTS, New York,
in its Barbasol campaign of oneminute transcriptions six times
weekly featuring Craig McDonnell,
will add four stations to the list to
make a total of 15 from Feb. 19 to
March 4. Stations are : WRC, Washington; KDKA, Pittsburgh; KPO,
San Francisco, and WFAA-WBAP,
Dallas-Ft. Worth. Erwin, Wasey &
Co., New York, is the agency.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press BIdg., Wash., D. C.

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press BIdg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press BIdg.
Washington, D. C.
JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757
HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL. MINNESOTA

Martin V. Kiebert, Jr.
Qonsulting ''Radio Engineer
associated with Jansky & Bailey
Russ BIdg., San Francisco, Cal.
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PAUL

F. GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey BIdg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
2935 North Henderson Avenue
Telephones 3-603? and 5-2945
DALLAS, TEXAS
Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Help Wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other classifications,
12c per word. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close 25th and 10th of month preceding issues.
Situations Wanted (Continued)
Help Wanted
— First class teleEmployees — Let us help you get a position Radio Operator-Engineer
phone license. Young, experienced. Ref.
through our National Radio Employment
erences.
Go
anywhere.
Box A730
Bureau. Paramount Distributors, Box
Broadcasting.
864, Denver, Colo.
Wanted: Announcer-Operator, good deliv- YOUNG ANNOUNCER-SCRIPT WRITER,
also piano player and singer. Now emery and diction. Send photo and tranployed. Four years radio experience.
scription, references, character and busiAvailable on two-weeks notice. Any secness. Box A7e7, Broadcasting.
tion of the country. Recordings. Box
A717, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — acquainted with buyers of radio
shows in the New York market. Must
have tionradio
experience
and
be
in
a
posiManager,
network-affiliated station, desires
to work on commission basis. Box
new connection.
years' selling,
radio back
A716, Broadcasting.
ground
includes Seven
all phases
pro
duction,
writing.
Married.
38.
College
Announcers, two, handle controls, news,
man. Sales record sent on request. Box
continuity, send transcription, salary exA719, Broadcasting.
pected. Also have opening salesman, protected accounts, must have good record, Experienced announcer, now employed,
character. WGRC, Louisville, Kentucky,
MBS.
wants change. News, commercials, programming and continuity. Also vride ex
perience in classical music field. RecordImmediate opening for experienced announcer. Musical background with aptitude for
ings. Box A727, Broadcasting.
newscasting and ad-libbing desirable.
Please include voice recording and refer- Employed Station Executive — manager,
ences with letter of application. WFVA.
sales director. Knows production, promoFredericksburg, Virginia.
tion ;efficient administrator. Desire position with station where ability will bring
advancement. Box A720, Broadcasting.
Continuity Writer — Position available immediately for man experienced in commercial, spot and program copy writing.
— specialist in commercials, copy
State in letter if any experience as an Announcer
writing, programming, account servicing.
announcer.
Apply
in
detail
Box
A708.
Do
special
events, sports. 3 years with
Broadcasting.
present organization. Desire change. Record
available.
Box A712, Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
Engineer — licensed ; experi
Junior Announcer, 2 years radio poetry ex- Experienced
enced on installation and maintenance of
perience. Good voice. Go anywhere. Box
practically
all
types of broadcast equipA721, Broadcasting.
XPent under 5 KW ; also do announcing.
A-1 references. Available March 1. Write
Engineer with ten years experience five and
sota.
Vernon Baumgartner, Litchfield, Minnefifty kilowatt station, desires change.
References. Box A728, Broadcasting.
Man and Wife team, both 32 years old, now
Sportscaster wants position with station
employed. Ten years experience, managhandling play by play accounts, sports
ing, selling, Successful
promotion, background.
programming Best
and
air work.
commentary. Box A723, Broadcasting.
references. Will consider moderate salary
or salary and commission. Write Box
Announcer-News, programming and dramaA722, Broadcasting.
tic experience. Desire permanent situation. References. Recordings. Box A724,
Broadcasting.
Mister New Station Owner: You need an
able station executive. Network outlet
Program-Production
inAnnouncer: Young and aggressive, southvest, with services inhead,
local wants
station.to Ten
ern voice : unusually good morning program ;well qualified for program direcyears' successful
operation,
all
departments. Highest references. Box A709,
tor ;have ideas ; hard worker ; good refBroadcasting.
erences. Box A726, Broadcasting.
Energetic! Versatile! Experienced! News, Employers — We have experienced radio employees in every section of the United
special event commentator, general utilStates. Let us submit summaries of qualiity announcer-writer. Can present any
fied applicants whose references have
program aired. Employed. Prefers Midwest. Box A718, Broadcasting.
been verified. No cost to you through National Radio Employment Bureau, Box
864, Denver, Colo.
Experienced
stenographer,
college-educated,
attractive, classical pianist, knowledge
harmony-musical history, seeks con- Station Manager & Program Director now
employed in East desires return West
nection New York firm. Box A729,
Broadcasting.
preferably Coast. 13 years radio from
small station to network. Background
experience includes management, engiAnnouncer, 5 years experience, announcneering, music, announcing, copy, proing, newscasting, program and special
duction, dramatics direction, round-tables,
events direction. Desires position with
public
speaking,
promotion, originations
progressive station. Good references. Box
and commentaries. Married. Aged 30.
A715, Broadcasting.
Car. Box A705, Broadcasting.
Announcer-continuity writer. Newscaster.
Wanted to Buy
College graduate. Four years experience
in 5000 watt western stations. Available after March 15. Box A706, Modern 1 kw. transmitter meeting FCC
Broadcasting.
specifications for installation within 60
days. Box A714, Broadcasting.
Program Director — Experienced in all Private individual wants to buy outright or
Branches of Programming. Employed —
controlling interest in station now in
Press Book — Photo — Character and Work
Letters — Many new program ideas. Would
operation. Large or small. Replies strictly
work for reasonable salary. Box A713,
confidential.
Box A711, Bro-Adcasting.
Broadcasting.
or regional station — whole or part
Salesman: Ten years experience. 1937 sales Local
interest with services. Efficient Programexceeded $40,000. 1938 $50,000, 1939
Production
Executive, basic network sta$65,000 in small city. Now serving as
tion,
willinghisto own
back hard
twelvecash.
years'Fullexperisalesmanager. Desire change. Proven
ence with
particulars will be held
confidential.
Box
record.
I
sell
ideas
and
programs
—
A710,
Broadcasting.
not announcements and time. Qualified
for station or commercial manager. Box
A725, Broadcasting.
For Sale — Equipment
Announcer, 3 years experience desires to Latest Western Electric 250 watt transmitmake change. Single. Age 20. Will go
ter, excellent condition. Available March
anywhere. References. Box A731,
15,
because
of increase of power. KSAL,
Salina,
Kansas.
Broadcasting.
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CONDENSED PLAYS
Tested by NBC in Movie
Theatres in East
NBC, through its artists' bureau,
is experimenting with the presentation of condensed legitimate plays
in conjunction with a feature motion picture in territories in the
East outside of New York City.
First of these hour condensed plays
was tested thrice daily during the
of Feb. 21 at the Palace Theatab week tre,
Stamford, Conn., the presentation being Clare Boothe's "Kiss The
Boys Goodbye". If the Stamford
experiment proves satisfactory,
NBC plans to send the same company, under the direction of Ellen
Spencer, to Pittsburgh to work out
of KDKA, NBC's affiliate in that
city, and from there to other leading cities.
It has been rumored that CBS is
planning to send out road tours of
Broadway productions in communities where the Columbia Concerts
Bureau has already organized audiences, but, according to Ward
French of Columbia Concerts, who
would be managing director of the
plan, this idea is not definite and
no details have been worked out.
}DON LEE'S VIDEO
]
INSPECTED BY FCC
;DON LEE television progress in
;Los Angeles was inspected in February by Bernard H. Linden, in'spector in charge of the Southwest
' district. The visit was in connection
with the FCC's tour [Broadcasting, Feb. 15], Mr. Linden examin]mg
the
of Don Lee's eight
years of results
video research.
■ Taking the FCC inspector around
I were Thomas S. Lee, president of
;Don Lee, and Harry R. Lubcke, director of television. Mr. Linden
made extensive notes in his complete examination of the Don Lee
television plant, including the new
two -camera portable equipment,
h Since W6XA0 went on the air Dec.
:23, 1931, 2,517 programs totaling
: 6,000 hours have been televised.
1 Following his tour, the FCC inspector said: "I was exceedingly
well impressed with the perform.ance of the television show of
W6XA0 both at the sending and
receiving ends. I marveled at the
;lack of interference with reception,
,.and as long as I was at the station
mnd at the home of Thomas S. Lee,
seven miles away, the images were
very clear and realistic and I enjoyed the performance as well as
the skilled technique demonstrated
by the staff in handling the equipment."
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Stromberg-Carlson Gives
Ray H. Manson New Post
RAY H. MANSON, vice-president
in charge of engineering of Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.,
which operates WHAM, Rochester,
has been elected vice-president and
general manager succeeding the
late George A. Scoville, according
to an announcement Feb. 23 by
president Wesley M. Angle. With
Stromberg since 1916, Dr. Manson
served as its chief engineer prior
to his election to the board and is
the inventor of a number of telephone and radio patents as well as
a past president of the Institute of
Radio Engineers.
Lee McCanne, secretary and radio sales manager for the last five
years, was named assistant general
manager. Edward A. Hanover, vicepresident in charge of production
and executive
of the continues
company'sin
broadcasting
activities,
that capacity. George E. Eyer is
general superintendent of broadcast operations while William Fay
is manager of WHAM and its new
companion frequency modulation
station W8XVB. Fred C. Young,
manager of engineering, was named
chief engineer to succeed Dr. Manson.
THE

LISTENER

SHOW MUST GO ON, and true to
the tradition of the stage KMBC's
Margaret
wasn'tindisposition.
to be outdone byMunro
a slight
Struck to her bed by flu, she was
unable to go to the studio for her
daily stint, Across The Breakfast
Table, with her Script-Husband
Gordon. Recording engineer Allen
Jacobs came to the rescue with
his portable recording equipment,
moved it to her living room where
episodes of the show were recorded
each afternoon. Quick to catch a
timely clue, Gordon carried on
script-writing job alone, keying
situations to Margaret's entertainment of the hob-nailed bug.

SPEAKS

HIS

MIND

Along With Some 30 Others as KDYL Sounds the
Sentiment of an Audience Cross-Section
AS A NEW aid to its program department, KDYL, Salt Lake City,
Boon to Libraries
early in February held the first
A 'DOUGHNUT' designed to
meeting of its newly-organized Lisfit around the label of tranteners Advisory Council. The initial
scriptions has been developed
meeting was held after several
by Ed Craney, manager of
weeks of research and preparation
KGIR, Butte, Mont. It is a
to secure 30 representative listenhalf -inch wide, with adhesive
ers comprising a cross-section of
on the bottom, and is divided
the typical audience of the station.
into six sectors to accommoThe Council panel was chosen by
date discs containing up to
writing to a list of persons in a
six selections. Each sector is
wide variety of professions, asking
ruled into 16 sections, with a
them to indicate their willingness
concentric dividing line in the
to serve by returning a self-adcenter providing a total of
dressed postcard containing name,
32 sections. By drawing a
address and business. The group, as
diagonal line across a section
finally constituted, included a hotel
when one of the pieces on a
manager, locomotive engineer, truck
library disc is played, a recdriver, minister, school principal,
ord of performances is proclubwomen, teachers, housewives
vided so that the number of
and Parent-Teachers members.
times
a piece has been played
Several novel angles were brought
can be determined at a
out by the Council in making knowm
glance. This avoids repeated
its views on what constitutes suitplaying of the first two or
able radio fare. Educational prothree pieces to the exclusion
grams, including newscasts, reof the others on a side of a
ceived high praise. A majority indidisc. Lang- Worth Feature
cated that more than the station's
Programs, New York, already
present five newscasts daily would
has
adopted the doughnut.
be an improvement, suggesting that
a news program as late as 11 p.m.
or midnight would be welcome. The
Heard the Fight
group also recommended greater informality on the part of announcers
INTERNATIONAL division of
to lessen the tendency to oversell a NBC has received more than 4,000
commercial announcement. Several letters from Latin America in conexpressed favor for substituting
nection vdth the Spanish shortwave
studio broadcasts of semi-classical broadcast from the United States
music for the late dance programs.
on Feb. 9 of the Louis-Godoy heavyAfter the Council had been in
weight championship fight, which
session two hours, led by Myron was sponsored by the Standard Oil
Fox, KDYL program director, the Co. of New Jersey and its Latin
station carried a quarter-hour pro- affiliates [Broadcasting, Feb. 1].
gram of interviews with panel The fight was broadcast on NBC
stations WRCA and WNBI, and 71
members, handled by Emerson
Smith. Monthly meetings with the stations in Latin America asked for
KDYL staff are planned, vrith and received permission from NBC
board members presenting their to rebroadcast the program. A staviews as gathered from reactions
tion manager in Puerto Rico reto both local and network programs.
ported that practically every set on
that
island
had been tuned to the
Bulletins are to be sent out regularly to members of the group, ask- broadcast,
according to tests he conducted.
ing comment on specific programs.
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Suit Seeking Damages
From RCA Is Dismissed
DISMISSAL in Los Angeles Federal Court on Feb. 21 of the $100,000 damage suit against RCA Mfg.
Co., and Montgomery Ward & Co.,
instigated by Austin Corcoran,
Montana cowboy, may have a farreaching eff'ect on recording firms.
Corcoran, in the suit filed in
December 1938, charged his doggerel, "Plain Bull," was set to
music and recorded by RCA without payment to him. Montgomery
Ward & Co. was named defendant
as seller of the recordings. Judge
Harry Hollzer upheld the contention of Frederick Leuschner and
Richard Harper Graham, attorneys
for the defendants, that under the
Copyright Act, last amended in
1909, literary material of nondramatic and non-musical type,
such as "Plain Bull", can be recorded in its original form or combined
with music and recorded as a song
and the records sold for profit without infringing the plaintiff's copyright.
It was brought out in Judge Hollzer's ruling that material affected
is that which is not in public domain. The decision permits use of
such material without payment to
its author. Attorneys for the defendants pointed out that under
provisions of the Copyright Act,
recording companies have been paying royalties running into millions
of dollars to set music to poetry,
nursery rhymes and other forms
of literary endeavor not in public
domain.
It is understood an appeal is being planned and that the plaintiff
will take the suit to a higher court.
ASCAP and writers organizations
are expected to give their support
to the suit against the recording
company. Meanwhile a suit of $75,000 is still pending against CBS
for broadcasting the musical version of Corcoran's doggerel.
CBC Checks Proprietary
A CHECK-UP is being made by the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and the
Department of Pensions & National
Health, Ottawa, on the radio advertising continuity used by the manufacturers of certain reducing tablets. In
a circular letter to all station managers the CBC calls attention to the
fact that certain continuity is not being submitted for examination prior to
being broadcast as required by Regulation 13 of the CBC Regulations for
Broadcasting Stations.
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ACTIONS

FEDERAL

FEBRUARY 27
NEW, J. Winfield Crew Jr., Roanoke
Rapids, N. C. — Granted CP 1200 kc 250 w
unl.
WJBW, New Orleans; WSKB, McComb,
Miss.— Granted CPs increase to 250 w unl.
WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va. — Granted CP
new
trans., increase to 1 kw, move trans.,
new radiator.
WOR.
exp. auth.Carteret,
facsimile.N. J.— Granted extension
WGPC. Albany, Ga.— Granted CP move
studio, trans., increase to 250 w, new trans.,
antenna.
HEARING
Cal.SETmod.FORlicense
to 1530— kcKGDM,
1 kw Stockton,
unl.
TEMPORARY RENEWALS — KGBU,
Ketchikan, Alaska ; KTHS, Hot Springs,
Ark. ; KSUB, Cedar City, Utah ; WMFJ,
Page 84
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COMMUNICATIONS
FEBRUARY

Decisions . . .
FEBRUARY 14
WSAL, Salisbury, Md. — Affirmed order
of 10-24-39 revoking station's license.
FEBRUARY 16
W9XEN, Chicago — Granted conditional
cxp. license for F-M station, 1 kw.
MISCELLANEOUS — W F D F, Flint.
Mich., continued for one week consideration
of petition to intervene applic. Thumb
Bcstg. Co., Brown City, Mich. ; E. E.
Krebsbaeh, Miles City, Mont., continued for
one week consideration of petition to intervene applic. Star Printing Co., Miles
City, Mont. ; L & M Bcstg. Co., Ottumwa,
la., granted intervention applic. J. D.
Falvey, Ottumwa ; J. D. Falvey, Ottumwa,
granted petition intervene L & M Bcstg.
Co., and the two cases consolidated by
Commission on its own motion ; WKAQ,
San Juan, P. R., denied reopening hearings re applic. Enrique Abarca Sanfeliz,
San Juan and of United Theatres, San
Juan ; WCNW, Brooklyn, granted extension time to file proposed findings in
Brooklyn cases ; Lookout Mountain Co.,
Lookout Mountain, Ga., granted continution. ance hearing to 3-11-40 re applic. new staFEBRUARY 19
W9XYH, Superior, Wis.— Granted mod.
CP new station, extending completion date.
WTRY,completion.
Troy, N. Y.— Granted mod. CP
extend
WGTC, Greenville, N. C. — Granted mod.
CP new station re trans., antenna, studio
site.
MISCELLANEOUS — WDRC, Hartford,
granted mod. CP directional antenna, increase power, for changes in antenna ;
WMFJ, Daytona Beach, Fla., granted license increase to 250 w (conditional) ;
WEEI, Boston, granted license increase to
5 kw N & D directional; WBAB, Atlantic
City, granted license new station, move
studio ; KCMO, Kansas City, granted license
new trans., increase to 1-5 kw ; WAWZ,
Zarephath, N. J., granted CP change trans.
FEBRUARY 20
NEW, Hazelwood Inc., Orlando. Fla. —
Granted CP 1200 kc 250 w unl.. Class IV.
KICA, Clovis. N. M. — Granted mod. license to unl., 100 w.
NEW, Kentucky U. Beattyville, Ky.—
Granted CP non-commercial education station 41900 kc 100 w A3 emission unl.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, Grand
Rapids Bcstg. Corp., Grand Rapids, Mich.,
CP 1200 kc 250 w unl.; NEW, Worcester
Bcstg.w Corp.,
250
unl. San Diego, Cal., CP 1420 kc
MISCELLANEOUS — Order of 1-29-40 requiring outstanding broadcast licenses to
expire 8-1-40 pursuant to carrying out provisions of North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement: WBHP, Huntsville,
Ala., denied hearing before Commissioner
re applic. renewal.
FEBRUARY 23
MISCELLANEOUS — E. E. Krebsbaeh,
Miles City, Mont., denied intervention
applic. Star Printing Co., Miles City, for
CP, and Star Printing Co., granted consolation of its CP applic. with E. E. Krebsbaeh ;W. F. Huffman, Wisconsin Rapids,
granted continuance hearing.
FEBRUARY 24
MISCELLANEOUS
— KHSL,
Chico,w
Cal., granted license increase
to 500
1 kw 1260 kc unl. : W2XWE. Albany. N. Y.,
granted license facsimile 500 w ; W9XAO,
Milwaukee, granted CP F-M 1 kw; Harry
Jackson, Harrisburg, Pa., adopted final
order denying
mental station. applic. CP general experi-
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Daytona Beach, Fla. ; WHO. Des Moines,
and WSM, Nashville (both facsimile) ;
W2XR, Long Island City (television) ;
W9XSP, St. Louis (television) ; W9XAL,
Kansas City (television) ; WIXG, Boston
(television) ; W9XG, West Lafayette, Ind.
(television) ; W2XDR, Long Island City
(television) ; W9XK, W9XUI, Iowa City
(television) .
FEBRUARY 28
MISCELLANEOUS— KMJ, Fresno, Cal.,
granted license increase to 1-5 kw etc. ;
KTKC, Visalia, Cal., granted CP change
trans.
Applications
FEBRUARY. .14.
NEW, General Bcstg. Inc., Miami, Fla.
— CP 1330 or 1360 kc 500 w 1 kw, when
Havana treaty goes into effect.
NEW, Harbenito Bcstg. Co., Cameron
Co., Texas — CP 1370 kc 250 w unl.
FEBRUARY 17
WOV, rectional
New antenna,
Yorkincrease
— CP new
to 10trans.,
kw. diWOLF,
Syracuse—
Mod.
CP
new
station
re antenna, trans., studio.
WSYR-WSYU,
Syracuse
—
Auth.
transfer
control to H. C. Wilder.
NEW, Fort Industry Co., Toledo— CP
F-M 250 w unl., amended to 1 kw, change
WKBN,
YoungstownTimes
— CP Co.,
F-M Eastwood,
1 kw.
NEW, Louisville
Ky. — License A-3 emission 500 w.
W9XWT,station.
Eastwood, Ky. — License new
facsimile
WMBG, Richmond, Va.— Mod. CP increase power ;toWCHS,
1-5 kw,Charleston,
asking extension
of completion
W. Va.,
CP directional N, increase to 5 kw N & D.
WJLS, Beckley,
W. Va.
trans.,
directional
N, change
to —900CP kcnew1 kw.
KPAC,
Port
Arthur,
Texas
—
Mod.
license
to 500 w 1 kw.
NEW, Kingsul Bcstg. Corp., Kingsport,
Tenn. — CP 1420 kc 250 w unl.
w WMOB,
N & D. Mobile, Ala.— Mod. license to 100
NEW, Granite District Radio Bcstg. Co..
Murray,
— CP 930treaty
kc 250effective)
w unl . (960
kc.
asked Utah
if Havana
Ariz. d/b
— Vol.Sims
assign,
license
to KWJB,
Bartley Globe,
T. Sims,
Bcstg.
Co.
kwKSLM,
N & D.Salem, Ore. — Mod. license to 1
FEBRUARY 19
NEW, Frequency Bcstg. Corp., Brooklyn— CP high-freq., 50 kw unl., special
emission.
WBRY,
Waterbury,
— CP
trans., directional
N & D, Conn.
increase
to 5 new
kw.
WDEL,
Wilmington,
Del.
—
CP
directional N, increase to 1 kw N & D.
WHAS, Louisville — Mod. license change
name to Courier-Journal and Louisville
Times Co.
WOAI, San Antonio — CP change equip.

COMMISSION
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FEBRUARY 21
W2XD, Schenectady — CP reinstate visual
station.
WING, Dayton — CP new trans., freq.
monitor,
N & D. change antenna, increase to 5 kw
Co., Jacksonville, Fla. —
CPNEW,
F-M Metropolis
1 kw.
WGPC.
Albany,
Ga.
— CP increase
250
w, amended for new trans.,
antenna, tomove
studio.
WAOV, trans.,
Vincennes,
Ind. — Mod. CP re
antenna,
studio site.
NEW, Indianapolis
Bcstg.
Inc., Indianapolis—CP F-M 1 kw.
W9XAZ,
Milwaukee
—
License
reinstate
station 500 w A-3 emission.
KFKA, Greeley, Col. — Mod. license to 1
kw N & D, amended to Class III-A station.
NEW, Don Lee Bcstg. System, Los Angeles— CP high-freq. F-M 1 kw.
FEBRUARY 23
WNEL,
San
trans., antenna, Juan,
increaseP. toR.5— kwCP Nchange
& D.
NEW.F-MWm.1 kw.
Penn Bcstg. Co., Philadelphia
—CP
CPNEW,
F-M Ashland
1 kw. Bcstg. Co., Ashland, Ky.—
NEW, LaGrange Bcstg. Co., LaGrange,
Ga. — CP 1210 kc 100 w unl.
la. — License increase
to KVFD.
250 w Fort
N & Dodge.
D.
W8XAD. Rochester — License F-M.
— Mod.
CP increase
kwWNAC,
N & D,Boston
change
antenna,
amendedto to5
directional.
WEAN. Providence — CP change antenna,
increase to 5 kw N & D, amended re antenna.
Co.. WashingtonCPNEW,
1310 kcCapital
250 w Bcstg.
unl.. amended
to 1420 kc.
NEW, Mid-America Bcstg. Corp., Louisville—CP 1040 kc (1080 when Havana
treaty is effective) , 1-5 kw unl., directional.
NEW,
1500
kc 250WISH
w unl.Inc., Tupelo. Miss.— CP
WALA. Mobile — Mod. CP as mod. for 1
kw, new antenna, increase to 5 kw directional N. move trans.
NEW, Greensboro Bcstg. Co., Greensboro,
N. C— CP 1380 kc 500 w D, amended to
1370 kc 100 w unl., change applic. from
Ralph M. Lambeth to Greensboro Bcstg. Co.
KSTP, St. Paul — Mod. license change
corporate name to KSTP Inc.
FEBRUARY 27
WBEN, Buffalo — CP increase to 5 kw N
& D, move trans.
WSVS, Buffalo — Mod. license re hours.
WMBG,
Richmond,
mod.
increasing
power toVa.—
5 kwMod.
N &CPD. as
WDOD. Chattanooga— CP F-M 1 kw unl.
NEW, Pan-American Bcstg. System. Hollywo d. Fla. — CP 1240 kc 250 w unl.
Ark.- — Mod license to
250KBTM,
w N &Jonesboro,
D.
WJBO, Baton Rouge, La. — CP increase to
5 kw, directional N.
KSAL, Salina. Kan. — CP increase to 1 kw
N & D, change antenna.

FAMOUS Glacier Priest, Father Hubbard (left), appeared recently
on WDAY, Fargo, N. D., interviewed by Announcer Howard Nelson.
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FEBRUARY 28
WKNY.
Kingston.
N. Y. — License in
crease power, change hours.
WKZO, Inc.. Kalamazoo — CP F-M 1 kw
WKZO. Inc.. Grand Rapids — CP F-M
Pa. —
CP
1210 John
kc 250Memolo,
w unl..Wilkes-Barre.
(WBZX facilities
if NEW,
revoked).
WMBI. Chicago
Mod. amended
license toto ltdltd
contingent
WCBD — shift,
WBT. KFAB. contingent KFAB shift to
1080 kc.
WLOL, St. Paul — Mod. CP trans, site.

SYRACUSE
REFUSAL
AFFIRMED BY COURT
ANOTHER legal victory wa
chalked up by the FCC Feb. 28
when the U. S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia dismissed, without written opinion, the
appeal of Sentinel Broadcasting Co
from October
the Commission's
decision
last
granting Civic
Broado'
casting Co. a new station in Syra
cuse, N. Y., to be known as WOLF
and headed by T. Sherman Mar
shall. The Commission had granted
Civic a 100-watt fulltime station on
1500 kc. without considering the|ff1e
application of Sentinel for assign
ment to 620 kc. with 1,000 wattsf h.
fulltime. Sentinel contended that i
was prejudiced by the Civic grant,
in view of its pending application
but the Commission held that since
two separate assignments, one local 01
and one regional, were involved, the H
applications were not in conflict.; ^
The court presumably sustained the
Commission's judgment in dismis
sing the Sentinel appeal.
At the same time the court set
down for oral argument the peti
tion of WSPA, Sparanburg, S. C.,j-.I.
for
stay licensing
order to the
restrain
the J)]'
FCC a from
new local
in that city (WORD) granted
Spartanburg Adv. Co. The latter
company since has requested a reA
gional assignment. No date has yet|»)
been designated for the arguments
m
School Series to Latins
CBS announced Feb. 29 that it i
making
available to the Latin ,
American countries and Canada allt;
the material used in its regular
American School of the Air educa-)
tional programs
for domestic
pro- n
duction and broadcast
in those
countries. The CBS offer, which
drew praise
from the State
Depart-' 'Sel
ment
for promoting
international
cooperation,
includes
scripts,
lations, and all the manualstransand
texts necessary for producing the jJi
programs and following through
with supplementary
study. The
School of the Air broadcasts wil
be broadcast individually by each ^
country rather than shortwavec
from the United States, according
to CBS. Brazil, Mexico, Dominicar
Republic and Canada already have
accepted the offer.
INDEPENDENT Merchants Broad
casting Co., headed by John P. De
vaney, former chief justice of the Min
nesota State Supreme Court and firs
president of the National Lawyer;
Guild, which recently secured a con
struction station
permit onfor1300
a newkc. 1,000-wat
fulltime
in Minne
apolis
[Broadcasting,
Feb.
has filed a new application with1-15]
th
FCC asking that a transmitter loca
tion
at
Myrtle
Ave.
&
Emerald
St.,
St
Paul, be approved.
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Advertising k

Network Accounts
Al! lime EST unless ollierwise indicated.

New Business
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden (tomato juice), on Feb. 19 started
Fletcher Wiley on 8 CBS stations,
Mon. Wed., Fri., 10:45-11 a.m.
(PST), and Tues., Thurs., 12:1512:30 p. m. (PST). Agency: Ward
Wheelock Co., Philadelphia.
GRIFFIN MFG. Co., Brooklyn (shoe
polish) on March 16 starts dramatic
program on 4 MBS stations. Sat.,
8Castleman
:30-8 :45 p.& m.Pierce,
AgencyN. :Y.Bermingham,
R. L. WATKINS Co., New York (Dr.
Lyons Toothpowder) , on March 19
starts Backstage Wife on 13 Texas
^ State Network stations. Mon. thru
Fri., 1-1:15 p. m. (CST). Agency:
« Blackett-Sample-Hummert, N. Y.
! ANACIN Co., Jersey City (headache
'powders), on March 19 starts Oitr
; Oal Sunday on 13 Texas State Network stations Mon. thru Fri.. 1 -15,1:30 p. m. (CST). Agency: BlackettSample-Hummert, N. Y.
R. L. WATKINS Co.. New York
• (MuLsified Cocoanut Oil, Cascarets),
■ on March 19 starts Julian Aikin,
singing cowboy, on 13 Texas State
..Network stations, Mon. thru Fri ,
il:30-l:45 p. m. (CST). Agency:
^Blackett-Sample-Hummert, N. Y.
i STERLING PRODUCTS. Wheeling
(Glostora,
Ayer'sannouncements
Pectoral) on onFeb.
il9
started break
13
•Texas State Network stations, Mon.
, thru Fri., 1 :15 and 1 :45 p. m. (CST) .
Agency : Blackett - Sample - Hummert,
s•N. Y.
IfAMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS.
Wheeling (Aerowax) on Feb. 19
started break announcements on 13
.Texas State Network stations, Mon.
thru Fri.. 1:30 p. m. (CST). Agency:
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, N. Y.
jJOR. MILES CALIFORNIA Co., Los
i-ingeles (Alka Seltzer), on March 4
starts for 52 weeks Our Friendly
Netghhors on 31 Don Lee network sta| :ions, Mon. thru Fri., 11-11:15 a.m.
'l'(PST).
Agency:
Agency, Los
Angeles. Associated Adv.
■'B. GHIRARDELLI Co., San Frant!isco (Ground Chocolate, Nu-Malt
.chocolated Malted Milk), on Feb. 22
itarted One Man Theatre on 7 CBS
Pacific stations, Thurs., 8:15-8:30
i.m. Agency: Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
jsan Francisco
.
iASIC FOODS Inc., Los Angeles
health breads), on Feb. 19 started for
1)2 weeks. Facts About Life and How
•10 Live It. on 3 California
Lee
o-itations (KH.T KGB KFRC)Don Mon.
se;hru Fri., 12:1.^-12:30 p. m. (PST)
•1,[Agency:
Lngeles. Elucidator Publications, Los

al^'^
UCKETcigarettes
T Ltd.,) onHami
Ont.
Wing
Feb.lton
27 ,started
mf'op Flight Tunes on 36 Canadian
bfp broadcasting Corp. stations, Tues. 9jI 1 :30 p. m. Agency : MacLaren Adv.
■"l- lo., Toronto
UNIVERSAL "PRECISION"
Low pricedliead.sensitive
recording
Gives
clear clean recordings
witli
ample
"liloiis".
Stays put.
No adjustments needed
at any
time.
IVIounts onquicltly
and
easily
macliine. 15 ohms.any2
watts input. Full
range of frequencies.
If your dealer cannot
supply you, write di.'^""'"""
List $22.50 -dy
UNIVERSAL
MICROPHONE CO. LTD.
424 Warren Lane Inglewood, Calif.
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Sinclair War News
SINCLAIR REFINING Co., New
York (petroleum products), on
April 3 will sponsor the CBS European news round-up program heard
thrice weekly, 6:45-7 p. m. on 60
stations, which the network started
last fall following the outbreak of
the European war. Sinclair is
changing the title of the program
to The World Today and will continue to feature news from European capitals with a possible domestic angle included. Brief commercials will be at the beginning
and end of the program. Federal
Adv. Agency, New York, handles
the account.
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden, on
April 1 starts program on CBS, Mon.
thru Fri., 7:15-7:30 p. m. Agency:
Ward Wheelock Co., Phila.
COMMERCIAL CREDIT Co., Baltimore, on March 25 starts Boh Trout
on 64 CBS stations, Mon.. Wed., Fri.,
:05 p. m. N.Agency
&6-6 Canaday,
Y. : O'Dea, Sheldon
McKesson & ROBBINS, Bridgeport, Conn. (Albolene cleansing
cream), on March 2 starts Breakfast
Cluh on 3 NBC-Blue stations, (WJZ,
KDKA, WBZ), Sat., 9:30-10 a. m.
Agency : J. D. Tarcher, N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
STERLING PRODUCTS, New York
(Ironized Yeast), on Feb. 13 renewed
for 13 weeks Court of Missing Heirs
on 61 CBS stations, Tues., 8:30-8:55
p. m. Agency : Ruthrauff & Ryan, N.Y.
WM. WRIGLEY Jr. Co., Chicago
(chewing gum), on April 1 renews
for 13 weeks Melody Ranch, on 66
CBS stations. Sun.. 6:30-7 p.m.
(EST). Agency: J. Walter Thompson
Co., Chicago.
GENERAL BAKING Co., New York,
on Feb. 12 renewed Lone Ranger on
10 MBS stations, Mon., Wed., Fri.,
half-hour between 6:30-8 p. m., 52
weeks,
N. Y. adds WSYR. Agency: BBDO,
P. LORILLARD Co., New York
(Sensation), on April 1 renews
Sammy Kaye on 28 NBC-Red staMon., 7 :30-8
p.m. Agency : Lennen & tions.
Mitchell,
N. Y.
ROMA WINE Co., San Francisco, on
Feb. 17 renewed for 52 weeks Roma
Wtne World's Fair Party on 16 Don
Lee stations.
Sat., 6-6:30 p.m. (PST),
adds 3 Arizona stations. Agency : Cesana & Associates, San Francisco.
Network Changes
HARTZ MT. PRODUCTS Co., New
York (birdseed), on Feb. 25 added
WOR, Newark, and KFEL. Denver,
to Singing Canaries on MBS.

"THE CRYSTAL SPECIALISTS SINCE
NEW LOWER PRICES!
LOW TEMPERATURE
P«eh
1925"
CO-EFFICIENT CRYSTALS
Approved by FCC
Supplied in Isolantite $30
Air-Gap Holders in the 550-1550 Kc. band. Frequency Drift guaranteed to be "less
than
three cycles"
per million
cyclesin
per degree
centigrade
change
temperature.
Accuracy
"better"
than
.01%. Order direct from —
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F. W. FITCH Co., Des Moines (shampoo), on Feb. 11 added 2 NBC-Red
stations (WORL, KRIS) to Bandwagon making a total of 76 NBC-Red
stations. Sun., 7:30-8 p. m.
STERLING PRODUCTS, New York
(Ironized Yeast), on Feb. 27 adds 6
CBS stations (WRVA, WBT, WDBJ,
WTOC, CKAC, CFRB) to Court of
Missing Heirs making a total of 67
CBS stations, Tues., 8:30-8:55 p. m.
STERLING PRODUCTS, New York
(Bayer Aspirin), on Feb. 27 adds 4
CBS stations (WWNC, WHP
KWKH, KROY) to Second Husband
making a total of 54 CBS stations,
Tues., 7:30-8 p. m.
BAYUK CIGAR Co., Philadelphia, on
March 2 adds 5 MBS stations to The
Inside of Sports making a total of 29
MBS stations, chiefly Tues., Thurs.
and Sat., 7 :45-8 p. m. Agency : Ivey &
Ellington, Philadelphia.
Wm. WRIGLEY JR. Co., Toronto,
(gum) on Feb. 20 extended Treasure
Trail to 9 Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. Prairie network stations, Tues.
10-10:30 p. m. Agency: Tandy Adv.
Agency, Toronto.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Oxydol), on March 1 shifts
What's My Name from 19 NBC-Red
stations. Sat., 7-7 :30 p. m. to 49 Red
stations, Fri., 9:30-10 p. m. Agency:
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis
(Bisquick), on March 18 replaces
Betty d Boh with The Light of the
World on 28 NBC-Red stations, Mon.
thru Fri., 2-2 :15 p. m. Agency : Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
ETHYL GASOLINE Corp., New
York, on April 8 shifts Tune Up Time
on 67 CBS stations, from New York
to Hollywood, for Q weeks or more,
Mon., 8-8 :30 p. m.
UNION OIL Co., Los Angeles (petroleum products), in early April
shifts operetta series on 12 CBS Pacific Coast to NBC-Pacific Red.

BIG
. . . from

WSAI

24 Hours

WSAI, Cincinnati, effective
March 1, will remain on the
air around the clock on Fridays and Saturdays. All
night
programs
will comprise
recorded dance music
with a
special telephone line kept
open for listener requests.
Under the new policy, according to Dewey Long, general
manager, the station will remain on the air continuously
from Friday 6 a. m. to Monday 2 a. m.
PURE OIL Co., Chicago, on May 28
shifts H. V. Kaltenhorn from 27 CBS
stations, Mon., Wed., Fri., 6:30-6:45
p.m. to 36 NBC Red and Blue stations, Tues., Thurs., Sat., 7 :45-8 p.m.
Agency : Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
DELAWARE, LACKAWANNA &
Western Coal Co., New York (Blue
Coal ) , on March 7 extended through
April 7 The Shadoiv on 15 MBS stations. Sun., 5 :30-6 p.m. Agency :
Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
MBS cooperative show. Show of the
Week, on Feb. 25 added WSYR. Syracuse, WTAG, Worcester, and WEAN.
Providence, making a total of 14
MBS stations. Sun., 6:30-7 p.m.
GULF OIL orp., Pittsburgh, on April
28 replaces Screen Guild Theatre with
The Adventures of Ellery Queen on
67 CBS stations. Sun., 7:30-8 p.m.
(EDST). Agency: Young & Rubicam,
N. Y.
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
Co., Jersey City (Old English NoRubbing Wax, Kolynos, Anacin, Bisodol),
shiftsBill,
John'sfrom
Other
Wife onandMarch
Just 25Plain
54
NBC-Red stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
10:15-10:45 a. m. to 47 NBC-Blue
stations, Mon. thru Fri., 3 :30-4 p. m.
Agency : Blackett - Sample - Hummert.
N. Y.

D
a

small
investment
With confidence we say that no
other radiator will bring you
the results that you can expect
from a Lingo Vertical Tubular
Steel Radiator. We know this
is true because at the many
stations where Lingo Radiators
are now in operation, both engineers and station managers
arc overly-pleased with the exceptionally high efficiency and
very low maintenance costs. One
station owner writes: "The signal locally, with only 100 watts power,
compares favorably with a 5000 watts station in this same city." There
are dividends in added sales for you when you install a Lingo Radiator
and enjoy the added performance. Ask your engineer!
« Write today for complete details in folder "B".
Please give location, power and frequency.
CAMDEN, N. J.
JOHN E. LINGO & SON, INC.
Dept. B-3

VICE
124 JACKSON AVENUE
University Park
HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND
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Growing
Is

Shown

Interest
in

FM

Publicity Campaign Started;
FCC Hearings March 18
BROADCASTERS' interest in frequency modulated transmission and
the coming FM hearings, scheduled
by the FCC for March 18, continues to rise steadily, as evidenced
by a Broadcasting survey of pending applications and experimental
FM operation showing a total of
81 applications from 24 States and
the District of Columbia, including
10 stations actually operating and
11 construction permits.
The survey indicates countryvdde industry interest in the development of FM service, particularly along commercial lines, and
presages an active campaign tovp-ard that end by leaders of the
movement at the March 18 hearings [Broadcasting, Feb. 15].
Publicity Campaign
An indication of the efforts to
promote public interest in frequency modulation came recently with
the appointment of Dick Dorrance,
of the press staff of WOR, Newark,
to handle publicity for FM Broadcasters Inc., including in its membership some 30 of the leading FM
proponents, among them Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong, inventor of the
Armstrong system of wide-band
FM transmission. It is expected
this group will form the spearhead
of the campaign for FM recognition at the FM hearings. Philip G.
Loucks, former NAB managing director, is chief counsel for FM
Broadcasters.
An interesting inkling of things
to come as an FM program service
is developed was presented Feb. 23
Ijy Mr. Dorrance in his first special
release, discussing the new "staticless" transmission's effect on
sound effects men. Because of the
"crystal-clear" reproduction and reception, he pointed
can
light a match
in frontout,of "you
the mike
and it sounds just like a match being lighted — instead of a forest
being bowled over by a berserk tornado".
"All those simple little sounds
which previously required Rube
Goldergesque contraptions to
achieve can now be made quite
naturally vdthout causing a roomful of distortion at the receiving
end," he commented. "Life is likely
to be a far pleasanter struggle for
sound effects men of the future who
have to make all those weird noises
for radio dramas — if they work at
an FM station."
W2XOR's FM Starts
WITH the addition of W2X0R,
1,000 - watt frequency modulation
transmitter of WOR, Newark,
which was scheduled to bepin operation about March 1, FM set
owners in the metronolitan area
will have a choice of three stations.
W2XMN, pioneer station of Maj.
Edwin H. Armstrong, at Alpine,
N. J., operates from 4 to 11 p.m.,
Mondays through Fridays, relaying
CBS programs, and is also on the
air from 3 to 6 p. m. on Sundays.
W2XQR, FM outlet of WQXR, New
that station's
York, rebroadcasts
programs
from 5 to 10 p. m. every
day. W2X0R will be on the air
from 8 a. m. to 2 a. m. daily, with
a full schedule of MBS programs,
whether or not they are also broadcast by WOR.
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F-M SERVICE was started Feb. 13
by WHEC, Rochester, which put its
wide-band Armstrong REL transmitter, W8XAD, on the air for program tests. It is the tenth F-M
transmitter authorized by the FCC
and uses 42.6 mc. with 1,000 watts
power. Located in the WHEC
transmitter building, it employs a
329-foot radiator. At a dinner tendered by the station staff, the
equipment was explained by Maurice Clark (left), chief engineer,
and Clarence Wheeler, vice-president of WHEC. Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co. was the first
Rochester F-M operator, its
W8XVB having taken the air in
November with 1 kw. on 43.2 mc.

Appeal

From

License

United Drug Cuts Discs
UNITED DRUG Co., Boston, on or
about May 1 will start a series of
quarter-hour programs transcribed
by NBC Radio-Recording Division,
to run about five days on 200 stasemi-annual onetions during
cent sale
of its
Liggett and Rexall
products. Titled Rexall Magic Hour,
the Rawill feature
the programs
dio Rogues, Tony
Martin, Glen
Gray's Orchestra and Basil Ruysdael as announcer. A credit line will
be given Ethyl Gasoline Corp. for
the loan of Tony Martin from that
company's CBS program. Agency is
Street & Finney, New York.
WNBW,

New York, has filed an application with the FCC for a frequency modulation transmitter, twelfth
such application to come from New
York, which has three stations in
operation and nine applications pending. If permission is granted, WNEW
will locate its F-M transmitter at
Carlstadt, N. J., with the antenna for
the new unit mounted atop the present
high-fidelity antenna. Installation will
be supervised by M. J. Weiner,
WNEW's chief engineer.

Revocation

Order

May Postpone Final Action on WSAL
DESPITE announcement Feb. 15 ING, Dec. 1, 1939] and Peninsula
Co. [Broadcasting,
of a proposed FCC decision affirm- Broadcasting
Feb. 1]. A third application, for
ing the order of Oct. 24, 1939, re- assignment
of the WSAL license,
voking the license of WSAL, Salisentered by Eastern Shore
bury, Md., actual revocation prob- was
ably will not go through for at Broadcasting Co. on Aug. 26, 1939,
least several weeks. Under FCC
but this application would necesprocedure, Frank M. Steams, lisarily golicense
by the
tion's
were boards
revoked.if the stacensee of the station, has 20 days
As
the
WSAL
case developed
from the publication date of the
hearings which began Dec.
proposed decision to take exception during
to that proposal and request oral 18 and extended through Jan. 22,
1940, it was apparent that FCC inargument before the full Commisterest in the situation extended besion.
yond the revocation matter itself
Although this had not been done
as Broadcasting went to press, as evidence was presented purporting to show participation in the
William L. Marbury Jr., counsel
for Mr. Stearns, on Feb. 23 indi- affairs of the station by various
cated he intended to file exceptions parties, including James W. Gum
and request oral argument. If the and former Senator Clarence C.
FCC grants the request, it will set Dill, Washington radio attorneys,
a date for oral arguments, hold the and Glenn D. Gillett, Washington
engineer [Broadhearing and then consider the ar- consultingcasting,radio
Feb. 1].
guments before finally disposing of
Although the FCC has not yet
the revocation case, a procedure
which probably would stretch out revealed whether or how it might
for several weeks.
proceed, it is felt the official interest shoMTi in tracking down
Continuation of Service
points in the conflicting testimony
In any event it is believed the and holding open the record points
FCC will proceed in the case in a to coming action on the part of the
manner to insure uninterrupted, or FCC, either through direct censure
or by turning the matter over to
only briefly interrupted, broadcast
service by a local station in the the Justice Department for possible
Salisbury area, although there is
some disagreement on how this prosecution.
Commission's Explanation
could be done. Conceivably the FCC
could either set the actual date of
In its proposed decision to affirm
revocation, which now appears cer- the WSAL license revocation order
tain in view of the proposed deci- of Oct. 24, 1939, the FCC declared:
sion, at a time far enough in the
Where, as here, a license is obtained as
future to allow action on one of a direct result of false statements and representations under oath, involving among
the pending applications for a new
other things sponsian
applicant's
restation using the present WSAL
bility, and made
to the iinancial
Commission
in the application itself as well as in the
facilities, or announce simultaneevidence submitted at public hearing in
ously, after previous consideration
support thereof, the Commission has only
of the applications, the revocation
one course of action and that is to make
final its order of revocation upon that
and the new grant. As for the lat- ground
If the real facts had been
ter, it was pointed out that pro- known toalone.
Commission with respect to
cedural questions might arise if the applicant's thefinances
the Commission
Commission were to consider the not have legally authorized
the issuancecouldof
a
license
to
an
applicant
who
at best had
pending applications before actu- available to him not to exceed $340.
ally deleting the station.
Any contention that satisfactory service
At present two separate applica- has been rendered and that the community
tions have been filed with the FCC in question would be without service in the
future is not controlling in this case. HowS'^lisever important the present service is, the
a newthe station
requestine
burv, utilizing
presentinWSAL
Commission cannot escape the responsifacilities on 1200 kc, with 250
bility fixed by statute to ascertain the
of applicants by considering
watts power fulltime — bv Delmar- qualifications
truthful statements and to act accordingly
va Broadcasting Co. [BroadcastBROADCASTING

Nets, AFRA to Present
Chicago Code Arguments
QUESTION of wage scales and
working conditions for radio performers employed on local broadcasts in Chicago will shortly be
argued by representatives of NBC,
CBS and the American Federation
of Radio Artists before a threeman board of the American Arbitration Assn., foUovsdng an AAA
decision that the question is one for
arbitration. Ruling to that effect
was made by Prof. Wesley A.
Sturges, chosen by AFRA; George
Z. Medalie, picked by the networks,
and Prof. Nathan Isaacs of Harvard, chosen by the other two.
Sturges and Isaacs are expected to
remain as arbitrators. The networks on Feb. 27 named George K.
Bowen to replace Medalie, who is
not available.
When the code was signed it was
agi'eed that Chicago local rates be
deferred pending further negotiations. Such negotiations having
produced no result to date, AFRA
on Jan. 23 asked for arbitration
of the matter by the AAA, accordto theprovisions.
union's understanding
the ingcode
NBC and CBSof
protested this interpretation and
asked the AAA to rule first on the
question of whether the matter was
one for arbitration [BROADCASTING,
Feb. 1, Feb. 15]. Joseph H. Ream,
secretary and general counsel of
CBS, and Robert D. Swezey of
NBC's legal staff presented the
case for the networks, while the
union was represented by its executive secretary, Mrs. Emily Holt.
AFRA
Discussions
On
Discs Planned
PRELIMINARY conversations
vdth transcription manufacturers
on the
proposed
code for employed
performers other
than musicians
on recorded programs will be started shortly
by theArtists,
American
Federation of Radio
although
this document is undergoing a partial revision following suggestions
of the union's locals to whom the
proposed code was submitted.
Changes are in provisions for
usage and policing and do not affect
the national wage scale, according
to Mrs. Emily Holt, executive secretary of the union. Revised code,
when completed, will again be sent
to locals for their approval, and
only after it has been approved by
AFRA will it be officially offered
to the makers of transcriptions
[story on Hollywood on page 64].
_ AFRA
announced
organization of thehasstaff
announcers,
producers and artists of WTAQ, Green
Bay, and WHBY, Appleton, Wis.,
affiliated stations, into a new AFRA
chapter. Negotiations for a contract
from the station management are
under way, it was stated.
in the granting or refusal of licenses. Ir
requiring that applicants for licenses he
found legally, technically, financially anc
otherwise qualified. Congress recognize*
that communities will be better served bj
those who truthfully show themselves to b<
qualified
such respects
than asby men
persons whoinareall willing
to be used
figureheads for others who for reasons bes(
known to themselves desire to conceal theii
interest.
applicant
a permit
construe'
andTheoperate
WSALfor made
falsetostatement!
under oath both in the original applicatioi
and
at the involve
hearing matters
thereon.of Many
of sucl
statements
fact concern
ing
the
applicant's
financial
qualification:
which, if the truth had been revealed!
would have shown applicant not financial!;
qualified and would have compelled tht
Commission
to refuse
to grant the license i
upon
the original
application.
• Broadcast

Advertising

A

Very

WHY

Reason

Good

THEY

LISTEN

.

.

.

NATION'S

THE
Most

"Alercfian«/;se-A6/e"
STATION

WLW

REPRESENTATIVES: TRANSAMERICAN IROADCASTING I TELEVISION CORPORATION-NEW YORK-CHICAGO

Eight musical conductors
of 60 performing

and a staff

artists, all under the

direction of showman-conductor

Josef

But WLW's musical showmanship is only one
of many reasons why they listen . . . Other
reasons are . . . WLW
superior production . . .
friendly announcing

. . . keen perception

for

Cherniavsky (above) give WLW's
musical originations brilliance . . .

special features . . . careful continuity . . . outstanding talent . . . and consistent day after

attractiveness

day high entertainment

. . . par-plus showman-

ship value. And because WLW's
musical productions are far above
average

. . . avid fans listen regularly

to the Nation's

Station.

No

When planning your next radio show . . .
whether spot or network . . . consider all
WLW
has to offer.

other

station in WLW's gigantic primary
area can boast of such an outstanding musical staff . . .

value.

....
are

these

a part

things,
oj the

too,

story

we
oj

think
WLW,

WPRO

. . .with

. . TEngineered

the

RCA

for

5-DX

Coverage

Transmitter

^

4

.

Providence
increased

Station moves

power, new

to increase population

towers, RCA

antenna

coverage

60%.

phasing equipment,

IN PLANNING to win new friends among
a greater audience, WPRO took no
chances. WPRO chose the famous aircooled RCA 5-DX Transmitter.

the 5-DX looks as if it might have been

Broadcasters everywhere recognize
the outstanding engineering which
created this 5000-Watt Transmitter.

you'll find the beauty of the 5-DX

And, they are aware of the distinguished service the RCA 5-DX is rendering in the many stations in which it
has been installed.
Its design is functional. Operating
convenience was a major consideration.
This was achieved in such a way that

designed for beauty's sake alone. Check
operating cost figures . . . compare the
excellence of its performance . . . and
is

more than "skin deep."
We believe the 5-DX is a good example ofthe constant and studied efforts
of RCA to build the best possible equipment at the right price. We are confident
that through the application of the same
sound fundamentals of sound engineering practice, RCA can find the correct
solution to any problem you may have.

Use RCA Tubes in Your Station for Reliable Performance

New

and NEW

transmitter
RCA

site,

transmitter

Noteworthy Facts About the RCA 5-DX
1. COMPLETELY AIR-COOLED— Use of new
RCA air-cooled tubes ends need of water cooling equipment. Eliminates cumbersome tanks,
pipes, machinery, and danger of freezing. Sets
new standard of reliable operation.
2. LOW OPERATING COSTS-Power consumption greatly reduced by high efficiency circuit.
Lower cated
tube
circuits.expense. No critical or compli3. LOW AUDIO DISTORTION— Low distortion
over entire audio-band. Low carrier noise level.
Feedback is stable. No critical adjustments.

J^fW4ERPIERFOR^^

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc., Camden, N. J. • A Service of Radio Corp. of America

Microphones
Speech
InputEquipment
Systems
Associated
Transmitters

nSTyot^ 'mO^sTxt'h Ave. • Chicago: 589 E. Illinois St. • Atlanta: 530 Citizens & Southern Bank Bldg. • Dallas: Santa Fe Bldg. . San Francisco: 170 Ninth St. • Holly wood: 1016 N. Sycamore Ave.
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Aside from drawing more entries and more contestants than ever before, our 1940 Golden Gloves
tournament again broke all records for jam-packed
audiences, for publicity, and for hearty cooperation by Iowa merchants, civic clubs, and yes! —
even by dozens of newspapers! And as a result
of the entire State's tremendous interest, everybody in Iowa is saying that WHO is now without
question the Iowa leader in sports!
So that's why we're cocky! Shall we put on the
gloves and get into the ring for you? Bill Brown's
"Sports Review" is now available for sponsorship,
starting April 28. Wire for the surprisingly low
costs!

"Dis is for still being de
radio'champ
%

of de Qolden

Gloves^!*'

We're sure you'll pardon us if we do a little

*The Golden Gloves was originated by the Chicago
Tribune, who conduct the finals in Chicago, among 44
teams sponsored by 43 other newspapers — and Station WHO.

strutting and shadow-boxing during this brief
speech, but we're feeling fairly cocky —
—

you see, we've just completed our third highly

WH

O,

successful season as radio's only officially-sanctioned Golden Gloves sponsor — and we've been
practically swept off our feet!

+

for
DES

IOWA

MOINES

& PETERS,

+

. . . 50,000 WATTS

J. O. MALAND,
FREE

PLUS!

MANAGER

INC., Representatives

AND
THIS

OONT

FORG5T

EITHER, EUOC^V,
GETS

During 1939, WLS received
in Metropolitan Chicago.

355,961

letters from

This represents 30.7 letters per 100 radio homes
In two years (from

1937

to 1939)

Metropolitan Chicago has increased
to 355,961 letters.

listeners

in that area.

the mail response
34.8% — from

from

231,917

Chicagoans like the friendly, cheerful and helpful nature of WLS programs. They listen regularly and respond just as freely as do their
neighbors in Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin and Michigan.
Throughout

The

Prairie

its entire area WhS

Brings Results.

ATEST

available figures show

deposits in New

England

that savings

have increased

$30,841,000, totalling $3,448,702,000. The six states per

e
tt^

capita savings of $515, compares with $195 average for

u

Wis

the United States, and is 33.9% higher than any other
section of America.
New

Englanders save more because they earn more.

They spend more because this intelligently applied thrift
provides spendable surplus, as evidenced by the high per
capita purchasing power of $415. Consider, for example —
that in cities of 25,000 or over 59.9% of the homes are
single houses — 28.4%

of all homes

are owned

by oc-

cupants.
WAAB
WEAN

Boston
Providence

W I C C

Bridgeport
New Haven

WLLH
WS AR
W S P R
WLB Z
WFEA
WNBH

J Lowell
( Lawrence
Fall River

Springfield
Bangor
Manchester
New Bedford

WTHT
WATR
WBRK

Hartford
Waterbury

WNLC

New London
Laconia

Pittsfield

WLNH
WRDO

requires the wide cultivation possible only thru the 18
locally-effective stations of The Colonial Network — covering the audience with the highest per capita savings at
the lowest per capita cost.

Augusta
Greenfield

WHAT
WCOU
WS

This market is so prosperous — so important that it

YB

Auburn
JLewiston
Rutland

COLONIAL
EDWARD
I

National

PETRY
Sales

&

CO.,

INC.

Representative

NETWORK
21 BROOKLINE

AVE.

BOSTON,

MASS.

'abtished semi-monthly, 26th issue (Year
published
in February
by Broadcasting
Pubuoations,
Building, Washington, D. C. Entered as
second Book
class Number)
matter March
14, 1988,
at the Post
Office at Washington,
D. C, Inc.,
under 870act National
of MarchPress
3, 1879.

National

Association

Forty-seven
572

members

of RCA

of

amoi

industrial engineers and scienti^

given awards as "Modern Pioneers (
American Frontiers of Industry.

SINCE its beginning, the Radio Corporation
America has held that Research in all fie
of radio and sound is one of its major obligatio
to the public and to the future of radio.
Research is the keystone of every operation
RCA. RCA Laboratories are the fountain head
many of the spectacular radio and electronic (
velopments of the past twenty years.
Back of these developments . . . back of the te
Research, in fact... are men. Men make discov
ies. And we at RCA are extremely proud of t
man-power which has elevated RCA Research
a position of leadership.
We wish to add our own congratulations to 1
public recognition these men have already
ceived. And, in addition, we extend equally wa
congratulations to the many other RCA enginet
and scientists whose brilliant work is contributi
so much to the progress of their industry.

RCA Manufacturing Company, Inc.
National Broadcasting Company
_.
RCA
Laboratories
|| r
R.CA. Communications, Inc.
RCA Institutes, Inc.
Radiomarine Corporation of America

l" ^

itis
Manufacturers

Honors

1 if the 572 industrial engineers and scientists chosen
Siir the National Association of Manufacturers to
ceive awards as "Modern Pioneers on American
I'ontiers of Industry," forty-seven were members of
e RCA organization. The awards were given for
iginal research and inventions which have "con;buted most to the creation of new jobs, new

47 RCA

Mode rn Pioneers

Randall Clarence Ballard
Max Carter Bat=«l
Alda Vernon Bedford
George Lisle Beers
Harold H. Beverage
Rene Albert Braden

Glenn Leslie Dimmick
James L. Finch
Dudley E. Foster
Clarence Weston Hansell
0. B. Hanson
Ralph Shera Holmes
Harley A. lams

>
1
si

Philip S. Carter
Lewis Mason Clement

Winfield Rudolph Koch
Fred H. Kroger

W

Murray G. Crosby

E. Anthony Lederer

Ray David Kell
Edward Washburn Kellogg

ts

standard of living."
Special national awards were given by the National
Association of Manufacturers to nineteen ol those
receiving honors. Dr. Vladimir K. Zworykin of the
RCA Manufacturing Company was chosen to receive
one of these national awards.

Fronti

"

Humboldt W. Leverenz
Nils Erik Lindenblad
Loris E. Mitchell
Gerrard Mountjoy

of Industry
ers
Terry M. Shrader
Browder J. Thompson

Harry Fei-dinand Olson
Richard R. Orth
Harold 0. Peterson
Walter Van B. Roberts

George L. Usselman
Arthur Williams Vance
Arthur F. Van Dyck
Julius Weinberger

George M. Rose, Jr.
Bernard Salzberg

Irving Wolff
Charles Jacob Young

Otto H. Schade
Stuart W. Seeley

Vladimir Kosma Zworykin

Corporation
Radio

Sciei

industries, new goods and services,, and a higher

on A merican

George Harold Brown
Irving F. Byrnes
Wendell La Verne Carlson

llADio

Ki

City, New

Of
York

Harry C. Thompson
William Ai-thur Tolson

America

Remember!

YOU'RE

BUYING

Coverage,

NOT

WATTS!

POWER ALONE, of course, does not determine
coverage. Frequency and other important factors
enter into the picture. That's why WRC, with its
favorable frequency of 950 kc continues to offer the
best "coverage buy" in the Washington market.

On

the

basis

measurement

of scientific
factual data —

WRC
today has larger daytime coverage
than any other Washington radio station
WRC
covers more square miles adjacent to
Washington, within the }4 millivolt area,
daytime, than any other Washington radio
station
WRC
cover 9.4% more radio families, daytime,
than any other Washington radio station
WRC
does this complete daytime coverage job for
30% less in cost than any other Washington radio
station.
But, this is only part of the full story of WRC
leadership in the Washington trading area.
Let us prove it — to YOUR satisfaction.

WRC

will operate NIGHT gs well as day on
5,000 watts within sixty days.

Represented NatHmally

c kl SPOT Sales Offices

MEWmH
eHiuet)

CLEVELItNl
DETfiQtr

mm

PITTSBURGH

SURE

SIGNS

OF

LEADERSHIP
Presented

to WSM

by impartial judges are

these trophies reflecting WSM's leadership
. . . WSM's ability to build programs with a
purpose . . . programs that interest . . . programs that sell!
They are the yardstick that measures the
value of acknowledged supremacy and shortens the gap between advertising and . . .
action!
NASHVILLE,

Truly, they are the marks of merit that guide
wise advertisers.

TENNESSEE

Ask for the proof!
NATIONAL
NO

EDWARD

REPRESENTATIVES,

ADVERTISING

CAMPAIGN

IS

PETRY

COMPLETE

&

CO.,

WITHOUT

INC.
WSM

...without

adding

a penny

H ERE in the West at least, coverage of Metropolitan
•distributive centers isn't enough — not by halj of the
Business . . . no matter how thoroughly you cover
these seven major centers and their seventy-eight
suburban cities and towns.
For forty-eight per cent of Pacific Coast annual

to your

Big City Budget!

For only radio has the ability to span the West's
great areas ... to leap rivers and scale mountains . . .
to get beyond every barrier of nature ... to speed
your sales story — warm with the extra persuasiveness of the human voice — into every home... in Big
Cities, towns, and rural areas alike.

retail sales are made outside of these Big City trad-

Not in a hundred separate, hard-to-conlrol cam-

ing areas ! ... in hundreds of small towns and wealthy
farm communities... scattered in a patchwork of far-

paigns, but— ever-so-simply on the Columbia Pacific
Network— in one! And without adding a penny to

flung business areas. . .widely separated ... remote.

your normal Big City budget!

Yet all close at hand to radio! Ready, at an in-

For here is how the Columbia Pacific Network
covers these areas, day and night . . .

stant's notice, for you to sell.

BIG CITY
Trading Areas

TOWNS
2500 And Over

DAY

100.0%

84.4%

NIGHT

100.0%

97.7%

COLUMBIA PACIFIC
NETWORK COVERAGE

tm

1

RURAL
AREAS

82.8%

97.8%

three... cost not a penny more! when you join hands with most of America's ablest
advertisers who are selling all the West by using . .

A DIVISION OF THE COLUMBIA

BROADCASTING

SQUARE, LOS ANGELES • REPRESENTED

SYSTEM • PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO • COLUMBIA

BY RADIO SALES— NEW YORK, CHICAGO, DETROIT, CHARLOTTE, N.C,

60

PER

CENT

OF

THE

TIME

iemon (|r iemofi, nf J^rliif #toii, N,
in lur^Vt
pmpmmn^
Mtmgtmm ^mniAm wliltli fink

Reduced to terms of minutes,
WHAS holds the audience in this
area 36 minutes out of every hour

Nation,

while the nearest competitor attracts the listeners for only 18.6
minutes out of the hour . . .

reveals

that

WHAS

ill thii ai^a HO

li»s the

p«r ceiif M

largest

flie ftme.

HOURLY
PERIODS IN WHICH
EACH STATION RANKED
FIRST
DURING
THE
124-HOUR
PERIOD SURVEYED
These

fi ndings
tening habits of

rural

audiences

reflect
both

and

the

urban

lisand

demonstrate

WHAS
50,000
2nd

the

predominant

preference

for

WHAS
LOUISVILLE

BASIC

CBS

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD

WATTS
OUTLET

RETRY & CO.

and Operated by

Station

250

Watts

5th

Station

6th

Louisville

Times

36

Watts

0

9

1

Station

50,000
The

Watts

4th

5,000
Owned

Watts

Station

50,000
50,000

74

Station

50,000
3d

Watts

Watts

1

Ask the WHAS representative to show you
the detailed breakdown of the findings . . .
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When

business is so good in any market it makes the front page of an important New

York newspaper — it's a good time and place to sell your products.
WTIC

the

can help you make the most of this prosperous market — where per capita retail

sales are consistently 40% above the national average — year in and year out. It's a
market where people have more to spend on themselves because they have to spend less
on sales, income and other taxes!

50,000
WTOC

WATTS

A "MUST" FOR A BIG JOB IN THE BIG SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND MARKET
The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation, Member NBC Red Network and Yankee Network
Representatives: Weed & Company, New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco

FARMS

IOWA

89,179

259,6^10 1,044.200 ^ 568,83^,000

KANSAS

14, HI

:OinO

MINNESOTA

43,919

67,660

344,700

141,432,000

MISSOURI

29,468

31,290

181,600

37,836,000

NEBRASKA

I24.8S6 268,550

SO. DAKOTA

RADIO HOMES

POPUIATION

59f,5O0 221,824.000

1.195.600 510,091,000

63,910 104,380

TOTALS

425,453

876,690

YOU

542,800

Here they are, Mr. Time-Buyer — ^the cold facts of WOW

203,490,000

4.003,800 i 1.705,508,000

ADD

*EM

#

EFFECT I V£
BUYIN6 INCOME

STATe

UP

coverage of the Omaha

market. The facts

are: (1) this is a hig market, with nearly two billion dollars of Effective Buying Income; and,
(2) WOW
WOW

offers complete coverage of the market at consistently economical cost.

delivers more impacts, in more homes, in more counties in the Omaha market. It covers parts of

six states, an area bisected by the Missouri River, a market of more than 876,000 radio homes ; more than
four million population.
If you want the Omaha

John J. Gillin, Jr., Manager . . .
Owned and Operated by the
Woodmen of the World Life
Insurance Society . . . John Blair
& Company, Representatives . . .
On the NBC Red Network . . .
Write for Comprehensive Surveys and Maps.

market, you want WOW.

5,000 WATTS DAY AIVD NIGHT
OX 590 KC COVERS THE
OMAHA MARKET

FIRST

OF

A

SERIES

PRESENTING

THE

MEN

WHO

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

SERVIC

Two years, Colgate University
Two years, Columbia University
Two years. Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn
One year, Joseph Katz Agency
Two years, Fenner & Beane
Three years, Benton & Bowles
Free & Peters since Sept., 1934

Ladeez

and

Gentlemen-

RiiSHL

L.

Woodwud!

One of the most versatile and accomplished

is a result of intelligent team-work among

men in the Free & Peters organization,

fourteen radio specialists whose combined

Russel Woodward of New York is automat-

background and experience and facilities

ically one of the best men in the radio representation business. Before coming with us,

for helpfulness probably exceed those
of any other organization in the radio
industry today.

he had years of big-agency experience, as

EXCLUSIVE
REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
woe
DAVENPORT
WHO
DES MOINES
WDAY
FARGO
WOWO-WGL
.... FT. WAYNE
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KGKO .... FT. WORTH-DALLAS
KOMA ....
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . ..
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KSFO-KROW . . .SAN FRANCISCO
KVI
SEATTLE-TACOMA

well as other business experience — he is parIf you're using the services of any Free &

ticularly equipped to give the kind of radio
help that every agency needs and wants.

Peters office, anywhere, you're in some way

But like every one of our other thirteen top-

benefiting by Woody's talents, and the talents
of thirteen other rather exceptional fellows

notch men,Woody's effectiveness is far more
than a result of purely personal resources — it

as well. That's the way we work in this group
of pioneer radio-station representatives.

Free
Pioneer

&
Radio

Peters,
Station

ih.

Representatives

CHICAGO: i8o N. Michigan
NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave. DETROIT: New Center BIdg. SAN FRANCISCO: iii Sutter LOS ANGELES: 650 S. Grand ATLANTA: 332 Palmer Bio
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Broadcasts
and cannot be until new party
chairmen,
treasurers and officials
Agencies Again Likely to Place Political Campaign
Time;
are appointed. This comes immediately after the presidential nomiExpanded
Use of Spot Through
Discs Is Foreseen
nating conventions. The nominees
THE PROSPECT of several milhave considerable voice in the perthing goes on a commercial basis
lion dollars worth of political time under a policy originally laid down
sonnel selections, if not in the budWill Again Handle Radio
placements during the 1940 elec- by the networks and accepted withget allocations.
out question by politicians.
tions looms for radio as the major
It is practically a certainty, howThe quadrennial conventions, of
party headquarters are beginning
ever, that Mr. Berger, who was
to lay plans for the most effective course, will be carried fully by the
radio director of the 1936 Democratic campaign, will assume that
j use of radio this summer and fall. networks as they have been since
Although ideas for political broad1928, and network public events dipost
again.
He Executive
is now a special
sistant in the
Offices asin
rectors are already at work on
casting are only now beginning to
crystallize, enough has be en plans. A. A. Schechter is handling
Washington,
but
will
probably
regleaned from Democratic and Re- details for NBC; Paul White for
sign to resume the political post.
publican National Committee head- CBS; G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone
Mr. Church, onetime CBS execufor MBS. These public events will
tive in Washington, held the radio
j quarters to report that:
1. At least as much will be spent require considerable clearance of
directorship of the Republican National Committee in 1936 and has
day time, now much more at a
for radio time in the national camMr. Church
Mr. Berger
been employed as radio advisor and
paign as in 1936 when expendi- premium on the networks than in
assistant to Franklyn Waltman,
previous years when daytime setures were, roundly, about $850,000
rials were not so much in vogue ning hours in order to keep down
G.O.P. publicity chief, regularly
by the Republicans and $600,000 by
the Democrats. This does not count and when much more open time interference with regular schedules.
since
that time. He is already workLess than $250,000 was spent by
ing on campaign plans, and there
local and regional expenditures by was available.
That coverage of the campaigns
the Democrats and Republicans
is every reason to believe that he
State and local parties and candidates, which cannot be estimated could disrupt regular program
combined on spot time out of the will be formally named as radio
but certainly ran as much or more schedules more than ever, goes al- more than $1,500,000 expended for director again this year after the
radio in 1936. The networks got by Philadelphia convention.
most without saying. More network
1 in dollar volume. Nor does it infar the bulk of the bookings. They
I diude expenditures by minor par- and local time is now on a sponsored
Agencies Must Guarantee Payments
! ties such as the Socialists and basis, and the politicians learned
probably will get most of the bookings again this year, but probably
j Communists, which were also early that their broadcasts, chiefly
The tentative plan of both parbuyers of time, though on a rela- talks, create resentment among the in smaller proportion.
ties is to employ advertising agenaudience when they displace popucies for the placement of both net^ tively small scale, in 1936.
Working
on
Plans
lar programs. Thus the radio diwork and spot time again. This
2. Much more of the party radio
rectors of the national committees
Exactly
how
much
the
respective
worked quite well in 1936, when it
budgets will be spent this year on expect to turn more and more to
spend on radio pub- was first tried and when the Respot broadcasting, chiefly via tran- transcribed talks and to late eve- partieslicitywill
has not yet been determined,
publicans and Democrats split up
scriptions, due to the expected inmost of their business among about
ability of the national networks to
a half-dozen agencies. Little effort
clear time as readily as they have
has been made by the agencies thus
in previous campaigns.
Network
Billings of Political Parties
far to capture these political acWill Use Agencies
counts, however, because the agenFor
1936
Campaign
Nearly
$1,275,000
3. Most if not all of the national
cies are expected to guarantee paycans, $232,656 to the Democrats,
NETWORK billings for political
time placements will be made
ments to the outlets and no comthrough advertising agencies in time sold during the 1936 national $31,119 to the Communists — a total mitinents can as yet be made by
of
$658,768.
elections
campaign
alone
accounted
pursuance of a practice first estabthe party treasuries.
CBS reported $300,428 from the
lished in 1936 when nearly all of for nearly $1,275,000 of the total
The Democrats unofficially state
Republicans;
$249,298
from
the
amount spent by the national parthe major party radio time was
they believe they will spend about
ties,
according
to
data
sunnlied
to
Democrats;
$20,617
sundry,
which
purchased through agencies.
as much this year as in 1936. Less
4. The same radio chieftains will Broadcasting by NBC, CBS and includes small Communist billings time may be bought because the
MBS. This does not take into ac- and billings to other lesser parties.
probably function for the Democount spot time used, largely for The CBS figure also includes
July 15 convention has considercrats and Republicans as in 1936 —
ably shortened their campaign and
transcriptions of speeches and for- $29,187 from the Republicans and
namely, Robert I. Berger for the
eign language programs, which the $23,106 from the Democrats for because commercial rates on netformer and Wells (Ted) Church
works and stations generally are
party headquarters advise prob- talent charges, representing payfor the latter.
ably ran into another $250,000, with
ments to contracted talent displaced
higher. But this will be equalized
These are the highlights of the the Republicans accounting for ap- for political broadcasts.
by the more intensive campaign.
proximately $150,000 and the DemMutual's 1936 political bookings
The Democrats look to the use of
developments thus far as the major
ocrats
for
about
$100,000.
were
reported
as
follows:
National
parties prepare, with radio concombined networks for major
Nor
do
these
figures,
except
for
Democrats, $39,419; National Retemplated as the foremost instrulimited local and restricted hookup
speeches, particularly by the canpublicans, $4,927; New York State
ment for reaching the public, for time
didates for President and ViceDemocrats,
$14,609; Fr. Coughlin,
bought
through
MBS,
include
their nominating conventions. The the amounts spent in local and $41,660; National
President, in which case they will
Jeffersonian
Republican convention will open in State campaigns which cannot be Democrats, $2,449; miscellaneous,
want cream time and will accept
Philadelphia June 24, and the estimated for the country as a $2,353— a total of $105,407.
the obligation of paying contracted
Democratic convention will start
All of the parties have paid up talent on the sponsoi-ed shows they
because no efl!'ort has been
in Chicago July 15. After the con- whole
made to secure station and regional all of their obligations to the net- displace.
ventions and the presidential can- network billings.
the remnants of their debts
up. works,
NBC reported that it sold $394,- having
only recently been cleared
didates' acceptance speeches, which
The Republican National Comwill be carried sustaining, every- 993 worth of time to the Republimittee in 1936 spent around $150,000 for transcriptions placed loParties
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cally, the Democrats around $70,000. Speeches on limited networks
may be transcribed and placed locally on a spot basis, ranging from
five minutes to 30 minutes in
length. The Republicans used some
5-minute and 15-minute talks during the 1936 campaign, much of its
spot time being devoted to foreign
language placements and some to
discs carrying
William
network broadcasts
over Hard's
additional
stations selected to fill in network
gaps.
The routine of handling political
broadcasts was so well established
in 1932 and 1936 that few innovations in method are anticipated.
The chief job of the radio directors
will be to coordinate the speakers
and work with the agencies in buying and clearing time on the most
favorable basis with the least disruption of popular schedules. It is
the politicians' awareness of public likes and dislikes, easily checked,
that has made political time-handling much less of a problem for
networks and stations each campaign year.

EQUAL

TIME

FOR

ALL

PARTIES

Communications Act Requires Even Communists
Get Same Treatment as Others
permit the use of its facilities by any
EVEN the Communists, less poplegally qualified candidate for public
ular than ever because of the inter- office,
but if any licensee shaU permit
national situation, will be entitled
any such candidate to use its facilities,
to buy time on an equal basis with
it shall afford equal opportunities to
the other parties during the 1940
all other such candidates for that office to use such facilities, provided that
national campaign as they did on a
such licensee shall have no power of
rather small scale in 1936. Despite
censorship
the material broadcast
an antipathy which led several sta- by any suchover
candidate.
tions in 1936 to refuse to carry talks
Sectionlowing3.102
— The
by Communist candidates and their
definitionsDefinitions.
shall apply
for folthe
spokesmen, they were finally ob- purpose of section 3.101 :
liged to do so when the letter of the
(a) "A
Communications Act of 1934 was
means
any legally
personqualified
who hascandidate"
met all
called to their attention by the the requirements prescribed by local,
FCC.
state, or federaloffice
authority,
canwhich ashe aseeks,
Thus if the Republicans and whether didateitforbethemunicipal,
county, state,
Democrats buy time for the candi- or national, to be determined accorddates when political broadcasts go
ing to the applicable local laws.
on a commercial basis, immediate(b) "Other candidates for that ofly after the nominating conventions,
fice" means all other legally qualified
an equal opportunity must be ac- candidates for the same public office.
corded duly registered Communists
Section 3.103 Rates and practices.
candidates under Sec. 315 of the - — The rates, if any, charged all such
candidates for the same office shall be
Act which reads:
If any licensee shaU permit any per- uniform and shall not be rebated by
son who is a legally qualified candidate
for any public office to use a broadLucky Strike Test
casting station, he shall afford equal
Convention Video
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
opportunities
all inother
dates for that tooffice
the such
use ofcandisuch
York, is planning a large test camTELEVISION will be introstation,
Commispaign of spot announcements for broadcasting
sion shall make
rules and
and theregulations
duced at the Republican NaLucky Strike cigarettes, it is undertional Convention in Philato carry this provision into effect. Prostood, to run as 18 two-and-a-half
vided, That such licensee shall have
delphia June 24 and at the
minute daily spots on New York
Democratic National Convenno power
of
censorship
overprovisions
the material
broadcast
under
the
stations WABC, WEAF, WOR,
tion in Chicago July 15, acof this section. No obligation is hereby
WMCA and WNEW. Proposed ancording to present plans. Moallow
to
licensee
any
upon
nouncements would open with a imposed
bile transmitting units, with
the
use
of
its
station
by
any
such
cancommercial on the hour, after which
receivers in strategic places,
didate.
a portion would be played or sung
including some in the convenThis provision does not apply to
of the No. 1 selection on that week's
tion halls, will show the polipersons
other
than
the
legally
Lucky Strike Hit Parade program,
ticians exactly how the visual
qualified candidates themselves but
heard on CBS. All announcements
art works. Arrangements are
broadcast
a
if
that,
require
does
would be transcribed. According to
now being made by RCAN B C television executives
Lord & Thomas, New York, the station permits the use of its facilities
by
a
candidate,
eqtial
opporagency handling the account, some
with the cooperation of the
tunities
in
the
use
of
the
station
difficulty has been encountered in shall be afforded all other legally
party radio chieftains. This
presenting the discs on the hour on qualified candidates for the same
will be the first use of telethe above stations and the entire
vision at national political
office.
conventions. It is expected
campaign, although lined up, has
Definitions in Rules
not been definitely settled.
the acceptance speeches of
The Commission's Rules Governthe major party presidential
ing Standard Broadcast Stations
nominees will also be telemore specifically define broadcasts
Golden Peacock Expands
vised, marking the first use
candidates for public office in
GOLDEN PEACOCK Inc., Paris, by
of television for actual camthe
following
language:
Tenn. (bleach cream) on April 1
paign speechmaking.
3.101 General requirements.
will expand its present radio sched- — Section
No station licensee is required to
ule to include stations to be selected
in Memphis, Atlanta, Charlotte, Oklahoma City, Chicago, Philadelphia
and Houston. One-minute transcribed spots will be used for 13
weeks. Stations now carrying the
announcements are KFI, Los Angeles; WSM, Nashville; WFAA,
Dallas; WOAI, San Antonio. H. W.
Kastor & Sons, Chicago, is agency.
Armour & Co. Spots
ARMOUR & Co., Chicago (meats),
through Lord & Thomas, Chicago,
has started a spot announcement
campaign on KSCJ, Sioux City, la.;
WHO, Des Moines; KOIL, Omaha;
woe, Davenport; WNAX, Yankton, S. D. Schedule consists of 10
announcements weekly.

Need Not Take Programs
The Commission's Rules and,
Regulations do not impose any requirements as to the rendering of
free service by broadcast stations.
This is a matter to be determined
by the individual stations.
With respect to program content,
Section 326 of the Communications
Act
"Nothing
in this Act
shall provides,
be understood
or construed
to
give the Commission the power ofi
radio communithe transmitted
censorshipcations orover
signals
by
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any radio station, and no regulation or condition shall be promul-i
by thewithCommissioni
or fixed
gated
which shall
interfere
the right;
of free speech by means of radio!
communication."
tions
prohibi
The tainedexpres
Act
ns conicatio
in the sCommun
with respect to program content
are: The prohibition against the
broadcasting of lottery information
contained in Section 316, and the
provision of Section 326 that no
person "shall utter any obscene, indecent, orprofane langtiage" on the
Clifford M. Taylor

D M. TAYLOR, commerCLIFFORmanager
cial
of WBEN, Buffalo,!
since it was founded in 1930, died
suddenly in a Jacksonville, Fla.
hotel March 11 following a heart
attack. He had motored to Florida!
with E. H. Twamley, WBEN man-!
ager, for a vacation fishing trip andi
they were en route home. Mr.
Twamley was at the bedside when
he died. Mr. Taylor was 46, and
had left the advertising staff of the
Buffalo
the station.
He
was aNews
nativeto ofjoin
Darien
Center,
N. Y., near Buffalo. He is survived I
by his widow and mother and by
Jr., 7.
two
children, Mary, 15, and Clifford

TRANSRADIO Press service is being
used by the new Hartford (Conn.)
Newsdaily, first metropolitan daily
newspaper to be printed by the pianograph
photo-offset
method,
made itsorformat
bow
March
12 x 16which
inch
tabloid
with 416 inpages.

FIRST presidential nominating convention to be covered by radio will be
that of the Socialist Party, to be held
April 6-8 in the main auditorium of the
National Press Club in Washington.
All three networks have announced
they will carry highlights.
15, 1940

any preference
to any any
candidate
for
public
office or subject
such candidate
to
any
prejudice
or
disadvantage ; nor orshaUother
any licensee
any
contract
agreementmakewhich
shall have the effect of permitting any
legally qualified candidate for any
public ofiiceother
to broadcast
to the canexelusion
legallypublic
qualified
didates of
for the same
ofiice.
Section 3.104 Records; inspection.
■ — Every licensee shall keep and permit
inspection
complete
recordpublic
of all
requests offora broadcast
time made
by
or
on
behalf
of
dates for public office, together candiwith;
an appropriate notation showing the
disposition made by the licensee of
such requests, and the charges made,
if any, if request is granted.

WFMJ Joins Blue
WFMJ, Youngstown, on March 24
will join NBC as a suplementary
station to the Basic Blue Network,
bringing the total of NBC affiliates
to 186. WFMJ operates with 250
watts on 1420 kc. and has an evening hour rate of $100. It is operated by William F. Moag, publisher
of the Youngstown Vindicator.

STEPHEN R. RINTOUL, formerly
with WBS and now with The Katz
Agency, has applied to the FCC for a
new 250-watt station on 1370 kc. in
Samford, Conn.
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any means, directly or indirectly ; no
licensee shall make any discrimination
in charges, practices, regulations, facilities, or services for or in connection
the rules,
serviceor rendered
suant with
to these
make or purgive
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Gannett's Group
Asks Radio Funds
A NATIONWIDE
campaign to
. ,raise $50,000 to "develop public
opinion supporting security and
y|7 free speech for radio" and to get
li; behind enactment of the Ditter
r Bill (HR-8509), has been launched
■ by the hold
National
Committee
to UpConstitutional
Government
headed by Frank E. Gannett, New
York State publisher and station
owner, who has announced his candidacy for the Republican Presidential nomination.
Seeking to enlist broadcasters,
- radio advertisers, advertising agen' cies and set manufacturers in the
; campaign, Sumner Gerard, treasurer, on March 1 solicited executives in these pursuits for contributions of from $10 to $500. The
campaign, so far as known, does
Jnot have the endorsement of any
' recognized groups in radio or in
"related fields. It follows an effort
■made several months ago by the
"same committee to foster a campaign for amendment of the ComJ munications Act.
2 Along with his circular letter,
t'Mr. Gerard sent extracts from the
0 Congressional Record covering re[imarks of Rep. Ditter (R-Pa.), in
■Iconnection with the introduction of
(his measure [Broadcasting March
■il], a reprint of an editorial from
■ithe Chicago Tribune,
lithe Ditter measure, and supporting
a reprint
' of an editorial published in BroadrCASTiNG March 1, discussing the
Ditter Bill and the radio regulatory
1situation.
1 Mr. Gerard stated the committee,
jto carry forward this year's general work in support of constitutional Government and free enterprise including the cost of special
(Work on radio, needs a fund of
,$150,000. In addition to the "very
heavy expenditures already made
on radio in reaching 967,000 individuals, we should have $50,000 for
use in a special, nationwide educational campaign," he added.
[Editor's Note: While Broadcasting editorially has espoused
(remedial radio legislation, it has
knot in any way collaborated with
.lithe National Committee to Uphold
J.Constitutional Government, and it
l is in no wise connected with the curI rent campaign
■ of the Committee.]
;frexas Applicant Cited
^For Alleged False Data
'PURSUING its new policy of revocation proceedings where purported false information has been
!|given, the FCC March 12 issued a
Ijshow cause order against W. B.
^Denni
iew,ding
Tex.,statem
allegin
false s,andPlainv
mislea
entsg
relative to his financial condition
Mr. Dennis, who last Jtily 12 was
granted a construction permit for
[i new daytime station on 1200 kc.
,with 100 watts, was ordered to
ishow cause on or before March 29
^ivhy the construction permit should
Jlot be cancelled. The call letters
K.WBD had been assigned.
Commission records, it is understood, indicated the applicant had
mown no liabilities as against cash
)f $7,000, real estate valued at
)7,000, four cows and an automonle, for an aggregate worth of ap; Jroximately $20,000. Presumably
vt was later developed that he proposed to borrow $7,000 on his real
istate and that he did not have the
lash in that amount. [See story on
Kther Texas cases on page 62.]

Sponsored
Forum
Is Slated on Blue

CINCINNATI'S three Crosley stations— WLW, WSAI and WLWO, international shortwave outlet — at 12:01 a.m. on March 1 inatigurated
Associated Press leased wire service on a 24-hour basis through a new
working arrangement with The Cincinnati Enquirer. The stations also
will have full local news coverage from the Enquirer city room. The new
service started with a special broadcast during which Peter Grant (right) ,
chief of the newscasting staff, handled the first AP bulletin, and then
introduced all his newscasting colleagues, each of whom read a bulletin
in his own particular style. Nearest the microphone in the line is Dick
Bray, while back of him in order stand Harvey Miller, Paul Allison,
Gordon Shaw, Ken Peters, Roger Baker and Michael Hinn. The AP
service augments the stations' fnll leased-wire service of INS. A new
glass-enclosed newsroom is being constructed in the main lobby of the
Crosley studios to enable studio visitors to watch the news processing.

AP

Polling

Its Newspaper

Membership

News
For Views on Sponsored Radio
The sale of AP news on a naTHE Associated Press, which last
tional scale to networks and to nayear for the first time made its
tional and regional advertisers,
news available for use on sponsored
broadcasts, is currently polling its which would be necessary if AP is
more than 1,400 member newsto "meet the radio policies of competitors", isexpected to be a major
papers eralizing
on "theradio advisability
of
libtopic of discussion at the annual
activities to make
possible a larger income and at the AP meeting, to be held April 22
same time to meet, insofar as ap- at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Question of any commercialization
propriate, the radio policies of comof AP news on the air had been
tabled,
after lengthy argument, by
Robert McLean, Philadelphia
petitors." AP president, on Feb. 29 several prior annual meetings. The
Bulletin,
sent a letter to all AP members in 1939 meeting asked the board to
which he reviewed the resolution
consider the subject, despite heated
adopted by the 1939 meeting urging bers.
opposition from a number of memthe board of directors to consider
the use of AP news on sponsored
The present AP arrangement
programs [Broadcasting, May 1] permits member newspapers to
and the board's subsequent action make use of the association's news
in permitting the use of AP news
on the air, but "only from the memon the air by members [Broadcastber's citystriction
of makes
publication."
This sale
reing, June 1].
impossible any
of
AP
news
to
national
advertisers
"The steps that have been taken,
however," the letter states, "have for broadcasting on a network, or
not been productive of much in- on a spot basis, unless individual
creased revenue." It continues that, contracts are negotiated with the
since "additional revenue is now re- newspapers in each city. Furthermore, an advertiser desiring to
quired to meet the increased news
collection costs" the board would sponsor AP newscasts at various
times throughout the day might, in
like an expression from the membership on the expansion of radio many cities, be forced to deal with
activities.
two publishers and to use two stations, as the regulations likewise
Board to Study Replies
limit the sale of news to the paThe letter asks each member to
per's hours of publication. That is,
give a yes or no answer to the fol- an evening paper may have AP
service
during the daytime while
lowing question:Press
"Do liberalizing
you favor its morning
rival has AP night wire.
the Associated
its radio activities to the extent
Another handicap to the sale of
AP news has been the restriction
that necessary revenue therefrom
can be provided to meet the in- prohibiting the use of the AP label
creased news collection costs which on commercial newscasts, which,
under present regulations, are made
confront the Association?" Replies in
name of the member paper
are "dribbling in" at the present andthewithout
mention of AP. This
time, it was stated at AP headquarters, but no attempt has yet makes the news less desirable to
been made to analyze them. This advertisers as it removes the prestige value which might otherwise
will probably be done by the
board's executive committee, which be derived from the name.
is expected to meet later this month.
Although not specifically iden-

Squibb Capital Series First
Of Kind Under the Code
SPONSORSHIP of a forum type
of program, featuring outstanding
Washington news commentators
and other public figures on news
topics of the week, by E. R. Squibb
& Sons, pharmaceutical manufacturer, has been tentatively arranged, with the weekly half-hour
series slated to begin on an NBCBlue Network during March.
While plans have not been definitely set, it was understood the
program, to be placed by Cecil &
Presbrey, New York, might get
under way by March 19 from Washington. The creation of Theodore
Granik, conductor of the Forum
of the Air on WOR and MBS, the
program would have as principal
talent such commentators as Gen.
Hugh S. Johnson, Dorothy Thompson, Mark Sullivan and Jay Franklin, with a contemplated switch in
talent to include other commentators week-to-week. The commenators were said to be under contract.
Others Interested
While tentative arrangements
had been completed with Squibb
for sponsorship, it was also reported that several other sponsors
were interested and a change might
be effected. Among others, Knox
Gelatine Co. was reported interested.
The program, first of the forum
type slated for sponsorship since
the furor over the NAB code provision banning sale of time for
controversial issues except in forums, would be divided into two
15-minute stanzas. The first would
be devoted to comments on the
topic of the week by the selected
commentators, with the last 15
minutes given over to a questionanswer period on the same topic
with a selected studio audience of
some 50 to 75 Government figures
participating. Such tentative names
as
Calling
What's
YourWashington
Opinion have
beenanddiscussed.
Ed Kirby, secretary of the NAB
Code Committee, advised Mr. Granik March 8 that he thought the
forum sponsorship indicated a new
trend in commercial programming
and came as a "just reward" for
Mr. Granik's pioneering efforts in
forum type broadcasts during the
last ten years.
"The sistent
program
is entirely
with the NAB
code andconin
my opinion is the outstanding example of the forum type of broadcast envisioned in the code," he
wrote. "By lining up outstanding
commentators to participate in the
forum you have devised a distinguished means of bringing diverse
opinion to a radio audience hungry
for information and comment about
all important public matters."
tified, the "increased news collection costs" are believed to arise
from coverage of the European
war. Last fall both UP and INS
invoked the war clauses in their
contracts to add special assessments
of 12%% and 15% respectively, althoxigh UP has since cancelled this
extra charge altogether and INS
has cut its levy from 15% to 7%%.
AP, however, has not yet levied any
special wartime surcharge on its
members.
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Copyright

Action

By Justice Dept.
Is Predicted Soon
Increased Activity Is Noted;
Study Collusion With AFM
FEDERAL intervention in the
music copyright situation, which
may develop in one of several ways,
is foreseen as ASCAP continues its
sham-battle over the Gene Buck
Arizona arrest and while Broadcast Music Inc.,
as theworks,
industry's
own source
of musical
digs
in for practical operation.
While no formal woi'd is forthcoming from the Department of
Justice, it is admitted the Department has increased its staff dealing with copyright, looking toward
revival of the Government antitrust suit against ASCAP, still
pending in the Federal District
Court for the Southern District of
New York. Whether the action will
come as a reopening of that case or
develop as entirely new litigation,
remains to be decided by Attorney
General Robert H. Jackson, it is
reported.
The anti-trust suit, seeking to
dissolve ASCAP as a monopoly in
restraint of trade, has been pending since 1935. Recently the Attorney General named Victor Waters,
special assistant, to make an entirely new study of the case and
within the last week he was given
two assistants, one of whom already
has been assigned to outside investigational work.
Is Looking Into AFM
Meanwhile, the anti-trust division of the Department also is understood to be scrutinizing conditions surrounding the enforced employment by broadcast stations of
fixed quotas of musicians, growing
out of the 1937 contracts with
AFM. This slrudy, under Holmes
Baldridge, former FCC telephone
counsel, is believed to tie into the
ASCAP situation. In this connection it was recalled that when AFM
originally made its demand upon
broadcast stations three years ago,
it was understood to have collaborated with officials of ASCAP.
Meetings were held at the ASCAP
board room, it was reported then.
Also presumed to have a bearing
on the entire litigation situation
was the presence in Washington
during the week of March 4 of Ed
Craney, general manager of KGIR,
Butte, Mont., and one of ASCAP's
most persistent critics. Mr. Craney,
it is understood, conferred with
Justice attorneys March 8. A close
friend of Senator Wheeler (DMont._), Mr. Craney is believed to
have interested the Senator in the
matter. On at least two occasions
Senator Wheeler, one of the most
powerful figures in the Nation's
capital and regarded as a possible
Democratic Presidential nominee,
has sought to have the Department
reinstate the anti-ASCAP suit. It
was thought not unlikely in official
Washington that he might make a
third request, either direct or from
the Senate floor.
BMI Goes Ahead
While BMI, with approximately
$1,300,000 of its $1,500,000 fund accounted for, develops its modus
operandi [see page 20], under its
newly-appointed general manager,
Merritt E. Tompkins, ASCAP has
(Continued on page 76)
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Tulitzer'
Awards
Proposed
in Radio
Service
Public
For
est chartered State University
CREATION of annual public service awards to radio — the counterwould I'ecognize and encourage the
part of the Pulitzer Prize awards
social responsibilities of the youngof the media of communications.
in journalism and the arts — is un- The est awards
would be for the most
der active consideration by the
School of Journalism of the Uni- disinterested and meritorious public
service rendered by a station in
versity of Georgia and may be au- each
broad classifications. They
thorized within a month. The Uniwould be announced and bestowed
versity has access to the George
Foster Peabody Foundation, whose
publicly by the regents of the University, upon recommendation of
philanthropies
are well-knoAvn in
the
South.
an impartial advisory board of 12,
maintained
by the Henry W. Grady
Proposed initially by Lambdin
School
of
Journalism.
Kay, director of public affairs of
Several years ago, the NAB
WSB, Atlanta, the awards would
be to each of three American sta- adopted a convention resolution autions (local, regional and clear
thorizing studies looking toward
channel) for outstanding public creation of annual awards of merit
service during the preceding calen- in radio. Mr. Kay was named chairdar year. Mr. Kay and Ed Kirby,
man of a committee to pursue the
NAB public relations director, on study. It was felt such awards
March 12 conferred with officials of
should be made by a group or founthe University and with Marion
dation entirely outside of radio,
Smith, prominent Georgia attorney
and president of the board of re- patterned largely along the lines of
gents, regarding the project. It is the Pulitzer foundation. The Georgia University plan is seen as one
understood a meeting of the board
of regents will be held April 6 to which appears to meet all prereconsider the entire plan.
quisites.
As projected by Mr. Kay, who
has advocated national awards of
AT&T Goes on Red
merit for radio for a dozen years,
the plan is one under which the old- BELL TELEPHONE System, New
York, on April 29 will start an institutional program The Telephone
Hour
on an NBC-Red network of
'Captain' Buck
more than 70 stations, with more
GENE BUCK, ASCAP presistations probably to be added later.
Program will be heard Mondays,
dent, and "grey eagle," has
been elected an honorary of8-8:30 p. m., and will feature sinficer of the Phoenix police
gers James Melton and Francia
White. Don Voorhees will supply
force, which recently ai'rested him at the request of
the music with a 57-piece orchestra
Montana authorities. In acin addition to a chorus under the
knowledging the tribute, Mr.
direction of Ken Christie. Light
Buck described it as a high
classical music will be featured
honor for "a fugitive from a
along with selections from leading
musical comedies. N. W. Ayer &
radio chain gang".
Son, New Yoi'k, is agency.
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Active Merchandising
Drives
For General Mills. Goodrich
AGAIN sharing baseball sponsorship on the West Coast, General
Mills and B. F. Goodrich Rubber
Co. will take the air April 1 as
the season opens. All Pacific Coast
League games, home and away,
in California and Oregon, and all
games of the Western International
League in Washington will be included. KLZ, Denver, is to recreate
National League games.
R. W. Stafford, general manager
of Westco Adv. Agency, General
Mills Coast agency, along with
General Mills and Goodrich executives, will travel to metropolitan
centers and hold separate regional
meetings with announcers. This
plan replaces the annual baseball
announcing schools held in San
Francisco.
Stations in the Westco baseball
sponsorship list include KJR, Seattle; KEX, Portland, Ore.; KGO,
San Francisco; KROW, Oakland;
KGA, Spokane; KPQ, Wenatchee,
Wash.; KMO, Tacoma, Wash.;
KIDO, Boise, Idaho; KUTA, Salt
Lake City; KLZ, Denver. Los Angeles coverage had not been arranged as Broadcasting went to

Planned
Baseball

press. KNX and KFAC were used
in 1939.
As was the rule last year, only
four commercials will be used during any one baseball broadcast.
But the announcer will be permitted to ad lib briefs on the products
at any time, using his own discretion. Announcers signed to date for
this season are: Ernie Smith, KGO;
Dean Maddox, KROW; Leo Lassen,
KJR; Rollie Truitt, KEX; Louis
Gillett, KGA; Jerry Geehan, KMO;
Roy Civile, KIDO; Bill Sears,
KUTA; Jack Fitzpatrick, KLZ.
A program of merchandising and
promotion has been planned by
both General Mills and Goodrich.
As last year General Mills will employ the Wheaties Quartet, a transcribed musical novelty. This will
be played at the radio studio during the seventh inning stretch.
A Wheaties merchandising story
will be sent regularly in dramatized transcription form to announcers. And again this year General Mills vdll utilize the Welcome
Home merchandising plan. When a
team returns to its home stadium,
all grocery stores handling Wheat-

BROADCASTING

COOPERATING with the Ohio
Hardware Assn., WBNS, Columbus, presented a hardware quiz as
the highlight of the opening meeting of theventionassociation's
conheld recently inannual
Columbus.
The half-hour quiz broadcast was
under the direction of Professor
Jay
(left), better
knowndirector
as Irwinof
A. Johnson,
WBNS
developmental programs. Representatives of three wholesalers
competed against three retailers
vnth the majority of questions covering hardware subjects. Shown
with Johnson drawing their questions are J. C. Blaser, Cleveland
(center),(right).
and Howard Nussbaum,
Toledo
ASSOCIATED TRIES
COLLEGE BASEBALL
TIDE WATER ASSOCIATED
OIL Co., Associated Division, is experimenting with a schedule of intercollegiate baseball broadcasts in
the San Francisco area, according
to Harold R. Deal, advertising and
sales promotion manager. These
broadcasts, which started March 2
are augmenting the broadcast coverage of inter-collegiate athletics
already provided on the Pacific
Coastballduring
seasons. football and basketSeven games from Seals Stadi
um, San Francisco are listed on the
schedule. The games broadcast are
those of the California Inter-Col
legiate Baseball Assn. KLX, Oakland, is carrying the schedule with
Frank Arthur calling the plays
The schedule continues until April
19. Increasing interest in college
baseball and a desire to cooperate
in further popularizing the game
with the public are cited as reason
behind the broadcast move, according to Mr. Deal. The account is
Francisco.by Lord & Thomas, San
handled
ies will be supplied with specia
posters and displays.
Wheaties boxes will contain pic
tures of the ball players in the locality and grocer mentions will hi
given during
the field.
games The
by the
announcers at the
sports
casters will make frequent persona
appearances at various grocers
stores where Wheaties are sold
and sign autographs for fans. If
is also planned to have photographs
of outstanding diamond stars ir
advertisements to be used by Whea
ties in national magazines. The
ads likewise will call attention tc I
the Wheaties baseball broadcasts i
Goodrich, too, will go into ar I
elaborate merchandising progranr
in connection with the ball game:
sponsorship. Although its definita
plans were not available at thii
writing, it was understood tha
Goodrich would repeat its soa
box derby for boys. It also plans
dealer posters and special displays
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The best radio buy in Detroit — based
enlarged

on greatly

primary area day and night coverage

resulting from WXYZ's new high power
mitter ... at no increase in rates.

MORE
EVER

MORE

MARKETS
BEFORE

trans-

THAN

. . .

LISTENERS

THAN

EVER

BEFORE

. . .

MORE

VALUE

PER DOLLAR

THAN

EVER

BEFORE

. . .

WXYZ's new RCA transmitter
and Blow-Knox vertical
antennae located seven air
miles from downtown Detroit
has more than doubled the
nighttime guaranteed
service area.

NO

good

INCREASE
IN

COST

Status

of

FM

Licenses

and

Applications

FM STATIONS LICENSED AND OPERATING
Power Frequency
CaU
in Watts inKc.
Licensee
Location
Letters
42800
Edwin
H.
Armstrong
W2XMN
N. of Alpine, N. J.
40,000
43400
W2X0R
Bamberger
Bcstg.
Service
(WOR)
1,000
New York City
50 1174S0
W2XDA General Electric Co. (WGY)
Schenectady, N. Y.
43200
43200
W2X0Y
Electric Co. (WGY)
160
Npw Sfot ^-T-H N. Y.
W2XQR General
John V. L. Hogan (WQXR) 1,000
New York City
43200
W3XO
Jansky & Bailey
1,000
Washington, D. C.
42600
W9XAO The Journal Co. (WTMJ)
1,000
Milwaukee, Wis.
42600
New York City
W2XWG National Broadcasting Co. (WEAF) 1,000
W2XAG
Carman R. Runyon, Jr.
6,000 117190
Yonkers, N. Y.
43400
WIXPW WDRC, Inc.
1,000
Hartford, Conn.
43200
W8XVB Stromberg-Carlson Co. (WHAM) 1,000
Rochester, N. Y.
WIXSO Travelers Bcstg. Service Corp.
Hartford. Conn.
(WTIC)
1,000
43200
WIXSN Westinghouse
E. & M. Co. (WBZA) 1,000
Springfield, Mass.
42600
W8XVH WBNS, Inc.
250
Columbus, O.
43000
W8XAD
Rochester, N. Y.
WHEC, Inc.
1,000
42600
1,000
W9XEN Zenith Radio Coip.
Chicago, ni.
42800
FM STATIONS AUTHORIZED FOR CONSTRUCTION
Frequency
Call
Location
Licensee
Letters
inPower
Watts in Kc.
W9XYH Head of the Lakes Bcstg.
Superior, Wis.
(WEBC)
Co.
43000
42600
100
W3XMC McNary & Chambers
Bethesda, Md.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co. Co.
1,000
Boston, Mass.
WIXK
(WBZ)
42600
WIXTG Worcester Telegram Pub.
1,000
Worcester, Mass.
(WTAG)
43400
WIXOJ Yankee Network
Boston, Mass.
43000
1,000
60,000
43200
The Crosley Corp. (WLW)
Cincinnati, O.
1,000
Full
For

Commercial
FM

Status

at Hearing

Sought

Before

Testify on

FCC
of

Merits

Many Organizations to
'Static-Free' Service in High Frequencies
FULL COMMERCIAL operation of weigh many factors, including the
status of other radio services, as
frequency modulation broadcasting
as a corollary of "standard" broad- against the pros and cons of FM
casting, without experimental, lim- broadcasting, it nevertheless feels
ited commercial or other restric- that protagonists of FM should
have their day in court and present
tions, will be sought by proponents
affirmative case.
"static-free" a complete
new
projected
the
of
FCC Chairman Fly declared
service at hearings to begin March
18 before the FCC sitting en banc. prior to the hearing that he does
The bearings are expected to run not regard it as one in which there
at least a week.
should be a "free-for-all" for ultraWith appearances filed by 29
high frequencies by various services. He is looking for an affirmaseparate organizations and inditive presentation by proponents of
viduals [Broadcasting, Feb. 15],
the hearings are destined to have FM broadcasting of the type of
an important bearing on the future service they propose to render in
development of sound broadcasting the ultra-high frequencies with the
as well as television, since a con- new transmission method, rather
flict over frequency allocations than a comparison of other potentially competitive users of the
is definitely foreshadowed.
Led by FM Broadcasters Inc., same bands. Requirements of other
services, actual or potential, are
formed recently with a membership
of some 30 broadcasters to foster incidental to the main issue, he
the introduction of the new FM
said, though he felt that perhaps
art, proponents of the system will some reference to other services
could not be avoided.
go down the line for full commerAsserting that he regarded the
cial status for FM on the ground
hearing as one on FM broadcastthat it is no longer experimental
and that anything short of regular
ing rather than on television, education. Government or other servoperation would tend to impede
ices, he declared the Commission
wholesome development of a new
area of public service. Their case, obviously will take into account the
whole picture before it finally dealong with that of other applicants,
cides on procedure. The question
is interwoven with the wide-band
ultra-high frequency allocations
frequency modulation system de- of
for television, for example, was
veloped by Maj. Edwin H. Armcovered during the hearings on
strong, Columbia University pro- television
seven weeks ago and
fessor and inventor of the superwill be weighed in connection with
heterodyne circuit.
formation of future allocation
A Matter of Policy
policies, he declared.
The Commission formally anThe basic issue boils down to denounced March 7 that it is not its
termination ofpolicy by the FCC
on the allocation of sufficient bands purpose to inquire into broad allocation problems affecting services
in the ultra-high frequencies above
25,000 kc. to permit establishment other than aural broadcasting. It
of a new counterpart of standard stated, however, that this limitation
broadcast service on a nation-wide is not intended to precltide testibasis. While the Commission must
mony pertaining to the suitability
Page 18 • March
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PENDING APPLICATIONS FOR FM STATIONS
CaU
Power
Location
Licensee
in WatU in Kc«
Letters
WIBX, Inc.
Utica,
N. Y.
43400
Portland
Bcstg. System (WGAN)
Portland,
Me.
48400
Yankee Network
N. of Alpine, N. J.
1.000
60.000
1,000
Mt. Washington, N. H.
Yankee Network
43000
Onondn-'a
Radio Bcstg. Corp.
42600
Syracuse, N. Y.
6,000
(WFBL)
1,000
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pennsylvania
Bcstg.
Ckj.
(WIP)
1,000
43000
43200
43400
Atlanta, Ga.
W. J. Holey
100
43000
May
Department
Stores
Co.
1,000
Los
Angeles,
Cal.
Kansas City, Mo.
Midland Bcstg. Co. (KMBC) 1,000
42600
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.
(KYW)
1,000 42600
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Westinghouse
E. & M. Co.
(KDKA)
42600
Dayton, O.
Miami Valley Bcstg. Co. (WHIO) 1.000
1,000
43200
Boston, Mass.
Boston Edison Co. (WEED
250
Howitt-Wood Radio Co. (WNBF) 1,000
Binghamton,
N.
Y.
Greensboro, N. C.
N.
Carolina
42600
Central
N. Y.Bcstg.
Bcstg. Co.Corp.(WBIG) 250
Syracuse, N. Y.
43200
(WSYR)
1.000
Providence, R. I.
The
Outlet Co.
(WJAR)
43400
St. Louis, Mo.
43000
Star-Times
Publishing
Co. (KXOK) 1,000
260
Chicago, 111.
WGN. Inc.
1.000
43000
Chicago, 111.
43200
Moody Bible Institute (WMBI) 1.000
Detroit,
James F. Hopkins (WJBK) 1,000
42800
Atlanta, Mich.
Ga.
43400
Atlanta Bcstg. Co. (WATL) 1,000
Columbus, Ga.
Columbus Bcstg. Co. (WRBL) 1,000
Albany,
Y.
43000
WOKO.
Inc.
260
New YorkN. City
William G.
H. Finch
1,000
43400
New York City
Muzak Corp.
1,000 117910
43600
Providence, R. I.
Cherry & Webb Bcstg. Co. (WPRO) 1
42800
Cincinnati, O.
117910
Cincinnati
Times-Star
Co.
(WKRC)
1
Detroit, Mich.
43400
WJR,
GoodwUl
Station
Peoria, 111.
Peoria The
Bcstg.
Co. (WMBD)
42800
Toledo.
O.
Fort
Industry
Co.
(WSPD)
43400
New York
.000
Greater N. Y. Bcstg. Corp. (WOV)
43200
42400
New
York City
City
43800
000
Jerome Raymond Popkin-Clurman
Philadelphia,
,000
Lexington, Ky.Pa.
Jerome
Raymond
Popkin-Clurman
American Bcstg. Corp. of Ky.
43000
,000
000
(WLAP)
,000
Detroit, Mich.
Evening News Assn. (WWJ)
43200
,000
Chicago,
WJJD, Inc.
43000
New
York111.City
Marcus Loew Booking Agency
43400
000
(WHN)
250
Chattanooga, Tenn.
43200
WOOD Broadcasting Corp.
Canton, O.
42600
Ohio Broadcasting Co. (WHBC)
42600
Amariiio, Tex.
Amariiio Bcstg. Corp. (KFDA)
,000
Fall River, Mass.
43200
Doughty & Welch Electric Co.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
W.
A.
Patterson
(WAPO)
(WSAR)
250
,000
Salt Lake City, Utah
43400
Radio Service Corp. of Utah (KSL) ,000
000
43200
Antelope Island, Utah
42800
Radio Service Corp. of Utah (KSL) 1
43400
Chicago, 111.
43200
Agricultural
Bcstg.
Co.
(WLS)
1
Raleigh, N. C.
WPTF
Radio
Co.
,000
Davenport, la.
Tri-City Bcstg. Co. (WOO
000
43000
Central Bcstg. Co. (WHO)
Des Moines, la.
42600
000
,000
Youngstown, O.
WKBN Bcstg. Corp.
43000
000
43400
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Frequency
Bcstg.
Corp.
000
42200
Jacksonville, Fla.
Metropolis Co. (WJHP)
42800
Los Angeles, Cal.
Don Lee Bcstg. System (KHJ)
42600
Philadelphia,
Pa.
Wm.
Penn
Bcstg.
Co.
(WPEN)
Ashland, Ky.
,000
Ashland Bcstg. Co. (WCMI)
,000
Kalamazoo. Mich.
43200
WKZO, Inc.
43200
Grand Rapids, Mich.
WKZO, Inc.
42600
Nashville, Tenn.
43400
National Life
and Accident In000
surance Co. (WSM)
,000
,000
000
42800
,000
WSIX Inc.
Nashville,
Tenn.Mo.
500
43200
Kansas City,
Commercial
Radio
Equipment
Co.
,000
Indianapolis, Ind.
Indianapolis Bcstg., Inc. (WIRE) 1
43000
43200
Scranton, Pa.
Scranton Broadcasters, Inc. (WGBI) 1
New York City
43200
World Broadcasting System, Inc. 1
41800
Chicago, 111.
World Broadcasting System, Inc. 1,
42200
Hollywood, Cal.
World Broadcasting System, Inc. 1
Morrisvillp. Pn.
43400
WOAX,
Inc.
(WTNJ)
1
000
Columbia Bcstg. System (WCCO) 1 ,000
Minneapolis, Minn.
42600
,000
000
New York City
Columbia Bcstg. System (WABC) 1 ,000
42800
,000
W9XHW »
43000
^ Now licensed for high frequency A-M, with 50 watts on 42300 kc. Application
also
,000
asks for CP to change W2XDV
site to Boston-Worcester
area.
2 Now licensed for high frequency
A-M, with 50 watts on 42300 kc.
of forms of modulation for other
services or to preclude general testimony respecting the effect upon the
present allocations to other particular services by the adoption of different channel widths than are now
recognized.
Many Applications
Aside from the expected resistance of television groups to transfer of lower frequency bands allotted to television for FM purposes, appearances already filed
indicate clearly that educational
groups, headed by Dr. John W.
Studebaker, U. S. Commissioner of
Education, will resist efforts of FM
advocates to utilize the 41,00042,000 m.c. band for FM. This band,
under present allocations, is allotted for non-commercial educational
broadcasting stations, though up to
BROADCASTING

re!o
m
FM

F)!
Jiss
iOZi
jttii

tor.;

len:

now, due to the few applications,
only threethorized tostations
havethe been
auoperate on
twenty
five band.
40-kc. frequencies available in
the

Under the leadership of John
Shepard 3d, president of Yankee
Network and a pioneer experi-l
menter in FM, the recently created
FM Broadcasters Inc. will carry) |il
the major burden of the plans of
proponents. Chief witness for the
organization will be Maj. Armstrong himself. Philip G. Loucks
former NAB managing director, is
chief counsel for the group. Ten
witnesses are expected to appear to |J
cover all phases of the projected
service.
Meanwhile, the FCC was deluged
with applications for new FM stations, the total approximating
• Broadcast
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four hours on all of the issues, together
with a witness competent to testify regarding the patent situation.
CBS — Paul W. Kesten or M. R. Runyon,
vice-presidents and A. B. Chamberlain,
chief engineer, or W. B. Lodge, allocations
engineer, to testify for two hours.
Janskv & Bailey, consulting engineers
and
licensees
of W3XO,problems
Washington
30
minutes
on allocation
and— 30
minutes on multiplexing with FM and
general operating conditions regarding
W3XO.
V. L.onHogan,
licenseeandof conclusions
W2XQR—
30 John
minutes
experience
reached in FM experimentation.
W. G. H. Finch, Finch Telecommunications Laboratories — 40 minutes on his facsimile system and on measurements comtions. paring reception of A-M versus F-M staWDRC Inc., licensee of WIXPW, Meriden, Conn., for 15 minutes on allocation
and
operating
problems with particular
reference
to WIXPW.
C.
R.
Runyon
Jr., on
licensee
of W2XAG.
Yonkers — One hour
propagation
and
general operating conditions with FM.
with particular
reference to operation
above
100 megacycles.
Westinghouse, licensee of WIXSN and
WIXK — Three witnesses for ten minutes
LEADERS in the FM movement Paul De Mars, chief engineer, Yankee
each
position
on FM,
presi3rd,
Shepard
John
WOR;
engineer,
miniiteson forcompany's
observations
of signal
to noise30
chief
Poppele,
Network; J. R.
dent, Yankee Network, and Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong, inventor of the ratio and ten minutes for description of
pictured with a Stromberg-Carlson
FM system and owner of W2XMN,
patents.
McNary
& Chambers,
consulting permit
engiFM receiver during a recent press demonstration held in New York.
neers and holders
of a construction
for
W3XMC,
Washington
—
Two
witnesses
for one-half hour on laboratory and field
tests.
Schedule and Summary of Appearances
Zenith Radio Corp., licensee of W9XEN.
Chicago — One hour for J. E. Brown and
FM HEARINGS MARCH 18
J. R. Howland, on acceptability of FM
broadcasting
for FM
regular
and band
relative merits of
and service
AM v/ide
versus
narrow
band,
and
whether
existing
and Ohio State University.
allocations should be modified.
THE HEARINGS on FM will be- Assn.,
A summary of appearance plans
gin at 10 a. m. March 18 in the follows
National Congress of Parents & Teach:
ers,
J. K. Pettengill,
presiroom at the Interstate Comhearing merce
FM Broadcasters Inc. — Ten witnesses to
dent,through
Chicago,Mrs.
Dr. William
McK. Robinson,
Commission Bldg. at the rear cover
all phases of development of the Kalamazoo, and Mrs. M. T. Bannerman,
new art. These include John Shepard 3d legislative Chairman, Washington — Six to
of the FCC offices on Constitution
on the acceptability of FM f»r regular as eight minutes each on allocation of freAve.
distinguished from experimental service
quencies for educational broadcasting.
the necessity for changes in regulations
In its announcement on proced- and
I. Keith Tyler, director of evaluation of
to
permit
power
increases
and
provide
school
broadcasts
of Ohio State Univerure, the FCC said parties that have adequate bands and the competitive effects
sity— 30 cationminutes
to support
present
; A. F. Sise, Boston engiof ultra-high
frequency
bandallo-of
not specified in their notice of ap- on FMneer, onvs.fieldAM intensity
measurements, and 41,000-42,000 kc. for educational stations,
pearance the amount of time re- studies of existing FM stations ; Maj. Arm- and
to preserve existing allocation.
strong as an FM witness (he will appear
will be allotquested for testimony
U. S. Office of Education — Two or three
ted 15 minutes.
Other parties will also in his own right) ; I. Martino, chief representatives
relation of F-M to
Hartford,
which; S.con-A. 41,000-42,000 kc.onband
be limited to two hours but are not engineer
reserved for eduducts its of
ownWDRC,
FM station,
WIXPW
cation,
presumably
to
alWaite,
Boston
engineer,
on
technical
expected to exceed the time request- measurements ; I. R. Weir and A. G.
location with witnessessupport
likely existing
to be Dr.
ed in their notice of appearance.
Thomas, General Electric Co., Schenectady, J. W. Studebaker,
Commissioner
of
EduW. D. Boutwell, radio education
The only exception is that of FM
on technical studies ; Maurice Levy, Strom- director, cation,
Broadcasters Inc., which because of
berg-Carlson, Rochester, on receiver char- Education.and Harry A. Jager of Office of
acteristics ;G. W. Pickard, Boston conits unique status will be permitted
Canadian Department of Transport,
sulting engineer, on technical aspects ; Paul
six hours.
— W. B. Smith, one of its engineers,
A. deMars, chief engineer, Yankee Net- Ottawa
to
attend hearing as observer.
discussion of technical
Witnesses will not be allowed to aspects work,; a four-hour
Jack DeWitt, chief engineer,
Pennsylvania
Department of Forest &
read prepared statements, though
WSM, Nashville, on technical aspects ; Waters, Harrisburg — Through several repr
e
s
e
n
t
a
t
i
v
e
s
t
o
testify only if necessary
Prof.
Daniel
E.
Noble,
Connecticut
State
permission to submit them for the College and consultant for WDRC.
to bring out definite need of UHF for
record can be sought. Each witness
amplitude
modulation
by the Forestry
Major about
Armstrong
witnesses
consume
four— Three
hours on
all issuesto Service.
prior to his testimony must indicate and
one
hour
on
service
and
coverage
of
WSM, Nashville — Jack DeWitt, chief
the topics on the agenda with which
FM transmitters,
W2XMN
at Alpine.particularly his station engineer, for one hour on all issues except
his testimony will deal.
RCA — Five witnesses to consume about
Parties will be heard in the order
National
of Educational
Broadcasters — S. Assn.
Howard
Evans, secretary,
patents.
listed on a hearing calendar issued
Nat'l Committee on Education by Radio,
as of March 7, which follows:
favor of retento appear presumably kc.in band
for educaSoviet Observers
tion of 41,000-42,000
Edwin H. Armstrong, CBS, Comtion.
mercial Radio Equipment Co., FM
Elmer L. Brown, Brown-Ray Phones,
INTERNATIONAL interest
San Francisco — To attend hearings with
Broadcasters Inc., International
in frequency modulation is
two
receivers
in case emissions
indicated
in
a
letter
received
are made
with"toFMtesttransmitters
during
Business Machines Coi'p., William
G. H. Finch, John V. L. Hogan,
by the FCC in connection
Stromberg-Carlson, Rochester — 30 minJansky & Bailey, McNary & Chamwith the March 18 FM hearutesceiver
for Engineer
bers, Muzak Corp., National Life &
manufacture. Maurice Levy, on reings from the Glavesprom
hearing."
National Education Assn., Washington
Accident Insurance Co., Carman R.
Commission of Soviet Russia,
— Willard E. Givens, executive secretary,
Runyon Jr., Radio Pictures Inc., Radivision of Amtorg Tradingand others presumably in support of exCo., Soviet buying agents in
isting education allocations.
dio Corp. of America, StrombergNational Council of Chief State School
the United States. Stating
Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co., WDRC
Officials
— M. D. Collins, president, Atthat the newly developed FM
Inc., Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
lanta, in support of existing 41,000-42,000
band for educational purposes and to retransmission was "of great
Co., Zenith Radio Corp., Associaserve the right to use UHF amplitude
tion of State Foresters, States of
interest to us", the Glavesmodulation where it best serves interests
prom Commission asked perof educational broadcasting.
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New
mission for three of its enRadio Pictures Inc., New York, licensee
York, and Northeastern States
'
More Stations Possible
W2XRallocations.
— Ten minutes for John V. L. Hogan
Forest Protection Radio Assn.,
gineers to attend the proon
Since it has been estimated the Brown Ray Phones, Dept. of Forests
ceedings. The FCC, in its reMachine
Corp. —
ply, stated that the hearing
TwoInternational
witnesses onBusiness
practically
all issues.
present broadcast spectrum, rang- and Waters of State of Pennsylwas open to the public and
Assn. of State Foresters, Albany, N. Y.
vania, Federal Security Agency,
ing from 550 to 1600 kc, can accom—UHF.
K. F. Williams on forestry service use of
that Glavesprom
representamodate another 200 to 400 stations U. S. Olfice of Education, Mackay
tives would be welcome.
The
Radio
&
Telegraph
Co.,
National
as against over 815 now authorized,
Mackayvice-president
Radio & Telegraph
Co. — engineer,
Haraden
Canadian Department of
Pratt,
and chief
Hhe Commission must also deter- Association of Educational BroadTransport, Ottawa, also will
no statement nor testimony unless recasters, National Congress of Parbe represented at the hearing
mine whether it is economically
Others filing notices of appearance are
quested.
ents & Teachers, National Comby W. B. Smith, one of its
feasible to open up additional freCommercial Radio Equipment Co., Kansas
mittee on Education by Radio,
engineers.
quency ranges. This is pointed out National Council of Chief State
City ; Muzak Corp., New York ; Radio
Pictures, New York ; National Committee
(Continued on page 30)
School Officers, National Education
on Education by Radio, New York.

noie than 60 as Broadcasting
vent to press. There are 16 FM
itations already in experimental
)peration with another five con;truction permits issued.
■J. Interest within the industry over
^'M has reached a new peak, and it
s one of the main topics of conversation wherever broadcasters
congregate. The fact that a halfiozen outstanding manufacturers
ilso have gone into production of
FM receivers, planning to merchaniise them in markets having this
;ype of transmission available,
ilso has given impetus to the de/elopment. Dr. Armstrong and
other proponents are in frequent
demand for demonstrations and
lonsiderable literature has been issued dealing with it.
I In some quarters the question
nas been raised as to whether FM
.vas not developing "too fast", and
:hey expect to get their answer
during the hearings. Troubling
some broadcasters is the policy determination whether the Commission would be disposed, under any
plan of commercial operation, to
authorize dual operation of standard and FM stations in the same
2ity by the same owners, particularly since the trend in regular
broadcast licensing has been away
from that principle.
May Last Two Weeks
While the time requested by the
29 separate respondents amounts
to about two days, it is conceivable
the hearings may run as long as
two weeks since the Commission
itself will place in the record a
considerable amount of testimony.
Moreover, examination from the
bench and by Commission counsel
probably will consume more time
than the original presentations,
based on past hearing experience.
It is presumed that both Chief
Engineer E. K. Jett and General
Counsel William J. Dempsey will
participate in the proceedings.
William H. Bauer, senior attorney
who handled the television hearings, and Andrew D. Ring, assistant chief engineer in charge of
(broadcasting, also are expected to
assist.
The Commission itself, whether
the subject breaks into the open
during the hearings or is confined
to executive conferences, will con,sider the economic feasibility of
expansion of broadcast service
into the ultra-highs and weigh the
'evidence against the requirements
'of all types of other services for
'frequencies in those bands. It also
Jmust decide whether FM, requiring
a 200 kc. band for optimum perIformance, has sufficient advantages
J,over the conventional amplitude
,jmodulation or over narrow band
FM to warrant large scale channel
iallocations.
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BMI
New
Music

to

Uncover

Sources
and

Takes Over AMP

Helm

of

Talent

Independent Music Supply
Main Aim, Says Tompkins
For sketch of Mr. Tompkins, see
page U7
MERRITT E. TOMPKINS, president of Associated Music Publishers and former vice-president and
general manager of G. Schirmer
Inc., on March 15 joined Broadcast
Music Inc. as general manager. In
accepting the position, Mr. Tompkins said that the opportunity to
create a reservoir of music designed
especially for the listening public
and at the same time give a hearing to new composers and its own
supply of music to the broadcastible. ing industry had proved irresistSimultaneously, the appointment
of Clinton M. Finney, since last
fall vice-president of AMP, to succeed Mr. Tompkins as president,
was announced. Mr. Finney retains
the presidency of AMP Recording
Studios, a subsidiary company, according to Waddell Catchings,
chairman of the AMP board.
Encouraging Talent
"More than ten years ago," Mr.
Tompkins said, upon taking his
new post, "I tried to interest
leading broadcasters in a plan for
acquiring musical rights, and when
I was offered a chance to put my
ideas into practice at BMI I simply
could not turn it down. The present
situation concerning the supply of
music for radio is not in the best
interests of broadcasters, writers
or listeners. With their source of
music an ever-narrowing instead of
expanding circle of composers,
broadcasters have given too many
performances of too few compositions and have not encouraged creative talent. Through BMI the industry can now offer these artists
a chance to Use radio to obtain
public acceptance of their works,
and can make that offer on terms
profitable
theseBMIcomposers."
Stressingtothat
is not being
launched as an "anti-ASCAP"
movement and that any attempt
to
"putbe ASCAP
out ofas business"
would
as ridiculous
it would
be difficult, Mr. Tompkins stated
that BMI, by securing for the industry an independent supply of
music, wotild inevitably lessen, as
the catalog is increased and expanded, radio's dependence on any
single source of supply. "However," he continued, "the constructive function of BMI lies in uncovering and developing fresh
sources of music which will continue to supply broadcasters, irrespective ofwhether or not a new
contract with ASCAP is entered
intoIn ataddition
the end toof the
the year."
development
of new music, BMI will draw on
the wide field of classical and
standard works, many of which
have been needlessly neglected, he
said, adding that it is possible to
secure music from both individuals
and groups of composers and authors both in this country and
abroad that has not been exploited
by any other copyright groups.
At the other end, BMI will not
restrict the use of its music to
broadcasters only, but will also
make it available to the manufacturers of transcriptions and phonograph records, to motion picture
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producers and any other users of
music. But radio will naturally be
foremost in BMI thought, he said,
and its personnel will maintain
the closest contact with the program executives of its subscriber
stations in order to insure its cataneeds.log being shaped to meet their
Strictly Merit
BMI will not, Mr. Tompkins said,
maintain a regular stable of writers as some music publishing companies do, but it will encourage the
creation of the music it wants by
compensating
and writers on a basis composers
of merit rather
than
of seniority and by insuring them
of widespread performance of their
numbers. Disputing the frequently
made claim that radio's repetition
of popular music has ruined the
interest in and the sale of these
tunes, he expressed his belief that
reasonable repetition is the most
potent means of making a new tune
popular, for unless the public hears
a number often enough to get to
know and like it, what incentive
would there be to go out and buy
it,
either
record
? as sheet-music or on a
He urged the industry not to expect any miracles from BMI, but
rather to look for gradual growth
in both size and effectiveness. But
"its success is assured already,"
he declared, "as the only thing that
could possibly cause BMI to fail
would be a lack of cooperation
from the broadcasting industry,
and that cooperation has already
been pledged and given."
Finney's Career
An accountant and financial man
with extensive training in engineering as well, Mr. Finney, the
new AMP president, is a University of Pennsylvania graduate with
a varied background that includes
ten years with Worthington Pump
& Machinery Corp. as executive
vice-president and six years as
secretary-treasurer of Mack Trucks
Inc. More recently he has been
president of American Cities Power
& Light Corp. and vice-president
of Blue Ridge Corp., companies
controlled by the Harrison Williams
interests which are also large
stockholders in the North American
Co., utilities holding company
which founded AMP.
No other changes in personnel
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Clicquot Disc Plans
CLICQUOT CLUB Co., Millis,
Mass., has started its summer campaign for Pale Dry Ginger Ale,
Golden Ginger Ale and Sparkling
Water with one-minute announcements daily on KFI, Los Angeles,
with the original transcribed Clicquot "whistle, whip - snag and
jingle-bell" sound effects as musical
background. According to N. W.
Ayer «& Son, New York, the agency
in charge,
or 10 with
stations will beabout
addedeight
in April,
the announcements also offered to
Clicquot Club bottlers for local use.
WALGREEN
EXTENDS
TO MIDWEST
CITIES
WALGREEN DRUG Co., Chicago,
has expanded its advertising campaign to include nine stations in
the Midwest, using a variety of
programs and announcements. In
addition to spot announcements on
WGN and WBBM, Chicago, 100word messages will be tied-in with
the dailv sports program on
WISN, Milwaukee, on a 52-week
basis, starting with the baseball
season.
WJJD has been signed as the
outlet for all home games of the
Chicago Cubs and White Sox for
the 1940 season. WIND, Gary, will
be used to broadcast two horse
races daily during the turf season.
Cleveland stations WGAR, WHK
and WTAM will release a varying
schedule of 15-minute programs
and spot announcements during
the spring and summer. WENR,
Chicago, was signed for musical
programs daily 10-11 p.m. and
Sundays 12 to 1 p.m. Schwimmer
& Scott, Chicago, is agency.
Moon Rose Soap Series
COOTER BROKERAGE Co., Chicago (Moon Rose soap), has started a test spot announcement campaign on six stations for its Moon
Rose Complexion combination consisting of soap and Cannon wash
cloths. Stations being used are
WGN, Chicago; WIS, Columbia,
S. C; WEOA, Evansville, Ind.;
WBOW, Terre Haute. Ind.; WBT,
Charlotte, N. C; WDZ, Tuscola,
111. C. L. Miller Co., Chicago, is
agency.
Pepsi-Cola Spots
PEPSI-COLA Co., Long Island
City, New York, which is promoting its soft drink with programs
and spot announcements on stations in different sections of the
country, on March 11 started Ed
East Jingles, a five-minute program
presented Monday throueh Saturday on WEAF and WJZ, New
York.
Co., New
York, isNewell-Emmett
agency.
are contemplated, Finney said,
with immediate plans concentrated
on
strengthening
the company's
procedure
and operations.
James
Ducas has been appointed publicity
director in addition to his previous
duties as director of continuity and
program production. Ben Selvin,
program director for Muzak and
Associated Recorded Program
Service, continues in that capacity
but will devote a part of his time
to working closely with subscribing stations to help them promote
the commercial use of their recorded libraries. E. R. Voigt continues
in charge of the music and copyright division of AMP.
BROADCASTING

Studebaker Disc Seriesi
Placed on 93 Stationsi
STUDEBAKER SALES Corp. of
America, South Bend, Ind. (motor
cars), on March 3 started a thriceweekly 15-minute series on 93 stations throughout the country for
13 weeks. Programs, all to be heard!
on Class A time, feature Richardi
Himber and the Studebaker Champions, the Rhythmic 16 and Verily e
Mills, harpist. Roche, Williams &
Cunnyngham, Chicago, is agency.
Stations selected are:
WAPI KFI KPO KOA WRC WJSV
WSB WMAQ WIRE WSBT WHO WHAS
WWL WFBR WNAC WJR WCCO KMBO
KMOX WOW WBEN WJZ WLW WTAM
WKY KGW KYW WCAE WJAR WMC
WFAA KPRC WOAI KSL KOMO KHQ
WTMJ KOY KTUC KARK KMJ KFBK
KFSD KQW WTIC WBRY WDEL WQAM
WFLA WMBD WOC KSCJ KFH KWKH
WMAS WTAG WABY WHAM WSYR
WIBX WBT WBNS WSPD WKBN KVOO
WLEU WBRE WSM KVI WCHS WWVA
WICC WGBF WOWO WBOW WOOD
KYSM KGHL KGIR KRBM KPFA WBIG
WPTF WADC WHIO WSAN WGBl
WNOX KGNC KTSM WTAR WMBG
WDBJ.
Coast Utilities Promoting
Spring
Appliance
ELECTRICAL
Appliance Sales
Society
of Northern California, San Francisco, on April 8 will launch a
three-week radio campaign for
electric refrigerators on about 14
Northern California stations. Gas
Appliance Society of California,
San Francisco, also early in March
conducted an intensive 10-day promotion on 18 stations for new
model gas ranges. Six-hundred
spot announcements were used in
addition to 60 five-minute spots in
participating and home economics
programs on some of the stations.
Both accounts are handled by Jean
Scott Frickelton Agency, San Francisco.
Electrical Development League
of Southern California, Los Angeles (appliances), in a spring
campaign which started March 4
is using scribed
an one minute
average announcements
of three tranweekly on 11 Los Angeles area stations, KFI KECA KNX KGFJ
KFAC KFVD KRKD KFWB KHJ
KMTR KMPC. Agency is Dan B,
Miner Co., Los Angeles.
Iron Fireman's Plans
IRON FIREMAN MFG. Co., Cleveland and Portland, Ore., has increased its advertising budget in
all media for 1940-41, with spot radio included on a 50-50 dealer coSpot
announcements are tooperative
be basis.
used
as designated
by dealers in various cities and
towns. Previously the firm has used
little radio, concentrating upon
trade, home-building and power
publications and daily newspapers.
Joseph R. Gerber Adv. Co., Portland, is providing copy and market
data outforthe individual
country. dealers throughRuud Dealer Discs
RUUD MFG. Co., Pittsburgh, _is
distributing
a series of
39 one-minute transcriptions,
featuring
Ed
East as "The Hot Water Salesman", to local distributors and
dealers of Ruud and Monel automatic gas water heaters free of
charge for local sponsorship. Transcribed by WBS, the announcements are also available as phonograph
records
for use
sales meetYork, is
agency.
ings.
Marschalk
& inPratt,
New
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Consecutive
Years
Without
MAY mSEEM a far cry from
ITpetr
oleu products to music —
Cities Service Builds Up a Market
yet Cities Service successfully
ises
them both. And
merchand
By Merchandising
Qood Music
by merchandising good music consistently for 13 consecutive years,
By
ELLIOTT
McELDOWNEY
Cities Service has
Advertising
Director,
Cities Service Co.
built up a tremendous market
become a mecca for sports lovers.
troduce these prospects to their
for its petroleum
During the fall, the sport fans products to clinch sales.
products.
of the nation receive expert footIn the same way, "Spring Sports
The Cities
ball information from Grantland
Guides" have been distributed to
Service Concert,
Rice, who has been featured on the
public containing baseball
broadcast every
the Cities Service program weekly schedules, fishing information, etc.
Friday evening at
ever since 1933. This type of sports These two give-aways have been
8 o'c lock over
commentator in no way offends the found
most effective as a sales
N B C - Red Netsensibilities of the serious-minded wedge. Baseball and football fans
VS^Ork, is the oldMr. McEldowncy
music-lover; nor is he considered
represent a good cros§-section of
est continuous network program
an intrusion, for he is on the air the
gas-consuming public and make
on the air without interruption
for
but six or seven minutes of the a most
60.
desirable addition to the aueach week since Feb. 18, 1927. Even
dience attracted by the lure of
then radio was no novelty for
An exceedingly popular tie-up music. Last year, nearly a million
Cities Service, whose first network
of the football guides were
program, broadcast on Dec. 29, between Mr. Rice's talk and his copies
distributed.
1925, had been heard by listeners sports audience is Grantland Rice's
"Cities Service Football Guide". It
of WEAF, New York, WEEI, Bos- is
Budgets Popular
now in its seventh year and has
ton, WEAR, Cleveland, and KSD, proved a real sales and goodwill
Another give-away which atSt. Louis.
builder. It is offered over the air
tracted a loyal audience was the
each
fall
to
those
who
drive
into
offer
made for several years during
But just what is the tie-up between merchandising music and a Cities Service dealer's station and January and Febiniary of the "Citask for it. The dealers, in this way,
merchandising petroleum products,
ies Service Budget Book" and later
and what is being done to increase
are introduced to thousands of po- of the "Cities Service Spending
sale of the latter through our ratentially new customers each year.
Both were suspended this year.
dio hour? For practically an eighth And they, in turn, have only to inof a century the Cities Service
Guide".
radio program has adhered to the
formula adopted when it first went
OLDEST of the old-timers as radio programs go is the "Cities
on the air. The emphasis always
Service Concert" series on NBC-Red. Consistent in audience
has been on good semi-classical
music, sometimes leaning toward
as well as program format, this leading dispenser of petroleum
the heavier type, with an enticing
sprinkling of the lighter, melodic products holds its huge audience year after year. What's more,
popular tunes.
it continually goes after other listeners by means of sports tieGetting Listeners
ups, which are lively enough to attract sports lovers without
annoying those interested only in the tuneful melodies. Key to
Because of this very consistency,
the Cities Service program has suc- Cities Service success is its well-rounded merchandising camceeded in holding a far-flung audience of those who appreciate the
paign, with a dignified motif predominating. Similarly dignified
best in music. And at the same
are
the
sales messages during the concert program. Though pretime, by deftly mixing in other ingredients during its hour on the
sented in conversational manner, they carry out the theme.
air, the program also has reached
out to hundreds of thousands of
other listeners. Let's see just how
Gross Time Sales by Major Networks
it has been managed.
With a quality concert — the main
Continue Upward
With 18,8% Increase
object of which is to merchandise
Combined Red and Blue Februquality products — the program it- COMBINED gross time sales of
ary billings give a total of $4,132,self necessarily has to be merchan- the major networks, during February totaled $7,800,360, a gain of 084 for NBC for the month, 10.2%
dised in a dignified manner. The
over
the NBC total of $3,748,695
selling messages are brief, couched 18.8% over the combined billings for Feb.
1939. For the two months,
for
February
1939,
which
amountin interesting phraseology and preed to 16,566,842. A portion of this cumulative Red billings were
sented in a conversational tone.
increase, which in percentage was
$6,723,376, Up 8.7% from the
Rarely do they exceed a minute- double the 9.2% gain of January
$6,186,419 of 1939; Blue billings
and-a-quarter in length. Trick or over Jan. 1939, was due to the ex- were $1,813,916, up 13.6% from the
startling announcements have been
tra day in February, but the fi.^ure $1,596,176 of 1939; NBC total
avoided, for since the commercials nevertheless represents appreci- gross time sales were $8,537,292, up
are the most important part of
ably more advertising on the net- 9.7% from the $7,782,595 of 1939.
the program from a merchandising
works than in the same month last
angle, they must reflect in tone and year. Cumulative total billings for
Gross Monthly Time Sales
presentation the keynote of fine the year to date are $16,112,286, up
19i0
over 1939 19J9
quality.
18.6% over the $13,589,877 reportNBC-Red9( Gain
ed for the first two months of 1939.
To hurdle the barrier that might
Jan.
$3,496,393
8.9% $3,211,161
confine the program to the same
CBS, first in billing and in per- Feb.
3,226,983
8.5 2.975,258
centage increase over last year in
group of listeners year after year
NBC-Blue
has required some expert sales both January and February, shows Jan.
908,815
10.5 822,739
905,101
17.0 773,437
jockeying. Contests were ruled out a two-month total of $6,919,616 for Feb.
1940, a 32.7% gain over the 1939
as undignified, as likewise were
CBS
3,588,989
34.2 2,674,057
premium offers. What next to mu- figure of $5,215,599. Mutual for the Jan.
MBS 31.0
3,330,627
2,541,542
sic would attract the widest audi- two-month period had gross billings Feb.
ence? The answer was sports. So of $655,378 this year, up 10.8% in
it was decided to have the program
comparison to 1939, when the Jan- Jan.
317,729
0.8 315,078
337,649 22.1 276,605
at certain seasons of the year also
uary-February total was $591,683. Feb.
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a
Change
but the demand has been so tremendous that the "Budget
will be published
again in Book"
1941,
when distribution is expected to
run to nearly a million copies. This
offer, coming at the beginning of
the year and stressing a book which
enables members of a household to
budget their expenses, again
reaches a good cross-section of the
motoring public.
Then, too, mention is made on
the program of the Cities Service
Touring Bureau, which dispenses
touring information and maps out
automobile tours. Several million
Cities Service Road Maps are given
to motorists every year. They have
proved exceedingly popular.
All these offers are used to direct
listeners as much as possible to the
16,000 dealer service stations located in 39 States. It has been
found to be an excellent sales stimulant, for most people who desire
the book feel somewhat guilty if
they drive into a service station
without at the same time buying;
gas or some other product.
At the service stations, these inducement offers likewise are fea-I
tured, making a tie-up with the
radio program at the point of sale.
This is done quite frequently by i
means of two-sheet posters sup- ,
plied to dealers. If an offer is being |
made currently over the air, the j
dealers display posters about the
offer. Similarly, listeners over the
air are advised that if, for instance,
they desire to use the facilities of
the Cities Service Touring Bureau,
they should drive into one of the
Cities Service stations whei-e they
will find a card to mail for the desired information.
The Dealer Angle
Another reason for maintaining
the same concert music radio formula is the fact that sales of gasoline and motor oil operators of
fleets of trucks and to other commercial users is an important part
of Cities Service's sales. Naturally
the oflScials of such companies are
more likely to be older people who
prefer
type of
presented
than thethe swing
or music
jazz type.
Then, too, the music is not so
serious that it does not also attract younger people, many of
whom, of course, are motorists and
gasoline users.
Another angle of merchandising
peculiar to oil marketing is the
need of increasing the number of
exclusive dealers. The radio program of Cities Service also is merchandised with this goal in mind.
A typical example of this is advertising currently i-unning in trade
papers entitled "Star Salesmen of
16,000 Cities Service Dealers". This
advertisement points out to prospective dealers the powerful sales
force the radio program can be for
them if they handle Cities Service
products. Thus the dual object of
the merchandising efforts of Cities
Service is to reflect the quality of
its products in the program and
through it bring customers into the
dealers' stations through the use of
dignified, high type inducements.
• Broadcast
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WTAG
1
^

The central New England market '— with sole primary coverage by
WTAG — now listens to its favorite, number one radio station, 5000
watts strong (night 1000).
m

i
^^^^

^

WORCESTER MARKET AREA IS IMPORTANT. It includes southern counties of New Hampshire, northeastern Connecticut, central
Massachusetts, and the top of Rhode Island — an area twice as large as
Rhode Island in square miles and populated by three quarters of a million
industrial and agricultural people.
^

TEST IT! A trial WTAG campaign will reach, among others,
employees of one thousand different industries, whose present payroll compares dollar for dollar with 1928, and whose per capita food
expenditures, for instance, exceed the U. S. average by 64%.
^

ONE ENTRANCE ONLY.
The Worcester Market Area is solidly
walled by station coverage and preference. WTAG is the only entrance.
* 1000 WATTS AT NIGHT

EDWARD
NBC
BASIC

PETRY
RED

AND

&

CO.

INC.

YANKEE

«^f^
NETWORKS

NEW YORK from the air was televised for the first
time March 6 by NBC, which sent a batch of its
video experts aloft in a United Airlines plane •with
about 700 pounds of RCA's new "vestpocket" television pickup apparatus. Above at left, installed at their
stations in the plane, are (front to back) Allen Walsh
(with mike), Wilbur Resides, Robert Clark, NBC engineers, and TThomas Stangbye, of United Airlines. Poking the camera through an open port on the plane
(left below), NBC picked up the images and relayed
First
Two Programs Extended
After Success on WSM
TWO new commercial programs of
WSM, Nashville, have been expanded to a regional hookup in
their first month on the air. Sponsored by Gardner-Waring Co., manufacturers of Gene Autry sweetshirts, Oklahoma Pete & His Ranch
Riders, which started March 2 on
WSM, is now heard also on WSGN,
Birmingham, Ala.; WDOD, Chattanooga, and WAGA, Atlanta. The
other production. Calling Hollywood, sponsored by Ragland-Potter
Co., Nashville wholesale grocery
firm, for Fireside Coffee, is now
heard Fridays on WSM, WTJS,
.Jackson, and WAPO, Chattanooga.
Ford Rush and the Golden West
Cowboys are featured on the Oklahoma Pete series. J. T. Flagg, president of Gardner-Waring, holds exclusive rights for a Gene Autry
club and is pushing the club feature on the show, each youngster
buying a sweatshirt getting a membership and badge. Distribution is
largely through J. C. Penny Stores.
Calling Hollywood features a small
orchestra combination, Fred Waller,
singer, and Linda Lane, Hollywood
columnist. The progi-am pushes an
essay contest on "Why I Like Fireside Coffee", with four Zenith radios as prizes. Both campaigns are
placed direct.
Ford Summer Plans
FORD MOTOR Co., Detroit, is
completing plans for the summer
program to replace the Ford Sunday Evening Hour on May 19. Full
details are not settled, although
Leith Stevens' orchestra has been
signed with Jessica Dragonette as
featured singer. N. W. Ayer & Son,
Philadelphia, handles the account.
Texaco in Texas
TEXAS Co., New York (Texaco
gasoline), is planning quarterhour news periods six times weekly
on the Texas State Network to
start within the next three weeks.
Further details have not been settled by Buchanan & Co., agency.
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Telecast

From

Plane

them to the viewing public via W2XBS. Among the
sights was this view of another United transport (top
right) flying over the Queensborough Bridge, re-photographed from a Radio City receiver screen. The schematic drawing (top center) shows the whole process.
Ultra-short waves carried the electrified pictures from
the plane to a receiving point on the RCA Bldg. roof,
where they were relayed via coaxial cable to W2XBS,
NBC's visual broadcast transmitter, in the Empire
State Bldg. for transmission to home receiving sets.
Successful

As

RCA
Demonstrates
New Equipment
ceivers in an NBC studio, a party
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
of aviation editors accompanied the
A NEW milestone of radio progplane in a companion
ress was passed March 6 when the broadcasting
ship and had the unique thrill of
New York television audience wit- watching
own carrier on the
nessed amoving aerial view of the screen of their
a receiver set up in the
metropolis in the first public demplane when the cameras cf the
onstration of telecasting from an other
ship were focussed on theirs.
airplane.
Their reactions to what thoy saw,
The experiment was presented
ao well as the opinions of other
cooperatively by RCA, developer
watchers in the studio and at a
of the new lightweight electronic
television receiving post in the Helcameras and field video transmit12 miles from Schenecter which made the stunt possible, derbergs,
tady, were broadcast to the radio
NBC, which relayed the 45-minute
audience in a quarter-hour sound
program over its regular transon the Red network, durmitter, W2XBS, and United Air program
Lines, which contributed its flying ment.ing the first part of the experilaboratory, a Boeing 247-D transTransmission equipment, dubbed
ment. port plane, as carrier of the equip"vestpocket" by RCA engineers,
consisted of a two-camera televiIt was a dramatic illustration
sion chain with a lightweight relay
of the rapid strides television has
operating on a wavemade. Last summer an out-of-stu- transmitter,
length of 104 centimeters, shortdio television pickup required an
est
wave
yet
employed in a pracarray of equipment so bulky and
tical television test. The new Iconheavy that two 10-ton trucks were
oscopes used in the cameras are
needed to transport it. The air- considerably more sensitive than
plane telecast was made with ten standard pick-up tubes, it was exsmall units, whose total weight was
plained, and their smaller size has
only about 700 pounds.
enabled engineers to build lighter
Deemed a Success
and more flexible cameras. The entire unit will be put to immediate
The audience, estimated at 10,by
for
000, watched the relief map of use
televisingNBC's
both television
outside andcrewstudio
events.
Manhattan flow beneath the cameras as the plane passed over the
skyscrapers of the city, followed
New Type Generator
the
courseandof East
the island's
Control equipment was strapped
Hudson
rivers, bordering
and flew
benches in the airout over the harbor, with the Stat- to felt-covered
liner, while cameras were mounted
ue of Liberty below.
in the fuselage, the transQuality and clarity of the pic- near portsmission
apparatus being stowed in
tured scenes was fine at times,
with every detail of the streets the fore part of the ship, directly
and buildings clearly defined; but behind the pilots' compartment.
for the most part the shifting mist Power was supplied by a gasoline
below the plane and the streaks of driven generator, recently developed by D. W. Onan & Sons, Minstatic from the electrical apparatus
neapolis, which represents the last
on the ship combined to dim and word in lightweight
equipment, it
distort the images. As an experi- was stated, but since the
motor was
ment, however, and especially as not built for television work
there
an experiment with apparatus de- were slight variations in voltage
signed for use on the ground, the which caused distortions in the
venture was a great success.
images.
While the majority of the press
A non-directional antenna array.
witnessed the demonstration on reBROADCASTING

Fair for NAB
WHEN the NAB convention
meets in San Francisco Aug.
4-7, the Golden Gate InternaExposition's
1940swing.
versiontional
will be
in full
Better than ever, fair officials
say in describing the affair,
which officially starts May 25
on Treasure Island in San
Francisco Bay. The lighting
system alone is said to have
required over a million dollars.
New Morrell Series
JOHN MORRELL Co., Ottumwa,
la., Charles
(E-Z Cut W.Ham)
has prograin
replaced
its
Hamp
with 12 five-minute news periods
weekly by Knox Manning on KNX,
Los Angeles. Additional promotion
for the
includes
participationproduct
announcements
on KSTP,
St.
Paul, and KMBC, Kansas City;
thrice-weekly quarter-hour musical
programs on WDAF, Kansas City,
and KMOX, St. Louis ; five quarterhours weekly on WCAU, Philadelphia; daily five-minute programs
on WCCO,
Minneapolis;
announce-in
ments on stations
to be selected
Baltimore and Washington. Firm
on March 7 also renewed for 26
weeks its twice-weekly five-minute
participations
in KHJ,
NormaLosYoung's
Happy
Homes on
Angeles, according to the station. Henri,
Hurstdles &the account.
McDonald, Chicago, hanfixed to the top of the fuselage, relayed the signal from the plane to
a receiving point on the roof of the
RCA Building, whence it was sent
b" coaxial cable to the main transmitter on the Empire State Bldg.
for general broadcast.
Experiment was a sequel to the
one conducted last October by the
same trio, RCA, NBC and United
Air Lines, when observers in a
plane flying more than four miles
above Washington, D. C, watched
on a set in the plane a program
transmitted from New York
[Broadcasting, Nov. 1].
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Recording
Refused

by

FCC

Use of 'Record' Is Required;
Change in Transcriptions
DESPITE reconsideration by the
FCC of rules regarding identification of recordings in station announcements, aphonograph record
must be announced as a "record"
and not as a "recording" or "reaccording
to action
of the corded
FCC music",
March
9.
At the request of both the NAB
and National Independent Broadcasters Inc., the FCC March 4 announced amendment of its rules relating to musical reproductions by
relaxing the requirement respecting transcriptions. But it did not
change the specifications on any
variation in language identifying
phonograph records. Transcriptions may be announced in four
ways which accurately describe the
mechanical records used.
Appeal Is Refused
Following the ruling announced
March 4, the Commission said it
expected all station licensees to
comply strictly with the requirements. Andrew W. Bennett, counsel for NIB, however, advised the
FCC that its failure to afford relief
on the matter pertaining to records
will impose hardship upon a great
number of stations in small communities where necessity forces use
of records other than transcriptions.
Such stations still are subjected
to the monotonous repetition of the
word "record" and the detrimental
aifect upon good programming
which monotonous repetition produces. He said he could not believe
this was intended by the Commission but only that it is the "unintentional result of an eifort to
shorten the wording of the rule."
FCC Secretary T. J. Slowie on
March 9 notified Mr. Bennett, however, that inasmuch as the matters
raised were fully considered by the
Commission in adopting the amended_ rule,ation isthe
request for reconsiderdenied.
"You are informed," the Commission said, "that the rule as
amended is to be interpreted as requiring that a phonograph record
be announced as a 'record' and the
use of the words 'recording' or 'recorded' in this connection is not
permitted."
The Commission announcement
of March 4 respecting the amended rule, liberalizing transcription
announcements but retaining the
restriction on phonograph records
follows :
The Commission on Feb. 29, 1940,
amended Section 3.93(e) of the Standai'd Broadcast
effective
diately, to read Rules,
as follows
: imme"(e)accurately
The identifying
shall
describeannouncement
the type of
mechanical record used, i. e., where
an electrical transcription is used it
shall be announced as a 'transcription' or an 'electrical transcription',
or as 'transcribed' or 'electrically
transcribed',
a phonograph
record
is usedandit where
shall be
announced
as a 'record'."
It will be noted that this amendment modifies the amendment to this
rule adopted Jan. 4, 1940, so as to
permit the use of the word "transcribed" or "electrically
transcribed"
in announcing
the use of
electrical
transcriptions. However, no change
has been made in the provision with
respect to the announcement of phonograph records.
It is expected that all broadcast
station licensees will comply strictly
with the requirements set forth above.
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TWO FILMS SLATED
FOR RADIO BOOSTS
PARAMOUNT Pictures Corp., New
York, has completed arrangements
with Ruthrauff & Ryan, that city,,
for the CBS Vox Pop programj
sponsored by Penn Tobacco Co.
(Kentucky Club tobacco), to origi-i
nate from Albany, Ga., April 11 as
added exploitation for the fiW
"The Biscuit Eater," making its
world premiere in that city. Wally
Butterworth and Parks Johnson,
conductors of the program, will go
to Albany April 5 to complete

Appeal
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IN THE FLOODED region near Pescadero, Cal., is News Editor Al
Hunter (standing in rear), of KFRC, San Francisco, and Special Events
Announcer Mel Venter (crouched), of that station, getting first hand
information from one of the refugees. Pescadero, a coastal town, was
completely isolated for two days by flood waters and KFRC sent Hunter
and Venter in a Don Lee mobile unit to record a quarter-hour interview.
RADIO

AIDS

A

STRICKEN

AREA

Northern California Stations Devote Facilities
To the Relief of
By DAVID GLICKMAN
IN THE CRITICAL hours of
Northern California's severe rain
storm and flood disaster as the
Ides of March approached, radio
again met its public service test.
When waterways, turned into torrents by cloudbursts and melting
snow, engulfed cities and hamlets,
isolating and cutting them off from
all other means of communication,
radio proved its value to humanity
in distress.
Stations in and near the flooded
areas and all through Northern
California, disregarding expense,
joined with countless amateurs,
police and State agency shortwave
services to advise of danger, guide
and direct rescue work and incurring.form the public of what was ocDay and Night
So thorough was the response of
radio that many lives and millions
of dollars in property were saved.
Many stations gave 24-hour service, going the limit to provide flood
warnings, as well as supplying
anxious listeners with information
from inundated areas and acting
as relay service for the various
relief agencies. Federal, State and
local authorities are warm in their
praises for the service rendered.
They
declare
without
aid, the
loss that
of life
wouldradio's
have
been greater and the task of rescue
immeasurably more difficult.
Faced with power failures, highway and bridge washouts, and
many other obstacles, stations kept
their crews on the job day and
night during the crisis, giving utmost cooperation to the American
Red Cross, American Legion, Salvation Army and various State and
local relief agencies. Types of special service for those in distress
were established by some stations,
while others set up missing persons
bureaus.
The steady downpour started
Feb. 23, and by the evening of
Feb. 27, when Government observers predicted that flood stages
along the Sacramento River would

Flood Victims
reach an all-time high at Redding
within 24 hours, KVCV mobilized
its entire staff, and broadcast warnings throughout the night.
The following
the Sacramento River morning
moved down
on
Redding, destroying bridges and
inundating the adjoining communities, completely
cutting away
off communication and carrying
many
small homes. Frank Coffin, manager
of KVCV, marooned across the
river from Redding, directed operations by telephone, using the only
available line.
He put the station facilities at
the disposal of flood relief agencies
and covered the flood activities,
remoting them from a nearby cafe.
Boy Scouts, American Legionpolice, deputies
and volunteernaires,
workers
were drafted
into
service by radio bulletins. With
each news broadcast, additional
forces were called into action.
School children, unable to cross the
river, were brought to central
points to register, their names
beingentsbroadcast
and relatives. to anxious parAlthough within a period of 24
hours all communication with the
outside world had been cut off. completely isolating Redding, KVCV
was kept in operation, broadcasting bulletins, directing rescuers
and giving messages of relief.
Chico Relief Work
KHSL, Chico, located in the
midst of the flood, directed relief
operations when reports of the impending disaster began to pour in
from the Redding region, warnings
were broadcast to the areas likely
to be flooded. When the flood level
was reached at Red Bluff, 50 miles
north, every available member of
the staff went to points of vantage,
so the situation could be covered
adequately, according to Ross Howard Snyder, production director.
Bob Sundby, announcer, who was
in Orland to handle a sports broadcast, was recalled barely in time to
reach the station before a vital
bridge was washed out. He re(Continued on page 56)
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preparations.
The program is to originate from
Radium Springs Georgia Casino
Thursday, 7:30-8 p. m. (EST), with
Paramount film stars and other celebrities participating. Success of
the Feb. 15 Vox Pop broadcast
which originated from Hollywood
and exploited the Paramount film
"Seventeen", prompted the tie-up.
World premiere of the Warner
Bros, film,
"Virginia
City,"over
on
March
16 will
be broadcast
40 Mutual-Don Lee stations in the
western States, originating from
KOH, Reno. The film will be premiered in that city as well as Virginia City, Nev. on the same night.
Warner Bros, has been sponsoring
a series of three special half -hour
broadcasts The Virginia Cavalcade,
on the 8 California Radio System
stations, originating them from
KOH.
As added exploitation, immediately following the regular Saturday Metropolitan Opera broadcast
on
16, was
control
of the toNBCBlueMarch
network
to switch
the

old Piper's Opera House in Virginia City for a unique auction
sale. Old handbills announcing the
Virginia City appearance of Patti,
Sembrich, De Riszke and other
operatic luminaries, will be placed or
on the block, with Errol Flynn,
male star of the film, acting as
fund.
auctioneer.
All proceeds will be presented to the Metropolitan Opera
General Cigar Spots
GENERAL CIGAR Co., New
York, on March 13 began sponsorship of Al Mitchell as The Answer
Man for 52 weeks on nine western
and mid-western MBS stations,
Wednesdays and Sundays, 11-11:15
p. m.ests ofThe
in theis heard
interVan program,
Dyck cigars,
on WGN, KFEL, KHJ, KFRC,
KGB, KDB, KALE, KMO and
KOL. isFederal
York,
agency. Adv. Agency, New
Hat Campaign in West
GEORGE S. BAILEY HAT Co.,
Los Angeles, through Lee Ringer
Adv.,
thattime
city,inwill
use campaign,
radio for
the first
a fall
utilizing 21 or more West Coast
stations and is prepai'ing a sports
program
featuring Mike
Frankovitch, commentator.
Besides
Don
Lee and Arizona network stations,
list will include KFBK, Sacramento and KMJ, Fresno, both in
California.
'Look' Buying News
LOOK MAGAZINE, New York, on
March 12 started sponsorship of
the 11 p.m. Transradio news period
with Arthur Hale, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays on WOR, Newarlc. Further news periods on other
stations may be added this spring,
according to Austin & Spector Co.,
New York, the agency in chai'ge.
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Low

Prices

youHl

High
NBC

offers a complete

nvailable

in whole

service

or in part in-

vluding writing, talent, direction
, . . recording, processing, manufacturing and distribution of
duplicate pressings!
jiPrograms — good programs — is our job!
We've been building them for a good
aimany years — for more years than any-

like!

Quality

you^ll

give you high quality you'll appreciate
in a custom-built show. And at low prices
that offer you far and away the very
most for your money!
We're bubbling over with eagerness
to do a real program job for you! Our experienced writers, actors and producers
are yours! We offer you the finest studio
and technical facilities in the world, bar
none! And recordings are made by the

appreciate!
sensational new Orthacoustic method—
which gives your program an vmmistakable surge of life . . . makes it sound hke
a live studio show!
You can have as much or as little of
our complete custom-built program service as you want. Next time you have a
recording job be sure to get a quotation
from NBC.Take a few seconds and give
us a ring. You'll find the time well spent.

; one else. And because we've been at it
■so long, because we've discovered what
Wppeals to audiences, because we're
ochock-full of good, stimulating program
II ideas- — and because we have a wealth
dio-Recording
Division
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A Radio Corporation of America Service
RCA Building, Radio City, New York . Merchandise Mart, Chicago
Sunset and Vine, Hollywood

I of splendid radio talent at our disposal,
we've become the program pace-setters
' of the industry!
Yes— and because of all this we can
^BROADCASTING
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NO

"TIME

FUSES

OUT"

FOR

WESTINGHOUSE

REPLACEMENT
50

Added to its greater over-all efficiency the new
Westinghouse Type HG 50 kw transmitter sets a
new standard for simplicity in circuit protection.
All circuits are fuseless. Each low-voltage
circuit is fed through a De-ion circuit breaker
which provides inverse time overload protection. Each of these circuit breakers has a toggle
switch control located on the front panel. When
the circuit opens the switch drops to an "off"
position giving instant, reliable, positive indication of the circuit in which the overload has
occurred. Breakers may be reclosed manually
but cannot be held closed if the overload condition persists.
All circuits in the equipment are fully protected by air and oil type electrically operated
circuit breakers.
Control circuits provide full protection for
both equipment and operator. Either automatic
or manual starting may be used. Outages due
to power surges or undervoltage conditions are
reduced to minimum duration by automatic reclosing of all control and power circuits. Com-

Tune in Thursday nights to "Musical Americana," with
Westinghouse Radio Orchestra, 100 Men of Melody and
Swing Choir . . . N.B.C. Blue Network ... 8 P.M., E.S.T.

KW

IN

THE

NEW

TRANSMITTER!

plete a-c and d-c protection is included and
compartment doors are provided with interlocks for added safety.
For complete details of the distinctly new operating advantages provided by this new transmitter, get in touch with your nearest Westinghouse office.

A

Complete

Line

of

Westinghouse
Radio

Transmitting

Tubes

This new bulletin contains descriptions and price lists covering the complete line of Westinghouse transmit-

I Mmm

ting
for broadcast tubes
and other
uses.
Your copy is ready
now — write for
Bulletin TD-92,
Westinghouse
Special Products
Division,
field,
N. J. Bloom-

Westinghouse

I

Below — Rear view of main power
input cubicle showing stop-start
"De-ion" circuit breakers for
rectifier in foreground and main
circuit breakers in background.

At right — a front view of the
transmitter control cubicle vrith
door open, showing control
switches, relays, and pilot indicator lights.

OPERATING

ADVANTAGES

1. Air-cooled tubes in all stages.
2. Extremely low operating costs.
3. Metal plate rectifiers throughout except
main high voltage rectifier.
4. Inductive
neutralization
of the power
amplifier.
5. Equalized feedback.
6. Compressed gas condensers.
7. Complete elimination of fuses.
8. Spare
ature. rectifier tube at operating temper9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Ease of adjustment.
Unit construction throughout.
Full automatic control.
Relatively low plate voltages.
Conservative operation of all tubes.

1-08017
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Dole

Radio

Proves

BRINKLEY'S LIBEL
SUIT IS DISMISSED

Drive

a Success

Sponsor Says First Program
Exceeded Expectations
HAWAIIAN PINEAPPLE Co.,
San Francisco (Dole), largest unit
in the pineapple industry and 1939
radio neophyte, discovered that its
first use of the air medium more
than fulfilled all expectations.
Having achieved the goal set early
in 1939, the Dole company will conclude its current CBS Al Pearce
program on April 3.
In explaining its success with radio, placed through N. W. Ayer &
Son, the sponsor announced:
"A little more than a year ago
we established certain new objectives for this company. Because of
the nature of those objectives, it
was decided to employ radio — a
medium which had not been included in our advertising activities
prior to that time. After some experimenting we selected the Al
Pearce show to carry our advertising.
Surpassed Goal
"The show has been successful
beyond our expectations and the
objectives which were set up more
than a year ago have been reached
in less time than we originally expected would be required. We are
very well pleased with the results.
"The ratings Al Pearce has enjoyed in the reports of the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting have
been very satisfactory. In addition,
a substantial volume of corollary
research carried out in our behalf
by the agency, N. W. Ayer & Sons,
has deomntsrated to our satisfaction the excellent balance of the
various elements in the show.
"In view of our complete satisfaction with the radio effort, we expect to be asked why we are discontinuing this program.
"As we have stated before, we
bought radio originally to accomplish certain specific objectives.
These objectives have been reached.
A change in the nature of our advertising objectives makes radio inappropriate for the immediate future."
New KYUM Joins NBC
KYUM, Yuma, Ariz., which went
on the air in early March as a new
station replacing the deleted KUMA
[Broadcasting, Feb. 1], on March
15 joins NBC as a bonus station
when used in conjunction with
KTAR, Phoenix, which is available
on either Red or Blue Pacific. Also
a bonus station in this sector is
KVOA, Tucson. All three stations
are corporately affiliated. The new
KYUM, 100 watts night and 250
day on 1210 kc, is 45% owned by
the KTAR Broadcasting Co., Phoenix, the remainder of the stock being locally owned. KTAR and
KVOA are controlled by the interests publishing the Arizona Repiiblic and Gazette.
Nebraska Esso Spots
STANDARD OIL Co. of Nebraska
has selected three stations in its
home State for a 13-week oneminute transcribed spot campaign
effective March 18. Six-weekly announcements will be heard on
WOW, Omaha; KGNF, North
Platte; KMMJ, Grand Island. McCann-Erickson, Chicago, is agency.
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WINTER vacationing in Hawaii, C. W. Myers, president of KOIN-KALE,
Portland, Ore., is shown here with his wife enjoying an afternoon pineapple juice pickup on the terrace of the Royal Hawaiian Hotel in Honolulu.
FM

Mousetrap

FM Broadcasters Inc. has
issued a promotion booklet,
"Broadcasting's Better
Mousetrap", an informal,
non-technical explanation of
what
fi'equency
is and how
it worksmodulation
and what
it does for the listener. Dick
Dorrance, in charge of publicity for the FM group, has
covered the subject in an
easy, readable style. Book is
being ordered in large quantities by FM
for distribution to stations
set owners
and
prospects
in their communities.
FM Goes to Hearing
(Continued from page 19)
by those who are inclined to look
askance upon what they describe
as opening the floodgates for new
stations.
Among the issues set out by the
FCC for the hearings are whether
FM can render an acceptable regular service as distinguished from
experimental operation; the relative merits of FM as against the
conventional amplitude modulation
in the ultra-highs; the relative
merits of wide-band versus narrowband FM; whether it is possible to
accommodate FM to provide a satisfactory national service when the
requirements of services such as
television. Government aviation,
police etc. are considered; whether
both AM and FM can be accommodated; the effects of ultra-high frequency broadcasting on standard
broadcasting service; whether existing allocations above 25,000 kc.
should be modified to accommodate
aural broadcasting. There will also
be an inquiry into the patent situation.
^ *
Press Demonstration
Demonstrating the frequency
modulation method of broadcasting to the New York press, FM
Broadcasters Inc. on Feb. 29 put
on a two-hour program at the Ritz
Towers, where a group of more
than 100 heard musical selections

and sound effects broadcast from
W2XAG, Yonkers, and W2XMN,
Alphine, N. J. via the Armstrong
FM system and also listened to a
CBS program as broadcast by the
regularlationmethod
of amplitude
from WABC,
New York,moduand
as rebroadcast via FM from
W2XMN.
First part of the demonstration
was a repetition of the Jan. 4 FM
relay broadcast [Broadcasting,
Jan. 15], in which a program originating at W2XAG was picked up
and rebroadcast by W2XMN, with
WIXPW, Meriden, Conn., again
passing it along to WIXOJ, Paxton, Mass., whose retransmission
of the FM signals was received bv
WEAN, Providence, WAAB, Boston, and WIXER, Mt. Washington,
N. H., all of which again rebroadcast the program on their AM
transmitters for the benefit of
listeners with standard but not
FM receivers. WICC, Bridgeport,
also picked up and rebroadcast
the program from W2XMN. While
listeners in New York heard only
the first step in the relay, from
W2XMN, reports from Providence
and Boston indicated "satisfactory
reception," Boston adding that the
"frequencysiderably
range
appeared
conwider than
usual wire
Genuine Sounds
Following the relay broadcast,
lines."
which consisted of piano, violin and
steel gmitar music and phonograph
records, the Yonkers station broadcast sounds of striking a match,
pouring water, pounding nails,
sawing wood, etc., to demonstrate
the unusually faithful transmission and reproduction of such
sounds afforded by FM.
This program, like the one for
the relay, originated in the Yonkers living room of Carmen R. Runyon Jr., who has cooperated with
Maj. Armstrong, the inventor of
FM, in the development of this
type of broadcasting. After a brief
explanation of FM by Maj. Annstrong, the group listened to
a CBS broadcast from WABC,
New York, and then from W2XMN.
The
latter system's
freedom shown
from
interference
was clearly
when an electric shaver was put
into operation in the room, causing
a complete blocking of the AM
reception but having no noticeable
effect on the FM.
BROADCASTING

DR.
R. BRINKLEY'S
$100,000 JOHN
libel suit
against Dr. Morris
Fishbein, editor of the Journal of
the American Medical Association,
was dismissed March 1 by the U.
S. Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in
New Orleans. The court held that
an article by Dr. Fishbein, which
referred to the former Kansas
medico-broadcaster as a "modern
medical charlatan", was privileged
under the Texas libel laws.
In its opinion, wi'itten by Senior
Judge Rufus E. Foster, the court
cited the medical career of Brinkley, including the revocation of his
Kansas license and his former radio station license, and declared that
"there is no doubt whatever that
the plaintiff by his methods violated
accepted standards of medical ethics." The opinion also asserted that
"facts are sufficient to support a
reasonable and honest opinion that
the plaintiff should be considered a
charlatan and a quack in the ordinary well-understood meaning of
The words."
court's decision affirmed a
these
judgment
of the lower court of the
Western Texas District, and Judges
Joseph C. Hutcheson, of Texas, and
Leon McCord of Alabama concurred. Dr. Brinkley is now operating from XERA, opposite Del
Rio, Tex., one of the border stadue to be eliminated or reTreaty.tions
duced in status under the Havana
Farthest West FM
HEAD of the Lakes Broadcasting
Co., operating WEBC, Duluth;
WMFG, Hibbing, Minn., and
WHLB, Virginia, Minn., announced March 15 that its 1,000watt FM transmitter, W 9 X Y H ,
located in Superior, Wis., took the
air for 17 hours of daily broadcasting.
Engineer
C. B. after
PersonsChief
rushed
construction
building the amplifier for the purchased WE transmission equipment. The new FM station is the
farthest west of any FM transmitter in operation at present.
Walter C. Bridges, general manager, announced extensive plans
for special featui'es in serious music, public service, news and drama,
besides WEBC-NBC programs to
be rebroadcast.
WBS Asks FM Stations
APPLICATIONS for new frequency modulation stations in New
York, Chicago and Los Angeles,
where it maintains recording studios, were filed with the FCC
March 5 by World Broadcasting
System. The pioneer transcription
company, headed by Percy L.
Deutsch, seeks 1,000-watt outlets
in the ultra-high frequency range.
Associated with Electrical Research Products Inc., and utilizing
Western Electric equipment, it is
presumed WBS would specialize in
experimental development of transmitting equipment as well as with
high-fidelity reproduction of its
wide-range transcriptions.
FACILITIES of WBHP, Huntsville.
Ala.. 100 watts on 1200 kc, are sought
for a new station there for which
application has been made to the
FCC by the Huntsville Times, which
is owned by the same interests that
own the Birmingham News, operator
of WSGN. Henry P. .Johnston, WSGN
manager,
been designated
dent of thehasapplicant
corporation.presi• Broadcast
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FREQUENCY

MODULATION

(ARMSTRONG
Now

REL
MODEL

SYSTEM)

First
521

50 KW F-M
Transmitter

to Develop

Original equipment at W2AG (Yonkers, N. Y.) and at
W2XMN (Alpine. N. J.) was developed at REL in collaboration
with the inventor. Major E. H. Armstrong.
First
15
50
50
200

to Produce

F-M Equipment for the following:
W Portable Mobile Transmitter. 1000 W
W Portable Broadcast Relay. 2000 W
W High-Fidelity Studio-Station Relay. 5000 W
W High-Fidelity Studio-Station Relay. 50000 W

High
High
High
High

Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity

Broadcast
Broadcast
Broadcast
Broadcast

Transmitter.
Transmitter.
Transmitter.
Transmitter.

Now
in Daily Service
REL F-M Transmitters are no longer in the experimental
stage, as proved by the following list of stations which are
now servicing the public daily:
STATION
LOCATION
OWNED BY
W2XMN
Alpine, N. J
Maj. E. H. Armstrong
W2XRG
Yonkers, N. Y
C. R. Runyon, Jr.
WIXOJ
Paxton, Mass
Yankee Network
WEOD
Boston, Mass
Yankee Network
■W3XO
Washington, D. C
Jansky & Bailey
W8XVB
Rochester, N. Y
Stromberg-Carlson
W2XQR
Long Island City, N. Y
J. V. C. Hogan
W9XAO
Milwaukee, Wise
The Journal Company
W8XAD
Rochester, N. Y
WHEC, Inc.
W2XOR
Newark, N. J
Bamberger Broadccsst Service
and the following are now being built by REL:
STATION
LOCATION
OWNED BY
WGAN
Portland, Me
The Portland Broadcast. Sys.Inc.
WWJ
Detroit, Mich
Ihe Evening News Ass'n.
A large percentage of the construction permits now on file
with the FCC calling for F-M equipment specify REL
transmitters.
We invite engineers and executives to profit from our expe-'
rience as the pioneer builders of successful F-M Transmitters.

Various components of the REL 50 KW F-M
Transmitter are here illustrated.
Above — top — shows the power amplifier unit
before it is mounted in its shielded room.
Immediately beneath is the central control
desk, which contains all monitoring equipment.
To /he righr —
1st — Power control.
Next — Rectifier Unit.
These units are only part of the complete
station. All units are assembled in a
building particularly designed for the
purpose.

RADIO
35-54

ENGINEERING
LABORATORIES,
INC
Phone RAvenswood 8-2340
36th STREET
LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y.
Cable "RADENGLABS"

INBC's

FHA

Revenues

Comprise

36.9%

Of RCA's
Income
Parent Concern's Net Up 9% ;
NBC Grossed $40,707,032
THAT the NBC networks represented 36.9% of the consolidated
gross income of RCA during 1939,
a year during which the parent
company's gross income increased
10% and its net profit 9%, is disclosed in RCA's twentieth annual
report made public March 2. The
report shows broadcasting income
for the first time, the revenues from
the various RCA units having
never previously been broken down
in annual reports.
Manufacturing (RCA Mfg. Co.)
represented $56,065,201 of the
gross, or 50.7%; broadcasting
(NBC), $40,707,032, or 36.9%;
communications (RCA Communications Inc. and Radiomarine Corp.
of America), $8,731,502, or 7.9%;
all other sources (RCA Institutes,
patents, real estate etc.), $4,990,663, or 4.5%. [Note: The 1940
Broadcasting Yearbook shows
NBC gross time revenues, before
frequency discounts etc., as $45,244,354, as reported direct by NBC
at the end of 1939. This figure does
not include revenues from NBC
owned and managed stations,
whereas the final RCA figure represents the actual dollar volume
of business done by NBC as a network, station operator, transcription producer etc.]
A Profitable Year
According to the annual report
submitted to the RCA board by Gen.
James G. Harbord, chairman, and
David Sarnoff, president, all operations of RCA companies were on
a profitable basis during 1939. Total gross income was $110,491,398,
or $10,526,288 more than in 1938.
Net profit was $8,082,811, or $670,739 more than in 1938.
In addition to dividends on preferred stock, RCA paid 20 cents
per share on common, and $5,992,009 in dividends was paid out.
After providing for all dividends
and other deductions from the surplus account, the company's total
earned surplus at the end of the
year amounted to $20,531,335, an
increase of $1,469,831 over the surplus at the end of 1938. Bank
loans were reduced during 1939
from $8,000,000 to $4,000,000. The
number of employes increased 15%.
Cost of 1939 operations was
$96,567,423 compared with $86,576,979 in 1938, an increase of
$9,990,444, which reflects increased
volume of business and includes
the cost of goods sold, the cost of
operating broadcasting, television
and communications service and
the cost of research, development,
advertising, selling and administration. Taxes paid or accrued for the
year aggregated $4,789,249.
Stockholders were advised that
"RCA
has ofenlarg-ed
the scopeto and
usefulness
all its services
the
public and strengthened its position in every field of radio." It is
pointed out that this country has
more radio sets than all the rest
of the world combined. "With some
45,000,000 receivers in American
homes and automobiles," a letter
to stockholders states, "radio is
more than ever an integral part of
our national life."
The year 1940 should show increased public interest in broadPage 32 • March
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READY for winter, this quintet from WWJ, Detroit, attended the recent
Winter Sports Carnival at Alpena, Mich., originating two special quarterhour broadcasts. Standing beside the WWJ mobile unit, used in the
pickups, are (1 to r) Al Parsons and Carl Wesser, engineers; Paul
Williams, sports; Jim Eberle, special events; and Ronnie Fisk, engineer.
casting, the stockholders are told,
first, because of the international
situation, and secondly, because of
the presidential campaign.
Television Service
Pointing out that the outstanding radio development of 1939 was
the introduction by RCA of the first
public service of television in the
United States when the New York
World's Fair opened last April 30,
the report describes two important
new television developments now
technically ready. It states:
"One is a system of television
radio relays, different from any
other system so far devised, which
offsets the distance limitations of
ultra-short waves. This new RCA
system makes possible the establishment of intercity television networks comparable to the wire networks of sound broadcasting. This
development makes it feasible to
set up a radio relay system for
television linking New York City,
for example, with Washington, D.
C, and with Boston, and other
intermediate cities.
"Such a network would bring
television programs within reach
of approximately 20,000,000 persons, or, roughly, one-sixth of the
nation's population. Programs
could originate, as well as be received, in any city which is part of
the system.
"The new RCA television relay
system is a marked advance in the
development of radio transmission,
because of the success achieved in
dealing with the wide frequency
channels necessitated by television.
It makes use of specially designed
automatic relay stations operating
on frequencies many times higher
than those used by regular television broadcasting stations.
Beam Signals
"Each relay station in the new
system contains both receiving and
transmitting devices, mounted on
a 100-foot steel tower. The system
employs highly directional, or
beam-like, transmission, and RCA
frequency modulation developments. The radiated power required
for operation of each station is less
than 10 watts. The distance between relay points averages some
30 miles, and each relay station
operates automatically and unattended.
"The other new television devel-

opment is the improved projection
of large screen television images,
of a size and clarity suitable for
theatre presentation. Large screen
television will permit the showing
of current events and other programs to large audiences. The relay
system described above offers a
practical means for distributing
television programs to theatres,
whether in a single locality or in
the several cities of a television

and

Blue

Network

Boost Low-Cost Housing
In
Nationwide Project
NBC-Blue affiliates will cooperate
in sponsoring low-cost homes with
the Federal Housing Administration and the building industry
under a plan designed both to provide station revenue and promote
construction of homes costing less
than $3,000 and financed at less
than $1 a day.
A merchandising scheme developed under direction of Keith Kiggins, Blue network director, provides for sponsorship of model
small homes built under FHA specifications as part of the FHAbuilding industry low-cost home
development program. Within a
few days after Mr. Kiggins had
announced the plan in a letter to
Blue stations, eight had announced
they were interested.
In each community the FHA cooperates by contacting development builders and bringing them in
contact with stations. Under the
plan, stations give publicity to the
houses they sponsor, though no actual investment is required. Tie-ins
with local builders, plumbers and
other suppliers, insurance and finance companies offer logical prospects for sale of time.
» Under tentative plans, NBCBlue would stage a program, either
sustaining or commercial, dramatizing the small home and perhaps
tieing in with national manufacturers during the slack summer
months. Among industries listed as
prospects are insulation, glass,
roofing, heating, floor covering,
bathroom fixtures and paint.
The entire scheme is described
as a joint endeavor serving a public need and stimulating business in
the building trades. FHA has instructed its field representatives to
cooperate in setting up stationsponsored home projects. Past radio-sponsored homes are said to
have yielded satisfactory results
but the model homes generally have
been in higher price brackets
whereas the present scheme appeals to a mass market.

network."
RANKING OF MEDIA
PUTS RADIO THIRD
RADIO'S growing stature as an
advertising medium is further illustrated in comparative figures
on volume carried during 1939 and
preceding years compiled by L. D.
H. Weld, director of research, McCann-Erickson Inc., for the March
1 Printers Ink. Mr. Weld accepts
the Broadcasting, 19J^0 Yearbook
estimate of approximately $170,000,000 as the gross volume done
by radio last year, and ranks radio
third among media.
Marco Amateurs
Newspapers ranked first, with
CONSOLIDATED BY-PROD$525,000,000, direct mail second
UCTS Co., Philadelphia (Marco
with $300,000,000. After radio came
magazines, $150,000,000; outdoor, dog food), on March 11 started
one-hour
weekly
$50,000,000; business papers, $50,- the
Amateur
Hour
for Old
13 Fashioned
weeks on
000,000; farm papers, $17,000,000;
miscellaneous, $340,000,000. The WFIL, Philadelphia. The show,
marking the return of the amateur
total for all media is $1,602,000,000,
which means that radio now repre- hour cycle to Philadelphia stations,
sents better than 10% of the na- is conducted by Jack Steck. The
station plans to move the show
tion's advertising budget.
Taking the five leading media, after the opening weeks from the
175-seat WFIL studio to the 2,000Mr. Weld shows comparisons for seat
Town Hall auditorium.
the last 12 years as follows:
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES IN FIVE MEDIA
1928-1939
Magazines
240

1928
News1929
papers
170
1930
700
210
800
1931
620
1932
450
490
120
$760
$215
1933
110
1934
500
145
1935
170
150
190
1936
580
530
1937
600
1938
520
145
1939
525
150
♦Totals have been rounded to nearest

40
Radio
60
65
80
90
80
105
120
$20
145
145
170

80
Outdoor
65
50
35
45
30
30
35
$85
50
50

Farm
Papers
35
10
30
13
14
20
16
17
20
20
17
$35

TOTAL

1,195
940
665
$1,115
1,065
740
780
835
935

875
five million dollars.
1,000
910
50
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s
America'
well as those of the radio audience usually
Facilities and programs of INBC Red Network make it America's
studied
— investigators virtually fine-combed
the country.
first advertising medium! The facts — gathered in the first network
circulation study ever made which covers both halves of the radio
Things never known before . . .
audience — prove it!
They found that a CAB rating of a program
on the Red actually underestimates, by a conas their ^rst advertising buy. And their conTobacco advertisers using the Red have dissiderable margin, the audience this network
covered its extra audience means extra sales
fidence in the Red's ability to help sell merreaches.
Many
other facts also came to light
chandise isverified by the revelations of the
results. Hence, during 1939, they invested
— facts no sales-minded man can disregard.
"Other Half" of the national radio audience.
65% more in Red Network time than in 1938.
Facts that suggest a more accurate method of
The "Other Half" is the 51% of the nation's
The Red's vast regular listening audience
determining network circulation and values.
radio owners never previously studied by netis the most important of several reasons why
This study provides graphic evidence that
so many leading advertisers pick this network
work fact finders. To get their opinions — as
is

it

.

.

first

. the

Red

network

the Red Network's outstanding facilities and
programs command attention from the maximum number of radio listeners nationally.
That's why, again last rear, the Red was
America's first advertising medium in volume
. . . 9.9% ahead of 1938.
Naturally, you're seeking value when you
select an advertising medium. The facts show
that the Red Network is one of the most generous values you can buy. Its thorough coverage
means dependable results! National Broadcasting Company. A Radio Corporation of
America Service.

buy!

Smoke gets on the Air . . . Via the Red!
Sunday. . . Chas. Denby and La Fendrich Cigars • Raleigh Cigarettes
Monday ... Chesterfield Cigarettes • Sensation Cigarettes
Tuesday . . . Chesterfield Cigarettes • Philip Morris Cigarettes
Wednesday. . .Avalon Cigarettes • Chesterfield Cigarettes • Lucky Strike Cigarettes
Thursday. . . Chesterfield Cigarettes
Friday. . . Chesterfield Cigarettes
Saturday. . .Camel Cigarettes (two programs) • Chesterfield Cigarettes
Prince Albert Smoking Tobacco

NBC
The network

NETWORK
most people listen to most
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No wonder broadcasters like the 9A Reproducer.
It plays bofh vert/ca/ and lateral recordings with
highest fidelity — can be used with any equipment —
priced within reach of all. Ask Graybar for Bulletin
Tl 630— equip your present transcription tables with
this pace-setting 2-in-l pick-up!
DISTRIBUTORS: (n U. S. A.: Graybar Electric Co.,
New York, N. Y. In Canada and Newfoundland:
Northern Electric Co., Ltd. In other countries:
International Standard Electric Corp.

Western
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Lengthy

Video

Is Required
at Station
Breaks
New Rules Operative Sept. 1 Meet Some Objection;
License Form Is Being Sent to Applicants
pressed that this move might result
"THIS IS a special television
broadcast made by authority of the in an effort toward eventual rate
regulation, or at least limitation of
Federal Communications Commisstation profits, not only in television for experimental purposes."
sion but in other commercial broadThis announcement is destined to
casting. At the FM hearings, for
become more or less commonplace
example,
it is expected that broadin cities having experimental telecasters proposing to enter this field
vision stations when rules and reg- will seek unlimited rather than
ulations governing television adopt- anything in the nature of limited
commercial operation despite the
ed by the FCC become fully operative Sept. 1. Under the new rules precedent established in the television rules.
permitting " limited commercial "
operation of stations whereby they
The Rate Angle
can recapture from sponsors actual
The
rules
themselves bring out
program costs adopted Feb. 28 that no changes,
either direct or
[Broadcasting, March 1], the an- indirect, shall be made by licensees
nouncement will be required at
stations for the
"proeach station identification break. of television
duction or transmission
of either
Reaction among the dozen companies most intensely interested in aural or visual programs" except
television development since the for the provision that Class II licensees "may make charges against
promulgation of the rules has generally been favorable. The only dis- program sponsors to cover the cost
cordant notes were that in its re- of programs produced for the respective sponsors; and such sponport accompanying the proposed
sored programs including advertisrules, the Commission may have
ing material, may be transmitted
emphasized too strongly the experimental nature of the service, and
as part
of the service
station'sbut
experimental program
without
that the limited, rather than fullcommercial operation proviso, may
charge for such transmission." The
be a bad precedent.
rules further specify that the limited commercialization permitted
Allocation Deferred
(Continued on page 68)
By adopting in substance the
recommendations of its Television
Committee [Craven, chairman,
Case and Brown], the FCC post- Text of New
FCC
poned until some future time the
question of allocations of ultrahigh frequency channels for visual
FOLLOWING are Rules and Regulations applicable to Television
radio. It stated clearly that this
Broadcast
Stations adopted by the
subject would be deferred until afFCC
Feb.
28. These rules may be
ter the hearings on frequency modulation broadcasting, scheduled to added to the text of Rules & Regulations & Standards published in
begin March 18 and likely to last
a fortnight. This grows out of con- brochure form by Broadcasting
flicting demands of the services for last September and which became
the same facilities at the lower end effective Aug. 1 :
Television Broadcast Stations
of the ultra-high band.
Pursuant to the new rules, the
Sec. 4.71 Defined.
FCC is now drafting a supplemenThe term "television broadcast statal license form, shortly to be distion" means a station licensed for the
patched to all television licensees
transmission of transient visual images
of moving or fixed objects for
and applicants. This will seek more
simultaneous reception and reproducdetailed information upon which
tion b,v the
general public.sound
The (aural
transmodifications of license can be
mission of synchronized
based classifying the stations for broadcast) is considered an essential
Class I or Class II operation. It phase of television broadcast and one
will authorize both visual and
will also call upon licensees and license
aural broadcast as herein set forth.
applicants to supply more detailed
( a ) There shall be two types of exfinancial data along with fuller deperimental television stations, namely,
scriptions of plans for experimen'
'
Experimental
Research Stations ' '
tation and program research.
and "Experimental
Program
Stations"
shall be known
as Class
I and
Apropos limited commercial op- which
eration, the Commission said that Class II stations, respectively.
Class II stations effective Sept. 1 Sec. 4.72 Licensing Requirements,
may begin such operations under
Necessary Showing
which advertising "will be permit(
a
)
A
license for a television Class
ted in connection with programs,
I station will be issued only after a
the cost of which is borne by spon- satisfactory showing has been made
in
to the following, among
sors." It pointed out the rules
othersregard
:
stress that emphasis on the com1. That the applicant has a promercial aspects of the operation at
research and experimentation
the expense of program research is in thegram oftechnical
phases of television
to be avoided.
broadcasting,
which
indicates reasonIn this connection, the view was
able promise of substantial contribuadvanced that the Commission may
tionvisionto the
development
of the teleart.
be without authority to actually in2. That the transmission of signals
voke rules providing for "limited"
by radio is essential to the proposed
as against regular commercial op- program of research and experimentaeration. Moreover, the fear was ex- tion.
BROADCASTING

George Jaspert to WTAG
As Manager of Sales
GEORGE H. JASPERT, formerly
sales manager of WFIL, Philadelhas beenof appointed
commercialphia,manager
WTAG, Worcester.
In addition to a
long experience
radio
sales, Mr.in

Announcement

• Broadcast

Advertising

Jaspert
covered otherhas
aspects
o f broadcasting.
For several years
he was
supervisor of programs
for Westinghouse
E. & M. Co. in its
Mr. Jaspert
radio operations,
and also has been connected with
stations in Louisville, Chicago and
elsewhere in the Midwest.

GE's Half-Cubic Video Antenna
A SEMICUBICAL or V-shaped
television transmitting antenna
which promises improved clarity
and detail of pictures has been developed by General Electric engineers and installed in the company's new station W2XB, in the
Helderberg Mountains, near Albany. The half -cube-shaped equipment somewhat resembles two
large V's mounted one above the
other, and is made up of four radiating elements each about nine
inches in diameter and seven feet
long. Constructed of aluminum, the
elements taper at the ends pointing
to the apex of the V and are mounted atop a 60-foot pole adjacent to
the transmitting station. The antenna isnondirectional in effect and
has been found in tests to result
in a stronger picture signal than
was obtained from previous types
of antennas.

Rules

Governing

Griswold in East
GRISWOLD MFG. Co., Erie, Pa.,
on March 7 started a quarter-hour
weekly series of song recitals, featuring J. Alden Edkins and Edwin
McArthur, on WJZ, New York, and
WHAM, Rochester, in the interests
of its cooking utensils. Similar series ran last year on WJZ only. Account was placed direct.
Cat Food Test
COAST FISHING Co., Wilmington, Cal., (Puss-In-Boots cat food)
is using thrice weekly participation
in
Carolyne
& Cabot's
on
WEEI,
Boston,
and two Corner
per week
in Woman's Corner on WHEC,
Rochester, N. Y. Dan B. Miner Co.,
Los Angeles, has the account.

Television

3. That the program of research
and experimentation will be conducted
by qualified personnel.
4. That the applicant is legally, financially, technically, and otherwise
qualified to carry forward the pro5. That public interest, convenience
gram.
or necessity wiU be served through the
operation of the proposed station.
(b) A license for a Class II station
will be issued only after a satisfactory showing has been made in regard
to the following, among others :
1. That the applicant has a definite
plan sion
of experimentation
in the televibroadcast program service
which
indicates reasonable promise of substantial contribution to the advancement of television broadcasting as a
service to the public.
2. That
exjjerimentation
will the
be program
conductedof by
qualified
personnel.
3. That program material is available and will be utilized by the applicant in rendering broadcast service to
the public.
*4. That a minimum scheduled program service of ten hours per week
will becensemaintained
throughout the liperiod.
5. That the applicant will install
and operate transmitting and studio
equipment
technically
to render a service
suitableadequate
for reception
by 6.theThat
public.
the operation with respect
to thesionssuppression
of spurious
emisand carrier noise,
safety provisions, etc., will be in accordance with
good engineering practice.
7. Thatcilitiesthe
will beapplicant's
adequate technical
to serve faan
area appropriate for the program of
experimentation.
8. That a competent engineering
* This provision modifies Section 4.4(d)
in television
so far as broadcast
that Section
applies to Class
II
stations.

study has been made of the nature,
extent and effect of interference which
may result
the simultaneous
operation of from
the proposed
station and
other Class II television stations.
9. That nancially
the andapplicant
legally, to
fiotherwise isqualified
render a satisfactory service to the
10. That public interest, convenience
or necessity will be served through the
public.
operation
of the proposed station.
Sec. 4.73 Charges
(a) direct
No shallcharges
or inbe made either
by thedirect
licensee
of
a television station for the production
or transmission of either aural or visualtionprograms
by such sta(b). except transmitted
tion,
as provided in subsec(b) Beginning September 1, 1940,
Class II television licensees may make
charges against program sponsors to
cover the cost of programs produced
for the respective sponsors ; and such
sponsored
programs,
adver-as
tising material,
may beincluding
transmitted
part ofgramtheservice
station's
experimental
but without
charge profor
such transmission.
(c) The limited commercialization
permitted under subsection (b) above
shall not take precedence over the ex- i
ated to it.Stations
perimental ordinservice,
but shall be subj
Sec. 4.74 Reports by Class II i
Quarterly
on formsshallprescribed
by thereports
Commission
be )'
made by Class II television broadcast J
stations of their charges and costs as
well as of other pertinent information
which may be of assistance to the
Commission in evaluating the economic feasibility of television broadas a regular service
lic on acastingcommercial
basis. to the pub(Continued on page 55)
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ible tradeANgivingaud
USE OF mark,
voice to the
tt
character
Reddy Kilowa
used by electric utilities in
their newspaper advertising and
promotion, is proving a unique
and practical vehicle for radio
promotion by local utility firms,
according to Arthur Stringer, of
the NAB headquarters staff.
Following up the NAB idea of
selling radio to utilities on a basis
of plugging radio listening to
build electrical load, the robotvoiced Reddy Kilowatt kills two
birds with one stone in serving as
a novel identification for electric
utilities in general and in delivering the sales message.
Mr. Stringer has estimated that
the Reddy Kilowatt character, a
copyrighted feature, is being used
by companies servicing about half
the household meters in the country. Although no exact figures are
available, he estimated that about
100 individual electric utility companies in 37 States, Puerto Rico
and Hawaii are using radio time,
and a growing number of these are
using Reddy Kilowat.
*
* *
Food Exhibits
PROMOTING food products in
general, WEEI, Boston, has inaugurated amonthly Food Fair,
staged in the main studio, with decorations and exhibits designed to
interest
women's
in advertised delicacies. Inp-roups
connection
with
the Food Fair, the station has
scheduled a special half-hour daily
program on which appear entertainers, dieticians and home-making experts. A weekly newspaper,
WEEI Food Fair News, is supplied
listeners, and additional exhibits
of
sponsors'
in local
stores.products are arranged
Fun With Hams
THREE Swift hams are given
away daily on the new Just for Fun
contest just started on KDYL, Salt
Lake City, carried by its Radio
Playhouse and handled by Emerson
Smith and Jake Woolf.

AtctckandUin^
& J^tomotion
Talking Trade-Mark — Wakened by Rudy — Cowles
Belt — For a Week — More Confucius — Briefcase
WCCO Presentation
WCCO, Minneapolis, has compiled
an 84-page presentation, portraying in layman's language the
grovrth of radio and WCCO, which
is being shown before various civic
and business organizations in the
Twin Cities and Northwest to promote word-of-mouth advertising of
the station. The 32-inch-high book,
titled The Story of WCCO, fits in
a stand 8x6x2 feet. A fluorescent
light reflects down on the pages,
and the whole presentation fits
into three specially designed suitcases for transportation. Each
page of copy is faced by a page
of blown-up art, and with preamble and elucidations the average
showing takes an hour.
Clocks From Rudy
RADIO editors in the New York
metropolitan
area on March
received via Western
Union 7boys
large cream-colored alarm clocks,
sent by National Dairy Products
Co., through McKee & Albright,
to promote the Rudy Vallee program starting that evening on
NBC-Red. Alarms were set for
9:30, starting time of the program, and bore the inscription "My
Time
Is Your T i m e", Vallee's
theme
of Rudy.song, over a smiling picture
Spring in Jamestown
IN PREPARATION for spring
merchandising of NBC-Blue and
local programs, WJTN, Jamestown,
made arrangementsN. forY.,anhasextensive
display
campaign, including lobby exhibits
in the two largest local hotels, tiein windows with all appliance dealers, and a series of advertisements
in Jamestown newspapers.

FREE HOT DOGS for 6,622 and more Denver kiddies, along with kites
for the boys and Pinocchio statuettes for the girls, were the piece de resistance of the preliminary promotion for the thrice-weekly transcribed
Pinnocchio series, which started March 4 on KOA, Denver, under sponsorship of the local K & B Packing & Provision Co. The cuties
behind this battery of automatic weiner roasters, located in the KOA
lobby, put in a busy day March 2 meeting the juvenile clamor for hot
dogs. KOA staffmen had a field day coping with demands for Pinocchio
Club membership cards and carrying on sidewalk interviews for KOA
broadcasts. Announcements of the big Saturday rally were carried on
KOA for several days before the event, conducted jointly by the station and Raymond Keane Adv. Agency, Denver, handling the account.
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Success in Tulsa
ENLARGING the publication and
issuing two times a month rather
than monthly, KVOO, Tulsa, also
has revised the policy of K-VOODOO, station promotion publication, to devote the paper largely to
success stories of KVOO commercial programs and spot campaigns.
The station also is offering commercial accounts additional publicity, starting early in March,
through an arrangement with 72
Oklahoma weeklies to carry a fiveinch department including a small
photo and rotated mentions of
time and dates of commercial
shows.
*
Prizes to Charity
DEPARTING from the usual procedure of selecting contestants at
random for the Cook Book Quiz,
heard Tuesday mornings over
KROW, Oakland, four women of a
particular
women's They
club are
are then
invited to participate.
allowed to pool their money prizes
for any charitable purpose they
choose. On the first program, March
19, four members of the Eastern
Star will compete with the intention of pooling their prizes for a
"Seeing-Eye Dog" for some blind
person. The program is sponsored
by Miller Packing Co.
The *Cowles
Belt
>;;
UNIQUE and graphic is the combination market data and coverage
map prepared for the Cowles stations by The Katz agency. A coloi'ed map showing complete coverage of the stations is equipped with
four cellophane overlays, one for
each of the four stations in the
group. Each overlay has boundary
lines portraying the coverage of
one of the stations. A concealed
market data presentation is pulled
out by a tab. The map is enclosed
in a colored, varnished folder.
* * *
Oliver Prizes
PRIZE contest, open to all farmers,
is being conducted on the Oliver
Farm News broadcasts on WHO,
Des Moines, between Feb. 26 and
March 16. First prize is an Oliver
plowmaster raydex plow, second an
Oliver corn planter. Listeners entering the contest obtain an official entry blank from local Oliver
dealers, and in a space provided
complete in 50 words or less the
statement, "The feature of the new
Oliver raydex plow I like best is
School Contact
MORRIS PLAN BANK of Oakland, Calif., which sponsors Voices
of Yesterday on KROW, recently
presented a complete set of the
transcriptions heard on the program to the Berkeley schools. As a
part of the KROW merchandising
plan, quiz sheets are distributed to
pupils in the schools. After listening to each program on Monday
nights, the students answer questions pertaining to the program
and return them to their teacher
for checking.
BROADCASTING

SEARS, ROEBUCK & Co., Seattle,
to start the annual King for a Week
sale,
Feb. 26 broadcast
its "kickoff" on
breakfast,
sales meeting
and
coronation of King Oscar I, over
9 Pacific Northwest Mutual-Don
Lee stations (KOL KMO WPQ
KGY KVOS KXRO KIT KELA
KRKO),
ton Hotel,from
that the
city. New WashingBroadcast opened with a mock
battle
as background
to "war"of
comments
by Jerry Geehan
KMO, Tacoma, who described the
action. Larry Huseby and Dick
Ross, announcers of KMO cut in to
explain that it was a barrage of
Sears values — the revolt of employes while the bosses were away
— and that the assistant managers
were King for a Week. Assistant
Manager 0. T. Anderson of the
Seattle store was crowned king.
Following musical entertainment
by the firm's quartet and orchestra,
assistant managers of stores located in other cities were cut in
for five minute resumes of sale
specials. Unique program was directed by Bill Cloes, display advertising manager
* of* the* firm.
Reaction Getter
CERTIFICATES naming individual civic leaders and educators as
"listeners'
the station's
of been
membershave
panel"
distributed
among
leading local citizens by KGNC,
Amarillo, Tex. Sent along with the
certificate was a questionnaire pertaining to NBC public service features carried on the station, designed to bring in information on
popular reaction to the programs.
* * *
Little Letters
NOVEL treatment in a testimonial
letter presentation was instituted
by KOMA, Oklahoma City, in its
latest promotion piece. Held securely in a special folder bearing a
"Confucius Say" sales message are
miniature reproductions of actual
testimonial letters.
BROCHURES
XBC — Black folder simulatiiiR leather
Kitchell's
promotingwithAlma
briefcase, program,
Briefcase
extracts
from
listeners' letters in the "briefcase".
WIBX, Utica, N. Y. — Monthly mimeographed "merchandising and sales
helps" booklet,
for distribution
clients
and handlers
of advertisedto
KTFI.
Twin Falls,
Idaho — Twocolor
map brochure.
goods. coverage
WSM, Nashville — Brochure presenting coverage data, using BeoadcastINO maps,
ulated woodand
paper.printed on stiff simWCAE,churePittsburgh
— Two-color
brocombining a success
story with
coverage data.
WBIG,
N. 0. — program
Printed
pictorial Greensboro,
cover for weekly
schedules.
CKAC, Montreal — Humorous cartoon
booklet cilities
depicting
CKAC services, faand programs.
WEEI, Boston — Eight-page grey booklet, "Measurements From a Backyard-Stick", measuring the preference
of Boston advertisers.
WNAX,
Yankton,calling
S. D.—
Picture-to
text-color brochure
attention
the station's rural audience and programs.
WTMA, Charleston, S. C— Market
data survey,
mimeographed in a pinfastened
binder.
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Why

WE

Sell

Part

of

ARE GLAD so many broadcasting
stations are beginning to realize that it

does not pay to "Poll Harlem". With about
28,700,000 radio homes in the United States
and only approximately

Your

have a much

Audience

better sales story than they are

presenting.
Many

sellers and users of time are beginning

to realize this situation and every day more of

12,500,000 telephone

them are asking Hooper-Holmes
these listening studies for them.

homes, it is obvious that telephone surveys
cover only a small part of the listening audience.

to make

That is the chief reason why so many broad-

Of course, another important reason for calling on Hooper-Holmes is that we have Branch
Offices in 82 cities and therefore, are able to

casting stations, advertising agencies and ad-

conduct these personal interview studies in

vertisers are calling on Hooper-Holmes
measure audiences.
On one recent Hooper-Holmes
market

to

almost all important markets.

study in one

the results gave Edward

WHAT

G. Robin-

son's "Big Town" a rating of 28.3% in telephone homes and a rating of 34.6% in nontelephone homes. In the same study the "Court
of Missing Heirs" had a rating in telephone
homes of 6.6% and in non-telephone homes of
17-3%.
Obviously stations and agencies which are trying to sell time as a result of telephone surveys

IS THE

H OO PE R- H O LM E S BUREAU?

For 41 years (since i8gg ) this Bureau has
been malting confidential reports to insurance
companies on applicants for all }{inds of insurance. Most of these are made and written by
trained Inspectors, all of ivhom are jull-time
men. Their wor]{ is supervised by 82 Branch
Offices. They regularly cover /J,577 cities
and totvns in their insurance tvor\ and their
efforts are supplemented by ^^,000 part-time
correspondents.

Address all inquiries to Market Research Division, Chester E. Haring, Director.

THE

HOOPER-HOLMES
102

MAIDEN

LANE,

BUREAU,
NEW

YORK

INC.

?

Further

Intrusion

On Clears Feared
FURTHER duplication of stations
on the remaining clear channels as
an aftermath of the impending reallocation under the Havana Treaty
is seriously threatened, James D.
Shouse, vice-president in charge of
broadcasting of the Crosley Corp.,
told the Dayton (0.) Advertising
Club March 8.
Declaring that because of the Havana Treaty a "strong likelihood
exists' that the entire broadcast
band will be realloc
ated, Mr. Shouse
said this may mean duplication of
remaining clear channels. Such a
move, he predicted, would affect
every station because it would
throw the economics of radio advertisinsr into confusion.
"The whole
ture of
American system struc
of broadcasti theis
dependent upon its continued ng
existence as an advertising medium
which can deliver selling impressions at a reasonable cost for the
advertisers," he said. "Anything
which threatens this part of the
structure threatens all of it."
. Mr. Shouse pointed to the decrease
in the number of clear channel stations since the 1928 reallocation,
when 40 exclusive waves for highpower station operation were set
aside. Under the Havana Treatv
terms
to 25. the number would be reduced
The only effort to improve servic
to rural and small town audiencese
500.000-watt operation
otf TJ'rr^-^
WLW, lr*^^termi
nated a year ago,
he said, deploring the tendency
toward lower power, with the nresent maximum power of 50,000
watts. This, he declared, seemed to
date from the adoption bv the Senate in 1938 of the so-called Wheeler
Resolution, which expressed onnosition to power in excess of 50,000
watts.
Razor to Use Radio
AMERICAN Safety Razor Corp.,
Brooklyn, is planning to use radio
as part of its increased advertising
campaign for Gem, Ever - Ready
and Gem-Electric razors, although
no details have been worked out,
according to Federal Adv. Agency,
New York, the agency.

WJSV Goes to 50 kw.
As Official Washington
Joins in Ceremonies
A WEEK of dedication festivities
marking the jump of WJSV, Washington, from 10,000 to 50,000 watts
was concluded March 7 with an inaugural broadcast and party in
which official and social Washington participated.
The transmitter had been operated in the daytime for a week,
using the full 50,000 watts, but its
debut in regular night operation
occurred prior to the dedicatory
ceremony when A. D. Willard Jr.,
manager of WJSV, threw a switch
formally putting the $300,000 transmitter plant into service. He presented the switch to District Community.
missioner Melvin C. Hazen as a
symbol of WJSV service to the comTHE HIGHER BRACKETS may or may not be worrying this CBS group,
mulling over income tax blanks during a party the other day launching
"WJSV Week" to mark the advent of the CBS Washington station's
power boost to 50,000 watts. Standing (1 to r) are A. D. (Jess) Willard
Jr., WJSV manager; John Heiney, station's promotion manager; Harry
C. Butcher, CBS Washington vice-president. Seated (1 to r) are Rep.
Joe Martin, Republican leader of the House; Ann Gillis, CBS press representative in Washington; Jane Froman, radio and screen star, and
Craig Earle, better known as Prof. Quiz. The latter two made stage appearances in the capital as part of the "WJSV Week" celebration. Mr.
Heiney, incidentally, originated the Prof. Quiz program several years
ago while radio editor of the Washington Post and still draws royalties.
Record Suit Delayed
ANOTHER delay in filing the record in the RCA-Whiteman-WNEW
appeal, which sets the new date as
April 2, has been agreed to by all
parties to permit the printing of
enough copies of the record for
use in an ultimate appeal to the
U. S. Supreme Court, which attorneys believe probable. If such
an appeal is made, attorneys believe the Supreme Court will consent to review the case, as it raises
questions of intellectual property
rights of performers and of recording companies which have never
been considered by the U. S. Supreme Court, or, until the present
time, by a Federal Circuit Court.
If the case progresses normally
after the record is filed on April 2,
it will probably be heard about the
end of May.

Phrase That Stuck
AUTHOR
phrase "fireside chat"oftothedesignate
the
President's talks from the
White House was Harry
Butcher, CBS Washington
vice-president, who coined it
back in 1933 when the first of
the chats was being arranged.
Since the mikes in the Lincoln
Room are located near the
fireplace, Mr. Butcher suggested the nomenclature to
Steve Early, press-radio secretary, who passed it on to
President Roosevelt who seized
upon it immediately. The
modest Mr. Butcher never let
the fact be known until CBS
scripters began preparing the
WJSV salute program of
March 5 on the occasion of its
inaugural of 50,000-watt
operation. Mr. Butcher in
1933 was manager of the
Washington CBS station.

Butler Stores' News
H. H. BUTLER STORES, New
York ing(men's
conductits usualclothing),
seasonal iscampaign
before Easter of five to ten-minute
news periods on stations in the
eight or nine cities where branch
stores are located. The company
has also started a weekly Amateur
Hour program on WKNY, Kingston, as a change from the usual
schedule of news periods. Brown
& Gravenson, New York, is agency.

CONGRATULATIONS on a magnificent job are extended by A. D. Willard (center), general manager of WJSV, Washington, to James L.
Middlebrooks (left), CBS liaison engineer, and Clyde M. Hunt, WJSV
chief engineer. Middlebrooks designed and supervised construction of
the new 50,000-watt CBS capital outlet, with its Western Electric transmitter and three 350-foot Blaw-Knox directional towers. The CBS construction engineer told visitors on its "WJSV Week" opening that he
regarded it as the "finest radio plant in the world as of this date."
Page 40
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CBS at White House Party
CBS is to furnish the entertainment
for the annual White House Correspondents Assn. dinner in Washington
Marchdent16,
whichandis other
attended
by PresiRoosevelt
notables.
The
network has assigned Dan Seymour,
announcer, to act as m.c, the entertainment to include Abbott and Costello, comedians on the Kate Smith
Hour ; Jane Froman, songstress, and
other headliners.
BROADCASTING

The inaugural program included a quiz in which Professor Quiz
asked Harry C. Butcher, CBS
Washington vice-president, radio
questions about the new plant. Other Columbia talent participated.
Among well-known radio figures
at the ceremonies were Comdr. T.
A. M. Craven. FCC commissioner; Lieut. E. K. Jett. FCC chief
enerineer; Thomas J. Slowie, FCC
secretary; Neville Miller, NAB
president; Eueene Meyer, publisher, Washinatnn Post; Frank M.
Russell, NBC Washinerton vice-nresident: Kenneth Berkeley. WRCWMAL erenernl manager; Carleton
D. Smith. WMAL manager; E. K.
Cohan, CBS director of enfnneering: A. B. Chamberlain, CBS chief
enp-ineer; A. Stanley McAllister,
CBS sunerintendent of buildings
and construction.
In a CBS salute to WJSV March
5 was read a lettpr from Presidpnt Roosevelt to William S. Palev,
CBS president, coneratulating the
network on completion of its powerful Washinsrton outlet, and lauding radio's contributinn to a better
understanding of public affairs.
Notables

Greet

WIRE

In Dedicating Studios
FEATURING ereetines from such
rotables as President Roosevelt,
Vice President Garner, Alf M.
London, Herbert Hoover. Paul V.
McNutt. David S'^^noff. Rov Howard and others, the new STR.nOQ
studios and headauarters of WIRE.
Indianapolis, occunvins' the wpst
wing- of the ninth floor of the Hotel
Claypool, wpre to be dedicated
March 15. The new setup includes
three hotel auditorium studios with
a seatine
capacity of 1,500 for public broadcasts.
Radio notables, including L^nox
R. Lohr, Nile« Trammell, Sidney
Strotz and Fred Weber, were
amnne those invited to the banquet
and stagceremonies.
dinner preceding the inau«niral
The studio setup represents the
last word in modernitv, with special
emphasis on observation facilities
so that unobstructed views are
available for the master control
room, news teletvpe room and all
studios,
Jobnct-Manvi'lle
thp
acoustics and
RCA built thedid
control
room which WIRE calls "the most
modern in the Midwest today".
WLOF are the call letters assigned
by the FCC
for thein new
station Fla.
recently authorized
Orlando,
[Broadcasting, March 1].
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News

makes

Formula

Advised

Declaring that a station to justify its existence must provide
worthwhile service, the Commiscenses."sioner, who has specialized in telephone matters from the inception
of the FCC in 1934, declared that
outlets which would violate the
law or public interest by "promoting lotteries, fraudulent advertising, or vulgar programs hardly
would be expected to be in a favorable position at its showing for license renewal." He cited legal
precedent for revocation on such

Editor

who

Program

Walker Says FCC Should Set
Proposed Basic Service
ESTABLISHMENT by the FCC of
proposed standards of programs
which should be met by broadcasters, was urged by Commissioner
Paul A. Walker in an address March
1 before the Commonwealth Club
of California in San Francisco.
While censorship of programs
is prohibited by statute, Commissioner Walker said the Commission nevertheless must see that licenses are granted to applicants
who propose a
worthwhile program service.
"Personally,"
he
no
reason"I why
declared,
see
the Commission
should not propose standards of
programs
which
it might hope
couldMr. beWalker
met by
broadcasters who apply for li-

Sis

A

Standard

News!

grounds.
Ray Clark, WNAX

News Editor, is the favorite newscaster of

The address, broadcast over the
California Radio System, was devoted largely to communications
though the Commissioner covered
broadcasting, television, frequency modulation, facsimile and other
non-public utility services. He classified television as "still in the exstage" and
pointed out
that visual perimental
radio
development
in
England
has
been
more
rapid than
in this country.

3,837,323 — population of the WNAX Primary Area. So much is
he a part of life in this great area, he often makes news.
In February, conducting the WNAX Finnish Relief Fund — he
received from Nebraska — for auction — a toy fire engine. Highest
bid — ^12 — came from North Dakota. But, Teddy Gantt, 7-yearold infantile paralysis victim in Iowa, offered the contents of his
bank — ^2.53. Clark phoned the highest bidder, explained Teddy's
bid. The North Dakotan gave the ^12 to the fund, and the fire
engine to Teddy.
Clark personally presented the fire engine to Teddy in a special
broadcast from WNAX's

A Cowles

Sioux City Studios — picture above.

Result No. 1 — Clark again made news. UP carried the story of
Teddy and the fire engine as its outstanding human interest story
of the day.
Result No. 2 — WNAX again proved that with 5,000 watts that
do the work of 50,000, plus smart showmanship, it has the coverage and influence to do a good job for you.

STATION WNAX

Studios-WNAX

Page 42
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Video Progress

BROADCASTING

Declaring that only 2,500 television receiving sets have been purchased by the public in this country, he said
England
receivers
have that
been insold
where five
one
was sold in the United States,
"largely because in England television, like broadcasting is Government-owned and operated and
the Government defrays all program expense and also because
television programs started in England approximately three years
earlier than in this country."
Describing
as today's
engaging
newFM question
in "most
radio
communication", Mr. Walker declared the claim that FM programs can be transmitted to remote
stations by "direct radio beam
rather than by wire path" is significant. Whether this claim is justified, he said, will be revealed during the March 18 hearings on FM
before the Commission. The hearings should demonstrate the place
of FM in television and facsimile
as well as regular broadcasting,
he asserted.
In discussing programs, Mr.
Walker declared that notwithstanding its inability lavirfully to censor programs the Commission is
• Broadcast

Advertising

called upon to consider complaints
as to the character of programs.
While it occurs only in exceptional
cases, complaints may be of such
character as apparently to involve
public interest and therefore cannot be "ignored". He cited as instances the Charlie McCarthy-Mae
West "Adam & Eve" broadcast of
two years ago and the Orson Welles
Martian invasion.
Public Interest
"These incidents not only illustrate some of the mutual problems
confronting the broadcasters and
the FCC but illustrate clearly the
vital place of the radio in our
every-day life," he said. Broadly
speaking, it appears that although
the FCC does not have the right of
censorship, it has an important
function to perform in the public
interest. Clearly, its duties should
be so exercised, within the law, as
to encourage and eventually bring
about a higher standard of broadcasting and programming, responsive not only to the entertainment,
but to the educational, religious
and cultural needs of our people
andCiting
of the the
nationdifference
at large." between
American and foreign broadcasting, Mr. Walker said that whereas
private enterprise under license
conducts stations in this country,
abroad, especially in Europe, the
broadcasting is done largely or
wholly by the Government. "This
accounts, pei-haps, for the claim
that in England, for instance, programs are more educational and
cultural than in America, while in
this country they are, admittedly,
more entertaining, and, it is said,
more
On popular."
March 2 Commissioner Walk-

NEW STATION OPENS
IN PEANUT
MARKET
USING spot announcements on
neighboring stations WTAR, Norfolk, and WGH, Newport News,
as well as billboards and newspaper advertising to introduce itself,
the new WLPM, Suffolk, Va.,
is ready to make its formal debut
March 17. The station has just
been completed, with Collins equipment throughout, and will operate
from the studios in Suffolk's Russell Bldg., and a new modernistic
transmitter house on the Richmond
highway. It will use 100 watts
night and 250 day on 1420 kc.
Fred L. Hart, local druggist and
president of the Suffolk Retail Merchants Assn., is general manager
of the station. Robert Wasdon, former sales manager of WRAL, is
commercial manager. Jack Siegel is
chief engineer. Other personnel includes Ray Reeve, sportscaster ;
Rav Brown, announcer, formerly
with WGBR, Goldsboro, N. C;
Preston Pearson, engineer, formerly with WGBR; Margaretta Smith,
sales. Two other announcers will
be added.
The station will use NBC Thesaurus and UP news, and will rebroadcast WLW programs by permission. It is licensed to Suffolk
Broadcasting Corp., in which Mr.
Hart is one-third stockholder.
er spoke on communications and
their value to the nation and civilization on a half-hour interview
with Stuart R. Ward, executive
secretary of the Commonwealth
Club,
cisco. carried by KSFO, San Fran-

Lochman to Broadcast
K.C. Baseball on Hookup

SMILES are in order as Joe Pratt
(seated), representative of the Atlantic Co., signs a WLPM contract for 52 weeks of nightly
sportscasts over that new Suffolk,
Va., station. Robert Wasdon (left)
WLPM sales manager who handles
the account, and Ray Reeve, sportscaster who will conduct the programs, look on. The programs will
promote the sale of Atlantic beers.
C & S New York Visit
STANDARD BRANDS, New York, is
moving the Chase d Sanborn Hour.
heard on NBC-Red, Sundays, 8-8:30
p. m., from Hollywood to New York
for the broadcasts of March 17, 24 and
31, with the possibility of two additional broadcasts from New York before the program returns to the West
Coast. .J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York, is agency.
Spring Renovation Campaign
GYPSUM LIME & Albastine Canada,
Toronto rials),(wall
insulating
mateon Marchtints,
7 started
a spring
campaign
five-weekly one-minute
transcribedwith
announcements
on 38 Canadian stations. Account was placed
by
ronto.McConnell Eastman & Co., To-

Washington's

ful station

THE QUESTION about "What's
going
happenfound
to baseball?"
Kansasto City
an answerin
March 8 when Karl Koerper, vicepresident of KMBC, announced
that services of Walt Lochman,
popular KMBC sports commentator, had been
sold
to Knox
Reeves,
Minneapolis, for
General Mills
sponsorship of
play-by-play
reports of Kansas
City Blues games
over a hookup of
WREN, Lawrence, Kans., and
K C K N, Kansas

Mr. Lochman
man leaves KansasCity,
CityKan.
March
18
Lochto cover the Blues camp in Haines
City, Fla. During his two-week
stay he will make a series of transcriptions for broadcast on KMBC,
Kansas City.
Under the arrangement with
Knox Reeves, Lochman continues
as KMBC staff sportscaster, both
for his two daily sports commentaries, and other sports events,
and thus will continue to be heard
on KMBC through the baseball
season. Lochman received honorary
mention from Sporting Neivs last
season for his part in building box
office for games in Kansas City.
When he started broadcasting in
1935, season ticket sales were less
than 100,000. At the end of his fifth
season last year, he was given a
gi-eating it part
of the
for buildto more
than credit
800,000.

most

is

Washing-

ton's most popular
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OUR

PLATFORM

Keep American radio free as the press.
Maintain a system of free, competitive broadcasting, rendering public service without undue
restraint.
Build programs to provide the greatest good
for the greatest number.
Avoid political partisanship on the air.
Install radios in every home, classroom, office,
automobile, passenger train and airplane.
Keep pace with technical developments and
foster their commercial applications.

The

Business

of Radio

THE MAGNITUDE of radio, now in third
place among all media in volume of advertising
carried, is strikingly illustrated in the twentieth annual report of RCA recently submitted
to its stockholders. The parent company shows
for the first time exactly how much of its total
business is represented by its wholly-owned
NBC networks. NBC operations amounted to
$40,707,032 out of RCA's gross 1939 income of
$110,494,398, or 36.9%. Though the relative
net profit is not shown, it is fair to assume that
NBC contributed quite substantially to RCA's
9% increase in net as well as its 10% increase
in gross — certainly a healthy showing not
only for the parent company but for the broadcasting baby it bore in 1926 with the then
avowed intention (by Owen D. Young, at the
time chairman of the RCA, itself then merely
an infant prodigy of General Electric and
Westinghouse) of starting network broadcasting primarily with the object of stimulating
set sales and only faintly with the hope that
it would eventually pay its own way, much
less earn a profit.
Significant in showing the stature of the
business of broadcasting also are the comparative figures on media compiled by L. D. H.
Weld for Printers Ink [See page 32]. Accepting Broadcasting's figure of $170,000,000 as
the gross 1939 volume of time sales, Mr. Weld
shows that radio now ranks third among all
media. Only newspapers, of which there are
about 2,500 dailies and many more weeklies,
and direct mail, whose ramifications are manifold, exceeded radio. Magazines are in fourth
place, outdoor in fifth. Radio's volume ran
better than 10% of the nation's advertising
budget — assuredly a magnificent achievement
for an art and a business hardly out of its
teens.
Page 46
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The Record Blunder
DESPITE the popular conception that radio
literally rolls in wealth, it is an established
statistical fact that nearly one-third of the stations lose money. They are what might be described as the ill-fed, ill-clad fringe. They are
stations located for the most part in small
towns, usually with local low power.
This red-ink contingent is forced to rely
largely upon recordings for its programs. Network affiliations are out of question, and in
some instances even transcribed libraries are
luxuries they cannot afford.
Recently, the FCC modified its rules governing the identification of mechanical recordings.
It specified that the words "transcription" and
"record" be used without variation. National
Independent Broadcasters Inc., in behalf of nonnetwork stations, and the NAB, for the industry as a whole, petitioned the FCC to liberalize
its amended rule to permit the use of other descriptive language which would not tend to deceive the public yet would break the monotony
of mandatory repetition of same words. The
FCC did liberalize the rule on transcriptions,
but records must be announced as such.
Therein we believe the FCC has erred. While
it is true that transcriptions made exclusively
for broadcast purposes are more desirable than
records, it is nevertheless also a fact that many
non-network stations cannot get along without
records. Perhaps such stations cannot justify
their existence economically, but the Commission now licenses them almost indiscriminately
and thus encourages their existence. Certainly
it is not consistent to license new stations and
then impose regulatory hardships which hamstring their ability to provide acceptable service.
As the record rule stands, such stations must
identify records as "records". They cannot say
"recording" or "recorded program". Such monotonous repetition lessens the opportunity of
the small station to compete for audience with
larger stations audible in its service area. It is
difficult to believe that the FCC, whose working majority has been critical of the bigger interests in radio while professing sympathy for
the plight of the little fellows, really means to
penalize them this way.
WITH the advent of commercial television
this fall, the FCC tvill hecome a species
of radio advertiser, going heavy for station-hreak spot announcements. The new
rules and regulations to govern "limited
commercial" operation of visual stations
require that at each station-hreak the
announcer broadcast
must intone:
is a specialof
television
made"This
try authority
the Federal Communications Commission
for experimental purposes" .

Radio Planks
IN A FEW short months both major political
parties hold their national conventions. Aside
from selecting their candidates for the Presidency, party platforms also will be drafted —
the campaign creeds in which they commit
themselves to betterment of the economic,
social and political fabric of the nation.
President Roosevelt, as titular head of his
party, has said repeatedly radio must be kept
"as free as the press". The Republican Program Committee, in the so-called Glenn Frank
report, preaches the gospel of minimum Government interference with private enterprise.
Both edicts fit radio to the queen's taste.
Without questioning the sincerity of these
utterances, it nevertheless is refreshing to note
that politicians are beginning to romance radio
here and there. To broadcasters the reason is
somewhat obvious. The campaign year requires
a "good radio" just as the boys hanker for a
"good press". They have learned well the lesson
that radio is their anchor campaigning medium and that the gentle art of kissing babies
hasIt given
"microphone
seems way
to usto the
organized appeal".
parties can do
more than give broadcasting lip service in the
pre-campaign thrusts. Radio deserves consideration in each party platform. Nothing short
of clear-cut platform commitments that radio
should be maintained as a free, unfettered service through private initiative is satisfactory
to our industry.
Forum

Sponsorship

A FEW

MONTHS ago there faged in the industry and outside a battle over the industry
code provisions which barred the sale of time
for discussion of controversial issues, except,
in forum discussions. Father Coughlin was the
vortex of that oratorical tornado.
Today the issue has almost been forgotten.
And to prove that the provision works, an important national account — Squibbs — is about to undertake sponsorship of a new forum over NBCBlue, featuring outstanding Washington columnists who typify controversy in the extreme.
It has long been apparent that forum discussions using big national names get and hold
audience. The sustainers America's Town Meeting of the Air and the American Forum of the
Air have been notable examples. Now the new
Squibb program, directed by Theodore Granik,
who has conducted the American Forum for 11
years over WOR and later MBS, opens a new
program vehicle for sponsorship — one we feel
is destined to click just as well as a sponsored
program as it would sustaining. There isn't any
reason why America's Town Meeting also
should not be sponsored by a firm interested in
the institutional approach, as is Squibbs.
Aside from the network presentations, forum
type discussions can be adopted for local spontype discussions can be adapted for local sponsorship. There is no valid reason why such programs should be maintained only as sustaining
features. Lecturers, debaters, columnists, controversialists are impelled by the profit motive
no less than entertainers. So long as they appear on forum presentations, with all shades
of opinion represented and voiced, the code
authorizes their sponsorship. It should make no
difference whether they hire a hall or a mike
is hired for them for forum discussions. As
long as they can contribute something the public wants, it is good radio.
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EDWARD TOMPKINS
School of Music. Here he studied
AS THE newly-appointed general
manager of Broadcast Music Inc., violin, piano and voice.
After graduation, however, his
Merritt Edward Tompkins, brings
New England practicality overrode
to that position as operating head
ambitions and he forof the broadcasting industry's his artistic
sook the concert hall for the
own music enterprise a wealth of
experience in the musical world business office, signing on as an
that has given him an intimate apprentice with the music publishing house of G. Schirmer Inc. On
personal knowledge of practically
Sunday mornings, however, young
every phase of the production,
Tompkins could be seen and heard
merchandising and popularization
of music.
as soloist in one of New York's
As a music student he learned fashionable churches, thus keeping his voice in trim and at the
the rules of musical composition
and rendition. As a church soloist same time augmenting his weekly
he gained experience in translating earnings. Time passed, and having
the words and notes of the printed completed his apprenticeship in the
page into vocal melodies. His years publishing business he sought new
in the music publishing business, fields to conquer. In those pre-war
days advertising was the field, or
which he entered as an apprentice
so everyone said, where a clever
and left as a top executive, gave chap
could make a fortune over
him first-hand knowledge of all the night, so Tommy, as he was and is
countless details of this great in- generally
known by his associates,
dustry.
joined the H. K. McCann Co. which
As an advertising agency ac- has since become McCann-Erickson.
count executive he created and
During his four years in the
carried through an extensive campaign for player piano rolls so agency field. Tommy's greatest triumph was in creating and managsuccessfully that the company
ing a series of "comparative rehired him as assistant sales mancitals" for the American Piano Co.
ager in full charge of this depart- Audiences
flocked to concert halls
ment. As executive secretary of an
throughout
the land to hear Leoassociation of music publishers and,
pold Godowski and other artists
later, as a member of the board of
to marvel when, middirectors of ASCAP, he learned the performway and
through a piano selection,
ins and outs of administering mu- the artist
pushed back his bench
sical copyrights. And as head of a while the music
continued to fill
recording and transcription pro- the air, produced by an Ampico
ducing organization, he gained not
and the instrument's player
only a practical knowledge of the roll
machinery. Yes, they marveled and
mechanics of creating, producing
rolls and the inand selling transcriptions but also they boughtstrumentsthe
in such numbers that
a keen insight into the likes and Tompkins soon found himself out
desires of both broadcaster and of the agency and in the piano
listener.
business, as assistant sales manBorn March 6, 1887, in a suburb
ager in charge of sales of music
of Waterbury, Conn., where he re- rolls and also of the Chickering
ceived his elementary and sec- piano division.
ondary schooling, Merritt was
In 1919 he returned to Schirmer
musically inclined from childhood
as sales manager, becoming sucand when high school days were
cessively general manager and
over, instead of heading for New
until he left again
Haven to acquire the turtle-neck vice-president
1929 to join the North American
sweater and bull-dog pipe then the in
Co., which at that time had great
mark of every Yale man, he went
to New York to study at the Insti- expectations of winning the listening public away from commercial
tute of Musical Art, famed predecessor of the present day Juilliard broadcasting and turning the radio
BROADCASTING
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BARRON HOWARD, business mcanager of WRVA, Richmond. Va., has
been named treasurer of the Richmond Theatre Guild. Ira Avery,
WRVA special events announcer and
producer, has been selected for a
lead in a coming Guild production.
CARL I. WHEAT, former assistant
general counsel o,f the FCC, who
has frequently been mentioned for one
of the Rei)ublican commissionerships,
has
offices in specializing
the Shoreham opened
Bldg.. law
Washington,
in public utility, radio communications
and transportation practice. He will
maintain his San Francisco offices.
.TAMES R. FOUCH. president of
Universal Microphone Co., Inglewood.
Cal., has returned to the Hollywood
Hospital and will be away from his
desk until early in May.
PHIL LASKY, general manager of
KROW, Oakland, Cal.. is the father
of a girl born March 1, and his
brother,tativeL.of KSFO,
B. Lasky,
represen-is
San sales
Francisco,
the father of a boy born March 2.
THOMAS D. CONNOLLY of the
CBS sales promotion department, on
March ence 13
gave on
a talk
on the Buying
"Influof Radio
American
Habits" before the Atlanta Advertising Club.
JIMMIE MOORE, formerly manager
of the Harlingen studios of KGFI,
Brownsville, Tex., has joined the sales
staff of KFDA, Amarillo.
listeners into subscribers for its
advertising-less Wired Radio Service. Tompkins' assignment was
to develop for Wired Radio a
supply of music that would make
it independent of any single source
of music (ASCAP). Forming Associated Music Publishers, a group
of publishers of standard and classical music, and also securing the
rights to a great amount of European music, Tompkins succeeded in
achieving the desired result.
Meanwhile, however, the idea of
wired service to the public at home
had been gradually discarded and
AMP, under Tommy's direction,
was concentrating on the production and recording of music for
Muzak, an olfshoot of the wired
radio idea which supplies music
without announcements or commercials to restaurants and hotels.
Handling the music and recording ends of Muzak might well have
been considered a fuUtime job, but
in 1935 Tommy was struck with a
new idea and, collecting a pile of
his recordings, he entrained for
the NAB convention at Colorado
Springs. When he returned to New
York, Associated entered the transcription business, offering both a
library service to stations and custom-built commercial transcriptions to advertisers. In adding the
management of a transcription
service to his other duties, Tommy
did not neglect his original task
of collecting music, and today the
Associated pool contains a catalog
of more than 600,000 titles.
While at Schirmer's, Tompkins
had acted as executive secretary
for an organization of publishers
of standard and classical music

WEBLEY EDWARDS, vice-president of Hawaiian Broadcasting System and manager of KGMB, Honolulu, is to leave Honolulu March 22
on the Lurline for a brief business
trip to San Francisco and Los Angeles. He plans to return April 17.
WAYNE VARNUM. salesman of
KSO-KRNT, Des Moines, has resigned
to join tlie sales promotion staff of
Columbia Recording Corp. With Mrs.
Varnum and their child, he left for
Bridgeport. Conn., headquarters on
March 11. Mrs. Varnum formerly was
assistant radio editor of the Des
Moines Register & Tribune.
E. L. FINLEY, publisher of the Santa
Rosa ator(Cal.)
of KSROPress-Democrat
in that city, and
has operbeen
reelected president of the newspaper
publishers' unit of the Redwood Empire Assn. M. MALO on March 1
WILLIAM
observed his 10th anniversary as commercial manager of WDRC, Hartford,
Conn. He joined WDRC in 1930 when
it became a basic CBS outlet. WDRC
associates
presented him with a tin
sary.
microphone to mark the tin anniverALBERT DREW has relinquished
Iiis announcing duties to devote full
time to his new position as assistant
ville, Va. manager of WBTM, Dancommercial
LOUIS RUPPBL, CBS director of
publicity,
week
tripontoMarch
Mexico1 left
Cityforanda sixthe
West Coast via New Orleans and San
Antonio. He will return to New York
early in April.
MARVIN De WITT RAB Jr., formerly sales promotion manager of
WNEW, New York, and previously
with NBC and the radio department
of J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York, on March 1 joined Empire
Broadcasting Corp., New York transcription company, as a salesman.
known as the Standard Publishers
Assn. When the association disbanded and its members entered
ASCAP as a body, he was placed
on the ASCAP board, along with
Walter Fischer, to represent the
interests of this group, and for
five years he served as a director
of ASCAP.
In taking over his new post,
Tompkins sees an opportunity to
do a job that no one else in music
is doing today, a task of locating
from among the thousands of composers and lyricists whose works
are kept unheard under the existing system those who have something worthwhile and of developing them into the Irving Berlins
and George Gershwins of the future. The writers and composers
will be given a chance to produce
new music and will be paid fairly
for what they produce; the broadcasters will be given the credit,
and the profit, of fostering and
furthering these creations ; and the
listening public will be given the
pleasure
of hearing the best music
of
all types.
Married to Florence Aitkin, a
former actress and singer, Tompkins is the father of two daughters who live up to their artistic heritage. Joan, 22, is a radio
actress who is kept in almost constant circulation between the studios of the networks and transcription companies, except AMP; Beatrice, 20, is a ballet dancer. The
family now lives at Mount Vernon,
but is moving April 15 to Scarsdale,
near a golf course where Tommy
hopes to spend whatever time his
new vate
duties
will leave for his priuse.
March
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PAT CAMPBELL, Hollywood manager of WBS, is recuperating at Palm
Springs, Cal., after an illness of sev•eral months, and is expected to return
to his desk in early April.
HARVEY J. STRUTHERS has
joined the sales department of WCCO,
Minneapolis.
JACK CHARTERS, salesman of
WICC, Bridgeport, Conn., is to marry Bea Reh in April.
JAMES KANE, publicity director of
■CBS, Chicago, is the father of a girl
born Feb. 24. Baby has been named
Janet Elizabeth.
AL ROSE, formerly sales promotion
manager of WMCA, New York, on
March 18 will join Electrical Manufacturing, an industrial publication, as
sales promotion director.
DON INSLEY has been appointed
commercial manager of CKVD, Val
d'Or,
replacing
managerQue.,
of CFCH,
NorthTom
Bay, Darling,
Ont.
LENOX LOHR, president of NBC.
■on April 3 will speak at a luncheon
meeting of the Advertising Club of
Baltimore. His address will be broadcast on WBAL.
BRUCE POWELL, formerly of Wilson, Powell & Hayward, New York,
has joined the sales staff of Columbia
Artists, replacing Walter Smith, resigned.
FOX CASE, CBS Pacific Coast director of public relations, Hollywood, has
been appointed to the California State
Board of Agriculture for a term of
four years by Gov. Culbert L. Olson.
Case served last year on the State
Fair Board.
CHARLES GODWIN, night program
supervisor of WOR, Newark, is the
father of a girl born March 1.

ND

BEflI

RICHARD ELLERS, of the KYA,
San Francisco, news and production
staff and previous to that night program supervisor at the San Francisco
NBC studios, late last month was
named program director of KYA. Previous to his entering radio work about
eight years ago, Ellers played in theatrical stock in the Pacific Northwest.
David Vaile has resigned as production manager of KYA to enter microphone work in Hollywood.
ROBERT FELDMAN, in the entertainment and radio field in metropolitan New York for the last 20 years,
has been added to the staff of the
WOR Artists Bureau, in charge of
talent supplied by the Artists Bureau
for night clubs and similar organizations.
GWEN McCLEARY, director of woof KRNT-KSO,
Moines, man's
hasaffairs
resigned
and on MarchDes3
was married to Robert Hanson, Look
magazine writer and photographer in
New York. She was succeeded at the
station by Marian Schissel. John
Lagen, KSO-KRNT continuity writer,
has resigned to accept a similar position with NBC in Chicago. Frank
Newton, of the Chicago offices of
Ruthrauff & Ryan, has taken his place
at the stations.
JOHN COOMBS, formerly of WINS,
New York, and S. G. Harris, formerly
of RKO Corp., New York, have joined
the artist bureau staff of WOV, New
York, under the direction of Sidney
Leipzig.
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DEWEY HARRISON, son of Walter
M. Harrison, managing editor of the
Daily Oklahoman-Times, has joined
the news staff of WKY, Oklahoma
City, as night city editor. Perry Ward,
formerly chief announcer of WKY,
has been promoted to chief of special
events. Ben Bezoff, for two years
WKY news editor, resigned March 1,
disclosing
no future
Bob Eastman has been
named plans.
to succeed
him.
ROLAND HAMEL, formerly of the
mailing department of WHN, New
York, has been transferred to the station's publicity department.
BILL KILMER, announcer and former program director of KFDA,
Amarillo, nouncing
Tex.,
anstaff of has
KLO,joined
Ogden,theUtah.
Before leaving Amarillo, Kilmer married Betty Goodall. WUliam C. Buckley, formerlyinwith
M-G-M's has
recording
department
Hollywood,
joined
KFDA as announcer-operator.
"TY" TYSON, sports commentator of
WWJ,tion with
Detroit,
is spending
the Detroit
Tigers hisat vacatheir
training camp in Lakeland, Fla.
LESLIE EDGLEY, formerly an NBC
continuity writer, whose first published novel. No Birds Sing, has been
getting excellent reviews, was a guest
on
Winser's onYour
Hit Chicago.
Book of
the Ethel
Week program
WCFL,
JACK COSTELLO, NBC announcer
in New York, and formerly of KSTP,
St. Paul, recently was appointed an
official "Ambassador of Good Will"
by Gov. Harold E. Stassen, of Minnesota.
PAUL BRENTSON, formerly of
KMBC, and a graduate of Cincinnati
U, and Thomas Moore, formerly of
WDZ, Tuscola, 111., and a graduate of
DePauw U, Greencastle, Ind., have
joined the announcing staff of WBBMCBS, Chicago.
RAYMOND RICH, formerly of
WPRO, Providence, R. I., has joined
the announcing staff of WCAU, Philadelphia, succeeding Fred Marshall,
who resigned to join the program department of WSYR, Syracuse, N. Y.
FRANK SIEDEL, for the last two
years continuity chief of WCAE.
Pittsburgh, has resigned as of March
2. Late in March he plans to return
to Cleveland, following a business trip
to New York, and open a radio program service ofiiee.
WALTER GUTHRIE, son of F. P.
Guthrie, Washington manager for
RCA Communications Inc. and a pioneer industry figure, has been elected
to Phi Beta Kappa at Washington &
Lee. He graduates in June.
JOHN F. WALLEY, NBC-Central
Division office manager, is vacationing
in Guatemala.
R. W.tion DUMM,
formerly sales promodirector of KSFO,
San Francisco,
has been named special events director
of the station.
TRAFTON ROBERTSON, announcer of WBT, Charlotte, N. C, and
Mrs. Robertson recently adopted a
three-month-old girL
HAL TATE, conductor of the Movie
Tatler program on WJJD, Chicago, is
writing a column in a new monthly
Chicago publication called The Tatler
Magazine.
STARR YELLAND, formerly of San
Francisco, has joined the announcing
staff of KOA, Denver.
TOM DAILEY, formerly of KVOO,
Tulsa, has joined the sports announcing staff of WOW, Omaha.
DALE ARMSTRONG, KFI-KECA,
Los Angeles, commentator, has resigned to join Russell Birdwell & Associates, Beverly Hills, Cal., publicity
concern.
BOB MENAFEE, formerly of WBIG,
Greensboro, and Bill Kenealy, of
WAIR, Winston-Salem, have joined
the announcing staff of WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.
FRANCES MYERS, formerly in the
business office, has been made assistant traffic director of KOY, Phoenix.
BROADCASTING
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HALLOWEEN MARTIN
EVERY MORNING since Jan. 7,
1929, the cheery voice of Halloween
Martin has informed Chicagoans
as to time and temperature during
Music Clock. A stack of worn out
records for the theme melody has
long since passed the 100 mark.
This one-girl show marked its 12th
birthday Jan. 7, for Prudence
Penny started the program on
KYW, tion.
thenHalloween
a pioneer
stamade Chicago
her debut
when she pinch hit for Prudence
back in 1929 and every morning
since she's been in the studio at
6:45 a.m. A DePaul graduate, Halloween gave up her job as assistant
home economist for the old Chicago
Herald & Examiner to enter radio.
Sponsored since April 15, 1930, the
program is presently heard on
WBBM,
Chicago,
under& Co.
sponsorship of Sears,
Roebuck
CLETE ROBERTS, who conducts
the
quarter-hour
Talk
Over nightly
the News,
on KMPC,LeVtBeverly
Hills,tionCal.,
has
been
appointed
stanews editor. At one time he was
Los Angeles
Press
Service. manager of Transradio
JAMBS CR0S6 and Louis Quinn,
Hollywood writers, have bean signed
to
Coogan's
for
the write
weeJilyJackie
Hilltnan
Hour scripts
sponsored
on KFWB, that city, by Lloyd K.
Hillman Co., Los Angeles (autos).
ARTHUR GILMORE, CBS Hollywood announcer, and Glenn Middleton, head of the network's tracscription department
dty, are coauthors of a in
newthatcorrespondence
course on announcing which is being offered through several national
publications.
MAURIE WEBSTER, CBS Hollywood announcer and president of Columbia's Camera Cluh program, which
has
a
large
membership,
will be oftoastmaster at the
opening dinner
the
third annual Western Photo Dealers
convention in that city March 20.
CHARLES THEIS, in newspaper
work nati,
20 Galveston
years and
in Cleveland,
CincinChattanooga,
has
cinnati.
joine<| the news staff of WLW, CinBOB RICHARDSON, conductor of
Your Automotive Reporter on KWK,
St. Louis,
been named to the St.
Louis
TraffichasCommission.
WILLIAM C. GILLER, formerly
head of Publix Recording Co. of
ChaTopaign, studios
III.,of has
joinedC. the
reWarren
Jaynes
manager. cordingService,
Recording
Chicago, as sales
• Broadcast
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Hollywood announcDONer ofWILSON,
the NBO Jack Benny Show,
sponsored by General Foods Corp.,
(Jell-O), on March 10 observed the
17th anniversary of his entry into radio. A special sketch on the Benny
program was dedicated to Wilson.
JOHN RUSHWORTH, of the production department of WEEI, Boston, has been appointed supervisor of
all transcribed programs. He also will
direct all transcription activities of
WEEI.
JAY CALDWELL, announcer of
WBTM, Danville, Va., has been named
publicity director. Woody Leafer, formerly of WCNW, Brooklyn, recently
joined the announcing staff of WBTM.
LEON W. CRAGER has resigned as
program director of KVAN, Vancouver, Wash., moving to Washington,
D. C.
DICK POST, announcer on the CBS
Scattergood Baines series, and Helen
Corbin
ment. have announced their engageALLAN FRANKLIN, announcer of
WJJD, Chicago, is on a speaking tour
for a nationally-known travel agency.
His itinerary includes the Western
portion of the United States and Honril 13. olulu. He will return to Chicago Ap-
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MILDREDnomicsVAN,
formerly
home Long
ecodirector of
KFOX,
Beach, Cal., and KIEV, Glendale,
Cal., has joined KMPC, Beverly Hills,
Cal., and is conducting the five-weekly
quarter-hour
Home Research. She is Consumer's
currently sponsored
hy
two national firms headquartered in
Los Angeles — -Coffee Products Co. of
America (coffee and spices) and M.
A. Newmark Co., (canned food).
ALLAN JENSEN, formerly of the
reception staff of KSL, Salt Lake
City, has been promoted to the announcing staff. Early in March the
18-month-old boy of Glenn C. Shaw,
KSL production manager, and the
week-old girl of Stanley Rees, control operator, died after sudden illJOSEF STOPAK, NBC conductor,
and Celia Stopak, NBC contralto, are
the parents of twin girls born early
in March.
JOE NICKELL, newscaster for
WIBW, Topeka, Kan., for 16 years,
has been elected vice-president of the
Missouri-Kansas chapter of the Rainbow Division of the Veterans of the
World War.
JIMMY WALLINGTON, Hollywood
announcer on the CBS Texaco Star
Theatre, sponsored by Texas Co., has
recovered from hand injuries received
in a recent yacht accident.
HUGH WEDLOCK and Howard
Snyder, Hollywood radio comedy writers, have been signed by Paramount
Pictures Corp., to do additional dialog
for the film, "A Night at Earl Carroll's".
BEN GAGE, NBC HoUywood announcer and vocalist, has a collection
of more than 30 pins and badges which
he won for bowling scores over 250.
JOHN J. ANTHONY, conductor of
the Original
Ooodand
WillWMCA,
Hour, sponsored on MBS
New
York, by Sterling Products for Ironized Yeast, is writing a second book
based on his clinical observations of
marriage problems as presented on the
program.
EDWARD SHERMAN, formerly
RCA-Victor record specialist in Chicago and recently with the RCA-Victor Distributing Co., Kansas City,
has rejoined the company as record
merchandising specialist for the Kansas City district.
FRED LAWS, assistant to the president of KSTP, St. Paul, is convalescing after a recent operation. Don Hawkins, formerlv of WXYZ. Detroit, has
joined the KSTP announcing staff.
BROADCASTING
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One on Clark
THAT announcers must
watch their casual P's and
Q's is indicated in the foltion lowing
receivedpostcard
fromcommunicaa listener
by Ray Clark, announcer of
WNAX, Yankton, S. D.:
"Yesterday — Feb. 29 — you
said that a mother was going
to make a Crisco cake for
her little boy's birthday party
and that he was 5 years old
on Feb. 29. Please explain
how anybody could be 5 on
Feb. 29".
F. MORDAUNT HALL, former film
critic of the New York Times and
previously with the Boston Transcript
has joined the CBS press department
to handle
magazine contacts under Edward Sammis.
GEORGE REUTER, WBBM-CBS,
Chicago, continuity writer, was a
guesting class
speaker
before the Uradio
writof Northwestern
on March
4.

of:

LES MITCHELL, WBBM-CBS, Chicago, producer, will give a series of
lectures
during for
the two-day
al Conference
Seniors Vocationin Casy,

Duels Beneath

the Oaks

111., on April 1-2.
VAUGHAN
production manager ofBRADSHAW,
WTAR, Norfolk,
Va.,
is convalescing after an operation to
remove a kidney stone.
JUNE NELSON of the KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., secretarial staff has
been made night receptionist.
LOU WITHERS, KFI-KECA, Los
Angeles, announcer, is the father of
a girl born March 1 in Oakland.
JEANNETTE SPIEGELMAN, formerly of NBC San Francisco, has
joined the continuity staff of KMPC,
Beverly Hills, Cal.
JACK O'REILLY,
Metropolitan New York formerly
radio, hasinjoined
the sports announcing staff of WMFF,
Plattsburg, N. Y.
MARY JANE HERDMAN. formerly
with KOIL, KFAB, KFOR, Omaha
and Lincoln, has joined the program
department of KROW, Oakland.
JACKSON WHEELER, formerly of
KNX, Hollywood, has joined the CBS
staff of announcers in New York.

Mr. Neblett

Mr. Bowin

five years on the KWK announcing
staff, has been appointed supervisor
of announcers, replacing Allen C.
Anthony,
resigned
lance on thewhoPacific
Coast. to freeNeblett has broadcast sports over
WENS since 1937, including playby-play descriptions of all Columbus Assn.
Redbirds
gameshe inwasthe awarded
American
In 1937
the trophy
as "most
ball announcer
in the popular
American baseAssociation" by League President
George Trautman. For two years
he was secretary of the American
Assn. of Baseball Broadcasters.
Bowin entered radio in 1928 as a
bookkeeper at WHK, Cleveland,
working into part-time and later
full-time announcing on the station
until joining KWK.
Radio Career Tips
RADIO from a career standpoint
is discussed in the new occupational monograph, Occupations in Radio, published by Science Research
Associates. The study is written
by Kenneth C. Eartlett, director
of the Syracuse U Radio Workshop, and Douglass W. Miller, assistant to the dean of the Syracuse U school of journalism. The
monograph
reviews station
and network organization,
functions
and
opportunities
organizations and
allied to radio,in qualifications
training for radio and technical
jobs, opportunities for women in
the field, and general advice on getting started and looking at future
developments.

and
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Neblett Goes to KWK;
Bowin Gets Promotion
JOHNNIE NEBLETT, well-known
sportscaster formerly heard on
WENS, Columbus, O., has joined
the sports staff of KWK, St. Louis,
to
conductunder
his sponsorship
regular One ofMan's
Opinion
Falstaff beer as well as broadcasts of
hockey games and boxing and
wrestling matches. In another shift
at the station Martin Bowin, for

f
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FOURTH baton-wielding generation of Spitalnys is 14-year-old
Jimmy, student member of the
ROTC band at Massanutten Military Academy, Woodstock, Va.
Young Jimmy (left) received a
baton from his father, Maurice
Spitalny, music director of KDKA,
Pittsburgh, in a ceremony held in
the KDKA studios. Looking on in
background is the Massanutten
military director. Other musical
Spitalnys are H. Leopold, NBC
Symphony director ; Phil, conductor
of the GE-sponsored all-girl orchestra. Jimmy's grandfather and
great-grandfather were noted musicians in Europe.
BROADCASTING

Walter Logan
AV ALTER LOGAN, musical director
of WTAM, Cleveland, for the last 17
years, died at his home in Cleveland
March 11. He had been ill with heart
disease for nearly a year, during which
time tion
he duties.
has Mr.
been Logan,
absent from
his stawho was
63,
was a composer and dean of Cleveland
orchestra leaders as well as a pioneer
in radio music. He was said to be the
first to produce operas for radio and
directed Fritzi Scheff when she first
sang on a commercial program.
WBBM Pages Trained
IN AN EFFORT to give WBBMCBS their
page radio
boys talent,
an opportunity
show
Les Mitchell,to
producer eratingofa production
the Chicagoschool
outlet,foris the
opboys. tionEvery
producis being phase
studied ofandradio
in the
near
future a complete show, manned
throughout by present page boys or
graduates from the ranks who now
work uledinfor other
departments,
is schedbroadcast
over AVBBM.
• Broadcast
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Vallee

Series

Book

Features

Commercials by Talent
NATIONAL Dairy Products Corp.,
New York (Sealtest milk), on
March 7 started its Rudy Vallee
Show on 61 NBC-Red stations,
Thursdays, 9:30-10 p.m. (EST),
with Vic Knight producing. It is a
musical comedy type of program
with fantasy, based on historical
events and stressing humor of character and situation rather than gag
spots. The program has no announcer, the commercials being
handled by Vallee and members of
the cast, with cut-ins by dealers in
various parts of the country. Besides Vallee, featured on the weekly
program is Maxie Rosenbloom,
Hollywood prize fighter, cafe proprietor and movie actor, who furnishes comedy relief.
Different guest artists are featured each week along with a 25piece orchestra and 15-voice chorus.
Ken Darby and Elliott Daniels head
the musical contingent. Sidney H.
Fields, Norman Panama, Melvin
Frank, Paul Henning and Lynn
McManus handle the writing assignments. Although Sealtest is not
merchandised on the West Coast,
the program is being released over
KFI, Los Angeles. Herbert Korholz,
radio director of McKee & Albright,
New York agency servicing the account, recently established a Hollywood production office and will divide his time between the two cities
for the duration of the series.
Old Gold Makes Ready
CAL KUHL, Hollywood producer,
has been signed by Lennen &
Mitchell, to produce the new variety
and dramatic show, featuring Don
Ameche, which starts April 5 under
sponsorship of P. Lorillard Co.,
New York (Old Gold cigarettes),
on 60 or more NBC-Red stations,
Friday, 10-10:30 p.m. (EST). Kuhl,
on the staff of J. Walter Thompson
Co., for nearly 10 years, produces
for that agency the NBC Chase &
Sayihoi-n
Shoiv,andsponsored
by Stand-to
ard Brands
will continue
handle that program along with his
new assignment. Maxwell Shane,
Hollywood writer, will head the
writing staff for the Old Gold show.
Others signed are Claire Trevor,
for the dramatic skits opposite
Ameche, and Pat Friday, vocalist.
Victor Young's orchestra is also reported signed. Robert Orr and
Mann Holiner, New York executive
vice-president and radio director,
respectively of Lennen & Mitchell,
are on the West Coast completing
arrangements for the series.
Healthaids Now on 65
EALTHAIDS Inc., Jersey City,
because of large sales increases for
Serutan, since Jan. 1 has increased
the number of stations carrying its
programs to 65. Twice-weekly news
prog) ams are heard on 23 Don Lee
stations featuring Norman Nesbitt.
New stations carrying quarter-hour
news programs or quarter-hour
health talks by Victor Lindlahr,
editor
the company's
Journal
Living,of are
WLW WLS
WTICof
WJR, WHK WHO WGR WBAL.
Austin & Spector Co., New York,
handles the account.
TIIK ■"siKoess story" of the CBS
Sundiiy
afternoon
Happi-22
iieKK
i)rosriim,
whichI'insuit
startedof Oft.
with Hursess Meredith as narrator,
is told to CBS stockholders in a
hrocliui'e mailed March 8 with the
network's
of
47} cents ((uarterly
per share. dividend checks
BROADCASTING

AN AMERICAN Airlines plane was equipped as a flying studio on
March 6 for the Quaker Oats Girl Alone broadcast heard over 38 NBCRed stations. Joe Rife, NBC-Chicago engineer, installed approximately
600 pounds of equipment for the show which was shortwaved to pickup
receivers on the Civic Opera Bldg. for relay to the studios in the Merchandise Mart. Left to right are Ed Wilde, Chicago manager for Tom Fizdale
Inc.; Katherine Haney, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago; Art Trask, same
agency, who was responsible for the stunt; Betty Winkler, star of the
program; Warren Johnson, also of Ruthrauff & Ryan; Pat Murphy,
actor; June Travis, actress; and Axel Gruenberg, director of the program.
Route covered by the plane was over the Loop area in Chicago.
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Written by Frank Arnold
ADVICE on how to enter and develop in radio is presented in a new
volume Do You Want to Get Into
Radio? [Frederick A. Stokes Co.,
New York, $1.50], written by
Frank A. Arnold, former director
of development of NBC and now
a New York radio consultant. The
133-page book affords a functional
discussion of the various departments of the radio broadcasting
business, slanted to inform the
young person with an eye on entering the field.
Concluding with an appendix
covering a list of the colleges offering radio courses, important
broadcasting stations and selective
biography, the volume includes
chapters covering the organization
set-up of a network, program building, time selling, talent selection,
promotion and public relations, department of information, announcing, opportunities for women, junior executive posts, television and
future prospects.
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WBBM Expansion
A $60,000 construction project that
is expected to take four months to
complete is under way at the
WBBM-CBS studios in the Wrigley
Bldg., Chicago. Three new studios,
additional facilities for the Columbia Recording Co., a photographic
studio and darkroom, and new offices to care for department expansion will be provided. The present newsroom, mail department and
several offices will be moved to another floor to make room for the
studios, which will be located on
the second floor. During the construction period, a number of regularly scheduled shows will be
broadcast from studios in the penthouse of the Chicago Daily News
building. Largest of the new studios will be 40 x 23 feet, smallest
18 x 14, with the third studio
31x19.

HELEM^ ADAMS
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RESPONDING to "a growing articulated opinion" that beer advertising via radio is not in strict
good taste, Manager A. D. Willard,
of WJSV, CBS key station in
Washington, told Broadcasting
has canMarch 2 that the station
celled all beer advertising and will
accept no more in the future. The
ban hit only a single account —
Globe Brewing Co., Baltimore (Arrow beer and ale) — but brought a
temporary revenue loss of about
$700 per week from one of the
station's oldest sponsors, it was
stated. The brewing firm sponsored
four five-minute newscasts daily
two quarter-hour news spots
and
Sundays.
In explaining the new policy,
put into
effectpointed
in Februai'y,
ager Willard
out that Mansince
beer
programs
must
sell
beer
—
and
to do so must make beer appealing
— it was concluded such advertising was not in good taste and
should be discontinued by the station because the sales messages
are received in family circles, by
children and grownups alike. For
similar reasons, the station also
has placed a ban on the renewal of
outstanding small loan accounts.
Vox That Popped
vox POPPED to a turn was
Frank
street Nicholson,
announcer man-on-theof KFBK,
Sacramento, Cal., during a
recent sidewalk interview
program.
o nfronted withNicholson,
a reticent c German refugee, goaded him on
to answer queries concerning his fatherland with the
observation,
needn't We
be
afraid. This "You
is America.
have free speech here. Go
ahead
you German
want."
Taking andhis say
cue,allthe
shot at the mike a red hot
barrage of expletives and
cuss-words about Hitler and
the Nazi regime. After shooing his guest away, Nicholson apologized profusely to
listeners. Next day's mail
brought numerous letters accepting the apology and indicating listeners held no hard
feelings toward anyone, including the interviewee.

CtOS
TO

WJSV BANS BEER
Small Loan Accounts Also
Denied Renewal

cbasesi
. Broadcast

Grifi&n Psychic Series
GRIFFIN MFG. Co., Brooklyn
(All-Wite shoe polish), on March
16 will start its annual spring compaign, using a dramatic program
titled Who Knows? on four MBS
stations, Saturdays, 8:30-8:45 p.m.
The programs will deal with psychic phenomena, dramatizing incidents which actually occurred taken
from the case records of Dr. Hereward Carrington, psychic investigator. Bermingham, Castleman &
Pierce, New York, is agency.
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TED MORDE has resigned as news
editor of KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.,
to head an expedition to Honduras
which will map unknown tributaries
of the Patuca River. The group will
also search for a lost city and is scheduled to leave from New Orleans in
mid- April.
BROADCASTING

MAJOR project in the current CBS
expansion program in New York is
this modern eight-story studio and
experimental laboratory annex
within the shell of the building forfamous
School merly
of housing
Music.theThe
new Juilliard
$700,000
structure, across the street from
CBS New York headquarters at
485 Madison Ave., is expected to
be
15. It will
houseready
sevenabout
studiosMayembodying
the
latest technical advances, including
a radical innovation for improvement in sound projection — acoustivanes patterned on fundamental
principles of the violin, with hard
resonant wood on one side and soft
porous wood on the other, which
can be turned for various tonal
effects from a central control.
New Hollywood Studios
Of CBS About Complete
WITH construction practically
completed, the new $200,000 buildadditional
ingencehousing
studios,two
which
adjoinsaudithe
main CBS Hollywood structure at
Sunset Blvd. and Gower St., will
be in use by early April, according to Donald W. Thornburgh, the
dent.
network's
Pacific Coast vice-presiNew building, designed by John
and Donald B. Parkinson, Los Anwill harmonize
gelesmodern
architects, functional
with the
style
of the main studios and executive
building of CBS which were opened
April 30, 1938. Dimensions of the
two story addition are 135 x 105
feet. It is located directly east of
Columbia
Square
Playhouse.
trance to the
new studios
face Enthe
patio on Sunset Blvd.
The new studios are soundproofed and will be equipped with
latest RCA broadcasting facilities.
Stages are 50 x 36 feet and each
studio will seat more than 400
persons, all on the first story level.
Second floor of the air-conditioned
building is planned for script department offices, public lounges and
artists' dressing rooms. CBS neon
signs will be placed on the building
corners at both Gower St. and
Harold Way. Space in the rear of
the
building
Gower St. will bo
retained
for on
parking.
WBAL, Baltimore, has signed Gene
Robb. business letter author and news
paper columnist, to do a Saturday
7From
p.m. Washington.
series titled The Business Xeirs
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White

Rock

KLZ

Buttermilk

Advertising

—

—

Great

Great

for

for

Health!

Sales!

Fred Allen, KLZ commercial manager,
E. O. Shaw, agency executive and Don L.
Reed, creamery manager, drink a toast in
buttermilk to renewal for six months of
contract over Denver's KLZ.

Came

"We know White Rock Buttermilk is

November, December, and

mated by creamery officials to be 40%

a mighty superior product, but before people can use it they must know about it and

January, whose snows and sub-zero weather usually mow down the demand for

above the average for the industry.

KLZ

buttermilk. But White Rock sales contin-

power of KLZ to produce sales . . . learns

has certainly done a swell job of

telling and selling."
— Gold Coin Creamery Company
Don L. Reed, Manager

ued stable ... in some cases exceeded
those of June, July, and August. Today
White Rock buttermilk sales are esti-

Another local advertiser feels the

why KLZ

carries more quarter-hours of

locally sponsored time than any other station in the Denver area.

White Rock Buttermilk was introduced to Denver by Gold Coin Creamery
last April, sailed along until September

KLZ

keeping pace with its competition. Then

CBS Affiliate — 560 Kilocycles

KLZ's"Lady, Lend an Ear" program was
made a part of White Rock's sales plan
for the Rocky Mountain region.

Affiliated
AND

WKY,

in

Management

Oklahoma

with

The

City — Represented

Oklahoma
by

the

Publishing
Katz

Company

Agency,

Inc.

PROVIDES

More

than

of Quebec

SPECIHL

3,000,000
and

Eastern

COUERHGE

French-Speaking
Ontario

a Rich

OF

0

SPECIAL

Canadians
and

Make

Productive

Sales

LIKE A POWERFUL SEARCHLIGHT,
CBC in Canada not only covers the entire Dominion
from sea to sea, but its facilities can be focused on
any specific Province.

reaching the English-speaking people . . . the CBC network serves 80% of all radio homes in the Province, with an
overflow that extends to French-speaking Canadian
homes in the Maritimes and Eastern Ontario.

Typical of this specialized coverage is CBC's
dominance of the Province of Quebec ... a Province
whose 3,135,000 people have an annual retail spending budget of ^461,864,000. With the CBC Key
Station, CBF (50,000 Watts), directed to the Frenchspeaking population . . . with CBM (5,000 Watts)

Here is truly an outstanding coverage . . . and it is
made all the more valuable because radio in Canada
is an organized medium . . . serving the people with
the finest entertainment . . . and enjoying a listening
audience from coast to coast that is unsurpassed
anywhere for its loyalty and goodwill.

CANADIAN
1 Hayter St., Toronto
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Text

of the

New

FCC

Sec. 4.75 Announcements
At the time station identification announcements are made, there shall be
added the following :
"This
broadcast madeis bya special
authoritytelevision
of the Federal
Communications Commission for experimental purposes."
Sec. 4.76 Scope of Experimentation, Limitations and Restrictions
(a) Class I stations shall operate
to conduct research and experimentation vision
for thebroadcast
development
of technical
the teleart in its
l)hases but shall not operate to render
a regularly scheduled television broadcast service to the public.
(b) Xo Class I station shall operate when objectionable interference
would be caused by such operation to
the iceregularly
broadcast servof a Classscheduled
II station.
(c) Class II stations shall operate
to conduct television broadcast research and experimentation for the development of the art in its program
phases and in connection therewith
ma.v carry out experiments with respect to power and antenna requirements for a satisfactory service to the
public.
(d) Class II stations shall make all
equipment changes necessary for rendering such external transmitter performance as the Commission may at
any time require.
(e) Class II stations shall maintain
a minimum scheduled program service
of ten hours per week throughout the
license period.
Sec. 4.77 Frequency Assignment
(a) The following groups of channels are allocated for assignment to

. .

Rules Governing
(Continued from page 37)

television bi-oadcast
experimentally :
Group kc.A
No.
1
44,000- 50,000
2
50,000- 56.000
3
66,000- 72,000
4
78,00084,000
5
84,000- 90,000
6
96,000-102,000
7 102,000-108,000
Group C
Any 6000 kc. band
above 300,000 kc. exeluding
band 400,000 to 410,000
kc.

kitting

5pot"

Television

Sec 4.79 Supplemental Report with
Renewal Application
A supplemental report shall be filed
with and made a part of each application for renewal of license and shall
include
reijorts on the
following comprehensive
:

stations licensed
Group B
No.
kc.
8 156,000-162,000
9
12
10 162,000-168,000
11 180,000-186.000
186,000-192,000
14 204,000-210,000
13 210.000-216,000
15 234,000-240,000
240,000-246,000
16 258,000-264,000
17 264,000-270,000
18 282,000-288,000
19 288,000-294.000

(b)castEach
ClassbeIIassigned
televisiononlybroadstation will
one
channel. Class I television stations
may be assigned one or more channels
as the program of experimentation
requires.
carriers withBoth
side aural
bands and
for visual
modulation
are authorized for both Class I and
Class II stations but uo emission shall
result outside the authorized channel.
The assignment of a channel to a
Class II television broadcast station
does not preclude the assignment of
that channel for use by Class I stations, but such a Class II television
station shall have priority for the use
of the channel for its scheduled program service. Licenses for both a Class
1 and a Class II station may be issued to a single licensee only upon a
showing that the development of the
television art will be assisted thereby,
particularly where authority to operate on channels in Group B or C is
requested for the Class I operations.
(e) Channels in Groups B and C
may be assigned to television stations
to serve auxiliar.y purposes such as
television relay stations. No mobile or
portable station will be licensed for
the purpose of transmitting television
programs to the public directly.

. BUT

station shall not be in excess of that
necessary to carry forward the program of research and in no case iu
excess
license. of the power specified in its

(a)castFor
Class I Television BroadStations:
1. Number of hours operated.
2. Full data on research and experimentation conducted, including the
power emiDloyed.
3. Conclusions, tentative and final.
4. Program for further developvice.
ments of the television broadcast ser-

FOR the second consecutive year
WGAR, Cleveland, has been awarded the C.I.T. plaque as the station
giving the most effective and consistent support to local traffic safety measures. John W. Darr (left),
trustee of the C.I.T. Safety Foundation, presented the plaque to
Gene Carr, assistant manager of
WGAR, who did the accepting.
(d) For the present no Class II
television broadcast station will be assiegrantieodn.ta channel for time sharing opSec. 4.78 Power
The operating power of a Class I
t This provision modifies Section 4.4(a)
insofar as it applies to television broadcast
stations.

Ji3

tliQ

tl^kt

tkat
counti
Represented by
THE BRANHAM CO

5. All developments and major
changes in equipment.
6. Any other pertinent developments.
(b)castFor
Class II Television BroadStations:
1. Number of hours operatecj during which programs were transmitted
classified as studio performances, special events (with appropriate deserii)^
tion). films, etc.
2. Studio equipment used and any
developments made during the license
3. Progress
made broadcasting
in the advancement of television
as a
period.
service
to the public.
4. Financial data on cost of operation during the license period.
5. Power employed,
intensitymeasurements
visual field
andtheaural
observationsand
to determine
service
area of the station.
ADVERSE
weather conditions
delayed the construction
plans for&av-<?
the
new'WKIP. Poughkeepsie, N. Y.. but
Richard E. Coon, president and editor
of
Eagle-Neivs
and
Starthe& Poughkeepsie
Enterprise, reports
the station,
will probably be on the air by June 1.

^(/^ALLING all advertisers, calling all
advertisers — Be on the look-out for
PUBLIC HARD-TO-CATCH-CUSTOMER No. 1,
alias the LITTLE FOX."
Slyer than a fox is the advertiser who goes
after the LITTLE FOX the popular KTBS
way. When

you use KTBS, Shreveport,

Louisiana, for your spot or network advertising you command one of America's most
receptive markets . . . You KNOW you'll
reach that foxy customer and sell him into
WANTING to be caught.

1,000

We invite 1940 radio advertisers to investigate the possibilities of the Shreveport

WcLtti

market and the coverage offered by KTBS. We hit the

KTBS

spots — high and low — and
SHREVEPORT

LOUISIANA

MEMBER
SOUTH CENTRAL
QUALITY NETWORK
WMC— Memphis • KARK— Little Rock • WSMB— New Orleans
K WKH - KTBS— Shreveport

BROADCASTING
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thing.
make "bagging your game"
no longer a sport of chance but a sure

Let KTBS help you "bring back the brush."

March

15, 1940
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Radio Aids Stricken
(Continued from page 26)
mained on the job for three days,
taking little time out for rest. Earl
Wright, commercial representative
of KHSL, covered by airplane.
With its entire staff on 24-hour
call and its remote service crewstanding by throughout the entire
flood period, KFBK, Sacramento,
rendered excellent service to both
residents of the ravaged communities and various relief and rescue
agencies involved. At the first indicationtablished
of flood
danger,to KFBK
direct lines
the U. es-S.
Weather Bureau offices and the
Sacramento Bee, and kept its listeners informed.
As the crest of the flood moved
down the Sacramento River toward Sacramento, KFBK flashed
frequent warnings. Early in the
morning of March 1, KFBK was
informed by Maitland Pennington,
publisher of the Meredian IndexJ Journal, of a levee break in that
M
M
if;
fi
district, about 40 miles from Sacramento. KFBK went on the air
with warnings and continued the
broadcast until the 1,000 inhabitants had been evacuated.
Supervised by Howard Land,
manager
of KFBK,
station's
tntke
flood broadcasts
were the
directed
by
Tony Koester, chief announcer.
The KFBK staffmen on duty were
Larry Robertson and Verne Partlow, announcers, and Stam Sronce
and Merwin Jones, engineers.
Intermountain
Shortwave Helpful
KROY, Sacramento, virtually
turned over its facilities to law enforcement and relief organizations.
et
Mark
Headed by Will Thompson Jr.,
manager, the entire station crew
was on duty. Milton Cooper, chief
engineer, and Winston Bull, announcer-operator, operating shortwave stations W6QT and W6KAU,
played an important part in securing flood news from many isolated

The
POPULAR
Salt Lake

Station
City

National Representative:
JOHN

BLAIR
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spots.
KROY, under supervision of D.
E. Lundy, sales manager, aided
the Red Cross in obtaining supplies
for refugees in Winters, approximately 50 miles from Sacramento,
which was completely inundated.
Warnings to farmers in the Sacramento Valley were broadcast at
frequent intervals by Miss Garland
Schuler, KROY agricultural director. In recognition of its public
service, KROY through its manager, Mr. Thompson, was presented
with a special citation from Gov.
Olson at the State Capitol March 4.
When the heavy rains caused an
overflow of the Russian River and
flooded the Redwood Empire area,
KSRO, Santa Rosa, under direction
of Wilt Gunzendorfer, supplied
listeners with bulletins on flood
conditions. KSRO sent an airplane
over the stricken area and listeners
were informed, if they were in
need of food, supplies or medical
attention, to fly a white cloth and
that aid would be sent them.
KSFO, San Francisco, kept the
general public and the affected regions posted on the flood stages,
road conditions and warned residents in the paths of onrushing
waters. KSFO chartered a United
Airlines plane and flew Tro Harper,
special events announcer, over the
entire Sacramento Valley area. His
survey of actual conditions was
broadcast from KSFO over the
CBS Pacific Network Feb. 29.
KFRC, San Francisco, besides givBROADCASTING

FOR "outstanding
service"to .
read
the citation public
presented
KROY, Sacramento, Cal., which
Will Thompson Jr., manager (left),
receives from M. Stanley Mask, executive secretary (right), to Gov.
Culbert L. Olson, of California.
The citation was presented to the
station in recognition of its public
service to Northern Califoi-nia during the Sacramento Valley flood.
WHEN
WAZL

TOWN SAGGED
Provided Coverage of

ShenandoahTragedy— —
WHEN the town of Shenandoah,
Pa., startedcavations
to March
drop
into coal
ex4, Lou
Murray,
announcer of WAZL, Hazleton,
phoned from Shenandoah to Manager Vic Diehm and the station
started a day of disaster broadcasts.
From the site Manager Diehm,
along vdth Hen Cohn, Anthony
Staniskus and Jack Robel, aided by
Engineer George Keck, notified listeners of disaster details and allayed fears of residents in other
coal towns. Broadcasts were given
in several languages. Public and
industry officials were called to the
WAZL microphone, as well as
newspapermen
and victims whose
homes were ruined.

regular bulletin service, sent
aingrecording truck to Pescadero,
isolated for two days. En route the
truck was held up for an hour by
a landslide. Mel Venter voiced the
recording morning.
and it was broadcast the
following
KPO, KGO, KYA, KSAN, KJBS,
all in San Francisco, and KROW
and KLX, both in Oakland, made
cut-in announcements during the
danger periods.
When areas of the Santa Clara
valley became flooded, KQW, San
Jose, managed by C. L. McCarthy,
issued special flash bulletins containing vital information furnished
by the Highway Patrol, police
agencies and the San Jose city
and county engineers office.
KDON, Monterey, through its
auxiliary studios in Santa Cruz,
cooperated with authorities when
the lowlands and adjacent territory
of the latter community became
flooded. Adriel Fried, manager of
the studios, issued bulletins on
evacuation of inundated areas, and
also broadcast instructions for
making flooded wells safe for
drinking purposes.
KHUB, Watsonville, cooperated
with Watsonville police and health
departments, issuing bulletins on
road conditions and appeasing
thousands of worried listeners.
• Broadcast
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WHO'S
INVESTMENT
IN YOUTH
Sponsorship of Golden Gloves Contest Leads to
Development of Amateur Athletics —
By WOODY WOODS
Publicity Director, WHO, Des Moines
PLOWING profits from its annual
Golden Gloves amateur boxing
meet back into amateur athletics,
WHO, Des Moines, is investing in
young American manhood. The
Des Moines meet, the only Golden
Gloves contest in the country sponsored by a radio station, has been
drawing increasing credit to the
station for developing wholesome
athletic training and competition
since 1938, when WHO started
sponsoring the event.
Each year crowds and entries
have increased. The 1940 tournament attracted more than 1,000 requests for entry blanks, more than
500 entries. More than 200 contestants passed the rigid physical
examination and were certified by
attending physicians to enter the
tournament. On Feb. 12, the night GUIDING genius of the Des
of the semi-finals and finals, more
Moines Golden Gloves amateur boxthan 6,500 fans packed the audiing meets, sponsored since 1938 by
torium—a complete sellout, with WHO, Des Moines, is Bill Brown,
several hundred turned away.
sports editor of the station. As diFunds for Athletics
rector of the only tournament sponsored by a radio station (42 others
What becomes of the profits ? In being sponsored by newspapers),
some tovras Golden Gloves sponsors
he has been responsible, with the
turn them over to specified chari- aid of his WHO confreres, for its
ties. But at WHO profits are increasing success in bringing
plowed back into amateur athletics.
credit to WHO for developing good
Specifically, gymnasium equipment
solid American young manhood.
has been supplied to Easton
Caricature by Benne Actor.
Heights Community Center, Bourland's gymnasium. South Side clerk of the tournament, and is diCommunity House, Highland Park
rectly responsible for activities of
Community Center, Roadside Seta working crew of 52 men, plus an
tlement House, Hayes gymnasium
in Lenox, la.. Junior Chamber of aggregate of 39 doctors, judges,
Commerce gym in Winterset, la., referees and timers. The house
staff, consisting of doormen, ushers,
and the National Youth Administration boxing team as well as police officers, stage hands and
box office crew totaled 76 more.
many others.
It is noteworthy that in spite of
What's the result of all this?
Many lads have stayed off the the almost universal feeling of
newspapers toward a large radio
streets and out of trouble because
station, reams of publicity were
these profits help maintain supervised gymnasiums which may be given to WHO's Golden Gloves
tournament by large and small
used by young fellows who cannot
all through the State.
pay for such facilities — a year- newspapers
And the newsworthiness of the
round contribution to the welfare
meets
is
further
attested by fine
and development of young American manhood, made possible by the cooperation of Des Moines dailies,
continued patronage of lovers of themselves operators of their own
radio stations. Interesting too, from
clean sports. WHO never has taken
the standpoint of the station, was
a penny of profits from the meets.
Director of the tournament is the situation in the big Chicago
tournament where the WHO team
Bill Brown, WHO's sports editor.
Harold Fair, WHO program direc- was throvra in with teams sponsored by 42 newspapers — sponsortor, handles production, acts as
ship by a radio station stood out
like a sore thumb.

I

Store's Events
THE 100-year-old Leon Godchaux's Clothing Co., New
Orleans, celebrating its centennial, has signed with
WWL for sponsorship of nine
special events, including interviews from the store, a
style show from the Hotel
Roosevelt,
city's
Spring
Fiesta and theother
occasions.
Among those to be interviewed are J. B. Hickey, president of Hickey-Freeman Co.,
and Harold Keith, president
of Walk-Over Shoe Co. Same
sponsor bought all of the station's special events during
1939, placed through Fitzgerald Adv. Agency with
Henry Dupre handling.

BROADCASTING

Beardsley Adds
J. W. BEARDSLEY'S SONS, Newark, on Feb. 5 started quarter-hour
daily participation in the two-hour
Musical Clock program on KYW,
Philadelphia, on behalf of shredded codfish cakes, already promoted
twiceingweekly
Phil Cook's
MornAlmanac onprogram
on WABC,
New York, and twice weekly on the
Make Believe Ballroom on WNEW,
New York. No further stations will
be added at the present time, according to Neff-Rogow, New York,
the agency.
WITH the bulk of increased appropriations going to radio, newspapers
and weekly magazines, advertising
budgets are running 5 to 10% over
a year ago with the start of spring
campaigns now getting under way, according to the New York Times.
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WMC

Again
FIRST

IN

THE

POLL-PARADE
• Here, in four separate and disinterested surveys by U. S. and Canadian radio
editors, radio programs heard regularly
over WMC were awarded first distinctions by overwhelming margins. Popular
proof of WMC's overwhelming popularity in the MidSouth listen area.
/ out of the first
in
the World Telegram Poll
1. Favorite Program
JACK BENNY
2. Outstanding New Star ALEC TEMPLETON
3. Popular Male Singer
BING CROSBY
4. Favorite Studio Announcer DON WILSON
5. Popular Classical Singer NELSON EDDY
6. Popular Quarter Hour Program FRED WARING
7. Best Comedian
JACK BENNY
8. Popular Orchestra GUY LOMBARDO
9. Favorite Sports Announcer BILL STEEN
10. Favorite Quiz Program INFORMATION pLBASE

y out of the first
in the
Cleveland Plain- Dealer Poll
1. Favorite Personality CHARLIE MCCARTHY
2. Favorite Program CHASE & SANBORN
3. Best Master of Ceremonies DON AMECHE
4. Best Classical Male Singer NELSON EDDY
5. Best Classical Female Singer LUCILLE MANNERS
6. Best Popular Male Singer BING CROSBY
7. Best Comedian
JACK BENNY
Best Light
Dramatic
Serial ONEFIRESTONE
MAN'S FAMILY
9.8. Best
Classical
HOUR
10. Best Dance Band
GUY LOMBABDO

7 out of first
10

P out of the first /O in the
Motion Picture Daily and
Motion Picture Herald Poll
1. Open Champion
EDGAR BERGEN (Charlie McCarthy)
2. Film Stars on Air
DON AMECHE
3.4. Comedians
Dramatic Series
ONE MAN'S
JACK FAMILY
BENNY
5. Comediennes
FANNIE BRICE
6. Comedy Teams FIBBER McGEE AND MOLLY
7. Popular Singers, Male
BING CROSBY
8. Classical Singers, Male
NELSON EDDY
9. Classical Singers, Female MARGARET SPEAKS
10. Popular Dance Orchestra GUY LOMBABDO
5,000 WATTS DAY
1,000 WATTS NIGHT

in Radio

Daily Poll
1. Jell-O Program
2. Chate &. Sanborn Program
3. Kraft Music Hall
4. Information, Please
5. Fred Allen Show
6. Bob Hope Program
7. Lujc Radio Theatre
8. Ford Sun. Evening Hour
Kay Kyser's
10.9. Good
News of College
1940

NBC RED NETWORK
MEMPHIS

WMC

Owned and Operated by
THE COMMERCIAL APPEAL
National Representative:

The Branham
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BROADCASTING
STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Ft. Worth
Walker Remedy Co., Waterloo, la.
(poultry remedies), 5 weekly ta,
thru Weston-Barnett, Waterloo.
Penick & Ford, New York (My-TFine Desserts), 3 weekly sa, thru
BBDO, N. Y.
Galveston-Houston Breweries. Houston (Southern Select Beer), ta,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, Houston.
Dr.la.Salsbury's
Labs., Charles
(poultry remedies),
sa, thruCity,
N.
A. Winter Adv. Agency, Des Moines.
Sweets Co. of America, New York
(Tootsie Rolls), sa and ta, thru
Biow Co., N. Y.
Bayer-Semesan Co., Wilmington, Del.
(seed inoculator), sa, thru Thompson-Koch Co., Cincinnati.
Standard Brands, New York (Fleischmann's Thompson
Yeast), ta Co.,
and N.sa,Y.thru J.
Walter
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.,
Louisville (Big Ben Tobacco), 2
weekly t, thru Russell M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago.
Hylo Co., Houston (Hylo Washing
Powder), 3 sa weekly, direct.
Golden Peacock, Chicago (Golden
Peacock Bleach Cream), ta, thru
H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co.,
Chicago.
WGAR, Cleveland
Swift & Co., Chicago (sausage), 3 sa
weekly, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co. Chicago.
Paragon Chemical Co., Youngstown
(Crystaline), 3 sa weekly, thru National Classified Adv. Agency,
Youngstown.
Justrite Co., Philadelphia (bird food),
4 sa weekly, thru Richard A. Foley
Adv. Agency, Philadelphia.
Hartung Aircraft Corp., Detroit
(school), weekly sp, thru C. E.
Rickerd Inc., Detroit.
Carter Coal Co., New York (coke),
weekly sp, thru Ralph H. Jones Co.,
Cincinnati.
Bond Stores, Cleveland, 5 sp weekly,
thru Neff-Rogow, N. Y.
KDKA, Pittsburgh
Kroger Grocery & Baking Co., Cincin ati, 5f weekly, 5 t weekly, thru
Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati.
Thos. Leeming & Co.. New York (cosmetics), 300 sa, thru Wm. Esty &
Co., N. Y.
Chas. E. Hires Co., Philadelphia (root
beer),don &6Canaday,
ta weekly,N.thru
Y. O'Dea, ShelJustrite Co.. Philadelphia (bird seed),
6 ta weekly, thru Richard A. Foley
Adv. Agency, Philadelphia.
KARK, Little Rock
Skinner Mfg. Co., Omaha (RaisinBran, Macaroni), 18 ta weekly, thru
Ferry-Hanly Co., Kansas City.
Peppard Seed Co., Kansas City (seed
corn), 3 sp weekly, thru S. M.
Brooks Adv. Agency, Little Rock.
American Beauty Macaroni Co., St.
Louis, 2 sa weekly, thru R. J.
Potts & Co., Kansas City.
Arkansas-Louisiana Gas Co., Little
Rock (Ruud heaters), 12 ta weekly, direct.
KROW, Oakland, Calif.
BufEums Cheese, Oakland, Cal.
(cheese), 3 sp weekly, direct.
Union Ice Company, San Francisco
(refrigerators), 3 t weekly, direct.
J. M. Rich Paint & Varnish Co., Oakland, weekly sp, direct.
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WICC, Bridgeport, Conn.
Chas. E. Hires Co., Philadelphia
(root beer), 3 ta weekly, thru
O'Dea, Sheldon & Canaday. N. Y.
June Dairy Products, Newark (butark. ter), 78 sa, thru A. W. Lewis, NewPa ton Corp., New York (Yuban cofN. Y. fee), 13 so, thru Buchanan & Co.,
New England Confectionary. Boston
(Sky Bar candy), .39 sa thru
Badger & Browning, N. Y.
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck. Conn,
(gum),
N.
Y. 78 ta, thru Platt-Forbes,
WOR, Newark
Armstrong Cork Co.. Lancaster. Pa.,
3N. tY.weekly, renewal, thru BBDO,
Look Magazine, New York. 3 sp
weekly,
thru Austin & Spector,
N. Y.
^Manufacturers Trust Co., New York
(bank), weekly sp. renewal, thru
McCann-Eriekson, N. Y.
Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa.
(linoleum),
3 t weekly, thru BBDO,
N.
Y.
KYA, San Francisco
Retirement Life Payments Assn. ; Los
Angeles (old age pension plan). C
/ weekly, thru Cinema Adv. Agency,
Hollywood.
Union Furniture Co., San Francisco
(chain furniture stores) 6 sp weekly, thru Allied Adv. Agencies, San
Francisco.
Kutler Bros., San Francisco (clothing), weekly sp, thru Long Adv.
Service, San Francisco.
KFI, Los Angeles
Western Tablet & Stationery Co., St.
Joseph, Mo., (stationery), 2 ta
weekly,
thru Potts-Turnbull Co.,
Kan.sas City.
Charles E. Hires Co., Philadelphia
(root beer),
103 ta.N. thru
Sheldon
& Canaday,
Y. O'Dea
Shell Oil Co., San Francisco (gasoline), 13 so, thru J. Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco.
KYW, Philadelphia
Mentholatum Co., Wilmington, Del.
(proprietary),
sa series,
thru Dillard
Jacobs Agency,
Atlanta.
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee,
so series, thru Bert S. Gittins Adv.,
Milwaukee.
KOA, Denver
Studebaker Sales Corp., South Bend,
Ind., 3 t weekly, thru Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
WABC, New York
Bond Stores, New York (men's clothN. Y. ing), 6 sp weekly, thru Neff-Rogow,

WPTF, Raleigh
Armour Fertilizer Works, Atlanta, t
series, thru Gottschaldt-Humphrey,
Atlanta.
William R. Warner Co., New York
(Sloans), so series, thru Warwick
& Legler, N. Y.
Greyhound Lines, Cleveland, t series,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Olson Rug Co., Chicago, 48 t, thru
Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattaso, thru Nelson Chesman & nooga,
Co.,daily Chattanooga.
Botany Lanolin Products, New York
(cosmetics), 3 t weekly, thru Alfred
.J. Silverstein Inc.. N. Y.
Park & Tilford, New York (Tlntex),
t series, thru Charles M. Storm Co..
N. Y.
WDAY, Fargo, N. D.
Interstate Nurseries. Hamburg, la.. 6
sp. thru Buchanan-Thomas, Omaha.
Thomas J. Lipton, Hoboken (tea).
130 Y.so, thru Young & Rubicam,
N.
American Chicle Co.. New York
(gum), .50N. ta,
Browning,
Y. thru Badger &
Household Magazine, Topeka, sp series, thru Presba, Fellers & Presba,
Chicago.
Hilex Co., St. Paul (cleanser), 40 sa,
thru McCord Co., Minneapolis.
Northrup King & Co., Minneapolis
(seeds),
78 so, thru Olmsted-Hewitt,
Minneapolis.
KHJ, Los Angeles
John Morrell & Co., Ottumwa, la.,
(E-Z Cut Ham), 2 sp weekly, thru
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
Lindauer & Co., San Francisco (moth
destroyer). 5 sp weekly, thru
Heintz, Pickering & Co., Los An.Justrite Co.. Philadelphia (bird seed),
3geles.
ta weekly, thru Richard A. Foley
Adv. Agency, Philadelphia.
Ex-Lax Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn (laxative).), 10 ta weekly, thru Joseph
Katz Co.. Baltimore.
Dryden & Palmer Inc., Long Island
City (Gravy Master), 3 sp weekly,
thru Samuel C. Croot Co., N. Y.
KGKO, Fort Worth-Dallas
General Mills, Minneapolis (Softasilk),
21 ta.Chicago.
thru Blackett-SampleHummert,
Miller Cereal Mills, Omaha, 104 so,
thru Driver & Co., Omaha.
Lewis-Howe Co.. St. Louis (Nature's
Remedy),
ta, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons,104Chicago.
WCAU, Philadelphia
James B. Moroney Wine Co., PhilaEshlemandelphia, 6spCo.,weekly,
Phila. thru Benjamin
Land O'Lakes Creameries, Minneapo2 t weekly, thru Campbell-Mithun, lis.Minneapolis.

KGIR — KPFA — KRBM
More listeners for less money
Montana

WHO, Des Moines
E. I. DuPont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington. Del. ( Cel-O-Glass) , 2 sa
weekly, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Murphy Products Co., Burlington,
Wis (stock feed), .52 sp, thru Wade
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Penn Tobacco Co.. AVilkes-Barre, Pa.
(Kentucky Club), 156 sp, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan. N. Y.
Oliver Farm Equipment Co., Chicago,
39 sp, thru Buchen Co., Chicago.
Commander Larabee Milling Co., Minneapolis (flour). 54 so, thru Mason
Webster Inc., Minneapolis.
P. Lorillard Co., New York (cigarettes), 39 sp, thru Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y.
Condon Bros., Rockford, 111. (seeds),
kee.
18 t, thru Cramer-Krasselt, MilwauArkansas Pine Assn., Little Rock, 13
thru Robert H. Brooks Co., Little Rock.
Peter Paul Inc.. Naugatuck, Conn.
(Mounds). 100 ta, thru PlattForbes, N. Y.
WEEI, Boston
Bello-Glo Co.. Boston (cosmetics), sa
and sp series, thru H. W. Kastor
& Sons Adv. Co., Chicago.
Olson Rug Co.. Chicago, 3 sp weekly,
cago.
thru Presba, Fellers & Presba, ChiWilliamson Candy Co., Chicago (Oh
Henry bars), G so weekly, thru John
H. Dunham Co., Chicago.
Coast Fishing Co.. Wilmington. Cal.
(Puss-in-Boots eat food), 3 sa
weekly, thru Dan B. Miner Co., Los
Angeles.
Lever
Bros. Co., Cambridge (Spry),
so renewal, thru RuthrauflE & Ryan,
N. Y.
Chase & Co., Sarasota, Fla. (celery),
sa series, thru Glaser-Gottschaldt,
Boston.
WOWO, Fort Wayne
Northwestern Yeast Co., Chicago, 39
sp,
thru Hays MacFarland & Co.,
Chicago.
H. H. Butler Stores, New York
(clothing), 78 sp, direct.
Chrysler Corp., Detroit, blanket controit. tract, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, DeD. L. Clark Co.. Pittsburgh (chewing
gum), 78 ta, thru Albert P. Hill
Co.. Pittsburgh.
Miles Labs.. Elkhart, Ind. (AlkaSeltzer), 65 sp, thru Wade Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Park & Tilford, New York (Tintex),
.52
N. sp,
Y. thru Charles M. Storm Co.,
WNEW, New York
Gordon Baking Co., Long Island City,
N. Y. (Roman Meal Bread), 11 so
weekly, four weeks, thru Barton A.
Stebbins, Los Angeles.
Charles Gulden, New York (mustard),
3 sp weekly, thru Chas. W. Hoyt
Co., N. Y.
Kirkman & Sons, Brooklyn, N. Y.
( soap ) , G sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru
N. W. Ayer & Son. N. Y.
Sebastiani Wineries, New York, 3 sp
weekly,N..52Y. weeks, thru Carlo Vinti
Adv..
Marble & Stone Institute, New York
(Statuettes), weekly sa and sp, 4
weeks, direct.
KGMB, Honolulu; KHBC, Hilo
Ludens Inc., Reading, Pa. (cough
drops),
Inc.. N. 42Y. sa, thru J. M. Mathes
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet, .Jersey City
(Cue, Palmolive soap, Supersuds),
weekly t, 5 t weekly, 5 t weekly,
thru Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
Vogel & Hathaway, Los Angeles (cos) , 6 Angeles.
sp weekly, thru Mayers metic
Co., mfg.Los
Eastern-Columbia Dept. Store, Los
Angeles (West Coast chain), 5 t
weekly, thru Stodel Adv. Co., Los
Angeles.
WJZ, New York
Studebaker Corp., South Bend, Ind.
(autos) 2 weekly t, thru Roche,
Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
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SINCE NBC announced in January
that the NBC Breakfast Club program was available to Blue network
stations for local sponsorship [Broadcasting, Jan. 1], the following sponsors have signed for the program : McKesson & Robbins. Bridgeport, Conn.,
on WJZ, New York. KDKA, Pittsburgh and WBZ-WBZA Boston, Sat.,
9 :30-10 a. m. ; Schneider Grocery Co.,
Cincinnati, on WSAI, Cincinnati.
Tues.. Wed., Thurs., 9-9 :30 a. m. ; BC
Remedy Co. Durham, N. C, on
WCFL Chicago. Mon., Thurs., Sat..
9-9 :lo a. m. ; Weis & Fisher, Rochester furniture
(
store ) . on WHAM,
Rochester, Tues.. Wed., Thurs., Fri.,
9-9:15 a. m.
FYR-PRO Corp., New York, has
started a novel series of quarter-hour
five times weekly programs on
WMCA, New Yorii, to promote its
fire extinguishers, sales for which are
being handled by James Elliott, salesman-promoter. The programs, titled
■James Elliott, originate from the sales
offices of Fyr-Pro where the company's salesmen gather each morning
for
a routine
"pep"Thesession
with also
Mr.
Elliott
presiding.
company
sponsors Arthur Tracy on WOR,
Newark, and daily five-minute programs on WE YD and WHN, New
Y'ork. Programs
all underradio
the direction of AngeloarePalange,
director of Campbell-Lampee, New York.
SWIFT & Co.. Chicago, on March
2 started Saturday Sunshine, featuring Norman Ross, from 10 :.30 to
10 :45 a. m. on WBBM, Chicago. This
show is in addition to spot announcement schedule on 40 stations [BroadCASTIXG. March 1] which began Feb.
29.
RED & WHITE STORES, Los Angeles (chain grocery), new to radio, is
sponsoring the twice-weekly quarterhour commentary program, Johnny
Murray Presents, on KFI, that city.
Heintz, Pickering & Co., Los Angeles,
has the account.
RELIANCE LUMBER Co.. Taeoma
Wash., is sponsoring a weekly halfhour question and answer program.
Reliance J^umher Quiz, on KMO, that
eit.v, which originates from the stage
of a local theatre. Jerry Geehan and
Larry Huseby, station special events
announcers, conduct the quiz program.
SUNNYVALE PACKING Co.. San
Francisco (Rancho Soups), through
Lord & Thomas, that city, recently
contracted for 260 five-niinute participations, five times weekly in Norma
Young's
on
KHJ, Los Happy
Angeles.Homes
Firm isprogram
also using
a similar number of weekly participations in Bess Bye on KFRC, San
Francisco.
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT Co. on
March 1 started daily Mid-Morning
News broadcasts for one year on
KTAR. Phoenix, and KVOA, Tucson.
Ariz. The firm, a state-wide electrical
appliance distributor, has offices in
both cities. UP service and daily newspaper releases edited by the news staff
is used on the programs.
CHARLES ECKART Co., Los Angeles (Firefly Lipstick), new to radio
and placing direct, is using three spot
announcements weekly on KMTR,
Hollywood, and on KMPC, Beverly
Hills, Cal. Firm in addition is using
a scattered schedule on KFWB, Hollywood.
S. A. ALTER has been named adverti.sing manager of Horlick's Malted
Milk Corp., succeeding D. A. Ivins,
resigned. Mr. Alter, for the last year
manager of the Hoi-lick's merchandising department, also will continue in
that capacity.
BROADCASTING

to KFI-KECA
E. D. PEDERSON, nationally
known in radio
and advertising,
on March 1 became director of
national sales of
KFI-KECA, Los
Angeles, thepointmentap-being
announced by
Mr. Pederson Harrison Holliway, general manager. The position is newly-created. Pederson
was for two years manager of
KOL, Seattle. Prior to that he was
for three years national sales manager of KNX, Hollywood. Before
entering radio he was affiliated
with Paul Block Associates, newspaper representatives, in Los Angeles.
Biggest Account?
BURT'S Inc., Cleveland department store, said to be
the largest buyer of local radio time in the United States,
added a half-hour daily to
its radio schedule March 4
when it started sponsoring
Music of All Nations on
WCLE, Cleveland. The addition brings to a total of 13
hours the weekly radio presentations of the firm on
WCLE — a two-hour amateur
show, a one-hour daily popular music program and several nationality music programs. The store also has
contracted for the time between double-header baseball
broadcasts on WCLE this
summer.
MISSION BELL WINES, Madera,
Cal. on March 2 started two Saturday
morning^
programs
WBBM.heard
Chicago— Norman
RossonRevue,
from 10 :4.5-ll ; Words & Music, featuring Jay Sims, 8 :30 to 8 :45. Beginning witli the March 23 programs,
the Norman Ross portion of the sponsorship will be expanded to 30-minutes. 10 :.30-ll a. m. Ralph Heineman
Adv.
Agency,
Chicago, handles the
account.
CHALLENGE CREAM & BUTTER
Assn.,
Los transcribed
Angeles, a announcements
fi-equent user
of live and
on California stations, on March 16
was to start a weekly half-hour historical series. The American Challenqe
on KFI, that city. Contract is for 13
weeks and is being written by Samuel
P>. Dickson. NBC San Francisco continuity writer. Glan Heisch, pi'ogram
manager of KFI. will produce. Agency is Emil Brisacher & Statf, Los
Angeles.
MASSEY HARRIS Co., Toronto
(farm implements), has started newscasts six times weekly on several Western Canada stations inchuling C.TCA.
Edmonton and CKY. Winnipeg. Placements are made by local dealers.
LINDAUER & Co.. San Franci.sco
(Lindy's
new to radio, in a Treated
four-weekCedar),
test campaign,
on
April 1 starts five participations weekly in the combined Happy Homes.
Morninn Call and Mirandy programs
on KHJ. Los Angeles. Agency is
Heintz, Pickering & Co., Los Angeles.
KENNY FOOD PRODUCTS Co.,
IMaywood. Cal. (packaged salads),
out of radio for some time, is using
five participations weekly in Norma
Young's Happy Homes program on
KH.J, Los Angeles, in a four-weeks
test which started March 4. Agency
is Ivar F. Wallin Jr. & Staff, Los
Angeles.
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CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN
Railroad, Chicago, has renewed its sixtimes-weekl.v
Musicaleffective
Clockon WMAQ one-hour
for 52 weeks
March 25. This will be the fourth consecutive year this program has been
under the same spon.sor.ship.
SPOHN MEDICAL Co., Goshen, Ind.
(Udder- Aid) is using quarter hours
thrice-weekly, featuring The Buckeroos, on WHO. Des Moines, and
early-morning news participations on
WLS.od. Critchfield
Chicago, &forCo_^
an Chicago,
indefinite isperithe
agency.
HECKER PRODUCTS Corp., New
York, on Ajiril 15 will add WFBR.
Baltimore, and WOL, Washington, to
the list of 11 stations currently carrying the thrice-weekly quarter-hour
transcribed series Superman for Force
cereal. Erwin, Wasey & Co., New
York, is agency.
VANTI PA-PI-A Corp.. New York, on
March 13 added WTOC. Savannah, to
the list of stations eai-rying weekly
spot announcements promoting the
company's new melon d r i n k. On
WTOC, 40-word spots are used together with 150-word participations.
Erwin. Wasey & Co., New York
handles the account.
LYDIA E. PINKHAM Medicine Co..
Lynn, Ma.ss. (proprietary), during the
week of March 11 started a 13-week
test campaign nouncof
spotdaily
anements, oneone-minute
to three times
on 50 stations throughout the country. Erwin. Wasey & Co.. New York,
is agency.
PILLSBURY FLOUR MILLS Co..
Minneapolis (flour), using participation six times weekly in the combined
Sunrise Salute and Housewives Protective League programs on KNX,
Hollywood, for the past 39 weeks, on
Feb. 26 renewed for .52 weeks. Hutchinson Adv. Co., Minneapolis, has the
account.
GLOBE GRAIN & MILLING Co..
Los Angeles (pancake & waffle flour),
sponsoring the five-weekly quarterhour transcribed program, Mary Fosthe Editor'sandDaughter,
on KSFO,
Santer— Francisco,
KNX. Hollywood,
for six months, on March 4 renewed
for er13Co.,weeks.
Agency is Dan B. MinLos Angeles.
PALMER'S
(Minty's
Toothpaste) Ltd..
startedMontreal
on March
13 a
weekly half-hour quiz show on CBL,
Toronto. Account was placed by Norris-Patterson Ltd.. Toronto.
QUAKER OATS Co.. Peterborough.
Out., and Saskatoon, Sa.sk. (Quaker
Flour), started on March 11 for one
year the thrice weekly quarter hour
House of Peter MacGregor and Count
of Monte Cristo programs on CHNS,
Halifax: CJCB, Svdnev, N. S. ;
CFCY, Charlottetown, P.E.I. ; C.JGX,
Yorkton, Sa.sk.; C J R M, Regina,
Sask. : CFRN. Edmonton, Alta. ;
CFQC, Saskatoon. Sask.: CFGP.
Grande Prairie, Alta. ; CKBI. Prince
Albert. Sask. Account was placed by
Lord
ronto. & Thomas of Canada Ltd., ToFRUIT WINE Co. of America, New
York, on March 11 started a campaign on three New York stations for
Lord
Jean
Sacramental
wines and and
plansGoldberg's
to add more
stations
later this spring. Current radio is 48
spot announcements weekly on
WEVD ; 60 spots weekly on WMCA ;
five quarter-hours weekl.v. featuring
the Mystery Singer, and one half-hour
.Jewish program Sundays on WHOM.
Jersey City. Emil Mogul Co., New
Y'ork, handles the account.
M. A. NEWMARK & Co.. Los Angeles canned
(
foods ) , new to radio, on
March 4 started an eight-week test
campaign on KMPC, Beverly Hills,
Cal., using five-minute participations,
six times
weekly j^rogram.
in the Consumer's
Home
Research
conducted
by Mildred Van. Firm will use other
Southern California radio and is now
completing its list. General Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has the account.
HUMBLE OIL & REFINING Co..
Houston, has started a series of 70
spot announcements on KFRO. Longview, Tex. Agency is Franke, Wilkinson & Sehiwetz Inc., Houston.
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JUST FIVE years ago April 1st
you were born, dear, and your
fathers
I thinkabout
you'rethese
old
enough and
to know
things ... At first, you were just
a little seed. Or, as they used to
say: "Seedy outfit isn't it?"
REMEMBER THOUGH, pet,
you were the second transcription library to have ever been
conceived. People thought your
nucleus of 30 subscribing stations
was amazing, and 16 new releases each month — why, that
was bingo and pot of stuff!

BUT MIGHTY oaks from little
acorns, you know, and today
everyone admits you're mighty,
mighty Oke. Imagine — a perfect
1800 basic chest with an expansion up to 100 selections a
month! Through the subscribers
you ingnowso fast
measure
and growwe can227,hardly
keep
you in talent!
THOUGHT
YOU'D
like to
know that Robert
MacLeod
of
KFYR, Bismarck, writes: ". . .
this is a personal view — your
library is the finest in existence,
and I've used them all during
my six years in radio. The quality
is plenty good enough: belter than
nine out of ten radios can reproduce; and the talent and variety
is the finest I have ever seen ".

AS YOURsubscribers
birthday more
bonus ofwe're
sending
the
ALVINO REY ORCHESTRA
recordings they love to pieces.
And now, Happy Birthday, dear
— that you may have many
returns of this day is the
fervent wish of your fathers, your
subscribers, and the finance
company . . .
/Jte y<U4/i *7>ianicfUpiio*U
^p. to. Sta^uLa^?
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ANA Spring Meeting
ASSOCIATION of National Advertisers will hold its spring conference May 12 through May 15
at the Westchester Country Club,
Rye,
York. The
annualNewmeeting
will Association's
be Oct. 23
through 26 at The Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
AGENCY executives and broadcasting directors in the New York area on
March 14 were guests of the Hammond Instrument Co. at a special
concert in the Hammond organ studios
in New York, with music by Virginia
Oman and Gladys Stevenson, of Ferde
Crofe's New World Ensemble, on the
Hammond electric organ and novachord. The concert was sponsored to
acquaint
the two
audience
with the capacities of the
instruments.

ALL DIMENSIONS of radio — executive, program and regulatory — are
represented in this group photographed in Dallas March 4. E. M. (Ted)
Dealey (left) is the newly-elected president of A. H. Belo Corp., owners
of WFAA and the Dallas News, having been elevated from the vicepresidency to succeed his father. The second smiling countenance is Vincent Lopez, band leader. At his right is J. M. Moroney, who has become
vice-president and secretary of the Belo company, having been elevated
from the secretary-treasurership. At extreme right is George B. Porter,
assistant general counsel of the FCC, who was in Dallas in connection
with revocation proceedings involving six Texas stations [see page 62].

/

to

goes

NBC

STATION

WTCN
ST. PAUL
MINNEAPOLIS

IN LISTENER'S VOTE on most popular
Twin Cities radio personalities.

III

^

Third
Place— WTCN's
"WHOOPEE"
JOHN
Orchestra Leader

Fifth
Place—ORFIELD
WTCN's
BENNETT
First
Ploce—HIGGINS
WTCN's
GEORGE
News Commentator
Soorts Announcer
CT. PAUL votes WTCN air personalities tops in popularity ... a strikto the quality programs of this station . . . proof of a
ing testimonial
vost listening
audience.
Paul Shopper"
by the "St.
just completed
In a popularity contest
on Twinio
oersonalities
the outstanding
determine
Cities radio stations, a member of the WTCN
staff was voted most popular of all . . . and
two members of its staff placed in the first five
UsB WTCN . . .the
heading
the list.
Stilleighth.
another, WTCN's production manager,
placed
Usfener's Preference
Names of 34 well-known personalities on
, , . in the Twin
Twin Cities stations were on the voting ballot,
Cities Market,
and they represented all types of broadcosting.
WTCN's sentedtoo-ranking
in the voting
represports and newsstars
broadcasting
and general
entertainment.
FREE Cr PETERS, INC.
The number of votes rast amounted to 4%
Not'l Representatives
of St. Paul's families ... a representative crossNew York, Chicago,
section of the city's radio listeners.
NBC network station . . . leader in broadDetroit, Los Angeles,
casting local events ... air arena of Northwest
Son Francisco,
sports . . . preferred bv listeners . . . backed by
Atlanta
the
Northwest's
greatestbuy.newspapers . . . WTCN
is on A- 1 advertising

WTCN is owned and operoted by the St. Paul Dispotch-Pioneer Press and Minneapolis
Tribune ond Times-Tribune, with over 300.000 circulotion. both daily and Sunday.
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Australian Restrictions
Hit Coast Disc Market
HOLLYWOOD transcription producers who in the past exported
much of their product to Australia
are feeling the effects of new restrictions imposed by that country.
Under the new statute, which permits the import only of mother
matrices, the effect spread to a
prohibited
intake of stampers, masters or pressings.
Catch in the law was disclosed
when it was specified that Australian firms could import only onesixth of the amount brought in
last year. Since no matrices were
brought into Australia in 1939, it
leaves the import quota at nil. Another interpretation of the law is
that Australian companies must
spread their
purchasesof inoneequal
allotments in periods
month
each, if they are to be granted import licenses.
On Feb. 1 Australian transcription concerns asked Parliament to amend the law to read onesixth of last year's transcriptions
ptirchased, instead of one-sixth of
last year's matrices, because there
were none. Under the present setup, Hollywood-made transcriptions
are not being sent to Australia until the law is amended. It is reported that New Zealand will also
impose similar restrictions but this
will not affect the Hollywood transcription business as no trade with
that country has been conducted
for the last 16 months because of
money restrictions.
Martha Deane Time Shift
MARTHA DEANE, conductor of the
popular human interest series of five
times weekly programs heard on WOR.
Newark, regularly for the last six
years, on March 4 shifted the time for
the program from 3-3 :45 p. m. to
11:15 a. m.-12 noon. Present sponsors for her Women's Hour include :
New York Telephone Co., Philadelphia
Dairy Products Co., John Morrell &
Co.. A. P. W. Paper Co., Wesson Oil
& Snowdrift Sales Co., Kirkman &
Sons. R. B. Davis Sales Co., YeckesEiehenbaum, Lamont Corliss Co., G.
Washington Coffee Refining Co., and
Grocery Products Mfg. Corp. Late in
March, it is understood that Miss
Deane, under her own name of Mary
Margaret McBride, will start a similar program on an NBC network.
WILLIAM .T. LA ROCHE, formerly advertising manager of the National Institute of Nutrition, Los Angeles, has been appointed advertising
and merchandising director of Kern
Food Products, that city (jams, jellies & catchup). Lawrence Co., Los
Angeles
agency,the was
recently appointed to service
account.
BROADCASTING

GOTTFRIED BAKING Co., New
York, which on March 4 started the
quarter-hour Junior G-Men series
thrice-weekly on WHN, New York,
for Golden Crust Bread, was the first
sponsor to sign for the 78 new serial
programs produced by Donald Peterson, and offered to stations and sponsors as a package deal. Programs were
transcribed by Pete Frutchey. Roth
Adv. Agency, New York, is the agency
for Gottfried. Other stations using the
program, under the sponsorship of
local bakeries and food companies for
the most part, include WCBS, Springfield, 111.; KAST, Astoria, Ore.;
WABI,
Bangor; Sheboygan,
WBAX, WilkesBarre; WHBL,
Wis.;
KVI, Tacoma; KFJM, Grand Forks,
N. D. ; KARK, Little Rock ; WCHS,
Charleston, W. Va. ; KRMC, Jamestown, N. D. ; WJEJ, Hagerstown,
Md. ; KQV, Pittsburgh ; KGKO, Fort
Worth ; KXOK, St. Louis.
KASPER-GORDON, Boston, is offering two transcribed series of Short,
Short Programs for exclusive use on
one station in a city by bakeries and
fur storage firms. Titled Bread Time
Stories and Short Short Fur Storages,
each series consists of a 80-second
transcribed drama, allowing local
copy tie-in of 30 seconds.
C. P. MACGREGOR, Hollywood
transcription concern, has recorded 156
fairy tales, complete in each quarter
hour episode. The series was adopted
for radio by Dr. Kimball S. Sant. who
also supervised production. Harry
Bechtel is narrator.
WHAI, Greenfield, Mass., has subscribed to the complete World Transcription Service. The station broadcast an hour inaugural show March 3.
UNITED STATES RECORD Corp.,
has established West Coast headquarters at 1701 S. Grant Ave., Los Angeles, with .lack Lee as manager.
Charles L. Searcy
CHARLES L. SEARCY, 55, onetime
vice-president of McJunkin Adv. Co.,
Chicago,countand
previous
an ac-&
executive
of H. toW. that
Kastor
Sons, and a member of the Chicago
Tribune staff, died Feb. 29. Mr. Searcy
left the agency field in 1933. He is
survived by his widow.
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden,
N. J., on March 31 will discontinue
spon.sorship
of Orson
Wells'
Mercury
Theatre on CBS
Sunday
nights.
It is
understood CBS may continue the series on a sustaining
basis, but no confirmation could be obtained.

South Carolina's
ONLY
Regional
CBS
Station

Charleston, S. C.
1000 watts
Free &. Peters, Representatives
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CHARLES MILLER, formerly a
partner in Hellwig-Miller Co., New
York agency, is president of the newly-named agency, C. L. Miller Co.,
formed following the death of Edward Hellwig on Feb. 19. Offices at 9
E. 40th St. and all accounts remain
the same.
RICHARD MARVIN, radio director
of Wm. Esty & Co., New York, and
Edward Plant, president of Lehn &
Fink Co., New York, on March 11
flew to the West Coast to look over
the Burns & Allen program, which
Lehn & Fink sponsors on CBS through
the Esty agency.
ARTHUR LANDAU has changed the
name of his Hollywood talent agency
from Artists & Authors Corp. of
America to the Arthur M. and RichardtinueH.atLandau
Agency.
8555 Sunset
Blvd. Offices conSANFORD BARNETT. J. Walter
Thompson Co., Hollywood producer of
the CBS Lux Radio Theatre, sponsored by Lever Bros., is the father
of a girl born March 5.
WEISS & GELLER, New York,
which recently opened offices at 538
Fifth Ave.,
ditions to thehasNewannounced
York staffthree
: S. adG.
Alexander, formerly space buyer of
H. M. Kiesewetter, New York, as media and radio director ; T. L. Lalley.
formerly of Campbell-Ewald Co.. New
York, as copy chief, and Mark Model,
formerly of Lord & Thomas, as production manager.
CHARLES C. GREEN, formerly vicepresident of Critchfield & Co., Chicago, has joined Buchanan & Co. as a
director and vice-president. He succeeds George Enzinger, also a vicepresident who has been promoted to
head anan
of & Co.
the Chicago offices of BuchKIRBY HAWKES, former radio director of Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago, on March 15 joined Benton
& Bowles, New York, as assistant director of daytime radio serials.
BROWN & THOMAS Adv. Corp.,
New York, on March 9 moved its
offices from 370 Lexington Ave. to 10
Rockefeller Plaza, newest in the Rockefeller group of buildings. New telephone is Circle 6-7800.
RICHARD E. GOEBEL, formerly
merchandising manager of Sunset
Magazine, San Francisco, has joined
the Seattle staff of Ruthrauff & Ryan
as assistant to Francis Mullins, manager. At one time he was account
executive of McCann-Erickson, servicing the Ford Motor Co. account in
Oregon, and prior to that was space
buyer of MacWilkins & Cole, Seattle.
McKEE & ALBRIGHT has established Hollywood production offices at
6253 Hollywood Blvd., with Herbert
F. Korholz in charge as manager.
BRYCE R. MUIR, for the last 15
years advertising and general sales
manager of Ford Motor Co. of Canada,
has been appointed managing director
of Benison Co., Toronto, Montreal
and Vancouver advertising agency,
.succeeding Lionel .T. W. Benison who
died at Montreal last Dec. 4.
MORTIMER W. MEARS, formerly
Los Angeles manager of Gerth-Knollin
Adv. Agency, has established an advertising service under his own firm
name at 1151 S. Broadway, that city.
TOM REVERE, New York radio director of Benton & Bowles, is in Hollywood to sunervise revamping of the
NBC Good Netcs of 19^0, sponsored
by General Foods Corp. (Maxwell
House Coffee) .
E. M. GOODMAN, formerly of Commercial Broadcasting Service, Ltd.,
Toronto, has joined the staff of Radio
Centre, Toronto.
BROADCASTING

Agency's Coast Plans
F. A. BEREND, for six years advertising of
managerGeneral
of Pontiac
Motor Division
Motors
Corp., Pontiac, Mich., has resigned
to take charge of the new West
Coast oflRces of MacManus, John
& Adams, to be established in Los
Angeles and San Francisco in
early April. His appointment was
announced by James R. Adams, executive vice-president of the Detroit advertising agency. West
Coast headquarters will be in Los
Angeles. The Harry Elliott organization, San Francisco, has been
representing the agency on the
Pacifie Coast. W. J. Mougey, for
several years manager of Pontiac's Chicago zone, will succeed
Berend as Pontiac advertising
manager.
GENE DUCKWALL, business manager of the Lord & Thomas Hollywood office, has talsen on additional
duties of radio time buyer for the
agency's Southern California division.
Harwin Mann of the Los Angeles office, continues as manager of the media department.

Illinois Bell Spots
ILLINOIS BELL Telephone
Co., Chicago, on March 10
started a 13-week campaign
of 100 - word announcements
and time, weather and temperature in
reportsthe
on all
27 radio stations
territory
covered by its services. Adthe classifiedvertising
sectionspromotes
of telephone
books. N. W. Ayer & Son,
Chicago, is agency.
FRANK O. BARDEN. since 1928
advertising and merchandising director of Ben E. Keith Co., Fort Worth
fruit and vegetable marketers, has
been named radio director of Hi .Johnson Adv. Agency, Fort Worth. Starting in radio in 1929 at WGN, Chicago,
he has been active in the field ever
since through association with Swift
& Co., and automobile manufacturers,
and in production work at the 1939
New York World's Fair.
HILL BLACKETT, president of
Blackett - Sample - Hummert, and his
wife are vacationing in Mexico.

SALESOLOGICALLY

20

Lithuanian Program Agency
PAUL SALTIMIERAS, who for the
last four years
has conducted
dailyLithuanian
programs
in the Chicago,
area, has announced the opening of
Saltimieras Radio Advertisers, succeeding Lithuanian-American Radio
Advertisers, with new offices at 6912
S. Western Ave., Chicago. In addition
to daily one-hour programs and ai
weekly serial. The Bartkus Family^
on WHIP, Hammond, Ind., which
this company produces, Saltimieras;
conducts a Lithuanian IndependenceDay
celebi'ation,
Radio Review
and
a Lithuanian
Daya Outing.
More thani
30,000 attend these events annually.
Miss Bush Joins Agency
ADA LILLIAN BUSH, for the last
five years chief of the Consumer Market Section of the Dept. of Commerce
Bureau of Foreign & Domestic Commerce, resigned as of March 5 to become vice-president of R. J. A. Mc& Associates, D.advertisingagency in Laughlin
Washington,
C. Miss:
Bush, who
had
been with
the Herberr
Department of Commerce
since
Hoover was Secretary, is widelv
known as a business consultant ou
merchandising problems. She has made
important studies in marketing reand is author
tionssearchin that
field. of many publica-
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FTC Stipulations
STIPULATIONS have been accepted by the Federal Trade Commission from General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y., and Manhattan
Soap Co., New York, to discontinue
certain alleged misrepresentations
in the sale of GE radios and Sweetheart toilet soap, respectively.

FCC

Recesses

Revocation

Hearings
AGENCY

Of Texas Stations to Perfect Its Case
AFTER COMPLETING testimony
industrialist and ownin only one of six cases involving aireer Houston
of the Dallas Dispatch- Journal
Texas stations cited for revocation
and Austin Tribune.
of license because of purported
March 7 hearings were begun
hidden ownership, the FCC March 7 on Onrevocation
proceedings against
recessed the proceedings in Dallas
KNET, Palestine, but were deMITCHELL J. HAMILBURG Agen- until March 14. It was indicated
ferred until March 14 by Commiscy, Hollywood talent service, has se- the recess was prompted by desire
sioner George H. Payne, presiding.
cured exclusive rights for radio, film of the FCC staff handling the hear- The final
hearing, involving KGKB,
and merchandising tie-ups to the series
ings to make further preparation.
of comic cartoons created and disTyler, scheduled for Dallas March
In
Austin
March
5
and
6
testitributed by Fox Feature Syndicate.
14, was deferred until March 18,
mony was taken in proceedings
New Yorlf. They include The Blue
moving up all intervening hearings
against
KTBC,
1,000-watt
regional,
Beetle,
Rex Dexter of Mars and Yar- particularly in connection with the acordingly. Other stations cited beko
the Great.
cause of alleged undisclosed interpurported undisclosed interest of
ests of Mr. Ulmer and Roy G. TerOKLAHOMA NETWORK and J. G. Ulmer, Tyler, Tex. broadry, chief owner of KOCA, Kilgore,
caster-minister, who proposed to
KTOK, Oklahoma City, its key staKRBA, Lufkin; KSAM, Huntstion, have appointed Arthur Hagg & sell the station for $50,000 to inter- are
ville, and KAND, Corsicana.
Associates its national representative.
ests headed by J. M. West, millionPurchase Option
A. W. Walker Jr., professor of
law at Texas U and one of a part5000
WATTS
DAY
nership of three who obtained the
KTBC license, traced steps leading
1000
WATTS
NIGHT
to the granting of the license from
an initial conference in 1935 to approval in 1937. Following the apGREENSBORO,
N.
C.
proval, Texas A & M College applied for fulltime for WTAW, with
which KTBC shares, but the application was denied and KTBC
went on the air in July last year.
Mr. Walker explained he understood Mr. Ulmer would manage the
station. A contract was culminated
last April, he said, under which
Mr. Ulmer had an option to buy the
interest of Mr. Walker, R. B.
Anderson, former State tax commissioner, and R. A. Stuart, of Fort
Worth, former State senator, for
$6,000 at the end of six months.
These three then would obtain a
Big is the word for the market served
secondary option of buying the
properties
constructed by Mr. Ulmer for $20,000.
the
by WBIG of Greensboro, N. C. At
It was developed that a balance
sheet filed in connection with the
50 mile radius this prosperous area
proposed transfer application under
which Mr. West would acquire the
has more people (915,360) more
station, showed a net worth of
$27,081. Mr. Walker said Mr. Ulmer
had contracted to sell the corporapayroll ($124,900,000) more agrition's capital stock to Mr. West for
cultural income ($75,300,000) than
$50,000, of which the three partners
were to retain $6,000 with $44,000
going to Mr. Ulmer.
any area of equal size in all the southCorrespondence between the
partners and Ulmer and other
50
at
east. The Greensboro market
parties was introduced by George
Porter,
FCC assistant general counand
sel. A letter from James H. Hanley,
miles tops even Atlanta
former radio commissioner and
Richmond.
counsel for the KTBC partners, advised Mr. Ulmer he doubted the
FCC would approve the WTAW application for fulltime
though
Elliott Roosevelt
does"even
recommend
it". At the time the younger Roosevelt, president of Texas State Network, was a member of the board
of directors of the college.
Mr. West testified that before the
station went on the air he had inquired of the possibility of buying
it, and after negotiations and conferences he and Ulmer had agreed
on a price. He said Mr. Ulmer advised him that three others were
interested and that he held the conthe full Itory of the South
Send W
tract to purchase their interests for
Number 1 Spot Market, just off the pressi
"He said the license was obtained
$6,000.
National Representatives
in
their names,
I recollect
the
wealthy
Texan astestified.
He it,"
added

GEORGE

P. HOLLINGBERY

& COMPANY

Detroit
Chicago
New York
San Francisco
Atlanta
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that Ulmer had "left the impression he had put up all the money in
When the
FCC station."
Counsel Porter asked
building
if Ulmer had explained why the
others were to be paid $6,000, Mr.
BROADCASTING

FLAMINGO SALES Corp.. Los Angeles
(nail polish), to Milton Weinberg Adv.
Co., thattensivecity,
effective April
1. Plans
exradio campaign,
including
spot
ann
o
u
n
c
e
m
e
n
t
s
i
n
the
13
Western
States,
starting in early April.
JOSEPH MIDDLEBY Inc.. Boston (Midco
Freeze), to Ingalls-Miniter Co., Boston.
CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE, Chicago, to Buchanan & Co., Chicago.
HEMPHILL DIESEL SCHOOLS, Chicago,
to
Buchanan & Co., Chicago, for Midwest
division.
WHITTEMORE BROS. Corp., Cambridge,
Mass. (shoe polish), to Badger & Browning, Boston.
DENTUR-EZE Co., Seattle (Dentur-Eze) ,
to Erwin, Wasey & Co., San Francisco,
planning use of radio.
SCOTT kinson
HOTEL
Co., Dallas,
AtInc., Chicago.
Plans to
to Harry
use radio.
VIDGER BROS., New York (furs), to
Alfred
Co., New York. Radio
planned Rooney
in late &spring.
CONNECTICUT ICE MFRS. ASSN.,
Hartford, to F. W. Prelle Co., Hartford.
Radio to be used, beginning March 18.
AXTON-FISHER TOBACCO Co., Louisville, to Weiss & Geller. New York and
Chicago, for Spud cigarettes. Agency also
handles
thefor company's
Twentyradio
Grandis
cigarettes,
which extensive
used.
Railroad to Use Spots
MISSOURI-PACIFIC Railroad has
selected St. Louis, Omaha and Kansas City for spot announcements
promoting its first streamliner.
The Eagle, whose run is St. Louis
to Kansas City. Stations had not
been selected as Broadcasting
went
to press.
St. Louis,
is the D'Arcy
agency. Adv. Co.,
West replied he had not "except for
getting the permit as I understand
Mr. Hanley, in rebuttal testimony for KTBC, March 6, brought
the hearings to a sudden close as he
presented no witnesses. He directed
primary
attention to prior testiit".
mony in an effort to overcome
charges
that Ulmer's
interest
had
been
concealed.
He pointed
out that
Mr. Stuart had testified at the
hearing in Washington on the application that Ulmer had been a
consultant of the partners in preparing the application and technical
data to support it. Testimony along
the same line was given by the third
partner, Mr. Anderson, he added.

USE
Write for Your Copy of
"Special Report
aWFBL
reportforon1940,
the
newJustusersout^—
toof Advertisers"
plus advertising agency comments on WFBL's merchandisingablehelpsdatatobook
advertisers.
A valu-be
that should
in your files . . . giving complete facts and information
on
the commanding
the
rich
Central Newstation
York inarea.
WFBL
SYRACUSE,
N. Y.
Write
or Free 8C Peters, Inc.
National Representatives
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Patented

labyrinth

and

dual

carpinchoe

speaker

system

the

of fm's

increased

utmost

coaxial

bring

you

fidelity

This new Slromberg-Carlson Speaker has an audio range
to meet every monitoring need. It gives new perfection
to AM broadcasts. It brings you the utmost of the
extra fidehty of FM broadcasts . . . thanks to the
patented Labyrinth that assures bass notes ordinarily
lost, and to the Dual Coaxial Carpinchoe Speaker
t System that delivers more accurate treble tones than
ever before heard from radio. Housed in a beautiful
modern cabinet finished in metallic Beige lacquer with
|; black trim. Mail coupon for complete details. Net price
p to broadcasting stations iniSS.TO f.o.b. Rochester, N.Y.

OMPLETE

LINE

OF

FREQUENCY

MODULATION

RADIOS

MODEL NO. 35
MONITOR SPEAKER

No. 480-M

No. 435-M

Yes, Stromberg-Carlson is ready now with a
complete line of staticless radios that offer FM,
Standard and Short Wave Bands. There is the
No. 480-M, equipped with Labyrinth and Dual
Coaxial Carpinchoe Speaker System. There is
the popularly priced No. 455-M Console and the
No. 455-PL Automatic Radio-Phonograph. There
:E IS NOTHING
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FINER

No. 455-M

No. 425-H
All Stromherg-Carlson
FM equipment
is licensed
underFrequency
Armstrong
Wide-Swing
Modulation patents

is the No. 435-M value-leader Console. All of
these are equipped with Labyrinth and Carpinchoe Speaker. In addition, there is the No.
425-H Frequency Modulation Band. (only) Table
Radio, which may also be plugged into the
phonograph jack of a larger console to give FM
broadcasts through the larger set's speaker system.
STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG. CO.
263 Carlson Road, Rochester, N. Y.
Send full details of Model No. 35 Stromberg-Carlson Monitor
Speaker.
Name.,
Street _
_
City
_
State _
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STORM

COLLINS RADIO Co., Cedar Rapids, la., has announced the sale of the
following installations : Collins Type
26C volume limiting amplifiers to
WDWS. Champaign, 111.; KVGB,
Great Bend, Kan., KWAT Water«:own, S. D. ; WTEL, Philadelphia;
KMPC, Beverly Hills. Cal. ; WHMA.
Anniston, Ala. ; WKZO Kalamazoo,
Mich.; KGKY Scottsbluff, Neb. Collins 12Z battery remotes, to WTAQ,
Green Bay, Wis., KFJB, Marshalltown, la.; KFBL Wichita; KOIL,
Omaha. Collins 300FA 250-watt transmitters to WOLF, Syracuse, N. Y. ;
WJHO, Opelika, Ala.
THE OLD 10 kw. transmitter of
WJSV, Washington, which has been
replaced by a 50 kw. WE transmitter, has been sold by CBS to the International Broadcasting Corp., London, which handles commercial and
other operations of numerous continental stations. The price was report<ed to be $6,000.
A COLLINS transmitter. Lingo
tower and RCA console are being installed by the new WOLF, Syracuse,
N. Y., 100 watts on 1500 kc, which
will start operating some time in April,
according to T. S. Marshall, who will
1)e manager and commercial manager.
Lawrence Reilly has been appointed
vhief engineer. The transmitter is located one mile South of the central
intersection of Syracuse.
VIDEO & SOUND ENTERPRISES.
Omaha, has announced opening of offices in Kansas City, tentatively lo■cated in the Drake Hotel, according
to Franklin O. Pease, manager.
KSL, Salt Lake City, early in March
started construction of its new 455foot Blaw-Knox vertical radiator expected to be completed about April 1.

RETURNING by plane to Miami
from the Second Inter-American
Radio Conference, in Santiago,
Chile, E. K. Cohan, CBS vice-president in charge of technical operations, is interviewed at the Pan
American Airways terminal by
Leslie Harris, of WQAM, Miami, on
the Whittemore shoe polish International Host feature. This is the
second season of the programs, consisting of interviews with plane arrivals from foreign cotintries. Technician in background is Jim Bronson.
WSYR, Syracuse, has purchased an
RCA 1-G, 1,000-watt transmitter and
has entered a contingent contract for
a 5,000-watt transmitter pending issuance of an FCC construction permit
to increase its power from 1,000 watts
to 5,000 watt, pursuant to new rules.
WHBQ, Memphis, and KLUF, Galveston, Tex., have purchased 250-K
RCA transmitters.
VICTOR .T. ANDREW, Chicago, has
announced release of a new Type 798
phase monitor, specially adapted to
three-element directional antenna
phasing network maintenance and adjustment.

Congratulations
W

M

A

Washington,

to

L
D. C.

for again winning the General Electric Co. award for maintaining the most nearly
perfect operating record in 1939
Only I min. zi sec. lost out of
406,600 minutes on the air!

We take pride in the remarkable record made by the WMAL engineers, inasmuch as
3

out

WMAL

oS

the

transmitter

4

engineers

are C. R. E. I. graduates
Engineers and technicians now employed in more than 300 broadcasting stations
are modernizing their knowledge of practical radio engineering w ith C. R. E. I.
Out interesting story is available in
booklet form — sent on request
CAPITOL

RADIO

ENGINEERING

Dept. B-3
3224 Sixteenth St., N. W.
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INSTITUTE
Washington, D. C.

Thrown by Gull
THE KSFO, San Francisco,
transmitter was thrown off
the air Feb. 28 when a seagull,
seeking
rest on
froma high
buffeting
headwinds
tension power line, roasted to
a delicate turn, and fell on
the telephone wire beneath.
Chief Engineer R. V. Howard reports that no commercial air time was lost by the
station, because the standby
power plant was immediately thrown into operation.
AFRA and Disc Firms
Hold Code Conferences
CONFERENCES between executives of the American Federation of
Radio Artists and a number of
transcription manufacturers have
been held during the past two
weeks, according to Mrs. Emily
Holt, executive seci'etary of the
union, who said these preliminary
meetings had been arranged in
order that AFRA might get the
views of the employers of talent regarding the proposed transcription
code.
Stating that AFRA has found
these employers pleased with the
care the union is taking in approaching them before its code is
finally written instead of postponing discussions until afterwards,
Mrs. Holt said the transcription
committee is beginning a revision
of its first draft of the code, with
full consideration being given to
the suggestions of both the record
manufacturers and the AFRA
locals in preparing the agreement
which, after it is approved by the
union's membership, will be submitted to the recording companies.

INVOLVING an expenditure of $25,000, WSPD, Toledo, has acquired land
adjoining its present transmitter site
to provide for expansion necessary in
connection with its authorized increased night power of 5,000 watts.
Jbort Industry Co., licensee, purchase
d
9% acres, mediately
on will which construction imbegin of two additional
214-foot towers, matching the present
radiator. The three towers will constitute a three-element directional to be
used at night to protect other stations
on 1340 kc.

FM

Versatility

DON STANLEY, formerly
of WIBA, Madison, Wis., has
been hired by the Milwaukee
Journal as one-man staff —
announcer, program arranger
and general factotum — of its
new FM station, W9XA0,
experigrante
recently mental
licensedbyfull
the FCC.
From new studios on the 22d
floor of the Wisconsin Tower
Stanley will handle a program service consisting principally of music on a regular
daily schedule. Although at
the moment there are only a
dozen-odd FM receivers in
the whole Milwaukee area,
most of them in the hands of
Journul and WTMJ executives, a regular program
service Avill be developed in
anticipation of an increasing
number of listeners among
the general public.

BROADCASTING

PUTS

WABC

OFF AIR 6V2 HOURS
WABC, New York, suffered more
than the other New York stations
on March 4 when a freak ice storm
wreaked havoc, especially with electric facilities, in New York City
and vicinity and forced the station
off the air for 6% hotirs because
of power failure at the transmitter. WABC was off the air at three
times during the day, 7:01-8:42
a. m., 9:31-1:52 p. m., and 2-2:33
p. m., with the losses in unfulfilled
contracts with sponsors estimated
by CBS executives between $5,000
and $7,000. The power failure at
the transmitter in Wayne, N. J.,
was attributed to the ice which
caused the Jersey Central Power
Co. lines to snap.
The only other metropolitan station affected by the storm was
WINS, which was silent for nine
minutes beginning at 10:30 a. m.
when its transmitter at Carlstadt,
N. J., wave
went
shortaerial dead.
mast Aon40-foot
the roof
of
1450 Broadway where WOR, Newark, has its studios broke in two at
11 a. m., but was pulled back on the
roof and did no damage.
NBC, MBS and other metropolitan stations broadcast bulletins explaining WABC's enforced silence,
and at Mayor F. H. LaGuardia's
request broadcast bulletins at intervals warning motorists off the
roads, asking persons to report all
fires by telephone as fire alarm
boxes were not operating, and announcing the closing of many of
the city's schools.
WLS

Hit by Lightning

A BOLT of lightning which struck
the WLS transmitter at Tinley
Park, 111., and damaged the coils,
condensers and tuning house equipput thehour
station
the air2. forA
almostment,an
on off
March
swntch on the emergency antenna
put
the air
50,000-watt
station
on the
with 5,000
wattsback
of
power until the main antenna could
be repaired.
Patents Freezing Unit
PAUL BRADEN, chief engineer of
WING, Dayton, O., recently was
grantedtion ofa mechanical
patent covering
an applica-to
refrigeration
radio tiontransmitters,
using
a
unit to remove the heatrefrigerafrom a
transmitter cabinet in place of the
usual forced air or water cooling systems. Use of the refrigeration system
permits complete enclosure of transmitters,
dust and Original
atmospheric
bothers,eliminating
it is claimed.
work on the patent application was
done in 1933. Mr. Braden stated that
according to his patent attorney some
present transmitter installations may
violate tionshis
patent,transmitter
specifically units
new stain which
are
tioned.
built in a room and then air condiAPPLICATION for a shift in frequency from 1500 to 1330 kc, conditional locations
upon thewhen 1330
Havanaassignments
Treaty realgo
to 1360 kc. has been filed with the
FCC by WKAT, Miami Beach, Fla.
It also asks for 1,000 watts fullsite. approval of a new transmittime ter and
THE Yankee Network-owned stations.
WNAC and WAAB, Boston, WEAN,
Providence, and WICC Bridgeport,
Conn, are now among the New England group of broadcast stations_ in
the
unit Associated
of IBEW Broadcast
(AFL). Technicians
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CONTROLS

PRESTO

offers

a

new

ROOM
DONALD McBAIN, CBS Hollywood
engineer, has taken on the added responsibility of relief co-pilot twice
weekly with the Wilmington-Catalina
Airlines. McBain recently completed
requirements for his commercial license, and handles his new job on days
off from CBS.
TED DENTON, CBS Hollywood engineer, is the father of a girl born
March 8.
GEORGE PATTERSON, formerly
chief engineer of KASA, Elk City,
Okla., has joined the engineering staff
of KFDA, Amarillo, Tex., replacing
Ralph Cannon, former chief engineer,
who resigned. Howard Blaker has been
promoted to chief engineer of the
station.
AL DORAN, engineer of WWJ, Detroit, is the father of a girl born recently.
ARTHUR W. HOLMES, of the engineering department of Canadian
Broadcasting Corp, has returned after
two months in England. He accompanied Bob Bowman and the first
contingent of Canadian fighting forces,
handling the engineering and recording of all CBC broadcasts on board
ship and in England.
ART BREARLEY, J. C. Riekenberg
and Jimmy La Shaum, formerly on
the engineering staff of the old KEHE,
Los Angeles, have joined KFI-KECA,
that city, in a similar capacity. Norman Leonard, formerly of KMPC,
Beverly Hills, Cal., has also joined
the technical division of KFI-KECA.
LAWRENCE DUTTON, engineer,
and Ed Davis, baritone, of NBC, Chicago, won fourth place in the Chicago
city bowling tournament with a score
of 1283.
BILL DAVIS, transmitter engineer of
WTAR, Norfolk, Va., has returned
to work after three months' sick leave.
LOUIS PADBERG, for the last five
years radio supervisor in the St. Louis
police department, has joined the engineering department of WWL, New
Orleans, specializing in shortwave
operations.
BILL CARTER, chief engineer of
CKLW, Windsor-Detroit, participated in a photographic exhibit in Windsor early this month. Photography is
his hobby.
GARO RAY, chief engineer of WICC,
Bridgeport, Conn, is recovering from
an infected eye resulting from injury by a flying piece of wood.
GLENN R. GLASSCOCK, KOA.
Denver, engineer, is the father of a
TVe-pound boy born late in February.
RAY HARLOW, engineer of WWSW,
Pittsburgh, is the father of a girl
born recently.
PAUL KRANTZ has been added to
the engineering staff of WIBG, Glenside, Pa.
Named Award Judge
R. HENRY NORWEB, recently appointed U. S. Ambassador to Peru,
has been named one of the five
judges for the 1939 William S.
Paley Amateur Radio Award to fill
the position left vacant by the recent death of A. E. Kennelly, Harvard professor emeritus. Serving
with Mr. Norweb on the board of
awards are: Norman H. Davis,
American Red Cross chairman; Dr.
J. H. Bellinger, radio section chief
of the U. S. Bureau of Standards;
Lieut. Commander Charles P. Edwards, air services chief, transport
dept., Ottawa, and Rear Admiral
Russell R. Waesche, U. S. Coast
Guard commandant.
I BROADCASTING

Dual

Turntable

Transcription

. . . complete

This new, moderately priced Presto Model
F recorder makes the perfect installation
for broadcasting stations, colleges, advertising agencies and personal recording
studios. It records continuously, without
interruption, on records up to the I7I/4"
master size and also re-records from one
record to another. The quality of the recordings made on the model F recorder
makes them suitable for use by any broadcasting station.
Note these operating conveniences:
• The exclusive Presto rubber- rimmed turntable
driven directly by a steel pulley on the motor shaft, a
drive system that eliminates idler wheels, belts, gears
and other parts subject to rapid wear. Speed shiftlever changes instantly from 78 to 331/^ R.P.M.
• Tables are equipped with the Presto 1-C high
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242

West

a

single

unit

(idelity cutting head which records uniformly a range
from 50 to 8,000 cycles and Completely modulates the
groove at a pitch of 112 lines per inch.
• A vertical damper eliminates vertical modulation
in the groove and prevents rapid changes in groove
depth due to surface irregularities in the disc.
• A time scale on the cutting arm shows the correct
starting point for all sizes of discs and elapsed recording time at both 78 and 33^ R.P.M.
O Amplifier gain 125 DB, output 10 watts. Amplifier
controls include a two microphone mixer, playback
gain control, combination control which increases the
high frequency response for 331-^ R.P.M. recording
and attenuates the high frequencies when playing
commercial records, low frequency equalizer and a
switch for changing instantaneously between cutters
for continuous recording or re-recording.
O The complete equipment mounts in a wood table
(Length, 67"— Depth, 21"— Height, 49") attractively finished in two tones of gray with silver trim.
Height of turntable above floor level, 32".
For descriptive folder and price quotations, write:

RECORDING
PRESTO

in

Recorder

55th
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St., New
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BenlahKarney
director

of

the

KMBC
Happy

Kitchen

is One of Ten members
of the Home Economics in
Business group of the
National Home Economics
Association . . .
...in

Radio

...in

the

entire

United

States

That gal knows her groceries—and national advertisers are hep.,. they bought
266 quarter -hour participations in 1939, including
a wide variety of products
ScotTowels, Pond's
Danya, Maytag Washers,
Kellogg's All -Bran, Knox
Gelatine, Calavos, Maca
Yeast, Swift's Allsweet
Margarine, and many others!

Call Free & Peters for some swell
availabilities, coming up soon!

KMBC
or

KANSAS
Winner

CITY
1939

t^^RJETY PLAQUE
Program Originating Station
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PROGRAMS
al
music
in
G
TIN
on,
d has
ciati
MEN
Shiel
Bob
appre
ERI
EXP
started Pictures in the Air,
Duke's Fluke
quarter-hour transcribed
WALLACEstaffWEST
light and semi-classic music propublicity
wrote of a NBC's
radio
gram, on KDKA, Pittsburgh. Lisdrama, "The Laughing
teners are asked to write in their
Duke," and sold it to the netemotional reaction to a specified
work's script division. That
selection, telling what mental picwas
on Thursday, Feb. 29. On
tures and impressions the selection
Friday, March 1, the produccreates in their minds. Prizes are
tion department cast and reawarded the writer of best letters.
hearsed it, and on March 2
The feature is slanted to the 'teen
it was broadcast as the Raage group, and is being publicized
dio Guild program on the
in the city schools, with permission
Blue Network. Assignment to
of Dr. Ben Graham, superintendent
publicize the program and its
of schools.
rapid progress from sale to
broadcast was handed to WalGuest of the Week
lace West.
A 100% AUDIENCE response is
the record set by the Guest of the
Week on KOB, Albuquerque, N.
Bigelows Has It
M. This program, based on the MAKING a play for clientele from
Pot Court
0' GoldCafe.
idea,A isname
sponsored
by contiguous areas for its sponsors,
the
is chosen
WJTN, Jamestown, N. Y., carries
each week from the city directory
and this person receives a free din- this theme for the largest local dener for two, a corsage for his lady what you want
partment store:in"Ifyour
youhome
can'ttown,
find
... or a botitonniere for her boyfriend, tickets to a local theatre come to Bigelows." WJTN also is
with the retail merand a taxi for the evening. The cooperating
chants division of the local Chamname of the "Guest of the Week"
ber of Commerce in carrying a susis called on the air and the lucky
winner is asked to call the station tainer titled Around the Town, deout-of-town people
if listening, but this phone call is to come signedtoto induce
Jamestown to shop. Feanot a requisite to receive the prize.
tured
are
descriptions
of items and
The series has been aired six weeks
available in local stores,
and every week the recipient has prices
which are simply identified as
telephoned the station while the "downtown
stores" and not named.
program was still on the air.
Also carried is a "bulletin board"
of events occurring locally which
For California Farmers
might attract people to town.
KSFO, San Francisco, recently inCurbstone Motoring
augurated Farm Journal, first daily
offering of a San Francisco station
UNUSUAL motoring safety drive
pointed directly at the rural population and broadcast at a time when
heard
is conducted
on Curbstone'
Court,
Mondays
through Fridays
the farmer starts his day. It is con- on KFXM, San Bernardino,
Cal.
ducted by John W. Chapel, MonCourt Reporter, Anday through Friday, 5:30-6:30 a. As Curbstone
nouncer Hugh Mosher steps up to
m. The program incorporates in- cars hailed to the curb at random
formation on farm and agricultural legislation, market reports, by a motorcycle cop on special asdriver's
crop reports, frost warnings, tem- and addresssignment,
andgets the
business,
and name
then
perature reports, weather reports another policeman
poses a couple
and entertainment features. A
safety questions to the motorist.
question and answer portion deals of
Answers, right or wrong, bring
with farmers' problems ranging all the driver a theatre ticket.
the way from pest control methods
to household hints and recipes.
Number Racket
SOMETHING new in the way of
all-request programs has been
started on WKBN, Youngstown, on
the half-hour early morning transcribed music session, Early Bird.
Will Douglas, m.c, invites listeners to make their requests by number rather than name. When numbers are phoned in, the record with
HARTFORO^CONN
the corresponding number is taken
from the files and played blind. ReBRIGHT
sult is a variety program covering
SPOT
everything from hillbilly to clasHow's business? Very
sical selections, without regard to
conscious planning.
good in Connecticut I Very
good on WDRC! Here's the
Winnowed for Platters
market and the medium for
WINNOWING the week's news to
a test campaign or a sueget the most interesting items from
ful promotion. Writ
special events, speeches and interr availabilities nov
views, WDAY, Fargo, N. D., on
Saturday nights presents its Sound
Camera of the Air. The program
BASIC STATION OF
is a two-voice quarter-hour, with
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSl KM
quotations of actual voices in the
National Represenunives
news
included via transcriptions.
PAIJI, H. RAYMER COMPANY
The show emphasizes local angles.
BROADCASTING

WITH an ear to the ground Don
Searle (right), general manager of
KOIL, Omaha, and Morris E.
Jacobs, vice-president of Bozell &
Jacobs, Omaha agency, board a
plane for Hollywood to make final
arrangements for Gracie Allen's
"Surprise Pary" political convention in Omaha, May 15-18. The convention, aleading
partDays
of Omaha's
annual Golden
Spike
celebration, is scheduled to have delegates
from all 48 States plus another
from Gracie's own "State of Confusion", with nominating speeches,
torchlight parade and all the trimmings— to push her presidential
nomination. Burns & Allen will attend in person, participating in the
big "Old West" celebration, and
will make their regular Wednesday
night Hinds broadcast direct from
the Omaha convention
* * * hall.
Excerpts from Magazines
RICHARD BROOKS, commentator
for WNEW, New York, is presenting a weekly E.vcerpts and Postscripts program of condensed versions of writings from the best
American magazines. Mr. Brooks
has obtained exclusive radio rights
to condense and comment on features and articles from such magazines as Esquire, Collier's, Liberty,
Life,
Fortune,
Newsweek, Time and
Anie7-ican
Mercury.
* * *
Exercises for the Elderly
CATERING to the elder local population, WTSP, St. Petersburg,
Fla., has started a quarter-hour
early morning feature, Physical
Culture at 50, presenting setting
up exercises for persons past their
fifth decade.
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Shortcut to Jitters
SCIENTIFIC aids to worry are
provided by WSM, Nashville, for
listeners who feel they are getting
too much out of life. Titled The
Worry Hour, the program endeavors to guide those who worry in a
haphazard, unregulated way. As
counsellor of anxiety, Phineas Fret
supplements his aired suggestions
with a booklet on the care and
feeding of worries, including a list
of the better worries along with
average worrying time.
Nebraska News
NEWS of Nebraska and its citizens is provided on the Nebraska
in the News series started March
12 on KGNF, North Platte. Using
UP bulletins and the station's own
local news gathering facilities,
the program is part of a two-hour
noon
ences. period serving dining audiHorse News
HORSES and horsemanship, along
with other news of interest to the
equestrian, are given weekly during
the quarter-hour Horseman's Forum on KMTR, Hollywood. Snowy
Baker who conducts the program
also interviews noted horsemen and
gives free announcements of polo
matches and horse shows.
Wandering Boy
PROBLEMS dealing with juvenile
crime and how it is handled in
different states form the basis of
NBC's series of weekly quarterhour programs Youth in the Toils,
presented in cooperation with the
American Law Institute as a public service series.

FLASH!
10,000 Busy Signals Reported
in Albany on Standard Furniture Company Broadcast!
Client Renews Contract.
Exceptional ?
No, not at all —
THE RADIO TELEPHONE
GAME ALWAYS CLICKS!
As Usual,
Because It's Unusual,
It's Produced By

l9EAST53ra STREET at Madison Ave.„„e. . .NEW YORK Cll

CAUGHT BY ORGAN
Church Service Gets Lively
Music From WFMJ
ENGINEERS of WFMJ, Youngstown, O., recently were called upon
to eliminate the disquieting reception of WFMJ swing music on a
local church organ. One Sunday
the pastor had just begun his sermon when popular piano music
started up somewhere in the
church. He motioned his son to shut
off the "radio" — but it wasn't on.
He made a fresh start, and the
organist grinned at a second outburst of popular music. The organ
was shut off when its reception was
tracked down.
A few strains of a popular ditty
were heard a third time near the
close of the service when the organ
was switched on for the amen. The
choir finally took its cue from a
pitch pipe. WFMJ explained that
if a radio station is in the immediate vicinity of an electric organ,
it inay strike contact resistance in
the amplifier, causing "external
crosstalk", a phenomenon also experienced by the users of the
church's
audiophone
aids for the
hard of hearing.
Ice and Gags
PLACED cooperatively by National
Ice Advertising and the local ice
dealer, Time Out With Allen Prescott on KHSL, Chico, Cal., employs
an RCA-NBC transcription incorporating gag buildup to a middle
commercial, using a novelty orchestra and comedian, with local commercial anouncements. The thriceweekly quarter-hour has entirely
satisfied the sponsor, who has told
the station it was his first program
that ever brought local inquiries in
numbers.

Lone Star Bards
LISTENERS are encouraged to
submit original poems to Your
Children, a new feature inaugurated March 12 over the Texas
Quality Network from WOAI, San
Antonio. The programs will stress
child safety and care along with
the reading of the contributed
poems. Organ music and singing of
semi-classical numbers provides a
musical background to the show,
sponsored by Delaware Punch.

In Chicagoland
3Q0,QQQ Lithuanians
Listen to one program

The
LITHUANIAN
HOUR

How to Speak
GUIDANCE in speaking English
correctly is offered on the twiceweekly Say It Right program on
WOV, New York, presented in cooperation with English and speech
departments of New York U's
Washington Square College. Listeners send in individual speech problems which experts discuss during
the program.

Over 5,000 Watt WHIP
10:00 to 1 1 :00 A.M. daUy
• • •
few 1facts:
1. RatedA No.
program by
87 % of people canvassed
in surveyuanian
ofhomes.
25,000 Lith-

Reviewing the Critics
WMCA, New York, is planning to
broadcast a new type of radio review of first night plays which
will feature condensed resumes of
opinions by drama critics of the
New York City newspapers. The
program, Reviewing the Critics,
will be presented at a time when
an audience is more available than
following the curtain drop after
midnight.

2. Drew 53,221 letters in
December, 1939.
3. Five current participants
have been represented a
total of 19 years.
•

•

•

for participation
write details,

"Barn Dance" Benefit
HEADLIXERS of the WLS ^Xational Barn Dance appeared at the Auditorium iu Milwaukee March 31 under
the sponsorshii) of the American Legion. Funds from the performance will
go toward a county-wide HalloweVn
party held annually for approximately
75.000 children.

RADIO ADVERTISERS
6912 S. Western Ave.
Telephone: Republic 0515
CHICAGO, ILL.

Anglers' Forum
GOLDEN GLOW BEER Co., San
Francisco, recently launched The
Fishfinder on KROW, Oakland. Al
Accardi, editor of Sportsman's Review, is the commentator. The program is essentially a talking bulletin board advising anglers where
the fish are running and biting.
Roads and Sports
AS A SERVICE to Southern California visitors, KMPC, Beverly
Hills, Cal., has started a weekly
quarter-hour program, California
Calling, with cooperation of the
Southern California Auto Club.
Commentators Bill Baxter and
Henry Berrey present a special
'•trip of the week".
ARTFORD
CONN.
50,000 WATTS
NBC RED network
NAT/ON/)L f}EPRES£NT/1T/l/£S
UJEED
nno

compnnv

NEW YORK • DETROIT
CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO
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New

In early spring, Chicago & Southern will in*
augurate a new fleet of giant Douglas DC-3,
21 Passenger Planes.
IT PAYS TO
immm
via
"The Valley Level Route
North, south, east or west — fast,_
comfortable planes are waiting to
carry you swiftly and safely to
your destination.
Flying saves time, and time is
money for business men. Successful men fly because they know the
man who flies gets there first, sees
more customers, signs more orders,
makes more money for himself and
his family. And they enjoy many
real advantages over earthbound
travelers because they avoid many
tiresome days and nights on the
road. They arrive at the end of
their journey rested and refreshed,
fit and eager for work or play.

"shall not take precedence over experimental service, but shall be subordinated to it."
Then the rules require that stations submit quarterly reports
or forms prescribed by the Commission of their charges and
costs, as well as of other pertinent
information which may be of assistance to the Commission in evaluating the economic feasibility of
television broadcasting as a regular service to the public on a commercial basis.
It is with this provision too that
some attorneys quarrel, on the
ground that the law does not authorize the Commission to distinguish between experimental and
commercial operations and that it
has no jurisdiction whatever over
rates, charges, or other fiscal operations of stations. Such control
■usually is vested in agencies regulating commercial carrier activities
and since radio broadcasting is dis•it
tinctly classified as a non-public
utility in the law, it is felt that
the Commission may be setting a
precedent veering from the intent
of the statute.
Minimum Schedule
In connection with operating requirements, the new rules specify
that Class II stations shall maintain aminimum scheduled program
service of ten hours per week
throughout the license period. Class
I stations, or those which will engage in technical research, will not
be required to operate any specified number of hours and shall not
operate to render a "regtilarly
scheduled television broadcast service to the public." Both Class I
and Class II stations can be assigned to the same frequency but
no Class I station shall cause objectionable interference to a Class
II station, designed to engage in
research f.nd experimentation "for
the development of the art in its

next time you plan a trip
FLY
Low Air Travel Fares
New York-New Orleans $73.85
Boston-St. Louis
65.45
Cleveland-Memphis 43.70
Chicago-St. Louis
12.45
Chicago-Birmingham 40.28
Detroit-New Orleans 57.85
Pittsburgh-Memphis 45.70
10% reduction on round trips
For Reservations Call
Your Travel Agent or
CHICAGO
and
SOUTHERN
APi.

lifted,

'The Valley Level Route"
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program
phases".
In its unanimous
report (Commissioners Case and Walker absent) the Commission emphasized
the need for further improvement
in the technical quality of television. It said it felt the public should
have available various sizes of
JIMMIE ALLEN says:
"I believe I can give you bigger
sales increases per dollar spent
than you can get by any other
method — let me prove it."
Up to 650 transcribed episodes
(World transcribed) available.
Proven merchandising plan.
You can buy rights for any
book — 65 episodes per book.
Write for price and information,— stating number of episodes wanted, radio stations,
etc. Audition record sent $4.00
C. O. D. Money back when returned.
RUSSELL C. COMER CO.
101 W. 11th St., Kansas City, Mo.

screens and that it regarded as essential development of greater definition of image before widespread
public endorsement of television
will be realized.
Justifying its action in declining
to approve transmission standards,
the Commission said that to have
done so would have tended to freeze
the art and result in an abatement
of research. It added that nothing
should be done "which will encourage a large public investment in
receivers, which by reason of technical advances when tiltimately introduced, may become obsolete in a
relatively short time."
Efifective Date
Some questions arose as to the
Commission's intent in this statement, particularly whether it
would view as improper widepromotion by
ers to spread
stimulate
salesmanufacturof visual
receivers. In this connection a
number of manufacturers, led by
RCA, already are perfecting plans
for sales and merchandising activities in areas having available
visual transmission.

Fast Talking
PROVING that the female of
the species can talk faster
than the male was the fact
that a stopwatch recorded
less than one minute required
for the winner of a fast-talking contest on KDYL, Salt
Lake commercial.
City, to readShea beat
261word
Chief Announcer Emerson
Smith by five seconds. Contest was a tieup with the
photoplay "His Girl Friday".
it expressed the hope that the industry would make every effort to
maintain a free exchange of ideas
and scientific information and that
attention will be directed toward
building receivers capable, consistent with reasonable cost, of receiving or of being adjusted to receive any reasonable change in
methods of synchronization. Such
a practice will keep to a minimum
the economic loss to those acquiring receivers at this state of the
art,Somewhat
it said. offsetting these words
of caution, the Commission asserted that they should not be construed as an expression of a lack
of confidence in television's future.
Describing television as a "mighty
achievement" the Commission said
pioneers in the field have made
great advances and that potentially
television is of tremendous value
to the public generally.

While the rules permitting limited commercial operation do not become effective until Sept. 1, all
other provisions of the new regulations are immediately operative. Nominally, the FCC can act
immediately on pending applications for new television stations,
of which there are 25, but it is
expected that it will be in no great
THE VOICE OF MISSISSIPPI
hurry to do so until the allocations questions are settled following the FM hearings. Similarly,
plans of NBC, GE and perhaps
others to establish television relays, looking toward networking
of visual radio may be forced to ma
await definite allocations policy
stemming
from the March 18 hearings.
N.B.C
In repeatedly emphasizing in its
report that television still constitutes an experimental operation,
the Commission stated that it was
not unsympathetic with the desire
of manufacturers to recoup their pioneering investments in television.
Mississippi Exceeds
It pointed out that the loss to the
National Business
public by premature purchase in a
rapidly advancing field might in a
Gains
relatively short time exceed many
Mississippi business gains exceed national
times the present total cost of reaverage for second successive montli. See
search, estimated at some $25,000,United States News. Feb. 23rd.
000.
Jackson Trade Area above 1939 level with
Holding Back Standards
"Such an economic loss in the
percentage increases as follows: auto
long run can redound only to the
sales, 15.9; bank debits, 20.3: postal receipts, 05.0; building permits, 73.8; inharm of the industry," it was statdustrial electric power sales, 37.8; teleed. "In view of the apparent proximity of improvements and of the
phones in service, 9.7; electric connections, 8.8; natural gas connections, 13.1.
resolution of disptited technical
To "UP" your business in the growing
questions, these risks should be
taken. The Commission is, thereMississippi marltet, invest your advertisfore, reserving the matter of ising dollars with WJDX, the dominant radio station in Mississippi.
suing standards for consideration
at some future time."
Owned and Operated By
Asserting that standards of engineering performance ultimately
LAMAR
should be issued, the Commission
LIFE
INSURANCE
said that at the appropriate time
COMPANY
it would endeavor to issue standJACKSON, MISSISSIPPI
ards "promptly". In the interim,
BROADCASTING
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Notes

Diathermy Troubles
THE NEED for a strict control
over diathermy apparatus to reduce
and eliminate the static its operation causes to both regular broadcasting and television is becoming
increasingly urgent as television
developments continue, according
to Allen B. DuMont, pioneer television engineer and manufacturer.
Pointing out that diathermy interference "simply breaks up television images and renders video entertainment just although
about impossible",
he declared that
the FCC
has stated it has no legal power to
regulate or control diathermy, since
it operates in a practical sense as
communication equipment, seriously interfering with broadcast commtinication, it therefore should be
subjected to the same policing as
other signals placed on the air. He
recommended that diathermy operators be required to employ crystal
oscillator controls and shielded
cages for their equipment to cut
down static.
Television Company Financing
AMERICAN Television Corp., New
York, has filed a registration statement with the SEC seeking public
financing to the extent of $531,250
through issuance of 425,000 shares
of $1 par common stock. The statement also covers 100,000 common
warrants to be distributed to dealers at one warrant for each 4^4,
shares sold. New finances, if secured, will be used for the production of the company's Videor television receiving sets for the home,
for development of the Tele-Sales
department store television, and for
a new magnetic wave phone system
to penetrate mine depths.
Video Prizes
FIRST PRIZE contest for televiewers will start March 16 on
W2XBS, New York, with NBC offering $25 for the correct answers
to 15 questions based on a 10-minute mystery film which vdll be
telecast. Contest, a pictorial version
of the "Minute Mysteries" newspaper series, will be given a fourweek test by NBC, which has
scheduled it at 8:30 p.m. Saturdays.
Question cards will be mailed in
advance to set-owners receiving
NBC's program
the
network
expecting service,
that thewith
contest
will add a quantity of new names
to its list.

Whose

Bread,

More Television Stations
TO BACK up its promises that
"New Yorkers will be able to watch
the inauguration next January on
their television sets," NBC is expected to file applications with the
FCC for television transmitters in
Washington and Philadelphia.
Once these construction permits
have been granted, it is said RCA
will begin work on a radio relay
chain connecting Philadelphia with
New York and Washington with
Philadelphia. Despite lack of official
confirmation, it is believed that this
action will begin in the immediate
future, so that completion may be
assured before Jan. 20, 1941.
THOMAS E. (Tommy) LEE, head
of the Don Lee Broadcasting System,
is the subject of a personality sketch,
in which he is called "Tommy Television" for his interest and work in
that field, in the Feb. 10 Script Magazine, published in Beverly Hills, Cal.
JOINT committee of the Associated Actors
& Artists of America for the administration of employment of actors in television
[Broadcasting, Feb. 15, March 1] has as
yet held no meeting nor have the four members decided on the selection of the fifth
member.

Noodles

and

Soup?
p

FIRST SPONSOR to have radio
programs regularly televised is
Sun Oil Co., whose news summaries
by Lowell Thomas are heard on
NBC-Blue, 6:45-7 p. m. (EST),
Monday through Friday, and are
now seen by New York area television set-owners via W2XBS on
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.
While Thomas (at desk, left) reads
the news, Albert Nazimento (lower
left) keeps the microphone in place
and Joseph Conn (above Nazimento) focuses his camera. Edwin
Stolzenberger lines up a second
camera to show Hugh James
(right) giving the final commercial.
Kenneth Shaw, stage manager
(above James) watches Mr. Thomas, cameras, microphone and clock.
At
left trade
below mark,
is television's
first
visual
photographed
by
Haussler,
of NBC's
photoWilliam
staff, from
the screen
of an
RCA receiver during the program.

PLAY'S THE THING
Video Audience Pleased by
Broadway Hit
PROOF that television need not be
restricted to short subjects and
that audiences will watch their receivers uninterruptedly for more
than an hour at a stretch if the
subject matter is interestingenough, was given by the enthusiastic response by set-owners to
NBC's telecast of the complete
stage ried,"
play
"When3. Play,
We Are
Maron March
currently
running in New York, was presented in its entirety, consuming about
an hour-and-a-quarter on the air,
including two three-minute intermissions. Only difference between
the stageduction isand
that the
in television
the latter prothe
scope of the action was cut down
to meet the limitations of studios
and equipment.
Cost of televising stage productions. Actors Equity Assn. having
ruled that each player must receive
a full week's salary for appearingbefore the television cameras, combined with the natural reluctance
of a manager to let the video audience view the show without buyingtickets, will probably curtail frequent repetitions of this sort of
telecast. It is possible, however,
that arrangements could be made
to televise plays at the end of their
Broadway runs, when ticket sales
would no longer be endangered. The
experiment was completely successful, however, in disproving the frequently-raisedthe
argumenttype
that oftelevision must change
its
entertainment every 15 minutes or
half -hour to hold attention.

BRASS
TACKS

logic/
• If 46 of Detroit's representative retailers
use CKLW day in and day out, this repeat business means that their sales are on the up —
and that they need the low-cost response
this station gives them. If your product
is sold at retail in the Detroit area — it's just
brass tacks logic to tie up with a winner!

WBNS

... for low cost

MOUSEWIVtS
CHOOSE

response in the
DETROIT area!
5000 WATTS DAY and NIGHT • CLEAR CHANNEL
w
m
Representative: Joseph Hershey McGillvra
•
MUTUAL
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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KIDO, Boise, Ida., on March 4 made a
iiadio Day presentation in the interest of radio as an advertising medium
before the weelily luncheon meeting
of the Boise Ad Club, of which C. G.
Phillips, KIDO manager, is president. Covering radio and the consumer,
radio and the retailer, and consumer
coverage, the KIDO presentation was
made with three announcers reading
a script on each subject. Two 10-minute NBC movies, Mrwaves and TelevisioH, also were shown. Manager
Phillips plans to repeat the presentation forboring
business
men's clubs in neightowns.
JUDGE GIBSON E. GORMAN, pioneer radio court broadcaster of the
•Chicago municipal court, has returned
to the air supplementing Judge John
Gutnecht in the traffic court. Sessions are aired each Monday and
Thursday at 10:05 a. m., and on
Wednesdays at 7 p. m. over WIND,
Gary, Ind. Judge Gorman formerly
Tvas heard in daily broadcasts from
/Safety Court in Chicago. Judge Gutnecht is currently campaigning for the
Democratic nomination for states attorney of Cook County, 111.
WJBC, Bloomington, 111., has been
advised by school officials that the
broadcasting of the four local high
school and two college basketball
teams' games and
has resulted
no loss of
attendance,
probablyin accounted
for the larger turnouts.
WTSP, St. Petersburg, Fla., observing
"Woman's Da-" Feb. 29 turned over its
facilities to prominent local clubwomen
who handled regular commercial schedules, announced musical selections and
performed all the incidental functions
of management and programming. The
only male allowed to perform his regular duties was the janitor.

^Mt.

Hood

Knew Their Peeps
WHEN no chicks showed up
as ordered for the noon-hour
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
farm broadcast serial The
Craigs, CBC Engineers Harold Symes and Cecil Hyndman at the Toronto studios,
rounded up all the announcers, producers, singers and
actors, and had the congregation '"peep" solemnly for five
minutes while sound effect recordings were cut. When the
program went on the air a
few minutes later the recorded "peeps" of the staff sounded as real as if the baby
chicks had been on the scene.
KVOO, Tulsa, on March 10 started a
series of 10 weekly half-hour Sunday
night broadcasts saluting the International Petroleum Exposition, of which
Manager William Way is an executive, to be held in Tulsa May 18-25.
The programs bring to the mike 10
outstanding exhibitors in the Exposition and offer music by a full-studio
orchestra.
KTUL, Tulsa, Okla., on March 15
made its sixth plant expansion in six
years when it occupied an additional
1,500 square feet of space in the National Bank of Tulsa Bldg., to house
the executive offices of Wm. C. Gillespie, vice-president, offices for sales
and promotion and a large audition
room. The new offices are furnished in
Swedish modern style. KTUL now occupies the entire 21st and 22nd floors.
KSFO. San Francisco, on March 1
issued a new rate card. No. 4. The new
card does not embody higher rates but
incorporates certain revisions and additions for purposes of easier rate
calculation and offering for quotation
several new services and features.

Soap Company

boosts volume

_i

KFRO, Longview, Tex., has started
a series of weekly quarter-hour vocational guidance programs under auspices of the reslocal
Kiwanis
Club. Repentatives ofvarious
professions
and
occupations appear on the programs
to outline the facts about their work
and the training required. The Kiwanis Club has arranged for schools
in the area to tune-in the program,
heard Wednesdays at 2 :30 p. m.
JOSEPH SAGMASTER, foreign news
analyst of the Cincinnati Times-Star.
on March 2 started a series of programs titled Sagmaster Comments on
MBS, Saturdays, 6:45-7 p. m., originating from W^KRC, Cincinnati.
WTM.J, Milwaukee, has started a
new full-hour Sunday afternoon public service feature. Town Forum, conducted in cooperation with the local
.Junior Chamber of Commerce. Broadcasts, held in the YMCA auditorium,
are open to the i)ublic. First halfhour of the show presents guest speakers, with the second half open for audience questioning of the speakers.
Ray ber
MacArthur,
former
Junior Champresident, acts
as moderator
for
the series.
WKBN, Youngstown, O.. is distributing the booklet. "The Fellowship of
Prayer", to listeners on the daily
Altar Service program presented under auspices of the religious work
committee of the local YMCA. The
program is directed by Ernest Shaw.
The booklet contains daily scripture
readings and prayers for Lent.
WBTM. Danville, Va., on March 0
openedwith
its newbroadcast
600-person
"radiotorium"
of the
weekly
Dan
River aShowboat
feature,
which
is carried by WBTM and WLYA,
Lynchburg.
J. ROY STOCKTON, baseball writer
of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, and
half of the Stockton & Eschen sports
team heard daily on KSD, St. Louis,
is in St. Petersburg, Fla., covering
the St. Louis
Cardinals'
training
activities.
Eschen
is handling
the camj)
KSD
broadcasts, sponsored by the Hyde
Park Breweries, while Stockton fills
in
with interviews
special dispatches
scribed
direct and
fromtransthe
camp. Several direct pickups from
Florida have been planned.
WNAX. Yankton, S. D., and KTRI,
Sioux City, la., early in March started
a new series of market news broadcasts with a pickup from a luncheon in
Sioux City attended by 200 leading
stock raisers and livestock marketers
of the region. The daily series is carried 12 :30-12 :45 p.m. direct from (he
Sioux City stockyards througli the
Sioux City studios of WNAX.
THREE women representing the radio industry have accepted places on
the cilrecently
organized
Counof the Greater
NewWomen's
York Fund
—Adelaide Hawley, conductor of Women's Page of the Air on WABC and
editor of the Woman's Page; Mary
Margaret McBride, "Martha Dean" of
WOR, and Lisa Sergio, WQXR commentator.

TEL-PIC SYNDICATE. New York,
which offers a news and display service to stations, has added the following eight stations
to the list
of approximately 100 stations
throughout
the country now subscribing to the
service : WFBL, Syracuse ; KOME.
Tulsa; K O M A. Oklahoma City;
KGGM, Albuquerque; KROD, El
Paso; KVOA. Tucson; WFAA. Dallas; WOAI, San Antonio.
EMPLOYES of KOIN, Portland.
Ore., are planning to form a Ten
Year Club, nine members of the staff
having served at least a decade. Among
ten-year employes are John Walker,
production manager ; John L. Lombard, technician ; Newton Hedin, sales
executive ; Joseph Sampietro, music
director ; Art Kirkham, publicity director ;Ruth Bjork, production staff.
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C, has started a
weekly news mat service to daily and
weekly newspapers in its listening
area. Promoting both NBC and local
shows, copy and mats are issued each
Monday for use in Wednesday, Thursday or Friday papers. Mats include a
two-column hand-lettered head, "The
Radio
with pictures
cacturesWeek",
of artists,
running and
two caricolumns l)y 11 inches deep, with text
evened so column can be cut in case
of space limitations. Although no
complete check is available, the service is sent to 27 North Carolina publications, six of which began immediate weekly publication.
LOG CABIN BREAD Co., Los Angeles (bread), sponsoring the halfhour Kash Kwi: on KFWB, Hollywood, is originating the weekly program from the Paramount Theatre
stage in downtown Los Angeles. Program, conducted by Ted Meyers, is
built around a definite subject each
week, with bread as well as cash prizes
being awarded winning contestants.
Tom D. Sholts, radio director of
Sholts Adv. Service, Los Angeles,
produces
the program with Frank
Goss
announcing.

over popular Northwest radio station!
• Most folk like good advice, just as background for the sales story of Mt.
they like good soap. Realizing this, Hood Soap Company. Just how effective is best told by Adolph L.
the Mt. Hood Soap Company of PortBloch, agency in charge, who reports :
land has been using Oregonian radio
"Since the time that our program
station KEX to air a three-times-aweek daytime program to women.
'Marian Miller's Problem Corner"
Stars of the program are two — Mt. started on KEX we have had very good
response in audience mail and dealer
Hood's Borene Soap Granules and comments.
The Oregonian's popular corresponThere has been a marked increase
dent on personal affairs, Marian Miller. Miss Miller's radio visits to a in the sale of Borene Soap Granules
receptive audience form an effective due to this program."
RADIO STATIONS OF THE
620 KC
5000 WAHS DAYS
1000 WAHS NIGHTS

OREGONIAN
PORTLAND •OREGON

1160 KC
5000
WAHS
CONTINUOUS

NBC
National Representatives-EDWARD
& CO. INC. Los Angeles
^^^^
New YorkRED Chicago
Detroit
St. Louis RETRY
San Francisco
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Don Searle, General Manager of
Omaha's Basic Columbia Station
katz" Agency-Nat'l
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FLORIDA'S
licensingforpowers
made
special
dispensation
Fred Bugg,
manager of WTSP, St. Petersburg,
in allocating to him that station's
frequency as the 1940 license number for his automobile.
KDYL, Salt Lake City, has solved
the problem of clearing time at night
for important local sports events by
recording major basketball games of
the season on the spot, using portable
transcription equipment in the hands
of Sports Commentator Nelson McInineh, and then rebroadcasting the
recording as late as 10 p.m. Sports
fans have indicated they enjoy seeing
the game and then hearing it broadcast
later.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., has received an award from Phi Beta, national professional fraternity promoting the best in music, for its broadcasts of classical and early American
folk music.
WWL, New Orleans, on March 5 was
host to the monthly meeting of the
Coca Cola Boosters Assn. of Louisiana, attended by 200 persons, at which
W. H. Summerville, general manager
of the station, discussed "Radio and
Its Sales Effect on Coca Cola". As
part of the entertainment, WWL presented a Singin'
Samorchestra,
transcription
and music
by the staff
with
Henry Dupre interviewing attendees.
GUEST relations division of WOR,
Newark, has reported that during 1939
a total of 106,620 persons attended
commercial and sustaining broadcasts
at the WOR-Mutual Playhouse in
New York, the peak month being November when 1,458 individual ticket
requests were received. Total attendance for the year at other outside studios on WOR commercial shows, not
including attendance at the Brooklyn
Paramount Theatre, amounted to
2,964. According to Marian Crane, of
guest relations, the greatest number of
requests received at the present time
are
for the Laff 'n'
Swingfrom
Club listeners
broadcasts.
WFIL, Philadelphia, has started a
week-end spot announcement campaign to promote sober driving, with
a series of five dramatizations of sudden death situations on the highway,
printed words of caution in WFIL
Saturday newspaper advertising, and
placards distributed in tap rooms
throughout the day.
For

WSOY
150 W.

Big Chunk of
Illinois — Use
WSOY
Serves the World's
Soybean
CentersCentral Illinois
$32,000,000
Soybean
crop
alone.
Great
corn and
livestock
center,
too.
manufaoturlng. Much
Pep.
area,
Vt million.up Re-12
tall
buslneit
to 17%.
Decatur, 111.
IS hours dmtty
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ALMOST WEALTHY
Litten Spurns Chance to Join
Treasure Hunters
GLEN LITTEN, formerly manager
of KFSD, San Diego, Cal., and for
six months a member of the KFIKECA, Los Angeles, engineering
staff, narrowly escaped being a millionaire.
A few months ago he was approached bya treasure-hunting expedition to furnish and operate radio equipment for a cruise to Cocos
Island, ofif Costa Rica. Litten turned
down the offer. On March 3 he
learned the treasure had been located, according to seemingly authentic reports.
If the jew^els and gold were actually recovered, they will bring the
finders an estimated $60,000,000.
Litten's share, had he accepted the
proposition, would have been approximately $1,000,000. When notified of the alleged find, Litten observed, "Narrow escape! Think of
all the trouble I'd have with all
that money!"
KOA, Denver, has four Naval Reserve ofiicers on its staff. They include General Manager Lloyd E. Yoder ; Assistant Manager Robert H.
Owen ; Control Supervisor Walter
Morrissey and Control Engineer Glen
R. Glasscock.
STARTING with a series of dramatizations of true detective mysteries,
WHBQ's
formed
group has newly
begun its
work Playhouse
over the
Memphis station. Taylor Rogers, a
member
of the
station's staff, directs
the amateur
group.
WSAI, Cincinnati, is to broadcast
exclusively March 25 opening of the
city's tion
Community
Chest drive, the will
staannounces. Announcements
be sent to school children to tune the
program and Boy Scouts will patrol
the streets carrying signs. A special
program has been arranged by Joseph Ries, WLW educational director.
WLW, Cincinnati, is placing its newsroom in the main lobby and the public will be permitted to see what goes
on in the glass-enclosed room where
nine men work under William Bailey,
news editor.
<F A

C T S

2 mC M&O PACTS
SIGNED WITH AFRA
CONTRACTS covering staff announcers at NBC's M. and 0. stations in Boston and Washington,
D. C, have been signed by the
network and the American Federation of Radio Artists. Contracts
follow the standard M. and 0. basic
agreement worked out some time
ago, and include wage increases
negotiated individually for each
station.
Original contracts between
AFRA and the networks for performers employed on network sustaining programs conclude their
two-year term on Aug. 14. Contracts provide for negotiations of
new terms to begin 60 days in advance of expiration, or either party
can on that date ask for a renewal
under the present terms. Mrs.
Emily Holt, executive secretary of
AFRA, stated that there will be
negotiations.
Talent union has also sent Vic
Connors of its San Francisco office
to Denver, where he is starting negotiations with station managers
with the aim of obtaining AFRA
contracts with every station before
the annual AFRA convention meets
there in August.
Arbitrators

BALTIMORE)

BALTIMORE

YEARS

OF

BROADCASTING SERVICE TO

TOLEDO— NORTHWESTERN
OHIO
AND

SOUTHERN

MICHIGAN
— Have Given

W

to Ponder

Chicago -AFRA Impasse
ARGUMENTS of the American
Federation of Radio Artists and of
NBC and CBS on the question of
wages and working conditions for
performers employed on local
broadcasts in the Chicago area
will be heard the first week in
April
by a three-man
the American
Arbitration board
Assn. of
Arbitrators Wesley A. Sturges
and Nathan Isaacs, who also served
on the panel which ruled the question a suitable one for arbitration
[Broadcasting, March 1], will also
be arbitrators in the new hearings,
with George K. Bowen replacing
George Z. Medalie as the third
member. Date was set so Prof.
Isaacs, at present tied up, could
hear the case.
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A loyal and enthusiastic audience, one
which

rightfully de-

pends on the "Voice
of Toledo" for the
best in entertainment.
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First in Popularity
and Advertising

GROWING

MARKETEffectiveness

here's the 25 year record:

POPULATION— grew from 700,000 to 1,000,000!
RETAIL TRADE — grew from 150 million to 372 million
BANK DEPOSITS— tripled!
Make your advertising investment in a
MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS
growing choice"
marleet. radio
Use Baltimore's
station, "first
— tripled in value!
MANUFACTURING PAYROLLS
— grew from 40 million to 125
million !
WFBR
Compare these records with
similar figures in other Eastern
BALTIMORE
Seaboard metropolitan centers
National Representatives
— BALTIMORE is growing
FASTEST!
EDWARD
RETRY & COMPANY
^ON
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m rom the high harmonics of a piccolo to the low harm monies of the contra-bassoon . . . from the sound of a
gentle rain to the din of a thunderstorm — radio programs require faithful reproduction of a wide range of
sounds. Network programs rely on telephone facilities to
guard these sounds in transmission from city to city — from
coast to coast.
From the very begirming of multiple-station broadcasts,
telephone engineers have co-operated with the radio industry. They have provided equipment and supervision
which help to insure the quality of sound on any network.
The work goes on continuously in Bell Telephone
Laboratories to find new and better means of increas- (f(
ing the public's enjoyment of network programs.
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Introduces

Pepper Bill Would
By LEWIE V. GILPIN
RADIO legislation aimed directly
at the functions of the FCC received ashot in the arm early in
March when Senator Bailey (DN. C.) introduced in the Senate a
companion measure (S-3515) to the
Ditter bill [Broadcasting, March
1] to amend the Communications
Act of 1934. A second Senate proposal, made by Senator Pepper
(D-Fla.), would amend the Act to
require local public notice of FCC
applications and provide automatic
hearings on request by "any person".
In other Congressional deliberations radio came up for incidental
attention. Most sensational accusation was the charge in the House
that the Interior Department was
using the broadcast medium to further its own ends and even promote certain favored legislation
pending in Congress. Although delayed longer than was expected
several weeks ago, House Rules
Committee leaders have indicated
that the Walter-Logan bill to revise administrative court procedure
will be taken up in the House within two weeks despite "strong resistance" from Government administrative agencies.
Census Bill Cracked
The status of other legislation
touching upon radio remains substantially unchanged. The Johnson
bill prohibiting broadcast advertising of alcoholic beverages continues
stymied
Senator the
Clark's
(D-Mo.)
threat toby attach
controversial
anti-lynching bill as an amendment.
The first deficiency bill, carrying a
$5,000,000 appropriation to start
the Housing Census, which will
carry in its schedules a question
designed to yield the number of
U. S. radio homes, has passed the
House and is now pending in the
Senate. The Housing Census appropriation isdrawing fire in the
Senate, as it did in the House, stemming from questions going into personal financial matters. The radio
section of the census has not been
mentioned in the controversy, and
the only direct effect on it could
come from complete elimination of
the Housing Census funds from the
bill. This is deemed unlikely, since
the only telling opposition has been
directed at particular sections.
The Bailey bill differs from its
companion measure in the House
only in providing a 10-year maximum license period instead of the
Ditter bill's five-year term, and in
limiting
the broadcast
President's stations
powers to
to
take over
actual war in which the United
States is engaged. The Ditter proposal wotild give this power to the
Presidentrectionalso
of "insurwithin intheevent
United
States
equivalent to war". Both provide
three-year minimum license periods.
Pepper's Measure
The Pepper bill (S-3512) provides that no license, renewal or
modification application may be
approved before notice of the application ispublished locally at least
once weekly for four weeks, with
publication expense paid by the applicant, and requires that the FCC
hold a public hearing on any application upon the request of any
interested party. Senator Pepper's
proposal is explained as a means of
BROADCASTING

Radio

Legislation;

Require Hearings
insuring interested local parties
notice of FCC actions and giving
them the opportunity of being
heard. It was pointed out that in
some cases the FCC might take action on an application without interested parties knowing anything
about sentittheiruntil
case.it is too late to preText of the Pepper bill follows:
Section 309 of the Communications Act
of 1934, as amended, is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new subsection :
a station license
or "(c)
for No
the application
renewal orformodification
of a
station license shall be approved prior to
the expiration of four weeks after the first
notice of such application is published. The
Commission shall cause such notice to be
published once a week for four consecutive
weeks in a newspaper of general circulation in the town or city in which the
station is or is to be located, or if it is not
located or is not to be located in a town
or city,lationinin thea newspaper
of general
county in which
it is circuor is
to be located. The expense incident to such
publication shall be paid for by the applicant at the time such application is
filed. Such notice shall contain a statement
that objections in writing to any such application may be filed with the Commission prior to the expiration of the four
weeks'
publication
a pub-is
lic hearing
will beperiod
held and
if athat
request
made
therefor
prior
to
the
expiration
of
such period.
If any person so requests a hearing on
any such application, the Commission shall
hold a public hearing in such town, city,
or county or in the District of Columbia,
as the Commission may determine. Notice
of such hearing, including the time and
place thereof, shall be given to the applicant and to any such person requesting a
hearing, and an opportunity to be heard
at such hearing
affordedmayto beaU held
interested persons. shall
Such behearing
by the Commission,
by
an
individual
commis ioner, or by any officer or employe
of the Commission designated by it for that
Interior Dept. Fund
During House deliberation
March
purpose." 7 on the Interior Department appropriation bill following
charges that the Department was
using its radio productions for political purposes, the House accepted an amendment by Rep. Gossett
(D-Tex.) prohibiting the use of any
part
of the ofappropriation
"for the
broadcast
radio programs
designed for or calculated to influence
the passage or defeat of any legislation pending before the Congress". The amendment was accepted following failure of an attempt by Rep. Taber (R-N.Y.) to
strike from the bill items totaling $185,000, including funds for
the radio section as well as propaganda and publicity, photographs
and a power-policy committee.
Rep. Gossett, speaking on his
amendment, asserted that concurrently with deliberation on a petroleum conservation measure in Congress an Interior Department What
Price America program preached
the gospel of Federal control of the
oil
industryMrs.
andMurphy
appealed
"to her
an
imaginary
to see
Congressman". He also declared
that "several broadcasts have gone
entirely outside and beyond the
field of education or information.
Interior Department activity in
promoting its views via radio programs also has been alleged in other
quarters and referred to in Congress.tion-wide
Secretary
Ickes' useto ofmake
naradio facilities
his department's annual report to
the President through a broadcast
dramatization Jan. 8, 1939, was
cited along this line by Standard
Oil Co. of Cal. in a recent U. S.
Supreme Court proceeding.
• Broadcast
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Kobak Leaves L & T
EDGAR KOBAK, who resigned as
sales vice-president of NBC just
four years ago to become a vicepresident of Lord & Thomas, New
York, announced
hfrom
i s the
resignation
agency
March 12. Mr.
Kobak had been
with NBC for
two years in
charge
sales
when onof March

Network iKccovnls
All lime EST unless olherwise indicated.
New Business
GENERAL CIGAR Co., New York
(Van Dyck cigars), on March 13
started The Ansiver Man on 9 MBS
stations, Wed. and Sun., 11-11 :15
p. m. Agency : Federal Adv. Agency,
N. Y.
MISSION HOSIERY MILLS, Los
Angeles (hosiery), on March 4 started
for 52 weeks. Radio Charades, quiz
program, on 2 Southern California
Don Lee stations (KH.T KFXM),
Mon., 8:30-8:45 p. m. (PST). Agency :Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles.
P. LORILLARD Co., New York (Old
Gold cigarettes), on Feb. 27 started
for 2813 Pacific
weeks, Coast
Don't Don
You Lee
Believe
It!,
on
network
stations, Tues., Sat., 7 :30-7 :45 p. m.
(PST). Agency: Lennen & Mitchell,
N. Y.
TOWNSEND PARTY OF CALIFORNIA, Los Angeles (political), on
March 6 started for 35 weeks, political
talks, on 16 California Don Lee network stations. Wed., 6 :15-6 :30 p. m.
(PST). Agency: Lisle Sheldon Adv.,
Los Angeles.
GEORGE S. BAILEY HAT Co., Los
Angeles (men's hats), on Oct. 3 starts
for eight weeks, a five-minute sports
program Hats Of on 16 California
Don Lee and 3 Arizona network stations. Agency : Lee Ringer Adv., Los
Angeles.
ANACIN Co., New York, on March 11
starts Easy Aces transcribed on all
Texas State Network station, 5 times
weekly. Agency : Blackett - SampleHummert, N. Y.
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM, New
York, on April 29 starts The Telephone
Hour on 70 NBC-Red stations, Mon.,
8-8:30 p. m. Agency: N. W. Ayer &
Son, N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cincinnati
(Jergens Lotion-Woodbury soap), on
March 31 renews Walter Winchell's
Jergens Journal and The Parker
Family on 64 NBC-Blue stations,
Sun., 9-9 :30 p. m. Agency : Lennen &
Mitchell, N. Y.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York (Lucky Strike cigarettes), on
April
Kay Kyser's
Musical3 renews
Knowledge
on 92 College
NBC-Redof
stations, Wed.. 10-11 p. m. Agency :
Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co..
Winston-Salem, N. C. (Camd cigarettes), on April 6 renews for 13
weeks Boh Crosby's Orchestra on 93
NBC-Red stations, Sat., 10-10 :30 p.m.
Agency: Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.

WSIX
\7Ae yoke

o^Aii^Me

^^^Hheadley-Reed Co.,
National Representative
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WIBC
INDIANAPOLIS
"INDIANA'S
FRIENDLY
•

15, 1936denlyheannounced
sudhis decision
to
Mr. Kobak
enter the agency
field. His duties at the network
were thereupon assumed by Roy
C. Witmer, also a vice-president.
Mr. Kobak, who came to NBC
from McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.,
where he was managerial head, has
not announced his future plans.
KEN DYKE, NBC director of national sales promotion, is here pictured in a brown study (of the
comics) as candid camera catches
him in an unguarded moment in
Havana last month. He returned
March 4 from his Cuban vacation,
on which he was accompanied by
Harry Dunlap, advertising manager of Casmopolitan.
RICHFIELD OIL Corp., New York,
on April 2 renews Confidentially Yours
on 19 MBS stations, Tues., Thurs.,
Sat., mostly 7 :30-7 :45 p. m. Agency :
Sherman K. Ellis & Co., N. Y.
CONTINENTAL BAKING Co., New
York, on March 1 renews Pretty Kitty
Kelly 52 weeks on 45 CBS stations,
Mon. thru Fri.. 10-10:15 a. m. Agency : Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
RICHFIELD OIL Corp., Los Angeles, renews Richfield Reporter on 3
Arizona Network stations (KOY
KSUN KTUC), Sun. thru Fri.,
9-9:15 p. m. (MST). Agency: Hixson-O'DonneU Adv., Los Angeles.
GALLENKAMP'S
STORES,
Francisco (shoe chain)
on March San
10
renewed Professor Puzzleioit on NBCPacific Red, and added KMJ. Agency :
Long Adv. Service, San Francisco.
WILSHIRE OIL Co., Los Angeles
(PoUy Gas), on March 18 renews for
13 weeks Pull Over Neighbor on 15
California Don Lee stations, Mon.,
8-8:30 p.m. (PST). Agency: Dan B.
Miner Co., Los Angeles.
ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cincinnati
(Woodbury cosmetics), on April 3 renews Hollywood Playhouse on 60
NBC-Red stations, Wed., 8-8 :30 p. m.
Agency : Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y.
Network Changes
MILES LABORATORIES, Elkhart,
Ind. (Alka -Seltzer ) , on March 4 shifted Ale.r Templeton on 79 NBC-Red
stations, Mon., 9:30-10 p. m. (EST),
to Hollywood for six weeks or more.
STANDARD BRANDS, New York
(coffee), on March 10 shifted Chase d
Sanborn Program on 66 NBC-Red stations. Sun., 8-8:30 p. m. (EST), from
Hollywood to New York for three
weeks or more.
STANDARD BRANDS, New York
Yeast), on
4( Fleischmann's
shifts 1 Love Foil
a Mystery
fromApril
26
NBC-Red stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
7:1.5-7:30 p. m. to 48 NBC-Red stations, Thurs., 8:30-9 p. m. (rebroadcast, 9:30-10 p. m.). Agency: J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
GENERAL CIGAR Co.. New York
(White Owl cigars), on March 25 adds
12 MBS stations to Raymond Oram
Swing, making a total of 15 MBS stations, Mon. and Fri., 10-10:15 p. m.
Agency : J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N. Y.
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Has STATION"
the
Greatest
Listening
of Any
Audience

(Daytime)
Station
in Central
Indiana

S. C. JOHNSON Co.. Racine, Wis.
(floor wax), on April 9 renews Fibber
McOee & Molly on 73 NBC-Red stations, Tues., 9 :80-10 p.m. Agency :
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
FELS & Co., Philadelphia, after the
broadcast of March 31 will discontinue the Hobby Lobby program, currently on 51 CBS stations, Sundays,
5-5 :30 p.m., through Young & Rubicam, New York.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., CincinnatiCrisco
(
) , on April 1 replaces This
Day is Ours with Vic and Sade on 13
NBC-Blue stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
10:30-10:45 a. m. (also heard on 64
NBC-Red stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
3:45-4 p. m.). Agency: Compton Adv.,
N. Y.

•
Howard Wilson Co.
Nat. Reps.

WIBC
INDIANAPOLIS
1000 Watts -- 1050 kc.
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of
Progress
IBEW Alone Claims to
Have

Organized 1 50
Stations
By JOSEPH L. MILLER
Director of Labor Relations
National Assn. of Broadcasters
SLOW BUT STEADY organization
of engineers and technicians has
been the outstanding development
in broadcasting labor relations
since the threatened musicians'
strike was averted.
The leading
union in the field
has been International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers (A F L)
with its affiliate,
Associated Broad■m^^
^/V^ji/^^B
cast Technicians.
-.^ ggj^
The IBEW says
Mr. Miller
150 contracts
with radio stations.
American Communications Assn.
(CIO) also has been active, but its
organization efforts have been confined, for the most part, to the
larger cities in the East.
Efforts of the IBEW to enroll
broadcasting's technical employes,
on the other hand, have been nationwide. The AFL union has been
able to reach into stations throughout the country because for many
years it has had a local in almost
every city. These locals take in all
types of electrical workers. IBEW
has staked a claim in AFL to all
workers who make, install or operate electrical equipment.
Recent Growth
Under a plan adopted last year,
however, all broadcasting employes
in IBEW belong to Associated
Broadcast Technicians, an affiliated union with the status of a
local even though it is national in
coverage. ABT is officially connected with IBEW only through
the latter's national office. Thus an
IBEW local has no control over
the affairs of broadcasting station
members in the local's territory.
ABT's membership once was confined to employes of CBS. It had
started to spread out, however, before it affiliated with IBEW. ABT
has a long-term contract covering
CBS technicians in all CBS-owned
stations except KMOX, St. Louis.
KMOX engineers are covered by a
separate contract with IBEW.
D. J. Dunlop of Chicago is business manager and chief full-time
executive of ABT. His only suPeanut

hKarked

NOW ON THE AIR!
A wide-awake station
in a wide-awake market. Yours for bigger
sales!
GeneraZ Manager
Fred L. Hart

LPM

BROADCASTING

Unions
Technical
Radio
signments. The pay scale varies
perior is Daniel Tracy, president of
IBEW. Dunlop for many years was
a broadcast technician and a radio greatly.
There are many clauses dealing
with employment and discharge, a
engineering teacher in Chicago.
Leaders of IBEW say they de- majority providing for a closed or
plore strikes, and their record ap- preferential shop in employment.
pears to bear them out. Only four Some stations have retained complete freedom in hiring and firing,
times during the last 18 months
have they called strikes. All of agreeing to compel all new techthese were on the West Coast, and
nical employes to join the union.
all resulted from disagreement on
Jurisdictional Fights
the terms of first contracts. All
IBEW
and ABT take in only techIBEW contracts stipulate that
nical employes, but they already
there shall be no strikes or lockouts during the life of the agree- have on their hands two jurisdictional scraps with other AFL unment, and call for arbitration of
ions. American Federation of Raall
disputes
arising
under
the
contract.
dio Artists claims the right to enroll "gain riders" when they do
Quick Settlements
any announcing, and American
Two of the four IBEW strikes Federation of Musicians claims the
were settled in less than a day, the right to enroll them when they
third after a few days. The fourth, handle records or transcriptions.
Unlike IBEW, the American
started last October, is still in
Communications Assn., CIO union,
progress.
Along with a no-strike clause, takes in all broadcasting station
the usual IBEW contract calls for employes except musicians and
a 40-hour work week with time other artists. The American Newspaper Guild, another CIO union,
and one-half for overtime, vacaalso has a few contracts covering
tions with pay, and compensation
for travel on remote control as- technical employes among others.

HOME
TALENT
ON 'BARN DANCE'
WLS Adds New Feature to Saturday Night Series
As Community Shows Yield Hopefuls
FOLLOWING up its long policy of
The promotion provides the services of 15 experienced directors who
fostering development of home talgive
their full time to selecting,
ent, WLS, Chicago, has added a
half-hour Home Talent Bam Dance training and rehearsing acts, spendabout two weeks in preparation
feature to its regular Saturday for ingeach
community show. Both
night Barn Dance show. The sta- WLS and Prairie Farmer publicize
tion also presents a special Satur- the shows through announcements
day afternoon broadcast along the of dates and location of the performances, with the WLS publicity
same lines, with talent drawn completely from neighboring towns.
department furnishing news items
The new feature is the outgrowth to local papers before and after the
of a plan started five years ago show.
Commenting on the benefits acwhen the Prairie Farmer-WhS
cruing from the non-profit project,
Community Service was incorporated as a non-profit organization to WLS General Manager Glenn Snydeclared: "We really get a
help local groups sponsor a com- great derdeal.
We have the satisfacmunity talent performance. The
tion of rendering a specific and
Barn Dance pattern was generally worthwhile
service to a large group
preferred and all present shows are of our listeners which in turn builds
modeled after it. Since then more listener interest and listener loyalty
than 2,000,000 have attended the for WLS throughout our area. But
2,000-odd WLS home talent shows above all, we feel that we are bringproduced in Illinois, Indiana, Wising farm and city people closer toconsin and Michigan communities.
gether, making them understand
each other a little bit better and
On the Big Show
thus making them more neighAt least one act from each show
is given the opportunity of appearing on the Saturday afternoon
shows, on which a considerable borly."
number of professional careers
have started, among them Rusty
Gill, Bill Newcomb, Essie Martin,
and "Little Alfalfa" of Our Gang
comedies. Six acts from the afternoon show are used in the half -hour
section of the big evening show.
Four are chosen from a selected
county in the WLS area, and a special tribute is paid the country
through a prominent local citizen
who is asked to appear on the show.
Another feature of the home talent
shows is an announcing contest,
with the winner appearing on the
WLS broadcast. The most popular
act of the afternoon show also appears on the evening broadcast,
along with a sixth act presenting
regular WLS staff artists.
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Executive Membership
Picked for Committees
Of NAB Sales Group
COMPLETE executive personnel
of the NAB Sales Managers Committee, under chairmanship of William R. Cline, commercial manager
of WLS, Chicago, was formally announced March 8 by NAB President, Neville Miller.
Members of the steering committee in addition to Chairman
Cline, are Craig Lawrence, KSOKRNT, Des Moines; Ellis Atteberry, KCKN, Kansas City; Charles
Calev, WMBD, Peoria; Barney Lavin, WDAY, Fargo; Owen Uridge,
WJR,
Detroit.
District
chairmen appointed by
the NAB director in each of the
17 geographical areas into which
the NAB is divided, are William
Malo, WDRC, Hartford; Clifford M.
Taylor, WBEN, Buffalo; Lester W.
Lindow, WCAE, Pittsburgh; John
H. Dodge, WRC, Washington;
Maurice Coleman, WATL, Atlanta;
Vernon Anderson, WJBO, Baton
Rouge; Edward Y. Flanigan,
WSPD, Toledo; Ford Billings,
WO WO - WGL, Fort Wayne;
Charles Caley, WMBD, Peoria;
Karl Koerper, KMBC, Kansas City;
Barney Lavin, WDAY, Fargo; Ellis Atteberry, KCKN, Kansas City;
Sam Bennett, KGKO, Fort Worth;
W. E. Wagstaff, KDYL, Salt Lake
City; Wilt Gunzendorfer, KSRO,
Santa Rosa; Wilbur Eickelberg,
KHJ. Los Angeles; Loren B. Stone,
KIRO, Seattle.
The steering committee will meet
occasionally with Samuel J. Henry
Jr., of the NAB staff, and other
staff members to discuss industry
sales matters and the work of the
recently
organized Bureau of Radio Advertising.
NAB Names Carpenter
H. K. CARPENTER, vice-president and general manager of WHKWCLE, Cleveland, March 1 was
named chairman of the NAB Research Committee by President
Neville Miller. Other members of
the Committee are H. M. Beville,
research director, NBC; Arthur B.
Church, KMBC, Kansas City;
James D. Shouse, WLW-WSAI,
Cincinnati; Dr. Frank N. Stanton,
CBS research director; Theodore
C. Streibert, vice-president, WORMBS, and Scott Howe Bowen,
WIBX, Utica.
NEW subscribers to International
News Service announced since midFebruary are WTCN, Minneapolis;
WDAE, Tampa; WRJN, Racine;
WGCM, Gulfport, Miss.
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Sponsor

to

Fight

Pot o' Gold
Suit
Lottery Angles of Program
Studied by Justice Dept.
LEWIS-HOWE Co., maker of Turns
and sponsor of the Pot o' Gold program, now under investigation by
the Department of Justice, will
fight the suit of C. C. Dumont of
Albany, according to Abner Rubien,
attorney for the sponsor. Dumont
claims that his name was chosen
on the program of Jan. 9, but that
because his telephone number had
been changed shortly before that
date his phone did not ring and he
received only $100 instead of the
$1,000 the company would have
paid him had he answered the
phone.
Charging that the company was
negligent in failing to learn his correct number, Dumont is asking for
the additional $900. Since the
Lewis-Howe Co. is a Missouri corporation, alevy secured under the
writ of attachment issued to Dumont by the Albany Supreme Court
was served by the sheriff's office on
an account owed to the company by
a local dealer.
Defense Claims
Defense will be based on the fact
that the call made on the program
is announced as being made "to a
number selected from phone books
we have here in the studio" and
that furthermore the call is made
station-to-station to a number and
not person-to-person to a name.
While the program has attained
a high audience rating and is said
to have been successful in produc-

NEW Money-maker
for Broadcasters

^^^

^

, ^imch
acsimile

• is now ready to earn
money

for broadcasters,

even before commercial
licenses are granted. Get
the particulars!

FINCH TELECOMMUNICATIONS, Inc.
PASSAIC, N. J.
New York Sales Office, 1819 Broadway
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Copyright

Action by Justice Dept. Seen
(Continued from page 16)
withheld announcement of its pro- tions instrumental in bringing
posed new broadcast license plan, criminal action against ASCAP
which would be offered to supplant and major network officials which
existing contracts expiring at the
in Buck's
arrest. fronts
end of this year. The ASCAP board culminated
On the State
copyright
was to have considered recommenactivity likewise continued, vdth
dations ofits Radio Committee last
seeking to knock out State
month but when the Buck incident ASCAP
statutes designed to prevent it
developed, ASCAP indignantly an- from doing business on other than
nounced that the emotional reac- a measured service basis. The suit
tions of board members were such of ASCAP against the State of
that it would be impossible to give Florida seeking a permanent insuch a plan "calm consideration".
junction to restrain the State from
The report may be presented to the enforcing its law, has been set for
board later this month, although a trial
before a three-judge Federal
special meeting for that purpose
court in Gainesville April 13. In
may be called whenever the comOmaha, hearing is scheduled March
mittee is readv.
25 before a Federal court on moBMI, as of March 13, had a subtion of the State for a new trial of
scription list of 280 stations that the suit to test the constitutionality
have actually purchased stock. A of the anti-ASCAP law enacted
total of $247,723 has been sub- there in 1937.
scribed in stock by these stations,
State Developments
representing one-fifth of their total
pledges of $1,238,940. With apIn the Florida case, likewise
proximately 100 additional stations based entirely on the constitutionpledged to join BMI, it is anticiality of the statute, the three-judge
pated the $1,500,000 goal will be court will determine whether a
oversubscribed.
injunction again the
Stations which recently have temporary
State law should be made permajoined BMI include WGN, Chicago;
nent. The suit involves both the
WCKY, Cincinnati; WIP, Philadel1937 anti-ASCAP statute and the
phia; WIBW, Topeka; KGQ-KGA,
amended statute enacted by the
Snokane: KROW, Oakland; WKRC,
Legislature in 1939. Andrew W.
Cincinnati; WGNC, Gastonia;
Bennett, NAB special copyright
WSFA, Montgomery; WJHP, Jack- counsel, and Lucien Boggs, Jacksonville, and KGVO, Missotila, the
sonville attorney, will be of counsel
latter having been one of the sta- for the State.
In the Nebraska case, the court
previously rendered a unanimous
ing sales, its fate is undecided fol- decision
finding the statute unconlowing the expiration of its current
The plea for a new trial
13 weeks schedule. The Depart- was made stitutional.
by William J. Hotz,
ment of Justice investigation, based
Omaha attorney, who represented
on complaints received by the FCC
the NAB along with Mr. Bennett.
from motion picture theatre operaOn March 4 a new anti-ASCAP
tors that their business has been
a word-for-word copy of
adversely affected because of the measure,
the laws of Montana and Washunwillingness of peonle to leave
ington, still in force, was introtheir homes and the chance of winduced in the New Jersey assembly
ning the $1,000, plus such aggravaJ. Stanley Herbert, Sea Girt
tions as the Dumont suit, have left by
Republican.
the sponsor undecided as to whether
Buck's Challenge
a renewal will be made and NBC
likewise undecided as to whether it
Immediately following the terwould be accepted.
mination of the Phoenix fiasco, Mr.
At the Department of Justice it
assailed the broadwas stated that the case, along Buck bitterly
casters and asserted that the inciwith a campaign gift enterprise in
dent was only the beginning of the
Texas, was being studied with a
view toward eventual action. It was
Society's
fight to gain "justice" for
asserted that the Department first American composers. He called the
Montana incident a "horse-opera
must satisfy itself that the factors
and referred to Phoenix
involved constitute a violation of charge"
Sheriff
Lon Jordan, who made the
the lottery statutes. This conclusion
arrest on Washington's birthday,
has not yet been reached, it was
as a "musical comedy sheriff".
explained.
In Los Angeles Feb. 29 the
ASCAP president renewed threats
that legal action alleging false arrest would be instituted against
Montana individuals. Moreover, he
said "there will be no easy dealing
He spoke disparagingly of the
CHNS
HALIFAX, N. S.
The Key Station of the
Maritimes
One-third of all radio sets in
Nova Scotia are within twentyfive miles of our antenna, twothirds are within our primary
coverage area. No advertiser can
afford to overlook this field.
Representatives
WEED &i COMPANY
350 Madison Ave., N. Y.

THE NORTHWESrS LEADING RADIO STATION
now."
KSTP
MINNEAPOLIS & ST. PAUL, MINN.
NOW
50,000
NBC

WATTS

BASIC RED NETWORK
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"gutter tactics" of broadcasters,
and said ASCAP hasn't collected a
dime from Montana licensees in
three years. Like other ASCAP associates, he inferred that NAB
was behind the incident, and named
A. J. Mosby, KGVO, Missoula; Ed
Craney, KGIR, Butte, and Kenneth
Davis, of Davis & Schwegler, music
publishers, as "stooging" for a
group
in NAB. also was made of
Announcement
receipt by Mr. Buck of a telegram
from J. Edgar Hoover, chief of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation,
which read: "I read story from
Helena and want you to know there
is at least one friend who has no
doubt as to the facts and wishes
Meanwhile, the ASCAP board at
its meeting in New York Feb. 29
condemned the Buck arrest and
you well."
linked
it to the NAB. A resolution
was adopted condemning "the outand unwarranted
and "the rageous
whole
defamatory arrest"
attack
of the radio industry upon American composers and authors, which
attack has been studiously developed during the past eight years
and consistently pursued and which
has been climaxed by this arrest."
Hollywood's Rebuke
In a letter March 2 to NAB President Neville Miller, KFI General
Manager Harrison Holliway deprecated the whole incident as a public relations job in favor of ASCAP.
If NAB is helpless to call a halt
to such activities of its members,
he said, then those members responsible "should be asked to resign
and appropriate publicity should
be "It
givenseems
to suchto request,"
added:
us that Hewhat
we
need among
other
things
in
connection with our differences with
ASCAP is public sympathy toward
our side of the problem. If the
matter was confined to the intimacies of the industry itself this
would not necessarily be so. But
every time Mr. Buck opens his
mouth the daily press is only too
happy
to give
space to his
It seems
unnecessary
to remarks.
say that
what Mr. Buck says and will continue to say does the radio industry
no good.lationsWe
job to have
do. a real public re"Now if the arrest of Gene Buck
is a public relations job in favor
of anything but ASCAP then I
don't know the meaning of public
relations. I feel that it was an
abominable shame that this incident took place. I think that NAB
should make it clear that malicious
activities of this sort are not sponsored by the radio industry as a
whole. Neither Gene Buck nor any
member of ASCAP deserves such
treatment from radio. When the
radio industry is held responsible
for such an arrest and felonious
charge the whole matter is getting
just a little too personal and should
be brought to a halt.
"If the NAB is helpless to call
a halt to such activities of its members then those members who are
responsible should be asked to resign and appropriate publicity
should be given to such request.
"Regardless of the outcome of
our ASCAP problem we, at KFI
and KECA, want to feel that we
have conducted ourselves within
the limits of, at least, common
THOMAS G. TINSLEY Jr., Baltimore and
Washingtxjn
representative of WFMD.
decency."
Frederick, WJEJ, Hagerstown. and WTBO.
Cumberland, all in Maryland, heads a
new company applying to the FCC for a
timore.
new 250-watt station on 1210 kc. in Bal• Broadcast
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RCA
To

Plans
Connect

Tele

vision

Network

Principal

Applies for Philadelphia, Washington

Centers
and Chicago

Channels, Using High-Frequency Air Relays
CONSTRUCTION of new televi- ies will be interconnected by this
sion stations in Philadelphia, Wash- rnethod, so that eventually televi: ington and Chicago as part of its
sion program series may be extended to cover the nation.
television expansion program,
along with the establishment of a
"RCA has licensed other and
television relay system between
competing radio manufacturers for
New York and Philadelphia, are the use of its inventions in the
definitely planned by RCA as part field of television for the manufacture and sale of television transof the expansion program of NBC's
mitters and receiving sets. RCA
present television program service.
This was announced March 12 and other manufacturers are ready
^ by David Sarnoff , RCA president to build television transmitters for
and NBC chairman, as he disclosed broadcasters who may wish to enter this field.
' an active merchandising campaign
for moderately-priced television re"As soon as radio relay systems
are established, NBC will be preceivers [see page 86] as his compared to provide a television propany's response to the recent action of the FCC favoring limited
gram service to the independent
. commercial operation of television stations that are interconnected,
similar to the manner in which it
[see page 37].
now furnishes a sound program
Applications for the new stations
were forwarded to the FCC March
network service. The television network radio relays to be constructed
13, asking 1 kw. on the 84-90 mc.
band in Philadelphia, 44-50 mc. in by RCA will provide a service
j Washington and 84-90 mc. in Chi- available for use by other broadcasting companies in the same way
cago. Philadelphia and Washing.ton sites have not yet been select- that trans-oceanic facilities of RCA
ed. The Chicago station will be lo- are now made available to comjcated atop the Civic Opera Bldg.
peting broadcasting systems."
NBC's video program schedule,
Relay Facilities
which in the last few weeks has
It was disclosed, in connection
included a Broadway play, an airiwith the high-frequency relay servplane view of New York and grand
ice designed to make network tele- opera, will be expanded, Mr. SarnofT
vision possible without the need of declared.
•wires or inter-city or coaxial cable,
that RCAC will shortly file an application for relay frequencies to WFLA Group Buys WLAK
be used between New York and
WLAK, Lakeland, Fla., 250-watt
jPhiladelphia, then extended to outlet on 1310 kc, would be sold
Washington and Boston if and for "$1 and other considerations"
when the Washington television sta- under an application for transfer
,tion is authorized and a station is of ownership filed with the FCC
secured in Boston. The relay service March 13. Purchaser would be Florida West Coast Broadcasting Co.,
\will supplement RCAC's radiotele- operator
of WFLA, Tampa, which
■isn^'aph and radio facsimile services
is 55% owned by the Tampa Tri^already in operation.
bune and 45% by W. Walter Tison,
"Our invention of a television
asks for auradio relay system, as recently an- manager.thorityApplication
98 shares, or
nounced [Broadcasting, Feb. 1], controlling to transfer
stock, held by J. P.
^provides the means for interconMarchant, Lakeland, 63 shares; D.
lecting television transmitters for J.
Carey, Eaton Park, 25 shares,
and Melvin Meyer, Tampa, 10
JMrnultaneous delivery of programs
j.n centers outside New York," Mr. shares. Mr. Tison already owns one
Sarnoff stated. "Our initial step share, as does H. H. Baskin, former
[wiW be to construct such a relay mayor of Clearwater, who recently
ijystem between New York and sold his interest in WFLA to the
Tampa Tribune.
Philadelphia, and thereby enable
t;hese two great metropolitan centers to exchange news programs,
md the varied forms of education
kind entertainment made possible
')»y television.
'It is anticipated that later
Washington, Boston and other cit-

Kansas Group to MBS
FOUR stations of the new Kansas
Network formed by Don Davis,
manager of WHB, Kansas City,
will soon be affiliated with MBS and
be fed Mutual programs through
WHB, according to an MBS announcement March 13. KSAL, Salina, and KVGB, Great Bend, join
March 16, with KFBI, Abilene,
slated to move to Wichita May 1,
joining at that time. KTSW, Emcember. poria, affiliated with MBS in DeTobacco Billings on NBC
Third Among Industries
BREAKDOWN of present NBC
billings reveals the tobacco industry
to be the third leading industry in
weekly expenditures on the Blue
and Red networks, showing a 100%
increase for the first month of this
year over January, 1939. Figures
show a total of $133,100 for January 1940, as compared with $66,400
in January 1939, and an increase of
125% over weekly billings in January 1938, when the total was $59,100. The tobacco industry is headed only by drugs and food on NBC,
which have respective monthly
gross billings of $1,500,000 and
$1,250,000.
_ Indications are that such weekly
billings will continue to increase
during the balance of 1940, according to NBC, in view of three new
tobacco shows recently started or
about to start on the network,
none of which are included in the
weekly billing figure of $133,100.
These are the P. Lorillard Co. program for Old Gold starting in
April; the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co. program for Camels on Saturdays, which began Feb. 24, and
the newly-started Axton-Fisher
Tobacco Co. local campaign for
Twenty Grands.
Perry Bill Reported
THE Perry Bill, which would make
it a larceny in New York State to
record a broadcast without consent
of the performers, has been reported out of committee by the New
York Assembly. Efforts to work
out with NAPA and AFM representatives acompromise measure
had been made by Sidney Kaye, attorney representing New York
broadcasters who oppose the bill
[Broadcasting, March 1], but were
unsuccessful.

( Dayt/mc )

Special NBC Programs
Aid Metropolitan Opera
In Campaign for Funds
CONTINUING its radio participation in the campaign for funds for
the Meti-opolitan Opera Assn., NBC
on March 10 presented a special
hour television program, during
which Metropolitan stars sang
operatic selections under direction
of Edward Johnson, general manager. NBC's contest for the best
100-word letter on "What the Metropolitan Opera Broadcasts Mean
to Me" will close March 23, with
the six winners to be announced
shortly after that date. Winners
will be offered their choice of a trip
to New York to attend the opening
night of the 1940-41 Met season,
or a season ticket to opera.
Listeners to the NBC Saturday
afternoon broadcasts have sent in
80,000 contributions to date since
the first appeal for funds. All contributions have been received by
the radio committee, of which David Sarnoff, RCA president, is
chairman, and Mrs. August Belmont and Miss Lucrezia Bori vicechairmen. Donations have come
from listeners in every State and
the District of Columbia, Canada,
Switzerland, France, the West Indies and Chile.
FCC Denies Local
BECAUSE the limited service contemplated would not afford satisfactory
use of the facility requested, the FCC
March 14 announced denial of the
application of C. T. Sherer Co. Inc.
for a new local in Worcester, Mass.
The applicant sought 100 watts night
and 250 watts day on 1200 kc, but
the Commission concluded that such a
station, under the limitations, could
not provide adequate service for the
Worcester area, which already has two
regional stations.
Title Injunction Granted
PERMANENT restraint against use
of
the title Publishing
"Information
by
Information
Corp.Please"
has been
granted by New York Supreme Court
Justice Carroll G. Walters to Daniel
& Ann Golenpaul, owners of the radio
program by that name sponsored on
NBC-Blue by Canada Dry Ginger Ale
Co. It was alleged the publishing firm
sought to take advantage of the radio
program's
popularity by
reviving the
magazine Information
Please.
FADIMAN ASSOCIATES, New
York, to handle "specialized radio
personalities,"
beenof organized
by
Clifton Fadiman,has m.e.
Canada Dry
Ginger with
Ale'shisInformation
Please
on
NBC,
two brothers,
Edwin,
a foreign film producer, and William,
eastern
storyBroadway.
editor for M-G-M. Offices
are at 1501
SCOTT
WIBX,
the 1420
FCC
on

HOWE BOWEN, owner of
Utiea, N. Y.. has applied to
for ina Rome,
new 250-watt
kc.
N. Y. station

FIRST
KFRU

in the rich and fertile
TENNESSEE

COLUMBIA, MISSOURI
A kilowatt of power on 630
kc. daytime with 500 watts
at night.
A Sales Message over KFRU
Covers the Heart of Missoari

WNOX

"/n Me
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5000 W. Da7
1000 W. Night
CBS— 1010 kc
The Branham
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Joint

Program

Education

Survey

Of Children's Features
Is Started
in Midwest
THE national survey of children's
programs, jointly sponsored by the
NAB and the Radio Council on
Children's Programs to develop acceptable and improving standards
for juvenile broadcasts in accordance with the NAB code, got under
way March 12.
The survey is being made by
Mrs. Edwin C. Lewis, vice-chairman of the Council and radio chairman of the National Society of
New England Women, during a sixmonth tour during which she will
visit stations, sponsors and teacher
and women's club groups in 44
States. The NAB Board of Directors late in February allotted $1,300
for partial expenses for traveling
involved in the study [Broadcasting, March 1].
Mrs. Lewis, formerly connected
with a radio station and also the
advertising agency business, started her extensive tour in the Midwest, visiting Chicago March 12
and going from there to several
points in Michigan by mid-March.
Her itinerary through March and
April is as follows:
March 17-20, Chicago area ;
March 21, Eacine, Wis.; March 2223, Milwaukee; March 24-25, Madison, Wis.; March 26, LaCrosse;
March 27, Rochester, Minn; March
28, Minneapolis and St. Paul; April
1-2, Omaha; April 3-4, Des Moines;
April 5, Ames and Cedar Rapids;
April 6-7, Davenport; April 8, Chicago; April 9-11, Pittsburgh; April
12, Altoona, Pa.; April 13, Harrisburg, Pa. ; April 14, Lancaster, Pa.,
and April 15-16, Philadelphia.
Broadway Blank
THE staff of WCNW, Brooklyn, has been enjoying a
laugh on Announcer Clive
Davis and Engineer Eliot
Grey, who braved the recent
New York blizzard to record
a sidewalk interview at
Broadway and 42d St., only
to find that there was nothing
on the record when they returned to the studios. Now
Davis and Grey are laughing
as it has just been discovered
that the record is perfect and
the fault was with a tube in
the playback apparatus.

Of

AND
l^aJuy
EDUCATIONAL Radio Script Exchange, created by the Federal Radio Education Committee in October,
1936, on March 4 published its first
complete printed list of services, including its 3,000 educational scripts,
production aids information and idea
exchange and recordings.
THE Human Adventure, educational feature presented by Chicago U
in collaboration with CBS, now has
90 stations on its network, a 20% increase overperimental
thatseries. of last summer's exWBKY will be the call letters for
the new U of Kentucky high frequency educational broadcasting station recently authorized by the FCC
[Broadcasting, March 1]. This will
be the third such station licensed
since the shortwave bands were set
aside for this service.
OUTSTANDING American novels of
the 18th and 19th centuries are dramatized on the Life and Works weekly
programs presented on WNYC, New
York municipal station, in cooperation with the public libraries of New
York. Well known literary critics and
faculty members of metropolitan colleges serve as commentators on the
programs, while Mitchell Grayson,
writer-director, formerly of the radio
division of the U. S. Office of Education, is directing the programs.
FIRST Columbia Workshop program to be presented in line with the
program's new policy of encouraging
new player groups and writers was
broadcast March 14 on CBS with
members of the staff of KNX, CBS
Hollywood affiliate, doing all directing, producing, engineering of the
three plays
wereTracy.
Dialogue with presented.
Music by Plays
Charles
Fraternity Meeting by Rich Hall of
the KNX music clearance department,
and Outside This World, by Joel Malone, junior continuity writer.
WTMC, Ocala, Fla., in cooperation
with the Ocala High School, is presenting two quarter-hour programs
daily under the supervision of the
students themselves, who prepare their
own scripts and arrange their own
auditions. Sponsors of the programs
are advertisers who have products
suitable for students and home owners, and students may also receive actual sales experience by soliciting advertisements for the programs, which
feature home economics and speech
guidance.
A NEW Pacific Coast series. Music
d American Youth, devoted to broadcasts presented by school groups of
the West, was launched March 2 over
the NBC-Red, Saturdays, 6:80-7 p.m.
(PST).
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PRIZE winners in the Wayne U Broadcastingannounced
GuUd's secondearly
annual
script
contest, as
in March,
includeuate: division,
$25 first
prize
in
undergradto Walter McGraw for
the drama. The Words of Oolgotha;
$10 second prize. Max Weinsweig for
Br. Crane's Operation. Arch Oboler,
NBC author-producer, was judge of
this group, with prizes donated by
WWJ,
Detroit.withIn duplicate
the graduate-parttime division,
prizes by
the Guild, first place was awarded
Richard Stein for the drama, Before
God; second to Ralph Nottingham for
Bomber;
third Judges
to Martha
Jeandivision
Barber for Scoop.
in this
were Mel Wissman, production director, andcational
Myron
director. Golden, WWJ eduINCORPORATING talent from every
student department of Minnesota U,
KSTP, St. Paul, is preparing a new
weeklyuled to start
all-university
soon. The program
program, schedbuilt
as an entertainment rather than an
educational feature, is written, directed, produced and enacted by students,
tjnder present plans, it will be aired
from the campus each Saturday evening before a student audience. Makeup
of
showinterviews
is to include
"band
of the the
week",
with acampus
leaders, a five-minute dramatic sketch
of some phase of campus life, and a
recital by some music student.
SCRIPTS for its America Works
series have been presented to the local
board of education by WHK-WCLB,
Cleveland, for use in high school social
studies. Produced through cooperation
of the association of Grocery Manufacturers' Representatives,
the series
started on WHK
April 10. 1939.
Each
week it dramatizes the history and
development of some leading business
concern.
Al Llewelyn writes the
scripts.
WITH indorsement and cooperation
of the municipal public school system.
WFIL, Philadelphia, on March 6
started the new Teacher, I Knoto educational quiz program. The Monday
evening
half-hour,
produced
Burton, matches two
teams byof "Hy"
four
experts in inter and intra-school quiz
competition on topics of scholastic
and current interest. Questions are
submitted by students all over the
city,
contestants are selected by
school and
heads.
MAILED to schools and State civic
leaders, a monthly pamphlet, Texas
State Network Public Service Programs,cational
coveringfeatures,
TSN isandprepared
MBS eduby
TSN's
educational
director,
W. Clough. Exclusive of theForrest
MBS
features, TSN furnishes 42 public service programs weekly to its 16 stations.
AS AN EDUCATIONAL feature
WRVA, Richmond, Va., is airing
weekly programs featuring individual
or group musical talent of various
high schools and colleges in its service area. Most of the programs originate direct from campuses. Walter
Bishop, WRVA educational director,
arranged the series.
Promises to End License Fees
ELIMINATION of Canada's annual
$2.50 listener radio license fee is
promised by Dr. R. J. Manion, leader
of the Conservative party, in an election statement made at Montreal,
March 6. Dr. Manion, who headed the
opposition in the last session of Parliament, promises that if elected on
March 26 his national government wiU
do away with the license fee and find
another method of carrying the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. on a payas-you-go basis, which leads to the
possibility
the full
tion of theofCBC,
now commercializasustained by
$2,500,000 annually in license fees and
a number of commercial network programs.
BROADCASTING

CBS

Project

Extended

To Latin America
Four Already Accept Project;
Praised by Secretary Hull
CBS is planning to launch early
this fall an international educational radio project called School
of the Air of the Americas to promote "greater understanding and
appreciation on the part of all
American nations for each others'
culture, history
and project
ideals." was
Announcement of the
made by Sterling Fisher, CBS director of education, at the recent
70th annual national conference of
the American Assn. of School Administrators inSt. Louis.
The institution will be formed
by extending the American School
of the Air program, now heard on
more than 100 CBS stations, to
Canada and to all of the 20 Latin
American republics which accept
the CBS invitation to participate.
To date Mr. Fisher has received
acceptances from Canada, Mexico,
lic.
Brazil and the Dominican RepubNations to OflFer Data
The Ministries of Education of
all participating countries are being invited to designate a small
group of educational authorities to
obtain and transmit each year to
CBS materials relating to their
country's various fields of culture
for the CBS script writers in New
York to include in the broadcasts.
CBS translators will translate the
scripts into Spanish to be sent free
of charge to the Spanish-speaking
nations. To non-Spanish-speaking
countries, scripts vdll be sent in
English, enabling these countries
to make their own translations.
All scripts will be in such form that
each country can broadcast them
over its own public or private stations, using its own production and
acting staffs and orchestras. The
Teachers' Manual and Classroom
Guide furnished by CBS to teachers
in this country, will also be supplied in Spanish. Some Spanishspeaking countries, not in a position to put on their own productions, may pick up the programs
fi'om short-wave broadcasts and rebroadcast them over their own
longwave stations.
According to Secretary of State
Cordell Hull in a statement to
CBS, "It would be difficult to devise
a form of international cooperation
which holds more promise for the
deepening and broadening of understanding between the peoples
of the American republics and
which may be of more general
benefit to these countries."

BOSTO!\'S BIGGEST I
RADIO PROGRAM j
(Parlicipalini;)
Write for 15 Big i
Success Stories
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1940
Yearbook
1.
iPage 62 — Delete KUMA, Yuma, Ariz.
) Page 6G — Under 580 kc, change power
of KMJ, Fresno, Cal. to 5,000 day and
1,000 night. Under 940 kc, change power
. of WICA, Ashtabula, to 500 day. Under
' 1120 kc, change power of WJBO, Baton
Rouge, to 1,000 day and night.
llPage 68 — Under 1210 kc, add 250 as
night power for KXOX, Sweetwater,
r Tex. Under 1260 kc, change power of
KHSL, Under
Chico,1320to kc,1,000
day dayandpower
500
1' night.
change
1 of WADC. Akron, to 5,000. Under 1370
kc, change night power of KVFD, Fort
' Dodge,
250. 1420 kc, delete KUMA,
iPage
70— toUnder
Yuma. Under 1450 change power of
I KCMO,
Kansas City to 5,000 day and
1,000 night.
iPage 72— Under 1010 kc, delete CKCD,
Vancouver, B. C. Under 1410 kc, delete CKFC. Vancouver, B. C. Delete also
from call letter list. Under 580 kc. change
I power of CKCL, Toronto, to 1,000.
[ Page
Change toChicago
Katz80 —Agency
Gerald manager
H. Gunst.of The
'I Page
82
—
Change
New
York
of WGN to Norman Boggs.representative
fPage 84— Add CKSO, Sudbury, Ont., to
, All-Canada list. Add WSOC, Charlotte,
• N.
C, to N.
Headley
list. Hershey
Add WLHN,
Laconia,
H., toReed
Joseph
McI Gillvra list. Add WMBC, Detroit, to
Forjoe list. Add KTOK, Oklahoma City
' and the Oklahoma Network to Arthur
H. Hagg & Associates list.
Page
Delete KITE,Corp.
Kansaslist City,
Radio85— Advertising
and from
add
WCAR, Pontiac, Mich. Delete WSOC,
I Charlotte,
N.
C,
from
Sears
&
Ayer
list. Add KFKA, Greeley, Colo., and add
■I son
KITE.Co.Kansas
list. City, to Howard H. Wil( Page
86
—
Change
addressInsert
of Ayers-Prescott
Inc. to RCA Bldg.
Clinton M.
' Finney
as
president
of
Associated Music
Publishers, Inc.
1 Page 90 — Change address of Mertens &
' Price Inc. to 3902 W. 6th St.
'Page
103—
Delete KUMA,
, Page 104
— Indicate
power ofYuma,
KHSL, Ariz.
Chico,
. Cal., as 1,000-LS and 500-N. Show power
of KMJ, Fresno as 5,000-LS, 1,000-N.
Page 106 — Show Bob Reynolds as com! mercial manager of KMPC, Los Angeles,
1 and William J. Beaton as merchandis1 Dillon
ing and aspromotion
program manager.
director ofShow
KGB,James
San
< Diego.
.Page 108 — Change commercial manager of
J Morin
KYA, and
San program
Francisco,director
to Charles
to RichardE.
' Ellers. Change chief engineer of KSRO,
Santa Rosa, Cal., to Howard McCauley.
j Show tiveHoward
Wilson Colo.
as representaof KFKA, H.Greeley,
'^Page 110 —ingtChange
power
of
WJSV,
Washon, D. C, to 50,000 watts
fulltime.
fPage 112 — Change manager of WSUN, St.
Petersburg, Fla., to Louis J. Link, and
chief engineer to William Mitchell.
Change chief engineer of WTSP, St.
Petersburg, to Garvin McCombs.
-iPage 114la—nta, to Change
manager
WSB, NBC
AtJ. Leonard
Reinsch.of Show
affiliation for WSAV, Savannah, Ga.
"Page
118 — Indianapolis,
Change commercial
manager
WFBM,
to William
F. Kileyof
Jr.
.Page 120 — Change power of KVFD. Fort
p Dodge, la., to 250 fulltime. Change power of KGNO, Dodge City, Kan., to 1,000LS and 250-N.
Page 124 — Change power of WJBO, Baton
|i Rouge, La., to 1,000 fulltime. Change
I; name of licensee of KWKH, Shreveport,
I to International Broadcasting Corp.
i'Page
Show MBS
as network
tion 126of— WJEJ,
Hagerstown,
Md. affilia^,Page
128
—
Add
Forjoe
as
representative
WMBC, Detroit. Change program direc-of
Frankas
II" tor
Lynn.ofAddWKBZ,
Radio Muskegon,
Advertising toCorp.
1 representative of WCAR, Pontiac Insert
L George H. Jaspert as Commercial Mgr. of
[ WTAG, Worcester, Mass.
Page 132 — Change representative of KCMO,
I Kansas
City, asto commercial
Wilson. Eliminate
gar P. Shutz
manager Ed-of
WIL, St. Louis. Change commercial manager of KGBX, Springfield, to Gordon
Wardell ; program director to George E.
Wilson and merchandising director to
' Leslie L.
program
director of Kennon.
KWTO, Change
Springfield,
to Russ
Davis and merchandising director to Leslie L. Kennon. Change power of KCMO,
Kansas City, Mo., to 5,000-LS, 1,000-N.
'} Page
135 — Add Laconia,
McGillvraN.as H.representative
of WLNH,
Show CBS
as network affiliation of WBAB, Atlantic City. Show KICA, Clovis, N. M.,
and KWEW, Hobbs, N. M., as fulltime
instead of SH. Show KWEW 100 watts
fulltime.
*age 140— Delete AI Rose from WMCA,
New 142'York
City, representative
listing.
Page
— Change
of WSOC,
Charlotte. N. C. as Headley-Reed.
BROADCASTING

Changes

and

Corrections

. . .

OWNERS of the 1940 Broadcasting Yearbook may keep their volumes
up-to-date by making changes and corrections from the stories and
items published in the regular issues of the magazine. The following
changes and corrections, some representing errors on our part but most of
them required because of reports received or actions taken after the Yearbook had gone to press, will bring your 1940 edition more or less up-to-date
as of March 1. Since radio facilities and personnel are in a constant state
of flux, there has been no effort in this list to add newly-established
stations and companies, to correct the data on all stations and in all departments, or to bring up-to-date miscellaneous logs such as television,
facsimile, high frequency etc. These are being reported as they occur.
Only the more important corrections and changes, including those called
to our attention, are here tabulated. Also not included are the listings
of new stations authorized since Jan. 15, 1940. All 1940 new station
grants, besides being reported as they occur, will be tabulated quarterly
and published in regular editions of Broadcasting.
Page
Show WADC,
Akron, Ashtabula.
with 5,000
watts144—fulltime.
Show WICA,
O., as 500-D. Change manager of WHIO,
Dayton,
James affiliation
LeGate. Show
NBCRed
as to
network
of WLOK,
Lima: NBC-Blue for WTOL, Toledo.
Page 146 — Eliminate Jack Neil as manager of KOME, Tulsa. Change program
director
of KTUL,
to Jack
Hoffman. Change
programTulsa,
manager
of KVOO,
Tulsa, to Eddie Coontz. Eliminate G. W.
Patterson as chief engineer of KASA.
Elk City, Okla. Change representative
of KTOK, Oklahoma City, to Hagg.
Page 150 — Change commercial manager of
WCAU, Philadelphia, to Jack Hammann.
Eliminate Richard E. Voynow as commercial manager of WEAN, Providence.
Page 154 — Change chief engineer of
KFDA.
Blaker. Amarillo, Tex., to Howard
Page
power of KROD, El
Paso,156to— Change
250.
Page 160 — Show 1220 as frequency and
500 as power of KPAC, Port Arthur,
Tex. ; show MBS as network ; add Jack
Neil as manager. Change power of
KXOX, Sweetwater, Tex., to 250 fulltime.
Page 162 — Eliminate construction permit
from
17). WLPM, Suffolk, Va. (as of March
Page 164 — Show power of KXA, Seattle,
as 1,000 fulltime. Delete Leon Crager
from KVAN, Vancouver, Wash., listing.
Page 166 — Change commercial manager of
WHBY, Appleton, Wis., to W. E. McDonald.
Page 168 — Change power of CJOR, Vancouver, B. C, to 1,000. Delete CKCD and
CKFC, Vancouver (both go off air April
1). Change frequency to CKWX, Vancouver, to 900 and power to 1,000.
Page 171 — Eliminate construction permit
for CFOS, Owen Sound, and show Ralph
Snelgrove as manager. Show All-Canada
as representative of CKSO, Sudbury.
Change power of CKCL, Toronto, to
1,000.172 — Show Don Insley as commercial
Page
manager
of CKVD,
d'Or, Quebec.
Page 174 — Show
Allan ValJ. Marsh
as assistant sales manager ; W. H. Ensign, in
charge of sales ; Jan Coufall, production manager ; Howard W. Kramer, picture editor ; Ken Niles, Pacific Coast
production supervisor.
Page 192 — Show Rene Morin as chairman,
not acting chairman; Brig. Gen. Victor
Odium, vice-chairman ; Rev. James Suthmember. erland Thomson, Saskatoon, Sask., new
Page 205 — Under California, eliminate
KEHE, Los Angeles. Under same state,
change
to KHUB.call letters WHUB, Watsonville,
Page 206 — Under Kansas change call letters KGKN to KCKN. Under Florida,
eliminate Reading (Pa.) Times from list
of
Perry Newspapers after WCOA, Pensacola.

• Broadcast

Page 208 — Under Nebraska, change call
letters WAAW, Omaha, to KOWH.
Page 209 — Under Tennessee, add WOPI,
Bristol — casting
Licensed
to Radiophone
Station WOPI
Inc. ; 50% ofBroadstock
owned
by
C.
J.
Harkrader,
publisher of
tin.
Bristol
Herald-Courier and News BullePage 210
UnderWeslaco.
Texas, tochange
letters— KGRV,
KRGV. callUnder
Canada,
eliminate
CKCD
and
CKFC,
both
Vancouver, B. C.
Page
211 — Show ofRobert
Menaugh
Superintendent
House M.Galley
; add D.as
Harold
McGrath
as
Superintendent
of
Senate Gallery.
Page 262 — Insert John M. Alden Agency
1709 W. Eighth St., Los Angeles.
Page 264— Delete Benton & Bowles-Chicago.
Page 265 — Change Brown & Thomas to 10
Rockefeller Plaza, telephone Circle 6-7800.
Page 266 — Campbell-Ewald Co. of New
York will move April 1 to 1230 Sixth
Ave. Under Cecil & Presbrey, New York,
insert Edward Tompkins as radio director.
Page
268 —Parman
Under Donahue
& Coe,Barr.
replace
Robert
with Rutland
Page 270 — Under Flack Adv. Agency, insert Robert M. Crosier as radio manager.271 — Gerth-Knollin Adv. Agency, Los
Page
Angeles, moved to 1709 W. Eighth St.
Under Goodkind & Morgan, insert Clyde
M. Joice as radio executive.
Page 272 — Insert O. J. Hartwig Adv. Agency, 122 E. 42d St., New York, phone
Murray Hill 5-5510 (temporary hdqrs.).
Under Hellwig-Miller, New York, substitute new name, C. L. Miller Co., and
insert Chicago branch, 35 Wacker Drive,
Irving M. Tuteur in charge.
Page 276 — Under Logan & Rouse Agency, Los Angeles, delete John M. Alden.
Under MacManus, John & Adams, insert
Los
charge.Angeles branch, F. A. Berend in
Page 277— Delete McDougall & Weiss. Add
Mortimer
W. Mears, 1151 S. Broadway,
Los
Angeles.
Page 279 — Under Howard Ray Adv. Agency, insert Robert Allan as radio director.
Page
280
Change
Rosette
& Hartwig
Rosette —Adv.
Agency.
Insert
Sherman to&
Marquette, Palmolive Bldg., Chicago,
phone
Delaware 8000, Henry Selinger,
radio director.
Page 281 — Under Sternfield-Godley insert
Alvin A. Samuels as radio director. Stodel Adv. Co., Los Angeles, moved to 411
W. Seventh St. Under Culbreth Sudler

HIT
*EM
HARD!
Strike where the irons stay
HOT — where incomes are
steady and free spending is as
much a habit as eating three
squares daily! Their buying
guide is^

The ONLY Radio
Transmitter of this
or greater power
within 75 miles of
Sioox City

Advertising

Co. delete R. F. McKee as radio executive.
Page 282 — Wales Adv. Co., moved to 680Fifth Ave., New York, phone Lackawanna 4-1800.
Page 283 — Insert Norman Weill Inc. 247
Park Ave.. New York, phone Plaza5-3213. Insert Weiss & Geller, 400 N.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, phone Delaware
4317, with branch office at 538 Fifth
Ave.,
6370. New York, phone Vanderbilt 6Page 284 ronto,
— Under James Fisher Co., Toexecutive. delete Ronald Johnston as radio
Page 313 — Change
address of Canadian
Association of Broadcasters
to Victory
Bldg.,
Toronto,
in
both
first
and
fourth
columns. See Feb. 1 Broadcasting for
newly elected board of directors.
WWVA

Overseas

UNIQUEceived fan
wasLone
rerecentlyletter
by the
Cowboy of WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va., from one of the
42 American seamen aboard
the SS City of Flint during
its last voyage, when it was
seized by a prize crew from
the German pocket battleship
Deutschland. The writer,
Harry Heitzman,
Massachusetts, told how ofmuch
the
American crew had enjoyed
the Lone Cowboy broadcasts
of Western music, heard
nearly all the way across the
Atlantic, and how earlier
when the City of Flint had
picked
up the
200-odd
Athenia
survivors,
shipwrecked
passengers on the freighter
listened to the programs
along with the crew. Conwith a "thank
you".
Seaman cluding
Heitzman
requested
the words
song, "I
Won't
Need toMy the
Six-guns
in
Heaven".
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• Page 79

JOSEPH N. WEBER, president of
the American Federation of Musicians,
is on his way to California, according
to reports from AFM headquarters.
There he will continue the vacation
started in Florida to recuperate from
his recent illness, returning to New
York about May 1.

WWNC
ASHEVILLE, N.C.
Full Time CBS Affiliate
1,000 Watts
ADVANCE
NOTICE
TO ADVERTISERS
... of what promises to be this
resortson in region's
a decade!biggest
Extra tourist
millionssea-to
be spent . . . beginning soon 1 Plan
your campaign now . . . over
WWNC, the sole blanket coverage
of this rich industrial-resort-farming-mining empire !

LATE
CLINTON G. HARRIS, president of
the Clinton G. Harris Adv. Agency,
New York, has merged with Wesley
Associates, New York, the combined
agency to continue under the latter
name at 347 Madison Ave. Mr. Harris
will handle the former Harris agency
accounts and will specialize in merchandising.

JAMES L. FLY, chairman of the
FCC, dentand
McCoslier,
presiof WORAlfred
and J.chairman
of MBS,
will be heard over WOR April 2.
9-9
m., addresses
in a recorded
cast:30ofp. the
they rebroaddeliver
earlier in the day at the Radio Day
luncheon
of
the
Advertising
Club
of
New York.

TOM HARRINGTON. New York radio director of Young & Rubicam, was
in Hollywood during early March to
discuss a new contract deal with Jack
Benny, star of the Jell-0 program,
sponsored by General Foods Corp.
HARLAN WARE, author of the
Story of Bttd Barton, broadcast over
the NBC-Blue from Chicago, is author
of "A Special Glory", a story about
a youngster of the present generation
published in the March 16 Colliers.
.JUNIUS TRIBE, formerly with the
Utah Power & Light Co., has joined
the artists bureau staff of KSL, Salt
Lake Citv. Glenn Lee has been named
conductor of the KSL staff orchestra.

MARIE W. VANDEGRIFT. managing director of WMAN. Mansfield,
O., has taken a two months' leave of
absence from her duties to go to Chicago to join her husband and daughter.
NED BURMAN, formerly with the
RCA television unit at the Golden
Gate Fair, has joined the announcing
staff of KQW, San Jose, Cal.
WATER KOONS. Russell Nordstrom
and Don Glassman. of the NBC publicity staff, have left the organization.
HAWLBY TURNER, formerly of
Comic Weekly, New York, and previously with Hearst Newspapers on
the Pacific Coast, has joined Lennen
& Mitchell, New York, as vice-president.
YELDA BRICKLER, formerly a copy
writer of Albert Kircher Co., Chicago,
has resigned to accept a similar posicago. tion with Brookes & Sons Co., ChiMARKon WOODS,
vice-president
NBC,
March 10 left
on business forof
the West Coast to return around the
middle of April.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

&. Bailey
sky
JanAn
Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

GLENN D. GILLEH
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757
HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL. MINNESOTA

Martin V. Kiebert, Jr.
(Nonsuiting "^adio Engineer
associated with Jansky & Bailey
Russ Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

CLIFFORD YEWDALL
Empire State Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio
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BILL O 'HOLLAR AN, Creighton U
journalism and radio graduate, has
joined the news and continuity staff of
KGNF, North Platte, Neb.
EDGAR T. DARLINGTON, studiotransmitter engineer of WFIL, Philadelphia, has been
selectedat to
sent 1.50 local
technicians
the repreFifth
National Convention of the ACA to
be held in Chicago April 8-14.
HAROLD RITTER'S appointment to
the commercial staff of KTAR, Phoenix, is announced
mercial manager. by Dick Heath, comWALTER G. PRESTON Jr., assistantdentto John
F. Royal,
NBC vice-presiin charge
of programs,
has been
elected president of the Yale Assn. of
Class Secretaries.
RICHARD BROOKS, news commentator ;Allen Courtney, stage commentator,
Lowe, New
movieYork,
commentator, allandofDavid
WNEW.
have
bought the summer theatre at Roslyn,
Long Island.

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bidg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
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NOTES

VERA OLDHAM, writer of the Ellen
Randolph serial sponsored on NBCRed by Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., is
recovering from an attack of pneumonia in St. Luke's Hospital, New
York, during which she continued to
dictate material for the daily scripts.
RUPE WERLING, production manager of WIBG, Glenside, Pa., is the
father of a girl bom March 9.
A. L. eral
ASHBY.
counsel of vice-president
NBC, March and
11 genwas
elected a director of the Railroad Employes Corp., which deals in small
loans.
RAY LINTON, head of Ray Linton,
Co. Chicago program production firm,
on
March 1Ky.married Donya Ackley in
Louisville.

PAUL

F. GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
2935 North Henderson Avenue
Telephones 3-6039 and 5-2945
DALLAS, TEXAS
Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.
Advertise

in

BROADCASTING
for Results!

Help Wanted
Situations
Wanted,
per word.
other CAPS,
classifications, 12c perandword.
Bold face
listings,7c double.
BOLDAll FACE
triple. Minimum charge SI. 00. Payable in advance. Count three words
for box address. Forms close 10th and 25th of month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
Employees — Let us help you get a position
through our National Radio Employment
Bureau. Paramount Distributors, Box
864. Denver, Colo.
Wanted: Experienced radio salesman for
local station southwestern city, 15.000
population. Must be producer, clean
worker ; good copywriter. Tell all including salary needed start. Address Box
A734, Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
Engineer, ten years clear channel station.
Desiresvisorchange.
regional Box
or superof group. Chief
References.
A741,
Broadcasting.
Continuity
Writer-Announcer:
Experienced;
spot, commercial
and program
copy
writing ; references. Box A735, Broadcasting.
Continuity Writer. Young, experienced all
types writing. Now employed, wishes
change. Prefer Midwest. Box A744,
Broadcasting.
Sportscaster wants position with station
handling play by play accounts, sports
commentary. Box A739, BROADCASTING.
News-Continuity. Experienced newscaster,
distinctive voice, writes own script, also
continuity, program ideas. Box A743,
Broadcasting.
Announcer-News, programming and dramatiction.
experience.
permanent
References.Desire
Recordings.
Box situaA740,
Broadcasting.
Announcer : with program ideas. Experience
versatile. Available May first. Salai-y
secondary consideration. Will send transcription for audition. Box A742,
Broadcasting.
Commercial Manager. Regional, local station. Experienced. Exceptional record.
Employed. Interview. Income commensurate
casting. ability produce. Box A733, BroadBROADCASTING

Male Secretary — 30 — with executive ability
desires position in commercial broadcasting. With F.C.C. now and for past six
years. University education. Box A748,
Broadcasting.
Young man, experienced radio dramatics.
Interested in position on small station as
announcer.
ObjectBox
— experience.
Transcription available.
A745. BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Aggressive, dependable, trained
in radio and daily newspaper advertising.
Now employed. Desires new position in
North Central States. Start $35.00
week.
Age 27. Single. Write Box A746, j
Broadcasting.
Production
Man, programming,
fourteen years' experience,
production,
promotion,
writing. Employed, but wants to make
change.
Will accept small salary.
Box Married.
A737. Broadcasting.
Experiencedpolitanprogram-sales
directorsouth
metro-or
station, seeks position
west. Salary no criterion. College graduate. 28, currently teaching radio program ing— advertising. Presently eraployed. Box A732, Broadcasting.
Employers — We have experienced radio employees in every section of the United
States.fiedLetapplicants
us submit
of qualiwhosesummaries
references
have
been verified. No cost to you through National
Radio
Employment
Bureau.
Box
864, Denver, Colo.
Salesman: Ten years experience. 1937 sales
exceeded 340,000. 1938 $50,000, 1939
.$65,000 in small city. Now serving as
salesmanager. Desire change. Proven
record.
I sell ideasandand
not
announcements
time.programs
Qualified—
for
or commercial manager. Box
A738,station
Broadcasting.
Wanted to Buy
1 Broadcasting.
Kw. TRANSMITTER, modern, that will
meet FCC specifications. Box A747,
MODERN 1 KW. TRANSMITTER meeting
FCC specifications for installation within
60 days. Box A749, BROADCASTING.
• Broadcast
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Manual of Code Rulings
Published by the NAB
;A
"CODE
issued
by the
■NAB
Code Manual"
Compliance
Committee
and detailing rulings respecting
' questions raised under the selfregulation mandate, is being distributed to the NAB membership
of its board of direcauthority
by
tors.
The manual, in a loose-leaf binder, is designed to aid stations in
self-enforcement of code provisions.
In a foreword it is emphasized that
the work of the Code Committee is
advisory and interpretative and
that it will never be "dictatorial
or arbitrary".
The manual is broken down to
cover interpretations already promulgated dealing with children's
programs, controversial public issues, educational, news, religious
and commercial programs.
Rubicam an Arbitrator
r AN ARBITRATION
system for
the entire amusement industry has
. been completed with appointment
J of Raymond Rubicam, chairman of
j Young & Rubicam, New York agency, as a member of the board of directors of the American Arbitra. tion Assn. Lucius R. Eastman,
chairman of the AAA board, in ant nouncing the affiliation of Mr. Riabicam, said that under the code of
fair practices adopted by major
broadcasting companies and American Federation of Radio Artists,
all controversies involving radio
artists and advertising contracts
are refereable to arbitration under
the AAA rules. Movie and theatrical writers, actors and producers
have been using AAA facilities for
many years. [For AAA-AFRAChicago developments see pags 71.]
New Erie, Pa. Station
A NEW local station for Erie, Pa.
was authorized by the FCC March
13 in a tentative decision granting
the application of Presque Isle
Broadcasting Co. The grant is for
100 watts night and 250 day fulltime on 1500 kc. Stockholders are
listed as Jacob A. Young, president,
40% ; William P. Sengel, secretary,
25%; Gerald
P. O'Connor,
25%;5%;B.
Walker
Sennett,
treasurer,
Joseph V. Agresti, 5%. The application was filed in September, 1938.
WCBT are the call letters of the new
local station recently authorized by
the FCC in Roanoke Rapids. X. C.
[Broadcasting, March 1].

Noxzema to Add
NOXZEMA Chemical Co., Baltimore (skin cream), since Feb. 5
has been sponsoring a weekly quarter-hour program of music titled
Pennies From Heaven on KOA,
Denver, WHEC, Rochester, WBNS,
Columbus, and KNOX, Knoxville,
and will probably add more stations
to the campaign following the success of the unusual cash offer involved. In Denver, Rochester and
Columbus, the stations distribute
throughout the cities four pennies
specially marked with the letters
forming
the word
Per-6
son bringing
in a "Noxzema."
penny before
p. m. Friday, the night after the
broadcast, receives $25, and after 6
p. m. receives $5. In Knoxville, six
pennies are distributed, each earning the finder $10. Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York, is the agency.
M&O Sales Up Again
TOTAL revenue for February,
1940, of local and spot sales on
NBC's 15-managed and operated
stations was $502,400, an increase
of 31% over the February, 1939
total figure of $383,100, according
to an announcement March 12 by
James V. McConnell, NBC national
spot and local sales manager. The
January, 1940 total revenue also
showed a 31% increase over 1939.

NEWLY-WED Mrs. Jack Kinnebrew Jr., head of the WKY stenographicwhen
department,
didn't
think it
was funny
John
Donaldson,
Oklahoma sales representative for
Nash Coffee, Stanley White, WKY
salesman (rear) and Daryl McAllister, WKY special events man
(right) worked up a publicity gag
March
to plugprogram.
Nash Coffee's
Want a 3 Divorce
Tipping/
off a staff photographer to their
plans, the trio slipped one of the big
campaign buttons on her dress and
proceeded to broadcast her outraged remarks. Mrs. Kinnebrew
was formerly Mary Metcalfe and
had been a wife for six days only.

NOWYOU,TOO,MAYCUT
TELEGRAPH

COSTS

15%

TO 20%

By letting Postal Telegraph check communications files, others have made
astounding savings! This free survey
shows up waste, and provides easy-tofollow plan to stop waste permanently!
For Free Telegraph File-Analysis— With No Obligation to You — Wire Collect: C. B. Allsopp,
Postal Telegraph, 253 Broadway, New York City.

Tostal
BROADCASTING
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STILLICIOUS QUIZ
youngsters Get Prizes in
'Quizaroo' Series
CHOCOLATE PRODUCTS Co.,
Chicago (Stillicious Vitamix), on
March 16 starts for 13 weeks a
weekly half-hour children's quiz
program, Stillicious Kids Quizaroo,
on three CBS California stations
(KNX KARM KSFO), Saturday,
10-10:30 a.m. (PST) . Program will
originate alternate weeks from
Hollywood and San Francisco, with
Wen Niles of KNX and Art Linklater of KSFO acting as masters of
ceremonies.
Four teams of three youngsters
each, from 9 to 15 years of age, will
be pitted against each other weekly. From winning teams of first 11
weeks will be selected groups to
participate in the all-California
playoff grand championship which
is to occupy the final two weeks.
Cash prizes will be given victorious teams weekly. Awards are also
to be given outstanding individuals
of each team. Every contestant is
to receive $1 and a 20-ounce tin of
Vitamix for participating. More
than 200 children, who are to be invited as studio audiences each week,
will also receive a tin of the product. An extensive merchandising
and promotion campaign will be
conducted. Placards for schools and
organization bulletin boards have
been distributed and letters are being sent to various groups inviting
them to participate.
The same company is currently
running a school quiz program on
WCAU, Philadelphia, Saturday
mornings; Story Man, five-weekly
quarter hotirs on WTCN, Minneapolis; Dayi Dunn, thrice-weekly quarter-hour transcribed show on
KDAL, Duluth, and participation
announcements on KFOR, Lincoln,
Neb., for Stillicious Vitamin B
chocolate milk mix. McCord Co.,
Minneapolis, handles the account.

TheHrahe
The5lachstone

Mello-Glo's Boston Tests
MELLO-GLO Co., Boston (cosmetics) is runing a test campaign of
participation announcements, chain
breaks and a 15-minute show in its
home market. Participation on
Caroline Cabot's Shopping Service
has been signed for 13 weeks, and
Hollyivood Highlights, qtiarter-hour
local show, will run for 22 weeks on
WEEI. Chain-bieak announcements
will run for an indefinite period on
WNAC. H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago, handles the account.

TheTouin fiouse

Wahl Plans Quiz
WAHL Co., Chicago, is planning a
quiz program in the interests of
Wahl-Eversharp fountain pens and
pencils to start the middle of March
on NBC-Blue. No details on the new
program have been released as yet.
Blow Co., New York, handles the
account.
RUSSELL-MILLER Milling Co. has
added KGLO, Mason City, la., to its
special network carrying Meet Ma
Brown, telephone quiz program originated by WNAX, Yankton, S. D.,
Other stations are KRNT, Des Moines,
and WMT, Cedar Rapids, constituting an Iowa network. The same program theme, originated by WNAX, is
being used on other stations in the
Midwest for Occident Flour, product
of Russell-Miller Milling Co.

Belleuieuf^iltmore
A. S. KIRKEBY,
hAanag'ing Director

HIRHEBY

March
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Intercollegiate 'Chain'
Organized in the East
By Brown U Students
AN INTERCOLLEGIATE network for interchange of programs
is being developed in a dozen eastern universities following formation recently of Intercollegiate
Broadcasting System at a meeting
called by "Brown Network" at
Brown U. The Brown "station"
brings gramsdaily
"wared and
radio"
proto dormitories
fraternity houses over a 30,000-foot net
of transmission lines. The Brown
Network, pioneer in campus broadcasting, is headquarters for the
new intercollegiate organization.
Charter members of IBS include
Brown, Cornell, Columbia, Holy
Cross, Pembroke, Rhode Island
State, St. Lawrence, University of
Connecticut, Wesleyan and Williams. Fifteen other colleges and
universities extending as far West
as Colorado either have campus
stations under construction or projected.
The first intercollegiate broadcast is scheduled for mid-April. At
least five eastern colleges, including
some of the charter members, will
be linked together by a combination
of telephone lines or shortwave.
Experimental exchange broadcasts
of recordings are now being tried
among the member colleges which
have their stations finished.
While the for
system
"a non-profit
association
the is
furtherance
of
education, entertainment, and good
will among the member colleges,"
according to the executive committee, plans are being discussed to
make the system self-supporting by
soliciting advertising contracts. All
proceeds, however, are to be turned
back for imnroved facilities.
WiUard Adds 4
WILLARD TABLET Co., Chicago
(stomach tablets) has expanded
its varying schedule of 5 and 15minute broadcasts, using local
talent, to WWL, New Orleans;
WTMV, East St. Louis, 111.; WDZ,
Tuscola, 111.; WIBC, Indianapolis.
Other stations being used are:
KID WJJD WLS WGBF WIBC
KOAM KITE KWTO WMMN
WWVA. First United Broadcasters, Chicago, is agency.
PATRICK L. CARTY, associated with
Media Records Inc., since its establishment in 1928, has been elected
president, succeeding the late Charles
E. Rock. William D. Nugent becomes
vice-president
and continues in charge
of
sales.

KGYO
Dominates Ihe largott
wholesale center between
Butte and Spokane.
Statistics prove HI
AdvertisBTS know Itl
Send for ALL the iacts.
National Representatives
BURN-SMITH CO.. INC.
New York and Chicago
tOOa w. day • lOtt w. niflht
MtSSOUU*MONTANA
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Tulsa Blankout
KVOO, Tulsa, had to call on
the U. S. Army to help complete one of its programs
March 10. Announcer Herb
Lateau, Engineer Gil Owenby, the KVOO sound truck
and a recorder were sent 30
miles to Claremore, Okla., to
record a presentation to Gen.
Alva J. Niles of Gov. Leon C.
Phillips' tation.
"first
citizenship"
ciBut when
the crew
arrived,tothey
forgot
bringfound
any they'd
blank
records. An Army plane was
pressed into service to whip
back to Tulsa and pick up a
couple.
NOT ORCHIDS exactly, but a
floral blanket went to this sleek
greyhound for winning the special
"Twenty Grand Cigarettes Handicap" of the Jacksonville Kennel
Club in Florida the night of Feb.
28. Several thousand spectators
witnessed the greyhound race,
promoted as a special feature of
the meeting by WJAX, Jacksonville, for Axton-Fisher Tobacco
Co., sponsoring George Weeks'
Spo7-ts Review daily on the station.
In the winner's circle at the track,
beside the uniformed trainer, stand
(1 to r) Pat H. Montgomery, Florida manager for Axton-Fisher,
who made the floral award; John
T. Hopkins III, WJAX manager,
and Harry E. Cummings, regional
radio station representative of
Jacksonville. Weiss & Geller Agency, New York, handles the AxtonFisher account.
British Liner's Arrival
Is Given Wide Coverage
WHEN the giant British liner
Queen Elizabeth arrived in New
York March 7, WOR, Newark, and
WHN, New York, covered the event
more completely than the other
New York stations, which devoted
only special bulletins and regular
news broadcasts to the arrival.
Dave Driscoll of the special
events division of WOR, Newark,
broadcast the earliest eye-witness
accounts of the ship's arrival from
an Eastern Air Lines plane off
Long Island, and later conducted
a two-way conversation with John
Gambling in the WOR studios during the Musical Clock program.
Driscoll and Cameron King, WOR's
authority on maritime matters, depassageof upWOR
the
harbor scribed
andthe vessel's
Al Josephy
special events broadcast the description of the Queen as she
docked at Pier 90.
WHN, New York, was the first
station to bring listeners a word
picture of the actual docking of
the liner at 4:15 p. m. George
Hamilton Combs, Jr. and Robert
Stevenson of WHN described in
detail the crowds greeting the ship,
and Combs was the only radio
commentator to make the trip
aboard the cutter with newspaper
men to the ship at quarantine.
TWO Westinghouse shortwave stations, WPIT, Pittsburgh, and WBOS,
Boston, are beaming the Westinghousesponsored Musical Americana program
to South America, South Africa and
Europe. The program, heard at 8 p.m.
Thursdays with repeat at 11 :30 on
NBC-Blue, is shortwaved simultaneously during the broadcasts and by
delayed broadcasts on Fridays.

^EW

FM

STATIOIS

GRANTED
CROSLEY
CROSLEY Corp., operating WLW
and WSAI, Cincinnati, on March
12 was granted a construction permit by the FCC for a new experimental high-frequency broadcast
station in Cincinnati. The Commission said Crosley proposed a
broad investigation of relative
merits of FM and the present
standard broadcast system and of
wide and narrow band FM in transmitting high - fidelity programs,
with attention to receivers suitable
for dual operation.
The station proposes to operate
on 43,200 kc. with 1,000 watts. The
antenna is planned atop Carew
Tower, one of the tallest buildings
in the Midwest. The grant was subject to change or cancellation at
any time without notice or hearing.
The FCC also authorized Westinghouse high-frequency broadcast
station WIXK to move its FM
transmitter from Boston to Hull,
Mass., for operation on 42,600 kc,
1,000 watts. General Electric was
authorized to move W2X0Y from
Albany, N. Y. to New Scotland,
N. Y., and increase its power from
150 to 1,000 watts and install new
equipment to operate on 43,200 kc.
with FM emission.

SERIES of half-hour dramatic scripts
titled First
Person Plural will
available March 15 to stations andbe
sponsors through Script Library, subsidiary of Radio Events, New York.
Weekly programs are divided into
two quarter-hour sections, the first
featuring the characters who will act
in the second part directing themselves
to the audience in the way of introduction. Twelve stations will start broadcastmg the program during the first
weelf It IS introduced, March 15-22
according to Joseph M. Koehler, president of Radio Events. These are
WTIC KGLO WMAS WESX
KOIN
™W^CHS

WOW WRJN KFRC

WOLE
WASHINGTON, D. C. "
1,000
Watts
DAY
& NIGHT
Affiliated
With the
Mutual
Broadcatting
8v$tem
1 2 3 0 KC .
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One

New

Station

Authorized by FCC
Puerto Rico Granted Local;
KARK Increased to 5 kw.
IN ONE of the biggest routine
dockets it has handled for several
months, the FCC at its meeting
March 12 authorized one new station, granted one regional (KARK,
Little Rock) increased day and
night power of 5,000 watts and
authorized a number of miscellaneous modifications and power
increases. It also ordered minor
changes in rules. Because of the
absence of a quorum March 4 the
Commission did not hold its regular
weekly broadcast meeting and douup March
Theblednew
station11. in San Juan will
be Puerto Rico's sixth outlet, and
was granted, with 250 watts on
1500 Co.
kc,The
to Puerto
Rico Advertis-n[^i'
ing
same company,
owned
by Ralph Perez Perry, Andres
Camara and Esperansa de Defillo,
also owns WPRA, Mayaguez, a
local on 1370 kc. recently author
ized to become a regional with 1,000
watts night and 5,000 day on 780
kc. It is also an applicant for a new rad:
local in Arecibo, Puerto Rico. Still
another application for a new sta^
tion in San Juan is pending before
the FCC— that of Caribbean Broadcasting Co., headed by Juan Piza,
owner of WNEL, San Juan, which
seeks 250 watts on 1500 kc.
Little Rock Grant
KARK, operated on 890 kc, was
authorized to install new equip
ment and increase its power from
1,000 to 5,000 watts day and night,
employing a directional antenna.
WMOB, Mobile, was granted a
modification of license to operate
fulltime in lieu of daytime with
100 watts power. KYCA, Prescott,
Ariz., was granted an increase from
100 to 250 watts.

ift
Ibe

Hr.
litl
iftf

&B
tan

Thecentonly
cloud
on the
FCC's staregrant of
a new
regional
tion to Independent Merchants
Broadcasting Co., Minneapolis-St.
Paul, was cleared up March 12 with
the dismissal of the petition of Wil- ted
liam Amesbury, Minneapolis Shopping News publisher seeking hearing on his application for a new
station and objecting to the recent
grant of a new station with 1,000
watts on 1300 kc. to Independent
[Broadcasting, Feb. 1, 15]. The
Commission announced it had dismissed the petition for hearing and
the protest against its action of
Jan. 17 in granting the new station
to the P.firm
headed by former Judge
John
Devaney.
The FCC administrative board
granted modification of a construction permit for the Devaney station, to be known as WLOW, for a
transmitter site in St. Paul rather
than Minneapolis.
The Commission approved a revised form of application for admission to practice before it, which
includes a provision for statement
by the applicant attorney as to
whether or not he has been suspended or disbarred from practice
before any govei'nmental agency.
Another rule amendment to Sec(a) (2)broadcast
of the rules
gov- §>'
erningtion 3.51
standard
stations
extended the time within which
existing stations are required to
determine the operating power by
the direct method from July 1 to
Dec. 1, 1940. This amendment was
occasioned by the delay in effectuating the Havana Treaty.
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DfAFM Local Negotiation
r Altering Few Contracts
'^ABANDONMENT of the national
[plan of settlement between the
American Federation of Musicians
and the network affiliated stations
has made little change in the situaiS tion, according to Thomas Gamble,
jiassistant to the president, AFM.
d: Copies of new contracts, individually negotiated between local
stations and local unions, are slowly
coming into the union headquarters,
■ he said, and for the most part they
; are duplicates of former contracts
drawn up in accordance with the
agreement worked out more than
two years ago by the AFM board
and the Independent Radio Network Affiliates negotiating committee. In many cities, he added, staI tion-union relationships are being
. continued without new contracts,
; so the total effect is that the genc, eral employment of musicians in
radio is just about what it has been.
MUSICIANS STRIKE
AT KWK
SETTLED
AMICABLE settlement of a strike
of union musicians at KWK, St.
Louis, was announced March 7
after a week during which the musicians were idle because the station
had refused to capitulate to demands for increased pay.
While no formal word was forthcoming either from the station or
St. Louis Local No. 2, it was generally believed in broadcasting circles that the settlement was on
virtually the same basis as the
former employment contract. The
union had sought an increased scale
from $52.50 per man to $60 along
with a minimum g^uarantee of 11
rather than 10 men. The strike
was called March 2 at a time when
Robert T. Convey, KWK president,
■was
in New
York.March
The 9.
musicians
returned
to work
Ray Dady, KWK manager, handled the preliminary conversations
with the union and sought to defer
the strike until Mr. Convey's return. The union declined, however,
and called the strike. Exact terms
of the settlement will be divulged
after further conversations between
Mr. Convey and the union. Mr.
Convey was represented as being
"entirely satisfied" with the outI

Salesmen Join CIO

I^TIME
of WFIL,
PhilaIdelphia,salesmen
have signed
a two-year
contract with Local 28 of the Amerjican Communication Assn., where'ty
they willpercentage
be paid a on
salary
plus
■a smaller
all time
sales rather than the usual 10-15%
commission accounts sold. WFIL
technicians have been under ACA
pacts since 1937, while the station's
announcing-production
staff
last year
signed
an ACA contract
providing usual safeguards and advantages in addition to set fees on
all commercial programs.
WDAS-ACA Renewal
ENGINEERS of WDAS, Philadelphia, have renewed for another two
years their contract with Local 28
of the ACA, which they have had
since 1934. Hours have been reduced from 48 to 40, which, toigether with an advance in pay
scale, netted the engineers a 30%
increase in salaries.
IBROADCASTING

Political

in Canada
Heavy
PRIVATELY-OWNED Canadian
broadcasting stations sold Canadi124 hours and
an political ofparties
55 minutes
time during the last
two weeks of February when political broadcasting for the Federal
election March 26 and the Alberta
provincial election March 21 began,
by the Canadiaccording to a countCorp.
This total
an Broadcasting
includes time sold locally and on
time is beregional networks. Nonetworks,
the
ing sold on national
comnational
the CBC
stations on
mercial chain each contributing
12 3/4 hours of free time.
Stations have had trouble findpolitienough paid
ing broadcast
meet ofthethedemand
s to time
cal
regulaof the various parties. The
tions set forth by a joint administrative committee of the broadcasters, the political parties and the
CBC [Broadcasting, Feb. 15] have
been enforced, and in only a few
cases have two political broadcasts
at least a
been permitted without
15-minute break for a sustaining
or commercial program.
Because of the amount of time
demanded by political parties, far
tions, commercial
beyond expecta
bookings have been difficult to make
and radio advertisers have marked
time with new spring and early
tions.,
summer campaigns until the elecstaby the
Thetiontabulat
is made
ent CBC
departm
relationsing
stafrom large charts for each
tions showing the actual times pobeen schedbroadcasts have
liticalPermission
uled.
for all political
broadcasts, whether local or regional, must come from the CBC. Back
of the chart system is a desire for
control
proper
so that progra
no onemming
party and
willa buy
up
all broadcast time available on any
station or group of stations. There
of 15 minutes bemust betweena eachlapse
political broadcast if

RESTING at the press table after victuals and between interviews are
these three Midwest special events aces — (1 to r) Ed Linehan, program
manager of KSO-KRNT, Des Moines; Dale Morgan, news and special
events announcer of KSO-KRNT, and Foster May, news editor of WOW,
Omaha — as they covered the National Farm Institute in Des Moines
late in February. Four stations and three national networks covered the
event, at which leading national experts on agriculture, labor and industry
discussed "The American Farmer and the European War" before 1,000.
WLW
A Life Saved
WBIG, Greensboro, N. C,
was praised by Dr. Samuel
F. Ravenel, a local specialist
in children's diseases, in a
letter to Maj. Edney Ridge,
general manager, relating
how a 2-year-old boy had
been brought to the hospital
as a charity patient, with a
blood transfusion the same
night considered necessary to
save his life. WBIG was
asked to appeal for a Type 2
donor. Though it was after
11:30 p.m., seven Type 2
donors came to the hospital
and 23 more called within 30
minutes. Stephen Douglas
(great-grandson of Stephen
A. Douglas, who ran against
Abraham Lincoln for the
presidency of the United
States) was the first volunteer and his blood was accepted. The lad recovered.
Bulova to Contact AFM
ARDE BULOVA, chief owner of
WPEN, Philadelphia, and WOV, New
York, who returned via Clipper plane
from Europe March 12, wiU personally
attempt to reopen negotiations with
the American Federation of Musicians
in an attempt to solve the deadlock
which has resulted in a musicians'
strike against both stations, it is rereported. use
MeanwhUe,
stationsliably
are making
of recordedthemusic
to replace their former employes who
are now picketing the studios.

URGEST
PUBLIC DOMAIN
RECORDED
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Weather

Bookings

Service

WLW, Cincinnati,
to establish a weather planning
report service,
has appointed James C. Fidler, meteorologist, as a member of the
WLW staff. Cooperating with the
U. S. Weather Bureau and using
reports of the airways radio system of the Civil Aeronautics Authority and the facilities of the
Abbe Observatory, the contemplated weather service will furnish
climatic data on a country-wide
basis. In addition reports on road
conditions and river stages will be
included. While a student at Ball
State Teachers' College in Muncie,
Ind., Fidler became interested in
weather studies and organized a
weather station there. At the same
time he started twice - weekly
weather broadcasts on W L B C,
Muncie, which later became a daily
feature.
NAPA Asks Shift
PETITION to transfer the suit of
the National Association of Performing Artists against WPEN,
Philadelphia [Broadcasting, March
1], from the Court of Common Pleas
in Philadelphia County to the Federal District Court for the Eastern
District of Pennsylvania is being
filed by the station's attorneys. Petition states that he conroversy involves sums in excess of $3,000 and
so is a fit subject for consideration
by a Federal Court; also that the
suit is actually between NAPA and
WPEN and that the other defendants (sponsors of programs of
phonograph records on WPEN)
are improperly joined.

Censorship regulations have not
possible
caused. station managers any
trouble, it is understood, ten censors being available throughout
Canada in case of difficulty in interpreting war-time regulations.
The station manager is responsible
for enforcement of these regulations over his own station, and all
speeches must be okayed by him
vdthin the censorship rules.
A complete tabulation of the
used by the election campaid time
paign will not be available tintil
the election is over.

P & G Drops Fidler
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, on April 23 will discontinue
the Jimmie Fidler program for
Drene, currently on 30 CBS stations, Tuesday, 7:15-7:30 p.m. The
company has sponsored Fidler for
the past three consecutive years.
Blackett - Sample - Hummert, Chicago, is agency.
MEDIA PROMOTION ASSN., open
to aU engaged in media promotion in
San Francisco, recently was formed
in the
Gateoncity,
a number of Golden
radio men
the with
membership.
Thor Smith, promotion manager of
the Call-Bulletin, was named chairman
of the group and R. S. Oppenheim of
Western Advertising, is secretary.
Among the radio members are Milton
Samuel, NBC; Bob McAndrews,
NBC; Bob Dumm, KSFO ; Gary
Kreidt, KFRG; William Shea, KYA;
W. 0. Grove, KSAN.

(n.p.)
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FEDERAL

Decisions

. . .
MARCH 1
MISCELLANEOUS— WWRL, Woodside,
Long Island, effective date temp. auth. to
use former WMBQ hours continued ;
WOAI, San Antonio, granted CP change
equip. ; WHAS. Louisville, granted mod.
license to Courier-Journal & Louisville
Times Co. ; W9XAZ, Milwaukee, granted
license high-freq. 500 w ; WFDF, Flint,
Mich, continued for two weeks petition to
intervene WFDF, Flint, Mich., applic,
and opposition Thumb Bcstg. Co., Brown
City, Mich. ; WSB, Atlanta, dismissed without prejudice petition intervene KXL
applic. and KTRB, Modesto, Cal. ; L & M
Bcstg. Co., Ottumwa, la., granted continuance hearing ; WWRL, Woodside,
granted extension of time to file proposed
findings in Brooklyn cases.
MARCH 4
MISCELLANEOUS — WTAL, Tallahassee, Fla., continued hearing on renewal
applic. ; WIXSO, Hartford, Conn., granted
exp. license F-M 1 kw ; W9XWT, Eastwood,
Ky., granted license CP facsimile, exp.
MARCH 5
KALE, Portland, Ore. — Granted mod.
CP increase D to 5 kw, new trans, etc., extending completion.
NEW, Martinsville Bcstg. Co., and Patrick Henry Bcstg. Co., Martinsville, Va. —
Postponed oral argument to 3-14-40.
MARCH 7
MISCELLANEOUS — KXL, Portland.
Ore. ; KTRB, Modesto, Cal., granted KXL
petition to consolidate applies. ; KSTP,
St. Paul, granted mod. license to KSTP
Inc. ; KVFD, Fort Dodge, la., granted
mod. license move studio to Warden Bldg.
and for CP increase to 250 w N & D ;
KSL, Salt Lake City, granted license new
trans. ; WSAM, Saginaw, Mich., granted
mod. CP new station re antenna, trans.,
studio ; WKNY, Kingston, N. Y., granted
license increase to 250 w unl. ; WBBC,
Brooklyn, granted intervention applic.
Harold Thomas, Bridgeport; WCCO, Minneapolis, granted intervention WNYC applic. ; KFJB, Marshalltown, la., granted
intervention applic. J. D. Flavey, Ottumwa, la., also L & M Broadcasting
Co., Ottumwa ; Lookout Mountain Co. of
Ga., Chattanooga, granted continuance
hearing to 4-1-40.
MARCH 12
KARK, Little Rock, Ark.— Granted CP
increase
rectional. to 5 kw N & D, new equip., diBoston kc.
— Granted mod. license
addWRUW,
11790, 15250
WMOB,
Mobile,
cense to 100 w unl.Ala. — Granted mod. liKYCA, Prescott, Ariz.- — Granted mod.
CP increase to 250 w unl.
W2XD,
Schenectady
state television
station. — Granted CP reinWEAF.
New
directional antenna.York — Granted mod. CP
NEW, Puerto Rico Adv. Co., San Juan
—Granted CP 1500 kc 250 w unl.
KMA, Shenandoah, la. — Granted vol. assignment license to May Bcstg. Co.
WHO,
Moines — Granted extension
exp.
auth. Des
facsimile.
WIXK, Hull. Mass.— Granted mod. CP
high-freq. FM station to move Boston to
Hull.
W2XOY, New Scotland, N. Y. — Granted
CP increase
from
Albany. power FM, new equip., move
NEW, FMCrosley
Cincinnati — Granted
license
43200 Corp.,
kc 1 kw.
WSAL, Salisbury. Md. — Granted oral argument 3-28-40 on revocation of license.
KWBD, Plainview, Tex. — W. B. Dennis
ordered to show cause by 3-29-40 why CP
issued 7-12-39 should not be cancelled.
kc WOV,
5 kw New
unl. York — Granted license 1100
WJEJ.
Hagerstown.
Md. — Granted license increase
to 250 w unl.
KWAT, Watertown, S. D. — Granted mod.
CP re trans., antenna ; granted license.
WOLF, trans.
Syracuse — Granted mod. CP re
antenna,
SET FOR HEARING — World Peace
Foundation, Oakland, applic. CP developmental station 250 w ; WJHL, Johnson
City, Tenn., CP change equip., directional
antenna, increase to 1 kw. shift to 880
ke. ; WFDF. Flint, Mich., CP new trans.,
directional N. increase to 1 kw. move to
880 kc. to be heard jointly with Thumb
Bcstg. Co. applic. and WJHL.
MISCELLANEOUS—
New, Wm.
bury.
Minneapolis, dismissed
petitionAmesfor
hearing, protest and request to vacate grant
1-17-40 of Independent Merchants Bcstg.
Page 84
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COMMISSION

FEBRUARY 29 TO MARCH 13, INCLUSIVE
Co. applic. in Minneapolis : WPIC, Sharon,
Pa., denied immediate grant CP increase
to 1 kw. extended for 10 days time to file
FM Recess
proposed findings ; WEVD and WMBR.
New tionYork-Brooklyn,
denied
reconsideraHEARINGS
o n frequency
and rehearing re applic WFBC CP
modulation which begin
increase power, and Commission modified
March 18 before the FCC en
its order of 12-5-39 granting WFBC increase power to make it conditioned on
banc, will be recessed March
approval
of
antenna
site
;
WMFF.
Platts19 until March 21 to permit
burg. N. Y., denied rehearing CP applic.
the Commission to devote a
for new trans., etc. (denied 11-9-39) ;
KTAR, KOY, Phoenix, denied rehearing
full day
to handling
of rou-to
petitions re applic. M. C. Reese for new
tine decisions.
In order
station in Phoenix 1200 kc 100-250 w unl.,
granted 1-26-40 ; WLAW, Lawrence. Mass..
keep
its
routine
work
current,
denied rehearing applic. WPTF 680 ke 5
the FCC decided on this prokw unl.. granted 1-9-40 : KFI, Los Ancedure at its regular meeting
geles, denied rehearing applies. KERN,
March 13.
Bakersfield, change to 1380 kc 1 kw unl.
and KOH. Reno, change to 630 kc 1 kw
unl. direction, both granted 12-20-39.
MARCH 13
MARCH 6
KOY,
Phoenix
1390 kc 1 kw unl.— toGrai^ted
550 kc change
1 kw unl.from to WIOD-WMBF,
MiamiInc.
— Transfer control
Miami Daily News
WGTC.
Greenville,
N.
C— Mod. CP to
250 w unl.
Applications
.
.
.
WKAT,
Miami
Beach,
Fla.
— CP change
MARCH 1
to 1330 kc 1 kw.
WOV,
New
York
—
License
new
station.
WGRC,
New
Albany,
Ind.
—
NEW. Dalton Bcstg. Corp., Dalton, Ga. to 1040 kc 1-5 kw, move studioCPto change
Louis—CP 1200 kc 250 w unl.
ville.
KWAT,
Watertown,
S.
D.
—
License
:'.ew
station.
MARCH 8
Francisco
CP change to to WBCM,
740KSFO.
kc 50 San
kw unl..
new —equip.
1 kw N Bay& D.City, Mich. — Mod. license
KSRO,to Ernest
Santa Rosa.
Cal. — Vol. assign,
World Bcstg.
New York Bcstrs.,
— CP
license
L. Finley.
high-freq.
F-M, System,
1 kw. Scranton
WJEJ,crease power,
Hagerstown,
Md.
—
License
inScranton,
Pa.
—
CP
F-M
1
kw.
change equip.
Ala.- — Mod. license
1 kw N Montgomery,
& D.
NEW, AUegheny-Kiski Bcstg. Corp., New to WSFA,
NEW. Huntsville Times Co., Huntsville,
Kensington, Pa. — CP 1420 kc 100 w unl.
Ala. — CP 1200 kc 100 w unl., facilities
CP chanee
630KRLH.
kc 500 Midland.
w 1 kw, Tex.
new — trans.,
antenna.to
NEW. Keys Bcstg. Co., Key West, Fla. WBHP.
WBOW, Terre Haute — CP change equip.
—CP 1310 kc 250 w unl.
III. — Mod. license to
1 WROK,
kw N & Rockford,
D.
WSM,
Nashville—
CP
F-M
1
kw.
NEW, Commercial Radio Equip. Co., 1 World
kw. Bcstg. System, Chicago — CP F-M
Kansas City — CP F-M 500 w.
MARCH 5
M World
1 kw. Bcstg. System, Hollywood— CP FW2XVP. New York— License high-freq. tion.
KYUM, Yuma, Ariz.- — License new staSaxonburg,
CP kw.
move trans,
to WRIT,
Hull, Mass.
increasePa.to— 50
KOB, Albuquerque, N. M. — CP increase
NEW.
Boston
Edison
Co.,
Boston — CP to 50 kw.
video 10 kw.
MARCH 9
NEW. Caribbean Bcstg. Assn., San
WFAS, White Plains. N. Y.— CP new
Juan, P. R. — CP 1500 kc 250 w unl.
increase to 250 w.
City — Mod. license to trans.,
250WBAB,
w N &Atlantic
D.
NEW, Stephen R. Rintoul, Stamford,
Conn.—
CP 1370 kc 250 w unl.
WLTH, Brooklyn — CP increase to 1 kw.
WLLH,
Lawrence,
WKAR, power,
Lansing,
— CP new trans.,
tend synchronous
station.Mass. — License exincrease
moveMich.
trans.
NEW, Robert V. Lee, Bradenton, Fla.
WKZO, Kalamazoo — License as mod.
change hours, directional N.
—CP 1120 kc 250 w unl.. Class IV.
KTRH, Houston — CP increase to 5 kw
WJHO,re trans.,
Opelika,studio
Ala.—sites,
Mod.newCP equip.
new
station
N & D, Class III-A.
WHMA,
WDZ,
Tuscola,
III.
—
Mod.
license
to
5
crease power.Anniston, Ala. — License ina. m. to LS.
NEW, Luther E. Gibson, Vallejo, Cal.
NEW, George F. Meyer. Medford. Wis.
— CP vana
1490
w unl.,
—CP
pact, kc
asks250Class
IV. contingent Hakc 100 1310
w unl.kc 250 w D, amended to 1500

MARCH 11
WJSV,
Washington
— License
trans.,
increase power, directional,
movenewtrans.
NEW.
Maryland
Bcstg.
Co.,
Baltimore
—
CP 1210 kc 250 w unl.. Class IV.
NEW. Scott Howe Bowen, Rome, N. Y.
—CP 1420 kc 250 w unl., Class IV.
NEW, Peninsula Bcstg. Co., Salisbury.
Md. — CP 1200 kc 250 w unl., facilities
WSAL, amended to 1500 kc. omit request
ture.
^ySAL facilities, change corporate strucWEGM, New York — CP move trans.
HoustonN.— CP increase to 5 kw N
& KPRC,
D directional
WGST,
AtlantaN.— CP increase to 5 kw N
& D directional
MARCH 12
WCAR,
Pontiac,
1 kw unl.. directionalMich.N. — CP change to
WARM, increase
Scranton,to Pa.
antenna,
250— wMod.N CP
& D.change
WMAZ.
Macon,
Ga.
—
CP
change
to 1250
kc unl.. directional N.
NEW, Atlantic Bcstg. Corp., Miami
Beach. Fla.- — CP 1500 kc 250 w unl.. conWKAT. tingent grant change in frequency to
WSIX. Nashville — CP FM 43200 kc 1 kw.
MARCH 13
freq.
W2X0R. Carteret, N. J.— License highWSYR, Syracuse — CP new trans.
WMSD,
Muscle
City,to Ala.
— License change
equip.,Shoals
amended
increase
NEW, Leonard L. Abess, Miami Beach,
power.
Fla. — CP if1500granted
kc 250 freq.
w unl..
asks WKAT
facilities
change.
WLAK.
— Transfer
control to Fla. Lakeland,
West CoastFla.Bcstg.
Co.
Socony Scoop
SCOOP on the New York arrival
of the Queen Elizabeth, British luxury liner,Oilis Co.
claimed
Vacuum
and by
its Soconyagency,
J. Stirling Getchell, in the oil company's radio and newspaper advertising. At the first rumor of the
ship's arrival, the Socony-Vacuum
advertising department and the
agency got busy on copy playing
up the use of Socony-Vacuum oil
on the world's largest sea vessel.
With copy for a 1500-line pictorial
ad approved, radio commercials
were prepared and telephoned to
stations in Albany, Utica, Syracuse
and Buffalo. When the ship entered
its Hudson River pier, papers were
on the streets and announcements
on the air relating Socony-Vacuum's partatlanticin
run. the successful transOF Man River
LOCATED on a tip of San Francisco Bay, the transmitter plant of
KQW, San Jose, was all but caught
in the recent Northern California
floods — high water reached to within six inches of the transmitter
floor. Although the station lost no
air time, all roads leading to the
transmitter were flooded. Chief Engineer Ced Davey and one of his
assistants, Sam Melnicoe, took
their camping outfits to the plant
and spent
a couple days eating
their
own cooking.
Case Recovering

THREE members and one ex-member of the staff of KPO, San Francisco,
boast a total of 53 years service with the station. Standing at the new
orthocoustic recording equipment are (1 to r) : Don Thompson, Paul Gates,
Curtis Peck, now chief engineer of KGO-KPO, and Max Loewenthal,
inventor, who spoke on KPO back in 1922, the year the station took the air.
BROADCASTING

HAVING
passedof the
crisis following an attack
pneumonia,
FCC
Commissioner Norman S. Case was
reported to be recovering March 13
at his home in Washington. Gov.
Case has been absent since Feb. 20
due to a foot infection. He apparently contracted pneumonia March
4 and ran a high fever several
days.
• Broadcast
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'Mexican Approval
Treaty
Of Radio
to Cuba
Way
On
iiFCC
Prepares Allocations;
May Defer Date of Shift
ASSURANCES have been received
from Mexico by the State Department that filing with the Cuban
,Government
of Mexico's
ratification of the Havana
Treaty,
upon
which hinges a Continental broad,'cast
will be effected
withoutreallocation,
further delay.
The Department was advised that
^jthe Mexican Ambassador to Cuba,
Ruben Romero, left March 11 for
''Havana to deposit the treaty
papers — the last essential act before the government parties to the
" broadcasting agreement vnl\ for, mally file their allocation with
'» Cuba
the FCC
host nation.
Whileas the
awaits this final
I,move, it is whipping into shape
• completion of six separate lists
dealing with domestic allocations
,which would be effected under the
treaty terms. The tentative date of
Aug. 1 arbitrarily set for the allo■' until
cationlater
probably
in the will
year. be extended
i
Possible Conflicts
The allocation tables, it was in1 dicated, might require from two to
four weeks to complete since they
■ are subject to preliminary FCC approval. Other nations — Canada,
Mexico and Cuba — also must file
their lists for interchange, so that
I nations
an engineering
confei'ence
of out
the
can be called
to work
conflicts which inevitably will develop.
Meanwhile, some concern was being evinced over shifts in assignments of high-powered Mexican
border stations, causing interference in this country. A new official
log of the Mexican Government indicated several such changes, all of
, which apparently have not yet been
effected. In any event, it was likely
/that immediately following filing
, of the treaty papers in Havana by
J Mexico, overtures might be under; taken to clear up these interference
situations.
It was taken or granted in official circles here that the shifts of
! high-powered Mexican stations,
such as the Brinkley and Baker
outlets, from Canadian to domestic
channels are simply temporary exCrystal Specialists Since 1925
ATTENTION
BROADCASTERS SUBJECT TO
FREQUENCY RE-ALLOCATION
We are af your service to —
1. REGRIND your present
crystal to higher new
frequency .... $17.50
2. NEW CRYSTAL (less
holder)
$22.50
3. NEW CRYSTAL
r fully mounted . . $30.00
LOW DRIFT - APPROVED BY FCC

lO SEAVlCi:
124 Jackson Ave.
University Park, Md.

BROADCASTING

Hecker Starts Drama
HECKER PRODUCTS Corp., New
York (Shinola) was to start a
dramatic serial Lincoln Highway
on 47 NBC-Red stations March 16,
using the 10-10:30 a. m. period Saturdays. Burgess Meredith, Broadway actor, was signed for the lead
part in the opening installment.
Benton & Bowles, New York, is
agency.
pedients and will be eliminated
when the treaty becomes effective.
The newest Mexican log, dated
March 6, shows XEAW, Reynosa,
operated by Carr Collins, executive
o* Crazy Water Crystals Co., as assigned to 1050 kc, the clear channel of KNX, Los Angeles, after
having operated on 960 kc. with
rated power of 100,000 watts. Since
that date, however, because of reported interference not only to
KNX but to KRLD, Dallas, on adjacent 1040 kc, it is reported the
station has shifted to 1020 kc. on
which KYW, Philadelphia, is the
dominant station.
FCC's Statement
The new Mexican log also shows
XENT, Villa Acuna, operated by
Norman T. Baker, former Muscatine, la., broadcaster, whose station was deleted a decade back, as
assigned to 810 kc, clear channel
occupied by WCCO, Minneapolis,
having shifted from 910 kc. As far
as could be ascertained, however,
the station has not yet changed its
assignment.
Similarly, the 180,000 -watt
XERA, operated by Dr. John R.
Brinkley. was listed on 960 kc, replacing XEAW, and having shifted
from 840 kc. but there was no verification.
In connection with the impending
reallocation, the FCC March 13
made the following announcement:
Under date of .Jan. 25, 1940, Mexico
ratified the North American Regional
BroadeastinK Agreement. In order to
place the allocation plan set forth in
this agreement in effect, the frequency
assignments of a majority of standard
broadcast stations must be changed.
Resistance measurements made in accordance with the Standards of Good
Engineering Practice for the presently
assigned frequencies will not be sufficiently accurate for the frequencies
assigned under the agreement.
The time within which existing
standard broadcast stations shall have
made the necessary measurements and
obtained authority to determine the
operating
dii-ectas measurement of thepower
antennaby power
required
by Section
3..51(a)
(2)
is
hereby
ex1940. tended from July 1, 1940 to Dec. 1,

SHIFT

TO

550 KC.

IS GRANTED TO KOY
KOY, Phoenix, key of the recently
formed Arizona Network, was authorized March 13 by the FCC to
change from 1390 kc. to 550 kc. with
its present power of 1,000 watts
fulltime. A CBS outlet, KOY is a
sister of WLS, Chicago, both headed
by Btirridge D. Butler.
s, Ore., non-comCorvalli
KOAC,mercial
educational station of Oregon U had opposed the grant on
since it operinterference grounds,
ates on the same channel with 1,000
watts. The Commission said in its
final order that, under its engineer
ing standards effective Aug. 1, the
application could be granted. In its
d findings last September
propose
the Commission tentatively granted
the shift but KOAC objected.
The Commission said that its engineering standards are based on
at by measurearrived
s
average
ment of a greater number of signals
in all parts of the country over a
y as reTheir accurac
long period.
situation is vfeW
flecting the average
pointing
d,
established, it continue
out that the theoretical separation
required for the operation is 735
miles and the actual separation 977
miles. If objectionable interference
develops, the Commission said, it
will require appropriate protection.
PURBX Corp. Ltd., Southgate, Cal..
(water softener) , thru Lord & Thomas,
Los Angeles, on March 11 started for
participa26 weekstions fiveusing
weekly,nutein programs
timesthree-mi
on KFI KHJ KOIN KIRO.

DENVER'S
biggest
March
snow-of
storm since 1909
caused
plenty
trouble, but nothing serious for
KOA. Although about 45 telephone
poles slumped down in the four
miles between the suburb of Aurora
and the KOA transmitter, the KOA
studio-transmitter cable held. The
KOA engineering staff set up an
emergency shortwave pickup in
Aurora in case the cable should
break,ice.but
it was not
into (left),
servHere Robert
H. put
Owen
KOA chief engineer, and C. A.
Peregrine, of the KOA staff, take a
look at the straining cable, the only
circuit still intact after the storm.
Agency Man Burglarized
THEFT of 30 pieces of jewelry valued
at ,$15,000 from the apartment of Wilfred S. King, executive in charge of
radio and motion picture advertising
of J. M. Mathes Inc., New York, was
disclosed March 12 by New York police.
The robbery occurred during the Feb.
17 week end when Mr. and Mrs. King
were away from home.

WORKS,
RUMFORD CHEMICAL
Providence (baking powder), has
on WLTH, Brookstarted sponsoring end,
counsellor on
lyn, the Housefri
ekly
The
.
problems
family
by Rubin
handledthrice-we
Yiddish , program,
Goldberg was placed by Wm. H. W.
Humphrey, Boston.

This mentsinas now
no way
affects
the requireset forth
in Section
3.51
with respect to new standard broadcast
stations, nor does it affect the requirements of the Standards of Good Engineering Practice in that the power
shall be determined by the direct method when making field intensity measurements.
'Showcase' Pushed
ALTHOUGH proposal of Dudley
Chambers, Hollywood vocal director,
to "showcase" radio talent for agency
men and potential sponsors on KFWB,
and other stations at regular audition
scale rates was turned down, it will
again be submitted to Los Angeles
Chapter of AFRA
March
for re-to
consideration.
Chambers 19
wants
broadcast eight consecutive hours of all
types of programs on Saturdays for
sponsor consideration. AFRA is holding out for the commercial rate, claiming that
of the programs
emanateiffromsome
downtown
Los Angeles
stores, as planned, performers would
be entitled to the minimum scale.
• Broadcast
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Drive
Yideo

to

Promote

Set

Sales

Started by RCA
Minimum of 23,000 Receivers
In N. Y. Area Is Planned
DETAILS of an advertising and
promotion campaign designed to
put a minimum of 25,000 television
receivers into homes within range
•of NBC's video transmitter on the
Empire State Bldg., New York,
were announced March 12 by
Thomas F. Joyce, vice-president
and advertising director of RCA
Mfg. Co., at a meeting of more
than 400 dealers of New York and
New Jersey. Similar meetings had
previously been conducted for dealers of eastern Pennsylvania and
Connecticut, at Camden and
Bridgeport.
Based on the success of a 12week experiment in Poughkeepsie,
Newburgh and other areas last fall,
the new drive will emphasize NBC's
present service of visual programs
and the new, substantially reduced
prices of receivers.
Price Cuts Retroactive
The largest RCA receiver, a 12inch television receiving tube and
containing an 11-tube all-wave radio as well as a television receiver,
has been reduced from $600 to
$395. A similar model, but with a
9-inch instead of a 12-inch tube,
is now priced $295 instead of $450,
and there are similar reductions
for smaller models. Larger dealer
discounts and provisions for the
purchase of video sets on time payment plans are also included in the
sales campaign. Mr. Joyce also announced that these price reductions
would be made retroactive, with rebates being given to all RCA setowners who had purchased their
television receivers at the original
prices.
The company will sponsor a radio campaign for television sets on
WEAF and WJZ, New York, details of which are now being
worked out. Full-page advertising
in New York dailies and several
magazines will also be used and a
direct-mail campaign directed at
restaurants and taverns, which Mr.
Joyce said accounted for about 20%
of set sales in last fall's test. A
one-reel movie on television is now
in preparation for showing in theatres, schools, clubs, etc., and, using television to sell itself, this picture will also be telecast once a
week on the NBC station W2XBS.
RCA has organized a special
staff of television sales specialists
to help dealers in this drive and
will conduct a series of classes to
train dealers' servicemen in installing television receivers and antennas.
Meeting, held in NBC's largest
studio with an overflow group in
an adjoining studio, was also addressed by A. H. Morton, NBC
vice-president in charge of television, who described the past and
present program service and who
predicted that within two or three
years the automatic radio relay for
television programs would make
this service available to telviewers
along the Atlantic Coast from Boston to Washington.
At present, he said, the audience of W2XBS is estimated at
2,500 television homes. This is
based on a mailing list of 1,253
for NBC's weekly television proPage 86 • March

FORMERLY apathetic to radio, department stores today have come to
realize the value of this new advertising medium and are including it in
their yearly budgets vnth more than value received. So declared department store executives in Los Angeles recently at a meeting of the
American Merchandise Corp., a cooperative central merchandising association formedseveral
by 22 ofvisited
the nation's
leading
department
stores.
the meeting,
the CBS
Hollywood
studios
as Following
guests of
network officials. Pictured are (1 to r), Ralph Mendelsohn, merchandising
manager of Hutzler Bros., Baltimore; Frank Archer, advertising manager,
Bullock's Inc., Los Angeles, and host to the AMC delegates; Harry W.
Witt, CBS Southern California sales manager; H. 0. Bergdahl, merchandising manager of AMC, New York; George L. Moskovics, CBS Hollywood
sales promotion manager, and F. B. Damey, merchandising manager,
William Taylor & Co., Cleveland. These stores use radio extensively.

Hanging
of 'Price Tag^ on Television
Expected to Speed Growth of New
Art
PREDICTING a rapid improvement for time, unless the entertainment
in television programs as a result were good enough to attract and to
of the recent FCC decision to per- hold an audience. The Commismit limited commercialization of
sion's recent television tour, however, convinced them that televithis newest means of communicasion
tion [see story on page 37], A. H. show. is already putting on a good
Morton, NBC vice-president in
"After Sept. 1," he continued,
charge of television, hailed the rulpermitted to charge ading as a tribute to the strides tele- "we will be
vertisers who wish to prepare themvision has already made.
selves for the time when television
"Formerly,"
said,
"the memwill be a full-fledged advertising
bers of the FCC hewere
dubious
about medium
for all costs except those
the entertainment value of present- of actually transmitting their proday television and they realized
grams, and these charges will give
that there would be little point in to television
a fresh source of inallowing advertisers to use it, even
come which we can then pour back
experimentally and without paying into the development of increasingly better programs. At present we
are allowed to televise a commergrams, which are mailed free to all
cial program if we think it good
set-owners requesting them. Com- enough entertainment to put into
parison of their lists with records
schedule, but we canof sets sold in scattered localities our television
not make any charge for this coshows that from one-third to oneoperation but must ourselves abhalf of all set-owners have asked
sorb
all
production
for this program service, he stated,
"Television," Mr. costs."
Morton conadding that an average return of
"is bound to improve more
program rating cards of 35% to rapidly cluded,
under the stimulus of com40% gives his staff an excellent
mercial use than it has to date.
idea of how each telecast is re- Things always move faster when a
ceived.
Based on a simple scale of 1 for price tag is attached."
Past and Current Tests
fair, 2 for good and 3 for excellent,
NBC's telecasts for the first nine
In the
past NBC's
advertisers
hascooperation
consisted
weeks of 1940 have been given an with
average mark of 2.10. Best liked chiefly in the use of commercial
program was the full-length Broad- films — travel shorts put out by railroads, for example — or in televising
way comedy, "When We Are Mar- style shows
with credit given to
ried", which received a rating of
2.85. Analysis of the return shows the manufacturers or retailers supthat 100% of the sets are in use
plying the clothes displayed. Recently, however, Lowell Thomas
approximately two hours weekly
and that more than 60% of the sets has been giving his newscasts for
Sunoco
in
are tuned in to every telecast. evenings the television studio three
a week [sse page 69] as
Average evening audience is 80%
in televising a reguand average daytime audience an experiment
lar commercial broadcast so that
57%, he stated.
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owners of television receivers can
see as well as hear the broadcast.
In the near future other sponsored programs will be seen as well
as heard. The development of new
lightweight, small portable camera
equipment, which can be taken into
the regular broadcast studios, will
permit the televising of programs
which could not readily be staged
in
the network's present television
studio.
When sight is added to sound, the
sponsors will have a chance to experiment with visual as well as
auditory advertising for this new
medium. Before Mr. Thomas had
been on television a week his sponsor had installed in the studio a
large electric display sign which
flashes its "Nu Blue Sunoco" message to the eye while the ear receives the program's closing words.
CBS May Start July 1
CBS has made no comment on the
FCC ruling, except to say that it
is being
"carefully
studied".
Despite
this
silence
regarding
a possible
starting
date,
which CBS
tives have
maintained
ever execusince
their first announced date proved
premature,
it isprograms
learned that
lar television
fromreguthe
CBS transmitter will begin about
July 1. Thestallationstory
is that apparatus
when inof operating
was completed last fall, the CBS
television engineers found it would
not permit them to do the things
they had planned so they designed
new equipment ordered from RCA.
Delays tarded
in the manufacturing
have redelivery date, originally
set for Jan. 1 and now planned for
April 1. Allowing 90 days for experimentation and familiarizing
themselves with operating techniques, they now figure to be on the
air by the first of July.
Praise for the FCC report as giving the "green
light" tocame
technical
television
development,
from
Allen B. DuMont, inventor and
manufacturer of video equipment,
who at the January hearings asked
for
"an asopen
field" inaretheconcerned.
medium
so far
standards
Stating that "this action will permit investigation of methods of use
of frequency channels to eliminate
overcrowding of television stations
in the ether," Mr. DuMont lauded
the report as one that has "made it
possible for receivers to be designed and sold which will be sufficiently flexible to be used 20 and
30 years from now, rather than beE. A.comingNicholas,
president of
obsolete."
Farnsworth Television & Radio
Corp., other
hailed
the onFCCthe action
as tele"anmilestone
road of
vision progress". He said his company is ready to play its part in
the new stage which television enters and its research and engineering facilities have been expanded
during the past year for that purpose. Declaring the Commission action gives new impetus to his company's efforts, he said its television
activitiescreased
will
proceed with inmomentum.
IT WAS erroneously stated in the
March 1 issue of Beoadcasting that
exclusive radio rights to the writings
of Louis Bromfield had been secured
by thefieldTed
Collins Corp.
Mr. Bromhas assigned
exclusive
radio
rights on those of his works not tied
up by the movies to his brother,
Charles Bromfield, short story and
radio writer, for adaptation purposes.
The Collins Corp. originally had rights
only to Mr. Bromfield's "Green Bay
Tree," to be available for radio as a
series
of quarter-hour
is
no longer
the case. scripts, but this
• Broadcast
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Every client of the Nation's Station
has the assurance that his interests are
as well attended to as if Richard Garner,
WLW's

Sales Service Manager

were on

his payroll. His experience with advertisers, agencies, radio stations and station
representatives has well fitted Mr. Garner
to continue the sales service work ably
instituted by former Sales Service Manager Walter A. Callahan, now manager
of the Chicago branch of Transamerican
Broadcasting & Television Corporation.
Whether it's explaining WLW's merchandisability to advertiser's representatives
or dealers, arranging special promotions,
looking after advertiser's network programs, making special Cincinnati appearances, or attending to the multitude of
details every successful radio campaign
needs, Mr. Garner is available . . . "Garnering" friends for WLW
who believe
that "Service is Showmanship."

THE
most

NATION'S
''Merchandise-Able

STATION
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES-TRAK
BROADCASTING & TELEVISION CO
CHICAGO Garner explains
chart advertising
story, a storymenof and
the Nation's
Station with
that impresses dealers, WLW's
distributors,
representatives
the
selling power of WLW. If you or your organization has not seen this story,
write, wire or call, Richard Garner, Sales Service Manager. WLW, Cincinnati.

• TELEVISION

CAMERAS

• RCA 1 KW

PICTURE TRANSMIHER,

RCA television cameras have been designed for studio or field use and for
film transmission. They make use of the
Iconoscope, the all electronic pick-up
tube or the newly developed Orthicon
— a low velocity Iconoscope. RCA
cameras are equipped with first class
optical systems and various focusing
and framing devices to add to the ease
of operation.
NEW

Product of RCA's extensive research
and field tests is the RCA Picture Transmitter, Type T-1. Built to commercial
standards, it offers a number of important circuit developments. It is crystal
controlled and AC operated. The tubes
have been designed expressly for this
application. The transmitter is easy to
install and easy to operate.

TELEVISION

FIELD PICK-UP EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

• RCA VICTOR

In the studio, video equipment engineered byRCA is housed in racks. The
synchronizing generator, the power
supply units... and equipment required
for amplification and for supplying suitable deflection voltages for the camera
... all are arranged for accessibility as
well as for carrying off heat from components and tubes. RCA video apparatus may be obtained in rack and panel
design for any number of camera channels or in simplified cabinet form for
use with one camera only.

ISI«
RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc., Camden, N.J.

TEST EQUIPMENT
RCA has developed a number of highquality instruments to meet the exacting requirements of television. These
include a 9" Special Cathode-Ray Oscil ograph, Square
a
-Wave Generator,
a Video Sweep Oscillator, R-F and I-F
Sweep Oscillator, Sweep Rectifier, and
other units essential to the television
broadcaster.

Television has been given7-league boots
and a multitude of new program
sources have been opened up by new
field pick-up apparatus developed in
RCA Laboratories. Costing about onesixth as much . . . weighing about onetenth as much . . . consuming about
one-fifth the power required by former
mobile television units, the equipment
is built into cabinets about the size of
a suitcase and may be carried easily in
passenger cars or light trucks.
VIDEO

TYPE T-1

TELEVISION

RECEIVERS

Completing the RCA television chain,
are several types of RCA Victor Television Receivers. The performance of
these instruments has justified over and
over again the vast sums spent in research and in field tests prior to their
introduction. Thanks to their excellence, the consumer has received a
favorable first impression of television.
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NOW

LET

ME

SEE

. . . there are four fifty-thousand
watters

covering

But WOR
stronger

Greater-New

delivers a signal three times
than the signal delivered

by any station anywhere.
gives me
heard

more
about

York.

This, of course^

a greater chance

by more

people, more

profit. Hm-mm,
it. WOR's

our address is

Seems

most

1440 Broadway, in New York

timebuyers

of being
often, at

there's no choosing

the buy for me.

of the country's biggest
agree

on that.

AND
LET

IK/ CONCLUSION,
ME

EMPHASIZE-

WLSOETS
RESULTS!

The WLS

market

is big ! It includes Chicago — a must

market in itself — and the four great agricultural-industrial states of Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin and Michigan.
WLS

covers this entire market

. . . and we honestly

believe no other advertising medium does so more effectively. Furthermore, we have the proof to substantiate
our belief. Our new coverage map, based on a breakdown of 1,117,956 letters received during 1939, shows
exactly where WLS is listened to, county
and how intensively it serves that area.
We will gladly send you
anv John Blair man.

The

Prairie

a copy

by county —

on request

or ask

Farmer

ATION

D. BUTLI
John

Blair

and^ompany,

naffer

WNAC
Boston
★
WTIC
Hartford
WEAN
Providence
★
WTAG
Worcester
★
WICC
Bridgeport
New Haven
★
WNLC
New London
★
WCSH
Portland
★
WLBZ
Bangor
★
WFEA
Manchester
*
WSAR
Fall River
*
WNBH
New Bedford
★
WHAI
Greenfield
WBRK
Pittsfleld
WLLH
Lowell
Lawrence

NEW

ENGLAND

OWN

THEY

18

LEAGUE

THE

of radio time in all of the key localities so
completely
The Yankee

covered

by the I 8 stations of

Network.

BOOTS

And

because

The Yankee

each of the 18 stations of

Network

combines

fold appeal of programs
interest with blue-ribbon

There's no magic in this. It's the development of an essential service to provide
intensified

local coverage

area

there is the greatest

where

HER

centration ofpopulation and buying power.

cover the six states in giant strides,

leaving clear-cut footprints on the sands
WLNH
Laconia
*
WRDO
Augusta
★
wcou
Lewiston
Auburn
★
WSYB
Rutland

HAS

of every
con-

the local acceptance

the two-

of community
network

shows,

gives listener-value

double-plus on all radio advertising, from
cut-ins to live talent presentations. In radio.
The Yankee

Network

IS New

England.

EDWARD PETRV NETWORK
& CO., INC., Exclusive
SalesJis^^^M^^l^^^
Representatives ^c^nVs^^rl
INC.
, National
YANKEE
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Lotions

of

Winchell

put

Listenen

says

BOB

ney JVia , ^^^^^ogeuic gen
us
else'Mo
can laate
•
"".v Market' coverage

IVlitchells v.P-

ii,

might

BEVCVl

^^^^ Lennen^

i

"1

the

Blue

M

gives

us...

Lowest

V. p. in charge of Advertising,

Blue Network
leadership

Andrew

Co.

helps Jergens attain overwhelming

in hand

lotion field! Hooper

veals 40% use of Jergens by Winchell
Moral: You

Jergens

Cost!

study re-

tuner -innersl

don't need a million dollars to do a bang

up sales job on the Blue! Here is "Money
coveraiie at lowest national cost!

Market"

f T TE HAD LUNCH the othei* day with Bob Orr, v.p, of potent
VV Lennen & Mitchell. He told us a story we know you'll
be interested in hearing. A story about Jergens Lotion — and
how the Blue Network has helped it go places! Bob said

Meet Mr. Broadway and his girl ... if he pulls his chapeau down over his eyes in
daylight . . . and blinks at unaccustomed Miami sunshine . . . and sniffs cautiously for the smell of a bandleader's cigar . . . and dishes out dough to this
damsel, he's Colyumer Winchell — and she's his dau^ter Gloria, here putting
the bite on papa. It might be cheaper, Walter, to sponsor a Blue Network
program. F'rinstance, only 5 G's weekly for a nighttime half hour!

Jergens ranked third in hand lotion sales before Walter Winchell said "Hello Mr. and Mrs. America" on the Blue. Today
tJergens is so far out front "there isn't any second."
Last week, along came the results of an amazing survey. It
'was made by C. E. Hooper who calls it "the strongest sales
story for any medium ever compiled." Of the 2356 people
studied six out of ten proved to be Wlnchell-Blue listeners.
'And 40% of the regular tuner-inners are Jergens customers!
While only 10% of the non-listeners use Jergens.
All of which is very significant, and in the words of Jergens
v.p. Beucus, is "confirmed by our sales figures." It proves the
Blue's ability to produce big sales — at the lowest national
cost of any medium !

Manliattan mural. ..in the window of this d ruggery hard by Radio City stood
a Jergens sign. In went two NBC researchers. Said druggist: "For my money
Winchell and the Blue Network are tops. Jergens Hand Lotion profits have
soared ever since Walter began those 'Mr. and Mrs. America' Blue Broadcasts!"

(Jj^This low cost, the result of the famous Blue Network Discount Plan, is one reason why the Blue is now being used by
'America's smartest advertisers. They also consider it 1940's
best advertising buy because it provides concentrated coverage
' of America's "Money Markets," where 72% of the country's
effective buying power is located.
70% of the Blue's 1938 advertisers renewed in '39. 17 new
clients joined up. Because they know that sales begin where

NBC

^NETWO

the Blue begins — at all-time low costs! We'll be mighty glad to
show you how this network can help you "up" your sales for
I less than $5000* per nighttime half hour, coast to coast ! With
I lotions of love we remain your nationwide sales maker . . .
' National Broadcasting Company.
* America Service.

of ease^

A Radio Corporation of
* Network time only, of course
air 1^1^

I
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co^^^

^^^^
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SPOT

THAT

'

nts

cou

II^PRING is open season on customers down South.
That's when they wake up, stretch themselves,

radio advertisers in America
rich tri-slate surrounding

is Shreveport

area

. . . More

and give everything — including their pocketbooks —

live within 150 mile radius of Shreveport

a good

in the entire state of Louisiana.

airing.

'They're biting now.

...

than live

to cast your advertising

ibait in the spots that count . . . where

Mamlfat

people

But you have to be in the right

:place to catch them

xeptive. And

and the

they are re-

one of the most receptive markets

South

fWMC— Memphis
/WSMB— New Orleans

Genital

for

^ualitif A/etwoik

•
KARK— Little Rock
•
KWKH-KTBS— Shreveport

K\VKH
^HREVEPORTyr

LOUISIANA

50,000
A SHREVEPORT TIMES STATION

WA

THE BRANHAM
cu<^

gcLj

aA.£^

_

CO.

Building keeps booming within the
"Golden Horseshoe'^..and construction workers here will hove fifty million dollars more to spend this year!
Wielders

of hammer

and saw wield a

mighty purchasing power within the
"Golden Horseshoe", that prosperous
territory blanketed by WJR Detroit and
WGAR Cleveland.
Here, workers of the construction industry alone earn nearly a million
dollars every week. Here, building
soared 38% in 1939, compared to the
national increase of 20%.
More than 15% of all the nation's
wage earners live and labor inside this
concentrated market. And activity of
the past three months promises to put
another layer on their healthy bankrolls.
Nail down your share of their business. Drive your sales message straight
and true. Build sales quickly and economically through the Great Stations
of the Great Lakes.

W«IR
THE GOODWILL STATION

WGAR
THE FRIENDLY STATION

Basic Stations . . . Columbia Broadcasting System
Edward Petry & Co., Inc.,
National Sales Representatives

CLTxA

Broadcast
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ASCAP
Seeks

to

Clearance

Split

70%
Broadcast

at Source,

CULMINATING a five-year buildup which has had repercussions in
Congress, the courts and many
State Legislatures, ASCAP on
March 21 delivered its newest ultimatum to the broadcasting industry under which it asks about a
70% increase in royalties for the
right to perform its music — practically all from the networks.
Stipulating clearance at the
source, at 71/2% of the gross income of the networks, the proposal, while viewed merely as the
"asking price", nevertheless was
held to be wholly unacceptable on
anything approaching an industrywide scale. There immediately developed an outbreak of charges and
counter-charges which presaged
bitter dealings before a solution,
if any, is reached. Current contracts expire at the end of this year
and ASCAP has notified broadcasters it will be ready to talk terms
beginning April 15, hinting broadly that it is ready to accept 10year contracts to replace the expiring five-year arrangements.
Another 'Munich'
Within the industry, the general
reaction was that, despite a sop to
smaller stations offered by ASCAP
along with readjustments downward to those in the middle brackI ets, the industry was not disposed
i to have another "Munich" paralI leling the 1932 and 1935 situations.
I Generally, it was felt that ASCAP
i had simply changed the words but
was using the same music, seeking
^ to split the industry in order to
force long-term contracts,
s While the ASCAP proposition,
' delivered orally March 21 to a
\ hand-picked group of broadcasters,
, caused a sensation, it did not oci casion any surprise in broadcast} ing ranks. A plan of the nature
: submitted was foreseen. Moreover,
the industry generally felt that it
was better prepared to meet the
ASCAP onslaught than in any previous crisis because of the status
of Broadcast Music Inc., as a going organization, designed to introduce competition in the copyrighted music field and to create an industry-owned music reservoir.
BROADCASTING

Rate
Ranks

7i%Net

HOW

Levy

RADIO

Boost

With
Are

FILLS

$3.00 A YEAR^lSc

Stirs

Preferential

Bait;

Proposed

ASCAP'S

COFFERS

FOLLOWING is a tabulation, gleaned from various official and industry
sources, indicating the rise in payments by the broadcasting industry to
ASCAP
ing thosefrom
years1923
: through 1939, in relation to ASCAP's total income durEstimated Gross ASOAP Income ASCAP
Year
Broadcasting Industry from Radio
Total
1923
'
$
9,750
1924
34,725 .$ 448,468
561,427
1925
130,018 772,336
1926
276,820 1,062,619
1928
1929
1930
1931
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939

14.100.000
26,800,000
40,500,000
56,000,000
57,000.000
72,887.000
87,524,000
107,551,000
144,142,000
150,118,000
171,114,000

508.984
666,983
867,501
833,496

1,580,694
1,803,164
2,043.791
2,004,496

1,482.000
2,081,000
2,680,406
3,280,000
3,878,752
3,845,206
4,300,000

3,000,000
3,550,000
4,000,000
4,450,000
5,926.942
6,087,351
6,950,000

sorbed by the networks without
Due to the ambiguities in the
ASCAP proposal, many stations, some readjustment with affiliates.
Based on 1937 figures, it is calparticularly those in the intermeculated that, as against $3,878,000
diate group, found themselves
paid into ASCAP coffers under the
stumped in attempting to calculate
61
ASCAP's
demands. As a matter of 5% of gross license, plus sustain,9
ing fee, the industry would have
fact, except
for the smaller stabeen called upon under the new
tions0($50,000
0, annual gross or less)
formula to pay some $6,and the major
0 networks, it was im- ASCAP
500,000 on the same income for
possible to0define
precisely what
806
ASCAP seeks in
5, the way of per- that year. Projecting the same figures for 1941, and basing them on
formance royalties.
4
Based on 1937 2industry
statis- a $5,000,000 tribute to ASCAP un52,
der the present arrangement, it is
tics, as well as on anticipated
1941
01
concluded that the proposed plan
income, it was generally3,78concluded
that $ the4 ASCAP demands7 are for would bring to ASCAP something
at least ,a8270%
boost. And in its like $8,500,000, which represents
0, ASCAP
own statement,
asserted it about a 70% overall increase.
00
sought to place the0 burden
on the
Miller Spurned
45
0,
networks by requiring clearance
75 at
From NAB President Neville
the source at 71/2% of their 0
reve-1
,359 Miller and from the executive comnue, at the same time relieving af,766
mittee of Independent Radio Netfiliated stations of payment on inwork Affiliates came pleas for a
come from the networks.
united front. While the major netSeeking a Split
works have refrained from formal
comment and have referred all inWhile at first blush, it was
quiries to BMI, it was readily apthought affiliated stations might
parent that they proposed to fight
view the proposed shifting of this the ASCAP
demands down the
burden favorably, it soon became
apparent to the industry that line. With a membership of some
380 stations, including networkASCAP's prime effort was to bring managed
and operated stations in
about a schism. Moreover, it was
almost universally felt among af- .BMI, the intention now is to put
filiates that any such network fee everything behind the industryas ASCAP proposed was not only owned music company in an effort
impossible but could not be ab- to have it supplying stations and
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Industry
networks with performable music
in sufficient volume to make capitulation to ASCAP unnecessary when
the year ends.
The clearance -at-the-source stipulation in the ASCAP contract
caused some consternation, though
it had been expected. The industry,
at the last half-dozen NAB conventions, has gone on record in favor
of both clearance at the source — •
but along
with a payment
"per-program"
method
of royalty
— under
which ASCAP would be compensated only for such programs as
networks or stations use which employed its music. ASCAP, in its notice to the industry, dismissed the
"per-program" basis with the assertion that after an exhaustive
analysis nomical
it andfound
it was to"unecounscientific
adopt
the same". But on behalf of the industry it was pointed out that
ASCAP had held no conversations
with the Copyright Negotiating
Committee of the NAB in this connection. As a matter of fact, it
had in effect refused to deal with
NAB President Miller on a new
contract arrangement.
Observers saw in the ASCAP
tactics reenactment of what transin previous
years.
refusal to pired
deal
with the
NAB,Theplus
an
incident which developed at the
ASCAP-industry session, when Edward Klauber, executive vice-president of CBS, walked out, indicated that stormy days are ahead in
ASCAP-industry dealings.
ASCAP's Proposition
ASCAP's proposition, in brief,
was that some 300 stations, with
gross business in the neighborhood
of $50,000 or less, pay only 3%
on their net income after agency
and certain other industry-wide deductions, along with a sustaining
fee of only $1 per month. This,
based
estimates
ed on on
1937rough
industry
figures,calculatmight
result in a saving of about $180,000 for those stations.
For the second "intermediate"
group, which ASCAP described as
independents and otherwise, it was
difficult to peg them for classification. It was thought, however,
that this group probably would include stations doing gross business
of $50,000 to $250,000 per year,
utilizing the brackets employed by
the FCC in its breakdown of 1937
business, which appeared to be the
statistical basis for ASCAP's computations. Ifthat is the case, some
227 stations might be affected. UsApril 1, 1940
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ing the FCC gross figm-es and taking into account that ASCAP proposes to tax them 4% of their
"net" receipts along with a reduction of 25% in sustaining fees, it
was concluded that they would get
a reduction, over-all, amounting to
possibly $375,000.
In the third classification, made
up of large stations, network-affiliated and which "make substantial profits", ASCAP proposed to
retain the 5% basis, along with the
present sustaining fee. Based on
the 1937 calculations, and taking
into account that most of the newspaper-owned stations, which have
had preferential contracts, would
be forced to bear increases, it is
estimated that payments of some
71 stations in this category (more
than $250,000 per year) probably
would approximate royalties under
the present formula even when
clearance at the source is taken
into account.
In all these rough computations,
there is not taken into account possible readjustments of network arrangements with affiliates. Moreover, ASCAP stated that stations
in the 4% and 5% categories would
be in a position to recoup the payment of their sustaining fees after
the "license fee paid reaches a certain amount." No clue as to what
that amount would be was given.
In the case of the networks, together with their managed and
operated stations, 1937 figures indicate that they paid something
like $820,000 to ASCAP. Key stations have paid substantially higher sustaining fees than other stations of like power but the networks as such have paid no fees.
Again, based entirely on 1937 calculations and using the proposed
1V2% demand of ASCAP, it is concluded that networks, major as
well as the more important regionals, would be called upon to pay
something like an increase of $3,250,000 over the present formula
figure.
Hedges' Letter to Affiliates
William S. Hedges, NBC vicepresident, wrote all NBC affiliates
March 26 that they study the
ASCAP plan for the effect it will
have upon them "in the absence of
any agreement between ASCAP
and the networks". Branding the
plan as placing an "inordinately
excessive" burden on the industry,
he said, "This huge increase would
have to come out of the pockets of
the broadcasters and their advertising clients". He added that NBC
is not opposed to clearance at the
source "providing it can be done on
a basis which is legally feasible and
economically sound". He called the
plan unconscionably burdensome.
Saying ASCAP obviously desires
to accomplish a split in the industry, he declared NBC is prepared
to assume its proper burden and is
willing to join with other industry
elements to negotiate to that end.
He cited BMI as the answer, saying NBC already pledged $250,000
toward its fund.
The Klauber walkout incident
was a surprise. It was seen as the
harbinger of a bitter-end fight, insofar as that network is concerned.
At the March 21 meeting called
by ASCAP's general manager, John
Page 10 • April 1, 1940

Song

Writers

Welcome

BMI

as Member

But Caesar Decries Industry Motives
BROADCAST MUSIC Inc. was
right to use music on stistaining
welcomed as an addition to the programs should be sold to the
music publishing industry by Irv- broadcasters, and the writers and
ing Caesar, president of the Song- publishers should deal directly with
writers Protective Assn., in an ad- the sponsors of commercial programs in allowing their music to be
dress March 26 to the SPA memberbroadcast under sponsorship. But
the broadcasters do not want that,
ship at the
organization's
meeting
in the
Hotel Astor,annual
New he stated, as they prefer the
York. Though he decried the mo- blanket arrangement that enables
tives of the broadcasting industry them to act as middlemen and to
in endeavoring to set up its own
sell "package shows" to the adversource of music instead of continu- tisGrs.
"ASCAP has no fight with the
ing to rely
on
ASCAP's
"great
reservoir of the best of American
advertiser," he said. "He pays and
music",
saidtothat
any for
SPABMImem-so
ber washefree
write
pays the
well.ASCAP
If the broadcasters
like
charges, let don't
them
long as the new publishing com- step aside and we'll deal directly
pany accepted the standard SPA
with the advertisers. They don't
contract conditions.
for nothing."
Thesomething
new ASCAP
plan, Mr.
In answer to a question Mr. want
Caesar said although it is possible Caesar averred, will correct a serious abuse in the current contract.
that in BMI the broadcasters intend to set up their own licensing The 5% payment from the sale of
time, he said, has turned out to be
agency in competition to ASCAP,
there are already other licensing only 1%%, since the networks sell
groups in existence and SPA is not their affiliates to an advertiser at
bound to any of them but is organ- card rates but pass along to these
ized solely to protect songwriters in affiliates only 25% to 30% of card
their dealings with publishers. He rates, so that when ASCAP came
collect its 5% from the stations
pointed out, however, that a writer to
assigning his rights to BMI cannot it found it was getting only 5% of
also assign them to ASCAP, or 30%, or 1V2%, of what the advervice versa.
tiser paid the networks. But from
Stating he was a member of now on, he said, ASCAP will clear
at
the
source and the network will
A S C A P's radio committee, Mr.
Caesar said that he nevertheless
pay on the whole amount and the
did not agree with all their actions. station will pay nothing for network programs.
In his opinion, he declared, only the
G. Paine, there were present seven
representatives of ASCAP and 12
for the broadcasting industry. NAB
President Miller was not invited.
After Mr. Paine had read the
ASCAP proposition, Mr. Klauber
it is reported, asserted that the
NAB would take care of CBS' music affairs and then simply walked
out.
Paine Writes to Paley
On the same day Mr. Paine wrote
CBS President Paley, accusing Mr.
Klauber of discourteous conduct
and asked that in the future CBS
be represented by some person
other than the executive vice-president. In his letter, Mr. Paine said
that after the meeting got under
way, he read the prepared state-

ment giving the details of the plan
and then invited discussion.
"Without any further a d o,"
wrote
official,
"Mr.
Klauber the
aroseASCAP
and after
delivering
himself a few mumbled remarks,
indistinct and unclear, peremptorily left the room. The committee
feels that this man's conduct was
unbecoming a gentleman and completely discourteous and certainly
an abuse of the invitation extended to your company. We are certainly reluctant to believe that this
discourtesy reflects in any degree
the spirit of your company."
Mr. Paine concluded that he
would be "personally grateful" if
CBS will be represented "by some
person other than Klauber in any

future
between
He
said it discussions
was the first
letter us."
of this
nature that had been written in 25
years of ASCAP's existence.
Coming Mr.
stoutly
Mr. Klauber's
defense,
Paleyto wrote
th e
ASCAP general manager the following day that he had known his
executive vice-president for many
years and knew "that it is impossible for him to behave in the manner interpreted by you in your let-

'f
^
^'
^
f

ter."
Declaring
had Power
heard accounts '|
Has heFull
of the meeting
not only
fromReam
Mr '
Klauber
but from
Joseph
CBS counsel, he retorted to Mr.
Paine:
"I am amazed that you should
write such a letter or try to tell
one of your largest customers whq
shall or shall not be delegated tc
have business dealings with you
Mr. Klauber was very much disturbed at the obvious attempt tr
eliminate the NAB from the discussions with you, and stated clearly that so far as his company wasconcerned, your proposals would be
referred to the Negotiating Committee of the NAB. I am heartily
in accord with the determinatior
to resist all attempts to split oui
industry into hostile camps.
"Mr. Klauber, as executive vice
president of this company, has complete charge of such business matters as may arise between your Society and this company. If at anj
time he chooses to delegate this
function to someone else, that ie
wholly a matter for his own deciPresent at the March 21 sessior
were Lenox Lohr, president, anc
Niles Trammell, executive vicepresident, for NBC; Alfred J. McCosker, president of WOR anc
chairman of the board of Mutual
Julius
sion." F. Seebach, vice-presideni
of
WOR; ofFred
Weber,
manager
MBS;
E. M.genera',
Antrim
secretary of WON and MBS:
Messrs. Klauber and Ream foi
CBS; Walter J. Damm, general
manager of WTMJ, Milwaukee:
William Weisman, vice-presiden1
and counsel for WMCA, New York
P. W. Morency, general managei
of WTIC, Hartford, and Clair R
McCollough,
Mason-Dixon general
Group. manager of
Present for ASCAP were Mr
Paine; Walter Fischer; Irving
Caesar; Oscar Hammerstein II:
Herman Starr, Warner Bros, executive; Charles Schwartz, ASCAF
general counsel, and Herman Finkelstein, ASCAP attorney. Strangely absent was E. C. Mills, chairman of the ASCAP Administrativf
Committee, who had carried on all
previous contractual negotiations
zona.
President Gene Buck was in Ai-iMiller's Statement
Following the ASCAP sessioil
and the snubbing of NAB, President Miller made public a statement in which he berated the
ASCAP demands. Asserting that a
100%) increase was sought, he saiq
the demand was made in spite ot
the fact that the broadcasting industry pays five times as much
money into ASCAP as any othei
industry and represents over twoHe added:
thirds
of ASCAP's total revenue.
"Although most
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[{if statement talks about the alleviaii; tion of certain abuses which
!;■; ASCAP itself admits exist in its
: present licensing system, when the
camouflage is stripped away the
a proposal boils down to a demand
Li that the broadcasting industry
i^: should double its payments for the
fj,, radio performing rights in the comiVi positions controlled by ASCAP's
publisher and composer members,
ti) "ASCAP's
put forward withoutdemand
previouswasnegotiation
with broadcasters and after a re^ fusal to meet with the Negotiating
^'' Although
Committee ASCAP
appointedattempts
by the to
NAB.
vide the broadcasting
industry diby
making concessions to certain
. groups, the total amount of the reis inconsuggests
Ijjductions which
siderable itcompared
to the
total
amount involved.
"Moreover, ASCAP's new plan
perpetuates the major abuse about
' ' which broadcasters have always
f'' complained, and requires broadcasters to pay to ASCAP a percentage of all broadcasting revenue, even that obtained for programs which do not utilize ASCAP
music, such as news broadcasts,
• sports events and programs of
classical music. The broadcasting
' ' industry vnll be unified in resisting demands, the effect of which
Ij would be to impose charges wholly
. . destructive of the American system
'' of broadcasting.
"ASCAP is again attempting to
take advantage of its monopoly of
l'- popular music to impose an unfair
of payment upon
method and rate
j j broadcasters,
but ASCAP has this
time overreached itself and has
■ made demands which the broadcast, , ing industry must resist as a matIJ ter of life and death.
^1 "These demands will strengthen
!,[ Broadcast
Music Inc.,
the by
organization recently
created
the
':' broadcasting
industry
to
foster
new
creative talent by increasing the
i'; already widespread support of its
aims."
L:
Rosenbaum's Letter
In behalf of IRNA, acting for
1;' all network affiliates, its executive
1' committee March 23 sent to all of
ij( the some 350 affiliated stations a
T plea and a warning. Authored by
■f WFIL,
Chairman
Samuel R.theRosenbaum,
Philadelphia,
notice said

'f that the evident object of ASCAP
^1 is now, as it was before, to split
and separate the industry by of' fering "painted candy to the lit' tie fellows."
"
The whole proposition was de; scribed as a "composition for male
chorus to the tune of 'Soak the
; , Networks' in the hope everybody
; will join in." Asserting that affil■ ; iates have no intention of pulling
' chestnuts out of the fire for the
networks, IRNA said that common
sense dictates that affiliates are part
'•■ ' of the networks and there is a point
1 ' at which network operation be■ ' comes unprofitable.
'■ t
"If it does", he said, "the neti work system of broadcasting, as we
<■ '■ know it, will become a thing of the
' past and we know that if that hapI ' pens we will all be the losers."
Pointing out that acceptability
' of ASCAP's offer to affiliates is en' tirely dependent upon its accept'■- ' ance by the networks, IRNA stated that independent non-network
,1
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Terms

Offered

in
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ASCAP

License

where the amount paid is solely in
payment for cost of lines, wire charges,
etc.

THE SOCIETY recognizes in its licensing program four distinct and separate group.s within the radio industry.
1. The small independent station
whose annual grcss is in the neighborhood of $.30,000 or less.
2. An intermediate group of stations independent and otherwise, each
of which by virtue of location, type of
program, service to the community,
general radio policy, and amount of
business done is in a different category from the small station.
3. The large station which by affiliation, by prestige, by virtue of location
and territory it serves has an opportunity to make substantial profits out
of its business.
4. The chain which does not operate any radio station as such (it may
own stations, it may have a controlling
interest in stations), but its primary
business is not the operation of a station but the sale of advertising, "time
on the air," and supply of programs,
commonly known as "networks".
License Provisions
The lowing :license will contain the fol1. Limited to non-visual broadcasting (television is excluded).
2. Network programs must be
cleared at the source.
3. Radio stations are divided into
three groups, paying license fees of
3%, 4% and 5% respectively.
4. The percentages paid by licensees
are computed upon the gross amount
paid by the advertiser for use of the
station's broadcasting facilities with
only the
mit ed : following deductions per(a) tually
1.0%
paid. agency discount, if ac(b) Amounts received from political
broadcasts, from religious broadcasts

(c) Certain costs of artists especially employed for a particular program and certain costs for news programs, athletic events and similar
events, provided that the minimum sum
allocated to percentage must not be
less than the highest rate charged for
a similar period of time over licensee's
station.
(d) Amounts received from network
for
have re-broadcasting
been cleared at programs
the source. which
5. The sustaining fee of stations in
the 3% group is made nominal (.$12
per year). The amounts to be charged
as sustaining fees to the 4% class will
be approximately 25% less than presently charged. The sustaining fees for
the 5% class are about the same as
presently charged. Stations in the 4%
and 5%tunity togroups
an of
opporrecoup are
the given
payment
the
sustaining fee after the license paid
reaches a certain amount.
Network Contract
6. There is a separate contract for
networks in which the network broadcaster agrees to clear aU programs at
the source and to pay 7%% of the
amount received by it from advertisers.
TThe license will permit the deductions
from the gross which are enjoyed by
the individual station and will contain the protective clauses for the
Society that are required by it from
the individual station. This rate may
be reduced to 5% in the case of such
network operations as are made necessary because of local conditions.
7. The license to individual stations
does not give them the right to rebroadcast programs
compositions whichcontaining
have not ASCAP
been cleared

stations also should view it with
caution. The basic reason all affiliates are holding out for "clearance at the source", the notice said,
is that network programs contain
all the popular numbers and many
operators feel they can operate locally without ASCAP music as long
as the networks continue to feed
them. Insofar as the independents
are concerned, it was stated the
popular network programs which
for music espopularity
promote tablish
audience for independents
largely with i-ecordwho
ings operate
and transcriptions. They, it
was said, "would find ASCAP
tunes falling upon deaf ears in
their own localities unless the networks were making them familiar

ASCAP at Colleges
ANOTHER facet of the ASCAP
"goodwill
program
reflected in tour"
the lecture
tour isbeing
made by S. Stephenson Smith,
ASCAP educational counselor, to
various club and college audiences
over the country. Recently Prof.
Smith addressed students of Colorado College, Colorado Springs, at
a regular college convocation,
speaking on "The Fire Arts in a
Democracy". In addition to his lectures, he is reported to be making
a first-hand inquiry into regional
and campus activities in creative
and interpretive arts. Previously
several other ASCAP officials have
made "goodwill appearances",
speaking before civic and service
clubs over the country.

andIt popular."
is common sense, IRNA added, that anyone who accepts or
signs up the ASCAP proposition
in its present form without knowing what the networks will do "is
in a poke". IRNA caua pig
buying tioned
that if the networks accepted the ASCAP deal it should be
expected that they would try to find
arge"
to "back-ch
a way
at the
the extra cost against
affiliates
the
it said that
that
source. Beyond
the ASCAP position perpetuates a
receipts of every statax ontion gross
and shuts out the possibility
only on programs or for
of paying
as used.
music
Argument for BMI
As an alternative, IRNA pointed
to Broadcast Music. ASCAP published its terms for a new deal
now instead of December in order
to discourage the growth of BMI,
it was contended. "Now, if ever,
is the time for the broadcasting
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Proposal

. . .

at the source. If such programs are
broadcast, the sum equal to 10% of
the station's highest card rate for such
a program is to be paid ASCAP in lieu
of treating fringethe
broadcast as an inment ofcopyright.
8. If a licensee having "a single station contract" engages in network
broadcasting, such licensee and the Socity will agree to enter into the Chain
Broadcast License agreement.
9. The Society has the right to restrict not more than 1.000 compositions at any one time. Licensee has the
right to cancel if on 60 days notice the
number stricted
of list compositions
reexceeds 1,000 on
and the
is not
reduced to 1,000 or less during the 60day10.period.
If anti-ASCAP laws are passed
iny any State, which in the opinion of
ASCAl? impede or prevent the full
performance of the license agreement,
the Society
maystations
terminate
the agreement as to the
in such
State.
11. The Society gives the licensee
the same indemnity as in previous
contracts.
12. The duration of the contract has
not yet
beendefinite
decided.
will final
depend on the
termsThisof the
agreement and the wishes of the
broadcasters in the matter.
In the opinion of the Society this
plan will bring substantially increased
stabroadcasting
the radio each
benefitstion. Astoheretofore
station will
varied
and
large
a
have available
ervoir of music assisting it to meet resits
intithe_
serving
of
purpose
primary
mate needs of the locality in which it
is situated. At the same time it will
help to make the income of the Sonearly comciety from radiothemore
value of the Somensurate with
dustry.
ciety's contribution to the radio in-

was to hold together and to avoid
haste, was apparent. Moreover, it
appeared evident that not only the
networks but many formidable
groups would rally behind BMI. At
a meeting March 22, BMI elected
as vice-presi
Tompkins
Merrittdent inE.addition
duties as
to his
While no stategeneralment manager.
was forthcoming, it was indicated BMI is negotiating for the
acquisition as of several catalogs regarded basic, which might go
a long way toward filling the industry's requirements should a
break finally result with ASCAP.
Dififerent Kinds of Nets
ASCAP general manager Paine
was asked by Broadcasting how
much he believed the Society would
receive under the proposed plan.
industry to stand together and act He said the amount could not be
estimated now because it is imposas a unit," it was stated. IRNA's
sible to figure the revenue to be
advice was "Don't get up a high
derived from network broadcasts.
blood pressure over the ASCAP
proposition. It is to your advan- Defining a network program as one
originated by one station and retage to stand
by BMI."
IRNA's
estimate
of ASCAP de- broadcast on one or more additional stations, he said that each such
mands was that it seeks a 50% increase, or about $2,500,000 addi- broadcast must be cleared at the
source and covered by a network
tional, based on 1940 returns.
contract with ASCAP for which
"Probably it is perfectly human
for ASCAP to try to add 50% to varying rates will be charged according to the type of network.
its take in one year," IRNA stat"ASCAP," he stated, "reserves
ed. "If it is strong enough to succeed, that will only mean we are the right to distinguish between
weak enough to let it. If we are, it networks the same as it does between individual stations, and all
is our own fault and we deserve no
rates will be worked out in accordWith ASCAP President Buck
situation."as
the competitive
Michigan Network
and
his board prepared to start Takingance to the
sympathy."
an example, he said this group was
negotiations
about
April
15
to
formulate the new contracts, many
designed to compete with individual
high-powered Detroit stations and
group huddles were in progress
ASCAP rate would probamong broadcasters. That the pre- that its
(Continued on page 97)
ponderant opinion in the industry
April J, 1940
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Highest

Court

Business, Program
Control Taken
FCC
From
By SOL TAISHOFF
ABSOLUTE POWER to license
new broadcast stations, without regard for the economic injury which
may be suffered by existing stations, was won by the FCC in the
Supreme Court of the United
States March 25 in a unanimous
opinion which at the same time
clearly strips the Commission of
supervisory control of programs,
business management or policy of
broadcast stations.
In the most important ruling yet
rendered by the highest tribunal in
the dozen years that have elapsed
since radio regulation began, the
court sustained the Commission's
contention that the "survival of the
fittest" theory should prevail. In
the same opinion, however, the
court pegged the FCC as a sort of
super-traffic cop of radio and pointed out that regulation of rates and
charges and other measures which
are necessary if free competition
is to be permitted were specifically
forbidden the FCC by Congress.
The court held that the broadcasting field is open to anyone, provided there be an available frequency over which he can broadcast without interference to others,
if he shows his competency, the
adequacy of his equipment and
financial ability to make good use
of the assigned channel.
Right of Appeal
While winning its main contention of unlimited competition, the
FCC lost its argument that existing stations have no appealable interest and therefore cannot properly seek a review of the Commission's decision. To the contrary
court broadened the scope of the
appealable actions in deciding the socalled Sanders case, in which the
new fundamental law was written.
Because of the wide scope of the
opinion, the FCC did not regard it
as a smashing victory. As a matter
of fact, it was felt that many points
remain to be clarified, and the view
was expressed in some quarters
that the indlistrv "lost the battle
but won the war".
The unanimous opinion was delivered by Associate Justice Owen
J. Roberts. Associate Justice James
C. McReynolds did not participate.
The appeal was on certiorari by the
FCC from the decision of the Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia which had reversed the
Commission on the ground that its
action in granting the application
of the Dubuque (la.) TelegraphHerald for a new station in that
city was arbitrary and capricious,
since WKBB, the existing station,
had held that it would suffer ruinous competition and that the city
could not support both stations.
The opinion, coming on the heels
of the Supreme Court's ruling Jan.
29 in the so-called Pottsville case
[Broadcasting, Feb. 1], in which
it gave the Commission a freer
Page 12 • April J, 1940

Upholds

Free

Competition
Supreme Court ruling as a basis
for something far more drastic.
This has been rumored around the
Excerpts from the Supreme Court Decision
Commission but hardly above a
whisper.
THE ACT contains no express command that in passing upon an appliMoreover, the long-awaited Netcation the Commission must consider the effect of competition with an
work Monopoly Report may conexisting station.
ceivably fit into the Commission's
The Act does not essay to regulate the business of the licensee. The future operations in the light of
Commission is given no supervisory control of the programs, of business this phase of the Supreme Court'
management or of policy.
rulings. With a strong anti-network sentiment existing in some
The broadcasting field is open to anyone, provided there be an avail- Commission quarters, it would not
able frequency over which he can broadcast without interference to surprise close observers to see the
others, if he shows his competency, the adequacy of his equipment, and
epochal Supreme Court opinion
financial ability to make good use of the assigned channel.
used as a basis for changes in the
broadcast
structure on a wide scale.
No person is to have anything in the nature of a property right as a
result of the granting of a license.
Multiple ownership of stations, by
networks and other non-network
Licenses are limited to a maximum of three years' duration, may be
revoked, and need not be renewed. Thus the channels presently occupied groups, particularly in the same
remain free for new assignment to another licensee in the interest of the cities, has been under fire within
the Commission for some time.
listening public.
Capital Reactions
Economic injury to an existing station is not a separate and indeReactions among Washington rapendent element to be taken into consideration by the Commission in
dio counsel and broadcast observdetermining whether it shall grant or withhold a license.
ers were varied in analyzing the
It does not follow that, because the licensee of a station cannot resist opinion. Some viewed it as a disthe grant of a license to another, on the ground that the resulting comtinct victory for the American syspetition may work economic injury to him, he has no standing to appeal
tem of broadcasting, since it clearfrom an order of the Commission granting the application.
ly establishes radio as a non-public
utility, reaffirms the Congressional
tion and "may be revoked and need mandate against rate regulation,
See page 48 for comments by
not be renewed". It added that the and specifically alludes to the fact
Washington radio attorneys
that the Commission has nothing
channels
main free presently
for a new occupied
assignment"reto to do with programs, business manon significance of Supreme
another licensee in the interest of
Court decision.
agement or policy of stations. Moreover, they pointed out that the libtheOnlistening
public."
this score, observers saw deleeral interpretation of the appellate
hand in dealing with applications
to the Commission of far- provisions means aggrieved broadfor new stations and eliminated all reachinggationnew
powers transcending
casters are assured of a day in
questions of priority of filing, was anything it has
ever before pos- court and that, by the same token,
seen as one which may have a farsessed. This section of the dictum
reaching effect on future adminis- might be interpreted as meaning the Commission's iron-clad policy
interventions in protration of broadcasting by the FCC. that the Commission can reallocate of preventing
ce dings isopened.
Like the Pottsville case, it was a at will. This point was viewed as
Others, however, found the opinvictory for the philosophies es- particularly timely, in the light of
ion disquieting because of the feelpoused by William J. Dempsey, 34- the impending revision of allocaing that the Commission can be
year-old FCC general counsel, and
tions under the Havana Treaty, in
his associate, William C. Koplovitz, which all stations above 720 kc. judged only by its past actions.
They foresee that it can license
assistant general counsel.
are slated for changed assignments. new stations without regard to pubOne immediate repercussion, it Whereas it has generally been aclic interest considerations though
was thought, might be the wholecepted that this reallocation would
sale filing of applications for new be virtually automatic as provided the court pointed out that the Commission should not entirely disrestations in major markets. Since under the treaty terms, the sogard the question of competition.
the decision gives the FCC virtual- called rigid regulation majority of
they found in the conly unlimited authority to license the Commission might use the new Moreover,
clusion that the Commission can renew stations, it is expected that apvoke
or
refuse
to renew a license
plicants will flock to the more im'Survival' Theory Upheld
at
any
time
—
a
weapon it might
portant centers in the hope of acuse with devastating effect.
quiring licenses. The only limitaPractically all observers felt that
tion on the Commission's authority
by virtue of the Supreme Court
appears to be that of undue techniruling the Commission must forego
cal interference, though, as the
its forays into programs, station
opinion was phrased, existing licenpolicies and fiscal operations. Such
sees who feel they are aggrieved
things as voluminous questionwill have almost an automatic apnaires invading innermost phases
peal to the lower court.
of station operation, inquiries into
Property Right Issue
programs whatever their nature
(unless they are obscene, profane
The court went beyond the scope
or indecent) and certain other FCC
of the issue in the Sanders case
activities presumably would go by
and wrote new law which may be
even more significant than the free
the boards, under these interpretations. Whether the Commission will
competition issue. Justice Roberts
follow that course, or devise some
said that the policy of the Act is
way
of continuing
clear that "no person is to have
remained
conjectural. the practices,
anything in the nature of a propPlan New Appeal
erty right" as the result of the
granting of a license. This apOn the heels of its technical vicpeared to negative a previous Sutories in both the Pottsville and
preme Court judgment that someSanders cases, the Dempsey-Koplothing in the nature of an expecvitz team was preparing March 28
tancy of renewal existed. But the
to seek a Supreme Court review of
court even went beyond that and
a third basic issue, embracing the
stated that licenses are limited to
question whether the lower court
WILLIAM J. DEMPSEY
(Continued on page 58)
a maximum of three years' dura-
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After
the
Supreme
IT'S THE "survival of the fittest" henceforth. The U. S. Supreme Court has held
that the FCC can license stations indiscriminately, insofar as competition with existing
licensees is concerned, so long as the public interest is served. A licensee, to use the court's
language, w^ill "survive or succumb according
to his ability to make his programs attractive
to the public".
While many broadcasters may not like the
opinion, it may prove a blessing, depending
upon its administration by the FCC. In holding
that free competition should prevail, the court
at the same time restated unequivocally that
broadcasting is not a public utility and cannot
be subjected to rate regulation. More than that,
it stated without mincing words that the Commis ion isgiven no supervisory control of programs, business management or station policy.
From that standpoint, the decision can only
be viewed as a victory for the American system of broadcasting. It means that the FCC
itself must mend its ways. The court has ruled
that scrutiny of programs, unnecessary snoop-

Court
Victory,
What?
—
An Editorial
the court under the new law. It is true that the
ing into fiscal operation of stations, voluminous
questionnaires seeking information on profits,
Supreme Court's ruling, except for the techlosses, salaries, nepotism, and other operations
nical right of appeal by licensees (which the
court broadens) follows closely the philosophy
of
stations are no concern of the licensing authority.
of the FCC's general counsel, William J. Dempsey. For him it is a brilliant victory. But it
A good station, well-managed, does not fear
is also true that while the Law Department
legitimate competition. But broadcasters have
had ample reason to dread the kind of regulaespoused the "free competition" theory, with
tory tactics indulged in by the FCC. The Su"traffic cop" duties as a primary FCC function,
the Commission itself has followed an unbridled
preme Court's opinion spells out the limitacourse of regulation of anything and everytions of the FCC's authority over broadcasting.
If the Commission adheres to the letter and
thing it pleases to take within purview.
the intent of what henceforth will be known
Thus it becomes a question of man-power
and follow-through. If the FCC adheres to the
as
the Dubuque
case,Themany
broadcasters'
worries
will be over.
court ofadmonished
the
letter of the Supreme Court ruling and conFCC not to disregard competition where both
tents itself with technical regulation, all sho\ild
be well. But if, as many suspect it intends, it
the new and the existing station might "go
persists in traveling in its present groove, the
under" or where the public might be deprived
of service. That is a safety valve which, it is
only anwer will be new court tests and new
to be hoped, the Commission will observe.
legislation. "Survival of the fittest" is a laudaShould the FCC flout the new opinion and
tory democratic principle just so long as it
continue its rampages into programs, as well
isn't used as a device to hamstring the very
service Congress intended to provide — public
as figuratively search the file cabinets of staservice.
tions, it seems to us recourse can be taken to

3'

Full Text of The
Supreme
Court's
Mr. Justice Roberts delivered the terest, convenience, and necessity
opinion of the Court.
would
served" by such
action. Theof
divisionbe promulgated
a statement
We took this case to resolve important issues of substance and procedthe facts and of the grounds of deure arising under the Communications
cision, reciting that both applicants
were legally, teehnieall.v, and financiAct of 1934, as amended.^
Jan. 20, 1936, the Telegraph Herald,
ally qualified to undertake the proa newspaper published in Dubuque,
posed construction and operation ; that
there was need in Dubuque and the
la., filed with the petitioner an application for a construction permit to erect surrounding territory for the services
a broadcasting station in that city. of both stations, and that no question
May 14, 1936, the respondent, who had of electrical interference between the
two stations was involved.
for some years held a broadcasting
license for, and had operated, Station
A rehearing was denied and responWKBB at East Dubuque, 111., directly
dent appealed to the Court of Appeals
for
the District of Columbia. That
across the Mississippi River from Dubuque, la., applied for a permit to court entertained the appeal and held
move its transmitter and studios to that one of the issues wliich the Commission should have tried was that of
the last named city and to install its
.station there.
alleged economic injury to the responAug. 18, 1936, respondent asked
dent's station bystation
the establishment
an additional
and that theof
leave to intervene in the Telegraph
Herald proceeding, alleging in its pe- Commission had erred in failing to
tition, inter alia, that there was an in- make findings on that issue. It decided
sufiiciency of advertising revenue to that, in the ab.senee of such findings,
support an additional station in Dubuthe
Commission's
action
in granting
inie and insufficient talent to furnish
the Telegraph
Herald
permit
must be
programs for an additional station ; set aside as arbitrary and capricious."
that adeciuate service was being renEconomic Injury
dered to the communit.y by Station
WKBB and there was no need for any
The
petitioner's
contentions Act
are
that under the Communications
additional radio outlet in Dubuque and
economic
injury
to
a
competitor
is
not
that the granting of the Telegraph
ground for refusing a broadcasting
Herald application would not serve the alicense
and that, since this is so, the
public interest, convenience, and ne- respondent
was not a person aggrieved,
cessity. Intervention was permitted
and both applications were set for con- or whose interests were adversely afsolidated bearing.
fected, l)ymeaning
the Tdmniission's
action,
within the
of Section 402(b)
Examiner Favored Denial
of the Act which authorizes appeals
The respondent and the Telegraph
from the Commission's orders.
Herald offered evidence in support of
The respondent
asserts
the petitioner in argument
belowthatcontented
their respective applications. The reitself with the contention that the respondent's proof showed
that that
its station had operated
at a loss;
the
had failed
to produce
evidence spondent
requiring
a finding
of probable
area proposed to be served by the
Telegraph Herald was substantially
economic injury to it. It is consequently insisted that the petitioner is
the same as that served by the respondent and that, of the advertisers re- not in a position here to defend its
failure to make stich findings on the
lied on to support the Telegraph Herald station, more than half had used
ground that it is not required by the
Act to consider any such issue. By its
the respondent's station for advertising.
petition
rehearing inmade
the court
low, theforCommission
dear beits
An e.xaminer reported that the application of the Telegraph Herald
position as now advanced. The decishould be denied and that of the resion of the court below, and the challenge made in petition for rehearing
sjiondent granted. On exceptions of the
and
here
by the Commission, raise a
Tftrgraph Herald, and ai^ter oral arKUMH'iit. the broadcasting division of fundamental question as to the function and powers of the Commission
petitioner made an order granting both
we think that, on the record it
iipI)lications, reciting that "public in- and
is oi>en here.
Stat.
1064' Act
; Actof ofJune
June19,5, 19,34.
1936, c.c. 652,
511. 48
49 Stat.
- Sanders Brothers Radio Station v. Fed1475; Act of May 20, 19.37, c. 229, 50
eral Communications Commission, 106 F.
Stat. 189, 47 U. S. C. 151, et seq.
(2d) 321.
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Decision in 'Economic
Injury' Case
First. We hold that resulting eco- are not common carriers and are not
nomic injury to a rival station is not to be dealt with as such." Thus the
in and of itself, and apart from con- Act recognizes that the field of broadcasting is one of free competition. The
siderations of public convenience, interest, or necessity, an element the pe- sections dealing with broadcasting
titioner must weigh and as to which
demonstrate that Congress has not, in
it must make findings in passing on
its regulatory scheme, abandoned the
an application for a broadcasting li- principle of free competition, as it has
cense.
done in
of railroads,'
respect of the
whichcaseregulation
involvesin the
§ 307(a) of the Communications
of wasteful practices due
Act directs that "the Commission, if suppression
competition, the regulation of rates
publicsity will
convenience,
interest, subject
or neces-to to
and charges, and other measures which
be served thereby,
are unnecessary if free competition is
the limitations of this Act, shall grant
to any applicant therefor a station li- to be permitted.
An important
element affecting
of public the
inby this and
Act."
This
mandatecenseisprovided
givenformeaning
contour
terest and convenience
by the other provisions of the statute
issue of a license is the ability of the
and the subject matter with which it licensee to render the best practicable
service to the community reached by
deals.^ The Act contains no express
command that in passing upon an ap- his broadcasts. That such ability ma.v
plication the Commission must conthe Act contemplates insider the effect of competition with an be assured
quiry by the Commission, inter alia,
existing
station.
Whether
the
Commission should consider the subject must into an applicant's financial qualifications to operate the proposed station.'
depend upon the purpose of the Act
and the specific provisions intended to
Open to Anyone
effectuate that purpose.
But the Act does not essay to reguThe genesis of the Communications
late the business
of theno licensee.
"The
Commission
is given
supervisory
Act and the necessity for the adoption
control
of
the
programs,
of
business
of some such regulatory measure is a
or of policy. In short, the
matter of history. The number of avail- management
broadcasting field is open to anyone,
able radio frequencies is limited. The
attempt by a broadcaster to u.se a provided there be an available freover which he can broadcast
given frequency in disregard of its without quency
interference to others, if he
prior usefusionbyand interference,
others, thus creating
deprives conthe shows his competency, the adequacy of
public of the full benefit of radio au- his equipment, and financial ability to
dition. Unless Congress had exercised
make good use of the assigned chanits power over interstate commerce to nel.
The policy of the Act is clear that
bring about allocation of available freno person is to have anything in the
quencies and to regulate the employment of transmission equipment the nature of a property right as a result
result would have been an impairment
of the granting of a license. Licenses
of the effective use of these facilities are limited to a maximum of three
by anyone. The fundamental purpose
.years' duration, may be revoked, and
of Congress in respect of broadcasting
need not be renewed. Thus the chanwas the allocation and regulation of
nels presently occupied remain free for
the use of radio frequencies by pro- a new assignment to another licensee
in the interest of the listening public.
hibiting such use except under license.
Plainly it is not the purpose of the
Not a Common Carrier
Act to protect a licensee against comIn contradistinction to communicapetition but to protect the public. Congress intended to leave competition in
tion by telephone and telegraph, which
the Communications Act recognizes as the business of broadcasting where it
a common carrier activity and regu- found it, to permit a licensee who was
electrically with other
lates accordingly in analogy to the reg- not interfering
{Continued on page 62)
ulation of rail and other carriers by
the Interstate
Commerce
the
Act recognizes
that Commission,'
broadcasters
■• See § 3 (h), 47 U. S. C. § 153(h).
Radio Commission v. Nelson Bros. Co.,
» Compare Texas & Pacific Ry. v. Gulf,
289 U. S. 266. 285.
etc. Ry.,
tion Case,270264U. U.S. S.266,258.277 ; Chicago Junc' See Title II, §§ 201-221, 47 U. S. C.
'See § 308(b), 47 U. S. C. § 308(b).
§§ 201-221.
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Spence Resigning
Post
NAB
From
C. E. Arney Is Named as
Neville Miller's Assistant
WITH the long-expected resignation of Edwin M. Spence as secretary-treasurer ofthe NAB, President Neville Miller announced appointment ofC. E.
Arney Jr., public
relations director
of KMO-KJR, Seattle, to the newly-created post of
assistant to the
president. It is
expected Mr.
Arney also will be
appointed secretary-treasurer at
Spence
the next meeting
of the NAB board.
Mr. Spence, whose resignation
becomes effective May 1, has been
on the executive staff of the NAB
since its reorganization two years
ago. A veteran broadcaster, he was
one of the oldest members of the
NAB and had served for several
years as a member of its board and
as its vice-president in 1930-1931.
He has been chairman of the annual
convention committee for the last
14 years.
Seeks New Station
Interested in other broadcast activities, Mr. Spence is associated
v/ith Capital Broadcasting Co.,
"which recently filed an application
for a new local station in Washington. It is understood he desired to
pursue this application and engage
in other activities. His associates in
the Washington station venture are
Stanley Horner and Dyke Cummum, well-known Washington business men. Mr. Spence would become
general manager of the station.
Mr. Arney, who is 49, was to
leave Seattle April 1 and report to
NAB headquarters about April 15.
Under instructions from Mr. Miller
he is to visit Portland, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Salt Lake City,
Denver, Kansas City, Chicago and
other cities to contact stations prior
to taking up his official duties here.
A lawyer, Mr. Arney was graduated from Washington State U in
1915 and spent the next three years
in the Attorney General's office in
Washington. He returned to the
Northwest where he engaged in associate work with various organizations until 1932. At that time he
became editorial commentator and
reporter at KOL, Seattle, and afterward engaged in numerous radio
activities and conducted programs
from Olympia on legislative activities. He has been public relations
director of KOMO-KJR for several
years. He is the father of twin
daughters.
Cigar Participations
WEBSTER -EISENLOHR, New
York, on April 1 will start a spring
campaign for Henrietta and Cinco
cigars using six-weekly participations on Musical Clock programs on
KYW, Philadelphia, and 18 spots
weekly on Tony Wakeman's Sports
Page of the Air daily program on
WOL, Washington. N. W. Ayer &
Son, New York, handles the account.
THE! international executive board of
the American Communications Assn.
has arranged for its fifth national
convention, opening April 8 in the
Hotel LaSalle, Chicago.
Page 14 • April 1, 1940

CBS Aids Press
REPORTS of shortwave
broadcasts from Europe are
now given to press associations, newspapers and magazines by CBS, which started
this service in March. The reports particularly
cover governmental broadcasts
over
European stations. The new
service is described as more
rapid than any other available to publications and is
frequently
columns. quoted in the news

Fagan Returns to CBS
As Asst. Sales Manager
WILLIAM J. FAGAN, formerly
business manager of the radio department of Benton & Bowles, New
York, on April 1
rejoins the CBS
network sales department as assistant sales manager, according to
William C. Gittinger, CBS vicep resident in
charge of sales.
Mr. Fagan had
Mr. Fag
^ an f^.^
beenj^ with
CBS
December
1929 to July 1937, first in the sales
promotion department and later as
sales service manager and account
representative.
Mr. Fagan will specialize in the
development and extension of the
service end of CBS operations,
while Allyn Jay Marsh, recently
appointed assistant sales manager,
specializes in the solicitation of
new business.
'Good Will Hour' to Blue
STERLING PRODUCTS Co., New
York, on April 21 will transfer the
Ironized Yeast Good Will Hour,
which has been heard on MBS for
the last two years, to an NBC-Blue
network of about 50 stations Sundays, 10-11 p.m. The program also
will be heard on WMCA, New York,
at the same hour, that station having created the program and having continued to carry it with
Mutual. Donald Flamm, president
of WMCA, is at present in Hollywood negotiating with film companies for a motion picture to be
based on the program. Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York, is the agency.
Sterling Buys Cummer
STERLING PRODUCTS Co., New
York, which recently purchased
Ironized Yeast from J. G. Dodson
Proprietaries, has bought from the
Amster Bros, full rights to the
Cummer Products Co., Bedford, O.,
which controls Energine products,
Molle shaving cream and K 1 i n g
dental powder. Reported price was
$6,000,000. Cummer Products currently sponsors Battle of the Sexes
for Molle on NBC-Red, and What
Would You Have Done? for Energine on NBC-Blue. Stack-Goble
Adv. Agency, Chicago, handles the
Cummer account.
Hamilton Watch Test
HAMILTON WATCH Co., Lancaster, Pa., on April 1 started 100
one-minute transcribed announcements on WOW, Omaha, and WHO,
Des Moines. H. W. Kastor & Sons,
Chicago, is agency.

AP Meets on Radio
ANALYSIS of the replies of Associated Press members to the question aire on further commercialization of AP news on the air [Broadcasting, March 15] has been postboardApril
of directorsponed
meetsuntilintheNewAP York
17 to
19, preceding the annual membership meeting April 22. The. radio
question was to have been considered by theatAPa board's
committee
meeting executive
late in
March,celedbutbecause
thatof meeting
was
the loss o f tcanw o
members, — Frederick E. Murphy,
Minneapolis Times - Tribune, who
died Feb. 14, and Frank Gannett,
who resigned from the AP board
when he announced his candidacy
for the presidential nomination.
Congress
Slates
Two
Radio
Bills
Administrative Court, Liquor
Measure Due For Action
DESPITE a jam of general legislation crowding out most radio
matters, a Congressional path appears to be opening for two legislative proposals directly affecting the
broadcasting industry — the Johnson Bill (S-517) prohibiting the
broadcast of alcoholic beverage advertising and the Logan-Walter
Bill (HR-6324) for reorganizing
administrative court procedure. Action on the latter measure the first
week in April was predicted by
House Rules Committee leaders and
it is reported the measure has
strong House backing.
When the Senate Judiciary Committee on March 25 reported out
the controversial Wagner-Van
Nuys anti-lynching bill, voting to
put the measure in the Senate calendar, it opened the gate for the
Johnson proposal. The anti-liquor
advertising measure had been stymied in mid-February when Sen.
Clark (D-Mo.) threatened to attach the anti-lynch bill as an amendment [Broadcasting, March 1].
Lynching Stymie
Though it is still problematical
when the anti-lynching measure
may reach the floor of the Senate,
its chances of coming up at this
session are considered good, despite
the certainty of a long filibuster by
Southern Senators. In any event,
Sen. Johnson (D-Col.) told Broadcasting March 28, he will call up
his measure for consideration as
soon as the stymie is broken.
With the return of Chairman
Bone (D-Wash.) of the Senate
Patents Committee after a long absence due to a fractured hip, the
committee on March 25 considered
the Thomas Copyright Bill (S3043) and decided to take no action.
The measure was introduced early
in the session, but committee consideration was postponed pending
the arrival of Chairman Bone. The
committee, in announcing its decision, explained that the proposal
was too long and involved to be
given consideration at this session.
It was also pointed out that the
matter would require extensive
hearings, for which there would not
be time in view of the prospects for
an early adjournment.
Although the prospects for committee action on the Ditter Bill
(HR-8509) continues problematical
in the House, earlier action may
come in the Senate on the com-
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HAPPY birthday to Ben Hadfield
(center), deanwasof wished
Yankee-Colonial
announcers,
by staff
members, who held a party in his
honor. Cake and flowers were provided. Bill O'Connell (left), announcer, presented a gold wrist
watch to Hadfield, who has been
with the firm 15 years. The watch
was inscribed "To Ben Hadfield
from his friends of the Yankee
Network, March 13, 1940". Cake
was baked
Yankee's
home economist, by
Gretchen
McMullen.
Mason- Dixon

Stations

To Join Mutual April 1
SIX STATIONS of the MasonDixon Radio Group, regional network of stations in the Pennsylvania Delaware
area, will join
MBS on April 1, bring the total
of Mutual affiliates to 130. Negotiations were completed April 28
by Fred Weber, general manager
of MBS, and Clair R. McCollough,
general manager of the Group.
Stations joining MBS are WILM,
Wilmington; WGAL, Lancaster;
WAZL, Hazelton; WKBO, Harrisburg; WEST, Easton; WORK,
York. WDEL, Wilmington, is the
only member of the Mason-Dixon
group not joining MBS. Of the new
affiliates, WGAL, WKBO and
WORK are also affilaited with NBC
as supplementary
able with either thestations
Red or availBlue
basic network. MBS is to broadcast
a salute program to the Group
AprilChicago.
1, originating in New York
and
WARNER BROTHERS, Hollywood
motion picture producers, has bought
the title rights to the NBC Sunday
afternoon series / Want a Divorce,
sponsored by Food & Beverage Broadcasters Assn.. San Francisco. An origell. inal story will be written for a film
starring Joan Blondell and Dick PowLATEST of the several applicants
for new stations in Miami and environs [Broadcasting, March 1] is
Leonard L. Abess, certified public accountant, seeking 2.50 watts on 1.500
kc. in Miami Beach, contingent upon
WKAT inbeing
granted its requested
change
frequency.
panion measure (S-3515) introduced by Sen. Bailey (D-N.C). The
House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee is snowed under
with other legislation, and it is
not believed it will consider any
radio legislation at this session. In
connection with his proposal to
amend the Communications Act of
1934 [Broadcasting, March 1],
Rep. Ditter is planning to make a
nationwide broadcast in the near
future on the subject of freedom of
speech on the air.
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Baseball
General

Sponsors

Mills, Atlantic

Refining Schedules
Are Announced
AGAIN making baseball broadeasting a major part of its summer advertising for Wheaties, General Mills is sponsoring alone or
in cooperation with other advertisers, play-by-play descriptions of
the 1940 baseball season on more
than 50 stations.
Atlantic Refining Co., Philadelphia, also will carry an active baseball schedule this season, including more than 2,300 major and
minor league baseball games covering in whole or part of the
games of 23 professional clubs. N.
W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, is
the Atlantic agency.
'Welcome Back' Campaign
General Mills, as in former
years, will extensively merchandise its baseball broadcasts to the
trade and public. First promotion
activity is a "Welcome Back" campaign announcing the return of
the baseball season, the home team
and the broadcasts, in addition to
display material in grocery stores,
this initial campaign will entail
I special broadcasts and other cereI monies welcoming the teams home
. for another season. The Welcome
1 Back drive will cover all cities in
which games are to be broadcast.
This year for the first time Gen■ eral Mills and Procter & Gamble,
I co-sponsor of the Brooklyn Dodg■ ers games on WOR, Newark, are
broadcasting a full series of preseason games of the team, reconstructed in the studio from wire
reports, as an audience-building
j stunt. Games of the Yankees and
Giants, New York teams of the
American and National Leagues
. respectively, are being exclusive'.ly sponsored by the R. J. Reynolds
,'I on
Tobacco
WABC,Co. for
New Camel
York, cigarettes
so the
Dodgers sponsors are using the
1 pre-season games to get the met' ropolitan audience accustomed to
; listening to baseball on WOR.
Last year General Mills, Procter &
I Gamble and Socony-Vacuum 0 i 1
' Co. shared
sponsorship of the
' Giants and Yankees broadcasts on
WABC as well as the Dodgers contests on WOR and WHN, New
York. Mel Allen will announce the
. WABC games.
' General Mills lineup for this
year, with a few more deals still in
' negotiation, includes three cities in
which this company is sponsoring
t baseball broadcasts alone, 22 in
which Sonony-Vacuum Oil Co. is
' co-sponsor, 12 with B. F. Good,1 rich Co. co-sponsoring, six with At1 lantic Refining, two with Procter
& Gamble Co., one with Coca-Cola
' Co., one with Sperry Flour Co. and
' six cities in which the co-sponsors
■ are not set.
Atlantic's Success
The Atlantic Refining baseball
campaign is the largest since the
) firm started sports broadcasting
I in 1936, utilizing 48 stations from
f New England to Florida, with 25
^BROADCASTING

to

Use

COMPLETE schedules of
General Mills and Atlantic
Refining baseball games, with
co-sponsors, names of announcers and stations will be
found on page 95.
play-by-play announcers handling
games of three National, two
American, five International, eight
Eastern, three South Atlantic and
two Piedmont league teams.
Atlantic's advertising manager,
Joseph R. Rollins, in announcing
the campaign said sports broadcasting has been
one of the most
successful advertising promotions
ever undertaken
for his company.
"This is the
fifth year that
we have sponsored broadcasts
of the great
American game
Mr. Rollins
of baseball," Mr.
Rollins said. "In addition, we have
also sponsored each fall an extensive and representative list of college football games. The returns
from both baseball and football
have been most impressive, both
from the standpoint of sales and
dealer enthusiasm. Last year, in
fact, we had the greatest sales record in the history of the company
and I am sure that a substantial
share of the credit belongs to the
interest and enthusiasm created by
our broadcast advertising.
"Besides the commercial effectiveness of sports broadcasting, we
know from the thousands of letters
we receive each year that these
broadcasts are also contributing to
the happiness of many, who are unable, because of illness or other
reasons, to go out and see the
games themselves. We also know
that these broadcasts have intensified interest in the games with
the result that attendance in many
parks has been consistently better
than it was prior to the time that
the daily games were put on the

100
Stations
In New England, a hookup of 15
stations will carry about 65 home
games of the Boston Bees and Red
Sox. All home games of the Athletics and Phillies will be heard
on a special hook-tip of 10 stations in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware.
The commercial announcements
this year will deal extensively with
results of the Florida Road Test,
now being conducted by Atlantic
over a 171-mile course between
West Palm Beach and a point eight
miles north of Okeechobee, Fla. To
familiarize both play-by-play and
commercial announcers with details of the test, the pre-season
meeting of announcers will be held
in West Palm Beach, April 11-13.
Officials of Atlantic will be on hand
to explain all phases of the tests
which are being run under actual
road conditions to obtain data on
gasoline performance.
Sterling, American Home
To Place New Campaigns
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
Co. and Sterling Products are expected to announce additional radio
advertising campaigns within the
next few days. No details of the
plans were foi'thcoming from Blackett-Sample-Hummert, agency for
these accounts, but it is reported
that a transcription campaign on
the West Coast and an expansion
of the present broadcasting on the
Texas State Network from 1 to 1%
hours daily will be included in the
announcement. These companies
had approved expenditures of several million dollars last fall for programsnental
on the Broadcasting
proposed System
Transcontibut
held in abeyance following the
breakdown of negotiations between
TBS and BSH.
La Palina Cigar Test
CONGRESS CIGAR Co., New York,
is testing one-minute musical transcriptions for La Palina cigars in
three unannounced midwestern
cities. If salesman and dealer reaction is favorable, the series will be
expanded. Marschalk & Pratt, New
York, is agency.

air."

Squibb Abandons Plan
For Washington Forum ;
Offered Other Sponsors
PUBLIC forum type of program
tentatively scheduled to start soon
on NBC under the sponsorship of
E. R. Squibb & Sons [Broadcasting, March 15], has been shelved,
according to Cecil & Presbrey, New
York, agency handling the Squibb
account. Meanwhile, David Hale of
the Henry Souvaine organization is
working with Cecil & Presbrey in
offering to other prospective sponsors a more or less revised edition
of the Squibb Calling Washington
program, which places more emphasis on listeners sending in questions on public events for discussion on the program. Titled What
Do You Think?, the program would
award cash prizes for questions
used.
Thedore Granik, director of the
American Forum of the Air, who
conceived and originated the program, will act as moderator. Under
bers ofconsideration
the board asof regular
experts, memwith
weekly guest stars, are Raymond
Moley, Robert LaFollette, Gen.
Hugh Johnson, John Gunther,
Sullivan,
Jay others.
Franklin, Pierre Van
Paassen and
Outhgrowth of the idea of the
American Forum on the Air series,
now heard sustaining Sunday evenings on MBS, a newspaper feature. The American Forum, is being syndicated by United Features
Syndicate, adjunct of United Press.
The newspaper
likeMr.theGranik.
radio feature is handled by
The
newspaper feature presents interview discussions of current problems with well-known public figures, though
as does
series,
aleach isthea radio
separate
entity.
The syndicated
includes a reader feature
poll of also
opinions
presented in the discussions.
Three

Stations

Granted

Better Facilities by FCC
KMJ, Fresno, Cal., operated by
the McClatchy Newspapers, on
March 29 was authorized by the
FCC to increase its night power
from 1,000 to 5,000 watts on its
regional channel of 580 kc. The action was taken pursuant to the new
allocation rules permitting 5,000watt fulltime regionals where engineeringly feasible.
KWLK, Longview, Wash., was
granted a modification of license to
change its frequency from 780 to
1370 kc, and increase its hours
from daytime to fulltime, using 250
watts. WSGN, Birmingham, was
authorized to increase its power
from 100 watts night and 250 day
to 250 fulltime on 1310 kc, also
pursuant to the new rules.
Transformer Firm Tests
GENERAL
TRANSFORMER
Corp., Chicago, new to radio, has
started a schedule of six-weekly
tie-in announcements on W D Z ,
Tuscola,
111., promoting
its PortaPower equipment
which transforms

A FLYING trip to the West Coast by Ed Plant (right), president of
Lehn & Fink, set off fireworks for the Gracie Allen (center) for President
campaign, which has reached nationwide proportions. George Burns (left)
and Gracie have been touring the country and appearing as guests on
other programs. Here Mr. Plant gets his first taste of Grade's oratory.
Dick Marvin, Wm. Esty & Co. radio director, flew with Mr. Plaut.
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battery sets to all-electric. Campaign will be expanded to other rural areas if test is successful according to Walter Zivi, account executive of Newby, Peron & Flitcraft, Chicago, the agency handling
the account.
SEVEN-UP BOTTLING Co. will
sponsor Taylor Grant in a series of
Dugout Interviews on WCAU, Phila- delphia.,
April 1, 1940
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Havana
FCC

Treaty

Drawing

Now

Up

Effective;

Reallocations

Mexico Deposits Its Ratification Without
Reservations ; Border Stations Seem Doomed
THE HAVANA Treaty became an
accomplished fact March 29 when
Mexico formally filed with the Cuban Government its ratification of
the North American BroadcastingAgreement, without reservations,
thereby clearing the way for what
is destined to become "the reallocation of 1940".
Word was received with satisfaction by the State Department
March 29, after weeks of delay, that
Mexico's Ambassador to Cuba, Ruben Romero, had deposited the ratification papers with the Havana
Government, as the repository nation, and that the final essential act
had been taken preliminary to the
development of the North American
reallocation.
The FCC was notified of the action at its broadcast meeting March
29 and its engineering department
immediately was set to the task of
completing all preliminary allocation lists for Commission action as
quickly as possible. Because the engineering staff has been occupied
with matters relating to both frequency modulation and television
allocations during the last few
weeks, work on preparation of the
Havana lists had been delayed.
May Take Several Weeks
It was expected, however, that
the lists might be completed within
several weeks. Necessary procedure
will require detailed staff consideration and evolving of means to
notify all stations of their new assignments at the time the lists are
deposited, through the State Department, atHavana. FCC sanction,
of course, is required and there is
no forecasting what exigencies may
be involved in final approval of the
changeovers.

While the treaty is desie-ned to
spell the swan song for Mexican
border stations, such as those operated by Dr. John R. Brinkley and
Norman T. Baker, recent visitors
to the border report these operators
have evinced no serious concern. It
is reported that Dr. Brinkley in
particular does not appear worried.
As far as could be ascertained in
official quarters, however, these
stations must go off the air, or content themselves with regional or
local assignments, as against their
present high-power beamed operations aimed to serve American
rather than Mexican listeners.
Precisely what procedure the
FCC will follow in notifying stations of their new assignments remains to be worked out. Consider-

Deletes

Studebaker
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Any

While the FCC has renewed all
licenses of standard broadcast stations to expire as of Aug. 1, it
was expected that because of the
many variables involved this deadline could not be met. More than
likely, it was thought, the date
might be postponed tintil fall or
toward the end of the year.
All of the nations parties to the
Havana agreement, worked out in
1937, must submit their revised allocations tothe Cuban Government
before any final changeover steps
can be made. It is naturally presumed there will be conflicts in allocations, and it is anticipated that
an engineering conference on these
will be held shortlv after filing of
their lists by Canada. Mexico, Cuba
and the United States. With that
accomplished, the nations can mutually agree upon an identical effective date, or time when all stations
will assume their new assignments.
End of Border Stations

House

JAMES D. SHOUSE, vice-president of the Crosley Corp. in charge
of its broadcasting stations, WLW
and WSAI, Cincinnati, has been
elected to the board of directors of
the company, along with Raymond
C. Cosgrove, recently named vicepresident in charge of manufacturing. They were chosen at the annual stockholders meeting March
26. Mr. Shouse (right) is here
shown being congratulated by
Lewis Crosley, executive vice-president of the Crosley Corp.

of conducting the agency's radio ! ,
activities as "primarily a relief |
project"
under auspices
of the Office of Education,
and pointed
out
that a point of order probably
would be raised against the appro- }
priation since the radio activities
were not directly provided in the
act creating the office.
In describing the functions of the
radio service. Dr. Studebaker and ^
Mr. Boutwell stated that its activi- P
ties extended to the national net- v.
works and local stations, schools F
and colleges. In four years some 700 ;
programs have been carried by [,
NBC and CBS, he esimated, and ^
the networks have donated about p
$3,500,000 worth of time.
j
THEY'RE from Missouri and
they're showing the call-letter
plates used by employes of the
staffs of the St. Louis Star-Times
stations. The plates are made of
the same material, design and size
as the Missouri auto tags and are
helpful in driving through crowds
to cover special events. Salesmen
like their identification value. Oh
yes, the names of these plate holders: Miss W9X0K, the one in plaid,
is Receptionist Carleen Davis; Miss
KFRU is Ruth Mahler, secretary
to the program director; Miss
KXOK is Ann Hastey, music librarian.
able sentiment exists, it is understood, for following the "show
cause"tionsprocedure,
underof which
stawould be advised
their new
assignments and asked to show
cause why they should not be made
effective on whatever date the Commission sets for the allocation. The
majority of the stations affected
already know their new assignments, since they shift only from
10 to 40 kc. in the standard broadcast band. A score of others, however, largely daytime or time-sharing stations, do not know what
their assignments will be and as a
consequence must await the formal
allocation order. All this presupposes that the FCC will authorize
a "treaty allocation" and will not
seek to bring about a far-reaching
revamping of the brodacast band.

Radio

May

Ask

RADIO services of the Office of
Education appeared likely to continue on an emergency rather than
a permanent basis following action
of the House Appropriations Committee in refusing an item of $40,000 earmarked for setting up a
permanent staff for the radio activities of the agency. The item
was offered in budget estimates for
the Office of Education considered
by an appropriations subcommittee Feb. 20, and on recommendation of the subcommittee was deleted by the full committee in the
Federal Security Agency supply
bill passed by the House March 28.
The proposition of setting up
the Office of Education's radio department with a regular staff having civil service status, rather than
operating substantially as an emergency project with relief funds,
met pointed opposition from subcommittee members. The move was
termed by Rep. Engel (R-Mich.)
"the first step for the camel to get
its nose out of the tent". It was

Education
Revival

Fund;

in Senate

also brought out that if the appropriations were made, the committee likely would be confronted with
continually increasing appropriations for such activities.
Although the Office of Education
made no statement about the House
action in throwine out the proposal, itis believed U. S. Commissioner of Education John W. Studebaker will present the proposition
to the Senate Appropriations Committee when the bill comes before
that group. If the Senate bill included the item, the matter will be
finally decided in conference. The
measure probably will be brought
before the Senate in a short time.
The subcommittee hearines, at
which Commissioner Studebaker
and William D. Boutwell, director
of radio publications and exhibits
of the Office of Education, testified, mirrored a Congressional reluctance to establish the unit on a
permanent basis. Subcommittee
members, led by Chairman Tarver
(D-Ga.) questioned the "propriety"
BROADCASTING

Mostly Relief Funds
While $278,799 in relief funds
were made available for operations
this year,
the 1941to plan
encompasses, in addition
the $40,000
requested as an outright appropriation, $200,000 from relief
funds.
from $5,600
ed in theAside
departmental
salaryincluditem
of the Office of Education, covering the work of Mr. Boutwell, all
other money made available to the
radio department has come from
relief funds, it was stated. This
$5,600 item was to be included in
the $40,000 appropriation, which
would provide funds for a basic
skeleton organization to engage in
various types of work related to
education by radio. Chairman Tarver questioned the reasoning of expecting a larger staff to increase
the
scope of
the less
radiomoney,
department's
activities
with
a total
$278,799.
of $240,000 as against this year's
Answering this query. Dr. Studebaker declared, "The real problem,
that we might as well face frankly, is whether it is your judgment
that we ought to begin now to
create through regular civil-service
procedures a small personnel to carry forward some of the activities
in which we have been engaged for
several years on emergency funds."
The subcommittee also took issue with the to
right
of its
the educaOffice
of Education
carry
tional activities over State boundaries directly to the people. Maintaining that his agency does have
this right, Dr. Studebaker pointed
out that although the office is not
"in the general textbook business",
if it can write a document covering education and make it available to the general public, it also
can
broadcast
similarlogical
material.
think it is perfectly
that we"I
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might, as
withto the
adjust- '
ments
formnecessary
and technique,
utilize another
medium
of
communication in transmitting to people
the
same ideas
that we hewould
put '
in written
documents,"
declared.
Big Ice Dealer Drive
NATIONAL ICE ADVERTISERS,
ice
manufacturers
distributors,of '
Chicago,
cooperativeandassociation
will sponsor a transcription series
during the spring and summer on
80 stations. Discs, cut by NBC, will i
be titled Time Out With Allen Prescott and will be backed by other ,
advertising and merchandising
placedstations
by localwillice start
dealers.
five
the Fortyseries
the first week in April, ten the following isweek,complete
vdth others
added
until the list
in late
spring.
Agency is Donahue & Coe, New
York.
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Renews
FCC
Five More Programs Are
Sent Justice Dept.
For Rulings
AGAIN SWINGING into action on
programs construed as possible
violation of the lottery laws, the
FCC March 29 referred to the De' partment of Justice for scrutiny a
new batch of five prize contest programs. Already pending before the
Department by reference last Feb.
8 are the NBC Pot o' Gold program
and a local bakery prize contest
on a station in Texas. [Broadcasting, Feb. 151.
The new citations are against
programs broadcast over individual
stations, ranging from locals to
i 50,000-watt outlets. Cited were
Mu$ico, on WGN, Chicago; Songo
on WIP, Philadelphia; Especially
for You, on WFIL, Philadelphia;
Sears' Grab-Bag, on WISE, Ashe* ville ; Dixie Treasure Chest, on
KRLD, Dallas.
Ruling in Illinois Case
The FCC, in referring these
prize contests to the Department
of Justice, seeks a ruling as to
whether they violate Section 316 of
the Communications Act which
i bans the broadcast of "any advertisement or information concerning any lottery, gift enterprise or
similar scheme." It is known that
in the case of one of the programs
■ (Mu$ico) a Federal court already
( has held it does not violate lottery
■ statutes [Broadcasting Dec. 1,
'1939]. In this case, Federal Judge
'Joseph E. Daly, of Peoria, in a
test case brought by Clef Inc.,
owner of the program idea, held
that the prize contests sponsored
over WGN, Chicago, and WMBD,
Peoria, did not violate any statutes
'or laws dealing with lottery.
This ruling was regarded as one
■■which legally sanctioned prize contest programs of this character.
iThe decree was made even stronger
iby the court several days following
'its judgment, when it added a provision that Mu$ico does not involve
'any consideration,
directly or indirectly, from any participant
and
jthat the game is one of "skill and
not a game of chance". The program had been sponsored over
WMBD by Kroger Grocery & Baking Co.
In the case of Pot o' Gold, it was
learned that the Post Office Department late last year advised the
postmaster in St. Louis that newspapers carrying advertising on this
program could be accepted under
the second class rules. This was regarded as tantamount to a ruling
that there was no violation of the
.lottery statutes insofar as the pos^tal laws are concerned. Section 316
;in the Communications Act was
'picked virtually bodily from the
' postal laws.
At the Department of Justice it
*vas reported March 29 that staff
ittoraeys were still working on the
Pot o' Gold [NBC] and Mead's
Bakery [KBST, Big Spring, Tex.]
references from the FCC and soon
muld reach an opinion. The opinion will be given to the FCC and
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Onslaught
Contest
Prize
^ would
titled Rainbow's End, and
will not be made public by the Department. Attorneys have held that follow closely the money award
of Pot o' Gold. Meanwhile,
programs similar to Pot o' Gold do formula
WWJ, Detroit, is understood to
not contain an element of considerhave given NBC notice it will drop
ation, as the lottery laws are now
construed, but it is conceivable that the program, following the examples of WFBR, Baltimore, and
the Department, at the instance
WDAF, Kansas City.
of the FCC, might deem it advisable to have a court test to see if
Cited Programs Described
a new decision would hold that
The
FCC, in its announcement
a "consideration" is involved, since
regarding the five program referthe recipient of an award, under
ences to the Department of Justice,
certain circumstances, must be listening.
described them as follows in a
press release March 29:
Fly Critical
"Mu$ico [WGN] is sponsored bv
the National Tea Co., Chicago. Cards
Whether or not the programs
supplied by National Food Stores
constitute a technical violation of are
and other sources. Each card has five
the lottery statutes. Chairman
rows of squares and five squares in
James Lawrence Fly of the FCC
each row. Names of songs are involved.
has stated informally that he did To win a cash prize in this 'game' one
must be lucky enough to get a card
not consider them as in the public
the songs listed that are broadinterest, since in effect radio is in with
east, must listen to the program broadcast, and must fill out or check the
the position of "buying" its audience. He recently expressed that correct names of the songs or musical
selectio
ns broadcast, and must be the
view to a group of broadcasters
telephone the answer to the
first
[see page 28].
station.
radio to
In the new citations, the FCC did
"Songo [WIP]
hascards
similar
charnot issue temporary licenses to the
acteristics, employing
furnished
stations, as was its former custom.
by the Nevins Drug Co., Philadelphia.
Instead, by referring the matters
"In Especially for You [WFIL] a
wheel is spun to determine from Philato the Department, it circtimvents
delphia and suburban directories the
a procedure against which there
person who is to be given a chance to
had been serious complaint. Prewin a Farnsworth radio. If the party
sumably, should the Department
selected has a telephone he is called.
If he answers the phone and answers
hold the programs to be violations
two questions satisfactorily he reof the lottery laws, the FCC then
ceives aradio. If he does not respond
would be in a position to take punicorrectly, he is given two tickets to
tive action.
Mystery History, a network show.
"Sears' Grab Bag [WISE] involves
From New York came word that,
despite the fact that the Pot o' a box of numbered slips of paper placed
store in ofAshethe Sears' manager
in front
Gold program has been referred to ville.
the
The ofadvertisi
ng
the Department, the Lewis-Howe
store selects the numbers. If the holdCo., St. Louis (Turns), the sponsor,
ers of the numbers are in the broadis considering a similar series on
cast audience they receive prizes. If
they are not listening in the nearest
MBS. Executives of the sponsor
get the prizes.
numbers
company and of Stack-Goble Ad"In the Dixie Treasure Chest
vertising Agency, in charge of the
[KRLD] program the announcer seaccount, were said to be discussing
lects a number from the Dallas telethe matter with MBS executives
phone directory. If the party called
who were represented as reluctant
answers the telephone he or she is
to clear time for the program until
asked, 'What is the color of the
an adjudication from Washington
border of the Dixie Margerine packis procured. Tlie new series is reage?' If the party answers correctly,
ported to have been tentatively
a prize of $50 is the stake."

GROWTH OF amateur radio is traced in a series of eight half-hour
programs, 200 Meters & Down, broadcast on WGAN, Portland, Me., in
cooperation with the American Radio Relay League and the local amateur
group. This rehearsal shot was taken just prior to the opening broadcast
in mid-March. Standing (1 to r) are Dick Bates, director, narrator and
actor; Gwen Graves; Arthur Owens; Howard Stanley, writer and actor;
Russell Dorr, Carl deSuze and Dorothy Beyer. Kneeling are Ken Woodbury, technical advisor, and Raymond Brown Jr.
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i^^q^i^y Develops
Ulmer
Ownership
First Texas Citations Heard;
Others Slated for April
HEARINGS on five of the seven
Texas station revocation citations,
involving purported "hidden ownership" by Dr. J. G. Ulmer, of
Tyler, Tex., were closed in Dallas
March 21 by the FCC, after the
pastor-broadcaster admitted that
sworn reports he had made to the
Commission were in error. Yet to
be heard, probably in latter April,
are citations for revocation against
KAND, Corsicana, which was continued, and KGBI, Brownsville,
cited March 22 in an order alleging
an unauthorized transfer of management, control and operation.
The hearings began March 5 and
were held through March 21 in
Austin, Dallas, Tyler and again in
Dallas [Broadcasting March 15].
Testimony was completed in the
cases of KTBC, Austin; KGKB,
Tyler; KNET, Palestine; KRBA,
Lufkin, and KSAM, Huntsville.
Prosecution was handled by George
B. Porter, FCC assistant general
counsel, and Hugh B. Hutchison,
FCC attorney, with DeQuincy V.
Sutton, FCC head accountant, testifying in connection with financial
and other fiscal factors. Commissioner George H. Payne presided.
Each of the five cases heard was
closed individually and it is presumed proposed findings shortly
will be issued by the Commission.
In the light of the admissions of
Dr. Ulmer and the testimony of
other principals, it was thought
drastic action wotild be recommended.
At the hearings in Tyler, Dr.
Ulmer's home town, the broadcaster testified he was in error in connection with reports made to the
FCC
regard
voting ofof hisstock
wife's
stock and thehisamounts
he
owned, and in connection with other
data required by FCC license
forms. He said he had voted his
wife's stock by proxy in several.
The FCC in its March 22 order
revoking the license of the Brownsville station, alleged that Ewol
Wilson and Ernest E. Wilson, of
Corpus Christie, by contract had
transferred to Dr. Ulmer and M.
D. Gallagher, of Brownsville, possession and control of the station
without having first procured the
FCC's consent. The order also alleged that Lawrence D. Yates had
contracted with Ulmer and Gallagher to acquire the station without procuring FCC authority in
violation of the law. Under FCC
procedure, the parties involved
hearing.
have 15 days in which to request
WSAL Loses License
FOLLOWING a brief oral argument March 28, heard by the Commission en banc, the FCC on March
29 affirmed its order revoking the
license of WSAL, Salisbury, Md.,
as of March 31. The action climaxed a long-drawn-out inquiry,
which started in mid-December,
into the financial background f the
station. The order, originally issued Oct. 24, 1939, was premised
on grounds of false statements as
to his financial responsibility made
by Frank M. Stearns, WSAL licensee, in his application for a constructionMarchpermit1].in 1937 [Broadcasting,
April 1, 1940
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at FCC

Hearing;

Expect Gradual Transition
By SOL TAISHOFF and LEWIE V. GILPIN
THE BIRTH of a new system of broadcasting — likely to have
its commercial onset this year — was foreseen after eight days
of hearings March 18-28 before the FCC during which a solid
phalanx of advocates testified in favor of opening up the ultrahigh frequency bands for frequency modulation or "staticfree" broadcasting.
If there is any real opposition to FM as a new commercial
service to supplement rather than supplant the present standard broadcast structure employing amplitude modulation, it
was not evident during the proceedings. There were allocation
conflicts, however, with advo- —
cates of television, notably
ial networks, organizer and president of FM Broadcasters Inc., and
RCA, resisting strongly the
industry's foremost proponent
efforts of organized FM pro- the
of FM, the Commission heard of
ponents to have assigned to experimental operations in which
wide-band FM the No. 1 tele- he personally has invested some
vision channel, covering the $250,000 over the last two years.
range from 44 to 50 mc,
There were no far-fetched predictions that FM would supplant
which, together with the 42standard broadcasting overnight.
44 mc. range presently ear- Moreover, the preponderant opinmarked for FM, would proion was that standard broadcasting
vide a sweep of 8,000 kc, or a would never be entirely replaced
total of 40 channels of 200-kc.
because FM affords no secondary
coverage. The prevailing idea was
Victory for Armstrong
that there should be a dual sysWhat was expected to be a battle
tem— AM and FM. Insofar as FM
royal between opponents and pro- is concerned, it also should be
ponents of wide-band FM turned broken down into two systems,
out to be almost a cakewalk for the witnesses suggested, one of highdisciples of Maj. Edwin H. Armpower stations serving areas of
strong, noted inventor whose basic perhaps 100 miles, with limited
patent position in wide-band FM
duplication on channels, and then
made him the key figure in the pro- a multiplicity of stations, as many
ceedings. With a personal invest- as 100, on other "local" channels,
ment of more than $750,000 in FM
serving small areas of perhaps 15
development, Maj. Armstrong car- to 30 miles.
ried the five FCC members through
RCA Favors FM
more than a decade of FM developFM networks were foreseen
ment and predicted the day when
listeners voluntarily will tune FM
through use of ultra-high frequency relays (above 100 mc.) with
receivers in preference to AM because of its interference-free, high- automatic unattended repeaters
carrying the same program and
fidelity characterics. He stoutly
spaced
at specified distances.
supported
FM as a "perfect" broadcast medium.
Therein witnesses predicted substantial savings in the future, since
A gradual transition to FM,
covering a period of from seven to radio today is estimated to be
ten years, was seen by key wit- paying to AT&T and other wire
nesses. From John Shepard 3d, companies some 18,000,000 a year.
The big surprise came when
president of the Yankee and Colon-

FM

This

Year

RCA itself plumped for commercial FM, though it appeared to
favor narrow-band rather than the
Armstrong system of wide-band
FM. The RCA case was premised
largely vision
on should
the not
contention
that telemove aside
for
FM (as FM Broadcasters, Armstrong, et al proposed) and that
it should be recognized that it will
always be necessary for those in
outlying and rural areaes to be
served by standard broadcasting.
Expert witnesses likewise agreed
that FM receivers will cost more
than standard sets but, based on
past radio history, they predicted
that under mass production the
price would decrease substantially. The round figure for an FM
receiver was given at about $100.
At the outset, it was felt that receivers would have two chassis and
one speaker, so that with the flick
of a switch either FM or AM
bands could be tuned.
Favorably Inclined
The effort was made to convince
the Commission, which had only
five of its seven members sitting
throughout the hearings, that present broadcast licenses generally
should be the FM licenses, operating with full commercial status.
There were differences in viewpoints, however, as to whether the
sameted programs
be transmitover both FMshould
and AM.
Reaction from the bench could
only be regarded as favorable,
though Chairman James Lawrence
Fly and Commissioner T. A. M.
Craven ran practically every witness through rigid questioning
aimed largely at the virtues of
wide-band vs. narrow-band and the
elbow room required by television.
Other commissioners who sat
(Thad H. Brown, Paul A. Walker
and F. I. Thompson) participated
only intermittently in the questioning. Chairman Fly cracked the
whip with many witnesses, determined to cut the hearings as short
as possible, and during the very
last hour of the hearing clashed
with RCA's general solicitor,
Frank W. Wozencraft, when the
latter made a plea that the Com-

FOSTERERS of FM during the FCC proceedings were (1 to r) J. R. Poppele, chief engineer of WOR and
chairman of the FM Broadcasters Inc., engineering committee; Paul W. Morency, WTIC, Hartford; Walter
J. Damm, WTMJ, Milwaukee; Dr. Franklin Doolittle, WDRC, Hartford; John Shepard 3d, president of FM
Broadcasters Inc.; Dr. C. M. Jansky Jr., consulting er^ineer; John V. L. Hogan, consulting engineer; Paul
A. deMars, technical director of the Yankee Network, which already has an FM station in operation.
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mission not indulge in "snap judgm.ent" in deciding the fundamental
FM-television allocation issue.
This phrase set off pyrotechnics
of a character seldom if ever seen
at an FCC hearing. Berating the
counsel, the chairman said the Commission always gives "thorough
consideration" and that it was the
industry that should be cautious.
Despite the many engineering
comparisons of narrow-band and
wide-band, there appeared to be
strong sentiment for the Armstrong wide-swing proposal. An
impression was made by Judge E.
O. Sykes, as counsel for W. G. H.
Finch Laboratories, when he observed, based on a dozen years experience as a commissioner,
radio andthat
communications
it was
virtually impossible to widen a
wave band once the tolerance is set,
but that it is a simple matter to
cut it down if that becomes technically expedient. Witnesses had testified that if FM receivers are produced for wide-band reception of
200 kc, as proposed by the Armstrong system, they would not be
rendered obsolete if the band is
subsequently cut in half.
The case for commercial FM was
carried largely by FM Broadcasters, through President Shepard,
Paul A. deMars, technical director,
and Philip G. Loucks, FM general
counsel and former managing director of the NAB.
Must Build Audiences
Mr. Shepard said it would take
some time for commercial programs to reach FM station schedules, since an audienec must be
built to attract advertisers. But he
saw FM replacing AM and operators using only FM transmitters
in many areas after a transition
of "roughly 10 years", during
which the AM audience would tend
to shrink as the FM audience increased. At the end of that time
the advertisers would be reaching
the same markets as at present,
he predicted.
During the transition period,
said Mr. Shepard, the station operator probably would use both AM
and FM to maintain an aggregate
audience attractive to advertisers
until almost a 100% replacement
of AM sets is achieved. He pointed
out that in the normal course of
events about 10 7<- of the receivers
are replaced annually and, where
FM is available, replacements of
these
others probably
-will be
FM or and
combination
sets.
Regarding network operation of
FM, Mr. Shepard said he thought
NBC or CBS, if relieved of the
payment of line charges, could pay
the construction and operating
costs of a relay system, while a
mutual organization such as MBS
could apportion the cost as it does
at present with line charges.
Though no such plan has been
worked out beyond the "conversation point", Mr. Shepard said the
relay
system facilities.
would develop if the
FCC granted
When the hearings concluded
March 28, Chairman Fly asked all
participants to submit briefs by
April 15.
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While there was no indication
when the FCC would pitch into actual staking off of the ultra-high
i-ange,
was would
hardlybe anticipated
that
the itaction
swift. Because of the inter-relation of television allocations, both problems
must be tackled together. The fact
that the television issue has been
reopened, with hearings scheduled
April 8, portends a delay of at
least several weeks beyond that
date.
Based on the questions from the
bench, it was apparent that FM
proponents made a deep impression.
But it was pointed out that, totally
aside from the considerations involved on television-FM allocations,
the Commission must take into account the requirements of so-called
safety-of-life services and even of
Government services. Aviation,
ship, police, forestry and other nonpublic services have allocation problems. Since the hearing issue was
restricted largely to a "day in
court" for FM, it is conceivable
that the FCC may deem it advisable
to hold a hearing or perhaps a confei-ence with other users or licensees to assure an orderly allocation.
No Strong Dissenters
Melting of RCA's anticipated opposition left virtually no strong
dissenters to the proposed Armstrong-Shepard project. As for the
FCC itself, it appeared that several members see in the projected
new service a means of diffusing
service and perhaps distributing
station ownership in such fashion
as to relieve what they have regarded as a tendency toward concentration ofcontrol of broadcasting.
Many of the observers and participants were intrigued by the
■questions of Chairman Fly, a comparative newcomer to the FCC who
began his service only last fall.
His display of technical knowledge
and understanding of the issues
surprised engineers particularly.
Like Commissioner Craven, himself
former FCC chief engineer, Mr.
Fly is a graduate of the U. S. Naval
Academy, where he learned the
rudiments of radio. As a Government lawyer during the last decade,
specializing much of the time in
power matters, he added to his
background on electricity and related sciences.
Many of the 400-odd broadcasters, engineers, attorneys and observers who attended the sessions
had preconceived notions about FM.
A substantial portion viewed FM as
a prospective Frankenstein that
might turn on their established station operations and introduce new
competition of a character that
might prove ruinous. As the story
■of FM unfolded, however, principally the theory of a dual system
of operation, with a transition
period of seven to ten years, this
viewpoint appeared to subside.
RCA Attitude a Surprise
RCA's Chief
crypticCounsel
pronouncement,
through
Wozencraft,
that it believes ultra-high frequency brodacasting is ready for
commercial use, and that the public interest would best be served
by Commission action giving FM
the green light, took the FCC and
the assembled audience by surprise. Coming toward the conclusion of the hearings, on March 27,
the pronouncement was viewed as
somewhat of a change in attitude.
Mr. Wozencraft said RCA has
concluded that u.h.f. broadcasting.
1 BROADCASTING

Five

Commissioners

Hear

Major

Armstrong's

Testimony

AS MAJ. ARMSTRONG unfolded the story of FM development, five of the seven FCC members listened m
rapt attention. On the bench (I to r) T. A. M. Craven, Thad H. Brown, Chairman James Lawrence Fly, Paul
A. Walker and F. I. Thompson sat throughout the hearings which began March 18 and lasted two weeks.
when sound alone is employed,
should use FM because of technical
advantages and that the time has
come when it should be presented
to the public as a regular service.
He added, however, that it seems
certain there will never be a time
when the entire country can be
served by u.h.f. broadcasting, and
that it will always be necessary
for people in small cities, towns
and remote rural areas to be served
by stations operating in the present
standard band.
Patents Not Discussed
Taking FM proponents wholly by
surprise, the RCA position was seen
as one which eliminated the greatest non-official obstacle to development of the projected service. At
the outset of the hearings, observers anticipated a rather bitter contest with the Armstrong-Shepard
group on the one side and RCA on
the other. During the hearings,
RCA ers
questioning
of FM to
Broadcastwitnesses tended
indicate
stern opposition.
A dispute over patent holdings
also failed to materialize at the
hearing. While Maj. Armstrong alluded to his patent position on wide
band FM and claimed that RCA's
narrow-band position was antiquated, he did not directly assail
the company. RCA in its testimony
said that its research engineers
have experimented with FM for
many years. In laboratory and field
tests, it was stated, RCA engineers
haveent"sought
facts"
"the patsituation has
been and
subordinated
to the desire to obtain these facts".
With Chairman Fly anxious to
conclude the hearings as rapidly as
possible, many witnesses originally
scheduled to appear simply filed
statements for the record. The RCA
case, it had been anticipated, might
consume several days, particularly
in the light of the time consumed
by Maj. Armstrong and FM. RCA
Counsel Wozencraft, however, ran
his witnesses through a swift presentation in an effort to comply with
the Commission's request. Westinghouse, which had prepared an
elaborate presentation, likewise
submitted its case in exhibit form.
It became apparent too, as the second week of the hearings got underway, that in deference to the
Commission's
desire, all
cross-examination of witnesses
down the
line was cut appreciably.
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NEW APPLICATIONS
ARE FILED FOR FM
APPLICATIONS for FM construction permits continue to pour into
the FCC at the rate of about one
a day, among the latest being five
from NBC seeking FM adjuncts to
its stations in Washington, Cleveland, Chicago, Denver and San
Francisco. Except for Cleveland,
where the 43.4 mc. band is requested with 1,000 watts, all of the
applications are for 1,000 watts on
43 mc. The NBC applications leave
it to the Commission to determine,
after its hearings, whether it shall
assign wide- or narrow-band FM.
To the list of FM applicants published in the March 15 Broadcasting should also be added new applications received since that date,
all for 1,000 watts, from the operators of WELI, New Haven, Conn.,
42.6 mc; WNBH, New Bedford,
Mass., 43.4; WMBC, Detroit, 43.2;
WGAR, Cleveland, 43.2; WHDH,
Boston, 42.6; WLVA, Lynchburg,
Va., 42.8; WJAS, Pittsburgh, 43;
WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C, 42.8;
KROC, Rochester, Minn., 43.2;
KPRC, Houston, 43.
Fly Promises Fair
But Thorough Hearing
With an estimated 300 participants and spectators overflowing
the large terstate
hearing
in the and
InCommerceroom
Building,
another 100 standing in the corridor. Chairman Fly opened the hearing March 18 with a synopsis of the
purposes of the proceeding, promising an "expeditious, fair but
thorough-going"
for FM'sto
"day in coui-t".hearing
In addition
Chairman Fly, Commissioners
Brown, Craven, Walker and Thompson attended the proceeding on the
opening day. At the FCC counsel
table were General Counsel William
J. Dempsey, Attorney William H.
Bauer, Chief Eneineer E. K. Jett
and Assistant
drew D. Ring. Chief Engineer AnScheduled for a two-hour appearance, Maj. Armstrong in presenting his case as inventor of the
Armstrong FM system accounted
for all the 4% hours hearing time
March 18 and did not complete his
testimony until well into March 19.
Under questioning by his counsel,
Horace L. Lohnes, Maj. Armstrong
traced the history of his radio ex-

perience from 1906, when he built
his first amateur outfit, through his
development of the regenerative
circuit in 1912, the superheterodyne
circuit in 1917-18, the super-regenerative circuit in 1920, and finally
his patenting of an FM system in
1933. His work on the elimination
of static in radio reception dated
from 1914, he stated, after he had
been graduated from the Colurnbia
U engineering school and joined
Michael Pupin, the noted scientist.
Citing the various approaches
taken to the static problem during
this 25-year period, he commented
that although both modulation
(AM) and "wavebased on
lengthpower
modulation" (now known as
FM) had been considered, neither
amounted to much until 1913, with
development of the vacuum tube
modulator. After that attention was
concentrated on amplitude modulation
the developed.
present regular broadcastandsystem
Problem of Splitting
Signal and Static
About 1920 FM turned up again,
Maj. Armstrong related, when it
was discovered that, with the regenerative circuit amplifying both
the broadcast signal and static, researchers were trying to separate
two things — the broadcast signal
and static — that really were the
same. With attention still concentrated on AM, it had been decided
by 1923 that about all that could be
done with circuits to eliminate
static was to make them shallow as
possible to still pick up the broadcast signal — "and what static trickled in had to be" — he continued,
pointing out that the components
of static correspond in effect to a
series of AM signals.
In the interest of high-fidelity reception, to achieve
differentiationthe
betweengreatest
signal and
noise, it is necessary to make the
receivable band width as large as
possible at the receiver, rather than
narrow, Maj. Armstrong declared.
He pointed out that it was "very
difficult" to develop a transmitter
that would allow this, svdnging between two distant limits and still
"hold
fast" in the center to escape
distortion.
In June, 1934, Armstrong FM
apparatus for experimental operation was installed
2 kw.
television
transmitteron inRCA's
the Empire
State Bldg. in New York. Experiments started there immediately.
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but in April, 1935, when RCA declined to increase the power of the
transmitter apparatus, Maj. Armstrong said he undertook to construct his own transmitter, resulting in his present FM experimental
station, W2XMN, at Alpine, N. J.
Experiments with the RCA transmitter ceased in October, 1935, he
said, after a series of demonstrations of FM's and AM's relative reception and adaptability to multiplex operation.
To illustrate FM development at
the time of these 1935 tests, Maj.
Armstrong presented a sound film
recording of the relative AM and
FM signals of the 50 kw. WEAF
and the 500-watt WMCA, recorded
at that timederstorm.during;
a severe
thunThe audible
demonstration indicated the static effect in
AM transmission, reflected in a
partial drowning of the WEAF
signal and the almost complete
drowning of the WMCA signal, and
on the other hand the relatively interference-free reception of the
frequency modulated signal for the
same programs. To supplement this
evidence Chairman Fly requested
Counsel Lohnes to furnish the exact
date of the broadcasts, along with
prevailing U. S. weather reports
for that day in the vicinity.
Height a Vital Factor
In FM Operation
Describing the W2XMN plant at
Alpine, Maj. Armstrong stated that
although it was constructed for 50
kw. operation and licensed for 40
kw., it is actually operating at 30
kw. during present experimentation, which started in the summer
of 1938. Its location on a high bluff
of the Palisades overlooking the
Hudson River is advantageous, he
declared, since height is a ruling
factor in FM transmission. Conductivity, on the other hand, is a
relatively slight factor in FM, he
added.
Due to the increasing number of
spectators, Chairman Fly in recessing the opening morning session
announced that the hearing would
move to the large departmental
auditorium. As the afternoon session started, an estimated 450 persons were present.
Resuming the stand, Maj. Arm-

PRESIDENT, prime mover and
key witness for FM. Broadcasters
Inc. at the epochal hearings was
John Shepard 3d, energetic head
of the Yankee and Colonial networks, who has already spent some
$250,000 in FM station construction. His luxuriant mustachio, carefully cultivated during recent
months, proved the tonsorial highlight of the hearings.
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strong stated that FM was first
brought to public attention in November, 1935, when he presented a
paper covering the results of his
FM experiments at a New York
meeting of the Institute of Radio
Engineers. Since then developments
have fulfilled the predictions he
made at the FCC hearings on highfrequency allocations, in June, 1936,
Maj. Armstrong declared.
The regular service performance
of FM stations now operating justifies "from any angle" aural broadcast operations on frequencies
above 25,000 kc, he declared in response to a question. So far as
transmitting and receiving equipment goes, he continued, 10 firms
already are licensed and ready to
produce the necessary apparatus,
with three makes of transmitters
and three receivers now on the
market. Citing W2XMN as one of
the successfully operating transmitters, he stated that during 900
hours on the air, it had been forced
off the air for only a total of 70
minutes. That was because of difficulties with the 200 and 250-watt
tubes and power lines which have
since been largely overcome, he
said. No failure had resulted from
deficiencies in the high-frequency
or FM apparatus, he added.
A report on the operation of
W2XMN from July 18, 1989, to
date, entered as an exhibit by Maj.
Armstrong, showed that the station since that day has operated
with a regular program schedule,
5-days-weekly 7-hours-daily, to determine the reliability of highpower operation and coverage obtainable. Program material included transcriptions; pickups via a
special 15,000-cycle line of WQXR
and CBS programs, and relay pickups from W2XAG, Yonkers. Arrangements also have been made
for relayed rebroadcasts of
W2XMN programs by other FM
transmitters.
Claims Superiority
In Signal Quality
Responding to queries by Commissioner Craven, Maj. Armstrong
stated that although there are
spots of high signal intensity —
within five miles of a 50 kw. transmitter— where there is little difference between an AM and an FM
signal from the standpoint of noise,
the FM signal at points well within
a 10-mile radius of the transmitter
and beyond is superior both in
quality and range. Asked for an
estimate of the superiority limits
of FM broadcasting, he explained
that although FM reception extends
beyond usual primary service areas,
there is no secondary service area
for FM. Within this general range
he estimated that 50 kw. service
would extend about 100 miles; 1
kw., 30 miles.
The conflict between wide-band
and narrow-band transmission, regarded as a major bone of contention before the hearings, was
broached by Chairman Fly when he
asked Maj. Armstrong flatly which
he thought more satisfactory. "My
experience has been in all the experiments Ihave made that the
wider band does the better job^
and the ventor
wider
declared.the better," the inConfronted with queries on the
relative merits of AM and FM
transmission in frequencies above
25 mc, Maj. Armstrong declared
that in tests through his many
years of experimenting "FM transmission was incomparably better".
The ability of FM transmission to

THOUGH SOVIET Russia frowns
upon
"capitalistic
America"
it is not
adverse
to gleaning
knowledge
of
American inventive genius in radio.
Seated here (1 to r) are V. P. Doronin, V. A. Smirnon and S. I. Rassadin, representatives of the Glavesprom Commission, division of Amtorg Trading Co., who procured
FCC permission to attend the FM
hearing as observers. The Canadiantatives
government
present. also had represen-

Oyez! Oyez!
THE
highest
courts NATION'S
have nothing
on the
FCC inroom"the
way
of
"courtdignity and procedure,
it became evident to the 400odd broadcasters, engineers,
attorneystended and
who the
atthe FM others
hearings
very first day. Introduced by
Chairman James Lawrence
Fly some weeks ago, the new
procedure includes the en
masse arising of all in the
hearing room and standing
at attention when each sessionbersis ofopened
and the memthe Commission
file
In. Not a soul, however
weary, dare sit until Chairman Fly raps the gavel.
discriminate against noise has the
practical effect of increasing the
reception range, he pointed out.
Pursuing further the disparities
between AM and FM operation, he
explained that because of reception
of only the stronger of two or
more signals on the same frequency in FM transmission, more stations can operate vdth freedom
from interference, thus increasing
the service areas. In addition, he
said FM lends itself to better reproduction service than does AM
transmission, while under the FM
system distortion is dependent on
circuits rather than tubes, as in
AM operation.
From every standpoint of transmitter design the FM transmitter
is "the ideal", he declared, explaining that it employs only receiving
tubes and the FM circuit, along
with simple Class C amplification.
W2XMN's high-power amplifying
tubes have operated 2,000 hours, he
stated, observing that this would
not have been possible under AM.
Predicts Network
Using Radio Links
Asked for some predictions on
FM's future service, Maj. Armstrong said that although a wire
network of FM stations is readily
possible, "the bottleneck of the
wires" will allow only one FM advantage — noise-free reception.
Therefore, he continued, he foresees stations "linked by radio",
citing the relay hookups successfully operated during joint experiments by FM stations in the
New York - New England area.
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Due to the fault of "eight wise
men, of reception
whom I was
highfidelity
in theone",
standard!
AM broadcast band is "hopeless",
he declared, explaining that the
10 kc. separation decided upon at
a Hoover radio conference years
ago is not enough to allow a substantial interference reduction. In
the ultra-high frequencies, highfidelity AM transmission is not
subject to the same disadvantage,
but FM still yields higher fidelity,
not only in freedom from noise but
also in range and other characteristics, he declared.
Speaking of the success of relay
experiments, Maj. Armstrong said
there
was in"very
slight
any"
difference
relayed
FM ifsignals,
and that difference has been eliminated
by effects
arranging
a new relay
that cuts
of remodulation
and demodulation. Automatic relays also have been developed and
can be used, he added. As for service in sparsely populated regions,
he said that although he couldn't at
this
time go
the economic
sibilities
of into
extending
relays posto
all
sections,
he
saw
the
development eventually.
Discounting any attempt to interpret his championing of FM as
an
bringactivities
about theanddroppingintent
of allto AM
experimentation in the ultra-high frequencies, he commented that he
only wanted FM to be allowed to
go ahead. Amplitude modulation
"is certainly the long way to go"
in developing the ultra-highs, he
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Discusses Advantages
'
added.
Of Wide-Band Service
I
In a technical discussion with E.
K. Jett, FCC chief engineer, on the
wide-band vs. narrow-band controversy, he declared the wider the
band, within the capabilities of the
equipment,
"theseparation
better off employed
you are".
In the 200 kc.
in the Armstrong FM system, only
about 150 kc. actually is used in
the frequency swing, he stated,
the remaining 50 kc. serving as a
"guardtion heband".
experimentasaid heAfter
had decided
on a
200 kc.mise separation
as a operating
"comprolimit", with peak
limits extending from 120-150 kc.
Cutting the 200 kc. swing in half,
to 100 kc, he said four times the
power would be necessary to get
the same results, on a basis of
signal to noise ratio at any one
point. Cut the swing to 30 kc. and
the power jump must be 25 times,
he added. With a 30 kc. separation,
only three stations could actually
operate within the 200 kc. space,
he stated, and these not in the
same area. Using narrow-band
transmission, the inter-station ratio
of interference will be such as to
cause
a larger
"nostandpoint,
man's land"
from the
listeners'
he
said. In short, he declared, one does
not get the same immunity in narrow-band as in wide-band system.
Continuing on this tack, Maj.
Armstrong explained that the narrower the band the more complex
becomes the receiver design. Any
set designed for 30 kc. operation
he termed "an electrical misfit".
He cited the conclusions presented
at the time by RCA engineers after
the 1934-35 measurements and
tests in which it was stated that |
narrow-band FM operation increased the service radius 2 to 2.6
over AM, while increasing the
swing
fromto 20
to 100
added 1.4
2 over
AM. kc. further
Reviewing frequency assign- ,
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ments for aural broadcasting above
25 mc, Maj. Armstrong stated that
FM operations had been assigned
to 42.5-43.5 mc, 117-118 mc, and
.8 mc in the vicinity of 26 mc.
Thus, he said, about five channels
are provided for FM from a practical standpoint. But, he added, skywave interference in frequencies
below 30 mc. is too pronounced for
practical purposes, and the 117-118
mc. bands are too high. Among
other adjoining assignments are
42-42.5 for AM; 43.5-44, facsimile;
41-42, educational. If the 42-44 mc.
channels were turned over to FM,
it would afford ten 200 kc. channels,
he then observed.
Service Problem in
Densely Populated East
Using bands in the 42-44 mc assignment, itwould be possible to
furnish satisfactory service to
large parts of the country, he predicted — enough channels "probably
for
to come"
in sparsely
populated years
sections,
but only
enough
for "service of a sort" in the densely populated East. Pressed for his
estimates of what could be accomplished on 10 channels, Maj. Armstrong said he thought "a pretty
good
could and
be New
done" England
in the
North job
Atlantic
States if there were no duplications
on the 10 channels among New
York stations.
He pointed out also that in June,
1936, he had suggested setting
aside 5 mc for FM operation, in
the 40 and 80-100 mc. bands, and
that recently he advocated a 6 mc.
band, taking up the equivalent of
one television channel, in view of
the rapidly expanding interest in
FM development. Questioned on
the advisability of taking up one
of the channels assigned for television operation, he remarked that
"as
FM
television
find it is develops,
in the wrong
place may
and
should have started higher" in the
frequency spectrum.
Balancing the relative services
of FM as staticless radio, and television, he declared that FM service
in the lower frequencies yields
greater possibilities for public service and will make better use of the
frequencies than television, since

A

Segment

television is neither as available
nor as dependable at such distances
as 80 miles from the transmitter.
He estimated that with 10 channels
available, FM could serve about
50% of the potential listeners over
the country.
Pressed by Commissioner Craven
for further comment on the potential New England service situation
with 10-channel operation, Maj.
Armstrong stated that two such
stations as W2XMN at Alpine and
the Yankee transmitter WIXOJ on
Mt. Asnebumskit, each with the
same frequency assignment, would
"build walls against each other",
cutting down the respective service
areas. He pointed to the need for
two types of stations — hundreds of
local outlets with "definitely circumscribed" service areas on a
single frequency, and others to
serve larger areas.
In the ultra-high frequencies,
AM service cannot be extended far
enough for completely satisfactory
service, he declared, because of interference, coverage characteristics
and allocation limitations.
Gradual Transition
Would Be Necessary
Maj. Armstrong was rather
closely questioned by Chairman Fly
as well as Commissioner Craven,
particularly on service and coverage aspects. While he sought to emphasize the superiority of FM over
AM, he nevei'theless asserted there
was no doubt that the present
broadcast system will continue for
many years and that the transition
to FM, particularly insofar as rural
and remote coverage is concerned,
would have to be gradual.
Asked to discuss the relative advantages of wide-band FM vs. the
40 kc. narrow-band operation, Maj.
Armstrong said that it would be
impossible, among other things, to
multiplex other services on narrowband. For example, he pointed out
that regular facsimile transmission
can be carried on the 200 kc. wideband operation without disturbing
the aural transmission.
Pressed for data on the necessary
contiguous band desired for nationwide FM coverage, Maj. Armstrong
said that if the band 42-44 mc, em-

of the Audience
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bracing ten 200 kc channels were
set aside, it would be possible to
supply a satisfactory service "for
a large part of the country". This
is particularly true in the Northeast, he said, where coverage of
standard broadcast stations is poor,
particularly
static" season.during the "summer
Maj. Armstrong said he assumed
that the present non-commercial
educational band of 41-42 mc. would
use FM rather than AM, and that
this would tend to give FM a "clean
sweep" from
mc. if the FCCof
followed
the 41-44
recommendations
the FM group.
When Commissioner Brown asked
about using FM as a supplement to
standard broadcasting, Maj. Armstrong said he felt that a very substantial portion of the population
could be given service by FM "excluding the wide
open spaces".
The
ten channels
to which
he had previously referred, Maj. Armstrong
asserted, should "start a good service of a sort" in the Northeast. He
again predicted that more than
50% of the public could procure
adequate service from FM.
Asserting that difficulties would
be encountered if stations were
placed closer than 300-400 miles
apart — since each would limit the
other — Maj. Armstrong declared
that he had not made a complete
analysis of the allocations situation
and that subsequent witnesses
would cover it.
Tells of Interference
On Same Frequency
Commissioner Craven specificly inquired whether ten channels
with 50 kw. stations could cover the
New England area alone, and Maj.
Armstrong said he thought 10 channels could do the job.
Responding to Chairman Fly,
Maj. Armstrong asserted that two
stations of 1 kw. each could be
placed on the same frequency in
Washington and Baltimore, 40 miles
distant, and each could render a
satisfactory service over its metropolitan
without
serious
interference andareawith
no mush
area.
By
the same token, if the 1 kw. FM
station operated in Washington and
an AM station operated on the same

the

Opening

Session

frequency in Baltimore, there would
be no greater interference than if
the two FM stations operated on
the same wave, he said.
Observing that the industry is
strongly supporting FM, Maj. Armstrong pointed out that the number
of applications pending has passed
the 100 mark. All of the applicants,
he said, hope to be authorized to set
up stations. He added he was not
so sure all applicants for television
stations have the same purpose.
Summingthat
up,if Maj.
Ai-mstrong
contended
the Commission
grants FM full commercial status,
broadcast stations in urban centers
will discard their present "imperfect medium" in favor of "a perfect medium". The substance of his
testimony was that at the outset, in
any event, rural areas will have to
depend upon AM stations of today
unless networking of FM on a repeater station basis is developed.
Sees Gradual Shift
To FM Receivers
Continuing
explain through
the attri-a
butes of FM to
operation
major share of the March 19 session, Maj. Armstrong made it clear
he did not expect FM to displace
regular AM broadcast service overnight. He looked for AM broadcasting
to
continuethat"forit awas
longjust
time",
commenting
as
foolish to believe AM operations
would stop with the introduction
of FM as it would be to believe
that Model-T Ford cars would stop
operating as soon as Henry Ford
brought out his modern models.
However, in the normal course of
events FM will replace AM, he declared, although it vdll take years
even if all present operators and
set owners were to decide to make
the switch at once. In the process
of evolution, he forecast, "the listener willvnll
be start
the judge",
and he
probably
out buying
combination AM-FM sets, finally
buying
onlydevelops.
FM receivers as the
FM service
Questioned about manufacturing
costs, Maj. Armstrong estimated
the present
mitter costexperimental
is comparableFM totransthat
{Continued on page 80)
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FCC

Reopens
Television
Hearings
April
8
In a press release accompanying
United
States
Television
Mfg.
RCA
Is Called to
For editorial comments and
the order, the Commission said the
Corp. in protesting the action, said
current marketing campaign of
reactions to the FCC rehearing
it affects not only large strong
RCA is at variance with the intent
order, turn to page 102.
Task for Video
companies which have spent enorof its report, and construed it as a
mous sums on television with no
Activity
return, but it harms small com- rule and ordering the hearing, the disregard of its findings and recommendations for further improvepanies who have been working to Commission recited that when it
ment in the technique and quality
ORDERING suspension of its new launch the art. Asserting the pub- adopted its television report Feb.
wants television now, he said if 29, it emphasized that nothing sets are vddely sold to the public.
rules which would permit "limited the licnew
ruling is put into final afNeed for Improvement
done which will "encourcommercial" operation of television
fect, it will harm smaller operators shouldage a be
large public investment in
Sept. 1, the FCC March 23 in an
Pointing
out that the Commisunexpected action hailed RCA to more than the "big fellows".
receivers" which by reason of techsion declined to establish televithe carpet because of its television
nical
advances
may
become
obsoAside from the brief "amazesion transmission standards bein a relatively short time. It is
merchandising and sales efforts
ment" statement by Mr. Sarnoff, no this leteprovision
cause of the fluid state of the art,
which
the
majority
further
formal
comment
was
made
which the Commission said might
of
television
transmission before
feels
RCA
is
violating
with
its
by RCA. It appeared it would hold
"deadlock" development.
The Commission set April 8 for its fire until the April 8 hearings. newspaper and trade-paper promothe
majority
concluded
that RCA's
tion fostering visual receiver pur- intensive drive for set sales, since
reopening of hearings to determine
More Rigid Regulation
chases, along with price cuts in all it is the biggest single entity in rawhether "research and experimendio, would tend to freeze standards
RCA receivers [Broadtation and the achievement of highTo the industry as a whole the models of casting,
March
15].
at
the
441-line 30-frame level which
er standards" for television are action was indicative of the new era
it espoused along with the Radio
Referring specifically to RCA
being "unduly retarded" by RCA's
of
rigid
regulation
launched
by
the
intensive merchanising and sales FCC over radio generally.
and its subsidiary company activi- Manufacturers Assn., in the face
ties, including NBC and RCA Mfg. of strong opposition from the
campaign in New York. The FCC's
It marked the first time Commisaction came without warning. The
Co., the Commission said these pro- Paramount-afiiliated DuMont Labsioner Brown has joined the rigid
oratories and several other manuimmediate effect was to bring to a
motional activities may be detriregulationists. Commissioner Case,
facturers. In its Feb. 29 report the
mental to the public interest by
dead stop all of RCA's promotional
who has usually been aligned with "unduly retarding research and ex- Commission stressed the need for
activity. The action of the FCC was
Craven and Brown, is seriously ill
perimentation and the achievement
further improvement in the techgreeted with "amazement" by at his home. The seventh member,
nical quality of television.
David Sarnoff, RCA president.
of
higher
standards
for
television".
Payne, who usually votes with the It stated that additional rules or
It was even reported that RCA,
In its press release the Commiswith a $10,000,000 investment in crack-downers, is in Texas hold- revisions of the rules adopted Feb.
sion said that not all types of teleing revocation hearings.
vision transmision can be received
29 may be necessary to promote
television research and equipment,
In its formal order (No. 65) sus- experimental use of frequencies for by any receiver. It is impossible now
might be disposed to consider droptelevision service.
ping visual radio altogether. A
to decide what type of transmitpending the "limited commercial"
ter will be made standard, it said.
$2,000,000 budget appropriated for
It reiterated that receiving sets
the current year to bring television
constructed or on the market today
into practical public operation likewise may be cancelled.
may not be capable of receiving
Freezing
of Television
Feared
television
programs from standardExtent of FCC Power
ized television transmitters when
By
FCC,
Says
Chairman
Fly the art has sufficiently advanced to
The FCC's summary action occasioned surprise in other quarters, WHY THE FCC has switched the Television Committee which pro- permit such standardization.
While not mentioned in the Comtoo. It was clear that there would television signal from amber to
posed practical operations, had
mission release, it was evident the
be repercussions on a number of red — until it can reappraise the taken the position that only by
fronts, particularly since the Com- situation — was revealed March 26 such operation in an area like New majority felt that RCA in its sales
York could public reaction to visual promotion did not advise the pubby FCC Chairman James Lawrence
mission's authority to move into Fly.
radio be gauged.
lic that the receivers might become
the field of sales competition and
Answering allegations that the obsolete, and that there was no asmerchandising is questionable.
Amplifying the formal order of
surance of continued service. It
The action was the result of a 4 March 23 reopening the television FCC is seeking to control what the
to 1 vote.
hearings on April 8, Mr. Fly told public should see or hear via radio. was for this reason that CommisCommissioner T. A. M. Craven
sioner Craven raised the question
Broadcasting the FCC was anxi- Chairman Fly branded such accusadissented strongly, while Chairman
tions as irresponsible. Television is of the Commission's jurisdiction,
ous that no false start be made.
James Lawrence Fly and CommisWithout reviewing the basis for a synchronous operation in which apparently feeling that the Federal
sioners Browii, Walker and Thomp- the FCC's order [see page 51] the transmitting and receiving Trade Commission and not the FCC
son voted to reopen the hearings.
he said the majority felt it was must be standardized, he said. If a is charged
with regulation of unfair competition.
The two other members, Case and more important to have the public substantial portion of the public is
Payne, were absent.
interest protected at the outset stampeded into buying receivers
Fears Crystallized Standards
In the New York metropolitan than to risk a situation that might capable of reproducing images of
The
Commission said in its rearea, where merchandising of tele- cause permanent injury to a serv- only one type of transmitter, the
ice destined to become of lasting result is to "deadlock" development
lease, however, that public particivision receivers was being concentrated, the action stunned dealers benefit to the public.
and "freeze" standards, he depation in television experimentaclared. Thus that portion of the
as well as manufacturers. Canceltion "is desirable only if the pubThe whole purpose of the FCC's
lic understands that it is experilations of orders for television re- report on television of Feb. 29 was public would be deprived of improved television, and other manuceivers, both from RCA and GE, to inform manufacturers and exmenting in reception and not necesfacturers, rather than foster resarily investing in receiving equipwere reported. The dealers group
perimental television licenses that
of the Electrical & Gas Association caution should be exercised and research and experimentation, would
ment with a guarantee of its continued usefulness." It added that
search continued, the chairman as- find themselves forced to produce
took public exception to the Comserted. The FCC proposes to fix receivers using the present stand- "television is here to stay, but conmission's
action
and
petitioned
the
ards and experimental broadcasters
Commission to rescind its action.
ceivably present day receivers may
transmission standards, he de- likewise
might find themselves in for practical purposes be gone toclared,
but
not
until
it
feel
an
Little Fellows Protest
the same position.
adequate service is available.
"Promotion activities directed to
In protesting the FCC action,
The substance
of Mr.
obPublic Reaction
servations was that
the Fly's
Commismorrow".
the
sale of receivers," the release
Robert Robbins, president of Cathsion under such circumstances said, "not only intensifies the
Commissioner T. A. M. Craven,
Ray Television Corp., New York,
danger
of these instruments being
might
find
that
the
fixing
of
standformer
chief
engineer,
and
lone
said it had been "very damaging"
to his business, and that he is dissenter among the five voting the ards had been preempted and that left on the hands of the public, but
public would suffer by being may react in the crystallizing of
"studying with counsel the possi- members, said he believed the maforced to content itself with in- transmission standards at present
bility of instituting suits against
jority's
action
retards
development
ferior television, with new research levels. Moreover, the possibility of
individual FCC members for dam- of television. While he declared
there was an honest difference of and development deadlocked. In one manufacturers gaining an unages that
resultingwhen
fromthetheir
He said
FCC action".
cracks opinion on reopening of the hear- the light of this, he said, the FCC
fair advantage over competitors
ings, he felt constrained to vote could not sit quietly while it feels may cause them to abandon the
dovra "RCA can take it but we litagainst such action, particularly that its note of caution has been further research and experimentatle fellows can't".
(Continued on page 50)
disregarded.
John E. Milliken, president of since he, as Chairman of the FCC
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"We

travel all over the country making several

towns and cities a week and have developed the
profitable habit of tuning in to you for complete
details of last-minute happenings. You

give us

more than anyone else on the air.
"If we ever go to your city my wife and I shall take
the liberty of dropping in to thank you personally
for giving us such complete details each night.
Signed
(Name on request)

"Tune
and

to WHO

see what

happened!**

That's just one isolated case, of course. But every
week, WHO

#

Without much further comment, we crave to

quote from a letter received recently by our Mr.
H. R. Gross of the WHO

News Bureau. The letter

was mailed from Tampa, Florida — some 1800 air
miles away!

receives dozens of letters from points

as distant as Georgia, Oregon, Alaska, Vermont,
New

Zealand and West Virginia! . . . Plus an

average of about 10,265 letters per week, from
Iowa itself!
How'd you like for us to pull mail for you?

^^Dear Mr. Gross:
"About an hour ago, from our hotel window, we
heard some kind of an alarm, but it was left for
you, way up in Iowa, to tell us that it was an airplane

WH

O,

crash.

+

for

IOWA

DES MOINES

PLUS!

+

. . . 50,000 WATTS

J. O. MALAND,

MANAGER

FREE ac PETERS, INC., National Representatives
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Dallas News
Buys
Interest in KGKO
Campbell Would Be Head of
KGKO-WFAA-WBAP Sales
SALE of one-half of KGKO, Fort
Worth, to A. H. Belo Corp., of Dallas, publisher of the Dallas News
and owner of WFAA, by Amon
Carter, president of the Fort Worth
Star-Telegram, WBAP and KGKO,
is proposed in an application filed
with the FCC for approval March
20 by KGKO Broadcasting Corp. It
is understood the transaction involves $250,000.
WFAA and WBAP divide the
800-kc. clear channel as a fulltime
NBC-Red outlet. KGKO, 5,000-watt
regional on 570 kc, is the NBCBlue outlet and key of the Lone
Star Network.
Under the plan, it is understood,
KGKO would be operated in conjunction with WFAA-WBAP. Unlike the proposed KGKO ownership,
however, WFAA and WBAP are
individually owned but the sales
operation is maintained jointly. The
new KGKO Broadcasting Co., as
the corporate setup will be known,
will have as its president either
Mr. Carter or G. B. Dealey, president of the Belo Corp.
New Sales Plan
It is understood a new sales organization will be established, to be
headed by Martin B. Campbell, general manager of WFAA, who would
serve as general sales manager of
both the Red and Blue network
operations. For the KGKO Broadcasting Co., a board of trustees
would be established comprising
two executives of the News and an
equal number for the Star-Telegram. Harold V. Hough, general
manager of WBAP and KGKO and
circulation manager of the StarTelegram, is the executive of the
Fort Worth operations and will be
managing director of the new setup.
It is understood that Alex Keese,
assistant to Mr. Campbell, will become manager of WFAA. George
Cranston, now general manager of
KGKO, will become manager of
WBAP.
Mr. Carter announced that after
the purchase of one-half interest in
the WFAA transmitter near Grapevine, Tex., for WBAP, negotiations
were begun for the sale to the Belo
Corp. of an interest in the KGKO
Corn. WFAA and WBAP have
shared time virtually since they began operations in 1922 and for the
last decade have operated on the
800 kc. clear channel.
KGKO serves the Fort WorthDallas area as the NBC-Blue outlet, maintaining main studios in
Fort Worth along with Dallas studios. It was acquired two years ago,
having been moved from Wichita
Falls. The transmitter is equidistant from Dallas and Fort Worth.
WSJS is NBC's 188th
WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C, on
June 26 will join the NBC Southeastern Group Operating
as the network's
188th affiliate.
on 250
watts, 1310 kc. both day and night,
the station is owned by the Piedmont Publishing Co., of which
Gordon Gray is president. Evening
rate is $120 per hour.
SCHRAFFT'S,
(restaurants),
on
April 1 willNew
startYork
its first
radio in
New York, sponsoring daily Dinner Concerts programs of transcribed salon music
on WQXR, New York. Agency is AI Paul
Lefton Co.. New York.
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TBS Circuits Closed
TELEPHONE circuits set up for
Transcontinental Broadcasting
System and maintained until
March 15 despite the failure of the
proposed new national network to
begin operations have been discontinued. At TBS headquarters it
was explained that the phone company's traffic department desired to
put these circuits into other use
since TBS did not need them immediately and the network agreed
with the understanding that the
phone company would reinstate the
circuits whenever TBS was ready
to use them. TBS executives
further stated that certain plans
were being developed and that they
might menthave
important
to makean within
the announcemonth.
WTMA,

Charleston, S. C,

Sale Approved by FCC
ANOTHER newspaper company
became owner and operator of a
radio station March 22 when the
FCC authorized voluntary assignment of the license of WTMA,
Charleston, S. C, 250 watts on 1210
kc, to Atlantic Coast Broadcasting
Co. Ninety per cent of the stock in
the purchasing corporation, which
paid $39,300 for the station, is
owned by the News & Courier Co.
and Evening Post Publishing Co.,
publisher of the Charleston News
& Courier and Post. The remainder
of the stock is held by executives of
those newspapers, namely, Robert
S. Manigault, publisher; Edward
Manigault, managing editor; H. T.
McGee, business manager; Robert
Bradham, advertising manager.
WTMA was authorized in Ausrust, 1938 and began operation in
March, 1939. The owner-founders
were Y. W. Scarborough and J. W.
Orvin, president and vice-president
respectively of the Atlantic Coast
Life Insurance Co., who sold it to
the newspaper interests.
Land O'Lakes Discs
LAND O'LAKES CREAMERIES
Inc., Minneapolis (dairy products)
has selected 12 stations for a 39week campaign using weekly quarter-hour transcribed shows featuring Edgar A. Guest, poet-philosopher, and Eddie Howard, singer.
Programs started the last week in
March on WEEI WICC WGAR
WCAU WPRO WMAS WBEN
WMAQ WW J WCAE WHEC
WCCO. Transcriptions were cut
by WBS. Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis, handles the account.
Shell's 19 in East
SHELL OIL Co., New York, on
March 20 started a four-week
campaign for Shell oil and two new
Shell gasolines using twice-daily
time signals or station break announcements on the following 19
Eastern stations: WHN WQXR
WRC WNBF WTIC WCSH WGAN
WCAO WFBR WEEI WNAC
WNEW WMAZ WGY WSYR WBT
WPTF WIS WRVA. J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York, is agency.
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co.,
Boston, through its export division,
has been running an extensive spot
campaign for Blue Blades in South
America for the last two months. Seventy spots weekly are heard on major
stations. J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Buenos Aires, is in charge.

GLENN D. ROBERTS (right),
president of the newly-organized
Wisconsin Broadcasting System
Inc., and Charles Lanphier, network's general manager, scanning
their stations' coverage area.
Pepsi-Cola News Series
To Use Entire CBS Net
PEPSI -COLA Co., Long Island
City, which has been sponsoring
spot announcements and quarterhour programs for its soft drink
in different localities, will start network broadcasting for the first
time April 30 when it sponsors
three five-minute news programs
every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday on the entire CBS network of
112 stations. The contract also
marks the first time in CBS history
that all its stations have been
signed
series. to carry one commercial
The programs, probably featuring Bob Trout, CBS ace newscaster,
as commentator, will be heard at
6-6:05 p.m., with repeats at 10:5511 p.m. and 11-11:05 p.m., all
EDST. The first repeat will reach
the central standard and daylight
time zones, the mountain and pacific zones, while the second repeat
will be heard on these 10 stations
of the eastern standard time zone,
which also will carry the 6-6:05
p.m. period (WABI WNBF WBRY
WGAN WMAS WNBX WIBX
WORC WBAB WCAX). NewellEmmett Co., New York is agency.
Gillette Razor Prepares
To Cover Derby on CBS
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co.,
Boston, will sponsor the 66th running of the Kentucky Derby at
Churchill Downs on CBS network
of 87 stations on May 4. Mel Allen
and Ted Husing, CBS sportscasters, will report the color and Bryan
Field will cover the actual running
of the race. Technicians of WHAS,
CBS affiliate in Louisville, will
work with CBS engineers in handling the race, and WAVE, local
NBC outlet, will also carry the race
by
Newspecial
York, permission.
is agency. Maxon Inc.,
Throughout Derby Week, April
29-May 4, preliminary broadcasts
have been arranged as coast-tocoast sustaining programs. Programs include a talk by J. P.
Spang Jr., president of Gillette, and
a description of the Colonel's Dinner May 3, with Bryan Field and
Ted
Husing giving
interviewing
jockeys.descriptions and
BROADCASTING

Group

Organizes
Chain
Glenn D. Roberts President
Of Seven-Station Hookup
INAUGURATION of a new State
network, Wisconsin Broadcasting
System Inc., comprising five basic
and two supplementary stations,
has been announced by Glenn D.
Roberts, Madison attorney who is
majority owner of WEMP, Milwaukee, and a director of WIBA, Madison. Key station is WEMP, with
WJRN, Racine; WHBL, Sheboygan; KFIZ, Fond du Lac, and
WHBY, Appleton, as other basic
stations. WTAQ, Green Bay, and
WIBA, Madison, are the supplementary stations.
Gene Dyer, general manager of
WGES, Chicago, and a stockholder
in WEMP, will be identified with
the executive direction of the network. Furgason & Walker, station
representatives, have been named
to represent the network.
Mr. Roberts, who, in addition to
his interest in WEMP is a director
of WIBA and a part owner of
WSAU, Wausau, Wis., has been
named president of the network.
W. Wade Boardman and John
Ernest Roe, law partners of Mr.
Roberts, are vice-president and secretary-treasurer, respectively.
Charles Lanphier, currently manof WEMP,for will
in a similarager capacity
the actnetwork,
as
will Charles La Force, program director of the Milwaukee station.
Program Service
At present the Milwaukee outlet
is feeding its member stations 4%
hours of sustaining programs daily.
The talent staff of the key station
has been greatly enlarged.
ing:In explaining the aims of the network, Mr. Roberts told Broadcast"Many Wisconsin stations have
suffered to a large degree because
programs of network quality were
not available. Quality will always
be our byword. Many programs will
originate in Madison, home of our
State university and seat of our
State government, where good talent
important program materialandabounds.
"We will invest as much money
as is necessary to make this the
outstanding State network in the
country.
Our will
package
for en-to
tire network
be lowrate
enough
attract sponsors of practically any
product manufactured.
"Our coverage maps, now nearing
will75%
showof that
these completion,
stations have
the
State's population in their primary
coverage area. Another important
factor
that 80%
Wisconsin's
payroll iscomes
from ofthis
primary
Headquarters will be in the Empire Bldg., Milwaukee.
Absorene on 29
ABSORENE MFG. Co., St. Louis
area."
(Absorene,
HRH, Abso cleaners),
features live announcements over
29 stations in the Midwest in its
1940 advertising campaign. RossGould Co., St. Louis, is agency,
Harry
account executive.
Stations Meyer
are:
WSGN KFEL WATL WMBD WHBF
WCBS WDZ WIND KSO KSCJ WAVE
WDGY KCMO WHB KMBC WOW WNOX
KXA WKBH WAAF WMAQ WENR
KMOX KSD KWK WEW WIL KXOK
WTMV.
• Broadcast
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OLD

Group

Adopts
Net Idea
Southwestern Papers Develop
Frequency, Gross Discounts
ADAPTING the radio network
sales formula for newspapers by
employing frequency and gross annual discounts, Basic Newspaper
Group Inc., has opened headquarters in New York for a group of
Southwestern newspapers with its
rate card to become effective April
1. Ralph Miller, advertising manager of the Oklahoma FarmerStockman, has opened ofBces at 383
Madison Ave. as manager of the
organization.
Newspapers in the Group are the
Dallas News, which operates
WFAA; San Antonio Express and
News, formerly identified with
KTSA; and the Daily Oklahoman
and Oklahoma City Times, which
own WKY, Oklahoma City, KLZ,
Denver, and KVOR, Colorado
Springs. Officers are Edgar T. Bell,
business manager of the Oklahoma
Publishing Co., president; M. M.
Donosky, of the Dallas News, treasurer, and Frank Huntress of the
San Antonio papers, vice-president.
The Radio Formula
The group organization was
launched by Mr. Bell and J. I. Meyerson of Oklahoma Publishing Co.
following a survey a year ago into
selling methods of newspapers in
the national field, to ascertain why
national linage appeared on the
decline in the face of rising revenue in other media, particularly
radio. It is reported a substantial
number of national advertisers and
agencies have wholeheartedly endorsed the plan, and that several
new accounts already have been
signed for the group.
The Group has announced it will
not "cut rates" but that the plan is
premised "upon discounts to advertisers for frequency of insertion
and for gross annual linage contracts. By employing the selling
technique of media which have gone
steadily forward in sales volume
(largely radio), the group said it
hoped that newspaper space volume
will greatly increase and that newspapers again will become basic
media.
The Group hopes to expand its
membership in the near future and
it is expected the matter will be
discussed during the sessions of
the American Newspaper Publishers Assn. in New York in midApril. The plan envisages eventual
setting up of a half-dozen separate
newspaper groups, aligned geographical y, for national selling.
0. C. Brown, advertising manager of the Oklahoman and Times,
has been in New York since early
March aiding Mr. Miller in establishing offices and introducing the
group, to accounts and agencies.
School Disc Series
AIR CONDITIONING TRAINING
Corp., Youngstown, which sponsors
Happy Jim Parsons Sunday mornings on NBC-Blue, has placed
weekly quarter-hour programs starring Parsons and transcribed by
NBC Radio-Recording Division on
some 50 stations throughout the
country. The transcriptions, supplemented with five-minute programs
starring Parsons, will run for 26
weeks. National Classified Adv.,
Youngstown, is agency.

VISITING agency executives stepped backstage to meet stars of the
new NBC Good News of 19iO program in Hollywood March 14, with
Fred C. Hawkins, Southern California district sales manager of General
AsFoods Corp., sponsoring the show, on hand to make introductions. vicesembled (1to r) were Tom Revere, Benton & Bowles, New York
president in charge of radio; Donald Cope, Hollywood agency producer
of the program; William R. Baker Jr., Benton & Bowles, New York vicepresident in charge of General Foods accounts; Mr. Hawkins; Mary
Martin and Dick Powell, singing stars of the weekly half-hour show.
Kaltenhorn

Programs

to ISBC;

Swing and Hale News Series Expanded
Mutual stations not broadcasting
AFTER more than ten years of
foreign news reporting for CBS, Swing's sponsored programs, will
H. V. Kaltenborn, noted news ana- present him Wednesdays, 10-10:15
lyst and commentator, has ended p. m., effective April 3, and may
his exclusive affiliation with that present him sustaining on Mondays
network to present a series of and Fridays with the White Owl
twice-weekly commentaries on the commercials cancelled. According
NBC-Red network.
to MBS, Swing has an audience in
Kaltenborn started this sustain- Great Britain consisting of 30.7%
ing series on NBC March 30 and of the adult population, which hears
will continue to broadcast Satur- him every fortnight on the BBC. He
days from 7:45-8 p. m. and Sun- is heard in Canada on alternate
on the CBC.
days 3:45-4 p. m., immediately fol- Saturdays
A second MBS news program to
lowing its
NBC's regular
round- receive additional stations is Arups from
Europeannews
reporters,
until April 27 when he sails for
thur Hale's Confidentially Yours
Rome. In Europe, Kaltenborn will broadcasts, which were on WOR,
Newark,
as a sustaining feature
travel extensively to study the
progress of the war and report his for about a year, and last October
findings on frequent broadcasts on gained two sponsors after the September war crisis — Vick Chemical
NBC.
On May 28, Kaltenborn will be- Co. and Richfield Oil Corp. The latter company on Jan. 6 started the
gin a thrice-weekly series on NBC,
the network and stations as yet un- program on Mutual, Saturdays
decided, under the sponsorship of 7:30-7:45 p. m., and on April 2
Pure Oil Co., Chicago, present will expand the program to Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
sponsors of the thrice weekly Kal- the same
time on 21 MBS stations.
tenborn Edits the News programs
At that time Mr. Hale will broadon CBS. This CBS series terminates
cast his program from Philadelphia
April 26, until which date Kaltenborn will also be heard on NBC on where he will make a personal appearance before a meeting of Richa sustaining basis. It could not be
field Oil's distributors
learned from NBC when Broad- vue-Stratford
Hotel. at the Bellecasting went to press whether
Kaltenborn would present his
Mr. Hale's program of "news bebroadcasts on NBC for Pure Oil
hind the news" will gain still ansponsor on April 7 when the
from Europe or for how long a North otherAmerican
Insurance Co.,
time he would remain abroad.
New York, through the Franklin
Adv. Agency, starts Confi.dentially
Ray Swing's Network
Yours on WOR, Newark, Sundays,
General Cigar Co. has added 13 9:30-9:45 p. m.
MBS stations to the twice-weekly
newscasts by Raymond Gram
Tops Cigarettes Spots
Swing, who is particularly noted
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
for his commentaries on internaN. C, late in Febtional developments dm'ing the Sep- Winston-Salem,
ruary started a campaign for Tops
tember, 1939 war crisis in Europe.
General Cigar Co. started spon- cigarettes using 50-word announcements six times weekly on WREC
sorship of Swing's
program
weekly on
three MBS
stationstwice
on WALA WGST WCMI WWL KTBS
Sept. 25, 1939, in the interests of WNAC WBNS WSPD WGBI
White Owl cigars. On March 25, WERE KROC WCHS WBLK
and WWVA. Camthe company added 13 MBS sta- WMMN paignWSAZ
will run through May 11,
tions for 52 weeks to Swing's Monaccording to Wm. Esty & Co., New
day and Friday talks, 10-10:15
York, the agency.
p. m.
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GOLD PROGRAM
TO START APRIL 5
WITH Cal Kuhl having resigned,
Mann Holiner, radio director of
Lennen & Mitchell, agency servicing the account, will produce the
first few programs of the new
Hollywood variety and dramatic
show featuring Don Ameche, which
starts April 5 under sponsorship of
P. Lorillard Co., New York (Old
Gold cigarettes), on 60 or more
NBC-Red stations, Fridays at 1010:30 p. m. (EST).
Who will become permanent producer of the series was not revealed. Several are under consideration. Kuhl is on the Hollywood
staff of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
and has been producing the weekly
NBC Chase & Sanborn program
sponsored by Standard Brands Inc.
(coffee), and other network shows.
He was signed by Lennen &
Mitchell to produce the Ameche
program on a loanout from J.
Walter Thompson Co. Kuhl, it is
said, felt that various constructions
would be placed on the loanout deal
and his resignation
was himself
to save and
embarrassment both to
the two agencies.
Victor Young has been signed as
musical director of the new Ameche
show with Pat Friday and the Six
Hits & a Miss handling the vocals.
Mark bought
Hellinger's
stories spots.
have
been
for theshort
dramatic
Maxwell Shane, Hollywood writer^
heads the writing staff. It is reported that the show will cost P.
Lorillard Co. around $7,500 a week,
exclusive of network time. Claire
Trevor is to take dramatic leads.
Tom McKnight heads the writing
staff.
Musical Disc Time

Spots

Planned by Lucky Strike
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York, has completed arrangements
for its transcribed announcement
campaign
for April
Lucky1 onStrike
ettes to start
seven cigarNew
York stations [Broadcasting,
March 15]. Transcribed by Victor,
the announcements consist of a
time signal and a musical number
selected from that week's Lucky
Strike Hit Parade program on CBS
corresponding to the time just announced, as, for instance, at 7 a.m.
the Hit Parade number seven will
be played.
Featured
will including
be regular Hit Parade
artists,
Barry Wood, Bea Wain, Orrin
Tucker and Bonnie Baker, and the
orchestras of Mark Warnow and
Kay Kyser.
Schedule for the announcements
on thelows:metropolitan
fol17 times daily stations
on WMCA;
thrice daily on WABC; five times
daily on WOR, WHN and WEVD;
twice daily on WEAF; 14 times
daily on WNEW, and once a day
on WJZ. Special numbers will be
played at 11 and 12 oclock, the
total of Hit Parade selections
amounting to only 10. Lord &
Thomas, New York, is agency.
Radio to Plug Film
RADIO will be heavily used in plugging the world premiere April 11 of
Paramount Pictures Corp., film, "The
Biscuit Eater", in Albany, Ga. Besides
the CBS Vox Pop program, sponsored
by Penn Tobacco Co., Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., (Kentucky
nating from that Club
city tobacco),
as part oforigithe
exploitation
buildup,
there
be several other special event will
broadcasts.
WSB. WATL and WGST, Atlanta,
will broadcast the festivities. Program
will be keyed from WGPC. Albany.
• Broadcast
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Clears

Consider

Illness

of

Treaty Allocation
Hold Luncheon With Fly;
'Pot o' Gold' DiscuBsed
TAKING advantage of the presence of a number of its members to
attend the FM hearings before the
FCC, the Clear Channel Group, representing 50,000-watt stations, met
in Washington March 20 for an informal discussion of the radio regulatory situation. Chairman James
Lawrence Fly of the FCC attended
a luncheon meeting and is understood to have discussed primarily
prize contest programs such as the
Pot theo' Gold
in
past. which he has deprecated
Called by Chairman Edwin W.
Craig, WSM, Nashville, the group
also conferred with Louis G. Caldwell, its counsel, about the general
regulatory picture, particularly in
the light of the impending reallocation under the Havana Treaty.
While clear channels are retained
under the allocation terms, many
broadcasters see in the present
trend a threat which might conceivably result in more extensive
duplication of exclusive channels at
night, particularly on opposite
coasts.

Case

Affects

Programs
Raps
Fly FCC
THE
appears
destined to
function as a six-man agency for
several weeks ■ — perhaps longer —
due to the continued illness of Commissioner Norman S. Case, who is
convalescing at his home in Washington.
Absent from the Commission
since Feb. 20, Gov. Case is now said
to be well on the road to recovery,
but a number of complications
which developed may make his convalescence slow. Initially, Gov. Case
suffered a foot infection. Afterward
he contracted pneumonia but passed
the crisis. A touch of pleurisy also
developed, along with phlebitis, an
arterial ailment. His physicians report that the pleurisy condition has
heen virtually cleared up and that
all effects of pneumonia now have
been passed. The phlebitis was said
to be still painful but his general
condition is improving.
With the Commission divided on
basic nolicy matters, it was thought
Gov. Case's enforced absence might
have an important bearing on the
complexion of Commission deciions. He has been aligned rather
consistently with Commissioners
Craven and Brown on broadcasting
Fly's Views on Prizes
policy matters. Commissioners
Chairman Fly, it is reported, told Walker, Thompson and Payne have
the group that he personally looked
voted together in a rigid-regulation
with disfavor upon programs with bloc more or less consistently and
Chairman
Fly has held the balance.
a main prize contest element which
Because of the FM hearings,
in effect results in "buying" an
audience through offers of sub- which got under way March 18 and
stantial rewards if listening. The destined to run through the first
Pot
o'
Gold
program,
together
with week in April, few matters of ima local program
broadcast
in Texas,
portance have been considered by
has been referred to the Depart- the Commission in recent days.
ment of Justice for scrutiny to as- Only five members have been sitting
certain whether there is any infrachearings, with Payne abtion of the lottery laws. Previous at these
sent in Texas conducting revocainformal opinions have held that
tion hearings.
Pot o' Gold,
particularly,
is not
athetechnical
violation
of the statute.
'Pot o' Gold' Comes Up
The Department, however, has had
Chairman Fly March 20 met at
attorneys assigned to study the
case for a month and it was thought luncheon with a group of broadpossible that it might have in mind
casters representing clear channel
a new legal test of what constitutes stations and discussed informally
a "consideration" in prize offers of with them matters pertaining to
that general nature, particularly the regulatory situation. He is understood to have admonished the
since this program technique has
spread like wildfire through the in- broadcasters about prize award
dustry.
programs, and particularly menPresent at the luncheon session
tioned the NBC Pot o' Gold as one
with Chairman Fly were Messrs.
upon which he looked askance.
Without commenting on the legality
Craig; Mark Ethridge, WHAS,
Louisville, former NAB president;
Gold, now under
scruJoseph 0. Maland, WHO, D e s of thetinyPot
of theo' Department
of Justice
Moines; J. M. Cox, Jr., WSB, At- at the FCC's behest, it was reported
Chairman Fly held that any prolanta; Harold V. Hough, WBAPgrams which place stations in the
KGKO, Fort Worth, and Jack DeWitt, WSM, Nashville.
position of "buying" their audience

BASEBALL boosters of Oakland, Cal., called a conference to plan a welcome for the city's 1940 baseball
team, with officials of KROW, Goodrich Tire and General Mills joining in festivities. A big booster parade
and jamboree March 30 wound up the celebration. At
the conference were (1 to r) G. F. McGregor, Oakland
Booster's Club; Roy J. Feuchter, General Mills sales
executive; C. W. Reed, Westco Adv. Agency; Philip
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NAB Convention Hotel
DEFINITE selection of the
St. Francis Hotel as headquartersinforSan
the NAB
convention
Francisco
Aug. 4-7 was announced
March 21 by Howard Lane,
business
manager ofCo.,
McClatchy Broadcasting
NAB director and chairman
of the local convention committee. One of the largest
hotels in the West, the St.
Francis is said to be adequately equipped to handle
the expected attendance of
upwards of 700.
cannot be construed as in general
public interest.
On the Commission itself there
has been little activity aside from
the FM hearings. The Network
Monopoly report, long overdue, still
reposes in the office of General
Counsel William J. Dempsey in
draft form and there appears to be
no indication that it will be hurried along. Because members of the
Network Monopoly Committee
(Brown, acting chairman. Walker
and Thompson) are sitting on the
FM hearings, it is hardly thought
the committee itself will have opportunity toreview the preliminary
draft until after the hearings are
closed. Moreover, it is now generally expected that the Commission itself, rather than the committee will
pass on the report, which is likely
to delay its publication even further.
Brown's Reappointment Due
Meanwhile, no inkling has been
given of plans of Commisioner
Brown, whose present term on the
Commission expires June 30. Commissioner Brown has consistently
refused to confirm or deny reports
that he will retire upon expiration
of his term, presumably to enter
private law practice or perhaps to
reenter Ohio politics. He was formerly Secretary of State of Ohio. A
Republican who has served with the
FCC and its predecessor Radio
Commission since 1929, first as general counsel. Commissioner Brown
could be reappointed if he so desired, itis felt in informed circles.
His reappointment has been urged
by many broadcasters.

G. Lasky, KROW manager; Ed Kuhlman, Oakland
sales supervisor. General Mills; Keith Kerby, KROW
operations manager; Ralph Pahlmeyer, Goodrich retail manager; R. J. Loomis, Goodrich district manager;
Andy Potter, KROW promotion; Dean Maddox, KROW
baseball announcer; Vic Devincenzi, Oaks baseball
manager; H. L. Wilson, KROW salesman; V. L. Mishler, assistant sales manager of General Mills.

BROADCASTING

WELCOMED with a leis aboard the
S.S. Lurline was W. E. Macfarlane
(left) president of MBS and head
of WGN, Chicago, as he arrived at
Honolulu. Henry C. Putnam, shipside announcer of KGMB, Honolulu, interviewed Mr. Macfarlane.
FTC Activities Viewed
Harmless to Advertising
THE opinion that the Federal Trade
Commission
do nothing
is
harmful" towill
advertising
copy "that
was
expressed by Alfred M. Corrigan,
of Arthur Kudner Inc., on March 21
at a luncheon meeting of the Advertising Club of New York. With
John Benson, AAAA president,
presiding, the AAAA saluted the
club's 35th anniversary.
Holding that no honest citizen
can complain when another policeman is added to the force, Mr. Corrigan declared the FTC, through
the Wheeler-Lea amendments to the
Federal Trade Act, is supplementing the vigilantes in the advertising
field, enabling them to dispose of
"black sheep", more rapidly. He
pointed out also that publishers
and advertising men helped draft
the Wheeler-Lea Act and worked
for its passage. Chronicling the
phases through which advertising
copy has passed in the last 15
years, Mr. Corrigan observed that
the use of humorous copy doubled
from 1936 to 1939, chiefly because
radio comedians, comic strips and
the movies had created a sense of
humor on a national basis.
Birdseye Products Test
FROSTED FOODS SALES Corp.,
New York, is conducting a 39-week
test campaign for Birdseye products using a quarter-hour Opinions
Wanted program twice weekly on
WOKO, Albany. Programs, running since Feb. 20, feature interviews by an inquiring reporter
with customers in local stores selling the Birdseye foods. Customers
are also asked a "question of the
day" on some interesting topic. No
further radio plans will be made
till the conclusion of the test, according to Young & Rubicam, New
York, the agency in charge.
Swift Spring Spots
SWIFT & Co., Chicago (Vigoro),
is running a varried announcement
spring campaign on WJJD, Chicago; WOW, Omaha, and WGN,
Chicago. Contracts are of undetermined length. J. Walter Thompson
Co., Chicago, is agency.
WERC are the call letters assigned by
the FCC to the new local station in
Brie Pa. granted to the Prssqiie Isle
Mar.
15].
Broadcasting
Co. [Broadcasting,
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Another

Western

WJSV transmitter building at Wheaton,
Md., showing three tower array.

CBS

Electric

Outlet

for

the

50

KW!

Western Electric antenna coupling
equipment for the 50 KW transmitter.

Nation's

Capital

. . .

WJSV
WASHINGTON
The Doherty Circuit . . . improved stabilized feed-back . . .
automatic line voltage regulators . . . emergency 5 KW
operation . . . are just a few of the reasons why Columbia
selected Western Electric for WJSV. Whether you want
a 100 watt or a 50 KW, it will pay you to choose Western
Electric — for Better Broadcasting !

Western
GravbaR

Electric

DISTRIBUTORS: In V.S.A.i Graybar Electric Co., New York,
N, Y. In Canada and Neufoundland : Northern Electric Co.,
Ltd. In other countrieas International Standard Electric Corp.
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For
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Include

Drives

Stales
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Early Risers for 'Breakfast

Club' Breakfast

Time

Survey Reveals Plans Made
To Draw Tourist Trade
TWELVE States will use radio
during the next 12 months to promote their advantages, the Council of State Governments, Chicago,
announces in a compilation of
State advertising plans. In all, the
States will spend $4,365,519 to distribute information during the
year, the Council finds.
Of the six media used in recent
years, radio ranks fifth, according
to the Cotincil which also says
that 39 States or their public
and private groups will engage in
1940 promotion. Other media were
used in this order: Magazines, 34
States; direct mail, 32; newspapers, 30; movies, 13; billboards, 3.
Eight States have no tax funds directly available for promotion, private agencies caring for their
needs. States contemplating radio,
with advertising appropriations
follow:
ALABAMA ($50,000)— State Planning Commission in a spring campaign intends to attract industry ; its
winter campaign is designed for tourists. It is estimated that the $50,000
spent this year will bring in a $50,000,000 tourist business.
ARKANSAS ($39,500)— Publicity
Advisory Commission devotes its efforts to the encouragement of industry and tourists. The Arkansas Agricultural & Industrial Commission,
charged with development of new industries within the State, will not
use radio, although it has an appropriation of $35,100.
INDIANA ($25,000)— Division of
State Publicity is devoted to encouragement of industry, tourists, residents, markets for agricultural goods
and educational activities.
KANSAS ($60,000 ) — Industrial
Development Commission wUl emphasize industry, promote markets for agricultural supplies, and publicize
transit facilities.
MAINE ($200,000 fiscal 1940;
$185,000 fiscal 1941; plus approximately $100,000 per year from tax on
potatoes) — Development Commission
seeks to attract tourists, develop industry in the State and secure markets for agricultural goods.
MASSACHUSETTS ($83,900) —
Development & Industrial Commission encourages industry, tourists and
markets for its goods. Plant facilities
are offered in some cases, and the
Commission stresses skilled labor
available and favorable industrial tax
Stl'UCtU
MICHIGAN ($250,000 ) — S t a t e
Administrative Board has as its purpose to advertise resort and recreational advantages, agricultural horticultural and dairy products.
MINNESOTA ($50,000)— Tourist
Bureau
will State.
attempt to attract tourists to the
MONTANA ($50,000 ) — Moutanans Inc. is a private agency, privately financed, and attempts to bring
tourists into the State. Highways
Commission, with an appropriation of
$10,000, will not use radio.
NEW YORK ($200,000)— Bureau
of State Publicity seeks industry, tourists, and to increase state-consciousness among New Yorkers; The Bureau of Milk Publicity of New York
($300,000) will promote the increase
of milk consumption within the State.
It also will use radio.
—
TheNORTH
Greater DAKOTA
North Dakota($50,000)
Assn. will
sponsor an agricultural campaign,
seek to attract tourists, industry,
residents and markets.
SOUTH DAKOTA ($10,000 for biennium plus $30,000 per year) —
Highway Commission will promote agPage 30
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MORE THAN 100 agency, station
representatives and members of the
press attended the NBC Breakfast
Club broadcast March 20 and later
a breakfast in the Merchants &
Manufacturers Club, as guests of
Sidney N. Strotz, NBC vice-president in charge of the Central Division.
During the broadcast Don McNeill, m.c, interviewed several station representatives briefly on the
air and both thanked and joked
with them for arising at the crack
of dawn (studio doors were closed
at 7:45 a.m.) to attend the affair
despite the heavy snowfall and
freezing weather with which Chi-

cago greeted Spring. The stunt was
part of a campaign inaugurated by
Mr. Strotz to help sell the Breaktisers.fast Club to local or spot adver-

ricultural products and industrial developments Public
;
Relations Bureau
of South Dakota ($10,000 for biennium) encourages consumption of agricultural
endeavors to attract tourists
andproducts,
residents.

Union Leader's New Discs
P. LORILLARD Co., New York,
for its series of quarter - hour
twice weekly programs featuring
Arthur Godfrey, has arranged with
NBC Radio-Recording Division for
a second series of 26 programs in
the interests of Union Leader Tobacco. Programs have been presented since February on the following Southern stations: WDBT
WOAI KPRC WBAP K G N C
KVOO WKY WBT WPAX WTOC
WRBL WGPC WDBO WRUF and
WJAX. Lennen & Mitchell, New
York, is the agency.

In addition to statewide promotional efforts, several parts of the country are advertising on a regional basis. The six New England States work
through the New England Council,
11 Southern States have banded together as the
Conference,
and Southern
the 11 FarGovernors'
Western
States are jointly advertised by The
Industrial West Inc. Such privately
financed organizations as the Ozark
Playgrounds Assn., which publicizes
recreational advantages of the Ozark
Mountains in Arkansas, Missouri and
Oklahoma, serve several States.
Capt. John J. Matheson
CAPT. JOHN J. MATHESON,
president and principal owner of
WHDH, Boston, died March 27 of
heart failure at Gloucester. The 59year-old former sea captain established WHDH ten years ago as the
"fishermen's station", broadcasting
arrivals, fish prices, weather reports and other information of interest to fishermen on the banks.
He is survived by his widow, three
sons and two daughters. His son,
Ralph G. Matheson, is general
manager and treasurer of WHDH.
Perry Heads WCAX
APPOINTMENT of Howard J. Perry, formei'ly
commercial
WTAG,
Worcester,
Mass., manager
as generalof
manager of WCAX, Burlington, Vt.,
was announced March 19 by the B^irlington Daily News, owner of the station. Mr. Perry has been in radio for
many years and was associated with
.lohn V. L. Hogan, New York radio
engineer, in establishment of WQXR,
New York.

At of
topRussell
(1 to r)M.areSeeds
June agency;
Rollinson,
George Hartman, of the agency
bearing his name; George P. Hollinbery and Walter Holden, of the
George B. Hollinbery firm. Below
(left) , McNeill interviews Robert
Boniel, of Edward Petry & Co., as
Melvin
Brorby At (above
McNeill's
hand) watches.
right Dick
Kopf,
of Paul H. Raymer, submits to McNeill's mike.

Omar's Long Series
OMAR MILLS Inc.. Omaha, is currently running a 39-week schedule
of
quarter-hour
nrogrf^-ns
on eight stations musical
for its Blue
Ribbon flour, and a 52-week schedule
on three stations for its bakery
products. Programs, titled Blue
Ribbon Melodies, run on a varying five and six-weekly basis. Stations promoting flour are WLS
KOA KVRS WNAX WHO WMT
WOW KMMJ: bakerv products are
on WTMJ WBNS WFBM. Lyle T.
Johnston Co., Chicago, handles the
account.
Soil-Off to Extend
SOIL-OFF MFG. Co., Glendale,
Cal. (naint cleaner) , through Hillman-Shane Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, in a 13-week campaign started in early March, is using from
one to six-weekly participations in
programs on KOY KEX KOL
KHQ KGMB KPO KFI KFVD,
and will expand coverage to include
other territories.
BROADCASTING

Drops

Suit

On Record
Rights
SUIT of Harms Inc. against RCA
Mfg. Co., a test case planned to obtain a court decision on the question of whether the right to record
a musical selection includes the
right to make a special arrangement of the number, or whether the
latter is a separate right for which
a separate license must be secured
from the copjrright owner, is being
dropped by the plaintiff. Decision
not to proceed with the suit is based
on
the publisher's
feeling company
that the
defense
of the recording
violates a previously made agreement between the parties that no
technical defenses would be offered.
Copyright Act of 1909 gives to
recording companies the right to
record any number v/hich the publisher has previously allowed to be
recorded, at a maximum payment
of two cents a pressing. Copyright holders claim that this recording right covers only the privilege of recording a number according to its published arrangement
and that if the recording company
wishes to make a special arrangement it must secure this additional
right from the copyright owner.
Recording firms hold to the opinion
that the right to make special arrangements isincluded in the right
to record.
To settle this basic point, a test
suit was arranged and Harms filed
suit against RCA Mfg. Co. for
Tommy
Dorsey's "Rendezvous
recording ofTime
the
Harm's number
in Paris" under the Victor label.
In its defense Victor pleaded that
it had a statutory license to record the number, that the selection
had already been recorded by another company, that there was no
violation of fair use of the record
and that the record was made at
the solicitation of the copyright
proprietor.
Answering charges that the
fourth defense is a technicality and
unfair in a test case, RCA states
that this defense is not only true
in this instance but it is the practice rather than the exception. According to themen
company,
professional
(song publishers'
pluggers)
bring
copiesor of
new numbers
to the piano
recorders
recording
bands
and ask that records of them be
made. Usually, it is stated, only
piano scores are provided so that
it is necessary for each orchestra
to make its own arrangement. If,
says RCA, such a defense is unfair,
then the publishers should stop the
practice.
Camel Signs Al Pearce
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem, N. C, has signed
Al Pearce & His Gang for a new
program for Camel cigarettes to
start early in May, probably on
CBS if time can be cleared. Pearce
concludes his Wednesday program
on CBS for Hawaiian Pineapple
Co. on April 3, that period to be
filled with Ben Bemie for American Tobacco Co. Wm. Esty & Co.,
count.
New York, handles the Camel acXBC has reprinted in booklet form
with the permission of Broadcastixc
the article titled "The Time-Buying
Function
Radio appeared
Advertising," by C. ,
E.
Hooper, inwhich
Broadcasting
Yearbook. in the 1940 ;
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POWER ALONE, of course,
does not detennine coverage.
Frequency andotherimportant
factors enter into the picture.
That's why WRC, with its favorable frequency of 950 kc continues tooffer the best "coverage
market. buy" in the Washington
* Based on field intensity maps
filed with F. C. C.
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Beginning June 15 WRC will operate
night as well as day on 5,000 watts

than

more

radio

any

other

station.
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General

Foods

Expands

Daytime Serial Program
Business?
Quiz
This
Started
Who
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
In the winter of 1939, Hartford
York, which has been testing the
Jack the Tire Expert
County was alarmed by reports of
thrice-weekly quarter-hour serial
a fabulous wild beast similar to a
Kate Hopkins, Angel of Mercy on
Is Described as
nine stations since last October, on
wildcat prowling in the vicinity of
April 1 will add 19 more stations
Glastonbury. The beast was chrisOriginator
tened by the newspapers as a
to the list, as follows: KFPY
KOMO KYW WSB WMAS WWJ
By FRED BAKER
"Glawackus" and attracted nationWPRO KWKH WTIC WCSH
Baker. Cameron, Soby & Penfield
wide attention. Jack sponsored a
WMC KMBC KRGV WOW WTAG
Hartford, Conn.
shortwave broadcast of a GlawacWNAC WKY KPO WDOD, and on
kus
hunt
led
by
Jimmy
Laneri,
forTO THE FLOOD of questions and
April 29 WHO. Scripts are v/ritten
mer
airplane
pilot
for
the
Martin
answers now on the air waves
by Chester MacCracken of Benton
Johnson's in Borneo. The hunt
& Bowles, New York, the agency.
might be added still another : "Who failed.
Addition of these stations is in
first started the Radio Quiz anySquawk or Plug?
line with a general expansion of
way?"
But on the following Monday
All available evidence points to
daytime serial programs by the
Jack Says: Ask Me Another
W. M. Hickey, president of Jack night.
agency for its accounts, under the
featured an interview with Mr.
direction of Tom Revere and Kirby
the Tire Expert, General tire dis- Laneri. And this interview brought
Hawkes, who recently joined the
tributor in Hartford, Conn.
the salient fact that the hunt
It was back in the summer of out
agency.
A second daytime camfailed because not all the searchers
paign also starts April 1 for Post
1928 that Mr. Hickey was casting were equipped with General tires.
Toasties, another product of Genabout for a good program idea. A Generals, it was asserted, run so
eral Foods, consisting of a quarterparlor game involving questions silently that the cat would have had
hour
five-weekly transcribed serial
and answers was then in vogue. It no warning of their approach.
titled Portia Blake Faces Life.
Stations are: WLW WLS KSTP
caught Mr. Hickey's attention. And
Another commercial that attractthe result was that on Aug. 27,
WNAX WOW WKY KMBC KSD
ed wide attention was the case of
1928, Jack Says: Ask Me Another
KRLD KTRH KTSA KFH KVOO
Zeke Peck's parrot. Jack had on the
W. M. HICKEY
was born on WTIC, Hartford.
KGNC KRGV KYW KFI KPO
KDKA WNAC WFEA WHP
Today, as far as anybody can deKFPY KRIS KWFT KADA KCRC
termine, this program, which is now
THERE'S questioning galore on WTIC, Hartford, when 'Jack KFYR WWJ WEBC KFDM
in its 12th year, has the distinction
of being the oldest question and Says: Ask Me Another' goes on the air, a habit of some 12 years. WACO KBIX KGFF, and WHO
on April 29.
answer game on the air, and is in
fact, one of the oldest programs in There's questioning and plenty of it all over the country when
radio. But in spite of its venerable
the subject of who started the quiz program is discussed, with
age, Jack Says: Ask Me Another
WARM, Scranton, Starting
is still vigorous. A recent survey the number of claimants to the title of Quiz Pioneer running
IN LITTLE more than six weeks
made in Hartford showed that the into the dozens. Perhaps some will question the claim of Mr.
from the time it was authorized
interest in this show has held up
for construction by the FCC last
Hickey that his tire firm started the cycle when it picked up the Jan. 25, the new WARM, Scranton,
despite its years.
Pa., 100 watts night and 250 day
Ask Me Another fad back in 1928. But none can question Mr.
Jack the Inquisitor
on 1370 kc, expects to make its
the air April 11, accordSince the sponsor's business is Hickey's devotion to the quiz program as a method of selling debut ing on
to Lou Pollar, Jessup, Pa.,
built around the personality of Jack
merchant who will be commercial
Whelan, veteran tire man, this tires and building good-will. He knows the answers, when
same personality is carried over the quiz business is discussed, and that goes for tires, too. manager of the station and who
owns 49.6% of its stock. The other
into the program, and Jack himself,
chief stockholder is Martin F.
as Jack the Inquisitor, addresses
Memolo, farm manager, who will
selling
tires
through
radio.
And
the questions directly to the listener. program as guest stars two characbecome manager. He also owns
ters from The WrightviUe Clarion, we're constantly discovering new
After a seven second interval, the
49.6%.
Charles R. Capp, formerly
ones. There are definite appeals,
answer is given. Thus the game is a popular rural skit over WTIC,
an engineer with WMCA, New
and
definite
ways
of
presenting
apkept between Jack and the listener, Editor Elisha Wright and Zeke
York, will be program director.
peals that result in quick sales.
on the assumption, proven by the Peck. Zeke's pet parrot was supA more intangible benefit of the Adolph Oschman, formerly with
posed
to
deliver
the
commercial,
but
WQAN, Scranton, will be chief
program's success, that people like
to answer the questions themselves. after an elaborate build-up, the par- program has been the good-will it engineer. Announcers are being
rot
refused
to
speak.
generates.
Jack
Says:
Ask
Me
Ansupplied through Patsy Kelly of
Questions are informative, enother has a friendly, sincere, per- NBC in New York. Equipment is
On the following Monday night
tertaining, and timely. Music and
sonal
tone
that
is
faithfully
folRCA throughout, with tower being
sound effects are often used. A cash the parrot was again presented, and
lowed in script and production. And
after a few moments of coaxing by
supplied
Bridge
Co.by the local Anthracite
prize for the best question submit- Zeke, and a tense hush, the parrot people respond to this friendliness.
ted each week lends added interest.
The
nearest
approach
to
a
test
of
On many occasions between 1,000 did jabber out a half-intelligible
occurred on St. Valentine's
and 1,500 letters a week have been phrase. Immediately there was a good-will
Kem Fertilizer Spots
heated argument, Elisha Wright Day, 1940. On the program two
received.
nights
before
Valentine's
Day,
Jack
KEM
LIQUID PLANT FOOD
claiming
that
the
parrot
had
utCommercials are made as entertold about one of his listeners, a
tered only gibberish, and Zeke hot- lady 87 years old, who was all alone
Corp.,
New
York,campaign
has startedusing
its
taining as the rest of the program.
annual spring
ly protesting that the parrot had
Timeliness is one of the reasons for
in the world and living in a conva- daily participations on the Polly
the success of these commercials. actually spoken.
lescent home. He mentioned the fact the Shopper program on WHN,
To settle the afl'air Jack then ap- that he was going to send her a New
For instance, in November 1936,
York, and three participations
pealed
to
the
listeners
asking
when pre-election oratory filled the whether or not the parrot had ac- Valentine, but he doubted if she
weekly
on Myrtle
Labbitt'sDetroit.
Home
air, a pompous character named
would get any others unless some
Chats program
on CKLW,
tually said anything about Generals of
Senator Rumblehorn of Eagle
the
listeners
should
happen
to
On
April
1,
the
company
starts
and if so, what?
send her a valentine too.
three Women's Radio Journal pro
Gulch, Nebraska, exhorted all lisThe
mail
brotight
over
1,000
difweekly on WIND, Chicago
tening to ride to the polls on GenTwo days later Jack, the post- grams
ferent versions of what the parrot
eral tires. In the fall of 1938, when
man, and the lady were all sur- Walter Windsor contracted for the
said. These covered practically
time on behalf of Williams & Sayprised when over 636 valentines
political "purges" were in the news, every sales point Jack had ever
charge.
lor. New York, the agency in
Jack's program featured a purge used in selling General tires, as arrived at the convalescent home.
of all soiled and used tires and dis- well as several good testimonials. In addition to the valentines, the
continued tread designs.
lady received candy, cookies, cake,
that
Jack's
radio
adverFacility Changes in Canada
On the day after Orson Welles It proved
tising had registered effectively in handkerchiefs, poems, and letters.
She had received only a brief menterrified the country with his Mars the minds of the listeners.
POWER
increases have been authortion in the script over WTIC alone,
ized for CFGP, Grande Prairie, Alta.,
attack, a skit on General tires enThese are but a few of the devices and there
was no prize offered, in from 100 watts to 250 watts, and!
titled "Earth Attacks Mars" was
that have been used on the program
CHSJ, St. John, N. B., from 100
prepared. This however, was not to catch and hold attention for fact nothing for the listener to gain. watts
to 1,000 watts. CFGP will start}
With results like these it isn't its new
used because of the ticklish situapower this summer r.nd
hard to see why Jack Says: Ask Me
tion that immediately developed in Jack's commercials.
changes frequency April 1 from 1210
Another
is
one
of
New
England's
radio, but many others equally
In 12some
years
on the facts
air we've
to 1310 mitter
kc.readyCHSJ
have its translearned
important
about most popular programs.
in thewillautumn.
timely are used.
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As Our Chinese friend says, if you want to get
rich — go where there's money.
In our primary area there are more than 1,403,000
radio homes ... all representing folks who need and

576,659,000. That's more than a billion dollars to be
spent this year for somebody's products.
Will they be yours?
«
* *

will buy somebody's refrigerators, or soap, autos,
toothpaste, tires, rugs, cereals, shoes, tobacco, cosmetics — and whatever else any modern, 1940 American family needs.

With a 3 -station combination of WMT and
WNAX, plus either of the Des Moines stations,
KRNT or KSO, an attractive combination rate is
available. In this way you effectively blanket a market
of more than six million persons — for little cost.

They have the purchasing power, too. For the
people who live within our area annually spend $1,-

For more details about America's Money Belt
write the Cowles Stations, Des Moines, Iowa.

unuif*

KRNT

★

KSO

★wSTfS

Waterloo
■Ln^
.Ct\X
\ Affiliated with THE REGISTER AND TRIBUNE. Pes Moines, lowo |
Represented Nationally by THE KaTZ AGENCY
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Major Networks
Provide Numerous
Premium

Offers

Diversified
List of Articles
Offered Listening Public
IN ADDITION to cash prize contest offers [Broadcasting, March
1], national networks report numerous premium offers for listeners
on commercial network programs.
With MBS reporting no current
offers of this type on any of its programs, alist of program-offers on
NBC-Red and Blue and CBS, currently in effect, follows:
NBC-RED
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. — Ellen Randolph (Super Suds ) , 8 packs flower seeds
for 10c and box top.
General
— JackboxArmstrong
(Wheaties),
magicMills
answer
for 10c and
box
top trademark.
Andrew
Jergens
Co.
—
The
Parker
Family
(Woodbury soap), four cakes of soap for
price of three plus Ic, available at dealers.
(Also on same program on NBC-Blue) .
Benjamin Moore Paint Co. — Betty
Moore (paint), membership in Triangle
Club and semi-annual home decorating
booklets, free for writing.
Chas. H. Phillips Chemical Co. — Waltz
Time (Phillips milk of magnesia toothpaste), Libby Safedge glasses, one free
with 25c tube, two with 50c tube of toothpaste. Same offer on Lorenzo Jones and
Young Widder Brown on NBC-Red, and
Amanda of Honeymoon HiU on NBC-Blue.
Pillsbury Flour Mill Co. — Woman in
White ( Pillsbury flour ) , smorgasbord booklet and flower seeds, each for 10c and Pillsbury Star label.
Procter & Gamble Co. •— Ma Perkins
(Oxydol), six packs flower seeds for 10c
and box top.
Standard Brands — Chase & Sanborn
Hour (C&S coffee), cardboard likeness of
Mortimer Snerd for 10c and dated bag
front;
Love valued
a Mystery
Yeast), Iseeds
at $1.50(Fleischmann's
for 10c and
six yeast labels ; Those We Love (Royal
Desserts), silver-plated Pinoechio spoon
for 10c and package front.
William R. Warner Co. — Youth vs. Age
(Sloan's Liniment), question book for
Sloan's Liniment carton.
R. L. Watkins Co. — Backstage Wife
(Dr. lOeLyon's
for
and tooth
carton. powder) , Bluebird pin
NBC-BLUE
Modem Food Process Co. — The Moylan
Sisters (Thrive dog food), photo for 3c
stamp and Thrive label.
Sherwin-Williams Co. — Metropolitan
Opera Auditions (paint & varnish), 1940
S-W(SeeHome
Decorator,
free onforbothwriting.
NBC-Red
for offers
NBC
networks.
)

Wilson to Add
WILSON & Co., Chicago (Ideal
dog food), has started a varying
schedule of 100-word participation
announcements and five - minute
transcribed musical shows on nine
stations, and six-weekly five-minute
United Press news periods on
WMAQ, Chicago. Stations selected
are WGY, Schenectady, N. Y.;
WIRE, Indianapolis; WSPD, Toledo; WTAM, Cleveland; WBNS,
Columbus; WKRC, Cincinnati;
WTMJ, Wilwaukee; WCAE, Pittsburgh; KSD, St. Louis. Stations in
anproximately
10 additional
kets will be added
in the marnear
future according to A. J. Engelhardt, account executive of U. S.
Adv. Corp., Chicago, the agency.
CAMPAIGN DRAMA
Sponsored Serial Highlishts
Gubernatorial Entry
NOVEL departure in political
broadcast technique is the dramatized life of Terry Carpenter, candidate for Governor in Nebraska,
carried as paid advertising by
KFAB, Lincoln. The 29 daily dramatic interludes trace the boy-toman development of Candidate
Carpenter,
well-known
independent
oilman
of the
State. The
idea has
caught the fancy of KFAB listeners and has drawn good newspaper
publicity.
The serial, simulating March of
Time lines, was produced by Had
Hughes, KFAB production manager. The cast, which includes beside the character of Terry Carpenter his wife, mother, sundry
"oil barons, bankers, customers
etc." who entered his true-life experiences, anarrator and announcer, was dravm entirely from KFAB
talent.
TRANSFER of the license of WSUN,
St. Petersburg, from the St. Petersburg Chamber of Commerce to the
City of St. Petersburg, which makes
annual appropriations for its operation though it is conducted on a commercial basis, was authorized by the
FCC March 22. WSUN shares 620 kc.
with WFLA, Tampa.

Gulf
BOYS AND BONDS
WGN Show Offers Galaxy of
Well -Known Folk
WGN, Chicago, produced a good
example of station showmanship
on March 12 when Quin Ryan, general manager, staged a show for
more than 3,000
high school boys
from Chicago's
public rochial
andschoolspaon
behalf of Bonds,
Chicago clothing
company, sponsor
of Ryan's evening news broadcasts.
The show,
stagedraceinCasino
the ofTerthe Morrison Hotel,
included on its entertainment staff
such personalities as Edgar Kennedy, movie comic; Chester Gould,
creater of Dick Tracy, cartoon detective; Bill DeCorrovant, much
publicized Northwestern football
star; Marshall Goldberg, former
Pitt All-American who now plays
for
the Chicago
Manski
and JackCardinals;
Manders, "Eggs"
members of the Chicago Bears, pro football team; Hack Wilson, onetime
slugger; "Brick"
Cubs American
Chicago former
Owens,
League
umpire; Wally Fromhart and Tony
Lawless, coaches, respectively, of
Chicago's
Carmelteams;
and Fenwick
high
schoolMt.football
Barney
Ross, former
world's ofboxing
champion; five members
the Chicago
Blackhawk hockey team ; the
Northwestern Glee Club of 40
voices; Edward Cochran, sports editor of the Herald- American, and
three WGN stars, Guy Savage, Jess
Kirkpatrick and Paul Fogarty.
Only out-and-out carnival act was
"Aussie", the boxing kangaroo.
Bonds distributed tickets to the
affair through their city stores via
announcements
on passed
Ryan's outnews60
shows. The sponsor
door prizes.
EIGHTEENTH annual convention of
the National Industrial Advertisers
Assn.
be held
Sept. 18-20 at the
Hotel will
Statler.
Detroit.

CBS
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co. — Hilltop
House (Palmolive soap), jade brooch for
three Palmolive wrapper bands and 15c
in coin ; Myrt & Marge ( Super Suds ) ,
eight packs flower seeds for boxtop and
lOc, three initialed silverplate teaspoons
for 25e and Colgate toothpaste panel (latter
offer on Ask-It-Basket and spot announcement before Myrt & Marge ) .
Cudahy Packing Co. — Bachelor's Children
(Old Dutch Cleanser) , silver plated cake
server for 50c and three Old Dutch labels
(75c in Canada).
General Foods Corp. — Joyce Jordan
(Minute Tapioca), free recipe book for
writing; Kate Smith Speaks (Swans
Down, Calumet), cookbook for 6c in
stamps.
General Mills — By Kathleen Norris
(Wheaties), free recipe folder for writing.
Lever Bros. Co. — Aunt Jenny (Spry),
five packs flower seeds for 10c and Spry
disc from can top.
Echoes of 'Adam & Eve'
COPYRIGHT infringement suit of
$1,000,000 against Mae West, NBC
and others, filed by Joan Storm, Hollywood writer, more than two years ago
in Los Angeles, was dismissed on
March 18 by Federal Judge Harry
Hollzer. Miss Storm claimed part of
her script, Love d Applesauce, was
lifted and used by Miss West in the
much discussed Adam d Eve skit on
the NBC Chase & Sanhorn hour Dec.
12, 1937. Judge Hollzer ruled there
was not enough similarity to constitute infringement. Others named in the
suit were Don Ameche ; Arch Obelor,
radio writer ; J. Walter Thompson
Co. ; Standard Brands, and RCA.
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Summer Mystery Series
GULF OIL Corp., Pittsburgh, for
its spring Spray insecticide campaign, is preparing a new series of
32 twice-weekly quarter-hour transcribed programs featuring Jack
Berch. The series will be placed on
a large list of stations, as yet unselected, throughout the country.
AMP is doing the recording and
Young & Rubicam, New York, handles the account.
On April 28 Gulf will replace its
Screen Guild Theatre on CBS with
Adventures of Ellery Queen, mysterv series, Sundays, 7:30-8 p.m.
(EDST) . As the Screen Guild show
leaves the air April 21, it is estimated the program will have
broughtture Relief
$570,000
the Motion Since
PicFundto treasury.
starting on CBS under Gulf sponsorship in 1938, some 200 screen
stars and featured players have
donated services with an estimated
worth of $787,000. Among these
have been 57 whose film contracts
ances.
ordinarily forbid radio appearStations Aid Census
CENSUS Bureau officials indicated
to Broadcasting March 22 that
"very satisfactory" response has
come from radio stations, both
English and foreign language
broadcasters, to the Bureau's requests for cooperation in explaining procedure and various phases
of the 16th Decennial Census, to
start April 1. Early in March the
Census Bureau offered U. S. foreign language stations translations
in seven languages of two-voice
question-answer scripts based on
Census procedure, and notified all
other stations of the availability of
similar information in script form,
designed
to supplement
the series
ti-anscribed Uncle
Sam Calling
produced
by
the
U.
S.
Office
of
Education.
Meloripe Using 4
MELORIPE FRUIT Co., Boston,
on March 13 started a 13-week
campaign of one-minute announcements transcribed by WOR (Newark) Transcription Service thrice
weekly on shopping and food hints
programs on WEEI and WNAC,
Boston, and WJAR, Providence.
BBDO, New York, is agency.
Zonite Starts Campaign
ZONITE PRODUCTS Corp., New
York, on April 1 starts a campaign
of 11 spot announcements weekly
for Forhan's toothpaste on WPRO,
Providence, and later in the month
will use seven spots weekly on
KGW, Portland, Ore. More stations
may be added. Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
New York, is the agency in charge.

KANSAS went MBS March 16 when the newly-formed Kansas Network,
comprising
into Radio
the nation-wide
network.
WHB,organized
Kansas'
key.outlets,
City, is the five
KansastiedState
Network was
officially
March 11 in Wichita. At the session were (seated 1 to r) Selleck
B. Warren, KTSW, Emporia; H. K. Lindsley, KFBI, Wichita (which
joins about May 1 upon removal ^rom Abileine) ; R. J. Laubengayer, KSALDon Davis, WHB. Back row, N. E. Vance, KSAL; Herbert Hollister'
KFBI; K.
W. Bend.
Trimble, KTSW; Kay Payle, KFBI; and Leo Legleiter'
KVGB,
Great
BROADCASTING

Armour Soap Spots
ARMOUR & Co., Chicago (Luxor
soap), on March 25 started a twiceweekly schedule of its quarter-hour
transcribed Musical Powder Box
show on WGN, Chicago; WJR, Detroit; WTAM, Cleveland. Lord &
count.
Thomas, Chicago, handles the acHELEN MENKEN, the CBS star of
the Second Husband series, on March
23 was chosen radio's "best dressed
woman" in a poll of fashion designers
and stylists announced during a broadcast
Fashionin Academy's
nual from
springtheluncheon
New York. an• Broadcast
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'Why must I always make allowances?"
he yells. "Why can't people give me what
I want? "

They had been explaining some of the
AAusts and Must-Nots
of Advertising.

"If I want a daytime news-broadcast
on some stations and a hill-billy
band for an hour on another, why
can't I have them?

"Or if I want to give one territory
twice as much socko in radio as
4 another or fit different merchandising plans to different markets —
IF YOU
WHEN

WANT
AND

"Or if I want to test three
shows drive
or getIn the
be5 or fourhind asales
East or the West or the South —

WHAT

WHERE

YOU
YOU

WANT

WANT

IT

Whatever his budget for broadcasting, the advertiser
who uses SPOT RADIO can fit it to his plan— flexibly,
economically, and with immense satisfaction.
Any length of program, live or transcribed, on few
or many stations — network or independent— at best
available periods for every time zone. SPOT RADIO
is for individualists.

ANY TIME ANY LENGTH ANY WHERE
For any advertiser or agency executive uho wants to see how SPOT RADIO can
meet his individual situation, we shall he very glad to prepare a special outline,

He paused for breath. "You can do any or all of those
things," sez I. "You've got spots before your eyes," he
answers. "You're right," I reply, "SPOT RADIO."

EDWARD
PETRY
& CO. .hc.
Representing leading Radio Stations throughout the United States— individually
Offices in: NEW YORK • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO
DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • LOS ANGELES

new

and

music

endless

with

source

Human

for

Appeal

— writes Josef Cherniavsky, Director of Music, WLW
THE CROSLEY CORPORATION
WLW
CINCINNATI
A careful study and many experiments
fully convinced me that the Novachord is
the most important contribution to the
music of tomorrow in Radio.
'in following up the policy of Mr. James
D. Shouse, Vice-President in Charge of
Broadcasting Activities, 'to give the listeners what they want,' WLW has three times
received the VARIETY National Award,
and now in planning and developing my
new musical programs, 1 feel that the
Novachord is a new and endless source
for music with Human Appeal.
Sincerely yours,

EUGENE PERAZZO, featured organist at the Novachord, with JOSEF CHERNIAVSKY, Director of Music, WLW — WSAl

From everywhere master showmen . . . who give character to music

expression will give your artists a versatility that never grows old!

for today's radio . . . are writing their praises of the Hammond
Novachord.
And you can quickly, easily discover all for yourself the many

Or, if you'd like the proof in advance, write today for the Novachord's Experience in Radio. Address: Hammond Instrument
Company, 2989 N. Western Avenue, Chicago

reasons for this vigorous enthusiasm for the Novachord — as the
world's newest news in music for radio.

Hammond Organ Studios: TVew York — 50 West 57th Street
Los Angeles — 3328 Wilshire Blvd. • Hammond Dealers in Principal Cities

You'll find the Novachord is played like a piano . . . that it produces beautiful piano-like tones . . . and that, by just turning the
Tone Selectors, you can bring in the amazing musical effects of
'cello, flute, guitar, French horn, and dozens of others.
Then, you'll see for yourself how the Novachord will add new
appeal . . . new enthusiasm ... to your program -building ideas.

As you play the Novachord, just turn
the Tone Selectors. Let it add musical
effects of violin, clarinet, mandolin,
tuba — and actually dozens of others.

And you'll know how the Novachord's vast opportunity for musical
The NEW Idea in music — by the Makers of the Hammond Organ!
See... Hear,., Play

at the Hammond
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THE

in the Hammond

HAMMOND

Building, 50 West 57th Street, New York
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DUMMIES had their day as Bond Clothing stores in Detroit announced
sponsorship of newscasts over WWJ by such window displays as
this. Charles Arlington is newscaster. Neff-Rogow, New York, is agency.
Disastrous

Mine

Blast

Is Covered by WWVA
THREE hours after the disastrous
March 16 mine blast at Willow
Grove Mine near St. Clairsville, O.,
George W. Smith, station manager, Wayne Sanders, program director, and Paul J. Miller, production
manager of WWVA, Wheeling,
were at the scene after a fast trip
and a 2% -mile walk from the nearest town. For days continuous contact was maintained with the mine
office and rescue headquarters.
Besides its broadcasts direct from
the mine frequent bulletins were
phoned to the Wheeling studios.
Recording equipment was used to
obtain interviews, with gruesome
and tear-jerking material omitted.
WWVA aided in identifying one of
the victims.

New Benny Contract
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York (Jell-0), through Young &
Rubicam, that city, has signed Jack
Benny to a new contract which goes
into effect on Oct. 6, after his usual
summer vacation, when he resumes
the weekly Jell-0 program on 100
NBC-Red stations, Sunday, 7-7:30
p. m. (EST), with West Coast rebroadcast, 8:30-9 p. m. (PST). The
new contract starts Benny on his
seventh year for Jell-0 and his
ninth in radio. The expiring contract, which spanned three years
and ends in June, was the first long
term noncancellaljle agreement ever
signed in radio. Although details of
the new contract were not disclosed,
it is understood that Benny gets a
substantial salary increase over his
previous stipend and will be given
greater leeway in production.

LARGEST single network ever to
FOREIGIS RATE CARD
carry a prizefight was used March
29 when 103 NBC-Blue stations
IS ISSUED
BY NBC
broadcast the heavyweight championship bout between Joe Louis and JohnFIRST rate card to be issued by
ny Payehek, sponsored by Adam Hat
NBC to cover international short- Stores,
York.
The increase
total reprewave services since the FCC ausentsNew
an almost
500%
over
thorized commercial sponsorship on the 21 NBC-Blue stations first used
these channels was made effective by Adam Hats when it first purchased
as of March 23 and covers the 25,- the broadcasting rights to fights in
Hat on April 3 will spon000-watt WRCA, operating on 9670 1937. sorAdam
the Garcia-Overlin middleweight
and 21630 kc, and WNBI, operat- championship
on 90 NBC-Blue
ing on 6100 and 17780 kc. Stations stations, with bout
Sam Taub and Bill
operate simultaneously nine hours Stern at the microphones. Glieksman
daily in the Latin American serv- Adv., New York, is the agency.
ice, and the rate card is as follows :
GENERAL BROADCAST ADVERTISING (GROSS RATES)
*5 min.
(Rates for periods longer than one hour are in exact proportion
*10 min.
to the corresponding one hour rates.)
1 hr.
SPANISH Eastern Standard Time
CLASS A— ( 8:00 P.M. to 10 :00 P.M.)
$300.00
75.00 45.00
225.00 $180.00
%90.00
hr. $100.00
CLASS B— ( 5:00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M.)
hr. $120.00
30.00
150.00 V2135.00
90.00
CLASS
50.00 $60.00
60.00
PORTUGUESE C— (11 :00 P.M. to 1:00 A.M.)
CLASS A— ( 7:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M.)
$180.00
45.00 $36.00
81.00 $ 54.00
135.00 $108.00
CLASS B—( 4:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.)
72.00 $ 60.00
27.00
ENGLISH
CLASS A— (10:00 P.M. to 11 :00 P.M.)
$300.00
$180.00 $120.00 $100.00 $60.00
* Available only in restricted periods.
DISCOUNTS AND REBATES
WKLY. DOLLAR VOLUME DISCOUNTS
REBATES FOR CONSECUTIVE WEEKS
26 to 38 weeks
10%
(Applicable only to schedules of 13 or
more consecutive vfeeks of foreign
39 to 51 weeks
15%
52 weeks
20%
broadcasting at rates listed above.)
Contracted Value of Time
Rebates on gross billing of each series will
at Gross Rates
Discount be
paid for 26, 39 or 52 consecutive weeks
Less than $120.00 per week
None of broadcasting. The rebate will be due and
$120.00 or more but less than
payable currently only on firm qualifying
$180.00 per week
5% contracts or as contracts become firm for
180.00 or more but less than
weeks. Any facili$240.00 per week
10% 26, 39tiesorused52in consecutive
to athenew advertiser's
240.00 or more but less than
original scheduleaddition
constitute
series and
$300.00 per week
15%
establish separate rebate years there300.00 or more per week
20% will for,
earning their own rebates based on the
number of consecutive weeks used.
Interruptions of a series necessitated by the broadcasting of special events of importance
will not affect the advertiser's right to the discount or rebate. Gross billing after deduction of percentage discounts, if any, shall be subject to advertising agency commission of 15%. From the rebate, if any, the Company shall deduct the excess agency
commission previously allowed. All concurrent foreign broadcasting contracts for the
same advertiser at the rates listed on this card may be combined for determining the
rate of the Dollar Volume Discount. Discounts effective from beginning of service only on
firm contracts or as contracts become firm.
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KIDS ARE BEST
WOR Finds Youngsters Arc
Capable Quizees
THAT youngsters seem to have
more stage presence or simply are
less inhibited or selfconscious than
their elders is one of the findings
of Bill Slater's new juvenile show,
Junior Spotlight, now being carried over WOR, Newark, at 9:30
Saturday mornings. Slater, a popularvate WOR
in prilife issportscaster
headmaster who
of Adelphi
Academy for Boys in Brooklyn,
acts as m.c, selects three topics for
discussion and picks boys and girls
from the audience to voice their
opinions. The audience, all juvenile, selects the winners by apSlater has found that the youngplause.
sters make better contestants for
quiz shows than parents, stating
their arguments on the most obtuse
subjects with a vigor and clarity
of insight that is surprising. Best
feature of the show is that they
mince no words in letting the
world know how they stand.
Kirkman's Spots
KIRKMAN & SON, Brooklyn, on
March 25 started a campaign for
its soap flakes using five to ten
spot announcements weekly on
WGAR, Cleveland, WSPD, Toledo,
and WFMJ, Youngstown. On April
1, the company starts a thriceweekly quarter-hour Italian program The Veiled Lady featuring
Diana Baldi, on WOV, New York,
and WPEN, Philadelphia; 12 foreign language spots weekly on
WBNY, Buffalo,
andweeklyfive
announcements
on spot
WNAC,
Boston, and WBAL, Baltimore.
Agency is N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.
Scott's List of 40
SCOTT PAPER Co., Chester, Pa.,
on March 25 started its annual
campaign for Scott towels and tissue using participations
on women'sJ.
programs
on about 40 stations.
Walter
is agency.Thompson Co., New York,

Knox

News

in West

GELATINE Co., Johnstown, N. Y. (Knox Sparkling
Kenyon & Eck, through
Gelatine)
New York, on April 15
Inc.,
hardt
ip
thrice weekly
assumes sponsorsh
of the news program, Bob Garred
Pacific Coast
Reporting, on 6 CBSKSFO
KARM
stations (KNX
KOIN KIRO KVI), Men., Wed.,
ConFri., 7:30-7:45 a. m. (PST). Gelatract is for 52 weeks. Knox
tine Co. replaces Mennen Co., Newark (cosmetics), which terminates
sponsorship of that program on
April 12. Bathasweet Corp., New
eet), through H.
York (Bathasw
M. Kiesewetter Adv. Agency, that
Bob
city, continues to sponsor
Garred Reporting on the same list
of stations, Tuesday, Thursday,
sher To7:30-7:45 a. m. Axton-Fi
bacco Co., Louisville (20 Grand
cigarettes), through McDougall &
the evesponsors
Weiss,ningChicago,
y,
edition, Monday,
Wednesda
Thursday, Friday, 5:45-5:55 p. m.
(PST), on CBS Pacific Network.
KNOX

Radio Journalism Book
A NEW book on news broadcasttitledPub.Radio
ing gess
lis,[Bur$2]
Minneapoism
Co., Journal
inWagner,
H.
Paul
written sby
tructor inradio and journalism at

Indiana U, covers newscasting techin a two-year
designed for use as a
It asisobserved
study. nique
textbook by students with previous
journalism study. Documentary maincluded.terial and theoretical matter are
CBS Farm Staff Enlarged
CBS has announced three additions
to the staff of farm reporters covering
farm news for the Country Journal
program, conducted on CBS by
Charles Stookey, CBS director of
farm broadcasts in St. Louis, and for
the recently announced CBS farm
news network [Broadcasting, Feb.
15]. New reporters are Grady Cole,
director of farm broadcasts of WBT,
Charlotte, who will cover North and
South Carolina, Georgia and Florida ;
Harwood Hull of WAPI, Birmingham, who wiU cover Alabama, and
Gene Shipley of WIBW, Topeka, to
cover Kansas.

MAN-IKENS for a Bond Clothes style show staged by WFBL, Syracuse,
recently were members of the WFBL staff. Sensational, claims WFBL, in
describing their skill as portable clothes hangers. Some 600 persons saw
the show, participated in a musical spelldown, and took home some free
radio sets and groceries. Jim DeLine and Neal Moylan were masters
of ceremony, with Don Anderson's Minute Men giving Bonds a break.
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Los Angeles Area
AFM
Pact Looms
Higher Pay In Some Cases;
Negotiations Harmonious
NEW WAGE deals and improved
working conditions for musicians
employed by Los Angeles area major broadcasting stations are being
negotiated by Musicians Protective
Assn., Local 47, American Federation of Musicians. Contracts under
which stations have operated for
the last year have expired. New
agreements in several cases will
cover more than the customary oneyear period, it v/as said.
While details of all new contracts
have not been revealed, it is known
that pay classifications for several
types of musical work will be increased materially. Most of the details have been worked out harmoniously and no hitches are anticipated to mar a mutual agreement being reached over all contracts, according to both musician
and station officials.
KHJ Contract
KHJ, the Don Lee Broadcasting
System key station in Los Angeles,
has appointed Dave Rose, Hollywood composer, arranger and pianist, as musical director succeeding
Alvino Rey. The station has agreed
to spend a minimum of $50,000 in
wages and employ a minimum of
18 men during 39 weeks of the current year. Wage scale is based on
the current coast-casual rate. When
the orchestra is used on transcontinental broadcast, the wage scale
will be at that prevailing rate.
If the orchestra is sold to an advertiser, the station's quota will be
raised by one-half of the amount
paid in wages under sponsorship.
The KHJ contract for last year, arranged under the AFM blanket
pact which expired in January,
called for an expenditure of $84,000, but Don Lee Network spent
around $96,000, according to Willet
H. Brown, assistant general manager.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., recently granted an increase in power
and fulltime operation by the FCC,
becomes a Class A station by October, 1940, and will be using a
quota of 12 men in its orchestra
by that time, according to musicians union classification. The station has been using a six-man orchestra, but will add one man each
month until the quota is reached
in October. Now a CBS affiliate,
KMPC at present is in Class C and
will be rated in Class B from July
until October. With the new setup,
Hugh Lawrence has been appointed
musical director of the station, succeeding Oliver Alberti. Formerly
musical director of WGAR, Cleveland, he has been in Hollywood for
the past two years doing radio and
film work.
'Invasion From Mars' Study
THE 224-page study, Invasion from
Mars, published by Princeton University Press [$2.50], a salient chapter
of which was featured in the March 1
Beoadcasting, will be issued in book
form April 15. Containing the complete script of the Orson Welles CBS
broadcast, the book is subtitled "A
Study
the Psychology
of Panic"
and
is
the inwork
of Prof. Hadley
Cantril,
Princeton psychologist, with the assistance of Hazel Gaudet and Herta Herzog. The book is one of a series of
studies being made by the Princeton
Radio Project.
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New P & G Quiz
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, on March 23 started a new
quiz program, titled Truth & Consequences on four CBS stations —
WABC, New York; WDRC, Hartford; WPRO, Providence, and
WORC, Worcester, Saturdays,
9:45-10:15 p.m. Ralph Edwards,
originator of the program, is m.c.
and Bill Meader, supplies musical
interludes on the organ. A total of
$55 in cash prizes is awarded each
program. For each consequence
idea and each question and answer submitted and accepted, $10
and $5 are awarded respectively.
Contestants receive $15 for correct
answers, $5 and three bars of Ivory
soap for each consequence attempted, while $20 goes to the person
best accomplishing a consequence.
Compton Adv., New York, is the
agency in charge.
Shredded Wheat in Canada
SHREDDED WHEAT Co., Niagara
Falls, Ont. (Cubs) started April 1
an eight-week campaign with 10
transcribed announcements weekly
on 10 stations in Eastern Canada.
Account was placed by Cockfield
Brown & Co., Toronto.
STEREOPHONIC

ZOUNDS, my hearties, away to
the battle, prithee! Thus, perhaps,
spake Karl O. Wyler, manager of
KTSM, El Paso, as he addressed
a recent Chevrolet sales meeting
dressed
in this
musketeer's
regalia.
The stunt
worked
so well that
he
was larplaned
meeting. to Phoenix for a simi-

MUSIC

RECORDING

Bell Laboratories to Demonstrate Method Said
To Yield Every Sound the Ear Can Hear
BELL TELEPHONE Laboratories
Performances of Leopold Stowill give the first public demonstra- kowski and the Philadelphia Orchestra, of the Tabernacle Choir
tion of "stereophonic reproduction
and organists in Salt Lake City,
of enhanced music" at Carnegie
and of Paul Robeson and other artHall, New York, April 9-10. New
ists, recorded by Dr. Fletcher and
recording equipment and technique
now make possible "recording and his staff, will be played at the
reproducing every sound that the demonstration. Following the original recording, auditions were given
ear
could have heard
initially,"
the at which
the artist or director was
announcement
states,
continuing
that "the listener in Carnegie Hall able to vary his original interprewill have the same spatial sense
tation at will, softening it to the
as to the course of the sounds as if faintest pianissimo or amplifying
he were sitting in the original hall it to a volume ten times that of any
and in addition he will hear the mu- orchestra without altering the tone
sic enhanced by variations of loud- quality in the slightest. These selfness and tone quality according to enhancements of the original music,
the interpretation of the original re-recorded on film, are the permanent recordings which will be heard
Technique worked out by Dr. at Carnegie Hall.
director."
Harvey Fletcher and his associates
— E. C. Wente, J. C. Steinberg,
W. B. Snow, R. Biddulph, L. A.
SAVED THE CLUB
Elmer and A. R. Soffel — picks up
KOTN
Ra ises Funds as Team
the original sounds through three
microphones at the right, center
Encounters Crisis
and left of the stage. Sound cur- KING baseball will reign over Pine
rents from each microphone are
Ark., this summer because
amplified and recorded on three Bluff,
separate sound tracks on moving B. J. Parrish, manager of KOTN,
Pine Bluff, pinch-hit in time of
film. Since an orchestra or an organ
has a volume range much greater trouble for the Pine Bluff Judges,
than can be recorded without dis- local entry in the Cotton States
tortion on a photographic film, it is League, where the franchise was
by lack of funds.
necessary to "compress" the origi- jeopardized
When the situation was presentnal range of sounds before recorded to Mr. Parrish just two days
ing. A fourth track records the
amount of compression as an auto- before the league deadline, he put
several spot announcements becontrol range
for thewhich
"expansion"
tween programs asking baseball
of the matic
volume
must be
fans to tune to KOTN that evening.
made in reproduction.
When the film is run through the The mayor, C. of C. secretary and
several citizens appealed for funds
reproducer three separate sound to
raise the necessary $750.
currents are created, each actuatRadio-equipped cars were staing its own set of loud speakers, lotioned in the various districts to
cated at right, center and left of collect all
telephoned contributions.
the stage as were the pickup micro- Determined to stay on the air until
phones. This arrangement, with the the needed $750 was raised, KOTN
wide frequency and volume range
six hours later announced that conof the system, gives "spatial and
totaled $1,250 and that
emotional values heretofore un- the Judges tributions
would play ball.
known", says the announcement.
BROADCASTING

CBS Education Board
To Consider Proposals
For
Extended Service
FOURTEEN leaders in public education and public life, member of
the CBS Adult Education Board,
have been invited by CBS President William S. Paley to attend a
meeting in New York April 8. Acancording to President
nouncement, the groupPaley's
will meet
activieducational
CBS
to review
ties of the past year and discuss
projfor new educational
proposals
ects and extension
of present proCBS direcgrams. Sterling Fisher,
tor of education,
will present
his
annual report at the meeting.
According to advance analyses
of Mr. Fisher's report, in addition
People'sat
at Work
to Americanswhich
Platforyn,
were and
created
the instance of the board, two new
series have been added to CBS'
Columbia's
schedule
educational
Country
Journal
and — Which
Way
and changes ef—
Peace?
to Lasting
fected in other programs to keep
them abreast of educational developments. In addition, plans have
been announced for extension next
fall of CBS's American School of
^'^^Membe
the Air torsCanada
of the and
CBS Latin
AdultAmerEd-

ucation Board include : Lyman Bryson. Teachers College, Columbia U,
chairman; Dr. Stringfellow Barr,
president, St. John's U;U William
of ChiBenton, vice-president,
cago- Dr. Harry Woodburn Chase,
chancellor. New York U; Father
Robert I. Gannon, S. J., president.
Fordham U; Alvin S. Johnson, diRefor Social
School Henry
rector.
R. Luce,
search, NewNew York;
chairman of the board. Time Inc.;
WorkJr., director.
Miller Bureau
Spencer
of America;
ers Education
former
Rohde,
Mrs. Ruth Bryan
U S. Minister to Norway; Rep.
T. V. Smith, of the U of Chicago;
Dr George Edgar Vincent, former
er Foundapresident of Rockefell
tion; William Allen White, publisher, Em-poria (Kan.) Gazette;
president,
Dr Ray Lyman Wilbur,
Stanford U; and Dr. Joseph H.
Willits, Rockefeller Foundation.

NBC Inspects S. F. Sites
of NBC's celebraON THE EVE rn
division's 13th
weste
its
of
tion
anniversary April 5, Mark J.
and treasurWoods, vice-president isco
in mider, went to Sant Franc
for the prosites
March to inspec
posed new NBC building to be
erected in that city. He was accompanied on his tour of the proposed sites by Al Nelson, manager
acific
of KGO-KPO. First NBC-PApril
5,
Coast program wasrk heard
which linked
1927 over a netwo
stations in San Francisco, Los AnPortl
geles,TheSeattle,
still
ion, Spodivisand
rn and
weste
kane.
resivice-p
n,
Oilma
E.
under Don
dent, now serves 11 western States
i, with 36 stations affilHawai
and
works. iated with the Red and Blue netFilm Commentators Organize
effort to raise onthethestandard
IN AN comment
radio,
aries
of film
David Lowe, film commentator or
WNEW, New York, has organized the
National Film Commentators Circle,
which now lists 80 members from 30
States. Eligible for membership are
those commentators who are actively
one
engaged in broadcasting at least and
news
screen
of
week
a
program
comment on a station in his home city.
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DETROI
The
Greatest
Industrial
Market
in

the

World

With

One

Can
Radio

Be

Covered

Station —

WWJ

''''

(C*

DETROIT
The Established Detroit Trading Area consists of
Six Counties Within 50 Miles of
Downtown Detroit

^ Of all the six major industrial regions in
the United States, the Detroit area in 1939

bile production and passenger car deliveries in
Wayne

was the only area to register an increase in factory employment over 1938, according to the
Detroit Board of Commerce.
28.7%.

Detroit's gain was

^ Continuing its rapid pace this year, Detroit's
industrial employment index for February stood
at 110.7 as compared with 99.3 for February,
1939. This increase represents a gain of some
40,000 workers and brings the total to 3 80,000
now employed in factory ivork, alone!

Americans 'Pioneer
Broadcasting Station
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

Both automo-

County (Detroit), have shown a substantial increase thus far in 1940 over the corresponding period of 1939.

^ Just as Detroit leads the world in industrial
activity, so does WWJ lead all Detroit radio
stations in listener-interest, coverage of buyingpower homes, community service and prestige —
qualities of prime importance to advertisers.
^

Investigate the exceptional sales opportunities ofifered by Detroit — and WWJ — now !

National Hepresentaiivei
George P. Hollingbery Company
New York
San Franciico

Advertising

Member
Basic Red

NBC

Network
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Revisions Sought
In New
York
Bill
Perry Measure
Ignores All
Rights of Broadcasters
ALTHOUGH the Perry Bill
[Broadcasting, Feb. 1, March 1]
was passed by the New York State
Senate on March 19 unanimously
and without debate, the State's
broadcasters are hopeful that the
Assembly will not give its approval
to the bill in its present form. Instigated and supported by the National Assn. of Performing Artists
and the American Federation of
Musicians, the measure is designed
to protect the interests of radio
performers by making it a larceny
to record any radio broadcast or to
offer such a recording for sale without the permission of the performers.
As passed by the Senate, the bill
included an amendment to the effect that it "is not to apply to any
act of recording for private, personal, civic or political use or to any
recording of any address or talk on
subjects of a political, educational,
religious or civic nature."
Committee Appeal
The broadcast interests have appealed to the Rules Committee of
the Assembly, where the bill is now
under consideration, pointing out
that while the measure protects the
interests of the artists it does not
mention the rights of the broadcasters or recognize that any such
rights exist. By ignoring the broadrights in only
programs
have beencaster's
created
becausewhich
the
broadcaster maintains studios and
transmitting facilities and employs
writers, producers and technicians
in addition to paying copyright
proprietors for the right to broadcast their works and to paying
artists for their performances, the
bill implies that all property rights
belong to the performers and so
would work an injustice on the
broadcasters, it is claimed.
At a public hearing on the Perry
Bill before the combined code committees of both Senate and Assembly it was recommended that a
compromise measure, protecting the
rights of the broadcaster as well as
those of the artist, be drawn by the
conflicting interests, but the NAPA
and AFM representatives have
shown little interest in attempts by
the broadcasters to work out such a
compromise, it is reported. Meanwhile, the companion measure to
the Perry Bill, introduced by Assemblyman Meyer Goldberg (RManhattan), was killed in committee.
KTRB Is Reorganized
PARTNERSHIP of Thomas R.
McTammany and William H. Bates
Jr. in the ownership and operation
of KTRB, Modesto, Cal., has been
broken up, and an application has
been filed with the FCC for assignment of license to a corporation to
be known as KTRB Broadcasting
Co. Inc. Mr. McTammany has not
been active in the station for some
time, and it is understood his interest has been purchased for about
$20,000. Mr. Bates, manager, would
become controlling stockholder with
3,396 out of 4,000 shares. Qualifying shares would be held by William H. Bates Sr.; Cecil Lynch,
program director; Frank C. Damrell, attorney; Leslie A. Cleary, attorney.
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BOY

Sponsor's Young Son Proves Key to Radio
Success of Salt Lake City Firm^
EXPANDING in 20 years from a
small shop and used-materials
yard to a modern plant covering
half of one of Salt Lake City's
10-acre blocks, Ketchum Builders
Supply Co. gives much of the credit
for its growth to its use during
the last 12 years of an increasing
amount of time on KSL, Salt Lake
City. During this time the firm
doubled its business four separate
times and progressed in its use of
radio time from spot announcements to regularly scheduled formal programs.
When C. H. Ketchum, manager
of the company, decided to branch
out into formal programs, he recognized in his 8-year-old son. Bob,
an unusual talent for homely philosophy. Pursuing a programming
course of keeping all material within the understanding of the average listener, young Bob was put
on the air as a Sunday afternoon
Boy Philosopher. He has been at it
ever since, and today officiates at
substantially the same type pro- YOUTHFUL commentator on the
gram once each week. Ethel Hogan,
who started at the same time, fur- homilies of life — and a veteran at
nishes musical background for the it— is Bob Ketchum, heard regularly as the Boy Philosopher on
program on the organ.
KSL, Salt Lake City. Young Bob,
Five years ago an early-morning
five-minute strip was added to the whose dad, C. H. Ketchum, is head
of the sponsoring Ketchum BuildKSL schedule. Bob read poems.
ers Supply Co., has been featured
Although no offer was made, people
on the firm's programs almost since
began writing in for the verses. they
were first started. He is 16.
The format of this program has
varied a bit, but Bob continues than any other advertising form.
the homey, personal appeal that Occasionally we use supplementary
keeps
response — and sales stations, but KSL draws practically
— ^fromdrawing
his listeners.
the radio appropriation. Our
"We reach customers more di- all
business has doubled itself four
rectly through radio than any times since we began using radio,
other media," comments Mr. Ketch- and I honestly believe radio has
um the elder. "From
the avery
first been a major factor in making the
announcement
we felt
definite
buying impetus. Although we were
increase possible."
using only spot announcements,
RALPH L. LEWIS, real estate and
people would come into our store, insurance agent, who since last May
would telephone and write in re- has been mayor of Goldsboro, N. C,
has applied to the FCC for a new
sponse to from
our radio
As 250-watt
a result,
the 'program'.
time we first
community.station on 1370 kc. in that
used radio, we've leaned on it more

Study of Children
And
Radio Urged
Youthbuilders
Says Present
Plan Gets Adult Views
SURVEY of children to discover
program likes and dislikes of
younger listeners is advocated by
Sabra Holbrook, executive director
of Youthbuilders Inc., New York
social organization. Commenting
on announcement that the NAB
and the new Radio Council of Children's Programs would make a
child program survey [Broadcasting,
she raised the
question March
whether1],information
gathered
only from adults "will be sufficient
evidence for the sponsors of children's programs". interest in the
Youthbuilders'
field of juvenile radio, says Miss
Holbrook, "is prompted by the
theory that what the child craves
recreationally, he craves because of
psychological
need".
are therefore concerned
with"Wedetermining
his wants, and then making these
available to sponsors, in the hope
that the sponsor will find it commercially profitable to accede to the
child's wants,
and thus
be instru-of
mental in fulfilling
our purpose
satisfying the child's needs.
Lack of Funds
"For that reason we have ourselves been extremely anxious to
undertake a national survey among
school children which would indicate clearlyamong
not only
children's
preferences
programs,
but
the production elements responsible for these preferences plus the
outside factors such as age and
environment, which also infiuence
children's radio choice. Failing
ourselves the necessary funds for a
project on this scale, it is our earnest hope that some other organization with equal access to school
children and with adequate financing may be encouraged to meet
thisIt challenge."
is claimed by Miss Holbrook
that children are listening to the
radio advertising for floor wax,
shaving cream, coffee and proprietaries rather than to the advertising of products such as cold cereals
over whose purchase they have an
important influence. She points out
that it is apparently possible to
build a program for children over
10, such as Sky Blazers or the
Lone Ranger, which will also attract children under 10. But it is
not possible, she continues, to build
a program for children under 10
which will appeal to the upper age
groups.
Among
program both
elements
necessary
to attract
age
groups she mentioned realism, variety and separation of fantasy and
realism.
FORD MOTOR Co., Detroit (autos),
through N. W. Ayer & Co., Philadelphia, has signed Leigh Stevens,
Hollywood musical director of the
CBS Big Town program, sponsored
by Lever Bros. (Rinso), to conduct
the orchestra for the Ford Summer
Hour, which replaces the F.ord Sunday Evening Hour on that network
May 19. vocalist.
Jessica Dragonette will be
featured

WHEN the Cleveland Indians left for winter training at Fort Myers, Fla.,
early last month, they were given a sendoff banquet and the proceedings were broadcast over WCLE with baseball broadcasters Jack
Graney and Pinky Hunter presiding. Oscar Vitt, manager of the Indians, is pictured here with a giant baseball bat, given him by Hunter.
Left to right are Hunter; Vitt; Kermit A. Paulson, sales supervisor
for the Washburn-Crosby Co., subsidiary of General Mills; Clyde C.
Pelton, branch manager for Washburn-Crosby, and Graney. General
Mills and Socony- Vacuum will again co-sponsor the Indians games on
WCLE and WHK, with Graney and Hunter doing the play-by-play.
BROADCASTING

E. W. AND J. C. Lee, owners of
KFXM. San Bernardino, Cal., and
Richard T. Sampson, chief engineer
of KAWM. Gallup, N. M., are among
stockholders in a company applying
to thetion FCC
newRiverside,
250-watt Cal.
staon 1420forkc.a in
Press.
Also in the group is Harry Hammond, publisher of the Riverside Daily
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TO

THE

PEOPLE

Carved now in marble in
America's most noble memorial, are the immortal words of
the Gettysburg Address. Few
even among those gathered
on the battlefield heard them
as they were spoken. Days,
weeks, and even months and
years were consumed before
the speech traveled to all parts
of the world. Radio would have
winged it to the people instantly.

A

Service

Might

the

Have

THE Famil)' of RCA has kept a good many dates
with history. As we shape our plans for presenting all sides of the issues of democracy to the people
in this election year, we recall one date with history
we wish we could have kept. It was before our time.
Just suppose there could have been an NBC microphone before the speakers at Gettysburg! Then
the greatest words ever spoken bv an American would
have received an instantaneous world-wide hearing. Out over the two major National Broadcasting
Company networks! Across the world via R.C.A.
Communications, the radio message service of the
Radio Corporation of America! To ships at sea
through the radio services of Radiomarine!
The assembled crowd on the battlefield would hear
each word clearly, impressively, thanks to a sound
system developed in RCA Laboratories and built

Radio

Family

of

RCA

m

Rendered

by the RCA Manufacturing Company. Listeners
everywhere would hear a lifelike reproduction of the
speech on RCA Victor radios. And motion picture
audiences would listen to the address recreated by
the RCA Photophone Magic Voice of the Screen.
Record lovers would, of course, turn to Victor for
a higher fidelity recording of the American masterpiece. And the Gettysburg Address would be relived
time and time again on RCA Victrolas.
You may be sure that the members of the Family
of RCA will continue to dedicate themselves to their
responsibilities to the people. Whatever radio can do
will be done to further the cause of government
^'•of the people.^ by the people., for the people.^''
'RCA Victor,"
"RCACompany,
Victrola"Inc.Rce. U. S. Pat. Off. by
RCA "Victor."
Manufacturing

Corporation
of America
RADIO CITY, N. Y.
RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.
National Broadcasting Company
RCA Laboratories
R.C.A.
Communications,
Inc.
RCA
Institutes, Inc.
Radiomarine Corp. of America

Nielsen

WITH March winds howling, WLW, Cincinnati, recently sent a special
events crew out-of-doors for a first hand description of sugarin' — claimed
by WLW as the first broadcast ever made from a maple sugar camp.
Here on a farm near Xenia, O., Ed Mason (left), farm program director
of the station, leans on a big sap barrel to interview D. H. Keiter, 83-yearold farmer, as Mr. Keiter made his rounds among the maples. At right
in background, standing in front of the WLW-WSAI mobile unit, is
Charles Grisham, of the WLW farm department.

KNX-Philco Campaign
Gets Radios for Schools
INSPIRED by a similar campaign
conducted during early February
by KSFO, San Francisco and
KROW, Oakland, KNX, Hollywood,
with cooperation of Southern California Philco radio dealers, in
March embarked on a two-week
effort to secure receivers for more
than 200,000 school children in 10
Southern California counties whose
classrooms have no sets [Broadcasting, Feb. 15].
A mid-February survey conducted by KNX revealed that although
every school in Southern California
had at least one set, only one in
five had a sufficient number of receivers for use of all its students.
With this information, KNX sought
cooperation of Listenwalter &
Gough, Los Angeles Philco distributors, to remedy the situation. During the two weeks, the firm conducted a sales campaign accepting old
radios as trade-in on new sets. The
old ones were reconditioned and
placed in classrooms throughout
the Southern California territory
without cost to schools. More than
4,500 sets were secured. So successful was the campaign that Philco
distributors are continuing it with
plans to place additional receivers
in schools in other areas where
children are deprived of radio educational programs.
Carrying out the campaign as
conducted in the San Francisco
area, the Philco distributors used
newspaper snace, display cards,
window streamers, etc., to advertise
the plan. Spot announcements before and after the CBS American
School of the Air were purchased
on KNX by Listenwalter & Gough.
KNX also contributed courtesy announcements.
WILLIAM J. WELLS, 63, director
of Bamberger Broadcasting Service,
operator of WOR. Newark, died
March 21 from a heart condition. Surviving are his widow and one daiightei-, jilrs. Robert Schmid, wife of the
advertising and sale.s promotion manager of MBS.
EDOUARD BRANLY the noted
French physicist to whom Marconi
credited the discovery of the means
for detecting and receiving wireless
impulses, died in Paris March 24 at
the age of 96. Dr. Branly was the inventor of the coherer, one of the first
devices used successfully as a detector
of wireless signals.
Page 42
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Edson K. Bixby
EDSON K. BIXBY, 52, editor of
Springfield Newspapers Inc., and
part owner of KWTO and KGBX,
Springfield, Mo., as well as KBIX,
Muskogee, Okla., died March 17
following an illness of several
weeks. Mr. Bixby held 20% interest in the Springfield stations and
a 12% interest in KBIX. In poor
health from a heart ailment for
several years, he suffered a cerebral hemorrhage the day before his
death. Surviving are his wife, his
mother and two brothers.
Misquoted, Says Becker,
Submitting File to FCC
JUST to keep the record clear,
Frank V. Becker, manager of
WTBO, Cumberland, Md., has submitted to the FCC a file of letters
and clippings involved in a recent
talk before the local Lions Club.
The incident arose, Mr. Becker
points out, when a local newspaper
quoted him as saying that radio "is
one of the most taxed and censored
industries."
The newspaper, the Cumberland
News, retracted the story the following day and ran the text of Mr.
Becker's remarks affecting Federal
regulation. The original newspaper
account had been based on notes
taken at the meeting by a member
of the club.

GAMBLING'S 15th
WOR Prosram's Anniversary
Brinss Tributes —
NG'S Musical
GAMBLI
JOHN
Clock program on WOR, Newark,
said to be the oldest continuous
program don the air, on Marchry 8
celebrate its 15th anniverea
with a special broadcast. Mr. Gambling received a plaque from J. R.
Poppele, WOR chief engineer, who
e
s first
Gambling'
was
15
some
job as an forengineer
radioresponsibl
years ago, while Frank Braucher,
WOR vice-president, gave a short
talk.
Announcement of the celebration
brought several thousand letters
from fans who remembered tuning
in when Gambling was first latinching the program in 1925.
Major sponsors of the program
for the past 10 years are: ColgatePalmolive-Peet Co., Childs Restaurants, General Mills, Nestle Foods,
Martinson's Coffee, E. R. Squibb &
Sons, Adolf Gobel, Thom McAn
shoes, Illinois Meat Co., and demons Clothes. Bond Clothes and
Pepsi-Cola Co. sponsor the program currently, each taking three
days per week.
Futile Exercise
WARNER RAY, radio columnist of the Nashville
Times, recently decided to
climb the 878-foot vertical
radiator which WSM, Nashville, claims is the tallest tower in America. To give his
readers pictures as well as
words describing the countryside as seen from the lofty
perch,era.heUp and
took up
along
camhe his
climbed,
hand over hand, doggedly
fighting fatigue. Finally he
reached the top, poised his
camera — then almost fainted.
He had
forgotten
to bringany
film for
the picture
box!
WSM at this recalled a precedent: A station engineer
who had made the same hazardous ascent to solder a
connection at the pinnacle,
and who stopped breathless at
the top to find his gasoline
blower was out of gas.

For

Honored

Radio

Study

Audimeter Is Main Factor in
Award by Chicago Group
FIFTEEN awards for excellence
in advertising were made by the
Chicago Federated Advei'tising
Club, March 21, in the first of a
series of annual awards devised to
provide proper recognition for ad
vertising talent. Competition was
limited to work created and produced in Chicago during 1939.
The major award, issued to the
man or woman who has done most
in bringing recognition to Chicago
as an advertising center, went to
A. C. Nielsen, president of the A.C
Nielsen Co., market analysts. Neilsen has pioneered in many market
research techniques, but won the
award principally for his new system of checking the effectiveness
of radio advertising.
Audimeter Research
Basis of the technique is the
Audimeter, developed by the Nielsen Co. [Broadcasting, May 15,
1939]. The Audimeter is a small
mechanical device installed in radio
sets belonging to a scientifically selected sampling of radio listeners.
The instrument records on tape to
what extent the set is in use, during which hours of the day, which
programs are listened to and the
exact moment when these programs
are tuned in or out. Use of the instrument is combined with inventories of consumer purchases.
In addition to the major award,
proficiency in five other categories
received recognition. They were
listed under the headings of radio,
national advertising, direct mail,
mail order and Chicago retail.

Radio Award for 'Fibber'
In radio, C. S. Johnson & Son
won first place for its Fibber McGee & Molly show on NBC-Red.
(Although this program has since
moved to the West Coast, it was
written, created and produced in
Chicago most of 1939.) Special
acknowledgment was given to
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago
agency, gram,for
of the pro-of
and toproduction
William Connolly
S. C. Johnson & Son.
Winners were announced and
awards presented by E. R. Richer,
, chairman of the awards committee.
Assisting Mr. Richer with the judgTHE IDEAL RELIGIOUS PROGRAM
ingdentwere
Walther
presiof The
BuchenBuchen,
Co., Chicago
Moody Institute Survey Reveals Music-Dramatic
advertising agency; Emmons Carlson, advertising and promotion
Combination Is Preferred
manager of NBC-Chicago; Leo
IN AN EFFORT to determine what situations in which the Bible has Burnett, president of the agency
his name; G. D. Crain Jr.,
constitutes the "ideal" religious played a part, the dramatization of bearing
program, WMBI, the Moody Bible Bible stories, and portrayals built publisher of Advertising Age; John
Institute station, Chicago, sent arotmd well-known hymns, were
Gibson of Western Electric; M. B.
questionnaires to 600 station manpreferred. Almost half the votes Herbert, advertising manager of
agers throughout the country. More were against sermons, and those the Celotex Corp.; L. E. Meyer,
than 50% of the queries, which con- who did vote in the affirmative
managerProducts;
of Internatained 20 questions and outlined qualified their answers by asking advertising
tional Cellucotton
Leo
every possibility for religious pro- for brevity.
Based on these replies, the ideal Nejelski, assistant production mangrams, were returned.
ager of The Pepsodent Co. ; Fred
In the matter of music, the manprogram, the Institute concludes,
agers expressed a preference for consists of a combination of music Williams, advertising manager of
and dramatics, with music predomi- Carson, Pirie & Scott, Chicago revariety, including original composi- nating.
tions, played without difficult ortail department store. Elon G. Borchestrations. Their votes indicated
Having compiled this informa- ton,
advertising
directorpresided.
of LaSalle
Extension
University,
a desire for vocal rather than intion, the Institute is now working
strumental music, except for organ on the production of a series of
major award presented to I
transcribed programs which will be Mr.TheNielsen
or novachord.
was a polished wood
In dramatics the portrayal of offered to stations free of charge to
designed and hand-carved
deep, personal religious experiences be used once-weekly on a sustain- trophy
by Leo Wolf,
Chicago scrolls.
artist. Other!
and the re-enactment of unusual
awards
were encased
ing basis.
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Tricks
Sales
New
Learns
Dog
Old
sents
them
and
their store at all
FIVE ; men sat around the
times and through invitations be
table two above 60, three beinvited to various broadcasts of
low 35. The discussion grew
Store Satisfied There^s Something
their program at the studio and at
sharp and at times bitter.
To This Radio Business
special broadcasts at their annual
Then one man with grey hair spoke.
, we've been getting
"It'sg truety
banquet.
are
"wearK L E E M A N
alon pret well all these years
SYDNEY
By
ing"coat
the They
Sportsleeve
Pagesoldsoofupon
the Air
on
their
that
their
Va.
W.
Charleston,
Co.,
ger
8C
Secretary-Treasurer, Frankenber
without radio, but it's worth a
many contacts with the consumer
trial" — and
would be. so it was! A trial it inence or achievement in the athwill produce additional stimulation
and interest in the program.
letic world. A four-minute descripBut how would we put radio
tion is given to his record and also
on trial? What did we want radio
Merchandising Tie-up
to accomplish for us ? Did we want a one-minute historical background
in which he reThe objectives of the radio promerely the glory of a grand pro- of the sides.community
A thorough research enables
gram, the technique used, and the
gram with more publicity and goodus to give a concise, brief salute
procedure involved are all useless
will tacked on for good measure
in
which
that
man,
his
friends,
and
unless the proper merchandising
to what we believed we already
tie-up is given these vital factors.
goodwill is obpossessed, a vehicle for some in- the community's
tained. Official press releases to
If there is no practical application
dividual's personal expression or daily and weekly newspapers in
of all the research, program direcan outlet for personal glorification and technique, actual results
that community carry a stimulattion
of
someone's
theory?
No,
we
ing
interest
in
this
broadcast.
will
not be obtained.
would have none of that.
Our belief is that radio can stand
Each sports personality is preFive Objectives
sented with a felt banner on which
on its "own legs". To prove this
statement, in July, 1938, we used
Our objectives were definitely is written the program slogan.
crystallized, as clearly defined as This is presented to the athlete
only the newspapers to announce
or sportsman in his community
our semi-annual sale. We noted its
the basic elements in the chemist's
formula :
by our sports commentator before
results in units and in dollar vol1. To increase our distribution a large audience in his school or
ume. In 1939, the same month, we
community.
This
banner
stays
in
by means of direct radio sale.
announced our sale a day earlier
some important place in the gym2. To broaden our trading area.
than in 1938, and only through the
nasium or school in which many
medium of radio. We found that
3. To increase the density of our
hundreds
or
thousands
of
young
without the aid of newspapers, or
accounts in our contiguous terriboys and men constantly see it in
tory.
direct mail, that radio produced
4. To pyramid our goodwill in review during the year.
70% of the results which we had
Many tests have been made on
institutional advertising.
the previous year only through its
MR. KLEE <
5. Above all to publicize and sell our program to determine the numEach month our executive staff, exclusive use. We believe, however,
ber of our listeners, the intensity
our institution to the people of
in
coordination with the production that for the best results, radio,
Charleston and southern West Vir- and type, and the extent of our
department
of WCHS, holds a ra- newspapers, direct mail, window
primary and secondary listening
ginia.
dio clinic. The objective is to elim- displays, counter cards and instrucTo obtain these objectives as areas. In the fall of 1938, a month
tions to sales people all go hand in
inate the useless, boil down the
after the installation of our proquickly as possible, we immediately
hand and should be started simulambiguous,
simplify
the
routine
gram,
we
inaugurated
a
football
began searching for a program
and carried through with
parts of the show and the com- the same taneously
that would represent our store in contest.
degree of continuity in
mercial, adding and subtracting to
every way.
What the Contest Disclosed
our program. Radio is new and the order to insure the maximum sucOur conclusion was that a sports
cess of each promotion.
The information received from application of radio advertising
program would have all the nec- our contest was as follows:
and its merchandising interparts
In our application of radio adessary characteristics. Our revertising to retail merchandising
1. The area from which we ob- are still newer and it has little
search also provided us with anprecedent
or
formula
to
follow.
we have found that spot announcetained our contestants was pracother definite conclusion: that no
ments are not as effective a method
tically identical to our newspaper
To illustrate, it is generally rec- for retail
radio advertising as the
"concoction" in sport entertain- coverage.
ognized
that
certain
size
newsment, either canned or ready2.
The
area
practically
coincided
selling
medium
as a regular conpaper
ads,
combined
with
counter
mixed, could be permanently used
program everyday in the
tory. our established trading terri- cards and window displays, sales week at tinuous
on a radio show. Only the theme with
one set regular period.
demonstrations and national adverof the program, the basic structure,
tising, will produce certain results. Spot announcements, we believe,
3.
Ninety
per
cent
of
the
contestshould have continuity; the maants came from our own county, Radio thus far, with its application are definitely a better medium for
terial surrounding of composition
to retail advertising, has relatively
national account employing "Selof daily and weekly source to be 78% of the contestants were men, no stereotype or canned procedure avertising"
(method of publicity
17%
women,
5%
were
students.
molded and changed according to
Since the inauguration of our to insure its success and, there- only, not selling) , such as Bulova
the demand of the radio audience
and
Benrus
and other national
fore, each program in merchandisand with the opportunity for the "Salute to the Cities", and our
firms using spot announcements,
ing
application
is
an
experiment
tie-up
with
schools
and
prominent
injection of any new ideas.
athletic personalities, we have in- and its sponsors must explore re- rather than retail advertising. We
search and investigate to find the have found that spot announceOur Swan Song, "Win or Lose,
creased our listening audience subfew laurels that it has earned.
ments in retail advertising do not
Be a Good Sport," as well as our
stantially
among
grade,
junior
high
well-planned featured pillars of school and high school ages.
bring the same relative results in
This fact must not be forgotten:
each day's entertainment changes
To stimulate the tension and un- The entire program must be sold proportion to the actual budget exlittle. The time is 6:15-6:30 p.m.
pended in a consistent continuous
usual interest in our program, we to the store's employes who must
Monday to Saturday inclusive, over interview
daily program.
prominent personalities. be told that their program repreWCHS. Budget allotment for radio
Radio provided our store with an
is 20 per cent of our entire adverexcellent medium in influencing
tising program.
MANY years ago, when the Civil War was an actuality instead style trend. Twelve months ago we
Special Features
introduced
color "blue
spruce".of
of a setting for a lengthy novel and lengthier movie, there arose
Through thetheconstant
repetition
We have injected features such
"blue
spruce",
we
were
successful
as "Years Ago in Sports", in which in the West Virginia Hills a retail clothing store. As the years
in gaining more than a normal
each week we celebrate the anni- moved forward, Frankenberger 8C Co. came along. Today Frankshare atof that
the time
"green
versary of our oldest employes in
which
was business",
a novelty
our store, tying it up with some
enberger 8CCo. is a West Virginia institution. Like many old-line
and a new Definitely,
idea in men's
and helped
boys'
sporting event in the year in which
apparel.
radio
stores, it eyed radio with suspicion. Finally the Frankenberger
the employe entered our store.
create this new color trend in our
merchandising promotion, first, by
Another regular feature is a board decided to break the ice. In the process it broke precedents
"Salute to the Cities", in which and traditions right and left. Did it pay? Will Frankenberger keep stimulating an interest which did
not heretofore exist in this color,
some prominent coach, athlete or
by influencing the consumer to buy
sportsman in a nearby city or comusing radio? Tune-in to these columns at once for the answer.
(Continued on page 6i)
munity is saluted, for his prom-
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Indiana's
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Radio
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INDIANAPOLIS

ORGAN STUDIO

RECEPTION LOBBY
WIRE is now displaying to thousands of Indiana people its
new studios and offices ($100,000.00 worth of them) occupying
the top floor of the Claypool Hotel in the heart of downtown
Indianapolis. WIRE is happy to dedicate them to better serving
the large listener-audience that has made them possible. Surely,
these new studios combine with the fine new RCA transmitter
(recently completed) to best reflect the opinion of the legions of
WIRE listeners who have made this their favorite radio station.

These listeners and their faithful response to the messages of
WIRE advertisers account for the fact that WIRE is scheduling three times the number of local commercial programs and
twice the number of national spot commercial programs of any
other Indianapolis station.
We're mighty proud of the position we occupy in Indiana and
we pledge continued effort to maintaining our reputation as
"Indiana's Favorite Station".

Day
-

INDIANA'S

ONLY

Represented

5000

WATTS

Night

-

BASIC STATION OF THE NBC
Mutual Broadcasting System

RED NETWORK

Nationally By GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY

Company

Radio

Educators

Prepare
Agenda
llth Institute to Be Held at
Columbus April 29-May 1
AT THE llth Institute for Education to be held April 29-May 1 at
Ohio State U, Columbus, Chairman
James Lawrence Fly, of the FCC,
Frank E. Mason, NBC vice-president, Ed Kirby of the NAB, George
V. Denny, of Town Meeting of the
Air and Lyman Bryson, of People's
Platform, will be among the
speakers.
Chairman Fly will speak at the
annual dinner session April 30,
with Judith Waller, NBC western
education director, presiding. Mr.
Kirby will lead discussion of controversial issues, with A. A.
Schecter, NBC news editor and
special events director, presiding.
Other roundtable subjects include
Writing for Radio, Radio Production, Radio Workshops, Educational Script Exchanges, Recording for School Use and Engineering. Among other speakers are
Guy Hickock, manager of NBC's
international division, and Leonard Power, research coordinator
of the Federal Radio Education
Committee.
Personnel Training
Mr. Denny will preside at a
section on adult education. Mr.
Mason will preside at a session
devoted to pre-professional training of radio personnel. H. M.
Beville Jr., NBC research manager, will be chairman of a work
study gi-oup discussing research
in educational programs and Walter G. Preston Jr., assistant to
the vice-president in charge of
programs, NBC, will head a group
discussing public service broadcasting. Prof. Bryson will conduct
a discussion of propaganda.
A joint meeting of the NAB
with CBS and NBC station educational directors with Mr. Kirby
presiding, will be one of the features of the sessions. Awards for
the Fourth American Exhibition
of Recordings of Educational Radio Programs will be made on the
opening day of the institute.
Sane

Foundation

Called

Vital to Child Programs
SUCCESSFUL radio programs for
children must combine elements
which are not only aimed at entertaining the youngster but which
are sane, sound and good for him,
according to Dr. John B. Morgan,
professor of psychology at Northwestern Uwho is the supervisor for
the Little Orphan Annie broadcasts
heard over 85 stations of the Mutual Broadcasting System.
"The critical faculties of chilDr. Morgan
"are Thereoften
keener dren,"
than
those ofsaid,
adults.
fore plot, characterization, suspense, drama and certainly humor
must be predicated on true and
sound ground. When this rule is
followed, the show is not only attractive to the child but it helps
him build his own character, and
he learns from the characters in the
show."
RADIO Manufacturers Assn. will hold
its annual convention June 11 and 12
and its Radio Parts Trade Show .June
11-14, both in the Stevens Hotel. Chicago.
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New

Stations Authorized by the FCC
During First Three Months of 1940
ALABAMA
NORTH CAROLINA
WJHO,
Opelika — CP Co.
issued
to Opelika-of WCBT, Roanoke Rapids — CP issued to J.
Auburn Broadcasting
; partnership
Crew Jr., local banker and atThomas D. Samford Jr., attorney ; Yetta G. Winfield torney.
Granted Feb. 27 ; 250 watts on
Samford, insurance man ; J. H. Orr, auto 1200 kc.
OHIO
dealer ; C. S. Shealy, cotton broker. Granted
Jan.
10 ; 100 watts night and 250 day on WAKR, Akron — CP issued to Summit Radio
1370 kc.
Corp. ; 50% of stock owned by Viola G.
ARIZONA
Berlc, wife of S. Bernard Berk, attorney
electrical shop owner, secretary-treasKPHO, Phoenix — CP issued to M. C. Reese, and urer;
10% bv S. Bernard Berk, president.
president,
Mutual
of Phoenix. Granted
Jan. Benefit
25 ; 100 Society
watts night
and Granted Jan. 10 ; 1,000 watts on 1530 kc.
250 day on 1200 kc.
PENNSYLVANIA
CALIFORNIA
WERC, Erie — CP issued to Presque Isle
Broadcasting
Co. ; Jacob A. Young, tailor,
KMYC, Marysville — CP issued to Marysville-Yuba City Broadcasters, Inc. ; Horace president, 40% stockholder; Wm. P. Sengel,
E. Thomas, publisher of Marysville & Yuba printer,nor, secretary,
25% ; 25%
Gerard; B.P. Walker
O'Condirector,
City Appeal-Democrat, president, 50% Sennett. attorney,
attorney, treasurer, 5% ; Joseph
stockholder ; Hugh McClung, president of V.
Agresti,
attorney,
director,
5%.
Granted
the Merced Sun-Star, treasurer, 49.5% ; March 13 ; 100 watts night and 250 day
Peter McClung, sercretary of the Merced on 1500 kc.
Sun-Star,
vice-president,
18; 100 watts
on 1420 kc..5%- Granted Jan. WARM, Scranton — CP issued to Union
Broadcasting Co. ; Martin F. Memlo, farm
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
manager, president, 49.6% stockholder;
WINX. Washington — CP issued to Law- Lou Poller, retail dry goods merchant,
rence
J.
Heller,
attorney.
Granted
Feb.
13
;
treasurer,
49.6%; James S. Scandale, .8%.
250 watts on 1310 kc.
Granted Jan. 25 ; 100 watts night and 250
day on 1370 kc.
FLORIDA
TENNESSEE
WLOF, Orlando — CP issued to Hazelwood WKPT, Kingsport — CP issued to KingsInc. ; George B. Hills, civil engineer, secre- port Broadcasting Co. ; partnership of C.
tary-treasurer, 69shares ; George A. Hazel- P. Edwards, Jr., insurance man. and
wood, Jacksonville, president, 21 shares ; Howard
Long, postmaster. Granted Feb.
Wm. Joe Sears, Jacksonville, vice-president, 13; 250 watts
on 1370 kc.
10
shares.
Granted
Feb.
20
;
250
watts
on
1200 kc.
WEST VIRGINIA
WLOG, Logan — CP issued to Clarence H.
GEORGIA
and Robert O. Greever ; partnership
WGOV, Valdosta— CP issued to E. D. Frey
Clarence H. Frey. publisher of the
Rivers, Governor of Georgia. Granted Feb. of
Logan
Banner, and Robert O. Greever,
7 ; 100 watts night and 250 day on 1420 kc. mine payroll
clerk. Granted Jan. 25 ; 100
MINNESOTA
watts daytime on 1200 kc.
PUERTO RICO
WLOL, Minneapolis — CP issued to Independent Merchants Broadcasting Co. ; J. P. WSSJ. San Juan — CP issued to Puerto
Devaney, attorney, president, 66.4% stock- Rico Advertising Co., Inc. ; Ralph Perez
holder ; W. A. Steifes, theatre owner, Perry, consulting engineer, secretary, 100
treasurer, 31.2% ; Thomas O. Kachel- shares : Andres Camara, broadcaster, presimacher, attorney, vice-president, 2% ; L. B.
dent, 50 shares ; Esperanza Vda. de DeSchwartz, attorney, secretary, .4%. Granted fillo,
watts 50on shares.
1500 kc. Granted March 12 ; 250
Jan. 18; 1,000 watts on 1300 kc.

AMONG recent TJ of Michigan graduates who took broadcasting courses
under Prof. Waldo Abbot, positions
have been obtained as follows, according to Prof. Abbot: Ted Grace, announcer, WJR, Detroit ; Jack Zuideveld, news editor, WSAV, Savannah ;
Kay Schultz, KMM.T, Grand Island,
Neb.; Steve Filipiak (Jan Stevens),
sportscaster. WIBM. Jackson, Mich. ;
Sid Tremble. KSAL. Salina, Kan.;
Clinton B. Conger UP. New York;
Myron Wallace. WOOD - WASH.
Grand Rapids ; Charles Harrell, program director, WLB. Minneapolis ; Bill
Rice, chief announcer. WHLS. Port
Huron, Mich.; Stew Sheill, WTOL,
Toledo : Karl Nelson. WTOL, Toledo ;
Geraldine Elliott, continuity writer.
W.JR.
YankeeJ.
Network Detroit
sports ;; Jim
CaddyBritt."
Swanson.
Walter Thompson Co.; Charles Livingstone, Michigan Network {Green
Hornet) ; Edith Steele. WFAM, South
Bend ; Ernest .Tones. McManus. .John
& Adams, Detroit ; Fred Shaffmaster,
WMMN. Fairmont. W. Va. ; Hazel
.Tohnson, WNBF. Binghamton, N. Y. :
Dorothy Meade Ohrt, Lux Radio
Theatre.
THE Chicago Tribune on April 3 is
starting a serise of dramatic programs
entitled Citizens of Tomorrow on
WGN, Chicago. The shows, to be
heard each Wednesday, will be built
especially for the youth of America
and each week a different Chicago high
school will send 600 students to watch
presentations. Philip Maxwell, of the
editorial staff of the Trihune will be
m.c. He will take the part of "The
Principal" on each broadcast. Blair
Walliser, of the WGN production department, Harold Kent of the Radio
Council, and Helen Howe, director of
music, both of the Chicago Public
Schools, will arrange and produce the
shows. A Tribune Headline Quiz is
planned.

NEW YORK U is latest of the educational institutions to apply for a construction permit for a new station in
the high frequency non-commercial
educational
broadcast band, in which
only three stations have thus far been
assigned. It has asked the FCC for
250 watts on 41..500 kc. the stadon to
be located in the School of Education
Bldg.. 3.5 W. Fourth St.. New York.
WHAT North Carolina State College
offers vides
to the high school student promaterial for a weekly series on
WPTF. Raleigh, in which meml)ers of
the college honor societies dramatize
phases of college life.
JUNIOR members of the CBS Hollywood personnel will acquire permanent
headquarters for the vocational training program directed by Don.ild W.
Thornburgh, Pacific Coast vice-pr(>.sident, when the new ,$200,000 building
is
occupied about April 15. A special
seminar
has been built for college
graduates who recently entered the radio industry via the CBS Hollywood
organization. Seminar lectures by CBS
department heads have been held since
the vocational training program was
begun over a year ago.
EMORY U Radio Guild, under direction of Prof. Dowling Leatherwood. of
the journalism department, has started
a new weekly series. Emory Builders,
on WSB, Atlanta. The programs, written by Guild members and produced in
cooperation with the WSB production
staff, dramatize the lives of men from
Emory's past.
A DEMONSTRATION of radio teaching for the delegate assembly of the
Montana Education Assn. was presented by KFBB. Great Falls. Mont.,
arranged by .John Alexander. KFBB
program director. An adult panel discussion of radio in education was held
featuring Earl Glade, manager of KSL.
Salt Lake City.

BROADCASTING

THOUGH HE came to this country
from England more than 13 years
ago, E. P. H. James, advertising
manager of NBC, still follows the
English custom of having his tea
in the afternoon. At the stroke of
four each day all office activity
ceases while Jimmy's tea is served
by his secretary, May Coyne. Joke
is, according
Mr. James'
own
story,
that theto custom
was instituted by Miss Coyne, who is of
Irish descent.
IN COOPERATION with five elementary schools of the Monterey Peninsula in California, KDON, Monterey is presenting a regular weekly
half-hour of transcribed music of the
masters which is listened to in the
classrooms. The music, selected by the
instructors themselves, consists of typical exceri^t of the works of one or
sometimes two of the great contributhe world's
finest music
— those
whichtors toare
being studied
at the
time
in tlie classroom.
PAUL H. SHEATS is author of a
pamphlet,
"Forums
covering anational
surve.yon oftheradioAir"forums
and describing successful forum techniques, which is available for 25 cents
from the U. S. Office of Education,
Federal Security Agency, Washington.
CBS and the U. S. Office of Education are cooperating in a dramatic
series Roof Over America designed to
promote home building. The series
started March 24, occupying 13 weeks
of the 2-2 :30 Sunday afternoon period
devoted to the Democracy in Action
program.
KGFW. Kearney. Neb., is given
credit for much of the impetus for the
broadcasting activities of Nebraska
State Teachers College by Herbert L.
Gushing, college president, in a statement in theBulletin,
fall issuewhich
of theis college's
Quarterly
devoted
largely to radio and speech activities.
SYMPOSIUM of interviews with South
Dakota public officials on the You &
Your Government series carried by
WNAX. Yankton, has been published
as a mimeographed booklet by the
Governmental Research Bureau of
South Dakota U. Vermillion. The
"State Government" booklet is the
first of a series to be publi.'shed by
the Bureau following up the radio series, started by WNAX in cooperation
with the university to supplement U.
S. Office of Education program decies.
scribing the functions of Federal agenSTERLING FISHER. CBS director
of education, is writing two volumes
on the
problemsbothandto technique
of radio education,
be published
by
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.. New
York,
early this fall. Tentadio. tiveprobably
titlesand
areAdult
The Education
World's Biggest
Classroom
by RaBULL
sessionsareofbroadcast
students by
at Youngstown College
WKBN
Sunday evenings, with J. Lothaire
Bowden. station director, serving as
moderator.
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New

NBC

Listener's Aid Service wins

overwhelming

public approval!

In only 5

months, more than a million paid orders
have been received for Aids that stimulate
listener interest and
record

of NBC

serve

Public

as a permanent

Service

Programs!

On the Main Streets of the whole country, and on the
farms as well, hve milhons whose enthusiastic interest
in NBC

Pubhc Service Programs prompted us, not

long ago, to inaugurate a new service to the pubhc —
Listener's Aids.
This service consists of booklets and pamphlets that
stimulate interest in NBC's Public Service Programs.
They provide listeners with a permanent record of the
programs . . . "gone, but not forgotten." They expand
on the program subjects, and impart extra knowledge.
Among the many users are students, teachers and
adult groups.
In only 5 months, this new NBC public service has
achieved outstanding success. Despite the fact that listeners are required to spend from a dime to a dollar for
the published material, well over a million pieces have
been ordered.
Most popular of the Aids, which cover such subjects
as current events, politics, history, human nature,
drama, poetry, art and music appreciation, are these:
Reprints of "America's Town Meeting of the Air,"
Reprints of "Chicago Round Table" discussions, "Pilgrimage ofPoetry," based on Ted Malone broadcasts,
"Art for Your Sake," color reproductions based on program of same name, and "NBC Music Appreciation
Hour" students' work charts and teachers' manuals.

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

The World's Greatest Broadcasting System
A Radio Corporation of America Service

NBC Listener's Aids are another proof that NBC solemnly regards radio as a public service ... is always eager to perform
its duty in belialf of the pubhc interest.
BROADCASTING
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Radio

Attorneys

PHILIP J. HENNESSEY Jr.
President
Federal Communications Bar Assn.
A SBVEN-year
gap thebetween
the 'Nelson Bros, case and
three decisions
of the U. S. Supreme Court at this
term, with Congress enacting the Communications Act in the interval, might
be expected to produce opinions dealing
with high policy in broadcasting. The
Pottsville and Heitmeyer cases emphasize the scope both of the Commission's authority
and itstiesresponsibility.
The Sanders
decision
this authority and responsibility directly to the
public interest. It is important both
to the industry and to the Commission
that the standard be understood as a
developing one and that its application
to particular sets of facts be reviewed,
from time to time, in court proceedings. The Sanders decision provides for
just that.
JOHN W. KENDALL
Associate, Ben S. Fisher
AN EXCELLENT decision definitely
settling the so-called "economic question".
How the Commission will interpret
certain mainsofto betheseen.
court's
reWhatstatements
bearing the
decision wiU have upon intervention
by existing stations in cases involving new facilities in the same community still seems a matter of conjecture.
Inasmuch as the court recognizes
"competition" as a matter "not to be
disregarded"
in determining
ability
of
the applicant
to provide theadequate
service, and safeguards the right of
appeal under Section 402(b) (2) afforded existing stations "on relevant
questions of law", it would appear that
these existing stations will be permitted participation in hearings innew facilities for their respective volving
communities.
HORACE L. LOHNES
THE DECISION is clear that economic injury to an existing station is
not a separate and independent element to be taken into consideration by
the Commission in determining
whether it shall grant or withhold a
license to a newcomer in the field. The
court emphasized that Congress intended to leave competition and the
business of broadcasting where it found
it, but the question of competition is
not to be entirely disregarded by the
Commission because the competitive
factor may show that both stations,
the existing and the proposed, will "go
under"
with public,
an adverse
upon
the listening
or thateffect
a division
of the business in the field may require
both stations to render inadequate
service. The question as to whether or
not an existing station has a right to
intervene to bring these facts to the
attention of the Commission is not decided, but the existing station does
have the requisite standing to appeal
and raise any relevant question of law.
The decision, in the main, seems to
harmonize the theories of the Commission and the theories of the industry
on the economic question. It is a
scholarly opinion in that respect.
WILLIAM A. PORTER
THE Commission need no longer concern itself with the purely private
effect of competition between an exist-^
ing station and a propo.sed station.
When the effect of such competition
causes a public injury the Commission
may take such injury into consideration.
An existing station claiming economic injury may maintain an appeal,
not because it may thereby secure a
redress of its private injury, but because it, on behalf of the public, may
bring to the attention of the court errorssionofandlawas committed
by the curiae
Commis-be
a sort of amicus
instrumental in bringing about a redress of a public injury.
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Comment

on

Supreme

Court

Decision

the quality or reducing the quantity of
prove a boon to continuance of the acceptable service thereafter received
present American System.
public, the station licensee
At the same time, the court afforded by the can
raise the objection and it
licensees protection from illegal and legally
then sionbecomes
of the
to considerthetheduty
issue,
and Commisto make
arbitrary Commission action by allowing appeals from decisions where findings of fact thereon. Briefly stated,
economic injury is the alleged ag- the decision holds that a station licengrievement,
though
the ofinjury
itsee has no legal right to object because
self may not even
be the
subject
redress,
but where injury to the public service of any economic injury to himself, but
would otherwise be without remedy. he may legally object or appeal on behalf of his listening audience as a trusThis result is undoubtedly satisfactory
tee, so to speak, for their protection.
to broadcasters since it gives them the
2. That the licensee of a broadcast
standing on appeal to call for revision station has the legal right to appeal
or reversal of Commission action even from
Commission decisions because of
where the Commission might contend
that they had no legal interest entitled such prospective economic injury under Section 402
of the Comto redress in the proceedings before the
munications Act,(b)
thus(2)overruling
the
Commission. Thus the court reconciles
argument
made
by
the
Commission
the continued existence of the American System of broadcasting with the that the Act did not provide for such
democratic theory of judicial review of appeals.
can beright
no further
ques-if
tion as toThere
the legal
to appeal
administrative action.
the issue is legally presented.
Of course, there are many implications to be drawn from segregated porGEORGE O. SUTTON
tions of the court's opinion which
might lead one into inconsistent by- THE DECISION of the Supreme
paths of legal reasoning and there are Court in the Sanders Brothers case is
many questions raised in the opinion not a one-way ticket to Utopia for
which still remain unanswered and
which can only be determined through either the Commission, the broadcasters, ment
or both.
is a ofsimple
pronouncethe tedious
process
of further
litigaby the Itcourt
last resort
that
tion. We should
be slow,
therefore,
in the power
vested
in
the
Commission
attributing significance to the decision given to it by Congress and this poweris
other thandealing
that indicated
in the
court's cannot be reduced or enlarged by any
opinion
with the
particular
unique interpretation of the language
facts of the Sanders Bros. case.
used by
tions Act.Congress in the CommunicaPAUL M. SEGAL
The court again reiterates another
I HAVE never heard anybody seri- well settled principle of law. Congress
ously argue that the Commission could may or may not provide for a judicial
not or should not give A a license
of any adminismerely because B would make less review oftrativetheagencydecisions
which is creates. In the
money as a result.
Communications Act the right of apNor have I ever heard anyone plausipealsionsandof the
judicial
review isof given
the decibly contend that the Commission
Commision
agshould issue so many licenses in any
grieved
parties,
and
this
right
area that nobody can serve the public. be circumvented, neither can thecannot
language of the Act creating such right
And as for appeals, the statute albe
rendered
meaningless.
lows them to persons who are "aggrieved or adversely
really means
just what affected"
it says. which
W. THEODORE PIERSON
Now that these burning truths have
THE
ONE clear thing that seems to
the highest judicial approval, I hope
result from the opinion is that anyone
everybody can go back to work.
likely to suffer economic injury can
open the door to the Court of Appeals,
PAUL D. P. SPEARMAN
not to redress his own injury, but to
THE OPINION of Mr. .Justice
right a public wrong. Each party beRoberts in Federal Communications
comes a public prosecutor, as it were.
Commission v. Sanders Brothers, etc. With all
humility, I believe this is
decides and holds :
law.
1. That the licensee of a broadcast something new in our constitutional
station has no legal right to object to
The court'shave
opinion
was clear
competition which might result in loss broadcasters
no right
to be that
free
or economic injury to himself, hut if of competition but, on the contrary,
the economic injury to him arising each broadcaster is "to survive or
from competition
consequent
di- succumb according to his ability to
minution in revenueandresults
in injury
his programs attractive to the
to the listening public by depreciating make
public." Had the decision stopped
there the question as to whether or
not economic injury to competing facilities is a proper issue before the
Commission would have been finally
settled.
immediately
tled theThe
wholecourt
matter,
however, unsetby a
dictum pointing to certain situations
where the effect of the economic injury
uponter ofcompetitors
public issue. might become a matIt would seem legally sound to ignore
the dictum and remember that the
court actually decided that in a case
where the existing station was losing
money and might even lose 50% of its
accounts by the advent of the new station it was not necessary for the Commis ion to make
a finding
the might
question of the
economic
injuryonthat
result to the station or to the public
by the granting
license
for the
an
additional
station. ofIt amay
be that
court found the Commission's findings
to be adequate because a proper allegation of public interest was not made.
If this should be true, the case decides
nothing
on this particular point and
WHILE Amos 'n' Andy (Freeman Gosden and Charles Correll) cele- was fectbased
of pleading.
solely upon a technical debrated 12 years in radio on March 19, the event also marked their first
anniversary on CBS under sponsorship of Campbell Soup Co. The event
was observed with a party at the CBS Hollywood studios. Among those
AFTER a layoff of 18 months Raparticipating were (1 to r) Mary Garvin, Hollywood manager of Ward
leigh, N. C. newspapers have decided
Wheelock Co., agency servicing the account; Freeman Gosden (Amos);
to
publish daily radio schedules again
Charles Correll (Andy) and Donald W. Thornburgh, CBS Pacific V.-P. due to subscriber demands.

FRANK D. SCOTT
THE Supreme Court decision in the
Sanders Brothers case does not appear
subject to serious criticism. The frequent repetition of the phrase "public
interest,
convenience Act
and can
necessity"
in
the Communications
leave littlestickdoubt
that
this
is
the
basic
yardin determining the need for radio
service in any community, or the enlargement or diminishment of radio
service in any community. The economic interest of a station would therefore not appear to dominate "public
interest" or merit consideration independent of "public interest". The
decision definitely recognizes the economic interest of a station, but not inof the "publicbetween
interest".
The court dependent
differentiates
the
licensee as an individual and the
licensee
an "instrument"
public. The aseconomic
interest ofof athepoorly
managed station, rendering passive
public service, cannot justly assert an
inherent or merited right to perpetuation or freedom from competition. A
well managed station, performing a
commendable public service, deserves
perpetuation and freedom from unjust
or destructive
decision clarifies whatcompetition.
heretofore The
may have
been uncertain. It does not, in my
opinion, materially alter the assumed
rights of a station or modify the responsibility ofthe Commission.
ARTHUR M. SCHARFELD
THE DECISION of the Supreme
Court in
Sanders Bros,
sents athe
substantial
victorycaseforreprethe
American
System
of
broadcasting
under which stations may engage in full
and free competition without supervisory control by the Communications
Commission of programs, business
management or policy. Although the
Commission sideratioin
the factors
past hasby given
conn tosuch
requiring
information to be filed by licensees as
well as applicants, it may be assumed
that now, in accordance with the decision, the Commission will limit itself
to questions of interference, technical
and financial qualifications, and competency of applicants to make proper
use of the assigned channel. It is significant that in reaching this result
the Supreme Court accepted the thesis
of the Commission to restrict its own
regulatory functions in spite of the
contrary contentions of broadcasters
themselves desiring to be protected in
their present assignments and to be
free from competition. Striving for
diminution of jurisdiction is not the
usual practice of Federal agencies and
the Commission has now accomplished
through self-deprivation what should
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PROOF!

that

KGW

and

KEX

are

BEST

radio

salesmen

rich

Oregon

market

your
in

the

. . .

The old saying "The proof of the pudding is in the eating" goes for
radio stations, too. The proof of the sales potency of KGW and
KEX

in the prosperous Pacific Northwest is in the results obtained

by those who are using these stations.

As a matter of record, we quote from the following typical local examples:
FURNITURE

BREAD

"We credit our KGW-KEX radio advertising as the principal factor in our sales
increase. You give us thorough coverage
of suburban as well as city areas."
— Gevurtz Furniture Co.

'We are very enthusiastic about the results
we are getting from our morning program to women, over
KEX." Baking Co.
— Davidson
AUTOMOBILES

WOMEN'S APPAREL
"KGW has been a decided factor in helping us merchandise our store to the styleconscious women of Portland."
— Chas. F, Berg, Inc.
FLOWERS

'The major advertising factor in the growth
of our business has been the use of KGW
spots every night for the past three years."
— Roy Burnett Motors, Inc.
PIANOS

"We are renewing our contract for the 7th
year because KGW has brought us so

"KEX has pulled our sales cost down and
pushed our sales volume up. Time and
again we have cleared our floor of used

many new customers."
— Nick's Flower Home.

United Piano Co.
pianos by means of our— broadcasts."

What KGW

and KEX

is doing for these and other advertisers it can

do for you. To reach responsive minds and pocketbooks in the rich
Oregon Market where surveys show that 95 7o of the homes have
radios, use the stations of The Oregonian — KGW

|#/%lBff

RADIO

STATIONS

and KEX.

OF

KhWTHEOREGONIANKrX
lm^4
WW
PORTLAND, OREGON
lmk#m
620 KC
11 60 KC
5000 WATTS DAYS
5000 WATTS
1000 WATTS NIGHTS
CONTINUOUS
Notional Representotives
NBC

RED

EDWARD

PETRY

& CO. Inc.

NBC

BLUE

New York ' Chicago * Detroii- - St. Louis - Son Froncisco - Los Angeles
Advertising
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Television

Hearings Reopen
{Continued from page 22)

tion which is in the public interest
and may result in crowding them
into the market with apparatus at
presentvance efficiency
Rapid ad-is
is desirable levels.
but television
When

IW

you

think

of

ORLMi

you

think

of:

and

50,000

WATTS

The greatest selling POWER in the South's greatest city
CBS AFFIIIATE . . . NATIONAl REPRESENTATIVE ... THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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of great and permanent significance to the public. It is therefore
of greater importance that the task
be done thoroughly and with an
eye tonesstelevision's
usefulto the public.potential
These are
the
goals which the Commission deems
the public interest to require."
RCA's Extensive Plans
The action came at a time when
RCA and its 100 % subsidiary,
NBC,
in for an allfront were
visualdigging
radio campaign.
To
assure audience, it had cut receiver
prices sharply and had stepped up
the schedule of its Empire State
transmitter in New York. Applications also had been filed for stations in such key cities as Washington, Chicago and Philadelphia,
with the immediate objective of
testing network television with ultra-high frequency relays in lieu
of coaxial cable. Experimental commercials were arranged, so that
when Sept. 1 rolled around and the
new limited commercial rule became effective, it could immediately
start to recapture a portion of its
programming costs under Class II
(limited commercial) station operation.
This entire project goes into the
discard — at least until the Commission alters its rules or unless
intervention from higher places occurs. The first action of RCA-Victor officials was to cancel all advertising copy relating to television
scheduled to run in newspapers
and magazines.
at Camden of receivers,Pi'oduction
it is understood,
likewise was tapered off.
Mr. Sarnoff, at White Sulphur
Springs on a holiday when the
FCC made its Saturday noon announcement, was flabbergasted. So
were other RCA-NBC officials, who
had no inkling of the FCC attitude
and who probably had reason to believe that at least several of the
commissioners
tional activity. knew of the promo"I am amazed at the action of
the Commission," Mr. Sarnoff said.
"We have spent nearly $10,000,000
in developing television and in trying to create a new art and a new
industry. We thought that we were
proceeding exactly in accordance
with the order on this subject recently adopted by the Commission."
Should RCA, in the final showdown, decide to drop television,
stockholders of that company will
suffer a terrific loss. Moreover,
some 1,000 employes assigned exclusively totelevision, including the
staff of W2XBS, NBC outlet in
New York, as well as other video
specialists, would be promptly affected.
Promotional Drive
The discussion within the FCC
on the new action developed March
22 at an FCC meeting scheduled
late in the week because of the
hearings on frequency modulation.
The main allocation issue at these
FM hearings is the assignment of
BROADCASTING
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one of the seven television bands
for FM, which RCA is strongly
resisting. In some quarters it was
felt this situation played a part in
the decision to reopen the television hearings because the subjects
are interwoven in a policy decision
the FCC must eventually make on
allocations of facilities to each service.
It was reported that the question was first raised two or three
days earlier by Commissioner
Walker, an ardent advocate of
strong regulation, who called the
Commission's attention to the RCA
Mfg. Co. advertising in newspapers and trade papers as well as
dealer tie-in ads promoting salesi
in the New York area. Because the
public was not advised that television is experimental and that the
sets may not be useful in the future, and because the prices were
cut substantially. Commissioner
Walker is said to have taken the
view that the Commission's regulations were being flouted. Chairman Fly is understood to have supported this view, and Commissioner
Thompson apparently was a ready
ally.
Brown's
vote
was a Commissioner
surprise since he
has teamed
with Commissioner Craven on television. It is understood Col. Brown
urged an early hearing so the issue
might be cleared up as quickly as
possible.
Suggests FTC Might Act
Whereas the majority contended
the RCA advertising was untruthful, Commissioner Craven took the
position that even if such were the
case, it was a Federal Trade Commission and not an FCC matter.
It also was reported that one group
felt the advertising did not tell the
whole story, and therefore was
faulty. The question of jurisdiction
was debated well into the evening
and, even after the vote, there was
talk of modification of the action.
The subject of merchandising
and advertising was fully discussed
during the extensive hearings befor the Commission Jan. 15-23,
which lead to the adoption of the
report authorizing
mercial" opei-ation "limited
Sept. 1, comand
thereby giving television what
amounted to a "green light". At
that time it was argued the Commission has no jurisdiction over
merchandising and advertising, and
some question was raised about
limited rather than full commercial operation. RCA, however,
voiced no protest against the limited category in its anxiety to open
the field and begin large scale telecasting activity through NBC,
along with sales activity through
RCA Mfg. Co.
IN ADDITION to headinf;; companies
seeking new local stations in Key
West, Fort Pierce and Hollywood.
Florida [Broadcasting, March 11,
former Gov. David Scholtz of Florida
was disclosed in an application to the
FCC March 21 as president of a comon SSOpanykc.seeking
in aTampa.
new 250-watt outlet
• Broadcast

Advertising

FCC

Order

Calling

Order No. 65
WHEREAS, the Commission on Jan.
15 to 23, 1940, held extensive public
hearings preliminary to the promulgation of rules and regulations governing
television broadcast stations ; and
WHEREAS, on Feb. 29, 1940, as a
result of study of the general problems
involved and after consideration of the
record made during said public hearings, the Commission issued a report
regarding the present state of the art
of television ; and
WHEREAS, in said report, the Commission found as follows : "Actual
demonstrations to members of the Commission indicate the need for further
improvement in the technical quality
of television. The evidence before the
Commission reveals a substantial possibility that the art may be on the
threshold of significant advances. Research in fact does and should continue in significant phases of the field.
* '■' '■' The issuance or acceptance of
transmission standards by the Commission, especially in combination with
the more extensive experimental pi'ogram service which will in all probability develop under these rules, would
have a tendency to stimulate acti/ity
on the part both of manufacturers and
the public in the sale and purchase of
receivers for home use. It is inescapable that this commercial activity inspired
then reinforced
by the
existence ofandCommission
standards
would
cause an abatement of research. To a
greater or less extent the art would
tend to be frozen at that point. Even
more important, nothing should be done
which will encourage a large public
investment
'"in receivers
which.
reason of technical
advances
whenl)y ultimately introduced, may become obsolete in a relatively short time. * * *
It will be realized. * * that the loss
to the public by premature purchase

New

Television

Hearings

in a rajjidly advancing field might in a
relatively short period exceed many
times the present total cost of research."
WHEREAS, on Feb. 29, 1940, accompanying said report, the Commission
also issued rules governing television
broadcast stations, providing for two
types tionsof
;and experimental television staWHEREAS, since the issuance of said
report and rules, certain promotional
activities in connection with the sale
of television transmission and receiving equipment have been engaged
in by the Radio Corp. of America in
collaboration with, for or on behalf of
a subsidiary or subsidiaries of said
corporation which are licensees of extions ;and perimental television broadcast staWHEREAS,
said promotional
ties may be detrimental
to the activipublic
interest by unduly retarding research
and experimentation and the achievement of higher standards for television
transmission ; and
WHEREAS,
additional
rules and reg-of
ulations or revision
or amendments
the rules adopted Feb. 29, 1940, may
be necessary in order to promote experimental uses of frequencies for television service and to encourage the
larger and more efficient use of radio
for television
service in the public interest ;
NOW, THEREFORE, It is ordered,
that a further hearing be held beginning April 8, 1940, to determine whether research and experimentation and
the achievement of higher standards
for television transmission are being
unduly retarded by the action of the
Radio Corp. of America or its subsidiaries, or any other licensee, requiring
any additions, modifications, revisions.
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All the Spots
TO ACQUAINT the listening
public with its new automatic correct-time service,
Republic National Bank of
Dallas bought all available
25 and 50-word spots on
WBAP, Fort Worth, and
WFAA, Dallas, March 18-19.
Traey-Locke-Dawson
handled
the account.
or amendments of the rules adopted
Feb. 29, 1940, governing television
broadcast stations, or other action by
the Commission
whether ofthelimited
effective date for the; and
beginning
commercial operations set forth in
Section 4.73 Subsection (b) of the
Commission's
RulesfromandSept.
Regulations
should
be changed
1, 1940.
to some subsequent date.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, that
Section 4.78 Subsection (b) of the
Commission's Rules and Regulations
be suspended pending further order of
the Commission.
CBS Stock Taken Up
ALL of the CBS stock offered to the
public March 14 was sold after the
close of the market that day, according to an announcement by Harriman
Ripley & Co., which headed a group
of underwriters for the stock including Lehman Brothers, Glore, Forgan
& Co., and W. E. Hutton & Co.
[Broadcasting, March 1]. Stock sold
consisted of 20,000 shares of Class A
stock and 80,000 shares of Class B
stock,
at
253/8.$2.50 par value, and was sold

FIRST West Coast sponsor to have
a radio program telecast is Roma
Wine Co., Lodi, Cal. (wines, grape
juice), whose weekly Roma Wine
World's Fair Party was broadcast
over 35 Don Lee-Mutual Network
stations and televised simultaneously via W6XA0, Los Angeles, on
March 2, from KHJ. While (1 to r)
Art Linkletter, m.c. of the program, Gloria Nygard, vocalist and
comedienne and C. W. Pierce, announcer-producer ofCesana & Associates, San Francisco agency servicing the account, chatted about reopeningnational
of the Exposition
Golden and
Gate put
Inter-in
their plugs for Roma wines, NelsoncusedEdwards,
fohis cameratelecameraman,
and released the
program to television set owners in
the Los Angeles area.
KOA. Denver, engineering staff has
develojjed
new old
"alarm
clock" chimes,
simulating a the
grandfather
clock,
to use in broadcasting time signals.

SHREVEPORT

50,000

WATTS
Th

e

^'home-town

station"'

CBS
for

almost

people

in

two

three

million

states.

For more information about KWKH, one of the sixteen CBS 50,000 watt stations, inquire of The Branham Company
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If you are vague about the World Library that WOR

Til

and his Ca
mance,
different a

so gener-

ously praises, let us hasten to post you. It's a medium about
which every advertising executive simply must be informed.

World s

Suppose you were partial to Harry Horlick and his great
band, and you wanted to go on the air tomorrow.

the finest

You could.

Because Harry Horlick records in World studios and the World

stand read

stations listed at the right are prepared to broadcast 56 separate

with these

programs under the title "Harry Horlick Presents." It is a brilliant series, professionally programmed, featuring both the

And remei
World verl

Horlick orchestra and the Imperial Male Chorus.

Dorsey's, Richard Himber's

perfect thi
Why noi
tion at the

and Frankie Masters', and special groups like the great Magnante

complete 1

World offers you wide variety in music and programming.
Bands like Glen Gray's and Jimmy

NOTE
. . the Worli Library has helped
local sponsors sell everything from
chop suey to milk, and that includes
automobiles, ice boxes, pineapples,
shrubs, turkeys, and— well, you name
it and we've sold it through the World
-WOR, New York
Library'
"The talent problem of the smaller
station was solved when World became
available." .^^^Z, Macon, Georgia

HOW

WORLD

PROGRAM

"We have found the World Service to
be a valuable adjunct in building up
our programs, both from the point of
view of sustaining and sponsored programs." _3 Melbourne
"World quality, plus World artists,
plus World quantity make it the outstanding all-around Library service I
know. It has made money for me."
-WJR, Detroit

WORLD
STUDIOS

AT

SERVICE

YORK,

IN WIDELY

SEP

program standards

single one of them."-KGMB, Honolulu

". . . the World pi

. . the World Library has been a tremendous asset to us."-WnC, Hartford

withEveryone,'
requests whei
for
bloc

R

0

CHICAGO,

A

I

" World Broadcasti

"In the past we have used only about
half of the scripts, preferring to build
our own shores for the rest of the time.
However, after studying each of your
new shows very carefully we have set
up our 1940 schedule using every

B
NEW

IS REGARDED

it possible for WHi
its audience and
with programs of t

posite J

D

HOLLYWOOD

B

C

.

iND

?

WE'VE

IT

LIBRARY''

WORLD

ijgie Hall Accordion

SOLD

— ADVERTISERS'
BLUE BOOK
—
These stations enjoy exclusive local rights to the World Library
— greatest repertory of music ever recorded for radio — and
their audiences enjoy vastly superior reception because these
stations have installed the most sensitive and costly equipment designed especially for broadcasting World recordings.
Advertisers planning spot campaigns will do icell to consider
the influence and popularity of World Program Service stations.
KATE MINTVESOTA
KGKO
KRIC
ALABAMA
KVOX
Beaumont
WHMA
Dallas-Ft.
Worth
WBAP ...
WMSL , , , Anniston
, Albert Lea KTRH . Dallas-Ft. Worth
WMOB
... Decatur KROC
.
.
.
.
Mobile
,
,
,
Moorhead
KPDN
.
.
Houston
WJRD
Rochester KPAC .... Pampa
. Tuscaloosa KSTP St. Paul-Minneapolis
Port Arthur
KTSA
ARIZONA
KOY
WFOR
WAML MISSISSIPPI
. . San Antonio
.
Phoenix
.
Hattiesburg
KDYL
KEUB
KELD ARKANSAS
UTAH
WSKB
. . . , Laurel
KARK
, ,, Little
El Dorado
KUOA
. Salt Lake City
Rock WQBC ., ., ., Vicksburg
,
McComb
WSVA
,
,
Siloam
Springs
WRVA
. Harrisonburg
XP<?
KPMC CALIFORNIA
KWOS MISSOURI
KMBC
WDBJ
Jefferson
City
,
Bakersfield
...
Richmond
KIEM
. . . Kansas City
KGER
, . , Eureka KWOC . . Poplar Bluff KXRO ....
Roanoke
VIRGINIA'
KHJ
...
Long Angeles
Beach KWK
...
St, Louis KIRO WASHINGTON
, , Los
KLX
... Aberdeen
KGB
, , . Oakland KGCX MONTANA
.... Seattle
KFRC
. . . Wolf Point KUJ
...
San Diego
NEBRASKA
. . . Walla Walla
KDB
KFAB-KFOR.
.
.
Lincoln
Wenatchee
KSRO . , San Francisco
WHIS WEST...
WCHS
VIRGINIA
•
•
Santa
Barbara
KOIL
....
Omaha
KGDM ... Santa Rosa
. . . .Bluefield
WBLK
NEVADA
KHUB , , • Stockton KOH
Reno WPAR ...
Charleston
, . , Watsonville
... Clarksburg
NEW
MEXICO
COLORADO
KFEL
KFXJ
KGGM • • Albuquerque WEAU . . Parkersburg
WISCONSIN
Denver KICA
.... Cloiis
Grand Junction
KGHF
GreenClaire
Bay
. . Eau
.... Santa Fe WHBY-WTAO
WKBH
. . . . Pueblo KVSF NEW
WTIC CONNECTICUT
YORK
....
La
Crosse
WISN
WELI
Hartford WGR-WKBW . . Buffalo WIBA
. New Haven WESG .... Elmira WSAU .... Madison
DIST
WKNY . . . Kingston KHBC ... Milwaukee
WJSV . OF COLUMBIA
Washington WOR
HAWAII . Wausau
WINS . . New York City
New (Newark)
York City KGMB
WRUF FLORIDA
WHAM
New York City
... Gainesville
WDBO
. Honolulu
WpAM .... Miami WPXR
WFBL
CANADA
WD
Panama
City WTRY . Rochester
WTSPLP
Orlando
Troy CFAC ALBERTA
• Syracuse
WSPB . , St. Petersburg
WJNO .... Sarasota WFAS . . White Plains CJCA .... Calgary
NORTH CAROLINA
r . . Edmonton
. West Palm Beach WCNC
. . Elizabeth City
BRITISH COLUMBIA
WGPC GEORGIA
... Albany WBIG • • . Greensboro CKWX ... Vancouver
WATL
. , > Atlanta WEED . . Rocky Mount CFAR MANITOBA
WRDW
. . Winston-Salem CJRC . ,. .. Winnipeg
.... Augusta WAIR NORTH
Flin Flon
WRBL
DAKOTA
WMAZ • « . Columbus KDLR
Lake
WTOC . , , . Macon KRMC •. •. .. Devils
NEW
BRUNSWICK
Jamestown CHSJ
WAYX ... Savannah KLPM
Moncton
.... Minot CKCW .• #■ .• Saint
John
Waycross
CKPC
KIDO
OHIO
IDAHO
KRLC
ONTARIO
WJW .... Akron CKCA
• . Leiciston WHBC .... Canton
WGN •ILLINOIS
for^d
. • ., Brant
. Kenora
... Cincinnati CBO
WDAN .... Chicago WSAI
WGAR . . . Cleveland CKSO , • . .. Sudbury
Ottaica
WBNS . . . Columbus CFOS
WSOY . • • . Danville W8XVH
CKCL
. . . Columbus CKLW
Owen Sound
...
Decatur
•
.
•
.
Quincy
WKBN
...
Youngstown
WTAD
.... Toronto
WCBS
. . Springfield
. Windsor
OKLAHOMA Enid CKCV
KCRC
WTRC .INDIANA
Montreal
CKAC
. .. Evansville
. Elkhart KBIX . . . Musk ogee
WIRE
WGBF-WEOA
WLBC
. . Oklahoma City CHLN . , Three Rivers
m ■ Indianapolis KOMA
KVOO
Tulsa
QUEBEC . Quebec
Muncie
SASKATCHEWAN
WMT ....
OREGON
CKBI
IOWA
,
Albert
woe • • Cedar Rapids KUIN
. . .Grants Pass CJGX
* > Regina
CJRM • >. Prince
KMA
. . Klamath Falls
, , , Davenport KFJI
.... Yorkton
. . . .Portland
. . Shenandoah KOIN PENNSYLVANIA
FOREIGN
KANSAS
KFBI
WCBA-WSAN
.
Allentown
. Abilene WFBG
5 DN AUSTRALIA
WHOP KENTUCKY
WLEU
. Altoona
... Adelaide
WLAP
.
Erie
Hopkinsville WKBO
. Harrisburg 4 BC ...
Brisbane
• . Lexington WCAU
WPAD ....
3 KZ ....
Philadelphia
Paducah
Sydney
WJBO
GB ... Melbourne
Philadelphia 22 ZB
WIP
WRAK
KWKH LOUISIANA
WCAE
NEW ZEALAND
. Pittsburgh
• • Baton Rouge
Williamsport 1 ZB ... Auckland
... Shreveport
3 ZB • . . Wellington
RHODE
ISLAND
WLBZ
MAINE Bangor WJAR . , . Providence 4ZB
....
. . Christchurch
WBAL MARYLAND
.... Dunedin
XEW
SOUTH CAROLINA
. Mexico City
MEXICO
WTBO ... Baltimore WAIM . . , Anderson
WCSC . . . Charleston
WFMD • .• .Cumberland
SOUTH
AFRICA
Frederick WFIG
.... Sumter
South AfricanCorp.
TENTSESSEE
WCOPMASSACHUSETTS
Broadcasting
WEEI
• • • • Boston WOPI .... Bristol
•
•
•
•
Boston
WTAG
WOOD . ,. Ch attanooga
Durban
Cape
Town
• • • Greenfield
Worcester WTJS . . . . Jackson
WHAI ...
Grahamstown
WREC ... Memphis
Johannesburg
WHDF MICHIGAN
• • • . Calumet WLAC . . . Nashville
VENEZUELA
WJR
WDMJ .... Detroit KGNC . TEXAS
. Caracas
. . Amarillo YV5RA-YV5RC.
. Marquette

Quartet. Programs

sBordertown Barfjecue" and "Rendezvous

as widely
with Ro-

oConic Tunes" and "Siesta."
dies its member

stations with a constant stream of

:.latest in musical programming

and our stations

}» serve the local, regional and national advertiser
•^ved shows in as few or many markets as required.
Kr— radio engineers and sound scientists term the
hi-cut, Wide Range transcription the most nearly
siin its entire field.
)ke the next and really illuminating step— an audi^rest World station or World office? Ask to see the
f World shows. Pick one and let it speak for itself.

|f\TED MARKETS
tiiv-stem has made
o further serve
ise its revenue
'k technical and
i
4M, Rochester

"World Broadcasting System should
be given full credit for its continued
contributions toward increased fidelity in the important field of electrical
transcriptions."
-WQXR, New York City

fijoii, 'Something
cl'fte phone lines
«|f 'as spotted op\-iy night."
^QAM, Miami

". . . the use of World has been largely
responsible for the popularity of our
station in this area."
— CKWX, Vancouver
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OUR

PLATFORM

Keep American radio free as the press.
Maintain a system of free, competitive broadcasting, rendering public service without undue
restraint.
Build programs to provide the greatest good
for the greatest number.
Avoid political partisanship on the air.
Install radios in every home, classroom, office,
automobile, passenger train and airplane.
Keep pace with technical developments and
foster their commercial applications.

ASCAP

Rides

Again

ASCAP didn't do the unexpected. It's still
playing the broadcasters for suckers. It was
that way in 1932 and again in 1935. The only
difference is the over-all asking price, which
increases by the size of a junior national debt
each time. In ASCAP's shell game all that's
necessary is to throw one industry group a
chunk of red meat, sock the others and, when
they are cut and bleeding, ride through the
middle with skull and cross-bones aflutter.
This may be indelicately expressed, but the
facts lend themselves well to metaphor.
This time the $50,000-a-year-gross-or-less
independent is the object of ASCAP's flirtation,
after having been percented almost to extinction for nearly 10 years. Other stations, by
virtue of the clearance at the source proposition, seemingly also would get concessions,
with the networks — on paper — as the real fall
guys. It's smart baseball, if the ump isn't
looking.
Except for the smaller stations and for the
networks, the ASCAP plan is strangely ambiguous. Who falls in what bracket seems open
to negotiation — ^negotiations which will begin
April 15, according to the command from Tin
Pan Alley. And you get 'em for 10 years this
time if you take contracts while they're hot.
What do we think? Well, up to now copyright history is repeating itself. In 1932
ASCAP proposed clearance at the source, with
the networks to pay 5% on all their revenue.
But it didn't turn that way. To think that the
networks will absorb the proposed 7%% on
their gross income under the new ASCAP askcan't, and coning price is foolhardy. They
tinue the same operating scale. Readjustment
of compensation with affiliates sooner or later
would be a foregone conclusion, if the present
system of operation is to survive.
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Let's take a quick inventory. Assuming
ASCAP's success in mulcting the industry to
the tune if proposes, it would mean an industry outgo of $7,500,000 to $10,000,000 a year
for the use of ASCAP's repretoire. ASCAP
offers 10-year contracts. That means during
the next decade the industry would shell out
from $75,000,000 to $100,000,000 to ASCAP
and its none-too-happy publishers for the right
to help them sell sheet music and records and
get radio, stage and other engagements.
Now what is to be lost by taking a little
time to sleep on the ASCAP proposition? It
can't recant on the offer to the independents
because it has admitted it has done them wrong
for lo, these many years. Network affiliates,
whatever their grievances with headquarters,
can't hope to win on all scores — not after the
rude awakenings of 1932 and 1935. It seems
rather idle to talk again about a united industry, after so many past splits, but that's the
only salvation.
As long as we can remember NAB conventions, broadcasters have resolved for a "payas-you-use" method of royalty, whatever the
figure. A necessary part of such a plan is
clearance at the source. ASCAP has blandly
adopted the clearance provision, and dismisses
the "per program" method without ever having discussed it with a representative industry group. It has excluded NAB from its conversations by the same snubbing tactics it
employed in 1932 and 1935. Obviously, it means
to negotiate individually with stations or small
groups, if it can, because it fears the impact
of a united industry. To us it seems clear that
if the "per program" formula is to be attained it can only be through a strong industry committee with the power to act for all.
In 1932 it was Oswald F. Schuette, then
NAB copyright negotiator, who became the
butt of ASCAP's tormenting tactics, and kept
it in its act of perpetual rage. In 1935 it was
James W. Baldwin, NAB managing director.
Now its NAB President Neville Miller, CBS
Executive Vice-President Edward Klauber and
Broadcast Music Inc. But there is a difference.
The industry is stronger and wiser, and, if
advance signs mean anything, it is willing to
engage in a finish fight.
Nearly 300 broadcasters are in Broadcast
Music Inc., making the third attempt to set up
an industry music supply. ASCAP doesn't like
BMI. The derisive comments of Gene Buck
indicate that. Which makes us feel that maybe
BMI is the salvation after all.
We recall Warner Bros, pulling out of
ASCAP in 1936 with about 25% of ASCAP's

popular catalog. We recall its return to the
fold after the networks and many stations refrained from performing its music while a
series of WB musical colossals flopped because
the public hadn't heard the numbers. The important ASCAP publishing houses are moviedominated. ASCAP revenue, despite its bleeding of radio, is a pittance to the Hollywood
producers, who gauge their music as a byproduct of the movies. They use it (and plug
for radio performance) to attract box-office.
As we see the broad picture, the networks
BMI everything they've got to
must give
break
the ASCAP stranglehold. That may
means ASCAP music will not be performed over
the networks effective next Jan. 1. And that
would mean a tobogganing of the popularity
of ASCAP's repertoire, for it is a truism that
nothing is deader than an unperformed tune.
Will the motion picture music publising subsidiaries be satisfied with that?
ASCAP has started out on a high-handed
basis, repeating the past. It will wax more
truculent as time marches on because that
technique has worked before, and because it
can wave that $250-per-innocent-infringement
law in the face of every broadcaster. It has
already begun to abuse key individuals dealing for the broadcasters after refusing to negotiate with a copyright committee of the
NAB. It's the identical song and dance,, with
a few of the personalities changed, and the
inevitably higher asking price.
However attractive the bait might be, we
think it would be a serious mistake to flop at
this stage. The composite industry has a fighting chance without ASCAP music. It would be
a complete surrender to accept the untenable
over-all terms. There just isn't any reason for
a stampede. Besides, who knows. Uncle Sam
may yet see fit to do something about that bewhiskered anti-trust suit against ASCAP still
on the books in New York.
^Pulitzer'

Awards

THIS 20th year since modern broadcasting
began its phenomenal rise to its present social
and economic stature seems a particularly appropriate time for recognition of a new sort.
Unlike other arts and professions, radio has
never been honored with awards for merit of
the kind represented by the Pulitzer award
for journalism and letters. Since radio in some
of its important aspects is audible journalism,
the move on the part of the University of
Georgia, prompted largely by the veteran
Lambdin Kay of WSB, is in the right direction.
The Pulitzer awards themselves also have
a golden opportunity not only to prove that the
breach between radio and the press has been
healed entirely but to give proper recognition
to audible journalism. Judged by a group of
outstanding figures in public and professional
life, these annual prizes are the most coveted
in American journalism, literature and the
theatre. Radio partakes of all three, and it
would be a simple matter for the Pulitzer
board to broaden its scope by including radio
achievements for annual awards. The board
meets this month, and it would be a particularly appropriate time to announce that radio
awards will begin next year. Old Joe Pulitzer,
whose able son as a radio station ovraier has
shown a keen appreciation of the importance
of radio, would, we think, seize upon the opportunity.
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NOTES
M. H. AYLES WORTH, former NBC
president and until recently publisher
of the i^eiv York World Telegram,
has announced the opening of his new
offices as attorney and public relations counsel. Suite 4224, 30 Rockefeller Plaza ; telephone, Circle 6-2535.
STUART SPRAGUE, New York radio attorney and special counsel for
the NAB, is the father of a son, as
yet unnamed, born March 21, the
Spragues' second son.
ALEX KEESE, regional sales manager of WFAA, Dallas, on March 23
began a six-weeks layoff on doctor's
orders.
G. STANLEY McALLISTER, CBS
New York director of construction and
building operations, was in Hollywood during late March to inspect
two new audience studios now nearing
completion. These facilities will be
ready for use by mid-April. They adbuilding.
join the network's Columbia Square

EDWARD WILLIAM WOOD, Jr.
WHEN, last month, Edward Wilcessful that in 1935 he was again
liam Wood Jr. moved his headquar- transferred to Chicago, this time as
sales manager of WGN.
ters from Chicago's Tribune
to 1440 Broadway in ManhattaTower
n as
In January, 1940, the Mutual
the first incumbent of the sales Broadcasting
System underwent a
managership of MBS, the story reorganization. In February, at the
might have been headed "Return first meeting of the new board of
of the Native" or "Local Boy directors, a decision was made to
Makes Good". For Ed Wood is one divide the duties of the general
of - that seldom-met species, the manager and to create a new post,
born and bred New Yorker.
that of sales manager. The job
To get the vital statistics over called for a man of proven ability
with let's record here and now that both as a salesman and an execuEd was born just 36 years ago,
tive, for a thorough knowledge of
come next month. He attended radio and for an intimate acquaintNew York's public grammar and
ance with Mutual pohcies and prohigh schools and New York U. In
cedure. Since WGN had been one
college he majored in Latin, with of the founders and co-managers
extra-curricular attention to dra- of MBS, the sales manager of that
matics and to various editorial jobs station was an obvious choice for
on the school publications. It was the position and so, in mid-March,
only after his graduation that a Ed Wood returned to New York.
kind friend, deciding that Ed was
Handsome, cheerful and friendnow old enough, introduced him to
ly without carrying any of those
the facts of advertising life, start- happy
traits to an objectionable deing a romance that in 15 years has
gree, Ed is a sociable sort of pernever missed a beat. Or, to express
son who is inclined to spend more
it more prosaically, Ed's first job time in the offices of his clients
was in advertising; he liked the
than in his own, a fact that may
field and he's still in it.
explain his extra-successful sales
After a year with a trade paper record.
kind of a leader who
in the export field, Ed in 1926 be- actually The
leads his men in the field
came New York advertising rep- rather than
directing them from
resentative of the European edisecluded office, Ed in his first
tion of the Chicago Tribune. For aweek
in New York had found no
three years he sold advertisers on
time to get settled in his new quarthe idea that, since all Americans
ters, but had become intimately
with enough money to buy anything
had moved to Europe, the best way involved in a number of solicitations for new business for Mutual.
to secure their patronage was to
Married to the former Esther
advertise in the paper they read
over there. Then came 1929. Some- Efird of Winston-Salem, Ed is the
thing happened to the stock mar- father of a boy, Edward William
ket; dividends disappeared; Amer- Wood 3d, who will be 5 in May.
icans in Europe came home; those Though an enthusiastic golfer, Ed
who were already at home stayed spends more time following sports,
here, and Ed was transferred to and whenever a major fight, meet,
Chicago as a member of the Trib's tournament or other athletic event
advertising staff.
is scheduled he can usually be spotted in a ringside seat.
In 1930 he left the paper to sell
space for True Story magazine, but
a couple of years later he returned JAMES PETRILLO, president of
to the Tribune fold as a salesman the Chicago Musicians' Union, who
came to Hollywood in mid-March
for the newspaper's radio station, with
Joseph N. Weber, president of
WGN, Chicago. Late in 1932 Ed the American
Federation of Musiwent back to New York to open
cians, has returned to his home headand head a sales office there for the
quarters. Mr. Weber will remain on
station. This venture proved so suc- the West Coast for several weeks.
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JACK FIELD Jr., sales manager of
WPTF, Raleigh, and his partner defending champions, were runners-up
in the Raleigh badminton doubles
tournament. Mrs. Field and partner
placed second in the women's doubles
division.
JOHN T. McMANUS, radio editor of
Time Magazine, on April 1 joins the
new New York newspaper P.M. as
radio editor. The daily paper is scheduled to start June 1. Mr. McManus
was previously film critic of the New
York Times. No successor has yet been
named at Time.
L. J. (Jerry) DuMAHAUT, commermanager of CKLW, Detroit-Wind19. cial
sor, is the father of a boy born March
GILBERT SELDES, CBS director of
television programs, discussed television in relation to the motion picture
industry at the AMPA luncheon meeting in New York March 21.
WILBUR EDWARDS, account e.xecutive of WBT, Charlotte, N. C, in
mid-March married Jane Holman.
HOWARD KEEFE. formerly western
advertising manager of the American
Magazine, has joined the MBS sales
staff in Chicago.
HAL SEVILLE has returned to
WBAX, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., as general
manager, succeeding Dale Robertson,
who resigned as of March 15. Richard
Evans has been appointed local sales
manager .
JAMES EDWARD GOLDSMITH,
formerly with Wills & Co., St. Louis,
has joined the sales staff of KMOX,
St. Louis.
BERRY LONG, KOA, Denver, account executive, has returned to his
station duties from Memphis, where
he was
called by the serious illness of
his
father.
PAUL W. KESTEN, CBS New York
vice-president, was in Hollywood during late March to confer with Donald
W. Thornburgh, Pacific Coast vicepresident.
JAMES A. DAVENPORT, formerly
with the Atlanta Journal and the
Hearst Newspapers, has joined the
sales staff of WGST, Atlanta.
DON E. OILMAN, NBC western division vice-president, Hollywood, has
been appointed a director of the Los
Angeles Community Development
Assn., to represent radio.
B. F. McCLANCY, NBC New York
traffic manager, was in Denver during
late March for conferences with Lloyd
E. Yoder, manager of KOA.

HERMAN BESS, executive vice-president in charge of local sales of WNEW,
New Y'ork.
has station
signed atofive-year
tract with the
continuecon-in
that position and will hold the title of
commercial manager. Irene Davis assistant to Mr. Bess, has been promoted to commercial traffic manager.
Judy Dupuy, assistant to Richard
Bard. WNEW publicity director, on
April 8 joins PM, daily New York
newspaper, as assistant to John McManus. radio editor. Rhea Diamond,
formerly assistant to Leon Goldstein,
publicity director of WMCA, New
York, will take over Miss Dupuy's
position.
WALTER DUNCAN, national sales
manager of WNEW, New York, on
March 18 was elected vice-president
of Wodaam Corp., operator of the
station, according to announcement
by Bernice Judis, managing director
of WNEAV. Mr. Duncan, formerly of
the NBC sales department, joined
WNEW in 1937 as head of the national sales department and will continue in charge of that department.
Herman
Bess, executive
vice-president, is director
of the WNEW
local
sales department.
JULES DUNDES of the CBS sales
promotion department has been named
sales promotion manager of WABC,
New York, in line with the CBS policy of having
each function
of its owned
operated
stations
with and
its ■
own promotion staff, according to an
announcement on March 18 by Arthur
Hull Hayes. WABC sales manager.
Mr. Dundes has been in the CBS
sales promotion department for the
past four years and previously was on
the staff of the ls[ew York Post.
C. W. CHATTERTON, formerly assistant business manager of the Portland Oregonian and director of its
stations, KGW and KEX, has joined
the business staff of the Chicago Herald-American.
ROBERT C. MAYO, salesman of
WABC, New York, and Barbara
Jacobs ofnouncedBethlehem,
Pa., have antheir engagement.
JERRY AKERS, veteran radio executive, has been named general manager of the new KYUM, Yuma, Ariz.,
which was inaugurated March 15 and
joined the NBC network as a supplementary outlet on that date.
ROY dentC.
WITMER,
vice-presiin charge
of sales,NBC
left New
York
March 28 for a business trip to the
West Coast. He plans to stop in Chicago en route and to return to New
York in about three weeks.
BMILE J. GOUGH, formerly head of
Hearst Radio Inc., is now in the fabric
manufacturing business, with offices
at 280 Madison Ave., New York, and
plant in Pawtucket, R. I. Product is
Tecron and company is Tecron Inc.
F. A. BUTTREY, president of KFBB,
and Al Hansen, general manager, after a month's
sojurnFalls,
in Phoenix,
returned
to Great
Mont. have
R. C. LOCKMAN, CBS Hollywood
account executive, is the father of a
girl born March 15.
H. B.eral McNAUGHTON,
former genmanager of WTBO. Cumberland,
Md., has joined KBIX, Muskogee,
Okla. in an executive capacity.
EDWARD JANSEN, formerly promotion and production manager of
KOL, Seattle, has joined the sales
staff of KSFO, San Francisco.
DR. GEORGE W. YOUNG, owner
of WDGY, missioned
Minneapolis,
been com-as
by American hasAirlines
an Admiral of its flagship fleet in
recognition of service on behalf of
air travel. He has been flying his
own plane since 1922.
BROADUS McSWAIN, manager of
WGNC, Gastonia. N. C, on March
16 married Catherine Todd, daughter
of Floyd C. Todd, WGNC owner.
VERNON BOYLSON, formerlv of
City.
WDZ, Tuscola. 111., has joined the
commercial staff of KTOK, Oklahoma
April I, 1940
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HELEN BROWNE BENNETT,
daughter of Andrew W. Bennett,
Washington counsel for National In-was Bruce
married Marchdependent
23 toBroadcasters
Lieut. Inc.,
(J. G.)
Langdon, of the Navy Medical Corps.
They will live temporarily in China
where Lieut. Langdon has been assigned for a tour of duty.
TIC RUGH. sportscaster of KTUL.
Tulsa, is the father of a girl, Dana
Joanne, bom in March.
JOHN ADEMT, announcer of WCAO.
Baltimore, presented a recent song recital sponsored by Peabody Conservatory of Music Alumni Assn. of which
he is a graduate.
MISS WAUHILLAU LaHAT. director of women's activities of KLZ. Denver, and publicity director of the station, has resigned to join the staff of
the Kansas City (Mo.) Lahor Serald.
She has been succeeded as m.c. of the
Lady Lend an Ear program by Pat
Burns, continuity chief, while Helen
Benwell moves into the continuity department and Jeff Baker, of the promotion department, adds publicity to
his activities.
DON DOWD. NBC-Chicago announcer, has returned to his desk following an. abdominal operation.
ELMO TANNER, whistler and singer on the NBC Beat the Band program, is the father of a boy born
March 13. Baby has been named
Elmo .Jr.
HELEN HALL has been promoted to
publicity director of WAIM, Anderson, S. C.
MAURICE HART, announcer on
World's
Fairest
on
WMCA,
NewMusic,
York,daily
has program
written
a songtion with
titled
"Believing''
in
collaboraBob Emmerich and Al Stillman for recording by Freddie Martin, Tommy Dorsey, Bob Crosby and
Dick Jurgens.
FOX CASE, CBS Pacific Coast director of public relations, Hollywood,
has been elected president of the California Sixth District Agricultural
Assn. Case recently was appointed to
the California State Board of Agriculture by Gov. Olson for a fouryear term. He is also a director of
the California State Agricultural Society and a member of the State Fair
Board. In late March he was made
a member of the advertising committee of the All-Year Club of Southern
California. He is owner and operator
of Rancho Cielito in Orange County,
Southern California.
FRANK GALEN. Hollvwood writer
on the CBS Texaco Star Theatre,
sponsored by Texas Co., and Natalie
Firestone, non-professional, were married in that city Feb. 15.
CARLTON E. MORSE. HoUywood
writer-producer of the NBC serial.
One
Alan's
Family,
sponsoredtea),
by
Standard
Brands
(Tenderleaf
has recovered from a throat operation.
JACK COPELAND, news editor of
the Arizona Network, Phoenix, has
been appointed radio editor of the
Arizona Farmer, a weekly.
GEORGE BECK, HoUywood radio
writer, is the father of a girl born
March 12.
JO ANNE TESTEN has been appointed secretary to Lambert B.
Beeuwkes at KTW, Philadelphia, replacing Katheryn Ullman who joined
the Philadelphia Record.
of "WRAK,
LINN, formerly
OSCAR ort,
rewas appointed
Williamsp
Philadelphia,
at KTW,
lief announcer Pa.,
during the absence of Leroy Miller,
recuperating from an operation.
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CLIFF JOHNSON, formerly program director of KFOR. Lincoln, has
been transfered to KOIL, Omaha, as
commercial program manager. Harold
Hughes, KOIL program director for
the last year, has been named program production manager of the station, andnouncerChuck
formerly
anof KFAB,Miller,
Lincoln,
has been
shifted to KFOR as program director.
NEAL KEEHN, special events director, and Walt
Lochman.Kansas
sports City,
commentator of KMBC.
were among 14 local business and professional men designated for the
Legion of Honor by the grand council
of the Order of DeMolay at a recent
meeting
'The honor
conferred inon Baltimore.
former members
of De-is
Molay
for
business,
professional
and
civic leadership.
HARRY BRIGHT, formerly of
WBLK. Clarksburg. W. Va., and
David Sievers, new to radio, have
joined the announcing staff of WGBR,
Goldsboro. N. C. Mrs. Irene Morris
has been named program director replacing Bob Armstrong and Mrs.
Margaret
Early is now continuity director.
JIMMY FARMER, vocal artist of
WTSP. St. Petersburg. Fla., has been
named musical director of the station,
and also will handle announcing assignments.
RED FOLEY has returned to the
staff of WLS, Chicago, where he
started in 1932 as a member of the
Cumherland Ridge Runners. During
the last two years he had been featured on the NBC Avalon Time program.
MRS. ELIZABETH FOY. assistant
to A. O. Coggeshall. program manager
of WGY. Schenectady, has resigned.
She has been succeeded by Jeanette
Swart. Robert Warner, of the guest
relations staff, has been shifted to
news.
GEORGE SUTHERLAND. WKRC,
Cincinnati, sportscaster, is heard
nightly from the Tampa. Fla., training camp of the Cincinnati Reds on
the Sports Trail, interviewing ball
players
and training
giving resumes
ties in all
camps. of activiDICK BRAY, sportscaster of WSAI.
Cincinnati, spent the last half of
March in Tampa. Fla., with the training Cincinnati Reds, recording interviews and pre-season comments for
daily broadcast on his daily Sports
Review show sponsored by Ford Motor Co. and Goodrich Rubber Co.
HARLOW nouncer onWILCOX.
anthe NBC Hollywood
Filler McGee
d Molly program sponsored by S. C.
Johnson & Son, has returned to Hollywood from Chicago where he served
as narrator
cial films. for a series of commerARCH OBOLER. NBC Hollywood
writer and MGM scenarist, has returned from a business trip to New
York and resumed work on the film,
"A Woman's Face".
ALBERTA THOMPSON, of NTBC
Hollywood auditing department, and
Jack Sanders, Los Angeles salesman,
were married March 16 at Las Vegas,
Nev.
CHARLES P. SHOFFNER. declared
to be Philadelphia's oldest broadcast,
on April versary
12on the
celebrates
17th1,078th
anniair andhis his
program on WCAU. Ray Rich, new
WCAU announcer, has been in Jefferson Hospital with flu.
DARRELL MARTIN, known as the
first radio editor, has resigned from
the Pittsburgh Press and will manage radio personalities. He is succeeded by Yince P. Johnson.
BOB SHIELD, announcer of KDKA,
Pittsburgh, recently made his first
solo landing at a Pittsburgh airport.
SI BURICK, WHIG, Dayton, sports
commentator,
following
the tour
Cincin-of
nati Reds on istheir
exhibition
Florida and Cuba, transcribing interviews with the players for his daily
sportston Coca
review,
by the DayCola sponsored
Bottling Co.

BARBARA BRENT
STARTING little more than a
year ago, Barbara Brent, at that
time new to radio, has built up her
program for women on WFAA,
Dallas, until it now has four participating sponsors. As director of
woman's activities at WFAA, she is
on the air six mornings a week,
talking about cooking, sewing, literature, husbands and everj^hing
else under the sun interesting to
feminine listeners, in addition to
conducting inter\news. Between
broadcasts, she works on future
programs and speaks before women's clubs and other groups, and
enjoys her hobby, painting in oils.
One of her paintings, "Black Cat
at Night", was included in a recent
exhibition at a prominent Dallas
gallery. She makes her own greeting cards.

MEREDITH WILLSON. Hollywood
musical director of the NBC Good
Xeics of 1940 program, sponsored by
General Foods Corp., (Maxwell House
coffee), will have his new symphony,
"Missions of California," world premiered April 4 and 0. by the Los Angeles
Symphony orchestra,
under
diCoates.andThe
compositionrectionrunsof Albert
37 minutes
represents
four years of work by WiUson who is
formerly NBC western division musical director.
PHIL ALLEN, formerly of KFBB,
Great Falls,
joined the
announcing staffMont.,
of KYI,has Tacoma,
Wash,
.lames Doyle, formerly of the San
Francisco Call, has joined the KFBB
continuity department.
CARL
announcer
of WHKWCLE. MARK,
Cleveland,
has been
named
special events director of the stations.
Robert Carter, formerly of WFMJ,
Youngstown,
O.. has joined
WHKWCLE announcing
staff,thereplacing
Guy Wallace, resigned.
EARLE McGILL, CBS program producer, has written a book titled Radio Directing, which McGraw-Hill
Publishing Co. will publish April 5.
EDMUND ABBOTT, formerly of
WCCO.
Minneapolis, has joined the
City.
production staff of KSL. Salt Lake

War Wedding
ASSIGNMENT of Thomas
Grandin, CBS foreign correspondent, to cover
kan conference
endedthein Balthe
marriage of Grandin and Natalia Parliagras, Yugoslav
government
after a swift broadcaster,
courtship. They
were married in a Greek
Orthodox church in a colorful ceremony. Grandin, ordinarily a cryptic cabler, sent
to CBS a costly description
of his wife's beautv which
Paul White, CBS public
events director, accepted in
view of the romantic circumstances.
ALFRED COOK, formerly of Cook &
Doherty, New York, and NBC Artists
Service, and Herbert Landon, formerly of the Constance Hope Associates,
N'ew donYork,
haveatorganized
Associates
11 E. 4SthCook.
St., LanNew
York, to specialize in publicity with
special emphasis on radio. Telephone
is Plaza .5-6876. Larry Krasner, forRadio Daily, has also joined
the newmerly ofcompany.
NORMAN W. MASTERSON. on the
announcing staff of KFOX, Long
Beach, Cal., for more than two years,
has resigned because of illness.
HARRY HOFF. formerly an associate producer of Transamerican Broadcasting &Television Corp., New York,
has
joined
Amusement Thomas
Corp., Rockwell's
New York, General
to assistsionininthe
company's
plan production
for expanthe
radio
program
field.
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GRADY ANGLIN, formerly with
City.
KPDN,
Pampa. Tex., has joined the
announcing staff of KTOK, Oklahoma
HARRY
SOSNIK,
musical director
of the Hollywood
NBC HoUywood
Playhouse
series,
sponsored
by
Andrew .lergens Co., (Woodbury soaps),
has resigned that post to join Decca
Records.
New York, as musical director.
JOHN woodSCOTT
TROTTER.
musical director
of the HoUyNBC
Kraft Music Hall program, sponsored
by Kraft Cheese Co., and CarroU
Carroll, writer of the series, have collaborated in writing
song, "You
Are the One."
It willa new
be recorded
by
Bing Crosby, star of the weekly proSA:MMY HARRIS, vaudevUle bookgram.er, has joined WOV, New York, to
manage the vaudevUle and night club
placement
for the
staLeipzig.
tion's of
artistentertainers
bureau under
Sydney
MARY HEATON, formerly secretary
to Robert Tincher, manager of
WNAX, Yankton, S. D., is now in the
Chicago office of Lord and Thomas.
GENE ALLEN CARR and Wilson
Northcross. both new to radio, are being trained as announcers by Emmett
McMurray. WHBQ, Memphis, program director.
EDGAR TIDWELL, chief announcer
of KGB, San Diego, Cal., has resigned
that post and moved to Hollywood
where he plans to free lance.
ARTHUR LODGE, Jr., senior at St.
Thomas College and UP rewrite man
at KSTP. St. Paul, has been chosen
by the Twin Cities CathoUc Youth
Conference to present a quarter-hour
weeklv religious news program. CathSews, on KSTP, and Minnesota
RadioolicNetwork.
FRED WOOD, announcer of WIP.
PhUadelphia, is convalescing after an
emergency appendectomy March 19.
PAT FLANAGAN, basebaU announcer ern
of WBBM,
Chicago,March
was in
SouthCalifornia during
to see
the
Chicago Cubs and White Sox train.
AL JARYIS, conductor of the Make
Believe Ballroom and Face the Music
programs on KFWB, Hollywood, has
announced
his engagement
to Helen
Elliott
of Glendale,
Cal.
THOMAS director
SNOWDEN
is nowRocky
proof WEED,
Mount, gram
N. C.
TAMS BIXBY III has been appointed
program director of KBEX, Muskogee,
Okla., succeeding Mark Weaver.
• Broadcast
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ART BROWN, Rise & Shine Alan, of
WOL, Washington, recently completed
his seventh week of conducting fourdaily community sings from the organ
of Washington's Capitol Theatre setting a new record for hold-overs. Frank
Young, WOL announcer-pianist-eomposer, recently completed his newest
musical composition, "East Indian
Suite", which on
is scheduled
performance
MBS by forthean U.earlyS.
Army Band, conducted by Capt.
Thomas F. Darcy. "Housetops", another Young composition, has been featured several times on Army Band
broadcasts.
HARLEY HUBBARD, formerly of
KFDA, Amarillo, has joined KXOX,
Sweetwater, Tex.
DAVID CLARK, continuity-production manager of KFDA, Amarillo, has
sold a story to This Week magazine.
DOROTHY MERCHANT, former receptionist at KYSM, Mankato, Minn.,
has been transferred to continuity.
EL PROUGH, former Fargo. N. D.,
sports announcer, will handle Indianapolis baseball over WIRE this season.
LARRY HUSEBY. KMO, Tacoma,
publicity director, has been named by
Manager Carl E. Haymond, as captain
of
the golf
station's
Tacomateamcommercial
league
team. KMO
members
include besides Haymond and Huseby,
Jerry Geehan, Bert Dunn, and Roscoe
Smith.
ED LINEHAN, program director of
KRNT-KSO, Des Moines, is the father
of a girl born March 19.
MAR.TORIE LEUTHI, of the continuity department of WBAP, Fort
Worth, has been elected to the Busi& Professional Women's Club of
Tort nessWorth.
EUSSELL WYLY, formerly program
director of WSAV, Savannah, Ga., has
joined the announcing staff of WMBD,
Peoria, 111.
•OSCAR LINN, formerly of WRx\K.
Williamsport, Pa., has joined KYW,
Philadelphia, as relief announcer.
ALAN CAMERON. Hollywood freelance writer, has joined the production
staff of KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
AL STRACKE, member of the Cadets,
male quartet heard on Club Matinee
and the National Farm & Home Hour
from NBC-Chicago, is ill with a heart
ailment. His brother, Win, is substituting on these programs.
BILL ARMS, formerly with KTAT,
has joined KGKO, Fort Worth.
AL LEARY, manager of CKCL, Toronto, is at Avon Park, Fla., for a
sis-week period at the training camp
of the Toronto Maple Leaf Ball Club,
sending daily reports for sportcasts.
NICK MARIANA, KGVO, Missoula,
Mont., sports announcer, officiated as
referee at the Montana State High
School Basketball Tournament at Liviug.ston, Mont.
MARSHALL SMALL has joined the
announcing staff of KGVO, Missoula,
Mont.
TED SHERDBMAN, NBC Hollywood writer-producer, has returned
to his duties after completing an assignment as co-writer of "Radio Cavalcade" at 20th Century-Fox Studios.
SAM HAYES, Hollywood commentator on the five-weekly quarter-hour
NBC Sperri/ Morning Neivs, sponsored by Sperry Flour Co., has an announcer's role in the Universal film,
"Alias
the Deacon,"
features
Bob Burns.
Hayes alsowhich
has been
cast
for a similar role in "Ski Patrol," to
be produced by Universal Studios.
JOHN FRAZBR, NBC Hollywood
announcer on the weekly Signal Carnival sponsored by Signal Oil Co.,
and Blanche Horton, non-professional,
were to be married April 2.
FRED KNORR. formerly of WHLS,
I Port Huron, Mich., has joined WMBC,
I Detroit, as program director. Bill Rice,
c formerly of WHLS, has joined the
WMBC announcing staff.
/BROADCASTING

LEONARD SHREVE, announcer,
formerly with KGW-KEX, Portland,
Ore., recently was added to the staff
of KDON, Monterey, Cal.
FLOYD FARR, Richard Vail and
Bud Heyde are recent additions to
the KPO-KGO,
nouncing staff. San Francisco, anBOB FREED, announcer of KLZ,
Denver, recently announced his marriage to Geraldine Hagins.
HAL FIMBERG, Hollywood radio
writer, is the father of a girl born
early in March.
THOMAS SCHAIELL, new to radio,
has joined the guide staff of NBCChicago, replacing Edmund Frigone,
resigned.
ELWYN OWEN, formerly conductor
of the Milwaukee Symphony orchestra
has joined NBC-Chicago as staff organist. Irma Glen and Larry Larson
are other members of the regular staff.
TOMMY BARTLETT, WBBM-CBS
announcer,
left inon Mexico.
April 1 for a threeweek
vacation
HAL McINTYRE. announcer, formerly with KRE, Berkeley, Cal., has
joined KYA, San Francisco.

GoMBS

Linton to N. Y. Office
RAY LINTON, head of Ray Linton
& Co., radio program firm, on April
1 opened a New York office. Mr.
Linton has moved his family from
Chicago to New
York and will be
in charge of the
New York office,
with Paul Brines
continuing in
Chicago. The
firm recently
signed Courtenay
Savage,
known
writerwelland
producer. Mr.
Linton
Savage merlywas
forhead of continuity of CBS,
New York, and more recently wrote
and produced a number of daytime
serials for General Mills and Procter & Gamble while with BlackettSample-Hummert, Chicago.
RONALDnouncer ofREAGAN,
anWHO, Des formerly
Moines, and
now a Warner Bros, contract player,
will play the role of George Gipp,
Notre Dame football star, in the film,
"Life of Knute Rockne".

Fibber, Lum

and Abner

Are Signed for Movies
THE JORDANS, Jim and Marian,
stars of the NBC Fibber McGee &
Molly program, sponsored by S. C.
Johnson & Son (wax), have closed
a deal with Mel Shauer, Hollywood
film producer, to make three pictures a year. The first will go into
production in June when their
weekly program goes off the air for
the summer. Stories selected will
be the homey type, similar to the
theme used in the radio series. Don
Quinn, writer; Cecil Underwood,
producer of Needham, Louis &
Brorbybers of Inc.,
on thecast
show,
memthe radio
are and
expected
to draw assignment in the film.
The Jordans made their film debut
under Shauer's production supervision two years ago, in "This Way
Please," at Paramount Studios.
Chester Lauck and Norris GoflF
have been signed by Voco Production, Hollywood, for a series of pictures to start in early April. Pictures will be based on their Lum
& Abner program.
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Supreme
{Continued
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has any jurisdiction over FCC dents
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This denying
is raised inof the
issueassignme
cense.
appeals of both CBS and KSFO,
o, from the CommisSan Francisc
sion decision denying assignment
of KSFO under lease to the network.

...but
to

KSFO

the

went

flood-

In Northern California early in March, excitement ran as high as the waters that swept over
farms and villages. While real disaster was
averted, its threat made nation-wide news.

The only COMPLETE radio coverage of the
flood's climax was that given by KSFO and
through it to the Columbia Pacific network.

*So outstanding
was the eye-witness story as
broadcast by
KSFO that it was
used almost verbatim by United
Press in a nation
wide press release.

Ranging from an*eye-witness story that could
have come only from the flight of a chartered
plane over the flooded areas to bulletins
broadcast in cooperation with State authorities, KSFO's coverage of this near-disaster
was typical of this station's alert handling of
matters important to Northern California.
It's this sort of SERVING, along with topflight
local shows and Columbia's leadership in network programming, that has established and
maintains KSFO at the peak of popularity in
Northern California.
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Justice Roberts, in reciting the
court's opinion without referring
to a single note, pointed out the
lower court had held that the Commission had erred in failing to
make findings on the economic issue
and that, in the absence of such
findings, the Commission's action
in granting the Telegraph-Herald
permit was arbitrary and capricious. The Supreme Court, however concluded that economic injury to an existing station is not
a separate and independent element
to be taken into consideration by
the Commission in determining
whether it shall grant or withhold
a license. Moreover, it held that
the Commission's findings were adequate to sustain its grant.
The court handed down its opinion under four separate headings.
Devoting the major portion of its
ruling to the question of economic
injury, it reiterated that such injury to a rival station is not in and
of itself, and apart from considerations of public interest, an element
the FCC must weigh and as to
which it must make findings in
passing on an application for a
broadcast license.
Not Common Carriers
In contradistinction to communication by telephone and telegraph,
which the Communications Act
recognizes as a common carrier activity and regulates accordingly in
analogy to the regulation of rail
and other carriers by the ICC, the
court said the Communications Act
recognizes
broadcasters
not commonthat
carriers
and are "are
not

APPOINTMENT of John F. Merrifield as agricultural coordinator of
W H A S, Louisville, was made
known to listeners when Robert L.
Kennett (left), WHAS program
director, introduced Mr. Merrifield
during a special broadcast. Long
research
employedMr.in agricultural
work,
Merrifield came to
WHAS from WLW, Cincinnati,
where he organized and conducted
WLW's agricultural department.
Previously he was with WLS, Chithe Sears-Roecago,Agricultural
while with Foundation,
buck
and
on WHO, Des Moines, and WOI,
Ames, while majoring in farm
subjects at Iowa State College.
broadcast without interference to
others, if he shows his compentency,
the adequacy of his equipment and
financial ability to make good use
of the assigned channel.
"The policy of the Act is clear
that no person is to have anything
in the nature of a property right
as a result of the granting of a license. Licenses are limited to a
maximum of three years duration,
may be revoked and need not be
renewed. Thus the channels presently occupied remain free for a
assignment to another licensee
new
in the interest of the listening

to be dealt with as such". Thus, the
opinion continued, the Act recognizes that the field of broadcasting
is one of free competition. The sections dealing with broadcasting
demonstrates that Congress has not
in its regulatory scheme "abandoned the value of free competition, as it has done in the case of
railroads, in respect of which regulation involves the suppression of
wasteful practices due to competition, the regulation of rates and
charges, and other measures which
are unnecessary if free competition
is to be permitted."
Holding that an important element of public interest affecting
the issuance of a license is the
ability of the licensee to render the
best practicable service to the community, the court said the Act contemplates inquiry by the Commission into the applicant's financial
qualifications to assure such ability.
"But the Act does not essay to
regulate the business of the licensee," the court held. "The Commission is given no supervisory control of the programs, of business
management or of policy. In short,
the broadcasting field is open to
anyone, provided there be an available frequency over which he can
BROADCASTING

"Plainly it is not the purpose of
Act to protect a licensee against
the
public.
competition but to protect the public. Congress intended to leave com-;
petition in the business of tobroadpercasting where it found it,
mit a licensee who was not interfering electrically with other broadcasters to survive or succumb according to his ability to make his
JIMMIE ALLEN says:
"I believe I can give you bigger
sales increases per dollar spent
than you can get by any other
method — let me prove it."
Up to 650 transcribed episodes
available.
(World transcribed)
Proven
merchandising
plan.
You can buy rights for any
book — 65 episodes per book.
Write for price and information,— stating number of episodes wanted, radio stations,
etc. Audition record sent $4.00
turned.
C. O. D. Money back when reRUSSELL C. COMER CO.
101 W. 11th St., Kansas City, Mo.
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programs
attractive
the did
public."
The court
added tothis
not
mean that the question of competition between a proposed station
and an existing one is to be entirely disregarded, pointing out that
the Commission's practice shows it
does not disregard the question.
The court said it may have a vital
and important bearing upon the
ability of the applicant to serve the
public and may indicate that both
stations, the existing and the proposed, will go under, with the result that a portion of the listening
public will be left without adequate
service. It may also indicate that,
by a division of the field, both stations will be compelled to render
inadequate service.
No Power Over Rates
"These matters, however," the
court said, "are distinct from the
consideration that, if a license be
granted, competition between the
licensee and any other existing station may cause economic loss to
the latter. If such economic loss
were a valid reason for refusing a
license this would mean that the
Commission's function is to grant
a monopoly in the field of broadcasting, aresult which the Act itself expressly negatives, which Congress would not have contemplated
without granting the Commission
powers of control over the rates,
programs, and other activities of
the business of broadcasting."
Taking up the second conclusion,
Justice Roberts said it does not
follow that, because the licensee of
a station cannot resist the grant of
a license to another on competitive
grounds, he has no standing to appeal from an order of the Commission granting the application.
Pointing out that the law provides
for an appeal by an applicant for
a license, or by another person aggrieved or whose interests are adversely affected, the court said
Congress may have been of the
opinion that one likely to be injured by the issue of a license
would be the only person having a
sufiicient interest to bring to the
attention of the appellate court
errors of law in the action of the
Commission.
"In this view, while the injury
to such person would not
be the
subject of redress, that person
might be the instrument, upon an
appeal, of redressing an injury to
the public service which would
otherwise
remain without remedy,"
the court stated.
Right to Appeal
The court then held that WKBB
had the requisite standing to appeal and to raise in the lower court
any relevant question of law in respect to the order of the Commission.
On the third point, as to adequacy of the Commission's findings,
the court said its examination of
them and of the grounds for decision discloses they were sufficient
"to comply with the requirements
of the Act" in respect to public interest. In any event, it added that
if the findings were not as detailed
as might be desirable "the attack
Upon them is not that the public
interest is not sufficiently protected but only that the financial interests of the respondent have not
been considered."
BROADCASTING

"We find no reason for abrogating the Commission's order for lack
of
adequate findings," the court
stated.
On the fourth point, the court
said that WKBB renewed a contention made in the lower court
that the Commission used as evidence data and reports in its files
without permitting it, as intervenor before the Commission, the
opportunity of inspecting them. Declaring that the Commission disavowed the use of such material as
evidence and that the Court of Appeals had found the disavowal
"veracious and sufficient", the court
said it was not disposed to disturb
that conclusion.
The court's action, it was indicated, ends the litigation over the
Dubuque controversy. Louis G.
Caldwell, chief counsel for WKBB,
declared thought would be given to
a petition for reconsideration either
in the lower court or the Supreme
Court but that no determination
had been reached.

Boler

THAT'S a $100 smile on the young
man in the center. He's Robert Lee
Biest of St. Louis, winner of the
$100 first prize in the monkeynaming contest, sponsored nationally by Procter & Gamble, and
broadcast on KWK. Robert T. Convey, president of KWK, watches A.
J. McLaughlin, P&G, present check.
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Group

Seeking to Buy KRMC
JOHN BOLER, head of North Central Broadcasting System, a regional network centered in the Dakotas, Minnesota and Wisconsin, is
president of a newly-formed company, Jamestown Broadcasting Co.
Inc., which on March 18 applied to
the FCC for authority to purchase
KRMC, Jamestown, N. D., 250-watt
outlet on 1370 kc. Purchase price
would be $7,500. The purchasingcorporation's shareholders are Mr.
Boler, 24 shares, president; David
C. Shepard, 24 shares, vice-president; Howard S. Johnson, 24 shares,
vice-president; Leonard J. McNeil,
24 shares, secretary-treasurer. All
are from St. Paul, Messrs. Shepard
and Johnson being interested with
Boler in NCBS. In addition, Harland Ohde, of Jamestown, would
own four shares. The station, which
first went on the air April 1, 1937,
would be purchased from a partnership of A. L. Roberts, R. B. McNab, A. J. Breitbach, hotel men.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
BP — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
KPO, San Francisco
Barbasol Co., Indianapolis (shaving
cream), 6 sa weekly, thru Erwin,
Wasey & Co., N. Y.
National Funding Corp., Los Angeles
(loans), weekly sp, thru Smith &
Bull Adv., Los Angeles.
Studebaker Sales Corp., South Bend,
Ind. (autos), 3 t weekly, thru Roche
Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Northwestern Yeast Co., Chicago (Maca), 3 sa weekly, thru Hays MacFarland & Co., Chicago.
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia
(Saturday Evening Post), 300 sa,
thru BBDO, N. Y.
Thomas Leeming & Co., New York
(Baume Bengue), 4 sa weekly, thru
Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.
An-Fo Mfg. Co., San Francisco (snail
foil), weekly sa, thru Botsford,
Constantine & Gardner, San Francisco.
KDKA, Pittsburgh
Kemp
&
Lane,
N. Y.thru(Kemp's
Balsam),
2 saLeroy,
weekly,
F. A.
Hughes Co., Rochester.
Barbasol Co., Indianapolis, 6 ta weekly, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York
(Sweetheart). 2 sp weekly, thru
Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp.. N. Y.
Williamson Candy Co., Chicago (Oh
Henry), 5 sa weekly, thru John H.
Dunham Co., Chicago.
General Foods Corp., New York (Post
Toasties), 5 t weekly, thru Benton
& Bowles, N. Y.
Dr.(poultry
Salsbury'sremedies),
Labs., Charles
la.
3 ta City,
weekly,
thru N. A. Winter Adv. Agency, Des
Moines.
Church & Dwight Co., New York
(soda), French
6 sa weekly,
thru Bi-ooke,
Smith,
& Dorrance,
N. Y.
WHN, New York
Oldsmobile Division, General Motors
Sales Corp., Detroit, daily sa, one
week,
troit. thru D. P. Brother & Co., DeShell Oil Co., New York (Shell gasolines), daily sa, 4 weeks, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Kem Laboratories, New York (liquid
plant food), 3 sp weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Williams & Saylor, N. Y.
Barricini Candy Corp., Long Island
City, N. Y., 5 sa weekly, 52 weeks,
direct.
I. J. Fox, New York (furriers), 64
sa weekly, 9 weeks, thru Kashuk
Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Hemphill Diesel Schools. Long Island
City, N. Y., daily sp, 2 weeks, thru
Equity Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Peter Doelger Brewing Corp., Harrison, N. J., 18 sp, 6 sa weekly, 33
weeks, thru Atherton & Currier,
N. Y.
KDYL, Salt Lake City
Daryl Zanuck Productions, New York
(movies). 8 sa, thru Kavton-Spiero
Co., N. Y.
Park & Tilford, New York, 52 sp, thru
Charles M. Storm Co., N. Y.
WJZ, New York
American Chicle Co., Long Island
City, N. Y. (Chiclets), weekly sp,
thru Badger & Browning & Hersey,
N. Y.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
Union Pacific Railroad, Omaha, 5 sa
weekly, thru Caples Co., Los Angeles.
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KFYR, Bismarck, N. D.
General Foods Corp., New York, daily
t, thru Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
American Chicle Co., Long Island City
(Dentyne), 39 * thru Badger &
Browning & Hersey, N. Y.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la., daily
*, thru Northwest Radio Adv. Corp.,
Seattle.
Standard Oil Co., Chicago, 78 t, thru
McCann-Eriekson, Chicago.
Interstate Nurseries, Hamburg, la.,
3Omaha.
t weekly, thru Buchanan-Thomas,
HiLex Co., St. Paul (cleanser), 32 t,
thru McCord Co., Minneapolis.
All-State Insurance Co., Chicago, sa
series, thru E. H. Brown Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Spring Air Products Co., Holland,
Mich, (mattresses), sa series, thru
Erwin, Wasey & Co., Chicago.
KHJ, Los Angeles
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc., Monticello,
111. (laxative), 10 ta weekly, thru
Benton & Bowles, Chicago.
Union Pacific Railroad, Omaha. 2 sa
weekly, thru Caples Co., Los AnNational
geles. Funding Corp., Los Angeles
(finance), 3 sp weekly, thru Smith &
Bull Adv., Los Angeles.
Haas Baruch & Co., Los Angeles
(Iris Moon Rose soap), 180 so,
thru Robert Smith Adv., Los Angeles.
WEEI, Boston
General Sea Food Corp., Boston (40
Fathom. Jack & Jill catfood), sa
series, thru Alley & Richards Co.,
Boston.
Barbasol Co., Indianapolis, 6 sp weekly, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
E. Fougera & Co., New York (Joyana
drink), sa series, thru Small &
Seiffer, N. Y.
Madame Yale Inc., New York (Almond Blossom cosmetics), sa series, thru Neff-Rogow, N. Y.
KECA, Los Angeles
Holtite Mfg. Co., Baltimore (Cat's
Paw rubber heels, soles), 2 ta weekmore.ly, thru S. A. Levyne Co., BaltiKWK, St. Louis
Absorene Mfg. Co., St. Louis (HRH
cleanser), 5 sa weekly, thru RossGould Co., St. Louis.
WEAF, New York
Gruen Watch Co., New York, 6 sa
daily, 52 weeks renewal, thru McCan -Eriekson, N.Y.

WGY, Schenectady
Air Conditioning
Training Corp.,
Youngstown, 3 sp weekly, thru
National Classified Adv. Agency,
Youngstown.
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
(tractors), p sp weekly, thru Bert
S.
Milwaukee
BotanyGittins,
Worsted
Mills, Passaic, N. J.
(cosmetics), 3 t weekly, thru Alfred
J. Silberstein Agency. N. Y.
Hecker Products Co., New York (cereal), 3 * weekly, thru Erwin, Wasey
& Co., N. Y.
Charles E. Hires Co., Philadelphia
(root beer),
3 ta weekly,
thru O'Dea,
Sheldon
& Canaday.
N. Y.
Lipton Tea Co., Hoboken, 5 sa weekly,
thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
National Biscuit Co., New York
(bread), 6N.t Y.
weekly, thru McCannErickson,
Perfection Stove Co., Cleveland, 2 sa
weekly,
Cleveland. thru McCann - Erickson,
Shell Gas & Oil Co., New York, sa
series, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y.
KFI, Los Angeles
Northam Warren Corp., New York
(Cutex), 8 so weekly, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
General Foods Corp., New York (Post
Toasties), 5 t weekly, thru Benton
& Bowles, N. Y.
Coffee Products Co. of America, Los
Angeles
(coffee & B.
tea Creamer
), 42 so weekl.V,
thru Theodore
Adv.,
Hollywood.
Purex Corp., Southgate, Cal. (water
softener), 3 sp weekly, thru Lord
& Thomas, Los Angeles.
Talbot Mfg.cides), 2saCo.,weekly,
Los Angeles
thru J. (insectiRussell
Miller Co., Los Angeles.
Studebaker Sales Corp., South Bend,
Ind. (autos), 3 t weekly, thru
Roche,
Chicago. Williams & Cunnyngham,
WQXR, New York
.1. B. Williams Co., Glastonbury,
Conn, (shaving cream-electric razor), 6sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Shell Union Oil Co., New York, 10
sa weekly, 4 weeks, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
WNEW, New York
Vitamins Plus Inc., New York (capsules). 30 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Blaker Adv. Agency, N. Y.
KROW, Oakland
Utilities Engineering Institute, Chicago (instruction), 3 t weekly, thru
First United Broadcasters, Chicago.

WOR, Newark
Gordon Baking Co., Detroit, weekly
t, thru Barton A. Stebbins, Los AnNational Policy Division of Federal
City.
Life & Casualty Co., New York,
geles. sp, thru Lewis King, Jersey
weekly
Bristol-Myers Co., New York (Ipana,
Sal Hepatica), 3 sp weekly, thru
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
North American Accident Insurance
Co.. Newark, 2 sp weekly, thru
Franklin Bruck Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Jacob Ruppert Brewery, New York,
3rauff
sp &weekly,
Ryan. renewal,
N. Y. thru RuthFuller Brush Co., Hartford, weekly
sp. renewal, thru Manternach Inc.,
Hartford.
KSFO, San Francisco
Household Magazine, Topeka. 3 sp
weekly thru Presba, Fellers & Presba. Chicago.
Shell Oil Co., San Francisco, 2 sa
weekly, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co.. San Francisco.
American Chicle Co., Long Island
City (chewing gum), 5 so weekly,
thru Badger & Browning & Hersev,
N. Y.
Peter Paul Inc., San Francisco
(Mound's candy), 5 sa weekly, thru
Emil
cisco. Brisacher & Staff, San FranLangendorf United Bakeries, San
Francisco (bakery chain), 10 so
weekly, thru Leon Livingston Adv.
Agency, San Francisco.
KNX, Hollywood
American Chicle Co., Long Island
City. N. Y. (Black Jack chewing
gum), 5 ta weekly, thru Badger &
Browning & Hersey, N. Y.
General Motors Corp., Detroit (Olds
division), 18 so weekly, thru D. P.
Brother & Co., Detroit.
Swift c& Co., Chicago (meats), 5 sa
weekly, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., Chicago.
Hills Bros. Co., New York (dates &
bread manmix),
weekly,
K. Ellis 6 &spCo.,
N. Y.thru SherWGN, Chicago
Rival Packing Co., Chicago (Rival
dog food), 3 t weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Chas. Silver & Co.. Chicago.
John Puhl Products Co., Chicago
(Fleecy White bleach), 3 t weekly,
13
weeks, thru Cecil & Presbrey,
Chicago.
Riggio Tobacco
Co., 4New
York (Regent cigarettes),
sp weekly,
13
weeks,
N. Y. thru M. H. Hackett Inc.,
Manhattan Soap Co.. New York
(Sweetheart soap), 4 sp weekly, 26
weeks, thru Franklin Bruck Adv.
Corp., N. Y.
KSAN, San Francisco
Federal Outfitting Co., San Francisco
(chain clothing stores), so t series,
thru Allied Adv. Agencies, San
Francisco.
Cambria Pines, Los Angeles (real estate subdivision) weekly t, thru_ Allied Adv. Agencies, San Francisco.
Planters Peanuts, San Francisco (peanuts) so series, thru Pacific Adv.
Agency, San Francisco.
CKCL, Toronto
Sturgeons Ltd.. Toronto (paints), 5 so
weekly,
Toronto. thru Ardiel Adv. Agency,
Creamette Co., Minneapolis (macaroni ,) 5 Co.,
ta weekly,
Dunham
Chicago.thru John H.
O'Keefes Beverages, Toronto (soft
drinks),
so weekly, thru A. McKim
Ltd.,8 Toronto.

'Stop talking about that cow that jumped over the moon. You ought
to see the territory I cover."
pj_
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KOA, Denver
Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster. Pa.
(linoleumN. rugs),
3 t weekly, thru
BBDO,
Y.
Hoover Liniment, Carlisle, Ind. (liniment). 3 so Chicago.
weekly, thru Wade
Adv. Agency,
Studebaker Sales Corp., South Bend,
Ind. (autos), 3 t weekly, thru Roche,
Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
• Broadcast
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PAUL M. HAHN, a vice-president
of American Tobacco Co., New Yorlj.
which sponsors numerous network programs for Lucky Strike cigarettes and
smoking tobaccos, has succeeded Albert H. Gregg, retired, as president of
American Cigarette & Cigar Co.. New
York,
subsidiary of American Tobacco.
ARTHUR R. AVENDELL, formerly
■sice-president
treasurer
of was
the
Wheatena Corp.,andRahway,
N. J.,
elected president of the company at a
recent meeting of the board of directors. He succeeded William L. Cuthbert who has been elected chairman
of the board.
I. J. WOODIN, formerly sales manager of the California Fruit Exchange,
Sacramento, has been appointed general manager. He succeeds the late
John L. Nagle.
JAY HORMEL, president of George
A. Hormel & Co., Austin, Minn., sponsors of the five-weekly quarter-hour
CBS program. It Happened in Hollywood, and Wayne Tiss, radio director
of BBDO, Minneapolis, agency servicing the account, were in Hollywood
during mid-March to renew the series
for 52 weeks, effective April 29.
HOLLYWOOD SERVICES Inc., Chicago (Hollywood bread), as part of
its national campaign, on March 11
started for 30 days using five spot announcements weekly on four Southern
California stations. KNX KFXM
KTMS KFOX, placing through Martin Allen Adv., Los Angeles.
COFFEE PRODUCTS Co. of America, Los Angeles (Ben Hur coffee, tea
and spices), thru Theodore B. Creamer Adv., Hollywood, in March started using six time-signal announcements daily on KFI for 52 weeks.
Firm is also using a weekly quarter
hour commentary featuring Harry
Balkin. character analyst, on KECA,
Los Angeles ; six weekly participations
in Conaumer's Home Research on
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., and three
spot announcements daily on KTAR,
Phoenix. Expansion of radio activities in California and Arizona, with
the
addition
of Nevada, is contemplated.
GILMORE OIL Co., Los Angeles,
thru Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, that city, in a 30-day campaign
started March 5 is using daily spot
announcements on KGB KFXM
KMED KFJI KAST KORE KSLM
KWLK KXRO KPQ KIT KVOS
KUJ KELA KRSC.

Puerto Rico
is one of U. S.
best markets.

ALTHOUGH Rudy Vallee plugs
Sealtest milk on his weekly NBC
program, sponsored by National
Dairy Products Corp., New York,
his glass doesn't contain milk. He
is pictured (right), at a Hollywood cocktail party discussing the
format of his new program with
(1 to r), Herbert Korholz, executive director of McKee & Albright,
agency servicing the account, and
Don E. Gilman, NBC western division vice-president. The weekly
Rudy Vallee Show started March
7 on 61 NBC-Red stations, Thursday, 9:30-10 p. m. (EST).
NITRAGIN Co.. Milwaukee (Nitragin
Inoculate), on March 20 started a 26time, thrice-weekly campaign of fiveminute transcribed programs promoting its seed inoculant on WLS, Chicago, and WDZ, Tuscola, 111. Western
Adv. Agency, Racine, Wis., handles
the account.
FLAMINGO SALES Co., Los Angeles (nail polish), a consistent user
of spot announcements, thru Milton
Weinberg Adv. Co., that city, in midApril will expand its radio activity to
include a weekly quarter hour woman's
program on 6 NBC-Red Pacific network stations. The firm will also continue using daily spot announcements
on KFI KPO KSFO KFEL.
CUBBISON CRACKER Co.. Los Angeles (food products), thru Advertising Arts Agency, that city, is using a thrice-weekly quarter-hour program. Hostess of the Air, on KMPC,
Beverly Hills, Cal. Other Southern
California radio is planned.
GAFFERS & SATTLER, Los Angeles (gas ranges mfrs.), a consistent
user of Southern California radio, on
March 18 started for 13 weeks, using
twice-daily quarter-hour news programs on KFWB, Hollywood. Milton Weinberg Adv. Co., Los Angeles,
has the account.
ANTROL LABORATORIES, Los
Angeles (Antrol, Snarol insecticides),
a seasonal user of spot radio, has been
sold to the A. S. Boyle Co., Jersey
City Future
(Old English
wax, 3-In-l
oil,
etc.).
radio activities
have not
been announced.
BARBARA ANN BAKING Co.. Los
Angeles (bread), through Dan B.
Miner Co., that city, is sponsoring
two weekly participations in Norma
Young's
Happy
KHJas and
in
Mirandy.
on Homes
KFI, asonwell
one
atheweek
in
Art
Baker's
Note
on
latter station. In addition Book
the firm
is using four time signal announcements weekly on KNX, Hollywood.
VANTI PA-PI-A Corp., New York,
on March 25 increased the spot announcement campaign for its fruit
drink with addition of daily spots on
WHK and WGAR, Cleveland, and
WADC, Akron. The company also
added a five times weekly quarterhour program on WCLE, Cleveland.
Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York, is
the agency.
L. A. BRESKIN, president of Sterling Casualty Insurance Co., Chicago (Penny-a-day insurance), was in
California during late March to look
over radio shows and check on markets preparatory to starting a campaign, and will probably use spot
and regional network time.
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WHOLESALE UTILITIES, New
York, on March 24 started a 52-week
campaign for Federal Recording Radios using five-minute and quarterhour programs 23 times weekly on
WMCA, New York, 10 times weekly
on WAAT, Jersey City, and a weekly program with spot announcements
on WEVD, New York. A large number of stations will be added throughout the year, according to Klinger
Adv. Corp., New York, the agency.
WARREN-NORGE Co., New York,
for its electric refrigerators has been
conducting for the past three weeks
a weekly half-hour Jewish program
on WEVD, New York, and on March
27 started a twice- weekly quarterhour comedy program in Italian on
WOV, New York. Account is handled
direct, and campaign is for 13 weeks.
HAAS BARUCH & Co., Los Angeles
(Moon Rose Soap), in a 13-week test
campaign which started March 18. is
using 15 spot announcements weekly
on KHJ, that city. For its Iris Coffee,
the firm is also using 30 spot announcements weekly on the station.
Robert Smith Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has the account.
BLOUNT PLOW WORKS, EvansvUle, Ind. (Flexihoe cultivators), is
using a series of one-minute transcribed announcements on WLS, Chicago, placed direct.
G. T. FULFORD Co., Toronto (Baby's Own Tablets) has started a
thrice-weekly transcribed announcement campaign on 11 Canadian stations.
by and
DominionRecordnigs
Broadcastingwere
Co., made
Toronto,
account placed by James Fisher Co.,
Toronto.
HEALTHAIDS Inc., Jersey City, on
March 30 started the Boone County
Jamboree on WLW, Cincinnati, Saturdays, 8-8 :30 p. m. as part of its
campaign of nouncements
programs
and Austin
spot an-&
for Serutan.
Specter, New York, is agency.
PIERCE'S MEDICINE Inc., Buffalo
(Golden Medical Discovery tonic), is
running a 13-week test campaign of
one - minute transcribed announcements on WGBI, Scranton, Pa., and
XEAW, Reynosa, Mexico. Spots are
supplementary to newspaper campaign.
It is expected that radio will be used
on a larger scale in the future, according to George Duram, timebuyer
for H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago,
which handles the account.
LYDIA PINKHAM MEDICINE Co.,
Lynn, Mass. (proprietary), during the
first week of April will bring the total
number of stations carrying thricedaUy spot announcements to 150
throughout the country. Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York, is agency.
SONTAG DRUG Co., Los Angeles
(Pacific Coast chain), an occasional
user ern
of California
spot announcements
on Southstations, on March
18
starts a five weekly quarter-hour news
program, Sontag Local Page, on KFI.
Contract
is for 52 weeks.
Herb Allen is commentator
and concentrates
on local news. Firm will also continue
use of spot announcements. Robert
Smith Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has

CENTRAL
for
ILLINOIS
Good things come in pairs.
(1) One agricultural
of America'smarkets.
three
richest
(2)
One
of
America's
sectional radio stations. best
Try
WJBC. 1200 Kilocycles —
250 W.

WJBC
BLOOMINGTON, ILL.

thanscription
TOPICS
bi/tke
LITTLE
TAILOn

HERE IT is April Fool's Day,
or isn't it, and no one is more
fooled than I am to be doing
business at this same stall. But
The Boss decided I was just a
natural born columnist. He
spotted
the body
dictionary:
—
COLUMN: inAny
of cerfain
dimensions pressing vertically on
its base. And just what have I
been doing here at Standard, he
asks, but sitting here, years on
end, just pressing vertically on
my base!
WELL, THE power of the press,
you know — and here I am, the
Little Tailor, symbol and spokesman of the one and only Tailored
Transcription Library Service,
promoted to the dignity of typography and a legitimate publication. While for
I've Radio
been
broadcasting
for years
Standard
just through the medium of
mimeographedCRIPTION
sass TOPICS—
— TRANSa house
organ that consistently proves
the old axiom about a straight
line being the shortest distance
between your mail desk and a
waste-paper basket.

BUT GETTING back to April
Fool. In a recent library release
we introduced under the frockcoat label, WINDSOR STRING
QUARTET, a series of transcriptions which the hep-boys
immediately sized up as more of
this business of gearing up a
Bach fugue to sound like Washboard Blues. But nothing so
simple. It was the Washboard
Blues — all dressed up like a
Bach fugue! And more standard
pops, even to Boogie Woogie,
arranged and played superbly in
chamber music style. Of course,
the head man of the string foursome was Our Harry Bluestone,
who
can
everything out of a
violin butgetmilk.

WASN'T IT Horace Greeley
who said — when a dog bites,
that's just standard, but when
you can make the cats bite on
chamber
music,
THAT'S
Standard Radio
. . . And
now, home,
James, and let's spare the plugs.

TAILORED TRANSCRIPTION SERVICE
CHICAGO
. HOLLYWOOD
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AUTO SETS FAVORED
Portland Paper Editorializes
On Advantages
TO A READER'S contention that
auto radios cause traffic accidents,
the Portland Oregonian in its
March 20 issue came out editorially
on behalf of car receivers and their
benefits.
Auto radios contribute to safety,
the Oregonian contends, by keeping
drivers' eyes on the road instead
of wandering around the landscape.
They tend to prevent day-dreaming
and serve as an antidote for drowsiness. Reference is made to safety
programs during traffic peaks and
to warnings of sudden road hazards. Traffic safety groups, the
Oregonian adds, testify to the value
of auto radios in getting warnings
to motorists and in generally helping safety campaigns.

L
3

Court Decision
(Continued from page 13)
broadcasters to survive or succumb according to his ability to make his programs attractive to the public.
This is not to say that the question
of competition between a proposed station and one operating under an existing license is to be entirely disregarded by the Commission, and, indeed, the Commission's practice shows
that it does not disregard that question. It bearing
may have
and important
upon athevital
ability
of the

Disc

Network

Project

Claims Good Response
In Contacting Stations
REPORTING an "encouraging response" from stations in secondarj^
markets, Naylor Rogers, vice-president and general manager of Keystone Broadcasting System of Los
Angeles, asserted March 20 that
he expected
the wax
network
proj-1.
ect to be a going
concern
by July
The enterprise [Broadcasting
to set up a tranapplicant adequately to serve his pub- March 1] seeks
scription network employing a
lic ; it
may existing
indicateandthat
stations.— the
the both
proposed
type contract, under
— will go under, with the result that wire-network
which a minimum of 100 stations
a portion of the listening public will
be left without adequate service ; it in secondary markets would be supplied with ti-anscription program
may indicate that, by a division of the
field, both stations will be compelled service and offered to national advertisers as a group. The formula,
Pittsburgh Press to render inadequate service.
according to Mr. Rogers, is similar
These
matters,
however,
are
distinct
"Now if all you junior housekeepers
from the consideration that, if a li- to that used by newspapers in secare follotcing
ondary markets in selling space to
cense be granted, competition between
going to the
haverecipe
a bigcarefully
surprise we're
the licensee and any other existing national accounts under blanket
station may cause economic loss to the contracts.
latter. If such economic loss were a
for mother."
Now contacting stations, in addivalid reason for refusing a license this
tion to himself, are three represenwould
mean
that
the
Commission's
tatives of Keystone, Mr. Rogers
function is to grant a monopoly in
the field of broadcasting, a result declared. These are W. B. Greenwhich the Act itself expressly nega- wald, owner of KWBG, Hutchinson,
tives.' which Congress would not have Kan., M. J. Mara, of Los Angeles,
contemplated without granting the formerly with C. P. MacGregor
Commission powers of control over the Transcription Co., and Richard
rates, programs, and other activities Weed, formerly with NBC and
of the business of broadcasting.
We conclude that economic injury more recently in Hollywood in
to an existing station is not a separate radio talent pursuits.
Keystone, Mr. Rogers said, does
and independent element to be taken
into consideration by the Commission
not
propose
a goingof concern until it tohasbecome
a minimum
100
in determining whether it shall grant
or withhold a license.
stations in secondary markets definitely aligned. He pointed out the
Right of Appeal
is not competitive with but
Second. It does not follow that, be- project
is designed
to supplement wire netcause the licensee of a station cannot
work
service.
resist the grant of a license to another,
on the ground that the resulting competition may work economic injury to dent have not been considered. We
him. he has no standing to appeal from
Old
dobbin
an order of the Commission granting find no reason for abrogating the Comfindings. mission's order for lack of adequate
the application.
§ 402(b) of the Act provides for an
appeal to the Court of Appeals of the
is
retired
Fourth.
The respondent
hereCourt
renews a contention
made in the
District
by anorapplicant forofa Columbia
license or (1)
permit,
(2)
of Appeals
to astheevidence
effect that
the Commission used
certain
data
"by any
other are
person
aggrieved
or
whose
interests
adversely
affected
and
reports
in
its
files
without
perwit41
mo
nor/
mitting the respondent, as intervenor
by any decision of the Commission
granting or refusing any such applica- before the Commission, the opportunitysion
of inspecting
them.of The
disavows the use
such Commismaterial
The nomic
petitioner
insists
that as was
eco- as evidence
in the cause and the Court
injury to the
respondent
Obediah's gone and got himself a gas-buggy! In tact,
of Appeals has found the disavowal
not a sionproper
issue beforethatthe § Commisit is impossible
402(b)
most of our prosperous hayseeds have! For the record,
veracious and sufficient. We are not
was intended to give the respondent
disposed
to disturb its conclusion.
our Red River Valley listeners account for 46.8% of standing
tion." to appeal, since absence of
The
judgment
of the Court of Apright implies absence of remedy. This
peals is reversed.
all automotive sales in North Dakota, South Dakota
view would deprive subsection (2) of
Me.
Justice
McReynolds
took no
any substantial effect.
part in the decision of this ease.
and Minnesota (omitting the counties containing St.
Congress
had
some
purpose
in
enacting §402 (b)(2). It may have
Paul and Minneapolis).
See § 311, 47 U. S. C. § 311, relating
been of opinion that one likely to be to s unfair
competition and monopoly.
injured by the issue of a license would
° Compare
Interstate Commerce
Commisbe the only person having a sufficient
R. Co.,
288
to bring to the attention of U. S. sion14,V. Oregon-Washington
Every bit of this **spending** is done within range of interest
23-25.
the
appellate
court
errors
of
law
in
the
miles
190
for
action of the Commission in granting
WD AY, the only N. B. C. chain station
the license. In this view, while the inaround Fargo. Why not let us take YOUR message to
jury to such person would not be the
subject of redress, that person might
this ready market?
be the instrument, upon an appeal, of
you
BET
redressing
injury otherwise
to the publicremain
service whichanwould
without remedy. It is within the powTHEY
BUY!
er of Congress to confer such standing
to prosecute an appeal. °
WAIR has that uncanny knack
We hold, therefore, that the responof MAKING LISTENERS
WDAY,iNc
dent had the requisite standing to apBUY! Good programs, plus a
peal and to raise, in the court below,
sincere desire to serve both cliany relevant
question
law in respect of the order
of theof Commission.
sible.ent and listeners, make this posThird. Examination of the findings
N, B. C.
and grounds of decision set forth by
the Commission discloses that the findAffifiated with the Fargo Fonun
ings were sufficient to comply with the
requirements of the Act in respect of
FREE and
the publiccessityinterest,
neFARGO
WAIR
involved inconvenience,
the issue ofor the
940 KILOCYCLES
PETERS, INC.
permit.
In
any
event,
if
the
findings
Sooe WATTS DAT
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
were
not
as
detailed
upon
this
subject
NATIONAL
loeo WATTS NIGHT
National Representative*
as might be desirable, the attack upon
N.
D.
REPRESENTATIVES
them is not that the public interest is
Sears & Ayer
not sufficiently protected but only that
the financial interests of the respon-
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Discs

NBC RADIO-RECORDING Division
reports that during March seven new
subscribers signed for Thesaurus library service as follows : WHFC, Cicero. 111.; WDEV. Waterbury, Vt. ;
WPIT, Pittsburgh; WARM, Seranton ; WKBB, Dubuque, Iowa;
WLPM, Suffolk, Va. ; and WBOS,
Boston. Stations renewing the service include HPHK and HP50, Colon,
Panama ; CKOV. Kelowna. B. C. ;
WHO, Des Moines; WIS, Columbia,
S. C. ; WJLS. Beckley W. Va. ;
WCHS, Portland. Me.; KDON, Monterey. Cal. ; WRAW Reading ; WPAT,
Portsmouth, O. ; KQW San Jose, Cal. ;
WOW. Omaha WSGN, Birmingham;
AVMRO, Aurora, 111.; CKPR. Fort
William. Ont. ; WGEA and WGEO,
General Electric shortwave stations in
Schenectady.
STANDARD RADIO announces the
following new subscribers to its Standard Library Service : WWL, New Orleans ; WNAX. Yankton. S. D. ;
KANS, Wichita. Kan.; WLOG, Logan. W. Va.; KGHI. Little Rock.
Ark. Eleven new sound effects records
.iust released by Standard brings its
total to 86 double-faced discs. New
effects include a number of sequences
connected with the drilling of oil
wells, the chimes of Big Ben in London, surf sounds, outboard motors and
various musical effects.
KASPER-GORDON Inc., Boston, has
released Little By Little House, a
transcribed serialized program designed primarily for the daytime feminine audience. The series, which is
being produced in units of 39 quarter-hour episodes, features several
merchandising angles, including a 64page booklet titled "1003 Household
Helps",
ads and
publicityprepared
releases.newspaper
Two transcribed
quarter-liour Australian serials with
all-Britisli casts have been acquired
by Kasper-Gordon for sale in the
United States. The Enemy Within
deals with the smash of the Nazi spy
ring in Australia; The Strange Adventnres of Dr. Danton is based on
the supernatural.
GENERAL Broadcasting System. Detroit, has acquired the Tri-State Motion Picture Co.. of Cleveland, producers of industrial and commercial
motion pictures. The company will
operate in Cleveland as General
Broadcasting & Motion Pictures Inc.,
and will be headed by Donald C. Jones
also president of General Broadcasting System, which has operated in
Cleveland and Detroit for 10 years,
specializing in transcriptions, sound
slide films, sales training programs
and radio show. Motion picture studios will remain in Cleveland, with radio, recording and slide film facilities
operating in Detroit.
SOUND recordings and motion pictures were given as the products to
be marketed by Telefilm Inc.. Hollywood, when the California State Commis ioner of Corporations on March
25 authorized that firm to issue 1.000
shares of stock at .$10 par value. Directors of the company, which proposes to issue 7,500 shares of stock
are Joseph A. Tomasiello. Peter Cioga,
Peter Comandini, Harold Spina,
Martha Spina and J. B. Pinkham.
ALL - CANADA RADIO FACILITIES, Calgary. Alta.. has purchased
exclusive Canadian rights to the 156
quarter-liour transcribed serial, Adventiires of Uncle Jimmy, from Warwood.ner Bros. Broadcasting Corp., HollyCOLUMBIA RECORDING Corp.,
Hollywood, subsidiary of CBS has
started cutting a series of six recordof Shakespeare's
ingings Orson
Welles and Macbeth,
members featurof his
radio troupe. Recordings supplement
the Mercury Shakespeare text for
schools and colleges.
BROADCASTING

Offered

Stations

By Children's Campaign
A SERIES of WBS transcriptions
carrying talks by leading literary
and public figures has been submitted to broadcast stations as part of
the Children's Crusade for Children, which will stage a campaign
April 22-30 on behalf of child victims of the world crisis. The Crusade is designed to raise funds from
American school children, who will
be asked to donate as many pennies
as they are years old, or anything
down to a cent.
No direct money appeals will be
made on the discs, which are designed to explain the purpose of
the Crusade, and children will not
be asked to send pennies to stations.
Among those behind the Crusade
are Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, Dorothy Canfield Fisher, Mrs. John A.
Ryan, William Allen White, Dr.
Charles B. Glenn. Wide support to
the movement has been given by
publications and by civic and educational organizations.

CBS Recording Appoints
WILLIAM T. MEYERS, formerly of Earl J. Goetze Corp., Kansas City, has been appointed executive consultant on chain-store and
sales policies of Columbia Recording Corp., Bridgeport, according
to Edward Wallerstein, president.
Mr. Meyers attended Purdue U
where he studied chemical engineering. After graduation he joined
RCA in Chicago, where he remained 12 years, becoming general
manager. His duties, cooperating
with H. S. Maraniss, assistant to
the president of Columbia Records,
and Paul E. Southard, sales manager of the company, will deal with
the increased importance of record
sales in chain stores.
THE Duncan Sisters, Vivian and Rosetta, famed
as "Topsyof and
Eva" recently filed articles
incorporation
at Sacramento, Cal., as "Duncan Sisters
stating
theymotion
plan pictures
to produce Inc."
recordings,
plays,
and radio features. The first radio
production
will be a series of Streamlined Fairytales.

Mertens

and Price Split;

Big Florsheim Campaign
FRED C. MERTENS has sold his
interest in the Los Angeles transcription firm of Mertens & Price,
to
George
Logan who
Price,
of the business,
willco-founder
carry on
as George Logan Price Inc., with
offices at 3902 W 6th St., that city.
Mr. Mertens has organized his own
production unit under the firm
name of Fred C. Mertens & Associates, with headquarters at 3923
W. Sixth St. He is now producing
a re-creation of famous ring battles of the last century which will
be sponsored on a group of stations nationally by Florsheim Shoe
Co., Chicago. Titled The Squared
Circle, the series features James
J. Jeffries, ex-world champion
heavyweight.
George Logan Price Inc., will
carry on with transcribed shows
which Mertens & Price had developed since 1934. They include
The Sunday Players, Wade Lane's
Home chenFolks,
Martha
and Leisure
House.Lane's Kit-

More than fifteen million meals a day are served
to WIBW's big, hungry family. The tablecloth
covers Kansas and spreads half-way across adjoining states as these husky, active folks sit down to
the BIG meals their out-of-door-life demands.

• Broadcast

Is your product found on our giant table? Are you
sharing the profits from this tremendous daily consumption of food? Then let WIBW help you!
During one of our informal family gatherings, let
us tell our family about your product ... its flavor,
convenience and economy.
From our many years experience directing the food
purchases of our family, we can promise you swift
and gratifying results.

Columbia's outlet j^o/- Kansas
AJSi^
Ben Ludy, General Manager
Represented by
CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, INC.
New York — Detroit — Chicago — Kansas City, Mo. — San Francisco

Advertising
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New

Studios and Offices

Are Planned by WFAA
WFAA, Dallas, will soon start construction of new studios on the
tenth floor of the Santa Fe Bldg.,
according to a recent announcement
by G. B. Dealey of the Dallas
News, operating the station. Work
is to be completed about Sept. 1.
Plans for the new studios, drawn
by NBC engineers and George Dahl,
of Dallas, in cooperation with Ray
Collins, WFAA technical supervisor, call for five studios, one an
auditorium seating 300. Large
music library, artist lounge, recording studios, audition room, and
master control room are included.
Offices will be on a higher level.
Since 1925 WFAA studios have
been housed in the Baker Hotel.

Radio Fraternity
HONORARY college radio
fraternity. Lambda Lambda
Mu, has been founded at
Baylor U, Waco, Tex., its
membership limited to 20 and
its requirements being that
members must have been on
the air at least five hours.
Sponsoring the society is
Miss Sara Lawrey, head of
the speech department, who
is ready to receive petitions
from other institutions for
chapters. The Greek letters
selected were Lambda Lambda (for. length) and Mu (for
micro)

New Sales Tricks
{Continued from page H)

Millions
Given

in Time
Educators

extra garments or articles for his
wardrobe, by influencing the consumer's subconscious mind toward
this color, so when it was presented to him over the counter it was
not new, radical or strange, but
whose acceptance was partially insured by this previous publicity.
Actual Results

Industry Praised for Aid to
Federal Radio Activities
VOLUNTARY cooperation by the
broadcasting industry with the
U. S. Office of Education has proradio vided
time $3,500,000
in fourworth
years,of J.freeClark
Waldron, lations
supervisor
of station
refor the Office
declared
March 14 in a talk before the South
After 18 months on the air, we Carolina Education Assn. at Greenhave come to the following conclu- ville.
sions resulting from our radio exIn its radio activity the Office enjoys the facilities of 260 network
perience.
1. The single foremost effect of stations and many independents, he
radio for retail advertising is prin- said, with some of its network programs being heard on hookups of
cipally cumulative. Although we
70 to 100 stations, he said.
evidence
that
immediTHE
LARGEST
TRADING
AREA have ateevery
results exist in a substantial
Through its Educational Radio
way, we find that the greatest net Script Exchange, the Office in four
are cumulative. The cumuyears has distributed almost 250,BETWEEN
BALTIMORE
AND
ATLANTA results lative
effect of our entire program
000 scripts. In March 1,309 volumes of scripts were in circulation
over a period of 18 months has
has just pubgrown larger as our time has and thelished itsExchange
fourth edition catalogue
lengthened.
2. The trading area which radio listing some 3,000 scripts. A radio
reaches coincides with the majority glossary, a manual and recordings
the Americans A II- Immigrants
of our territory, but in addition it of
All series also are distributed by
exceeds the radius of newspaper
this extension service.
coverage and the net results from
the contiguous territory are not as
Scripts Circulated
great from radio as from newspaScripts are available, he said, to
pers. Mail orders are more frequent
and in greater volume from news- qualified cational
groups
interested
in eduradio. They
not only
propapers than from radio in the same
mote
education,
but
are
non-partidensity of coverage. But the numsan and based on careful research.
ber in volume have been definitely
factors, he continued,
increased by radio, the total results Emotional
are not over-emphasized and the
being greater than from newspa- listener is free to form his own
pers alone.
opinions.
An audience service section is
3. Radiofor isa the
beststore,
"publicity"
medium
retail
replac- maintained, according to Mr. Waling billboards and other types of
dron. Through this section educainstitutional mediums.
t i o n a 1 groups, superintendents,
4. Radio has increased the den- principals, teachers and listeners
area. sity of our accounts in our trading may obtain printed matter, radio
lists and study guides supplementing
mil5. Radio has pyramided our stock
lionOffice
lettersprograms.
have been Nearly
received a from
of goodwill in institutional value in listeners.
our contiguous territory.
Dramatic broadcasts are feaIn conclusion, radio offers the retured, since listeners have been
tail merchant on additional medium
found to prefer educational proto augment other methods of distriwith a are
highincluded
entertainment
Talks
only as
bution. Itprovides the retailer with content. grams
incidental
material.
The
Office bethe opportunity to send the personality of the spoken word over the
lieves its activity is a logical deF
air lines to amplify the printed
WPT
velopment of the American system
word
in
a
substantial
way.
Radio
of broadcasting, Mr. Waldron deRALEIGH,
N.
C.
clared, "under which we will reach
brings the miracle of the second
sense
to
the
consumer
in
merchanthe
apex
of efficiency, democrati680 Kilocycles — 5000 Watts
cally,
the rigid
condising your products. Radio, if used
trolsin contrast
which haveto been
fastened
wisely,
will
help
build
better
busiupon
radio
in
almost
every
other
With 1,055,000 population centering its trade ness.
in
Raleigh,
Northin Carolina's
State Capital
part of the world."
takes
first rank
the fast developing
new
South. * * * This trading area was defined by
B.B.D.&O., the figures conne from Sales Management. We have a study for you containing
all the facts. * * * Big as our trading area is,
WPTF coverage is much greater, for 5000
watts on 680 KC with fine engineering equipment provide the best signal with NBC Red
and Blue programs over a wide area. * * * Db
these facts suggest why WPTF carries one of
the highest percentages of national spot in
the nation?

FREE & PETERS, Inc.

means

Suiineii

National Representatives

Chicago — New York — Detroit
San Francisco — Los Angeles — Atlanta
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VIRGIL REITER & Co., representing WCAU, Philadelphia, in the Chicago area, and also WFBM, Indianapolis, on March 15 was named exclusive representative in the Midwest of
WMCA, New York. Mr. Reiter has
assumed active charge of Western
sales activities of his company from
his New Yorlv office at 22 W. 48th St.
J. M. Ward, formerly WMCA representative in Chicago, will act as territorial agent for Reiter, operating
from the Chicago office at 360 N.
Michigan Ave.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.. will
shortly open its own representation
offices in Chicago and New York, and
has already selected A. K. Bucholz,
formerly of the radio department of
RuthraufE & Ryan, Chicago, to handle
Chicago sales. The decision to have its
own offices in no way affects the present relationship of WJR, Detroit, and
WGAR, Cleveland, owned by the same
interests, with the Retry organization
which will continue representing WJRWGAR exclusively.
EDWIN FOREMAN, head of The
Foreman Co., national representative
firm, has announced the opening of a
New York office at 247 Park Ave.,
effective April 15. Robert W. Criddle,
formerly vice-president of Outdoor Advertising, Inc., New York, will be
stationed in New York.
ROBERT R. HARKNESS, for five
years Western manager of the Woman's Home Companion, and Norma
Smith, formerly of the radio
department of Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago, have joined The Forman Co.,
Chicago representative firm.
HOWARD H. WILSON Co. national representatives, reports that it is
no longer representing WREN, LawColo. rence, Kan., and KFKA, Greeley,

KWTO

Promotion Events
SPECIAL periods of promotional efforts for retailers
during April include: National Baseball Week, March
30-April 6; America's Home,
April 6-13; Foot Health
Week, April 15-20; National
Notion Week, April 22-27;
National Hardware Week,
April 25-May 4; National
Fisherman's Week, April 27May 4; Better Homes Week,
April 28-May 4.
Licensed But Silent
SILENT since Oct. 24, 1938, KGCA,
Decorah, la., has been granted another
extension of special temporary authority from March 19 to April 17 by
the FCC. but final action on its license
is expected shortly. The station is assigned to 1370 kc. with 100 watts daytime only, sharing time with KWLC,
the local Luther College non-commercial station. It is understood that
Charles Walter Greenley, nominal licensee of KGCA, is seeking arrangements with the college to take over his
station's
time through possible merger
of
the stations.

PEPSODENT grins are registered
by this trio of Omaha sportscasters
during a special broadcast on
WOW welcoming Tom Daily (center) to the city and station. Hugh
Higgins (left), of KOIL, and Ronnie Ashburn, of KOWH, both spoke
during the special program, illustrating the friendliness of competition. Daily will handle a nightly
sports summary on WOW under a
contract with Falstaff Breweries,
sponsor also of Parade of Progress
on WOW and Musico on KOIL.

- KGBX

Chicago

Office Headed by Pearson
KWTO and KGBX, Springfield,
Mo., announce opening of new station representative offices in Chicago, headed by John E. Pearson,
for eight years
associated with
the stations.
fices will be Ofat
360 N. Michigan
Ave.,
telephone
Franklin
2360.
Mr. Pearson,
whose title will be
national accounts
manager, will (Si I.
have complete
Mr. Pearson
charge tional
ofspotall
nabusiness.
Personnel shifts at the Springfield stations include that of Russ
Davis, formerly chief announcer, to
production manager of national
business; Gordon Wardell, formerly sales manager of KGBX, is now
sales manager of both stations;
Leslie Kennon is now in charge of
merchandising and promotion.

RADIO CENTRE Ltd., Toronto, announces the opening of a station representation department. It now represents exclusively iu Canada CHLN,
Three Rivers, Que. ; CJCJ, Calgary,
Alta. ; CKMO, Vancouver, B. C.
JAMES L. FREE, president of Free
& Peters, Chicago, has returned to his
desk after a West Coast tour.
Bob Hope Show on Tour
PEPSODENT Co., Chicago (toothpaste), in late May will send its
weekly NBC Bob Hope Shotv on a
personal appearance tour. After broadeasting from Chicago May 21, the
troupe will go to White Sulphur
Springs, Va., and entertain convention delegates of the National Wholesale Druggists Assn., May 23-25. The
program will emanate from New York
May 28 and June 4. An intensive
publicity campaign is planned for the
tour. Agency is Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
ACCORDING to the latest CAB report, the AsJc-It Basket program, sponsored on CBS by Colgate-PalmolivePeet Co., has a 16.9 rating or a larger
listening audience than any of the ten
other half-hour quiz programs now on
the air. The program, conducted by
Jim McWilliams, has been on CBS for
Colgate since October 5, 1938. Benton
& Bowles, New York, is the agency.
THREE noted news commentators
have been selected for special honor
by the New York State Board of the
Women's International League for
Peace and Freedom, which
recently
adopted the following resolution,
"Whereas, among commentators on
the European war, Elmer Davis of
CBS, Raymond Gram Swing of MBS
and Quincy Howe of WQXR, New
xork, are notable for fair, unhysterical
presentation of the news."
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ROBERT J. DAVIS, since 1927 vicepresident in charge of Emil Brisaeher
& Staff, Los Angeles office, has had his
name added to the corporate title of
the company, which is now known as
Brisaeher, Davis & Staff. Before joining that agency, he was general advertising director of the James Scripps
newspapers. Los Angeles offices continue at 714 W. Olympic Blvd. The
agency headquarters are in the Crocker
Bldg.. San Francisco, with Mr.
Brisaeher, president, in charge.
MARY GLEN ROCHE has resigned
as advertising manager of Hamilton's
Ltd., Los Angeles, to rejoin BarnesChase Co., that city as copywriter.
HAZEL E. SMITH, head copywriter
of Ruth Hamilton Associates, Los
Angeles, has been appointed advertising manager of Innes Shoe Co.
HUMPHREY M. BOURNE, formerly
on the Chicago staff of H. J. Heinz
Co., and prior that with AVard Wheelock Co.. Philadelphia, has joined Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.
W. A. JOPLIN, who recently operated his own advertising agency in
Portland, Ore., has joined N. A. Winter Adv. Agency, Des Moines, as director of service. Formerly Mr. Joplin was with McCann-Erickson in San
Francisco,
and managed that agency's
Portland office.
CHARLES DALLAS REACH Co.,
Newark, has opened a branch office in
New York at 6 E. 45th St. under
the management of James S. Little,
public relations director of the agency. Telephone is Vanderbilt 6-5924.
MARION KYLE ADV. AGENCY,
Los Angeles, has moved to new offices
at 1709 W. Eighth St., that city.

Esty Names Moore
BILL MOORE, for the past six
months Hollywood manager of Tom
Fizdale publicity offices, has been
named West Coast radio production
supervisor of Wm. Esty & Co., with
headquarters in that city. He succeeds Joe C. Donohue who resigned
that
post
effective
1. Moore'sin
appointment
was April
announced
mid-March by Dick Marvin, radio
director of Wm. Esty & Co., when
in Hollywood. Donohue will join
another agency after a brief vacation. Neville Reay, assistant publicity director of Selznick International Pictures, Culver City, Cal.,
has succeeded Moore as West Coast
manager of the Fizdale organization. Moore will be in charge of the
CBS Burns & Allen program, sponsored by Lehn & Fink Products
Corp. (Hinds Honey and Almond
Cream) and the weekly Blondie
on that netsponsored
program,
work by R.
J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co. (Camel cigarettes), as well as
other natesponsored
from the Westshows
Coast.that emaGERALD
H. of
CARSON,
vice-president in charge
copy of Wm.
Esty
& Co., New York, early in April will
become head of the copy department
of Benton & Bowles, New York, replacing Walter O'Meara, who is to devote his timePlan
to the
agency's
newly-of
established
Board,
details
which will be released shortly. Mr.
Carson was previously with J. Walter
Thompson Co., and the George Batten
Co., which later became BBDO.
LOUIS NEUMARK, formerly of
John Bunker Inc., Cincinnati, has
been appointed production manager
and radio timebuyer of Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.

by Freeman Keyes (left) presiLOW-COST PROGRAMS were discussedagency,
when he got together m
dent of Russell M. Seeds Co., Chicago
manager
Hollywood during mid-March with Sidney Gaynor (center), sales
manager of
of KHJ Los Angeles, and Wilbur Eickelberg, commercial
Don Lee Broadcasting System, which operates that station. Mr. Keyes
show to start
was reported looking for new program ideas for a network Co.,
Louisville.
shortly His firm services Brovm & Williamson Tobacco
HARRY J. THORSEN, formerly an
of Reincke-Elhsaccount executive
Younggreen
& Finn,
Chicago, has
joined
McCann-Erickson,
account service manager. same city, as
HARRY F. KENNEDY, formerly of
Advertising Counselors, Phoenix, is
manager of L. Raynow production
mond Co., Los Angeles.
and John C. CorALEX OSBORN
nelius, executive vice-president and
vice-president in charge of western
offices of BBDO, New York, were iu
for conHollywoodferencesduring
with Jack mid-March
Smalley, Southern
California manager. Following a tour
of the Pacific Coast they returned to
New York. The agency will establish
San Francisco offices in May with
Buck Hurst as manager.

LESLIE N. DANIELS Jr., for six
years amentmember
of the radio departof Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago, has joined Benton & Bowles.
New York, as a radio commercial
writer.
ROSSER REEVES, formerly copy
chief of Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
New York, and previously with Ruthrauff & Ryan. New York, on March
IS joined
the copy
of Benton & Bowles,
Newdepartment
York.

HARRIE K. RICHARDSON, formerly assistant radio director of H. W.
Kastor & Sons, Chicago, has accepted
a special program development assignment with Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
H. W. MALLINSON Jr., formerly
with Paul Raymer & Co., Chicago,
station representative, has joined
Badger & Browning & Hersey, New
York, to handle the purchase of radio
time in addition to other duties.
MARTIN DEANE WICKETT, formerly with the NAB Bureau of Copyrights in Washington,
joined
the
radio staff
of Erwin, has
Wasey
& Co.,
New York, to handle research. Mr.
Wiekett, a composer, was previously
musical director of KMOX, St. Louis,
and later chief arranger for WLW,
Cincinnati.
ROBERT
ORR, has
vice-president
of Lennen & Mitchell,
returned to
New
York after
several
weeks
in
wood. He supervised the lining Hollyup of
talent for the new variety and dramatic program featuring Don Ameche,
which starts on NBC April 5 under
sponsorship
of P. Lorillard Co. (Old
Gold cigarettes).

KASPER-GORDON,
Inc.
MASS.
BOSTON,
ST.
N
140 BOYLSTO
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A transcribed syndicated serial with a new twist!
Designed for presentation to the feminine audience. Particularly suitable for furniture and
department stores — loaded with merchandising
possibilities. Also adaptable for food products or
any advertiser whose appeal is to the housewife
and family.
Write or Wire for Audition Samples

J.
CUNNINGHAM,Co., vice-president
of P.Newell-Emmett
New York,
has been named chairman of the convention program committee for the
23d annual AAAA Convention to be
at the Waldorf-Astorheldia May
Hotel. 16-17
New York.
ALLEN A. FUNT, formerly copy director of White-Lowell Co., New
York, and previously with R. H. Macy
& Co., New York, has been appointed
copy director of Franklin Bruck Adv.
Corp., New York.
B. E. JOLLEY, formerly research
production manager of Ross Federal
Research Corp.. New York, has been
named director of research planning
and production of the organization.
Jolley's
Mr. research
formerly
assistant,
succeeds
him as
John Holzapfel,
production manager.
RICHARD DUNNE, formerly of
Ward Wheelock Co., Philadelphia,
lias dia
beendepartment
named ofmanager
of the Co.,
meLynn Baker
New York.

DAYS

WBNX
NEW YORK
The ONLY Radio
Transmitter of this
or greater power
within
75 miles
Sioux
City of
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1000
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WILLIAM N. BERBCH, formerly in
the research department of J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York, has been
appointed research manager of Lynn
Baker Co., New York. John D. Burke,
formerly of Lord & Thomas, New
York, also has joined the research
staff of the Baker agency.
DON BASSBTT, formerly promotion
manager of Northern Broadcasting &
Publishing Ltd., Timmins, Ont., has
joined James Fisher Co., Toronto
agency, as radio executive.
GEORGE KERN of Blackett-SampleHummert, New York, is temporarily
assisting Lester Schroeder director of
media, for the agency, and wiU take
over Mr. Schroeder's
resignation
later thisposition
month. upon his
WARREN E. KRAFT, vice-president
and manager of Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
Seattle, was recently appointed chairman of the Seattle Chamber of Commerce tourist committee. He is also
atrustees.
member of the Chamber's board of
LEROY A. KLING, formerly vicepresident in charge of the Chicago office of Cecil & Presbrey, has opened
offices at 228 N. LaSalle St., Chicago ;
telephone, Franklin 1096.
JOHN D. SIMON has joined the
Portland, Ore. ofiice of Botsford, Constantine & Gardner as an account executive and copywriter on March 15.
He formerly headed his own agency in
that city.
CARYL COLEMAN, radio director of
Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, San
Francisco is now also acting as radio
producer, writer and counsellor to various agencies on a free-lance basis.
PACIFIC MARKET BUILDERS,
Los Angeles, has moved to larger office at 672 S. Lafayette Park Place.
HARMON BUTLER Adv. Agency,
San Francisco, has moved to the 19th
floor of Central Tower.
New Research Group
THE George S. May Business
Foundation, a non-profit organization to carry on research work in
the interests of private business,
has been formed with offices in
Chicago and New York, according
to an announcement by George S.
May, Chicago business man. With
research enginers in 18 leading cities, the Foundation plans early
studies of modern market analysis
methods, the effect of public opinion on business, bonus payment
plans for supervisors and executives
and the value of trade associations
to business. The organization, supported by contributions from members of its Board of Trustees, has
established offices at 111 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, and 122 E. 42d
St., New York.
New Script Firm
ADRADIO ASSOCIATES, an organization specializing in radio
scripts, has been formed at 11 W.
42d St., New York, by H. Curtis
Colby, formerly vice-president of
the Frank Presbrey Co., New York,
as president, and Fulton Dent, former radio director of the Presbrey
agency, as sales and production
manager. Telephone is Longacre
•5-7060. Under agency consideration
are eight program series, according to Mr. Dent, all authored by
Miles Overholt, script and scenario
iivriter and former columnist for
I Hearst newspapers. The programs,
: )oth half-hour and quarter-hour,
include Good Imck America, They
\jaughed When, Hysterical Hisory, Journeys to Junglroo, and
^weet Adeline.
BROADCASTING

AGENCY

FLEMING-HALL, New York, to Weiss &
Geller, New York, for Mapleton cigarettes
and tobacco. Spot radio will be used after
April 15, but details are not yet set.
COLLEGE INN FOOD PRODUCTS Co.,
Chicago, to Weiss & Geller, Chicago.
GLO-CO Co., Los Angeles (hair dressing),
to John M. Alden Agency, newly established at 1709 W. 8th St., Los Angeles.
Wm. H. ALPERN Labs., Chicago (nail
cream) to Grant Adv. agency, same city.
Radio is planned for the fall, according to
K. R. Bennett, account executive.
ZION KOSHER MEAT PRODUCTS, New
York, to Jack Yarmov & Co., New York
to promote contest, March 15 through
April 30, to name skinless frankfurter.
Daily spot announcements on WEVD, New
York, with more radio planned for contest.
J. C. ENO Ltd., United States and Canada, to Atherton & Currier, New York, for
all advertising on Eno eflfervescent salts.
JANESVILLE PRODUCTS MFG. Co..
Chicago (Scudder cars, eoaoster wagons,
handcars and other vehicles), to Malcolm-Howard Adv. Agency, Chicago. Former Janesville, Wis. company reorganized
in new Chicago plant ; plans extensive
promotion.
executive. Arthur M. Holland, account
INTERNATIONAL SALT Co., Scranton
(table salt), to J. M. Mathes Inc., New
York. (domestic salt package division
only)
TOPPS CHEWING GUM Co., Brooklyn,
to Brown & Thomas Adv. Corp., New York.
No media plans formulated as yet.
FORSTMANN WOOLEN Co., Passaic,
N. J., to N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.
Media plans not yet formulated.
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UP Expands Radio Services
UNITED PRESS has opened a news
bureau in Charleston, W. Va., under
the management of Denny Dalton,
formerly in the UP Cincinnati office.
Radio departments of the UP Albany,
Hartford and Washington offices have
been
expanded,
and Cornelius
has been
transferred
from the O'Day
radio
division in New York to Washington. New subscribers to UP news are
WSPD, Toledo; KTOH, Lihue, Hawaii ; KGBU. Ketchikan, Alaska ;
KWAL, Wallace. Ida.; WMOG,
Brunswick, Ga. ; WHBU, Anderson,
Ind. ; KWNO, Winona, Minn.;
WTRY. Troy, N. Y. ; KORN, Freemont, Neb.; KICA, Clovis, N. M. ;
KBKR, Baker, Ore.; WFIG, Sumter, S. C. ; KWAT, Watertown, S.
D. ; KGKB, Tyler, Tex.; WDBJ,
Roanoke, Va. ; WLOG, Logan, W.
Va. ; WBHP, Huntsville, Ala.
ADVERTISING Federation of Portland, Ore., recently held a series of
weekly media meetings. The series
opened with Radio Day. This was followed by Newspaper Day, Electrical
Advertising
and MagazineDay,Day.Photographers' Day
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Engineers to Consider
Recent Video Progress
THOMAS F. JOYCE, vice-president and advertising director of
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, will deliver the keynote address on "The
General Outlook for Television" at
the opening day's session of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers' annual spring convention at
Hotel Haddon Hall, Atlantic City,
April 22-25. In addition to the technical papers on every phase of the
motion picture art, the follovdng
television papers have been scheduled.
"Television Pick-up of the Pasadena Rose Tournament Parade,"
H. R. Lubcke, Don Lee Broadcasting System; "Tone Reproduction in
Television," I. G. Maloff, RCA
Mfg. Co.; "Remote Control Television Lighting," W. C. Eddy,
NBC; "Quality in Television Pictures," Peter C. Goldmark and John
N. Dyer, CBS; "Frequency Modulation," E. H. Armstrong, Columbia U; "RCA Portable Television
Pick-up
G. L. Beers,
RCA Mfg.Equipment,"
Co., 0. H. Schade,
RCA
Radiotron Corp., and R. E. Shelby,
NBC. Julius Haber, publicity director of RCA Mfg. Co., is chairman
of the SMPE publicity committee.
Television session will be open to
all radio technicians and broadcasters.
THE NEWLY incorporated Television
Engineers Institute of America, Hollywood, has tentatively set June 19 to 22
inclusive as dates for an international
television convention to be held in the
Roosevelt Hotel, that city. George H.
Seward, president and Arthur A. Stern,
secretary-treasurer, are in charge of
arrangements.

Television

Manchester (N. H. Union)
"// if ask me, they're carrying this
television a little too far!"
Television Theater at Fair
RCA MFG. Co., Camden, N. J., has
announced plans to construct a
special two-story addition to its
present exhibit building at the
New York World's Fair, which will
provide for a television theater to
accommodate 100 visitors. The
theater also provides for ten television receiving stations, fitted out
as living rooms, enabling visitors
to view television reception under
home conditions. Further details
will be announced early in April.
GIVING New York televiewers a
preview of the forthcoming political
conventions, NBC is planning to teleeast the April 11 broadcast of Town
Hall Meetinp of the Air.
II

I
In

Syracuse

WFBL
Is

the

Station

REASON 1

FULL basic Columbia programs— a greater continuous
listening audience.
REASON 2 FAVORITE of listenersmore network programs,
more short wave broadcasts,
more national and local features.
REASON 3 FAVORITE among advertisers— proved by heaviest
schedule in history — 95% of
time sold.
WRITE for full details

ONONDAGA

RADIO BROADCASTING CORP.
Syracuse,
A'eic York
MEMBER BASIC NETWORK
COI.CMBIA
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
National Representatives, Free & Peters, Inc.
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Large-Screen Exhibit
LARGE-SCREEN television, which
RCA demonstrated at a private
showing last month before the
FCC at the RCA plant at Camden,
will be shown to the general public
in a large auditorium for the first
time at the home appliances exhibit conducted by the Electrical
League of South Jersey at Convention Hall, Camden, April 3-6. The
television pictures will be projected
on a large screen on the Convention Hall stage by means of an optical system developed by RCA.
^ ^ ^
Special Use of Sound Channel
SINCE the television channels in
the ultra-high frequency range are
much freer from static than the
normal broadcast zone, W2XBS,
NBC's television station in New
York, is now using its sound channel three hours each evening, from
7 to 10, broadcasting regular NBC
sound programs during whatever
time television programs are not
on the air, as a special service to
television set owners in the New
York area. ^
^ ^
Remote Coverage
THOUGH 142 airline miles away,
Daniel J. Duval, Schenectady
Union-Star sports editor, covered
the recent Knights of Columbus
track meet in New York by television. The telecast from NBC was
picked up by GE atop Helderberg
mountain and rebroadcast to the
Albany-Schenectady area where
Duval picked it up in the home of
John Gilmour, GE television program director.^ ^
Cath-Ray's New Set
CATH-RAY Television Corp, New
York, has introduced a new lowpriced combination sight and sound
receiver to retail at $149.50. Instrument, aconsole model, has a
7-inch tube for direct viewing in
the front of the cabinet and 23
other tubes, and features the "Syncroloc hold," a special circuit designed to keep the pictures locked
in Synchronization at all times.
Video

Receiver

Prices

Sharply Reduced by GE
ALSO deeply interested in television, vfith. several stations in operation or building and with production line geared for market demand,
General Electric Co. has announced
radical price reductions in receivers ranging from $75 to $200. The
reductions were listed as follows:
Model HM-171, table model picture receiver with sound converter,
5-inch picture tube, reduced from
$195 to $99.95; HM-185, complete
television receiver in console cabinet, 5-inch picture tube, from $250
to $175; HM-225, 22-tube console,
9-inch picture tube, from $385 to
$310; HM-226-7A,
29-tube combination for both atelevision
and
three-band radio reception, from
$575 to $445 (has 12-inch tube).
HM-275-3A, top set in the GE line,
is a 30-tube deluxe combination console, offering both television and
three-band radio reception, with
12-inch picture tube, and was reduced from $795 to $595.
BROADCASTING

Don Lee Speeding Plans
For New Video Station
WITH all legal obstacles cleared,
Don Lee Broadcasting System, Los
Angeles, is speeding up plans to
erect and operate a television station on Mt. Lee, 1,700 feet above
Hollywood. Blueprints have been
approved, and it is expected that
work will start immediately. Thomas S. Lee, president of the organization, proposes to build studios and
facilities at a cost of more than
$250,000 and move the Don Lee
telecaster W6XA0 from downtovsm
Los Angeles to the new site. He
plans to have it in operation by
The 1.FCC recently approved reSept.
moval from downtown Los Angeles
and also assigned the transmitter
a new channel. Los Angeles City
Council and Planning Commission
have sanctioned the move. Road
work to the new site is now under
way and will be finished by early
April. Don Lee has also made application toinitiate experiments in
frequency modulation. If granted,
it is planned
to installin the
transmitter and antenna
a special
building on Mt. Lee.
Porter Named

by AFRA

As Field Representative
JAMES PORTER, who has a background of some ten years in union
organizing and negotiations, has
been appointed national field representative of the American Federation of Radio Artists. Although
Porter has no previous radio experience, AFRA executives stated
they felt this lack was more than
outweighed by his history in other
labor fields. Following a week in
Charlotte, N. C, he is going to
Detroit on April 1, where he will
establish temporary headquarters
area.
for organizing activities in that
A contract for staff announcers
at KOA, Denver, has been negounof the
Conners
tiatedSanby Vic
o office
ion's
Francisc
as the
first step in a drive to sign up all
Denver stations before the AFRA
convention, to be held there in
Contract
August.
AFRA
up by follows
form ,setwhich
standard
the
and the networks for M. and 0. stations, calls for immediate _ raises
for announcers. Station is the
fourth NBC owned and operated
outlet to sign with AFRA in the
others being WBZpast few weeks,
and
W B Z A, Springfield - Boston,
WMAL and WRC, Washington.
AFRA transcription code is stiU
in the process of coordination, acexAFRA
Holt,said
cording to Emily
the code
secretary, who
ecutive
is expected to be ready for approval
by the union's membership and for
manuiption
to transcr
submission facturers
weeks.
next few
within the
Remodeling NBC Newsroom
specionng ofstudios
the newsconstructi
PLANS for ally-devised
broadcasti
in "the NBC newsroom on the fourth
floor of the RCA Bldg., New York,
have been announced by A. A. Scheenter, director of NBC news and special
events. The built-in glass studios, incorporating the latest technical radio
developments, will be adjacent to the
teletype machines and the shortwave
monitoring equipment, and will have
special slots built in the sides of the
walls so that news bulletins may be
the apertures
fed throughof opening
a door.without the
necessity
• Broadcast
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When one of the world's largest refiners of industrial naphthas began to
expand the marketing of a branded gasoline through independent Oklahoma
jobbers it selected WKY to merchandise that gasoline to consumers. Gallonage
increased immediately. The number of jobbing accounts mounted. But of
even greater importance was the effectiveness of WKY in bringing about a
closer relationship between the company and its jobbers and their dealers. WKY
planned and produced the program responsible for this merchandising success.
Through a seven-piece string orchestra
with vocalists, this show offers fifteen

■ninutes, five days a week, o, the kind
of popular music WKY's
/ •statewide
1- •lisleiuiig duuience goes lor
m a Dig way.

WKY

OKLAHOMA

CITY

tl^^^'S^il^SI^S^Z. ^^Sl
marketing
and Its
^^S, refining
tions
in Oklahoma.
history asorganizarefiner
dates back to post-war days of 1922.

Owned and Operated By The Oklahoma Publishing Co. : -K The Daily Oklahoman and Times
The Farmer-Stockman M Mistletoe Express ^ KVOR, Colorado Springs -K KLZ, Denver (Affil. Mgmt.) M Represented By The Katz
Agency, Inc.
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SPONTANEOUS was the tribute
paid by listeners to Sportscaster
Art Bramhall, of WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis., for his descriptions of
the home games of the Sheboygan
Redskins, up among the leaders in
the National Professional Basketball League. Coming as a complete
surprise, WHBL listeners suddenly popped up during one of the
game broadcasts with $52 to buy
Sportscaster Bramhall a watch.
Here at the presentation ceremonies
are (1 to r) Announcer Clair Stone,
of WHBL; one Mr. Froelich, representing the listeners, and Mr.
Bramhall, who also received sundry
gifts of clothing and merchandise.
The whole thing was arranged by
listeners, who even refused to accept a contribution from Ed Cuniff
as director of WHBL.
Small

Loan

Radio

Ban

Proposed in New Jersey
A BILL asking $25,000 for the
State attorney general to finance
a campaign against radio broadcasts of small loan companies was
introduced in the New Jersey
State Assembly in March by Peter
P. Artaserse, Democratic assemblyman. The meastire would authorize the attorney general to
employ investigators, commentators and lecturers and to use any
radio station in the State in an
attempt to counteract radio advertising which might be construed to
be against public interest.
"The purpose of this bill," commented Mr. Artaserse, "is to expose the vicious practices of the
small loan racketeers in soliciting
loans by the use of radio." In a
companion statement he added,
"Every sented
type
of rosy
is preto make
it picture
attractive
for
people to run themselves into debt.
Nothing, however, is ever said
about the interest they have to
pay; nothing is said about the facts
that they have to pledge their furniture as collateral; nothing is
said about putting up life insurance policies and bartering away
their securities for these loans." It
was the State's duty to protect the
people, he declared. Several Assembly members have introduced bills
to cut from 21/2 to 11/2% the monthly interest rate on small loans.

Tries All Three
BILL PENNELL, announcer
of WIOD, Miami, claims the
distinction of having worked
on all the major networks
within a period of two
months. While they were
keyedter Wfrom
Wali n c h Miami,
e 1 1 andtheMilton
Berle programs on NBC,
Ripley's
program
CBS and
the
Hialeah
Parkon races
on
MBS were all handled by
Pennell. Incidentally, Winchell on the Jergens Journal
made the first announcement
of Pennell's Engagement to
Margaret McFarland of Atlanta, whom he will wed in
the spring.
Illicit Operator Fined
FOR conviction on charges of operating an unlicensed radio station
and operating a station without an
operator's
der, of St. license,
Paul, wasRussell
fined Callen$25 on
each of the two counts by the U. S.
District Court, St. Paul. The violations were uncovered by FCC inspectors.
WCBM Technicians to ACA
TECHNICIANS of WCBM, Baltimore, have signed a one-year contract,
retroactive to March 1, with ACA,
providing for wage increases, vacations with pay, a 42-hour week, timeand-a-half for overtime, and hiring
through ACA. The agreement was negotiated for ACA by Sidney Adler,
field representative of the Broadcast
Division.

Miss Hackett to KROW
ELMA LATTA HACKETT, after
three years on KSFO, San Francisco,
has moved her Friendly Homemaker
participation program to KROW, Oakland, managed by Philip G. Lasky,
former KSFO manager. Currently on
KROW she will handle Cook Book
Quiz sponsored by Miller Packing Co.
Mr. Lasky announced he plans to
build an elaborately equipped electric
kitchen for Miss Hackett, who is a
graduate in home economics of the
U of California and U of Oregon. She
will continue her lecture work under
the auspices of KROW. She was succeeded at KSFO by Ethel Hawes,
formerly of Cleveland.
BROADCASTING
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WFIG, Sumter, on Air
WITH T. Douglas Youngblood returning to his native city to become
manager, the new WFIG, Sumter,
S. C, went on the air March 15
with a dedicatory broadcast in
which the mayor and other city
notables as well as mayors of surrounding communities participated.
Licensee of the station, which last
July was authorized to construct
with 100 watts night and 250 day
on 1310 kc, is Julius S. Brody, formerly connected with a local dry
goods firm. Manager Youngblood
recently was with the sales staff of
WCOS, Columbia, S. C, and formerly was manager of WFOR, Hattiesburg. Miss., and commercial
manager of WRBL, Columbus, Ga.
Program director is John Sherman,
formerly with WTMA, Charleston.
Chief engineer is Robert E. Liverance, formerly with WGBR, Goldsboro, N. C, and WFTC, Kinston,
N. C. George Crawford, formerly
of WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C, and
WAIM, Anderson, S. C, is staff
announcer; L. E. Rish, formerly
with WCOS, operator; Miss Alison
Keels, continuity chief. The station
is RCA equipped throughout, with
a 185-ft. Wincharger radiator.
Bing Crosby Honored
BING CROSBY, star of the NBC
Kraft Music Hall, sponsored by Kraft
Cheese
and also Beverly
a dii'ectorate
member Co.,
of KMPC,
Hills,
Cal., has been awarded the United
States Junior Chamber of Commerce
distinguished service key for the
young man under 35 years of age
who contributed most to his communityof his
during 1939.
It was in
in recognition
contribution
radio,
motion pictures and sportsmanship.

. . .

WIS
COLUMBIA
SOUTH CAROLINA'S
CAPITAL CITY
At the very hub of as fine
a highway system as any
All of these people, even from the remotstate can boast, the city of
est corners, know WIS. Because, in the
Columbia beckons all
South Carolina to its state
daytime every square mile of South Carolina receives more than 100 microvolts
capital. To legislate, yes
— but to shop, too ... in the
from WIS (which is pretty good rural reception) and 76, 140 radio homes get betState's largest department
ter than a half millivolt (in most cases the
stores ... or to buy from
strongest available signal).
the important wholesalers.
Most NBC advertiseis know WIS — know what 560
kilocycles does. It you don't, may we tell you more?
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WESTERN ELECTRIC equipment
and a Blaw-Knox tower have been
ordered for the new KWFC, Hot
Springs, Ark., to be headed by Howard A. Shuman, former commercial
manager of KTHS. Mr. Shuman reports that delays in the construction
of the new Malco Theater Bldg. may
delay starting date until June or July
although it had first been planned to
have the station on the air April 15.
GATES RADIO & Supply Co., Quincy, 111., has sold remote amplifier
equipment to KVNU, KSOO, WTBO,
WCOA, WFDF. WFTC, WJMS,
WCAR, WEW, WPAR and to radio
room of House of Representatives,
Washington. Company also has delivered 27-C limiting amplifiers to
WAGE, WGTM, WJMS and WHBU.
Gates American Corp. has sold a 250-A
transmitter complete with peak limiting amplifier and antenna tuning
equipment to KIUP, Durango, Col.,
and 25-A precision frequency control
units to WEOA, Evansville, and Colonial Broadcasting System, St. Johns,
Newfoundland.

NEW transmitter building of CKCL,
Toronto, borough,
is well
under
Scarnine miles
fromwaythe atstudios,
where a 46-acre farm has been purchased for the new 1 kw. transmitter
to go on the air about July 1. The
station building, of modern design,
heated by oil and air conditioned, with
livinging 40 quarters,
a • basement.
ne-story buildX 50 feet, iswith
Two
200-foot vertical radiators built by
Ajax Engineers Ltd., Toronto, are
being placed 1,060 feet apart to give
CKCL the first directional antenna in
Canada, being installed because the
transmitter location is near the shore
of Lake Ontario. A Marconi 1 kw.
transmitter is being installed. The en000. tire cost is expected to be about $70,CKWX, Vancouver, will begin operation of its new 1,000-watt transmitter this summer, according to Reg
Dagg, manager. The station is installing a Collins transmitter purchased
from the Canadian Marconi Co. at the
new site on Lulu Island. A 260-foot
Ajax Engineers quarter-wave vertical
antenna is being erected for operation
on 950 kc.
KFXM, San Bernardino, Cal., has
contingently purchased an RCA 250watt
ment. transmitter and associated equip-

IT

GE Edison Films
NINE REELS of film and a
recording
inventor's
voice
madeof intheSchenectady
during his life have been
loaned to Metro - Goldwyn Mayer by General Electric
Co. to help make the movie of
the life of Thomas Edison.
The movie is being released in
two parts, the first already
released v?ith Mickey Rooney
as star and the second part,
for vsrhich GE is furnishing
not only the films but other
data, to star Spencer Tracy.
RCA announces an ultra-high frequency antennafor
MI-7823-A
at the factory
specified fabricated
operating
frequency
and
requiring
no
adjustment after installation.
W9XYH, the FM adjunct of WEBC,
Duluth, which went on the air March
15, is utilizing General Electric equipment and not a WE transmitter, as
erroneously reported on page 30 of
the March 15 Broadcasting.

DOESN'T

COST

"If Fays''
A Sates American transmitter has never
cost a Broadcaster one single penny.
Reason? From the day they are turned
on the improved signal, the new high
fidelity transmission quality and that
"Means Business" appearance brought
much more business than the pro-rata
cost of a complete Gates transmitting
plant over a two-year period.
250 watters can buy Gates American
either for cash or on convenient terms.
Investigate the Gatesway to betterlower cost broadcasting.

The complete new 1940 Gates Catalog, exclusively broadcast equipment, yours for only requesting on
your station letter head.
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RADIO Engineering Laboratories
Long booklet
Island onCity,
has issued
a 24page
frequency
modulation,
containing photographs and descriptions of a number of FM installations in New York and New England
in addition to data concerning the apparatus manufactured by REL.
FOLLOWING completion of the base
construction for its new antenna, 36
concrete piles, reinforced with steel,
driven 110 feet into the cedar bog at
the transmitter site at Kearney, N. J.,
WOV,tion ofNew
York, which
has started
the tower,
will be erec350
feet high,
with a 40-foot
"toptheloading"rectionumbrella.
under
diof R. E.Work
Study,is chief
engineer
of WOV.
KENYON TRANSFORMER Co.,
New York,
just announced
a complete new has
series
of transformers
made in both standard and submersion proof types. Finished in black
alumilite standard ca.se sizes, these
units are particularly adaptable to
light portable broadcasting equipment.
RCA MFG. Co., Camden, N. J., has
announced
a new
Type 311-A broadcast frequency
monitor.
NAB

RECOMMEISDS
REVISION OF LOG
ADOPTION of a proposed program
log meeting requirements of the
new FCC rules and designed to establish auniform practice throughout the industry was effected by
the NAB Accounting Committee at
a meeting in New York March 19.
The log form is subject to further
check with the FCC, which does not
propose to give it any formal stamp
of approval. The committee also
adopted an accounting manual for
station bookkeeping designed to facilitate entering of necessary information incompleting the annual
FCC financial report on station operations, along with programming
and employment factors.
Present at the meeting, presided
over by Chairman C. T. Lucy,
WRVA, Richmond, were N. L. Kidd,
WSYR, Syracuse; E. J. Gluck,
WSOC, Charlotte; H. W. Batchelder, WFBR, Baltimore; H. F. McKeon, NBC, New York; S. R. Dean,
CBS, New York. Attending for the
NAB were Edwin M. Spence, secretary-treasurer; Paul F. Peter,
research director, and Robert Myers, of the research department.

WE Assigns Geo. Jones
APPOINTMENT of George I.
Jones, for several years Government sales engineer at the Washington office of the Graybar Electric Co., as Washington representativetional
of theGraybar
naorganization, has
0 e e n announced
by A. J. Eaves,
general telephone
sales
manager.
Mr. Jones will supervise Washingtonlatedactivities
reMr. Jones
to Western
Electric broadcasting equipment
sales. He became interested in radio in the pre-broadcasting era of
spark transmitters
and has
crystal
detectors. Since 1921 he
engaged
in radio construction, sales and
service, amateur and broadcast station operation and, more recently,
broadcast engineering and equipment sales. From 1933 until joining the Washington Graybar staff
in 1935 he was associated with
Jansky & Bailey, consulting radio
engineers, specializing in field ingineering.tensity surveys and allocation en• Broadcast

Advertising
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CONTRO

PRESTO

offers

a

new

ROOM
ROBERT F. WOLFSKILL, assistant
manager of Commercial Radio Equipment Co., Kansas City, has been assigned, effective May 1, to head the
company's
new- World,
branch Hollywood.
office at Crossroads of
- - the
The
office will be completely equipped for
frequency monitoring, allocation consulting, surveys and measurements.
AL EISBNMENGER, E. A. MacCornack and Tom Gootee, NBC-Chicago engineers, have been chosen to
head the committee planning the second annual Radio-Dinner Dance, given by Central Division engineers, to
be held April 19. Evelyn Lynee, NBC
songstress, will reign as Queen over
the 1940 affair.
HAROLD JACKSON, engineer of
NBC-Chicago, is recuperating at home
after more than a week in the hospital.
CHARLES KIBLING, remote engineer of WOR, Newark, and wellknown amateur operator, was honored recently when his amateur station W2X0E was pictured on the
cover of the Assn. of Technical Employes Journal.
RALPH L. PRIEST, KHJ, Los Angeles, technician, is the father of twin
boys, Richard and Ralph, born March
10 in Santa Barbara, Cal. Mrs. Priest
is assistant professor of music at Santa Barbara State College.
OMER WRIGHT recently was named
chief engineer of KDON, Monterey,
Cal., replacing Melvin Johnson, resigned.
CLARENCE ASHMAN and Ben
Buckley recently were added to the
technical
staff of KSAN, San Francisco.
JIMMY THUNNELL. engineer of
KYW, Philadelphia, has resumed his
duties following an appendectomy.
DAVID S. LITTLE, formerly in
charge of aviation for Radiomarine
Corp. of America, has joined American Airlines as radio engineer.
LEVIS SUGGS, new to radio, has
joined the engineering staff of WGBR.
Goldsboro, N. C.
FRANCIS CARUFT, chief engineer
of WNLC, New London, Conn., on
March 11 married Leona Marcille in
Boston.
HAROLD RUFF. WIBW, Topeka.
engineer is the father of a baby girl
born March 8.
ROGER V. HIVELY, formerly of
KGKB, Tyler, Tex., has joined
KHBG, Okmulgee, Okla., as chief engineer. Bill Guy, formerly of KTBC,
Austin, has joined the KGKB announcing staff.
WALTER A. GRAHAM, control supervisor ofWOV, New York, is out of
the hospital following a seige of pneumonia and will spend several months
regaining his health, returning to work
about June 1.
JOE I. STEWART, formerly of
WFOY, St. Augustine, Fla., has resigned to become chief engineer in
charge of construction of the new
WMOG, Brunswick, Ga.
JAMES LA SHAUM, formerly of
KFI, Los Angeles, has joined KMPC.
Beverly Hills, Cal., as studio engineer.
E. W. LAMBOURNE, of KDYL, Salt
Lake City, has been transferred from
Transradio operator to control room.
FRANK J. ELLIOTT, formerly of
KWBG, Hutchinson, Kan., is now
operator at KVSF, Santa Fe, N. M.
ARTHUR OLSEN, engineer at WOV,
New York, on March 30 married Helen
Poll.
IBROADCASTING

Dual

Turntable

Transcription

. . . complete

This new, moderately priced Presto Model
F recorder makes the perfect installation
for broadcasting stations, colleges, advertising agencies and personal recording
studios. It records continuously, without
interruption, on records up to the 17Vi"
master size and also re-records from one
record to another. The quality of the recordings made on the model F recorder
makes them suitable for use by any broadcasting station.
Note these operating conveniences:
• The exclusive Presto rubber- rimmed turntable
driven directly by a steel pulley on the motor shaft, a
drive system that eliminates idler wheels, belts, gears
and other parts subject to rapid wear. Speed shiftlever changes instantly from 78 to 33}/^ R.P.M.
• Tables are equipped with the Presto 1-C high

PPFQTn
rULu
I U

• Broadcast

Advertising

in

a

Recorder

single

unit

fidelity cutting head which records uniformly a range
from 50 to 8,000 cycles and Completely modulates the
groove at a pitch of 112 lines per inch.
• A vertical damper eliminates vertical modulation
in the groove and prevents rapid changes in groove
depth due to surface irregularities in the disc.
• A time scale on the cutting arm shows the correct
starting point for all sizes of discs and elapsed recording time at both 78 and 331/^ R.P.M.
• Amplifier gain 125 DB, output 10 watts. Amplifier
controls include a two microphone mixer, playback
gain control, combination control which increases the
high frequency response for 333/^ R.P.M. recording
and attenuates the high frequencies when playing
commercial records, low frequency equalizer and a
switch for changing instantaneously between cutters
for continuous recording or re-recording.
• The complete equipment mounts in a wood table
(Length, 67"— Depth, 21"— Height, 49") attractively finished in two tones of gray with silver trim.
Height of turntable above floor level, 32".
For descriptive folder and price quotations, write:

ItECORDING
242 West 55th

CORPORATION
St., New York, N. Y.
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PROGRAMS
tiot,n
m ien
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withce a par
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NEW
Sporto, has started on WGL,
Fort Wayne, Ind., under sponsorship of Harvey Bros., local clothkiers. As part of the half-hour wee
ly show, featuring John dHackett
s,
printe forms
and Neil Searle
containing names of athletic figures
and events are offered listeners during the week. The program hints at
the names via sound effects and continuity. Listeners check names recognized, trying to get five in a row
a la bingo. Listeners presenting
card with five names in a row at
sponsor's store win a necktie.
Wits vs. Nits
LOCAL clubs provide participants
for Battle of Wits & Nitwits on
WDWS, Champaign, 111. Carol Laymon is quizzer. Question senders
get theatre tickets. Another series,
Going Ahead with Rantoul on
WDWS is actively supported by
the town's Chamber of Commerce.
From the Capital
WAAF, Chicago, has inaugurated
a new series of Sunday features
titled Under the Capitol Dome
which consists of a resume of the
important developments which took
place in Washington the previous
week. Quarter-hour shows are
heard at 4:45 p.m.

rtitcT

a- rtec^ . V

i
Faithful 600,000 Coverage
bring them strong,
The 600,000 folks in the "Peoriarea" depend on WMBDeach today
including many
down through
listenable quality reception of programs
that
WMBD following
The loyal
network features.
leadingare Columbia
. is self-evident
ied
isf
well sat
they
strong
for
WMBD
on
depend
More than 300 progressive Central Illinois retailers
^ ^
coverage of their respective marketing areas.
or they
getting
They newarecontracts
year I wouldn't reyearitafter
Be sure you include on your National list
this capable coverage of the rich, concentrated "Peoriarea". Spending is naturall
this industrially freer
n-averageagricultura
and
incomes cenhigher-tha
ter of in
living standards.
National Representatives
Free and Peters, Inc.

In the Army Now
TROOP personnel from Fort Benning, center
of peace provides
time concentration of soldiers,
the
talentcastfor
the
Army
Hour
broadover WRBL, Columbus, Ga.,
The half -hour vanights.
Saturday
riety show,
originating in the new
Army YMCA in Columbus, is sponsored jointly by the YMCA and
WRBL. Inaugural broadcast March
16 featured talks by Manager J.
W. Woodruff, the mayor of Columbus and army officers. *
Decision by Public
EXPRESSION of public opinion on
matters of current interest is invited for The Ptiblic Jury heard
over WMBD, Peoria, 111. Forms
presenting the facts on the chosen
controversial issue are submitted
to 12 selected persons. Space is provided for a verdict of yes or no and
a brief explanation of the verdict.
Two announcers alternately read
the explanations while a third gives
names and summarizes the verdict.

Two at a Time
BREAKFAST CLUB COFFEE Co.,
Los Angeles (coffee) is sponsoring
a series of sidewalk reporter broadcasts, thrice weekly, featuring
Ernie Smith and Bert Buzzini on
KJBS, views
Sanare conducted
Francisco. inThefront
inter-of
Benatar's Drug Store, likewise a
KJBS account, which now is serving exclusively Breakfast Club
Coffee over its lunch counter. Benatar's purchased 2,500 pounds of
Breakfast Club Coffee when the interview series started. Thus KJBS
has been instrumental in bringing
actual new business to two of its
clients — the coffee sponsor and the
drug company, the latter through
sending many observers at the
sidewalk broadcasts into the store.
The coffee account was placed
through Lockwood, Shackelford
*
Adv. Agency,ii:Los* Angeles.

Quiz of the Stars
NEW quiz idea program started on
KFWB, Hollywood, has motion picture name talent answering questions on the film industry each
week. Titled, Ask the Stars, the
studio audience half-hour program
is similar in format to Information
Please, and has five participants
each week. George Jay projects
questions about film stars, pictures
and the industry in general, which
are sent in by listeners. If guest
From Honeymoon Hdqrs.
talent fails to give the correct answer, an encyclopedia is given the
BROADCAST from the recently
question sender.
publicized
Honeymoon
Isle
off
Flor*
* *
ida was effected March 16 through
Ambitious
Youth
WSUN, St. Petersburg, Fla. Description of the project and inter- AMBITIONS, hobbies and activiviews with honeymooners were conties of the younger generation are
ducted by Bob Wilbur of WSUN
and C. M. Washburn, promoter of presented to KGVO, Missoula,
Mont., listeners
on weekly
Citizensprograrn.
of Tothe project. Since no telephone commorrow, half-hour
munication was available to the is- Six children, selected on the basis
land, a shortwave relay to a land
of lettersviewed
they
submit,
are interreceiving station was necessary.
informally.
Sponsored
by
Sunnymaid Bakery for Pinocchio
Bread, the broadcast is conducted
The life
Deacon's
ENTIRE
of a Speakin'
small town is by Jimmy Barber.
reconstructed in a new one-man
^ ^
show recently started on WGN,
Spotlight on Rackets
Chicago.
The isthrice-weekly
ute
feature
titled The 15-minDeacon
UNDER auspices of the local Better Business Bureau, KOMA, Oklaand features John Howard in monologues and stories during which
homa City, has started a new
he introduces various typical Main weekly series. Rackets That Rob,
Street characterizations. Included
designed to expose merchandising
in
are two hymns
rackets. Each program dramatizes
or each
folk performance
songs.
a different racket. Written and
*
* *
produced by the KOMA production
department, the programs feature
talent of the Oklahoma City
Ladies' Hour
Theatre Guild.
FEATURING woman's angle news
and chatter by Atlanta Journal
personalities and music of a staff
orchestra, For Women Only on
WSB, Atlanta, covers society gossip, garden news, theatre and radio,
fashions, foods, books and women
in the headlines. The show is written by Bob Pollock and announced
by Hugh Ivey.
HARTFORD«CONN
SPOTTING
BUSINESS

BOSTON'S BIGGEST
RADIO PROGRAM
(Farticipalin^)
Write for 15 Big
Success Stories

Place your
business"
in a"spot
spot
where advertising is
productive. Business is
good
in the— Hartford
market
and on
WDRC. now.
Write for
availabilities
BASIC STATION OF
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
National Representatives
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY
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Welfare and Golf
JUNIOR LEAGUE members of
Greater Cleveland are participating in a weekly program on WGAR,
Junior League Radio Workshop,
presenting in dramatized form the
functions of the various welfare
agencies. Scripts are prepared by
League members and supervised by
Wayne Mack, WGAR drama director. Golf hints by leading local
"pros", top scores of the week,
recognition of "hole-in-one" players and soothing music will comprise The 19th Hole on WGAR,
Cleveland, beginning in May and
extending into September. The idea
was developed and will be produced
by Maurie Condon and Dave Baylor of the WGAR staff.
*
* *
Freaks of Sports
NEW daily feature, Quh-ks in
Sports, carried as part of Morey
Owens daily Sports Review on
WROK, Rockford, 111., spots the
yarns of a well-known sport official— kept anonymous except for
calling him "referee" — who has
made a hobby of collecting stories
of unustial happenings in sporting
events. Owens rewrites these tales
of freak plays and such and highlights them on
show.
^ his^ sports
^
Edgar Allen Poe Dramas
KECA, Los Angeles, has started
a new weekly half-hour series of
dramatized stories by Edgar Allen
Poe. Titled, Once Upon a Midnight, the series is adapted for radio by Forrest Barnes, Hollywood
writer. Glan Heisch, program manager of KECA produces the series
which features Ted Osborn as Poe.
Claude Sweeten's orchestra provides incidental background music.

112

Art and Antiques
NEW program, The American
Treasure Chest, recently made its
bow on KPO, San Francisco. Don
Thompson, m.c. takes art objects,
curios, antiques, etc., and asks studio guests to identify them and
give information, history and anecdotes. Thompson then tells the complete story of the object, sent in by
listeners, comparing the information of the experts in the studio to
the actual facts surrounding the
Americana concerned.

The 'Quiz Clock'
A. & S. LYONS, New York production agency, is offering for
sponsorship to stations and agencies a new type quiz program What
Time It It?, designed for radio listeners rather than a studio audience. Written by Joe Liebman, the
show islisteners
based on
a "quiz to
clock"
which
manipulate
answer the questions they hear on
the program and then send in to
the station. Winners are automatically checked on the dial of the
clock and cash prizes are then
awarded by the sponsor.
❖
❖ ❖
Clipped From the Films
NOVEL new show of KLZ, Denver,
Off the Sound Track, is carried at
10 p.m. Saturdays directly from the
local Orpheum Theatre. With a
brief opening and closing by an
announcer, the program is picked
up from the sound track of the film
showing at the theatre, affording
an actual 15-minute sample of the
attraction. The timing on the motion picture story is carefully
worked tinuity
out,written
withto announcer's
fit the scene conand
action.

News From the Counter
INTERVIEWING customers,
salesladies and depai'tment heads
is the formula of Household Quiz,
weekly half-hour show on KGKO,
Fort Worth. The program origiin W.theT.sponsor.
Grant'sPrizes
DepartmentnatesStore,
are
given for best household hints submitted and used on program. Contract is for 52 weeks.
Capsule Church
COMPLETE church service in
miniature, complete to hymns by
the choir, is presented on the new
Sunday morning non-sectarian devotional program. The Church in
Thy House, started recently on
WSB, Atlanta. Brief sermons are
given by Atlanta ministers, and
choirs from individual churches
supply the music.

Insurance Problems
JOSEPH PATRICK LEE, New
York insurance consultant, on
March 20 started an audience participation program titled What
You Should Know on WEVD, New
York, during which Lee discusses
insurance problems with members
of the studio audience. For over a
year, Lee has been conducting
quarter-hour programs and using
SDot announcements on WAAT and
WHOM, Jersey Citv, and WARD
and WLTH, Brooklyn.

Kitchen Capers
UTILIZING the entire WDZ, Tuscola, 111. talent staff. The Kitchen
Barn Dance is broadcast every
weekday morning, 8.45-10 a.m. Hillbilly music, recipes and contests designed to reach the housewives provide the formula.

QUARTER

Totalling 203

quarter hours

quarter hours

MORE

HOURS

for this week

BUSINESS

of March

BOSTON'S biggest man and biggest horse barged into the studios
of WBZ in mid-March for a special broadcast commemorating
evacuation of the city by British
troops. Edward J. (Knocko) McCormack, impresario of the commemorative parade, hoisted his 270
pounds on this 2,800-pound pensioner of the fire department. Tlie
special booties
on Knocko's
prevented
damage
to the mount
studio
floor during a sugar cube-induced
canter.
Fred Hoey,the
sports
commen-of
ta+"r, described
carnival
heft.

MORE!

18, WSAI

already has 112

than last year during the same

week.

And our contracted-for business volume is scheduled to up and up. Within
Wheaties and Mohilgas add 48 weekly quarter hours of baseball.

a month,

For seven consistent months, a steady influx of NBC Blue and Red network advertisers, local and national spot advertisers and announcement users has kept pace
with WSAI's increasingly attractive programming.
All these facts have made WSAI the choice of those who wish more

business sent their

ways
THE
NEW

rr
WSAI

Represented
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in with its Musical
TIED
Americana program on NBC,
Westinghouse E. & M. Co. is
offering $23,000 worth of electrical appliances in its five-week
"Advise-a-Bride" contest, starting
April 18. Each week 10 Westinghouse refrigerators and 10 Westinghouse ranges are to be awarded
writers of prize-winning letters on
"Dear Westinghouse Bride, you
should have a Westinghouse refrigerator (or range) because . . .". As
second prizes 50 streamline irons
are to be awarded weekly. The contest is being pushed in newspaper
and magazine advertising, and
names of range and refrigerator
winners will be announced on Musical Americana.

South Carolina's
ONLY
Regional
CBS
Station

Charleston, S. C.
1000 watts
Free &. Peters, Representatives

WCAE

History — Birth Record — Guest Columnists —
Aid to Buyers — From the Range Country

For Libraries
SPECIALLY bound booklet containing the history and complete
data of WCAE, Pittsburgh, has
been presented by the station to
50 branches
of The
Pittsburgh's
negie Library.
booklet Carwas
prepared by James Murray, WCAE
promotion director, at the request
of librarians, who said they have
numerous calls for such information.
Free 'Digests'
STRESSING
the level,
excerpt,
"the
lower
the economic
the more
listening", from the article, Radio
vs. Reading,
March Readers'
Digest,
E. in
A. theAlburty,
WHBQ,
Memphis, manager distributed 100
marked copies of the issue to key
time buyers in Memphis claiming
WHBQ
referred has
to. the "lower audience"
* * :}t
Art in Miniature
THE animation technique in which
tiny caricatures and photos are
spotted between words in a sales
message is carried out in an eightpage promotion piece prepared by
WSM, Nashville. Four of the eight
pages are printed on wood-simulating paper and two pages of sales
messages
have a total of 56 miniature illustrations.

Gets Your Product
Out
Things happen when WDZ puts your sales story on the air!
Why? Simply because WDZ, Tuscola, is the hub of one of the
nation's best buying areas. The area served by this fast-growing
station is almost evenly divided between prosperous agricultural,
humming industrial and oil producing areas. Folks can and do
buy heavily. We've marshalled all the facts about WDZ and its
trading area in an attractive brochure. Ask for it.
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
special representatives
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO
KANSAS CITY
TUSCOLA
★ WDZ
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Some of the
National Accounts
Now Using:
Allis-Clialmers
Olson Rugs
Standard Oil
J.Dr.A.Caldwell
Folger Co.Syrup
of Pepsin
DeKalb
Assn. Agricultural
Sterling Beer
Oyster Biscuit
Shell Co.
Union
Absorbine
Smith
Bros.IMfg.
Mfg.Co.Co.
Hyde
Park
Beer
Household Magazine
Critic Feeds
Foley Honey
& Pills
Tar
Carter's
LiverService
Lens PhotoTablet
Willard
Co.

Esso's Births
ESSO MARKETERS, as a result
of its bonus savings account offer
to parents of children born on New
Year's Day, must pay out about
$16,000 according to the births reported as of March 26 [Broadcasting, Jan. 1]. The offer, launching
two new gasolines, was made four
times daily on the Esso Reporter
news programs on 34 stations. To
date, the births reported from 18
States are 1,503 singles at $5 each,
35 sets of twins at $200 a set, and
one set of triplets at $750. Marschalk & Pratt, New York, is agency.
Twin City Clippings
AS A SPECIAL service to advertisers and agencies, KSTP, St.
Paul, has inaugurated a clipping
bureau of newspaper publicity on
all sponsored shows. A small booklet in red and black, picturing a
newsboy on the front cover that
headlines "Here's News . . . All
About
KSTP"
utilized Your
as a Show
folder from
for the
smalleris
clippings. A tab along the same art
lines, will be attached to all fullpage sendouts. This is to be a
daily service. * * *
WPEN Discount Club
PLACED on a membership basis,
the WPEN 920 Club offers to members special discounts at stores of
sponsors on the program and to local sports events. Also, members
only are eligible for ticket awards
in a daily jingle contest being conducted in conjunction with the local
* * ^
showing of "Pinocchio".
Checks From Cokes
BLANK restaurant check books are
being distributed to all Tulsa restaurants by KTUL, Tulsa, Okla.
On the bottom of each check is the
Coca Cola Bottling Co.'s slogan
with a written invitation on the reverse side
to tune to Singin' Sam
daily on
KTUL.
* ^ ^
Bantam Aids
AS AN EXAMPLE of how stations
rnay utilize midget autos for special events and other purposes.
Bantam Car Co., Butler, Pa., plans
to feature KDKA, Pittsburgh, in
its 1940 advertising and merchandising campaign.
* * ^
WCCO Columnists
WCCO, Minneapolis, has offered
220 weekly and daily publications
in the Northwest area the services
of members of the station's staff as
guest columnists. Fifty-four accepted, receiving such articles along
with
WCCO news and program
schedules.
^ ^ ^
In Heart of Richmond
OUTSTANDING programs of
WMBG, Richmond, Va., are announced on a huge electrical "traveling" news bulletin board located
in the heart of* the*business
district.
^
Precision in Topeka
A GENUINE micrometer was attached to a promotion piece mailed
by WIBW, Topeka, asking: "Which
way do you measure your sales results— with a micrometer or with a
cash register?"
BROADCASTING

Guide for Buyers
TO HELP merchandise the products of its sponsors, WQXR, New
York,
established
a "Buyers'
Guide" has
service
which appears
for
the first time on the back cover
of the station's printed program
booklet for March, sold on subscription to about 12,000 listeners.
A line of type at the bottom of
each attention
page in the
24-page
calls
to the
Guide booklet
on the
back page, which lists products of
the station's sponsors and urges
listeners to use the list when making purchases. The March Guide
lists Aetna Life Insurance Co.,
Aquaed Mills,
Velva,
FordArrid,
MotorBotany
Co., GWorst& D
Vermouths, ian-Swiss
Glyco-Thymoline,
ItalColony wines, Jests,
Lafayette radios, Martinson's coffee, Ohrbach's, Paramount Pictures, Roto-Shavers, StrombergCarlson radios, 20th Century Fox
Films,Venida
Thomass'
English muffins
and
Products.
* * *
Louisville Modesty
STRIKING effect is produced by
WHAS, Louisville, in a highly varnished red-and-black plastic-bound
brochure. "Once upon a time," it
says,
"there not
was toa claim
radio that
stationit
that decided
was the greatest, the best, the most
powerful, etc." "But," the brochure
adds, "it decided that its call letters should become absolutely synonymous with the territory which
it served from the very pioneer
first-days of radio.* . .* ."
For Auto Seats
AUTO slip covers at a low price
are offered to listeners of the
Crazy Radio Gang, sponsored over
WBAP and the Texas Quality Network by the Crazy Water Co. Two
different sets are offered, one for
coupe and the other for coach or
sedan, and the plan is to promote
good-will for *the *program.
*
In Coast Weeklies
KPO-KGO, San Francisco, recently made a deal with the Conn
Newspapers, 18 residential district
papers, in Oakland, for a frontpage food column to be written by
Gladys Cronkhite, conductor of
KPO's International Kitchen program.culation
The ofpapers
have a total cir40,000 weekly.
* * *
Symbol of the Range
EYE-CATCHING is the miniature
saddle sent to the trade by KTSM,
El Paso, with the admonition
"Here's your saddle. Come ride the
range with KTSM. It's green with
opportunities,
etc."
The saddle
trimmed
shredded
leather,is
blanket andwith
gadgets.
'WSA I-Opener' Revived
WSAI, Cincinnati, has revived its
WSA I-Opener, a twice-monthly
trade promotion paper covering
WSAI and Cincinnati trade news.

WFBG
ALTOONA PENN.
providing the ONLY full coverage
of the Altoona trading area
Now
NBC-RED
and
FULL TIME OPERATION
• Broadcast

Advertising

BROCHURES
WABC, New York — Manila folder
containing 28 small white cards giving
facts and figures on feminine market
coverage
New York City for AdeAir. laide in
Hawley's Women's Page of the
NBC — Eight-page promotion piece.
"You Can't Say That", containing fan
letters and pictures of typical listenand participants
for America's
Towners Meeting
of the Air.

WAVE

WNAX, Yankton, S. D. — Folder on
Susan Taylor's program for women.
Tips tty Taylor.
NATIONAL RADIO PERSONALITIES— Offset brochure by producer
of
station brochures, in format used for
stations.

FEATURING Greyhound Bus Line's weekly half-hour This Amazing
America on NBC-Blue and WXYZ, Detroit, this display has been set up
in the main entrance window of Detroit's Union Bus Terminal, a spot in
the center of the city on busy Washington Blvd. With WXYZ cooperating
in working up the broadcast angle, the display goes heavy for colors.
Oakland C of C Tieup
OAKLAND (Cal.) Chamber of
Commerce has named KROW, that
city, as its official station. The
Chamber recently launched a weekly program Dear Public, a series
of oral "open letters" reporting
and highlighting business development and community progress
and brings to the microphone business and civic leaders of the community. The tie-up was effected by
KROW General Manager Philip
Lasky, who felt that the public
knew too little of the Chamber's
work and of the major happenings
of the community. KROW likewise
is closely tied up with the Oakland
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
*
* *
For Younger Ears
RAY BARNETT, of the sales promotion department of KSFO, San
Francisco, has arranged a series of
rallies at high schools and junior
colleges. Jack Gregson, announcer,
addresses the students on radio.
The talks are informal, include a
bit of entertainment and are pointed to attract the ears of the
younger set to KSFO.
For Younger Jobless
I KYA, San Francisco, recently donated aweekly quarter-hour period
to the Eighteen to Thirty Club, an
organization of young people which
strives to find suitable positions for
young men and women.

Universal Time
CHARTS enabling listeners to compute the time of day at any point
on the globe are being distributed
upon request without charge by
General Electric*s international stations, WGEO and WGEA, Schnectady, and KGEI, San Francisco. To
meet the demands of Latin American and European listeneners, the
chart has been printed in Spanish,
Portuguese and Fi-ench as well as
English.
WLW-Indiana Promotion
COOPERATION between Indiana
retail grocers and WLW, Cincinnati, was intensified when more
than 500 Quality Service Store
operators and wholesalers with
their wives were entertained at a
banquet in the Claypool Hotel, Indianapolis. An agreement was set
up between the station and the
grocer to promote WLW-advertised
products.
Available to Dealers
TO PROMOTE closer relationship
with retail organizations, facilities
of the KMOX Radio Playhouse are
offered for dealer meetings by
Merle S. Jones, manager. Recently
over* 200 members of the St. Louis
Retail Grocers Assn. were guests
of KMOX at a supper arranged by
Jane Porter of the home economics
staff, followed by entertainment by
station artists.

_^ENTER
OF
WORLD

wmw

iJROADCASTING

WLAW covers 65 million in payrolls, 86 million in retail sales, with
a lo-millivolt signal —
the only primary service
at uniform high level
covering LawrenceLowell and Haverhill.
1000 w
680 Kc
Studios ec Offices
Lawrence, Mass.
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T
XASE
N'T
DO S
FOR

NBC-Blue — Folder shaped like a book,
"The Story of Brenthouse," for weekly
program Brenthouse, available for
sponsorship.
W N O X . Knoxville— Folder titled
"Coverage", with success story.
WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind.. — Promotional piece warning timebuyers of the
danger of "gap-osis" in coverage.
WRVA, Richmond. Va. — M o n t h 1 y
Booklet
WRVA Dialog sent to request
list
of 28,000.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.— Monthly
four-page tabloid newspaper. Netvs <£
Vieios, with pictures of staff and artists.
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WPTF. Raleigh, N. C— File-shaped
folder listing market data and coverage maps.
WBIG, Greensboro, N. C— Gilt file
folder containing pair of two-color
market data presentations.
WOR, Newark — Folder reprinting
continuity
on WOR's 18th
birthday bypresented
Gabriel Heatter.
WDRC. Hartford — File-simulating
folder with colored offset inserts describing Blue Ribbon Programs.
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PHILAVELPHIA''!

* 13.789 LISTENERS SENT IN) OVER
16,000 DIMES FOR A BOOKLET
OFFERED ONLY ONCE DAILY DURING
ONE WEEK IN FEBRUARY, 1940!
THAT'S

POLL

-WITH

tISTENERS!

WRITE. WIRE OR PHOWE
KYVf • PHILADELPHIA
OR NEAREST NBC SPOT SALES OFriCE
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FLASU!
GRACIt
OMAHA

ALLEN StLtCTS
f OR

SURPRISE

WITH 3,092 persons participating,
tlie Twin City Radio Popularity Contests conducted by the St. Paul Shopper and Minneapolis Shopping News
was concluded last month with the
following voted most popular station
artists in this order : George Higgins,
WTCN; Cedric Adams, WCCO ;
"Whoopee" John, WTCN; Halsey
Hall, KTSP; Bennett Orfield,
WTCN; Clellan Card, WCCO; Bee
Baxter, KSTP ; Bob D e H a v e n,
WTCN; Rollie Johnson, WCCO;
Brooks Henderson, KSTP. Favorites
of Minneapolis voters were, in order,
Cedric Adams, WCCO; Clellan Card,
AVCCO; Eddie Gallaher, WCCO;
Florence Lehman, WCCO ; George
Higgins,inatedWCCN.
wereup origby WCCO, Contests
which put
the
prize money — $50 to each paper, with
the winners in each contest the persons who picked the right personalities and got them in the right order.
WCCO was not mentioned in either
contest.
OPENING of the Columbia Lecture
Bureau, division of Columbia Artists
Inc., in Boston was marked by a
prevue at the Copley Plaza Hotel,
directed by Margaret E. Richardson,
New England representative. Among
those booked by the bureau for personal appearances in the East are
Fred Garrigus and Jay Wesley, of
WEEI, dressedBoston,
both of
whomat the
adthe club women
present
prevue.
WHAT, Philadelphia, on March 30
observed its 10th anniversary and
started "Old Home Week", during
whichers and
open
house WHAT
was heldartists.
for listenformer
The
present staff is headed by Milton
I.aughlin,
a'Beckett,
Serota andwithJoeChester
MacCauley
as Sam
announcers, and .T. Cliet Geise, technical supervisor.

NATIONAL
PARTY

CONVENTION/

Omaha,

of course,Selects

KDIL
to Hear

Grade

Allea

aad ALL the Other Big
Stars of Radio/
KOIL-A BASIC COLUMBIA STATION
DON SEARLE-GEN'L MGR..
KATZ AGENCY- NAT'L REPR.

550 Ke
5000 WATTS P/iy
iOOO WflTTSN/ffHTA

WITH Arizona's tourist season in
full swing and numerous radio personalities from various parts of the nation sojourning there, Fred Palmer,
manager of KOY, Phoenix, admits
that he has been spending more time
lately
staging
nationally
famous
mid-desert
steakhisroasts
than running
his station and the Arizona Network.
Guests atcludedtheGlennlatest
such manager
function inSnyder,
of
WLS, Chicago ; Al Hansen, manager
of KFBB, Great FaUs, Mont.; Jack
Laemmar, manager, radio contract department,
Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago, and
Burridge
D. Butler,
owner of WLS and KOY.
KOIL, Omaha, has added to its prostaff, a 12-piece
studio
orchestra underductiondirection
of Prof.
Gary.
The
band started early in March with two
commercial shows — Yawn, Patrol, early morning quarter-hour sponsored by
Evans Laundry and Emerson Saratoga Laundry Omaha, and the halfhour
beer. weekly Musico show for Falstaff

FORM RADIO CLUB
Quaker City Social Group on
Permanent Basis
FEELING between newspaper and
radio men in Philadelphia which
resulted
when Club
the newspapermen's
Pen & Pencil
black-balled the
membership applications of radio
men, although many had been admitted to previous membership, resulted in the formation of the Static Club of Philadelphia. Functioning primarily as a social organization comprising program and production directors, news and sports
commentators, announcers, publicists and radio editors, an organization meeting on March 20 resulted
in the election of the following of-r

ADDED revenues during dull January and February local seasons were
derived by KELD. El Dorado, Ark.,
b.y broadcasting all home high school
basketballnamentsgames
well as and
four North
tourin South asArkansas
Louisiana, all sponsored. Waymond
Ramsey and Roger Laux handled.
WMAQ,
has Daily
arranged
a tieup
with Chicago,
the Chicago
News
to
broadcast Illinois primary election
results April 9. Special broadcasts
throughout the evening will come
fi-om the editorial rooms of the newsCONDUCTED by Carl Vandagrift,
paper.
originator of the Views of the Editors
program, WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind.,
launched a sequel in Tri-State News.
a 15-minute weekly roundup of news
in the Fort Wayne area, culled from
weekly and dail.v newspapers with
their permission. Program is expected
to promote relations with the press.
BASEBALL training camp color is
transplanted daily to WEMP, Milwaukee, listeners via transcriptions
made by Mickey Heath, manager of
the Milwaukee Brewers at their
Ocala, Fla., base. Interviews with
ba.seball celebreties, latest baseball
flashes and a daily award of $5 to
the player telling the most humorous
baseball anecdote constitute the program. An engraved cup will be given
for the best story over the period of
a season.
WHIO, Dayton, claims to be the only
Ohio station to carry a broadcast
from the scene of the March 16 explosion in a coal mine near St.
Clairsville, O. Dick Roll, announcer,
and tor,Lester
Spencer,
direcleft for the
scene program
a few minutes
after the blast and recorded a 15minute program. The mobile unit
traveled a total of 480 miles.
WOR. Newark, on April 5 wUl broadeast a special half-hour program from
the dedication ceremonies of the industrial recreation center constructed
by the Bristol-Myers Co. at Hillside,
N.
vice-president and
m.c. J. Lee ofBristol,
secretary
the company, will act as

NATfON/tL
flEPRESeNTAT/l/£S
WEED
uno
comPAnv
NEW YORK • DETROIT
CHICAGO * SAN FRANCISCO
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Bill Lang, KYW, president;
Mort Borow, WPEN, vice-president; Eddie Mayer, WIP, recording
secretary; Pat Stanton, WD AS,
treasurer; Powers Gouraud,
WCAU, chairman of the board of
directors, which includes James
Allen, WFIL; Joe Hastings, radio
columnist; Fred Wood, WIP; and
Mort Lawrence, WCAU. Permanent quarters will be established.

pickups from 29 counNBC's foreign
tries during 1939 totaled an all time
s, according to
high of 760 broadcast
A. A. Schechter, manager of news and
special events, the number jumping
nearly 200 over the 1938 total of 589
foreign pickups. These pickups do not
include those made in United States
ns, nor fi-oni
territories and possessio
or CanSouth America
and broadcast
Central
9o%
s made up
ada. News
musiincluding
other
of the total, theholiday
events. World s
cal programs,
s.
broadcast
Fair salutes and "on the spot" war

an50th Co^
E the
TO COMME
f the Cudahy
niversary oMORAT
Packing
the company devoted the March 19
broadcast of Bachelor's Children, preon CBS, to a dramasentedtizationserially
of the development of the
it parindustry ascompany
American packing
the growth
since its alleled
start
in 1890.of the
A SERIES of auditions has been
Opera Assn.
started by Toledo Civic
WSPD, winners
in collaboration with contracts
to sing
to receive four-week
in summer operas in which New York
professionals will take leading roles.
KWJB, Globe, Ariz., on March 22
dedicated new downtown studios dure salute by the Aria statewid
ing zona
Broadcasting Co. network, inTuc; KVOA.Jerome.
PhoenixKCRJ,
cluding KTAR,Yuma,
son ;KYUM,
prostaging
been
had
The station
grams from the transmitter building, i

WQXR, New York, on April 1 is
raisingmentits
commercial
rate from
33% tospot
50%announcebecause
its symphonic musical programs permit
the use of only a limited number of
such announcements per hour. The
base rate will remain at .$250 per hour.
Evening spots will be $35 as against
the former $25, and daytime spots will
be $20 instead of $15.
WBIG. Greensboro, N. C, broadcast
the third annual Greensboro Golf
Tournament at Starmount and Sedgefield Country Clubs. The broadcasts,
15 in number, each for 15 minutes,
were sponsored
by the Coca Cola Bottling Co.
PANEL discussions of sports by a
forum of leading sportswriters is the
formula of the WKY, Oklahoma City,
dailv RoundtaMe of Sports started
March 25.
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REPRESENTATIVES of various
New York broadcasting stations met
on March 15 with the group of Westchester women, who recently instituted
the 'Tm Not Listening" campaign
which seeks objectionable.
to boycott radio
pi-ograms
considered
Among
those
speaking in defense of current radio
serials at the luncheon meeting in Mt.
Vernon were Donald Shaw, executive
vice-president of WMCA ; Leslie Evan
Roberts, a vice-president of WMCA,
and Al Simon, publicity director of
WHN. Speaking for the women were
Mrs. Everett L. Barnard, chairman of
the campaign, who reported that the
movement had spread to 39 States, and
Mrs.
ville. Charles M. Phelps Jr. of BronxTO PROVIDE room for a new directional antenna this summer, a 12%acre site ad.iacent to the present transmitter has been purchased by KDYL,
Salt Lake City.
A UNIQUE angle was added to the
annual Easter sunrise service broadeast from the Grand Canyon's Shrine
of the Ages over the Arizona Broadcasting Co. Network, when J. Howard
Pyle, KTAR, Phoenix, program director described the rising sun from
the floor of the canyon, one mile below
the service on the rim.
MBS on April 3 will shift the news
broadcasts by John Steele and Waverly
Root,representatives
the network's London
and
Paris
respectively,
from alternate Fridays to an alternate
Wednesday schedule, 11 :15 to 11 :25
p.m., which will continue throughout
the spring. Sigrid Schultz, head of
the Berlin bureau of the Chicago Tribune, continues on MBS alternate
Sundays at the same time.
WINNERS of the 26-week search on
the fifth series of Metropolitan Opera
Audition of the Air programs for the
best young American talent worthy of
a place with the Metropolitan Opera
Co. were announced on the March 24
program, sponsored on NBC-Blue by
the Sherwin-Williams Co. Miss Eleanor Steber, soprano, and Arthur Kent,
baritone, were the winners, each receiving a bronze plaque and $1,000
from George A. Martin, president of
Sherwin-Williams. Emery Darcy,
tenor, received an Audition Fellowship
of $500 as runner-up.
WOR. Newark, on April 3 will take
over the Where Are You From f series
of weekly programs, which have been
tested on WQXR, New York. WQXR
retains an interest in the program
after the move in view of possible
sponsorship of the program. Dr. Henry
Lee Smith, English lecturer at Columbia U, New York, conducts the program, during which he attempts to tell
members of the studio what section of
the country they are from after hearing them speak certain key words.
KVOE, Santa Ana, Cal., now located
in new offices at 307 N. Broadway,
that city, on March 27 held its formal
opening with city and county officials
attending, and Ernest L. Spencer, general manager, acting as host. Besides
many exhibits pertinent to modern radio, guests witnessed the receiving of
a television program from WXAO, the
Los Angeles telecasting station of Don
Lee network, of which KVOE is an
affiliate.
AS ITS PART in observing the 12th
air anniversary of Amos 'n' Andy,
i WBNS, Columbus, sent a greeting consisting of 2,500 birthday cards signed
■j by Central Ohio listeners.
' WKBN, Youngstown, O., has started two new safety campaign programs
— the quarter-hour Backseat Driver
series, under auspices of the American
Legion, and safety talks by traffic exof the Youngstown police de{;' perts
partment.
WDRC, Hartford, Conn., has been
publicly cited by Gov. Baldwin, for its
j continual policy of highway safety reminders. Short, casual announcements
at the conclusion of all programs urge
motorists and pedestrians to be cautious.

WBT. Charlotte, N. C, in mid-March
claimed a scoop on its coverage of the
fire which destroyed an 80-family
apartment house, largest blaze in the
city's history. The fire started just
after
midnight
Dancing
Party when
went WBT's
on theMidnight
air. A
phone call from an apartment tenant
brought WBT announcers to the scene
a few minutes after the blaze was discovered, before the fire department
arrived. Don Kerr, WBT announcer
phoned a running story of the conflagration to the studio from a filling
station within sight of the fire, and
WBT carried the descriptions at threeminute intervals between recordings on
the Dancing Party broadcast. First
other news did not come until five
hours later, with early morning newspaper editions, according to WBT.
SPORT quiz promotion contest on
CJLS. Yarmouth. N. S.. conducted by
Fin Hollinger, station manager, was
won by former Toronto footballer, Jim
Harnett, whose prize was a trip to his
home town to see the playoffs of the
Toronto Maple Leafs and Chicago
Hawks hockey teams. Hollinger also
hails from Toronto, so CJLS was featured by Toronto sport columnists of
the daily press.
KFJZ, Fort Worth, Tex., again this
season carried the broadcasts of the
Fort Worth Cats exhibition games,
with Zack Hurt, baseball commentator, handling the play-by-play. The
broadcasts, extending from March 23
to April 9, are a buildup for the official
opening of the 1940 season, during
which KFJZ has exclusive broadcast
privileges. The season opens April 12.
ENZO COTRUVO. director of the
Italian Hour on WGAR. Cleveland,
was instrumental in re-uniting a father and son who had not been together
in 25 years. Cotruvo received a letter
from an Italian woman in a local
hospital who asked his help. She explained that she had left her husband
and taken their two year old son 25
years before. Now she was eager that
the two be united. Cotruvo broadcast
the plea and was able to bring the
family together again within the week.
TO MAKE way for the erection of
a new 11-story office building, WMAZ,
Macon, Ga., has moved to temporary
studios on the top floor of the Grand
Theatre Bldg. Upon completion of
the new structure, WMAZ will occupy the top floor.
CKY, Winnipeg, celebrated its 17th
birthday March 13, having opened in
1923 as the first government-owned
broadcasting station in Canada. The
station is still owned by the Manitoba provincial government, but the
monopoly which the province held
for many years is no longer operative, other stations now being operated in Manitoba province by private
enterprise.
WHK, Cleveland, accomplished a
novel pickup recently when the Cleveland fire stration
department
demonrace betweenstaged
three a old
and
three new
tnicks Announcer
along the city's
Lake
ShorefireDrive.
Carl
Mack boarded one of the trucks with a
10-watt pack transmitter and broadcast a running description of the
event, the pack transmitter signals
being picked
up directly
Terminal
Tower
receiver. by WHK's
FOR THE 16th consecutive year,
KECA, Los Angeles, on March 22
presented
its annual
Good Friday
matic feature,
The Terrible
Meek, draand
also for the first time released it to
NBC-Blue Pacific network. Written by
Charles Rann Kennedy, it was originally intended as a one-act play for
three voices to be presented in darkness. Time and place are indefinite,
but throughout action is paralleled to
the Crucifixion.
PACIFIC Coast intercollegiate ski
championships were broadcast for the
first time from the Yosemite Valley
by KSFO. San Franci.sco. R. W.
Dumm, special events director of the
station ; .John Nelson, announcer ; R.
V. Howard, technical director, and
Clarence Stevens, engineer, conducted
the broadcasts
three transmitter.
days via KSFO's
portable
shortwave
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Are you getting the coverage to which your location
and power entitle you? When you study this question,
consider the experience of Blaw-Knox in the broadcasting field, dating back to the beginning of radio.
Consider also the unique facilities of Blaw-Knox for
designing and fabricating vertical radiators, and the
fact the radio engineers the world over turn to BlawKnox for high-efficiency equipment of this type. Finally,
please remember that Blaw-Knox stands ready to apply
its experience and facilities to your problem whenever
you say the word.

llSmtBUTOR
G ELECTRIC
r a y COMPANY
b a R

OF BLAW-KNOX COMPANY
2038 Farmers Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Offices in principal cities
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Views
FM
Gives
Industry
Going into the Armstrong patFCC
Hears Witnesses
ent holdings, three exhibits — blank
license agreements for operating
Tell of Advantages,
an FM transmitter employing the
Limitations
Armstrong method, and license
agreements for construction of
(Continued from page 21)
receivers — were
of the AM transmitter — a 5 kw. transmittersby and
Counsel Lohnes. The
transmitter costing about $20,000 introduced
exhibits listed 15 FM patents held
and 1 kw. from $8,500 to $9,500. by Maj. Armstrong and set forth
These prices will drop, he predict- the respective rights conveyed in
ed, when volume production is at- the licensing agreements. The
tained. The relatively higher cost transmitter operation agreement
of FM receivers, also reflected also
listed royalties to be paid at
from limited production, stems
time
of purchase, for use of transfrom the need for higher range aumitters under Armstrong FM patdio and loudspeaker construction,
ents— $300 for transmitters with
he explained. The present lowest- operating power of 250 watts or
price console receiver with stand- less, $500 for 1 kw., $750 for 2
ard broadcast, shortwave and FM
kw., $1,250 for 5 kw., $2,000 for 10
reception, sells for $145, and its kw.,
$3,000 for 20 kw., $3,750 for
selling price will lower materially 30 kw.,
$4,500 for 40 kw., $5,000
as production is increased, he said. for 50 kw. and $50 for each addiCommenting on the price factor
tional kw.
of radio in its progressive pioneer
stages, Maj. Armstrong cited his Tells of Earnings
experience at the time he intro- From Prior Inventions
duced his revolutionary superheteQuestioned on incidental phases
rodyne receiver. Demonstrating it
to a group of engineers represent- of his licensing procedure, Maj.
ing RCA, Westinghouse and Gen- Armstrong explained that licenses
eral Electric, he related, the con- for using his FM system were
sensus was that although opera- available to any operator licensed
tion was fine, such a set could not for FM by the FCC. Transmitter
manufacturers have been more or
be built for commercial markets
for less than $400 or $500. At this less hand picked for licensing, he
time (1924) he told them he be- brought out, explaining that he
lieved they could build the six- carefully considered their technical
tube receiver for about $200, and skill and facilities. At present three
finally it was built for $268. At manufacturers are licensed, he said
— General Electric, Western Elecpresent a six-tube superheterodyne
tric and Radio Engineering Laboraset "infinitely superior" in construction and operation can be
tories— adding that he had "no
bought for as little as $38, he add- doubt" that all manufacturers now
ed. During this discussion he ex- in the broadcast field will be licensed eventually.
hibited his original commercial
Asked specifically about Philco
model of the superheterodyne receiver, the same one demonstrated
and RCA, he commented that Philco was not licensed, and as for
to the engineer group.
RCA he was "not sure whether
Reviews Cost of
RCA's participation in FM may be
Present FM Receivers
considered
an application
or not".
In
certain cases,
he explained,
proCommenting further on the price
vision has been made for manufacfactor, Maj. Armstrong declared,
turers to hold back a portion of the
royalties on condition these funds
"In all my inventions I have made
the mistake of estimating the price be plowed back into FM research.
too high, and it comes back in later
Asked by Counsel Lohnes for a
years to confound me for lack of capitulation of his earnings from
vision".comesAsestablished,
FM broadcasting
be- his three early major inventions,
combination sets
Maj. Armstrong stated that the
probably will give way to straight patent rights for the regenerative
FM receivers, he added.
circuit and the superheterodyne cirQueried by Commissioner Brown,
cuit had been sold at the same time
he estimated that between 2,000 for a total of $330,000 while the
and 3,000 sets capable of receivsuper-regenerative circuit patents
ing FM signals are now in use,
divided quite evenly as to price
range from the $145 combination
set to a high of about $375. Also
available and in use are table model
FM sets selling for $69.50 and up,
he stated. These are constructed so
that the receiver's detector circuit
can be plugged into a console
speaker on an AM set and operating by themselves they can give
high-fidelity reception, he explained, although quality of reception is limited because of the smallsize speaker in the small cabinet.
He agreed with an observation by
Commissioner Craven that size is a
great factor in any audio system
and that size of the receiving set
imposes limitations in either AM
or FM construction.
"From all my experience I have
found that a receiver will be supplied which will sell for a price the
public
mented. is willing to pay," he comPage 80 • April 1, 1940
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INVENTOR of FM is Maj. Edwin
H. Armstrong, shown as he opened
the hearings before the FCC March
18. What was to have been his two
hour presentation resulted in a
two-day appearance covering virtually all phases of broadcast allocations, economics and science.
had been sold several years later
for $425,000. As against this direct
income from these three inventions,
he estimated he has put between
$700,000
$800,000
of his personal and
funds into
the development
of his FM system.
Asked by the chair if he planned
to sell his FM patents as he had
the others, he stated flatly that he
did not intend to do so, but rather
would issue licenses to capable
operators, believing that the art
would develop faster in this manner. He has made no effort to buy
other patents in the FM field, he
stated, but operators holding Armstrong licenses will be fully protected in the matter of newly-patented improvements, he assured
the FCC.
Asked by Commissioner Craven
whether authorization of narrowband rather than wide-band operation would nullify his patents, Maj.
Armstrong commented that if there
is noise reduction in narrow-band
operation "coming under the teachings" of the basic FM patents, then
a narrow-band system also would

BROADCASTING

be subject to the Armstrong patents.
Going into the corollary equipment necessary for good FM reception, Maj. Armstrong stated that
although no complicated receiving
antenna was needed, use of a double di-pole antenna will add materially to the scope of reception.
He pointed out that directional
characteristics of such an antenna would permit wider selectivity
of stations as well as reception of
weaker signals.
Craven Interested
In National Allocations
Explaining that he was endeavoring to get a more concrete idea
of Maj. Armstrong's
allocation
recommendations,
Commissioner Craven passed him a pair of charts
prepared by the FCC engineering
department showing a prospective
allocating
of three
50 kw.and
FM 25sta-1
tions on two
channels
kw. stations on two other channels
covering the New England area.
Asked whether this fit into his
previous statement that "hundreds"
of low-power stations with "definitely circumscribed" service areas
could operate on the same frequency and give a wide aggregate
broadcast service, Maj. Armstrong
protestedcationsthat
the specimen
were premised
purelyalloon
geography and that he could not
give any meaning answer to such
a question until he had an opportunity to study the situation from
its varied aspects.
He pointed out that allocation on
a geographic basis did not amount
to much, since it disregarded such
important factors as topography,
and stated that although conductivity was not a particularly important consideration for FM, there
was a great difference between a
transmitter located on a mountain
top and one located atop a 200 or
300-foot building in the center of a
city when FM is concerned.
Asked by Commissioner Craven
about FM's capabilities in conserving frequency space Maj. Armstrong pointed out that he foresees multiplexing and binaural
transmission on FM frequencies,
and also that despite the 200 kc.
separation in FM channels, the
wide band actually occupies only
1/4 of 1% of the total band, while
in the standard broadcast frequencies a single
station's
signal,cycles,
with
a swing
of 5,000
to 6,000
occupies about 2% of total band.
FM's application to television de-
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FREQUENCY

MODULATION

(ARMSTRONG
Now

First

REL
MODEL

SYSTEM)

521

50 KW F-M
Transmitter

to Develop

Original equipment at W2AG (Yonkers, N. Y.) and at
W2XMN (Alpine. N. J.) was developed at REL in collaboration
with the inventor. Major E. H. Armstrong.
First
15
50
50
200

to Produce

F-M Equipment for the following:
W Portable Mobile Transmitter. 1000 W
W Portable Broadcast Relay. 2000 W
W High-Fidelity Studio-Station Relay. 5000 W
W High-Fidelity Studio-Station Relay. 50000 W

High
High.
High
High

Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity

Broadcast
Broadcast
Broadcast
Broadcast

Transmitter.
Transmi:ter.
Transmitter.
Transmitter.

Now
in Daily Service
REL F-M Transmitters are no longer in the experimental
stage, as proved by the following list of stations which are
now servicing the public daily:
STATION
LOCATION
OWNED BY
W2XMN
Alpine, N. J
Maj. E. H. Armstrong
W2XRG
Yonkers, N. Y
C. R. Runyon, Jr.
WIXOJ
Paxton, Mass
Yankee Network
WEOD
Boston, Mass
Yankee Network
W3XO
Washington, D. C
Jansky & Bailey
W8XVB
Rochester, N. Y
Strombero-Carlson
W2XQR
Long Island City, N. Y
J. V. C. Hogan
W9XAO
Milwaukee, Wise
The Journal Company
W8XAD
Rochester, N. Y
WHEC, Inc.
W2XOR
Newark, N. J
Bamberger Broadccrst Service^
and the following are now being built by REL:
STATION
LOCATION
OWNED BY
WGAN
Portland, Me
The Portland Broadcast. Sys. Inc.
W8XWJ
Detroit, Mich
The Evening News Ass'n.
A large percentage of the construction permits now on file
with the FCC calling for F-M equipment specify REL
transmitters.
We invite engineers and executives to profit from our experience as the pioneer builders of successful F-M Transmitters.

Various components of the REL 50 KW F-M
Transmitter are here illustrated.
Above — top — shows the power amplifier unit
before it is mounted in its shielded room.
Immediately beneath is the central control
desk, which contains all monitoring equipment.
To the right —
1st — Power control.
Next — Rectifier Unit.
These units are only part of the complete
station. All units are assembled in a
building particularly designed ior Ihe
purpose.

RADIO

ENGINEERING

LABORATORIES,

«*• r M
Phone RAvenswood 8-2340
35-54 36fh STREET
r„ui. MDAncMriABcLONG

INC

.«.>k>ik ^ivu %/
ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

pends largely on the attention given it by developmental engineers,
he commented. However, its first
application has been in point-topoint relay, as he predicted in 1936
he stated.
Receiver Design
Well Advanced, He Says
Most FM receiver design problems have been met, and present
receivers are capable of giving firstclass service, although further improvements are likely to come, he
said. He emphasized that manufacturers in bringing out the first FM
sets had equipped them with audio
and reproduction facilities capable
FOR THE GOVERNMENT at the counsel table were heads of both the
of yielding the greatest benefits
of FM transmission. He commentFCC engineering and law departments, flanked by aids (1 to r) Andrew
ed further that the industry is D. Ring, assistant chief engineer; Lieut. E. K. Jett, chief engineer;
William H. Bauer, attorney; William J. Dempsey, general counsel, and
"on the verge of the greatest de- Dr.
L. P. Wheeler, technical information director.
velopment inradio art, from a production standpoint".
FM can be applied readily to Chief Engineer Jett in pursuing his systems, as proposed by the noted
educational stations operating
of Maj. Arminventor. They wanted to ascerabove 25 mc, he stated. Since these cross-examination
strong. Whereas the inventor had
tain whether high or low-power
stations immediately face a receiv- selected 15,000 cycles for high-fi- stations should be used on the proer problem, even with AM operaposed network relays and the Major
delity, Lieut. Jett inquired whether
tion, the transmitters could be con- 10,000 or
perhaps 11,000 might not said he would not want "a lot of
verted to FM and the stations suflfice and still afford greater fidel- low power stations" making up the
networks.
would get a ready-made FM audiity than now available. Maj. Armence, he explained. Applied to postrong said there was a great deal
As the cross-fire reached high
lice radio, frequency space savings of conflict regarding high-fidelity pitch, Maj. Armstrong stated that
effected in cities probably would be and that he felt 15,000 cycles is de- in his judgment the question boiled
eaten up as radio service was exdown to the allocation of an adesirable to give greatest "naturaltended to the state police systems,
quate number of channels for FM
ness" to reception.
he said.
Presumably aiming his questions
and that then "all the problems
Under cross- examination by at possible reduction of the 200 would disappear". Chairman Fly,
Lieut. Jett, FCC chief engineer, kc. band width urged by Maj. Armhowever, said that nothing could be
Maj. Armstrong reiterated that bestrong, Lieut. Jett suggested that
by "disorganized methods
cause of bad skywave reflections in perhaps tests first should be un- gained
of licensing" and that the Commisdertaken to determine the necesthe 27-28 mc. band, he had focused
sion would have to develop an orhis experiments on operation in
derly procedure.
sary band widths for so-called high
frequencies above 40 mc. Mr. Jett fidelity. Commissioner Craven obMaj. Armstrong said that the
then asked for his comment on the
served that 8,000 cycles is the "top conflict is between FM broadcastproposition that if 440 local sta- level" insofar
as the auditory apers and the "large block of assigntions operate, as they do, on six
preciation ofthe average person is
ments" to television. He asserted
channels in the standard broad- concerned.
television is not ready for the pubcast band (an average of 73 stalic whereas FM is ready. CommisThe effect of multiplexing facsimile on the same channel as FM
sioner Craven, however, observed
tions per channel), and if 42-44 mc.
were assigned to FM operation,
is an increase in the signal to noise that Maj. Armstrong made such a
then at least 730 stations, and ratio, Maj. Armstrong said in re- statement regarding television
probably more because of FM
plying to Lieut. Jett. He pointed when he previously had testified he
characteristics, could be accommoout that only 10 kc. of the 200 kc. had not seen television in two
dated in these 10 FM channels.
band is used for facsimile.
As a geographic allocation this
Returning to multiplexing of facyears.
simile with FM, Maj. Armstrong
would be true, but the service areas Orderly Licensing
in the latter case should not be ISecessary, Says Fly
said replying to Commissioner
Craven that if both the transmitcramped like the present local staWhen Lieut. Jett raised the
ter and the receiver are properly
tions operating on AM, Maj. Armstrong cautioned. In order to give question of use of ultra-high fre- designed there would be no serious
quency channels for network relays effect upon the FM transmission.
as wide a service as possible, he
Cross-examined by William H.
reiterated, two types of FM sta- of FM, Maj. Armstrong said he had
Bauer, FCC attorney, regarding the
tions must be used, and the 50 kw. not gone into local programming
stations designed to serve wide problems which might be created
FM patent structure, Maj. Armareas could not be operated with- by such a relay process. Lieut. Jett
strong said he would receive royalout more channels.
ties under his arrangement both
inquired how relay stations could
provide local programs, as is done from transmitter and receiver
in the case of affiliates of estab- manufacturers. He said he underHigh-Fidelity Standard
lished networks. Maj. Armstrong
stood RCA has two patents for
Brings Varying Views
concluded that for purely local narrow band FM but he described
This observation caused Chair- broadcasting he would prefer a sep- it as the "old type". Principal holdarate service, admitting that more
ers of FM patents, aside from himman Fly to point to the "embarrassment of squeezing other ser- frequencies would be required but
self, Maj. Armstrong said, include
pointing out that in the upper
Hazeltine, RCA, AT&T, Westingvices"
for
FM,
which
on
the
one
hand is advanced as a means of reaches of the ultra-high band house and General Electric.
saving ether space by allowing
(above 130,000 kc.) which would be
hundreds of stations to operate on used for FM relay, plenty of chan- CBS Urges Preference
nels are available.
a single frequency and on the other
For Video Service
hand needs more and more space.
FM could be adapted for regionMaj. Armstrong completed 8V2
al network relays and a number of
"There is no doubt that FM will
relieve the congestion in the pres- broadcasters have inquired about hours of testimony just prior to the
the possibility of lining up four or afternoon recess March 19. He had
ent broadcast band," Maj. Armintended appearing for about four
strong declared, adding that al- five stations in such regional
and contemplated testimony
though he didn't know just when, groups, Maj. Armstrong asserted. hours,
of two other witnesses in his beHe pointed out that the Yankee
he expected it "before long". Howhalf. The other witnesses were not
ever, if FM is to accomplish rural Network is now using an FM relay
coverage to any extent, it will be between Boston and Paxton experi- called, however.
CBS did the unexpected when
mentally with little difficulty.
necessary to have a substantial
Some confusion developed when
Paul A. Porter, Wahington counnumber of 50 kw. stations, not dusel, advised the Commission March
plicated within 300 miles, he add- Commissioner Craven and Lieut.
ed.
Jett sought to ascertain just how
19 upon completion of the ArmA discussion of what constitutes
strong case, that no testimony
a national type of service would
would be offered on behalf of the
high-fidelity was precipitated by be provided under two separate
Page 82 • April J, 1940
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network unless subsequent developments made it desirable. He
pointed out that CBS has two FM
applications pending, (New York
City and Minneapolis) but that the
network feels "preference should
be given to the new service of television and not to another aural
service". He asked the right to file
sary.
a statement, if it became necesAppearing without counsel, Everett L. Dillard, owner of the Commercial Radio Equipment Co. of
Kansas City, manufacturer of specialized radio equipment and specialist in monitoring and allocations work, as well as operator of
W9XA, high-frequency amplitude
modulated station, told of the results of that experimental operation. While he had no practical experience with FM operation, he said
he had concluded that AM operation is less satisfactory than FM
and that he could not see how any
harm would be done today by abolishing AM operation in the highfrequencies.
Expressing complete faith in the
high-frequency range for broadcasting, he said the results of his
own experiments indicated that a
service of quality equal to standard
broadcasting can be provided in
those ranges. The biggest obstacle
today to ultra-high frequency
broadcasting, particularly AM, is
lack of receivers capable of picking table
up such
to the transmissions,
lack of interestattribuof the
public in listening to such broadcasts, he said. Duplication of programs transmitted by other stations is not the answer to this
problem, he continued. To specialize the higher frequencies, he said,
it is necessary to conduct a distinctly different type of program
service and one that is not duplicated elsewhere.
Problem of Automotive
Noises Is Considered
Based on his observations, Mr.
Dillard said that a signal to noise
I'atio of 35 to 1 is necessary to provide an interference-free service in
downtown areas. A satisfactory
signal can be procured at a 30 to
1 ratio, he declared. He emphasized
his testimony related only to AM
rather than FM.
Mr. Dillard stressed the need for
suppression
noise
createdHe byurged
automobileofignition
systems.
that the FCC take steps to bring
about cooperation of the automotive industry in suppressing ignition noises, pointing out that a
very inexpensive suppressor can be
employed, costing only about 10
cents per car.
Because of the absence of static,
even during heavy thunderstorms,
Mr. Dillard said it was his belief
that standard broadcast stations
would be glad to move into the ultra-high frequencies. He urged that
horizontal, as opposed to vertical
polarization, be employed in the ultra-high frequencies as a means of
eliminating serious interference
sources.
Mr. Dillard suggested the FCC
revise its allocation policies. Pointing out that all services want continuous bands in the ultra-highs, he
said that until this is done the public will never get what it wants.
He urged the Commission to. cease
parceling off small sections of the
spectrum and sandwiching in other
services. He suggested that the
range 41-44 megacycles be staked
• Broadcast
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off exclusively for aural entertainment broadcasting-. That would
greatly simplify receiver construction, he declared.
Asked by Chairman Fly why he
favored FM over AM, Mr. Dillard
said that so far as quality is concerned, he felt it is possible to procui'e just
goodreason
AM as
signals. Theasonly
he FM
favored
FM, he said, is because less noise
can be delivered under the Armtrong system with a more satisfactory signal. His main thought,
he said, was to give the public one
system and not a combination of
two. He said he saw no particular
advantage in duplexing other services, such as facsimile, on the same
band.

were entered in the record as an
exhibit.

MEMBERSHIP OF FM
Eleven-Point Program
List Is Presented to FCC at
Reviewed by Shepard
Hearing by Shepard
The first resolution requested the
FM
BROADCASTERS
Inc., nongranting of regular, instead of exprofit corporation formed by FM
perimental, licenses for FM operation. Mr. Shepard stated that the operators and applicants, has a
group believes FM can furnish a membership totaling 55 a little
regular broadcasting service equal- more than two months after its organization early in January, acing or bettering the present service
cording to the testimony of John
on the standard broadcast band.
Pointing out that broadcasting in Shepard 3d, president of the group
the standard band could not have and Yankee Network head, at the
FCC's FM hearings March 20. Endeveloped to its present stage had
tering alist of the 55 members as
it been limited to experimental op- of March
when the hearing
eration, he declared all the organi- opened, Mr.18 Shepard
commented
zation asked was that FM in the
at present a total of 89 operaultra-highs be given the same ad- that tors
and applicants are eligible for
vantages as AM had been given in membership,
Shepard Recites
which is open to FM
the standard band.
licensees or applicants.
Events in FMBI Formation
Mr. Shepard pointed to the reguThe membership, as listed by
Leading off as the first of 11
lar operation of WIXOJ, Yankee's
Mr.
Shepard, includes:
witnesses for FM Broadcasters
FM station, on an 8 a.m.-to-midLicensees of the following stations :
Inc., John Shepard 3d, president of night schedule as an illustration of
WLAP,Lexingion, Ky.; WOR, NewYankee Network and head of the practical operation, but noted that
ark; WEEI, Boston; WHO-WOC,
FM organization, took the stand to "some prospect of commercial reDes Moines - Davenport; WSYR
open the March 20 session. Under
turn is necessary for full develop- and WFBL, Syracuse; WPRO
questioning by Philip G. Loucks,
ment of FM broadcasting". Al- and WJAR, Providence; WKRC,
chief counsel for the group and forthough improvements can be exWLW-WSAI, Cincinmer NAB managing director, he
pected in FM operation, he de- Cincinnati;
nati; WSAR, Fall River, Mass.;
briefly reviewed his experience as
clared,
there
was
"no
need
for
WJR, WWJ and WJBK, Detroit;
an operator and leading industry
further experimentation" before
WGY, Schenectady; WOV and
figure and developed a resume of putting
FM on a regular operation
WHN, New York; WEBC, Duluth;
Yankee Network's participation in basis. Under the present experi- WQXR, New York; WNBF, Bingthe experimental operation.
mental status, he observed, the hamton, N. Y.; WTMJ, Milwaukee;
Yankee Network, in addition to large majority of FM applicants
Jacksonville; KMBC, KanWNAC and WAAB, Boston,
are established operators and larg- WJHP,
sas City; WMBI, Chicago; WSM,
WEAN, Providence, and WICC,
er groups with financial resources
Nashville; WBIG, Greensboro;
Bridgeport, owns and operates
sufficient to enable them to operate
WHBC, Canton, 0.; WIP, PhilaWIXER, 500-watt high frequency
FM
experimentally,
while
the
exdelphia; WGAN, Portland, Me.;
AM station, WIXOJ, potential 50
perimental restriction tends to ex- WGBI, Scranton, Pa.; WHAM and
kw. FM transmitter, and WEOD,
clude the smaller operators.
WHEC, Rochester; WTIC, Hart250-watt FM relay transmitter, all
Other resolutions recommended
ford; WBNS, Columbus; WGN and
located in the Boston region, Mr. raising
WJJD, Chicago; WIBX, Utica, N.
the power limitation from
Shepard stated.
1 kw. to 50 kw.; a minimum sepa- Y.; WOKO, Albany; WTAG, WorReviewing the formation of FM
cester; WPTF, Raleigh.
ration of 200 kc. between adjacent
Broadcasters Inc., which he deIn addition, the following perFM channels as "essential in order
scribed as a non-profit corporation,
sons and companies, some of them
to accommodate facsimile by mulhe said notices were sent in Decembroadcast station licensees and
tiplex transmission and because
ber, 1939, to all FM operators,
transmission may be some licenses of or applicants for
grantees and applicants that a narrow-band
FM [Broadcasting, March 15], are
carried on within such channels
meeting was to be held in New
(while wide-band could not if nar- members: William G. H. Finch,
York Jan. 5, to evolve a group
row channels were set by the New York; Frequency Broadcaststand on FM matters. The organingtricCorp.,
York ; General
Elec-&
FCC)"; more than five adjacent
ization was incorporated following
Co., New
Schenectady;
Jansky
channels as "essential" for FM.
the meeting, attended by represenBailey,
Washington;
McNary
&
tatives of from 85 to 90% of the Suggests Educational
Chambers, Washington; Muzak
prospective FM operators at the Stations
Use FM
Corp., New York; National Broadtime. A list of 55 members of the
casting Co., New York; Jerome
The fifth resolution recommended
group, as of March 18, was entered
as an exhibit. He added that a total allocating the 41-44 mc. band to Raymond Popkin-Clurman, Philadelphia; Carman R. Rxmyon, Yonkof 89 were eligible for membership.
FM stations, with facsimile broaders,
N.
Y.; Stromberg-Carlson
casting
using
FM
on
frequencies
Mr. Shepard individually ampliTelephone
Mfg.
Co.; Yankee
Netcoordinated with sound broadcastfied a series of 11 resolutions
work; World
Broadcasting
System,
adopted by FM Broadcasters at
Zenith Radio Corp.
ing, and giving "due consideration
the Jan. 5 meeting and ratified at to educational and facsimile transthe organization's first annual
mission". The last point elicited the whether FM Broadcasters meant to
meeting, held March 17. These also query from Commissioner Craven
take away the 41-42 mc. band from
educational stations and give it to
FM operators, and whether the proposal called for a shift of educational facilities to other frequenMAPS
cies. Mr. Shepard explained it did
not mean depriving educational faANY SERVICE
cilities but visioned a switch of
educational
stations from AM to
A BROADCASTER
FM,
operating
on that band. He
MAY NEED— THE
said if educational stations were to
COPY
BEST MAPS IN
use FM, they would give a better
THE INDUSTRY.
service
A VIGOROUS
erage. and achieve a wider covNO COPYRIGHT
PRESENTATION
The sixth resolution, recommendFEE
OF THE BEST
ing allocation of the 26 mc. band,
DATA
SELLING FACTS.
now assigned to FM, to other services, was explained by Mr. Shepard
BROCHURES
1939 ANNUAL
as a step toward simplifying the
WALTER P.
TRADE PAPER
ADVERTISING
prospective receiver design probADVERTISING
AWARD
FOR
"RESEARCH
lem. He argued that from the receiver standpoint, FM should be
BURN
developed on adjacent channels.
The seventh resolution provided:
ACHIEVEMENT"
& ASSOCIATES, INC. 7 W. 44th ST.,N.Y.
"In our judgment 15 channels will
not prove sufficient for the needs
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of FM, and immediate provision
should be made which will insure
the availability of additional channels in the near future, and that
from the point of view of receiver
design, the additional channels
should be as nearly adjacent to the
41-44 mc. band as possible" without injuring other services. Responding briefly to queries on this
observation, Mr. Shepard commented that if FM is allowed to go
ahead on 10 commercial and five
educational channels, "public acceptance will prove the need for additional channels".
The eighth and ninth recommended separation distances for stations on the same and adjacent
channels for varying power, and
setting "an established policy" of
permitting rebroadcasts between
stations subject only to permission
of originating stations, as is the
rule in the regular broadcast band.
Favors Policy
Of Relay Stations
The tenth resolution, requesting
the FCC to set "an established policy" of permitting relay stations on
FM brought intensive questioning
from Chairman Fly and other Commissioners. Pointing to the peculiar
need for locating FM transmitters
to take advantage of high spots in
the terrain, often at inaccessible locations not served by telephone
lines, Mr. Shepard said the transmission problem could be best
solved by setting up low-power
relay stations, using about 250
watts power and operating on frequencies above 130 mc, beamed at
the high-power transmitter.
Asked by Commissioner Craven
who would foot the bill for a network of relay stations, presumably
established to widen coverage, Mr.
Shepard explained that a network
such as NBC or CBS, if relieved
from the payment of line charges,
could pay the construction and operating costs of a relay system,
while a mutual organization such
as MBS could apportion the cost
as it does at present with line
charges. Although no such plan has
been definitely worked out "beyond
the relay
conversation
point",develop
he saidif
the
system would
the FCC "established the policy"
of granting permission. He pointed
out that no wires are used between
the Boston studios and the WIXOJ
transmitter, 43 miles away — only
the 250-watt WEOD as a beamed
relay.
The final resolution reiterated
the recommendation that provision
be made in the FM band so as not
to exclude educational and facsimile transmission, the latter either
on multiplex or simplex transmission.
Concluding his discussion of FM
Broadcasters from an organizational standpoint, Mr. Shepard reviewed the membership of the engineering committee of the organization, entering the list in the
record.
Claims Superior
Service Via FM
Relating his experiences as a
regular FM listener during
WlXOJ's operation the last seven
months, Mr. Shepard observed that
after listening to an FM broadcast
for two or three hours nightly and
then switching to AM reception
"you realize you have been listening to something startlingly natural" and get the impression that
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AM reception and reproduction is
mechanical". Remarking on the
superior service characte
ristics of
FM, he continued that "par for par,
height for height, it is impossible
to get the same coverage on the
ultra-highs with AM as with FM".
Specifically, he added, AM transmission does not reduce static in
the ultra-highs as does FM.
Except for spots in Northern
Vermont and Southern Connecticut, he estimated that rural New
England could be effectively covered with a 50 kw. station at Paxton, such as WIXOJ, and a 5 kw.
transmitter at Mt. Washington, location of WIXER. In his coverage
estimate he inferred the use of superpower AM transmitters that
would furnish supplementary signals to inaccessible points.
Although it will take some time
for commercial programs to reach
FM station's
an
audience
must schedules,
be built tosince
attract
advertisers, he commented that
eventually he sees FM replacing
AM and operators using only FM
transmitters. He indicated that he
foresaw a transition period of
"roughly 10 years", dtiring which
the FM audience would constantly
increase and the AM audience tend
to shrink, and at the end of which
the advertiser would be reaching
the same markets as now.
During this period the station
operator probably will use both AM
and FM to maintain an aggregate
audience attractive to advertisers,
he commented, adding that it would
be practical to use the two systems
together until almost a 100% replacement of AM sets is achieved.
In the normal course of events
about 10% of the outstanding receivers are replaced annually, he
also pointed out, and where FM
service is available, this 10% and
others likely will obtain straight
FM or combination sets. This combination operation would increase
the cost to the station operator, he
admitted, but not 100%, since only
the final stage — transmission —
would be duplicated.
Favors Separate
Programs for FM
Duplication of standard broadcast programs for FM transmission
should not be permitted, Mr. Shepard commented, but individual program development for FM should
be encouraged. If FM is given the
green light, WIXOJ probably
would extend its schedule from 8
a. m. to midnight to 6:30 a. m. to
1 a. m., he indicated.
Responding to an inquiry by
Commissioner Craven, he explained
that although FM should not necessarily have preference over other
services in allocation matters, keening FM allocations compact would
be a practical treatment of the receiver problem. So far as other
services are concerned, he commented, they may well find they can
operate on higher frequencies.
However, pushing FM bodily into
higher frequencies would retard
FM development at least "a year
or two", he estimated. Also, he
added, putting any "straightjacket"
on FM programs would retard development, and the same program
freedom should be allowed FM as
in the standard broadcast band.
Cross-examined by Mr. Jett, the
Yankee president emphasized that
he did not advocate FM relay allocations below 132 mc. He did advocate that FM be allowed to develop, insofar as allocations are

SCIENTIFIC aspects of FM coverage are discussed at length on the
stand by Dr. Greenleaf Whittier
Pickard, consulting engineer for
FM Broadcasters Inc. Dr. Pickard
is one of American radio's venerable pioneers. Inventor of many devices, he is perhaps best known for
his
development of the crystal detector.

Yankee Network, reviewed the results of comparative AM-FM noise
studies during the last two years.
From his experience in these tests,
he indicated, the FM signal, where
FM service is available, regtilarly
is better than the standard broadcast signal. He cited as a specific
instance the reception at his home,
at Seabrook Beach, N. H., approximately 35 miles north of Boston.
As for standard broadcast reception, he said it was not only difficult to tune in AM signals — from
regional and clear channel stations
alike — because of excessive adjacent channel interference, but
once the signal was tuned it was
weak at best. He related how he
had measured an AM signal received at his home at a strength of
1 millivolt per meter. Switching to
and FM receiver, he said he received a signal of 50 to 60 microvolts per meter, free from interference. The AM transmitter was located about 40 miles away, he
stated, while the FM signal came
from WIXOJ, 67.5 miles away.
Describes Characteristics

concerned, independently of the
present broadcast service refiected
in standard band allocations. At
this Chairman Fly declared, "It
seems to me all your recommendafreedom
—
freedomtions aretofor
do complete
all the good
things
as well as all the bad things on the
standard then
broadcast
The
chairman
repeatedband".
his desire
to have FM Broadcasters submit a
definite allocation plan.
At this point Mr. Bauer, FCC
attorney, introduced a series of
four FCC exhibits — a summary of
pending high-frequency broadcast
applications, a list of high-frequency stations licensed as of
March 12, a compilation of rules
governing broadcast services other
than standard broadcast and extracts from these rules giving frequencies allocated for various
classes of stations.
Pickard Tells of
Noise Studies
Mr. Shepard concluded his appearance with cross-examination by
Frank W. Wozencraft, RCA counsel. He stated that he believed better results would come from use of
15 channels of 200 kc. than 30 channels 100 kc. wide. Carried into the
FM-facsimile field under Mr. Wozencraft's questioning, Mr. Shepard
said he could not say that all FM
licensees would carry on facsimile
in conjunction with their FM operations. Asked if operators not including facsimile should be given
the full 200 kc. assignment when it
might be shown that they would
only need 185 kc. without facsimile,
he declared they should be allowed
to develop on the basis of a 200 kc.
band, although if it was later determined that the full space was
not needed, the residue could be
used in another manner. FM licenses should be available both to established broadcast operators as
well as to new parties, he declared,
without preference.
Appearing as the second witness
for FM Broadcasters, Dr. Greenleaf Whittier Pickard, noted radio
pioneer and consulting engineer of
BROADCASTING

Of Ultra-High Signals
Under cross-examination, Dr.
Pickard explained that exactly oprecomof locations
posite
mendedtypes
for AM
stations, are
as against
standard broadcast stations. Whereas the standard stations derive
maximum propagation from low
swampy gi'ounds, ultra-high frequency stations find high mountains ideal because of the line-ofsight characteristics.
Questioned by RCA Counsel
Wozencraft, Dr. Pickard said that
under present manufacturing techto "pre-emp
nique, the effort
er haand
at theis transmitt
size" signals
"de-emphasize" them at the receiver. He asserted that static is
less in the ultra-highs than at lower
frequencies, though still present.
One reason for the popularhe misconsaid, is
ception regarding static,
ve regenerati
super-re
the
that
ceiver "shushes" the static. Ultrahigh transmission is sunerior, he
declared, because of the lesser
channel and adjacent channel interference. FM has the advantage of separating noise from
the reception, he declared, though
man-made
be more
apt to
there is
such as that
noise,
static
than
tems.
caused by automobile ignition sys-

inWhen Commissioner Craven
quired regarding the results of the
Alpine experiments, during which
two FM stations operated from approximately the same location and
could be separated on the receiver,
Dr. Pickard said he felt it was posower stahigh-p
two city
put same
sible intothe
on adjacent
tions
In
channels with no interference.
standard broadcast operation, a
frequency separation of at least 50
d in the same metrokc. is require
politan area. Dr. Pickard pointed
out that his listening operations
were made under very unfavorable
ns
ons, a from
conditi
and
with
short roadsid
antennae. locatio
Martino Tells of
Hartford Operation
Italo Martino, chief engineer of
which operates
Hartford,
WDRC,
FM station
WIXPW, reported on
a coverage survey of that station.
The substance of his testimony was
that FM reception at varying locations was far superior to that of
standard AM stations in the area.
• Broadcast
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despite the fact that WIXPW used
onlv 1,000 watts output.
His survey covered the entire
State of Connecticut, he said, and
as a result of these tests the conclusion was reached that a field intensity of about 10 microvolts per
meter is required to produce satisfactory service in quiet rural districts. In the majority of cases,
even with noise present, an intensity of 50 to 60 microvolts results
in perfect reception. In very noisy
locations, an intensity of 250 microvolts was found necessary to
completely suppress noise.
His survey showed that in general, he concluded, that good reception from WIXPW can be expected m most points in Connecticut except noisy localities where the field
mtensity falls to a low value, despite the very rugged terrain. Additional power above 1,000
would be required to serve watts
satisfactorily certain sections where the
signal is weak due to shieldi
hills and high elevations, he ngsaidby
pointing out that all such measurements were made in daylight hours.
Wisconsin Propagation
Explained by Gallerup
Dan W. Gallerup, chief engineer
of WTMJ, Milwaukee, which operates W9XA0 with 1,000 watts on
42.6 mc, gave a similar report on
propagation of that station. Generally, he said, the results based on
his observations revealed a very
good signal with no noise. He described the FM signal as superior
to that of standard broadc
ast stations in observations throughout
the State. Because of the detailed
nature of the technical exhibit introduced by Mr. Galler
I Chief Engineer Jett askedup,forFCC
an
■ opportunity to study the data, after
: which he desired to cross examine
Mr. Gallerup at length.
Channel Desirability
Explained by Pickard
Recalled by Chairman Fly at the
opening of the March 21 session,
, Dr. Pickard for one hour answered
questions put to him by the chair
. and Chief Engineer Jett, hinging
, on the relative desirability of vari(lous ultra-high frequency channels.
J Commenting on the propagation
; characteristics of the 26 mc. band,
as
edrd from
expericharac
ments,-'
Dr. deduc
Picka
statedhisthese
teristics were not unlike those of
the amateur 10-meter band or channels in the 40-50 mc. band, except
that diffusion characterist
ics are
such that groundwave "shadows"
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caused by hills or other obstructions are "not so black". He noted
also that the lower frequencies
yielded more static, and that they
probably could best be used by
some special service such as forestry, police or aviation.
Allocating FM operation on the
26 mc. band and also in the 40's
would be a "bother" to the listener
m making him shift from band-toband in tuning, he stated. A similar
problem, from the allocation standpoint, must be faced in considering
television allocations,
he added.
While the low 40's are a good place
for FM, he continued, they are a
poor location for AM, which should
operate in the higher ultra-highs.
Asked by Lieut. Jett why frequencies in the 25-27 mc. band
should be assigned services like
forestry and police. Dr. Pickard
stated that these services are less
critical and hence could better use
them than regular broadcasters.
ISoble Tells How
FM is 'Superior'
Prof. Daniel E. Noble, assistant
professor of engineering of Connecticut State College, followed
Dr. Pickard to the stand. He told
how, after becoming interested in
the Armstrong FM system several
years ago, he designed and built an
experimental transmitter at Storrs,
Conn. Later, as consultant of
WDRC, Hartford, and WIXPW, he
designed and supervised construction of the WIXPW transmitter on
Meriden Mountain, he added, and
is at present designing a second
transmitter in the Storrs
area.
Based on home listening, using
a field test receiver developed by
Maj. Armstrong and an antenna
consisting merely of a short length
of lamp cord draped over the Venetian blinds in the house, located
about 40 miles from both the Paxton and Meriden Mountain transmitters, he said "an excellent
broadcast service" was
able
from both WIXPW and receiv
WIXOJ,
with a field strength ranging from
18 to 34 microvolts per meter. His
observations were based on a sixmonth comparison of quality and
noise reduction, he explained, with
signals of the FM stations compared with those of WDRC, about
25 miles distant, and other AM stations.
"Definitely more pleasant to listo," he said the FM signals
were tensuperi
or both from a standpoint of noise level and fidelity to
either 50 kw. or 5 kw. signals received. Considering method of modu 1 a t i o n and disregarding band
width, AM can attain high-fidelity
he admitted, but "it is the hard way
to
Queried along this line by
RCAdo it".
Counse
l Wozencraft, he said
that although it would not be particularly diflScult to develop an AM
audio range of 15,000 cycles, FM
through circuit design can
y
reduce audio distortion, whichreadil
could
be done only "with greater complication" in AM.
Reception Studies
Analyzed by Sise
Further testimony on FM reception characteristics was supplied by
Albert F. Sise, of Wellesley, Mass.,
Yankee Network supervising engineer, who presented field strength
measurements made
for WIXOJ
and W2XMN. FM service, both
locally and afield, was "vastly superior", he stated. Citing comparative home
reception of WIXOJ, 35
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WTMJ Shows FM
WTMJ, Milwaukee, and the Milwaukee Journal were hosts to
about 100 leaders in the local engineering, musical and educational
fields at a special FM demonstration
by W9XA0, experimental FM outlet operated by the Journal. With
Don Stanley, W9XA0 announcerproducer, as m.c. a half-hour program was piped into the WTMJ
lounge in the Journal Bldg. The
program was devoted largely to
sound effects to dramatize FM
staticless reception. A roundtable
discussion was held under direction
of L. W. Herzog, WTMJ manager,
who welcomed guests and gave an
explanatory talk. The demonstration was conducted under the technical supervision of Dan Gallerup,
technical head of the new FM station and WTMJ chief engineer. Refreshments were served following
the demonstration.

miles away, and a 50-kw. station
10 miles distant, he said WIXOJ
reception was "practically perfect"
while the AM signal was adequate
"but not as good". Telling of a visit
with friends
in rural Vermont, 100
miles from Paxton, he said he received on a regular FM set he had
taken along "infinitely better service" than had been available in that
region before.
Comparing AM and FM reception
in the ultra-highs, Mr. Sise said he
had listened to signals of WIXER,
Yankee high-frequency AM station,
and two other high-frequency
transmitters of low power, and over
a long period of listening all had
yielded objectionable static. There
had been none in all the FM listening he has done during the last
year, he added.
Levy Compares Wide
And Narrow Bands
Morris Levy, supervising engineer of Stromberg-Carlson, described acomparative study of the
merits of wide-band and narrowband FM transmission conducted
under his supervision. Four special
receivers were used, he stated, one
built for a 30 kc. swing on a 40 kc.
band, the second for 60 on 80, 120
on 160 and 150 on 200.
Under cross - examination, Mr.
Levy agreed that FM is superior to
AM even in narrow-band transmission with a 30 kc. swing. He declared that if the swing is reduced,
the amount of noise received will
increase. Much work remains to be
done in studio, microphone and
$293
ONE

other technical fields to reduce background noise, he added.
Particular mention was made by
Mr. Levy of the "drift" problem,
encompassing gradual shifts in
transmitting frequency both on the
transmission and reception ends.
Much more research is required in
this field, but he predicted that with
a good receiver and further study
the problem can be met.
Replying to Lieut. Jett, Mr. Levy
declared that the 200 kc. FM band,
using a swing of 150 kc, has an
advantage of about 5 to 1 over the
40 kc. band, having a swing of 30
kc. He predicted that receiver costs
ultimately could be brought down to
$150 for high quality and possibly
less than $100 for average receivers.
Cross-examination of witnesses
by RCA Counsel Wozencraft became more intense as the hearing
proceeded. He questioned Mr. Levy
closely regarding his comments on
modes of transmission, and when
the witness asserted he was not
thoroughly familiar with binaural
transmissions, involving superimposing of a second aural carrier on
the same channel, Mr. Wozencraft
questioned him regarding the competence of his testimony along that
line.
Fly Calls for FM
Allocation Program
Upon completion
Mr. precipiLevy's
testimony.
Chairmanof Fly
tated another colloquy by advising
FM Broadcasters Counsel Loucks
that the Commission expects to receive aproposed plan of FM allocation. He questioned the admissibility of testimony of proponents of
FM regarding advantages of the
system unless a proposed allocation
plan was submitted indicating how
service would be provided.
Asserting the Commission must
v^eighcies the
and deficienof theadvantages
system against
such a
plan of allocation, Mr. Fly repeated that the Commission expected
FM Broadcasters to submit the
plan promptly.
The entire subject of allocation,
Mr. Loucks responded, would be
covered by Paul A. deMars, Yankee
Network technical director, and
key engineering witness for FM
Broadcasters. He explained, however, that actual drafting of a proposed allocation was difficult since
FM is in the position of asking for
additional channels and that any
plan submitted could not conceivably take into account the many variable factors involved, such as sizes
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of communities and propagation
Putting into
the effect.
"streamlining"
characteristics. He pointed out that
agreement
Counsel
Loucks called as his final witness
his group did propose to offer defor FM Broadcasters Paul A. detailed allocation testimony, particularly since the chief inherent virtue
Mars, technical director of Yanof FM is flexibility of allocation.
kee Network and technical advisor of the FM group. Punctuated
"So your Fly.
answer is no?" observed
Chairman
by lively questioning, led by ChairMr. Loucks said it was not exman Fly and Commissioner Craven, Mr. deMars discussed a series
actly "no" but that some understanding would have to be had as
of five exhibits encompassing varito the nature of the allocation chart.
ous FM operation phases, alongChairman Fly suggested that perwith another including recommendhaps a sectional allocation covering
ed principles of allocation and samthe New England and Mid-Atlantic
allocationsbasis,
on aas country-wide
States would suffice. Asserting that
and ple
sectional
requested by
Chairman
Fly.
of
he wanted the "full dope", Chairthought
the
been
might have
television"
PASS
NOT
SHALL
"THEY
man Fly said that he would be in- these "opposition" counsel, who oppose allocation of any frequencies now
Mr. deMars' first exhibit was a
clined to "disregard the oral testi- assigned television in favor of FM. Left to right are Dr. C. B. Jolirae,
gi-aphic
portrayal of field intenKCA;
of
executive
mony"
relating
to
FM
allocation
engineering
an
along
raunless such data were provided. He former FCC chief engineer, now
dials sity
of measurements
transmission
of seven
W2XMN,
patent research director; Frank W. Wozencraft,
added he did not want any surprise Ralph R. Beal, RCA Paul
counsel.
Washington
CBS
A. Porter,
RCA chief attorney;
readjustedof to30 a feet
J., height
expressed on the part of FM Broadat Alpine,
ceivingN.antenna
casters during the ensuing week
and including factors of topogwhen the demand is made for the on FM. He described an area of
sample allocation.
taburaphy.
sharp transition from one station
lationsTheof second
relativepresented
service areas
LIGHTNING TEST
When Mr. Lohnes, as counsel for to another operating on the same
of
stations
operating
on
200,
100
Maj. Armstrong, said attempts had frequency with FM, when received
Proves FM Immune to Bolts,
and 40 kc. band widths. It showed
been made to draw up a plan but on an auto set while traveling. At
that with a peak swing of
of
According to GE
that the group was handicapped be- no time were both stations on the
cause it did not know how many
frequency heard simultaneously, he TO PROVE the ability of FM to band width on the same channel and
frequencies to work into the struc- declared, and there was no hetero- operate practically free from static with same power a 200 kc. station
ture, Chairman Fly said he did not
a 100-mile service rawoulddiushave
interference. The hearings under the most trying conditions
and an area of 31,400 square
care about the details but he were dyne
recessed March 21 until Dr. W. R. G. Baker, manager of the
thought it logical to take into ac- March 25.
General Electric Co. radio and tele- miles, while a 100-kc. station would
count the demands of FM Broad- Discrimination in
have only an 83-mile service radius
vision
department
casters.
scribed aseries
of on
GE March
tests. 25 de- and a 21,650 square mile area, and
Mr. Wozencraft, for RCA, assert- Signals Is Cited
A million-volt continuing arc of a 40-kc. channel, 45 miles and 13,ed that it was his intention to have
"man-made
lightning", created only 230 square miles. It indicated also
discushis
d
conclude
Weir
Mr.
a partial allocation plan drafted
a few feet away from an FM set that to achieve an interference-free
ses
sion during the short morning
when his witnesses presented direct
while it was bringing
^ of„100 miles, 200-kc. stations
„
_
_ in a program,
sion March 25. Continuing his de
, ,
„ radius
be 330
must stations
same channel
testimony. Mr. Fly retorted that
gcription of the airplane surveys, sufficed to prove to the ears of those on
^ilesthe separated,
100-kc.
the Commission was willing to rerelated that a "cone of silence" present at the test that the FM set 400 miles with a 4 to 1 power ratio,
ceive several plans.
observed immediately above was practically immune to elec- 40-kc. stations 520 miles with
In thereiterated
ensuing itdiscussion,
Mr.
stations' vertical antennas, due trical interference, the bane of ordi- a 25 to 1 power ratio. On adjacent
Loucks
was the inten
tion of FM Broadcasters to attempt to a region of zero radiation at nary receivers,
ment by GE. according to a state- channels the 200 kc. stations were
to show the efficiency of the system
Schepoints. Although the
these
shown to need a 53-mile separation
but that it was difficult for the
nectady station, W2XDA, could not
To add "eye proof" to "ear
own
its
above
ely
proof",
another
series
of
tests
was
immediat
achieve a 100-mile interferenceheard
to
be
group to undertake a sample allos 65
described in which a cathode-ray
free radius, 100-kc. station
cation in which ten stations might antenna, he observed, signals from
84 miles,
stations
40-kc.
and
miles
received
were
Albany
at
oscillograph
produced
graphic
eviW2X0Y
be placed in one city and a lesser
dence of the same kind of per- with the same power ratio.
at this spot.
number in another city of comparaformance on a smaller scale. Dr. Radiating Efficiency
ble size. To this the Chairman reillustrated "FM discriminaBaker
submitted
photographs of
This
plied that the Commission wanted
tion", he remarked, agreeing with the oscillograms made in the GE
observation that research laboratory in Schenectady.
"a plan strates
ofthe efficiencies
allocation which
Fly's FM
Of Transmitter Shown in the
Chairmaan strong
signal skips
of FM demonbroad- while
The three other exhibits
The
actual
lightning
test
was
concasting which the Commission
covered by a weaker sigducted
in
the
GE
building
at
the
contedopercould translate into a scheme of the area
ally treprese
group graphic
it becomes receivable again
channel
and adjacen
channel
allocation so far as it would be where nal,the weaker signal leaves off. New York World's Fair.
ation of stations from an allocation
In the mobile experiments on the
viewpoint, showing propagation
applicable and acceptable."
direc- gineer, took the stand. Describing
of alistener
use the
added,
characteristics of the 40-50
he
ground,
Weir Tells of Tests
tive antenna enabled
tests conducted by himself under
based on field intensifringe
to change stations in the
varying distances from the
ties atgths,
the direction of Mr. Weir, he de- wavelen
By General Electric
by moving only a few inches.
clared that tests of signal-plustransmitter, terrain and inconducFurther testimony on the superi- area
noise-to-noise ratio indicated that
these
Switching the two transmitters
tivity. In his illustrations
ority of FM over AM transmission
ed ir
to AM operation, similar tests for FM had an advantage over AM of exhibits Mr. deMars employ
othei
and
s
was given by I. R. Weir, radio en- AM reception were conducted, he from 15 to 20 db. Tests employlieu of definite wattage
gineer of GE, who outlined the re- stated. The AM tests showed the
transmission factors th«
definite
ing
several
listeners,
with
listeners
sults of experimental transmissions
y — of the
interference factor to be much
fixing an FM signal and then tell- RE — radiating efficienc
and receptions both by automobile
ing transmitter operators to raise transmitter, which he described as
In a discushe declared.
greater,
and plane. GE first conducted comsion of comparative characteristics
power on AM transmission until a a combination of power, antenns
parative tests of 250-watt transmitnothe
Craven,
oner
Commissi
with
comparable AM signal was avail- height and power gain in antenna
ters, one using AM and the other
ed that while the stronger of two
showed that a 50-to-l power
The principles of allocation rec
FM, and these preliminary experi- FM signals ordinarily is heard, ratio able,
was needed for the AM sig- ommended by Mr. deMars encom
ments indicated the advantages of with AM there is no comparable
nal to approximate the FM, he passed FM stations operating ir
FM, he declared, using the transdiscrimination unless the strong
commented. Further tests indicatthe 40-50 mc. band with in200-kc
mitters from exact locations. He
terms
channel width. Designated
ed that in AM reception interfersignal virtually drowns out the
said that FM appeared to have a weaker
of radiating efficiency (RE), th(
signal.
ence
resulting
from
an
FM
sig50% greater signal than AM under
nal was less than another AM sig- proposed classification i n c 1 u d e 1
Cross-examined briefly by Mr.
such conditions.
nal, since the power of the FM
three types of stations; Class IDescribing airplane tests, Mr. Jett, for the FCC, and by RCA
was steady, with modulaCounsel Wozencraft, Mr. Weir sup- signaltion in frequency
Weir said an acceptable signal was
5,000 RE or better with co-channe
rather than powseparation of 400 miles or mor(
conreceived at a distance of 75 miles
on
data
pliedstruction
supplementary
ion 0:
er, he said.
and equipment of the two
and adjacent channel separat
from the transmitter with AM and
Following a conference between
and various phases of
150 miles or more; Class II —m 1,50(
115 miles with FM, with the sig- GE stationsand diagrams. RespondFCC counsel and representatives of RE or better with no minimu co
nals picked up at an altitude of his charts
channel separation and adjacen
parties still to be heard, an agreeby Mr. Wozen4,000 feet.
ing to a questionthat
ment was announced by FCC At- channel separations beyond th
the airplane
craft, he agreed
In other tests, involving signaltorney Bauer by which parties
service range of stations on the ad
were "not typical" would eliminate
tests tests.
auto room
andliving
to-noise ratios, FM appeared bet- of
repetition in testi- jacent channels; Class III —
ter than AM all down the line, he
mony so far as possible and in minimum RE with the same pro
declared. Discussing reception of Advantage Claimed
many cases would forego personal
II stations regard
visions as Class
on.t chan
rati
nel
. .
comparative stations beyond the
and adjacen
appearances in favor of statements
co-channel
ing sepa
line of sight, he declared that an In Noise Fftctor
by counsel. The conference was
held at the request of Chairman
area of "no man's land" in which no
Explaining the remaining secHe recommended that no mini
tions of the technical exhibit set- Fly in the interest of expediting
mum limit of RE be imposed 01
acceptable signal was received aptests,
GE
the
of
results
forth
ting
the proceeding.
Class III stations in order to al
peared to be about seven miles beyond the 117-mile reception limit Henry P. Thomas, GE radio enlow "the greatest flexibility" 1
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serving smaller communities, and
that no minimum limit of separation of either Class II or Class
III stations be imposed in order
to supply a correspondingly flexible service.
Accompanying this outline of
"allocation principles" was a series
of four maps presenting sample
allocations. On the country-wide basis, one map encompassed the use
of six 200-kc. channels, with cities
and metropolitan areas of 250,000
or more population served by 40
FM stations having an RE of 5,000
or better.
Stresses Importance
Of Channel Width
The other three covered only the
Middle Atlantic-New England area.
The proposed allocation provided
three Class I stations, [50 kw.]
each using a separate channel,
serving the Washington-Baltimore,
New York and Boston-ProvidenceWorcester - Springfield - Hartford
metropolitan and contiguous
areas. To serve cities and metropolitan areas of 100,000 or more in
the region, the plan proposed 15
Class II [250 to 50,000 watts] stations using two channels. For cities
and areas of 10,000 to 100,000 population the map indicated a large
number of Class III [500 to 5,000
watts] stations operating on four
channels.
In advancing these "allocation
principles", Mr. deMars cautioned
that they amounted merely to "a
recommendation, and not the only
one, believed to reflect sound views
and principles of allocation". He
stated also that it did not mean
FM Broadcasters advocated three
types of stations or only three
types of stations.
Queried by Chairman Fly and
Commissioner Craven on why a
200-kc. channel was so desirable,
Mr. deMars stated it would provide the greatest service over a
wide area with the greatest flexibility. Asked if receiver design
could compensate for a reduction in
channel width from 200 kc, he declared, "No changes that could be
made in receiver design could make
narrower channels any more desirable." The advantages of channel
width lie in relative swing and not
in
equipment construction, he declared.
To a question from Commissioner
Craven he answered that although,
accepting high-fidelity merely as
transmission of wide range, a range
of 15,000 cycles can be transmitted
on a 100 kc. band, a power increase
of 4 to 1 would be necessary to secure the same signal-to-noise ratio.
The "improvement factor" in FM,
which he said has no counterpart in
AM, starts with the switch from
AM to FM and increases as swing
increases, he commented further.
With an eye on widening coverage, FM operating on 200 kc.
channels will actually conserve other space, he declared, and therefore
will not operate at the expense of
other services or the frequency
spectrum.
Repeating that his recommendation of several types of stations
was merely a suggestion, he stated
to Commissioner Craven that although it has nothing to do with
the advantages of FM, as such, a
plan for several types of FM stations "has a lot to do with attaining complete and vdde coverage".
Although making it clear that he
never has said FM will serve all
Page 88 • April I, 1940

OBSERVERS for WOR, MBS and
FM were these attendants. Theodore C. Streibert, WOR and MBS
vice-president, just returned from a
Nassau vacation, chatted vdth
WOR's chief engineer and FM
Broadcasters'
committee chairman, engineering
J. R. Poppele.
Press Is Interested
DEVELOPMENT of frequency modulation, which already
has brought a surge of more
than 100 applications for new
stations, may provoke an outcropping of requests for facilities from leading New
York newspapers, it was indicated during the FM hearings before the FCC. One of
the few major cities which
does not have any of its important newspapers affiliated
with stations. New York is
regarded as a likely center of
FM activity. Among the newspapers understood to be contemplating filing applications
perhaps for 50,000-watt FM
stations are the New York
Daily News, the ownership
of which is affiliated with the
Chicago Tribune, operating
WGN, and the New York
Herald-Tribune. Both newspapers had observers at the
hearings. The Washington
Post and Washington TimesHerald also are reported contemplating applications for
FM.
rural or outlying areas, he re"I believe
vastly most
improvedmarked,
service
will be arendered
of the people of the country, provided FM is given an opportunity
to expand, with sufliicient channels
made available".
Map Allocations
Described by deMars
Concluding his appearance March
26, Mr. deMars further described
the sample allocations provided on
the maps. Estimating Class III stations as having an RE of 300,
amounting to a power of less than
1,000 watts and a net antenna
height above the surrounding territory of 200 feet, he brought out
that if the population of the area
required, a still greater number of
the low power stations could be provided on the four channels. He also
explained that in case more than
one station was warranted in a
single city, additional stations
could be allocated indiscriminately,
from an engineering standpoint, so
long as one channel separation is
allowed between each station.

Class II stations would have an
RE of about 1,500, he continued,
which would be attainable "with
reasonable power", probably several kilowatts, depending on antenna height. The specimen allocations were reckoned on a 35-mile
service radius under unfavorable
conditions, he commented. Under
favorable conditions this radius
would be longer, except where
another station caused mutual limitation, he added.
Although Class I stations would
have an RE of at least 5,000, Mr.
deMars said this did not necessarily
mean 50 kw. stations, remarking
that he "has in mind" one station
that with
peculiarforantenna
tion coulditsaccount
a 5,000 locaRE
with 5 kw. power. Reckoning the
Class I station's service radius at
from 100 to 150 miles, he commented, duplication of this service on a
country-wide basis would in many
cases yield better rural coverage
than at present.
Where Stations
Could Be Located
To a query by Commissioner
Thompson he explained that Class
I stations need not be limited to
large cities, since in some cases a
city of 50,000 with its surrounding
trade teiTitory could support a
large station. On a similar tack he
explained to Commissioner Craven
that there was no reason for not
locating Class III stations in large
cities. Although stating definitely
that a Class III station would not
blanket a large metropolitan area,
he pointed out that the map showed
Class III stations located in smaller
cities in the New York area, such
as Newark, to give supplementary
local service. Locating these small
stations in large cities, although it
might be done from an engineering
standpoint, probably would prove
to be "economic fantasy", he said.
Asked by Commissioner Craven
whether narrowing the band to
100 kc. would amount to yielding
"more
stations
and less
Mr. deMars
answered
that quality",
it would
allow putting in a larger number
of inferior stations resulting in less
service to the public.
Cross-examined by Mr. Jett, he
explained that the 50 kc. guard
band in the 200 kc. channel is necessary because the ideal electrical
circuit cannot be constructed to
eliminate this protective factor.
Based on full operation, he estimated the RE of W2XMN, Alpine,
at 8,000 and that of WIXOJ, Paxton, at 20,000, in the latter case assuming a 1,500-foot antenna elevation. He pointed out that in the
case of WIXOJ the antenna height
toward Boston amounts to about
1,800 feet, while toward the west
where average elevation runs from
800 to 900 feet, the actual elevation
is that much less, a factor effecting
signal propagation in that direction.
Providing Coverage
For Economic Areas
This discussion precipitated a
brief colloquy on the suitability of
"radiation efficiency" as the empirical term to be applied as a common denominator in speaking of
FM transmitter potentialities. It
was finally decided, with Mr. deMars acceding, that the term "radiation index" (RI) could be more
easily understood. RI was substituted at this point.
Mr. deMars stated that he and
FMBI was in complete accord with
BROADCASTING

Chairman Fly's observation that
applicants should consider not only
their immediate economic area, but
also neighboring areas, and then
set out to establish a station that
will give the best service to the
whole area, rather than go into the
proposition with the idea of just
setting up a 50 kw. station in any
particular city, letting the service
area question work itself out.
Speaking of the relative merits
of horizontal and vertical polarization of signals, he commented that
while horizontal polarization yields
a more satisfactory signal-to-noise
ratio, in practical operation it costs
the operator no more than vertical
polarization. He added that horizontal polarization "in no way
whatsoever"
complicates receiver
design.
Returning momentarily to the
relative desirability of various ultra-high frequencies, he stated that
are suitable
the higher
for
servicesfrequencies
of limited coverage,
and that forcing of FM upward
would curtail the wide coverage
shown as attainable with FM.
Wozencraft quesRCA tionedCounsel
Mr. deMars at some length
on cross-examination, particularly
on the comparative merits of wide-band and narrow-band transmis
a 5 microvolt-persion. Although
meter signal may amount to good
conditions —
certain
under de
service man-ma
interference and
where
set noise is low— the number of
people served or dependent on such
mented.
a signal would be small, he comMr. Wozencraft, through a series
underthenison
questio
of rapid-f
of
compar
p a ns,
develo
took to ire
wide-band and narrow-band recepdeMars what
tion by asking Mr. of
reception
"quality
constituted elimin
unvarying
ating
and then
that
stated
factors. Mr. deMars
on
ed
depend
ion"
"quality of recept
noise, frequency range, dynamic
range, harmonic distortion and
phase distortion. From Mr. deMars
answers Mr. Wozenative
comparcraft
developed that the difference,
and 40-kc. recep-'
200-kc.
n
betwee
lies in the amount of noise, the
tion
dynamic range because of noise,
and in a measure phase distortion.
Urges Uniformity
In Station Separation
Applying these observations, Mr.
Wozencraft then asked what reception at a point 50 miles distant
a 5,000 RIcould be expected from oot
antenna
station with a 1,000-f
"in the middle of Boston Common".
Operating on 200 kc, good reception would result, Mr. deMars stated, while on 100 kc. reception still
to
would be "good", but susceptible
intermittent noises. However he
continued on 40 kc. the signal-tonoise ratio would begin to deteriorate, probably dropping from 70 db.
to 62 or 64 db. Under further questioning by Mr. Wozencraft, he stated that despite this drop, such reception was still better than the
present service and could be called
"good".
Referred to the sample allocations, Mr. deMars emphasized that
the station separations mentioned
were not "recommendations", only
"comparisons". Whatever channel
width were decided upon, he added,
it
should be the same for all stations.
Although
and Providence could beHartford
served satisfactorily
by a 200-kc. station such as WIXOJ,
40 miles distant, a 100-kc. station
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could serve the cities neither so
satisfactorily nor economically, as
power would have to be increased,
he said. He continued that while he
was not necessarily "recommending" morehethan
station
any
one city,
did one
foresee
morein than
one in a single city, with the type
of stations dependent on economic
considerations as well as service
requirements.
Asked
for a "guess"
number of channels
needed onforthea country-wide service, Mr. deMars estimated that 30 or 40 FM channels
would permit a service for the
whole United States vastly superior to present service. He suggested
a channel ratio, based on three
types of stations, of 1 Class III to 2
Class II to 5 Class I.
Asked if it would be practical to
allow Class I and Class II operation in the 40's and push Class III
up into the 100-120 mc. band, he
sajd it would not because of the
necessity of minimizing the effects
of terrain. The higher frequencies
are not as efficient in doing this, he
explained. As between the various
classes of stations, it would make
little difference which one was
moved, he continued, since it would
still hold true that the higher frequency operation would cover a
smaller area. He added that receivers for the higher-frequency
transmission would cost more.
Directive Antennas
Would Add Stations
From a practical standpoint, he
explained to Commissioner Craven,
by using directive antennas more
stations could be placed in a given
area than could be plotted geometrically purely on a basis of necessary separation.
Diverted momentarily into the
television field, Mr. deMars commented,
is abut
great
engineering"Television
achievement,
a misfit
in its present position in the band".
It will necessarily go to higher frequencies and employ FM in a wider
band, he commented, declaring there
was "no question" that the advantages of FM would apply to visual
as well as to aural transmission.
Concluding, he stated in response
to questioning by Mr. Wozencraft
that channel width of 8 to 10 mc.
was being used in point-to-point
video relay and that a similar channel probably would be used in other
television transmission via FM.
Finch in Favor
Of 200-kc. Channels
Appearing as counsel for W. G.
H. Finch, pioneer facsimile inventor
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Operation of Multiplex
At FM Field Laboratory
Demonstrated by Finch
ACTUAL demonstration of how
facsimile can be multiplexed on an
FM station without interfering
with music being broadcast at the
same time was featured by W. G.
H. Finch, president of the Finch
Laboratories, at the Shoreham Hotel in Washington during the FM
hearings. Mr, Finch, formerly assistant chief engineer of the FCC,
has built an extremely compact
trailer installation for checking on
FM transmiissions. This he operates in addition to a 1,000-watt
fixed station in New York City.
In his trailer, secreted under a
cabinet the size of a small kitchen
cabinet, Mr. Finch has a 250-watt
FM transmitter, W2FX. In the
coupe which draws the trailer is a
30-watt FM transmitter which can
be taken
out for even more portable testing.
In this demonstration he set up
an FM receiver in the hotel, connected to which was a loudspeaker
and one of his facsimile machines.
In the trailer was a record turntable and pickup alongside a facsimile pickup and scanning unit. A
record was played and a crossword
puzzlesidetransmitted.
inthe hotel the Listening
music came
through without the slightest
sound of any interference. With
such quiet reception any cutting in
by the facsimile system would have
been very apparent. A check on the
picture transmitted showed that it
maintained the same quality as another print sent without music.
Mr. Finch confirms the testimony
given at the hearings by Maj. Armstrong and the engineers of FM
Broadcasters Inc., and pointed out
that with this multiplex feature
facsimile will rapidly develop in
many fields of communication.

Wide-band operation is more satisfactory from the standpoint of
quality, multiplexing and
range,
flexibility, he stated, pointing out
that once band width is set, channels can be narrowed more easily
than they can be widened. FM also
will save ether space, he stated,
by showing the way to put a large
number of stations on the same
channel "with almost no waste
From the educator's standpoint,
as well as from the regular broadcaster's, itwould be advantageous
tospace".
place educational stations on FM
channels contiguous to commercial
broadcast channels, he observed.
Since modulation efficiency runs
lower on higher frequencies, FM
could make better use of frequencies in the 40's than television, he
added.
Bailey Reviews
Multiplexing Tests
Stuart L. Bailey, of the Washington consulting engineer firm, Jansky & Bailey, licensees on W3X0,
briefly described the technical operation of the station, with emphasis on its multiplexing experiments
with, an IBM Radiotype on a printer
circuit. His appearance was hanson. dled by Counsel Fred W. AlbertIn view of the effort to "streamline" the proceedings and eliminate
repetitious testimony, McNary &
Chambers, originally scheduled to
testify, cancelled their appearance.
{Continued on next jmge)
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1000 WATTS

5000
WTAG's

and licensee of W2XBF, New York
facsimile station, former FCC Commissioner E. 0. Sykes read a brief
statement endorsmg the stand of
FM Broadcasters and Maj. Armstrong in the proceeding, particularly concerning FM facsimile operation. The statement agreed on
the need for 200 kc. channels for
multiplexing facsimile and pointed
to the desirability of establishing
"sufficiently wide channels at the
outset".
Hogan Describes
Opportunities of FM
Appearing without counsel, John
V. L. Hogan, licensee of W2XQR,
New York FM station, made a brief
rapid-fire statement covering most
of the points at issue. With FM
"equivalent in its service value" to
present standard broadcast operations, he said FM is ready to furnish a reliable regular service "fully
as good, and I believe better for
distances
100 miles".
As between AMupandto FM,
he commented
that FM enjoys "a far superior opportunity for service".
Going into
his facsimile operations, he exhibited specimens of facsimile transmission under both
AM and FM. Noise interference
in AM transmission yields a "not
white" background on the facsimile sheet, he explained, pointing out that the FM transmission cut down noise and lightened the background. This phenomena he termed a "visual index of
noise suppression".
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Here in the 18th Industrial Area of the United
States, WTAG has had primary coverage with
1000 Watts. With 5000 Watts your daytime program gives you wider and better coverage, and
better reception. WTAG is the vital station in
Massachusetts and in New England.
* 1000 WATTS AT NIGHT

WTAG-WORCESTER,
MASS.
NBC BASIC RED AND YANKEE NETWORKS
EDWARD PETRY & CO.. INC.— NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE WORCESTER TELEGRAM-GAZETTE
April 1, 1940
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Radiotype Multiplexing
Outlined by Lemmon
Walter S. Lemmon, representing
International Business Machines as
general manager of its Radiotype
Division, testified briefly, describing possible use of FM in developing Radiotype as a "special class
of
facsimile".
by Counsel
M. M.Under
Jansky,questioning
he stated
that
Radiotype's
application
broadcasting purposes includedto
transmitting news both in homes
and via large-screen projection to
large crowds. He also briefly described demonstrations of Radiotype multiplexing conducted in
Washington in cooperation with
Jansky & Bailey through W3X0.
Mr. Lemmon warned against definitely tying up frequencies "too
far in advance" and advocated
holding frequencies above 100 mc.
open for experimental purposes.
When this recommendation was
originally made in 1938, he explained, point-to-point operation of
Radiotype was in mind, while now
general broadcast via FM multiplex is envisioned. He added that
"with some encouragement", such
as making frequencies available,
IBM would develop a simplified Radiotype machine suited for home
use.
In closing the March 26 session,
Chairman Fly commented that "no
substantial attack" had been made
on the interests of educational stations, and pointed out that it would
expedite matters if representatives
of educational broadcasters met
meanwhile and presented their composite case through a single representative.
Catchings Sees
Advantages for Muzak
Waddill Catchings, president of
Muzak Corp. and Wired Radio and
chairman of the board of Associated Music Publishers, opened the
March 27 session. Stating that
Muzak now serves some 600 establishments and 1,000 homes via wire
lines, he said FM seemed to be a
means of supplying Muzak service
at lower cost. In addition to the
economy feature, he continued, FM
also affords the additional advantage of transmitting a wider tonal
range than wires.
Observing that present wire operations are limited to a maximum
transmission of about 9,000 cycles,
and that whenever reception drops
to as low as 6,000 cycles customers
are quick to complain, he stated
Muzak's experience has shown that
"the public wants the utmost in
faithful
reproduction
music".
This attitude
has been ofborne
out
also in several listener tests conducted by the organization, he
added.
Referring to a magazine article
by Leopold Stokowski, well-known
symphony conductor, he developed
Mr. Stokowski's statement that at
least a 13,000-cycle maximum was
necessary to reproduce "great
music". With the average ear capable of registering a 15,000-cycle
maximum, he declared, the same
rule holds for popular music and
dramatics.
There is a general demand by the
public for both high quality and
high fidelity in entertainment, he
emphasized, and whether operating
individually or through relays FM
stations using transcriptions can
a more faithful reproducsupply
tion service than standard stations
are getting their programs over
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wire lines. He pointed out also that
Muzak wires, which are the best
available, although affording better
reproduction than standard broadcast stations, are far behind FM
transmission.
The scheduled appearances for
WSM, Nashville, and Carmen R.
Runyon Jr., licensee of W2XAG,
Yonkers, N. Y., were eliminated in
favor of brief statements by counsel. Both endorsed the general
stand of FM Broadcasters and Maj.
Armstrong.
Wozencraft Sees
High Frequency Ready
In a preliminary statement at the
opening of the RCA case, Counsel
Wozencraft stated that the presentation would be "cut to the bare
bone" in the interest of expediting
the proceeding. He also announced
that since the question of television
allocations had been drawn into the
FM considerations, he would call
Elmer W. Engstrom, in charge of
RCA television research.
Announcing RCA's stand, which
up to this point had been a matter
of conjecture, Mr. Wozencraft declared, "RCA and its affiliated companies believe that ultra-high frequency broadcasting is ready for
commercial use. It is our conclusion that ultra-high frequency
broadcasting when sound alone is
broadcast should use frequency
modulation because of technical advantages and that the time has
come when ultra-high frequency
sound broadcasting should be presented to the public as a regular
Although FM's future cannot be
service."
predicted,
he continued, with FM
competing with standard band
broadcasting "only the public can
determine which the public will
prefer and for which it is willing to
pay through the purchase of new
receiving sets". Going into forecastable factors, he said it appeared certain there never will be
a time when the entire country can
be served by ultra-high frequency
broadcasting, and that "welding
networks" and adding sight to
sound "will
tasks".
ceivers will be
costdifficult
more and
evenRe-if
the public welcomes FM enthusiastical y, itwill be many years before all the listeners in any area
will have purchased FM receivers,
he added.
During the transition standard
band broadcasting must be maintained, he pointed out, commenting
that "ultra-high frequency broadcasting offers a technical improvement in the broadcasting service

Cost of FM
PRESENT SETS
(LIST price;

Receivers

ESTIMATED UST PRICES
frequency' modulation na
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he explained that as channel width
narrows, the threshold moves out,
thus increasing the signal advantage, and as the channel widens,
it moves in. There are three avenues to decreased noise, he stated
— increasing the frequency svvang,
increasing
power or increasing antenna efficiency.
Are
Cited by Traits
Guy
Propagation

Following Mr. Beverage to the
stand, Raymond F. Guy, NBC radio facilities engineer, described
the tests conducted through
£7.
30,
33.
38.
W2XWG, NBC's FM transmitter in
$6.«s
the Empire State Bldg., and a re45.
40.
ceiving station at Bellmore, L. I.
14. »s
He explained that the tests were
19. »5
run to determine just what use
50.
might be made of FM in the broad75.
cast field. These tests, which started in the summer of 1939, he esti65.
29. «
mated cost about $20,000 "out of
60
80.
An exhibit introduced by Mr. Guy
pocket
indicatedexpense".
comparative propagation
90.
39."
characteristics of narrow-band and
100.
90.
no.
wide-band FM and AM. According
IZO.
140.
to the exhibit, a 50 db. signal-to4?.«
noise ratio, rated as excellent in
69*1 S?.«
150
130.
the tests, was attained at a dis170.
tance of 88 miles with an FM deviation of 75 kc. (equivalent to the
89."
170
200
kc.
Armstrong standard), at 70
ZOO.
Z30.
miles with an FM deviation of 15
kc, and at only 40 miles with AM.
Z70.
zoo.
99."
Stewart Seeley, of the RCA lins.""
cense laboratories, was the next
INOtTEBMlNATt
OH ACCOUNT
OF
ISO.
230. tactors
DoniNoTme
or cabinets.
witness
called by Mr. Wozencraft.
175."
DEGREE
OF
fidelity,
etc.
OVER ZOO."
Through
a series of technical exZOO." you may pay for your FM
hibits he analyzed phenomena leadWHAT
receiver, in relation to the price
ing tolems.FMHe also
set introduced
constructiona probtable
scales of present standard broadcast receivers, is shown in this giving comparative costs of AM
table entered as an exhibit in the and FM receivers. Explaining this
table, he commented that two types
FM hearings March 27 by RCA. Ac- of FM sets likely will be built, one
cording to Stewart Seeley, of the
RCA License Laboratories, two
type designed
minimum
performance and for
another
for maxitypes of FM sets would be put on
the mai-ket — one designed to give
mum performance, both types running the complete price range.
a "minimum
performance"
and anThe table indicated that an FM
other, embodying
fancier gadgets,
receiver comparable in class to
designed for "maximum performsets selling for $19.95
ance". The cheaper sets at best present
would not give high fidelity, ac- would sell for about $27 if designed
cording to Mr. Seeley, but the high- for minimum performance, and
priced sets — from $140 up — ^would $30, designed for maximum perinclude standard band, shortwave
formance. Such a set, he commentand FM with high fidelity.
ed, would not yield high-fidelity reception, as its range would probably be only from about 100 to
for which the public must ultimate8,000 or 10,000 cycles.
ly pay." Concluding, he declared,
True high-fidelity sets would not
"We believe that the public interstart below $140, and in comparaest will best be served by Commistive price would approximate pression action giving frequency moduent $100 AM sets, he stated. In the
lation a green light."
upper brackets, a set equivalent to
a $200 AM receiver would cost
Beverage Explains
$230, if designed for maximum FM |
ISoise Characteristics
performance, according to the table.
The first RCA witness called by
Mr. Wozencraft was H. H. Bever- Specimen Allocations
age, RCA Communications chief Explained by Lent
research engineer and inventor of
Conclusions stemming from the,
the so-called Beverage shortwave
antenna for trans-oceanic broad- preceding RCA testimony were presented by Worthington C. Lent,
casting. Mr. Beverage explained a
series of six technical exhibits cov- NBC allocations engineer. High
point of Mr.
ilering propagation
and noise
lustratedLent's
graphically testimony,
by maps and
acteristics as determined
in charRCA
tests of transmission in the 40-50 charts, was a series of four specimen allocations, each covering the
mc. bands.
eastern half of the country. Each
In a discussion of the comparaallocation was based on a different
tive attributes of FM on narrow
system, ranging from
and wide bands, Mr. Beverage transmission
stressed the importance of taking the 40-kc. narrow-band channel to
the 200-kc. wide-band channel adinto consideration
the noise
"threshold",
vocated under the Armstrong syswhere,
he explained,
peaks tem.
equal signal peaks. In order to get
the full benefit of any swing,
Stating RCA's conclusions, Mr.
whether it be wide or narrow, he Lent declared the maximum service radius occurs for a maximum
commented, the carrier-to-noise
deviation of about 33 kc. (a s%ving
ratio must be 2 to 1. Continuing,
of 66 kc), and the increase of servBROADCASTING
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ice radius with 33 kc. maximum
deviation is about 10% greater than
that obtained with a 15 kc. maximum deviation. Higher deviations
than 33 kc. yield smaller service
radii, he continued, and a maximum
deviation of 90 kc. (using a 200 kc.
band) yields a service radius approximately equal to that obtained
with a 15 kc. maximum deviation.
Regardless of deviation, the required separation distance between
stations operating on the same
channel is essentially constant, he
declared, and since the ability to
allocate is in general measured by
the separation distance required,
I the net effect of increasing maxiI mum deviation above 15 kc. is a
constantly increasing loss in the
number of channels available in a
given band without any gain in the
ability to allocate.
He pointed out also that since the
"bottleneck" in allocation lies in the
geographical distribution of cities
along the Eastern seaboard, a minimum of 11 channels is required to
provide one facility in each of approximately 64 metropolitan areas
east of the Mississippi, regardless
of the maximum deviation of the
system used. To permit complete
allocation in these areas, he estimated an additional 11 channels
would be necessai-y.
Western Half
Offers Few Problems
Ireference
Supplementing his figures with
to the series of individual
maps, he stated that by using 40
kc. channels with 15 kc. maximum
deviation systems, six facilities can
be furnished each of 64 metropolitan areas east of the Mississippi
with nine channels to spare. Using
80 kc. channels, three facilities can
; be furnished in each of 64 areas,
with four channels to spare, he contmued, and using 140 kc. channels
(60 kc. maximum deviation), one
facility can be furnished to each of
65 areas, with 10 channels left over,
or two facilities can be furnished
, to 62, with one channel to spare.
Using 200 kc. channels with 90 kc.
I maximum deviation systems, one
I facility can be furnished each of 66
metropolitan areas, with four chan.inels to spare.
He explained that the maps treated only of allocations for areas
east of the Mississippi because once
an allocation scheme could be
; worked out for this half of the
country, "the bottlene
there
■would be no comparableck",problem
m making allocations for the western half. In view of the density of
population in the east, he pointed
out, the allocation problem is one
of adjacent channel interference
and not co-channel separation.
Asked why RCA employed a 180
kc. swing in its 200 kc. channel
calculations, rather than the 150

jUnONAL REPRESEN1ATIVES
KOWARD PETmr 6t CO.
ON THE NBC RED NETWORH
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'Radio Traitors'
"LORD HAW-HAW," the
unidentified newscaster with
an ultra-Oxford accent who
broadcasts from Germany to
England each night, has become so much of a joke to
Britishers that their newspapers run schedules of his
talks and urge their readers
to tune him in. Not so jokeworthy to the French are Announcers Paul Ferdonner
and Andre 0 b r e c h t, who
broadcast in French from
Germany's Stuttgart station.
A Paris military court on
March 6 handed dovm death
sentences in absentia for the
two renegade Frenchmen,
who were convicted as "radio traitors".
kc. swing with a 50 kc. guard band
of the Armstrong method, Mr. Lent
declared he thought 50 kc. was too
much and a 10 kc. guard band on
either side was "plenty" to protect
against adjacent channel interference. This wider deviation would
provide only for aural signals on a
200 kc. band, he added, and would
allow no room for facsimile or other
services.
Otto S. Schirer, RCA vice-president in charge of patents, followed
Mr. Lent to the stand. He was questioned briefly by FCC Attorney
Bauer about supplementary information offered in connection with a
previously filed report on RCA patent holdings touching the FM field.
Stromberg-Carlson
Set Sales Analyzed
Mr. Loucks read into the record
a brief statement on behalf of
Stromberg-Carlson which included
figures on FM receiver sales by that
company. The statement said that
from Oct. 14, 1939, to March 2,
1940, the firm had shipped a total
of 1,592 FM sets. This included 467
sets selling at $59.50; 379 at $149.50; 312 at $179.50; 172 at $275, and
262 at $395. All these sets were
built for operation under the Armstrong system, he stated. ■
Mr. Lohnes concluded the session
with a brief appearance on behalf
of WDRC, Hartford, and Westinghouse E. & M. Co., offering no testimony for either beyond formally
filing for the record a Westinghouse
exhibit describing its FM experiments. The exhibit indicated endorsement byWestinghouse of the
FM Broadcasters-Armstrong stand.
RCA Demonstrates
Signal-to-Noise Ratios
RCA picked up its presentation
March 28, concluding at the noon
recess. Cutting down its planned
demonstration to a single recording, RCA presented a transcription
offering an aural comparison between 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60-db. signal-to-noise ratios. The demonstration drew intensive questioning
from the FCC members, who
showed particular interest in the
disparity, from a standpoint of
noise, between the 40-db. signal,
classed as the minimum acceptable
signal by RCA, and the 60-db. signal, classed as excellent.
Recalled for cross-examination,
Mr. Lent further interpreted his
exhibits covering comparable chan-
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RCA

probably could have a station, if
necessary, by limiting surrounding service areas. Although a single
facility probably could be given to
all cities above 10,000 population
by restricting service areas, if the
competitive factor were to be introduced bv allowing more than one
station to each city, more channels
would be necessary, he stated.

Witnesses

A Choice of Frequency
Mr. Lent

Mr. Engstrom

nel widths between various frequency swings. In a colloquy with
Commissioner Thompson, during
which the commissioner took issue
with certain allocation factors in
the RCA exhibits, Mr. Lent declared that although a particular
facility could be allocated to a city
of 10,000, its actual needs and ability to support must be taken into
consideration, but there is no sense
in giving it more service than can
be used efficiently. He explained this
did not mean that the program
service desires of the community
should be disregarded.
Responding to a query by Commissioner Brown, he stated that although rural areas would necessarily be served by the standard band,
at least in the present state of the
FM art and until a method is found
of extending u.h.f. coverage, in
some cases rural sections contiguous to FM service areas probably
would get better service under FM.
particularly where the effect of
ground conductivity on AM is
marked. As for smaller cities and
population areas, he continued, all

Space or Coverage Gain
The FCC must decide which is
more valuable, frequency space or
coverage gain, Mr. Lent declared.
In connection with his discussion of
signal-to-noise ratios in this respect, Lieut. Jett cited the propagation characteristics of the two
General Electric FM transmitters
at Schenectady and Albany, located
about 15 miles apart, and asked if
their 200-kc. operation could be
duplicated using the 30-kc. deviation recommended by Mr. Lent.
The latter answered that it could
be done, but that the 30-kc. deviation operation would yield a larger
"no man's land".
After an explanation by Mr.
Lent that his FM calculations were
based on a study started about 18
months ago, with working figures
resulting from operation of RCA's
experimental transmitter and receiving station at Bellmore, Mr.
Loucks took issue with RCA for
basing its allocation suggestions on
observations of "one day in one
month
on one tostation
in one
area".
In response
another
query
by
Mr. Lohnes, Mr. Lent explained
that to increase the signal-to-noise
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l atio from 40 to 60-db., power must
be increased 100 times.
Also recalled for further crossexamination, Mr. Schairer, RCA
vice-president in charge of patents,
was asked bluntly by Chairman Fly
whether RCA would hold any patent advantage as between narrow
and wide-band operation of FM.
In answering in the negative, Mr.
Schairer pointed out that it has
always been RCA's policy to acquire all patent rights available
that would lead to improvements in
service. Although RCA holds no
Armstrong license, he stated there
have been some conversations toward that end and RCA is preprepared to negotiate.
Sees Disadvantages
In Higher Frequencies
As the final RCA witness, Mr.
Engstrom, in charge of RCA television research, discussed the television aspects developed during the
hearing, most of which were confined to FM's
potential
television
operation
and function
allocationin
matters. He stated that television
functions effectively in the 40-mc.
band, particularly in giving good
metropolitan
ser'vice.
At thecould
present
state of the art
television
not
be moved bodily into the higher
frequencies and maintain equivalent operation without considerable
delay, he declared.
If television Channel I were
turned over to FM operation and
the NBC television transmitter,
W2XBS, moved to Channel II, the
switch would take about four
months and cost around $100,000,
he estimated. However, he added,
if the station were transfei-red to
another channel above Channel II,

the transmitter conversion would
entail extensive tube changes, dependent upon culmination of a new
development not due until the last
of the year, and would take in all
about 18 months.
Comparative Results
Of Band Widths
Commissioner Thompson at some
length developed the proposition
that perhaps it would be worth delaying television if, by supplying
an additional service via u.h.f., certain areas now deficient in radio
service could be benefited. Mr.
Engstrom made no comment on this
beyond pointing out that he was
only advancing the engineering aspects of the various services and
could
them. not attempt a choice between

Mr. 8EngFM to
Applying
mc.
at least
thatvideo,
strom estimated
would be needed to carry the picture signal, along with an additional .5 or .75 mc. for sound, neces itating atotal band width of
"something under 9 mc". The 750in televiemployed
band to
kc. guard
keep the sound
sion functions
signal out of the picture signal, he
explained. Narrow-band FM would
telegive better aural service for
vision than AM, he commented, but
wide-band operation would necessitate achannel more than 9 me. wide.
He said he foresees the use of FM
in video, but at much higher frequencies than the present. In this
as an "elecould serve
FMhe commente
respect, vator",
d to Chairman
Fly, but not necessarily, since it
coiald move into the higher frequencies and still employ AM. However, FM is thought to have better
possibilities, he added.
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split, as beIf bands are toandbe FM,
so that
tween television
several
on
be
would
n
operatio
groups of channels, he said he
hm-t
n wouldhowbe much
thought
FM. Asked
more thantelevisio
s^ace might be made available for
other services if the video sound
track were moved down to a separate frequency, Mr. Engstrom explained that although a 750-kc.
band is used, only about 100
guard
would be freed. He added that
kc.
television could not operate effectively under such conditions, since
two tuning operations would be
necessary. Television operates most
effectively with sight and sound interlocked, he pointed out.
Civil Liberties Union
Would Open Ultra-Highs
n sesfinal afternoo
Opening
as
L. Russell,
27, Percy
sion March the
counsel for the American Civil
Liberties Union, presented for the
t urging openingrecord a statemen
of the ultra-high frequencies for
FM as a means of permitting a
substantial increase in broadcast
stations and a "freer expression of
thought by means of radio communication". The maintenance of an
ity for the exadequate pressionopportun
by radio of minority views
requires an enlargement of the
number of broadcast facilities, the
statement said.
Limitations of the broadcast band
permit the construction of but few
additional broadcast stations, the
Union declared. The fewer the number of stations, the fewer the differencesover
of opinion
discussed
the airthat
at can
any begiven
period. "Technical develonments in
the radio art which tend to overcome the artificial restraints imposed upon the free expression of
thought are in the public interest
and should be utilized as fully as
possible," it was stated.
Howland Sees Better
Coverage in the West
John R. Howland, assistant to the
president of Zenith Radio Corp.,
which has been experimenting in
FM, as well as television, declared
the results of these experimentations indicated that FM coverage
in the West will be considerably
greater than that in the East. He
declared that eventually an FM
network using radio relays can be
achieved during "certain hours of
the day", serving smaller stations
which now do not get network service because of the high wire costs.
Advising caution, Mr. Howland
said the evidence presented during
the hearing reflects factors which
cannot possibly be measured and
that the important consideration is
what the public will get out of FM.
The OLDEST
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AN ATTACK of appendicitis
couldn't
keep
musical docker
of Leroy
KYW, Miller,
Philadelphia,
away from his March 16 morning
broadcast, but right after the program he was hustled to Graduate
Hospital for an emergency operation. Two mornings later he did a
part-time performance from his
hospital bed, aided by Engineer
Roy Nuss.
He said he felt the proponents of
FM were "a bit on the enthusiastic
side" in predicting replacement of
present-day broadcasting by FM.
Pointing out there are 37,000,000
or more radios in use, he said a
large majority of the homes are in
the service areas of clear-channel
stations which could not procure
service with cheap FM receivers. It
should be taken into account, he
said, that during the last six
months of 1939 about 100,000 receivers were sold each week at $15
or less.
Moreover, he pointed out that
high-fidelity reception is not reare
quired generally,in since
not interested
manychildren
programs
other than script shows and that
60% of the daytime program schedule is not adapted to high-fidelity.
Declaring it was apparent from
the testimony that FM will not
take over all of the AM duties but|
Mr. Howthat itlandmust
felt that introduction
said he "cooperate",
of FM will spur manufacturers to
for
receivers and
AM reception
produce quality
standard
broadcast
be
will
thereby
service
that a good
done.
Admitting FM advantages under
prescribed conditions, Mr.
certain
Howland said he felt the medium
yet to ascertain
was too ityoung
whether
is better for the public
than television. The public, he said,
will make its views known when it
has the choice of the two services
He advocated continued experimen
tation for at least a year for both
FM and television before satisfac
tory allocations are determined. Re
Craven, hi
plying to Commissioner
urged that the two services shouki
go hand-in-hand at the moment so
that the public can make its choice
Brown Favors
Wide-Band System
J. E. Brown, executive engineei
of Zenith, presented the results o
experiments conducted by his com
and narwide-band
both receivers.
pany with row-band
His conclusior
was that wide-band is the safest
course to follow, depicting graph
ically the technical conclusior
reached during the experiments.
to Commissioner
Crav i
en,Replying
he said there
are advantages
a 200-kc. band is used and that if i
is found eventually that the banc
can be narrowed perhaps to 100 ko
it would not render receivers a
dapted for wide-band operation ob
• Broadcast Advertisin^^^

tem, licensee of W6XA0, the third
FM, Maj. Armstrong said it could assignments on them, he declared
be used but that it was more logical that if it was taken away now, station on television channel No. I,
was then called, at the suggestion
to use the continuous lower band. visual radio would be retarded.
of Attorney Lohnes. Mr. Kennedy
Shadows and distortion result on
said his experience has been that
the higher frequencies, he declared. Engstrom Recalled
On behalf of FM Broadcasters, For Channel Data
propagation conditions in Califorrequire a low frequency and
Mr. Loucks said his group had gone
Chairman Fly recalled RCA En- that nia
he believed assignment of the
on record favoring the sweep from
gineer Engstrom and inquired
band to FM would not be in
42 to 50 mc, so that the present whether there would be any sub- lower
Coverage and Fidelity
No. II television band from 50-56
stantial loss to television if the No. the best interests of visual radio.
mc. would become the No. I tele- I channel were assigned FM. The He said that it was possible for the
Compared by Ring
vision channel. Moreover, he said witness observed that while the station to operate on the No. II teleAs the only FCC witness, As- his group urged that the present placement of FM stations on the sirable. vision band but that it was not desistant Chief Engineer A. D. Ring non-commercial educational band channel in addition to the television
presented the results of field in- from 41-42 mc. now being used by stations would not seriously impede
The stormiest period of the eighttensity surveys of ultra-high fre- only two AM stations, could to ad- the visual operations, it would not day hearing session developed when
asked the Commisquency broadcast stations, and in
vantage be employed for non-combe as good as if the band were avail- Mr. Wozencraft
sion to authorize an engineering
one instance compared distortion
mercial FM operation, though FM
able
for
television
all
over
the
counwith AM stations in the same lo- Broadcasters did not look for astry. He said he would like to see conference following the hearings
cality. In substance, Mr. Ring testisignments in it. Mr. Loucks said television channels No. I and No. II to cover the allocations conflict. It
fied that some of the claims as to that no alternative suggestion had reserved for the larger centers, was when the RCA counsel used the
i coverage were not as great as these been discussed, pointing out that which would give visual radio two the
phrase
"snap judgment"
and it,urged
Commission
not to use
that
' studies indicated. He pointed out FM Broadcasters is a trade asso- bands below 56 mc. He pointed out
Chairman
Fly
flew
into
a nearciation
and
that
it
takes
time
to
the FCC's observations indicated
that
because
of
separation
requireHalf rising in his chair, the
that FM has a directional effect canvass its membership.
ments Channels I, III, V and VII rage.
chairman said the Commission had
and as a consequence, distortion
Asked by Chairman Fly what FM
could
be
used
in
a
city
like
New
may be present in certain direc- Broadcasters proposed in connec- York, giving it four stations, where- never "taken snap judgment" but
tions.
that on the contrary it had exeras if the lower band were taken
tion with the 25-27 mc. band and
caution and that the industry
Regarding distortion, Mr. Ring the 116-118 mc. band earmarked
away only Channels II, IV and VI might cised
well do the same. Without
compared the results of reception for FM under existing allocations, could be used there.
making specific reference to the
of W3X0, Jansky & Bailey station Mr. Loucks said his group does not
in Washington, with WRC, using a desire to hold the lower band and Kennedy Requests
Commission's recent order reopening the television hearings April 8
special AM broadcast receiver and felt the band above 116 mc. should Low Frequency
because
of RCA merchandising
two types of FM receivers. Because
be kept for experimentation.
Engineer Brown, recalled
practices, the chairman said that
of the inefficient type of experimenAll semblance of a battle with to Zenith
be questioned on television, said ever since he had been on the Comtal antenna used by W3X0, he said the educators was eliminated when
mis ion, ithad given mature considthe studies indicated subnormal
Mr. Wozencraft observed that his he would not like to see television
eration to all matters and had not
coverage. Distortion varied greatly company felt the 41-42 mc. band disturbed since his own company's
rushed things through. He then obon the two types of FM receivers should be left to education as long experiments on the No. I channel
served he did not like observations
would be disrupted. Asked by Comwhile on the AM receiver, picking as
there is reasonable prospect of
missioner
Craven
whether
he
knew
made
several times during the hearup WRC, the signal appeared as educators using the band. Maj. of any channels above the No. I and
ings about hasty action.
good as the better of the two FM
Armstrong concurred in the view II bands which would give equivaMr. Wozencraft immediately resignals. This was attributed largely as did Mr. Loucks on behalf of FM.
lent coverage and service, Mr.
sponded that perhaps he had made
to the fact that the AM receiver
Brown said he did not.
an unfortunate choice of language
was of exceptional high-fidelity.
Jett Sees Problems
Frank M. Kennedy, chief engi- but that he simply wanted to imneer of Don Lee Broadcasting SysProposed Allocations
press upon the Commission the deIn Selecting Bands
Are Submitted
When Chairman Fly asked Chief
Engineer Jett for his comments, he
Follovnng a recess, Mr. Fly asked
it appeared unfortunate that a
for comments on precisely what said
part of the first television band
frequency bands were being sought. could
not be allotted to FM but that
On behalf of Maj. Armstrong, Mr. the situation
appeared to be one
Lohnes declared his witness had
asked that the band 41-44 mc. be where it was "all or none". He
pointed out there was no way of
set aside definitely for wideband
FM and that in addition tele- going below that band while above
portion of the immevision Channel I ranging from the desirable
diate spectrum involved both Gov44-50 kc, be assigned, giving FM
ernment and television had to be
a continuous range and thereby considered.
Moreover, he pointed
: simplifying receiver construction.
out that the problem would become
In this connection, he pointed out, more
difficult if the allocation was
Maj. Armstrong had testified that
I certain television channels were too long delayed.
Mr. Wozencraft made a plea for
1 not being used.
a comprehensive study of the re,^Continuous Lower
spective merits of the 44-50 mc. and
78-84 mc. bands before any con^IBand Is Favored
clusion is reached on allocations.
When Chairman Ply asked whethAsserting there should be a very
er the 78-84 mc. television channel complete analysis of the complicated evidence given during the hear(No. IV) might be assigned for
ing, he said it would be dangerous
to hurry the allocations. He said,
based on observations of his engineers, that the 78-84 mc. band could
• Last fall, Canadian farmers realized the greatest wheat
be used without undue hardship,
and combined field crops in eleven years. Bank Debits
and asserted he did not believe it
rose 19.H points over 1938. Then came war orders . . . more
was necessary to disturb the preswork and money for farmers and industries. Prosperity
ent television band. Declaring there
returned. Now, people are spending in the Canadian West.
was plenty of room in the 42-44 mc.
This means greater potential salesfor your product. Command
band to accommodate FM stations,
these sales at a low cost by placing your program on —
he suggested that the Commission
might leave the lower television
CKCK Regina, Sask.
band available for the present visTHE ALL-CANADA
CHAB Moose Jaw, Sask.
ual stations assigned to it in New
FOOTHILLS GROUP
York, Chicago and Los Angeles,
CJOC
Lethbridge, Aha.
All Basic CBC Stations
and then perhaps place FM stations
CJAC
Calgary, Alta.
FiVsf in Listener Preference
on them in other parts of the counCJCA Edmonton, Alta.
trv. For example, he said engineers
Write for Audience Figures
believed that the 44-50 mc. band
CJAT Trail, B.C.
could be used in Boston and New
York without interference.
Represenfatives:
Asserting that FM and television
could well "grow together" and that
the No. I television band might still
U.S.A-WEED
and COMPANY
be used in the three major cities
without disturbing additional FM
CANADA - All-Canada Radio Facilities Limited
solete. He asserted that with 200kc. bands, there would of necessity
be fewer stations.
Current prices for FM receivers
will be considerably higher now
than a year from now, assuming
the art is introduced, he estimated,
a good receiver costing about $125.
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sirability of the informal technical Federal Union Decision
conference, probably to be presided
over by a Commission engineer.
Held to Apply to AFM
THE DECISION of Judge Peyton
Studebaker Gives
Gordon of the Federal district
Views of Educators
court for the District of Columbia
Chairman Fly observed that,
March 25, holding that labor unions
since all parties to the hearing had are subject to provisions of the
agreed not to place the 41-42 mc. Sherman anti-trust laws where
educational channel in jeopardy, he
presumed the educational group did their objectives are not "legitiwas seen in radio circles as
not desire to present testimony. Dr. having mate",
a possible bearing on the
John W. Studebaker, U. S. Comcurrent studies of the Department
missioner of Education, however,
of Justice into activities of unions
took the stand to place in the recgenerally and more particularly the
ord an exhibit covering comments
of various educational and related American Federation of Musicians.
groups stipporting retention of the In his opinion, involving action of
non-commercial band for educa- the Government against the truck
tional purposes. The purport of the drivers' union of the American Fedexhibit was that organized educaeration of Labor, Justice Gordon
tion should retain its complete held that where labor unions use
rights to the band. He was not unlawful means to obtain their obcross-examined as to why so few
jectives, they are subject to the
educational organizations had tak- penalties of the anti-trust laws.
en advantage of the availability of
In the truck drivers' case, the
assignments in the 1,000 kc. range, union
was charged with a conavailable for the last two years
spiracy to compel several concrete
The last witness to appear was mixing companies to hire members
S. Howard Evans, who testified on of the truck drive)s' union rather
behalf of the National Assn of Ed- than
members of the operating enucational Broadcasters and the Naunion. In connection with
tional Committee on Education by the AFM gineers'
situation, it is understood
Radio, of which he is secretary. He
is conducting studursred an equalized allocation of the iesDepartinent
to ascertain whether it is conFM, under which all stations in the
flicting with the law under requiresame city would be given identical
ments that broadcasting stations
powers and facilities, rather than
hire fixed quotas of musicians irreanything like the present system
spective ofwhether they need them.
with several classes of stations assigned. He pointed out his organization had criticized the whole
CLARENCE H. CALHOUN. Atlanta manufacturer of sirup concentrates
broadcast allocations for that reawho
with Sam Pickard,
son. Urging wide-band FM, he said formeris identified
CBS vice-president, in the
that in his conversations with edu- lease operation
of WGST, Atlanta, is
cators he has found a deep interest affiliated with G.
P. Stanley, cotton
in using facsimile for classroom
man of Greenville. S. C, in an application to the FCC for a new local
work and that the multiplexing posstation on 1.500 kc. in Greenville. Dora
sibilities of wide-band would make
Catherine S. Moss, also of Atlanta,
that allocation method desirable.
250-watt staUpon completion of the testi- has applied
tion on 1420 for
kc. ain new
Macon.
mony by respondents, Mr. Fly called
the second recess of the afternoon
to consider the suggestion of Mr. DIATHERMIZER Corp.. Los AngeWozencraft that an engineering
les (throat spray), new to radio,
conference be authorized and that through Crundall & Lester Adv. Co..
that
city, having concluded a brief
all parties be permitted to submit
spot announcement test on KMJ,
detailed briefs.
Fresno, Cal., on March 25 started
After the five-minute recess, Mr. using
five weekly on KEX, Portland,
Fly said the Commission had agreed
to accept briefs, to be submitted by and KJR, Seattle, in a similar camApril 15 by individual respondents,
paign.
but that it did not feel disposed to
AVMCA, New York, has applied to the
authorize the engineering conferfor license to operate an FM
ence. He said the Commission felt FCC
on 43600 kc. and using
the hearing itself had been a transmitter
1.000 watts. It would be located on
thorough - going technical inquiry.
P>ellevue Turnpike, near Kearney, N.
While the Commission would not J.
[See page 19 for list of other FM
suggest a general conference, he applicants since publication of list of
licensees
and applicants as of March
said he saw no objection to the sub13 in the March 15 Broadcasting.]
mission of additional material.
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MAGNETIC

STORM

Stops Shortwave Broadcast
From Abroad
LITTLE interference was caused
domestic broadcasts by the March
24 magnetic storm which interrupted wire, cable and shortwave
communications. Cancellation of
several network programs resulted
when shortwave transmissions
from abroad were marred by the
static storm.
A curious feature of the storm
was the disabling of AT&T automatic repeater reversing equipment on
transcontinental broadcasting circuits. AT&T remedied this trouble
by operating
the equipment
ally and little
disturbancemanuwas
noted by listeners.
Early shortwave programs on
March 24 were not affected, the
magnetic blesome
storm
trouuntil 11 not
a.m.becoming
CBS received
an early
broadcast
Vatican in Rome
and a from
news the
roundup
at 9 a.m. The usual news summary
by CBS correspondents abroad on
The World This Week, 7-7:30 p.m.,
failed to come through. In its place,
William H. Barton, curator of Hayden Planetarium, New York, and
Dr. H. E. McNish, research expert
in terrestrial magnetism of Carnegie Institute, Washington, held a
two-way conversation on the astral
physical war. The domestic roundup on the last half of the program
went on as usual. NBC cancelled
its European broadcast at 3 : 30 p.m.
and 7 p.m. MBS also cancelled foreign pickups.
The 8-8:15 a.m. and 6:45-7 p.m.
news roundups by CBS foreign correspondents failed to come through
March 25 and domestic roundups
were substituted. By March 26 the
European transmissions were coming through again.
AFRA Signs NBC-Hollywood
LOS ANGELES chapter of American
Federation of Radio Artists and NBC.
Hollywood, on March 25 signed a contract covering network staff announcers. Pact calls for a substantial increase in wages and improved working
conditions. Don E. Gilman, NBC
western division vice-president, and I.
B.
Kornblum, executive secretary of
tract.
Los Angeles Chapter, signed the conSEVENTH anniver.sary of the
irirFA Jamboree was celebrated
March 28 with the entire staff of the
Wheeling station participating. To accommodate the studio audience, it was
necessary to give three performances
in addition to the regular two-hour
show at the Wheeling Auditorium.
Hillbilly entertainment and the inquiring mike constituted the programs.
TIMES SQUARE Productions, new
Hollywood motion picture production
unit, headed by .James Moore, has obtained film rights to The First Nighter program, sponsored by Campana
Sales Co., on .50 CBS stations, Friday, 9:.30-10 p. m. (EST). The firm
plans to make a series of featurettes
for major distribution.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON Tobacco
Co. Louisville ( Avalon cigarettes) on
April 16 will start a thrice-weekly
Imports Reviews, featuring Charlie
Grimm, formerly manager of the ChiCubs, on Co.,
WBBM.
Chicago.
RussellcagoM. Seeds
Chicago,
is agency.
SUNSPOTS which marred communications March 24 were responsible for
the i.solation of the transmitter and
the studios of CEL. Toronto, from
2:03 to 4:12 p.m. The 26-mile telephone line was out of commission between the ToBonto studios and the
transmitter at Hornby, Ont.
BROADCASTING

THE SOOTHING hum of a dentist's
torture machine augured sweet listening to Oklahoma listeners as
WKY, Oklahoma City, took its
mikes to the Oklahoma Dentists
Convention. Bob Eastman, special
events announcer, got stuck with
the chair assignment while Perry
Ward, special events chief, describes proceedings. Dr. Frank P.
Bertram is wielding the excavator.
McAn Shoe Offer
MELVILLE SHOE Co., Boston
(Thom McAn shoes), on March 29
started offering free to listeners to
its quarter-hour United Press news
programs
22 x 32-inch
colored
map of thea world,
surrounded
by
pictures of outstanding news events
in 1939. Stations carrying the programs are WABC, New York;
WNAC, Boston; WEAN, Providence; WBBM, Chicago; WWJ, Detroit; KYW, Philadelphia, and
WDRC, Hartford. Listeners may
receive the maps upon request at
local Thom McAn shoe stores. The
events depicted on the map were
selected
UP and
CBS. Neff-Rogow. NewbyYork,
is agency.

ENLIST
enlist
in the Women'sField Army of the
American Society for the Control
of Cancer, and help in the intensive war against this disease.
educate
yourself and others to recognize
that may indisymptoms
early cate
cancer.
save
some of the 150,000 who may die
this year unless promptly treated. Early cancer con be cured.
join
local your
unit
note!
or send your
enlislment fee
of $1.00 lo
AMERICAN SOCIETY
foi the
CONTROLofCANCER
350 Madison Ave., N.Y.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Schedule
General Mills and Co-Sponsors
THE LIST of games scheduled by
General Mills and affiliated sponsors, as of March 27, with cities,
stations, announcers and sponsorship setup, follows:
BALTIMORE— WCBM, Lee Davis, home
and away games except Sundays of the
Orioles, co-sponsored by General Mills and
Atlantic Refining Co.
SYRACUSE — WSYR, Nick Stemmler,
home and away games except Sundays and
holidays of Chiefs, co-sponsored by General Mills and Atlantic Refining Co.
WASHINGTON—
WJSV,except
Arch Sundays
MacDonald,
home and away games
and
holidays at home of Nationals, co-sponsored
by General Mills and Procter & Gamble
Co.
PHILADELPHIA — WCAU, Bill Dyer,
home games of Phillies and Athletics, cosponsored
Vacuum Oilby Co.General Mills and SoconyCHICAGO— WBBM. Pat Flanagan, home
games of Cubs and Sox, co-sponsored by
General
nounced. Mills and company not yet anDETROIT — WWJ, Ty Tyson, home and
away games of Tigers, co-sponsored by
General Mills and Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.
KNOXVILLE—
Blanchard.
home
and away WNOX,
games Lowell
except first
home
and home Sunday and holiday games of
Smokies, co-sponsored by General Mills and
( B. F. Goodrich Co.
i LOUISVILLE— WAVE, Don Hill, home
I and away games except first home and
home Sunday and holiday games of Coco-sponsored
•' lonials,
B. F. Goodrich
Co. by General Mills and
• QUINCY — WTAD. Bob Lee, home games
' of St. soredLouis
Cardinals
by General
Mills. and Browns, sponWICHITA— KFH, Larry Stanley, home and
I' away
of St.
Louis League
Cardinalsgames,
and
Browns games
and some
American
1 co-sponsored
by
General
Mills
and
SoconyVacuum Oil Co.
, home
SAN ANTONIO
KABC,
Dave Young,
and away —games
of Missions,
cosponsored
rich Co. by General Mills and B. F. GoodINDIANAPOLIS—
Prough,
and away games WIRE,
except Elfirst
home home
and
home Sunday and holiday games of Indians, co-sponsored by General Mills and
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.
i COLUMBUS — WOOL, announcer un-selected, home and away games except first
! home and Sunday and holidav home games
■ of Red Birds, co-sponsored by General
3: Mills and Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.
NEW ORLEANS— WDSU, announcer unselected, home and away games of PeliJi; cans, sponsored by General Mills.
il MICHIGAN NETWORK (WFDF WBCM
■^WELL
WJIM WKZO
WIBM)
1 Harry Heilmann,
home WOOD
and away
games—
c of Tigers, co-sponsored by General Mills
^Eand Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.
|l
— KLZ,and Jack
120
k DENVER
games of home
away Fitzpatrick,
games of Cubs,
I-a ahome
games
of
St.
Louis
Cardinals
and
few other major league games, co-sponsored by General Mills and company not
yet announced.
ALBANY— WABY-WOKO, Sherb Herrick
and Gren Rand, home and away games
t except Sundays and holidays home games
, of Senators, co-sponsored by General Mills
" and Atlantic Refining Co.
I PITTSBURGH— KDKA and WWSW, Rosey
iRowswell, home and away games except
■■Sundaysco-sponsored
and holidaysby home
gamesMillsof and
Piirates,
General
^Atlantic Refining Co.
jDALLAS
WRR, ofCharlie
home
jand
away — games
Rebels,Jordan,
co-sponsored
Jby
General
Mills
and
Coca-Cola
Bottling
T Co.
[lOKLAHOMA
Andrews,
phome
and awayCITY—
gamesKOCY,
except EdSunday
and
[holidays of Indians, co-sponsored by Gen> eral Mills and company not yet selected.
ST. LOUIS— KMOX, France Laux, home
■ games
holidays byof
Cardinals except
and Sundays
Browns, and
co-sponsored
General Mills and Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.
ATLANTA— WAGA, announcer not yet
, ;elected, home and away games of Crack1I ?rs.Goodrich
co-sponsored
Co. by General Mills and B.
^ LHARLOTTE—
WBT, Russ Senators,
Hodges, schedile
of Washington
sponorcdnotby setGeneral
Mills.

BROADCASTING
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BUFFALO— WGR, Ralph Hubbell, home
and away games except Sundays and holidays of Bisons, co-sponsored by General
Mills and Atlantic Refining Co.
BROOKLYN— WOR, Red Barber and Al
Heifer, home and away games except several Sunday home games of Dodgers, cosponsored by General Mills and Procter &
Gamble Co.
NORFOLK— WTAR, Blair Eubanks, home
and away except Sunday and holiday
games of Tars, co-sponsored by General
Mills and company not yet announced.
KANSAS CITY— KCKN and WREN, Walt
Lochman, home and away except first home
and home Sunday and holiday games of
Blues, co-sponsored by General Mills and
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.
SPRINGFIELD, Mo.— KGBX, Tom Kelly,
minimum of 65 night games of local Western Assn. club, starting May 1, sponsored
by General Mills.
MILWAUKEE— WISN, Alan Hale, home
and away except first home and home Sunday and holiday games of Brewers, cosponsored
Vacuum Oilby Co.General Mills and SoconyMINNEAPOLIS — WMIN, Halsey Hall,
home and away except first home and Sunday and holiday home games of Millers,
co-sponsored
by General Mills and SoconyVacuum
Oil Co.
ST. PAUL— WTCN, George Higgins. home
and away except first home and Sunday
and holiday home games of Saints, cosponsored
Vacuum OilbyCo.General Mills and SoconyTOWA NETWORK (KRNT KFAB KMA
WNAX) — Gene Schumate, home and away
games of St. Louis Cardinals and some
American League games, co-sponsored by
General Mills and Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.
CLEVELAND — WCLE, Jack Graney,
home and away except Sundays and holidays of Indians, co-sponsored by General
Mills and Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.
DULUTH — KDAL, announcer not selected,
home and away games of Dukes, co-sponsored by General Mills and un-announced
co-sponsor.
GRAND FORKS— KFJM, Elmer Hanson,
home and away games of Chiefs, co-sponsored by General Mills and un-announced
co-sponsor.
NEWARK— WNEW, Earl Harper, home
and away games except Sundays and holidays of Bears, sponsored by General Mills,
Atlantic Refining Co., and possible third
sponsor.
SAN FRANCISCO — KGO, Ernie Smith,
home and away games except home Sunday
of Seals,
eral games
Mills and
B. F. co-sponsored
Goodrich Co. by GenOAKLAND— KROW, Dean Maddox, home
and away games except Sunday games of
Oaks,F. co-sponsored
B.
Goodrich Co. by General Mills and
PORTLAND— KEX, Rollie Truitt. home
and away except Sunday home games of
Beavers,
co-sponsored
B. F. Goodrich
Co. by General Mills and
BOISE— KIDO, Roy Civille, home and away
games of Pilots, co-sponsored by General
Mills and Sperry Products Co.
SALT LAKE CITY— KUTA, Bill Sears,
home and away games of Bees, co-sponsored by General Mills and B. F. Goodrich
Co.
SEATTLE — KJR, Leo Lassen, home and
away except Sundays and holidays of
Rainiers.
co-sponsored
B. F. Goodrich
Co. by General Mills and
SPSKANE— KGA, Pat Hayes, home and
away
co-sponsored
Generalgames
Mills of
and Hawks,
B. F. Goodrich
Co. by
WENATCHEE— KPQ, Hal Thomas, home
and away games except Sundays and holico-sponsored
Mills days
andof Chiefs,
B. F. Goodrich
Co. by General
TACOMA— KMO, Jerry Geehan, home and
away games except home Sunday and holidayeral games
of Tigers,
co-sponsored
Mills and
B. F. Goodrich
Co. by GenThe Northwmf • Bast
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THE Atlantic Refining schedule,
with teams, stations and announcship) : follow (* indicates co-sponsorers,
NATIONAL LEAGUE
PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES (all home
games)
Philadelphia,
special ;
network— WIP,
including
WSAN, and
Allentown
WBAB, Atlantic City ; WEST, Easton ;
WKBO, Harrisburg ; WAZL, Hazleton :
WGAL, Lancaster ; WEEU, Reading ;
WILM, nounWilmington;
cer :Byrum Saam. WORK, York. AnPITTSBURGH PIRATES* (70 road and
home games): Rosey
— KDKA-WWSW,
Announcer
Rowswell. Pittsburgh.
BOSTON
BEES*
home games)
WAAB, Boston, and(32network
including—
WICC, Bridgeport; WSAR, Fall River;
WHAI, Greenfield; WTHT, Hartford;
WLNH, Laconia ; WLLH, Lowell ; WFEA,
Manchester ; WNBH. New Bedford ; WNLC,
New London ; WBRK, Pittsfield ; WEAN,
Providence ; WSYB, Rutland ; WSPR,
Springfield
WATR, Waterbury. Announcer : Jimmy ; Britt.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
PHILADELPHIA ATHLETICS (all home
games) — Same as Phillies.
BOSTON
RED SOX* (.32 home games) —
Same as Bees.
INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE
BALTIMORE ORIOLES* (27 home and
28 road nouncergames)
— WCBM, Baltimore. An:Lee Davis.
BUFFALO BISONS* (31 home and 31
road games)—
Buffalo. Announcer :Ralph WGR-WKBW,
Hubbell.
NEWARK BEARS* (32 home and 32 road
games)
— WNEW, New York. Announcer:
Earl Harper.
ROCHESTER RED WINGS* (77 home and
77 road nouncergames)
— WSAY, Rochester. An:Jack Barry.
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SOUTH ATLANTIC LEAGUE
AUGUSTA TIGERS (all home and road
games
) — WRDW,
Thurston
Bennett. Augusta. Announcer :
JACKSONVILLE
TARS (all home and
road games)
nouncer :Jack— WJAX,
Rathbun. Jacksonville. AnSAVANNAH
INDIANS
(all home and
road games)
nouncer: —WindyWTOC,
Herrin. Savannah. AnPIEDMONT LEAGUE
CHARLOTTE HORNETS (all home and
roader : Paul
games)
— -WSOC, Charlotte. AnnouncNorris.
RICHMOND COLTS (all home and road
games) — WRTD, Richmond. Announcer:
Hugh Carlyle.

ursday evenings.
'^"un. imu cigm staiioiis bu Ubidunbucu.
In
recent
years,
the
networks
h
The Commission decided to . hold
lurday e,
tened advertisers' orejudices agajhearings — by 130 means a foutine step
fs and af]

FREE & PETERS, INC. — Natl. Rep.

• Broadcast

SYRACUSE CHIEFS* (27 home and 28
roader : Nick
games)Stemmler.
— WSYR, Syracuse. AnnouncEASTERN LEAGUE
ALBANY SENATORS* (35 home and road
games)— WABY-WOKO. Albany. Announcers : Sherb Herrick and Gren Rand.
BINGHAMTON TRIPLETS (all home and
road games)
nouncer :Tom— WNBF,
MacMahon.Binghamton. AnELMIRA PIONEERS (all home and road
games)—
WESG-WENY, Elmira. Announcer ; Bill Pope.
HARTFORD LAURELS (all home and
roader : Jack
games)Lloyd.
— WTHT, Hartford. AnnouncSCRANTON RED SOX (all home and
roader : Claude
games)Haring.
— WGBI, Scranton. AnnouncSPRINGFIELD NATIONALS (all home
and roadnouncer :games)
— WSPR, Springfield. AnEd Kennedy.
WILKES-BARRE BARONS (all home and
road games)
— WBAX,
nouncer :Harry
Thomas. Wilkes-Barre. AnWILLIAMSPORT GREYS (all home and
road games)
WRAK, Williamsport. Announcer :Sol —Wolf.

Atlantic Refining
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Big Oakite Campaign
OAKITE PPODUCTS Co., New
York, the middle of April will
start a Spring Carnival campaign
for its cleanser, using a series of
song-jingle programs by "that spotless little man, Okey Oakite" on
stations in major markets throughout the country. Calkins & Holden,
New York, is the agency, and
Grombach Productions, New York,
is producing the series.
For

A

Big Chunk of
Illinois — Use
W S 0 Y
Serve* the World's
Soybean
Cen ter^^
Central Illinois
$32,000,000
crop alone. Soybean
Great
corn and livestock
center,
too.
manufacturing. Much
Pop.
area, tail
% business
million.up Re-12
to 17%.

WSOY
250 W.

Decatur. III.
18 hours daily

Prizes for Flys
S T A N C O Inc., New York,
during the week March 11-18
promoted an unusual merchandising stunt for Flit on
its quarter-hour transcribed
serial program Meet Miss
Julia, heard on some 52 stations throughout the country,
but centering around WIOD,
Miami. The company released
2,001 flies all over Miami,
2,000 marked with silver and
one, "Big Butch", marked
with gold. Listeners bringing
in the silver-spotted ones
with an open can of Flit to
WIOD received $5 per fly, but
no one succeeded in capturing
"Big Butch" worth $500. McCann-Erickson, New York,
will not release the total number of flies brought in, nor
will it state at this time
whether the stunt will be extended to other markets.

Sigma Delta Chi Adds
Radio News for Awards
RADIO news writing has been added to the list of editorial accomplishments for which Sigma Delta
Chi, national honorary journalistic
fraternity,
hereafter
offer an-in
nual servicewill
awards.
Excellence
general reporting, editorial writing,
foreign correspondence and Washington correspondence have been
the usual fields in which competition for awards has been considered. Awards consist of a citation
accompanied by a suitably engraved medal.
Judges nouncedfor
the Scott
competition
anby Elmo
Watson,
president of the fraternity, are
Frederic William Wile, Washington Sta7\- Arthur Krock, New York
Times Washington correspondent;
Paul Scott Mowrer, Chicago Daily

Luxor Cosmetics Adds
LUXOR Ltd., Chicago, (cosmetics),
the last week in March started its
quarter-hour twice-weekly t r a n scribed Musical Powder Box variety
show on WGN, Chicago, and
WTAM, Cleveland. On April 2 the
schedule will be expanded to include WJR, Detroit. Featured on
the programs are Eddie Howard,
singer; Lou Adrain's Orchestra,
and Syd Symonds, Hollywood makeup expert. Lord & Thomas, Chicago,
handles the account.
News editor; John W. Owens, Baltimore Sun editor-in-chief ; Roy
Roberts, Kansas City Star managing editor. for nominations has
Deadline
been set for May 15. The winners
will be announced during the fraternity's annual convention in Des
Moines early next fall.

Help Wanted
andword.
Situations
Wanted,
per word.
other CAPS,
classifications, 12c per
Bold face
listings,7c double.
BOLDAll FACE
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three words
for box address. Forms close 10th and 25th of month preceding issues.

Jansky & Bailey
A n Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press BIdg., Wash., D. C.

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Enqineers
National Press BIdg.
Naf. 4048
Washington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press BIdg.
WasWngton, D. C.
JOHN
BARRON
Consulfing Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

PAUL

F. GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Mon+ciair (N. J.) 2-7859

PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey BIdg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM. JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
2935 North Henderson Avenue
Telephones 3-6039 and 5-2945
DALLAS, TEXAS

Martin V. Kiebert, Jr.
(Consulting T^adio Sngineer
associated with Jansky & Bailey
Russ BIdg., San Francisco, Cal.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

CLIFFORD YEWDALL
Empire State BIdg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
7134 Main Street
KANSAS CITY, MO.
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Help Wanted
Wanted — Production manager and stockholder in a good station. Box A764.
Broadcasting.
Employees
us help Radio
you getEmployment
a position
through —outLetNational
Bureau. Paramount Distributors, Box
864, Denver, Colo.
Advertising
— Permanent
position
and liberalSalesman
commission
to one who
can
produce. Excellent territory. Give full
particulars, age. experience, references
in first letter. WGRM, Greenwood. Miss.
Experienced Salesman — wanted for 5 KW
Western NBC affiliate station city 50,000.
Nominal starting salary but unusual opportunities, advancement. Must have
best references and outstanding record.
Write airmail fully. Box A761, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — Graduate with recent experience
in medium and high power radio transmitter design and manufacture. Age 27.37 ; location eastern U. S. Please do not
apply unless thoroughly experienced in
this line. Address A-38. P. O. Box 3443.
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania.
Wanted
Experienced
radio salesman
for
local —station
southwestern
city, 15,000
population. Must be producer, clean
worker ; good copywriter. Tell all including salary needed start. Address Box
A754, Broadcasting.
Engineer Radio — Graduate engineer with
recent experience in design and adjustment of directional antennae and phasing circuits. Equipment design experience desirable. Age 27-37. Give full particulars or no reply. Location East. Address W-37, P. O. Box 3571, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
Mid-west agency — well established and fastgrowing, would be interested in contacting account executive, with or without
billing, who has a PROVEN sales record
in getting accounts, preferably radio.
Good opportunity for capable man. Replies will be held strictly confidential.
Write Box A750, Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
Continuity Writer-Announcer — Experienced ;
spot, commercial and program copy
writing ; references. Box A765, BroadCasting.
Operator— (First Class Phone)— Announcer. Musical (piano) experience. Go anywhere. Salary secondary. Box A756.
Broadcasting.

Recording Engineer — Owning complete professional studio equipment, desires production or business
man partner, or
ing.
agency affiliation. Box A753, BroadcastBROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Continued)
Commercial Manager — Regional, local station. Experienced. Exceptional Record.
Agency
contacts. Employed. Box A763,
Broadcasting.
Continuity writer, announcer — male. 25,
Christian, German descent, married, experience as free-lance writer, dramatist,
university-trained, journalist background,
will travel. Box A755. Broadcasting.
Announcer - Operator — experienced, good
diction, delivery, personality. Can do spot
and copy
Transcription,
ences. writing.
Available immediately.
Box referA752.
Broadcasting.
News - Continuity — experienced newscaster,
distinctive voice, writes own script, also
continuity,
Broadcasting.program ideas. Box A759,
Young,
experienced,
topnotch
announcersalesman
now employed
desires
change.
Would like to M.C. morning broadcast
followed by outside sales. Will arrange
ing.
to go anywhere for interview. Must have
salary guarantee. Box A758, BroadcastProduction
Man — fourteen
years' promoexperience, production,
programming,
tion, writing. Employed, but wants to
make change. Married. Will accept small
salary. Box A762, BROADCASTING.
Manager — Young with outstanding background of experience in all phases of
broadcasting including extensive sales.
An opportunity to present my story and
evidence will convince you. Affiliated with
major network station in key city. Box
A757, Broadcasting.
Employers ployees-We
have section
experienced
emin every
of theradioUnited
States. Let us submit summaries of qualified applicants whose references have
been verified.
cost to you Bureau.
through Box
National Radio NoEmployment
864, Denver, Colo.
Agency
Director — with
record
stationRadio
management,
sales,proved
promotion,
program
creation
and
production
desires
to locate with new or established station
as sales manager. Young (aged 30), has
specialized in producing sound ideas that
sell for local and regional advertisers.
Sober, industrious, ambitious, personable :
now employed by nationally known firm
specializing
in production
radio campaigns for local
and regionalof advertisers.
Availablewhere on
two
week's
notice.
Go anythere is a job to be done.
Box
A751. Broadcasting.
Wanted to Buy
Two standard make used 78 and 33 1/3
turntables
without
pickups. Describe fully.with
Box orA760.
BROADCASTING.
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ASCA.P

HEALTHY and chirpy are these
little chicks, nurtured amidst the
kilowatts of WLW, Cincinnati, under direction of Ed Mason, farm
program director. The 25 downy
studio guests are devotees of the
Purina line of poultry edibles, for
whom Mason announces.
Joint Baseball Sponsors
FOR THE second consecutive year
the play-by-play broadcasts of the
Cubs and White Sox games on
WJJD, Chicago, will be jointly
sponsored by Congress Cigar Co.,
Newark (La Palina cigars ), through
Marschalk & Pratt, New York;
Walgreen Drug Co., Chicago,
through J. V/ alter Thompson Co.,
Chicago; Gillette Safety Razor Co.,
Boston, through Maxon Inc., Detroit. Charlie Grimm, former manager of the Cubs, and Lew Fonseca,
former manager of the White Sox
and now promotional director of
the American League, will handle
the broadcasts as they did last year.
Deficit of Eight Cents
ARRANGEMENT whereby the cit.v
of Camden, N. J., operates WCAM
and pa.vs all expenses, in return receiving $20,000 a year from the Mack
Sales Co., which sells all the available
broadcasting time, resulted in an 8cent deficit to the city for 1939 operation, according to Mayor Brunner.
Eno Plans to Add
J. C. ENO, U. S. Ltd., on April 15
will start a .52-week series of fiveminute musical electrical transcriptions on WOR, Newark, Mondays.
Wednesdays
and Fridays,
9 :.50-9 :5.")
a.m. and Thursdays
and Saturdays,
9:4.5-9:50 a.m. Agency in charge is
Atherton & Currier, New York, which
stated that more stations might be
added later in April.

High

Boost Stirs Industry
(Continued from page 11)

ably be 5%, the same as will be
paid by those individual stations
with which the Michigan Network
competes. Similarly a hookup of
two low-powered stations, each of
which pays an individual 3% rate,
would probably be assessed at 3%
for the network programs.
Asserting that the ASCAP
charges are based on the value received from the use of ASCAP copyrighted music by the station or network broadcasting such music, Mr.
Paine said that if a single major
station pays b% then it is not unreasonable for a national network
to pay iy2% since it makes much
wider use of the music. Although
the ASCAP plan may seem simple
on first inspection, he said, its compilation has taken months and
months of study during which the
ASCAP radio committee went over
the records of every station in the
country. In addition, he explained,
field men made personal calls on
120 stations and discussed in detail
with the broadcasters a wide variety of possible licensing plans.
Lengthy reports of these conversations were submitted to the committee, he said, and were carefully studied.
Should be Pleased!
Declaring that approximately
300 of the nation's broadcasters
will, under the proposed plan, find
their ASCAP payments cut in half,
and that some 500 broadcasters
will pay "substantially less" than
at present, he said that the broadshould be "greatly pleased"
with thecasters
plan.
ASCAP sought to produce figures to justify its claim that
broadcasters should pay additional
revenue. Charges and countercharges developed, with the result
that only a matter of hours after
ASCAP's proposition, both Tin
Pan Alley and the daily and trade
press were filled with a babble of
conflicting claims.
Mr.. Paine, for example, held that
75% of radio programs are composed of music from ASCAP's repertoire. BMI immediately disputed the figures, citing surveys made
by NBC and FCC showing that
music occupied less than 60% of
all broadcast time and indicating
that the amount of time devoted to

Fidelity

dp)

in Broadcasting can be achieved only through long
experience in the design and building of Transmitters. We have built Transmitters for Broadcast
and the Government services in frequencies from
200 Kc. to 1500 Mc.
We welcome your inquiries.

RADIO
RECEPTOR
CO.,
251 West 19th Street, New York City

BROADCASTING
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Setting the Pace
TO DEVELOP new sources
of supply for radio music,
WOV, New York, during its
Opera Hour programs, is presenting a series of spot announcements inviting those
contemplating careers as lyricists and composers to submit their work along those
lines to ment.
WOV's
music departAlso included
in the
announcements is the suggestion that all compositions be
copyrighted
before purposes.
submitting for protective
Those compositions showing
promise will be turned over to
Broadcast Music Inc., of
which WOV is a member.
music on the air is decreasing
year by year rather than increasing as ASCAP contends. BMI denounced as "even more incorrect
and
misleading"
the ASCAP
that music constitutes
70% ofclaim
the
material used in commercial time
on the air. Quoting the NBC survey, it said that only 20.7 of all
time on sponsored programs was
devoted to music.
ASCAP Hearings
MOTION of William J. Hotz, attorney for the State of Nebraska, for
a new trial of the suit to test the
constitutionality of the Nebraska
anti-ASCAP law was heard March
25 by the same three-judge court
which in a previous unanimous decision found the law to be tinconstitutional. Court has taken the matter under advisement and will hand
down a written decision, probably
within the near future. Next suit
in the chain of actions filed by
ASCAP to test the constitutionality
of the various anti-ASCAP state
legislation will be held April 15 before a Federal statutory court in
Gainesville, Fla. ASCAP, seeking a
permanent injunction against the
State's enforcement of the Florida
anti-ASCAP law, will be represented by Louis D. Frohlich of
Schwartz & Frohlich, ASCAP
counsel.

CLAIK

f.,

QUAL
inITY

ELECTRJCAL

PROCESSING

OiNCE the earliest
days of radio the
skill and exactness
of our processed recordings have told
their own story of a
job well done. Today practically every
well known transcription producer
is a Clark client. If
you are interested
in quality transcription processing we
are at your service.

TEL-PIC Syndicate, New York, reports that KIEM, Eureka. Cal.,
KSAN, San Francisco, and KUIN,
Grants Pass, Ore., have signed for its
display service plan making a total of
103 subscriber stations.
BULLETIN No. 22, Decisions of the
United States Courts Involving Copyright 1938-1939, is now ready for distribution at 75e per copy by the Government Printing Office, Washington.

KFRU

COLUMBIA, MISSOURI
A kilowatt of power on 630
kc. daytime with 500 watts
at night.
A Sales Message over KFRU
Covers the Heart of Missoari

Phonograph

Record

Co.

216 High Str
Humboldb 2-0880
22lN:La$3ile Sb.
Central 5275
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In Using Records
Bennett Finds Analogies in
Supreme Court Opinion
THE OPINION of the Supreme
Court March 25 in the Ethyl Gasoline Corp. case, holding that restrictions imposed upon the use to which
an article may be put after it has
been purchased in regular channels
of commerce are illegal, was construed by legal observers in Washington as directly applicable to performance of phonograph records
over broadcast stations.
Andrew W. Bennett, Washington
counsel for National Independent
Broadcasters, in a letter March 26
to President Harold A. Lafount of
NIB, asserted the court stated in
positive terms that in the case of
the Ethyl Gasoline formula, the
parent company could not control
its use through the retailer.
He said the case was analogous
to the situation confronted by
the broadcasting industry regarding restrictions on performance of
phonograph records, and that the
opinion should tend eventually to
clarify that issue. Mr. Bennett last
February [Broadcasting March 1]
had advised independent stations
they could perform phonograph
records without paying tribute to
various groups seeking compensation if they purchased the records
in regular channels of commerce
and if they refrained from use of
the name of the recording artist or
the record manufacturer.
Rights Relinquished
The Supreme Court in the gasoline case unanimously held that
conditions and restrictions imposed
by Ethyl Corp. on the resale of
Ethyl gasoline are illegal. The
court said that such contracts or
combinations which are used "to obstruct the free and natural flow
in the channels of interstate commerce of trade even in a patented
article, after it is sold by the patentee or his licensee, are violations of
the Sherman Act." The court said
that by its sale to refiners. Ethyl
Corp. relinquished its exclusive
rights to use the patented fluid and
it relinquished to licensed jobbers
its exclusive rights to sell the fuel
by permitting
manufacture and sellthetherefiners
fuel totothem.
the restrictions
court's conclusion
to Applying
the attempted
sought
to be imposed on use of phonograph
records by record manufacturers
and the National Assn. of Performing Artists, Mr. Bennett said both
claimed they had a "common law
copyright". He pointed out the Supreme Court repeatedly has held
that an article subject to copyright
protection
is no diff^erent
than one
subject to patent
protection.
"When the recording artists perform a musical composition for the
record manufacturer with knowledge that records will be manufactured and sold, and when the manufactured records are sold to distributors, any exclusive right of
the artists to use and sell the recorded rendition is exhausted," he
declared. "The sale of the records
to distributors exhausts the alleged
common law copyright and neither
the recording artists nor the manufacturer may exercise any further
control
over
the records."
Thus Mr. Bennett
concluded that
the Supreme Court opinion conPage 98
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Foreign Copyright Suits
Seek to Recover Funds

BIRTHDAY felicitations flew thick and fast at KDKA, Pittsburgh, on
March 19 when Fort Pitt Brewing Co.'s Tap Time program started its
third year on the air. S. D. Gregory, KDKA general manager, during the
observances presented to Sponsor Mike Berardino a mammoth birthday
cake decorated with a replica of the KDKA transmitter and tower.
Grouped around the cakemaker's dream here are (1 to r) Walter Horn,
KDKA salesman; Maurice Spitalny, musical director of the station; Mr.
Berardino; Mr. Gregory; Ferris Feland, producer, and Harry Veith,
BBDO account executive.

Summoned
ABSORBED in editing teletype releases in the news
room of WNAX, Yankton,
S. D., News Editor Ray Clark
was electrified as an announcement came over the
studio
loudspeaker,
we turn you over"And
to now
Ray
Clark, who is conducting an
inquiring mike in the studio
auditorium." Bewildered at
his apparent lapse of memory, he rushed to the auditorium only to learn the announcement was part of an
already transcribed program
in which his inquiring mike
interview had been featured.
firms his observation of last February that a station may lawfully
broadcast a phonograph record if
it purchases the record in regular
channels of commerce and if it limits a broadcast to recreating the
sounds on the phonograph record
and does not in any way make use
of the names of the artists or of the
record manufacturers.
Coincident with this development, it was reported that dissatisfaction had cropped up among recording artists, particularly those
on the Decca list, because of that
company's ban on the use of its
records by stations. Whereas the
record manufacturers have held
that radio performances hurt record sales, the Decca artists contend
that non-performance on the air results in loss of income and repute.

The

Chosen

One

When choosing a station on
Canada's West Coast, remember, CJOR is chosen
by MORE National advertisers, because CJOR gives
MORE service . . . coverage
. . . results!

JOR
C
Vancouver,
B. C.
National Representatives:
Joseph Hershey McGillvra

BARD OF BOSTON
Promotion Drive Moves Agency
Official to Poetry
AS A RESULT of the latest promotion campaign of WBZ-WBZA,
Boston-Springfield, G. A. Holcomb,
of Alley & Richards Co., Boston,
was moved to poetry. For weeks
Sales Manager Frank Bowes had
regaled Holcomb and other timebuyers with samples of products
advertised on the station. The

SUITS against the Staatlich Genehmigte Gesellschaft der Autoren,
Komponisten und Musikverleger
(AKM) and the Staatlich Genehmigte Misikalischer
Gesellschaft Urheberrechte
suz Verwertung
(STAGMA),
Austrian
and Ger-to
man organizations
similar
ASCAP in the United States, have
been filed in the New York State
Supreme Court by six members of
AKM who have received no payment from AKM since the German
anschluss in 1938, when AKM was
taken over by STAGMA. In attempting to collect payments due
the plaintiffs, A. Walker Socolow,
New York attorney who is author
of "The Law of Radio Broadcasting," has attached money owed
to AKMcenses thebyuseASCAP,
liof musicwhich
in the
AKM catalog in this country.
ASCAP is opposing this attachment, claiming that since the AKM
affairs are now being handled by
STAGMA, ASCAP can applv its
debt
to ASCAP,
AKM against
STAGMA's
debt to
according
to Mr.
Socolow, who says that the suit
will be a test case to settle the

poetry :
I"m
gassed and
candied,
Carnationed
and I'm
floured.
With radio products
Each day I am sHowered.
I'm flattered and favored
Like please
Count Mr.
de Bowes
Ciano*
But
Don't send a piano.
* If you know n better rhyme with
piano — go to it.
Canada Political Time
PRELIMINARY figures show that
Canadian broadcasters, with the
exception of those in Quebec province, sold political candidates a
total of 623% hours of time during
the six-week general election campaign ended March 23 for the election held March 26. Figures for
Quebec province were not available,
but Quebec stations sold more time
than those of other provinces of the
Dominion, and it is estimated that
with the Quebec figures included a
total of about 800 hours of commercial time sold to candidates.
Small stations did better on the political broadcasts than the large
stations, due largely to other commercial commitments, the data reveal.
Bucks for Hams
CONTEST for children only is
sponsored by the St. Louis Independent Packing Co. (Maryrose
Hams) and heard over KWK, St.
Louis, and KWOS, Jefferson City,
Mo. Contestants obtain entry
blanks from dealers and get signatures of five housewives pledging to buy Maryrose Hams for
Easter. Each entrant receives a
pocket knife free. A dollar bill is
given every evening to the child
submitting the largest list the previous day. The wholesaler then is
able to sell the dealer more hams,
on the strength of the number of
pledges in that neighborhood.
BROADCASTING

legality of ASCAP's attitude.
New Lorillard Series
p. LORILLARD Co., New York, on
April 16 will start the Ripple
Roundup, a ten-minute thriceweekly leans,
program
on WWL, ofNewRipple
Orin the interests
Roll-your-own cigarette tobacco.
The program will feature hillbilly
music, Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays, 12:05-12:15 p.m. Agency is Lennen & Mitchell, New York.
'Big Town' Contract Parley
LAWTOX
CAMPBELL,
radioreturned
director of Ruthrauff
& Ryan, has
to New York from Hollywood where
he discussed a new radio contract with
Edward G. Robinson, star of the CBS
Big verTouBros.n (Rinso).
program, Also
sponsored
by Lein Hollywood
for the discussions was Cal McCarthy,
agency count."
executive
Rinso ac-is
Outcome of on
the the
conferences
being closely
It is known
that
when
in New guarded.
York recently
Robinson
was asked to take a 20% cut from his
present salary of $6,500 per week for
next season. It is reported in Hollywood that Robin.«on made a counter
includes
Campbellfor which
proposal
a salary toincrease
the new fall
term. Current contract terminates in
June.

More National Advenisers used
CHNS last year than ever before.
Now is the time to make sure of
summer bookings.
CHNS
HALIFAX, N. S.
The Key Station of the
Maritimes
Additional coverage provided at no
additional cost by our shortwave
station CHNX
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Network ^ccovnts
All lime EST unless olherwise indicaled.
New Business
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co.,
Boston, on May 4 only sponsors the
Kentucky Derby on 87 CBS stations,
6:15-6:45 p.m. (DST). Agency: Maxon Inc., N. Y.
TEXACO Co., New York (gasoline),
on March 25 started news programs
on 14 Texas State Network stations,
Mon. thru Sat. 7 :30-7 :45 p.m. -and
on 2 TSN stations, 7 :45-8 p.m. Agency : Buchanan & Co., N. Y.
PEPSI-COLA Co., Long Island City
( soft drink ) , on April 30 starts news
program on 112 CBS stations, Tues.,
Thurs., Sat., 6-6:05 p.m., (repeat,
10:55-11 p.m., and 11-11:05 p.m.)
(EDST) . Agency : Newell - Emmett
Co., N. Y.
CUDAHY PACKING Co., Chicago
(food products — Dutch cleanser), on
April 1 starts Bachelor's Children on
jH WGN,
Chicago,
Don1 :45-2
Lee Network, Mon.
thruandFri.,
p.m.
i (WGN— 11:15-11:30 a.m.). Agency:
i'(
i Roche,
cago. Williams & Cunnyngham, Chi■ PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Ivory Soap), on March 23
started Truth & Consequences on 4
CBS stations. Sat., 9:45-10:15 p.m.
Agency : Compton Adv., N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Crisco) on April 1 resumed Vic
6 8ade on NBC-Blue, Mon. thru Fri.,
9:15-9:30 a.m., and NBC-Red, 2:453 p.m. Agency : Compton Adv., N. Y'.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co.. Cincinnati (Ivory soap), on March 25 resumed Life Can Be Beautiful on 23
NBC-Red stations, Mon. thru Fri..
10 :15-10
Adv.,
N. :30
Y. a.m. Agency : Compton
KNOX GELATINE Co., Johnstown,
N. Y., on April 15 starts Bob Garred
Reporting for 52. weeks on 6 CBS
Pacific stations, Mon. Wed., Fri.,
7 :30-7 :45 a. m. Agency : Kenyon &
j Eckhardt, N. Y.
CITIZENS ECONOMY BLOC OF
'CALIFORNIA,
San Francisco,
litical talks), on March
14 started (pofor
9 weeks. Legislature on the Air. on 15
California Don Lee stations, Thurs.,
p. m. Agency: Campaigns
16:15-6:30
Inc., San Francisco.
Renewal Accounts
ICOLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
^Jersey City (Super Suds), on March
.125 renewed Ellen Randolph and shifted to 47 NBC-Red stations, Mon.
thru
10:30-10:45 a. m. Agency:
BentonFri.,
& Bowles.
GEORGE A. HORMEL & Co., Austin, Minn. (Spam), on April 29 re•news
for 52on weeks
Happened
Hollywood
.38 CBS It stations,
Mon.,in
thru Fri., 5:30-5:45 p. m. (EST).
Agency, BBDO, Minneapolis.
!CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden
(soups), on April 1 renews for 52
weeks Amos 'n' Andy on .59 CBS sta(tions, Mon. thru Fri., 7-7:15 p. m.
(EST), with repeat 8-8:15 p. m.
(PST). Agency: Ward Wheelock
Co., Philadelphia.
HEALTHAIDS Inc., Jersey City
(Serutan), on March 9 renewed for
52 weeks Serutan Newscasts on 31
Oon Lee network stations. Sat., Sun.,
>-9:15 p. m. (PST). Agency: Auslin & Spector Co., N. Y.
JENERAL MILLS Inc.. Minneapolis
' Corn Kix), on March 4 renewed for
(2 weeks Beat the Band on NBC-Red
I'un., 6 :30-7 p.m. Agency : BlackettI'Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
IBS cooperative program 8how of the
Veek, on March 31 was renewed for
|I3 weeks on 14 MBS stations, Sun.,
'L :30-7 p.m.
tROADCASTING

AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York news(Lucky
Strikes),
on May on4 102
refor 52 weeks
Hit Parade
CBS stations. Sat., 9-9:45 p.m. Agency :Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Jell-O), on April 2 renews for 26
weeks The Aldrivh Family on 64 NBCBlue stations, Tues., 8-8 :30 p. m.
Agency : Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
CITIES SERVICE Co., New York
(gas, oilCities
) , on Service
May 3 Concert
renews for
weeks
on 13
57
NBC-Red stations, Fri., 8-9 p.m.
Agency : Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
GEO. A. HORMEL & Co., Minneapolis (Spam), on April 29 renewed for
52 weeks It Happened in Hollywood
and shifted the program on 38 CBS
stations, Mon. thru Fri., from 5 :305:45 p.m. to 3:1.5-3:30 p.m. (DST).
From April 30 through baseball season.
WABC, New York, will have program
8 :45-9 a.m., and WCAU, Philahelphia,
5:30-5:45 p.m. Agency: BBDO, Minneapolis.
Network Changes
P. LORILLARD Co., New York (Old
Gold cigarettes), on Mar. 26 shifted
Don't You Believe It, on 31 Don Lee
stations, Tues., Sat., 7 :30-7 :45 p.m.
to Tues., Thurs., 9 :15-9 :30 p.m.
(PST). (Also heard on 4 California
McClatchy stations, Tues.. Sat., 9:159:30 p.m.).
chell, N. Y. Agency: Lennen & MitMENNEN Co., Newark (shaving
cream), after the broadcast on April
12 will discontinue for the summer the
Quixiedoodle program, starring Colonel
Stoopnagle, currently on 8 MBS stations, Fridays, 8-8 :30 p.m. Agency :
H. M. Kiesewetter Adv. Agency, N. Y.
CUMMER PRODUCTS Co.. Bedford.
O. (Energine), on April 24 shifts
What Would You Have Done? on 41
NBC-Blue stations, from Fri., 9:3010 p.m. to Wed., 8 :30-9 p.m. Agency :
Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, Chicago.
STERLING PRODUCTS Co.. New
York (Ironized Yeast), on April 21
shifts Good Will Hour from 64 MBS
stations. Sun., 10-11 p.m. to 50 NBCBlue stations. Sun., 10-11 p.m. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York
(Vitalis), on April 11 replaces George
Jessel with Mr. District Attorney on
49 NBC-Red stations, Thurs., 8-8:30
p. m. Agency : Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York 10
(Half
HalfBernie
tobacco),
April
shifts'n'Ben
from on
45
CBS stations. Sun., 5:30-6 p. m. to
.52 CBS stations. Wed.. 8-8:30 p. m.
Agency : Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden, N.
.1. (Franco-American spaghetti), on
April 1 moves Lanny Ross from 4.5
CBS stations. Mon. thru Fri., 2-2 :15
p. m. to 59 CBS stations, Mon. Wed.,
Thrus., Fri., 7 :15-7 :.30 p. m. Agency :
Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
PUT
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TOGETHER!
• Prosperous Akron is in
a spending mood.
• Akron listens regularly to

AKRON,
W
JOHIO
W
Representatives
Headley-Reed Company
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REPRESENTING the four stations
comprising the Minnesota Radio
Network, these executives met in
Minneapolis for their first annual
business session and reported that
business was very good. Left to
right: Fred Schilplin, owner of
KFAM, St. Cloud; Gregory Gentling, owner of KROC, Rochester;
Ray C. Jenkins, general manager
of KSTP and MRN; Ray Schwartz,
manager of KYSM, Mankato.
Parental Courage
DWIGHT NEWTON, who
conducts the funnypaper
broadcast for youngsters on
KYA, San Francisco, each
Sunday morning, labored before theminutes
mike recently,
for many when,
anxious
during the middle of his
show, he learned his baby boy
had swallowed
some ant
poison. Mrs. Newton,
frantic,
telephoned the station while
Newton was on the air. She
asked that a note be slipped
under the studio door to him.
He got
note on
— but
show
had the
to go
and the
he
finished his broadcast. In the
meantime Mrs. Newton had
given the baby antidotes and
rushed him to a hospital. He
recovered.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC Co.,
New York, on March 21 added KYUM,
Yuma, to Musical Americana making
a total of 99 NBC-Blue stations,
Thurs.. 8-8 :30 p.m. Agency : Fuller &
Smith & Ross, N. Y.
AIR CONDITIONING TRAINING
Corp., Youngstown. Ohio, on March 31
shifts Happy Jim Parsons on 36 NBCBlue stations Sun., from 10 :45-ll a.m.
to 11:30-11:45 a.m. Agency: National
Classified Adv., Youngstown.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Corp., Louisville, effective May 7.
will sponsor Uncle Walter's Doghouse
(Sir Walter Raleigh tobacco) on Tuesdays attation
9 :30Party,CST
on NBC-Red.
Planwhich
replaces Avalon
Time (Bugler tobacco), will be heard
Wednesdays at 7 :30 p.m. CST, on
NBC-Red."
at 10 :30
p.m.
Home with
Towna rebroadcast
(Raleigh cigarettes)
will be aired on Fridays at 8 p.m. on
NBC-Blue, with a rebroadcast at
10:.30. Russell M. Seeds Co., Chicago,
handles the account.

Station
Special
Planned
by Store
AN INNOVATION in broadcasting, under which a department
store would provide service to its
charge-account customers and abstain from all commercials, is contemplated by May Department
Stores Co. of Los Angeles, an applicant for both a frequency-modulation broadcast station and a television transmitter, according to
Gerald
Fitzgerald, executive of
that company.
In Washington for the FM hearings as an observer, Mr. Fitzgerald
said ahisnominal
plan was
to provide
for
charge,
perhapsservice
$3 a
year. Pointing out that many department stores, such as Gimbels,
Bambergers and the Shepard Stores
in Boston, had pioneered early radio, he said the May Company, as
the first department store applicant
for FM and television, hoped to
lead in California.
Program Problems
"The licensee buying its equipment from the first line companies
has little if any mechanical problem," Mr. Fitzgerald declared. "Its
greatest task is right programming. With the hundreds of thousands of charge account customers
available to a department store, I
should like to find an avenue of
approach whereby they could elect
a program
board oftotheir
give choosing;
supervision to programs
these programs to be completely
varied in every way so that a full
fare to suit all tastes would be included on the daily radio menu.
"There would be no commercials
of
any ofkind,
not evenof the
name
the probably
store. A charge
$3
a year or some such sum, would be
made to subscribers and they would
be assured perfect programs. In
the case of nationally important
speeches and other programs, an
arrangement could be made with
the commercial station whereby in
consideration of the huge extra listening audience furnished, the program could be relayed. It would
be also possible to include, for a
small extra charge, some kind of
adaptor which would permit FM
pickup without any change in the
present radio owned by the listener; this, of course, would be dependent on the quality of receiver
owned. There would be many
'chiselers' to tune in on the station
without subscription, but, in the
main, most people would want to
pay their share."

Thrown by Kite
A CURE for kites will be
welcomed by KLZ, Denver,
where March zephyrs have
attracted young followers of
Ben Franklin. Two adolescents whose sky toy encotintered some high tension wires
pulled wires and all down,
blacking out the North Englewood section as well as
KLZ.
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FEDERAL

Decisions

. . .
MARCH 14
NEW. C. T. Sherer Co., Worcester,
Mass. — Denied CP 1200 ke 100-250 unl.
NEW, Presque Isle Bcstg. Co., Erie, Pa.
— Finally
adopted
proposedw unl.
decision granting CP 1500
kc 100-250
MARCH 15
MISCELLANEOUS — WJHP, Jacksonville, Fla., granted mod. CP new station re
antenna, trans., studio ; WJSV, Washington, granted license 50 kw, new trans.,
antenna ; WNYC, New York, continued
mod. license hearing to 3-29-40 ; WFDF,
Flint, Mich., dismissed petition intervene
applic. Thumb Bcstg. Co.. Brown City,
Mich. ; State of Minnesota granted petition
intervene WNYC applic. Star Printing Co..
Miles City, Mont., granted continuance
hearing to 5-1-40 re applic. new station,
and applic. E. E. Krebsbach new station :
WWRL. Woodside, L. I., granted extension
time
to 4-1-40
Brooklyn
cases. to file proposed findings re
MARCH 18
MISCELLANEOUS— WHMA, Anniston,
Ala., granted license increase to 250 w;
KYUM, Yuma, Ariz., granted license new
station : WATW, Ashland, Wis., granted
mod.
new station re trans., studio,
trans., CPantenna.
MARCH 20
MISCELLANEOUS — WBOW, Terre
Haute, granted CP change equip. ; NEW,
W. F. Huffman, Wisconsin Rapids, continued, pending action on motion to reconsider and grant, hearing on applic. CP.
Add Applic.
MARCH 22
WSUN, St. Petersburg, Fla. — Granted
consent voluntary assignment license to
City of St. Petersburg.
WTMA. Charleston, S. C. — Granted consent voluntary assignment license to Atlantic Coast Bestg. Co.
KGFI. Brownsville — License revoked ef4-15-40 "because control
of unauthorized
transfer fective
of management,
and operation".
RETIRED TO CLOSED FILES— KFNF,
Shenandoah. la., applic. CP new trans.,
increase power; WESG. Ithaca, N. Y., applic. CP granted 7-5-39. change equip.
TEMPORARY RENEWALS — KSUB,
Cedar City. Utah : KWJB, Globe. Ariz. :
KGBU. Ketchikan. Alaska ; KXO. El Centre. Cal. : WMFJ, Davtona Beach, Fla. ;
KTHS. Hot Springs : WFMD, Frederick.
Md. ; KUSD. Vermillion. S. D. ; WSM,
Nashville (facsimile) : KFAR, Fairbanks.
Alaska ; KFDM. Beaumont. Tex. ; WCOC,
Meridian. Miss. : WLBL, Stevens Point,
Wis. ; WMC. Memphis ; WGST, Atlanta.
MISCELLANEOUS— iW. Va. Newspaper Pub. Co., Morgantown, denied reconsideration & grant1200without
applic. new station
kc 250 hearing
w unl. and
granted order take depositions ; Knoxville
Bc-tg.ing applic.
Co., new
Knoxville.
station Tenn..
1210 kcset250forw hearunl. :
WLBZ, Bangor, Me., dismissed request
transfer control to Congress Square Hotel
Co. KDB. Santa Barbara. Cal., granted
intervention applic. Worcester Bcstg. Corp.,
San Diego ; State of Minnesota, dismissed

MAIN orators at a recent Nutrena
Mills regional meeting in Tulsa
were Wm. C. Gillespie (left), manager of KTUL, and Oscar M.
Straube, Nutrena president. They
stopped at a Nutrena display to
observe this patriotic emblem. Talent for the meeting was supplied
by KTUL. Nutrena broadcasts a
daily morning news program on
KTUL.
Page
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COMMUNICATION

COMMISSION

MARCH 14 TO MARCH 29, INCLUSIVE
motion continuance hearig applic. WNYC
mod. license; NEW, Samuel M. Emison.
Vincennes, Ind., granted motion dismiss
without prejudice applic. CP 1420 kc 100
w unl. ; WCOA. Pensacola, Fla.. granted
license new equip. ; WFIG, Sumter, S. C
granted
license
new station
kc. City.
100250 w und.
; WMSD.
Muscle 1310
Shoals
Ala., granted license increase power ;
WSYR, Syracuse, granted CP new trans.
MARCH 29
WSAL,
Salisbury,
effective March 31. Md. — License revoked
WMEX.tenna, newBoston
trans. — Granted CP change anWSGN.
Birmingham
CP new
increase to 250 w N & D.— Granted
move trans.,
ante^i^a.
N KMJ.
tn 5 kwFresno, Cal. — Granted mod. license
KWLK,to 1370
Longview,
license
kc unl. Wash. — Granted mod.
NEW. Kaw Valley Bestg. Co.. Topeka,
CP 1500 kc 250 w unl., set for hearing.
MISCELLANEOUS — WCPO, Cincinnati,
denied hearing or rehearing applic. WCOL
Fontaine Fox for King Features
change to 1200 kc 250 w unl.. which was
granted without hearing 10-10-39 ; WWRL,
Woodside, N. Y.. extended effective date of
Provision
order 4029,
12-5-384050,
30 3941.
days
WMBG.increase
Richmond.
from
3-30-40(3)in ofdockets
power. Va. — License new
4302. 4331. 4622; WREN, Lawrence. Kan., trans.,
NEW.
McDowell
Co., Welch. W.
referred to Commission en banc motion Va. — CP 1310 kc 250Service
w unl.
amend hearing notice by striking certain
W8XVH.
Columbus
—
License
high-freq.
i=sue= re applic. move studio, trans. ; WKIP.
NEW. NBC, Philadelphia— CP class II
Poughkeepsie. granted intervention and television.
motion to enlarge issues re applic. Harold
NEW. NBC. Cleveland— CP FM.
Thomas new station in Bridgeport. Conn. ;
WSJS. Winston-Salem. N. C. — CP
West Va. Newspaper Pub. Co.. Morganchange
directional antenna, intown, granted supplemental petition order III B. creaseequip.,
to 1 kw, change to 600 kc. Class
take depositions : KCMO, Kansas City, reto Commission
banc motion
Sherman. Tex.— Mod. CP change
na.KRRV.
missferredmotion
to amenden hearing
notice dis-re freq..
etc. for new trans., change antenWRKN a^iplic. ; KMBC. Kan'^as Citv. same ;
KCKN. Kansas City, same ; Lookout MounNBC, Chicago— CP FM. CP Class
tain Co. of Ga.. granted motion dismiss II NEW.
television.
without prejudice applic. new station.
WJAG. Norfolk, Neb. — CO change to
770 kc limited to WBBM. Change antenna,
asks KFAB facilities, amended re dav
hours.
.
.
.
ions
Applicat MARCH 15
KIUP. toDurango.
increase
250 w. Col. — CP new trans.,
NEW. NBC. Denver— CP FM.
CPNEW,
FM 1City
kw. Bcstg. Corp.. New Haven^ —
NEW. NBC. San Francisco— CP FM.
NEW. E. Anthonv & Sons, New BedMARCH 26
ford. Mass. — CP FM 1 kw.
WBNY, Buffalo — Mod. license re hours.
NEW.field. Mass.Henr>'
SpringWCOV,
Montgomerj',
Ala.
—
CP
Increase
— CP Joseph
televisionWalczak.
1650 kc 250 w
unl.
to 250 w N & D.
KVIC.
Victoria,
Tex.
—
Mod.
license
to
NEW. New York University. New York
250 w N * D.
— CP
WJHO.
Opelika. Ala. — Mod. CP new sta- unl. educational station 41500 kc 250 w
tion re equip.
Va.— Mod. license to
w N & Suffolk,
D.
NEW. Central Bcstg. Corp., Sanford, 250WLPM.
Fla. — CP 1380 kc 250 w unl.. Class IV.
KOMA.
Oklahoma
City — CP new trans
NEW. Huntsville Times. Huntsville.
Ala. — CP 1200 kc 100 w unl. (facilities move
increase
to
50
kw.
amended
to 690
trans.,
request
Class II
stationkc'
change antenna.
WBHP). amended to 250 w.
NEW.
WHBU.
Anderson.
Ind.
—
CP
new
trans.,
Central
Bcstg.
Corp..
Sanford.
chancre antenna.
F'a.— CP 1380 kc 250 w
KROW, Oakland. Cal. — CP increase 1 lo.oO kc 1 kw Class III. unl.. amended to
to 5 kw, new equip., directional N, move
WTAQ, Green Bay, Wis.— Mod. CP intrans, to San Francisco, asks Class HI-A.
crease N to 5 kw. amended to directional.
KALE.
Portland. Ore. — License
M.ARCH 18
trans., crease
newpower. trans., change antenna,move
inFM APPLICATIONS — John Lord Booth,
NEW. Richard T. Sampson. Riverside
Detroit. 42600 kc. 1 kw : WGAR. Cleveland. 43200 1 kw ; Matheson Radio Co., Cal.— CP 1420 kc 250 w unl.. amended re
Boston, 42600 1 kw ; Lynchburg Bcstg. equip.,
trans., change name to Riverside
Corp.. Lynchburg. Va.. 42800 kc. 1 kw ; Best?. Co.
KARM. Fresno — Involuntarj' assignment
Pittsburgh Radio Supply House. Pittsburg. 43000 I kw : Piedmont Pub. Co.. Harm
Gilbert
estate.H. Jertberg. executor of George
Minn. Bcstg. Co., Rochester. Minn.. 43200 ♦o
W9XZV.
— Mod. license change
1 kw.
WKST. New Castle. Pa. — CP directional freq.. amendedChicago
to ask Class II station.
N. change to 1 kw unl.
MARCH
27
NEW. Alleghenv-Kiski Bcstg. Co.. New
Kensington, Pa. — CP 1420 kc 100 w unl..
W3XMC.
Washington
—
License new highamended to 1120 kc 500 w D III-B.
freq. station.
NEW.
S.
M.
Meeks
Jr..
Kerrville,
Tex.—
WKIP.
Poughkeepsie,
N. Y. — Mod. CP
CP 1310 kc 250 w unl.
new station re trans.
KRMC,
Jamestown.
N.
D.
—
^Vol.
assign,
NEW.
Houston
Printing
Corp., Houston
license to Jamestown Bcstg Co.
—CP FM 43000 1 kw.
KCRC,
Enid.
Okla.
—
CP
move
trans.,
stuWDLP, Panama City, Fla. — License new
dio, change antenna, increase to 1 kw.
NEW, Ralph L. Lewis. Greensboro, N. station.
C. — CP 1370 kc 100 w unl.
NEW. Greenville Bcstg. Co.. GreenviUe.
S.
CP 1500
kc w100-250
MARCH 21
IV. C—
amended
to 250
N & D.w unl. Class
NEW. Dora Catherine S. Moss. Macon.
KTHS,
Hot
Sprigs
Natl.
Park,
Ark.
—
CP.
new trans., directional antenna N. change Ga. — CP 1420 kc 250 w unl.
to 1060 kc 50 kw unl., amended re antenna,
KGKO. Fort Worth — Auth. transfer contrans, site.
George B. Dealey. E. M. Dealey.
NEW. Seaboard Bcstg. Corp., Tampa, J. M.trol toMoroney
and M. M. Donosky in
Flo.- CP 880 kc 250 w unl.
trust for A. H. Belo Corp.
KMPC.
Beverly
Hills.
Cal.
—
CP
increase
WTAW.
College
Station. Tex. — Mod lito 5 kw N & D. directional.
cense re hours (contingent KTBC revocaKTRB.
Modesto.
Cal.—
Vol.
assignment
t
i
o
n
.
)
license to KTRB Bcstg. Co. Inc.
WEBC. Duluth — CP increase to 5 kw
MARCH 22
N & D, directional N, Class III-A.
NEW.and NBC.
Washington — CP Class II to WEAU,
900 kc 5Eaukw Claire,
N & DWis.—
unl. Mod. license
visual
CP FM.
KSAL. Salina. Kan. — License change
tion.WLPM, Suffolk. Va.— License new stafreq., equip., directional N, increase power.
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LaGuardia
WNYC

Urges

Fulltime

A NON-PROFIT, non-commercial
broadcasting station, operated by
a Governmental subdivision — State
or city — should have priority for
wavelengths and time over any
private commercial station. Mayor
LaGuardia of New York City told
the FCC March 29 in support of
the application of WNYC. municipally-owned station, for extension
of its limited time to 11 p.m. If the
law does not now provide this priority, he advocated that Congress
clarify it.
In a hearing before FCC Counsel
Hyde, the Mayor contended that
Congress in enacting the Radio Act
took every precaution to prevent
monopoly on the air and laid down
the policy of revocable licenses to
prevent it. Mayor LaGuardia was
crit'cal of the networks, especially
CBS. and related instances which
he alleged showed an "arrogant attitude" by CBS officials in regard
to the operations of the New York
municipal station, which operates
daj-time on 810 kc, otherwise the
clear channel of the CBS-o\TOed,
50.000-watt WCCO, Minneapolis.
He stated that "when a city of
7Vi million people comes before
the FCC on application for fulltime, there is a presumption of necessity, and no private station operateci for profit can claim a prior
right to prevent unlimited time by
such a Governmental facility operated on a non-profit basis." The
time
would
break down oftheWNYC's
WCCO
proposed expansion
clear channel and curtail its rural
coverage.

Mayor LaGuardia added that
he appreciated the wavelengths
were limited in number, but "were
people."
also operated by too few
FCC's power to reHe agreed the tended
to place invoke licenses
vestment of private broadcasters
at the agency's mercy.
Duke M. Patrick, counsel for
CBS, cross-examined Mayor LaGuardia on his views about the priority of publicly-owned stations
over existing private stations. This,
said, would be conMr. Patrick
trarv
to the Communications Act
and "the former Radio Act which
servicepassed
in Congress.
during the Mayor's
was
WAAF.
ing hours. Chicago — Mod. license re mornKFXD.
Nampa. Idaho — CP change to 990
kc
1200 1 kc.kw, new antenna, asks Class II.
MARCH 29
WMCA, New York— FM 43600 1 kw.
WMBC.
Detroit
— CP increase
change to1420
ti'
1220
ke (under
treaty),
50 kw.j
move
trans.,
new
equip.,
directional,
asks,
Class II.
WHAT,to Philadelphia
Philadelphia Record
— Auth.Co. transfer,
control
station.
WFTM, Fort Myers, Fla. — License new
EI Pasoprograms
Amusement
Co., El Mexico.
Paso — Autb.
transfer
to Jaurez,
NEW,42600
Drovers
— CP
1 kw Journal
FM. Pub. Co., Chicago
5 WMT,
kw N &Cedar
D.
Rapids, la.- — increase t.jli
WSUI. Iowa City, la.— Mod. CP neWj
trans., directional etc., further askin
increase
5 kw N & D, change antenna
asks
Classto III.
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LATE^«^NOTES

AMID the exhibits at the recent
WCKY-Junior Chamber of Commerce Hobby Lobby show ventriloquizes L. B. Wilson, president and
general manager of WCKY, Cincinnati, with this puppet monkey
on his knee. During the event five
local hobbyists were chosen from
a field of 265 for a special broadcast. A transcription was sent to
Dave Elman
Elman chose
of CBS'
and
one Hobby
of the Lobby,
five to
appear on his coast-to-coast Fels
Naptha broadcast. Mayor Stewart
proclaimed a "Hobby Lobby Week",
500 street cars carried posters
plugging the event, 400 window
cards were placed throughout the
city, along with 400 displays of the
sponsor's
local grocery
stores. An product
estimatedin 4,000
persons
viewed the Hobby Lobby display.
Old Timer's Return
ROYAL EASTERN Electric Supply Co., New York, one of radio's
first sponsors, returns to the air
April 1 on WMCA, New York,
sponsoring
"Smiling" from
Jerry Baker
and his Novachord
11 to
11:15 a. m., Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. According to Stanford
D. Goodman, sales manager of the
company. Royal Eastern Electric
had its first program on WEAF in
1920, presenting a musical trio,
j the Eagle Neutrodyne Trio, to ad' vertise one of the first tube radio
receivers. The new series, placed
' direct, will advertise Stewart-War' ner radios and refrigerators, for
; which Royal Eastern is the distributor.
EX-LAX Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, on
April 1 starts a 12-week campaign of
daily station-break announcements on
a large list of stations. Joseph Katz
Co., New York, is agency.
Crystal Specialists Since 1925
ATTENTION
BROADCASTERS SUBJECT TO
FREQUENCY RE-ALLOCATION
We are of your service to —
1. REGRIND your present
crystal to higher new
frequency .... $17.50
2. NEW CRYSTAL (less
holder)
$22.50
3. NEW CRYSTAL
fully mounted . . $30.00
LOW DRIFT - APPROVED BY FCC
(O SEAVICE
124 Jackson Ave.
University Park, Md.
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G. S. (Pete) AVASSER has resigned
as general manager of WQDM, St. Albans, Vt., to join WJAS-KQV, Pittsburgh, about April 1.5. Mr. Wasser's
capacity
at thealsoBrennen-Thomp.son
stations, wliich
include WH.JB,
Greensburg Pa., has not been announced but it expected he will devote his primary efforts to national
sales and promotion. Before joining
WDQM two years ago, Mr. Wasser
was vice-president in charge of the
Eastern tellitory for Gene Furgason
& Co., station representatives.
JOSEPH HANSON, formerly of Lawrence Fertig & Co., New York, has
been named sales promotion manager
of the National Retail Dry Goods
Assn., replacing Alan Wells, who has
resigned to take over advertising and
sales promotion for the Kaufman
Stores in Pittsburgh.
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, vice-president and general manager of Don Lee
Broadcasting System. Los Angeles ;
Russ Johnston, CBS Pacific Coast program director and Marvin Young,
NBC night manager, both of Hollywood, were initiated honorary members of the University of Southern
California Alpha Chapter of Gamma
Beta Alpha, national radio fraternity
on March 26. The honor was conferred in recognition of their contributions to the radio industry. Alec
Templeton, blind pianist, sponsored
on NBC by Miles Laboratories (AlkaSeltzer), was also so honored.
SIDNEY L. DEAN and Philip A.
Richardson, account executives of .7.
Walter Thompson Co., New York,
and Chester A. Foust of the agency's
Chicago office, have been named vicepresidents.
GEORGE FAULKNER, formerly of
.7. Walter Thompson Co., New York,
has joined the production staff of the
CBS program 3epartment.
BILL SPENCER, formerly of WAPO,
Chattanooga has joined WSB, Atlanta,
as announcer and assistant to John
Cutler, commercial manager. Hubert
Batey, formerly of WGPC, Albany,
Ga., has joined the announcing staff.
WALTER KLEIN, formerly with
KRBC, Abilene, Tex., and Albert Parlin have been added to the sales staff
of WING, Dayton, O. Helene Rousch,
new to radio, has joined the continuity
staff.
BERNARD HERRMANN, Hollywood musical director of the concluded CBS Camphell Playhouse, sponsored by Campbell Soup Co., on
March 31 departed for New York for
the premiere of his symphonic choral
work, Moby Dick. It is to be broad
cast over CBS April 14 by the New
York Philharmonic Symphonic orchestra. He will also engage in CBS
musical work while in New York, and
return to Hollywood in fall.
DAVE CASEM. formerly of WOR,
Newark, and veteran press agent, has
joined WOV, New York, as publicity
and special events director.
ANN CORNISH, formerly in the research departments of Benton &
Bowles, New York, and CBS, has been
placed in charge of the research department of WQXR, New York.
BRYAN HOUSTON, manager of the
San Francisco office of Young & Rubicam, has returned from an extended
vacation in Honolulu and a business
trip to New York.
OLGA BRITZ, formerly traffic manager of the old KBHE, Los Angeles,
has been appointed office manager of
Glasser Adv. Agency, that city.
DOUGLAS EVANS. KFI-KECA, Los
Angeles announcer has been promoted to producer.
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AL CHISMARK, former control
operator of WSYR, Syracuse has been
named chief engineer of WTRY, new
1,000-watter at Troy, N. Y., which
makes its debut on 9.50 kc. about April
15. Carl Quirk, formerly of WKNY,
Kingston, N. Y., has joined the engineering staff of WTRY.
ROBERT CARTER formerly of
WFMJ, Youngstown, has joined the
announcing
staff of WHK-WCLE,
Cleveland.
,
STEELE McCLANAHAN, formerly
of WNOX. Knoxville. has joined the
announcing staff of WCMI, Ashland,
Ky. He replaces Russell Hirsch, who
has resigned to rejoin WCOA, Pensacola.
DAVID H. HALPERN of the Henry
Souvaine production company. New
York, has become engaged to Adele
F. Weil, of New York.
FTC Stipulation
ZONITE PRODUCTS Corp., New
York, on March 28 entered into a
stipulation with the Federal Trade
Commission to cease misleading
representations in the sale of
Zonite Ointment and other products. The PTC also issued a complaint against General Electric Co.,
New York, charging misrepresenbulbs. tation in the sale of electric light
KRUEGER Beer & Ale, Newark, will
start a small spot announcement campaign in mid-April on a group of New
England stations, as yet unselected.
Warwick
agency. & Legor, New York, is the

Durstine for Crosley
CROSLEY Corp., Cincinnati, has
appointed Roy S. Durstine Inc.,
New York, to handle advertising
for all products, including, radios,
refrigerators, midget cars and
washing machines. H. G. Little,
recently resigned as a vice-president of Lord & Thomas, New York,
will manage the account. Recent
additions to the staff of the Durstine agency include George Cooke,
formerly of the Stromberg Time
Corp.; Walter J. Daily, previously
in charge of advertising and sales
promotion for General Electric Co.,
Cleveland, and Matthew Hufnagel,
formerly of BBDO, New York.
BOB PROVAN.
recently elected a
city alderman, on April 1 celebrates
bin fifth anniversary as an announcer
(.f WDRC. Hartford.
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...at

LOWER
cost!

The
very goes
day toa Lingo
"Tube"
Radiator
work for
your
station, you are assured of increased efficiency and uninterrupted service. Every day
Lingo's
high
performance
low maintenance
are proven and
by
actual operating results at the
many stations where they are
now installed. One enthused engineer writes: "The signal far surpasses any 100 watt station on 1500 KC I
have ever heard." No matter how large or small your station, Lingo can more
than satisfy your requirements. You don't have to take our word for it.
We'd rather
show Steel
you Radiators.
the happy experiences of stations now using Lingo
Vertical
Tubular
'B'
Write today for complete details in folder
Please give location, power and frequency.
JOHN E. LINGO

& SON, INC.

Dept. B-4

CAMDEN, N. J.

VERTICAL
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Television

Gone

Too Far, Stifling
New Industry; Called 'Usurpation of Power'
A BARRAGE of editorial criticism although there are today certain atagainst the FCC developed in the
tempts to block television progress,
daily press following the March 23 reminiscent of those of "King Catelevision citation [see pages 22
nute to stop the tide", there is no
and 50-51], ordering RCA to ex- doubt as to the eventual outcome.
plain at a rehearing April 8 its
Called Unwarranted
merchandising campaign to promote receiver sales.
Industry observers generally regarded the FCC action as unwarBranding the action as "bureati- ranted.
Observers were of the
cracy at its worst" and as "usuropinion that the industry erred
pation of power" several newspaper editorial writers and column- when it capitulated to a "limited
ists saw in it dire forebodings for commercial" status for television.
They pointed out that after the
radio generally. These commentatelevision hearings the FCC
tors held the view that the FCC
promptly set up forms to glean
had overstepped its authority.
Aside from the very brief state- from television licensees all factual
ment March 23 by David SarnofF, data. In this connection, they
pointed to the recent Supreme
RCA president, expressing "amazeCourt decision in the Sanders case,
ment" over the Commission's ac- which
holds that Congress did not
tion, no further official word was
give the FCC authority to regulate
forthcoming from RCA regarding
or business phases of
the citation. However, Alfred H. program
Morton, NBC vice-president in broadcasting.
David Lawrence, noted Washingcharge of television, without diton columnist, pounced upon the
rectly commenting on the action, on
March 26 told a group of more than FCC citation as an instance of another Governmental Commission
100 New York agency, advertising
and station executives attending joining "the wave of arbitrariness
the weekly "broadcasters bull ses- and usurpation of power which has
sion" luncheon in New York that swept Washington lately." He held
that "a big industry has been
struck down with the inevitable result that more unemployment will
Asserting that the FCC was emfollow." powered by Congress to allocate
wavelengths but was never given
any power or control over the sale
or merchandising of receiving sets,
Mr. Lawrence declared that "it now
seeks to grab that control". If the
present order is not upset by the
courts, he stated, "the FCC will
exercise complete control next over
what the owners of radio sets may
or may not do".
Should Be Rescinded

THIS HAYRAKE antenna located
400 feet from the stage of the
Hollywood Bowl, to which it was
tied by a coaxial cable, served as
relay to the Don Lee television
transmitter W 6 X A 0 , six miles
away. Easter services attended by
30,000 were Jjroadcast. Robert L.
Pitzer, Don Lee engineer shown in
picture, was in charge of the relay.
Harry R. Lubcke, Don Lee television head, directed the pickups
by conference circuit telephone.
Two new portable televising cameras were used, one with telephoto
and the other with wide angle lens.
Since the event took place at davm,
artificial illumination was necessary. Another Don Lee outdoor
pickup originated at the World's
Championship Rodeo Circus from
the Los Angeles Coliseum.
Page 102
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"There is as much legal justification for what the FCC has just
done to kill off or retard television
— a pioneer industry in which millions have been spent in research —
as there is for telling people what
programs they may listen to with
their receiving sets," Mr. Lawrence's syndicated article said.
Mr. Lawrence called for a "Congressional investigation of the FCC
in its entirety to determine the extent to which the present law is
being distoi'ted." Pointing to other
instances of purported excesses by
the FCC, Mr. Lawrence declared
that in the case of television the
"usurpation of power has gone
further than ever before". He said
that if there is anything wrong in
RCA merchandising, the Federal
Trade Commission is the agency to
make a finding and not the FCC.
Mr. Lawrence followed up his
March 25 column with another
March 27 analyzing the Supreme
Court decision in the Sanders case
as one which negatived the FCC
television citation. He said it cannot be doubted, in the light of the
Supreme
opinion,
"that and
the
FCC now Court
will rescind
its order
let the American people have tele-

ESSO VIDEO NEWS
Stills, Music, Titles Used
■
In NBC Program
FIRST sponsored news series designed especially for television was
launched March 20 as a regular
Wednesday evening feature of
W2XBS, New York, through the
cooperationpartmentofand NBC's
television
deMarschalk
& Pratt,
New York, advertising agency for
Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey,
sponsor of the series. The Esso
Television Reporter. Although FCC
regulations do not permit the sale
of time or facilities, cooperative
experimentation is allowed, and in
this series the salary of William
Spargrove, newscaster, is paid by
the sponsor.
Differing from the telecasts of
Lowell Thomas's newscasts for Sun
Oil Co., during which the camera
is focused on Mr. Thomas as he
reads his script, the Esso series
presents news pictures illustrating
the words of the announcer as he
talks. Between news items printed
titles are shown and appropriate
organ music heard. When he reads
the commercial, concerning one of
the ingredients of Esso gasoline,
the announcer shows the audience
first a bottle containing a sample of
that ingredient and then a copy of
the U. S. Patent covering it.
Consensus of a number of televiewers was that the commercial
was better television than the proitself. To watchers
accustomedgramto newsreels
and to television
pickups of actual news and sporting events, the still photos seemed
crude and lacking in interest, too
simple
for so sophisticated
a medium as television.
As an experiment
in the use of a new medium, however, the telecast was both interesting and significant.
vision." The Supreme Coui-t opinion, according to Mr. Lawrence's
interpretation, declares in unmistakable language what the rights
of the FCC are "and plainly the
Commission had no lawful right to
issue the order which it did last
week, striking down the development of television."
FM and Obsolescence
The New York Herald-Tribune
in an editorial March 26 viewed
the
FCCtheaction
as "absurd".
branded
FCC action
as not onlyIt
"utterly unsound" but without the
"virtue of consistency". Referring
to the FM hearings looking toward
introduction of another new "radio
device", it said that if the Commission considers it its duty to protect
the handful of well-to-do customers
potentially affected by RCA's television selling campaign "then it is
infinitely more important that it
halt all sales of radio sets until FM
shall have been established commercial y." Itadded it is an open
secret that this advance in radio
transmission (FM) "will make not
2,500 but 45,000,000 radios become
old-fashioned overnight."
The Washington Post labeled the
FCC action a "setback for television". Itcalled the FCC's expression
of
"exaggerated"
and
said thatalarm
the only
way in which
privately-owned industries can attract capital with which to perfect
the products of invention is to ask
the public to share the developBROADCASTING

mental costs by buying their goods
or "The
services.
FCC's reluctance to permit
limited commercialization of television programs suggests an excess
of caution", said the Washington
Post. "To be sure television is an
infant industry. But unless more
encouragement is given to stimulate public interest in the initial
stages of its development, it will be
impossible to discover just where
televisions' wonders can be most
usefullyCartoon
employed."
and Comment
In its issue of Mai'ch 27, the New
York Herald-Tribune published a
three-column cartoon by Brown
titled "That Long Nose of Government, Again". There was depicted
the public in front of a television
receiver, labelled "Television Business". The television reception,
however, was blocked by the proboscis of a giant head labelled
"FCC". The public was represented
as observing: "Say! I'm willing to
The Philadelphia Inquirer commented March 28 in an editorial
this!"
pay for"Bureaucracy's
titled
Blackout of
Television" that there probably
would never have been an auto or
a radio industry if similar Federal
paternalism had marked their early
days. "Government regulatory
bodies are necessary," the Inquirer
wrote, "but they can be interfering
nuisances that hamper industrial
advancement, shackle business and
stifle re-employment. The ICC was
set up when railroad conditions
made Federal regulation essential.
But the ICC has just about regulated the railroads to death.
"There is a legitimate place for
the FCC.
But progress
it oughtn'tby tokeeping
be allowed to stall
a bureaucratic blackout on teleAn Effective Medium
Mr. Morton, in his March 26 advision."dress, gave a factual report on
NBC's experience with regular television broadcasting during the last
year. Asserting that NBC currently is presenting between 12 and 13
hours of video programs a week to
televiewers in the New York area,
he estimated there were about 2,500
sets in homes within the range of
NBC's television transmitter, of
which about 75% are tuned to eve-^
ning noon
telecasts
programs. and 60% to after"Television will stand or fall on
what passes across the screen in the
living
set owners,"
he de-l
clared. room
He of
added
that television!
versions of stage dramas have been
the most popular presentations. As
an advertising medium, he said television combines the thi-ee essential elements of salesmanship —
and ofmotion
— and adds
asight,
new sound
element
immediacy.
He
said authorities in advertising have
estimated television will "pack a
punch" from four to ten times as
powerful
medium. as that of any existing
Regarding networking of television, he said NBC hopes to inaugu-,
rate a relay system connecting New
York with Philadelphia and then
with Baltimore and Washington.
"All we need to go ahead is adequate encouragement and a moderclared.ate freedom of action," he de-i
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T
J. HE Nation's Station has always been among
the first to adopt proven new methods of broadcasting. Not only is WLW's technical equipment
as modern as can be created, but a continuous
program of research keeps it abreast of the newest
developments. Its research laboratory has developed numerous new ideas which have been
accepted by manufacturers and broadcasters alike.
Equipment is not installed and then used until
completely antiquated or until the full limit of
depreciation has been written off. Instead, it is
constantly improved and kept up-to-date through
research and experimentation.
Justifiably proud of its engineering achievements,
the Nation's Station suggests that advertisers consider these things, too, when planning to sell the
vast mid-west market.

JAMES R. ROCKWELL, (center), Tectinical Supervisor of the Nation's
Station, consults witii Master Control Engineers Frank Atwood and
Larry Dammert. The technical success of WLW is due largely to
the close cooperation of its staff of more than 60 engineers.

JOE WHITEHOUSE, Chief
Transmitter Engineer, makes
an adjustment oti I lie l;irgi>sl
relay panel ever I'luploycd li\
any commercial radio station
in the United States. This
relay panel, created in the
WI^W Research Ijaboratory.
operates all automatic devices
hoiit the transmit tf-r.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES ,

WLW

AMERICAN BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
. . . NEW Y02& '

FCC APPROVAL

No. 1462

Designed
deviation

for

new

frequency

regulations

THE RCA 311-A is an entirely new
instrument of unusual accuracy and
reliability for measuring and checking
carrier frequencies of broadcast transmitters. Employing advanced methods
of precision frequency measurement,
the 311-A makes it easy for the operator to know accurately his carrier frequency at all times and to maintain its
value well within the 20 cycle deviation limits the FCC will require.
Designed for maximum stability and
freedom from drift, the 311-A enables
stations to avoid the expense of too
frequent check measurements. An extra
large Deviation Meter permits the
operator to check deviation easily from
across the average room. A unique
audio discriminator circuit provides
reactance balance rather than resonance equalization.

of the

Type

3II-A

FCC

The oscillator employs a "V" cut
low temperature coefficient crystal
mounted in a holder especially designed to eliminate frequency changes
caused by sudden shock or vibration.
The holder is contained in a heat chamber whose temperature is controlled
to .05° C. The oscillator circuits are
located in an outer temperature-reguTECHNICAL
POWER SUPPLY:
R. F. INPUT:
FREQUENCY RANGE:
ACCURACY:
SIZE:
WEIGHT:

lated chamber. Both thermostats are^
factory adjusted. Additional "watch^
man" thermostats furnish safety protec-i
tion against accidental overheating,
A careful analysis of this instrument
will reveal that the customary high
standards of RCA Engineering have;
again created an instrument of real
value to broadcasters.

SPECIFICATIONS

105-125 volts; 50-60 cycles; 165 watts total.
Less than one volt required.
540 to 2000 KC by means of individual crystal.
Crystal oscillator stability, 2 parts per million. Eflfect of
2 5°C. temp, change, less than .6 cycle.
Rack mounting panel — vi'idth 19", height 15-3/4".
96 pounds, (unpacked).

RCA MANUFACTURING CO., INC., Camden, N. J. • ^ Service oj the Radio Corporation of America
New York: 1270 Sixth Ave. Chicago: 589 E. Illinois St. - Atlanta: 530 Citizens & Southern BankBldg. • Dallas: Santa Fe Bldg. • San Francisco: 170 Ninth St. -Hollywood: 1016 N. Sycamore Ave.
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Advertising"

It started in Sept., 1938. The company had no
distribution, no sales in Iowa. By way of a test, the
agency cooked up a startlingly good program idea,
calculated to make young children demand

this

certain cereal from their parents. Result — in two
months, the company had almost 100%

distribu-

tion in this State, and the product was moving by
the carload throughout Iowa!
Today, nineteen months later, this cereal is an Iowa
stand-by!
Moral. . . If WHO

alone can even occasionally do

a job like this, then your own good sales force,
"O/

backed by a good program over WHO,

coursCf it's better

can cer-

tainly make this big, rich market a profitable spot

to use a ladderF*

for you. Isn't it worth a trial?
O

Don't get the idea that we think anything can

take the place of salesmen in most kinds of selling.
But here is a rather spectacular case in which a
cereal manufacturer secured virtually 100%

distri-

WH

O^

bution in Iowa — without a single salesman — by the
clever use of WHO.

+

for
DES

IOWA

MOINES

8C PETERS,

+

. . . 50,000 WATTS

J. O. MALAND,
FREE

PLUS!

MANAGER

INC., Representatives

. . . And

this market, Mr.

Space Buyer, includes Toledo,
the glass center of the United
States, with its ^90,000,000
industrial payroll, as well as
the rich Northwestern Ohio
and Southern Michigan agricultural area.

f

SOOO

Watfs

Day

WCOWstfsNighf

WSPD can honestly say that it rates Number 1 in audience in this
locality in more ways than one. The answer is really simple — because
WSPD has the shows — and the signal that covers the big Toledo
market. Then, too, WSPD is the listening habit of this area, for it
has been servicing this community for over eighteen years. WSPD is
a Basic Red NBC Station, and its list of NBC Commercials, as well as
National spot accounts, classifies it as an important advertising medium.

TOLEDO'S

REPRESENTED
New York

•

Chicago

NETWORK

BASIC

NATIONALLY
•

Detroit

And in a short time, WSPD will go to
5,000 watts full time, as per F.C.C. Permit.

•

BY
Kansas City

THE

STATION

KATZ
•

Dallas

AGENCY
•

San Francisco

★
W A AB
Boston
★
WEAN
Providence
*
W I c c
Bridgeport
New ★Haven
WLLH
Lowell
Lawrence
★
W S A R
Fall ★River
W

S P R
★
Springfield
W L B Z
Bangor
*
W F E A
Manchester
★
WN B H
New Bedford
*
WTHT
Hartford
*

Arouse

nt
^Y^^fCa

Waterbury
W A T R

made
served

He

history by his famous

he went — but
enough today.
It's
New

purpose —

the

impossible
England

to

senger service. You

one

need

ride.

go

arouse

by any

trading areas covered
Network,

listeners

far

wide

mescover-

age with intensive local application.
If you

will analyze

The

the

WLNH
Laconia
*

of stations offers so many

WRDO

(5,874,711

EDWARD

&

★
Augusta

for the large quota of consistent advertisers on the network that reaches

wcou
Lewiston
Auburn
★

and 'rouses such satisfactory sales action

WRutland
S Y B
★

AVENUE

PETRY

audireason

the

England.

Colonial
21 BROOKLINE

potential

WH AI
Greenfield
★

in New

1 8 local

Colonial
other

ence) at such low cost.
Get the facts — learn

modern

man

by The

you will find that no

combination

as far as

couldn't

he

W B R K
Pittsfield
★
WN London
L C
New
★

PILGRIM

PATRIOTIC

★

Revere^

Paul
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^

with

Engla"*"

New

• BOSTON

Network
• MASSACHUSETTS

CO., INC., National Sales Representative
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which

will

There

you

are really
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two

kinds
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of

advertisers...

advertising on a guaranteed-time basis. It delivers big coverage ... beginning at 76 stations.
And it uncovers savings oj a third and more.

One needs sales searchlights, the other, sales
floodlights. For one advertiser wants fingers of
light pointing to that section or those cities;
while another requires a vast flood of light

The Biggest Broadcasting

Bargain

You can now talk to 17,250,000 radio families

counter and every cash register on Main Street

...can floodlight 225 of the nation's leading
300 cities for only $3,400 an evening half- hour.
This same coverage would jormerly have cost

stands out sharp and clear.

$1,500 more each broadcast.

to cover the country so that every crossroad

Suppose, to be extremely conservative, only

By adding floodlight coverage, Mutual now
offers both types of approach.

5 % hear the program. Assuming the very low

Mutual's floodlight broadcasting is scoped
for full-sized advertisers who want year-round

average of two listeners to a family, that's still
five prospects for each penny!

Mutual Is Everybody's Network
Searchlight ... or floodlight . . . take your pick.
There's nothing limited about Mutual's selling searchlight. You can make it follow your
sales plans and your budget just as closely as
the Hollywood

movie camera follows every

step of the stars.
Or now, with Mutual's vast floodlight coverage, ifyou are a big advertiser you have an
economical network that can match you salesstride for sales-stride, clear across the covmtry.
MUTUAL
WHERE

YOUR

BROADCASTING
NEEDS

DETERMINE

YOUR

SYSTEM
NETWORK

"Believe

me-it

*ONE
200

REASON

WHY

STATIONS

MORE

NOW

than

engineer

Western

have

rather

more

an

to find

bloodhound

wouldn't

takes

a
who

Electric"*

THAN

ARE

. . .

Westeri

^trk

EQUIPPED
BETTER

FOR

BROADCASTING

■AKE IT A RULE

to check WEAF

and WJZ first when you're planning radio advertising in the New York
market. Check them for choice time availabiUties, for guaranteed time, for result
getting, client-tested participation
shows. You will find that from early morning till late at night both stations have
potent periods to offer advertisers who
demand the coverage, audience and sales
in the New York market that selected
time on major stations alone can give.

Represented

Nationally by

c

SPOT

Ask an NBC

spot salesman for a list

of open time. Check it against the offerings of other major stations. The
better opportunities on WEAF

and

WJZ will be apparent. And the reason
is that several hours each day are set
aside on both stations for the exclusive
use of spot and local advertisers — good
time, guaranteed time, selling time.

WEAF and WJZ — ^key stations of the
National Broadcasting Company

Sales Offices

HEW YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
BOSTON

CLEVELAND
DETROIT
HOLLYWOOD
PITTSBURGH

LIGHTNING

And

as

STRUCK

another

correspondents

covering

on

accurately

developments

<!D

news

which

IN

front

the

blazed.

scene

and

moved

completely

embroiled

UNITED

SCANDINAVIA...

the

United
into

the

northern

Press
action,

rapid-fire
neutrals.

PRESS

Some
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g
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Year after year, radio plays a bigger and BIGGER

G

role

in advertising, in selling and in the life of the nation.
Here's exactly what

has happened

in radio during

the

past six years . . . years of brilUant and sustained growth
for this medium

that has proved

so vital to our people.

Radio Set Sales-UP

increase in Home Radio Sets 1934 to i940

85%

During the "uncertain" years from 1934
through 1939, household budgets wavered up
and down. But budgets for home radio sets went
steadily up. U. S. radio set ownership increased
85% . . . climbing from 20 million to over 37 million home radios. Plus 6,500,000 automobile
radios. Plus over 1,000,000 portable radios.

Radio Listening-UP

98%

Radio has taken its place as America's First
Activity! The carefully taken testimony of the
public shows radio first in preference over all
other forms of entertainment— and first in hours
of attention each day. Every year— from 1934 to
1939 — the amount of daily home listening by
America's radio families went up and up from
the 1934 high of over 62 million family-hours a
day to the amazing high of 123,000,000 familyhours of listening each day— an increase of 98% !

^
1}

Increase in Radio Listening i934 to 1940

COLUMBIA
'i ii

BROADCASTING

to

happened

Advertising!

Radio Advertising-UP 126%
Advertisers have been quick to take advantage of radio's unique coverage of the ^^whole
market^^ for merchandise in America. Following
not the uneven cycle of industry but the steady
upswing of radio set ownership and radio listening... not down but UP. ..the nation's hundred
leading advertisers increased their network radio
appropriations month after month, year after
year . . . spending 126% more for network time in
1939 than in 1934.

CBS Advertising-UP 158%
As the use of all radio networks by the
nations' leading advertisers increased, so, too,
has their use of the Columbia Network. But
faster! CBS has outpaced all radio's swift climb
—increasing its billing from the hundred largest
advertisers— from 1934 to 1939— by over 158%.
And this year, month after month, the CBS curve
swings upward — new highs upon highs — setting
the pace for all networks — carrying a greater
volume of business than any other network.

CBS

Facilities-Up,

UP and UP

In one fast-paced year— 1939— CBS increased
the number of its outlets to 119, in 117 cities. In
addition, 91 CBS stations made major improvements, which resulted in increased signal strength
and 30 CBS stations increased their power in
1939. Today, there are 16 CBS 50,000 watt stations—more maximum-power U. S. stations than
in any other network.

SYSTEM.

485

Madison

Avenue,

For detailed analysis of CBS technical advances, write CBS

New

York City

SECOND

OF

A

SERIES

PRESENTING

THE

MEN

WHO

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

SERVIC

Manager, Detroit Office
Four years. University of North
Dakota
Five years, newspaper reporter
and editor
WDAY,
Seven years, Fargo
commercial manager.
Free & Peters since August, 1935

In this

corner-

Charles
Having served seven years as commercial
manager of an important regional radio

Management can make or break the effec-

Management determines the proportion of
time devoted to audience-building entertainment. Management says whether or not your
program is going to be in "good company"or
bad. Management determines the character
of the station, of the programming, hence of
the audience. Management decides whether
the equipment shall be capable of delivering a good, clear signal over its proper
territory. Management sets the rates. Management controls the merchandising assis-

CHICAGO: ,80 N. Michigan
Fraoklin 6373

Burke!

tance. Management even determines the
voices of the announcers. . . . (and their
"will to sell").

station, no one knows better than "Chuck"
Burke that management makes the radio
station.

Free

G.

&

tiveness ofany radio effort. That's why Free
& Peters have always held management to
be the first consideration — when soliciting
stations for our own list, and when recommending stations for your list.
Chuck Burke, chief of our Detroit Office,
knows these facts about station management.
So do all our other thirteen top-flight men.
That's just one more reason we are better
qualified to help you make a really sound
selection of stations, here in this group of
pioneer radio station representatives.

Peters,

EXCLUSIVE
REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
woe
DAVENPORT
WHO
DES MOINES
WDAY
FARGO
WOWO-WSL
....
FT. WAYNE
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
. . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KGKO .... FT. WORTH-DALLAS
KOMA ....
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KSFO-KROW . . .SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE

ih.

Pioneer Radio
Station Representatives
NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave. DETROIT: New Center Bldg. SAN FRANCISCO: jii Sutter LOS ANGELES: 650 S. Grand ATLANTA: 522 Palmer BUi
Sutter 4353
Plaza 5-4131
Trinity 2-8444
Vandike 0569
Main 5667

lilR©AID€ASTDIN€
CLTxA
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o' Gold whileProgram
others have rejected proffers
Pot
Local Texas Series
of similar programs, whether network or spot, on the ground that
while they may be entirely legal,
In Advising FCC Prosecution Would
Be Inadvisable
they were not worth the risk.
In effect, it is thought the Deeven listen to the program. The
THE FCC's crusade against prize contest programs as pos- award is forthcoming if the parpartment's action gives the green
sible violations of the lottery statutes fizzled April 12 when
light on this program. Nevertheless,
ticular telephone selected is an- many broadcasters have adopted the
swered, which entitles the telephone
the Department of Justice gave the NBC-Red Pot o' Gold program what amounted to a clean bill of health by declining to subscriber to the big prize. If the attitude that such programs do not
constitute good radio and that a
prosecute.
phone is unanswered, the telephone
preponderance of such prize offers
subscriber
still
gets
$100.
In a terse letter to FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly, 0.
might result in competition among
advertisers to make them the rule
On April 2 NBC Vice-President
John Rogge, Assistant Attorney General in charge of the William
S. Hedges sent to all Red rather than the exception. Such a
Criminal Division, advised after a thorough examination that
Network stations a notice that the trend, it has been stated, would do
both
Gold and not
a "Mead's
Bakery" program broadcast
agency planned to change the struc- radio no good and would deteriorate
locallythein Pot
Texaso' should
be
ture of the Pot o' Gold program ef- commercial programming.
prosecuted as possible violations of however, it is thought the FCC
fective April 30. It was indicated
the lottery statutes. Whereas the will be disposed to let the cases
the sponsor proposed to break the
Immediately following the FCC's
news
in
an announcement over the citation
of the prize award proPot 0' Gold program has held the drop entirely.
gram on WFIL, Roger W. Clipp,
air
—
probably
on
the
April
23
proheadlines, the Mead's Bakery program if it could be arranged by general manager, stated that the
To Change Format
gram was regarded as the more
that date.
giving away of radio sets by WFIL
significant of the two, since it inis not a lottery, since nothing is
Even before the Department's
volved prize contest elements which ruling
Carefully Considered
became known, Lewis-Howe
paid
by Radio
the recipient
enter asthea
appeared more flagrant than those Co., St. Louis (Tums) and Stacksets aretogiven
The interpretation placed on the contest.
free gift to anyone who happens to
Goble Adv. Agency disclosed that
in the Pot o' Gold.
Department's action was that it
In view of the Department's re- the structure of the program will be had given detailed consideration to respond to a telephone call while
fusal to prosecute, it is expected
entirely changed as of April 30. It the Pot o' Gold feature, particu- listening to the program, he said.
that five other program citations, was said the new program form is
While WFIL was advised by atlarly since there had been reaction
referred by the FCC March 29 entirely acceptable to NBC, and not only at the FCC but in Contorneys in Philadelphia and Washtherefore it was presumed it will
ington that the program was not a
[Broadcasting, April 1] likewise
gress, because of agitation of mowill be returned without action. not meet with disfavor from the
lottery,
he
said that in view of the
tion picture exhibitors, ministerial
question raised by the Commission
1 This cannot be stated with a cer- majority of the stations carrying it. groups and others. While the FCC
tainty, however, since there is John Butler, vice-president of referred the Tums program along the station was suspending the proStack-Goble, advised Broadcasting
gram until further notice.
i always the possibility of singling
with the bakery program to the DeApril 12 that the format of the new
out some factor that might turn program
partment
Feb.
8,
the
material
was
Sponsor May Expand
is still being discussed
the legal tide.
not physically transmitted until
with the client. It was indicated the late
that month. The whole matter
M. H. Aylesworth, former NBC
name Pot o' Gold will be retained, was assigned to a senior attorney
The Department's Letter
by Stack-Goble
that the $1,000 weekly prize will be in the Criminal Division who de- president,
as counsel i-etained
in connection
vdth the
Assistant Attorney General
Government
action
if and when it
kept
and
that
the
telephone
technivoted
his
major
attention
to
it
for
Rogge advised the FCC in a letque also will be continued but prob- more than a month. In the absence
became necessary to proceed, exter dated April 10 as follows:
ably with variations. The Horace
of
Attorney
General
Jackson,
As.
pressed
satisfaction over the DeHeidt orchestra also will be re"Reference is made to our let- tained.
sistant Attorney General Rogge
partment's action. He declared he
ter of Feb. 21, 1940, acknowledging
transmitted to FCC Chairman Fly could not see
anything objectionreceipt of yours of Feb. 19, 1940,
able
in
the
program,
but inasmuch
Mead's
Bakery
Case
retransmitting for such action as the
the Department's
11
on April
sponse
along
with
the
entire
files
in
as
its
propriety
had
the
case.
The
fact
that
the
Department
Department may deem appropriate
tioned, it was decided tobeen
alterquesthe
certain information concerning the handled the Mead's Bakery proThe new citations, referred to the format somewhat. He expressed begram, over KBST, Big Spring, Tex.,
lief that the changed structure of
broadcasting of the "Pot o' Gold"
in the same fashion as the Pot o' Department March 29, were as- the program would satisfy the most
and "Mead's Bakery" programs,
AdminGold,
despite
the
variation
in
prize
the Department's
signed to istrative
both of whick are alleged to be in
Division for study. Sta- fastidious and the most fearful.
tions involved were WGN, Chicago,
technique, indicated such a concluviolation of Section 316 of the Comsion with respect to the other pro- on Mu$ico; WIP, Philadelphia, on action,
In theitlight
of the Department's
munications Act of 1934.
is entirely
possible that
gram citations. The bread program
Eson
the
sponsor
will
seek to capitalize
Philadelphia,
involved
the
Fine
Bread
Mystery
WFIL,
Songo; pecially for You; WISE, Asheville,
"After
a
thorough
examination
on the publicity by expanding
of the material submitted and a Woman who called at houses in the
Sears' Grab Bag; KRLD, Dallas, its radio activities. It has been
careful consideration of the facts community to buy a loaf or part of on
on Dixie Treasure Chest. ^
presented, the Department has cona loaf of Mead's bread for $5. The
Despite the hands-off attitude of considering a similar series on
cluded that prosecutive action un- mystery woman's movements were the Department, with the implied MBS, and there have been conversations with MBS executives. It
der Section 316 of the Communicadescribed in the program. Houselitigation is not warwives not having the loaf did not opinion rantedthat
tions Act of 1934 in these two
to test the programs under is understood MBS was reluctant to
receive the prize. This technique
the lottery statute, FCC Chairman
clear time until an adjudication
matters should not be instituted."
from the Pot o' Gold in that Fly repeatedly has made it clear from Washington was procured.
I Neither Chairman Fly nor other differed
it was thought there was more
that he did not consider programs
Whether stations which dropped
i|members of the Commission comchance of "consideration" being in- employing the prize offer technique
Snented on the action. Nevertheless,
volved*, since the recipient of the as in the public interest. He ex- the Pot o' Gold program on NBC
it is understood that several memaward had to purchase a loaf of
pressed himself to one group of because of the litigation now will
!^bers of the Commission (Fly, bread.
broadcasters as viewing them in ef- carry it, remained problematical.
Walker, Thompson and Payne) look
fect as placing radio in the position Among the stations which dropped
In the case of the Pot o' Gold,
askance upon prize contest pro- with
the feature were WWJ, Detroit,
its $1,000 award or $100 ab- of "buying" its audience. A number
grams. Because of the summary
sentee prize, the winner is not re- of stations for that reason have WFBR,
Baltimore, and WDAF,
Kansas City.
quired to purchase anything or dropped the Pot o' Gold program
nature of the Department's ruling.
Clears
Dept.
Justice
Also Gives Clean Bill of Health to
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Johnstone
Democrat
For

Radio

Likely
Choice
Chief

Party Considers Air Budget
Of Over Million Dollars
WITH the Democratic National
Committee tentatively considering
the expenditure of well over $1,000,000 for network
and spot time during the forthcoming national camp a i g n , it was
learned authoritatively byBroadcasting April 12
that its publicity
division, headed
by Charles MichMr. Johnstone
elson, has under
consideration the appointment of
George W. (Johnny) Johnstone as
radio director of the campaign.
Mr. Johnstone, now director of
public relations for WOR-Mutual,
is likely to take over by May 1, assuming duties which it had previously been supposed would be handled by Robert I. Berger, Democratic radio director in the 1936 campaign [Broadcasting, March 15].
Mr. Berger, now employed as
special assistant in the executive
office as aide to Lowell Mellett, director of Government Reports, is
definitely unavailable for the post.
Because Mr. Berger's duties are
so closely related to the
White
House, his selection at present as
Democratic radio chieftain might
be construed as hand-picked by the
President and hence
lending
further fuel to the asdiscussion
whether Mr. Roosevelt intends to
run for a third term. Moreover, if
Mr. Berger resigns his present Government job, he cannot regain
after the elections in which he hadit
participated as a partisan, according to a construction placed on a
recent ruling by Attorney General
Jackson.
The Main Medium
There are at least a dozen applications before Mr. Michelson for the
post, but Mr. Johnstone's qualifications are believed to be strongest.
By training and long experience in
radio as well as through his widespread contacts with the industry,
it is conceded that he is eminently
qualified. Recently he has been •
functioning on "loan" from WOR
as publicity aide to Herbert Hoover
m the Finnish relief drive. [A complete sketch of Mr. Johnstone appeared inthe Feb. 1 Broadcasting].
The Democrats are said to be
eager to get their radio activities
under way, particularly since their
national convention is in Chicago
July 15 and someone must function
with the network public events men
in arranging for an adequate buildup and coverage. Because the press
generally is regarded as anti-New
Deal, the Democrats see in radio
their chief medium for reaching the
voters during the campaign.
The $1,000,000 or more Democratic budget for radio is still in
the "talk" stage only. No budget
can be fixed until after the nominations and the selection of a new
chairman, treasurer and other officers of the Democratic National
Committee. However, Chairman
Farley (who may be renamed
chairman, depending upon political
turn of events) and his assistants
are extremely "radio-wise" in the

Right

to

Perform

Recordings

Granted
by Decca,
Columbia
NOTICES that stations may broad- broadcasters it was formulating a
license plan making the Decca catacast phonograph records manufactured by Decca Records Inc., and
log available "subject to certain
reasonab
le restrictions and upon
Columbia Recording Corp. without
fear of legal reprisals for the time
fee".letter stated that
of a the
payment
Although
being have been sent by these companies to all stations. In the case of "further details will be sent you in
CRC the notice is a reaffirmation of the near future", the next official
statement on the subject was the
its established policy, but the Decca
action is a complete reversal of its present letter, dated April 5. After
reviewing the court decision and
previous position.
First indication there might be a the present appeals therefrom,
change in Decca's prohibition of which, Decca says, may keep the
case in the courts for some time to
the broadcasting of its records was
contained a letter sent to stations come, the letter states that "for the
last August [Broadcasting, Aug. time being" Decca will raise no
15] following the decision in the objection to "reasonable use" of its
U. S. District Court in New York
records on the air. Letter specifies
giving to recording companies the that this offer is subject to withdrawal on 60 days written notice.
right to control the use of their records on the air. Decca then notified
Wire sent April 8 by Columbia
Recording Corp., a CBS subsidiary,
light of the last two campaigns,
to broadcasters, reads: "We conand are fully aware that radio time
firm that our constant policy rewill be harder to buy this year than mains unchanged of refraining
ever before.
from taking action against broadIn the first place, both network
casters for performance of our recand spot time is more costly than
ords. We will not bring action or
in 1936 because of generally higher make claims against your station
prevailing rates; in the case of net- for use of Columbia, Brunswick or
works, also, their minimum hookup
Vocalian records and will give you
requirements are greater. Secondly,
notice if circumstances cause us to
to clear the more favorable network
hours means paying not only for alter our
policy."From Artists
Pressure
time but for displaced talent under
contract. None of the parties, so far
While no official explanation was
as known, disputes the rate struc- forthcoming, the Decca letter parture, and all are eager to disrupt
ticularly was generally taken to be
regular program schedules as little the result of pressure from Decca's
as possible to avoid antagonizing
recording artists who felt that lack
the audience, which at best likes of radio promotion accompanying
"talk" least of all radio offerings. the broadcasting of their recorded
The Republicans presumably will
continue Wells (Ted) Church as performances was adversely affecting their popularity with the pubradio director, although he, along
lic, with equally bad effects on the
with his chief, Franklin Waltman,
sale of their records and their other
G.O.P. publicity director, must come
up for reappointment after the Re- employment. Before its complete
about face, Decca had allowed the
publican convention in Philadelphia
June 25. It has been the practice of radio use of recordings of certain
the radio industry, led by the net- artists on stations in localities in
\vorks, not to charge for political which these performers were maktime except during campaigns, and
ing personal appearances.
Meanwhile briefs in the Whitepresumably the campaigns will not
man-RCA-WNE W appeal were
be regarded as actually under way
until after the Democratic conven- filed April 12, with answering briefs
tion of July 15.
to be filed within the next month.

Luckies Spot Contract;^
Bar Stations From Usinjp

Recordings of Its Talenf
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., Ne\
York, in its contracts with eigh
New York stations for the Luckcal
of transcri
series
Strike
announc
bed musi' i.„
ements,
has inserted
clause requiring the stations to dis pdi
continue use of all recording: m
which feature the Lucky Strike or
chestras and singers, namely, Kaij,
Kyser, Ginny Simms, Mark War ,,
now, Bea Wain, Barry Wood, Orrii

startec
Luckies
campai
Th«'!'^
Baker.
Tucker gnand forBonnie
April 1 [Broadcasting, April 1]'
and features Hit Parade number.^
on the hour several times daily or .each of the stations. If other re- '"
cordings by the same orchestras ?
and singers are played for otheiiei
sponsors, a large amount of conclause. fusions would result, hence the

Since the start of the campaign'
the company has expanded its con- sti
tract with WHN, New York, the»i
station now carrying 120 of the an^ la
nouncements weekly, or 20 dailjliei
on the hour every hour. According ile
to Lord & Thomas, New York, theiiti
agency, the campaign will be ex- je
panded to New England stations
towards the end of April although,
no details have been settled to date.

New WTRY, Troy, N. Y.
Takes the Air April 15
WTRY, Troy, N. Y., was scheduled
to begin operation April 15 as the
fourth station in the Troy-AlbanySchenectady area. Assigned to 950
kc. with 1,000 watts daytime, the
station is headed by Harry C. Wilder, president of WSYR, Syracuse,
WJTN, Jamestovm, N. Y., and
WKNE, Keene, N. H.
The station, under preliminary
plans, was to be dedicated in ceremonies to be participated in by
Gov. Lehman of New York, Mayor
Hogan of Troy, Dr. James Laurence
Meader, president of Russell Sage
College, and Mrs. Peter L. Harvie,
member of the WTRY board. Fred
it
R. Ripley, vice-president and general manager of WSYR, is the operating head of WTRY. Ed Robinson is assistant manager, and W. F.
Moore chief engineer. News Editor
is Andrew F. Kinbacher.
Selma Seitz
SELMA SEITZ, owner of WFAS,
White Plains, N. Y., from 1930 to
1939, died April 7. She had retired
from active participation in the
station last summer due to failing
health,
transferred
ship to J.having
Noel and
Valentine ownerMacy,
Westchester
county
publishers.
Under the new ownership her son,
Frank A. Seitz, is vice-president
and managing director of the station. Surviving Mrs. Seitz are her
mother and a sister. The late Frank
A. Seitz, her husband, had acquired
the station originally. Mrs. Seitz
was born in Vienna, Austria, and
came to America in 1907.
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"Does This Household Have a Radio Receiving Set?"
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SOLE social science assignment for
April of the senior class of Lash High
School, Zanesville, O., is the student
fliscussion
of topics
presented
on NBC"s
Toicn Meeting
of the
Air. Transcriptions offorums
the are
program
reaction
held inandthestudent
class rooms
on alternating days.
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MAB

Committee

Forms

Plans

Runs

for Governor

Affiliate's
To

fo Impose
Copy
Restrictions
Prepares for Oct. 1 Operation on Commercials;
Urges Consistent Station Policy on Politics
7ITH PROVISIONS of the NAB
cept other network schedules of opposition candidates, whatever their
'ode placing limitations on comiercial credits for all programs due party. Bonus stations on networks
should pursue a similar course, it
'i become effective Oct. 1, the NAB
;Ode Compliance Committee at a was suggested. Where time is sold
eeting in Washington April 11 one candidate locally, his opponents
)rmulated plans designed to bring also should be required to use commercial time, it was pointed out,
;D0ut the transition with least posl|ble hardship to advertisers, ad- since the Communications Act itself requires equal treatment to all
(^jirtising agencies and broadcasters.
(I ( At the same time the Code Com- candidates for ptiblic office.
The commercial program proviK j ittee, in the light of the impendsions, approved by the NAB at its
raifS political campaign, discussed
jieans of invoking code provisions. annual convention in Atlantic City
; was concluded, Chairman Edgar last year after considerable debate,
. Bill, WMBD, Peoria, announced
already have been adopted by the
>llowing the sessions, that stations
major networks and by a number of
iri;iould be advised to follow a con- stations. As a consequence, it is exujr stent course, within the limitapected that little transition difficul- CANDIDATE for governor of Iowa
ons of the law, and provide equal
ty will be encountered. The comis H. R. Gross, head of the news
•eatment for all sides in use of
mercial section provides that, dur- bureau of WHO, Des Moines, who
/leir facilities. No hard and fast
ing the daytime, stations shall hold resigned April 10 and announced
Sales were suggested and the com- the length of commercial copy, in- his candidacy in a paid commercial
cluding that devoted to contests and broadcast on WHO and KMA, Shenitpdttee eschewed setting of a defiite date as to when the national
offers, to 3:15 minutes for a 15andoah. Gross is the third Republiimpaign should be construed as minute program; 4:30 minutes for
can candidate and one of his opponents is the incumbent governor,
p. etting under way, which might be a half-hour program and 9 minutes
for a one-hour program. At night George A. Wilson. J. 0. Maland,
'^'le
opening
barrier
for
commercial
olitical broadcasts. Instead, the the limitation is 2:30 minutes for a Central Broadcasting Co. vice-president and WHO manager, announced
ommittee suggested there should
15-minute program; 3 minutes for
le no set deadline but the condi- a half-hour rendition, and 6 min- that Jack Shelley, former assistant
news editor, will be acting head of
utes for a one-hour program.
■ ons and laws peculiar to each
the bureau, assisted by Bob Burltate or jurisdiction should be obSpecial Rulings
ingame, Leonard Howe, Lorana
barved.
and Farm Editor Herb
These limitations do not apply to Ellsworth
Plambeck.
'
Time Problem
participation programs, announce' In connection with the time limiment programs, "musical clocks",
Salt Lake City; Don Searle,
tations on commercial copy, the shoppers' guides and local pro- KSL,
KOIL, Omaha; Calvin J. Smith,
grams falling within these general
' Dmmittee felt the only problem in- classifications. The section also KFAC, Los Angeles; Theodore C.
jicated is that of applying the code
specifies that because of varying
Streibert, WOR-MBS; Gilson Gray,
) commercial transcriptions which
economic and social conditions pinch-hitting for Edward Klauber,
lay be made during the summer
CBS executive vice-president; H.
iDr presentation after the code be- throughout the country, members
of the NAB shall have the right to K. Berkeley, substituting for Niles
'Dmes effective Oct. 1. Into this
Vroblem also was thrown the ques- present to the association for spe- Trammell, NBC executive vicecial ruling local situations which in president; William B. Dolph, as a
tion of day and night time differguest member, and E. M. Kirby,
intials, since the length of copy the opinion of the member may
NAB public relations director and
sed in daytime programs is great- justify exceptions to the prescribed
Code Committee secretary. L. M.
jr than that permitted for similar limitations.
Attending the April 11 meeting, B i r k h e a d , national director of
i ight presentations.
The committee decided that not in addition to NAB President
Friends of Democracy Inc., an organization actively campaigning
.iter than July 1 it would notify Neville Miller and Code Committee
against un-American activities, met
Idvertising agencies placing spot Chairman Bill, were Martin Camplusiness about the new code pro- bell.WFAA, Dallas; Earl J. Glade, with the committee.
isions to become effective Oct. 1.
t will be suggested to agencies, for
xample, that transcriptions deigned primarily for night use
hould use the commercial limitations specified and, if placed for
iaytime use, local live announcelents could be made in addition,
nthin the code limitations. It was
ot anticipated that insuperable
roblems would develop since few
dvertisers record their programs
lore than a few weeks in advance.
There was considerable discusion on the committee in connection
rith political broadcasting. Beause of industry sentiment and beause no single yardstick can be
pplied to every State jurisdiction
1 view of variations in laws, it was
ecided that the most the committee
ould do would be to advise stations A NETWORK was born when these North Carolina station officials got
D follow a consistent course, once together recently to form the Carolina Network, tying together WRAL,
hey establish a policy. For ex- Raleigh; WGTM, Wilson, and WFTC, Kinston. Left-to-right are Jonas
mple, it was said that if an affili- Weiland, owner of WFTC; Gil B. Murray, general manager of WRAL,
ted station accepted a network
and H. W. Wilson, owner of WGTM. WRAL is key. The stations are on
rogram gratis for one candidate
Mutual. For its first sponsors. Royal Crown Cola and Nehi, the network
f one political party, it should ac- added WMFD, Wilmington, and WEED, Rocky Mount.
3ROADCASTING
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Status

Reviewed

In Supreme
Court
Ruling to Determine Whether
Station Is Agent of Net
SUPREME COURT review of the
relationship of an affiliated station
with a network, to determine
whether it actually serves as the
network's agent in its area, was
authorized April 8 by the nation's
highest tioraritribunal
grantingby certo review ina ruling
the
Supreme Court of Washington
State. The litigation was initiated
by CBS, in a case in which KIRO,
its Seattle outlet, was enjoined in
a damage suit as legal representative of the network. The suit was
brought by Waldo Hospital Assn.
Inc., asking $25,00 from CBS and
KIRO for alleged damages resulting from a CBS program broadcast over KIRO.
The hospital association alleged
slander because of a script program originated by KMOX, St.
Louis, CBS-owned station, which
presumably referred to a hospital
having a somewhat similar name,
to which a diploma mill connotation was given.
The Supreme Court first held
that it could not review the action
technically
for "want that
of jurisdiction" but concluded
it could
review the case on certiorari to
test the question. Since the court
is expected
to recess
over the summer in June,
it is presumed
that
ararument will not be heard until
the fall term beginning in October.
Just a Contractor
KIRO was served in the case under Washington State laws which
authorize service upon any "agent,
cashier, or managing
non-resident
corporation.agent"
CBS of
helda
that it had never designated KIRO
as its agent and sought to enjoin
the action. It contended that as a
network it simply relayed the broadcast in question from a point outside the State, and therefore, could
not be served in that State. It held
further that it had no direct control over KIRO and that it did not
do business in the State. Its only
relationship with the outlet was
that of an "independent contractor", it held. The State Supreme
Court, however, concluded that the
service was proper, since the network leases time from KIRO and
therefore it is to be construed as
its legal representative in that city.
The case is construed as of
fundamental importance in connection with libel and slander via
radio, to determine whether only
the originating
station can
or be
all held
stations on the network
liable.
Planning Fall Schedule
UNITED PROFIT-SHARING
Corp., New York, is planning a radio program to start this fall on a
national scale to promote the premiums available through the coupons
distributes.
Detailsthehavecompany
been almost
completed,
but will not be announced for about
ten days, according to Huber Hoge
& Sons, New York, the agency.
April 15, 1940
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Nets
BMI

Ready
Builds

to

Drop

Music

ASCAP;
Reservoir

Society Soon to Request Contracts From

Stations;

BMI Dickers for Catalogs, Gets Members
WITH ALL present signs pointing joined BMI, bringing the total to
290. Ninety-four more, according to
to ASCAP-less network operations
beginning Jan. 1 by virtue of the NAB, have pledged subscriptions,
determination of the major net- with the total amount now paid and
works not to yield to the tribute pledged aggregating $1,267,189 out
demands of the copyright pool, sys- of a peak subscription campaign of
tematic building up of an industry- $1,500,000. The new station members are KSO and KENT, Des
owned music reservoir is proceeding full force under the banner of Moines; WMT, Cedar Rapids, la.;
Broadcast Music Inc.
WNAX, Yankton, S. D.; KRSC,
Both NBC and CBS have defi- Seattle; WAAF and WHFC, Chicago; WFBM, Indianapolis ;
nitely committed themselves to supTampa; WMGA, Moultrie,
port of BMI in statements to their WDAE,
affiliates that there is no present Ga.
Letter to CBS Affiliates
possibility that ASCAP music will
be used after Dec. 31 unless the
Backing the position taken by
Society substantially reduces its NBC in a letter to affiliates March
royalty demands [Broadcasting,
26 from William S. Hedges, brandApril 1]. The new ASCAP propoing the ASCAP proposition as "insition, estimated to boost industry
ordinately excessive", Edward
rates some 70% over the estimated
Klauber, CBS executive vice-presi$5,000,000 yield for 1940, or a total
dent, April 4 advised all affiliates
of approximately $8,500,000, would
of the position of his network. Deplace practically all of this addiclaring that he thought CBS stational burden upon the networks.
tions are entitled to know the poThey would be required to pay
sition of the network, he said that
7%% of their revenue, under a Columbia intends to fight and beclearance - at - the - source formula
lieves the industry will win in its
while the payments of other sta- effort to "break the grip of this
tions, with the possible exception monopoly once and for all". Mr.
of those in the top brackets, would
Klauber's letter continued:
be reduced to a varying extent.
"In considering the bait which
ASCAP, it is reported, is con- ASCAP has held out to you in the
form
of a reduction in your fees,
tinuing to work on its new license
form, to become effective next Jan. to be offset by astronomical and
impossible increases from the net1 for a 10-year period. The new
works, may I suggest that you bear
form will be available within a fortnight, it was stated, after which four things in mind —
broadcasters will be invited to sign
"First, that the additional millions which ASCAP now seeks to
the contracts. Individual station
exact
have to come out of somecontracts will be accepted by
ASCAP, it was said, regardless
body's pocket
in the long
run,
ASCAP would and,
be enriched
to that
whether the networks sign.
amount and broadcasters as a whole
Aylesworth Suggested
would be impoverished to that deThere was some talk in industry
gree, regardless of how these additional sums are levied. You know
circles about retaining M. H. Aylesworth, first president of NBC and our business and your own well
regarded as the father of network
enough to realize that adjustments
broadcasting, as industry negotiawould be required and that the
tor with ASCAP. Several promi- 'saving' proffered to you would, in
nent broadcasters, it is reported,
the long run, prove illusory.
have urged such a move on the baDanger of Split
sis that Mr. Aylesworth holds the
confidence not only of important
"Second, that if ASCAP does
elements in the broadcasting in- succeed in dividing the industry industry but also of many publishers
to hostile camps — regardless of
and composers. Before such a step who suffers first — we will separcan be taken, the NAB board must
ately and individually be pushovers
for them
be brought into the picture.
will
pay. and, in the end, everybody
Meanwhile, Broadcast Music it"Third, that the brains, the enself was going full blast, with neergy and the money of the indusg;otiations in progress for acquisitry are behind Broadcast Music
tion of a number of catalogs to
Inc., and that, for the first time,
serve as a nucleus. NBC and CBS
currently are orchestrating the we will be able to confront ASCAP
first six tunes to be released by with a weapon in our hands instead
BMI and plan to present them over of meeting them unarmed and helpless, as we have in the past.
their networks within the next few
"Fourth, that unless ASCAP
days. Similarly, transcription comcomes to its senses, there is absopanies, including Langlois & Wentlutely no present possibility that
worth, are having orchestrations
prepared and will include them in Columbia will have any ACCAP
their May 1 releases to library sub- music on the network after Dec. 31
scribers. Other producers of tran- next, and without this network
scription libraries report that the plugging of ASCAP tunes, the value of an ASCAP license to any staBMI numbers will be given every
consideration and that all worthtion will be greatly diminished."
M. E. Tompkins, general manwhile selections will be included in
early releases.
ager of BMI, said that to encour{Continued on page 77)
Ten additional stations have
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AFRA Disc Code
AMERICAN Federation of Radio Artists may submit its transcription code to the manufacturers of transcribed programs
within the week of April 15,
Mrs. Emily Holt, executive secretary of the talent union, has
informed BROADCASTING.
She has been authorized to
start negotiations for the acceptance of the code, she said.
Terms and conditions set up by
AFRA for the employment of
announcers, actors and singers
on transcriptions are approximately the same as those for
talent employed on network
programs.
LESSONS

OF

1936

Six 'Vital' Composers Off the
Air Six Months
REPLYING to an article in the
New York Herald-Tribune for
April 4, which listed eight composers whose works, according to ASCAP, could not be banned from the
air without seriously affecting program interest, the last issue of
"Notes from BMI" lists the eight
composers — "Victor Herbert, Rudolph Friml, George M. Cohan, Irving Berlin, Jerome Kern, Cole Porter, George Gershwin and Sigmund
Romberg. Then it points out that
from January to July, 1936, when
the Warner music was withdrawn
from ASCAP and was kept off the
air, six of these eight composers
were among those banned, with
only Cohan and Berlin being heard
on the air.
"This does not mean," says BMI,
"that the composers whom ASCAP
listed do not write good music. It
does mean, however, that having
been banned once for six months
without destroying the listener interest of radio, it is conceivable
that radio, if it were necessary,
could do again in 1941 what it did
in 1936 and without any damage
to its programs."
Levy on Records
Refunded
by RCA
[See earlier story on page J4]
THE LAST restraint on performance of phonograph records by
broadcast stations until the RCAWhiteman case on performance
rights is adjudicated, was lifted
suddenly April 12 by RCA. Stations
which had taken licenses, ranging
from $100 to $300 per month, were
sent checks refunding in full all
of their payments since the license
plan became effective four months
ago, and all others were notified
they could perform Victor and Bluebird records without fear of action
until further notice. Columbia and
Decca previously had notified stations they were free to perform
their records.
The letter of W. W. Early, manager of recordings and records of
RCA, to all stations, said in part:
"It now appears that final determination ofthe various appeals
taken in the Whiteman case will be
delayed longer than we had anticipated. Many quarters have expressed to us the thought that stations ought not to be called upon
to pay us license fees until the case
has been passed upon by the highest court. We have therefore deBROADCASTING

Political Time, Fall BusineB
Are Basis of Boice Letter S(
STATIONS originally affiliate
with the Transcontinental Broad
casting System have received
letter sounding them out on theijj(
willingness to make new contract
with the proposed new national net
work
the lines
the con'
tracts along
of stations
with ofother
net
works.

Letter, written April 6 by H. E
Boice^ TBS executive vice-presi'
dent, states that "under prope
conditions" both capital and busi
ness are available and asks fo riv
prompt replies so that TBS maj ict
immediately begin laying plani as
looking toward starting operation|ar
in the early fall, when busines
generally returns to the air, o
possibly
in mid-summer
to cash
Iil ,
on
the political
advertising
whiclj^^
will start shortly after the nationa
political conventions.
Four Essentials

Pointing out that the original m
TBS
contract
primarily
on the
amountwasof"based
business
whicl imBs
TBS was to obtain from a singlet
source," but which "did not ma
terialize," Mr. Boice lists four eslii
sentials of the new contract desirec J]

"First, we must have a certaiiK
number
o'f free hours to help de ^
by TBS:
fray line charges. Second, a rate oi
additional hours that Would givi
the network a return to furtheaf.
cover the cost of lines and oper Is
expenses. number
Third, anofoption
or' f
aatingspecified
hours'
Fourth, it could not guarantee anj' %
fixed amount of sponsored or un isl
sponsored progi'ams," to which h( !
adds that "we would expect to fur
nish a satisfactory sustaining serv
ice after
we getit rolling"
but can
not
guarantee
at the start.
While it is too soon for any vol
ume of answers as yet, TBS reJ k
ports that responses received tc, ^
date indicate a willingness to gcj,,
along with the new network in ar,
attempt to make it work,
Mr. Boice
said hecould
believed
network
venture
get aa ne"
suf
ficient amount of political business
to warrant an early starting date
This business should start abouf
Aug.
1, he said.
TBS would
have But
to beto insecure
a posii1
tion to quote a firm rate. In view
of this, he requested an immediate
answer on the writing of a new
agreement along the lines suggested. He asked
advise him
what that
rate the
theystations
woulc,
quote
on awould
"per beoccasion"
basis
TBS then
in a position
to query the station as to the avail
ability of time.

cided to terminate all licenses here
tofore extended to stations by u^
and to refund all license fees pro
duced thereunder.
"Meantime, we wish to infer
you that until further notice from
us to the contrary, we shall nol ^
make your use of our records for
radio broadcasting purposes the
basis of any
claim against you." ^
'
WITH 275 stations voluntarily carrying
its Crusade
WES transcriptions,
dren's
for Children the
has Childis- :
patched
to
some
800
stations
spot
announcements for the campaign to 't4
take place
behalf ol lai(i
child
victims April
of the22-30
worldoncrisis.
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Arbitrators

' W ar News
Flare
Finds
Networks
Ready
ie$ ittle Interruption to Care is taken, however, not to send
any but really important, hot news
to the press, as it would be no favor
Schedules; Bulletins
to an already overburdened foreign
Fed to Press
news editor to swamp him with
trivia or with material already reBy BRUCE ROBERTSON
ceived from regular channels.
*'W0 HIGHLIGHTS stand out in
In addition to its regular listening post at Freeport, Long Island,
le record of radio's coverage of
luropean events during the criti- which has been in 18-hour daily operation since the outbreak of the
cal week
Apriland8: efficiency with
(1)
Theof ease
set up an additional reIrhich the networks moved into war, CBS
ceiver on the roof of its studio
mergency status to bring to the building to listen exclusively to
Berlin 24 hours a day. The Freeport
peiji-merican public up-to-the-minute
iisii-eports of Germany's unexpected station was likewise put on a 244 rive into Scandinavia, and the hour schedule for a few days, but
act that complete as this coverage reverted to its 18-hour trick at the
ra,s it was accomplished with end of the week. Monitoring rou'icarcely any disturbance to normal
tine at CBS calls for engineers at
6S!!irogram schedules.
Freeport to monitor four European
broadcasts at all times, feeding WHAT to talk about ? is the prob(2) Radio's cooperation with the whatever
lem to be solved
NBC's news
seems most important by commentators
iress associations and newspapers,
and by
executives
prior
estified to by hundreds of front wire into the CBS news studios.
to
a
pickup
from
abroad.
With
forlage stories and bulletins crediting Certain broadcasts, such as the
eign censors listening, the subjects
he networks as their source.
BBC news periods, are tuned in are decided in pre-broadcast transAlthough the INS bulletin an- daily; others are picked up by a
oceanic conversations over so-called
louncing entry of the German
constant tuning from station to Q circuits. Here (1 to r) John
;rmy into Denmark came as an al- station in search of a news break. Gunther, NBC-Blue commentator,
The programs that come into the A. A. Schechter, NBC news and
ici|l:!iost complete surprise and alIhough it came at 11 :45 p. m., April studio are recorded on dictagraph special events director, and H. V.
the news-covering technique records, translated if need be, and Kaltenborn, NBC-Red commenta^vhieh the networks have been care- passed along to the news editors,
tor, talk vnth Fred Bate in London and Paul Archinard in Paris.
ully perfecting since the crisis of who read it over, check it vsith
. September, 1938 made clear their news received from the news agencies via teletype, edit it and pass
shows. If a major news
["Fifficacy
as a news agency
as well
Tis
an entertainment
medium.
No about one-fifth of 1% of it along to dramatic
comes, it will of course take
f sooner had the news of invasion their announcers and to the papers. break
precedence over anything else on
At NBC, whose receiving antennas
J')een received than they began to are on the roof of the RCA Bldg., the air, all network newsmen agree,
but as far as possible they are
,j)ffs,
'unction.
usual onsignNBC Abandoning
and CBS stayed
the and whose engineers and transla- striving to give the news without
;iir through the night (CBS all
tors occupy a studio in the news de- affecting the entertainment.
light; NBC until 4 a. m.), broadpartment, the handling process is
Mutual on Tuesday and Thursiiasting bulletins of developments much the same. NBC, which has
day nights utilized its crisis techlis fast as reported.
used its monitoring equipment off
nique of recording pickups from
and on ever since Munich, also put abroad to give its listeners a proJ
Monitors Busy
it on 24-hour duty during the first
gram of news from London, Rome,
1 The disruption of communicafew days of the present German
Paris
and
Berlin, allowing the audi;ions from Denmark and Norway
offensive.
ence to get the same news as inIcoincident with the Nazi conquest
Monitoring BBC April 11, NBC
terpreted by the various govern'wrought the network monitoring fotind news being jammed. Music
ment agencies. MBS also was
^services into full play. Both CBS would come through clear as a bell unique in presenting several broadWand NBC placed crews of engineers but when the announcer would indicasts from Stockholm, with Donald
cate he was about to read a news
"^and
translators
Day,
correspondent there for the
on
24-hour
duty,
istening to broadcasts from Euro- dispatch, a loud buzz would block it
Chicago Tribune, doing the broadZpean stations, selecting those of out.
cast, as neither NBC nor CBS had
!seeming importance and rushing
been able to get in touch with their
Scoop by INS
correspondents in that city.
J'-hem to the news editors for broadChief scoop of the Scandinavian
,casting.
None of the networks attempted
campaign
was
the
opening
bulletin
All important news not covered
to arrange broadcasts from Oslo or
sent
to
its
radio
clients,
including
oy the press services is immediateCopenhagen, as the first move of
and CBS, by Interna- the Nazis on entering those cities
|Wy put on the teletype that connect both NBC
tional News Service, which brought was to take over the radio as the
NBC and CBS with the news servthat Germany had int'ices and New York daily papers. the news
vaded Denmark to them about 45 best means of giving orders to the
and therefore whatever
minutes ahead of other news serv- public,
ices. CBS scored with a 3 a.m. could be had from these points
inevitably be propabroadcast from London in which would almost
ganda. General procedure was to
Edward Murrow told America that
up the news from London,
the German troops had landed at pick
Paris and Berlin, where all arBergen.
rangements for broadcasting to
America had been set up since the
Major
proof
of
radio's
increased
skill in news reporting is given by
of the war and were well
the fact that not a single network beginning
established.
commercial program was cancelled
Kaltenborn's Dual Role
or interrupted during the week for
war news, and after the first night
The conflicting news bulletins and
few sustaining programs were af- reports of the various governments
fected, although occasionally a news were broadcast as news, and then
ittWHEN the invasion of Norway and
Denmark made news the most im- bulletin would be inserted between analyzed by the commentators of
numbers in a musical program.
f iportant subject in the Scandinavianeach network. H. V. Kaltenborn,
populated Twin Cities, KSTP newswho the week previous had shifted
By
increasing
the
number
of
pickcasters took a one-day short course
ups from abroad and by placing his headquarters from CBS to
at Minnesota U in proper pronunciation of Norse names. Left to bulletins in the station-breaks be- NBC, was made official commentatween programs, the networks kept
tor of the Red Network; John Gunright are George Grim, Bob Mur- their audiences
informed without
ther handled that assignment on
, phy. Brooks Henderson and Prof.
Martin Ruud, head of the Scandi- the annoyance of constant interrup- the Blue. At CBS, Elmer Davis,
tions in the midst of comedy or Linton Wells and Maj. George
navian languages department.
^BROADCASTING
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Chicago Problem
Ruling in AFRA Case Seen
Before the End of May
HEARINGS conducted under the
auspices of the American Arbitration Assn. on the dispute between
the American Federation of Radio
Artists and the netwoijks regarding extra compensation to be paid
staff announcers of Chicago outlets for local commercials concluded April 4 after three days of
testimony. With 20 days allowed
for the filing of briefs, an additional five days for reply briefs and a
month for the arbitrators to consider the oral and written evidence,
decision
may be expected about the
end of May.
Among those presenting evidence
were Barry Rumple, NBC statistician, who broke down talent costs
by facilities and population; Robert
J. Scott of Schwimmer & Scott,
Chicago advertising agency, who
supported the network contention
that increasing the pay of announcers would act as a handicap
to the sale of time to local advertisers by Chicago stations; John V.
McLoughlin, accountant for
WBBM, Chicago CBS key, who expressed the same opinion from the
station point of view, and Emily
Holt and George Heller, executive
secretary and associate executive
secretary of AFRA, presenting the
union's testimony.
Counsel included Henry Jaffee,
for AFRA; Joseph A. McDonald,
NBC; John B. Moser, CBS; Keith
Master, WGN. Mr. Master was
taken ill during the hearing and
his place was taken by Ed Wood,
sales manager of MBS. WLS, Chicago, was not a party to the suit
but the station's attorney, Thomas
G. Murphy,
was permitted to attend the sessions.
Arbitrators are George Bowdoin,
representing the networks, Wesley
A. Sturges for AFRA and Nathan
Isaacs, chairman.
Fielding Elliot analyzed the news.
Raymond
Gram Swing,
chief commentator
in NewMutual's
York,
returned to his former schedule of
five broadcasts weekly. Kaltenborn,
incidentally, is in the unique position of being an NBC commentator
while his CBS Pure Oil schedule
must be maintained for two more
weeks.
Although the sudden move by
Germany was unexpected, both
NBC and CBS had received advance warnings from abroad. A
cable from one of its correspondents to watch for news from Scandinavia, received April 7, was the
signal for NBC to put its monitors on 24-hour duty. On the following day a CBS foreign correspondent included in his broadcast
a sentence to the effect that important news is expected soon "but
I can't say what since totalitarian
states don't take the press and
radio into their confidence." This
cryptic statement was enough to
keep Paul White, CBS news director, at his office through the evening and on the job when the break
came.
KSTP, St. Paul, applied to the FCO
April
for a Class
television
44-50 tion,12
me.
to operate
with 21,000
watts staon
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Networks
Schedule

Theme

Making

Arouses

Shifts

For Time
Change
Many Programs Are Affected
By Annual Spring Switch
WHEN Daylight Saving Time
goes into effect at 2 a. m., April 28,
sponsors of many of the network
programs will make the usual summer changes in schedules, discontinuing programs for seasonal accounts and shifting some midwest
stations from the early broadcast
to the rebroadcast schedules. Sponsors with network contracts ending the latter part of April have
for the most part settled their summer plans for broadcasting, while
those with contracts ending in May
or later are not entirely definite.
Replacement programs are under
consideration for many of the
broadcasts which, for various reasons, go off the air for the summer
to return in the fall after Daylight
Time ends on Sept. 28. According
to the agencies, these summer programs cost the sponsors to Vz
of the winter programs as far as
the talent employed is concerned.
Time costs too are slightly less
during the summer, usually due to
the fact that some stations carrying the programs are dropped from
the schedules and others in the
Central Time Zone move into daytime hours which are less expensive than the evening hour rates.
Changes brought about by Daylight Time on NBC, CBS and MBS
programs are as follows:
NBC-RED
H. FENDRICH Co. (cigars), Smoke
Dreams, off April 7.
FOOD & BEVERAGE Broadcasters Assoc.,
/ Want a Divorce, off April 26.
JOHN MORRELL & Co. (Red Heart Dog
Food), Dog Chats, off April 25.
BROWN
& WILLIAMSON
Tobacco Co.
(Avalons), Avalon Time, off April 28.
LEWIS-HOWE MEDICINE Co. (Turns),
Quicksilver, off April 17.
DR.
S. SLOAN
Liniment),
YouthEARL
vs. Age,
off April(Sloan's
20.
GENERAL MILLS (Wheaties), Jack Armstrong continues through summer for first
time, with April 29 renewal.
BENJAMIN
MOORE
& Co. (paints).
Betty Moore, off May 18.
ACME WHITE LEAD & Color Works
(paints), Smilin' Ed McConnell, off May
18.
GENERAL FOODS Corp. (Jell-O), replaces Jack Benny with -The Aldrich
Family, June 23.
NBC-BLUE
C. F. MULLER Co. (macaroni). Thunder
Over Paradise, off May 10.
GENERAL FOODS Corp. (bran flakes),
Young Dr. Malone, off May 3.
MANHATTAN
SOAP Co. (Sweetheart
soap). Jack Berch, off May 26.
WARD BAKING Co. (bread and cake),
Joe Penner, off April 25.
CBS
GENERAL
FOODS Corp. (Grapenuts),
The Kate Smith Hour, off June 27.
LEVER
Co. (Rinso), Big Town,
off
June BROS.
19.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON Tobacco Co.
(Raleighs), Paul Sullivan Reviews the
News, shifted to Mon. thru Fri., 6:306:45 p. m., April 29.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co. (Teel and
Drene), Professor Quiz shifted to Tues.,
9:30-10
April 30.p. m., rebroadcast 12:30-1 a. m.,
CAMPBELL
SOUP WCKY
Co., Amos
Andy,
April 29, shifts
WJR'n' WHAS
KMOX WCCO to repeat.
CAMPBELL SOUP Co. ( Franco- American
Spaghetti), Lanny Ross, April 29 shifts
WCKY WJR WHAS KMOX WCCO to
repeat.
INTERNATIONAL SILVER Co., Silver
Theatre replaced May 12 by Fun in Print,
Sun., 6-6:30 p.m.
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Pay

RulingL

Protestslt

AFM Contracts Are Changec
Despite Their Provisions
BROADCASTERS and transcrip.
tion companies are protesting a recent ruling of the New York loca!
(802) of the American Federatior
of Musicians calling for double paj
for pianists or organists supplying
theme music for dramatic script
shows. The ruling applies to the
union's requirement that a contractor's fee be paid in additior
to those of the musicians, usually
called the "leader double" fee, tc
compensate the leader for assembling an orchestra, selecting music
and performing other duties incidental to supplying music for a
Admitting that such a fee is jusprogram.
tified when a group of musicians is
used, the employers nevertheless
object to the union's application
"under all aandsingle
every musician,
circumstance"
including
who,
under this new ruling, now gets
Checks
double pay'Blank'
for each
performance

THIS gadget, christened Millivolt I, was conceived by the engineering
staff of KMBC, Kansas City. It is designed to lay antenna ground wires
without messing up the surrounding landscape. In a successful test, 150
wires were buried 7 inches at 3 degree angles and no gruesome furrows
sullied the verdant turf. The roll of wire is carried on a reel in the front
of the sled and the wire passes over the wheel and down a pipe at the
back of the blade. A disc breaks ground ahead of the blade, which is
adjustable for depth and cuts only a half -inch slice which it immediately
covers. A special broadcast was held in honor of Milli. Participating were
(1 to r) Ray Moler, KMBC technical supervisor; Ed Messenger, engineer;
Neal Keehn, special events director; H. P. Tiner, antenna foreman, and
R. C. Barron, transmitter plant manager, proud of their device.
CONTINENTAL BAKING Co. (Wonder
Bread), Pretty Kitty Kelly, April 29
shifts KSL to repeat.
GENERAL FOODS Corp. (Sanka). We.
the People, April 30 shifts KGGM KVSF
KVOR KLZ KSL KOY KTUC to repeat.
PET MILK SALES Co.. Mary Lee Taylor,
April 30 shifts KLZ KOY KTUC to repeat.
U.
S. TOBACCO
Co. (Dill's
Model).
Pipe Smoking
Time, Best
April and29
shifts KRNT WFBM WHAS KOIL KMOX
WIBW WAPI WREC WLAC KRLD
KOMA KTSA KWKH KTUL WCCO
WNAX to repeat.
MBS
MENNEN Co. (shaving cream), Quixie
Doodle Contest, off April 12.
CUDAHY PACKING Co. (Old Dutch
cleanser).
Mon.
thru Bachelor's
Fri., 2 :45-3Children
p. m., moved
April 29,to
west coast
only.
WESTERN BAKERIES and others, The
Lone Ranger moved to 11 :30-12 midnight,
April 29, west coast only.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON Tobacco Co.,
Barbers of BeevUle, moved to Mon. thru
only.
Fri., 1 :15-1 :30 a. m., April 29, west coast
BAYUK CIGAR Co., Inside of Sports
moved to Tues., Thurs., Sat., 11:15-11:30
p. m., April 29, west coast only.
MBS Cooperative Show, Show of the
Week, off June 23, returns Sept. 29.
NATIONAL Committee for Religious
Recovery on April 2 mailed an open
letter to all national radio advertisers
praisingof the
BayerMusic
Co.'sprogram
American
Album
Familiar
for
omitting commercials on the Easter
Sunday broadcast on NBC, and suggesting that radio executives follow
its example and thus stimulate "religious recovery."
LANCE BAKING Co., Charlotte, N.
C. (cheese crackers), on April 17, 11
p.m., begins Toastchee Time, weekly
half-hour show featuring Dean Hudson's Orchestra
over WMAL and NBC
Southeast
network.

ANPA Counsel Charges
Federal Restrictions on
Advertising Information
CHARGING that the Federal Government is making a deliberate attempt to restrict vital information
disseminated through advertising,
Elisha Hanson, general counsel of
the American Newspaper Publishers Assn., declared April 4 that the
FCC's recent ruling on RCA television merchandising amounted to
telling the public "what we should
and should not buy". Speaking at a
luncheon meeting of the Advertising Club of New York on the club's
35th anniversary, Mr. Hanson specifically took issue with certain activities of the FTC and the FCC.
The government is now trying to
tell the public what to buy and not
to buy, and at the same time is trying to restrict the information that
others may want to supply concerning their goods and services, Mr.
Hanson declared. Concerning the
FCC's television ruling against offering sets for sale at this time
because present-day sets may become obsolete within two years or
so, he asked what would have happened to the broadcasting industry
20 years ago or to the automobile
industry in its early stages if such
a restraining hand had been laid on
them. The FTC, he charged, is seeking to set itself up as a judge of
truth in advertising, not only saying what shall not be included in
advertising, but also what shall be
included.
BROADCASTING

Objection is not aimed solely at
this ruling, although it means absorbing the extra musical cost foi
the duration of present contracts
with sponsors which call for the
programs to be billed at over-all'
package prices, but at the general
AFM practice of making all of its
contracts subject to change with
out notice. "In effect", say the
broadcasters,
"we are wewriting
blank
check whenever
sign ana
AFM contract. Since we cannot
make similar contracts with our
advertisers without likewise requesting them to sign blank checks
which they would properly refuse
to do, we are left holding the bag.
Furthermore, the AFM, unlike
other unions, has consistently re
fused to allow any disputes to be
submitted to outside arbitrators,
reserving to themselves the final
decision
any disagreement."
Anotherin recent
example of this
"subject to change without notice"
policy50%
is Local
802's charge
decision levied
that
the
stand-by
when traveling orchestras in New
York make a network broadcast
should apply to transcriptions as
well.
Recording Charge
The rule is that when an orches-!
tra having one or more members
who belong to other locals than 802
comes into New York for a hotel orj
other engagement and broadcasts
from New York a fee amounting to
50% of union scale for the whole
orchestra shall be paid to 802. This
local has notified a transcription
manufacturer that he owes such a
fee for transcriptions made last
December by a traveling band, not
only
its new
tion applying
immediately,
but interpreta
making it
retroactive as well.
FOR
the seconrl consecutive yeari
KCKN, Kansas City, Kan., on March|
30 turned over the entire afternoon
schedule to a five-hour program origi
nated and produced entirely by stu
dents of the local Argentine High
School. Inaugurated by Manager Ellis
Atteberry last year, the program,
heard from 2 to 7 p.m., was prepared
by the Broadcasting Club of the school
The dioschedule
types of rafare, from featured
news to allmusic.
• Broadcast
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Television

Is

Endorses Fly's Stand; Full Commercial
Operation of Video Is Foreseen
By SOL TAISHOFF
, CLIMAXING a controversy that has swept from Congress to
the White House, President Roosevelt April 12 advocated a
■free, competitive television industry paralleling present-day
3 broadcasting, and predicted a great future for visual radio
with the whole regulatory problem straightened out by this
summer.
Commenting at his press conference on the dizzy developments of the last fortnight, the Chief Executive said he had
discussed the whole matter the preceding day with Chairman
James Lawrence Fly of the FCC. In effect he endorsed the
: position taken by the FCC and
should be taken. The FCC does not
warned against development
want the industry to get into the
of a monopoly of television
position where one company will
^transmission. He described in- control
all television transmission.
iitimately the difference beSince in standard radio, there are
tween television and aural ra- national, regional and local stations which can be picked up on
dio, pointing out that unless a
any set within range, the chief exreceiver is developed permitecutive said he felt television
ting reception of all video
should follow the same general line
transmissions, the public may
and the structure ought to be under
be forced to have several dif- the same competitive system.
Whether the telecast is a prizefight
ifferent types of sets.
or a town hall meeting, the public
should have a receiver capable of
^Virtual Mandate From
picking
up both, he felt.
.^Senate Committee
Even while the President commented on the television contro1 The President's comments
strengthened the view that the FCC
versy, the FCC was winding up its
' soon will streamline its handling hearing of the issue under its
of visual radio, license new sta- order of March 23, which reopened
j tions and settle the allocation issue. the whole question of television
As a matter of fact, the FCC and regulation because it felt RCA was
; the industry were placed under a attempting to stampede the public
J virtual mandate from the Senate into buying receivers and thereby
; Interstate Commerce Committee on "freeze" transmission and reception standards — a contention which
i April 10 to get together quickly and
il stop what has been termed the RCA President Sarnoff vehemently
bickering and bungling that are disclaimed. It was this rehearing
order which touched off the ex6 delaying television development.
Moreover, it was gleaned from plosion.
the swiftly moving developments
Aside from the legislative acthat full commercial rather than
tivity, there descended upon the
the sharply-criticized "limited com- FCC the editorial wrath of many
country's leading newspapmercial" operation of television is of the
ers, which charged the agency with
in the offing. This is not expected
by Sept. 1 — the date originally set exceeding its authority and attempting to stifle industrial development.
and then suspended for the onset
of "semi-commercial" video. These The Commission's majority had
prospects cropped out of the fort- construed RCA's merchandising and
night of helter - skelter activity and advertising campaign in the
which saw three bills introduced in New York area as an effort to inveigle the public into buying its
Congress to clip the FCC, with
Chairman Fly in the vortex of the 441-line receivers. This, a commiscommotion.
sion majority had held, would snuff
The President said he had called out competition.
in Chairman Fly to find out what Granting of DuMont
was going on regarding television. Station
Indicated
Predicting a great future for the
industry, he indicated he did not
Immediately following his White
believe it would put as many people House
visit April 11, Chairman Fly
to work as had been predicted. In dramatically announced at the hearthis connection, President David
ings in progress before the ComSarnoff of RCA had advised the
mission that it was disposed to
Senate Committee that he envi- grant promptly
the application of
sioned abillion dollar industry em- Allen B. DuMont Laboratories for
ploying perhaps 500,000 to 600,- a new television station in New
000 people when television emerges
York, using his 625-line system,
full-blown.
and thereby injecting competition
The important question in tele- for RCA-NBC's 441-line system.
vision development, in the opinion
It was also strongly indicated
of the chief executive, is that of that other television applications
control. The FCC properly wants to would be granted and that there
avoid a monopoly and because of will be no lost motion. This statethe peculiar setup of television
ment corroborated
Fly'sComobservation before theMr.
Senate
technically, he feels precautions
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by

Washington Post
See page 74-A et seq for running account of FCC hearings
on television.
mittee the preceding day, after
which Mr. Sarnoff advised the committee that RCA would welcome
the competition of DuMont, CBS
or other companies.
Fly Statement Causes
Jump in RCA Stock
Another reaction in the furious
sequence of events was that of the
stock market immediately followChairman Fly'sonWhite
visit.ingInterviewed
the House
White
House steps. Chairman Fly was
quoted as saying that the FCC was
ready to clear the way for commercialization of television. RCA
stock jumped a couple of points on
the basis of "ticker" reports. Chairman Fly found it necessary to refute these reports in a public statement in which he said the hearings
would proceed to a conclusion and
a decision would be rendered in due
course.
"It is hazardous," he added, "to
conjecture now when proper standardization may be achieved and
commercial operations undertaken."
In his testimony before the Senate Committee April 10, Chairman
Fly startled his auditors with the
confession that he felt the FCC had
erred in its original television action of last Feb. 29, authorizing
limited commercial operation. This
brought from Chairman Wheeler
(D-Mont.), of the Senate Committee, a plea for peace between the
industry and the Commission. He
urged RCA, the FCC and others to
get together and compose their
differences, pei'haps through an
agreement on standards for a flexible-type television receiver. Members of the committee concurred and
the FCC found itself under what
amounted to instruction to settle
the differences.
It became apparent that the resolution (SR-251) by Senator Lundeen, Minnesota Farmer-Laborite,
to investigate the FCC on grounds
that it had retarded television development and had exceeded its authority, which was the basis for
the Senate hearings, would die. The

President
preponderant committee opinion
was that since the FCC had admitted its error and was trying to
rectify it, the whole matter should
be composed without delay.
The Senate Committee heard
Mr. Sarnoff immediately following
Chairman Fly, as well as brief
statements from representatives of
DuMont and Farnsworth. The RCA
President charged that the FCC
had impeded development of what
he predicted would be a "billion
dollar industry" by its "bewildering action" in "publicly indicting"
RCA. He disclaimed any RCA intent of trying to freeze or monopolize the market and asked only
that television be permitted to go
ahead. RCA, he said, was ready to
offer home television on an 18 x 24inch scheen as well as full-size motion picture television. He also predicted prompt network television
which could expand to nation^vide
proportions if the industry is permitted to get under way.
Until President Roosevelt made
his statement, the only voices outside the FCC's own hearing in support of the FCC's action came from
Rep. Cox (D-Ga.), in a brief address on the fioor if the House, and
in editorials in a handful of newspapers, as against the many which
had condemned the action.
During all this Congressional and
White House activity, the FCC
conducted its rehearing to determine whether it should amend its
Feb. 29 order and halt "limited
commercial operation" scheduled
for Sept. 1. Hearings before the
Commission began April 8 and continued through April 12.
Barbour Lashes at
Bureaucratic Actions
On the heels of the Lundeen Resolution, Senator Barbour (R-N.J.),
on April 10 introduced a bill (S3745) to amend the Communications Act and strip the FCC of power to regulate or control radio experimentation, research or development, or the manufacture, sale or
use of any apparatus for transmission or reception of radio "or the
business policies of radio broadcasters". It was referred to the
Interstate Commerce Committee,
but its fate is doubtful in view of
the election year and because it
would entail an investigation of
the FCC. This Congress evidently
does not relish, with a political campaign in the offing.
Senator Barbour lashed the FCC
in introducing his bill, declaring
that the public will be deprived of
early television unless Congress
"knocks some sense into the FCC".
He said his bill would unshackle
television from what he described
as "horse-and-buggy control by a
bungling
and recent
brazen Supreme
bureaucracy".
He cited the
Court
decision in the Dubuque case
[Bboadcasting April 1], as restricting the FCC's authority, declaring that Congress did not give
the FCC the right to plan anything
but rather that its function is to
"police the air".
A third resolution (HRes-462)
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Locks
and
Keys,
R.
BEHIND the hue and cry over television, which
despite President Roosevelt's information cannot possibly become a monopoly unless the
Government wills it so, lies a gnawing fear in
the broadcasting industry that the FCC, far
from cooperating with radio progress, is being
impelled by a crackdown if not a giant-killer
complex. The whole television uproar, the expense of needless hearings, the frayed nei'ves,
might have been avoided had the FCC majority
shown a keener sense of public as well as industry relations.
Going far out of bounds in basing their suspension order on RCA's promotional activities,
properly a subject for Trade Commission scrutiny, if misleading, they more easily might
have called in the principals and, across the
table, employed the powers of amicable persuasion. Or they m.ight simply have issued a
statement warning the public that television
standards are not yet established and that buyers should beware lest sets become obsolete or
require later radical changes.
To us the argument falls flat that a few
thousand sets, sold in one restricted area between now and the time the FCC might get
around to establishing standards, might freeze
standards at the RCA (and RMA) levels. RCA
was introduced April 10 by Rep.
Connery (D-Mass.), persistent citic of the FCC and of purported
monopoly in broadcasting, seeking
a sweeping radio investigation. He
has introduced similar resolutions
during past sessions.
RCA Ready to Make
Flexible Receivers
Meanwhile, RCA in its testimony
April 12 before the FCC, revealed
through its vice-president and general counsel, Manton Davis, that
if the FCC licenses transmitters to
broadcast television on standards
in addition to those in use and will
specify what the standards are to
be, RCA "is prepared now to build
television receivers so that they
will also receive television programs
from such transmitters."
This was accepted as a commitment by RCA to manufacture
flexible receivers capable of picking up several diversified transmissions which might be authorized by
the Commission, provided it is technically feasible.
The Senate committee hearing
was seen as a vindication of the
views of Commissioner T. A. M.
Craven, lone dissenter from the
Commission's action reopening the
television hearings. He did not
testify, but to set the record
straight after Chairman Fly had
stated that he had filed no dissenting repoi't. Commissioner Craven
April 12 sent to the committee a
letter asserting he had advised repeatedly against the action and had
registered his "no" vote.
The FCC found itself reeling under the impact of editorial criticism
within a few hours of its March
23 order. The going became so hot
that Chairman Fly found it expedient to answer it April 2 over
a combined NBC-Red and MBS netwoi'k.
His request the
for cancellation
time over
NBC necessitated
of a 9-9:30 p.m. commercial on the
Red which reportedly involved a
$10,000 loss. While he had been
scheduled in advance over MBS on

R. Tracks
and
Television — An Editorial
forget CBS, Don Lee, Farnsworth and other
was frankly straining at the leash to get
responsible elements, were willing to go ahead
started. It had $10,000,000 invested in television; ithad the transmitting equipment, the
(we think wr-ongly) with "limited commerproduction facilities and the men. Through
cial" operation, whereby the sponsor might
RMA some of the best brains in the art had
pay
only
program
costs, implying
the I'ight
the FCC to
check income
records and
perhapsof
agreed to certain scanning and framing methindirectly control rates. The television interods, subject to later change at relatively small
ests, as did the FM advocates, should have deexpense. It quite properly did not want to
maned full commercial privileges or none.
wait for others not yet ready or not yet auThe whole episode seems to have been born
thorized to broadcast their own systems before
of pique and nurtured by truculence. Yet out
its New York television pictures were made
available to a wider audience.
of it all, we have every hope that good will
come. The Commission has disclaimed any auRCA finds itself on the popular side of its
thority over marketing and promotion, which
issue with the FCC — in the preponderant ediis none of its affair; it has deftly avoided an
torial opinion of the press and among subissue over attempts to exert program control;
stantial bi-partisan Congressional elements.
it has been shown that the industry, though
Mr. Roosevelt need have no fear of monopoly
so long as the FCC has the authority to license
fearful of its very life because of the vast recompeting telecasting stations and systems and
prisal powers residing in the Commission, can
exercises the authority to fix standards, which
get up on its hind legs and command public
and official attention when aroused.
no one disputes. The fact remains, however,
Nevertheless, it is apparent that some sort
that only one system was ready for public inof check and balance over commissions and
troduction; that few other stations are operating; that no standards have been fixed, and
commissioners with prejudices and predilecthe FCC report itself stated they should retions is needed — perhaps the administrative
main flexible; and that no date for official standcourt sitting over independent agencies enards had even been hinted until all this uproar.
visioned in the Logan-Walter Bill slated for
action in Congress this session.
The fact also remains that RCA-NBC, not to

another subject, when he decided
to inform the public on the television issue, he also requested the
NBC time, since he said he did not
want to be in the position of criticising NBC-RCA over a competitive
chain. The circumstences of his
request for "specified time", which
he said was anytime within a twohour range, added to the general
rumpus. Senator Lundeen then answered Chairman Fly April 6 in a
15-minute talk over the same networks.
FCC Denies Attempt
To Control Advertising
On both hearing fronts — the Senate and the FCC — the Commission
majority repeatedly denied its intention of attempting to regulate
advertising or merchandising of receivers. Mr. Sarnoff', however, told
the Senate Committee that the effect of the Commission's action
has been to stop all RCA promotion and sales activity until it
knows where the FCC is headed.
Despite the indication given to
the Senate committee by Chairman
Fly and the observation in his radio address that "limited commercial" television would be authorized
shortly, the Commission delved
deeply into the whole television
merchandising picture during its
rehearings. All correspondence of
the Radio Manufacturers Assn.,
dealing with television since the issuance of the Feb. 29 rules was
subpoenaed by the Commission, apparently in its effort to show that
the trade association and RCA
acted in defiance of the Commission's orders by moving too fast.
Chairman Fly, in defending the
FCC's position, advised the Senate
committee the Commission soon
would license additional television
transmitters, thus introducing a new
element of competition on the telecasting end. He also predicted that
full rather than limited commercial
status for television would be authorized as soon as the Commission
is convinced that standards can be
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evolved and that the public will not
be subjected to an overnigh:; obsolescence danger by virture of varying methods of transmission and
reception. He used his railroad and
lock-and-key anologies repeatedly,
declaring the public can be protected only if a standard-gauge
track is provided, capable of picking up all methods of transmission.
Mr. Sarnoff deeply impressed the
committee with his observation that
television would surpass sound
broadcasting, with a billion dollar
turnover as compared to $600,000,000 in present-day radio. He branded as "ridiculous" the FCC contention that RCA's
plan — in
to the
sell New
25,000 television
receivers
York area — would "freeze" transmission standards. He pointed out
that FM, which would render obsolete insofar as reception on present
receivers is concerned some 40,000,000 sets,
that
score.has not been attacked on
Spread of Strict
Regulation Is Seen
Within the industry, reactions to
the whole television incident transcended the bare issue of reopening the hearings and the Congressional tumult. It was seen as a
further indication of spread of the
FCC majority's philosophy of the
strictest
type of regulation. Unduly
harsh treatment of witnesses at
the television hearings brought unfavorable comments from observers.
At the FCC hearings, RCA did
not challenge the FCC's jurisdiction in connection with the reopening of the hearings. Chairman Fly
extracted from Mr. Davis a statement to that end. He read the
statement to the Senate committee.
A tense situation developed during the FCC hearing April 9 when
Lewis Allen Weiss, vice-president
and general manager of Don Lee,
a pioneer television experimenter,
advocated full commercial operations for television on the ground
that semi - commercial operation
could serve no useful purpose. He
BROADCASTING

also said he favored adoption of
the RMA standards, because they
represented the thinking of a majority of In
theseveral
country's
foremost
engineers.
stiff colloquies
with Chairman Fly and Commissioner Thompson, Mr. Weiss declined to be jockeyed into yes and
no answei's.
The hearings concluded in a surcharged atmosphere, with RCA on
the stand. RCA Counsel Frank W.
Wozencraft accused DuMont of a
"smear campaign". Commissioner
Thompson questioned the adequacy
of RCA's claim of $10,000,000 invested in television, and RCA was
put on the griddle in the FlyThompson effort to ferret out the
facts incident to a purported information "leak" whereby RCA is
said
to
have
knownorder
of the
FCC's29
original television
of Feb.
prior to its formal release.
Mr. Wozencraft had recalled that
Robert L. Pritchard, Washington
press relations representative for
RCA, had phoned him, but the latter, when placed on the stand,
stated he had no conclusive recollection of doing so. Chairman Fly
observed the FCC would get to the
bottom of the affair, even if it had
to call every Washington employe
of RCA (and presumably NBC) to
find out who made the call. The incident concluded, however, with Mr.
Pritchai-d as the final witness,
whereupon Chairman Fly buttoned
up the record with an expression of
thanks to RCA for its "complete
honesty
and candor".
High spot
Senate presentationofcamethe
in aFlyconfession
of
error by the Commission on its Feb.
29 order. He said he did not blame
RCA entirely for its efforts to
merchandise receivers but the FCC
felt a mistake had been made, and
as a consequence reopened the
whole proceeding lest permanent
injury be done the art and public.
In opening the hearings. Senator
Wheeler read the Lundeen Resolution (SRes-251) introduced April 1
by
the
Minnesota recited
Farmer-Laborite.
The resolution
that, since
the
FCC
March
22
had
"rescinded"
its previous order permitting limit• Broadcast
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ed commercial operation of television there had developed confusion in the minds of the public
and "abandonment of manufacturing, advertising and sales promotion," had been caused. The resolution proposed that the Senate Committee investigate the FCC actions
in connection with development of
television and ascertain vi^hether it
had exceeded its authority and
whether it had "interfered with
freedom of public and private enterprise".
From the outset it became evideat that the committee was divided. Senator Reed (R-Kan.), former
Governor of Kansas and once chairman of its Public Utilities Commission, at one point walked out
of the room, contending the whole
matter was subject to FCC rather
than Congressional jurisdiction. He
was prevailed upon to return by
Chairman Wheeler but several
times afterward interjected he felt
the committee was wasting its
time and should meet only on matters having to do with new legislation.
Chairman Wheeler took the position that the industry should seek
to get together and arrive at an
agreement which would permit the
Commission promptly to promulgate standards allowing immediate
development of the new industry.
He inclined toward development of
a flexible receiver, which would
accommodate all methods of transmission and which Mr. Sarnoff had
testified could be developed at an
additional cost of perhaps $40 per
receiver.
Senator Hill (D-Ala.) also intervened on behalf of the Fly position.
On the other side of the picture, it
appeared, were Senator Lundeen,
author of the investigation resolution, and Senator Gurney (R-S. D.),
former operator of WNAX, Yankton.
Chairman Fly spoke extemporaneously. He appeared for the entire
morning
session
of the
firstcarried
day's
hearing and
several
times
the fight to members of the committee themselves. He maintained
the FCC was following the Congressional mandate and that unless
Congress amended the Communications Act of 1934 he proposed to
have the Commission pursue what
he felt was its duty.
Foreign Progress
Discussed by Chairman
In opening his presentation,
Chairman Fly said he was glad of
the opportunity to appear because
so much "misinformation" had been
spread about the proceedings. He
evidently referred to the deluge of
editorial criticism in the public
press regarding the FCC's action.
In reviewing the FCC's television
action step by step. Chairman Fly
said the original Commission order,
authorizing limited commercial operation effective next Sept. 1, was
adopted unanimously after a report by its television committee of
three. The second order, calling for
the reopening of the hearings, was
by a 4-to-l vote, Commissioner
j Craven dissenting. But, added the
chairman, the Feb. 29 order was
never challenged as to its propriety
or reasonableness. It was when the
FCC ordered the rehearing to see
what if anything should be done
about the art "moving too fast",
Chairman Fly said, that the complaints first arose.
Asked by Senator Lundeen about
European television. Chairman Fly
said the British development, which
BROADCASTING

had progressed for three years, had
been stopped because of the war.
He said the British system was
mechanical as opposed to our electronic system. He characterized
Germany as behind Great Britain
and said he knew of no other de
velopments in visual radio abroad.
Using his "lock and key analogy",
Chairman Fly sought to explain
that television has a feature not
present in any other industry, including sound radio. What the FCC
is aiming at today, he said, is a
flexible system that will pick up
any method of transmission. When
the industry can get a "standard
gauge" on which all will operate,
he declared, the best job will be
done for the public. He held that a
few months' delay may prevent a
serious public loss along with the
freezing of one system and the
snuffing out of all competing systems.
Parrying questions by Senator
Lundeen, Mr. Fly said there must
be competition if television is to
have a public trial and that other
systems, such as those developed
by DuMont and Philco, should be
given an opportunity to develop.
Senator Gurney read from the
April 1 Broadcasting the Supreme
Court decision in the Sanders case,
particularly the passage of the
opinion dealing with FCC functions.
He inquired whether that decision,
had it been rendered prior to the
FCC's action reopening the hearing,
would have had any bearing on the
action.
"Not any more than the flowers
that FCC
bloom chairman.
in the spring,"
the
He heldreplied
that
the language in the opinion was entiiely inappropriate and did not fit
the television situation. He pointed
out that it related to competitive
applications of standard broadcast
stations and was directed to the
single question of free competition.
Might Allow Limited
Commercial Operation
While Chairman Fly disclaimed
any FCC intent to control the sale
of receivers or the advertising and
merchandising of sets, he declared
nevertheless that under his construction ofthe statute, if the Commission observes from any source
the efi'ort to "lock down" development, "we are going to move in
there to carry out our duty."
Chairman Fly insisted the Commission had done nothing more

Yet They Sell
DESPITE the publicity adverse to television sales that
resulted
FCC's
March 22 from
order the
suspending
the Sept. 1 starting date of
"limited commercial" television, RCA dealers in the New
York area reported the sale
of 40 television sets during
the ensuing
woman was said week.
to have One
entered
a radio shop and purchased
a set after asserting she
"wouldn't let those men in
Washington tell me whether
or not I shotild buy one."
than suspend one provision of its
rule — dealing with limited commercial operation beginning Sept.
1. He said that as things now stand
the Commission might permit a
limited type of commercial operation, with the sponsor paying for
programs only.
When Senator Lundeen asked
whether Chairman Fly felt his first
order was wrong in the light of developments, the chairman replied
that such a conclusion "probably is
right". While the Commission
sought to make its first order conservative and to warn that television is experimental, he said it now
appears it did not set up proper
safeguards.
Chairman Fly paid tribute both
to DuMont and Philco. He described Allen B. DuMont as perhapssearch
the second
most important
reman in television
and Philco
as the largest manufacturer and
seller of radios in the woi'ld. He
called DuMont the leading competitor of RCA in television.
When Senator Wheeler inquired
whether DuMont was connected
with Paramount, Mr. Fly said that
DuMont had some financing from
the motion picture company but refuted any rumor that Paramount
had "forced" the rehearing issue.
He said no company in any industry "can bring that sort of presCommission with
and
that no sure"
oneuponhadthecommunicated
it in connection with the RCA merchandising campaign.
Senator Hill read the RCA fullpage ad, which was cited by the
FCC in its order. Chairman Fly referred to the RCA merchandising
campaign as a sort of "blitzkrieg".
He again stated he would "rather

ACTUAL OPERATION of multiplexing — the transmission and reception
by radio of both facsimile and voice simultaneously on an FM station —
was demonstrated in early April by W. G. H. Finch, president of the
Finch Telecommunications Inc., Passaic, N. J., during the "Parade of
Inventions" exhibit held in Washington. This Finch Facsimile Field
Laboratory, a compact and specially designed mobile unit shown above
was used as the multiplex transmitting unit. The trailer houses a
complete 250-watt FM transmitter with associated equipment along with
various models of Finch facsimile units. Shown in the photo (1 to r) are
Harold Hunkins, engineer in charge of the mobile unit; E. K. Jett, FCC
chief engineer, and Fred Ehlert, executive of the Finch company.
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say that we made a mistake" and
that an honest diff'erence of opinion had developed on the RCA advertising. Thus, he said, since the
FCC felt its precautions in its original order were not sufficient, it dedefects.cided to go back and clean up the
A discussion of the television
patent situation was precipitated.
Mr. Fly said the FCC had not suggested pooling of patents but he
personally had thought about suggesting it to the industry if it can
be done with profit. He added it was
his understanding RCA itself owns
or has the ability to license all of
the patents necessary to television
manufacture.
Belittles Efforts at
Commission Lobbying
A discussion of lobbying of the
FCC brought from Chairman Fly
the statement that though there
had been many efforts along that
line, he hated to say that such interventions hurt anyone but that
"it never helps". He observed, too,
that the FCC had been used as a
sort of "public whipping boy",
again apparently referring to newspaper criticism.
Television,
the chairman said, is
not in his opinion in a position to
move ahead today with an "intensive and extensive"
schedule.
He said he merchandising
felt it might
be able to within a few months,
however, and predicted that within
acommercial
year "we operation
can go ahead
and with
have full
our
general standards and full compeWhen Senator Wheeler asked if
it would not be possible to get all
industry groups together before
Sept. 1 and work out standards,
tition."
Chairman Fly responded affirmatively,factprovided
manuurers in the independent
field are included
in such a plan. He said the great
danger stripling
was thattoday
of taking
"this
young
and selling
him down the river for a few pieces
Billion Dollar Industry
Foreseen
of silver." by Sarnoff
At the afternoon session Mr.
Sarnoff first read a prepared statement in which he opposed the FCC
position. Responding to a question,
he predicted that, given the opportunity, television can develop into
a billion dollar industry. He estimated that the present radio industry,employing
with a $600,000,000
turnover
400,000 people,
would be augmented by an industry
with a turnover of over a billion,
which might hire from 500,000 to
600,000 people, and take up the unemployment slack to that extent.
Declaring that solution of the
problem lies in action rather than
words, Mr. Sarnoff said RCA had
never questioned
FCC'sgiven
juris-it
diction regarding the
powers
by
Congress
to license
or
other
transmitters.
He television
said he had
no views as to whether any act of
the Commission "will advance or
retard the creation of television until such action is made clear as a
lesult of the current hearings."
The four main questions with regard to television he enumerated
as (1) vision
should
introduction
of telecommercially
wait until
all
the engineers of the industry have
agreed on technical standards; (2)
vvfould further research be retarded
by the sale and public acceptance
of television receivers now on the
market; (3) will the public suffer
from excessive obsolescence due to
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the improvements in the new art;
(4) will competition be helped or
injured through the commercial introduction oftelevision by those in
the industry who are now ready,
able and veiling to go ahead.
Answering the first of the questions, Mr. SarnofF said RCA has
never pursued nor urged freezing
of standards and he felt such action is not necessary to create the
television industry and the new
public services that would flow
from it.
Declaring the triumph of television lies in the fact that it has
made possible the addition of the
"electrical eye to the electrical ear
in radio",
pointedthanout $10,000,000
that RCA
has
investedhe more
in ten years of television development. The current rate of expenditure by RCA for this work is $2,000,000 annually. But he said these
sums were only a "drop in the bucket" to what will be needed for further research and development in
the next 20 years. He said little
achieved today will survive the
next ten years.
Television research achievements
by RCA, he said, have been set
forth in a total of approximately
1,000 engineering studies and he
felt that RCA, far from retarding the achievement of higher
standards of television transmission", has done more to develop
high television standards than any
other organization in the United
States."
Tells of Developments
In the Laboratories
Discussing new developments, he
said RCA is ready, if commercial
television is authorized, to seek a
license for construction of a radio
relay system designed to extend
television to the public on a nationwide basis. Home television receivers giving pictures as large as
18 X 24 inches are being developed
in the laboratory, he declared.
Moreover, his company soon will
make available theatre television
equipment which will project pictures upon full-size movie screens.
Rather than drive too hard, he
said RCA had been so conservative
as to its achievements in the past
that it has had to meet the "false
charge of holding back the art for
commercial reasons". He held that
in the few areas where television
service is available every schoolboy
knows the limitations of television
and that the receiver is not sold
sight-unseen in a package over the
grocery store counter. Sight transmitted through the air should not
be treated on the same basis of obsolescence as a spring hat or furniture, he said.
Even if higher standards should
entail ultimate obsolescence of the
television element, he said, the purchaser still would have a first-class
receiving set with sound reception
on three bands, unaffected by any
changes in television transmission.
Declaring that only three suggestions have been made regarding
changes in television, he said that
if all were adopted, the cost to the
consumer to adjust sets for this
reception would be about $40. If
the changes were incorporated in
the sets originally, the cost might
be cut in half. He said that without obligation, RCA has already refunded to the purchasers of some
1400 of its sets amounts equal to
the reduction in price made possible
by commercial production, amounting in some cases to $205 per instrument.
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"I believe that, given the opportunity, American ingenuity and enterprise can, in a reasonable time,
develop a new industry in television amounting to a billion dollars
annually," Mr. Sarnoff said. "It is
our opinion that this can be done
without undue disturbance to the
present broadcasting structure. But
this achievement is impossible unless we show the courage that has
made this country the radio center
of the world."
Concluding his prepared statement, Mr. Sarnoff threw himself
open to questions from the committee. Chairman Fly had taken a seat
next to Chairman Wheeler. On several occasions he interjected observations to refute statements made
by Mr. Sarnoff and even directed
questions to the witness, a rather
unusual procedure.
Merely a Matter of
Changing the Key
Mr. Sarnoff said that prior to
Mr.
hadmade
not
knownFly's
the testimony
FCC felt ithe had
a mistake and that he thought RCA
was being accused of the error. He
said all RCA desired was to see
television put back on the track or
the gauge or "whatever else will
getAlluding
it started".
to the lock and key relationship mentioned by Mr. Fly,
the RCA president said this was
not pectiliar to television alone, but
also to frequency modulation and
facsimile. It is not a question of
"throwing
the house"
but
simply that away
of changing
the key
and keeping the house, in the event
there are developments of the character outlined by the Commission
chairman. One-half of the television receiver is a broadcast instrument, and the other half the picture circuit, he said. All that is
necessary, in the event of sweeping
changes, is that the visual key be
changed and the person making the
change pays for it.
When Chairman Wheeler urged
that RCA develop a flexible receiver, capable of picking up all
signals, Mr. Sarnoff said it would
mean an increase in cost. Furthermore, he said RCA was not convinced that the DuMont or any
other system was better than its
own, manufactured tinder RCA
standards. He said DuMont had already testified it is producing flexible receivers and since it claims
that advantage, it is taking no risk.
If its receivers are better than
those of RCA, he said the public
would buy them and RCA would
be the loser.
Reading from the FCC order of
Feb. 29, setting up limited commercial television, Mr. Sarnoff
pointed out that the Commission
had urged against adoption of
standards either by itself or by the
industry and said that they should
be "scrupulously avoided for the
time being." In the case of DuMont,
he said that, although it has had
an application pending for more
than a year for a station in New
York, that application has not been
granted and the DtiMont system
has never been publicly demonstrated as to its capability or superiority. He pointed out that aside from
the RMA and DuMont systems
there are others in the field, such
as Farnsworth. He described Philo
T. Farnsworth as having contributed perhaps more than anyone else.
RCA itself has taken a Farnsworth license, he said, while no one
so far as he knew, had taken a
DuMont license. As for Philco, he
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is that there could only be 5,000 i
RCA sets produced between Feb.
29, when the FCC issued its original television order, and the Sept.
1 limited commercial date. The
most sets RCA could have sold during the first year was 25,000, besaid. cause of production limitations, he
Asserting he felt the FCC action
did
not constitute
"fair order
treatment",
he said
the summary
caused
bewilderment, after it had been
broadcast and published in newsUses FM Reference in
papers.
Obsolescence Rebuttal

Seattle Post-Intelligencer
"Not bad! Not bad at all!"
said he did not know until he heard
the Fly testimony that it had a
Challenging the statement that
system.
RCA controls the Radio Manufacturers Ass'n., he said his company
has only one member on the RMA
board and the RMA standards represent a cross-section of the best
engineering judgment in the industry. Moreover, he said Philco was
an RMA member while DuMont
was not. When Chairman Fly questioned the Philco statement, Mr.
Sarnoff said it was his understanding that Philco had joined in the
unanimous RMA report on the
adoption of standards and then
when the FCC hearings started
"Philco ran out on it".
Lundeen Promises to
Carry Fight to Senate
Observing that the Commission
had warned the industry against
fixing standards, Mr. Sarnoff said
the Commission actually admits
that it had made not one but two
mistakes.
Displaying a DuMont full-page
ad published in the New York
Times in April, 1939, Mr. Sarnoff
said that while RCA stood publicly
indicted for its advertising, no
word of complaint was heard about
the DuMont merchandising efforts
of a year ago. Senator Wheeler said
he saw nothing wrong with the
RCA or any other advertising and
felt this was properly the function
of the Trade Commission. Nevertheless, Mr. Sarnoff asserted that
the FCC hearings were based on
the RCA advertising, as far as he
was aware.
Senator Lundeen denounced "little Government bureaus" which are
"intruding themselves" in business
and "paralyzing industry". Declaring there are some 12,000,000 unemployed in the country, he said
such actions as the television tieup
tended to add to the unemployment
plight of the nation. Referring specifically to television, he said the
industry should be permitted to
proceed and contribute to industrial
development. He indicated he would
take the fight to the floor of ConDeclaring that Thomas F. Joyce,
RCA Mfg. Co. vice-president in
gress.
charge of advertising, had told the
FCC at the original television hearings in January about the merchandising plans of RCA in detail, Mr.
Sarnoff said he did not know today
what was wrong with his company's merchandising campaign.
The test, he said, is how many sets
RCA was producing. The answer
BROADCASTING

Refuting the Fly statement regarding British television, Mr.
Sarnoff said there are some 25,000 sets in England. The British
system he said, is not mechanical
but is based on American inventions and substantially the same as
the RCA method. He pointed out
that in England there had been the
same sort of "rowing" on standards
but that mission
a special
Government
comwas appointed
and, after
a one-year study, including a visit
to this country,
commissionas recommended whatthe
it regarded
the
superior system. He said it turned
out to be "our system". In this
country, he said, RCA itself did
practicallyernment what
the British
had accomplished,
but Govhad
spent mentitsand research.
own fundsIf the
for FCC
develophad
shown the same sort of initiative,
we would have been further ahead,
he testified.
While this country is behind Euin public
television,
Mr. Sarnoffrope said
it is ahead
technically.
In
Germany, he said, public television
service is in existence over telephone lines between Berlin and
Leipzig and several other cities.
Analyzing the obsolescence argument, Mr. Sarnoff cited as the
best example the proposed FM system of aural broadcasting devised
by Maj.
M. Armstrong.
Despite theEdwin
fact that
some 40,000,000
receivers now in use cannot pick up
FM signals,
he said
inventora
was
not deterred
in this
developing
new method against such tremendous odds. If the obsolescence argument is valid in television, with
only a few thousand receivers to
contend with, it is equally valid
with the advent of FM, which
would render all receivers now in
service obsolete, he declared. And
if this philosophy is pursued in radio generally, "we might as well
dry up this industry, go home and
start
into something
else." was not
Asserting
he felt RCA
given "a square deal" and that the
industry has been "thrown into
confusion" by the FCC action, Mr.
Sarnoff said he would not know
tomorrow "how to write an advertisement" on television which might
meet the FCC requirements.
Chairman Fly interposed that
while the FCC has disclaimed any
authority over advertising or merchandising, he nevertheless, as a
"personal favor" to Mr. Sarnoff,
would give him a hearing on it.
Senator Minton (D-Ind.) pressed
Chairman Fly for a direct answer
on whether the RCA promotion
campaign "moved the Commission
on its indictment". After a brief
ing.
discussion, Chairman Fly finally
stated that the FCC action was
precipitated by the RCA advertisMr. Sarnoff said that while he
(Continued on page TUA)
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Consumer

Education

Meeting

Venetian Blinds Test
RY-LOCK Co., San Leandro, Cal.
(Rv-Lock Venetian Blinds) will use
a series of transcribed announcements on five Northern California
stations in a test campaign scheduled to start early this spring, according to the Gerth-Knollin Adv.
Agency,
San Francisco,
which
dles the account.
Currently
the hanfirm
is "using a weekly transcribed announcement on KGO, San Francisco. Other stations to be added will
be KFBK, Sacramento; KQW, San
Jose; KWG, Stockton; KMJ, Fresno. The campaign also includes a
schedule in homemaking and building publications, dealer displays
and sales literature.

ows
Distrust
of Advertising
Missouri Conference Featured by Attacks on
Modern Marketing; May Seek Free Time
FEATURED by a sweeping atly interested in the attitude of
tack upon advertising, and by ex- teachers and writers of textbooks,
pressions ofdistrust and suspicion which many advertisers claim
of modern-day retailing and mar- threaten to educate a new generaketing methods, the Second Annual
tion of consumers skeptical of all
Institute for Consumer Education
advertising, without discrimination.
conducted a three-day conference
By picking horrible examples of
at Stephens College, Columbia, Mo., fraudulent advertising practices,
April 1-3.
and overpriced merchandise sold
Though attacks upon commercial with extravagant claims, an effort
radio advertising were relatively was made to indict all advertising home managers, but that she was
moderate in comparison with the for the fly-by-night practices of the not there to undermine the Amerigeneral assault upon all advertis- few. The old charge that advertiscan system of free enterprise or to
ing and media, industry observers
ing increases the price of consumfight business.
left Columbia with the conviction
Indicative of the cross-purposes
er goods was freely voiced and efthat the so-called consumer moveforts to disprove it, by showing that at which some of the representatives found themselves was revealed
ment will bear serious watching. mass demand created by advertisThe prediction was advanced that
ing made mass production possible, on one occasion when a representaefforts will be made, in the near fu- with lower unit cost the result,
tive of a housewive's league was
ture, to secure donations of time were met with skepticism and boasting how her organization
forced a reduction in the price of
from stations for the discussion of counter-arguments.
the consumer problem, including
Absent was any constructive ex- milk with a differential in favor of
position of the social mission ren- store-sold milk over delivered milk.
questions involving retail prices,
markups, advertising claims and
dered by the advertising dollar in The labor viewpoint immediately
other factors in the present distri- providing the economic base for an challenged the activity as one dangerous to the jobs of milk drivers,
bution setup.
American free press and free radio.
Observers reported, in fact, that and expressed the conviction that if
Common Ground Lacking
charges were made that newspa- a person wished to spend an extra
Some 700 were present, with reppers and magazines and radio were penny to pay for the convenience of
resentatives oforganized consumer
in collusion with advertisers for having milk delivered at her doorgroups, housewives, shoppers'
step, nothing should be done to prethe sole purpose of gouging down
vent her or to discourage her from
leagues, educators, women's clubs the throats of consumers unwanted
and professional consumer councils and unneeded products and serv- making this choice, and thus give
in heavy attendance. A score of
aearnnewa wage.
opportunity for labor to
ices, for profit.
advertisers, agency and media obCreating Jobs
The meeting also served to focus
servers were present,
ng
John Benson, president includi
While the more belligerent radi- attention on another consumer conof the
ference to be held under the ausAmerican Association of Advertiscals present tended to dominate the
pices of the National Assn. of BetI'JE^ Agencies; Walter Preston, discussions, there was present a less
ter Business Bureaus in the Hotel
NBC, and Ed Kirby, NAB public articulate group of delegates reprelations director.
resenting organizations which have Pennsylvania, May 13-14.
While the avowed purpose of the already launched constructive consumer education programs for their
Ford in New England
meeting was to bring about cooperative understanding between pro- own membership, such as the Gen- FORD DEALERS of New England
ducers and advertisers on the one
eral Federation of Women's Clubs, about the middle of May will start
hand, and the many divergent whose president, Saidie Orr Dun- a campaign of spot announcements
bar, declared her organization was
on some 23 stations in the New
groups making up the consumer
movement on the other, observers there to secure knowledge that England territory. McCann-Erickwere of the opinion that no com- would make her members better son, New York, is agency.
mon meeting ground was forthcoming; that the consumer group
composed of factions running from
the extreme left to the extreme
right wing of social and economic
thought had many differences to
settle between themselves before the
consumer development could take
on the aspects of a "united consumer
front"; that the belligerent attitude of the liberal-educational
indicated that critical appraisalswing
advertising and retailing methodsof
would be more widely brought into
the high school and college classrooms of the nation; that a persistent effort will be made to eliminate
or restrict severely all emotional
testimonial or association copy appeals and to limit advertising copy
to strictly factual statements. There
were political undercurrents Underlying most of the discussions, with
many references to the problem of H. V. KALTENBORN, news analyst who will be featured on a series of
the one-third "ill-fed, ill-housed, ill- programs for Pure Oil Co. on NBC-Red starting May 28, shifting his
clothed," which observers felt was affiliation away from CBS, discusses one of the maps which will be given
hardly pertinent to the specific to listeners when his program is inaugurated. Assembled (1 to r) seated
problem confronting a consumer
are Harry C. Kopf, sales manager of NBC-Central Division; Mr. Kaltenwith money in his pocket, seeking born, and Paul C. Harper of the Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, agency handling the account. Standing are William Waddell, NBC sales representathe best value for his spendable
tive on the Pure Oil account; Kenenth D. Fry, special events manager
dollar.
of the NBC-Central Division; John Crawford of the Burnett agency
Industry observers were especial- Jules Herbuveoux,
NBC program manager; William B. Ray, NBC press'.
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AP and ANPA Meetings
To Consider Radio News
THE suggested liberalization of
the radio activities of the Associated Press is expected to be a major topic of discussion during the
AP's annual meeting April 22
the Waldorf-Astoria, New York.at
The incomnlete agenda of the
American Newspaper Publishers
Assn. convention at the same
hotel April 23-25 does not include
any mention of radio except the
report of the ANPA radio committee, but from occurrences at previous ANPA sessions it is unlikely
the convention will run its course
without at least one vigorous discussion of broadcastine and broadcasters as newspapers' rivals both
in coverinpthe
advertisinthe
g. news and carrying
Response to AP's recent letter to
its membprs, polling them on the
"advisability of liberalizing radio
activities to make possible a
larger income and at the same time
to meet, so far as appi-opriate, the
radio
policies March
of comnetitors",
TBroadcasting,
1-5], will be
studied by the AP board of directors at its pre-convention meeting,
April 17-19.
NBC Renews

Its Lease

Of WMAL
Three Years
A THREE-YEAR extension of the
lease of WMAL, Washington Blue
Network outlet, bv NBC from the
Waskinaton Eveninp Star has been
nee:otiated, it was learned April 9.
The annual rental is understood
to be annroximatelv $38,000 per
year. NBC has operated the outlet
since 1933, prior to its acquisition
by the newspaper.
The lease was extended in 1937
until Feb. 1, 1941 at a base price
of apnroximatelv $36,000 per year,
nlus $6,000 additional for studios
formerlv occupied bv the station.
The studios no lonerer are used by
NBC. WMAL holds a construction
nermit for 5,000 watts fulltime on
the 630 kc. channel, in lieu of its
present 250-watt nisrht and 500-watt
local sunset operation. It is understood the Star shortlv will besin
installation of the new transmitter.
Cartun-O for Mu$ico
NATIONAL TEA Co., Chicago,
for the last several months sponsors of the Mu$rco program on
WGN, Chicago, Fridavs, 8 to 8:30
p.m.. has announced that effective
April 19 the show will be dropped
and later replaced with Cartun-O,
a musical quiz game based on identification ofsong: titles by the use
of cartoons. Harold Stokes' orchestra and a variety show will fill-in
for the three weeks between the
time MuSico goes off and Cartun-O
starts. May 10. The new quiz show
has been having a test run on
WROK, Rockford. 111., which contract expires on April 25. Schwimaccount.
mer
& Scott, Chicago, handles the
DeSoto Spots on 50
DeSOTO division, Chrysler
Corp., Detroit, during the week of
April 8 started daily one-minute
transcribed announcements featuring Ed East on 50 stations throughout the countrv. Transcriptions
were made by NBC Radio-RecordDivision.
J. Stirling Getchell,
New ing
York,
is agency.
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DETROIT'S
RADIO

BEST

BUY

Based on greatly enlarged primary area day and night coverage
resulting from WXYZ's new high
power transmitter . . . located
seven air miles from downtown
Detroit.
MORE MARKETS
BEFORE . . .

THAN

EVER

MORE LISTENERS
BEFORE . . .

THAN

EVER

MORE VALUE PER DOLLAR
EVER BEFORE . . .

1000

WATTS

THAN

National Sales Representative: PAUl
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General
Announcers

Are

Mills
Given

Sponsor Training
At Meeting
WHAT General Mills expects from
its baseball broadcasts and how the
announcers of the broadcasts can
help the sponsor achieve these results were the major topics of an
all-day conference held April 7 by
General Mills and Knox Reeves
Adv., its agency, for eastern announcers, at the Waldorf-Astoria,
New York. Similar schools were
held in Tampa March 31, Port
Worth, April 4, and Chicago, April
9, for the General Mills baseball
announcers in those areas.
New York session was opened at
9 a. m. with a general outline of
1940 objectives by Brad N. Robinson, eastern manager of Knox
Reeves, and wound up with a buffet
supper, also attended by the press
and a number of baseball and radio
station executives. In between C.
S. Samuelson, advertising manager
of General Mills' grocery products
division, gave the announcers the
sponsor's viewpoint and E. E.
Sylvestre and J. H. Sarles, agency
president and vice-president, explained the new commercial procedure.
Shorter Commercials
Atlantic Refining Co., Philadelphia, preparing for the 1940 season [Broadcasting, April 1], took
its announcers to West Palm Beach,
Fla., April 11-12, for a road test
to secure gasoline performance
facts. Some 27 announcers were in
attendance, along with Joseph R.
Rollins, Atlantic advertising manager; C. H. Cottington, vice-president of N. W. Ayer & Son; Wallace
Orr, Les Quailey and James N.
Peterson, of the Ayer radio staff.
Shorter and more frequent commercials will be the Wheaties rule
for 1940, it was stated at the General Mills meeting April 7, with
about one brief sales message to
the inning. Testimonials of players,
all carefully checked for authenticity, will be broadcast occasionally, usually as part of other data
about the player broadcast at his
first appearance at bat or some
other appropriate spot during the
game. These agency executives,
aided by W. J. Slocum, director of
sports activities of General Mills,
also explained the whole Wheaties
campaign and the relationship of
the broadcasts to the other advertising for this breakfast food.
R. T. DeVany of the agency described a new house organ, "Bases
and Cases", which will be sent to
all announcers five or six times
during the summer, describing successful promotional activities carried on by announcers and stations
and generally serving as a clearing
house for information of value to
all concerned. In a general discussion of marketing and promotion,
various announcers told how they
and their stations had promoted
the broadcasts and the product.
Nearly every station represented
had staged some special activity in
connection with the opening of the
1940 season, generally a broadcast
featuring players, civic officials and
Page 22
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Plans
Promotion
Drive
executives of the team and of sponsorship of General Mills and
Genei-al Mills.
B. F. Goodrich Rubber Co. Games
Announcers attending the New
of the Hollywood and Los Angeles
York conference included: Red teams will be broadcast, with Mike
Frankovich as sportscaster. Westco
Barber, WOR; Jim Britt. Colonial
Network; Lee Davis, WCBM; Bill charge.
Adv. Agency, San Fiancisco, is in
Dyer, WCAU; Blair Eubanks,
WTAR; Al Heifer, WOR; Sherb
B-C Remedy Co., Durham, N. C,
Herrick, WABY; Joe Hill, WAG A; will co-sponsor with General Mills
Russ Hodges, WBT; Ralph Hub- games of the Washington Senators
bell, WGR; Tom Hussey, Colonial on WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
Network; Arch McDonald, WJSV;
To Televise Opener
Harry McTigue, WCAU; Gren
Opening
of the baseball season
Rand, WABY; Rosey Rowswell,
in
Brooklyn
April 19, when the
KDKA; Nick Stemmler, WSYR.
Dodgers meet the New York Giants,
New England Plans
will be telecast by NBC, on W2XBS,
New York, with Jack Starr as teleHome games of the Boston Bees
vision reporter. The day previous,
and Red Sox, except Sundays and
holidays, will be broadcast on an April 18, the television crew will
18-station Colonial Network hook- take their portable cameras to Jersey City to cover the International
up under the cooperative sponsorLeague Game between the Jersey
ship of General Mills and Atlantic
Refining Co., with Jim Britt giving City Giants and the Montreal
the play-by-play description and Royals for the television audience.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., sponTom Hussey the commercials.
soring home games of the New
Broadcasts, not set in time for
inclusion in the General Mills list York Giants and Yankees on
published in Broadcasting for WABC, New York, will also sponsor the Giants seven night games
April 1, will originate at WAAB,
the Polo Grounds on WMCA,
Boston. These two sponsors and at
Nehi Corp. (Royal Crown Cola) New York.
Mutual Network is planning a
will share sponsorship of the Newnine-city salute to the 1940 baseark Bears broadcasts on WNEW,
New York.
ball season, a half-hour broadcast
KFAC, Los Angeles, has been on the evening of April 15 which
added to the list of western stations
will include last-minute predictions
broadcasting games of the Pacific fi 'om baseball stars and officials
Coast Baseball League under joint heard from New York, Boston,

Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, Washington
and Philadelphia. The following
afternoon MBS will also broadcast a play-by-play description of
the opening game in Washington.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp,. Louisville, is using sportscasts in six cities to advertise
Avalon cigarettes. Schedules, starting at various times during April,
are: Waite Hoyt on WABC, New
York, Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, 6:15-6:30 p.m.; Rollie Johnson, WCCO, Minneapolis, Monday,
Wednesday, Friday, 10:30-10:45
p.m.; Russ Hodges, WBT, Charlotte, Monday through Saturday,
10:15-10:20 p. m.; Tommy Emmet.
WWJ, Detroit, Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 10-10:15 p.m., Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, 7:45-8
p.m.; Joe Myers, KOA, Denver,
Monday through Saturday, 5:45-6
p.m.; Charlie Grimm, WBBM, Chicago, Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, 6-6:15 p.m. Series is placed
through
Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
George Wiedemann Brewing Co.,
Newport, Ky., on April 16 started
thrice-weekly baseball scores on
WAVE, Louisville, featuring Don
Hill. The firm also has bought 30word spot announcements just before play-by-play accounts of Louisville Colonel's games, heard on
WAVE. Agency is Strauchen &
McKim Adv., Cincinnati.
SPOT
BY

DRIVE

BEGUN

FULLER

PAINT

W. p. FULLER & Co., San Francisco (paints) on April 9 started
the most extensive radio campaign
in its history when it launched a
series of one-minute transcribed
variety programs over 60 stations
in the Western States, for a period
of nine weeks. The campaign,
placed by McCann-Erickson, San
Francisco, will be repeated over
the same stations for four weeks
starting in September.
Each one-minute transcription is
a complete radio show, embracing
music, jokes, jingles, a new type of
commercial and a theme song. The
program onens and closes with a
swing jingle. Stations being used
byKSUN
Fuller KTAR
are: KGLU KVOA KERN
KXO KIEM KMJ KIEV KFOX KNX
KYOS KVCV KFBK KGB KFRC KPO
KQW KVEC KVOE KTMS KSRO KWG
KTKC KTDO KID KRLC KSEI KTFI
KWAL KGHL KRBM KGIR KFBB KPFA
KGEZ KGVO KOH KSL KVRS KORE
KUIN KFJI KLBM KOOS KMED KOIN
KRNR KXRO KVOS KELA KWLK KGY
KOMO KFPY KVI KUJ KPQ KIT KFXM.

GENERAL

MILLS and Knox Reeves officials, baseball fio'ures and announcers met April 7 in New York at the Waldorf-Astoria to discuss
plans for the coming baseball season. Snapped at a supper party following
the conference were: Top (1 to r), Ethan Allen and Harvey Traband of the
National League offices; James Mulvey, vice-president Brooklyn DodgersJack
Collins, of Dodger's offices; William Slocum, General Mills sports
director.
Center, Harry McTigue, WCAU, Philadelphia; Sherb Herrick
and Gren Rand, WABY, Albany, all announcers; Lee Davis, WCBM
Baltimore.
Bottom, WCAU;
Gene Thomas,
sales manager, WOR, Newark; Jim'
Coyle, announcer,
C. S. Samuelson,
grocery products advertising manager. General Mills; Red Barber, WOR baseball announcer
BROADCASTING

Texaco Changes
TEXAS Co., New York (Texaco
gasoline), has changed the format
of the Hollj^wood half of the CBS
Texaco Star Theatre, for remainder of the season. Under the new
arrangement, guest artists will
again be used. Frances Langford
will sing two songs and Ken Murray
continues as m.c. He will also do a
monolog. Also remaining are Kenny
Baker, tenor, Irene Ryan, comedienne, chestra.
and David
Broekmann's
orThe Murray
Family comedy spot has been dropped. Jimmy
Wallington is announcer. Ed Gardner is agency producer. Jack Runyon, radio director of Buchanan &
Co., servicing the account, left
Hollywood April 10 for New York
conferences with sponsor and agency executives on the new setup and
summer plans.
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. . . Tfme buyers consistently rate KECA

AUDIENCE

station popularity in the 3rd major
Cc lifornia.

third in

mari<et of Southern

, . . 3,600,000 people in the nine Counties
Southern California control the purse strings on more than

sifYING

POWER

NE BJiUOhLpOLLARS
< onsi
IT NEVER
TO

US

OCCURRED

BEFORE

It's fun to be fooled but not when buying radio
time. A trade journal sort of landed a solar plexus
blow to our complacency recently when it claimed
advertisers can't remember call letters of radio
stations . . . that time buyers find it impossible to
associate the call letters with the city in which the
station is located. . . .
KFI —

LOS

ANGELES

—

annually, a per capita buying power
lational averages.

^
a basic %-hour rate of $62.50,
gjier .th. an
COVfMl^
CIDST
. WitH
ra^ly^hi
KEc>ris irri p^r cent more economical than the fifth station
and 72.8 per cent more economical than the most expensive
ern California station a > these S R & D S figures indicate.

KECA

Maybe we're too close to the picture, but we
had the idea that whenever any time buyer thinks
of Los Angeles and the 3rd Major Market, he
thinks of KFI and KECA,
KFI —

LOS

ANGELES

—

KECA

Yes, maybe we're too close to the picture, but
maybe we have a reason to believe that time buyers, national, regional and local think KFI and
KECA, Los Angeles, when they think of radio in
Southern California.
fCFf —

LOS

ANGELES

—

KECA

And our reason? Well, that's mighty simple , . .
KFI leads any network station in this area in number of commercial commitments and KECA (that's
the NBC Blue in Los Angeles) is in third position in
number of sponsored weekly quarter hours for
any network.

Rates of Five
Souihern California Stafions
KECA . . .
Next Station
Next Station
Next Station

But just to refresh your memory
(and ours) in
LOS ANGELES

Next Station

And Southern California too, it's
KFI and KECA
Two mafer outlets for tho 3rd Maior Market
Low Rates — Complete Coverage
Listener Preference
BROADCASTING
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FREE
& PETERS,
INC.
KECA National Sales Representative
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of homes
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States.

If WOR
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get

into

more

often,

after

year.

NOTE:

We will be glad to offer interested

agency

men

profitably

and advertisers ample

neering evidence, audience
results to support
above.

may

this letter

deliver

Dugan

more

month

homes

after

with

month

radios,

and

year

engi-

data and sales

the statements

made

Address— 1440 B*way, New

York.

WOR

Station
Being

Negotiated

By Westinghouse
Now Conferring With NBC on
Program Management
CONVERSATIONS looking toward
recapture of full management of
the four Westinghouse stations now
program-managed by NBC, are in
progress between officials of Westinghouse and of NBC, it was
learned April 11.
While the discussions were deas "exploratory"
at this
stage, it scribed
nevertheless
was indicated
that the existing arrangement under which KDKA, Pittsburgh,
KYW, Philadelphia, WBZ, Boston
and WBZA, Springfield, are program and sales managed by NBC,
might be terminated in the notdistant future. Westinghouse holds
the licenses to the stations, and has
always retained control over technical operation of the stations,
through fulltime personnel.
Planned Some Time Ago
The FCC on Jan. 30 ordered an
inquiry into management contracts
to determine whether broadcast licensees are themselves discharging
their duties as licensees or have
turned over to "outside companies"
actual discretionary power. The
four Westinghouse stations, among
others, were cited for hearing on
license renewals but the issues to
be met at the hearings and the dates
have not yet been set.
It is presumed that the current
negotiations have some relationship
to the FCC investigation order.
Nevertheless, it has been indicated
for some time that Westinghouse
was desirous of rearranging its association with NBC so that all of
its stations would become affiliates
under regular affiliation contracts.
Two other Westinghouse - owned
stations, WOWO and WGL, Fort
Wayne, are regular affiliates.
Sawyer Seeks Local
CHARLES SAWYER, Democratic
national committeeman from Ohio
and director and vice-president of
the Crosley Corp., operating WLW
and WSAI, Cincinnati, is head of
Fairfield Broadcasting Corp., which
has applied to the FCC for a new
250-watt station on 1490 kc. in
Lancaster, 0., a community of
about 10,000 population some 25
miles southeast of Columbus. Mr.
Sawyer, who was Democratic candidate for Governor of Ohio last
year, is counsel for the Crosley
Corp., a director of Powel Crosley's
Cincinnati Baseball Club, and owns
controlling interest in the Lancaster Eagle-Gazette. In addition he is
a director in various other companies, including Kemper-Thomas
Co., manufacturers of advertising
specialties, and the American Thermos Bottle Co., Norwich, Conn.
Two Cuticura Series
POTTER DRUG & CHEMICAL
Co., Maiden, Mass., is preparing
two new series of 30 one-minute
dramatic announcements for Cuticura soap and ointments for placement on the list of 35 stations
throughout the country currently
carrying the series. NBC RadioRecording Division is recording the
series, and the agency is Atherton
& Currier, New York.
Page 26
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MODERN STREAMLINE MOTIF generally rules in the architecture of
new broadcasting plants being constructed in various parts of the country during radio's current building boom. At top is an architect's drawing
of the projected new transmitter house of WMCA, New York, being
constructed at Kearney, N. J. Terra cotta is used with glass brick walls
instead of windows. Below is the home of the new KYUM, Yuma, Ariz.,
which was inaugurated March 15, replacing the deleted KUMA. The
Arizona station's manager is the veteran Gerald C. Akers, with James V.
Sims as chief engineer and chief announcer, Ralph C. Lewis as announcer
and engineer and William Lindsey taking charge of the continuity.
Promotion

Prize

Awarded
to WSAI
Second Honor in Canada Dry
Contest Goes to WFIL
FIRST honor, a silver award and
$50, was won by WSAI, Cincinnati,
in the station promotion contest
staged by Canada Dry Ginger Ale,
New York, for its NBC-Blue program Information Please, according to announcement April 10 by
J. M. Mathes Inc., New York, the
Canada Dry agency.
Bronze award and $25 was won
by WFIL, Philadelphia. Deadlocked
in deciding third place winner, the
judges awarded honor scrolls and
$15 to WSYR, Syracuse; WABY,
Albany, N. Y., and CJCA, Edmonton, Alta. Certificates and $10 were
awarded to W H K, Cleveland ;
WMPS, Memphis; WSPD, Toledo;
KTOK, Oklahoma City; KGKO,
Fort Worth; KDKA, Pittsburgh;
WAVE, Louisville; KFSD, San
Diego; CJRC, Winnipeg, Man., and
WJIM, Lansing, Mich.
Sixteen other stations received
honorable mention. These were
WBAL, Baltimore; WHAM, Rochester; WEBR, Buffalo; KSO, Des
Moines; WMT, Cedar Rapids. la.;
WREN, Lawrence, Kan.; WNBC,
Hartford; KVOD, Denver; WAGA,
Atlanta; KIDO, Boise, Ida.; WIRE,
Indianapolis; C F C F, Montreal;
CFGP, Grande Prairie, Alta.;
CFAC, Calgary, Alta.; WJTN,
Jamestown, N. Y.; KGU, Honolulu.
Started Feb. 15, the contest ran
30 days and was open to the 78
NBC stations carrying the broadcast, heard Tuesdays, 8:30-9 p. m.
Judges were William S. Brown,
Canada Dry advertising manager;
S. Barret McCormick, advertising
and publicity director, RKO Pictures; Robert J. Landry, radio editor. Variety; Sam G. Wingfield, of
the Mathes agency.
SEASONAL radio campaign by the
Wlieatena Corp. for its hot cereal was
discontinued March 30 when the company ceased sponsorship of the Hilda
Hope M.D. programs Saturday mornings on NBC-Red. According to Compton Adv., New York, the agency, no
plans have been formulated for the
company's fall campaign.

ABC Now Links Six
SIXTH station to be linked to the
Arizona Broadcasting Co. (ABC)
network was KGLU, Safford, 250
watts on 1420 kc, by arrangements
completed by KGLU president,
Louis F. Long, April 1. Other affiliates are KTAR, Phoenix; KVOA,
Tucson; KYUM, Yuma; KWJB,
Globe; KCRJ, Jerome. KTAR,
KVOA and KYUM, the latter recently added as an NBC supplement, are all coi-porately affiliated
with the Phoenix Arizona Republic
and Gazette. ABC announced April
1 the signing of Arizona Brewing
Co. as sponsor of Dance Arizona,
Thursday night musical half hour,
to be carried on all stations for 52
weeks, placed by Advertising Counselors, Phoenix.
Chicago School Lists 58,
Plans Addition of Others
UTILITY ENGINEERING Institute, Chicago (air conditioning
courses), has added 23 stations to
its list, making a total of 58 stations throughout the country releasing its varying schedule of 5
and 15-minute musical programs.
Contracts, placed through First
United Broadcasters, Chicago, are
for an undetermined time. Stations
added during the last few weeks
are KFOX KFVD KROW WGN
WSOY KFNF KGNO KWTO
KGIR, KPFA KFAB WJAG
WTOL WGBI WNOX KLO WDEV
KHQ KMO KPQ WEAU WEMP
WTMJ. Others which have previously been running the schedule
are KTHS KGER KFEL KFKA
WDWS WCFL WIBC WMT KMA
WIBW WGAN WBZ - WBZA
WHDH WCAR KYSM KFRU
KFEQ WEW KGHL KGVO WHN
WSYR WSOC WLW WIP WPRO
WLAC KGKO WQDM KIT
WMMN WWVA WTAQ WHBY
WSAU. Additional stations will be
added in the future, according to
the agency.
THE three-electrode vacuum tube, invented Jan. 15, 1907, by Dr. Lee DeForest, was selected as one of the 19
greatest inventions by a committee of
scientists and industrialists, during observance in early April of the 150th
anniversary of the signing of the first
American patent law.
BROADCASTING

Lady

Slated

For Talks on NBC
Sweetheart Soap to Sponsor
Programs on Split Hookup
MANHATTAN SOAP Co., New
York, on April 30 will sponsor Mrs.
Franklin D. Roosevelt in a twiceweekly program of informal talks
on NBC in the interests of Sweetheart soap. The programs, originating from the stations most convenient to Mrs. Roosevelt's travel
schedule, will be heard Tuesdays
and Thursdays, 1:15-1:30 p. m.
She will speak on subjects of
general interest to women and will
present guest speakers of her own
choice. Proceeds from the talks will
be donated by Mrs. Roosevelt to
the American Friends Service Commit e , aQuaker charity organization.
Merchandising Tie-ins
According to M. J. Kleinfeld, radio director of Franklin Bruck
Adv. Corp., New York, the agency
in charge, merchandising tie-ins
are now being formulated for
placement in the cities from which
the programs are broadcast. The
agencytractalso
stated
that the
with Mrs.
Roosevelt
was confor
13 weeks with an option for renewal at the end of that time. The
31 NBC split network stations are
WEAF KDKA KSD KYW WBCM
WBEN WBZA WCSH WDEL
WEAN WELL WFDF WFLA
WGY WHAM WIBM WIOD WIS
WISE WJAX WJIM WLAK WLW
WMAQ WRC WSOC WSPD
WSYR WTAG WTIC WXYZ.
Mrs. Roosevelt began her commercial radio activities in 1931,
when she made a guest appearance
on the Colliers Hour on NBC. Her
first regularly sponsored series on
NBC was for the Lamont-Corliss
Co. (Pond's face cream) from Sept.
9, 1932, to April, 3, 1933. After
making a guest appearance on the
Simmons Mattress Co. program in
July,ed a series
1934, Mrs.
Roosevelt
presentfor the
same company
on NBC Sept. 4 to Sept. 25, 1934.
Her next sponsored NBC series
was for Lamont-Corliss from April
21 to July 14, 1937. A guest appearance on the Magic Key of RCA program in 1938 and three appearances as guest mistress of ceremonies on the Fels Co. Hobby Lobby
program in August, 1939, conclude
her past radio work on NBC.
Although this Manhattan Soap
Co.
program
is Mrs. Roosevelt's
fourth
commercially-sponsored
NBC series, she was booked for
the series through Columbia Artists' Bureau. She has also appeared
on two commercial CBS series;
from Nov. 11 to Dec. 16, 1934, on
the Americans of Tomorrow program for the Typewriter Educational Research Bureau, and on the
Selby Shoe Co.'s Women of Today
1935.
program
from Jan. 15 to April 19,
Kreml Buying Time
R. B. SEMLER, New York, on
April 1 started thrice-weekly quarter-hour news programs by Todd
Hunter on WBBM, Chicago, for
Kreml hair tonic, and on April 28
will start six five-minute news
periods weekly on WWJ, Detroit,
for Kreml and Barbasol, both Wasey products. Agency in charge is
Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York.
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BYWBZ

Newest,

BOSTON

most

MODERN

TRANSMITTING

DOMINANT

SIGNAL

2,500,000
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.

.

. 50,000

FACILITIES

to

every

in rich

..

.to

radio

BOSTON

WATT

deliver

set . . . to

MARKET

At Hull, Mass., on Boston Harbor, new
location of WBZ transmitting facilities,
two great aerial towers are rising over
new 50,000 watt transmitting equipment
that will enable Station WBZ to deliver
a 50 -millivolt signal in Greater Boston.
On every radio dial in Boston, WBZ
programs are planned to come in at a
minimum strength of 50 MV;M; in the
outer reaches of the Metropolitan Boston
area, WBZ programs will ride into homes
on a dominating 10 MV/M carrier.
No Increase in Rates Say WBZ Officials
Despite the obvious fact that the WBZ audience
will be enormously augmented in one of the
largest
markets
of the
East, WBZ officials
insist no rate
increase
is contemplated
. . . for the
present. Eager to take prompt advantage of this
one-station, one-cost access to two and a half
million people at a genuine bargain rate, twenty-nine new advertisers have signed up with
WBZ since the first of the year.
p C Mass.,
Send today
or yourto WBZ,
nearest Hotel
N.B.C.Bradford,
spot salesBoston,
office,
for full information about WBZ that changes
the entire radio picture in Greater Boston,
Metropolitan Boston, and New England.

r
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mw

FCC

Delays

Decision

As

on

FM will not be in a position to provide afull commercial service comparable tostandard broadcasting of
today until listeners are equipped
with receivers. It has been estimated that from seven to ten years
would be required for such a transition on a basis warranting sale
of time at rates paralleling those
prevailing today.
Placement of some limitation on
introduction of FM, totally aside
from any restriction on commercial
operation, is being discussed at the
FCC. A tentative allocation might
be worked out at this time, it is
thought with readjustment to come
when the service establishes itself.
It is considered possible that nothing can be done during 1940 because of the many factors which
must be taken into account.

In addition to working out basic
allocation structure, the Commission is confronted with determination of minimum standards, provision for network operations, setting up of network operating companies and a myi-iad of other basic
matters, it was pointed out on the
Commission's behalf.
While the allocation controversy
is whether the Commission will assign television channel No. 1, ranging from 44-50 mc. to FM, which,
together with the present 42-44 mc.
range, would give FM a total of
40 channels of 200 kc. Commission
engineers have studied a number
of suggested substitute plans. Not
only has nothing been decided on
this point but it is possible that an
allocations hearing ultimately may
{Continued on page 5^)

FM

Television
Holds
Spotlight
Proposed Allocation Plans Are Considered but
Action Hinges on Interlocking Video Policy
ments in the bands from 40-60 mc.
WITH TELEVISION occupying
post position in its current deliber- to accommodate the new "statications by virtue of the explosion free" medium.
which followed its action last
Meanwhile, applications continued to pour into the FCC under
month in reopening hearings on
the impetus of the disclosures at
regulation of visual radio, the FCC
has hardly turned a wheel on fre- the hearings and the failure of
quency modulation since the close strong opposition to develop to introduction of FM. The total now
of its hearings on this impending
new system of aural broadcasting. is nearly 100, mostly from existing
_ Preliminary analysis of the tes- broadcast stations, with attorneys
timony does not augur the swift and engineers in Washington prepared to file many others.
FM action at first anticipated. BeThe FCC has extended the time
cause of the interlocking nature of
frequency allocations relating to for filing briefs by all parties from
television and those demanded for April 15 to April 22.
Public Interested
FM, that phase of the question
must be settled at one time. It was
Although
the new approach apflatly stated April 11 that no allopears to be one of deliberation, it
cation plan has crystallized al- was thought
in some quarters that
though a score of propositions have the
would find it difficult to
been advanced, including a re- delayFCC
adoption
an allocation and
vamping of the existing assign- rules to permit ofcommercial
operation of FM. Reports from set dealers. It is understood, are that the
public is inclined to hold off purchase of AM receivers because of
the publicity given to FM, particularly during the hearings. They are
now asking for the "interferencefree"
according
reachingsets,
manufacturers. to advices
Moreover, the fact that Stromberg-Carlson, pioneer set manufacturer and FM experimenter, has
already begun national advertising
of FM receivers in leading magazmes, is expected to give momentum
to public demand. Other manufacturers are understood to have similar merchandising plans, but information thus far has been that they
plan to merchandise only in those
areas where FM transmitting stations are providing service.
Another trend that has caused a
slow-down at the FCC has been the
filmg of applications for 50 kw. FM
stations rather than lower-powered
outlets. Such stations as WOR
Newark, WDRC, Hartford, WTIc'
Milwaukee'
Hartfo
rd, g and
all havin
FM WTMJ
low-p,ower
outlets,
either have filed or contemplate filing for 50,000 watts. It was expected other FM applicants or
holders of CP's, including NBC
and CBS, would follow with appHcations for high-power station
s.
While there has been some talk
in official quarters about "limited
commercial" introd
of FM,
has been made clearuction
by FM Broad-it
casters Inc., trade association representing asubstantial majori
licensees and applicants, that tyit of
is
seeking full commercial operation
on the ground that FM no longer
WHEN the great ice storm of a is an experimental service subject
few weeks ago struck New York to laboratory development. Moreover, it has been emphasized that
State, Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong's
400-foot tower of W2XMN atop the FM operation differs radically from
Palisades at Alpine, took on the television, which was given a limappearance of a refrigerating plant.
ited commercial status, since there
Ice six inches thick coated leads is no questi
of obsolescence of
and cross-bars. Fearful that his receivers in on
aural radio as in vispioneer FM antenna, now destined
ual radio.
to lead the way to a new commerRather, it was explained, if any
cial broadcast operation, might be
damaged, the noted inventor him- limitation of commercial operation
self (shown above) climbed the of FM stations is decided upon (assuming the allocations question is
tower to its topmost cat-walk to
adjusted) it will be only because
chop away the ice formations.
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April
1 issue."further on the BroadRemarking
casting account, which totaled approximately 25,000 words, Mr.
Shepard stated that he offered only
two corrections: On page 84, column 2, line 4, change "par for par"
to "power for power" and on the
same page and column, line 58, delete the word "not" from "Duplication of standard broadcast programs should not be permitted.

APPucATiom
FOR FM STATIONS
PENDING applications before the
FCC for new FM stations since
publication of the log of applicants in the March 15 Broadcasting, and the additional list in the
April 1 issue, totaled 95 as of April
10. In addition, various applications for changes of facilities have
been filed, including applications
for 50,000 watts by WIXPW, Hartford, affiliated with WDRC, and
W9XEN, Chicago, owned by Zenith
Radio Corp. Both are already licensed and both now operate with
1,000 watts.
W2X0Y, New Scotland, N. Y., now
licensed
for 150General
watts, has
TT.i'lo.^'^*^^*^^^'
Electric's
been
granted a construction permit for
1 '000. Among previous applicants
lor FM stations, Yankee Network's
50,000-watt application on 43 mc.
has been amended to ask for
43 3
mc.; WOKO's 250-watt application
at Albany on 43.4 mc. now asks for
1,000 watts; and WWJ's application for 43.2 mc. at
been changed to 42.8 mc.Detroit has
New FM station applications reWMCA, New York, 1,000 watts on
?fA^^^* ^^?T^^ ^P"^ 1 are those of
42.6; "^.V'
Washin
gton Institu
te of
Techon
1,000
WAAF,
nology,
WashingtoChicag
n, D. o,
C, 1,000 on
42.8; WFIL, Philadelphia, 1,000 on
43; WIS, Columbia, S. C, 1,000 on
f3-2;
Yankee
Network, Boston.
5.000 on
43.7; WCKY,
Cincinnati
1,000 on 42.8; KSCJ, Sioux City
la., 1,000 on 43.4; WLAW, Lawrence, Mass., 1,000 on 42.8;
Baltimore, 1,000 on 43.4; WFBR
WFMJ
Youngstown, 1,000 on 42.8; WDNC'
Durham
AM
, N. of
C, WCAU,
station
1,000 on Philad
43. W3XIR,
elphia'
applied for a change to FM emission, 100 watts on 43 mc.
FM in Canada
CANADA will not have any commercial FM stations for some time
according to Dr. A. Frigon, assistant general manager of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., who
said "there is no sign of the CBC
recommending that commercial licenses be issued for FM broadcasting
in the near future"
A numberstations
of Canadian broadcasters.
have applied for experimental FM
licenses, but definite information as
to whether or not such applications
have been granted is still pending.
The new fiscal license year started
April 1 to run till March 31, 1941,
and licenses issued by the Radio
Branch, Department of Transport,
have
stationnot
s. yet been received by the

EOl'KNCY

"■7,i,^£;": Stromberi-Carlson
FIRST PROMOTION of FM receiving sets to the public began with
this ad in the New Yorker April 6.
Stromberg-Carlson, among first of
the set manufacturers to become interested inFM, is also using other
national weeklies, according to Warren T. Eastwood, advertising manager. Because FM set sales will
largely follow the local installations
of FM transmitters and because
existing broadcasting stations are
the leaders in the installation of FM
stations, it is presumed StrombergCarlson and other FM set makers
will soon buy local and perhaps
network time to promote set sales.
BEG yOUR PARDON !
Shepard Finds Errors in
25,000- Word Story
INDIRECT testimonial to Broadcasting's coverage of the recent
FM hearings is voiced by John
Shepard 3d, president of Yankee
Network and head of FM Broadcasters Inc., in a letter sent April
3 to members of the latter organization. Stating that officers of the
organization had considered sending a digest of the FM proceedings
to all members, he commented,
"This seems a needless expense to
go to, however, in view of the very
thorough coverage given the FM
hearing by Broadcasting in its
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Again Shreveport produces facts to prove that it is
lanta, Georgia, fourth, both being under 50.0.
There is a golden opportunity awaiting radio adverone of America's most receptive markets for radio
advertisers.
tisers in the rich, receptive Shreveport market covered
Based on the number of new residences built per
by radio station KWKH's powerful 50,000 watts.
thousand population in the leading cities of the
More people live within a 150-mile radius of Shreveport than in the entire state of Louisiana. Let us give
United States, Shreveport ranked second for 1939
you additional facts and figures on how to sell your
with 53.8 new houses per thousand persons.
Houston, Texas, was first with 4% higher than
product to the nearly three million persons within
the Shreveport trade area.
Shreveport. Washington, D. C, was third and AtREPRESENTED
COLUMBIA
MEMBER SOUTH CENTRAL QUALITY NETWORK
BRANHAM
BY THE CO.
BROADCASTING WMC Memphis, KARK Little Rock, KWKH-KTBS Shreveport, WSMB New Orleans.
SYSTEM

K
SHREVEPORTyr

H

LOUISIANA

lA Shreveport Times StationI
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1939 Profit Was $5,001,528;
Paley Lauds Free Debate
VERIFYING in its essential details the preliminary report issued
after the Feb. 7 meeting of its
board of directors [Broadcasting,
Feb. 15], CBS on April 1, in the
annual report of Treasurer Frank
K. White to stockholders, disclosed
that gross income from the sale of
facilities, talent, lines, records, etc.
during 1939 amounted to $42,845,393, an increase of $10,182,400 over
the 1938 gross. Net profit for the
year was $5,001,528. or $2.93 per
share, as compared with $3,541,740 or $2.07 per share during 1938.
The 1939 profit figure includes
the net loss of $72,975 shown by
Columbia Recording Corp. during
the first full year of CBS ownership and management. Cash dividends of $1.50 per share on the
1,709,723 shares of presently authorized par value stock, amounting
to $2,563,840, were paid during the
year and undistributed profits of
$2,437,688 were added to surplus
which at Dec. 30, 1939, amounted
to $8,729,015.
Free Discussion
William S. Paley, president, in
his annual report, declared that
"freedom of the air justified itself
in 1939 more emphatically than
ever before because world conditions provided such a dramatic contrast between the democratic American way and the radio ways of all
other nations.
"Your company has pioneered in
establishing these principles and
practices of broadcasting which

CBS

WITH Copy
membersClinic
of the sales
and executive departments
sitting in with continuity
writers, Larry Neville, head
of the continuity department
of KMOX, St. Louis, has
started
"copy clinic"
seminar to adiscuss
radio script
problems. Each week products of the station's scribes
will be analyzed, along with
outside copy of proven merit.

in

have made 'freedom of the air' not
a phrase, but an actual day-to-day,
year-to-year operation geared to
the needs and uses of democracy.
"Americans are the best informed
people in the world. The fact that
radio broadcasting is not an instrument in the hands of Government,
as it is in so much of the rest of
the world, is as important a factor
today in making this true as is a
free press.
"Nor is it only because Americans
get the news of the rest of the
world compiled as accurately as
possible and disseminated without
ulterior purpose, that they are the
best informed. We find deep satisfaction in the free and fair flow of
discussion and debate — on politics,
on economics, on social questions —
that is assui'ed the listening public
because the broadcaster, wisely recognizing that he is neither obliged
to support the views of others nor
entitled to make his own prevail,
has kept the medium disinterested."
Mr.tiesPaley's
report details
of the company
duringactivithe
year, showing that it presented
21,046 broadcasts of all kinds; that
it established a far-flung reporting
organization to cover the hostilities
in Europe; that 112 of its stations
designated educational directors and
that the CBS American School of

Balance

Sheet

PROFIT AND LOSS AND EARNED SURPLUS ACCOUNT
52 weeks ending Dec. 30, 1939
Gross income from sale of
facilities,
talent,etc.
lines, rec- $42,845,393.72
ords,
Less — Time discount and
agency commissions;
record returns, allowances and discounts 12,420,158.43
$30,425,235.29
Deduct :
Operating expenses and
cost of goods sold___ $16,840,763.60
Selling, general and
administrative expenses 6,866,370.76
23,707,134.36
Net income for the year before interest, depreciation. Federal income taxes and miscellaneous income $ 6,718,100.93
Less :
Interest
$ 54,648.77
Depreciation
660,749.03
Federal income taxes_ 1,127,157.06
1,842,554.86
$ 4,875,546.07

Add — ^Miscellaneous income (net) ineluding interest, discount, dividends
and loss on disposal of fixed assets 125,982.67
Net Profit for the Year
$ 5,001,528.74
Earned Surplus at Dec. 31, 1938
6,291,327.73
Deduct
— Dividends
Earned
Surplus
at Dec. (cash)
30, 1939,
per Balance Sheet

$11,292,856.47
2,563,840.50
$ 8,729,015.97

Note —trolled
The subsidiary
equitycompanies
in the undistributed
earnings
connot consolidated
as atof Dec.
SO, 1939, in the amount of approximately $68,000 is not
included in the above accounts.
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1939

HERE'S proof that Herkimer the
Rooster is really a fowl, -not a
fraud. Harvey Twyman and Herkimer put on the daily Musical Clock
of KOIL, Omaha. The rousing
crow of Herkimer tells sleepyheads
it's time to get up for school or
work. Ordinarily Twyman uses a
reproduction of the jaunty cock's
reveille, but when he was challenged by one of his fans who
doubted the existence of the bird,
he produced the proof.
the Air has gained widespread acceptance; that CBS has widened
its musical activity, particularly
symphonic; that more than 6,000
dramatic broadcasts were carried
during the year; that technical developments, including television and
frequency modulation, find CBS active and prepared; that as of Dec.
31 the network was serving 119
stations in 117 cities in the United
States, Canada, Hawaii and Puerto
Rico; and that 91 CBS affiliates
made major technical improvements
during the year, including 30 which
increased their power; and that

Shows

Strong

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE
ASSETS
Current Assets :
Cash in banks and on hand $ 6,318,916.63
Notes and accounts receivable
(including
$44,640.13 advances
to officers
and employees principally
for premiums regularly
advanced by the company
under cooperative insurance plan) less reserves
for time discounts and
doubtful accounts, $150,937.44
3,432,895.50
Inventories, at cost or market, vehichever is lower 551,969.96
Total Current Assets
$10,303,782.09
Other Notes and Accounts Receivable
54,011.95
Deposits
187,521.79
Investments in Affiliated Companies :
Capital stocks
$ 77,177.42
Advances
6,161.34
Less — Reserve

83,338.76
243.34

Miscellaneous Investments
Prepaid
Insurance,
Taxes,
Fixed Assets
(at cost)
: Rents, Etc.
Land
$ 2,231,644.48
Buildings, equipment, and
improvements to leased
premises
7,336,786.22

83,095.42
22,761.04
479,500.42

Financial

Position

SHEET AS AT DEC. 30, 1939
LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities :
Notes payable to banks $ 200,000.00
Accounts
and sun- 2,975,223.10
drypayable
accruals
Reserve for Federal income
tax
1,127,157.06
Mortgage instalments due
within one year
14,360.00
Total Current Liabilities
$
Deferred Income
Mortgages Payable (including $40,000 standing demand)
Notes Payable to Banks Due After One Year
Reserve for Contingencies
Capital and Surplus :
Capital stock^ — $2.50 par value :
Authorized
1,500.000
each Class
A and B— (see
Note shares
1)
Issued — 953,649 shares
Class A and 948,674
shares Class B
$ 4,755,807.50
Capital ingsurplus,
excess of representproceeds
from sale of option stock
over par value thereof 63,162.50
Earned surplus
8,729,015.97

4,316,730.16
40,492.77
1,581,150.00
600,000.00
279,293.51

Less — 2,850 shares Class $13,547,985.97
A and 189,750 shares
Class B in treasury,
reacquired at cost of
1,055,670.64

Less — Reserve for depre- $ 9,568,430.70
ciation and amortization 3,389,237.58
Goodwill, representing premiums paid for
capital stocks of merged subsidiaries formerly consolidated

with sixteen 50,000-watt outlets
CBS now has more high power U. S.
outlets than any other network.
Stockholders, in memoranda accompanying the annual report,
were asked to sign proxies on behalf
of the management for the annual
meeting to be held April 17 in the
offices of the corporation in New
York. Seven Class A and seven
Class B directors have been nominated, and their respective stockholdings were listed as follows :
Class A Directors — Prescott S.
Bush, 10 A shares, no B; J. A. W.
Iglehart, 2,600 A, no B; Paul W.
Kesten, 2,501 A, 300 B; Edward
Klauber, 5,835 A, no B; Samuel
Paley, 11,000 A, 23,000 B; Dorsey
Richardson, no stockholdings; Herbert Bayard Swope, 9,780 A, no B.
Class B Directors — William S.
Paley, 108,510 A shares, 340,126 B;
John J. Burns. 400 A, no B ; Ralph
F. Colin, 1,044 A, no B; Isaac D.
Levy, 61,475 A, 22,819 B; Leon
Levy, 37,723 A, 42,762 B; Jacob
Palev, 19,458 A, 33,362 B; MelFord
R. Runyon, 1,937 A, no B.
Payments to Officers
Stockholders are also asked to
ratify the action of the board entering into a new contract, dated Feb.
14, 1940, with William S. Paley for
continuance as president and general manager of the corporation for
five years under a compensation arrangement whereby he gets $40,000 a year, plus 5% of the net
profits up to $1,000,000, plus 4% on
the next $1,000,000, plus 3% on the
next $1,000,000, plus 2% on all
net profits in excess of $3,000,000.
For the year 1939, it was reported that Mr. Palev received as
compensation $204,270; Mr. Klauber, executive vice-president, $94,484; Mr. Kesten, vice-president,
$53,339; all directors and officers,
including payments to Messrs. Palev, Klauber, Kesten and John J.
Burns, counsel, $635,995.

12,492,315.33
6.179,193.12
2,000,115.94
$19,309,981.77

$19,309,981.77
NOTE — (I) 10,037 shares of Class A were under option
at $15.00 per share in accordance with plan approved by
stockholders on March 2U, 1937. Of this amount options
for 6,55lt shares were exercised on February 16, 19i0.
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NOW THE GAP IS FILLED. Now you
coverage, without duplication or waste, of the
America's Money Belt.
WMT is in the heart of a territory that has
farms,
World. more Grade "A" land than any area of

can have effeaive
"juicy" portion of
more high income
similar size in the

WMT is a perfea "fit" and its rates are surprisingly low considering its amazing coverage and consistent record of results for
advertisers.
complete details about this Low Cost Money Belt Station,
writeFortoday.
S. D. QuARTON, Manager
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Drive
Of
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Station

Control
Breaks

Rosenbaum Notes Requests of
Sponsors to Use Periods
A NEW offensive against the
"whittling away" of station control over station-break periods by
network advertisers was launched
April 9 by Independent Radio Netwoi'k Affiliates, organization functioning on behalf of independent
affiliated outlets of NBC, CBS and
MBS.
The IRNA executive committee,
headed by Samuel R. Rosenbaum,
president of WFIL, Philadelphia,
advised all affiliates April 9 that
the committee at a recent meeting
discussed renewed instances of requests from networks on behalf of
network advertisers for stations to
surrender the 20-second period at
the conclusion of 15-minute programs and permit its use by the
network advertiser, especially
where contiguous quarter-hour
periods have been sold to the same
advertiser at half-hour or longer
rate. Instances also were cited, the
committee said, where commercial
copy by a network advertiser on
a quarter-hour program is added
after the theme song which normally closes the program.
Up to the Station
Pointing out that in a number
of cases "influential affiliates" are
taking the position that under the
affiliation contracts and under established practices, it is not necessary for them to permit such departures from what they regard as
good broadcasting practice, the
committee said these affiliates are
cutting out the network commercial unless it comes between the
opening and closing theme songs
of the program. They are also cutting out the network commercial
announcement when it occupies the
20-second period which is regarded
as properly belonging to the station.
"Practice is not uniform as to
whether, in such cases, the station
feels at liberty to sell extraneous
commercial spots in these station
break periods or limits itself to
using the break for public service
items like time signals, weather
reports, and station identification,"
the
any event,
the notice
stationcontinued.
makes the"Indecision
regarding the use of its time."
"In view of the fact that a number of stations are exercising this
right, it is believed that all affili, ates should be aware of it so that
they may exercise their own judgment in their own best interest in
deciding how to handle the situation with regard to such requests
from networks, whether now in
effect or subsequently received.
"IRNA expresses the views of
the great majority of affiliates who
are opposed to the whittling away
of station control over stationbreak periods. It is believed the
networks would not object to being
placed in a position to say to advertisers that it is up to the station
in each case."
MBS Adds WHBC
WHBC, Canton, 0., on April 13
joined MBSOwned
as theandnetwork's
affiliate.
operated131st
by
the Ohio Broadcasting Co., subsidiary of the Brush-Moore newspaper
chain, WHBC operates with 250
watts on 1200 kc.
l
Tottao
Au

io

Rad
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Sold During 1939
Survey Shows Receivers Were

LOCALS m FLORIDA
ISOW IN OPERATION
TWO NEW local stations in Florida, authorized for construction last
year, are now in fulltime operation,
according to reports to the FCC.
WDLP, Panama City, 100 watts
night and 250 day on 1200 kc, has
received its license, and WFTM,
Fort Myers, has been on the air
since March 1.
WDLP, using Western Electric
equipment and a Blaw-Knox radiator, is managed by Braden Ball.
Licensed to Panama City Broadcasting Co., its stock is owned in
equal parts by E. D. DeWitt, retired
newspaper
dent
of the
Long broker
Branchand(N.presiJ.)
Record; W. J. Cook, local Ford
dealer, and Philip A. Roll, attorney. Application is pending with
the FCC, however, for its purchase,
along with WTMC, Ocala, Fla., by
the John A. Perry newspaper interests, which own WCOA, Pensacola, and hold a construction permit for the new WJHP, Jacksonville [Broadcasting, Feb. 1].
WFTM, 250 watts on 1210 kc,
is licensed to Fort Myers Broadcasting Co., in which W. E. Benns
Jr. and Mrs. Benns are leading
stockholders, holding 12% and 32%
respectively. Mr. Benns is manager
and Mrs. Benns is commercial manager. M. J. Richardson, whose wife
holds 28.8% of the stock, is program director. Mr. Benns is chief
engineer, with Sidney Ducote and
William J. Pickering as operators.
Mr. Pickering is also an announcer, along with Franklin Evans. A
Collins transmitter, General Radio
modulation monitor and Wincharger 150-foot tower are used.
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Seek Annapolis Outlet
authorFCC has(WINX)
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ALTHO
new local
ized a UGH
a, to
Columbi
of
in the District
operate on 1310 kc. [Broadcasting,
Feb. 15], an application for that
facility was filed April 4 by Radio
Corp. of Annapolis, seeking 100
watts fulltime for a new station in
Annapolis, Md., about 30 miles
t corporat
applicanders,
ownaway. The
each ion's
and stockhol
officers
ing 25% of the stock, are Morris
D. Gilmore, president, assistant
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of Washington and Annapolis.

'Audition' Trio Held
THREE MEN who allegedly promised auditions on Philadelphia radio
stations to children who took instructions were held in $500 bail at
a hearing in that city April 6 before Magistrate Thomas O'Hara.
Charged with obtaining money under false pretenses, the men arrested were George Rienzo, of Philadelphia, and John Aria and Thomas
Guzzalino, both of Jersey City.
WCAU, Philadelphia, reported the
deception to the police when an
irate mother telephoned to learn
why Benny Goodman failed to appear at the clarinet lessons each
Saturday.
Nine

Million

Sets

A ROUND of golf marked the reJ. Woods
trip of Mark
Valued at $289,000,000 5f"^
(left),western
vice-president
and treasurer
NINE MILLION radios, with a to- of NBC. His golfing companion at
tal retail value of $289,000,000, the Pebble Beach course, Monterey
were sold during 1939, according to peninsula, was Emil Brisacher, head
the 1940 Yearbook of Radio Today, of Brisacher, Davis & Staff, Los
dealers and manufacturers trade Angeles and San Francisco.
journal issued this month and edited
by 0. H. Caldwell, former Federal ttv/^IT » XT t» u ii
radio commissioner. The Yearbook -IVAUJV tO JVCy 15aseDall
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151.
electricity
24,000,000 24,450,000
Radio Receivers — Sales and Volume in 1939
Average
% of
Value Total % o/
Number Total
(Retail)
Retail Value Total
Table Combinations
Console Combinations
Total Combinations
Portables
Total Tubes

250,000 2.8
200,000 2.2
450,000 5.0
900,000 10.0
91,000,000

30
100
61
24

Total Records

7,500,000
20,000,000
27,500,000
21,600,000

2.6
7.0
9.6
7.5

50,000,000

BROADCASTING

WEAF-WJZ

Spot Up

NATIONAL and local spot sales
on WEAF and WJZ, New York,
affiliates of NBC, reached an alltime high for March, 1940, with a
total of $90,000 or a 67% increase
over the March 1939 figure of
$54,200. Cumulative gross billings
for the first three months of 1940
were $253,233 for spot sales on the
two stations, showing an increase
of 70% over the 1939 total for the
same period of $149,389.
LOCAL and spot billings on WMAQ
and WENR, Chicago, reached a new
high during March, 1940, according
to Oliver Morton, local sales manager.
The totals
for the
exceeded
those
of March,
1939,month
by 31%.
• Broadcast
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WORCESTER

OF

COUNTY

MASSACHUSETTS
The Vital Midriff is the Worcester

Market — the heart of

Massachusetts and New England — vital to any advertiser. The
weekly payroll represents 99% of the 1928 figure. In fact, all
WTAG

indices are up — way

up — sales, savings, spendable

income.

WORCESTER
There's no market more important than the Vital Midriff,
and only one station, WTAG, gives primary coverage of that
entire market. Population? More than 1,000,000 people.

MASS..

NBC

BASIC

EDWARD
OWNED
AND

BROADCASTING

RED

AND

YANKEE

NETWORKS

PETRY & CO., INC.^NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE
OPERATED
BY THE WORCESTER
TELEGRAM-GAZETTE
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most extensive
of the
ONEcommerci
al tieups ever made
between a radio sponsor and
motion picture concern
swung into action April 4 when
a 20-mule team hooked to an ancient wagon train, left Los Angeles City Hall on a cross country
trek to New York. It is part of a
cooperative campaign between Pacific Coast Borax Co., New York
(20 Mule Team Borax), sponsors
of the weekly NBC Death Valley
Days program, and M-G-M, producers of the film, "Twenty Mule
Team".
Exploitation in a $250,000 drive
includes window and inside store
displays, plus 500,000 historical
booklets for school and merchant
distribution. The mule team, symbolic of Pacific Coast Borax Co.,
will stop at key cities for exhibition
purposes and eventually become
part of an exhibit at the New York
World's Fair. Start of the trek
from Los Angeles was broadcast
over KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., as
a special events feature, with Clete
Roberts, commentator, handling the
microphone. * * *
In the Movies
SOUND trailers in 13 theatres of
the Golden Gate Theatre chain in
Northern California, are used by
KSFO, San Francisco, to promote
its programs. Topics and art work
are changed weekly. Trailers are
supplemented by lobby display
cards in the major department
stores of the San Francisco Bay
area.
* * *
On Buses and Cabs
KOA, Denver, has made a new promotional tieup with Yellow Cab
Co., that city. Programs of the station are featured on large metal
signs carried on the hoods or roofs
of all Denver Yellow Cabs and
Mountain Tour Buses.

how..
to wear a suit bigger
than you have . . .
This ad is written by a seasoned
sales executive in his late thirties.
He's now a top volume man with
one of the country's largest stations, but he's just taken stock of
himself, his future, his progress . . .
and decided there's a greater opportunity elsewhere. Especially trained
in the selling activities of radio and
general advertising, this man is fully
aware of its creative problems. He
has a talent for digging up unusual
ideas for new programs and the
ability to sell them through national contacts. He knows there's a
station owner now wearing a salessuit that fits him comfortably, but
could wear a larger and more comfortable one — with this man on his
etalT. This is a man of executive
calibre; interested in a major market station. He's a Christian, wellliked by his associates, married.
Address Box AA7
BROADCASTING Magazine
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BROCHURES

Cross-Country Mules — Planters' Roar — Port's Plugs —
Foods of Sponsors — Cincinnati Guide
Prizes for Sales Slips
BENEFITING them all and costing nothing over their regular appropriation, KRBM, B 0 z e m a n,
Mont., recently conducted a novel
30-day merchandising campaign for
its advertisers. The station offered
prizes totaling $345 to organizations sending in sales slips representing the greatest amount of
purchases among the various
groups. Prizes ranged from $150 to
$10. Sales slips or product wrappers were accepted only on firms
using KRBM. A total of 11,576,061
points registered by the various organizations represented $115,760.61
worth of business done by KRBM
advertisers over the 30-day period.
* * *
Ofif With a Roar
AS PROMOTION for the weekly
half-hour
quizsponsored
program. byWhat's
on
Your Mind?,
Planters
Nut & Chocolate Co., San Francisco, on KNX, Hollywood, displays
have been set in windows of 18
Western Union offices in metropolitan Los Angeles. Western Union
messenger boys play a vital part in
the program. At beginning of the
show they start from KNX on their
motorcycles to distribute prizes
awarded listeners for the best questions submitted. Roar of the motorcycles starts ^each ^broadcast.
^
Merchandise Stands
MARKED increase in sales is reported for drug and food items displayed on thestands
"Radio
Special"
merchandising
developed
by
WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y. The stands
feature a blow-up photo of the sponsor's radio star and provide a platform for display of the merchandise, which is sold directly off the
stand. When the store closes at
nierht, the display is wheeled up
into position near the entrance,
where it can be seen by passersby.
Candy Sale
A CONCENTRATED campaign by
Awful Fresh MacFarlane Candy
Stores, San Francisco chain, from
April 1-7, used seven local stations
twice daily for four-minute novelty
transcriptions, followed by oneminute announcement. A radio coupon stunt provided 10-cent discount
and each station was given a key
word for coupons. Agency was
Botsford, Constantine & Gardner,
San Francisco.
^ ^ ^
Cook Oil Prizes
COUPONS distributed by Agash
Refining Corp. (Italian Cook Oil)
to Philadelphia grocers are used by
customers purchasing a gallon of
cooking oil as entry blanks for a
contest of 25 words on "I like
Italian Cook Oil because" . . . Best
25 entries on each of the three days
following
the sponsor's
program on
WPEN receive
* a*gallon
* of oil.
Port Promotes Program
PORT OF NEW YORK AUTHORITY is distributing a million match
folders promoting its two five-minute weekly programs on WOR,
Newark. The Port has also placed
large posters advertising the broadcasts at the entrances of bridges
and tunnels approaching New York.

Food Show Stunts
WHEN KPO-KGO, San Francisco,
exhibited at the Alameda County
Food Show in Oakland from March
30-April 6, the display had a "grocery store" theme, with the shelves
lined with pictures of well-known
personalities on food product radio
programs.
"clerk"
of the store
was
WintonThe Teel,
formerly
with
RCA. Each evening a salesman
from the KPO-KGO office was present and department heads, staff
members and talent put in their
appearance. The NBC stations
maintained a booth, 10 x 20 feet in
dimension. Photographs of microphone personalities were given
away, along with printed matter
and 1,000 copies of Fanfare magazine, agive away publication issued
by the Independent Grocers, which
contained
on KGO's
Informationa special
Please article
program.
*
* *
Guide for Visitors
FOR visitors to the city WCKY,
Cincinnati, has issued a vest-pocket
map of the downtown section showing principal stores, theatres, public buildings, state and national
routes, sight-seeing points and arrows indicating flow on the city's
complicated system of one-way
streets. The maps also incorporate
a welcoming letter from L. B. Wilson, president and general manager
of WCKY, Cincinnati, inviting visitors to tour the WCKY studios,
pictures of the studio and transmitter, and a list of other Cincinnati stations. The maps are distributed to guests by the Hotel
Gibson, home of WCKY, by the
Chamber of Commerce to convention groups and new residents of
the city, and by the station on request from listeners.
Boston Opener
TO THE trade WEEI, Boston, has
sent a bottle opener with the stencil of a local brewery. The opener
is fastened to a letterhead carrying a prose verse recalling "one
hot dayno last
summer"
WEEIbe
when
bottle
opener atcould
found to open cold drinks. The
message closes with the admonition, "Don't let this happen to you.
Keep the attached opener handy."

KMPC, Beverly
HiUs,with
Cal. —coverage,
16-page
illustrated
brochure
service and program data.
WOLF, ter-size
Syracuse,
N. Y. — Six-page
letfolder presenting
market and
coverage data, using a wolf's head
emblem and the slogan, "Watch that
KLZ.
Denver
IFasieline
!" — Cut-out brochure reprinting material in "Something Specific on Which to PutFeb.
Your15. Finger" ad
in Broadcasting,
WFBL,
Syracuse
— Folder describing
Musical Clock
contest.
WTAD. tratedQuincy,
III. —staffHeavily-illusbrochure with
and coverage facts.
KSEI,
Pocatello, listener
Ida. — Offset
folder containing
surveyprinted
data
highlighted by talent pictures.
KGNC.
Amarillo — Illustrated folder
for
listeners.
KFWB. Hollywood — Folders titled
"HEAR", with available programs and
other data ; also blotters.
KOA, cessDenver
stories. — Mailing piece with sucWAPI,
Ala. — Two-color
"license Birmingham,
to listen" certificate
granted
audience of Maury Farrell's Yawn
Patrol.
WROL. Knoxville, Tenn. — 16-page
pictorial brochure illustrating successtion. ful program promotions of the staKROC,
Rochester,
Minn.
— Souvenir
book for studio
visitors,
picturing
new
studios and personnel of the station.
NAB, Washington — Fifth study in the
NAB "Results From Radio" series of
promotional guides, covering an ice
cream retailer's success story.
KWYG, Sheridan, Wyo. — Brochure
combining
personnel, studio coverage
facilities statistics,
and testimonials.
KOA. Denver — Blue and orange folder citing nine brief proofs of sales
achievements.
WEEI, Boston- — Folder with account
of two residents of Martha's Vineyard
crop.
who phoned
WEEI's
weather
caster in Boston,
80 miles
away, forefor
advice before cutting their winter ice
WWL, tionalNew
Orleans, La.restaurant
— Promopiece incorporating
menus.
WRVA, Richmond, Va. — Monthly
booklet highlighting forthcoming programs and rotogravure promotional
piece endorsed by NAB.
KFRC,
Franciscomailing
— "The piece
Grocersin
Vote", aSanfour-page
red, white and black.

WHEN Johnny Jr., travelling representative of Philip Morris & Co., New
York (cigarettes), sponsors of the weekly Johnny Presents programs on
CBS and NBC, was in Phoenix recently, he dropped into the KOY studios
and dispensed cigarettes to the staff. Here they are (1 to r) with .Johnny:
Dan Cubberly, announcer; Marlene Ayres, vocalist; George Backus,
account executive; Roberta Bragdon, pianist; Blaine Menth, news editor;
Ashley Simms, continuity director; Bob Thompson, chief engineer;
Irene Leavitt, secretary to manager Fred Palmer; Mary Jane Wisnousky,
business secretary; Lucretia Grove, oflace secretary; Jack Williams, program director; John Gibbs, engineer and Joe Dana, chief announcer.
BROADCASTING
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you
2 "And
figure what
you aredoabout
to just miss?" asks the
Boss, petulantly splitting
an infinitive.

3 "I'm
figuring
you'll
makemaybe
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miss my chance to fit
radio into this year's sales
plans — like a new glove.
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. SPOT RADIO
._^„,
y°
life that works out 'he way
customers say,
bell-and your

ANY LENGTH

ANY WHERE

For any advertiser or agency executive who wants to see
how SPOT RADIO can meet his individual situation, we
shall be very glad to prepare a special outline.
EDWARD
PETRY
INCORPORATED

&

CO.

Representing leading Radio Stations throiigho/it the
L hi ited States — ind ividua Ily
Offices in: NEW YORK • CHfCAGO • SAN FRANCISCO
DETROIT ■ ST. LOUIS ■ LOS ANGELES
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NETWORK
people

listen

to

most

Full details, on how and why the NBC Red is America's First Network Buy, are contained
in the Peter Arno illustrated book " It's Not Done With Mirrors, " just in the mails. If you
didn't receive your copy, drop us a line right away and we'll send you one in a jiffy.
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
• A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE

BROADCASTING
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1400

ABOUT

CASH

Tobacco

LISTENERS

WROTE

THAT'HORSE

LAUGH

REGISTERS

Tags,

a

hill-billy group

RING
on

WRVA,

recently developed a new kind of "Horse Laugh"
which provoked sonne controversy. After using it they
asked the listeners if it should be continued. Over
1400 pieces

of nriail (207 fronn Richmond)

the ridiculous
majority.
The
to

moral

"laugh

"Horse

Laugh"

won

is that no aggressive

off"

the

same

degree

came

favor

by

advertiser
of

in, and
a large

will want

listener-interest

and listener-response which Virginia's only 50,000 watt
radio station provides. In addition, we exclusively
PAUL

H. RAYMER

CO.

National Representative
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO

broadcast both the Columbia and Mutual
in the rich Norfolk and Richmond markets.

UJRVA

''VIRGINIA'S

C. T. LUCY,

50.000

PREMIER

General

UJATTS

RADIO

STATION

programs
Manager

Station

Is Favored

For Atlantic City
First New Station Grant Since
Supreme Court Decision
INDICATING an apparent intention of granting new stations whei-e
applicants are deemed legally, technically and financially capable of
installing and operating them, and
overriding objections on "economic
injury"
grounds
in conformity
with
the recent
Supreme
Court decision
in the Sanders case [Broadcasting,
April 1], the FCC on April 4
adopted proposed findings recommending the grant of a new local
station in Atlantic City, N. J.
The proposed findings, tanta■ mount to ceptions
a arefinal
exfiled grant
within unless
20 days,
would grant 100 watts night and
250 day on 1420 kc. to the Nepttine
Broadcasting Corp. The Commission held that the Atlantic City
Press-Unio7i, which recently placed
the new local WBAB in operation,
had "failed to show that it has any
interests which will be adversely
affected." WBAB had intervened
in opposition to the grant, as had
WAZL, Hazleton, Pa., and WILM,
Wilmington, Del. The Commission
held the latter two stations would
not suffer objectionable interference by the grant.
The Neptune Broadcasting Corp.
has 11 stockholders, each owning
10 shares. They are P. Mortimer
Lewis, president, theater operator ;
Richard Endicott, vice-president,
manager of the Atlantic City Steel
Pier ; Adrian Phillips, hotel man ;
Ezra C. Bell, hotel man; John
Woulfe, hotel man; Samuel Morris,
attorney; Thomas Lawley, auto
service operator; Charles Rupp,
cleaning business ; Dr. Robei't
Grier; Benjamin Chew, radio engineer; Charles Harp, merchant.
The station would be Atlantic
City's second
The new
WBAB
went new
into local.
operation
last
Jan. 31. WPG, city-owned station,
had previously been authorized to
cease operation as a part-time clear
channel outlet, having been sold to
Arde Bulova and merged with his
WOV, New York, with which it
shared 1100 kc. WOV now operates
fulltime with 5,000 watts on 1100
kc.
Guild Looks to Radio
NEWSPAPER Guild of New York,
in view of the limited prospect of
permanent employment with metropolitan newspapers for the large
number of unemployed newspapermen on its list, is conducting a survey among radio stations in an endeavor to locate openings in the
publicity, continuity or news writing departments of New York stations. The radio committee, headed
by Michael Kantor, has already secured interviews with WEAF,
WOR, WABC, WMCA, WNEW
and WHN, along with promises of
cooperation from such agencies as
BBDO, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Young & Rubicam, Benton &
Bowles, Lord & Thomas and others.
The Guild hopes to complete the
survey by May 1.
RADIO script writing class taught
at the Ballard School, New York, by
Benjamin
Potts,extended
of IS^. AV.
Son, has been
for Ayer
another&
10 weeks, as of April 10, following
the request of the students, several of
whom have begun to sell scripts.
BROADCASTING

TECHNIQUES in dunking are
matched by Clellan Card, of WCCO,
Minneapolis, and Mrs. William Miller, of Fergus Falls, Minn., 220
miles away, at Card's third annual
Dunking Festival. Well over 2,000
loyal listeners jammed the Hotel
Nicollet ballroom at 6:45 a.m. to
enjoy the event. They consumed
1,000 quarts of coffee, 4,000 doughIt was
Card's 1,103d
broadcastnuts.under
sponsorship
of Northrup
King Seed Co. Mrs. Miller was
winner of the dunking competition.

In

Wahl Completes Plans
WAHL Co.. Chicago, on April 21
will start Take It or Leave It, a
quiz program featuring Bob Hawk
as m.c, on CBS in the interests of
Eversharp pens and pencils. Ray
Bloch's orchestra will furnish music for the program, heard Sundays, 10-10:30 p.m., with David
Ross as announcer. Idea for the
series is for each of seven contestants from the studio audience to
compete
"double
nothing"
winning the
initialor prize
of $1 after
with
his first correct answer. Contestant
may continue to answer questions
with the prizes doubling up to a
total of $64. Lost prizes go into a
jackpot for which all contestants
may
compete at the end of the proagency.
gram. Biow Co., New York, is
Transradio Press Adds
TRANSRADIO PRESS has announced the following new stations
subscribing to its news service : KHQ
and KGA. Spokane; WGST. Atlanta;
WLAW, Lawrence. Mass.; WIBX.
Utica, N. Y. ; WRTD, Richmond;
WSTP, Salisbury, N. C; WGBR,
Goldsboro. N. C. ; WOLF. Syracuse;
WHOP, Hopkinsville. Ky. ; WKEU.
(Jriffin, Ga. : WFTM, Ft. Myers, Fla. ;
CKRX. Rouvn. Que.; CKSO. Sudl)ury, Ont. ; CKA'D, Yal d'Or, Que.

Red Programs of NBC
Roiitecl Via Hollywood
REVERSING the former procedure
of routing all Red network programs fi-om San Francisco, NBC
on April 1 made Hollywood the
focal point for the West Coast.
Eastern network programs are now
being routed from Hollywood to
San Francisco, north and east.
They were formerly routed from
San Francisco to other points. Hollywood has been the focal point of
the NBC-Blue for the West Coast
for approximately two years.
Under the new setup, NBC has
added Harold Curtis as organist
for standbys and has made other
Hollywood staff ohanges. George
McMenamin has been promoted
from the maintenance staff to junior announcer and has changed
his name to George Emmet for
broadcasting purposes. David Lasley has switched from maintenance
to sales promotion, working under
Charles Brown, NBC Pacific Coast
sales promotion manager. Walter
Davison, formerly in sales promotion, has been made an account
executive, replacing Jack Stewart,
resigned.
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STATION ATTACKED
WEBC Object of Man Fearful

you

think

50,000

of:

WATTS

The greatest selling POWER in the South's greatest city
CBS AFFIIIATE . . . NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE ... THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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Of 'Death Ray'
A FORMER WPA worker is now
under medical observation after attempting to destroy the transmitting apparatus of WEBC, Duluth,
with a hatchet on April 4. The man,
Al Harris, 34, told police he believed a"ray of death" was driving
him to destruction and that he decided the only way to get rid of it
was to put WEBC off the air. Harris said he had written to President
Roosevelt and J. Edgar Hoover
about
death", but
had
receivedtheno "ray
reply.of Thinking
WEBC
to be Federal property, it was his
hope that by destroying it he would
bring Roosevelt and Hoover to Superior immediately to conduct an
investigation.
He admitted that earlier in the
evening he had cut an emergency
circuit on the transmitting radiator
and had
a "jolt".
The station was received
off the air
30 seconds
and
later signed off an hour early to
make repairs.
Scared by the jolt he received at
the transmitting plant, Harris returned to downtown Superior,
Wis.,cy transmitter
to destroy which
WEBC'shad emergenbeen in
use the past few days because of a
"glaze" storm. He had chopped his
way to an attic in the Telegram
building before police caught him,
after being summoned by the night
watchman. He had done no damage but had pulled numerous
switches. WEBC carries no program using a "death ray" theme.
Police attributed Harris' act to despondency over unemployment and
poor health.
CBC TO EISLARGE
STAFF ^^ ENGLAISD
TWO commentators and an engineer are to join R. T. Bowman,
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. special events chief, now in England,
it was announced April 5, and a
fifth man will be sent later to the
overseas unit of the CBC staff. Jay
Arthur and Gerry Wilmot, announcers, and A. E. Altherr, engineer, all of the Montreal CBC
staff, are sailing for England in
the near future. The sailing date
was not announced due to wartime precaution.
The addition of these men to the
CBC overseas unit is the result of
the visit to England and France of
E. L. Bushnell, CBC program chief,
who is expected back in Canada
soon. He received the full cooperation of the British Broadcasting
Corp. and the French national
broadcasting system to make programs available for Canadian soldiers in England and France.
The CBC overseas unit is in
England to carry three or four
Canadian broadcasts weekly to
Canadian troops there and in
France, and to broadcast three programs weekly from the Canadian
troops to Canada. A mobile unit is
to be established in England for
ths latter purpose, the unit piping
the broadcasts to BBC shortwave
transmitters directed at Canada.
On May 13 the CBC starts with cooperation of the Canadian Press, a
weekly Canadian Scrapbook for the
Canadian troops, giving them news,
interviews, sports, Canadian street
scenes and other broadcasts.
BROADCASTING

WILD AND WOOLY is this braintrust of WJR, WGAR and KMPC,
at a recent meeting at the Palm
Springs (Cal.) home of President
George A. (Dick) Richards (center), who is convalescing following
a long illness. At the left, gun in
hand apparently ready to pop the
first man who proposes another
daytime washboard di'ama, is John
Patt, vice-president of the stations
and general manager of WGAR.
The third dude desperado is Leo
Fitzpatrick, executive vice-president
dent ofatthe
WJR.operations who is resiCanada Election Sales
CANADIAN broadcasters netted
between $30,000 and $50,000 from
the recent Canadian federal and
Alberta provincial elections, held
March 26 and March 21, respectively, according to an unofficial
estimate. While no actual computation has been made of the actual
revenue, tabulations of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. show that
privately-owned broadcasting stations and one CBC station sold a
total of 929 hours to political parties for local and regional network
broadcasts. Largest amount of time
was taken
by the National
Government Conservative
Party with
484
hours, and second largest amount
by the Liberal Party, (which won
the election) with 347 hours. Eight
other parties accounted for the remaining 98 hours.
Perry Bill Killed
THE PERRY Bill, which would
have made it a larceny to record a
broadcast without permission of
the performers, died in committee
in the New York State Assembly
when the State Legislature adjourned March 30, after having
been passed without debate by the
Senate [Broadcasting, April 1].
Failure of the measure was
ascribed to the refusal of its proponents. National Association of
Performing Artists and American
Federation of Musicians, to cooperate with the broadcasters of New
York in working out a compromise
measure which would protect the
rights of the broadcasters as well
as those of the performers.
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by)

WEEI

weeks ago today Mr. Kussell, Boston fur merchant,

chose WEEPs

Caroline Cabot Shopping Service for his first

advertising venture on the air. Ever since that distant September day,
ten years ago, WEEI

and Caroline Cabot have been busy selling

Kussell Furs, season after season . . . for 554 consecutive weeks.
Mr. Kussell's continued use of WEEI

. . . the only Kussell

advertising . . . reflects a merchandising
sell soaps or sables, WEEI
too rich to exhaust. The
WEEI's

fact. Whether

advertisers

delivers a market too big to saturate,
5,000,000 New

Englanders who live in

32-county primary daytime area, and the billion and

a half dollars they spend each year at retail, comprise more people and
more dollars than are regularly delivered by any other Boston station.
Fifty-six percent of New

England dwells in WEEI-land ... in the

real Boston market of Metropolitan Boston PLUS
important outside counties. Only WEEI
And

only WEEI

Columbia s Friendly

by the Columbia

Nationally

schedule. WEEI

friendly voice in Boston". . . and New

WEEI
Operated

reaches them all.

brings them local programs of Columbia

caliber backlogged by the full CBS
"Columbia's

27 just-as-

by Radio

Broadcasting

Sales: New

York

is

England.

Voice

in Boston

System. Represented
• Chicago

• Detroit

St. Louis • Charlotte, North Carolina • Los Angeles • San Francisco
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Harry W. Witt Elected
Head of So. Cal. Group
HARRY W. WITT, CBS Southern
California sales manager, Hollywood, has been elected president of
the Southern California Broadcasters Assn. He succeeds Leo B. Tyson,
greneral manager of KMPC, Beverly
Hills, Cal. Calvin J. Smith, manager of KFAC, Los Angeles, secretary-treasurer of the association
last year, has been elevated to the
vice-presidency. Lawrence W. McDowell, commercial manager of
KFOX, Long Beach, Cal., has been
made secretary-treasurer. He formerly served as vice-president.
C. E. Arney Jr., formerly public
relations director of KMO-KJR, Seattle, recently appointed assistant
to Neville Miller, president of NAB,
was honored guest of the association at a cocktail party and reception April 5 in the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
CHARLES BOYA.JIAN Jr., an employee of WJBK, Detroit, is vicepresident and chief stockholder of Kokomo Broadcasting Co., which has applied to the FCC for a new 250-watt
station on 1420 kc. in Kokomo, Ind.
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MINSTREL messenger, traditionally made up with bm-nt cork and wearing floppy white gloves, delivers to Arthur Anderson of Marschalk &
Pratt an invitation to attend the opening broadcast of J. C. Flip-pen's
Celebrity Minstrels program heard on the NBC-Blue Network.
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week for senior producers.
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NBC Hollywood Accord
For Producers Reached
In New RGA Contract
CONTRACT CALLING for 100%
Guild shop and a five-day-week has
been signed by NBC Hollywood
executives and those of Radio Production Guild of America. Pact covering all staff producers guarantees
a minimum wage of $250 per
month for senior producers, with a
minimum for juniors starting at
$150 a month. All producers now
on the NBC Hollywood staff are
classified as seniors.
Contract also provides that all
producers not affected by minimum
wage scales shall receive an increase of approximately 15 Tc . Minimum scale for junior producers the
first six months is fixed at $150
monthly; $175 per month for the
second six months; $200 monthly
for the third six months, and $240
a month for the fourth six month
period. vanced
After
thatclassification
they will be with
adto senior
a minimum of $250 monthly.
All producers are to receive two
weeks' vacation with pay and either
two weeks' notice or severance pay
for that period in event they are
discharged. The majority of NBC
Hollywood
producers
are ascombination men, doing
writing
well as
producing.
Jurisdiction over the group was
turned over to Radio Writers Guild
by American Federation of Radio
Artists some time ago, but RWG
gave permission for the producers
to form their own independent organization. Robert Moss is president of RPGA.

story

Company

N.

DAK.

John

Blair

& Co.
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AFRA Denies Ban
REPORTS circulated on the West
Coast that AFRA is prohibiting
Hollywood transcription and production units from continuing production pending final settlement of
its transcription code are denied
by executives of Los Angeles chapter. AFRA stated that all companiesmake
or individuals
who so and
desire can
transcriptions
use AFRA members so long as
they pay the prevailing scale of not
less than $7.50 per side. AFRA it
was said, has given several Hollywood transcription and production
units protection against higher
scale in the face of the contemplated ited
code,timebut
is only number
for a limandthis
a limited
of
recordings. It is declared by AFRA
executives that all companies can
receive the same consideration by
submitting a written schedule, setting forth the exact number of programs and the period in which they
are to be completed.
AFRA Certified
NATIONAL Labor Relations
Board on tification
April
13 announced
cerof American
Federation
of Radio Artists, Cincinnati local
(AFL), asgaining
theagencysole
of collective
employesbarof
WCPO,
Cincinnati.
The appearing
certification covers
all employes
before the microphone professionbut excludes
The
actionally, was
based "hillbillies".
on a collective
bargaining election held March 15,
resulting in a count of 8 to 3 in
favor of the AFL union.
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SANDS

CF

TIME

We quote below WSM's "Grand Ole Opry" as
seen by the critical eyes of Time Magazine,

the only . . . the original "Grand Ole Opry" has
been turning millions of Southern people into

The New

millions of loyal WSM

York Times and the Nashville Times.

"A program many plain folk in the South
vastly prefer to Charlie McCarthy or Jack

tuned on WSM because the "Grand Ole Opry"
has taught Southern people the WSM habit.

Benny"

May

vated

. . . "Simple folk music that has capti
the nation." . . .

we suggest the wisdom of cashing in on
this habit?
A letter or post card will

"A popularity not hoped
for in the wildest dreams

bring complete information and case histories.

WSM
of its sponsors."
For 15 consecutive
this show

NO

listeners. Dials stay

years

NASHVILLE,
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National

. . . the one . . .
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PROGRAMS
Good Morning, Ladies
uctcond
Dialad, a program clie
SPONSORED
by the local Geier
jointlyN by100WGBF ntsandof Mattress Co., Good Morning, Mrs.
ed THA
MORE
W E 0 A, Evansville, Ind., Housewife,
new quiz show for
joined in a huge party recently
women, has started twice-weekly
- on WKRC, Cincinnati. Conducted
t
w's firsted
shom,
celebrating
and
crea anni
progra
versary. Thethe
by Virginia List, WKRC home
conducted by Madge Dalinghaus,
economist, the program features
formerly classified advertising manager of a local newspaper, caters questions on home-making, etiquette, table setting, child care
to small advertisers with limited
and general housekeeping informabudgets.
tion.
Three contestants, chosen
Commercials, with a minimum
from mail applications, appear on
of 20 and a maximum of 50 words, each
broadcast. The winner receives
are sold at a combination rate on
a
bed
and the other two a
the two stations on five quarter- pair ofspread
embroidered pillow slips.
hour programs daily. Two announc^ # 4:
ers, in addition to Mrs. Dalinghaus,
Reply to Reddy
who is known as "Madge, the Dialad Girl", participate on the shows,
Reddy Kilowatt charwhich are set to rapid music and USINGactertherecommended
by the NAB as
which occasionally introduce con- a vehicle for utility advertising on
tests for small prizes such as thea- the radio, the Florida Power Corp.
tre tickets. Starting with two quar- and local appliance dealers have
ter-hours daily only one year ago, started a new quiz show, Watt Is
the programs have been so suc- the Answer, on WSUN, St. Peterscessful that the present schedule
burg,
half-hour
feaof five daily became necessary to
turesFla.Dr. The
A. L.
Lewis show
as Prof.
accommodate advertisers' demands
Reddy Kilowatt and quizees selectfor "space" on the classified newsed from local civic and professional
paper of the *air. * *
groups. Winning teams receive
prizes of electrical appliances, with
What Do You Learn?
lighting fixtures awarded the losers
and certain ^audience members.
NEW children's quiz program,
The School Book, has been launched
Around the Loop
on KROW, Oakland, Gal. The program m.c. asks questions on sub- A PROGRAM presenting a picture
jects taught grade school pupils, of social and civic life in Chicago,
such as spelling, geography, his- titled It's Happening in Chicago,
has been started on WGN. Marvin
tory, literature and arithmetic.
Points are awarded for correct
Poynton and Molly Dearborn, of
answers, and prizes totaling $10 the station's dramatic staff, preare given during each program.
sent both in dramatized and inforThe program, released Fridays, at
mal style sketches and scenes of
4:30 p. m. (PST), originates in the town's activities. Unsung hethe station's San Francisco studios.
roes are selected from Chicago citiFrank Alberti presides over the
zenry who, although unnoticed by
the press, merit virtue, and their
program
as
"Professor
Ask-Em."
The show is sponsored by the Pari- heroic deeds * dramatized.
* *
sienne Bakery Co., San Francisco.
Contest Lineup
* * *
For and Against
KVOO, Tulsa, Okla., has started
BUILT around letters sent in by weekly quarter-hour resume of all
radio fans. Likes & Dislikes is con- local and national radio contests.
ducted Sunday evenings on WSGN,
The program, For Contestants
Birmingham, Ala., by Turner Jor- Only, gives full particulars and
dan, radio editor of the Birming- prize lists of contests and is conducted by Herb Lateau.
ham News. The program, an outgrowth of an agreement by Jordan
with his readers to reprint their
pro-and-con letters on radio fare,
presents brickbats as well as bouquets for local and network features and artists. Each week two
local radio figures, selected local
stations' personnel, appear on the
program and discuss with Jordan
the mail he has received about
RTFORD«CONN.<
them or their* programs.
3-Point
* *
Landing
How to Market
TO ASSIST women in selecting
fruits and vegetables CFCF, Montreal, has started a new daily procanSpotting
be an radio
exactbusiness
science.
Make a 3-point landing every
gram featuring Mrs. Marjorie
time
White, who visits the Montreal
for by< 1 > comparing
Programs, stations
<2 )
Wholesale Fruit & Vegetable TermCoverage,
(3)you Rate.
Hartford,WDRC.
get all In
inal each morning, and gives her
talk from the auction room of the
three — on
terminal in the presence of a capacity audience of wholesalers and
retailers who are warned of the
BASIC STATION OF
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTKM
broadcast by the ringing of a gong.
National RepresentaiUes
The program is sponsored by the
PAUl, H. RAYMER COMPANY
Montreal Wholesale Fruit & Vegetable Trade.
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News Quiz
QUIZ craze has invaded the city
news room, with a group of three
diflrerent news editors from Los Angeles newspapers and John Colbert,
station news editor, chosen each
week to participate in the half -hour
program, Copy Desk, on KFWB,
Hollywood. Frank Goss, station
commentator, acts as copy editor,
and hurls questions on current
headlines and history behind the
news at the participants. When
guest editors fail, Colbert attempts
to supply the answer. Questions are
phoned in by listeners. Goss also
picks headlines at random from
daily newspapers.
nounces the series. Lou Marcelle an* * *

California History
TO stimulate interest in California's romantic history, Your California recently was started on
KSFO, San Francisco. The broadcast embodies actual visits to the
communities mentioned in the series and the development of their
historic background by means of
dramatic interviews with the people who helped make their history. Tro Harper writes the continuity.
Hizzoner, the Mayor
NEW civic program, on KDYL,
Salt Lake City, brings Mayor Ab
Jenkins, noted racing driver and
auto-safety exponent, to the microphone to discuss his stewardship
of public affairs and to answer letters concerning municipal matters.
Listeners are invited to submit
questions on any phase of city government they would like the Mayor
to answer.
* *
Public Decorating
A NEW home participating program, Musicolor Clues, on CFRB,
Toronto, permits the listening audience participate in decorating a
home, colors being identified by
musical clues. Account was placed
by J. J. Gibbons Ltd., Toronto, under the direction of Radio Centre,
Toronto, for Lowe Bros. Co., Toronto, paint manufacturer.
* * *
For Window Box Fans
LISTENERS receive practical
hints on window-box gardening and
the care of cut flowers on the Garden Journal of the Air, twice-weekly program on WQXR, New York,
condticted by Wilbert Newgold, authority on soilless gardening.

ST.

FIRST hobby horse race ever broadcast on KOA, Denver, was carried late
in March on KOA's Who's in Denver Tonight, with Starr Yelland (left),
KOA announcer, calling on all his sportscasting talents to describe the
novel contest from the lobby of Denver's Cosmopolitan Hotel. The event
featured races between visiting chorines of Earl Carrol's Vanities and
members of the Phillips 66 Oilers basketball team, appearing in the
National AAU basketball tournament. The beauteous Vanities girls swept
the field, winning the first four places. Here a group of the Carrol
chorines are shown taking part in a special race among themselves.
High School Spellers
HIGH SCHOOL students are featured in a quiz show on KMOX, St.
Louis, Words in the News. The
program originates in the KMOX
Playhouse and is piped to KMBC,
Kansas City. Students define words
read by Blair MacPhail, m.c, and
receive prizes for correct definitions. Words are submitted by listeners.

Sports Retorts
SIX sports experts, divided into
two teams, attempt to answer sport
queries submitted by listeners to
Choose Up Sides heard on CBS
Sunday, 5-5:30 p. m. All accepted
questions entitle the sender to $2
with an additional $3 if it stumps
the experts. Best team score wins
$50. istHenry
UP columnis umpireMcLemore,
with Caswell
Adams
and Arthur Mann, sportswriters,
as permanent *captains
* ❖ of the teams.
You and We

Grocery Forfeits
CLAIMED as the first local quiz
show designed exclusively for women. Question Market started April
9 on WRC, Washington. Conducted
by Mary Mason, WRC-WMAL director of women's programs, the
weekly half-hour presents six women contestants selected from the
studio audience, each of whom is
given an assortment of groceries as
she takes her place at the microphone. Questions asked by Interrogator Mason are graded by products in each contestant's bag of
groceries. Wrong answers bring the
forfeit of some item. Contestant
missing the fewest questions wins
all the forfeited groceries.

Coast Sports Queries
SPORTS highlights and answers
to listeners'
are presented on Sportsquestions
Searchlight,
weekly
KPO, San Francisco, feature. Program is handled by Ira Blue, NBC
sportscaster, and Jimmy Coffis, former Stanford gridiron star.

quiz has
progi-am.
You Ask
—JEWISH
We Answer,
been started
on
WPEN, Philadelphia, by I. Rokeach
& Son, manufacturers of kosher food
products. Questions sent in by listeners are put to a group of newspapermen and a weekly guest, with
Z. H. Rubinstein as m.c. Two dollars is paid for usable questions of
Jewish interest, while failure of
the board of experts to answer
brings an extra $5 to the sender.
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PLATFORM

Keep American radio free as the press.
Maintain a system of free, competitive broadcasting, rendering public service without undue
restraint.
Build programs to provide the greatest good
for the greatest number.
Avoid political partisanship on the air.
Install radios in every home, classroom, office,
automobile, passenger train and airplane.
Keep pace with technical developments and
foster their commercial applications.
Third Degree
THE FCC has just written a new chapter to
a running story that might well be titled "Bureaucracy inAction". Its new application form
for standard broadcast stations (covering also
modifications of licenses of existing stations)
marks a new high in what is viewed in some
quarters as an all-front citisade to crack business.
We cannot fathom the FCC's object in propounding 42 pages of questions, some of which
border on the impossible, ridiculous — and possibly unlawful in the light of the Supreme
Court opinion in the Sanders Case which
seems to have stripped it of authority over
business and program operations. Right now
we hazard the prediction that the new form
requirements, if enforced, will discourage new
capital from entering radio and perhaps have
the effect of "deadlocking" development.
No one will protest the right of the licensing
authority to ascertain the citizenship, financial
responsibility, character and standing of new
station applicants. The law requires that the
FCC satisfy itself on these scores. Similarly,
the FCC's apparent aim of eliminating unnecessary hearings is all to the good. But
when it essays to eliminate all hearings, which
appears its intent, and grant licenses or modifications on a sort of correspondence school
basis (provided the applicant can pass the new
I. Q. test) there is room for question.
To answer its multifarious questions would
require a composite of Philadelphia lawyer,
clairvoyant, genealogist, certified public accountant and engineer. Some of the questions
are literally impossible to answer. Others are
utterly improper on their face. All in all, it
would take months for a group of men to get
together and provide the requested data covering financial and personal matters only.
Totally aside from questions relating to earnings of applicants during preceding years, litigation from traffic violations to divorce cases
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in which they may have been involved, relatives who may have been in radio, conversations they may have had about the radio project, and future arrangements they might make
if they get the station — aside from all these,
the application form is depressing.
In the Sanders case the Supreme Court
said flatly that Congress gives the FCC no
supervisory control of programs, business management or station policy. Yet the new form
requests a complete breakdown of proposed
service, both commercial and sustaining, together with percentages to be devoted to each.
And beyond that it wants the names and full
particulars about the citizenship, experience,
salaries and duties of each of the station's personnel. It wants to know about all conversations concerning network affiliations, and about
recorded programs to be broadcast.
How the FCC can reconcile this all-inclusive
fishing spree with the Supreme Court opinion,
or with its avowed policy of encouraging competition in broadcasting is beyond us. We
thought the FCC, in the light of the Sanders
case, would really become a super-traffic cop
of the ether. Instead, the first shot out of the
box following that ruling, it seems to strike at
every phase of private industry operation
which the court held was forbidden to it.
Pay as You Play
ANY TIME now ASCAP will begin "conversations" .with broadcasters on contract revisions
for the right to perform its music beginning
next January. Its transparent intent to shakedown the industry with a Dr. Jekyl-Mr. Hyde
formula already has been expounded profusely
to broadcasters from every angle.
The determination of the strongest segments
in the industry to stand behind Broadcast Music Inc. as the only ultimate salvation from
ASCAP and kindred licensing groups likewise
is established. Radio needs music — one of its
basic raw materials — but music needs radio
even more. Without radio performance, composer and publisher members of ASCAP will
become relics of a forgotten past, and a new
Tin Pan Alley, radio-affiliated, will thrive. This
is realized only too well by ASCAP's composers,
by band-leaders and by the whole realm of
music which relies upon radio as its breadwinner.
Sound and logical reasoning is all that is
necessary. Realizing this, as well as the determination of the industry to stick together and
fight it out, ASCAP cannot long continue its
high-handedness. It proposes clearance at the
source, but upon terms that are outrageous.

Why should it not cari^y its proposals one step
farther and deal on a "per-use" basis whereby
stations, networks and even non-radio users
pay as they play? A price denominator can be
reached, and a method of apportioning the
cost can be evolved. It is the sound business
basis for which there is precedent in every industry. It would eliminate the onerous and
virtually outlawed privilege tax. It makes
sense.
ASCAP claims its music is so superior as to
be indispensable; that it has the "artists" and
the "creative genius". We concur that it has
something radio wants. Thus, if it is so certain of its ground, it wouldn't even take a
gambler's chance if it negotiated the "payas-you-play" formula, and set its price.
Day by day ASCAP is learning that BMI
is not a mirage. Whether ASCAP deals or
not there will be a radio-owned music reservoir; that much appears certain. Whether
ASCAP music (or what may be left of it) is
performed by radio after 1940 depends upon
the vrillingness of that pool to deal in practicalities. Otherwise, it writes its own radio
death warrant.
Consumer

Control

AS IF INDUSTRY were not beset with enough
troubles, new consumer movements gain momentum whose more radical protagonists
would make of American business a sort of
reverse-order guinea pig, with advertising,
whatever the medium, as the first-line target.
The fallacy of the philosophy espoused by
certain elements in these pressure groups is
only too well known to industry. Their prime
movers are often of the same breed who
brought on prohibition, and who have tried to
get a toehold on demon-nicotine. And, as in
all such movements, respectable elements, of
sincere conviction, are somehow sucked in.
The Second Annual Institute for Consumer
Education in Columbia, Mo. early this month
is an apt illustration of the fusion of the
wild-eyed and the rational but perhaps all-toonaive groups who feel that evils lurk everywhere in merchandising, retailing and advertising methods. As always, the "chamber of
horrors" citations were trooped out to prove
that the public is being mulcted by fraudulent
advertising, overpriced merchandise and extravagant claims.
At the Columbia sessions, I'adio advertising
was spared sharp criticism in contrast to the
assaults on other media and on advertising
generally. But the meeting is indicative of a
trend which, if permitted to spread, can harass
and even undermine the most legitimate
merchandising and marketing methods. That
such a campaign inevitably would depress
business and increase unemployment apparently does not deter professional reformers.
Radio is the most intimate of all advertising
media. By and large it has been subjected to
little public criticism of late because there has
developed a warmth in the relationship of the
medium and the public. The fact that the consumer groups are giving radio only a light
once-over should not blind the industry to the
ultimate goal of their more radical (usually
most active) elements. Radio is doing a respectable job of keeping its commercials in
line. It also should concentrate on the task of
keeping its audience satisfied in the face of
any possible offensive by any minority rallied
under the consumer-movement banner.
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ROBERTSON

YEARS ago Harold Robertson Carson reversed the slogan
of a century ago which admonished
young men to go West. Like a
strong gale, his United Broadcast
Sales swept into Canada's conservative and moneyed East to change
indirectly the complexion of the
Dominion's broadcasting industry.
His aggressive young men soon
proved the rumors which for some
years had circulated in Eastern
Canada that broadcasting in Western Canada was of a different calibre from that of the staid East.
And broadcasting has not been the
same in eastern Canada since the
arrival of Harold Carson, today
president of All-Canada Radio Facilities Ltd., and his young men.
Due consideration was paid Harold
Carson for his achievements in the
broadcasting industry when he was
elected a director of the Canadian
Association of Broadcasters at its
recent convention in Montreal.
Harold Carson's move to Eastern Canada was a logical one in the
sequence of events which have
taken him up the ladder of Canadian radio. Like many others, he
came into broadcasting as a sideline. He owned a wholesale automotive supply business in Lethbridge. Alberta. It is still in operation under his own name, though
he has no connection with it now.
He sold batteries and radio receivers as well as automotive supplies,
and decided to push the sales of his
batteries with radio advertising.
That was in 1924. To do the job
properly he bought the 15-watt
station CJOC in Lethbridge, which
was then on the air only a few hours
daily. He rebuilt the station, put it
on the air for longer periods, and
the sales of his batteries, radios
and automotive supplies increased.
Two years later he had bought
an interest in another automotive
supply house in Calgary — Taylor,
Pearson & Carson Ltd., of which he
is now president. He decided to apply the same principle of radio advertising to his new company and
bought into CFAC, Calgary. The
next few years saw the addition of
CJCA, Edmonton;
CJAT, Trail,
BROADCASTING
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lhA40T^XtVNOTES
KEN CARPENTER, for several years
sales manager of NBC-Chicago, and
for the last year Central Division
sales manager of the Blue network, has
resigned, announcing no further plan.
PETER LYMAN, production man of
KOMO-KJR, Seattle, has been promoted to public relations director, succeeding C. B. Arney Jr., who joined
the NAB
AprilMiller.
1 as assistant to President Neville
WILLIAM A. CLARKE, NBC manager of technical services in New
York, was in San Francisco early in
April for a series of conferences with
KPO-KGO General Manager Al Nelson and Curtis Peck, KPO-KGO chief
engineer, in connection with the proposed new NBC building there.
DAVID r. CROSIER, formerly of
World Broadcasting System, and previously with Hearst Radio and Pedlar
& Ryan, New York, has been named
sales manager of Associated Music
Publishers recording studios. New
York. He succeeds Tom Neely, now
with the television sales staff of RCA
Mfg. Co.
MRS. EDYTHE FERN MELROSE,
recently manager of WJW, Akron, has
been
troit. named manager of WMBC, DeFRANK BOWES, advertising manager of WBZ-WBZA, Boston and
Springfield, has entered a hospital with
an eye infection.
WARD HABTMAN, new to radio,
has joined the sales staff of WBOK,
Rockford, 111.

B. C, and CKCK, Regina, Sask.
His interest in these newspaperowned stations centered in their
operation.
With a number of stations to operate, Carson found a new problem
in the use of recordings and transcriptions. Transcribed shows were
needed to sell to the growing number of advertisers on his stations.
If he could get the Western Canada
rights to transcribed shows, he
could use them not only on his own Facilities Ltd. now represents 28
stations, but also sell them to other of Canada's 73 privately-owned
stations. Thus he expanded to be- broadcasters; holds exclusive Cacome atranscription sales office for
nadian rights on major transcripsuch Hollywood producers as C. C.
tion shows and script services produced
in the United States; and
Pyle, C. P. MacGregor, Lou Winston, and H. L. Earnshaw.
works closely with the CarsonThe successful operation of the owned or managed stations in weststations he was managing on a
ern Canada, to which have been
part-ownership basis came to the added in eastern Canada CKOC,
ears of the Manitoba Provincial
Ont., and CJCS, StratGovernment, which for many years Hamilton,
ford, Ont.
It
took
a
man of courageous ideas
enjoyed a monopoly on broadcasting through its two Manitoba Gov- and business acumen to build this
ernment Telephone System stations, Canada-wide organization which today is the largest aside from the
CKY, Winnipeg, and CKX, Brandon. Carson was asked to take over Government-owned Canadian Broadthe commercial operation of the
casting Corp. Close to 200 men and
two stations, although he could not
are today in Carson's emwomen
buy a share in their ownership.
inhis his radio
ploy in cluding
owned enterprises,
and managed
Until 1937 CKY was the most powerful station in Canada with 15,000 stations and his transcription sales
watts.
and station representation offices in
With this string of seven sta- Calgary, Vancouver, Winnipeg, Totions Carson found he could advanronto and Montreal.
Harold Carson is big, not only
tageously place national advertising on all his stations individually physically (he stands 6 feet in his
and as a group. If he could do that stocking feet, weighs 220 pounds)
for these stations, why not for but also in every other characterisother stations in Western markets
tic. He is generous to a fault. He
his stations did not touch? He had
will
have any "yes men" around
the shows to sell advertisers and him, not
but prefers to argue problems
he had his station-selling organiza- with his assistants. He will take
tion.
their viewpoint and decision if he
The next step was station repre- can be shown the merit of their
sentation. He came to Eastern Can- argument. He will frequently defer
ada and merged his United Broad- to their judgm.ent. He has been
cast Sales with a somewhat simi- known to give men in his organization asecond chance if he feels that
lar organization known as All-Canada Broadcasting System, owned
they can stage a comeback.
He does not make flash decisions
by the radio division of the grain
merchandising organization of to spring on his right-hand men —
James Richardson & Son, WinniFrank H. Elphicke, CJCA, Edmonpeg, operators of CJRC, Winnipeg;
ton, and Guy F. Herbert, All-CanRadio Facilities, Toronto — but
CJRM, Regina, and CJGX, York- will ada
discuss
matters of policy with
ton, Sask.
them
before
coming to a decision.
The resultant All-Canada Radio
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T. F. (Ted) ALLEN, formerly with
NBC. and more recently commercial
manager of WGNY, Newburgh, N. Y.,
has succeeded G. S. (Pete) Wasser
as manager of WQDM St. Albans, Vt.
N. ELLIOTT STUCKEL, for nine
years with
has been
named
director of the CBS,
promotion
division
of Fox
Feature Syndicate, according to an
announcement by Victor S. Fox, president. Mr. Stuckel will handle radio,
newspaper and merchandising contacts.
GEORGE MATEYO, formerly of the
sales promotion department of WOR,
Newark, on April 1 joined CBS as
assistant to Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS
research director. Horatio Locke succeeds Mr. Mateyo at WOR.
O. L. (Ted) TAYLOR, director of
KGNC, Amarillo, Tex., is the father
of a boy born AprU 1.
MERRILL BUNNELL, sales manager of KLO, Ogden, Utah, has been
elected president of the Ogden Advertising & Sales Club.
A. J. MOSBY, manager of KGVO,
Missoula, Mont., has been appointed to
the board of directors of the 75th anniversary celebration of the founding
of the city of Missoula, which is to
feature a five-mile parade depicting
development of the community.
JOHN M. SAYRE. formerly of the
sales staff of WINS, New York, has
joined the sales department of WNEW,
New York.
PAUL MERRILL has been named
manager of KGLU, Safford, Ariz.,
succeeding John Merino.
ROY WITMER, NBC New York
vice-president in charge of sales, was
in Hollywood during early April for
conferences with Sydney Dixon, the
network's western division sales manager.
BOB SCOTT, new to radio, joined
the sales staff of KROY, Sacramento,
April 1.
He has a knack of being able to pick
and train aggressive young men,
and he does not hesitate to shift
them where he thinks they will do
the most good. He is quiet spoken,
moves main quietly,
and prefers
to his
rein the background,
letting
young men have the limelight. He
believes in doing as good a job for
the stations he represents as he
would for the stations he owns.
Harold Carson was born in Miami, Manitoba, a long way north
of the Florida resort center on Feb.
27, 1895. He went to school in Calgary where his parents moved when
he was three years old, and to exclusive St. Andrew's College at Toronto. When war was declared in
1914 he immediately joined the
colors, served in France as a flight
lieutenant with the 32d squadron
where he met Frank M. Squires
with whom he is now associated in
CJCS, Stratford, Ont. In 1918 he
was sent to Texas to help train
United States airmen. He was married in 1925, has one son Dick, 11,
who wants to be a pilot or an airplane designer.
Harold Carson's spare time is
taken up with his many interests
in radio and the automotive supply
industries. He finds time to play
golf, when the weather permits —
otherwise,
bridge. and
He is
erate air traveler
as an
suchinvetone
of the main
Canada's Government owned
- users oftranscontinental
airway. He had expected to move
to Eastern Canada when he moved
his organization east in 1936, but
instead divides his time between
Eastern and Western Canada, his
home address being Calgary, where
he
is a member of the Ranchmen's
Club.
April 15, 1940
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MARCELLUS M. MURDOCK, general manager of KFH and publisher
of the Wichita Eagle, has been named
chairman of the Kansas Day Dinner
to be held May 1 at the Willard Hotel.
Washington, during the national meeting of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce.
He also has been selected by the Kansas Council to represent the State at
the dinner meeting of the Chamber.
THOMAS B. CAMPBELL of the
NBC station relations department and
Jane Elizabeth Bigelow of Maplewood,
N. J., have announced their engagement.

C. R. (Duke) RICHARDSON, manager of WDAN, Danville. 111., on
April 3 spoke before the Purdue U Radio Guild on "The Independent CommercialMr.
Station"'.
In preparation
for
his address.
Richardson
sent question aires to a number of station managers to get their views on station
operation so that a complete picture,
covering many ideas, could he presented to the assembly.
JIM VINCENT CERNEY, formerly
of WHK-WCLE, Cleveland, has
joined WING. Dayton, in charge of
promotion and merchandising.
LINCOLN DELLAR, manager of
KSFO, San Francisco, recently was
appointed to the freedom of speech division of the executive committee in
charge of American Citizenship Week
activities,
to be observed April 29-May
5.
GORDON OWEN, for five years on
the commercial staff of KSL, Salt
Lake City, and more recently San
Francisco manager of Walter Biddick
Co., station representatives, has been
appointed account executive on the
CBS sales force in San Francisco.
GARD WALLACE has joined WTOL,
Toledo, O., as special account representative. He wiU concentrate on demeticsveloping
accounts.programs for food and cosA. S. BYERS, formerly of TracyLocke-Dawson, New York, has joined
KMPC. Beverly Hills, Cal., as chief
accountant.
SAMUEL H. COOK, president of
WFBL, Syracuse, has been elected
president of the Syracuse Chamber of
Commerce, the first radio executive to
hold the post.
LESTER W. LINDOW. commercial
manager of WCAE, Pittsburgh, has
been appointed acting manager of
WFBM, Indianapolis, taking a leave
of absence from his Pittsburgh post.
25%

JACK COWDEN of the CBS sales
promotion staff in New York, on April
•5 left to become sales promotion director of KSFO, San Francisco, effective April 1.5.
LEO BOULETTE, formerly of the
WLS, Chicago, production staff, has
joined WDAN, Danville, 111., as prodirector and head of the station's
artist gram
bureau.
GOMER BATH, assistant to the manager of WMBD, Peoria, 111., on
March 23 married Dorothy Maddox.
WEBLEY EDWARDS, vice president
of the Hawaiian Broadcasting System (KGMB-KHBC), Honolulu and
Hilo, was on a business trip to the
Pacific Coast early in April. In San
Francisco he conferred with Lindsay
Spight. Pacific Coast manager of .John
Blair & Co., station reps and CBS and
Mutual network officials.
WAYNE STEFFNER, formerly with
McCann-Erickson, San Francisco, recently was added to the sales force of
KSFO. San Francisco.
JOE RIES, education director of
WLW, Cincinnati, was to leave April
15 for New York to take charge of
Crosley
World's exhibit
Fair.
He
will activities
manage atthetheCrosley
and act as narrator on the daily WLW
fair pickup. This Is the Fair.
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EFFAY BEYNON
ROLES in dramatic skits gave
Effay Beynon her radio start on
WROK, Rockford, 111., in 1933. She
left the station in 1937 to join the
continuity staff of WJJD, Chicago,
returning to WROK a year later
and receiving the title of continuity head and
of women'sat
activities.
She director
did her studying
Rockford College and Wisconsin U.
In private life she is Mrs. William
Conner.
Harry C. Wilder Jr.
HARRY C. WILDER Jr., 21-vearold son of Col. Harry C. Wilder,
president of WSYR, Syracuse, and
owner of several other stations, was
instantly killed April 8 in an auto
accident near Melbourne, Fla. He
had been vacationing with his
grandfather, Mark S. Wilder, at
Veto Beach and was returning
from Melbourne shortly after 1
a. m. when his car crashed into a
produce truck. He had attended
Amherst College for two years. Besides his parents, he is survived by
a sister, Nancy, and his grandfather. Funeral services were held
April 11 in Syracuse.
Clarence H. Taubel
CLARENCE H. TAUBEL, 48, pioneer in Philadelphia broadcasting,
died March 29 at his home after a
long illness. A keen radio enthusiast while a real estate operator, he
acquired WPEN and WRAX, a foreign-language later merged
with WPEN, which station
he sold several
years ago to the late John Iraci
and which is now owned by Arde
Bulova. He was forced to give up
radio and all his other business activities because of illness shortly
after purchasing the stations. He
is survived by his wife, daughter
and his mother and father. Funeral
services were held April 1 in Philadelphia.
J. Jay O'Brien
J. JAY O'BRIEN, New York
sportsman and broker, and principal owner of WJNO, W. Palm
Beach, Fla., died at his Palm Beach
home April o of a heart attack.
Mr. O'Brien owned two-thirds of
the stock in the station, control of
which he acquired in 1937.

BROADCASTING

CHARLES E. BUSH Jr.. formerly in
the continuity
department
ND of KTUL.
EH
Tulsa,B
Okla.,
andIKCMO. Kansas City,
has been named program and production manager of KPAC, Port Arthur,
Tex. Jack Alexander, formerly anTulsa,
the KPACnouncer of KOME,
announcing
staff.has "joined
STUART L. BRAUER. former radio
comedian, has been named director of
the WRVA, Richmond, Artists Service. Olin Adams has been appointed
to the music department.
CHARLES McNULTY, WDBJ continuity writer, is to marrv Louise
Glenn May 18.
THREE STAFF MEMBERS of
NBC-Chicago became fathers on the
same day, March 29. Garry (Morfit)
Moore, m.c. of Club Matinee and Beat
the Band, a boy, named .lohu Mason;
Floyd Holm, singer, a girl, named
Patricia Lynn ; George Bolas of the
Sales promotion department, a boy,
named Bruce.
IRA AVERY, WRVA, Richmond, special events announcer, is preparing a
book on pipe collecting for tentative
fall publication.
ROBERT BOYD, formerly of KDB.
Santa Barbara. Cal.. has been added
to the staff of KDON, Monterey. Cal.,
as announcer-technician.
PAUL PATRICK KENNEDY, radio
editor of the Cincinnati Post, on April
6 married Miss Martha Combs of Cincinnati, national publicity director of
Kappa Kappa Gamma.
BOB NASH, previously with several
Midwest stations, has joined WING,
Dayton, O., as sportscaster.
RUTH ELSON CLARK formerly of
WWNC, Asheville, N. C, and the Tom
Fizdale publicity organization, has
joined the staff of WSUN. St. Petersburg,
handling feminine commentariesFla.,
and dramatics.
BUD JACKSON, former KWOS, Jefferson City, Mo., sportscaster. has
joined KVOO, Tulsa. Ken Miller,
KVOO news editor, has announced his
candidacy for the Tulsa school board.
JOHN E. REILLY, program director
of WMEX. Boston, and Vivienne
Cocca are to be married April 20.
JANE BROOKS formerly of the
traffic department
WCHY,WRTD,
Charlottesville, Ya.. hasof joined
Richmond, as continuity director. She
succeeds Conrad Rianhard Jr., now
night service manager of WRTD.
JIMMY BARBER, program director
of KGVO, Missoula, Mont., has been
appointed to the artists committee of
the Missoula Community Concerts
Assn., now
conducting its annual membership drive.
CLARK DAWSON, formerly of WOC,
Davenport,nouncingla.,
joined Missoula,
the anstaff ofhasKGYO,
Mont.
BILL ARMS, director of the Fort
Worth Footlight Club, has joined the
announcing staff of KGKO. Fort
Worth.
TED MALONE, conductor of the
weekly Pilgrimage of Poetry programs
on NBC-Blue, has been named poetry
editor of Good Housekeeping Magazine.
His
theMayBookends"
columnfirst
will "Between
appear in the
issue.
JACK SLOCUM, of the CBS sports
staff, is assisting Mel Allen on this
year's broadcasts of the Giant and
Yankee home games on WABC. New
York, sponsored by Camel cigarettes.
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GRAVY, very real, was sent in
bottles to Canadian agencies by
Fin Hollinger, commercial director
of CJLS, Yarmouth, Nova Scotia,
who filled the bottles personally
with "a sample of what CJLS
means to any advertiser reaching
out for maritime sales".
WILLIAM ADAMS, formerly directorfornia
of public
relations offorCommerce,
the CaliState Chamber
has joined the special events department of KSFO, San Francisco.
LARRY PAYNE, program director of
WTOL. Toledo. O., is the father of a
girl born April 3.
MARSHALL DANE, formerly of
WIP, Philadelphia.^ and WBAL. Baltimore, on April 1 joined the announcing staff of WOR, Newark.
.TOHN LAGEMANN of Ben Sonnenberg's public relations office. New York,
and formerly of CBS, is writing continuity for The Telephone Hour, institutional Bell Telephone System program
which starts April 29 on NBCRed.
CHICK VINCENT. CBS director of
the Life Can Be Beautiful series, sponsored by Procter & Gamble Co., on
March 27 became the father of a boy.
CHARLES JONES, continuity editor
of KOY. Phoenix, has resigned to join
KTMS. Santa Barbara. Cal., in a
similar capacity. Ashley Simms, formerly on the KOY announcing staff,
replaces .Tones, with .limmy Hayes as
his assistant. Dan Cubberly. formerly
of KLO. Ogden. Utah, has joined
KOY as announcer.
EDDIE RUBIN, for eight years in the
publicitypointeddepartment,
has been
apradio contacts director
of RKO
Radio Pictures Inc.. Hollywood.
JIMMY FIDLER. Hollywood film
commentator, sponsored five times
weekly on 43 CBS stations by Procter
& Gamble Co. (Drene). is disbanding
his radio staff of five until next fall
when he resumes broadcasting under
new sponsorship. His contract with P.
& G. expires April 23.
FRANCES SCULLY. NBC Hollywood fashion editor, with .Toy Storm,
announcer, assisting, has started a
weekly quarter-hour NBC-Pacific Blue
Blue network commentary program,
Speaking of Glamour.
LEONARD VANDERSON, business
manager of Benny Goodman, and
Martha Tilton. Hollywood radio singer,
were married March 31 in Glendale,
Cal.
EDDIE PAUL. Hollywood conductor
of the weekly NBC Rudy Vallee Show,
sponsored by National Dairy Products
Corp., has been selected by Scientific
Films, that city, to score and conduct
music for all its short features.
MAURIE WEBSTER. CBS Hollywood announcer, and .Tudith Russell
will be married April 18 in Los Angeles.
BROADCASTING

ALAN SCOTT, news commentator of
WCAU, Philadelphia, has resigned
effective April 29. Scott was also diI'ector of public relations of the station.
CLARENCE MOORE, KOA, Denver,
program director, represented radio as
a panel member in the Rocky Mountain Regional Study Conference held
in that city April 12-l.S under auspices
of the Progressive Educational Assn.
JACK WOLEVER of the production
staff of KTHS. Hot Springs. Ark., has
joined the new KWFC, Hot Springs,
as program director. The station, managed and half-owned by Howard Shuman, will start operating about .Tune 1.
STUART HANNON. formerly production manager of KFPY. Spokane.
Wash., has joined the continuity staff
of KOIN-KALE, Portland, Ore.
BOB KLIMENT. soortscaster of
WEBR, Buffalo, N. Y.. has joined the
public relations department of the
Buffalo Bisons International League
baseball club.
JACK LELLMAN. formerly of
WXYZ. Detroit, has joined the announcing staff of KDAL, Duluth.
DICK NOBLE, announcer of WIBC.
Indianapolis, is the father of a boy
born late in March.
CARL WEININGER. for the last five
years on the music staff of KOA. Denver, has resigned and moved to Hollywood, where he plans to enter motion
picture work.
HENRY FISHER, program director
of WDZ. Tuscola. 111., is the father of
a girl born March 17.
RAMONA BEGERE. formerly KYA.
San Francisco, writer-producer and
commentator, has joined Homer Griffith Radio Productions. Hollywood, as
writer-producer.
CONRAD N.\GEL. Hollywood director of the CBS Sih^er Theatre, sponsored by International Silver Co.. has
been signed for a feature part in the
forthcoming Paramount film. "I Want
aTOM
Divorce".
MOORE, new announcer of
WBBM-CP.S. Chicago, is replacing
Tom Bartlett on the Miasii.'! Goes to
Market and Meet the Missus shows
while Bartlett vacations in Mexico
for three weeks.
TOR TORLAND. formerly of KVI.
Tacoma. has joined the announcing
staff of KOA. Denver.
RAY HUNT, formerly of the KMOX.
St. Louis announcing staff, has joined
WMBD. Peoria.
DON GORDON, announcer of
WBBM-CBS. Chicago, is back at his
desk following
tack of quinsy. an illness due to an atHURLEY GREEN, formerly of WDZ.
Tuscola. 111.,
joined the
entertainment staffhas
of WDAN,
Danville.
111.
JACK BRICKHOTJSE. for six years
sports editor of WMBD. Peoria, was
to join the WGN. Chicago, sports staff
April 15.
STAN THOMPSON, assistant program director of WBBM. Chicago, has
returned to his desk following a twomonth illness. Bob Cunningham, who
filled in for Thompson during that
period, will remain as his assistant.
HARRY RIDGLEY, formerly a freelance actor who has appeared on a
number of MBS productions, has
joinedannouncer.
WDAN. Danville, 111., as fulltime
WALTER KEIL. formerly of the Orlando fFla.) Morning Sentinel, has
joined KICA, Clovis. N. M.. as news
editor. Fay Ljungdahl, of WIBW,
Topeka, and J. D. Eubanks, of KGGM,
Albuquerque, have joined the KICA
announcing staff.
JOE CONNELLY, in charge of publicity at WFIL, Philadelphia, for
five years, resigned April 13 to join
WCAU, Philadelphia, in charge of
special events and sales promotion.
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HOWARD GRAHAM
President and General Manager
o/ the Howard Graham Company,
Inc., Home Furnishers. Mr. Grahammysays,business,
"Radio advertising
has
made
W MC deserves
full credit
for (1 wonderful
fob of
results produced."
Imagine it! Nine years of radio
advertising over one station
exclusively. During this time.
Howardconstituted
Graham's approximately
program over
WMC
90% of his entire advertising
budget! Each year the business
has increased.
Here is a story that bears repeating— and emulating — for
profit.

• THE CURRENT HOWARD GRAHAM radio show features a board of experls, comprised of leading Memphis personalities, who answer questions submitted by the radio audience. Vouchers for merchandise are presented for each
question used. The voucher is doubled when the expert is stumped.
5,000 WATTS DAY
1,000 WATTS NIGHT

MEMPHIS
NBC RED NETWORK

WMC
Owned and operated by

THE
National

COMMERCIAL

APPEAL

"^/le South's Qreatest Mewspaper"
Representative:
THE BRANHAM

CO.

*
MEMBER OF SOUTH CENTRAL QUALITY NETWORK
WMC— MEMPHIS
KWKH-KTBS— SHREVEPORT
KARK— LITTLE ROCK
WSMB— NEW ORLEANS
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WOODROW HATTIC. director of
the agricultural department of WWL.
New Orleans, was unanimously voted
a degree to be presented during the
11th annual Future Farmers of
America Convention, to be held in
Baton Rouge
8-11.first
one inofradio
five
Louisiana
men July
and the
to get one of the annual degrees.
Hattic was cited for his work in dethe "WWL Dixie's EarJy Ediiion farm velopingprogram.
LAWRENCE MENKIN, free lance
writer-director recently with several
network programs, has joined WARM.
Scranton, Pa., to produce a series of
new programs with local talent.
CORINNE JORDAN, program director of KSTP. St. Paul, has been
named sole nominee of the Advertising Club of Minneapolis for the
Joseph Snapp Award made annual by
the Women's
Advertisingto Club
of Chicago for contribution
advertising.
The nomination is based on her work
in proving radio could be used successfully for retail stores, as shown
by six years on behalf of Montgomery
Ward's store in the Twin Cities.
STERLING T. COUCH. WDRC.
Hartford, educational director, and
Mrs. Couch, celebrated their 26th
wedding anniversary April 8-

Show

Goes On

NO RADIO technician is Ed
Allen, announcer of WGN,
Chicago, but he has worked
on remotes so often that he
can handle any phase. The
other night he was to announce a program of dance
music being picked up for
MBS. When sign-on time
came, no engineer showed
up. Allen
the control boardtook
and over
handled
not
only the announcing but the
engineering stint for 15 minutes until the engineer, who
had been unavoidably detained, put in an appearance.
AXEL GRUENBERG. for the last
year a member of the NBC-Chicago
production staff, and formerly of
WWJ. Detroit, has resigned to start
free lance directing in New York.
RUSSELL STEWART has succeeded
Glenn Shaw, production manager, as
chief
City. announcer of KSL. Salt Lake

BOB LYLE. son of Robert Finch,
St. Louis
Cardinal's
will
aid France
Laux invice-president,
play-by-play
broadcasts on KMOX from SportsHe five
joined
sis
months man's
agoPark.after
yearsKMOX
of sports
announcing in Texas and St. Louis.
KEN HIGGINS, formerly writerproducer of the old KEHE, Los Angeles, has joined KFI-KECA, that
city, as announcer.
JAMES COSTELLO, formerly of the
NBC program department, has joined
the MBS publicity department where
he will start a new educational bulletm service for schools and educational
organizations, under direction of Lester Gottlieb, MBS publicity director.
BILL ACKERMAN. noted Cleveland
sportsman
of thea Sportsmen Guide,andis editor
conducting
weekly
quarter-hour program on MBS to give
listeners up-to-the-minute data on fishing and hunting.
JOHN RIDER. HoUywood writer, has
joined the Hollywood staff of McKee
& Albright,
to for
do research
historical stories
the NBCintoRudy
VaUee Show, sponsored by National
Dairy Products Corp., (Sealtest). The
weekly program will be shifted to New
York in .June for two months or more.

HOW to win votes and influence
constituents, says Dale Carnegie
(right), author and personality exploiter, is to sell via microphone.
The man who is going to be elected
President, he said in an interview
on KFJM, Grand Forks, N. D., is
the man who is the best salesman in
front of the microphone. Dalton Le
Masurier, KFJM general manager,
interviewed the personality king on
the Home Town Reporter, of Regan Bakeries, Minneapolis.

JOHN WALD and Don Forbes,
Hollywood commentators on the NBCPacific Red network program, Richfield Reporter, sponsored by Richfield
Oil Co.. Los Angeles, have been named
honorary
lieutenant
of Arizona by Gov.
Robert governors
Jones. Wald
and
Forbes
became
lieutenant
governors
No. 3 and 4. The other two are Olson
*Do you know fhaf Toronto
and Johnson,
stars
"Helzapoppin",
is only 485 MILES FROM
who
took
officeNBC
whenofnetwork
they were
featured on an
program
NEW YORK, only 506
from
Hollywood.
MILES FROM CHICAGO
BRUCE HAMILTON CHICK has renouncer.joined CKLW, Windsor, Ont., as anDEAN MADDUX, free-lance m.c. and
baseball broadcaster on KROW, Oakland, Cal., has been signed by Supreme
Pictures in Hollywood to appear in a
series of Western filrris.
LEWer, hasCROSBY,
Hollywood
announcbeen assigned
to the new
Don
Ameche Shoic which started April 5
on t>0 NBC-Red stations under sponsorship of P. Lorillard Co. (Old Gold
cigarettes). Crosby also announces the
NBC HoUyicood Playhouse series,
sponsored by Andrew Jergens Co.
(Woodbury soaps).
FELIX MILLS, HoUywood musical
director of the CBS Silver Theatre,
sponsored by International Silver Co.
(silverware;, has taken on a similar
assignment for the NBC Hollywood
Playhouse series, sponsored by Andrew
Jergens Co. (Woodbury soaps). He
succeeds Harry Sosnik, who resigned
that post to become musical director
tween the hours of 5 and 7
of Decca Records, New York.
p.m. for a full week ... In rePHIL MacMURRAY, who has been
sponse to the is
question,
"To
handling
KH.J, Los Angeles, dance rewhat
station
your
radio
motes, has joined the staff as a fullCan
tuned?" For the week's avtime
announcer.
He replaces Bill HaTell Canadians the story of your
erage more than 4 times as
worth
who is on leave-of-absence due
product over the favourite station
to
ill
health.
many
people answered
in Canada's richest market! CFRB,
"CFRB" as reported any other station!
EDDIE BELOIN, Hollywood writer
TORONTO, is the master-key to
It
is
easy
too, to see how CFRB has built up the on
the NBC Jack Benny Show, sponan immediate audience that represents 29% of
sored by General Foods Corp., and
audience
good-will
that makes
Ontario's
the population of Canada and 36% of its purchasstation. Here
are some
of the it
reasons
why: favourite Lynn Hayden have announced their
ing power!
late May. They are to be married
engagement.
1 CFRB carries the cream of the sponsored programs! in
This audience listens to CFRB! Now in its 13th
2 what
CFRB'sit knows
"sustaining"
policy gives its vast audience
year of erating
continuous
18-hour
they want!
ED ABBOTT, newly-appointed
proschedule hasservice,
always CFRB's
been geared
to opthe
of KSL, Salt Lake
3 CFRB is one of the two Columbia outlets in Canada City, wasductioninsupervisor
demands of those 3,000,000 listeners.
Hollywood
during
early
. . . the only one in Ontario!
April for conferences with Charles
As evidence of this take
CFRB's year
mail
response.
This'round
averages
Before
placing your advertising in Canada's richest Vanda, CBS western division program
over 200,000 letters!
director, duction
on technique.
network program and proprovince,
get the Let
factstheconcerning
CFRB's
minute facilities.
most popular
radio up-to-thestation in
As proof, take the results of
the latest coincidental teleCanada's
largest
buying-belt
you as itadvertisers!
has served BETTY CARTER, in the office of
and
is still
serving
hundredsserve
of shrewd
phone survey, conducted beJennings cultural
Pierce,
agridirector foreducation
NBC on and
the coast,
Advertising Representatives in U.S.A.:
recently revealed that she had been
married secretly over two years ago
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA
to Edward Arthur Gerhardt.
New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Atlanta
PAUL BEELER, who was timekeeper
for the historic Dempsey - Tunney
champion fight, is now a member of
the sports ramento,department
SacCal. Recently athe KROY,
was invited
toThere",
appearproduced
in the CBS
"/ Was
CFRB, TORONTO, THE MOST POPULAR STATION IN CANADA'S RICHEST MARKET!
from feature
Hollywood.
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LARGEST

HABITUAL

AUDIENCE

IN

SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA!

STATION

OF SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA

D

LISTENERS

takeyourpick

KNX
IN

CONTINUES

FIRST

PLACE

ITS

LEAD

MENTIONS'"

That's why advertisers... advertisers who
are free to choose any Los Angeles Station
reeardless of network

Today ... as for the past three years . . . KNX
delivers the largest habitual audience

You receive a more

placed more

national and local spot busi-

ness on KNX

than on any other Los Angeles

in

Southern California.

network
active, more profit-

able response ... tf/iererer, in Southern
California, you do your selling.

affiliation. ..have

station — for the past thirty-nine

consecutive months!
They are getting the pick of sales in this
billion dollar market, just as jou can, with...

LOS ANGELES,
^Number of quarter-hours, January and February, 1940, when
each station^s sponsored programs secured more voluntary recall mentions than competing programs broadcast at the same
time. Based on analysis of the latest Facts Consolidated reports.
OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BY

COLUMBIA'S
m
THE

COLUMBIA

50,000 WATTS
STATION

ALL SOUTHERN
BROADCASTING

FOR

CALIFORNIA
SYSTEM

Represented By Radio Sales: New York, Chicago, Detroit, Charlotte, N. C, Los Angeles, San Francisco
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Radio Raises $267,679 for Opera
OF THE $785,708 raised in the Metropolitan Opera campaign. $267,679
has come from tlie radio audience in
response to the appeals broadcast by
the radio committee during the intermissions of the Saturday afternoon
opera broadcasts on NBC. The radio
appeals were tei-minated April 13.

Decision on FM Delaved
{Continued from page 28)
which ran from March 18 to 28
be called to work out this phase.
Whether the FCC will find it pos[Broadcasting April 1], observers
sible to take deliberate action in at the FCC point out that while the
connection with FM, however, re- evidence was voluminous, a wellmains a question. Aside from pub- rounded plan for nationwide FM
WALTER B. HAASE. program manlic
sentiment,
reflected in the re- broadcasting was not presented to
ager and secretary of WDRC, Hartported demands for receivers, a the FCC. Additional data will be
ford, Conn., has scheduled a series of
talks on frequency modulation during number of members of Congress
placed in the Commission's hands
latter April. He will speak to the have become acquainted with FM
by participants, in briefs scheduled
and
are
making
inquiries
about
it.
Hartford
Engineer's
Club
on
April
18,
April 15. If, after analyand to the Civitan Club April 26. As a matter of fact, FM reception for filing
sis of these briefs, considered in
WDRC operates WIXPW, first FM
station in Connecticut.
has been demonstrated in Washingconjunction with the testimony itton to more than a score of memself, the Commission feels it does
bers
on
both
sides
of
Congress,
all
OPERATING schedule of W2XOR.
not have sufficient data, it may decide
to conduct studies of its own
New York, FM station of WOR, on of whom are reported to have exApril 4 was stepped up to 15 hours
presed deep interest, particularly
or call upon participants to supply
a day, from 9 a. m. to midnight. In- since it indicates licensing possi- additional data.
crease followed "many requests combilities for a multiplicity of stamending the noise-free, high-quality
The 'Limited' Problem
tions all over the country.
type of reception now being offered by
In
reflecting
on
the
hearings,
The determination of FM BroadW2X0R," the station reports.
casters Inc. to plump for full commercial status was motivated to
some extent by the experience of
television proponents under the
"limited commercial" rules governing introduction of that medium,
PEOPLE
originally tentatively scheduled to
become effective Sept. 1. It was
More people live within 50 miles
thought that if the industry had not
acquiesced to such a semi-commerof Greensboro than in any other
cial status, the current incident pre+
area of equal size in the Southeast.
cipitated by the
of television
rulesFCC's
and suspension
hailing of
RCA to the carpet would not have
developed. Moreover, the recent
PROSPERiTY^
Supreme Court decision in the
Sanders case bars the FCC from
restricting commercial service, if
These people make more products,
FM moves out of the experimental
classification.
earn more wages and get more for
While testimony was given at
+
their crops.
the hearings that setting up of
FM networks, using ultra-high frequencyattended
relays repeaters,
with automatic
unis technically
POWER
'PROGRAMS
feasible, the telephone industry apparently does not regard this as a
realistic threat to the use of wires
WBIG serves the No. 1 spot of the
for program service at this stage.
South with 5000 Watts, power
It was said there are technical obstacles in the path of immediate
packed with pulling programs of
establishment of radio relay systems for FM broadcasting. MoreCBS and fine local talent and news.
over, it was pointed out that the
type of radio relays contemplated,
Send for the facts about the
as covered by witnesses at the
hearing, would force all FM network outlets to carry the identical
Greensboro "Magic Circle"
chain
program of the originating
CBS AFFILIATE
station, with no way of breaking
in for local programs. In other
words, it would be an automatic
5000
WATTS
DAY
network operation.

000

WATTS

NIGHT

Edney Ridge, Director

GREENSBORO,

N.

C.

National Representatives

GEORGE

P. HOLLINGBERY

& COMPANY

New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Detroit, San Francisco
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Aside from technical considerations, the policy question of who
will own or operate such FM network radio systems confronts the
FCC. Within the industry there has
been talk of setting up a mutual
company, in which affiliated stations participate in cost, maintenance and operation.
On the basis of preliminary digesting of the FM record, it was
apparent the Commission has virtually decided that amplitude modulation should not be continued in
the ultra-high frequency spectrum.
The superiority of FM broadcasting, whether narrow-band or the
Armstrong wideband system, was
readily admitted by virtually all
witnesses. Moreover, it appears to
be generally accepted that FM stations are simply providing supplementary service to the present
broadcast band for a number of
BROADCASTING

ASCAP
Nominal

Assesses
FM

Fee

Rate of $1 for 1940 Levied
On Operations of Stations
FM BROADCAST stations will hv
licensed by ASCAP to perform it?
music at the nominal legal consideration of $1 for the balance of
1940 until such time as regular
commercial operation begins, when
the current ASCAP scale of 59'r of
the gross will be assessed, according to advices given FM Broadcasters Inc. by John G. Paine, ASCAP
geneial manager.
In a March 29 letter to Walter
J. Damm, managing director of
WTMJ, Milwaukee, and a member
of the FM Broadcasters board, Mr.
Paine confirmed a telephone conversation of that day with Mr.
Damm regarding the arrangement.
Experimental'
Mr. 'Highly
Paine stated:
"We recognize that the performance of our works by means of
broadcasting over this newly-developed method is still highly experimental, and therefore we will
extend the license on the customary
nominal legal consideration of $1
with the understanding that if during the period of the license hereinafter set forth, commercial broadcasts should be made by the stations employing this new method,
payments
will be madebroadcasts
to ASCAPin
for such commercial
accordance with the tei'ms of the
agreement now existing between
the Society and the radio companies
or stations carrying on the new
broadcasting operation.
"Should any person, firm or corporation be given
a license that
to broadcast on the
FM principle
does
not at the present time operate a
broadcasting station licensed by
the Society, such person, firm or
corporation will also be extended
by us the privilege of using our
repertoire at the $1 nominal fee,
and if such person, firm or corporation should, during the period
of this understanding, sell commercial time, they may have the right
to do so upon paying ASCAP the
fees currently
applicable
to That
commercial broadcasting
stations.
is to say, 57o of the gross received
with the ductions
usual
and customary denow allowed.
"This understanding and agreement to remain in effect until Dec.
31, 1940.
"I understand that you desire
such an arrangement for your own
station and that you would like to
have the privilege of notifying
others in the FM group of this
proposal on the part of the Society,
and I would assure you that this
letter will constitute the license for
your station and also an authority
to you to make the same offer to all
others now licensed by the FCC to
operate FM broadcasting stations."
years and that for rural coverage,
in view of FM's lack of secondary
signal, clear channel stations in
the standard broadcast band must
be retained. On that basis, it was
thought the development would
consist of a gradual transition to
FM of regional and local stations
if the listening public discards present receivers for FM types or for
combination AM and FM receivers.
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SOUPerior

• KLZ participated in a recent Campbell
Soup city-wide drive for sales among
Denver independent retailers and chain
stores that proved a sensation the country
over. Quoting Campbell's western division
sales manager, "Business has been romping
ahead splendidly during the past year and
this recent campaign naturally stimulated
sales substantially in the Denver area."
Campbell's sales in the KLZ market
show a truly remarkable increase over the
previous year. (Sorry, but we are not permitted to release actual figures.) They
spell SOUPerior selling on the part of
KLZ. For Campbell Soups are exploited
exclusively over CBS . . . and KLZ ... in
the Denver territory.

Selling

for

Campbell

KLZ's superior selling results from its
flair for superior showmanship, its ability
to create a superior attentiveness and
loyalty among listeners, its record for superior co-operation with sponsors.
KLZ puts on a daily parade of superior sales successes that make an in-

delible impression on dealers and jobbers.
It has a power to present local merchants
with a vivid picture of moving merchandise every day. That's why KLZ carries
more locally sponsored quarter-hours than
any other station in the Denver-Rocky
Mountain area.

KLZ
CBS Affiliate — 560 Kilocycles

Affiliated
AND

WKY,

in

Management

Oklahoma

with

The

City — Represented

Oklahoma
by

the

Publishing
Katz

Company

Agency,

Inc.

METAL

RECTfflERS

OPERATING

ADVANTAGES

Air-cooled tubes in all stages.
Extremely low operating
costs.
Metal plate rectifiers throughout except main high voltage
rectifier.
Inductive neutralization of the
power amplifier.
Equalized feedback.
Compressed gas condensers.
Complete elimination of fuses.
Spare rectifier tube at operating temperature.
Ease of adjustment.
Unit construction throughout.
Full automatic control.
Relatively low plate voltages.
Conservative operation of all
tubes.

Front view of power amplifier
center cubicle showing bias rectifier and transformer unit at bottom.

Q)
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50

Westinghouse

• Surge-proof.
short

periods.

• Can
without

be

• Withstand
• Require

connected

time

no

to

for heating

kw

heavy

overloads

complicated

power
up.

Transmitter

circuit

• Have

for

relaying.
instantly

unlimited

life.

These rectifier units are newly developed for radio application by Westinghouse — pioneer
in commercial broadcasting. They are highly efficient, super-reliable. They are used
throughout— except for main high voltage rectifier. Bias rectifiers for speech, the input
stages, power amplifier and modulator, as well as plate rectifiers for the exciter unit are
all of this type.
From

this and other sweeping

improvements

have come the new compactness, over-all efficiency, modern streamlined appearance, and
similar advantages which make the Westinghouse
Type HG transmitter distinctive.
A new circuit principle, developed by Westinghouse, results in an efficiency of 80% in the
power amplifier alone — more than twice the plate
efficiency of conventional circuits and at least
20% ahead of other equipment now available.
Your nearest Westinghouse
complete

details covering
vantages listed at the left.
•

•

office can give you
the operating

ad-

•

A

Complete

Line

of

Westinghouse
Radio Transmitting

Tubes

This new bulletin contains descriptions
and price lists covering the complete line
of Westinghouse transmitting tubes for
broadcast and other
uses. Your copy is
ready now — write
for Bulletin TD-92,
Westinghouse Special Products Division, Bloomf ield, N.J.

Tune in Thursday nights to "Musical Americana," with
Westinghouse Radio Orchestra, 100 Men of Melody and
Swing Choir . . . N.B.C. Blue Network ... 8 P.M., E.S.T.
J-08015
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DONNING gloves and assuming
stances, Professor Robert Ehrman
(right), program director of
WRTD, Richmond, Va., and Assistant Prof. Ken Allyn, staff announcer, fight it out to determine whether
girls or boys spell the best. The gag
shot was taken just before final
matches in the 1940 spelling bee
held late in March by WRTD. The
series was presented in cooperation
with the local school board, and
certificates of merit were presented winners by Forbes H. Norris,
assistant superintendent of schools.
The programs, broadcast each
Thursday night at 8:30 throughout
tfee series, with an hour program
for the finals, were conducted by
Professors Ehrman and Allyn.
Camel's Pearce Plans
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem (Camel cigarettes),
on May 3 starts for 52 weeks Al
Pearce & His Gang on 80 CBS
stations, Fridays, 7:30-8 p. m.
(EDST), with West Coast repeat,
5-5:30 p. m. (PST). Besides Pearce,
the weekly half-hour program will
include Arlene Harris and Blanche
Stewart, comediennes; Artie Auerbach, comedian, and guest talent.
Marie and Her Merry Men, quartette, will handle the vocals. Carl
Hoff will have the orchestra. Wen
Niles is to announce. Bill Moore,
Hollywood production supervisor
of Wm. Esty & Co., New York, will
represent the agency on the show.
Al Pearce & His Gang were formerly sponsored on CBS by Hawaiian Pineapple Co. (Dole products),
which terminated that contract
after 26 weeks on April 3. He is
using the same talent on the new
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answer

is .03%

to the

cents —

=

problem

?

above

let's call it four —

that^s the cost-per-inquiry of a
one-time offer, March
12, 1940,
on
KDKA's
*9-9:15 A.M.

Shopping

Circle.

Save your pencil . . . we've already
figured 3 MORE
examples of
KDKA's

LOW

COST

service
#

On

PER

to

the KDKA

INQUIRY

advertisers

Home

Forum,

February

20,

1940, a seed advertiser — 940 inquiries from a
ONE-TIME offer. Cost— 7^ each. *3-3 :30 P. M.
0

Seed Firm Testing
NATIONAL SEED & BULB Co.,
New York, on April 10 started a
spring and summer campaign for
its seed and bulb packages using 21
spot announcements weekly on
WMOB, Mobile; WFMD, Frederick,
Md.; WSAV, Savannah; WDEV,
Waterbury, Vt., and WSAN, Allentown. These markets will be used on
a test basis and a large list of stations will be added later, according
to Norman Weill, New York, agency recently appointed to handle the
account.
Wings 2'^ -Hour Series
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Corp., Louisville (Wings),
through Russell M. Seeds Co., Chicago, on April 6 started for 52
weeks, a weekly 2% -hour program
titled Wings Saturday Nite Party,
on 28 Don Lee Network stations,
Saturday 9:15-12 p.m. (PST). Program features quizzes, jingle contests, birthday salutes, comedy, recorded music and chatter, with
Stewart Wilson and James Burton
alternating as mc.

YO\

'S

KDKA's Uncle Russ program — special premium offer — March 15, 1940. 950 replies; cost
less than 6(Z^ each.

#

*7:45-8A.M.

ONE-TIME
offer on KDKA's Sportsmen's
Program. A booklet — 2160 replies — inquiry
cost; less than 12(Z^ each. *7:30-7:45

P.M.

Jf^Note the times — KDKA
produces right
around the clock. Take time, any time, on
KDKA and give your or your clients' product
its share of this inquiry -producing -power!

The Only Master

Key To The Master

Market

i

^

Represented Nationally by

Advertising

mwnu
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FTC Stipulations
Time Sales in March and First Quarter
EVERETT L. BOWERS Inc., Bufn
»
TKT ^
lU
A 11 Kecorcls
r>
Jl
falo advertising agency, on April 8 Bv Maior iSetworKS Break 1 All
entered into a stipulation with the *^
Federal Trade Commission to dis- BEST March and best quarter in month from time sales was $4,304,continue misleading advertising network history, from the stand- 344, a 3.2% rise above the March
representations for products of point of time sales, are reported by 1939 figure of $4,170,852. For the
Maritime Milling Co., Buffalo, N. the coast-to-coast networks. Com- quarter, NBC totaled $12,841,636,
Y. The FTC also has accepted bined gross time sales of NBC, CBS up 7.4% from the $11,953,447 in
stipulations from Charles E. Hires and MBS for March were $8,208,- 1939's first quarter. Individually,
Co., Philadelphia (Hires R-J Root 327, a gain of 10.9% over the time sales of the Red network for
Beer) ; Quaker State Oil Refining $7,403,512 figure for March, 1939. the January-to-March period totaled
Corp., Oil City, Pa., and Allied Pe- For the first quarter of 1940, time $10,061,816, a 6.1% increase over
troleum
Corp.,
Chicago, inmisleadwhich from
sales totaled
$24,307,570,
up 15.8%
last year's
the quarthey agreed
to discontinue
the total
of $20,993,389
for ter,
while $9,484,411
Blue timeforsales
were
ing representations in the sale of the same period of last year. Usual- $2,779,820, a rise of 12.6% over
certain
of their
products.
The FTC ly
a better
month
$2,469,036.
on April
5 issued
a complaint
March
this year
fell than
slightlyJanuary,
behind 1939's
For the
quarter CBS gross time
against the Murine Co._, Chicago, in gross time billings because of the sales were $10,419,743, which is
charging misrepresentation in the vagaries of the calendar which this 28% more than in the same time
sale of Murine, drug preparation year allotted to March five Satur- last year when they totaled $8,141,for eye treatment, and on April 7 days and Sundays, leaving it with 283. Mutual showed a 16.8% inordered J. W. Marrow Mfg. Co., two less weekdays, when network crease for the quarter, with $1,046,Chicago, to discontinue misleading income is greatest, than occurred in 191 in 1940 compared with $898,advertising representations in vari- January.
659 in 1939.
ous media, including radio.
NBC's
total income for the
g^^^g Monthly Time Sales
19i0
over 19S9 1939
NBC-Red% Gain
Jan.
$3,496,393
8.9% $3,211,161
,
^ ^^^m
V
Feb.
3,226,983
8.5 2,975,258
^^^^^l^^r
^^^^
_ I
\
3,338,440
1.2 3,297,992
NBC-Blue
^a^^^iklC
~ ■■ ■ ■
V"^^
Jan.
908,815
10.5
m A ■ _■ _■^M*^^
■
■ ^
^
Feb.
905,101
17.0 822,739
778,437
mlu ■■■
^
■
Mar.
965,904
10.7 872,860
Jan.
3,588,989
34.2 2,674,057
_ ^^^m
Feb.
3,330,627
31.0 2,541,542
_ _
^.mw^m
Mar.
3,513,170
20.1 2,925,684
I
WW
ON ■ ^
W
"
_
^ a

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.

317,729
337,649
390,813

0.8
22.1
27.3

315,078
276,605
306,976

Guarding of Air Freedom
Urged at Bar Roundtable
PROTECTION of air and press
freedom were advocated April 6 at
a roundtable discussion of court reNew York
porting held
auspices
of the inAmerican
Bar under
Assn.
Spokesmen for radio and press participated, Neville Miller, NAB president, representing radio.
Miller said radio should en»tstone joyMr.
ttv dull in ■«7Vi«
^
,
the same freedom as the press
-oliandise is p^^^y,
„r»reds of other
and suggested that use of microT.* ,^meiit of merc&aii
hundyeu
,
phones in court be left to the sole
Movemen
there - a^*^
^^^d call abie-i
discretion of the judge since most
(Kv.)'. Vol^» ^
. ^ aren't v^uai j
^^st
trials do not provide
suitable radio
xr «mckYliaT»l*^^*7^ .
of the people ^ ,^„trated material. William Allen White, ediKentttCKy
Yyn\^ rV.ntucky Is c««^^St?vF
°^ the Emporia (Kan.) Gazette,
buy". • • • *
. lue whole of ^^'^ , ,V«Uv the WAVE
gp^ke for freedom of press, radio,
savers, movies and other agencies that
offtVie
the buying
« : «
r^radiug ^Area. (Actual ej-- tax pay
form stable public opinion. Ravmer
in the Louisvi
2l,S0^
counties m
p Maguire, of Orlando, Fla., chairT tuning Area cou
rerriaimng,
„ge of
man of the bar organization activiUstemng
all tue
complete coverage
^.^^ ^^^^.^^
the ABA, said bar,
against J-^' W^VE gi"^^* ^ , f cts prove it—
press and radio groups were workTrV^ntuckyl) . • • ^ - , ,„pst cost-' The lac r
toward an agreement on proper
^
. u rnarket at lowest v
tor *
^^^^^ reporting,
this rich inai
facts in our Uata
you'll fi*** * ^ ^
■
Fertilizer Dawn Test
^--■e%f|
LLE
^
PACIFIC GUANO & Fertilizer Co.,
■ n U 1 3 ^ ■
^
I^^^^B
Oakland,
Cal., recently
started ona
campaign
announcement
spot
^^^^^^^
^^d^
■■V
two California stations, KSFO, San
^Hj^^^l
^^^^ ^^^k
_
Francisco and KMJ, Fresno, a
^^P^^^
^H^^L ^^^L
a par^^I^^^B
^^B^^V
^^^^
recently
KSFO's
^^
^^^^
^^^^m
^^■■^^^^
^V
^^^^■^^^
between
Journal
.^^^.^^ augurated Farm
^
^^I^H^^^^V ^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^
5:30-6:30 a.m., the first attempt in
^^V^^^^^^^*"^
^^^B
^^^y
^^^^^
S^'^ aFrancisco
to meroBAfEO
chandize
commodity area
through
such
iHcoRP
aaN'B'C"
an early morning progi-am. Agency
Tomaschke-Elliott, Oakland.
H4C.
« 940 K*C* *
^^■■l flL fi%li
■
— ^
■
^^^^1
^# ■ ■
f
m
|K ■
f
•

1000 WATTS ♦
_,^ec.
FREE &
'
--oOCSENTATI *
• ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^1^^^^
Bt*^!*"HAil"'^'*
_
^^^M^^^^^T^^^^^aZ^^^^
.^^^^^^^^1^^^
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VETERAN
WIRELESS Operators
Assn.,
in conjunction
with has
its recent
15th annual
dinner-cruise,
issued
its 1940 Yearbook containing data on
the
association
and
its
awards
along
with pictures of its officers and award
winners.
BROADCASTING

WHEN Jay Gould, The Old Songsmith of WOWO-WGL, Fort
Wayne, Ind., spoke disparagingly
about the sales department recently, he made the mistake of remarking thatSafety
"if youSwap
bringShop
in a program,
contract
for my
I'll eat it". Which is exactly what
he's doing here, with salt and pepper, after Salesman Paul Mills sold
Safety
Swap The
Shop program
on WGL features
to Holsum Bakery.
Paper-eater Gould and children
from 111 Allen County schools, exchanging safety experiences, slogans and songs.
Tightening

Up

of High

Frequency Requirements
Seen in Action of FCC
WITH scores of applications on
hand for new frequency broadcasting stations, almost all now asking
for authority to operate with frequency modulation, the FCC on
April 5 announced its first proposed denial of renewals of two
high frequency broadcast licenses.
In proposed findings of fact, subject to routine final approval after
the usual 20 days allowed for filing
exceptions, the Commission held
that Ben S. McGlashan, owner of
KGFJ, Los Angeles, has "not shown
a program of research and experimentation which indicates reasonablebutionpromise
substantial ofcontrito the ofdevelopment
high
frequency broadcasting within the
purview
of Sectionholds
44.02(1)."
Mr. McGlashan
licenses for
W6XKG, operating on 25.95 mc.
with 1,000 watts, and W6XRE, operating on 42.3, 116.95 and 350 mc.
with 500 watts, both licensed experimentally and both using amplitude modulation. His regular broadcast station, 100 watts on 1200 kc,
is not affected by the action.
"The applicant," said the Commission, data"has will
not shown
stantial
be takenthaton subthe
propagation characteristics of the
frequency involved on noise levels;
on the field intensity necessary to
render good broadcast service; and
on antenna design and characteristics with respect to propagation
within the purview of Section 44.02
(2). The supplemental reports filed
by the applicant are not adequate
within the purview of Section
The Commission's
is interpreted as indicating aaction
tightening
up
of experimental license requirements generally, particularly with
44.07." to high frequency broadrespect
casting, in which chief attention in
recent weeks has been focused on
the FM method.
J. W. BIRDWELL, formerly half
owner of WJHL, Johnson City, Tenn..
has applied to the FCC for a new local
station on 1210 kc. in KnoxviUe.
• Broadcast
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Penny Savers
IF LOCAL merchants have
noticed a shortage of pennies
in recent months, they might
blame it on Adrian Lentz,
engineer of WCKY, Cincinnati, and his fiancee, Virginia Frohmiller. Since October, 1937, they have been
saving every copper received
in change, dropping them into a large can to which the
top had been soldered. Recently the can was opened,
and Mr. Lentz and Miss
Frohmiller spent an evening
counting pennies — 11,111 of
them. "We plan to spend
those pennies next fall, if you
know what I mean," commented the WCKY engineer.

New

License

Forms

of

FCC

Quandry
42-Page Document Invades Private Lives of
Applicants; May Discourage New Stations
A NEW regulatory quandary for vance, the 42-page form goes far
the broadcasting industry was pro- beyond anything ever required in
voked by the FCC April 1 with the the past either in applications or at
FCC hearings. It calls not only for
release of its revised application
form covering standard broadcast the most detailed type of financial
stations, which stiffens require- background on all stockholders in
stations, but also goes into family
ments to the point where many at- connections
in radio, inquires into
torneys feel it is practically imposin which applicants or
sible to provide all of the data re- litigation
financial backers have been involved
quested.
Apparently in line with the new
(apparently including the most
FCC philosophy of avoiding hear- minor law infractions) and even
ings on applications and of ferret- asks for a report on oral conversations or understandings in connecing out all necessary data in adtion w^ith license applications.
In the opinion of many observers, the requirements of the new
form (301) might tend to discourage rather than encourage applications for new facilities or even for
modifications of existing licenses.
The Commission has taken the position that it desires to encourage
new station applications in areas
not now adequately served.
Covers CP's Modifications
The form covers applications for
construction permits for new staCompletely
tions as well as modifications. Presumably, applications now pending
but
not
yet cleared through the
Covers
FCC routine will be affected. Applications now being received on old
forms are being returned for refiling. The Commission has followed
the practice, in recent months, of
asking applicants
supply in
information beyond that torequired
the
old application
form
and
it
is
presumed that in the case of pending
applications a similar procedure
will be followed to make all applications conform with the new form.
The consensus among lawyers in
Washington was that in the case
of a corporation in which several
stockholders are involved, it would
take weeks and possibly months to
gather the information required in
the new form. Moreover, it is felt
many businessmen would forego
participation in applications for
new stations rather than reveal all
The largest Trading Area
the financial, personal and other
data required. Chairman James
between
Baltimore and Atlanta
Lawrence Fly is understood to have
initiated the new form.
The new form is the result of
1,055,000 Population
studies by the FCC Rules Committee, made up of department heads
over a period of months, and approved by the FCC itself in latter
^
78,000
1939 Retail Sales-$184,2
March. It was clearly indicated
Sales Management
1940
that the effort is to obviate the necessity of holding hearing on applications for new stations, wherever
possible,
by obtaining
possible disclosures
in the fullest
application
itself.
The WCOL Grant
The appearance of the new form
coincided with a decision of the
North Carolina
FCC granting WCOL, Columbus, a
change in frequency from 1210 to
1200 kc, in the face of opposition
5000 WATTS
680 KC
of WCPO, Cincinnati, operating on
1200 kc, which protested electrical
interference and a consequent loss
NBC
RED-BLUE
AFFILIATE
in coverage. The FCC denied the
WCPO petition for rehearing, holding that it was not necessary to have
Nationally represented by
FREE & PETERS, INC.
a hearing and that stations are not
guaranteed
under the law that they
New York Office 247 Park Avenpe
Telephone Plozo 5-4131
can serve any particular portion of
Son Francisco Atlanta
Los Angeles
the listening public. In this case,
Detroit
Chicago
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COURAGE
aplenty was needed
when Lowell MacMillan, sports di
rector of WHEC, Rochester, per
mitted Madame Alee, pistol expert
at a local Sportsman's Show, to
pick off the middle balloon mounted
on his head as he gave a bullet-bybullet description. Harry LeBrun
special events director, snapped thisi
shot at the moment the balloon wasi
burst. The aim for the other two
was good also, for next day MacMillan departed for Florida to cover
the
Rochester
ball club's training
camp via recordings.
likely to be fully litigated, the FCC
for the first time reached such a
conclusion involving interferences
without holding a hearing, claiming that it had procured all of the
detailed facts in the pleadings or in
effect by correspondence. This was
seen as another move in the direction of cutting down on hearings.
The new
application form,
in addition to requirements
regarding
technical aspects, which are considerably more detailed than in the
past, contains entirely new sections
relating to financial, network and
other aspects of the applicant's proposed operations. All past business
associates of applicants must be set
out in detail. Under a corporate
setup, if there are not more than
100 stockholders, the application
must show the name, address, legal
residence and citizenship of each,
together with stockholdings. If
more than 100 stockholders are involved, the detailed information is
required only in respect to persons
owning or controlling 10% or more
of the stock.
Full 'Disclosures' Demanded
infor-,
application
theon whether
Then mation
applicant
anyseeks
or
director
partner, member, officer,
principal stockholder has been
found guilty of any felony or other
crime involving moral turpitude,
ngs, any
proceedimonopoli
bankrupt
zingFedor
involving
eral suitcy

e radio coman attempt to monopolizs,
munication orapparatu and finally "any suit or proceeding of any
character". The latter was viewed
s, ing traffic violation
as includin
ordinances, divorce
fractions ofcity
proceedings, small claims, litigation
over title to property, and as a matter of fact the entire scope of liti-

relatthe form
portion l ofqualific
That
gation.
ation and
ing to financia
plans for financing of the station
is preceded with a warning that
"full and complete disclosure" is
necessary, including all legal documents, express or implied, whether
in existence or contemplated, a description of all
ed conditio
on pagens,6i)discus{Continu
• Broadcast

Advertising
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The Other Fellow's
VIEWPOINT
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
When the executive board of the
National Council, Boy Scouts of
America, met recently I was instructed to deliver hearty thanks
to you for your share in promoting Boy Scout Week, 1940, from
Feb. 8-14. . . . The support given
to our 30th birthday by newspaper editors and publishers, broadcasting companies, radio stations,
radio artists, advertisers, advertising agencies and magazine editors
was almost incredible and marvelously gratifying to all of us. . . .
Please accept our very genuine expres ions of gratitude.
James E. West,
Chief Scout Executive

Williamson on 20
WILLIAMSON CANDY Co., Chicago (Oh Henry candy), has expanded its station break announcement schedule to approximately 20
stations in the major cities of New
England and Midwest. Increase is
a spring campaign of undetermined
length. John H. Dunham Co., Chicago, handles the account.
Gannett Opens Capital Office
FRANKlisherGANNETT,
New owner
York puband radio station
who
recently announced his candidacy for
the Republican Presidential nomination, hasquarteropened
Washington
s in the National
Press headBldg.
C. Nelson Sparks, national campaign
director of the publisher-broadcaster,
announced appointment of Warren W.
Wheaton, former publicity director of
the Republican National Committee
and former newspaperman, as manager
of the Washington office.

There's

PUBLICITY

FOR

PROGRAM

YOUR

on NBC
Station

ST. PAUL

MINNEAPOLIS

SbCOJUASL w T c N is
owned and operated by the St.
Paul Dispatch-Pioneer Press and
the Minneapolis Tribune and
Times-Tribune . . . leading
Northwest newspapers with combined circulation of over 300,000 both daily and Sunday.
Publidfy Creates More Listeners . . .
More Sales. WTCN is Best for You
/n the Twin Cities Market.
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National
Representatives
New York, Chicago,
Detroit, Los Angeles,
San Francisco,
Atlanta.
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New License Forms
(Continued from page 62)
sions, negotiations and copies of
correspondence, whether or not they
have culminated in agreements concerning present or future financing
of the station. In this connection,
observers held it was practically
impossible to supply the data, particularly since few applicants would
know
about
might bring. what the "future"
In addition to the information required in the application form (No.
301), applicants are asked to supply on the
seperate
financial
formCommission's
(706) a detailed
balance sheet of the applicant, together with the original source of
each asset, the length of time owned
and, other than cash, the basis of
value. Applicants must supply four
yearly statements showing in detail the amount and source of all
vearly income for each of the years.
Bank references must be supplied
for each principal subscriber to or
owners of stock.
In addition to estimated costs of
construction and operation of the
proposed station or the improved
station (under a modification) the
applicants must submit a full description of the plan for financing
construction and operation and for
any future financing necessary.
There is recruired a seven-point
breakdown of funds on deposit,
along with a series of questions relating to funds and property to be
furnished by parties connected with
the applicant or by others.
All Sources of Funds
Such questions as the identity of
each person who at present or in
the future will furnish funds, property, service, credit or other things
of value, oral or written, are propounded. Then this is broken down
to ascertain the description of the
contribution; facts showing the
source and manner in which each
party originally acquired the funds
or other things of value to be furnished now or in the future; financial statements of each party furnishing things of value: full information concerning the business or
financial enterprises in which each
is engaged; income received by
each party furnishing funds or assurances over the last two years
and bank references.
Then the Commission wants
copies of all correspondence relating to financing the station; a
statement showing details of all
discussions and negotiations in any
manner relating to financing, and
copies of all contracts and agreements (express or implied) "with
any parties who now, or in future
will furnish" any things of value
along with legal instruments existing or in contemplation which may
affect the financing of the station.
Another series of questions relates to the over
applicant's
authority
and control
the station.
The
applicant also must show whether
he has had any connection whatever with any other broadcast station and disclose any substantial
interest (25% or greater) in any
business or financial enterprise.
The question that precipitated
as much eyebrow lifting as any was
one going into family connection:
"Give the names and addresses
of any relatives, present or former
associates of applicant or, if applicant is other than an individual of
any stockholder, station manager
or other parties referred to in (b)
above, who have any interest in or
BROADCASTING

AT THE bottom of Grand Canyon
of Arizona, J. Howard Pyle, program director of KTAR, Phoenix,
Ariz., broadcast from the mile-deep
hole after a four-hour descent via
mule. It is believed to be the first
broadcast from the canyon. Pyle
described a sunrise during a halfhour pickup, with the swirling Colorado River providing sound effects.
The Arizona Broadcasting Co. Network carried the program.
connection with this applicant, the
station involved herein, or with any
other radio broadcasting station."
Then the form requires full information about such relatives.
In connection with new station
applications,
the form on
carries
a detailed interrogatory
proposed
program service of stations, with
detailed breakdowns required. Beyond the requested analysis of time
to be devoted to particular types
of programs, both commercial and
sustaining, the Commission requests
details on presonnel of the station,
together with data on experience
and salary of each member of the
station staff, showing the position
and duties of each and the specific
part each will take in carrying out
the proposed
plan of program
service. The percentage
of time to
be
devoted to recorded programs also
is requested.
operachaininquires
possiblenaire
Regardin
tion, thegquestion
whether any correspondence or any
ns
negotiations,
oral or written, orhadunderstandings, discussio
been
entered into on network affiliation.
If such negotiations have taken
place, the Commission requests in
an exhibit a full and detailed description, together with copies of
all correspondence,
understandings
and contracts.
Some question was raised regarding the propriety of the Commission's questions on programs, station management and personnel,
totally aside from character of
financial and other information
sought, particularly in the light of
the Supreme Court opinion in the
Sanders case [Broadcasting, April
1], in which the court specifically
stated that the Communications
Act does not essay to regulate the
business of the licensee and that the
Commission
no super-of
visory control"isof given
the program,
business management, or of policy."
• Broadcast
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RADIO

OBSERVES

ALL-FOOLS

Listeners and Band Leader Are Among

DAY

Victims

Of Hoaxes Perpetrated April 1
HOAXES of varying degree were
Franklin Institute released an "end
perpetrated on radio listeners and of the world az 3 p.m. tomorrow"
artists alike as radio stations over report
which was carried without
qualification on a KYW evening
the country observed All Fools' newscast.
The report was explained
Day on April 1. WCKY, Cincinnati,
slipped one over on Band Leader
by the publicity man as a stunt to
Bobby Peters when it told him to stir up interest in Franklin Instiget his band together 30 minutes
tute's money-raising campaign and
early for his regular CBS coast-to- to tie in with the planetarium's
coast pickup. With all the motions
"How the World Will End" show.
of a regular broadcast evident,
The announcement, read after the
band members started tootling off
Jack
Benny program, which feakey. Ready to leave the bandstand
tured a simulated Benny-Welles
in disgust, Peters then got word discussion of the possible end of
the "broadcast" was a fake.
the world, stated: "Your worst
At WIBC, Indianapolis, listeners fears that the world will end are
confirmed
by astronomers of the
pricked up their ears at an afterFranklin Institute, Philadelphia.
noon program of recordings when
announcements and selections start- Scientists predict that the world
ed falling way out of line — a sweet will end at 3 p.m., Eastern Standard Time, tomorrow. This is no
organ interlude becoming a brassy
April Fool joke. Confirmation can
rendition
of
"Well,
All
Right"
and
such. Listener reaction was quick be obtained from Wagner Schleand positive, the studio switchboard
singer, director of the Fels Planebeing tied up for 30 minutes by
tarium of this city." Although the
irate listeners' observations that station later checked the story and
broadcast
an explanation, listener
someone was crazy. No announcem3nt of the hoax was made until reaction already had evidenced itself in several thousand excited
the half-hour program finished,
when the whole procedure was
phone calls to newspapers and police stations, with the city informapassed off with a unison "April
tion bureau alone reporting 4,000
Fool" from five staff announcers.
calls.
Inadvertent participation of
KYW, Philadelphia, in what turned
out to be the headline hoax of the CANADA last year produced 348,507
radio receivers valued at .$8,678,000.
day brought a storm of excitement
to the Dominion Bureau of
from listeners similar to that oc- aceordinK
Statistics, with sales of receivers
amounting to 370.508 as against 251,casioned by Orson Welles' Martian
scare of two years ago. Although
259 in 1938. About one-third of the
several versions have been reported, sets sold in 1939 were battery operit appears that the press agent for ated.
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IS THE 3rd
iJi U MOST
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TIME
Watts FULL
5000
Of the 26 stations in Southern )
California KFWB is exceeded in /
power only by KNX and KFI j
i
[
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CALIFORNIA'S DOMINANT INDEPENDENT OFFERS YOU
PREFERRED TIME FOR COVERAGE IN SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA ... AMERICA'S THIRD LARGEST MARKET!
PAUL H. RAYMER. National Representatives
New York - San Francisco - Chicago - Los Angeles - Detroit
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Petrillo

Seeking

Recording
Facts
Trains Remove Phonographs;
'Bootleggers' Are Sought
TO DETERMINE how, when and
and electrical tranwhy recordings
scriptions are made, the uses to
which they are put, and their final
disposition, James C. Petrillo,
president of the Chicago Federation of Musicians, has sent question aires to all radio stations in
the jurisdiction of the Chicago union.
According to a signed article appearing in the April issue of
Intermezzo, organ of Chicago Local No. 10, Mr. Petrillo says:
"The purpose of the report . . .
is to discover: How many recordings are made by non-union musicians, ifany . . . How many recordings and transcriptions are taken
off the air without our knowledge.
These recordings, in most instances
find their way into other locals
around the country, where they are
used on broadcasting stations, in
order that the musicians who made
them may not learn they have been
bootlegged. And this, it would seem
is probably the real reason they are
sent into other jurisdictions to be
played . . . And to catch, if possible, the 'bootleggers' who took
these recordings (or transcriptions) off the air without the musicians involved receiving recomfor same."naire reads as folThe pensequestion
lows:
MADE WEEK ENDED 1940
1. Recorded Programs :
(a) Name of program?
(b) Number of records used?
(c) Name (or names) of orchestras,
bands
ing? or musicians used on record(d) Where was the transcription made?
(e) Was cala transcription
phonographor record,
library electriservice
used ?
2. Does Broadcasting
Company
Make
Electrical Transcriptions ?
(a) Name of record made?
(b) Sponsor (if any) ?
(c) Agency (if any) ?
(d) commercial
State whether
use. for sustaining or
3. Does Broadcasting
erence to Records ? Company Make Ref(a) Name of program? Name of client?
(b) Name sicianofused band,
orchestra, or mu?
(c) Was live or recorded music used?
(d) What encedisposition
is made of referrecords ?
4. Does Broadcasting
Company
Make Audition Records?
(Same questions as No. 3)
5. Does Broadcasting
Company Make Library Records ?
(a) Are
they
used
for
broadcasting?
If so:
(b) Name
Name ofof client
program?
?
*
* *
Mr. Petrillo also took in another
notch in the already taut belt of
Local No. 10 AFM policies when he
successfully had phonograph machines removed from the dining
cars of the Twentieth Century Limited of the New York Central line,
and the "400" of the Chicago &
Northwestern Railway, which were
being operated by non-members of
his union. According to a signed article in Intermezzo, Petrillo said:
"Both machines were operated
by employes of the railroads. The
matter was taken up with both
roads and a series of conferences
with our board of directors was arranged, the Chicago passenger traffic manager of each road attending.
As a result of these conferences,
both roads have discontinued use of
recorded music, but agreed that if
and when, they again use recorded
music, members of Local 10 would
be employed on the machines."
BROADCASTING

GREETING to C. B. WikofF (right)
new treasurer of Columbia Recording Corp., was extended April 1 by
President Edward Wallerstein of
the newly-acquired subsidiary. Mr.
Wikoff came from Price, Waterhouse Inc. He will headquarter at
the record plant in Bridgeport.
Recording Apparatus Firm
RECORDALL Mfg. Co., Inc., with
offices and factory at 2619-25 Santa
Fe Ave., Los Angeles, has been
organized to engage in production
of sound recording and re-producing apparatus,
"constant
groove
speed". featuring
Robert G.
Sands,
formerly in the investment department of the Union Bank & Trust
Co., Los Angeles, heads the firm
as president. Mrs. Mildred Griffin is
secretary and office manager. Robert Young, M-G-M film star is a
major stockholder and member of
the board. E. E. Griffin, for 11
years chief engineer and factory
manager of Universal Microphone
Co., Inglewood, Cal., is production
manager. The technical staff includes Everitte K. Barnes, recording engineer; Clifford H. Ruberg,
communications transmission engineer, and Ernest Clover, laboratorian. The company is now in complete production of all items and
has
published its initial catatrade.just
log, which is being mailed to the
EXCLUSIVE RADIO FEATURES
Ltd., new Canadian transcription producer
has establishedandheadrepresentative,
offices at Toronto,
with
representatives in New York and
Hollywood. The company was formed
to produce transcriptions through
Hollywood producers for the Canadian
as well as United States market. First
show bought for Canada is Pinocchio,
produced by Radio Attractions. New
York. H. .1. Smith is president of the
new
company,
and Garry Broadcasting,
Carter, vicepresident
of Frontenac
Toronto, is executive vice-president.
RADIO ARTISTS of Hollywood Inc.,
that city, has sold exclusive Canadian
rights to the .39 quarter-hour transcribed serial, Klondike, to All-Canada
Radio Facilities, Calgary, Alta. Serial,
written by Hector Chevigny, is a story
of Alaska in the days of '98.
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590 Kilocycles
John J. Gillin, Jr., Mgr.
★ On the NBC Red Net *
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is . . . all these

forces work together to make
WTAM an efficient, economical

Hammer

DOES

Ohio Market. *It usually has as
many daytime listeners as all
other Cleveland Stations put

IT

Is it WTAM's 50,000 Watts Power that gives advertisers afirm footing in the Cleveland trading area?
Or is it WTAM's prestige in 1,253,600 Radio homes?
Or WTAM's Red Network (best by all polls) Programs ... or its clear (no interference day or night)
channel? Which one of these tremendous forces
produces SALES RESULTS for advertisers?

NEW YORK
CLEVELAND

BROADCASTING

Represented Nationally
CHICAGO
DETROIT
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producer of SALES. WTAM
is the only single advertising
medium that reaches all the
families of the rich Northern

together.
+ Basedon three independent co-incidenial surveys of Cleveland audiences. March ,
June, 1938 and January, 1939.

WTAM
CLEVELAND
50,000 Watts

1070 KC

by NBC SPOT Sales Offices
BOSTON
SAN FRANCISCO
PITTSBURGH
HOLLYWOOD
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
to — transcription announcements
KGKO, Fort Worth
O La.
J's Beauty
Lotion260Co.,
Shreveport,
(cosmetics),
t, thru
Geizendanner Adv. Co., Houston.
Uncle
Rice
Minneapolis
(rice),Ben's
52 sa,
thruCo.,
G. B.
Forristal
Agency.
Southern Newspaper Features, Dallas
(cooking school), 1 sp, thru Crook
Adv. Agency, Dallas.
Cosden Petroleum Co., Fort Wortfe,
20 sa, thru Adv. Business Co., Fort
Worth.
Tytex Rose Nurseries, Tyler, Tex.
(nursery stock), 26 sa, thru Couchman Agency, Dallas.
Household Magazine, Topeka, Kan., 6
sp, thru Presba, Fellers & Presba,
Chicago.
Purity Bakeries, Minneapolis (Taystee bread), 52 sa, thru CampbellMithun, Minneapolis.
United Appliance Co., Detroit (Electrolux refrigerators), 260 so, thru
Albert Couchman, Dallas.
Park & Tilford, New York (Tintex),
52 Y.t, thru Chas. M. Storm Co.,
N.
Custodian Toiletries, New York (toiletries), 20 t, thru H. W. Raster &
Sons, Chicago.
San Antonio Brewing Co., San Antonio (beer), 936 sa, thru Pitluk
Adv. Agency, San Antonio.
General Mills, Minneapolis (Softasilk), 21 t, thru Blackett-SampleHummert, Chicago.
Magnolia Petroleum Co., Dallas (gasoline), 3 sp, thru Ratcliffe Adv.
Agency, Dallas.
WHO. Des Moines
North
direct.Shore Church, Chicago, 13 t,
Spohn Medical Co., Chicago (UdderAid),
Chicago.86 sp, thru Critchfield & Co.,
Studebaker Corp., South Bend (cars),
39 t, thru Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Dreft), 260 t, thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
Olson Rug Co., Chicago (rugs), sp,
thru
cago. Presba, Fellers & Presba, ChiFenn Bros., Sioux Falls, S. D. (ice
cream), 312 sa, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Golden Peacock Inc., Paris, Tenn.
(hand lotion), 26 sa, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
General Foods Corp., New York (Maxwell House coffee), 251 t, thru Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
General Foods Corp., New York (Post
Toasties), 241 t, thru Benton &
Bowles, N. Y.
Hamilton Watch Co., Lancaster, Pa.
(watches), 100 t, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
WHN, New York
Carter Products, New York (Arrid),
3 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Small &
Seiffer, N. Y.
Dodge Division, Chrysler Corp., Detroit, daily sa, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y.
American Tobacco Co., New York
(Lucky Strikes), 30 sa weekly, 13
weeks, thru Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
Michigan Mineral Water, New York,
daily sa, one week, thru Hudson
Adv. Co., N. Y.
Pepsi-Cola Co., Long Island City (soft
drink), daily sa, 13 weeks renewal,
thru Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
Radio Television Institute, New York,
3 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru Huber
Hoge & Sons, N. Y.
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WFBR, Baltimore
Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa.
(rugs), 156 t, thru BBDO, N. Y.
American Chicle Co., Long Island City
(Chiclets), 54 so, thru Badger &
lirowning, N. Y.
California Fruit Growers Exchange,
Los Angeles (Sunkist), 84 so, thru
Lord & Thomas N. Y.
Ford Dealers Adv. Fund, New York
(used cars),
Erickson,
N. Y.36 sa, thru McCannGriffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (shoe polish), 312 t, thru Bermingham,
Castleman & Pierce, N. Y.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co., Maiden,
Mass. (Cuticura soap), 312 ta, thru
Atherton & Currier, N. Y.
Scott Paper Co., Chester, Pa. (Scot
towels), 78 so, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
Shell Oil Co., New York, 28 so, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
KOA, Denver
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., WinstonSalem, N. C. (Prince Albert),
weekly t, thru Wm. Esty & Co.,
N. Y.
Martin Bros. Bluehill Products, Denver (coffee and food), 3 sp weekly,
thru
Denver.Raymond Keane Adv. Agency,
Campbell-Sell Baking Co., Denver
(bread), 5 sp weekly, thru Woolley
& Hunter, Denver.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.,
Louisville (Avalon cigarettes), 6 sp
weekly,
Chicago. thru Russell M. Seeds Co.,
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
B u 1 o V a Watch Co., New York
(watches), 35 so weekly, thru Blow
Co., N. Y.
Barbara Ann Baking Co., Los Angeles
(bread), 3 sp weekly, thru Dan B.
Miner Co., Los Angeles.
Cubbison Cracker Co., Los Angeles
(Soyfee) 3 sp weekly, thru Advertising Arts Agency, Los Angeles.
KYA, San Francisco
Occidental Stove Co., Los Angeles
(gas ranges), 5 sa weekly, direct.
Blue Ribbon Books, New York (educational series), 6 t weekly, thru
Northwest
Radio Stores,
Adv. Co.,
MacFarlane Candy
San"Seattle.
Francisco (chain candy stores), series
of t, thru Botsford, Constantine &
Gardner, San Francisco.
WEAF, New York
Manufacturers Trust Co., New York
(bank), 2 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
American Tobacco Co., New York
(Lucky Strike), 12 t weekly, 13
weeks, thru Lord & Thomas, N. Y.

KSO, KRNT, WNAX, WMT, Des
Moines, Yankton, Cedar Rapids
Geppert Studios, Des Moines (photos), 6 sp weekly, thru Coolidge
Adv. Agency, Des Moines (KSO).
Climax Cleaner & Mfg. Co., Cleveland,
26 ta, thru Carr-Liggett, Cleveland
(KRNT).
James Mfg. Co., Ft. Atkinson, Wis.
(farm equipment), 52 sa thru KlauVan Pietersom-Dunlop
waukee (KSO, WMT). Assoc., MilPark & Tilford, New York, 52 t thru
Charles M. Storm Co., N. Y.
(KRNT, WMT, WNAX).
Hartz Mountain Products, New York
(bird food), weekly sp, thru George
H. Hartman Co., Chicago (KRNT).
Independent Grocers Alliance, Chicago, 10 ta, thru
Minneapolis
(KSO,Campbell-Mithun,
KRNT, WMT,
WNAX).
Dean Studios, Omaha (photos), 3 sp
weekly, thru Lessing Adv. Agency,
Des Moines (KSO).
WGY, Schenectady
E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington (Cel-O-Glass), 2 so weekly, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Hecker Products Co., New York (cereal products), 3 t weekly, thru
Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
New England Confectionery Co., Boston, 6 t weekly, thru Badger &
Browning, Boston.
Park & Tilford Co., New York (Tintex dyes), 2 sp weekly, thru Charles
M. Storm Co., N. Y.
Wilson Packing Co., Chicago (Ideal
dog food), 4 sa weekly, thru U. S.
Adv. Corp., Chicago.
Spencer Shoe Stores, Boston, 4 sp
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Chambers &
Wiswell Boston.
National Biscuit Co., New York, 6 t
weekly, thru McCann - Erickson,
N. Y.
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.
Shell Oil Co., New York, sa series,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N. Y.
Fairmont Mfrs., Fairmont, N. C.
(tobacco), 3 sp weekly, direct.
Zebulon Supply Co., Zebulon, N. C.
(furniture), sp series, direct.
WABC, New York
Melville Shoe Corp., Boston (Thom
McAn shoes), 6 sp weekly, 52
weeks,
N. Y. renewal, thru Neit-Rogow,
WOV, New York
Kirkman & Son Brooklyn (soap), 3
sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru N. W.
Ayer & Son. N. Y.

KMOX, St, Louis
John Morrell & Co., Ottumwa, la.
(E-Z-Cut Hams), 3 sp weekly, thru
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
Walker Remedy Co., Waterloo, la.
(Walko poultry remedies), 6 ta
weekly,
Waterloo. thru Weston-Barnett,
Absorene Mfg. Co., St. Louis (cleaners), 6 sa weekly, thru Ross-Gould
Adv. Agency,
Louis.Carlisle, Ind.
Hoover
LinimentSt. Co.,
(liniment), 3 sa weekly, thru Wade
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Kroger Grocery
Baking 5 Co.,
Cincinnati (grocery& chain),
t weekly,
nati.
thru Ralph H. Jones Co., CincinBristol-Myers Co., New York (MinitRub), 8 so weekly, thru Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.
Cleveland Cleaner & Paste Co., Cleveland (wallpaper cleaner), 6 sa weekly, thru Campbell-Sanford Adv. Co.,
Cleveland.
Bathasweet Corp., New York (toiletsp, thru N.H. Y.M. Kiesewetter ries),
Adv.weeklyAgency,
Manhattan Soap Co., New York
(soap), Adv.
8 sp Corp.,
weekly,N. thru
Bruck
Y. Franklin
Shell Oil Co., St. Louis (petroleum
products), 7 so weekly, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
CFCO, Chatham, Ont.
T. H. Eastbrooke Co., St. John, N.
B. (Red Rose tea & coffee), 26 t,
thru A. McKim Ltd., Toronto.
Gypsum, ronto
Lime(Alabastine
& Alabastine
Co., 195
To& Alatint),
so, thru McConnell, Eastman Ltd.,
Toronto.
Tip Top Tailors, Toronto (clothes),
89 sa, thru McConnell, Eastman
Ltd., Toronto.
Imperial Tobacco Co., Montreal
(Vogue
Whitehall tobacco),
Broadcasting 52
Ltd.,t, thru
Montreal.
Canadian Industries Ltd., Toronto
(paints & varnishes), 52 so, thru
J. Walter Thompson Ltd., Toronto.
Ralston Purina Co., Toronto (feed),
38
ronto.t, thru James Fisher Co., ToOgilvie Flour Mills Co., Montreal
(flour), 35 sa, thru J. J. Gibbons
Ltd., Toronto.
Tuckett
Tobacco Co., Hamilton, Ont.
(cigarettes),
4 taToronto.
daily, thru McLaren Adv. Co.,
KPO, San Francisco
Dryden & Palmer, Long Island City,
N. Y. (Gravy Master), 2 weekly sa,
thru Samuel C. Croot Inc., N. Y.
California Spray Chemical Corp.,
Richmond, Cal., 7 sa weekly, thru
Long Adv. Service, San Jose, Cal.
Soil-Off Mfg. Co., Glendale, Cal. (NuA-Gan),
sa, thru HillmanShane, Losweekly
Angeles.
Western
City. Tablet & Stationery Co., St.
Joseph, Mo. (stationery), 2 t weekly, thru Potts-Turnball Co., Kansas
General Foods Corp., New York
(Maxwell House Coffee & Post
Toasties), 5 t weekly, thru Benton
& Bowles, N. Y.
W. P. Fuller & Co., San Francisco
(paints, glass), 4 t weekly, thru
McCann-Erickson, San Francisco.
Western Wax Corp., San Francisco
(candles), weekly so, thru Emil
Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco.
CJCA, Edmonton, Alta.
Canadian Industries, Montreal, 52 sa,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co., Toronto.
Consolidated Drug Trade Products,
Chicago (Peruna, Kolor-Bak), daily
sp, thru Benson & Dall, Chicago.
Cutter Labs., Calgary, so series, thru
Makay & Savary, Calgary.
Fruitative Products, HuU, Que., daily
ta, thru Lord & Thomas of Canada,
Toronto.
Gillette Safety Razor Co., Detroit, ta
series, thru Maxon Inc., Detroit.
Gypsum, Lime & Alabastine of Canada, Toronto,
thru McConnell,
Eastman 185
& Co.,ta, Toronto.
Union Oil Co. of Canada, Vancouver,
312
so, thru Stewart Mcintosh,
Vancouver.

"Was it in Butte, Helena or Bozeman?"

Pd. Adv.

BROADCASTING

Wm.ronto.
Wrigley Jr. Co., Toronto, sp series, thru Tandy Adv. Agency, To-
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WQXR, New Yoik, reports a 70%
[ncrease in time sales for the first
iliuarter of 1940 as compared to last
rear, largest in the station's history
I'or
period.which
Sponsors
usng that
WQXR
were currently
not on the
,5tation during the first quarter of
L939 include Botany Worsted Mills,
il. B. Williams Co., Shell Oil Co.,
jThomas'
Bread, Gambarelli
SchrafEt's, Jacob
Ruppert Brewery,
& Davitto
wines, Stromberg-Carlson, Twentieth
■Century-Fox
Film Embassy
Corp., Ohrbaeh's,
Lafayette Radio,
Newsreel
Theatres and Julius Wile Sons & Co.
{Bscoffier sauces ) .
THE Chicago Herald-American is
iCurrently sponsoring News for Women
featuring Betty Ames, staff writer, on
WCFL, Chicago. Program consists of
feminine news, interviews with Herald-American writers, and last minute news flashes from the editorial
rooms of the newspaper. It is heard
Monday through Friday at 10 a. m.,
and Saturday at 9 :45 a. m.
UNITED DIATHERMY
Inc., Los
Angeles (shortwave machine) in an
anticipated West Coast campaign, on
(April 1 started a test on KRKD, that
,city, using six spot announcements
weekly. Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency,
,Los Angeles, has the account.

Six-Hour Sponsor
DAVIS - STANDARD
BREAD Co., Los Angeles
(Perfection Bread), thru
Hixon - O'Donnell Adv., that
city,
launch
its Founder's
Week toand
announce
expansion of home delivery service
as well as the putting into
operation 219 new specially
designed motorized "travelling stores", on April 6 only,
sponsored a series of 21
quarter-hour programs, totaling six hours of time, on
KNX, Hollywood. It was the
first time that such a onetime radio campaign had been
presented in the interest of
a food item on a local Southern California station. The
concern contracted for all
available time from 8 a.m. to
11 p.m., presenting every type
of radio program from quiz
riety.
show to commentary and va-

TRUSCON STEEL Co., Youngstown,
O., through Lang, Fisher & Kirk,
Cleveland, on March 28 sponsored an
hour program over KYW, PhiladelIihia, from the Home Builders Show.
KYW also reports G. H. P. Cigar
Co. (La Azora cigars) renewing its
thriee-weekly sports comments by Kerby Gushing, through Aitkin-Kynctt
'international
iCo., which has sponsoredinsurance
the morning
Co., Philadelphia. The Philadelphia
.UP newscast, First News of the Day,
Bulletin
also buying
dailyattention
dramatizedisannouncements
to call
on KTAR, Phoenix, Ariz., for the
to its classified ad section, placed
(last year has added KVOA, Tucson.
through Donovan-Armstrong Agency,
FONTANA food PRODUCTS, San Philadelphia.
Francisco on April 23 will start the
'electrically transcribed. So This Is LOUISIANA POWER & LIGHT
Magic on KGMB, Honolulu, and C"o., is sponsoring a series of 26 synKHBC, Hilo, T. H., Tuesdays and
dicated Listeners' Cluh programs, proThursdays, 4:15-4:30 p.m. Honolulu
duced by NBC Radio-Recording DiviTime. Account was placed through
sion, through August on WWL, New
Brewer-Weeks Agency, San Francisco.
Orleans, Saturdays, 6:15-6:30 p. m.
Agency is Fitzgerald Adv. Agency,
L. O. GROTHE Ltd., Montreal (to- New Orleans. The complete series, feabacco) on April 3 started Enchantturing avariety of talent, includes 175
ment on CFRB, Toronto ; CKCO, Otepisodes. Other current
tawa; CFCF, Montreal ; and in quarter-hour
siponsors are the Ideal Laundry & Dry
French La Petite Cigarettiere on CBF,
Cleaners on WDBJ, Roanoke, and the
Montreal; CBV, Quebec; CBJ, Chi- I'hoenix Laundry & Dry Cleaning Co.,
coutimi. Que. ; CJBR, Rimouski,
on KTAR, Phoenix.
! Q u e . ; Wednesdays, 10-10 :15 p.m. FRUIT WINE Co. of AMERICA.
Agency is Canadian Adv. Agency,
New York, on April 22 will add
' Montreal.
WNEW, New York, to the list of New
OWL DRUG Co., San Francisco (Pa- York stations carrying quarter-hour
cific Coast chain), thru Raymond R. programs and spot announcements for
, Morgan Co., Hollywood, newly ap- Lord Jean wines. Schedule is for 10
I pointed, on April 15 starts a six to 20 spots weekly and two to four
weekly quarter-hour, early morning programs of news or music weekly for
I program, Keeping Fit in Hollywood,
52 weeks. Other stations are WMCA,
on KNX. Contract is for 52 weeks, and WEVD and WHOM. Emil Mogul Co.,
program features Richard Kline in New York, handles the account.
health exercise.
RELIANCE MFG. Co., Chicago (Big
L. O. GROTHE Ltd., Montreal, (St. Yank work clothes), on April 25 will
Regis Tobacco) has started a Sunday
a 13-week series of twice-weekly
quarter-hour French show Monsieur et start
quarter-hour programs on WLS, ChiMadame on CKAC, Montreal ; CHRC,
cago, featuring The Sod Busters &
Quebec ; C.IBR Rimouski, Que. Cana- Christine.
& Ryan, Chicago,
dian Adv. Agency Montreal, placed handles theRuthrauff
account. Naughton Farms,
the account.
Waxahachie, Tex. (nurseries), on
E. T. ESTABROOKS Ltd., St. John, April 8 started a series of six-weekly
N. B. (Red Rose Tea) has started a five-minute transcribed programs on
featuring The Master Gardener.
twice-weekly French show Les Aven- WLS,
tures de Becassine on CKAC, Mon- Contract is of undetermined length.
Rogers
& Smith, Dallas, is agency.
treal; CHLT, Sherbrooke, Que.;
CHRC, Quebec. A. McKim, Ltd., Mon- LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
treal placed the account.
tranrecently
(Rinso), scribed
broadcast inaugurated
of its Big a Town,
IMPERIAL TOBACCO Co., Montreal, is sponsoring broadcasts of all starring Edward G. Robinson, on
KGMB, Honolulu and KHBC, Hilo,
regional hockey playoffs throughout
Canada on local stations and regional T. H., Tuesdays, 7:45 to 8:15 p.m.
Honolulu Time. Account was placed
networks. Whitehall Broadcasting,
through National Export Adv., N. Y.
Montreal, places.
WELCH GRAPE JUICE Co., WestCo., (Pacific Coast Divifield, N. Y. (grape juice), recently PET MILK
sion), San Francisco, recently concontracted for the broadcast of a trantracted for the release of 156 onescribed version of its program starring minute spot announcements on
Irene Rich on KGMB, Honolulu, and KGMB, Honolulu, and KHBC, Hilo,
KHBC, Hilo, T. H., on Thursdays,
T. H., count
which
startedthrough
on AprilBotsford,
6. Acwas placed
7 :45 to 8 p.m. Honolulu Time. Account was placed through National
Constantine
&
Gardner,
San
Francisco.
Export Adv., N. Y.
BROADCASTING
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SEVEN SPONSORS have been signed
for participation on the WJJD, Chicago, Sports Edition, three-hour daily
show which features race results, latest news, general sports information,
interviews with sports celebrities, and
transcribed music. Jointly sponsoring
are Axton-Fisher Tobacco Co., Louisville (Twenty Grand cigarettes),
through Weiss & Geller, Chicago; I.
Lewis Cigar Mfg. Co., Newark (John
Ruskin
cigars)
through Louis
& Toker, Newark
; Buschbaum
Co., Chicago
(Elasti-Glass products) through IrvingcagoJ.;Wilson
Rosenbloom
Agency,
Chi& Co., Adv.
Chicago
(meats),
through U. S. Adv. Corp., Chicago;
Michigan Ave. Motors, Chicago
(autos), through Schwimmer & Scott,
Chicago ; Keeley Brewing Co., Chicago (beer), through C. L. Miller Co.,
Chicago; Studebaker Sales, Chicago
(autos), through Schwimmer & Scott,
Chicago. Five announcers, Jack Drees,
Brooks Connally, Bill Corley. Dick
Olson
shows. and Glenn Taylor, handle the
GRUEN WATCH Co., Cincinnati, has
added WAGA, Atlanta, and WOLF,
Syracuse, to the list of stations carrying its daily
McCannErickson,
New time
York, signals.
is agency.
INSTITUTE OF MENTAL PHYSICS Inc., Los Angeles (religious) preparatory to going national with a spot
campaign, placing direct, is testing
with a thrice-daily quarter-hour program of recorded inspirational music
on KIEV, Glendale, Cal., and XEMO,
Tia Juana, Mex. The Institute is also
using a similar daily program on
XERB, Tia Juana.
LYDIA E. PINKHAM Medicine Co.,
Lynn, Mass. (proprietary), which
sponsors several spot announcements
daily on 150 stations throughout the
is placing additional
United States,
transcribed
announcements in English
and French on a large list of Canadian
stations. Erwin, Wasey & Co., New
York, is agency.

E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES, Rochesa test announceis planning
N. Y.,campaign
ter, ment
for Kruschen
Salts to
City and
Kansas
in
start probably
San Antonio late in April, with plans
to add more stations if the test proves
successful. Erwin, Wasey & Co., New
York, handles the account.
SCHULTZ & Co., Terre Haute, Ind.
(department store), is sponsoring a
quarter-hour of daily Kitchen Barn
Dance on WDZ, Tuscola, 111., in an
small-town
and made
the farmer
appeal
resident.toAttempt
is being
by the
store to have the rural
t
departmen
listener use Terre Haute as tradmg
center.
SECOND novel in the By Kathleen
Norris series, sponsored by General
Mills for Wheaties on CBS, started
the
tions "Mystery
April 8. Titled
dramatiza
continue House",
Monday
bebut not
p.m., will
throughcause ofFriday,
baseball 5-5:15
broadcasts
be heard on WABC, New York;
W B B M , Chicago ; K R N T , Des
Moines; WCAU, Philadelphia ;
KMOX, St. Louis, and WJSV, Washagency. ington. Knox-Reeves, Minneapolis, is

WILMINGTON TRANSPORTATION Co., Wilmington, Cal. (Catalina Island
resort),
a sea-6
sonal user ofvacation
radio time,
on May
starts for 13 weeks, a five-weekly
t prohe-stree
quartergram on hour
6 CBS man-on-t
West Coast
stations,
Monday, thru Friday, 1 :30-l :45 p.m.
(PST).sor 22Inquarteraddition,hour
the firm
will ssponprogram
on
KNX, Hollywood, only, during August. Agency is Neisser-MeyerhofE, Los
Angeles.
McCOLL - FRONTENAC OIL Co.,
Montreal,
on April
1 started
casts six times
weekly
on C K newsO C,
Hamilton, Ont. ; CKGB, Timmins,
Ont. ; CFCO, Chatham Ont., CJKL,
Kirkland Lake Ont.; CKNX, Wingham Ont.; CFCH, North Bay Ont.
Account was placed by A. McKim
Ltd., Montreal.

iTnANSCniPTIOhl
TOPICS
hiftke
LITTLE
TAILOR

NOW
MRS. YIFFNIFF, if
you'll draw a question from the
box,
please. Ah,
yes— WHEN
A SOUND
EFFECT
NOT ISA
SOUND EFFECT? . . . (No
coaching,
please,
on
our pay
roll.)unless
You you're
say a
Sound Effect is not a Sound
Effect when it's made by Standard?solutely
Correct,uncanny!
Mrs. Yiffniff, ab-

FOR EFFECT means impression, and when Standard filches
a hunk of sound directly from
LIFE it's no mere impression —
it's the McCoy. Ask young Allen,
Jr.,
who took a left
to his
two-month-old
nosehookthat
he
might give his lustiest all for
No. 27B! Ask the frog who wasted three minutes of his mating
call use
that some
you guys
wouldn't have
to
impersonator
with
enlarged tonsils (Bowes Unit
No. 71)! Ask the 500 and some
stations from Timbuctoo to Tipperary
use Standard's
super
sounds —whothey'll
tell you the paths
of LIFE lead to our grooves!

AND BY an amazing coincidence, we write this even as
Standard releases eJeven new
double-taced discs of Sound Effects. They include many new
industrial effects, many new
nautical effects, etc., but at so
many cocoanuts the column,
we're not going to list them all
here. For further distractions,
just write in. We will say these
various cuts are even better than
ever, and with business what it
is, Men, I feel we should all
take a cut.

AD DOW dat id's Sprig, with
the returning birds and flora,
the Cardinals and the blooming
Yankees,
our broadperennial No. 21you'll
— our want
baseball
cast theme effect with a ball
park background so realistic you
can feel the peanuts in your
cavities.
DON'T FORGET, kiddies, when
Standard makes a Sound Effect
Parity!LIFE— Life Goes To A
from

^p. to. SieuidoAd?
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Bond Clothes
and

B. C. Headache Powders

have just renewed
their KMBC

Newscasts

with Erie Smith

for 52 weeks
straight across the board !
Phillips 66 and Commercial

COMMUNITY OPTICIANS, New
York, will sponsor the For Dancers
Only program, hot music played to an
audience dancing in the studio while
they listen, on WMCA, New York,
from 4 :45 to 5 p. m.. Sunday through
Friday, beginning April 15. Program,
previously heard sustaining, has been
popular with the teen-age listeners,
with tickets applied for weeks in advance. Same sponsor has also bought
two daily quarter-hour periods of Zeke
Manners and His Gang, Monday
through Friday, also starting April
1.5. Campaign, totaling 16 quarterhours weekly, was placed through
Commonwealth Adv. Agency, Metuchen, N. J.
WM. WRIGLEY Co. of Canada. Toronto, on March 27 renewed for 13
weeks the French show Course au
Tresore on CKAC, Montreal ; CHRC.
Quebec ; and on April 9 renewed for 13
weeks Treasure Trail on CFRB, Toronto; CFCF, Montreal; CKCO, Ottawa ;CFCO, Chatham. Ont. Agency
is Tandy Adv. Co., Toronto.
CANADA STARCH Co., Montreal.
(Corn syrup) on April 11 renewed for
five weeks What Would You Dof on
CFRB. Toronto; CFCF, Montreal;
CKCO, Ottawa. Agency is Vickers &
Benson. Montreal.
BOSCO Co. New York (milk amplifier) has renewed its five-minute, fiveweekly United Press news on WMAQ,
Chicago, which features Fort Pearson.
Renewal is through Aug. 2. Kenyon &
Eckardt, New York, is agency.

for the story on mail

WHN's SignofF at 3 a. m.
BECAUSE of increased business
starting throughout April. WHN. New
York, has added two operating hours
daily to its schedule, programs now
beginning at 6 a. m. and ending at 3
a. m. the following morning. Recent
new accounts include B. F. Currv and
Marvel Chevrolet Co.. New York, 1.3
weeks of three quarter-hours weekly ;
Utilities Engineering Institute of New
York, on April 14 started 24 quarterhours weekly ; National Schools Television course, on April 7 started 52
weeks of six quarter-hours weekly ; Air
Conditioning Training Corp.. on April
4 started 24 quarter-hours weekly,
and Emergency Labs (Poslam soap),
on April 9 started thrice weekly participation on Polly ihe Shopper program.
Correction
IN THE STORY on Chicago baseball
broadcasts on W.J.TD. Chicago
[Broadcasting. April 1, p. 97]. the
agency of Walgreen Drug Co., one of
the joint sponsors, was listed as J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, rather
than Schwimmer & Scott. Chicago, the
correct listing. The sponsors and agencies should read as follows : Congress Cigar Co.. Newark (La Palina
cigars), through Marsehalk & Pratt.
New York ; Walgreen Drug Co.. Chicago, through Schwimmer & Scott,
Chicago ; Bowman Dairy Co.. Chicago,
through J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicagoton,
;Gillette
Bosthrough Safety
Maxon Razor
Inc.. Co.,
Detroit.
Broadcasting regrets the error.

response on this

THE FOREMAN Co., national representative firm, has been appointed
representative of WCBM. Baltimore,
and WIND, Gary, Ind.

Credit Co., share another.

That leaves only one5:45 A. M.

and if you're interested
in reaching the prosperous
Kansas -Missouri farm
audience, ask Free & Peters

early morning hot spot!

The New Big Money Crop
— Soybeans
W

KANSAS
Winner

^^mf

CITY
1939
PLAQUE
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Y

Serves
the Center
World*s
Soybean
Central Illinois
$32,000,000
Soybean
crop and
alone.
Greatk
corn
I 1 vestoc
center,
too.
manufacturing. Much
Pop.
area, tail
% million. Reto 17%. business up 12

KMBC
OF

S 0

WSOY

Dacatur,
IS hours 111.
daily

AGEICY

GUDE BROS.. Kieffer Co., New York, to
Huber Hoge & Sons, New York, to Royal
butter. Six news periods weekly have been
running for the past two months on
WINS. New York, and more radio may
be added next fall.
WALTER H. JOHNSON CANDY Co.,
Chicago,
to Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp.,
N.
Y.
EIGHTEENTH anniversary of
WWL, New Orleans, was observed
recently, with General Manager
W. H. Summerville (right) presenting a silver cup to Father Edward
Cassidy S.J., who founded WWL as
a 10-watter. Under guidance of
Loyola U of the South, WWL has
grown to a 50,000-watter.

FISCHER'S
SURFA-SAVER
nati, to Strauchen
& McKira Inc.,
Adv.,CincinCincinnati. Five-weekly announcement campaign started on WKRC, Cincinnati.
MONTEREY BREWING Co. (Salinas, Cal.
(beer and ale) ; Clark Folding Boat Co.,
San Francisco (folding kayaks, rowboats
and dinghys) and Moreland & Carlton, San
Francisco (chemical engineers), to GerthKnollin Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
SLATER SHOE Co., Montreal, to J. E.
Huot. Montreal. Disc program to start in
mid-April in Maritime and Western
Provinces.
COLUMBIA BREWING Corp., St. Louis
(Alpen Brau beer), to Olian Adv. Co.,
St. Louis.

Breakfast Club Stages
New York Agency Stunt
REPEATING its Chicago stunt of
promoting the Blue Network Breakfast Club at a breakfast [Broadcasting, April 1], NBC on April 5
entertained some 200 New York advertising agency executives and
station representatives at breakfast in the Louis XIV Restaurant
in Rockefeller Center. Fancy skaters on the adjoining rink entertained, after which a section of
a typical Breakfast Club broadcast was played by recording and
Don McNeill, m.c. on the program,
interviewed a lifesize cutout figure
of himself, whose answers were recorded.

CBS Wins Art Award
CBS received one of the medal awards
in the classification of "complete ads
in bookletcompetition
and direct ofmail"
of the 19th
annual
advertising
art,
sponsored by the Art Directors Club of
New York, for the verse brochure
"Seems
Radio isCorwin
Here toandStay",
written hy Norman
illustrated
by Rudolph Charles von Ripper and
William Golden. The booklet is a reprint of duction,
the firstColumhia
probroadcast Wodkshop
on CBS April
24. 1939.
Youths Choose Programs
YOUTHBUILDERS, New York,
through its Forum Clubs is distrib"Youth
Forum Radio uting
List"a monthly
to children
in metropolitan
public ulate
schools
help children
formtheir own"tomethods
of discrimination in the use of radio as an effective source of information and entertainment." The list of programs,
which includes time and stations, is
based on children's own preferences,
and eachon month's
copychildren
containsmaya
coupon
which the
submit further preferences or suggestions.
MORE)
BAIT

Sidney N. Strotz, NBC vice-president in Chicago, where the program originates, explained the
new plan whereby it is available
for local sponsorship on individual
stations, with announcements done
locally. If desired, announcements
can be recorded by Don McNeill,
he stated. Program, which has been
on NBC for seven years as a sustaining feature, now has 11 sponsors in 13 cities, according to a
chart displayed at the breakfast.
ABOUT

(FACTS
[RECEIVING TELUrI

RESERVE

spending

power in Baltimore:
One-third of the Bank Deposits
of $669,976,836.00

is in Mutual

More than two hundred million
dollars is lying in the savings
banks of Baltimore. Those depositors can draw out their
money any time they want —
and they do draw it out when
they want to buy something

Mak« your advmrtittng investmant in a
station. "flnf
growing choi'c*"
marlcat. radio
Utu Baltimon't

WFBR
BALTIMORE

badly enough. Your advertising can turn "reserve" spending power into actual sales!
★

ON

THE

NBC

Savings Banks!

National Representative!
EDWARD
PETRY & COMPANY
RED

BROADCASTING
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••BARTON A. STEBBINS, Los Angeles agency, has opened a New York
office at 247 Park Ave. to service its
Eastern accounts. William S. Arnold
and Robert L. Nourse Jr. head the
executive staff of the new office. Mr.
Stebbins will divide his time between
, Los Angeles and New York.
ANNE DIRECTOR, for seven years
radio time buyer for the Pacific Coast
Offices of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
' York,
has joined
Speetor Co., New
in a Austin
similar& capacity.
[ WARD WHEELOCK Co., on April
: 22 will move its New York offices
3 from 420 Lexington Ave. to larger
quarters at 444 Madison Ave. Diana
' Bourbon
is manager of New York radio accounts.
; JOHN B. BISSELL. formerly an ex! ecutive of Blaekett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago, and previously president of
, Bissell & Land, Pittsburgh, has been
appointed vice-president of Lawrence
Fertig & Co., New York.
RAYMOND R. MORGAN Co., Hollywood, having acquired the property at
the corner of Vine St. and Leland
' Wa.y,
that city,
contemplates
erecting
a two-story
building
which the
firm
will occupy.
i DON HENSHAW, radio executive for
the last 3% years of A. McKim Ltd.,
Toronto agency with branches throughout Canada, severed his connection as
of April 1, and is writing scripts for
major shows of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. His place has been temporarily taken by Mrs. Jean Grant at
the Toronto headquarters of the
agency.
HUMPHREY M. BOURNE, who recently joined Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Hollywood, has been made head of the
. commercial and copy departments. Before coming to the West Coast he was
for four years in the radio division of
Ward Wheelock Co., Philadelphia.
LOUIS E. DEAN, radio director of
Campbell-Bwald Co. of New York, on
April 8 joined Arthur Kudner, New
York, as an executive in the radio department, which is headed by Charles
Gannon. Kenneth Young, assistant radio director of Campbell-Ewald, will
take over Mr. Dean's position.
JOHN ROCHE of the New York office of N. W. Ayer & Son, will leave
for Hollywood about April 15 to assist
in the production of the Eord Motor
Co.'s summer
program, Francia
which willWhite
feature James Melton.
and Leith Stevens' Orchestra.
AARON & BROWN is the new trade
name of the former Barnes & Aaron
Adv. Agency, Philadelphia, Eleanor
I Brown having taken over the partnership vacated by Warren Barnes, who
is retiring from the advertising field to
devote his time to his Yellow Cab Co.
interests.
GEORGE STANTON, formerly of J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, and
more recently of Blackett - Sample iHummert, Chicago, has joined McCann-Erickson, same city, as assistant
to Ed Benedict, director of media.
CHARLES HOTCHKISS, for three
years a member of the NI?C-Chicago
local and spot sales department, has
been appointed radio director of the
Sherman K. Ellis & Co., Chicago office.
ROSS SHATTUCK and Margaret
Ettinger, operating under the name of
Shattuck & Ettinger Adv. Co., Beverly Hills, Cal., for five years, have
withdrawn from the advertising field
and dissolved the firm, setting up
separate organizations. Miss Ettinger
will continue to handle public relations accounts, while Shattuck is confining his activities to art direction,
industrial designing and merchandising. With separate offices, they continue to be headquartered at 202 S.
i Hamilton Drive, Beverly Hills.
IBROADCASTING

Latham to B & B
JOHN R. (Jack) LATHAM, recently with Kenyon & Eckhardt,
New York, on April 2 was appointed business manager of the radio
department of
Benton & Bowles,
New York, succeeding William
J. Fagan who has
rejoined CBS as
assistant sales
manager. Mr.
Latham was formerly director of
spot ra d i o for
Young & Rubicam, New York,
American
and president of
Cigarette and Cigar Co.
REMY L. HUDSON, who a year
ago joined Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co.,
Chicago, has been elected vice-president of the agency. Mr. Hudson entered the agency field with CampbellMithun Inc., Minneapolis, in 1934, afin 1929 in the advertister
ingstarting
department of The Dayton Co.,
Minneapolis department store, and was
associated with the McCord Co. as account executive before joining Mitchell-Faust.
ETT has reGEORGE the McGARR
joined production staff of Young
& Rubicam, New York, following a
several
years'
absenceradioduring
which
he handled
a special
assignment
for Lord & Thomas, New York, on the
American Tobacco Co. account.
MITCHELL E. FRIEND, president
of the Friend-Weiner Adv. Co.. New
York, has formed the Mitchell E.
Friend Co. at 15 Park Row, New
2-5516. AsRector are
York. Telephone
sociated with Mr.is Friend
most of
the former Friend-Weiner staff. Ernest H. Weiner, treasurer of FriendWeiner, has joined Morgan A. Reichner & Co., New York, as account executive.
JOHN JOHNS, account executive
of BBDO, New York, has been appointed avice-president of the agency.

CAL KUHL of has been elevated to supervisor all J. Walter Thompson
Co. network programs emanating from
the West Coast and will work directly
with Danny Danker, vice-president in
ofHollywood
agency's to
the continue
chargefice. of
Kuhl will
produce the
NBC Chase & Sanborn Shotv until
mid-summer when he is to be relieved
trans-.
is being
who to
Holland,
by Maury
ferred from
New York
Hollywood
Dick Mack continues as head writer
on the Chase & Sanborn Show.
MILTON FBINBERG, head of Feinberg Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has
to the Junior Chambeenber ofappointed
Commerce advertising and publicity committee. He will work with
asHollywood
Sayers,
Jack C. sistant
publicityCBS
director,
who is
chairman of the Junior Chamber radio
committee.
in charge of raJOHNSON,
RUTH
dio talent
and casting, has been made
production manager of Raymond R.
Morgan Co., Hollywood. Amy Helen
recently joined the agenwhosuccessor.
Brown,
cy, is her
ED MEAD., Hollywood script editor
of Benton & Bowles on the CBS
Strange as It Seems program, sponsored by Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.,
has been transferred to the agency's
New York office in an executive capacity.
ZOHNER E. ROLLER, formerly with
Edward L. Bernays, New York, has
been appointed
of public
relations of the J. director
W. Pepper
Co., New
York advertising agency.
LEO BURNETT Co., advertising
agency with main offices in Chicago,
has leased space for a New York office
in the Time & Life Bldg., in Rockefeller Center. Telephone number will
be Circle 6-8059.
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MARSH K. POWERS, formerly president of the Powers House Adv. Agency, Cleveland, has joined Roy S. Durstine. tive.
NewRecentYork,
as aaccounts
creative include
execuDurstine
McCall's Magazine, National Mineral
Wool ucts,Assn.,
and ABT's
all of New
York. Seafood ProdCLARANCE HATCH Jr., account
executive of D. P. Brother & Co., has
been named vice-president to head that
agency's Oldsmobile group.
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1050 K C— 1000 WATTS
•
Indiana's Fastest
Growing Station!

Agency Meets Media
PACIFIC National Adv. Agency,
Seattle, entertained 12 executives
and members of the staff of KOMOKJR, Seattle, at a luncheon March
29, the first of a series planned
by PNAA to meet with media representives and explain the functions and facilities of the agency. With William H. H o r s 1 e y,
president of the agency, presiding, talks were given by Harold
0. Stone, Frank V. Twist and
Harry Pearson on various phases
of the agency's radio activities.
William A. Krasselt
WILLIAM A. KRASSELT, 66, a
founder of Cramer Krasselt Adv.
Agency, Milwaukee, died April 3
after a heart attack. Mr. Krasselt
was chairman of the board of the
agency, founded in 1895. He was
also one of the founders of the National Audit Bureau of Circulations
and was active in the National
Better Business Bureau and the
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies. A bachelor, he is survived by two sisters.

Well planned musical features, alert showmanship,
and thoughtful consideration
to community service — these
are the things that have made
WIBC the most talked of,
and most listened to, station
serving Central Indiana — an
area wherein 300,000 radio
families are influenced in the
spending of $238,000,000
yearly by the messages heard
over Indiana's Friendly,
Compelling Voice — WIBC!
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Indianapolis

HENRY B. YATES, a vice-president
of Vick Chemical Co., New York, has
been appointed to the newly-created
position of executive vice-president in
charge of advertising and sales.

Howard H. Wilson, Nat'l Rep.
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THE VOICE OF .v.iSSiSSi-Pi

M ississ

ippi Gets
Another Oil Field!
DISCOVERY of a second and entirely
new oil field near Jackson spurs business
optimism in Mississippi. More tlian 20
wells already producing from the first
field found last fall.
JACKSON'S March 1940 building activity doubled that of March 1939. Completions totaled 52 with 268 projects under
construction.
To build your business in the growing
Mississippi market, invest your advertising dollars with WJDX — the dominant
radio station in Mississippi.
Owned ond Operated By
LAMAR
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

iiia

PARKING
TEST

Rebroadcast

of International

Is Recommended
to
AMENDMENT of rules governing
international broadcast stations,
whereby domestic stations would
be authorized to pick up and rebroadcast programs of international stations under specified conditions, was recommended April 4
to the FCC by a committee.
The committee, originally comprising Commissioners Norman S.
Case, chairman, T. A. M. Craven
and George H. Payne, had heard
testimony on the petition of WNYC,
New York City municipally-owned
station, for authority to rebroadcast programs of WRUL, Boston
international station operated by
World-Wide Broadcasting Corp.
Little Opposition
Because of the illness of Commissioner Case, the report was submitted by the remaining members.
While they agreed on the general
recommendation, they differed on
the suggested change in rule. Commissioner Craven recommended
that authority be granted for such
international pick-ups within the
United States provided the rebroadcasting would not detract from the
primary function of an international broadcast station and that
good technical performance is assured. Commissioner Payne, on the
other hand, proposed that such authority be denied except upon showing that the rebroadcast programs
are intended solely for non-profit
purposes and are not commercially
sponsored.
Hearings on the WNYC application were held Oct. 23, 1939, at

LO

SCORES

mW

a 2 to 1 favorite!

A survey of 1642 cars parked in Detroit lots
showed car radio dials left tuned to CKLW by
an average of more than 2 to 1. Drivers know
there's always a good show on CKLW— a fact
worth remembering if the Detroit area is part
of your market!
For Low-Cost Response in The Detroit Area

5000 WATTS DAY and NIGHT • CLEAR CHANNEL
Representative: Joseph Hersbey McGillvra
MUTUAL
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FCC by Committee
which time Mayor LaGuardia of
New York and Profs. William Y.
Elliott and Harry Rowe Mimno, of
Harvard, testified there was no concerted opposition to the proposal.
The committee reported that rebroadcasting of international programs is not prohibited by international convention; that no use of
an international frequency for primary domestic purposes is involved; that the use of wires for
feeder purposes places a serious
expense on non-profit stations; and
that there are no legal bars to picking tip and rebroadcasting such
programs. Declaring it is important
that Mayor LaGuardia's petition be
granted, the committee report said
that if his claims prove true, the
ultimate beneficial affects upon
broadcasting and education in this
country will be far-reaching. On the
other hand, if the claims prove to
be "false hopes", nothing will be
lost by granting the application.
Suggestions as to how Rule
4.10 (d) should be amended to
make the authorization possible,
were as follows:
By Commissioner Craven :
4.10(d). Authority will not be
granted to rebroadcast in the United
States the program of an international
broadcast station located within the
continental limits of the United States,
except upon a satisfactory showing in
the following respects :
(1) That such rebroadcasting will
not detract from the primary function
of an international broadcast station,
the programs
broadcastand
; of which are being re(2) That the technical quality of
the rebroadcasting will be reasonably
free from distortion and noise, as well
as reasonably free from the effects of
fading. The Commission will afford to
applicants a reasonable opportunity to
secure facts concerning the proposed
technical performance.
By Commissioner Payne:
4.10(d)
Authority
will United
not be States
granted to rebroadcast
in the
the programs of an international broadcast station located within the limits
of the North American Continent, except upon a satisfactory showing that
the rebroadcast programs in question
are intended solely for non-profit pursored. poses and are not commercially sponLength of Commercials
Is Discussed by Weed
IN ABOUT 90% of the products
advertised on the air, especially
where direct sales results are expected, commercials of a minute or
more are necessary, J. J. Weed,
president of the station representative firm of that name, told the
Worcester (Mass.) Advertising
Club March 27, when he addressed
the club on the subject "Results
from
Radio".
While
soms advertisers, such as
Bulova Watch Co., have successfully
used brief announcements, he said,
such commercials are usually primarily reminder copy. He quoted a
leading national advertiser to the
effect that one of the announcements in a 15-minute program
should take two minutes or more in
order to put over the sales message.
Whether long or short, Mr. Weed
said, a great deal of care should
be devoted in preparing the commercial copy and the announcer
who reads it should be sincere,
friendly and have good diction.
BROADCASTING

J. L. ALEXANDER, formerly with
the Toronto office of Joseph Hershey
McGillvra, has announced the opening
of his own representation firm at 100
Adelaide St. West, Toronto, as of
April 1,clusive
and representative
has beenof appointed
exC.JIC, Sault
Ste. Marie, Ont.
JOHN S. HEWING, of the marketing research and merchandising department of Young & Rubicam. Toronto, Montreal and New York, on
April 15 joins the Toronto office of
Joseph Hershey McGillvra as station
sales representative. He succeeds J.
L. Alexander.
JOHN BLAIR & Co., national representative firm, has been appointed as
representative of KGGM, Albuquerque,
N. M., and KVSF, Santa Fe, N. M.
FREE & PETERS
national
representative firm, hasInc.,been
appointed
representative of KIRO, Seattle.
LILLIAN E. SELB. for five years in
the radio department
of Blackett-Sample-Hummert
and recently
with Joseph
McGillvra, radio representative, on
April 15 joined the New York offices
of
The Foreman Co., station representatives.
WTOL. Toledo, O., has appointed
Radio Advertising Corp. as its repretative inNew
Chicago, Cleveland and senthe
WestYork,
Coast.
WIBX,
opened
a New
York salesUtica,
office has
at 160
E. 46th
St.
Telephone: Plaza 8-0066. M. L. Swars,
formerly engaged in program creation
and exploitation, is manager.
A. M. MARTINEZ, formerly manager
of Conquest Alliance Co., foreign
transcription and production company
of New York and Chicago, has been
placed in charge of the radio division
of Melchor Guzman Co., New York
representatives
of intei-national
advertising media. Mr.
Martinez recently
returned
a month's
Mexico where from
he studied
radiovisit
and tomarket
conditions for American products.

WOV Donates Old Building
WOV, New York, has donated its
former transmitter building at Secaucus, N. J., to the congregation of
Ansche Sholem of that town to be
used as a synagogue for local Jewish ia
residents. The building was vacated
last year when WOV moved its transmitting equipment to Kearny, N. J.
Adams Form Rep Firm
JACK T. ADAMS, former executive of the Transcontinental Broadcasting of
System,Erwin,
and previously
radio director
Wasey & Co.,
has formed Adams & Adams at 11
E. 44th St., New York, to represent
radio stations and talent. Telephone
is Murray Hill 2-6148. The company is handling Arthur Godfrey,
Stella linger, Johannes Steel and
Gabriel tions
Heatter,
no list of stahas been butannounced.
Mr.
Adams' son, Trevor Adams, will
also be an executive.
The first thought
of listeners . .
and advertisers!
w
5000 WATTS DAY
1000 WATTS NIGHT
CBS— 1010 kc.

N

KNOXVILLE
TENNESSEE

O

X
Represented by
The Bronham Company
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'License

Transfer

Case Is Appealed
'FCC Seeks U. S. Supreme Court
Review of CBS KSFO Case
: IN AN EFFORT to settle the ques' tion of the right of parties to ap: peal from FCC decisions refusing
consent to a voluntary transfer of
a station license, the FCC April 2
petitioned the U. S. Supreme Court
for a writ of certiorari to review
the KSFO-CBS transfer case, now
pending in the U. S. Court of Ap1,peals for the District of Columbia.
In its petition, signed by Francis
Biddle, Solicitor General, and William J. Dempsey, FCC general counsel, the Government brings out that
the lower court on Nov. 29 denied
the FCC's
appeal taken motion
by CBS toanddismiss
KSFO anfrom
the Commission decision denying
transfer of the San Francisco outlet under lease to the network. The
Commission originally had denied
the transfer in October, 1938. When
the appeals were taken both by
CBS and KSFO, the FCC filed mo■ tions with the lower court to dis■ miss the appeals on the ground that
under Section 402(b) of the Communications Act, the court was
without jurisdiction to entertain an
appeal on the Commission's denial
of a request for consent to the assignment of a station license. The
lower court subsequently denied the
Commission's motion to dismiss in
'both cases.
^ Transferee a New Applicant?
I The Commission said that the
: law authorizes appeal to the lower
court from any decision refusing an
; application for a construction per' mit or for a license or for renewal
' or modification
of an
existing
license and does not
mention
transfers. The Commission said it regarded the issue as important not
only because it holds that a transferee requesting consent to a transfer is to be considered an applicant
to the Commission for a license,
but also because it involves his
right to a hearing before the Commission, the nature of his substantive rights and the scope of review
of an adverse determination of the
. Commission.
Moreover, the Commission said
that
the lower
decision.
Chief inJustice
Gronercourt's
and Associate
Justice Miller had denied the Commission's dismissal also, with Justice Stephens dissenting. Three
other members of the court — Associate Justices Edgerton, Vinson and
Rutledge — have not directly passed
upon the question raised. "In this
situation it is impossible to know

MUSIC Educators National Conference, held in Los Angeles March 30April 5, brought many radio executives to the West Coast as participants
and several friendships were renewed. Talking over old times at the
Hollywood Brown Derby restaurant (1 to r) were Jack Benny, star of the
weekly NBC Jack Beimy Show, sponsored by General Foods Corp.
(Jell-0) ; Jennings Pierce, NBC western division educational and agricultural director; Mrs. Al Nelson, wife of the manager of KPO-KGO, San
Francisco; Don E. Gilman, NBC western division vice-president, Hollywood and host to the group; Judith Waller, NBC central division public
service and educational director, Chicago; Mr. Nelson and Harry Sosnik,
musical director of Decca Records, New York. Radio was an important
part in the Conference with both NBC and CBS broadcasting more than
a score of educational features during the seven days of the proceedings.
with any degree of certainty," the
Commission said, "whether an appeal to the court below will lie from
an action of the Commission in such
cases, since a determination of that
question will depend upon the views
of the two Associate Justices who
were assigned to sit with the Chief
Justice
in the petition,
case."
In a second
dealing with
KSFO, the Commission pointed out
that the case is a companion of the
CBS case and that the issues are
the same, since the lower court disposed of the two cases in one opinion. It added, however, that there
was one additional question involving KSFO — whether, assuming that
the act authorizes an appeal to the
court from a decision of the Communications Commission refusing
consent to a transfer, such an appeal can be prosecuted by the proposed transfei'or of the license. The
latter is in the position of agreeing
not to contest the application and
undertakes to surrender its license
if the Commission grants the application, the Commission pointed out.
Under this analysis, it stated, the
transferor cannot possibly be aggrieved or adversely affected within
the meaning of the law by an order
of the Commission denying the application any more than would any
other person having a contract with
the assignee
conditioned
orable Commission
action. upon favWALTER NEFF, president of NeffRogow, New York, on April 11 gave
a brief talk and directed a question
and answer clinic on radio for the New
Tork Business Institute, a division of
the TMCA.
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^XAC Plea Denied
PETITION of WLAC, Nashville,
to classify WMEX, Boston, recently assigned to operation on the 1470
kc. channel as a Class II station,
while the Nashville outlet retained
a Class I-B status, was denied
April 4 by the FCC. WLAC, after
several years of litigation, has been
authorized to shift to 1470 kc. with
5,000 watts fulltime.
BERMUDA, with a population of
about 31.000, has approximately 5.000
radios in use. according to incomplete
figures of police headquarters at Hamilton, which is licensing sets at the rate
of seven shillings six pence.

'RF»

HOIL lueLComes moi
QLien's suRPRise party
coNveniion to omaha .
DURING GOLDen SP1K6 DflYS!
GRPCie, OF COURSe^UJlLL
BROflDCflST QLL H^R mmm
SP£ecHes m iomm shoujs
OV6ftOniflHfl'SffiVOWT6STATI0n

KOIL
BQSic coLumBifl in omm
Don

Searle,GerilMgr.

Katz

A^cncY-. Nat'l Repr.

1020'

K
What is 'RFD 1020'?
A top-notch farm show broadcast by KYW six days
a week, at 6 to 7 A. M., Monday through Saturday.
Where is
It serves
containing
than live

RFD 1020'
an immensely
571,800 rural
in IOWA and

Heard?
rich agricultural area
radio families — more
MINNESOTA combined!

mat does 'RFD 1020' Cost?
Your participation every day in the week (Sunday
excepted, of course) costs only S81 per week.
Who are RFD 1020' Advertisers ?
Since Jan. 1st such fine accounts as du Pont, Wene
Baby Chicks, Allis-Chalmers, Olson Rug, Hoffman
Seeds, Mentholatum, Flex-o-Gtass, Kemp's Balsam
"the RED network station

in PHILADELPHIA"
L WBNS
, iBROADCASTING

. . . Cenlral Ohio's
Only CBS Outlet
• Broadcast

Advertising
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RCA Mfgr. Co., Camden, N. J., has
announced the new RCA Type 312
radio noise meter for measuring radio noise and interference. Designed
for ersimplicity
and portability,
the metis fundamentally
a superheterodyne
receiver with a small vertical antenna, containing an output metering
system equipped with an integrating
network quasi maximum indications
on a direct reading meter. The instrument, employing a self-contained calibrating source, is claimed to be adapted both for field and laboratory service, itsuring
principal
uses ofincluding
measnoise levels
transmission
lines, electrical apparatus, and field
strength
radio
signals in comparison with of
noise
levels.
STANDARD ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS Co., 317 Sibley St., St. Paul,
has announced a new line of Staco relays quency
designed
especially
radio freand high
voltageforapplication.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, granted 5 kw.
night, has ordered from Victor J. Andrew, Chicago, complete directional
phasing, coupling, phase monitoring,
coaxial
ment. cable, metering and gas equipDOOLITTLE & FALKNOR Inc.,
Chicago, will supply transmitter equipment for the newly-authorized WSSJ,
San Juan, Puerto Rico, 250 watts on
1500 kc, and a Lehigh vertical radiator has been ordered, according to
Miguell Soltero, treasurer of Portorican
Broadcasting Co., hold15]. American
ing the CP [Broadcasting, March
\

These are a few of the tonguetwisters that World's Fair visitors
tossed at Pedro, the Voder, last
summer. None of them stumped
him.
Pedro, of course, is an amazing
electrical device that actually
talks. By pressing keys singly, or
in combination, a skilled operator
can make Pedro speak in almost
human fashion, with varying
inflections.
Pedro's potentialities as the
world's first synthetic speaker are
still being explored at Bell Telephone Laboratories, the same laboratories that developed much of
the equipment that makes possible today's network transmission.
And here skilled men are constantly working to discover new
and better ways of transmitting
the radio programs of the future.

^

^

^

^
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RCA MFG. Co., Camden, N. .1., has
announced the sale of the following
equipment : 250-D transmitter to
KROD, El Paso, Tex. ; 100-EM moduFla. lator unit to WMFJ, Daytona Beach,
R. S. ROBINSON has been named
manager of the Graybar Electric Co.
branch office in Tampa, Fla., and L.
M. Smith, sales manager of the Graybar office in Orlando. The new address
of the Graybar branch in Worcester,
Mass., is 165 Commercial St.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE Co.,
Inglewood, Cal., on April 30 will issue
two new catalogues for the trade. One
is on microphones and the other on
recording machines and accessories.
Both are in loose leaf form and contain many new items since the 1939
catalogues. A third leaflet. No. 165,
on recording and playback turntables,
is also being issued.
O'Hara's Spanish

JOHNNIE O'HARA, sportscaster of KWK, St. Louis,
sponsored by Falstaff Brewing Corp., durinar a training
camp visit with the St. Louis
Cardinals accompanied the
team to Havana, Cuba, for
pre-season exhibition games,
originating his nightly sports
review on KWK from there.
During the four-dav series
with the Cuban All-Stars,
O'Hara put his fluent command of Spanish to good use
in assisting local Havana
stations in their play-by-play
accounts of the series. He
picked up Spanish during
seven years at sea as a wireless operator on ships plying
South American waters, before entering radio as an announcer and engineer in Chicago in 1926.
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additions in the master control room of CBS Hollywood headquarters are explained by Lester
Bowman,
the
network's(center,
western
division chief engineer
pointing) to
, G. Stanley McAllister, CBS
New York struction
superintendent
conand maintenance of(left)
as George McCaughna, in charge
of maintenance and construction at
Columbia
Square
looks on. inMcAllister came
to Hollywood
late

March encetostudios
inspect
the were
two new
audi-to
which
added
the Columbia Square building.
Search for Model Son
IN COOPERATION
with the
United
Artists as promotion for
picture
'•My Son, My Son", WMCA, New
York, is conducting a search for New
York's model son between the ages of
1.3 and 18, the winner to receive $100.
Announcements on the contest and
guest speakers describing the necessary
qualifications are presented by WMCA
on various daily broadcasts. Judges
nre Lowell Thomas and Allen Dinehart. Following the local contest, it
is planned to hold a national search
for a model son, the winner to receive a four-year scholarship to college.

EXPERIENCE
ALONE
Does Not Assure
SUCCESS

CREI courses in Pracfical Radio
and Television Engineering prO'
vide ambiHous radiomen with
modern fechnical 'training to
increase the value of their
practical experience, enabling
fhem to take advantage of
opportunities. The fact that
there are CREI men In more
than 300 broadcasting stations
is proof that our training enables them to meet the competition of college-trained engineers
ability. and Increase their earning power by increasing their

CAPITOL
ENGINEERING

RADIO

INSTITUTE

Dept. B-4, 3224 - 16th St., N. W., Wash.. D. C.
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comply. He emphasized he did not
voluntarily write to any Senator
concerning matters under dispute
at the FCC. He stated also he
wished to clarify the statement by
Chairman Fly that he had not
filed a dissenting opinion with the
FCC on the television action.
Declaring it is not usual for
Commission members to write dissenting opinions. Commissioner
Craven said the FCC minutes show
he voted "no". He added he had
given his reasons orally at the time,
and suggested that action be postponed until sufficient time had
elapsed "for second thoughts". He
said he urged the chairman personally not to take the action, and
if that were not possible, to modify
it. He said he reiterated this suggestion as late as the morning on
which the order was published.
After reading the Craven letter.
Chairman Wheeler said he thought
there was no conflict in the light of
Mr. Fly's
previous and
testimony.
Senator Hill agreed,
then placed
in the record minutes of recent
meetings of the RMA dealing with
television standards. Similar material had been included in the FCC
hearing record by Bond Geddes,
RMA executive vice-president.

Television
Flexible
Urges
jpoosevelt
television engineers in the field, he
the freezing of standards through
said that Mr. Farnsworth himself
its manufacture of 441-line receivJ Fly and Sarnoff Match
ers. Mr. Sarnoff disagreed with
expressed the opinion that the DuWits at Senate
Mont proposals "have nothing
what he described as Mr. Fly's conHearing
tention that the RCA was substi- worthwhile to offer".
tuting itself for the FCC by at- Craven Message Sent
(Continued from page 18D)
tempting to fix standards.
did not admit the FCC had any
Edwin M. Martin, secretary and In Lieu of Appearance
^authority over advertising, h e patent counsel of Farnsworth RaAt a brief session April 11,
would welcome an inquiry into the
dio & Television Corp., in a brief
RCA promotion by the proper body, appearance, emphasized that the Chairman Wheeler recessed the
which he said was the Trade ComRMA standards do not belong to hearings subject to his call, after
explaining that Commissioner Cramission. He added he felt the ComRCA but to the entire industry and
ven would not appear as scheduled
mission's first order was proper but that there is neither an RCA nor because of the television hearings
that the second order was "all Farnsworth system of television.
the FCC. While Commis!.wrong" — in contrast to the dia- Both companies, along with others, before sioner
Craven, in a letter to the
metrically opposite position taken
contributed and Mr. Farnsworth
committee, offered to testify later,
by Chairman Fly. Somewhat fa- himself took part in the drawing
cetiously the RCA president said up of the RMA standards. He said Chairman Wheeler indicated the
would meet in a few days
that he felt all this discussion was
he wanted to make the record clear committee
in executive session to vote on the
"healthy", that it tended to adver- that Farnsworth was never con- Lundeen resolution, and probably
tise television and that he thought
trolled by RCA and that it is dis- would hear no more testimony.
he had advertised DuMont "very
tinctly a competitor. He declared
To clear the record in the light
well". Chairman Wheeler observed
that the patent discussion was offMr. Sarnoff hadn't done so badly
side, in his opinion, and that in- of Chairman Fly's statement the
in RCA's behalf.
dustry standards would not be af- preceding day regarding his dissent, Commissioner Craven exCombination Receivers
other. fected by patents one way or the
plained Senator Lundeen had ret Suggested by Fly
quested
reasons for his "no" vote
Declaring that Farnsworth maintains the second largest staff of and that he felt it was his duty to
t. Chairman Fly said that if RCA
I would put on the market a receiver
capable of picking up DuMont and
Philco transmissions, it would go
Account
of FCC
Hearings on Television
a long way toward relieving the Running
situation. He also assured the comWith non-obsolescent receivers
t mittee that other stations would be
B. DuMont, president of Allen B.
By LEWIE V. GILPIN
DuMont Laboratories. Present ex- available, the time is ripe for a
]on the air "pretty soon".
perimental television activities of public test of the relative merits of
usually prompt ComAsked about the minority report WITH the
mission running behind time, the his organization, he said, include large pictures with high detail and
^by Comdr. Craven, Chairman Fly
small pictures with less detail, Mr.
scheduled 10 o'clock hearing April operation of W2XBT; construction
said there was no question raised
DuMont remarked, pointing to the
lin the Commission discussions as 8 did not start until 10:20 a. m. of a mobile transmitter, WIOXKT,
Chairman Fly and Commissioners
which is expected to be ready for desirability of letting the public
to
the FCC's
jurisdictionHe byadded
the Craven, Brown, Walker, Payne and operation soon, and experiments in compare the various standards bedissenting
commissioner.
fore picking one as the best. Along
the dissent was inserted in the Thompson attended. Chairman Fly the developmnet of commercial telethis line he produced a letter he
vision apparatus, particularly em- had
, Congressional Record by Senator began by reading a statement diswritten March 29 to David
claiming any intent of going be- ceiver.
phasizing a625-line 15-frame re- Sarnoff,
Lundeen. Senator Wheeler critiRCA president, urging an
yond the FCC statutory powers,
cized the practice of publishing mi- and confining
the issues to Part II
intra-industry
"ironingover
out"theof tech"the
nority reports in that manner, de- of the 1940 television hearing.
needless controversy
Has Sold 500-600
claring
it
led
to
"back-biting"
on
Reviewing briefly the activities Sets Since 1938
nical standards". Pointing out in
independent agencies.
the letter that the only DuMont exThe hearing then was opened up of the Television Committee and
ceptions to the RMA standards are
the FCC en banc, along with testias a sort of free-for-all. William
Under questioning by his coun- the sections limiting the flexibility
mony
developed
at
the
earlier
hearA. Roberts, counsel for DuMont, in
sel, William A. Roberts, Mr. Du- of frame and line frequency and
the rear of the crowded committee
Mont estimated that from 500 to
ing. Chairman Fly stated that "engineering
evidence
had
clearly
es600
DuMont television receivers type of synchronizing pulse, he sugroom, was asked to make a statetablished the lock and key relation- had been sold since June, 1938,
gested that "in fairness to the pubment. Supporting the FCC hearing
lic" receivers put on the market
ship of receiver and transmitter when the company started manuorder, he said the whole issue beshould
be capable of responding to
fore the Commission was whether
precluding major changes in transfacture for public sale. The most these amended standards as well as
mitters because of the great loss recent DuMont
the RMA standards should be
development in its
adopted. He added he thought it which might be caused to the owncommercial line is a set with a 20- to the RMA standards. In pursuance of Mr. Sarnoff's reply, Mr.
inch tube, he stated, adding that
ers of receivers".
was "fairly conclusive" that RCA
continued, he had ar"It should be made clear that no another — the multi-standard set, DuMontranged ameeting
did control RMA through its enat a future date
gineers on various committees. He subject matter is to be considered
capable of receiving various emis- with Otto S. Schairer, RCA viceargued that if RCA continues its at this hearing which was not consions ranging from 400 to 800 lines president in charge of patents, to
sidered and dealt with in the Com^ merchandising campaign, stand— would be ready when 625-line discuss the situation further.
ards would be frozen to the RMA
mission's previous hearings and re- transmission is given a try. The
was not the "ulti- Describes Reception
ports," he continued.
' synchronizing pulse and that flex- order covers
only a "The
part present
of the latter receiver
1 ibility would be impossible.
mate"
in
multi-standard
reception,
Mr. Roberts declared he felt
same subject matter. It should be since operation of a manual switch On 20-Inch Tubes
borne in mind also that this is not is necessary to switch from one
j in
RCA's
promotional
was
If the RMA 44-line standards
a trial; and no effort will be made
standard to another, he pointed out.
"deliberate
defiancecampaign
of the Comwere accepted as they stand at
the legal promission's order". RCA, he charged, here topriety ofdetermine
Emphasizing
the
precaution
the promotional activities taken by his company in guarding present, the DuMont experiments
{proposed to sell to "suckers" 25,000
to 40,000 sets which would not ac- of the industry. It should also be receiver buyers against obsoles- with 625-line transmission likely
emphasized that the Commission
commodate improvements unless
cence, Mr. DuMont read into the would cease, since there would be
they paid the additional $40 per has no intention of adopting any record a letter dated March 27, "no percentage" in developing a
unit for the alterations. He re- rules as to the design or as to the 1940, to all DuMont dealers stat- system that would not be used, Mr.
ferred to an RCA letter, sent out marketing of receiving sets.
ing that the company, in its "no DuMont continued. Describing reFeb. 29, which advised dealers that
ception on the DuMont 20-inch
obsolescence" guarantee, agrees to
RCA would immediately push tele- DuMont Outlines
make any changes in the DuMont
tube, he said the 441-line standard
vision at the 441-line RMA stand- Extent of Experiments
receiver necessitated by the adop- would not be satisfactory, since
ards.
tion of new or different standards,
there would be only about 20 lines
Mr. Sarnoff asked that the record
"The subjects to which this in- free of charge, until Jan. 1, 1942, to
the inch, as against about 35
show that DuMont is controlled by
quiry is directed concern the pres- and at cost thereafter.
ent status of television, its research
Paramount and that the impression
lines to the inch on a 14-inch tube.
Pointing out that fully flexible If the size of the image is to be inshould not prevail that there is a and development, and the problem
receiving apparatus is now availof the exercise of the Commission's
creased, the number of lines also
"big
RCA
and
a
little
DuMont".
Mr. Roberts retorted that Paraable, the DuMont position still re- must be increased to maintain the
statutory
duty
to
issue
experimental
licenses
and
to
fix
the
standards
mains in favor of flexible standmount does not control his comards, he declared. The question is same quality and definition.
pany but has advanced money on for television transmission."
notes.
Although the DuMont organizaWith witnesses appearing in the not "the weight or speed of the
tion is ready to install and operate
Chairman Fly himself took up same order as at the January hear- train", but rather the "gauge of
transmitters
to demonstrate the
ing, the first to testify was Allen the track", he pointed out.
the questioning of Mr. Sarnoff on
BROADCASTING
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625-line system to the public, it
would take from six to eight
months to put into operation the
stations, for which applications
have been pending with the FCC
about a year, he stated. Meanwhile,
he continued, the "commercial or
of allowing comeffect"
practicalmercial
operation right now would
be to sell the 441-line system so
solidly there would not be much
sense" sion.
in Thestarting
public 625-line
can not transmismake its
choice until 441-line and 625-line
signals are available simultaneously, he added.
Introducing a series of photostatic copies of New York newspaper advertisements promoting
RCA television apparatus to show
the impact of RCA's commercial
program on DuMont experiments,
Mr. DuMont said his 625-line experiments probably would have
been discontinued had it not been
for the FCC's order calling the
present hearing. In presenting the
exhibits, it was brought out that
DuMont had no comparable merchandising campaign under way at
the time, and allusions were made
to the "high pressure" treatment
advertiseof pricementsreduction
of dealers. s in the
Sees Remote Possibility
Of FM Television
Limited commercial television
operation by Sept. 1, as planned,
would work out satisfactorily providing standards are not frozen at
441-lines and 30 frames per second,
he commented. Commercial operation would enable the continuation
of developmental experiments and
Tjrovide some income for continuing operation, he observed. As for
frequency modulation's application
to television, he stated that although there is a "remote possibility in the
future" forthere
FM'sis use
in video
transmission,
no
good reason for holding back commercial operation waiting for it.
Removal of Television Channel I,
whether for FM or any other service, would "hinder television considerably", he said, particularly since
most of the present video work has
been conducted on Channel I.
Cross-examined by FCC General
Counsel William J. Dempsey, Mr.
DuMont said it would probably be
"a
of years"
build up
the cfuestion
usefulness
of otherto television
channels to that of Channel I as it
stands now. Asked about the cost
of converting outstanding video
receivers to receive other standards of signals, he estimated it
would cost from $10 to $20, plus
the cost of a new tube or tubes
ranging from $10 to $50 or $60.
However, he pointed out, it would
cost only $1 or $2 in additional material and labor to effect multistandard operation in a set while
it was in the process of manufacture.
Agreeing with an observation by
Chaii'man Fly, he said "saturating
the market"
receiversof
would
limit with
the 441-line
effectiveness
limited commercial operation under the DuMont-amended standards. As between limited and full
commercial operation, he said, the
former would be suitable for an
interim "to prove out" various
standards, but beyond that point
full commercial operation would be
desirable.
To RCA Counsel Frank W. Wozencraft he stated that if DuMont
got additional transmitter facilities, it would provide "sufficient in-

centive" to carry on its experimental and developmental work irrespective of competitive merchandising activities. Mr. DuMont qualified
this observation by repeating that
it would take from six to eight
months to put a new television station into operation.
Fly Quizzes RCA on
FCCs Jurisdiction
In the midst of the DuMont
cross-examination. Chairman Fly
interrupted to inquire of RCA as
to its attitude
on the the
FCC'shearing.
jurisdiction in reopening
He asked specifically whether RCA
felt the FCC had acted improperly
or without jurisdiction. When Mr.
Wozencraft declined to "affirm or
deny" the jurisdictional query.
Chairman Fly addressed it to Col.
Manton Davis, RCA vice-president
and ed general
counsel, who was seatin the audience.
"Most cei'tainly we do not challenge the jurisdiction of the Commission to fix standards for television transmission or to make any
investieation or collect any facts
that might be helpful in that connection." Mr. Davis replied.
Some surprise was occasioned
when Mr. Wozencraft produced
newspaper advertisements of DuMont, designed to merchandise sale
of its receiving sets. The first was
a full page published in the Netv
York Times April 28, 1939. Another was published following the
adoption by the FCC of its new
television rules.
Mr. DuMont stated under examination that although these advertisements did not bring up the obsolescence factor,has
thebeen
company's
policy consistently
to give
a guarantee insuring receiver buyers against obsolescence because of
changes in standards. He said that
while he advocated giving a trial
to some other standards than those
advanced by RCA, he was not in
favor of unlimited flexibility in
standards.
Despite Chairman
observation
that the Fly's
FCC opening
had no
intention of trying to regulate sale
of television receivers, the questioning veered to that point. Commissioner Thompson, referring to testimony at the original hearing, asked
if estimated set sales, ranging from
25,000 to 40,000 during the first
year, would not result in "high
pressure"
promotion
of theto 441line
system.
He alluded
the
danger of turning over to manufacturers what he called the FCC's
duty to establish standards, which
might be the practical effect if such
plans were carried out.
Mr. DuMont's appearance took
up the entire first day, though he
had requested only three-quarters
of an hour on direct examination.
Don Lee Activity
Reviewed by Lubcke
Don Lee Broadcasting System
case was presented April 9 by Harry R. Lubcke, Don Lee television
director, and Lewis Allen Weiss,
vice-president and general manager of the network, with George
O. Sutton as counsel. In addition
to operation of W6XA0, Don Lee
television station in Los Angeles,
and W6XDU, television relay transmitter, Mr. Lubcke stated that the
organization engages in other extensive visual broadcast activities.
He explained that Don Lee, although pursuing an extensive research into technical development,
did not do it with the idea of mar-
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the Times

THE "oyez" procedure at
FCC hearings, which embraces best courtroom procedure, stumped one observer
at the television hearings
April 9. When the FCC filed
in all spectators stood at atexcept this shouldered
lone individual—tention
a broad
greying man who appeared
engrossed in his papers.
Chairman Fly, before rapping the gavel to signal seating, tention
soughtbut nothing
to attract
his athappened.
He finally mainderrapped
and the reof the audience
as
one man sat. Chairman Fly
was seen to inquire of Col.
Thad H. Brown, at his right,
who the recalcitrant was.
With a smile. Col. Brown advised him he was 0. H. Caldwell, editor of Radio Today
and a member of the original
Fedei-al Radio Commission
who served from 1927 to 1929
and who presided at hearings
involving radio when the
present
college. chairman was still in
keting transmitting or receiving apparatus. The fundamental thought
behind the video research was development of "the ultimate program service", he declared. Stating
that he himself held about 10 patents on television developments,
Mr. Lubcke explained that although
they are infacturersgeneral
use equipment,
by manuof television
they tion
arefor not
and prosecutheirlicensed
unlicensed
use has
been waived. He commented also
that Don Lee has constructed a
good share of its own equipment,
for which it paid no license fees,
since construction was for experimental use. One large outright purchase on the market was the RCA
portable equipment put into use
several months ago, he added.
The general disadvantage of
shifting from the 441-line 30-frame
standard, on which W6XA0 operpresent, to
15frameates atstandard
is the
that 625-line
the image
of the latter is not as satisfactory
in all of its aspects, he declared. Although the 625-line standard presents the opportunity of giving
greater delineation, he continued,
it also gives rise to the problem of
flicker and following fast motion.
Pointing out that Don Lee previously had experimented with 80line 15-frame and 300-line 24-frame
transmission before finally arriving at 441-30, he admitted that his
441-line preference was based on
"our own engineering conclusions"
and not on any public looker test.
Commissioner Thompson questioned the reliability of Mr. Lubcke's "educated guess" leading to
his preference of 441-line transmission when he had not studied 625line transmission or reception since
May, 1939. In this connection he
also pointed out that the Los Angeles viewing audience had not had
a look at 625-line transmission.
Frequency Traits
Are Shown in Tests
Parrying this FCC thrust, Mr.
Lubcke held the relative propensities of 625-line and 441-line transmission, from a technical standpoint, can be worked out "with a
BROADCASTING

pencil and paper and logic". Quali. ^ ji
fying this observation as an accept <
able opinion. Chairman Fly oh j^f,
served, "You're doing a lot of con ^J,
jecturing, particularly to a Com

mission that's seen demonstra 1^";
In response to a flat questioi a;:
tions."
^jfrom the FCC chairman, Mr. Lub- jjn
eke stated he would be satisfied tc
"lock the standards down to 441
lines and 30 frames right now, with- tea:
out furtherat least
research".
With defithe pi
standard
reasonably
nite, he observed, future improve- [laments in image quality would come
from cathode ray developments,
since the present cathode ray tube j[r
is a far cry from the tube of the jpr
future.
J
results of
a Don
LeeOutlining
study ofthe
ultra-high
frequency
propagation characteristics behind
hills lying in the transmission
plane, he stated that a signal on
45 mc. was received on the far side
of the hill with 80% of its hilltop
strength, while a signal on 66.7 mc.
was received at only 12% of its
hilltop strength. These findings
were determined as independent of
power, he added. This study indicated that while higher frequencies
could be used in plains country, the
lower ones would give better coverage in hilly country like that of
the Los Angeles area.
Cross-examined
General
Counsel
Dempsey, byhe FCC
stated
that

(r;if'
b
m
iici
Ho
iai
ifs
i;
it
a;
,
f

only Channel I could be used in the
Los Angeles area and give satisfactory service, pointing out that
the Channel II carrier is about 13%
higher, with a corresponding drop
in coverage and behind-hill signal
strength. He estimated it would
cost about $2,000 to shift W6XA0
from Channel I to Channel II.
Although 441-30 does not represent the ultimate standard of quality to which Don Lee aspires, Mr.
Lubcke explained further, he does
believe it is the best format for the
6 mc. channel. Don Lee would like
to usebutthein format
proved
best by
trial,
the absence
of trial,
he
said satis
he thoughtfacto
441-30 ry.
was the
most
When he declared in conclusion
immediately after this that he was
not advising the FCC to fix 441lines, 30 frames and the RMA synchi-onizing impulse as standard
right now. Chairman Fly observed
that he could not reconcile this
statement with his previous testimony that he was ready to "lock the
standards
down".
Theatre Chain
Shows

*

Interest, Says Weiss
Following Mr. Lubcke to the
stand, Mr. Weiss declared that although television could still be considered as in one of its experimental stages, it is ready for full commercialization. Limited commercialization amounts to "a device that
has no function", he commented.
With Don Lee research not curtailed "in any way" by the latest
FCC order,
statedapproximately
to Commissioner
Walkerhe that
the total profit of Don Lee Broadcasting
System
1939 was spent
on
television
thatinyear.
Among one of the most encouraging signs noted by Don Lee, he
said, was the interest shown in
W6XA0 broadcasts by a West
Coast theatre chain. He stated that
officials of the theatre group were
well impressed by present service
and quality to approach GaumontBritish in regard to the purchase
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.: '')f theatre projectors for furnishJ-|ing television entertainment to paj Estimated
Tons in its
theatres.
He
that various
the income
from this
J Venture would yield from $18,000
' '-,0
$20,000with
weekly
for program
luction,
set owners
getting prothe
'same entertainment as the theatre
'jatrons. Along the same line he
' 'stated that several advertisers are
I Ifeadv to buy time on W6XA0, fully
■'"(realizing the limited size of the
" .^present audience.
I"^ Recounting Don Lee's desire to
" *lceep abreast of the latest developf 'ments, either through personal exf 'amination or by technical reports,
^ 'Mr. Weiss was questioned on why
""'Don Lee apparently had neglected
to look into the latest developments
iiiiof DuMont and other manufactur!!;ers. Mr. Weiss explained that alitiithough there had been no personal
iipexamination of these developments
nfi'since
Lubcke's invisit
the Dui- Mont Mr.
laboratories
May,to 1939,
he
( had kept informed through various
( reports that had reached him. He
i i-was then asked how he had arrived
fi^at the conclusion that the 441-line
iilistandard was most satisfactory.

%Words Jockeyed by
'p JFeiss and Fly
li A heated colloquy broke out be1 tween Mr. Weiss and Chairman Fly
he
,|||When he i-eplied that,to althou'i'h
reveal the
J]was not at liberty
J ^ source of his information, he had
.reason to believe there was "no
jjUnanimity
opinion"
the
^Commission ofitself
on thisamong
question.
Chairman Fly, weighing this re] Imark, then demanded the source of
lljthe statement. After considerable
with the hearing room tense
I fbyplay,
as the FCC chairman pursued his
inquiry, Mr. Weiss answered that
■ he believed he was within his rights
■ appearing under oath as a witness
in the hearing to make that ob' ' servation "from the questioning of
the Commission itself". The col' loquy
when basis
he stated
such concluded
was the only
for that
his
statement.
Special equipment and other developments will necessarily follow
when such services as the projected
theatre programs arrive, Mr. Weiss
• declared, adding that development
' is geared to public demand and that
I "there is a limit to the pre-judging
t anyone can see". The reference to
theatre projection brought on a
discussion of large screen television.
Drawing an analogy to the photoengraving process, Mr. Weiss stated that an important factor in picture defects was angle of sight,
which he said Mr. DuMont had admitted in earlier testimony. He
pointed out that as any picture is
enlarged, defects are exaggerated
i in proportion to the blowup, although as viewing distance increases to a point of eye comfort,
the visual impression in respect to
detail and defects will remain essentially the same as with the original picture.
Chairman Fly then declared that
the Commission, during a largescreen demonstration on its television tour, had observed just the
opposite effect, with loss of detail
because there were not an adequate
number of lines to cover the large
screen — a condition that grew
j worse
creased. as viewing distance inResponding to another query by
Commissioner Thompson, the Don
Lee executive said the commissioner had misquoted him in saying
BROADCASTING

NO ROTARY TALKS
Purely Concrete Testimony
Demanded by Fly
ROTARY CLUB speeches will not
be tolerated at FCC hearings, accordinp- to Chairman James Lawrence Fly. The specific prohibition
was made April 9 by Chairman Fly
during a colloquy with Lewis Allen
Weiss, vice-nresident and general
manager of Don Lee Broadcasting
System, when the latter was on the
stand at the second 1940 television
hearing. When Mr. Weiss declared
he was "confident that both the
manufacturer of transmitters and
the manufacturer of receivers will
keep pace with the best things that
are
evolved, Fly
whoever
evolves them,"
Chairman
interrupted.
"That is Rotary Club talk," he
commented. "That's just a Rotary
Club speech about American democracies have always progressed, and
we will find the ways and all that
sort of stuff. We are dealing with
a concrete situation here, of transmission and reception, in a technical field, and I am wondering if
you can't move in on that a little
more concretely".
Countering, Mr. Weiss, answered: "I can appreciate — and I certainly don't want to be unduly resentful— that the chairman and I
would
approach
problem
different
angles. this
I am
sure fi'om
that
the chairman is prepared to admit
that a broadcaster who has been in
the business for 10 years may have
some knowledge of the subiect, and
it; trying to be practical and reconcile the various things to which he
is impacted by engineers, economic
trends, and so on. And I am doing
my utmost I assure you, sir, sincerely, to give you my honest opinions as I see this problem."
there was a "great demand" by advertisei's to use television. However, he explained, there are some
advertisers in the Los Angeles area
who would participate in giving impetus to the progress of television,
realizing fully the present limits
of the field. He said he thought
television would become "an adult
advertising tribution
medium"
when set
reached 10,000
in disthe
area, yielding an audience of about
50,000.
Discusses Proposal
To Use Two Standards
From a standpoint of progress
in the art, standards should never
be frozen at any particular point,
whether it be 441 lines or some
other standard, he declared. However, the art has advanced to a
point where commercial impetus is
needed, he added. Asked by Chairman Fly if "saturation" does not
freeze
with "saturation"
applied standards,
to the situation
where all
who can buy receivers buy 441-line
sets, Mr. Weiss answered, "No".
He added that although the question of standards should not be
closed, on the other hand there was
no reason for delaying all television
operation until all possible developments had arrived.
He said he thought it would be
"a very forward-looking stride" to
set up a 625-line station in the Los
Angeles area so a 441-625 comparison could be made. Questioned
again by Chairman Fly, he admitted that the sale of 30,000 441-line
sets in the area would make difficult the operation of a 625-line sta-
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tionmated
starting
that thefrom
areascratch.
should He
be estiable
to absorb from 75,000 to 100,000
sets when they become available at
production prices.
Cross-examined by Mr. Dempsey,
he estimated there would be 10,000
sets in the Los Angeles area within
a reasonable time after commercial
development starts. Using this estimate, Mr. Dempsey then asked Mr.
Weiss if he, as a broadcaster starting from scratch, would enter the
field with another system when he
knew that of the 10,000 sets 60%
would take only one type of transmission, and that type not his. Cut
off by Chairman Fly as he started
an explanatory answer, Mr. Weiss
finally answered merely, "Yes and
No". To this Chairman Fly observed, "Then it's just a case of
'Some
pie; some don't'?" Mr.
Weiss like
agreed.
To Commissioner Craven the Don
Lee officialshould
commented
receivers
be ablethat
to today's
receive
any actual transmission, or should
be adaptable to receive it. However,
he continued, obsolescence in even
two or three years should not alone
constitute an excuse for holding
back television operation. If several
systems were tried, and another
than 441-line found most desirable,
Don Lee would be willing to convert
its transmitter to the best system,
he declared.
Stating that operators realize
they could not immediately get
commercial accounts for television
comparable with standard broadcast stations, he estimated that it
would take at least two or three
years for visual broadcasting to become an "adult medium", once commercial operation was started.
Freezing of Standards
Feared by Philco
Agreement with the FCC majority's attitude on "freezing" of
standards if 441-line, 30-frame sets
are now placed on the market, was
voiced by David Smith, engineer
and assistant head of the patent department of Philco Radio & Television Corp. Mr. Smith, recounting
the activities of his company in
television research before and after
the Feb. 29 order, declared that "incentive" to research
beyondwould
standards of sets
on the market
be
lost once such standards were fixed.
He interpreted
the and
RMAtheacceptance of standards
RCA
promotion campaign as a definite
move toward frozen standards over
and above FCC authority.
Prior to March 1, when the RMA
committee had reiterated its standards, Mr. Smith said Philco had 40
research engineers on its staff engaged in television work, one-third
working on RMA standards and
two-thirds on other standards, particularly Philco's own "vertical polarization" method of 605 lines, 24
frames. Philco had been ready for
a year, he
to go receivers
into the production ofsaid,
television
but
did not because it regarded the time
as "not yet ripe" and the market
"not yet ready".
All of Philco's research is now
devoted to perfection within the
RMA standards, for after the Feb.
29 order it reduced its force to 26
or
27. standards
Philco's position
that,
with
frozen,nowit iscannot
reasonably be expected to pursue
research outside those standards.
Mr. Smith agreed with the view
that with even a limited number of
sets in the hands of the public,
standards would inevitably tend to
freeze.

Although his company did not
complain to the Com.mission, Mr.
Smith said it was disappointed
when the Commission did not heed
its warning at the January television hearings against an immediate
commercialization of television. He
interpreted the Sept. 1 "limited
commercial" effective date as a "goahead pected
signal"
and would
he saidgo heahead
exthe industry
'"in a moderate way" to sell receivers.Mr. Smith asserted he felt standards need still more improvement,
and suggested six months would
suffice for their final fixing by the
FCC. tions,Tohe repeated
Chairman
questhat Fly's
six months
would be enough to bring about
improvements
that heare
on
the horizon". While
said "now
it would
"never be absolutely safe" to fix
standards, he felt the burden was
on the Commission to do so. He insisted the Philco 605-line 24-frame
system was superior to the 441-line,
30-frame system, going into its
technical aspects and remarking
that he would be satisfied to see
standards fixed on the Philco level.
Six Months Sought
For Philco Research
Philco has held a television station license since 1932 and has operated on Channel 2 since 1936, he
said. It has been offering a program service a minimum of five
hours per week for public reception
in Philadelphia, in addition to its
tests. It has program and studio
facilities, he added.
Asked by Chairman Fly if Philco would resume the research program it curtailed after March 1 if
the FCC "in some proper way
avoided
freezingin standards",
Mr.
Smith answered
the affirmative.
"Some time or other," he asserted,
"television standards must be set
down, and we think six months
would
a i-easonable
time."asked
RCA becounsel
Wozencraft,
whether
the "six-month
delay" was
the
amount
of time required
by
Philcois itself.
Mr. Smith
"No,
that
the amount
of timesaid,
required
by us to coiuplete our research and
we hope the rest of the industry
will go bealong
with tous."seeAsked
if he
would
willing
standards
frozen at 605-lines, 24-frames, Mr.
Smith declared he would — but only
"after everybody had been heard".
Under cross - examination, he repeated that "standards must be
frozen" but he qualified his previous assertions by saying he was
not advising they be frozen at the
Philco standards.
"If the Commission has the right
to set standards," he said, "it also
has the right to prevent other people from setting standards under
their nose," referring to the RCA
promotion campaign for the sale
of 441-line, 30-frame receivers. He
declined to estimate the "saturation
point" for receivers in the New
York or Philadelphia area, which
RCA has maintained would be
about 25.000 this year and which
RCA contends could not possibly
freeze standards in the event the
Commission should later fix new
standards.
Mr. Roberts, counsel for DuMont,
developed on cross-examination that
Philco knew on Feb. 29 that "RCA
and the industry were going to
proceed generally under RMA
standards," and a letter from Elmer W. Engstrom, RCA director
of television research and a prime
mover in the RMA standards com-
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mittee, was introduced in the record to show that industry plans
were formulated, instantly the FCC
order became known on that day,
to proceed on RMA standards. This
letter provoked intense interest on
the part of Chairman Fly and Commissioner Thompson, the former
asking to have it read in full and
the latter inquiring into the source
of the speedy information to the
RMA committee meeting in New
York the very morning the Commission promulgated its order and
acting immediately. Recipient of
the letter was F. J. Bingley, of
Philco, who was not present at the
hearing.
Pioneering Research
Cited by Sanabria
With Commissioner Walker as
acting chairman in the absence of
Chairman Fly, the April 10 session
opened with the appearance of U.
A. Sanabria, television pioneer now
associated with Dr. Lee DeForest in
American Television Laboratories.
Mr. Sanabria said he had invented
and developed the interlaced or
offset television scanning technique
now in general use, and described
his visual broadcasting activities
during the last 15 years. During
the 1926-1933 period his multiple
spiral scanner system with multivibrator electrical retouching was
used by 18 of the 24 television
transmitters then operating experimentally, and the system became
the effective standard of the time,
he said. He estimated about $2,000,000 had been spent in his television
activities during this period.
Highlight
Sanabria's
timony was of
his Mr.
proposal
that testhe
FCC cooperate with the industry
in bringing about the meeting of a
joint committee to provide three
fundamental agreements by Oct. 1,
1940: A pooling of transmitter patent rights with a provision for a
moderate license fee and royalty to
any operator granted a channel by
the FCC, so monopoly by direct or
indirect control of transmitting apparatus would be impossible, similar to the pooling arrangement in
the automobile industry; agreement on a flexible method of
scanning, eliminating the key and
lock feature in synchronizing, and
using instead a method in which
transmitter and receiver may vary
in scanning pattern simultaneously
without serious physical alteration
of the receiver; and patent license
agreements showing that a reasonable number of manufacturers can
build receivers without the hazard
of patent prosecution from the
owners of various transmission
methods.
At present he is developing a new
system of scanning, Mr. Sanabria
stated. The new "intei-mittent system", which he advanced as an example of possible future developments that might suffer if the
standards question is not treated
with caution, amounts to a combination of vertical and horizontal
interlacings of picture spots, like
a series of offset checker boards,
completing all of the spots on the
picture in four coarse scans, rather
than two horizontal scans, he explained.
Tells of Difficulties
In Scanning Process
Speaking of early difficulties
with RMA about standards back in
the days of the mechanical scanning process, he declared that as
late as 1931 RMA in an open meetPage 74-D

ing had said, "We see no value
whatsoever
interlaced
He said alsoin that
at onescanning."
of these
early meetings, with several sets
of standards offered, the RMA had
given a blessing of sorts to all those
offered but his own.
Cross-examined by Mr. Dempsey,
he stated that American Television
Laboratories maintains a first-class
laboratory, and that its employes
work at production of various products during the day and do a large
measure of their research on their
own time afternoons and evenings.
The production activities are necessary to give the organization operating funds, he stated. Although
his latest developments are not yet
ready for public demonstration in
comparison with other methods,
he said, they have reached a stage
in the laboratory where they showed
defi nite possibilities.
Although the new technique
might yield the same quality picture on a narrower band, he declared it would not be advisable to
cut down the band width in any circumstance, since public preference
might force development of a 1,000line picture, assuming that "it is
not to be argued" that more lines
yield an improved picture. Regarding television as a new industry
that might well come to employ a
million persons, it would be too bad
to diminish its facilities and limit
its full possibilities, he added.
Cross-examined by RCA Counsel
Wozencraft, Mr. Sanabria remarked
that although patents ordinarily
can be used experimentally without
license, "the number of backers interested in purely philosophical research has decreased enormously",
and that it was difficult to get financial backing without some ultimate prospect of financial return.
Responding to questioning by
DuMont Counsel Roberts, he declared that, as shown in his experience in theatre and broadcast television, the important thing to the
audience is the show, observing
that the audience will forgive shortcomings in fidelity if entertained.
Although not referring directly
to DuMont, Mr. Wozencraft then
asked Mr. Sanabria if he knew of
anyone in a better position to produce good programs than Paramount Pictures. Mr. Sanabria responded, "They are in a healthy
position." Later, questioned further
by FCC Attorney Bauer on his patent pool suggestion, he stated that
although an arrangement similar
to that of the automobile industry
would be desirable, it might even
be extended so far as to alter patent laws to take care of the situation, particularly to require less
litigation.
Wilder Tells of
^Picture Generator'
Appearing without counsel, M. P.
Wilder, chief television engineer of
American Television Corp., New
York, discussed the television situation from a technical standpoint
and outlined the activities of his
company. He said the firm for three
years had carried on substantial
research in receiver and transmitter
equipment and had developed a
"picture generator" for studying
the various proposed standards.
With expenditures of about $150,000 in this period, he said a 9-inch
short tube r°ceiver had been developed which had sufficient flexibility
to receive any "published" signal,
including those of the RMA, DuMont and Philco standards.
Mr. Wilder declared that these
Videor sets should eliminate the
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fear of obsolescence in the 6-mc.
channels. Stating that no sets have
yet
been sold,
he remarked,
see
no sense
in spending
money "I promoting the sale of these receivers
until the public is assured there will
be no more delay in television service because of bickering between
engineers, various companies and
In setting standards, the number
of frames should be set high enough
toothers."
allow continuing research on increased brilliance and reduced flicker, he declared. With 30 frames the
minimum, he said, to lower the
number even to 24 would be a step
backward. He stated also that research and development will continue with commercialization and
that there was no excuse to hold
back the whole art waiting for developments on the "ultra ultra-high
frequencies".
He recommended
the
Feb. 29 rule
be reinstated. that
On cross-examination by Mr.
Dempsey, he explained that his
firm's laboratoi'y tests employ a
coaxial cable connection with its
"picture
generator" and
outside transmissions,
but available
that no
regular broadcast transmitter is
operated. He explained also that
the company was particularly interested in developing wire television
for stores, hotels and other businesses. With negotiations for manufacturing licenses under way with
both RCA and Farnsworth, he
stated that although RCA has not
said it would give a license it has
"given every indication that when
we make a noise like money, they'll
issue
license".
The a company,
having cleared
through the SEC a proposed stock
issue amounting to nearly $400,000,
had planned to put the stock on
market the day after the last FCC
order, he stated, so financial activities have been limited. As a "poor
but
honest"Corp.
company
Television
expectsAmerican
only a
small percentage of sales, he declared. "If we could get 5% of the
amount sold by RCA, we'd be satisfied," he commented.
Aside from tubes and certain unavailable apparatus, all receiver
parts would be bought by the company for assembly and testing,
probably on a cost plus basis, he
said, adding that he believed there
would be no patent infringement
resulting
from the projected tube
manufacture.
Questioned by Mr. Wozencraft,
he stated that 30 frames per second
would be the minimum standard to
achieve a low flicker level in rooms
like the illuminated hearing room.
In recently comparing a foot race
telecast and a newsreel of the race,
he stated the blur due to motion was
less in the video picture, although
detail was greater in the movie.
Operation with fewer frames would
place standards on a semi-darkened
or darkened room basis, he commented.
Position of CBS
Is Stated Briefly
CBS's scheduled appearance consisted of a brief statement by Paul
A. Porter, CBS Washington counsel. He stated that the network,
interpreting the April 4 order as
covering only the technical phases
of manufacture and sales and not
program development, was still
limiting its television activities to
program development and that although these experiments were
continuing, there was nothing new
in this line to report since the CBS
appearance at the January hearing.
BROADCASTING

Campbell Sees
Hardship in Delay
William B. Campbell, president
of National Television Mfg. Corp.
testified briefly, with his counsel.
Thomas P. Littlepage Jr., handling
direct examination. He stated that
although a receiver has been developed, itis not in production or
on sale because of restricted television service. The company intends to proceed with construction as soon as visual broadcast service is extended, he declared. However, he pointed out, if
commercial operation is delayed beyond Sept. 1, it would work a great
hardship on small manufacturing
companies, probably driving most
of them out of business and leaving
the field to bigger operators. He
added that capital is hard to procure, and that what is collected by
small companies usually comes directly from investors rather than
diverted profits from other lines.
Obsolescence Danger
Stressed by Zenith
J. E. Brown, engineer in charge
of television operations of Zenith
Radio Corp., declared that while
limited commercialization and general sale of sets would promote television development, it remained a
question of whether the manufacturer wanted to assume the responsibility ofprotecting buyers against
obsolescence. As for Zenith, he continued, it was not vdlling at this
time to undertake the obligation of
offering the public a set with the
art at its present state.
After a short delay in proceedings
because of the absence of various
parties scheduled to appear, during which RCA Counsel Wozencraft pointed out that the absences
may have been occasioned by the
Commission'sorder
departui'e
from its
announced
of appearances,
the session resumed briefly before
recess with an appearance by Mr.
Geddes, RMA executive vice-president. Questioned briefly on the file
of RMA correspondence and minutes requested by Chairman Fly,
Mr. Geddes was instructed to reappear April 11 and supply additional
information on an RMA meeting
purportedly
between
adjournment of the held
January
hearing
and
Feb. 21. When Mr. Geddes pointed
out that reports of all RMA meetings do not come directly to his office, Commissioner Thompson asked
if it utes
was
not meetings
"unusual"arewhen
minof such
not kept.
Mr. Geddes said he would attempt
to produce the desired information
as the session concluded.
Minutes of Meeting
Subpoenaed by Fly
With Chairman Fly directing the
questioning, Mr. Geddes resumed
the stand briefly to start the April
11 session. In regard to the interim
meetings of RMA groups, Mr.
Geddes said he had no information
about any executive committee
meeting
on Feb.
18, which Hehe pointed out was
a Sunday.
added
that various committee meetings
had been held between Jan. 22 and
Feb. 21, but the only ones having
to do with television matters were
a Jan. 24
the subcommittees onmeeting
televisionof receivers
and
cathode ray tubes, another meeting
the same day by the subcommittee
on television transmitters, and a
Jan. 25(Continued
meeting ofon the
pagesubcommit84)
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CONTROI
ROOM
; EDWARD BRADDOCK, with RCA
Mfg. Co., Camden, for the last 11
years and recently in the sales department, has been appointed manager of
amateur radio sales for the company,
according to an announcement by L.
W. Teegarden, manager of the radio
tube and equipment division. Mr. Braddock operates amateur radio station
W3BAY, at his home in Haddonfield.
N. J.
ERWIN W. TOWLE of the engineering department of WOR. Newark,
will have two paintings, "Childs" and
"Manhattan Skyline", in the annual
spring exhibit of amateur art work of
the Society of Independent Artists in
New York.
ELMO CRONK, formerly control operator of WTAR, Norfolk, Va., has
joined WPID, new station at Petersburg, Va., as chief operator. John
Council replaces him at WTAR.
GEORGE BNK, on the engineering
staff of WTOL, Toledo, O., since the
station opened, is on leave of absence
to act as designing engineer for the
Houghton Elevator Co., Toledo. Simon
Maruszau, a graduate of Port Arthur
College, Texas, has joined the WTOL
engineering staff.
JAMES THORNBURY, studio engineer of NBC-Chicago, on April 8 left
for a three-week trip to Guatemala.
BOB DETTMAN, chief engineer of
KDAL, Duluth, is the father of a son
born recently.
CHARLES HARTMAN has joined
the engineering staff of WCAM, Camden, N. J., as relief operator.
JOHN B. HAUSLER has joined the
engineering staff of KWNO, Winona,
Minn.
THOMAS R. DUNLOP, for the last
four years of the WJJD engineering
staff and before that with CBS, ha.'?
been ai)pointed studio supervisor of
WJJD, Chicago. Hilton Remley,
former supervisor, has been transferred to the station's transmitter at
Desplaines, 111.
JAMES LONGNECKER, formerly of
KFDM, Beaumont, Tex., has joined
the KICA, Clovis, N. M., engineering
staff.
GILBERT ARENSTBIN, WLWWSAI, Cincinnati, engineer, married
Misa Esther Glassman April 14.
JOSEPH CONN, NBC television engineer, on April 1 married Lenore
Kingston, Chicago radio actress. Both
amateur radio operators, the couple
have been communicating by shortwave between New York and Chicago
since July, 1939.
JAMES V. SIMS, formerly of WISE,
Asheville, N. C, WJLS, Beckley, W.
Va., and KICA, Clovis N. M., has
been named chief engineer and chief
announcer of KYUM, Yuma, Ariz.,
C. WESLEY TURNER, television engineer, formerly in charge of RCA
television demonstrations at the
Golden Gate International Exposition,
San Francisco, has joined the NBC
Hollywood staff in a similar capacity.
Demonstrations are now included in
tours of the NBC Hollywood studios.
JOHN HAWKEN, formerly chief
studio operator at CHML, Hamilton,
Ont., has gone to CFOS, Owen Sound,
Ont., as chief engineer.
A. EARL CULLUM Jr.. consulting
engineer, has moved its offices in Dallas to Highland Park Village.

CBC Chief Gets Army Post
BRIG.-GEN. VICTOR W. ODLUM,
C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O., of Vancouver,
vice-chairman of the board of governors of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., on April 4 was appointed to
command the Second Division of the
Canadian Active Service Force by Defense Minister Norman Rogers. Gen.
Odium has seen service in the South
African War, 1899-1900, and in the
First World War. A former publisher
of the old Vancouver Star, and a financier, he has been a CBC board member since the CBC'shasinception
in 1936.
No announcement
been made
of a
successor to his post on the CBC
board.

Robinson Honored
EDWARD G. ROBINSON, star of
the Lever Brothers Co. Big Town
series on CBS, has received a .special
award from the National Safety Council ities
in recognition
of his radio
activon behalf of accident
prevention.
The award was made during the April
11th broadcast of the program, presented from Los Angeles under the
auspices of the Council.
SOME 1,500
were entertained retail
April 14 grocers
by KMOX,
St.
Louis, and General Mills. Members of
the local major league baseball teams
were introduced, along with France
Laux, KMOX play-by-play announcer.

LAPP GAS FILLED CONDENSERS

N. J. Anti-ASCAP Bill
AIMED directly at ASCAP activities, abill
abolish
licenseand
agreementstobetween
ASCAP
all
State broadcasting stations and
public entertainment places has
been introduced in the New Jersey
State Assembly by Assemblyman J.
Herbert Stanley. Samuel M. Hollander, counsel for ASCAP in New
Jersey, remarked following introduction of the bill that similar restraints attempted in other States
all have been ruled unconstitutional
upon appeal.

WILL SAVE SPACE, SAVE POWER,

SAVE MONEY

In any transmitting system, tliere are numerous places
where installation of Lapp gas-filled condensers will
improve transmission efficiency with economy of space
and security of operation.
Installations now in service include: plate tuning
circuits — fixed condensers for coil tuning, variable
condensers for condenser tuning; antenna coupling
circuits; tuning circuits for directional antenna arrays;
filter networks — tuned circuits to eliminate harmonics.
the Lapp condenser brings notapplication
To every
able mechanical
and electrical advantages: praaically
zero loss, minimum space requirement, non-failing,
puncture-proof design, constant capacitance under
varying temperature conditions. Fixed, adjustable and
variable types in three voltage ratings and capacitances, loo to 2000 mmf — 54 models in all, price
$75 to $500. Descriptive literature is available on
request. Want to see it}

LAPP
INSULATOR CO., INC.
LEROY,N.Y.,U.S. A.

BECAUSE
of the
war,which
the so-called
Montreux Plan
under
most of
Europe's
broadcasting
stations would
be reallocated
as to wavelengths
and
power has been postponed. Scheduled
to go into effect March 4, the Plan
will be "reviewed" when the International Broadcasting Union meets again
in September.
BROADCASTING
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AARON HANGER, salesman of
WOV, New York, on April 21 will
marry Frances Braudy of New York.
They will honeymoon in Virginia.
VICTOR F. GIEBISH, formerly with
CBS as representative of Radio Sales,
has been named to the radio departwaukee.ment of Cramer-Krasselt Co., Mil-

E. C. MILLS, chairman of ASCAP's
administrative committee ; John G.
Paine, general manager of the Society,
and Louis D. Frohlich and Herman
Finkelstein of the ASCAP counsel,
Schwartz & Frohlich. are in Florida
for the trial of the ASCAP suit to test
the constitutionality of that state's
anti-ASCAP law. Hearings were scheduled to start April 15 before a Federal
court in Gainesville.
DAVID C. PRIXCE. chief engineer
of the switchgear department of General Electric Co., has been named
manager of the commercial engineering department. Mr. Prince is the
holder of 73 patents and is one of the
eight GE engineers recently selected
as
Industry" by
the "Modern
National Pioneers
Assn. of ofManufacturers.
GARDNER COWLES Jr., Class of
1925, is one of eight candidates who
have been nominated for three posts
on the Harvard fund council. Mr.
Cowles is editor of the Des Moines
Register & Tribune and president of
the Iowa Broadcasting Co., operating
KSO, KRNT, WMT and WNAX.
JOHN A. HOLMAN, manager of
WBZ-WBZA, Boston and Springfield,
was elected a director of the Rotary
Club of Boston April 10.
RALPH HART, radio director of
Harry Feigenbaum Agency, Philadelphia, was married to Svlvia Perskie in
Atlantic City, April 14.

GAIL NORTHE,
women's
Texas
State Network,
saileddirector
April of8
from New Orleans with her husband,
Charles M. Muskavitch.
DICK GIFFORD, formerly of
KWNO, Winona, Minn., has joined
the commercial and promotion staff of
KGVO, Missoula, Mont.
CARL WEININGER, KOA, Denver,
staff musical arranger, has resigned
and moved to Hollywood.
RAY LINTON, head of Ray Linton
& Co., radio program firm, has opened
his New York ofiice at 9 Rockefeller
Plaza. Telephone is Circle 6-3661.
FORD BILLINGS, sales manager of
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, returned
to his desk April 11 after attending
the funeral of his father. Rev. W. A.
Billings, who died March 30 at Penney
Farms, Fla.
JERRY DOGGETT, program director
of KFRO, Longview, was married April 6 to Miss Jodie Attaway.
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ADELPHI
IN PHIL
C. E. HOOPER
SURVEYS
PROVIDE
THE EVIDENCE
Six of the nine hours between
1939, to March, 1940, the
9:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. WFIL
figures show that WFIL is conis the second choice or better of
sistently Philadelphia's No. 2
daytime choice.
Philadelphia listeners.
These facts are demonstrated
Ask for your copy of "Daytime
conclusively in a new WFIL
Dialing," now. Ask, too, about
WFIL's attractive daytime availfolder, "Daytime Dialing."
Based on a four-month C. E.
abilities. There is one waiting
Hooper Survey from November,
to do a sales job for you, NOW.
FOR

LOW

COST

CIRCULATION

BUY

NO TRICKS were missed by KFEL, Denver, in covering the finals of the
National A.A.U. Basketball Tournament for the Mutual Network. The
battery of radio men insured full coverage for local and national listeners.
At the KFEL mikes and controls (1 to r) were J. Lyman Bingham, A.A.U.
official; Bill Welsh, announcer handling play-by-play; Frank Bishop,
station manager handling color descriptions; Gene Carpenter, engineer.
BRUCE FOUCHE, formerly director
of radio publicity for N. W. Ayer &
Son, New York, and previously news
editor of CBS, has joined PM, new
New York daily newspaper, to handle
promotion and publicity in cooperaservice.tion with the Tom Fizdale publicity
HARRY BECKER, former announcer
of KITE, Kansas City, has joined
KDRO, rector.
Sedalia.
Mo., has
as program
Herb Kerns
returned dito
KDRO as sports announcer, after having been in Kansas City for several
months. Brad CrandaU Jr., of Kansas
City, has joined KDRO as chief continuity writer.
GRACE LEGG, secretary to Walter
B. Haase, program manager of
WDRC, Hartford, has announced her
engagement to Walter Holman of
Manchester, Conn., with the wedding
to take place next month.
Hand Is Quicker
BILL HODAPP, NBC-Chicago continuity writer, was
wandering about the Field
Museum on the trail for some
local color for his How Do
You Know program, produced in conjunction with the
Chicago Institute and strolled
into the studio where sculping is done. Hodapp was admiring the various works
about the room, and, inadvertently, ran his hand along
the back of a realistic-looking alligator, approximately
five feet in length. Feeling
his touch, the living model
snapped its jaws and slowly
opened its eyes. Hodapp
again proved that the hand
is quicker than the eye and
consequently still has his.

WBAL

itteoni
ML

WOLF Making Debut
WOLF, Syracuse, N. Y., 100 watts
on 1500 kc, vnW be on the air on
or about April 15, arsording to T.
Sherman Marshall, general manager. All equipment was furnished
by RCA. Ascording to Gellatly Inc.,
New York representative, the station's debut on the air has been delayed
snows
and flood
conditions.by Louis
W. Kaiser,
formerly
with WBEN, Buffalo, and previously chief announcer and studio director of WSYR, Syracuse, will be program director. Lawrence A. Reilly,
formerly with WSPR, Springfield,
and WBRY, Waterbury, is chief
engineer.
Zenith Video Fete
CHICAGO'S only television transmitter, W9XZV, owned and operated by Zenith Radio Corp., celebrated its first anniversary on the
air March 29. The station has
transmitted experimental visual
programs on a five-days-weekly
schedule during the year. Although anumber of television receivers manufactured by Zenith
have been loaned to experimenters
and technicians in the Chicago area
for observation and suggestions,
E. F. McDonald Jr., president of
the company, has announced that
Zenith will not manufacture receivers for sale to the public during the present stage of television.
TO INSURE authenticity in the radio adaptations from the Bible for
the Light of the World series, which
started March 18 on NBC, the sponsor, General Mills, has named Rev.
John LaFarge, editor of America, and
Rabbi Robert Gordis of the Jewish
TheologicalsultantsSeminary
as program
conwith Dr. James
H. Moffatt
of Union Theological Seminary.

SuiineiS

NBC BLUE NETWORK • MUTUAL NETWORK
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDW. PETRY, INC.
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\ESSO VIDEO NEWS
SHOWN TO AD CLUB
E S S 0 MARKETERS, group of
Standard Oil Companies cooperating in promoting Esso gasolines
and motor oils by four-a-day newscasts and weekly experimental Esso
Television Reporter series telecast
on W2XBS, New York, presented
their television program April 10
as the final feature of a "Television
Dinner"
New York.at the Advertising Club of
A dozen RCA video receivers
were set up in the Club so members
and their families could witness the
television program, which was preceded by talks on television as an
advertising medium by E. P. H.
James, advertising manager of
NBC, and J. A. Donan, advertising
manager of Esso Marketers. A film,
"News in the Air", was screened,
showing how United Press collects
news and sends it to the radio stations and how news editors and announcers handle it for Esso.
The television series, which
started out by showing news photos
of the day's personalities and
events while the announcer described them, has improved greatly
from week to week. A series of still
photos proved too static for the
television audience, so the sponsor
and its agency, Marschalk & Pratt,
New York, have cut down on the
number of pictures, substituting
charts, maps and diagrams on
which the announcer can trace the
sequence of his story, and also using models and other materials for
illustrative purposes. Commercials
have been actual demonstrations of
the value of Esso's special solvent.
AFRA Signs WEVD
DECISION of WEVD, New York,
to accept terms of American Federation of Radio Artists and sign
a contract covering staff announcers was announced April 12. The
action followed a meeting of the
board of governors of Debs Memorial Fund operating the station,
after negotiations with AFRA had
dragged along nearly a year.
AFRA had threatened a strike effective April 13.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Chipso), is reported to be starting the serial Painted Dreams April
29 on five NBC-Blue stations, Monday through Friday, 10-10:15 a.m.
Agency is Pedlar & Ryan, New York.
JIMMIE ALLEN says:
"I believe I can give you bigger
sales increases per dollar spent
than you can get by any other
method — let me prove it."
Up to 650 transcribed episodes
(World transcribed) available.
Proven merchandising plan.
You can buy rights for any
book — 65 episodes per book.
Write for price and information,— stating number of episodes wanted, radio stations,
etc. Audition record sent $4.00
C. O. D. Money back when returned.
RUSSELL C. COMER CO.
101 W. 11th St., Kansas City, Me.
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Prepare to Drop ASCAP
{Continued from page 16)
thus in a position to enforce any
age the widest possible use of BMI
demands it may see fit to make.
music via transcriptions, the organTo set up an adequate supply of
ization, unlike other publishers who
make substantial charges for the music which will free the broadcasting industry from such complete
privilege of using their copyrighted
works via transcription, will charge dependence upon ASCAP, BMI executives are carrying on negotiaonly the statutory fee of 2c per
tions with a number of publishers
composition per pressing. BMI also
has complete plans for expansion to place their catalogs under BMI
of its activities by taking on addi- control. Pending the successful completion of these negotiations, BMI
tional space and personnel at its
headquarters at 580 Fifth Ave., officials decline to discuss details
New York.
or to mention names, but it is believed that such progress has been
In announcing the BMI policy of
making its music available to tran- made that the acquisition of several
important catalogs by BMI will be
scription companies, Mr. Tompkins
announced within the near future.
stated : "The copyright law is clear.
Reports that BMI was planning
The maximum fee which can be
to take over the licensing rights of
charged for the right mechanically
to reproduce the work is 2 cents the catalogs of Associated Music
Publishers, which Mr. Tompkins
per composition for each record
manufactured, regardless of the headed until he resigned to join
BMI, and of the Society of Euroform or purpose of the record.
pean Stage Authors & Composers
"Music publishers initially succeeded in imposing higher rates were, however, denied by Mr. Tompkins. Many BMI members, he statwhich have been imposed upon eleced, are already receiving the AMP
trical transcriptions, by a threat to
restrict the performance of compo- catalog through long-term contracts
for its library service, and many
sitions after the time of recordastations are already licensed by
tion and before the time of broadcast. The precedent created by SESAC to perform its numbers,
these charges has been followed by so that there would be little point
many persons who have not been in BMI taking over these catalogs.
No negotiations have been started
aware if its implication.
either AMP or SESAC, he
"BMI is in a position to break with
are such negotiations unaway from what I think is an im- said,dernorconsideration
by BMI.
proper precedent. We shall, therefore, charge the statutory fee for
Six popular tunes were released
the use of our compositions for by BMI early in April: "Here in
electrical transcriptions. This wdll
help not only the transcription industry, but also the broadcasters
themselves, since transcription
costs in the last analysis are paid
by the broadcasters.
"In thus aiding the transcription
industry and broadcasting industry,
we are also aiding BMI composers
and authors as the use of BMI compositions vnW be enormously stimulated by our adherence to the legal
charges."
Asks Sponsors to Aid
While expecting that its music
will be actively exploited by the
broadcasters on sustaining programs BMI is also endeavoring to
enlist the cooperation of advertisers and their agencies to include
its numbers on commercial programs. An educational campaign
is now being planned to point out to
the sponsors of radio programs
that, as they are the source of income of the American system of
broadcasting, it is as bad for them
as for the broadcasters to have music in a monopolistic position, controlled by a single source which is
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the Velvet Night," by Ernest Gold
and Dan McCray; "Sagebrush Serendae" by Milton Cassel and Charlotte Cassel; "We Coud Make Beautiful Music Together" by Henry
Manners and Robert Sour; "Let's
Draw Straws" by Eugene Conrad
and Robert Braine; "In the Silence
of the Dawn" by Leon Da Costa
and Samuel 0. Johnson; "What
Good's the Moon?" by Lee Wainer
and Robert Sour.
Numbers were selected from some
20 pieces auditioned at a dinner
attended by representatives of networks, stations and recording firms,
each of whom commented on each
number heard. These questionnaires
were then studied by BMI music
executives and the six tunes issued.
A similar audition for another
batch of BMI music is planned for
the near future, it was reported,
and others will be held as frequently as necessary.
In announcing the inclusion of
these BMI numbers among its May
1 releases, Lang-Worth said that
all the selections would be recorded
as dance numbers with vocal refrains and that in addition those
capable of salon treatment would
also be recorded as that type of
number.
Lever Network Plans
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge,
Mass., early this summer vdW start
a program for Lifebuoy soap in the
first available period on either
NBC or CBS, according to Wm.
Esty & Co., New York, the agency
handling the account.

SKI

SALES!

The Beebe Company selects Northwest's Favorite
Sports Station to introduce new line to Skiers!
• How to introduce its line of Split- end weather and skiing news, The
kein and Flexible Flyer Skis and Ava- Beebe Company has sold the quality
lanche Waxes to winter sports fans of story of its products. In less than
the Oregon country was the problem three months, according to the Beebe
faced by The Beebe Company. They management, these KEX broadcasts
recognized that skiers are strong advo- have made Splitkeins and Flexible Flycates of their favorite brands, and that er Skis and Avalanche Waxes a byword
to build up sales on new names called throughout the Northwest,
for special strategy.
With sales successfully launched on
Oregonian radio station KEX was these products. The Beebe Company is
selected to do the job — and KEX de- continuing to use the power and populivered. With a 5-minute Friday night larity of KEX to mark up new sales
broadcast of snow conditions, week- records for its ski department.
RADIO STATIONS OF THE
1160 KC
OREGONIAN
620 KC
5000
WAm
5000 WAHS DAYS
CONTINUOUS
PORTLAND •OREGON
1000 WAHS NIGHTS
NBC
^^^^
New YorkRED
Chicago pgp^„jg^j^g5_EDWARD
Detroit
St. Louis PETRY&CO.INC.
San Francisco
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KSAL, Salina, Kan., in latter March
moved from local status on 1500 kc. to
its recently authorized regional assignment of 500 watts night and 1,000
day on 1120 ke. Formal changeover
was marked by appropriate ceremonies
arranged
J. Laubengayer,
er. KSALby isR.now
a member ofownthe
Kansas Network, which is affiliated
with MBS.
DOROTHY DEERE, conductor of
the "Rob Reel" column in the (Jhicago Herald- American, has started a
new series of Hollywood movie programs on WJJD, Chicago. Arrangements have been made with Hollywood studio press departments to flash
latest material by wire each morning
for Miss Deere's exclusive use.
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va., has established its own artists bureau service under direction of N. L. Royster.
The new bureau will have charge of
all bookings of various WMMN units,
with station talent reclassified into
three large
units available for broadcasts or entertainments.
WTAR, Norfolk, Va., late in March
carried a salute to the Esso Reporter
news program, marking the fourth
year of the feature on the station
and reenacting the signing of a new
52-week contract. Among participants
were F. H. Skehan, of Standard Oil
C'o., Harry& Marschalk,
Marschalk
Pratt, N. Y.,president
and Webbof
Artz UP radio manager.
BOTH the New Jersey House and
Senate passed a concurrent resolution
April 1 "acknowledging the meritorious services" of the You d Your Government program, heard weekly on
WNEAV, New York, for the past six
years during the winter.

South Carolina's
ONLY
Regional
CBS
Station
wcsc
Charleston, S. C.
1000 watts
Free & Peters, Representatives

WHEN the weekly Richland County
Home Demonstration program recently celebrated its fourth birthday on WIS, Columbia, S. C, General Manager G. Richard Shafto
got a special birthday cake, baked
by Mrs. Fred Rush, blue ribbon
cake baker at the 1939 South Carolina State Fair. The presentation
was made by Winnie Belle Holden
(right), county agent who conducts
the farm women's program, and
Mrs. Bessie Harper (center), district agent.
WEBC, Duluth, was forced to use its
auxiliary transmitter for 2% days
when a severe storm struck April 3,
causing extensive damage to communications lines. Telephone and power
lines to WEBC's transmitter on the
outskirts of Superior, Wis., were down
during this period, but using the auxiliary transmitter in downtown Superior and the station's new FM transrestored an
its NBC
service,mitter,
after WEBC
stringing
emergency
powernal line,
by
rebroadcasting
the
sigof KSTP, St. Paul. The FM
broadcast was picked up. downtown
and fed into the auxiliary transmitter
until regular wire service was restored.
WEBC's Arrowhead stations on the
Minnesota Iron Range were isolated
longer, but maintained their CBS
programs by rebroadcasting WCCO.
KLPM, Minot, N. D., recently awarded gold basketballs to 10 players
picked for their showing in games
broadcast by the station during the
1939-40 season. Selections were made
by Floyd J.
KLPM with
sportsR. an-J.
nouncer, inWynne,
collaboration
Schmidt and Leslie E. Maupin, of the
special events department. During the
season KLPM carried 67 games, including various tournaments.
CBS has reorganized its trade news
department under the supervision of
Victor M. Ratner, CBS director of
sales promotion, to emphasize special
articles and services rather than general news releases. Herbert Bayard
Swope Jr. continues as trade news
editor, assisted by Robert S. Gerdy.
WIBC, Indianapolis, has started a
weekly quarter-hour promoting a
drivers' safet.y contest conducted unauspices ofis the
Club.
The dercontest
openlocalto Lion's
commercial
drivers of local firms.
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CFRB, Toronto, has started a series
of five-weekly 10-minute programs inorporating asafety M.
club Lowney
under sponsorship of cWalter
Co.,
Montreal chocolate manufacturer. The
five programs each week include two
programs devoted to safety plays by
'teen-age terview,
actors,
celebrity inand twoa sports
dramatizations
of
safety episodes in which young people
were heroes. Membership cards are
offered through grocers and confectioners selling Lowney products. The program is directed and account handled
by Harry Foster, Toronto.
KWY'O, Sheridan, Wyo., on Easter
Sundaycast carried
a special services
remote broadof the sunrise
from
Mammoth
Springs
in
Yellowstone
tional Park. Starting at 6 :47 a. Nam.,
the 4.5-minute program featured a
100-voice chorus and organ music,
along with descriptions of the scene.
The special events crew traveled about
300 miles to cover the event.
WWAE, Hammond, Ind., presented a
blow-by-blow rebroadeast of the recent Louis-Paycheck fight in Polish,
sponsored for the benefit of Polishspeaking
Fur Co. listeners by the local Davis
AFTER a successful 19-week run as a
local show on WCMI. Ashland. Ky.,
Wheeler Products Co. has extended its
Naiorhood NoUege quiz show to
WLAP, Lexington. The half-hour program has been retitled Kentucky Kollege of Nahorhood NoUege.
SERIES OF 14 broadcasts dealing
with
field women's
started place
Aprilin 6theonadvertising
WCAU,
Philadelphia, under auspices of the
Philadelphia Club of Advertising
Women. Divided into a spring and
fall series, six broadcasts will be carried from April 6 to May 11, with
the remaining eight in the fall series,
for which no starting date has been
announced. Under the title Advertising Careers for Women, each broadcast will deal with a specific story
on the ferent
part
women
play in the diffields of
advertising.
CBS and its international shortwave
stations, WCBX and WCAB. will
broadcast a series of Salutes to the
Americas to the 1940 New York
World's Fair. Twelve broadcasts, all
originating from Latin American countries, will be heard via shortwave Sunday afternoons at 2 p. m. and will
feature national and folk music of the
various countries supplemented with
speeches by government officials. Opening salute was from Bi'azil April 7.
THE NBC Athletic Association Chess
Club of San Francisco has started a
weekly news bulletin. "Black and
White", written by Frank Nelson and
Gene Clark. The group plans a correspondence chess match with the Chicago NBC studios.
Shut His Eyes
ALTHOUGH it happened in
the Fable Room of a Modesto
(Cal.) hotel, Wayne Berthold, engineer of KTRB, that
city, swears his most embarrassing moment was no fable.
Assigned to cover a fashion
show during a convention of
women students from California colleges, he set Up
equipment in a small room
adjoining the auditorium.
Called out and detained until
broadcast time, Berthold
rushed back to find the room
had been transformed into a
dressing room by models, who
were in various stages of undress. As he barged in, the
models shrieked and women
students stared, but Berthold
gave all attention, he says, to
the equipment, remembering
that "the show must go on".

BROADCASTING

SABOTAGE is hinted in the cutting
April
of a the
two-inch
conduit6 from
CJRC, lead-encase(l
Winnipeg,
studios to the transmitter outside the
city limits. Service from CJRC was
stopped for vestigating,
an and ithour.
Police to
arehave
inis thought
been someone acquainted with the
electrical plan. The conduit was cut
by a heavy instrument. A clue was
seen in a telephone caller who that
same evening repeatedly impersonated
the Canadian Pacific telegraph office
to
give inaccurate hockey
scores finals
on theplayed
Ed- [
monton-Winnipeg
that night in Edmonton.
MBS on April 22 will start a series
of half-hour weekly dramatic programs, titled Mystery Hall, with David
Cheskin's orchestra and originating
from Mutual's Buffalo affiliate, WGR.
TOTAL of 106,620 persons attended commercial and sustaining broadcasts at the WOR-MBS Playhouse in
New York during 1939, according to a
report by the WOR guest relations
department.
peakindividual
month wasticket
November withThe1,458
requests, which does not include attendance at other WOR shows outside WOR .studios. The greatest number of current requests are for the
Laff '»' Swing Club programs.
THROUGH special arrangement with
the British United Press, CKAC, Montreal, will have its own European representative. He is James Crandall,
veteran newspaper correspondent.
CKAC, affiliated with the Montreal
La Pres.ie, North America's largest
French
language
newspaper, specializes in news
coverage.
TO LEARN what school children actually get out of its educational broadcasts, AVLS, Chicago, recently sent recording equipment to a typical classroom while the children were particiin Let'sWLSSing,School
the Monday
programpatingon the
Time series.
At the same
time
an
off-the-air
recording of the broadcast itself was
made in the studio.
AN original idea in auditioning announcers was used recently by Manning OstrofE, production manager of
KFWB, Hollywood. When the station
announced an audition, 32 announcers
applied for the post and Ostroff had
them state their qualifications on an
acetate
recording. OstrofE wants recsaid. ords of voices, not letters for files, he
KGNO, Dodge City, Kan., has inaugurated a full-hour Saturday evening frolic, Wagon Wheels, composed
of
comedy
music
and skits.
a quizWestern
section. and
Eachold-time
week
ten wagon wheels (silver dollars) are
added to a pot which goes to members
of the studio audience best informed
on local history. Tickets to the studio
party are distributed by four local
commercial organizations.
HAWAIIAN Broadcasting System,
Honolulu, is to spend $150,000 in the
construction of a new RCA transmitter, 330-foot vertical radiator and new
studios for KGMB. The studios will
be completely
air conditioned
and modern. Construction
of the transmitter
plant and tower started April 8. When
completed KGMB will have the finest
broadcasting plant in the Hawaiian
Islands, it is claimed by the station
management.
FOR the second consecutive 52-week
period,
Meyers
Furnishers
has
renewed
over Interiors
WGL, Fort
Wayne,
Ind. A quarter-hour weekly is used
for talks on home decorating and transcribed music. Spot announcements
only will
be used
throughout
sumreverting
to the
original the
program
in themer,fall.
KEN L. ROBINSON, continuity editor of NBC-Chicago, has inaugurated
a script coaching school for employes.
Purely clinical in nature, Robinson
will meet with members of the guide
staff and others interested in radio
writing each Thursday evening at
which time he will comment on scripts
submitted by embryo writers. Lynn
Brandt, staff announcer, continues to
conduct
announcers' school each
Saturday the
morning.
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I NOT A suburban residence but a transmitter house is this edifice built
tby WBZ, Boston, at nearby Hull for its new 50,000-watt transmitter,
•across the harbor from Boston, with the transmitter beamed on the city.
OLIVE KACKLEY, director of the
' Community Opportunities Service of
iiWCKY, Cincinnati, has been appoint' ed
ambassador"
for
the second
station "goodwill
by L. B. Wilson,
president
'and general manager. In announcing
the appointment, Mr. Wilson stated
that the work of the original "WCKY
;goodwill ambassador", Milton Bacon,
' that
has been
so enthusiastically
he is received
now booked
almost solidly
two months in advance for talks in
neighboring communities. Miss Kackley will continue to direct the community opportunity work in conjunction with her speaking appearances.
As a public service feature WCKY
offers gratis speaking appearances by
Miss Kackley and Mr. Bacon to
schools and other community groups.
WNAX, Yankton, S. D., has started
originating its Junior Kwiz show
from the stage of the Orpheum Theater in Sioux City, la., where it maintains branch studios. Cooperating in
production of the weekly quiz feature,
conducted by Susan Taylor and offering small cash prizes to contestants
for answering academic questions, the
theatre has designed special backdrops
and other props, along with special
costumes, to give a schoolhouse atmosphere.
CONDUCTED by Phil Edwards of
the Philadelphia Zoo, the Jungle Journal broadcast weekly from the zoo
grounds over WPEN features talks on
animal life and interviews persons
prominent in game hunting. Visitors
to the zoo are quizzed on their reactions, with special WPEN tickets given away at the mike.
THE Spring Party of the WPEN
Women's
Service
■' will
be held
April Club,
25 in Philadelphia,
the WPEN
auditorium. Prizes will be provided by
station sponsors. Director of the Club
and its daily program is Mabel Love.
SOME 100,000 movie fans overran
I Lawrence, Kan., during the world premiere April 4 of the Republic film
"Dark Command", covered by WREN.
Verl Bratton, WREN manager, directed radio publicity for the premiere,
attended by stars of the historic film.
The station built a platform at the
railway station to welcome visiting
stars, with Millard Ireland, special
events man, handling the mike.
RUDI NEUBAUER, cashier, has been
elected president of the NBC-Chicago
Athletic Association for the coming
year. Other new officers include Bob
Brown, first vice-president ; Marshall
Rife, second vice-president ; Loretta
Cooney,lass,secretary
and Lincolnsucceeds
Dougtreasurer. ;Neubauer
M. R. Schoenfeld.
CBS has added two sustaining programs to its schedule of Sunday afternoon broadcasts for the 5-6 period.
The
half-hour,
titledathletes
Choose and
Up
Sides,first
features
famous
commentators in quiz on all popular
American sports, while the second
half-hour is Flow Gently, Sweet
Rhythm with Maxine Sullivan and
.John Kirby's Orchestra in selections
of jazz "chamber music". Shifted to
Sundays 8-8 :30 p.m. is the Concert in
Rhythm program of music by RayScott'sTuesday
Orchestra,
formerly
heard onmondCBS
evenings.
BROADCASTING

DESCRIBED as the oldest continuous commercial program in the Southeast is Good Ship Treasure Chest, now
entering its 11th year on WIS, Columbia, S. C, under guidance of "Skipper" Leo Downs.
KSTP, St. Paul, believes that it set a
record for sponsored sports broadcasts
with the recent airing of the State
High School
basketballattournament. League's
With Bob Murphy
the
mike, station handled nearly 60 broadcast hours under sponsorship of Minnesota Ford Dealers. KSTP fed nine
games to a network of seven stations.
COLORED populace is siven program
representation on WMAZ, Macon, Ga.,
with a half-hour broadcast Of Netos
& Interest to Colored People. Cooperation was arranged by E. K. Cargill,
WMAZ, manager, and Wilton E.
Cobb, secretary-treasurer, in a meeting with leading colored citizens.
WHN, New York, on April 10 started
a 13-week sustaining series of halfhour plays based on stories which have
appeared in Story magazine. Titled
Tonight's Best Story, the program is
heard Tuesdays, 9-9 :30 p.m.. produced
by Peter Witt, editor of Story.
PLAYS which have had a definite
part in the development of radio writing and producing technique are presented on the weekly experimental
series of programs Landmarks of Radio Drama on NBC-Red, under the direction of Joseph S. Bell.
DURING April, radio stations,
throughout the country are presenting special broadcasts in the interests
of the 13th annual campaign of the
National Tuberculosis Assn.
WTAR, Norfolk, Va., claimed a scoop
for its coverage of the local crasli of
a Navy scouting plane. Blair Bubanks, WTAR announcer, was one of
the first on the scene, and made the
call for the ambulance and crash
wagon, with WTAR giving first news
of the accident to the public.
HIGHLIGHTS in the history of Iowa
counties are dramatized by the Iowa
Agricultural Conservation committee
for the weekly WHO, Des Moines,
County Pioneers program. Closing
minutes of each broadcast are devoted
to current farm news.
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IRWIN A. JOHNSON, director of
development programs of WBNS, Coan article,Method
"The
Fourth 'R'lumbus," O.,inin Educational
magazine for February, advances advice to educators on how to take adof radio's expanding educationalvantagesphere.
NATIONAL Catholic Education
Assn., at its 37th annual convention
in Kansas
City on use
March
29,CBS
endorsed the classroom
of the
American School of the Air broadcasts through a resolution praising
"this
modern method
of teaching".
A. demonstration
of classroom
use of
the program was made before the convention by Kenneth L. Graham, eduCity.
cational director of KMBC, Kansas
KLO, Ogden, Utah, has started a new
series of weekly programs broadcast
direct from the Weber College audiand produced
dentstorium
of the
school. entirely by stuSTUDENTS of Ohio State U in Dr.
Norval N. Luxon's radio newswriting
course in the school of journalism process news for two daily quarter-hour
broadcasts, remoted from the Journalism Building, on WOSU, university station in Columbus. Processing
is done in the Ohio State Lantern
newsroom, served by a UP teletype.
The journalism school and WOSU
divide cost of the UP service. Broadare handled
by John N. 'Traxler andcastsWib
Pettegrew.
INSTRUCTION, for Boy Scouts in
all branches of radio has been started
by KSFO, San Francisco. The course
is scheduled for six weeks with an
award for the best performance in all
phases on an actual broadcast at the
conclusion of the series.
KVOO,feature.
Tulsa,ThehasKVOO
startedFarm
a quarterhour
Profit
Bureau, aired each weekday noon,
consisting of farm news and market
reports from the extension department
of Oklahoma A. & M. College. Another
new
half-hour
Tulsaprogram
Junior isC. the
of weekly
C. Safety
Quie,
under the supervision of the Tulsa
police
department.
Teams are
representing Tulsa
business concerns
chosen
to answer questions on traffic and pulilic safety. High scoring team at the
end of the series will receive a plaque.
Eddie Coontz is m.c.
FACILITIES for training in radio
have been installed in the new $275,000
journalism
of the
U of Minnesota, building
which will be
dedicated
May
2-4. Modern soundproof studios and
control room separated by glass partitions from the classrooms make possible class observations. It is planned
to have the daily newscast, currentl.v
emanating from the Minneapolis stustudios.dios of WLB, originate in the new
A SERIES of 15 radio scripts on city
government is available free to school
and civic groups upon application to
the U. S. Office of Education.
WGAL Dedication
CIVIC leaders, gathered for the
dedication of the new studios of
WGAL, Lancaster, Pa., on April
5, paid tribute
contributed in the to
pasttheby services
the station.
The dedicatory address was delivered by Mayor D. E. Gary, who was
introduced by Col. J. Hale Steinman, president of the Mason-Dixon
Radio Group, which includes
WGAL. The exercises, which were
broadcast from '8 to 9 p.m., were in
charge of Clair R. McCoUough,
general
manager
Mason-0.
Dixon Radio
Group, ofandtheWalter
Miller, WGAL manager.

School Scripts of CBS
To Be Used for Plays
COOPERATING with CBS, Junior
Programs Inc. during the 1940-41
school year will include in its repertoire dramatizations drawn from
the CBS American School of the
Air. The organization will present
the plays before an estimated 1,000,000 school children during the
year in the course of a tour reaching every section of the country.
Casts of professional actors will
stage the plays.
Among the productions to be
taken on tour are selections from
the Tales From Far & Near literature series, the New Horizons geography and science programs and
others from a new CBS series on
American workers. All the plays
will have a Latin-American theme,
in line with the recently announced
CBS plan of extending its air
school to all Western Hemisphere
countries. Three years ago CBS cooperated with Junior Programs in
a weekly dramatic series. Legends
of the Western World. Junior Programs is a non-commercial enterprise established and directed by
Mrs. Dorothy L. McFadden for producing cultural entertainment for
young people.
NEVILLE MILLER, president of the
NAB, will introduce Phillips Carlin,
NBC eastern program director, as
guest speaker on the April 35 proof New
Diplomasgram and
Jobs York
series University's
on WNYC,
New York's municipal station. Mr.
Carlin will portunity
discuss
"What
Opdoes Radio
OfferKind
the ofyoung
Job Seeker?" and will be quizzed by
a recent NYU graduate who is looking for employment in broadcast and
by Richard Pack, also an NYU gradWNYC.uate, now in charge of continuity for
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Nationally Recognized
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schedule in history —
95% of time sold!
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SYRACUSE, N. Y.
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DR. ALFRED N. GOLDSMITH, consulting engineer, has announced the
moving of his offices to Suite 1204, 580
Fifth Ave., New York City ; telephone,
Pennsylvania 6-0300.

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National FrcM BIdg., WmA^ D. C

WHIO's Proof
PROOF of performance of
spot announcements is supplied agencies by WHIO,
Dayton, in the form of transcriptions as read by the announcer on the air without
his knowledge. To date WHIO
has sent a score of "adproofs" to agencies, receiving
many favorable comments.
The method was developed
under direction of Dave
Brown, asistant manager in
charge of sales.
John H. Hawley
JOHN H. HAWLEY Sr., 66, account executive of Young & Rubicam and founder of the former
Hawley Adv. Co., died at his New
York home April 11 after a brief
illness. Mr. Hawley, a native of Detroit, has been associated with advertising and publication work in
New York City since 1918. He is
survived by his wife, three sons
and a daughter.

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press BIdg.
Nat. 404t
Wathlngfon, D. C.

Tbara It no substitute tor eiparienc*
GLENN D. GILLEH
Consulting Radio Engineer
9B2 National Press BIdg.
Washington, D. C.
JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtlonal 7757

PAUL

F. GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859
PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey BIdg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
HELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOK4 BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM. JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
Present Address: 2935 North Henderson Ave.
May 1st Address: Highland Park Village
DALLAS, TEXAS

Martin V. Kiebert, Jr.
Nonsuiting T^dio Engineer
associated with Jansky & Bailey
Russ BIdg., San Francisco, Cal.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

CLIFFORD YEWDALL
Empire State BIdg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
7134 Main Street
KANSAS CITY, MO.
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CLA^$$IFIED
Help Wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other classifications, 12c per word. Bold face listing, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable In advance. Count three words
for box address. Forms close 10th and 25th of month preceding issues.
Help Wanted

Situations Wanted (Continued)

Employees
us help Radio
you getEmployment
a position
through —outLetNational
Bureau. Paramount Distributors, Box
864, Denver, Colo.
Salesman — with not over two years experience on small station. Must be willing to
work up. Four salesmen already on staff
have best accounts. Midwestern city. Over
100,000 population.
Network.
15% commission. $25 per week
guarantee.
Box
A768, Broadcasting.

Announcer - Continuity Writer — Southern
voice, can present any program, experienced in programming, special events
and news. College education. Southwest
preferred. Box A784, BROADCASTING.
Program Director, Announcer and Copy
writer. Specialty newscasting. Ten years
experience. Available immediately. Would
also consider purchasing stock in live
station. Box A771, BROADCASTING.
Sales Promotion Man — with advertising,
merchandising, and publicity background
on
one ofDesires
the southwest's
stations.
a change. finest
Prefer regional
to stay
in southwest. Available immediately.
Write Box A781, Broadcasting.

Situations Wanted
station Owner — Why lose money? Experienced manager can produce profits. Available now. Box A778, Broadcasting.
Popplays,
Brownlee's
nine Creates
piece Rube
Band sings,
entertains.
goodwill.
P. S.
Edwards, Box 3803, Miami, Florida.
$30 Weekly brings first class Broadcast
Engineer. High Frequency experience.
Service three years. Age 21. Box A769,
Broadcasting.
General Announcer — Continuity. Experienced, knows music. Excellent newscaster.
Really
"sells" commercials. Box A779,
Broadcasting.
Young, now working — desires employment
with local, small regional, new station,
as manager program director. Box A783,
Broadcasting.
"Live Wire" — 28, married. Assistant Manager-Program Director regional. Desires
better connection. 7 years experience. Box
A767, Broadcasting.
Continuity Writer — experienced all forms
script writing, also announcing. Prefers
Mid-west. Writes smooth, lively copy.
Box A773, Broadcasting.
Ye Gods — Engineering college graduate does
not want employment but needs it. Technical, non-technical radio work with high
pay, short hours desired. Amen. Box
A772, Broadcasting.
Experienced Announcer — sports, special
events. Now employed. Wants position on
Mid-west staff. Medium salary expected.
Single. Can audition or will send recording. Box A775, Broadcasting.
Announcer-Newscaster — Fine five year background covering all types of commercial
and general announcing, program and
special events direction. Sponsored as
newscaster by several national accounts.
Transcription
available. Box A770, Broadcasting.

MAIL

OR

mil\y

Production Man — fourteen years' experience, production, programming, promotion, writing. Employed, but wants to
make change. Married. Will accept small
salary. Box A777, BROADCASTING.
Employers — We have experienced radio employees in every section of the United
States. Let us submit summaries of quali- :
fied applicants whose references have
been verified. No cost to you through National Radio Employment Bureau. Box
864. Denver, Colo.
Manager — Young with outstanding background of experience in all phases of
broadcasting including extensive sales.
An opportunity
to present
my story with
and
evidence
will convince
you. Affiliated
major network station in key city. Box
A774, Broadcasting.
Agency
Director — with
record
stationRadio
management,
sales,proved
promotion,
program
creation
and
production
desires
to locate with new or established station
as sales manager. Young (aged 30 ) , has
specialized in producing sound ideas that
sell for local and regional advertisers.
Sober, industrious, ambitious, personable ;
now employed by nationally known firm
specializing in production of radio campaigns for local and regional advertisers.
Availablewhere on
Go anythere two
is a weeks'
job tonotice.
be done.
Box
A766, Broadcasting.
For Sale
Radio Station — for sale if action is taken
immediately. Box A776, BROADCASTING.
Immediately tension,
— profitable
radio school.
Exresidence training.
Box A782,
Broadcasting.
For Sale — Immediate delivery, DeForest
109-c 250 watt transmitter. Also Western Electric 106-b 1,000 watt transmitter
(modernized) ; two 165 ft. Lehigh masts.
Box A780, Broadcasting.

Oil

No Copyright he

Walter P. Burn & Associates, inc.
7 W. 44th Street
New York, N. Y.
1939 Annual Adveitising Award — "Research Achievement.
BROADCASTING
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■P-S-H Replaces
Disc Series With
Programs
Local
4FRA Stand Causes Changes
[n Regional Schedules
STERLING PRODUCTS, New
York, and American Home Products Corp., Jersey City, have both
started using a daily half-hour,
Monday through Friday, on a 15l-station hookup of the California
Radio System, peginning April 8,
for their various proprietaries, and
Sterling Products has added an
additional half -hour five days weekly to its former time on the Texas
State Network.
i Programs used on CRS include
'a half -hour hillbilly show. The Maddox Family, which has been on
KFBK, Sacramento, for some time;
and two singers, Julian Aiken and
Carol Leighton, each occupying a
quarter-hour daily. The singers are
also heard on TSN and their programs are carried by wire.
Halted by AFRA
;
' Blackett-Sample-Hummert, New
York, agency for these sponsors,
had planned to use transcribed versions of the network programs
Easy Aces, Backstage Wife, Young
Widder Brown and another of the
daytime serial dramas sponsored
by American Home Products and
Sterling Products, but switched to
the above local programs when the
American Federation of Radio Artists pointed out that the code of
fair practice signed by the agency
last year called for a rebroadcast
fee of 50% of the network talent
cost for all programs transcribed
off the line for rebroadcast use.
Same fee also applies to network
rebroadeasts with live talent and,
under the terms of the code, is
waived only for such network stations as are unable, because of an
unusual local condition, to carry
the network program during its
network broadcast. These stations
are permitted to record the program for later broadcast without
payment of the rebroadcast fee.
In answer to protests from regional groups that this part of the
AFRA code is in restraint of trade
as it prevents these regional networks from securing nationally
popular programs, AFRA states
that in the case of commercial programs its members' contracts are
with the advertising agencies and
it -has nothing to do with facilities,
but it is AFRA's duty to see that

WWNC

WHEN Chicago & Northwestern Railroad renewed its six-weekly onehour Musical Clock on WMAQ, Chicago, March 25, it marked beginning
of its fourth consecutive year as sponsor of the program. At the formal
contract signing were (1 to r) H. G. Bullock, vice-president of Caples Co.,
Chicago, the agency; Oliver Morton, sales manager of WMAQ; Sidney
N. Strotz, NBC vice-president; W. L. Williams, railway executive officer.
the employer lives up to the terms
of his contract.
Charges that AFRA has winked
at this clause in the case of the national networks and permitted regional rebroadeasts via transcriptions to be put on without payment
of the rebroadcast fee, to suit the
sponsors' convenience, were indignantly denied at AFRA headquarters. It is reported, however, that
executives of the regional groups
are considering discussing the situation, which they feel places them
in an unfair competitive position,
with
S. Attorney
General's
office the
for U.
possible
action under
the
anti-trust and restraint of trade
statutes.
Two-hour block of serial dramas
which American Home Products
and Sterling Products have sponsored on WMCA, New York, from
8-10 p.m., as an experiment in repeating these programs, broadcast
by network stations in New York
during the daytime hours for listeners unable to hear them in the
morning or afternoon, will be shifted April 15 to an afternoon period
on WMCA, 1:15-3:15 p.m. At the
same time five of the script shows
will be dropped and a musical program, Sweetest Love Songs, an
hour-and-a-quarter of recorded music, substituted. Serials to be used,
each a quarter-hour, are Easy Aces,
Our Gal Sunday and Romance of
Helen Trent.
While shift of the two-hour block
from the more expensive evening
hours to time during the day is
generally believed to indicate a
failure of the experiment, executives at Blackett-Sample-Hummert
have declined to comment on the
reasons for the change or to discuss the regional network programming.

ASHEVILLE, N. C
Pull Time CBS A ffiliate 1 ,000 Watts

DOLLARS
The

Scooped Them All
LEARNING of an unannounced visit to Denver by
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt,
KFEL scored a scoop April
11 by having Manager Frank
Bishop, News Director Bill
Welsh and Chief Engineer
Pade Veatch at the depot with
remote setup. She agreed to
be interviewed, even graciously waiting a few minutes for
a commercial to end. The
KFEL scoop was recognized
by the newspapers, which
complimented the station on
its enterprise.
Three- Winter Contract
MARYLAND Pharmaceutical Co.,
Baltimore, has contracted with
WMCA, New York, for announcement campaigns for Rem and Rel
to run during the next tkree winter
seasons. From Sept. 1 to March 31
for the next three years WMCA
will broadcast 35 transcribed announcements weekly for the cough
remedies, placed through Joseph
Katz Co., Baltimore.

NEW

POWER

Same

RATES

PRIZES FOR KIDDIES
Popsicle Giveaway Includes
Money and Candy
JOE LOWE Corp., New York, has
started a special merchandise giveaway offer on the half-hour transcribed Buck Rogers programs for
Popsicles, currently on 100 stations
throughout the country Saturdays
between 12 noon and 1 p.m. Before
the serial starts, local announcers
telephone four local numbers and
ask if there ai'e any children between the ages of 5 and 17 years.
If so, the child receives a check
for $2.50 and a coupon for five
Popsicles. If there is more than one
child,
nearest
pre-determined the
age one
receives
the a money,
the
others receiving the coupons. If
there are no children, the family
receives the coupons, and the money
is held over
for also
the next
week'sif program, which
occurs
the
phone is unanswered or is busy.
The "contest" idea, titled "Popsicle
Pete's Money Box", started April 6
on 18 Southern stations carrying
the Buck Rogers program, and will
start May 4 on the remaining 82
stations. Blow Co., New York, is
agency.
IT isNew
understood
Voice of
Sponsorthat
for The
'Voice'
Experience with Dr. Sayle Taylor,
heard on MBS last fall for Lydia E.
Pinkham Medicine Co., will probably
start again on Mutual about May 1
sponsored by the Stanbaek Co., Salisbury, N. C. (proprietary). Return of
the program
has been
tentatively
ranged, according
to Erwin,
Wasey ar-&
Co., New York, the agency in charge.
In Chicagoland
300,000 Lithuanians
Listen to one program

The
LITHUANIAN
HOUR
Over 5,000 Watt WHIP
10 :00 to 1 1 :00 A.M. daily
• • •
few 1facts:
1. RatedA No.
program by
87% of people canvassed
in survey of 25,000 Lithuanian homes.

%#500

0

WATTS

DAYS

2. Drew 53,221 letters in
December, 1939.
3. Five current participants
have been represented a
total of 19 years.
•

by

MILLIONS

— will soon be rolling into Asheville and Western Carolina. The
president's "Travel America Year"
proclamation, popularity of Great
Smoky Mountains National Park,
Blue Ridge Parkway, etc., assure a
banner summer tourist season !
Schedule your advertising campaigns NOW over WWNC — sole
blanket radio coverage I

WBNX
NEW YORK
The ONLY Radio
Transmitter of this
or greater power
within 75 miles of
Sioax City

1000
WATTS NIGHTS

•

•

for participation
write details,

RADIO ADVERTISERS
6912 S. Western Ave.
Telephone: Prospect 4050
CHICAGO, ILL.

'7<4e Station, tiiat SfieaJu l/ou* laMifUOft
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^Enhanced'

Music

Exhibited by Bell
Stereophonic Reproduction of
Voice, Instruments Given
FIRST public demonstration of
"stereophonic reproduction of enhanced music" was given by the
Bell Telephone Laboratories before
invited audiences at Carnegie Hall,
New York, April 9-10.
Seated in a darkened auditorium
and looking at a bare stage, save
for a backdrop of draperies on
which colored lights made pleasing
patterns, the audience heard orchestral and vocal music and a dramatic presentation, recorded and
reproduced by a new technique developed by Bell under the direction
of Dr. Henry Fletcher.
Process, described in Broadcasting, April 1, is basically the recording of sound picked up by three
microphones, placed at the center
and sides of the stage, and the reproduction of the original sound
through three speakers, also located
at the center and on either side of
the platform. The process adds a
spatial element to the sound, giving
it a naturalness usually lacking in
recordings. Through a re-recording
process, controlled by the artist or
conductor of the original performance, the music
was "enhanced",
with volume
increased
or lowered
and tonal color changed to suit
his taste. Program presented included selections by the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra under
Leopold Stokowski, Paul Robeson
in
scene
from and
"Emperor
and a the
chorus
organist Jones",
of the
Tabernacle Choir of Salt Lake City.
F. B. Jewett, president of the Bell
Laboratories, and Dr. Fletcher
made brief introductory remarks.
The stereophonic technique, by
which it is possible to record and
reproduce sound to cover the entire
range which the human ear can
hear, according to the Bell Labs
scientists, will probably be applied
chiefly in connection with sound
movies, as a step in making them
even more lifelike than at present.
Radio is not seen as an immediate
field of application, although it was
stated that with FM transmission
and I'eception and by use of a
double or triple receiver, stereophonic recordings might be used on
the air.
WOV Donates Old Building
WOV, New York, has donated its
former transmitter building at Seeaucus, N. .J., to the congregation of
Ansehe Sholem of that town to be
used as a synagogue for local .Jewish
residents. The building was vacated
last year when WOV moved its transmitting equipment to Kearney, N. .J.
THE NORTHWESTS LEADING RADIO STATION

KSTP
MINNEAPOLIS & ST. PAUL, MINN.
NOW
50,000
NBC

WATTS

BASIC RED NETWORK
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GHOST-TO-GHOST hookup from a haunted house was carried recently
by KANS, Wichita, Kan., as part of scientific attempt to track down the
origin of mysterious tappings heard regularly in the Wichita home of
Bill Lucas. Although the broadcast did not lay the ghost, it was a big
hit with listeners and drew national attention. Psychology professors
from Wichita U and other scientists are still trying to uncover the source
of the spectral tapping, not satisfied with the explanation of a local detective that it comes from a noisy innerspring mattress, according to
Herb Hollister, president of KANS. Shown participating in the broadcast are Eddie Evans (left), KANS announcer, and Ghost Host Lucas.
RADIO

FESTIVAL

FOR

National Event Under NAB

SCHOOLS

Auspices Includes

Essay Contest With Prize Awards
In addition to the $100 national
AS A SALUTE directed particularly to American school children, essay prize offered by the NAB,
a National Radio Festival is being the plan provides for local contests,
with local merchants furnishing
planned for June 3-8 by the NAB
for its member stations to promote prizes. Competition would be open
radio interest and appreciation of to students from the sixth grade
the American system of broad- through high school, at the discretion of station operators. Other
casting among the youth of the
country. As a feature of the Festi- local promotion would include a
val, urged as an industry-wide pro- civic onening of the Radio Festival,
motion, the NAB is offering a $100 at which a student representative
prize for the best student essay on would appear, daily broadcasts featuring student talent, daily awards
"The American System of Broadto local essay contest winners, specasting— Why It Is Best for Amercial events features, studio visits
Originated by Arthur Stringer, and summaries of each day's hapicans".
of the NAB Washington headquar- ule.
penings and the next day's schedters staff, the Radio Festival follows up the idea of the nationwide
Other suggested promotions,
Open House Week observed last whose use would depend on indiyear. The 1940 promotion will serve
vidual local factors, include a pet
several broad purposes, according show sponsored by stations, an
to Mr. Stringer, among them : Hon- auto-radio parade through a tie-up
oring the youth of individual serv- with auto dealers, police squad car
ice areas and the nation; provid- shortwave demonstrations, serviceing an opportunity to play host to
men's exhibits, in addition to readult listeners as well as girls and
ceiver displays, give-aways such as
NAB's
Radio's Riches publication,
boys; maintaining the healthy interest in broadcasting and broad- and newspaper, window and signboard advertising.
casting technique by explaining
"how it works"; increasing presAmong suggested special protige and cementing listener relagrams, in addition to complete covtionships; increasing summertime
erage of the civic inauguration of
interest and listening; winning the event
and special juvenile feafriends for the American system of
tures, are at least one broadcast
broadcasting, and preparing 1 i s - explaining the operation of a rateners for the frequency reallocadio station, another featuring a
tions that will come under terms of
local editor's discussion of "Freethe Havana Treaty.
dom of the Press and Radio", and
Local Aspects
programs saluting particular sections of a large city or neighborIn addition to the usual open
ing
communities.
houses, the NAB plan includes speA July 1 deadline has been set
cial broadcasts during the week
featuring student talent, including for entries in the NAB's national
bands and orchestras, glee clubs essay contest. In the synopsis of
and choruses, dramatic and novelty Radio Festival activities sent to
acts. Although the June 3-8 dates member stations the NAB suggests
have been suggested, the NAB has that necessary background mateleft the setting of exact dates to
rial for the essays can be supplied
each locality, recommending that through the ABC of Radio pubthe various stations in multi-stalished by the association. Local
tion cities cooperate in the pro- prizes would include awards to the
grams and promotion. It also suggests that local officials, the mayors winning girl and boy in each grade.
or the governor issue official proc- The national prize is to be awarded
lamations calling attention to the with special ceremonies after school
event.
begins next fall.
BROADCASTING

Wander Serial to Award
Roles to Amateur Talent
AMATEUR talent contest will
start the middle of April to run for
two months, the winners to receive
two-weeks contracts, with all ex-l
penses paid, to appear on the Wander Co.'s Carters of Elm Street serial program heard on 85 MBS stations. Local contests will be held
in the 85 cities and towns with recordings ofthe local winning voices
sent to regional centers, which in
turn will be sent to Chicago. Two
winners will be chosen in the "Carrie Carter
Talent ItSearch",
contest
is titled.
is open asto the
all
girls and women of 15 and over, one
winner to be in the 15-25 group,
and the other in the group over 25.
Winners will receive a salary of
$112 a week plus expenses, and will
have special parts written into the
show to fit their special acting
ability and personality. Virginia
Payne, who plays the starring role
of Carrie Carter, will be chairman
of the board of judges. She suggested the contest originally. Agency handling the Wander Co. account is Blackett- Sample -Hummert, Chicago.
KSD-WHIO Get Series
AMP Recording Studios, New York,
on April 1 and 2 placed the thriceweekly
serial
Beyond quarter-hour
Reasonable transcribed
Doubt on KSD,
St. Louis, for the Roosevelt Savings
and Loan Assn., and on WHIO, Dayton, for Continental Baking Co..
through Benton & Bowles. The series
is shited to begin on stations in Australia and New Zealand in May, coinciding with the winter season tliere.
With the March 29 broadcast, Vick
Chemical Co. ended 78 episodes in the
series on 11 Pacific Coast stations,
completing its seasonsal advertising
for Vapo-Rub in that section until
next fall through Morse International,
New York.
New UP Subscribers
NEW subscribers to United Press
news include WBHP, Huntsville,
Ala.; WMSD, Muscle Shoals City,
Ala.; KWFC, Hot Springs, Ark.;
KOA, Denver; WHBU, Anderson,
Ind. ; KWNO. Winona, Minn.;
WTRY, Troy, N. Y. ; WSPD, Toledo ;
KWAT. Watertown, S. D. ; WLEU,
Erie ; WFVA, Fredericksburg, Va. ;
KICA,
belltou, Clovis,
N. B. N. M. ; CKNB, CampIN PROPOSED findings issued April
.5, the FCC has tentatively denied the
application of WLAP, Lexington, Ky,,
local outlet on 1420 kc, to shift to
1270 kc. and operate with 1,000 watts
fulltime.
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ardjiDisc Restrictions

HEased

in

Canada

Stations May Match Use of
Recordings With Talent
By JAMES MONTAGNES
GIVING Canadian broadcast stations more leeway to use transcriptions in evening hours from 7 :30
to
11
o'clock,
local time, the
and use
at the
same time developing
of
local live talent during those hours,
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
has issued an amendment to its
regulations effective April 15.
Broadcasters, on application to the
CBC, may now use transcriptions
up to 1 or IV2 hours each evening
if their primary area is respectively more or less than 20,000 radio
homes.
In outlining the new regulations
to station managers in a letter,
H. N. Stovin, CBC supervisor of
station relations, stated that the
new regulation was "promulgated
by a two-fold hope, (1) that it
would meet the desire of radio stations for greater flexibility in their
program arrangements, (2) that it
would serve as a stimulus in the
matter of the employment and development oflive talent by Canadian radio stations."
Must Reciprocate
A hint of the new regulations
was given Canadian broadcasters
at their annual convention in Montreal Jan. 22-24, coinciding with
the meeting of the CBC board of
governors at Ottawa which passed
the new regulations, announced to
stations April 1.
Under the new rule, any Canadian broadcasting station can obtain a half-hour of transcription
time during evening hours if its
employment of live talent in the
opinion of the CBC warrants such
permission. The CBC states that a
station "will be required to certify
in writing that (it) will be prepared to spend IV2 times (its) card
rate per week in the employment of
live talent or its development. Live
talent is interpreted to mean any
program broadcasts designed for
the education, instruction or entertainment of listeners and not mechanically reproduced, for which
remuneration is made. In terms of
this definition, live talent programs include presentations of vocal and instrumental music, talks
and drama." Each station is given

WLS

CELEBRATES

16tli ANNIVERSARY

Nine-Day Fete is Arranged to Observe
Station's Natal Day
SIXTEENTH anniversary on the a stated sum, based on its card
air is being observed by WLS, Chi- of four midwestern States were invited to deliver messages.
cago, with a nine-day celebration
The National Barn Dance had
started April 12. Three feature
programs which started within a as m.c. Bradley Kincaid, now of
WHAM but who started in radio
week
of in
the the
station's
debut The
are
included
ceremonies.
when WLS took the air. It is
claimed Kincaid was the first to
programs are WLS National Barm
Dance, Dinner Bell Time and Homeoffer mountain ballads and Amerimaker's Hour.
can folk songs on the air. Another
World events since the WLS de- guest was Tony Wons who also
but were highlighted in the opening
started on WLS. As a special feaprogram of the ceremony, under the
ture on the Baryi Dance, the entire
title Cavalcade of WLS. Art Page, cast presented an original play
veteran WLS employe, acted as which brought back memories of
narrator, with Jack Holden an- the difficulty which beset radio in
nouncing and Al Boyd producing.
the early days when bad announcEach morning a quarter-hour of
ing, acting, and faulty reception
music popular in 1924, and news
were bywords.
events of that day, was presented.
A session called Round Table of the
Air, featuring four employes who
New Literary Quiz
have been with WLS all its years,
was heard during the early days of
AS a summer substitute for
the activities. The participants
Silver Theatre on CBS, the
International Silver Co., on
were Grace Cassidy, traffic manager; Tom Rowe, chief engineer;
May 12 will start a literary
Harold Safford, program director,
quiz
titled Fun
Print,program,
with Sigmund
Spaeth,in
and
rector.Art Page, farm program dinoted tune detective, as m.c.
Station breaks throughout the enListeners submit questions on
tire nine days called attention to
any subject popularly in
the anniversary. On Dinner Bed
print and for each question
Time, commissioners of agriculture
used receive
year's subscription to thea Literary
Guild. Guests selected from
a stated sum based on its card
the literary world and the
rate which it must spend from
studio audience answer the
April 1, 1940 to April 1, 1941, to
qualify for use of transcriptions
questions, the person receivunder this clause.
ingceivethea cash
highest
scoreProgram
to reprize.
A further half-hour of transcriptions is avaiable to all stations in
is heard Sundays, 6-6:30
whose primary area there are less
p. m. Young & Rubicam, New
York, is the agency.
than 20,000 radio homes. Stations
of 250 watts power or less not served
by any CBC network in areas of
20,000 radio homes or less, can obMacleve's Perfumes Test
tain a further half-hour for sponsored programs and a third half- MACLEVE'S Personalized Perhour for unsponsored programs.
fumes, New York, on April 15
At the same time an amendment
starts a four weeks' test campaign
was made to regulations regarding
daily one-minute announcements
spot announcements. Under the of
by Andre Baruch, transcribed by
amendments time signals or weathEdwin Strong, on WSVA, Harrier reports can be sponsored prosonburg, Va.; WCNW, Brooklyn;
vided no advertising other than the
WMBC, Detroit, and WORL, Bosname of the sponsor is mentioned,
ton. Women listeners requesting
and stations can make coverage test
charts" may send them
spot announcements with price "personality
in with $1 and receive a trial size
mention up to 25 cents allowed.
bottle of perfume blended to their
particular
personalities.
Moreof stations in different
sections
the
country will be added at the end of
the test, according to Norman
Weill, New York, agency in charge.
WPEN

A PROMOTION broadcast stunt, which involved an actual radio roadtest
of a new
Syracuse
dealer's
air show
WSYR
away tothea
flying
start.car,On got
the asame
day the
Studebaker
showover
opened
on WSYR,
station took a dealer and announcer out for a run on the road with
shortwave equipment, testing the car on hills, rough road and in traffic,
with Jan Costley describing the test in a 15-minute late-afternoon program. Engineer Charles Just is in the back seat and (1 to r) F. J. O'Connor, dealer, in front with Announcer Costley, Marion O'Connor, driver.
BROADCASTING
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14,797
listeners, most of them
within 30 miles of
Youngstown, Ohio, replied to a single broadcast over
w
The only full-time station
in Ohio's 3rd largest
market.

CHART
BREAKER!
Buy WAIR and watch the sales
line move right up through the
top! Throughout this rich territory, WAIR is tops in listenerconfidence — the chief salesproducing ingredient!
WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
National Representatives
Sears 8i Ayer

Picketing Continues

THE Philadelphia Musicians' union,
Local 77, AFM, in its effort to force
a settlement of music differences
with WPEN over the employment
of a studio orchestra, has indicated
it will extend its boycott to the station's sponsors.
All the
commercial
advertisers
on the
station
will be
placed on the union's unfair list,
under the plan, with members forbidden to patronize the establishments and products. Musicians have
been picketing the station more
than four months and A. Rex Riccardi, secretary of the Union, said
that efforts will be made to enlist
the support of the Central Labor
Union in striking at the sation's
sponsors.

FEATURED ON ST. LOUIS KWK
for Ten Years
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Running

Account

of

Continued from page 7i-D
tee on standards. He also stated he
had in his records a notice dated
Feb. 16 calling attention to a coming Feb. 28 meeting of the subcommittee on standards at the DuMont
Laboratories for a demonstration
of the DuMont methods.
Asked by Chairman Fly when
RCA President Sarnoff made a
speech to the association, Mr.
Geddes stated that the only appearance of Mr. Sarnoff, to his knowledge, was during the discussion at
a directors meeting held Feb. 8 in
New York. Asked to submit minutes or a stenographic record of
this meeting, Mr. Geddes explained
he did not feel free to do so without specific permission from the
organization.
Chairman Fly immediately instructed that the requested material be subpoenaed. Mr. Geddes also
explained that the only television
action taken at the meeting in
question was approval of the appearances of Dr. W. R. G. Baker,
GE radio and television manager,
and himself at the television hearing. He stated that "many other
things" than television were discussed at the meeting.
Going further into the matter.
Chairman Fly then requested that
all parties submit all correspondence with other parties, as well as
their respective representatives, regarding television activities between the dates of the closing of
the January hearing and the opening of the present proceeding. Advised this would be quite a large
order, the chairman declared the
FCC would take responsibility for
the "volume".
When Mr. Geddes expressed a
desire for pei-mission before complying, the FCC chairman issued
instructions for another subpoena
for this material. He requested
that this material, from all parties,
be furnished by April 12 so far as
possible. Chairman Fly left the
hearing room immdeiately after
questioning Mr. Geddes.
Farnsworth Counsel
Favors RMA Standards
Following Mr. Geddes to the
stand, Edwin M. Martin, secretary
and patent counsel of Farnsworth
Television & Radio Corp., outlined
the research activities of his organization. He said Farnsworth's
extensive program research and development in the television field
extends to larger and better tubes,
motion picture projection, transniission on higher frequencies and
single side-band transmission.
The includes
company's42 present
research
staff
technicians
and
engineers, and grew up around the
original experimental staff started
by Philo T. Farnsworth 13 years
ago. This group, which is purely
a research organization looking
for "something new" in the field,
does not include a larger group of
production engineers and others
who deal directly with manufacturing problems. The whole engineering staff of the company numbers
more than 100, he estimated.
Establishing standards at this
time will foster and encourage further research, Mr. Martin declared,
adding that after giving careful
consideration and study of other
proposals the Farnsworth organization "favors adoption of the
Page 84
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FCC

Hearings

on

Television

at the Feb. 21 and 29 meetings of
the RMA subcommittee on standards, of which he was then chairman. He related that at the Feb. 21
meeting he expressed the opinion
the FCC should be notified the subcommittee was consulting on standards, but that it was the consensus
delayed". Tells of
Bingley
such notification was not necessary
Committee Meetings
and hence was not done.
At the Feb. 29 meeting, he said,
Cross-examined by FCC General
Counsel Dempsey, he explained that he and Wm. H. Grimditch, Philco
RCA holds a non-exclusive, non- vice-president in charge of engineering, arrived at 10:05 a.m. to
transferable Farnsworth license,
while Farnsworth holds the stan- find a "considerable number" of
dard RCA license for manufacture.
members present. They were greeted by the following statement voiced
Although Farnsworth television receivers have been developed to a by Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, of RCA, he depoint where they are ready for
clared: "Well, have you heard the
maniifacture, and several sets are news? The FCC is permitting limited commercial operation after
operating in test demonstrations
over the country, none has yet been Sept. 1. RCA got what it wanted,
put on the market, he stated. Pro- and Philco got what it wanted."
duction isplanned for the near fuReferring to the RMA file subture, he added. Mr. Martin also
mitted by Mr. Geddes, Chairman
pointed out that from September,
Fly then asked about a statement,
1939, when the Farnsworth regular indicated to have come from Mr.
sound broadcast receivers were put Sarnoff at the Feb. 21 meeting, to
on the market, until the end of the
effect that "nothing would deter
year about $2,000,000 worth had the
RCA from immediate commercialibeen sold. The Farnsworth organization of television". Mr. Bingley
zation also has sold other equip- stated that to the best of his knowlment, including dissector tubes and
edge the statement probably was
electron multiplier tubes, he as- discussed but not questioned. In his
serted.
testimony he bore out the minutes
Describes Availability
of the Feb. 29 meeting which indicated that following a discussion of
Of Farnsworth License
standards he had resigned as chairCross-examined by DuMont Counman. He explained it was then apsel Roberts, he stated that "any reparent thatofthevarious
subcommittee's
consideration
standards
sponsible party"
is ableandto under
procureas
a Farnsworth
license,
would be limited in effect, and that
favorable terms as given RCA. In
reason, with Philco's proa colloquy Avith Mr. Roberts, he for thisposals
apparently futile, he felt he
stated he did not testify that the
could
not
longer serve
as achairRMA standards were the only pracman. The minutes
indicated
new
tical standards, but rather that chairman took over at 11:52 a.m.,
there are in fact several workable
following the Bingley resignation.
standards, although "we think the Commenting on the effect of this
RMA standards are the best overRMA attitude, he said since it appeared the "flood gates were about
Mr. Martin agreed to comply
to open", Philco made preparations
with
all". the request of FCC Attorney to suspend its research beyond the
Bauer for a complete list of manu441-line standard and attempt to
facturers licensed under F a r n s get into production.
worth patents to build transmitters
RCA Video Activity
and receivers.
To Mr. Wozencraft's query on Sketched by Morton
the effect of RCA's merchandising
Starting RCA's presentation, A.
campaign on Farnsworth research
activity, Mr. Martin stated that it H. Morton, NBC vice-president in
charge of television, outlined the
only served to "stimulate our al- activities of the network in teleready great enthusiasm for television development from a program
standpoint.
He stated that 83 perDrawn
again
into
a
controversy
vision".
sons are on the NBC television reover his previous testimony by Dusearch
staff,
including 49 engineers
Mont Counsel Roberts, he stated
and technicians, 27 program proflatly that the Farnsworth company
ducers and directors, three costume
favored immediate adoption of the and setting
designers and two
RMA standards. Working from this working on outside
pickups. With
statement, Mr. Roberts then asked
a "substantial acceleration" in proif, with the RMA synchronizing
gram research started after March
pulse regarded as inflexible and the
I,
he
outlined
various program deDuMont pulse as flexible, he advelopments undertaken and provocated standardizatiom of the injected, running
from Lowell
Thomflexible pulse. Mr. Martin plead
as and Esso
newscasts
to televising
"ignorance" and did not answer on an eclipse of the sun.
grounds that he was not qualified
Among recent technical improveto answer such a technical question.
ments, he listed a lens coating of
Acting Chairman Walker got no potassium fluoride yielding as high
as 30% additional light, the new
response
his "thirdappearance
and last call"
for
the to
scheduled
of RCA lightweight portable television
Polytechnic Development Co., and equipment, and the new orthoconic
heard a brief statement endorsing
camera. Audience reaction to the
immediate commercialization by improvements is marked, he deRobert Robbins, president of Cathclared. With 30 to 35% of the lookRay, before recessing the morning
ers reporting program ratings regsession.
ularly, he said the rating up to
With Chairman Fly again han- March 1 had averaged 1.98 weekly
dling the bulk of the questioning,
(3 as top rating), while since that
F. J. Bingley, Philco television re- date the weekly average has jumped
search engineer, recounted episodes to 2.19.

RMA standards". He stated also
that commercialization, whether
limited or full, should be permitted,
hailing
it as "an ofessential
stepand
in
the development
television,
a step that should not be further
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In lineactivity,
with accelerated
mental
it was also developll'''
planne< '
to add about 10 engineers to thi
television staff and to contract nev
writers and designers, he comment
ed, but these plans necessarily
were suspended after the March 2J
order "until we can see our waj
clear". He stated that "eight oi
nine" national advertisers have ex
pressed a desire to participate ir
television programs. Asked wher
he thought commercial operatior
should be started, he answered "to
dayCross-examined
or tomorrow". by Mr. Roberts
he stated advertising students have
indicated that a well-produced com
mercial television program, com is
bining as it does three fundamen
tals of advertising appeal — sight,
sound and motion — would have
sales effect four to ten times higher
than established media.
too
Research Progress
Discussed by Engstrom
Elmer W. Engstrom, RCA direc- mis
tor of television research, launched
into a detailed
review
of RCA's
research activities,
which
he said
among other things included tube
screen materials, better halftone
gradation, greater contrast and
large screen projection. He stated
there has been no change in this
extensive
March 1. research system since
Mr. Engstrom estimated that
from 50 to 65 engineers and technicians were working fulltime on
the television research of RCA
Mfg. Co. and RCA Communications,
with additional part-time researchers bringing the total to over 100,
not including assistants.
One of the high points of Mr.
Engstrom's appearance developed
around his testimony on the progress of television relays. He explained that present tests have
reached a stage where a relay system between New York and Philadelphia, with two channels each
way, is considered practical. Although
stands and
readyoperation
to undertakeRCAconstruction
of the relay as a common carrier
facility, he said no license application would be made until the commercial issue is decided, since until
it is decided, there would be nothing
to This
support
the service.
observation
drew immediate
fire from Chairman Fly and Commissioner Thompson, who questionedholding
the propriety
RCA's
construction of
until
some withsort
of financial return seems assured.
Carrying
out hisbypoint,
with in
Counsel Wozencraft
this time
the
thick of the discussion, Chairman
Fly observed "If you got it (a license for relay transmission) tomorrow, then you ain't got a proand you
ain't got
taking gramthe
position
RCAa relay,"
should
properly
build
the
system
and
seek the business. Continuingthenin
this line, the chairman stated, "So
you're just going to sit tight and
retard that end of it" until commercial operation is granted. Mr.
Wozencraft reiterated that RCA
will
apply
CP "asanysoonprospect
as we
can see
on for
the ahorizon
of its support".
Inauguration Telecast
Plans Discussed
Asked about the prospects for
the projected
NBC inauguration
television cov-in
erage of the 1941
Washington, Mr. Wozencraft declared that it was now "too late"
• Broadcast

Advertising.

to carry out the pickup. Chairman
while full commercialization included this item along with a
»iiej?Fly queried, "When did it become
for the actual broadcasting.
ttatoo late? About March 23?" The charge
Mr. Wozencraft agreed that this
iie|RCA counsel replied that there was
i"no intent to imply that the Com- definition applied to standard broadcasting, but that other factors enmission is holding up the buildtered into the field.
term's application in
Zijing of the relay," adding that RCA
the television
wajiis just waiting "like a stocking
Chairman Fly questioned Mr.
oiomanufacturer" for a market for
Engstrom closely on the context of
xits projected service,
a letter dated Feb. 29, 1940, written
i Questioned by Commissioner
■Thompson, Mr. Wozencraft stated by him to Mr. Bingley "to make
that, as he remembered, the appli- RCA's position on television and
cation for a relay CP was prepared television standards clear". Pointafter the January hearing and was
ing out that although the letter
states specifically in one place that
about ready for filing with the FCC
in late March. He added that it standards should be kept flexible
Ilikely would have been in by this "to the fullest possible extent".
i time had it not been for the present Chairman Fly asked Mr. Engstrom
ien,f hearing. The decision against filing if he was not in effect working
against other proposed standards
the application was made between
March 20 and 25, he conjectured.
than RMA's when, in another part
Pursuing the matter further, of the letter, he declared that "the
Commissioner Thompson questioned proponents
of changes in these approved standards must of necessity
RCA's attitude in looking for financial return before constructing the bear the burden of proof that such
relay facilities. Mr. Wozencraft re- changes would effect a substantial
sponded that he was not talking improvement in the service to the
about advertising contracts, but public and that a change ... is
'8® about getting authority to charge warranted". Pointing out that he
for relaying broadcasts from city had "studied and restudied" the
to city. The commissioner countered
letter before sending it, and that
'"f ■ with a query as to whether Mr. it had been read by other RCA officials, Mr. Engstrom declared that
™* Sarnoff's statements regarding the
inauguration
telecast could be he did not intend to convey that
"more for publicity" than facts. Mr. impression.
Wozencraft observed the whole mat- Can Build Receivers
ter boiled down to a question of
whether there was any sense in Under Other Standards
building a common carrier facility
The April 12 session was marked
without th^ authority to charge for
f its use.
by frequent interruptions by Chairman Fly as he attempted to solidCiting RCA's January testimony,
ify policy pronouncements of RCA
Mr. Wozencraft quoted, "If limited through
Col. Davis, Mr. Wozencommercial operation goes through,
craft and Mr. Schairer. Opening the
steps will be taken to construct resession,
he
asked point blank if
lay facilities between New York
and one or two other cities. If lim- RCA executives, including President Sarnoff, knew of the repreited commercial does not come,
sentations made at both 1940 telethere would be no support for such
vision hearings that RCA does not
acommercialization
system." He said he offelttelevision
that if favor fixing definite standards
now. After Mr. Wozencraft had
broadcasting is permitted, the FCC
also may authorize payment for use that
stated Mr.
that Sarnoff
it was his
and"impression"
others did
of a common carrier, such as the
know,
Mr.
Schairer
stated
relay, to transmit the visual pro- that RCA, including Mr. definitely
Sarnoff,
grams.
does not favor fixing standards.
Would Compete
Col. Davis then read into the record a statement on behalf of RCA
With Coaxial Cable
declaring
that although its engiChairman Fly asked how such a
neering staff subscribed to the marelay could be classed as a common
jority opinion that the RMA procarrier. Mr. Wozencraft replied by
posals "represent the best set of
pointing out that it would operate
standards with which to start comin competition with the coaxial
mercial television operation in the
cable now connecting New York
United
States",
RCA is prepared to
and Philadelphia and that it would build receivers capable
of receiving
be available to all users on a first- television programs broadcast uncome-first-served basis. Chairman
der other standards than RMA's.
Fly
situation
wasn't RMA Standards
reallyasked
that if
onethechannel
is planned
for use by NBC and the other added Held Best by Test
simply to make it a common carrier.
The RCA counsel denied this.
"The RCA is using these standards (RMA) because it believes
Commissioner Thompson obthey incorporate the best features
served that he had been "prompted
have been developed in the
compellingly" in approving the Feb. that
television laboratories of the
29 order by RCA's apparent plan to major
develop inter-city service via wire United States, England, German
as indicated in its January testi- and the rest of the world," he commented. "After years of experimenmony. Meanwhile, and "without anand practical operation, we
to the FCC",
had believetationthat
television products
changed itsnouncingmind
in favorRCA
of relay
built under these standards are subroadcasting, he remarked, adding
that his attitude might have been
perior in performance. In our opinchanged had he been advised before
ion they will give the public a larger measure of satisfaction than if
the Feb. 29 decision.
built under any other standards
The FCC member and RCA counsel had another exchange shortly that may be proposed in the present state of the art, within the 6afterward, centering on a definition
mc. channel which the FCC has alof "limited and full commercializalocated for television operation.
tion". Commissioner Thompson
maintained flatly that limited com"During the course of the presmercialization extended only to
ent hearings the suggestion has
participation by an advertiser in been made that television receivers be maniafactured that would be
the costs of program production.
BROADCASTING
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able to receive from television
transmitters operated under other
standards as well as under those of
RMA. The RCA does not believe
that adoption of such a suggestion
would prove to be of advantage
either from an engineering, economic or public service standpoint.
"Nevertheless,
if the
FCC licenses transmitters
to broadcast
television programs to the public
on standards in addition to those
now in use, and will specify what
such standards are to be, RCA is
preparedceivers sonow
build
rethat tothey
willtelevision
also receive
television programs from such
transmitters. RCA hopes this offer
will help the Commission to overcome the present deadlock which is
retarding the progress of a new
and promising industry and thus
create employment for idle men and
idle money, on a wide, competitive
Fly Repeats All Sets
Must Get All Signals
basis."
Commenting on Col. Davis' statement, Chairman
Fly stated,
all realize
it is important
that"We
all
receivers be able to receive all signals transmitted. Of course, the primary function of the FCC is to see
that adequate transmission standards are adopted, and it becomes
essential that the television standards be so developed and established to reach all receivers." He
added the
thatFCC
it seemed
"pretty
that
will not
allowclear"
any
"hodge-podge situation" to develop
in respect to standards.
Upon resumption of Mr. Engstrom's examination, questioning
centered around the possible complications of use of the proposed
"common carrier relay" by transmittersDuMont
employingCounsel
different Roberts
standards.
held
a situation
of "confusion"
wouldthat
result
among receivers,
since
receiver operators would necessarily
need to develop a measure of tuning expertness in knowing when
and how to adapt their receivers
to the varying standards of individual programs. Mr. Engstrom maintained that "confusion" could be
eliminated without much trouble.
Carrying the matter further, Mr.
Roberts declared that RCA, by instal ing aflexible pulse generator,
such
as
that would
of DuMont's,
transmitter,
be able on
to its
do
everything it can with its present
"inflexible" synchronizing pulse and
also accommodate other systems.
He added that installing the "little
black box" and making other "very
slight"
alterations
in the
transmitter would
take only
a few
days.
The RMA meetings popped up
again when Mr. Wozencraft declared he was challenging the representations made by Mr. Grimditch, of Philco, to the RMA television committee and requested
that he be called to testify. He explained that he was taking this action after examining the stenographic report of the meeting,
whichsis" forhethealleged
showed
"no baGrimditch
statements.
Picking up the matter in turn,
Chairma;. Fly then "wondered" if
RCA the
was Commission
being "fair inand
frank"
with
testifying
on one hand in favor of flexible
standards and on the other hand
holding in its RMA participation
that the burden of proof lies entirely with the proposer of new
standards. Col. Davis maintained
that the statement in Mr. Engstrom's letter meant, specifically.

that when one member of a group
such as RMA recommends that the
whole group change its views, he
must bear the burden of proof.
Chairman Fly answered that the
FCC disapproves such an agreement because
"that isand
not does
a proper
function
of RMA
not
reflect a proper attitude in the industry", in view
the FCC's duty
to consider
new ofdevelopments
as
they arise. He added that the FCC
asks the industry not to make the
setting of standards impossible.
With his examination resuming,
Mr. Engstrom said he considered
color television "a long way in the
future" and that it has no place in
6-mc. channels. Listing various
suggested standards of operation,
he stated in effect that in general
varying changes and combinations
could be accommodated in set construction at added costs ranging
from $3 to $40, exclusive of new
cathode ray tubes that might be
needed, depending on the system.
Field Tests Needed
In Fixing Standards
Following the noon recess April
12, Mr. Wozencraft suspended
further direct examination of Mr.
Engstrom
to allowby cross-examination. Questioned
Mr. Dempsey,
he explained that although he does
not favor fixing standards now, "it
is
the deadlock".
He only
said because
he doesn'tof know
how soon
standards should be fixed, since any
fixing of standards necessarily
must follow field tests "which we
have found quite a lengthy procMr. Engstrom agreed there
should be a popular choice before
the FCC sets standards, although
he commented that, as an engineer,
he had hoped the standards probess".
lem could be settled on an engineering basis. Given a choice, as an engineer, between the 441-30 standard
and the 507-line 30-frame standard,
he would prefer the latter, adding
by
explanation
that thiswith
did
not way
meanof he
was not satisfied
the 441-line standard.
DuMont Counsel Roberts precipitated considerable discussion
when he pointed to RCA's repeated
allusion to its $10,000,000 expenditure inserved
video
obthat hedevelopment
understood and
several
million had been returned "from
large
sales to foreign
countries".
His observation
carried out
an earlier inquiry into the presence of foreign government representatives in
RCA factories. He held that these
large foreign orders, if based on a
standard at or near 441 lines, might
account for RCA's favoring the
441-line standard, since it would
lend itself to standard production.
Chairman Fly declared that reartivities turns,
ofif any,
RCA from
should research
be revealed
in order to yield
RCA's
expenditures
as either
net research
or gross
at the $10,000,000 level. At this
point RCA Counsel Wozencraft
half rose in his chair in protest as
he charged
that campaign
there was against
"a DuMont smear
RCA." Col. Davis shortly afterward
explained
that RCA whereby
had entered into
an agreement
a group of Russian engineers were
allowed to visit the RCA factory
for instruction. However, he pointed out, this applied particularly to
radio and not to television. He added that RCA's attitude in the matter was that it could not sell its
products to Russia and get its money out of that country very easily.
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Of FCC
to Curtail
ANOTHER test of FCC powers,
involving the right of the FCC to
curtail existing coverage of an established station without the formality of a hearing, may find its
way to the Supreme Court, it became evident April 11 with the filing of an appeal by WCPO, Cincinnati local, from an FCC decision
placing WCOL, Columbus, on the
same 1200 kc. channel.
The FCC decision of April 2 deWCPO'sto petition
hearing
on its nying
grant
WCOL for
apparently
was written with the intent of forcing litigation to test the electrical
interference issue. Since the "free
competition" question was settled,
after a fashion, by the Supreme
Court in the so-called Dubuque
Case [Broadcasting, April 1], and
the question of transfers is raised
in the CBS-KSFO, San Francisco,
case, on which the FCC seeks a
Supreme Court review, the electrical interference issue is one of the
few remaining jurisdictional quesbunal. tions not tested by the highest triViewed as Arbitrary
WCPO, owned by Scripps-Howard Radio Inc., filed a notice of appeal with the U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
with the plea that it set aside the
FCC grant to WCOL and order
that a hearing be held. The FCC
was charged with arbitrary and capricious action, in violation of the
Constitution, the Communications
Act and lations.
evenThe appeal
the FCC's
was own
takenreguby
Paul M. Segal, counsel for ScrippsHoward Radio.
In its April 2 decision the FCC
said it granted Oct. 10 the application of WCOL to shift from 1210 to
1200 kc, using 250 watts fulltime,
without a hearing. WCPO then petitioned for a hearing or rehearing,
which was denied.
In its decision, the Commission
stated WCPO contended the grant
of increased power and frequency
change would result in destructive
interference, affect its interests economically and substantially reduce
its service area. It was pointed out
by WCPO that the closest station
now on its frequency is 155 miles
away and uses 100 watts, whereas
WCOL, with 250 watts, would be
only 98 miles away. It contended
the required separation to preserve
the service area of WCPO is 244
miles for a station using 100 watts

JSelleuieui^iltmore
A. S. KIRKEBY,
^Aana^'mq Director

HIHKEBY
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and this would be substantially
greater with 250 watts.
The FCC held that there is no
requirement in the Act for hearing before it may grant an application for a construction permit. If
it can determine after an examination of an application and relevant
data that a grant would serve public interest, the decision said, it is
the Commission's duty to grant. As
to the WCPO contention that the
WCOL grant constitutes a modification "or revocation in part of
its license" because its service area
will be curtailed, the FCC said this
contention appeared to be based upon a claim that it has a right to
serve a particular number of listeners within a specified geographical area.
"The Act," the decision stated,
"is devoid of any suggestion of such
acontains
right, and
the petitioner's
license
no provision
expressly
or
impliedly authorizing petitioner to
serve any particular portion of the
listening
public".
Based on
the data submitted to
it by both WCPO and WCOL, the
Commission held it could decide the
case and that no hearing was necessary, despite the WCPO contention that it had no opportunity to
test by cross-examination the data
on interference conditions supplied
by WCOL. Stating that its own
study of the data "indicates that it
is substantially
correct", denied
the Commission said it therefore
the
WCPO motion to strike this engineering study.
The Coverage Situation
Analyzing the coverage situation, the Commission said WCPO
now appears to serve approximately 822,400contour.
persons Approximately
within its 1/2millivolt
20,800 people are in the area within
the contour where interference
would be caused by WCOL, reducing the population served by WCPO
to 801,600. It concluded that the
result of the operation of WCOL
as proposed on the 1200 kc. channel would be an increase of 146,400
persons within the interferencefree primary service areas of
WCOL, WLOK, Lima, 0., and
WHIZ, Zanesville, 0., which also
would be affected by the shift. This
would compare to a loss of 20,800
persons now receiving WCPO primary service. It concluded that
upon a comparison "of the benefits
and detriments sustained in the recommunities"bypublic
interest wouldspective
be served
the WCOL
In its 50-page appeal to the disgrant.
trict court, WCPO included all of
the pleadings and FCC announcements regarding the case. It was
contended the Commission's action
was "illegal, arbitrary and capricious, unfair and beyond the authority" of the FCC. Further, the
appeal recited that the Commission
deprives WCPO of its property
without due process of law. The
Commission, it was argued, is vdthout authority to grant applications
for operation of stations which will
create electrical interference to existing stations.
There was enumerated in the appeal a long list of the FCC's own
rules, regulations and procedures
which allegedly were violated by
granting hearing.
the WCOL application
without
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PRINCIPLES of the newly-forme,
Los Angeles-Hollywood chapter o^.Veteran Wireless Operator's Assr Ut.
were discussed by these member fii
late in March following installa
tion of Hal Styles as president. A
the meeting in the studios of KFI |ije
KECA, Los Angeles, were (1 to r ip
H. Duke Hancock, manager ofcis
KGFJ ; Hal Styles, commentatoi
K
and conductor of the weekly Hel}
Thy Neighbor on KHJ; Harrisor
Holliway, KFI - KECA manager
and Dr. Lee deForest, well-knowi
radio pioneer. Messrs. Hancock anc
Holliway are directors of the nevs
chapter, and Dr. deForest is advisory counsel, as well as honorary
president of the national organiza- |j
tion. Richard Stoddard, chief engineer of Hughes Aircraft Corp., Burbank, is vice-president of the chap-,
ter;
Bremmer,Schools,
technical
di- "
rectorLeroy
of National
secre-f^
tary-treasurer, and James Chappie
Los Angeles FCC inspector, chair 00.1
man of the board.
PRUNE GROWERS
Hear Their Program as Agency
Buys Special Time
BECAUSE several thousand California prune growers wanted to
hear the radio program they cooperatively paid for and which was
released for 13 weeks over 10 stations in key cities of the East,
Lord & Thomas, which handled
the account, devised a novel plan
to make listening possible.
The agency bought time on
three California stations in the
prune growing areas — KQW, San
Jose; KSRO, Santa Rosa, and
KHSL, Chico. During noon hours,
when the majority of growers were
at their radios, two quarter-hour
transcriptions of the program were
The two transcribed programs,
played. on separate days, were
released
the same broadcasts presented in
the campaign over the Eastern stations for the Prune Proration Zone
No. 1. In order to explain to the
general listening audience what the
broadcast was all about, Lord &
Thomas bought a one-minute spot
announcement just preceding the
transcribed program and another
following the broadcast.
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flooded Regions
forthern California Stations
lepeat Public Service
TATIONS in Northern California
rere called upon for the second
ime within a month to serve thouands of flood-stricken families
rhen a three-day deluge overflowed
ivers and creeks and inundated
00,000 acres of agricultural land
nd a dozen or more communities.
si|\lthough the situation was not
uite as serious as the first disaster
ate in February [Broadcasting,
/larch 15], the storm and subse: uent floods on March 29, 30, 31 and
ipril 1 threatened an even greater
ciatastrophe.
KFBK, Sacramento, situated in
he heart of the flood area, played
, major role in bringing succor to
he thousands in isolated communi'"'^^ies and farm homes. Levees which
""'lad been broken by the first storm
'jf.nd which were under repair by
mergency crews working day and
" lavoc.
light, gave way in spots, causing
Governor Appeals
Gov. Olson personally appealed
o Howard Lane, general manager
if KFBK and the McClatchy sta^ons, to give all assistance necessary to the State Department of
J'ublic
Under
superdsion, Works.
the KFBK
staffLane's
coordinated
ill divisions of the Public Works
lepartment, getting frequent rejorts from the various sub-departnents and broadcasting them at
-'•'requent
intervals.
KFBK March
remained
. )n the air
all night
30,

'■ broadcasting vital instructions to
'"'•,he various emergency crews bat'Jing the flood waters and to the
*;housands
the direct
inuniated areas ofandpersons
those in
in the
path of the onrushing waters.
^ When the wier gates of one of
;he main levees were opened to
jlood North Sacramento to save
pther vital regions, KFBK sent out
■frequent
warningsto toevacuate.
the residents
,n
that section
Bob
Handsacker of the KFBK staff
[went aloft in a chartered Sacra[mento Bee plane, flew over the
looded areas and then broadcast the
irst eyewitness account of the flood
Dver the station. Other Northern
^California stations likewise did a
meritorious job in bringing vital
aid to the stricken. KVCV, Redding,
which performed such a valuable
task in the first flood, repeated its
service, as did KHSL, Chico;
KROY, Sacramento; KDON, Monterey, and KHUB, Watsonville.
WKEU. Griffin, Ga., was authorized by
the FCC April 4 to go to fuUtime. It
has been operating with 100 watts
daytime on 1500 kc.

KFRU
COLUMBIA, MISSOURI
A kilowatt of power on 630
kc. daytime with 500 watts
at night.
A Sales Message over KFRU
Covers the Heart of Missouri
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NOVEL PEP-TALK via private wire to Colonial Network station managers and New England Wheaties dealers was held in connection with
announcement that General Mills, jointly with Atlantic Refining Co.,
broadcasts of the Boston Bees and
will sponor Jim Britt's play-by-play
Red Sox home games via WAAB and 16 Colonial Network stations. Both
John Shepard 3d, president of Colonial and Yankee Networks, and Announcer Britt participated in the "Welcome Back to Wheaties" pep-talk,
which originated in WAAB studios in Boston. Wheaties dealers were
invited to attend the local pep-talks by managers of Colonial affiliates.
At the broadcast were (seated 1 to r) Jim Britt; B. N. Robinson, sports
advertising director of Knox Reeves Adv.; Mr. Shepard; (standing) J. P.
y Co.;
Russell, sales assistant. New England division of Washburn-Crosb
S. L. Tate, sales manager of the New England division; Tom Hussey,
commercial announcer for games; Ken Packard, Boston, sales supervisor.
DAIRYMAN'S
DREAM
COMES
TRUE
Quiz for Parents on Child Raising Brings Women
To Plant for Broadcast and Entertainment
prizes
By HAROLD S. KAHM
company.are supplied free by the
THE dairy man's
dream of
having
Ten days later the field men
thousands
of mothers
visit
his
the tours make a perplant is being realized by the conducting
sonal call on each visitor, offering
Franklin Cooperative Creamery,
a free souvenir booklet as an exMinneapolis, as a result of its new
cuse for the visit. Because he had
type of radio quiz program. The
been in fairly close contact and
Parents' Classroom, on WTCN,
perhaps chatted with the houseMinneapolis. The half-hour weekly
wife during the tour, he is invarifeature presents competing teams
ably welcomed as an acquaintance
of parents who are questioned on
child-raising.
and his job of selling is simplified.
More than 2,000 calls have been
Competing teams are recruited
made to date. In addition to new
from local mothers' clubs, parent- customers obtained this way, about
teacher and similar groups. Two
30% of the contestants and listenopposing teams of five, each repreers who receive free milk awards
senting a different organization,
become steady customers.
compete each week. The winning
The 13-week experimental conteam receives a cash prize of $15
tract, which began Oct. 10, 1939,
for its club's treasury, the losing has been extended on an indefinite
team $10. Each individual contesThe sponsor's plant auditortant receives a week's supply of basis. ium,
accommodating 500 persons,
milk free.
Listeners send in questions, six is booked solid until June with parents' organizations obtained
of which are selected each week;
the sender of each question used through the program.
receives as an award, two quarts
of milk daily for a week. In addition to these questions, 12 to 14
WATCH
FOR
additional ones are obtained from
books and magazines, making a
total of 18 to 20 for each broadcast.
Ann Ginn, of the WTCN staff,
WCOP
acting as m.c. conducts the quiz.
Each organization sending a team
BOSTON, MASS.
is invited to have a party at the
Franklin Cooperative plant, where
ANNOUNCEMENT
they are showm through the plant,
then served a free luncheon folMAY 1 ISSUE OF
lowed by an afternoon of entertainment consisting usually of
BROADCASTING
bridge or "500", the organization
being permitted to choose its own
program. In the case of card games,
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CHOICE OF HOBOES
Toscanini, Information Please
Cited for Honor
HOBOES of America prefer Arturo Toscanini and the NBC SymphonytractioOrchestra
over all otherfield,
atns inthe entertainment
according to the current issue of
Hobo News, official publication of
the Hoboes of the United States.
Second place in the nationwide hobo
poll went to Information Please,
sponsored by Canada Dry Ginger
Ale on NBC.
Commenting on the results of the
poll.
Hobo isNews
"Choiceconof
Toscanini
not said,
surprising,
sidering the marked intellectual and
aesthetic tendencies of a majority
of the Permanent Itinerants. While
riding the rods, nothing could be
more soothing than mentally recreating the stirring symphonies of
the 110-man ensemble directed by
the incomparable maestro. Likewise, to a group as dependent as
hoboes on valid information a program such as Information Please is
bound to have vital significance."
Troops Fee-Exempt
SOLDIERS in barracks do not have
to buy the annual $2.50 listener
license fee this year in Canada, according to a new regulation issued
with the beginning of a new fiscal
year April 1. No other changes
have been made in connection with
the listener license fee, collections
of which this past year amounted
to over $3,000,000 to finance the
publicly-owned Canadian Broadcasting Corp. About 1,223,500
licenses were issued in 1939. While
rumors have been current for some
time that license regulations would
be amended to make one license fit
all receivers in any one home, the
license notices received by listeners
show that a separate $2.50 license
is necessary for each receiver in
the home and in the automobile.
Nets Cover Movie Premiere
CBS,riedNBC
and MBS from
on April
carspecial programs
Albany,11 Ga.,
in connection with the world premiere
of the new Paramount picture "The
Biscuit Eater." Billy Lee, star of the
picture, and
other celebrities
interviewed byParks
Johnson andwere
Wally
Butterworth on the Vox Pop program,
which originated from Albany that
evening on CBS. MBS arranged a
special program for the opening, and
NBC broadcast music from the charity ball which followed the premiere.

^-P^'
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FEDERAL

Decisions

. . .
MARCH 30
Va. — Granted
newWLPM,
station Suffolk,
1420 kc 100-250
w unl. license
APRIL 2
KSAL, Salina, Kan. — Granted license
change to 1120 kc 500 w 1 kw LS, directional.
WCOL, Columbus— Petition of WCPO,
Cincinnati, for rehearing, asking that action granting power increase to WCOL be
set aside, was rejected.
APRIL 3
MISCELLANEOUS— WHP, Harrisburg,
Pa., granted temp. auth. 500 w N during
flood ; WKZO, Kalamazoo, granted license
change hours, directional antenna N, 590
kc 1 kw unl. ; WMBG, Richmond, Va.,
granted license new equip., increase to 1-5
kw unl., directional N ; KFRO, Longview,
Tex., denied temp. auth. night baseball
Karnes on 250 w.
APRIL 4
KARM, Fresno, Cal.— Granted consent
invol. assignment license to Gilbert H.
Jertberg, executor of George Harm estate.
Griffin,antenna.
Ga. — Granted CP increase
to WKEU,
unl., change
MISCELLANEOUS — WSAL, Salisbury.
Md., dismissed applic. vol. assignment license to Eastern Shore Bcstg. Co. in view
of WSAL license revocation ; WLAC Nashville, denied petition to classify station as
I-B, WMEX as II and that any WMEX
applic. in conflict be held in abeyance;
WLOG, Logan, W. Va., granted mod. CP
new station re antenna, trans., studio site ;
KALE, Portland, Ore., granted license
move trans., increase power, etc. ; WDLP,
Panama City, Fla., granted license new
station.
APRIL 5
W6XKG, W6XRE, Los Angeles— Tentatively denied renewal of high-freq. stations.
WLAP, Lexington, Ky. — Tentatively denied CP new trans., directional antenna,
and change to 1270 kc 1 kw unl.
NEW, Neptune Bcstg. Corp., Atlantic
City100-250
— Tentatively
kc
w unl. granted new station 1420
NEW, E. E. Krebsbach, Miles City,
Mont.
Granted
dismissalw without
applic.— 1310
kc 100-250
unl. prejudice
NEW, Star Printing Co., Miles City,
Mont.ing—on applic.
Granted CPindefinite
1310 kccontinuance
250 w unl. hearNEW, Springfield Radio Service, Spring— Dismissed
780 kcfield, O.250
w D. with prejudice applic.
NEW, Brockway Co., Watertown, N. Y.
—to Granted
1270 kc motion
500 w D.accept amendment CP
APRIL 8
MISCELLANEOUS — KTKC, Visalia,
Cal., granted license change trans. ; WKIP,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., granted mod. CP
change trans. ; NEW, C. T. Sherer Co.,

COMMUNICATION

COMMISSION

■MARCH 30 TO APRIL 12, INCLUSIVE!
Worcester, Mass., scheduled for oral arguKWTO, Springfield, Mo. — CP change to
ment proposed findings re applic. new sta- 1 kw unl., directional N (Class III-B).
tion, for 4-25-40 ; KGFI, Brownsville, Tex.,
KLS,
Oakland,
— CP increase to 1 kw,
changeCal.antenna.
granted temp. auth. discontinue operations new trans.,
pending revocation of license etc.
APRIL 2
APRIL 9
WHEB,power,
Portsmouth,
N. H.
— Mod.asking
CP
move trans.,
studio,
WSYR-WSYU, Syracuse — Granted li- increase
cense
new
trans.,
570 kc 1 kw unl. direc- auth. change antenna.
tional.
APRIL 4
Ind. — Granted CP
WBAL, Baltimore; WBBM, Chicago;
newWHBU,
trans., Anderson,
change antenna.
KFAB,
Lincoln, Neb.
— Extension exp. auth.
synchronous
operations.
WFTM,
Fort Meyers, Fla. — Granted li- for
cense new station.
NEW,
Radio
Corp.
Annapolis,
Md. —
APRIL 10
CP 1310 kc 100 w unl., ofClass
IV.
WNYC, New York— Continued hearing to
WIXPW,
Hartford,
Conn.
—
CP
increase
5-27-40.
to 50 kw., new
APRIL 11
commercial
basis. equip., operate on regular
KGFI, Brownsville, Tex. — Payne desigNEW,
Yankee
Network, Boston — CP
natedvoking
to preside
license. at hearing on order re- high-freq.mercial43700
basis. kc 5 kw, on regular comW2XOR,
license
43400Carteret,
kc 1 kw N.FM.J. — Granted exp. unl.WRUL,
on 6040Boston
kc. — Mod. license operate
W3XMC,
Washington—
NEW, L. B. Wilson Inc., Crescent
cense 42600 kc 100 w FM. Granted exp. li- Springs,
Ky.
— CP 42800
1 kw. Lancaster,
W8XVH,
Fairfield
Bcstg. kcCorp.,
cense 43000 Columbus,
kc 250 w O.
FM.— Granted exp. li- O.—NEW,
CP 1490 kc 250 w unl. Class IV.
WBNX, New York— Granted mod. CP
WSKB, McComb, Miss. — License increase
to
1-5 kw, new trans., change directional
antenna.
WMC,
Memphis —Pub.
-Mod.
power.
name to Memphis
Co. license change
WAPI,
Birmingham
—
exp.
auth. unl. time, directional Extension
N.
Applications
MARCH . 30. .
KVOO,
Tulsa
—
Extension
exp.
auth.
unl.
directional N.
WSYR,
SyracuseInstitute
— License ofnewTechnology,
trans.
NEW, Pan-American Bcstg. System, HolNEW, Wash.
— CPkc. 1240 kc 250 w unl.,
College
Md.— CP FM 1 kw 42800 kc. amended lytowo d, Fla.780
kc.WFIL,Park,
PhUadelphia— CP FM 1 kw 43000
NEW, Atlantic Bcstg. Corp., Miami —
CP 1500 kc 250 w unl., amended to 1420
WSMB, New Orleans — License increase kc
and omit request for WKAT facilities.
power.
NEW, Liberty Life Insurance Co., Co- newWAGF,
antenna.Dothan, Ala. — CP move trans.,
lumbia, S. C— CP FM 1 kw 43200.
WTMV,
E. St. Louis— CP new trans.,
Tex. — antenna, change
to 1540 kc, icrease to 500
CPNEW,
1500 kcTyler
250 Bcstg.
w unl..Co.,
ClassTyler,
IV (KGKB
w 1 kw, move trans., asks Class II.
facilities if its license is revoked).
KFBB,
Great
Falls,
Mont.— Mod. license
increase to 5 kw N & D.
KDB,
Santa
Barbara,
Cal. — Mod. license
to 250 w N & D.
KFEL, Denver — CP new trans., increase
to 5 kw, amended to directional, asks Class
III-A.
KOH, Reno — Mod. CP new trans., directional, change to 630 kc 1 kw, asking new
trans.
KIEV, Glendale, Cal. — License increase
power, change equip.
APRIL 6
NEW, Champlain Valley Bcstg. Corp
St. Albans. Vt.— CP 1390 kc 1 kw D (asks
WQDM facilities) ; also license for new
station.
WORL, Boston — CP new trans.
W H KtoC 610
, Columbus
CP Class
directional,
change
1 kw— facilities.
unl.
III-B,
move trans.,
askskc WCLE
WCLE. Cleveland — CP directional, new
trans., change to 640 kc 1 kw LS Calif.,
move
trans,WHKC.
to Cleveland, asks Class II and
facilities

HOW AH BLECTPfCAL
TftANKDQiPTION
QAao ^ADCA5TINe
IS moE
WHEN Norton Cotterill, WBS vice-president, was
scheduled to speak recently before the Erie (Pa.) Advertising Club, a window in Trasks, Prescott & Richardson department store was decorated with an exhibit
showing various steps in the manufacture of a Ma
Perkins transcription, along with a photo of Mr. Cotterill and samples of Oxydol. The club presented a
Page 88
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plaque to Mr. Cotterill after his address, which was
titled "It's the Woman Who Pays". Mr. Cotterill spoke
April 10 before the College of the City of New York's
class in radio advertising. His subject was "Stretching the Radio
The talk was made in the WBS
studios,
where Dollar".
students saw a motion picture which
depicted the intricacies of modern disc making.

BROADCASTING

Zworykin-Morton Book
TO THE growing library of literature pertaining to the budding art
of television, John Wiley & Sons
Inc., New York, adds Television:
The Electronics of Image Transmission by Vladimir K. Zworykin
and G. A. Morton of RCA Mfg.
Co. [646 pages, 494 illustrations,
$6]. The book is technical in nature, being a survey of the whole
field of electronic television with
particular emphasis on the RCANBC system already in operation.
GE's Relay System
TELEVISION relay developments
of General Electric, along with a
description of the successful relaying operations
of W2XB,
GE's
Helderberg
Mountain
transmitter,
are described in a pamphlet published recently by GE, a reprint of
an address by Dr. W. R. G. Baker,
chairman of the management committee of the GE radio and television division.
WAIR,
Winston-Salem,
Mod. license to 1310
kc 250 w N.
unl.,C—contingent
WSJS grant 600 kc.
NEW, Glover Weiss Co., Jacksonville,
Fla. — CP 1500 or 1120 kc 250 w unl., asks
Class IV, amended to 1440 kc.
NEW,
Perkins
la.—
CP 43400
kc 1Bros.
kw FM.Co., Sioux City,
NEW,
World
Pub.
Co., Omaha — CP 41000
kc 1 kw FM.
newKGDE,
trans. Fergus Falls, Minn. — License
KGHF,movePueblo,
tenna.
trans. Col. — License new an
NEW.
J.
C.
— CP 1310 kc 250Kaynor,
w unl. Ellensburg, Wash.
KMYR,
Denver
—
re antenna, trans. Mod. CP new station
APRIL 9
WTIC,
Hartford
Extension
exp. auth.
Simul.-KRLD unl. —1040
kc directional
N.
to WDEL,
1 kw N Wilmington,
& D, amendedDel. to— CP
Classincrease
III-A,
Yankee Network,
CPNEW,
PM amended
to 43300. Alpine, N. J. —
NEW, Hildreth & Rogers Co., Andover,
Mass.— CP 42800 kc 1 kw FM.
New FM,
Scotland,
N. Y.—
kc WOKO.
250 w unl.,
amended
to 1CPkw.43400
NEW.43400Baltimore
—CP
kc 1 kwRadio
FM. Show, Baltimore
NEW,forBrockway
Co., Watertown,
N. Y.
—CP
WCAD change
to 1270 kc
p
new trans., antenna, move trans., studio
to1270Watertown,
amended
to
CP
new
station
kc 500 w D.
W3XIR,
43000
kc FM.Philadelphia — CP change to
CPNEW,
42800 Wm.
kc 1 F.kw Maag
FM. Jr., YoungstownWJBW, New Orleans — License increase
WFOY,to Fountain
St. Augustine,
Fla. — Bcstg.
Vol. assign
power.
license
of Youth
Co.
WNOX,to 5Knoxville—
increase
kw N & CP
D. directional N
Fla. — directional
CP change N.to 740
kc WDAE.
10 kw, Tampa.
new trans.,
NEW,
J. W. w BirdweU.
Knoxville— CP
1210
kc 100-250
unl.
N. NEW,
C— CP Durham
43000 kcRadio
1 kw Corp.,
FM. Durham,
NEW. Kokomo Bcstg. Corp., Kokomo,
Ind. — CP 1420 kc 250 w unl., asks Class IV.
KHJ, Los Angeles — CP increase to 5
kwNEW.
N & Western
D, move Radio
trans., Corp.,
asks Class
III-A.
The Dalles.
Ore. — IV.
CP 1200 kc 100-250 w unl., asks
Class
APRIL 12
WIXSO, Avon, Conn. — CP increase to
50 kw,
change equip., operate on commercial basis.
NEW, Foulkrod Radio Engineering Co.,
Philadelphia — CP 42.4 mc 1 kw FM.
NEW, United Bcstg. Co., Seven Hills
Village, O.— CP 43.4 mc. 1 kw FM.
42.8NEW,
mc 1 WD
kw AS
FM. Inc., Philadelphia— CP a
KSTP,
CP Class II television
44-50
mc 1St.kwPaul
A3 — A5.
W9XYH, Superior, Wis.— License FM.
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New Business
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
I(bran flakes), on April 29 starts
Young Br. Malone on 70 CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri., 2-2 :15 p.m. with
repeat, 6:15-6:30 p.m. (EDST).
Program continues through May 3 on
63 NBC-Blue stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
11 :15-11 :30 a.m. Agency : Benton &
Bowles, N. Y.
JOB LOWE Corp., New York (Pop^ sides), on May 4 starts for 21 weeks,
Buck Rogers, on 31 Don Lee stations,
p.m. (PST). Agen12:45
12:15Sat.,
I
;cy
: Biow
Co.,
N. Y.
N
MANHATTA
SOAP Co., New York
(Sweetheart soap), on April 30 starts
Mrs. Franklin Roosevelt on 31 NBC
Red and Blue stations, Tues., and
Thurs.,Bruck
1 :15-1 :30 p.m., Agency : Franklin
Adv. Agency N. Y.
STERLING PRODUCTS, New York
(Bayer, Syrup of Figs, Elixir of
iSenna) on April 8 started Wife vs.
Secretary and Songs of Carol Leighton
on 15 Texas State Network stations,
Mon., thru Fri., 10:30-10:45 and
10 :45-ll a.m. respectively. Agency :
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, N. Y.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem, N. C. (Camels), on
May 3 starts Al Pearce d His Oang
on 80 CBS stations, Fri., 7 :30-8 p.m.
(EDST). Agency: Wm. Esty & Co.,
N. Y.
WAHL, Co., Chicago (Bversharp
pens and pencils), on April 21 starts
Take It or Leave It on 27 CBS stations. Sun., 10-10:30 p..m. (repeat,
12:30-1 a.m.). Agency: Biow Co.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON Tobacco
Corp., Louisville (Wings), on April
6 started for 52 weeks Wings Saturday Nite Party on 28 Don Lee network stations. Sat., 9 :15-12 p.m.
(PST). Agency: Russell M. Seeds
Co., Chicago.
UNGLES BAKING Co., Des Moines,
on March 31 started Show of the
1' Week, MBS cooperative show, on
IKSO, Des Moines, making a total of
15
MBSdirect.
stations, Sun., 6:30-7 p.m.
Placed
{ CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden, on
April 29 starts Fletcher Wiley on
/ 35 CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
-: 2:30-2:45 p. m. (EDST), shifting
i Life Begins to 5 :30-5 :45 p. m. Agen' cy : Ward Wheelock Co., Philadelphia.
"
Renewal Accounts
3 BORDEN Co., San Francisco (milk)
,1 on April 1 extended Last Minute
; News from KFRC, San Francisco,
i;!,i4:30
p.m. (PST)
to 7 Don
Lee-Mutual stations
in Northern
California.
Crystal Specialists Since 1925
ATTENTION
BROADCASTERS SUBJECT TO_
FREQUENCY RE-ALLOCATION
We are al your service lo —
1. REGRIND your present
crystal to higher new
frequency .... $17.50
2. NEW CRYSTAL (less
holder)
$22.50
3. NEW CRYSTAL
fully mounted . . $30.00
LOW DRIFT ■ APPROVED BY FCC

lO SEAVICE
124 Jackson Ave.
University Parle, AAd.

'BROADCASTING

WHEN FLY AD LIBS
Industry and FCC Alikcf Arc
Bon Mot Victims
IN HIS speech at the New York
Advertising Club luncheon April 2
FCC Chairman Fly tossed off a
number of humorous cracks aimed
at broadcasters, advertisers and
the Commission itself. Some of the
better Fly remarks.
"The basic distinction between
British and American radio is that
in England radio is governmentally controlled and the listener pays
for it while in America the advertiser pays and the listener sits at
home
hits the jackpot."
"TheandGovernment
has a twofold
function in American radio: It arranges to get broadcasters on the
air and then makes continuous
threats to take them down off the
"Radio's chief contribution to national defense has been in educating the country's youth in the Use
air."
of small arms and machine guns."
AMERICAN OIL Co., Baltimore
(Amoco), on May 1 renews for 26
weeks Edwin C. Hill's Human Side of
the News on 46 CBS stations, Mon.
thru Fri., 6:05-6:15 p.m. Agency:
Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
PHILIP MORRIS & Co., New York
(cigarettes), on April 13 extended for
3 weeks Name Three on 5 MBS stations. Sat., 8-8 :30 p.m. Agency : Biow
Co., N. Y.
GENERAL CIGAR Co., New York
("White Owls), on Sept. 23 renews
Rn,ymond Gram Stoing on 16 MBS
stations. Mon. and Fri.. 10-10 :15 p.m.
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N. Y.
BAYUK CIGAR Co., Philadelphia,
on June 11 renews Inside of Sports
and adds WKRC and WIRE, making
a total of 18 MBS stations, Tues..
Thurs.. Sat., 7:4.5-8 p.m. Agency:
Ivey & Ellington, Philadelphia.
ROYAL CANADIAN TOBACCO Co..
Toronto, on March 31 renewed for 26
weeks Ken Snhle's Amntevr Broadcast
on snpcial hookup of CFRB, Toronto ;
CKCL. Toronto; CFRC. Kingston.
Ont. ;trealCKCO.
Mon: CFCF, Ottawa;
MontrealCKAC,
: Sundays.
12:30-1 p.m. Agency: Metropolitan
Broadcasting Service, Toronto.
AIR CONDITIONING TRAINING
Corp.. Younestown, O.. on Anril 28
renews for 26 weeks Happy Jim Parsons on 27 NBC-B1"P stations. Sun..
11:30-11:45 a.m. (EDST). Agency:
National Classified Adv. Agency.
Youngstown.
GENERAL MILLS. Minneapolis
(Wheaties). on April 29 for 22 wpeks
renews Jach Armstrong on 11 NBCRed stations, Mon. thru Fri.. 5-305 :45 n.m. Agency : Knox -Reeves. Minneapolis.
MODERN FOOD PROCESS Co..
Philadelnhia (Thrivo dog food), on
April 28 renews for 26 weeks Mnylan
Sisters on 10 NBC-Blue stations,
11 :4.5-12 noon. Agency, Clements Co.,
Philadelphia.
LAMBERT PHARMACAL Co., St.
Louis
on Aprilon 2852renews
Grand (Listerine)
Central Stntinn
CBS
stations, Fri.. 10-10:30 a. m. Agency:
Lambert & Feasley, N. Y.
Network Changes
PACIFIC COAST BORAX Co., New
York (20 Mule Team Borax), on
May 3 shifts Death Valley Days from
31 NBC-Red stations, Sat., 9:30-10
p.m. to 21 NBC-Blue stations, Fri.,
8:30-9 p.m. (EDST). Agency: MeCann-Erickson, N. Y.
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CUMMER PRODUCTS Co., Bedford,
O.
April
24 on
shifts
What(Energine),
Would You onHave
Done?
42
NBC-Blue stations from Fri., 9:3010 p.m. to Wed., 8 :30-9 p.m. Agency :
Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, Chicago.
CUSTODIAN TOILETRIES, Chicago (facepandedpowder),
11 ex-of
Gary Gray on& April
His Ship
Songs, on WBAP, Fort Worth, to include Texas Quality Network— KPRC,
Houston, and WOAI, San Antonio,
and changed time to Thurs., 8 :45-9
p.m. Agency : H. W. Kastor & Sons,
Chicago.

WESTERN
& Southern
Life Insurance Co., Cincinnati,
has signed
Rube
Bressler,
the 1919
nati Redsmember
baseballof team,
for Cincina new
series of five sports programs weekly
on WCKY, Cincinnati, placed through
S. C. sonal
Baerreminiscences,
Inc. He interview
will narrate
perplayers,
and give the day's scores.

TEXAS State Network on April 8
changed Backstage Wife to 9 :30 a.m. ;
Easy Aces to 9:45 a.m.; Julian Akins
to 10 a.m. ; Our Gal Sunday to 10 :15
a.m.,
shows. all five - weekly quarter - hour

lOWERCOST
J! —
NEW GUYED
VERTICAL
RADIATOR
A new and improved guyed
tower designed for comstations.Iiiberal
Uniform mercial
cross radio
section.
safety fadtor. Low erection
cost,,
V^ncharger
towerby
now used
and endorsed
numerous commercial and
government stations.
★
APPROXIMATE COSTS
Following prices include
towers
'with(except
preguy socketsLapp
200 footfixedfurnished
tower),
base
insulators, high strength
buckles,
paint: turnguys, guy and
insulators,
200 FT. TOWER *$67500
240 FT. TOWER *$152500
300
* F.O.FT.U. TOWER
.Sioux CUy,*$210000
rowh, Ilss
lighting and erection costs., ^
WRITE for Complete Details In' dijng Stress Analysis on Towers

ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cincinnati (Woodbury soaps), on April 24
shifts Hollytvood Playhouse on 61
NBC-Red stations, Wed.. 8-8:30 p.m.
from
weeks. Hollywood to New York for two
ETHYL GASOLINE Corp., New
York, on April 8 shifted Tune Up
Time on 66 CBS stations, Mon., 88:30 p.m. (EST) from New York to
Hollywood for six weeks or more.
PHILIP MORRIS & Co., New York
(cigarettes), on May 5 shifts Breezing
Along from 36 NBC-Blue stations.
Wed., 8-8:30 p.m. to 35 CBS stations. Sun.. 8 :30-8 :55 p.m. Agency :
Biow Co., N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati
(Teel) on April 30 shifts Professor
Quiz from Fri. to Tues., 8 :30 to 9 p.m.
(recently renewed for 52 weeks).
Agency
cago. : H. W. Kastor & Sons, ChiINTERNATIONAL SILVER Co.,
Meriden, Conn., on May 12 replaces
Silver Theatre with Fun in Print on
50 CBS stations. Sun., 6-6:30 p.m.
Agency : Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
HARTZ MOUNTAIN PRODUCTS
Co., New York, on March 31 added
WSIX, Nashville, to Singing Canaries making a total of 8 MBS staSun., 3 :30-3 Co.,
:45 N.p.m.Y. Agency :
Geo. H.tions.Hartman

WINCHARGER
CORPORATION
SIOUX CITY . ;
IOWA

0^ .,,\0« .,c

A i*" "a 10

for
BLILEY

coO
UNITS
^msmr
^
^^^^FROM
20KC. TO 30MC.
■WRITE FOR CATALOG G-11 DESCRIBING COMPLETE LINE
BLILEY ELECTRIC CO., ERIE, PA.
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CBS

Adult

Education

Board

Hears

Annual

NEW BROADCAST SERIES, based on the great classics, past and contemporary, was recommended for production on CBS by the CBS Adult
Education Board at its annual meeting on April 8 in New York. This
series, as yet untitled, would replace Americans at Work, which started
on CBS in 1938, at the recommendation of the board. The CBS program
department will work out the details of the series, which will show the
development of great ideas that have made history.
At the meeting. Sterling Fisher, CBS director of education, in his
annual report stated there had been a 27% increase in 1939 over 1938 in
CBS programs of general educational interest to adults, both sustaining
and sponsored. The hours in 1939 totaled 1,471 as against 1,157 in 1938,
while the number of broadcasts increased from 4,590 in 1938 to 5,596
in 1939.
The increase in broadcasts devoted to news and current events was
miost
marked,
according2,287
to Mr.
Fisher's
report.devoted
In 1939tothere
2,645
broadcasts
as against
in 1938.
Programs
arts were
and drama
Civil Service Arranges
Examinations for Script
Writers, Production Men
OPPORTUNITIES for employment in the Federal Government
are open to script writers, script
editors, production men and radio
music writers, the U. S. Civil Service has announced in listing a new
group of civil service examinations
for posts ranging from $5,600 to
$2,600 a year. Although the title
of the examination refers to "Information Specialist",
radio Federal
is listed as an optional
subject.
agencies are searching for specialists "who can direct or assist in directing radio broadcasting activities and to plan or prepare interpretative radio scripts." Applicants will be required to have experience in interpreting facts in
either of the following fields: Conservation, economics, sociology,
agriculture, aeronautics, public
health, forestry and education.
A provision known as "selective
certification"
will permit those
officialswithto
select from candidates
special qualifications — such as expert radio music writers and arrangers, production men, or writers
with special ability in some unusual field even though the applicants may not be "on top of the
list".
Government officials point out
that this examination will establish
a list of candidates who may be
hired by any agency in the Government. The examination was prepared after consultation with officials directing informational services. Copies of the announcement
for senior information specialist
may be obtained from the U. S.
Civil Service Commission, Washington.
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Report,

Recommends

Series

amounted to 159 hours in 1938 compared to 218% hours last year.
Lyman Bryson of Teachers College, Columbia U, presided at the
session, which was attended by the members of the Board and CBS
officials.
Front row (1 to r) : Dr. Harry Woodburn Chase, chancellor New York
U.; Mr. Bryson; Edward Klauber, executive vice-president, CBS; Dr. Ray
Lyman Wilbur, president, Stanford U.; William Allen White, publisher of
Emporia Gazette. Back row: Douglas Coulter, assistant to vice-president
in charge of broadcasts; Mr. Fisher; Spencer Miller Jr., Workers Education Bureau director; Joseph H. Willits, Rockefeller Foundation; Henry
R. Luce, chairman of board of directors, Time, Inc.; Dr. Stringfellow
Barr, president, St. John College; William Benton, vice-president, U. of
Chicago; Rep. T. V. Smith (D-Ill.); Leon Levine, assistant director of
education, CBS; Dr. George Edgar Vincent, president emeritus. Rockefeller Foundation; Rev. Robert I. Gannon, president, Fordham U.; W. B.
Lewis, CBS vice-president in charge of broadcasts.

Georgia U Considering Radio Awards;
Pulitzer Board
Studies Similar Plan
A PLAN to create annual public
service awards to radio, paralleling
the Pulitzer awards in journalism,
was proposed April 6 by the board
of regents of the University of
Georgia and referred to a committee for further report.
Designed to create the George
Foster Peabody awards, to be administered bythe Henry W. Grady
School of Journalism of the University, the plan was evolved with
the cooperation and support of the
NAB. The object is to provide in
radio the same stimulus and incentive to public service that the
Pulitzer awards give to journalism
and literature [Broadcasting,
March 15].
It had been expected that the
board of regents would act finally
on the proposal, advanced initially
by Lambdin Kay, director of public
relations of WSB. The board, however, decided to refer the whole
subject to a committee for further
study and report. It is understood
the board gave the project its implied endorsement.
It was also learned that the
board of awards of the Pulitzer
foundation likewise is considering
extension of the Pulitzer awards
to cover the radio field. Joseph
Pulitzer, publisher of the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch and son of the famous journalist and publisher who
created the awards bearing his
name, is said to favor expansion
of the awards to cover radio.
The University of Georgia plan,
if approved, would provide for the
first awards in 1941. Competition
for the honors would be based on
work during the 1940 calendar
year. The closing date for entries
would be Jan. 15, 1941.

Classic

A number of conferences preceded the drafting of the tentative
plan which was submitted to the
Board of Regents. Participating in
these conferences were Mr. Kay;
Dr. S. v. Sanford, chancellor of
the Georgia University system;
Marion Smith, chairman of the
Board of Regents and prominent
Atlanta attorney; Dr. Harmon W.
Caldwell, president of the university; Mrs. Marjorie Peabody Waite,
daughter of the late Dr. Peabody;
John E. Drewery, director of the
Henry W. Grady School of JournalGa. ism, and Harry Hodgson of Athens,
New Hawaii Station
AUTHORIZED for construction in
1938, the new KTOH, Lihue, Hawaii, local outlet on 1500 kc, is
scheduled to go on the air about
May 8, according to a report from
Robert Glenn, chief engineer, formerly with KGU and KGMB, Honolulu; KHBC, Hilo, and KRE,
Berkeley, Cal. Collins equipment is
being installed with a Lehigh tower
and RCA microphones and turntables. Manager and commercial
director is Deane Stewart, former
program and musical director of
KGU and KGMB. Program director is Bill Parsons, recently with
KSAN, San Francisco. Foreign
language departments will be handled by Abe Albayalde, Filipino,
and Soichi Hamura, Japanese. The
station is owned by the publishers
of the Garden Island and the
Kauai Filipini News.

BROADCASTING

RCA

Plans

Scholarship

For High School Senior
RCA is conducting a nationwide
competition to select the high
school senior most likely to succeed
in a career in radio science, the
winner to receive a $4,000 scholarship to one of 100 colleges accredited by the Engineers Council of
Professional Development. Entry
forms were sent by RCA to 18,000
high schools throughout the country, entries closing March 17, Entrants, who must be certified scholars to be graduated this June, on
April 23 will take a special scitnce
examination prepared by Columbia
U professors and radio scientists.
Ten finalists will then receive a
free trip to New York Aug. 5 to
inspect search
allfacilities
engineering
andNBC
reof RCA and
as well as industrial exhibits at the
World's Fair. A second test will be
given and on Sept. 1 the winner
will be announced, the nine other
contestants to receive $100 in cash
prizes.

WNYC is Upheld
YORK STATE Court of Appeals on April 10 unanimously upheld the right of WNYC, New
York's municipal station, to broadcast from the communion breakfasts held by the Holy Name and
St. George Societies of New York.
The court sustained the decisions
of two lower courts, refusing to
grant Joseph Lewis, of New York,
an injunction forcing New York
city such
officials
to cease using WNYC
for
broadcasts.
NEW

WILLIAM A. WOLFF, information
manager of Western Electric Co., was
honored on his 35th service anniversary at a dinner tendered by his asNew York.sociates at the Waldorf-Astoria in
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time buyer is as much

concerned

about the quahty of a station's signal as
the space buyer is about the quahty of a
pubhsher's printing. Because WLW's signal is as near 100% perfect as it is humanly
possible to maintain,
interested

in the

responsible
More

time buyers will be

technical

organization

and

alert to changes
result, the

Men

and improvements.

WLW

engineers

have

As a
con-

tributed many advancements to the technical art of radio broadcasting.
Consider WLW's high technical efficiency
when planning to advertise to the Middle
West.

for this achievement.

than 60 highly trained engineers— each specializing in a cer-

tain phase of radio transmission —
are on the WLW
staff. Working
in their own well-equipped
laboratory,

they

are

research

constantly

.WLW
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: TRANSAMERICAN BROADCASTING C TELEVISION CORP. - CHICAGO, NEW YORK

J. M. McDonald (right), Ai«sistant Technical Supervisor, discusses with Engineer
Howard Leppel a construction drawinft of development work on Croslcy's new
50,000 watt international short wa\e transmitter, WLWO, created in its entirety
by WLW engineer>.
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SOUND

ECONOMY

...RCA

AIR-RADIATOR

TRANSMITTING

TRIODES

Hundreds of RCA-891-R's and 892-R's in daily service in leading
broadcast stations testify to the sound economy of operation made
possible by these popular RCA Air-Radiator Transmitting Triodes.
Lower first cost— simplified installation— no water-cooling worriesample output for general broadcast requirements!
Similar in construction to water-cooled units, these tubes are equipped
with highly efficient air radiators which provide great cooling areas in
a minimum of space. Anode heat is dissipated quickly and efficiently.
Double-unit filaments permit operation from two-phase a.c, thus
minimizing hum. Filaments used in these types operate at lower-thanordinary temperatures and contribute materially to exceptionally long
tube life. Ask the station that uses these tubes !
JVo

Both the RCA-891-R and 892-R are designed for class B and class C
services. The 891-R may also be used in class A. Amplification factor
of the 891-R is 8; the 892-R, 50. Maximum ratings of the 891-R for plate
modulated class C telephone service are: d-c plate voltage, 8500 volts;
d-c plate current, 1 ampere; plate input, 8 kw; plate dissipation, 2.5 kw.
Typical power output is 3.5 kw. Net replacement costs compare favorably with water-cooled tubes of equal size.
Complete technical information gladly sent upon request. Write to
RCA Mfg. Co., Commercial Engineering Section, RCA Manufacturing
Company, Inc., Harrison, N. J.

Experiments
Here!
As essential to the operation of AirRadiator tubes as good tube construction itself, is the design of the
finned radiator with which they are
equipped. Pioneered and perfected
by RCA, eachradiator supplied with
RCA-891-R's and 892-R's carries
the fine reputation which has been
established through more than
four years of extensive use in many
of the country's leading highpower broadcasting stations.
Exceptionally low operating temperatures are assured at all times.
For real economy, it pays to invest
in experience — not experiments!

NEW!
This Triode

Takes

its FuH Rated

500 Me.
of 50 Watts up to
inputOutstanding
^n.ine.nn.ie..n^^^^^
1628 Transmitting
Tnode
^ ^.'^tf
i^ad clafs^
that Ais
double-helical filament ^as a «°«^;^^P^ gy conbrought out °f the bulb througn
y^^^^^^^ f

neutralizing circuits g o£
the tube. Close spacin
decreases
gridtronandtranpla
sittetime, therebyh
Elec
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ing effi cy at hig
fmprov
frequencies.
Data bulletin on request
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FIRST IN METAL-FOREMOST IN CLASS-FINEST IN PERFORMANCj
RCA MANUFACTURING CO., INC., CAMDEN, N. J. A Service of The Radio Corporation of Amerlej
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One of the nice things about our place is the increasingly greater niunber of smart timebuyers
who come to stay at WOR. Consider, for instance,
the renewal record which appears at the right.
Could we offer greater proof of the dollar for
dollar job WOR does than this story of the advertisers who not only bought time on WOR. but
consistently renewed their contracts and, in many
cases, doubled their expenditures, season after
season and year after year?

came

^ Of WOR's
57% was
1936, WOR
60%

to

stay

total 1935 business, ^
renewal business. In
renewals

jumped

to

of its total business. In 1937,

it averaged

64%;

creased to 77%,
77 hopped

in 1938

it in-

and in 1939 the

to 79%.
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ENGLAND'S

NEW
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-

^LND
X

Count
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-
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sales figures go likewise. Here's why.

\New

England's tennporary residents spend,

in these six states, I 1% of Annerica's entire annual vacation fund — or an estimated $5,000,000
— all within the 1 3 weeks of a short-time radio
schedule.
Adding

3,000,000

summer

visitors (a con-

servative figure for 1940) to the 5,982,273 potential audience of The Yankee Network makes

—

more

prospects

among

—

more

sales to New

Englanders

profit by this augmented
Sell YOUR
medium

vacotionists
who

income.

products thru radio —

the one

universal to everyone — everywhere. Sell

thru the only radio network giving complete coverage of New

England — The Yankee

Network.

Indications point to an all-time record
son for "the Playground of America."
Step summer radio promotions UP

sea-

in this

spend-able, proven responsive market, with the
I 8 stations of The Yankee Network.

THE

sT.cl.Vs'^rA
EDWARD E
RETRY NETWO
& CO., INC., RK,
Exclusive National
Sales IhsVo^^'^
Representatives
INC.
YANKE

by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Buflding, Washington, D. C. Entered as
in February
published
PnblUhed semi-monthly, 26th issue (Year
secondBook
class Number)
matter March
14, 1933,
at the Post OflSce at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

BIGGER

-BIGGER

THAN

THAN

TEXAS

CALIFORNIA,

How many sales does it take to make a market?
More sales are made in July alone, than in all
Illinois or California or Texas in a year !
Look at it any way you wish. Compare retail
sales, payrolls or production. July is the bigger
market. To ignore July ... to do nothing about
protecting your interests in this market ... is like
defaulting in Chicago, Philadelphia and Boston
combined. July is bigger than the three of them.
So an old tradition dies . . . easily. The tradition
that it makes sense for an advertiser to fight
desperately for his share, say, of Illinois . . . and
then do nothing to protect himself in a market

OHIO.

ILLINOIS!

There are now 6,500,000 at/fomobile-radios on
the road. There are 1,000,000 more of the new
portable sets, travelling wherever /.merica
travels. And 2 1 ,900,000 radio families are known
to be listening at home, each summer day!
Clearly, radio listening is no exception to the
habits that make this nation a market. People
eat and dress, work and have babies, shop and
spend throughout the year. For the vast bulk of
families, summer makes little change in the daily
routine. It perhaps puts an extra stress on relaxation. And that only makes radio more than ever
important ! It's so easy to listen . . .

That strange tradition has been blasted higher

Small wonder, then, that CBS summer advertising in 1939 leaped to a new high, 53% above
1938! Because the Columbia Network covers

than the summer sky. Blasted by radio, which has

the vital summer market more completely and

changed the face of summer. Radio has broken

economically than was possible even a few short

three times as big: June, July and August !

the chains that bound advertising to time or
place. Radio has made it economically possible
to cover every market every week and every

ago.* now no reason to give up the extra
So
there's
years
sales you might be making in June, July and

month; to do it with a regularity, a frequency,

August. Radio makes them as easy to get . . . and

a mass coverage no practical budget can buy

to protect... /'« summer as any other season of
the year. And CBS makes them easiest to get!

anywhere else. In summer as in winter.

COLUMBIA

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

*The data in this CBS advertisement are taken from the most authoritative available sources. If you
make considerably
a specific analysis
of summer
in relation
your markets
we'll York
be happy
towould
assistlikeyou,to with
amplified
facts andadvertising
figures. Write
to 485 toMadison
Ave., New
City.
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^

—and
Alone,

the

Detroit

Accounts

of Michigan

ou

Can

Cover

Marfeet,
for

s Total

This

65%

Returns!

Market

Michigan's income tax collections
this year showed an 81% increase — the
NUMBER
ONE INCREASE
of any
state in the U. S. That fact is of particular significance to advertisers in the
Detroit market. For the Detroit trading
area, shown above — six Michigan counties within 50 miles of downtown Detroit

Americans Pioneer
Broadcasting Station

Adequately
— accounts

for 65%

WWJ

of the total income

tax returns of Michigan.
Trading

with

And

the Detroit

Area can be covered

adequately

with ONE radio station — WWJ.
Let WWJ deliver your sales messages
to the most

able-to-buy

greatest industrial market
— the Detroit market!
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Quality Network
WMC
KARK
KWKH-KTBS
WSMB

Represented by

KWKH, with 50,000 watts power and serving one of America's most
receptive markets, provides spotlight performance for advertisers who
demand and get results. Place KWKH on your "must" list of powerful stations for 1940 advertising and you will reach more people
within 150 mile radius of Shreveport than live within the entire
State of Louisiana.
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Farmers within the '^Golden
Horseshoe^' will reap an income
of one billion dollars this year.
Two

great
them

radio
your

stations

can sell

products!

Political orators shout themselves hoarse
on "the farm problem." Of course it exists.
But you don't hear quite so much about it
in the "Golden Horseshoe," that moneymaking, free-spending empire blanketed
by WJR Detroit and WGAR Cleveland.
One out of every ten of the nation's
farmers lives within these boundaries.
Modern red barns dot the landscape.
Mechanized units hum at their tasks.
Here is one of the most prosperous areas
of the productive Midwest in which 40%
of total farm income is produced.
That line on your sales chart tabbed
the farm market" represents the largest
single market in the world. And, to help
send that curve upward, make certain
your plans include the Great Stations of
the Great Lakes.

W<fR
THE GOODWILL STATION

WGAR
THE FRIENDLY STATION

Basic Stations . . . Columbia Broadcasting System
Edward Petry & Co., Inc.,
National Sales Representatives
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(Continued on page 81)
Of the 64% who heed advertis- president of Westinghouse Radio
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to Meet
Competitors
Management Considers Methods as Board Studies
3-to-l Membership Vote
UNDER MANDATE from its
membership to "liberalize" its radio policies, the Associated Press
board of directors, 10 of whose 18
members have radio affiliations, decided at meetings which culminated
April 25 that their organization
must not "rush hellbent" into radio but should "go ahead and give
members with stations what they
want." That the majority wants
radio outlets for AP news, both
sponsored and sustaining, was
made clear at the full AP membership meeting three days earlier.
The next step to be taken by the
AP, it was learned by Broadcasting from reliable sources, will be
to formulate methods whereby,
without violating the rules and reglations of the association, which is
cooperatively owned by its member newspapers, AP news could be
made available for sponsorship on
the air in much the same way as
the news of other press services
already available to radio stations
and advertisers.
3-to-l in Favor
Although plans must yet be determined, it is generally believed
that AP before the end of this year
will definitely be in radio on a competitive plane with United Press,
International News Service and
Transradio Press. Whether its
service will be made available to
radio stations without newspaper
ownership or affiliations, has not
yet been determined, but in its survey of the situation the board
found that 160 out of 300 AP members with radio affiliations are already broadcasting AP news either
on a sponsored or sustaining basis.
Following a report of the board
to the AP membership meeting in
New York April 22, which revealed
that a questionnaire poll of the
press association's 1,300 member
newspapers had resulted in a 3-to-l
vote in favor of "broadening" present AP policies, the board went
into several conferences on the subject. No word came out of the sessions directly, but Broadcasting
learned that the sentiment was
overwhelmingly in favor of recognizing radio as an established news
and advertising medium.
One of the first results was the
determination to establish an AP
news service "processed for radio".
It was also decided that identification of the AP name with the
broadcast news would be permissible. Although not generally
bruited abolit, the board already
had given permission to about a
dozen of its newspaper members
to identify their news broadcasts
as coming both from the member
paper and the AP.
It was said after the meeting
that sponsorship of AP news undoubtedly will be allowed, but on a
"selective basis". By this is meant
that AP news "emphatically will
not be coupled with quack medicines," it was stated.
Even now AP news may be used
by national sponsors under rules
Page 12 • May
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in Favor of Change
of the organization, it was said, for
the bylaws permit the board to
enter into agreements for the exchange of news with anybody if
such exchange will benefit members.
It was pointed out that, since the
networks, with their own sources
of news, notably their foreign correspondents and their shortwave
listening posts, are already supplying that news to newspapers and
press services, it would be possible
for exchange agreements to be
worked out to permit the networks
to carry sponsored AP news.
Presumably, applied locally, the
same situation would obtain as between local AP bureaus and local
radio stations.
Competition and Contracts
Illustrative of the new sentiment
favoring radio-newspaper cooperation in every way, was the outspoken attitude of one leading AP member operating a radio station. He
said he wanted AP news to be sold
to competing stations in his own
city because, he asserted, its identification with the press association
would advertise and help sell his
newspapers.
Contractural details remain to be
worked out by the management, but
it was stated that long-term contracts with stations or networks,
such as those being signed by the
rival press associations, are not
likely in view of the fact that under
AP bylaws any member may quit
upon two years notice. Whether this
means that radio networks and stations may eventually be admitted
to "membership" on an equality
with newspapers, was not explained.
The board's report to the membership, read by Kent Cooper, secretary of the board and general
manager of the AP, dealt with the
radio question as follows:
"Early this year the board directed that the members be polled
to obtain an expression of views

aps board has 10
r^oio affiliations
TEN OF the 18 members of the AP
board of directors for the coming
year have radio affiliations, a fact
that is consistent with the changing sentiment of the Associated
Press toward radio, which was even
more strongly indicated by the
members' 3-to-l response in favor
of a liberalization of the association's policies concerning the use
of AP news on the air. It was only
last year that the membership voted
to make AP news available for radio sponsorship under any circumstances, the proposal to do so having been indignantly voted down
by previous annual meetings.
The new AP board is made up as
follows: Robert McLean, Philadelphia Bulletin, president; E. Lansing Ray, St. Louis Globe-Democrat,
first vice-president; Stuart H. Perry, Adrian (Mich.) Telegram, second vice-president; Kent Cooper,
AP general manager, secretary;
Paul Bellamy, Cleveland Plain
Dealer (WHK, WCLE, WHKC,
WKBN) ; George Longan, Kansas
City Star (WDAF) ; E. H. Butler,
Buffalo Evening News (WBEN,
WEBR) ; Harry Grant, Milwaukee
Joia-nal (WTMJ) ; Clark Howell,
Atlanta Constitution; E. K. Gaylord, Oklahoma City Oklahoman
(WKY, KLZ, KVOR); Houston
Harte, San Angela (Tex.) Standard (KGKL, KRBC, KBST, KPLT,
KRIS) ; Josh L. Home, Rocky
Mount (N.C.) Telegram; L. K.
Nicholson, New Orleans TimesPicayune; Robert R. McCormick,
Chicago Tribune (WGN) ; W. H.
Cowles, Spokane Spokesman - Review J.
; R. Knowland, Oakland Tribune (KLX) ; Frank B. Noyes,
Washington Star (WMAL) ; Paul
Patterson, Baltimore Sun; John
Cowles, Des Moines Register
(WMT, KRNT, KSO, WNAX).
as the result of the increased use
of news in broadcasting. The following are the results: 939 members replied; 302 members failed
to reply. Of those replying, 674
unconditionally favored liberalization, 231 unconditionally opposed
liberalization; 34 conditioned their
replies or left it to the judgment
of the board.
"The board feels that this is a

clear expression of the wishes of
the membership to make every effort to develop the advances of this
field. The board calls attention to
the fact, however that the field has
been intensively developed already
by the news agencies and only experience can determine the addition
to While
revenues
the which
use ofmay
AP result."
news on
sponsored programs is already permissible, under the tex-ms of a resolution adopted by the AP executive committee on May 24, 1939
[see Broadcasting Yearbook, page
204] , this use is limited by so many
restrictions that only about 25
member papers have paid the additional asessment levied for this
use,
amounting
to "25%
the first
wire and general
chargeof elements
of the
city'stheassessment
in the field
in
which
member broadcasts,
plus any extra wire expense or
other supplemental
Approximately 115 paperscosts."
are using
AP news on the air on a sustaining basis, for which they are assessed "5% of the first wire and
general charge elements of the
member's weekly assessment."
Sponsor Restrictions
When the news is broadcast on
a sustaining basis, the use of a
credit line to the AP is now obligatory,
when the
sponsored nobutmention
of news
AP is isallowed
but the news is credited to the member paper. This naturally detracts
from the desirability of AP news
by advertisers, especially since no
such restriction accompanies the
purchase of UP, INS or Transradio news. Further, the broadcasting of AP news is at present limited to origin and
in the
member's
city of
publication
within
the hours
of
the paper's
publication
— restrictions that make
it impossible
for
AP news to be sponsored nationally
via a network.
In entering the radio news field,
AP will find itself competing with
rivals who have a more than fiveyear head start in a field which requires a technique that differs in
many important respects from that
of supplying news to papers. These
other services are well established,
too. According to the tabulation in
the Broadcasting 1940 Yearbook,
UP has more than 350 station clients, Transradio has well over 200,
and INS about 175.
WOR Granted Judgment
In Contract Cancellation
WOR, Newark, on April 25 was
awarded judgment for $5,940 in
U. S. Federal Court for the New
York district from William Irving
Hamilton, New York agency, and
Ramsdell Inc., New York cosmetic
firm. WOR had sued for $25,874,
claiming that contracts for the
Johnson Family program, signed
in July of last year to run to December,WORhadhad
been refused
droppedto in
October.
cancel
and
had runatthea pi'ograms
December
cost of through
$1,980

,,...And
A J for
, Real
r> , Cigarette
/-rJ. Pleasure
T^, .
Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
Always Pick a Cool, Long-Smoking Hump."
BROADCASTING

weekly,
subsequently filing suit for
non-payment.
The court ruling gives WOR
payment through October and says
WOR is entitled to payment for the
remaining broadcasts unless defendants can prove that WOR could
have sold the time to someone else.
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Dempsey-Koplovitz
Famed
Legal Pair
To Start Own
Law

Will

Continue

Firm

'with
an 18-month
record
toppedof
behind them,
jcourt successes
jOff by the U. S. Supreme Court decision upholding their "free-compe,tition-in-radio" philosophy, the legal team of William J. Dempsey
;and William C. Koplovitz on April
1 25 resigned as general counsel and
;assistant general counsel respecItively of the FCC to enter private
law practice in Washington. The
Iresignations are expected to be.come effective about May 15.
; In submitting their resignations,
•the attorneys asked that they be
•made effective "at the convenience
iof the Commission." Acting Chair;man Thad H. Brown promptly commented that the Commission received the resignations "with genuine regret" and that their going
I "is a distinct loss to the Commis1 sion." Col. Brown added : "They are
•able, industrious and conscientious
• young men with exceptionally high
Iregard for public service."
Chairman James Lawrence Fly
i wired from Dallas that the Commisision "is sorry to lose such valuable
(services to private practice." He
; credited the attorneys with expediting and simplifying Commission
■ procedure and particularly complimented them for their unbroken
t record of favorable decisions for
the Commission in seven Supreme
Court cases and 29 cases before the
Court of Appeals.
Responsible for many of the innovations in radio practice and
, procedure, the youthful "New Deal"
I duo have completely reorganized
.the FCC Law Department in the
. year-and-a-half of their tenures.
I They joined the Government servJice in 1933 largely as proteges of
i Jerome Frank, present chairman of
,the Securities & Exchange Commisrsion, and since then have worked
, together as a legal team.
■ Appointment of successors prob, ably will await the reconvening of
the full Commission, expected about
May 7.
I

No Inkling of Successors
No inkling has been given as to
possible successors, though it is
, expected the selections will be made
I from among attorneys in other governmental agencies rather than by
• promotions in the FCC ranks or
' from private practice.
Mr. Dempsey, who was 34 on
;Feb. 22, and Mr. Koplovitz, who will
jbe 31 on May 30, apparently had
in mind tendering their resignations
as soon as the so-called Sanders
j case, involving the f undamental
issue of the power of the FCC to
license new broadcast stations without regard for economic injury, was
decided by the highest tribunal. The
unanimous decision of the Supreme
Court came March 25, upholding
their "survival of the fittest theory"
[Broadcasting, April 1]. But in
the same opinion, the court broadened the scope of appealable acBROADCASTING

MR. DEMPSEY
tions, contrary to the DempseyKoplovitz contentions.
The attorneys will establish offices in Washington to engage in a
general law practice. It is expected,
however, they will specialize in Government departmental practice, including the FCC, Federal Power
Commission and Securities & Exchange Commission, by virtue of
close legal association with these
operations during the last seven
years. Mr. Dempsey, a native of
Brooklyn but a legal resident of
New Mexico, formerly practiced
law in New York. Mr. Koplovitz is
a native of St. Louis.
Despite internal conflicts within
the FCC, reflected in somethingmore than official differences among
commissioners, the Dempsey-Koplovitz pair kept clear of the trouble.
The entire membership appeared to
have confidence in their judgment,
even those individual members who
did not see eye-to-eye with them on
their theories regarding regulation.
This was notably so in the Sanders
case, where several members clung
to the view that the statute authorized something more than mere
technical regulation of radio, whereas the court, in affirming the "free
competition" claim of the attorneys,
at the same time held that the Commission is given no supervisory
control over programs, business
management or policy of licensees.
Worked as a Team
Highly regarded in Government
circles as members of the so-called
New Deal legal fraternitv, the attorneys are affectionately known
among their friends and colleagues
as "Big Bill" (Dempsey) and "Little Bill". So far as known, they
constitute the first legal team, as
such, to leave the Government since
the start of the Roosevelt Administration.
When Mr. Dempsey was appointed acting general counsel of the
FCC on Oct. 15, 1938, after serving
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Resign

Posts
at
FCC
counselship, the Examining Division had been abolished, and G.
as Teammates
Franklin Wisner, chief of the press
room, likewise had been released.
Only 32 at the time, Mr. Dempsey
a few months before had been assigned to assume charge of the
then scheduled FCC network-monopoly investigation.
When Mr. Koplovitz joined the
FCC Dec. 8 to accept a $7,500 post
after rejecting the $9,000 general
counselship of the Power Commission, he took over administration,
litigation, international relations,
rules and regulations. Both argued
cases in the courts. Mr. Dempsey
also served as chairman of the important FCC Rules Committee,
made up of department heads, and
of the Administrative Board,
formed several months ago to handle all actions not actually requiring a formal FCC vote.
Shortly after
Roosevelt
Administrationthe
took office
in 1933,
"Big Bill" and "Little Bill" found
themselves thrown together at the
Public Works Administration, headMR. KOPLOVITZ
ed by Secretary of the Interior
Harold Ickes. Jerome Frank was
the preceding year as legal assis- general counsel. They participated
tant to FCC Chairman Frank R. in the handling of the original power cases under Mr. Frank and E. H.
McNinch, he inherited more than a
score of appeals pending in the Foley Jr., now general counsel of
U. S. Court of Appeals for the Dis- the Treasury. In 1936, they joined
trict of Columbia. Young Koplovitz the Power Commission, then headjoined the FCC Dec. 8, rejecting
ed by Chairman McNinch, with
an offer of the general counselship "Big Bill" as assistant general
of the Power Commission where he counsel and "Little Bill" as senior
was actingwith
general
counsel, to re- attorney. When Chairman McNinch,
associate
his teammate.
as trouble-shooter for the Administration, was appointed temporary
Won 36 Cases, Lost None
chairman of the FCC by President
A litigation box-score of the Roosevelt, he persuaded Mr. DempDempsey-Koplovitz tenure reveals
sey to join him as special legal asthat they won some 36 cases during
sistant, anewly-created post, taktheir incumbency, without a single
ing office Oct. 1, 1937. Mr. Koploloss. When Mr. Dempsey became
promptly elevated to the
acting general counsel on Oct. 15, Powervitz wasCommission
assistant gen1938, there were 25 cases pending
eral counselship and became acting
in the courts. During that period
32 cases were disposed of in the general counsel a few months later,
Court of Appeals favorable to the remaining until he joined the FCC.
FCC. Four cases were decided favSon of Congressman
orably to the FCC by the Supreme
Mr.
Dempsey
is the son of Rep.
Court (Pottsville, Heitmeyer, Sanders and Rochester Telephone). The John J. Dempsey (D-N.M.) one of
KSFO-CBS lease case now is pend- the most influential members of the
ing in the Supreme Court, while House and a prospective candidate
nine are awaiting decision in the for the Senate this year. His father
lower court and one in the District did not know of his appointment
Court for the District of Columbia.
as FCC general counsel until he had
They handled some 60 power cases heard it in a news broadcast. The
prior to their FCC advent without
younger
Dempsey
grama loss.
mar school
in New attended
York. During
Aside from their succession of his high school years he resided in
court victories, the attorneys were
Oklahoma, when his father was an
instrumental in procuring revisions independent oil operator. He was
of the FCC's rules and regulations graduated from Georgetown U,
and articles of practice and pro- Washington, in 1927.
cedure. While several of their inWhile attending Georgetown Law
novations drew the fire of legal School at night he taught mathepractitioners, and a few fell by
matics and physics at the universithe wayside, it is generally admitted
ty during the day. He received his
that the organization and efficiency law degree in 1931, but had been
of the FCC Law Department is far admitted to the bar the preceding
superior since the advent of the year. Upon graduation he joined
the legal staff of BMT Corp., New
Dempsey-Koplovitz duo.
York subway operators, handling
Mr. Dempsey took over the FCC
general counselship at the behest utilities litigation and trial work.
of Chairman McNinch when the Mr. and Mrs. Dempsey reside in
Commission was Under sharp at- Washington with their four children, two daughters and two sons,
tack in Congress and in the public
ranging from 1 to 8 in age.
prints. Hampson Gary, a former
Mr. Koplovitz is a cum laude
commissioner, had been ousted by
(Continued on page 78)
Mr. McNinch
from the general
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Cole

Music

Catalog

First Major Action in
Drive for Music
Reservoir
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
WITH THE signing April 24 of
a ten-year contract for the exclusive performing rights to all music in the catalog of the M. M.
Cole Music Publishing Co. of Chicago, Broadcast Music Inc. completed its first major move in its
campaign to build an industryowned reservoir of music. Contract
becomes effective Jan. 1, 1941, day
following the termination of the
present station contracts with
ASCAP. At present the Cole catalog, which includes well over 2,500
numbers, is controlled by Society
of European Stage Authors & Composers and until the first of the
year only SESAC licensees may
play it.
Best Known for Ballads
While it includes such hits as
"Mexacali R o s e", "Strawberry
Roan" and "Silver-Haired Daddy,"
the Cole catalog is probably best
known for its many hillbilly music,
cowboy tunes and folk ballads. Acquisition of these numbers, comprising alarge and extremely popular part of the daily schedule of
many stations, especially those catering to rural audiences, is described as concrete evidence that
BMI is working for the entire
broadcasting industry and for the
entire radio audience as well.
"The acquisition of the Cole catalog for BMI licensees is not only
Page 14 • May
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Acquired

of importance to the broadcasting industry, but to all other commercial users of music," Merritt
E. Tompkins, general manager of
BMI, stated.
Cost of Catalog
Contract calls for a total payment to Cole by BMI of $270,000
for the ten-year period, payable at
the rate of $20,000 annually for
the first three years and $30,000
per year for the remaining seven
years. After 1950 the contract renews at a mutually satisfactory
rate, which will be set by referees
of the American Arbitration Assn.
if the two parties are unable to
reach an agreement.
This arbitration clause, said to
be an innovation, is regarded as an
important step by BMI, since the
NAB has vainly endeavored for a
long period to persuade ASCAP
and AFM to submit disagreements
over rates and wage scales to arbitration. Another innovation in
the performance rights field is said
to be the clause providing for the
discontinuance of the contract at
the end of any year, providing
BMI has paid Cole at least $25,000
during the period.
The Cole catalog includes the
publications of M. M. Cole Co.,
Belmont Publishing Co., Calumet
Music Co., Happy Chappies Ltd.,
Moderne Publications, Modern Edition, Hearst Music Publishing Co.
Ltd. (Canada), Vincent, Howard &
Freeman Ltd., Vincent & Howard
Ltd. and Morse M. Freeman. While
a number of other catalogs are
being explored and their value de-

Claiming

by BMI
termined, no other deals are in
their final stage, it was stated. For
that reason BMI executives declined to name names or discuss
details of these negotiations.
Appointments of Carl Haverlin
as station relations director of
BMI, and of Dana Merriman as office manager have been announced
by Mr. Tompkins. Actively associated with radio since 1923, when
he joined KFI, Los Angeles, Mr.
Haverlin directed publicity and
handled sports broadcasts for the
station, broadcasting several Rose
Bowl games and other major
events. In 1927 he was made sales
manager of KFI-KECA, holding
that position until 1938 when he
joined Davis & Schwegler as station relations manager.
To Handle Station Contacts
In his new post, Mr. Haverlin
will maintain close contact with
station subscribers to see that
their program departments get the
kind of music they need and also
that they use their BMI music to
the best advantage.
Mr. Merriman, graduate of the
Yale School of Music and a wellknown conductor, served as program director of WTIC, Hartford,
from 1924 to 1928 and then joined
NBC as a conductor and for work
in the network's program and production departments. Last year he
had charge of all music and music
copyrights
Music Fair. used at the New York
George Dickson Skinner has been
appointed to the public relations
department in charge of magazine
(Continued on page 79)
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Plan
Approval
Alleges
Stations of
Are Pleased
With New Pact Formula
ASCAP's new plan for licensing
radio stations is meeting "almost
universal approval by radio stations", John G. Paine, general manager of ASCAP, told Broadcasting
April 24. Each day, he said, brings
in additional requests for licenses
from broadcasters, with the total
approximating 390. Nearly 500
broadcasters have discussed the
plan with ASCAP officials since its
announcement slightly more than a
month ago [BROADCASTING, April
1], he stated, adding that everyone
seemed to like it except the networks.
[This statement does not jibe
with reports from NBC and CBS
that the response of their affiliates
to
letters announcing
the networks'
determination
to refuse
to accept
the ASCAP
proposals
had
been and
almost unanimously favorable
showed that the network-affiliated
stations, at least, are prepared to
present a united front in rejecting
the ASCAP demand.]
Contracts Ready Soon
Contracts will probably be ready
for presentation to broadcasters
between May 15 and June 1, Mr.
Paine said, stating that they were
now awaiting the approval of the
general counsel. The terms will be
those announced previously, he
said.
Queried on reports that ASCAP
was
buildinga portion
a "war of chest"
by
withholding
its funds
when it made its quarterly distribution recently, Mr. Paine denied
the truth of such rumors, which he
described
imagination".
Stating thatas the"pure
ASCAP
payments
to members for the first quarter of
1940 were approximately the same
as for the first quarter of 1939,
slightly more than $1,000,000, he
said the rumors about a "war
chest" probably originated when
someone figured that since radio
billings were higher than those of
aalso
yearhave
ago,been
ASCAP's
must
higherincome
and therefore some of it was being held back.
Such reasoning, Mr. Paine explained, overlooks the fact that
ASCAP's expenses have also been
considerably higher than normal
during this period, citing the costs
of suits against the anti-ASCAP
laws of Nebraska, Tennessee and
Florida as examples of the unusual
expenditures.
Preceding the semi-annual meeting of ASCAP members on April
25, at which time the president,
treasurer and general manager
made their reports for approval of
the membership, a board meeting
was held
April
24 at was
whichreelected.
the entire list of
officers
The three directors whose terms
expired were ^also reelected and one
new director, Johnny Mercer, was
elected to fill the vacancy caused by
the death of Joe Young, restoring
the balance on the board of writers
and publishers.
MAJOR MARKETING Co., New
York, is currently testing daily spot
announcements on WSYR, Syracuse,
for Lube-plus oil, and will add more
stations if the test proves successful.
Dillingham, Livermore «& Durham,
New York, is in charge.
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FCC
iLaw

Meets

Staff, 507-Line

May
Video,

FM,

I Reallocation, Net -Monopoly
!
By SOL TAISHOFF

7

for

Treaty
Listed

Work-Load
Record
Whether the decision will be to and if it means the more or less inretain the status quo insofar as
discriminate licensing of new statelevision channel allocations are
tions almost everywhere. There
concerned is the knottiest of the would be
injected free competition
FM-television problems. Television
with a vengeance. Presumably,
now has seven channels, each 6,000 there would be opportunities for
kc. wide, below 108 mc. FM wants
the development of new competitive
television channel No. 1 ranging
networks using FM, along with a
from 44-50 mc, which, together host of other changes which would
with the range from 42 to 44 mc.
knock present broadcast economics
would give it a sweep of 8 mc, or into a cocked hat and perhaps deflate the whole monopoly subject.
40 channels of 200 kc. each, to accommodate Armstrong wide-swing
Commissioners Thompson and
Walker have advocated a veritable
FM, and
developservice
the new
free"
broadcast
over "statican es- revolution in the status quo of network-affiliate relationships, while
timated 10-year transitory period.
The FCC engineers have some 15 Acting Chairman Brovim has fospossible solutions, on paper, for the
tered a middle-of-the-road course.
There were developments on the
FM-television allocations problem.
It is a safe guess that not a single network-monopoly study just before the several commissioners scatone would satisfy either faction entered April 15. The three committee
tirely, and that in the final analysis
members met for some four hours,
some compromise will be developed.
The key apparently is the willing- reviewing the voluminous "prelimness of the Government services,
inary report" prepared by the staff
administered by Interdepartment
and reviewed by the Law Department. It was shot back to the latter
Radio Advisory Committee, to condepartment,
however, for revision.
tribute space it is not fully utilizThe word was that members of
ing in the adjacent ultra-high bands.
For example, the Government band the committee became concerned
about the responsibility of holding
40 to 41 mc. might be allotted.
back the long-overdue report, parMonopoly Report
ticularly in the light of the surge
Assuming the FCC first clears the of legislative activity following the
television foray, and proposed inway
by solving
the itFM-television
allocations
conflict,
will find it
vestigations ofthe Commission. The
necessary immediately to plunge
plan apparently is to pass the reinto the other pressing problems —
port, without publication, on to the
the Havana Treaty reallocation and full Commission so that all seven,
the network-monopoly report. What not three, would be responsible.
it does about FM, however, will
Treaty Shift
have a bearing on whatever legisThe standard broadcast reallocalative recommendations it will
tion, on paper, is slated for Aug. 1,
make
in connection with networkmonopoly.
to which date all broadcast licenses
have been extended. But it is next
All of the dire things the major- to impossible to meet that deadline,
ity of the Network-Monopoly Committee have favored to strait- because of the diplomatic as well as
procedural preliminaries which
jacket the industry might become
must be hurdled prior to the setting
outmoded and unnecessary if FM
of the changeover date. The guess
is given full commercial operation now
is that Canada, Mexico, Cuba
and the United States will finally

; CATCHING its second wind after the rigors of the frequency
' modulation hearings, plus the knock-down, drag-out television
Jproceedings, the FCC tentatively plans to convene May 7 with
, a work-load which foreshadows unprecedented activity of mai jor importance to the public and the industry. Here's the out; look :
, 1. Prompt selection of successors
. to William J. Dempsey and William
James G. Ulmer purported "hidden
C. Koplovitz, who have resigned to ownership" operations.
Out of all the tumult provoked by
, enter private practice [see story on
the television action comes the inf page 13].
ference that the Commission may
< 2. Quick action on television and
disposed to compromise on full
' FM allocations, which run hand-in- be
* hand by virtue of claims for the commercial operation with perhaps
astandard
507-line of
x 30-frame
"temporary"
;r same ultra-high frequency bands.
transmission
as the
f 3. Alignment of plans for the most desirable obtainable today.
, standard broadcast band realloca- This was the suggestion of RCA
, tion, provided under the Havana
witnesses at the closing days of the
hearing, whereas previously they
' Treaty,
which
will
see
assignments
of some 90% of the 825-odd sta- had supported the RMA standard
tions shifted 10 to 40 kc. away from
of 441 lines, 30 frames. The Du, their present positions in the spec- Mont proposal of 625 - lines 153 trum.
frames, which appeared to have the
4. Disposition of the so-called support of perhaps a majority of
9 network - monopoly report, long the
commisioners during the hear9 overdue, based on hearings held in
ings, will lose out if it is ascer1 latter 1937 and early 1938.
tained technically that the slower
9
Problems Interrelated
motion will place television at a
disadvantage in competition with
These are only the highlighted the movies, which use 24 frames.
■ activities to which the Commission
The thought is toward developmust give right of way. It is virtument of flexible transmission, capI ally committed to dispose of them
able of picking up several systems,
; in quick order. The interrelation of but with a common synchronizing
; practically all unfinished business
pulse which would actuate all types
? is such, however, that disposition of receivers. The Commission might
i of any one (save the personnel decide to eschew approval of any
9 question) requires consideration of particular standards but simply
,' the others, technically or eco- license applicants who appear wills nomically.
ing to follow best current practices,
I When the explosive television re- and then in the future grant applications which show improvements.
' hearing concluded April 12, several
' members of the Commission found
' themselves in a state of virtual
' physical collapse. Not even the
most pessimistic member had any
idea that the wrath of practically
j the entire Fourth Estate, not to
I mention dealers and manufacturers,
I would descend upon the Commisf sion with such spontaneity. The
< FCC is on record, in Congress and
I even at the White House, to dispose
I of the television allocations issue
forthwith.
Almost before the echo of the
1 closing gavel of the television hearings had died out, Chairman James
I Lawrence Fly was on his way to
' his native Texas to take a needed
• rest. He left April 14 and planned
to return the first week in May.
Only Commissioners Brown and
Craven have remained in their
offices.
Commissioner Case, ill at his
Washington home since Feb. 20, has
used to illustrate
kept in telephonic touch, but is ex- LOST IN ADMIRATION of the beauteousaremannequins
Ken R. Dyke, NBC director
pected to be away from his desk the latest promotion book for NBC-Blue
of national sales promotion (right), and E. P. H. James, NBC advertisseveral weeks longer. Commissioner
Walker left Washington April 15
ing manager. The 16-page book is titled "Something old, something new,
rhyme
for common carrier hearings on the something borrowed, something blue," the four parts ofoldtheBlue
acenacted by the models with the copy telling the story of
Pacific Coast. Commissioner Thompcounts, new Blue facilities etc. Advertisers and agencies in key cities are
son left for a vacation, and Combook in hand-addressed white envelopes, to which are atmissioner Payne went to Texas to receivingtachedtheminiature,
engraved wedding invitations for the marriage of the
resume revocation hearings against NBC-Blue Network Radio to More Product Sales, and a piece of real
Texas stations identified with the wedding cake tied with baby blue ribbon.
BROADCASTING
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agree on a Continental "radio moving day" to occur about Dec. 1,
which would give all countries and
parties involved, plus the public, a
chance to gear themselves. The
matter of putting into writing the
"gentlemen's agreement" reached
with Mexico, whereby six channels
will be given that country on a
guaranteed basis outside the terms
contemplated in the treaty itself,
remains to be accomplished at a
meeting likely in Mexico City.
Rumors that several of the border stations, slated to go by the
boards with the actual promulgation of the treaty allocation, would
be accommodated in some fashion,
are vehemently refuted at the FCC
and the State Department.
Whether the resignations of
Messrs. Dempsey and Koplovitz
will slow down the FCC in digging
into this welter of work, depends
mainly upon the speed with which
the new appointments are made
and whether the men retained are
experienced in radio. Chairman Fly,
it is understood, plans to make the
appointments his first order of
business. More than likely, however,
the selections will be from Government attorneys, outside the FCC.
May
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lynching bill as an amendment if
it is brought before the Senate.
Still on the Senate calendar, the
measure was passed over April 22,
as it has been numerous times before. Sen. Johnson (D-Col.), author
of the bill, told Broadcasting he
still means to press for action on
the measure, although he will not
move until the anti-lynch bill threat
is eliminated.
Despite a favorable report by the
Senate Judiciary Committee on
March 25, freeing the Wagner-Van
Nuys anti-lynching measure for
Senate consideration, it is thought
unlikely that the controversial legislation will be brought up independently at this session, as it is
certain to stir up a filibuster by
Southern Senators [Broadcasting,
April 1].
Bitter Bill Quiet

Joint Newspaper
And
Radio
Rates
Meet
Opposition
Publishers See Advantages in
Radioes Frequency Rates
A MORE friendly feeling towards
radio than at any previous meeting was shown by the publishers
of newspapers of less than 50,000
circulation during their meeting on
April 23, opening day of the ANPA
convention.
In contrast to the opening days
of the last two years' ANPA sessions, both of which featured talks
warning the small ptiblishers
against printing radio programs or
having any contact with this competitive medium, the radio discussions this year were marked by a
spirit of cooperation, and publishers owning or controlling stations
urged other publishers to go into
radio wherever possible for their
own advantage.
Joint Rates Opposed
Discussing joint advertising
rates for newspapers and stations
under the same ownership, Lee P.
Loomis, Mason City (la.) GlobeGazette (KGLO), vigorously denounced such a plan under any conditions. While the station has seven
or eight daily news broadcasts, all
sponsored, he said, the paper has
steadily increased its advertising
linage since its acquisition of
KGLO, a phenomenon he attributed to the increased competition of
radio. Neither has the paper lost
any circulation, he declared, although adding that he felt people
were inclined to read newspapers
less carefully after listening to
news broadcasts.
Agreeing emphatically that a
joint rate would be bad for both
the station and paper, 0. S. Warden, Great Falls (Mont.) Tribune
(KFBB), said that affiliation with
a broadcasting station had caused
a complete reorganization of his
paper, with a different news treatment, style and presentation. Discussion of the joint rate question,
to which general opposition was expressed, also disclosed a feeling
that the FCC would frown on joint
rates. A number of other questions
dealing with various aspects of
newspaper-radio cooperation and
competition were on the agenda
but were not discussed by the meeting.
Follows Example of Radio
Publishers were advised to follow the example of radio in establishing national advertising rates
by C. F. Waite, of Southern California Associated Dailies. Stating
that if advertisers and agencies
want a flat rate on national business the publishers should give it
to them, he continued:
"Butretail
why open
not make
it asthen
highalso
as
your
rate and
offer quantity and frequency discounts that will compare favorably
with those given on retail display?
That is the way agencies buy radio
time and other media. Did you ever
hear of an agency sending to a
broadcasting station an air mail
order for an hour of time the next
day only? Of course not. To get a
favorable rate and hour the agency
has to take time for 13, 26 or 52
weeks. Why do we not sell newspaper advertising the same way?
"Well, out in the Southwest a
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PARTICIPATING in a roundtable discussion "for the good of the order",
this group of Georgia broadcasters gathered in Macon, Ga., April 20,
at the call of H. Wimpy, president of WPAX, Thomasville. Left to right:
A. W. Marshall Sr. and Angeline Kelly, WKEU, Griffin; Mr. Wimpy;
John Fulton, WGST, Atlanta; E. K. Cargill, WMAZ, Macon; Maurice
Coleman, WATL, Atlanta; Robert Feagin, WTOC, Savannah; A. W.
Marshall Jr., WKEU, Griffin; (kneeling) J. W. Woodruff Jr., WRBL,
Columbus; Stuart Watson, WGPC, Albany.

Superpower

Issue

Is

Revived;

House
Votes Logan- Walter
Bill
Committee to Consider Larrabee High-Power Plan;
Anti-Liquor Advertising Bill Still Stymied
By LEWIE V. GILPIN
lowing his activity in the Ohio primaries. Rep. Sweeney has become
IN A FLURRY of revived interest
leader in the superpower fight on
in the superpower issue, subcom- aCapitol
Hill, and drew considerable
mittee consideration of the resolution (HRes-234) introduced by Rep. attention with his extensive listening survey covering Ohio-area staLarrabee (D-Ind.) in June, 1939,
tion reception [Broadcasting, Nov.
tentatively has been set for mid- 1, 1939;
Jan. 1, 1940].
May by Chairman Lea (D-Cal.),
With Congress considered likely
of the House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee. The Larra- to adjourn at a fairly early date
bee resolution recommends that the because of the political conventions,
of action on the resoluFCC look further into the possi- possibility
tion is problematical, particularly
bilities of superpower operation,
committee hearings are not held
with an eye to authorizing experi- if
until fairly late in May. Subcommental operation of "one or more
mittee members include Reps. Pearstations to operate on power of
son (D-Tenn.), chairman, Ryan
more than 50 kw." [Broadcasting,
(D-Minn.), Tenerowicz (D-Mich.),
July 15, 1939].
Wolverton (R-N.J.) and YoungAdjournment Obstacle
dahl (R-Minn.).
Procedure Bill Passed
Although Chairman Lea originally had set the subcommittee meetThe only affirmative action on
ing for April 26, the meeting was
postponed until mid-May at the re- legislation affecting the broadcasting picture was taken by the House
quest of Rep. Larrabee to allow
time to produce witnesses to testify April 18 when it passed the Loganon behalf of his proposal. The post- Walter bill (HR-6324) by a surprising margin, 297-79. The bill
ponement also will allow Rep.
a revised and standardSweeney (D-0.) to participate, fol- provides
ized procedure for the work of Federal administrative agencies, including the FCC. The measure has
group of newspaper publishers who
also have had a lot of experience been passed on to the Senate for
operating radio stations are doing consideration, and as Broadcasting
that very thing. You may have read went to press indications were that
of the recent announcement of the it would be pried loose for arguBasic Newspaper Group offering
ment on the Senate floor despite obspace in a chain of Texas and
jections of Administration supOklahoma newspapers with both
porters and indications of a veto.
quantity and frequency discounts
The Johnson bill (S-517) to outon national advertising running up
law alcoholic beverage broadcastto 30% for 2,000 lines a week for
ing via radio remains stymied by
52 weeks. That, I think, is the best
solution of the rate differential the threat of Sen. Clark (D-Mo.)
to attach the controversial antiproblem."

BROADCASTING

With the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee apparently tied up with other matters,
there seems little likelihood of any
action on the Ditter bill (HR8509 ) , which would amend the Communications Act of 1934, or on its
Senate counterpart, introduced by
Sen. Bailey (D-N.C). Another proposal (S-3512), introduced by Sen.
Pepper (D-Fla.), appears to be
bottled up in the Senate Commerce
Committee with little chance of action this session. The Pepper bill
provides for public hearings on applications for radio station licenses
and requires local publication of
notice of casting,
the March
applications
[Broad15].
Action also was in process on
amending the Fair Labor Standards Act as Broadcasting went to
press. Three separate sets of
amendments, offered individually by
House
ChairmanLabor
NortonCommittee;
(D-N.J.), of*Rep.
the
Ramspeck (D-Ga.) and Rep. Barden (D-N.C), provided a general
liberalization of wage-hour regulations.
Of principal concern to radio
operatoi's were sections exempting
"white collar workers". This class
of workers, under the Norton and
Ramspeck amendments, included
persons employed at a guaranteed
monthly salary of $200 or more.
Under the Barden amendment,
the salary guarantee for the class
was set at $150 per month, although
it required the additional qualification that the exemption applies only
if the employe "is not required by
his employer to work any specified
number of hours in any work-day,
work-week, or other period and has
been notified by his employer in
writing to that effect". Under this
provision, announcers and engineers working on regular schedule,
even receiving the specified $150
monthly salary, probably would not
be exempt, although the exemption
might hold for salesmen or other
station employes who more or less
set their own working hours. The
Barden proposal also sets a sixmonth statute of limitations on emsuits and Wage-Hour Divisionployeproceedings.
Senate Action Seen
Despite efforts of staunch Administration supporters to pigeon-hole
the measure, as Broadcasting went
to press it appeared likely that the
{Continued on page 76)
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Foreign

to Radio
Antagonism
Drop
Publishers
lem
in
the
hard
assignment
you
Angeles Times, was elected secreANPA
Members Show
have given this committee is the
tary, replacing John S. Parks, Ft.
difference
of
opinion
between
the
Smith (Ark.) Times Record, reEagerness to Get
bar on the one side and the press
tired. Ted Dealey, Dallas News
Into Field
and radio on the other . . . We can
[WFAA], was elected a director to
agree on pretty much ever3rthing succeed Norman Chandler, and J.
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
GROWTH of a feeling of friendli- except the use of cameras and mi- L. Stackhotise, Easton (Pa.) Exness between press and radio, and
press, was named a director to succourt."
Sessions crophones
of in the
ANPA Bureau of
ceed Edward H. Butler, Buffalo
development of an attitude on the
[WBEN-WEBR]. Among
part of newspaper publishers that Advertising, held the afternoon of News
24, were mainly occupied by those reelected to the board were
the cooperative features of press- April
radio relations are more important reports on various phases of the W. E. Macfarlane, Chicago Tribune [WGN], and S. R. Winch,
than their competitive ones, were continuing study of newspaper
KALE]. (Ore.) Journal [KOINclearly demonstrated by reports reading recently latinched by the Portland
made at the 54th annual meeting Bureau in cooperation with the
Assn. of National Advertisers and
The entire membership of the raof the American Newspaper Pub- the American Assn. of Advertising
dio committee and of the committee
lishers Assn. at the Waldorf-AsAgencies.
In
opening
the
session,
on
cooperation of press, bar and
toria, New York, April 23-25.
radio was also reelected to continue
This was reflected also in the ANPA President John S. McCarin that capacity.
way the reports were received by rens, Cleveland Plain Dealer,
Guy C. Hamilton, vice-president
the publishers. Whereas in previous praised the Bureau for starting
this activity which, he said, is now
general manager of the Mcyears radio's role at ANPA ses- giving to newspapers the type of and
Clatchy Newspapers and president
sions was chiefly that of whipping
boy, this year the publishers seemed promotional material that radio of the McClatchy Broadcasting
much more interested in learning and magazines have had for years. System, described his company's
William Reydel, vice-president, experiences with facsimile broadways they might make radio affilia- Newell-Emmett
Co., warned the
casting in an address April 23 at
tions.
the Intertype Corp. dinner at the
Will Seek Stations
publishers their real merchandisWaldorf-Astoria [see complete
"is to resell your medium
The report of the radio commit- to theing jobsmall
story on page 28].
retailers in your martee, read by J. S. Gray, Monroe
ket. They used to believe in it," he
RCA Shows Facsimile
(Mich.) Evening News, chairman,
evoked widespread interest, espe- continued, "and many of them still
RCA, in an exhibit adjoining the
cially the discussion of frequency do, but you've let radio steal the convention hall, displayed its new
show. Ten years ago, when retailmodulation, which he stated "offers
ers were asked what advertising facsimile system, which has a selfparticularly favorable factors for
the establishment of stations in sold goods in their stores, their al- synchronizing device not requiring
a common power supply for transmost invariable reply was newspaand receivers, a speed of 1.2
smaller communities." Also quoted
Today, gentlemen, when you inches mitter
was a remark by an FCC assistant ask thepers.same
per minute for copy 8%
question, the answer
chief engineer that "200 to 400 is something else again, neither inches wide, visible printing, automore stations can be accommo- pleasing
start-stop, and frequencynor complimentary to modultedmaticfacsimile
dated in the conventional broadtone. The new
cast band" after the impending reRCA
receiver,
which
will be disRadio-Press
Men
Prominent
al ocation offrequencies under the
at thepublic
New reaction
York World's
Havana Treaty. Reaction to this
Mr. McCarrens was reelected Fair to playedget
before
part of the report was said to indi- president of the ANPA ; Walter M. being put into production, combines
cate that the FCC may soon be Dear,
you."Jersey City Jersey Journal, the facsimile receiver with a threeflooded with applications for broad- was reelected vice-president; Wm.
band radio set in a single console
casting facilities from newspaper
cabinet. Instrument will probably
G. Chandler, Scripps-Howard
publishers.
be priced between $140 and $175
Mentioning the addition of 50 Newspaperswas [WNOX-WCPOreelected treas- retail, it was said, depending on
stations during 1939, bringing the WMC-WMPS],
urer, and Norman Chandler, Los the quantity made.
U. S. total as of Jan. 1, 1940 to 814,
; the report quotes the Broadcasting
1940 Yearbook as listing 269 stations with newspaper ownership in
I whole or part, a gain of 31 for the
year, and constituting a third of all
stations licensed. Newspaper relations other than proprietary have
also increased greatly, the report
states, while the widespread use on
the air of news supplied by services
created for the newspapers has
also tightened newspaper - radio
connections.
"While radio as a medium has
become a powerful commercial entity, an inevitable gravitation associates it increasingly, and in
many of its best uses, with newspaper operation," the report stated.
"Public approval of radio service
of the kind and quality for which
newspaper organization lays a
foundation is a primary force of
this gravitation."
A similar feeling of the growing
kinship of press and radio was expressed by Paul Bellamy, Cleveland
Plain Dealer [WHK-WCLEApril 15WHKC-WKBN], chairman of the EVERYONE at WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C, was on his toesNBC
vicecommittee on cooperation of press, 16 when two NBC visitors dropped in— William S. Hedges,
president in charge of station relations, and I. E. Showerman, NBC
bar and radio, who said, "I am
manager. The pair visited in Winston-Salem as guests of Gordon
ready to accept them, the gentle- sales
Gray, president of Piedmont Publishing Co., operating the station. This
men of radio, as partners." Discusgroup conferred on matters pertaining to the WSJS switch from CBS
' sing progress during the last year, to NBC on June 26— (1 to r) Norris O'Neil, WSJS manager; Harold
he continued, "The only real prob- Essex, commercial manager, and Messrs. Hedges and Showerman.
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Pickups
Subside

Return to Normal Schedules
But Add Pickup Points
WHILE the networks are maintaining their 24-hour daily watch
of the European scene, monitoring
foreign stations, conversing with
their correspondents abroad and
keeping a steadfast eye on the tickers of the news service, during latter April they more or less reverted to their normal wartime schedules. The flurry of special broadcasts from Europe and extra periods of news and commentary has
subsided to a large degree. Both
NBC and CBS have reduced their
regular daily pickups from European capitals to one each morning
and another during the evening.
Stockholm has been added as a
regular pickup point on each evening's schedule of NBC-Blue, with
Warren Irvin giving a five-minresumetheof Swedish
the day'scapital.
events The
as
seen utefrom
following ten minutes are devoted
to war comments by John Gunther
or Captain Frederick G. Reinecke,
U.S.N., retired naval expert, who
rejoined NBC's
mentators Aprilstaff
23. of news comStaffs Enlarged
H. V. Kaltenborn's
commentaries on the Red evening
will continue
during his European visit, as he
will maintain his regular schedule
as far as is possible, broadcasting
from the Washington at sea and
from Rome, Paris, London and possibly other "hot" spots. His sailing
date was postponed for a week,
until May 4, and unless the European situation changes so as to upset his plans, he will return to
America June 4 on the Pan American Clipper.
MBS, first network to bring to
American listeners reports frona
Stockholm, broadcast by Donald
Day, dent
Chicago
corresponthere, has Tribune
added another
of
that ersnewspaper's
foreign
to its war staff
abroad,reportPiet
Van T Veer of Amsterdam. To
cover the Dutch front for CBS listeners, this network has sent Mary
Marvin Breckinridge to Amsterdam. Miss Breckinridge was in
England doing picture assignments
for Ldfe and other magazines at
the outbreak of the war, when Edward Murrow, CBS chief of European staff, invited her to tell
American radio listeners her observations. One broadcast followed
another and soon she was a fulltime radio reporter for CBS.
Mutual has added two five-minute periods of AP news to its
daily schedule, one morning and
one evening, fed to the network
by WGN, Chicago, through a
special arrangement with AP made
by the Chicago Tribune, owner of
WGN.
Ford Signs Linton Wells
LINTON WELLS, foreign war correspondent and GBS analyst in New
York, has been signed by the Ford
Motor Co. to appear on the Ford Summer Hour as the "Rouge Reporter,"
augmenting
the music
by Leith
Stevens' Orchestra,
Jessica
Dragonette
and Conrad Thibault. The program
starts May 19 on CBS. Columbia Artists arranged the contract with WeUs
andtheN. agency.
W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia,
is
May
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ASCAP

Is

Music
Monopoly
Florida Court Hears Claims
Of Price-Fixing Tactics
EFFORTS to prove that ASCAP
is a price-fixing monopoly, in violation of the anti-monopoly statute
enacted by the Florida State Legislature, were made by counsel for
the State in testimony April 15-16
before a three-judge Federal court
at Gainesville, in the injunction
proceedings brought by ASCAP to
restrain the State, on constitutional
grounds, from making its statute
operative.
Principal witnesses for the State
were W. Walter Tison, general manager of WFLA, Tampa; Spencer
Mitchell, general manager of
WDAE, Tampa; Tom Belviso, director of the NBC musical department; Jerry Maulsby, production
manager of CBS; James W. Baldwin, former managing director of
NAB, and William Richardson, attorney-accountant. Appearing for
ASCAP were E. Claude Mills, chairman of its Administrative Committee, and John G. Paine, general
manager.
Discrimination Charged
Highlighting the State's testimony were comments of Messrs.
Tison and Mitchell regarding payments to ASCAP, particularly in
the light of the purported discrimination resulting from the so-called
newspaper type of contract, as
against the standard form. Mr.
Mitchell, pointing out that he operated under a newspaper contract,
said that ASCAP's audit of his station revealed that he saved just
short of $6,000 in the last three
years, as compared to payments by
WFLA, non-newspaper station. Mr.
Tison said that he would have
saved about 40% of his ASCAP
payment if he had been afforded a
newspaper contract.
Mr. Mills, among other things,
said on cross-examination that the
five numbers which must be regularly published in order to create
eligibility for ASCAP composer
membership could be published by
non-ASCAP publishers. State counsel, however, refuted this with a
letter read to the court wherein
Mr. Mills is said to have stated that
the numbers must be published by
publisher members of ASCAP.
Mr. Mills also had testified on
direct examination that of the
25,000 musical copyrights entered
in the Copyright Office each year,
ASCAP controlled not more than
2,500 to 3,000. The State, however,
introduced six exhibits covering
separate years showing a minimum
of 50% or from 11,000 to 14,000
numbers each year.
Testifying as an expert witness,
Mr. Belviso said that a substantial
majority of all of the usable copyrighted music in the United States
available for public performance
for profit is controlled by ASCAP.
He asserted there is not enough
popular music outside the ASCAP
repertoire to meet the needs of stations. On behalf of NBC, Mr. Belviso said he made arrangements almost daily
performance offor
music"per
withpiece"
copyright
owners, whereas ASCAP witnesses
previously had testified that such
procedure was so cumbersome as to
be impossible.
The court, upon conclusion of
testimony, granted 30 days to both
sides to file briefs. Final ruling is
not expected until summer. CounPage 18 • May
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Request]

Disc Negotiations
Would Meet With Committee
To Work Out Code Plan
FIRST STEP toward the negotiation of a standard contract covering
singerstheandemployment
announcers ofon actors,
transcribed
programs is soon to be taken by
the American Federation of Radio
Artists. Mrs. Emily Holt, executive secretary of the talent union,
plans to request the transcription
companies to appoint a committee
to deal with the AFRA transcription code committee.
A code, worked out by this latter committee and approved, following revision, by the AFRA
membership, will be submitted to
WHEN Marian and Jim Jordan celebrated their fifth year as Fibber
the manufacturers by the union,
which expects that its proposals
McGee & Molly on April 16, wih an informal party at NBC Hollywood
studios, they were presented with hundreds of wooden articles on their will be accepted by the transcription industry without undue delay.
wooden anniversary. Here they are during the festivities with (1 to r) :
John M. Swallow, NBC western division program manager; Don Quinn,
Terms and conditions generally folwriter of the Fibber McGee & Molly show; Marian Jordan (Molly), Alex
low those of the AFRA agreements
Robb, NBC Artists Service manager; Jim Jordan (Fibber) ; Cecil Underwith the netwoi'ks for both sustaining and commercial programs.
wood, producer of Needham, Louis & Brorby, on the show; and Lew
Following the completion of
Frost, assistant to Don E. Gilman, NBC western division vice-president,
who is pictured presenting Molly with an especially made cigarette box as
these negotiations, AFRA's next
a gift from the network. S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis., sponsor.
major move will be toward revision of its contracts with the networks for talent employed on sustaining programs.
Drugs and Toilet Industry Takes Lead
Sustaining Rates
Present contracts expire in AuAmong
First Quarter Sponsors on NBC
gust and negotiations for new
ones
are expected to begin in
THE DRUGS and toilet industry Purina Co., Richardson & Robbins,
June. While complete details of
Inc., Inc.,
Sperry Tillamook
Flour Co., County
Stand- AFRA's
with a total expenditure of $4,186,- Sealtest
new demands are not
ard Brands
616 for the first quarter of 1940—
Creamery Assn., Ward Baking Co., known, it is certain that the union
a 13.4% increase over the 1939 Welch Grape .Juice Co., and Wesson
will attempt
to from
removethe thesustaining
free rehearsal clause
figure of $3,691,116— led all other Oil & Snowdrift Sales.
TOBACCO : American Tobacco Co.. contract. Actors on 15-minute susadvertisers
on
NBC's
networks
for
the first three months of this year. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.,
taining programs are paid $17 in
H. Fendrich Inc., Larus & Bro. Co.,
In
second
was lasttheyear's
contrast to $15 for quarter-hour
leader
in theplace
first quarter,
food
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., P. commercial
shows, but the actors
Co.. Philip Morris & Co., on sustainers
industry, which expended $3,543,- Lorillard
must put in two
777, a 17.4% decrease over the Ltd., and R. .1. Reynolds Tobacco Co. hours rehearsing without additionLAUNDRY SOAPS AND CLEAN1939 outlay of $4,291,744.
al pay, while those on commercial
ERS : B. T. Babbitt Inc.. ColgateThe tobacco industry hit an all- Palmolive-Peet
programs
paid for rehearsals
Co.,
S.
C.
Johnson
&
time high for the period with $1,- Son Inc., Pacific Coast Borax Co., and at the rate are
of $6 an hour.
759,748, an increase of 92.9% over
Procter & Gamble Co.
AFRA is also sure to seek to rethe 1939 total of $912,256, thus disvise the clause requiring talent
soaps upanda 30.6%
cleanworking for minimum sustaining
ers. The placing
latterlaundry
marked
salarieswork toartists
paybureaus,
commissions
netincrease with $1,735,744 over $1,Carey Discs in Midwest
and toto have
329,319.
CAREY SALT Co.. Hutchinson,
the minimum sets as net to the
Kan., is using the NBC Radio-ReLeaders by Industries
artits, after
payment over
of such
comcording Division series Carson
mis ions. A dispute
this point
Robinson
& His Buckaroos twice between AFRA and NBC was subLeading advertisers in the first
four industry classifications on weekly on WHO, Des Moines, and
mitted to the American Arbitration
KOMA, Oklahoma City, and on Assn. for settlement, with the deNBC were:
DRUGS AND TOILET GOODS:
cision that, as the contract now
May 6 will start the half-hour seAnacin Co., Bayer Co., Bisodol Co.,
ries thrice weekly on WDAF, Kanreads, commissions must be paid
even
on
minimum wages.
A. S. Boyle Co., Bristol-Myers Co.,
sas City. The series, previously reColgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Cummer
stricted to sponsors non-competiProducts Co., F. W. Fitch Co., Antive with the program's network
Co., Kolynos
Musterole Co., for broadHowe drew
Co.,Jergens
Manhattan
Soap Co.,
Co.,LewisMiles sponsor,
Goodrich Baseball List
cast on days other than the NBC
Laboratories, Pepsodent Co., Chas. H.
schedule,
is now unrestricted fol- B. F. GOODRICH Co., Akron, will
Phillips Chemical Co., Procter &
lowing the seasonal termination of makes its play-by-play baseball
Gamble Co., Wm. R. Warner Co.,
R. L. Watkins Co., and J. B. Wil- the Musterole program. Agency is broadcasts, in cooperation with Genliams Co.
Ferry-Hanly Co., Kansas City.
eral Mills, an important part of its
FOOD: Albers Bros. Milling Co.,
summer advertising campaign for
Carnation Co.. Food & Beverage
automotive products. Printed schedBroadcasters Assn., General Foods
ules of games are distributed
Corp., General Mills Inc., Gordon
Gulf's Spring Campaign
through
Goodrich stores. Radio
Baking Co., Chas. Gulden Inc., Heck- GULF OIL Corp., Pittsburgh, is
resumes of games are sponsored in
er Products Corp., Kraft Cheese Co.,
C. F. Mueller Co., Pillsbury Flour Mills planning a spring campaign for several cities, including Detroit and
Gulf Spray insecticide using quarCincinnati. The complete list of
Co., Procter & Gamble Co., Ralstonter-hour programs twice weekly
stations handling play-by-play folsel for ASCAP included Louis D. on a large list of stations throughlows: KJR, Seattle; WSLI, Jackout the country. No details have
Frohlich and Herman Finkelstein
son, Miss.; WAGA, Atlanta;
yet been released by Young &
of New York and Manley Caldwell
KABC, Sanisville;
Antonio;
Louand Frank Wideman. Counsel for Rubicam, New York, the agency.
KGO, San WAVE,
Francisco;
Florida were Thomas J. Ellis, AsWNOX, Knoxville; KROW, Oaksistant Attorney General, Lucian
land; KGA, Spokane; KOMEH. Boggs of Jacksonville, and An- H. V. KALTBNBORN, NBC news
KTUL, Tulsa; KUTA, Salt Lake
drew W. Bennett, NAB special analyst, will substitute on the Andrew
City; WDSU, New Orleans; KEX,
Jergens Co. Jergens Journal program
Portland; KMO, Tacoma; WAPO,
copyright counsel and Washington
on NBC-Blue
Aug.
4 to 25 while Wal- Chattanooga; WJW, Akron;
attorney for National Independent
ter
Wincbell
is
on
vacation.
Broadcasters.
WMOB, Mobile, Ala..
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Richmond

Papers

Merger Hinges on
Station Transfers
WRNL,
WRTD
Involved in
Big Newspaper Transaction
A UNIQUE situation, wherein
FCC authority for transfers of radio station ownership must be obtained before one of the biggest
newspaper mergers of recent years
can be effected, arises in connection
with the projected consolidation of
the operations of the Richmond
(Va.) News-Leader and the Richmond Times-Dispatch.
Preliminary arrangements for
merger of the two newspapers under one corporation, to be known as
Richmond Newspapers Inc., were
agreed upon and announced in midApril. Both newspapers, the former
evening and the latter morning,
would be published under separate
editorial direction but combined
business and technical management.
The News-Leader is published by
John Stewart Bryan, also chief
owner of the 500-watt daytime
WRNL, which operates on 880 kc.
and holds a construction permit for
1,000 watts fulltime on the ^ same
frequency. This grant has been appealed to the courts by WMBG,
Richmond, and the case is now
pending in the Court of Appeals of
the District of Columbia.
WRNL, although separately incorporated, isowned by the same
interests that own the News-Leader.
Mr. Bryan owns 60% of its stock;
Tennant Bryan, his son, who is
business manager of the paper,
owns 20%, and Douglas Freeman,
editor of the paper, owns 20%.
No Corporate Connection
The Richmand Times-Dispatch,
wholly owning the corporation
which is licensee of WRTD, 100
watts on 1500 kc, has as its principal and controlling stockholders S.
L. Slover, Frederick Lewis and P. S.
Huber. All are residents of Norfolk,
and also are engaged in the publication of the morning Norfolk Virginian-Pilot and the afternoon Norfolk Ledger-Dispatch, and in the
operation of WTAR of that city.
Mr. Lewis is also the chief stockholder of the corporation publishing the Petersburg Progress-Index,
and the holder of a construction
permit for the new WPID, Petersburg, soon to operate with 250watts power on a frequency of 1210
kc. None of the various enterprises
in Richmond, Norfolk and Petersburg has any corporate connection,
however.
Since both WRTD and WRNL
are part of the newspaper merger
and would be controlled by the new
corporation, the FCC must pass on
the transfers of ownership of both
before the newspaper merger can
take place. The valuations placed
on the stock of both the newspapers and radio stations have not
been disclosed. Applications for
transfer of the stations will shortly
be filed with the FCC and it is
hoped to have the merger in operation by mid-summer.
The new Richmond Newspapers
Inc. would be headed by Mr. Bryan
who, in addition to being publisher of the News-Leader, is president
of William & Mary College and
an outstanding leader for many
years in civic and cultural affairs
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BIGGEST radio advertiser, Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, recently
sent a group of its advertising executives out among the tubes and circuits to learn the technical side of radio with a visit to the transmitting
plant of WLW and Crosley's new shortwave station, WLWO, at Mason,
O. During the tour James Rockwell, technical supervisor of the Crosley
stations, discussed frequency modulation, and Fritz Leydorf , of the WLW
technical staff, described the operations of the WLW and WLWO transmitters. The group of guides and guests includes (1 to r) Messrs. Leydorf
and Rockwell; Robert Drake, of P&G; Richard Gamer, WLW sales
service manager; Eldon Park, assistant to the general sales manager of
the station; and Robert Kemper, Robert Ross, Harry Bruton and
James West, all of the Procter & Gamble Co. advertising executive staff.
Storer

Interests

Buy

WAGA^

Atlanta;

Purchase Price Is Placed at $150^000
SALE of WAGA, Atlanta outlet of on the block since early this year
NBC-Blue, to Fort Industry Co., following acquisition of WSB and
headed by George B. Storer, Detroit the Atlanta Journal by interests
industrialist and broadcaster, was headed by former Gov. James M.
consummated April 23, subject to Cox of Ohio. A pending application
FCC approval. The purchase price for transfer of the station to James
was $150,000.
M. Cox Jr., son of the former Governor and executive of the Cox
Licensed to the Liberty Broadrecasting Corp., 60% owned by Nor- newspapers and radio stations,
cently designated
man K. Winston of New York, asfor hearing
by the
sociate of Arde Bulova, watch manFCC, is being
ufacturer and broadcast station
withdrawn.
owner, and 40% owned by the AtThe arrangelanta Journal, the station has been
is for transfer ofment60%
of the
of Richmond. His associates in the
WAGA stock
publishing and radio business are
from Mr. Winston
his son and Mr. Freeman, who is
to the Fort Induspresident of the board of trustees
try Co. for apof the University of Virginia.
Mr, Storer
proximately $100,000
in
view of a
Representation on the board of
preferred
stock
differential, with
directors of the proposed new corporation to direct the publication the remaining 40% to be transferred
by
the
Atlanta
Journal Co.
of the two papers will be shared
by the controlling interests of both for $50,000.
The transaction was consumof the present newspaper corporamated in New York April 23 at a
tions, but control, it is understood, conference
attended by the younger
will rest with the Bryan interests,
who will be the majority stockhold- Mr. Cox and John Brice, official of
ers. The purpose of the merger, it the Journal properties, with Mr.
is said, is to effect economies in the Storer, J. Harold Ryan, vice-president of Fort Industry and general
operation of the Richmond papers,
and to concentrate direction of the manager of WSPD, and Harold A,
Lafount, representing the Winston
enterprise in Richmond hands, while interests.
Attorneys were Horace
permitting the Norfolk ownership
to concentrate attention on the L. Lohnes, for Storer, and Ben S.
for the Journal.
Norfolk newspaper-radio interests. Fisher,
The Fort Industry stations are
Manager of WTAR is Campbell
Arnoux, who, as vice-president of WSPD, Toledo; WWVA, Wheeling; WMMN, Fairmont; WLOK
WRTD, has executive charge of
Lima, and WALR, Zanesvil
that station.
Negotiations for the le.
sale of
Since both Richmond stations
WAGA have been going on virtual~ facilities,
are in a position
to secure
improved
ly since acquisition of the Journal
and since
the Richmond
Co. properties by the Cox interests
market is narrowing, there is some last
er. Originally, plans
speculation concerning their possi- were Decemb
to transfer the station outlet
ble consolidation or the removal of
to the Atlanta Constitution, but
one of them after the merger de- these
collapsed along with subsetails are cleared up. The merger
quent negotiations for sale to a
would leave one organization oper- group of
Atlanta bankers.
ating two Richmond newspapers
Mr. Storer himself plans to deand two radio stations — with the
vote considerable time to the super50,000-watt clear channel WRVA
visory management of WAGA. Al(CBS-affiliated) and the 5,000though he maintains his home in
watts day, 1,000 watt night WMBG
, it is understood he may
(NB C-Rfed ) , statioii as competitors, Detroit
estaibhsh residence in Atlanta.
both also being locally owned.
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Spartanburg
Sale
To End Litigation
New Station Acquires WSPA;
Brown to Be Manager
THE END of protracted litigation
between WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C,
and the Spartanburg Advertising
Co., successful applicant for a new
local station in that city, was forecast following an agreement reached
between the principals April 22
under which WSPA will be sold for
$30,300 cash to the latter company.
If the FCC approves the transfer,
Virgil Evans, owner of WSPA, will
sell the station to the new company,
which will not only continue to operate WSPA but will also operate
the projected WORD for which it
received a construction permit from
the Commission last October.
WORD is slated for 100-watt
night and 250-watt day operation
on 1370 kc. It is headed by A. B.
Taylor, president of Taylor-Colquitt Co., timber-treating concern,
as president and holder of 137 of
the 400 shares of $100 par value
stock outstanding. Its other officers
and their stockholdings are Walter
J. Brown, Washington newspaper
correspondent, vice-president and
general manager, 100 shares; C. 0.
Hearon, former local newspaper
publisher, secretary, 25 shares; D.
S. Burnside, treasurer. In addition,
Donald Russell, local attorney,
holds 138 shares of stock.
Pending Litigation
The plan of operation contemplates operating both stations from
the present studios of WSPA, the
building housing them to be acquired studios
under a one-year
lease or
until new
are constructed.
A new transmitter will be installed
for the separate operation of
WORD. WSPA operates with 1,000
watts daytime only on 920 kc, and
the new setup will give Spartanburg nip-ht service for the first time.
Mr. Evans, who is a member of
the State Legislature, has indicated
that he intends to devote his time
entirely to the publication of his
weekly newspaper,
the recently
established Spartanburg
News. He
has frequently
sought for
unsuccessfully to secure fulltime
WSPA.
was first made
on
applicati
When
for the new local in 1938, Mr.
Evans opposed it. When the grant
was made, he appealed to the Court
of Columof Appeals
bia, where ofit the
is District
still pending
but
where its outcome is in doubt in
view of the Supreme Court's recentc
in the Sanders "economi
decision case.
injury"
When WORD applied
for a change in construction permit,
asking for 1,000 watts fulltime
on 1380tenna,kc,
with direction
anMr. Evans
sought aal stay
order in the courts, which is also
n isFCC
pending.pected toAll
the litigatio
exbe dropped
if the
approves the WSPA transfer.
Mr. Brown, who will manage the
stations' operations, is at present
Washington correspondent for a
group of Southern newspapers, including the Raleigh (N.C.) News &
Observer, Greenville (S.C.) News
and Piedmont, Winston-Salem
(N.C.)Citizen
Journal
Citizen,
Asheville
and and
Times
and others.
He intends to remain in Washington tions
untiland after
the political
conven-in
then take
up his duties
Spartanburg. A native Georgian,
he was born across the vivfey .frpvn
South Carolina in Elbei-t County'
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Mexican

Shifts

Delay in U. S. Change Seen;
Border Status Confused
WITH THE STATUS of the North
American reallocation of standard
broadcast facilities in pursuance of
the Havana Treaty still undetermined, the Mexican Communications Ministry has instituted another temporary shift in station
assignments which already is causing new interference problems in
this country and Canada.
While the FCC has tentatively
set Aug. 1 as the blanket license
renewal date for all domestic stations, in anticipation of making the
reallocation effective at that time,
it is now thought it will be impossible to meet that date and there is
talk of postponement until Dec. 1.
That date is thought desirable not
only because it would permit all
conflicts to be worked out among
North American nations, but because of the November national
elections and the desirability of
avoiding the large-scale recalibration of receivers entailed in the frequency shifts which on paper would
be from 10 to 40 kc. for 90% of
the some 825 stations.
Secret Agreement?
The FCC Engineering Department is still working on the several
lists which must be submitted to
the signatory nations prior to the
setting of an effective date. Because
the Commission itself has held no
meetings since mid-April, it is unlikely that action can be taken for
at least a fortnight, even on the
preliminary lists. [Broadcasting,
April 1].
Meanwhile, reports again became
current that some sort of secret
agreement had been reached with
Mexico, whereby at least three of
the notorious border stations
(XERA, Villa Acuna, operated by
Dr. John R. Brinkley; XEAW,
Reynosa, operated by Carr Collins
of Dallas, and XELO, Tiajuana,
also purportedly operated by former American broadcasters) would
be excepted from the treaty provisions and continue operating
This, however, could not be con-.
firmed in official quarters.
It is emphatically stated at both
the State Department and the FCC
that the border stations cannot continue operation with high power
under the treaty terms, and that
the bi-lateral agreement reached
with Mexico prior to its final ratification of the treaty could not in
any fashion be construed as permitting the continued existence of
border stations except with extremely low power, which would
render them ineffective.
Arousing interest in the whole
border station situation was a copyrighted article in the April 20 Saturday Evening Post by J. C. Furnas, top-flight journalist and author. Devoted largely to Brinkley,
the article is titled "Country Doctor Goes to Town". After having
spent several
weeks exploring the
border station situation Mr. Furnas
concludes it is difficult to believe
that the mere shutting down of
XERA, under the treaty terms,
could keep Brinkley permanently
•off the air.
"Large scale broadcasting," Mr.
Furnas observes, "is as necessary
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Coast
Mexican
High-Power Assignments
Temporary Shifts of Stations of 5,000 Watts and Up

Druggists

Turning

to

Spot

Owl Chain Is Latest to Start
Radio,
and Plans to Expand
Dominant U.S.
Power
in
DIFFIDENCE with which CaliKilocycles
Station
Canadian Occupant
(ilO
fornia rapidly
drug chains vanishing,
have i-egarded
Watts
10.000
XbLO. Tiajiiana
radio is
and
W MAQ. Luicago
690
or
XET. Mouterev
5.000
within
the
past
several
months four
CFRB,
Toronto
730
XEQ, Mexico City
810
major firms have gone in for heavy
CKAC, Montreal
50.000
XEXT, Neuvo Laredo
860
50.000
WCCO, Minneapolis
schedules.
XEMO. Tiajuana
Until five months ago drug
WABC, Xew York
5,000
890
XEW. Mexico Citv
100,000
(regional
channel)
chains in California had confined
180,000
XERA,
ViUa
Acima
CBM, Montreal
9(i0
their radio efforts to scattered spot
980
KDKA.
Pittsburgh
XEAC. Tiajuana
1020
100.000
announcements, but when Thrifty
XEAW.
Reynosa
KTW,
Philadelphia
5,000
1030
20.000
XEB, Mexico City
Drug Co., Los Angeles, operating
CFCX. Calgary and
55 stores in the Southern CaliforCKLW. Windsor-Detroit
1090
50,000
KMOX, St. Louis
XERB, Tiajuana
nia area, thru Milton Weinberg I
NOTE : Powers given are those specified by the Mexican Communications Ministry.
Adv. Co., that city, on Jan. 15
However, there is a difference in method of calculating power off the antenna in started sponsoring a weekly quarMexico. In technical circles it is believed that the powers are somewhat below those in
ter-hour transcribed program, This
this country under FCC engineering standards. Practically all of the border stations,
however, use directive antennas toward the United States.
Is Magic, on 4 Don Lee network
stations (KHJ KVOE KFXM
KDB) and KNX, Hollywood, reother drugofchains
awakGrant of Two Salisbury^ Md,^ Stations
ened to thespectively,value
advertising
via radio.
Sontag Drug Co., Los Angeles,
Testsand FCC's
ofof Fittest
Theory
FIRST
most extremeSurvival
practical other
the two new grantees
will with 35 stores in the Los Angeles
metropolitan area, and many in
application of the "survival of the seek to purchase the now silent other parts of California, countered
fittest" theory of licensing broad- plant of WSAL.
with a five-weekly quarter-hour
casting stations, as expounded by
Except for the case of two new
program, Local Page, consisting of
the FCC and upheld by the U. S. station grants in Saginaw, Mich,
local news exclusively, on KFI, that
Supreme Court in the Sanders- last Oct. 26 [Broadcasting, Nov.
city, starting the series March 18
Dubuque case [Broadcasting, April 1], made long before the Supreme
Court decision, this was the first for 52 weeks, with placement
1]
is
seen
in
the
FCC's
grants
of
two new local stations in Salisbury, time in the memory of those close through Robert Smith Adv. Agency. The firm in addition uses spot
Md., a community of about 12,000 to radio that the FCC or its predeannouncements for special sales.
cessor Radio Commission had ever
population
on
Maryland's
Eastern
Shore.
authorized two new stations in one
Owl Joins the Others
The two stations would replace city at one sitting. The grants were
Latest
to fall in line is Owl Drug
WSAL, a 250-watt daytime outlet made April 13, and in neither case
Co., San Francisco, operating apon 1200 kc, which was ordered off was a hearing held.
proximately 125 stores in Califorthe air as of March 31 after the
Both Full Time
nia, which started April 15 for 52
Commission had conducted an insponsoring a five-weekly
quiry into its financial background
the Delmarva Broadcast Co., weeks,
quarter-hour health p r o g r a m,
and decided that false statements theToCommission
granted 250 watts
keeping
Fit in Hollywood, on KNX,
had been made regarding the fi- fulltime on 1200 kc. This is the
that city. Program features Richnancial responsibility of the licen- same frequency that was abanard Kline, Paramount Pictures
see. It is presumed that one or the
doned by WSAL, and in addition
Studio physical culture director,
the new station got unlimited time
with Erwin Yeo, organist and guest
WSAL had daytime only. talent. It is expected that after the
to his land office hospital business whereas
To
the
Peninsula Broadcasting Co., first 13 weeks the series, placed
as scrap iron is to the Japanese
Commission
250 watts
through Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Army. As he wanders meditatively the
fulltime on 1500 granted
kc.
Hollywood, will be extended to
around the pea-green paths of his
Whether both applicants will ac- other CBS California stations.
Del Rio palace [across the border
from Villa Acuna] and strokes
Benatar's Drug Co., San Francept the Commission's unusual
cisco, operating two stores in that
his blonde goatee, he probably grants and proceed with construction and operation plans, is as yet city, is sponsoring a daily quarterknows just what he will do next
undetermined.
hour
of
news on KYA. Thrifty
In
view
of
the
small
and has a pretty fair idea of how to
swing it. In spite of treaties, medi- size of the community, it is quesDrug Co. in addition to its quartertionable whether it could support
hour program is using an average
cal associations. Governments, coldof six-weekly live and transcribed
shouldering civic bodies, hell and two stations. The grants, however,
announcements on 8 Southern Calihigh water, it is probably still a bring into sharp focus the Comfornia stations, KHJ KFI KNX
mission's theory that it can grant KECA KFVD
bad bet to sell Doctor short."
KMTR KGFJ KIEV.
The article states further that any and all applications, regardless
the favorite rumor, if the treaty of competitive factors, provided the
Salute to CFNF
does squelch XERA, is that Dr. facility is available and provided
Brinkley will install a powerful the applicants are legally, techniOFFICIALLY opening the modern
cally and financially responsible.
transmitter on his 170-foot yacht,
new studios of CFNF, Montreal,
and cruise the Gulf of Mexico outDelmarva's stockholders, each
pioneer station of the Canadian
side territorial waters, broadcast- ovming equal shares, are Paul
E. Marconi Co., and at the same time
ing away out of reach of both Watson, president, who is presi
dent
American and Mexican authorities. of the local Farmers &
celebrating the station's 21st anniMerchants
versary, NBC-Blue and the CaThe latest log of the Mexican
Bank; William H. Morton, vicenadian Broadcasting Corp. were to
Communications Ministry, bearing presi
dent, head of the Salisbury
join May 1 in special programs sadate of April 5, discloses assign- Coca Cola Bottling Co., and Robert
luting the new plant. Lenox R.
ments of all stations in the coun- JN. Rogers Jr., who until its demis
Lohr, NBC president, was to be
try. Reports reaching official quar- was employed by WSAL. Younge
one of the speakers, along with
ters in recent weeks indicate that Rogers is the son of Naylo
r Roger
Rene Morin, chairman of the CBS
new interferences have been caused veter
an radio executive and formesr
board of governors, and A. H. Ginby operation of Mexican stations manager of KNX, Hollywood.
coni.
on clear channels and other U. S.
man,
president of Canadian MarPeninsula's stockholders are 29
and Canadian frequencies. In all instances itis not known whether the persons, mostly residents of Baltimore and the Eastern Shore. PresiMexican stations actually have takdent and holder of 350 shares, the nurseryman, 250 shares; Albert W.
en their new assignments. The log
secretary, an atsimply shows them as authorized. largest single holding (11.11%) is Ward, Baltimore,
torney and secretary of the State
In the table above is a tabula- John W. Downing, of Salisbury, a Tax Commission,
100 shares; John
tion of assignments of all Mexican Maryland State Bank CommissionT. Holt, Salisbury, treasurer, local
er. Other officers and their stock- manager
stations of 5,000 watts or more on
Holt Oil Co., 150 shares,
holdings are William F. Allen, Sal- and Lenaof R.
American
and Canadian frequenDashiell, Salisbury,
cies.
isbury, vice-president, a banker and assistant secretary- treasurer.
in cy
Freqiien
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2OA INPUT AMPLIFIER: a compact,
igh quality, two stage premixing or
ooster amplifier for speech input. Freuency response 30 to 1 5,000 cycles with
aly ~ 1 db variation. Source impedace 30, 250 or 600 ohms; load impedace 600 ohms. Gain 40 db. Level of
oise contribution measured at output
82 db unweighted (0 level calibration
milliwatt). Maximum output level
16 db with 1% total harmonic distoron. Ask Graybar for Bulletin T-1659-A.

for

Frequency

Modulation

121A LINE AMPLIFIER: an adaptable
three stage unit for high qpiality performance as a speech input intermediate level amplifier. Frequency response
30 to 15,000 cycles with only + 1 db
variation. Source impedance 30, 250 or
600 ohms; load impedance 600 ohms.
Cain 78 db. Level of noise contribution
measured at output —42 db unweighted
(0 level calibration 1 mw). Output level ~
28 db, \iiih \% total harmonic distortion.
Ask Graybar for Bulletin T-1659-B.

18A RECTIFIER: a full wave
vacuum tube rectifier with filter for use with amplifiers in
speech input. Will supply up
to 8 amperes at 6.3 volts, 60
cycles, for filaments and from
.007 to .075 ampere DC at
285 — 35 volts for plates.
Power required: 110 to 120
volts, 60 cycles, 100 watts. For
full details, get a copy of Bulletin T- 1659- C from Graybar.

MOUNTING FACILITIES:
1 — 177A Mounting Plate Mounts:
up to 3 — 120A Amplifiers
1— 120A Amplifier
and
1— 121A Amplifier
or
up to 3 — 18A Rectifiers
1 — 296A Panel (Face Mat) covers wiring side and mounts accessory controls
and meters in front of mounting plate.
or

Western

Electric

DISTRIBUTORS: In U.S.A.: Graybar Electric Co., New York.
In Canada and Newfoundland: Northern Electric Co., Ltd.
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advertisers
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to do
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WITMER,

vice president

Executives
Andrew

of Canada

Jergens

top-notch
Blue

are

Blue

Dry, Adam

Co. and
Boosters

many

Hats,
other

agree . . . the

provides "Money Market" coverage at a low national cost no other
medium can match!

Coming down on the train the other morning,
Roy Witmer

was chinning with fellow-com-

muter Ed Hitz, who assists him at NBC. "You
know, Ed," he said, "I hear more and more nice
things about the Blue Network every day.
Advertisers using it are really Blue Boosters."
Right, Mr. Witmer ! Smart advertising men
who buy radio to make sales know the Blue is
an outstanding buy. And while that's important to us, it's even more important to you.
Because their opinion stems from increased
product profits and sales.
These canny buyers of advertising know
from practical experience that it doesn't take
a million dollars to do a national selling job on

the Blue. They discovered the Blue's "Money j
Market" coverage came at the lowest cost of
any advertising medium— something no buyer
should overlook!
1
There are 45 advertisers who are taking advantage of the low-cost selling advantages of
the Blue. They'll tell you it's 1940's best advertising buy. Its low national cost, the result

'

spreading

the

word

. . .

These cheery smiles belong to J. M. Mathes, head of Canada Dry's Ad Agency;
Milton Cross, NBC Announcer; Major Lenox Lohr, NBC President, and Roy W.
million

of the famous Blue Network

Moore, Canada Dry President. Mr. Moore, whose Canada Dry "Information
Please" needs no introduction and whose increased sales need no publicity, considers the Blue Network "the sweetest buy we ever made."

Discount Plan,

enables the size of your network to expand
with your business. Its coverage is concentrated inthe markets where 72% of the country's effective buying power is located.
Ask any Blue Network user if you want enthusiastic proof that sales begin where the
Blue begins! 70% of them came back in '39
after a successful '38. 17 new ones joined the
ranks last year. May we tell you how the Blue
can tonic up your sales for less than $5,000*
per nighttime half hour ? National Broadcasting Company. A Radio Corporation of
America Service.

*Time only, of course.

Here's NBC's Ken Dyke being buoyed up by the comments of Andrew Jergens Company's v.p. Bob Beucus (left) who said, "The Blue's the buy for me. It's done a
swell job for Jergens and gives us 'Money Market' coverage at a low cost nothing
else can match." And that's agency v.p. handsome Bob Orr in center, of Lennen &
Mitchell, who handle Jergens' Walter Winchell program.

After an "Adam Hat Sports Parade" broadcast at Madison
Square Garden several weeks ago, NBC salesman Ren
Kraft (left) and Adam Hat ad manager, Leon S.
Goldberg, went to a nearby eatery. Milk-toasted Mr.
Goldberg: "To the Blue Network. The best and most
inexpensive large-scale salesman I have ever known."
And that's why 70% of the Blue's advertisers came
l)ack for more in '39 . - . why 17 new ones signed up.

WABC
For

Gets

Isle

WABC

Goes to Sea

Transmitter

Site in Long Island Sound
For New $425,000 Plant
LITTLE Pea Island, a small jut of
I'ocks located in Long Island Sound
about a mile off two mainland promontories known as Glen Island
and Hunters Island, will become the
site of a new $425,000 transmitting
plant for the 50,000-watt WABC,
New York, key station of CBS,
if the FCC approves applications
filed, following disclosure that the
network had taken an option on
the land. ,
If approved, the site will be one
of the most unusual in radio and
the construction of the station,
which presumably would replace
the present plant at Wayne, N. J.,
would require unique engineering
installations. The island is scarcely
more than a small area of rocks at
high tide, and land fills would be required to provide the space necessary for btiildings if not tower base.
The salt-water location, it is believed, would be ideal for radiation
purposes, and the tower would be
considerably closer to metropolitan
New York than the present transmitter at Wayne.
Would Ferry Staff
The projected new WABC would
be almost directly across from Port
Washington, Long Island, and not
far from New Rochelle, N. Y. The
new WEAF, NBC-Red key, is being
constructed at Port Washington.
CBS kept its plan to relocate
WABC secret for several months,
and it was not divulged until it became known that a one-year option
to purchase Pea Island had been
secured from the Huguenot Yacht
Club, which had never used it because of its limited area and rocky
character. Not only will housing
facilities for the engineering staff
have to be built over the rocks, btit
the staff will have to be ferried by
motorboat to and from work.
Western Electric equipment has
already been ordered, and it is
planned to erect a 366-foot vertical
radiator. The budget for the installation includes $110,000 for the
transmitter, $230,000 for the antenna and ground system, $50,000
for buildings and $35,000 for land.
Suggestions that the site may be
used for television and PM as well
as WABC's clear channel (860 kc.)
operation are discounted by CBS.
Television, it is pointed out, requires extreme height for maximum
coverage, and this is being secured
through a mast atop the 900-foot
Chrysler Bldg. FM also provides
best service from high elevations,
and it is considered likely that CBS
will also use the Chrysler tower for
FM broadcasting.
Book Firm's Spots
DOUBLEDAY-DORAN Co., New
York book publishers, during the
week of April 15 started a test
campaign of daily five-minute programs promoting special books in
varied fields on WAAT, Jersey
City; WDEV, Waterbury, Vt.;
WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va.; KMA,
Shenandoah, la.; KITE, Kansas
City, and WKRC, Cincinnati. If the
test is successful, more stations wjll
be added, according to H. C. Morris
& Co., New York, the agency.
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Block Drug Test
BLOCK DRUG Co., Jersey City,
on April 15 started a test campaign
for Gold Medal capsules using
thrice-weekly
transcribed
announcements on WING,
Dayton;
WHO,
Des Moines; WJAR, Providence;
WKY, Oklahoma City, and KRMD,
Shreveport, La. The company also
uses transcribed announcements
six times
WEBR,
Buffalo. Moreweekly
stationson will
be added
if the test proves successful, according to the agency in charge,
Redfield-Johnstone, New York.
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Courtesy New York Sun
AFL

Group

Starts

AFA Plans Meeting
ADVERTISING FEDERATION
OF AMERICA will hold its 36th
annual convention and advertising
exposition June 23-27 inclusive at
the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, according to an announcement by
Norman S. Rose, AFA president
and advertising manager of the
Christian Science Monitor.
Legislative

Drive

Against Radio^ Reviving License Tax
REVIVAL of past efforts to saddle fight with the broadcasting industhe broadcasting industry with a
try, might seek to lend a hand in
Federal franchise or license tax, as any legislative movement.
a means of spiking competition
Mr. Flynn, one of the best known
with printed advertising media, is labor figures in Congressional cirseen in the legislative drive
cles, is also well known in radio.
launched April 15 by the Interna- He is credited with having been
tional Allied Printing Trades Asso- instrumental in launching several
ciation. The group, representing
legislative drives in Congress
five AFL unions, in a circular let- against radio. Recent introduction
of several resolutions proposing
ter dispatched to a substantial numradio investigations, notably that
ber of newspaper and magazine
publishers, did not mention its plan, of Rep. Lawrence J. Connery (Dbut it placed such emphasis on ra- Mass.), who has long fostered a
sweeping radio inquiry, were linked
dio'sfranchise
earnings as
through
ment
to leavea noGoverndoubt with the new movement. The fact
that this is a presidential campaign
regarding its legislative intent.
Michael J. Flynn, legislative rep- year and that Congress is expected
resentative of AFL, is understood
to adjourn next month, however,
to be the spearhead of the new augurs against any legislative action at this session.
movement. He has been in the forefront of past labor anti-radio cruMr. Flynn, it is presumed, would
sades, particularly when they have fit into the picture actively when
reached the legislative stage.
a legislative formula, if any, is deThe letter, signed by John B.
vised. Some three years ago, following the bidding of printing
Haggerty, president of the Association, chairman of its board of govtrades groups, Mr. Flynn is understood to have planned presentation
ernors and pi^esident of the International Brotherhood of Bookbindof legislation to amend the Communications Act to that end, but
ers, is of an exploratory nature.
After citing 1939 statistics showing
it did not materialize. The current
substantial advances by radio ad- "feeler" movement is seen as a revival of the original project.
vertising as against only nominal
The association, it is claimed,
increases for newspapers, magahas in writing from a number of
zines and farm papers, Mr. Haggerty emphasizes the importance of publishers, expressions on radio
these developments to every per- competition. It is presumed the new
son interested in the printing and movement was timed to coincide
publishing industry. He solicits with the annual convention of the
American Newspaper Publishers
from the publishing world information as to what plans, if any, have
Assn., and affiliated groups in New
York during the week of April 22.
been considered or may be considThe board of governors of the
ered "to correct this situation which
has already proven most harmful
printing trades group, at a meeting
to the best interests of printing m Toronto Feb. 17 authorized the
association to explore reaction in
trades workers and their employthe printing trades industry to a
concerted campaign. The April 15
ASCAP's Position
letter was the first formal manifestation ofthe movement. The asIt was generally felt in labor
sociation claims membership of
ers." that if reaction from magquarters
150,000
azine and newspaper publishers is United artisans in 900 cities in the
States and Canada. Affiliatnot preponderantly favorable, the
ed unions, in addition to Mr. Hagmovement will not go forward. Sevbookbinders, are Internaeral times in the past other affili- gerty'stional
Printing Pressmen & Assisates of the association principally
tants Union, headed by former Senthe International Typographical
ator George L. Berry, of Tennessee;
Union, representing compositors,
International Typographical
Union,
have put on anti-radio campaigns
headed bv Claude M. Baker; Interbut with no success. In some quarnational Stereotypers & Electroters it was thought that ASCAP,
because of its copyright royalty typers Union, of which Leo J. Buck-

ley is president and International
Photo-Engravers Union, headed by
Edward J. Volz.
The
text of Mr. Haggerty's letter follows:
"The officers and members of the
Printing Trades Unions have noted, during the past few years, the
ever increasing diversion of advertising from magazines and newspapers to other forms of media.
"The board of governors, at their
last meeting, appointed a committee to investigate this matter and, i
if possible, to prepare some constructive plan to protect the job
opportunities of printing tradesmen, which means also to protect
and to promote the continuance of
magazines, newspapers and other
printed
publications dependent upon advertising.
"For the year 1939, the gross
sales of radio time amounted to
$171,113,813, while the gross volume of national magazine advertising was $151,484,530. The radio advertisers not only paid this sum of
$171,113,813 to the radio stations,
but, in addition thereto, they paid
many additional millions of dollars
for music, entertainers, royalties,
etc. While newspaper advertising in
1939 increased 1.5% over 1938,
magazine advertising increased
9.1% over 1938, national farm publications advertising increased
2.6% over 1938, radio station and
radio chain advertising increased
15.97c over 1938.
Value of Licenses
"Magazines and newspaper
plants represent large and substantial investments and provide employment for many thousands of
organized workers while radio stations, in most cases, represent but
a small investment for physical
equipment and provide employment
for a relatively small number of
"While radio broadcasting lipersons.
censes are issued by our Government, without cost to the holders
thereof, through the reports of the
FCC, we note that the present
value of these licenses represent
vast amounts of money.
"The following citations, only a
few of the many available, are illustrative: Station A — the new
owners paid $1,826,125 for 70.6%
of the stock of a station the replacement cost of the fixed assets
of which were $286,507.90. Station
B— the new owners paid $300,000
for a station the replacement value
of the fixed assets of which were
$77,106.38, and Station C— the new
owners paid $450,000 for a station
the replacement value of the fixed
assets of which were $163,327.03.
Yet, the Securities & Exchange
Commission has recently stated
that the value of a radio station
is dependent on the license issued
by the governmental agency.
"We believe this is a highly important subject to every person sincerely interested in the welfare of
the printing and publication industry and appreciating your interest
in promoting and enlarging the
printed publication field we would
greatly appreciate knowing what
plans, if any, have been considered
or what plans may be considered
to correct this situation which has
already proven most harmful to
the best interests of printing trades
v/orkers and their employers.
"Trusting that you will favor us
with a prompt response and with
such suggestions as you deem ad-
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WMT

(With

Coverage

Where

it Counts)

NOW

THE

GAP

IS FILLED. Now you can have

effective ofcoverage,
or waste, of the "juicy"
portion
America without
s Money duplication
Belt.
Here high, effective buying incomes are evenly distributed
over a wide territory and WMT is the only medium that
reaches all of this rich Cash Market at One Low Cost.
WMT has a daytime coverage 20% greater than any
station in IOWA and its rates are surprisingly low considering
its amazing primary area and consistent record of results for
advertisers.
600
5000
1000
A COWLES

KC

WATTS
WATTS
MONEY

For complete details about this Low Cost Money Belt
Station, write today.
S. D. QuARTON, Manager

DAY
NIGHT

BELT

STATION

Represented by The Katz AGENCY
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SPONSOR MENTION \\
WHEN the New York newspaper, i

Facsimile

PM,
first appearance
June, makes
it willits depart
from estab-in '
lished newspaper tradition in mentioning the names of sponsors and ,
products of radio programs, according to John Thomas McManus, PM
radio editor and former radio editor of Time magazine. With broadcasting to beoftreated
a prominent feature
the new aspaper,
Mr.
McManus explained that as many ,
as fourvoted topages
would betime
de- i
radio daily
and television
tables, cross listings, program i
news, personalities, politics and
technical developments.
Commenting on PM's plans to
use the names of sponsors, products and advertised services in its
radio department,
declared:
"It
would
be absurd, wehe believe,
to call
Uncle Don the best bubble-gum
salesman in the world and then refrain from disclosing what brand
he sells; or to talk about Sunday
night music without mentioning .
Ford. We expect the men and manufacturers who foot the bill for radio (and determine many of its
policies)
to be a constant source of
news.

Experiments Stopped for Time Being, Declares
Hamilton, Who Describes $75,000 Operation
was taken there was little more we
AFTER HAVING spent 11 months
add to the picture. I am glad to
on the air with facsimile, during could
that within the last three weeks
which $75,000 was invested, the say
the manufacturers have announced
McClatchy stations are writing new and improved facsimile equipment
which tionsembodies
manymade
of the
"30" for the printed radio medium
which we have
as asuggesresult
until "American mechanical genius" of our experiment.
steps up the overall operation, Guy
Now for a few of the facts that we
C. Hamilton, vice-president and gleaned from our 11 months of facgeneral manager of the McClatchy
simile broadcasting. During that period
newspapers and radio stations, told of time we placed receivers in 580
homes whose occupants represented
an audience of newspaper pub- almost
every income group, every type
lishers April 25 in New York.
and
degree
of intelligence and educaDiscussing facsimile at the Intion. Moving our sets from one home
tertype Corp. Dinner for the third to another every four weeks gave us
successive year, Mr. Hamilton gave an opportunity to cover a wide field.
asked each person in whose home
the results of a comprehensive sur- We
set was placed to send us a report
vey based on 11 months of facsimile acovering
the answers to a number of
transmissions over KFBK, Sacra- questions we had prepared. It was
mento, and KMJ, Fresno, with from these reports, representing 65%
RCA facsimile. Sets were placed in of the homes having receivers, that we
aU of our information.
580 homes whose occupants repre- gotAbout
were enthusiastic over
sented every income group, type facsimile 23%
and wanted to buy sets at
and degree of intelligence and edu- once. A little over one-third of the
cation. Professional classes were
persons reporting were interested in it
most enthusiastic, while the least as a permanent addition to their daily
lives. J ust a little under one-third were
interested were oflBce workers,
Only 11% were comclerks and owners of small busi- mildly interested.
pletely indifferent to it.
nesses.
All this tied up to one of our earlier
conclusions, that a number of improveImprovements Needed
ments would have to be made mechaniMr. Hamilton said he thought
cally in facsimile before it would get
facsimile would go just as far as universal acceptance. On the other
hand, only 8.5% of the persons
American mechanical genius will checked,
reported poor copy, while the
take it. "Speed it up, give a larger other 91.5% reported good copy, thus
page size, make it more automatic,
proving to our satisfaction that, basimake it easier to read, make it a
cally, the mechanical system we were
means of flashing spot news in using was sound.
printed form and the chances are
Liked the Pictures
the American public will accept
It was also pleasing to discover we
had comparatively few complaints
Following is an extract of the from
it."
readers regarding mechanical
address :
troubles. Only 1.5% felt that the form
in
which
facsimile reached them was
Tonight I want to write "30" for
this particular story of mine, but in unhandy. The same percentage comso doing I think I can contribute some
plained about the carbon smudging.
Either the rest of them did not mind
facts
in. that all of you wUl be interested these two things, which we at first
For the benefit of such of you here thought might be considered disadvantages by the public, or else made allowtonight who have not been compelled
ances for the experimental form and
to listen to me before, or who have
did
not
comment on them.
forgotten about it, I wish to explain
With reference to the material
that facsimile is nothing more or less
than a newspaper sent over the air which we broadcast our survey deand reproduced in the home by means
veloped some interesting and in a way
of a receiving or recording set and surprising facts. When we started facthat such a newspaper can have all
simile broadcasting we felt that news
the features of a regular newspaper,
was our chief commodity. Tet surprisingly enough, pictures were the most
such as news dispatches, pictures, cartoons, etc.
popular of all material broadcast with
We started our facsimile experiment general news in bulletin form in second place. World and war news ranked
Feb. 1, 1939, by placing 110 facsimile
receivers in the field, 55 in Sacramento
third. Only 5% of those reporting
and 55 in Fresno. I might say, broad- ranked late news as the outstanding
casting from these two points covers contribution of facsimile. And again
all of the great Interior Valley of we think we know the reason for those
California. We started broadcasting a answers. Pictures were bound to attract a great deal of interest because
nightly facsimile newspaper, seven
nights a week and we continued those a well reproduced facsimile picture is
broadcasts every night, except one, really a work of art. Compared to the
for 11 months. We took facsimile off average newspaper picture a good facthe air the night war was declared in
simile reproduction has many of the
Europe in order to free our radio qualities of an etching.
transmitter for the broadcasts of news
Particularly pleasing to us, too, was
bulletins from London and Paris. On the discovery that our concise bulletin
Dec. 31, 1939, we stopped our fac- form of printing news — a form that
simile and began to take stock of what omitted the conventional newspaper
we had learned. The final answers in headlines and left only a one-line capmost cases added up to about the same
tion to lead the reader from one story
things we had concluded earlier in the to the next — -was very popular. Only
summer, and after we had checked 2% of our readers complained about
over our experiences we decided that stories being too brief while 16% specifically mentioned the concise form of
we knew just about everything there
as the part they liked best.
is to know about facsimile in its pres- theInnews
surveying
the economic side of
ent stage and that further continuation of the broadcasts would be of lit- the facsimile public, the results were
tle value.
pretty much as might be expected. The
professional classes including
Facsimile's next step had to be so-called
made by the manufacturers of fac- doctors, lawyers, engineers and teachers were the most enthusiastic about
simile equipment and until that step
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Food Is News
NBC listeners want information about food more than
any other subject when they
write letters to Medicine in
the News program, according to an analysis of mail received by the American Medical Assn., under whose auspices the program is presented weekly on NBC-Blue. Next
most popular questions are on
the care of the skin, drugs,
eyes and sex, with little or no
interest shown in such distheria. eases as typhoid and diphit. Least interested were ofiice workers, clerks and owners of small businesses. The laboring classes, although
not highly enthusiastic, expressed
themselves as beiag definitely interested. Strangely enough the greatest number of reports listing indifference to
facsimile were received from the execunesses.tive class of managers of large busiWhere Next?
I still think facsimile wUl go just
as far as American mechanical genius
wUl take it. Speed it up, give a larger
page size, make it more automatic,
make it easier to read, make it a
means of flashing spot news in printed
form and the chances are the American public will accept it.
My personal reactions to our facsimile experiment are definite. We got
our money's worth out of it. We spent
roughly $75,000 on facsimile over a
period of a year-and-a-half and got
many times that amount in return.
Our money came back to us first in
goodwill from the people in the territory served by our newspapers and
radio stations. It was goodwill of the
kind that really cannot be measured
in dollars and cents and yet is one of
the most precious things an organization such as ours can have. Our money
came back to us in nationwide publicity which made it easier for our
salesmen to reach key men in agencies and industries from whom we expect advertising. Every one of our radio salesmen were supplied weekly
with copies of facsimOe broadcasts
in
which pictures of stars on various programs were used and the salesman delivered each one of these facsimile
copies to a key man in an agency
the sponsoring company using the per-or
sonal contact
make McClatchy
Broadcasting Co.tobetter
known.
We got our money back ia the experience our men gained in the use of
this new medium. When advancements
are made in facsimile that will make
facsimile possible for the masses, we
will not be starting from scratch. Our
period of experimentation is past and
we can step into the new field backed
by ofthetheexperience
lot
answers. gained knowing a

BROADCASTING

"The most up-to-date arithmetic
on the radio front is that the radio
set is in use something like five
hours a day in five-sixths of all
American
homes. any
Thisother
is a feature
bigger
play
than almost
of wide-awake living gets. PM believes that interest like this in radio is fully deserved, and that it
deserves complete, interesting
treatment in the daily press."

!
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WMFR Sale Deal Up
THE 250-watt WMFR, High Point,
N. C, operating on 1200 kc, will be
sold for $45,000 to a company headed by J. E. Lambeth, wealthy furniture manufacturer of Thomasville,
N. C, if an application for transfer
of ownership is approved by the
FCC. Wayne M. Nelson, station
manager and chief owner, and E. Z.
Jones, commercial manager, propose to sell their stock to Mr. Lambeth, his wife and their son J. E,
Lambeth Jr. The latter, it is understood,
to operate
station.
Mr. proposes
Lambeth
would the
acquire
75 shares, Mrs. Lambeth 24 and
their son one. Pending also before
the FCC is an application for 250
watts on 1120 kc. for a new station
in the same community, filed by the
High Point Enterprise.

RICH
HAYES
and his
HAMMOND
ORGAN
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— because it's the newest
music for radio!

on

of the NEW.

.Agencies:

Your

. . in

THE

HAMMOND

programs
Hammond

unique system of Tone Selectors* ... it will let your musical
talent give you more music— more different kinds of music—
than ever before.
And because the Novachord is the most versatile of musical
instruments ... in its many practical uses ... in its vast musical
appeal ... it will prove itself as one of the most profitable investments you can make in music for radio!
See . . . hear . . . play the Hammond Novachord. Visit your
Hammond dealer. Or write for Novachord Achievements in
Radio. Address Hammond Instrument Co., 2989 N. Western
Ave., Chicago; in Canada, Northern Electric Co., Ltd., Montreal.
• Broadcast

Organ

Studios

New York — 50 West 57th Street • Los Angeles— 3328 Wilshire Boulevard

You can make the Hammond Novachoi'd pay its way . . . minute for minute, program for program ... in your music for radio !
Because the Novachord is the newest, most amazing of musical instruments, it will give you the power of an audience
appeal never before possible!
Because the Novachord is easy to play . . . because of its

BROADCASTING

NOVACHORD

Advertising

* You play the Novachord's conventional keyboard as you would a piano — and produce
beautiful piano-like tones. You turn the Tone
Selectors to bring in musical effects of string
quartette, woodwinds, muted brasses . . . and
dozens of others.
See . . . Hear . . . Play
The NEW Idea in music — by the Makers of the Hammond Organt
THE

HAMMOND

I

at the Hammond Organ Studios, in the HAMMOND BLDG., 50 W. 57th St., New York
May
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Kiddies Prefer 7-8 p.m.,
Choose
Mystery Series
A SURVEY conducted Feb. 1 in
five Schenectady public schools disclosed that among 1,434 children
from 7 to 12 who replied to questionnaires homes.
1,359 repoi'ted
radios in their
Askedhavingtheir
favorite radio programs, 778 replied /Love a Mystery; other leading choices in order were Gang
Busters, Maxwell House, Jack
Benny, Big Town, One Man's Family, TheCarthyO'Neills,
Bergen Leading
& Mcand The Shadow.
favorite serials in order were Jack
Armstrong , Tom Mix, Lone Ranger,
Little Orphan Annie and Blondie.
Hours of listening were 4-5 p.m.
for 110 children; 5-6 p.m., 742; 6-7
p.m., 345; 7-8 p.m., 1,062; 8-9 p.m.,
485; 9-10 p.m., 65.
Griffin Spots
GRIFFIN MFG. Co., Brooklyn, in
addition to the weekly Who Knows ?
program on MBS, is sponsoring
quarter-hour news and musical
clock programs six times weekly on
about 35 stations in the East and
Midwest as part of its spring campaign for All-White shoe cleaner.
More stations will probably be added in May and June to bring the
total to 48 stations. Agency is Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, New
York.
Sterling Home Spots
STERLING PRODUCTS Co. and
American Home Products Co., New
York, both through Blackett-Sample-Hummert, New York, have
started a campaign as of April 29
for their drug products, including
Dr.
Tooth Powder,
Phillips'
Milk Lyons
of Magnesia,
Glostora
and
Mulsified Cocoanut Oil. Radio
schedule includes live one-minute
spot announcements five tiines
weekly on 15 stations. For Dr.
Lyons Tooth Powder, Sterling Pi'oducts has also started Elliott Roosevelt on 12 Texas State Network
stations giving his America Looks
Ahead program thrice weekly.

Nelson

Eddy

1, 1940

Star-of -Stars

Award;

McNeill Honored
Benny Top Comedian;Johnston,
: Tony Martin, 2.8 ; Rudy
NELSON EDDY, baritone former- Vallee, 2.6 2.9
; Don Reid, 2.4.
ly featured on the Chase & SanMusical Program — Ford Sunday Evening
born Hour, was named "Star of Hour, 24.7 ; Your Hit Parade, 13.0 ; Kay
Stars" in the seventh annual Movie
College
of Musical
12.4 ; Voice
of Firestone,
11.0 ;Knowledge,
American
& Radio Guide poll, according to Kyser's
of Familiar Music, 9.3 ; Metropoliresults announced April 22. Al- Albumtan Opera,
8.5
;
Hour
of
Charm,
6.3
: Kraft
though Eddy has not been on the Music Hall. 5.6 ; Fred Waring's Pleasure
4.3 ; Cities Service Program, 4.3.
air regularly since last autumn, he Time,
received a plurality of the votes of
Womangaret Singer
— MarSpeaks, 21.0of ;Classical
Jessica Songs
Dragonette,
the 830,000 listeners balloting on
15.2
;
Jeanette
MacDonald,
13.9
;
Jean
Dicktheir program favorites in the 1940
enson, 12.0 ; Grace Moore, 9.1 ; Lily Pons,
8.7
;
Lucille
Manners,
8.0
;
Gladys
Swarthpoll. Runner-up to the singer was
out, 5.0 ; Marian Anderson, 4.1 ; Mary
Don Ameche, also formerly heard Eastman,
2.7.
as m.c. of the Chase & Sanborn proWoman Singer of Popular Songs — Kate
Sm.ith,
18.5
; Nancy Martin. 15.9 : Frances
gram and now heading his own variety program on Friday nights. Langford. 14.4 ; Bonnie Baker. 11.6 ; Ginny
Simms,
9.8
Judy Garland, 9.7 ; Connie
Ameche also captured first place in Boswell, 9.1 ;; Evelyn
5.4; Bea Wain,
the best actor division of the poll. 3.0 ; Dorothy Lamour, Lynne,
2.3.
Radio
Actor
—
Don
Ameche,
39.8 ; Orson
Jack Benny, three times winner
13.1 ; Charles Boyer, 12.9 ; Les
of the "Star of Stars" title, topped Welles,
Tremayne.
9.5
;
Edvpard
G.
Robinson,
5.9 ;
Bob Hope as best comedian. Hope, Hugh Studebaker, 5.5 ; Ezra Stone, 5.1
;
who held third place in the 1939 Martin
Gabel, 2.3.3.1 ; Jim Ameche, 2.4 ; Michael
Raffetto,
comedian race, pushed ahead of
Announcers — Don Wilson, 27.5 ; Ken CarCharlie McCarthy-Edgar Bergen,
19.8 ; Milton J. Cross. 17.1 : Ralph
in third position in the current Edwards,penter,9.4
; Bob Brown, 8.7 ; Harry von
DoU. Kate Smith again was named
Zell, 5.8 ; Harlow Wilcox, 3.6 ; Ford Bond,
2.8;
Fred
Uttal,
2.5 ; James Wallington. 2.1.
best female singer of popular songs,
Man Commentator — Lowell Thomas, 37.8 ;
while Bing Crosby won parallel Walter
Winchell, 14.1 ; H. V. Kaltenborn,
rating in the male division. Best 13.0 ; Edwin
C. Hill. 7.3 ; Paul Sullivan, 6.9 ;
actress honors went to Barbara
Jimmie mondFidler.
5.8 ; 3.7
Elmer
Davis,Carter,
5.4 ; RayGram
; Boake
3.6 ;
Luddy, star of the First Nighter Fulton Lewis Swing.
jr., 2.4.
series.
Comedian — Jack Benny, 30.1 ; Bob Hope,
McNeill Honored
23.0 ; Edgar Bergen, 16.3 ; Fibber McGee,
12.2 ; Fred Allen. 7.5 ; Eddie Cantor, 2.9 ;
Sherman, 2.7 ; Bob Burns, 2.1 ;
Voters also named the Breakfast Ransome
Fannie Brice, 1.5 ; Al Pearce, 1.4.
Club show as their favorite proWoman
Commentator
— Dorothy
Thompgram, while Don McNeill, m.c. of
son. 48.2 ; Kate
Smith, 27.2
; Hedda Hopper,
that show, won first place in the 12.7 ; Mary Margaret McBride. 4.1 : Eleanor
2.7 ; Louella Parsons, 2.2 ; Ademaster of ceremonies division. In- Roosevelt,
Hawley. 1.1 ; Dorothy Parker, .6 ;
formation Please placed first in Claire laide
Wallace, .6 ; Alma Kitchell, .5.
two other divisions — best educaDramatic Program — Lu.x Radio Theatre,
tional program and best quiz pro- 36.0 ; One Man's Family, 21.0 ; First Nightgram. Complete results of the poll We er,Love,
8.3 ; Campbell's
Those
6.7 ; Big Playhouse.
Town. 5.28.2; ;Aldrich
follows :
Family, 4.8 ; Hollywood Playhouse, 3.3 ; AdStar of stars — Nelson Eddy, 28.2 ; Don
ter, 3.0. ventures of Ellery Queen 3.1 ; Silver 'TheaAmeche, 17.5 : Bing Crosby, 12.0 : Jack
Benny, 10.2 ; Edgar Bergen, 6.7 ; Alee TemRadio Actress — Barbara Luddy. 16.2 ;
pleton. 6.5 ; Jessica Dragonette, 6.0 ; Lanny Helen Hayes, 15.7 ; Joan Blaine, 12.3 ; Alice
Frost, 11.6; Nan Grev. 11.3; Gale Page,
Ross, 5.5 ; ; Alice Frost, 3.6 ; Don McNeill", 10.7 ; Betty Winkler, 6.9 ; Bette Davis. 6.1 ;
3.3.
Man Singer of Popular Songs — Bing Madeleine Carroll. 5.1 ; Anne Seymour, 3.6.
Crosby, 33.7 ; Jack Baker. 17.8 ; Lanny
Audience
Participation
— Kay
lege of Musical
Knowledge,
43.8 Kyser's
; Dr. I.ColQ.,
Ross, 14.9 ; Kenny Baker, 13.8 ; Don
Ameche, 5.i ; Frank Munn, 3.6 ; johnny 16.0 ; We, the People, 7.7 ; What's My

BASEBALL announcers of Atlantic Refining Co.,
Philadelphia,
got ain first-hand
view ofofautos
Atlantic's
recent
Florida road test
which a fleet
were driven
1,000 miles in 24 hours as part of a gasoline fact-hunt.
Atlantic is using 48 stations to broadcast 2,300 games.
At the Hotel George Washington, West Palm Beach,
classes were held under direction of Joseph R. Rollins,
Atlantic advertising manager, and Dr. Thomas G.
Delbridge, Atlantic research and development head.
Among other speakers were Wallace Orr, Vice-President C. H. Cottington, James Peterson, Les Quailey
and Richard Powell, of N. W. Ayer & Son, the agency.
Standing (1 to r) are Tom McMahon, WNBF, Binghamton; Newell Warner, WCBM, Baltimore; Windy
Page 30 • May

Wins

Herrin, WTOC, Savannah; Jack Rathbun, WJAX
Jacksonville; Lee Davis, WCBM, Baltimore- Jack
Starr, WBAX, Wilkes-Barre; Ed Kennedy, WSPR
Springfield; Mr. Rollins; Tom Hussev, WAAB Boston;,Di>
Mr. Orr; Jack Craddock, KDKAWWSW, Delbridge;
Pittsburgh; Jack Barry, WSAY, RochesterPaul Norris, WSOC, Charlotte; Byrum Saam, WIP',
Philadelphia
In front
are EarlO, Harper
New
York; .Gren
Rand, row
WABY-WOK
Albany:WNEw'
Ralnh
Hubbell, WGR-WKBW, Buffalo; Jack Lloyd, WTHT
Hartford; Bill Hightowers, Miami; Hugh' Carlyle'
WRTD, Richmond;'
Thurston Bennett, WRDW Augusta; Lee Vines, WIP,
Philadelphia; Claude Haring
WGBI, Scranton; Sherb Herrick, WABY-WOKo'
BROADCASTING

Name ?, 7.0 ; Vox Pop, 6.4 ; Information,
Please, 6.0 ; Battle of the Sexes, 4.8 ; Hobby
Lobby, 3.0 ; Ask-It-Basket, 2.9 ; Professor
Quiz,
Quiz 1.8.Program — Information Please, 32.9 ;
Dr.
I. Q.,Knowledge,
19.9 ; Kay 12.7Kyser's
College
Musical
; Battle
of theof
Sexes, 8.3 ; Professor
Quiz, 7.9 ; 3.2;
What's
My
7.5; Know
Ask-It-Basket,
You Name?,
Think You
Music, 2.6 ; VoxSo
Pop, 2.4 ; True or False, 2.2.
Variety Program — Breakfast Club, 22.6 ;
Kraft Music Hall, 21.8 ; Chase & Sanborn.
12.9 ; Bob Hope Show, 9.2 ; Good News of
1940, 8.1 ; Kate Smith Hour, 6.7 ; Jello, 5.1 ;
Texaco Star Theater, 4.5 ; Club Matinee,
4.4 ; Town Hall Tonight, 4.3.
Children's Program — The Lone Ranger,
25.1 ; Coast15.1to ;Coast
a Bus, Lady,
16.4 ; Let's
Pretend.
The onSinging
14.1 ;
Kaltenmeyer's Kindergarten. 7.6 ; Little
Orphan Annie. 6.4 ; March of Games, 5.1 ;
Tom Mix, 4.2 ; Jack Armstrong, 2.8 ; Horn
& Hardart Children's Hour, 2.7.
Favorite Program — Breakfast Club. 32.7 ;
One Man's Family, 15.3 ; Jell-0, 9.2 ; Kraft
Music Hall, 8.2 ; Chase & Sanborn, 6.6 ;
Metropolitan
Opera,
Information,
Please,
5.7 ; Ford
Evening6.0 ;Hour,
5.6 ; Kay
Kyser, 5.2 ; Lux Radio Theater, 5.2.
Master of Ceremonies — Don McNeill, 31.9;
Don Ameche, 29.8 ; Bing Crosby, 14.2 ; Rudy
Vallee, 7.0 ; Clifton Fadiman, 4.2 ; Ransome
Sherman, 2.9 ; Milton J. Cross, 2.8 ; Bob
2.2. 2.5 ; Garry Moore, 2.3 ; Lanny Ross,
Hope,
Dance Orchestra— Wayne King. 24.7; Guy
Lombardo, 21.3 ; Kay Kyser, 16.1 ; Horace
Heidt. 10.4 ; Orrin Tucker, 6.5 ; Glenn Miller,
6.0 ; Fred Waring, 4.8 ; Sammy Kaye, 4.1 ;
Eddy Duchin, 3.2 ; Bob Crosby, 2.5.
Man Singer of Classical Songs — Nelson
Eddy. 42.8 ; Richard Crooks, 13.2 ; Lanny
Ross. 9.4 ; Donald Dickson. 9.1 ; Jack Baker,
7.2 ; Frank Munn. 5.4 : Lawrence Tibbett,
3.7 ; John
Baker,
5.2 ;as.Kenny
2.4 ; Felix
Knight,
1.4. Charles ThomEducational Programs — Information,
Please, 23.6 ; Cavalcade of America, 13.3 ;
American School of the Air, 12.1 ; National
9.2 ; Music Apprecia& Home8.7Hour.
Farm tion
Hour, ; University of Chicago
Round Table. 8.5 ; World Is Yours. 7.8 :
; America's atTown
I. Q.,6.07.6; Americans
Dr. Air.
the
Work,Meeting
3.2. of
One; IMan's
Program
Love
Serial 36.0Dramati
Love, — 12.1
; Thosec We
Family,
Bachelor'
;
8.4
Big Sister,
Mvsterv. 7.98.8; ;Aldrich
aChildren.
; Vali-s
7.5
Family.
ant Lady, 6.1 ; Guiding Light, 5.5 ; Vic &
Sade. 4.1 ; Girl Alone. 3.2.
;
Sports Commentator— Bill Stern. 44.3
Bob
Ted Husing, 23.3 ; Bob Elson, 4.98.8 ;; Clem
McNamee,
Trout, 5.0 ; Graham
McCarthy. 4.5 ; Red Barber, 3.0 ; Sam Baiter,
2.3 ; Tom Manning, 1.9 ; Stan Lomax. 1.4.

Rinso Tests New Format
WHILE no renewal of contract has
(Rinso)
been signed by Lever Bros. featured
and Edward G. Robinson,
of the CBS Big
for return
player,
Town series
in fall, it is reported
in Hollywood that if a deal is made,
the weekly broadcast will have a
Robinson is closchange of format.radio
season with
ing his current
six dramas based on New York
. The group will
stage assuccesses
serve
a barometer of this type
of show. If a contract is signed,
plans to appear in verRobinson
sions of perennial Broadway shows,
Wiland will revert to the Steve
son character as portrayed in Big
Toivn only once each month. Law, Newf &York
ton Campbell
was diin
rector of Ruthrauf
Ryanradio
Hollywood several weeks ago to discuss a new radio deal with Robinson, but they came to no agreement,
it was said [BROADCASTING, April
1]. Current contract terminates in
June.
Camera Firm Testing
UNIVERSAL CAMERA Corp.,
New York, is testing radio with
three quarter-hour news programs
weekly on KECA and KFI, Los
Angeles. The campaign started
April 16 on KECA and April 29
on KFI, and will be expanded to
other stations if the test proves
successful.
Austin & Spector, New
York,
is agency.
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EVERY

MAY

DAY

DAY

IS

!

rpHERE'S A YEAR-'ROUND celebration in the Omaha market. Every day is
-■- May Day when you have a big, six-state market with 876,000 radio homes
and nearly two billion dollars of annual spendable income, all reached by a
single radio station — ^WOW. So get in the swing. Get your radio schedules set
where they'll do the most good.
WOW provides more impacts, in more counties, with more spendable income,
than any other medium in the Omaha market. If you want the Omaha market,
you want WOW. Let us prove it!
John Gillin, Jr., Mgr. • John Blair
Co., Representatives • Owned
Operated by the Woodmen

and

of the

World Life Insurance Society • On
the NBC
RADIO

STATION

OMAHA,

NEBRASKA

5000

Watts

on
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590
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Red Network • Write for
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Covers
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Caldwell
FCC

Scores

Hurting
Set Sales

Paramount-DumontFinancing

for

Radio
Tells of Adverse Effects of
Outburst on Television
up" of
AN IMMEDIA
following the
receiver TEsales"slowing
radio
FCC's recent outburst over television, isreported by the manufacturers' and dealers' trade journal
Radio & Television Today, edited
by O. H. Caldwell,
member of the
original Federal
Radio Commission, who takes
sharp issue with
the Commission
and its chairman
Mr. Caldwell
in a leading editorial in his April edition.
In the same issue it is estimated
that past expenditures for television research amounted to $25,000,000; that current 1940 outlays
will run $4,000,000, and that future
possibilities include a $1,000,000,000 annual sales volume, 3,500,000
television sets sold annually, $200,000,000 in new plant investment
and 500,000 new employment.
"Every man in the radio business
will be stunned at the full implications of the new Government policy
by which the FCC chairman presumes to dictate how and when radio merchandise shall be sold — and
even addresses the public with advice not to buy radio products
which
lackeditorial.
his approval!" says the
Caldwell
"Of course, as everyone knows,
there is today a patent struggle
involved at Washington. At this
time, the radio industry's engineers
cannot agree on uniform recommendations for future operations.
With the radio industry thus divided, Government officials have
seized the opportunity for an outrageous assumption of authority to
meddle into merchandising— an attack that concerns the future of
every manufacturer, every distribiceman.utor, every dealer and every servUse Air to Block Sales
"If such a policy is persisted in,
we may see the FCC demanding
further air-time from its helpless
broadcast licensees, to publicly interfere with the merchandising of
radio receiving sets, combinationphonographs, and other associated
products.
"Servicemen may hear a Washingrton voice coming over sets they
have just fixed, advising Mrs. Jones
against purchasing the very tubes
they have just installed.
"Dealers making receiver demonstrations may suddenly hear bureaucrats counselling their customers to buy no push-button sets or
no FM sets, because 'still newer
things tureare
ahead'Or,in the
the bright
fuof radio.
capricious
and political-minded Commission,
today officially approving FM, may
30 days later be cautioning the public against the new system because
it will obsolete 45 million existing
receivers !
"Already such FCC interference
with the radio trade's normal flow
of merchandise has begun.
"On April 2, the new FCC chairman (with experience in radio limited to only a few months), did the
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Scrutiny
FCC
New
Get
May
Domination by Film Company Claimed; Reopening
Of Television Hearing Is Asked by Cath-Ray
ALTHOUGH early action is fore- attention on purported conflicts in
cast by the FCC in untangling the Paramount's participation in the
confused television situation, with DuMont Co. DuMont was authorauthorization of full commercial
ized April 13 by the FCC to build
operation apparently in the offing, a third television station in New
Cork, on Channel No. 4 between 78
there are indications that a reex- and
84 mc. Previous testimony had
amination of the interest of the
motion picture industry in visual been to the effect that Paramount
radio's advent may be precipitated. simply had advanced funds to DuMont and in no wise controlled the
While motion picture interests
have looked askance upon televi- company's operations.
sion for more than a decade, and
Fears of Film Industry
although the financial association
In
some
quarters, it was felt that
of Paramount with Allen B. DuMont Laboratories had been ques- an examination of the whole picture indicated that the film industioned during the recent widely
try, fearing box-office competition,
publicized proceedings which in- wanted
to see television developvolved the White House, Congress
ment curbed as a home entertainand the FCC [Broadcasting, April
ment medium with its general use
15], new developments may focus
restricted to large-screen motion
picture exhibition. In that fashion,
whole radio business a disservice these observers reason, the motion
when, amazingly, he demanded and picture industry could retain control of visual radio by preventing
got a 125-station hookup to talk
nationally on television in a way its mass development as a corollary
that will hurt radio-console sales of sound radio.
the country over, for months to
Examination of the DuMont apcome.
plication for the New York televi"As we go to press, reports from
sion station, plus other data availall parts of the country show an
able on the stock ownership of the
immediate slowing up of radio re- company, it is reported, indicates
ceiver sales following the Fly tele- that Paramount actually is in the
vision outburst, which should have
been confined to the metropolitan position of electing four of six directors of DuMont and that it has
television area. Jobbers, dealers
and the public all over the nation advanced substantial sums to the
were given premature notice for company in return for stock. These
the first time that 'television is now records indicate that through ownership of DuMont Class B stock
ready mantoput it.
go forward,' as the chair- Paramount
controls election of
three of the six board members,
Bureaucrats Boring In
and by virtue of a minority owner"Yet, conversely, in the television
ship of Class A stock with cumulaareas where such promotion would
tive voting powers, it can elect a
have been pertinent, the Commis- fourth director.
sioner ordered television advertisWhether these data vnW bring
ing and selling stopped. This was
done on pain of license modification, about a new examination of the
the 'Papa-spank' threat that hangs DuMont - Paramount relationship
over every broadcaster and trans- must await reconvening of the
mitter licensee!
FCC, which has been in recess vir"The FCC was created to serve
tually since the closing of the teleas traffic cop of the wavelengths
vision rehearing April 12. The
only. There it is needed and is un- Commission is not expected to meet
questionably boss! But when its
about May 7, most of its memautocratic arm reaches over into until bers
being away either on vacations
the homes and stores and service- oro fficial
business.
benches of America and attempts
to order or adArise what shall be
Meanwhile, DuMont - Paramount
purchased and what shall not, it is officials announced they expected to
time the whole radio industry and have the new 1,000-watt station on
trade united to shut bureaucracy the air in New York on or before
out of our end of radio !
Sept. 1 as the only station in the
"Every dealer and every distribu- area operating in conjunction with
tor should clearly understand that the motion picture industry and
the issue now involved is no longer one of the three outlets in the mettelevision alone, but the sale of
ropolitan area. The statement was
radio sets and supplies — ^your busi- issued by Paul Raibourne, treasness! The trade must realize that
urer of DuMont and an executive
Government through this approach,
Paramount. The announcement,
is creeping in on the $400,000,000 of
radio business itself, from which which caused something of a stir,
that the projected DuMont
200,000 families derive their sup- said
station will transmit pictures of
"So the whole radio industry, from 200 to 800 lines definition, dewhatever its temporary internal
pending on the type of program. It
port.
differences of opinion, must keep emphasized the backing of the motion picture company.
alert to the greater danger that
besets each individual business
There was a disposition on the
through government meddling. It part of engineers to question again
is time for all radio interests to
unite in demanding that in the the 15-frame proposal of DuMont
merchandising of radio the Govern- as against the 30-frame standard
proposed by RMA and endorsed by
ment keep Hands Off!"

Driscoll, Danzig Share
Duties of Johnstone, Now
Democratic Radio Chief
DAVE DRISCOLL, for the last
four years special events announcer
of WOR, Newark, and Jerry Danzig, WOR commercial program
manager, have been appointed by
Alfred J. McCosker, president of
WOR, to share the duties of G. W.
1934 WOR's
since features
Johnstone,
tor of special
and direcpress
relations, who recently resigned to
direct radio for the Democratic Na-

Mr. Danzig
Mr. Driscoll
tional Committee [Broadcasting,
April 15]. Both appointments are
effective May 1. Mitchell Benson,
assistant program director, becomes
WOR commercial manager in place
of Mr. Danzig while John Hayes,
formerly in charge of WOR production, succeeds Mr. Benson.
Driscoll,
whosefeatures,
title willbegan
be director of special
his
radio career nine years ago as a
baseball announcer at WCCO, Minneapolis. After serving as manager
of KGDE, Fergus Falls, Minn., he
joined WFIL, Philadelphia, in 1935
and the following year transferred
to WOR. Actively participating in
most of the major news stories covered by WOR in the last four years,
Driscoll has also worked closely
with Johnstone in planning many
of
the station's
special
broadcasts.
A graduate
of theevents
U of
Minnesota, Driscoll is married and
lives at Forest Hills, L. I.
Danzig's title will be director of
WOR publicity. A graduate of
Dartmouth College, he worked as
a reporter on the New York Evening features
Journal beforedivision
joininginWOR's
special
1935.
He has assisted Dave Driscoll on
many special features broadcasts
as well as regular programs on
WOR. The two "D-men", as they
were
Let's
Visit called,
programconducted
together,WOR's
interviewing all types of persons in the
metropolitan area. Last year, Danzig participated in the Welcome
Neighbor program on MBS, especially broadcast for visitors to
the 1939 New York World's Fair.
He has acted as commercial pro1938.
gram manager of the station since

BROADCASTING

RCA. It was held that it is impossible to get good quality on outside
pickups with 15 frames and that,
as a consequence, if such a standard were adopted, television would
be far inferior to movies, now using
24 frames. The motion picture industry formerly used 16 frames but
found that it could not catch motion, particularly for outside events,
and as a result increased the speed
to 24 frames.
A new plea that the FCC again
reopen the television hearings, this
time to examine into DuMont activities, was sent the FCC April 22
{Continued on page 82)
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lies, sir. He's right. He's absolutely correct. The Pacific Coast does have the largest percentage
of radio homes in the United States. This is typical of these westeirners. They have the largest

percentage of automobiles; they stand second in per capita retail sales. It's a market you
shouldn't miss . . . and you can't miss if you use Don Lee, the only network that can deliver
your advertising message to every single nook and corner of this fabulous coast. No wonder
Pacific Coast dealers and distributors prefer the Don Lee Network. They know Don Lee brings
action where it/counts ... at the cash register.

1076 W. 7th St., Los Angeles, Calif.
THOMAS S. LEE. Pres.
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, Vice -Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Affiliated with Mutual . . . Represented by Blair

MUTUAL
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Wichita

NEW POST
ASSUMED

Transfer

Effected by KFBI
Elaborate
Ceremonies Mark
Shift of Kansas Station
WITH new studios and transmitter,
KFBI, formerly located in Abilene,
Kan., opened April 21 at its new
location in Wichita. Owned and operated by the Farmers & Bankers
Life Insurance Co. of Wichita, the
station operates on 1050 kc. with
5,000 watts fulltime. It is an MBS
outlet and a key station of the
recently formed Kansas State Network, KFBI is headed by Herb
Hollister, vice-president and general
manager, who continues as president and half-owner of KANS, also
located in Wichita.
The elaborate dedicatory program
included an opening speech by
H. K. Lindsley, president of the insurance company and the station,
and brief addresses by City Manager Alfred MacDonald and Manager Hollister, along with several
network salutes and congratulatory
messages from Senators Arthur
Capper and Clyde Reed, Rep. Jack
Houston, NAB President Neville
Miller and Gov. Payne Ratner.
KFBI's MBS aflSliation brings the
third network outlet to Wichita,
with KANS on NBC and KFH on
CBS.
Latest Equipment
The new studios and transmitter
are RCA equipped throughout.
Studios and offices are located on
the fourth and fifth floors in the
Farmers & Bankers Bldg., headquarters of the parent company.
"The RCA transmitter, convertible
to 50,000 watts, is hotised in a
streamlined building on U. S. Highway 81 just north of the city, adjoining the 254-foot antenna tower.
The transmitter house, designed by
the local Overend & Boucher architectural firm, has a modernistic
facade of glass brick and incorporates living quarters for the transmitter staff with the technical
equipment.
Staff of the station, in addition to
Mr. Hollister, includes Kay Pyle,
formerly manager of KFBI when it
was located at Abilene, now assistant manager and technical director; Coleman Ashe, program director; Frank Chiddix, musical director; Mary Eberhardt, traffic
manager; John Eberhardt, accountant; Les Jarvies, chief announcer;
Montez Tjaden, director of women's
programs; Harry Peck, announcer
and sales representative; G. H.
Johnstone, chief transmitter engineer; John Stone, LeRoy Jolley,
and Warren Sieverin, engineers;
Clarence Rupp, publicity director;
Lorita Standiferd, secretary to Mr.
Hollister; Verne Nydegger, musical
arranger; Evan Fry, continuity
editor; Leroy Stokely, sales representative; Herschel Holland, announcer; Marie Rupp, hostess.
Observing the KFBI dedication,
both the Wichita Beacon and the
Wichita Eagle appeared with special supplements covering the dedicatory program, special activities,
history and personnel of the station.
MORE than 250 of the sermonettes delivered by Richard L. Evans on the
Sunday Salt Lake City Tabernacle
Choir program, originated for CBS by
KSL. Salt Lake City, have been collected and published in book form
under the title, Unto the Hills, by
Harper & Bros., New York.
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AT NAB
BY ARNEY

C. E. ARNEY Jr., newly-appointed
assistant to President Neville Miller of the NAB, on April 17 formally took over his new position at
Washington headquarters of the
trade association. His functions will
be largely those
previously
performed by Edwin
M. Spence, who
has resigned to
return to private
broadcasting
business. Mr. Spence
is an applicant
for a new local
station ^rne
in yWashMr. Arney
was
RESTING
peace four
after weary
the dedication
new studios
in suitably
Wichita
April
21 arein these
members ofofKFBI's
the production
staff,
buried in flowers from the station's well-wishers. Lolling on the catafalque are (1 to r) Frank Chiddix, musical director; Coleman Ashe,
program chief; Les Jarvies, chief announcer; Verne Nydegger, arranger.
Texas

Hearings

Resume;

Report

to FCC

Urges Deletion of Three Ulmer Stations
WITH PRELIMINARY recomganize a co-partnership. Then he
mendation for deletion of four of directed all of the important details
seven Texas stations already made, and finally had his own lawyer,
a group of FCC officials reopened
James H. Hanley, former Radio
hearings in that State April 23 to Commissioner, file the papers.
After the construction permit had
try three remaining stations which
allegedly procured their licenses been secured, the partners entered
through
ownership",
with into a contract authorizing Ulmer
Rev.
James"hidden
G. Ulmer
of Tyler, Tex.,
or one of his co-workers to finance,
the main personality.
construct and operate the station.
In a preliminary report to the "Thus," said the report, "in the
Commission April 17, based on the early history of the station, did the
assign their license rights
hearings already concluded, revo- partners
without the knowledge or consent
cation of the licenses of KTBC,
Austin; KNET, Palestine; KRBA,
of the Commission."
Lufkin, and KGKB, Tyler, was
Received No Income
recommended by Commissioner
The report added that the partGeorge H. Payne, who presided at
ners made no capital investments
the hearings during March in sev- and received
no income. All or aleral Texas cities. Cases yet to be
most all of the profits "found their
heard are those of KAND, Corsiinto Ulmer's pockets or the
cana; KGFI, Brownsville, and way
one of his close associand KSAM, Huntsville— the latter pocketsates. of
The partners had no control
to
be
completed
after
a
preliminary
hearing.
of the station's bank accounts, receipts or expenditures. They conThe report is not in the nature
tinued to sign papers because they
of proposedtablishedfindings,
es- were the licensees of record in
FCC customfollowing
but simply
the individual recommendation of order to deceive the Commission.
"It is clear that the partners
the Commissioner. Proposed findsimply puppets manipulated
ings presumably will come later, were
after which oral arguments can be by Ulmer who was the puppeteer.
was
Ulmer, or one of his associIt
held prior to the final FCC ruling.
ates, who financed, constructed and
Deception Claimed
operated the station. It was he who
ed the programs and the
Particularly criticized in the pre- controll
station policy. It was he who hired
liminary report was the technique or
fired employes and enjoyed the
employed by Mr. Ulmer in procuring licenses of KTBC, KNET and
KRBA, it was reported. The report profits. "Perpetrated Fraud"
contended that " Ulmer 's conduct is
"The partners signified under
reprehensible in more ways than
one. He has induced honest and oath by their application and associated papers that they would
self-respecting men to violate the finance and
control the station.
law and participate in an intricate This they
never intended to do,
scheme of deception. Most of these thus perpetrating
fraud upon the
men made themselves parties to Commission. In several
instances
Ulmer's machinations through hon- the partners submitted sworn stateorable intentions — a desire to serve
ments showing that the partnertheir communities. Some of them
even tried to break through the net assets,ships involved possessed substantial
whereas, in fact, such partin which Ulmer had caught them.
nerships possessed no assets whatBut Ulmer's own conduct was
ever. Station assets belonged to
prompted wholly by greed. Ulmer
has cast a shadow upon the busi- Ulmer or one of his associates."
Regarding the Tyler station, the
ness of broadcasting."
ary report said it differed
Describing the manner in which prehmm
somewhat from the partnership
licenses were procured for the Aus- cases
and involved a corporation.
tin, Palestine and Lufkin stations,
the report said that Ulmer first In this instance, Ulmer was said
prevailed upon three local business- to have gained voting control of the
men of excellent reputation to or- company by means of stock pur-
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appointed assistant to the president April 1. Before arriving at
NAB headquarters he conferred
with broadcasters in various cities. In San Francisco April 3,
he discussed with Howard Lane,
of the McClatchy stations, an
NAB district director, plans for
the annual convention to be held
in that city Aug. 4-7 at the St.
Francis Hotel. Under Mr. Lane's
chairmanship, an extensive entertainment program is being prepared, including special tours and
programs a",ternational
the Exposition.
Golden Gate InSunkist Plans Spots
CALIFORNIA FRUIT GROWERS
EXCHANGE, Los Angeles (Sunkist oranges and lemons), has appropriated more than $1,000,000 to
advertise Valencia oranges this
summer and some $300,000 additional to promote lemon sales during the last half of the citrus year,
according to Russell Z. Eller, advertising manager. Radio will continue to be used along with
newspapers, consumer and trade
magazines, 24-sheet posters and
other mediums. The thrice-weekly
quarter-hour program, Hedda Hopper's Hollywood, sponsored by the
Exchange on 29 CBS stations,
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 6:156:30 p.m. (EDST), will continue
through the summer and fall. In
addition, through Lord & Thomas,
Los Angeles, nouncement
an extensive
ancampaign is spot
planned
to start in June. It will be concentrated in areas where the network
program
is not
tions is now
beingheard.
made List
up. of staRADIO talent appearing on the Lux
Radio Theatre program, sponsored by
Lever Bros.
on CBS,thanseems
to attract more Co.
listeners
exclusive
movie talent, according to a cheek
made over several months by C. E.
Hooper, New York.
chases "without the knowledge or
consent
the Commission".
It was
held the of
license
rights were illegally
assigned and illegally exercised by
the assignee, who was Ulmer.
Hearings were begtm April 23 in
Dallas on the KAND revocation
order and on April 29 in Houston
on that involving KGFI. Participating in addition to the presiding
Commissioner were George B.
Porter, assistant general counsel,
who was prosecutor in the original
cases, Hugh Hutchison, of the FCC
legal ton,staff,
and accountant.
DeQuincy V. SutFCC head
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TEN

YEARS

EXPERIENCE

ON

WKY

SUMMED

• With

UP

IN

EXACTLY

announcements,

25

WORDS!

with five-minute programs,

with fifteen-minute programs, Malt-O-Meal
kept before WKY

has been

hsteners for more than ten years,

spring, summer, fall and winter. And to quote MaltO-Meal's representative, "We have always obtained
splendid results." WKY

has many

such advertisers

. . . sponsors who give WKY a thirteen or twenty-six
week trial and then come back for a run of five, eight
or ten consecutive years. Most of these sponsors were
attracted to WKY because of its nationwide reputation
for superior showmanship. They extended schedules
because of its record for a standout brand of selling.

miH^Y

^

OKLAHOMA

THE DAILY OKLAHOMAN

CITY

AND TiMES * ThE FARMER-STOCKMAN

owned

and operated by the Oklahoma

Publishing Co.

* KVOR, COLORADO SPRINGS * KLZ, DENVER (Affiliated Mgmt)
Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency, Inc.

'/T'S AS MODERN

AS FM'
-1:

INTEREST in frequency
WITH
modulation growing greater
daily, progressive broadcasters now
are making plans for the future in
which FM is destined to play a leading role.
Radio Engineering Labs., Inc., pioneers in the manufacture of successful FM transmitters, invite executives and engineers to profit now,
and in the future, by REL's wide experience in the development of the
FM transmitter field.
We

In collaboration with Major E. H.
Armstrong,

inventor

of FM,

built the first "static - less" FM

REL
sta-

tions (W2XAG — Yonkers, N. Y. and
W2XMN — Alpine, N. J.). Today
REL has built transmitters for the
majority of FM

stations now

on the

air, and pending applications reveal
that broadcasters nationwide are applying for REL FM transmission
units ranging from 1 kw to 50 kw.

invite your inquiries

RADIO
35-54
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ENGINEERING
LABORATORIES,
INC
Phone RAvenswood 8-2340
36th STREET
LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.
Cable "RADENGLABS"
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Summary

of

The

ACTION "as soon as possible" on
allocations of frequency assignments for frequency modulation,
destined to become the companion
of present-day standard broadcasting, so that sales to the normal replacement market can proceed with
assurance, was asked by FM Broadcasters Inc. in a brief filed April 22
with the FCC.
Summing up the case for FM,
Philip G. Loucks, chief counsel,
asked full commercial privileges for
the medium. Permitted to develop
on a regular commercial basis, he
predicted, FM would have an evolutionary rather than a revolutionary effect upon broadcasting in the
present band. FM will supplement
service now being rendered and will
not exclude service now given in
the present broadcast band so there
will be no immediate obsolescence
of receiving sets. The transition
period may require ten years, he
predicted.
The Case for FM
The FM brief, filed pursuant to
permission given participants in
the FM hearings held March 18-28,
summarizes the case for FM as
follows :
Eminent engineers and inventors
who testified in the proceeding were in
agreement that frequency modulation
broadcasting using frequencies above
25,000 kc. has reached such a stage of
development that it is now acceptable
for rendering regular as distinguished
from experimental service to the public and that frequency modulation in
this portion of the spectrum is vastly
superior to amplitude modulation as a
broadcasting transmission method.
Broadcasters and radio equipment
manufacturers concurred in this view.
The testimony also revealed that reliable frequency modulation transmitters
and receivers are now available to
broadcasters and to the public from
competing manufacturers. Five manufacturers are now producing and selling receiving sets, while five others are
preparing to put sets on the market.
Superiority of wide band (200 kc.)
over narrow-band frequency modulation has been demonstrated in practical operation. Experts were in accord
that the width of the band is directly
related to the service and allocation advantages inherent in the frequency
modulation method and there was general agreement that any reduction in
the band width from 200 kc. degrades
service to the listener and diminishes
allocation efficiencies. For example, reduction in band width from 200 kc.
decreases the ability of the receiver to
discriminate against all varieties of
noise with the result that naturalness
of program reproduction is sacrificed.
Furthermore, as the band width is
reduced, the ability of the receiver to
discriminate against on-channel and
adjacent channel interference is decreased with the result that greater
separation between stations on the
same and adjacent channels is required.
Of great importance also is the fact
that receiving set manufacturing becomes more difficult and costly as the
width of the band is decreased.
Ready to Serve
Wide-band frequency modulation
wiU permit
the development
facsimile broadcasting
either as a of
service
multiplexed with aural broadcasting
or independently of sound broadcasting. In this connection, it should be
pointed out that the broadcasters are
in substantial agreement that a minimum separation of 200 kc. is essential
not only to permit the accommodation
of facsimile transmission but also because of the fact that narrow band
transmission may be carried on within
such channels.
Fi-equency modulation stations are

BROADCASTING

Case

for

FM

capable of rendering a regular broadeast service to the public and should be
given the same opportunity to develop
as was given stations in the present
standard broadcast band. Witnesses
were in accord that frequency modulation is ready for commercial use and
that the experimental stage has been
passed. The granting of regular licenses
would stimulate the development of
special programs, encourage more communities to install frequency modulation transmitters, and enable the
smaller operators to participate in development of the art. On the other
hand, if frequency modulation is not
permitted to go forward with full commercial privileges, applicants will be
practically limited to large corporations possessing sufficient funds to indulge in experimentation.
Permitted to develop on a regular
commercial
frequency modulation will havebasis,
an evolutionary
rather
than a revolutionary effect upon broadcasting in the present band. Frequency
modulation service will supplement
that now being rendered in the present
550 to 1600 kc. band and the total
sum of broadcast service to the public
will be a combination of the two. Frequency modulation will not exclude
service
now
in thewillpres-be
ent broadcastbeing
bandrendered
and there
no immediate obsolescence of receiving
sets. During the transition period,
which may require ten years, it is anticipated that frequency modulation
sets will come into general use through
the process of normal replacement.
The problem of providing a fair,
efficient, and equitable distribution of
radio service to States and communities in accordance with the allocation
policy ways
declared
by the one.
Congress
has albeen a difficult
Engineering
limitations resulting from the rela-

Tests

of FM

Advertising

tively narrow portion of the spectrum
presently assigned to broadcasting has
been one of the principal difficulties,
although the fact that cities are of
different sizes and shapes and are located at unequal distances from one
another contribute to the problem.
In its last annual report to the Congress, the Commision pointed out that
"there was a need for improvement of
physical
service intensity
both fromto practically
the standpoint of signal
all areas as well as from the standpoint of availability of transmission
facilities
in various
The
reoort points
out thatcommunities."
there are 16,598
cities or towns in the United States of
which number 15,616 have a population less than 10,000 each, 606 have a
population between 10,000 and 25,000
each, of
and 25,000
376 haveeach.
a population
e;ccess
There arein 597
towns each having a population in excess of 10,000 which do not have radio
stations. However, while 331 of these
towns are located within or adjacent
to one of the 96 metropolitan districts
and the others perhaps derive some degree of service from stations located
in distant cities, it must also be borne
in mind that 379 cities have but one
station. While the report discusses the
problem in considerable detail, the
above figures are sufficient to show
that the frequencies provided in the
present standard broadcast band are
inadequate.
Radiating Index
The development of frequency modulation broadcasting in the ultra-high
frequencies, in addition to providing a
superior public service, will permit of
a gradual solution to the allocation
problem. In contrast with the neces(Continued on page 70)

Transmission

to Proposals
Lead
FOLLOWING intensive tests with
hand-made sample equipment, the
Chicago police department is planning to install 200 FM receivers in
its squad cars and construct a
transmitter using the Armstrong
frequency modulation system. The
projected Chicago installation is
believed to be the first to be undertaken underthorizatithe
recent use
auon ofthe FCC's
experimental
of FM in police radio.
The tests, supervised by Fred H.
Sehnell, radio engineer of the Chicago police force, were made March
15 and 16 with Police Commissioner James P. Allman's approval after FM's adaptability to police use
was demonstrated by General Electric in a Schenectady test last December. The experiment showed
static elimination surpassing all
expectations, according to Mr.
Sehnell and Frank A. Gunther,
of Radio Engineerchiefingengineer
Laboratories, Long Island City,
N. Y., manufacturers of the test
equipment.
Results of Tests
Two squad car tests were made
on succeeding days. For the March
15 test a squad car carrying an FM
transmitter broadcast from various
the city to the police reparts of ceiving
station on the roof of the
46-story Field Bldg. Reception was
reported as excellent, even at
"dead spots" from which reception
is impossible with the AM system
now in use. FM superiority was
demonstrated the next day when
two squad cars were used, one
carrying FM and the other AM apparatus.

• Broadcast
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Police

to Buy Equipment
Cruising side by side through the
north and northwest parts of the
city,
two a "skillful
ear observers"
gave FM
100% readability
rating
at 37 out of 39 points located at
distances up to 11 V2 miles from the
receiving station. A 90% rating
with "fair" and "good" reception
was given at the two spots where
interference
spoiled
FM's occurred
perfect
score.
The first
of these
eight miles from the station, with
engineers blaming interference on
diathermy, and the second 17 ¥2
miles out. In these cases the AM
rating
was "no intelligibility" and
5%.
Mr. Sehnell commented that
Commissioner Allman and other
commanding officers of the department were enthusiastic about FM's
performance. He added that when
the time comes for FM installations in the department, leading
equipment manufacturers will be
asked to submit bids.
Advantages
FM for
police radio work wereof also
demonstrated
recently to New York police in a
series of experiments in which Maj .
Edwin H. Armstrong, the inventor,
cooperated. A car equipped with a
12 - watt mobile FM transmitter,
manufactured by REL, was driven
through lower Manhattan and at
all times was able to put a 100%
audible signal through to a receiver
at Alpine, N. J., it was reported.
Even when the car traveled under
elevated lines or in heavy traffic,
its signals were perfectly received,
it is said.

To

Asks

Retain

Television

FCC

Present
Bands

Urges Provisions for FM
Elsewhere, in Filing Brief
A PLEA that FM and television be
develop simultaneouspermitted to space
in the spectrum
ly, but that
be provided for the new
should
aural medium without changing the
frequencies at present allocated for
television, was made by RCA in a
brief, filed April 22 with the FCC,
summing up RCA contentions during the FM hearings March 18-28.
Describing FM as "an evolution
n", whereas teleand not visiona is arevolutio
"revolution and offers
to the public sight in addition to
sound", RCA Attorneys Manton
Davis and Frank W. Wozencraft
asked the FCC not to disturb television channel No. 1 in the 44-50
mc. band. FM Broadcasters Inc. has
petitioned the FCC to set aside that
band for 200 kc. wide-swing FM
broadcasting (Armstrong system)
advocated narwhereas RCA
transmission.
row-band has
Ten-Year Transition

of allocaargued inmc.favor
RCA of the
band, provid42-44
tion
ing 2,000 kc. for FM. It pointed out
that 25 channels of 80 kc. width or
50 channels of 40 kc. width could
betthat
holding
after be
d, could
be supplie
d with
provide
ter service
the lower swings than with the 200
kc. band sought by FM proponents.
"Certainly, for the present, these
provide all
two megacycles would
the channels which are needed for
FM, for the reception of which the
new equipment,"
buy "According
public
to the
stated.
briefmtist
the
president of FM Broadcasters Inc.,
Mr. John Shepard 3d, the transition from standard band broadcasting will take ten years. This is the
statement of an enthusiastic proponent of FM. While all of us have
high hopes for the future of FM,
with assurnow predict
no oneancecan
of its
or rapidity
the extent
In discussing FM channel widths,
RCA argued that either AM or FM
ies rein the ultra-high frequenc
sults in nearly complete eliminationIt
of natural static in the receiver.
growth."
high-fidelity can be obtained
said
e
proper
by
modulation design
or any with
otheramplitud
type of
modulation. With a 40-kc. channel,
under average conditions, it was
tt station could
said a a 1,000-wa
render
total service range of 84
miles, with as many as 25 stations
on a 1 mc. channel. With
apossible
40-kc. band, the total service
would be 80 miles with 12 stations
to the megacycle. With a 140-kc.
band width, the total service would
be 76 miles with only seven stations
a 200withwould
while
to
kc. the
bandchannel,
vddth the
range
be
73 miles with only five stations per
channel.
It was argued that the only advantages would
of thebewider-swing
mission
a relatively transsmall
improvement
in
the
quality
of
ice over a small- portion of the servtotal
area, but obtained at the expense
of a greater reduction in the number of possible channels per megaand a service
still further
in the cycle
total
area. i-eduction
Referring to testimony of its
witnesses, the breif said that 11
(Continued on page 71)
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Payemnt

of Salary

Restitution

Ordered
in Wage-Hour
Ruling
KGVO Enjoined in Decree by U. S. District Court;
Interpretations Affecting Radio Stations
IN THE FIRST proceeding against
sion has had relatively little call
a radio operator by the Wage-Hour
for
interpretations
of the law's
apDivision of the Labor Department,
plication to broadcasters,
several
individual
situations
have
brought
Mosbys Inc., operating KGVO, Missoula, Mont., on April 22 was per- explanations from the Division. It
manently enjoined from violation of has pointed out that so long as an
any of the provisions of the Fair announcer is required to be on the
Labor Standards Act in a decree job, his standby time must be
signed by Judge Baldwin in the counted into his aggregate workingU. S. District Court at Butte, Mont. time for each week. The act, as apThe company offered no objection
plied at this time, also makes no
to entry of the decree, which di- provision as to how the work-week
rects payment of restitution to 18 shall be split up, it was pointed out,
employes of the station, including and so long as the maximum number of hours are not exceeded,
announcers, engineers and salesmen.
whether the work is on an 8-hour or
The amount of the restitution a 42-hour day basis, no overtime
payment is to be fixed upon in- payment is required. Reporters,
vestigation byWage-Hour Division presumably radio as well as newsfield representatives. According to
paper, working on "continuous asCol. Philip B. Fleming, administrasignment", such as traveling with
tor of the Division, KGVO is the Presidential candidates, must be
first radio station against which an paid overtime for excess hours, acaction has been brought.
cording to another interpretation.
Since the Act specifically exNo Exemption
empts as employers, through defiIn a siirvey conducted by Broadnition, the United States, States
casting into the application of the and political subdivisions of States,
Fair Labor Standards Act to the a municipally - operated station,
broadcasting industry, at the end wholly owned and controlled by the
of the first 18 months of the Act's municipality, would be exempt from
operation on April 24, it was indi- compliance with the regulations,
cated that the Act thoroughly whether operated as a profit or nonblanketed the operations end of the
profit enterprise.
industry with stations definitely not
Extra Compensation
classed as exempt "service estabIn the case where an announcer
lishments". In general, there is no
exemption available, either on ex- receives, in addition to his regular
ecutive or professional grounds, for salary from a station, special comannouncers, engineers, program dipensation from a sponsor for anrector or other persons participatnouncing his programs, the station
ing in selling, programming or paying the salary is the "employtransmitting.
required to keep the records and
Although the question has arisen has er"
the primary duty of compliance
in several cases. Division officials with the Act, according to another
have interpreted that chief an- interpretation. Carrying this situanouncers or chief engineers are not
tion into the overtime aspect, the
to be exempt from the maximum
interpretation stated that the extra
hour regulations, which create the pay received indirectly from the
principal problem for station oper- sponsor was to be considered as
ators, since generally these em- compensation to be included in the
ployes do not operate in a bona fide regular compensation of the anexecutive capacity. For instance, a
nouncer for purposes of determinchief engineer to be exempt must
ing the regular rate of pay.
satisfy either executive or profesThus, with the station and sponsional requirements which virtually
sor considered joint employers, it is
preclude his general type of em- likely the broadcasting company
ployment. He could not be classed would be jointly liable for overtime
professionally as could a doctor or compensation for all hours worked,
lawyer. And in most cases he does including
those worked for the
not have complete or recommendasponsor
and
including in the regutory authority in hiring and firing
lar rate of pay compensation reother employes, and during a good
ceived from both employers.
share of his time he does the same
Under provisions of the Act, the
type of work, i.e., operating studio 44-hour maximum workweek and
or transmitter controls, as other 25-cent minimum hourly wage that
employes working under him.
first went into effect on Oct. 24,
Under the law as it stands now, 1938, was superseded by the present
the fact that an employe is inex- 42-hour 30-cent standard on Oct.
perienced is immaterial so far as 24, 1939. On Oct. 24, 1940, the
enforcement of the Act is concerned. standard
will be set at 40 hours
Even voluntary workers would and 30 cents.
come under the regulations, since
the Act provides that "employ" inNational Restaurant Week
cludes "to suffer or permit to
TO
OBSERVE National Restaurant
work". The same condition applies
to student announcers, except that Week, May 6-12, the New York State
will use spot anthese may apply for a "learner's Restaurant Assn.
nouncements on various network procertificate", which makes provision
grams such as Standard Brands. Sealfor a definitely limited learning test Milk
and other food manufacturperiod during which the worker is
ers'
programs
NBC, prior
CBSto and
exempt.
MBS for the twoon weeks
the
Although the Wage-Hour Divi- celebration of the special week.
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CALL-LETTER TALE
Station Designations Used as
Basis of Word -Play
BEDTIME story built around U.
S. radio station call letters, concocted by one Barry Wood, on April
15 appeared in John Chapman's
"Mainly
AboutYork
Manhattan"
column
in the New
Daily News.
So,
kiddies, once upon a time:
"KATE WHO came from KIEV
was a WISE KID, so she packed
her KIT and went WEST to win
KALE and KOIN because she was
KEEN on living WELL. The prairie WIND blew like a WHIP and
tangled her hair like a KOIL of
WIRE. But KATE went to WORK
and after a quick WASH gave her
tresses a WATR WAVE with her
KOME. The little WREN looked
like a WOW. KATE didn't KNOW
it, but WHOM do you suspect of
waiting in the WOOD for her? A
WOLF! WHAT? WILL no one
WARD off the peril? "Hello,
KIDO," said the WOLF with a
WAGA his tail. But KATE was
WISE and went WHAM on the
WOLF'S KOKO and with a WRAW
he lapsed into a KOMA."
YOVm
O'lSEIL BUYS
comnoL
OF wjw
WILLIAM M. O'NEIL, son of William O'Neil, president of the General Tire & Rubber Co., will become controlling stockholder and
operator of WJW, Akron, if the
FCC authorizes transfers of stock
under an application filed April 23.
Young O'Neil proposes to buy
shares of the 447 shares outstanding for $175 per share, or $41,562.50. The station is a 250-watt
outlet on 1210 kc. Two of its largest stockholders recently sold their
interests — S. L. Townsend, now
with WMAN, Mansfield, O., and
John F. Weimer, now with WKST,
New Castle, Pa.
Young O'Neil would purchase
142% shares from Edward S. Sheck,
Akron lawyer; 72% from Mrs.
Ruth Rubin, of Cleveland, and 221/2
from William F. Jones, Akron motor dealer. The remaining shareholders are M. F. Rubin, husband
of Mrs. Rubin, who owns 133 Vg
shares and also is a minority stockholder in WHK-WCLE, Cleveland,
and WHKC, Columbus; J. E. Henry, Kansas City construction man,
75 shares, and R. M. Wendelkin,
Akron attorney and president of
WJW Inc., 1 share.
O'Neil's uncle, T. F. O'Neil, of
Miami, Fla., who is a director of
General Tire and heads the General
Tire Co. of Miami, is president of
General Broadcasting Inc. which recently applied to the FCC for a
new station in Miami to operate
with 500 watts night and 1,000 day
on either 1330 or 1360 kc. when the
Havana Treaty becomes operative
[Broadcasting, March 1]. He
would hold 60% of the stock. The
39%. William O'Neil would hold
senior
GOV. LEHMAN on AprU 22 approved the bill introduced by Assemblyman Aaron Goldstein, i4th district, Brooklyn, making it a misdemeanor to broadcast over a radio station untrue or misleading advertisements and requiring the advertiser to
file with the station his true name
and business address.
BROADCASTING

TWO RADIO OLDTIMERS at work
and at play were caught by the
camera recently. They are Leo Fitzpatrick, who is vice-president of
WJR, Detroit; WGAR, Cleveland,
and KMPC, Beverly Hills, and Neal
Tomy, publicity director of WJR.
Now about to enter their 19th year
in radio, the two recall earphone
days
was "Merrie
Old when
Chief"Fitzpatrick
of the Kansas
City
Nighthawks of WDAF and Tomy
was director of the Red Apple Club.
Abo-'"3, Tomy (left) and Fitzpatrick
talk radio in Detroit; below they
probably
talk radio
some West,
more Fla.,
during a vacation
in Key
thoughtion is directed
for the moment
their attento a curbstone
sign
marking Fitzpatrick St.
CBS First Quarter Net
Increases to $1,552,031
NET PROFIT from CBS operations for the first 13 weeks of 1940
was $1,552,031, or 90 cents a share,
as compared with $1,163,947, or 68
cents
a share,
the first April
quai'ter
of
1939,
it was for
announced
17
at
the annual
stockholders'
meeting.
Gross CBS
income
for the
period was $12,777,065 this year
as against $10,276,198 last year
CBS].
[see April 15 Broadcasting for
complete 1939 financial report of
Meeting, which was sparsely attended,contract
approved a five-year
exten-S.
sion of the
for William
Paley to continue as president and
general manager of CBS until Dec.
31, 1945, and reelected the network's board of 14 directors. In
response to a question about television plans it was stated that pending FCC action CBS was continuing to experiment with program
technique for this new medium.
Pipe Firm Testing
WILLIAM deMUTH & Co., New
York, on April 19 started a test
campaign for Hesson Guard Milano
pipes gram
using
weekly
sportsWOR,
proon two aMBS
stations,
Newark, and WGN, Chicago. The
program, featuring Red Barber and
Al Heifer, well known sportscasters, is heard on WOR Fridays,
9:15-9:30 p. m., and on WGN
10:30-10:45 p. m. the same evening. More MBS stations will be
added if the test proves successful,
according to Grey Adv. Agency,
New York.
• Broadcast
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Here's

the

More

only

radio

"delivers"

is WGY,

Proof

the

that...

station

Great

which

Northeast

Schenectady

The Sun Oil Company has been sponsoring Col. Jim Healey's newscasts
over WGY, Schenectady, for well more than five years now, three times
weekly, from 7:30-7:45 P.M.
A coincidental telephone survey was made in Albany, Amsterdam, Glens
Falls, Schenectady and Troy on Wednesday evening, March 27, from
7:30-7:45 under the supervision of an independent research agency. The
Armstrong Company of Schenectady.
Calls were completed with 263 homes whose radio sets were in use. The
results:
137
48
33
15

or 52.0% were listening to
or 18.3% were listening to
or 12.6% were listening to
or 5.7% were listening to

WGY
Station A
Station B
other stations

30 or 11.4% answered "don't know."
There you have one more proof that the only radio station which
"delivers" the Great Northeast is 50,000- watt WGY — more proof that
WGY offers you a unique opportunity to promote the sale of your
product throughout this area.

( NEW YORK
Represented
BROADCASTING
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Piofteer

Vcnce

i

WICHITA
BRINGING
1.
2.

TO YOU THESE

VERY

DEFINITE

SALES

ADVANTAGES

KFBI, the Pioneer Voice of Kansas, is now located in the best metropolitan market
in Kansas, WICHITA!

KFBI is now located in the heart of the rich, responsive KANSAS and OKLAHOMA
farm market!

3.

KFBI, with 5000 watts power on 1050 Kc brings to this area for the first time
programs of the coast to coast MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM!
4. KFBI mechanical equipment is completely new. Just installed is the latest and best
5,000 watt RCA transmitter spotted by engineers after exhaustive tests in the most
favorable location for maximum radiation efficiency.
5.

KFBI has an experienced, enthusiastic, SALES-PRODUCING talent and announcing
staff. They know how to produce programs Kansas and Oklahoma people like to hear.
6. KFBI is directed by an aggressive, experienced group of broadcasters who give
this pioneer station a NEW SELLING VITALITY.
■j 2

// YOV^RE
— Studios
(T on fifth
])r m e r 8 and
SLife Insuriilding.
^gA« Client
i.room.
IgAf — Aerial
i.ransmitter
Jand tower
]>s north of
^business disji;ers
s/ f— Life
Farmers
In1 1 ui 1 d i n g in
l*n
Wichita,
KFBI.
Herb Hollis-,'resident and
^lanager.

looking for new worlds to

conquer with your product^ if YOV^D
like to have definite^ tangible returns

0
fK A S /<
Ii D0

for your advertising dollars . . ^ if
YOU want to go places in sales in
Kansas and Oklahoma . . .
WiCmTA
IT'S

YOUR

MOVE
L..

NOW.

i <n
iwcren
WICHITA,
new
^ AhomeVA of""^ the Pioneer
1
Voice of Kansas, KFBI, is located in the
south central portion of the state, the
buying center of a huge, prosperous Kansas and Oklahoma area. Wichita is the
first market in Kansas in retail sales and
effective buying income.
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Recording

Victory

Is Hailed by NIB
Shows Cooperation Benefits,
Declares Lloyd Thomas
ACTION of the major phonograph
record companies in dropping plans
to ban or license broadcast stations
for performance of recordings was
hailed as a victory for independent
stations by Lloyd C. Thomas, secretary-treasurer ofNational Independent Broadcasters Inc., in a letter April 20 to independent stations.
Cancellation by RCA of its
monthly license plan, which meant
an average monthly payment of
about $167 per station, along with
announcements by Decca and Columbia Recording Corp. that their
records could be performed until
further notice without fear of action [Broadcasting April 15], grew
out of a combination of circumstances, it was indicated. Totally
aside from the opposition of the
broadcast industry, prospects of
prolonged litigation in the Whiteman case, plus the opposition of recording artists to a ban on radio
performances, contributed to the
decision.
Moreover, after Decca and Columbia announced that stations
could perform their records without fear of legal reprisals, RCA
found it expedient to drop its licensing plans and to refund all money
paid it by stations. CRC had not
restricted performances of its records but the Decca and RCA actions were reversals of policy.
Hailed as Victory
Mr. Thomas attributed the action
to
"persistent
efforts"of
of the
President
Harolduntiring
A. Lafount
NIB and called it "a real victory
for the independents", as the largest users of phonograph records.
"This shows what can be done by
effective cooperation through an
organization like NIB as the national representative for the independent stations," he said.
Another observation of Mr.
Thomas, who manages KGFW,
Kearny, Neb., was that undotibtedly
the work done by President Lafount
and NIB Counsel Andrew W. Bennett "had considerable to do with
the recent offer of ASCAP
to the
industry in which the independent
stations were offered a considerable
concession as compared with past
license charges." He added there is
- no doubt that any deal made by the
industry with ASCAP "will include
a fair and equitable rate to the
independents".
Discussing other activities of
NIB, including FCC regulatory affairs, Mr. Thomas said plans are
being considered for an annual
convention of independents to be
held this summer, probably in Chicago. All independent stations will
be invited to discuss industry problems. One matter requiring action
will be the AFM national agreement for employment of union musicians. The present agreement of
independent stations is due to expire in September.
Stations were asked to advance
their ideas about the annual meeting, the dates they would prefer
and their ability to attend. NIB is
soliciting membership among some
400 independent stations.
Page 42
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PLANS for women's participation in the New York
World's Fair 1940, opening May 11, were discussed
with women radio commentators recently at a luncheon
in the Empire State Club, in New York. The luncheon
was given in honor of Mrs. Oswald B. Lord (second
from right), chairman of the national advisory council
Record Hearing Set
ARGUMENT on the appeal of National Assn. of Performing Artists
(acting for Paul Whiteman), RCA
Mfg. Co. and the NAB (acting for
WNEW) from the decision of the
Federal District Court in the RCAWhiteman-WNEW case will be
heard in June by the Circuit Court
of Appeals in New York. Attorneys
representing the three parties appeared before the Appellate Court
justices April 19 and requested that
their arguments be heard during
the three-week session beginning
June 3, to which the court agreed,
placing the case on the calendar for
that term. Transcripts of record
and appellants' briefs were filed by
all attornyes on April 12; appellees' briefs are due by May 11, and
reply briefs by May 28.
The Broadcast Day
AMENDMENT of broadcast rules
whereby the broadcast day will begin at local sunrise rather than 6
a. m. local standard time, was authorized April 13 by the FCC. The
change in rules will permit stations
to begin regular operations earlier
during the summer months but will
mean a later start in the winter,
when the days are shorter. Stations
using a differential in day and
night power, under the revision, can
start with their day power at sunrise rather than 6 a. m., it was explained. However, in the winter,
the same rules will prevail and it
will mean a later start with their
higher day powers because of the
sunrise variation. In the past, it
was said, some interference has
been experienced as a result of use
of daytime powers before sunrise.
The rules, changed to become effective immediately, are Sections 3.6,
3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.23(c), 3.79, and 3.84.

Amos 'n' Andy Renewed
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden,
N. J., has renewed its contract with
Amos 'n' Andy on CBS for a 31/2year period as of Jan. 1, 1941, expiration date of the present contract. Program is heard on 59 CBS
stations, Monday through Friday,
7-7:15 p.m. with a rebroadcast at
11 p.m. Ward Wheelock Co., Philadelphia, is agency. The comedy
team is starting its 13th year of
continuous network broadcasting,
and, according to a CBS estimate,
reaches a weekly audience of approximately 50,000,000 listeners.
When Amos 'n' Andy was created
on March 19, 1928, it was the first
quarter-hour serial to be broadcast
on a network Mondays through
Fridays.

on women's participation in the Fair, and Miss Mary
Lewis, (second from left), the Fair's fashion director.
Shown chatting at the luncheon are (1 to r) Adelaide
Hawley, CBS; Miss Lewis; E. Frederica Millett, of the
Fair's department of radio and television; Mrs. Lord,
and June Hynd, who served as NBC representatives.

SAVED SyMPHONY
Rosenbaum Mediates Dispute
In Washington
CREDITED with saving Washington's National Symphony Orchestra, Samuel R. Rosenbaum, president of WFIL, Philadelphia, and
chairman of IRNA, in mid-April
settled a musicians' union squabble
with the Symphony Association
which threatened the continuing existence of the orchestra. With negotiations between the association and
the AFM local on next season's
wage scale deadlocked for three
months, Mr. Rosenbaum was called
in by Dr. John Steelman, of the
U. S. Labor Conciliation Service,
after all other efforts to mediate
had failed. His compromise proposal was accepted within a week
by both sides.
Mr. Rosenbaum was chairman of
the IRNA committee that negotiated the musicians' agreement in
1937 which averted a threatened
nation-wide radio strike. As a tribute to his ability as a negotiator,
IRNA elected him chairman at the
Chicago organization meeting last
September. Joseph L. Miller, labor
relations director of NAB, arranged
Rosenbaum's interventionforinMr.
the symphony dispute.
Incidentally, it was Broadcasting's
biography of Mr. Rosenbaum in the
May 15, 1938 issue that sold the
Symphony Association on Mr. Rosenbaum as a mediator.
New Vitamin Series
SANTA ANA VITAMIN Co.,
Santa Ana, Cal. (powdered vitamin), new to radio, in a 52-week
campaign started April 15 is using
twice-weekly participation in Norma Young's Happy Homes and
Mirandy on KHJ,
Los Angeles.
Firm is also using weekly participation in Eddie
program
on that station, Albright's
six weekly in Rise
& Shine on KOY, Phoenix. Other
stations will be added as markets
are established. Glasser Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has the account.
Eno Discs on 10
J. C. ENO U. S. Ltd., New York,
on April 22 started a series of oneminute announcements transcribed
by NBC Radio-Recording Division
in the interests of Eno Fruit Salts
on KHJ KFRC KTSM WFIL
WCAE WJJD WXYZ WGAR
KPRC WDSU. The company is
continuing the daily five-minute
transcribed announcements started
April 15 on WOR, Newark. Atherton & Currier, New York, is agency.
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License
Ruled

Expenses
Deductible

Held
Necessary to Business
In Revenue Bureau Opinion
EXPENSES incurred by broadcasters in connection with applications to the FCC are deductible expenses for Federal income tax purposes for the year in which paid
or accrued, accoi'ding to a ruling
announced in mid-April by the Bureau of Internal Revenue. The ruling followed a request made late
in March by Russell P. Place, as
NAB counsel. Answering Mr.
Place's letter, J. Mooney, deputy
commissioner of the Internal Revenue Bureau, stated:
"The facts, as stated by you, are
as follows: 'Such expenses include
legal fees, engineering fees, travel
and clerical expenses, etc. Such apfor astation,
construction permitplications
formay be
a new
for
an increase in operating power of
an existing station or for an increase in hours of operation of an
existing station — in any case, having to do only with the terms of a
license from the Commission looking to bi'oadeasting operations on
an assigned frequency for a limited
period of time. Licenses are at
present issued for one year, but
may be issued for a maximum of
three years, are revocable for
cause, and grant no property rights
in the frequency assigned.'
"Section 23 (a) of the Internal
Revenue Code (53 Stat., Part I)
provides for the deduction from
gross income in computing net income for Federal income tax purposes of all ordinary and necessary
expenses paid or incurred during
the taxable year in carrying on any
trade or business. In order to secure a license to engage in the
business of radio broadcasting an
individual is required by law (Title
45, Chapter 5, section 308, U. S.
Code) to make application to the
Federal Communications Commission for a permit. Inasmuch as you
state that the licenses are only
issued for one year, it is the opinion of this office that ordinary and
necessarynectionexpenses
incurred
in conwith securing
the licenses
constitute deductible expenditures
for Federal income tax purposes
for the year in which paid or acTHE April 1 Broadcasting, through
an inadvertance, reported that Mayor
Ralph L. Lewis, of Goldsboro, N. C,
had
applied to the FCC for a new
crued."
local
station on 1370 kc. The city
should have read Greenshoro. Broadcasting regrets the en-or.
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Local

WHEN WSAI, Cincinnati, was
named first prize winner of the
station promotion contest conducted
by Canada Dry Ginger Ale for its
NBC-Blue Information Please program, Dewey Long, manager of
the station (center), came to New
York to receive the silver plaque
and $50 from Roy W. Moore, president of Canada Dry, in that company's offices [Broadcasting, April
15]. At left is J. M. Mathes, president of J. M. Mathes Inc., New
York, agency handling the account.
Announcement of the award also
was made on the April 16th broadcast of Information Please, and
full list of runners-up and honorable mentions was published in the
April 15 Broadcasting.

Monopoly^

Financings

Absentee

Ownership
Issues Are Raised by Fly
ed in which Mr. Fly favored the
LOCAL monopoly of radio-newspaper ownership, sources of financ- competing Patrick Henry application largely on grounds of local
es and non-resident ownership were
raised as policy issues again in a monopoly, financial responsibility
decision of the FCC April 15 in and the absentee interest reprewhich Chairman Fly dissented from
sented by Mr. Weiland, who is owner of WFTC, Kinston, N. C, and
the majority vote adopting a final
order granting William C. Barnes part owner of WGBR, Goldsboro,
and Jonas Weiland, partners, au- N. C. Mr. Weiland's partner, Mr.
thority to erect a new local station, Barnes, is publisher of the Martinsville Bulletin.
100 watts night and 250 day on
1420 kc, in Martinsville, Va. Call
Inconsistent, Says Fly
letters are WMVA. Original proposed findings favoring the BarnesThe majority's decision, Mr. Fly
Weiland application over that of stated, is inconsistent with the case
Patrick Henry Broadcasting Co., of two competing Port Huron, Mich.,
seeking the same facilities, had been applicants, one a newspaper pubissued
last Jan. 11 [Broadcasting,
lisher, inwhich the Commission had
Jan. 15].
held that the granting of the nonChairman Fly's dissent, in which newspaper station (now WHLS)
he reported that Commissioner Case would add competition in the dissemination of news and informaconcurred and with some of the rea- tion.
soning of which Commissioner
Walker also concurred though he
Mr. Fly pointed out that the
voted with the majority, was signi- views expressed in the Port Huron
ficant for the arguments propoundcase "were not intended to be ap-

Tonight, our family is "talking over" a new tractor. Yesterday morning, they agreed
to switch to a new cereal. Tomorrow, they may decide for or against your
product.
And right there is where WIBW can be of tremendous influence in making that decision favorable.
Do this! Come with us in our daily, intimate visits into these 1,321,980 homes
throughout Kansas and adjoining states. Sit down with our family as a welcome
visitor and tell them
The results will amaze the
vou!story of your product as they "talk over" their purchases.
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plied generally toward all newspaper applicants but only when the
grant would tend toward creating
a local monopoly in the channels
for public expression of news and
information and when at the same
time a competing application was
presented." In his opinion, he said,
"this policy is sound and I find no
justification for a failure to apply
Comparing the two applicants,
Chairman Fly said that while the
Weiland
it
here." - Barnes combination appai'ently
has ofadequate
net worth,to
the
amount
cash available
them at the time of hearing was
"far too small for this purpose and,
except in a general way, no indication was given of the expected
source
of the
capital."
On
the other
hand,required
the Patrick
Henry
group was held to have shown
greater resources and to have demonstrated specifically where and
how more than the necessary finances would readily be made available.
An Absentee Partner
Mr. Weiland, it is further pointed
out, lives in Kinston, 160 miles
away, and Mr. Barnes has lived in
Martinsville only three years. On
the other hand, S. S. Walker and
J. R. Walker,
two of the
three group,
partners in the Patrick
Henry
were said to be closely associated
with local government and local
organizations and have lived in
Martinsville for more than 30 years.
Moreover, Chairman Fly's dissent
pointed out, Weiland is only 27
years old, and his radio experience,
which apparently weighed with the
majority, is offset by the fact that
the Walkers in "their considerable
business ventures have been successful" and proposed "to engage
a staff of qualified persons to opstation". is director and
S. erate
S. the Walker
stockholder in various Martinsville
corporations and member of many
civic organizations, according to the
original findings. J. R. Walker is
vice-mayor of the community, president of the city council and secretary-treasurer ofthe local ice and
storage board. A third partner,
C. F. Walker, is in the laundry
business in Rocky Mount, N. C, 154
miles away, but visits Martinsville
eight or ten times yearly. The
Walkers are brothers and partners
in the proposed radio venture.
In a statement concurring with
the majority but also upholding the
"general policy" expounded by Mr.
Fly, Chairman Walker said:
"I am of the opinion that it may
well be said that the granting of
the license herein to the later applicant will mean a monopoly of the
news in the hands of the Patrick
Henry Broadcasting Co., through
such control of advertising as may
mean the elimination of the newspaper, through such loss of advertising revenues as to make impossible continued operation of the newspaper by the present owner.
"With the general policy regarding monopoly of news through unity
of ownership of all means of communications, as stated in the dissenting opinion herein, I fully
agree, but I am of the opinion the
instant case is not the proper one
this
for policy.
beginning the application of
"I therefore concur in the grant
to Wm. C. Barnes and Jonas Weiland, co-partners, trading as Martinsville Broadcasting Co."
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WPAY

CASE

RAISES
MOJSOPOLY PROBLEM
A NEW test of the issue of purported local monopoly in public
opinion was foreseen in the recent
action of the FCC denying the application ofthe Brush-Moore Newspapers Inc., chain of Ohio dailies,
for acquisition of control of WPAY,
Portsmouth, 0., in which it holds a
50% interest. WPAY is the only
station in Portsmouth and the
Portsmouth Times is the only newspaper in the city. Chester A.
newspaper representaThompso
Cleveland, who ows 50%
tive ofn,
of the station, sought to transfer
his interest to the Brush-Moore
Newspapers for approximately
$20,000.
the application withIn denying
out a hearing, the FCC did not
make public its detailed reason. It
was reported, however, that by a 4
to 1 vote the Commission decided
it desired to see a test of the issue
of local monopoly, and as a consequence rejected the application. It
is presumed that WPAY will file
a petition for rehearing and perhaps be granted oral argument.
Should the Commission again deny
the application, an appeal to the
TJ. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia would be the next
step.
Voting to deny were Chairman
Fly and Commissioners Walker,
Thompson and Payne. Commissioner Craven dissented. The same issue
was raised last year in connection
with the transfer of WSAN, Allentown, Pa., to the Allentown Call,
only newspaper published in the
city, which owned WCBA, timesharing station. The FCC finally
granted the transfer, however.
The Brush-Moore Newspapers
also own WHBC, Canton, 0., in
conjunction with the Canton Repository.
New WATW on Air
WITH N. C. Ruddell as general
manager, the new WATW, Ashland, Wis., 100 watts on 1370 kc,
is scheduled to begin operatingMay 1. It is licensed to WJMS
Inc., licensee also of WJMS, Ironwood, Mich., of which Mr. Ruddell
is also manager. John K. Hubbard
Jr., formerly of WJMS and
WMAM, Marinette, Wis., has been
named commercial manager; Mrs.
Ruth Wright, formerly with the
Wisconsin Research Alumni Foundation, program director; Claude
S. Pray, formerly of KFIZ, Fond
du Lac, Wis., and WIBU, Poynette,
Wis., salesman-announcer; Warren
Hites, formerly of WAAF, Chicago,
announcer. Chief engineer of both
stations is R. L. Johnson, with
John Pedri as assistant and Neil
Lockhart as operator. Gates equipment has been installed, with a
175-foot Lehigh tower, General Radio frequency and modulation monitors and Presto turntables.
'Go to Church' Campaign
NATIONAL Committee for Religious
Recovery, New York, is planning a
series of one-minute announcements
to be spotted at one-hour intervals
Saturday evenings on local stations
throughout the country urging people
to go to church the following Sunday
and to send their children to Sunday
school. Purpose of the tall<s, to be repeated each week for six months, is to
revive religion, which the Committee
feels "is surely as important to civilization as business recovery."
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offers

PRESTO

Dual

Turntable

new

a

Transcription

. . . complete

This new, moderately priced Presto Model
F recorder makes the perfect installation
for broadcasting stations, colleges, advertising agencies and personal recording
studios. It records continuously, without
1714"
interruption, on records up tos the
master size and also re-record from one
record to another. The quality of the recordings made on the model F recorder
makes them suitable for use by any broadcasting station.
Note these operating conveniences:
• The exclusive Presto rubber- rimmed turntable
driven directly by a steel pulley on the motor shaft, a
drive system that eliminates idler wheels, belts, gears
and other parts subject to rapid wear. Speed shiftlever changes instantly from 78 to 331/^ R.P.M.
Tables are equipped with the Presto 1-C high

in
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242

West

single

unit

fidelity cutting head which records uniformly a range
from 50 to 8,000 cycles and completely modulates the
groove at a pitch of 112 lines per inch.
• A vertical damper eliminates vertical modulation
in the groove and prevents rapid changes in groove
depth due to surface irregularities in the disc.
• A time scale on the cutting arm shows the correct
starting point for all sizes of discs and elapsed recording tinTe at both 78 and 33^ R.P.M.
gain 125 DB, output 10 watts. Amplifier
• Amphfier
controls
include a two microphone mixer, playback
gain control, combination control which increases the
for 333/^ R.P.M. recording
frequency response
high
and attenuates
the high frequencies when playing
commercial records, low frequency equalizer and a
switch for changing instantaneously between cutters
for continuous recording or re-recording.
• The complete equipment mounts in a wood table
21"— Height, 49") attrac67"—inDepth,
(Length,
tively finished
two tones of gray with silver trim.
Height of turntable above floor level, 32".
For descriptive folder and price quotations, write:
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Amended

Opi]
Court
la Supreme
Showing of Financial Injury
Required in New Wording
IN A SELDOM-used procedure, the
Supreme Court of the United States
April 22 amended its opinion in the
so-called Dubuque case by narrowing the scope of appeal to existing
stations which can show "financial
injury" as the result of expected
The
competition of new stations.
action came as the court denied a
petition of WKBB, Dubuque, for
rehearing, citing purported error
s findings.
highest tribunal'
the amending
in In
the language
of its
in full
[published
opinion
original
text
in Broadcasting April 1], the
court changed the portion relating
to appealable interest by requiring
a showing of "financial injury"
rather
than simply
also ordered
deleted "injury".
a sentenceIt
which appeared to broaden considerably the right of appeal of competing stations.
FCC's Viewpoint
At the FCC, the amendments
were construed as strengthening the
FCC's original contention regardThe action
appealable interest.
was ing
interpreted
as not permitting
existing stations to appeal on any
grounds but requiring a showing
hy the competitor that it would be
financially injured, through loss of
business, as a result of the licensing of the new station.
The court made this announcement in denying the WKBB petition:
"The opinion in this case is
amended by inserting the word 'financially'inbetween
words
and 'injured'
thethelast
line 'be'
on
page 5, and by striking from the
opinion the first full sentence beginning 'In' and ending 'remedy'
on page 6. The petition for rehearThe denied."
specific language deleted
from ing isthe
opinion reads :
"In this view, while the injury
to such person would not be the
subject of redress, that person
might be the instrument, upon an
appeal, of redressing an injury to
the public service which would other\\ise remain without remedy."
WKBB sought to have the Supreme Court order a rehearing in
connection with its conclusions that
it found no reason for abrogating
the Commission's order for lack of
adequate findings. It held that the
highest tribunal, apparently relying on language loosely used in the
opinion of the Court of Appeals,
had misconstrued the WKBB contention and had overlooked the fact
that from the outset its attack upon
the Commission's findings with respect to the very issue which the
court held the Commission may not
disregard — namely, the question of
the effect of competition upon the
public interest.
It asked the court to limit its
opinion to the statement that the
Commission's findings were adequate insofar as the question decided by the lower court is concerned, and that the case should be
remanded for further proceedings
in conformity with the ruling on
the public interest aspect. As an
alternative, WKBB suggested that
the judgment of the Supreme Court
revising
the by
lower
court's that
opinion
bs modified
directing
the
case be remanded for further proBROADCASTING

WHISPERING a heartfelt ta-ta,
Tod Williams, news commentator of
WTCN, Minneapolis, recently bade
adieu to one of the bovine staff of
Northland Milk Co., which until
recently sponsored his program.
The goodbyes followed a sponsorship change to Atwood Coffee Co.,
after Northland was forced to cancel itstract
renewal
of an
Williams'
conbecause of
unexpected
amalgamation of Minneapolis dairies. Both accounts are serviced by
Hutchinson Adv. Co., Minneapolis.
Williams' comment to his listeners :
"Up to now I've been the cream in
your coffee. From now on I'm the
An 8-H Circus
coffee."
F. W. FITCH Co., Des
Moines, entertained 1200 underprivileged children at its
Fitch Bandwagon broadcast
3n NBC-Red, April 21, which
that night featured Merle
Evans' circus band. Clowns
and other circus acts entertained the sponsor's young
guests,tirewho
enstudio comprised
audience, the
before
and after the broadcast and
peanuts, popcorn and pink
lemonade were provided to
give Studio 8-H in Radio City
the authentic circus atmosphere.
NBC San Francisco Plans
PLANS
for NBC's
new building
of its
own to house
West Coast
headquarters
in San Francisco moved nearer to completion in hitter April, with O. B.
Hanson,
and chief
engineer, andvice-president
William A. Clarke,
manager
of technical services, on hand to go
over sites and proposals as developed
by Al Nelson. San Francisco division
manager. All facts and data have lieen
assembled for final approval by New
York headquarters, and construction
is expected to start soon.
Options Old NBC Studios
H. M. HORKHEIMER, onetime
Hollywood independent film producer,
has taken an option for a 20-yearlease on the old NBC studios on ^Nlelrose Ave. in that city. His negotiations
are with Consolidated Laboratories,
which erected the structure more than
five years ago for the network. The
latter's
lease expires
on Dec.
31. Deal
also involves
acquiring
broadcasting
equipment in the plant from NBC.
BEN GRADER, noted NBC announcer who celebrates his tenth anniversary as an announcer this year, has
been selected as announcer for Mrs.
Eleanor
Roosevelt's
programs,
which started
April series
30 on ofNBC
under
the sponsorship of Manhattan Soap
Co. [Broadcasting. April 151.
ceedings so that the question of the
adequacy
the Commission's findings can beof determined.
The court denied the petition
without opinion. The amendments
to its decision were not sought by
WKBB.
• Broadcast
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RMA

TO

CONTINUE

FCC

JOINT NAB DRIVE
RADIO Manufacturers Assn. will
continue to cooperate with the NAB
in the joint promotional campaign
for the American system of broadcasting launched by the two organizations a year ago, according to an
announcement April 18 by Bond
Geddes, RMA executive vice-president and general manager, following a meeting of the RMA board of
directors in New York. The board
voted to match dollar for dollar the
contribution of NAB in this year's
campaign, which for the next few
months will be centered on the
"Listen Before You Vote" theme.
Mr. Geddes made a factual report to the board on the television
situation, describing the FCC orders of Feb. 29 and March 23 and
the hearing of April 8-12, including his own testimony and the
FCC's action in supoenaing the
minutes of the RMA board meetingence
of Feb.
correspondbetween8 and
RMA allmembers
on
television between the closing of
the FCC's January hearing and the
opening of its April hearing
[Broadcasting, April 15]. The report was received without discussion or action, Mr. Geddes reported.
Board voted to include data on
frequency modulation receivers in
the weekly report on set manufacture and sales made by the RMA
to its members. Remainder of the
brief session, which concluded before luncheon, was taken up with
technical manufacturing problems,
with action on most matters being
postponed until the RMA convention, to be held June 11-12 in Chicago.

Orders

Hearings

On WTCN, KSOO Pleas
To Use WOR
Channel
APPLICATIONS of WTCN, Minneapolis, and KSOO, Sioux Falls,
S. D., for assignment to 710 kc, on
which WOR, Newark, is the dominant station, were designated for
hearing April 17 by the FCC. Other
applications for assignment on this
channel filed in recent months have
been withdrawn.
Regarded as a test of duplication
on erstwhile clear channels, the
hearing issiderable
expected
provoke
interest. Noto date
has conyet
CROWDS thronged around this window in the Weis & Fisher furniture
store, Rochester, as Jack Barry, WHEC musical docker, and Bob Campbell, engineer, broadcast in bed fi-om 6:45 to 9:30 a.m. Garbed in flaming
pajamas, the WHEC team put on their morning program in solid comfort.
Two poitable receivers on the sidewalk brought the proceedings to the
onlookers. Highlight, says WHEC, was when Barry actually fell asleep.
Squirt to Go National
SQUIRT Co., Beverly Hills, Cal.
(beverages), using bottler tie-in,
through Logan & Rouse, Los Angeles, is placing a series of minute
transcribed and live announcements
on stations nationally in a summer
campaign.
Arrow

in Canada

CLUETT PEABODY & Co. of Canada, Toronto (Arrow shirts) on
May 14 stai'ts musical one-minute
spot announcements four times
weekly on 15 Canadian stations. Account was placed by Cockfield
Brown & Co., Toronto.

THE RCA Mtisic You Want program,
heard on KYW, Philadelphia, Sundays through Fridays at 11 :15 p. m.,
on April 12 received the first certificate of award given by the cultural
magazine Arts in Philadelphia for a
radio
program of"doing
further
the interest
the much
publicto in
fine
WLS, Chicago, estimated recently that
music".
63,000 hamburgers and sandwiches
and 2,520 gallons of cofEee have been
consumed by the entertainers on the
WLS National Barn Dance since they
started to broadcast from the Eighth
Street Theatre in Chicago. A free
lunch is served by the management
between the two stage performances
each Saturday evening.

u

in

been set, though the docket schedule
indicates the proceeding will occur
in June. WTCN, now on 1250 kc.
with 5,000 watts day and 1,000
watts night, seeks assignment on
710 kc. with 10,000 watts using a
directional antenna at night. KSOO
operates on 1110 kc. limited time
with ited
5,000
watts.
time on
710 It
kc.seeks
with unlim5,000
watts and a directional antenna for
night use.
The FCC granted construction
permits to KIRO, Seattle, and
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., for increased power on 710 kc. KIRO
was authorized to boost its power
from 1,000 to 10,000 watts and
install a directional antenna, receiving what amounts to a Class
I-B assignment. KMPC was authorized to increase its power from
1,000 to 5,000 watts as a Class II
station and install a directional
antenna. Both stations are CBS
outlets, though the Los Angeles
transmitter is supplementary to
KNX, CBS-owned 50,000-watt station.

nchallenged

this

firsl

ten-million-

populalion

market.

For more information about WBBM, one of the sixteen CBS 50,000 watt stations, inquire of Radio Sales : New York, Detroit, St.Louis, Charlotte, N. C, San Francisco, Los Angeles
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OUR

PLATFORM

Keep American radio free as the press.
Maintain a system of free, competitive broadcasting, renderinq public service without undue
restraint.
Build programs to provide the greatest good
for the greatest number.
Avoid political partisanship on the air.
Install radios in every home, classroom, office,
automobile, passenger train and airplane.
Keep pace with technical developments and
foster their commercial applications.

IndiaDa's Index
IN THE FACE of consumer movements
against advertising, to some indeterminate extent nurtured by government, conies the result
of the most extensive single house-to-house
radio survey ever conducted. It should provide
real comfort to all those interested in radio
advertising, and at the same time deflate the
arguments of those who feel that sales promotion is somehow anti-social.
For radio advertisers, present and prospective, and their agencies, the new stirvey more
than substantiates just about every argument
made by broadcasters about their medium.
After ringing 84,099 doorbells in typically
American Indiana, the Hoosier Radio Workshop found that 64.4% of the persons interviewed reported they make an effort to listen
to radio commercials. And 52.9% said they
regularly buy radio-advertised products.
The results of this survey are more than a
tribute to radio advertising. They denote a
public confidence in radio, and a public desire
to patronize those companies which foot the
bill for the programs that provide them with
entertainment, news and education.
Because Indiana is an average State in all
respects, the survey restilts doubtless can be
multiplied by 48 with corresponding results.
It was conducted by a major university in cooperation with the U. S. Office of Education,
and under expert guidance. It is a gratifyingexample of cooperation with industry. Indiana,
often called the cradle of journalism, by virtue
of this pioneering large-scale undertaking now
acquires a new stature as a radio testing laboratory.
Totally aside from the willingness of the
Hoosier listener to buy radio-advertised goods
are several other disclosures which merit notice. Practically every home (94.1%) had a
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radio. Their dwellers listen an average of 4.2
hours a day. And about one-fourth of the
school children are influenced in their program
tastes by their school teachers.
We hope that more workshop surveys of this
nature are undertaken in other States, under
the same kind of unbiased and unprejudiced
auspices.
Closer
THE

Affinity

SIGNS of growing friendship and cooperation between radio and the press continue
to multiply, and they are all to the good. Radio is now accepted for one of its primary
functions, namely, another medium of journalism— "audible journalism," we like to call it.
If there are any lingering misgivings among
non-radio publishers, the public acceptance of
radio as a news and advertising medium supplies the answer.
It was gratifying to observe that, far from
carping and criticizing as they formerly did,
the American Newspaper Publishers Assn. convention and the annual meeting of the American Society of Newspaper editors this year
simply took radio for granted. More newspapers are in radio (about 275 of the 829 stations licensed or authorized to date having
newspaper ownership in whole or part) and
by far the majority of the most prominent
publishers and editors are now altogether
friendly toward the broadcast medium.
Now comes the Associated Press, cooperatively owned by its member newspapers, as a
prospective purveyor of news to radio stations on much the same basis as UP, INS and
Transradio. Although belated, its recognition
of radio's journalistic function can only be
welcomed. Our hope is that this new competition stimulates a better news service to radio
from all sources. Certainly the revenues derived from radio will enable the press associations to bulwark their world news coverage,
especially in these momentous times when the
public's eyes and ears are concentrated on
their newspapers and radios for every scrap
of news available.
Not a single objection has reached us since
we recently advanced the stiggestion [Broadcasting, April 1] that feats of radio journalism be recognized in the annual Pulitzer Prize
Awards, and we have high hopes that this will
eventually come about. Half or more of the
news-gathering, news-writing and news-ptirveying manpower of radio comes out of newspaper offices; it is easy for newspapermen to
adapt themselves to the new medium, and ra-

newspapers
otherwise narrowed their oppor-'
tunities.
Gadflies
JUST ABOUT every legislative headache the
broadcaster has suffered during the last decade
could be traced to a small group of lobbyists
working for this faction or that. Bills to allocate fixed percentages of broadcasting facilities for educational or non-commercial purposes; to ban advertising of alcoholic beverages on the air; to combat alleged "monopoly"
in radio; to tax transmitters according to
power; and for sundry other purposes — all had
the same sort of cloakroom origin. All flopped.
The latest excursion is that of the printingtrades, seeking to curb "diversion" of advertising- from magazines and newspapers to radio.
Here is an effort to sweep back the tide with
a whiskbroom.
International Allied Printing Trades Association, concerned over radio's growing stature
as an advertising medium, wants to carry the
torch on behalf of magazines and newspapers.
It cannot hope to convince advertisers by argument that they should eschew radio. The publishers themselves dropped that years ago, and
set out to build the proverbial better mousetrap. The fact that both magazines and newspapers increased lineage in 1939, after a rather
sick 1938, indicates they have been reasonably
successful. The fact that radio spurted ahead
rather spectacularly during the same period
simply denotes its continuing appeal to advertisers.
It is apparent that the printing trades propose to undertake a legislative fight to ctirb
commercial radio. The threat is slight in this
Congress, which is much too preoccupied and
which is likely to adjourn in a few weeks.
Moreover, for such a campaign there must be
contestants. Few publishers, we venture, would
be willing to participate in a fight where the
chances for success are so slight. There may
still be a few die-hard publishers, relicts of
the Ventura (Cal.) Free-Press era, but they
aren't risking money on a futile cause. Alert
publishers aren't sitting back and sulking;
most of them are now synchronizing vdth the
tempo of the times.
It is clear to us, from the tenor of the feeler
letter sent by the printing trades gro-up to
publishers, that the eventual approach will be
for discriminatory tax legislation — another
effort to saddle radio with a privilege tax burden designed to be practically confiscatory.
Otherwise, why should so much emphasis be
placed upon station earnings stemming from a
"Government license"?
Printers, compositors, engravers, stereotypers and pressmen quite naturally want to
protect the "job opportunities" of their crafts.
That means protection of the publications dependent upon advertising. When the publications thrive, printing craftsmen are in a better position to bargain for wages, hours and
other work benefits. It is a natural wish. But
the follow-through inferred — of attempting- to
stop progress by scuttling commercial radio —
is as silly as the last stand of the horse-car
driver against the electric street car.
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NOTES
NILES TRAMMELL, NBC executive vice-president, acted as chairniiiii
of the radio division of the 1940 campaign of the Greater New York Fund
in April. A permanent organization,
titled the Committee of Forty, and
made up of younger executives, has
been formed, radio members of which
include William S. Pale.y, president of
CBS ; Lunsford P. Yandell, in cliarge
of sales casting
of service,
NBC's
shortwave
broad-of
and Jerome
Danzig
the
sales
department
of
AVOR,
Newark.

IN ANYBODY'S language $75,000
"ain't hay". Yet, the McClatchy
newspapers and radio stations of
California spent that in about 11
months on facsimile, to determine
whether the newspaper of the future would be printed by radio.
And they feel they got more than
their money's worth.
That was the story told by Guy
Clarence Hamilton, vice-president
and general manager of the McClatchy interests, in his third annual appearance before a group of
newspaper publishers attending the
annual convention of the American
Newspaper Publishers Assn. in New
York a few days ago. McClatchy
was giving up the ghost on facsimile— for the present at least.
But the $75,000 spent for transmitter and receivers and for audience
surveys, he said, was multiplied
many times in return. Goodwill
from the people in the area served
by the newspapers and stations was
the main return, along with nationwide publicity which made it easier for McClatchy salesmen to sell.
Experience gained by the McClatchy staff means that when facsimile does become feasible, the
organization
won't be starting from
scratch.
That summation typifies the enthusiasm and optimism of the 6
foot-225 pound man who beads the
smoothly functioning McClatchy
newspaper-radio organization. He
manages the three Bees of Sacramento, Fresno and Modesto, two engraving plants, and five radio stations—KFBK, Sacramento; KMJ,
Fresno; KWG, Stockton; KERN,
Bakersfield; KOH, Reno, Nev. The
California stations, tied into the
California Radio System along with
several non-owned outlets, constitute one of the country's largest independently-owned station groups.
It
wasn't
so
long
thatnewsGuy
Hamilton was one of ago
the few
papermen who openly advocated
news broadcasting as a means of
building up newspaper circulation
and prestige. He kept at it long
enough to see results reflected in
increased circulation of all his
papers when many other publishers
were viewing with alarm the dire
inroads of radio competition.
BROADCASTING

he "They
recalls. all though I was crazy,"
Today radio is recognized as a
primary journalistic medium. It
was never more evident than at the
ANPA convention jtist closed in
New York. When those same ANPA
conventioneers of just a few years
back were leering at radio, Guy
Hamilton was preaching the gospel of the new medium, and backing it up with facts — facts that disclosed a 30% increase in circulation which he ascribed largely to
radio plugging for new readers.
How Guy Hamilton got into
broadcasting is a story worth recounting. He began studying radio
as an adjunct of publishing in
1920. Two years later — on Feb. 2,
1922 — KVQ was launched as a bwatter in Sacramento under the
aegis of the Bee. It was the first
station on the Pacific Coast to be
operated by a newspaper. Six
months later the power was increased to 50 watts, but protests of
interference from DX fans subsequently caused abandonment of the
station.
While the experiment was shortlived, it had been conducted long
enough to convince Guy Hamilton,
then business manager of the Bee,
of the possibilities of radio as a
newspaper goodwill builder. In
1925 the McClatchy organization
joined forces with another Sacramento firm and acquired KFBK,
its present outlet. In 1929 McClatchy assumed complete control
of the station.
This marked the beginning of
radio as a commercial enterprise
with the firm. The station was expanded to 5,000 and then to 10,000
watts. After regional network operation the station became a Don
Lee-CBS outlet. In 1936, KFBK
joined NBC, along with several of
its sister stations, and the California Radio System simultaneously
was organized as a statewide service.
Meanwhile, under the enthusiastic guidance of Guy Hamilton, the
radio interest of the firm had been
extended to other fields, as KMJ,
KERN, KWG and KOH were acquired. All of them became affiliated with NBC.
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NORTON COTTERILL. vice-president iu charge of sales of World Broadcasting System, recently addressed the
radio class of City College of New
York on "Stretching the Radio Dollar". The class visited WBS studios
to hear the lecture, made at the invitation of Dr. Seymour Siegel, program
director of WNYC, New York municipal station. In conjunction with Mr.
Cotterill's address the AVBS movie,
"On the Air with World", w^ts shown.
PHILIP KERRY, NBC director of
institutional promotion and author of
"The Victory of Television", on April
24
spoketelevision
on "Television
at a
special
showing Today"
at the Beekmau Tower Hotel, New York.
STEPHEN SLESINGER, NEA representative, New York, has moved his
offices from 250 to 247 Park Ave.
HELEN SIOUSSAT, CBS New York
assistant director of radio talks, is on
the West Coast on a combined business and pleasure tour. She is headquartered in Hollywood.
PETE DOWLING, formerly of the
Oklahoman & Times advertising staff,
has joined the sales staff of WKY,
Oklahoma City, according to Gayle V.
Grubb, general manager.
It was in 1932 that Mr. Hamilton,
much against the advice of his
fellow publishers, began broadcasting headlines and condensed versions of the news. "A good many of
our
friends,"
he now
us we were silly
and recalls,
digging "told
our
own graves. We were not so sure
then but that they were right, but
we kept on doing it anyway as we
had a theory that headline broadcasting was a sort of teaser for the
details in the paper.
"Of course during all those years
we never lost a chance to plug for
our newspapers over the air, to
tell the people they could get all the
details of this or that news event
by reading the paper. Radio never
will supplant the printed word. But
I am certain it has its own field
and that it can be used as an important adjunct in the promotion of
Several years ago Guy Hamilton
newspapers."
entered the untried field of facsimile, intrigued by the possibilities
of sending a complete newspaper
into the home over the air. He got
FCC permission to use the regular
channels of KFBK and KMJ for
facsimile broadcasts during hours
when regular programs were not
on the air, setting up what developed as the first experimental facsimile hookup of two stations. The
results of that experimentation are
recounted elsewhere in this issue.
Guy Clarence Hamilton was
slated for a career as a schoolmaster when he "escaped" into

W. J. McEDWARDS, assistant sales
promotion
manager
NBC local
Central Division,
joined ofthetheChicago
sales staff on April 16, succeeding
Charles L. Hotchkiss, who resigned
recently to become radio director of
Sherman K. Ellis & Co., Chicago.
George A. Bolas has been promoted to
succeed McEdwards, and is succeeded
as clerk
iu the department by Robert G. Venn.
ED CUBTIN, formerly director of
liublic relations for the Greater New
York Committee
for previously
the President's
Birthday
Ball, and
news
editor of NBC, has joined the radio
Fair.
department
of the New York World's
LARRY NIXON, formerly publicity
director of WNEW, New York, and
author of several books on travel, will
1)6 in charge of the press room in the
American Telephone & Telegraph
Bldg. this summer at the New York
World's Fair.
STERLING FISHER, CBS director
of education, on May 3 will address
the sophomore class at the U. S. Military Academy at West Point on "Literature Is a Living Medium."
MRS. MARY B. O'FALLON, mother
of Eugene O'Fallon, owner of KFEL,
Denver, is recovering in Misericordia
Hospital, New York, from a fractured
hip as a result of being struck by
the revolving door of a New York
restaurant April 20.
SIDNEY N. STROTZ, NBC vicepresident and general manager of the
Central Division in Chicago, was host
at a luncheon April 18 for Niles
Tramniell, NBC executive vice-president, with guests including NBC Chidepartment
heads and , member?
of the cago
sales
staff.
HUGH M. FELTIS, commercial manager of KOMO-KJR, Seattle, has been
appointed partment
chairman
of theAdvertising
radio deof the Pacific
Clubs Assn. convention to be held
July 7-10 in Vancouver, B. C.
JOSEPH CONNOLLY, for the last
five years
publicity
and promotion
director of WFIL,
Philadelphia,
recently
joined the sales and station promotion
staff tiesofat WFIL
WCAU. have
Philadelphia.
His dubeen assumed
by
Fred Dodge.
the newspaper business. He was
born March 3, 1879, in Richland Center, Wis., and attended Rice Lake High School and
Stevens Point State College. After
serving a year as a high school
principal, he decided to go West.
It was while waiting for the beginof the high
fall term
the Chehalis. ningWash,
school,ofwhich
had
retained him as a teacher of mathematics, that he secured temporary
work on the Tacoma Ledger. Yieldprinter's
when ingitto the
came spell
time of
to go
back to ink,
the
classroom, he elected to stay with
the paper. Though without previous
newspaper experience, he became
assistant business manager within
three years.
In 1907, the 28 -year old newspaperman received
from
the Sacramenio
Bee.anHeoffer
accepted,
and has been there ever since. In
1923, while
secretary-treasurer
and
auditor
of the
McClatchy company,
he was named business manager.
When Carlos K. McClatchy died in
1933, he became business director
of all of the McClatchy properties,
including the radio stations. When
C. K. McClatchy, editor of the Bee,
died in 1936, Guy Hamilton became
general
Mrs. manager.
Hamilton is the former
Elizabeth Gould, whom he married
in 1903. They have four children —
Paul, Clarence and Helen Hamilton,
and Mrs. Margaret Kerins. Stamp
collecting and amateur movies are
his hobbies. He belongs to the Elks
and the Sutter Club.
May
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H. K. CARPENTER, general manager of WHK-WCLE, Cleveland, on
April 19 was unanimously nominated
as district governor at the district conference meeting of the Rotary Club at
Canton, O. Mr. Carpenter is past
president of the Cleveland Heights Rotary Club. His nomination to governorship of the 158th district, covering
the eastern half of Ohio, is subject to
the election to be held at the International Rotary Convention to be held
June 10 at Havana, Cuba.
KERMIT J. MOSS, formerly of Henry
Souvaine's
NevF
York, radio
and production
previously company,
of CecU,
WarvFick & Legler, New York, has
joined the sales state of WNEW, New
York.
NORMAN REED, managing director
of WBAB, Atlantic City, has been
named chairman of the New Jersey
State National Radio Festival Commit e , to be observed June 3-8. Among
special activities are planned salutes
to public school pupils, a "hospitality
week" for listeners and essay contests.
HAROLD M. COULTER, director of
advertising and sales promotion of
WKRC, Cincinnati, in mid-April married Virginia Blinn. James M. Patt,
of the WKRC sales staff, and Patricia
Mather, of the accounting staff, also
recently announced their engagement.
WILLIAM E. FORBES, CBS Hollywood executive, was chairman of the
Advertising, Radio & Journalism Section of the annual Occupation Conference held at the University of California at Los Angeles, April 15-18.
Mrs. Frances Farmer Wilder, CBS
Pacific Coast educational director, was
a featured speaker and discussed radio
as an occupation.
JOHN V. L. HOGAN, president and
chief owner of WQXR, New York, has
announced the election of Udo M.
Reinach, New York broker, to the
board of directors of Interstate Broadcasting Co. Other directors, in addition to Mr. Hogan, are Elliott M.
Sanger, vice-president and general
manager; Louis M. Messing and Carl
T. Naumburg.
DAVID M. TAYLOR, formerly of the
sales staff of WBIG, Greensboro, N.
C, has joined the sales state of WSJS,
Winston-Salem, N. C. Mrs. Taylor
also has joined the WSJS continuity
department.
FRANK BOWES, sales manager of
WBZ-WBZA,
returned to his Boston-Springfield,
office after a week hasin
the hospital with a serious eye infection. During his illness his car was
stolen from a Boston parking lot and
later found completely wrecked.
DON ROBBINS, formerly San Francisco manager for Walter Biddick Co.,
station representatives, recently joined
KSAN,
ecutive. San Francisco, as account exBURRIDGE D. BUTLER, owner of
WLS, Chicago, and KOY, Phoenix,
has returned to his Arizona winter
home after an archaeological expedition with Prof. Haurey of Arizona U
and Buck Lambert, of Wickenburg,
Ariz., Indian authority.
MRS. HERBERT WITHERSPOON,
director of the Metropolitan Opera
Guild, effective May 15, has been appointed executive secretary of the
American Guild of Musical Artists,
succeeding Leo Fischer, recently resigned.
MORT BLOOM, Pennsylvania U
graduate
of
Temple U,andhave"Chuck"
joined MacAdams,
the sales staff
of WHAT, Philadelphia.
T. H. KILGORE has been appointed manager of KARM, Fresno, Cal.,
succeeding Lou Keplinger, who has
resumed residence in Los Angeles.
GENE BARTH has joined the sales
department of WIRE, Indianapolis.
RALPH H. WHITMORE Jr., graduate of the CBS training school for
junior executives in Hollywood, recently was added to the sales force
of KSFO, San Francisco.
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Sam H. Bennett Named
KMBC
Sales Director
SAM H. BENNETT, veteran
Southwestern station manager who
is now managing director of the
Lone Star Chain, Texas regional
network, on May
15 will become
director of sales
of KMBC, Kansas City, according to an announcement by
Arthur B. Church,
president,
and
Karl Koierper,

LEONA BENDER
FOR almost eight years WOAI,
San Antonio, has been the daily
hangout of Leona Bender, best
known
Woman's activities.
Page of
the Air for
and her
educational
She made her mike debut in 1923,
later singing with a De Wolf Hopper unit, doing a stage routine
with Ginger Rogers, and singing
with the original Coon-Sanders orchestra. Oh yes, her career includes several years of newspaper
work.
Talent Vacation
GEORGE A. HORMEL &
Co., Austin, Minn. (Spam),
sponsoring the five-weekly
quarter-hour program, It
Happened in Hollywood, on
38 CBS stations, Monday,
through Friday, 3:15-3:30
p. m. (EDST), will give
every member of the staff, including Eddie Dunstedter's
10-man orchestra, one week's
vacation with full pay. Cast
will qualify for the vacation
as regular employes of the
packing concern. This is believed to be the first time that
musicians in a radio orchestra will be paid for a vacation period. The show will
continue through the summer
with members of the cast
taking their vacation just as
any member of the firm. Don
Creed, CBS Hollywood sound
effects technician, is included
in the vacation plan by Hormel, though employed by the
network.
GEORGE ZELLERS, formerly of
S Greenland magazine, has joined
KDKA, Pittsburgh, as assistant to
W. B. McGill, KDKA promotion
manager.
CHBT BLOMSNESS has resigned as
account executive of KYA, San Francisco, to join the local sales state of
KGW-KBX, Portland, Ore.
A. H. NICOLL, since last November
assistant to the president of Graybar
Electric Co., in mid-April was elected
vice-president of the company. Mr.
Nicoll started with the company in
1911 as a sales record clerk.
AL AMUNDSEN, copy chief of
KUJ, Walla Walla, Wash., has been
appointed publicity director of the
station.

vice-president. At
KMBC he will directly supervise
all sales, while Carter Ringlep, formerly manager of sales service,
will be regional sales manager, concentrating all his effort on the
KMBC regional territory.
A graduate of North Texas Agricultural College and Rice Institute, Mr. Bennett entered radio in
1930 with KFJZ, Fort Worth. Two
years later he became manager of
KTAT in that city, and in 1935 he
was made commercial manager of
the old Southwest Broadcasting
System. When that regional network was sold to Hearst, he remained with KTAT as manager,
that station not being included in
the deal. In 1938 he became vicepresident of Texas State Network
while managing KTAT. Last year
Elliott Roosevelt purchased that
station, and Mr. Bennett moved
over to the newly-formed Lone
Star Chain, formed to compete with
TSN and comprising KGKO, Fort
Worth; KGNC, Amarillo; KRGV,
Weslaco; KTSA, San Antonio;
KXYZ, Houston; KRIS, Corpus
Christi.
Robertson to KGGM
APPOINTMENT of Dale Robertson as general manager of KGGM,
Albuquerque, was announced April
16 by A. R. Hebenstreit, president
of the station. Mr.
Robertson reas manager ofsignedWBAX,
Wilkes - Barre,
Pa., to assume his
new duties. He
formerly headed
WIBX, Utica, and
prior to that was
general manager
Mr. Robertson of WIBM, Jackson, Mich. Mr.
Robertson succeeds the late Mike
Hollander.
Wins George Holmes Award
KENNETH T. DOWNS, manager of
the Paris bureau of International
News Service and its chief war cori-espondent on the western front, has
been named first winner of the George
R. Holmes Memorial Trophy Contest.
Award, established by INS in honor
of the late chief of its Washington bureau, was announced by Joseph V.
Connolly, president of INS, at the
ANPA luncheon on April 25. Downs,
who was heard on NBC from Paris
during the early days of the war, was
given the award on the basis of his
dispatch of Dec. 7. following a night
spent with a regiment far ahead of
Line.
the main bastians of the Maginot
WKBV, Richmond, Ind., remained silent from 10 a. m. to 6 p. m. April
26, by special FCC authority, due to
the death of Mrs. William O. Knox,
wife of the owner of the station.
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MRS. LAWRENCE H. PIKE, for
the last five H
years
NDon the HouseIheard
Eprogram
B
hold Chats
of WGY, Schenectady, N. Y., has resigned to join the
state of Sherman K. Ellis, as a writer
of food copy. Patricia Sheldon Smith
the original "Betty Lennox" of the
program until her retirement from radij five years ago, has returned to
WGY to resume the daily program,
efeective May 1.
BRUCE WENDELL, announcer of
WNEW. New York, who has assisted
Earl Harper in broadcasting the Newark' Bears International League baseball games, has joined the announcing
state of WHN, New York. George
Hogan replaces him at WNEW.
CHARLES URQUHART, for several
years production chief of KDKA,
Pittsburgh, has been transferred to
Chicago as a producer-director of dramatic shows,
to an
announcement byaccording
S. D. Gregory,
KDKA
manager. George Held succeeds him
at KDKA.
EDGAR director
FAIRCHILD,
New Y'ork
musical
and composer,
has
joined the Hollywood staff of the NBC
JR,udy Vallee Show, sponsored by National Dairy Products Corp. (Sealtest milk), as assistant to Vic Knight.
He will supervise and assist in creating original music for the weekly
program. Vallee will take his troupe
to New York May 30 for two months.
STAN VAINRIB, formerly of KRIC,
Beaumont, and KXYZ, Houston, has
joined the announcing staff of KABC,
San Antonio, succeeding Jerry Fisher,
now with KCMC, Texarkana. Frank
Halloway, formerly of KICA, Clovis,
N. M., alsonouncinghasstate. joined
KABCKABC
anLester the
Scott,
announcer, left April 21 for Honolulu
for an extended rest due to ill health.
Maxine Gerhaughdi has joined the
KABC continuity staff.
WAKEFIELD HOLLEY, formerly
of KWKH. Shreveport, has joined the
announcing staff of WKY, Oklahoma
City. Bob Eastman, recently named
news editor,
licity director.has been appointed pubWALTER PATTERSON, who formproduced, directed
and announced
the erly
Musical
Steelmakers
show for
Wheeling Steel Co. on MBS, has
joined the announcing staff of WSPD,
Toledo. O. Edward C. Ames, WSPD
announcer for the last three years,
has resigned to become public relations director of Owens Corning Fiberglasceeds him.
Co., Toledo. Jack Solon sucGORDON ROTH recently joined the
announcing staff at KRE, Berkeley.
Cali., succeeding Hal Mclntyre, who
resigned to join KYA, San Francisco.
JAY SIMS, formerly announcer of
WBBM, Chicago, and of KGMB,
Honolulu, and KFRC, San Francisco,
has joined WOR, Newark. Marshall
Dane previously of WIP, Philadelphia,
and WBAL. Baltimore, also has joined
the WOR announcing staff.
GEORGE TOLIN, sportscaster, has
joined KROW, Oakland, Cal. and is
assisting Dean Maddux at baseball
BOB
games. BUICE, formerly with KGHI,
Littleing staff
Rock,
joinedthatthe city.
announcof has
KARK,
Miss
Lee Meyer, Little Rock society girl,
has also joined the KARK staff to
handle a daily Town Talk program
and head the continuity department.
JOE EMERSON, of the staff of
KFEL, Denver, went to Hollywood
in mid-April to get material for his
Movie News and Movie Views prois being
handled in his
absence gram,bywhichHerb
Trackman.
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DAVID W. SIEVERS, announcer of
WGBR, Goldsboro, N. C, is the auof the produced
play, "Doors
Slam",in
which thor was
and That
presented
mid-April on MBS by the Carolina
Playmakers. Sievers wrote the play
while a student at North Carolina U,
where he majored in dramatics before
graduating in February. WGBR carried the play by special permission.
JACK KELLY, of the sports department of WWL, New Orleans, on June
18 is to marry Katherine Chester, of
Atlanta.
VERNE WILSON, formerly of
KSFO. San Francisco, recently was
added to the announcing staff of KYA,
San Francisco.
WADE HAMILTON, formerly of
KTUL, Tulsa, Okla., and for the last
six months demonstrating and teaching the Hammond organ and novachord in the St. Louis region, has reas organist.
addition toturnedhisto KTUL
radio work,
he has Inopened
a studio and is offering courses in the
instruments
his "Visichord"
method. Bob through
McWilliams,
graduate of
the Oklahoma U school of journalism,
has joined the KTUL news staff.
JIM O'NEIL, head of the news department at KJBS, San Francisco, is
now also head of the news department
at KQW, San Jose, Cal.
DON HAMBLY, program director of
KRB, Berkeley, Cal., is the father of
a boy born recently.
JOE GOODELL of the guest relations staff of KPO-KGO, San Francisco, was married recently.
DANE LUSSIER, Hollywood writer of the CBS program. It Happened
in Hollywood, sponsored by George A.
Hormel & Co., had his first play,
"Come
to My
presented
18
at the
localHouse,"
Footlight
Theatre,April
as
tryout for New York.
MANNY MANHEIMER, HoUywood
scenario writer, has joined the script
staff of the NBC Chase d Sanborn
Show, sponsored by Standard Brands,
assisting Dick Mack.
REID KILPATRICK, formerly announcer of the old KBHE, Los Angeles, has joined KHJ, that city.
WILLIAM FAGAN, formerly of the
Macy pers,
group
of Westchester
newspa-of
has joined
the news staff
WNEW, New York. Paul Schreiner,
studio assistant on the WNEW Make
Believe Ballroom program, has been
appointed
Softball team.manager of the station's
JAMBS WAHL, producer of KGU,
Honolulu, who came to California to
study television, entered Cottage hospital, Santa Barbara, Cal., in midApril to undergo a mastoid operation.
RICHARD HOGUE, formerly of
KDKA, Pittsburgh, has joined the announcing staff of WHN, New York.
DON WILSON, Hollywood announcer, has been signed by Paramount for
a role in the film "Comin' Round the
Mountain."
JACK COPELAND, news editor of
the Arizona Network, Phoenix, has
been contracted by a New York publisher to write a series of articles dealing with the attitude of Mexican citizens toward the United States.
EDWARD HOERNER, graduate of
Holy Cross College and Loyola College of Music, has joined the production department of WWL, New Orleans.
ARCH OBOLER, NBC Hollywood
playwright, has been assigned to do
the MGM
screenGermany.
version of "Escape,"
story
of Nazi
KNOX MANNING, CBS Hollywood
newscaster, provided the narration for
a new series of Columbia film shorts
on wrestling.
PAT FREDERICKS has joined
KWOS, Jefferson City, Mo., as chief
of the news and sports departments.

Elliott Roosevelt Heard
Over TSN for Dr. Lyons
ABSENT from the air as a regular commentator since the expiration oferson
hisRadio
MBS& Phonograph
contract with Corp.
Emlast winter, Elliott Roosevelt, son
of the President and head of the
Texas State Network, returned
April 24 on 12 TSN stations with
a new series of sponsored commentaries. Titled America Looks Ahead,
the programs are heard Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, 7-7:15
p.m., under sponsorship of R. L.
Watkins Co., subsidiary of Sterling Products, for Dr. Lyons Tooth
Powder.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert placed
the account. TSN outlets carrying
the series are KFJZ, Fort Worth,
owned by Mr. Roosevelt and his
wife; KLRH, Midland; KBST, Big
Spring; KRBC, Abilene; KGKL,
San Angelo; KVWC, Vernon;
KPLT, Paris; KCMC, Texarkana;
WACO, Waco; KTEM, Temple;
KNOW, Atistin; KABC, San Antonio.
PERRYrector ofLAFFERTY,
dimusic at the formerly
New Haven
branch of WBRY, Waterbury, Conn.,
has joined CBS in New York as an
assistant director.

GARDEN GOODS prizes got a big
play on the opening Question
Market woman's quiz program early
in April, when it started on WRC,
Washington. Shown here with the
two winners of the first program- —
they finished in a dead heat and split
the booty — is the feature's guiding
light, Mary Mason (center), WRC
director of women's programs. With
six women contestants matching
wits, each qtaestion asked by "Cousin Mary" was graded by some item
to be found in the assortment of
groceries handed each contestant as
the competition opened. At the finish, the woman missing the fewest
questions wins all the forfeited
groceries — except that they are
split in event of a tie, as here.

EDWARD CHARLES KOOPS, dramatic director of WSJS, WinstonSalem, N. C, was a member of the
board of judges for the sixth annual
one-act play tournament staged April
17-19 under the direction of the city
recreation department.
RICHARD WYNN, formerly of KYA,
San Francisco, and winner of the Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency announcKSFO.er's award last year, has joined

GEORGE TOLIN, formerly of KSAN
San Francisco, has joined the sports
announcing staff of KROW, Oakland.
Don Logan, formerly radio columnist
of the Oakland Post-Enquirer, has
joined the KROW continuity staff.
EMERSON WALDMAN, formerly in
the NBC publicity department in New
York, is the author of Beckoning Ridge,
his third novel, to be published in NoYork. vember by Henry Holt & Co., New

HELEN SCHINDLER, on the announcing staff of WDAS, Philadelphia,
has announced her engagement to
Leonard Lipkin.
ROSALIND ROULSTON, formerly
in the continuity department of
WABC, New York, has joined the
KNX. Hollywood, continuity staff.
HAL TUNIS, announcer of WIBG,
Glenside, Pa., on May 1 married Sylvia
Lipsehutz.
PAUL PIERCE, CBS Hollywood
continuity editor, and Bob Garred,
news commentator, will shortly apply
for their private plane pilot iicenses.
JACK
RIASKA, production manager
my. announcer
and
of KLO, Ogden, Utah,
is recovering from a recent tonsillecto-

JIM MOORE, announcer of KRE,
Berkele.y,
Cal., is convalescing from a
serious illness.
BILL PARSONS and Mike Ashman
announcers of KSAN, San Francisco,
recently joined KTOH, Lihue, Hawaii.
MARJORIE LUETHI, continuity
writer of WBAP, Forth Worth, recently entered her black cocker spaniel.
Black
in the
Fort
Worth Knight's
National Mamba,
Dog Show,
winning
second place in the novice class.
DON LOGAN, formerly radio editor
of the Oakland Post-Enquirer, has
joined KROW,
tinuity writer. Oakland, Cal., as con-

JIMMIE ALLEN says:
"I believe I can give you bigger
sales increases per dollar spent
than you can get by any other
method — let me prove it."
Up to 650 transcribed episodes
(World transcribed) available.
Proven merchandising plan.
You can buy rights for any
book — 65 episodes per book.
Write for price and information,— stating number of episodes wanted, radio stations,
etc. Audition record sent $4.00
C. O.d.D. Money back when returne
RUSSELL C. COMER CO.
1G1 W. 11th St., Kansas City, Mo.
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JOE HASEL, formerly announcer of
WNYC, New York's municipal station,
and assistant to Ted Husing in covering tennis matches on CBS, has joined
WNEW, New York, to assist Earl
Harper on baseball broadcasts.
GRACE LEGG, secretary to Walter
B. Haase, program manager of WDRC,
Hartford, Conn., has announced her
engagement to Walter Holman.
VIRGINIA TATE has joined the
merchandising and publicity staff of
WOAI, San Antonio.
HAL JANIS, sports director of
boy.
WMCA,
on April 17baby
became the New
father York,
of a seven-pound
TRUMAN BRADLEY, Hollywoodannouncer-narrator, has been signed
for a feature role in the Paramount
film, "A Night at Earl Carroll's", now
in production. He also played a leading role in "Northwest Passage."
CHARLES M. ANDERSON, formerly
announcer-producer of KOA, Denver,
has joined KHJ, Los Angeles, replaclance.
ing Don Currlin, who resigned to freeS. P. OCHILTREE of the Associated
Press radio department. New York,
has returned to his desk after a threeweek
ation. absence for an appendicitis oper• Broadcast

Advertising

BOB EASLEY. until recently a salesman-announcer with KRMD. SlireveNew Orleans,
port, has joined WJBW,
He ran for a seat
capacity.
in the same
re beLegislatu
in the Louisiana Statedefeated narrowly
tween jobs, and was
iu the same election which ended the
Long regime.
GEORGE H. ALLEN, formerly in the
sales promotion department of the
National Theatre Supply Co., has
joined the sales promotion department
of WOR, Newark.
WALTER TURNER, new to radio,
has joined the announcing staff of
WLOK, Lima, O. Hugh Downs has
been promoted to chief announcer.
GILBERT MACK, network actor and
formerly of WHN, New York, on April
18 became the father of a six-pound
girl. Mrs. Mack is the former radio
actress, Rosella Davis.
DAN
O'BRIEN,
formerly Albany,
of WHAZ,
Troy, N.
Y., and WABY,
has
joined the announcing staff of WMFF,
Plattsburg, N. Y. Edward Furman
also has joined the sales staff of
WMFF.
EVERETT HOWARD, announcer of
WFYA. Fredericksburg, Va., has succeeded Carl Saunders as program director. With Sam Lauder added to the
announcing staff, production has been
put in charge of Ronald Dawson, in
addition
to his
promotion and dramatic direction
duties.
TED MORSE, beadliner of the 2V'ational Barn Dance. WLS, Chicago,
underwent an appendectomy April 18.
JOE ROCKHOLD. formerly of
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va., has joined
WLS, Chicago, to write and produce
Elm Creek Folks which he originated
on WXYZ, Detroit, in 1933. Joe
proves his versatility by playing three
of the show's four characters.
RUSS JOHNS, announcer of WNYC,
New York municipal station, has
joined the radio staff of the New York
World's
ducer. Fair as announcer and pro"CURT"Nashville,
POULTON,
WSM.
KVOO, formerly
Tulsa, andof
KMOX, St. Louis, has joined the announcing staff of WDZ, Tuscola, 111.
JOHN M. C. PEASE has become a
permanent member of the NBC Chicago continuity staff, succeeding William C. Hodapp.
BOB TROUT, CBS ace announcer,
on April 19 addressed Columbia U's
class in radio journalism on the preparations necessary for special events
broadcasts, such as the forthcoming
national political conventions.
WILSON NORTHCROSS, new to
radio, has joined the announcing staff
of WHBQ, Memphis, Tenn.
PAT BARRETT, the Uncle Ezra of
National Barn Dance, originated by
WLS, Chicago, for NBC-Blue, on
April 19 arrived in Hollywood to
spend five weeks working in a new
Paramount picture. Barrett is the latest of several other Barn Dance performers to enter movie work, among
them Gene Autry, Lulu Belle and
Scotty, Louise Massey and the Westerners, the Ranch Boys and the
Hoosier Hot Shots.
HUGH LAWRENCE is the professional name of L. Nazar Kurkdjie, recently appointed musical director of
KMPC, Beverly Hills. Cal. He is wellknown in Cleveland, having broadcast
on WTAM and WHK from the Hotel
Cleveland for several years.

Delivery Error
FOR WEEKS Ed Wallis,
production chief of WIP,
Philadelphia, had worked on
a series of dramatic scripts
to be submitted to a client
for possible sponsorship. At
the same time Wallas worked
on an exhaustive series of instructions on the care and
feeding of an anticipated offspring. Both were completed
about the same time and both
were well handled — except
that the client got the wrong
opus and phoned President
Benedict Gimbel Jr. to ask
what was the idea of sending
ing.
him a piece about baby rearIRVING REIS, Hollywood writerproducer, will start as an RKO Radio
Pictures director under Cliff Reid, cueing actors in the film "Once Around
the isClock"',
scheduled
to start May
15.
He
the third
radio producer
to draw
a directorial assignment at RKO, being preceded by Orson Welles and
Frank Woodruff.

PUTTING his monicker on the
dotted line, Rube Bressler (right)
recently signed a contract to handle a five-weekly evening program
on WCKY, Cincinnati, for Western
& Southern Life Insurance Co.
Bressler was in the National League
for 18 years, 10 of them with the
Cincinnati Reds. Watching him
sign are E. C. (Jim) Krautters,
WCKY sales manager (left), and
George motion
H. director.
Moore, WCKY sales pro-

Atlantic City Considers
Man - Made Static Law
MAN-MADE static would be penalized by a fine of $200 or 90 days
imprisonment
a proposed
dinance before under
the Atlantic
City, orN.
J., city commissioners. A twofold
campaign to eliminate interference
with radio reception here was started April 18 with the introduction
of the plan by Director Cuthbert
and the creation of a board to
study the subject.
The measure would forbid operating anycauses
apparatus
in the citythat
limitsis
which
interference
"reasonably preventable," excepting therapy apparatus "when properly
to apply
avoid tointerference". stations
Itequipped
does or
not
broad-A
cast
transmitters.
resolution was introduced by Director Cuthbert creating the "Atlantic City Radio Advisory Board",
a non-salaried group of nine, to investigate radio interference, receive complaints, suggest means of
eliminating man-made static, and
conduct a campaign to clear the air
waves.

EDWIN MULLINAX, formerly with
WHMA, Anniston, Ala., has joined
the
ville.announcing staff of WSIX, NashBOB ANDERSON, newscaster of
KPO-KGO, San Francisco, resigned
May 1 to join KSFO, San Francisco.
[Bert
Buzzini
has joined KPO-KGO
i as relief
announcer.
KEN MILLER, news editor of KVOO,
Tulsa,forledthetheTulsa
field School
in the Board.
recent elecition
BROADCASTING
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BULOVA STATIONS
AND AFM PROGRESS
FOR THE FIRST time in recent
months, progress has been reported
in negotiations between the Bulova
stations WPEN, Philadelphia, and
WOV, New York, and the American
Federation of Musicians' locals in
those cities, whose members are
currently picketing the stations.
Failure to reach an agreement over
the sum that WPEN should expend
in the employment of musicians after more than a year of negotiations finally led to the dismissal of
the staff orchestra at that station,
following which the musicians employed at WOV walked out in a
sympathy strike.
Reports that WOV might engage
members of the New York Federation of Musicians, an independent
organization not affiliated with
either the AFL or CIO, were denied
by both station and union. A station official said that hiring NYFM
members would not settle the AFM
problem, but that the present negotiations with the AFM showed definite progress, and that there is
hope for an agreement to be
reached in the near future. A
spokesman for the NYFM stated
that his organization had not approached the station on this matter.
In Philadelphia, the AFM local
is reported to have carried out its
attempt to secure the support of
advertisers using WPEN by writing to them asking that they withdraw their business from the station. WPEN, However, reports the
letters have had no effect to date.

FRED DAY, 55, bookkeeper for WDZ,
Tuscola, III., died April 23.

Fly

Disclaims

FCC

Program

Control;

Listening Groups Urged by Mrs. Lewis
INTERRUPTING his first vacation
as "minute men of the
since becoming FCC chairman last must serve
in describing the national
fall, James Lawrence Fly April 18 waves",
program survey.
told an audience of broadcasters
Following the luncheon session,
and clubwomen at Dallas that the
by about 125 representaresponsibility of deciding what is attended
tives of women's organizations and
proper radio service rests with the stations,
Mr. Fly had an off-thepublic rather than the Government.
record conference with about a dozThe chairman addressed a lunchen of the broadcasters present. It
eon meeting of Texas clubwomen
is understood he discussed prowho participated in a survey of ragrams and FCC policy in a general
dio as part of the national project
of the National Radio Council on way and mentioned particularly improvements in FCC procedure deChildren's Programs. Mrs. Dorothy
signed to facilitate actions.
Lewis, vice-chairman of the counA typical reaction to the Dallas
cil, in collaboration with the NAB,
session was that of James R. Curhas addressed a number of meettis, president of KFRO, Longview,
ings throughout the country.
who immediately announced
Advising that it did not matter
changes in his station's programs
what he as chairman of the FCC
to provide greater diversity. Prothought, Mr. Fly told the clubwogram changes, he said, were made
men that it was their job to study,
to overcome
the great
appraise and be articulate on radio partly
ber of strip
serials during
the numday.
programs. He said he knew Texas
broadcasters would cooperate with
Would Stop 'Yowling'
the clubwomen in their efforts to
In Philadelphia
April 16, Mrs.
improve quality of programs be- Lewis conferred with women's
cause "the best public interest is clubs on children's programs and
the best private interest". The said she "hoped to get the women
greatest public service the broadto stop yowling about nothing and
caster can render is high quality to
obtain constructive ideas about
entertainment, he said.
programs
children".
She they
said
In addition to a representative
women havefortold
the council
group of Texas broadcasters, the would like less high pressure salesDallas meeting was attended by
manship in advertising; more diMrs. Joseph E. Goodbar of New
versity in daytime programs, and
York, director of the Radio Survey fewer serial stories ; fewer religious
Committee and president of the Naprograms wrapped in the "gaudy
tional Federation of Press Women;
of the hawker" and, most
Dean Henry H. Mayer, of the words
important, better programs for
children.
School of Religion and Social Work
of Boston U, and Edward M. Kirby,
Mrs. Lewis, in her coast-to-coast
public relations director of NAB.
tour, for which NAB has appropriMrs. Goodbar said that women
ated the traveling expenses, has ad-

census — all getting a full half millivolt or better from WIS in the daytime.
We'd like to tell you more about how 560 kc. gets results among the six
hundred thousand people living entirely within the WIS INTENSE area
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Phlladelphia Bulletin
"Peanu ts — Mis ter?"
dressed sessions in which broadcasters participated, along with local clubwomen. As the field representative of the council she is
making contacts throughout 44
States for the national survey of
children's programs.
Reactions among broadcasters
were favorable. Several of them expressed the view that for the first
time they have heard a representative of organized women publicly
urge the active support of sponsors
who present an approved type of
children's programs.
During her tour, Mrs. Lewis has
urged formation of local radio
councils. These councils, made up
of representatives of various women's organizations, are designed to
work closely with station managers
and preaudition local children's
programs.
She explained that the sole purpose is to support and approve desirable programs.
"If we will
do this,
the undesirable
programs
fall
by
wayside from sheer neglect,"
she thesaid.
In her addresses, Mrs. Lewis has
emphasized that wherever she goes
she is urging women to buy the
products which make possible good
children's
programs.
mothers will
have to "The
pay, penalty
to cast
their votes against bad programs,
is that they will have to get along
without many fine advertised products," she said, and paid tribute to
the American system of broadcasting under which "practically all
children's programs are, and will
continuetionaltoadvertisers.
be, sponsored by na"For some time it was difficult
for the Radio Council to fix the responsibility for the program content of children's programs. Our
committee has come to the conclusion that the advertiser himself,
through his agency, is the party
with
Lewis whom
said. we must deal," Mrs.
She explained that the council
has set up a "pre-audition" group,
and that advertisers considering
placing children's programs on networks, or by transcription, are welcome to permit
pre-audition
committee
to listenthis
to the
program
before it is put on the air.
"The pre-audition committee,"
she said, "has already been qualified by many advertisers. Usually
programs are good, when they come
to our pre-audition committee, if
the advertiser and his producers
have followed the ten principles set
up by the council as the qualifications for good children's pro• Broadcast

Advertising

Television

Future

Scanned
by Joyce
Sees Million Five- Year Sales;
Traces Place in Movies
TELEVISION is on the threshold
of becoming not only the biggest
industry in the United States, but
also the biggest and most important medium for education and entertainment, according to Thomas
F. Joyce, RCA Mfg. Co., vice-president in charge of television sales.
Mr. Joyce's prediction was made
at the annual spring luncheon of
the Philadelphia Motion Picture
Preview Study Group, held April 17
in Philadelphia and attended by
Philadelphia independent movie exhibitors and managers of local film
exchanges.
In the scheme of things when
television becomes fully of age, radio will be relegated to the same
position as silent motion pictures
today, vision
Mr.
Joyceradio
declared.
will make
as dead"Teleas a
dodo, just as the talkies have done
to the silent screen," he said, adding that although aural radio will
not be forced entirely out of the
picture, its function likely will be
limited to the music sphere where
"appreciation is not dependent on
a visual perception". By that time
there will be only a few aural stations, with the trend definitely toward frequency modulation, he
commented.
Market for Video Sets

added that he did not believe this
discrimination would deter sales of
home television receivers, since an
uninterrupted program service for
the home will always be available
regardless of shows furnished exclusively to private subscribers.
Speaks Before Movie Men
Speaking April 22 at the spring
convention of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers in Atlantic City,
Mr. Joyce predicted that within a
year after the FCC permits commercial television programs more
than 25,000 television receivers
would be sold in the New York area
alone. Pointing out that 30 stations
in 18 cities had applied to the FCC
for television licenses, he said.
"Six of these have already been
granted, and if the others are
granted, up to 10,000,000 families
will be within range of home television service. If these stations begin sending out television programs,
I do not think the prediction of at
least 1,000,000 television receivers
being purchased by the American

by
firePointing
during tothetelevision's
last year, baptism
he pointed
out that regular television service
in the New York area completed its
first year April 30. "We have a year
of experience and know definitely
that it can go ahead," he stated.
"Next
year absorb
the Newfrom
York25,000
marketto
alone will
50,000 television receiving sets".
Discussing the relation between
television and motion pictures, he
said: "While television undoubtedly will draw heavily on pictures for
its production service, it won't be
in competition with the picture industry, but will supplement it. Television will be the greatest medium
■ of promotion
for pictures."
intimated that motion
picturesHemight
be
one
of
television's
best
advertisers.
However, television would be
much more than merely an effective promotion medium for movies, he observed. "It will be an aid
to the local theatres in that exhibitors will be able to offer the public more than just a motion picture. With large screen television
available, the public will be able to
go to the theatre and sit in on
World Series baseball games, Kentucky Derby races and championship prize fights."
In that connection Mr. Joyce explained that theatre operators
would buy television shows much
as they buy motion pictures today.
Since certain types of television
shows would be an impossible financial strain on a single sponsor, the
costs would be carried by theatres
buying rights to present the shows,
he commented. A private wire service would be set up for theatres,
with programs taken off the regular radio relay and fed by wire to
all subscribers, he added.
However, he continued, such programs would not be available to
home set owners, who would have
to pay an admission to the theatre
to see the particular show. He
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Heat From

Tubes

D'ORR COUSINS, chief engineer of KLO, Ogden, Utah,
reports that after a one-year
trial his system of heating
the transmitter house is a success. Warmth for the entire
building is supplied from heat
generated by the tubes of the
5 kw. transmitter, with special blowers installed to distribute the warm air.
public in five years is too optimistic.
That means that our potentially
great television industry is fairly
under
Mr. way."
Joyce invited the motion picture industry to play a more important role in the early development of television as an entertainment service. He pointed to the mistake made by the phonograph industry in the early
of radio's
development whendays
it chose
to ignore

the new medium, adding that if
it had taken an active part in radio's development, the phonograph
industry might still be holding the
public's favor with both radio and
progressively better phonographs
and records. However, he continued,
it is now the other way around,
with radio companies taking over
the phonograph companies, applying modern technical advances in
radio to the phonograph art, and
revitalizing the record business to
the point where it is once again a
thriving and growing industry.
In addition to Maj. E. H. Armstrong, who traced development of
his FM system, other speakers discussing television at the SMPE
meeting in Atlantic City included
T. T. Goldsmith, R. L. Campbell
and S. W. Stanton,
of DuMont
Laboratories; G. L. Beers,
RCA Mfg.
Co.; 0. H. Schade, RCA Radiotron
Corp.; R. E. Shelby and W. C.
Eddy, NBC; H. R. Lubcke, Don
Lee Broadcasting System; P. C.
Goldmark and J. N. Dyer, CBS
television engineering department.
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SALES

More than six hundred thousand vacationing
listeners, with money to spend, oflfer you a bonus
You!*
audience on WTAR.
of Virginia's famed
for All
seaside summer resorts are within twenty-five
miles of WTAR's powerful transmitter. Early
Spring campaigns are pulling record-breaking
business. Tap this richest Tidewater Virginia
market and get an additional audience of six
hundred thousand vacationers free — include
WTAR on your summer schedules.
^Peoples Service Drug Stores have
used WTAR on a DAILY SCHEDULE of one hour, 6 DAYS PER
WEEK for 6 YEARS!
National Representatives: Edward Petry & Co.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
so — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WHO, Des Moines
Borden Co., New York (milk), 27 sa,
thru Campbell-Sanford Adv. Co.,
N. Y.
Interstate
Transit
Lines, Omaha
(bus), 137 sa, thru Beaumont &
Hohman, Omaha.
Vinton Hybrid Corn Co., Vinton, la.
(seed corn), 16 sa, thru WestonBarnett, Farms.
"Waterloo,Waxahachie,
la.
Xaughton
Tex.
(nursery), 5 t weekly, thru Rogers
& Smith, Dallas.
Evangelize America Foundation, St.
Louis. 52 sp, direct.
Macfadden Publications, New York
(True Story). 7 sa weekly, thru
Arthur Kudner Inc., N. Y.
Haskins Bros.. Sioux City, la. (Blue
Barrel soap ) , 3 sp weekly, thru
Presba, Fellers & Presba. (i^hicago.
Block Drug Co., Jersey City (Gold
Medal capsules), 10 ta, thru Redfield-Johnstone, N. Y.
KFI, Los Angeles
Northam Warren Corp., New York
(Cutex nail polish), 8 sa weekly,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Supreme Baking Co., Los Angeles
(Town Talk bread), 5 sp weekly,
thru Olian Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Sunnyvale Packing Co., San Francisco (Raneho soups), 5 sa weekly,
thru
cisco. Lord & Thomas, San FranBarbara Ann Baking Co., Los Angeles
(bread), 3 sp weekly, thru Dan B.
Miner Co., Los Angeles.
WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Fort Worth
Stanco Inc., New York (Flit, Nujol),
78 t, thru McCann-Brickson, N. Y.
Walker Remedy Co., Waterloo, la., sa
series,
thru Weston-Barnett, Waterloo.
Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee
(beer), sa series, thru Geyer, Cornell & Newell, N. Y.
Hylo Co., Houston (Hylo & Joy
Suds), sa series, thru Franke-Wilkinson-Schiwetz, Houston.
KFRC, San Francisco
California Macaroni Co., San Francisco, 2 sp monthly, thru Rufus
Rhoades & Co., San Francisco.
Ex-Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (proprietary.) Q ta weekly, thru Joseph
Katz Co., N. Y.
Mcllhenny Co., Avery Island. La. (tobasco sauce), 4 ta weekly, thru John
H. Dunham Co., Chicago.
KFBB, Great Falls, Mont.
Northwest Airlines, Minneapolis, 2 sp,
direct.
Blue Ribbon Books, New York, 13 sp,
thru Northwest Radio Adv. Co.,
Seattle.
White King Soap Co., Los Angeles,
195 sa, thru Raymond R. Morgan
Co., Los Angeles.
WTMJ, Milwaukee.
Wadhams Division, Socony - Vacuum
Oil Co., New York, 313 sp, thru
Scott-Telander, Milwaukee.
Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, 315
sa, thru Henry C. Mulberger Inc.,
Milwaukee.
WET, Charlotte, N. C.
Perfection Stove Co., Cleveland, 22 t
weekly,
Cleveland. thru McCann - Erickson,
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WGAR, Cleveland
Walgreen Co., Chicago (drugs), 9 sa
weekly, thru Schwimmer & Scott,
Chicago.
Nu-Enamel Cleveland Co., Cleveland
(paint). 3 sa weekly, thru Campbell-Sanford Adv. Co.. Cleveland'.
Kirkman & Son. Brooklyn ( soap ) , 10
sa weekly, 26 weeks, thru N. W.
Ayer & Son, N- Y.
BC Remedy Co., Durham, N. C. (proprietary) 10 sa weekly, 1 year, thru
Harvey-Massengale Co., Atlanta.
Kroger Grocery
& Baking
Co.. Cincin ati. 5sp weekly,
thru Ralph
H.
Jones Co., Cincinnati.
General Motors Corp., New York
(Frigidaire) , 6 sp weekly, thru
Lord & Thomas. N. Y.
Diesel-Wemmer-Gilbert. Detroit (R.
G. Dun cigars). 5 sp weekly, thru
Brace Beemer, Detroit.
WMCA, New York
Virginia Dare Extract Co.. Brooklyn,
10 sa weekly. 2 weeks, thru H. B.
LeQuatte. N. Y.
.Jacob Ruppert Brewery, New York.
12
thru Ruthrauffta &weekly,
Ryan, 37
N. weeks,
Y.
Premo Pharmaceutical Labs., New
York (Cafotan), 6 sp weekly. 52
weeks, thru Murray Breese Assoc.,
N. Y.
Modern Industrial Bank. New York,
weekly politan
sp, Adv.52Agency,
weeks,N. thru
Y. MetroFisher Brothers. New York (garments,) 3 sp weekly, 7 weeks, thru
Sternfield-Godley, N. Y.
KNX, Hollywood
Langendorf United Bakeries. San
Francisco, 5 sa weekly, thru Leon
Livingston Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Owl Drug Co., San Francisco (chain),
6 sp weekly, thru Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.
California Figco Co., Los Angeles (coffee), 6sp weekly, placed direct.
Meyenberg Milk Products Co., San
Francisco, 6 sp weekly, thru Frederick Seid Agency, San Francisco.
WABC, New York
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.,
Louisville (Avalon cigarettes). 3 sp
weekly, thru Russell M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago.
Rapinwax Paper Co., Minneapolis
(wax paper), weekly sp, thru W. I.
Tracy Inc., N. Y.
WOR, Newark
New York Good Humor Co.. Brooklyn (ice cream), weekly sp, 5 sa
weekly, direct.

WOWO, Fort Wayne
Ohio Seed
Improvement
Columbus, so series,
thru ByerAssn..
& Bowman,
Columbus.
Auto Crafts Training Co.. Chicago, sa
series,ers. thru
Chicago. First United BroadcastDeKalb Agricultural Assn.. DeKalb.
ID. (county fair), sa series, thru
Western Adv.. Racine.
Fitzpatrick Bros.. Chicago (Kitchen
Klenzer).
series, thru NeisserMeyerhoif. sp
Chicago.
Standard Brands. New York ( Chase &
Sanborn). 180 sa. 90 sa. thru J.
Walter Thompson Co.. N. Y.
Pen-.Jel Corp.. Kansas City (Pen-Jel),
13 sa. thru David Mindlin Adv.,
Kansas City.
KHJ, Los Angeles
Dr.yden & Palmer. Long Island City,
N. Y. (Gravy Master). 2 sp weekly,
thru Samuel C. Croot Inc., N. Y.
Mcllhenny Corp., Avery Island, La.
(Rabasco sauce), 5 ta weekly, thru
John H. Dunham Co., Chicago.
General Motors Corp., Detroit (cars),
72 ta, thru Arthur Kudner Inc.,
N. Y.
Randall Motor Club, Hollywood (auto
club, insurance), weekly sp. thru
Lockwood-Shackelford Adv. Agency,
Los Angeles.
KSFO, San Francisco
Southern Pacific Co.. San Francisco,
12
sa. thru Lord & Thomas, San
Francisco.
Oxo U. S. A.. Boston (boullion cubes),
5 ta weekly, thru Piatt- Forbes, N. Y.
Acme Breweries, San Francisco
(Acme Beer) 4 sp weekly, thru
Brisacher, Davis & Staff, San Francisco.
WEEI, Boston
Boston & Maine Railroad, Boston, sa
series, thru Harold Cabot & Co.,
Boston.
Fruit Dispatch Co., New York (Unifruit bananas), sa series, thru
BBDO. N. Y.
Griffin Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn. 21 sp,
thru Bermingham,
Castleman &
Pierce, N. Y.
KOA, Denver
General Foods. New York (Jello), 9 *,
thru Young & Rubicam. N. Y.
Campbell Cereal Co.. Northfield. Minn.
(Malto Meal), 26 so, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
Skinner Mfg. Co., Omaha (RaisinBran), Co.,
6 ta
weekly,
Hanly
Kansas
City.thru Ferry-

WICC, Bridgeport
Wander Co.. Chicago (Ovaltine), 31
Chicago.
sa, thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
New England Confectionery Co., New
York (Skybar candy), 98 ta, thru
Badger & Browning, Boston.
June Dairy Products Co., Newark
(butter). 78 sa, thru A. W. Lewin
Co.. E.Newark.
Chas.
Hires Co.. Philadelishia (root
beer).
81 ta.N. thru
& Canaday.
Y. O'Dea, Sheldon
Church & Dwight Co.. New York
(soda), 52 sa. thru Brooke, Smith,
French & Dorrance, Detroit.
Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron
Co., &Philadelphia.
31 sa. thru McKee
Albright, Phila.
Min-Wax Co.. New York, 20 so, thru
W. I. Tracy Inc.. N. Y.
John G. Paton Co., New York (Yuban
coffee), 13 sa, thru Buchanan & Co.,
N. Y.
CFCF, Montreal
Tucketts Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., (Wing
Cigarettes),
sp weekly,
Laren
Adv. Co.,
Toronto. thru MacPepsi-Cola Co.. of Canada, Montreal
(soft drinks),
65 so, thru NorrisPatter.son,
Toronto.
Champlain Oil Products, Montreal, 3
sp weekly,
thru Canadian Broadcast
Co.. Montreal.
Belltreal.
Telephone
Co. of Canada,
Mon-&
.3 sa weekly,
thru Lord
Thomas of Canada, Toronto.
Crown Diamond Paint Co.. Montreal,
52 so, thru McConnell, Eastman &
Co.. Toronto.
Canadian Industries. Montreal
(paints),
3 sa Co..
weekly,
thru J. Walter Thompson
Toronto.
Dominion Stores. Montreal (national
chain ) . sp weekly, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., Montreal.
KINY, Juneau, Alaska
Crescent Mfg. Co.. Seattle (food), 3
sp weekly, thru Northwest Radio
Adv. Co., Seattle.
Chicago.cificMilwaukee,
PaRR, Chicago, St.
sa Paul
series,& thru
Roche,
Williams
&
Cunnynham,
Chicago.
Alaska Steamship Co., Seattle, daily
sp. 1 man,
year,
Seattle.thru Beaumont & HohInternational Paint Co., New York,
daily so. thru E. M. Freystadt
Assoc., N. Y.
Postal Telegraph-Cable Co., New York,
daily so, thru Blow Co., N. Y.
Borden Co.. New York, daily sp. thru
McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
West Coast Grocery Co., Tacoma,
Wasli.,
Tacoma. daily sp, thru Condon Co.,
Cammarano Bros, Tacoma (bottlers),
daily sp, thru Condon Co., Tacoma.
WNEW, New York
Utica Club Beer Sales Co., New York,
3 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru Moser
& Cotins, N. Y.
Tayton Co., Kansas City (cosmetics),
6 sp weekly. 44 weeks, direct.
Fisher Bros.,ments). 5sp
New York 7(women's
garweeks, thru
Samuel Wolf weekly,
Agency, Brooklyn.
Gang & Gang. Passaic. N. J. (furniture), 5sp weekly. 52 weeks, direct.
I. J. Fox, New York (furriers), 50 sa
N. Y. 6 weeks, thru Lew Kashuk,
weekly,
Marble & Stone Institute, New York,
weekly sp, 2 weeks, direct.
Fruit Wine Co. of America, New York
( Lord
) , so series
ly, sp Jean
series.wines
52 weeks,
thru weekEmil
Mogul Co., N. Y.

"Don't tell anyone — but I've got a gold mine
in this brief case."
BROADCASTING

WHN, New York
Oakite hold
Products,
York 8 (housecleanser). 3 New
sp weekly,
weeks,
thru Calkins & Holden, N. Y.
Franciscan Friars. Garrison, N. Y.
(religious),
thru
Donald weekly
Peterson,sp,N. 52Y. weeks,
Jests Inc., Brooklyn (antacid tablets), 5 so weekly, 9 weeks, thru
Joseph Katz Co., N. Y.
KROW, Oakland, Cal.
Blue Ribbon Books. New York
(books),
6 Adv.
t weekly,
thru Northwest Radio
Co., Seattle.
• Broadcast
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NESBITT FRUIT PRODUCTS, Los
Angeles (bottled orange juice), in a
local bottler tie-in cami^aign, through
Chas. H. Mayne Co., that city, on
April 15 started for six weeks sponsoring a twice-weekly quarter-hour transcribed children's
Radio Rascals,
on program,
KSO, Des NeslnU's
Moines,
and KVOA, Tuscon. Campaign has a
contest angle with prizes awarded children for 10 or more bottletops each CONTRACTING for his 14th conweek.
secutive year of sponsorship on
MUTUAL CITRUS PRODUCTS Co., WPTF, Raleigh, N. C, is 0. C.
Anaheim, Cal. (powdered lemon juice Blackwood (center), president of
and dry pectin), on April 1-5 started
Blackwood's Inc., North Carolina's
thrice-weekly five-minute transcribed
announcements on KFI. Los Angeles largest independent tire and batterydealer.
Looking on are Richard H.
and KPO, San Francisco, adding
KHQ, Spokane, to the list April 22. Mason (left), WPTF manager, and
The firm plans to add other stations John H. Field Jr., WPTF sales
in the West as the season progresses. manager. Using radio since 1926,
Chas. H. Mayne Co., Los Angeles, has
when Blackwood's was just another
the account.
auto accessory store in Raleigh, the
MAPLE LEAF MILLING Co., To- firm has aeguired four branches in
ronto (flour), on April 1-5 started Eastern North Carolina and has
British United Press newscasts six
the second largest Seibertimes weekly on CKY, Winnipeg, and become
ling tire dealer in the country. The
Transradio Press newscasts on CFCO,
Chatham, Ont. Agency is Cockfield new contract calls for six quarterhotir musical shows weekly for a
Brown & Co., Toronto.
During the last five years a
A. L. SIEGEL Co., New York, on year.
Blackwood program has been on the
May 5 will start thrice-weekly partici- WPTF schedule every day except
pation in the daily Woninii of To- Sundays.
morrow program on W.JZ. New York,
in the interests of Klear-Vu Pliofilm.
On June 18, the comi^any will shift to
two participations weekly on the pro- WIEDEMANN Brewing Co.. Newport,
gram, heard 9-9:30 a.m. Other co- K.y., is now sponsoring station-break
oijerating sponsors of the program are and transcribed announcements on
Scott Paper Co.. Grocery Store Prod- WCKY. Cincinnati; WING. Dayton;
ucts Co., Nestle-LeMur Co., West Dis- WBNS, Columbus; WMMN. Fairinfecting Co., and John Opitz. S. R. mont, W. Va. ; WPAR, Parkersburg,
Leon, New York, is the Siegel agency. " AV.
; WAVE.
en & Va.McKim
Adv., Louisville.
Cincinnati, Strauchhandles
MILES LABORATORIES (Canada),
the account.
Toronto (Alka-Seltzer) on April 22
started a quiz show. Did I 8a,ij That?, ELECTRICAL Development League
five times weekly on CFRB, Toronto. of Southern California. Los Angeles
Account was placed by Cockfield
(water heaters), through Dan B. MinBrown & Co., Toronto.
er Co., that city, in a spring campaign
is
using weekly transcribed announceHALL & RUCKEL, New York, on
ments on 11 stations in Southern CaliMay 6 will start promotion for its
fornia—KHJ KFI KNX KFAC
X-basin depilatory using three quarter- KFVD KFWB KRKD KECA KMTR
hours weekly of the 920 Chih program
Associated Transcripon WORL, Boston. More stations may KGFJ tions ofKMPC.
Hollywood cut the series.
be added later. Redfield-Johnston. New
York, is agency.
W. M. HENRY Co., Los Angeles,
distributors of Van Camp's canned
SINCLAIR REFINING Co., New
and beans, in a 13-week, or
York, which started sponsoring April pork
more,
campaign which started in
3 the thrice-weekly CBS European
early April is using daily participanews round-up program The World
tion programs and spot announcements
Today, is using the program to inti-o- in Southern California. Firrn is using
duce its new Double-Range H-C gaso- participation in Andi/ & Virfiiiria on
line. Program is sponsored Monday,
KMPC. Beverlv Hills. Cal; Spice of
Wednesday
and Friday,
6 ■A'5-1 New
p.m. Life on KFSD and Home Makers CatAgency is Federal
Adv. Agency,
alog on KGB, San Diego ; alternating
York.
participations in Eddie Alhrif/ht and
CLINTON WATCH Co.. Chicago, has Norman Young's Happy Homes on
started a series of daily spot an- KH.T and 35 spot announcements
nouncements on WCFL, that city. weekly on KFAC, Los Angeles. Agency is Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
New to radio, the firm may expand
its radio advertising following this ROSENBAUM Department Store,
spot test, according to Arthur M. Hol- Pittsburgh, is sponsoring Fulton
land, account executive of MalcolmHoward, Chicago agency handling the Lewis jr., MBS Wa.shington news
analyst, on KQV, Pittsburgh, five
account.
nights weekly.
CATSPAW RUBBER Co., Balti- GRIESEDIECK BROS. Brewing
more, on May 1 will start a four-week
Co.. St. Louis, has started a fivecampaign of twice-weekly transcribed
announcements for its rubber heels weekly 15-minute show titled Heart
of
the News for 52 weeks on WDZ,
und soles on KOA, Denver. Agency
in cliarge is S. A. Levine Co., New
Tuscola, HI. The program is a draYork.
matic monologue of important news
events augmented Avith mood music.
DOMINION STORES, Montreal
(national chain groceterias) started BBDO, Chicago, is agency.
April 18 a weekly quiz show The HEDDON'S SONS, Dowagiac, Mich,
(fishing tackle), on April 17 started
Pantry
on 'p.CFRB,
time signal announcements on WBBM,
Thursday,Bhelf
8-8:30
m. J. Toronto.
Walter
Thompson Co., Montreal, placed the Chicago. Agency is Rogers & Smith,
account.
Chicago.
LOOK Magazine, Des Moines, has H. FBNDRICH Inc.. Evansville, Ind.
(La Fendrich Cigars), is sponsoring
started a five-weekly five-minute United Press news program for .52 weeks
through
the baseballof season
the Basehall
Recreations
Jack Drees
on
on WMAQ, Chicago, with Norman
WIND,
Gary,
Ind.
Ruthrauff
& Ryan,
Barry as newscaster. Agency is Son
Chicago, is agency.
De Regger & Broun, Des Moines.
BROADCASTING
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GUARANTY UNION Life Insurance
Co., Beverly Hills, Cal., through Stodel Adv. Co., Los Angeles, in midApril started a thrice-weekly quarterhour evening program, Dr. Facts, on
4 Arizona Network stations (KOY,
KTUC, WSUN, KGLU). Originating
at KOY, Phoenix, the programs feature two announcers giving news information, following each item with
ra] lid-fire discussion of world problems
involved.

TnANSCniPTION
TOPICS
btftke
LITTLE
TAILOR

CHAPPEL BROS., Chicago (Ken-LRation dog food), is sponsoring Dugout Interviews preceding play-by-play
descriptions of Chicago Cubs and
White Sox home games on W.JJD,
Chicago, The program features Charlie
Grimm and Lew Fonseca. former
Cubs and Sox managers. Ruthrauff
count.
& Ryan, Chicago, handles the acCOCA COLA BOTTLING Co., Cincin ati, is sponsoring 10th Inning on
WKRC, Cincinnati, for 52 weeks, with
man-on-street sports quizzing from Cincinnati and nearby towns each noon,
conducted by George Sutherland and
Mike Hunnicutt, Tressler Oil Co.,
Cincinnati, is re-creating Reds baseball games each evening, with George
Sutherland at the mike. A contest is
included.
Account
liam Holland
Agency.is placed by WilSTROH BREWING Co.. Detroit, on
May 2 starts a weekly half-hour musical show, Thursday, 7 :30-S p. m.
(EST), featuring Gus Haenschen and
a 36-piece all-string orchestra, with
songs of Tom and Margaret Daum, on
WXY'Z, Detroit, and stations of Michigan Radio Network.
mer-Keller.
Detroit. Agency is ZimLEWIS HOWE MEDICINE Co., St.
Louis (Tunis), on April 29 starts
sponsorship of the NBC Breakfast
Club program on WJZ, New York,
and KWK. St. Louis, with plans to
add more stations in the near future.
Program is carried Mondays through
Fridays. 9 :.30-9 :45 a. m. and Saturdays, ^9-9:15 a. m.Adv.(EDST),
by Stackk-Goble
Agency, placed
New
York.
SPONSORED by the Lone Star Gas
Co., Morning Meditations made its
made its bow via KGKO, Fort Worth.
April 29.ter-hour The
quar-in
:45
7 a.six-times
m. show weekly
originates
KGKO's Dallas studios and features
the Evangelist Quartet singing sacred
numbers. Series is scheduled for 52
weeks and handled direct.
No Film-Radio Budget
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
a week-toon premieres,
buy time
Film Corp.
ly for
particular
basis, will
week
but has fixed no budget for radio advertising because each picture must be
publicized according to its own makeup
and until finished the means of advertising it cannot be determined. This
statement was made to Broadcasting
by Charles E. McCarthy, advertising
and publicity director of the movie
firm, in denying reports that a $500,000
appropriation had been set aside for
radio promotion.
Boys' Home Buys Time
THE St. Charles Homes for Boys
has started a new series of programs
on AVTM.J, Milwaukee, to acquaint
listeners with the function of the home
in salvaging delinquent boys. The programs, heard Sunday mornings, feature talks by Brother Venard, directordentof ofthe
R. J. McKee,appeared
presithe home.
home foundation,
on the initial broadcast. The series was
arranged by the H. C. Mulberger
Agency, Milwaukee, with Neale Bakke
handling for WTMJ,
JOHN H. PLATT. director of advertising of Kraft Cheese Co., Chicago, was named a director of the
company held
at theinannual
stockholders'
meeting
Chicago
early in

OUR VICE President in charge
of Compiling Long Lists To Be
Ignored was at it again the other
day. Armed with slide rule, grappling irons, and
Mason's
Exterminator,
he dug
into Bat
the
files. And what do you suppose
he discovered? Why that old
issue of La Vie Parisienne we
thought was lost all this time!
Oh yes, and the fact that fJiere
are now more subscribers to the
Standard Library Service than
at any time in our historyl
YESSIR. AS we sprint to print,
there are 238 stations subscribing to the Tailored Transcription Services! From the rockbound coast of Maine to the
Hays-bound coast of Hollywood,
there are 238 subscribers, including welcome new customers:
WNAX, Yankton, S. D.; KANS,
Wichita, Kans.; WLOG, Logan,
W.Va.; WSAM, Saginaw, Mich.;
WATW, Ashland, Wis.; WHLD,
Niagara, Falls N. Y.; WOLF,
Syracuse, N. Y.; KRBC, Abilene, Texas; KGKL, San Angelo,
Texas; KCMC, Texarkana, Texas; and KBST, Big Spring, Texas. (Who said no Texas without
representation.)

CONTENTED customers, too.
Look at the swell May Day bouquet we found on our doorstep,
right between No Milk Today
and that wolf. The orchid from
Mr. Hume A. Lethbridge, CKLN,
Nelson, B. C. says: "I have
nothing but praise for the service you give us, and for the
quality
of recordings."
. You'll
find
us reasonable
people, . CKLN.
Praise and a contract is all we
ask of any station.

BOY ! 238 subscribers ! Wnee,
the people ! At last we can say
with truth that the Sun Never
Sets on
Standard Empire!
With
our the
typically lousy spring
weather, the sun hasn't even
shone on it for four months.

Stmc/a/id/^adio
TAILORED TRANSCRIPTION SERVICE
CHICAGO
• HOLLYWOOD
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WILLIAM E. BETTS, for three
years Hollywood manager of RuthraufE & Ryan, has been transferred to
Detroit as executive on the Dodge
Bros. Corp. (autos) account. Charles
Perrine,
who managed
San Francisco
office, has the
beenagency's
transferred to Hollywood, taking over the
p> ot formerly held by Betts. Frederick
W. Duerr has been made manager of
the San Francisco division.
IVAN HILL, for several years account executive of Don Lee Broadcasting System, Los Angeles, has
joined Russell M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
TED NBALE has joined the Mayer
Co.,
tive. Los Angeles, as account execuHAL COTTON, formerly of United
Press in Omaha and Denver, has
joined Glasser Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, as production manager.
BUCHANAN & Co., recently moved
its Los Angeles oifices to 427 W. Fifth
St. The radio division, headed by Jack
Runyon, continues at 6331 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood.
SCHWAB & BEATTT, New York
agency, is moving May 1 from 386
Fourth Ave. to larger oflBces in the
new U. S. Rubber Bldg., 1230 Sixth
Ave., in Rockefeller Center. New telephone wUl be Circle 5-9090.
LEONARD M. LEONARD, continuity editor of WOR, Newark, on May 1
resigned to join Austin & Speetor,
New York, to supervise all radio continuity and production. Mr. Leonard
previously was editor of Current History and education editor of the New
York Post.
ALVIN GARDNER Co. has moved its
offices in New York from 527 Fifth
Ave. to 347 Madison Ave. New telephone is Murray Hill 6-7640.
DOROTHY BARSTOW, New York
radio director of McCann-Erickson,
was in Hollywood during late April
to confer with Joan Cannon, producer
of the Chesebrough CBS Dr. Christian
program on summer plans.
COWAN & DENGLER, New York advertising agency, on April 25 moved
from the RCA Bldg. to new offices in
the Bankers Trust Co. Bldg. at 527
Fifth Avenue ; phone, Murray Hill
2-0940.
STATION PARTNER WANTED
With $20,000 for proposed local in
one of the rare big towns without
local competition. Box AA4, Broadcasting.
Agency Man Available
For Radio Consultation
Now an account executive, Iused to be time buyer
for one of the largest agencies. Inow have spare time
to consult with a station
whose presentations need a
fresh viewpoint — ^the advertiser's viewpoint.
Outline your problem
(confidentially — I'm very
discreet) and I'll tell you
frankly whether I can help.
Ethics may bar certain problems.
Reasonable fees for
rich experience. Box 789,
Broadcasting.
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Runyon Texaco Director
As Gardner Quits Post
WITH Ed Gardner having resigned
as Hollywood producer of the West
Coast section of the weekly onehour CBS Texaco Star Theatre,
sponsored by Texas Co., New York
(gasoline),
Jack Runyon,
director of Buchanan
& Co.,radio
agency
servicing the account, on April 15
took over the assignment for remaining 11 weeks of the current
season. Tony Stanford continues as
New York agency producer of the
dramatic half of the weekly program. Runyon is one of the Pacific
Coast's veteran producers, having
been with Lord & Thomas for 13
years before switching to Buchanan
& Co. last year to become the agency's radio director.
Gardner produced the series 31
weeks. It is understood he will
forego producing to devote his time
to comedy acting, reviving his
Archie character. Sam Perrin, wellknown Hollywood radio writer, has
been added to the Texaco show as
head of the scripting staff. Writers
include Keith Fowler, Abram Burrows, Frank Galen, Royal Foster,
Bob Ross and Leo Townsend. T. S.
Buchanan, New York president of
the agency, was in Hollywood during mid-April.
WARREN E. KRAFT, of Erwin,
Wasey & Co., recently was elected
chairman of the Washington State
chapter of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies. Other newly elected
officers include N. W. Mogge, of J.
Walter Thompson Co., vice-chairman ;
George Weber, of MacWilkins & Cole,
secretary-treasurer; W. H. Horsley,
Mrs. Elva V. Tomowski, C. P. Constantine and W. T. Prosser, governors.
SAM BARTLETT, who previously
has operated his own radio producing
unit, has joined McJunkin Advertising
Co., Chicago, as manager of the
agency's radio department.
HARRIE K. RICHARDSON, formerly of H. W. Kastor & Sons and Presba,
Fellers & Presba, has joined the radio
department of Needham, Louis &
Brorby, Chicago.
CAMPBELL-EWALD Co. of New
York, on April 22 moved its New York
offices from 1790 Broadway to the
sixth and seventh floors of the new
U. S. Rubber Co. Bldg. in Rockefeller
Center. Telephone continues Circle
7-6383.
TOM LEWIS. Hollywood producer of
the recent CBS Screen Guild Theatre,
sponsored by Gulf Oil Corp., Pittsburgh, and his assistant. Bob Lee, have
returned to New York.
METROPOLITAN ADV. Co., has
moved its West Coast offices to 355 S.
Broadway, Los Angeles. Arthur F.
Nelson continues as manager.
NORMA GIBB, media executive at J.
Walter Thompson Co., Toronto, is on
an extended business trip in western
Canada.
KENNETH HANSEN, of Young &
Rubicam, Hollywood production staff
and Leslie Congden, New York actress,
were married April 15.
RAYMOND LEVY ORGANIZATION, New York, on April 22 moved
its offices to 400 Madison Ave. New
phone number is Eldorado 5-6312.
FRANKLIN W. DYSON, formerly
advertising manager of A. Beshar Co.,
New York (rugs), has been named
regional promotion supervisor of the
Beneficial Management Corp., Newark, to direct advertising and promotion of the eastern division of the
Personal Finance Companies, managed by Beneficial and large users of
radio advertising.

Bert Cairns Is Appointed

HOWARD H. WILSON Co. has been
appointed national representative of
WAGA,land, 111.,Atlanta;
and WPIC,WHBF,
Sharon,Rock
Pa. IsKENT GODFREY, formerly with the
Hearst papers in New York, Simplicity Magazine and most recently sales
manager of Forjoe & Co., has joined
the New York staff of Furgason &
Walker Inc., station representatives.
HARRY KRAFT, new to radio, has
been appointed San Francisco manager
of Homer Owen
station
representative. Griffith,
Gordon Heater,
formerly
writer-producer of K G E R , Long
Beach, Cal., has joined the Hollywood
staff of Homer Owen Griffith as sales
executive. Firm has been appointed to
represent KLO, Ogden, Utah, and
KLAH, Carlsbad, N. M.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., has opened
its own representation offices in New
York at 101 Park Ave. with Roger E.
Vernon as manager. He was with CBS
for more
a year
whenSales
the network firstthan
formed
Radio
and
since has been associated with various
advertising
A. ofK.KMPC
Bucholtz
heads theenterprises.
Chicago office
at 360 N. Michigan Ave.
WTBO, Cumberland, Md.. has appointed Burn-Smith Co., New York,
as its national representative, effective
April 20.
CKNX, Wingham, Ont., has named
James L. Alexander as its Toronto
representative, with Joseph Hershey
McGillvra continuing as representative
in the United States.
THOMAS M. RAY Jr., formerly with
Chevrolet Motor Co^ recently joined
the Katz Agency in San Francisco.
WHLS, Port Huron, Mich., has appointed Radio Centre Ltd., Toronto,
as Canadian representative, according
to S. Grow, president of Radio Centre.
Port Huron is opposite Sarnia, Ont.,
and WHLS is the only station in that
area.
BBDO San Francisco Office
BBDO about May 1 will open a San
Francisco office at 2810 Russ Bldg.
under the management of R. L. Hurst,
who
was office
formerly
BBDO's
Chicago
and manager
has been ofwith
various agencies for the last few years.
Charles McDougall, formerly of McDougall & Weiss, Chicago, will assist
Mr. Hurst in handling advertising for
the MJB
Coffee
office's
main
account.
BothCo.,thetheSannew
Francisco
and Los Angeles offices will be under
the supervision of Jack Cornelius,
BBDO vice-president in the Minneapolis office, who is in charge of all the
agency's western offices, including Chicago.

South Carolinians
ONLY
Regional
CBS
Station

Charleston, S. C.
1000 w^atts
Free &. Peters, Representatives
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Radio
Director
BERT CAIRNS,
sales McKim's
executive at
All-Canada Radio Facilities, Toronto office, has been appointed radio
director of A. McKim Ltd.,tisingadveragency,
with headquarters
at Toronto, effective May 1. He
succeeds Don
Henshaw v^ho resigned March 31
[Broadcasting
Aprilearly
15]. thirties,
Still in
his
Cairns came to
Toronto from
Mr. Cairns Western Canada
three years
ago when
All-Canada
moved
eastward.
His radio
career
started in 1929 while at the University of Alberta, where he did
sports announcing and programat thegraduation
university's
CKUA. ming On
he station
joined
the former CFTP, Edmonton, and
then went to CJCA, Edmonton,
where he was production manager
when transferred to Toronto as the
owners of CJCA branched out into
Eastern Canada as western station
representatives. He is succeeded at
All-Canada by Ed. G. Chown, sales
manager of CJCA, Edmonton.
CHICAGO AGENCIES
PLAN BULL SESSION
FIRST ofmonthly
a series
of regularplanned
semiluncheon meetings
by Chicago agency men dealing in
radio was held April 18, at which
more than a score of Chicago agency radio executives became charter
members of the infoi*mal organization. was
The second
"bullfor session"
luncheon
scheduled
May 1,
with calFrank
Faulkner,
CBS
technidirector in Chicago, speaking
on FM. The meetings are modeled
after those started several months
ago by New York radio advertising
men. Meeting the first and third
Wednesdays of every month, it is
planned to have guest speakers and
to limit actual membership to radiothough
agency
representatives,
almembers
may bring guests.
a three-man
to Appointed
preside atto the
meetings board
were
Harlow Roberts, of Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Herb Hulebus, of
Stack-Goble, and George Duram,
of H. W. Kastor & Sons. Among
the group lined up for membership
at the first meeting were : Ed Benedict and Victor Lowry, McCannErickson; Al Englehardt, U. S.
Adv. Co.; Gordon Cook and Chas.
Hotchkiss, Sherman K. Ellis & Co.;
N. J. Cavanagh, Roche, Williams &
Cunnyngham; Buck Gunn and
Margaret Wiley, J. Walter Thompson Co.; Mr. Roberts, Gene Fromherz and Jack Laemmar, BlackettSample-Hummert; Mr. Duram and
Hank Hudson, H. W. Kastor &
Sons; B. C. Herrick, N. W. Ayer &
Son; Mr. Hulesbus; Henry Klein
and Agnes Hunter, BBDO; Roy
Kirtland, McJunkin Adv. Co.; Lou
Nelson, Wade Adv. Co.; Jack
North, Aubrey, Moore & Wallace;
Ross Metzger, Ruthrauff & Ryan;
R. J. Scott, Schwimmer & Scott;
Henry Selinger, Sherman & Marquette; Holly Shively, Lord &
Thomas; Evelyn Stark, Hays MacFarland; Frank Steel, Frank Steel
Co.; H.Nate
Vogel,
Beaumont
Hohman;
Pumpian
and &Myrtle
Wright, Henri, Hurst & McDonald;
Tom Wallace, Russell M. Seeds Co.
• Broadcast
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AGEICY
ynrppaifttmefitf
HARRIS AMERICAN CRAB MEAT Co.,
New York, to C. L. Miller Co. Radio will
be included in media plans, which are not
yet settled.
ROMA WINE Co., New York, to Berraingham, Castleman & Pierce, New York, for
all Eastern advertising of La Boheme and
other wines. Radio wiU be used extensively
in New York, New Jersey and PennsylMay. vania. Plans will be announced in midCOPELAND REFRIGERATOR Corp., SidTroy, ney,O.O., to Ralph W. Dalton & Assoc.,
VEGETRATES
Inc., Los
Angelesto Allied
(vitamin & mineral health
products),
Adv. dioAgencies,
Los
Angeles.
Extensive
racampaign being planned with dealer
tie-in.
MARLIN FIREARMS Co., New Haven
(razor blades) to Craven & Hedrick, New
York. Spot radio included in media plans
not yet completed.
ERLANGER BREWING Co., Philadelphia
(beverages),
Kom with& Co.,
Philadelphia. RadiotowillJ. beM. used
newspaper
and outdoor advertising.
AMERICAN STORAGE Co., Los Angeleschain
(
) , to Glasser Adv. Agency, that
city, and on April 15 started using a fiveweekly quarter-hour early morning program, American News,
with Jim Bannon, commentator,
on KECA.
BLECHO Co., Los Angeles (Cloes Bleach),
to Dan B. Miner Co., that city. New to
radio and is using five weekly participations in Art test
Baker's
KFI
in a six-week
which Notebook
started inonApril.
ROYAL TYPEWRITER Co., New York,
all products, to Young & Rubicam, New
York, effective Aug. 1. No plans have
been made at present.
Yeast Foam Test
NORTHWESTERN YEAST Co.,
Chicago (Yeast Foam), on April
29 started a test of Songs of a
Dreamer on a thrice-weekly basis
for 22 weeks on WENR, Chicago.
The show features songs and philosophy by Gene Baker, with Larry
Larson at the organ, and is heard
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
3-3:15 p. m. Home economics type
commercials are handled by Doris
Rich. Production is supervised by
Evelyn Stark, of Hays McFarland
& Co., Chicago, agency handling
the account. During the test the
company also is continuing its
schedule of participating announcements on WLS WJR WCCO
WFAA KPO KSO WMT KOMA
WOWO WIBW KFEQ KMA
XEAW, with addition of WHAM
WGY WLBZ WDZ.

To Manage New WPID
LEE CHADWICK, who left the
staff of WTAR, Norfolk, last February to join the New York staff
of Young & Rubicam to become
staff writer on
the We the People program, has
resigned to ass u m e managership of the new
WPID, Petersburg, Va., now
undertion. Theconstrucstation,
250 watts on 1210
be operMr. Chadwick kc,
ated vnll
by the
same
interests that own WTAR, and is
tentatively scheduled to begin operating in June or July. Mr. Chadwick entered radio in 1929, serving
with various Philadelpiha stations.
He resigned as program director
of WTEL in 1934 to join WTAR.
TRANSRADIO PRESS is distributing to radio editors a large blue and
yellow map of the world, showing
the main wireless channels by which
it gathers and distributes its news.

Is Putting

The

ton futures."
Grange Opposes Shifts
THE Lancaster County Pomona
Grange, at its quarterly meeting
in Ephrata, Pa., in mid-April went
on record as "opposed to any change
in radio wavelength that would
affect reception in rural districts".

Over

Bis

WBBM
News Bulletins
Are Posted in Theatre
WBBM, Chicago, cooperating with
Telenews, Chicago newsreel theatre,
has established a late news bulletin service, brought up-to-date
periodically throughout the day.
Usingside thea theatre,
large display
outflashes frame
are rushed
from the WBBM newsroom thrice
daily to give the latest news to
passersby. Arrangements for the
service were made by J. Oren
Weaver, WBBM news chief.
Bulletins and flashes are changed
on a regular schedule, at 9 a. m.,
3 p. m. and 7 p. m. Delivered to the
theatre by special messenger, the
accounts are transcribed in halfinch letters vdth a giant typewriter
and posted on the outside bulletin
board. .Inside the theatre is a
smaller spotlighted frame carrying
special flash and bulletin material
from the newsroom on an hourly
schedule. Facing outgoing patrons,

End of Cotton
WESLEY WALLACE,
WPTF, Raleigh,
announcer, caught a staff
network
break at 4:59:40, April 19,
with a UP bulletin covering
the Gotten murder trial being
held in the county courthouse
next door to WPTF studios.
Read Wallace : "The jury has
just handed down the verdict
in the Gotten murder trial.
Woodrow Gotten is guilty of
first degree murder, and his
wife has been found innocent." After a pause came an
introduction to his regular
daily 5 o'clock feature:
"Here are today's closing cot-

#^1

adio

R

the
lobby display
is captioned:
"The
following
important
news happened
since you entered this theatre — It
was rushed here from WBBM."

I

Sales

L.

Job

BECAUSE
Healthaids Spreads
HEALTHAIDS Inc., Jersey City,
which has been testing Norman
Brokenshire's quarter-hour talks
thrice-weekly on WHAM, Rochester, for Serutan, on April 29 started the program on six Don Lee
stations, Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, 9:15-9:30 p. m. Agency is
Austin & Spector, New York.
Awarded Rakes
MEL ALLEN, baseball announcer for
WABC, New York, Mark Hawley,
Transradio Press newscaster on WOR,
Newark, and Ezra Stone, star of General Foods'were
Aldrich
Familyin broadcasts
on NBC,
included
the dozen
successful young men under 31 years
of age elected to the honorary Order
of the Rake by the Young Men of the
Advertising Club of New York this
year. Awards of small golden rakes,
symbolic of success gained by scratching for it instead of waiting for opportunities to come, were made April
18 at a luncheon. Allen is 28, Hawley
30 and Stone 23.
BROADCASTING
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KSD

KSD has led with "Firsts"
in nation-wide Star Popularity Polls since 1935,
assuring listener preference in St. Louis.

The Distinguished

has a greater daytime population coverage

area
St.

than
Louis

any

other

broadcasting

station.

Broadea^Uhg

Station

Station KSD—
The BUILDING.
St. Lbiiiis
Dispatch
POST-DISPATCH
ST. LOUIS,PostMO,
FREE & PETERS, INC., NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
ATLANTA
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
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NBC Sounds Effects Men
Get New Guild Contract
CONTRACT giving Hollywood
sound effects technicians a five day
week of 40 hours and 100% Guild
shop was signed April 15 by NBC
executives and those of Radio Production Guild of America. Pact is
for 18 months and provides for
two-week vacations, exclusive of
holidays, as well as two-week notice or two-weeks pay upon discharge. Minimum wage scale for
apprentices is fixed at $120 per
month. Juniors are to receive a
minimum of $140 a month for the
first six months with an increase
to $165 for the balance of the year.
For the third six months, salary
will be $190 and $210 thereafter.
Those already receiving the minimum scale are reported to have
been given a fiat 15% increase.
Soundmen will receive straight
time for overtime between 40 and
42 hours and time-and-a-half for
overtime in excess of 42 hours. A
rest period of 12 hours is mandatory between calls, and no soundman can work more than 12 continuous hours. Sotind technicians,
according to the pact, must also be
given $1 for dinner when on duty
10 hours in any one day. Contract
was negotiated for the Guild by
George E. Bodle, attorney.
Keyes to Add More
KEYES Co., Cincinnati (corn
pads), has started a 13-week test
campaign of 10 spot announcements
weekly on WFBM, Indianapolis.
Additional stations will probably
be added in the future. H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago, handles the
account.

FOR

WQXR-IBEW Pact
CLOSED shop agreement covering
the technical employes of WQXR,
New York, has been signed by the
and the Interstation management
national Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers. Agreement, calling for
increases in salary for WQXR's
six months unsix tilengineers
the union every
minimum is reached,
a 40-hour five-day week and annual
vacations of two weeks with pay,
also contains a no strike, no lockout
clause. Contract runs to Dec. 31,
1941. Station's technical staff was
formerly
represented by
the American Communications
Assn.,
a CIO
union, but the IBEW, which is affiliated with the AFL, asked for a
National Labor Relations Board
election last year. When the election
was held in January the IBEW
polled a majority of the votes and
was certified as the bargaining
agent for the men.
'Town Hair Name Protected
TOWN HALL. New York, lias been
granted
a sweeping
injnnction in
by New
Jnstice Charles
B. McLaughlin
YorkminSupreme
Court
against
BenjaFranklin, who has been organizing
lecture groups in various parts of the
States under the name '"AssoUnited ciated
New York. TownIn Halls",
view ofwith
the offices
fact thatin
Town Hall has built up more than
1,000 listening- discussion groups
throughout the United States and that
the audience listening to its NBC
America's Toivn Meeting of the Air
has developed to a number estimated
in excess of 2,400.000, Justice McLaughlin held that Town Hall was entitled to protection throughout the
country. Franklin was forbidden the
use of the name "extending to the confines of this country".

SALE

AVAILABLE

Biggest mail pulling program

NOW

on WMMN

— Grandpa

Jones and his grandsons — drew more mail than any
other station used, for a nationally known

hot cereal

manufacturer during the past winter season. Among

the

other stations were several of the nation's greatest 50000
Watt mail pullers. (Names furnished on request.)
The WMMN

audience — RESPONDS

Write — wire — or phone
WMMX-Fairmont-West

Virginia

or nearest John Blair & Co. office
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WITH a grant of $41,520 from the
Carnegie Corp., the Library of Congress in Washington plans to install in
its music division a complete sound
laboratory, according to Librarian
Archibald MacLeish. The equipment
will be used for duplicating phonoof all types,
making graphic
masterrecordings
recordings,
originating
broadcasts and making broadcast transcriptions. In addition, the Library
plans to purchase a sound truck and
six portable recorders for field recording of material which cannot be recorded in the Library studio. It is exthe apparatus will be in operation bypected
fall.
THREE staff appointments have been
announced by Columbia Recording
Corp. Robert J. Clarkson. formerly of
the transcription sales department of
WOR, Newark, has been named to
handle sales and client contacts for the
transcription and commercial recording division. Wayne Yarnum. formerly
of the Iowa Network sales staff, has
been placed in charge of the popular
band promotion division. Yirginia
Clegg, formerly advertising manager
of General Shaver Division. Remington Rend, has been placed in charge
of distributor
and local artist promooffice. tion. All are located at the Bridgeport
STANDARD RADIO announces the
following new subscribers to its Standard Library Service: WSAM, Saginaw. Mich. ; WATW, Ashland. Wis. ;
WHLD. Niagara Falls, N. Y. ; WOLF,
Syracuse, N. Y. ; KRBC, Aljilene.
Tex.; KBST, Big Spring, Tex.;
KGKL, San Angelo, Tex.; KCMC,
Texarkana, Tex. ; WBAA, Lafayette,
Ind. YONF. St. .John's. Newfoundland, hasSound
subscrilied
Standard's
complete
Effects for
Library.
EDUCATIONAL RECORDERS Inc.,
new production and transcription concei-n, specializing in programs designed
exclusively for school curricula, has
been organized with headquarters at
171 S. Los Robles Ave., Pasadena, Cal.
Equipment
firm is
headed by W.is custom-built
E. Hockey asand
president,
with Francis Gerry, vice-president.
Gardner Grout is secretary-treasurer,
and Russell Skeeter. chief engineer.
Firm is an outgrowth of the old TruArt Recording Studios, Los Angeles.
AEROGRAM Corp.. Hollywood, has
startedtureaserial.
newCaptain
39 quarter-hour
Danger, advenfor J.
Bennett Downie, writer-producer. He
has also evolved merchandising a camRADIO
paign. ATTRACTIONS. New York,
has issued a tan mailing folder titled
"So Y<ui'rp From jMissouri." which
gives the higli sjxits of the promotion
and merchandising campaigns available to sponsors for both of the comShadow
of Fu
Manchu pany's
and productions.
AiJveiitiires
of Pinocchio.
EARL B. SALMON, formerly head
of his own sales organization, has been
appointed sales representative for the
transcription department of WOR,
Newark, succeeding Rol)ert Clarlcson.
who recently joined (\)lumbia Recording Corp., Bridgeport, Conn.
'Ellery Queen' on Records
CBS is working out a ijlan with Columbia Recording Corp. to record in
album form for home use 12-inch records Of the Adventures of Ellery
Queen when that series starts for Gulf
Oil Co. on May 28. Although not yet
definitely decided, the plan is to reproduce one side of the record with
the mystery, the other side to carry
the solution.
BROADCASTING

HOME - MADE RECORDS are a
hobby with E. A. Kettel, executive
of WCOA, Pensacola, WTMC, Ocala, and WDLP, Panama City, all in
Florida, who finds writing and delivering scripts not only amusing to
his friends but helpful to himself in
overcoming mike fright and cordefects.
a camera fan, recting
Mr. speech
Kettel
took Also
this picture
of himself with an automatic time
AFRA Coast Contracts
VIC CONNORS, San Francisco representative of the American Federation of Radio
Artists, recently
announced that contracts
have been
signed between AFRA and KFRC,
San Francisco, and the radio division
of the Golden Gate Exposition, and
that negotiations between AFRA and
KPO-KGO, NBC San Francisco stations, are practically completed. The
KFRC contract for announcers, provides a 5-dav 40-hour week with the
wage set at $199.11 monthly and $245
for
announcer-producers.
This isyear's
agreement
with the Exposition
identical
with
last
year's
contract,
adheres to the code of fair practice and
includes the three-major networks. Announcers will be paid $55 for a 5-day
40-hour week. Connors stated that the
KPO-KGO agreement includes provision for a 10% salary step-up, explaining that the only point delaying
complete accord is the question of
commercial fees on local programs.
AFRA already has contracts covering KPO-KGO actors and entertainers.tions
Connors
also has Oakland,
opened negotiawith KROW.
on a
contract covering announcers, actors
and entertainers.
RECENT subscribers to the display
service of Tel-Pie Syndicate, New
York, are KELA. Centralia, Wash.;
KXRO. Aberdeen, Wash.; KVOS,
Belliugham. Wash. ; KGY, Olympia ;
KRSC, Seattle; KPQ, Wenatchee,
Wash.; KHQ and KGA, Spokane;
KTMS, Santa Barbara,

^ RADIO

ADVERTISERS
Cannot Afford to Overlook the
Possibilities Offered by the
Canadian Maritime Provinces

|
^
?
j

and by Nova Scotia in Particular.
This area is served by—
CHNS
The HALIFAX, N. S.
Key Station OF THE
Maritimes
§
§

WEEDRepresentatives
6i COMPANY
350 Madison Ave., N. Y.
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Craven

Challenges

Non-Profit Ruling
Seeks Opinion on Change in
International Pickups
RIGHT of the FCC to restrict rebroadcasting of international programs to non-profit purposes has
been raised by Commissioner T. A.
M. Craven, following adoption
April
13 byauthorizing
the FCC's standard
majority and
of
new rules
non-commercial educational broadcast stations to pick up and rebroadcast programs of international broadcast stations.
Commissioner Craven reserved
his vote pending a study of the
question by the Law Department,
particularly in the light of the recent Supreme Court opinion in the
Sanders-Dubuque case, which held
that free competition should prevail in broadcasting but at the same
time i-uled that the law does not
permit the FCC to regulate the
programs, business management or
policy of stations.
Change in Language
The FCC adopted in principle
the recommendation of Commissioner George H. Pajnie but did not
adopt the language he proposed.
He had recommended that the rule
(4.10 D) be modified so that such
rebroadcasts would be "intended
solely for non-profit purposes and
will not be commercially sponsored". Commissioner Craven, however, had proposed that the rule be
amended so that the rebroadcasting will not detract from the primary function of the international
station and that the technical
quality will be reasonably good. He
did not mention the commercial
aspect.
The FCC announced that the
change in rule means that any
broadcast station or non-commercial educational station in the
United States may, upon authority
of the station originating the international program, retransmit it.
The rule would apply to any international broadcast station, whether
located within or outside the United
States.
Following are the changes in
Parts 3 and 4 of the Rules and
Regulations :
Section 3.94(c) is hereby made Section 3.94(d), and Section 3.94(d) is
made Section 3.94(e), and the following is inserted as Section 3.94 (c) :
"Section 3.94(c). The licensee of a
standard broadcast station may, without further authority of the Commission, rebroadcast on a noncommercial
basis a noncommercial program of an
international broadcast station, provided the Commission is notified of the
call letters of each station rebroadcast and the licensee certifies that express authority has been received from
the licensee of the station originating
the program."
Section 4.10 fd) is deleted; Section
4.10(c) is made Section 4.10(d), and
the following is inserted as Section
4.10(c) :
"Section If.lO(c).
The licensee
of a
noncommercial
educational
broadcast
station may, without further authority
of the Commission, rebroadcast the
noncommercial programs of a standard
broadcast station or an international
broadcastmission station,
the letters
Comis notified provided
of the call
of each station rebroadcast and the licensee certifies that express authority
has been received from the licensee of
the station originating the program."
The words "or noncommercial edu4.10(b). cational" are stricken from Section
BROADCASTING

Television

Notes

Plugs for Ivory
TWO one-minute televised commercials for Ivory Soap were included
in NBC's telecast of the opening
home game of the Brooklyn Dodgers for the 1940 season on April
19. In one spot, Ken Roberts, announcer, showed how the soap foams
up by making suds in a glass ; in the
other, by wearing one red mitten
and one white glove, he illustrated
how Ivorj" keeps hands white. Commercials were prepared by Compton Adv., New York, Ivory agency
for Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, co-sponsor of the Dodgers
games broadcast on WOR, Newai'k.
In addition to the normal audience of television set-owners in the
metropolitan area, the game was
witnessed by more than 50 patients
at the Metropolitan Sanitarium at
Mount McGregor, near Saratoga
Springs, New York. Signals from
W2XBS,
NBC's were
New picked
York television transmitter,
up by
the General Electric television relay station in the Helderberg mountains 12 miles from Schenectady
and rebroadcast, making possible
the reception at the sanatorium.
Hams' Own System
commercial television temporarily stalemated by the standards controversy, amateur experimenters are busy developing a twoway visual system following an announcement in QST, official organ
of the American Radio Relay
League, of an electronic television
system using a newly-developed
small-image tube. Widespread amateur interest is expected in the
new system, which represents a
sizeable cost reduction, according
to James J. Lamb, ARRL research
engineer in charge of television development. The new system requires only a 400 kc. channel, as
against the 6,000 kc. channel for
commercial work under present
standards. The picture size is about
IV2 -inches square, with 120 scanning lines to the inch, 30 frames
jer second. An inexpensive cathoderay receiving tube is used to monitor~ transmissions.
Ordinary
daylight is said to provide
sufficient
illumination for the system, Mr.
Lamb stated.
WITH
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Directors Re-elected
AMERICAN TELEVISION Corp.
has announced the re-election of its
board of directors for another year,
as follows : Samuel M. Saltzman,
president; Dewey Bullock, vicepresident; Edward C. Santilli, secretary and treasurer; Dr. Joseph
Alexander, Clarence H. Dragert
and Raymond W. Starr. Company
also announced the completion of
the registration of a stock issne
with the Securities and Exchange
Commission for the purpose of increasing working capital for production of "Videor" television receivers.
NEWSREEL technique has been
adapted to television by Don Lee
Broadcasting System with this
Pontiac station wagon fitted to accom odate avideo camera on its
roof. The mobile pickup unit is Used
for outdoor coverage by W6XA0,
Don Lee television station in Los
Angeles. Standing on the far side
of the car, pointing, is Harry
Lubcke, Don Lee director of television.

Western Auto Series
WESTERN AUTO SUPPLY Co.,
Los Angeles (chain), seasonal users of radio, on April 25 started
for 26 weeks, a weekly quarter-hour
program. Outdoor Reporter, on
KECA, that city. Series features
Elmer Latz and Earl Wilcox, employes of the firm, who give fishing
and other summer sports information. Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles, has the account.

Esso Shifts
ESSO MARKETERS, which started the first sponsored news series
designed especially for television
March 20 on W2XBS, New York,
on April 19 shifted the program,
titled The Esso Television Reporter,
from Wednesday to Fridaj' nights
at 8:30 p. m. The telecasts, featuring UP news, are arranged through
the
cooperation
NBC's television
department
and of
Marschalk
& Pratt,
New York, agency handling the
Esso account.
Shakespearean Video
WHAT was claimed to be the first
televised Shakespearean broadcast
was presented April 17 by the
Henry Howard Players of Philadelphia onvisual
W3XE,
Philco's
experimental
broadcast
station
in
that city. Thomas Froman directed
the players in scenes from "Romeo
and Juliet", "Macbeth" and "The
Taming of the Shrew".
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Power

AN ADVANCE report on Western
Blectric's development of a 1 kw. FM
transmitter has been sent to all broadcast stations by Graybar Electric Co.
and is available to all interested parties. The report includes a description
and typical performance data for the
model,
v^hich covers
40-45
mc. range503-A,
; a photograph
of thetheunit
;a
block schematic, and an abstract of
application
to FCC,
showing data
exactly how toform
enter
the required
relative to description of the transstalled. mitting apparatus proposed to be inSALE OF four new transmitters was
announced in April by RCA Mfg. Co.
KARK, Little Rock, and WJBO, Baton Rouge,
purchased
transmittershave
contingent
upon FCC5-DXapproval
of
pending
applications.
WKIP,
newlyauthorized local at Poughkeepsie, N. T.,
has purchased a 250-watt transmitter,
and WRAW,
Reading, modulator
Pa., has unit
contracted for a 100-watt
for its transmitter, contingent upon
FCC authority to increase its power
to 250 watts. A contingent contract
for
of a 250-watt
has purchase
been entered
by Birneytransmitter
Imes, of
Columbus, Miss., subject to favorable
action by the FCC on a pending application for a new station.
GRAYBAR Electric Co. reports sales
of the following Western Electric
equipment : WIP, Philadelphia, 5 kw.
air-cooled transmitter ; WFAS, White
Plains, N. Y., 250-watt transmitter ;
WTNJ, Trenton, N. J., 1 kw. FM
transmitter ; WLOG, Logan, W. Va.,
250-watt transmitter and colnplete
station equipment. Orders for 250-watt
transmitters and complete station
equipment have also been placed by
North Shore Broadcasting Co., Marblehead, Mass., and V. O. Stamps,
Dallas.

Various factors govern the signal strength and coverage ofa broadcasting station. Among these are design, height and insulation of the radiator. Because
ox enof the experience and researches of Blaw-Kn
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WHOM, Jersey City, which on April
17 was authorized by the FCC to increase its power from 250 watts to
1,000 watts day and 500 watts night,
will continue its 24-hour daily schedule on 1450 kc. It will install a Western Electric transmitter, and alterations will be made to the 400-foot vertical radiator antenna. The present
transmitter will be rebuilt with an
amplifier added, and re-installed as an
auxiliary unit. R. V. Wilmotte is the
consulting engineer. Mr. Lang stated
that WHOM will be operating on the
increased power by early summer, at
the latest in 60 days.
KARK, Little Rock, recently authorized to increase to 5,000 watts fulltime
on 890 kc, reports delivery of its new
RCA transmitter and associated equipment April 8, and G. E. Zimmerman,
manager, announces the new power
will be turned on by May 15.
GATES AMERICAN Corp., Quincy,
111., has announced the addition to its
line of two new commercial broadcast
transmitters recently approved by the
FCC, Model SlOl for 100-watt operation and S251service.
for either 250-watt or
100-250-watt
PACIFIC SOUND Equipment Co.,
Hollywood, has moved to larger quarters at 7373 Melrose Ave. Firm has
sold to E. J. (Al) Sperry, independent
Hollywood transcription producer, 10
of its No. 2 orthacoustic machines
which have been placed in stations nationally. Two No. 220M professional
playback units have also been sold to
CBS Hollywood and its artists service
aflBliate, Columbia Management of
California.
FIRST institution of higher education to apply for an FM station is
University of Michigan Broadcasting
Service, through Jerome Wiesner and
Waldo Abbot, who have applied to the
mc. for a 50-watt station on 42.8
FCC
BROADCASTING

Increases

In New York Area
WBNX Granted 5 kw. Night;
WWRL, WHOM Increases
TWO REGIONAL stations in New
York's metropolitan area soon will
operate with increased power by
virtue of FCC actions April 17.
WBNX was granted a construction
permit authorizing installation of
a directional antenna and a power
increase from 1,000 watts night and
5,000 watts local sunset to 5,000
watts fulltime on 1370 kc. WHOM,
Jersey City,
granted
a constructionwas
permit to
increase
its
power from 250 watts unlimited
time to 500 watts night and 1,000
watts tenna
day
withkc. a directional anon 1450
WWRL, Woodside, L. I., and
WFTL, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
April 13 were authorized to increase
night power from 100 to 250 watts,
pursuant to recent changes in rules
allowing horizontal power increases
where engineeringly feasible.
Asheville Denial
Application
of Publix N.Bamford
Theatres
Inc., Asheville,
C, for
a new station to operate on 1430
kc. with 1,000 watts fulltime, was
denied April 15 by the FCC on enCommisgrounds. The site
sion found gineering
the antenna
specified is not satisfactory, since it
would not enable such a station to
render a minimum signal of 25
millivolts to the business district
of Asheville.
of fact and
The proposed
ns statedfindings
that operation of
conclusio
the station as proposed would constitute adeparture from the Commission's plan of allocation in that
stations of the regional classification are designed to render servdisitanareas,
to metropol
primarily
icetricts
s rural
and to contiguou
classified
not
is
Asheville
whereas
itan district. Moreas a metropol
over, it held that because of the
drastic limitation expected to be
caused to the proposed night time
service area (to the 10 millivolt
contour) the station could not
render interference-free service at
to the entire city of
night even
.
Asheville
"The Commission will not, in
broadapplications
grantingcasting
facilities, departforfrom its
convincing
plan of allocation unless
reasons are advanced in a given
case to show that such a departure
will be in the public interest," the
in
are shown "No
findings continued.
proposed
such considerations
record."
this WOV
Tower

Ready

begin itsbroadYork,
WOV, New
new
1 from
May will
casting about
"top40-foot
a
with
tower
350-foot
loading" antenna system, according
to Miss Hyla Kiczales, manager.
The Lehigh uniform taper tower
the transpiles at N.
110-foot
rests on mitter
site in Kearny,
J. All
equipment is Western Electric. The
tower was constructed by Hartenstine Zane Co., and the mechanical
work was under the supervision of
Robert E. Study, chief engineer of
WOV.
THE FCC has refused permission to
WLAP,
Lexington,
Ky., toofrebroadcast facsimile
transmissions
WLW,
Cincinnati,
using
its
regular
wavelength of 1420 kc. with 250 watts.
• Broadcast
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CONTROL
ROOM
RAY NEWBY, transmitter supervisor
at WABC, New York, will be transferred May 5 to KNX, Hollywood.
GrahaiQ Tevis, chief engineer of
KMOX, St. Louis, is transferred to
WABC as of May 1. L. McC. Young,
of WBBM, Chicago, was sent to
KMOX on April 14.
BOB RICHARDSON, formerly of
KGKY, Scottsbluff, Neb., has joined
the engineering staff of KGNT, North
Platte, Neb.
BILL CUNNINGHAM, technician,
formerly with KBPS, Portland, Ore.
has joined the engineering stafE of
KWLK, Longview, Wash.
GENE RIDER, chief engineer of
WQAIVI, Miami, Pla., is the author of
a short story to appear soon in Esquire
magazine.
CHARLES WILSON, chief control
operator of KGKO, Fort Worth, is the
father of a boy born April 17.
AL HAYWOOD, formerly of WWJ
and WMBC, Detroit, has joined the
engineering staff of WSPD, Toledo.
ELMO CRONK. formerly control
operator of WTAR, Norfolk, Va., has
joined WPID, Petersburg, Va., as
chief operator.
DON McBAIN, CBS Hollywood engineer, has resigned to join United
Air Lines as co-pilot.
FRANCIS JACOB, Jr., control supervisor of WWL, New Orleans, is
the father of a boy born April 16.
JAN KING, engineer of WGBR,
Goldsboro, N. C, has opened his own
recording studio in Goldsboro, using
Presto recording equipment. King also
has been named to install and direct
public address system work at the new
baseball park of the Goldsboro Goldbugs of the Coastal Plains League.
HAROLD ROGER, formerly of
WAIR, Winston-Salem, N. C, has
joined the engineering staff of WSJS,
in that city.
GORDON MORRISON, engineer of
KPO-KGO, San Francisco, was married April 15.
ALFRED CROSSLEY, Chicago consulting engineer and former chairman
of the RMA radio receiver committee,
has been appointed factory representative in the Chicago district by Allen
B. DuMont Laboratories, Passaic,
N. J.

Once an Engineer . . .
NOT EVEN a bout with
pneumonia could keep Walter
Widlar, WGAR engineer,
from thinking about his chosen profession. While convalescing in a Cleveland hospital,
Widlar contrived an amplification device to be used in
surgery to amplify the patient's heartbeats on a small
speaker, thus keeping the
surgeon infoiTned on the patient's condition throughout
the operation. Hospital surgeons are testing it.
Transradio Moving
TRANSRADIO PRESS SERVICE,
New York, on or about May 1 will
move from 342 Madison Ave. to
new offices on the 39th floor of 521
Fifth Ave. The space leased includes the penthouse, in which a
mezzanine floor will be constructed
for the accounting and business
offices. The executive and other offices will be on the main floor.

TRIAL and tribulation are accepted with stoicism by J. D. Bloom,
chief engineer of WWL, New Orleans, as he tries to figure out how
25 feet of master control apparatus
will fit in 15 feet of space. With a
set of blueprints in his hands,
Bloom dopes out all sorts of combinations to solve the riddle.

New FCC Amateur Test
To Be Effective July 1
STARTING July 1, 1940, the FCC
will replace the amateur operator
license examinations in use for the
last several years with new examinations consisting primarily of the
multiple choice type questions
which have been used successfully
during the last year in the commercial radio operators' license examination. In announcing the coming cated
change
AprilA 24,
the FCC indithe class
examination
will
contain a maximum of 40 advanced
technical questions dealing mostly
with radiotelephony. The class B
and C examinations will contain a
maximum of 50 questions, of which
about 30 will be technical and 20
on regulatory and legal aspects.
The code requirements remain unchanged.
It is believed by the FCC that the
new examination format, in addition to reducing examination time,
also will reduce the elapsed time
for grading and issuing licenses. A
study guide, with paraphrased quotations, isto be released soon.

Brodton Leaves RCA
LYNN BRODTON, with RCA Mfg.
Co. 14 years and for the last four
years director of styling engineering products, on April 20 announced
his resignation to enter the design
field as a consultant. Responsible in
large measure for the styling and
general design of latest RCA transmitters and engineering products,
Mr. Brodton also has been associated with station building and studio designs. As a consultant, he
proposes to advise stations on overall construction and design, with
emphasis
on "built-in"
styling.
is a mechanical
engineer
and Hea
member of the American Designers
Institute. Mr. Brodton is maintaining his headquarters at Collingswood, N. J., suburb of Camden.
TOURING and Automobile Club of
Peru, to attract American tourists, is
broadcasting a 5 :15-5 :4.5 p. m. (EST)
program each Saturday night over
0X-4R, Radio Nacional de Peru,
15.15 mc, handled by Victor Llona,
Peruvian newspaperman who formerly resided in the United States.
IBROADCASTING
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ers of Philadelphia have
started DeSoto Quiz Caravan
on WFIL, Philadelphia, with Mort
Lawrence as m.c. During the halfhour program Quizzer Lawrence
operates from behind the wheel of a
convertible coupe, querying about
25 members of the audience, blowing a musical air horn for errors
and giving away silver dollars and
part payment checks on new DeSotos as"^ prizes. Every person comcard lubricae ica
gettes agoo
miktif
to the
ingtion
gift cer
at any
local DeSoto dealer.
Plans call for extension of the
series into the summer, with the
Quiz Caravan visiting showrooms
of each of the 15 participating
dealers. Merchandising supplements include parades of bannered
new and used cars, window disdistribularge scale
tion plays,
to past
clientsticket
and pospects
and other adverthroughtisingsalesmen,
media. Arrangements for the
series are handled by Jack Bradley,
DeSoto district manager, J. Stirling
Getchell advertising agency, and
Jack Surrick, WFIL sales director.
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Pittsburgh Swap
AFTER an experimental period of
two weeks, KDKA and the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette have embarked
on a regular time-space trade deal.
The station uses approximately six
inches daily on the Post-Gazette
radio page for the column, KDKA
Today, under the by-line of James
R. Luntzel, director of publicity.
The newspaper in return uses a
daily five-minute morning show offering shopping news and featuring highlights of interest to women.

''On-the-Spot^'

of Upstate
4-BILLION

Coverage

ISJew York's

DOLLAR

MARKET

WFBL

Syracuse

5000 Watts Day-time

1000 Watts Night-time

Favored by Listeners

Proved by Advertisers

RADIO DROADCASTING CORP.
Syracuse,
IS'ew York
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
COLUMBIA
MEMBER BASIC NETWOBK
National Representatives, Free & Peters, Inc.
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DeSoto Dollars — Rally for Wahl — No Mirrors UsedSoil in Envelopes — Seeds from Boston
Wahl's Pep Rally

interSTIMU
TO est
in the LATE
half-ho'ur quiz
weekly employes
program. Take It or Leave It,
which started April 21 under sponsorship of Wahl Co., Chicago (Eversharp pen and pencil), on 27
CBS stations, Sunday, 10-10:30
with West Coast re(EST),
p.m. peat,
9:30-10 p.m.
(PST), a special
dealers rally was staged April 19 in
the network's Hollywood studios.
In addition to pep talks by executives of the firm and CBS, a transcribed preview of the show was
presented along with a playback
of recorded interviews made as employes entered the studios. Rally
was in charge of George Moskovic,
CBS Pacific Coast sales promotion
manager, who explained features
of the series and promotion being
used to support it. Harry W. Witt,
CBS Southern California sales manager, presided.
In the Old Country
TO PROMOTE its coverage of the
Scandinavian war news, KSTP, St.
Paul, is feeding a special 15-minute Norse news period dailv to
WCAL, of the Norwegian St. Olaf
College at Northfield, Minn. Val
Bjornson, KSTP political commentator and a Norwegian-speaking
Icelander, presents the program in
both English and Norwegian. Because of Minnesota's heavy Norwegian population, KSTP at the
outbreak of Scandinavian hostilities set aside 22 additional weekly
periods, using two-column ads in
the Minneapolis Star-Journal to
plug the extra coverage.
Editor Guests
CONTINUING a successful 1939
promotion, WCKY, Cincinnati, has
started a series of daily programs
under auspices of 132 newspapers
in the WCKY service area and dedicated to the home towns. Editors
appear briefly on the programs, to
run from April 29 to Sept. 28, and
music is selected for each program
by balloting in each sponsoring
newspaper.
year's salute series underLast
newspaper
auspices
brought WCKY reams of publicity,
and letters from editors accepting
the invitation to participate in the
1940 series praise the station for
its community activities.
Right Time and Place
RECENT eclipse of the sun was
tied in with a station promotional
stunt by Fred Palmer, manager of
KOY, Phoenix. He engaged Tex
Rankin, sky-writer, to spell out
"KOY—
550" in the sky, during the
eclipse and at an angle where thousands of persons watching, couldn't
miss the smoke message. The 550
is KOY's spot on the dial.
Jointly Promoted
ORIGINATING from the stage of
the Gates Theatre in Portsmouth,
Va., the Tidewater Talent Revue,
stage-radio show, is publicized
jointly by the theatre, WRVA,
Richmond, and the Portsmouth
Star. The program, a talent contest, isconducted by Joe Brown.
BROADCASTING

They Help Each Other
SEPARATED by the breadth of
the continent, WGAR, Cleveland,
and KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., are
participating in a promotion to
earn mutual goodwill from listeners. Through an arrangement with
the Cleveland Automobile Club,
members requesting routings to
California receive a special pink
insert with the routing maps calling
attention to the programs of KMPC
and extending WGAR's %vish for "a
safe
pleasant
trip". The
Auto
Club and
estimates
an average
of 3,000
such routings are issued yearly. A
similar arrangement is being made
with United Airlines, under which
each reservation on Californiabound Mainliners includes a
WGAR-KMPC * reminder.
* *
Dakota Tributes
USING its Happy Ruben farmer
trademark, WDAY, Fargo, N. D.,
is distributing a folder presenting
reprints of testimonial letters particularly complimenting the station
on its merchandising activities on
behalf of sponsors. The publicity
and promotional efforts carried out
by the WDAY staff under Bill
Dean, publicity director, include
bus signs, street placards, window
displays, dealer displays handled
through the station, pre-announcements, program plugs, Fargo
Forum radio column stories, stories
in the weekly Radio Shopper paper,
along with pictures of individual
promotions. * * *
Not With Mirrors
FEATURING theme cartoons in
color by Peter Arno, NBC has
issued a new promotion booklet for
its Red Network, "It's Not Done
With Mirrors". The network presentation isbuilt around pictorial accounts of the futile picketing efforts
of "one Abdullah Q. Dazzalian,
frustrated Mullah of Magic Mirrors". The colorful 20-page bound
book presents easy-to-read data on
NBC-Red history, clients, artists,
audience, results and operation.
Each copy sent to the trade is accompanied by a personalized letter
from
Roy inC.charge
Witmer,
NBC E.vicepresident
of sales.
P.
H. James, NBC advertising manager, prepared
* the* book.
*
Sports on Billboards
TO PROMOTE its sports features,
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., is using
large billboard displays in baseball
parks/A/
and other
strategic points.
>
BAimORl

MTIONAL REPRESENUTIVES
EDWARD PEm & ca
ON THE NBC

RED NETWORK
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Edison Essays
WPEN, Philadelphia, participated
in a four-way promotion with the
Franklin Institute, Philadelphia
Daily News and Stanley-Warner
theatres in a movie exploitation
campaign for the film "Young Tom
Edison". An essay contest was conducted, with 80 pairs of movie
tickets awarded, and a special
prize
a one-day trip to the New
York ofFair.

WSIX
Voice

A^a^/ivi/Ze

BROCHURES

HEAVY

ATTENTION was accorded this display of KFXM, San Bernardino, Cal., at the city's 30th annual National Orange Show, attended
by more than 155,000. The exhibit incorporated the station's new RCA
250-watt transmitter, a United Press teletype, an RCA television receiver and various other apparatus, with a live hookup to the studio for
originating newscasts and special programs from the booth. In addition
to several roving reporter interview programs, all local newscasts were
originated at the exhibit. A feature was the broadcasting of guests' names.

'
After Hours
SPONSORS and advertising executives are receiving invitations
from NBC in the form of a glossy
folder called "After Hours" to meet
\ J'uan de Jara Almonte, official host
' of
opei^ations
at the
Thenight
folder,
illustrated
withnetwork.
a pic' ture of Almonte, and accompanied
' by a letter from Roy C. Witmer,
' NBC
vice-president, gives his
, background and says, "Perhaps if
it were possible for a large organization such as NBC to capture and
crystallize its personality in a single human being, John Almonte
might reasonably assume that role."
Winners in Serial
WINNERS of the contest to name
The Program Without a Name,
serial sponsored on NBC-Pacific
by Albers Bros. Milling Co., Seattle,
were announced recently with their
actual participation in a special
dramatic episode. Top prize was a
$500 fur coat, with |200 fur coats
going to the 10 runners-up and $100
cash prizes for the grocers of winners. The program is now known
by its prize-winning title. Mine to
Cherish. Erwin, Wasey & Co., Seattle, handles the Albers cereal ac■ count.
* * *
Lever Brooch
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge,
Mass., on May 2 will tie in current
sequences of the Big Sister program, heard five times weekly on
,CBS, with an offer of an antiquesimulated carved coral brooch.
Which listeners may receive for 15c
and one Rinso boxtop. Scripts of
the program deal with the theft of
a coral brooch belonging to Aunt
Mamie Wayne, played by Zazu
Pitts. Agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York.
* * *
Staff Prizes
IN A one-month trial, KLO, Ogden,
Utah, is offering cash prizes to its
announcers for following through
on original program ideas. Other
members of the KLO staff act as
i judges in the competition.

Mud in Cellophane
SMALL cellophane envelopes containing what appears to be ordinary mud have been sent to radio
editors by WMCA, New York, with
an accompanying letter explaining
that the dirt came from 90 feet
below the site of the station's new
transmitter at Kearney, N. J.,
depth to which the WMCA engineers had to dig to find a solid
rock foundation for the huge transmitter towers. This extreme depth
made it necessary to import 100foot trees from the West Coast for
pilings, WMCA reports, adding
that they are here now and work on
the superstructure has begun.

WIRE. Indianapolis •— Die-cut brochure picturing thefacilities.
station's new studio
and transmitter
WELL Xew Haven, Conn. — 36-page
pictorial
brochure
presenting
"at work"
illustrations
of studio
operation,
personnel and talent.

^^^^headley-Reed Co.,
National Representative

Manufactures: North Carolina leads the
South Atlantic states in value of manufactured products with a total production of
$1,384,737,686 (1937 Census of Manufactures). Atotal of $952,100,000 or 69% of
the state total were produced within the
primary coverage of WPTF.
Agricuifure: North Carolina also leads
the South Atlantic States in gross farm income with $360,404,000 in 1937. Statistics
for that year are not available by counties
but WPTF blankets the principal tobacco
belt with a cash crop income of $145,000,000 and other sources of revenue as well.
Largest

Trading Area, Baltimore

Theatre Pickup
UNUSUAL broadcast was carried
April 16 by WGBR, Goldsboro,
N. C, when it picked up direct
from the projection room of the
local Paramount Theatre the sound
track of the March of Time movie
feature, "Canada at War". The
program was given an extensive
build-up by the station, which plans
to repeat with similar broadcasts
of new March of Time releases.
Manager Frank Remxburg of the
theatre, Lonnie Hughes, projection
manager, Jan King and Levis
Suggs, WGBR engineers, and
Harry Bright, announcer, arranged
the broadcast.

to Atlanta

Trade: With 1,055,471 population and 1939
retail sales of $ 184,278,000,* the Raleigh
Trading Area is the third largest of 40 defined by BBD&O for the eight southeastern
states. It is the Largest Trading Area between Baltimore and Atlanta.
Capital: Raleigh is the Capital of the
South's fastest developing state, the buying
center of nearly the whole Eastern section
of North Carolina. And it is the home of
Sales Management. 1940

Said With Seeds
ANNOUNCING its new daily Farmers' Almanac program, which
started April 22, WEEI, Boston,
attached to publicity releases distributed to the trade a packet of
vegetable seeds. The new program
started following announcement of
the appointment of Jesse Buffam
as New England farm reporter for
CBS, and it is supervised by him.
The feature includes weather forecasts, salute to outstanding New
England farms or farmers, a dairy
department, editorial page and a
question-answer department, with
entertainment by WEEI's yodeling
cowboys, Jimmie and Dick.
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is hisLoukly
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furnis
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VIGN
KSD, St. Louis, through a
series of interviews with Nelson Cunliff, well-known local civil
h the Federal Govengineer. Wit
ernment planning to clear about 50
square blocks of waterfront propJeffertheonalcityExpfor
erty inNati
ion new
ansthe
son
Memorial,
Mr. Cunliff is in charge of the investigations toappraise the value
of the property concerned. As it
happens, the area includes many
famous local landmarks dating
back to the middle of the 19th cenf'sons
lifati
Mr. obs
Cunerv
chatty
aneandous
tempertury,
develoex-p
interesting historical angles.

For the First Quarter of
1940 in Indianapolis
BANK CLEARINGS
Up 11%
OUTBOUND CARLOADINGS
Up 25.5%
NEW CAR SALES
Up 18%
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRIC POWER
Up 16.5%
MANUFACTURING PAYROLLS
Up 18.8%
PRODUCTION and CONSUMPTION are moving ahead in the
Hoosier Market!
THE HOOSIER STATION
Sets the Pace !n Indianapolis

Solid figures prove the HOOSIER STATION'S influence in
the market. At the end of 1939
the average listening audience
divided this way:
WFBM
WIRE
WLW

28.3%
24.5%
21.3%

FLASH ! Indianapolis' largest
brewery chooses WFBM for its first
radio campaign — 26-week local
sports package.
THE "HOOSIER" STATION

INDIANAPOLIS
Represented Nationally by
VIRGIL REITER & CO.
New York
Chicago
Page 68 • May
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Proving Ground
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., has
started a morning woman's show
which incorporates the former Consumer's Home Research series and
features Mildred Van, home economist. Titled Open House, the fiveweekly half-hour show is built
along variety angles and includes
Clete Roberts, news editor, in interviews and news of women. Open
house is held each Friday, and as
merchandising for the series. Miss
Van has started a Consumer's Home
Research Club. Registered members are sampled by participating
sponsors and used as a proving
ground for new products. Current
sponsors include M. A. Newmark
& Co. (canned food products) and
Coffee Products Co. of America
(coffee, tea, spices).
* * *
Mock Trial
WHEN the Ben Bernie program for
Half 'n' Half tobacco on CBS was
shifted in April from Fridays to
Wednesday 8-8:30 p.m. period, the
American Tobacco Co. introduced
a "Mtisical Mock Trial" audience
participation game on the program
with Ben Bernie as presiding judge
and Lew Lehr, comedian, as prosecuting attorney. Two cases are
tried on each program, with the
evidence presented musically. Jurors from the audience attempt to
guess the songs played and receive
$1 for each correct guess. Young &
Rubicam, New York, handles the
account.
Musical Train
NEW WEEKLY quarter-hour program on KOY, Phoenix, Melody
Express, has Marlene Ayres and
Roberta Bragdon, singer and pianist, steaming into an imaginary
station on a realistic sound effects
train and disembarking to deliver
packages of songs requested by listeners. The pickup of a train pulling out of the station is the signoff.
* * *
Opportunities for Girls
KRE, Berkeley, Cal., recently
started a weekly program in which
vocational opportunities for young
women trained in home economics
is the subject. Each week one or
more experts in the field are interviewed by a high school or college
student. Such subjects as "Home
Economics in Business" and "Hospital Dietetics" have been covered.

Soap With Kilts
A SCOTCH bagpiper in kilts,
parading
the ofdowntown
ness section
Phoenix, busiwas
used as a promotional stunt
for the daily news broadcasts
sponsored on KOY, that city,
by Los Angeles Soap Co., Los
Angeles
(Scotch
soap).on Between musical
numbers
the
bagpipe,
he
announced
time
of the broadcast and also
gave Scotch soap a plug.
Clocks and Socks
FEATURING
an "alarm Wash.,
clock"
award,
KVOS, Bellingham,
is carrying a new audience quiz
program from the stage of a local
theatre under sponsorship of a
Bellingham department store. Simple questions, answered correctly
within a brief time limit, bring the
answerer awards ranging from 10
cents to a dollar, plus accumulated
sums from previously unanswered
questions. To make the quizee
stretch his time, an alarm clock is
set to go off some time during the
program, and the quizee at work
when the alarm sounds gets an extra $5 if he successfully answers
his question. Free hosiery and theatre passes also are offered as
^ ^ ^
prizes.
Marquee Quiz
AWARDING theatre passes for
correct answers and listeners' questions, KSTP, St. Paul, has started
a new weekly movie quiz show.
Name the Star, conducted under
the marquee of the St. Paul RKO
Orpheum Theatre. The show is
broadcast Fridays to coincide with
the theatre's opening day in new
films. In return for the resulting
ballyhoo, the station gets a complete movie trailer in the theatre,
although such trailers ordinarily
are banned in all local Class A
houses.
*
* *
For Both Ma and Pa
INCLUDING information for both
field and kitchen, Farmside Chat
has been added to the new daily
non-commercial agricultural program, Farmside Folks, on WSAZ,
Huntington, W. Va. The local
tion.
county agent cooperates in produc-

USUALLY dignified and welldressed Warde Adams, announcer
of WRVA, Richmond, Va., literally
lost his pants recently when he bet
Smoky, all but invisible blackface
comedian behind the mike, that attendance at the Old Dominion Barn
Dance show, originated by WRVA
for MBS, would not hit 3,000. When
more than 3,500 cash customers
jammed into the Mosque Theatre
for
the evening's
firsta performance,
Adams
had to m.c.
second show
minus pants —* before
3,100
patrons.
* *
Quiz for Baking
Teens Co., Los
FOIX FRENCH
Angeles (Germako bread), new
to radio,
through
B. Cal.,
J. Summerhayes,
Beverly
Hills,
agency,
recently started a weekly halfhour amateur show. Starlet March
to Fame, on KECA for 13 weeks.
Program
concentrates
tal-.
ent between
12 and on17.local
Person
polling the largest number of votes
via telephone, wire and letter, at
end of the scheduled 13 weeks will
be signed to a motion picture contract by Charles R. Rogers Productions, Hollywood. John Canady is
m.c; Ernest F. Bader, director;
B. J. Summerhayes, producer.
Eight contestants appear on each
week's program.
Weekend Jaunt
COOPERATING with the Texas
Highway Department, KGKO, Fort
Worth, is giving listeners free
issues of the 1940 spring edition
of the official highway department
road map. Passed out in connection
with KGKO's Suburban Editor program, part of each program is
used to outline on the map a nice
Sunday afternoon auto tour. Newspapers and chambers of commerce
of tovms
along totheletroute
fied in advance
them are
worknotiup
advance publicity.

Uv'Saitimcle

^
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School Days History
DRAMATIZING the historical beginnings of public schools in the
Cincinnati area, Chalk Dust Trail
started recently on WKRC, Cincinnati, under auspices of the local
board of education. Typical episodes
in the twice-weekly series deal with
the first pay school in the city
(1790) , the first night school (1840)
and inauguration of vocational
training in the local public school
system. In addition historical personalities identified with the schools'
development are included. The feature is written and produced by the
WPA Radio Workshop.
* * *
News by Conference
A NEW ANGLE on news presentation has been started by KGO,
San Francisco, in collaboration
with the San Francisco Chronicle.
' In a specially constructed studio in
the Chronicle editorial offices, Managing Editor Bill Chandler presides at the Chronicle News Conference. He calls upon each of eight experts for the best story that crosses
his desk during the day. The program is heard Monday through
Friday at 6:15
* p.* m. *

THE FLORAL TOUCH
WBZ Flowers Promote New
Hull Transmittei
A FRESH carnation or gardenia,
accompanied by an explanatory
card, was delivered to the desks of
253 advertising agency executives
in five key cities the morning . of
April 17 as the opening gun of a
promotion campaign by WBZWBZA, Boston-Springfield.
The personal card attached to
each flower, delivered by a local
florist, said: "Good Morning ... A
flower for you . . . Things are happening in Boston . . . We want you
to know about them . . . Won't you
please look at page 27 in the current (April 15) issue of Broadcasting Magazine? . . . Frank R.
Bowes, Sales Manager, WBZ &

WNOX
Scrlpps- Howard Radio, Inc.
KNOXVILLE. TENN.
CBS— 1010 Kc.
Jhe
BRANHAM
looo W. Night
COMPANY
BROADCASTING

IF
YOU take
the FCC's
it costs
between
$5,000word,
and
$8,500
to
construct
a
100watt broadcasting station.
That's the disclosure in the
latest general information release of the Commission outlining procedure necessary to
establish a broadcast station
(release No. 40526). The release, one of a series prepared
by George
0. Gillingham, recently
appointed
FCC
press relations director, is
part of his effort to convey to
the public an understanding
of the vicissitudes of broadcast and communications regulation by the FCC.

Better to serve
Canada's western

population.

Rep: Joseph Hershey McGillvra
, B. C.

The reference was to a full-page
WBZA."
advertisement
in Broadcasting announcing
WBZ's
kw. transmitter at Hull, new
Mass.50 The
bloom
heralded a campaign to advise the
radio industry, agencies and clients
of WBZ's increased signal propensities under high power operation.
Carnations went to men, gardenias
to women — 95 in Boston, 9 in
Springfield, 86 in New York, 60 in
Chicago and 3 in Washington.

Quiz That's Clever
A NEW audience participation
show which challenges the knowledge and wit of contestants, titled
Days of Yore
Krazy Quiz, has started on WGN,
Chicago. Sponsored by a local TAKING listeners back 25 years,
clothing house, cash prizes of $50 The 'Teen Age is heard twice weekly on WSB, Atlanta.
quarterplus merchandise certificates are hour
features The
a narrator
given contestants. In addition, dol- called show
Mr.
Memory
and
stresses
lar bills are awarded to those in
the audience who suggest clever names that are familiar today
questions. Harold Isbell, of the which were in the news a quarterWGN staff, acts as m.c. John century ago, tying in the happenings of those days with current
Weigel is special announcer.
events.
^ ^ ^
^ ^ ^
About Citizenship
Airing the Stafif
BECAUSE immigration rules and
ALL STATION employes, from ancitizenship laws have been matenouncers and engineers to the busirially modified during the past
ness staff, are eventually interyear, KFWB, Hollywood, as a
viewed on the new weekly program
public service, has instituted a
of WDRC, Hartford, Conn. Deweekly special program pertaining
signed particularly to publicize the
to those subjects. Titled, The Im- staff and individual duties, the feamigration Counsellor, the quarterture also relates how a program
hour program features Joseph
Goch, authority on immigration and gets on the air.
*
* *
citizenship laws, discussing and exQuiz Each Other
plaining questions sent in by lis- NEW on KJBS, San Francisco, is
teners.
Inflammation Please, featuring Art
if ^ if
F a d d e n, pianist-composer, and
WBBM Nature Quiz
Frank Cope as m.c. The principals
YOUNGSTERS from 50 children's quiz each other about song titles,
nature lore clubs in Chicago parks history and origination of some
have entered the "Radio Nature
song hits.
Quiz"
by WBBM,
Chicago.being
The sponsored
contests, open
only to
children, deal with nature subjects
and are scored on knowledge of
gardening, bird and animal life,
trees and growing things in general.
Competition narrows down through
local park and area quizzes to the
final competition, which will be
broadcast.
HARTFORO«CONN
36,8161
That'stershow
many cards
were received
the and
past let52
weeks by the cast of the Midday
Merry-Go-Round,
the
daily
variety show on . . .

Cost of Stations

•Hiram

feeds
DOG

T-BONE

STEAKS/

Even the "mutts** are used to living high in the Red
River Valley! Although our hayseeds raise the bulk of
their Sresh foods on their own rich farmlands, they
spend $58,704,000 annually for foodstuffs they do not
produce!
If you are selling foods of any sort, let us teU you of
some jobs we*ve done in this line. We believe we can
really surprise you!

WDAY,iNC

34%
Hartford County's the
Buying
ConIndex is ne8%
cticut, andabove
34% above the
These
U. S. Average. of the figures
WDRC
show
marlietthe— aquality
rich area entirely
covered by one station at
one low cost.
BASIC STATION OF
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
National Representatives
PAUL II. RAYMER COMPANY
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The

CIAIK

QUALITY
in
ELECTWCAL
TRANSCRimON
PHOCESSING

Since the earliest
days of radio the
skill and exactness
of our processed recordings have told
their own story of a
job well done. Today practically every
well known transcription producer
is a Clark client. If
you are interested
in quality transcription processing we
are at your service.

Case for FM

{Continued, from page 37)
sarily rigid and complex engineering
framework upon which the present
standard broadcast system was erected,
frequency modulation in the ultra high
possesses inherently flexifrequencies
ble allocation characteristics. Frequenhave substancy modulation
tially identical stations
night and day service
areas and interference areas between
stations on the same channel are slight
when compared with interference areas
between standard broadcast stations
operating on a common channel.
The basic formula underlying the
allocation of frequency modulation
facilities has been appropriately termed
a radiating index. The three elements
comprising this formula are power,
antenna height above the surrounding
terrain, and antenna efficiency. Apply:
ing variations of this formula and takthe allocation efficiening
ciesadvantage
inherent inof the system itself, service areas of stations can be readily
fitted into natural areas. The Commission recognized the desirability of this
procedure when it suggested in its anif a
nual report to the Congress a "that
in communis to be licensed
facilityshould
that
serve
to
adequate
be
ity, it
community and its sphere of economic
and social influence."
Authority to establish such areas or
upon the Commisconferred
zones sionisin the
law. Were such areas or
zones to be established, stations allocated to serve each of them could be assigned comparative radiating indices
and permitted to compete upon an
equal basis. Such a system of allocation would avoid the coverage ^lisparities which exist under the present
plan of broadcast allocation. By taking
allocation efficiof the
full advantage
encies of frequency
modulation, a fair,
efficient, and equitable radio service
can be provided on a truly competitive
basis and fitted into the general ecotry. nomic and social pattern of the counEffectively to achieve the greatest
efficiency and the maximum public
service in the allocation of facilities
under the frequency modulation system,
the power limitation of 1 kilowatt now
provided iu the rules should be removed. If the allocation formula recommended during the hearing is adopted
and coverage is to be measured byradiating indices,
it then
unnece.ssary
to fix upper
or becomes
lower limits
of power by regulation.
Following a study of the record testimony, the Board of Directors of FM
Broadcasters Inc., at a meeting held
on April 10, 1940, unanimously adopted
a resolution recommending to the Commission that, "From a technical standjwint, any continuous band of forty
200 kc. channels in the range of frequencies betwen 40 and 60 mc. is satisfactory, however, the logical and
practical solution is the extension of
the present high frequency broadcast
band to include 40 channels from 42 to
From the standpoint of broadcast receiver design and manufacture, it is
desirable that decision as to frequency
assignments and channel widths for
frequency modulation be made as soon
as possible
50." so that sales to the normal
replacement market which begin in
June can proceed with assurance.

Lang

Mr. Lang

More FM for Hams
MODIFICATION of amateur rules,
whereby the ultra-high frequency
amateur band between 58,500 and
60,000 kc. can be used for FM
transmission, has been announced
by the FCC. Previously, amateurs
were permitted to use FM for radio telephone communication in all
amateur bands above 112,000 kc.
The change in the rule will make
possible wider experimentation in
FM, since equipment now is generally available for the lower band.
The FCC also revised, in the interest of clarity, other rules specifying the use to be made of amateur
bands, although no other changes
were made.
FM for Remotes
RADIO ENGINEERING Laboratories, Long Island City, is developing a new line of portable FM
transmitters for special feature
broadcasts and remote pickups
from places where wire lines are
not available. It is claimed that FM
produces a strong signal with less
power than is possible by amplitude
modulation, so that more compact
portable units can be used, and
that there is less possibility of electrical interference at the point of
reception for rebroadcasting.
FM in Milwaukee
W9XA0, the Milwaukee Journal
FM station, began operation April
22 on a regular daily schedule, 1 to
10:15 p. m. The station will broadcast an independent schedule of
programs, thus giving Milwaukee
listeners the advantage of an additional program service. The management pointed out that the independent policy is being followed despite the present thin scattering of
FM receivers in the Milwaukee
area and the ready availability of
WTMJ programs for rebroadcast.

BYE-BYE
RED

For A

Phonograph
Record

Co.

216 H}gh St,
Humboldb 2-0880
221N;la Salle Sb.
Central 5Z75
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WSOY
250 W.

Big

Chunk of
Illinois — Use
W S 0 Y
Serves
the Center
World*s
Soybean
Central Illinois
$32,000,000
crop alone. Soybean
Great
corn and too.
livestock
center,
manufacturing. Much
Pop.
area,
% million.up Re-12
tall business
to 17%.

Decatur, 111.
18 hours daily

Mr. Peare

INK!

Black Ink is always in vogue in
the Winston-Salem market —
that is for sponsors who choose
this sales-producing station. For
a real money-maker, choose—

WAIR
Wintton-Salem, North Carolina
National Repreientatlvet
Sears & Ayer
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Directs

GE

Also
Is Broadcasting Sales
Head;
Apparatus
R. S. Peare Successor
PROMOTIONS by General Electric
Co., under which Chester H. Lang,
manager of advertising and sales
promotion activities since 1932 and,
as such, head of broadcasting activities, becomes manager of apparatus sales with Robert S. Peare
designated to succeed Mr. Lang,
were announced April 19 by Charles
E. Wilson, GE president.
Mr. Peare leaves the presidency
of Maqua Co., printing and engraving concern affiliated with GE in
Schenectady, to take over the publicity department. In his new position, he will serve as manager of
broadcasting with responsibility for
operation of WGY, Schenectady,
KGO, Oakland, and KOA, Denver,
as well as international broadcast
stations WGEO, WGEA, and WGEI,
FM station W2X0Y and television
station W2XB.
Mr. Lang remains as chairman
of the Advertising Committee of
GE, with general supervisory
charge over broadcast operations.
KGO and KOA are licensed to NBC
but WGY is operated by GE with
program and sales management
carried on by NBC, with which all
three stations are affiliated.
Mr. Peare has had no previous
experience in broadcasting but has
been with GE since 1922, at which
time he was hired by Mr. Lang.
His chief assistants are B. J. Rowan, in operations
charge of
techni-in
cal
andplant
R. L.and
Gibson,
charge of programming. This department constitutes the liaison
with NBC as well as the executive
operating standard
organization
for the nonbroadcast activities.
In his new position Mr. Lang
takes over apparatus sales and becomes vice-chairman of the company's apparatus
sales all
committee.
This activity
includes
capital
goods bineslines,
big turto tiny ranging
motors. from
He organized
the GE Market Research Bureau in
1932, having joined GE in 1919 as
a traveling auditor, and he has received rapid promotion. Well known
in advertising, he has served for
two years as president of Advertising Federation of America and
later as its board chairman. He is
an active member of the Association of National Advertisers and
has long been a member of the
governing committee of the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting.
Mr. Peare is a native of Belmore,
Ind., entering the GE employ two
months after graduating from the
University of Michigan in 1922. He
was in its advertising department
until 1923 and in 1926 was elected
secretary-treasurer of the Maqua
Co. Three years later he became its
general manager and on Jan. 1,
1934 was elected its president.
WCAU to Test FM
TELEVISION experimentation using
frequency plitude
modulation
rather
thau ammodulation is
planned
by
WCAU, Philadelphia. The existing operation of W3XIR, WCAU experimental adjunct, will be switched to
FM and application has been made for
43 mc. in lieu of 42.14 mc. on which
the station now operates. John G.
Leitch, WCAU technical suiiervisor,
said experiments will be conducted
with FM to determine its suitability
for television pending the granting of
a television license which is sought by
the station.
• Broadcast
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DEALERS PROMISED
GOOD FM BUSINESS
SOLDING sales meetings for ralio retailers in two unplumbed
ireas currently getting frequency
nodulation service — Milwaukee and
S^azareth, Pa. — Stromberg-Carlson
'ell into stride in marketing its
FM receivers in mid-April. Speakng for his company at Milwaukee
m April 17, Lee McCanne told
more than 150 dealers at a luncheon meeting that by giving the public improved reception so desirable
every radio listener will demand
4it. FM has opened up a new market to radio retailers that is equiva■hlent to almost the entire number of
■iSets in use today.
i "Not only does FM radio create a
^tremendous
potential for radio
■Lsales, but it also solves another
^•problem of the radio industry — that
ijjof raising the unit of sale to protfvide the dealer a worthwhileAfter
profit,"
exMr. McCanne declared.
J
plaining why Stromberg-Carlson
welcomed FM and what it means
toward revitalizing the dealers'
ibusiness, he demonstrated the benefits of FM reception, using a
Carlson 480-M LabyStrombergrinth model.
To Acquaint the Trade
The Milwaukee meeting was sponsored to acquaint the trade in the
area with FM facts previous to the
opening on April 22 of the
Milwaukee Journal FM station,
W9XA0. The new station operates
daily from 1 to 10 p.m. Also participating in the meeting were L. W.
Herzog, manager of WTMJ, the
Journal companion station, and Ted
Holzem, who reviewed StrombergCarlson's
paign fornational
FM and advertising
annotinced camthat
full-page ads containing dealer listings would be tised in the Milwaukee Journal.
The meeting at Nazareth, sponsored by Joseph R. Hornberger Distributing Co., Stromberg-Carlson
distributors of Reading, Pa., and
held at the local Mattas Radio Shop,
featured demonstrations of reception of programs from W2XMN,
I Maj. E. H. Armstrong's experimeni tal station at Alpine, N. J., about
75 airline miles away.
!
FM News Bulletin
FM Broadcasters Inc. has started a
mimeographed bulletin of news about
frequency modulation which will be
isued at frequent intervals to keep
broadcasters informed of developments
in this field. Dick Dorranee, publicity
director for the group, is editor.

Retain

Video Bands, RCA
{Continued from page 37)

channels, regardless of band vsddth,
would be required to assign one
station to each of the major metropolitan areas having a population
of 100,000 or more. Nine additional
channels would be required to make
it possible to assign one station to
each town or city having a population of 10,000 or more. Thus, 20
channels would be necessary to provide one station for each city and
town having a population of 10,000
or more. To provide two competing
stations in each stich town and city
would require 40 channels, with 60
channels for three stations.
Engineering Aspects
Asking what advantage is gained
by the use of wide-band and whether the advantage compensates for
the reduction in the number of stations compared with the larger
number which could be assigned if
narrow band was employed, the attorneys said there was only one
benefit. This was described as the
improvement in signal-to-noise ratio in the small outer fringe of the
service area of the station, where
the standard of service is raised
from "good" to "excellent". In the
large area inside, with the use of
either wide or narrow band, excellent service results.
RCA counsel contended that with
wide bands it is not necessary to
employ as good engineering in the
manufacture and operation of
transmitters and receivers as with
narrow bands. Once standards are
adopted, it was contended, the public will not know and will not be
concerned with the band-width used.
The only operation which an owner
of a set will have to perform to receive program service with either
system
will be that
to "push
It was argued
the facta button".
that the
use of wider bands will permit manufacturers to "relax engineering
standards is not an argument entitled to any weight".
Regarding the attribute of multiplexing possible under wide band,
including services such as binaural
broadcasting and facsimile in the
same channel with FM, RCA contended that very little engineering
and operating information exists
concerning it. Moreover, it held
that due to the nature of multiplexing, technical complications result and that additional equipment
probably will be necessary to avoid
interference in the receiver between
multiplexed services. RCA recom-

Urges

mended that facsimile service be assigned to the 25-27 megacycle band
where
it would have an opportunity
to
develop.
Pleading that television channel
No. 1 be retained, Messrs. Davis
and Wozencraft held that television
as a new service has reached its
greatest development on channels
Nos. 1 and 2. The testimony showed
that allocation of television channel No. 1 to another service would
set the art back "many months".
To change the NBC-RCA television
transmitter on the Empire State
Bldg. from channel No. 1 to channel No. 2 would take a minimum of
four months, during which there
would be no regularly scheduled
television program service in New
York. To change it to any other
channel would require 18 months.
Under such circumstances, television would cease to be a new service but would become again a hoped
for service, the attorneys contended. "It would be pushed back
'aro'und the corner'," they stated.
There can be no question that of
the two services television is the
more important and that it should
not be sacrificed — particularly when
such a sacrifice would be wanton
and unnecessary, the Commission
was advised. In conclusion the attorneys said that in reaching a decision as to the adoption of standard band width and allocations for
FM broadcasting, the Commission
is confronted with two considerations— the quality of service and
the quantity of service which will
be made available. Citing that the
public is entitled to reception from
a sufficient number of stations to
insure a variety of program service, the attorneys held that the data
they had submitted showed how
both of these objectives may be
obtained without injury to the
services.

Television Engineers Organize
TO ENCOURAGE the use of television commercially and to establish
with the the FCC that televi sion is
ready for commercialization, a group
of New York television engineers has
formed a non-commercial, non-profit
organization titled the Assn. for the
Advancement of Television, recently
receiving a charter from the Secretary
of State at Albany. Closely patterned
Engineers' InstiTelevisiona California
after tutethe
of America,
group,
exbe "solelynt and
will advanceme
the company
of the
clusively for the
theory and practice of television electronics and its associated arts and
sciences." Charter members are J. H.
Prager, president; Elliot Garfinkel,
David Katz, Joseph Barbuzza, Walter
M. Jonas. Joseph Schwartz. Rubin
Swern, M. E. Burton, Herbert V.
Samuel I. Bazil is attorney
Searles.
the group.
for

Howard Hughes Seeking
FM and Video Stations
PROPOSING to enter the broadcasting field via frequency modulation and to erect new television
stations, Hughes Productions Division of Hughes Tool Co., Los Angeles, has applied to the FCC for two
stations, each with 1,000 watts on
43.2 mc, one to be located in Los
Angeles and one in San Francisco.
At the same time it asked for a
construction permit for two new
Class II television stations, also in
Los Angeles and San Francisco,
both to be operated with 10,000
watts aural and visual in the 66-72
mc. band. The company is controlled by Howard Hughes, the
famous round-the-world flier who
is also an important motion picture
producer.
One Canada License Fee
Covers All Sets in Home
CANADIANS need pay only one
radio listening license during the
fiscal year 1940-41, for any number
of receivers in any one home, C. D.
Howe, Minister of Transport, announced at Ottawa on April 16. Last
year listeners had to pay a license
of $2.50 on each receiver. This
year, retroactive to April 1, a second license will be required only for
auto receivers. Listeners buying
more than one license for radios in
a private home will have their
money refunded. Mr. Howe announced that the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. board of governors
had recommended charging a larger or additional fee for radio receivers in public places.

with Selected Clients
on questions of broadcasting economics and
large Station holdings
— particularly with reference tofurther acquisition or sale of Radio
Broadcasting properties.

The ONLY Radio
Transmitter of this
or greater power
within 75 miles of
Sion City
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Additional

Net Changes
Caused by Daylight Time
CBS has reported the following
summer changes for some of its
network programs since the schedule shifts effective with Daylight
Saving Time published in Broadcasting April 15:
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO
Co. (Raleighs), Paid Sullivan Reviews the
News, shifted to Mon. thru Fri., 6 :30m., 29.7:15-7:30 p. m. and 1-1:15
a.6:45m., p.April
AMERICAN OIL Co. (Amoco), Edwin
C. Hill's Human
Side of
the News, rebroadcast
11 :15 p. m.,added
April Mon.
29. thru Fri., 11 :05U. S. TOBACCO Co. (Model smoking tobacco), Model Minstrels, April 29, shifted
KENT WFBM WHAS KOIL KMOX WIBW
WAPI WREC WLAC KRLD KOMA
KTSA KWKH KTUL WCCO WNAX to
repeat.
LEVER BROS. Co. (Rinso), Big Town,
April 29 shifted KLZ and KSL to repeat.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.
to(Camels),
repeat. Blondie, April 29 shifted KMBC
CALIFORNIA FRUIT GROWERS EXCHANGE (Sunkist oranges), Hedda Hopper's Hollywood, April 29 shifted KRNT
to repeat.
GENERAL FOODS Corp. (Grapenuts),
Kate Smith Hour, April 29 shifted KSL
KLZ KOY KTUC to repeat.

LATE^^NOTES
EDWARD KLAUBER, executive BUD CHERRINGTON, formerly of
vice-president of CBS, is recuperating KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo., and WACO,
at Doctors Hospital, New York, after Waco, Tex., has been named assistant
a gall bladder operation April 17. His to C. B. Arnold, manager of KINY,
condition was reported excellent.
Juneau, Alaska. Edwin A. Kraft,
Seattle owner-operator of the 1,000ALVIN AUSTIN, vice-president and watt
fulltime independent station, has
treasurer of Austin & Spector Co.,
New York advertising agency, on indicated that Cherrington will direct
merchandising and account promotion
May 15 will resign to open his own
office as a consultant on advertising for the station.
and promotion. The agency has not CHARLES HUNTER, formerly of
announced any plans following Mr. WMRO, Aurora. 111., has resigned to
Austin's resignation.
join the announcing staff of WJW,
Akron, O., Brian Merrill and Edmond
ERIC dent inSEVAREID,
CBS
corresponParis, is the father of twin Lytle, formerly of WDWS. Chamboys, named Peter and Michael, born
paign. 111.,nouncing
havestaff. joined
the WMRO
anApril 25 in Paris. Sevareid cabled
Russ Salter,
WMRO
director,
is
to
marry
Arlene
Paul White, CBS .special events di- program
rector, that the twins were born in Wilhelmi in July.
the only night during the week in
which there had been no air raids. WILLARD EGOLF, commercial manager of KVOO, Tulsa, has been elected
DICK DORRANCE of the publicity president
of the Tulsa Advertising
department of WOR, Newark, is plan- Federation. He is a director of the
ning to open his own office in New
AFA 10th District.
York to devote full time to FM BroadELMER G. SULZER, director of the
casters Inc. at such time as the FCC
renders a decision on FM. Dorrance radio committee of the American College Publicity Assn. and Kentucky U
will continue at WOR until that date.
publicity
director,
spoke activities
on radio'sat
LAWRENCE
HOLCOMB,
Hollyplace
in college
publicity
'Ezra' for Prince Albert
wood producer of Sherman K. Ellis & the group's annual convention held
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co., Co. on the recent NBC Tip Top Show April 25-27 in Des Moines.
starring Joe Penner, sponsored by ESTON PACE, formerly of KANS,
Winston-Salem, N. C. (Prince Al- Ward
Baking Co., has returned to
bert) will start Pat Barrett as New York.
Wichita, KTSM, El Paso, and KGGM,
Uncle Ezra in July, probably on
Albuquerque, recently joined the anW.
B.
LEWIS.
CBS
vice-president
in
NBC-Red. The program will be a charge of broadcasts, on April 24 left
nouncing stafE of KRIS, Corpus Chrishalf-hour weekly feature based on
Tex.
to complete final de- ti,
the Station EZRA theme. William for ilollywood
TOM JONES, of the production staff
tails for CBS summer programs.
of KYA, San Francisco, has resigned
Esty & Co., New York, is agency.
CHARLES A. WALL, NBC budget to free-lance.
ANNUAL meeting of the stockholders officer, is convalescing for a month
JAMES ELLIOTT, former Yankee
of Radio Corp. of America will be from a hernia operation which he un- Network
announcer, and Mrs. Elliott
derwent April 19 at the Wickersham
held
May
7
in
the
RCA
Bldg.,
New
York.
(Betty Ragland), Yankee Network
Hospital, New York.
eontinuitv writer, have joined the new
WKIP,liottPoughkeepsie,
Y. Mr. Elbecomes program N.director.
HAROLD FAIR, program director of
WHO, has been designated chairman
of the Des Moines Civic Music Asso1941. ciation Concert Committee for 1940E. B. PICKARD, formerly of the
sales staff of WTAR, Norfolk, Va..
has been named sales manager of the
new derWPID,
Petersburg, Va., now unconstruction.
ORVILLE ANDERSON, formerly of
WRUF, Gainesville, and WDBO, Orlando, Fla., has joined the announcing staff of WWL, New Orleans.
WILLIAM SEREQUE, formerly of
WHDH, Boston, has joined the announcing staff of WTAR, Norfolk, Va.
JAMES SHBLTON, of the Watertown, Wis., studios of WIBU, Poynette. Wis., has joined the announcing staff of WROK, Rockford, 111.
MAX ROBINSON, announcer of
WHO, Des Moines, and Mrs. Robinson are the parents of a 10 lb. son,
Peter John, born April 21.
SOUTH, former student anDROPPING DOLLARS INSTEAD OF BOMBS. Military importance of Wichita in aviation FRANK nouncer
and writer of WSUI, Iowa
particularly in case of war is fully recognized. quite
Here, soaircraft
making
facilities
are
not
City,
has
joined the writing staff of
vulnerable as the seacoast plants. Mace Advertising
Agency, Peoria, 111.
For Wichita is located in the geographical
center of the country on flat level terrain HUGH HARPER is a new addition
r
and
unmatched
year-'round
weather.
the announcing staff at KGNO,
Already,
three great
plants flying
are busily
en- to
MANHATTAN •
City. City, Kan. He was formerly a
Dodge
gaged filling rush orders for all the world student
announcer at WSUI, Iowa
in exchange
gold —forgoldyourthatproducts
might
just
as well beforspent
And the way to tell these 292,421 radio
K A
families in the KFH AIREA about the W. 0. SUMMERLIN, formerly of
advantages of your products, is to employ RCA Communications, Port Jefferson,
Long Island, has joined WBT, Charlotte, as control engineer.
iwiCHITA
THAT
SELLING
STATION
FOR
KANSAS
ltJDEP£\OEt.'C£ .
ARKANSAS Ctri^ COrF£Yv;LLt,
Helen Sioussat Honored
BABTLESvlLLt
HELEN SIOUSSAT, CBS assistant
KFH
director of talks, in latter April was
awarded two honors in less than a
week — honorary membership in Zeta
i O K L A, H O M A
WICHITA
Phi Eta, national professional speech
arts fraternity for women and certifiThe Only Full-Time CBS Station in Kansas
to .1 MV/M
cate of merit at the Kansas City convention of the National Federation of
Press
Women.
• Call Any Edward Petry Office
CBS • 5000 DAY • 1000 NIGHT
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SOME 500 Rochester folk paid
tribute recently to Clarence
Wheeler, WHEC vice-president, and
Mrs. Wheeler at a birthday dinner
upon
completion
Mr. Wheeler's
eleventh
year as of
president
of Oak
Hill Country Club. He had served a
decade as president, starting in
1918, turnand
to reto thehadpostbeenlastpersuaded
year.
PLAYS DUAL ROLE
Transmitter Also Serves as
a Receivins Set
NEATEST listening trick of the
month, using a radio transmittei
and antenna as a receiving set, is
described in a letter received early
in April by KFBK, Sacramento,
Cal., from R. B. Sutton, chief engineer of KBKR, Baker, Ore. In Engineer Sutton's
own ever
words:
"In case
anyone
asks just
how well perience
KFBK
'gets
out',
exof April 1 should my
supply
an answer. I was engaged in reading when KBKR signed off at 9
p. m., and instead of shutting down
the whole works, I merely cut the
plate voltage off the transmitter.
About 9:20 p. m. I became aware
of music in the background. A
search for the source began with
the incoming program line and
wound up by my sticking my head
out the front door of the plant.
Finally the search ended when I
ran up the gain on the monitor
speaker.
"We operate on 1500 kc, and the
164-foot shunt excited tower is directly coupled to the transmitter.
A portion of the audio available at
the "peak counter" terminals of the
General Radio modulometer is employed to drive the monitoring amplifier. The amplifier consists of a
77 and 42 (pentodes) with inverse
feedback. Although the volume was
quite low, standable
I had
receptionperfectly
from 9:35underto 10
p. m. except during fading

WWNC
periods."
ASHEVILLE,

N. C.

Full Time CBS A filiate 1 ,000 Watts
DOLLARS by
The

MILLIONS

— will soon be rolling into AsheviUe and Western Carolina. The
president's
Americaof Year"
proclamation,"Travel
popularity
Great
Smoky Mountains National Park,
Blue Ridge Parkway, etc., assure a
banner summer tourist season !
Schedule yovar advertising campaigns NOWcoverage
over WWNC
— sole
blanket radio
!
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Plans
jpFair Makes
|iFor Use of Radio
ALTHOUGH radio plans for the
New York World's Fair this summer are still somewhat in the formative stage, both radio and television, as last year, will play a
large part in promoting the exposition and as actual exhibits in the
buildings of RCA, Crosley, Westinghouse and General Electric. According to John S. Young, Fair diIrector of radio and television for
the past three years, networks and
[jNew York stations are now lining
up schedules to cover opening day
on May 11 and subsequent pickups
^throughout the summer.
i The Salute of the Americas sellries on CBS, MBS and NBC
[Broadcasting, Feb. 1 and Apr.
15] is proving a worthy sequel to
last year's Salute to Nations series. The program, which started
i, April 7, features good-will messages to America from the presi5 dents of various Latin American
countries.
The Fair's radio department is
sending stations one-minute, fiveminute and quarter-hour scripts,
i giving news and features about the
1. Fair, recorded programs of talks
by Harvey Gibson, chairman of the
Fair, and music by an employes'
glee club. Local stations in diff erj.ent States are carrying special
events pickups in connection with
Women's
Advisory
Committee
Meetings in
those States
planning
participation in the Fair.
Sponsors of network programs,
many of whom have exhibits at the
Fair, are cooperating on their programs. Greyhound Bus Co., sponsoring the This Amazing America
[ series on NBC-Blue, will give over
the May 10 program to the Fair.
Andre Kostelanetz played the
music from the Fair's "American
Jubilee' for the first time on the
April 22 Ethyl Gas Tune Up Time
program on CBS. Robert Ripley,
who has a "Believe It or Not" exhibit in the amusement area, devoted his May 3 program on CBS
for Nehi Corp. to the Fair.
WNYC, New York's municipal
station, will have about six daily
^programs from or about the Fair;
WQXR, New York, will carry daily
'Ireports
a stuwill have; WLW,
again activities
Cincinnatof
i, Fair
^ dio in the Crosley exhibit, under
the management of Joseph Ries ;
' visitors
WMCA, toNew
York,on will
welcome
the Fair
a weekly
series of programs
from Times
- Square hotels.
Audition Successor for Bob Hope
PEPSODENT Co., Chicago (toothpaste), again this summer will broadcast a substitute program for Bob
Hope in the Tuesday evening period
on NBC-Red, the change to occur
probably the last week in .June. Lord
& Thomas, New York, the agency,
is auditioning two possibilities, a serial
dramatization by Jerry McGill titled
Growing Pains, and musical program
wtih Harry
Salter's
Orchestra. No decision has been
announced.
Five N. Y. Accounts Prepare
BOB WHEATON Radio Features,
New York, has announced the preparation of radio and merchandising
campaigns for five New York accounts
•— Sebastiani Wineries, Alba Trading
Co. (cofEee), U-X Mfg. Co. (shaving
materials), Shave-Glo Co. (lotion),
and Egofoam Products Co. (soap).
Details of the campaigns will be announced early in May.
BROADCASTING

Television on Networks
Seven Days a Week Seen
Within Year by Morton
MORE programs for the televiewer and the beginning of regular
transmissions of NBC television
programs over an established network on a probable seven-day-aweek schedule were seen as development of the next 12 months by
Alfred H. Morton, NBC vice-president in charge of television, in an
anniversary
television's
first year of review
regular ofservice.
"In the year since last April 30
we have transmitted more than
1,000 individual program items,
totaling more than 600 program
hours," said Mr. Morton. Ten per
cent of these were presented in cooperation with 80 different advertisers and advertising agencies.
Time on the air was almost evenly
divided among studio presentations, film and outside telecasts,
vdth more than 850 hours of test
pattern transmission for the convenience of manufacturers testing
equipment and radio dealers installing home receivers, Mr. Morton stated.
On the basis of the audience poll
mailed by NBC to more than 2,000
names of receiver owners, the most
popular program of the year was
the presentation of the current
Broadway production "When We
Are Married", which received a
mark of 2.85 out of a possible 3.
NBC-produced dramas, standing at
the top of the average ratings,
range from 2.65 to 2.74. Dramas
as a group are followed by special
events, such as sports contests,
parades and the like, with films
grouped in third place.
Video 'Jeep' to Bermuda
RCA
is sendingset a and
"jeep"
demonstration
six television
stock receivers to Bermuda on May 11. In addition to the studio "jeep" programs
aboard the ship, the regular transmissions
from NBC's
television
mitter in New
York City
will be transtuned
in, as a test of the distance programs can be received over the water.
During the stay in Bermuda, several
sets will be placed on the pier, so
Bermudans may watch programs piped
from the "jeep" transmitter in the
ship's studio. Date of departure is
that of the opening of the New York
World's Fair, so the televising of that
event is expected to be the first program received and witnessed by passengers aboard the liner.
W2XBF, New York facsimile station
owned and operated by W. G. H.
Finch Telecomof announced
Finch, president
munications Inc., has
a new
schedule of facsimile transmissions,
effective immediately. Transmissions
will be made from 3-4 p.m. and 7-9
on 43.74 mc.
except Sunday
p.m. daily
and
will consist
of INS news with
comics, cartoons and crossword puzzles.
Test Your Program Over
WJBC
BLOOMINGTON, ILL.
Central Illinois — one of
America's three richest agricultural markets; center
of the hybrid corn industry.
380,600 responsive people
live in radio homes in the
primary
WJBC.K.
Test
overarea
WJBCof 1200
250 W.
Natl. Rep.: COX & TANZ
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1940 ROYAL LINE!
By the originator of
folding chairs

Agency Gets Ready
Blow Co., New York, has completed installation of television
studios and audition rooms at its
New York offices in 9 Rockefeller
Plaza, which were recently enlarged, in order to experiment
against the day when television
may have vertisers.
commercial
use by
Walter Tibbals,
of adthe
agency's radio department, will be
in charge of the new television department, while scripts
will Marcin,
be under the direction
of Max
scenario writer.

• Most models guaranteed for TEN YEARS
No. 243 — Flexible channel construction with
saddle-shaped steel seat.
• FAST 24-HOUR
DELIVERY
in standard taupe finish
No. 143 — Angle steel
construction with
sad.19steel*seat.
$1dle-shaped

Agency Works on Telecasts
McCANN-BRICKSON, New York, on
May 10weekly
will start
a series
of tenminute
telecasts
on W2XBS,
New York, for various clients, under
the direction of Stuart Ludlum, executive in charge of radio. On April 19,
the agency tested a short skit for Flit,
product of Stanco Co., on W2XBS,
and for the new series plans to present similar sketches by such scriptwriters as Helga Lund, author of the
Stanco series The Career of Alice
Blair. John MacDonnell, also in the
agency's
radio department, will assist
Mr.
Ludlum.

•COMPLETE LINEONE LOW price!
No. 643 — Tubular construction with saddle9*
$1.3seat.
shaped steel

Labor Issue Settled
NATIONAL Labor Relations Board
on April 26 announced approval of a
consent decree to be presented to the
Eighth U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals,
settling the issues in proceedings involving KGCU, Mandan, N. D. The
decree provides that the company will
cease discouraging membership in
IBEW Local B-975 (AFL) by discharging or refusing to reinstate any
employe because of union activities.
It al.so provided for payment of $300
by the station operators to Paul M.
Edwards in satisfaction of amounts
he would have earned from March 21,
1939 to the date of decree.

we
if

iliinW

*In quantities 100 or
more. Prices i. o. b.
Michigan City, Ind. Extra
for rubber feet. Also tempered seats,
Masonite orextra.
upIiolstered
*
9
6
.
1
$
ROYAL

METAL

MFG. CO.

173 N. Michigan Ave., Dept. Q-2, CHICAGO
New York I,os Angeles Toronto

you're

||f
nuts!

you want A MILLION DOLLARS worth
of male purchasing power in the
nation's third market
and then don't do something about
A CERTAIN KYW
TESTED QUARTER-HOUR

PROGRAM

which delivers that market .
It's a he-man's show, with swell personal merchandising
tie-in it's a proven-audience feature that will sell:
cigarettes, clothing, food, razor blades, gas & oil, drugs
— nearly anything a man will buy.
For complete information: phone or wire
WESTINGHOUSE
"fhe RED network

station

KYW
BROADCASTING
in PHILADELPHIA"
NATIONAL
COMPANY
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WCAR, Pontiac, Mich., with exclusive
broadcast rights for the event, recently
promoted and gave special coverage to
the annual Army Day ceremonies at
Selfridge Field, U. S. Army flying
field near Pontiac. The exclusive arrangement was made after Selfridge
Field authorities decided to see what
radio could do to better the disappointing attendance of 6,000 at the 1939
show. More
than 40,000
persons
nessed the mock
maneuvers
on witthe
spot this year, following a series of
special WCAR programs building up
interest in the event. Climax of
WCAR's coverage of the maneuvers
came with a ground-air description,
handled by Al Gordon on the ground
and Stanley Schultz, WCAR program
director, aloft in an Army bomber
with a shortwave transmitter.
KYSM, Mankato, Minn., cooperating
in a city-wide clean-up campaign, recently arranged an essay contest on
"The Citizen and the City Beautiful"
among local junior and senior high
schools. More than 1,900 students participated. Winners in both the senior
and junior divisions were given identical cash prizes on a special broadcast
on KYSM at conclusion of the contest.
THE invited
MBS by
program
Laf 'n Sing State
Cliih
was
the Massachusetts
Pharmaceutical Assn. to present the
April 30th broadcast from the 1940
New England Drug & Health Show,
held in Mechanics Hall, Boston. The
entire troupe for the program made the
trip to Boston and presented the program one hour earlier than usual from
8 :30 to 9 p.m.

WITH the shift to Daylight Saving
Time on April 29, five NBC Pacific
Coast stations plan to make individual
recordings of the two NBC serials
Guiding Light and Against the Storm
which are sponsored by Procter &
Gamble Co. from New York between
11
m. and
noon, for2 rebroadcast:30ona. the
coast12 between
:30 and
3 p. m. The programs, after April
29, reach the coast in the early morninterferingClock
with programs,
the stations'
variousing,Musical
thus
requiring the use of recordings for
rebroadcast.

SALES must go on, so when W. E. Jackson, sales manager of KDKA,
went to the West Penn Hospital in Pittsburgh for a minor operation,
his department continued to function as usual. Reason: He assembled
his staff for regular meetings right in the hospital room. Those in the
picture (1 to r), are: Richard C. Bachman, salesman; Sherman D.
Gregory, general manager; Mr. Jackson, the patient; J. R. Luntzel,
publicity chief; Waltern Horn, salesman; G. C. Zeller, sales service head.
ANNA HELLER, night telephone
IN OBSERVANCE of a "Cradle of operator of WMCA, New York, disFame
Week"
May
6-13
followed
by
covered recently just how well it pays
a summer search for amateur radio
to hoard old papers when she was able
talent conducted by Pic magazine,
WNBW, New York, which claims the to present the Court of Mlissing Heirs
program on CBS with death and burial
title "Cradle of Fame" because of the permits
baptismal records proving
people it has launched on radio ca- she was and
the daughter of the late Samreers, will conduct daily quarter-hour
uel
Holmes,
barge captain of New
programs to audition amateurs. The
York Central Pier 4. Hoboken, N.
station will also dedicate a weekly
J., and therefore became collateral
program
each offrom
four auditions
winners chosen each tomonth
held heiress to the .$."5,000 estate left by
Sunday afternoons at the New York an aunt. Mrs. Heller didn't hear the
World's Fair. KFWB. Hollywood, is program
April 18,
her aunt's
unclaimedon estate
was when
described,
but
cooperating in a similar way with Pic friends
in the national talent search.
the story.heard the show and told her
WCKY, Cincinnati presented a style
show April 15 at the Hotel Gibson in
conjunction with Bond Clothiers, sponsor of the WCKY Morn Patrol. Prominent athletes including the Cincinnati
Reds baseball team were introduced
to the audience and WCKY staff artists provided entertainment. Free
tickets
to the opening ball game were
distributed.

MIGHTY MIKE SAYS"TAKE A LOOK
AT

MYTIME

aimiHE

C. E. Hooper reports show 66-2/3% of Philadelphia's
daytime WFIL is "second or better". This is made clear
In a new WFIL folder "Daytime Dialing" with facts gained
in a four-month Hooper survey ending March 1940. Take
a look at "Daytime Dialing" and the aMractive daytime
availabilities ready to do a sales job for you NOW!
ASK FOR
YOUR COPY
OF
"DAYTIME
DIALING"
NOW

FOR

LOW

COST

CIRCULATION

BUY
Ml

NBC BLUE NETWORK • MUTUAL NETWORK
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDW. PETRY, INC.
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CBS in mid-April established a completely equipped photographic studio,
under direction of Fran Byrne, former Chicago Daily Times photographer, in conjunction with the WBBMCBS publicity department in the
Wrigley Bldg. in Chicago. In addition
to his studio work, Byrne will handle
CBS publicity photography, special
events and WBBM Mobile Air Theatre assignments.
A TOTAL of 27,620 persons visited
the NBC chandise
studios
in Chicago's
MerMart during
March, 1940,
an increase of more than 4,000 over
the same month a year ago and the
largest number of visitors in any single month during the past year.
OBSERVING the 300th consecutive
weekly broadcast of Lahor News Review, a reception and special testimonial broadcast was conducted April
27 at WJSV, Washington. Hailed as
the oldest consecutively presented labor
program, Lahor News Revieio is conducted by Albert N. Dennis. With union officials cooperating, the special
broadcast presented brief statements
by Frances Perkins, Secretary of Labor; Harry C. Butcher, CBS Washington vice-president ; Lawrence E.
Williams, president, Washington Board
of Trade ; John Loeher, president,
Washington Central Labor Union, and
several others, with A. D. Willard Jr.,
WJSV manager, presiding.
KVOS, Bellingham, Wash., in midApril inaugurated its new remote studios in Mt. Vernon, Wash., with a 90minute salute to the city as the first
step in establishing regular program
service for the neighboring city, 27
miles away. The new studios, located
in the President Hotel, are managed
by Park Gagnon.
BROADCASTING

WITH what
they library
believe issurrounding
America's
largest
record
them at WNEW, New York, Martin
Block
StanBallroom
Shaw of and
WNEW's
Make and
Believe
Millcman's Matinee programs, respectively, recently took inventory and found
they had 11,700 records, or enough
for more than 48 days of continuous
music.
WITH the start of the baseball season on April 16, Bert Lee of WHN,
New York, has resumed his nightly
re-enactments of the day's major
league games on his Today's Baseiall
program. Sponsored by Gillette Safety Razorprograms,
Co., Boston,
as were Lee's
hockey
the broadcasts
are
heard daily, 7 :15-7 :30 p. m.
IN cooperation with the U. S. Coast
Guard, WNEW, New York, will start
a weather forecast early in May for
small pleasure boats cruising local
waters from Eastport, Me. to Sandy
Hook. W^eather reports will be broadcast Friday nights and at intervals
during the week-ends.
FOUR staff members of WBBM, Chicago, have been recuperating recently
from various ailments — Vincent Rossi, of the accounting department, appendectomy Dwight
;
McPeek, of the
engineering scheduling department,
mastoid operation ; Robert Hanvey,
radio sales research, breakdown ; Sally Rennie, of the office staff, bronchial
pneumonia.
WGN, Chicago, will originate for
MBS a series
of three
operettas
to be heard
May well-known
2, May 16
and May 30. Henry Weber, WGN
musical director, will direct music for
the operetta series, which will be produced by William Bacher. The first
will feature
Claire
and James
operetta,
NoelMarion
Coward's
"Bittersweet"
Melton.
KOA, Denver,
installed
national News having
and United
PressInterteletypes
and
has
increased
its
news
cast schedule by four periods broaddaily.
This is in addition to the twice-daily
period of Denver Post news.
WKY, Oklahoma City, recently carried a special pickup from O'Keene,
rattlesnakethat
hunt.
The program
ancommunity's
Okla.,nualduring
was handled by Perry Ward, special
events chief of WKY.
WSPD, Toledo, O., tying in with the
Willys Skyroad Parade on April 17,
carried a quarter-hour program from
the ofiBce of Joseph W. Frazer. president of Willys Overland Motors. The
flight,
bringing
than 100areabuyers
and dealers
from more
the Chicago
in a
fleet of airliners, was one of the largest
mass flights in commercial aviation
history, airline ofiicials reported. The
broadcast, carried just before a luncheon, presented interviews with leading
guests and visitors.
WEOA-WGBF, EvansviUe, Ind.. co-,
operates with the local Marylane:
Theatre in producing a local talking
newsreel shown regularly at the,
theatre. The picture is shown several!
times, with Hugh Chambers making
notes, and the commentary is theni
transcribed
in the WEOA-WGBF
studios.
WKNY, Kingston, N. Y., on April 15|
formally
opened its new
stu-,
dios in Poughkeepsie,
and aremote
week later,
inaugurated newly completed studios
in Hudson,
Severalstudios
remoteareprograms from N.
the Y.branch
on
the station's regular schedule, and i
is planned to use them extensively o
special events.
• Broadcast
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OBS Hollywood has closed its Music Rockefeller Foundation
Box Theatre on Hollywood Blvd. for
• the summer and moved Lux Radio Grants Fund to Harvard
Theatre, sponsored by Lever Bros.
(Lux) to the CBS Vine St. Theatre. For Radio Lectureship
; Melody Ranch with Gene Autry, sponROCKEFELLER Foundation, in
formerCo., has
Wrigley
"William
sored
. ly
fromby the
Vine St.
Theatre,
been 111 e with its interest in radio, has
t shifted to Columbia Square studios.
$24,000 "to help esFort Wayne, Ind., recently given Harvard
WOWO,
tablish alectureship in broadcastreceived a wire from WELL, Battle
ing."
To
this
lectureship
Harvard
Creek, Mich., asking help in locating a
man whose daughter had died. Eleven has appointed Charles A. Siepmann,
minutes after an announcement had formerly of the British Broadcasting Corp. Also in the field of radio
been broadcast on WOWO the missing gentleman called, saying he was is the Foundation's grant of $84,500 in 1937 and 1939 to the School
on his way home.
Public and International Affairs
KINY, Juneau, Alaska, faced with an of
of Princeton for a study of the role
absence of telephone lines, in mid-April
carried a pickup from the Coliseum
plays in listeners' lives.
Theatre in Petersburg relayed to .Ju- radio
In the Foundation's "Review for
neau
by
KINY's
shortwave
transmit1939",
is stated that one of the
ter. KiBQB. The broadcast was the reports,it shortly
to be published,
first ever participated in by Peters- contrasts radio's present service
burg people, according to KINY. The with that of the printed page.
, station plans similar pickups from Findings indicate, the report states,
: Wrangell, Sitka, Skagway and Haines.
"radio seems, as yet, not to
GOLF TEAM of KMO, Tacoma. has that
be extending the interests of those
issued a challenge to all radio teams in members of its audience who find
the Pacific Northwest for a home-andmore satisfaction in listening than
home match. Challenge will be accepted, according to Carl Haymond, KMO
in reading," and continues that
manager, on either a handicap or "serious broadcasting will have to
scratch basis. The KMO team in- become imbedded in the whole plexus of social institutions before it
cludes, besides Haymond, Larry Huseby, Bert Dunn, Roscoe Smith and Jer- can, to any large extent, contribute
ry Geehan.
to the increase of serious responses
in the American community.
KLBM, LaGrande, Ore., in mid-April
The less educated rely more on
held a public inspection of its new
studios in the downtown Bouvey Bldg. radio than the more educated, who
WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C, recent- tend to rely on print, says the report. Accurate and impartial inly put into service its new mobile unit.
Present cludesequipment
the truck
information, particularly in radio's
a Fairchild ofrecorder,
power
news service, is "of extreme social
importance
because of the sugges''" supply
units and A amplifiers
remote broadcasts.
shortwave for
transtibility ofthe lower cultural groups,
■ mitter is to be added shortly.
as compared to the upper." That
-I WSAZ,
Huntington, W. Va., cele- "suggestibility" is the subject of
I brated its 13th birthday in mid-April, the recentlv published "Invasion
along with the third anniversary of
Mars", another study by the
WBLK, Clarksburg, with a 45-min- from
Radio Project [Broad' ute salute carried on the West Vir- Princeton casting,
March 1 and April 1].
f ginia Network.
■/ KGVO, Missoula, Mont., is cooperat: ing with the local Child Health Coun■ cil in a campaign to raise funds to
: finance dental, eye and tonsil treatments for underprivileged and handi- dren.
capped Missoula County school chilIntermountain
■ WITH the 260th broadcast of the
Ave Maria Hour on April 28. the
•I Friars of the Atonement of St. ChrisMarket
topher's Inn at their
Graymoor.
Garrison,
? N. T., observed
fifth anniversary
on the air. During the five years the
program has grown from a one-station
affair to a seven-station "live" Eastern
hookup on Sundays and weekly tranpeople prefer the
(■ scription on 117 stations in 4.5 states.
[i The Ave Maria Hour originates at
6:30 p.m. each Sunday at WMCA,
New York, and is relayed through
' WIP,
timore. Philadelphia, and WCBM, BalIN CONNECTION with Lefs Go To
School, heard weekly on WGBI.
i. Scranton, Pa., the radio committee of
the Scranton branch of the Pennsylvania State Educational Assn. has prepared amimeographed booklet presenting data on production and reception
jHOWMAHJHii,
of the program. The program, featuring "your
childreninand
neighbors'
children
— pupUs
our your
Scranton
and
Dunmore
schools",
is
transcribed
the auditoriums of the various schoolsin
regularly taking part in the series and
then rebroadcast in a regular 8-8 :30
p.m. spot on Mondays. So far during K
the 1939-40 school terms more than
D
15,000 students have witnessed the
Y
transcribing of the programs, and more
L
than 1.200 have participated in the
broadcasts, according to WGBI.
ROCKY Mountain Radio Council,
Denver, to promote interest in educaPOPULAR Station
tional programs carried by stations in
Sah Lake City
the Rocky Mountain region, has published a listening guide listing times
and stations on which particular eduNdtiondl Representative
f-ational programs are heard. The orJOHN BLAIR & CO.
i^'anization also has conducted a telephonecational
surveyfeatures.
of listening for the edu-
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Schools
In NAB

Enrolled
Campaign

Pupils Submitting Essays in
National Radio Festival
BEGINNING May 4, KQW, San
Jose, Cal., is turning over its studios to pupils of the San Jose public schools for five consecutive Saturdays. On these five days 10,000
local students will actually participate in operating the station, with
regular staff members participating only in an advisory capacity.
The plan is coordinated with
the NAB's National Radio Festival
promotion to help students gather
material first-hand for their entries
in the national essay contest on
"The American System of Broadcasting— Why it is best for Ameri-

Maj. Edney Ridge, president of
has
WBIG, Greensboro, N. C., alsomade
announced that WBIG has
cans." plans for its "Radio Festidetailed
val Week" from May 6-12. The
mayors of Greensboro and surrounding towns have issued ofons calling
ng toattento the proclamati
Maj.
event, accordi
tion ficial
of the Greenscopies have
Ridge,boroand
been mailed
proclamation
to 500 city school teachers in the
service area by the radio chairman
school system. In addiof thetionlocal
heads of county schools are
sending letters to all teachers, inviting their classes to visit WBIG
studios. Ten colleges in the area
also have been invited to participate. The station is planning special programs for the week and has
enlisted the cooperation of radio
tory.
servicemen and dealers in the terriStations Participating
A large number of stations over
the country are planning to participate in the Radio Festival, according to reports reaching Arthur
Stringer, of the NAB headquarters
staff in Washington, who is in
charge of the promotion. Among
those definitely indicating they will
participate are WCHV, Charlottesville, Va.; WMBG, WRNL, WRTD
and WRVA, Richmond, Va.; WDBJ,
Roanoke, Va.; WHBF, Rock Island,
and WTAD, Quincv, 111.; KMBC,
Kansas City; KDKA, KQV, WJAS,
WWSW and WCAE, Pittsburgh;
WWL, New Orleans; WWVA,
Wheeling; WILM and WDEL,
Wilmington, Del.; KSL, Salt Lake
City; WBAB, Atlantic City; KOIL,
Omaha, KFAB-KFOR, Lincoln and
WLAC, WSIX and WSM, Nashville. Tying in with the Radio Festival idea, both NBC Radio-Recording
Division and World Broadcasting
System are furnishing subscribers
with special script releases.
Another NAB-sponsored project
for industry promotion, a "Listen
While You Ride" campaign to push
sales and listening for auto radios,
has drawn considerable attention
from station operators. Special announcements and dealer contacts
have been undertaken by WNAC,
Boston; KJBS, San Francisco;
KQW, San Jose, Cal.; KDKA,
Pittsburgh; KRGV, Weslaco, Tex.;
WDZ, Tuscola, 111.; WGAR, Cleveland, and KVI, Tacoma, Wash.
THE Softball team of KVOO. Tulsa,
captained by Eddie Coontz, won its
first two games of the season, defeating
KTUL .32-10 and 13-12.

To Order for Present and Future
Radio and Recorded Entertainment
Eventual replacement of a large part of our
present A.M. System by the new FREQUENCY
MODULATION radio transmission and reception is generally
built SCOTT
has notpredicted.
only keptThepacecustom
with
these new
developments
in radio, but
tinues far ahead. For, incorporated
into conthe
design
the and
newest
SCOTT
are bothofA.M.
F.M, custom
receptionbuilt
developed,
we believe, to the highest known degree of
perfection.
Scott knowledge,
you purchasegivenow,
to the best The
of our
you will,
the
world's finest local and long distance reception for years to come.
A FEW OF MANY EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
Many features
in Scott
design are
developour own
laboratories
and arements ofused
in theengineering
custom built
SCOTT
exclusively! Fidelity 30 to 15,000 cycles
(average radio 100 to 5,000) • 15 to 60
watts power output ( average radio has only
5 ) • Speaker system covers full F. M.
d>-namic range up to 15,000 cycles (average speaker "cuts oif" at 6,000 to 7,000)
• 6 wave bands including ultra high frequencies • 6 noise reducing systems •
6 times more sensitive, 5 times more selective than average radios • Sensational record scratch suppressor • Your choice of
authentic period cabinets • Many other
exclusive features.
"WORLD'S FINEST PRECISION RADIO"
Each Scott is custom built to order with
fine watch precision in our own engineering
laboratories for performance impossible with
standard production receivers. Guaranteed
5 years anteedinstead
of usualany90 other
days. receiver
Also guar-in
to outperform
the world or money refunded. One month
home trial. Budget terms if desired. A Scott
is the instrument owned by many of the
greatest musicians, yet costs little more.
Send coupon for all facts.
GET SPECLU. INTRODUCTORy OFFER!
E. H. SCOTT
RADIO Ravenswood
LABORATORIES,Avenue,"
INC. ■ .
4438
Send all6H40,
facts, Chicago,
special offer,
Dept.
111.^'
Scott derrecord
and orblank. review,
NO obligation.
Name
Address
Chicago. New York, STUDIOS:
Buffalo, Detroit, Los Angeles
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Superpower, Logan-Walter Bill Up
(Continued from page 16)
Logan-Walter Bill would be called legislation urged its immediate conup on the floor of the Senate early
sideration. Chief among these was
in May. Passed overwhelmingly in Sen. Hatch (D-N.M.) , author of the
the House, with a surprising 297-79
"clean politics" bill passed at the
vote after a four-day debate, the last session. The Senate recently
bill has become one of the major passed a group of Hatch-sponsored
New Deal stumbling blocks during amendments to the original act,
the present session of Congress, and which since have been effectively
promises to become a campaign is- bottled up in the House Judiciary
sue whether accepted or rejected. Committee. It is believed that Hatch
Designed to standardize the ad- Bill supporters in the Senate will
ministrative procedure of some 130 work on behalf of the Logan-Walter
Federal agencies, with few excep- proposal there, while proponents
tions, and to provide uniform meth- of the other proposal in the House
ods of appeal from regulations and will exert their influence to pry
administrative decisions of these loose the Hatch Act amendments.
Spearhead of Senate opposition
agencies, the bill specifically provides for a rehearing or judicial to the administrative procedure bill
has been and remains Sen. Minton
appeal on any existing regulation
issued under the act, providing it (D-Ind.), all-the-way New Deal
has not been in effect more than
supporter. Mirroring the feelings
three years, and sets up a method
of Administration opposition in
of appealing from an administrageneral, he termed it a "make-work
tive decision affecting any personal
bill for lavso^ers" which wotild hamor property right.
string and shackle the administraAlthough the Logan bill (S-915)
tive side of government. Although
early in this Congress was passed President Roosevelt has not reon the Senate unanimous consent
ferred to the Logan-Walter bill by
calendar. Administration support- name, he has made it known that
ers almost immediately afterward
he would oppose legislation vdth
succeeded in calling it back for re- this effect, and it is probable he
consideration. Since then, and fol- would veto the measure if it was
lowing the death of Sen. Logan
finally passed by the Senate. In
(D-Ky.), original sponsor of the view of this, it is considered unbill in the Senate, proponents of
likely that the bill actually will
the measure in the upper house be enacted at this session, since if
have not actively pressed for its it were vetoed. Congress likely
consideration.
would adjourn before it could be
taken
up again to override the veto.
Change of Attitude
Meantime the legislation has
The movement to revamp admindrawn the legislative spotlight during much of April. Press comment,
istrative procedure gained fresh impetus some months ago when Rep. generally supporting the measure,
Walter (D-Pa.) emerged with a has usually taken the tack that although the proposal may have
revised proposal essentially similar
to that proposed by the late Sen. fiaws, it is a step in the right direction. Opponents hold that its main
Logan. The new measure gained
right-of-way in the House when the ptirpose is to wreck such pet New
Rules Committee reported it favor- Deal agencies as the National Labor Relations Board and Securities
ably. Subsequently, and before it
was actually considered in the & Exchange Commission. In neither
House, it became knovra that Sen. House nor press discussions has the
FCC drawn any substantial amount
King (D-Utah), who had handled of
individual consideration.
the Logan bill in the Senate since
the death of its author, would move
Sees Many Flaws
to substitute the House bill for the
Objections of one group of the
original Logan proposal.
The likelihood of Senate consid- legal fraternity were presented in
eration this session became appar- a memorandum written by Louis
ent shortly after the bill's enthusi- G. Caldwell, Washington radio atastic approval in the House when
torney, which appeared in the apSenators who previously had taken
pendix of the Congressional Record
more or less casual interest in the of April 18. In putting forward his
objections academically, Mr. Caldwell explained to Broadcasting, he
was speaking solely in his capacity
as a lawyer and former chairman
of the administrative law committee of the American Bar Assn. and
not
to represent the attitude of the
lAMC-WORTHj
Broadcasting
Th«
Noi lliwMf'tBuy
iMt
LARGEST
PUBLIC DOMAIN
RECORDED

LIBRARY

in the WORLD
KIRKERY
LANG-WORTH
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WAGE-HOUR
CLAIM
REFUTED BY MILLER
PUBLISHED comments that local
radio advertisers using stations
heard outside the State would be
amenable to provisions of the Federal Wages & Hours Act were refuted April 26 by Joseph L. Miller,
director of labor relations of NAB.
The New York Herald-Tribune
April 26 in editorially attacking
the Wage-Hour
Act as
"absurd",
stated
that if a local
business
advertises "over a radio station heard
outside its State jurisdiction it has
been construed to be in interstate
commerce within the meaning of
this
statute."
Mr.grotesque
Miller wired
the newspaper
suggesting
a
correction.
He Joseph
pointed out that last Nov. 27
Rauh, assistant general counsel of
the Wage-Hour Division, had ruled
that "the mere fact that the employer uses the facilities of radio
broadcasting to advertise his products would not ordinarily make his
entire business subject to the coverage of this the
Act."broadcasting inDeclaring
dustry has had its troubles under
the Wages & Hours Act despite the
fact that the average weekly wage
of $45.20 is one of the highest in
the country, he told the newspaper that vertiser
the prospective
whose employesradio
are adat
present
from the Act by"need
not fearexempt
that advertising
air
will bring those employes under
Clear
Channel group or any other
the Act."
broadcasting group with which he
is identified professionally.
In his critical memorandum Mr.
Caldwell contended that the legislation did not accomplish the purpose for which it was designed. He
observed that althotigh it has been
greatly improved over the original
draftis full
submitted
the ABA, and
"it
still
of flaws,to ambiguities
even incongruities". He pointed out
that the proposed legislation, applied to both quasi-judicial and
quasi-legislative powers of administrative agencies, in many cases
would yield a procedure less satisfactory than now prevails.
One of the major arguments used
by governmental opponents of the
bill is tied in with the studies of
administrative procedure being
made
by the
Attorney General's
Committee
on Administrative
Law.
They contend that the findings of
this special committee, which already has issued preliminary reports in the form of monographs
and which is expected to make a
final report after public hearings
this summer, should be considered
before such legislation is enacted
[Broadcasting, Feb. 15].
Mr. Caldwell's observations have
drawn considerable interest, since
he was chairman of the ABA administrative law committee in 1933
when the study was begun which
eventually evolved the present Logan-Walter bill. However, he has
pointed out, his present position as
a critic of the bill results not from
any change of mind on his part
but from the fact that "the LoganWalter bill represents a reversal
of position by the association (and
its special committee on administrative law) as against the position adopted at its annual meetings in 1934 and 1936".
• Broadcast
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FM

APPLICATIOISS

'
REACH 121 TOTAL
;TOTAL number of applicants for
,FM facilities reached 121 as of
April 25, with the FCC still receiving them at the rate of two or three
a day. Twenty-one have been added
since publication of the last supplementary list in the April 15 Broadcasting. Another supplemental list
^was published April 1, and a log of
applicants up to the time of the
March hearings was carried in the
March 15 Broadcasting.
Of the 18 FM stations already
jlicensed,
Jansky
& Bailey's
W3X0,
Washington,
during
the last
two
weeks has applied for a shift from
'43.2 to 43.4
lumbusmc,
(WBNS),and
has"W8XVH,
applied Cofor
"10,000
watts
in
lieu
of
its
present
250 watts on 43 mc. William G. H,
Finch's
application
for amended
117.91 mc.to
in
New York
has been
"ask for 43 mc.
New applications filed between
'April 15 and 25, like most of the
others, are all from existing broadcasting companies. The applications were from the parent com.panies of the following stations and
masked for the following facilities:
WTEL, Philadelphia, 1,000 watts
/on 42.4; WHKC, Columbus, 1,000 on
42.6; WHK-WCLE, 1,000 on 43.4;
WDAS, Philadelphia, 1,000 on 42.8;
WNEW, New York, 1,000 on 42.4;
[WHOM, Jersey City 1,000 on 43.6;
iWIBG, Glenside, Pa., 1,000 on 43.8;
iWSTP, Salisbury, N. C, 1000 on
43.4; WORD, Spartanburg, S. C,
.1,000 on 43.6; KTRH, Houston,
5,000 on 43.4; WMBG, Richmond,
'1,000 on 42.8; WHAS, Louisville,
'1000 on 42.6; WFTL, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., 1,000 on 43.2; WDAF,
Kansas City, 1,000 on 43; WMAZ,
Macon, 1,000 on 43.4; WEOAWGBF, Evansville, Ind., 250 on 43;
WICA, Ashtabula, 0., 1,000 on 48;
KSD, St. Louis, 250 on 42.6;
iWHAZ, Troy, N. Y., 250 on 42.8;
,WJIM, Lansing, Mich., 1,000 on
543.2; KFVD, Los Angeles, 250 on
43.2 and 50 on 117.19.
I

WEAF's New Plant
;'WITH foundations completed and
brickwork rising rapidly, indications are that the new WEAF
transmitter building at Port Wash' ington L. I., will begin operating
in September, according to Ray' mond F. Guy, NBC facilities engi; neer. Construction work on the new
transmitter started in January,
1940, following the removal of
equipment from the old site at Bell. more, L. I., by Skinner, Cook &
Babcock. It is being erected at an
approximate cost of $280,000.
EXECUTIVES of Graybar Electric
Co. held a luncheon in New York April 24 to honor President Frank A.
Ketcham, observing his 40th year with
the company.

KFRU
COLUMBIA, MISSOURI
A kilowatt of power on 630
kc. daytime with 500 watts
at night.
A Sales Message over KFRU
Covers the Heart of Missouri

IBROADCASTING

Cotton Textile Tests
COTTON TEXTILE INSTITUTE,
New York on April 29 started a
test campaign to sell Blue Denim,
using part live and part transcribed
announcements five times a week on
farm programs of WHO, Des
Moines; KMOX, St. Louis; KMBC,
Kansas City; WOW, Omaha. Discs
are recorded by NBC. More stations
will be added if the test is sliccessful. Agency is Donahue & Coe, New
York.

ASCAP

FIDELITY ATTITUDE
OF PUBLIC TESTED
AN INDICATION of consumer
opinion on FM and high-fidelity
reception was reported recently in
a study conducted by Samuel E.
Gill, market research analyst of
New York.
Working on the assumption that
if consumers were conscious of the
value of high-fidelity, they would
attempt to obtain the highest reception possible from existing receivers, Mr. Gill interviewed several hundred radio-equipped families in areas with low noise levels
regarding the use of tone control
on their present radios.
Mr. Gill found that only 15.3%
of radio listeners keep their tone
control toward the treble, which is
the point of highest fidelity. The
listeners turning the control toward the base were 24.2%, halfway 15.7%, and 44.8% reported
they changed the control for different programs.
Consumer opinion of television
receiving equipment was also studied recently by Mr. Gill, who found
that the price of equipment was
the largest single deterrent to immediate purchase on admission of
some 55% of the several hundred
families interviewed. One-third of
those interviewed believed that
television was not yet perfected
enough to warrant an investment
in a receiver, while 30% of the
group which considered the price
too high had no idea as to actual
television prices, comparing the
cost with the purchase of an automobile or a grand piano. The effect
of the recent FCC rulins's on consumer attitudes was slight, the survey showed, inasmuch as less than
5% indicated that they would purchase sets if the FCC gave the receivers its OK.

The suit against ASCAP, naming somestituted i130
was inn 1935 defendants,
and is still pending
before the Federal District Court
for the Southern District of New
York. It seeks dissolution of
ASCAP as a monopoly in restraint
of trade. The case has been on the
deferred calendar for the last several years, when the parties failed
to agree on a stipulation of facts.

Under

Scrutiny

By Justice Department
WHETHER the Government will
revive its anti-trust suit against
ASCAP may be determined soon at
the Department of Justice, it was
indicated April 26. Victor Waters,
special assistant to the Attorney
General, who was assigned full
time to study of the case several
months ago, is in the field making
an independent check, and was in
New York during the April 22
week.

International News
Service
Gives Credit to
WPEN
As the First Station in the Country
to Broadcast the World-Shaking
Denmark. Invasion of
News of Germany's
•
WPEN
Carried the News 30 Seconds
After it was Flashed by INS,
which had a Clean Beat of More
than an Hour over Every Major
News Service.

New WSLB on the Air
THE NEW WSLB. Ogdeivsburg.
N. Y., 250 watts on 1370 kc, went
on the air in latter operation for fulltime operation under the direction of
Joseph R. Brandy Jr.. onetime Notre
Dame football star who is president
and co-equal stockholder with Harold
.1. Frank, local merchant. Mr. Brandy
is also president of the Ogdensburg
Advance-News.

WPEN
Is always on the Job, Always
Doing a Good Job of Bringing
News to its Large and Always
News-Hungry Audience.

BEECHNUT PACKING Co., Canajoharie, N. Y. (Beechies gum), on
April 14 started a 13-week schedule of
transcribed station-breaks twice daily
seven days a week on 25 stations
throughout the country. Agency is
Newell-Enimett Co., New York.

Has News Periods Available for Sponsorship

WPEN

WPEN

1000 Watts
PhUa.

Philco to Sell Stock
PHILCO Corp. at a special meeting in Philadelphia April 26, voted
to change from a privately-held to
a public corporation with common
stock to be placed on the New York
Stock Exchange at $3 per share.
Present par of common stock is
$100 but this would be exchanged
33 1/3 for 1, with present stockholders dsiposing of a portion of
their holdings. Additional stock
would be sold to retire all outstanding preference stock. Corporate management would remain the
MODERN INDUSTRIAL BANK,
New York, on April 29 started weekly
transcribed broadcasts on WMCA,
New York, as repeats of Gabriel Heatter's ark9 forp.m.
on WOR,
New-is
the program
same sponsor.
Agency
Metropolitan Adv. Co., New York.
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• A splendid opportunity for increased sales is waiting
in Western Canada this year. A Record Wheat crop on a
firm and rising market, together with tremendous war
orders, is putting millions of dollars of new money into
circulation among Canadian farmers, cattlemen, fruit
ranchers, miners and oilmen.
This means greater potential sales for your product in Western
Canada. Make these sales at a low cost by placing your
on —
program
THE ALL-CANADA
FOOTHILLS GROUP
(All Bzsic CBC Stations)
First in Listener Preference
Wrhe for Audience Figures

CKCK Regina, Sask.
Moose Jaw, Sask.
Lethbridge, Alta.
Calgary, Alta.
Edmonton,
Alta.
Trail, B.C.

CKOV Kelowna, B.C.
Representatives:
U.S.A.-WEED
and COMPANY
CANADA - All-Canada Radio Facilities Limited
May
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Actual Radio Experience
Included in New York U

All

Summer Workshop Plan
PLANS for
New York
seventh
annual
summer
radioU'sworkshop
have been annonnced by Douglas
Coulter, director, who stated that
students would be given regularly
scheduled opportunities to produce
programs and to become familiar
with the practical aspects of radio
six weeks'
during
production
period
starting
Julythe
1.
A. Murray Dyer, script writer
for the CBS American School of
the Air, and Robert Aura Smith,
script writer and commentator for
the CBS program This Living
World, have been appointed as instructors in script writing. Radio
production will be taught by Earle
McGill, CBS casting director, while
the studio production groups will be
directed by Philip Cohen, production director of the radio division
of the U. S. Office of Education,
who also will conduct a seminar on
the educational aspects of radio.
Speakers in the series of special
lectures on various aspects of
broadcasting include: George O.
Milne, NBC engineering division;
Nila Mack, CBS producer of children's programs; Edward Lasker,
vice-president of Lord & Thomas,
New manYork;
Bryson,
chairof the Lyman
CBS Adult
Education
Board; Morris Novik, manager of
WNYC, New York's Municipal station; Bernard Hermann, CBS staff
conductor.

To ISew

Richardson

Radio

Trans-Canada

By JAMES MONTAGNES
AFTER 16 years of broadcasting
activities, the radio division of
James Richardson & Son, Winnipeg
grain brokers, has sold its stations
and all radio interests to a newlyformed Trans-Canada Communications Ltd., Winnipeg, subsidiary of
the holding company Armadale
Corp. Ltd., Winnipeg and Toronto,
of which Victor Sifton, Western
Canada newspaper publisher, is
president. Stations changing ownership were CJRC, Winnipeg, and
CJRM, Regina. Included also were
shortwave stations CJRX and
CJRO, Winnipeg, and portable
VD2R of Winnipeg.
Neither Clifford Sifton, officer of
Armadale Corp., at Toronto, nor
Charles
Campbell,
secretary-treasurer of James
Richardson
& Son,
in Toronto, would disclose the
amount paid for the stations. Unofficial estimates in the radio industry lead to a figure between
$100,000 and $150,000.
Same Management
According to Clifford Sifton, no
changes are to be made at present
in the management of the station.
Vic Neilsen, formerly of CFCF,
Montreal, remains as manager of
the radio division and becomes manager of the newly-formed TransCanada Communications, with Victor Sifton, Winnipeg, as president.
The new owners have no plans at
Florida ASCAP Briefs
present for station expansion, but
it is understood they had tried to
FOLLOWING the hearing April 16 have
the license for CJRM changed
before a three-judge statutory
from Regina to Saskatoon, since
court in Gainesville, Fla., to test the
Armadale Corp. already owns
the constitutionality of the Florida
CKCK, Regina, through its owneranti-ASCAP law, both ASCAP and
ship of the Regina Leader-Post. It
the State are preparing briefs supis understood the change was not
porting their contentions to be subby the Canadian Broadmitted by May 18, according to granted casting
Corp. or the Department of
Herman Finkelstein, of Schwartz
Transport.
& Frohlich, ASCAP counsel. No
The sale was made because the
further action was reported in Ne- Richardson interests have decided
braska, where the State is seek- that since broadcasting was not
their main business, they would
ing a new trial after a three-judge
court found the Nebraska anti- drop it altogether. This tallies with
ASCAP law to be unconstitutional.
other moves made by the organization since the death of James Richardson last year. The deal gives
'Helzapoppin' on WABC
SELECT THEATRES Corp.. Xew
the Sifton interests through various interlocking directorates a
York, which recently ended Charles
Stark's Odd Side of the News on broadcasting outlet in Winnipeg in
WABC, New York, on April 22 started conjunction with their fully-owned
a musical program of Old Fashioned
Winnipeg Free Press, and a possiFavorites on WABC for "Hellzapopble outlet if at a later date a lipin,"
Broadway
show.
Agency
is
Blaine Thompson Co., New York.
cense can be procured for Saska-

/0oo—srR£AMimj>-jVffffs

Interests

Sold

Communications

toon to go with their Saskatoon
Star-Phoenix.
The Richardson interests have
been in broadcasting since 1924
when they owned a station in Moose
raJaw, diogradually
ownership toextending
Regina, their
Yorkton
and Winnipeg. The Moose Jaw station was scrapped in 1934 and
CJRM, Regina, took its place. Because for many years the Manitoba
Government maintained a broadcasting monopoly, CJGX, Yorkton,
was established just outside Manitoba with studios in Winnipeg. The
station was later sold because the
Canadian Federal Government no
longer recognized Manitoba's broadcasting monopoly and allowed Richardsons to build CJRC at Winnipegwave
and stations
also two
there.powerful shortThe Sifton interests own CKCK,
Regina, and the Winnipeg Free
Press, Regina Leader-Post and Saskatoon Star-Phoenix.
FCC Team Resigns
(Continued from page 13)
graduate of Harvard in 1933, and
studied law under the famed Felix
Frankfurter, now an associate justice of the Supreme Court. He was
graduated from Washington U, St.
Louis, having won a four-year
scholarship from his high school as
the highest ranking student. He
also attained a scholastic fellowship at Harvard.
Social Research
At Washington U Mr. Koplovitz
majored in applied sociology, receiving his A.B. degree in 1929
and his M.S. in 1930. While engaged in a research study for the
Russell Sage Foundation in New
York in 1932, he co-authored a
book titled "Emergency Work Relief"— the first study of its kind,
which eventually was used as a
foundation for New York relief
work. The thesis of this study was
to pay wages to unemployed instead
of instituting the dole.
Mr. Koplovitz joined PWA in
1933 where he first met Mr. Dempsey. That started the Federal association that ran for seven years
with a lapse of only the few months
when "Big Bill" was Mr. McNinch's
legal assistant and "Little Bill"
held forth at the Power Commission. Mr. Koplovitz was born in St.
Louis May 30, 1909. Single, he
resides in Washington with a sister
and a nephew.

WFBG
ALTOONA PENN.
providing the ONLY full coverage
of the Altoona trading area
2Votc
NBC-RED
and
FULL TIME OPERA'nON
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of Media
Impact
Subject of Study
Missouri School Seeks Data
On Readership, Listening
RADIO listening habits, along
with newspaper and magazine
readership, were surveyed in a
"three-dimensional study of priadvertising
media"
startedU
early inmaryApril
by the
Missouri
School of Journalism in Columbia,
Mo. Thecovering
"product
study,
the improvement"
three media
simultaneously over six consecutive days, is expected to produce
revealing data on effective coverage and the degree of readership
and listening.
The radio phase of the survey
employedaided"both
the "aided"
and "unrecall methods
in house-tohouse questioning. With about 200
journalism students working as interviewers, following pre-survey
training in the Gallup-type interviews, the study covered local listening to 11 stations •— KFRU,
KMBC, KWOS, KMOX, KSD,
WDAF, WGN, WHO, W L W,
WOAI and WTMV. One hundred
interviews were made each day in
the radio survey.
Economic Divisions
For purposes of the three-way
study, the city of Columbia, with a
population
of 20,200,income
was divided
into four economic
levels.
Survey work was so arranged that
a correct
sample ofontheeach
totalofmarket was obtained
the
phases sions
ofof the
study. districts
Accm-ate were
divieconomic
checked against the 1940 R. L. Polk
& Co.nesscity
directory for thoroughand exactness.
"Unaided" recall questions included :Was your radio turned on
this morning (afternoon, last
night) ? If on, between what
hours ? Did you read a newspaper
or magazine while you listened to
the radio ? What radio programs
did
actually last
hear night)
this moi-ning you
(afternoon,
? On
what stations ? What product or
company did each advertise ? Do
you regularly listen to specific programs at specific periods ? Name
of program and station ?
"Aided" recall data included listings of programs for each of the
11 stations at 15-minute intervals
for each day. Interviewing was divided into three time-phases — 6-10
p. m., 8 a. m.-noon, and noon-6
p. m. The interviewer made his
calls during the period immediately following that covered by his
questions. Thus morning programs
were checked during the afternoon.
Theveyother
of the daily
surcoveredtwo
thephases
two local
newspapers,
the Columbia
sourian
and Columbia
Tribune, Misand
nine monthly and five weekly magazines, and extended to a detailed
research into interest in both editorial and advertising content.
Facts of the three - dimensional
study, directed by Prof. Donald H.
Jones of the journalism school, after tabulation and analysis will be
of service to broadcasters and advertisers in indicating the type of
news and advertising material consumed in specific income levels, it
was pointed out.
FOX FEATURE Syndicate, New
York, reports that 30 .stations have
signed for
The Blue
weekly
adventure
comicBeetle,
strip, twicebeing
produced for radio by Jean V. Grombach.
• Broadcast
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USING this collection of equipment to illustrate his points, Henry Grossnan (left), chief engineer of WABC, CBS New York key station, early
,n April discussed "Eastern Division Special Event Pickup Facilities"
'svith CBS
employes.
Chatting
him held
is R.at G.CBS
Thompson,
WABC was
superJdsor
of field
engineering.
The with
lecture,
headquarters,
the
sixth of a series of engineering and general radio lectures which began
^Feb. 5 and held every Monday for CBS employes wishing to attend.

BMI
Acquires Cole Catalog
'i
(Continued from page H)
terest. Pointing out that ASCAP
article writing and publicity. A
graduate of Princeton and Columhas long attempted to tax coinbia Law School, he has been a law- operated machines, the letter
yer, teacher and writer. He prac- quotes an ASCAP statement suptices law in New York and his writporting alaw now pending in Conings, published under the name
gress that the minimum amount
Dickson Skinner, include both fic- ASCAP would expect to collect
would be $60 a year a machine, a
,^tion
magazine
articles.
of hisand
article
work has
been inMost
the minimum total of $12,000,000 a
musical field.
year from this source.
Actively promoting the aims and
Supporting BMI in its campaign
purposes of BMI to the public, the against the ASCAP music monopJback page of all BMI sheet music
oly, the National Council of State
carries the story of this new pub- Liquor Dealers Associations, representing more than 150,000 retail
lishing company, through which
passed a res■'broadcasters are working to as- liquor establishments,
olution at its annual convention to
sure equal opportunity and fair
compensation to all composers."
the effect that ASCAP is "levying arbitrary and unreasonable fees
J'BMI," the message concludes,
''gives to American music a free- from users of copyrighted music".
''dom for creative progress that it Urging Council members to give
'has never had before. BMI for the full support to BMI, John Fetteri|first time gives to you who listen man, legal advisor to the Buckeye
,and you who sing and play the op- Liquor Dealers Assn. of Ohio, stat.portunity to take full part in that
ed: "Our field of activity has suffered great hardships at the hands
.progress and to guide it in accordof ASCAP. Under the strong leadsance with your own desires."
ership of BMI we have affiliated
Round the Cage
interests on our side who will help
i Promoting BMI also to the
us battle this unfair monopoly."
^broadcasting industry, the comSong Writers Views
pany has prepared a leaflet pointCharging BMI officials with being to BMI as the broadcaster's
'means of escape from the squirrel
ing "willing to sacrifice the interests of the songwriter to benefit
cage ASCAP has had him in. "You
paid for an ASCAP license because their backers, the chain broadcastASCAP controlled the music that
ers and some of their affiliates and
was popular ... As music was
independents," the Songwriters
added to the ASCAP catalog that Protective Assn. has issued a statemusic became popular because you
ment protesting BMI's avowed polwere broadcasting it . . . Round
icy of making its music available
and round you raced in your cage. for transcriptions at the statutory
Because you played the music it sum of 2c per composition per record in place of the customary
became popular and because you
had made it popular you needed the charge of 25c or 50c per pressing.
[Broadcasting, April 15].
license to play it.
The songwriters, who divide
' "Nowhere else in the record of
modern business is there a case in these mechanical rights fees evenwhich a monopoly has been equally
ly with the music publishers, dissuccessful in making its victims
pute the statement of Mr. Tompkins that "the maximum fee which
[themselves operate the mechanism
can be charged for the right to methat held them prisoners."
chanically reproduce the work is 2e
Going after other users of music
than the broadcasters, BMI has per composition for each record
wi'itten a letter to the opera- manufactured, regardless of the
tors of coin-operated phonographs
form or purpose of the record,"
which is being distributed by a and state that they would welcome
a "test or construction of these
number of operators' associations,
urging them to cooperate with the compulsory license provisions".
SPA statement, prepared by John
broadcasters in their own self inBROADCASTING
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BMI'S NEW TUNES
Seven Numbers Approved by
Editorial Board
SEVEN new BMI tunes, including
a waltz
and asa foxtrots
"hot" rhythm
number as well
and ballads,
have been approved by the BMI
editorial board and will soon be
readyers.for
release
BMI subscribThe new
tunesto are:
"Givecolm Reid,
Me lyrics
Music",
waltz, music
by Malby Robert
Sour and
Don
McCray, arranged by Helmy Kresa.
"I'll Be Goin' ", foxtrot, music by Lee
Wainer and lyrics by Robert Sour, authors
of "What Good's the Moon?"
Eye Onlyrics
Yourby Heart",
music
by "Keep
Henry AnManners,
Milton Leeds.
"What's
the
Matter,
My
Darling?",
ballad, words and music by Charlie Beal,
man. pianist ; arranged by Sam Grossswing
"You Mean So Much to Me", music by
Edgar "Puddinhead" Battle and lyrics by
Ken Byron.
"Puddinhead"
BattleWillie
was Bryformerly featured
trumpet with
ant's
orchestra,
and
is
now
arranging
and
composing for leading orchestras.
"Boogie Woogie to You", rhythm
"jump" number, with music by Ernest
Gold and lyrics by Don McCray, authors
of
"Here byin Jimmy
the Velvet
Night",
is being
arranged
Mundy,
formerly
arranger with Bennie Goodman.
"Please
Don't
Tell
Her
I
Told
You",
music
by Irving Wallman and lyrics by
Max Wartell.
Performance by both NBC and
CBS of several of the six popular
tunes released by BMI early in
April, also has been reported. During the period April 17-21, NBC
performed four of the tunes and
CBS two.
Schulman, SPA counsel, continues:
"Regardless of the BMI construction, the fact is that transcriptions
have been treated differently than

phonograph records. The acceptance of BMI's construction would
result in a substantial loss of revenue for songwriters. Insofar as
members of SPA are concerned, it
is my view that they have the protection of the uniform agreement,
since any attempt by a publisher
to treat transcriptions in the manner suggested by BMI would be a
breach of the publisher's obligations to the songwriters."
Aid to Songwriters
Asked for a reply, a BMI official
replied that the 2c fee is the only
one authorized by the law, that it
is of immediate benefit to the
broadcasters, and that the song
writers will also profit by it in the
long run, since it will encourage
additional use of their material on
transcriptions.
A breakdown of BMI subscribers, made at shows
the organization's
headquarters,
that its 290
station subscribers represent approximately 53% of the industry
numerically, and handle more than
80%dollar
of thevolume.
industry's total billings
in
'Woman's Magazine' Dropped
DROPPING
the Woman's particiMagazine of the Air,offive-day-a-week
pating talent show, which has been on
NBC-Pacifie for 12 years, and the paring of duplicative jobs, brought about
the release of about 20 persons at
the KPO-KGO headquarters in San
Francisco late in April. Affected were
artists, producers, secretaries and stenographers.

5000 Watts Day and Night starting early May
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Buys Participations
Observe 'CKAC Week'
CKAC, Montreal, celebrating the LAMONT, CORLISS & Co., New
inauguration of its new modern York, during the week of April 22
studios and a new RCA transmitter, started thrice weekly spots on parwas the subject of a proclamation
ticipation programs on WJR, Detroit, WTCN, Minneapolis, and
by the Mayor of Montreal who set
WRC,
Washington,
to promote
aside April
as "CKAC
Week."in Semi-Sweet Chocolate. The
company
Besides
an 20-27
inaugural
program
which 60 radio personalities parti- . already sponsors one to three participations weekly on the Marjorie
cipated, CKAC started several new
French-language programs in which Mills and Imogene Woolcott programs
on
the
Yankee Network; on
is specializes. The French daily La
Presse, with which the station is Marthe Deane's program on WOR,
affiliated, devoted several pages of Newark, and on Fletcher Wiley's
on West Coast stations. Cecil
its April 20 edition to promote the talks
&agency.
Presbrey, New York, is the
station's new facilities.

Farnsworth to Produce
PRODUCTION of television receivers will be begun this September
by Farnsworth Television & Radio
Corp., Fort Wayne, according to an
annotincement April 27 by E. A
Nicholas,
Until
then!
Farnsworth president.
will round out
its com
mercial line of television studio!
and transmitting equipment. New
items to be manufactured by
Farnsworth are dual motor control
consoles, studio rack equipment
transmitters of 1,000 watts rating
and
single sideband filter, in addi
tures.
projectors for television motion piction to direct pickup cameras and

MRS. ANNIE J. DODGE, 78, mother
of John H. Dodge, NBC sales manager in Washington,
mercial operationsinofcharge
WRCof comand
WMAL, died in Washington April 25.

3XB Corp., New York (foot powderi
has named Redfield-Johnstone, Nev.
York, as agency and is considering
use of radio.

WIBG, Glenside, Pa., on May 12 will
sponsor ington
a Mother's
Day trip
to Wash-by
and Arlington
Cemetery
Zella
Drake
Harper,
station's
commentator and conductor woman
of its
Women's Radio Cluh.
PROFESSIONAL

CLvt^SSIFIED

DIRECTORY

ky &. Bailey
Jans
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
.

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

PAUL

F. GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclalr (N.J.) 2-7859
PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
Highland Parlt Village
Dallas, Texas

Martin V. Kiebert, Jr.
(Consulting T^io Engineer
associated with Jansky & Bailey
Russ Bldg., San Francisco, CaL

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

CLIFFORD YEWDALL
Empire State Bdg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Acconting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio
INDUSTRIAL & ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
LYNN BRODTON
STYLING ENGINEER
TELEPHONE 928

COLUNGSWOOD, N. J.
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Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
7134 Main Street
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Advertise

in
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for Results!

Help Wanted
Situations
Wanted,
per word.
other CAPS,
classifications, 12c perandword.
Bold face
listing,7c double.
BOLDAll FACE
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three words
for box address. Forms close 10th and 25th of month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
Sports Announcer — and special events man
wanted by clear-channel midwest station,
major network affiliate. Send age, salary
expected, experience, education, photo.
Box A796, Broadcasting.
Employees
us help Radio
you getEmployment
a position
through —ourLetNational
Bureau. Paramount Distributors, Box
864, Denver, Colo.
Mid-West daytime station in major market
seeks competent sales manager. Good
salary. Send qualifications and references. Box A790, Broadcasting.
Competent
engineer-operator
can maintain 100-watt
station. Goodwhoopening
for
reliable, sober, experienced man. Send
references. Box A795, Broadcasting.
Local time salesman for NBC Red Station
in important Western city. Good opporproducer
with a clean
record.tunity
Preferfor aman
now employed
who feels
he has
qualifications
for
bettering
himself and increasing earnings. Box A801,
Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
Continuity Writer — writes smooth, lively
copy,Mountains.
also announces.
Prefers Box
Mid-West
or
Experienced.
A798,
Broadcasting.
General Announcer — Continuity. Experienced, knows music. Excellent newscaster.
Really
"sells" commercials. Box A803,
Broadcasting.
Chief Engineer — May I have the opportunity to present my qualifications. Exceptional experience. If you need a Chief
Engineer it will pay you to investigate.
Box A802, Broadcasting.
Engineer — Radiophone first class. Four
years'
experience Want
operator
Transradio
Press. Employed.
to —change.
Box
A794, Broadcasting.
Pop Brownlee's
Rubes
entertainment) powerful
sales(musical
stimulant:
create
goodwill, up sales. P. S. Edwards, 1560
Broadway, New York.
Experienced Combination Man — Announcer,
Operator, Sales, Continuity. Married, 31,
hard
worker. References. Box A793,
Broadcasting.
Announcer-Accompanist — Young man desires opportunity in radio station. Capable as musical
director-announcer-accompanist. Interested
in production. Sales
ability.
References.
Box A800, Broadcasting.
Manager — Young with outstanding background of experience in all phases of
broadcasting including extensive sales.
An opportunity to present my story and
evidence will convince you. Affiliated virith
major network station in key city. Box
A792, Broadcasting.
BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Continued)
Announcer — Employed fifty kw station
wishes change. Handling all types of programs ; news. Reason and recordings
submitted
casting. on request. Box A785, BroadExperienced
Radio Man
— desires
to manage
station. Excellent
record
in management
and sales. Has full knowledge station
operations.
Address Box A788, Broadcasting.
Production Man — fourteen years' experience,writing.
production,
programming,
promo-to
tion,
Employed,
but wants
make change. Married. Will accept small
salary. Box A891, Broadcasting.
How many of your listeners understand the
news ? Increase audience and listener interest with experienced newscaster, un
biased commentator, gather and write
local news program, handle interviews,
special features, write continuity, publicity, original program ideas. Moderate
salary if opportunity make additional
commercials. Box A797, Broadcasting.
Employers — We have experienced radio employees in every section of the United
States. Let us submit summaries of qualified applicants whose references have
been verified.
cost to you Bureau.
through National Radio NoEmployment
Box
864, Denver, Colo.
Wanted to Buy
USED
RECORDER
wants
commercial
Presto— Private
or otherparty
equipment
for off-air recording. Old model okeh if
workable
and a "buy".
also useor overhead mechanism
withoutCanturntable
cutting head. Give full details and price.
Confidential. Box A799, Broadcasting.
For Sale
500 Watt Radio Station in Midwest community 10,000 population ; $10,000 cash,
balance easy terms. Good record of earncasting.ings, future assured. Box A786, BroadMiscellaneous
Photo Post Cards. Newest, most economical
methodples andofprices
displaying
any product. Arts.
Samon request.
295 Market
Street,
Hamilton,Graphic
Ohio.
Young Radio Executive with $25,000 cash
seeks
associate station
with like
amountReply
to ac-l
quire profitable
in South.
in
confidence, giving references, to Box
A787, Broadcasting.
PAUL STEBBINS — Suitable compensation
for whereabouts or 1939 Buick 2 dr. trg.
Motor No. 43776275, serial No. 13586252.
License
703-307, Wisconsin,
Formerly No.
of Sheboygan,
Wisconsin. 1939.
Age
33 years. vertising.
Occupation,
selling
radio
adWire
General
Motors
Acceptance Corporation, 206 Main Street, Green
Bay, Wisconsin.
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Kaltenborn

Shifts Plans,

Sails for Europe May 4
liH. V. KALTENBORN, NBC news
ai|ianalyst, who originally had planned
/to sail for Europe April 27 [Broadcasting, April 1], will leave instead
on the Washington May 4, accompanied by his wife, Baroness Olga
von Nordenpycht. Although his
plans are subject to change, Kaltenborn expects to spend four weeks
abroad, returning to New York
June 4 on the Pan American Clipper-.
Until May 26, Kaltenborn will
broadcast on NBC-Red on Saturdays at 7:45 p.m. and Sundays at
3:45 p.m. from the Washington at
sea and from Rome, Paris, London
and Lisbon. Pure Oil Co., beginning May 28, will sponsor Kaltenborn's talks on NBC-Red, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
7:45 p.m., the first three broadcasts to be heard from London,
Paris and Lisbon.
Colonial Dames

Shift

COLONIAL DAMES Inc., Hollywood (cosmetics), sponsoring Retum to Romance on 9 CBS Pacific
Coast stations, Sunday, 2:45-3 p.m.,
on April 19 switched for 13 weeks,
to a weekly five-minute quiz show.
The Beauty Explorer, with Howard McNear as commentator, on
10 CBS West Coast stations (KNX
KARM KROY KSFO KOIN KVI
KIRO KPPY KSL), Friday, 9:5510 p.m. (PST), using a transcribed
version on KOA, Denver. It is expected other stations will be used
via transcriptions. As a contest
angle, to merchandise the series, the
sponsor is awarding products to
listeners who send in questions used
during the broadcast. Glasser Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles, has the account.
NBC Symphony to Tour
ARTURO TOSCANINI and the 100piece NBC Symphony Orchestra will
leave May 31 on an extended tour of
South America, according to an announcement by Lenox R. Lohr, NBC
president. Sailing from New York
aboard the Brazil and arriving in Rio
de .Janeiro on June 12, the orchestra
will make 16 appearances in Brazil,
Argentina and Uruguay during the
tour. The itinerary provides four concerts in Rio, tv, T in Sao Paulo, eight
in Buenos Aires and two in Montevideo. The troupe will sail for North
America following the final concert in
Rio July 11, and is scheduled to reach
New York July 22.

Westinghouse
Resumes
Management
(Continued from page 11)
NBC and Westinghouse. Existing
sations will take servcontracts with Red network affili- inghouse
ice from NBC "under the standard
ates in the cities in which the
of affiliated agreement".
Westinghouse stations would have form
it was said, will itto be taken into account, and it is Westinghouse,
self handle all functions incident
understood these run from one to to the operation and programming
four years. Publications of such of the stations, including commerreports sent managers of Red sta- ming. cial activities and local programtions which might be affected scurrying to New York.
"Westinghouse was a pioneer,"
It was learned that CBS Presisaid the statement, "and has aldent William S. Paley had conways been a leader in the developferred several times with A. W.
ment of radio broadcasting and the
Robertson, chairman of the board present step is in conformity witli
of Westinghouse, regarding the
intention of Westpossible affiliation of KDKA and the desireinghouseand
to remain identified with
perhaps certain other Westingthe broadcasting industry. The newhouse stations with his network.
arrangement will leave in the
These conversations, however, were
hands of Westinghouse, as heredescribed as simply of an explanatofore, all matters connected with
tory nature and concluded with the the operation of the stations and,
determination by Westinghouse to in addition, Westinghouse will conremain affiliated with NBC.
duct all programming and comIt was learned that Frank
mercial activities."
Logue, Westinghouse auditor,
The original contracts of Westwould be detailed exclusively to
inghouse with NBC, providing for
operations of the six stations.
program and sales management,
George Harder, veteran public re- with Westinghouse retaining full
lations man of WBZ-WBZA, has
and control, were enbeen assigned as publicity director supervision
tered in the fall of 1931, for a
of the station operations. Presumten-year period. Subsequently,
ably both men will be stationed
however, in order to stagger the
at the new general headquarters
expirations so they would not fall
to be set up in the East. Other
on the same date, the contracts
personnel assignments will be made
were revised for the four stations.
gradually.
The July 1 date was selected to
Renewal Citations
give Westinghouse a two-month
Westinghouse and NBC jointly period in which to set up its new
with a minimum of
announced April 24 the July 1 ter- organization
disturbance to operations, Mr.
mination of the contracts follow- Evans
explained.
ing the negotiation [Broadcasting
April 15]. These conversations
All employes of the four stawere begun long before the FCC
tions will shift to the Westinghouse payroll at present salaries.
last Jan. 30 ordered an inquiry into management contracts to deter- Westinghouse employes function ,
mine whether broadcast licensees
under an "adjusted compensation
are themselves discharging their plan" whereby additional compensation is paid based on profit. It is
duties as licensees or have turned
prestimed
same formula will
over to "outside companies" actual carry over this
to NBC employes who
discretionary power. The four
Westinghouse stations, among oth- go on the Westinghouse payroll.
Mr. Evans, who has been with
ers, were cited for hearing on license renewals, but the issues to be Westinghouse since 1921, joining
met at the hearings and the dates it as a technician at KYW, then
have not yet been set. It is pre- in Chicago, has headed its radio
sumed that cancellation of the operations since 1929. In 1927 he
was appointed manager of KYW,
NBC-Westinghouse programming
contracts will result in rescinding
after having served as its chief enof the hearing notice insofar as
gineer. In 1929 he was named suthose stations are concerned.
perintendent ofradio operations at
In the joint announcement it was
Westinghouse, in charge of KDKA,
stated that hereafter the WestKYW, WBZ and WBZA.
Under the new opei'ating structure, Mr. Evans will divide his time
between his headquarters in Baltimore, where he heads the big Westinghouse manufacturing plant, and
the new broadcasting headquarters.

A ROSTER SURVEY . .

*10 times as
Much Value
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F Associates, inc.
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DOUGUS
21-PASSENGER

PLANES

Chicago and Southern offers you
quick access to every important
city in the Midwest and South — in
the greatest comfort, security and
luxury now available in modern
transportation. This great new fleet
of
famous
Douglas
has been
made
possible
by theDC-3's
ever mounting
popularity of the services offered by
Chicago & Southern. Thousands of
travelers have saved time and money
flying business
"The Valley Level Route"
on
both
thousands more willanddo pleasure
so, faster,— and
in
greater comfort, during the years to
come.
LOW AIR TRAVEL FARES
Washington-New Orleans $61.65
New York-St. Louis 53.50
Memphis-New Orleans 19.76
New Orleans-St. Louis 33.69
Chicago-Tampa 69.03
10% reduction on round trips

CHICAGO

IjY^
IT PAYS J^F^
SOllTHERII

will show you which sustaining programs can be
sold locally and which
ones should be changed
or killed.
A roster survey will
help tionimprove
operation. your staTHE HOOPER -HOLMES BUREAU,
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Indiana Grocery Meeting
Draws WLW
Promotion
USING its entertainment and merchandising talent to lend a carnival air to the functions, WLW,
Cincinnati, cooperated with the
Indiana Grocers & Meat Dealers
Assn. convention at Indianapolis,
April 14-16. Stressing food products advertised on WLW, the station's participation included entertainment byWLW performers, merchandising decorations, talks by
WLW officials and a "Find Your
Double" contest in which baskets
of groceries advertised on the station were given away.
For the banquet WLW decorated
the Claypool Hotel hall with large
balloons inscribed: "Over $1,500,000 Spent by Food Advertisers
Each Year on WLW— The Nation's
Most Merchandise-Able Station".
Paper hats and matchbooks were
set at each place. During the dinner Robert E. Dtinville, general
sales manager of WLW, briefly
thanked attending grocers and meat
dealers for their cooperation in
WLW-advertised merchandise.
Magazine Buying Time
MAN-O-WAR PUBLISHING Co.,
New York, on April 15 started six
times weekly five-minute programs
and spot announcements on WORL,
Boston, and WBNY, Buffalo, to promote its weekly Sports & Turf
magazine. The company also added
WHN, April 24, and continues on
CKLW, Detroit. More stations will
be added, according to Emil Mogul
Co., New York, the agency.
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Financing
Paramount -DuMont
{Continued from page 32)
by Robert Robins, president of
Cath-Ray Electronic Laboratories,
New York, independent retailers of
television receivers. Specific protest
was directed against the DuMont
release on its plans following its
of the new station construcreceipt
tion permit.
It was charged the release not
only created "false and misleading
impressions" but also had the effect
of "violating every fundamental
concept of ordinary ethical conduct
expected from American enterprise
by its commercialized use of the
names of the President of the
United States," and "the chairman
of
a public
regulatory
body". Mr.
Robins
requested
the Commission
to take action giving all parties an
opportunity
in the
same manner "toas be
thatheard
followed
by
the Commission upon receipt of the
DuMont
complaint."
In the DuMont
release, according
to Cath-Ray, mention was made of
the April 12 statement by President Roosevelt against monopoly
in television. There also was quoted
the observation made by FCC
Chairman Fly before the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee
that Mr. DuMont was "the second
most important research man in
television".
The DuMont release also was
quoted as having stated that behind
the company are such men as Stanton Griffis, chairman of the Paramount executive committee and
chairman of the board of Madison
Square Garden; John Hay Whitney, financier of Selznick International Pictures, producers of "Gone
With the Wind", and banker of
Lehman Bros., which has many important contacts with the film industry. The release is said to have
stated that the location of the DuMont transmitter is tentatively set
at 515 Madison Ave., with a tentative starting date of Sept. 1 for
limited commercial operation. Programs now envisaged for next fall
were declared to include sports
events, leading Broadway shows,
political speeches by 1940 Presidential candidates, and various shows
starring top entertainers of Broadway and Hollywood.
History of Financing
A review of the DuMont financing indicated that Paramount as of
April 22, 1939, held all of the Class
B common stock of DuMont,
amounting to 56,000 shares, had
loaned the company approximately
$180,000 and owned beneficially,
but not of record, 300,000 shares of
Class A common stock. Subsequently, Paramount is understood to have
subscribed to $108,000 in DuMont
notes, which was offset by the loan
previously made the company. The
principal underwriters of the offering of $500,000 in 10-year 5% notes
were said to Lehman Bros., subscribing for 80% at $400,000 and
Hemphill, Noyes & Co. for the remaining 20% for $100,000. Lehman
Bros, was one of the four underwriting firms which subscribed to
all of the 100,000 shares of CBS
stock offered by President William
S. Paley last March. One member

Pal for Breakfast
GOLDEN thought for the day
is ascribed to "a 50,000-watt
network affiliate", presumably somewhere on the Pacific
Coast, by Albert Amundsen,
of KUJ, Walla
copy chief
Walla,
Wash. According to
Mr. Amundsen, some hearty
announcer brought forth this
unusual tribute to Wheaties,
General Mills famed breakfast cereal: "Wheaties are
getting better every day. Try
tomorfor bebreakfast
a bowl
row. It will
just like eating
an old friend!"

of Hemphill, Noyes & Co. is Mr.
Griffis, chairman of the Paramount
executive committee. The Lehman
Bros, firm was said to have as subordinate underwriters in the DuMont note transaction such companies as Pioneer Pictures and The
Gary Corp.
Another voice added to the television hubbub was that of Franklin Waltman, publicity director of
the Republican National Committee, who in his column "Looking
Forward" attacked the FCC action
in reopening the television hearings
as
illustrating
"real than
purposes
of the
New Dealthe better
any
10,000 words". He said the Commission not only completely reversed itself in less than a month,
but that it "undertakes to suppress
— or at least hold back — a new industry which some day will supply
employment for many thousand

persons."
ENLIST
enlist
in theWomen'sFieldArmy of the
American Society for the Control
of Cancer, and help in the intensive war against this disease.
educate
yourself and others to recognize
early symptoms that may indicate cancer.
save
some of the 150,000 who may die
this year unless promptly treated. Early cancer can be cured.
join
local yaur
unit
nowc!
or send your
enlislment fee
of $1.00 to
AMERICAN SOCIETY
for the
CONTROLofCANCER
350 Madison Ave., N . Y.
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'Plug' Kendrick to Direct
Own Station in Louisville
DESPITE PENDENCY of a "show
cause" order as to why its construction permit should not be recalled,
the new WINN, Louisville, should
begin operation
ing to accordD. E.
May 10,
(Plug)
Kendrick,
chief owner, who
advised casting
Broadhe will

Mr. Kendrick

be its active manKendrick,ager.
untilMr.recent-

ager of KITE,
Kansas
City,manhas
ly general
been succeeded there by Gene
Wyatt, commercial manager. He
has selected Miss M. K. McCarten
as program director of the new
WINN. Wayne J. Hatchett, formerly Other
of KITE,
be chief
neer.
staff will
selections
haveenginot
yet been announced.
The FCC on Nov. 20 cited the
corporation on the ground that it
is not financially qualified to operate the proposed station, based on
its own contentions. Mr. Kendrick,
however, has proceeded with the
construction of the station, obviously anticipated clearing up of the
matter to the satisfaction of the
FCC.
The station would operate with
100 watts night and 250 day on
1210 kc. It was authorized for construction in Febinaary, 1939. Studios will occupy the tenth floor of
the Tyler Hotel. Collins transmitting and studio equipment is being
installed, along with a Wincharger
radiator, General Radio frequency
monitor and RCA turntables.
Transradio Press will supply news.
Mr. Kendrick owns 52 7f of the
stock of the licensee corporation;
Arthur C. Van Winkle, Louisville
attorney, 24% ; Oldham Clarke,
Louisville attorney, 14% ; Miss McCarten, 10%.
Union Oil's Changes
UNION OIL Co., Los Angeles, on
April Streamlined
29 shifted its
weekly
hour
Operas
fromhalf12
CBS West Coast stations, Thursday,
9:30-10 p. m. to 13 NBC Pacific
Red stations, Monday, 7:30-8 p. m.
(PST), with Bill Lawrence taking
over production
a freelance
arrangement withonLord
& Thomas,
agency servicing the account. He
is also producer-announcer of the
cooperatively NBC program, /
Want a Divorce. Lawrence succeeds Dave Taylor who resigned as
Hollywood agency producer to join
Union Oil Co. as radio contact
executive and editor of the firm's
house mer
organ.
Mario Opera
Chamlee,tenor;
forMetropolitan
James Newill, baritone, and Emily
Hardy, soprano, head the cast of
the weekly
program.
Tinman Thomas
Bradley continues
as narrator.
Peluso has the orchestra, with
Mahlon Merrick as chorus master.
Modernized operas are adapted for
radio by Jon Slott.
HALF-HOUR transcriptions, recorded
by RCA-Victor,
of Arch
Oboler's Got
recent NBC broadcast
of Johnny
His Gun are being played on 75 stations throughout
the program,
country. Homesize records
of the
which
feature .James Gagney, are available
to the public through Victor dealers.
• Broadcast
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SAB INDEX REVIVAL
UNDER DISCUSSION
REVIVAL of the NAB "business
ndex" to provide a yardstick to
ietermine radio advertising ac;ivity and trends, particularly in
aational spot and local phases, was
iiscussed at a meeting April 15 of
;he Steering Committee of the NAB
Sales Managers Division in Chicago.
Discarded several years ago because of complaints against thundering headlines indicating spectacular advances by radio, the proposed new index, devised in tentative form by NAB Research Director Paul F. Peter, would be in
the form of a standard unit of
'measurement. It is expected that
'the whole proposition will be placed
'on the agenda of the NAB Conven'tion in San Francisco Aug. 4-7.
The Steering Committee, of
^which William R. Cline, sales manager of WLS, Chicago, is chairman,
also devised preliminary plans for
'radio participation in the forthcoming convention of the Advertising Federation of America in Chicago June 23-27. Earle Pearson,
AFA general manager, discussed
'plans for "broadcasters' night" at
the convention on June 25. Chicago
'stations and networks will form a
Program Committee under Mr.
Cline to line up necessary talent
and work out details for the eve'ning's entertainment. The division
also is planning a panel discussion
;of industry sales and advertising
'problems
in conjunction with the
AFA session.
' In addition to Messrs. Cline and
'Pearson, those at the Chicago session included Ellis Atteberry,
KCKN, Kansas City, Kan.; Craig
Lawrence, the Cowles Stations, Des
Moines; Charles Caley, WMBD,
Peoria; Barney Lavin, WD AY,
Fai-go; Samuel J. Henry Jr., of the
NAB staff, and C. E. Arney Jr.,
recently appointed assistant to the
president of NAB.
Youthbuilders to Award
YOUTHBUILDERS, New York, on
I May 8 will hold its Forum Award
. Luncheon at the Hotel Martinique,
I New York, at which time awards will
be presented by children who are memof the to
Youthbuilders'
School
Forum bers Clubs
the radio program,
motion picture, book and newspaper or
1 magazine article which they believe
■ have done most this year to help them
, understand how democracy works.
. Guest speaker will be Mrs. Franklin
, D. Roosevelt.

DO

YOU

WHEN WLS, Chicago, celebrated its 16th birthday April 20 four oldWLS-timers found their aggregate years of service totaled 49. Harold
Safford, program director, (left) has been with WLS 14 years; on around
to the right are Jack Holden, nine years an announcer; Al Boyd, 10-year
production man; Art Page, farm program director of WLS for 16 years.

Store's Big Buy
WSAN,

Allentown, Pa., recently sold an entire day of
the station's sustaining time
to H. Leh & Co., local department store celebrating its
90th anniversary. The store
claimed a 30% increase in
business on the first day of a
big storecluded asale.
Broadcasts
infeature
titled Way
Back When, based on highspots in the store's history.
FTC Complaint
THE Federal Trade Commission on
April 20 issued a complaint against
Chicago Technical College, Chicago,
charging misrepresentations in advertising in various media, including radio. The FTC also has ordered Forson Laboratories, New
York, to cease making certain representations for Nu-Myst, a medicament, in radio and newspaper
advertising. On April 27 the FTC
announced it had accepted stipulations from Mystic Laboratories,
Jersey City, and Absorene Mfg. Co.,
St. Louis, to discontinue certain
misrepresentations in the sale of
Mystic Cream, skin preparation,
and Absorene cleaner, respectively.

MAKE

THIS

IN SENDING
ELEGRAMS?
"
E
AK
ST
MI
$396
Up until last year, a certain firm (name on request) paid
$396 too much for telegrams! Then Postal Telegraph
surveyed telegraph costs and provided an easy-to-follow
plan that saved this amount! Why not let this free cost
analysis save money for you?
For information about free telegraph cost analysis
— wire collect: H. A. Davis, Postal Telegraph,
253 Broadway, N. Y. C. No obligation/
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Stern in Wrecked Train
But NBC Withholds Tip
BECAUSE of a long-standing
"bulletin"
items
of accident
"flash" or
broadcast
not to
policy
casualty
events,
NBC
did
not
broad-of
cast a news item of the wreck
the New York Central train near
Little Falls, N. Y., in the early
hours of April 20, although Bill
Stern, NBC ace sports announcer,
happened to be on the train on his
way to Chicago and telephoned the
news to NBC New York headquarters seven minutes before it came
over the teletype. Realizing that
its switchboard would be flooded
with calls if it did not broadcast
a list of the dead or injured passengers on the train, NBC carried no
"scoop" news of the wreck, which
it could have done. Instead, it
waited until regular morning
newscast when the list of casualties with verified names had been
received from press association
sources.

BASCH RADIO Productions, New
RCA'S MICROSCOPE
Yorlf. is offering agencies a series of
half-hour programs titled On Stage
Electron Device May Reveal
With 'Ned Wayhurn, featuring a beMedical Secrets
hind-the-scenes glimpse of the theatrical world, reviving the Broadway and
AN ELECTRON microscope, another by-product of radio science motion picture hits in which Mr. Waylike the electric surgical knife now burn's proteges were headlined.
in general use, has been developed
in the RCA Radio Research Laboratories at Camden, N. J. The LIQUID VENEER Corp., Buffalo,
unique instrument, which opens up has placed 18 five-minute programs per
new worlds invisible to light and weeic on KIEV, Glendale, Cal., and .36
announcements per week on KFOX,
shows promise of extending knowl- Long Beach. Agency is Ellis Adv. Co.,
edge
m
the
study
of
human
disease and in other fields of scientific Buffalo.
research, was designed and constructed under supervision of Dr.
Vladimir K. Zworykin, RCA television research chief, by Dr. Ladislaus Marton, pioneer microscopist,
Ready for the
with a group of co-workers including Arthur W. Vance, M. Charles
MULTIPLEX
Harvest
Banca and J. F. Bender.
The electron microscope, recently demonstrated at Camden to a
Many leading stations have
group of scientists and science
next
for "theting.
seedm broadcas
planted
writers, magnifies objects by elecharvest
rich
tronic means 20 to 50 times as
much as the finest optical microThey have installed Finch
scope in existence, according to reFacsimile Equipment . . . are
ports. Even greater useful magnification isexpected in the future.
operating it daily • • • explorBacteria or other minute particles
to be examined are magnified by
. . . masing its possibilities
25,000 diameters.
tering its technique.
The resolving power or sharpness of definition of the new instruis a fertile field —
Now here
ment is so high, however, that usebecause of Frequency
which,
ful magnification may be increased
up to 100,000 diameters by photo"MULTIof
, thepermit
ModulationPLEXING"
transmsission
graphic enlargement. Ordinarily
useful magnification of objects unboth Facsimile and Aural
der optical microscopes cannot be
achieved above 1,500 diameters in
programs over a single wave
ordinary light, or above 2,500 in
band.
ultra-violet light, since resolution
is lost beyond those points.
Don't let grass grow under
your feet when you can be
TWO courses in radio will be conraising a money crop!
ducted June 10 to July 19 at Washington Square College of New York U
by Robert S. Emerson, formerly of
FINCH TELECOMMUNICATIONS, INC.
CBS and WHAS, Louisville, to give
students majoring in radio a total of
Passaic, N. J. • N. Y. Sales Oltice, 1819 B'way
six points towards an A.B. degree.
The courses will be "Summer Workshop in Creative Writing," daily from
9-11 a.m., and "Program Planning and
Building,"
daily from
11 a.m.
to 12fields
noon.of
Guest lecturers
varied
radio will address the students.
WOR, Newark, will probably
cast the weekly Let's Go to
program sustaining after Fuller
Co. ceases its sponsorship April

broadWork
Brush
29.

facsimile
May
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Decisions

. . .
APRIL 13
WPRP, Ponce, P. R. — Granted amended
CP
equip., etc., change to 1480 kc 1-5
kw new
LS unl.
WPAY, Portsmouth, O. — Denied consent
to
acquisition of control by Brush-Moore
Newspapers.
WFTL,
Lauderdale,
Fla. — Granted
mod. licenseFort
to 250
w.
NEW, Peninsula Bcstg. Co., Salisbury,
Md. — Granted CP 1500 kc 250 w unl.
NEW, Delmarva Bcstg. Co., Salisbury,
Md. — Granted CP 1200 kc 250 w unl.
NEW, Allen B. DuMont Labs., New
York
1 kw.— Granted CP television 60 to 80 mc.
WISE, Asheville. N. C. — Granted consent
assign license to Radio Station Wise Inc.
WWRL,
Woodside,
ed mod. license
to N Long
to 250 Island
w. — GrantSET
FOR
HEARING—
WAGA,
Atlanta,to
consent voluntary transfer of control
James M. Cox Jr.
MISCELLANEOUS — NEW. Thumb
Bcstg. Co., Brown City, Mich., granted
leave amend applic. CP new station to 600
kc ; NEW, Anthracite Bcstg. Co., Scranton, Pa., granted motion postpone hearing
on CP applic. to 6-3-40 ; NEW, World
Peace Foundation, Oakland, denied hearing
on CP applic. experimental station in San
Francisco; WNEL, San Juan, P. R., granted extension temp. auth. rebroadcast international programs ; KOH, Reno, granted
mod. CP to 1 kw. move trans., etc. ;
WTAG, Worcester, Mass., granted license
new trans., increase power, etc. ; WSMB,
New Orleans, granted license increase
power, etc.
APRIL 15
NEW. Publix Bamford Theatres, Ashekw unl.ville, N. C— Denied CP 1430 kc 1 kc 1
WLAP, Lexington, Ky. — Denied exp.
auth. rebroadcast WLW facsimile programs.
NEW, Martinsville Bcstg. Co. and Patrick Henry Bcstg. Co., Martinsville, Va. —
Martinsville Bcstg. Co. granted CP 1420
kc
100-250
w unl.
Bcstg.
Co. for
same; applic.
facilitiesPatrick
denied. Henry
KGHF,
Pueblo,
Col.
—
Granted
license new
antenna, move trans.
WSKB, McComb, Miss. — Granted license
change trans., increase to 250 w.
APRIL 17
WPRO, Providence — Granted mod. CP
change
antenna, instal new
equip, to directional
5 kw.
WOR. Newark
—
Granted
CP change directional antenna.
KIRO,
Seattle
—
Granted
CP
trans.,
increase 1 to 10 kw, new trans.,move
directional.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.— Granted CP
increase to 5 kw, move trans., directional
antenna N & D for use as Class II station.
WHOM, Jersey City — Granted CP inantenna.crease to 500 w 1 kw LS new trans., change
WBNX, New York — Granted CP directional antenna, increase to 5 kw N
SET FOR HEARING— WTCN, Minneapolis, CP change to 710 kc 10 kw, new
trans., directional N; KSOO, Sioux Falls,
S.
D.,
CP change N.to 710 kc unl., move
trans., directional
APRIL 19
MISCELLANEOUS — NEW, Eddie Erlbacher. Cape Girardeau, Mo. ; NEW, C. T.
Sherer Co., Worcester, Mass., oral argument postponed to 5-9-40 ; WKAR, E. Lansing, Mich., denied petition intervene
WFDF applic, and WJHL applic. : WGBI,
Scranton, denied intervention etc. re WJHL
applic. ; Miami Bcstg. Co., Miami, Fla.,
dismissed without prejudice applic. new
station 1420 kc 250 w unl., hearing cancel ed ;Black River Valley Bests., Watertown, N. Y.. granted leave amend applic.
to 1210 kc 250 w ; NEW, North Side Bcstg.
Corp., New Albany, Ind., granted leave
amend applic. to modify license to move
transmitter near Louisville, and continued
hearing ; WJBW, New Orleans, granted license increase power etc. ; WORL. Boston,
granted CP new trans. ; WGRM, Greenwood, Miss.,
granted license move studio,
trans, to
Greenwood.
APRIL 22
New York — Granted license 1-5
kw,WBNX,
move trans.
APRIL 24
MISCELLANEOUS— WSVS, Buffalo,
granted temp. auth. special hours to 8-140 ; WJHO, Opelika, Ala., granted mod.
CP new station re studio and equip. ;
KGDE, Fergus Falls, Minn., granted license new trans. ; KFPW, Fort Smith, Ark.,
Page 84 • May
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APRIL

26, INCLUSIVE————^—
APRIL 26
granted license increase power etc. ;
APRIL 22
WTRY, Troy, N. Y., granted license new
WBAL,
Baltimore
— CP new
trans.,50directional antenna, change
to unl.
kw, iy
station 950 kc 1 kw D ; Commercial Radio
WABC,
CP newN. antenna
trans.. New
LittleYork
Pea— Island,
Y.
amended
to
Class
I-B
1090
kc.
Equip. Co., Kansas City, granted temp, andNEW,
Southeastern Bcstg. Co., Macon,
auth. operate W9XA on 26.3 mc 1 kw FM.
WBNX,increase
New York
— Mod.
CP change
Ga. — CP 43.4 kc 1 kw, amended to FM.
tenna,
power,
asking
change anin p
APRIL 26
WMFR,
High
Point,
N.
C.
—
Transfer
control to J. E., Helen McA., and J. E. trans.
MISCELLANEOUS— NEW, W. Va. Pub- ofLambeth
WIXOJ, station.
Paxton, Mass. — License new If;
Jr.
high-freq.
lishing Co., Morgantown, granted dismissal
NEW,
Robert
V.
Lee,
Bradenton,
Fla.
—
without prejudice applic. 1200 kc 250 w CP 1120 kc 250 w unl., amended to 1500 kc.
W2XVT, Passaic, N. J. — CP increase to j
5 kw aural & visual, 78-84 mc, amended to
unl. ! Riverside Bcstg. Co., Riverside, Cal.,
Atlantic
Bcstg.
Corp.,
Miami — ask
Channels 1 to 19 Class I.
i
granted intervention applic. Worcester CPNEW,
940
kc
500
w
1
kw
D
unl.,
amended
Bsctg. Co., San Diego.
WSAZ,
Huntington,
W.
Va.—
CP
direc\
re type of trans.
change toO.900 kc unl.. move ;
NEW, Evansville On the Air, Evans- tional
trans, Nnear& D.Burlington,
ville, Ind. — CP 43 mc 250 w FM.
1
kw.
W9XAO,
Milwaukee
—
CP
increase
to
50
WICA, Ashtabula, O. — CP increase to '
Applications . . .
kw, new trans., operate commercially.
APRIL 16
Midland
APRIL
23
CPNEW,
television
50-56Bcstg.
mc 1Co.,kw Kansas
visual City
500 —w \
WIXCS, toStorrs,
CP change change
freq.,
aural A5 A3, amended to Class I.
increase
1 kw, Conn.—
add multiplex,
WJW, Akron — Auth. transfer control to 9670KGEI,
kc. San Francisco — Mod. license to ad r
corporate
name to University of Connecticut.
William M. O'Neil.
WSUN,
St.
Petersburg
—
CP
increase
to
NEW,
Wodaam
Corp.,
New
York—
CP
5 kw N & D directional N, amended to newKLS,trans.,
Oakland,
Cal —antenna,
CP increase
to 1 kw
42.4 mc 1 kw FM.
change
amended
t '
change name of applic. to City of St. Class III-B.
:I
N. 1J. kwBcstg.
CPNEW,
43.6 mc
FM. Corp., Jersey City- Petersburg, Fla.
NEW, Central Bcstg. Corp., Sanford,
W3X0,
Georgetown,
D.
C.
—
Mod.
license
to 43.4 mc.
Fla. — CP 1370 kc 250 w unl., amended re
trans., antenna.
WCLE,tional Cleveland—
antenna, changeCP tonew
640 trans.,
kc 1 kwdirecLS change
WENS,equip.
Charlotte, N. C. (WSOO— CP
Calif., amended re hours.
n i
Is Give
Approval Moni
KFBI,
Wichita
— License
tors
Ky. — Mod. license to
>
tenna, move trans.,
studio. new equip., an- To Two
250WLAP,
w N & Lexington,
D.
WNAX.to Iowa
Yankton,
S.
D.—
Transfer
of
NEW, Seaboard Radio Bcstg. Corp., Hill- control
Bcstg. Co.
crest, Pa.— CP 43.8 mc 1 kw FM.
NEW, Piedmont Bcstg. Corp., Salisbury, trans.
WEOA, Evansvifle, Ind.. — CP change quency
em- :"
be fremust of
monitors
two types
L OF which
APPROVA
N. C— CP 43.4 kc 1 kw FM, commercial.
ployed by all new stations procurNEW, Spartanburg Adv. Co., SpartanKMA,cense to May
Shenandoah,
la.
—
Vol.
assign,
liBcstg. Co.
ing construction permits granted ■
burg, S. C— CP 43.6 mc 1 kw FM.
KTRH, Houston— CP 43.4 mc 5 kw FM. FM.WICA, Ashtabula, O.— CP 43 mc 1 kw on or after Aug. 1, 1939 was an- ■
April 15 by the FCC. The
nounced
APRIL 17
NEW, Pulitzer Pub. Co., St. Louis — CP approved monitors, meeting techWTRY, Troy, N. Y.— License new station. 42.6 mc 250 w FM.
nical requirements set up by the F
NEW. Thumb Bcstg. Co., Brown City,
Pub. Co., Omaha—
CP 41to
mcNEW,
1 kw World
FM experimental,
amended
Commission, are those of General :
Mich.—
600 kc CP
250 w.880 kc 1 kw D, amended to high-freq., 42.6 mc.
Radio Co. and RCA Mfg. Co.
NEW, Havens & Martin, Richmond, Va.
KLBM.
Ore. M.
— Vol.
assign, li—CP 42.8 mc 1 kw FM.
cense andLaCP Grande,
to Harald
Finlay.
The FCC announced that existAPRIL 24
ing stations may continue to use ;
NEW, Courier-Journal & Louisville Times
Co., Louisville — CP 42.6 mc 1 kw FM.
NEW, Black River Valley Bests., Water- their present frequency monitors J
town,
N.
Y.—
CP
1420
kc
100-250
w
unl.,
NEW,
Tom
M.
Bryan,
Miami
—
CP
43.2
mc
but will be held responsible for
amended to 1210 kc 250 w N & D ; NEW,
1 kw FM.
Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N. compliance with Section 3.59 of the 11
KFPW, Fort Smith, Ark.— License in- Rensselaer
Y., CP 42.8 kc 250 w FM.
crease power etc.
NEW, Central Bcstg. Corp., Sanford, FM.WJIM, Lansing, Mich., CP 43.2 mc 1 kw standard broadcast rules which y.
specify that the frequency toler- i
Fla.—
CP
1550
kc
1
kw
unl.
Class
IIL
amended to 1370 kc 250 w Class IV, change
W8XVH, Columbus— CP increase to 10 ance of each broadcast station shall ^
antenna.
kw move
trans,
locally,
new
equip.,
operate commercially.
be maintained within
50 cyclesuntil
of °^
NEW. Atlantic Bcstg. Corp., Miami — CP
frequency
1420 kc 250 w unl., amended to 940 kc
NEW, Atlantic Bcstg. Corp., W. Palm the assignment
500 w-1 kw Class III-B.
Beach, Fla.— CP 780 kc 500 w-1 kw unl., Jan. 1, 1940, and thereafter each
NEW, Pan-American Bcstg. System, Hol- III-B.
NEW, Seaboard Bcstg. Corp., Tampa, new station or each station where
lywood, Fla.— CP 780 kc 250 w unl., amended to 1420 kc, change antenna.
Fla.— CP 880 kc 250 w unl., amended to a new transmitter is installed shall
NEW, Carl Sholtz, Fort Pierce, Fla.— 920 kc increase to 500 w 1 kw D III-B, maintain frequency within 20 cyCP 940 kc 250 w unl., amended to 1420 kc, change trans.
cles. After Jan. 1, 1942, the frechange antenna.
WGRC, New Albany, Ind.— Mod. license
quency of all stations shall be
NEW. Kansas City Star Co., Kansas City move studio to Louisville, amended to maintained
within 20 cycles.
—CP 43 mc 1 kw FM.
applic. CP, move trans, to Louisville,
change
antenna.
The
FCC
stated that several i
APRIL 19
NEW, Standard Bcstg. Co., Los Angeles other manufacturers have submit42.6
mc
250
w
A-3,
amended
to
43.2
NEW, W. G. H. Finch, New York— CP —CP
ted or advised that they proposed
mc 250 w and 117.19 mc and 50 w FM.
high-freq., amended to 43 mc.
to submit data showing that, wath
certain modifications, monitors that
were formerly approved are capable
of compliance with the new rules.
If and when these modified monitors are approved, the Commission
said, they will be assigned approval
numbers and will be listed with the fc
two types already approved under
the
Standards of Good Engineering
Practice.

WITH ITS power step-up from 1,000 to 5,000 watts, WIP, Philadelphia,
early in April started construction of this ultra-modern $80,000 transmitter plant located on a 26-acre plot on Creek Road in nearby Westville,
N. J. The transmitter house was designed by Silverman
& Levy, with
building contract let to the local firm of Charles J. Laesslie Jr. WIP is the
first Philadelphia station to Utilize a transmitter site outside the State
The plant is WE equipped. Two 275-foot Lehigh towers are used in the
directive antenna system. The project is under supervision of Clifford
C. Harris, WIP technical supervisor. Construction is expected to be completed in May. It is planned to dismantle and abandon the present WIP
transmitter in the heart of the city, at 21st and Hamilton Streets, which
was installed only three years ago at a cost of approximately $55,000.

BROADCASTING

The FCC pointed out that in the
event existing stations do not
choose to have their present monitors modified after the modifications in the monitor are approved,
they may continue to use the formerly approved monitors. However,
it added, no explanation of a frequency deviation in excess of that
permitted
by Section
"can be
accepted where
it is3.59
evident
or
claimed that the deviation was due
to the failure or inaccuracy of the
The monitors already approved
are General Radio Co., Oscillator
monitor."
Type 475-C, Deviation Meter, Tvpe
681-B and Quartz Plate Type 376L, with the approval number 1461,
and RCA Mfg. Co. Type 311-A,
with the approval number 1462.
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Wet work iKccovnts
All time EDSTunless olherwise indicated.
New Business
'MENNEN Co., Newark (shaving
products), on April 30 starts Boh
Garred's News on 3 CBS Pacific stations, Tues. and Thurs., 10-10 :15 p.m.
Agency : H. M. Kiesewetter Adv. Co.,
N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Chipso), on April 29 started
Painted Dreams on 6 NBC-Blue stations, Mon. thru Fri., 10-10 :15 a.m.
Agency : Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y.
LANCE PACKING Co., Charlotte,
N. C. (peanut products and confections), on April 17 started Dean Hudson's Orchestra on 15 NBC Southern
stations, Wed., 11-11 :30 p.m. Agency :
Nachman-Rhodes Adv. Agency, Charlotte.

DR. R. L. WATKINS Co., New York
(Dr. Lyons toothpowder) on April 24
started America Looks Ahead on 12
Texas State Network stations, Mon.,
Wed., Fri., 7-7 :15 p.m. Agency : Blackett-Sample-Hummert, N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co. of Canada, Toronto ( Ivory Soap ) , on April
8 started Against the Storm on 26
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. stations
in Maritime, Ontario and Prairie regions, Mon. thru Fri. 2-2 :15 p.m.
Agency : Compton Adv., N. Y.
MENNEN Co., Newark (shaving
preparations), on April 30 started for
22 weeks Boh Garred Reporting on 3
California CBS stations (KNX,
KARM. KSFO), Tues., Thurs., 1010:15 p.m. (PST). Agency: H. M.
Kiesewetter Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Co., Louisville (Raleigh tobacco),
on April 30 renewed for 52 weeks
Uncle Walter's Dog House on 73 NBCRed stations, Tues., 10:30-11 p.m.
Agency : Russell M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
Network Changes
CAMPBELL SOUP Co.. Camden, N.
J. (Franco- American spaghetti), on
April 30 shifts Lanny Ross on 59 CBS
stations from a four day schedule to
Mon. thru Fri.. 7 :15-7 :30 p.m. Agency : Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.

High

Daylight Time List
A LIST of cities and communities observing daylight
saving time, effective April 28
and lasting until Sept. 29,
has been compiled by the
Merchants' Assn. of New
York from questionnaires
sent to municipal officials and
commercial groups. The list
may be obtained by writing
to the association, which has
offices at 233 Broadway, New
York City.
THE entire organization of WillysOverland Motors, Toledo, will particiencepatetoinbea telephone
held May business
3. Mexicanconferand
Canadian cities will be included. Radio program technique will be used,
with Graham McNamee as m.c.
A TECHNICAL and legal advisory
department to advise advertisers about
Federal regulations affecting advertising has been organized by FrankelRose Co.. Chicago agency. Experts recopy, literature, labelsviewand publication
radio continuity.

WESTERN CANADA Flour MiUs
Co., Toronto (Purity Flour), on April
26 and 27 started Know Your Maritimes quiz with $120 in prizes every
week, on 8 Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. stations in Maritimes region
plus CHNC, New Carlisle, Que.; Fri.
7:15-7:30 p.m. in New Brunswick and
CHNC; Sat. 6:45-7 p.m. in Nova
Scotia. Agency : A. McKim Ltd., Toronto.

PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Crisco), on April 29 adds 18
CBC stations to Right to Happiness
on 54 CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri..
1 :45-2
N.
Y. p. m. Agency : Compton Adv.
CARNATION Co.. Milwaukee, on
April 29 shifts Arthur Godfrey on
MBS to 10-10:15 a. m. on WGN.
WBAL. WKRC. CKLW; continues
9:30-9:45 on WGR and 9-9:15 on
WOR, WSAY, WSYR, WAAB.
MANHATTAN SOAP Co.. New York
(Sweetheart
soap), toon Mrs.
AprU Franklin
30 adds'
15
NBC stations
Roosevelt's talks making a total of
46 split NBC stations, Tues.. Thurs.,
1:15-1:30 p. m. Agency: Franklin
Bruck Adv. Agency, N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Teel). on April 29 shifted 3Iidstream on 45 NBC-Red stations, Mon.
thru Fri.. from 5:15-5:30 p.m. to
10:15-10:30 a.m. (repeat, 5:30-5:45
p.m.).
Chicago.Agency H. W. Kastor & Sons,
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Ivory), on April 29 shifted Life
Can Be Beautiful on 15 NBC-Red
stations, Mon. thru Fri., from 10:1510:30 a.m. to 5:15-5:30 p.m. Agency:
Compton Adv. Co., N. Y.
UNION OIL Co., Los Angeles, on
April 29 shifted Streamlined Opera
from 12 CBS West Coast stations,
Thurs., 9:30-10 p.m. to 13 NBC-Pacific Red stations. Mon.. 7:30-8 p.m.
(PST). Agency: Lord & Thomas, Los
Angeles.

Fidelity

C^>

in Broadcasting can be achieved only through long
experience in the design and building of Transmitters. We have built Transmitters for Broadcast
and the Government services in frequencies from
200 Kc. to 1500 Mc.

RADIO
RECEPTOR
CO.,
251 West 19th Street, New York City
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WSUI, Iowa U station in Iowa City, presented a radio adaptation of "Wuthering
Heights", produced by students of radio
.speech,dios in atFortthe Dodge,
openingla.of new KVFD stu-

ANNUAL Headache Week was
observed as usual by radio station
traffic managers throughout the
country as Daylight Saving Time
started April 28 and wrought havoc
with program schedules. Here is
Albert Shambarger, commercial
traffic manager of WHK-WCLE,
Cleveland, making ready for the
wholesale time changes that went
into effect on that date. It was his
job to see that some 1,400 programs
and announcements broadcast weekly by the two stations underwent
time changes without a slipup.
STANBACK Co., Salisbury, N. C.
(proprietaryy) nouncements
hason WSM,
placed Wspot
P R anO.
KWKH, WAVE and WSB, supplementing the present list. News programs on WMPS, recordings on
WCPO and announcements on WBT
have been renewed. Agency is .1. Carson Brantlev Adv. Agency, Salisbury.

CHECK
and

YOUR
SEE

Crystal Specialists, Since 1925
ATTENTION
BROADCASTERS SUBJECT TO
FREQUENCY RE-ALLOCATION
We are al your service lo —
1. REGRIND your present
crystal to higher new
frequency .... $17.50
2. NEW CRYSTAL (less
holder)
$22.50
3. NEW CRYSTAL
fully mounted . . $30.00
LOW DRIFT . APPROVED BY FCC
IVICE
Ri^O
SEAVI
124 Jackson Ave.
University Park, Md.

JIII^CiiMA

COSTS

Lingo
Radiator
Photo shows
the 294"at
CJKL,
Kirliland
Lal<e, Ontario. Canada. A similar
siallation
was madeinat
CKGB,
Timmons.by
Ont.,
also
owned
Northern Bcstg.
Co.

WHY,,.

When you install a Lingo Vertical
Tubular Steel Radiator, you expect
— and get — better coverage and
plus performance. This fact plus
fhe proventenancestability
maincosts more and
thanlowjustifes
the expenditure.
Yet above and beyond these advantages is the fact that Lingo
Radiators offer substantial savings due to the fact that we construct and erect
our own radiators.
Such savings cannot be ignored. We will gladly make a free survey and give
you the facts as they apply to your own case . . . then with the figures before
you, decide if you can afford to overlook what other aggressive stations are
enjoying.
• Please send for details and give location, power and frequency oi station.
JOHN E. LINGO

We welcome your inquiries.

BROADCASTING

Adam Hat Local Discs
ADAM HAT STORES, New York,
on April 24 sent to 100 dealers
for local placement a series of
transcription announcements recorded by Bob Byron, of WHN,
New York, and transcribed by the
WHN Transcription Service. On
May 26 Adam Hat renews for 52
weeks the Hour of Champions
program, with Sam Taub, heard
Sundays, 1-1:30 p. m. The Adam
Hat agency is Glicksman Adv., New
York.

& SON, INC.

DepL B-5

CAMDEN, N. J.

INC.

Advertising
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Elaborate

Political

Plans

Conventions

Leading Commentators Are Assigned to Sessions;
World and National News Setups Are Arranged
PLANS to bring the American au- Washington bureau; Fulton Lewis
dience every important and inter- jr., MBS Washington newscaster;
esting aspect of the two national
Quin Ryan, manager of WGN, Chipolitical conventions were ancago, and a veteran of convention
nounced concurrently April 23 by broadcasting since crystal -set
CBS, MBS and NBC, following
days; Wythe Williams, editor of
conferences of network special fea- Greenwich Time and a noted comtures executives with officials of
mentator on national and international affairs, and Dave Driscoll,
the Republican and Democratic parties in Philadelphia and Chicago.
WOR special events director.
With microphones not only in the
Technical Setups
broadcasting booths overlooking
the speakers' platforms and the
floors of the convention halls, but
also at the elbow of the chairman
of each will
State's
delegation,
listeners
be able
to hear radio
each
vote cast as if they were present
in the halls themselves.
Special Features
Other microphones in committee
rooms, candidates' headquarters
and special studios will permit interviews with political leaders.
Parabolic mikes will pick up crowd
noises and others will be placed for
band music. MBS announces that
its newscasters will use portable
ultra-high frequency transmitters,
weighing only about four pounds
for the combined microphones, battery power supplies and antennas,
which they can carry about the
halls without hindrance from
cables or wires.
Each network will cover the sessions, expected to last five to seven
days each, from the starting dates
of June 24 in Philadelphia for the
Republicans and July 15 in Chicago for the Democrats, with a
large staff of news announcers and
commentators. According to plans
announced by A. A. Schechter,
NBC director of news and special
events, H. V. Kaltenborn and Earl
Godwin will follow and interpret
the progress of the conventions on
NBC-Red, while Baukhage, Raymond Clapper and Lowell Thomas
will furnish the commentaries for
listeners to the Blue. George Hicks
and Charles Lyons, spot news experts, and Carleton Smith and Herluf Provenson, both of whom have
served as Presidential announcers,
will be on hand for NBC, while
Ann Underwood will handle NBC's
coverage
of women's activities at
the
conventions.
CBS and MBS Staffs
To analyze the political happenings for CBS listeners, Paul W.
White, director of public affairs,
has thus far scheduled Elmer Davis, Bob Trout, Albert Warner and
John Charles Daly. Edwin C. Hill
and Paul Sullivan may also take
part in the CBS coverage direct
from the convention cities. Henry
Grossman, CBS Eastern division
engineer, will handle the technical
plans with the assistance of Frank
Falknor, CBS central division engineer, and J. Leitsch, technical supervisor ofWCAU, Philadelphia.
The MBS lineup will comprise
Gabriel Heatter, well known commentator; Arthur Sears Henning,
chief of the Chicago Tribune
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Technical plans for NBC are being handled by George McElrath,
operations engineer. For Mutual,
the microphone setups will be installed under the supervision of J.
R. Poppele, Carl Meyers and Arnold Nygren, chief engineers of
WOR, WGN and WFIL, Philadelphia, respectively, and Andrew L.
Poole, traffic manager of MBS.
Each network will maintain a
news staff at the conventions, in
addition to its crew of announcers
and commentators, to keep commentators, chiefly those on commercial programs, informed of
minute-to-minute news from the
convention halls.
Telephone and teletype connections with New York will also
serve to keep those at the conventions in constant touch with events
in Europe and elsewhere. Mutual
will also help to keep the world
informed of the conventions by
feeding its programs to WRUL,
Boston shortwave station, which
will relay them to Europe, South
America and Africa. All three networks will establish headquarters
at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel in
Philadelphia and the Stevens Hotel
in Chicago. These hotels will also
serve as headquarters for the political party convening in each city.
First break on the convention
coverage went to MBS, which
scored a double win on the traditional tossup for position at the
conventions, securing the choice
vantage points at both Philadelphia and Chicago.

Mrs. Roosevelt Sees No Harm
LD
UP
s
ER
le
o T
aHE
diS
[THRILInLRa
NO REAL harm for youth arises
from the Lone Ranger or bloodand-thunder radio and picture programs, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt declared April 17 at the annual
of the Philadelphia Moluncheon
tion Picture Preview Study Group
in Philadelphia. Knowledge and intelligence, not censorship, should be
exerted to give the youth of the
country radio and motion picture
fare that lend glamor and appeal
to the worthwhile things of life,
the First Lady added.
"I have often wondered, both on
the radio and screen, just what impres ion is made on the youth by
and crime series," she
murder
the
commented. "But my experience is
that whatever the impression might
be, they shed it immediately and it
is gone in the lingo of the times. All
youth have a spirit of adventure.
If not actually participating in an
adventure, it is always in their
minds. As a result, we want to band
our energies to make glamorous
and appealing things that are worth
while, and they won't care for the
others. have
However,
don'tanythink
others
done them
harm.the
"All children like to see and hear
blood-shed, glamorous and adventurous pictures and stories because
every child believes himself a hero
and adopts the role. Children are
not shocked by things they do not
understand. If you emphasize the
things they should not see or like,
it only drives them to it. You should
emphasize the things they should
see.
'ought' interesting
or 'should'.
Say But
you don't
find say
something
and tell them why it is so, and you
will find they will take to it. Therefore, it is not a question of censorship but intelligence."

Minwax

in Northeast

MINWAX Co., New York, during
the first week in April started two
one - minute spot announcements
weekly on WICC, Bridgeport;
WELI, New Haven; WDRC, Hartford, and WBZ, Boston, offering
listeners free booklets describing
the uses for its floor wax stain. W.
I. Tracy, New York, is agency.

ALL DAYS are dog days, and happy ones, to Walter
Zahrt (left), sales promotion and merchandising manager of WOAI, San Antonio, and Holt Gewinner, newscaster of WMAZ, Macon, Ga. Mr. Zahrt is a fancier of

Discounts!

Pondered
by MBS
Addition of Discount Periods
For Full Network Studied
A "MORE flexible rate structure"
for the MBS full network volume
discount plan, adopted early this
year, sionwas
major
topic of
discusat the afirst
complete
operating
board meeting of the network in
New York, April 18-19. Coverage
of the national political conventions
and ber
plans
increasing originated
the numof MBSfor programs
by member and affiliated stations,
were other highlights of the session, at which details of new programs and sales promotion plans
were also discussed.
New Discount Periods
Revision of the volume-plan rate
schedule, as agreed upon by the
operating board, has been sent to
the stations for approval and will
probably be made public in the near
future. While network executives
are loathe to discuss the matter
pending the acceptance of the plan
by MBS stations, it was learned
that it embodies the addition of discounts for broadcasting periods of
13, 26 and 39 weeks to the present
schedule, which offers discounts
only to advertisers using extensive
networks on 52-week minimum contracts.
Attending the conference were
W. E. Macfarlane, WGN, president
of MBS; Alfred J. McCosker, WOR.
chairman of the MBS board; E. M.
Antrim, WGN, treasurer and executive secretary; Theodore C.
Streibert, WOR, vice-president;
Lewis Allen Weiss, Don Lee BroadSystem, vice-president
the West casting
Coast;
John Shepard for
3d,
Yankee Network; K. K. Hackathorn,
manager CKLW;
of WHKWCLE; sales
J. E. Campeau,
Ed
Wood Jr., MBS
sales manager.
Fred Weber, the network's general
manager, presided. Affiliate stations
were represented by William Dolph,
WOL, for stations East of the
Mississippi,
and Gene
KFEL,
for stations
in the O'Fallon,
West.
GELLATLT Inc., radio advertising
and station representatives, New York,
on May 1 moves from the Time & Life
Ave.
Bldg. to larger quarters at 551 Fifth

Scotties, four of which are curled at his feet. Mr.
Gewinner specializes in Russian Wolf Hounds and he
poses here with his pair of beauties and the trophies
they won in the recent Macon Kennel Club Show.
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^ response is only one of the factors

to be considered in gauging the effectiveness of a radio station. Here at WLW
we

receive

many

thousands

of letters

each year but have never over-stressed
mail response. However, we think it of
sufficient interest to the industry to call
attention to one mail response of 168,591
— response to an offer of a booklet with
pictures of the radio cast made by one
advertiser one time on Saturday evening,
March 2. This number represents only
those replies received by the station. We
understand that a great many more were
sent directlv to the client.
THE
WLW

NAT'L

REP. - TRANSAMERI

NATION'S
Most Merchandise-Able
STATION

• NEW

YORK -CHICAGO

for
fidelity

highest' ing
monitor

NEW

64-B

50

RCA

SPEAKER

to

10,000

cycle response
Famous RCA 64 -AX Loudspeaker restyled and redesigned
with permanent magnet field which requires no power supply

DESIGNED with the exclusive
RCA double voice coil mechanism and folded horn cabinet,
the RCA^ 64-B Monitoring Loudspeaker reproduces what is probably the widest frequency band ever
obtained in so small a cabinet.
High frequency diffusing vanes in
front of cone, spread high fidelity
response over a wide angle.
Low Distortion With High
Power
Coordinated design of speaker and
cabinet reduces harmonic distortion to a new low. And the sturdy,
reinforced cabinet is built to eliminate resonance and vibration.

More Acoustic Volume With Less
Amplifier Power
The unusually high sensitivity of
the RCA 64-B Loudspeaker provides much more acoustic volume
with lower amplifier powers than
is generally obtained in ordinary
speaker design. The highest quality permanent magnet material
together with correct pole design
permits the use of a permanent
magnet without loss of efficiency
or power handling capability.

delivers outstanding performance
at a low cost.
The pleasing modern design of
the RCA 64-B makes it desirable for
use in studios, ofiices and lobbies.
Available in black, umber-grey —
or walnut, it blends in with any
interior design. A matching base
cabinet may be used in installations requiring an amplifier —
such as the RCA 82-B — associated
with each speaker.
$70 in black or grey. $75 in walnut.

Double Voice Coil Reproduces High
Frequencies Naturally
No separate or "tweeter" speakers
are required — and the RCA 64-B
Microphones ^^^^H^^H
Speech
Systems ^^^ ^^B
IAssociated Equipment ^^^^^^
^^^^^H

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc., Camden, N. J. • A Service of the Radio Corporation of America
New York: 1270 Sixth Ave. • Chicago: 589 E. Illinois St. • Atlanta: 530 Citizens & Southern Bank Bldg. • Dallas: Santa Fe I

San Francisco : 170 Ninth St. • Hollywooit: 1016 N. Sycamore Ave.
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IT HAS always been our contention that the best idea in the World
the biggest success — cannot reach the heightsAt deserves unless the
associated facts are told in a big way.
IP
Uncorking the bottle of our own medicine, often prescribed for many
a successful WWVA advertiser, we take a goodly dose in this front
cover Broadcasting space to briefly tell a big sucnss story in a big way.
For seven years we have been building a success story v/ith our WWVA Jamboree,
which has few, if any, parallels in the broadcasting business. Hearing the one
million mark in attendance, this WWVA personal abpearance feature draws
listeners from miles around to Wheeling every SaturdcM night.
The first week of this month we took the WWVA Jamboree on its Second Annual

WWVA
GOOD-WILL

ITINERARY

Good-will Tour which proved to be a post-graduate course in the intense responsivenes ofWWVA listeners to THEIR radio station. Opening in Wheeling and
continuing throughout the week of April 28, the JamMree Tour Show was enthusiastically greeted all along the way by the friendly Wks who mean so much to
our success. 14,572 WWVA Boosters paid to see their favorite entertainers in action.
Tour stops are listed at the right.
,

WEEK

APRIL 28

Canton,
WheelingOhio
90 miles Northwest of

Such is a glorious tribute to the legion of WWVA listjhers and their loyalty to
their radio station. It is the understandable answer to mk oft repeated question —
"Why does WWVA

TOUR

Youngstown, Ohio
85 miles North of Wheeling

do such an outstanding job for advertisers?"

Greensburg, Pa.
Wheeling
81 miles Northeast of
York Run, Pa.
(Just outside Uniontown, Pa.)
75 miles East of Wheeling

5,000
J^aptcianUd

WATTS

Day

- Night

in all Matkati

COLUMBIA

STATION

WHEELING,

^yJOHN
AT

BLAIR

ELEVEN-SIXTY

ON

Dover, Ohio
63 miles West of Wheeling

W.VA.
CO.

2,085,666

RADIO

DIALS

Early

Morning

Start

a

Listeners

New

30,000

IN

ONE

Wednesday,
AGAIN —
WLSCETS

WEEK

April 10, at 7:00

a. m.,

on Julian Bentley's WLS
newscast
(too early for an audience?), WLS announced a new, up-to-date war map,
available to listeners at 10 cents a copy.

RESULTS

In the noon

mail the same

day, 100

dimes were received — many mailed
within thirty minutes of the broadcast.
In the 2:30

p. m. mail were 150

and within a week
Again

WLS

proves

respond — quickly
that any

30,000

and

more;

were received.

that its listeners
definitely — and

is a good time — if the
program is good and the station has
built a loyal and dependable audience.

The

Prairie

time

Far

ATION

Manager

JOHN

BLAIR

AN&^

COMPANY,

N^0!!^l

Representatives

*
WAAB
Boston
*
WEAN
Providence
★
W I c c
Bridgeport
New Haven
*
WLLH
Lowell
Lawrence
★
W
S
A R
Fall River
W

★
S P R

Springfield
*
Bangor
WLBZ
★
WFE A
Manchester
★
WNBH
New
Bedford
★
WTHT
Hartford
★
Waterbury
WAT
R
★
WPittsfield
B R K
*
WN LC
New London
★
WLNH
Laconia
A

Huge

New

COMPLETE

England

Audience

SPORTS

—

Built

by

COVERAGE

CRACK of the bat . . . thud of padded leather
. . . drum beats of flying hoofs . . . cheers of

adept at all-around, play-by-play announcing for
the whole realm of athletics.

'the crowd ... all the thrills of sports action are
ibroadcast the length and breadth of New England
by WAAB and The Colonial Network which, for
years, has consistently aired more sports events
than any network in the six states.

With on-the-spot experts at the microphone . . .
with a reputation built by nearly a decade of service
to sports fans, The Colonial Network has an audience of sports followers in all income groups
that is definitely the largest offered by any combination ofstations in New England.

Jim Britt, Director of the Sports Reporting Staff,
is back of the microphone for this year's American
and National League baseball games in Boston.
Britt, rated as an ace sports broadcaster, is

IThe
21 BROOKLINE

You can tell your sales story to more people,
more often and more economically with the 18
stations of The Colonial Network.

Colonial
AVENUE

BOSTON

EDWARD

RETRY

★
WRDO
Augusta
★
W
H
A I
Greenfield
★
wcou
Lewiston
Auburn
★
WRutland
S Y B
★

Network
&

CO.,

INC., National Sales Representative

Poblished semi-monthly, 26th issue (Vear
published
in February
by Broadcasting
Publications,
Building, Washington, D. C. Entered as
secondBook
classNumber)
matter March
14, 1933,
at the Post
Ofifice at Washinirt;on,
D. C, Inc.,
under870actNational
of MarchPress
3, 1879.

here

That

was

was

What

Saturday

were

your

If they weren't
Did

you

your

consistently
If not, why

curve

night, in 1939.

sales that week?

where

support

sales

they should

them

the weeks

with

be, have

advertising

they got an alibi?
that

week — and

before?

not?

A week is a market for your goods. As real a market

as any town. You

make more sales in ^^/z^ week— in any one jZif/i^zw^r week— than you make
in almost any town you can name, in a year. The week is a bigger market!
Why

not protect that Summer

market?

Too expensive, you say? Pish & tosh! That's the answer people gave
twenty years <2^<?— before a swift advance in advertising you've been hearing about. And

hearing. Radio protects every week's sales. It cures the

irregular pulse of advertising, the chronic spottiness of other campaigns.
It closes gaps in sales-support that once

were weeks

and

months wide. Radio does this because it enables you to cov^x every
market every week every month;

protecting the whole market

with

a "frequency of insertion" no ordinary budget can buy anywhere else.

That's hardly news to Chrysler, Pet Milk, Liggett & Myers and Ford.
Or Procter & Gamble and Lady Esther. These companies, and many
others, have discovered — <2/Z(3' have put into z/rxe — the technological

m

the

night

of

advance

in advertising made

August

12

?

possible by radio: a major sales

impact every week— wit/iin a practical budget. All these advertisers now protect their sales 5 2 weeks of the year; fighting
as successfully for their share of the Summer

market

as

they fight for Texas or Illinois. Why shouldn't they? Compare retail
sales, payrolls, or production: Summer is three times as big as Illinois!
Radio

makes

as easy to protect, and expand, as any

are now 6,500,000 automobile-rzdios on the road. There are

other.There
1,000,000

this market

more

travels

new portable sets, travelling wherever America

in Summer. (The people who go away don't get away— from radio!)
And 21,900,000 families are kfiown to listen each summer day at home!

Clearly, radio listening is no exception to the habits that make
this nation

a market.

In summer

as in winter, people

eat and

dress, shop and spend,
work
•k Did you know that CBS Summer hilliiifi was 537o
higher last Suniincr than the year ])efoic? That morr
fanulies listened to radio last Sunnncr than in any previous Sunnner? That yon can safely cxpcet more families
will listen this Sunnner than last?

and have babies.

Summer

makes

little

change in the daily routine of the vast bulk of
families — so why

And did you know that CBS is now carrying a highvr
volume of advertising than any other network; setting
seven successive network records for any year on any
network, month after month for the past seven months?

not

tell your story to them
every

week?

Radio

makes

it possible. And

profitable.*

Columbia

Broadcasting

System

Kilocycles

550

on

In recognition of KSD's long record of public service in the
Middlewest, the Federal Communications Commission has
granted this station full time on the air, effective not later than
July 1, 1940, with the privilege of broadcasting at any time
during the day or night without interruption.
KSD

NOW

ASSOCIATED
KSD

HAS

FULL

PRESS

24-HOUR

NEWS

SERVICE

now has available the full 24-Hour Service of the Associated Press

News. This is the first time any broadcasting station has had the full
24-hour rights to Associated Press. A separate wire system is being used,
bringing dispatches direct to KSD news editors.

The

Station

FREE
NEW

YORK

Distinguished

POST-DISP
ATCH
KSD—
The
& PETERS,
CHICAGO

Broadcasting

BUILDING,
St. Louis
ST. LOUIS.Post-Dispatch
MO.

INC., NATIONAL
DETROIT

Station

ADVERTISING
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at the
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before
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So

Telephone

on

MANY

Radio

broadcasting stations, agencies

and advertisers are surprised at our re-

Surveys

Listening

example, Amos

in telephone homes

fusal to conduct surveys of radio listening by
telephone.

'n' Andy had a rating of 23.8%
and 18.5% in non-tele-

phone homes. In the same study "I Love a
Mystery" had a rating of 19.5% in telephone

Our refusal to make

such telephone sur-

veys is merely one example of our policy regarding all surveys. We

homes

and 23.5%

in non-telephone

homes.

Naturally "Pot O' Gold" is more interesting

are unwilling to

to telephone subscribers than others and there-

undertake any survey if we are not reasonably

fore, its rating of 41.6% in telephone homes

certain that the method employed will produce
the facts. Any survey which does not produce

and 38.3%
reasonable.

facts is worse than useless.

in non-telephone

homes, seems

If you are interested in the truth about

Besides the obvious fact that there are far
more radio sets in this country than residential

your radio audience you should ask us to make
a roster-recall study.

telephones, and therefore telephone subscribers cannot represent a true cross-section of
radio owners, we have much

I
WHAT

material which

proves that there is a considerable difference
in the listening habits of telephone subscribers
and non-subscribers.
One example of this difference is found in
the roster-recall study we made in January in
Hartford, Connecticut covering the programs

IS THE

: ★
H O O P E R- H O LM ES BUREAU?

For years (since i8gg ) this Bureau has
been maf{ing confidential reports to insurance
companies on applicants for all \inds of insurance. Most of these are made and written by
trained Inspectors, all of whom are full-time
men. Their wor\ is supervised by 8^ Branch
Offices. They regularly cover iS>577 cities
and towns in their insurance wor\ and their
efforts are supplemented by ^5,000 part-time
correspondents.

broadcast Tuesday evening. In this study, for

Address all Inquiries to Market Research Division, Chester E. Haring, Director.

THE

HOOPER-HOLMES

BUREAU,

INC

r

HARRY
OWNED

L STONE,

AND

Gen'l. Mgr.

OPERATED

National

K^^r/
BY

NASHVILLE,

NATIONAL

Representatives,

LIFE

Edward

&

TENN.

ACCIDEN
T
inc.
Retry & Co., Ii

INS.

CO.,

INC.

en

Rcu.

Chrystomos

It

WBT

Papalombrov

to

was

broadcast a special program

Greece's independence

WBT

spoke

listeners

celebrating the 129th anniversary of

from Turkey. There

was choral music, and an

address by Rev. Chrystomos Papalombrov— 2w Greek. Of course, most folks
in the Carolinas do not understand Greek, but for those of Greek descent,
WBT

has further cemented their loyalty. .. as it has the loyalty and enthusiasm of all the other groups that make up WBT's

overwhelming

dominance

rich audience. WBT's

in its territory is maintained

by programs

broadcast for, rather than to, its listeners— programs like:
The only play-by-play broadcasts of major league baseball in the South
—the second straight year
WBTs Alarm Clock "rings" every week day at 5:30 a.m
farmers and their families— the workers and their families
Community

Crusaders — dedicated to the improvement

for the

of conditions

among colored youth
Farmers' Forum

of the Air— an informal round-table discussion about

farm problems— of, for and by farmers
Bureau of Missing Persons— 58 persons traced in 11 weeks
Three million Carolinians know WBT

broadcasts for them. And they buy

WBT- advertised products— /zr5f.

★

50,000

WATTS

• CBS

• CHARLOTTE.

N. C.

WBT
Owned

and Operated

by the Columbia

resented nationally by Radio
lotte, N. C. • St. Louis

Broadcasting

Sales: New

• Detroit

York

System. Rep-

• Chicago

• Los Angeles

• Char-

• San Francisco

ij

THIRD

OF

A

SERIES

PRESENTING

THE

MEN

WHO

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

SERVICI

Manager, San Francisco Office
Four years. University of
California
Company
Eleven years. Commercial Credit
Free & Peters since September,
1935

i

Bless

onr

souls-it's

L

Leo

One of the things we have always aimed at
here at F & P is the acquisition of men
whose general business experience would
qualify them to understand and really assist in the problems of business men. So
when Leo Bowman decided he wanted to

in radio, advertising, financial organizations, utilities, department stores, automotive industries, etc., etc., etc. When you
ask us for an opinion or some information
on almost any problem — or about any industry— we can usually get a more or less
expert answer for you from our own organization.

join up with F & P, we grabbed him (and
his business experience) for our Chicago
Office, where he served two years, before
we sent him back to his home town as

Free & Peters believe that the best contact
the radio industry can maintain with you
agencies and advertisers is to offer you the
daily services of the best, most experienced,

Manager of our San Francisco Office.
That's a typical example of the reason why
all of our fourteen top-notch men are more
than walking rate-books. Among us, we
share nearly 200 years of varied experience

Free
Pioneer
CHICAGO : j8o N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave.
Plaza 5-4131

Bowmak!

most capable men obtainable. That's the
way we work in this group of pioneer radio
station representatives.

&

Peters,

EXCLUSIVE
REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
woe
DAVENPORT
WHO
DES MOINES
WDAY
FARGO
WOWO-WGL
....
FT. WAYNE
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KGKO .... FT. WORTH-DALLAS
KOMA ....
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KSFO-KROW . . .SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEAHLE
J

ih.

Radio
Station Representatives
650 5. Grand
DETROIT: New Center Bldg. SAN FRANCISCO: jii Sutter LOS ANGELES:
Vandike 0569
Sutter 4353
Trinity 2-8444

ATLANTA : 322 Palmer Bid,
Main 5667

cuxd
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Criminal
Subpoenas

Action

Issued

Indicating Federal
NEW PROCEEDINGS, which may
result in criminal indictment of
ASCAP for purported violation of
the anti-trust laws, have been instituted bythe Department of Justice in New York, with the issuance
of subpoenas by a grand jury for
ASCAP files and records.
Differing from the five-year-old
anti-trust suit, an equity proceeding still pending before the Federal
District Court for the Southern
District of New York, the action
marked a new departure in the
Government's investigation of
ASCAP as an illegal monopoly
since it seeks a determination by
the grand jury under criminal
rather than civil procedure for possible indictment of ASCAP officials.
ASCAP on May 10 filed a motion
to quash the subpoenas, presumably on the ground that the data
sought were too comprehensive and
would work undue hardship.
A hearing on the ASCAP motion
probably will be set by the court.
The "subpoenas duces tecum" were
issued by the U. S. Attorney's office to be returnable May 14. In the
light of the ASCAP pleading, the
preliminary hearing is expected.
Federal Studies
Looked upon as the long-hinted
revival of Government action in
copyright [Broadcasting, Dec. 1,
March 1, March 15], the newest action stems from preliminary studies made by Victor Waters, special
assistant to the Attorney General,
who was assigned to the ASCAPmusic situation several months ago.
While no word was forthcoming
from the Department, it was inferred that the decision to inquire
into possible criminal action against
ASCAP grew out of the refusal of
the music combine to cooperate with
the Department. It is known that
Mr. Waters and a small staff of investigators have been inquiring into
the situation for several months.
The Government anti-trust suit,
seeking to dissolve ASCAP as a
monopoly in restraint of trade, was
originally filed in 1934 against the
Society itself and some 130 of its
.officers and members. After the
' trial got underway in June 1935, it
was postponed so the parties might
stipulate the record. It has been
' dormant since, except for sporadic
efforts to revive trial. These, however, had fallen flat until the recent
ppointment of Mr. Waters.
BROADCASTING
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Press for Action
While the Department has re- ASCAP filed its motion to quash the
frained from commenting on its ac- subpoenas "in the matter of
tion, the move to procure grand ASCAP in a Grand Inquest in regard to an alleged violation of the
jury action is regarded as an indication that the Government is bent Federal anti-trust laws." The motion to quash was filed by Schwartz
upon getting something accomplished. Whether the new pro- & Frohlich, ASCAP counsel.
It is entirely possible the new
cedure will mean an effort to institute full criminal proceedings litigation, presuming the grand
against ASCAP, alleging con- jury follows through, will involve
spiracy, or whether it will simply others aside from ASCAP. For example, the Anti-Trust Division of
tend to revive the Government's bewhiskered equity suit, is proble- the Department has been scrutinizmatical. In any event, the grand
ing conditions surrounding the enforced employment by broadcasting
jury effort by the Department is
regarded as showing the clear in- stations of fixed quotas of mutent of the Government to end the
sicians growing out of the 1937 contracts with American Federation
long slumber of the original suit.
of Musicians. Moreover, there may
Technically the Department's ac- be involved in the actions other
tion might be described as a continuation ofits "investigation" into purported enforced agreements, reASCAP. From the practical standlating to phonograph
formances and the like. record perpoint, however, by taking the crimiThe
AFM
situation was brought
nal suit tack, the Department has
clearly indicated its determination to the attention of the Department
to bring its investigation to a quick last November, after Assistant Attorney General Thurman Arnold,
conclusion and perhaps prosecute
both criminally and civilly.
in charge of the Anti-Trust Division, had lashed out against illegal
The court records disclosed that
New

to

York

Fair

to

Recognize

Air
Freedom
by Special
Day
RECOGNIZING broadcasting as an unveiling of a plaque, symbolic of
American institution on equal foot- radio. All segments of the industry
ing with the press and as entitled will be enlisted in the celebration.
to the same constitutional right to
Aside from the actual consecration of "free radio", thought is befreedom, the New York World's
ing given to a panoramic display,
Fair has set aside July 4 as "Broadcasting Day", with a gala celebra- depicting radio's progress over the
Working demonstrations of
epitomize radio's years.
tion
broadcasting, television, facsimile,
position planned
in theto national economy.
In collaboration with the NAB, the international broadcasting and other offshoots of radio also are conWorld's Fair directorate has artemplated. To preserve a running
ranged for the event, fittingly set
story of the event for posterity,
for Independence
Day.
The
keynote will be free American radio. full recordings will be made.
President Roosevelt himself is exPreliminary plans for the celebration have been carried on under
pected to participate in the precedent-breaking ceremonies, probably NAB President Neville Miller and
with an address by remote control the NAB board of directors upon
from Washington. Mr. Roosevelt invitation of the Fair. Edwin M.
has been a staunch advocate of a Kirby, director of public relations
"free radio", having often com- of NAB, is maintaining contacts
pared it with the press. The whole with World's Fair officials, primarily John S. Young, radio director.
theme will be that of "free radio"
as a corollary of "free press" and In addition to participation of all
"free assembly", which are consti- branches of radio in the celebratutional guarantees.
tion, affiliated industries may be
While final plans have not been
aligned, along with representatives
completed, industry - wide observance of the day is contemplated. of public, labor, education and GovSome thought has been given to the ernment.
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Sought

labor practices in the building
trades, regarding enforced employment. Because the AFM situation
appeared
to coincide
outlined by Mr.
Arnold inwith
the that
building
trades, it was felt the Department
might also move on that front.
Numerous conferences have been
held, it is understood, including one
with an official of Local No. 77 in
Philadelphia, in connection with
WPEN, where musicians had strtick
and where the station had undergone a boycott. A sympathy strike
had been called at WOV, New York,
also owned by the Arde Bulova interests. This case, however, was
settled May 10, with the musicians
returning to work and with a drastic cut effected in the musicians
quota. It was assumed that the Department's intervention had a bearing on the calling off of this strike.
ASCAP Contracts Afifected
The new action of the Department comes close on the heels of
the proposal of ASCAP to license
the broadcasting industry on an entirely new basis, which involves an
estimated increase of approximately 70% over the current royalty
payments of $5,000,000 — mainly
from the network [Broadcasting,
April 1-15]. While ASCAP has
made known the formula it proposes to employ, it has not yet submitted contracts to stations to supplant those which expire Dec. 31.
Meanwhile, Broadcast Music Inc.,
as the
industry's
wholly-owned
music
subsidiary,
is making
strides.
It is designed to create a music
supplytry which
rid the indusof totalwould
dependence
upon
ASCAP by the end of the year. In
connection with the Government's
grand jury
procedure.
Attorney
General
Waters Assistant
has kept
posted on industry developments,
particularly in State legislation
which ASCAP has resisted.
Andrew W. Bennett, NAB copyright counsel and former special
assistant to the Attorney General
who was originally in charge of the
ASCAP suit, has participated in
this State litigation. Throughout
the court trials, there have been
admissions in testimony by ASCAP
members or publishers which are
regarded
as important
the State
Federal action.
The effortsin of
governments which have enacted
anti-ASCAP laws, have been to
show that ASCAP is a monopoly,
that it has discriminated in its
dealings with stations and that
it has indulged in price-fixing.
May
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Proprietary
Devoting

Pair

Part

of

Big Fund
to Spot
Elliott Roosevelt Extended ;
Music vs. Serials Tested
INDICATIONS that the $2,000,000
to $3,000,000 which Sterling Products, New York, and American
Home Products, Jersey City, had
earmarked for the promotion of
their variovis proprietaries on
Transcontinental BroadcastingSystem will be devoted in part at
least to spot broadcasting, are given by recent activities of BlackettSample-Hummert, New York, on
behalf of these clients.
This agency has recently placed
a campaign of 90 transcribed announcements weekly on 14 stations
across the country, in several instances securing options for additional time to permit for expansion of the announcement campaign.
Elliott Roosevelt List
The tri-weekly commentative series of Elliott Roosevelt, America Looks Ahead, begun in April on
the Texas State Network, has been
expanded to include a 15-station
hook-up of the California Radio System, which receives the programs
by wire from TSN, and recorded
versions of the programs, transcribed in Fort Worth, are also
broadcast on approximately the
same stations that carry the announcement campaign.
Stations carrying the announcements, which are transcribed by
World Broadcasting System and
which advertise Dr. Lyons Tooth
Powder, Phillips Milk of Magnesia,
California Syrup of Figs, Mulsified Cocoanut Oil Shampoo, Danderine, Bayer Aspirin and Glostora
Hair Tonic, are: WHN, WHKC,
WCBM, WSPR, WDAS, WIND,
KXOK, KCKN, WEBR, WHDH,
WJBK, WSGN, KSO and WDGY,
with possibly more to be added.
Annotmcements are broadcast on
an 18-per-day Monday through
Friday, schedule.
On WHN, New York, the 18 announcements are broadcast within
the 10:30 a. m.-noon period, during the station's new Dance & Romance program of recorded music.
Move is an extension of the test
of the pulling power of daytime
musical programs begun April 15
on WMCA, New York, by the same
sponsoring companies, which on
that date started Sweetest Love
Songs, also recorded, for an hourand-a-quarter each weekday afternoon. Fact that these companies
are among the heaviest users of
daytime serial dramas to advertise
their products has created considerable interest in the experiment,
which is understood to be based on
the recent wave of criticism of
daytime serials by various women's
groups, many of whose members
stated they never listen to that
type of program and would prefer
musical entertainment during the
daytime hours.
Elliott Roosevelt, whose broadcasts advertise Dr. Lyons Tooth
Powder, is heard via transcriptions
on WMCA, WSPR, WDAS, WIND,
KXOK, KCKN, WEBR, WHDH,
WJBK, WSGN, KSO and WDGY.
to which other stations will probably be added, in addition to the
two western regional networks. No
other transcription campaigns are
Page 14 • May
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Confusion

Over

Daylight

Saving

2 ime

Cuts Audience^ Folger Executive Says
DAYLIGHT Saving Time, with its work programs broadcast from
confusion for sponsors, agencies, New York, Chicago, and a few
networks, stations and listeners, other eastern cities can continue
was brought into the open just at the same time-periods under
prior to the May 13-15 meeting of Daylight Saving.
the Association of National Adver"If the entire United States went
tisers by W. E. Heuerman, execu- on Daylight Saving, naturally all
tive of J. A. Folger & Co., Kansas
program schedules would move up
City (coffee).
one hour, and everything would be
lovely. As it is, however. Daylight
On the theory that advertisers
suffer loss of audience as a result Saving in a few eastern cities acof daylight-time schedule shifts,
tually consisting of an extreme miMr. Heuerman circulated a letter
nority as compared to the entire 48
among ANA members indicating States, imposes adjustment of program schedules on probably 95% of
he planned to turn the spotlight on
the subject at the ANA meeting, a all the radio stations, and the vast
closed gathering held at the West- majority of the American listening
chester Country Club, Rye, N. Y. public, which comprises the major
market of most eastern manufacThe tatedquestion
was fux"ther
when Ben Ludy,
manager agiof turers.
WIBW, Topeka, circulated copies
"As advertisers, our main conof the Heuerman letter among time
cern is not with the nerve-racking
tangles
in which the broadcasters
buyers. "I think Mr. Heuerman is
going to start a snowball rolling find themselves, but with the loss
here that is going to continue until of audience which our program unwe reach the place that all the in- dergoes.
dustry will not have to suffer twice
"When we pay our dollars for
broadcast time, and continue our
a year," Mr. Ludy declared.
programs regularly, week after
A 'Mad Scramble'
week, and month after month,
building up an audience, we sinMr.
Heuerman's
pre-convention
letter follows :
cerely feel it very unfair that that
"Word has just been received accumulated following should be
from ANA headquarters that the 'thrown to the winds' when the
program of our convention will in- problem can be so easily solved.
clude time for a discussion of the
Loss of Audience
subject of Daylight Saving Time,
as it affects radio schedules and
"The advent of Daylight Savingadvei-tising effectiveness.
affects many network programs as
"If you are using radio, you are well as spot shows, because broadthoroughly familiar with the concasting stations in many cases canfusion— or we might say, 'mad
not clear the time needed. The only
scramble' — that takes place each solution in those cases, as you know,
spring and fall, in order that net- is for the station to transcribe the
show and rebroadcast it at a later
being planned at the moment, the time they can clear. Therefore,
agency states, but the present ones, many network advertisers suffer
plus the recent addition of two loss of audience as well as spot admore daily quarter-hour script vertisers.
shows on NBC-Blue, expansion of
"The thing that seems most absurd to us is that this situation is
the time on TSN from a half-hour
to an hour a day, and a daily hour allowed to continue year after year,
on the California Radio System,
when it could be solved so easily if
are said to account for a sizeable
the networks cooperated. As you
portion of the sum set aside for use know, railroads operate on Standon TBS.
ard Time, regardless of whether a

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix

'We've Got to Hire a Studio Orchestra hut All the Alusicians in Toioii Are
Ucharina I'lnyem!"
BROADCASTING

community decides to use Daylight
Saving or not.
"If radio schedules were operated
on Standard Time also, then there
would be no need for shifting programs on any station with the ad
vent of Daylight Saving. Program
schedules could continue the same
as
before,
and only
the listeners'
habits
in those
few cities
exercising Daylight Saving would need to
be adjusted. And even those listeners would need only to shift their
listening habits one hour, rather
than hunt all over a program schedule to find the new broadcast times
of their favorite programs.
"We have not heard yet of any
concentrated effort by anyone or
group to get this difficulty eliminated, although we sincerely feel
that most advertisers, broadcasters, etc., would support such a program. That's why we feel that this
be discussed at our
subject should
coming convention.
"This letter, in advance of the
meeting, is merely to express our
ideas and to urge you to express
yours freely at the convention."
PULITZER

RADIO

AWARDS REJECTED
PROPOSALS that the Pulitzer
Prize Committee, which on May 6
announced its annual prizes for
journalistic achievement, should
include feats of radio journalism
among its awards, were rejected by
the awards advisory board meeting
in New York that day. While no
official announcement was made, a
spokesman stated that the step
was "not considered expedient at
this time". The matter, however,
has not been dropped entirely, it
was said, but cannot be brought up
again until next year. This means
no awards can be made for 1940,
these being announced in the spring
of 1941.
It is understood the Pulitzer family is favorable to the idea of including radio. Joseph Pulitzer Jr.,
son of the founder of the awards,
is a member of the advisory board,
and it is possible he may push the
matter through another university.
Being owner of a radio station,
KSD of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch,
he has evinced keen interest in
radio. He could readily set up a
set of awards under the Pulitzer
name through the Missouri School
of Journalism or some other institution if he deems it desirable.
Besides Mr. Pulitzer the only
other member of the awards board
in any way identified with radio is
Walter M. Harrison, editor of the
Oklahoma City Oklahoman, whose
owners operate WKY, Oklahoma
City; KLZ, Denver, and KVOR,
Colorado ofSprings.
Dean University,
Carl Ackerman,
Columbia
custodian of the Pulitzer awards,
who also sits on the advisory board,
presented the radio proposal to the
board.
Saraka Exercises
UNION PHARMACEUTICAL
Co., Bloomfield, N. J., on May 13
started Wallace's Keep Fit to
Music program in the interests of
Saraka on four MBS stations, Mondays through Fridays at various
times. WSAY, Rochester, carries
the program live 10:30-10:45 a. m.
Via transcription, the program is
heard on WEAN, Providence, 11:45
a. m. to 12 noon; WRR, Dallas,
1:15-1:30 p. m., and KHJ, Los An1:45-2 p.& m.Co.,Agency
is Shermangeles,
K. Ellis
New York.
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FCC
FM,
I

Broadcast
Video

Band

Rulings

Impending

Network-Monopoly Report Also Becomes
Full Commercial Television Is Foreseen

BROADCAST allocations, involving
the standard broadcast band, tele"vision and frequency modulation,
not to mention the network-mono'poly report, are the current order
of business at the FCC, with an
outcropping of pronouncements on
^fundamental policies and procedure
jexpected during the ensuing weeks.
Since it reconvened May 7 to dig
linto its accumulation of work, the
FCC has cleared away much of the
routine, with the decks now about
cleared for action on allocation matters. The first order of business is
'television, which has developed as
the Commission's biggest headache
since the rehearing outbtirst of a
few weeks ago. Chairman James
Lawrence Fly promises action within a week or so. It is expected there
will be fully rewritten rules and
(that the plea for full rather than
limited commercial operation for
visual radio will be heeded [Broadcasting, May 1].
Video and FM
J
1 On the question of allocations for
^television and for FM, which run
hand-in-hand by virtue of demands
for the same range of frequencies
'in the ultra-high band, the solution
'does not appear as simple. A num^ber of plans for allocations, designed to accommodate both new
Jmedia, are before the Commission,
*and what the solution will be at this
;writing is only conjectural. It seems
likely, however, the FCC will settle the television rule issue before
tackling allocations.
Meanwhile, the FCC engineering
department is grappling with all
phases of allocations — broadcasting
'(pursuant
to the Havana
treaty),
FM and television.
Meetings
have
been held with the Interdepartment
:Radio Advisory Committee in the
ihope of reallocating certain tiltrahigh bands reserved for Governiment use to FM or television or
.both. •
The question of television stand'ards is still in the forefront, with
'diametrically opposite positions
'taken by RCA and DuMont in their
;briefs filed May 3 with the FCC.
RCA plumps for 441 or 507 lines
With 30 frames, while DuMont
seeks a flexible system on lines but
with only 15 frames. RCA also
evels the charge of motion picture
iomination of DuMont by Paramount, and asserts that DuMont's
support of purportedly inferior
quality television may not be
'without an impelling motive" by
drtue of this movie "domination".
DuMont, on the other hand, strongy denies it is controlled by Para■nount; that its proposals are not in
;he best interests of television development, and that its system is
lot geared with the public interest
m mind.
Senator Lundeen, Farmer-Laborte of Minnesota, author of the now
ipparently pigeonholed resolution
;o investigate the FCC because of
ts foray into RCA's television merBROADCASTING

50

Action,

Active;

chandising campaign, erupted in the
Senate again May 6, protesting
against
the FCC's
delayHe in criticized
deciding
the television
issue.
the absence of commissioners, and
argued that a half-million jobs for
workers in television and related
fields will be opened as soon as the
industry gets under way. Senator
Lundeen read into the record editorials from recent issues of Broadcasting bearing on television and
other FCC activity.
In its brief filed May 3, RCA
asked full commercial status for
television, declaring it is ready to
serve the public and stating that
idle men and idle money are ready
to go to work. It maintained that a
monopoly in television is impossible,
and made a plea for retention of
the present lower television bands
for this service as a "new" medium,
rather than for allocation of any
portion of them for FM which it
described simply as a supplementary sound broadcasting service.
Movie Angle Stressed

the RCA atApropostorneysDuMont,
declared the vigor with
which it advocates a frame frequency of 15, which is less than
that used even for home movies
and substantially less than used
in theatres, "may not be without
an impelling motive."
"The motion picture interests
which are financing DuMont Laboratories have a much greater financial stake in the movie industry
than they have in television", the
RCA brief states. "Their recent interest in television is primarily for
of 'protecting' their
purpose
the
interest in the movie and
larger
theatre industry and not to develop
the new art of television. Therefore, they desire the adoption of
systems and methods that would
make television inferior rather than
superior to motion pictures.
"The interest in television on the
Dart of DuMont Laboratories must
be to serve those who furnish the
working capital — Paramount Pictures Inc. Regardless of any interest which Allen B. DuMont has personally, as a radio engineer, in the
development of television, it is impossible to ignore the interest of
Paramount Pictures in the DuMont
Laboratories."
Questions DuMont Control
It was added that the prospectus
of DuMont Laboratories shows the
"intensive interest and the practical if not theoretical control of DuMont Laboratories by Paramount
the inPictures as a company andconnected
dividual interests of those
with Paramount Pictures, either as
officers thereof or as members of
the firms of Lehman Brothers and
Hemphill, Noyes & Co., who are
among Paramount's and DuMont's
"The interest in DuMont Laborabankers."
tories held by Paramount's bankers
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ACCLAIMED "Miss Industry of
1940" at conclusion of the Industrial Week celebration held recently
in Amarillo, Tex., pretty Doris Jean
Russell (left) here receives the
trophy emblematic of the title from
Lois Fay,
director Amarillo.
of women's activities of KFDA,
cannot be ignored in considering
the actual control exercised by Paramount," it was stated.
Objections raised to the RMARCA methods of synchronization,
polarization and other technical
standards likewise were discounted
by RCA counsel, who branded injection of certain of the issues as
having no technical justification.
"Freezing" of standards also was
branded as something which RCA
never had advocated.
15 vs. 30 Frames
Selection of DuMont's 15 frames
instead of 30 frames would in itself
"freeze" development at a very low
level and within very narrow limits,
it was argued. Regarding commercialization, the brief recited
there was no dissenting voice within the television industry. "The undisputed evidence is that commercialization will accelerate the progress
of
the
television art," the brief
states.
Allocation of Television Channel
No. 1 (44-50 mc.) from television
to FM would be a "serious blow to
television", the brief continues. All
of the benefits claimed for FM by
those who propose to change the allocation are equally if not more
applicable to television. By so doing television would be set back
many months, the FCC was told,
since it would take some four
months to change the NBC video
transmitter from Channel 1 to
Channel 2, during which there
would be no regularly scheduled
broadcast service in the New York
area. To change to any other channel would require 18 months.
The RCA brief bore the signatures of Col. Manton Davis, RCA
vice-president and general counsel;
A. L. Ashby, NBC vice-president
and general counsel ; Henry Ladner,
NBC attorney; Philip J. Hennessey
(Continued on page 82)

kw.

for

KOB;

Others Increased
WFBL, WIOD, KTAR, KWK,
KXOK Get 5 kw. FuUtime
INCREASE in power to 50,000
watts for KOB, Albuquerque, headed the list of power increases and
other tions
improved
announced facility
by the authorizaFCC May
7 at its first regular meeting following athree-week recess.
Granted power increases to 5,000
watts fulltime, pursuant to regulations authorizing horizontal increases for Class III-A regionals,
were WFBL, Syracuse; WIOD,
Miami; KTAR, Phoenix; KWK, St.
Louis, and KXOK, St. LoUis, the
latter with a shift in frequency to
630 kc, subject
to installation
directional
antenna
[see pageof 28a
for details of other St. Louis
changes authorized].
The KOB authorization was to
increase its power from 10,000 to
50,000 watts unlimited time on
1180 kc, for which a construction
permit was issued. WFBL, WIOD
and KTAR were authorized to increase their night power to 5,000
watts contingent upon installation
of directional antennas.
Granted modification of licenses
to increase night power from 100 to
250 watts were WBAB, Atlantic
City; KORN, Fremont, Neb.;
KTOH, Lihue, Hawaii; KBKR,
Baker, Ore. WMAN, Mansfield, 0.,
was granted
an increase
time to unlimited
time from
with day250
watts on 1370 kc.
In the international shortwave
broadcast field, WPIT, Saxonburg,
Pa., operated by Westinghouse, was
granted a construction permit to
move to Hull, Mass. and increase
its power from 40,000 to 50,000
watts. WRCA, Bound Brook, N. J.,
operated by NBC, was granted
special experimental authority to
operate an additional 35,000-watt
power amplifier in parallel with its
regular 35,000-watt amplifier to
feed a separate directive antenna,
making an effective operating
power of 70,000 watts.
Dellar Named Chairman
OfConventionCommittee
APPOINTMENT of Lincoln Dellar, general manager of KSFO, San
Francisco, as chairman of the NAB
convention housingannounced
committee, May
was

Mr. Dellar

10 by Howard
Lane,
K F B K,
Sacramento
district director and
local convention
chairman. The
convention is
scheduled to be
held in the St.
Francis Hotel in
San Francisco,

Ward Ingrim, of KFRC, San
Aug. 4-7.
Francisco, has been named chairman of the golf committee making
arrangements for the annual NAB
Tournament for the Broadcasting
trophy, to be played Sunday, Aug.
4. Ralph Brunton, KJBS general
manager, is chairman of the Treasure Island entertainment committee and is making plans to entertain delegates at the fair. Requests
for reservations, according to NAB
headquarters, indicate a good attendance, with many broadcasters
taking their families for a combined
convention and vacation trip. An
all-expense tour has been set.
May
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Monopoly
Report
Action
Promised

Justice
On

Within
Fortnight
Legal Staff Makes Revisions;
Rebuke by Senator Tobey
ACTION by the full FCC on the
Network-Monopoly Report, based on
the six-month investigation during
latter 1938 and early 1939, may
come within the next fortnight, it
was indicated at the Commission,
though it does not take precedence
over fundamental allocations issues
involving the standard broadcast
band, television and FM.
Returned two weeks ago to the
FCC Law Department for further
revision by the monopoly subcommittee, the revised report is now
understood to be in the hands of
the committee again. Its transmittal
to the full Commission is expected
any day, without prior publicity.
Senator's Rebuke
Attention was focused on the report May 3 when Senator Tobey
(R-N.H.) wrote each member of
the FCC individually inquiring
about the status of the report and
described as "nothing but a mockery" assurances
by both
Chairmanpreviously
McNinch given
and
Chairman Fly that the report would
be forthcoming soon. Replies from
individual commissioners have not
yet
made members
public. follows:
Mr. Tobey's
letterbeen
to FCC
"In November, 1938, Chairman
McNinch stated to the House Appropriations Committee that the
Radio Monopoly Report of the Commission would be submitted to the
Congress within 60 days.
"In June, 1939, Commissioner
Brown of the FCC appeared for the
Commission, before the same Congressional committee, and said that
the report would be ready for Congress within 60 days.
"In November, 1939, Commissioner Fly of the FCC appeared and
stated before the Congressional
committee that the Commission
would make its report within 60
days.
"It is now 18 months since Congress was officially told by the Commission that its Radio Monopoly
Report and recommendations would
be 'ready in about 60 days'.
"I stibmit to you that, in the light
of these facts, these assurances
would seem to be nothing but a
mockery. As a member of the Senate, interested in this matter, I ask
you now as to the reasons for this
delay and what you, as a member
of the Commission, can do to have
the report submitted to the Congress at once. An early reply will
be appreciated."
B & W Ponders Quiz
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Co., Louisville (Raleigh
cigarettes), sponsoring the fiveweekly quarter-hour Paul Sullivan
Reviews the News, on CBS, is considering aquiz program. Do You
Know News? Half -hour audition
was transcribed at KNX, Hollywood, by Wayne Griffith, producer
of BBDO, that city. Series would
feature Lee Cooley, announcer on
the CBS Tune Up Time, sponsored
by Ethyl Gasoline Corp., and Bud
Heistand, who has a similar assignment on the It Happened in Hollywood series, sponsored on that network by George A. Hormel & Co.
(Spam).
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Five

Dept.
More

Declines
Prize

FCC Onslaught Against
Self-Regulation Method
BLUNTLY rejecting as not prosecutable five additional prize contest
programs referred by the FCC as
possible violation of the lottery
statutes, the Department of Justice
has cleared its docket of all cases
following the Pot o' Gold formula,
and apparently has stopped dead
in its tracks the FCC onslaught
against this type of program.
While formal announcement has
not been made either by the Department or the FCC, it was learned
authoritatively May 13 by Broadcasting that the Department had
taken precisely the same action in
these five new cases that it pursued
in the so-called Pot o' Gold case
April 12 [Broadcasting April 15].
0. John Rogge, Assistant Attorney
General in charge of the Criminal
Division, has advised FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly that after
a thorough examination the Department has concluded that prosecutive action should not be instituted. No detailed reasons were
given. Five Stations Involved
The new action came on citations
involving programs on five stations.
These were Mu$ico, on WGN, Chicago; Songo on WIP, Philadelphia;
Especially for You, on WFIL, Philadelphia; Sears' Grab Bag, on
WISE, Asheville; Dixie Treasure
Chest, on KRLD, Dallas.
The FCC referred these five prize
contest features to the Department
in a surge of action on March 29—
prior to the rulings on the Pot o'
Gold and Mead's Bakery
the latter broadcast over program,
a Texas
station.
When the Department returned
the Pot o' Gold and bakery program
citations, it had been expected the
additional five citations would likewise be returned without action. It
could not be stated with certainty,
however, since it was pointed out
there always is the possibility of
singling out some factor that might
turn the legal tide.
In these earlier programs, Mr.
Rogge advised the Department that

Action

Broadcasts

Award Contests Is Stopped;
Is Seen as Answer
following examination of the material submitted and careful consideration of the facts presented,
the Department had concluded that
prosecutive action under Section
316 of the Communications Act of
1934 should not be instituted. It is
reliably reported that virtually the
same language was used in connection with the five additional citations.
While these actions write finis to
prize contest program scrutiny under existing conditions, insofar as
the Department of Justice is concerned, it is nevertheless known
that several members of the Commission, particularly Chairman Fly,
regarddio".such
raWhetherprograms
the FCC aswill"bad
undertake some new effort to test their
legality under the lottery laws, as
a means of procuring a new interpretation ofcontests,
the "consideration"
factor in prize
is not clear.
But such a move is regarded as reThe Justice Department's
actionmote.
is tantamount
to the opinion
of counsel for the Government that
at best it could not win in actual
adjudication of the issues under
existing laws.
A&P Starts Series
Meanwhile, as a result of the
earlier ruling of the Department in
the Mu$ico case, a recrudescence of
prize contest programs has developed. Most spectacular was the reentry of Great Atlantic & Pacific
Tea Co. in radio, with test sponsorship of Mu$ico over three CBS stations in New England (WEEI,
Boston, WPRO, Providence, and
WGAN, Portland). The company
had been off the air since June, 1937
but returned with the Mu$ico program, which it has tied into Broadcast Music Inc., broadcasting industry subsidiary in the music publishing field designed to rid the industry of dependence upon ASCAP
(see page 30).
J. J. Byrnes, president of the
A&P New England Division, reported after the first broadcast
May 1 that his company was tre-

A SEAWALL built around several acres of fill will protect the transmitter house of WABC, New York CBS key, to be built
tiny Pea
Island m Long Island Sound, near New Rochelle, N. Y. This onis an
architect's drawing of the proposed new plant, which will replace WABC's
present 50 kw plant at Wayne, N. J. and which will entail an expenditure of $425,000. The antenna will be 336 feet high. Details of the unique
salt-water installation plans were published in the May 1 Broadcasting
BROADCASTING

mendouslythusiasmpleased
the enand interestwith
created.
He
called it a "song title guessing
game" in which Mu$ico cards are
distributed through A&P stores
with prizes awarded the winners.
The position taken by perhaps the
majority of the FCC apropos prize
contests is that the broadcasting
industry is placed in the position!
of "buying" its audience by con-1
ducting a giant nationwide varia-l
tion of "Bingo". While no dire
threats have been made, the very
fact that the Commission has seen
fit to refer no less than seven such
programs to the Department would
indicate that it is not satisfied with
them. Nevertheless, since the statute prohibits exercises of program
censorship by the FCC, it was felt
that the Commission's hands are
tied and that, even though it may
look askance upon such programs,
it can do nothing directly about it.
It was recalled, however, that the
FCC in the past has taken occasion
to cite stations on application renewals in connection with past
program performances. This has
been termed censorship "after the
fact" but there has never been any
direct legal test of this issue,,
though such notorious erstwhile
American broadcasters as Rev. Dr.
Bob Schuler, John R. Brinkley and
Norman T. Baker, the latter two
now
border
station
opera-'
tors, Mexican
were tossed
off the
air by
thei
former Federal Radio Commissioni
because they used their stations as
"private mouthpieces". The courts;
upheld these actions. They are not
regarded as parallel cases, however
A more likely course, it wasi
thought, might be the effort of the;
Commission to urge the industry,
via the self-regulation code, to dis'
courage the rampant development
of prize contests. In this respect, it
is entirely possible the NAB might
be urged, as part of its self -regulation code operation, to seek to control this development. It was recalled that a decade ago astrologers
were numerous on the air, soliciting
dollars for "dream books" and answering signs of the zodiac, in what
amounted to point-to-point commu
nication via broadcasting. Broad
casters themselves suppressed this
trend, so that today astrologers are
virtually non-existent on reputable
stations.
The FCC's Citations
The FCC, when it referred the
five additional prize contest pro
grams to the Department, described
them in its announcement as fol
lows:
"Mu$ico [WGN] is sponsored by
the National Tea Co., Chicago. Cards
are supplied by National Food Stores
and other sources. Bach card has five
rows of squares and five squares in
each row. Names of songs are involved
To
cash prize
in this
'game'
one'
mustwinbea lucky
enough
to get
a card
with the songs listed that are broad
cast, must listen to the program broad
cast, and must fill out or check the
correct names of the songs or musical;
selections broadcast, and must be the
first
telephone the answer to the
radio tostation.
"Songo [WIP] has similar char
acteristics, employing cards furnished
by the Nevins Drug Co., Philadelphia
"In Especially for You [WFIL] a
wheel is delphia
spunand suburban
to determine
from Philadirectories
the
person
who
is
to
be
given
a
chance
win a Farnsworth radio. If the
partyto
selected has a telephone, he is called.
(Continued on page 84)
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New

Blitzkrieg

Minimum
Changes
In Schedules
Occur
By BRUCE ROBERTSON

;3ERMANY'S latest campaign, the
invasion of Holland and Belgium,
mth its repercussions around the
3?lobe, found American radio thorIjughly prepared to bring to listensrs on this side of the Atlantic minlate-to-minute reports of action
iabroad.
) Although earlier broadcasts from
(Amsterdam had indicated no untoiward activities, reports of airplanes
iDver Holland in the late evening of
jMay 9, New York time,brought from
metwork executives an immediate
decision to keep open throughout
ithe night and news chiefs sumimoned their staffs at home and
labroad to stand by for whatever
ftnight develop.
Radio's war coverage drew the
jpraise of FCC Chairman Fly at a
ipress conference May 13. Pointing
5to "balanced perspective" in radio
mews reports and "discretion in giv'ing sources", Chairman Fly com' men ted, "Broadcasters have done a
whale of a job in keeping us in- formed on war news". He termed
^radio coverage of the European
''conflict, based on reports of both
independent news representatives
-and news services, an "intelligent
'and fair sort of job".
Special Features
At 1:02 a. m. in New York, the
) United Press flash that German
Itroops had invaded Holland started
a series of bulletins and special
broadcasts occurring with such rae "pidity that, as one observer at MBS
n ilieadquarters remarked, not a sini( ^gle musical number was broadcast
without interruption.
High spot of NBC's broadcasts
during that first night was a talk
by Dr. Alexander Loudon, minister
lit- of the Netherlands to the United
II ^States. In New York when the news
ilf broke and unable to reach his homeland by phone, Dr. Loudon had gone
to the NBC studios for further in. formation and at 4 a. m. went on
Tthe air over the combined Red and
Blue networks. At 6:20 a. m. he
made another broadcast over MBS.
Meanwhile, at CBS, Elmer Davis,
who had been routed out of bed and
rushed to the studio to interpret
the fast-moving events, had summoned his old friend Hendrik Willi Ilem Van Loon, noted writer and authority on his native Holland, and
Capt. Jan Von Stoppen of the Netherlands Army, in New York as an
official of the Netherlands Railway,
^ and interviewed them on the air on
military aspects of the invasion at
5:02 a. m.
Earlier, at about 2 a. m., while
Davis was making his first broadcast on the Nazi drive into the Low
Countries, the CBS shortwave listening post had picked up Goebt^' bels' announcement of the invasion
to the German people and the
,^ world and a running translation
was made which Davis put on the

BROADCASTING

NO

Finds

TIGHTENING

OF

Industry
RADIO

CONTROL

THE LATEST Nazi blitzkrieg, as far as can be discerned now, will have
no bearing on the operations of American broadcasting stations from the
regulatory standpoint, it was stated May 13 in high official quarters.
While misgivings have been expressed in some quarters that further
neutrality proclamations, drafted by the Administration, might in some
way affect the status of radio operations, a canvass by Broadcasting^ of
the Federal Departments and agencies affected did not yield any indication
of any imminent application of regulatory controls. On the contrary,
Washington officialdom was relying largely upon network broadcasts for
first-hand information on the developments in war-torn Europe.
Last August, when the European situation became tense, various Governmental agencies met with the State Department to devise proposed
proclamations covering communications for Presidential consideration in
the event conditions warrant [Broadcasting, Sept. 1]. These are still
in the State Department archives. While in the case of international communications and international broadcasting some steps to preserve American neutrality are possible, it is felt that action would have to be responsive to the conditions as they exist at that precise moment. Insofar
as standard broadcasting is concerned, little reason for alarm is seen.
The Administration feels that radio not only is doing a praiseworthy job
of news coverage, but also, by keeping the people enlightened, can be
employed to maintain public morale.
While the President is given broad powers under Section 606 of the
Communications Act to commandeer all communications in time of "national emergency", which has already been declared, it is authoritatively
stated that such a move would not even be considered unless the United
States becomes definitely involved in the conflict. Even then, _ extreme
doubt as to such a course with regard to broadcasting is exhibited.^ The
frequencies in the broadcast band would not be employed for military
communications, and the importance of keeping the public informed is
recognized as paramount, even by strict militarists.
air as he received it from the translator.
Special pickups from correspondents in the European capitals were
aired by both NBC and CBS during the early morning hours, while
MBS broadcast news in English
picked up by Press Wireless from
London, Berlin, Paris and Tokyo.
Tlie Tokyo pickup, at 8:40 a. m.,
was the first broadcast on the new
developments in Europe to come
from the Orient to American listeners.
UP's Advance Plans
The UP coverage of the invasion,
which is said to have beat other
news services from 45 to 90 minutes, was credited to special arrangements made well in advance,
through which, when the Dutch
officials discontinued all incoming
and outgoing telephone and teletype communications to keep all
channels immediately available for
official use, UP channels remained
open. Thus Clifford L. Day, UP
news chief in Amsterdam, well before midnight in America was able
to report foreign airplanes over
Holland and the action of the Dutch
anti-aircraft batteries. At midnight
came his report that Dutch fighting
planes were diving on German
bombers.
First broadcast from Holland
after the invasion was made on
NBC-Blue at midnight on Sunday,
May 12, by Louise Wight, who gave
an eye-witness account of conditions in Amsterdam, where she has
succeeded Margaret Rupli as NBC
correspondent. Miss Rupli has gone
to England. Immediately following
her broadcast Miss Wight was talking to Mr. Schechter on the radiotelephone when she heard the airraid sirens and was put back on
the air, describing the scene while
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the sirens were clearly audible in
the background.
This incident was a repetition of
what occurred during a CBS broadcast earlier the same evening.
Thomas Grandin, CBS correspondent in Paris, had completed his report from the French capital during the network's regular evening
European round-up when the sirens
sounded there and he requested the
air again and brought to CBS listeners the scream of sirens warning of a possible air raid. Grandin
explained that he had tried to open
a window in the studio so that the
sound might be heard more clearly,
but was not permitted to do so as
"the light from the studio might
have attracted the enemy planes".
Although
Miss from
Wight's
was the
first
broadcast
Amsterdam
since the invasion, eyewitness accounts from Brussels had been
broadcast by all three networks and
Victor Luschini, MBS war reporter
stationed with the French troops
on the Western Front, had broadcast a vivid description of the Nazi
bombings of French border towns.
Edwin Hartrich, CBS correspondent in Amsterdam, had also cabled
a number of messages to the network's New York headquarters,
where they were read on the air.
Schedules Maintained
Augmenting its other coverage,
Mutual has been presenting numerous pickups of news broadcasts in
English from London, Paris, Berlin, Rome, Moscow, Tokyo and
Ankara, giving American listeners
an opportunity of hearing the same
news events as interpreted and reportedernment
by thesources.
various
govThese official
programs,
picked up by Press Wireless and
fed to MBS by wirelines, are presented as they occur or later via

Prepared
recordings, according to MBS schedules. This service has replaced the
plan of recording several of these
broadcasts, editing them and recording for broadcasting in combination as a single program which
MBS inaugurated at the time of
the Munich crisis and has employed
on several occasions since.
Possibly the most remarkable
feature
of radio's
coverage
latest turn
of the war
is the of
waythis
in
which listeners have been kept fully
informed of all developments without any serious disturbance of their
normal listening habits. While such
broadcasts as the resignation speech
of Britain's Prime Minister, Neville Chamberlain, were of course
carried
by all the networks
regard-in
less of commercial
commitments,
the main the network program and
news departments have operated in
such a fashion as to fit the war
news into normal program schedules with a minimum of interference.
News bulletins are, whenever possible, spotted during station breaks.
Special pickups from abroad are
placed in periods usually devoted
to sustaining orchestras. Any unusual or especially important war
bulletin is given precedence without question over all other broadcasts, but network program executives have not forgotten that their
facilities are to the average listener primarily a source of entertainment and that to cancel an installment of a serial program that is
followed faithfully by hundreds of
thousands of women throughout the
land is not rendering those listeners a service unless the cancellation is absolutely essential to the
public interest.
Fight Shifted
A case
in point
handling of the
addressis ofNBC's
President
Roosevelt on the evening of May
10, which had been scheduled for
the Red Network. Developments
abroad during the day had so increased the importance of and the
interest
the President's
speechit
that NBCin wanted
to broadcast
on both networks. But the Blue was
scheduled to carry the AmbersJenkins championship fight beginat 10 p. m. andwhich,
continuing
until itsningconclusion,
if it went
the full 15 rounds, would keep it on
the air well past 10:30.
A. A. Schechter, NBC director of
news and special events, got in
touch with the management of
Madison Square Garden and the
fighters'
managers
for the title
bout to and
startarranged
at 9:30
p. m. Announcements were made at
the ringside of the change and the
spectators present in the Garden
were told if they cared to remain
the broadcast
of the
President's
address would be
brought
to them
through the loudspeaker system.
Illustrating the interest in the international situation was the reaction of the fight fans, who cheered
the announcement and who stayed
in considerable numbers to hear the
Paul White, public affairs head at
speech.
{Continued on page 80)
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Evans

KDKA,

WBZ

Shifts

to Red

Net

Foreseen
Are
Late in 1941
Other Westinghouse Station Changes Discussed;
Network Lineups in Several Cities Involved
TENTATIVE conclusions under ice" but do not specify Red or Blue
which both KDKA, Pittsburgh, and affiliations. He declined to speculate
on the effect of moving KDKA and
WBZ, Boston, Westinghouse-owned
stations, will switch from the Blue WBZ to the Red on the competitive
to the Red network, probably late network structure in the Pittsburgh
next year, are understood to have and New England areas, reiteratbeen reached between officials of
ing that the shift has not been defithe two organizations, with prenitely set and that therefore it
liminary conversations already in would be a waste of time to conprogress regarding revised affiliajecture on its possible effects.
tions for other stations.
Despite this, affiliates themselves
While final arrangements have were talking about possible changes.
not been made, according to NBC
For example, it was held that a
officials, it was ascertained that shift of WCAE to the Blue Network is a distinct possibility, in the
Westinghouse had received a virtual commitment regarding the light of transfer of KDKA to the
shifts of the Boston and Pittsburgh
Red. A parallel move, it was restations, which on July 1 revert to
ported, might be the transfer of
full Westinghouse management in WBAL, also a Hearst-owned station like WCAE, from the Blue to
lieu of program and sales management exercised by NBC since 1931. the Red, particularly since it is
WBZA, Springfield, Mass., and slated for 50,000-watts operation.
KYW, Philadelphia, also have been WFBR, Baltimore, is the present
program-inanaged by NBC and re- Red outlet.
vert to Westinghouse July 1.
Synchronizing Problem
Broadcasters Confer
Still in the realm of speculation
Conversation has centered on a but regarded as possible, contingent
possible switch in affiliations at the on the Westinghouse changes, were
end of Daylight Saving Time next affiliation shifts in such cities as
year, or Sept. 28, 1941. These shifts, Portland, Boston, Worcester, Proviif accomplished, may affect the
dence and Hartford, in New England, as well as Pittsburgh and
status of perhaps a dozen stations,
Baltimore.
not only as between NBC Red and
In industry circles, the 1941
Blue networks but also CBS and
switchover date was seen as the
MBS.
Officials of stations in the areas most expedient from NBC's standpoint. It would give the networks
involved have conferred with network executives during the last more than a year in which to revise commercials and permit notifortnight, in the light of the Westfication to all accounts on the netinghouse shift. These have included
works of the impending changes if
such broadcasters as Walter C.
are finally worked out.
Evans, vice-president of Westing- they
One complication in connection
house Radio Stations Inc.; John with
the Boston situation is that of
Shepard 3d, president of Yankee
Network, several stations of which the synchronized operation of WBZ
constitute the NBC-Red segment in and WBZA, the latter in Springfield. Both now ai'e Blue outlets. If
the New England area; E. E. Hill,
general manager of WTAG, Wor- the shift to the Red is made, WBZA
cester, basic Red outlet; Paul W. presumably would have to be included, unless some method of "unMorency, general manager of
WTIC, Hartford, basic Red outlet; synchronizing" the stations is
worked
out. With WBZ on the Red
H. M. Bitner, Hearst executive, in
behalf of WCAE, Pittsburgh, basic and WBZA on the Blue, one of the
Red outlet, and WBAL, Baltimore, overlapping coverage situations
basic Blue; Leonard K a p n e r, would be eliminated.
WCAE general manager; Hope
Barroll, executive vice-president of AAAA
to Hold Panel
WFBR, Baltimore, and others.

In Sales StafE Shifts

By

No 'Imminent' Shifts
William S. Hedges, vice-president of NBC in charge of stations,
refuted reports of any "imminent"
switchover of KDKA and WBZ
from Blue to Red. He added, however, that while it is expected that
both of these 50,000-watt stations
eventually will become Red affiliates, no plans for such a shift have
been formulated. Whether the
change occurs in one, two or three
years will depend upon future developments, he indicated.
Asked about contractual relations
with WNAC, Boston Red outlet,
and key of the Yankee Network,
and WCAE, Mr. Hedges said these
contracts, like all of NBC's contracts with affiliates, with one or
two exceptions call for "NBC servPage 18 • May
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On Advertising Control
A TOWN HALL type of discussion
on the question, "To What Extent
Should Advertising Be Controlled
and by Whom?", will be the highlight of the Friday morning session of the 23d annual meeting of
the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, to be held May 16-17 at
the Waldorf - Astoria, New York.
George V. Denny Jr., moderator of
the Town Hall Meeting of the Air,
will act in the same capacity and
Mrs. Anna Steese Richardson, Woman's Home Companion, will be the
interrogator. Donald E. Montgomery, Consumers' Counsel, AAA, and
Colston
E. Warne, president of
Consumers' Union, vsdll represent
the "Critics", while Stanley High,
author, and Fulton Oursler, editor
of Liberty, will speak for the "Defenders".

Mr. Boyd

Mr. Morton
NBC
Local

Shifts

Spot,

Sales

Staffs

Morton, Boyd Get New Duties
Under Westinghouse Change
FIRST result of the announced
withdrawal of Westinghouse stations KDKA, Pittsburgh, KYW,
Philadelphia, WBZ, Boston , and
WBZA, Springfield, from the list of
stations programmed by NBC and
their reversion to Westinghouse
management on July 1 is a shift
in NBC's spot and local sales setup that assigns new duties to Oliver
Morton and Maurice M. Boyd.
As announced by Sidney N.
Strotz, NBC vice-president in
charge of the central division, on
May 15, Mr. Morton, who has been
manager
the sales,
centralbecomes
division's
spot and oflocal
NBC's special representative in
the mid-west for the sale of national spot time on the six Westinghouse stations (including
WOWO and WGL, Fort Wayne,
already managed by Westinghouse) which will be exclusively
represented by NBC beginning
Sept. 1. Mr. Boyd, previously
NBC's New York spot sales manager, on May 15 moves to Chicago
to succeed Mr. Morton as spot and
local sales manager of the central
division of NBC.
Reps for All NBC Stations
In cooperation with Mr. Boyd,
Mr. Morton vsdll also continue to
represent the 11 stations programmed by NBC: WEAF and
WJZ, New York; WENR and
WMAQ, Chicago; KGO and KPO,
San Francisco; WRC and WMAL,
Washington; WGY, Schenectady;
WTAM, Cleveland; KOA, Denver.
Of that list, KGO, WGY and KOA
are owned by General Electric Co.,
WMAL by the Washington Star,
and the remaining seven by NBC.
Mr. Boyd's new duties include supervision of local sales of WENR
and WMAQ and direction of national spot sales for NBC programmed stations originating in
the central division. No decision
has been made as to whom will be
appointed to succeed Mr. Boyd in
New York or to act as New York
representative
house stations. for the WestingBoth Mr. Morton and Mr. Boyd
are former Westinghouse employes. Mr. Morton joined KDKA as a
salesman in 1928. Two years later
he went to Chicago as sales representative for all Westinghouse stations. In 1931 he moved to Boston
as commercial manager of WBZ
and WBZA, and in 1932 returned to
KDKA as station manager. In 1933
he joined NBC as Chicago representative forstations
the and
network's
grammed
in 1938 prowas
BROADCASTING

to

Headquarter

Westinghouse Stations
At KYW, Philadelphia
PREPARING FOR assumption of
full independent status July 1 of
Westinghouse stations now program-managed byNBC, Walter C.
Evans, vice-president of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., announced May 7 that headquarters
for the group will be established in
Philadelphia under his personal direction. The new KYW Bldg. at
1619 Walnut St., recently acquired
by Westinghouse, will be used for
the headquarters staff. Operations
of KDKA, Pittsburgh, KYW,
WBZ-WBZA, Boston and Springfield, and W 0 W 0 - W G L, Fort
Wayne, will be directed from Philadelphia.
Mr. Evans will actively supervise
both broadcasting and manufacturing divisions, the latter located at
Baltimore. He will divide his time
between the two cities. Prior to
July 1, Mr. Evans plans additional
appointments to the executive staff
in Philadelphia.
George A. Harder, veteran Westinghouse publicity man. May 6 took
over new duties as director of publicity for the six stations, temporarily headquartering in Baltimore.
He will move to Philadelphia under
the new organization. For more
than 18 years Mr. Harder has been
with WBZ-WBZA as publicity,
sales promotion, news and special
events director. He is a native of
Philmont, N. Y. He joined Westinghouse in 1927 as publicity director of the Boston-Springfield
stations and when NBC took over
the programming of the stations in
1932, the entire staff was shifted
to the network. Mr. Harder served
on the staff of former Gov. Joseph
B. Ely as radio advisor and has
handled special assignments for
several Governors of Massachusetts
and New Hampshire.
Consumer Relations
THE Committee on Consumer Relations in Advertising met in New
York May 8 and heard a report of
Dr. Kenneth Dameron, director,
upon activities of the recently created organization, designed to foster cooperative action in dealing
vsdth consumer problems. Present
at the session were Neville Miller,
NAB president, representing radio;
John A. Benson, chairman, American Association of Advertising
Agencies; Julius Adler, New York
Times, representing newspapers;
Chester LaRoche, Young & Rubicam, representing advertising agencies; Fred Healy, Curtis Publishing Co., representing magazines;
William Raydel, Newell - Emmett
Co., also representing advertising
agencies.
appointed
NBC's
naspotmanager
and local ofsales
departmenttional
in Chicago.
Mr. Boyd served in the Westinghouse advertising department
from 1928 to 1931, when he was
transferred to the sales promotion
staff of KDKA and later to WBZ
as sales promotion manager. In
1932 he became a partner in the
radio research firm of Benjamin
Sojev & Associates, and in 1933
joined NBC's national spot sales
staff in New York, becoming New
York spot sales manager in 1937.
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miles, attend five or six farm meetings, deliver two
talks, and broadcast two daily farm programs and
two weekly programs. Every week in the year it's
that way — so we think it's something to get a little
excited about — for you to get excited about!

Because, look— with 25%

of all the "Grade A"

farm land in these United States . . . ^659,359,000

**Twenty'six

farm income (1939) . . . Iowa is the nation's

callers

No. 1 agricultural state. WHO — located almost

to see youy Sir!**
#

exactly in the center of this rich territory — covers

Maybe you think an average of 26 callers a

it completely. And that becomes doubly important

week isn't so many. Maybe you have that many

when you consider that 85%

callers a day! But listen! These people are farmers

Iowa are radio homes . . . and that WHO

and farm leaders, representing every important

favorite station (want proof?).

farm organization in the Midwest. And

Take it from us — the farm service facilities of

they're

calling in person on Herb Plambeck, our busy and

WHO

of all farm homes in

are important to you. How

is their

about letting

popular Farm Editor — who also finds time to gather
us give you all the details?
and edit 122 stories every week, make 25 calls,
interview 40 people, write 41 letters, travel 314
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Head

FCC

Taylor-Rauh
Both Harvard Graduates ;
Acquired From Other
Federal Agencies
ANOTHER youthful team, chosen
from New Deal agencies, has been
selected by the FCC to take over
direction of its Law Department,
with the appointments of Telford
Taylor, 32-year-old special assistant
to the Attorney General, and Joseph
L. Rauh Jr., 29-year-old assistant
general counsel of the Wage & Hour
Administration. They will succeed
William J. Dempsey and William C.
Koplovitz, who have resigned to
enter private law practice in Washington [Broadcasting May 1].
Paralleling generally the backgrounds of their predecessors, the
two new appointees are honor graduates of Harvard. While they have
not constituted a legal team as had
Dempsey and Koplovitz, they have
been associated in Government legal
work during the last few years. The
appointments, by unanimous vote
of the FCC, were regarded as in
the nature of installing a new
"junior Corcoran-Cohen" team for
the FCC, as the Dempsey-Koplovitz
team had become known.
Mr. Taylor, described by former
associates as an outstanding Government lawyer, recommended the
appointment of Mr. Rauh (pronounced Rowe) two days after he
was designated for the FCC post
May 6. It is understood the attorneys intend to follow the DempseyKoplovitz precedent by taking over
identical assignments. Mr. Rauh
will be senior assistant general
counsel in charge of administrative
and appellate activities.
Mr. Taylor joined the FCC May
6 immediately upon his appointment as special counsel. He will become general counsel upon retirement of Mr. Dempsey, expected
within a fortnight. Mr. Rauh's status will be the same until such time
as Mr. Koplovitz leaves. The new
attorneys have had no direct experience inradio or communications
but have handled litigation in related fields as Government counsel.
Denies Reports of Friction
Prior to the announcement of
Mr. Taylor's appointment. Chairman Fly at a press conference May
4 refuted published reports of purported friction between the Dempsey-iE£oplovitz team and the Commission, notably over the recent
television turmoil. Declaring he
wanted their successors to follow
"along the same lines", he said the
retiring officials had "done a swell
job and I only wish they could have
stayed." He added there never was
"any difference of opinion between
myself and the two Bills and, so
far as I know, between them and
either the Commission as a whole
or any individual commissioners."
"I consider their going as a personal loss," he declared.
When Messrs. Dempsey and Koplovitz were appointed to the FCC a
year-and-a-half ago, they were 32
and 29 respectively. Messrs. Taylor
and Rauh are 32 and 29. The incoming general counsel is a graduPage 20
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and is now pending in the House.
Since October, 1939, Mr. Taylor
has been special assistant to the
Attorney General in charge of the
Court of Claims section of the Department of Justice. He has appeared for the Department in many
cases before the Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia and the
Supreme Court. Mrs. Taylor is the
niece of Dean James M. Landis of
the Harvard Law School.
Former associates of the new
general counsel describe him as a
"middle-road liberal" who is careful and thorough in weighing facts
and reaching determinations. His
wide experience in holding company
matters, particularly in connection
with the railroad investigation,
probablytivities
will
be reflected
in his acwith the
FCC.
Leaves Labor Dept.

TELFORD

TAYLOR

ate of Williams College and Harvard Law School and despite his
youth has had seven years of varied experience in three governmental departments and as associate counsel of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee's railroad finance investigation.
The son of John B. Taylor, research scientist of the General
Electric laboratories at Schenectady, the new general counsel attended local Schenectady schools
and was graduated from Williams
in 1928 VTith a B.A. degree. He
taught history and political science
at Williams for a year while studying for his Master of Arts degree.
In 1932 he was graduated from
Harvard Law School as an LL.B.
cum laude, having served on the
editorial board of the Harvard Law
Review. After serving for a year
as law secretary to U. S. Circuit
Judge Augustus N. Hand in New
York from 1932 to 1933, he was
named assistant solicitor of the Interior Department, where he handled public lands and reclamation
cases. The following two years he
was senior attorney of the Agriculture Adjustment Administration, handling preparation of opinions, and later was engaged in legislative work with Congressional
committees in the formulation of
AAA legislation.
Railroad Inquiry

For the next four years Mr. Taylor was associate counsel of the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee investigating railroads and
railroad finances, working under
Chairman Burton K. Wheeler and
Max Lowenthal, senior committee
counsel. He directed the work of
the New York office of the Senate
subcommittee among other activities and cooperated with the ICC
in the preparation of legislation to
give that agency expanded powers
in financial regulation of railroads,
which passed the Senate last May

Mr. Rauh resigned as assistant
general counsel of the Wage &
Hour Division of the Department
of Labor to assume the FCC post.
He was born in Cincinnati Jan. 3,
1911, and is the son of a manufacturer in that city. Educated at private schools in Cincinnati, he entered Harvard College in 1928,
graduating magna cum laude in
1932. He was graduated from Harvard Law School at the head of
his class in 1935, also magna cum
laude, and was also on the board of
the Harvard Law Review.
From 1935 to 1936 Mr. Rauh
was on the legal staff of SEC, participating in litigation involving
constitutionality of the Public
Holding Company Act and related
litigation. In 1936 he became law
secretary to Justice Benjamin N.
Cardozo and served in that capacity
until the death of the justice in
1938. From 1938 to 1939 Mr. Rauh
was on the legal staff of the National Power Policy Committee,
working directly under Benjamin
V. Cohen of the Corcoran-Cohen
team, who serves as its general
General Counsel's Aide

JOSEPH L. RAUH JR.

BROADCASTING

counsel. In January 1939, he became law secretary to Justice Felix
Frankfurter but in March was appointed to the Wage & Hour Administration as assistant general
counsel, serving under General
Counsel Calvert Magruder, noM
Federal judge in Boston.
At the Wage & Hour Division h(
has had charge of all interpretative
work and the drafting of all find
ings in wage order cases. He par
ticipated in the Opp Cotton Mills
case, which established the consti
tutionality of the Fair Labor Stand'
ards Act.
WBf^X TO OPERATE
FULLTIME ON 5 KW,
FULLTIME operation with 5,O0C
watts for WBNX, New York, is
now scheduled to begin about May
15 under
the from
FCC'sthegrant
ing
the power
formerincrease
1,00(
night and 5,000 day levels. A nevj
Western Electric transmitter has
been installed at Carlstadt, N. J.
replacing the old plant on th«
Palisades at Cliffside, N. J. WBNX
actually has been operating from
the new plant since last February,
It represented an investment of
$100,000 and construction was supervised byHerbert L. Wilson, consulting engineer.
The new transmitter uses a
three - element directional array
antenna with maximum power radiated over the metropolitan New
York area, and is housed in a
modern new brick building. The
230-foot Truscon towers are suppiles with
drivfflia
30 feet ported
intoby 84theconcrete
marsh land,
ground system of copper strips
covering an area of about nine
acres. WBNX reports that at 57th
St. and Broadway the field inten-'
sity measurements
of the
new station equals more than
80 mv.,
and
WBNX estimates that, based on z
2 mv. limitation, coverage has been
increased from 6,487,326 to 7,969,300 population.
Intensive Pall Mall Drive
Under Way in New York
AMERICAN CIGARETTE &
CIGAR Co., New York, on April 30
started the largest spot campaign
of its history in the New York area
for Pall Mall cigarettes using fiveminute programson and
announcements
six 40-100
stations.word
On
WABC, the company sponsors four
series : 100-word announcements six
on Larry Elliot's Ristimes weekly
Son program;
five-minute
Odd ing
Side
of the Newsthe program
six
times weekly; news, Saturdays and
Sundays,p. 11-11:05
a. m., and news
2:55-3
m. Sundays.
On WEAF and WJZ, the company is using four daily recorded
five-minute
programs
of NBC group
Thesaurus music,
and a similar
of 40-word spot announcements,
Mondays through Saturdays, split
evenly
between the ontwoWEAF
stations.
The announcements
are
during the Forty Winks Club proand on WJZ
during
fast ingram,
Bedlam.
A total
of 97Breakspots
weekly are sponsored on WHN, 55
weekly on WMCA and 8 weekly on
WQXR. Young & Rubicam, New
York, handles the account.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York (Pall Mall), is negotiating with
Fred Astaire, film actor, to head a proposed fall network show, to be handled by Young & Rubicam, New York.
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England newspaper
Ne
which, deferentially chronicling the life of one of the community's battle-scarred" Civil War
veterans, unfortunately ended up
by omitting an "r" and emerging
in print with a "battle-scared veteran".
Eager to salve the outraged digreladeceasedthe warrior's
nitytivesof the
and friends,
journal in its
next issue proclaimed its apology
and passed off the matter with a
correction that ran something like:
"The reference to the deceased as
a 'battle-scared veteran' was unfortunate and unintentional. Of
course we meant 'bottle-scarred
veteran'."
Not every day does a double-'barreled boner like this occur, but
neither do "bulls" pop up solely in
the printed word. Radio certainly
has it share [Broadcasting, Sept.
15, 1936; Aug. 15, 1938]. Here is a
current crop collected by Broadcasting since its last compilation.
A Matter of Names
To the famous slip by Harry Von
Zell who, introducing Herbert
Hoover, referred to him as "Hoobert Heever", may be added this
story out of the 1936 political campaign. A flowery introduction of
Col. Frank W. Knox was being delivered by a New Mexican politico
at a local rally, during which the
Republican vice-presidential candidate was to deliver a campaign
speech. After referring to Col.
Knox as the running mate of Alf
M. Landon, the Republican Party's
"peerless leader", with a bunch of
the usual "man who" descriptions,
the speaker wound up: "And now,
ladies and gentlemen, it gives me
great pleasure to introduce Col. Alf
Knox."
M. The
first time KMOX, St. Louis,
invited Rev. Louis Sieck of the Zion

©
1

(V/C
SoWT

Lutheran Church to its Church of
the Air pulpit, studio technicians
gave him a thorough schooling in
the trick of concluding his sermon
on the dot. Later the cleric was invited to broadcast again. This time
he knew all the answers. Watching
the big studio clock tick off his
time, Parson Sieck smiled securely
as he fancied finishing in an expert
dead heat. "Glory to God in the
highest," he intoned, "Amen!" Then
■with barely a pause he crowed,
"Well boys, we hit it right on the
nose." Actually Parson Sieck had
fallen short of the nose by some
two seconds.
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By LEWIE
Another is told of Ransome Sherman, well-known Chicago radio comedian. Waxing juvenile as m.c. of
his Club Matinee variety program
one day, he went to work on a satire
on the current vogue for quiz programs. "Now children," he ad libbed, "We will begin our quizzies,
and
put over
to thehistesties."
The you
hush will
thatbe fell
studio
audience was overpowered only
when Ransome went into some
rapid-fire gagging to cover up the
break.
Tongue-twisters more than often
cause confusion among even the
most linguistically proficient announcers. Among embarrassing moments recalled by Andre Baruch
was the time he announced that a
Marine Roof program was originat-

ing on the "Maroon Reef". David
Ross, as CBS poet-announcer, remembers the time he referred to
Tito Guizar as "Tito Guitar and
his romantic guizar".
Strag a Snuck
Newscaster Floyd Rodgers, of
WIS, Columbia, S. C, not so long
ago was amazed, coming to the
phrase "struck a snag", to hear
"snuck a strag" emanate from his
voice box. And Milton Cross, veteran NBC announcer, probably
never will forget his rendition of
the "Prince of Pilsen" as the "Pill
of Princeton". Deems Taylor,
famed music critic and composer,
tells how, during a critique on Sigmund Romberg, he meant to say,
"Mr. Romberg is a great (Jerome)
Kern fan" — but ended up declaring
he was a "fern can". When Announcer Charles Law of WJBC,
Bloomington, 111., slips, he does it
up big. Closing a Sunday evening
concert of transcribed melodies he
commented, "For the last 45 hours
youMiscellaneous
have heard . lapsus
. ."
linguae of
unsung authorship include "ragged
individualists" and the "abdominal
habit" of mixing beer and ice
cream. One unfortunate, declaiming the merits of a wonderful new
hairbrush, climaxed his dissertation
with: "There are seventeen-thousandths of a hair in this brush".
Another, reading a breakfast food
commercial to American housewives, asked bluntly, "Does your

V.

in

Wielders
Fluhs

GILPIN

husband wake up dull and lustAnother listeners' surprise came
while Charles Friedrichs, secretary
of the San Francisco SPCA, speaking on one of the Uncle Charley
Pet
Club broadcasts of KYA, San
less?"
Francisco, was extolling the virtues
of a brave puppy. Announcer Richard Wynne was all set, with a
sound-effects record, to imitate a
dog's bark. The KYA audience
heard Mr. Friedrichs: "And now,
Rover, tell the audience how glad
you
to receive
this honor.Wynne
. . ."
And are
at this
cue. Announcer
started his record — but instead of
a bark, out came the bawling of an
infant.
A couple of years ago an account
of a major disaster was cut into a
commercial program. The bulletin
announcement ended: "... the exact number of dead is not yet
known." Listeners, switched back to
the regular program, jumped or
smiled, depending on their sensibilities, at a husky contralto starting to sing: "Take a number from
one to ten, double it, and add a
million. . . ."
When Mike Isn't Dead
The "dead mike" has long been a
source of some of the juiciest startlers. Ben Grauer, not realizing his
microphone was open, is reported
to have facetiously filled in a station break with, "This is WJZilch,
New York". And although the
mike was known to be wide open in
this case, a man-on-the-street interviewer recently ran to the other
extreme with a non-talking German
refugee. Urging him to say something about the Nazi regime by
pointing to America's freedom of
speech, the announcer stepped back
on his heels when the ex-German
finally acceded. His exclamatory remarks about Herr Hitler all but
melted the microphone.
There's a section of the law prohibiting profanity on the air — but
sometimes it's no fault of the station, which certainly shouldn't forfeit its license for what some manon-the-street might say. It was during the famous Chicago stockyards
fire a few years ago that a big
Chicago station was doing an outside pickup. Spectators were asked
to comment. "What do you think of
the fire?" the announcer asked one
burly passerby, "It's a son-of-a
b____
a fire, ain'treply.
it!" came the
wholly ofunexpected
Even the British have their
troubles. Witness BBC announcers'
reference to "His Holiness, the
Pipe", or "The Society for the
Propagation of the Gospital". Or
take
the description of a volcanic
eruption which included, according
to the announcer, "a large area of
lager rapidly overcoming the village". Or if you prefer, consider
the news dispatch concerning

BROADCASTING

the

Mike

changes in the equipment of London's mobile police, stating that
"Arrangements have been made for
the London police to change their
combinations
this winter."
Frequent trouble
is encountered
by BBC announcers, and with sometimes alarming results, in pronouncing the names of some of the localities of the native heath. Small wonder, with such as Ulgham, Garboldisham, Hardenhuish, Hautbois,
Puncknowle, Meols, Twechar, Milngavie, or easier ones like Brechin
City and Partick Thistle.
Among the most arresting slips
of speech are the intentional mala-

props pulled by Jane Ace, who is
forever
in a on
"baffle
with herengaged
husband
Easyof wits"
Aces.
Among the legion of adaptations
atti'ibuted to her are "the fly in the
oatmeal", "looking for a needle in
a smokestack", or speaking of a
certain swain "in words of one
cylinder", remarking that he is
"just acting hard to take".
Coincidence
and queer
jumbledslips
connections often cause
that
are not the fault of vocal chords.
Some time ago a St. Louis announcer, waiting for a silent interval in
which to read a one-minute commercial, absentmindedly chose the
moment following the introductory
announcement: "The next voice you
will hear will be that of Pope Pius
XI." During the ensuing silence the
announcer chirped, "Ajax beer is
the beer forWire
me." Trouble
About a year ago consternation
reigned at a Midwest station when
its power line was shunted across a
telephone wire. Instead of the studio program, listeners received a
frank five-minute telephone discourse between a housewife and her
husband, preparing to leave his office, coveringrepast.
the choice of food for
the evening
Alongecclesiastical
this same dignitary
line, a welknown
was
ready with a statement about the
European
— a first-class
torical crisis
event important
enough histo
break into the network program.
"The next voice you hear," ex"will be
that of . plained
. .".the announcer,
But from somewhere
among the nooks and crannies of a
Midwestern outlet, where the right
switch had not been thrown, came
an impressive and startling "Kilch's
beerIn will
quenchdepartment.
your thirst".
a special
Radio &
Screen Guide, fan magazine, prints
weekly a list of prize-winning flubs,
(Continued on page 71)
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I "You know how it is when a girl
P has her desk outside the Boss's
office. When the boys come in off the
road, they sort of stand around and
let things drop.

2 "All
last winter
talking
about they
radiokept
—
arguing that this or that was
best in their territories. Me? I
just listened.

started growling at
ty soon
"Prethe
3 Once
me.
even the
lost Boss
his
temper unintentionally.

4" different
'These menkindsof ofours
need
radioallbroadcasting,' hemutters, 'different kinds of
talent, news, sports, music, drama,
announcements, live and recorded —
all at different times in different cities.'

Wide-awake
SPOT
makes

Salesmen

find

RADIO

dreams

come

true

It gives broadcasting the flexibility that
meets the local needs of national advertisers. SPOT RADIO means using radio
stations individually— at the best possible
time for each territory, with shows of any
length or type, live or transcribed.
Local sales drives, special tie-ins, introductory offers— all can have the individual touch that makes every penny count
turnssuccess!
"just another campaign" into
aandsmash
5"'Somesaythey need a single highpower station to fit their territories— others want regional coverage.'
'Why don't you give them all what they
want?' I ask. 'That would mean about five
different kinds of radio,' he snaps back.

6"

'What
if it would?'
can have
as manyI says,
kinds'you
as
you like If you use SPOT RADIO. That's
the way a national advertiser solves
each local radio situation — precisely."

ANY TIME

ANY LENGTH

ANY WHERE

For any advertiser or agency executive who wants to see how SPOT RADIO can meet l}is individual situation, we shall he
very glad to prepare a special outline.
EBWARD

PErRY&COMFMIY,INC.

Representing leading Radio Stations throughout the United States— individually
Offices in: NEW YORK . CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • DETROIT . ST. lOUIS . LOS ANGELES

Sawyer
Control

to Acquire
of

WING

Option Price for 51% Stock
Is Reported at $51,000
CONTEOL of WING, Dayton, will
be acquired, subject to FCC approval, by Charles Sawyer, vicepresident and general counsel of
Crosley Corp. and
Democratic national committeeman from Ohio,
under an option
held by the
Ohioan, expiring
June 1. The option price for
51% of the stock
is understood to CROWNED KING of press relations men at a surprise celebration staged
be $51,000.
in latter April by the WLW-WSAI staff, Cecil Carmichael, assistant to the
Mr. Sawyer
Mr. Sawyer
Crosley vice-president, James D. Shouse, was presented with "Carmichael
holds an option to acquire 100% of Jr.",
a black bear cub, represented as being the wayward offspring of
the station over a period of five Jack Benny's (Jello) Carmichael. Mayor James Garfield Stewart, of
years. Should the present licensees Cincinnati, who crowned Carmichael (left) looks on as Carmichael
desire Mr. Sawyer to take over nurses Carmichael Jr., with Mr. Shouse at right. All was well until Jr.
100% of the station on June 1, began to upset things at the Carmichael home, romping over furniture
which is their privilege, the price and doing calisthenics on the chandelier. He has been given to the Uniwill be $100,000. Mr. Sawyer, on the
versity ofCincinnati as mascot for the Bearcats, the school's football team.
other hand, holds an option to acquire the remaining 49% within a
five-year period at $75,000, or an
Buying WMAN Control
Newspaper
Buys
aggregate of $126,000.
CONTROL of WMAN, Mansfield,
Seeking Two Locals
O., new 250-watt daytime station on
WSAR,
Fall River
1370 kc. which went on the air
Mr. Sawyer is an applicant for
last
November, will be acquired, if
new local stations in Lancaster and Welch Closes Deal for Sale
FCC approval is obtained, by MonSpringfield [Broadcasting, April At a Reported $175,000
roe F. Rubin, Cleveland business15]. He was Democratic candidate
has agreed to purchase
for Governor of Ohio last year and, WILLIAM T. WELCH, who with the 93man, who
shares owned by George
in addition to being director and Mrs. Welch owns complete control Satterlee, Mansfield restaurant and
counsel for the Crosley interests, of Doughty & Welch Electric Co. market owner. The purchase price
including WLW and WSAI, he is Inc., licensee of WSAR, Fall River, would be $19,900. Mr. Rubin alalso identified with the Cincinnati Mass., has closed negotiations for
ready owns 50 shares of the stock,
Baseball Club and owns controlling the sale of that station for $175,000 which he acquired recently by purinterest in the Lancaster (0 ) to the publishers of the Fall River
chase. He is also a stockhoHer in
Eagle-Gazette.
Herald News. Application for trans- the companies operating WHKfer
of
ownership
to
the
newspaper
Management of WING was taken
WCLE, Cleveland; WHKC, Columover last June by Ronald B. Wood- company's subsidiary, the Fall Rivbus, and WJW, Akron. Remaining
er
Broadcasting
Co.,
has
been
filed
stockholders in WMAN are John
yard, formerly of WALR, Zanes- with the FCC.
ville, upon retirement from active
F. Weimer, 51 shares; Clyde Kessel,
WSAR operates with 1,000 watts local auto dealer. 26: Alfred Reeke,
management of Stanley M. Krohn
Jr., principal stockholder, who re- fulltime on 1450 kc, and is an out- Cleveland, 30. WMAN on May 8
let of both the Yankee and Colonial was granted fulltime with 250 watts
mained as president. At that time
by the FCC.
the station was completely reorgan- networks as well as MBS.
ized and an NBC optional Red and
Sevigny
to
Direct
Blue affiliation was procured. Mr.
The transaction involves half J. M. West Group Would
Krohn Jr. is listed as owner of 51%
cash and half notes payable over
of the stock in WSMK Inc., licensee
KTBC Facilities
years. Mr. Welch, who is also Acquire
CONDITIONAL unon an FCC adwith his father, S. M. Krohn Sr.' five
holdin
g 20%, and Lee Forest of an electrical contractor, remains
that KTBC, Austin, Tex.,
Cincinnati holding 12%. The sta- on the station's payroll as consul- should lose judication
license as one of the
tant but will relinquish its active six outlets itsinvolved
tion operates on 1380 kc. with 500
in the Rev.
management. The new manager rewatts day and 250 watts night
mains to be selected. Charles E. James G. Ulmer "hidden ownership" investigation [BroadcastSevigny, president of the news15, May 1], a group of
paper company, handled negotia- Texansing, Feb.
New Group Gets KEEN
has applied to the Commistions and is expected to direct the
sion for the facilities of that staA NEW company, formed to take station's operation.
tion. KTBC now operates with
over KEEN, Seattle, a 100-watt
The Fall River Herald News is kc.
outlet on 1370 kc. which shares controlled by the same interests that 1,000 watts specified hours on 1120
time with KRKO, Everett, Wash
own the Kelly-Smith Co., national
Applicants for its facilities are
was authorized by the FCC May 8 newspaper representatives, who J. M. West, Texas financier
to acquire the station from KVL
formerly represented stations but owns the Austin Daily Tribune who
and
Inc., licensee. The new company is who last year set up Headley-Read Dallas Dispatch Journal; J. Marion
Evergreen Broadcasting Corp., and Co. as a separate radio representa- West, his son; P. M. Stevenson
it IS headed by Robert
tion firm. Headley-Read presuma- Austin attorney, and T. H. Mon-,
McCaw,
president, owner of 48 S.shares
bly
will assume representation of
J
roe, Houston business man. PreElroy McCaw, manager and part WSAR.
viously, the senior Mr. West
owner of KELA, Centralia, is viceheaded a company which proposed
president and has subscribed to 25
to buy the station from its present
Buying Control of KFQD
shares. Walter L. Wyckoff, Seattle,
licensees for $50,000 [BroadcastWILLIAM
J.
WAGNER,
chief
engiing, Feb. 1]. This deal, however,
and holds
i^^^s^
cretary-trea
neer of KFQD, Anchorage, Alaska, has been
d75
shares.
Other surer,
stockholders are 250-watt
dropped in view of the
outlet
on
780
kc,
has
entered
o^? , ^lanco, president of Seattle into an agreement with R. E. Mc- FCC investigation into the finanShipbu
ilding & Drydocking Corp
setup of KTBC and five other
Donald to purchase his two-thirds Texascialstations.
and Bianco Coal Mines, 125 shares, stock interest.
Mr. Wagner now owns
and R. R. Groninger, insura
nce one-third, acquired in 1938. and Mr.
RELIABLE reports have heen reman, 125 shares. They acquired the McDonald acquired his control last
ceived by Broadcasting, but have not
21 when the FCG authorized his
stock from E. F. Dailey, Seattle at- June
purchase of the holdings of Edward
been verified by the principals intorney; Arthur C. Dailey, manager, Lowe Jr., of San Francisco
that KVAK, Atchison, Kan.,
, and yolved,
and Mrs. E. C. Dailey, of Everett, others. The transfer requires FCC
au- 100 watts on 1430 kc, wiU shortly
thorization.
be sold to W. H. Reitz, its manager
equal stockholders.
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SCHOLTZ'BOWLES
SEEK 7 STATIONS
SIX NEW stations in as many
Florida communities are sought in
applications now on file with the
FCC by companies headed by former Gov. David Scholtz of Florida,
now a Miami attorney. Associated
with Mr. Scholtz in the applicant
companies are his brother, Carl
Scholtz, Miami insurance man;
George H. Bowles, former owner
and operator of several California
stations; Mrs. Nelle M. Joyce, of
Miami, and others.
The applications are in the
names of separate corporations, all
of which are capitalized at $10,000,
and ask for the following new stations and facilities: Miami, 500
watts night and 1,000 day on 940
kc; Tampa, 500 watts night and
1,000 day on 920 kc; West Palm
Beach, 500 watts night and 1,000
day on 780 kc; Hollywood, 250
watts on 1420 kc; Sanford, 250
watts on 1370 kc; Key West, 250
watts on 1310 kc.
In addition to these, a seventh
station is sought by Carl Scholtz
personally. He has applied for 250
watts on 1420 kc. in Fort Pierce.
In the six companies Gov. Scholtz
and Mr. Bowles each holds 33% of
the stock; Carl Scholtz, 16 to 17%;
Mrs. Joyce, 16 to 17%; miscellaneous others, including local residents of the several cities, qualifying shares of 1%.
WJHO, in Opelika, Ala.,
To Take the Air in June
FIRST of the 1940 crop of newlyauthorized local stations to go on
the air will be WJHO, Opelika,
Ala., authorized for construction
last Jan. 10 by the FCC to use 100
watts night and 250 day on 1370
kc. John Herbert Orr, auto dealer
and one of the four partners in the
venture, whose initials were used
for call letters, will manage the station. Harry L. Grimes, formerly
with WGAU, Athens, Ga., will be
program and musical director.
Woodrow Darling will be chief enThe station, scheduled to begin
gineer.
daily operation June 15, is equipped
with Collins transmitter and special
equipment, a 325-foot Wincharger
tower and RCA microphones and
turntables. It is installing UP teletype and will use NBC Thesaurus.
Remote studios will be maintained
in Auburn, Ala. Associated with
Mr. Orr in ownership of the station are Thomas D. Samford Jr.,
attorney; Yetta G. Samford, insurance man, and C. S. Shealy, cotton
broker.
Lee Tire to Repeat
LEE TIRE & RUBBER Co., Conshohocken. Pa., recently staged a
spot campaign for four weeks to
promote a special tire sale. The
transcribed announcement series
included 22 stations in New England, Middle Atlantic and Southern
States with live announcements on
WOR,
Newark.
campaign
eluded WSB
WBALThe WEEI
WKBWinWBT WTIC WOR WWL WTAR
WCAU WFIL KDKA WPTF
WHAM WJSV WSAN WHP
WRAW WDEL WORK WMC
WRVA. A similar campaign over
the same stations is planned for
the near future. Agency is Benjamin Eshleman Co., Philadelphia.
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Drop
where

plugs

your
you

get

REAL

strikes

ir

It's always "good fishing" in America's Money
Belt, where the folks buy what they need when
they need it. Reason? . . . they have "what it takes."
The cash spawn of this richest farming section in
the country is 17% of the entire nation's farm
income!

That money is spent, too. Retailers in the area
did a business of more than $1,500,000,000 last
year . . . which is plenty of fish! You should be
getting your share of that business . . . you can
a's , Money Belt" with the help of
in "Americ
get itCowles
Stations
The
You see, we reach 385 counties in our primary
area — counties completely covered by no other
medium. Every station of our group does a bangBROADCASTING
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up job by itself, so whether you "spot cast" — troll
with a single line — or use our "three-way net,"
you'll find there's no limit to the catch here.
Want to see our season's record? Just write us,
today. We have a string of results of which we're
mighty proud . . . we like to show 'em off.

^fvA.AND■i^r\^
■Cj^i^D» Meinvi. Iowa
Rihoicd wuh THE^.y-Q.
REGISTER
TRIBUNE.
Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
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Herbert

St. Louis
As

Result

Situation
of

FCC

Relieved

Reallocation

KSD Fulltime; KXOK to 630 kc. 5 kw.; More Time
For KFUO; KWK Boost; WGBF, KFRU Aided
ENDING six years of controversy
among St. Louis stations, the FCC
May 8 ordered what amounted to
a "junior reallocation" involving
six stations. All are substantially
improved through frequency shifts
or power increases.
KSD, St. Louis Post-Dispatch
station, KXOK, operated by the
St. Louis Star-Times, and KFUO,
the Lutheran Synod's part-time station, are the principal beneficiaries.
The FCC ordered changes which
will mean f ulltime operation for the
pioneer KSD; a shift in frequency
from 1250 kc. to 630 kc. for KXOK
with 5,000 watts f ulltime; and additional hours of operation for
KFUO, which shifts from 550 kc.
to 830 kc.
KWK, St. Louis Blue network
outlet, was authorized to increase
its power to 5,000 watts fulltime
on its present 1350 kc. channel, using a directional antenna. WGBF,
Evansville, Ind., heretofore operating part-time on 630 kc, was authorized to shift to 1250 kc. with
fulltime. KFRU, Columbia, Mo.,
which shared time on 630 kc, was
ordered to shift to 1370 kc. with
fulltime and 250 watts.
KSD Gains 28 Hours
Solution of the problem, which
has been carried to the courts on
several occasions, came following
direct negotiations with the FCC
by the interested parties. It was
concluded that better service could
be rendered to all areas by the
shifts.
KSD, operating since 1922, has
shared time with the Lutheran station, which has been non-commercial. As a result of the FCC order,
KSD will gain the 28 hours a week
it has been relinquishing to KFUO
since 1927. KFUO, by shifting to
830 kc. with 1,000 watts day and
night, will gain more time since it
will operate from local sunrise to
sunset at Denver, where KOA, dominant station on the channel, is
located.
These shifts, under the Commission order, are to become effective
not later than July 1. It is understood June 13 has been set as the
tentative date.
KSD is an NBC basic Red outlet.
KFUO has operated on a non-commercial basis, but it is understood
it proposes to go commercial with
its new facilities.
Both KXOK and KFRU are
owned by the newspaper interests
headed by Elzey Roberts, prominent St. Louis publisher and former chairman of the Radio Committee of the American Newspaper
Publishers Assn. Neither station
is regularly network affiliated and
Mr. Roberts says he has no present
plans regarding network operation.
He advised Broadcasting May 8 he
would seek to relocate the KXOK
transmitter for operation on its
new frequency with 5,000 watts unlimited time as speedily as possible.
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Installation of a directional antenna is involved. A new site already
has been purchased and the plans
will be pushed to fruition possibly
within three months, he indicated.
All parties according to the FCC,
were said to be satisfied with the
adjustment of the situation, which
in the past has involved other stations in the St. Louis area. George
M. Burbach, general manager of
KSD, in commenting on the order,
declared that the arrangement
should give the radio audience more
local, civic, religious and cultural
programs.
As a result of the FCC order,
KSD's added 28 hours a week, the
former KFUO time used primarily
for church purposes, including 7
a.m. to 12:30 p.m., 3 to 4:30 p.m.,
9:15 to 10:15 p.m., Sundays; 7 a.m.
to 8 a.m., 9:30 to 9:45 a.m., 12:15
to 12:45 p.m., Mondays through
Saturdays; 10 to 11 p.m., Mondays
through Fridays. Use of this additional time, Mr. Burbach said, will
make possible the broadcast of
many programs, notably those of
the Red network, which heretofore
have not been available to St. Louis
listeners because of the time-sharing arrangement.
WGBF agreed to the arrangement, since it makes possible fulltime operation for it on 1250 kc,
presently used by KXOK, in lieu of
part-time on 630 kc. It also is required to install a directional antenna on 1250 kc, using 5,000 watts
day and 1,000 watts night. The station, headed by Clarence Leich, is
an NBC outlet.
KFRU Gets Fulltime
KFRU procures fulltime operation with 250 watts on 1370 kc. in
lieu of its present 1,000 watts local
sunset and 500 watts night on 630
kc, sharing with WGBF. Resident
manager of KFRU is C. L. (Chet)
Thomas, but Ray V. Hamilton,
manager of KXOK under Mr. Roberts, has supervised the direction

Camel's Plugs
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co., Winston-Salem, N.
C, is testing different and
amusing methods of introducing the commercials on its
Al Pearce & His Gang program, which started May 3
on CBS for Camel cigarettes.
The first program featured
Arthur
Q. BryanWm.as aEsty
"spon-&
sor heckler".
Co., New York, is the agency.
Chain Tests Discs
INTERSTATE Dept. Stores, operating 38 stores in cities throughout
the East, South and Midwest, during the week of May 13 started test
campaigns in three cities using The
Adventures of Pinocchio, thriceweekly series produced by Radio
Attractions, New York. Cities are
Utica, New York, for the Boston
Store; Fort Wayne, for Grand
Leader, and Akron for Federman
Co. A complete promotion package
with suggested commercial copy,
tie-ups and displays will be available to each store in the chain. Recent sponsors signing for the Radio
Attractions series The Shadow of
Fu Manchu include Buffalo Rock,
soft drink distributors, on WAPI,
Birmingham; Friedman Clothes on
WEST, Easton, Pa., and Red &
White Stores on KHQ, Spokane.
Gruen's Dealer Discs
GRUEN WATCH Co., Cincinnati,
is sending to its dealers a new series of quarter-hour transcriptions
for placement on local stations.
The series, recorded by NBC Radio-Recording Division, features
Lyn Murray, Beatrice Kay and
Donald Voorhees' orchestra. Agency for Gruen is McCann-Erickson,
New York, although this series is
placed locally by jewelers.
of both stations, along with his
brother, John Roberts.
KWK had pending an application
for the 630 kc. assignment in St.
Louis which the FCC announced
has been designated for hearing.
Simultaneously, the FCC granted
the Blue network outlet's petition
to reinstate its application for
5,000 watts unlimited time on its
present directional antenna system,
subject to FCC approval.

Southard

Death

Brings WBAP Changes;
Cranston Now Manager
SHIFTS in the staffs of WBAP
and KGKO, Fort Worth, have been
necessitated by the death April 30
of Herbert C. Southard, 41, who
since 1931 had
been associated
with WBAP as
announcer, prodirector and
stationgram manager.
George Cranston,
assistant general

KGKO unudgehr, Hasur o 1 d Ho
pervisor of radio
Mr. Southard for ther inAmteorensts,Car-be
te
r
comes manage of WBAP; Ed
m
r
a
o
KO,
Lalcloym,esprogrAP direocgtram of KreGct
di or,
pr
WB
be
,
asrler KGKO coemrmceira-l of
and Jack maKnaege
mmger
is now cnoa
cial
manager of WBAP. ma
k
Mr.
Southard rose to the managership of WBAP after leaving
KFPW, Fort Smith, Ark., in 1931.
A native of Greenwood, Ark., he
attended Arkansas Technological
College and during the war received
a commission as an Army officer.
The armistice was signed before
he could get overseas. In 1936 he
was selected to announce the Paul
Whiteman broadcasts from the
Fort Worth Frontier Centennial.
He alsomoushad
of WBAP's
faBehindcharge
the Walls
program
which originated at the State Penitentiary in Huntsville. He had been
ill for two months and a letter expressing hope of speedy recovery
and signed by more than 100 convicts with whom he had been associated in handling the broadcasts
was received by him just before he
died.
Mr. Southard also was intimately
associated
withhis
Gov.flour
Lee company
O'Daniel
in handling
broadcasts over WBAP and the
Texas Quality Network which led
to his successful campaign two
years ago for the governorship. Gov.
and Mrs. O'Daniel were among the
mourners at the funeral services
May 1, attended also by Hugh Halff,
WOAI, San Antonio; Kern Tips,
KPRC, Houston; J. M. Moroney,
Dallas News; Martin Campbell,
WFAA, Dallas; Carr Collins, Dallas; Ken Douglass, KTOK, Oklahoma andCity,friends.
and many other associates
Surviving are Mrs. Southard, a
16-month-old daughter, and Mr.
Southard's ofmother
and sister, both
residents
Fort Smith.

New Clark Spots
CLARK CANDY Co., Philadelphia,
has started its third series for
Clark candy bars using one-minute announcements featuring Ford
Bond and recorded by NBC RadioRecording Division for placement
on 26 stations throughout the counis agency.
try. Albert P. Hill Co., Pittsburgh,

THE SPANISH mfluence pervades both exterior and interior of this magnificent home of the new KROD, El Paso, scheduled to go on the air
early m June with 250 watts on 1500 kc. Licensed to Dorrance
D. Roderick
pubhsher of the El Paso Times, the station represents a $100,000 investment, including transmitter plant and this studio and office building devoted exclusively to radio. It is RCA equipped throughout. Merle Tucker
formerly manager of KSAL, Salina, Kan., will be manager; Dow Ben
Roush, former manager of KTUC, Tucson, commercial manager- H
Arthur Brown, conductor of the El Paso Symphony, musical director'
BROADCASTING

Heatter's Mound News
PETER PAUL Inc., Naugatuck,
Conn. (Mounds candy), on April
28 started Gabriel Heatter on WGN,
Chicago, Sundays, 9:45-10 p.m.,
and continues to sponsor his news
talks on WOR, Newark, Sundays at
7:45 p.m. He is also heard in transcribed spots on many stations.
Agency is Platt-Forbes, New York.
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DENVER

KOA

has

the power,

watts,

to cut

satisfactorily

the

through

punch,

and

with

be heard

by its vast audience

its 50,000
clearly and

of listeners.

It is the only 50,000 watt station within 500 to 700 miles in
any direction from Denver. That's one important reason why
its coverage is so great and its listeners so loyal.
KOA's
great market
coverage
means ''lowest cost per 1000 radio families" in
the
Denver
area.
This great physical power of KOA typifies equally great result-producing power for advertisers. It is one important reason why more
National Spot and Local advertisers use KOA than any other station
\ in the Denver area.

SPOT
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Mu$ico

Program

Is Tested by A&P
New England Version May Be
Extended K Successful
GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC
TEA Co., New York, after more
than 2V2 years off the air, on May
1 returned with a test campaign for
all A & P products on three CBS
New England stations, WEEI, Boston; WPRO, Providence, and
WGAN, Portland. The program,
presented Wednesdays, 10:15-10:45
p. m., consists of a new version of
the copyrighted song-guessing
game, Mu$ico, to be played by listeners for cash prizes.
Listeners may obtain from local
A&P stores cards containing five
rows of five horizontal squares,
four of which are filled with the
names of songs and the fifth space
blank. The orchestra plays songs
during the broadcast, which are
checked on the cards by those listeners who recognize the titles. An
original song is played twice on
the program. When a line containing four song titles is filled in, a
title for the original song can then
be written in the blank space, the
prize-winning title to be announced
on the following week's broadcast.
May Be Extended
First prize in the contest is $100,
plus 50%when
of published.
the original
royalties
Each song's
song
is filed with Broadcast Music tipon
receipt. Other prizes are $50, $25,
$15 and $10, in addition to 1,000
merchandise tickets redeemable for
baskets of groceries at local A&P
stores. Ken Overman is m.c. of the
program, which features Charles
Hector and his WEEI orchestra.
Mu$ico was subject to a test
court suit in Peoria, 111., last fall
when WMBD, Peoria, was ordered
to fulfill its contract with H. W.
Kastor & Sons, agency placing the
program for Kroger Grocery &
Baking Co. [Broadcasting, Dec.
1]. At that time the court ruled
that Mus$co did not violate any
statutes or laws dealing with lottery in the test case brought by
Clef Inc., owner of the program,
against WMBD. A & P, in the new
version of the game, has introduced
the element of skill with the original song title idea. The company
may expand the program to a
larger network this fall if the test
proves successful, it is understood,
in such case cooperating with the
National Tea Co., sponsor of
Mu$ico on WGN, Chicago. Paris &
Peart, New York, handles the A&P
account.
A & P, a pioneer radio advertiser, first sponsored the A&P
Gypsies with Harry Horlick's Orchestra in January, 1927, continuing the program until 1936 on NBCRed. The company then shifted to
CBS presenting the A&P Bandwagon with Kate Smith in the interests of its coffees. It sponsored
various other daytime serials until
June, 1937, when it dropped all network advertising until the present
campaign.
TULIP TIME in Holland (Mich.)
again wUl be the occasion for perennial sponsorship of a special hookup
of 72 CBS stations May 18, 2-2:30
p.m. (EDST), with rebroadcast for
the West, 9-9:30 p.m. The twelfth
annual tulip festival of the Michigan
community will be sponsored on a onetime basis by Holland Furnace Co.
RuthraufE & Ryan, Chicago, handles
the account.
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Federal
Use

Indictments

of Radio

in Chicago

Wire-Tapping

AN INDICTMENT charging the
operation of an unlicensed "broadcasting" station inActviolation
of the
Communications
was returned
in Chicago April 26 against four
men, three of them allegedly formerly associated with Capone enterprises, who, it is charged, used
radio to disseminate horse racing
information. Those indicted were
Frank J. (Chew Tobacco) Ryan;
Hymie (Loud Mouth) Levin; Harry
(Greasy Thumb) Guzik, and Maurice L. (Goldie) Goldstein.
The "broadcasting" station, according to the Government, was a
highly technical wire-tapping device using miniature transmitters
which weigh approximately one
pound and can be purchased at radio supply stores for less than $10.
The range of stich transmitters
is approximately 100 yards. In
other instances, however, it
was contended, transmitters of
greater power whose range was increased to approximately a quarter-mile were used. Several bookmakers in different locations adjacent to the more powerful transmitters wei'e thus able to use it
simultaneously, according to the
prosecution.
Telephones Utilized
Racing news was received by
telephone, the indictment alleges,
and "phono-oscillators" converted
these messages into radio waves.
The telephone thus became the microphone ofthe transmitter. Standard receiving sets in bookmakers'
rooms, it is claimed, picked up these
low-power "broadcasts" of race results and other sporting information.
The men were trapped when their
"transmitters" began interfering
with reception of two standard stations— WKZO, Kalamazoo, on 590
kc, and WMT, Cedar Rapids, on
600 kc. (Later information revealed
that similar
"broadcasts" interfered with Chicago
reception of
WLW, Cincinnati, on 700 kc.)
Broadcasting learned authoritatively that these interferences were
detected by the Chicago field office
of the FCC.
At the same time this indictment
was handed down, two others also
were returned. One charges Western Union Telegraph Co. of New
York and 11 individuals with conTest Spots for Chelseas
LARUS & BRO., Richmond, Va.,
the middle of April started a
schedule of spot announcements for
its new Chelsea cigarettes, using
six spots weekly on WMAL, Washington, and seven spots weekly on
WFBR, Baltimore. The test campaign isto introduce the cigarettes
in packages of 24 at 15 cents in
states where there is no extra tax.
More stations may be added later.
Warwick & Legler, New York, is
the agency in charge.

So. Cal. Campaign
ALL-YEAR CLUB of Southern
California, Los Angeles (tourist
promotion), through Lord & Thomas, that city, in a 26-day campaign
which ends June 1 is using daily
dramatized one-minute transcribed
announcements on WHO KMBC
KRLD KOA KSL.

Charge

Aoparatus

Chicago Tribune photo
MIDGET
"broadcasting"
ters such as this, with an transmitordinary
telephone as microphone and whose
transmissions are receivable on
standard receiving sets in bookmakers' rooms, were seized recently
by Federal officers in the Government drive to suppress illegal transmission of horse racing results. Inspecting one of the tiny outfits is
Samuel Klaus, Dept. of Justice attorney assigned by Washington,
who is special prosecutor in charge
of the drive in the Chicago area.
spiring to violate the Federal lottery laws by distributing "prize
lists" across State lines. The Government interprets pari-mutual betting odds and race results as lottery prize lists. The other indictment accuses three Chicagoans of
operating a relay station in a racing news setup.
All the defendants, according to
the indictments, saw an opportunity
to re-establish through radio and
telegraph wires the national race
reporting service which was dissolved last year by M. L. Annenberg, Philadelphia publisher and
former head of Nationwide News
Ser\'ice. Maximum penalty upon
conviction of any of the charges
is a jail term of two years and a
fine of $10,000.
Samuel Klaus, assistant U. S.
Attorney, is the special prosecutor
m charge of this drive to suppress
illegal traffic in handbook services.
Federal Judge James H. Wilkerson
presided at the hearings.
More for Gardner
GARDNER NURSERY Co., Osage,
la., has expanded the list of stations in Its spring campaign to 203,
using 5 and 15-minute programs
featuring transcriptions and live
talent. The additional stations in
the campaign, placed by Northwest
Radio Adv. Co., Seattle, include:
WBAB KGDM WJBK

WIS
WREN ^dbo
KOB
WMAZ
KWK whjb
WEBR
WNBC WWEL
^oam kfab
KIT
^PtFt^^JI^S
Sr^f^^^N
WGST
WEDC WMCA
WSLB wsmb
KUJ WEBQ
WHBU KIEM WDSU
KUIN WCLO WESGWJAS
WHFC KWKH KPO
S^^r'^F^^TAQ
WAPI
WGAN
WTCN WSAI KANS
KTRB
WCBM WMEX WOL
KYA KJBS KFAC
WLAW
MEMBERS of Congress, with their
wives and children, will be guests of
NBC at a special broadcast and television show May 23 when a Congressional party of 300 arrives in New
York for a four-day visit to Radio
City and the World's Fair.
BROADCASTING

YANKEE, COLONIAL
PROMOTE
DRUG FAIR
BRINGING headline talent to the
exposition floor, the elaborate broadcasting booth erected by Yankee
and Colonial networks especially
for the occasion became the focal
center of the New England Drug
& Health Show, held April 30-May
4 in Boston. Yankee-Colonial cooperation in making the show a
success extended not only to originating several of its own top programs direct from the exposition,
but also to representing the show in
securing appearances by Horace
Heidt's
and George
Olson's a bands.
The network
assembled
large
20 X 28 X 14-foot soundproof, glassfront broadcasting studio on the
stage of the exhibition, from which
it originated several of its headline
shows. At the opening session on
April
30, theClub,
Colonial-MBS
'n' Swing
starring Laugh
Morey
Amsterdam and Mabel Todd, filled
its regular network spot from the
booth. During the remainder of the
week a steady stream of YankeeColonial programs and personalities
appeared at the show.
With Jim Britt as m.c, the evening of May 2 was designated New
England Sports Night and featured
awith
broadcast
of Sports also
Writers'
appearances
by Quiz,
Jack
Stevens and Babe Rubenstein. At
the regular broadcast of Schrafft
Candy Co.'s Young America Speaks
on May 3, the booth was specially
decorated by the sponsor, and each
contestant received a box of ButterKrackle Bar, product sponsored on
the program. The Yankee Network
staff band, directed by Andy Jacobson, made several appearances at
the bashow,
along
Zara's
MarimMelodies
and with
Bailey
Axton.
Yankee-Colonial also was represented in the business clinics for
druggists held during afternoons
of the
discussion advertised
of "How
to
cash show.
in on Anationally
brands" was participated in by
Carleton
McVarish,
nial research
director,Yankee-Colowith John
Reed, of the Boston Globe; Wroe
Alderson, of Curtis Publishing Co.
and
nellv Edward
Outdoor Donnelly,
Adv. Co. of the DonQuaker Adds Shore
WITH an eye on the flow of Philadelphia's metropolitan population
to Southern New Jersey resorts
during the summer, an extension
of the Quaker Network was effected late in April through an arrangement by which WSNJ,
Bridgeton, N. J., was hooked up
with WFIL,
key station of the Philadelphia,
network. Permanent
lines have been installed between
the two stations and it is planned
to feed WFIL and Quaker Network
features to resort listeners through
WSNJ at any time from 6 a. m. to
12 midnight, according to Roger
W. Clipp, general manager of
WFIL, and Howard S. Frazier,
WSNJ manager. WSNJ operates
on 1210 kc. with 250 watts.
Pierson-Haley Dissolved
DISSOLUTION
law partnership of Andrew of
W. theHaley
and W.
Theodore Pierson, effective June 1, has
been announced, and the former FCC
attorneys will open separate oflBces.
Mr. Pierson left the FCC Jan 1, 1939,
to open his own law offices. He was
joinedson has
Aug.taken
1 byoffices
Mr. Haley.
Pierin theMr.Munsey
main inWashington.
the Earle Bldg.
Bldg.,
Mr. Haley will re- ^;
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INNING

OF

The Tale that Took
Hundred

THE

a

Years to Tell !

/;/ the year l8oj. Captains Meriwether Lewis and William Clark
with a small band of fearless followers, pushedfar into the American
Northwest. Theirs was an expedition ofvital importance to the newly
horn United States. It was the first
chapter in the Atnerican saga of the
the remained
West.''' Butclosed
it wasto
a" Winning
chapter of
that
Americans until IQOJ ...a century
later. ..zvhen the complete journals
of Lewis and Cla?-k were discovered
and published. Theirs was the tale
that took a hundred years to tell!
CAPTAIN WILLIAM CLARK

CAPTAIN MERIWETHER LEWIS

The

family

of RCA

would

have

given

America

TT'ROM the moment Lewis and
Clark ventured into the un-

progress out over the two great
NBC broadcasting networks. Portable RCA broadcasting equipment
would acquaint the public with the
aims of the Expedition through the
actual voices of its leaders. Fortythree foreign nations would hear of
America's new claim directly via
R. C. A. Communications, the
world-wide radio message service of
the Radio Corporation of America.

OF

account!

The antennae of ships in the loneliest oceans would snatch the news
— thanks to another RCA service
— Radiomarine. RCA Victor receivers would bring news about
Lewis and Clark to listeners all over
the world. Talking motion pictures
would record their doings through
the RCA Photophone Magic Voice
of the Screen.
Service through sound and sight !
That is . . . and will continue to be

known, NBC engineers and announcers would flash news of their

Radio

a running

the duty and responsibility of the
family of RCA to the people of
America . . . and to you.

Corporation

America

RADIO

CITY, N. Y.

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Radiomarine Corporation of America
National Broadcasting Company
R. C. A. Communications, Inc.
RCA Laboratories
RCA Institutes, Inc.

SarnofF
Future
FM

and

Foresees
in

Video,

Facsimile

Describes Recent Progress At
Stockholders' Meeting
RCA and its subsidiary companies
earned a net profit of $2,312,893
during the first quarter of 1940, an
increase of 60% over 1939 first
quarter earnings of $1,448,770,
David Sarnoff, president, reported
to the annual meeting of stockholders in New York on May 7.
After preferred dividend requirements, he said, the quarter's earnings leave 10.8 cents per share of
common stock, as compared with
4.6 cents earned for common stock
in the first quarter of last year.
Gross income for the quarter was
$28,310,407, up 13% from the
$25,004,989 of a year ago.
Reviewing the decade since 1930,
when he was elected president, Mr.
Sarnoff singled out research and
technical development as the most
significant factor of RCA's progress in the 10-year period. "Research,"
"has directly
contributedhetosaid,
otir income
and earnings; it has enabled us to expand
the scope and variety of our products and services; and today
promises even greater expansion in
new fields. As a result of RCA research, three new services now
beckon those who seek to expand
radio's usefulness.
They are: Facsimile, frequency modulation
and
television."
RCA's Three Fronts
Stating that RCA's position with
respect to placing television on a
commercial basis has been fully
stated during recent hearings before the FCC, Mr. Sarnoff continued: in
"RCA television.
is proceeding
on
three fronts
Our research laboratories are continuing
to develop new processes and new
equipment; our manufacturing and
sales people are exploring new markets; and our broadcasting company is proceeding with its development of television programs."
In answer to a question about
obsolescence of present television
equipment, Mr. Sarnoff replied that
television is just beginning and that
there will be obsolescence, but that
it should be no greater than that of
radio receivers in the early days of
sound broadcasting and that he sees
no reason why anyone living in an
area where regular television programs are available should hesitate
to purchase a television receiver now.
Another stockholder's question as
to the status of the stockholders'
suit against RCA was answered
that RCA on May 6 had filed a motion for dismissal with the court
and that after the complainant had
filed an answering brief the court
would set the date for argument.
Another question regarding ownership of RCA stock abroad was answered with the statement that 5%
of outstanding stock was held
abroad, 31/2% being held in Great
Britain and Canada.
The four directors whose terms
expired were all reelected for threeyear terms and Arthur Young &
Co. was appointed to continue as
outside auditor for the corporation.
While the ballots were being counted, the approximately 400 stockholders present were given the first
demonstration
screen
television. of RCA's largePage 32 • May
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LENS
flEFlEeilHB YOKE
PBOJEClIOl 1
KINESCOPE TOBEJl
COHCAVEMIRBOR

New

U BfEST^'
tU»V0UA6£TlRMWALV
CROSS-SECTION OF the large-screen television system recently developed by RCA Radio Laboratories, schematically drawn, indicates how
a newly-perfected optical system picks up the image from a kinescope
projection tube on a concave mirror and projects it through an extremely
wdde-aperture lens to the 4% x 6 foot screen about 20 feet distant.

RCA

Large-Screen

Television

With
Clear Images
Is Exhibited
Pictures 4^x6 Feet Are Shown to 400 Persons in
Auditorium; No Diffusion Noted in Images
RCA's new system of large-screen quired for its commercial developtelevision was given its first pub- ment.
Projection optics of extremely
lic demonstration May 7 at the
a kinescope capacompany's annual stockholders' wideble of aperture,
high-voltage operation, using
meeting, held in one of the larger
NBC studios and attended by some 56,000 volts as compared with the
400 persons. Program, featuring 6,000 or 7,000 volts used by the
stars of opera, symphony, stage and kinescope in an ordinary home receiver, and apparatus suited to
radio, was projected by a labora- those conditions
are said to be the
tory model instrument on an ordinary moving picture screen, pro- basic elements of the new system.
ducing images 4%x6 feet in size The image on the face of the kinescope, where it measures only 2.4
that were comparable to home teleby 3.2 inches, faces not toward the
vision reception in quality.
Asked why the increase in size screen but in the opposite direction,
did not cause a diffusion in the being throvra upon a concave mirror surface 16 inches in diameter.
images, which were broadcast on
the RMA standard of 441-line defi- The mirror collects the strong light
nition, comparable to the diffusion from the kinescope and magnifies
that accompanies magnification of the image 221/2 times; the magnified
image is then projected back
a half-tone reproduction, RCA en- through
a glass lens surrounding
gineers explained that as the size
the neck of the kinescope and
of the image was increased, the thence
size of the spot made by the beam screen. 20 feet through space to the
of electrons scanning the picture
Signals are received at the Kinewas also increased, with the result
scope either through
air as
that the large-screen pictures were broadcast or by directthe
vnre line.
as good as the smaller images Both methods were employed
durviewed on a regular home receiver,
ing the demonstration, with no
with the scanning lines just as in- noticeable
difference in the resultvisible. Too much increase in the
ant images on the screen.
size of the scanning spot would
cause a loss of definition in the image, it was explained, but experiRCA Dividend
ment located the happy medium at
which no lines are visible nor is QUARTERLY dividends of 87y2C
per outstanding share of RCA $3.50
there any decrease in definition.
Cumulative Convertible First PreHow It Is Done
ferred stock and of $1.25 per outshare of "B" Preferred
While the unit was built as an stock were standing
declared at the regular
intermediate step in developing ap- board of director
s
on May
paratus for projection of larger 3. Dividends cover meeting
the period from
images, suitable for use in motion
April 1 to June 30 and will be paid
picture theatres, the present size July
1 to stockholders of record at
has "interesting possibilities for close of business June 7.
use in clubs, schools and other similar places where the viewing group
CBS board of directors on May 8 denumbers from 100 to 150 persons,"
clared a cash dividend of 45c per
RCA reports. There are no immedishare on the present Class
A and
ate plans for marketing this appaClass B stock of $2.50 par
The
ratus, it was stated, and from a dividend is payable June 7value.
holders of record on May 24 to stockyear to 18 months would be re-
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York

Telecast

Caught in Chicago
Freak Reception Sets Record
For American Television
AN AMERICAN record for longdistance television broadcasting was
hung up
2 by NBC
whenbyportions of aMay
program
telecast
its
New York City transmitter,
W2XBS, were seen and heard by
Howard engineer,
C. Luttgens,
NBC's central
division
in Chicago.
Tuning in the receiver in his office in Chicago's Merchandise Mart,
he reports that after a few minutes
of unrecognizable patterns he had
a clear view of June Hynd of
NBC's women's program staff as
she
interviewed
Dixie'sin "Maid
Cotton"
in the studio
the RCAof
Bldg. in New York. Five minutes
later, when a musical team succeeded the interview, the sound
part of the program came through
very well but the image faded out,
both sound and picture disappearing completely after 16 minutes,
although the program was on the
air 11 minutes longer.
Just a Freak
Explaining this unusual extension of the normal 90-mile reception limit to a 1,000-mile distance,
NBC engineers said the phenomenon was due to a "sporadic layer"
in the upper atmoshpere which
acted as a mirror for the ultrashort waves. Ordinarily, it was explained, these waves penetrate the
reflecting layers, unlike the longer
waves used by stations in the
normal broadcasting band, and the
engineers added that the conditions
which made the Chicago reception
possible were not apt to recur for
several months. An attempt to repeat the reception on the follovdng
evening, May 3, failed to produce
any signal, either sight or sound,
on the Chicago receiver.
The 1,000-mile reception, while
setting an American record, is not
the longest for the world. Early
last year the RCA experimental listening post at Riverhead, L. I.,
equipped with a special antenna for
trans-Atlantic pick-ups, pulled in
several television programs of the
BBC in London, receiving images
that were recognizable although
not of high quality.
McGill on Directing
ADVICE on the fundamental problems involved in the production of
radio programs is presented in the
textbook Radio Directing [McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York],
written by Earle McGill, CBS casting director and producer, and an
instructor at New York U. Mr. McGill gives full details of the preparation necessary for a broadcast
from the first reading through the
casting, rehearsals and final presentation. How to produce different
programs,
whether remote
children's
audience participation,
or forum
type, is covered in detail, and three
exemplary scripts are reproduced
with mechanical factors carefully
explained.
AN ADDRESS on "Decentralization
of
Relief",chairman
by Maj. ofGen.
Harbord,
the James
board G.
of
RCA, delivered at the University of
the South, and one on "Freedom of
Speech", by Frank W. Wozencraft,
RCA's nual
general
solicitor,
before of
the aninspirational
meeting
the
Dallas Salesmanship Club, have been
printed in booklet form by RCA.
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REAL coverage of the New York
. market— that's what WEAF and
WJZ participation programs offer
radio advertisers with hmited budgets.

Sunday on WJZ; and Nancy Craig's
WOMAN OF TOMORROW, 9:00 to

It's the type coverage and audience
that major stations — and only major

result -getting opportunities, proved
sellers of a wide variety of products
in the New York market.

stations— provide in this vast market.
Yet it is priced moderately, whichever
program you choose.

9:30 A.M., Monday
on WJZ.

through Friday

All three are client-tested,

Ask any NBC Spot Salesman for complete information — past and present

So check these FIRST: Rad Hall's
FORTY WINKS CLUB, 6:30 to 7:30
A. M., daily except Sunday on WEAF;
Ed East's BREAKFAST IN BEDLAM,
7:00 to 7:55 A.M., daily except

sponsors, mail pull, sales results.
N. B. — WEAF and WJZ are the only major network
stations in New York with station guaranteed time.
Always check them FIRST !

1
CIEVEIANO
Represented

Nationally by

SPOT

Sales Offices

1 SAN
NEW FRANCISCO
YORK
I{
CHICABO

DETROIT
HOLLYWOOD
PiTTSBURGN 1
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Is Noted by Taft
Candidate Rebukes New Deal
For Alleged Interference
TERMING advertising the "spark
plug of recovery", Sen. Robert A.
Taft (R-0.), candidate for the Republican nomination for President,
indicated May 3 in an address at the
Advertising Affiliation Convention
in Buffalo, that the New Deal's
"yearning for Government control
and regulation
of advertising"
become
a definite
consideration has
in
the issue of the Administration's
alleged interference with private
business. He emphasized that advertising points the way to prosperity by stimulating production.
As an example of Federal "meddling" in the advertising industry.
Sen. Taft cited the FCC's recent
challenge of television advertising.
"The
controldanger
will soistiethat
downGovernment
and slow
up the whole process of running
the machinery that the machinery
will never run," he commented. "We
have seen a recent example in the
attempt of the FCC to stop the
sale of television sets because they
were not yet sufficiently perfected.
"What would have happened to
the radio industry if some Government agency had prohibited the advertising of crystal sets and other
early radio developments simply
because they were imperfect and
probably would have to be superseded shortly by other instruments?
What would have happened if some
Government agency had refused to
permit the advertising of the early
automobiles?
News Columns Next?
"Furthermore, we have found
before that you can't regulate one
feature of an industry without regulating it all. If the Government
gets power to tell every newspaper
what it shall put in its advertising
columns, it is only a short step
before it will be telling every newspaper what it shall put in its news
columns and in its editorial columns.
"Personally, I don't think that
the people are fooled by advertising.
They accept it as advertising, and
their fingers are crossed until they
try out the product and see whether
it lives up to its advance notices.
The danger to the whole country
from Government control of advertising ismuch greater than the
danger that any considerable number of people are going to be defrauded by advertising.
"The real function of advertising
is to increase production, to put
more men to work in private industry, and thus build up a consuming
power and a national income which
will lead to a continuously happier
people. Suppose tomorrow all advertising came suddenly to an end.
We would probably see a deflation
and a downward spiral that would
make 1933 look like Coolidge prosperity. have
I
talked to large manufacturers who would like to save
the expense of advertising and have
tried the
it. They
know when
why,
but
actualdon't
factquite
is that
they stop advertising, their sales
rapidly fall off, no matter how essential their products."
STANBACK Co., Salisbury, N. C.
(proprietary),
will sponsor transcribed
one-minute
dramatized
announcements,
by NBC Recording Division, on 70
stations. J. Carson Brantley Adv.
Agency, Salisbury, handles the account
nationally, except in New York.
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WKBB, Dubuque, Joins
NBC as 187th Affiliate;
Adds Two More in June
FORMERLY an outlet of CBS,
WKBB, Dubuque, la., on May 8
joined NBC as a supplementary
Red and Blue outlet, bringing to
187 the total number of NBC affiliates. It is being offered at an evening hour rate of $80. Licensed to
Sanders Bros., involved in the recent Supreme Court decision upholding the FCC's "survival of the
fittest" theory, WKBB operates
with 250 watts on 1500 kc. It was
the station which made the unsuccessful legal fight, based largely on
MASKED, for no other reason than to take this gag picture for Broad- economic grounds, to keep the
casting, are two well-known radio advertising enthusiasts (see below)
Dubuque Telegraph-Herald from
erecting a new station in that comflanking the ubiquitous Fred Weber, the general manager of MBS.
munity. The newspaper had been
granted 500 watts daytime on 1340
kc. in July, 1937, but the grant was
MBS
Volume
Discount
Plan Revised
held up pending the litigation.
Plans of the Telegraph-Herald to
construct the station are being held
To Permit Use of New Minimum
Periods
in
abeyance pending the clearing
THE MBS volume discount plan weekly; for 39 weeks, $13,133 weekly; for 52 weeks, $10,319 weekly. away of remaining legal formaliinaugurated early this year, providing for discounts ranging as New rate structure also provides ties.
NBC will have the largest numhigh as 50% of card rates for ad- for half-hour and hour periods on
ber of affiliates in its history with
vertisers using Mutual networks of a once-a-week or five-times-a-week a total
of 189 stations when KRBM,
73 stations or more, including the basis, and for daytime as well as
Bozeman, Mont., joins NBC June 1
evening
hours.
network's "basic" outlets, and makRevised discount plan, which is as a bonus station to advertisers
ing certain stipulated minimum
using KGIR, Butte, Mont., and
in
addition to the regular MBS
weekly expenditures on 52-week
WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C,
minimum contracts [Broadcasting, policy of offering advertisers time when
becomes a member of the NBC
March 1], has been revised to per- on hookups of from 2 to 120 sta- southwestern group on June 26.
tions, was worked out by the MBS
mit advertisers to buy time on the
basis of 13, 26 or 39 weeks as well board of directors at its recent KRBM, to be an optional Red or
station, is licensed to KRBM
as 52 weeks without sacrificing the meeting
ing, Mayin1].New York [Broadcast- Blue
Broadcasters and operates on 1420
package-plan discounts.
kc.
with
250 watts. WSJS is owned
As was the case with the original
by Piedmont Publishing Co. and
MBS volume discount plan, the new
operates on 1310 kc. with 250 watts.
Fels Spot Drive
plan is based on minimum expenditures and it likewise requires the FELS & Co., Philadelphia, on May
advertiser to use the full roster of 6 started a campaign for Fels Napin Baltimore,
basic outlets, totaling 62 in the tha soap using quarter-hour pro- WCBM,
daytime and 59 at night. Balance
grams featuring local talent on 18 Becomes Outlet of MBS
of the required expenditure may be stations throughout the country
of WCBM, Baltiused to buy time on whatever of with plans to add several more sta- AFFILIATION
more, with MBS was effected late
tions in the near future. According
the network's remaining 58 affili- to Young
& Rubicam, New York, last month by John Elmer, presiates he desires. Basic outlets indent of the outlet, and officials of
clude: WOR, WGN, WIP, CKLW,
the programs vary, some being
musical and some of the interview the network. WBAL, NBC-Blue afWHK-WCLE, WOL, KXOK,
filiate, will continue to carry its
WCBM, KQV, WLOL, WHB-KITE,
present schedule of MBS programs,
WKBW, WKRC, WSAY, KFEL, type.
under the arrangement. WCBM carWHKC, KFOR, WHBF, the Don
Wax Firm Placing
ried its first MBS programs on
Lee Network of 31 stations on the
Pacific Coast and 13 stations of the MINUTE MAN PRODUCTS Co., April 28.
Mr. Elmer announced appointColonial Network in New England. Hartford (Laquer Wax auto polment of The Foreman Co. to repreish), has started sponsoring the
Rates for a single nighttime quarWCBM in the national spot
ter-hour, under the new plan, are: quarter-hour transcribed program. field. sent
WCBM recently moved into
$3,190 on a 13-week basis; $3,002 Federal Agent, on WSBT WBOW
its own building in the Roland Park
on a 26-week basis; $2,815 on a 39- WNBF WNBC WELI and will add section
Baltimore. It operates
week basis; $2,252 on a 52-week other stations to the list. Tran- with 250 ofwatts
fulltime and shortly
scribed
serial
of
39
episodes
was
basis. Five nighttime quarter-hours
weekly for 13 weeks cost $14,540 produced by 20th Century Radio expects to dedicate its new facilities.
per week; for 26 weeks, $13,509 Productions, Hollywood.
April a Boom Month
APRIL, 1940, was the greatest single month in spot and local sales
revenue from NBC's 15 managed
and operated stations, according to
an announcement by James V. McConnell, NBC national spot and
local sales manager. Total revenue
was $529,116, an increase of 36%
over April, 1939 figures of $387,999.
The first four months of 1940
totalled $1,975,078, a 34% increase
over $1,477,738, the figure for the
same period in 1939.

¥r^^A??f
l^? duo
are revealed (see above) as (left) Frank Schreiber,
WGN-MBS °'public
relations
director in Chicago, and (right) John L
<^J^^J^^\P^^T^^'^y-^y^rtismg
manager
o±
Corp., sponsor
the Musical Steelmakers on
MBS. of
TheyWheeling
were inSteel
Wheeling's
Theatre to watch a rehearsal. In case you haven't guessed, the Capitol
Grimes
mask IS supposed to represent Chamberlain, the Schreiber mask Ghandi.
BROADCASTING

FIRST in the series of short subjects
titled Dave Elman's Hoihp Lobby.
adapted from the radio program of
that name which was recently discontinued on NBC by Fels & Co., was
screened May 1 in New York, featuring Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt interviewing hobbyists and teUing about
some of her own families' hobbies. The
motion picture will be released through
Leonard-Greene Productions, New
York.
• Broadcast
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TRANSMITTER

STRATEGIC

Powerful

50,000

Metropolitan

Boston

of

NEW

LOCATION

Dominate

2,500,000

ricli

people

IMPORTANT
Send today to WBZ, Hotel Bradford, Boston, Mass., or your nearest N. B. C. spot sales office, for
full information about WBZ . . .
information that changes the entire radio picture in Greater Boston, Metropolitan Boston, and
New England.

stronger signal. Nevertheless, Station
WBZ plans no immediate rate increase.
Consequently, alert advertisers are
generin the
participate
to extra
up of
signing
ous bonus
listeners
... at no

The new transmitter at Hull will concentrate WBZ broadcasts like a powerful searchlight's beam on the whole of
Greater Boston with a signal strength
conservatively estimated at 50 MV/M
— in the rest of the Metropolitan Area

extra cost. Thirty-two new advertisers
have already added WBZ to their advertising schedules.

Nationally by
• Broadcast

Area

to

Listening audience in the entire New
England market will be vastly increased
at the same time that the Metropolitan
Boston Area is blanketed with this new,

50 MV/M Signal in Greater Boston
10 MV/M in balance of Metropolitan Area

BROADCASTING

Station

the signal strength will be 10 MV/M.
Every radio listener in this area will
naturally prefer this clearer, stronger
reception.
No increase in Rates for the
immediate Present

At Hull, Massachusetts, on Boston Harbor, two giant 5 00 -foot aerial towers
dwarf the attractive building that
houses the new transmitter of Station
WBZ Boston. Inside, Westinghouse
engineers are testing and checking final
details of the most modern radio transmitter ever designed. Purpose ... to
dominate the entire Metropolitan Boston Area beyond a shadow of a doubt.
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NAB's
Log Given
by FCC
Approval
Adjudged to Be in Keeping
With Commission Rules
PROGRAM LOG recommendations
of the NAB, designed to conform
to new rules promulgated by the
FCC last August, were held to be
"in keeping with program log reannouncement quirements"
Mayby the8. FCC in an
Without passing on the details,
the Commission, after its Accounting Department had consulted with
the NAB Accounting Committee,
inferred in its announcement that
it saw no objections to the program
log recommendations. NAB notified
the FCC that since the promulgation of the new rules, particularly
Rule 3.90(a), many stations had
expressed need for guidance.
The Accounting Committee, now
headed by C. T. Lucy, WRVA, Richmond, but formerly under the chairmanship of Harry C. Wilder,
WSYR, Syracuse, held a series of
meetings last year and this year
in an effort to devise an acceptable
log. The recommended log specifies
minimum requirements to comply
with the FCC rules and is not offered to stations as a standard
form. It is realized, the Accounting
Committee said, that individual requirements ofstations will necessitate expansion of the log to satisfy
individual needs.
How to Make Entries
The FCC rules require that stations shall maintain program and
operating logs with entries showing
much detailed information. These
include entry of the time each station identification announcement is
made; entry describing each program broadcast such as "music",
"drama", "speech", together with
the name or title and the sponsors
with the time of the beginning and
end of the complete program. If a
mechanical record is used the entfy
must show the exact nature, such
as "record" or "transcription", and
the time it is announced as a mechanical record. If a speech is made
by a political candidate, the name
and political affiliation shall be entered. Also required is an entry
showing that each sponsored program broadcast has been announced
as sponsored, paid for or furnished
by the sponsor. The rules require
that logs of standard stations shall
be retained by the licensee for two
years, except when required to be
retained for a longer period in accordance with other FCC rules.
Copies of the sample log vsdll be
distributed by the NAB, along with
detailed instructions.
BMI Names Gutman
ARTHUR H. GUTMAN, director
of arrangements and copyrights
for the New York Local (802) of
the American Federation of Musicians since 1936, has been appointed director of arrangements
and publication for Broadcast
Music Inc. Mr. Gutman had been
four years with Crawford Music
Co. and ten years with Irving Berlin Inc., where he arranged many
of the Berlin hits. He is also recognized as a serious composer, his
works having been performed by
symphony orchestras in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Boston, Hartford
and Albany.
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RESEARCH & APPLESAUCE
By WILLIAM ROGOW
Vice-President, Neff-Rogow Inc., New York
listened to between the hours of
TB.B CENSUS days are here
7 and 9 a.m. The research covered
again, ways.
hutAnd surveys
we
have
alsurveys, Mr. Rogow
approximately
500 calls per day;
points out, have their Hind spots
and their weaknesses, tearing out
the technique — personal interview,
printed roster. The second is from
diagnoses
madeprodded
elsewhere in thefrequently
trade. What
Station B. This study was made in
the author to pen the adjoining
January,
1940 to determine the prospecimen of eloquent criticism
grams listened to between the
was the anomaly of two New
hours
of
7:15 and 9 a.m. — made
York surveys that showed two
by the same research organization,
directly opposite results. Station
covering 512 completed interviews,
A had practically all the listeners
between 7 and 9 a. m., according
using the recall telephone techto one survey. Then a few weeks
nique.
later, with the program situation
The first of these surveys
scarcely changed, the author says
"proves" that Station A has the
the same survey organization
largest listening audience for three
proved that Station B had practically all the listeners between
of the eight quarter-hours covered.
7:15 and 9 a. m. And here is
The
"proves"
where Mr. Rogow comes in!
that second
Stationsurvey
B has not
the only
largest
audience for all seven quarter-hours
covered,ranking
but in the
words secured
of B, "The
eciay tion
lute
apprssit
of theGRO
abso
for next
G nece
WIN
station
an
THE
more and better statistics con- audience only one-eighth to onecerning radio listening habits third that of B for any quarteris well recognized. But what seems
to be too freely glossed over is the hour
In period!"
addition to these violent contradictions of figures by quartermanner in which carelessly-arrivedalso terrific discs hours therecrepanciesare
isti
at statistics (which arene't stat
inthe total number of
at all) are used to prov something
sets in reported use. And it is significant to note that there were no
"ain't". of the sales promoch activities
whiThe
program changes in this littion department of a radio station major
tle more than two-month interval.
should be devoted
How Come?
to presenting potential buyers of
I'd like to ask how come one
the facilities of of Now
the most widely known research
the station with
organizations in radio permitted
sound reasons
these contradictions to be released
its signature? Obviously one
why they should over
buy. There is no survey or the other or both are
"divine right o f grossly erroneous — but why stop
there? Anyone who looks over both
sets of figures could hardly be
broad
casters"
Mr. Rogow
which tiongives
a stathe right
to blamed for jumping to the conclusion that research in radio is so indistort the truth any more than any
other advertiser purveying his damn! Andaccurate that it isn't worth a
far from
wares, yet the bulk of the claims
To relievethat's
the foregoingtrue.
from
made in the radio station promoany possible personal bias, the fact
tion pieces which daily come across that our organization is probabl
y
my desk show unmistakable signs the largest buyer of the time covof intent to mislead the buyer by
ered by these two surveys (almost
equally divided between the two
studied omission of vital information which is necessary for a full stations) should be a fair indication of the high regard we have for
understanding of the statistics on
both of these stations. However
which their claims are based.
our appraisal of the value of this
time was based on studies of our
Nothing But the . .
own.
But of even greater concern to It fairBut what of other buyers? Is
to subject them to the conthe radio industry are the methods
search? fusion of such contradictory reused by the research organizations
active in this field which are enThe situation described is not an
gaged by the radio stations to dig isolated instance. It is repeated in
out the facts. The very words "re- market after market, clear across
search," "survey" and "statistics" the country. Research in radio is
are practically synonymous with taking a very bad beating — and I'm
"the truth, the whole truth, and afraid the responsibility for it lies
at the door of the researchers themnothing but the truth."
selves! Research isn't something
And that's why I think the time to be
marketed like canned peaches
has arrived to ask a few questions.
15c
the small size tin or 30c for,
I have before me two pieces of ra- the for
large! After all these years of
dio station promotion matter, emnce,
't it seem to you
bodying the findings of two dif- experie
that one orwouldn
the other
of the two
ferent surveys — made by the same
method
s employed for these New
research organization, slightly more
York surveys would stand out as
than two months apart — for two the one more
likely to yield the
competitive 50,000-watt stations in greatest accuracy of fact? If that's
the New York area.
The first is from Station A. the case— and there's no reason
why
it eshouldn
'tsions
be (I reached very
definit
Their studies were made in Novemconclu
years ago)
ber, 1939 to determine the programs
BROADCASTING

then a survey by the other method
should never have been made!
That one of the two methods employed costs about double the other
is no valid excuse for making the
cheaper one
it's not undertakes
going to bea
accurate.
If aif station
survey for the purpose of submitting figures to support its contention of popularity and to induce
prospective buyers of its facilities
to spend large sums of money, their
use is a misrepresentation as well
as unfair competition if those figures do not reflect the true state of
affairs.
If any station is financially unable to support the cost of the right
kind of a survey, then it shouldn't
publish figures arrived at by takthe wrong
of survey!reach
It's
high ingtime
that kind
our industry
some conclusions about the method
that will yield the greatest degree
of accuracy and adopt it as a
standard until an improved method
is found. I don't think it would do
any harm for radio to bend over
and cock an eye at the running research currently being conducted
by the ANPA in the newspaper
field.
The sins that have been committed in the name of radio research
from the CAB ratings on down
have cost advertisers millions of
dollars.
to
call a Don't
halt? you think it's time
Jergens Summer Plans
ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cincinnati (Woodbury soaps), will cofeature Gale Page, radio and film
actress, with Jim Ameche, in a
summerwoodseries
of Woodbury's
HollyPlayhouse
when Charles
Boyer, star of the current show,
goes on vacation. Summer series
starts July 3 on 62 NBC-Red stations, Wed., 8-8:30 p. m. (EDST)
with West Coast repeat, 7-7:30
p. m. tinue
(PST).
Jay Clark
will con-&
to produce
for Lennen
Mitchell, agency servicing the account, and Bob Moss remains as
network director on the show, with
Lew Crosby announcer. Miss Page
and Ameche replaced Boyer last
year when he went to France. It is
understood that Boyer may do a
serial when he returns to his network program in fall. It is an open
secretent policy
that ofhe adoesn't
like story
the presdifferent
and
characters each week. Boyer would
prefer a program in which he could
develop a permanent characterization. Several serials are said to be
under consideration, with Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal, by Lloyd C.
Douglas, favored.
BMI Campus Approval
BROADCAST MUSIC Inc., industry project to break the ASCAP
monopoly in music, is looked upon
by the American College Publicity
Assn., representing leading schools
of higher learning, as a haven for
young song writers and lyricists
who plan careers in music, it was
indicated at the annual meeting of
the organization in Des Moines
April 27-28. Displaying a familiarity with BMI, spokesmen for the
group advocated support of the
movement and said they would try
to guard against inroads of ASCAP
"propaganda" on the campus. Some
200 colleges were represented at
the session. Miss Judith Waller of
NBC and Ed Kirby, NAB public
relations director were guests at
the convention.
• Broadcast
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WEEK*

P£R

ALL
these

Kfl

of
/>ww»/r,
30 AflHuUi of Mo^nUuf Bu*iilUtiA!
9:30 A. M. MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

Combine them any way you please as long as five per week are
purchased and earn this new, low combination rate. Here are four
proven sales promoters reaching four different audiences at four
different times of the day at a price comparable to our one-minute
daytime spot announcement rate. Write or wire for complete story

. . . children off to school, breakfast dishes all washed . . .
have another cup of coffee, relax and listen to one of the
most enjoyable half-hours in radio. It's . . .

on this best buy in the Nation's Third Major Market — the "State
of KFI."
if with HOMER GRIFFITH
Genial
ceremonies. as
You'll
like hismaster
happyof philosophy
he
shares his home-made sunshine
with you.
-k vflth IRENE WIGTON
Home economist, stylist, color
harmonist, offering scads of new
ideas
day's work
lighter to
and make
more the
enjoyable.
>trf Baker's
"NOTEBOOK"
Borrow a profitable page from this
popular KFI feature and write a new
sales success story for your product.
Afternoon program, Monday thru
Friday

Aqne% White's
"CALIFORNIA HOME"
Stir a small part of your advertising
budget into this home economics
program crowded with women listeners. Morning program, Monday thru
Friday.

•k with AL POSKA
Popular conductor of
KECA's "MUSICAL
festivities. adding
_
CLOCK,"
fun and frivolity
tomuch
the
■k with CLAUDE SWEETEN
Composer-conductor and director of
the musical JAMBOREE."
portion of KECA's
"MIDMORNING
Well known
for his imaginative music on
"Feminine Fancies" and "Listen
k with JACK OWENS
Hollywood's
"young-manabout -the -piano,"
singing
Ladies." those songs you like to hear.
^ and the KECA ORCHESTRA

Mirandy's
"GARDEN PATCH"
80% of Southern California adults
have a definite interest in year-round
gardening. Plant your sales message
in
the "Garden
Patch"
and reap a
harvest
of increased
business.

Bob Johnson's
"BRIDGE CLUB"
Deal yourself in on the enthusiastic
audience that follows Bob and his
advertisers faithfully. Participation
gives you trump cards in Southern
California.

♦Basic Rate — 5 per week (any combination), $200.00 per week for
one month or less. Three to 6 months, $175.00 per week; 9 to 12
nionths, $150.00 per week. Single participation rate, $46.00 gross.
Participation consists of 150 words live copy.
KFI Pariieipai'mg Programs Are Powered io Sell!
OWNED AND OPERATED BY

That's the Talent Line-up!
. . . Now as to the Costs
SOLD ONLY ON PARTICIPATING BASIS
150-word participation
$20.00 each
(Basic rate, less than 5 weekly.)
Above subject to all frequency discounts.
WEEKLY PARTICIPATING RATE — 5 PER WEEK
Less than 1 3 weeks, per week
$85.00
13 to 25 weeks, per week
80.75
26 to 38 weeks, per week
76.50
39 to 51 weeks, per week
72.25
52 weeks, per week
68.00
No further discounts given than shown above.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE TALENT CHARGE

LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA
340 KG 50.000 Watts Continuous NBC REQ
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Sales Representatives

TUQKC 5000 Watts Days .1000 Watts Nights NRHRI IjlF
FREE & PETERS, Inc., Sales Representatives

Review
In KSFO

Is Granted
Decision

Supreme Court to Consider
Station License Question
REVIEW BY the Supreme Cotirt
of the jurisdiction of lower courts
over FCC decisions denying transfers of station licenses through sale
or lease was authorized by the highest tribunal May 6 in granting petitions for writs of certiorari sought
by the Government involving the
proposed lease of KSFO, San Francisco, to CBS.
Regarded as one of the few remaining fundamental issues to be
adjudicated involving FCC authority, the reviews were authorized after the U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
had denied FCC motions to dismiss
the KSFO and CBS appeals sought
by William J. Dempsey, general
counsel, and William C. Koplovitz,
assistant general counsel, who recently announced their resignations
from the FCC.
According to attorneys, the Supreme Court's grant of certiorari
may be without precedent under
the particular circumstances involved. The cases have not yet been
adjudicated in the lower court,
since the denial of the FCC motions
to dismiss simply left the issues before that court for final adjudication. Usually, the Supreme Court
awaits final decision in the lower
court before accepting review.
The FCC originally had denied
the transfer of KSFO, present CBS
San Francisco outlet, to the network in October, 1938. When the
appeals were taken both by the network and the station, FCC filed motions with the lower court to dismiss on the ground that under Section 402(b) of the Communications
Act the court was without jurisdiction to entertain an appeal on the
Commission's denial of a request
for consent to the assignment of a
license. The lower court subsemotion. quently denied the Commission's
Fulltime Experimentals
Are Extended to Aug. 1
PENDING promulgation of its reallocation under Havana Treaty
terms, the FCC April 30 extended
until Aug. 1 special fuUtime experimental licenses held by nine
broadcast stations. Simultaneously,
it advanced the effective date of
Section 8.32 (3) (b), which would
prohibit the broadcasting of commercial programs under experimental authorizations, to the Aug.
1 date.
All of the stations now are operating fuUtime under special experimental authorizations whereas
under regular assignments they are
designated as part time or timesharing stations. The Aug. 1 date
tentatively has been set for the expiration of all outstanding broadcast licenses in anticipation of the
treaty reallocation. It is expected,
however, that the reallocation date
will be set later in the year — possibly Dec. 1 — and that licenses again
will be extended to the new date.
Stations which were affected by
the April 30 ruling are WTIC,
Hartford; KRLD, Dallas; KTHS,
Hot Springs; WBAL, Baltimore;
WAPI, Birmingham; KVOO, Tulsa; WWL, New Orleans; KFAB,
Lincoln; WBBM, Chicago.
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TWENTY-ONE YEARS OLD, the oldest broadcasting station in Canada,
CFCF, Montreal, not only observed its anniversary May 1 but dedicated
its modern new studios. Notables were present in profusion, including
(top group, left to right) Maj. Lenox R. Lohr, NBC president; A. H.
Ginman, president, Canadian Marconi Co., owners of CFCF; Rene Morin,
chairman of the board of governors, Canadian Broadcasting Corp.;
Reginald M. Brophy, former NBC station relations chief, who is now
general manager of Canadian Marconi. Bottom group (1 to r) includes
Maj. Lohr; Mr, Brophy; Harold Carson, president, All-Canada Radio
Facilities; H. Cockfield, president, Cockfield, Brown & Co. Ltd., Canadian
associate of McCann-Erickson; J. Gibbons, president, J. J. Gibbons Agency.
AP

Management

Still Studies

Problem

Of Liberalizing Its Radio News Policy
The question of making AP news
ATTEMPTING to follow out the
mandate of the membership of the available for sponsorship on the nationwide networks is being carefulAssociated Press to "liberalize" the
ly considered, Mr. McCambridge
AP radio policies [Broadcasting,
reported, but no action has yet been
May 1], the AP management has taken
along this line. Regarding
been actively investigating the de- local sponsorship, he said that a
sires of its publisher-broadcaster great many AP members have conmembers during the last two
with other services for news
weeks, but has taken little action which tracts
they
are using on sponsored
as yet.
that they have exOnly liberalizing move to date programs,pressed but
of switching
has been to make AP news avail- to AP newsthe intention
at the expiration of
able to members for use on the air
present contracts.
on a 24-hour basis, regardless of their
AP news is currently being supthe member's hours of publication,
plied to MBS for twice-daily sumwhich formerly limited the radio
maries on the same public service
use of AP news as it does its use
as it has been furnished to
in print. KSD, radio station of the basis
NBC for more than a year, he said,
St. Louis Post-Dispatch, was the adding
the arrangement is
first station to arrange for this 24- temporarythat
and will probably be dishour service, which is also being
continued as soon as the AP pernegotiated for by WGN, Chicago
fects its plans for permitting the
Tribune station, and about a dozen
sponsorship of its news over the
others, according to W. J. McCamnetworks. The AP's public service
bridge, assistant general manager
plan, which gives the networks two
of the AP.
five-minute news summary periods
Desires of Members
daily without charge except for
Asked what had been discovered actual costs of installing and maintaining the ticker service, was esabout the wishes of AP members,
early in 1939 after the
Mr. McCambridge said there is a breakdovim tablished
of the Press Radio Budivision of opinion regarding the
reau which
been cooperatively
way the news should be handled. maintained had
by AP, United Press
Some members, he said, want the and International
News Service on
association to deliver a special ra- a comparable basis. Each of these
dio report, with the news already AP public service periods closes
processed for broadcasting. Others
credit
"For further deprefer to receive the full AP re- with atails
consult line:
your local AP newsport, as at present, and to do their
own processing, while still another
In announcing that it was the
group would like to have the com- "first newspaper-owned radio staplete programming job done at AP
tion to apply for and receive this
headquarters.
paper."
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Luckies' Musical Briefs
Now Include 52 Stations
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York, on May 15 is expanding its
transcribed musical announcement
campaign for Lucky Strikes to 52
stations in New York, Pennsylvania
and New England, the announceParade
bers onments,
the featuring
hour, Hit
to vary
fromnum150
weekly to 12 weekly. The original
campaign started April 1 on eight
New Yorkcasting,City
April 1].stations [BroadNew York stations added are
WGY, Schenectady; WABY, Albany; WIBX, Utica; WTRY, Troy;
WSYR, WOLF, Syracuse; WHAM,
WHEC, WSAY, Rochester; WESG,
Elmira, and WNBF, Binghamton.
Pennsylvania stations are WCAU,
KYW, WFIL, WPEN, WDAS, WIP,
Philadelphia; WGBL WARM,
Scranton; WBRE, WBAX, WilkesBarre, and WSAN, Allentown.
New England stations added are
WTIC, WDRC, WTHT, Hartford;
WNBC, New Britain; WELI, New
Haven; WBRY, Waterbury; WICC,
Bridgeport; WBZ, WNAC.
WCOP, WORL, WEEI, WAAB,
Boston; WTAG, WORC, Worcester; WMAS, Springfield, Mass.;
WBRK, Pittsfield; WJAR, WPRO,
WEAN, Providence; WFEA, Manchester, N. H.; WLNH, Laconia,
N. H.; WCAX, Burlington, Vt.;
WNBX, Springfield, Vt.; WCSH,
WGAN, Portland; WLBZ, WABI,
Bangor, and WCOU, Lewiston, Me.
Agency is Lord & Thomas, New
York.
Siren Heralds News
A SIREN now announces the daily
15-minute newscasts of McCollFrontenac Oil Co., Montreal, according to Dominion Broadcasting
Co., Toronto, which recorded and
shipped the disc to start May 1 on
CKOC, Hamilton, Ont.; CKNX,
Wingham, Ont.; CFCH, North
Bay, Ont.; CJCS, Stratford, Ont.;
CJRM,liam, Ont.
Regina;
Fort Ont.
Wil- ;
; CKCR,CKPR,
Kitchener,
CJKL, Kirkland Lake, Ont.; CKGB,
Timmins, Ont.; CJRC, Winnipeg;
CFQC, Saskatoon, Sask.; CKVD,
Val d'Or, Que.; CHRC, Quebec City,
Que. Account& was
by Cockfield-Brown
Co., placed
Montreal.
Ralston to Return
RALSTON-PURINA Co., St. Louis,
which went off NBC April 26 for
the summer, will resume Tom Mix
Ralston Straight Shooters on 50
NBC-Blue stations on Sept. 30 for
26 weeks. The program will be
heard Mondays through Fridays,
5:45-6 p.m., with two repeats, for
the South and Midwest at 6 : 45 p.m.,
and for the West Coast at 8:45 p.m.
Agency in charge is Gardner Adv.
Co., St. Louis.
CAMP ANA SALES Co., Batavia, lU.,
on May 24 will discontinue for the
summer months the First Nighter program, heard on 53 CBS stations for
Italian Balm, Fridays, 9:30-10 p.m.
Chicago.
Agency is Aubrey, Moore & Wallace,
24-hour service, which has just
been established for the use of radio stations by vote of the members of the Associated Press," KSD
stated that it "will be able to cover
news developments at any time in
addition to its regular AP news
schedule," consisting of seven
periods
Sundays. on weekdays and three on
• Broadcast
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WKY

ADVERTISER

are
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25

WORDS!
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• Eighteen spot announcements

a week

over WKY

tell Oklahomans about Skinner's Raisin-Bran and
Macaroni products. The alacrity with which Oklahoma housewives have responded to these announcements has enabled Skinner's representative to report
"an increase in my Oklahoma territory on Raisin-Bran
sales that to my best knowledge is a better showing
than has been made in any other territory." WKY
was sent to bat for Skinner a year and a half ago.
Active merchandising co-operation among jobbers and
dealers plus an ability to deliver a greater listening
audience than any other Oklahoma station, has given
WKY a regular place in the Skinner line-up . . . has
demonstrated the unquestioned power of WKY to do a
thorough selling job throughout the Oklahoma

market.

Owned and Operated by The Oklahoma Publishing Co.
ClXlf
OICLiliHOIilli^
^
1^ ICY
The Farmer-Stockman * KVOR, Colorado Springs * KLZ, Denver {Affiliated Mgmt.)
The Daily Oklahoman and Times
Represented
Nationally by the Katz Agency, Inc.

y sponsorship
UNDE
V, icit
ofRWJSpubl
Washington, six
low-cost houses are being
constructed in Washington
to demonstrate the types of small
dwellings advocated by the Federal
Housing Administration to meet the
requirements of families desiring
to pay about $200 down and $25
monthly for a home. Construction
is under supervision of John W.
Brabner-Smith, FHA attorney.
The houses, two to be built in
each of three different sections of
the city, will employ various types
of building materials and specifications. Three of the houses will be
built from low-cost plans published
by hije magazine; three vdll include materials running well over
the $2,500-$3,000 type of structure
in order to demonstrate alternative
types of materials. WJSV is carrying two programs each week informing listeners on construction
developments, financing methods,
information on materials, designs
and sites, vdth Elinor Lee, WJSV
home economist visiting the structures from day to day to gather
broadcast material. Open for public
inspection at all times, the six
houses are expected to be completed
in late June. When finished they
will be exhibited completely furnished and will be available for
purchase.
*
* *
Art in Toledo
RELATING the success of its promotion of local art appreciation for
the Toledo Museum of Art, WSPD,
Toledo, O., has published a rosecolored folder, "Holbein in Toledo".
The brochure incorporates a fullcolor print, suitable for framing,
of Hanstrait of Holbein
Younger'soneporCatherinethe Howard,
of
the wives of King Henry VIII. The
print is reproduced from plates
loaned by the Toledo Museum.

CALLING all 7-UP bottlecaps in a
special six-day contest jointly sponsored by Seven-Up Bottling Co. of
San Francisco and Adams Bros.,
Oakland distributors, KRE, Berkeley, Cal., recently was all but
snowed under with more than
20,000 caps. Contemplating part of
a pile of the caps — with a bottlecap
sign illustrating the fanciness of
some of the entries — are (1 to r)
Edward Adams, of Adams Bros.;
R. 0. Davis, of Allied Advertising
Agencies, San Francisco agency
handling the account, and Don
Hambly, KRE announcer handling
broadcasts in conjunctwice-daily
tion with the contest. The person
sending in largest number of 7-Up
bottlecaps won an RCA- Victor table
model radio-phonograph, vdth other
prizes including an RCA-Victor
record player and Bluebird records.
In addition, each offer of 10 or
caps received a patented botmoretle stopper.
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Me%chandi±in^
& J^iomotion
Capital Houses — Holbein Print — Free Posies — Game
Tickets — Rally of Owls — Schedules
Richfield Film Tieup
ONE OF the most extensive cooperative advertising tie-ups between a
sponsor and motion picture concern
is that of Richfield Oil Co., Los Angeles, and 20th Century-Fox Film
Corp., that city. Under agreement
terms, 20th Century-Fox films are
being exploited on the six-weekly
quarter-hour Richfield Reporter on
NBC-Pacific Red and 3 Arizona
Network stations. In return, testimonials from picture stars and
name talent are used during the
broadcasts to endorse Richfield
products. In addition, Richfield is
plugging
Century-Fox
films
and names 20th
in newspaper,
magazine
and periodical advertising, as well
as on 24-sheets distributed throughout the Pacific Coast area. More
than 750,000 color portraits, backed
with biographies of film stars, are
being distributed each week by
4,000 service stations on the West
Coast.
* * *
Search for Singers
UNUSUAL idea in radio talent
hunts was launched by WCAU,
Philadelphia, on May 4 as a new
weekly variety revue, Vocal Help
Wanted. With Hugh Walton as m.c,
Joey Kearns' studio orchestra and
the Three Keys, four amateurs are
selected at random from the studio
audience each week to sing with the
band. Recordings of vocal efforts
are made during the broadcast, and
each participant gets a record at
the end of the show. The audience
votes on contestants, with the winner getting a prize and a guest spot
on the following week's broadcast.
To find singing talent for the susshow, "Vocalin Help
Wanted"
The Building Field
ads are taining
inserted
the classified
KEYED to real estate and building section of the Philadelphia Inquirer
trades advertising, the NAB Bu- and Bulletin. * * *
reau of Radio Advertising has comOrchids With Renewals
piled a 42-page booklet of tested
program ideas, success stories, pro- FOLLOWING the first 13 weeks'
motion plans and other aids for success of the National Biscuit Co.'s
this field. The loose-leaf folder, campaign of Victor recordings introduced by Martin Block of the
"Building Field Sales Manual", was
produced in cooperation with the Make Believe Ballroom program
Federal Housing Administration, on WNEW, New York, McCannwhich provided detailed facts and Erickson, New York, the agency in
figures on the FHA insured mort- charge, sent orchids to the 20 managers of the stations carrying the
gage plan for low-cost home financwith renewal coning. Copies of the manual are avail- campaigntracts foralong
the second 13 weeks,
able without charge to NAB memstarting
May
6.
Presented in the
ber stations.
interests of NBC bread, the cam^ ^ ^
paign started Feb. 12 on 16 staIn Georgia Waters
tions with six half-hours weekly,
INDIRECT promotion for the sta- four stations having been added
tion is being carried on by WSB,
since
Feb. 1].that date [Broadcasting,
Atlanta, through distribution of a
* * *
"Fishing in Georgia" folder pubDiamond Ducats
lished by the State Division of Wild
Life. Although the folder in no way WJJD, Chicago, offers 100 free
mentions WSB, it is being sent to baseball tickets to Cubs and Sox
the trade by the station to interest games each week during its afteranglers in Georgia fishing. The
noon broadcasts featuring Charlie
folder lists fish catchable in the Grimm and Lew Fonseca. Listeners
State, where they are found and whose names are announced on the
season regulations.
air during the preceding week are
* ^ *
guests of the week. Names are
chosen at random from listener letProofs in Advance
ters. A special section is reserved
TO PULL attention to its ad
for
the
100 weekly guests to the
appearing in the May 1 issue
of Broadcasting, WOWO, Fort "WJJD Baseball Parties". Sponsors of the games who buy the
Wayne, Ind., sent to the trade plan- "party" tickets include Gillette Co.,
ographed advance proofs of the dis- Walgreen Co., Bowman Dairy Co.,
play, with an illustrated notation LaPalina Cigars.
of issue and page number.

Demonstration by Disc
SPECIALLY tailored, recorded
sales presentation was used by
WTMJ, Milwaukee, to dramatize
the station's sales story for members of the Wisconsin Retail Jewelers Assn. at a recent convention at
Oshkosh. The recording, developed
by the WTMJ sales promotion department and prodticed for use on
portable play-back equipment at
the convention, included entertainment bits by WTMJ artists on
whose programs the jewelers have
participated during the last year.
The campaign was built around the
"Buy jewelry
your jeweler"
theme.
William from
F. Dittmann,
sales
chief of WTMJ, presented the recording and addressed the convention.
* * *
P&G- Serve! Contests
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, in cooperation with Servel
Inc., New York, for the third successive year, is conducting six
weekly contests for P&G soap using
The Guiding Light on NBC-Red,
Painted Dreams on KWK, St. Louis,
Sidewalk Reporter on WTMJ, Milwaukee, and various spot stations
carrying Vic & Sade and the Gospel Singer. Listeners complete the
sentence "I Like P&G soap . . ."
in 25 words or less, accompanied
by four P&G wrappers. First contest starts May 20, with prizes offered for the six weeks including
six $1,000 bills, 30 $500 bills, and
360 Servel de luxe refrigerators.
Compton Adv., New York, is the
P&G agency, and BBDO, New York,
handles the Servel account.

BROADCASTING

For Owl Employes
TO STIMULATE employe interest
in the five-weekly quarter-hour
health program, Keeping Fit in Hollywood, which started April 15 on
KNX, Hollywood, under sponsorship of Owl Drug Co., San Francisco, a special two-day rally was
staged April 25-26 in the station
studios. Besides pep talks by executives of the firm and CBS, Richard
Kline, conductor of the program
presented
a typical
"broadcast"
from
the studio
stage, with
a group
of Owl employes following instructions and demonstrating exercises.
As a "talent-find" Knox Manning, KNX commentator, who presided as master-of-ceremonies, presented a playback of recorded
"man - on - the - street" interviews
made dios.
as There
employes
entered
the stuwas also
a miniature
quiz program with employes participating and dramatized sketches
of business problems and campaigns. F. J. McGreal, advertising
and sales manager of Owl Drug Co.
spoke bi-iefly, explaining the goodwill purpose of the series, while
Raymond R. Morgan, head of Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood
agency servicing the account, told
of promotion being Used to exploit
the show. Other speakers included
A. F. Anderson, general sales manager, and E. Mendenhall, director
of employe and public relations, respectively, ofOwl Drug Co.
*
* *
Cowles List
APPEARING each Sunday on the
radio page of the Des Moines Register are the news broadcast schedules for the coming week of the four
Cowles stations — KSO-KRNT, Des
Moines, WMT, Cedar Rapids, la.,
and WNAX, Yankton, S. D. Developed by Mary Little, radio
columnist of Iowa Broadcasting
Co., the vidual
newsstations,
schedules
of the indiwith times,
days
and newscaster listed, occupy two
full columns and are designed for
quick reference. The four-station
layout was started recently after
similar tables for each station had
been published in different issues
of the Register & Tribune.
BROCHURES
KYW, Philadelphia — Four-page broadside folder, "Standing Room Only",
promoting
the KYW 7-9 a.m. Musical
Clock program.
NBC — Green - and - white brochure
"Yeah . . . But . . . How Many Are
Away From Radio ... In the . . .
Summer?," illustrated by Dr. Seuss.
NBC — Die-cut
orange
on "Li'l
Abner",
the comic
strip,folder
now available
to sponsors as a Monday through Friday quarter-hour serial program.
NBC — Blue - and - white folder "Pull
Your Chair
Right up to the
the Rail," offor sponsorship
of racesferingscheduled
to Nov. 2.broadcasts
WIRE, Indianapolis — Photomontage
brochure on new studios in the Claypool Hotel.
WRC Washington — Colored file-size
folder ture,onthe Mary
women'sincorfeaWRC Mason's
Home Forum,
porating testimonials, sponsor lists
and participation rates.
NAB — Sixth radio success story released by NAB Bureau of Radio Advertising, covering gardening and field
subjects, based on success of Old Dirt
Doiier participating program of
WLAC, Nashville.
WTSP,
Petersburg, Fla.— Fileness data.St. with
size brochure
coverage and busi• Broadcast
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Advertisers

Cigarets— Tobacco
• Lucky Strike
Regents
Royalist Cigars
Twenty Grand

Drugs— Toilet Goods
m Arrld
Barbasol
Baume Bengue
Bayer Aspirin
B-C
Carter's Little Liver
Pills
Cuticura
Danderine
Dr. Lyons
Ex-Lax
Feenamint
Gillette
Jests
Lydia Pinkham
Phillips Milk of Magnesia
Pinex
Poslam
Princess Pat Rouge
and Liquid Liptone
Stanback

network

Grand

are
one

Iowa,

Foods 6? Beverages
O Doelger's Beer & Ale
Holland House Coffee
Kraft
Mission Bell Wines
N. Y. State Bureau of
Milk Publicity
Old Knickerbocker
Beer
Ovaltine
Pepsi-Cola
Richardson & Robbins

at smaller

in the combined

Kansas,

Nebraska,

Automotive
• Dodge
Ford Dealers
Oldsmobile
Shell
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for

market.

and

Yes, 80 national

Missouri,

audi-

states of

Minnesota,

the Dakotas.
accounts

on our ros-

ter already in 1940, with

63 of them

continuing
Add
local

right along

to that number
advertisers

accounts

through

April.

38 enterprising

for a total of 118

in four months.

What

other station — or for that matter

what

network — can

tie that record?

Welch's Grape Juice
Miscellaneous
• Adam Hat Stores
Gardner Nurseries
Kern
Oakite
Postal Telegraph
Remington Rand
Sears Roebuck
and 69 more
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More

Signal

F

Left — power amplifier, left-hand cubicle, showing air-cooled
tubes, compressed gas type main plate and grid tuning condensers.
Below — Center cubicle of power amplifier assembly showing
plate tank and coupling coil, harmonic filter and transmission
line terminating coils.

OPERATING

ADVANTAGES

• Air-cooled tubes in all stages.
• Extremely low operating costs.
• Metal plate rectifiers throughout, except main high voltage rectifier.
• Inductive neutralization of the power
amplifier.
• Equalized feedback.
• Compressed gas condensers.
• Complete elimination of fuses.
• Spare rectifier tube at operating temperature.
• Ease of adjustment.
• Unit construction throughout.
• Full automatic control.
• Relatively low plate voltages.
• Conservative operation of all tubes.

W^tinghouse

I

PER

KW

INPUT

•

•

•

WITH

THIS

NEW;

The new Westinghouse Type HG SO kw transmitter was developed in the recognition
that commercial broadcasting pioneered by Westinghouse Station KDKA is the business
of manufacturing modulated radio waves at a profit. Commercial stations can turn out
a better product at lower cost with this new equipment because:
1. The power amplifier provides over 80% efficiency — more than twice the plate
efficiency of conventional circuits and at least 20% above other equipments now
available.
2. Air-cooled tubes throughout eliminate water jackets, coohng radiators, water storage
tanks, distilled water and other inconveniences of expensive installation and maintenance accompanying the use of water cooled tubes.
3. The cooling method

allows use of exhaust

air to heat the building housing the transmitter— a further saving.
4. All tubes are operated well below their
rating with resultant long life and economy.
Performance

for station KDKA

in Pittsburgh

gives ample confirmation of the improved
efficiency, economy, compact arrangement,
and simplified operation which this new
transmitter provides. For full details of operating advantages listed at left, get in touch
with your nearest Westinghouse office.
•
• •
Tune in Thursday nights to "Musical Americana," with
Westinghouse Radio Orchestra, 100 Men of Melody and
Swing Choir . . . N.B.C. Blue Network ... 8 P.M., E.S.T.
J-08016
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HORSES AND GUNS and hobbies and experts are
here illustrated. At left Maj. Lenox R. Lohr, NBC
president, a man of many and varied hobbies, talks
over his recent New York exhibition of ancient guns
with Nathaniel Spear, head of the department store
displaying them. The Lohr collection traces the history of U. S. military rifles from earliest times to the

Affiliates of NBC-Red
Discuss Proposal for
Added Optional Hours
WHILE a "generally favorable reaction" by affiliates of the Red Network to NBC's suggestion that the
period between 7:30 and 8 p. m. be
changed from station to network
optional time was reported at NBC,
no definite decision has yet been
reached on the change, it was reported following a meeting of affiliates with network officials. A
number of affiliates, on the other
hand, are understood to hold that
the station time is necessary to accommodate local public sei'vice and
national spot needs.
NBC offered increased compensation to the stations for network use
of the period if the transfer is
effected. Exact amount of the compensation was not revealed but it
was understood to exceed the 37%%
maximum now received by stations
in the higher bracket, which classification includes most of the Red
affiliates. The figure was reported
roughly as 50% of the hour rate,
rather than the 37%% unit rate
scale.
The proposal was made at a
luncheon meeting in New York May
1 by Niles Trammell, NBC executive vice-president. It was argued
by NBC that the competitive program situation made the move both
desirable and necessary. Removal
of the period would leave the hours
before 10 a. m., 12 noon to 3 p. m.,
6 to 7 p. m., and after 11 p. m. for
the stations to use for local and national spot programs during weekdays. The network already has reserved the 7:30-8 p. m. half hour
in its Sunday schedule, which gives
the stations first call on the time
before 1 p. m., between 4 and 5,
between 6 and 7, and after 11 p. m.
ONE of the 10 champion retrieving
dogs in America, Freehaven Joy of
Chicago, owned and handled by James
L. Free, president of Free & Peters,
national station representative organization, won first award May 5 in the
annual spring trial of the Minnesota
Field Trial Assn. held at White Bear
Lake, Minn. Two weeks before the
dog won the Mississippi Valley Club
field trial held at Peruque, Mo,
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present. At right Duncan Moore, special events man
and news commentator of WJR, Detroit, is pictured
astride one of his three jumpers. His hobby is the
training of colts. This one, we are told, took the halter
without dissent after only a week of companionship
and now leads with the halter strap loosely across
Moore's hand, no mean feat in the equestrian art.

Gross Time Sales by Major Networks
Continue to Pass All Previous Records
INDIVIDUALLY and collectively,
the four nationwide networks last
month had the biggest gross time
sales for any April in network history and all four likewise report
record-breaking cumulative time
sales for the January-to-April
period. Combined gross time sales
of the networks for April 1940 total
$7,724,154, an increase of 15.7%
from the $6,677,636 reported for
April 1939. For the four - month
period, combined time sales grossed
$32,031,724 this year as compared
to $27,671,025 last year, a gain of
15.8%.
CBS in April again led the field
in gross time sales, as it has done
every month in 1940, establishing
new all-time highs for each month
for a single network. For the fourmonth period, total CBS time sales
were $13,742,432, up 25% from the
$10,995,309 total for the first four
months of 1939. Twice during the
four months, in January and again
in March, CBS has passed the
$3,500,000 mark which no other individual network has ever achieved.
Second honors for April and for
the four-month stretch as well go
to NBC-Red, which from January
to April had gross time sales totaling $13,190,501, an increase of
Times Square Chimes
NBC's famous chimes, which
have been the network' s
trade mark on programs for
years, have been installed in
electronic form in the huge
Gillette clock in Times
Square, New York, to strike
every quarter-hour. Invented
by J. L. Hathaway, NBC engineer, at the suggestion of
E. P. H. James, NBC advertising manager, the notes
heard are produced through
the vibrations of electrons in
a series of radio tubes, and
are actuated by a small master clock in Radio City which
trips a control, starting the
chimes.

6.7% over the $12,363,982 Red gross
for the same period of 1939. Cumulative Blue total of $3,692,653, a
gain of 17.2% over last year's
$3,150,449, brings the combined
NBC gross time sales figure for the
four months to $16,883,154, up
8.8%theover
for
same last
time year's
a year $15,514,431
ago. NBC
combined billings in April totaled
$4,041,518, a rise of 13.5% from
the combined total of $3,560,984 for
April 1939.
Mutual, with the largest percentage gain for the month as compared
to the same month a year previous
(37.1%), is second only to CBS in
its percentage gain for the four
months. MBS billings for 1940 to
date are $1,406,138, up 21.1% over
1939's
$1,161,285 for the comparable period.
Gross Monthly Time Sales

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
April
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
April
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
April
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
April

19J,0
over 19S9 19S9
NBCRed
Gain $3,211,161
$3,496,393 % 8.9%
3,226,983 8.5 2,976,268
3,338,440 1.2 3,297.992
3,128,685 8.7 2,879,571
NBC-Blue
908.816 10.» 822,789
906,101 17.0 778,487
965,904 10.7 872,860
912,833 34.0 681,413
CBS
3,588,989 34.2 2,674,067
3,830,627 31.0 2,641,642
3,513,170 20.1 2,925,684
MBS 16.4 2,854,026
3,322,689
317,729
337,649
390,813
359,947

0.8
22.1
27.3
37.1

316,078
276.606
306,976
262,626

Radio Theme for Film
A RADIO program theme song to
open and close the motion picture
"Dreaming
Out Loud",
which features
Chester Lauck
and Norris
Goff as
Ltim & Ahner. will be used by Voco
Productions, Hollywood. Sybil Chism.
organist, and wife of Hal Bock, NBC
western division publicity director, who
played
when
the Lumthe& theme
Atner song
series"Eleanor"
was sponsored
on CBS by General Foods Corp. (Postum), has the film assignment.
BROADCASTING

Hedges and Damm Argue
Station - Network Rights
To Station Break Time
PERENNIAL argument between
networks and their affiliates over
control of the 20-second period at
the end of a quarter-hour program
broke out afresh recently with Walter J. Damm, managing director
of WTMJ, Milwaukee, and William S. Hedges, NBC, vice-president in charge of stations, as the
principals.
Following the arguments presented by the Independent Radio
Network Affiliates executive committee in its recent letter advising members that this time belongs
to the station and that the network has no right to include it in
a package sale of a half-hour period to an advertiser for the broadcast of two 15-minute programs
with an extra commercial inserted
between the two [Broadcasting,
April 15], Mr. Damm informed Mr.
Hedges that if NBC continued this
practice WTMJ would delete any
such announcements.
Mr. Hedges replied that while
there is no question about the 20second periods at the half -hour and
hour being reserved for station
identification, no such announcement is necessary at the 15-minute and 45-minute spots, that the
network has every right to sell an
advertiser an uninterrupted halfhour, and that the advertiser can
put whatever he wishes into that
half-hour as long as he does not
violate the network's rules on
copy, adding that if WTMJ deleted any part of a period purchased from NBC by an advertiser
NBC would deduct from its payment to WTMJ the amount of its
rebate to the advertiser for such
deletion.
Philip Morris Quiz
PHILIP MORRIS & Co., New York
(cigarettes), which shifted its series Breezin' Along May 5 from
NBC to CBS, Sundays, 8:30-8:55
p. m., has changed the format of
the
now a titled
Swing-Go,
and program,
introduced
double
contest
with both radio and studio audiences participating. Listeners are
invited to send in a four-line rhyme
or jingle
Johnny Green,
tra leaderto featured
on the orchesseries,
the last line containing the name
of a popular song. Green repeats
the first three lines on the program
and a studio audience contestant
attempts to supply the missing line
with the correct song title. Biow
count.
Co., New York, handles the acNew Wise. Station
RECONSIDERING its action of
last October designating the application for hearing, the FCC on
May 8 authorized William F. Huffman, publisher of the Wisconsin
Rapids (Wis.) Tribune to erect a
new broadcasting station in that
community. It was assigned 100
watts night and 250 day on 1310 kc.
Wisconsin Rapids is situated in the
center of the State near Stevens
Point and about 25 miles South of
Wausau, and the 1930 census listed
its population at about 9,000.
PRIME MFG. Co., Milwaukee (Prime
electric fence controllers), has started
participation
John Thorpe's
early
morning
farm inprogram,
R.F.D. 1020,
on KYW, Philadelphia. Hoffman &
York
Advertising, Milwaukee, handles
the account.
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in daytime
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NOW

AVAILABLE

RECORDED

IN

radio!

and

BoF

HlYl

SERIES

This new recorded "Betty and Bob' ' series follows
the same program style that made the network
series such a smashing success for General Mills
— with all new plot sequences. It is a five-a-week,
15-minute show. . . features an all-star cast of name
talent. . . is authored and directed by the same writer
and same producer who brought the netu ork
show to the highest rating in eight years on the air.
"Betty and Bob" is built to a proved successformula — with added showmanship features seldom found in recorded programs. Highlights
are: Specially arranged otxhestral theme music —
Several types of opening and closing theme and
announcements on separate record — Maximum
time allowance for commercials — Comprehensive

merchandising plan. Every detail has been carefully planned to give the program all the flavor
and character of a "live" show, including the
finest recording— NBC ORTHACOUSTIC.
Take advantage of the huge following "Betty
and Bob" have built up! Here's a program for
"spot" use by regional advertisers in every section
of the country. Write for presentation, availability and prices.

adiO'Recording
Division
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A Radio Corporation of America Service
RCA

Building, Radio City, New
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$50,000 Fund for Radio
Planned by Communists
COMMUNIST Party of America,
taking advantage of the "equal opportunity"Act,
requirements
of the
Communications
intends
to
raise a fund of $50,000 for radio
during the forthcoming national
elections compaign. All or most of
it is to be spent for regional or
local radio time, it was indicated
by Peter Cacchione, secretary of
the Communist committee in New
York.
In the meantime, since the networks are broadcasting the conventions of the major political parties, the Communists have also
asked that they carry at least portions of their four-day national
convention. May 30 to June 2, in
Manhattan Center, New York. NBC
and MBS have agreed to carry a
1:30-2 p. m. broadcast June 2
when it is expected the speeches
of the probable candidates. Earl
Browder for President and James
W. Ford for Vice-President, will
be timed. CBS on June 2 will carry an 8-8:15 p. m. interview with
the Communist candidate by Al
Warner, its Washington correspondent. The party has also asked
CBS to carry some of the convention proceedings along with the
other networks.
WITH members of its staff of news
analysts reporting the latest events.
CBS is presenting a Sunday evenins'
series Headlines and Bylines, 11-11 :1.5
p. m., replacing the Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co.'s Paul Sullivan Reviews the News program, which has
moved to an earlier prosram five times
weekly. Reporting for CBS on the program are Maj. George Fielding Eliot,
Albert Warner and I?ob Trout.

INSTITUTE IS HELD
BY OHIO SALESMEN
THE Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters on
May 3 held its third annual sales
institute for salesmen of Ohio radio
stations at the Deshler Wallick
Hotel in Columbus. All-day sessions
were attended by some 80 salesnren
and sales managers representing
all Ohio commercial stations.
The meeting was addressed by
Prof. Warren Dygert of New York
U, Don Davis, president of WHB,
Kansas City, and Frank Ryan,
Frigidaire Corp., Dayton.
Prof. Dygert spoke from the
viewpoint of the media buyer and
emphasized selling radio as a medium, importance of stressing radio listener circulation, the tangibles of radio and continual reiteration of success stories. Mr. Davis
through a series of charts and
transcriptions told assembled salesmen "how it's done at WHB". Mr.
Ryan's talk covered the broad field
of selling and stressed the fine
points of salesmanship in general.
Eugene Carr, assistant manager
of WGAR, directed an open forum
afterous summarizing
the three
previtalks. The meeting
was opened
by Vernon Pribble, manager of
WTAM and president of the OAB.
The program was arranged by
E. Y. Flanigan, commercial manager of WSPD and the conference
by B. A. Manring, of WHKC, secretary of the OAB.

FRAMED in beauty and wreathed in smiles was Lloyd George Venard,
Colonial Network's representative with Edward Petry & Co. in New
York, when he made a flying trip to the New England Drug & Health
Show, in the success of which Yankee and Colonial networks played a
big part. The girls, a few of the semi-final winners of the "Oomph Girl"
contest held as part of the show, are (1 to r) Lucille Burke, Peggy Jackson, Gertrude Haughton and Arlene Wannlund.
AFM TO CONSIDER
EXPIRATION PLANS
QUESTION of how relationships
between the American Federation
of Musicians and the non-network
broadcasters shall be handled following the expiration of the present national agreement in September is expected to be settled during
the AFM convention, to be held in
Indianapolis the week of June 10.
Method will probably be the same
as that employed in the case of the
network affiliates, where new contracts, chiefly on the same basis as
before, were negotiated by individual stations and local unions, after
an expression from the Department of Justice that any effort to
extend the national agreement requiring each station to make minimum expenditures for union musi-

cians based on a national quota
system would be interpreted as a
violation of the anti-trust laws.
Joseph N. Weber, AFM president, who has been in the South
for his health following a severe
illness, is expected to return to his
New York headquarters about June
1, spending
a week in preparation
for
the convention.
Florsheim Series
FLORSHEIM SHOE Co., Chicago,
with local dealer tie-in, in early
May started placing the transcribed program, The Squared Circle, on a group of stations nationally. Series, which features James J.
Jeffries, ex-world champion heavyweight, as m.c, is being produced by
Fred C. Mertens & Associates, Los
Angeles.

LIGHTNING
strikingPhiladelphia,
near the transmitter of WPEN,
on
May 3 burned out five fuses and a
condenser, putting the station off the
air for the
eight920minutes
in mid-afternoon
during
Cluh program.
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For more information about WRVA, one of the sixteen CBS 50.000 watt stations, inquire of Paul Raymer Company, New York, Chicago, Detroit. San Francisco
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OUR

PLATFORM

Keep American radio free as the press.
Maintain a system of free, competitive broadcasting, rendering public service without undue
restraint.
Build programs to provide the greatest good
for the greatest number.
Avoid political partisanship on the air.
Install radios in every home, classroom, office,
automobile, passenger train and airplane.
Keep pace with technical developments and
foster their commercial applications.

^Broadcasting Day'
JULY 4 fittingly will mark a new
epoch for
radio. "Broadcasting Day" will be observed
at the World's Fair in New York. In effect,
it will be a declaration of radio independence — •
of an American radio as free as the press.
The invitation of the World's Fair to observe
"Broadcasting Day" on Independence Day is
both apt and timely. The work performed by
radio since its advent, which has made it indispensable inthe American standard of living,
could not have been performed except under the
American system of free enterprise.
When the founding fathers wrote the Constitution, with almost psychic vision they pro\'ided for freedom of the press, assembly and
religion. Radio constitutes the modern fusion
of all three. That these wise men would have
provided for a radio kept inviolate, had there
been the slightest notion of its evolution, goes
without saying.
Even the last few months have brought new
praise for American radio from groups which
in the past have sought its undoing. At the
recent sessions of the American Newspaper
Publishers Assn. radio was accepted as a contemporary handmaiden as broadcasters and
publishers sat at the same conference table.
In Columbus, where the Ohio State Institute on
Education by Radio was conducted a fortnight
ago, some 100 working broadcasters conferred
with educators in joint cooperative efforts
toward common goals. Women's organizations,
which formerly were prone to slap commercial
radio on general principles, now are coorelating their activities with the existing structure
to bring about adjustments in programming
which will enhance listening and at the same
time help the cooperating sponsors sell their
wares.
All these developments effectively point to
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the permanency of radio's march of progress.
There is, of course, the backdrop of business
and regulatory problems which make broadcasting, as an industry, a perilous venture, but
these can only be regarded as ephemeral, even
though aggravating and disheartening at times.
President Roosevelt himself on several occasions has called for an American Radio "as
free as the press". His participation in the
"Broadcasting Day" observance on July 4, in
person if public affairs permit, will provide
an appropriate setting for the "Declaration of
Radio Independence."
New Legal Quarry?
IS COMMUNICATIONS— radio, telephone and
telegraph — the next New Deal target for legal
conquest? And will that old spectre of a public
utility concept of radio broadcasting, with its
rate-regulation implications, again be thrust
forward, with the Corcoran-Cohen forces behind it?
Those are the questions being posed with the
new appointments to the FCC legal staff as
replacements for the Dempsey-Koplovitz team.
Telford Taylor and Joseph L. Rauh Jr., like
their predecessors, are brilliant young government lawyers selected for merit rather than for
political considerations. Both are HarvardFrankfurter schooled. Both are Corcoran-Cohen
proteges, young Rauh actually having worked
as assistant to Ben Cohen. Despite their youth,
both have had extensive experience in New
Deal public utility, holding company and power
litigation and legislation.
Speculation on communications as the next
New Deal juridical battleground does not all
stem from these new appointments. FCC Chairman Fly himself is former general counsel of
TVA — a top-flight lawyer high in New Deal
councils. The new FCC legal lineup, on paper,
is as pretentious as the old. But its experience
has all been in the public utility-common carrier sphere.
The Administration has won smashing court
victories in its pursuit of more stringent regulation of public utilities and power companies
and in the securities field. Its strategy is generally attributed to the Corcoran-Cohen team.
Communications, broadcasting particularly, has
lots of legal glamour, and unquestionably presents alluring possibilities for government
lawyers.
Whatever way the wind blows, the Government's lawyers must reckon vidth the clear-cut
provision of the Communications Act that radio

broadcasting is not a public utility common
carrier. In enacting the law in 1934, Congress
saw the difference between the peculiar structure of broadcasting and the fixing of rates for
freight or passengers or kilowatt-hours. It
described broadcasting as a quasi-utility, and
made clear that it did not regard its facilities
as open to all comers who have the price.
If the next New Deal foray does envelop
communications, radio broadcasting and its
corollary services cannot be lumped in with
telephone or telegraph. They are different
breeds of communications cats — technically, socially, economically and legally.

Bank

Mystery

THERE IS PLENTY of success-story evidence
that when banks use radio it's like money in
the bank for them. But bankers, by and large,
are ultra-conservative and the radio selling
process has been slow.
The best selling on bank advertising by radio
that has come our way in recent months is
from a banker himself — R. M. Meisel, advertising manager of the Industrial Morris Plan
Bank of Detroit. He brings it home in the official publication of the Financial Advertisers
Association, of which he is radio editor. He tells
how officers of his bank questioned the audience
available for its sponsored news flashes at 7:30
a.m. oyer a local station. A one-time announcement with an inexpensive giveaway was made.
The response was more than eight times the
number which the bank officers said would
satisfy them! The Detroit bank since then has
expanded its schedule to four Detroit stations.
Mr. Meisel observes: "It is indeed surprising
to note the small percentage of banks which
include radio in their budget, even with all the
evidence before them." And he concludes: "Radio has a place in bank advertising — a very important place, but like every other medium it
depends upon what you say — how you say it
and ivho says it."
For our money, we can only add, "check".
Everybody
Wins
EVERYBODY wins, particularly the St. Louis
listening public, and certainly nobody loses by
the untangling of the time-sharing and wavelength muddle in St. Louis, detailed elsewhere
in this issue. We believe the settlement of
this problem, wdth all direct parties satisfied
and the FCC lending its guiding and decisive
hand, points a moral: That competition is
never so keen but that friendly and mutually
beneficial relations can be maintained locally
and that the Federal regulators of radio can
do a constructive job when so minded.
After needless protracted and costly litigation had failed, KSD-KFUO-KXOK got together, agreed on improvements for all of
them, laid their cards face up on the FCC's
table. One or two commissioners may harbor
newspaper prejudices, at least one is openly
antagonistic to the networks, another favors
non-commercial stations — yet none could say
that the St. Louis public was not entitled to
the added hours of network programs that the
new setup vidll make possible. We fervently
hope the years will bring more such give-andtake on the part of competitors and more such
willingness to strip away red tape and formalities on the part of the FCC.
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GEORGE
AMONG

McGUFFIN

THE FEW newspaper executives who never for a moment
had a blind-spot for radio is George
McGuffin Burbach, general manager of KSD, St. Louis Post-Dispatch station, and advertising manager of that newspaper. If George
Btirbach has the slightest touch of
myopia, he suggests that it might
trace to a weakness for the number
"13". Regardless what the popular
fancy may be, it is his lucky number, he says — and he has ample
basis for a personal superstition
about it.
It took exactly 13 years for KSD
to recapture the fuUtime status
necessary
any station's
operation with for
maximum
efficiency.
On
March 13 last, negotiations were
completed with the various parties
involved in the wavelength shifts
necessary to relieve KSD of its
time-sharing burden [see detailed
story on page 28] . That day George
Burbach was in Washington for
conferences with the principals, including FCC officials. His train arrived on Track 13 ; he left on
Track 13.
Thirteen years ago the Department of Commerce authorized the
Lutheran station KFUO to utilize
several hours a day of KSD's time
on its 550 kc. channel. Now all that
has been settled ; KFUO gets a new
facility and KSD, which Under
Mr. Burbach's guidance has earned
the reputation of being one of the
most progressive radio stations in
the country, within a few weeks
will .yoperate without disrupted
schedules. Best of all — and this is
traceable to the genial and fairminded attitude of Mr. Burbach
and his willingness to negotiate on
a give-and-take basis — all direct
parties are happy about the whole
thing. That it means better service for St. Louis listeners goes
without saying.
George Burbach comes from a
newspaper family and might be
regarded as a newspaperman of the
old school were it not for the fact
that a zest for his work, particularly for his pet project of radio,
has kept him constantly on his toes

BRQA.P

CAS

TING

BURBACH

and alive to the new opportunities
presented by new developments.
KSD is one of the country's oldest
and best known broadcasting stations. From its inception as the
first Class B 500-watter, on March
9, 1922, its destinies, at least in its
commercial phases, have been guided bv Mr. Burbach.
While the advertising department of one of the country's great
newspapers is a vastly bigger job,
George Btirbach avows that radio
holds an unwavering fascination
for him. Certainly it keeps up the
youngish spirit, clear eye and steadfast outlook that appear to his
friends as his most marked characteristic.
A native of St. Louis, where he
was born Nov. 22, 1883, and where
he attended the local public and
high schools and was graduated
from a local business college, George
Burbach was 21 years old when he
joined the old St. Louis Republic
as a space salesman. He remained
with that newspaper 13 years, during which he opened and managed
its Chicago office. On Jan. 1, 1913,
he resigned to become manager of
national advertising for the Munsey newspapers, with headquarters
in New York, the group embracing
the New York Press, Washington
Times, Baltimore News, Boston
Journal and Philadelphia Times. He
remained with Munsey for only nine
months before accepting the position of advertising manager of the
Post-Dispatch in his home tovra.
.'.In 1922 Joseph Pulitzer the
younger, publisher of that newspaper, asked his advertising manager what he thought about going
,into radio. Burbach favored it, particularly seeing in the developjnent of radio programs and a radio
page a source of advertising linage
for the newspaper. The business details were left to him, while construction and operating phases were
left to Vice-President A. G. Lincoln,
the veteran circulation manager of
the newspaper.
KSD from the start was a popular DX pickup for radio fans
{Continued on page 55)
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BENEDICT GIMBEL Jr. has been
reelected president of Pennsylvania
Bcstg. Co., licensee of WIP, Philadelphia. Edward A. Davies was reelected
vice-president in charge of sales. Arthur
Miller
replaces
Jamesremaining
J. O'Brien
as
secretary,
the latter
on the
board. Raymond Filske was reelected
treasurer, and Ellis A. Gimbel was
renamed board chairman.
JAMES TURNER, for the last three
years with WSIX, Nashville, who has
resignedcome as
program
to bedirector
of thedirector
new WLBJ,
Bowling Green, Ky., which begins
operation about June 10, was tendered
a series of farewell parties during
early May by friends at WSIX, WSM
and WLAC as well as the Nashville
local of AFM.
ROBERT E. MAY. formerly an associate attorney with the FCC and
more recently with the Federal Power
Commission and the National Assn.
of Railroad & Utilities Commissioners,
has become associated with Carl I.
Wheat in the practice of law. Mr.
Wheat,
iformer
coun-in
sel of the
FCC, assistant
is now general
practicing
San Francisco but recently opened a
Washington office, with which Mr.
May will be associated.
HAYDEN HUDDELSTON has been
appointed commercial manager of
WCHV, Charlottesville,
in a has
reorganization inwhich Pat Va.,
Padgett
taken over the duties of production
manager
in addition
chiefbeenannouncer and Charles
Piedrato has
named
continuity chief. Louise Hayden has
been appointed copywriter.
IRA ROGER, formerly with WIS,
Columbia. S. C., has joined the new
WJHP, Jacksonville, which will start
operating sometime in July. He will
be commercial manager under Henry
Wells, who will be general manager.
Hal Davis, formerly commercial manager of WTMC, Ocala. Fla., has been
named manager succeeding R. R.
Powell, who will join the WJHP sales
staff. Mr. Wells has relinquished his
managership of WCOA, Pensacola, to
work on the WJHP project for the
John H. Perry interests.
AL BAMFORD. formerly with
WGRC,ance Co..Louisville,
and joined
Conquest
Allirecently has
the sales
staff of KROW, Oakland, Cal.
JAMES M. PATT, of the sales staff
of WKRC, Cincinnati, on June 15 is
to marry Patricia Mather, formerly
in the WKRC accounting department.
Louise Evans succeeds Miss Mather.
WALKER
BLAKE hasmanager
been pro-of
moted to commercial
CJCA, Edmonton, to succeed Ed.
Chown. moved to the Toronto office of
All-Canada Radio Facilities.
P. H. CUNNINGHAM,
formerlyPoplar
commercial manager of KWOC.
Bluff, Mo., has been named general
manager of the station, succeeding
Bill Bates, who resigned to join
KCKN. Kansas City, Kan., as program director.
HENRY C. PUTNAM, national advertising and special events man of
KGMB. Honolulu, is the father of a
girl born in mid- April.
JACK STEWART, formerly NBC
Hollywood, account executive, has
joined KH.I, Los Angeles.
HUGH GILMORE, of the sales staff
at KIEM, Eureka, Cal. has resigned
to enter the clothing business.
KING MITCHELL, formerly of
KWLK. Longview, Wash., has joined
KMO. "Tacoma, as account executive.

JOHN F. ROYAL, NBC vice-president
in charge of programs, was scheduled
to leave by plane May 12 for South
America to complete details for the
South American tour of Arturo Toscanini and the NBC Symphony Orchestra scheduled for June and July.
JAMES M. GRIFFITH, formerly
manager of KVSO, Ardmore. Okla.,
has been named manager of KADA.
Ada, ney,Okla.,
succeeding
John three
M. Whitresigned after
years
as KADAwho hasmanager.
FIN HOLLINGER. since early 1939
commercial and merchandising director
of CJLS, Yarmouth, N. S., has joined
WHLD, Niagara Falls, N. Y., as promotional director.
Richardas Irvine
ceeds HoUinger
at CJLS,
of May suc15.
W. E. WILLIAMS has resigned as
manager of WGRM. Greenwood, Miss.,
to join KORN, Fremont, Neb., as
commercial and production manager.
Before his WGRM affiliation, he was
with KFDM Beaumont, and KTAT,
Fort Worth, as commercial manager.
HARRY KOPF, sales manager of
NBC-Central Division, on May 2 left
for a vacation cruise in the Caribbean.
commerFF. Salt
E. WAGSTA
WALTER
Lake
of KDYL,
cial manager
of the
elected
has been
City,
ing president
Club.
Advertis
Salt Lake
RE, advertising suWILL WHITMO
pervisor of Western Electric Co., New
s
of ,theon company'
editor
York
April 27
Pick-Ups
organ
house and
the father of a baby girl, Jane.
became
H LESLIE ATLASS, vice-president
has enWestern
CBS
of the tered
his
horses from
of Division,
a number
Sunny Ridge Farm in the American
in KanShow to be
Horse
Royalsas City
will
Atlass
Mr.held
in mid^May.
form.
be on hand to watch his animals per-

ETH WADE CRAIG, daughELIZAB
ter of Edwin W. Craig, executive head
e, and of the Naof WSM,
& Accident Insurance Co.,
tional LifeNashvill
was to be married May 15 to William
Cheatha
ness mman. Weaver Jr., Nashville busi-

BERT LEBHAR Jr., sales manager
on April 28 beof WHN, New York,
of a baby girl, Vivienne. came the father

of
VINCENT ROSSI, accountd ant
has returne to his
WBBM. Chicago,
desk following an appendectomy.
HOWARD L. CHERNOFF, manager
of WCHS, Charleston, W. Va., on
May 4 underwent a gall bladder and
appendix operation. He is reported in
good condition.
A. A. SCHECHTER, NBC director of
news and special events, and Guy C.
of NBC's
director
Hickok. tional
d into
initiateinternadivision, were
honorary
national
Chi,
Delta
Sigma
journalism fraternity, in Columbus. O.,
g the Institute for Eduwhile attendin
cation by Radio.
ED BARKER, account executive of
KGO-KPO, San Francisco, became the
father of a boy April 29.

CARNOW, general manHOWAagerRD
of Radio Attractions, New York,
on May 6 became the father of a baby
CARTER M. PARHAM, commercial
oga,
manager of WDOD. of Chattano
the father s, ^a boy born
Tenn., inisMay.
early
girl.
PETER STEEL, formerly assistant
continuity editor of WOR, Newark,
conhas been appointed commercialreplactinuity editor of the station,
reresignedNew
ing Leonard
& Spector,
Austin who
cently to joinLeonard,
York. Robert F. Blake, formerly on
maga-y
New Yorker
the staff
ng continuit
zine, willofbethesustaini
editor and writer. Charles Godwin,
formerly assistant production manheadby produchas been toappointed
ager, manager,
Frank
be assisted
tion
Knight of the announcing staff.
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BEHI

CAROL
GAY

—the foremost feminine naine
in St. Louis radio — exclusive
over ST. LOUIS KWK

WFM

J

Yonngstown
Ohio
•
The

only
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]^B€

between

Cleveland

and

Pittsburgh.

WSIX
JAe

Voice

headley-Reed Co.,
National Representative.

KGYO
Dominatet the largest
wholesale center between
Butte and Spokane.
Statietics prove iti
Advertisers knovr itI
Send for ALL the facts.
National Representatives
BURN-SMITH CO.. INC.
New York and Chicago
IIM w. dty e lOat w. night
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NORMAN CORWIN,
CBS E
New York
K
producer ^
of the r
Pursuit of Happiness,
moves to Hollywood in late May on a
writer-director contract with RKO.
He is the third producer of CBS network programs to join that film company in the past two years, the others
being Irving Reis, formerly producer
of the CBS Workshop programs, and
Frank Woodruff, formerly J. Walter
Thompson Co., Hollywood, producer of
the CBS Lnx Radio Theatre.
HUB .JACKSON, formerly of KSOOKELO, Sioux FaUs, S. D., WBCM,
Bay City, Mich., and WELL, Battle
Creek has been named program and
production manager of WJW, Akron.
BUD THORPE, formerly newscaster
of KOIL. Omaha, has joined KLZ,
Denver. Bob Harris, formerly of the
KLZ newsroom, has been shifted to
the publicity and promotion department.
.TIM CARROLL, new to radio, has
joined the announcing staff of WCSC,
Charleston, S. C, succeeding Bob Lehigh, who resigned
New Albany,
Ind. to return to WGRC,
BILL RHODES, formerly of WSAU,
Wausau, Wis., has joined the sports
announcing staff of KTSM, Mankato,
Minn. Orren Melton also has joined
KTSM in charge of the news department.
PHIL SUTTERFIELD, publicity director-an ouncer ofWCSC, Charleston. S. C, recently announced his marriage of Feb. 17 to Myrtle Gatch, who
formerly sang with the Gatch Sisters,
heard on the station. Among coming
WCSC marriages announced recently
are those of Edward McGinley, engineer, and Irene Griffith on June 22 ;
Raleigh Waters, engineer, and Olivia
Brown in November; John Watkins,
announcer, and Margaret Hall in the
fall.
HAL SCHER, formerly of KSFO,
San Francisco, has joined KFAC, Los
Angeles, as announcer, succeeding Don
Otis, who resigned to freelance.
RUTH KEATOR. at one time publicity director of KMTR, Hollywood,
has joined the Radio Division of the
Golden Gate International Exposition,
San Francisco, as writer.
AUDREY MORSE, KOA, Denver, receptionist, and Vernon Andrews, radio
engineer, were married May 1.
PHILIP L. BARBOUR, director of
NBC foreign press and station relations, on May 1 gave a talk on "Building Inter-American Interests for Radio" before a luncheon meeting of the
Kentucky
Clubs at the Hotel Barclay,Women's
New York.
JOHN FRAZER, NBC Hollywood announcer, has been signed as narrator
for a crime short film to be produced
by MGM.
IRWIN ALLEN, producer of the sixweekly quarter-hour program. Hollytoood Merry - Go - Round, on KMTR,
Hollywood, has taken on the additional
duties of publicity and promotion director.
PATRICIA RENNIE of the CBS
Hollywood script department and Dudley H. Armstrong, bank executive,
were married April 20 in that city.
FOX CASE, CBS western division
public relations and special events director, returns to his Hollywood headquarters May 20 from network conferences in Chicago, Washington and
New York.
EDDIE TABOR, announcer at KLS,
Oakland. Cal. recently became the
father of a boy.

WSB 'Interneships'
TWO Georgia U juniors will
serve a six-week "interneship" this summer at WSB,
Atlanta, learning the fundamentals of the broadcasting
profession. The students were
chosen in aamination
competitive
exand audition
judged by school and station
representatives. This is the
third summer the interne system has operated at WSB,
and two-thirds of the onetime internes are now on the
regular staff. Two additional
internes will be chosen from
Emory U,
anddepartment
WSB's
neering
alsoengihas
a cooperative plan with Georgia Tech which enables picked
students to learn something
of the technical end of radio.
LLOYD (Bucky) HARRIS, assistant
production manager of NBC-Chicago
and producer of the National Farm &
Home Hour, was elected president of
the Chicago chapter of the Izaak Walton League of America at the annual
meeting of that organization May 1.
HUGH CHAMBERS, announcer of
WEOA-WGBF, Evansville, Ind., Is
convalescing from an appendectomy.
SPENCER ALLEN, announcer of
WGN, Chicago, recently received his
amateur broadcasting license, becom17th and
"ham"
operator among
engineers.
WGN ing theartists

RUTH LYONS
TEN YEARS ago Ruth Lyons
joined WKRC, Cincinnati, as a
member of its musical staff. She
advanced to musical director in
1936 and in 1938 became program
director. Miss Lyons presents the
Woman's Hour each morning 9:30
to 10:30, and has one of the ,widest
followings in Cincinnati radio circles. She writes and produces the
MBS Sunday Morning Matinee and
on each of the broadcasts introduces one of her own musical compositions. Miss Lyons is a graduate
of the University of Cincinnati and
studied at the Cincinnati College
of Music. She started on their
careers such well-known radio figures as Bob Allen, vocalist with
Hal Kemp's Orchestra, and John
King, former soloist with Ben Bernie's orchestra and now a contract
player with 20th Century-Fox pictures.

BROADCASTING

PATRICIA (Patsy) SUE WEISS,
17-year-old daughter of Lewis Allen
Weiss,ager ofvice-president
and generalSystem,
manDon Lee Broadcasting
Los nerAngeles,
has beenLegion
announced
of the American
award winfor
being the most outstanding student at
University High School. The award
consists of a bronze plaque which remains permanently with the school,
and a medal given permanently to the
student, and is based on honor, leadership, courage, service and scholarship.
BOB FRITZ, sportseaster of CJCA,
Edmonton, Alta., has been appointed
sessional
instructor
tion at Alberta
U. of physical educaSAM LEVITAN,
merchandising directorpromotion
of KDAL, and
Duluth,
leaves that station June 1 to assume
similar duties at KSTP, St. Paul.
CHARLES D. PENMAN, formerly
production manager and director of
television for the Don Lee network, has
joined the NBC-Chicago production
department replacing Gordon T.
Hughes, resigned.
PAUL CONLON, Hollywood producer-writer of the weekly Signal
Carnival, sponsored by Signal Oil Co.,;
on 13 NBC-Pacific Red stations, Sun.,
6 :30-7 p.m., has been signed by RePicturesplay.
to write a "Higgins
Family" public
screen
JOE MICCICHE, KRKD, Los Angeles,
eventstoand
director special
has moved
the publicity
sales staffRuth Pritchard has taken over his
former duties.
HARRY W. PASCOE, continuity director of WMCA, New York, has resigned to spend the summer in the
country free-lance writing.
TOR TORLAND, formerly of KVI,
Tacoma, has joined KOA, Denver, as
newscaster.
TEX JOHNSON, recently with Mexican stations, has been appointed program director of KMMJ, Grand Island,
Neb. Also added to the KMMJ staff recently was Orid Kerwood, formerly
with WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
MARGARET HUFFMAN, member of
the correspondence division staff of
NBC-Chicago, is to be married to
Oscar Anway early this summer.
HANK WEAVER, formerly sports
announcer of the old KEHE, Los Angeles, has joined KMTR, Hollywood.
BEN ALEXANDER, NBC Hollywood
commentator, has been assigned to announce, on a week-to-week basis, the
NBC Chase & Sanlorn Show, sponsored by Standard Brands.
BOB CUNNINGHAM, former announcer at WBBM-CBS, Chicago, has
been named assistant program director
of the Chicago station, replacing Stan
Thompson, who has returned to his
home in Minneapolis to recuperate
from a heart ailment.
PAUL N. SUTTON, formerly of
WWJ, Detroit, and a graduate of
Wisconsin U, has been appointed continuity director of WBBM-CBS, Chicago,
D. MacMillan,
signed,replacing
who has C.joined
the George reH.
Hartman Adv. Agency, Chicago.
KEN McCLURE, former news comntator of WOAI,
San29Antonio,
returned tomethe
air April
on KTSA,
San Antonio under sponsorship of the
local Gugenheim-Goldsmith Co. He is
president of the Association of Radio
News Editors & Writers.
WINSTON HAMMERUD, formerly
of KVOC, VaUey City, N. D., and
KLZ,ing Denver,
has joined
the announcstaff of KGVO,
Missoula,
Mont.,
along with Duncan Campbell, Montana
State U journalism student.
EILEEN N. PERKINS, secretary to
Samuel Woodworth, general manager
of WFBL, Syracuse, will be married
in June to Hugh V. Powell of Syracuse. Irma Buechner, secretary to
Charles Phillips, commercial manager,
will wed Charles Warners, of Cortland, N. Y., also next month.

• Broadcast

Advertising

MARGARET CUTHBERT, director
of NBC's women's activities division,
recently was named an honorary member of Zeta Phi Eta, national profesmen. sional speech arts fraternity for wo-

CHARLIE SMITHGALL and his
constant companion, a prize wirehaired terrier, have shifted their
allegiance from WSB to WATL, in
Atlanta, and, in addition to doing
continuity, he is handling a 7-9 a.m.
participating Morning Parade.
HARLOW WILCOX, Hollywood announcer, has been assigned to the
weekly NBC Don Ameche Show,
sponsored by P. Lorillard & Co. (Old
Gold). He also announces the NBC
Fibher McGee & Molly program, and
has just completed narration of a
series of commercial film shorts.
MISS LEE ELSROAD, formerly program director of WCHV, Charlottesville, Va., has joined the staff of
WFBR, Baltimore.
ASHLEY SIMMS, continuity writer
of KOY, Phoenix, will accompany Dr.
Claude Buss, director of the School of
International Relations, Southern
California U, to China, leaving May
31. They will gather lecture material
in the Orient, returning in the fall.
GUY WALLACE, formerly of WHK,
Cleveland, has joined the announcing
staff of WJBC, Bloomington, 111.,
along with Douglas Sherwin, formerly
of
Ames, la., and KSO-KRNT,
DesWOI
Moines.
VERNON COX, formerly in the national advertising department of the
Des Moines Register d Tribune, has
joined the promotion department of
KSO-KRNT, Des Moines.
CARL SAUNDERS, formerly program director of WFVA, Fredericksburg, Va.. has joined the announcing
staff of WBTM, Danville, Va.
ROBERT L. SMOCK, formerly of
WFBM, Indianapolis, has joined
WIRE, Indianapolis, as continuity
editor.
CLINTON YOULE, new to radio, has
joined the NBC - Chicago special
events and news department, replacing
Jack Fern, transferred to KOA, Denver, to head the news department
there.
TOM DOERER, sports cartoonist and
columnist formerly with the Washington Star and the Philadelphia Public
Ledger, has started broadcasting his
column, Backstage in Sports, on
WCAO, Baltimore, under sponsorship
of a local clothing house.
DUANE BOWLER, news editor of
KGVO, Missoula, Mont., has resigned
to accept a position with his father,
a newspaper editor of Scobey, Mont.
Harold Moon has been named KGVO
news editor by Manager Art Mosby.
WILLIAM KASS, formerly a freelance script writer and a graduate of
Iowa U, has joined the WBBM-CBS
continuity department.
ALLISON WELLS, secretary to
Mildred Carlson, home economics director of WBZ, Boston, left the WBZ
staff May 3 to assume the same duties
under Nancy Craig, home economics
director of WJZ, New York. She was
replaced at WBZ by Rose Marie
Coulston.
BILL THOMPSON, formerly program director of KWFT, Wichita
Falls, Tex., has joined the announcing
staff of WKY, Oklahoma City.
BROADCASTING

ANTON LEADER, of the production
stafi^ of WMCA, New York, has been
named production director. Mr. Leader
was previously staff announcer on the
Yankee Network, and producer with
the Radio Theatre Guild, Boston.
DENNIS JAMES, formerly of WAAT,
Jersey
City,
and Rod ofMitchell,
junior NBC
announcer
WNEW, a New
York.
RAYMOND G. SWEENEY, formerly
of Pedlar & Ryan, New York, where
he handled continuity for the Lady
Esther program, has been placed in
charge
York. of continuity of WMCA, New
ED SAFFORD Jr., program director
of KGFL, Roswell, N. M., on May 4
married Thelma Conn.
ELINOR CANNON, formerly with
the MacGregor & Sollie transcription
firm in Hollywood, has joined the CBS
in San Francisco as secretary to Arthur J. Kemp, Pacific Coast sales
manager.
MARGO ELSTER. of the continuity
department of KOMA, Oklahoma City,
late in April was married to George
Ande, local orchestra leader.
JAMES WAHL, KGU, Honolulu, producer, who recently underwent a mastoid operation in Cottage Hospital,
Santaered Barbara,
fullyto recovand is now inCal.,
NewhasYork
study
television developments.
RUSS BRINKLEY, flying announcer
of WHP, Harrisburg, Pa., has been
selected to handle the broadcast description of the 6th annual Intercollegiate Flying Competitions to be held
at Lock Haven. Pa., June 21-24. Pilots
representing colleges from all parts of
the nation will compete in the annual
meet, directed by Government aviation
oflScials.
ARTHUR GILMORE, CBS Hollywood announcer, is the father of a
6-pound girl born May 4.
EDDIE DUNN, announcer of WFAA,
Dallas,
May 15during
left onwhich
a six-month
leave of onabsence
he will
spend some time in Chicago and New
York free-lancing some original radio
ideas.
ED BBLOIN, Hollywood writer on
the NBC Jack Benny Show, sponsored
by
Generalto Lynn
Foods Hayden
Corp. (Jell-0),
married
in that was
city
on May 6.
WILLIE WINN, race handicapper of
WAAF,
in April married Mrs.Chicago,
Edith M.late
Brandt.
MARY KENNEDY, of the NBC production division, on Sept. 7 is to marry
Francis ConnoUy.
JOHN PASCIUTTI, Hollywood radio script writer, has joined the script
department of WOV, New York.
JERRY LAWRENCE, announcerproducer of WOR, Newark, has written an article on boners made by announcers and radio personalities,
titled "Slips That Pass in the Mike",
for publication
tator
magazine. in Scribner's-CommenSTEWART MILLER, formerly of
CHML, Hamilton, Ont., has joined
the announcing staff of CKCL, Toronto.
TOM HOTCHKISS, formerly of
WIBC, Indianapolis, and KYUM,
Yuma, has joined the production staff
of KTAR, Phoenix, Ariz.
JOE GILLESPIE, announcer at
KPO-KGO, San Francisco and Helen
Marlowe recently announced their engagement.
CHARLES PAUL CORBIN, formerly withcentlyKHQ,
Spokane,
and more
rewith KELA,
Centralia,
Wash.,
has been named production manager
of KIEM, Eureka, Cal.
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Review,by features
oldtime
the nationhow
ally famous Fields and
a |«jt oampaign can
Halls group, Mondays
produce r«uHs lor your
7:00 A. M.
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ON MARCH 1ST, 1936, B-C put on its first program over
WMC. Since that time, six days a week, B-C programs have
constantly pushed B-C sales upward.
Here is convincing proof of the pulling power of the
RIGHT program in the RIGHT market over the RIGHT station.
5,000 WAHS DAY
1,000 WATTS NIGHT
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National
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MRS. EYELTX TVILSOX. formerly
with the script and continuitv division
of TTOL,
MBS addition
Washington"
became the first
to thekey,
newly
created radio department of the Democratic Xational Committee, which got
under way May 1, when she was
named secretary to G. W. ( Johnny)
Johnstone, recently appointed director,
at headquarters in Washington.
JOHN GILLIXGHAM. producer at
KYA. San Francisco, is on a twomonth leave of absence due to ill
health.
JEFF BAKER, formerly of WTAR.
Norfolk. Va.. and KLZ. Denver, has
returned to the announcing staff of
the former station. Glenn Perry.
WTAR announcer, is convalescing
from an appendectomy.
ROBERT F. AXTHOXY, former assistant program director of WXBX.
Springfield. Vt.. has joined the staff
of WOLF. Syracuse.

ROX WAGGOXER. Los Angeles bureau manager of United Press, and recognized sports authority, is commentator on the weekly quarter-hour program. Sports Forum, which started
ilay 4 on XBC Pacific Blue network.
ALAX SCOTT, formerly commentator of WCAU, Philadelphia, has resigned to join the announcing staff of
WGX, Chicago, for General Foods.
TRUMAX BRADLEY. Hollywood announcer, has been signed by RKO Radio Pictures for a role in the film. "Millionaires in Prison".
SAM
WAXAMAKER.
actor, on May 25 is to X-RC-Chicago
marry Charlotte Holland, XBC actress.
PAUL DOUGLAS, CBS announcer,
wasDr.given
bachelor's
dinner
May 1
by
Leon a Levy,
president
of WCAU.
Philadelphia, at the Penn Athletic
Club in that city. Douglas started his
radio career at WCAt^.

Strike a radius of 50 miles from Greensboro, N. C. and you include more people, payroll and produce than any
other similar area in the Southeast —
yes, more than from Atlanta or
Richmond,
These prosperous people favor
WBIG for its clear signal, CBS
and local programs and news.
It is the No. 1 spot selection for
the South.
Send for the facts and fig'
ures about Greensboro's
"Magic Circle" of 50-mile
radius — you don't know
the South until yon know
Greensboro.

Edney Ridge, Director

CBS Af(nia^4c
GREENSBORO,

N.

C.

National Representatives
GEORGE

P.

HOLLINGBERY

&

CO.

New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta, San Francisco
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SOME sort of record was
claimed bv Dean Maddox, of
KROW, Oakland, late in
April when he was announcing a baseball game between
Oakland and San Diego
teams. In his record stint,
Sportscaster Maddox talked
continuously without relief
for 3 hours 38% minutes as
the game stretched into 18
innings. Starting his playby-play account at 8:15 p.m.,
he finished when the game
ended just before midnight.
At gameduced to end
voice had that
resuch hisa whisper
he had to hug the mike even
when a helpful sound engineer boosted the gain to a
formerly unheard-of high.

Business

Gains

Bring CBS Coast Shifts
BECAUSE of an anticipated increase in summer business, CBS
has made several personnel changes
and additions in its Pacific Coast
staff, according to Donald W.
Thornburgh,
West Coast vice-president in Holljnvood.
William Shaw, in charge of Columbia Square, HoUj^ood, tour
promotion and guest relations, has
been transferred to the San Francisco sales staff. Gordon Owen, formerly Northern California manager of Walter Biddick Co., station representatives, had recently
joined the network's sales staff in
that city, replacing Charles Morin,
now sales manager of KSFO, San
Francisco.
duties
have
been Shaw's
taken Hollywood
over by Henry
Flvnn of the public relations staff.
Richard Hall, of the CBS Hollywood music clearance department,
has been transferred to continuity
as writer. Howard Fenton replaces
him as assistant to Anne Brenton,
head of the music clearance department. Cliff Howell, CBS Holljnvood
announcer, has resigned to become
program director of KSFO. James
Cantwell, formerly art director and
production manager of KnightCounihan Co., San Francisco publishing house, has been appointed
art director of the CBS Pacific netwood. work and is headquartered in Holly-

BILL HEXRY. formerly CBS correspondent with the British expeditionary forces and now a Columbia
lecture bureau artist, recently became
a grandfather twice in 24 hours, when
his
Patrick gave
McHargue
and daughtei-s.
Mrs. EdgarMrs.Teomans.
birth
to a boy and a girl, respectively.
MACK BEXOFF has been added to
the CBS Texaco Star Theatre, sponsored by Texas
' Co.,ofasthewriter
Hollywood
portion
show. on the
GEORGEsistantR.
asmanagerGUTAX.
of KFRU,formerly
Columbia,
Mo., and a graduate of Iowa U. has
joined
Chicago.the announcing staff of WBBM,
FLOYD WYXX. formerly of KLPM.
Minot.
has joined
announcing staffX.of D..'
KFBB.
Great the
Falls.
Mont.
MEL WILLIA:MS0X, Hollywood
writer-director, has been assigned to
the five-weekly program. True Life
Dramas, which replaced Langendorf
Pictorial on three XBC-Pacific Red
stations. Pat Stevens is announcer
and m.c.
HALLOWEEX MARTIX, conductor
of the WBBM. Chicago, Musical
Clock program, during the second week
in May acted as judge for the Michigan Blossom Festival in St. Joseph
and Benton Harbor, Mich. Beauties
from cities in the Michigan fruit growing area compete at the annual event
for the title of "Michigan Blossom

Joseph A. Pasternack
JOSEPH A. PASTERNACK, 59,
well-known radio orchestra conductor, died April 29 in the NBC Chicago studios of a heart attack during rehearsal of the Contented
Hour program a few hours before
it went on the air. Born in Poland,
Mr. Pasternack received his musical education at the Warsaw Conservatory of Music. He toured
America as a concert pianist and,
before getting into radio in 1928,
had conducted the Boston Symphony,andthe the
Philadelphia
Philharmonic
Metropolitan
and
Century opera orchestras. He is
survived by his wife and two
daughters.

ADD PEXFIELD, who during the
last two seasons has handled football
play-by-play for Atlantic Refining Co.
and for the last eight months has had
a Queen."
daily sports review on WPTF, JRaleigh, X. C, is graduating from Duke
U this spring. He is president of the
Duke senior class, and after graduaWPTF.tion will join the fulltime staff of

CRAXSTOX CHAMBERLAIX, formerly of the production staff of
KFRC. San Francisco, and author of
the feature Don't You Believe It sponsored
Don Lee
work,byhasOld
soldGold
an on
original
storynet-to
20th Century Fox Studios entitled
"Brooklyn Bridge'*. It is to feature
Edward ' Arnold, Don Ameche, Alice
Fay and Henry Fonda.

MOXROE UPTOX. Hollywood writer
for the CBS AI Pearce & His Gang
program, sponsored by R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co. (Camel cigarettes), and
Magdalene Mandragon. also a writer,
were married April 13 in Mexico City.
DOROTHY YOST, HoUywood writer,
has joined MGM to write a screen play
on backstage radio, which will be
produced by Louis K. Sidney under
tentative title of "Good Xews".
DOX FAUST, formerly with Texas
State Xetwork, has joined the announcing staff of WKRC. Cincinnati.
TED KXIGHTLIXGER. KMO. Tacoma, news editor and Marion Kay,
staff pianist, have collaborated in writnewbeing
song.featured
"My Heart
I",
whiching a is
on Don& Lee
network programs.
LEOXARD MATT, news commentator of WDAS, Philadelphia-, has been
elected secon.d vice-president of the locaLPMy Bottling Co., which is sponsoring a new beverage frorm which the
concern takes its nameu. ': .?/,:- IX !■
A,ihS.A§eTm^
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OUT in more ways than one was
Bill Baldwin, special events man of
KOIL, Omaha, as he emerged from
his icy sarcophagus in best sideshow manner after setting a new
amateur "frozen alive" record of
3 minutes, 20 seconds. Recently
when the "Arctic Girl Frozen Alive
Show" came to Omaha proclaiming
that 2 minutes, 20 seconds was the
amateur record for staying in the
solid ice sealed "coffin", Adventurer
Baldwin boasted he could not only
better the record, but also would
broadcast an account of his sensations during the test. The broadcast
went well, but at emergence his
first gulp of warm air laid Baldwin low as you see him here, smilingly supine. The mildly excited
aide at right is Cliff Johnson, KOIL
program manager. The stunt played
to a packed house in the theatre lobby where the Arctic exhibitions
were held.
George M. Burbach
{Continued from page 51 )
throughout the country. It was particularly well-known for the dulcet
voice of Miss V. A. L. Jones (now
a Kansas City matron) who gave
that station the same national identity that Leo Fitzpatrick and his
Kansas City Nighthawks gave
WDAF in its early days. In May,
1923, KSD was assigned to 550 kc,
first to get that frequency, and it
has operated on that channel since.
Even in the early days George
Burbach saw KSD not only as a
newspaper promotion medium but
as a public service institution and
a potentially self-sustaining advertising medium on its own. His newspaper duties prevented him from
giving it all the attention it needed ;
in 1922 he had been elected a director of the Pulitzer Publishing
Co.; on Oct. 21, 1927, he had published an 88-page edition, then a
world's record for a regular daily
issue; he had been appointed to the
Harvard Committee on Awards for
advertising, and he had become active with the St. Louis Tourist, Convention & Publicity Bureau, the
the St. Louis municipal advertising
campaign and the Chamber of
Commerce. He had also b^en elected
a director of the Audit TBureau of
Circulation and president, in 1931,
of Major Market Newspapers Inc.,
composed of executives of newspapers in cities, of 100,000 or more.
BROADEASTING

For a long time KSD operated
simply as an adjunct of the newspaper, devoting nearly all of its
time to NBC-Red network programs. It was one of the first stations to be aligned by NBC when
that network was founded in 1926,
and indeed was one of the five stations in the original AT&T hookup
to test network broadcasting back
in 1923. When the NAB convention
was being held in St. Louis in 1933,
Mr. Burbach discussed commercial
radio with some of the broadcasters
attending. He decided then and
there that KSD should be something more than a network "whistling post",of and
over the active
direction
the took
station.
Since then KSD's billings have
increased to the point where it is
one of the most prosperous regional
outlets in the country. Always interested in new developments and
given every encouragement by Mr.
Pulitzer to try them out, Mr. Burbach in the fall of 1935 inaugurated
one of the first ultra-high frequen-

"113" and "1313". His home teleBentley's Pal
AFTER Robert King, an
eighth-grade pupil of Leroy,
111., had written his answers
to a history examination, the
teacher sent the original paper to Julian Bentley, WLS,
Chicago, news editor. One of
the questions read: "Make
your own list of Who's Who
in theincluded
World Today."
Robert's
list
F. D. Roosevelt,
Adolf Hitler, King George,
Admiral Byrd, Frances Perkins and Julian Bentley. Bentley's only comment: "Robert
is a very smart boy."
cy broadcasting stations (W9XPD)
which he hopes soon to convert into
an FM outlet, and in 1938 established the world's first daily radio
facsimile newspaper.
That figure "13" carries into
many of his activities. His automobile license numbers each year are

phone number is "1313". The locker
is "13".
cluba 32d
his golf is
number
Georgeat Burbach
degree
Mason. He is secretary of the St.
Louis Council of the Boy Scouts of
America and since May, 1939 has
served as director of the famed
St. Louis Opera. Two months ago
he was elected secretary of the
Pulitzer Publishing Co. He is a
member of the Missouri Athletic
Club, Scottish Rite Club, Sunset
Country
and married
New Yorkin Athletic Club.Cltib
He was
1905
to Miss Martha Scott, of Jerseyville, N. J. They have one son,
George Jr., who was associate editor of the first Broadcasting Yearbook in 1935 and who since then
has been with the commercial department ofNBC in New York.
PATHE NEWS Inc. has made a onereel short subject built around NBC
Hollywood Radio City. Included were
shots of the Boh Hope Show preview
and Rudy Vallee Shoto rehearsal.
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Opening of World's Fair
In New York on May 11
Widely Covered by Radio
GRAND opening of the 1940 New
York's World Fair on May 11 was
completely covered by NBC, MBS,
CBS and New York's independent
stations, as well as by television.
First broadcast of the day was on
MBS at 11:45 a. m., with WABC,
New York, picking up the opening
ceremonies at 12 noon. MBS also
broadcast the talk by Mayor LaGuardia from the Temple of Religion at 12:45 p. m.
NBC's television mobile unit, under the direction of Burke Crotty,
covered the parade from the Perisphere to the Court of Peace from
2 to 2:45 p. m., after which the
three networks broadcast the rededication ceremonies, featuring
Kate Smith, chosen "Good Will Ambassador of the Fair", singing
"God Bless America", and talks by
Harvey D. Gibson, chairman of the
Fair, Gov. Herbert Lehman and
others. The BBC broadcast a commentary from the Fair by Alistair
Cooke from 4 to 4:30 p. m. Local
stations and the networks broadcast
special activities during the evening, describing the scene and interviewing visitors.
WNYC,
York's
municipal
station withNew
its own
studio
at the

DURING a recent broadcast, Musical Americana, sponsored by Westinghouse E. & M. Co., was awarded this vnnged trophy by Movie & Radio
Guide. The feature is heard Thursdays at 8 p.m. (EDST) on 101 NBCBlue stations and Westinghouse shortwave stations WPIT, Pittsburgh,
and WBOS, Boston. Shown here during a posed presentation of the
award are (1 to r) Walter E. Myers, of NBC sales, who handles the Westinghouse account; Martin Lewis, who made the presentation for Movie &
Radio Guide; Kenneth L. Watt, radio director of Fuller & Smith & Ross,
Westinghouse agency, and who produces and directs the program, and
Raymond Paige, conductor of the Westinghouse
Radio Orchestra.
Ohio

Education

Institute

FOLLOWING are the merit awards
for educational programs announced by the recent 11th Institute for Education by Radio at its
annual convention in Columbus, 0. :
I. Network, National Organization, or ClearChannel Station
talk. For general use by adults. Lecture,
speech.
First Award — "What Makes an American." From series Meet Mr. Weeks (NBC).
Honorable Mention — - "Francis Scott
Key." From series Pilgrimage of Poetry
(NBC).
Honorable Mention — "The Movable Feast
of
Thanksgiving."
FromAmerican
series The
Story
Behind
the Headlines.
Historical
Association on NBC.
Honorable Mention — "Elmer Davis and
the News," broadcast of March 11, 1940
(CBS).
b. For
general use byprogram.
adults. Demonstration or participation
First Award — -"Tour of Palomar Telescope." Special broadcast by KFI, Los Angeles.
MORE)
B A L T
ABOUT

Fair, Reporter
has arranged
daily World's
Fair
programs,
and a
daily feature, Father Knickerbocker
Suggests. WQXR's Fair program is
Around the World's Fair, presented
four times weekly, and WNEW
broadcasts Today at the Fair. May
28 has been designated "Good Will
Day" in honor of John J. Anthony,
conductor of the Sterling Products
Co. Good Will Hour on NBC and
WMCA.
TWO STAFF members of KMBC,
Kansas City — Walt Lochman, popular
sports commentator, and Neal Keehn,
director of special events — were recently honored by the Order of DeMolay for outstanding work in their
profession. Frank S. Land, founder
and general secretary of the Order of
DeMolay, conducted the investiture of
the
mony.Legion of Honor in a public cere(FACTS
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Shrewd investors "spread the
Highly diversified industry
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Awards

....

c. For general use by adults. Dialog,
round-table conversation, interview, debate,
question and answer.
First
"Propaganda."
FromTable.
series Award
University— of
Chicago Round
NBC and University of Chicago.
Honorable Mention — "What Are the Real
Issues
in the European
America's
MeetingWar?"
of theFrom
Air. series
NBC
and Town Town
Hall Inc.
d. For general use by adults. All forms
of dramatization.
First Cavalcade
Award — "Abraham
From
series
of America.Lincoln."
E. I. duPont
de Nemours & Co. Inc. (NBC).
Honorable Mention — "Seems Radio Is
Here to(CBS).
Stay." From series So This Is
Radio
Honorable Mention — "Johnny Got His
Gun." From series Arch Oboler's Plays
(NBC).
Honorable
Mention — Workshop
"My Client.(CBS).
Curly."
From
series Columbia
e. For general use by children. Any type
of Noout-of-school
children's program.
First Award.
Honorable
Mention
— "Rapunzel." From
series Let's Pretend (CBS).
f. For use in school by primary children
(approximately Grades I-III).
FirstLet's
AwardSing.
— -"Mind
Signs !" From
series
WLS, the
Chicago.
sr. For use in school by elementary children (approximately Grades IV-VI).
First Award — "Animals in Our Pattern
of Life."
From
seriesAirNew(CBS).
Horizons, American School
of the
Honorable
Mention
—
"Current
Events."on
Special broadcast of March 22, 1940,
KEX, Portland, Ore.
h. For use in school by junior and/or
senior high-school pupils (approximately
Grades VU-XII).
FirstThis
Award
— "Where
Live". School
From
series
Living
World, We
American
of the Air (CBS).
First AwardMusic
— "Square
Dances."
From
series
of America,
American
School Folk
of the Air (CBS).
Special Class. Distinguished productions
containing educational values.
First Award
— "Pursuit31, of1939
Happiness."
Broadcast
of December
on CBS.
tion Station or Orga
II. Local and Regional
a. For general use by adults. Lecture,
talk, speech.
First Award — "Talk by Thomas Mann :
'The
Problemofof Minnesota
Freedom'." Convocations.
From series
University
University of Minnesota Radio Station
WLB, Minneapolis.
b. For
general use byprogram.
adults. Demonstration or participation
First Award — "The School of Modern
Miracles."
series byKnow
Your Schools.
Planned andFrom
produced
the Spokane
Public Schools.
First
Award
—
"Adventures
in
Music."
Special broadcast on WNYC, New York.
c. For general use by adults. Dialog,
round-table conversation, interview, debate,
question and answer.
First Award — "Student Council and Student Government." From series Student
BROADCASTING

Opinion. Planned and produced by the Radio Council of the Chicago Public Schools.
Honorable
Mention Careers
— "Diplomas and
Jobs."
Service. From
Plannedseries
and produced inby Public
New
York University.
d. For general use by adults. All forms
of First
dramatization.
Award — "Civil Liberties in Wartime." From series Accent on Liberty on
WOSU, Columbus, O.
Honorable Mention — "Guam and the
Naval Appropriations
series
Following
Congress onBill."
WHA,FromMadison,
Wis.c. For general use by children. Any type
of Noout-of-school
First Award.children's program.
Honorable
of Music."
From
seriesMention
World— "World
of Choral
Music.
Planned and produced by the Wayne University Broadcasting Guild, Detroit.
Honorable Mention — "The Three Dwarfs."
From
series
Children's
TheatreRoanoke.
of Junior
League of Roanoke
on WDBJ,
/. For use in school by primary children
(approximately
Grades I-III).
No First Award.
Honorable
Mention
From series Rhythmic— "Feeling
Activities. Phrases."
Planned
and produced by the Cleveland Public
Schools.
g. For use in school by elementary children (approximately Grades IV-VI).
No First Award.
Honorable Mention — "Upper Lakes Reseries This
Land of
Ours.
Planned gion."
andFrom produced
by WHA,
Madison,
Wis.
h. For use in school by junior and/or
senior high-school pupils (approximately
Grades VII-XII).
First Award — "Senator Borah Died Last
Friday."
seriesby Living
History.
Planned andFrom
produced
WHA, Madison,
Wis.
Special Class. Distinguished productions
containing educational values.
First
Award by— "America
Special broadcast
KSTP, St. Calling."
Paul.
*
* *
ABOUT 100 of the nearly 400 persons
the Eleventh
Institute forattending
Education
by Radio
at
Ohio State University, Columbus,
April 29-30 and May 1, were registered and
as representatives
of commercial
educational broadcasting
stations and networks. The station
registration was as follows :
William O. Aldridge, WOSU. Columbus.
Loring B. Andrews, World Wide Broadcasting Foundation, Boston.
Lyman Bryson, CBS, New York.
Harry Burke, WOW, Omaha.
Frank Barker, WOSU, Columbus.
Marcus Bartlett, WSB, Atlanta.
Gomer Bath, WMBD, Peoria, 111.
H. M. Beville Jr., NBC, New York.
George C. Biggar, WLW, Cincinnati.
Walter R. Bishop, WRVA, Richmond.
Milton E. Bliss. WHA, Madison.
Burton G. Bridgens, WSUI, Iowa City.
Ed Bronson, WCOL. Columbus.
Beverly Brown, WWL, New Orleans.
Mrs. Pearl B. Broxam, WSUI, Iowa City.
Corp. Caple, Canadian Broadcasting
Kenneth
Ann Charles, WOSU, Columbus.
Karyl Kanet Chipman, WHA, Madison.
Nat H. Cohen. WILL, Urbana, III.
Jeanette F. Cherubim, WBOE, Cleveland.
Robert
Mich. J. Coleman, WKAR, East Lansing,
Margaret Cuthbert, NBC, New York.
R. Clifton Daniel, WCAE, Pittsburgh.
Ben H. Darrow, WBEN, Buffalo.
W. E. Drips, NBC, New York City.
Franklin Dunham, NBC, New York.
Merton V. Emmert, WLW, Cincinnati.
Harriet V. Edwards, KMOX, St. Louis.
Geraldine Elliott, WJR, Detroit.
Harold A. Engel, WHA, Madison.
RETAIL SALES
in five years jump from
$101,000,000.00
up to
$162,000,000.00
in Knoxville area, where
WNOX
is the "llstened-to" Station!
The Branham Company
• Broadcast

Advertising

sterling Fisher, NBC, New York.
Frederick Fuller, WHA, Madison.
James C. Flint, WHA, Madison.
Mallory G. Freeman, WRNL, Richmond.
Robert S. French, WHKC, Columbus.
Kenneth L. Graham, KMBC, Kansas City.
W. I. Griffith, WOI, Ames, la.
W. C. Gist, WWVA, Wheeling.
Charles Grisham, WLW, Cincinnati.
R. C. Higgy, WOSU, Columbus.
J. Helen Hanford, WHA, Madison.
R. L. Harlow, Yankee Network, Boston.
Charles T. Harrell, WLB, Minneapolis.
W. F. Heimlich, WOSU, Columbus.
Harriet H. Hester, WLS, Chicago.
M. C. Jensen, WCAL, Northfield, Minn.
Joyce Jager, WHA, Madison.
Irwin A. Johnson, WBNS, Columbus.
Ed Kirby, NAB, Washington.
Walter Krulevitch, WHA, Madison.
William B. Levenson, WBOE, Cleveland.
George Lasey, WLW, Chicago.
H. H. Leake, WNAD, Norman, Okla.
Marjorie L. Lester, WSUI, Iowa City.
Leon Levine, CBS, New York.
Louie L. Lewis, WOI, Ames.
Edmund Lenehan, KSO-KRNT, Des Moines.
Ed Mason, WLW, Cincinnati.
Frank E. Mason, NBC, New York.
Hal Metzger, WTAM, Cleveland.
Neil M. Morrison, Canadian Broadcasting
Corp.
Lin Mason, WKRC, Cincinnati.
Carl H. Menzer, WSUI, Iowa City.
John F. Merrifield, WHAS, Louisville.
Jane E. Monahan, WNYC, New York.
Mrs. W. W. Murphy, WHA, Madison.
Uberto Neely, WLW, Cincinnati.
Harold E. Nelson, WSUI, Iowa City.
James S. Nelson, WSUI, Iowa City.
Morris S. Novik, WNYC, New York.
George Patterson, WAVE, Louisville.
Jennings Pierce, NBC, San Francisco.
Robert C. Pooley, WHA, Madison.
Walter G. Preston Jr., NBC, New York.
C. W. Pettegrew, WOSU, Columbus.
Thomas D. Rishworth, KSTP, St. Paul.
Arthur A. Radkey, WLW, Cincinnati.
Jerome R. Reeves, WBNS, Columbus.
NedBend.L. Reglein, WSTB - WFAM, South
Fern Sharp, WBNS, Columbus.
Kathleen
E. Stephenson, WWVA, Wheeling.
W. C. Swartley, WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne.
Harold A. Saffiord, WLS, Chicago.
Frank E. Schooley, WILL, Urbana, 111.
Mrs. Lavinia Schwartz, WBBM. Chicago.
Mildred I. Seaman, KFKU, Kansas City.
Julius F. Seebach, WOR, New York.
Arthur J. Smith, WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
Lester Spencer, WHIO, Dayton.
C. A. Stookey. CBS, St. Louis.
Ivan Streed, WHBF, Rock Island, 111.
Franklin
Wayne. Tooke, WOWO - WGL, Fort
John W. Tinnea, KWK, St. Louis.
Judith C. Waller, NBC, Chicago.
Jack Weldon, WDBJ, Roanoke.
Russell G. Winnie, WTMJ, Milwaukee.
Charles Worcester, WNAX, Yankton.
Gertrude Lasch Wyatt, WOSU, Columbus.
Joseph F. Wright, WILL, Urbana, III.
E. W. Ziebarth, WLB, Minneapolis.
Press Women's Merit Awards
TWO certificates of merit awarded
annually by the National Federation of
Press Women were presented during
the Federation's recent fourth annual
convention in Kansas City to the woactivities ofdivision
of NBC
and
the U. men's
S. Office
Education
for their
jointly produced dramatic series Gallant American Women. The citations
read as follows : "For wisdom and
judgment manifested in bringing to
life, before the great audience of NBC,
the lives, accomplishments and personalities of American women of
achievement. Presentations given in
the program series Gallant American
Wornen stir the imagination and the
ambition of women everywhere." A
third award cited Helen Sioussat, CBS
assistant director of talks, for her work
on
the program Which Way to Lasting
Peace?
SUIT seeking injunction, accounting
of profits and $20,000 damages was
filed May 6 in New York Supreme
Court by Daniel and Ann Golenpaul,
owners of the Information Please program, against M. Lowenstein & Sons
and Aleo Mills, two fabric firms allegedly infringing on the name of the
program. Plaintiffs claim the name is
used as a trade mark, and is printed
on the material as a design, while
radio
fabrics."motifs" are used on two other

'Cavalcade' Is Granted
Award of Youthbuilders
"BECAUSE it shows how American democracy grew tip by telling
true stories about real Americans,"
the Cavalcade of America, sponsored on NBC-Blue by E. I. duPont
de Nemours & Co., was selected as
the radio program doing most to
help children understand how democracy works, by members of the
Youthbuilders' Forum Clubs at a
luncheon May 8 at the Hotel Martinique, New York. William Hart,
advertising director of duPont, received the award from Louis CioiR,
one of the several hundred New
York City school children attending
the luncheon.
Citations of honorable mention
also were given to We the People,
CBS program sponsored by General
Foods, as "typifying our American
privilege
saying sponsored
what we please",
and to Bigof Town,
on CBS
by
Lever
Bros.,
"because
it
shows
how a brave and honest newspaper
can expose crooked politics and protect democracy." NBC-Blue and
WNYC, New York, broadcast the

No Blind Spots
ENGINEERS at KPO-KGO,
San Francisco, have created a
new mike stand design which
makes the call letters of the
stations visible from any
angle. Over the top in an arch
are the letters NBC, while
KGO appears down one side
and KPO down the other. Directly in front two panels are
set at an angle to each other
so that one or both may be
seen through an arc of 180
degrees. No matter what the
angle of the viewpoint, this
ingenious device makes the
call letters of both NBC stations in San Francisco distinctly visible.
luncheon,
during which
Mrs. speaker,
Franklin D. Roosevelt,
as guest
discussed "What Children Can Do
To
Make Democracy
Mrs.
Roosevelt
commended Work".
the Youth
Forum weekly programs on WNYC,
in which children participate.

Composer-Conductor Awards
NATIONAL Assn. for American
Composers & Conductors, at its annual reception May 3 at the WaldorfAstoria, New York, awarded certificates of merit to Howard Barlow, conductor of the CBS Symphony Orchestra, as the "most outstanding native
interpreter"
American
for
the
1939-40 of
season,
and tomusic
WNYC,
New York's municipal station for
"outstanding service to American music" during that season. Gene Buck,
president of ASCAP, received the orHenry Hadley
Medal "as
having done ganization's
the most
to advance
the
cause of American music during the
past season." Dr. Sigmund Spaeth,
president of the association, made the
presentations.
Break a Precedent

'n'
the first
Andy
been time
on thesince
air, Amos
a studio
FOR have
audience watched the program on May
8 when more than 2,500 employes of
Campbell Soup Co., sponsors of the
program,
assembled
with members
n Hall,of
their families
in Conventio
Camden, for the CBS broadcast. Lanny
Ross, sponsored by Campbell Soup in
the period
'n'
Andy
programfollowing
at 7 :15 p.them., Amos
also gave
his program of song favorites from the
Convention Hall.

"Yes, Sir! I've listened to WTAR since I was a boy." In fact, 221,000
families have formed the habit of listening to WTAR in the Tidewater
Virginia area. Because WTAR has served them faithfully since 1923 (that's
17 years) with finest local features; with both NBC Red and Blue programs.
^

/ned

and

That's why The New Bell Storage Company has found it profitable to use WTAR on a DAILY SCHEDULE for 16 YEARS —
why WTAR's national spot volume jumped up 18.5% in
1939. For a profitable habit, put WTAR on YOUR schedule.
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FCC

Video

Action

Now

GOP

Issue

THAT the Republican Party sees
an issue in the FCC's recent actions on television was again made
evident when John Hamilton, chairman of the Republican National
Committee, issued a press release
asserting that he took "peculiar
pleasure" in announcing that RCA
and Philco will televise proceedings of the Republican nominating
convention which starts June 24 in
Philadelphia.
It was the first intimation that
Philco would also televise the proceedings. Its plant and laboratories are located in Philadelphia, and
it is expected to confine its transmissions to the Philadelphia area
where, unlike New York, no concerted campaign has yet been undertaken to market television receivers.
"The Republican Party," said
Mr. Hamilton,
party of this
private enterprise"isandthe welcomes
chance to provide an opportunity
for a new industry to stride forward in honest American fashion.
It was but a few days ago that
the New Deal, through its dominated FCC, struck viciously at this
very industry by bluntly commanding it to cease its efforts at merchandising. We of the Republican
Party hope that the public interest accruing to television by reason
of its use at the 1940 Republican
convention will more than offset
the setback given this new industry
by the New Deal."
No plans have been announced
for televising the Democratic convention in Chicago, starting July
15. Presumably this will not be
done inasmuch as there are practically no receivers in use in the Chicago area, where Zenith Radio
Corp. alone has an experimental
transmitter. Mobile units could be
sent to Chicago but, except for the
possible establishment of "lookingin posts"
selected for
points,
there
wouldat bea few
no audience
the
pictures.

No Longer a Gag
THE OLD SAW about "some
peanut whistle in Podunk or
Kokomo",
euphonic
of
derision, may
well phrase
fade into
limbo if the FCC grants a
pending application for a new
outlet in Kokomo. Headed by
a group of Detroit citizens,
Kokomo Broadcasting Corp.
early in April applied for a
construction permit for a new
station on 1420 kc, to operate fulltime with 250 watts.
Officers of the new corporation include Chas. K. Boyajian Jr., president, a Detroit
physician holding no stock in
the organization ; Charles
Boyajian Jr., vice-president,
at present vdth WJBK, Detroit, holding 14.375% of the
stock; Hugh 0. Weir, secretary, of Inkster, Mich., 6.25%,
and A. David Potter Jr.,
treasurer, with Union Guardian Trust Co., Detroit, 7.81%.
In addition 14 other persons,
the majority from the Detroit
area, hold stock interests of
less than 10% in the corporation.
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Gus Reiniger Is Named
REL's
Sales Engineer
WITH the list of FM applications
mounting daily. Radio Engineering
Laboratories Inc., New York, pioneer manufacturers of frequency
modulation transmitters and other
equipment, has
announced appointment ofGustavus Reiniger
as
sales engineer.
Mr. Reiniger formerly was a star
salesman with

MIDNIGHT OIL burned in the executive offices of WIS, Columbia, S. C,
when General Manager G. Richard Shafto was formally introduced to the
new 42-page FCC License Form 301. The station already had submitted
a 5,000-watt nighttime application for a construction permit to its Washington engineers for the attachment of directional antenna data, when the
issuance of the encyclopedic questionnaire necessitated a repeat performance in still greater detail on the new form.

NBC, having hand 1 e d such
accounts
as the
Rudy Vallee How
and the Chase <fe
Mr. Reiniger
Sanborn Hour.
He has traveled extensively among
broadcasting stations as representative of NBC network and recorded
program
services.is known
"Gus" Reiniger
among
Colonel".
"the
as
associate
his
s
Educated at Annapolis, he served
as a major in the Army during the
World War and was later assigned,
with the rank of lieutenant colonel,
to the general staff under Gen.
Pershing. Before going into radio
with NBC, he was in the consular
service of the State Department.
Miller Suit Intervention

Highlights

of GOP

Convention

in June

To Be Televised in New
York by NBC
THE television audience of W2XBS,
ence, he estimates, will include
some 40,000. This figure is based
NBC's video transmitter in New
on
a
maximum
audience of 8 to 10
York, will be able to watch the
highlights of the Republican Na- viewers per set, he said.
tional Convention in their living
Recalling the boom in the sale of
rooms next month, according to an sound receivers caused by radio's
announcement by Alfred H. Morfirst coverage of the national political conventions in 1924, dealers in
ton, NBC vice-president in charge
of television. Two complete mobile
television sets are hoping that the
television units, he said, will be telecasts from Philadelphia next
month will revive consumer intersent to Philadelphia's Convention
Hall for daily sight and sound proest in video sets which was dampgrams that will constitute the most
ened by the FCC's recent action
elaborate television coverage ever in
stopping RCA's merchandising
drive.
given a single event.
Beginning on the opening day of
the convention, June 24, and continuing through to its close, NBC
CBC Moves in Toronto
will bring to televiewers several
hours a day of convention activities, CANADIAN Broadcasting Corp.'s
including the keynote address of main program, commercial, station
Gov. Stassen of Minnesota, the relations, press and information offices for all Canada move about
nominating speeches, the pai-ades
for convention favorites and inter- May 24 to Prudential House, York
St., Toronto, consolidating on two
views with candidates and political
floors of this office building the ofexperts.
fices which had been located at 1
Cameras to Scan Hall
Hayter St. and 341 Church St.,
Toronto. There vdll be no studios in
The Republican national committee has arranged for two special the new quarters, but in addition to
office space for the various destands for the television cameras
so that the audience at home will
partments a departmental conference room is planned. The new
have the best possible view of the offices have
been needed for some
hall. The cameras will be stationed
on extensions of the first balcony time, as the CBC departments have
expanded, and since the war has
some 40 feet
from thethecameramen
speakers'
stopped for the present construcplatform,
enabling
tion of a Broadcasting Centre for
to focus their instruments with
which
equal ease on the speaker or on summer.a site was purchased last
other parts of the hall. Provision
has also been made for a special
television studio where interviews
CFRB Gets FM License
will be conducted.
From the convention hall, Mr. CFRB, Toronto, has been granted an
experimental FM license by the Radio
Morton explained, the programs
Department of Transport, alwill go over experimental wire cir- Branch, lowing
operation on 43.4 me. with 25
cuits to the Bourse Bldg., terminal
watts. No date has yet been set for
of the Philadelphia-New York
of the station and equipcoaxial cable installed by the Bell the opening
ment has not been purchased, accordTelephone Laboratories and AT&T,
ing
to
Harry
Sedgwick, managing diwhich will carry the television
rector. It is expected to locate the
transmitter
at
the CFRB studios in
signals to New York and the Empire State Bldg., whence they will Toronto, but no definite decision has
be broadcast. The television audi- been made.
BROADCASTING

Granted RCA by Court
PETITION of RCA. asking leave
to intervene in the suit of Eli
Oberstein against Glenn Miller in
the New York Supreme Court, was
granted May 3 by Justice Aaron
J. Levy, and the plaintiff is now
drawing up a new complaint naming RCA as co-defendant with Miller. Oberstein claims that Miller on
Feb. 27, 1939, agreed to make phonograph records exclusively for
him under a one-year contract with
option to renew for another year,
and that the contract was breached
when Miller refused to record for
Oberstein but signed a contract
with RCA and has since been recording for that company.
David Mackay, who represents
both Miller and RCA, filed two applications with the court, one for
Miller asking that RCA be included and one for RCA asking leave
to intervene. The court granted the
RCA request.
RCA's tointerest
twofold,
according
Mackay:is
first, that Miller could not go on
recording for RCA if he lost the
suit, and second, that as Oberstein
was an employe of RCA on Feb. 27,
1939, he violated his duty to the
tract.
company by drawing up the conZenith Radio and FM
LARGE SCALE production of FM
receiving sets, as soon as the FCC allocates channels for the new art and
fixes standards for the width of its
transmision bands, was promised by
Comdr. E. F. McDonald, president of
Zenith Radio Corp., before Zenith distributors at their recent national convention in Chicago. Until mass sales
of FM receivers are in sight, he said,
market.
his company will put no sets on the
TO MEET the growing demand to see
the variety show Wing Playhouse,
sponsored by Wing Cigarettes, Tuckett's been
Ltd., moved
Hamilton,
the showof
has
from Ont,,
the studios
CBL, Toronto, where it originated for
a Canadian Broadcasting Corp, netEaton'sto capacity
Auditorium,
Toronto,
which work,
is tofilled
of 1,500
each
week.
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KFRO Rebroadcasts
KFRO, Longview, Tex., headed and
managed by James R. Curtis, is installing receiving antenna equipment to facilitate special broadcasts
to be carried by the station through
rebroadcasting programs of international shortwave stations. KFRO
claims to be one of the first U. S.
stations to take advantage of the
recent FCC ruling permitting the
rebroadcast of international programs. KFRO will set aside regular
spots to carry the rebroadcast features. Originating stations thus far
giving permission to KFRO to carry
their programs include WRUL, Boston, WGEO, Schenectady, and
KGEI, San Francisco, with permission expected from WLWO when
its new transmitter is completed.
BROMFIELD ASSOCIATES, New
York, headed by Louis Bromfield, author, and his brother Charles, will
adapt for radio Mr. Bromfield's book
The Rains Game for presentation this
fall as a half-hour weekly program.
The program will be produced out of
Hollywood and will feature motion picture stars in the leading roles.

SERVING

THE

RURAL

AUDIENCE

Farm Editor Can Build Up Goodwill and Sponsor
Interest by Proper Prosramming
number of other items which the
city man will never need. And,
strangely enough, this additional
list is comprised of costly and
profitable volume items such as
stock feed in ton lots, fertilizer in
ton lots, tractors in thousand-dollar
units, farm machinery of all kinds,
farm supplies, market information,
horses, cows, baby chicks, and a
number of other items which a
wide-awake radio station can help
him to buy intelligently simply by
telling him where to buy them.
It is peculiar to the farming industry that each rural family enjoys not only the buying power of
a family, but the buying power of a
business enterprise as well. To
further explain the phenomenon,
the greater number of American
farms are individually owned — or
owned by the family.

By JOHN F. MERRIFIELD
Agricultnral Coordinator, WHAS, Louisville
ABOUT 42% of all the families in
the country are rural families. Each
of those families has a separate set
of needs over and above the needs
of urban families.
Like urbanites
they buy automobiles, refrigerators, washing
machines,
sewing
machines, electric
toasters, package
foods, tobacco and
a long list of othIner products.
addition to
JVlr. Merrifield
that list, which is
practically the same as the wants of
his urban cousin, the man in the
country goes to town for a great
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Rural people enjoy symphonies
programs.
and other musico-classics. A visit
to their homes will disclose an uncommonly large number of classical
numbers in their music libraries.
Participation in rural music groups
shows an unusual amount of association with the old masters. Almost
every county Farm Bureau, County
Grange
ics Club and
has County
its choralHome
groupEconomwhose

Strictly Rural
Besides the usual programs, farm
folk have a list of features, all
their own which a radio station
must broadcast if it expects to hold
that audience.
The farm family is closely allied
with the farm business, and can
keep abreast of developments in the
agricultural industry through radio.
It therefore devolves upon the sta-

with

channel

If the radio preferences of rural
people
Americawant?
as a whole were to be
tabulated, the tabulator would find
a marked degree of sophistication
and a decided preference for the
finer things to be had from radio

prime purpose of organization is
simply to afford an opportunity for
the neighbors to get together and
sing the songs they like to sing —
popular, religious, ballads, and
time-tested songs of the master.
There are some broadcasters who
insist "hillybilly" music is the only
kind of music farm people want to
hear. But we know they are wrong,
else why would the farm people in
their own musical groups choose to
play and sing the classics.
Farm people are interested in
well-written, well-acted and wellproduced dramas of character, life
and situations. All over the country
there are rural dramatic groups.
Radio productions received in the
homes of farm people must be good
because the people demand that
they be. Still, farm folks, in this
respect, are no different from urbanites. Everyone demands good
radio programs. Farm people just
demand more of them.

lOc

per

Thus the family enjoys normal
purchasing power that is earned
through the profits of the farming
operations while the farmer is responsible for an additional purchasing power represented by the needs
of the family business. And remember, those family owned farm enterprises are worth anywhere from
$10 to $200,000.
What They Want
Are American radio stations
qualified to broadcast to this farm
market?
It's true the stations have the facilities with which to reach the
rural families. And the rural families have the radio with which to
receive the broadcasts. But are the
broadcast programs what the farm

3000

day

i"""™'^"*.

Co.
WICHITA
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tions to broadcast farm economic
information at regular intervals.
And the mere broadcasting of such
information at regular intervals
goes a long way toward assuring
that station of a regular farm audience. Weather reports, market reports of all produce values, a service designed to help the orchardist
in his efforts to control harmful
scabs and harmful insects, road
condition reports, and many other
such service broadcasts tend to
gather their own set of listeners —
and those listeners generally will
be farm people.
In addition they want help in
making their farms more profitable
and they want it when it will do
them the most good — when it is seasonal, and when byit'srecognized
needed. Helpful information
farm
authorities, factual talks by farm
people themselves, young folks from
the country, farm organization leaders, county and state agricultural
extension workers, all these features are appreciated by a farm
people.
It would seem, then, that this
good-will and this increased listener patronage are worth going
after. Then the question arises,
"How should the radio station go
about mining these two worthwhile
nuggets ?"
A Farm Editor
Easily! Simply by installing a
staff member who knows farming,
a man who understands the principles of agricultural economics, the
operation of the entire agricultural industry, and who is sympathetic to farm problems, a radio
station equips itself with the intelligence needed to mine the gold
from the farm market.
To be successful the agricultural
radio man must be able to sugarcoat educational information at the
same time he softens the "punch"
in some manner which may, or may
not, be considered controversial.
Above all, he has to be radio-minded, able to build a presentable
broadcast on short notice, endowed
with the ability to make everyone
want to help put the "broadcast"
over, and must at all times remember he is one of the people to whom
he is speaking, or to whom he is
directing a program. If he possesses
all those qualifications and more, he
might rate as a successful agricultural radio man.
Then he can start to build programs. His first job is to take a
wealth of material which seems to
fit into a sustaining program much
better than into a commercial show,

DON'T
A

HIRE

HALL

Halls went the way of the Dodo
bird, since WAIR took up the
job of guiding incomes into the
pockets of WAIR SPONSORS!
It's "fixed"! You'U win in a
walk with —

WAiR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
National Representatives
Sears 8C Ayer
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INTERMOUNTAIH

SEASON of the flycasters has begun,
proofwho
of real
success.andBillhere's
Guenther,
has just
been placed in charge of WLW's
50,000-watt international shortwave
station WLV70, caught this sixpound big-mouth bass the other day
in Herrington Lake, near Danville,
Ky. Proud of his prowess with the
fresh water species, he expects
shortly to go down to Key West,
Florida, for a try at tarpon. For the
initiated, he reports that he caught
this one — a beauty, as any angler
can attest — ^with a "spotted river
pup" lure.

\

MARKET,

A\\

W

/

I ////

Fish-by-Fish
OPENING of the Texas fishing season May 1 found the
usual contingent of radiomen
who are angling enthusiasts
on the spot for a remote
broadcast over WBAP, Fort
Worth, carried from Chief
Engineer
R. C. Stinson's
Static. Together
with boat
Bob
Calen, Art Acers and Gene
Reynolds, old fishing companions, those who participated
in the fish-by-fish broadcast
Were Harold Hough, WBAP;
Martin Campbell, WFAA; Ed
Zimmerman, K A R K , and
Georgesults Cranston,
of their castsWBAP.
were Renot
reported to Broadcasting.
whip it into shape, sprinkle it v/ith
music, gags, sensible information,
give it a new twist to make it attractive and appealing to the farm
audience and try to sell it to a
sponsor who wants to reach the
farm market.
He will find it worthwhile to institute regular service broadcasts. The
market reports, the weather reports, the river stages, spray services, and all other broadcasts of a
like nature will eventually be scheduled at regular intervals throughout the day.
He will find it advisable to go out
to the country and pick up remote
broadcasts from special farm
events. He will want to invite farm
leaders to appear before his microphones. He will want to co-operate
more closely with the farm organizations, such as the Grange, the
Farm Bureau, and other co-ops.
A NEW 500-watt station on 940 kc.
in Dallas is sought in an application
filed with the FCC by a group of local
business men, each holding 25% in
Park Cities Broadcasting Corp., organizedareforE.theB. purpose.
stockholders
Germany, The
president,
banking and oil business ; Thomas A.
Carpenter, vice-president, insurance
and banking ; Guy L. Mann, vice-president, insurance and banking, and
Wright Titus, treasurer, finance company.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
ap — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
to — transcription announcements
KFRC, San Francisco
Dr. J. C. Campbell, San Francisco
(dentistry chain), 18 sa weekly,
thru Allied Adv. Agencies, San
Francisco.
J. C. Eno Ltd., Toronto (Eno Salts),
5 ta weekly, thru Atherton & Currier, N. Y.
Langendorf United Bakeries, San
Francisco (Homestead Bread), 6 sa
weekly, thru Leon Livingston Agency, San Francisco.
Loma Linda Food Co., Arlington, Cal.
(Ruskets), 3 sa weekly, thru Lisle
Sheldon Adv., Los Angeles.
S. A. Sherer, Los Angeles (loans),
157 sa, thru Smith & Bull, Los Angeles.
Pacific Brewing & Malting Co., San
Francisco, 6 sa weekly, thru Brewer-Weeks Co., San Francisco.
Cook Products Corp., San Francisco
(Girard Salad Dressing), weekly
sa, thru B.ufus Rhoades & Co., San
Francisco.
WOR, Newark
Decorative Cabinet Corp., New York
(household accessories), sp, 5 sa
weekly, thru Reiss Adv., N. Y.
Fidelio Brewery, New York, 3 sp
weekly, thru Dillingham, Livermore
6 Durham, N. Y.
Stanback Co. Salisbury, N. C. (headache remedy), 3 sp weekly, thru
Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Peter Paul, Naugatuck, Conn.
(Mounds candy bars), weekly sp,
renewal, thru Platt-Forbes, N. Y.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York
(Sweetheart soap), 2 sp weekly, renewal, thru Franklin Bruck Adv.
Corp., N. Y.
KNX, Hollywood
California Spray Chemical Co., Richmond, Cal. (insecticide), 7 sa weekly, thru Long Adv. Service, San
Jose, Cal.
Wilmington Transportation Co., Wilmington, Cal. (resort), 6 sa weekly,
thru Neisser - Meyerhoff, Los Angeles.
Stein Bros., N. Y. (clothing chain
store),stein weekly
sp, thru
Bach, Bern& Associates,
N. T.
Alaska Pacific Salmon Co., Seattle
(Peter Pan canned salmon). 6 sp
weekly, thru J. William Sheets,
Seattle.
WCOU, Lewiston, Me.
Krueger Brewing Co., Newark, N. J.,
156 t, thru Warwick & Legler,
N. Y.
General Products Co., Boston (Sparrows Pills). 52 sa, thru Mason L.
Ham Adv., Boston.
Maine Central Railroad, Portland,
Me., 52 sa direct.
Dawson Brewery, New Bedford,
Mass. (ale). 52 sa, thru Bresnick &
Salomont, Boston.
Harvard Brewing Co., Lowell, Mass.
(ale), 99 sa, thru John C. Dowd
Inc., Boston.
KFI, Los Angeles
American Chicle Co., Long Island City.
N. Y. (Black Jack gum), 4 sa and
ta weekly, thru Badger, Browning &
Hersey, N. Y.
Flamingo Sales Co., Los Angeles (nail
polish), 5 sa weekly, thru Milton
Weinberg Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
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WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Fort Worth
Interstate Cotton Oil Refining Co.,
Sherman, Tex.
(Mrs.
Tucker's
Shortening),
2 sp
weekly,
thru
Crook Adv. Agency, Dallas.
Joe Lowe Corp., New York (Popsicles), weekly t, thru The Blow
Co., N. Y.
Studebaker Corp., South Bend, Ind.
(Studebaker cars), 2 t weekly,
thru Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Chrysler Corp.
Division)
Detroit, thru(Dodge
RuthraufE
& Ryan,
N. Y.
Bristol-Myers Co., New York (MinitRub), sa series, thru Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.
KIEM, Eureka, Cal.
Bank of America, San Francisco,
weekly *, thru Charles R. Stuart,
San Francisco.
GUI Bros., Portland, Ore. (seeds),
weekly t, thru W. S. Kirkpatrick,
Portland.
Pacific Malt & Brewing Co., San Francisco, weekly sa thru Brewer-Weeks
Co., San Francisco.
Shell Oil Co., San Francisco, 3 sa
weekly, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., San Francisco.
Roma Macaroni Co., San Francisco
(macaroni), 2 sa weekly, thru J.
Walter
cisco. Thompson Co., San FranWHO, Des Moines
D. L. Clark Co., Pittsburgh (Clark
candy & gum), 39 sa, thru Albert
P. Hill Co., Pittsburgh.
Hotel President, Kansas City, 8 sa,
thru R. J. Potts & Co. Kansas City.
Cotton Textile Institute, New York
(blue denim), 234 sa and t, thru
Donahue & Coe, N. Y.
Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati (Ivory
soap), 175 t, thru Compton Adv.
Inc., N. Y.
Beechnut Packing Co. Canajoharie,
N. Y. (Beechnut gum), 176 sa, thru
Newell-Emmett Inc., N. Y.
KQW, San Jose
Electric Appliance Society of Northern Calif., San Francisco (refrigerators), 18 sa, thru Jean Scott
Frickelton, San Francisco.
Ry-Lock Co., San Leandro, Cal., (Venetian blinds), 13 t, thru GerthKnollin Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Blue Ribbon Books, New York
(books), 100 *, thru Northwestern
Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage la.
(seeds, plants),
100 Co.,
*, thru
Northwestern Radio Adv.
Seattle.

WJLS, Beckley, W. Va.
B. C. Remedy Co., Durham, N. C.
(headache powders), 18 sa weekly,
52 weeks, thru Harvey-Massengale
Co. Atlanta.
Clark Bros. Chewing Gum Co. Pittsburgh (Teaberry gum), 52 sa, thru
Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.
Cumberland Brewing Co., Cumberlaud, Md., 24 sa weekly, direct.
Duquesne Brewing Co., Pittsburgh, 6
sa weekly, thru Walker & Downing,
Pittsburgh.
Fesenmeier Brewing Co., Huntington, W. Va. (beer), 288 sa, direct.
Fremont Mills, Fremont, Neb. (flour),
26 sa, direct.
Red Top Brewing Co., Cincinnati
(beer), 30 sa weekly, 52 weeks,
nati. Joseph Adv. Agency Cincinthru
Skinner Mfg. Co. Omaha (macaroni,
noodles), 104 t, direct.
A. E. Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur, 111.
(syrup), 26 sa, direct.
KGMB-KHBC, Honolulu-Hilo
Fontana Food Products Co., San
Francisco (Fontana foods), 26
thru Brewer-Weeks Co., San Francisco.
Welch Grape Juice Co., New York
(grape Adv.
juice),Service,
39 *, N.
thruY. National
Export
Lever Bros., Cambridge, Mass. (Rinso), 13 t, thru National Export
Adv. Service, N. Y.
Soil-Off Mfg. Co. Glendale, Cal. (SoilOff cleaner), 39 sa, thru Hillman
Shane Adv., Los Angeles.
WABC, New York
Bond Stores, New York (men's clothing), 6 sp weekly, thru NefE-Rogow,Baking
N. Y. Co., New York (bakery
Krug
products-coffee),
Elmer L. Cline, 3N. spY. weekly, thru
Rapinwax Co., St. Paul (wax paper),
weekly
N. Y. sp, thru W. I. Tracy Inc.,
KSFO, San Francisco
New Century Beverage Co. San
Francisco (Belfast sparkling water ) ,
weekly sp, thru M. B. Harlan Agency, San Francisco.
WEAF, New York
S. B. Thomas,
LongEnglish
Island muffins),
City (Pro-3
tein Bread and
sp weekly, 26 weeks, thru Chas. W.
Hoyt Co., N. Y.
WJZ, New York
F. G. Vogt & Sons, Philadelphia
(scrapple), weekly sp, 13 weeks,
thru Clements Co., Philadelphia.

"Oh, he's always bragging about what a swell salesman he is."Pd. Adv.
BROADCASTING

WHN, New York
Purity Bakeries Corp., Chicago (Taystee bread), 23 sp weekly, 36 weeks,
thru Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis.
American Cigarette & Cigar Co. New
York (Pall Mall cigarettes), 97 sa,
weekly, thru Young & Rubicam, N.
Y.
Virginia Dare Extract Co., Brooklyn,
N. Y. (soft drink extracts), weekN. lyY.sa, 4 weeks, thru H. B. LeQuatte,
Shubert Theatrical Productions, New
York ("Too Many Girls"), weekly
sa, thru Blaine-Thompson, N. Y.
Suffolk County Federal Savings &
Loan Assn., Long Island, N. Y., 3
sp weekly, direct.
Stanback Co., Salisbury, N. C. (headache remedy), 24 sa weekly, 13
weeks,
N. Y. thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
Cashman Laundry Corp., New York,
18 sa rence
weekly,
Fertig & 6Co.,weeks,
N. Y.thru LawAuto Racing Review, New York
(midget races), weekly sp, 52 weeks,
direct.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
United Diathermy Inc., Los Angeles
(diathermy machines), 6 sp weekly, |
thru Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency,^ |
Los Angeles.
»
Personal Finance Co., Los Angeles
(finance), 7 sa weekly, thru Barton
A. Stebbins Adv. Agency, Los AnTidewater Associated Oil Co., San
Francisco
(gas & oil), weekly sp,
geles.
thru Lord & Thomas.
Bekins Van & Storage Co., Los Angeles (chain), weekly sp, thru
Charles N. Stahl Agency, Hollywood.
Union Pacific Railroad, Omaha (rail
transportation), 5 so weekly, thru
Caples Co., Los Angeles.
Why-Kevo Products Co., Azusa, Cal.
(food beverage), 3 sp weekly, thru
Lisle Sheldon Adv., Los Angeles.
KHJ, Los Angeles
Oakite Products Inc., New York (Oakite cleanser),
thru Calkins & Holden,2 ta
N. weekly,
Y.
McClintock-Stem Co., Los Angeles
(Claremont bird seed), 11 ta, thru
Emil Brisacher & Staff, Los AnLydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn,
geles.
Mass. (proprietary), 4 ta weekly,
thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Ru-Ex Co., Chicago (proprietary), 10
sa,
thru Guenther-Bradford & Co.,
Chicago.
Marvel Sales Co., Los Angeles (ant
control),
2 spAgency,
weekly, Los
thruAngeles.
HillmanShane Adv,
WEEL Boston
New York, New Haven & Hartford
RR, Boston, sa series, thru John C.
Dowd Inc., Boston.
Mello-Glo Co., Boston, 3 sa weekly,
thru H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
Moxie Co., Boston (beverage), ta
series,
Boston. thru Alley & Richards Co.,
Gruen Watch Co., Cincinnati, 6 sp
weekly,
thru McCann - Erickson,
N. Y.
Lee Tire & Rubber Co.. Conshohocken,
Pa., sa series, thru Benjamin Eshleman Co., Philadelphia.
KOA, Denver
Holtite
Mfg.
Co. Baltimore
Paw rubber heels,
soles), 2 ta (Cat's
weekly,
thru
S.
A.
Levyne
Co., Baltimore.
J. C. Penney Co., New York (chain
store ) , 5 * weekly thru Pedlar &
Ryan, N. Y.
Safeway Stores Oakland, Cal. (grocery chain ) , 5 sa and ta weekly, thru
Lord & Thomas, San Francisco.
WBLK, Clarksburg, W. Va.
B. C. Remedy Co., Durham, N. C.
(proprietary),
ta, thru HarveyMassengale
Co.,364
Atlanta.
Ex-Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (proprietary), 60 ta, thru Joseph Katz Co.,
Baltimore.
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WITH radio continuing as the backbone of its promotion, Adams Clotlies
Store, chain of men's clothing stores
with units in Philadelphia, Wilmington, Norristown, Chester and Trenton,
has completed plans for the heaviest
promotional and advertising campaign
in its history, according to J. M. Korn
& Co., Philadelphia agency handling
the
Taylor Grant's
11 p.m.
newsaccount.
commentatories
on WCAU,
Philadelphia, and Art Douglas' G'mon
'n Dance delphia,
show
nightly
on WIP,
have been
added
to the Philaradio
schedule.
JACOB RUPPERT BREWERY,
New York, for the last month has been
using
half-minute spot
for Knickerbocker
beer announcements
on New York
stations WMCA, WNEW, WHN and
WQXR, to supplement its thriceweekly sports news program with Stan
Lomax on WOR, Newark. The singing announcements, presented daily,
feature the Century Quartet, with Dan
Seymour introducing them with the
slogan.& "Make
Mine York,
Ruppert".
Ruthrauff
Ryan, New
is agency.
LIBERTY TITLE & TRUST Co.,
Philadelphia bank, has started its first
venture in radio with Sunday sponSpotlighting
the News sorshiponof Bill
KYW,Lang's
Philadelphia.
The
program combines spot news and feature stories. Jack deRussy, of the
KYW sales staff, placed the business
through Geare Marston Inc., Philadelphia, with Dee C. Brown of the
agency in charge.
KONGO GARRBO Corp. New York,
early in June will place on the market
a new soft drink called Konga. Radio
will probably be included in the advertising plans which are not definitely set.
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
Co., Chicago (farm implements) on
May 6 started six-weekly quarter-hour
news periods featuring Julian Bentley
on WLS, Chicago. Contract is for 52
weeks. Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, Chicago, is agency.
ILLINOIS MEAT Co., Chicago, has
renewed its Play Broadcast program
for an additional 13 weeks on WGN
and MBS. Time for the audience participation quiz show remains the same,
7-7:30 p. m. (CDST) on Mondays.
Ralph J. Rosenthal is the account executive of Neisser-Meyerhoff, Chicago,
the agency.
UNITED DRUG Co. Boston, from
April 16-20 and from May 1-3 promoted its semi-annual one-cent sale
of Liggett and Rexall products with
the Rexall Magic Hour, series of quarter-hour programs transcribed by NBC
Radio-Recdrding Division, on stations
throughout the country. The program
featured the Radio Rogues, Tony Martin, Glen as
Gray's
Orchestra
and Basil
Ruysdael
announcer.
Stations
used
during April 16-20 sales totaled 105.
During May 1-3 sales stations numbered 77. Agency is Street & Finney,
New York.
20th CENTURY FOOD STORES,
Tacoma (chain), to answer the welter
of questions which arise from use of
Federal Surplus Commodities Food
Stamps, is sponsoring a thrice-weekly
quarter-hour program, Food Stamp
Quiz, on KMO. Program is used as a
clearing house for all queries regarding the stamp plan. Answers to all
questions are supplied by the Stamp
Plan Tacoma ofiice.
MATHEW FURNITURE Co. is sponsoring the first and only Italian Amateur Hour in Detroit, heard Friday
evenings over WJBK. The first WJBK
foreign novelty hour was a Polish Quiz,
reported drawing a big mail pull for
the Pfeiffer Brewing Co., Detroit.
BROADCASTING

SOIL-OFF MFG.. Co., Glendale, Cal.
(paint cleaner), thru Hillman-Shane
Adv. Agency Inc., Los Angeles, has rearranged its list of stations and on
May 6 started using five weekly participations in Homekeepers Calendar
on KOMO, Seattle, and Newspaper of
the Air on KOIN, Portland. In addition, the firm continues weekly participation in Home Service Bureau on
KHQ ; Food Forum on KSL ; Just For
Fun
on
Kitchen onKDYL,
KPO. and International
ON ITS fifth anniversary recently
the Ave Maria Hour, heard on 132
stations in 45 states, was awarded
the Knights of Columbus award for
meritorious service in religious education. The Very Rev. Raphael
Grande, S.A., Superior General of
the Friars of the Atonement (left),
conducting the program, here accepts the plaque from George Timone, vice-chairman of the New
York
Chapter of the Knights of
Columbus.
Pools Peddled
PADDOCK ENGINEERING
Co., Los Angeles, new to radio, to stimulate interest in its
low-cost swimming pools, in
an 11-week campaign which
ends July 7 is sponsoring a
twice - weekly five - minute
sports program, featuring
Gary Breckner as commentator, on KNX, Hollywood.
Firm in addition is using six
spot announcements weekly
on KFAC, Los Angeles. Agency is Culbreth Sudler Co.,
Los Angeles.
BEKINS VAN & STORAGE Co.,
Los Angeles (chain), a consistent
user of West Coast radio, on April 28
started a six-week test of an hour program, Stairway to Stardom, on
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal. Program
is designed to showcase young and
promising
professional
radio and motion
picturetalent
talentforscout
approval. Bekins in addition is using
from three to six spot announcements
weekly on KNX, KFI, KSFO and
KLZ, and during the season will add
other stations. Brooks Adv. Agency,
Los Angeles, has the account.
EL DORADO BREWING Co., Stockton, Cal., in mid-May started a radio
campaign on four Northern California
stations — KTRB, Modesto, KYOS.
Merced. KGDM. Stockton and
KROW, Oakland. The company is using four to ten 20-second novelty
transcriptions a day. Account is
placed through Sidney Garfinkel Adv.
Agency, San Francisco.
CARNATION ICE CREAM Co.,
Oakland, Cal. a subsidiary of the
Carnation Milk Co., recently started
sponsoring a transcribed version of
The Shadoio on KFRC, San Francisco. Account placed through Erwin,
Wasey & Co., San Francisco.
J. A. HAUGH MFG. Co., Toronto
(work clothes) has started a test
campaign twice weekly quarter-hour
musical transcriptions on CHNS, Halifax. Account was placed by Wm. R.
Orr & Co., Toronto.
UNION OIL Co., Los Angeles (glass
cleanser), through Lord & Thomas,
that city, in a seven-day campaign
which ended May 14, used a total of
13 spot announcements each on
KOMO, KOIN, KPO and KFWB.
BULLOCK'S Inc., Los Angeles (department store), consistent user of
spot radio, on May 6 started a fiveweekly quarter-hour program. Views
d Reviews,
that city.
Contract is for on
13 KECA,
weeks, placed
by Dana
Jones Co., Los Angeles.
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WILMINGTON TRANSPORTATION Co., Avalon, Cal. (Catalina
Island vacation resort), seasonal radio user, for the third consecutive
year, on May 6 started for 13 weeks
man-onquarter-hour,
a five-weekly
the-street
program
Santa Catalina
Fun Quiz, on six CBS West Coast
stations, Monday thru Friday, 1 :301:45 p. m. (PST). Firm is also using
seven time signals weekly on KNX,
spot announceHollywood,
ments each and
weekthree
on WOAI,
KTSM
and KPRC. In addition, 22 quarterhour programs will be sponsored on
KNX only during August. Agency is
Neisser-Meyerhoff, Los Angeles.
STANBACK Co., Salisbury, N. C, on
6 started the Voice
of Experience
• May
via transcription
on WOR,
Newark,
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, 1follows a 13program
The of
1 :15 p.m.
week
campaign
spot announcements
on New York stations WHN, WMCA,
WOV and
which of
willWNEW.
be continued withWEVD,
the addition
Heard last year on MBS under sponsorship of Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine
consecuits 17th with
Voice
Co., the
tive year
of starts
broadcasting
the
Stanback campaign. The company
planned to broadcast the series live,
but previous commitments are keeping
the Voice in Hollywood, and for the
pre^nt recordings will be made in
California and flown to New York.
Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York, is
Stanback agency in that city.
FELS & Co.. Philadelphia (Naptha
soap), on May 6 started twice-weekly
Sergio's
sponsorship
of
the Air of
on Lisa
WQXR,
New Column
York,
Mondays and Wednesdays, 10-10 :30
p. m. Young & Rubicam, New York, is
program is sponsored
agency. The
Tuesdays
and Thursdays by Botany
Worsted Mills, and on Fridays by
Escoffier Sauces.
ASSOCIATED District Newspapers_.
Los Angeles, representing some 35
weekly and bi-weekly neighborhood
startdirect, has
publications,
ed a weeklyplacing
quarter-hour
program.
Fishing Pals, on KRKD. Los Angeles.
Series features J. Charles Davis Jr.,
as commentator. He also writes a fishing column for the publications.
SOCIAL OIL & REFINING Co., Los
Angeles (Paragon gasoline), new to
radio, in a 52-week contract has startthe six-weekly
sponsoring news
houred evening
period on quarterKRKD.
that city. Other Southern California
radio is also planned. Smith & Bull
Adv., Los Angeles, has the account.
LAMBERT PHARMACAL Co. (Canada) Ltd.. Toronto (Listerine), started May 9 Charlie Chan weekly on
CJRM, Regina, Sask., and May 8 on
CJRC, Winnipeg. Account placed by
Lambert & Feasley, New York.
HAAS BARUCH & Co.. Los Angeles
(Iris coffee), frequent user of Southern California radio, on April 28 started a weekly quarter-hour program,
The World's a Stage, on KFI, that
city. Contract is for 39 weeks. Herb
AUen is commentator. Leonard Reeg
writes the series with Bud Edwards
producing. Firm is also using 30 spot
announcements weekly on KHJ, Los
Angeles. Robt. Smith Adv. Agency,
Los Angeles, has the account.
NOVA-KELP Ltd., Toronto (medicinal), started May
spot announcements sixthree
timesdaily
weekly
on
CFCO, Chatham, Ont. Account was
placed by Benison Co., Toronto.

TRANSCRIPTION
TOPICS
hiftke
LITTLE
TAILOR

SUMMER IS usually that happy time of year when business
gets a little lousy and a guy can
go golfing
with are
a clear
conscience.
So
here we
getting
busier
every thing
day!any more.
You can't trust anyBUT WE'VE only ourselves to
blame. For we just came out
with another history-making
FIRST that already has stirred
up a small cyclone in the sales
department. This month we
have released the tiist tzansciibed dramatized commercial
spots everjunctiontowith be
ottered service!
in cona library
THE FIRST series of these
transcribed SPOT-ADS, now
ready, covers the Used Car field.
They're as clever and unique
dramatizations as have ever been
used
all in onallthethetop-budget
strongest shows
spots —to
hit radio since the Borealis.

AND WE should know. By the
time the turntable had given out
with the test auditions we were
all so man
overripe,
could havea Used
walkedCar insalesand
sold anyone of us a 1910 Case
with isinglass windshield and
oar-lock shift.

YOU FEEL kinda cheap in this
day of million-dollar contests
asking anyone to write in unless
you're going to play Box-top
Bingo with them. You can get
further details on these transcribed SPOT-ADS by writing
the Chicago office, but it's pretty
nervy to tell a guy who can win
$50,000 for just writing in and
naming a baby, that for the
same amount of effort and postage allDetails.
he gets is good old
Further
TELL YOU what. You write in,
City.
and I'll name a baby. Blonde,
about five feet two, in Kansas

74fi ta Stat^da/ul?
Simda/idRajdio
TAILORED TRANSCRIPTION SERVICE
CHICAGO
. HOLLYWOOD
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ALASKA PACIFIC SALMON Co.,
Seattle (Peter Pan canned salmon),
through J. WiUiam Sheets, that city,
on May 23 starts for 13 weeks, participation six times weekly, in the combined Sunrise Salute and Housewives
Protective League programs on KNX,
Hollywood. Sparkletts Drinking Water
Corp., Los Angeles, Southern California distributors of bottled water, in a
13-week campaign which started AprU
29, through Heintz, Pickering & Co.,
that city, is also using six-weekly participations inthose programs.
DEHYDRATED YEAST SALES Co.,
Toronto (Hi-Do Yeast), has started
test campaigns with weekly Man On
the Street interviews on CFOS, Owen
Sound, Ont. ; 12 weekly spot announcements and weekly Barn Dance on
CKNX, Wingham, Ont. Account placed
by Benison Co., Toronto.

SUPERTEST PETROLEUM Corp.,
Toronto, starts about May 17 daily
dramatized spot announcements on 15
Canadian stations, carried on recordings by Dominion Broadcasting Co.,
Toronto, and placed through Harry E.
Foster Agencies, Toronto.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA BuUding & Loan Assn., Los Angeles, out
of radio for more than a year, has
started sponsoring a thrice-weekly
quarter-hour news program on KBCA,
Los Angeles. Series features Pat
Bishop as commentator. Contract is
for 52 weeks, having started April 15.
Don Hill Adv. Agency, Los Angeles,
lias the account.
MARVEL SALES Co., Los Angeles
(ant control), in a four-week test
campaign which ends May 16, is using
two participations weekly in Norma
Young'sthatHappy
programAdv.
on
KHJ,
city. Homes
Hillman-Shane
Agency, Los Angeles, has the account.

THE

LARGEST

BETWEEN

TRADING

BALTIMORE

AND

AREA
ATLANTA

Paint Magic
AS THE initial step in local
Clean - Up Week promotion,
WJW, Akron, on May 7
parked its mobile unit in front
of oneto of
Akron's
oldest
houses
chronicle
one of
the
speediest paint jobs of all
time. With a working crew
of 78 painters given the goahead signal promptly at 4
o'clock in the afternoon, the
old house was given a complete coat of paint in less than
10 minutes.
RITZ ICE CREAM Co., Los Angeles,
new to radio, to introduce its five-cent
Tarzan cup, on April 27 started sponsoring the thrice-weekly
transcribed
program, quarter-hour
Tarzan, on
KECA, that city. Contract is for 13
weeks, with placement through Robt.
Smith Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
AMERICAN Federation of Labor,
Washington, has started a thriceweekly quarter-hour program, The
Nation's Builders, on KFWB, Hollywood. Program features John J. Colbert as commentator and is under supervision of Meyer L. Lewis, personal
and western representative of William
Green, president of AFL. A different
subject is discussed on each program.
The series may be extended nationally
by early summer, it was indicated on
the Coast.
Quaker's New Process
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago
(Puffed Rice, Wheat), has announced development of a new manufacturing process which adds vitamins to its products. Effective the
latter part of May exploitation of
the process vdll start on its Girl
Alone serial, heard over the NBCRed network. Plans for fall promotion on this new angle, which will
include radio, have not been worked
out yet, according to Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Chicago, agency handling the
account.

F
WPT
RALEIGH,
N.
C.
680

Kilocycles

—

5000

Watts

B&W Gets 'Showboat'
GRANTED permission to revive
the title of Edna Ferber's famed
novel. Show Boat, Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co., Louisville, on May
3 replaced Home Town Unincorporated on NBC-Blue, Fridays,
9-9:30 p. m.. with the Show Boat
program, which has not been on the
air since October, 1937. "Here
Comes the Show Boat," by Jerome
Kern, is again the theme music for
the program, which features Virginia Verrill, Marlin Hurt, Dick
Todd and two orchestras. Russell
M. Seeds Co., Chicago, handles the
account.

With 1,055,000 population centering its trade
in Raleigh, North Carolina's State Capital
takes first rank in the fast developing new
South. * * * This trading area was defined by
B.B.D.&O., the figures come from Sales ManRem-Rel Buying
agement. We have a study for you containing
all the facts. * * * Big as our trading area is,
WPTF coverage is much greater, for 5000 MARYLAND PHARMACEUTICAL Co., Baltimore, on Sept. 30
watts on 680 KC with fine engineering equipwill start a 26-week series of tranment provide the best signal with NBC Red
scribed five-minute programs for
and Blue programs over a wide area. * * * Do Rem and Rel on WOR, Newark,
these facts suggest why WPTF carries one of featuring music from the WOR Library Service. The series will be
the highest percentages of national spot in heard five
times weekly, 4:10-4:15
the nation?
p.m. Agency is Joseph Katz Co.,
Baltimore.
FREE & PETERS, inc.

National Representatives

Chicago — New York — Detroit
San Francisco — Los Angeles — Atlanta
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BROWN & WILLIAMSON Tobacco
Co., Louisville, on April 29 shifted the
daily broadcasts of Avalon baseball
news by Waite Hoyt from WABC,
New York, to WOR. Newark. Russell M. Seeds Co., Chicago, is agency.
BROADCASTING

W -v.

NOT Gallahadion or even Bimelech,
but nevertheless the citizens of
Great Falls, Mont., got the general
idea when KFBB "plugged" Gillette Safety Razor Co.'s broadcast! j
of the Kentucky Derby on CBS. M
Minimum

Contract Called

Basis of Radio Success
POINTING out that radio has been
successful because of its minimum
13-week contracts, Kenneth Collins,
assistant to the general manager of
the New York Times and a veteran
advertising executive, speaking May
1 before the Advertising and Sales
Executives Club of Montreal,
stressed the vital necessity for continuity in advertising. The challenge to advertising in the coming
decade, he said, will be the avoidance of waste, and he suggested
the following formula:
1. Be sure to find items that have
ready public acceptance or that
have the potentiality for such acceptance.
2. Be sure you advertise them
only in those communities where
your prospective customers are.
3. Give advertising campaigns a
chance to work by sticking with
them for a reasonable length of
time.
Johnson Wax Subs
S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Racine,
Wis. (floor wax), will replace its
current Fibber McGee & Molly program on 82 NBC-Red stations,
Tuesday, 9:30-10 p.m. (EDST),
with a musical program, America
Sings, as a summer substitute for
13 weeks, with broadcast of July 2.
Meredith Willson will direct the
orchestra, with Kay St. Germain
and Ray Hendricks, vocalists. Cliff
Nazarro will also be added as vocalist and comedian. Cecil UnderagencyMcGee
producer
of theseries,
currentwood,
Fibber
& Molly
and Don Quinn, writer, continue in
that capacity for the summer show.
Harlow Wilcox will announce.
Agency is Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
Friend's Tobacco Discs
P. LORILLARD Co., New York,
on June 3 will start twice-weekly
transcriptions featuring Arthur
Godfrey ontobacco.
14 stations
Friend's
smoking
The for
series
has
been heard for the last few months
for Union Leader tobacco and will
be discontinued for a two-week
period
starting for
Lennenbefore
& Mitchell,
NewFriend's.
York,
handles the account.
• Broadcast

Advertising

A COUNT OF COWS
Test Stunt Gives Feed Firm
Needed Facts
FOX FEATURE SYNDICATE, New
York, distributor of the transcribed
weekly series, The Blue Beetle, produced by Jean Grombach, reports tliat
44 stations have signed for the program within the first three weeks, as
follows: KLRA WLAW WSPR
WCAR WBCM WWVA KLUF
WSLI WELI WISE WCSC WDNC
WMOB WSKB KCMO WPIC
WBRC WSFA KOY WPAR WRDW
WIBX KSAN WMMN WHIO KRIO
WABI KDAL WCAX WNBF WCHS
WJBK WKBB WTAQ WSLB
KVOX WNOE WGAN WRNL KSOO
WTOL WMCA WGH and WCFL.
E. I. duPONT de NEMOURS Co.,
Wilmington, has contracted with the
transcription and recording service of
WOR, Newark, to record a series of
12 half-hour programs, titled The Cavalcade of America and similar to the
company's
current
that name on
NBC, weekly
for useprogram
in schoolsof
throughout the country. Assn. of
School Film Libraries, New York, will
1 distribute the recordings which are
made for both 33 1/3 and 78 r.p.m.
equipment.
SUPERMAN Inc., New York, which
j produces the Superman thrice-weekly
ji quarter-hour
sponsored on transcriptions,
11 stations bycurrently
Hecker
j Products has placed the series on 30
additional stations. All-Canada Radio
I Facilities Ltd. is arranging for 28
I Canadian stations to start the series
sustaining on varying dates in June ;
Martin Gas & Oil Co., Phoenix, on
May 15 started Superman on KOY,
Phoenix, and Cyma Watches will sponsor the program for 13 weeks on
KZRM, Manila.
SERIES of transcribed shows incorporating dramatic highlights in the lives
of well-known 20th century personalities through parts of addresses in their
own voices has been announced by the
Library of Voices of Audio-Scriptions
Inc., New York. First series will cover
King Haakon, Haile Selassie, Mme.
Chiang Kai-Shek. Jane Addams, Amelia
Barhart, Theodore Roosevelt. Pope
Pius XI, Guglielmo Marconi. Thomas
Edison, Albert
NevilleEdouard
Chamberlin.
WinstonEinstein,
Churchill.
Daladier, Leon Blum, A. Conan Doyle
and William Jennings Bryan.
NEW subscribers to the Charles Michelson Speedy-Q sound effects library
include : WHAM, Rochester ; Philco
Radio & Television Corp. ; Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. ; Texas U, and Radio Wire Television Corp.
FOR transcriptions distributed through
the NAB-Lang-Worth tax-free music
service, Lang-Worth Feature Programs,
New York, has adopted identification
labels incorporating titles with a chart
to indicate the number of times each
selection on the disc has been played.
COMMERCIAL RECORDING Studios, New York, on May 15 is moving
to new and larger quarters on the entire seventh floor of 550 Fifth Ave.,
along with Radio House, a subsidiary.
New telephone is Lackawanna 4-8615.
NBC
now Thesaurus
sending its releases
semi-monthly
lists ofis new
to all
subscribers enclosed in planographed
folders which contain editorial discussions of transcription news as well as
descriptions of new Thesaurus features
and suggestions for their use.
RADIO PROGRAMS Division of
Walter Biddick Co., Los Angeles, has
produced two new series of recorded
one-minute dramatized announcements
for optometrists and auto loan firms.
HENRY MENJOU, brother of Adolph
Menjou, film star, has been appointed
sales manager of Radio News Reel,
Hollywood transcription news service.
BROADCASTING

TO PICK outlets best suited to advertising the coconut meal concentrate for cows manufactured by El
Dorado Oil Works, San Francisco,
Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency in
that city recently conducted a novel
test on five Northern California
stations. The agency put one spot
announcement on each of the five
stations at 7 a. m. on the same day.
The spot offered an inexpensive
miniature painting to listeners
sending in a card to the station
telling how many cows they milked.
This information request assured
the client of receiving replies from
only qualified dairy farmers. A total
of 770 replies resulted from the
single spots on the five stations. At
present two spot announcements
weekly are being used on KTRB,
Modesto; KGDM, Stockton; KIEM,
Eureka, and KTKC, Visalia, with
participations on Portuguese programs on KQW, San Jose, and
KROW, Oakland.
Radio
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Ready

For Exposition on Coast
RADIO division of the Golden Gate
Exposition on Treasure Island has
organized for the opening of the
fair May 25. Bob Colsen was named
radio director; Jack Jov, program
and musical director; Charles Bulotti, in charge of special events. In
addition the division employes four
announcers, a chief engineer and
10 technicians.
There are three large broadcasting studios in the California Auditorium on the fair grounds, 26 remote pickup spots and 42 speaker
outlets throughout the grotinds. In
addition the division has a public
address sound truck for special
events and sound pylons for a special portable stage on which special
events will be held. On opening day,
May 25, special transcontinental
broadcasts will originate from the
fair over CBS, NBC and MBS as
well as all the San Francisco Bay
area local stations. According
to Mr. Colsen, practically every
station in the San Francisco area
will present one or more programs
dailydio from
studios. the Treasure Island ra-

PALM

nm

mm

and
Standard's 'Spot-Ads'
STANDARD RADIO has completed the first of a series of transcribed Spot-Ads, short dramatized
episodes of approximately 35 seconds duration, which are being
offered subscribers to its libary
service for local accounts. The first
lot of 48 announcements covers the
used car field. Such fields as clothing, bread, jewelry and credit purchases will be incorporated in succeeding Spot-Ads. Schwimmer &
Scott, Chicago advertising agency,
has been retained to write and produce the series.
NEW AUSTRALIAN war emergency
restrictions have placed coating lacquer for transcriptions on the prohibited list. American-made compounds for the base of transcription
discs can stiU be imported in small
lots, however, provided import licenses
are secured from the government in
advance.
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Fr. Coughlin Suspends,
Will Return Next Autum
ALTHOUGH he remained on the
air through the summer of 1939,
Fr. Charles E. Coughlin, Detroit
radio priest, through his agency,
has notified all stations of his independent network that his May 12
broadcast would cancel his series
until Oct. 6. Stanley Boynton, head
of Aircasters Inc., handling the account, stated that this was a suspension only and that the priest
will return over more stations next
autumn with a new series of Sunday one-hour broadcasts.
Fr. Coughlin's current contracts
were scheduled for one year, and at
last reports he was being carried by
about 40 stations despite the NAB
code committee's
ruling the
thatNAB
his
broadcasts
contravened
code. Some of the stations on his independent hookup have stated they
would carry out their contract
periods only and would not renew.

Sonata by Swing
ALTHOUGH Raymond Gram
Swing, MBS commentator,
kept secret the first public
performance of his sonata
for violin at the New York
Public Library April 17, the
sonata caused such comment
that A I'f r e d Wallenstein,
music director of WOR, Newark, asked Mr. Swing to allow
its presentation on MBS. Mr.
Swing accepted and the sonata, titled "Fantasia Quasi
Una Sonata, Opus 6," will be
played May 19 on MBS by
Walter Eisenberg, violinist,
and Martha Thompson, pianist.
CANADIAN Assn. for Adult Education has issued a pamphlet titled What
About the CBC, outlining aims, policies, programs and problems of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.

N. Y. Milk to Mathes
NEW YORK STATE Milk Publicity Bureau has again awarded
the contract for its annual campaign to J. M. Mathes, New York,
and plans to spend $300,000
throughout the year, starting July
1. According to the agency, some
changes in the radio set-up of spot
announcements on 17 stations used
last year will be effected, but no
details will be released until early
June. J. M. Mathes also handles
the New York State Brands & Produce account, for which Governor
Herbert Lehman has appropriated
$20,000. Because State brands for
farm porducts are still in the development stage, few advertising
plans have been discussed, although radio may be used late this
fall or next year.
H. 3L
HARRY
last four
WBBM,

Smith Joins WLW
MASON SMITH, for the
years sales manager of
Chicago, has assumed a
new position as
sales service manager of WLW,
Cincinnati, under
R. E. Dunville,

general sales man,
ager. Before joinSmith was viceA-^
^" ^
HurstWBB
WM ™ ri,
& M,
Mc^
of
president
^^^^V'^^H
Donald,HenChicago
Mr. Smith
agency, in charge
of sales. For 10 years prior to that
he was vice-president and director
of sales for Hilmer V. Swenson
Adv. Co., Chicago.
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'Melody Ranch' to be Filmed
REPUBLIC PRODUCTIONS, Hollywood, has acquired film rights to the
name, Melody Ranch, title of the weekly half-hour western dramatic radio
series featuring
Gene Autry, singing
cowboy and actor, sponsored by Wm.
Wrigley Jr. Co. (Doublemint gum),
on 66 CBS stations, Sunday, 5:30-6
p.
m. (EDST). Negotiations were
handled
by J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Hollywood, agency producing the radio program. A motion picture, featuring Autry, will be written around
the title. Included in the film will be
several members of his radio show.
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ANA Spring Session
THE USE of radio as an advertising medium was one of the subjects discussed at the semi-annual
meeting of the Assn. of National
Advertisers, held May 13-15 at the
Westchester Country Club, Rye, N.
Y. The meeting was not open, but
served as a discussion forum for
the principal buyers of advertising
in the United States, representing
an annual expenditure of $400,000,000. A. Wells Wilbor of General
Mills, Minneapolis, led the session
on radio, during which ANA members discussed radio checking methods, the advantages and disadvantages of radio research, the cost of
radio per 1,000 listeners, the "war
on listening
and contractual relationshabits",
with talent.

INC.

AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York, on May 9 discontinued the recorded rebroadcasts of Kay Kyser's
College of Musical Knowledge, which
since last fall have been carried on 19
stations of the Mutual and Colonial
networks, Thursdays, 8-9 p. m. The
program continues live on NBC-Red,
Wednesdays, 8-9 p. m. for Lucky
Strikes.
Lord & Thomas, New York,
is
the agency.
BROADCASTING

AGENCY
^ppaintnteRtf
FLORIDA CITRUS COMMISSION, Lakeland, Fla., to Arthur Kudner to conduct
campaign for 1940-41. Media plans are not
settled, but radio probably will be included.
NEW YORK STATE Tourist Bureau to
Kelly, Nason, New York. Media plans have
not been completed, but radio may again
be included, following its successful use
last year.
L. N. RENAULT & Sons. Egg Harbor,
N. J. (wines), to Jerome B. Gray & Co.,
Philadelphia.
PACKERS TAR SOAP Co., New York, to
Ivey & Ellington Inc., Philadelphia.
SALES AFFILIATES, New York, to Dillingham, Livermore & Durham, New York,
for Loxol and Wisk hair remover. Radio
considered in media plans.
NASSOUR metics),BROS.
Los Angeles
to MiltonInc.,
Weinberg
Adv. (cosCo.,
Los Angeles. Radio will be included in
media plans, which are not yet settled.
MOORE & QUINN BREWERY, Syracuse,
N. Y., to Flack Adv. Agency, Syracuse.
ALKA-BROMO CALIFORNIA Corp., San
Francisco (headache remedy), to Allied!
Adv. Agencies, San Francisco. Radio
planned for future.
KNICKERBOCKER HOTEL, Hollywood, to
Elwood J. Robinson Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles. Using radio and other media.
GOLDEN WEST PRODUCTS Co., Los
Angeles (food products), to Brooks Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles. No immediate radio.
CHEF BOIARDI FOOD PRODUCTS Co.,
Milton, Pa. (spaghetti), to McJunkin Adv.
Co., Chicago.
CUMMER PRODUCTS Co., Bedford, O.,
recently purchased by Sterling Products,
New York, to Young & Rubicam, New
York, for Energine cleaner and Molle shaving sides
cream.the two
No additional
plannedWhat
becurrent radio
programs.
Would You Have Done? for Energine on
NBC-Blue and Battle of the Sexes for
Molle on NBC-Red.
ALEXANDER Co., Philadelphia (clothing), to Herald Adv. Agency, Philadelphia.
Radio rectwill
be used with newspaper and dimail campaigns.
Coast Session Plans
WITH Reg. M. Dagg, commercial
manager of CKWX, Vancouver,
B. C, having been appointed general chairman, plans for the Pacific Advertising Clubs Assn. annual convention, to be held in that
city July 7-11 inclusive, are being
completed. Several hundred agency
and station executives from all
parts of the West are expected.
Hugh Feltis, commercial manager
of KOMO-KJR, Seattle, is chairman of the radio division. One of
the principal speakers will be Lewis
Allen Weiss, general manager of
Don Lee Broadcasting System, who
will discuss television.

South Carolina's
ONLY
Regional
CBS
Station

Charleston, S. C.
1000 watts
Free & Peters, Representatives
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I HERB POLESIE, onetime radio proI ducer and for the last four years in
motion picture production, has been
- signed by Lennen & Mitchell Inc., to
produce the weekly NBC Don Ameche
Show, sponsored by P. Lrorillard Co.
(Old Gold). He took over his new
duties in Hollywood May 9 and will
^ "worktor ofwith
Mann Holiner,
radio directhe agency,
for two weeks
until
the latter returns to his New York
teadquarters. Holiner has been producing the show. Jay Clark continues
as Lennen & Mitchell producer of the
weekly NBC
Woodbury Hollywood
' ^ens
Playhouse,
sponsored
by Andrew
Co. (soaps). Polesie
was Jer-J.
. Walter Thompson Co. producer of the
NBC Shell Chateau when sponsored
by SheU OU Co. in 1936.
ALLEN & REYNOLDS, Omaha, is
" the new name of the former Earl Allen
jOo. agency, with Milton H. Reynolds,
formerly vice-president of the latter
firm, acquiring a substantial part of
■ Reynolds,
the companyaccount
stock executive
late in April.
and Mr.
art
c director of the agency for the last
' eight years, was named executive vice' corporation.
president andEarl
secretary
of the
new
H. Allen,
veteran
t Omaha advertising executive, continues
'< as president.
, WILLIAM H. AUSTIN, production
' York,
EQanagerhas ofbeen
Al Paul
namedLefton
office Co.,
and New
production
manager
of
the
agency's
New
' York office.
JOHN M. ALDEN has disbanded the
recently organized John M. Alden
'7 Adv.
Los asAngeles
join
BBDO, Agency,
Hollywood,
account toexecu■ tive.

1 ■ Selviar
IRVING Broadcasting
ROCKLIN, System,
formerly
lit
Chicago,of
rh has joined Morris & Davidson Adv.
Agency, Chicago, as director of radio.
•|KAY
CAMPBELL,
formerly
West
T Coast news
representative
of Vogue
']I and
joined
Glasserother
Adv. publications,
Agency, Los has
Angeles,
as
account executive.
H. W. FAIRFAX ADV. Agency, New
York, has moved to 551 Fifth Ave.
New telephone is Murray Hill 2-8680.
JOSEPH KATZ Co. has moved its
New York agency offices to 444 Madison Ave., retaining the same telephone
t i number.
! ; ATHERTON
& CURRIER, New
: York, has opened a Canadian office in
111 the Concourse Bldg., 100 Adelaide St.
'West, merly
Toronto.
F. Burkart,
forwith TandyO. Adv.
Agency Ltd.,
Toronto, is manager.
TIREY L. FORD, former executive
1,1 vice-president of Swayne & Hoyt
i!; Steamship Co., has joined Bowman,
Deute, Cummings Inc., agency, San
Francisco, as director and vice-presi'i' dent.
E. N. DEACON, formerly assistant to
the president of RCA Mfg. Co. in
charge of product development and
market research, has joined Charles
Dallas Reach Co., Newark, as vicepresident. Mr. Deacon previously was
advertising and sales promotion director of Bourjois Inc., and general manager of the Interwoven Stocking Co.
AL SCALPONE, continuity writer,
and Tom Wright, publicity writer, on
the Hollywood staff of Young & Rubicam, have been transferred to the
agency's New York office for the
summer.
AARON & BROWN, Philadelphia
agency formerly known as Barnes &
Aaron, has moved to new and larger
quarters at 1411 Walnut St.
LIPPINCOTT-JONES Co., Philadelagency, Sansom
has moved
tersphia
at 1742
St. to new quarREDFIELD - .TOHNSTONE, New
York agency, has opened offices in
Philadelphia at 1421 Chestnut St.
IBROADCASTING

ED CASHMAN, formerly a CBS staff
producer, has joined the radio department of Lord & Thomas. New York, to
direct the weekly Kay Kyser program,
sponsored on NBC-Red by American
Tobacco Co. for Lucky Strikes. Karl
Schullinger, currently directing the
program while on tour, will return to
New York in about five weeks to supervise the production of all Lucky
Strike programs as assistant to Carl
Stanton,
radio executive on that account.

Raleigh Neighbors
AIMED at Fayettevllle, N.
C, 67 miles from its transmitter, WPTF, Raleigh, is
airing 25 minutes of records
and time signals in the early
morning as the Fayetteville
Sun Dial, under participation
by Fayetteville merchants.
An outgrowth of a similar series used during the Christmas season, the program is
handled by Ruffin Home,
WPTF salesman. A total of
seven non-competing announcements are sold for a
full week's series. Three of
the seven spots have been
used consistently by the same
sponsors since the program
started, and several others
are used on alternate weeks.
About 30 merchants participate, and there is a waiting
list for available spots.

SPACE & TIME SERVICE, New
York radio representative, has moved
its offices to 10 E. 40th St. New telephone is Lexington 2-3289.
LEON MORGAN, since 1937 an account executive with The Buchen Co.,
Chicago agency, has been elected vicepresident atbya recent
the agency's
directors
meeting. board of
HAROLD ROLL, account manager of
Driver & Co., Omaha, is to leave that
firm June 1 to join Allen & Reynolds,
Omaha agency,
account
executive.as a vice-president and
CULBRETH SUDLER Co., Los Angeles, has moved to new offices at 672
S. Lafayette Park Place, that city.
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Advertising

THIRTY-NINE advertising agencies
have been granted recognition by the
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, as of
May 1, 1940,
according
to an secannouncement byArthur
T. Evans,
retary-ti'easurer. There are seven more
agencies
of
1939. on the 1940 list than on that
FACTS CONSOLIDATED, San
Francisco, radio survey bureau, has
moved to larger offices at 68 Post St.,
that city. Firm has also established
Southern California offices at 8268 W.
Norton Ave., Hollywood, with Mrs.
Dorothy Corey in charge.
And CFRB, the favourite station in Canada's richest market,
can tell your stor/ to 3,000,000
listeners!
Do you know that Greater
Toronto has a population of
nearly 1,000,000?

TUN

TORONT

Discover Ontario and you discover Canada's richest market!
Distribution of the buying power of Canadian
industry, based upon the
purchases of commodities
and of materials used in
manufacturing, shows Ontario to have nearly 50%
of the national total. When
industrial purchases are
added to consumer buying power, Ontario becomes a 2V2 billion dollar market!
CFRB, located in Toronto, Ontario, IS THE
KEY TO THIS POTENTIAL MARKET!
Now in its 13th year of continuous service, CFRB
has always supported a policy of giving its vast
listenership what they want; not just what CFRB
thinks they ought to have!
This policy of presenting a variety of programs,
including selected solid
features for balance, has
built up an audience
goodwill which, frequent
surveys prove has made
CFRB Ontario's most
popular station!
To sell your product to Canadians — in
Canada's richest market, let C±<kB tell

• Broadcast

Spector Change
RAYMOND SPECTOR, president
of Austin & Spector Co., New York,
has announced that on June 1 the
name of the company will become
Raymond Spector Co., following
resignation of Alvin Austin to open
his own office as advertising consultant. No other change in management or personnel is planned,
although the office space has been
enlarged
57th St. to two floors at 32 E.

your story to its 3,000,000 listeners! By using
CFRB you can be sure of an immediate audience
. . . and a responsive one, as indicated by the
average monthly mail draw of over 200,000 letters!
Get the facts concerning
CFRB's up-to-the minute
facilities! Let the favourite radio station in
Canada's wealthiest buying area serve you as it
has served and still
serves hundreds of
shrewd advertisers!
CFRB
THE

MOST

TORONTO

POPULAR

STATION

IN

CANADA'S RICHEST MARKET!
Advertising Representatives in U. S. A.:
JOSEPH
HERSHEY McGILLVRA
New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Atlanta
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Dri| Goods Company
which

started its

EIGHTH

YEAR

of daily merchandising
programs onKMBC

And

Magi

d second

toast

to the intelligent
handling

that has made

this retail selling program
one

of the outstanding

examples of the successful
use of the medium ... by a
department

store ... in the

history of radio!

With a bit of a nightcap for ourselves,
thankful that we have
been

able to serve with

constantly increasing effectiveness, since the very
first broadcast of "Joanne
Taylor's Fashion Flashes."
We'd

like to drink a

toast to your successful program on
KMBCtoo. How about it?

KMBC
OF

KANSAS

CITY

FREE & PETERS JNC, Nat'l Reps.
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Cottage, has
ly
been started simultaneous
on KFRC, San Francisco, and
KQW, San Jose. The contest is open
to all newlywed couples married between Jan. 1, 1939 and April 1, 1940
and residing in any of 15 Northern
California counties. The couples
participate in the weekly half-hour
quiz and receive votes as their listening friends send in labels, wrappers, caps, lids or cartons of the
products advertised on the program
by the six participating sponsors.
A series of weekly prizes go to
couples receiving the most votes.
Grand prize at conclusion of the
contest early in July is a newly
constructed four-room cottage and
garage at North El Granada, 24
miles south of San Francisco, to
be awarded the couple receiving
the greatest number of votes. Other
prizes include a building site at
North El Granada, a living room
suite, dining room suite, bedroom
suite, refrigerator, washing machine, vacuum cleaner, silverware
and dinette set. Edward J. Post directs the radio contest and Adrian
Gendot produces the program. Participating sponsors are Golden
State Creamery, Peoples Baking
Co., J. A. Folger & Co. (coffee),
Marco Dog & Cat Food Co., C.H.B.
Food Products and Superba Food
Products.
Two-Episode Tales
STARRING Buck Owens, circus
and movie cowboy, Curtiss Candy
Co., Chicago, has started Pals of
the Prairie thrice-weekly on KSD,
St. Louis, for a 26-week test. The
individual western tales, written by
Owens, are completed in two quarter-hour episodes, with each episode concluding with a preview of
succeeding action or the succeeding
new story, as the case may be. In
connection with the program a Pals
of the Prairie Club is organized
listeners. Memberamongships young
are available to kids for two
wrappers from any two confections
in the Curtiss line. The membership card entitles the holder to free
admission to theatre parties where
Owens and his famed horse, Goldie,
are making a personal appearance.
The personal appearances of Owens
and Goldie are being pushed as an
important part of the merchandising program for the feature.
Maestros Speak
THROUGH arrangements with
Sweet's Ballroom, Oakland, Cal.,
will bring such personaliKROW
ties to the air as Benny Goodman,
Fats Waller, Ella Fitzgerald, Bob
Crosby, Will Osborne and others
during its new Sunday program
called Meet the Maestro. The program series was opened with the
ce of Duke Elappearan
personal lington.
When name bands are not
available. Producers Don Logan
and Bert Winn will quiz San Francisco orchestra leaders. The Ballroom is cooperating by placing
1-sheets and window cards in
music, radio and camera stores in
the Eastbay.

Studebaker's Quiz
SPONSORED for 26 weeks by a
groupbile ofdealers,
localWKRC,
Studebaker
automoCincinnati,
on
April 26 started the weekly halfhour Game Tonight quiz show conducted by Bob Fleming. The program format is drawn along baseball lines, participants scoring base
hits and home runs, depending on
difficulty of questions.
Two teams of four persons each
compete. Participant with the
highest batting average wins two
box seats for a Cincinnati Reds
game, each member of winning
team a reserved seat ticket and
each of the losing team a general
admission ticket. Audience shares
in the ball
prizesgame
of "foul
ball" answers,
with
or theatre
tickets
as awards. Five general admission
ducats are awarded weekly for best
questions mailed in, and another
ticket each week for the best statement on "Why I Would Like to
Own a Studebaker". Each winner
of this weekly prize is entered in a
contest for a Studebaker Commander to be awarded at completion of the baseball season.
*
Best in Music
IN ADDITION to its series of condensed operettas, WGN, Chicago,
on April 28 started the WGN Symphonic Hour, to which local civic
and social groups are invited to
listen in person to the large studio
concert orchestra under Henry
Weber, WGN musical director. For
the concert series the regular WGN
orchestra has been augented by the
WGN concert orchestra, the WGN
chorus and soloists Marion Claire
and Michael Wilkomirski. Groups
invited to attend the broadcasts and
tour the studios include the Chicago
Assn. of Commerce, prominent educators, officials of the police and
fire departments, Army, Navy and
postmen. Plans for the new "best
in music" program were announced
April ture24story.
in a Chicago Tribune fea^
^ ^
Pre-Campus Days
PLANNED for high school graduates and their families, and to let
the school "explain itself", St.
Louis' Washington U has started a
new
So You're
Goingtwice-weekly
to College, series,
on KXOK,
St.
Louis. The program brings to the
microphone various members of the
faculty of the university to discuss
their work and its relation to the
entire field of college education.
"Merchandised" to students with
bulletin board posters in 50 high
schools in the KXOK primary area,
promotion for the program is also
carried on through letters to school
principals explaining the show and
requesting their cooperation in mentioning it in their assemblies and
papers.
Masters' Music
A MONTHLY publication mailed
by KRE, Berkeley, Cal., to listeners is titled "Music of the Month".
The booklet features stories about
composers, commentaries on music
and ties in with the station's classic
program, Music of the Masters.
BROADCASTING

GRUDGE fight in Indiana materialized in a big way late in April when
"Two -Ton" Roy Brant (right)
matched stocking-feet strides with
the
rollered
of "Uncle Ned"
LeFevre,
his glides
ever-challenging
buddy on the Early Bird program of
WFBM, Indianapolis. Expediently
discarding skates, Runner Brant
hotly
and2% short-cutted
Skater pursued
LeFevre for
laps before
some 8,500nationalonlookers
at
Roller Derby inthetheInternew
Coliseum on the Indiana State Fair
Grounds. LeFevre, one of the Gateway to Hollywood winners, finished
the. third lap and nipped out a victory after Brant angled off the
track a la Harpo Marx to pursue a
startling blonde spectator — Katy
Lou Matlock,
1939's from
Miss the
Indiana—
who
ran screaming
arena.
Brant, beaten in a horizontal race,
has now challenged LeFevre to a
greased
pole-climbing
contest,
which
Indianapolis
park.
_^
may take place
this summer
in an
jVrchitccts A.dvisc
INFORMATION pertinent to home
building and remodeling is given
during the weekly quarter hour comprogram, What,
tect?mentary
which started
la:teNoin ArchiApril
on KNX, Hollywood, under sponsorship of the Southern Division, State
Association of Architects, Los Angeles. Series features Mel Roach,
commentator, and contract is for
26 weeks. Roach during the propresents a well-known
tect gram
for interview
each week. archiFunctioning inconnection with the series
is a special service department established bythe Association, which
answers questions submitted by
listeners; offers free information
and also assists in selection of an
architect. Smith & Bull Adv., Los
Angeles, has the account.

WWNC
ASHEVILLE,

N. C

Full Time CBS A filiate 1 ,000 Watts
EXTRA
MILLIONS
OF

DOLLARS!

The espeak
season
... inbusiness
Asheville
and approachWestern
Carolina. Summer brings throngs of
visitors . . . with millions to spend !
Right now, schedule your sales mesover WWNC
— sole
coveragesages of
this bright
spot blanket
!
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The series started May 10 with a
microphone visit to the Andrews
: Steel Mills, of Newport, Ky., and
each week similar visits will be
i made to other local and neighboring
i industrial establishments, all of
1 whom ordinarily do not use radio.
J Each company sponsors its respective program, which includes
interviews with plant superinteni dents and workmen and historical
dramatizations by the local WPA
Radio Workshop. As goodwill pro1 motion General Manager Hulbert
Taft furnishes each sponsor with
recordings of his show for rebroad■i casting at social gatherings of comn pany officers and employes. Bill
( Welch handles interviews on the
il program, and Merle Bernard the
" commercial ass
:icign^ment.
^
}
Traffic Vigil
'! TO INJECT a live element into
1 traffic safety problems, WKY, Oklat homa City, has started a weekly
s series using the station's mobile
■' unit. Each Friday from 5 to 5:15
' p.m. Announcer Bob Eastman and
'I Capt. Dan Hollingsworth, traffic
- expert of the Oklahoma City police
1) department, tour the city streets,
• looking for traffic violators from
3 the roof of the truck. When a
s violator is spotted, the pair com1. ments on the violation. When a
- driver is noted doing a commenda- ble job, the unit's siren screams, the
car is stopped and Hollingsworth
t compliments the driver. During the
i interview the driver is asked his
" name, address, occupation and suggestions for traffic safety. Next day
Chief of Police Frank Smith addresses a personal letter to the
° cooperating motorist, again thank' ing him for his
* care.
* *
■
Seventy and Up
' CELEBRATING the first anniver■ sary of Gopher Tales, on which true
' stories of early-day Minnesota peo' pie and places are presented
' through KROC, Rochester, Minn.,
' 175 men and women — the youngest
■ of them 70 years old — gathered
■ May 1 at the Mayo Civic Audi■ torium. With local and State nota' bles participating in the old folks'
■ welcome, the quarter-hour program
' was expanded to an hour in order
to allow every attendee to give his
' name and age over the air. In ad' dition to introductions, several of
the honor guests provided entertainment, instrumental, vocal or
I recitative. All guests were given a
rose by a local florist, a loaf of
bread by the sponsoring Rochester
Bread Co., and a one-hour tour of
the city in taxicabs and cars furnished by the local Kiwanis Club.

Within a Wheel
KROW, Oakland, Cal., has started
a new quiz program. Question
Wheel, in which Bert Winn places
a huge numbered wheel on the sidewalk before the sponsor's store —
Money-Back
Smith, Oakland department store. Each contestant is
; required to spin the wheel, the
! number indicating a container from
! which to draw the brain-twister.
I Each of the 16 wheel containers
( shelve three questions in the event
j the pointer stops on the same numI ber more than once. Each interI viewee is awarded a merchandise
certificate. The account was placed
' through Sidney Garfinkel Agency.
BROADCASTING

NEWS FOR NORSE
WDAY Gives Daily Events
In Native Tongue
NORWEGIAN language news program. The News in Norwegian, has
been started by WDAY, Fargo, N.
D. The new feature, dealing predominantly with war news from
Europe, is designed particularly for
the 80% of listeners in the area of
Scandinavian descent. The program
is sponsored by a local department
store. The Store Without a Name.
Discovering that Norwegian-bom
residents of the area could understand the war news of their homeland better in the native tongue,
WDAY secured as translator and
commentator Prof. A. J. Holvik,
Norse instructor at Concordia College, Moorhead, Minn. Prof. Holvik
in 1926 was knighted by King Haakon of Norway as a Knight of the
First Class of the Order of St.
Olaf. The program has gained such
a following the station plans to
continue it as a regularly scheduled feature.
Oklahoma Speaks
PRESENTING a cross-section of
Oklahoma opinion on questions of
the day, Oklahoma Network stations—KTOK, Oklahoma City;
KOME, Tulsa; KCRC, Enid;
KBIX, Muskogee; KGFF, Shawnee, and KADA, Ada — in late April
started the new weekly series,
Oklahoma Speaks. With a microphone set up on a downtown corner
of each of the six cities, passersby
are interviewed — all asked the same
questions on the particular topic
under discussion — and the program
switched from city to city. A complete round of the six cities is made
on each question and on each 45minute program.
For Charity
WITH $100 or more awarded in
prizes each week, Cousins Jewelry
Co. in mid-April started a six-week
Quiz-A-Day contest feature on
WGL, Fort Wayne. The program
features a question a day, plus a
"question byof listeners
the week",
are
answered
weekwhich
by week.
In submitting answers, the listener
also identifies his or her favorite
charity, and each correct answer
nets 25 points for that charity. At
the end of the six-week period the
top charity will receive $75 from
the sponsor. Questions of the day
are broadcast 10 times daily on
WGL spots. * * *
Sea-Going Events
A BROADCAST devoted to yachting, boating, and to the general interests of the Bay region's sea-going elements, titled Ship Ahoy,
made its debut on KGO, San Francisco recently. Arvid Norman, authority on yachting, is m.c. and
Bob Sandstrom of the • KPO-KGO
traffic department reports interesting yachting events.
* * *
Author Stuff
BILL HENNEMAN, who has been
associated with the book business
in Chicago for the last 15 years, on
May 4 started a Saturday morning
quarter-hour on WAAF, Chicago,
called Authors as People and consisting of gossip, anecdotes, curious
facts and amusing stories of books
and authors.
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Editor's Orders
WINS, New York, is presenting a
five-weekly program, Copydesk,
during which the listening audience
is able to hear a newspaper being
assembled by means of two-way
conversations between the managing editor and various members of
his staff. News reports, flashes and
features are written and edited up
to, during and until the last minute
the program is on the air. Bernard
Estes, editor and foreign correspondent, originated the feature, which
is produced by Bob Cotton.

; the voice of Mississippi

Choristers' Contest
TO ENHANCE interest in choral
singing, WKBN, Youngstown, O.,
is conducting
experienced chorusesa incontest
EasternforOhio
and
Western Pennsylvania. Each week
one of the competing groups appear on a special WKBN program,
with judges choosing the three best
to appear on a final contest program for the WKBN Choral Award.
The contest was started by W.
Gwynne Jenkins, WKBN choral director, who plans to make the competition an annual
*
* event.
*
Island Jobs
CONFINED to industries typical
of the Hawaiian Islands, KGMB,
Honolulu, has started a series of
21 half-hours, Hawaii at Work,
patterned after the CBS Americans
at Work series. Sponsored by Hawaiian Electric Co., the series is
written and produced by Bob Stanley. Programs are made up of short
transcribed takes assembled into
two quarter-hour disc presentations.
25%

JACKSON Measures UP!
Notwithstanding Jackson trade area
rated
1939: among nation's best for
Median
gain over
1939 is General-business
21 %.
Construction and building registers
210.8% increase over first quarter
of last year.
Employment placements are up
422.6% compared to 1939.
To get full-percentage response In
ttie growing Mississippi market, invest your advertising dollars with
WJDXdio—Station.
Mississippi's Dominant RaOwned and Operated By
LAMAR
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

MS

of the North Carolina Market at less than
15% of the State ILadio Cost !
;IPrimary Popula tion 789, 000
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SYSTEAA

c/l-ljf^Uidtcd with Mutual Broadcdsting System •
3

shots

are

better

than

1

You huy 3 favorites in this package
WRAL
- WGTM
- WFTC
are 3 to 1 for listeners . . . and
LISTEISERS mean RESULTS!
Contact GIL MUkkAiY, Oen'l. Mgr. V^KM, 1^3/€ioh.N.C.\
or Sears 5/7 /Iyer- NEW YQiklC- CHlCAeO •
'
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Variety for Women
OFFERING the housewife diversified morning entertainment, MidMorning Jamboree on KECA, Los
Angeles, is a five-weekly half-hour
variety program featuring Irene
Wigton's discussions of home economics and other topics of interest
to women. With Homer Griffith as
m.c, other features of the program
include
music
ClaudeOwens
Sweeten's
orchestra
andby Jack
and
comedy by Al Poska, who also is
producer-announcer of the show,
which is written by Dave Nowinson.
* sjs *
The Polls Begin
NEW audience participation show
on WDZ, Tuscola, 111., is called
WDZ Presidential Poll. The quarter-hour Saturday morning program features Fran Booton, WDZ
newscaster, in street polls originated in various towns near Tuscola. Names of those interviewed
are notpolled
givenas onto occupation,
the air; they're
simply
legal
residences, and Presidential choices.
Running totals of the poll are
broadcast at the end of each program. Series* is *
sponsored
locally.
*
Story of a Store
THE story of the City of Paris,
San Francisco's oldest department
store, is being dramatized on a series of programs released by KPO,
San Francisco, Fridays at 9.30 p.m.
PST. The radio dramatizations depict how the store first started back
in the gold rush days of early California and will lead up to the present time. The radio drama is being
written by Dave Drummond, author of the historical radio narrative, City of St. Francis, currently
running on KPO-KGO.

€

1050 K C— 1000 WATTS
•
Indiana's Fastest
Growing Station!
Well planned musical features, alert showmanship,
and thoughtful consideration
to community service — these
are the things that have made
WIBC the most talked of,
and most listened to, station
serving Central Indiana — an
area wherein 450,000 radio
families are influenced in the
spending of $300,000,000
yearly by the messages heard
over Indiana's Friendly,
Compelling Voice — ^WIBC!

WIBC
1050 K C— 1000 WATTS
Indianapolis
Howard H. Wilson, Nat'l Rep.

IN NEW

ENGLAND'S

LARGEST MARKET
Providence and Us primarY area, is a rich
buying field of 1,155,016 people highly
concenlrated within a few square miles.
Though conjoining only 6% of the total
notional chases
populotion.
purmore than 10%Newof Englond
all packoged
goods sold in the U. S. A. and Providence
next to Boston is NewIn Providence
England's most^
important market ...

WJAR

as the dominant station with a command^
ing lead over oil others. According to ttie
ty
latest accepted reports on populari
. . the
WJAR leads with 60.0% overage
third
the
and
48.1%
has
station
nearest
next
station 34.8%. Dominant leadership in
such o rich, fertile soles field is of primary
who merimportonce chandtoises hisevery
in Newr England.
productsadvertise

5000 WATTS DAYS
1000 WATTS NIGHTS
890 KILOCYCLES
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DURING a recent program of the
Your California series on KSFO,
San Francisco,
station'slisteners
special
events
staff tookthevicarious
out with the San Francisco Harbor
pilot boat California on an actual
piloting operation. Tro Harper, carryingtransmitter,
KSFO's pack-a-back
shortwave
here describes
the sel
operation
of abroadcast
winch on the
vesas the novel
started.
Later he left the mother pilot ship
in a dory, boarded an incoming vessel with the pilot and described the
entire procedure on the broadcast.
The Harbor maintains a pilot service through several of these boats,
stationed 11 miles outside the harbor, with pilots ready to board incoming vessels and steer them in
through the *
Golden
channels.
* Gate
*

Program on Film
UNION OIL Co., Los Angeles,
sponsoring the weekly Streamlined
Opera on 12 NBC-Pacific Red stations, Monday, 7:30-8 p.m. (PST),
has made an educational film in color which shows how the program is
planned, produced and put on the
air. Film reveals the story behind
the weekly program, showing those
identified with the series, from
writing of script to and including
the actual broadcast. Besides being
used at dealer meetings, the film
is also being shown in schools and
at club meetings for promotion pur^ ^ ^
Culled From the Campus
poses.
RADIO conversation program
called College to Home has started
on WDZ, Tuscola. Aired shortwave,
the program features college students talking to their folks at home
as though they were calling them
on the telephone. First broadcast
featured students of Eastern State
Teachers College, Charleston, 111.,
talking with their parents at Neoga,
111. All broadcasts will be carried
from colleges and universities to
the homes of students in the WDZ
broadcast area.
* * *

Ship of Music
MYTHICAL pleasure ship cruising
tropical waters each Saturday night
is the scene for Fiesta, new
musical show featuring Ricardo
and his 17-piece Latin-rhythm orchestra on KGO, San Francisco.
The thread of drama woven
through the program is carried by
Camilla Romo and Roland Drayer,
both singing on the show. Dick
Bertrandias produces the show,
which
formance.changes locale each per* * *
Merchandise Lineup
SOLID commercial quarter-hour.
Lineup of Wanted Values, has been
started on KDYL, Salt Lake City,
by a local knitwear shop. Built
around the general idea of a police
lineup, items in the store, i.e., knitwear, sports goods and baby clothes,
are personalized by members of the
cast,
paraded
and each
tells^ before
why it ais "sergeant"
an exceptional value.
American Tales
A DRAMA, The American Challenge, dedicated to democracy in
the United States, is heard on KPO,
San Fi'ancisco, each Monday at 8
p.m. The program is dramatizing
the stories of American men and
women who dedicated their lives to
ideals of the nation. The series is
sponsored by Challenge Cream &
Butter Assn.
^ ^ ^
Look to Heaven
POINTERS on star gazing and
stories of the heavens are featured
on the new CBS weekly series,
Looking Up, heard Fridays from
3-3:15 p.m. CDST. Originating in
the WBBM studios, the series is
produced by Miss Maude Benot, diChicago.rector of the Adler Planetarium,
BROADCASTING

Maps in Demand
LARGE wall map of Europe with
of European countries
nineits maps
on
reverse side is being used as
a mailing piece by WLS, Chicago.
Julian Bentley, WLS news editor,
offered the maps for a dime, and
100 requests were received before
noon of the first offer-day. WLS
averaged 4,500 requests daily during the offer period. Detailed analysis of the mail pull was included
with each map sent to agencies and
advertisers.
* * *
Out of the Past
IMPORTANT news events of past
years are dramatized during the
es That
weekly quarter-hour HeadlinNetwork
.
Arizona
Happened on play
an important
Sound effects
which
part in the weekly show, and
is
originates at KOY, PhoenixEd
Snow
cers
handled bv announ
ity
continu
and Dan Cubberly, and
writer Ashley Simms. They write
the script, manipulate sound effects
* *charact
* ers during
play all male
and broadcast.
the
Zoo's Night
TURNING to the Philadelphia Zoological Gardens for two unusual
Philadelphia,
E N, Dark,
programs,
has started WZooP After
during
which Ira Walsh visits the zoo with
a microphone Saturdays at 11 p.m.,
animal popdescribing the sleeping
ulation and how the animal houses
look at that hour. Sunday mornings
at 7 o'clock Phil Edwards handles
a Dawn at the Zoo broadcast with
descriptions of
animals.
* the* waking
*
All About Security
KROW, Oakland, Cal., is presenting a special question and answer
Seto Social
pertaining
program curity
Saturday
payments each
morning. Victor C. Broome, official
of the Social Security Board, presides over the broadcasts.
* * *
Vampire Legends
NEW ANGLES on vampire legends
are brought by WHIP, Hammond,
Ind., in a dramatic series Shapes
That Haunt the Dusk. Emmett
Jackson writes and produces. The
vampire'snatural isviewpoint
featured. on the super• Broadcast

Advertising

More Faux Pas
(Continued from page 2i)

FIVE years of consecutive broadcasts on WGAR, Cleveland, by the local
Second Federal Savings & Loan Assn. was celebrated at the station
recently when General Manager John Patt presented a specially labeled,
gold-sprayed recording of the anniversary program to C. W. Grove,
president of Second Federal. Participating in the giving and taking ceremonies were (1 to r) Eugene Carr, WGAR assistant manager; Mr.
Grove; Mr. Patt, and Harry B. Winsor, Second Federal vice-president.

So well Fined
NASHVILLE'S honorary police chief and WLAC's general manager, F. C. Sowell
Jr., narrowly escaped jail
sentence recently at the
hands of the local Boy Scouts
who were in charge of important city offices during a
one-hour period. Sowell was
taken to the County court in
the black maria, after the
"sheriff", "chief of police"
and a "detective" had made
the arrest. He was found
guilty as charged — expectorating on a public sidewalk —
fined |5 by the Scouts and released.
Legion Program Wins Award
WINNER of the 1939 radio traffic
safety award of the C.I.T. Safety
Foundation is the American Legion
for its 12 Lepion of Safety programs,
presented monthly during 19.39 on 300
radio stations. The bronze plaque was
presented May 1 to officials of the
Legion at their headquarters in Indiaby .John W. Investment
Darr, vice-president of napolis
Commercial
Trust
and a trustee of the C.I.T. Foundation, who stated that the programs
had been selected as the "most effective radio appeals to public interest
in
safety award
measures."
The Foundation's
station
for 1939
went earlier
this year to WGAR, Cleveland, for
its consistent and effective support of
safety measures [Beoadcastii^g,
■March 1].

BIG DAY RE-LIVED
Elderly Maestro Hears
FM Reproduction
AN entire evening of broadcasting
by the Mihvaukee Journal FM station, W9XA0, recently was devoted
primarily to the enjoyment of a
distinguished musician — 88-yearold Eugene Luening, a friend of
Richard Wagner in the old days.
A few days before Frederick Stock
and the Chicago Sjanphony Orchestra were to perform in Milwaukee,
a poignant story in the Journal
pointed out the great happiness
that would come to Maestro Luening if he could only come out of
retirement for the occasion and relive the day in 1894 when, as director of the famed Musikverein
(music society), he conducted his
favorite, Bethoven's Ninth Symphony.
Jumping into action, Joseph
Grieb, manager of the Milwaukee
Auditorium, and Russ Winnie, assistant manager of WTMJ, got the
orchestra
consent
for a special management's
FM pickup, along
with
consent from the musician's union
and the sponsoring Arion Musical
Club of Milwaukee. Next an FM
receiver and special aerial were installed in the Luening home in
Oconomowoc, Wis., 40 miles from
the W9XA0 transmitter. And finally, after double-checks on reception, the special high-fidelity, staticless broadcast was brought to the
shut-in Mr. Luening and his wife.

its reader-listeners. Folsent in by
lowing is a digest of some of the
better boners listed by that publication :
"This evening at sunset Mercury,
Jupiter, Venus, Satan and Mars
will"The
all be
clearly Auxiliary
visible." of ForWomen's
eign Service will show their pink
forms whenever asked to."
"Flemolin gives the best guarantee ever. If you don't like it, you can
get your money back. But personally Idon't think you will get your
money
backtoo
— ^nobody
has."
"I was
young ever
and innocent
then," remarked a- guest songwriter
on Major Bowes' Amateur Hour.
Answered the Major, "Well, Mabel,
you're
stillofyoung."
"A unit
the German army was
sighted steaming out into the North
"The race for the Presidential
candidacy, both Democratic and Republican, will gain impotence this
News announcer, after describing
a severe
Sea." blizzard: "But here is a
bright spot in the picture. Over 20
have
died in a heat wave in Argenweek."
"He and his gang were sent to
prison for life — the limit in Wisconsin," according to Col. Norman
Schwartzkopf on Gang Busters.
tina."
"Mecca is recommended for shaving even babies' tender skin."
No Udder Trouble
"Since I started feeding Purina
to my dairy cows I have cut down
my udder trouble 50%."
"If you send your clothes to the
Starlight
Laundry,
recognize them
when you'll
they never
come
"For years he had been afflicted
with
Alexander
Clothing
Co."
"No thematter
how hard
you work,
a back."
man expects to have hands that
are exciting and feminine."
After a soap commercial: "We
wouldn't expect you to use it on
your face, but it's good for other
"1939 was a grand j'ear for Columbia Records, a record-breaking
places."
"Pop's Sandwich Shop is 'featuring half-fried spring chickens."
"Their ends are down and all uncovered," according to Ted Husing
at the Orange Bowl football game.
year."will now hear from a talent"We
ed young sinner."
Describing
the opening of Congres :"Seats on the floor are at a

ales

"Dorothy Lamour dashed over
from the theatre in between acts in
premium."
full theatre makeup, but minus the
WBNS
MAKES
BUSINESS SMAP
OUT OF IT
/

"From there he (Arturo Godoy)
sarong."
went to Chile, where he was born."
on Vox when
Pop: "Tell
me Parks
how aJohnson
mule sounds
he is
relaxing
for a dollar".
"The various
voices heard in this
program were betrayed by Bill
"Ladies and gentlemen, this week
Anson".
is
dessicated as 'Be Kind to Animals

WBNS
BROADCASTING

. . . Central Ohio's
Only CBS Outlet
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"A dog and his pipe are man's
".
Week'friends".
best
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INCalifornia
LOS ANGELES
and Southern
since mid-January,
story
after story has kept KMPC in the
radio headlines. The first news break
was an increase in power from 500 to
5000 watts, and full-time operation.
With this came association with CBS.
Overnight, KMPC became a major
station in the West's largest market.
daytime
THE.5mv.
SWEEP
of contoiir
KMPC's from
new
Santa Barbara to San Diego— 220
miles — includes 67 of the 71 communities of 2500 or more population.
93.5%
of Southern
radio families—
829,228 California's
of them—
live in these 67 cities and towns.
A HEADLINE
if there
ever was one,STORY,
came when
five
illustrious figures of the entertainment
world — Paul Whiteman, Bing Crosby,
Harold Lloyd, Freeman Gosden (Amos)
and Charles Correll (Andy) — became
members of KMPC's board of directors.
They joined radio veterans G. A.
Richards,
F. Patt. Leo Fitzpatrick and John
MORE HEADLINES are being
made
every byday
audience
increases
leaps asand KMPC's
bounds.
Hal Berger's famous major league
baseball games have just started the
1940 season for Pontiac. "Andy and
Virginia", a participation program, are
breaking all sorts of early-morning
mail records. "Open House", a new
daytime variety show, is gathering
listeners by the bushel. During 1940,
in Southern California's one billion
dollar market, keep your eyes on . . .

"THE STATION OF THE STARS"
BEVERLY HILLS • LOS ANGELES
5000 WATTS OAY • 1000 WATTS NIGHT
710 KG.
Associate CBS Station
Leo B. Tyson, Vice Pres. 85 Gen. Mgr.
REPRESENTATIVES
NEWY0RK:RogerE.Vemon,101ParkAve.
CHICAGO: A. K. Bucholz, 360 N. Michigan
Write for the current issue of
"NEWS
AND VIEWS"
Latest flashes on the Southern
California market . . . facts and
figures on KMPC . . . tips on programs that sell! Write for your free
copy today.
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Serial Eaters

SOME 8,000 broadcasts on 36% of
the stations of the United States have
been produced by the Educational Radio Script Exchange of the Federal
Hadio Education Committee to promote the more effective use of radio
for educational purposes by local educational and civic organizations. This
is pointed out in the May 1 report of
the Script Exchange which details its
activities in full.
TWO quarter-hour mock broadcasts
were produced by Twin City Junior
League members at Minneapolis May
6 as the finale of an eight-month course
in radio under Max Karl, WCCO educational director. A writing class of 22
Junior League members has met in
WCCO's
other week
since
Oct. studios
10, and every
a production
class
of 16 has met on the alternate weeks.
Purpose of the course was to write and
organize a set of ideal radio programs
for children, which would be submitted
later to the Radio Council of Federated
Women's Clubs.
GRATITUDE to KVOS, Bellingham,
Wash., and Rogan Jones, owner and
manager of the station, was expressed
recently by the radio committee of the
local school system in its official report.
The report, which reviewed the use of
radio by the school system during the
last year, pointed to three principal
radio activities : student broadcasts on
KVOS related to classroom activities,
classroom listening to regular local
and network educational features, and
guidance of home listening by children.
The report also called attention to
Manager
developmentbothof
the use of Jones'
radio inaidthein classrooms,
in giving time for school broadcasts
and in providing classroom radios.

THE young hopefuls of New
York's Mayor, Eric and Jean
LaGuardia, are permitted to
listen to their favorite daytime radio adventure stories
only after they have eaten
bovirlfuls of the nourishing
breakfast foods advertised by
the sponsors of the skits. This
peek into the domestic routine of the mayoral home was
given by Hizzoner himself on
April 30 during a talk to 200
Brooklyn housewives attending a cooking class conducted
twice
weeklyof by
the city's
Department
Markets.
ROLF KALTENBORN, son of H. V.
Kaltenborn, noted news analyst, has
resigned from the CBS production
staff to conduct
survey on onthetheeffectivenes of adult a education
air
for the Public Affairs Committee of
the Sloan Foundation. He also wiU
direct a course in radio this fall at the
New School for Social Research, New
York.
WGAR, Cleveland, for the sixth consecutive year is sponsoring its annual
declamation contest open to students
in Cleveland high schools. Youth Today magazine is cooperating with the
station in the contest, in which the
winner gets a silver medal and his
school receives the WGAR Declamation Trophy. Each school holds preliminary eliminations, with winners
competing in the semi-final contest
May 21 in the WGAR studios. Five
contestants will be chosen to compete
in the finals, which are to be broadcast May 28. The contest has been
under the supervision of Julius Glass
since it started in 1935.

WYOMING
willcurriculum
include three
radio courses inU its
for the
six-week summer school session, to
start June 17. Conducted by H. A.
Engel, public relations director of
WHA, Wisconsin U station at Madison, the courses include "Radio in the
School", "Radio Techniques" and "Radio Problems Survey".
SIXTEEN student members of the
Arizona Vocational School class on
"Selling Over the Air" were gradurecentlyconducted
after completing
a 10weeii. ated
course
by J. Howard
Pyle, program director of K T A R ,
Phoenix.

DELIVERED ALIVE
Zenith Gift Sets Operating

'
ipt
Upon Rece
INTRODUCING
a sales
promotion campaign engineered by
Comdr. E. F. McDonald Jr., president, Zenith Radio Corp. recently
sent each of its 100 wholesale distributors via express a pre-tuned
Zenith portable radio of the latest
model which on delivery was actually receiving a local broadcast
while still in its shipping crate. The
stunt drew much local publicity
and comment in most cases and
caused frequent consternation
among express company employes
who are reported to have dunked
several of the boxed sets in water
on the theory that the sounds were
coming from an infernal machine.
The radios had been packed with
batteries turned on and with each
tuned to an important station in
the
As
each local
radiodistributor's
neared itsterritory.
destination,
it began playing. The unexpected
vigilance of express employes finally forced H. C. White, general manager of the Railway Express Agency, tion
to assure
all agents
at destinapoints that
the packages
did
not contain bombs and were to be
delivered as is to the consignee, according to Zenith. However, before
this was done, it was reported that
agents in several cities already had
called in local police to open the
packages, which in most cases were
first immersed in water.

ARTHURlations
CASEY,
public St.
redepartment ofof the
KMOX,
Louis, has been named instructor in
a newly-organized radio class at the
Washington U Adult Study Center in
St. Louis.
COMMITTEE on Scientific Aids to
Learning has published a new pamphlet, "Central Sound Systems for
Schools", which
presents
information
on thegraphically
design, installation
and operation of sound amplification
systems
school sample
buildings.
The volume also incontains
specifications
for a school sound system.
OKLAHOMA Baptist U is now broadcasting 60 programs monthly from its
campus studios via KGFF, Shawnee,
and KADA, Ada, using Oklahoma Netlines. Twiceby monthly
a "varsity"
show, workattended
about 600
persons,
is put on
from
the
university
audi-of
torium. Ralph Matthews is director
the studios.
STUDENTS of public school music at
Illinois State Normal, as part of their
school work, are studying the NBC
Musical Americana program. Sixth
graders in the experimental primary
school of the university are assigned to
play the
rolesandof Milton
Deems Cross.
Taylor,Scripts
Raymond Paige
and transcriptions supplied by Kenneth L. Watt, producer and director
of
the program, are used for the sham
broadcasts.

Cleveland Stays EST
PRESSURE of union groups and
motion picture exhibitors brought
about the defeat May 8 of a probeforeCleveland
the legislative
tee posal
of the
City commitCouncil
for adoption of daylight saving
time. The proposal was sponsored
by Councilman John M. Lewandowski, president of the Nationality
Broadcasting Assn. and director of
the Polish Hour of WGAR, Cleveland. John Rohrich, president of the
teamster union district council, complained that daylight saving time
would force 24,000 truck drivers to
arise and go to work in the dark,
increasing traffic hazards. Ernest
Schwartz,
president
of the
Cleveland Motion
Picture
Exhibitors
Assn. maintained it would be a blow
to the local movie business and that
radio stations and gasoline companies were the only ones favoring
the move.

OUTSTANDING personalities on
America's
lectureevents
stage,or from
such
as current
sciencefields
as
well as entertainment, are heard on
the twice-weekly CBS series Columhia's Lecture
Hall, prepared
direction
of Sterling
Fisher. under the
Joins NBC in Europe
MARTIN AGRONSKY, writer, foreign correspondent and free-lance reporter, has beenrepresentatives
added to NBC'sandstaffis
of European
stationed in Belgrade. Mr. Agronsky
covered the Palestine Conference in
London in February, 1939, for Time,
remaining in England for several
months free-lancing. He first broadcast for NBC in December, 1939, in
Geneva, where he remained until early
this year when Central Europe became
an important news center and he
transferred his activities to Belgrade.

WSJS
EFFECTIVE

JUNE

26

In the Heart of
The Rich Tobacco Country!
WINSTON-SALEM,

N. C.

National Representatives:
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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X-Ray Myth
WHEN a recent letter from
a radio listener suggested to
the FCC "the danger from
X-rays to which the public
will be subjected in the use of
television
receivingdepartment
sets", the
FCC engineering

BIG WEEK in Milwaukee saw the city getting a new radio station and a
new mayor. The station is W9XA0, operated by the Milwaukee Journal
and first FM station licensed west of the Alleghenies. W9XA0 is independently programmed from WTMJ. The new mayor, Carl Zeidler (left) ,
made the opening address on W9XA0. Here he is looking over the FM
transmitter as L. W. Herzog, WTMJ manager, explains how it works.

GRAYBAR Electric Co. reports the
following sales of WE equipment :
WDLP, Panama City, Fla., 310B
transmitter with speech input equipment; KWFC, Hot Springs, Ark.,
310B transmitter and complete station
equipment ; KRRV, Sherman, Tex.,
443A-1 1 kw. transmitter; WFBL,
Syracuse, 503A-1 FM transmitter;
KLZ, Denver, line branching and phasing equipment, coupling unit and phase
monitor.
RCA MFG. Co., Camden, N. J., reports the following sales of RCA
equipment : WLOL, Minneapolis, 1-G
1 kw. transmitter ; KFRO, Longview,
Tex., 1-DB 1 kw. transmitter; WJHP,
JacksonviUe, Fla., 250-K 250-watt
transmitter; WSAM, Saginaw, Mich.,
250-G 250-watt transmitter, contingent on FCC approval; WTMV, East
St. Louis, 111., 1-G power amplifier,
contingent on FCC approval.
Kstarted
G M Bconstruction
, Honolulu,
April
of itsinnewmid-studios
and offices. With RCA transmitting
equipment to be installed in the new
$150,000 plant on Kapiolani Blvd.,
the construction project is the final
step in bringing the station up to 5
kw. operation. Formerly operating
with 1 kw., a frequency shift to 590
kc. has been approved by the FCC.
As part of the new transmitter plant
a 330-foot Bethlehem tower was completed late in March.
RCA MFG. Co., Camden, N. J., has
published a new catalogue-brochure
announcing price reductions for certain RCA amplifying equipment, including the 41-C three-channel preamplifier, the 40-D program amplifier,
94-D monitoring amplifier, 40-C standard program amplifier and 41-B standard pre-amplifier.
WESTERN ELECTRIC Co., New
York, has announced its new 22D
portable speech input equipment, featuring durable lightweight duraluminum construction and complete studio
channel amplifier and control facilities
in small space. The volume indicator,
calibrated in the new vu. units, is employed in the unit. Frequency response of the equipment is claimed to
be flat within one db. from 30 to
10,000 cycles, with maximum flexibility gained through use of four parallel mixers and a master gain control. The complete outfit for remote
broadcasting packs into two carrying
cases. The apparatus and its specifications are described in a new catalogue
I pamphlet published by the company.
IBROADCASTING

WOR, Newark, N. J., following recent
authorization by the FCC, is starting
alterations in its transmitter antenna
system at Carteret, N. J. Plans call
for elimination of the caternary, or
third quarter-wave radiator in the antenna setup. Engineers claim the new
arrangement will not materially change
the WOR signal pattern, beyond
slightly strengthening east-west radiation. Eliminating the caternary, supported by a wire between the two 385foot antenna towers, will permit instal ation ofseparate feed lines to the
base of each, with phasing equipment
in the transmitter building.
WIP, pletePhiladelphia,
in a few weeksexpects
its newto 5 comkw.
transmitter, on which construction
started early in April. Western Electric equipped, the new transmitter
building and two Lehigh towers are
located on a 26-aere plot on Creek
Road in Belmar, N. J. The plant will
include complete facilities for accommodating the transmitter staff. Construction is being supervised by Clifvisor. ford C. Harris, WiP technical superCKWX, Vancouver, B. C, is putting
finishing touches on its new transmitter house, located on nearby Lulu
Island. The house includes living quarters for the transmitter staff. Installation of the 1,000-watt Collins transmitter started early in May, along with
erection of the Ajax vertical radiator.
The station expects to be on the air
with 1,000 watts on 950 kc. early in
June.
FRANCIS H. BROWN, until recently vice-president and sales manager of
Radiotone Inc.. Hollywood manufacturers of recorders, playback systems
and other radio equipment, and Glenn
Wallichs, also well-known in the recording and wholesale radio distribution field, have formed National Recording Supply Co., with headquarters
at 1065 Vine St. New firm is acting
as exclusive distributors of recording
equipment. Wallichs continues to head
Hollywood House of Music Recording
Studios at 5205 Hollywood Blvd., and
has named Hugh Claudin as manager.
Robert Humes, merchandising authority and well known in the radio
accessories field, has joined Radiotone
Inc. as vice-president and sales manager, taking over the post formerly
held by Brown. W. H. Snow continues
as president and general manager.
EISLER ELECTRIC Corp., Union
City, N. J., has changed its corporate
name to Callite Tungsten Corp. in
order more accurately to reflect its
business. Principal products are materials and equipment for the manufacture of neon signs, radio tubes and
other types of electronic devices.
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explained:
"According
to the
best
available
information,
the efficiency of X-ray generation at the voltages emin cathode-ray
sion ployed
systems
is extremelytelevilow,
and any X-rays so produced
are of such low penetrating
power as to be completely absorbed by the glass walls of
the tube. Not only is this true
of cathode-ray tubes in television receiving sets, but also
of the tubes used in transmitters. In neither case do engineers consider there is any
danger from X-radiation."

School Places Spots
AUTO CRAFTS TRAINING Co.,
Chicago (automotive courses), has
started a test campaign of weekly
quarter-hour musical programs on
WOWO, Ft. Wayne, and WWVA,
Wheeling, in addition to several
other markets which have been
running varying schedules for the
last few months. If test is successful, more stations may be added
in the future, according to First
United Broadcasters, Chicago, handling the account.
KEN YON TRANSFORMER Co.,
New York, has issued a new catalog.

RENEWS

Contract

Swing"
National
Biscuit Sales
continues
its
five
day
half-hour
broadcast,
Monday through Friday
over
WFBL. The program features
IMartin Block's "Make Believe
Another proof of PAYING
results . . . N.B.C. is just one
ofwhose
the many
advertisers
Ballroom".
profit REPEAT
sales have
earned
renewed contracts for WFBL.
WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS

'National Hotel Week'
RADIO again this year will play a
large part in the promotion of National Hotel Week, June 2-8, under
the direction
Howard
Dugan, ofchairman of the ofradio
committee
the
American Hotel
Assn.
nouncements will be made Special
June 2 anon
the Chase and Sanborn program and
One Man's Family on NBC-Red, while
local quarter-hour and half-hour programs will be presented before and
during the week, featuring prominent
executives in the hotel business and
dance orchestras playing from hotels
all over the country. Promotion work
for
"Travel
combined
withAmerica
the hotelYear"
week. is being

WFBL
SYRACUSE, N. Y.
or Free & Peters, Inc.
National Representatives

THE FOUR -LEAF SALES CLOVER IN THE OREGON MARKET
r
FOUR LEAF CLOVERS aren't common— but you can still find them.
Take the experience of Kathleen Connolly, ownershop,
of Portland's
Irish linen
who foundexclusive
KEX a
four leaf clover in the promotion of
her business.
Last fall, with an Irish eye to building holiday volume, Kathleen Connolly picked KEX to help her do a
selling job. Three afternoons a week
she broadcast a travelogue of old Erin
in order to acquaint more people with

her shop and with her high quality
imported linens. Results — hundreds
of new friends and the largest Christmas business Kathleen Connolly had
experienced in ten years.
Needless to say, the sales promotion partnership of KEX and Kathleen
Connolly carries on. Sales continue to
show healthy increases over last year
and Mrs. Connolly has joined the
large group of advertisers who know
from experience that KEX is a four
leaf sales clover in the prosperous
Pacific Northwest.

RADIO STATIONS OF THE
1160 KC
KEX

OREGONIAN
620 KC
5000 WAHS DAYS
5000 WAHS
CONTINUOUS
PORTLAND •OREGON
1000 WAHS NIGHTS
NBC RED National Representatives-EDWARD RETRY & CO. INC. NBC BLUE
New York
Chicago
Detroit
St. Louis
San Francisco
Los Angeles
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Ccycoof to Copuo't

The Gotham

TheHrahe
The^laclistong

Thelouin liouse

Belleuieui^iltmore
A. S. KIRKEBY,
Managing Director

KVOO, Tulsa, Okla., on May 5 oiiginated for NBC-Blue a 30-ininute
broadcast under auspices of the Tulsa Citizenship Committee. Carried
from Skelly Stadium in Tulsa, the
program covered a meeting at which
some 5,000 young people who have
recently reached voting age were administered the oath of citizenship.
The audience totaled about 25,000.
according to KVOO. Highlights of the
broadcast included an address by
President Roosevelt, a talk from the
stadium by Eddie Cantor and the citizenship oath. The program theme was
designed to promote increased participation of young people in the duties
and privileges of citizenship.
KDYL Salt Lake City, has started a
novel new series of meetings for its
sales staff conducted by Myron Fox,
KDYL sales director. In order to present the problems confronting various
retail sales organizations of the city
each weekly meeting brings a different
sales manager from a retail organization as guest speaker. The series
opened with an appearance by the
manager
Ward store.of the local Montgomery
WKRC, Cincinnati, late in April carried two separate dramatic programs
commemorating the 100th anniversary
of the Cincinnati Times-Star, which
owns and operates the station. A halfhour preview of the centennial celebration was originated for MBS on
April 21, with dramatization by Robert Morgan and produced by the WPA
Radio Workshop under direction of
Jan Pfandt. The second program, written by Helen Detzel and acted by the
WPA group, dramatized development
of the paper from the time of its
founding April 25. 1840, by Charles
P. Taft, brother of the late President
Taft. WKRC is under the general
management of Hulbert Taft Jr., son
of
tor. the Times-Star president and ediWDRC, Hartford, Conn., has started
enlarging its 16th floor headquarters
in downtown Hartford to handle expanding operations in both standard
and frequency modulated transmisThe station's
is beingsion.raised
from 1 night
to 5 power
kw. during
the summer, and construction is proceeding at the Bloomfield, Conn.,
transmitter, where an additional directional tower is being erected. Chief
Engineer I. A. Martino is in charge
of all construction work at the transmitter, while Program Manager Walter B. Haase is supervising studio
changes.
WLS, Chicago, broadcast its Dinnerhell program May 3 from the new
Hall of Music at Purdue U, Lafayette,
Ind. First broadcast from the hall,
which seats 6,208, also featured addresses by officials of the university.
KWOC, Poplar Bluff, Mo., in midApril started construction of a new
building to house in a single unit
studios, transmitter and offices. Studios formerly were down town, with
the transmitter near the city limits.
The new building will be ready for occupancy in mid-June.
The New Big Money Crop
— Soybeans
W S 0 Y
Serves the Center
World's
Soybean
Central Illinois
$32,000,000
crop alone. Soybean
Great
corn
and too.
livestock
center,
Much
manufacturing.
Pop.
area, tail
% business
million.up Re-12
to 17%.
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Decatur,
111.
18 hours daily

Scouts' Turn
RECIPROCAL trade is being practiced between KDYL,
Salt Lake City, and local Boy
Scouts. In return for coopertion in making listener surveys for the station, the
Scouts are given an opportunity to build and produce
their own KDYL programs.
Each week a Scout from the
KDYL area takes a merit
badge test over the air, and
twice-daily some Scout from
various local troops gives the
Scout oath and tells listeners
something about Scouting.
WOLF, Syracuse, N. T., on May 4
formally opened its new studios. T. S.
Marshall, president of Civic Broadcastingthat
Corp., licensee
the newwent
local, stated
althoughofWOLF
on the air April 27, the opening party in the studios was postponed a
week because of the absence from the
city of the mayor and several other
prominent civic leaders who were to
be present
ficiallywhen
dedicated. the station was ofWJBC, Bloomington, 111., recently
carried a special broadcast describing
the damage resulting from a tornado
at Pontiac, 111., 35 miles away despite a series of complications. The
WJBC remote crew first tried to get a
telephone line through for a direct
pickup from Pontiac, but all lines
were down. The shortwave truck could
not be used because of heavy static.
Finally Guy Wallace was rushed to
the scene, where he gathered police
and eye-witness accounts, and then reto the studio for a complete
resume turned
broadcast.
EIGHTEEN-year-old .slogan of WSB,
Atlanta, recently acquired by the Gov.
Cox interests along with the Atlanta
Journal has been changed from WS13.
the Voice of the South to WSB. the
Sales Voice of the South, according to
an announcement by J. Leonard
Reinsch, manager. A booklet descriptive of the State's industries and facilities, titled "Georgia
on the March"
and furnished
by the Georgia
Power
Co.. has been distributed by Mr.
Reinsch to the station's mailing list.
KGO, San Francisco, has resumed its
weekly broadcasts in connection with
the departure of the Pan-American
Clippers for Hawaii and the Far East.
The program, handled by Don Thompson, includes interviews with passengers as well as description of
takeoffs.
JERRY LAWRENCE, announcer of
WOR, tainNewark,
has been named capof the Radio
League Softball
Team which was started
by WOR and
features players from NBC. CBS and
New York stations WNEW, WMCA
and WHN. The games, played from
April 29 through July 1, take place
Saturday
New York. mornings in Central Park,
WSKB, McComb, Miss., has established a remote studio at Whitworth
College, at Brookhaven. In addition
to a daily Brookhaven program,
WSKB is carrying Tuesday and Saturday morning
programs
from the new studio,church
located 24 miles
from McComb.

IF PLANS are consummated, and the
old Warner Bros, film lot in the heart
of Hollywood is converted into a
$2,000,000 sports center, KFWB, located at 5833 Fernwood Ave., will be
moved to a new site. Harry Charnas,
former Warner Bros, theatre chain
operator, who heads the Sunset Bowling Center at 5842 Sunset Blvd., proposes to take over, under a long time
lease, the old lot which comprises one
square block and is flanked by N.
Bronson and N. Van Ness Ave, His
plans call for moving KFWB off the
site to room,
makeunder-glass
room for
'an ice rink,
swimming
pool balland
rifle-pistol range.
BROADCASTING

NINE of 11 known candidates for national commander of the American
Legion for 1941, to be elected at the
national convention in Boston on Sept
26, went en masse to the studios OJ
W^IRE,
Indianapolis,
pleaii
their cases
over an May
MBS2 and
network
Claimed the first such broadcast evei
carried, according to Eugene P. Pul
liam, owner of WIRE, the progran
set a new record for network feature>
originating in Indianapolis, with 13]
stations
reported carrying the 30-min i
ute
roundup.
STAFF members of KTMS, Sant
Barbara,
Cal., are
watching
P'
and Q's since
Manager
FranktheirWebl
introduced
a
"game"
designed
to
keep
the staff on its toes this spring. Pi
banks were set up at the studios an
transmitter, and when staff member
are caught
a phrase
other
wise
makingbumbling
a mistake,
theyor put
nickel in the bank. When the bank&
are full, contents will be pooled to de
fray expenses of a staff fishing party
OPENING program of Invitation ta
Learning, new CBS series replacing
Pursuit of Happiness Sunday afterl
noons, has been postponed from Majj
12 to May 26. The series is designee
to stimulate reading of great books]
with open discussions by three or fou|
outstanding Americans.
WOV, New York, on May 7 started!
operating from its new 350-foot towea
at Kearney, N. J. The event was origi]
nally planned for May 1, but worlj
was held up by unfavorable weathe^
the latter part of April.
MAJOR broadcasters of the San Franl
Cisco bay area report an increase irJ
station revenues for the first quartejr
of 1940. as compared with the sam|
period of 1939. Total sales have climbecjl
steadily
on KPO-KGO,
NBC outlets
ii|'
San Francisco,
with cumulative
threel
month billings for 1940 30% ahead of
the first quarter of 1939. KFRC, Dorl
Lee-MBS outlet in San Franciscoj]
likewise reported a revenue rise, wit!
March, 1940 20% over March, 193S
on network, regional network, local
and spot business, and a 10% increas^
in March over February of this year
Other San Francisco stations also rel
ported increased billings for the period]
A RECORD-BREAKING 33% inl
crease in business for the first quartej
of 1940 over the same period of 19391
has been announced by the managel
ment of WIND. Gary Ind. It is exl
pected that May will set an alltimif
high for the station is completely solcl
from 7 a.m. to 8 :30 p.m., with the exl
ception of public service strips whicll
are never available for commercial
accounts.
TOTAL accounts placed with WBZl
WBZA,January
Boston-Springfield,
thl
1940
through Aprilforperiod
were 67%
greater
thanR. in
the sami]
period
last year.
Frank
Bowes,
sale!
manager,
announced
May
9.
The inl
crease in local accounts was 63%,
hf
said. Commenting on the announcej
ment, Assistant Manager Vincent Call
lahan pointed out that the number ol
sponsored programs of 15 minutes oj
longer has more than doubled and mor j
than twice the previous amount oJ
live talent on the stations is being used'^
Pretentious Local Production p
SPONSORED by Columbia Brewinf
Co.. St. Louis (Alpen Bran beer) J
Alpine Varieties on KMOX, St. Louis
during the spring and summer month|
will present top-ranking talent
KMOX appearances
orchestra. Starting
guest
with BenMay
Feld'i1^
with Comedian Lou Holtz, also appear
ing at the local Chase Hotel, gues!
talent will make five appearaneej
weekly on the program. Other star
including Gertrude Niesen. are tenta
tively scheduled for appearances. ThI
split-talent idea was conceived by Oliaij
Advertising Co., St. Louis agency bar
dling the account, which claims thi
program represents one of the mos|
pretentious talent setups ever ar
ranged
St. Louis.for a local radio program ii]
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Planks
AUDIENCE

MAKES

on Air Freedom

ITS CHOICE

Sought of Major Parties
PLANS to petition both the DemoMeat Sponsor Tests Reci pes and Takes Votes on
cratic and Republican National
Preferences for Its Various Products
Committees to include a "freedom
of radio" plank in their platforms
RADIO cooking school, featuring column, and is the author of to be drawn up at the forthcoming
conventions,
were discussed at a
numerous
books,
the
latest
of
tests and sampling of meat prodMaycommittee.
9 of the
legisucts, held early in April by the which, Flavor's the Thing, is a best- meeting lative
The NAB
committee
seller in this field. She has been on
Cleveland Provision Co. in collaboalso
discussed
pending
legislation,
same sponsor conration with WHK-WCLE, Cleve- WCLE fortinuouslythe
particularly in the light of early
for more than two years.
land, turned out so successfully
adjournment of Congress but took
that the company is making the
no foriTial action.
school a permanent part of its sales FCC Barrier Removed,
Present were Chairman John A.
campaign. Chester G. Newcomb,
Kennedy, West Virginia Network;
WINN Ready for Debut
general manager, and William
NBC Washington
THE show cause order against the F. M. Russell, Harry
;MAN-SIZED in keeping with its Fletcher, sales promotion manager,
C. Butcher,
status as focal center of a contest recently signed Florence LaGanke,
new WINN, Louisville, issued by vice-president;
CBS Washington vice - president;
the
FCC,
which
threatened
to
block
to find the champion expectorator
cooking expert featured on the comTheodore C. Streibert, WOR-Mu1 among the trout stream guides of
pany's daily WCLE program, to licensing of the station, was re- tual vice-president; John Elmer,
Western Michigan, this brass cus- present the instruction sessions
scinded May 8 upon "satisfactory WCBM, Baltimore; NAB President
pidor was presented in April to regularly in a downtown audi- showing as to financial qualifica- Neville Miller; NAB Counsel Rustions" made on behalf of D. E.
sell P. Place.
Newaygo Newt (left), famed guide torium.
and philosopher of Michigan
(Plug) Kendrick, principal owner.
The original plan for the school
Mr. Kendrick, despite pendency of
streams and forests. Doing presen- was worked out by these company
Amoco Airs Preakness
tation honors is Bob Tillmans, officials in cooperation with K. K. the order as to why his construction permit should not be recalled, FOR the third consecutive year
newscaster of WOOD-WASH,
Hackathorn, sales manager of
had begun installation of the sta- American Oil Co., Baltimore, sponGrand Rapids. The suitably en- WHK-WCLE. Late in March, two
tion with operation planned this
graved cuspidor, designated as the announcements were aired on the
sored abroadcast of the Preakness
[Broadcasting May 1].
WOOD-WASH Trophy, was used WCLE program, inviting Cleve- month
Stakes on 42 NBC-Red stations,
The
FCC
Nov.
20
had
cited
the
land
housewives
to
the
school,
during the long-distance spitting
May 11, from 5:45-6:15 p. m., in
contest v/hich was a feature of the which was to be held in the sta- Kentucky Broadcasting Corp., li- the
interests of Amoco gas and oil.
censee, on the ground that it was
Newaygo
Open Guides Meet in
The Golden Jubilee running at Pimtion's largest studio. The response
not
financially
qualified
to
coni April. It was selected from a welter was immediate.
Race Track was described by
Requests for tickstruct and operate the new local, lico
(of proffered goboons which folClem McCarthy, NBC turf expert,
ets poured in and the 250 available
which had been given assignment
lowed an appeal by Newscaster were sent out at once.
C. Hill, writer and comon 1210 kc. with 250 watts day and and Edwin mentator,
Tillmans for the essential oldassisted by Bob Stanton,
As the date for the school ap- 100 night.
I,fashioned articles.
proached, demand grew and the
NBC special events announcer.
"classroom" had to be moved to a ROMA WINE Co., New York, on May
Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore, handles the Amoco account.
nearby auditorium. When the day 1 started 30-word evening chain-break
announcements six times weekly on
arrived, 233 of the tickets mailed
Best in Baffin
were brought in, and these persons KQV, Pittsburgh, and WFIL, Phila- INSTITUTE of American Meat Packdelphia, and will add more stations
AN INTERESTING testiers, Chicago, on May 6 started a series
brought with them so many friends,
later this summer. Bermingham, Cas- of six-weekly temperature
monial came recently to
anthat the auditorium was filled to tleman
nouncements on WBBM, report
Chicago,
&
Pierce,
New
York,
handles
KMOX, St. Louis, from one of
capacity. Attendance was more
eastern
advertising
for
the
account.
placed
by
Leo
Burnett
Co.,
Chicago.
than 500.
its listeners — an Episcopal
Miss LaGanke conducted the
missionary in Canada's farNorth Baffin Bay region,
school in much the same manner as
about 3,000 miles from St.
her WCLE program, presenting
Louis. Recently the minister,
recipes informally and demonstratQUESTION:
WHICH RADIO
Rev. L. E. Neilson, visited
ing different ways of preparing 10
Rochester, N. Y. There he met
STATION
SHOULD
I USE IN THE
types of Wiltshire Brand meats.
a St. Louisan, started a conAs
she
spoke,
the
recipes
were
disversation and asked him if he
DETROIT MARKET TO SELL HiY
tributed to the audience, together
knew anyone at KMOX. Exwith a ballot form. Then the 10
PRODUCT THROUGH RETAILERS
plaining his query, Rev. Neiltypes of meats were placed on disson said his radio brings in
play. Three slicing machines were
AT LEAST COST PER UNIT SALE?
KMOX better than any other
put to work cutting the meat, and
station in the States, and he
samples were passed out to everyasked the visitor to convey
one in the audience. The women
his good wishes to KMOX ofwere asked to vote for the three
ficials. Advised of the incitypes they like best, and finally,
dent, General Manager Merle
when the 90-minute session was
S. Jones arranged a radio
over, they were given samples of
salute to the missionary.
the three winning meats to take
home with them.
ANSWER:
CKLW . . .
Success of the school is cited as
NEW subscribers to Transradio Press
BECAUSE RIGHT NOW A LARGE
Service are stations WINN, Louis- the result of the sponsor's policy of
vil eWPID,
;
using "name" talent on the WCLE
Petersburg, Va. ; KVGB
PERCENTAGE OF DETROIT'S LEADprogram. Miss LaGanke writes a
Great
N. C. Bend, Kan.; WISE, AshevUIe,
ING RETAILERS USE THIS 5.000nationally-syndicated homemakers'
WATT STATION REGULARLT...FOR
ITS DEFINITE LOW-COST PULLI

r
L

w

( business

aitimoie.

5000 WATTS DAY and NIGHT • CLEAR CHANNEL
Represenfaiive: Joseph Hershey McGillvra
MUTUAL
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Summer Hours
SUMMER schedule of W2XBS,
NBC's television station in New
York, went into effect this week,
with the chief change being the
elimination of Sunday and the addition of Tuesday to the television
week, noon
which
includestelecasts
five afterand fivestill
evening
but
which now runs Tuesday through
Saturday instead of Wednesday
through
Sunday.
Afternoon
casts continue
to begin
at 3:30, telebut
the evening periods now start at 9
instead of 8:30. Changes were set
on the basis of nearly 1,000 answers to a questionnaire sent to
set-owners in the New York area,
asking how summer programs
should be scheduled to fit in best
with
the activities.
televiewers' out-of-doors
seasonal

Count Georg von Arco
COUNT GEORG von ARCO, 71,
German wireless pioneer often
called the "German Marconi", died
in Berlin May 7. Count von Arco
established the famous German radio station at Nauen, near Berlin,
and in 1903 founded the Telefunken Co. and became its director. He
is credited with many inventions in
the radio field and with the beginning of Germany's highly efficient
broadcasting system. He was wellknown in American radio circles,
some of his patents having been
seized by the American Government
during the war and many of his
scientific writings having wide circulation here.
Relay Videos Authorized
CONSTRUCTION permits for new
relay television stations to operate in
the ultra-high frequencies were granted
May 8 by the FCC to both NBC and
CBS. The NBC grant was for authorization to operate 15-watt combination
visual and aural portable mobile transmitter on 312,000-324,000 kc. and
282,000-294,000 kc. The CBS grant
was for a 25-watt transmitter for television relay purposes, using the band
336,000-348,000 kc.
BOSTON chapter of Associated Broadcast Technicians (IBEW) announces
that new three-year contracts have
been signed covering 50 technicians of
the Yankee Network staff, all employed by the four stations owned by
John Shepard 3d.

ofaKOIL/
client/
discovered that KOIL
packs a wallop when it
comes to selling prodsold. ucts and keeping 'em
discovered the punchpower ofMerchandisKOIL's 7: Pointing Plus
4/2'
ing to follow through
on
ing. his radio advertisdiscovered
that is
KOIL's
cost
for results
less
per listener than any
other Omaha station's.
he's discovered that
this basic Columbia
station in Omaha has
a few very choice spots
still available!

KOIL
Don Searle, General Mgr.
Katz Agency, National Rep.
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ARCHITECT'S DRAWING of the new transmitter buildmg of WEAF,
now under construction at Port Was hmgton,
of NBC-Red,
key New
New York
Long
Island.
plant is expected to begin operation about bept. 1.
Work began on the $280,000 development last January after exhaustive
tests of sites had been conducted by engineers in the metropolitan area.
Television

News

Set Sales in New York
ACCORDING to a survey of radio
dealers in the metropolitan New
York area, conducted by Radio
100 teleleast sold
magazine,
Today vision
sets are nowat being
each
week. Dr. 0. H. Caldwell, editor of
the magazine and former Federal
Radio Commissioner, pointed out
recent cauFCC's
that despite
tionarythe
statements
regarding
the
new art, which caused a temporary
drop to about 10 television set sales
resumed "as
a week, purchases
the nublic discovered
T-nniHlv
that
entertaining
television
^^^
1!^^t,eXiiwSpictures
were still on the air". Dealers estimated during the Radio Today Sarvey that as soon as full-commercial
television is available, with CBS
joining NBC in regular transmission, they expect to increase present
sales five-fold — about 500 sets a
week or 25,000 sets a year in the
New York area. With the public
"unmistakably demanding television". Dr. Caldwell
estimated
that
extension
of service
to Boston,
Hartford, Philadelphia, Schenectady and Washington, set sales would
increase to over 50,000 yearly, representing sales of more than $15,000,000.
ift ^ ^
Movable Stages
AN OSCILLATING stage, which
he declares will bring down the
high cost of television production,
has been patented by Graeme E.
Young, Hollywood stage directormanager. The stage consists of four
six-sided figures touching a movable center "table". It will permit,
he said, "the television camera to
pick up direct with live talent the
motion picture type of continuity,
starting at the beginning and continuing straight through to the end
of the story, without stopping, if
necessary." 4c Hi 4:
Prettiest Girl Contest
TELEVISION'S first popular-poll
girl contest was held May 9 on
W2XBS, New York, with the television audience voting by postcard
for the three prettiest girls in the
group of 16 interviewed on the telecast by Alan Kent, NBC announcer.
Winners will preside over the RCA
television demonstrations this summer at the New York World's Fair.

Notes

Races Televised
TELEVISION'S first attempt at
covering horse racing in this country is tinder way in New York,
where the field crew of W2XBS,
NBC's video station, is spending a
couple of afternoons a week at BelmontviewersPark,
bringing
the main
racing their
eventsteleas
well as the colorful scenes of paddockwasand agrandstand.
First
cast
preview visit
on teleMay
9, consisting of a tour of the
grounds. On May 13 the opening
day
season
rarK season
lieimont Park
tne Belmont
ol the
aay of
first
their
watchers
brought
races by television. In Englandactual
the
BBC last year televised the English
Derby and other outstanding races
with what was reported to be great
success. London theatres equipped
with large screen television receivers filled their houses with audiences paying as high as $5 a seat
to witness the telecasts.
^ 4^ ^
Plan Television Tours
DORSEY OWINGS, president of
Portable Electric Power Corp., New
York, has been loaned to General
Television Corp., Boston, to assist
in the reorganization of its video
station, WIXG. Television studio
tours to acquaint Bostonians with
the operations of television will be
started in the immediate future, it
is reported.

CBS Video Labor Pact
wxx...*.,. coveringv,«.v^....s
A^
ONE-YEAR contract
technicians employed in television
broadcasting and research by CBS
was signed in Chicago recently by
H. Leslie Atlass, CBS vice-presi
dent in
and a representative ofChicago,
the Associated
Broadcast
Technicians division of the Inter
national Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers. The ABT, whose members
include the engineers employed at
all CBS owned and operated stations, joined IBEW, an AFL union,
in a body last year, and the pax
pose of the present contract is to
establish a scale for television work
not covered by the terms of the
original contract between the network and the union, it was stated
at CBS headquarters.
*
* *
Du Mont Portable Pickup
A NEW and flexible synchronizing
generator employed in the portable
6^'"^".""" "'.T'"-'^" 'V "'^
equipmentwasof the
television
Du Mont pickup
Laboratories
described and demonstrated by Dr,
Thomas T. Goldsmith Jr. at the recent convention of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers at Atlantic City. Generator produces the
control signals which synchronize
the transmitter and receiver for
television operation over a range
of line and frame frequencies up
to 875 lines, the generated signal
containing a radio frequency pulse
for the vertical frame synchroniz
ing which controls the number oi
pictures transmitted per second, if
was explained. Entire field equip
ment unit is compact enough to fii
into the back of an ordinary passenger automobile. Richard Campbell and Ward Stanton were coauthors of the paper read by Dr,
Goldsmith.
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CONTROI
DOOM

GUY C. HICKOK, director of
NBC's international division, looks
over the shoulder of Hudson Hawley,
editor,
new news
quarters
in in
the the
RCAdivision's
Bldg.,
New York, where the international
staff is now quartered in a single
room. The staff of 38 linguists,
newsmen and clerks prepare scripts
for the 16 hours of daily broadcasts in sixtransmitters
languages send
NBC'souttwoto
shortwave
the world.

First Anniversary
CELEBRATING the completion of
its first full year of regularly scheduled telecasting on May 1, NBC
put on a 2% -hour variety program
including popular and operatic
vocalists; tap and ballet dancing;
a fashion show co-sponsored by
Franklin Simon & Co., department
store, and Lentheric Inc., perfumer; akaleidoscopic interlude; a
dramatic sketch; a Walt Disney
cartoon, "The Ugly Duckling",
and a minstrel show staged by NBC
guides and pages. Program was
opened with a short speech by Alfred H. Morton, vice-president in
charge of television; Ray Perkins
acted as m.c. and Ray Forest announced the program, which lacked
only an outside sports pickup to
represent all types of entertainment televised during the past
year.
Farnsworth Convention
) FARNSWORTH television equipment and electronic devices, includ3i vision
ing the demonstration
company's traveling
teleunit which
since last September has played in
1 50 cities, will be brought from the
Fort Wayne plant to Chicago June
3-4 for display before dealers of
Farnsworth Television & Radio
Corp., holding their sales convention in the Edgewater Beach Hotel.
Pierre Boucheron, general sales
manager, reported that not only
will the company's new line of receivers be announced, but Farnsworth will make important announcements regarding FM and
television equipment.
ACA Locals' New Paper
ACA LOCALS 16 and 28, New York
and Philadelphia, have combined and
enlarged their monthly bulletins into
a monthly publication, Broadcast
World, to be published in Philadelphia
and mailed free to every broadcasting
station in the United States. The publication is"to disseminate information
leading to better working conditions,
better hours and higher wages for all
those employed in the broadcast industry," and will be supervised by Leonard
F. Ohl, first vice-president of the ACA
broadcast division, and Louis E. Littlejohn, president of Local 28.
BROADCASTING

MAJ. EDWIN H. ARMSTRONG,
Columbia
U professor
and pioneer
dio inventor,
was scheduled
to givera-a
demonstration of FM, his newest deCleveland
Advertising Club velopment,
May before15theunder
the auspices
of WHK-WCLB. Arrangements were
made dentbyof theH. stations,
K. Carpenter,
and E. vice-presiL. Gove,
technical supervisor.
LARRY WEST, technician at KSFO,
San Francisco, on May 4 married
Mary Alyce Whieldon in Hollywood.
GRAHAM TEVIS, for the last 12
years chief engineer of KMOX, St.
Louis, and who has shifted to CBS in
New York, was guest of honor at a
KMOX staff party late in April. Merle
S. Jones, KMOX general manager,
presented an engraved wrist watch to
Tevis on behalf of the KMOX staff.
GORDON FAIRWEATHER, formerly of CKWX, Vancouver, B. C, has
joined the engineering staff of CFAC,
Calgary, Alta. Loy Owens, formerly of
CFCT, Victoria, B. C, and CKLN,
Nelson, B. C, has joined CKWX.
CLIFFORD GORSUCH, formerly
with WMBS, Uniontown, Pa., WJLS,
Beckley, W. Va., and WCHS, Charleston, W. Va., has been named chief
engineer of the new WSLB, Ogdensburg, N. Y., which went on the air in
mid-April. Leo H. Thompson is his
assistant.
J. M. MIDDLEBROOKS, CBS construction engineer, addressing a meeting of fifty network engineers in New
York April 29, augmented his talk
with the showing of "New Tower —
New Power", a 30-minute film showing construction of a modern broadcast transmitter, taken by Philip G.
Lasky now manager of KROW, Oakland, Cal.
KENNETH COX, formerly with
Western Electric Co. and WNOX,
Knoxville. has joined the engineering
staff of WKRC, Cincinnati.
PAUL KALBFLBISCH, formerly of
WGIL, Galesburg, 111., has joined the
engineering staff of WMBD, Peoria.
GILBERT McDonald, engineer of
WOV, New York, has been named control supervisor of the station, replacing Walter A. Graham, who, because
of ill-health, has requested a transfer
to the WOV transmitter at Kearney,
N. J. Karl Neuwirth, transmitter
supervisor of WOV, is the father of a
girl born recently.
HARRY R. LUBCKE, television director of Don Lee Broadcasting System, Los Angeles, has been granted
U. S. Patent No. 2,185,640 covering
optical apertures for television use.
Means are also shown in the patent
application for insuring accurate time
relation between synchronizing and
image pulsations.
DON CREED, CBS Hollywood sound
effects engineer, has recovered from injuries received when the car in which
he was riding crashed into a tree.
Fly Praises Hams
JAMES L. FLY, chairman of the
FCC, on May 12 broadcast a brief
talk on CBS paying tribute to the
amateur
radio Susquehanna
operators whoEmergency
are members of the
Network for their fine work during
flood and other emergencies in the
Susquehanna
Fly's protalk
was
heard on Valley.
a specialMr.
half-hour
gram featuring the regular monthly
driU of the S. E. N.

s

o
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• A shrill "yip^' yip^"

a deep, booming bark are trans-

mitted with equal accuracy on today's network programs
. . . because special telephone circuits, developed by the
Bell System, link the nation's radio stations
. . . because modern equipment and trained men protect the sensitive sound all the way.
Behind the scenes, in the Bell Telephone Laboratories^
skilled scientists are working carefully and constantly on.
facilities that will deliver still finer programs tomorrow.

RCA Institutes Technical Press has
just issued a 450-page volume of technical papers by RCA engineers on the
various phases of "Radio at UltraHigh Frequencies".
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*Breakf ast Club' Extends
Sponsorship Rights to
Third Quarterly Period
BECAUSE of the favorable reaction to NBC's plan of offering its
Breakfast Club program to sponsors, the program has been extended for its third 13-week sponsorship cycle, effective July 1, with, a
total of 17 different sponsors, according to John H. Norton Jr.,
NBC assistant to the vice-president in charge of stations.
Sponsors and stations include:
Montgomery - Ward, six hours
weekly on WTCN, Minneapolis;
American Express, six half-hours
weekly on WCFL, Chicago; Kay
Jewelry Co., six half-hours weekly
on WCOL, Columbus; McKesson
& Robbins, half-hour weekly on
WJZ, New York, KDKA, Pittsburgh, WBZ-WBZA, Boston; Shirriff's Ltd., five quarter-hours weekly
on CBL, Toronto, and CFCF, Montreal; Lewis-Howe Medicine Co., six
quarter-hours weekly on WJZ, New
York, and KWK, St. Louis; B-C
Eemedy Co., six quarter-hours
weekly on WCFL; Schneider Grocery Stores, four half-hours weekly
on WSAI, Cincinnati; Weise &
Fisher, four quarter-hours weekly
on WHAM, Rochester; Griffin Shoe
Polish, six quarter-hours weekly on
WRTD, Richmond; Crescent Laundry, three quarter-hours weekly on
WJDX, Jackson, Miss.; Hygeia
Milk, two quarter-hours weekly on
KRGV, Weslaco, Tex.; Adler's
Women's
Apparel,
three quarterhours weekly
on WEBR,
Buffalo;
Manchester Biscuit Co., three quarter-hours weekly on WDAY, Fargo,
'N. D.; weekly
Wesson onOil,WIS,
three Columbia,
quarterliours
S. C; Buffalo Dairy Council, five
quarter-hours weekly on WEBR,
and Dodds, Alderney Dairy, five
quarter-hours weekly on WEBR,
starting in June.
Hind's to Return
XEHN & FINK PRODUCTS Corp.,
New York (Hind's Honey & Almond cream) , sponsoring the weekly Burns & Allen program on 52
CBS stations, Wednesday, 7:30-8
p.m. (EDST), with West Coast repeat, 6:30-7 p.m. (PST), will discontinue the series for the summer,
following the June 26 broadcast.
There will be no summer replacement. The series will return in
early fall under continued sponsorship of Lehn & Fink Products Corp.
Agency is Wm. Esty & Co., New
York.

UP

IN

Teaser
BREAD

AND

Desirins to Keep
By WILLIAM H. HORSLEY
President, Pacific National Adv. Agency
Seattle
SELLING bread to ladies who
want to reduce is the chore of
Patty Jean (Mrs. William V. Forrest), whose Health Club is sponsored da i 1 y on
K 0 M 0, Seattle,
by Hansen Baking Co.
A local girl
who made her radio reputation in
other climes, she
has been directing Seattle calisthenics since re- Mr. Horsley
turning tothe native heath some two years ago, and
her mail count has broken all local
records. Besides, she has made hundreds of transcriptions, which are
heard every day from Maine to
California. She likes the theory
that sitting and chatting does more
to make the listener stick than does
expounding — and clings to one central idea: Be Yourself.
Our agency, after signing a contract with Patty Jean, formed the
Patty Jean Production Co. and then
made a series of transcribed programs which were sold to bakeries
from Coast to Coast. At the present time she has sponsors in 24
markets, using the program five
and six times weekly during the
morning ho"urs. In nearly all these
markets the stations report the
Patty Jean mail count exceeds all
others.
Thought It Flattering
The merchandising of the program was carefully worked out. To
find a workable merchandising
play, history
we reviewed
the Health
case
in other
markets.Club's
Our
idea was to find those points that
were most workable and apply
them locally on KOMO. We also
wanted to find a merchandising
pattern that could be used in the
markets that were buying the
transcribed series.
We conducted surveys through
our research department, under
Frank Twist, and found that _ in
general women were eliminating
bread from their daily diet because
they were under the impression
ing.
that bread was extremely fatten-

(1,000 WATTS)— SAME RATE 'TILL SEPT. 1
A big bargain offer of greater power,
greater coverage, and more service — but
same low rate 'till September 1st.
'Effecfive June.

WX

VANCOUVER, CANADA
Reaching 100,000 radio homes full time,
new frequency, 950 Kc.
U. S. Representatives: Weed & Co.
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DIET

Seattle Exercise Prosram Sells Staff of Life To Ladies

POWER!

CK

THE

Down Weisht
The next step was to work out a
balanced diet which included bread.
This we developed, incltiding six
slices of bread in the daily diet. In
promoting the diet we not only allowed women to eat bread, but demanded that it be included to provide needed calories. Here we had
an ideal tie-in for the commercial
content of the program, and we
were able to explain why Hansen's Olympic Bread should be included— because of the quality of
its ingredients.
Our completed merchandising
mailing piece, which we offered to
listeners in exchange for an unattachedcharts,
stamp, included
ed exercise
weightillustratcharts,
calorie charts and diet charts. We
ran into a little trouble when
Canadian listeners sent in Canadian stamps — the local postal authorities refused to use Canadian
postageattle. Wefor
letters
mailed in
Sefound
it necessary
to ask
Canadian listeners to send a coin
instead of the stamp. This they did
without diminishing the Canadian
response.
The rest is history. We found it
was a proved fact that every
woman is vitally interested in having a good figure. And from the
beginning,
Patty toJean's
Health
Club has catered
this interest
and has boosted the sales of Olympic Bread.
Tacoma Hornet
MODEL BAKERY Co., Tacoma,
sponsoring the five-weekly quarterhour transcribed program. Green
Hornet, on KMO, that city, as promotion for the series entertained
more than 800 children at a recent
showing
of the
film, "Pinocchio",
Music Box
Theatre.
Firm made ata
tieup with Mueller-Harkins Co.,
Tacoma auto distributors, who furnished a1940 Buick for Hornet (in
the person of Max Bice, KMO announcer) and his man Kato (Dick
Ross, announcer), who, in costume,
were paraded through dovratown
streets prior to the show. Hornet
and Kato entertained the children
from the stage and during the show
Lee Hodget, manager of Model
Bakery Co., personally distributed
Green Hornet kites and souvenir
buttons.
Trek of Mules
TYING in with the release of the
new M-G-M picture "20-Mule
Team", the Pacific Coast Borax Co.
is carrying special promotion on its
NBC-Red Death Valley Days program for 20-Mule Team Borax as
well as furnishing its dealers with
point-of-sale material for local promotion tieups. The company has
also sponsored a cross-country tour
of two of the original Death Valley
borax wagons drawn by 20 mules
ending
the for
NewtheYork
World'sof
Fair in attime
premiere
the motion picture in New York.
Sponsorial Tips
AS A SERVICE both to new sponsors and to their retailers, WIBX,
Utica, sends postcards to dealers in
its coverage area notifying them of
the start of all commercial programs on the station.

BROADCASTING

For

Coffee

Can

AN UNUSUAL advertising campaign in Des Moines was sponsored
by Tone Brothers, local coffee roasting firm, which
nouncements on KSOusesandteaser
KRNT an-to
introduce
its newof "Pressure
Pack"
coffee. A series
60 and 30-word
announcements, three times daily
for 12 days, announced discovery
of a new method of packing coffee.
Following is a typical announcement:
"Two men began experimenting
and developing patents 25 years
ago that this month will lead to the
biggest news in coffee in 25 years
— news that guarantees you the
freshest cup of coffee you've ever
tasted. It won't be long now — your
grocer will have it for you — watch
your newspaper — keep tuned to
this station — get ready to switch
coffees No
in your
Nameshome."
Mentioned
None of the announcements revealed the name of the coffee. During the period while the teaser announcements were running.
salesmen in Midwest
States Tone's
were
busy stocking grocers with the newly-developed "Pressure Pack".
On April 12,nouncements
thesuch as
newsthe broke.
Anfollowing
were used:
"Enjoy a fresh cup of coffee today for the first time in your life!
Buy only
Tone's
Pressure
—
the
coffee
in the Pack
world Coffee
packed
in an absolute oxygen-free container! The biggest news in coffee
25 years!roasting
The flavor's
sealedkeepin
—in natural
vapors
Tone's Pressure Pack coffee roaster-fresh indefinitely. Try your first
Jay Tone,
presidentthe of
Tone
Brothers
who invented
machine
cup today!"
which
replaces the air in the can
with natural oxygen-free roasting
oven vapors has experimented and
worked on the method for the past
25 years. The account is handled by
Son de Regger and Brown Advertising Agency, Des Moines.
Weeklies Added
EXPANDING its paid advertising
coverage from local dailies, KTSA,
San Antonio, recently started an
advertising campaign in 27 South
Texas weeklies, using a small display ad each week calling attention
to KTSA programs.
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H. M. FEELBY, formerly with Free
& Peters Inc., radio station representatives, and previously with the
Capper Publications in New York and
Chicago, has recently opened his own
representative oiEces in the Joseph
Vance Bldg., Seattle. His firm, H. M.
Feeley & Associates, has been appointed by the Pacific Broadcasting
Co. to represent network sales for the
Washingtontual-Don Leeand
Oregonstations.
group of Munetwork
CHRIS HETHBRINGTON, _ St.
Louis representative of John Blair &
Co., has been selected by the Nadine
College of Advertising, St. Louis, to
give a series of lectures on broadcasting before senior students.
KPAJ, Port Arthur, Tex., has appointed Radio Adv. Corp. its national
representative.
WINN, new Louisville local, has appointedrepresentative.
Howard H. Wilson Co. as national
KQW, San Jose, Cal., has appointed
Reynolds-Fitzgerald Inc., Chicago, as
national representative, effective May 1.
BURN-SMITH Co., has moved its
New York ofiices to the Chrysler Bldg.,
405 Lexington Ave. New telephone is
Murray Hill 4-6947.
J. FRANKLIN VIOLA & Co., New
York foreign language station representative, has moved its offices to 56
W. 45th St. New telephone is Murray
HiU 2-0489.
RADIO ADV. Corp., station representatives, has moved its New York
offices to 9 E. 40th St. New telephone
is Murray HiU 3-7865.
I Westlund Heads No. Cal. Assn.
ARTHUR WESTLUND, general
manager of KRE, Berkeley, Cal., has
been elected chairman of the Northern
California Broadcasters Assn. for the
third successive year. Westlund is
also director of the National Independent Broadcasters for the 15th district, and is seeking to have NIB hold
its annual convention in connection
with the San Francisco convention of
NAB, Aug. 4-7. Preston Allen, general manager of KLX, Oakland, was
elected secretary of the NCBA, succeeding Phil Lasky, KROW general
manager.
KATZ AGENCY, New York, station
representative firm is compiling data
relating
to homes
"city and
popula-to
tion, radio
and county"
retail sales,
be issued in handbook form probably
in November, 1941.
SHREVEPORT
Second
IN THE UNITED STATES
FOR PERCENT OF NEW
HOMES
50,000

Watt5
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Rex Schepp to WIRE
REX SCHEPP, for the last 10
years a member of the local and
network sales staff of WBBM-CBS,
asChicago, on June 1 will become
sistant station
manager of
WIRE, Indianapolis, owned and
directed by Eugene C. Pulliam,
bp u of
newspape
lisher. A rnative
Bloomfield, Ind.,
Schepp spent
eight years on the
Mr. Schepp
stage as a musician, later joinNathanial
Shilkret's
ing
the NBC
as featured soloist on Orchestra
Maxwell House programs. Before
going on the stage he taught school
for two years in Martinsville, Ind.,
where his family still resides and
where he and other members of his
family have business interests.
FTC Stipulations
CHARLES DALLAS REACH Co.,
Newark advertising agency, and
New England Products Inc.,
Evanston, 111., have entered into
stipulations with the Federal Trade
Commission in which they agree to
discontinue certain advertising representations for Frostilla Fragrant
Lotion, according to an FTC announcement ofMay 11. On May 10
the FTC announced a similar stipulation made by Van De Mark Advertising Inc., Cincinnati agency,
and its client, American Royal
Products Co., St. Paul, pertaining
to advertising claims for Riteway
corn and callotis remover. The
FTC also has accepted stipulations
from Bowey's Inc., Chicago, NuEnamel Corp., Cleveland, and Magic Iron Cement Co., Cleveland, to
cease certain representations in the
sale of Dari-Rich Syrup, Nu-Enamel Enamelized Paint and Magic
casein glue, respectively. In late
April the FTC issued a complaint
against Globe-Union Inc., Milwaukee manufacturer of storage batteries and radio accessories, charging price discrimination in violation of the Robinson-Patman Act
in the sale of radio volume and tone
controls. A complaint also has been
issued against Post Institute Inc.,
New York, charging mirepresentation in advertising via radio and
other media for Ultrasol hair and
scalp treatment.
Tom Harker Joins WES
TOM HARKER, former sales executive of General Tire & Rubber Co.,
Curtis Publishing Co. and Edward
Petry & Co., has been appointed to
the eastern sales staff of World
Broadcasting System by Norton
Cotterill, WBS vice-president. Mr.
Harker will promote sales of World
vertical-cut wide range transcriptions and service, together with the
Gold Group plan.
Promote Nickel Box Machines
EAST COAST Phonograph Distributors, New York, on May 8 started a
four-week test campaign of 30 spot
announcements weekly on WNEW,
New York, to promote the nickel-box
machines
which
play recordsandbydrug
remote control
in restaurants
stores. More stations will be added
throughout the country if the test
proves successful, according to Redfield-Johnstone, New York, the agency
in charge.
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Cole's Babies

GRADY COLE, farm expert
of WBT, Charlotte, N. C,
al farm ediand CBS regionkind
of record
tor, holds some
as godfather. In the last 10
years 64 babies have been
in
Cole"
"Grad
tened No.
chris
his honor.
64,y born
early
in May to a Mr. and Mrs.
Pierce, of China Grove, N. C,
has just been named Grady
Cole Pierce. Cole appears
each morning at 5:30 a. m. to
handle the WBT Alarm Clock
program,mation toofferi
farmrs.inforruralnglistene

Westinghouse Spots
WESTINGHOUSE Electric & Mfg.
Co., Pittsburgh, on May 18 starts
sponsoring the Saturday morning
Womperiodan'sofPageAdelaide
of the Hawley's
Air, Mondays
through Saturdays on WABC, New
York, 9:30-9:45 a. m., on behalf of
Tenderay,
the company's
proc-&
ess of tenderizing
meat. new
Fuller
Smith & Ross, New York, is agency. With Westinghouse sponsorship,
the WOR Women's Page is completely sponsored: Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays by Krug Baking Co. ; Tuesdays by Olney & Carpenter (potato sticks) ; Thursdays
by Rapinwax Co.
WAPO, Chattanooga, Tenn., has appointed Headley-Reed Co. its national
representatives.

Your
Program

on

WTCN
NBC STATION

ST. PAUL

MINNEAPOLIS
in the
ST. PAUL

DISPATCH-PIONEER

PRESS

MINNEAPOLIS TRIBUNE
MINNEAPOLIS
TIMES-TRIBUNE
Owners and Operators
of WTCN
With Combined Circulation Both
Doily and Sunday of
OVER

300,000

Publicity Means More Listeners and
More Soles. Be Wise . . . Use the
Station in the Twin Cities Market
That Gives Your Program 100%
Support.
FREE & PETERS, [nc.
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New York — Cliicago — Detroit
Los Angeles — San Francisco— Atlanta
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Blitzkrieg

Finds Industry Prepared
{Continued from page 17)
CBS, was vacationing in Virginia ing posts is relayed to the news
when the crisis developed, but when
services and metropolitan newspahe heard the news the morning of
pers as rapidly as it can be taken
off the air and speeches broadcast
May 10 he drove to Washington
and caught a plane for New York, from Europe are also moved to the
arriving in the early afternoon to newspapers at once, as there is
take over direction of the war cov- often an appreciable interval beerage from Bob Wood, news editor,
tween the time a speech is delivered and that at which complete
who had remained on duty all the
previous night. Bill Henry, Los texts are received from correspondents abroad via radio or cable, due
Angeles Times columnist who
served as CBS correspondent on the to delays in filing and transmission.
On its part, radio relys to a great
Western Front last fall, happened
into CBS headquarters and was im- extent on the press services for bulletins and general news coverage.
mediately drafted into service.
On
May
13, Max Jordan, NBC
At all network headquarters commentators were on duty throughout chief in Berlin, arrived in New
the day and night: H. V. Kalten- York on the Washington for a brief
born analyzing the news for the visit to talk over plans for further
Red Network ; John Gunther for the war coverage with Mr. Schechter
Blue; Elmer Davis and Linton and other NBC executives. Mr. Jordan planned to return to Europe
Wells at CBS, and Raymond Gram
Swing at Mutual. In addition, Mu- aboard the Yankee Clipper the latpart of the week. H. V. Kaltentual's technical war experts, Maj. born,ter who
had planned to leave for
Leonard H. Nason on military affairs, Paul Schubert on naval maEurope on May 4, for a month's inneuvers and Col. Charles Kerwood
spection of conditions abroad, cancelled his plans at the last moment
on questions of aviation, interreports indicated that decisive
preted reports of action on the vari- when
events were in the offing.
ous fronts. On May 11 and 12, MBS
round-ups from European capitals
"I had hoped that a lull in the
were followed with discussions by war might give me the opportunity
these commentators.
to make my annual survey trip
through Europe," he stated on his
Press Cooperation
"butthe
my next
informaRelations between radio and the May 3tionbroadcast,
indicates that
few
press are continuing on the same
weeks will bring decisive events. I
plane of high cooperation that has will have access to more news and
existed since the outbreak of the reports on these critical developments here than I would have
war last fall. Important news received at network shortwave listenOn the air all night that first
abroad."
night, the
have schedule.
since reverted to anetworks
more normal
On the next night they shut down
at 3 a. m. Since Saturday May
11 they have maintained a 2 a. m.
signoff, although ready to return
to a 24-hour-a-day basis if the news
MULTIPLEXING
warrants.

The next big money-maker for
broadcasters is the simultaneous
transmission, over one wave band,
of both aural programs and
Facsimile . . . including news
photographs, cartoons, comics and
printed or written text.
Let us tell you how to equip your
station for rendering this service.

Tilenius Promoted
WILLIAM 0. TILENIUS has been
promoted to be assistant manager
of the NBC national spot and local
sales department, according to announcement May 15 by James V.
McConnell, manager of the department [see earlier story on page 18] .
Tilenius joined NBC Feb. 1, 1932,
in network sales traffic operations
for local sales. May 1, 1936 he
joined the national spot and sales
force, specializing on the Bulova
and Esso accounts. In announcing
the appointment Mr. McConnell
made it clear that Tilenius does not
replace Maurice Boyd, but that the
promotion is part of a general departmental reorganization.

FINCH TELECOMMUNICATIONS, INC.
Passaic, N. J. • N.Y. Sales Ollice, 1819 B'way

facsimile
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The ONLY Radio
Transmitter of this
or greater power
within 75 miles of
SioDX City

'Private Radiophones'
DAVID SARNOFF's pet
dream of "private radio telephonefrequencies
numbers" onwas
the ultrahigh
again
expounded
by
the
RCA
president while discussing radio
research May 9 at the University of Rochester. Mr.
Sarnofif, who once predicted
wi'ist - watch radios, said :
"When enough frequencies become available — and it is not
unreasonable to foresee it —
each of us some day may have
his own individual radio
wavelength, measured perhaps in millimeters. Using
pocket - size apparatus, we
may be able to call up and
converse with distant friends,
any time, any place. A few
years ago such a development
was merely wishful thinking.
Today it is on the scientific
horizon."
Answer
Denies

of

CBS

Television

Charge of Sarnoff
Brief to FCC TeUs of Cost
Of Visual Experiments
IN WHAT it termed "necessary rebuttal of an
unsuspected
CBS May
6 filed
with the attack",
FCC a
strongly
worded
brief
taking
issue with remarks purportedly made
by David Sarnoff, RCA president
and NBC chairman, describing
CBS as opposed to television.
Virtually all of the CBS 13-page
brief, submitted
to the
FCC pursuant to the FCC
rehearing
on
television regulations, was devoted
to the network's response to what
it
the Sarnoff.
"aspersions"
upon
it called
by Mr.
CBS, cast
through
its Washington counsel, Paul A.
Porter, stated it would not have
submitted such an answer except
for the fact that the FCC record
contained the Sarnoff comments.
An exhibit placed in the hearing
record, the brief pointed out, contained a statement made by Mr.
Sarnoff at the board of directors
meetingturers of
the 8Radio
Assn. Feb.
which ManufacColumbia
branded as containing "erroneous
assertions" constituting an "unfair attack".
Expenditures Cited
The CBS brief recited that the
RCA President had alleged that
CBS was opposed to television and
that
position
was "illustrative
of theitskind
of opposition
that . . .
television" is facing; that Columbia is "looking for profits from
television before the art is developed, and was averse to plowing
'any of its earnings' back into teleduring its pioneering",
that
the CBSvisionpurchase
of a television
transmitter was due to Mr. SarnolT's personal persuasion, and that
CBS 1939 earnings were higher
than NBC's because NBC was
plowing more of its profits into research and development in television and other fields.
In minute detail, CBS essayed
to answer all of these purported
allegations, declaring that, far
from being opposed to television,
it has done more costly pioneering
than any broadcaster without manufacturing or patent interests in
television. The brief recited that
BROADCASTING

CBS sion
today
a fulltime
payroll has
of $150,000
per televiyear;
that it has expended in excess of
$1,350,000 since 1936 for television;
that it paid RCA more than $450,000 for its initial high-power television equipment and had operated
generally in video experimentation.
All of the other charges were
categorically denied. The network
said that, far from looking for
earlyed them
profits
in television,
to be
a number itofexpectyears
away for the broadcaster without
manufacturing or patent interests.
It denied flatly that RCA or any
of its officers persuaded CBS to
enter television.
Moreover, it was contended that
the difference in television expenditure does not account for the difference, between CBS and NBC
earnings. The brief stated that Mr.
Sarnoff had told the RMA directors meeting that CBS last year
earned
profits
$5,100,000 whereas NBC
withof $10,000,000
more
gross business earned less than
$4,000,000.
Mr. Sarnoff
to
have
attributed
this towasthesaidfact
that RCA had been plowing back
a large measure of its profits for
television and in other fields.
No Official Date Set
Pointing out that CBS television
costs were more than $300,000 in
1939 and at the year-end its weekly
costs were at the rate of nearly
network
thethere
pernotyear,
$500,000
stated
it did
believe
is a
very wide
the television costsdifference
of the two incompanies,
and from the practical standpoint
it is probably significant when it
is realized that CBS' interest in
television is solely that of a broadcaster, whereas NBC, in addition
to being a broadcaster, is also a
promotional
arm oflicensing.
RCA manufacturing and patent
CBS said it had been aware for
some time that it would coincide
with RCA's interest if it were on
the air with television programs.
The "disappointment or displeasure of RCA" over the fact that
CBS was not on the air once RCA
sets were on the market "may thus
explain, although it fails to justify,
the attack," it added. CBS said it
had never officially set a date for
installation of television service,
though various hopes were expressed from time to time.
These included procurement of
in installaequipment,
tions in the difficulties
Chrysler Tower,
and
the possibility of a change of channel for the CBS transmitter. It
stated that if the Commission, as
a result of the television, frequency
modulation or any other proceedto another
CBS prove
should shift
video ings,
channel,
it might
very
illogical for it to launch a program
service on the threshold of change.
Suromer Business
DESPITE the customary seasonal
withdrawals by some sponsors, radio will have the busiest summer in
its history, according to W. B.
vice-presiNewof York
Lewis,dent inCBS
charge
programs,
who
left Hollywood May 15, after two
weeks on the coast on summer replacement shows. The political
war covcampaign and increased
experimental
erage,more
along with
shows, will
than offset periods
vacated by programs taking summer
allowed
sponsors
out layoffs
forfeiture
of time,
he withsaid.
Moreover, fewer sponsors are passing up the summer season due to the
use of portable and auto radios.
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121

STATIONS

ORIGINAL

NEWS-DISPLAY

USING

TEL-PIC

&

SERVICE

PLAN

Progressive broadcasters, 121 of them**, from
Maine to California are now using Tel-Pic's News
Display, radio's newest merchandising plan for
station and sponsors. Developed exclusively for
radio, Tel-Pic's Plan helps build an audience for
the station and sponsor with its neat, attentioncreating display which offers a daily stream of
merchandising and publicity tie-ins for the station
and for all types of local or national products.
FEATURES

OF THE TEL-PIC PLAN:

1 Illuminated display (18 by 28 inches) in six colors
. . . red, blue, black, yellow, white and green . . .
patented bio-lite ANIMATED waves. (Not just a
frame.)
2 News flash photos of outstanding world events mailed
daily, except Sundays and holidays. This creates daily
news interest. Photos are printed on 70 lb. coated
stock and mailed in card-board tubes to insure
protection.
3 Ample space for sponsor or station merchandising in
bottom-removable panel of display. (Hand painted
on glass.)
4 Simple, durable equipment. Merely insert plug in AC
or DC current and display becomes animated, and
call letters in top panel become illuminated in radiolike waves.
5 Sold exclusively to your city on monthly budget plan
at extremely low cost.

IMPORT AIST ISOTICE!
Tel-Pic bio-lite is fully
registered and protected.
Avoid substitutes. Use the
only.
original
Tel-Pic Service

IMPORTANT NEW PLAN:
Tel-Pic Syndicate Inc. will send its representatives to your city to sell choice locations for its
displays in banks and merchants' windows at
no cost to you under our new reciprocal plan
that will be sent on request. Billings to advertisers are handled direct by Tel-Pic.

**Tel-Pic's 121 subscribers include local
stations, network affiliates, network M & O
stations, 100 watters to 50,000 waiters.

Write or wire today for full particulars.

TEL-PIC
1650

New

Broadway

BROADCASTING

SYNDICATE
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Sarnoiff

Foresees

Culture by Video
Movies, Exhibitors Excepted,
In Favor of Television
RADIO'S elevation of the cultural
level of the masses will be accelerated by a new form of transmission
— television — David Sarnoff, president of RCA, told the University of
Rochester's three-day clinic on
"New
Life",
which Frontiers
ended May in9 American
at Rochester.
In a discussion on the effect of
television on the movies, during
which he exchanged views with
David O. Selznick, president of
Selznick International Productions,
Mr. Sarnoff declared the movie industry would take advantage of the
video art and use it as an outlet,
with a theatre in every home, "if
it was smart enough", but would
suffer if it "blindly opposed television".
Opposed by Exhibitors
Agreeing, Mr. Selznick said the
only elements in the movie industry
opposed to television were theatre
owners, whose fears he tex-med
groundless. Being gregrarious, people will still congregate in theatres,
he added, and they have become so
accustomed to the broad scope of
the movies that television restricted to present day events could not
completely displace films.
Conceding that movies present
considerable "trash", Mr. Selznick
explained "movie trash is a substitute for other trash, the 10-20-30
theatres and cheap magazine. I
think there will always be trash
movies, and hope for a larger percentage of better
law of supply
and pictures.
demand, It's
and theif
we don't give it to them, radio
will."
Mr. Sarnoff commented, "I'm
glad you think you're giving it to
them now, not us."
Mr. Selznick said that "in the
field of music, we have done nothing compared with what radio has
done".
Answering a question on how to
get training as a radio script writer, Mr. Sarnoff repeated a comment
of Mr. Selznick regarding script
training for movies, "A pencil and
a piece of paper vdll help."
NEW

POWER
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FCC Rulings Pend
{Continued from 'page 15)
Jr., NBC Washington attorney, and
Frank W. Wozencraft, RCA general solicitor.
RCA's statement regarding Paramount's purported domination of
DuMont was promptly refuted in
New York by Paul Raibourn,
treasurer of both Paramount and
DuMont. Describing it as a "red
herring", he said the issue was
whether the public is to be served
with "flexible standards and television sets which will not become
obsolete too quickly".
"Paramount does not control the
DuMont Laboratories," Mr. Raibourn said. "The DuMont Company's sole request to the FCC
has been to maintain flexible standards instead of the rigid ones proposed by RCA and the Radio Manufacturers Assn. Affiliates of Paramount Pictures in Chicago and Los
Angeles have filed applications for
television transmitting stations in
their respective cities.
"It doesn't make sense that we
in the television business would
want to hold up television. For several years we have been trying to
put up a station in New York, but
only recently were we licensed to
do so by the FCC. The Commission
knows our position exactly. It is
stated in our brief. We have no
secrets." DuMont's Brief
The DuMont brief, filed May 3 by
William A. Roberts, Washington
counsel for DuMont, seeks full commercialization asof Sept. 1. Tbe
conclusions are as follows:
"It is respectfully submitted that
the Commission has had adequate
opportunity to learn that standards
must be set by governmental authority and not by commercial
agreement. It is suggested that it
is now clear that the key to the situation is the compulsory requirement of the high frequency DuMont type pulse which can be installed in a few hours for minimum
expense by any transmitting station.
"If the standard as to number of
lines and number of frames be defined as flexible, varying between 15
and 30 frames and 400 and 800
lines, development in the size and
quality of the picture will continue.
If it is fixed at 441 lines and 30
frames, the experience of Philco
shows that such development will
cease and attention will be confined to the limited fields of imovement ofthe band.
'spot' and
ing of the prdark
The narrowprompt
issuance of an order fixing such
standards together with permission for full commercialization as
of Sept. 1, 1940, and the licensing
of additional transmission facilities
in the principal metropolitan centers will assure as much acceleration in production and commercial
sales as is healthy for the industry
or safe for the public.
"The record shows that the cost
to somebody of the reconstruction
of fixed type small-size non-retentive screen receivers, so as to adapt
them to the progress possible in the
immediate future with flexible
standards, would be between $30
and $70, including change of screen.

RED-LETTER-DAY for Union Oil Co., Los Angeles, was April 29. Besides marking start of the weekly Streamlined Opera on 13 NBC-Pacific
Red stations, Mondays, 7:30-8 p. m. (PST), for 52 weeks, it was the 50th
anniversary of Union Oil Co. NBC prepared a mammoth birthday cake,
and this group includes (1 to r), Don Belding, Los Angeles manager and
vice-president of Lord & Thomas; Mario Chamlee, tenor of the series;
Robert Phillipi, advertising and sales promotion manager. Union Oil Co. ;
Tracy More, NBC Hollywood account executive; Bill Lawrence, agency
producer, and Sydney Dixon, sales manager of the NBC western division.
FROM FILM STAGE
Don Lcc Television Shows

Actual Production '
ACTUAL scenes of a motion picture company making a production
were televised May 7, 8:30-9:30
p. m. over
W6XA0,
underpresident
supervision of Thomas
S. Lee,
of Don Lee Broadcasting System,
Los Angeles, from the RKO studios
in Hollywood. Subjects chosen for
the initial picture-making telecast
were two sequences from "Dreaming Out ducLoud,"
whichwith
VocoLumPro-&
tions isproducing
Abner, Irving Bacon, Bob Watson
and Sheilah Sheldon.
As a standard sound camera
photographed regular takes, twin
telecameras were used to ti'ansmit
the complete record of preliminary
dressing activity, rehearsals and
okayed shots to 1,100 television receiving sets within a 35-mile radius
of W6XA0. A wide-angle unit of
the television twin cameras picked
up the general action, while, for
closeups, a telephoto unit was used.
A dipper
shaped cathode-ray
tube
in
the television
camera head
converted the light waves and
shot the impulses by cable to a 10foot antenna atop the highest
building on the RKO studio lot to
the base transmitter of W6XA0 in
away.
downtown
Los Angeles, six miles
While noise interference created
by the crowd of spectators present
on the stage hampered sound reproduction, immediate television
reproduction of the scenes shot
were sharply and clearly reflected
on miniature glass screens in the
rear of the camera auxiliaries.
Many sets would be useless and the
natural inertia of householders
with their lack of technical knowledge would cause them to abandon
and discredit television rather than
be troubled with attempts to recover the cost of such changes.
"Control of the situation lies in
the Commission, under the law, and
regardless of attempted political attacks, well-organized publicity campaigns, or any other factors, we
assume it will exercise its powers."
BROADCASTING

Suggestion that the FCC adopt
television standards providing for
525 lines and 30 frames, if it plans
to promulgate rules governing
commercial television immediately,
was made to the FCC May 3 by
Philco, through its counsel, Louis
G. Caldwell. Previously, Philco had
advocated a 24-frame standard and
stated that it had not abandoned its
belief that improved results could
be
ard. achieved with the lower standIn its brief, suggesting alternative proposals, Philco stated that
it now urged the 30-frame standard
because further research would be
necessary before it would be safe
to adopt the lower level.
Counsel Caldwell strongly advocated fixing of transmission standards by the Commission. He urged
full commercialization in the usual
sense as distinguished from limited
commercialization but entirely contingent upon definite fixing of
transmission standards. Suggesting
two alternatives, Philco said the
first might be provision for further
research prior to the fixing of
standards which would be in the
spirit of compromise.
Aside from advocating the 30frame 525-line standard if rules are
adopted immediately, Philco said
that it would also prefer the RMA
synchronization system, somewhat
modified, to that advocated by DuMont. It reiterated original proposals regarding miscellaneous standards, such as a two to three times
higher radiated power for sound
as against picture and that sound
carriers of television stations operating on the same channel should
be staggered in frequency to prevent heterodyne interference. In
the latter connection, Mr. Caldwell
stated preliminary calculations indicate there should be a displacement of 25 kc. between the soimd
carriers of two television stations
on the same channel.
ALBERT J. BEVERIDGE Jr., son
of the late Indiana Senator and a
member of the news staff of WIRE,
Indianapolis, ran for State Senator on
the Republican ticket in the Indiana
Broadcast7. AsBeveridge
May Mr.
heldpress,
primaries
ing went to
was
leading his three opponents, according
Office. Indiana's Central Acto reportscountingof
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'Cavalcade'

At Women's Convention
E. I. duPONT de NEMOURS &
Co., Wilmington, on May 21 will
present the broadcast on NBC of
Cavalcade of America from the
auditorium in Milwaukee where the
General Federation of Women's
Clubs will hold its annual convention. Helen Hayes will be the feature star of the program, to be
based on Jane Addams' career at
Hull House, Chicago. DuPont executives will be present for the broadcast. BBDO, New York, handles the
account.
Arrangements to broadcast the
program in conjunction with Women's convention were handled by
Mrs. Harold Milligan, radio chairman of the Federation, who also is
chairman of the radio luncheon to
be held May 21 at which guest
speakers,
yet unselected,
will and
discuss newastechniques
in radio

CoDtinue

Educational

Work

Summer Conferences Planned ;
Additional Funds Needed
PRELIMINARY discussion of
plans for continuing action of the
organization after the close of its
current fiscal period June 30, including a group of 11 radio-educative conferences to be held this summer in cooperation with various
colleges and universities, featured
the May 7 meeting of the executive
committee of the Federal Radio
Education Committee in Washington. No definite plan was discussed
for securing additional funds to
continue the work of the Committee, although it was the sense of the
executive group that the work
1 should continue.
Summer plans of the FREC ceni ter around the conferences, to be
: held in cooperation with Denver U,
Wyoming U, Utah State Agricultural College, Utah U, Washington State College, Oregon U, New
York State Teachers College, Minnesota U, Stanford U, Texas U and
Southern Methodist U. The conferences are to be conducted by
members of the Committee's technical staff, headed by Dr. Leonard
Power and including I. Keith Tyler,
director of the Ohio State U research project, and Dr. Paul Lazersfeld, director of the Columbia
U research project.
Research Reports
At the meeting also were announced four printed reports resulting from its research studies
already published and distributed,
and details of several more being
prepared. Publications covering
completed studies include "Forums
on the Air",
a study
of thein effectiveness of radio
forums
education, directed by Dr. Paul H.
Sheats; "College Radio Workshops", an examination of four
typical college radio workshops,
conducted by Dr. Power, FREC research coordinator; "Local Station
Policies", a study of the educational
and public service policies of one
station (WMBD, Peoria), also conducted by Dr. Power. A report also
was made on the catalog of the Educational Radio Script Exchange,
operated by the FREC, which now
lists 575 educational scripts available on loan to educational groups
or broadcasters.
New publications due before June
30 include "Listener's Appraisal of
a College Station", a companion
study to the WMBD survey; "Survey of College Radio Courses, and
Syllabus for Teacher Training
Courses"; reports of two studies of
listening groups, one conducted in
the United States and the other in
Europe, and a pictorial book depicting radio's role in educational
and public service broadcasting on
a national scale, using pictures
made by J. Kenneth Jones, director
of information, on a recent nationwide tour.
Set up about four years ago at
the suggestion of the late FCC
Chairman Anning S. Prall, the
FREC has operated on grants totaling' $481,000 from Rockefeller
Foundation, Carnegie Corp., General Education Board and NAB.
Although studies under the Rockefeller and General Education Board
grants have been extended to Sept.
1, 1941, and June 1, 1942, respecBROADCASTING

V
ENGROSSED in answering listeners' posers, the Professor of Professor Faxon Figgers on KVOO,
Tulsa, injects a new note into the
idea of spreading information.
Sponsored by Atlas Life Insurance
Co., the program invites listeners'
questions on any subject. Before
giving answers, the Prof reads the
query for Organist Ken Wright,
who invariably responds with a
musical number whose title suggests the answer, viz., "Which
member of the deer family is the
largest?" once brought forth the
free translation, "Moosic Maestro
Please". Announcer Terry O'Sullivan is the professor. Aired twiceweekly for quarter-hour periods,
the account is handled by Rogers,
Gano, & Gibbons, Tulsa agency.
tively, the FREC at present has
funds sufficient to keep its other
activities functioning only until
this fall. It was stated that subsequent discussions will be held for
securing additional funds. Of the
$481,000 received to date General
Education Board has contributed
$234,000; Rockefeller Foundation,
$120,000; Carnegie Corp., $60,500,
and NAB, $66,500.
With Dr. J. W. Studebaker, U. S.
Commissioner of Education, as
chairman, the May 7 meeting was
attended by the full executive committee, including John Elmer,
W C B M, Baltimore; Willard E.
Givens, NEA; Rev. George Johnson, Catholic U of America; Harold B. McCarty, WHA, Madison,
Wis., and representative of the National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters; Alfred J. McCosker, MBS;
Neville Miller, NAB; Walter G.
Preston Jr., NBC; Ralph L. Clark,
FCC; Levering Tvson, Muhlenberg
College; Frederic* A. Willis, CBS.
'Food Fair' Clicks
AFTER three months of broadcasting,
the WEEI Food Fair, which offers a
complete merchandising plan to advertisers, has also been presented in
many of the leading food, department
stores and markets of New England.
Such -widespread attention has been
given the booth, from which Margaret
Kiley distributes samples of adverresulting
in salestisers'
hasproducts,
beenandso the
marked,
thatboost
the
Massachusetts
Retail
Grocers'
Assn.
made the demonstration a part of
its
annua] convention in Boston the week
of May 6. The entire east of the Food
Fair program
— "Mother"Kiley
Parker,
Roberta Green, Margaret
and Hal
Newell — was present at the last monthly meeting of the association in Faneuil Hall, May 8 and staged an actual
broadcast of the show just as it is
done in the studios of WEEI.
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children's programs. Margaret
Cuthbert, NBC's director of women's activities; Louella Laudin, director of the iQuilting Bee program on NBC, and Mrs. Lavinia
Schwartz, CBS midwest regional
director of education, will attend
the convention.
Radio

Education

Session

Is Arranged for Texas
NBC and the University of Texas
on May 31 and June 1 will cosponsor an educational conference
on radio for station managers and
public service directors of NBC
affiliated stations, members of the
Texas U faculty and teachers from
adjoining States. The opening session will be for representatives of
NBC affiliates and NBC officials
and will feature talks on public
service programs and school programs by Dr. James Rowland Angell, NBC educational counselor,
Walter G. Preston Jr., assistant to
the NBC vice-president in charge
of programs, and Dr. Franklin Dunham, NBC educational director.
Dr. Angell will address several
hundred teachers at the Friday
evening banquet on "Radio's Contribution on the Public Welfare".
Saturday sessions for teachers interested in education by radio will
include talks by Dr. Dunham and
Mr. Preston, and a round-table discussion of "The University and Radio Programs."
Test of New Quiz
GROLIER SOCIETY Ltd., Toronto
(Book of Knowledge), starts as a
test campaign on May 15 on CKCR,
Kitchener, Ont., a weekly half -hour
quiz program / Know, Teacher!
Competing teams of public school
pupils will take part, the teams
being recruited from schools in
neighboring cities. The whole program is based on the Book of
Knowledge and this schoolroom of
the air will be in the form of an
actual schoolroom with the teacher
acting as master of ceremonies. A
visual audience of 1,000 will see
the program in the auditorium of
the Kitcher - Waterloo Collegiate
Institute. Prizes will be awarded,
and the audience will participate
in half-hour programs immediately before and after the show goes
on the air. The campaign is produced by Radio Centre Ltd., Toronto, and account placed by J. J.
Gibbons Ltd., Toronto.
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Prize Contest Ruling
(Continued from page 16)
If he answers the phone and answers
two questions satisfactorily, he receives a radio. If he does not respond
correctly, he is given two tickets to
Mystery History, a network show.
"Sears'
Grab Bagslips[WISE]
a box
of numbered
of paperinvolves
placed
in front of the Sears' store in Asheville. The advertising manager of the
store selects the numbers. If the holders of the numbers are in the broadcast audience, they receive prizes. If
they are not listening in, the nearest
numbers get the prizes.
"In the Dixie Treasure Chest
[KRLD] program the announcer selects a number from the Dallas telephone directory. If the party called
answers the telephone, he or she is
asked, 'What is the color of the
border of the Dixie Margerine package?' If the party answers correctly,
a prize of $50 is the stake."
Davis For Gillette
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co.,
Boston, on May 10 started twiceweekly sponsorship of Elmer Davis'
daily news programs on CBS in behalf of Blue Blades and the new
Gold Tech Razor. The Gillette programs are presented on 89 CBS
stations, Fridays and Sundays,
8:55-9 p. m. Agency is Maxon Inc.,
New York.
Laughlan to Hammond
ROWLAND LAUGHLAN, formerly
of the Independent Refiners Service
Co.. Wichita, has joined Hammond
Instrument Co., Chicago, as head of
sales promotion and advertising.
In Chicagoland
300,000 Lithuanians
Listen to one program

The
LITHUANIAN
Over 5,000 Watt WHIP
10:00 to 11 :00 A.M. daily
• • •
A few facts:
1. Rated No. 1 program by
87% of people canvassed
in survey of 25,000 Lithuanian homes.
2. Drew 53,221 letters in
December, 1939.
3. Five current participants
have been represented a
total of 19 years.

for participation details,
write
RADIO ADVERTISERS
6912 S. Western Ave.
Telephone: Prospect 4050
CHICAGO, ILL.
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AT THE initial broadcast of Northwestern Yeast Co.'s new Songs of a
Dreamer for Maca Yeast on WENR, Chicago, officials and talent got together and talked things over informally — (1 to r) H. B. Taylor, advertising manager of Northwestern Yeast Co.; Evelyn Stark, radio director.
Hays MacFarland & Co.; Gene Baker, announcer and soloist; Larry
Larson, NBC organist; Doris Rich, of Northwestern's home economics
department, and Andrew Coburn, Hays MacFarland vice-president.

LATE^^NOTES
CAL KUHL,
Pacific
Coast Thompson
radio production head of
J. Walter
Co., Hollywood, will arrive in New
York
in lattei- May
several
weeks
of conferences
with for
John
U. Reber,
the agency's
vice-president
in charge
radio.
Discussions
wiU center
aroundof
Kuhl
heading
the
agency's
proposed
television department to be established
in New York.
DONALD FLAMM, owner of WMCA,
New York, accompanied by Bob Goldstein, his press representative, arrived in Hollywood May 8 for a series
of discussions on a Pacific Coast stage
production deal in which he is said
to be associated with Lee Shubert.
JACK HOLBROOK, formerly of
W D G Y. Minneapolis, has joined
WGTC,
Greenville, N. C, as production manager.
CLIFTON HOWELL, recently of
KFWB, Hollywood, has been named
programcisco,
director
KSFO, W.
San Stowe,
FransucceedingofArthur
who resigned to free lance.
LEE KARSON,
announcer andN.copywriter of KOB, Albuquerque,
M.,
has resigned
become aProducts
sales representative fortoElectrical
Inc.
Rolf Nielsen, new to radio, and Dixie
Storey, formerly of KICA, Clovis, N.
M., have joined the KOB continuity
department.
Thorne, KOB
announcer, hasGeorge
been appointed
a colonel
on the staff of the Governor of New
Mexico.
MARTHA DEANE, conductor of a
daily participating program on WOR,
Newark, on May 3 celebrated her sixth
anniversary on WOR with a special
program from 11 :1.5 a.m. to 12 noon.
Present in the studio was Frank Conolly, advertising director of the Oakite
Co., her first sponsor.
KINGSLEY F. HORTON, sales manager of WEBI, Boston, became the
father of a daughter born May 7.
AL NELSON, manager of KPOKGO, San Francisco, has been commis ioned aspecial police ofiicer, receiving agold badge. The award was
made as an expression of regard by
the San Francisco Chronicle.
GEORGE J. VOLGER, NBC Hollywood, and Thelma Marie Henderson,
will be married in Muscatine, la..
May 24.
WILLIAM SHAW, graduate of the
CBS school for junior executives, Hollywood, has joined the CBS sales
staff in San Francisco.

KEN R. DYKE. NBC director of
national sales promotion, on May 9
was elected grand president of Alpha
Delta Sigma at the annual convention
of the national advertising fraternity
in Columbia, Mo. Mr. Dyke, an honorary professional member for several
years, succeeds Charles Younggreen,
executive vice-president of ReinckeEllis- Younggreen & Finn, Chicago.
GRAYDON WALKER, formerly of
McCann-Erickson, New York, has
joined Lord & Thomas, New York, as
a newspaper and magazine copywriter
on the RCA account.
FRANK T. DAVIS, veteran showman,
has joined the George Logan Price
Radio Transcription Corp., Los Angeles, as national director of sales.
Mr. Davis, headquartering in Springfield, 111., will devote most of his time
to field work on accounts.
DICK WESTERKAMP, formerly assistant program director of WCMI,
Ashland, Ky., has been promoted to
program director, succeeding Mark
Williams, resigned. Bob Watson, formerly music director, has been named
assistant program director. Bob Wagner, new to radio, has been added to
the WCMI announcing staff, along
with Mrs. Hermine McClanahan, who
will conduct women's programs from
the WCMI remote studio at Huntington, W. Va.
E. J. HENDRICKSON has been
named sales manager of the Farnsworth division of Farnsworth Television & Radio Corp., Fort Wayne, Ind.,
according to an announcement by
Pierreager ofBoucheron,
the company.general sales manANTON LEADER, for the last two
years on the production staff of
WMCA, New York, has been advanced
to director of production, and Raymond G. Sweeney, formerly of Pedlar
& Ryan Agency, has been put in
charge of continuity for the station.
ALFRED H. MORTON. NBC vicepresident in charge of television, will
speak at the national symposium on
"Channels of World News and Opinion" June 3 at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, as part of its
Alumni Day program.
JESSE H. BUFFUM. for the last
four years in charge of publicity for
the Worcester Co. (Mass.) Extension
Service, has been named CBS farm
reporter for New England. He will
handle a daily broadcast from WEEI,
Boston, and will supply New England
news
for Journal
Charley Stookey's
Columbia's
Country
on the network.
BROADCASTING

EMIL BRISACHER, head of the San
Francisco and Los Angeles advertising
firm of Brisacher, Davis & Staff, is in
New York and other eastern cities on
business. He is due back in San Francisco June 1.
RALPH KENNEDY, technician formerly with KRE, Berkeley Cal., has
joined the engineering staff of KQW,
San Jose.
HARRY LeROY, announcer, formerly with KFWB, Hollywood, has joined
KQW, San Jose, Cal.
JOHN REED KING, CBS announcer,
has become the father of a baby girl,
Julianne.
ALLAN DUCOVNY, formerly with
the George ganization,
B.has joined
Evans Superman
PublicityInc.,
orNew York, which produces the Superman program, to handle promotion
and publicity.
ROBERT McKEE, formerly of
WHFC, Cicero, 111., and previous to
that with WCAE and KDKA, has
joined the NBC, Chicago, announcing
staff.
LYN MURRAY, choral and orchestra
director of CBS, has signed his fifth
renewal contract with the network,
effective in June. Mr. Murray currently is musical director for the EUery
Queen program and choral director of
the Lucky
Strike Hit
Parade, features.
in addition to numerous
sustaining
ROY SHIELD, NBC-Chicago music
director, who took over the baton on
the Carnation Contented Hour program
after the death of Josef A. Pasternack,
will
continue to conduct the orchestra
indefinitely.
SEARE MORRISON, member of the
studio orchestra of KSL, Salt Lake
City, recently married Marie Mitchell
of the KSL "stenographic department.
BORIS MOMIROFF, formerly of
WCMI, Ashland, Ky., has joined the
engineering staff of WGKV, Charleston, W. Va.
EDWARD
KLAUBER,
CBS execu-at
tive vice-president,
is recuperating
his home outside Danbury, Conn.,
following a gallbladder operation
which he underwent the last week in
York.
April at the Doctors' Hospital, New
BERT FERGUSON, program director
of AVJPR. Greenville, Miss., early in
April married Martha E. Smith, of
Memphis. Jones P. Talley Jr. has
been named chief enginer of WJPR,
with Millard Perry as operator.
JAjVIES E. cox, public relations director of WKY, Oklahoma City, has resigned. He has not announced plans.
EARLE FERGUSON, recently with
Courtland D. Ferguson Inc., Washmgton agency, has joined the sales staff
Startzer, forDenver.DesReva
of KLZ,
merly of WHO,
Moines, has joined
the KLZ continuity staffHARDY C. HARVEY, formerly of
the sales staff of KFJZ, Fort Worth,
on May 13 took over as manager of
TSN and
Big Spring,
KBST, affiliate.
MBS
HarveyTex.,
joined KFJZ
in 1934 as staff orchestra director,
transferring to the sales department
a year later. Before joining KFJZ he
was a member of the staff orchestra of
WBAP, also in Fort Worth.
RALPH KENNEDY, formerly of
KRE. Berkeley, Cal., has joined the
KQW,
division. San Jose, Cal., engineermg
HARRY LeROY. formerly of KFWB,
Hollywood, has joined the KQW, San
Jose, Cal., announcing staff.
DOROTHY
STERN,
to ra-of
dio, has beenRAYnamed
trafficnewhead
KTUL. Tulsa. Don O'Brien, formerly
of KMBC, Kansas City, has joined the
KTUL sports staff, succeeding Vic
Rugh, resigned. Carlyle Stevens, of
WFBM, Indianapolis, has joined the
KTUL production staff, and Beverly
O'Dell the continuity department.
HALE
newsWCCO,
editor
of
WBBC.BYERS,
Duluth,formerly
has joined
Minneapolis.
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Negotiations

Sought by AFRA
Talent Union Ready to Start
Discussions on Compact
LAST-MINUTE changes in the
American Federation of Radio Artist's code covering wages and
working conditions for performers
employed on transcription programsmission
haveof delayed
AFRA'sto subits demands
the
transcription industry. As Broadcasting went to press, AFRA reported
that the their
union'sexamination
attorneys
expect to finish
of the terms in time for submission on May 15.
Meanwhile a committee of representatives of leading transcription
companies had met in preliminary
session at NBC in New York on
May 10 and had scheduled a second
meeting for May 15 although this
was expected to be postponed at
least two days following receipt of
the union's demands.
Group May Be Permanent
At the first meeting of the group,
which it is thought may develop
into a permanent trade association,
were: William Schudt, Sydney
Kaye, Lawrence Lowman and Joseph Ream for CBS; Lloyd Egner,
John McDonald and Reginald
Thomas for NBC; Jerry King for
Standard; Charles Gaines for WBS
and C. 0. Langlois for Langlois &
Wentworth. T. E. Streibert of
WOR-Mutual was unable to attend
the session, but will represent his
company at future meetings.
AFRA hopes to have the transcription code accepted by midJune, when the union is to meet
with network representatives to
work out a renewal of the present
agreement covering the employment of actors, singers and announcers on network sustaining
programs, Mrs. Holt said. Agreement was signed in August, 1938,
and expires this August. The decision of the arbitrators on the
wages and conditions for talent
employed on Chicago stations is
also expected by mid-June, she stated. Reply briefs were due from all
parties by May 13 and under the
rules of the American Arbitration
Assn. the judges should make their
decision within the following
month.
James Porter, AFRA field representative who recently set up headquarters in Detroit, has had preliminary conferences with a number of broadcasters in that city,
Mrs. Holt reported, but no negotiations have been started. WXYZ is
the only Detroit station to have an
AFRA contract at present. Porter
is making an inspection trip to
Cincinnati and St. Louis, but will
return to Detroit shortly, she said.
Negotiations with WBT, Charlotte,
and WJSV, Washington, begun by
Porter earlier in the spring before
his transfer to Detroit, have been
completed and the contracts are all
ready to be signed by these CBS
owned and operated stations, Mrs.
Holt stated.
The AFRA national convention
will be held in Denver, Aug. 28-31,
it has been announced, and a local
committee in that city is making
arrangements.
W A P O, Chattanooga, has named
>Headley-Reed as national representaitive, effective May 8.
Broadcasting

Dispute
To

Bring
California

Over

Oflf-the-Line

Fee

Code
in AFRA
Change
Radio System Protests Rebroadcast

CBS Summer Programs
To Feature Name Talent
CBS is completing plans for a
group of programs featuring radio,
film and stage stars to start in midJuly and run throughout the summer.
B. Lewis,of CBS
vice-president W.in charge
programs,
has
been on the West Coast several
weeks lining up talent and was to
return to New York about May 15
to signstoodfinal
contracts.
It is underthe series
will consist
of 12
half-hour and two full-hour programs, probably under the direction
of George Faulkner in New York
and Charles Vanda on the West
Coast. Title for the series has not
yet been selected.
Tentative lineup includes dramatic programs featuring Walter
Huston, Edna May Oliver, Frederic
March and Florence Eldredge;
special news program with Elmer
Davis; ranteJoe
Cook and
Jimmy show,
Duin a musical
minstrel
and Paul Robeson and Eddie Green
in a Negro musical program.

Charges as Code Interpretations Vary Widely
COMPLAINTS against the recent
Interpretation of CRS — and also
action of the American Federation
of the agency at the time it origiof Radio Artists in insisting on
nally planned to use off-the-line recordings ofNBC programs on CRS,
payment of rebroadcast fees to talalthough the agency has accepted
ent employed on network programs
recorded off-the-line for rebroadthe AFRA ruling for the present —
cast elsewhere, have revealed a is that this section restricts such
number of widely divergent inter- rebroadcasts only in the cities menpretations ofthe recordings section
tioned. AFRA's interpretation is
of the AFRA Code of Fair Prac- that the rebroadcast fee is for an
tice covering network commercial
additional use of the performer's
programs. The one point of entire services, regardless of whether he
agreement between AFRA, the net- actually repeats his performance,
works and the advertising agencies
and that any use outside of the
original network is an additional
is that this section shall be completely rewritten when the agree- use.
ment comes up for renewal next
Held Unavailable
February.
In answer to specific charges conCalifornia Case
cerning two Procter & Gamble programs. Guiding Light and Against FCC Takes Legal Action
Protests first arose last month
On Two Illicit Stations
the Storm, broadcast live on NBCwhen the plan of Blackett-SampleRed and repeated on the Pacific
Hummert to place off-the-line re- Coast Red Network at a later hour FOLLOWING investigation by its
inspectors, the FCC in early May
cordings of Easv Aces, Backstage
off-the-line recordings without
secured prosecution of one person
Wife, Young Widder Brown and via
any
rebroadcast
fee,
AFRA
states
another serial network program on that at the time these programs are charged with operating an unlicensed radio station and moved
the California Radio System was
broadcast
on
the
network
(11:30
toward
action in a similar
dropped after AFRA notified the a.m. to noon, EDST) the West case, alsolegal
in the New York area.
agency it would have to pay a re- Coast stations are carrying local Indicted for violating Sections 301
broadcast fee to each actor on the
and 318 of the Communications
programs [Broadcasting, April commercials and are hence "unaAct of 1934, Edward Mathes on
15]. Sponsors on both CRS and
May 6 pleaded guilty to charges of
vailable".
NBC's
interpretation
is
that
the
NBC were to be the same, Amerioriginal broadcast reaches the operating an unlicensed station and
can Home Products and Sterling
a station without an opProducts.
Coast at such an early hour (7:30-8 operating erator's
license, and was given a
a.m. PST) as to be completely undeAlthough local programs were
suspended sentence and six-month
sirable
for
that
type
of
program
probation by the U. S. Court for
substituted on CRS. this independent regional network argues that it and so to be technically "unavail- the Eastern District of New York,
according to the FCC.
suffered a loss in audience by being
Both AFRA and the national netdeprived of the right to broadcast
agree that the section in the
these nationally popular programs.
able". isworks designed
to protect the
Furthermore, CRS says that since code
rights of the performer without
AFRA permits several network
programs to be rebroadcast on the injuring the rights of the advertiser
that to make the latter pay an
Pacific Coast regional groups af- and
filiated with the originating net- extra fee to secure a full network
works at later hotirs without levy- would be unfair to him, whereas to
ing the rebroadcast fees, the union
permit him to make use of off-theis discriminating against CRS and
line recordings of a network broadcast on as many additional stations
other independent regionals in favor of the national networks.
as he pleases on a spot basis would
AFRA denies any favoritism, but be unfair to the performer.
maintains its insistence that its
Cites Discrepancy
members shall be paid all fees to
which thev are entitled under the
Asked why David Harum on
Code of Fair Practice.
NBC-Red was recorded in New York
Here is the pertinent section of and shipped west for broadcasting
the code.
on CRS without any request from
Recordings : Off the line recordings
AFRA for rebroadcast fees until
may be made and used only by the
original sponsor or his affiliated comMay 3, when the program was dispanies. They must be used without
continued on CRS, and why similar
extra fees to the performer under the
recordings of Backstage Wife, also
following conditions :
(a) Providing that such recordings
originally on NBC-Red, are still
are not broadcast on any major station
being broadcast on TSN without,
in the city of origination ; or broadcast
$ WPEN's 920 spot on the dial in
to a network from the city of originaany such fee, AFRA replied it had
eager -to -buy Philadelphia has
tion ;orvidingbroadcast
to any; and
network
prorequested the rebroadcast fee for
national facilities
providing
further that such recordings are to be
David Harum talent as soon as it
Sales Appeal.
the spot
where
sponsors,That's
national
and
used once only for the original sponsor
learned of the additional use and
and are not broadcast on any major
local, know they unfailingly get
station affiliated with NBC, CBS or
that the case of Backstage Wife
magnificent returns . . . whether
MBS in New York. Chicago, San Franin English, Italian, Jewish or
Polish.
had not previously been brought to
cisco,
Hollywood
or
Los
Angeles.
Further providing, however, that this latter
its attention, but it would be invesrestriction shall not apply if recordings
tigated and if a rebroadcast fee
are made by network stations for later
$ Yes, WPEN's Sales Appeal is
broadcasts only on that station because
synonymous with Sponsor Apwere justified one would be reof unavailability of facilities at time of
peal. And we've proved it!
live broadcast, and such operations are
quested. AFRA pointed out that
billed toationthe
as a charges
network; operwhere the talent is paid for the
withoutsponsor
recording
If off-the-line recordings are made
original broadcast a salary exceedand broadcast,
excepttheunder
the proviing the total minimum fee for a
sions outlined above,
performer
shall
broadcast and a rebroadcast, as is
be paid not less than the rebroadcast
WPEN
fee for such recording broadcast, unless
frequently the case, no rebroadhe has already been paid a fee for a
cast fee is charged.
live rebroadcast.
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STATIONS

Boston Herald
'Don't mind John — he's just listening
to a fight hroadcast."
Dutch Garden
AT 12:06 a.m., May 10,
WCKY, Cincinnati, broke into
the dance remote of Jack Coffey's orchestra with its first
news flash
on Germany's
invasion of Holland.
Resuming
the pickup from the Hotel
Gibson Rathskeller, WCKY
switched Mack into Coffey's
version of "In An Old Dutch
Garden", with the vocalist describing the peaceful "heavenin - a - pair-of -wooden-shoes"
atmosphere of the Netherlands.

JOIN

RADIO

FESTIVAL

National Participation Indicated as Plans
For Promotion Campaisn Advance
HAILED as a remedy for the in- and KGFL, Roswell, N. M.; WOR,
Newark; WTAD, Quincy, 111.; and
dustry's growing pains through
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Kansas
prompting cooperation among sta- WBAX,
stations wiW observe the event on a
tions throughout the country, inter- state-wide
basis the week of May
est in the NAB-sponsored Radio
Festival continues to rise, with in- 20 backed by a proclamation by
dications pointing to industry par- Gov. Payne Ratner.
WBIG, Greensboro, was the first
ticipation on a national scale
[Broadcasting, May 1]. In most station to observe the Radio Festimulti-station cities, individual staval, completing its open-house week
concurrent ob- May 4. During the celebration the
tions are planning
servation with open houses and Greensboro public schools presented
12 programs, with other programs
special promotions, cejntering
from schools in eight neighboring
around the NAB offer of a national
counties as well as from North
prize of $100 for the best schoolchild essay on "The American Sys- Carolina U, Woman's College of
tem of Broadcasting — Why It Is North Carolina U, Greensboro College, A. & T. College, Lutheran
Best for Americans". The June 3-8 Emanuel
College, Bennett College
week has been designated for Na- and Guilford
A second
tional Radio Festival through offi- early observanceCollege.
was by WDAN,
cial civic or State proclamation in
Danville, 111.,
which
celebra-A
many localities.
first
weekheldinits May.
Among stations announcing their specialtion the
schedule featured
coming participation in the event, audience WDAN
participations, interviews
in addition to those previously listed
and quiz programs with local
in Broadcasting, are KVOS, Bell- merchants
cooperating in proingham. Wash.; WBT and WSOC,
moting the event on their sponsored
Charlotte, WPTF, Raleigh, and
programs
and with window decoraWDNC, Durham, N. C; WJTN,
tions.
Jamestown, N. Y.; KWEW, Hobbs,
NAB

Preparing

Plans

to Participate

Convention at Chicago
mercial section of the NAB code
PRELIMINARY plans for the and the consumer movement.
industry's participabroadcast
Retailers' Session
tion in theingAmerican Federation of
Advertisers convention have been
NAB is planning an entertainment program June 25. Radio perthe NAB sales manperfected by
sonalities are being lined up to paragers division, of which William
of
manager
l
R. Cline, commercia
ticipate
in the "Broadcasters'
The
WLS, Chicago, is chairman.
is scheduled for June 23- Night" program.
rangements include Tentative
origination arof
convention
27 at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago. the regular Tuesday night CBS
The NAB commercial section will Professor Quiz progi-am from the
hold morning panel sessions June convention, and an appearance by
24 and 25, with one meeting open Don McNeill and his NBC Breakdelegates, at which curfast Club troupe, as well as other
to AFA
rent sales and advertising problems features from Chicago member staConti Adds Chicago
tions.
affecting the industry vnW be discussed. Ed Kirby, NAB public reCONTI PRODUCTS Co., New
The NAB has been invited to colations director, and Sam Henry, of
York, in addition to its campaign the Bureau of Radio Advertising,
operate in presenting another "Raof daily spot announcements on six are expected to outline the progress
dio for Retailers" discussion at the
National
Retail Dry Goods Assn.
New York stations for Conti soap, of the bureau. The proposed agenda
convention,
to be held in Chicago
weekincludes
discussions
of
the
so-called
spots
on May 6 started seven
June 17-20. The exact date of the
ly on WJJD, Chicago. Berming- unit plan for measuring radio ad- radio session has not been set.
ham, Castleman & Pierce, New
vertising volume, dealer-cooperative Joseph E. Hanson, manager of the
York, is agency.
advertising, cash discounts, the com- sales
promotion division of NRDGA,
and Mr. Henry are arranging details. Representative speakers from
both the radio and retail field are to
be invited to participate in discussions of department store radio
problems and retail radio advertising generally.
MAPS
i
In Annual

AFA
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COPY
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NEW YORK, N. Y.

Recent RCA
Progress
In Radio to Be Shown
At World's Fair Exhibit
TELEVISION again is playing the
feature role in RCA participation
in thereopened
New York
which
May World's
11, with Fair,
RCA
providing the most comprehensive
demonstration of visual broadcasting ever presented in the United
States. With television given an
increasingly prominent place in the
enlarged
revamped
RCA RCA
Exhibit Bldg.and
at the
Fair, other
developments exhibited include the
first public showing of a new highspeed radio facsimile system, an
actual radio assembly line, a working demonstration of international
radio communications, a model of
the new electron microscope and a
music lounge where request programs of recorded music may be
heard by Fair visitors.
Special television programs originating in the exhibit are relayed
to the NBC television transmitter
atop the Empire State Bldg., with
RCA-NBC engineers using recently developed mobile television pickup equipment to pick up other
programs around the exposition
an increased
grounds. inForeseeing
interest
television over
last year
— when more than 5,000,000 persons
witnessed demonstrations in the
RCA Bldg. — a complete new section
has been added to the building, almost doubling the space. The enwill accommodate
larged building
a 10-rooni
television
suite, with
each air-conditioned room containing a video receiver and seats for
10 guests.
arhave been the
ion pickupslocatio
Televisranged
ns in
from two
landscaped gardens outside the
building as well as from an indoor
studio. The popular audience participation programs which were the
hit of last season's features are being continued on a more elaborate
scale. A radio receiver assembly
line has been installed to turn out
one of the RCA Little Nipper receivers every four minutes. After
watching a set take shape, any
visitor wishing to do so can buy
the finished receiver he has seen
built. Latest developments in RCA
high-speed facsimile are bemg
shown to the public for the first
a special "newspaper
time
air",h written and edited by
of thethroug
the New York Herald Tribune,
which is issued several times daily.
WSNJ Wins Suit
N. J.,Mayreceived
le juryon,verdict
8 for
favorabBridget
aWSNJ,
Co.,
$1,101, from Latimer Baking
Wildwood, N. J., growing out of a
breach of contract action over a
spot announcements.
of for
schedulesued
failure to pay.
WSNJ

KFRU
WASHINGTON,

D. C. "

1,000
Watts
DAY
& NIGHT
Affiliated
With tTtt
Mutual
Broadcatting
Byttem
1 2 3 0

K C .

BROADCASTING

COLUMBIA, MISSOURI
A kilowatt of power on 630
kc. daytime with 500 watts
at night.
A Sales Message over KFRU
Covers the Heart of Missouri
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Districts
NAB

to

Fill

Directorate

Automatic Net Membership to
Be Voted on at Meetings
TO ELECT new directors of the
NAB, meetings will be held in
eight districts during June and
July, under by-law requirements.
While only tentative dates have
been set for several of the sessions,
broadcasters will elect eight of the
17 NAB district directors. Directors-at-large, two each representing
large stations, medium stations and
small stations, will be nominated
and elected at the NAB Convention in San Francisco Aug. 4-7.
In addition, the membership will
be called upon to vote on a change
in by-laws, whereby each of the
networks (NBC, CBS and MBS)
automatically would be entitled to
board membership, increasing the
size of the board from 23 to 26.
Expiring Terms
Directors whose terms expire this
year, and whose successors will be
elected at the district meetings, are
Harry C. Wilder, WSYR, Syracuse
(District 2, New York) ; John A.
Kennedy, WCHS, Charleston, W.
Va. (District 4, D. C, Maryland,
North Carolina, South Carolina,
Virginia, West Virginia) ; Edwin
W. Craig, WSM, Nashville (Distric 6, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee) ; John E. Fetzer, WKZO, Kalamazoo (District
8, Indiana, Michigan) ; John J. Gillin, WOW, Omaha (District 10,
Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska) ; Herb
Hollister, KANS-KFBI. Wichita
(District 12, Kansas, Oklahoma) ;
Eugene O'Fallon, KFEL, Denver
(District 14, Colorado, Idaho, Utah,
Wyoming, Montana) ; Donald W.
Thornburgh, KNX, Los Angeles
(District 16, Arizona, New Mexico
and Southern California).
District meetings already set are
Greensboro, N. C, June 1-2 for
District 4; St. Louis, June 8 for
District 10; Wichita, June 10 for
District 12, and Salt Lake City,
June 12 for District 14.
Chairman James Lawrence Fly,
of the FCC, is tentatively scheduled
to address the district meeting at
Greensboro June 1, upon invitation of Director Kennedy. Carl
Haverlin, station relations director
of Broadcast Music Inc., plans to
attend each district session and explain the status of BMI operations.
Members of the NAB headquarters
staff, including President Neville
Miller, are expected to be present
at the meetings.
_ Aside from the directorship elections and the BMI discussions, consideration of code problems is expected to share district meeting discussions, along vidth the whole
copyright problem. Many questions
have arisen regarding enforcement
of code provisions and it is likely
that special consideration will be
given the question.
Fruit Juice Spots
CALIFORNIA PACKING Corp.,
San Francisco (canned food), on
May 7 launched an intensive spot
campaign over a large list of stations for its pineapple juice. Oneminute dramatized transcribed announcements are being used twice
daily, six times a week. The business was placed through McCannErickson, San Francisco.
BROADCASTING
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Blaii

ltet

])

gives to advertisers

new "over-all-coverage'
blanket design ... a

KDKA
pattern resulting from
elements . . .

this

combining

the following

A sponsor's one-time olfer . . . and the resulting 12,554 pieces of mail . . . from a total of
1 1 52 towns in 1 64 counties ... in eleven states.
70%

of all this mail

within a 50-mile

came

from

468

towns

radius of Pittsburgh.

• The outstanding element of design in this
new KDKA blanket coverage pattern is
Allegheny County {Metropolitan Pittsburgh)
. . . this one county produced approximately
25% of the total mail brought in.
i
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PROFESSIONAL
IRECTORY

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
There is no substitute for experience

PAUL

GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

F. GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair (N.J.) 2-7859

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM. JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas

Martin V. Kiebert, Jr.
Qonsulting T?^io Engineer
associated with Jansky & Bailey
Russ Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.
Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
7134 Main Street
KANSAS CITY, MO.

CLIFFORD YEWDALL
Empire State Bdg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Acconting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio
INDUSTRIAL & ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
LYNN BRODTON
STYLING ENGINEER
TELEPHONE 928

Advertise

BROADCASTING
for Results!

COLUNGSWOOD, N. J.

Davis

in

&
Thompson
Incorporated

1647 Union

Commerce

Building

Cleveland, Ohio
Telephone — Main 2685

Appraisal

Chester A. Thompson

Smith Davis
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'News Reel' Formed
RADIO NEWS REEL, company
processing news for semi-weekly
recording releases to stations, has
been organized by Donald Flamm,
owner of WMCA, New York, and
Victor Dalton, owner of KMTR,
Hollywood,
result
pendent workasfora the
past ofyearindeby
both stations. Main offices will be
located at the two stations. A fleet
of mobile unit trucks throughout
the country will gather material,
then send it to Hollywood for processing into two according
weekly quai'terhour programs,
to the
organizers. Some 55 stations already are subscribers, it was said.

Albert C. Ferguson
ALBERT CHARLES FERGUSON, 57, character actor known to
radio since 1934 as "Grandpa Jitters" on the Iowa Barn Dance
Frolic of WHO, Des Moines, died
May 9 of cancer. He made his last
radio and stage appearance on
WHO on March 23, and since then
had been confined to bed at home
and in the hospital. Not married,
Mr. Ferguson is survived by his
mother, Amelia Wainwright, former actress, and one brother. Wellknown in the theatre, his early associates included Lillian Russell,
Weber & Fields, Mclntyre & Heath,
Buster Keaton and others.

John J. Long, Jr.
JOHN J. LONG, Jr., technical supervisor of WHAM, Rochester, N.
Y., was killed instantly May 9
when his car struck a bridge girder. In the same car was Bob Hemings, WHAM staff pianist, now in a
critical condition in a Rochester
hospital. Mr. Long had been associated with WHAM since 1927, after entering professional radio in
1922. He is survived by his wife,
two sons and a daughter.

Swift Sales Meeting
SWIFT & Co., Chicago, on May 18
only will broadcast a special program titled Sales Meeting of the
Air on 46 MBS stations from 10 to
10:15 a. m., with delayed broadcast
by recording on five stations. The
program, originating from WGN,
Chicago, is in the interests of Prem,
and will feature a regular sales
meeting of Swift salesmen. Agency
in charge is J. Walter Thompson
Co., Chicago.

€LA^$$IFIED

Help Wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other
fications, 12c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
for box address. Forms close 10th and 25th of month preceding
Help Wanted
Wanted — Engineer with investment in a
good
casting.new station. Box A805, BroadEmployees — Let us help you get a position
through our National Radio Employment
Bureau. Paramount Distributors, Box
864, Denver, Colo.
Announcer-writer — with ideas, experience,
executive ability for 5 KW NBC affiliate
Western city fifty thousand. Straight
announcing-writing at nominal salary to
start but opportunity offered right man
advance to administrative position within
six months. Write fully, give all radio
positions erences.
held,
dates,Broadcasting.
salary, duties, refBox A809,
Experienced Announcer — minimum of two
years with network affiliate. Duties will
include continuity writing and production. Only a well qualified man of excharacter, willing
to present
himself forcellent
personal
interview
need apply.
Station WIS, Columbia, South Carolina.
Two announcers — with First Class Radiotelephone licenses. This does not mean
engineers who also announce. State full
details including salary first letter also
availability of voice recording. Box A818,
Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
Commercial Manager — small-power station
desires change. Over 5 years radio experience. Box A81.3, Broadcasting.
Program Manager — qualifications submitted
on request. Radio experience over 4 years.
Now employed. Box A812, BROADCASTING.
Station Owner — Why lose money? Experienced manager can produce profits. Available now. Box A807, Broadcasting.
Announcer-Newscaster — young, willing, personality. Anxious to start from bottom.
Unexperienced, but have two years training in radio work. Will go anywhere.
Excellent references. Box A806, BroadCasting.
Efficient engineer — eight years experience
studio-transmitter-recording. RCA, Collins and WE equipment. Desires connection with progressive station seeking reliable man. Box A817, Broadcasting.
BROADCASTING

classiCAPS,
words
issues.

Situations Wanted (Continued)
To manage branch studio in midwest city
over 10,000. Married man, 26, 8 years
successful
experience.
Best for
recommendations. Accept
responsibility
additional
personnel. Now employed. Box A814,
Broadcasting.
Good commercial announcer — now writing,
producing highly successful one man
show. Many practical talents, ideas, for
your station. Knows sales, merchandising.
Reliable. Box A811, Broadcasting.
Chief Engineer — May I have the opportunity toceptional
present
my Ifqualifications.
Exexperience.
you need a Chief
Engineer it will pay you to investigate.
Box A804, Broadcasting.
Employers — We have experienced radio em
ployees in every section of the United
States. Let us submit summaries of qualified applicants whose references have
been verified.
cost to you Bureau.
through Box
National Radio NoEmployment
864, Denver, Colo.
Station
Executive
— WithManager
ten yearsin
successful
recordAvailable
as General
the development and operation of popular radio network station, news commentator, publicity manager, capable of direct
supervision of all departments. Sales
woman of ability, excellent background,
wide acquaintance in the national field.
Want cated
to station,
manageanywhere.
run downReasonable
or newly salloary, stock in company or commission on
business. Age 40 years, college woman,
references. Address Box A815, Broad
casting.
Wanted to Buy
Two used standard 33 1/3 and 78 RPM
turntables. Box A810, Broadcasting.
For Sale
RCA Field Intensity Meter TMV No. 21A
Cost new around $1000. No reasonabU
casting.
offer will be refused. Box A816, Broad-

One Type GR 732 Distortion and Noise \h
Meter and one Type GR 733-A Oscillator.
Both in perfect condition. Cost nev^
$307.00. Will sell at once for $150.00. Box
A808, Broadcasting.
• Broadcast
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Gutman

Named

to BMI

] New
Selections Given Good Reception
: APPOINTMENT of George Mario
ident of Yankee Network, states
; as professional manager of Broad- that "we are going to require each
remote pickup to play a minimum
' cast Music Inc., Arthur H. Gutman
' as director of arrangements and of one BMI number every broadcast . . . This policy will start
' publication and Charles E. Law• rence as comptroller, has been an- three or four days after we receive
the music for these remotes." Mr.
' nounced by Merritt E. Tompkins,
Shepard continues that when there
\ manager.
BMI's vice-president and general are
a sufficient number of BMI selections his idea is to raise the miniMr. Mario, who was recently
mum requirement to two BMI tunes
; elected president of the newly-orremote, and "thus graduI g'anized
Contact on each
ally accustom our remote orchesEmployes Music
Union,Publishers
an AFL affiliate,
tras to play BMI music, and, of
was formerly manager of Crawcourse, acquaint our listeners with
ford Music Corp.
Starting with DeSylva, Brown &
The various transcription library
Henderson in 1928, Mr. Mario in
1930 organized his own publishing services have recorded the first
house, Mario Music. After several BMI releases and are including
years with Warner Bros, in charge them in their current issues, insuring further widespread exploitaof the Remick catalog, he revived
Mario Music in 1936 and in 1937
tionfive
of thesenumbers
numbers.have
Two also
of BMI's
it."
first
been
sold it to the Dreyfuss interests,
recorded
on
phonograph
records
by
joining them in charge of Chappell
Columbia Recording Corp., CBS
Music Co. and continuing with them
in various capacities until the subsidiary.
present.
Numbers Well Received
Mr. Gutman, for the last four 'BETTY AND BOB'
ON LOCAL DISCS
years director of arrangements and
copyrights for the New York AFM
TRANSCRIBED
of Betty
Local (802) was previously with & Bob, daytime version
serial program
Crawford Music Co. and Irving sponsored by General
Mills for
Berlin Inc., where he arranged
many of the Berlin hit tunes. He eight years on national networks,
is being recorded by NBC's Radio
is also recognized as a serious comdivision and will be ofposer, his works having been per- Recording
advertisers for local and
formed by symphony orchestras in regionalfered tosponsorship.
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Boston,
Deal was made under a royalty
Hartford and Albany.
agreement with General Mills,
Mr. Gutman has been placed in which
owns the program, and C. D.
charge of the new BMI branch
Morris Associates, producers of the
office at 23 W. 47 St., New York, show
for General Mills, which will
which is devoted to sheet music
to produce it for NBC.
sales. Joseph Ross, formerly with continue
Same writer and director will be
M. Witmark & Sons, has joined used and Arlene Francis continues
BMI as Mr. Gutman's assistant and as Betty. NBC is recording 130 epiwill contact dealers in sheet music.
sodes to start, enough for 26 weeks
BMI reports that more than half on a five-a-week
basis.
the
country's
leading
jobbers
have
Under the agreement with Genordered copies of the first five BMI
eral Mills, sponsorship is restricted
numbers and that reorders for
some of the tunes have been re- to companies outside the flour and
breakfast food fields, or to firms
ceived already.
competing with General Mills.
Mr. Lawrence, who has been en- not
gaged in accounting for 20 years, Milton Cross, announcer for the
program, will also record commerhas been with American Home
for the sponsors at a nominal
Products Corp. since 1932 and gen- fee, ifcialsdesired.
To aid stations and
eral manager since 1937. Previousagencies in selling the program,
ly he was with Merritt-Chapman
NBC has prepared a presentation
& Scott Corp. and with Franklin record,
containing an introduction
Baker Co.
to the cast.
BMI's acquisition of the
M.
A departure from custom is the
Cole catalog [Broadcasting,M.May
recording of the theme and opening
1] has evoked an enthusiastic re- announcement
on separate records
sponse from all classes of broad- from the program
themselves, with
casters, whether operators of lowthree themes being used so the stapowered independents or network
tions can vary them as desired. The
executives, according to Mr. Tomp- separate
for theme and
kins, who said that negotiations program recordings
are said to make it easier
for several additional catalogs are for the station
to comply with the
proceeding satisfactorily, although
NAB code provisions regarding
they have not reached the signing length
of commercial copy. If the
stage. A number of songs written programs
should be broadcast in
by Frank Luther, network singer, the
the theme may be
have been acquired by BMI, in- faded evening
out earlier, thus avoiding an
cluding
Old
Friend
Will",
"Our
musical period bewritten in memory of Will Rogers. over-lengthy
tween announcement and program.
By agreement between BMI and
Theme is recorded by a 12-piece
Mr. Luther, all proceeds from the band.
sale of this number will go to the
Will Rogers Memorial Fund.
Used on Yankee
Ru-Ex Using 15
The first releases of BMI tunes RU-EX Co., Chicago (propriehave been well received by the
tary), has started a varying schedbroadcasting industry, BMI states,
ule of four and five spot announcements weekly in 15 markets as a
and are being used frequently by
bands and singers on both network test campaign. Contracts are of
and local programs. A letter re- undetermined length. Guentherceived from John Shepard 3d, pres- Bradford & Co., Chicago is agency.
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CANTOR REPLACING
FRED ALLEN SERIES
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York,
on May 10 signed a contract with
Eddie Cantor for him to star in a
half-hour porgram for Ipana and
Sal Hepatica, replacing the Town
Hall Tonight series which Fred
Allen has broadcast for six years.
According to J. M. Allen, in
charge of Bristol-Myers advertising for Sal Hepatica, Vitalis, Minit-Rub and Rubberset brushes. Cantor's 39-week contract calls for
payment of base salary plus a
bonus for
if the
program's
averagea
rating
the 39
weeks exceeds
figure agreed upon by the artist
and the sponsor. Mr. Allen declined
to reveal further details of the arrangement, which is an innovation
in artist-sponsor contracts.
The Fred Allen program signs
off June 26 to be followed July 3
by two summer replacements, Abbott & Costello for Ipana and Sal
Hepatica, 9-9:30 and Mr. District
Attorney
for Vitalis,
Abbott & Costello
have 9:30-10.
been heard
on the Kate Smith Hour and Mr.
District Attorney has been on
NBC-Red, Thursday, 8-8:30 p. m.
Young & Rubicam is the Ipana
and Sal Hepatica agency. Pedlar &
Ryan handles Vitalis.
No announcement of future plans
has been made by Fred Allen, but
several sponsors have shown an interest in securing his services, including Texas Co., General Foods
Corp. (Postum), and American
Cigar & Cigarette Co. (Pall Malls).

Posts;

IT WAS all smiles for this group
when the Southern California Pontiac Dealers, Los Angeles, on April
29 started the five-weekly 1%-hour
re-creations of major league baseball games on KMPC, Beverley
Hills, Cal., in 22-week campaign.
Associated with the series are
(1 to r) Rob Reynolds, KMPC sales
manager; A. M. Sanders, Los Angeles Pontiac zone manager, and F.
A. (Bud) Berend, newly-appointed
West Coast manager of McManus,
John & Adams, Los Angeles agency. Hal Berger re-creates games.
An extensive promotional campaign
has been launched, including motion picture trailers, window and
dealer card displays, newspapers.
W. G. H. FINCH, president of Finch
Telecommunications, on May 10 gave
a demonstration of FM facsimile multiplexing at the annual exhibition of
Progress in Modern Technology at
New York University.

WENY
ELMIRA,

IV. Y.

announces
We wish to announce termination of the operation of the Elmira studios
of Radio Station WESG, which have been sponsored by the Elmira StarGazette, Inc., since 1932, through arrangement with Cornell University at
Ithaca, licensee of WESG.
On and after June 3, 1940, operation of WESG will be confined to
Ithaca, by Cornell University, where its transmitter is located.
Station WENY, owned and operated by the Elmira Star-Gazette, Inc.,
licensed to broadcast full time, 250 W power, 1200 kc, will be continued
from its studios in the Mark Twain Hotel, Elmira, by this company. WENY
thus becomes the only radio station with Elmira identification. Its Elmira
transmitter and studios will continue to serve listeners throughout the
Southern Tier of New York and the Northern Tier of Pennsylvania, its full
time signal originating in the very heart of the Elmira market. WENY is
affiliated with the Mutual Broadcasting System.
Advertisers now using WESG from its Elmira studios, may, of their option,
continue present schedules to completion. However, if desired, such accounts may be transferred to WENY at earned WESG discounts as applicable to the WENY rates.
Dale L. Taylor, radio department manager, will continue as such, for
WENY in Elmira.
J. P. McKinney & Son, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, will continue
as representatives in the general advertising field.
ELMIRA,
(ELMIRA STAR-GAZETTE, INC.)

X. Y.

/. T. Calkins, General Manager
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Serutan on West Coast
HEALTHAIDS Inc., Jersey City
(Serutan), in its campaign of programs and spot announcements, has
revised the list of West Coast stations being used, and on April 29
started, for 52 weeks, sponsoring
Serutan News with Norman Nesbitt, commentator, on six Pacific
Coast Don Lee network stations
(KHJ KGB KFRC KOL KMC
KALE), Saturdays and Sundays,
9-9:15 p.m. Firm is also using the
thrice-weekly quarter-hour transcribed song and patter program
featuring Norman Brokenshire on
the same group of stations, Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 6:45-7
p.m. In addition a thrice-weekly
quarter - hour transcribed series
featuring Victor H. Lindlahr in
health talks is being sponsored on
KHJ and KFRC. Agency is Austin
& Spector Co., New York.
Quiz for Calumet
GENERAL FOODS SALES Co.. New
York (Calumet Baking Powder), on
May 13 inaugurated a series of sixweekly
quarter-hour
quiz on
programs
titled What
Do Tou Think?
WGN,
Chicago. Alan Scott conducts the
12:15-12:30 p.m. broadcasts, scheduled for 13 weeks. Aimed primarily at
women, prizes ranging from $1 to $.5
will be awarded to women in the studio audience who answer questions
correctly. Young & Rubicam, New
York, handles the account.

mnm
21-PASSENGER

PLANES

Chicago and Southern offers you
quick access to every important
city in the Midwest and South — in
the greatest comfort, security and
luxury now available in modern
transportation. This great new fleet
of famous Douglas DC-3's has been
made possible by the ever mounting
popularity of the services offered by
Chicago & Southern. Thousands of
travelers have saved time and money
flying
"The Valley
Level Route"
on
both business
and pleasure
— thousands more will do so, faster, and in
greater comfort, during the years to
come.
LOW AIR TRAVEL FARES
Washington-New Orleans $61.65
New York-St. Louis 53.50
Memphis-New Orleans 19.76
New Orleans-St. Louis 33.69
Chicago-Tampa 69.03
10% reduction on round trips

Manhattan Soap's Sale
MANHATTAN SOAP Co., New York,
from April 30 through June 1 is promoting a one-cent sale for Sweetheart
soap using
the spots
transcribed Jackannouncements
Berch series andon live
on Eastern stations from Washington. D. C. to Maine. The offer is a
cake of soap for one cent with every
three purchased at the regular price.
Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp., New York,
is agency.
ART ber CROGHAN,
last Septemsales manager ofsince
WJBK,
Detroit,
has become a stockholder in the station, according to James F. Hopkins,
manager and chief owner. The amount
of bis stockholdings was not divulged.
Before joining WJBK, Croghan was
with WDGY, Minneapolis, and KWK,
St. Louis.
ANGELO PALANGE, radio director
of Campbell-Lampee, New York, and
a former announcer, is announcing and
directingcordedan
remusic aU-night
on WHOM,program
Jersey ofCity,
from 12 midnight' to 7 a.m. Mondays
through Saturdays.

New

Newspaper

WPEN's
A PARTY
Service
Club,forheld
recentlyWomen's
by the
Philadelphia station, was attended
by over 700 and was the most sucin the station's history. Local and cessful
national
firms, most of them
WPEN sponsors, participated by
oifering prizes and setting up exhibits. Guests were greeted by Arthur Simon, WPEN manager, and
Stanley Moderski, cltib announcer,
who served as m.c. On the platform
are (1 to r) Charles Premmac, singing chef; Ida Bailey Allen, home
economist; Marion G. Kemp, Philadelphia Electric Co. home economEdith
ist;
Latimer,
of
tor clubThayer
relations
from direcNew
York; Mabel Love, director of the
club; Stanley Moderski.
Spending $100,000 on KTAR
EXPENDITURE of $100,000 for expansion and improvement of KTAR,
Phoenix, was announced May 8 by
Dick Lewis, general manager, immediately upon notification that the FCC
had
approved
the station's
application
for power
increase
from 1.000
to 5.000
watts fulltime. Mr. Lewis said that
actual construction will begin soon
and will include construction of a new
transmitter
building
outside equipment
of Phoenix, installation
of modern
and erection
of awill
new remain
directional
tenna. Studios
in anthe
Heard Bldg.
WOLF ASSOCIATES, New York, is
offering sponsors
a quarter-hour
transcribed serial program
The Matinee
Playhouse for presentation five times
weekly. Series, directed by Carlo de
Angelo, features dramatizations of
well known books, motion pictures and
plays.

(Daytime )

CHICAGO
AND
mmu

"//t A/^e //eare of tAeA^otor /ncfustry "
PONT /AC
—
—
A1/Cff/MJ^
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KFI-KECA

BROADCASTING

Adopt Reciprocal Plan
IN A RECIPROCAL agreement
worked out by Harrison Holliway,
general manager of KFI-KECA,
the Los Angeles Evening Herald-\,:
Express, for the first time in more
than two years, on May 6 started
using a daily radio column on its ra- jt
dio page. In return KFI, on May 2 tr2
started dramatic
presenting program
a weekly titled,
half-irh;piti
houi:
When the Presses Roar, which re-jen'
lates factual experiences of HeraldExpress
pres-of At
ent. Donreporters,
Clark, onpast
theand
staff
Clarence B. Juneau Agencies, Los Dir:
Angeles advertising service, i?
writer-producer of the series which
has a cast of Hollywood radio tal-ja:
ent. Claude Sweeten and his KFI m;
orchestra, supply original back- ps
ground music.
^

is The
headed
the Air radio
with Harold
column"^'^daily"Onnine-inch
X. Press", and is written by Bernie , •
Smith, publicity director of the two
an "ad-P'!
as devoted
announced
stations. It is and
vei-tisement"
news is
to KFI-KECA and NBC programs. J;;
Herald-Express is supporting the
tieup with an extensive promotional f
street-car
includesnews
which
campaigntruck
cards,
banners,
stand , ■ . .
placards as well as generous space =^
with photographs in its news ^
columns.
T:

Holliway Other
in early
eups ne-Je-e^'
TiJanuary
gotiated a similar deal with the
Los Angeles News. Smith writes ^
that
column under
heading
"Ra- minf
dio Fanfare"
and with
his ofbyline,
In that reciprocal arrangement, (ftj
Manchester Boddy, publisher of the
tabloid newspaper, is doing a series
of twice-weekly quarter-hour com
mentaries on KFI. KHJ, Los An
geles key casting
station
Don has
Lee aBroadtiii
System, ofalso
tieup loii
with the Neivs, with Stu Wilson lor
reading the funny section for 15 on:
trr
minutes, six times weekly. In return KHJ gets a one-column car
toon display advertisement on th€|f:
radio page each day. In addition
the tieup is plugged with considerable space in the regular news sec
tions of the publication, with art^:
layouts included.
CBS and the Los Angeles Times
have beenforemploying
eachpurposes,
other's
facilities
promotional
for almost a year. The newspaper
uses spot announcements on KNX
Hollywood,
to promote
news features and contests,
and its
reciprocate
with a series
of
two-column
tisements on CBS and KNX adverspe
cial events and outstanding sustaining programs in the Sunday
editions. Considerable news space
is also devoted to CBS special features. Bill Henry, Times columnist
early this year started a weekly
quarter-hour commentary program
on 14 CBS Pacific Coast stations
The series emanates from KNX
Hollywood, and from its inception
has been heavily promoted by both
the Times and network.
Although NBC, Hollywood, has
not made a tieup with a Los Angeles area newspaper, it has been
very successful in getting news
breaks in practically all the metropolitan publications for special
event features.
• Broadcast

Advertising j|

Orchestra

Strike

At

Ended

WPEN

iBy New
Contract
Station to Use Smaller Unit;
WOV Strike to Be Settled
'DIFFERENCES between the manigement of WPEN, Philadelphia,
ind Philadelphia Local (77) of
A.FM, resulting in the Jan. 13 dismissal of the station's staff orches;ra [BROADCASTING, Jan. 15], since
Which date the union has been
bicketing and WPEN has been op5rating without musicians, were
settled May 10 and the men returned to work May 13.
Negotiations, which had been
continued fruitlessly for months
previous to the open break, were restimed by Arde Bulova, owner of
the station, following his return in
mid-March, from Europe. Symipathy strike of the AFM Local
302 in New York against the Bul3va station, WOV, is also expected
"|C0 be settled within
the week.as outsettle
of thecasti
ij Terms
ngment,
by Arthur
lined to Broad
fSimon, manager of WPEN, call for
, :he full staff orchestra of 12 men,
including leader, to resume work at
WPEN at a lower scale than before until Sept. 1. After that date
the size of the unit will be reduced
ing leader
and
eight
■Jto
st, men,
at which
one year,
for includ
jrgani
,jitime a new contract will be negoused on either
Men can bercial
'itiated.ning
programs,
or comme
sustai
playing any two hours out of six
m duty and any six days out of
•seven. Station may also lay off the
'orchestra for four weeks in the
^summer without pay. No back pay
'for time while the orchestra was
ijut of WPEN is included in the
'settlement.
) Trouble between WPEN and the
:AFM dates back several years.
The late John Iraci, then owner of
the station, entered into a contract
whereby WPEN agreed to expend
I some $42,000 annually for the emiployment of union musicians. Beifore the expiration of that contract
ia national plan for the employiment of musicians was negotiated
);by the AFM national board and a
[Committee representing all nonnetwork stations, which called for each
station to spend not less than 5 V2 %
3f its annual income for musicians.
WPEN's quota under this plan
would have been about $12,000,
according to the management, but
when a compromise was suggested
to the union on the basis that

New Equipment Installed
By Columbia Recording ;
Rates Are Standardized

New York Laff
"Did you ever see such a voice?"
WPEN was operating at a loss because of its unduly heavy musical
expense, the union rejected it under
a provision in the national plan
which prohibited any reduction in
a station's current expenditures,
regardless of how far that sum exceeded the 5%%. The new contract
is said to cut WPEN's music costs
to $15,000 a year.
Continued failure of station and
union to get together on a mutually
satisfactory basis resulted in discharge of the AFM men last October, but when the station's other
employes, including announcers and
engineers, refused to pass the AFM
picket lines, WPEN was thrown
off the air and rehired the musicians on a week-to-week basis
after being silent for a day-and-ahalf. When the second break occurred last January, the other employes remained on duty and the
station stayed on the air, using
recorded music in place of the live
musicians.
On Feb. 17 AFM Local 802, in
New York, pulled its members from
their jobs at WOV, Bulova station
in New York, in a sympathy strike
ordered by the national office of
the union in an attempt to force a
settlement at WPEN. This strike
is still on, with the musicians picketing the station's studios, but now
that
WPEN
situation
has been
ironedthe'out
a rapid
settlement
at
WOV is also expected.
Emerson Plans
EMERSON RADIO & PHONOGRAPH Corp., New York, has
placed its account with Buchanan
& Co., New York, and contemplates
early use of radio. Emerson last
fall sponsored Elliott Roosevelt in
a commentary series on MBS.

Jtldvertisers using recorded

pro-

grams pick stations using the best
available equipment. That's why
you need Fairchild Recorders, Am-

More

Non- Broadcasters

File FM Applications
MORE applications from nonbroadcasters seeking new FM facilities were noted during the last
fortnight in the list of applications
filed with the FCC. Included were
those of Hughes Products Division
of Hughes Tool Co., Los Angeles,
headed by Howard Hughes, the
round-the-world flier and motion
picture producer, asking for stations in Los Angeles and San
Francisco, both with 1,000 watts
on 43.2 mc. Other non-broadcast
applicants
vision Inc.,were
New Metropolitan
York, asking Tele1,000
watts on 117.67 mc, and District
Broadcasting Co., Washington,
seeking 1,000 on 43.4 mc.
Additional broadcasters filing
for FM and facilities sought were
WRVA, Richmond, 1,000 on 43.2
WRTD, Richmond, 1,000 on 43.2
WSOC,
Charlotte, 1,000 on 48
WRAL,
Raleigh, 1,000 on 43.4
WGH, Newport News, Va., 1,000
on 43; WCOA, Pensacola, 1,000 on
43; WTAR, Norfolk, 1,000 on 43.4;
WKBZ, Muskegon, Mich., 1,000 on
43.6; WCLO, Janesville, Wis., 1,000
on 43; WBOW, Terre Haute, 1,000
on 43.2.
The John H. Perry interests, in
the name of WJHP, Jacksonville,
already an FM applicant, also filed
for 1,000-watt outlets, on 43 mc,
in Tampa, Tallahassee, Orlando,
Miami and West Palm Beach.

SIX NEW custom-built recording
machines, constructed by CBS engineers under supervision of Vincent Leibler, technical director of
Columbia Recording Corp., a CBS
subsidiary, and I.' Rodman, CRC director of engineering and development, have been installed in the
New York, Chicago and Hollywood
headquarters of CRC's transcripvision.tion and commercial recording diIn New York the two additional
machines will augment the battery
of four present machines which are
kept busy by the recent order of
CBS to record each of its broadcasts from opening to signoff, for
the first time establishing a complete reference file of all programs,
both commercial and sustaining.
William A. Schudt Jr., manager
of the division, has announced a
standardization of rates for the
various classifications of transcriptions and commercial recordings,
with six rate cards covering the
field from commercial records to
slide films and transcriptions to be
issued shortly. This action will, for
the first time, coordinate the rate
structures of the division's various
branches, Mr. Schudt explained.
CRC transcriptions will shortly appear in new cover jackets, designed
by Alexrector.
Steinweiss,
diCovers are inCRC
two art
colors,
with blue letters on a grey background, the lettering style especially chosen for clearness.
ROAD dals",
show
"George
White's
Scanduring ofitsbought
run in announcements
San
Francisco
and Oakland,
and quarter-hour spots presenting the
show's stars on KROW, Oakland.
^Sf''S T-HE ANTCNKA T-MAtI
MAKES T+fH DIFFIERENjCE :

Compton Promotions
GILBERT RALSTON, with Compton Adv., New York, since last December, has been named network
program manager of the agency.
Mr. Ralston formerly was with
NBC where he was scriptwriter,
producer and in charge of dramatic
production in the transcription department. Hal James, a member of
Compton's radio department for
three years, and previously with
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York,
has been appointed local program
manager of Compton to be in
charge of all foreign language programs, baseball broadcasts and spot
programs handled by the agency.
Storrs Haynes, playwright, actor
and summer theatre director, has
joined the Compton program staff.

plifiers and TransPlough's
PLOUGH
Inc., 'Jamboree'
Memphis (Mufti
Shoe White and Mexican Heat
Powder) , is sponsoring Dixie Jamboree, hillbilly-cowboy variety
hour, on a hookup of WMC, Memphis; KARK, Little Rock; KWKH,
Shreveport; WSMB, New Orleans.
Lake - Spiro - Cohn, Memphis, is
agency.

cription Turntables.
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FEDERAL

COMMUNICATION
APRIL

Decisions

. . .
APRIL 29
WEOA,
Evansville,
change trans, equip. Ind. — Granted CP
TEMPORARY RENEWALS — KFAB,
Fairbanks, Alaska ; KFDM, Beaumont ;
WMC, Memphis : WGST, Atlanta ; WSM,
Nashville; KSUB, Cedar City, Utah;
KWJB, Globe, Ariz.; KGBU, Ketchikan,
Alaska; KXO, El Centro, Cal. ; KTHS,
Hot Springs.
APRIL 30
NEW, Neptune Bcstg. Corp., Atlantic
City—
CP set for hearing
5-16-40.EXTENDEXPERIMENTAL
GRANTS
ED—
WTIC,
Hartford;
KRLD,Baltimore;
Dallas;
KTHS, Hot Springs; WBAL,
WAPI, Birmingham ; KVOO, Tulsa ; WWL,
New Orleans; KFAB, Lincoln; WBBM,
Chicago, all to 8-1-40.
MAY 1
WSLB, Ogdensburg, N. Y.— Granted license new station 1370 kc 250 w unl.
MAY 3
MISCELLANEOUS— KFSD, San Diego,
granted intervention applie. Worcester
Bcstg. Corp. ; NEW, Burlington Bcstg. Co.,
Burlington, Wis., granted amendment applie. to 1310 kc; WRTD, Richmond, Va.,
granted continuance hearing on applic.
change f req. etc. ; WAWZ, Zarepheth, N.
J., granted license change equip. ; W3XMC,
Washington, granted CP move trans. ;
W2XWE, Albany, N. Y., granted CP move
trans.
MAY 4
MISCELLANEOUS — WAGE. Dothan,
Ala., granted CP new antenna, move trans. ;
WBBM, Chicago, granted license new equip. ;
WIXOJ, Paxton, Mass., granted license
43 mc. 50 kw : WLAP, Lexington, Ky.,
adopted final
orderto denying
antenna,
change
1270 kc CP
1 kwnewunl.trans.,
MAY 8
KSD, St. Louis — Granted unl. time 550
kc 1-5 kw, applic. 630 kc dismissed.
Louis —Denver.
Granted change to 830
kc KFUO,
1 kw, toSt. sunset
KXOK,
St.
Louis
—
Granted change to 630
kc 5 kw unl. directional.
WGBF. Evansville, Ind. — Granted CP
change to 1250 kc 1-5 kw unl. directional.
KFRU,
1370
kc 250Columbia,
w unl. Mo. — CP change to
KWK, St. Louis — Granted petition to reinstate applic. operate unl. 5 kw 1350 kc,
granted
CP hearing.
directional antenna, applic. 630
kc set for
WIOD-WMBF, Miami— Granted CP new
equip., trans.
directional N & D increase to 5 kw,
move
KTAR, Phoenix — Granted CP new trans.,
directional
N & D, increase to 5 kw unl.
620
kc.
KOB, Albuquerque, N. M. — Granted CP
change equip., increase to 50 kw unl.
WTAQ, Green Bay, Wis. — Granted mod.
CP change directional antenna.
NEW, Lakeland Bcstg. Co., Willmar,
Minn.
w unl.— Applic. CP amended to 1310 kc 100
WBAB,
Atlantic
cense increase
N to City
250— w.Granted mod. liWFBL,
Syracuse
—
N to 5 kw directional.Granted CP increase
WMAN,
cense to 250Mansfield,
w unl. O.— Granted mod. liKORN,
Fremont,
cense to 250 w N & Neb.
D. — Granted mod. liWBNY, Buffalo— Granted mod. license re
hours, contingent grant of WSVS mod.
license.
WSVS, Buffalo — Granted mod. license re
hours.
KTOH, to Lihue,
increase
250 w T.N. H. — Granted mod. CP
KBKR,
Baker,
cense to 250 w unl.Ore. — Granted mod. liKEEN, Seattle — Granted consent assign
license to Evergreen Bcstg. Corp.
WPIT,
Hull,
Mass.,Pittsburgh—
increase toGranted
50 kw. CP move to
WRCA, Bound Brook, N. J. — Granted
exp. auth. operate with additional 35 kw.
WIXCS, Storrs, Conn. — Granted CP
change name to University of Connecticut.
SET FOR HEARING— NEW, Arlington
Bcstg. Corp., Arlington, Va., CP 1420 kc
250 w unl. ; WHIP, Hammond, Ind., CP
change directional antenna, increase to
spec, hours, 5 kw 1480 kc.
MISCELLANEOUS
— WTAL, ofTallahassee, Fla., denied reconsideration
action
setting renewal for hearing ; WOL, Washington, dismissed rehearing petition in applic. Lawrence Heller for new station in
Washington ; KGVO, Missoula, Mont.,
granted dismissal rehearing petition re
KHSL, Chico, Cal., applic. increase power
Page 92
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etc. ; W. F. Huffman, Wisconsin Rapids,
granted reconsideration action of 10-24-39
setting for hearing applic. new station
1310 kc 100-250 w unl., and granted applicnied
. ;Hazlewood
dismissal of Inc.,
applic.Orlando,
Radio Fla.,
Corp. de-of
Orlando for new station 1200 kc ; WBHP,
Huntsville, Ala., denied WBHP motion dismiss applic. Huntsville Times Co. for new
station ; Kentucky Bcstg. Corp., Louisville,
ordered that order be discharged directing
firm to show cause why CP issued to it
should not be recalled ; KMPC, Los Angeles, withheld CP move trans., increase to 5
kw directional pending approval antenna
site ; WGPC, Albany, Ga., denied request
for hearing on applic. E. D. Rivers Valdosta for CP 1420. kc 100-250 w unl., which
was granted without hearing 2-7-40 ; Caribbean Bcstg. Assn., San Juan, P. R., denied petition to set aside FCC order of
3-12-40
Puerto1500
Ricokc Adv.
Co. new granting
station inapplic.
San Juan
250
w unl. ; KSAN, San Francisco, denied rehearing applic. Marysville - Yuba City
Bcstrs. to erect new Marysville station 1420
kc 100 w unl., granted without hearing
1-17-40 ; KFBI, Wichita, granted license for
new equip., move trans, etc. ; WOLF, Syracuse, granted mod. CP as mod. for new
station 1500 kc 100 w unl., granted license ;
W9XYH, Superior, Wis., granted license
high-freq. 43 mc 1 kw experimental ;
WLWO, Crosley Corp., Mason, O., granted
license increase to 50 kw.
MAY 10
NEW,
Knoxville
Bcstg. prejudice
Co., Knoxville—
Granted dismissal without
applic.
CP 1210 kc 250 w unl.
Applications
APRIL . 29. .
W3XMC. Washington — CP move trans.
John ofShepard
Jr., Corp.
Boston —(parent
Transferof
control
Winter Street
Yankee Network) to John Shepard 3d and
Geo. R. Blodgett, trustees of John Shepard
3d and Robert F. Shepard Trusts.
WENJ, Akron — CP new trans.
WLOF,re antenna,
Orlando, trans.
Fla.— Mod. CP new
station
KTSM, El Paso — Mod. CP increase frequency, to change trans.
KSCJ,tional N,Sioux
City,power,
la.— Mod.
direcincrease
askingCPchanges
in antenna.
APRIL 30
kwNEW,
FM. CBS, Washington— CP 43.2 mc 1

COMMISSION

13, INCLUSIVE
Mason, O. — License increase to
50 WLWO,
kw.
WSPA,
Spartanburg.
C. — ^Vol. assignment license
and CP to S.Spartanburg
Adv.
wCo.WFIG,
N & D.Sumter, S. C— Mod. license to 250
WTAL,
Fla. — Mod. license
to 250 w N Tallahassee,
& D.
NEW,
Middle
Ga.
Bcstg.
CP 1420 kc 250 w unl. ClassCo.,IV.Macon —
NEW, High Point Bcstg. Co., High
Point, N.to C—
amended
1370CPkc 1120
100 w.kc 250 w unl.,
KGNF.
N.
Platte,
Neb.
unl. 1 kw. amended to 1380— Mod.
kc. license to
NEW,
Missouri
Bcstg.
Corp.,
St. Louis —
CP 43.4 mc 1 kw FM.
FM.NEW, CBS, Chicago — CP 43.2 mc 1 kw
Los Angeles — CP change to 43.2
mcW6XDA,
1 kw FM.
MAY 1
WSAR, Fall River, Mass. — Mod. license
to NEW,
Class Larus
III-A. & Bro. Co., Richmond, Va.
—CP 43.2 mc 1 kw FM.
FM.WSOC, Charlotte, N. C— CP 43 mc 1 kw
WBBM. Chicago — License new equip.
Louis — Mod. license to unl.,
asksKSD.
KFUOSt. facilities.
NEW, Albert Joseph Meyer, Powell,
Wyoming
ed to 1200— CP
kc. 1500 kc 250 w unl., amendMAY 2
KFQD,
Anchorage.
Alaska — Transfer of
control to Wm. J. Wagner.
NEW.
A.
J.
Fletcher,
CP 43.4 mc 1 kw FM. Raleigh. N. C—
WOLF, Syracuse — License new station.
830WHA,
kc. Madison, Wis. — Mod. license to
MAY 3
WLTH, New York — Mod. license to
WLTH-New York Inc.
WMVA,re antenna,
Martinsville,
station
trans.Va. — Mod. CP new
NEW, Louisville Times Co., Louisville —
License 25.3 mc 500 w A-3, amended re
corporate name.
NEW, Austin, Tex. — CP 1120 kc 1 kw
spec III-B,
onlyto ifchange
KTBC name
license
is revoked, amended
of applic.
to J. M. West, J. Marion West, T. H.
Monroe, P. M. Stevenson, and to ask
KTBC facilities.
NEW, Park Cities Bcstg. Corp., Dallas
—CP 940 kc 500 w unl. III-B.

SUCCESSFUL broadcast of a fox-hunt, perhaps the first in radio
history, is claimed by WSM, Nashville, with an audience response which,
according to General Manager Harry Stone, was reminiscent of the catwhisker days when almost anything was a novelty. Success of the broadcast was attributed to the locale — an island near Bowling Green, Ky.
so there was no way the fox or hounds could go anywhere but around
the hill, howling and yipping. Standing over the hound-handlers in the
moonlit night are Robert Rodes, president of the Tennessee Foxchasers
Assn., "Papa" Jack Harris, dashing WSM news-sportscaster, and (at
machine-gun mike) Aaron Shelton, WSM engineer.
BROADCASTING

MAY 6
WMAN,to Monroe
Mansfield,
O.— Auth. transfer
control
F. Rubin.
KFUO,
Clayton,
Mo.
Mod. license to
830 kc 1 kw N & D, LS— Denver.
NEW, Hughes Production Division,
Hughes Tool Co., Los Angeles, San Francisco—CPs television stations in each city,
10 and 1 kw each.
MAY 8
NEW, Pensacola Bcstg. Co., Pensacola,
Fla.— CP high-freq. 43 mc 1 kw FM.
W9XH, South Bend, Ind.— Mod. license
to 42.38 mc.
MAY 10
WNBX, Keene, N. H.— Mod. CP change
antenna, increase power, amended to 1-5
kw directional Class III-B.
CPNEW,
43.4 mcDistrict
1 kw Bcstg.
FM. Co., WashingtonNEW, Delta Bcstg. Co., Escanaba. Mich.
— CP 1500 kc (1490 when treaty is effective) 100 w unl. Class IV.
NEW.43.4WTAR
—CP
kc 1 kwRadio
FM. Corp., Norfolk, Va.
NEW, Times-Dispatch Radio Corp., Rich— CP 43.2 Radio
kc 1 kw
NEW.mond, Va.Ashbacker
Corp.,FM.Muskegon,
Mich.— CP 43.6 kc 1 kw FM.
Tallahassee,
CPNEW,
43 mc Metropolis
1 kw FM Co.,
;— Tampa,
43 mc Fla.
1 kw—
FM ; Orlando, same ; W. Palm Beach, same ;
Miami, same.
WGES, Chicago — CP new trans., antenna,
changeamended
to unl., tocon-1
tingentincrease
930 kc power,
for WSBT,
kw N & D Class III-A.
WATW, Ashland, Wis. — License new station.
WJJD,
— CPN,change
1040omitkc
10-20
kw Chicago
directional
amendedto to
change in frequency and power, change
directional antenna to be used from sunset
Salt Lake City.
NEW, Gazette Printing Co., Janesville,
Wis.— CP 43 mc 1 kw FM.
CPNEW,
43.2 kcBanks
1 kw ofFM.Wabash, Terre Haute—
KGA,
Spokane
— CP
changeto
antenna,
to 10newkw,trans.,
amended
directional increase
N.
Phoenixapproval
— Mod. antenna,
CP new increase
station
re KPHO,
trans.,
to
250
w Nstudio,
& D.
WSPA Refused Order to
Restrain FCC Ruling
E X T E N S I O N of the Supreme
Court doctrine in the Pottsville
case to cover stay orders designed
to restrain the FCC from making
its rulings effective during the
pendency of appeals was effected by
the U. S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia April 29 in
denying an application for a stay
order of WSPA, Spartanburg, from
a Commission decision granting
Spartanburg Adv. Co. a construction permit for a new station.
In a lengthy opinion, the court,
without deciding the merits of the
appeal,
stay
order anddenied
at the the
same WSPA
time denied
an FCC motion to dismiss the appeal, doing that on the basis of the
more recent Supreme Court decision in the so-called Sanders case,
which liberalized grounds upon
which interested parties can appeal.
While the court's ruling denying
the stay order was regarded as
significant, the actual issues probably will not be adjudicated. Since
filing of the petition, Virgil V.
Evans, owner of WSPA, has entered into a sales agreement, subject to FCC approval, for transfer
of the station to Spartanburg Adv.
Co. for $30,300. The FCC, since the
ruling on the stay order, filed with
the court a petition asking that it
hold tion
in on abeyance
further FCC
acthe appealanypending
disposition of the application for
voluntary assignment of WSPA to
the new cationcompany
and onpermit
a modifiof construction
also
pending [Broadcasting, May 1].
• Broadcast
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Network iKccovnts
All kime EDSTunless olherwise indicated.
New Business
' GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co.,
Boston (Blue Blades, Gold Teeli Razor), on May 10 started Elmer Davis
& the News on 89 CBS stations, Fri.
' Inc.,
and Sun.,
N. Y.8 :55-9 p.m. Agency : Maxon
HEALTHAIDS Inc., Jersey City
( Serutan ) , on April 29 started Norman Broicenshire on 6 Don Lee Network stations, Mon., Wed., Fri., 9:159 :30 p. m. Agency : Austin & Spector,
. N. Y.
. NEIGHBORS OF WOODCRAFT,
Portland, Ore. (insurance), on April
30 started for 39 weeks. Neighbors of
I Woodcraft, musical-variety program,
on 31 Pacific Coast Don Lee stations,
Tues., Tliurs., 8-8:30 a.m. (PST).
Agency : Mac Wilkins & Cole, Portland.
RALSTON-PURINA Co., St. Louis
(hot cereals), on Sept. 30 resumes
Tom Mix Ralston iitraight Shooters
■ on 50 NBC-Blue stations, Mon. thru
Fri., 5:4.5-6 p.m. (EST). Agency:
' Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC
' on
TEAMay Co.,
New York
1 started
Mu$ico (all
on 3products),
CBS sta. tions. Wed., 10:15-10:45 p.m. Agency:
• Paris & Peart, N. Y.
•' PROCTER
nati (Dreft),& onGAMBLE
May 27 Co.,
startsCincinLone
Journey on 14 NBC-Red stations,
' Mon. thru Fri., 11 :15-11 :30 a.m.
' Agency : Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
) Chicago.
Renewal Accounts
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis, on
June 3 renews for 52 weeks five pro5 grams, all on 28 NBC-Red stations :
Mon. thru Fri., Light of the World
(Bisquick),
2-2:15
p.m.; Arnold
' Grimm's Daughter ( Sof tasilk cake
' flour), 2:15-2:30 p.m.; Valiant Lady
(Wheaties), 2:30-2:45 p.m.; Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Hymns of All Churches
( (Cake flour), 2:45-3 p.m., and Wed.,
i Fri., Betty Crocker (Cake flour),
] 2 :45-3 :00 p. m. Agency on Bisquick
, and Cake Flour: Blackett-Sample1 Hummert, Chicago. Agency on Wheatjiies : Knox-Reeves, Minneapolis.
,1 FIRESTONE
TIRE
& RUBBER
J Co., Akron, on June 3 renews Voice of
Firestone for 52 weeks on 53 NBCRed stations, Mon., 8 :30-9 p.m. Agen''I cy
: Sweeney and James Co., Cleveland.
'<'I Francisco
GALLENKAMP
STORES
(shoe store
chain)Co.,
has San
re; newed for 52 weeks Professor Puzzle- wit on 5 NBC-Pacific Red stations.
Sun., 4-4:30 p.m. (PST). Agency:
Long Adv. Service, San Francisco.
Crystal Specialists Since 1925
ATTENTION
BROADCASTERS SUBJECT TO
FREQUENCY RE-ALLOCATION
We are al your service to —
1. REGRIND your present
crystal to higher new
frequency .... $17.50
2. NEW CRYSTAL (less
holder)
$22.50
3. NEW CRYSTAL
fully mounted . . $30.00
LOW DRIFT • APPROVED BY FCC
R

[O SEAVICK
124 Jackson Ave.
University Park, Md.
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DAFFY TIME was April 28 for
Alan Young, of the Vancouver program staff of Canadian Broadcasting Corp., here snapped in a ptizzled pose as he tried to figure out
the program
changes
for Canada's
five
time zones
occasioned
when
Eastern Canada went on Daylight
Saving Time.
Network Changes
GREYHOUND LINES, Cleveland
(bus transportation), on May 3 shifted
This Amazing America on 59 NBCBlue stations, Fri., from 8-8:30 p.m.
to 9 :30-10 p.m. Agency : Beaumont
& Hohman, Cleveland.
GRIFFIN MFG. Co., Brooklyn (shoe
polish), on April 29 shifted Who
Knows? on 4 MBS stations from Sat.,
8:30-8:45 p.m. to Mon., 10:15-10:30
p.m. Agency : Bermingham, Castleman
& Pierce, N. Y.
CHESEBBOUGH MFG. Co., New
York (vaseline products), on May 29
shifts Dr. Christian on 61 CBS stations, Wed., 8:30-8:55 p.m. (EDST),
with West Coast repeat, 7 :30-7 :55
p.m. (PST), from Hollywood to New
York for three weeks or more. Agency :
McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Corp., Louisville (Bugler tobacco),
on May 8 added 10 NBC-Red to Plantation Party, Fri. 8-8 :30 p. m. WFEA
WBRE WORK WGAL WKBO
WALA WCOA KGNC KRGV KTSM.
Agency
cago. : Russell M. Seeds Co., ChiAMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York (Lucky Strike), on May 15
shifts Kay Kyser's College of Musical
Knowledge on 106 NBC-Red stations.
Wed., 10-11 p.m. (EDST), from New
York to Catalina Island, Avalon, Cal.,
for six weeks or more. Agency : Lord
& Thomas, New York.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Co., Louisville (Avalon cigarettes),
on May 3 replaced Home Town Unincorporated with Show Boat on 44
NBC-Blue stations, Fri., 9-9:30 p.m.
Agency : Russell M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnatti (Ivory soap), on April 29 added
11 NBC-Red stations to The O'Neills
making a total of 19 NBC-Red stations,
Mon. thru Fri., 5 :45-6 p.m. Agency :
Compton Adv., N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Ivory soap), on April 29 added
18 NBC-Red stations to Against the
Storm making a total of 71 NBC-Red
stations, 11 :30-ll :45 a.m. Agency :
Compton Adv., N. Y.
S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Racine,
Wis. (wax), on July 9 replaces Fibber
McGee d Molly for the summer with
America Sings, featuring Kay St.
Germaine, Ray Hendricks and Meredith Wilson's Orchestra on 78 NBCRed stations, Tuesdays, 9 :30-10 p.m.
Agency
Chicago. : Needham, Louis & Brorby,

• Broadcast

Advertising

ACA Members Conduct
Ballot on RCA Strike
ACA members employed by RCA
Communications throughout the
United States and Hawaii are conducting a strike vote in order to
arm the ACA Negotiating Committee with strong bargaining power
when it meets with RCAC later
this month to negotiate a new
agreement on June 12. Balloting on
the strike vote started May 6 and
will be terminated as soon as possible so that negotiations may
start.
The proposition on which the
vote is being conducted contains
the follovdng basic deinands: A
closed shop, substantial wage increases, full protection against loss
of jobs due to mechanization, messengers to have same right as
other employes, vacations of 2, 3
and 4 weeks after 1, 5 and 10 years
of service respectively, and adequate transportation allowances
for workers employed at outlying
stations.

WESG Quits Elmira
WESG, licensed to Cornell U and
operated
ElmiraitsStar-Gazette
Inc., will by
eliminate
Elmira, N.
Y., studios as of June 3 and continue operation through its Ithaca
studios, located on the Cornell U
campus. WENY, owned and operated by the
Star-Gazette,
with
withdrawal
of WESG
will become
the sole local outlet for Elmira.
WESG, operating daytime with
1,000 watts on 850 kc, will continue
as a CBS outlet, and WENY, with
250 watts fulltime on 1200 kc, remains an MBS outlet. The StarGazette recently agreed to end its
arrangement with Cornell U for
the WESG Elmira studios, though
the contract runs until April, 1943.

LIGGETT & MYERS Co., New York
(Chesterfields), on June 17 renews
for 52 weeks Fred Waring on 91 NBCRed stations, Mon. thru Fri., 7-7 :15
p.m. (rebroadcast, 11-11:15 p.m.).
LAMBERT PHARMACAL Co., St.
Louis (Listerine), on May 31 shifts
Grand Central Station on 56 CBS
stations, Fri., from 10-10 :30 p.m. to
9 :30-10 p.m. Agency : Lambert &
Feasley, N. Y.
LANGENDORF UNITED BAKERIES, San Francisco, on April 29
replaced Langendorf Pictorial with
True Life Dramas on 3 NBC-Pacific
Red stations (KFI KPO KOMO),
Mon., thru Fri., 2-2:15 p.m. (PST).

select C. R. E. I. training
« The fact that ambitious men in more
than 300 broadcasting stations selected
CREI courses is indicative of the type
of men and type of training we are
proud to offer to this progressive
industry. The must
men be
who equipped
will carrywithon
"tomorrow'*

•

men

in 300

broadcasting

stations

the
and why."
Our ability
record toto know
date, "how
we believe,
is in
step with this aim. Our new booklet
just off the press explains in detail.
CAPITOL

RADIO

ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Dept. B-5 3224-16th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

BULEY
CRYSTAL
UNITS

PRECISION

BUILT

FOR dependable

operation

Bliley Broadcast Crystals and Ovens meet all
F.C.C. requirements. Write for Catalog G-11
describing complete line.

BLILEY ELECTRIC
COMPANY
UNION STATION BUILDING
ERIE, PA..
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SPA

Seeks

On Song Plugging
Adopts Plan to Limit Number
Of Promotions on Networks
SONGWRITERS Protective Assn.,
at a special membership meeting
in New York May 7, unanimously
adopted a resolution designed to
abolish excessive song plugging on
the air, and authorized its executive council to confer with the council of the Music Publishers Protective Assn. and with the program
directors of advertising agencies
toward limiting the number of
network plugs any song may receive, with 20-a-week suggested as
the maximum by Irving Caesar,
SPA president.
Decrying the "inordinate, unnatural plugging of songs" as forcing people to listen to songs they
don't want to hear, Mr. Caesar laid
the blame for excessive song plugging partly on the ASCAP system
of giving bonuses for radio plugs
and partly on the advertising
agency executive who refuses to
consider a song for a commercial
program until it has had 10 or 12
plugs on the air. To get these performances, Mr. Caesar stated, the
song plugger goes to the sustaining band leaders and buys, directly
or indirectly, a spot for his number
on their programs.
Movie Promotion
With these sustaining plugs obtained, he went on, the publisher
goes after the agencies and gets
his number on the big commercial
programs,
"winding
up sales,
with 40
or
50 plugs a week
and no
while
the public has been bored stiff with
something it didn't want to hear to
begin with."
the oldexplained,
days beforea
radio,
Mr. In
Caesar
song would be introduced by a
popular singer and the audience
reaction noted and also the public's
purchase of sheet music. Only if
both were favorable would the publisher begin heavy exploitation of
the number.
But today, he continued, the moving picture controlled publishing
houses use their radio plugs to
gain publicity for their musical
pictures without being interested
greatly in the sale of the songs
themselves, and the independent
publisher tries to compete, while
the public has nothing to say about
what it hears.
New WLOL to MBS
WHEN the new WLOL, Minneapolis, goes on the air, it will replace
WDGY as the Mutual Network's
outlet in that city, according to an
MBS statement. Authorized for
construction last January, with
1,000 watts on 1300 kc, the station
is expected to be ready for operation shortly. Its chief owner is J. P.
Devaney, former chief justice of
the Minnesota State Supreme
Court.
THE Senate on May 9 unanimously
confirmed the reappointment of William A. Ayres as a member of the
Federal Trade Commission for a term
of seven years, beginning Sept. 26,
1940. Mr. Ayres was lirst appointed
by President Roosevelt June 30, 1934,
to succeed James M. Landis, who resigned to become a member of the Securities &Exchange Commission.
CBM, Montreal, goes on the air June
15 with a new 5 kw. RCA transmitter
installed in a new building at Maryville.
treal. Que., 25 miles southeast of MonPage 94 • May

stroyed property rights and the
good name and splendid reputation

Curb
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B. Porter, FCC assistant
of George
Dr. Ulmer."
general counsel,
alongcriticized
with Commissioner Payne, was
for
the conduct of the hearings. It was
charged that the commissioner in
all his findings
acted "most
trarily, most capriciously
and,arbinot
being a lawyer, wholly disregarded
all rules of evidence." In one of the
pleadings, it was charged that the
only public injury that has been
done was not by the respondents
"but is by the commissioner himself," whose attitude in these cases
was "Let the public be damned."
In the Lufkin case, Attorneys
Hanley and Tucker criticized Counsel Porter's manner, alleging that
he attempted to ridicule Dr. Ulmer
by asking a witness whether Dr.
Ulmer doctor".
was a In
"chiropractor"
or "a
horse
the latter instance,
it was stated that the question is
not reported in the record and that
"it is probable that the records were
deleted in this respect because of
the venom
shownas thereby."
Described
Prejudged

NEWS AND MORE NEWS is demanded these days by an avid public,
and radio stations are giving it to them. Newsroom (top photo) of WKBN,
Youngstown, was set up in a special booth at the Youngstown Home
Show to display to visitors how a modern radio press department functions, with all Transradio newscasts originating from the booth. At mike
is J. Lothaire Bowden, WKBN station director, with News Editor
Jerry Bowman at the typewriter. Lower photo shows the WBZ, Boston,
news staff in action in its new quarters in the Hotel Bradford. Left
to right are Charles Gilchrest, news supervisor; Jimmie Collins, handling
UP and INS teletypes, and John M. Cooper, editor and newscaster.
Misconduct^
By

Ulmer

Tyranny
in Reply

ALLEGATIONS of "misconduct"
and of an "intolerant, arbitrary,
capriciotis, tyrannical, personal attitude" were leveled against FCC
Commissioner George H. Payne by
counsel for Dr. James G. Ulmer,
Texas broadcaster and former minister, in a series of exceptions filed
with the FCC May 9 to the commissioner's preliminary report recommending revocation of the licenses
of four Texas stations in which Dr.
Ulmer was interested [BROADCASTING, May 1]. The commissioner presided at hearings in Texas during
March and April involving Ulmer's
purported
"hidden
ownership"
KTBC,
Austin;
KNET,
Palestine;in
KRBA, Lufkin, and KGKB, Tyler,
all of which he recommended for
deletion. Hearings also have been
held on KAND, Corsicana; KGFI,
Brownsville, and KSAM, Huntsville, on which reports have not yet
been issued.
Charges Irregularities
Filing separate exceptions to the
Payne preliminary report, counsel
for Ulmer minced no words in atthe commissioner's
and in tackingseeking
reversal findings
of the
recommendations by the full Commission. Oral arguments were requested in each instance. James H.
Hanley, former radio commisioner,
appeared as counsel in all the cases,
but other attorneys were listed as
counsel along with him in each proceeding. Among the additional counsel, seeking to resist the revocation
orders, were R. A. Stuart, of Fort
Worth, former State Senator; A.
W. Walker Jr., Austin, professor of

Charged

to Payne

to Hearing Report
law at the University of Texas; R.
B. Anderson, former president of
the Texas Tax Commission; Norman L. Meyers, Washington attorney; Leslie Neill, of Tyler, Tex.,
and F. I. Tucker of Nacogdoches,
Tex.
All of the charges of purported
"fraud" and "hidden ownership"
were categorically denied. Stock
transfers and other kindred arrangements were held to be outside
the scope of FCC authority in the
light of the recent Supreme Court
opinion in the Sanders case, holding
that the Commission is given no
supervisory control of programs,
business management or policy of
stations. Throughout the exceptions,
the allegation was made that Roy
G. Terry, former associate of Ulwas the
enemy mer,and
had pastor-broadcaster's
acted as the commissioner's "star witness, stooge
andIn stool
pigeon". case, as in others,
the Palestine
Ulmer counsel excepted to "the misconduct of the commissioner" because of the "irregular manner in
which his findings were made and
published abroad throughout the
land in the daily press and by
radio." It was held that his preliminary report
fidential, should
open only have
to thebeen
eyes"conand
ears of his fellow commissioners".
The procedure
wasin labeled
as "most
irregular
and is
gross violation
of the rules and procedure of the
Commission".
"The premature publicity of the
Commissioner's findings, whether
sustained by the full Commission
or not," it was added, "has deBROADCASTING

Taking
exception
the conclusions reached
by the tocommissioner
in which he stated that Dr. Ulmer
"hovered over the application and
applicants like a guardian angel
until the application was granted
and the applicants had received a
construction permit from the Comcharged : mission," the attorneys for KRBA
"This remark is sacrilegious and
reprehensible and shows the venom
existing in the perpetrators thereof.
It shows that a fair hearing was
not given
that due toprocess of lawandwasshows
not adhered
by
the commissioner or by counsel and
that his every act or finding was actuated byandprejudice,
passion,
ment
tyrannical
power.exciteThe
combined attitude of Hitler and
Stalin in their most balmy days of
power and confiscation of private
rights and property do not exceed
the attitude and power reflected by
the commissioner in his findings in
Alleges Case Prejudged
thisCharging
case." that every finding of
Commissioner Payne was arbitrary
and capricious, "showing that he
had ous
prejudged
the case
slander coming
to hisfrom
earsmaliciprior
to the time of its hearing," the
KRBA pleading added that his findings "show that the commissioner
himself was fatally bent tipon mischief in procuring said testimony
so as to sustain the revocation
order of Feb.
7, circumstance
1940." The
extenuating
in hisonly
favor,
it was added, "is that he is not a
lawyer and is wholly ignorant of
rules of evidence and court proIn his testimony during the proceedings in Texas, Dr. Ulmer said
he
had helped to obtain licenses for
cedure."
the stations involved in the hearings and had assisted in building
them. He testified that his purchase
of stock in various stations had
been reported to the FCC but that
he had been advised by counsel in
several instances that it was not
necessary to report operating contracts. Dr. Ulmer is former pastor
of the First Christian Church at
Tyler, from which he retired because of illness, according to his
testimony. He is president of the
board
regents of Texas State
Teachersof College.
• Broadcast
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Welcomes
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iTlessa^e

ooei

WLW

Down through the years the Nation's Station
has made many friends in Dayton. Consequently, Dayton wholesalers and retailers,
like those in many

another

productive

market in WLW's area, have a high regard
for the selling power of WLW in their city.
Your program on WLW is a mighty good
way to insure their cooperation and support.
For the full story of Dayton and the many
markets that make up WLW's
write, wire or phone.
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Consolette
with

Speech Input System. . .

Interlocked

Push-Button

Switching

HIGH FIDELITY . . . unexcelled flexibility ... in a modern,
complete speech input system, ideal for one and two
studios! That's the RCA76-BI, for simultaneous broadcasting and auditioning — with push-button control for more
circuit combinations with simpler switching operations.
Monitoring, auditioning, cueing, and talk-back are all
under push-button control. The high-fidelity program channel affords 6 mixer controls — 4 microphone pre-amplifier
input channels with switching control for as many as 6
microphones. Location of control knobs and correct slope
of panel give greatest visibility and ease of control. High
power output to line and loudspeakers. Hinged top and
chassis mounting for instant accessibility of parts.
And all at a price that even the smallest station can afford!

No Other Consolette System offers PushButton Flexibility plus All These Features!
■if Independent Auditioning and Program Channels
■A" Talk-back facilities for two studios and remote lines ,
■if Emergency Amplifier and Power Supply
-fr 6 Step-by-step Mixers— Dual Turntable Faders
if 6 Remote Inputs— Push-Button Cueing Control
■if New Illuminated Scale VU Meter
■if Two Line Repeating Transformers
■if Plate Current Meter and Relay Power Supply
■if Attractive Appearance— Two-Tone Umber Grey Finish
There is an RCA tube for every
purpose in broadcasting.
n

Get the facts on RCA 76-B 1 — write today for complete data.
Use RCA radio tubes in your station for finer performance.
Microphones
Speech
InputEquipment
Systems
Associated
Transmitters
RCA Manufacturing Company, inc., Camden, N. J. • A Service of the Radio Corporation of America
New York: 1270 Sixth Ave. Chicago: 589 E. Illinois St. Atlanta: 530 Citizens & Southern Bank Bldg. Dallas: Santa Fe Bldg. San Francisco: l70NinthSt. Hollywood: 10 16 N. Sycamore Ave.
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We've taken a post-graduate in POWER!
Not satisfied with our B.T.A. (better than average) power, WOR
long ago took its 50,000 watts and directed, multiplied and
concentrated them. Today, to its B.T.A. , WOR can add T.B.A. (the
best available.)

For, by means of a directional antenna and unique over-water
approach, WOR's power-full 50,000 watts are concentrated on
population centers— cities where people listen, not dead-space.
WOR skillfully tucks its power away from the ocean on the East and
the thinly populated portions of those states on the West. WOR
has specifically designed its power to reach the greatest group of
markets in America with the most power.
Such an advantage is a major reason why more national
are using WOR in more ways— at less cost— more often.
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Land sakes! Everywhere you look there's another
one. Barn Dances on radio, on stage, as private attractions, or in the movies.
It's gratifying to WLS that something we started
(so innocently) back in 1924 should have grown like
that. On nearly every radio station, in pictures, and on
many stage attractions there's a Barn Dance unit —
most of them good. And they should be good! Nearly
every one of them has one or more persons who either
started at WLS ... or at some time worked on WLS.

Naturally, when

we hear of the "wonders

P s
■ ■
Shucks, we even imitate it ourselves. The Prairie
Faimer-WLS Home Talent Organization has been conducting
local home talent shows (patterned after the WLS Barn
Dance) in Mid-West towns for
far we've
Ave
had years
betternow.
than So2,000
such
"Home Talent Barn Dance
Shows" in 1,200 different towns
with over 2,000,000 attendance
and about 200,000 individuals
taking part in the casts.

John

Feature

forms" ... in mail results ... in box office gross ... we
just recall the "old original" continues to go right along.
At the Eighth Street Theater in Chicago it's still a fiveSaturday night. It's "pulled them in"
every
hour
there show
for 422
consecutive weeks with over 865,000 paid
attendance. It's still, after fourteen years, furnishing
S. R. O. entertainment units for theaters, fairs and like
events . . . and there's nearly always someone out in
Hollywood making a picture. (Uncle Ezra's there now.)
It looks as though the Barn Dance might be here to

it per-

stay.. And so . . . "imitation being flattery" ... we bow.
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When His Honor gets steamed up about radio, that's something. And here you
see Mayor Maurice J. Tobin of Boston in action. He's pointing out
the new coverage of WBZ and saying to Vincent F. Callahan, the

What a great opportunity for Boston and Boston's business to
utilize radio's most modern magic to our mutual benefit!" Fes —
and a great sales opportunity for Blue advertisers who know the

station's General Manager, "Boston is as proud of its super-power
radio station as you are yourself. And we, too, look forward to the
increase in the already excellent service 3'ou will render this city —

Blue's "Money Market" coverage at unmatched national cost is
regularly topped off with a delicious portion of extra coverage
bonus at no extra cost.

BLUE NETWORK advertisers are grinning more
broadly than ever these days. For another
luscious Blue bonus has been given to them. This
time, it's extra coverage in the rich Metropolitan
Boston area — at no extra cost!
To cover New England's richest market as it
has never been covered before by radio, WBZ
moves its transmitter location to Hull, on Boston
Harbor.There the most modern 50,000-watt transmitting facilities were built. And with them, dominant coverage has been emphatically obtained!
This is another of the many extra coverage bonuses that the Blue Network has been pyramiding for advertisers in the past eleven months. And
this is one reason why the Blue has become America's outstanding advertising buy.
Other reasons why 70% of the Blue's 1938 advertisers renewed for 1939-40 — and brought 17
new Blue boosters with them :
1. Lowest national cost —
the result of the famous

Blue Network

Discount Plan.

WBZ war council agog over the blitzki-ieg of orders that advertisers have
fired at them. At Mr. Callahan's left in the front row, Frank R. Bowes,
sales manager. On Mr. Callahan's right, Dwight A. Myer, plant manager. Looking on, sales promotion manager, Harry D. Goodwin, and
program director, John F. McNamara. Said Mr. Bowes : "We could
stay on the air twenty-four hours a day and still do a land office business
the way the orders are piling in from advertisers !" To which Mr. Callahan
replied: "That just proves advertisers know a good buy when they see
one. We now dominate the ^Metropolitan Boston market of 2,500,000
listeners !" You can reach 'em on the Blue — at all-time low cost !

2. "Money Market" Coverage —
concentrated in the places where 72% of
America's effective buying power is located.
At all-time low cost you can take new profits out
of your business by discovering that sales begin
where the Blue begins— for only $5,000* a week,
nighttime half hour, coast to coast. National
Broadcasting Company,
America Service.

A Radio Corporation of

*Time only

Frank Bowes visits Jotin C. DOWd, president of one of Boston's leading agencies. Said Mr. Dowd: "The increased coverage of WBZ is great news,
Frank. The station has always done a grand job for our clients — and
will do even better now !" Which pretty much sums up what Blue Network advertisers are saying. There are profits for you in this network—
at a national cost no other medium can match!
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FIRSTS:

« Automaiic synchronizing method which permits home facsimile recording
in all AC or DC power areas; also from battaries.
e System placed in actual operation by majority of large U. S. facsimile
broadcasting stations, and by foreign broadcasters and foreign telegraphic
administrations.
• Automatic, fully visible, continuous-feed home recorder.
• Instaneous recording on dry paper requiring no processing.
• High-speed, high-definition broadcasting focsimile equipment at low price.

The new Finch scanner, operating at high speed on FM, transmits pictures with great fidelity — at same time over same wave-length as sound
programs — with no interference. Photo shows part of new Finch factory.
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The momentous FCC decision of May 20lh puts
facsimile on a commercial basis via FM.
This means the sponsored transmission of soimd
and facsimile programs simultaneously over one
wave-band.
The two types of programs (for ear and eye) may
be combined, so that while the radio audience
listen they also see — a permanent printed program, with maps, drawings, photographs, labels,
commercials, reply coupons, etc. The speaker may
easily illustrate his points with pictures simultaneously transmitted and lastingly retained.
Or the two programs may be entirely unrelated —
as when the aural program is music for one sponsor, while the facsimile is illustrated news for
another sponsor.

Finch Telecommunications, Inc. — which has always been "First in Facsimile" — announces the
long awaited high-speed, high-definition Scanner
F-112, which constitutes the complete equipment
required for facsimile broadcasting.
Especially with FM the definition achieved by this
scanner is amazing.
The speed also exceeds all previous performances

high-speed.

scanner

for home facsimile, running 1.3 inches per
minute- — which for the 2-column (4 in. wide)
recorder equals 5.2 sq. in. per min. and for the
4-column (8^/^ in. wide) recorder equals 11.05
sq. in. per min.
Every station can easily afford this latest development in facsimile transmission. The cost is trivial
as compared with aural equipment.
Features : For multiplex operation . . . Automatic
self -synchronization . . . High speed, 11.05 sq. in.
per min. . . . Remote starting control of receivers
. . . Complete station unit . . . Reloading alarm
. . . High definition . . . Feeds into 500 ohm mike
circuit . . . Outpvit level meter . . . Instantaneous
loading of copy.

Finch Telecommunications, Inc., is a well financed
independent company. It is devoted exclusively
to the development and manufacture of Facsimile
equipment, under the direction of W. G. H. Finch,
originator of the principal patents relating to
modern facsimile. For years 22 stations have been
broadcasting facsimile experimentally with Finch
equipment. All broadcasters planning to enter
this lucrative new field are invited to investigate
FINCH FIRST.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS INC. PASSAIC N. I.
HEW YORK SALES OFFICE 1819 BROADWAY AT COLUMBUS CIRCLE • TELEPHONE CIRCLE E-80SO
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WDRC IS THE ONLY BASIC CBS STATION IN CONNECTICUT
a
In this rich market, where the buying index is 34% above
the U. S. Average (Sales Management

I

figures), WDRC

is the only basic station of the Columbia Broadcasting
System.
ALL YOUR CUSTOMERS
4
I

AND PROSPECTS

LISTEN TO WDRC

WDRC has the programs and the audience — top-flight
CBS shows, supplemented by popular local programs and
complete news coverage.

IT COSTS

LESS TO SELL YOUR

PRODUCT

ON WDRC

In addition to coverage and programs, WDRC

gives you

the most attractive rates in this market — whether you're
buying time or spot announcements.

WDRC
HART
FORD
CONNECTICUT'S
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American radio audiences well.
NBC

MOVIE AND RADIO GUIDE "STAR OF STARS" POLL
VOTES NBC 17 OUT OF 23 FIRST PLACES- American
radio audiences cast 830,000 votes in the nationwide program
popularity contest conducted by Movie & Radio Guide. NBC
stars and programs won 17 out of 23 first places. In 20 of the
23 divisions NBC programs and personalities polled a majority
vote over every other network.

ENTERTAINMENT

is serving

regards radio first as a public service. Its

first efioTts are always in the interest of public service.
And

the program

popularity firsts NBC

always added incentive to make
even finer than the one before!

the next program

Eleventh Institute for Education
Votes NBC

wins are

by Radio

9 out of 15 Awards

Judging Committee at the Eleventh Institute for Education by Radio, recently held at Ohio State University, voted
NBC 9 out of 15 awards for network educational programs,
including 7 out of 10 in the field of adult education. NBC
programs received 5 first awards and 4 honorable mentions.
FIRST AWARDS
MEET MR. WEEKS program "What Makes An American?"
UNIVERSITY ROUND TABLE discussion of "Propaganda."
AMERICA CALLING, a program originated at NBC Associated
Station KSTP, St. Paul, Minn.

FORUM CLUB OF YOUTHBUILDERS
NBC PROGRAM WINS FIRST AWARD OF FORUM
CLUB OF YOUTHBUILDERS, INC.-The award made for
the "radio program having done most to help children of New
York City" was won by "Cavalcade of America," an NBC program sponsored by E. I. duPont DeNemours & Co. In presenting the award, a high school student said: "We have chosen
this program because it shows how American democracy grew
up by telling us true stories about real Americans."
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF PRESS WOMEN
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF PRESS WOMEN GIVES
NBC PROGRAMS TOP HONORS-First honors in the
biographical classification were awarded to the Women's Activities Division of NBC for the program, "Gallant American
Women." Honors were awarded "for producing a radio program of intrinsic excellence and real public service which has
won widespread appreciation among persons of intelligence
and influence."
WOMEN'S

PRESS CLUB

NBC PROGRAMS WIN "BEST SKETCH" AWARD OF
WOMEN'S PRESS CLUB OF NEW YORK CITY-Because
of closeness of vote, certificate for "The Best Dramatic Sketch
on the Air" was awarded to "One Man's Family" sponsored by
Standard Brands, Inc., and the "Gallant American Women".
PHI BETA
NBC WINS FIRST ANNUAL PHI BETA AWARD FOR
TWO MUSICAL PRESENTATIONS -Phi Beta-the National Professional Women's Fraternity of Speech and Music
— presented its first annual award to NBC for presentation of
NBC Symphony Orchestra Concerts and Saturday Matinees
of the Metropolitan Opera.
WOMEN'S NATIONAL RADIO COMMITTEE
NBC WINS FIRST AND SECOND AWARDS OF WOMEN'S NATIONAL RADIO COMMITTEE-The first award
prize went to "America's Town Meeting of the Air." Second
award to the "University of Chicago Round Table". These are
both NBC programs. Women's National Radio Committee
made a grand total of 44 awards, of which NBC won 27.

CAVALCADE OF AMERICA program "Abraham Lincoln"
(duPont).
STUDENT OPINION broadcast by the Student Council of the
Chicago Public Schools, which originated at WMAQ, Chicago.
HONORABLE MENTION
Ted Malone s PILGRIMAGE OF POETRY broadcast of "Francis

NATIONAL

Scott Key."
THE STORY BEHIND THE HEADLINES program "Immovable Feast of Thanksgiving."
ARCH OBOLER'S PLAYS broadcast "Johnny Got His Gun."
AMERICA'S TOWN MEETING OF THE AIR program "What
Are the Real Issues in the European War?"

BROADCASTING

COMPANY
World's Greatest Broadcasting Svstem
A Radio Corporation of America Service
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ONE of every seven of
dinner pails are carried
en Horseshoe/^ TWO of
leading radio stations
prosperous

wage

the nation's
in the ^'Goldthe nation's
blanket this

earner

market.

Feet beat a steady rhythm through
factory gates . . . time clocks ring the
tune that means full pay envelopes . . .
dinner pails are on the march within
the "Golden Horseshoe," that moneymaking, money-spending area covered
by WJR Detroit and WGAR Cleveland.
Count our dinner pails, and you'll
find here more than one and one
quarter million wage

earners at work.

That's more than fifteen per cent of
the nation's total. They will draw down
approximately one and three quarter
billion dollars this year, or more than
seventeen per cent of the wage earner
income of the country!
Count dinner pails when you're
planning that next campaign. And, to
reach those who carry them in the great
industrial empire of the Midwest . . .
count on the Great Stations of the
Great Lakes.

W«IR
THE GOODWILL STATION

WGAR
THE FRIENDLY STATION

Basic Stations . . . Columbia Broadcasting System
Edward Petry & Co., Inc.,
National Sales Representatives
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Broadcasts Viewed as Means of Developing Morale
FAR FROM being threatened with
with the whole problem," Mr. and newspapers, rather than direct
preemption, silencing or other dire touch
Fly
declared,
"and naturally that is Governmental intervention, will
presidential or governmental acts with the view toward promoting constitute the procedure should conwhich would spell total collapse (as not only the national defense needs
ditions become critical.
reported in irresponsible quarters), of the country but toward preservThe Military Agree
commercial broadcasting already
ing the status quo so far as consishas been bracketed as a bulwark in
tent with our domestic needs. Any
commands of both the Army
idea that the Government contem- andHighNavy
home defense plans of the Adminisare knovra to favor a
tration, even in the event of Ameriplates taking over of broadcast op- "business as usual" approach for
can involvement in the war.
erations generally can only be radio all down the line. They recogOn highest and unimpeachable
nize the impact of radio on public
labeled sheer fantasy."
In informed quarters it is stated opinion, having seen it demonauthority it can be stated that the
strated with such telling effect as
preparedness plans portend a mini- that radio would be perhaps the
mum of upsetting of the status quo last medium to be diverted from an incident to the President's gigantic national defense program.
in broadcast operations. Beyond normal commercial operation because of possible undermining of While general staff heads of the
that, the newly-invoked policy of
military services might have been
national preparedness, growing out public morale. A vast majority of wary
about radio at the outset of
of the total European war, has as the populace, including the Gov- the European
conflict, they now apernment officials themselves, are
its keystone cooperation with the
preciate the tremendous value of
industry which is expected to re- relying upon radio for first-hand informed public opinion possible
dound advantageously to radio and war news. To impede that service through free radio and press. If
slacken what had appeared to be would do more toward demoralizing censorship occurs as a corrolary of
a regulatory onslaught against the confidence than perhaps any other actual involvement, the effect will
medium.
Governmental act, save direct com- be to set up civilian control.
mande ring ofnewspapers. Lessons
All this does not mean that all
With labor destined to be placed
of the last war and the unlimited communications will remain free
under wraps and with all governmental agencies practically under cooperation of newspapers during from Government scrutiny or posinstructions to avoid business up- that period all tend toward the view
sible action. In ferreting out "fifth
that cooperation with both radio column"
activities, now placed in
heavals, it is logically expected
there will be de-emphasis of regulatory trends which might hamstring
broadcasting operations. The chief Radio Industry Thought Well Prepared
beneficiaries of this new course, necessitated by blitzkrieg warfare, As President Appoints Defense Board
probably will be the major netsignificance — as far named to an advisory subcommitworks, which were slated for rough FAVORABLE
tee. Also, there is the possibility of
communications generally is
handling by the FCC as an out- as
concerned
—
was
seen
in
the
action
expansion
growth of the so-called networksion itself. of the Defense CommisMay 28 of President Roosevelt in
monopoly inquiry. The Commisappointing a National Defense
In both industry and Governsion's report now is in its final Commission of seven to steer the
mental circles, the Defense Comstages of preparation and probably nation's gigantic rearmament plan.
mission appointments have been
will be made public within a fortlanded. Full-time members are EdNo specific mention of communinight.
ward R. Stettinius Jr., chairman of
cations was made by the President
Sheer Fantasy
in appointing the commission to di- the U. S. Steel Corp., and Wilham
rect industrial production, employ- S. Knudsen, president of General
Scuttling the alarmist reports
ment and consumer protection.
Motors, who will handle raw mapublished elsewhere that Uncle
terials and industrial manufacturIt is felt the Administration
Sam would take over commercial
ing respectively. Sidney Hillman,
harbors the expressed view of both president
of Amalgamated Clothing
broadcasting should a war crisis de- Army and Navy officials that the
velop, FCC Chairman James Law- communications industry — broad- Workers of America, will coordinate employment policies, including
rence Fly told Broadcasting May
casting included — is among the best
28 that such deductions were utter- prepared from a national defense training of marine and aviation
radio operators; Chester C. Davis,
ly without foundation. He declared standpoint. This applies to manuof the Federal Reserve
facture of needed radio, telephone member
that the analysis published in the
May 15 Broadcasting [page 17] and telegraph equipment for mili- Board, national agricultural policy;
chairman of the Burtary purposes. Moreover, in the Ralph Budd,
stating there would be no tightenlington Railroad, all transportaing of radio control, was accurate preliminary conferences called by
tion
problems;
Leon Henderson,
in all essential details. He reiterated the White House preparatory to SEC member, price
stabilization,
previous comments that cooperation appointment of the new Commis- and Harriet Elliott, Dean of Women
sion, few
any were
radio called
or communiwith the industry constitutes the
of the U of North Carolina, advisor
cationsif officials
in.
fundamental approach during these
on consumer policies. William H.
This
does
not
mean
that,
after
critical times.
plans are crystallized, some figure assistants,
of the President's
secretary.
will not be McReynolds,is one
"We will continue to keep in in communications
BROADCASTING
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the hands of the Department of Justice, it is entirely possible that
some restraints will be placed on
foreign language
International broadcast programs.
stations likewise
mighttralbe
affected
to avoid
unneuacts or
threatened
espionage.
Moreover, in the extreme situation
where actual involvement of the
United States might be precipitated, there is the possibility that a
number of coastal broadcast stations may be silenced, particularly
on the lower frequencies, to open
those facilities for coastal and harbor work.
Networks Retained
It can he stated without equivocation that there will be both national
and local broadcasting and that network service not only will be continued but encouraged. That much
is provided in tentative executive
orders drafted last fall, when the
European situation became acute.
In ensuing weeks, it is more than
likely that proposed new orders will
be drafted but sentiment, even
among the most staunch militarists,
appears to be toward full cooperation with broadcasting and communications interests rather than
anything in the nature of emergency "nationalization".
It is known that in point-to-point
communications, the War and
Navy Departments in recent months
have launched a program under
which key official personnel has
been stationed in key communications companies. This is for the
purpose of acquiring knowledge and
training about such operations, and
it is emphatically stated that the
object is not that of mobilizing inrection. dustry under full Government diIn the case of broadcasting, there
has been talk of assigning observers to stations for the same purpose. There is no foretelling what
the development might be along
this line in the event of our involvement though there has been some
talk about placing of military censors in key stations. Conceivably
this could be effected by commissioning existing executive personnel in the intelligence or communications branches of the military
services. Even this, however, can
only
tion. be regarded as sheer speculaOfficial quarters also brand as exaggerated the emphasis placed on
testimony of Maj. Gen. H. H.Arnold,
chief of the Army Air Corps, before
June 1, 1940
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a Senate Appropriations Committee, that in time of war all stations
in the United States v/ould have to
shut down because they could be
used as homing beacons for invading bombing squadrons. Published
reports interpreted this as meaning
the silencing of all broadcast stations, perhaps permanently. Actually, it was pointed out that Gen.
Arnold's observation was applicable only to an imminent enemy
bomber invasion and that it would
affect not only broadcasting stations but all stations using low or
intermediate frequencies, including
Government operations themselves.
The Homing Angle
Informed technical opinion was
that all radio operations, in such
circumstances, might be closed down
upon a warning signal of an approaching enemy air armada but
only temporarily — perhaps a matter of hours. Moreover, it was said
that while signals of clear-channel
outlets, broadcast or otherwise,
might be heard on an over-water
haul anywhere from 1,000 to 3,000
miles, radio direction finders are utterly useless on duplicated channels.
It would be a simple thing, it was
pointed out, to duplicate all clear
channels for the temporary period
involved as a means of frustrating
use of such signals for "homing"
purposes. One highly-qualified radio
aeronautics expert observed that
the radio direction finder needle
"goes crazy" when a second signal,
however distant, is superimposed
on an otherwise clear channel.
High-frequency FM operations,
now coming into their own, would
prove useless for homing purposes,
since the intention is to duplicate
all channels and such frequencies
have limited range characteristics
and no secondary signal.
Effect on Monopoly Report
Apropos the network-monopoly
report, which has been viewed in
many industry quarters with fear
and trembling because of the evident extremes to which a number of
Commission members would like to
go, the new cooperation-with-industry thesis of the Administration
naturally is expected to have a salutary effect. Before the Commission
releases its recommendations, it
goes without saying that, to preclude any radical upset of the status quo of broadcasting operations,
so vital an issue would be checked
with high Administration officials —
probably the President himself.
Because of the limitations of the
Communications Act of 1934, it is
presumed the bulk of the recommendations would be for amendment of the law, rather than for
introduction of drastic new practices under existing law. Congress
is expected to adjourn by mid-June.
The report cannot conceivably be
available far in advance of that
date, if it meets the adjournment
deadline at all [see page 20].
Tapering-off of the efforts of labor to strike hard bargains with industry is being encouraged by the
Administration in the light of the
national defense program. While
this relates only indirectly to broadcasting, it is expected to put a
quietus on constant bickering and
demands of labor groups to saddle
Page 14 • June 1, 1940
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Far - Reaching Benefits Seen
In New Art by Shepard

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hbc
"The Commission, Wants to Know if My Wife's First Htisband's Second Wife
Has Any Money in the Business !"
Ten-B-Low Discs
TEN-B-LOW Co., Columbus (ice
Defense Plan
cream mix), new to radio, has
CONVERSION of the Philco
started a schedule of six transcribed announcements weekly, 52
manufacturing plant in Philadelphia into a munitions factimes, in five markets. Woman's
participation periods and chain
tory, along with the old Atwater Kent plant, is underbreaks are being used. Stations sestood to be under consideralected are WBZ-WBZA, Boston;
tion because of the war situaWTIC, Hartford; WORC, Worcestion. Preliminary plans for
ter; WJAR, Providence; WBNS,
the conversion, which it is
Columbus. More stations will be
added as soon as distributors and
said can be accomplished simply, already are said to have
brokers are lined up in new marbeen drafted. Several years
kets. Reincke-Ellis-Younggreen &
ago RCA Mfg. Co. in Camden
Finn, Chicago, handles the account.
manufactured bullets under
special Government contract
at a time when the set field
St. Louis Spot Drive
was slack.
SPOT announcements on at least
a dozen stations will be used as
the broadcasting industry with un- part of the 1940 Visit St. Louis
reasonable unionization demands.
Campaign, designed to bring visiThe President rather pointedly told
tors to that city during the summer months, which will again be
labor it could not create disturbances through strikes, in these days. handled by Kelly, Stuhlman &
Zahrndt Inc., St. Louis agency. Be'Fifth Column' Control
sides radio, special copy will be
The "fifth column" threat also is used in 57 metropolitan and 163
small-town newspapers, and some
only remotely associated with com- 250,000
illustrated booklets will be
mercial broadcasting but neverthe- distributed.
less may necessitate a tightening
up of personnel control, voluntarily
Gov. Case Impoving
imposed by the industry. The May
17 statement of Chairman Martin
GRADUALLY
recuperating from
Dies of the House Committee in- a combination of
ailments which
vestigating Un-American activities, have kept him confined to his hom?
striking at subversive "fifth col- since last February, Commissioner
umn" activities, hits on the radio Norman S. Case of the FCC plans
personnel border line. Among oth- to leave for his summer home on
ers, he named the American Com- Narragansett Bay, near Providence,
munications Assn., a CIO union, early in June. Still suffering from
phlebitis but fully recovered from
as under purported Communist
leadership. Chairman Dies quoted pneumonia and pleurisy. Gov. Case
will spend several weeks
the testimony of Fred Howe, for- probably
mer secretary of a marine radio in Rhode Island and contemplates
entering a clinic for further treatoperators' local of ACA, regarding
ment. His son, Norman Jr., graduthe alleged presence of 150 Comates from Brown U in June and he
munist radio operators aboard plans to attend the commencement.
American merchant ships. Possible
employment of Communists in communications and broadcasting sta- and because it is felt any undue interference might seriously undertions is a matter of deep concern
mine or crush public morale. This
to military authorities, particularly those in the Navy.
is felt to be the case, despite a definite tendency on the part of at
All in all, signs on the national
defense horizon are more than fa- least a strong minority in the FCC
vorable to maintenance of the en- to invoke the most rigid sort of
tire commercial broadcasting struc- strait jacket regulation upon commercial broadcasting. Policy, howture with least possible Government interference because of its
ever, is being dictated from highest Administration quarters.
status as a nerve-center operation
BROADCASTING

[More FM news
pages 18-19'\
SPURRED
to newon action
by the
FCC order authorizing full commercial FM, the board of directors
of FM Broadcasters Inc. at a meeting in New
York Mayof 27
announced establishment
a New
York
office
and
formally
appointed
1*60 tor.
Dick Dorrance, formerly of the
WOR press department, as its diThe FMBI board, headed by John
Shepard 3d, president of the Yankee
Network, decided to locate an office
in mid-town Manhattan as soon as
space can be procured. The full
board met with Philip G. Loucks,
former managing director of NAB
and chief counsel for FM Broadcasters, to discuss future plans in
accordance with the FCC ruling.
President Shepard expressed gratification over the FCC ruling.
Has Handled Promotion
Mr. Dorrance, for 2% years with
the WOR pi-ess department, resigned recently to become director
of promotion for FM Broadcasters.
He is a native New Yorker and
graduated from Dartmouth in 1936.
He came to radio by way of journalism, having been State editor of
the Rutland (Vt.) Herald and also
with the Boston Herald and the AP
in New England.
Dorrance has acted as part-time
promotionalist for FM Broadcasters for several months and is author of the FM booklet, "Broadcastine's Better Mousetran", issi-ed
by FMBI, of which somo 30,000
copies have already been distributed. In addition to his v^rriting
talent, Dorrance brings to his new
job a more than average familiarity with radio's technical aspects,
having once held a broadcast operator's license and still being an enthusiastic radio amateur. He designed and built his own 1,009-watt
radiophone transmitter.
Shepard is Gratified
Mr. Shepard,
the in
broadcasters to invest first
large ofsums
FM
experimentation and development,
following the board meeting made
this statement regarding FM:
"The FCC's enthusiastic 'green
light' to FM is indeed gratifying.
Some fundamental and far-reaching benefits FM will bring about
are being, in my opinion, lost in the
face of the immediate benefits of
FM. These immediate benefits of
staticless, interference free, high
quality reception
and increased
employment, important
as they are,
are actually only parts which fit
into the picture.
"While it is difficult for us in
America to realize the extent of
superiority of our existing system
over that of other countries, FM
will undoubtedly
furthersystem
the advance of the American
of
broadcasting to a still hiTher level.
The fact that FM opens the way to
more and more broadcasting stations crowds out any necessity
(either existent or imaginary) for
censorship and program regulation.
This is in exact line with the mind
of the Congress when it prohibited
(Continued on ]?age 91)
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Of Local Outlets
Continues
Issuing Permits,
Mostly Without Hearings
CONTINUING the policy of authorizing new stations where need
is shown and where interference
will not result, the FCC during recent weeks has granted construction
permits for more and more local
outlets. Up to May 15, the Commission had authorized 17 new stations
during 1940, not counting one of
the two in Salisbury, Md., which
voluntarily surrendered its construction permit. Noteworthy
among the grants since May 15 are
several to newspaper publishers.
New station grants since May 15
were as follows:
Grand Rapids Outlet
Leonard A. Versluis, onetime
partner with Harold Gross in the
ownership of WJIM, Lansing, Mich.,
on May 28 was granted 250 watts
on 1310 kc. for a new station in
Grand Rapids, which now has one
regional outlet — WOOD-WASH.
Mr. Versluis sold his interest in
WJIM to Gross several years ago.
Valley Broadcasting Co., Steubenville, 0., on May 28 was authorized to construct a new 250-watt
outlet on 1310 kc. in that community. Its stockholders are Meyer
Wiesenthal, furniture dealer,
22.2%; Louis Berkman, iron and
steel broker and mill and mine supplies, 22.2%; Jack M. Berkman,
same business, 22.2%; Richard
Teitlebaum, ladies wear, 22.2% ;
Alex Teitlebaum, same business,
11.1%.
Gainesville Broadcasters, a partnership, on May 28 was granted 250
watts on 1210 kc. in Gainesville, Ga.
The partners are Henry Estes,
manufacturer; Austin Dean, editor
of the Gainesville Eagle, a weekly;
L. H. Christian, hardware merchant.
Middle Georgia Broadcasting Co.,
Macon, on May 21 was granted 250
watts on 1420 kc. in that community. The company's officers and
stockholders are: E. D. Black, Central Cotton Oil Co., president, 25% ;
E. G. McKenzie, Central Cotton Oil
Co., secretary-treasurer, 25%; E.
M. Lowe, Lowe Electric Co., vicepresident, 25%; Mrs. Martha P.
Lowe, 25%. Call letters will be
WMBL.
Two Newspaper Grants
Birney Imes, publisher of the
Columbus (Miss.) Commercial Dispatch was granted 250 watts on
1370 kc, also on May 21. Call letters will be WCBI.
Valley Broadcasting Co., West
Point, Ga., on May 16 was granted
250 watts on 1310 kc. It is a partnership consisting of five persons,
all primarily interested in the theater and hotel business in Georgia
and Alabama communities. They
are L. J. Duncan, Leila A. Duncan,
Effie H. Allen, Josephine A. Keith
and Aubrey Gay.
McDowell Service Co., Welch, W.
Va., on May 15 was granted 250
watts on 1310 kc. Its officers and
stockholders are J. W. Blakely, insurance and motion picture businesses, president, 40% ; L. E. Rogers, theatre owner, vice-president,
26 2/3%; J. R. Werness, insurance,
secretary-treasurer, 26 2/3% ; W. H.
Rogers, Keystone, W. Va., 6 2/3%.
Tri-County Broadcasting Co., DuBois, Pa., on May 15 was granted

PROGRAM IDEAS and network policy were among topics discussed by
this group of executives at a recent "get-acquainted" luncheon at the
Hollywood Brown Derby. They are (1 to r) : Walter Bunker, NBC Hollywood production manager; Arthur L. Lynn, Lennen & Mitchell, New York,
executive on the P. Lorillard Co. (Old Golds) account; William N. Robson and Richard H. Diggs, newly-appointed West Coast radio director
and story editor, respectively, of Lennen & Mitchell. In his new capacity,
Robson in late June takes over production of the NBC Woodbjiry Hollywood Playhouse series, sponsored by Andrew Jergens Co. (soaps), and
will also supervise production of the NBC Don Ameche Show, sponsored
by P. Lorillard Co., New York, on behalf of Old Gold cigarettes.
250 watts on 1200 kc. Its president
is H. T. Gray, publisher of the
DiiBois Courier and Express. All
shareholders, each owning 50
shares, are connected with that
newspaper. In addition to H. T.
Gray, they are J. S. Gray, W. B.
Moss and L. F. Mohney.
Lakeland Broadcasting Co., Willmar, Minn., secured a construction
permit for 100 watts on 1310 kc.
Its officers and stockholders are
H. W. Linder, investments, president, 76%; M. R. Johnson, dairy
business, vice-president, 10% ; V.
W. Lundquist, attorney, secretary,
47c' ; L. F. Johnson, dairy business,
treasurer, 10%.
Some Ordered to Hearing
Most of the foregoing grants
were made without preliminary
hearings. Designated for hearing
were the following applications for
new stations: George F. Meyer,
seeking 100 watts on 1500 kc. in
Medford, Wis.; Capital Broadcasting Co., one of whose principals is
Edwin Spence, former NAB secretary, seeking 250 watts on 1420 kc.
in Washington, D. C; General
Broadcasting Inc., seeking 500
watts night and 1,000 day on 1330
kc. in Miami; Oscar Kronenberg,
seeking 250 watts on 1310 kc. in
Steubenville, 0.; Hobart Stephenson, Milton Edge and Edgar J.
Korsmeyer, partners, seeking 250
watts daytime on 1150 kc. in Jacksonville, 111.; Helen L. Walton and
Walter Bellatti, seeking the same
facilities.
PAWTUCKET
GIVEN
REGIONAL OUTLET
RHODE ISLAND, with only three
broadcasting stations, all located in
Providence, will have a fourth fulltime regional outlet shortly under a
proposed grant announced May 28
by the FCC. In proposed findings
of fact and conclusions, which require later ratification but are virtually the equivalent of a final decision, the Commission approved the
of Pawtucket Broadapplication
casting Co. for a new station in
Pawtucket to operate with 1,000
watts on 1390 kc.
The company's
stockholders
are
Frank
F. Crook, auto
dealer, and
Howard W. Thornley, now chief
engineer of WPRO, Providence.
Formerly one-third of the stock
was owned by Paul Oury, onetime
manager
but he withdrew fromoftheWPRO,
company.

Double Calls Out
ELIMINATION of the few
remaining double call letter
designations — plentiful in radio's early days — is a new
purpose nounced
of Maythe
an28 FCC.
that, toIt prevent confusion and in the interest of simplification, it had
asked WIOD-WMBF, Miami,
and WSYR-WSYU, Syracuse,
to dispense with half of their
respective combinations, allowing them to make a choice.
Double call letters have resulted from past station consolidations. The only other
tiouble combination on the
books is WABC-WBOQ, New
York. Such stations as
WOOD -WASH, Grand Rapids, andlas-Fort
WFAA-WBAP,
Worth, which use Dalthe
same transmitter, but hold
separate
time are notlicenses
affected.for halfReceiver

Placed at lO^A Million;
Record 1940 Foreseen
COMPILATION of official manufacturers' figures on radio sets sold
during 1939, just completed by 0.
H. Caldwell, editor of Radio &
Television Today and former Federal radio commissioner, discloses
that 10,500,000 receivers were sold
last year. This considerably exceeds
conservative preliminary estimates
of 9,000,000 first reported at the
end of the year. More than 1,000,000
of these sets were portables; nearly
I, 500,000 were auto radios, and
5,000,000 were table models.
Mr. Caldwell reports that radio
set sales for 1940 are running perhaps 40% ahead of 1939, so that
sales for this year may reach 12,000,000 to 13,000,000. This ratio of
increase is shown by U. S. excise
taxes collected on sets, which for
the first quarter of 1940 are 31.8%
ahead of the same 1939 period.
"All this means," said Mr. Caldwell, "that by July 1 the number of
'radio
in the
United
States listening
may reachposts'
nearly
50,000,000,
including extra sets, portables, auto
radios etc."
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Springfield, O., Station
Is Tentatively Granted;
Other Actions by FCC
PROPOSED findings of fact and
conclusions favoring the granting
of a new 100-watt station on 1310
kc. in Springfield, O., were made
public May 16 by the FCC but
await final approval before becoming effective. The grant would be
made to the Radio Voice of Springfield Inc., whose stockholders are
listed as Abe Gardner, D. D. Foster,
Percy Rosenfield, E. C. Denton,
Davis Krauss, Rudolph Klemperer,
Ann G. Buchfiner and John Good.
According to a report from WING,
Dayton, however, Charles Sawyer,
general counsel of the Crosley
national comCorp. and Democratic
mitteeman from Ohio, who recentlv
acquired an option on WING
[Broadcasting, May 15] is expected to be identified with the
new
Springfield
station's Woodyard,
ownership,
along
with Ronald
WING manager.
In other proposed findings, also
awaiting final action, the Commission favored denial of the application of C. L. Weathersbee, W. H.
Nichols, C. L. Pickler and E. M.
Thompson for a new 100-watt daytime station on 1370 kc. in Albemarle, N. C. The findings held that
they failed to show they were financially and otherwise qualified
to construct and operate the proposed station.
Ordered
denied was the application of C. T. Sherer Co. Inc., Worcester, Mass., for a new station in
that community to operate with 100
watts night and 250 day on 1200 kc.
Proposed findings of last March 13
were adopted as final findings of
fact and conclusions.
FCC BOOSTS POWER
OF SEVEN STATIONS
IN ANOTHER broadcast decision
field day, the FCC May 28 granted
WKAT, Miami Beach, a 1,000-watt
regional assignment in lieu of its
present local facility, and authorized powerstations.
increasesOperated
for another
half-dozen
by A.
Frank Katzentine, former Miami
Beach mayor, WKAT was shifted
from 1500 to 1330 kc. with a power
increase from 250 to 1,000 watts.
KSLM, Salem, Ore., was granted
an increase in night power from
500 to 1,000 watts on 1360 kc.
WICA,ized to Ashtabula,
0., 500
was toauthorincrease from
1,000
watts, operating daytime on 940
kc. WKAR, East Lansing, Mich.,
operated by Michigan State College, was authorized to increase
from 1,000 to 5,000 watts daytime
on 850 kc.
WARM, new local in Scranton,
Pa., was granted modification of
construction permit to make
changes in equipment and increase
its night power from 100 to 250
watts and to extend its commencement and completion dates.
Granted
250
watts
were power
WLAP, increases
Lexington,to Ky.,
and WJRD, Tuscaloosa, Ala. [For
earlier power changes, see story on
page 84.]
J.
B. WILLIAMS
Co., Glastonbiu-y,
Conn,
(shaving cream),
is planning
to replace its NBC-Blue True or False
program with a new weekly summer
program in the period Monday 8-8 :30
p. m.details
Starting
the decided
new showas
and
havedatenotforbeen
yet, according to J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York, the agency.
June 1, 1940
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Commercials

Viewed

as

Key

to

Selling
Via Air
Straight Message Is Obsolete,
Says Coast Agency Official
By DOUGLAS CRONIN
Allied Advertising Agencies, San Francisco
THE STRAIGHT radio commermercial is slowly dying. It has become outmoded. It is being replaced
by various, more effective ways of
presenting advertising matter —
and that, of course, is as it should
be. But the transition is much too
gradual! Far too many advertisers today, either through lack of
imagination or a cautious reluctance to change, continue to use it
with dogged persistence. It is to
these advertisers, in the sincere
hope of showing them wider, more
profitable vistas, that this article
is primarily addressed.
First let us define "straight commercial". By this we mean the familiar advertising announcement,
running to 100 words or so, which
is delivered in a straightforward
manner by the announcer, with
nothing of particular novelty in its
approach. In essence it is simply a
brief sales talk.
Audience Apathy
On its face this may seem quite
unobjectionable. But what of the
listeners' reaction? Among listeners there is a growing apathy to
uninspired, straight commercials,
and many actually do not hear
them. Picture, for instance, the
Smith family — father, mother,
daughter and son — tuned to a program that holds each of them. The
announcer presently speaks.
"Friends, here's grand news from
Wilson's Department Store! Next
week . . ."
And there the message ends, so
far as the Smiths are concerned.
Father has retrieved his newspaper; mother has concentrated for
the moment on her darning; and
the two children have begun a
spirited argument. They all have
done what too many of otir listeners throughout the country are doing . . . they have unconsciously
"closed their ears" to the radio the
instant a commercial was indicated! This is a fact we must face.
The
habit
of "closing
their ears"
among listeners
is becoming
more
and more prevalent. For example,
think back to a few nights ago.
Recall some program, using
straight commercials, that caught
your fancy. Do you remember what
was being advertised? Or, if you
do, can you remember anything
that was said in its favor?
A straight commercial is in about
the same category as a plain, unadorned sales message in a magazine would be. What chance would
such an ad have against all its
high-powered, artistically executed
neighbors? And yet, 50 years ago,
magazine ads were little more than
plain, tmattractive notices. As time
went on, they changed. Various
new methods were introduced — art
work, cartoons, photographs, color,
a wide variety of type faces, dialogue copy, news copy, testimonial
copy and so on.
In short, they were making adequate use of all the faculties of the
medium in which they appeared.
That is exactly what radio adver(Continued on page 92)
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IT WAS EASY to muster a crew to cover the Silver Skiis, annual
championships held recently at Mt. Ranier National Park, and just about
every member of the staff of KIRO, Seattle, wanted to go. Drawing the
assignment to handle the shortwave relays were (1 to r) Peter Mertens,
announcer; James Hatfield, chief engineer; Mike Petherick, special ski
announcer; Tommy Thomas, program director; Carrol Foster, announcer;
Maury Rider, chief announcer, all togged up for wintersports weather.
Court

Denies

ASCAP

Request

of Files
Subpoena
Quash
Frohlich Claims Government Seeks Consent Decree ;
Calls Federal Action Broadcast Industry Plot
MOTION by ASCAP to quash a
pated in most of the half-dozen
grand jury subpoena for confiden- State suits involving validity of
tial files and records, looking to- State anti-monopoly laws, primarily
ward possible criminal prosecution directed against ASCAP.
Among other charges levelled by
for purported violation of the antitrust laws, was denied May 29 by Mr. Frohlich was that the subpoena action was a plot by NAB
Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard
in New York City following oral and the broadcasting industry to
force ASCAP into submission, pararguments.
ticularly in the light of current
After a 1%-hour argument by
counsel for ASCAP and the De- negotiations for renewal of existing ASCAP performing rights conpartment of Justice, during which
tracts which expire at the end of
several of the 25 separate points
the
year. He objected strenuously
of the Government subpoena were
dismissed or modified, the court to delivery of "confidential" material sought in the subpoena, and
instructed ASCAP to produce the
admonished Govremaining voluminous data de- Judge Goddard
ernment counsel that such data
manded. Louis D. Frohlich, ASCAP
chief counsel, agreed to supply the must be kept confidential. Mr. Waters declared the sole intent of the
data, including confidential minutes
of ASCAP board meetings, financial Government was to seek information which it deemed essential.
reports, membership lists and apEach of the 25 points in the subplication lists, all within 30 days.
poena was argued, with a ruling by
the court on every point. When the
Sees a 'Consent Decree'
Government asked for the names
The court's ruling came only af- and addresses of the ASCAP licenter heated argument by Mr. Frohsees, Mr. Frohlich said there were
lich and strong defense of the Gov- some 33,000, including tavern ownernment's position by Victor Waers, dance hall operators and the
ters, special assistant to the At- like, adding that it would take
torney General in Washington, ex- months to collect the material from
clusively assigned to the ASCAP
branch offices. He agreed to furnish
music situation several months ago. a list of radio licensees.
Mr. Frohlich charged the DepartList of Suits Eliminated
ment's purpose was to use the
Eliminated was a request by the
criminal procedure to force ASCAP
into a "consent decree" on the civil Government for a list of all litigation in which ASCAP had been inanti-trust suit, which has been
volved. Mr. Frohlich said there had
pending since 1934, seeking to dissolve ASCAP as a monopoly in re- been individual infringement suits
straint of trade. Mr. Waters re- in perhaps every State and every
court in the country.
futed any such intent.
Following swearing out of the
At another point, Mr. Frohlich
last month, ASCAP on
accused Andrew W. Bennett, form- subpoena
May 10 filed a motion to quash,
er special assistant to the Attorney
largely on the ground that the data
General in charge of the ASCAP
sought were to comprehensive and
suit when originally filed, of hav- would
work undue hardship. At a
ing used material procured confi- preliminary
hearing May 22, Judge
dentially against ASCAP in recent
postponed argument until
State litigation as a private prac- Goddard
titioner. Mr. Bennett is special May 29 on the motion to quash.
copyright counsel of the NAB and The Department seeks a grand jury
indictment
counsel for National Independent
ING May 15].of ASCAP [BROADCASTBroadcasters Inc. and has particiTo
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Retain

vSpecial Counsel
Dempsey Being Considered in
Station-Break Controversy
RETENTION of special counsel
for Independent Radio Network Affiliates, tonegotiate with the major
networks in curbing purported inci'eased encroachment of network
advertisers on station privileges,
was authorized by the board of directors of IRNA at a special meeting in New York May 29.
It is understood that William J.
Dempsey, recently resigned general
counsel of the FCC, will be approached in connection with the
new assignment. Mr. Dempsey was
contacted last fall for a similar
retainer but at that time had decided not to leave the Government
service [Broadcasting Sept. 1,
1939]. In light of his return to
private practice, however, the matter would be broached again, with
the possibility of calling a membership meeting of IRNA later in
Chicago or probably to be held in
conjunction with the NAB convention in San Francisco, Aug. 4-7.
Following the all-day session of
the board, Chairman Samuel R.
Rosenbaum announced that it had
voted "to strengthen activities of
IRNA by retaining special counsel
to advise and assist in the formulation of standards of practice for
network affiliates with a view of
curbing increasing encroachment on
station privileges by network adBy unanimous vote of the IRNA
board
gave its unqualified support
vertisers."
to Broadcast Music Inc., as industry-owned music reservoir. It also
endorsed the present operations of
BMI and expressed confidence ini
its future. The board voted down
by a large majority a proposal to
eliminate from its bylaws the requirement that membership in the
NAB be a prerequisite to IRNA
membership.
Station Breaks
Controversy over station-break
practices with the major networks
[Broadcasting May 15] was fully
debated. Also discussed was a suggestion that affiliates alter published
rate cards and quotations to make
it clear that stations do not sell full
15-minute periods but only 14 minutes 40 seconds, with the remaining
20 seconds regarded as mandatory
station time.
The executive committee was empowered to draw up a broad stategeneral policy
on network-to
affiliatement ofrelations
for submission
the next IRNA meeting. Other questions regarding internal activities
of affiliates were also referred to
the executive committee to be placed
on the agenda.
Present at the meeting were Samuel R. Rosenbaum, WFIL, chairman; Mark Ethridge, WHAS; Edwin W. Craig, WSM; George W.
Norton, WAVE ; Paul W. Morency,
WTIC; John Shepard 3d, Yankee
Network; L. B. Wilson, WCKY; H.
K. Carpenter,
ter J. Damm, WHK-WCLE;
WTMJ; EdgarWal-L.
Bill, WMBD;
KFEL;
Ed Craney, Gene
KGIR; O'Fallon,
John A.
Kennedy,
WCHS;
C. W. Myers,
KOIN.
BULOVA WATCH Co., New York, in
late May raised its list of stations
carrying time signal announcements
to 179,four
an all-time
whenCo.,it
added
outlets. record,
The Biow
New York, is agency.
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Industry

Experimental

talk that RCA might be disposed
to drop its radio experimentation
because of the repeated rebuffs it
has received at the hands of the
FCC. With a $10,000,000 investment
in television and with a $2,000,000
for the curbudget
rent yearappropriated
to bring visual radio into
public operation,
practical
stake in television
is perhaps RCA's
greater than that of all the rest of the industry combined.
To Release Rules Soon
In making public its report, the
FCC said it shortly would release
revised rules designed to carry into
Despite the preoccupation of Con- effect its conclusions. It added that
gress with national defense, there
will promptly license applicants
were indications that more verbal it
provide further experimentation
fireworks would break loose on to
with the different systems on ?
Capitol Hill. Whether newspapers
comparative basis.
again would pick up the cudgels in
Presumably, the FCC hopes withdefense of commercial television,
in a fortnight to take action on
as opposed to the FCC, was not im- pending applications. Also involved
mediately discernable, particularly in these impending moves are reassince war news monopolized most
signment ofexisting stations which
of the front pages and editorial must move from television channel
pages. Moreover,
that Com-to No. 1, now allocated to FM. Afmissioner Craventhewasfactdisposed
directly are the RCA-NBC
vote with the majority this time, in station fected
in New York, the Don Lee
contrast to his vehement dissent station in Los Angeles and the
from the original action citing RCA
Zenith station in Chicago, all presbecause of its advertising promoently assigned to the erstwhile No,
tion on television, tended to mini- 1 channel. This shifting, obviously,
mize that probability.
will slow down experimental teleMeanwhile, there was revival of
{Continued on pagre 88)

officials. The view was freely expressed in industry quarters that
the Commission apparently went
out of its way to smite RCA and
that its action had the earmarks of
a move to stop the company and
permit others to "catch up", there"mopossible
by frustrating
nopoly" on RCA'sany
partthrough
in receiving
set manufacture
or,
NBC,
in telecasting stations. The policy
pronouncement by the FCC, that it
will strictly limit the number of stations authorized to any one licensee,
appeared to support that view.
Reaction Expected

Agreement
on Standards
SENTENCED to a new siege of experimental existence until
"engineering opinion" can agree on transmission standards,
television has been thrown for another severe loss by the FCC
after it appeared to have reached the brink of full commercial
operation.
Constituting another in the series of jolts handed RCA,
champion of unrestricted television service, the FCC by unanimous vote May 27 relegated
the whole video medium to ex- statement that he advocated a free
perimental limbo, with no in- competitive television industry
dication as to when it might paralleling present-day broadcasting. [Broadcasting, April 1, April
lift the ban. In a report re- 15]. Several Congressional resoluleased May 28, it scrapped
tions to investigate the Commission
rules adopted last February,
cropped up as a result of the television agitation, which brought
which would have permitted
down
upon
the FCC the heaviest
"limited commercial operation" for deluge of newspaper
criticism in its
a particular station class, allowing
recapture of programming costs. In stormy existence.
the process, the FCC took a few
No Statement From RCA
pokes at RCA for its purported efUp to the time. Broadcasting
ment. forts to "stampede" video develop- went to press May 29, RCA had
made no formal statement and none
was indicated. Coming as it did on
Called Experimental
While the Commission said it will the heels of the May 20 ruling
granting FM full commercial opercontinue to survey television, throwation and assigning to FM teleing out the hint of full rather than
vision channel No. 1 [see page 86],
limited commercial operation when
the FCC action stunned RCA-NBC
engineering opinion agrees on a
common system, the May 28 report
nevertheless labels television as
"experimental". In some quarters, Text
of Conclusions
it was stated that the report might
be regarded as "face-saving", in the
light of the staggering impact of
editorial and Congressional criticism of the FCC's stand on merchandising and exploitation of television receivers, particularly by
RCA.
The report, 29 pages long, was
based on the rehearing of the television issue April 8-13, precipitated
after the FCC had thrown a regulatox'y tantrum because of RCA's
merchandising of television sets in
the New York area, which it held
would tend to freeze the art.
In the carefully written report
was the suggestion that the FCC
would work with the industry in
ironing out differences on standards.
In this connection it was thought an
engineering conference might soon
be called with this objective.
The Commission announced its
intention of embarking on a policy
of licensing new experimental stations in different areas but said it
would "prevent monopoly and promote free competition", with a
"strict limitation on the number of
stations authorized to any one
licensee". This latter observation
again was believed aimed at RCA,
which has a station in New York
and seeks outlets in Washington,
Philadelphia and Chicago.
The fact that the action came by
unanimous vote occasioned considerable surprise. Commissioner T. A.
M. Craven steadfastly had opposed
the former course to the FCC,
which resulted in the bitter hearings in April, culminating in a
brief Congressional hearing and
eliciting from President Roosevelt
at a press conference April 12 the
BROADCASTING

THE RULES adopted by the Commission on Feb. 29, 1940 were intended to provide for a more rapid
development of television by permitting programming experiments
concurrently with necessary technical research leading to establishment of transmission standards by
the Commission. Subsequent events,
however, have demonstrated that
commercial television broadcasting
without the complete cooperation of
the manufacturing industry, is irreconciliable with the objectives of
further technical research and experimentation.
The positions of the different
companies on this whole problem
cannot be viewed with total disregard of the patent interests of competing manufacturers which find
expression in a desire to lock the
scientific levels of the art down to
a single uniform system based in
whole or in part upon such patents.
The functions of this Commission
are not to be usurped and utilized
as a means of monopolizing this
important industry either through
this or other devices.
Competitive Angle
It is essential to the program of
television that there be not a mere
semblance of competition, but that
there be a genuine and healthy
competition within an unfettered
industry. The American system of
broadcasting has been established
by the Congress on a competitive
basis. Television will be an important part of that system. Now, if
ever, television is at the crossroad
of monopoly or a healthy progressive competition. There can be no
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doubt as to the direction in which
the Commission should, within its
powers, attempt to guide it.
The fluid state of the television
art and the desirability and need
for further technical research before transmission standards are
prescribed by the Commission were
once again clearly manifested at
the Commission's most recent hearing. Engineering opinion on many
of the basic problems is still divided
at this time. The industry now is
no less anxious to continue further
engineering improvements on basic
aspects of the science than it was
at
the hearing.
time of the Commission's
earlier
RCA's own engineering expert,
for example, testified that his preference was for a system using 507
lines and 30 frames rather than the
existing RMA standard of 441 lines
and 30 frames. And in fact the very
basic problem of what channel
width or band of frequencies television shall employ must be regarded as a question not yet closed.
Contrary to the experience of
other industries which have found
that technical improvements were
stimulated by large public use, in
the television field a major portion
of the industry takes the view that
successful promotional activities at
this time can act only as an anchor
on experimental efforts to go forward. Premature crystallization of
standards will, as has thus been
pointedly illustrated to the Commission, remove the incentive for
technical research toward higher
levels of efficiency. If technical research having this goal is retarded
or halted, the Commission's duty to

Report

. . .

fix transmission standards with due
regard for considerations of public
interest will have been, for all
practical purposes, nullified.
No Revenue Allowed
It is, therefore, the conclusion of
the Commission that in order to assure to the public a television system which is the product of comparative research on known possibilities, standards of transmission
should not now be set. It has
further been decided that there
should be no commercial broadcasting with its deterring effects upon
experimentation until such time as
the probabilities of basic research
have been fairly explored.
The Commission agrees with the
industry that the earlier plan for
arriving at commercial operations
by an intermediate half step of
partial commercialization to be
taken next September cannot be relied upon to serve a useful purpose.
The provisions in the rules for
Class II stations will be eliminated.
As soon as the engineering opinion
of the industry is prepared to approve any one of the competing
systems of broadcasting as the
standard system the Commission
will consider the authoi'ization of
full commercialization. That a
single uniform system of television
broadcasting is essential — so far as
basic standards are concerned —
must also be amply clear. The public should not be inflicted with a
hodge podge of different television
broadcasting
and receiving systems.
It may
be expected
{Continued
on pagethat96)indusJune I, 1940
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One
Active

Thousand
Operation

In Band
Within

Likely
Year

A NEW commercial broadcast
structure, having the physical capacity of accommodating many
more stations than exist today in
the standard broadcast band, was
created May 20 by the FCC in an
unanimous action staking off allocations in the ultra-high frequencies for FM broadcasting.
The basic suggestions of Maj.
Edwin H. Armstrong, developer of
FM wide-swing transmission, as
opposed to the narrow-band recommendations of RCA, were adopted
practically in toto by the Commission, along with most of the allocation recommendations made by FM
Broadcasters Inc. The course adopted by the Commission hobbles the
immediate development of commercial television, as espoused principally by RCA, since television channel No. 1 was diverted for FM. A
swap of frequencies with Government services, which becomes fully
operative Jan. 1, made possible allocation of the same number of
bands (seven channels of 6,000 kc.
each) for television below 108 mc,
but necessitated the further realignment toaccomodate FM in the
range below 50 mc.
Action Next Year
The FCC action, which followed
protracted and often bitterly argumentative hearings during March
and April on both FM and television, gives to FM a status that, by
early next year, should see most of
the major markets in the country,
and many of the minor ones,
equipped to transmit so-called "static-free" programs. The Commission
Itself hailed FM as "one of the most
significant" contributions to radio
in recent years.
Within the industry there were
mixed reactions. Proponents of FM,
principally FM Broadcasters Inc.,
headed by John Shepard 3d, Yankee Network president, saw in it
birth of a new and improved broadcasting structure which in from
seven to 10 years will displace
present-day broadcasting,
for clear channel service, byexcept
reason of popular acceptance. While
there were no public expressions,
many broadcasters privately were
fearful of the effects of unbridled
competition of FM and of the allocations policies which remain to
be set by the FCC. It was clear,
however, that a substantial majority of standard broadcast station owners, particularly those in
the primary and secondary markets,
would promptly seek FM licenses.
Development of FM on an evolutionary basis, alongside AM standard broadcasting, is the prediction
of the FCC, which again follows
closely the weight of the testimony
of FM proponents [Broadcasting,
April 1]. The Commission frankly
states that FM probably will never
displace the high-power clear-channel station designed to give rural
Page 18 • June 1, 1940
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and remote service, since FM stations on the ultra-highs have no
secondary coverage.
Assigned to commercial FM is
the band 43,000-50,000 kc, providing 35 channels of 200 kc. Becatise
of the characteristics of FM and
the ultra-highs, it is possible to assign stations on the same channel
with far less geographical separation than in the standard 550-1600
kc. range. Consequently, it is concluded that whatever the engineering standards to be established by
the FCC within the next few weeks,
it will be possible to license at
least 1,000 stations of all coverage
classes in the new FM range with
200 kc. channel widths and, probably, as the technique advances,
substantially to surpass that number.
Existing enginering standards
go by the boards entirely where
FM is concerned, since power and
frequency are not the primary considerations. Power plus antenna
height plus antenna efficiency provide the combined factors in determining FM coverage.
New Filings Required
In adopting the new FM allocations, the FCC simultaneously
stopped dead in its tracks the onrush of applications for licenses in
the new ethereal domain. It announced that all pending applications, totaling nearly 150, are being dismissed "without prejudice,"
which means that they can be refiled pursuant to the new requirements, as soon as rules and regulations and accompanying engineering standards are promulgated.
This latter action is not expected
for at least a fortnight. While the
engineering standards are expected
to be relatively simple, a vast
amount of preliminary work must
be done. All applicants for FM stations also will be required to file
the new FCC station application
form (301), which taps intimate
phases of the public and private
lives
of applicants [Broadcasting,
May 1].
Similarly, the FCC announced
that existing high-frequency experimental stations, including both FM
and AM, will be terminated by
Jan. 1, also without prejudice, for
the filing of new applications for
either experimental or regular FM
stations. The Commission said it
adopted the 200 kc. wide-swing
band, as opposed to the narrowband advocated by RCA, because it
appears better adapted for the service and because it will be possible
to multiplex facsimile and binaural
service on the same channel. It said
that if later developments demonstrate the feasibility of reducing
the band width, this can be done
without affecting adversely FM receivers already in the hands of the
public.
Emphasis was placed on facsimile
development, despite the fact that
the service has made little public
progress during the last five or six
years, after it had been exploited
widely by manufacturers. It is
known that the White House has
evinced deep interest in facsimile
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E. K. JETT
PROGRAMS FOR FM
Networks Asked for Right to
Gratis Pickups
UNLEASHING of commercial FM
by the FCC has precipitated a programming problem, with the major
networks being deluged by prospective FM operators for permission to transmit network programs
over the new stations. It appears
likely that networks shortly will be
called upon to decide what they propose, as a matter of policy, to do
about allowing unrestricted use of
regular
tions. presentations over FM staWhile it is not anticipated the
FCC will attempt to impose program restrictions on FM transmitters, it is nevertheless known that
some broadcasters hold the view
that the only way they will be able
to attract a new audience over FM
stations will be through introduction of programs not otherwise
available. That course is being followed by at least one FM station —
the adjunct of WTMJ, Milwaukee.
On the other hand, several other
FM experimentals are duplicating
network programs under special
authorization.
development, as a means of providing a "radio mnewspaper".
The Adinistration, and more particularly
Press Secretary Stephen Early, is
said to see in facsimile a potential
means of offsetting the preponderant newspaper opposition to the
New Deal and as a consequence has
been interested in encouraging
maximum development of the "radio newspaper", since the broadcasting industry as a whole has
refrained from using its microphones for the projection of personal viewpoints.
Working out of the new allocations was attributed largely to FCC
Chief Engineer Ewell K. Jett, with
the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee (IRAC), composed
of representatives of 13 Federal
BROADCASTING

Foreseen
agencies, which advises the President on allocation of frequencies for
Government operation. Lieut. Jett
is chairman of the committee. The
FCC paid high tribute to him for
the accomplishment whereby IRAC
by Jan. 1 agrees to relinquish the
bands 60-66 mc. and 118-119 mc.
for private services while the bands
41- 42 mc. and 132-140 mc. are
turned over by the FCC to IRAC
for Government services. The exchange means that the 60-66 mc.
range can be assigned as television
channel No. 2, which the Commission holds to be a desirable band
for visual radio. Actually, non-Federal services get out of the swap a
total of 7,000 kc. whereas the Govkc.
ernment acquires a total of 9,000
While at first glance this may
appear to be favorable to the government, itshould be kept in mind
that in the seven megacycles acquired for commercial service there
are 160 usable channels, whereas in
the nine megacycles relinquished to
the government only 87 channels
are involved.
Allocation Problem
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly said that Lieut. Jett did a
"beautiful job" in arranging allocations conferences to get substantial concession for FM, particularly
in respect to Government assignments. The FCC in its formal opinion expressed its appreciation to
IRAC and to Lieut. Jett "for the
splendid cooperation and assistance
rendered in helping to solve this
Nominally,
the FM allocations
difficult
problem."
will become operative as soon as the
rules and regulations and engineering standards are issued — possibly
by mid-June. Actually, however,
aside from those stations already
licensed, it is thought a complete
allocations structure cannot be set
up much before the first of the
year, at which time the Government
vacates its channels and television
channel No. 1, ranging from 44-50
mc, is entirely cleared for FM. In
instances where interference will
not be caused with existing Government or television operations, it is
presumed the FCC will be disposed
to license stations in advance of
the Jan. 1 final deadline.
FM acquires the clean sweep
from 42-50 mc, which provides 40
channels of 200 kc. each. The band
42- 43 mc. however, is set aside for
non-commercial educational broadcast stations, and is contiguous to
the new commercial band.
It is expected the forthcoming
rules will provide for allocation of
alternate channels in the same area,
rather than actual adjacent channels. Thus, it would be theoretically
possible
to placeas in18 astations
single tradingarea as many
(every
other channel to be occupied) . In
an area like New York, however,
the requirements of immediately
contiguous cities, like Newark, Jersey City and even Philadelphia,
might have to be taken into account,
thereby necessarily reducing the
quota of stations.
The allocations policy definitely
will be that of assigning "horizon• Broadcast
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tally
stations toinserve
the
same competitive"
center of population
the same area. The present system
of classification employed for standard stations will not be used. Instead of having a clear channel
station, several regionals and a local station in the same market the
Commission proposes to license all
stations in that area to do an
identical coverage job. That does
not necessarily mean identical power, which becomes secondary but,
based on the prescribed "radiation
index" formally to be announced
later, it will be possible to determine coverage through application
of the power-plus-antenna-heightplus-antenna-effieiency formula.
Similarly, the existing situation
whereby broadcast stations have a
differential in daytime and night
coverage, because of the vagaries
of the standard broadcast channels,
will be avoided with FM. Coverage
of stations will be substantially the
same both day and night.
Power Provisions
There will he no limitation on
power, so far as indicated, except
the very limitation imposed by the
state of the art itself. Manufacturers apparently are unable to
build efficient transmitters of greater output than 50,000 watts and
probably that will be the limit, for
the present.
Tentatively, FCC engineers are
talking in terms of staggered power
ranging from 50 to 50,000 watts.
The logical power sequence appears
to be 50, 100, 250, 500, 1000, 2000,
5000, 10,000, 25,000 and 50,000
watts.
As for station classifications, they
probably will be in terms of low
radiation index, medium RI and
high RI. Stations in the high RI
might be those using antennas of
optimum efficiency, with 50,000
watts on channels in which the
separation would be about 300 miles.
FM transmitters should not cost
as much as standard broadcast
transmitters of equivalent power,
it is thought in engineering circles,
since the apparatus is lighter in
weight, takes up less space and generally does not require as much
material. Antenna costs, however,
might be as much or possibly more,
because of necessary heights. However, this does not hold true in centers of population where high b"uildings are available and where the
mast can be extended atop the
building.
Receiving sets, according to the
weight of testimony at the hearing
and based on further informal studies, are expected to run slightly
more than standard receivers, in
view of the added "limiter" stage.
Mass production, together with the
development of small loudspeakers,
with accordion-pleated cones, which
give high-fidelity reception, should
contribute to reduction in receiver
cost. Manufacturers of FM receivers, a half-dozen of whom already
are licensed for the Armstrong
wide-swing system, plans to turn
out combination AM and FM receivers and immediately launch
merchandising campaigns designed
to gear up production and gradually decelerate retail prices.
Any hint of priority to existing
{Continued on page 90)
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FM staCOMPOSITE preliminary engineering opinion on coverage19 of
miles for a
tions of varying powers indicates a radius ranging from
100-watt station to 72 miles for a 50,000-watt station under what might
be regarded as average conditions. The following tabulation indicates
this composite technical opinion, with the antennas specified calculated
to provide some gain:
Antenna Height
Radius
Power
Area
(Miles)
(Feet)
(Watts)
(Square
1135miles)
19
2160
200
250
100
150
46
500
1000
10200
57
500
6650
5000
72
500
26
50000
16250
Text of FCC Report
Authorizing

Commercial

FREQUENCY modulation is highly developed. It is ready to move forward on a
broad scale and on a full commercial basis.
On this point there is complete agreement
amongst the
of both the
manufacturing engineers
and the broadcasting
industries.
A substantial demand for FM transmitting
stations for full operation exists today. A
comparable public demand for receiving sets
is predicted. It can be expected, that this
advancement in the broadcast art will
createsons inemployment
for thousands
of perthe manufacturing,
installation
and
maintenance of transmitting and receiving
equipment and the programming of such
stations.
Experimental
haveonbeen
operating over a numberstations
of years
frequencies
above 25000 kc. for the development of
such frequencies for rendering a regular
broadcast service. A number of these stations employed FM and others employed
amplitude modulation. After extensive hearings and investigations, the Commission
has concluded that FM has advanced to the
stage where broadcasting on a commercial
basis is desirable in the public interest.
The Commission believes that this is one
of the most significant advances that has
been made in aural broadcasting in recent
years.
How They Differ
Briefly the basic differences between
amplitude and frequency modulation are as
follows : Modulation is a process of imparting sound or other signal (intelligence)
to a transmitted radio wave. The radio
wave has two defining characteristics — amplitude and frequency. With amplitude
modulation the sound controls the amplitude of the radio wave transmitted, while
the frequency remains constant. In contrast, frequency modulation varies the freof the constant.
radio wave while the amplitudequencyremains
Up to the present, amplitude modulation
has been used exclusively for regular as
distinguished munifrom
experimental
cation. The principle
of FM radio
has comlong
been known but its practical use was not
demonstrated until recently.
The hearing yielded a vast amount of
information as to the use of FM in broadcasting on high frequencies. Each interested party agreed that FM is superior to
amplitude modulation for broadcasting on
frequencies above 25000 kc. The record
leaves no doubt of the fact that a regular
broadcast service can safely be initiated
on high frequencies using FM.
The use of a wide band of frequencies
makes possible a reduction of noise to a
greater extent than attained with amplitude modulation. Man-made electrical and
atmospheric noises consist primarily of
amplitude variations and therefore frequency modulated signals have an inherent
advantage in discriminating against noises.
Experimental operations assured another
advantage
FM, benamely,
ing stationsforcould
operatedthaton broadcastthe same
channel without objectionable interference
with much less mileage separation than is
possible with amplitude modulation. FM has
the ability completely to exclude all except
the strongest signal.
The opening
of thewillnewhelp
bandtoforcorrect
commercial broadcast
numerous defects and inequalities now existing in the standard broadcast band. These
inequalities result from the scarcity of
frequencies, their technical characteristics
and the
early growth
of broadcasting
without technical
regulation.
There is today
a lack of stations in some communities and
other communities do not have sufficient
choice mentofof the
program
service. The
new broadcast
bandestablishin the
higher frequencies will enable many such
communities to have their own broadcast
stations.
The licensing of classes of stations in
the same area with different frequencies
and different power has resulted in a wide
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For texts of FCC report on
FM-Television allocations,
orders adopted
covering
mercial FM and
other comFM
news developments see pages
76, 84, 85, 86 and 90.
disparity in the extent of service to the
public. The system of classification now
employed in the standard broadcast band
will not be used for licensing FM stations.
In the rules and regulations and engineering standards to be issued in the near future
information will be provided whereby applicants may apply for facilities to serve
a specified area. Stations will be rated on
the basis of coverage rather than power.
Competitive broadcast stations in the same
centersible of
population
will theinsofar
be licensed
to serve
same asarea.posService Range
The service range of the new stations
while limited will, in many cases, be
greater than that obtained from the primary service area of comparable standard
broadcast stations. Stations a relatively
short distance apart will not create mutual
interference of a type that has rendered
allocation problems both national and international so diificult in the standard
broadcast band.
The coverage will be substantially the
same day and night. The present situation
of certain stations in the standard broadcast band having large daytime coverage
and restricted nighttime coverage on duplicated channels will be avoided. However,
PM stations have not demonstrated the
long distance coverage properties such as
obtain with present high-powered clear
channel stations. Accordingly, amplitude
modulation stations in the standard broadcast band may be required indefinitely for
the purpose of giving widespread rural
coverage. For coverage of centers of population and trade areas, the new class of
stations offers a distinct improvement.
Experimental FM stations rendering program service have employed a channel of
200 kc. There is testimony to the effect
that a band width of less than 200 kc. can
be used, but this entails a reduction of the
noise-discriminating quality which has been
established by experimental operations
utilizing a channel width of 200 kc. Testimony advocating a narrower band width
was not
supported
by experience
program service.
Moreover,
the narrowerin band
width would make less feasible multiplexing of facsimile and binaural transmissions
on the same
channel.
Commission believes
that Ina addition,
regular the
program
service should begin on a 200 kc. band
basis which can be conveniently reduced
if technical developments warrant.
A further question at the hearing was
the possible future effect on the service
rendered
standardbroadcast
broadcast
should an by
additional
band stations
in the
high frequencies
employing
FM
lished. There was agreement that betheestabnew
and additional service would not supplant
the service of standard broadcast stations
generally and that, therefore, this service
will not make obsolete the receivers now
in use. tirely
Standard
broadcasting
on an that
endifferent frequency
bandis from
to befereoccupied
by
FM.
FM
will
not
interwith it. Present standard broadcasting
will continue, and certainly for a number
of years
will render
service.
The extent to which
in futurefullyears
the listeners
will be attracted away from the standard
band cannot be predicted. Testimony at
the hearing
indicatedreceiving
that thesetsmanufacturers will provide
capable
of receiving both standard and the FM
broadcasts.
The record is clear that the frequency

high-fre-to
re allocated
space
not tosufficient
y abroadcast
frequencheretofo
ead isservice
employing
wide-spring
establish
y
wide-band FM. The testimon by indicates
the use
es are to be had
thata advantag
continuous band for high-frequency
of
non-comincludes
stations
broadcastmercial
, the
educationalwhich
Therefore
stations.
Commission deems it in the public interest
s
ns.
wiU
that
band
continuou
a
allocate
to
tio
sta
al„
fice for both commercial and educationsuffrequency
of 41000 tostations
42000
kc.Theis now
allocatedband
to educational
on a regular broadcast basis, and most of
the activity of experimental stations using
FM has been in the band between 42000
and 44000 kc.
There ismercial
testimony
to the effect
that combroadcast stations
employing
FM
should be permitted to operate in the frequency band between 42000 and 50000 kc.
principally for the reason that this band
is particularly suited for rendering an FM
broadcast service. The effect of sky wave
interference
known
until additional will
stations not
are be
placed
in operation
in various parts of the country. If later
developments should favor the use of
higher
consider frequencies,
the facts atthethatCommission
time. In will
any
event, the record of the hearing clearly
indicates that this particular band offers
the
best time.
solution of the allocation problem
at this
Therefore, the Commission is making
available
for regular
high-frequency
cast stations
and educational
stationsbroadthe
frequency band 42000 to 50000 kc, in
which band 40 200-kc. channels are available. Adequate provision will be made for
television service as pointed out in our
statement
accompanying
Commission on
Orderallocations
67.
The channels made available by Order
67 to FM broadcast stations, including the
multiplexing of facsimile transmission
simultaneously with aural broadcasting,
areNon-Commercial
assigned to sei-vices
as followsBroadcast
:
Educational
Stations :
42900
42500
42100
42700
42300
gh-Frequency
46700 Stations :
44900Broadcast
43100
43300
48500
45100
48900
47100
43500
45300
46900
48700
49100
45500
43700
47300
47500
45700
43900
44300
49500
44100
45900
47700
44500
49300
49700
46100
47900
46300
48100
44700
46500
49900
Under the foregoing 48300
allocation for FM
broadcast stations, the same number of frepreviously
tional quencies
stations has
beenallocated
retained,totheeducaonly
change being that the band for such stations has been placed 1,000 kilocycles higher in the spectrum. This arrangement provides for educational channels in the regular high-frequency broadcast band and thus
permits the same receiver to be used for
the two services. The 1,000 kc. set aside
in the lower part of the band allocated to
commercial broadcast stations for educational stations not only places the educational stations on an entirely independent
basis but also gives them the benefit of the
developments in the service rendered by
the commercial stations.
The few
non-commercial
educationalexisting
broadcast stations
employ amplitude modulation. It is contemplated that
they may continue so to operate with the
same equipment in the new frequency
band 42,000-43,000 kc. It is not contemplated, however, that applications for new
educational broadcast stations proposing
amplitude modulation will meet the Comrequirements
in theforabsence
showing ofmission's
special
necessity
the useof ofa
amplitude modulation.
The bands
116,000-to
118,000
kc. will25,000-27,000
not hereafterkc.beand
assigned
FM domestic broadcasting.
There are pending a number of applicafor high-frequency
stations
on an tionsexperimental
basis,broadcast
which were
filed
pursuant to existing rules and regulations.
None of these applications is sufficient for
the authorization of a regular broadcast
station on a full commercial basis nor are
any of them sufficient for the limited experimental service to be authorized. Therefore, these applications wiU be dismissed,
but without prejudice to the filing of new
applications for either experimental or
regular FM broadcast stations. Rules and
regulations for both regular and experimental service will be promulgated by the
Commission in the near future.
It also follows that authorizations for
existing
high-frequency
experimental
broad-to
cast stations
which contemplate
service
the public should be terminated not later
than Jan. 1, 1941, without prejudice to the
filing
of new applications for either type
of service.
Applications for FM broadcast stations
will be accepted by the Commission when
the new rules and regulations for FM
broadcast stations, including standards of
good
practice,
formsengineering
are issued.
This and
willapplication
be done
promptly.
June 1, 1940
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Monopoly
Again

Group

Postpones

Proposed
Report
Delay Deliberate, Says Tobey,
In Speech Before Senate
RACING against time, the FCC
Network Monopoly Committee met
May 27 in an effort to put the finishing touches on its long-awaited
report, but referred it to the staff
for another in a long series of revisions. The committee wants to
transmit the report to the full Commission in time for release prior to
adjournment of Congress, now expected in mid-June.
Committee members, it is understood, found they could not reconcile certain of the conclusions with
the testimony adduced at the hearings held a year-and-a-half ago,
probing all phases of network control, management and contractual
relations as well as subsidiary
phases of commercial broadcast
operation. The committee is made
up of Thad H. Brown, acting chairman, Paul A. Walker and F. I.
Thompson.
Frequent Revisions
Members of the committee apparently were spurred into renewed
action by charges of Senator Tobey
(R-N.H.) alleging the report was
being deliberately held up. Demanding action, he asked on the
floor of the Senate: "Are there no
guts in these committees?"
In informed quarters, it was believed the substance of the report
would be a digest of the voluminous testimony taken during the
six months of hearings, along with
suggested recommendations to Congress for changes in the law, to
make possible reforms in regulatory practice. The report, however,
is said to have undergone a number of revisions.
Tobey's Denunciation
The continued non-appearance of
the network-monopoly report gained
Congressional attention once more
on May 15 when Sen. Tobey
(R-N.H.) read into the Congressional Record his inquiry addressed
to individual members of the FCC
[Broadcasting, May 15] and replies received from three of the
seven Commissioners — Commissioners Case, Craven and Payne —
none of whom were members of the
so-called Network-Monopoly Committee. He termed failure of the
FCC to stanceproduce
the report
an "inof impairment
of efficiency
and disservice to the American
public".
Commenting to Broadcasting,
May
28, yet
Sen.received
Tobey replies
declared:
have not
to my"I
letter from any other members of
the Commission, including the
Chairman. Chairman Fly advised
me some time ago I would receive
a reply 'very shortly.' So far this
has proved to be the same type assurance as that given to Congress
by various members of the FCC
over the past 19 months, in which
Congress was advised repeatedly
that the report would be ready in
60 days."
The replies of Commissioners
Case and Craven presented no specific information on prospects of
action on the report, both indicatPage 20 • June 1, 1940
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Principals in Westinghouse

Promotions

of

Brown

Thought Imminent
REAPPOINTMENT of Thad H.
Brown for a seven-year term as a
member of the FCC prior to expiration of his present term June
30 is confidently expected in high
Administration circles.
An Ohio Republican, Col. Brown
is the only remaining member of
the former Federal Radio Commission now sitting on the FCC. He
was named a member of the Radio
Commission on Jan. 21, 1932, after
having served as general counsel
since 1929. He was carried over as
a member of the FCC upon its
creation on July 11, 1934, having
been named for a six-year term.
Several months ago Col. Brown
had in mind retirement from the
FCC to reenter private law practice in Ohio and Washington. It is
understood, however, that he has
decided to forego such plans.
His nomination by President
Roosevelt is expected in Administration quarters prior to adjournment of Congress, likely to come in
mid-June. If Congress adjourns
prior to confirmation the appointment would be for the duration of
the Congressional
recess
with confirmation at the next
session.
WPAY

Case

Seen

Test

Of Newspaper Ownership
SEEN as a test of the newspaper
ownership issue is the hearing ordered June 6 before the full FCC
on the proposal of the Brush-Moore
Newspapers Times
Inc., publishers
the
Portsmouth
and otherofOhio
dailies, to acquire 50% of the stock
of WPAY, Portsmouth local, and
thus become its sole owner. The
newspaper company already owns
50% and seeks to purchase the remainder from Chester A. Thompson, Cleveland financier, for
NEW HIGH COMMAND of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc. will
formally take over full management of Westinghouse stations on July 1,
when current program management contracts with NBC terminate. Promotions and new appointments, both by NBC and Westinghouse, were
effected May 20 to complete the reorganization. At top is Walter C.
Evans, vice-president of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc. and manager
of its radio department. At left center is Sherman D. Gregory, for the
last twoandyears
general
manager
KDKA, named
manager
NBC's
owned
operated
stations
with ofheadquarters
in New
York, ofworking
•under NBC Vice-President William S. Hedges; at right center, John A.
Holman, shifted from WBZ-WBZA to KDKA as general manager. Bottom
row (1 to r) : Vincent F. Callahan, promoted from assistant general manager to general manager of WBZ, Boston, and WBZA, Springfield; Lee
B. Wailes, former manager of NBC-ovmed and operated stations, named
by Mr. Evans as manager of Westinghouse stations, with headquarters
in Philadelphia; Griffith B. Thompson, sales manager of KYW, Philadelphia, named general sales manager of Westinghouse stations in
addition to present duties, with headquarters in Philadelphia. Leslie
Joy continues as general manager of KYW and W. C. Swartley as
manager of WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, also Westinghouse-owned.
J. B. Rock, for several years chief assistant to Mr. Evans, continues in
that capacity. Like Mr. Evans, he will divide his time between Westinghouse manufacturing activities in Baltimore and broadcasting activities
in Philadelphia. Mr. Rock, an engineer, has been intimately associated
with Westinghouse broadcast activities for the last three years.
the subcommittee were to continue
ing general interest in the matter
but pointing out they were not to withhold the report. Two of the
members of the committee. Howmembers of the subcommittee. Comever, Commissioner Payne declared
missioners Thompson and Walker,
in his May 5 reply:
assured me that they had been try"Over a month ago I brought the
ing to have the report forwarded
matter up at meeting of the full to the
full Commission. The third
Commission. I stated that, while I member of the subcommittee is
was not a member of the subcomCommissioner Brown, who is also
mittee on the radio-monopoly hearchairman of the subcommittee.
ing, Ifelt that the report had been
Personally, I am glad that you have
so long delayed that all the memthe action that you have, and
bers of the Commission would very taken (Continued
on page 32)
properly be charged with neglect if
BROADCASTING

The issue grows out of the fact
$20,000.
that the newspaper and radio station are the only ones in the community, and full ownership of the
station would give the newspaper
company control of both. When permission to transfer the Thompson
stock to the newspaper was sought
recently, mission
it waswas
denied.as The
Com-4
reported
voting
to 2 against the transfer with Commissioners Fly, Walker, Thompson
and ers
Payne
to CommissionBrown opposed
and Craven.
More than a dozen new station
grants or transfers of ownership,
in which the only station in the
community went in whole or part
to the only newspaper company,
have been made by the FCC since
Jan. 1, 1939, and the list of newspaper-owned stations compiled for
the Broadcasting Yearbook shows
ship.
this situation prevailing in several
score cases among the 275 stations
identified vidth newspaper ownerAP Working on Radio
MANAGEMENT of the Associated
Press is engaged in reorganizing
the AP radio policy to permit freer
use of AP news on the air, but
there are no results to announce as
yet, according
W. J. manager.
McCambridge,
assistant togeneral
Many members have asked for a
processed radio report, he said, and
the management is attempting to
work out a satisfactory way to
supply it to them.
• Broadcast
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Radio
By

Service

Awards

Begun

Georgia
University
System
'Pulitzer Prizes' Are to Be Offered Each Class of
Station and One National Network a Year

'Open House' Clicks
SO SUCCESSFUL was the
"open house for newcomers to
the Texas Panhandle" held
May 23 by KGNC, Amarillo,
Tex., that the station plans to
hold a similar open house for
new arrivals each month. Invitations tothe function were
extended via KGNC broadcasts and the Amarillo GlobeNews, and response was so
great that an originally
scheduled quarter-hour commemorative program was expanded on the spot to 25
minutes.

PUBLIC service awards for radio, bulwark and safeguard to democparalleling those of the Pulitzer
prizes in journalism and the arts,
Following is the text of the resoproviding for the Peabody
have been created by the Univerracy." lution
:
sity System of Georgia, to begin Awards
next year. To perpetuate the name
Recogniziug that the radio is an imof the late George Foster Peabody,
portant medium of information, entertainment and public service, comparaeminent Southern philanthropist,
ble
to
press, the University
the awards will be administered by of Georgiathe(chartered
1785), through
the Henry W. Grady School of the Henry W. Grady School of
Journalism of the University of Journalism and a Board of Advisers, wiU confer annually, beginning
Georgia.
Armour's 'Treet' List
in 1940, The George Foster Peabody
The awards will be for the most
Radio Awards for the most distin- ARMOUR & Co., Chicago (Treet),
distinguished and meritorious servguished and meritorious service ren- the week of May 27 started a 13ice rendered by each of three
dered by each of three American radio week campaign of thrice-weekly
stations,
representing the three major quarter-hour transcribed programs.
American stations in the clear, reof stations (local, regional and Your Treat, featuring Charles
gional and local groups, and to one types
channel), and also by a national
national network. Competition for clear
chain, said awards to be Sears, tenor, and Harry Kogen's
the awards will be limited to work broadcasting
given to perpetuate the memory of orchestra. Stations are WADC
done during the calendar year, with George Foster Peabody, benefactor and WGST WMAZ WTOC WBRC
the 1941 initial awards to be based life trustee of the University of Georgia WEEI WGR WBT WLS WCKY
and friend of educational progress WGAR WFAA KLZ WHO WWJ
on public service programs during everywhere.
WTIC KTRH WSAZ WIRE
the current year.
These awards will be announced and
WMBR WDAF KARK KFI WHAS
bestowed
puljlicly
by
the
regents
of
the
WMC WIOD WISN KSTP WWL
A Goal Attained
University System of Georgia, upon WEAF WTAR WKY KOIL KYW
of the Advisory Board
Long the goal of Lambdin Kay, recommendation
set up and maintained jointly by the WCAE KGW WJAR WMBG KSD
pioneer broadcaster and now pub- University of Georgia, through the WOAI KPO KOMO KTBS KFPY
WRC. Lord & Thomas, Chicago,
lic service director of WSB, AtlanHenry W. Grady School of Journalism,
ta, the awards were developed in and the NAB.
handles the account.
collaboration with the NAB. Mr.
The membership of this Advisory
shall consist of the Chancellor
Kay several years ago headed an Board
of
System of Georgia, School of Journalism, the University
NAB committee named for that andthe11University
other outstanding American
Georgia, Athens, Georgia. Each
purpose. Conferences were held in citizens who have demonstrated in a of
nomination must be accompanied by
March [Broadcasting, March 15] notable degree their interest in public complete and self-evident data setting
with officials of the university re- affairs, and who also by position and forth clearly the claim to consideration
achievement are prepared to evaluate for one of these awards. Program subgarding the project, and tentative
an impartial and detached manner
jects, programrecordings,
outlines,
program
tranapproval first was given. The board in
the contributions of radio stations and
letters
and other
of regents approved the project chains in connection with this award. pertinent scripts,
data should be so presented
May 17.
as to comprise an exhibit which will
The board is to be self-perpetuating,
subject to the approval of the board of be a faithful record of the station's
Participants in the conferences
Nominations for membership
particular
to publicin servwhich resulted in crystallization of regents.
ice offeredcontribution
for consideration
this
are to be made through the office of the connection.
the plan included Dr. S. V. San- Director of the Henry W. Grady School
ford, chancellor of the University
of Journalism. (The initial personnel
Competition for one of these awards
System; Marion Smith, chairman
of the Advisory Board will be submit- will be limited to work done during
the
calendar year ending Dec. 31 next
ted
for
approval
by
the
Board
of
Reof the board of regents; Dr. HarThe first award will be
mon W. Caldwell, president of the month.)gents in a separate resolution, this preceding.
made in 1941, based on public service
university; Mrs. Marjorie Peabody
Nominations of candidates for these programs of 1940.
Waite, daughter of Mr. Peabody;
The closing date for entries will be
awards shall be made in writing to the
John E. Drewry, director of the Director of the Henry W. Grady .Jan. 15.
Grady School; Mr. Kay, and Harry Hodgson, of Athens, a personal
friend of the late Mr. Peabody. Ed
Kirby, NAB public relations director, participated in several of the
conferences on behalf of the trade
association.
NAB President Neville Miller
hailed the awards as a "new and
noteworthy standard by which the
public service contributions of the
broadcasters will be gauged and
measured". American broadcasters, he said, "are honored that
under such distinguished and impartial auspices, annual awards
will be bestowed for the most outstanding contributions rendered in
the public interest which they are
dedicated to serve."
Mr. Kay observed that broadcasting has been too busy growing
NEOPHYTES in the Massachusetts South Shore A League are these
up to acquaint the world with its baseballers
wearing for the first time the red, white and blue uniforms
"indispensability in preserving deof
Yankee
Network.
No.boys
1 fanas and
mocracy through true public servard 3d, is seen here inThe
the network's
midst of his
they president,
lined up atJohn
theirShepfirst
ice". Broadcasting stands alone
home
game
at
Squantum,
Mass.,
in
mid-May.
The
erstwhile
Squantum
today as the personification of the Racketeers last year won the championship of the South Shore B League
real meaning of free speech, he and this season graduated into the tougher A League under Yankee colors.
said. He expressed the wish that The club has played 436 games, winning 355, tying 20 and losing only 61
the new Peabody Radio Awards
— an .853 average. It was President Shepard who arranged for play-byplay broadcasts of Boston Red Sox and Braves home games in 1922 shortly
"hasten public acceptance of broadcasting's status as America's basic after establishing WNAC — and handled play - by - play descriptions.
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^Radio

Day'

Summer

Sunkist

at Fair
Is Set for August
New York, San Francisco to
Merge Fete for Free Air
POSTPONEMENT of "Broadcasting Day" from July 4 to early
August, so that both the New York
and
San Francisco
World's
can collaborate
in the
event,Fairs
was
agreed to May 24 by principals representing radio and the Fair organizations. Originally, a celebration had been planned at the New
York Fair on Independence Day, at
which a plaque sjrmbolic of radio
was to have been dedicated.
Under the tentatively revised
plans, the event will be observed
either Aug. 3 or Aug. 7 in two separate celebrations — at New York
and San Francisco. Separate
plaques will be unveiled. Moreover,
it was understood that President
Roosevelt would not be able to participate in July 4 ceremony whereas there is likelihood he will take
an active part either on the scene
or by remote control in the joint
event.
Convention Tie
The new date, whether Aug. 3 or
Aug. 7, will tie into the annual convention of the NAB in San Francisco, scheduled for Aug. 4-7. The
Aug. 3 date would be the Saturday
preceding
opening
the convention. The later
date ofwould
fall on
the occasion of the annual industry
banquet.
Plans evolved for the original
celebration [Broadcasting May 15]
are being used as the base for the
revised observance. The theme will
be recognition of broadcasting as
an American institution on equal
footing with the press and entitled
to the same constitutional right to
freedom. A gigantic combined netprogram,istying
in independentwork
stations,
contemplated
for
the presentation
of theboth
"Free
dio" plaques. With
of Rathe
Presidential nominating conventions concluded, the plans may include invitation to the Republican
and Democratic nominees to participate.
Drive

Placed on 38 Stations
CALIFORNIA Fruit Growers Exchange, Los Angeles, consistent
user of radio time, through Lord &
Thomas, that city, on June 3 starts
a spot announcement campaign for
both Sunkist and Red Ball oranges,
utilizing a total of 38 stations in
34 markets for 10 weeks. An average of two spot announcements
daily will be used five times weekly
on each station during the campaign. Stations are WWNC WRDW
WFBR KBRC WCAX WCSC WBT
WCKY WBNS WOOD WASH
WBIG KTRH WHAS WMAZ
WTMJ WALA WSFA WSM WWL
WSMB WTAR WCSH WGAN
WRR WJAR WMBG WDBJ
WHAM WSYB WOAI WTOC
WGBI KWKH WJSV WPTF
KFAB KTSM.
The thrice-weekly quarter-hour
program,
Hedda byHopper's
Hollywood, sponsored
the Exchange
on 28 CBS stations, Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, 6:15-6;3Q p.m.
(EDST), for Sunkist oranges and
lemons, will continue through the
summer and fall. The spot campcign is being concentrated in
areas
is not where
heard. the network progi-am
• Broadcast

Advertising

fThe Boss was in a
spot — right behind
the Eight Ball about
radio.

2 One territory needed extra zip to
bacl< up a sampling campaign. Anottier was so tight in competition's hands
that even blasting wouldn't help. A third
called for special treatment because a
new product was being tested.

our shots instead
to call
The boys said we needed
of3banging at the whole table.

stathe right
only picky,"says
4 "If we could
the Sales
tions individuall
Manager; "change our appeals to suit
each territory, choose the best possible
kind of broadcast for each section and
put it there when people are listening.

Why

SPOT

RADIO

so precisely fits so many
situations
It lets the national advertiser
choose markets and buy radio stations intentionally— because SPOT
RADIO means that you pick them
separately, as many as you likewherever you please.
You can suit the program of each
station to your need and your
budget— any type of show, any
5 "Here's that Time magazine
ad by the Retry Company,"
said the Boss's secretary, "You
asked me to keep it on file."

EDWARD

"Smart girl!" chortles the Boss. "Here it is, Jim,
just as you described what we should do! Behind the Eight Ball, am I? Well, watch me call my
shots with SPOT RADIO from this minute on!"

PETRY&

length, live or transcribed— at the
best available time for each market
— anywhere.

COMPANY

INCORPORATiD

Representing leading Radio Stations throughout the United States — individually
Offices in: NEW YORK • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • DETROIT
ST. LOUIS • LOS ANGELES

ANY WHERE
AMY LENGTH
AMY TIME
For any advertiser or asency executive who wants
to see how SPOT RADIO can meet his individual
situation, we shall be very slud to prepare
a special outline.

AFRA

Offers

Sharp
Restrictions on
Use of Recordings
Are Proposed
AMERICAN Federation of Radio
Artists on May 28 mailed to transcription producers copies of its
new "Code of Fair Practice for
Transcriptions and Recordings for
Radio Broadcasting Purposes", together with a letter inviting them
to call at union headquarters "with
the view of concluding this agreement".
The 18-page mimeographed agreement lists the minimum terms and
conditions under which actors, singers, announcers and sound effects
men may be employed for the making of transcribed programs — terms
and conditions AFRA officials describe as representing the wishes
of the union's entire 9,500 members, terms and conditions which
committees and membership meetings have worked out over a period
of about nine months.
Transcription interests would not
discuss the code publicly but indicated that a statement will be issued when their negotiating committee meets June 4.
Types of Discs
In the; main the new code is a
duplicate of the code of fair practice for network commercial programs which went into effect in
February, 1939. Artists employed
on Class A transcriptions, "custom
built transcriptions used by one
sponsor for a specified product, or
open end transcriptions for one
sponsor used on four or more stations for one product or one or
more stations of 50,000 watts or
over," are to be paid the same minimum wages as for the same services on network commercials. In addition to the 15-minute, 30-minute
and 60-minute minimums, the new
code also provides for programs of
five minutes or less, which are not
covered in the network code.
But program distribution via
transcriptions does not always parallel that of the networks, so the
new code provides for Class B transcriptions, defined as "open end
transcriptions which may be used
on any number of stations not over
1,000 watts in power," for which
artists may be employed at wages
lower than those for Class A discs.
However, "if an open end transcription isused by one sponsor for
one product on four or more stations up to 50,000 watts in power
or on one station of 50,000 watts
or over, such transcription is automatically reclassified as Class A
and ... in such case the artist
shall receive as additional compensation not less than the difference
between the original fee paid and
the minimum fee for Class A transcriptions. If an open end transcription isused by individual stations or sponsors on single stations
of more than 1,000 watts but less
than 50,000 watts in power, the
artist shall receive the difference
between the open end and custom
built rate."
Class B, says AFRA, was set
up to protect the small manufacPage 24
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Code
to Disc
turer who sells his recordings chiefly to low-powered stations for resale to local advertisers. The restrictions are designed to prevent
national advertisers from taking
advantage of the lower scale for
programs of wide distribution. It is
obvious, however, that if a difference in use means a difference in
payment of talent the recording
companies will have to keep far
more elaborate records.
This is as true for Class A as
for Class B transcriptions, for the
Code states that artists on Class A
programs shall be paid "an additional fee equal in amount to the
fee for the original recording (a)
for the use of such recording by
each subsequent sponsor to whom
such recording may be sold, leased
or otherwise made available for
broadcast purposes, and (b) for
each alteration or deletion of the
commercial message."
Companies providing transcribed
library services may be forced to
change not merely their system of
keeping records but their entire
sales policies. Library service recordings made by singers, says the
code, "shall in no case be used for
any purpose after six months from
date of recording and in no event
as a part of commercial broadcasts," although a six-month renewal may be secured by an additional payment equal to the original talent fee. Designed, says
APRA, to protect singers of standard songs which might be played
again and again for years and
years, this clause would make it
impossible for library services to
be sold on the same basis as today.
Further limiting the use of recordings, the code states that "recordings of six minutes or upwards
may be played once only on any one
station within a period of one year
from date cordings
of of recording,"
five minuteswhile
or "reless
may be played as often as desired
for the original fee, but not after
two months from date of recording and processing." In each case,
repaying the original fee will extend the use for like periods, under
the same conditions.
'Unfair' Clause
The section that is expected to
produce the most violent objections
from transcription manufacturers,
however, is the one on unfair stations, which reads: "The producer
agrees, on notice by AFRA that
any radio station has been declared
unfair by AFRA, not to require
members of AFRA to perform
services in connection with recordings released to such station, nor
to make available to such station
recordings on which AFRA members are used, for the purpose of
aiding and abetting such station in
continuing
its unfair
practices."
Since the producer
has also
agreed
to employ only AFRA members,
this clause might possiblv place
him in the position of telling the
subscribers to his library service
that unless they signed AFRA contracts for their staff artists he
would be unable to supplv them
with recordings, if AFRA chose to
designate such stations "unfair".

Companies
Lady

Newscaster

THE EXCEPTION rather than the
rule is the woman newscaster in
American radio, and Betty Louis
Bemis is one of those exceptions
who qualifies by reason of extraordinary capability and experience.
On June 3 she joins WLW, Cincinnati, to handle a daily news program, having resigned from KLZ,
Denver. Daughter of the publisher
of the Littleton (Colo.) Independent, who is also manager of the
Colorado Press Assn., Miss Bemis
is a U of Colorado pre-medical
graduate who went to the U of
Paris on an exchange scholarship
and was soon engaged in news reporting. In Africa during her summer vacation, she was arrested as a
suspected spy. Then she went to
Belgium and Germany, and was en
route to Budapest and Prague when
the Munich crisis occurred. The authorities sent her back to Paris and
she soon sailed for home, joining
the staff of KLZ last year.

der the code, it will protect the
manufacturers as well as the artists
from
lieves. unfair competition, AFRA beAlthough the code is offered for
one year only, AFRA makes allowance for the development of frequency modulation in a section that
states that for this type of station power shall not be the determining factor and reserving for
AFRA the right to establish applicable rules and regulations to
FM stations.
AFRA also reserves the right
to establish rules and regulations
for artists employed in making
phonograph records. Regarding
sound effects men, who were not
specifically mentioned in the network commercial code, AFRA reserves the right to set up rules
for minimum wages and working
conditions for them when "engaged
for transcriptions, slide films, phonograph records or any other mechanical device covered by this
code." A slide film schedule provides for minimum payment of $15
for a 15-minute platter plus $6 per
hour rehearsal, with one hour rehearsal required on each record.
Arbitration Plan
If a recording of less than 15
minutes is used in connection with
a live commercial broadcast, the
fee applicable for the live program
shall be paid, the code states. This
provision was made, says AFRA,
to prevent a $2 transcribed commercial announcement replacing a
$21 live announcer on a network
commercial program. The code also
contains clauses prohibiting "dubrequiring each
to
bear anbing",AFRA
label,recording
setting up
safeguards against violation, providing for arbitration under the
rules of the American Arbitration
Assn. of controversies over interpretation of the code, and the like.
The code also contains a clause
reading as follows: "The signatory
agrees that every radio artist retains for himself his common law
and property rights in his recorded
interpretation, subject only to the
signatory's
right to use
suchcode,
recording as provided
in this

Asked whether this clause does
not constitute a secondary boycott provision, Mrs. Emily Holt,
executive secretary of AFRA, replied that it does not. "Every member of a union," she stated, "has
the right to refuse to work with
non-union people if he so desires,
even if his work is performed
through a mechanical projection of upon the payment of the fees rehimself. It would be unthinkable
that recordings made by AFRA
Minimum
AFRA's
members might be used to supply Proposed
quired Transcription
herein."Fees underCode:
a service to stations against whom
ACTOES AND ANNOUNCEKS
AFRA might be conducting a
Minutes
Class A Fees Ctiiss B Fees
strike, thus enabling those stations
to remain on the air despite a lack 1 or less
$ 2.00 $ 2.00
3.00
3.00
of live talent." She added that 31 toto 52
5.00
5.00
15.00 10.00
many AFRA members have sug- 6 to 15
gested that they stop making re- 31 to 60
35.00 17.50
cordings altogether until such time
Rehearsals : $6 an hour for Class A : $3
as
all
stations
have
signed
AFRA
an hour for Class B.
contracts.
SINGERS ON CLASS A PROGRAMS
Another section of the code
16 that
(Fees per Person)
t
will probably elicit strong opposio
tion from the manufacturers of
9
or
more Voices
5 to 8 Voices
Z to U SoloMinutes Voices
ista
transcriptions is the "present in- 5 or less_-$ 5
$ 8
$10 $15
24
30
40
ventory" clause, which requires 2 6 to 15 14
28
35
50
that all recordings made before the 516 to 30.. 16
.
31
to
45-.
18
32
40
60
code goes into effect must be with- 46 0to 60— 20
36
45
70
01
drawn from use by "the
day
2.5
SINGERS
ON LIBRARY PROGRAMS
0
of
, 1940" unless the artists employed on the discs are
(15 minutes or less)
paid the new scale of fees called 9 or more voices
$20 per person
32 per person
for by the code. As this section will 5 to 8 voices
2
to
4
voices
40 per person
prevent the company with a large Soloists
50 per person
stock of old records on hand to sell
Rehearsals : 5 or more voices, $4 an hour :
them at cut rates in competition
2 to 4 voices, $5 an hour ; soloists, $6 an
with new recordings produced un- hour.
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Import
Ends
Radio

of

News

Rivalry
and

of

Press

Competing Media Cooperating
To Bring Clear Versions
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
WHILE Allied and Nazi armies
were battling in Europe, radio kept
millions of anxious Americans informed of every turn in the tide
of battle. The nationwide networks
added extra pickups from abroad
to their daily schedules, bringing
not only news of the battle front
but also ofarationsEngland's
for invasion. feverish prepThe magnitude of covering the
European war which, whatever its
outcome, is bound to effect seriously the future course of life on this
as well as the other side of the
Atlantic, has caused an almost total
disappearance of the normal rivalry
between radio and the press and
even between individual networks
for "scoops". Everyone is concentrating on the job of bringing to
the American public a clear, concise and above all correct picture
of occurrences abroad. Never has
radio more truly strived to fulfill
its public service function.
Normal Schedules
At the newsrooms of the networks, however, few signs of extraordinary activity are visible. There
are more people on duty than usual
at any one time and some of the
faces reflect the strain of working
extra hours under high tension, but
the work of gathering news from
the teletypes of the press associations and the shortwave receivers
that are constantly tuned to the
transmitters of Europe and of getting it on the air proceeds quietly
and without confusion. The large
black-lettered signs — "Please do
not enter the newsroom except on
urgent business" — which were
prominently displayed on the 17th
floor of the CBS Bldg., have come
down.
Not since the night of May 9-10,
when German armies first invaded
Holland and Belgium, have the networks stayed on the air all night.
Seldom is a regularly scheduled
program interrupted for a war bulletin, although available sustaining
time is frequently preempted for a
special news broadcast. Except for
broadcasts of transcendental importance, such as that of King
George VI of Great Britain on May
24, which take precedence over all
other programs, normal schedules
have been maintained.
Personnel Supplemented
At CBS headquarters. Jack Gerber, formerly with Time magazine
and the National Youth Administration, has joined the special affairs staff as assistant to Ed Johnson, foreign news editor, and several part-time workers have also
been added. In addition to its regular 8 a.m. and 6:45 p.m. broadcasts
from European capitals, CBS now
has a five-minute news summary
at 9:25 a.m., Monday through Friday, and at 10:30 each evening
Maj. George Fielding Eliot is featured in a 15-minute broadcast that
also includes reports from abroad
Page 26 • June 1, 1940

Censorship
In

Methods

American

of Foreign

Pickups

DESPITE the severe censorship
imposed by the warring nations of
Europe upon broadcasts to America, the governments of those countries give American broadcasters
every consideration possible in times
of war and cooperate as much as
they can to keep open the radio
channels from their capitals in the
homes of the American public, according to Max Jordan, NBC representative inCentral Europe. Dr.
Jordan arrived in this country May
13 for conferences with A. A.
Schechter, NBC director of news
and special events, concerning the
future coverage of happenings
abroad, and returned to Europe via
Clipper plane May 21.
Describing the systems of censorship of the various governments. Dr. Jordan said that London was the easiest place for an
American to broadcast from and
Berlin the most difficult. The English censors are all former members of the BBC executive staff and
hence are familiar with the problems of the broadcaster. The correspondent, he explained, merely
jots down the notes for his talk
and goes over them with the censor before going on the air. But in
Paris or Berlin full scripts must be
written and submitted to the censor well in advance of the broadcast time. In Paris, Dr. Jordan added, the censor's office is a half-mile
or so from the broadcasting studio, causing some breathless dashes
across the city when copy is held
up in the censoring process.
Berlin Procedure
In Berlin, he reported, three copies of the broadcast script must be
submitted for approval — one to the
propaganda office, one to the foreign office and one to the military
censor. Without the three OK's on
the master script, the American radio correspondent is not allowed to
go on the air. This three-way censorship frequently works for the
broadcaster, Dr. Jordan explained,
as well as against him, as sometimes the censors of one branch
will help him overcome protests of
the other censors.
The day of the invasion of Norway, he said, he was trying to give
a brief outline of the situation and
mentioned the Swedish iron ore as
the real reason for the Nazi drive
to the north. The propaganda censor objected to this statement, but
with the aid of the foreign office
censor Dr. Jordan was able to keep
the statement in his broadcast.
Occasionally the heart is censored out of a story, he said, in
which case the radio correspondent simply cancels his broadcast.
or from Washington or New York.
Col. Charles W. Kerwood, who
flew with the Lafayette Escadrille
in France during the last war and
who has served on the U. S. Aeronautical Committee for Aircraft
Safety, has
Mutual's
. war
coverage
staffjoined
as regular
aviation
news analyst. With Maj. Leonard
H. Nason and Paul Schubert, Army
and Navy analysts. Col. Kerwood
is heard frequently on MBS in programs summarizing the progress
of the war on land, sea and air.

Cited

Nations

by Jordan

MAX JORDAN, NBC Central
European representative, posed on
the dock rail at LaGuardia Airport
May 21, just before boarding a
Clipper to return to his duties
abroad. Jordan, who scored brilliantly in his coverage of the
Munich-Austrian crises and the
present war, had been in New York
and Washington for 10 days conferring with NBC officials.
but this is a rare occurence. As
long as he respects the taboos regarding future troop movements
and weather, and as long as he remains a neutral reporter and does
not become a critic of the authorities of the country from which he
is broadcasting, the American radio correspondent will generally
find himself given the fullest cooperation in getting his messages
on the air.
If he wants to do a three-minute or five-minute report as part of
a European roundup to be heard in
America in the late evening, a
dozen censors, technicians and
other broadcasting officials and employes will be kept on duty until
three or four in the morning to
make that possible, Dr. Jordan reported, and they will do it without
complaint and as a matter of
course. Foreign correspondents in
Germany are allowed to listen to
shortwave programs from America
and other European countries, he
said, although that act would bring
down manheavy
citizen. punishment on a GerMoscow, he stated, presents no
problem for the foreign broadcaster as the Soviet will not allow any
foreigner to broadcast from there,
so no one tries.
MBS has also added a third daily
period of AP news bulletins, which
are now broadcast at 11 a.m. and
6 and 10:15 p.m.
H. V. Kaltenborn, NBC's news
analyst, has added an afternoon
spot, 1:30-1:45, to his regular schedule, bringing his total to 11 broadcasts aweek on NBC-Red, including
his sustaining broadcasts and those
sponsored by the Pure Oil Co. This
new schedule, the most strenuous
he has ever attempted, has resulted
in the cancellation of Kaltenborn's
BROADCASTING

out-of-town lecture engagements
"for the duration". On NBC-Blue,
John Gunther now gives his expert
interpretation of the news each
evening at 10. John B. Kennedy has
been
added to NBC's staff of commentators.
Augmenting its European pickups at 8 a.m. and 7:15 p.m., NBC
has started a regular midnight
broadcast featuring William Hillman, chief of Collier's foreign bureau, from London, who is occasionally joined by correspondents in
other European capitals. Following the trans -Atlantic reports, Maj.
Gen. Stephen Fuqua, U. S. A. retired, reviews
the day's
military
maneuvers
for NBC
listeners.
Gen.
Fuqua was military observer for
the United States during the war
infantry.
in Spain and was formerly chief of
William Shirer, head of the CBS
Berlin staff, provided one of the
major highlights
radio's war from
coverage with his ofbroadcasts
Cologne and Aachen during three
days at the front with the German
Army. The night of May 21, Shirer
and press association correspondents were nearly bombed, when
British planes attempting to destroy a nearby military objective
dropped bombs as close as 400 yards
to the hotel in Aachen at which the
coi'respondents were staying.
Shirer saw first-line fighting at
the River Scheldt in Flanders, but
his strongest impression was the
lack of Allied bombing of Germanheld territory. "During my whole
three days at the front," he said on
May 23, "I did not see an Allied
plane
daytime."
Thoughat
Allied during
planesthedid
come over
night, he added, there was no evidence of any widespread damage in
the country he passed through. His
observations were widely quoted in
the American press.
Mann Back at Front
Arthur Mann, MBS correspondent in France with the British Expeditionary Force, was ordered
back to London by the British Government on May 21, apparently with
other correspondents, but has since
returned to the front. His eyewitness descriptions are recorded at
the front and shipped to London,
whence they are transmitted to
MBS and broadcast in this country
each Thursday at 9:15 p.m. Mutual
is continuing its rebroadcasts of
news in English from the various
foreign cities as a regular daily
event, broadcasting an average of
four or five such pickups a day.
An extra problem resulting from
the war, reported by CBS, is the
care of wives of its foreign staff
who want to bring their children
to America before they are caught
in actual warfare. Negotiations
have been going on to get passage
on either a boat or a Clipper for
Mrs. Shirer and her little girl and
for Mrs. Eric Sevareid, whose husband has been covering the French
and Belgian fronts for CBS, as well
as her twins, born only a few weeks
ago. Capture of Boulogne put an
end to early plans to have them embark from that city and now Mrs.
Sevareid hopes to leave on the
Italian liner Rex, when and if it
sails, while Mrs. Shirer is attempting to come over on the next Clipper. Janet Murrow, wife of Ed Marrow, CBS European chief stationed
in London, refuses to leave.
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Maybe it's the old-fashioned Dinner

every day except Sunday with 200 word

that calls them ... but it's DINNER
TIME on KFBI that sells them!

participating sales talks available (one
each day) for ^175.00 per month.
If you want to increase the sales of your

Les Jarvies, MC (and we don't
mean Member of Congress) rings the

product in Kansas and Oklahoma, if you

old dinner bell promptly at noon, people

are looking for new dealers for your

LISTEN!

And, the people who listen to

DINNER

BELL

product or if you want to sell by mail for
small cost . . .

TIME

on KFBI are the

Kansas and Oklahoma

people who can

and will buy your product ... if you tell
them about it.
DINNER

BELL

TIME

is a fast moving,

live talent variety show with a staff of

In short, IF YOU
KANSAS

AND

WANT

TO

OKLAHO/AA

SELL
. . .

HERE'S YOUR PROGRAM! It's DINNER BELL TIME on KFBI, WICHITA!

over twenty entertainers. There's MUSIC
from the Pioneers (male quartet), the
Plainsmen (staff orchestra), Frank Chiddix
at the console of the Hammond

Organ

and the Novachord, and a veritable parade
of specialty acts. There are GAGS
lore, WEATHER REPORTS,
RECT

TVie slogan made famous by
Les Jarvies in the middlewest
(or the part lO years.

TIME

DINNER

EVERY

BELL

ga-

and COR-

FIVE MINUTES.

TIME

is a full hour of

real entertainment from twelve to one
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Kansas
AfFiliated with Mutual Broadcasting System and
the Kansasby
State Network.
Represented
Howard H. Wilson Company.
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High Court Rules
On
Net Aflaiiates
Actiou Deemed to Hold They
Are Not Agents of Nets
VACATING the action of the Supreme Court of Washington State,
the U. S. Supreme Court May 27
remanded to that tribunal a case
involving the status of network affiliates as authorized agents of the
networks themselves. The ruling
was interpreted as meaning the
highest tribunal holds that affiliates
are not authorized agents by virtue
of the affiliation contract itself.
The court simply held that the
"cause has become moot and judgment of the Supreme Court of
Washington is vacated and the
cause is remanded for such proceedings as by that court may be
deemed appropriate without costs
to The
eitherWaldo
party in
this court."
Hospital
Assn. in
Seattle had brought suit against
KIRO, Seattle outlet of CBS, and
the network as its agent, because
of alleged slander grovwng out of a
program originated by KMOX,
CBS-owned station in St. Louis,
citing a purported fictitious hospital
called "Waldo Sanatarium" in a
program sponsored by Purina Mills.
The Seattle organization sued both
the network and the affiliate and
the State Supreme Court sustained
the contention of the Waldo Hospital.
CBS, in spite of the adjudication,
sought the Supreme Court review
on the jurisdictional ground alone,
contending that it could not be sued
intrastate since it does business in
interstate commerce. It challenged
the contention that affiliates serve
as agents of the network. The Supreme Court action was hailed by
CBS counsel as a "complete victory".
Second

Station Granted

Atlantic
City
by FCC
ATLANTIC CITY was assured a
second local station May 24 when
the FCC adopted as final its proposed findings of fact [Broadcasting, April 15] and entered an
order granting the application of
Neptune Broadcasting Co. for a
new station there to operate with
100 watts night and 250 day on
1420 kc. In its proposed findings
the FCC had rejected the objections of the recently authorized
WBAB, owned by the Atlantic City
Press - Union, which was based
largely on economic grounds, and
had also rejected objections of other
stations based on alleged interference.
The order gives the resort city
two local outlets to replace the old
WPG, former city-owned station,
which had been sold to Arde Bulova
and merged with his WOV, New
York, with which it had shared
1100 kc. WOV now operates fulltime
with 5,000 watts on 1100 kc. The
Neptune company consists of 11
stockholders, each owning 10 shares
and all identified with local businesses. President is P. Mortimer
Lewis, theatre man, and vice-president is Richard Endicott, manager
of the Atlantic City Steel Pier.
PRESIDENT Roosevelt's "fireside
chat" since
on preparedness
Maythem
26 was
his
14th
he originated
March
12, 1933. It was almost a year ago,
June 24, 1938, that he delivered his
13th.
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BANNERS of identification for the new five-station Kansas State Network, which started operation March 16 when it tied into MBS, recently
were given their first public showing by this pulchritudinous quintet from
WHB, Kansas City. The girls are (1 to r) Gwen Shugrue, Ruth Zielke, LaVeta Anderson, Virginia Woodard and Rose Wolfe, representing KTSW,
Emporia; KVGB, Great Bend; WHB; KSAL, Salina; KFBI, Wichita.
House

Deletes

WPA

Funds

for

Radio,

Threatening Federal Lse of Medium
Office of Education, which last year
By LEWIE V. GILPIN
CLOSING the door on the use of used $285,278 in emergency funds.
The ban aff'ects about 170 persons
emergency relief funds for Governin radio division work, and about 50
ment broadcasting activities, the in
the film service.
House on May 23 passed the 1940Under the second Government re41 relief appropriation bill, carryorganization plan of May 9, 1989,
ing a provision specifically prohibit- the Office of Government Reports
ing any use of WPA funds for radio in the Federal Security Agency sucbroadcasting. The prohibition
ceeded the former National Emerstrikes at the heart of the extengency Council organization, and
sive broadcast activities carried on the functions
of the film service
by the WPA organization itself, as and radio division
the NEC
well as the radio division of the were transferred to of
the Office of
Office of Education, both in Washremaining
superington headquarters and the field. Education,
vision of Pare
Lorentz under
and Robert
It also outlaws use of WPA funds I. Berger.
Under the revised setup,
for Government motion picture op- established program and production
erations. Although it was expected
the radio division rea strong fight for eliminating the activities mainedofin charge
of William D.
provision would be put up in the
as anddirector
pubSenate by Administration forces, no Boutwell, lications
exhibits ofof radio
the Office
word on disposition of the ques- of Education. Mr. Berger continued
tion by the Senate Appropriations
to function as nominal head of the
Committee, which held subcommittee hearings on the bill May 27 transferred NEC division, under
immediate supervision of Lowell
and 28, was available as Broad- the
Mellett, OGR director. His chief
casting went to press.
duties have been to act as GovernPrevious Rejection
ment radio coordinator and advisor.
The gathering Congressional senAlthough broadcasting, publication and motion picture activities of
timent against using relief moneys
for Government radio projects took various agencies and departments
of
the
Government have brought
definite shape earlier this year
when the House refused a proposal recurrent criticism from Administration opponents, centering largeto set up radio services of the Office of Education on a permanent
ly around
"propaganda"
charges,
funds
for
this
work have generally
civil service basis [Broadcasting,
April 1]. During House appropria- been made available in the agencies'
tions subcommittee hearings on lump appropriations, either through
the Federal Security Agency supply specific provision for radio activity
bill Feb. 20, operation of the Office or in general "public information."
The general prohibition is emof Education's radio department
substantially as an emergency projphasized by a further specific proect with relief funds brought blunt
vision naming the former NEC radio division and U. S. Film Service
comment from members on such
use of emergency appropriations. transferred to the Office of Education. The general proviso reads:
However, it was not indicated then
any such far-reaching ban as the "None of the funds made available
present amendment was in sight. shall be used (a) for the operation
The prohibition, unless deleted of any theatre project, (b) for the
or modified by the Senate, which operation of any project sponsored
solely for the Work Projects Adshould consider the WPA approministration, or(c) for radio broadpriation bill shortly, will knock the
casting or for the acquisition, renprops from under all Government
tal, or distribution of motion picradio activities except those proture films." The second provides:
vided for specifically in the appro"Except as authorized in this joint
priations of individual Government
resolution,
no allocation of funds
agencies — such as the Department
shall be made to any other Federal
of Agriculture, Federal Housing
agency from the appropriation in
Authority, Social Security Administration, Labor Department, Rural this joint resolution for any Fedagency. No such allocation
Electrification Administration, In- shall eral
be made for the exercise of
terior Department. Particularly it the functions
of the Radio Division
would eliminate the radio work caror the U. S. Film Service transried on independently by the WPA,
as well as the radio division of the
ferred to the Office of Education."
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Radio
Fly Sees
As War
Weapon
Terms It An Early Step in
Process of Subjugation
SEIZURE of the radio has been
an early step in the process of subjugation abroad,FlyFCC
Chairman
James Lawrence
observed
May
26 in supporting broadcasting by
the American plan.
Principal
speaker
the dedication of a new
radio atstudio
of the
University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, Mr. Fly declared that
"public education and an intelligent,
well-informed public opinion are
basic in our way of living and in
our process of Government." In
sharp contrast, under other systems "mental and spiritual subjugation have preceded the subjugation of peoples and the eventual
alignment with machines which
ruleTheby address
force," hewassaid.carried over
MBS from WRAL, Raleigh, and
also by CBS stations WBIG,
Greensboro, and WBT, Charlotte
Public Trust
He observed that rule by force
has not been accomplished internal
ly where there existed a free educa
tional system and the unfettered
means for the reception of information. Radio is not an instrumentali
ty for foisting upon the public the
particular sponsored religious or
political philosophy of any individual or group of individuals, Mr
Fly said. Describing the radio spectrum
"public
domain",
declared aasradio
frequency
is nothe sub
ject to ownership and therefore any
occupancy of the air waves is
charged with public trust,
Fly praisedin the
work"
of Mr.
broadcasters
the "great
presentation
of war news and commentaries
Pointing out that the reporting has
been balanced, Mr. Fly said that
editorial attitudes are seldom displayed by broadcasters. These services, he declared, "lead toward the
goal of a well-informed public — the
best informed public in the world."
Apropos television, Mr. Fly said
reception and experimentation are
advancing "and in a few years this
combination of sight and sound
may be expected in your homes."
Half

of Sets to Be

FM

By
THE 1945,
VIEW thatSays
withinCaldweU
five years
more than 50% of the receiving
sets in the United States will be
capable of tuning in FM is re
ported as a radio industry estimate
by the dealer trade journal, Radio
& Television Today, edited by 0. H.
Caldwell, former Federal radio
commissioner. This publication forecast 1,000,000 FM receiver sales
this year and 24,400,000 units with
in the next five years.
The retail price of receivers, it
was stated, will depend upon the
number built, with mass production
lowering costs to perhaps close to
the
of today's
high-quality
AM price
receivers.
Manufacturers
are
gearing themselves primarily to
produce combination FM and AM
sets, which are expected to be popular since most FM programs wil!
probably
emanate
broadcasting
studios from
whose existingowners
are far and away in the lead among
mitters.
the
applicants seeking FM trans• Broadcast
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"more

latitude

^^bringing

out subtle

filled with

'^versatile

of interpretation . . .

depth

differences

and

in melodies,

.

tone. .

voice, , .

"With the Novachord, I find more latitude of interpretation ... a much wider range of operation which
is invaluable in bringing out the subtle differences in melodies both classical and popular. Its versatile voice is like an artist's palette . . . lavish with color and shadings . . . all contributing to a finished
product filled with depth and tone. Thus, with the Novachord, each melody interpreted lives in the sur-

Dave Bacal — one of the first radio
artists to discover the Novachord . . ,
at WBBM, CBS Key Western Station . . .
and an outstanding enthusiast for this
"newest of musical instruments."

roundings inwhich it was born . . .beit a lush tropical tempo . . .or the stately grace of the minuet.
"Yours with appreciation,"
Dave Bacal

Your radio programs can make immediate . . . appealing . . . profitable use of the Hammond Novachord NOW. For this newest and
most versatile of musical instruments can give your programs
music that is actually new. It can give your musical talent a vast,
new range of expression that is simple and easy to use effectively.
And it can give you positive proof that: The Novachord in
Radio pays its way!

Hammond

Studios

New York— SO West 57th Street • Los Angeles—

Wilshire Boulevard

You play the Novachord's conventional keyboard as you would a piano. You produce
beautiful, piano-like tones. Then, turning the
Tone Selectors, you bring in musical effects of

Naturally, you'll have to see . . . hear . . . play the Hammond
Novachord to realize fully how it can be so valuable in radio.
Your own experience, however, will tell you that you can make
immediate profitable use of this amazingly versatile instrument
. . . that's so amazingly simple to play !
The Novachord looks like a piano, and it's played like a piano
... on a conventional keyboard. Then, as you turn the Tone
Selectors, you bring in beautiful, new, clear musical effects , . .
akin to the tones of violin, clarinet, string quartette, flute— and
actually dozens of others.
See . . . hear . . . play the Hammond Novachord at your nearest
Hammond dealer's. Or write for Novachord Achievements in
Radio. Address: Hammond Instrument Co., 2989 N. Western
Ave., Chicago. In Canada: Northern Electric Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Organ

muted trumpet, guitar, bass horn, 'cello and
dozens of others!
See . . . Hear . . . Play
The NE W Idea in music — by the Makers of the Hammond Organ I
HE

HAMMOND

I

at the Hammond Organ Studios, in the HAMMOND BLDG., 50 W. 57th St., New York

Adam

Hats

KROD

to Use

NBC's
Short wave
Waldorf - Astoria Hotel Also
Buys International Hookup
THIRD series of commercial shortwave broadcasts to Latin America
was contracted May 24 by Adam
Hats, New York, which will shortwave all outstanding prize fights
staged by Mike Jacobs and Madison Square Garden during the next
year over the combined beams of
NBC's two Latin American stations, WRCA and WNBL
Second sponsor was signed a few
days earlier when New York's Waldorf-Astoria Hotel contracted for a
half -hour musical program, 10:1510:45 p. m., Tuesdays, with a Spanish announcer. The Waldorf is the
first hotel to buy foreign time on
NBC and is doing so to attract
Latin American tourists in this
country, it is understood. Prominent
Latin Americans who are present
during the broadcast, for instance,
will be introduced or named on the
program.
The Adam Hats broadcasts will
be announced in Spanish by Buck
Canel and Alfredo Barrett, of NBC.
First fight will be shortwaved June
6 when Valentin Campolo of Argentina and Buddy Baer meet in
Madison Square Garden. At least
22 fights will be broadcast in the
series. Adam Hats has been sponsoring fights on NBC for three
years, during which time it has increased its retail outlets from 250
to 2,500.
Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey
sponsored the Louis-Godoy heavyweight championship fight last February and United Fruit Co. currently sponsors 15-minute newscasts in Spanish, seven nights a
week.
After the Louis-Godoy bout was
shortwaved to Latin America, NBC
received over 24,000 letters in
Spanish from scattered Latin
American points.
According to Lloyd P. Yandell,
director of NBC's international
commercial broadcasting service,
NBC is negotiating for a daily
shortwave program to be sponsored
by various film companies interested in the Latin American
market. Plans call for a half-hour
program seven times weekly for 52
weeks, with some devoted to general Hollywood shows with institutional advertising and others featuring major film releases.
It is understood the program material would originate in Hollywood, be transcribed and shipped
East for broadcast, and later sent
to South American stations for local release. Mr. Yandell stated that
details of the programs had not
been arranged and that nothing
further would be divulged before a
general meeting in mid-June.
UP-INS Invoke War Clauses
UNITED PRESS and International
News Service have invoked the war
clauses in their contracts with newspaper and radio subscribers, levying
assessments of 15% over base rates to
help defray greatly increased expenditures for war coverage. Last fall UP
added ascinded 12%%
but the
reitafter a assessment,
few weeks when
war entered its "quiet" stage. INS,
which last October levied a 15% assessment on its subscribers but later
reduced this fee to 7%%. has now restored it to the original figure.
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NO LESS a personage than Frank E. Gannett, candidate for the Republican presidential nomination, newspaper publisher and broadcast
station owner was on hand May 20 to congratulate Sol Paul, of Broadcasting News Service, on the inauguration of a new series of programs
titled Your Washingto7i Correspondent which began May 20 on WHEC,
Rochester. Rochester Gas & Electric Co. is sponsoring the weekly series
which embraces interviews with Rochester people in Washington public
life. Left to right are Mr. Paul; Harry P. Somerville, manager of the
Willard Hotel, a Rochester man; Susan B. Anthony, grand niece of the
suffrage leader, and Mr. Gannett. Interviewed in the first transcription,
in addition to Mr. Somerville and Miss Anthony, were Congressman
O'Brien, and former Rep. Meyer Jacobstein, now of Brookings Institution.
Mounds, 20 Grand Buy
West Coast News Series
PETER PAUL Inc., Naugatuck,
Conn., (Mounds candy bars and
Ten Crown gum), a heavy user of
Pacific Coast spot radio, through
Brisacher, Davis & Staff, San
Francisco, on July 15 starts for 52
weeks sponsoring Bob Garred Reporting, on three CBS California
stations (KNX KARM KSFO),
Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
4:45-4:55 p.m. (PST). Starting
Oct. 3, a Thursday broadcast will
be added to the schedule.
This is said to be the heaviest
radio advertising schedule undertaken in recent years on the West
Coast by a confectionery manufacturer.
Axton-Fisher Tobacco Co., Louisville (20 Grand cigarettes),
through McDougall & Weiss, Chicago, on May 20 started, for 18
weeks, sponsoring the night edition
of Boh Garred Reporting, on five
CBS Pacific Coast stations (KNX
KARM KSFO KIRO KVI), Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, 9:459:55 p.m. Knox Gelatine Co.,
Johnstown, N. Y. (Knox gelatin),
through Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
York, continues to sponsor the
morning edition of the news program on CBS Pacific Coast stations
(KNX KARM KSFO KOIN KIRO
KVI KFPY), Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday, 7:30-7:45 a.m. Bathasweet Corp., New York, through
H. M. Kiesewetter Adv. Agency,
that city, is sponsoring the broadcasts on the same stations, Tuesday and Thursday, 7:30-7:45 a. m.
Truck Group's Project
AMERICAN TRUCKING ASSN.,
New York, in line with its augmented public relations campaign,
has appointed Blow Co., New York,
to handle its advertising. The agency, most of whose accounts use radio to a large extent, stated that
radio would probably be used for
ATA, but that no plans will be
made until extensive surveys and
pieliminary conferences with ATA
officials are held.

Castleberry's Hookup
USING a special 16-station Southern hookup, Castleberry's Food Co.,
Augusta, Ga., has started sponsoring the weekly variety hour. Castleberry Capers, originated by WGST,
Atlanta. Placed through NachmanRhodes Agency, Augusta, the show
is written and produced by Don
Naylor, of WGST. Built around a
weekly jingle contest, with nine radios or watches as prizes, talent includes an orchestra, two hillbilly
bands, and songs by Frances
Miller, Dan Hornsby and Naylor,
with Frank Gaither as m.c. The
four-state hookup, carrying the feature Saturdays, 9-10 a.m., includes
WGST, Atlanta; WGAU, Athens;
WRDW, Augusta; WRBL, Columbus; WMAZ, Macon; WKEU,
Griffin; WIS, Columbia; WTMA,
Charleston; WFBC, Greenville;
WOLS, Florence; WISE, Asheville;
V/SOC, Charlotte; WBIG, Greensboro; WPTF, Raleigh; WBRC,
Birmingham; WSFA, Montgomery.
Tydol's GE Shortwave
TIDE WATER ASSOCIATED
OIL Co., New York, to promote
foreign distribution of its industrial lubricants, is sponsoring two
quarter-hour programs weekly for
26 weeks on the General Electric
Co.'s shortwave station WGEO.
According to the G. M. Basford Co.,
New York agency handling Tide
Water's foreign advertising, the
programs, heard Wednesdays and
Sundays at 7:45 p.m., are shortwaved to South America, and also
rebroadcast on some Latin American stations. The Wednesday programchestra
features
Xavier Cugat's Orand the
Sunday Musical
Moments program presents music
by Rosario Bourbon's Orchestra.
The oil company is understood to
be the first advertiser, outside of
General Electric itself, to use
WGEO commercially.
BROADCASTING
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El

Paso

Debuts, Joins CBS
ITS STAFF completed, the new
KROD, El Paso, was to join CBS
on the day of its inauguration June
1, affiliating
withandthat
network's
Mountain
Group
becoming
its
119th outlet. In a letter to the
trade, William C. Gittinger, CBS
sales vice-president, announced the
affiliation and stated that KROD
will be offered at a base evening
rate of $125 per hour. The station,
250 watts fulltime on 1500 kc, is
licensed to Dorrance D. Roderick,
publisher of the El Paso Times,
and has been housed in a modern
building of its own [Broadcasting, May 15]. It uses RCA equipment and 334-foot Truscon radiator. The entire plant represented
an outlay of $100,000.
Mr. Roderick, long prominent in
Texas newspaper circles, who also
is business manager of the ScrippsHoward newspaper interests in El
Paso, publishing
Paso asHerald-Post from the the
sameEl plant
his
Times, will be general supervisor of
operations. He has appointed Merle
H. Tucker as general manager. Mr.
Tucker has worked on the KROD
project since last Jan. 1, before
which he was manager of KSAL,
Salina, Kan. He is a native of
Fort Worth, where he started in
radio with WBAP, later working
successively for WLW, Cincinnati;
WLAP, Lexington, Ky.; WAVE,
Louisville, and, before going to
KSAL, as radio director of the
1936 Texas Centennial and the
Frontier Fiesta in Fort Worth.
Dow Ben Roush, recently manager of KTUC,
Tucson, isP.commercial
manager; Edward
Talbot,
former chief engineer of KOB, Albuquerque, and recently handling
radio installations at Fort Bliss for
the War Dept., chief engineer; H.
Arthur Brown, director of the El
Paso Symphony Orchestra since
1930, musical director; William Jolesch, recently with WBAP, Fort
Worth, continuity editor and publicity director; Woody Fagette, native of London and former newspaper advertising salesman, salesman; Raymond L. Kerrick, of
Phoenix,merlysalesman;
Kiersey,
forwith KTHS, Al Hot
Springs,
KWFT, Wichita Falls, and WAPO,
Chattanooga announcer and newscaster; J. Morrison Qualtrough, of
El Paso, announcer; Mrs. John
Fairley, secretary.
Mr. Brown was to direct the El
Paso Symphony in an inaugural
broadcast on
JuneCBS.
1 with a half-hour
scheduled
Taystee Campaign
PURITY BAKERIES Corp., Chicago (Taystee bread), has started
a campaign of 23 quarter-hours
weekly tractonfor 36
WHN,
Newschedules
York. Conweeks
six
broadcasts weekly on each of three
participation programs, Byron
Hour, Houseivives Prom, Early
Bird Hour, and a transcribed serial,
Toby's Corntussel News, heard
Monday through Friday. Deal was
set by Hal Makelim, Chicago manager of Minneapolis
WHN, through
CampbellMithun,
agency.
HOLLAND'S
international
shortwave
stations at Hilversum.
PCJ and
PCJ2.
noted particularly for the voice of
Edward guages,
Startz,
man of many
lanand broadcasting
regularly
towards the United States, have been
silent since May 7 due to the Nazi
invasion. Startz's fate is unreported
• Broadcast

Advertising

Charlie McCarthy and
Edgar Bergen
Jack Benny —
Bing Crosby
Fibber McGee and
Molly
^
Bob Hope
-{^
Fitch Bandwagon —

Kyser's Musical
Kay
Klass
Good News of 1940
One Man's Family ^
Fred Allen
Pot O' Gold

^

TheTelephone Hour-sV
The Voice of Firestone
Tommy Riggs— Betty
Lou
Battle of the Sexes
Manhattan Merry-GoRound
"iV
American Album of
Familiar Music -k
Dr. I. Q.
^
Uncle Walter's
"s^r
Doghouse
Hollywood. Playhouse
Cities Service Concert

ng's
Pepper
ly
miYou
Fa
Ma Perkins.

Johnny Presents -k
Alec Templeton Time
Mr. District Attorney
What's My Name — k
Waltztime
The Guiding Light
The Story of
Mary Marlin
^
The Woman in White
By Kathleen Norris k
Vic and Sade
-k
I Love a Mystery k
Fred Waring
k

The

greatest

radio

schedule

tionably attract the

Citlea^

of programs

greatest

tfls &pt

number

in the world

of listeners

will unques-

in any

....

50,000 WATTS-670 KC. CHICAGO KEY
STATION OF N B C RED NETWORK

market,

Hal Burnett Is Appointed
To Direct New WGTC;
Other Personnel Named
HAL BURNETT, formerly with
CBS in Chicago, has resigned from
the radio staff of Neisser-Meyerhoff, Chicago agency, to become
supervising manager of WGTC,
new local in
Greenville, N. C.
Owned by Julian
^ H*- jtf J. White, Green^¥ ville real estate,
insurance and automobile dealer,
WGTC is scheduled to begin operation early in
u.irnott j^^^^
Mr.
Mr Burnett
^^^^ 250
watts on 1500 kc.
Other staff appointments include
J. W. Kirkpatrick, in charge of
sales activities; Jack Holbrook,
formerly of WDGY, Minneapolis,
WHIP, Hammond, Ind., and KYSM,
Mankato, Minn., program director;
W. E. Eberhart, formerly of KPVD,
Fort Dodge, la., and KYSM, chief
engineer. WGTC has installed RCA
transmitting, studio, recording and
monitoring equipment. Full leasedwire UP news service also has been
contracted.
Mr. Burnett joined CBS in 1933
in charge of the Chicago bureau
of its news service. During six
years with the network he served
as director of its broadcasts from
the Century of Progress, as secretary to H. Leslie Atlass, CBS vicepresident, and as public relations
and special events director of
WBBM and CBS in Chicago. He left
CBS last September to join WISN,
Milwaukee, as merchandising and
promotion manager. After three
months he joined Neisser-Meyerhoff as advance talent scout on the
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Spreading New
England's
Fame series over the
Yankee Network.

TELEGENIC trio are these three winners in the "Miss RCA Television"
contest, chosen by NBC's television audience to preside over the RCA
television demonstrations at the New York World's Fair this summer. At
left are (1 to r) Patricia Fitzgerald, of New York and Patricia Murray,
of Philadelphia. The third winner, Starr Martin, of Winston-Salem,
N. C, is shown at right aboard the President Roosevelt looking at a video
receiver, shortly after she learned by television, the news of her victory.
VIDEO

SEEN

230

MILES

AT

SEA

Clear, Steady Images Picked up During Test

^Voyage/ Misses Television Selected
NBC television engineers returning more than 100 miles from the transfrom a demonstration of television
mitter. Programs also were transin Bermuda on the liner President
mitted from an improvised studio
on
the
forward
deck of the ship for
Roosevelt May 15 were as amazed
as the other passengers when clear the entertainment of the passenand steady television images were
gers. nessed
At Hamilton,
Bermudians wittheir first demonstration
of
picked up more than 230 miles at
television.
sea of the program being telecast
An additional highlight of the
from NBC's television station in
New York, W2XBS. It is believed trip was that Starr Martin, one of
by NBC engineers that the feat set the contestants in the "Miss RCA
a new record for clear and steady Television" contest, was aboard the
reception, and that further experi- ship as a strations
participant
the she
demonand learned inthat
was
ment might establish definitely that
one
of
the
contest
winners
while
distant reception at sea would be
of consistently good quality.
watching
theconclusion
record-breaking
telecast. At the
of the NBC
The images seen were slightly
Ray Forrest, the an"grainy" in texture, it was re- program, nouncer,
appeared on the screen
ported, probably due to the fact with the news of the three winners,
that electrical impulses reaching Miss Martin, Patricia Fitzgerald
the ship were weak. Although the
Murray, who were sevessel was far below the horizon as and Patricia
TWO DAY SERIALS
lected by the television audience to
seen from the transmitting antenna
"Miss Television"
at the
STARTED BYP&G
atop the Empire State Building, a typify
RCA television
demonstrations
at
wave refracted in the atmosphere
the
World's
Fair.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cinship's anreach the
easily
cinnati, on May 27 started sponsor- might tenna,
the engineers
believe.
ing of two daytime serials, Woman
Monopoly Report
in White, for Camay soap and Lone
The reception record was the
(Continued from page 20)
highlight of a television voyage
Journey for Dreft, both on NBCRed. Woman in White, placed by sponsored jointly by RCA and the
Pedler & Ryan, New York, and U. S. Lines with the cooperation of at the next meeting of the Commis ion Ishall formally move that
formerly sponsored by Pillsbury the American Express Co. On the
the report be submitted to the Coms
Flour, is now heard Mondays
voyage to Bermuda, ofthetheengineer
mission and submitted to Congress
opening
tuned in the telecast
through Fridays at 11 a.m. (CDST).
Irna Phillips is the author.
Fair May
York World's
New
the
of
as you request."
Well-known radio script writer, 11 and that evening a film program
Sees 'Deliberate Delay'
Miss Phillips on May 30 celebrated was received up to a distance of
After reading the Payne letter.
her tenth anniversary as a radio
serial writer. Currently she is the
Sen. Tobey
that "this
morning
(Mayremarked
15) Commissioner
author of four serials, all sponsored
Boon to Patients
by Proctor & Gamble Co.: Guiding
Payne's
secretary
[Abraham
Miller] came to my office and advised
Light (White Naptha soap) NBC;
me
that
he
had
been
advised
by
RADIO was termed "one of
The Road of Life (Chipso) NBC
the most important factors in
counsel for the Commission that
(Carehabilitation of the chronic
and CBS; Woman in White
the report would
fromcommittee
the submay), and Right to Happiness
com it e to the go
whole
patient" in the five-year re(Ivory soap) CBS.
port of Montefiore Hospital
in
a
few
days.
I
put
an
asterisk
for Chronic Diseases, New
Lone Journey, a new show writafter
that
statement,
however
— a
curten by Sandra Michael, whoStorm
York. To the Montefiore pamental asterisk — and if you will
rently writes Against the
tient, whose average stay at
look
at
the
bottom
of
the
page,
for the same sponsor, is heard by
the hospital is six months,
you will find the words 'important,
transcription on several stations
radio provides a "feeling of
in addition to the present small
unity
and
purpose
with
the
"Men who have closely followed
network of KSTP WHO WOW
ifthetrue'.
activities of the FCC have adoutside world", the report
WDAF WGBF WDAY KVOO
stated. Most popular network
vised that orders have been given
WKY WBAP KPRC WOAI KGNC.
programs, according to a poll
against
public releasing of the reNetwork broadcast time is 10:15
of the shut-in patients, are
port and that this is in marked
contrast
to the way other similar
a.m. (CDST) with WMAQ5:15carryAmeriPlease,
Information
p.m.
ing a rebroadcast at
ca's Town Meeting of the Air,
matters
have
been treated," Sen.
Chicat,
&Hummer
Lux Radio Theatre and Good
Blackett-Sample
Tobey continued. "The subcommitNews.
go, handles this account. Both protees which conducted the superoriginate in the NBC-Chipower and television studies were
studios.
cagograms
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permitted to make known their
findings at the time they were
turned in to the full membership.
It has been said that the President
has given assurance that he will
not allow the report to be made
public without his approval. It is
pointed out that much of the data
compiled in the report will be out
of date by the time it is released.
Eighteen months after the hearings
began, of course they will be out of
date.
"I am advised by several sources
that it is the intention of the subcom it e torender its report without any recommendations whatever. What courage, what great
judgment for a committee of a
great bureau of this Government
to put out a mendation.
report
without
recom-in
Are there
no guts
these committees ? I demand action
and recommendation. That is what
we "Here
pay them
for. a situation where
we have
the Congress, two years ago, was
urged not to conduct an investigation on the ground it would be a duplication of the activities of the
FCC. Eighteen months ago, and
twice since that time, members of
the Commission have assured Congress that the report would be
ready within 60 days. The whole
thing has been a mockery. A simple and reasonable question we put
to each member of the Commission
two weeks ago as to what each
member would do to get the report
presented to the Congress at once.
A majority of the members of the
Commission did not choose to answer or acknowledge this letter.
This unusual delay, in hght of the
assurances of the Commissioners,
indicates very strongly that the report is being deliberately held up."
WPID, PETERSBURG
TO START JUNE 5
WITH EXECUTIVE personnel appointments completed, the new
WPID, Petersburg, Va., plans to
begin operations June 5, it was
announced May 27 by Lee Chadwick, station manager.
E. B. Pickard, of the sales staff
of WTAR, Norfolk, sister station,
has joined WPID as sales manager.
Harry Roberts will assist in sales
and station promotion. Ben Miller,
with the radio department of
Young & Rubicam for six years,
has been named program director
and Leslie Byrl Ryder, formerly of
WJSV, Washington, and KOY,
Phoenix, becomes production manAnnouncers are Howard Hamrick,
ager. formerly of WRAL, Raleigh,
and Edward Burch, well-known
Virginia sports announcer. The operating staff is headed by Elmo
Cronk,
formerly with WTAR, and
Mattingly.
includes
Howard Powell and R. C.
WPID is RCA equipped, and operates with 250 watts on 1210 kc.
It is owned by the same interests
that operate WTAR. The station is
licensed to the Petersburg Newspaper Corp., publishers of the eveProgress-Index.
ning and Sunday
Transradio
news has been contracted.
EXPERIMENT of the New York
World Fair of reproducing the hourly
news summaries of WINS, New York,
on its loud-speaker system throughout
the Fair grounds, was dropped after a
deofficials
Fair were
trial,
two-daycided that
mostwhen
fairgoers
trying
to forget the war.
• Broadcast

Advertising

ic Only CBS outlet serving the "Real Southwest"
5th largest market in the nation's biggest state
Complete Merchandizing and Promotion Department
Finest new studio building in the Southwest
ic RCA deluxe equipment throughout- — Truscon Radiator
17 acre ground system
Dorrance Roderick
Merle H. Tucker
President
General Manager
Represented
by Howard
H. Wilson Company

E observance
INDUSTRY - WID
of the NAB-sponsored Radio
Festival, with the majority of
stations throughout the country planning to observe the event
early in June, has prompted a
large number of novel merchandising and promotion projects. Although the exact number of cooperating stations has not been compiled by the NAB, responses reaching Arthur Stringer, of the NAB
headquarter staff in Washington,
indicate almost universal observance of the open house week, either
in May or June [Broadcasting,
May 1, 15].
Latest promotions by individual
stations, aside from the local and
national essay competition and general open house, include hat and
glove sets designed for WOR, Newark, by Pegeen Fitzgerald, to commemorate the event. WOR also is
making reconditioned radio sets
available to hospital shut-ins in the
station's
area through cooperation
with
servicemen.
KSO-KRNT, Des Moines, are
planning a gigantic picnic for local
listeners on June 2 which will highlight radio acts, baseball games,
fireworks and free midway entertainment. The stations also are giving away a radio a day during
Radio Festival week.
Oklahoma City stations — WKY,
KOCY, KOMA, KTOK— are cooperating in producing a free threehour radio show at the Municipal
Auditorium. The Sunday Oklahoman also issued a special section
preceding Festival week, and local
merchants cooperated in promotion
through displays.
* * *
Search for a Name
TO FIND a name for its new
home carton, Peter Doelger Brewing Corp., Harrison, N. J., is cong amonth'sannouncements
contest through
June 15 ductinusing
on
the 21 sports, news and musical
programs which it sponsors weekly
on WHN, New York. No evidence
of purchase is required with each
entry, the winner to receive two
12-day all-expense trips to Bermuda. Agency in charge is Atherton & Currier, New York,
4< * «
Flame From Pittsburgh
TO THOSE in the trade who received souvenir cigarette lighters
from the station at Christmas,
Sherman D. Gregory, general manager of KDKA, Pittsburgh, recently sent a can of Esso lighter
fluid, delivered by messenger. In
the package were a sample of Atlantic spot remover and merchandising cards with a station tiein.
* * *
Calling Card
THROUGH personal visits by
Barron Howard, business manager of the station, WRVA, Richmond, Va., is presenting a new 20page promotion piece to agencies
and advertisers in six states in the
WRVA service area. In text and
chart form the presentation highlights WRVA program and promotional activities and results of
listener surveys.
Fan That Folds
AS A SUMMER business promotion R. A. Ruppert, sales promotion
manager of WSAI, Cincinnati, has
sent a folding fan to the trade. The
personal letter accompanying the
fan asks for continued effort on
behalf of WSAI and explains that
the fan is furnished to cool off in
case such efforts bring heat.
Page 34
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Time for Space
WPEN, Philadelphia, has concluded arrangements for a second
time-for-space swap with a local
foreign-language newspaper, the
Jewish Morning Journal. The newsMore Fetes — Gregory's Oil — Proud of Awards —
paper will use seven spot announcePlug for Plug — Gift From Jimmy
ments weekly, paying off in agate
lines. A similar tie was made at the
beginning of the year with the
Free Radios
Recipe Prizes
Jewish Daily Forward. While pracLAWDRON CHEMICAL Co., Los FIVE Farnsworth midget receivers
tically every local station has some
sort of a space swap with the EngAngeles (Di-Mon-Glo wax), on are given away daily by WFIL,
lish-language dailies, WPEN is the
May 28 started a thrice-weekly
Philadelphia, in its redesigned
deals to the forquarter-hour mid-afternoon womWFIL Radio Awards promotion. first to extend eigto
n-language field.
an's
program,
Chej
Milani's
Recipe
to build listening audiKitchen Party, on KFI, that city. Designed
* * *
ence, listeners are invited via spot
Contract is for 13 weeks, and pro- announcements five times daily to
Once
a Year
gram features Chef Milani in menu
information and recipes, with Jack answer three questions based on AN "anniversary request" plan bestation's programs during the
Burnett, pianist-singer, as Sunny the
gun a year
ago by WTMJ,
waukee, in connection
with its MilTop
Jim, the Handy Man of the Kitchen. preceding two hours. Best letters
correct answers, tell- o' the Morning participating show
Firm is also sponsoring the same accompanying
ing
briefly
which
WFIL
program
program three mornings weekly on was liked best and why, win radios. has started to bear fruit. In May,
KFWB, Hollywood. To merchandise
1939, WTMJ began keeping a record
The new form for the promotion
the series a total of $50 weekly is was
put into operation May 27 of anniversaries of persons sending
being awarded on each station for
in requests for musical numbers on
after its original
Pot o' Goldby type
best recipes submitted by listeners. format
been questioned
the the program. As anniversaries roll
First three prizes are $10, $5, and FCC on had
around this year the station mails a
lottery grounds.
$3, with dollar bills awarded to 32
congratulatory card carrying a
senders of other recipes. Besides
displays in grocery and drug stores,
sketch ofrooster
the official
o' the
Upward Go the Prizes
Morning
and theTop
signature
other dealer tie-in promotions for
of
Bill
Evans,
m.c.
of
the
program.
the programs include counter cards, LISTENER response on the Illinois Meat Co. (Redi-Meat) show,
window and clothes-line banners,
* * *
and newspaper space. Darwin H. Play Broadcast, heard over WGN,
Sales Continuity
Clark Adv. Agency, Los Angeles,
Chicago, Mondays 8-8:30 p.m., has
has the account.
been so gratifying that sponsor has LATEST promotion piece of WSM,
*
* *
upped first prize from $75 to $150 Nashville, is the script for a simulated broadcast in which a WSM
Recipe Prizes
with second and third prizes inTO STIMULATE interest in the
creased accordingly. In addition, announcer in a two-way exchange
five - weekly participating Home250 others of $1 are offered. Con- with an advertiser answers the advertisers' queries to finally present
testants are asked to fill cards obmakers' Hour on WLS, Chicago,
tained from dealers the names of the station's sales story. The conduring the summer months, Harriet Hester, conductor of the pro- prominent people from hints given
for "An isAdvertiser's
Dreamon
Comes tinuity
True"
mimeographed
gram, is offering weekly prizes for on the show. These hints are sometimes dramatic bits depicting events regular script sheets, with the adfavorite recipes sent by listeners.
vertiser's name and cues typed in
in the lives of the characters or
No limit has been set on the numred ink.
ber of prizes given each week. tions.
* * *
they
may
be
given
by
voice
imitaThose standing the actual baking or
*
* *
cooking test by Miss Hester are reShell Sales Meeting
warded. Different recipes are called
NBC's Awards
SHELL OIL Co., San Francisco
for each week.
NBC has issued two promotion
(gas and oil) on May 14 purchased
WCCO-Tourist Stunt
pieces telling about NBC programs
Don Lee-Muon 32
quarter-hour
a
tual Pacific Coast
stations
to conMINNESOTA State Tourist Bu- or personalities winning mention
duct
a
coastwise
sales
meeting.
in
recent
polls.
One
is
a
four-page
reau is sending out specially printed copies of the news schedule of brochure with a cover simulating The broadcast originated at KFRC,
San Francisco, 6:30-6:45 a.m.
WCCO, Minneapolis, to more than that of Movie & Radio Guide magazine. Second folder lists the nine out
2,000 Minnesota resorts for the
(PST) The account was handled
convenience of resort owners and of 15 awards given NBC at the 11th through J. Walter Thompson Co.,
San
Francisco.:te :|< *
their guests. Printed on birch-like Institute for Education by Radio
[Broadcasting,
May
15],
with
an
paper in rustic type, they are post- insert describing awards granted
ed on bulletin boards of lodges and
Summer Chart
in guest cabins.
NBC by women's organizations.
E. P. H. JAMES, NBC advertising
a chart diprepared
manager,viding thehas
United
States into five
"summertime" zones for use by radio and advertising executives during the bewildered period of Daystalightare indicated
Savings Time.on All
tions
the NBC
map with
the city in which they are located.
* * *
Fresno Tips
V S W'i'.-t.Wf! <'
,-0-.
Cal., recently effectFresno,
KARM,
ed a tie-up
vdth the Fresno Guide,
weekissued twice
guidecirculation.
a shopping
ly with 39,000
Manager
Jerry Kilgore writs a colurnn on
"Jericho",
nameoutstanding
the pen to
under
radio
calling
attention
features on KARM and gossip of
the microphone personalities.
BROCHURES
STREET scenes like these in Cincinnati and Harrisburg, Pa., demonstrate
the merchandising possibilities of war news broadcasts. The throng at
left is gathered before the window of WCPO, Cincinnati, to peruse
posted news bulletins supplementing the station's newscasts. The display
at right, arranged by WHP, Harrisburg, in the downtown Bond Store,
called teletype
attentionandto other
Bond'sstudio
Breakfast
Bulletins The
through
news
paraphernalia.
exhibitthewasoperating
kept in
the window for a week and proved a real attention-getter, WHP declared.
BROADCASTING

FileM. — data,
s on N.
KGGM,
size
sales Albuquer
prospectuque,
market
facilities, coverage and testimonials,
individually addressed to the trade.
WJSV, Washington — 16-page folder
"Second Edition Quiz — For the ColorBlind",
featuring
with the
correctvarious
answerquestions
always
WJSV, printed in blue.
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KL
The

Voice

PUBLIC

of

SERVANTS

in

Denver

Colorado's public interest, convenience and necessity are served when the
number 1 pubUc figures meet the number 1
microphone of the area. For fast, authentic news from the poHtical front, KLZ
stands unchallenged as the top-ranking
station in the Denver-Rocky Mountain
area. It has brought such names as Roosevelt, Dewey, McNutt, Gannett, Landon
and Perkins before its microphones for
discussions of national issues. It has long
been the choice of the prominent Colorado
officials as the one station for effectively
talking to the mass of the state's population. It has, through its own statewide network of specially developed information
pipelines, scored beat after beat over every
other news source on local and state
elections.

COLORADO'S APPRECIATION OF KLZ is
vividly expressed by the state's Governor Ralph
L. Carr, who recently wrote the Columbia Broadcasting System: "KLZ is one of the finest agencies
for the promulgation of good in this part of the
world. The Rocky Mountain area is proud of
your Denver outlet."

en^vet
CBS Affiliate — 560 Kilocycles
Affiliated in Management
AND

WKY

Oklahoma

with

The

City — Represented

Oklahoma
by

the

Publishing
Katz

Company

Agency,

Inc.

else

What

Spot

radio's

would

greatest

success

story

expect?

you

WHAT

else would you expect? People get program ideas. . .lots of them, all

of the time. Some
grams that send CAB

lack merit but many

are developed into the sort of pro-

reports skyward. And, since this is a big country — smce most

of our population live outside New York and Chicago and Hollywood — there's one
logical place for people to take their program ideas. To the nearest radio station that is
owned

or operated by a network. There they receive expert advice, competent criticism and, if their ideas are good, a show so well directed and produced that, from

that point on, it's an easy road to the network.
That's what happens all of the time. A young lawyer down

South thought he had

something to offer the radio audience. He went to the network-owned
town — Columbia's

WBT.

station in his

They had faith in him, put him on the air. Thence

he

progressed from a discussion of the Constitution to news reporting and, finally, to
news analysis. His Crossley rating persuaded a cigarette manufacturer
him. Three programs

to sponsor

a week. In eight weeks, they stepped it up to six a week. A

few weeks later they reported, "He's pulled our sales picture out of shape — with the
way he's jumped

sales in his territory." And signed a six a week, 52 week contract.

A young newspaper

man had a program idea. He talked it over with his home-town

station — Columbia's WJSV

in Washington. And out of it grew "Professor Quiz",

one of the great network successes of our time!
An agricultural journalist and the KMOX

program

department developed an

idea for making radio one of the most valuable "farm journals" in existence. Out
of it grew the "Country Journal", so successful on KMOX
that it has since
become a favored CBS network feature all over the country.

The "clearing house" for the ideas, the plans, the successful experiences of Columbiaoperated stations is Radio

Sales, a major

division of CBS

... a division that

concerns itself solely with "spot radio". Radio Sales represents the eight Columbiaoperated stations around the country plus one affiliate (WAPI) and three regional
networks . . . Columbia

California, Columbia

New

England

and Columbia

Pacific.

With Radio Sales offices located conveniently across the continent— with Radio Sales
stations located in the major markets of America— the service of Radio Sales is available to every advertiser and every agency — in the development

of any plans for

"spot radio" anywhere.
Radio Sales' business is radio. Successful radio is their sole concern. The vast experience of Radio Sales — and of these important integral units that it represents — is one
of the most important sources in radio for the development

of sound plans and

successful ideas . . . frequently, ideas that already have been proved in use.

For

example:

Bottler

Case "A from
KMOX,
St Louis

ou can't find a
more
highly
Y

sonal product, each month

has shown a

big gain over the same month of the pre-

competitive prod^
uct in the entire St. Louis market than

ceding year. 289 programs ago, the product was sixth in its class in St. Louis sales.

the one sold by this client. He bought a

Today finds it lifted to a lofty position,

live variety program, built and recom-

threatening

mended by KMOX.

A show

the lead of the strongly

which

entrenched best and second selling com-

today features a parade of top-ranking

petitors. And the client advises that the

sales

major share of credit for results obtained

increases have followed in a steady up-

is due to KMOX... the powerful voice

swing since the first broadcast, twenty

for 2,500,000 radio listeners in the rich
Missouri Valley.

stars of stage and radio. Phenomenal

months ago. Although

a somewhat

sea-

Case ''B'Jrom

Furniture

KNX,

THE Coast's largest furniture store,
in Los Angeles, a consistent user

August, 1939, has
never since been off

of other media, sought the advice of

the

KNX,

1940, ended with a 100%

Los x'^ngeles, for a program that

would build prestige and stimulate sales.
The Program Department
Workshop

of Columbia's

in the West — key point for

CBS West Coast originations— devised a
program

that was woven

into the tex^

ture of the client's business. It was a simple, three-times-a-week daytime feature

LJ:

air. March,
increase over

the year before in the number of prospect
cards turned in to the store. The client
reports added

business of $16,000 a

month due solely to the program. A survey among the store's cash customers
disclosed that 58% of them listen to
this KNX

origination. When

a station is

the favorite voice of three and one half

called "Backgrounds for Living", a discussion of home planning and home

million people as is KNX,

beauty. The

planning becomes especially significant.

"test program"

Dru2^

started in

such program

Case "C'*from
WABC, New York

Stores

A MAJOR retail chain, which never
before used radio, sought the

Every

item mentioned increased in

sales from three to

advice of Wx'\BC, New "ibrk, on how
radio could stimulate sales and build

ten times! As the client expanded

traffic. Out of a study of the store's problems, aWABC originated program was

product appeal, store-wide sales soared.
And his 13 -week trial has extended 64

suggested. Three

consecutive weeks! Survey after survey

times a week, in the

his

very early morning, this advertiser went

has proved that WABC

on the air. The very first broadcast —
which concentrated on fountain items

and best liked station in its 15,000,000

and luncheon specials — showed

results.

Los Angeles

is the best known

population service area. Intelligent programming has done its part.

Foods

Case **D" from
WAPL

Birmingham

NE of the leadi n g model
kitchens in radio is
operated by WAP

I, Birmingham.

a unique program

It is

idea with so many

estirig was the report of a local coffee
roaster who, despite the gigantic competition ofnational and local brands,
reports, "After consulting your Program
Department

angles and so many "plusses" that this

Kitchen as you suggested, our coffee sales

Bir-

are greater this year than in any previous

mingham grocery sales sky-rocket whenever a sponsor utilized WAP I Model

year in our history," Birmingham is a
rich, concentrated industrial market.

original program

idea has made

Electric Kitchen facilities. Testimonials

WAP

and sales records from various food manufacturers are voluminous.

Most inter-

I, with one of the most active Program Departments in the South, makes

the most of its opportunities.

Pianos

Case *'E"from
WBBM,

and going on the Electric

Chicago

N 193 3, it was

ized not only in Chicago, but in other

difficult to give

cities around the country where the client

pianos away, no less
sell them.

A

had retail stores. In Chicago alone, even

hopeful manufacturer

though the store is way outside the shop-

for advice. Colum-

ping district, their Christmas, 1938 sales

approached WBBM

bia's key station in Chicago thought the
problem out. They devised a unique program that would provide mass entertainment and still sample the pianos which
this manufacturer

were

greater than those of all Loop

music and department ^iov&?<' combmed.
The client today spends 90% of his
appropriation on radio. Tilling a good

offered for sale. The

story well is a specialty of this Columbia

thirteen-week test has stretched to seven

key station . . . serving ten million people

solid years. The program idea was util-

in five Mid-western

States.

Drugs

Case ''F**from
WBZ
Charlotte

problem^ but not too tough

19 3 8 brought

for Columbia's station, in the deep

26,028, each with

A TOUGH

South -WBT,
manufacturer

Charlotte. A big drug
wanted sales, wanted lots

of them, and wanted proof of it. He laid
the problem in WBT's lap. A program
attuned to the market was devised by
WBT.

It is now in its fifth year and the

mail rolls in without

proof of purchase.
Another demonstration of the unswerving loyalty of Carolinans— three million
of them — to the entertainment and service that WBT

alone affords! Another

proof of WBT's

ability to conceive, plan

a stop but with

and produce programs so closely attuned

proof of purchase. Ten thousand letters

to Carolinans' interest that results always
exceed expectations!

a month. And a special offer in February,

Case ''G" from
WCCO,

Coffee

Minneapolis-

\

St. Paul

biggest program organization
THE
in the Northwest — one of the biggest in America— is the WCCO

Artists

Bureau in Minneapolis. A wholesale grocer asked the station for an idea to sell its
line of groceries, particularly to sell its
coffee. The Artists Bureau and the Program Department got together, proposed
a ten-minute program on Saturday mornings. After only seven weeks, the advertiser's agency sent a questionnaire to key
ers
groc
in the Twin Cities and the

Northwest.
asked

what

They
the

trend of the client's
coffee sales had been. And
seven Saturdays on WCCO,

after only
4 out of

every 5 dealers reported "sales are up."
Another illustration of how sixteen years
of effective programming

has won

a

special place for WCCO in the hearts
of almost four million Northwesterners,
not alone in the urban Twin

Cities but

in the rural Northwest, as well.

.1

Shoes

A'N important
^ m e n's shoe

client renewed for 20 weeks more. The

to

program's influence was felt throughout
New England to such an extent that the

test radio and see whether it could promote sales in their four Boston stores. A

client reported "business is better in New
England than in any other part of the

13 -week contract was given WEE

country " Programming

chain

decided

I for

of, by and for

a special program devised by the station

Ne w England is what has made "Colum-

at 5:30 to 5:45 every week night. The

bia's Friendly Voice in Boston" the
favored voice of five million New

program was called "Man

About Town",

a street quiz, going from one store location to another. 1 3 weeks ended. The

LL

through

— in Boston

and twenty-

seven rich "outside" counties as well.

reported an increase in Washington

area

1 9 3 8 this

sales over the year before of over ten

client — an impor-

million crackers! Columbia's Station for

tant cracker^baker— used magazines and
newspapers and bill boards but no radio.
In March

Englanders

1939 they asked Radio Sales

to plan a Washington program that
would sell crackers. Radio Sales checked
WJSV's Program Department. Between
them an unusual news show was developed. At the end of 1939, the sponsor

the Nation's Capital has been the source
of many big program ideas that are now
favorite network features. And there are
many more intentionally local programs
which

are so entirely designed for the

rich Washington

market that they have

succeeded in keeping WJSV

the favorite

of listeners, dealers and advertisers alike.

Food

Case

Chain

Columbia

eats. And everybody buys

of the network.

food. That's what makes the retail

Following the very

grocery business so very competitive.

first broadcast, over

Building store traffic in grocery chains is

40,000 people visited the New

the toughest and most important activity

stores of this chain as a direct and prov-

in the business. A major grocery chain

able result of a single radio broadcast!

EVERYBODY

put the problem up to the Columbia
England

Network.

A

program

New
was

And

only three stations ! The power to reach

once a week, tested on only three stations

them . . . the prestige to sell them..

to interest

Paint

Case "K'*from
Columbia
Pacific

PAINT sales are hard to make. Competition issevere, dealers are few for

Auction", a halfhour, once a week,

a quality product. But people build

evening

houses and paint houses on the Pacific

Questions

Coast, as they do elsewhere. A prominent

dealer. And even though the number

manufacturer

dealers is comparatively small and their

wanted a larger share of

Pacific Network

asked the Columbia
. . . CBS in the West . . .

how he could get it. A new idea in a quiz
program

Englati

this from only o?ie broadcast on

people . . . the programs

He

New

England

developed. It went on the air 1 5 minutes,

the market.

from

was devised, "The

Answer

program.
must be sent in through

identification difficult, more
questions a week

of

than 500

are received!

dealer lists are growing
dealers are enthused.

a

The

and the old

So

it is all over the country. And, like a vast horn of plenty — funneling its
wealth — the ideas, the experiences, the plans that have been so enormously

successful out in the field are transmitted by Columbia's operated stations to one central source — Columbia's

Radio Sales. And

they're made even more valuable in Radio

Sales offices by the daily contact of Radio Sales' men

with all advertisers and all

agencies ... a composite experience virtually without equal in radio !

Columbia's Radio Sales knows markets. And marketing. And how to make the most
of both. A Radio Sales client presented this problem: he is in a field where sales of
leading brands of his product hit the astronomical figure of 2 billion units per year
for each of the leading brands. It's a product that's bought and consumed

daily. And

ten competitors fight for the market. Advertising expenditures, among

the leaders,

average $8,000,000 per year. How

could he "crack" this market— with much

money to spend? A plan was devised, using a different program

less

in each Radio Sales

market — a program planned to fit the needs and catch the interest of each locality.
A year has passed. The client's total advertising investment has been less than one
million dollars— 50%
Columbia

of it for radio— most of the 50%

operates stations. And

in the few cities in which

despite the "impossible obstacles", despite the

advertiser's refusal to sell in some of the nation's biggest markets . . . despite their comparatively minute advertising budget, their sales forged ahead until, according to
Barron's published estimate, based on 1939 revenue collections, they are in fifth place
nationally . . . and in many Radio Sales cities they are first !
What

can Radio Sales do for you? The answer is— what can radio do for you? Because

Radio Sales knows radio and how to make

it work. Regardless of how limited are

your radio plans ... no matter what markets constitute your sales problems, ask Radio
Sales for their suggestions about how radio can be harnessed to your sales machine.

RADIO

SALES

A division of the Columbia

Broadcasting

System

Offices in New York, Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, Charlotte, N. C, Los Angeles, San Francisco.
Representing: WABC,

New York; WBBM,

KNX, Los Angeles; KMOX,

Chicago; WEEI, Boston; WCCO,

Minneapolis-St. Paul;

St. Louis; WJSV, Washington; WBT, Charlotte ; WAPI, Birmingham ; the

Columbia California Network; the Columbia New England Network; the Columbia Pacific Network.

KSD

Will

Continue

Facsimile;

Sees Hope
in Better Equipment
Improved Apparatus Said to Overcome Objections;
Main Goals of Experiments Were Attained
Two of the leading facsimile
and what would be the general reexperimenters have been the
quirements for such a service.
A year ago, in reporting upon
McClatchy stations in Caliour experiments and observations
fornia, affiliated with the Mcto date, we expressed the opinion
Clatchy netvspapers, and KSD,
St. Louis, affiliated with the
that the equipment we had at that
time was not entirely satisfactory
St. Louis Post-Dispatch. After
and that a number of improvements
many months of operation,
would have to be made before there
they have reached separate
conclusions. The McClatchy
would be any justification for attempting to introduce facsimile
stations have dropped facbroadcasting to the public. We
simile after 11 months on the
stated that it would have to be
air [Broadcasting,
l'\, as
announced
by Guy May
C. Hamilspeeded up, that the present system was not capable of reproducing
ton, vice-president and general
news and pictures in the home fast
manager of the stations and
enough to provide a service which
newspapers. KSD, according to
was not already available except,
Robert L. Coe, technical direcperhaps, in the case of isolated
tor, has been experimenting for
rural areas. We also suggested that
a year - and - a - half and is
the page size was not entirely satispleased with the results, esfactory and should be larger.
pecially in vietv of the prospect of obtaining better equipAll in One
ment. In this article Mr. Coe
In
one
of
our reports mention
explains why KSD is continuwas made of the facsimile apparaing its facsimile experiments.
tus being incorporated in the regular home receiver so that in one
By ROBERT L. COE
unit could be combined all the adTcclxnical Director, KSD, St. Louis
vantages of modern radio receivers,
AFTER more than a year-and-a- both long and short wave, plus the
half of facsimile experimentation,
facsimile printing equipment. It
KSD and the St. Louis Post-Dis- was also felt desirable to have a
patch, which inaugurated the system capable of being controlled
entirely from the transmitter, to
woi-ld's first daily radio newspaper
in 1938, is confident that their orig- eliminate the necessity of transmitinal decision to experiment with
ting the facsimile news and picthis new medium has been entirely
tures at some predetermined time.
justified. In view of the many im- With such a system the receivers
provements which the mahufacturin the home could be turned on at
ers of facsimile equipment have any time, when in the opinion of
been able to accomplish, partiallv the transmitting station news deas a result of the information colvelopments justified a transmislected through experiments such as sion.
those conducted by the Post-DisAll of the facsimile equipment
patch, the day when facsimile will
the Post-Dispatch was debe made available to the general used by veloped
and manufactured by RCA
public seems near at hand.
and, of course, we have cooperated
Certainly, we have no intention very closely with this organization,
advised as to the reof writing "30" to our present daily keepingsults wethem
obtained in St. Louis and
facsimile experiments — first, because the outlook for eventually also passing along to them our
placing facsimile on a practical ba- thoughts and suggestions for needsis appears much more feasible now
ed improvements. Recently, RCA
than it did when our experiments has announced the development of
first began; second, because we do a new system of facsimile trans■not flatter ourselves that we have
mission and reception which, if it
learned everything there is to know lives up to all the claims of the
about facsimile broadcasting even manufacturer, will provide all of
with our present equipment, which the improvements which we have
is now admittedly more or less ob- suggested above.
solete.
Bigger and Faster
Two Objectives
First, and perhaps most important, a facsimile receiver has been
The Post-Dispatch facsimile experiments were begun in the latter combined with a standard broadcast receiver in a single cabinet and
part of 1938. On Dec. 7 of that year
a regular daily schedule of fac- the whole unit will probably sell for
simile transmission was announced.
not a great deal more than a better grade of home receiver on the
The world's first daily radio newspaper received considerable pub- market today. The new receiver is
licity throughout the world. The much faster, more than twice as
experiments were undertaken with fast, in fact, and in addition, the
two main objectives in mind:
page size has been increased.
The new facsimile receiver will
Namely, to determine whether or
not the equipment then available be automatic in operation and will
was suitable for general public us- not depend upon the use of any
sort of time clock, so that whenever
age, and if not, what improvements
would have to be made; and, to at- the transmitting station desires to
tempt to learn something as to the transmit a bulletin or a picture the
receiver in the home can be turned
public's reaction to facsimile broadeasting, whether any desire could on by the transmission of a given
be created for this type of service, signal.
BROADCASTING
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JUST 26, Helen Hiett, journalist,
reporter and lecturer, waves goodbye to her friends at LaGua^'dia
Airport before boarding the Clij)per en route to assume her new
duties as an NBC war correspondent. She will headquarter in Paris
and work with Paul Archinard,
NBC's representative in that city.
A graduate of the U of Chicago,
Miss Hiett worked from 1934 to
1937 with the American League of
Nations Assn. in Geneva. She studied in various foreign capitals, has
an M.A. degree in political science,
and has made three lecture tours
in the United States. She also covered the Ethiopian and Spanish
wars and the Munich crisis for
various newspapers.
The new receiver will be much
more flexible than the earlier model
with which we have been experimenting in that the user will be
able to tune the set to reproduce
the facsimile transmissions from
any facsimile station within range,
with those on the high-frequency
band such as our W9XZY or the
standard broadcast stations which
transmit facsimile signals during
the early morning hours. Conceivably this system will make possible,
if the user so desires, the tuning in
of news bulletins from New York,
San Francisco or any other community having a broadcast station
of sufficient power and equipment
for facsimile transmission. Thus, a
new form of DX hunting will probably develop.
Belongs on High Frequencies
One thing our experiments have
proved — at least as far as we are
concerned. It is that the principal
field for the development of a facsimile service to the public will
probably be on the high frequencies where 24-hour-per-day operation is possible. Such operation is,
in our opinion, essential if facsimile is to offer a service to the
public not now available through
pny other medium. True, because of
the limited range of the higher frequencies the rural areas will have
to depend for their facsimile service upon the conventional broadcasting stations during the early
morning hours. But in the metropolitan areas, where a facsimile
seivice will have to make its initial
bow anyway, nothing short of an
unlimited time schedule seems feasible.
The handicaps incident to restricting facsimile transmission to
raq'ular broadcast channels after
midnight no doubt explain the discouragement of some of the facsimile experimenters who were very
enthusiastic when this new device

was announced but who now ex
press the thought that perhaps
there is no future for facsimile
after all. Our experience has certainly borne out our original contention that the operator of a facsimile station must be in a position
to flash news bulletins to the reader
in the home at whatever hour of
the day or night they may occur.
The fact that with the new equipment soon to be available we will
be able to do this and at a speed
sufficient to satisfy the most critical, all at a cost to the user not a
great deal more than he would pay
for a radio anyway, in our opinion
assures the future of facsimile.
Facsimile, we believe, will develop a new field of its own, delivering news to the home almost at the
instant it happens and in a permanent printed form so that it is
not necessary to listen in continuously in order to avoid missing
some news development. Further,
it avoids the possibility of misunderstandings ormisconceptions always present in the case of orally
broadcast news. The reproduction
of pictures and fine drawings via
facsimile is excellent and should
provide every opportunity for illustrations and explanations.
Confident of Future
With the newly-perfected equipment and based on the experience
with the earlier experimental models we feel rather confident that
little trouble will be experienced as
far as maintenance of the recorder
in the home is concerned; and as
far as the cost of paper for the receivers isconcerned, this should be
reduced materially as the demand
increases. In fact, some enterprising advertiser probably will supply
the paper free of charge with, of
course, an advertising message on
the back of it.
We see no reason why facsimile
cannot be expected to develop
eventually into quite a revenue producer. Now that the speed has been
increased so as to allow sufficient
time to insert advertising in between news dispatches and as soon
as the Commission approves commercial operation we can expect
the inauguration of commercial
facsimile.
Considering these possibilities, it
would seem that broadcasters and
newspapers alike are missing a bet
if they overlook facsimile, for here
is a new industry in the making
that will provide the public with
something they need and will want
if properly educated, which, best of
all, doss not require any large investment on the part of the broadcaster as, for instance, is the case
with television. In fact, a facsimile
service can be inaugurated with a
smaller investment than is the case
in sound broadcasting, frequency
modulation or television, to say
nothing of the absurdly simple
m.ethods which can be employed in
prsparing copy, etc.
Boston Tea Test
BOSTON TEA Co., New York,
throughout April and May has been
testing spot announcements several
times weekly for Mint tea on
WKBO, Harrisburg, and WTHT,
Hartford. More stations may be
added later this summer, according
to
the Wesley
agency. Associates, New York,
June 1, 1940
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Consumer
Basis

for

Trends
Debate

At AAA
A Meeting
Radio Charged With Helping
Anti-Advertising Movement
RADIO executives were given special mention for their part in unwittingly promoting the consumer
movement by Colston E. Warne,
president
the Consumers'
during a ofdiscussion
of the Union,
topic,
"To What Extent Should Advertising Be Controlled and by
Whom?" at the May 17 open session of the 23d annual convention
of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Mr. Warne, who with Donald E.
Montgomery, consumers' counsel of
the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, spokeMeeting
for the "Critics"
in a Town Hall
type of
debate, began by placing with the
advertising fraternity the responsibility for the birth and growth
of the American consumer movement.
"We of the consumer movement,"
he continued, "should acknowledge
special debts of gratitude. First,
let us give a medal for distinguished service to the radio network executives. Their new invasion of the home with resonant
baritone voices blending real and
specious appeals for action has
done more to accelerate consumer
revolt than the handiwork of their
more sober and restrained inkwielding competitors. Through
long years, efforts of consumers, of
government and of the industry
itself have to some extent checked
undue exuberance in print.
Voice Appeal
"Now the seductive power of the
dramatized human voice peddles, in
successive minutes, romance-yielding allures, power-yielding gasolines, and quick-acting headache
powders. The patent insincerity of
much of the procedure has caused
a substantial and significant number of listeners to call down a
plague on the house of advertising.
Don't think for a moment that the
consumer revolt of today emerged
from Moscow. You built it, and
consumers are in the future going
to have much to say as to advertising practices."
Answering the arguments of
Messrs. Warne and Montgomery
for further control of advertising
by both consumer and government
as well as by the industry itself,
Stanley High, author and editor,
and Fulton Oursler, editor of
acted as "DeLiberty Magazine,
fenders" of advertising from regulation from without. Decrying the
overzealous regulatory activities of
governmental officials, Mr. Oursler
gave special mention to the FCC.
"A crowning example of a certain kind of idiocy that now prevails came in news dispatches a few
days
ago," heattempt
stated. to"I interfere
refer to
the recent
with competition and progress by
the FCC. It held up the free distribution and advertising of television sets. For the first time in our
history, a government bui'eaucracy
sought to protect the American
people from enjoying the fruits of
and huexperimentation
research,
man advancement.
And all this in
the name of saving the consumer
from buying a commodity which inPage 46
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EMPLOYER REPORTS
To 10,000 Employes by Using
Single Broadcast
USE of a half-hour on a local station to explain an annual report to
successful, accordemployes
ing to B. proved
C. Heacock, president of
Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, 111.,
writing in the Executives Service
Bulletin of Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Mr. Heacock explains that
details in the report, which otherwise might not have been read or
■understood by many employes, were
made clear in the program.
Improved relations with its 10,000 employes resulted from the
broadcast, it was indicated, with
Mr. Heacock explaining effect of
sales on employment and describing in detail how various branches
of the organization dovetail.
evitably will be better five years
from now than it is today. What
would our present radios be like,
1 wonder, if in the early days of
the crystal sets we had sat around
and waited for perfection to dawn!
Stalin and Hitler could not have
done any worse."
Officers and Board
At the annual election May 16,
Atherton W. Hobler, president,
Benton & Bowles, New York, was
elected chairman of the board of
the AAAA for the coming year.
John Benson was reelected president for a four-year term. Other
officers, all elected for one year,
are: Vice-president, Guy C. Smith,
executive vice-president, Brooke,
Smith & French, Detroit; secretary,
David M. Botsford, president, Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, San
Francisco; treasurer, E. DeWitt
Hill (reelected), vice-president,
McCann-Erickson, New York.
Elected as members-at-large of
the executive board for three-year
terms ai'e: Ernest V. Alley, Alley
& Richards Co., Boston; Allen L.
Billingsley, president, Fuller &
Smith & Ross, Cleveland; Don
Francisco, president. Lord &
Thomas, New York. Of the six
members-at-large continuing on the
board, three have terms expiring
next year and three in two years.
Board members representing

Midgley Wins Promotion
C. E. MIDGLEY, Jr., in charge of
radio time-buying for BBDO, New
York, has been appointed business
inanager of the agency's radio department, according to Arthur
Pryor Jr., vicepresident
charge
of radio.in
A
graduate of
the
SchoolWharton
of the _U
of Pennsylvania,
Midgley spent a
year in editorial
Mr. Midgley
work before joini n g BBDO in
1928. The year following he entered the agency's radio department, where he later became timebuyer, handling both network and
spot campaigns. In addition to his
new duties, which will entail the
supervision of all contracts for
both time and talent of the agency's clients, Midgley will also continue to supervise the work of the
staff he has heretofore actively
headed.
councils, elected for one year, are:
New York, F. B. Ryan Jr., vicepresident, Ruthrauff & Ryan; New
England, Harold Cabot, president,
Harold Cabot & Co., Boston; Atlantic, M. E. Goldman, partner,
Aitken-Kynett Co., Philadelphia;
Central, Arthur E. Tatham, vicepresident, Young & Rubicam, Chicago; Pacific, W. H. Horsley, president. Pacific National Adv. Agency,
Seattle.
R. Gamble continues
as executive F.secretary.
On May 16 the convention witnessed a demonstration of frequency modulation, arranged by
FM Broadcasters Inc.. in cooperation with Stromberg-Carlson, who
installed a combination FM and
standard broadcast receiver in the
convention rooms. The regular demonstration ofmusical selections and
sound effects used by FM proponents to show the ability of this
method of radio transmission to reproduce faithfully at the receiver
whatever sound goes into the microphone was topped on this occasion by a severe electrical storm
which broke reception via normal
broadcasting band with violent
static crashes, but left unimpaired
the FM reception.

ALMOST ANYWHERE except in North Carolina, airing of the anniversary celebration of a metropolitan newspaper would not be news. In
the Tar Heel State, however, there are still recalcitrant publishers who
regard
as a gadget
won't print
programs or Josephus
other radioDaniels,
news.
Recently,radio
however,
WPTF,andRaleigh,
and Ambassador
75-year-old News & Observer buried the hatchet. On May 18 WPTF
handled
a three-pointShown
pickup(1 from
the newspaper's
its 75th anniversary.
to r) Pohnathan
Daniels,building
editor; observing
Josephus
Daniels Jr., business manager; Frank Daniels, treasurer; Ambassador
Daniels; Ralph Burgin, WPTF; Miss Mary H. Horton, vice-president of
the paper; Wesley Wallace, WPTF; Will X. Coley, circulation manager.
Relations between the newspaper and station were cemented recently by a
series of community ventures undertaken jointly between newspaper and
station, evolved by Frank Daniels and Richard H. Mason, WPTF manager.
BROADCASTING

FRED ALLEN CASTS
NEW TEXACO SHOW
FOLLOWING the announcement
last month that Bristol-Myers Co.
is replacing Fred Allen this fall
with Eddie Cantor in its Wednesday 9-10 p.m. period on NBC
[Broadcasting, May 15], Texas
Co., New York, has announced the
signing of Fred Allen as the star
of The Texaco Star Theatre, Wednesdays, 9-10 p.m. on CBS, start2. Co. will replace the
Theing Oct.
Texas
current Star Theatre with a halfhour musical show for the summer
months, effective June 26. Summer
series will utilize the first half of
the hour, with CBS occupying the
second 30 minutes with a sustaining feature for 13 weeks.
Kenny Baker, featured vocalist
on Star Theatre, and David Broekman's orchestra have been signed
for the summer replacement.
Frances Langford, vocalist, will
also be featured. Baker has a 52
week contract and will join Fred
Allennewin show
New Oct.
York 2.when
stai'ts
his
Jack heRunyon,
radio director of Buchanan & Co.,
agency servicing the account, and
producer of the Hollywood half of
the current Texaco Star Theatre,
will remain in that capacity for the
summer series.
Although full details of the new
fall Texaco program have not been
revealed, it was announced that Al
Goodman's orchestra has been
signed for the series.
Although neither Bristol-Myers
Co. nor Young & Rubicam, its
agency, will confirm the report that
Eddie Cantor will be paid according
to the CAB rating of his program,
it is generally understood that
Cantor will receive a base salary
of $10,000 per week, plus $200 for
each point over a base rating of
20 points, not exceeding a maximum of 30 points during the 39week contract. Thus Cantor, if he
maintains a 30-point rating, can
receive as much as $78,000 extra
for the season, or a 20% bonus.
Although talent and whole programs have been hired or discontinued in the past because of their
high or low CAB ratings, this arrangement seems to be the first
artist-sponsor contract to be signed
on a popularity basis.
Recruiting Continuities
Offered Stations by Army
BROADCAST stations, along with
newspapers and magazines, are
being solicited by the Ai-my,
through recruiting districts, to cooperate in the nationwide movement to encourage Army enlistments, it was learned at the War
Department May 21. Stations are
being asked to use announcements
employing
this preparedness
language: "We
favor
adequate
for
national defense and recommend
enlistments in the U. S. Army to
eligiblement young
men."
Departalso stated
that The
newspapers
and magazines are being asked to
carry display space, including picments.ture posters, to encourage enlistWhile question has been raised in
some quarters regarding the advisability of stations
such announcements, sinceusing
they might
be
"controregardedversialasissue",supporting
the generala industry
view appears to be that they do not
fall within the controversial catenational
gory,policy.
constituting what amounts to
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Washington News Corps
Enjoying a Rapid
Growth
The author of this article
%vas for 10 years a prominent
Washington newspaper correspondent and is a member of
the fumed Gridiron Club. His
last neivspaper assignment, before becoming Washington correspondent for CBS, ivas the
chieftaincy of the 'New York
Herald - Tribune' Washington
bureau. On May 20 he was
elected 19U0 president of the
Radio Correspondents Assn.,
succeeding Fulton Lewis Jr.,
MBS commentator, founder
and first president of the association.
By ALBERT WARNER
IN MID-MAY the radio correspondents of Washington finished their
first year of complete recognition
on an equal footing with the representatives ofthe press in the nation's capital. Given our own seats
in the Congressional Galleries, our
own correspondents' rooms in the
Capitol, and admitted to all the
Presidential and Cabinet press conferences, we were acknowledged,
last June, for the first time, an important part of the Washington
newsgathering corps. And this summer for the first time there will be
reportorial seats assigned to radio
newsmen at the national conventions.
This acceptance of the Washington radio correspondent may be
explained perhaps in the fact that
the May 20 meeting, this year, of
the Radio Correspondents Assn. in
Washington was attended by 40
members.
At the Source
Forty radio correspondents in
Washington! Two years ago you
didn't even hear of radio news
staffs. The growth is, I think, due
not only to the network correspondents whose work has been in
the forefront of public attention
because of the fact that they actually go on the air. It is due also to
newsgathering and editing staffs
and to the emergence of a new type
of radio correspondent who covers
Washington news for a single station or regional network, and whose
news is brought to the radio audience indirectly, by filing wire reports to the station he represents.
I think this is an extremely interesting development in radio's
coverage of news, acknowledging
something I have always felt : That
radio has depended a little too much
on the services of press tickers. To
interpret news without having a
first-hand contact with the source
of that news and those who make it
is a difficult job indeed. It is particularly difficult for the newsman
whose report is given directly by
radio.
Coming so new to radio, it's natural that I should be aware of the
similarities and differences between
press and radio coverage of Washington's news.
BROADCASTING

Reporters

First

Year

WHEN the Radio Correspondents Assn. held its first annual banquet in
Washington May 23, Albert L. Warner (center), assumed the presidency.
Here Fulton Lewis jr., (second from left), MBS commentator, founder
and first president, congratulates Warner, CBS capital commentator.
At left is William R. McAndrews, NBC, new vice-president. At right are
Fred Morrison, Transradio Press, secretary, and Stephen McCormack,
MBS, treasurer. Officers were installed at a dinner May 23.
ain and France — economists who
were trying to straighten out irritations in the diplomatic relations
between the Allies and the United
States. One of the Britishers seemed
to me a typical Englishman, and I
happened to mention on the air
that he wore baggy trousers. A
postcard the next day informed me
that I had insulted the English, and
that my adjective had proved me a
German propagandist of the worst
stripe.
I replied
that baggy.
my own trousers were
frequently
Radio reporting is thus to a considerable extent subjective because
of the effect of the broadcaster's
personality on the listener. But the
necessity for objective reporting is
equally obvious. If you write for a
particular newspaper, you are often
writing for a particular class of
readers. Some of the material emphasized in the Ne%v York Evening
Post, a liberal paper, is often quite
different from material emphasized
in the conservative New York Sun.
On the radio, you have no particular group of listeners; in fact, you
papers.
On the other hand, I was im- have the most cosmopolitan audimediately struck by the number of
ence that you could probably find
people who are interested in the anywhere. You could not satisfy
radio speaker as a personality. My those listeners for very long if you
fan mail is not so voluminous that were not reasonable, fair, and obI have difficulty in answering it,
jective. You could not serve the
but the fact that any complete public interest if you did not have
strangers should take the trouble these qualities.
to write notes indicates what a difA Growing Corps
ference there is between the way
Combining
the color of events,
people listen to radio news and the
way they read a newspaper. , the interpretation of them, and the
One of my first postals was re- personal touch with objectivity and
ceived from a gentleman in New
impartiality is the task of the radio correspondent. It is not an easy
Jersey who said something to this
effect: "You are just a loud- one.In Washington is growing a
mouthed anti-New Dealer spouting
chamber of commerce stuff. I and corps of experienced reporters, now
all my friends are going to turn devoting themselves to radio, who
know their job and keep at it. This
offThree
the radio
on." is
the basis for any good reporting
weeks when
later you
I wascome
amazed
to receive another postal from the — radio or newspaper.
In Fulton Lewis, in Earl Godwin,
same gentleman
was
in H. R. Baukhage, and I hope in
mistaken.
I think saying:
you are"I being
myself, we have old-fashioned refair.
Goodthere
luck!"
porters who ought to know what is
Then
are people who are
touched off into flowery letters or going on and why. In the days just
into criticism by a word picture or before the war broke out, and onward as foreign affairs topped
a phrase. Not so long ago I went
to a press conference conducted by everything in the news, I have practiced calling on at least four or five
the economic negotiators for Brit-

I suppose what struck me in making the change from newspaper to
radio
was radio's
personal between
touch —
that direct
communication
the reporter and the listener, the
tone of voice, the inflection, the personality which a radio correspondent inevitably inflicts upon the listener. A talk is apparently a much
more personal thing to the listener
than a newspaper article is to the
man who reads it.
Now a Personality
My name was on the front page
of a New York newspaper with
bylines over Washington articles
for a good many years during a
period in which there was absorbing interest in Washington activities. Except for a very occasional
letter from an acquaintance, and
once in a long while from an outsider, I never heard from anyone
except other newspapermen. I suspect that newspapermen are the
only people who bother to look at
bylines over news articles in the
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Banquet

Held by Radio Reporters
FIRST ANNUAL dinner of the Radio Correspondents Assn., held
May 23 in the Mayflower Hotel,
Washington, was such a great success that the party is destined to
take its place in importance with
the annual dinner of the White
House Correspondents
master General James A.Assn.
FarleyPostled
the list of guests from official life,
which included Senator Warren
Barbour, of New Jersey; Senator
John Danaher, of Connecticut; William D. Hassett, White House secretary; Gen. George C. Marshall,
chief of staff, U. S. Army; Rep.
John J. Dempsey, of New Mexico;
Rep. Sol Bloom, of New York;
Rep. J. vania.
William
Ditter, of and
PennsylSenator Barbour
Rep.
Dempsey were largely instrumental
in helping Fulton Lewis Jr. secure
changes in rules last year setting
up Congressional radio galleries on
a par with the press.
Besides members of the association, the guests included Niles
Trammell, executive vice-president,
NBC; Frank Mullen and Edward
McGrady, RCA vice-presidents;
Frank M. Russell, Washington vicepresident, NBC; A. J. McCosker,
president of WOR and chairman of
the board of MBS; Theodore Streibert, vice-president, MBS; Harry
C. Butcher, Washington vice-president, CBS; William B. Dolph, manager, WOL; Herbert L. Pettey,
manager, WHN ; Earl Godwin and
George Durno, former presidents,
White House Correspondents Assn.;
Ruby
Women'sH.
NationalBlack,
Press president.
Club; Kenneth
Berkeley, Fred Shawn and Carleton Smith, WRC-WMAL; Wells
Church, radio director, Republican
National Committee; G. W. Johnstone, radio director. Democratic
National Committee; Louis Ruppell,
publicity
director, WJSV;
CBS ; A.Ray
D.
Willard
Jr., manager,
Tucker, newspaper columnist; Victor Sholtis, special assistant to the
Secretary of Commerce; Michael
J. McDei-mott, chief of the Division
of Current Information, Dept. of
State; D. Harold McGrath, superintendent. Senate Radio Gallery;
Robert M. Menaugh, superintendent. House Radio Gallery.
THE corps of Washington radio corand commentators,
members of therespondentsRadio
Correspondents
Assn., was included with members of
the press corps on the guest list for
the evening
White of
House
reception
the
May "press"
21.
different officials in the State Department every day, including an
assistant secretary of state or two.
This is in addition to the press conference with Secretary Hull. Add
to that a visit to Congress and to
the War Department and contact
with the White House.
If then I could not give an
ample,tion ofaccurate,
and fair
presentathe attitude,
opinions,
and
predictions of official Washington,
it would be my fault.
Washington's radio correspondents celebrate, in the first anniversary of their recognition as an integral part
of the Capitol's
newsgathering
machine,
the recognition
of the care and thoroughness and
difficulty which are part of the radio correspondejit's job.
June J, 1940
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BY

Western

Etectric

SancAron/'zec/
FREQUENCY'STABILITY: Western Electric now
makes another great contribution to the radio art
— synchronized frequency modulation. This new
system of carrier wave frequency stabilization is
unique — gives the 503 A-1 (IKW) Transmitter a
stability of better than .0025%.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: Flat within ± 1 db from
30 to 15,000 cycles per second.
Nr'SSE LEVEL: Phase noise carried by transmitted
wave is 70 db down unweighted from +100 KC swing.
DISTORTION: Typical measurements of r. m, s.
audio frequency harmonic distortion with a distortionles FM audio monitor in the frequency
range of 30 to 15,000 c.p.s. show less than 2' o at a
modulation corresponding to + 100 KC swing.
Distortion measurements include all audio frequency harmonics up to 30,000 c.p.s.
COMPACT UNIT: All apparatus is contained in a
single, beautifully styled cabinet measuring only
44" wide x 39" deep x 78" high. In construction
and arrangement, it is similar to the now famous
443A-1, which set a new high in accessibility and
simplicity of control.
POWER OUTPUT: The 503 A-1 is designed to serve
perfectly for powers of 1 KW or less, or as an exciter for amplifiers for higher power. Its superior
characteristics will carry through when you stepup — that's mighty important to remember!
FOR FULL TECHNICAL DETAILS, write to Graybar.
DELIVERY: Orders now being accepted for Fall
delivery.
Ask

your

Engineer!

FM

Spartanburg

Sale

Approved
by FCC
New WORD Acquires WSPA;
Walter Brown Is Manager
VIRGIL EVANS, owner of WSPA,
Spartanburg, S. C, retires from
the broadcasting business and that
station, a 1,000-watt daytime outlet on 920 kc, will be jointly operated with the projected new
WORD, fulltime local on 1370 kc,
as a result of FCC approval granted May 21 for the sale of WSPA to
Spartanburg Advertising Co. The
transfer of WSPA ownership, involving a purchase price of $30,300, also ends the long litigation
between WSPA and the proposed
new WORD [Broadcasting, May
!]•
Under the new setup, Spartanburg for the first time will have
night as well as day service. It is
planned by the new owners to take
formal possession of WSPA June 1,
with Walter Brown, prominent
Washington newspaper correspondent, as manager. Mr. Brown is one
of the stockholders of Spartanburg
Advertising Co., which holds the
construction permit for WORD.
The latter station, he states, should
be ready for operation shortly after
July 1. It will for the time being use
the same studios as WSPA and will
operate from the same antenna.
Stock Ownership
Spartanburg Advertising Co. is
headed by A. B. Taylor, president
of Taylor-Colquitt Co., timbertreating concern, who holds 137 of
the 400 shares of stock issued. Mr.
Brown is vice-president and general manager, with 100 shares. C.
O. Hearon, former local newspaper
publisher, is secretary, with 25
shares. The other stockholder is
Donald Russell, local attorney, with
138 shares.
Mr. Evans, a member of the
State Legislature, has stated that
he intends to devote his efforts
primarily to his recently established
weekly, the Spartanburg News. Mr.
Brown, until the national political
conventions in June and July, will
divide his time between Washington and Spartanburg. A native
Georgian whose father was prominent in the politics of that State,
Mr. Brown is at present Washington correspondent for a group of
Southern newspapers, including
the Raleigh (N. C.) News & Observer, Greenville (S. C.) News
and Piedmont, Winston-Salem (N.
C.) Journal and Citizen and Asheville (N. C.) Citizen and Times.

BEAVERS

and Burnsides were obligatory when Omaha celebrated
Golden Spike Days in May, with
Gracie
Allen's
"Surprise
convention
headlining
the Party"
event.
All three Omaha stations participated in the occasion. The lineup
at top, all of WOW, includes (1 to
r) Bill Wiseman, publicity; Freddy Ebener, musical director; John
Gillin Jr., manager; Harry Burke,
program manager, and Foster May,
special events director. Below,
KOIL's Manager Don Searle and
George
Burns, Grade's partner and
manager
Presidency.of her campaign for the

OMAHA'S
GOLDEN
SPIKE FETE
Colorful Events Mark Second Annual Celebration;

Gracie Allen Convention Staged
GOING the limit in promotion and identified with call letters. WOW's
coverage, all three Omaha stations principal broadcast was a panorama
—WOW, KOWH and KOIL—
of the special train's progress across
turned the bulk of their time, tal- Nebraska, with special events crews
meeting the train at various points
ent andannual
facilities
over Spike
to Omaha's
second
Golden
Days outstate as it approached Omaha,
interviews and then
Celebration
May was
13-18.
Radio's transcribing
playing them for broadcast via
place
in the event
established
more firmly than ever through par- wires. The pi-ogram concluded with
ticipation of Burns & Allen and a pickup of the train's arrival at
their company in the Surprise the Omaha Union Depot. WOW
up the parades and carParty Convention booming "Gracie also picked
ried special programs from the
Allen for President." In addition
to intensive local angle coverage, convention, aggregating 22 broadcasts. WOW coverage and descripthe event was highlighted by origitions were handled largely by Fosnation of the regular Burns &
ter May, special events chief, Harry
Allen CBS broadcast for Hinds
Honey & Almond Cream from the Burke, Lyle DeMoss, Bill Wiseman,
convention hall.
Gay Avery and Russ Baker.
The Golden Spike celebration,
KOIL carried a total of 59 special events broadcasts during the particularly the Burns & Allen participation, drew heavy local newssix-day celebration, all sponsored
paper publicity also. The Omaha
by the. Omaha National Bank.
KOIL, as the Omaha CBS outlet, World-Herald, in addition to a special Golden Spike Days session on
took an active part in preliminary
May 14, carried front page news
arrangements for Burns & Allen and
feature stories of the doings of
Fels Using 17
participation, with General Man- the radio troupe from the time of
ager Don Searle as radio chairman
FELS & Co., Philadelphia, which
their departure from the West
of the Golden Spike Committee.
May 6 started a campaign of quar- KOIL
broadcasts started from Salt Coast, through the Surprise Party
ter-hour musical clock, morning
Convention,
and tmtil the celebraand interview type programs for Lake City, following the "Presition concluded.
Fels Naptha soap featuring local
dential Special" on through Denver
talent, is using the following sta- and Grand Island to Omaha. In
addition to general coverage of
tions: KFRC, San Francisco;
KOIN, Portland, Ore.; KHJ, Los Golden Spike events, KOIL origi- COLGATE
Drops - PALMOLIVE
'Gangbusters'
- PEET
nated the CBS Burns & Allen
Angeles; KIRO, Seattle; WDGY,
City, which has sponMinneapoHs; WGN, Chicago; WIL, broadcast May 15 and carried the Co., Jersey
sored Gangbusters on CBS for the
complete Surprise Party convention
St. Louis; WCPO, Cincinnati;
past
4%
years, is discontinuing
May
17.
Cliff
Johnson,
KOIL
proKQV, Pittsburgh; WJR, Detroit;
gram director, was prominent in after the June 15 broadcast. The
WGAR, Cleveland; WQXR, New
is currently on 55 CBS
planning and producing the conven- program
York, and five Yankee Network
stations, Saturdays, 8-8:30 p. m.
tion.
for
Cue
dentifrice, and formerly
stations. Agency is Young & RubiWOW also furnished extensive
cam. New York. The Fels company,
coverage of Golden Spike events, was heard for Colgate shaving
placing direct, also has started a using five uniformed special events cream. No substitute program or
'- thrice-weekly quarter-hour, Golden crews and five special events cars further plans have been announced,
according to Benton & Bowles, New
Bars of Melody, on WFIL, Phila- furnished by automobile sponsors —
delphia.
sprayed with whitewash paint and York, the agency.
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BROADCASTING

MEMBERSHIP
DRIVE
IS BEGUN BY NAB
PREPARATORY to the annual
convention to be held in San Francisco, Aug. 4-7, the NAB May 27
launched an intensive membership
campaign directed by C. E. Arney,
recently-appointed assistant to the
president. The drive is to reach all
non-member stations. The effort
was launched with the dispatching
of a personal letter from each of
the 17 NAB district directors to
each non-member in his district.
Preparatory to the drive, 43
broadcasters in as many States
were named by district directors to
serve as State or area membership
chairmen. The campaign will include a series of nine mailings to
every non-member, the last to go
out July 15. The mailing pieces will
stress the value of NAB membership and the responsibility of every
Arney.
broadcaster to participate in its
all-front activity, according to Mr.
NAB Districts to Hold
Elections of Directors
SEVEN NAB districts will hold
meetings between June 1 and June
22 to elect new directors preparatory to the NAB convention Aug.
4-7 in San Francisco. Chairman
James Lawrence Fly of the FCC,
plans to address the District 4
meeting June 1-2 at the Sedgefield
Hotel, Greensboro, N. C. Other
meetings will be addressed by NAB
department heads and by Carl Haverlin, station relations director of
Broadcast Music Inc.
Originally eight district meetings had been planned, since half
of the district directors are elected
annually prior to the convention.
John E. Fetzer, District 8 director,
including Indiana and Michigan,
however, recently was reelected at
a special meeting. Other district
ineetings scheduled are District 10
at St. Louis, June 8; District 12
at Wichita, June 9; District 14 at
Salt Lake City, June 12; District
16 at San Francisco, June 17; District 6 at Memphis, June 20; District 2at Rochester, N. Y., June 22.
NAB

Code

Praised

THE
was heraldedof as
"a
notableNABstepCode
in recognition
their
responsibility toward the radio audience in promoting an even higher standard of culture, while safeguarding freedom of speech and of
the air" in a resolution adopted
May 16 at the annual convention of
the New Jersey Federation of
Women's Clubs in Atlantic City.
The resolution added: "We acknowledge our individual responsibility in supporting programs of
fine quality and condemning those
which are unfit, believing such recognition is a new duty of citizenship which
the best the
interests of will
radiopromote
and preserve
foundations of our democracy."
Lever Summer Shift
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge,
Mass., on June 18 is understood to
be replacing
BigCBSTown
program for Rinso the
on 61
stations,
Tuesdays, 8-8:30 p. m., with Uncle
Jim's Question Bee, half-hour quiz
program sponsored in 1939 on NBCBlue by G. Washington Coffee Refining Co. The summer change appearsby Ruthrauff
definite, although
firmed
& Ryan,unconNew
York,
agency
in
charge
of the Rinso
account.
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Only

One

Outlet

For Salisbury, Md.
Peninsula Company Alone as
Delmarva Asks Cancellation
LITTLE Salisbury, Md., community of 12,000 on the Eastern
Shore of Maryland, will have only
one broadcasting station instead of
two, despite the action of the FCC
last April 13 authorizing two new
local outlets there to replace the
2.50-watt daytime WSAL which was
ordered off the air as of March 31
after the Commission had found
alleged irregularities in its financial
background.
Applying its "survival of the fittest" theory, as expounded and upheld by the U. S. Supreme Court in
the Sanders-Dubuque case [Broadcasting, April 1], the Commission
on April 13 granted two construction permits for new stations in
Salisbuiy — one to Peninsula Broadcasting Co., 250 watts fulltime on
1500 kc, and the other to Delmarva
Broadcast Co., 250 watts fulltime
on 1200 kc.
Delmarva Cancels
Following negotiations between
the two companies, during which
it was agreed that the community
could not support two stations, the
Delmarva company asked the FCC
for a cancellation of its CP. This
was approved May 21, thus leaving
Peninsula alone in the field. It is
understood the Peninsula company
is negotiating to purchase the studio and transmitter equipment of
the old WSAL, but there is some
talk that the station, to be known
as WBOC, may not be put into operation until next autumn.
Peninsula's
stockholdersand
are the
29
residents of Baltimore
Eastern Shore, headed by John W.
Downing, of Salisbury, a Maryland
State Bank Commissioner, who
holds the largest single block of
stock, 350 shares or ILllTc. He is
president; William F. Allen, Salisbury banker and nursei'yman, vicepresident; Albert W. Ward, Baltimore, secretary of the State Tax
Commission, secretary; John T.
Holt, Salisbury oil distributor,
treasurer. Prime mover in the project, however, is Clarence W. Miles,
Baltimore attorney, a director, who
owns 150 shares, as does his law
partner Seymour O'Brien.. Hooper
S. Miles, Maryland State Treasurer, is also a director and owns 100
shares, and Virginia P. Miles owns
200 shares.
The Miles-O'Brien firm is prominentlv identified with the ownership
of WCAO, Baltimore.
The Delmarva company was organized largely by Robert N. Rogers Jr., formerly employed by
WSAL, who is the son of Naylor
Rogers, onetime manager of KNX,
Hollywood. Young Rogers was
equal partner in the now-discarded
venture with Paul E. Watson, local
banker, and William H. Morton,
head of the local Coca Cola Bottling
Co.
BECAUSE of changes in advertising
policy. Ethyl Gasoline Corp., on June
24 will discontinue the CBS program
Tuiie-l'jt Time, featuring Tony Martin
and Andre Kostelanetz" Orchestra,
currently heard Mondays, S-S :30 p.m.
Although the .show has had high program ratings and has been successful,
the company will not resume the broadcasts in the fall, giving no reason for
the change. BBDO, New York, is the
agency.
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TWO
teaspoon sales
handles
make of
up WFIL,
this "loving
cup" to be
awardedFUNNELS
by John and
E. Surrick,
manager
Philadelphia,
to
the sales staff member leading the department during the May 20-June
15 period. Along with the trophy, the award includes an all-expense prepaid premium good for a weekend in Atlantic City. Eyeing the cup are
(1 to r) Benjamin A. MacDonald, Max E. Solomon, Mr. Surrick, Hal Simonds.
Plan

to Abandon

Daylight

Time

Shifts

Said to Have Approval of Advertisers
ABANDONMENT of the spring- changed twice a year in those ciautumn schedule shifts caused by
ties not observing
saving."
John
J. Gillindaylight
Jr., manager,
adoption of daylight time, and vice
versa, apparently was approved by WOW, Omaha : "I agree with you,
most advertisers during the May daylight saving costs the radio industry not only many headaches but
13-15 closed meeting of the Association of National Advertisers.
loss in audience appreciation. The
The question was brought up in listeners do not always receive the
information in the newspapers as
early May by W. E. Heuerman, ex- to
the new program time, and those
ecutive of J. A. Folger & Co., Kan- listeners
who for some reason or
sas City Coffee firm, who circulated
a letter [Broadcasting, May 15] other do not get the information
among ANA members and then from the station itself through the
continued courtesy announcements,
brought up the matter at the ANA
meeting. Ben Ludy, manager of may not catch up with the program
WIBW, Topeka, circulated copies until a week after the change."
Barney J. Lavin, sales manof Mr. Heuerman's letter among
time buyers and others.
AY, Fargo:
glad
to
talkager, WDabout
it among"I'llthebe other
Reactions from many sources
broadcasters, starting with our dishave been obtained by Mr. Heuertrict here and then maybe carryman, who based his stand on the
ing it further to the broadcasters
claim that daylight time confusion
convention. I believe that we could
causes loss of audience. Among
comments are :
get the support of the broadcasters,
and certainly many of the adverS. C. Gale, director of advertisand agencies."
ing.
General
Mills,
Minneapolis:
"In
John tisersBlair,
John Blair & Comreply to your letter of the 6th, for
many years the writer argued with
pany: "We have discussed the
whole
story
with
practically all of
almost everyone he met who was
interested in radio to the effect our stations and have urged that
that all radio schedules should re- they do something about it at the
time of the NAB Convention, which
main on standard time throughout
is to be held early in August this
However, I do believe that a
theGeorge
year." A. Morrell, John Moi'rell year.
considerable amount of ground
&case,
Co., weOttumwa,
la.
:
"In
our
own
have purposely planned v,'ork can be done before that time.
our network advertising so as to For instance, you could prevail
stop for the summer just prior to upon other large advertisers like
to start a plan, and we
the inception of daylight saving, be- yourselves
and the other major radio station
cause we might logically stop soon
representatives could build a strongthereafter anyway, and don't like to story
urging all our stations to get
that exis'^s
confusion
the
into
run
for a period of a few weeks. For
Craig it."
Lawrence, Iowa Broadcastthe same reason, we are inclined to behind
start our fall network program
ing
Co.,
has
also beenDestheMoines:
feeling "There
that even
after daylight saving time is dis- though radio were to keep on standard time, that those advertisers
continued."
George W. Boiling, vice-presi- would arrange with the networks
dent, John Blair & Company, sta- to so change the time of their protion representative:
"My saving
contention
grams to reach the listeners in those
has been
that daylight
time
costs the radio industry between 5 metropolitan centers at the same
and 10 million do'lars annuallv in time that they had during standard
hard cold cash. Season schedules time in those cities. This, of course,
could, and should, run another five would defeat the purpose of staying
to six weeks in the spring, and start on W.
standard
time."
E. Wasrstaff,
KDYL, Salt
another two or three weeks earlier
in the fall. The expense of moving
Lake City: "We have written several stations to get their sentiments
local and spot shows twice a year is
terrific. Aside from the expense in- on the subject and will pass the information we receive to you."
volved, listener's habits must be
BROADCASTING

PROGRAM
SURVEYS
DISCUSSED BY ANA
METHODS of determining program popularity were discussed by
A. Wells Wilbor of General Mills
and A. W. Lehman, manager of the
Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting,
during 1940
the media
sion of the
spring control
meeting sesof
the Assn. of National Advertisers
at the Westchester Country Club,
Rye,
Y., May a 13-15.
Mr.N. Wilbor,
member of the
governing committee of the CAB,
attacked the problem from the philosophical side, distinguishing between the coverage of a station,
which is based on physical factors,
and the circulation of a program,
which involves less tangible elements. Mr. Lehman described the
four major methods of audience
measurement — roster, coincidental,
meter and the recall method used
by the CAB, explaining the relative
advantages and disadvantages of
each type of survey.
At one session A. A. Schechter,
NBC director of news and special
events, told the convention how
radio covers the European war, circumventing the hazards of censorship and of the five-hour or sixhour time differences between European capitals and New York to
bring to American listeners news
and comment that is fresh and interesting. Max Wylie, director of
the CBS script division, and Earl
McGill, a CBS producer, played a
transcription of the Columbia
Workshop recent
production,
"Curly",
illustrate
advances
in pro-to
duction
technique,
and
also
demon-in
strated the latest innovations
sound effects.
In a discussion of the consumer
movement, J. P. Miller, of Pet Milk
Sales Corp., described the activities of his company in giving consumers "the facts about our business that they are demanding of
business generally" and told how
the company's radio program of
general and household news on CBS
has aided in the achievement of this
Radio Industry Praised
goal.
For Assisting Red Cross
FROM the opening gun of the
$10,000,000 American Red Cross
war relief fund drive on May 10,
networks and individual stations,
sponsors and radio stars have "rallied magnificently" in aiding the
appeal,
wasbystated
to Broadcasting Mayit 24
G. Stewart
Brown,
Red Cross national director of public information, and Charles Dillon,
radio director of the organization.
Pointing to the special full-hour
broadcast aired by the combined
networks on May 26 as an example
of how radio has risen to the emergency, Mr. Brown stated that more
than 75 national sponsors scheduled some 130 spots for the drive
on their shows. He also stated that
500 individual stations are carrying 12 one-minute recorded Red
Cross announcements as well as
giving time to lo^al chapter for live
spots, interviews and talks.
The May 26 show presented 20
top names in the entertainment
world, along with Mrs. Eleanor
Roosevelt, Red Cross Chairman
Norman H. Davis, and Wayne Chatfield-Taylor, Red Cross European
delegate. All talent and musician
unions cooperated, with Ben Larson handling production of the
show.
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SET FOR HEARING
A PARLAY of station shifts whereby WBBM, Chicago, would operate
fulltime on its 770 kc. channel
without the necessity of synchronizing daytime with KFAB, Lincoln,
was designated for hearing by the
FCC May 15, after pending for
about a year.
Under the CBS-proposed plan,
V/BT, Charlotte, which it owns
along with WBBM, would install a
directional antenna on its present
1080 kc. clear channel, for simultaneous operation with KFAB.
KFAB would retire from 770 kc.
Also designated for hearing was
WJAG, Norfolk, Neb., on its application to shift from 1060 to 770
kc. with operation changed from
limited time to daytime. The application of WMBI, Chicago, for modification of license to shift from
1080 kc, sharing with WCBD, Chicago, likewise was designated for
hearing as amended, contingent
upon the WBT and KFAB changes.
WCBD has pending an application
to shift frequency from 1080 to 830
kc, the latter being the channel on
which nantKOA,
station. Denver, is the domiThe hearing is another in the
series involving breaking down of
clear channels. Others pending include the application of WHDH,
Boston,
for fulltime
KOA's New
830
kc channel
and of onWNYC,
York municipally-owned station, to
operate fulltime on the 810 kc.
channel assigned to WCCO, Minneapolis.
Two

Wisconsin

Students

Win WLW
Scholarships
TWO seniors in the Wisconsin U
college of agriculture — Archie E.
Stockwell and Robert W. Monk —
on May 23 were announced as winners of the radio scholarships
awarded annually by WLW, Cincinnati. The announcement was
made by George W. Biggar, WLW
program director, after the winners were selected by a committee
consisting of John C. Baker, radio
extension specialist of the U. S. Department of Agriculture; C. V.
Gregory, associate publisher of
Wallace's Farmer and loiva Homestead, and Arthur Radkey, assistant educational director of WLW.
With competition open to seniors
of land grant agricultural colleges
throughout the country, colleges
and universities in 22 States were
represented by entrants. Immediately after graduation Messrs.
Stockwell and Monk will come to
Cincinnati for a six-month practical training course in developing
farm radio programs, announcing,
continuity writing, production and
special events. The training, for
which they will be paid, is under
direction of Ed Mason, farm program director of WLW.
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Wheaties Serial
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis,
on June 3 will sponsor the serial
program By Kathleen Norris on
NBC-Red in the interest of Wheaties. The program was tested last
summer on KYW, Philadelphia, and
on Oct. 9 was placed on CBS for
Bisquick. The first book by the
noted author to be dramatized will
be "Mystery House." Agency is
Knox-Reeves, Minneapolis.
BROADCASTING

HANDSOME Jane Lee, office manager of WEEI, Boston, whose resemblance tothe Duchess of Windsor has been subject of comment
by local columnists, makes a hobby
of collecting perfume bottles. She
has hundreds of them, but her most
prized possession is an ancient jade
bottle with carved hieroglyphics
which still retains a scent purported to have been used by Cleopatra.
She is shown here holding the muchadmired bottle, which she says has
been stolen four times but always
returned.
Long's Campaign
DEWEY LONG, general
manager of WSAI, Cincinnati, on May 22 was elected to
the board of governors of the
Cincinnati Advertising Club
for
a two-year
election
climaxed term.
a red His
hot
comedy campaign engineered
by Dick motion
Ruppert,
WSAI
director, who
actedproas
Long's campaign manager.
The Ruppert approach encompas ed a series of campaign letters sent to members
of the organization, highlighted by a transcribed burlesque
variety program written by
Latham Owens simulating an
actual WSAI broadcast,
whichtionwas
meeting.played at the elecAtlantic City Spots
STEEL PIER, Atlantic City, has
retained Jack Yarmov & Co., New
York public relations firm, to handle its advertising from June 1
through Labor Day, with radio
figuring largely in the plans. As
last year, about six stations in New
York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania will be used to carry programs featuring music by the name
bands playing at the Pier. Commercial programs also will originate
from the Pier whenever the broadcast dates coincide with the engagements at the Pier of the bands
featured on the programs.
WTBO Settles Suit
SUIT OF H. B. McNaughton, former manager of WTBO, Cumberland, Md., seeking $2,000 from the
station on the basis of an alleged
has been setcontract,
employment
tled by owners
of the station for
$300, according to Frank V. Becker,
general manager. Mr. McNaughton
had alleged
that his
contract
covered four months
salary
and 10%
of the station's net profits due him
following termination of services as
the station head.
THE mimeographed bulletin, An ABC
printed in vestFCC. has
of the booklet
by the Government
formbeen
pocket
Fruiting
Office.
The
FCC
the booket free upon request.is mailing
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Sloan Foundation Boosts
Annual Fund Donated to
Chicago U Radio Activity
THE THIRD grant of the Alfred
P. Sloan Foundation to Chicago U
for continuation of experiments in
educational broadcasting and dissemination ofeconomic information
was announced May 17 by President Robert M. Hutchins. The
Foundation's grant to the university in 1938 amounted to $35,300,
in 1939 was increased to $39,690,
and in 1940 to $43,310.
First step by the institution since
receiving the new grant was to
start publication of verbatim transcripts of its Round Table broadcasts. Nearly 500,000 copies of the
spontaneous discussions have been
requested by listeners either
through single copy orders or by
subscription. The Round Table is
heard over 80 NBC-Red stations
weekly.
In the near future a station relations department will be established, according to Sherman H.
Dryer, radio director, which will
have as its aim a closer working
arrangement with all stations releasing educational broadcasts. In
addition, broadcast patterns, hitherto untried, will be used as experiments.
WILLA GRAY MARTIN, author of
the syndicated column '"Southern Accent in New
York" currently
80
Southern
newspapers,
is arrangingin for
a radio version of the cokimn, which
will probably be transcribed for local
use in southern cities. Miss Martin
has recently done several guest apOver series. pearances on NBC's Let's Talk It

HOME TALENT TEST
WHO Declares Its Community
Service a Success
HEADED by a former professor of
public speaking and dramatics of
Iowa State College, the WHO Community Service has just completed
a year of producing home talent
shows in Iowa
communities that
have proved highly successful a s
amotion
service and
proadjunct
of WHO, Des
Moines. Conducted on a nonprofit basis,Servthe
Mr. MacMurray Community
ice feature is headed by Arthur
MacMuray, assisted by Miss Pat
Griffith. This is how it operates:
In 22 rural communities and
small towns during the last year,
talent of all types has been called
in from surrounding territory for
open auditions. Two or three-night
stands are played by this talent in
each community, the shows being
sponsored by local organizations
such as churches, 4-H Clubs, school
groups, parent-teachers associations, etc. WHO furnishes the professional director who auditions the
talent and stages the shows.
All proceeds go to the local sponsoring organization. WHO does not
even ask for a guaranteed fee, nor
does it share the profits in any way.
Net profits after the extremely low
production costs go to the sponsoring
organization. WHO wins goodwill,
and occasionally discovers talent.
Local newspapers invariably are

City of Camden

Serial Record

Seeking

WFIL, Philadelphia, saluted
Jimmy Scribner as all-event
radio champion in mid-May
after he had established several records in the WFIL
studios by ad libbing 25 quarter-hour episodes of his oneman Johnson Family serial
in 6V2 hours. The episodes
were transcribed for use duringtion.
Scribner's
five-week onvacaVital statistics
the
unprecedented performance
include : 22 individual characters and sound effects handled by Scribner alone; all 25
episodes were ad libbed, Scribner walking into WFIL with
only a bare story idea in
mind and pausing between
episodes only long enough to
clear his throat; the whole
job was done in 6V2 hours
divided over on two days — 9
episodes in 2 hours, 10 minutes May 13 and the remaining 16 episodes in 4 hours, 20
minutes the next day.

A Buyer for Its WCAM
THAT the City of Camden, N. J.
has
placed WCAM,
its municipallyownedagain
station,
on the
market for sale, is reported from
Philadelphia. Mayor Brunner is
said to be ready to entertain bids
but to have stipulated that the city
wants at least $35,000 for the station, a500-watt outlet which shares
time on the 1280 kc. channel with
WTNJ, Trenton, and WCAP, Asbury Park.
A possible purchaser is seen in
David Stern, publisher of the Camden Courier-Post and Philadelphia
Record, who recently applied to the
FCC for authority to purchase the
100-watt part-time station WHAT
in Philadelphia [BROADCASTING,
March 1] from Bonwit-Teller & Co.,
which last year had bought that
station from the Philadelphia Public Ledger.
WCAM is operated by the city
but its available time is leased to
Mack Radio Sales Co. for a purported $20,000 a year. That company resells
time for
sponsorslight.
ship.
The netthereturns
to the
city,
however, are reputed to be very

generous with publicity, and WHO
gets its share. During the last year,
WHO Community Service directors
have auditioned approximately
9,000 persons for these home talent
shows, about half qualifying to appear. The audiences in the little
towns, including several in border
Wisconsin and Minnesota regions,
have exceeded more than 31,000 —
and more than $4,000 has been
turned over to the sponsoring organizations.

MANFRED B. LEE and Frederic
Dannay, writers of the Adventures of
EUerij Queen programs on CBS, on
May 10 filed suit in New York Supreme Court against Walter L. Rosemont,
seeking
to break
their contract
with him
as agent
receiving
10% of
the net received from CBS for the programs. Plaintiffs also seeli the return
of $702 in commissions. The defendant
on May 13 filed a general denial and a
counterclaim
$20,000have
for not
commissions, which heof alleges
been
paid him since March 29.
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ence and popularity of World Program Service stations. Enjoying
exclusive local rights to the greatest repertory of music ever recorded
for radio, these stations build programs in endless variety
for national, regional or local advertisers.
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What are you looking for? A readymade program to be broadcast on one
station? We've built it and you can hear
it today at any World station. . . . Do

or a' radio idea!

field. No phase of an advertiser's

idea to

you want a tailor-made program? We'll
build it to your order or supply the idea
just as we have for dozens of the largest
and smallest advertisers. . . . Do you
want a test campaign to prove a theory or bolster a market? We have
auditions of a number of excellent
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ideas recorded and ready for your ear.
For remember — this is "Transcription Headquarters" and that means
"Idea Headquarters" as well.
No need to cite our successful clients
. . . they read like a "Who's Who of business." No need to explain quality . . .
World enjoys the preference of leading
radio stations 9-to-l. But we do need to
get over to you as an advertising man
what you are missing in valuable creative help if you are not already using
World facilities. Let us serve you.
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OUR

PLATFORM

Keep American radio free as the press.
Maintain a system of free, competitive broadcasting, rendering public service without undue
restraint.
Build programs to provide the greatest good
for the greatest number.
Avoid political partisanship on the air.
Install radios in every home, classroom, office,
automobile, passenger train and airplane.
Keep pace with technical developments and
foster their commercial applications.
If War

Comes

IT'S TIME to get dead serious about this war
situation as it may affect radio. A grave responsibility rests upon the shoulders of all
broadcasters. Radio's tremendous impact as a
moulder of public opinion, inherent in the medium itself, places this btirden upon the men
who operate the nation's 800-odd stations.
The problem is not that of coping with purported prearranged plans of the Government
to take over or silence radio if we become involved, as heralded in recent scarehead reports.
Those who spread such dangerous gossip simply have not checked the facts. All current
plans contemplate civilian control of commercial radio under the "business as usual" formula.
Radio's responsibility is to guard zealously
its established position as an unbiased, efficient
and responsible purveyor of intelligence. It
must work in close harmony with the program
for national preparedness. Its executives must
keep a cool head and a clear eye. Its responsibility is that of maintaining the morale of the
nation by keeping the public adequately informed and properly entertained.
American involvement does not appear imminent. But preparations obviously must envision
that horrifying eventuality. We have heard too
much of blitzkrieg warfare to brush it all
aside with, "It can't happen here". We have
seen an economy-bent Congress, which previously had told a "spendthrift" Administration that
it would not appropriate for national defense,
vote almost to a man for the biggest defense
budget in history. Informed public opinion was
responsible.
We believe it behooves the broadcasting industry, perhaps through the NAB, to evolve a
definite program of cooperation with the Government. It should consult with the proper
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Federal authorities and draft an integrated
plan which would fit into the defense pattern.
Broadcasting, as an industry, is prepared technically; it simply needs to fit its operations
into the general national scheme. Enrollment
of qualified broadcasters in the military reserves also seems desirable.
One other thought occurs. "Fifth column"
treachery abroad has stunned what is left of
the neutral world. There have been more than
mere indications of such activity, Fascist and
Communist, in this country. The technique of
the modern invader, we have learned in this
brutal era of mechanized and parachute-troop
warfare, is first to grab all lines of communications, particularly all broadcasting outlets.
The captured transmitters then blare forth the
conquerer's propaganda. Radio is the nervecenter in modern warfare.
Charges by the Dies Committee that the
American Communications Assn., CIO union,
is alleged to have some 150 Communist radio
operators on American ships, poses another
problem for broadcasters. Are there also subversive elements in our industry? We believe
not, but in these tense days every employer
would do well to reassure himself by rechecking the antecedents, affiliations and outlooks
of all key or responsible employes.
If war comes here, present plans contemplate civil control of broadcasting as we report
elsewhere in this issue. The first few days or
weeks will necessarily dictate the future. Radio has but to orient itself to the new tempo
to assure minimum disturbance.
FM

Challenge

AGAIN radio history is in the making. Commercial FM has been created by FCC edict as
a new dimension in broadcasting. Caught in
the riptide of conflict between FM and television, as to which should have the right of
way, the FCC has given first nod to expansion
of an existing service rather than to the development of the new art of sight combined
with sound. The FCC feels it has accommodated
both developments in its revised allocations.
Proponents of television do not share this
view. They feel that, by assigning tried and
tested Television Channel No. 1 to FM, the
FCC again has obstructed the advancement
of their art. But they aren't very vocal about
it. We have even heard it stated that the effect
may be to force television into mothballs, particularly in these uncertain days. The more
pessimistic regard the video medium as jinxed.
Only time can yield the answer. Proponents

of FM see in it a boon to public and industry.
Some opponents feel broadcasters are committing hari-kari, by introducing a type of competition that will lower the industry level. Both
positions seem extreme. The responsibility for
FM development now rests with those broadcasters who have so ardently and confidently
espoused the new art. It is logical to assume
that when the shakedown period is over, all
but a few FM licensees will be standard broadcasters of today. This is indicated in the pending FM applications, now dismissed without
prejudice, to be refiled under the forthcoming
new rules. Of the nearly 150 applicants only a
handful were non-broadcasters.
The real test of FM will be public acceptance.
Will the public buy high-fidelity for the sake
of better reception alone? That is doubtful. But
if FM provides the proverbial better mousetrap, with programs equalling or eclipsing
present high standards, plus the static-free
inducement, it should attract plenty of combination receiver purchasers. Henceforth it's a
merchandising-programming job. And FM is
certainly worth the gambler's chance for every
present-day broadcast licensee.

Bingo Basis?
DANGER still lurks in prize contest programs,
despite the refusal of the Department of Justice in seven cases [Broadcasting, May 15] to
prosecute under the anti-lottery laws. Broadcasters should not lull themselves into a feeling of absolute security simply because the
Government hasn't yet seen fit to take action.
In our last issue we reported exclusively
that the Attorney General's office had returned
to the FCC five additional cases referred for
possible prosecution. These followed closely the
action in the celebrated Pot o' Gold case in
which the Department took a similar view. The
most that can be said at this writing is that
the Attorney General's staff, as counsel for
the Govei'nment, concluded it could not convince ajury of 12 good men and true that such
programs, with the particular facts involved,
constituted violations of the law.
This does not mean that the Department is
convinced that such programs are not actual
technical violations or that they are not at
least bordei'line. It may well be that the Department isawaiting a case in which the facts
are such that it feels it can win. As far as we
are aware, the FCC has not decided to desist
from referring additional cases to the Attorney
General.
Our point now is precisely what it was before the FCC referred the first of the prize
contests to the Department — that for the most
part they do not constitute good radio. In a
diversified program schedule, one or two may
not be seriously objectionable if kept within
bounds. But to let them inin rampant over networks and stations will tend to cheapen the
medium. Radio does not have to work on a
bingo basis, artificially to attract audience. It
does not have to emulate the double-feature technique of the movies, or resort to Bank Nights.
Ultimately, it is our guess, there will be an
actual adjudication of prize contests under the
lottery laws. And it's a sure bet that the Government will pick a case with which it can win
hands down. Rather than await that event,
broadcasters should scrutinize closely all such
program propositions. When in doubt about
their propriety, our suggestion is: "Don't".
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NOTES
MTROXrector ofFOX,
program
KDYL,sales
SaltandLake
City, diin
mid-May was promoted to the rank of
captain in the 413th Infantry Reserve
at headquarters of the Third Military
Area in Salt Lake City. Capt. Fox
on May 15 took first place in the
novice five-gaited class at the annual
Utah Horse Show with his five-yearold gelding. Chico Prince. It was his
first show appearance. He also took
second place in the open-gaited class
on Lady Angelo.
LAURBXS HAMMOXD. president of
Hammond Instrument Co., Chicago,
on May 15 was awarded the John
Price Wetherill medal by the Franklin
Institute.
considera-in
tion of the Philadelphia,
inventive skill''indisplayed
the development of the Hammond
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WELLS

"AN ADVERTISING man's advertising man" is the way they describe Atherton Wells Hobler, president of Benton & Bowles. Testifying to the accuracy of that description, his fellow advertising agency
executives a few days ago elected
him to the post of chairman of the
board of the American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies for the coming year.
While primarily concerned with
the bi-oad advertising plans and
policies
clients,hasMr.a
Hobler of
at his
theagency's
same time
thorough understanding of the detailed operations necessary to carry
these plans through to completion,
knowledge gained through nearly
30 years in the advertising profession. When radio first appeared on
the advertising horizon, for example, he was among the first to
appreciate its potentialities for
reaching the mass market, and today Benton & Bowles has 14 network campaigns and several spot
campaigns on the air, creating and
producing a total of 53 programs
each week.
Atherton Hobler was born in
Chicago, on Sept. 2, 1890, and
moved four years later to Batavia.
He grew up in this small community on the outskirts of Chicago's
suburban area, attending the Batavia schools and later the University of Illinois. From the age of
11 until his senior year in college,
he spent his summers at various
jobs in the plant of the Appleton
Mfg. Co., maker of silo fillers, corn
shellers and similar agricultural
equipment.
Immediately following his graduation in 1911, young Hobler started
his advertising career in the employ of the Gardner Adv. Co. of St.
Louis, but a year later he returned
to Batavia and to the Appleton Co.
For the ensuing five years he progressed from auditor, collection
manager and credit manager to assistant sales manager and then to
sales and advertising manager.
From this experience he gained a
first-hand knowledge of merchandising and sales as well as of advertising that has proved of great
value in his later years in agency
work.
In 1917 he rejoined the Gardner
BROADCASTING

HOBLER

agencyton asbreakfast
contactfood
man and
on thePurina
RalsFeeds accounts. But America's entry into the first World War soon
removed Hobler from the field of
advertising to the field artillery
and he spent the year of 1918 in
the officers' training school at
Camp Zachary Taylor, Louisville.
Following the armistice he again
returned to Gardner, where he was
soon made a vice-president. He
stayed there for more than six
years before moving to New York
as vice-president and partner of
Erwin, Wasey & Co., where he immediately began his association
with the advertising of Post Toasties and Post Bran Flakes.
In 1932, Mr. Hobler left Erwin,
Wasey to become a partner in Benton & Bowles, whose business has
been built around a nucleus of General Foods advertising. In 1934 he
became president of the agency.
Illustrative of Mr. Hobler's consistent policy of attempting to keep
at least one jump ahead of the rest
of the advertising industry was his
early interest in radio at a time
when it was generally believed to
be a short-lived novelty. Later, as
this new medium for advertising
began to grow up, he was jointly
responsible for the successful creation of the Maxivell House Shoiv
Boat, radio's first big "idea" show.
The Camel program starring Morton Downey and Tony Wons — remember Tony's whispered "Are you
listenin'?" — was another early program to bear the Hobler imprint, as
were the Palmolive Beauty Box series and Toivn Hall Tonight.
To become even more familiar
with radio techniques than his
many activities as agency president
would normally permit, in the summer of 1934 Mr. Hobler took a "vacation" from his usual routine and
became an ex-officio member of the
Benton & Bowles radio department,
directing the production of Show
Boat, Palmolive Beauty Box Theatre, and the Fred Allen program
(which became known as Town
Hall Tonight late in the summer)
and generally entering into all the
varied activities of the radio staff.
Although Hobler refuses to take
any credit, it is a fact that the
three shows he directed rose to first,
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WILLIAM S. POTE, commercial
manager of WMEX. Boston, has been
organ".sergeant of infantry by members
voted
of the Ancient and Honorable Artillery
Company,ization
350-year-old
military In
organfounded in England.
his
new post Mr. Pote will play an importantverspart
in the
annual spring
maneuof the
company
in June.
His
brother. Alfred .1. Pote. general manager of WMEX, also is a member of
the company.
FRAXKLIX DUXHAM. XBC director of education and religious programs, on May 24 gave the feature
address on "Radio in the Life of the
People" at the 50th anniversary celebration of Marywood College, Scranton, Pa.
HORACE STOVIX. supervisor of
station relations for Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, visited Al Xelson,
general manager
San Francisco,
in late of
May.KPO-KGO,
He is on
a combination vacation and contact
tour of the United States.
F.
conia.KIXG
accountMITCHELL.
executive, andKMO.
Xona TaM.
Hayes of Longview, Wash., were to
be married June 1.
JACK HESS, formerly national advertising and publicity director of
Paramount-Publix, has joined Music
Corp. of America, Chicago, as advertisingceeds
and promotion
William Green,manager.
resigned. He sucthird and fourth in the Crossley
survey.
This summer
course inas radio increased
his conviction
to
the value of advertising on the air,
which is doubtless to a large degree
responsible for the fact that an estimated 40% of the advertising appropriations handled by Benton &
Bowles go into radio.
Of course, Mr. Hobler does not
normally concern himself with the
details of radio production, but he
does play
a large
part and,
in thetogether
formation of radio
policies
with Chester Bowles, passes on all
program plans before they are put
into operation.
Atherton Hobler in 1914 married
Ruth Charles Windsor, and the
family now includes three sons and
a daughter. Edward, the eldest, was
president of the 1939 senior class at
Princeton and was voted outstanding man in the group. Wells, the
second son, is a junior at Princeton; Virginia is a sophomore at
Smith College, and Herbert is a
sixth former at the Hill School.
The Hoblers live on a farm of 135
acres near Stamford, Conn., where
they raise a wide variety of produce and specialize in breeding
prize-winning Guernseys.

ALFRED J. McCOSKER, chairman
of the board of MBS and president of
WOR,
elected
to the
board ofXewark,
directorswas
of the
Advertising
Club of Xew York at its recent annual
election. G. Lynn Sumner, president
of the G.
Co., and
was Lee
reelectedLynn
president Sumner
of the club,
Eastman, president of Packard Motor
Co.. was re-elected vice-president.
BEX F. HOVEL, formerly commercial
manager of WOC, Davenport, la., on
June 1 becomes manager of WSAU,
Wausau,merly onWis.
L. O.staff
Fitzgibbon,
forthe sales
of the Iowa
Network, KFAB, Lincoln, KOIL and
WOW,
WOC. Omaha, replaces Mr. Hovel at
JOSEPH POSKA. graduate of Kaunas University of Lithuania, and publisher of Jatmimas, Chicago bi-weekly
Lithuanian newspaper, has joined the
copy department of Saltimieras Radio
Advertisers, foreign language production firm. Joseph Warpiit, new to radio, has joined the musical staff of the
same organization in Chicago.
BURRIDGE D. BUTLER, owner of
KOT, Phoenix, and WLS, Chicago,
has closed his Arizona winter home
after several months and has returned
to Chicago for the summer.
LOUIS BUSH, new to radio, has
joined the sales staff of WCBS, Springfield. 1 1.
V. HAMILTOX-WEIR. vice-president
and general manager of WLEU, Erie.
Pa., recently was elected president of
the Erie Advertising Club, marking the
first time a radio man has served as
president of the organization.
DAVID SARXOFF. president of
RCA. recently was elected president of
the Economic Club of Xew York, succeeding Wendell L. Wilkie. Mr. Sarnoff had served two terms as first vicepresident.
JACK
WHITXEY. formerly manager
of KADA,
Ada,of Okla.,
May 15 became manager
KOMB,on Tulsa.
JERRY SILL, in charge of station
promotion for CBS in Xew York, on
May 16 became the father of an 8i/^pound boy.
JACK COWDEX,
rector of KSFO. salesSan promotion
Francisco, di-is
soon
to marry Miss Frances O'Keefe,
of Boston.
J. R. McKIXLEY. salesman of
WBLK, Clarksburg, W. Va., resigned
recently to join the sales staff of
WFDF. Flint, Mich. Miss Princine
Merendino has joined WBLK as commercial representative, and Arnold
Silvert has joined the WBLK announcing staff.
CHARLES MICHELSOX. manager
of
his own
transcription
library,Vivian
X'ew
York,
on May
26 married
Worth.
CECIL K. CARMICHAEL, assistant
to James D. Shouse, general manager
of WLW, Cincinnati, on June 1 is
to deliver an address on "Xeed for
Press
Radio Cooperation"
at theof
annualandluncheon
of the Society
American Penwomen in Cincinnati.
FRED ALLEX, sales manager of
KLZ. Denver, has been reelected secretary of the Denver Assn. of Manufacturers Representatives.
BURTOX LAMBERT. MBS salesman in Xew York, is the father of a
girl born May 13.
ALEXAXDER W. DAXXEXBAUM,
presidentturned toofhisWDAS.
Philadelphia,
redesk May
23 following
two weeks in the hospital after a fall
from his horse.
ARTHUR SIMOX. general manager of
WPEX, Philadelphia, on May 23 sailed
for Havana for a 10-day vacation.
PAUL ELLIOT has joined the sales
staff of KSO-KRXT. Des Moines, succeeding Leo Fitzgibbons. recently
named commercial manager of WOC,
Davenport.
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WILLIAM H. SNOW, formerly of
WGNY. Newburgh, N. Y., and Thomas Severin, of the NBC New York
guest relations staff, have joined the
announcing staff of WSGN. Birmingham. Both are graduates of the NBC
announcers' school conducted by Dan
Russell.
dectomy. Bill Terry, WSGN sports announcer, is recovering from an appen-

Gross Fear
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ARTHUR WHITESIDE, manager of
the Newark studios of WOR, has been
appointed assistant production manaser of the station, replacing Frank
Knight, who returns to the WOR announcing staff at his own request. Tom
Slater of the announcing staff of
WOR, succeeds Whiteside, and George
Hogan, formerly of WCAU, Philadelphia, and CBS in New York, joins
the station's announcing staff.
JOE TOBIN, formerly of WOR. Newark, and John Williams, of WFEA.
Manchester, N. H., have ioined the
announcing staff of WESX. Salem,
Mass. Tobin succeeds Charlie Higgins.
former chief announcer, who left
WESX to become program director of
the new WOCB at Barnstable, Mass.
BOB CARTER, conductor of the
morning Rise & Whine program on
WMCA, New York, has collected philosophic items sent him by listeners as
well as original poetry and prose for
a book Liitle Things That Linger,
[Orlin Tremaine Co., New York, $1].
RICHARD PACK, formerly director
of publicity of WNYC. New York municipal station, on May 28 joined the
press department of WOR, Newark.
He succeeds Dick Dorrance, who has
resigned to establish his own New
York office as director of promotion for
FM Broadcasters Inc.
PAUL VINCENT, formerly on the
announcing staff, has been named
production manager of WMBG. Richmond, Va.. succeedi
Spencer
Meyer. Felix BoswellnghasT. filled
the
vacancy on the announcing staff.
GEORGE J. VOLGER of the NBC
Hollywood setup department, has been
promoted to announcer. He married
Thelma Marie Henderson at Muscatine, Ida., May 4.
GERRY LANSING, announcer of the
new WTRY, Troy. N. Y.. recently
married Annabelle Pettihone. Cecil T
Walker, formerly of WOKO. Albany,
and WSYR. Syracuse, has joined the
WTRY announcing staff.
ROBERT NEVILLE, foreign news
editor of PM, forthcoming New York
newspaper, on May 21 started weekly
quarter
news programs on
New York.
WNEW. -hour
RALPH EDWARDS, condi'ctor of
the Procter & Gamble Co.'s Truth &
Consequences program on CBS. is writing a book titled after the program.
MARGARET SANGSTER, script
writer, has signed an exclusive daytime script contract with Benton &
Bowles, New York, and is currently
writing the Ellen Randolph serial,
sponsored by Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co. for Supersuds on CBS.
JOHN E. REILLY, program director
of WMEX, Boston, on May 23 was
m.c. at the world premiere of the motion picture of Thornton Wilder's
Pulitzer prize-winning play, "Our
Town". From the stage of Loew's State
Theatre in Boston Mr. Reilly interviewed the author, the principals of
the picture, and presented six Governors of New England States.
AL DAVIS, announcer of KGVO,
Missoula, Mont., on June 7 will receive his law degi-ee from Montana
State U. He has not yet announced
whether he will remain in radio or
practice law.
ALAN HALE, sports and newscaster
of WISN, Milwaukee, formerly a Gman and formerly with the CBS Chicago staff, and Mrs. Hale on May 17
became the parents of a 7-lb. girl, their
first child. She has been named Valerie.
Page 60
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GROWING possibility that a
radio man may be the next
Governoi' of Iowa is indicated
by the reported fear on the
part of the State Republican
organization that the radio
voice of H. R. Gross, former
head of the news bureau of
WHO, Des Moines, may attract sufficient votes to provide a stiff race for the Republican nomination for Governor in the Iowa primaries
to be held June 3 [Broadcasting, April 15]. The Republican organization, supporting
incumbent Gov. George A.
Wilson, has pointed to the
possibility of Gross's radio
campaigning attracting the
vote of thousands of lowans
Who normally do not bother
to participate in primary elections. Announcing his candidacy via radio early in April,
Mr. Gross told listeners 10,000 signatures would be needed in a hurry for nomination
papers. Long distance calls
plugged board,
the telegrams
station's
switchpoured
in,
and next morning his desk
was piled high with mail. Instead of 10,000 signatures, he
received nearly 60,000 over
night.
LARRY THOMAS, formerly announcer of WIBG, Glenside, Pa., has joined
the news staff of WDAS, Philadelphia.
Gene Edwards, of the WDAS production staff, will devote full time to the
station's news bureau.
HENRY C. WHITEHEAD, program
director of WTAR, Norfolk, Va., and
conductor of the Norfolk Symphony
June is to marry Charlton Leitch PatOrchestra, in June is to marry Charlton Leitch Patrick, of the Norfolk
Ledger-Dispatch.
TED MYERS, KFAC, Los Angeles,
news commentator, has resigned to
join KFI-KECA,
as an-to
nouncer. Hal Scher, that
recentcity,
addition
the KFAC announcing staff, has resigned to join the radio division of the
Golden
Francisco. His Gate
KFACExposition,
successor San
is Don
Otis,
who
monthrejoined
absence.the station after a twoJOHN GORDON, formerly radio publicity director and program director of
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, and
Edwin Levin of the advertising and
publicity department of the Balaban &
Katz circuit of motion picture theatres
in Chicago, have joined the staff of
Tom Fizdale, New York, public relations.
TONY KAY, formerly news editor of
WMCA, New York, has joined the
news department of WNEW, New
York.
ASHMEAD SCOTT. Hollywood writer-producer of the CBS Blondie program,Co. sponsored
by R.andJ. Myrtle
Reynolds(Tig)
Tobacco
(Camels),
Turner, actress featured in the series,
were married May 20 at Ensenada,
Mex.
THOMAS
PELUSO,
musical director
of the Hollywood
weekly NBC
Streamlined Operas sponsored by Union Oil Co., has been signed as musical director of Techniprocess, producing .short subject films for the coin
machines.
JACK ZEIGEN, formerly of WIBM,
Jackson, Mich., and WTOL, Toledo,
has rejoined the announcing staff of
WING, Dayton, O.
NEIL McINTYRE,
formerly of
KHSL, Chico, Cal., has joined the
KQW, San Jose, Cal., announcing
staff.

EDITH TODESCA
EVERY 30 seconds Edith Todesca,
production manager of KNX,
Hollywood, as well as CBS Pacific
network, answers the phone, besides compiling operations sheets,
catering to clients, looking after
transcontinental and regional
shows, etc. As a sideline she serves
as mother confessor to the staff
and smooths over troubles when
they arise. After her course at
Simmons College she became a
CPA but soon deserted data for radio, entering the commercial department of New England Broadcasting System. Moving to California, she joined KNX as secretary to the program director, soon
advancing to her present post.
NORMAN JAY, formerly publisher of
Radio Press. Philadelphia fan magazine, after stepping in on short notice
as a pinch-hitter for Alan Scott on the
Yellow Cab Co. broadcasts on WCAU,
Philadelphia, has been permanently
assigned to the spot. The cab company
is owned by Dr. Leon Levy, and his
brother Isaac D. Levy, chief owners of
WCAU.
BILL MORROW and Ed Beloin, Hollywood writers on the NBC Jack
Benny Shoio, sponsored by General
Foods Corp. (.Jell-0 ) , have reported
to Paramount Studios to prepare the
screen will
play,feature
"Love Fred
Thy Neighbor."
which
Allen and
Benny. They also worked on the screen
script of "Buck Benny Rides Again",
produced by Paramount.
LORNE GREENE, chief news announcer of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., has just completed his second
assignment in Ottawa as narrator for
the Government's wartime film board
with work on the film "Atlantic PaJAY SIMMS, formerly of KFWB,
Hollywood, and WBBM. Chicago, has
joined
trol". the news announcing staff of
WOR, Newark, succeeding Arthur
Hale. Hale, who has covered the 11
p.m. Transradio news for the last
five years, asked to be relieved of this
assignment to devote full time to his
thrice-weekly Confidentially Yours
programs,
sponsored on MBS by Richfield Oil Corp.
PAUL GODT. formerly program director of WTMV. East St. Louis, 111.,
has joined KARK, Little Rock, Ark.,
as production director.
HARRY BRIGHT has joined WGBR,
Goldsboro, N. C, as continuity editor,
succeeding Margaret Early, who has
joined
editor. WPTF, Raleigh, as women's
BROADCASTING

MICHAEL HINN, newscaster of
WLW. riedCincinnati,
in Maystarmar-of
Helen Diller,early
singing
Boone County Jamioree and other
programs on the station.
CHARLES BELFI, program manager of KGNC, Amarillo, Tex., has
been named publicity director of the
newly organized Amarillo Safety
Council.
RALPH LANGLEY, of the continuity staff of KTSA, San Antonio,
has been
named than
Boy 20Scout
sioner of more
Scoutcommistroops
in the San Antonio area.
DAN MeCULLOUGH. formerly an
NBC pagenouncingboy,
the anstaff of has
WOR,joined
Newark.
MARK RICHELSON, radio relations
counsel formerly operating his own
office, has joined Ned Stevenson &
Associates, to form an expanded
agency specializing in public relations
via broadcasting, motion pictures and
press. The radio division of the firm
has started a radio news syndicate rewriting releases for clients in broadcasting language for placement with
radio stations. General program proalso is included
the Interfirm's
acti\ities.duction Offices
are inin the
national Bldg., Rockefeller Center,
New York.
DON cago,DOWD,
of NBC-Chiis to marryannouncer
Betty Brown,
actress
and model, in the fall. ,
JOHN W. McCORMICK. of the publicity department, and Glen Parker,
announcer of WHO. Des Moines, are
both fathers of boys born recently.
111.
LORNA
LANE, organist, has joined
the music staff of WROK, Rockford,
JIMMY CONZELMAN,
commentator for Ford Dealers sports
on KMOX,
St. Louis,
and asigned
well-known
football
coach,
has been
to appear
in a
St. Louis Municipal Opera production
of
"Good News" this summer. He will
comedy.
portray a football coach in the musical
FORREST
COMRIE
and Dave staff
Milli-of
gan
have joined
the continuity
WFBM, Indianapolis.
ELLIOT MILER has been added to
the announcing staff of WORL, Boston.
JENNINGS PIERCE, educational
and agricultural director of NBC on
the West Coast, has been elected to
the degree of Honorary State Farmer
by California Future Farmers of
America.
BOB HEWITT, formerly of WSAY,
Rochester, N. Y., and WBAA, W.
Lafayette, Ind., has joined the announcing staff of WOWO-WGL. Fort
Wayne. Evelyn Magley has joined the
WdWO-WGL continuity staff.
HAL MULLIGAN, formerly of
KCMO, Kansas City, has joined the
announcing staff of WING, Dayton,
O., succeeding Kirby Brooks, resigned.
Josephine Fisher has joined the
WING traffic department.
DONALD DIXON, Penn State College
graduate,
has joined
the production staff
of KDKA,
Pittsburgh.
JULIUS POSTAL, author of two
Lest We Forget transcribed series on
American
been named
advisor of thehistory,
script has
department
of The
RadiotionShowcase,
organization. New York producWILLIAM C. TAYLOR, announcer
of WPAY, Portsmouth, O., on June 3
is to marry Elizabeth Boyle.
LESTER McFARLAND, of Mac &
Boll, blind harmony team of WLS,
Chicago, is the father of a girl.
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STRETCH MILLER, formerly of
WJBC, Bloomington, 111., has joined
the announcing staff of WCBS, Springfield, 111., where he will do the playby-play of the local Three-Eye League
baseball gaiui's sponsored by Falstaff
Beer. Noble Nash, WCBS announcer,
is the father of a girl born May 14.
ED BYRON, producer of Procter &
Gamble Co.'s What's My Name? for
Oxydol on NBC-Red, on May 17 married Maxine Jennings, RKO star.
DICK JOHNSON, program director
of KTUC, Tucson, has been transferred to the production staff of KOY,
Phoenix.
JOEL SCHWARZ, formerly with the
convention bureau of the New Orleans
Assn. of Commerce and before that
with the New York City convention
bureau, has joined WWL, New Orleans, as studio informant.
BOB EDMONDS has returned to the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. announcing staff, Toronto, after a visit in
Chicago.
JOHN NORTHGRAVE, formerly of
CJKL, Kirkland Lake, and CHML,
Hamilton, Ont., has joined CKTB, St.
Catherines, Ont., as announcer and
continuity writer.
HAL PARKES, announcer of KLO,
Ogden, Utah, has been named special
events director of the station.
GENE deYOUNG and Rod Shepherd
recently were added to the announcing staff of KARM, Fresno, Cal.
BOB SMITH, new to radio, has joined
the announcing staff of WCLO, Janesville. Wis.
DON TOLLIVER, announcer, Randall Decker, continuity writer, and
Gene Hogan and Mary McKeen, news
reporters, have joined WTMV, East
St. Louis, 111.
DAN PAUL, formerly of KMBC and
WDAF, Kansas City, has joined the
announcing staff of KFJZ, Fort
Worth.
JAMES HERRICK, actor-director,
has been named production head of
Radio Productions & Recordings Inc.,
Denver. The firm has been appointed
radio advertising agency for Flaks
Inc., Denver candy firm.
DON MARTIN, son of the managing editor of the Denver Post, has
joined the news staff of KOA, Denver.
KEN WEBER recently joined the
announcing staff of WLEU, Erie, Pa.
CHUCK AGREE, of the staff of
WLS, Chicago, has left on an extended
trip through Central America. Pokey
Martin,
ied him. formerly of WLS, accompanMARGARET McDERMOTT, formerly of Reincke-EUis-Younggreen & Finn,
Chicago, has joined the Los Angeles
staff of MacManus, John & Adams.
EWARD WALSH, John CarroU U
graduate, has joined the merchandising department of WHK - WCLE,
Cleveland. Lucille Sidlo, sustaining
traffic manager of WHK-WCLE, has
announced that she is to marry BUI
Touzeau July 12.
GUY HULON SAVAGE, announcer
of WGN, Chicago, is the father of a
boy born May 9.
John Lynn McManus
JOHN LYNN McMANUS, 38, radio
scriptwriter handling the Rudy Vallee
program, died in Hollywood May 25
of a heart attack. He entered radio
work in 1936, after having served in
newspaper and newsreel work in New
York, and wrote program material for
Floyd Gibbons, W. C. Fields and Bob
Burns.
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KEN CARPENTER, NBC HoUywood announcer on the weekly Kraft
Music Hall, sponsored by Kraft Cheese
Co., has been signed by Paramount
Studios for a part in the film, "RhyCrosby.thm on the River", featuring Bing
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WLOL, MimEAPOLIS,
WILL START JUNE 17
MINNESOTA'S Twin Cities will
shortly have a new regional broadcasting station, with June 17 now
scheduled as the starting date of
WLOL, Minneapolis, recently assigned 1,000 watts fulltime on 1300
kc. Gov. Stassen will be chief
speaker at the dedication and it is
hoped to have Senator Wheeler of
Montana present for the opening,
according to Edward P. Shurick,
manager. Mr. Shurick formerly was
Minneapolis manager for KSTP,
St. Paul, and for 31/2 years was assistant general manager of WDGY,
Minneapolis. Mutual Network has
announced that WLOL will replace
WDGY as its Twin City outlet.
Commercial manager has not yet
been designated. Miss Irma Caffrom, recently with KATE, Albert
Lea, and formerly with KSTP and
KROC, Rochester, has been appointed program director; Jerry
Harrington, formerly with WCCO,
Minneapolis, chief announcer and
production supervisor ; Ogden Prestholdt, technical advisor. President
of the operating company is John
P. Devaney, former chief justice of
the Minnesota State Supreme Court.
Vice-president is Fred A. Osanna,
Minneapolis attorney.
RCA transmitter equipment and
Truscon towers have been installed.
News service will be INS, and AMP
program library will be used.
WAHL Co., Chicago (fountain pens,
mechanical pencils), has been recapitalized by its stockholders and merged
with its subsidiary, Eversharp Inc.
The new company is known as Eversharp Inc. Biow Co., New York, is
agency.

—
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RADIO ADVERTISING
suit: Million dollar campaigns
By SAMUEL J. HENRY JR.
Bureau of Radio Advertising, NAB
sold some goods, but antagonized
DEALER opinion on the subject too many dealers. Not a very
of advertising, like public opinion profitable procedure.
A Business Blessing
on political questions, often works
slowly and in devious ways. But in
Radio
has helped considerably to
this enlightened age of research,
its demands cannot be denied for change that unhappy picture. It
long. Today, with the consumer
has brightened
the dealer's Rathattitude toward all advertising.
movement and all its implications
er than a waste, he now sees it as
directly affecting the dealer and his
a real blessing to his business, bestake in the profit picture, the man
cause he has been able to observe
who markets the product demands,
and receives a voice in the affairs exactly how radio works for him.
of conof big business that he never be- The man-on-the-firing-line
sumer sales knows that radio
fore enjoyed, especially in matters
customers, with reing.
of public relations and advertis- brings insultantcash
profits to him.
How
does
he
know? And how
Tradition calls for the typical
can
we
prove
it?
How can an indealer to disapprove of all advercreasing dealer sentiment for radio
tising (or at least his manufacturer's particular methods) to brand be used to open up new sources of
it as a waste for which he even- revenue for radio stations? First,
the answer to question No. 1 : How
tually must pay. "Sure, it's all does the dealer know radio sells
very pretty — it pleases those swivel chair admirals at the home ofDealers live with radio. In that
what ago,
good does
it do me?"to goods?
they're no different from millions
Tenfice. Butyears
the answer
of other people. Radio is as much
that rhetorical question was "none
part of their lives as it is of
at all" (so far as Mr. Dealer could atheir
customers. But — dealers also
see). Just another expense cutting
listen to radio programs advertisinto his profits. It means higher
very products they sell for
wholesale prices; if he raised the theiring thelivelihood.
Radio not only
price to the consumer, volume fell
sells
goods.
Radio
sells both buyer
off. If he didn't, his margin of
profit was reduced. And there was and seller — customer and distributor. Dealers are daily sold and renothing he could do about it. Resold on radio-advertised goods, and
on radio's value to them in moving
goods and building profits.
Need of Knowledge

WFBL
Syracuse
Goes to
5000

WATTS

NIGHTS!

WFBL
has now been
licensed by FCC to increase its power to
5000 watts nights. Now your advertising
dollar works for you even harder, reaches
more people with greater force — and at no
increase in rates.
Consider this additional coverage that
Syracuse and Central New York's most popular station now gives you . . . and multiply
your sales with this new increased market.
Write today for rates and time available,
WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y., or Free & Peters, Inc.,
National Representatives.

ONONDAGA
\
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RADIO BROADCASTING CORP.
Syracuse, Neiv York
MEMBER BASIC NETWORK COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
National Representatives, Free & Peters, Inc.
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Why, then, the lag between what
many dealers know to be their
most profitable medium, and what
the manufacturer does with his advertising dollars? Why the familiar difficulty of convincing home
office advertising managers that radio should be included in every
budget — that dealer demands
should not go unanswered? The
fact that radio is a comparatively
new medium presents two obstacles to be overcome before dealer opinion can be fully reflected
in national advertising and dealercooperative campaigns.
1. Expert knowledge of radio is
still limited to a small number of
advertisers. The others need help
and advice in the proper use of the
medium; they need more informa-

tion on successful programs and
methods. It's a major educational
job that radio faces in developing
new business.
2. Habits are hard to break.
Generally speaking, the larger the
company, the more conservative,
the slower to change. "What was
good 20 years ago is still good
enough for me." They stick to the
older, more familiar (and easier)
media, and not until the competition begins to outsell them with
radio do they see the light.
Such is the history of all advertising, but in radio the factors
of preferred time and consistent
build-up place a heavy premium on
"gettin' thar fustes' with the
mostes' men", if sales battles are
to be won. It is not too late to get
a good seat on the broadcasting
bandwagon, and many alert manuevery day. facturers are climbing aboard
But how can we convince some
of the more recalcitrant that retailers want and need radio. Modern research methods provide probably the best answer.
Radio's ability to sell goods has
been demonstrated by the recent
CBS promotion piece, "Rip Off the
Mask". This is no ordinary success story of advertising, but unproof that a radio
— and radio alonedeniable
— made
difference
of
88%
sales. The ofsponsor's
sales ininactual
two markets
similar
size, where all selling factors with
the exception of radio advertising
were the same, were checked and
double-checked by Crossley Inc.
The market covered by radio
showed almost twice the volume
of sales that the non-radio market
Another method is to poll a repproduced.
resentative cross-section of retailers in a particular field, and then
bring the results to the attention
of those responsible for allocating
advertising funds. Here are the results of two recent surveys, conducted by unbiased research organizations among grocers and
food chains in two widely separated markets :
In New York and the Metropolitan
area, 322 grocers were asked :
"What type of advertising do you believe most effective for a well-established
food
product?"
as follows:
77% said
radio. Answers
20% said were
newspapers,
3%
recommended other media.
"What type of advertising would you
recommend
for a said
new food product?" 85%
said
radio, ommended
14%.
other media.newspapers, 1% recManagers of 28 super-markets, asked the
same questions, answered in about the
same way : For an established product,
72% preferred
21% for
for anewspapers and 7%, radio
other tomedia;
new
product, 86% chose radio to 14% for
newspapers.
In Los Angeles, 225 grocers were asked:
general advertising
a "What
food manufacturer
use tomedium
do theshould
best

WBAL

means
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job ofanswered
moving goods
ofE your
shelves?"
They
as follows:
72.7%
chose
radio, 18.2% newspapers, 8.6 magazines,
3.2 billboards.
25 wholesale grocers, asked the same
Question, brought the following results :
64% for radio, 24% for newspapers, 4%,
magazines, 8% billboards.
In New York, two additional questions
were asked of the grocers :
"What form of advertising has been particularly effective in building customer demand?", and "What form of advertising
do Tocustomers
mention radio
most?".
both questions,
landed a whopping 80% of the votes.
The researchers also checked up on radio
sets in food stores. In New York, 50% of
all retail grocers interviewed had a radio
in the store; (the half without radios gave
the same 78% preference, however) ; in
Los Angeles, 60.5% of the stores had radios (and in Los Angeles over V2 to %
were in use during every daytime hour !
all of which is further evidence that dealers
live with radio.)
Note the consistency of the replies. Atlantic Seaboard, Pacific
Coast, independents, super-markets,
wholesalers, retailers — all chose radio, by 65% to 857-:. But for those
exacting souls who would like further proof, here are the media preferences of grocers as determined by
three previous surveys. See how radio's margin has grown steadily
through the years:
In 1933 a survey by Psychological Corp.
for NBC showed 58.3% of grocers choosing radio; in 1934, 62.3% (both surveys
for NBC ; gasoline dealers and druggists
included who gave radio a similar preference, ranging from 63 to 70%).
In 1938 a survey for WBBM, Chicago,
showed 65.6% of grocers choosing radio.
In 1939 a survey by Crossley Inc. for
KNX, Hollywood, showed 72.7% of grocers
choosing radio ; a survey by Grocery Laboratory for WOR, Newark, showed 77%
choosing radio for an established product,
85% for a new product.
It's hard to see how advertising
managers can ignore such facts as
these, or fail to act on them; and
the truth is, that on the whole, they
don't ignore them. Let's see how
closely actual dollar volume of advertising has followed this steadily
increasing sentiment for radio.
Food advertising on networks increased
steadily from $10,438,795 in 1933 to $26,925,270 in 1939,
according
to Publishers'
Information
Bureau.
Spot and
local food
advertising increased steadily, according to
NAB reports. Only available newspaper
figures show $25,414,157 in food advertising in 1938 for newspapers. Magazine food
advertising rose only slightly, from $21,067,814 in
1935 to $23,567,400 in 1939, according to PIB.

WLW

FOR stalwart organization service
C. C. Johnson Jr. (left), president
of the Advertising Club of Fort
Worth, early in May presented this
plaque to Sam H. Bennett, former
manager of KTAT (now merged in
KFJZ, Fort Worth) and managing
director of the Lone Star Chain,
who on May 15 became director of
sales of KMBC, Kansas City. The
plaque, presented at a club luncheon,of
commends
servicesince
as
officer
the Bennett's
organization
1937 and as secretary-treasurer of
the 10th District, Advertising Federation of America, during the last

BROADCASTING

USINGphia,special
fromCincinnati,
PhiladelWLW and lines
WSAI,
will carry a regular schedule of independent broadcasts beginning
June 24, in addition to NBC pickups, from the Republican National
Convention, according to an announcement by James D. Shouse,
Crosley Corp. vice-president in
charge
of broadcasting.
The fourman WLW
staff at the Convention
will be headed by Peter Grant and
Fred Thomas. With lines to both
the Municipal Auditorium and the
Benjamin Franklin Hotel, the
twice-daily W L W - WSAI broadcasts will consist of news and sidelights of the GOP conclave, and
will continue for the length of the
convention. In addition, interviews
will be transcribed each afternoon
and sent to the station to be rebroadcast next day on the noontime Everybody's Farm Hour.
All MBS broadcasts from the national
political conventions at Philadelphia
and Chicago will be broadea.st by
W2X0R, New York, FM station of
WOR,
Schedulewhich
will will
include
a numberNewark.
of broadcasts
not
be carried on WOR.

THE rierTer
10-year-old
Scotch
ter'30'a KFH
of HalrieM.r's
Black,
listener in Wichita, Kan., has
gone on daylight saving time.
Mr. and Mrs. Black listen
nightly to Graeme Fletcher,
KFH newscaster. For some
time it has been the habit of
the Blacks to take a short
walk after the broadcast
every night. The dog always
goes along.Fletcher
It got sostarted
that
whenever
"and now it's "30," and good
night" the dog would leap up
and head for the door. When
Daylight Saving Time started cast
Aprilwas 28,
Fletcher's
switched
from broad10 to
9 p. m. And sure enough, the
first night Fletcher broadcast
at 9 p. m. the dog waited for
the "30" and then jumped up
and made
door. "I
guess
the for
dogtherecognizes
Graeme's voice," commented
Mr. Black, "for it's always up
at the sound of '30' and
ready to go for the walk."

year.

fox

a
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Comparing these figures, even
the skeptics may be willing to admit that a good way to forecast advertising media trends is to make
a dealer survey. The history of
food advertising, at least, proves
that what his majesty, the dealer,
wants in the way of advertising,
the manufacturer sooner or later
supplies.
Retailers in other fields are beginning to make known their demands, and very soon their influence will show itself in the allocation of national and cooperative advertising funds. The hand that rings
the cash register also holds a potent
hand in the affairs of modern business, and broadcasters will do well
to educate and cultivate their good
friend, the dealer.
The Thomas' Spots
THE THOMAS' Chicago (scalp
specialists), has started a daily
one-minute announcement campagin
on WHN, New York; WDGY, Minneapolis; KYA, San Francisco;
WEMP, Milwaukee; WCAR, Pontiac, Mich.; KRKD, Los Angeles;
WCBD, Chicago; CKAC, Montreal;
WHBI, Newark; WIP, Philadelphia;
Rochester;
KOL,
Seattle. WSAY,
Contracts
are for 52
weeks.
Additional stations will be added in
the future. Frank R. Steel & Assoc.,
Chicago, handles the account.
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KWKH
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IVatti

50,000
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CBS

BRANHAM

CO.

* KWKH serves the rich tri-state area composed of North
Louisiana, East Texas and South Arkansas. More people
live within 150 miles of Shreveport in this rich area than live
in the entire state of Louisiana.
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West

WFOY ACQUISITION
APPROVED
BY FCC
THE OWNERS of WMBR, Jacksonville, Fla., on May 21 obtained
FCC approval to acquire WFOY,
St. AugTistine, which they plan to
link to WMBR by land line for cooperative operation. The plan embraces feeding some of the CBS
programs heard on WMBR to
WFOY. The station was purchased
for $30,000 from Fountain of Youth
Properties Inc., headed by Walter
B. Fraser, director of the famed
Fountain of Youth Park. Name of
the licensee corporation has been
changed to Fountain of Youth
Broadcasting Co.
WFOY, operating with 250 watts
on 1210 kc, is now owmed 54% by
Glenn Marshall Jr., who will be its
manager and who owns 31% of
WMBR; 28% by Ed Norton, who
owns 51% of WMBR and is identified with the commercial lease of
WAPI, Birmingham; 18% by
Frank M. King, who also owns 18%
of WMBR. Young Marshall is the
son of K. G. Marshall, president of
WBRC, Birmingham, and owner of
various properties in that city, who
makes his home in Miami Beach.

The Other Fellow's
VIEWPOINT

AN ORIGINATION of WOWO,
Fort Wayne, the first annual
Achievement Awards Banquet was
held recently at which 16 Indiana
residents received certificates,
awarded for individual excellence
in their respective fields. Under
Secretary of Agriculture Claude
Wickard (left) presented the
awards. With him is W. C. Swartley, manager of WOWO-WGL. The
program is the brainchild of Eldon
Campbell, special events chief of
WOWO, to recognize outstanding
performances in all lines of endeavor. Purdue U collaborates in
the program.

Seeks Local in Marion, O.
ROBERT T. MASON, of Fremont, O.,
formerly an executive of the Fenton
Publishing Co., heads Marion Broadcasting Co., applicant to the FCC for
a new 250-watt station on 1500 kc. in
Marion, O. He is the younger brother
of Frank B. Mason, NBC vice-president, who with his wife are disclosed
in the application as financial backers
of the enterprise. Robert T. Mason
would manage the station and holds
35% of the stock ; Frank Mason,
32.5% ; Mrs. Frank Mason, 32.5%.

FOLLOWING the May 28 broadcast
of The Aldrich Family on NBC-Blue,
General Foods Corp. is giving the
comedy serial for Jell-O a four-weeks
holiday until June 23 when it returns
as a summer replacement for the Jack
Benny program on NBC-Red, Sundays, 7-7 :30 p.m. Agency is Young
& Rubicam, New York.

* League Standing
as of May 18, 1940.

With (a) 692,585 people residing within its one-half
millivolt daytime contour, spending (b) $94,126,624
annually in retail sales, and — moreover — with ONLY
ONE NETWORK AFFILIATED STATION (WIS) in that
area . . . WIS is in FIRST PLACE in the plans of every
National Advertiser interested in the Great Southeast.
(a) 1930 U. S. Census
(b) 1935 U. S. Dept. of Commerce
OTH

RED

AND

BLUE

A few days before I received this
letter, WCBD, on Nov. 22, 1939, applied for daytime operation on 830
kc. because of the impending placWLS."
ing of KFAB with 50 kw. on our
1080 kc. frequency — such a move to
be made to open 770 kc. for clear
network operation for WBBM, easily accomplished because the same
network (CBS) is dominant on
1080 kc. through their WBT.
Now follow through to this point,
which brings us up to the present:
KSD wanted fulltime operation.
Its network owns KOA, the dominant station on 830 kc. Hence to
get ridtion atofSt.KFUO,
staLouis the
withLutheran
which KSD
shared a small part of its time, the
"give and take" parley was held
without our knowledge with this
result :
1. An application of KFUO for
830 kc. was dated April 27, 1940,
and was filed with the Commission
on April 30, 1940. The public notice
with reference to this was released
on Monday, May 6, and the Commission granted the application on
Tuesday, May 7! Mind you, St.
Louis is more than 100 miles closer
to KOA than is Chicago. And the
Boston application was and is still
pending on 830 kc.
2. We received no inkling whatsoever of this until the grant was
made. No consideration whatsoever

Seeking

Houston, Dallas Stations
IN ADDITION to applying for the
facilities of KTBC, Austin, Tex.
[Broadcasting, May 15], a company headed by J. M. West, Texas
financier who owns the Austin
Daily Tribune and Dallas Dispatch
Joui~nal among widespread other interests, has applied to the FCC for
new stations in Houston and Dallas. West Publishers Inc., of which
Mr. West is president, has asked
for 250 watts night and 1,000 day
on 610 kc. in Houston, and 5,000
watts fulltime on 1550 kc. in Dallas.
Mr. West is 33.4% stockholder in
the company; his son, J. Marion
West, Houston attorney, 33.3% ;
another son, Wesley W. West, of
Houston, sociated
32.6%
; with
aswith the
West others
interests
holding qualifying shares. Mr.
West is not only one of the wealthiest men in Texas but is reported to
be associated with Jesse Jones,
head of the Reconstruction Finance
Corp., including
various
enterprises, inHouston newspapers.
Quaker Oil Series
QUAKER PETROLEUM Co.,
Omaha, has started a five-weekly
variety quarter-hour at noon on
WNAX, Yankton; KOWH, Omaha,
and KMA, Shenandoah. The program is originated at WNAX, with
Herb Howard as m.c. Allen &
Reynolds Agency, Omaha, is agency. The series was auditioned before
Quaker salesmen at a recent sales
meeting in Omaha.
was taken of our long-standing,
prior application as far as I can
learn. By private agreement we
were, in effect, denied our right to
at least be heard at the time and
have thus been forced to surmount
an almost impossible obstacle.
That's the action that you have
applauded so vigorously! I am convinced that you were not in possession of these facts, for I know this
is not inflectionkeeping
the splendid
fine reof you andwithyour
publication that we small operators
have had through the years. I believe you agree
that should
these ever-soimportant
huddles
not be
concluded until the interests of all
are heard or considered. This matter was of supreme importance to
us because of the unbelievable
scarcity of possible frequencies in
the Mid-west. Regardless of our
own interest (and goodness knows
I am not representing that we had
any prior claim to any frequency)
these private
swaps
works have been
and by
willthebe netthe
most hurtful influence in the industry! It will have to be stopped if
the license of an independent operator is to be considered worth a
tinker's damn.
It's something to think about
if you really want "free, competitive broadcasting," as you so well
state in your platform of Broaik
CASTING.
Gene T. Dyer, President
WCBD Inc., Chicago
May 20, 1940

NETWORKS
COLUMBIA
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Did Everybody Win?
Editor Broadcasting:
You've struck me always as fair
and decent in your dealing with
every phase
of the
industry
so
without
bitterness
I address
you— as
a friend.
Your May 15 issue is at hand,
along with the editorial "Everybody Wins," and the attendant stories of "clearing up" the St. Louis
situation. The heading should have
been: "The Networks Win Again!"
May I trouble you with these details?
On Nov. 3, 1939, I wrote NBC
asking their permission for daytime
operation on 830 kc, because of
their
dominance
NBC's KOA
at Denver
on thatwith
frequency.
On Nov. 24, 1939, I received a
letter from NBC, a smug paragraph of which I quote :
"There is now pending before the
Commission an application for a
Boston station to go to fulltime on
that frequency. This we intend to
resist to the utmost and in my opinion it would weaken our position
materially if we consented to the
use of 830 kc. on a daytime station
in Chicago. Furthermore, that frequency isonly 40 kc. removed from
WENR, and if you remember the
famous case when Louis Caldwell
had his baptism in radio, there is
objection to such close proximity
to WENR. I am quite sure that
Glenn Snyder would also be opposed to a station in Chicago that
had only 40 kc. separation from

Interests

■ ■
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Junior High Pupils Indicate
Preference for Air Lessons
WHEN junior high school pupils
in Bronxville, N. Y., were asked
how they preferred to get their
lessons, 45% answered that they
found it easier to learn by radio
than from books. Another 35% declared that it made no difference
while only 20% preferred books to
the loudspeaker. The data were collected for the Evaluation of School
Broadcasts at Ohio State U, Columbus.
These are some of the reasons
given by seventh and eighth grade
boys and girls for their preference
for radio over books:
"Radio programs are much more
fun," one pupil wrote. Said another: "Books are too boring and
the radio programs are something
new, different and attractive — also
more amusing and easier to understand."
The Important Facts
A third student thought that
"you can listen more easily than
you can read" and another wrote:
"You don't have to think. It comes
to you. You don't have to find it."
Many pupils felt that when lessons were presented by radio, better
explanations were given than in
books. As one put it: "The radio
program tells the important facts
right then and there, while the book
talks on about things that aren't
very important."
The same students were asked
to determine whether they were
listening to live broadcasts coming
from a studio or transcriptions of
the programs. Abotit one-third of
the pupils said they could tell a difference between live and recorded
programs when heard over the
school public address system.
However, tests showed that the
two methods of auditory communication were equally effective. There
was no significant difference either
as to acquisition of information or
attitudes of the pupils between
groups which listened to live programs and those who heard transcriptions of the same broadcasts
Programs used in the study were
music and science series of the
CBS American School of the Air.
Boston Program Awards
AWARDS of merit to four Boston radio stations for outstanding programs
were presented recently at the annual
May Breakfast of the New England
Women's
Press Boston,
Assn., asheldannounced
at the
Parker House,
by Mrs. Dwight Clement, radio chairman of the National Federation of
Press Women. Winners were WEEI,
for Citizen, Know Your State, eonducted by Sylvia F. Bushnell of the
Massachusetts State Federal of Women's Clubs; WNAC, for Walter Kidder's program of Musical Varieties;
WAAB, for Tsfeios of the Women's
Cluhs ofG.'New
England,
Estelle
Marsh;
WCOP,conducted
for Radioby
Orchestra Hall, classical music program conducted by Morton Blender.
AT THE REQUEST of Edward M.
Kirby, director of public relations of
the NAB, the tale of King Arthur and
His Knights was dramatized May 24
during Dorothy Gordon's Yesterday's
Children program on NBC-Blue. At
the conclusion of the program Mr.
Kirby was interviewed as to the reasons for his choice.
BROADCASTING

No Gain Rider
WWL, New Orleans, recently carried a featherweight
championship boxing match
direct from ringside at Municipal Auditorium. Henry
Dupre, handling the blowby-blow story, was all set but
could not locate his engineer.
Desperately he flipped all the
switches at hand, miraculously contacted the WWL control room, and was instructed via earphones how to put
the program on the air. Fifteen minutes later the engineer showed up. He explained he had decided to
watch the semifinals and
then ride the gains on the
main bout. However, the
main bout had gone on before the semi-final and the
unsuspecting engineer had
enjoyed the main bout from
the arena instead of riding
the gains on it.

New W. Va. Station
OWNED and operated by Clarence
Frey, ner,publisher
Logan official
Banand Robert of
0. the
Greever,
of the Merrill Coal Mines, the new
WLOG, Logan, W. Va., went on
the air mitterMay
26, using
transand speech
input WE
equipment
and a 150-foot Blaw-Knox radiator.
It operates with 100 watts daytime
on 1200 kc, and was authorized
Jan. 26 by
FCC for
struction.the
Staff includes
John conR.
Atkinson, former advertising manager of the Logan Banner, commercial manager; Eddie Vann,
formerly of WCOA, assistant program director and continuity editor; B. H. Bopp, formerly of
WFBG, Altoona, chief engineer;
John Blackwood, formerly of
KMBC, Kansas City, engineer.
WFHR are the call letters assigned
by the FCC for the new local station
in Wisconsin Rapids, Wis., which the
FCC recently [Broadcasting, May
15] authorized William F. Huffman,
publisher of the Wisconsin Rapids
Tribune, to construct.

DOES

Violent Storm Damages
Two Stations in Toronto
A VIOLENT wind and rain storm
hitting Southern Ontario Sunday
afternoon May 19 blew down one
of the 360-foot towers of CFRB,
Toronto, at the Aurora transmitter,
20 miles north of Toronto. CFRB
was off the air nearly five hours,
from 5:40 p.m. to 10:20 p.m., while
engineers rigged up a temporary
tower for the loose end of the T
antenna. The west tower was a
crumpled
steel.
No de-a
cision hasheap
been of
made
whether
replacement tower or a new single
radiator will be installed. Damages
are estimated at $10,000. In the
same storm the tin roof was blown
off the transmitter building of
CKCL, in the business area of
Toronto, but CKCL was able to
continue without interruption.
DON LEE Broadcasting System has
instructed its newscasters to Anglicize
pronunciations of foreign names so
listeners following war news with
maps can understand them better.

THE

WEEK-END

J2

To BE exact, OUR FAMILY doesn't "shop". They just naturally ask for
WIBW-advertised products.
Mother's purchase of shortening was determined Tuesday when she heard of its
economy. A friendly voice on Wednesday awakened the desire to try a different
coffee; while a Friday program clinched today's sale of soap chips. Right now, Dad
and the boys are loading the car with sacks of WIBW-advertised poultry feed.
Why not let WIBW tell the 1,321,980 members of OUR FAMILY throughout
Kansas and adjoining states to ask for and insist upon your product — by name!
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24-HOUR
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FREE
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Programs

Preferred

by Women

WNRC
Finds in Making Annual Awards
FORUM discussions comprise the
most popular type of program with
Without Bass
women listeners, according to the
PRODUCTION department
of the Women's
1940 survey
tional Radio Committee,
resultsNaof
of
WCCO, Minneapolis, rewhich were announced by Mme.
ceived this letter from a lisYolanda Mero-Irion, founder and
tener theplease
other
chairman of the Committee, at its
closed
find aday:
copy "Enof a
sixth anniversary dinner, held May
new
song
I
have
just
writ16 at the Hotel Astor, New York.
ten. As you will notice, the
America's Town Meeting of the Air,
copy
has only the lyrics and
notes in the treble clef, but
NBC sustaining program which
WNRC
won
previously
had twice
certainly a station as large as
awards, was chosen the leading
yours has the facilities for
program of this type.
supplying the notes for the
Chosen for the "best single broadbass clef, as I cannot write
cast of the year" was the group of
these. Hoping my song will
broadcasts on Sept. 3, 1939, which
. . ."
told the world that England and
I remain
success,
be
Are a radio
listeners
becoming
BMI-conscious?
France were at war with Nazi Germany. Mme. Irion commented that
the European crisis had apparently
the in- mentator; Caesar Searchinger,
for serious
responsi
been largely
in theblemore
creased interest
NBC commentator, and Leonard
ts
the educaputstress
broadcas
on the Carlton, radio editor, Neiv York
with its
tional forum,which
ideals of democracy, ahead of quiz Evening Post, as participants.
In a surprise tribute to Dr.
programs, variety shows and top- Walter Damrosch and his wife,
ranking comedians despite the wide- who were celebrating their 50th
spread popularity of these classes wedding anniversary, the chorus
of programs.
sang the familiar wedding marches
and Mme. Irion praised the fanied
Daytime Trends
A preliminary report on the conductor as "the George Washingof radio music". Niles TramCommittee's survey of daytime pro- mell, tonNBC
executive vice-president,
grams was read by Mrs. Samuel
Kubie, chairman of the survey
Dr. Damrosch's
outlined
briefly
group, who said that since the nioneering career in radio educabeen "a
that heandhasinspiration
study had "developed into a much
source tion,
of stating
education
bigger project with far more im- to us in radio as well as to milplications than was
and since replies
were anticipated"
still coming
children".NBC news
H. lionsV.of school
Kaltenborn,
in, the complete report has been
analyst,
complimented
the WNRC
delayed.
being "the first organization to
"However," she continued, "cer- for
recognize how the radio audience
tain definite trends are unmistakcan influence the nature of radio
able: First, there is the general
and suggested that in
feeling that the market is glutted programs"
addition to awarding honors to the
with serial dramatic programs
best
programs
the WNRC might
which follow a similar pattern, the
also award "wooden medals" to the
themes and situations being repeti- worst
programs.
tive. Second, while this statement
will doubtless bring the retort from
Program Awards
sponsors that people do listen to
Full list of the WNRC 1940
their programs, as the entries in awards follows:
the contests and other mail indiAdult
Forums:
cate, we are learning from our
Town Educational
Meeting
of the
Air Table
(NBC)America's
; Uni- ;
versity of Chicago
Round
(NBC)
questionnaires that many listeners
People's Platform (CBS) ; American
tune in some programs to get the
Forumdio Forum
of the(NBC).
Air (MBS)
National
Ratime, to be set for news summaries,
These ;five
programs
to pick up the following program,
were also chosen those "best serving
to get the household hints, or to get
democratic
ideals". Programs: National
Other
Educational
the prize offers.
Farm & Home Hour (NBC) : Americans
at Work (CBS) ; on Your Job (NBC).
"Through the survey it is hoped
to ascertain the qualities best liked Religious Programs : National Vespers
(NBC) ; Church of the Air (CBS) :
in the daytime radio broadcasts,
Catholic Hour (NBC) ; Hymns of All
which programs of the 80 or more
Churches
(NBC). (NBC) ; Religion in the News
are most popular, and why listeners follow certain serial programs.
Programs Serving Inter-Faith Relations:
Church of the Air (CBS) ; National VesWe hope this survey when compers (NBC) ; Religion in the News
pleted may achieve the result, at
(NBC).
least, of a more varied fare in the News
Commentators: H. V. Kaltenborn
(CBS-NBC) : Lowell Thomas (NBC) ;
Raymond(CBS).
CJram Swing (MBS) ; Elmer
daytime
hours."program accompanyDavis
The lengthy
ing the dinner included an informal
News Programs : News From Europe
(NBC) ; The World Today (CBS) ; News
interview of John Kieran, InforRound-Ups from Abroad (MBS). AP
mation Please expert, by Martha
and UP were especially commended for
Deane of WOR; a Town Meeting
unbiased presentation of news.
Dramatic Programs: Lux Radio Theatre
type discussion on the topic "Can
(CBS) : Columbia Workshop (CBS) :
America Survive as a Democracy",
Campbell Playhouse (CBS) : Great Plays
with Hon. Frances Perkins, Secretary of Labor; Mrs. Preston Davie,
(NBC).
Evening
Serials:Family
One (NBC).
Man's
Family Dramatic
(NBC) ; Aldrich
Republican leader, and Prof. Harold Lasswell as speakers and
Daytime
Programs:
Gallant
American
Women (NBC).
George V. Denny Jr., moderator on
Variety Programs:
Edgar Bergen and
the Town Meeting broadcasts, actCharlie
McCarthy (NBC) ; Good News of
ing in the same capacity; and a
1940 (NBC).
panel discussion on "Propaganda
Quiz Programs : Information Please (NBC) ;
Professor Quiz (CBS).
and Radio", conducted by Dr. LySerious Music : Sponsored : Ford Sunday
man Bryson
who heads
the and
People's
Evening Hour (CBS) ; Metropolitan
Platform
forums
on CBS,
with
Opera Auditions (NBC). Sustaining:
Maj. Leonard Nason, MBS comBROADCASTING

SMILE of victory lights the countenance of Mary Pohlman, drum
majorette of the Napoleon (0.)
High School marching band, as she
holds the trophy presented in annual competition by WSPD, Toledo.
Early in May the Napoleon band
won the trophy for the second consecutive year, competing against 10
other Northwestern Ohio school
bands in Toledo U stadium. One
more win will give the band permanent possession of the award.
Merck Placements
MERCK & Co., Rahway, N. J. (Bichloride) on May 1 started a campaign of six announcements weekly on KYW, Philadelphia, and
WXYZ, Detroit. Agency is Chas.
W. Hoyt Co., New York.
NBC Symphony (NBC) ; New York
Philharmonic Symphony (CBS) ; MetroSinfoniettapolitan(MBS).
Opera (NBC) ; Wallenstein's
Light Music: Firestone Symphony (NBC)
Cities Service Hour (NBC).
Children's Entertainment Programs: Let's
Pretend (CBS) ; Ireene Wicker's Stories
(NBC). Educational Programs: School
Children's
of the Air (CBS) ; Music Appreciation
Hour (NBC) ; (javalcade of America
Best(NBC).
Single
Program
of thePrime
Year: Minister
Broadcasts of King
George,
Chamberlain and President Roosevelt on
Sept.the3, war
1939, (all
announcing
outbreak
of
networks)the; Scuttling
of the Graf
Spee
(all
networks)
national broadcast with Queen ;ofinterthe
Netherlands and President Roosevelt on
March 16, 1940 (all networks).

AND COmPflNY
NEW YORK
DETROIT
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AFA-NAB
to Discuss
Unit Measurement Plan
PLANNING an elaborate entertainment program for "Broadcaster's Night" at the 36th annual Advertising Federation of America
convention, to be held in Chicago
June 23-27, the program committee
composed of representatives of
NAB member stations in Chicago
held its first meeting May 21. In
addition to several actual broadcasts to originate from the convention [Broadcasting, May 15], all
Chicago member stations and networks are planning to contribute
talent and special features to highlight the special radio day, June 25.
Radio departments, under auspices of the NAB sales managers
committee, are to be held the morning of June 24 and 25 with one session open to AFA members. The
proposed agenda includes discussion of the Unit Plan for measuring radio advertising volume, dealer-cooperative advertising, and other activities of the Bureau of Radio
Advertising. The program committee, appointed by William R. Cline,
commercial manager of WLS and
chairman of the NAB sales managers' division, includes Jules Herbeveaux, NBC, chairman; Stuart
Dawson, CBS; Harold Safford,
WLS; Bradley R. Eidmann, WAAF,
and a WON representative to be
named. The program promotion
committee includes Orrin Weaver,
CBS, chairman; E. C. Carlson,
NBC; Arthur F. Harre, WAAF,
and Don Kelley, WLS, along with
a WON representative.
Just prior to the AFA meeting,
the National Retail Dry Goods
Assn. will hold a "Radio for Retailers" panel discussion, during
the organization's semi-annual convention in Chicago, June 17-20. At
the meeting, now set for June 20,
representatives of radio and retailing industries will discuss department store radio advertising, is
being arranged in cooperation with
the NAB Bureau of Radio Advertising. Theme of the radio forum
will be "More broadcaster-retailer
cooperation for better radio results", according to the NAB.
NBC Programs Honored
By Professional Women
NBC was named the 1939-40 winner of the national award of Phi
Beta, national professional women's
fraternity of speech and music for
its presentation last year of the
NBC Symphony Orchestra programs and the Metropolitan Opera
broadcasts. The award was presented by Carleton Smith, music
editor of Esquire and advisor to the
award committee, to Alma Kitchell,
who accepted for NBC during the
May 24 broadcast of her Brief Case
program on NBC-Blue.
The music and dramatic ai't section of Phi Beta, on May 10 awarded a bronze plaque to the Standard
Symphony Hour and the Standard
School Broadcast, both sponsored by
Standard Oil Co. of California on
NBC west coast stations, "in gratitude to the company for its outstanding public service in bringing
the radio audience programs of
the highest artistic merit."
MRS. J. J. QUILLIAM, mother of
H. J. (Tubbv) Quilliam, manager of
KIRO, Seattle, died in that city May
14.
BROADCASTING
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Missouri U Survey Shows Upper Income Groups
Use Radios More Than Lower Classes
PERSONS in higher income fami- $1,200 and less, including relief
lies—ranging from $2,000 to $10,- families — preliminary compilations
000 annually — are relatively more indicated that Group A listening,
avid radio listeners than lower in- while running fourth in the morncome families, it was indicated in
ing, led all other classes in the
preliminary data of a "three-di- afternoon and evening. Group B listening, fourth in the afternoon, was
mensional study of primary advertising media" conducted early in first and second, respectively, in
the
morning
and evening. Group C
April by the Missouri U School of
Journalism in Columbia, Mo. was second in the morning and af[Broadcasting, May 1].
ternoon and fourth in the evening,
while Group D held third place
The "product improvement"
study, covering radio listening ha- consistently through all three
bits along with newspaper and magazine readership in Columbia, a
The morning listening survey
city of about 20,000, is expected to periods.
showed 67 V( of Group B members
produce other revealing data on contacted had their radios operateffective coverage and the degree of
ing; 53.67r of Group C; 47V. of
readership and listening, according Group D; 43.1% of Group A. The
to Prof. Donald H. Jones, director afternoon listening study showed
of the survey.
39.1 9f of Group A members listenAmong four income groups — A,
ing; 36.3% of Group C; 29.5% of
$4,800 to $10,000 and up; B, $2,000 Group D; 28.5% of Group B. Group
to $4,800; C, $1,200 to $2,000; D, A maintained a good lead in the

evening also, with 60% ; followed
by Group B, with 52.5% ; Group D
with 51A7c; Group C, with 49.67^.
It was emphasized that these figures are relative, and actual gross
listening must be computed with the
varying number of families in each
group in mind, a part of the study
not yet completed. Percentage of
total population comprising each
of the mated
four
as: A,groups
9.8%;hasB, been
35%;estiC,
41.3%- ; D, 13.9%.
Lumping all groups together, it
was indicated that 54.6% of contacted persons or families listened
to their radios at some time during
the morning; 33.3% during the
afternoon, and 51.5% in the evening. Women predominated in
morning and afternoon listening,
while
tening. evening listening indicated a
shift generally favoring male lisTHE Professor Faxon Figgers program, sponsored by Atlas Life InsurancehomaCo.,City,
is originated
WKY, Tulsa,
Oklaand fed to byKVOO,
rather than originated by KVOO, as
stated in the May 15 Broadcasting,
page 83.
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BIRTH

OF

THE

QUIZ

Edward Murphey, of KWKH,

PROGRAM

Claims He Pioneered

Idea With a 1927 Program in Hollywood
Editor, Broadcasting:
"Colonel Bogey" whose mark of exIn response to the popular query
cellence was placed at 70%.
as to ness,who
started
"quiz"my busiAs for "quiz" programs origiIwould
like tothethrow
hat
nating in a radio studio and inin the ring and present evidence to
volving individual or team particisubstantiate my claim to the honor,
Memory Baseif such it might be.
pation, Ibelieve
ball comes
in firstmy again.
Of course, there were questions
It
was
in
1934,
in
Birmingham,
asked in interview fashion as far
Baseball was born.
Memory
that
back as the beHere was a program made to supginning of radio.
plant a"spelling bee" of which we
I am sure interhad grown tired. Teams of seven
views were held
each played with questions
players
in 1922, and perand answers and a simple routine
haps earlier. The
Correct answers were
baseball.
of
point is, when
several difficult
"hits";
as
recorded
was the first program of questions
as "home runs"; incorquestions
and answers in
rect answers as "outs" and the
to score
of the agame
purpose through
which this medi"runs"
succession of
um of entertain"hits."
Pitchers
were
selected
to
ment and enlight- Mr. Murphey
at
"thrown
questions
the
choose
enment constituted the basis of the entire program?
the opposing batsmen" by dravdng
Early in 1927, on KMTR, in numbers from the "pitcher's box."
The basic principle of the proHollywood, I built a program for
ted and it has
the Felix B. Winslow Chevrolet
gram was copyrighely
throughout
Agency which qualifies for the been used extensiv
above classification. I sat before the country. A French translation
now being used in Canada.
the microphone and invited the is Memory
Baseball has been an
publicdios and
to viegather
before
their
raoutstanding feature of KWKH for
with each other in an
the past four years. The Lions
attempt to cry out the answers
Clubs of neighboring communities
first, to questions which I asked.
are now competing in an effort to
The questions covered a variety
in questions perof subjects and were compiled to promote taininginterest
to Americanism.
afford short answers. The quesI believe it would be well to comtion was asked — a short pause and
pile all the evidence and render a
then the answer given. Where only decision
in the near future so we
one person was listening, he or she won't have to resurrect the query
was invited to compete against
Edward Murphey
again.
KWKH-KTBS, Shreveport, La.

READING

TIME

$20.00

It will take you a minute to read this
message about Richmond. It can save you
$20.00. For a minute on WMBG— the Red
Network Station — costs only $15.00 —
night-time rate. A minute on the other
leading Richmond station — night-time rate
—costs
00— saving: $20.00.

WMBG offers you the Red Network
audience — 5000 watts daytime — 1000
watts night — and equal density of coverage. WMBG charges you only for what
it covers — a saving of $20.00 on a minute
spot — other savings in proportion. Before you buy — get the WMBG story.
WMBG — NBC Red Outlet — Richmond,
Va. * National Representative, John Blair
Company.
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IBEW Adds in Del., Pa.
TWO new broadcast technician units
have been added to the list of IBEW
radio stations in the country, according
to a recent announcement by IBEW.
The first, organized in Wilmington.
Del., and including WDEL and
WILM, has territorial jurisdiction
over stations of the Mason-Dixon
Group in Delaware and Pennsylvania.
Petitions
pending before
National are
Labor Relations
Board the
seeking
a decision on certification of IBEW
for theintechas bargaining
nicians employedagent
by stations
the
group. The second unit was organized
at Harrisburg, Pa., where a new local
was formed by technicians of WHP.
Less than two months elapsed from the
time the organization was formed
until an agreement was reached,
IBEW announced. The new agreement provides for a closed shop, paid
vacations, sick leave, leave of absence
and WHP
"substantial
increase
in salary"
for
technicians,
IBEW
stated.

WOV, WCAO SIGN
ACA AGREEMENTS
CONTRACTS covering announcers
at WOV, New York, and all staff
employes of WCAO, Baltimore,
have been signed with American
Communications Assn., CIO union.
Both contracts were negotiated by
Sidney
broadcast Adler,
organizer. the
The union's
WOV contract
was signed
by Hyla
station manager.
LewisKiczales,
Melbourne,
president of WCAO, signed for his
station. Both contracts call for
wage increases, seniority rights,
40-hour week, time-and-a-half for
overtime,
holidays,
sick leave with
pay. vacations and
WOV contract runs only until
October of this year, when the
ACA
contract
covering
WOV's
technical
employes
also expires.
After that date, both contracts will
be renewed together. It is a closed
shop contract
diate raises of guaranteeing
at least $2.50 immeto all
announcers and sound effects men,
with weekly wages ranging from
$40 to $60. Announcers at WOV
were formerly affiliated with
American Guild of Radio Announcers and Producers, independent
union.
WCAO contract is a two-year
agreement and covers technicians,
announcers, production employes, a
news commentator and telephone
operators.
NBC Chicago Pact
A THREE-YEAR contract estabing aunion
shopmenforwas
NBC-Chicagolishsounds
effect
signed
May 16 by Sidney N. Strotz, NBC
vice-president and Central Division
manager,
and Raymond
Jones,
executive secretary
of AFRA,
Chicago
division. Retroactive to April 1, it
specifies minimum salary of $220
for two viously
years
or more
service.
the basic
pay was
$150 Preper
month. Those who were drawing
above the new $220 minimum continue at their old wage, with additional increases as usual. In addition to continuation of five-day 40hour week and two weeks vacation
with pay, an extra day off is given
for each holiday worked.

KVOS Renewal
RENEWAL of the license of KVOS,
Bellingham, Wash, local, and denial of the competitive application
of Bellingham Broadcasting Co. on
grounds of purported lack of financial qualification, was ordered by
the FCC May 16 in proposed findings. The proposed decision was
based on hearings held in Bellingham last August in one of the most
bitterly fought local station cases
Group Seeks Roanoke Local
on Commission records. Principal
A GROUP of Virginians, including owner of KVOS is Rogan Jones. In
existing broadcast operators, has joined
to form Roanoke Broadcasting Corp., authorizing renewal of the station's
seeking a new 250-watt outlet on 1500 license to operate on 1200 kc. with
kc. in Roanoke. Ofiicers are Paul C. 250 watts full time, the FCC said
Buford, president, who is president of
the Shenandoah Life Insurance Co., that former questionable practices
which would hold 20% of the stock ; on the station had been disconEdward of
A. Allen,
vice-president,
chief tinued.
owner
WLVA,
Lynchburg,
13 1/3% ; Philip P. Allen, manager of
WLTH Citation Dropped
WBTM, Danville, 13 1/3% ; Henry E.
Thomas,
secretary,
the Shenandoah
Lifevice-president
Insurance Co.of A "SHOW CAUSE" order issued
against WLTH, Brooklyn, last July
Lynchburg Broadcasting Co., which
controls WLVA and has 49% of was rescinded May 21 by the FCC because it appeared that interference
WBTM, would hold another 13 1/3%
conditions existing at the time have
in the Roanoke company. J. P. Fisli- been
eliminated.
The station was cited
burn Jr., publisher of the Roanoke
Times & World-News and operator of for possible revocation because of purWDB.J, Roanoke, would hold the reported interference with Government
maining 40% of the company's stock. station operations.
BROADCASTING
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Radio Listening Groups
Are Rapidly Increasing,
Educators Are Informed
FORMATION of radio listening
groups all over the country as a
means of adult education was the
subject of a radio session May 23
during the 15th annual meeting of
the American Assn. for Adult Education at the Hotel Astor, New
York. Leonard Power, coordinator
of research of the Federal Radio
Education Committee, presided.
Stating that listening groups of
all types were increasing in number every year, Frank E. Hill of
the FREC described the groups
in detail from facts compiled by
questionnaire as to where they
met, what programs they gathered
together to hear, and how radio
stimulated educational discussions.
W. G. Preston Jr., assistant to the
NBC vice-president in charge of
programs, told how NBC urged
stations to organize such groups
and then studied reports on its
programs for guidance in handling
future broadcasts.
Sterling Fisher, CBS director of
education, reported on the units
listening to and evaluating the
CBS American School of the Air
in terms of its educational value,
and stated that 112 CBS affiliates
have either full or part-time educational directors to cooperate with
local listening groups.
Va. Local Sold Again
CONTROL of WCHV, Charlottesville, Va., has been sold again, subject to FCC approval, and an application for authority to transfer
2,448 shares (61%) of its common
stock has been filed with the Commission. Mrs. Marcia Arrington,
who with her husband, John F.
Arrington Jr., took over control of
the station last October after buying Hugh Curtler's stock for
_ 116,500, now proposes to sell the
'stock
to Charles
wholesale
baker of Barham
Nashville.Jr.,Thea
sale price was undisclosed. Holder
of most of the minority stock is W.
B. Brovra, an instructor at Mississippi Women's College, whose holdings are not involved in the deal.
KLO Branch Office
PAUL R. HEITMEYER, manager
of KLO, Ogden, Utah, has announced the opening of a new sales
office in the Boston Bldg., Salt Lake
City. The new office is directed by
Ed McCallum, formerly manager of
KYA, San Francisco, and was established to service regional and
retail accounts carried from the
metropolitan area by the station,
according to Mr. Heitmeyer. Socs
N. Vratis, formerly sales manager
of KRIC, Beaumont, Tex., has replaced McCallum on the Ogden
sales force, under Merrill J. Bunnell, KLO sales manager.
BOOKLET covering general principles and uses of school recordings,
Sound Recording Equipment for
Schools, has been published by the
Committee on Scientific Aids to Learning, New York. The booklet includes
a chapter on various types of recording equipment suitable for school use.
JAMES M. MORRIS, of KOAC,
Oregon State Agricultural College
station at Corvallis, is the author of
Radio Guild Plays, a group of 15 radio
plays for high schools and colleges,
to be published this summer by H.
W. Wilson Co., New York.
BROADCASTING

ASKED

FOR

PRESTO

BUILT

A NEW, HIGH
TRANSCRIPTION
THAT'S

A Short Time
Ago ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
. . . Columbia Broadcasting System engineers
told us they were not satisfied with the portable transcription players then on the market.
They told us what they wanted ... a
transcription player that would give perfect
reproduction and yet be small and light
enough for their personnel to handle conveniently. We went to work.
We developed a new mounting which enables us to use a full size, magnetic pickup
that tracks perfectly on a 16" transcription
and at the same time keeps the size and weight
of the unit extremely low. This pickup was
combined with a new type of loudspeaker
with matching amplifier and a Presto dual
speed, rim-driven recording turntable . . .

Canadian Distributor: WALTER

P. DOWNS,

World's Largest Manufacturers
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IT

QUALITY
PLAYBACK
PORTABLE

mounted in a carrying case measuring 15" x
15" X 19", weighing only 46 lbs.
Results were amazing. For practical purposes the reproduction was equal to high
grade studio equipment. CBS immediately
placed these playbacks in service. Agency
executives and others who heard the new
Presto playback ordered it for their own use.
Now it's been added to the regular Presto
line, designated as the Presto Model L Transcription Playback. List price is $2 50.00
FOB New York. Limited quantity ready for
immediate delivery. Place your order today.
SEND FOR NEW PRESTO CATALOG!
Gives complete performance data on the
entire Presto line of recording equipment
and discs.

2313 St. Catherine St. W., Montreal, P. Q.

RECORDING
242

REALLY

IT

West

CORPORATION

55th Street, New

of Instantaneous

Sound

York, N. Y.

Recording

Equipment
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WICC, Bridgeport, Conn.
Church & Dwight, New York (baking
soda), 52 sa, thru Brooke, Smith,
French & Dorrance, N. Y.
Chas. E. Hires Co., PhiladelDhia (root
beer),
t, thru
Canaday,81 N.
Y. O'Dea, Sheldon &
Min-Wax Co., N. Y. (Min-Wax), 20
so, thru W. I. Tracy, N. Y.
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn.
(Five Crown Gum), 78 t, thru
Platt-Forbes Inc., N. Y.
Wander Co., Chicago (Ovaltine), 50
thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago.
New England Confectionery Co.. Boston (Skybar), 78 sa, thru Badger
& Browning, Boston.
Planters Nut & Chocolate Co., WilkesBarre, Pa. (peanuts). 182 t, thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
WHO, Des Moines
California Packing Corp., San Francisco (Del Monte), 34 t, thru McCann-Erickson, San Francisco.
Bathasweet Corp., New York (soaps,
bath salts), 156 sp, thru H. M.
Kiesewetter Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines
(seed corn), 3 sa, thru R. J. Potts
& Co., Kansas City.
Hoxie Fruit Co.. Des Moines (fruits,
vegetables), 178 sp. thru Wallace
Adv. Agency, Des Moines.
Utilities Engineering Institute, Chicago (school), t. thru First United
Broadcasters, Chicago.
KSFO, San Francisco
Swift & Co., Chicago (ice cream),
weekly ta, thru Stack-Goble Adv.
Agency, N. Y.
Langendorf United Bakeries, San
Francisco (chain), 5 so, thru Leon
Livingston
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Guaranty Union Life Insurance Co.,
Beverly Hills, Cal.. weekly sp, thru
Edward Stodel Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles.
WNEW, New York
Jacob Ruppert Brewery, New York
(Knickerbocker beer), 12 so weekly,
52 weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N. Y.
Socony- Vacuum Oil Co., New York. 3
sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru J. Stirling Getchell, N. Y.
Cushman Sons, New York (bakers), 7
ta weekly. 4 weeks, thru Samuel C.
Croot & Co., N. Y.
WOR, Newark
Joe Lowe Corp., New York (Popsicles), weekly t, thru Blow Co.,
N. Y.
Liggett & Myers Co., New York (Chesterfield cigarettes ) , weekly t, thru
Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
Greenwich Savings Bank, New York,
sp, 5 so weekly, thru Metropolitan
Adv. Co., N. Y.
KGO, San Francisco
Dr. P. Phillips Co., Orlando, Fla.
(fruit juices), weekly so, thru Long
Adv. Service, San Francisco.
KSL, Salt Lake City
Mutual Citrus Products Co., Anaheim,
Cal. (fruit juice), 3 sp weekly, thru
Charles H. Mayne Co., Los Angeles.
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KYW, Philadelphia
United Drug Co., New York, 5 t,
thru Street & Finney, N. Y.
Prime Mfg. Co., Milwaukee (electric
fences), 6 so weekly, thru Hoffman
& York Agency, Milwaukee.
Liberty Title & Trust Co., Philadelphia (bank), 1 sp weekly, thru
Geare-Marston, Philadelphia.
Oakite Products, New York (Oakite
cleansers), 3 so weekly, thru Calkins
& Holden, N. Y.
Look Inc., New York (magazine), 8 so
weekly, thru H. C. Morris & Co.,
N. Y.
Merck & Co., Rahway, N. J. (Dichloride moth preventatives), 6 so weekly, thru Charles W. Hoyt Co., N. Y.
International Harvester Co., Chicago
(Farmall tractors), 6 ta weekly,
thru
cago. Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, Chi-

KOA, Denver
Faultless Starch Co., Kansas City
(starch),
ta weekly
Hanly
Co.,12Kansas
City. thru FerryFlaks Inc., Denver (candy bars),
weekly sp, thru Radio Productions
& Recordings Inc., Denver.
International Harvester Co., Chicago
(tractors),
weekly,Chicago.
thru Aubrey, Moore 6& sp
Wallace,
Union Pacific Railroad, Omaha, 6 sp
weekly, thru Caples Co., Omaha.
All- Year Club of Southern California,
Los Angeles
(community
promo-&
tion), 7 to weekly,
thru Lord
Thomas, Los Angeles.
WJZ, New York
Charles B. Knox Gelatine Co., Johnstown, N. Y., 5 sp weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
Nestle-Lemur Co., New York (hair
products and permanent waves),
weekly
thru R. T.
O'Connellsp,Co.,13 N.weeks,
Y.
Yeckes-Eichenbaum Co.. New York
(Wondercrop
3N.
spY. weekly, fruits
thru S.andC.vegetables),'
Croot Co.,

KFI, Los Angeles
Southern Pacific Co., San Francisco
(rail transportation), weekly sp,
thru Lord & Thomas, Los Angeles.
Smart & Final Co., Wilmington, Cal.
(food products), 3 sp weekly, thru
Heintz Pickering & Co., Los AnWBNX, New York
Ruppert Brewery, New York,
Mutual
geles. Citrus Products Co., Anaheim, Jacob
weekly sp, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Cal. (powdered lemon juice), 3 ta
N. Y.
weekly, thru Chas. H. Mayne Co.,
Eastern teau
Wine
(ChaLos Angeles.
MartinCorp.,
wine).New3 York
sp weekly,
Manhattan Soap Co., New York
thru
H.
C.
Morris
Agency,
N.
Y.
(Sweetheart soap), 3 sp weekly,
thru Franklin Bruek Adv. Corp.,
KROW,
Oakland,
Cal.
N. Y.
Toppings, Los Angeles (foods),
Lawdron Chemical Co., Los Angeles Towne
4 ta weekly, thru Milton Weinberg
(Di-Mon-Glo floor wax), 3 sp weekAdv. Co., Los Angeles.
ly, thru Darwin H. Clark Adv., Los Enosil
Chemical Co., Oakland, Cal.
Angeles.
(wax), 5 saOakland.
weekly, thru Tomaschke-Elliott,
WON, Chicago
Linco Products Corp., Chicago (water
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
softener), 3 sp weekly, 52 weeks, Nu-Enamel Paint Co., Los Angeles, 3
thru Gourfain-Cobb Adv. Agency,
sp weekly, thru Advertising Arts
Chicago.
Agency, Los Angeles.
General Food Sales Co., New York Dina-Mite
Food Co., Los Angeles (ce(Calumet baking powder), 6 sp
reals), 6sp weekly, thru Gil Kuhn
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Young &
&
Co.,
Los
Angeles.
Rubicam, N. Y.
WEEI, Boston
Fels & Co., Philadelphia (Fels Naptha
soap), 3 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru American Tobacco Co., New York
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
(Lucky Strikes),
t, thru Lord &
Thomas,
N. Y.
Kroger Grocery
&) , Baking
Co., Cincin atchain
i(
5 t weekly,
5 t Pepsi-Cola Co., Long Island City (soft
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Ralph H.
drink),
Jones Co., Cincinnati.
N. Y. sa, thru Newell-Emmett Co.,
WHN, New York
KECA, Los Angeles
Policyholders Advisory Council, New California Packing Corp., San Francisco (Del Monte pineapple juice),
Yoi-k (insurance), 10 sp weekly,
4 t weekly, 52 weeks, thru Robert
10
thru McCann-Erickson taInc.,weekly,
San Francisco.
John Roberts, N. Y.

". . . an I showed 'em how to rope all three at once —
and KRBM!"
KPFAwith
MontanaKGIR,
coverage
a single contract

pd. Adv.

BROADCASTING

WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.
T. H. Briggs & Sons, Raleigh (fishing
supplies), weekly sp, direct.
Baldwin Department Store, Durham,
N. C. 300 so, thru Harvey-Massengale Co., Atlanta.
Castleberry's Food Co., Atlanta, weeklanta.ly sp, thru Nachman-Rhodes, AtDillon Supply Co., Raleigh (farm implements), daily sp, 30 weeks, direct.
Joe Lowe Corp., New York (Popsicle),
weekly t, thru Biow Co., N. Y.
P. Lorillard Co., New York (Friends
tobacco ) , 2 t weekly, thru Lennen &
Mitchell, N. C.
Smith Douglas Co., Norfolk (fertilizer),rencedailyFertig
sp,& 20Co.,weeks,
N. Y.thru LawKeeley Institute, Greensboro, N. C.
(proprietary),
52 ta, N.thruC. Southern
Adv.
Corp., Durham,
KHJ, Los Angeles
Swift & Co., Chicago (food products),
6 sp sonweekly,
thru J. Walter ThompCo., Chicago.
Stayner Corp., Berkeley, Cal. (Minra
remedy), 30 sp, thru Erwin, Wasey
& Co., San Francisco.
Lyon Van & Storage Co., Los Angeles
(chain), weekly ta, thru Charles H.
Mayne Co., Los Angeles.
Californiacisco Packing
San juice),
Fran(Del Monte Corp.,
pineapple
10 taSanweekly,
thru McCann-Erickson.
Francisco.
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc., Monticello.
111. (proprietary), 5 ta weekly, thru
Sherman & Marquette Inc.. Chicago.
Union Pharmaceutical Co., New Y'ork
( Saraka
) , 5 &t Co.,
weekly,
man K. Ellis
N. Y.thru SherJ. C. Eno Ltd.. Buffalo, N. Y. (Eno
salts) 5 ta weekly thru Atherton &
Currier, N. Y.
KFRC, San Francisco
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn,
Mass., 12 ta weekly, thru Erwin,
Wasev & Co., N. Y.
Blue Ribbon Book Corp., Seattle, 18 t,
thru Northwest Radio Adv., Seattle.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la.
(plants),
33 t.Seattle.
thru Northwest Radio Adv. Co.,
Langendorf Bakeries, San Francisco
(chain), 18 so, thru Leon Livingston
Adv., San Francisco.
California Macaroni Co., San Francisco. 2 sa weekly, thru Rufus
Rhoades & Co., San Francisco.
Swift & Co., Chicago (ice cream),
weekly ta, thru Stack-Goble Adv.
Agency,
Y.
Calo
Food N.Products,
San Francisco
(dog food), weekly sp, thru Theo H.
Segall Corp.,
Adv., San
Francisco.
Pen-Jel
Kansas
City (Pectin),
5Adv.,
partic.
weekly,
Kansas City.thru David Midlin
KPO, San Francisco
Look Inc., New York (magazine), 2 ta
weekly,
N. Y. thru H. C. Morris & Co.,
United Drug Co., Boston (RexaU
sale), 4 N.t Y.weekly, thru Street &
Finney,
Lyon Van & Storage Co., Los Angeles (moving and storage) 4 so
weekly, thru Charles H. Mayne Co.,
Los Angeles.
Foreman & Clark, Los Angeles (clothing chain), 6 sa weekly, thru Martin
Allen, Los Angeles.
Mutual Citrus Products Co., Anaheim,
Cal. (powdered lemon juice), 3 sp
weekly, thru Charles H. Mayne Co.,
Los Angeles.
WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Lugbill Bros., Arehbold, O. (stockyards), 250 sa, direct.
Losman
direct. Co., Waterloo, Ind., 15 so,
Swift & Co., Chicago (ice cream), 20
ta,
thru Stack-Goble Adv. Agency,
Chicago.
Richman Bros., Cleveland (clothes),
59
land.so, thru McCann-Eriekson, CleveAllen
Olmsted,13 Leroy,
Y. (Allen'sS.
FootS. Ease),
sa, thruN. Armand
Weill Co., Buffalo.
• Broadcast
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SOUTHERN PACIFIC Co. San
Francisco, to promote its streamlined
daylight train service between that
city and Los Angeles, on May 15
started 13-week sponsorship of a weelily half-hour dramatic series, All
Aboard, on KFI, Los Angeles. Series
features original dramas written by
Robert Redd. James Fonda is agency
producer and Art Baker announces.
Gordon Jenkins has the orchestra.
Agency is Lord & Thomas, Los Angeles.
KRISPY KAKE KONE Co., Los Angeles (Frozen Drumsticks), new to
radio, in a test campaign which ends
July 27, is using six participations
weekly
Wilson's
Shine
program inonStuKHJ,
that Rise
city. dHoward
Ray Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has the
account.
DINA-MITE FOOD Co., Los Angeles
(cereal), new to radio, in a nine- week
test which ends July 4, is using six
participations weekly in Mildred Van's
Open House program on KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal. Firm contemplates
an extensive fall campaign, placing
through Gil Kuhn Co., Los Angeles.
MARNEY FOOD Co., Los Angeles
(Marco dog and cat food), consistent
user of radio for eight years, on May
12 started a weekly quarter-hour program featuring John Clark, tenor, on
KNX, Hollywood, for 52 weeks. Firm
will expand its activity to include
other California stations. Agency is
Ivar F. WaUin Jr. & Staff, Los Angeles.
SOUTHERN California Edison Co.,
Los Angeles (public utility) has started sponsoring the twice-weekly quarterhour transcribed appliance serial. Leisure House, on KVOE, Santa Ana,
and KTKC, Visalia. Firm also contemplates adding other Southern California stations. Agency is Mayers Co.,
Los Angeles.
MORRIS PLAN BANK, Boston, is
now sponsoring Fulton Lewis jr.,
MBS Washington news commentator,
five times weekly on WAAB, Boston,
7-7 :15 p.m. Account is handled direct.
KRUEGER BEVERAGE Co., Newark, on MayReview
20 started
Davidweekly
Lowe's
Hollywood
six times
on
WNEW, New York. 12 :30-12 :45 p.m.
in the interests of Krueger Root Beer
and Tru-Ade orangeade. A. W. Lewin
Co., Newark, is the newly-appointed
agency handling the account.
TOWNE TALK Co., Los Angeles
(Towne Topping), through Milton
Weinberg Adv. Co., that city, on May
15 started for 13 weeks using four
transcribed one-minute announcements
weekly on KARM KM J KROW
KROY KWG. In addition the firm is
sponsoring six-weekly participation in
the combined Sunrise Salute and
Housewives Protective League programs on KNX, Hollywood, and threea-week in
Emily Barton's
Morning
Hostess
on KFRC,
San Francisco.
LOS ANGELES BASKET Co., Los
Angeles (berry baskets), seasonal user
of radio, in a four-week campaign
which ends June 14, is using five participations weekly in Art Baker's Note
Book program on KFI, that city. Robert F. Dennis Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has the account.
HERMAN SHUMLIN, producer of
the Broadway show "The Male Animal," on May of14 Transradio
started twice-weekly
sponsorship
news on
WOR, Newark, during the ten minutes
preceding the WOR baseball broadcasts. Sidney Walton announces the
news.
Agency is Blaine-Thompson Co.,
New York.
BROADCASTING

CTS Co., CanHYGIENIC PRODU
ton, O. (Hy-Pro liquid bleach)
Son Inc.,forPhilAyer 20& started
through N.adelphia,W.on May
18
participation six times weekly
weeks,
in the combined Sunrise Salute and
Housewives Protective League prood. Schalk
KNX,LosHollywo
l onCo.,
Angeles (Hydro
Chemicagrams
n which
campaig
weeks
13
a
Pura), in
ends Sept. 28, through Erwin, Wasey
& Co., that city, is also using six
in those proparticipations
weekly grams.
ating sponnew & particip
Co.,
Night Heater
sors includeOtherDay
Monrovia, Cal. (water heaters),
Adv. Inc.,
Hixson,
through
Oct.
weeks,ll ending
for 23O'Donne
Angeles,
Los
Los AnCo.,
&
Rude
31 ; and A. H.
Contitires), through
geles
Adv. Agency,
for
that city,
nental(General
eight weeks, ending July 6.
BIG SPOT sponsor and an important exporter is Gruen Watch Co.,
so it was altogether appropriate
that Benjamin Katz (left), its
president, should participate in the
first major broadcast of the new
WLWO, 50,000-watt international
shortwave adjunct of WLW, Cincinnati. Here he is shown being interviewed by Henley Hill, WLWO
Spanish announcer, from the banquet celebrating Foreign Trade
Week.
Airport Interviews
ROSGOE TURNER, speed
flyer, is now a radio sponsor.
As president of the Roscoe
Turner Aeronautical Assn.,
he sponsors the Airport Interview program over WIBC,
Indianapolis, Sundays, 10 to
10:15 a. m. Dick Noble interviews passengers of planes as
they stop over en route from
Chicago to New York, Washington and other eastern
cities.
LLOYD K. HILLMAN Co., Los Angelessistent
(usedusercars
and financing),
conof Southern
California
radio, on May 24 started for 13 weeks
sponsoring the weekly program. Inside Vieivs on Outdoor News, on
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal. Firm in
addition on May 20 started for 13
weeks participation five times weekly
in Late Evening News with Knox Manning, commentator, on KNX, Hollywood, and is also using a weekly halfhour
participation
Al Jarvis'
Believe Ballroom oninKFWB,
that Make
city.
Ted Dahl Adv. Agency, Los Angeles,
has the account.
RICHMAN BROS. Co., Cleveland
(men's clothing chain), on May 7
started a thrice-weekly schedule of 50word announcements on WLS, Chicago. Contract is for 13 weeks. McCann
agency.- Erickson, Cleveland, is the
B. F. GOODRICH Co., Akron (Goodrich Silvertown tires), has added
Birmingham Barons games on WSGN,
Birmingham, to its schedule of playby-play baseball
casting, May 1]. broadcasts [BroadDILLON SUPPLY Co., Raleigh, distributor of Allis-Chalmers farm equipment, has expanded its six-weekly
program on WPTF, Raleigh, from
10-minutes to a quarter-hour with
live talent headlining the Crazy Tenesseans, popular singers formerly heard
for Smith Douglas Co. (fertilizers).
RALADAM Co., Detroit, since May 1
has been adding to a large list of stations carrying five one-minute transcribed announcements weekly for 52
weeks in the interests of Marmola.
Spot Broadcasting, New York, placed
the business for Street & Finney, New
York, the agency.
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TRANSCniPTIOhl
TOPICS
blithe
LITTLE
TAILOR
THAT RACCOON cap, Junior?
That belonged to your greatgrandfather Standard Radio,
who was a famous pioneer in
radio. The Boone to Radio, they
called him.

PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati
(American Family soap and flakes) on
May
20 started Your
five-weekly
hour transcribed
Gospel quarterSinger
featuring Edward MacHugh on
WBBM, Chicago. H. W. Kastor &
Sons, Chicago, handles the account.
STAYNER Corp., San Francisco
28 renewed its anMay campaign
(Minra) on nouncement
on three California stations — KFRC, San Francisco, KLS,
KHJ, isLosplaced
Angeles, for Oakland,
13 weeks. and
Account
cisco.
FranSan
Co.,
&
Wasey
by Erwin,
FIRST NATIONAL Bank & Trust
Co., Minneapolis,
is sponsoring
Back-C.
grounding the News,
with Harold
Deutsch, Minnesota U history professor and World War I authority, analyzing current events in Europe, on
WCCO, Minneapolis. The program is
heard Monday, Wednesday, Friday,
10:15-10:25 p. m.
RALSTON-PURINA Co., St. Louis
(stock
feed) , hasthrice-weekly
renewed for 18
weeksof
its
five-minute
Voice
the Feedlot featuring Al Tiffany on
WLS, Chicago. Gardner Adv. Co., St.
Louis, handles the account.
GEORGE PBPPERDINE Foundation, Loshomes
Angeles,
which supports
eral
for children
and also sevthe
George Pepperdine College, on May 19
started for 26 weeks sponsoring the
weekly
half-hour
Hal Styles'
Help
Thy Neighbor
program,
on KFWB,
Hollywood. Program is credited with
supplying jobs for more than 20,500
persons during the past three years,
and was formerly sponsored on the
Don Lee network. Styles, besides seeking employment for those appearing
on the teners
program,
also financially
asks wealthyto the
listo contribute
Foundation fund.
ANDREWS HEATER Co., Los Angelestimer(wallW. Mears
gas heaters),
through MorAdv. Agency,
that
city, on pationMay
15
started
daily
particiin the Alarm Klock Klub on
K.JBS, San Francisco, and Daily
Shopping Hour on KLX, Oakland. In
addition the firm is using thrice-weekly
participation in the Italian Hour on
KLS, Oakland.
FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER Co.
of Canada, Toronto, has started four
weekly live announcements immediately preceding baseball games on CKCL,
Toronto. Account is placed by Russell
T. Kelley Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
PRIME MFG. Co., Milwaukee (electric fans), has started a 12- week
campaign of thrice-weekly spot announcements following the 12 :30 p.m.
news broadcast on WLS, Chicago.
Hoffman & York Adv., Milwaukee,
placed the account.
SEVEN-UP BOTTLING Co., Los
Angeles (beverage), is using a total of
175 spot announcements weekly on
five
California
KNX Southern
KMPC KFWB
KFOXstations
KFVD.—
Glasser Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has
the account.

FIRST HE blazed a trail with
the Pop Supplement, then he
discovered the Tailored Plan of
Library Services, and then in
May
'40 he enteredfOura new
field —of SPOT-ADS.
new
franscribed - commercials - about ■
which ■ you've - heard - or - why do
- I -- qrind
■ out • this - drivel ■
every
iortnight!)
I REMEMBER Grandpa Stanof that
in '40.a
That dard
wastellin'when
he May
pioneered
series of SPOT-ADS all about
Used Cars, a kind of mortgagecovered wagon they had on every
vacant lot in those days. Why,
in that first month Standard sold
so many SPOT-ADS to so many
stations, who sold them ri&ht
away tothat
so the
many
Car'
traders,
greenUsed
pictures
of Abe Lincoln the natives used
to exchange for food and Scotch,
went
flyin' back
and forth.happy.
And
everybody
was mighty

ANOTHER DARN good pioneer
those days was Broadcast Music,
Inc. That was the famous pioneer
mother who that same May delivered abig brood of young tunes
without the help of a bit of
copyright! But Standard helped
by sending out the new tunes to
its Library Subscribers, who
said the offsprings were well
worth all B.M. I.'s travail.
YEP. In the dog days of '40,
Grandpa Standard worked like
one. Every mail brought a pile
of letters saying: "Heard about
your SPOT-ADS. How about
some
dope?"
educated
then But
like folks
now, weren't
Junior.
Imagine those stenographers
putting a comma after "some".
I4fx to. StandoAd?
Simda/id Radio
TAILORED TRANSCRIPTION SERVICE
CHICAGO
• HOLLYWOOD
J
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STANDARD RADIO has announced
the following new subscribers to its
Standard Library Service : WOL,
Washington; WHBF, Rock Island,
111. ; WCAR, Pontiae, Mich. ; WHDF,
Calumet, Mich.; WOV, New York;
WGTC, Greenville, N. C. ; WTMC,
Ocala, ria. ; WGRC, Louisville;
W3XM0, Washington.
NORMAN SCHWARTZ, formerly of
Transamerican Broadcasting & Television Corp., New York, has organized
lis own office in the Empire State
Bldg., New York, to manage the dealer
cooperative end of the Gruen Watch
Co.'sTransamerican.
transcriptions Mr.
whichSchwartz
he handled
at
will
supply dealers with the discs while
McCann-Brickson, New York, continues as the agency handling the account.
CHARLES MICHELSON, producer
of electrical transcriptions, has been
named by Street & Smith Publications,
New York, to handle sales distribution
of its transcribed programs in the
United States and Latin America.
The Shadow, a Street & Smith release,
sponsored during the winter on MBS
by the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Coal Co. for Blue Coal, has been
prepared in serial form for sponsors.
Nehi Inc. currently sponsors it on
KCMO, Kansas City, for Royal Crown
Cola, through BBDO. Also in preparation are Bill Barnes and Nick Carter,
syndicated comic strips, for serial
transcriptions.
PRED C. MERTENS & Associates,
Los Angeles production unit, has started to produce a transcribed series
built around the exploits of Jim
Thorpe, famous Indian athlete.

Recorder's Spots
HOWARD RADIO Co., Chicago
(recorder) has started a 13-week
campaign of five-weekly spot announcements on WMCA, New York.
More stations may be added in the
future. Turner Adv. Agency, Chicago, handles the account.
Piping Programs to Luncheons
ROGER W. CLIPP, general manager
of WEIL, Philadelphia, has arranged
to have a special WEIL newscast
piped into the dining hall for the benefit of his Rotary Club associates during
their regular Wednesday luncheon sessions. A special repeat show of the
regular 12 :30 p.m. Tydol newscast is
furnished by Al Stevens at 12 :45 p.m.
Dr. William Magee, local Rotary president, has reported a more prompt attendance at the meetings since start of
the feature. WEIL also is arranging
with the Poor Richard Club, Shrine
Club, Lions, Kiwanis and other luncheon clubs to provide the same service.
Radio in the Barn
A "RADIO in the Barn Club"
has been started by followers of the early morning Bulletin Board proigram on WLS,
Chicago, conducted by George
Menard. It is composed of listeners who have radios installed in their barns so they
may hear morning farm topics while doing chores. WLS
has printed
membership
tificates.
American Fencecer-&
Wire Co., sponsors the Bulletin Board.

Make Western Canada
SaSes Territory . . . NOW !
Oil has "come in" in Western Canada
. . . production in her mines and
smelters is rapidly increasing . . . farm
crops have reached a new high, both
in volume and price. All these things
— together with the added impetus of
huge war orders — are creating new
wealth in the foothills of Western
Canada. It is a good time to increase
sales of established lines or to obtain
a profitable market for new products.
Secure your share of this wealthy
market by placingyourprogrammeon:
THE ALL-CANADA FOOTHILLS GROUP
(All Basic CBC Stations)
CKCK REGINA, SASK.
CHAB MOOSE JAW, SASK.
CJOC LETHBRIDGE, ALTA.
CJAC CALGARY, ALTA.
CJCA EDMONTON, ALTA.
CJAT TRAIL, B.C.
CKOV KELOWNA, B.C.
First in Listener Preference
Write for Audience Figures
Representatives:
U.S.A.-WEED
and COMPANY
CANADA - All-Canada Radio Facilities Limited
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New Script-Disc Firm
Is Formed in Australia
ARTRANSA Pty. Ltd., has been
organized in Sydney, Australia, to
act as a production unit for
script and transcribed programs
with R. E. Denison as chairman of
the board. New firm has absorbed
the American Radio Transcription
Agencies, which imported thousands of American-made transcriptions in the last six years. Artransa
likewise has absorbed production
and distributive activities of Macquarie Broadcasting Service Pty.
Ltd., though this organization will
continue to produce programs for
its own firm and for the Macquarie
Network of 23 stations. Gordon W.
Marsh, for several years manager
of stations in Adelaide and Melbourne, but more recently an executive of Macquarie, has become managing director of Artransa. Dr.
Ralph L. Power, Los Angeles, who
has been American representative
of Macquarie and American Radio
Transcription Agencies, continues
in that capacity for the former organization, aswell as Artransa and
the Australian Record Co.
Although wartime restrictions
now prohibit importation of American made transcriptions to Australia, Dr. Power pointed out that
American scripts may still be exported to that country providing
advance financial arrangements are
made for the transfer of funds
through the government bank.
Ryan Joins KSCJ
RANDALL RYAN, president of
the Nebraska Broadcasters Assn.
and formerly of WIBW, Topeka,
Kan., KMMJ, Grand Island, Neb.,
and recently of KORN, new Fremont, Neb., station, has joined
KSCJ, Sioux City, la., as commercial manager, according to C.
W. Corkhill, KSCJ general manager. Larry Coke, with Ryan at
KORN, also has joined the KSCJ
sales staff.
NBC on May 18, during its Radio
Guild Drama program, 8 :30-9 p.m.,
presented a preview of the half-hour
serial program. Me and Eddie, offered
to sponsors for weekly presentation
by Gellatly Inc., New York. GeUatly
recently announced that it had taken
over Bromfield Associates, New York,
and is preparing three works by Louis
Bromfield — The Farm, as a quarterhour five times weekly program ; At
Early Autumn, thrice weekly quarterhour serial ; The Rains Came, halfhour weekly broadcast.
VERNON CRANE, formerly conductor of the Story Book program for
children on NBC, is preparing his
stories for release by Columbia Recording Corp. First Crane story to be
released as a Columbia record is "Mike,
the Tough Little Tug-Boat."

Chizzini

to

Office

Chicago

FRANK E. CHIZZINI, assistant
manager of NBC's radio-recording
division, has been promoted to manager of radio-recovding operations
of NBC's Central Division, according to Sidney N.
Strotz,dent invice-presicharge of
the Centi-al
Division. Mr. Chizzini
will officially take
up his
new duties
in
Chicago
early
in June.
In announcing
the
appointment,
Mr. Strotz
stated
Chizzini
it was designed
to enable NBC to participate more
fully in the growing importance of
Chicago as a transcription producing center. No other personnel
changes cording
in staffthe
radio-re-at
are Chicago
contemplated
this time, it was said.
Mr. Chizzini joined NBC in 1934
as a member of the sales promotion department and shortly afterward was placed in charge of profor theasnetwork's
transcription motion
division,
it was then
called.
In 1935 he was transferred to this
division as assistant to C. Lloyd
Egner, manager, and he helped
launch NBC's recorded library
service, the Thesaurus, at the NAB
convention in Colorado Springs.
Forzinithe
last fivea years
Chiz-in
has played
major Mr.part
building the division up to its present nationwide scope. For some
time he has had almost entire
charge of Thesaurus sales and has
also devoted much time to the development of syndicated recorded
programs and custom-built transcriptions.
A 1927 graduate of the School of
Commerce of New York U, Mr,
Chizzini served as assistant advertising manager of Public Service
Cup Co., maker of Lily paper cups,
and later as vice-president of the
Robert E. Ramsay Organization,
sales promotion firm. It was from
the latter position that he came to
NBC. In Chicago he will rank as
department head, reporting directly
to Mr. Strotz.
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Four Programs

Honored

By Woman's Press Club
For Outstanding Quality
WOMAN'S
PRESS CLUB
of Newof
York
has awarded
certificates
merit to the Ford Sunday Evening
Hour, Town Meeting of the Air,
One Man'sWomen
Familyas and
Gallant
American
outstanding
programs of the year. Awards were
presented ofMay
at theat club's
last
meeting
the 25
season
the Hotel
Pennsylvania, New York.
The Ford Hour, sponsored by
Ford Motor Co. on CBS, was cited
as the most outstanding musical
program. In the public affairs classification, NBC's Toivn Meeting
won the certificate "for the inspirational concept it inspires and its
organizing ability in bringing together the united efforts of scores
of international
personalities."
Marion S. Carter, director
of the radio
forum division of Town Hall, received the award for the program.
Awards for the most outstanding
dramatic sketches were given One
Man's Family, sponsored on NBC
by Standard Brands, for Tender
Leaf Tea, and Gallant American
Women, produced by NBC and the
TJ. S. Office of Education. Don E.
Gilman, NBC vice-president in
charge of the Hollywood division,
accepted the Standard Brands
award, and Amelia Umnitz of NBC
and Philip Cohen, production director of the U. S. Office of Education, accepted the certificates for
the other series.
Mrs. Minna Hall Carothers, retiring president of the club, presided at the "President's Program"
meeting, and delivered an illustrated talk on "Advertising, Public
Relations and the Customer", in
which she stressed the value of radio advertising in addition to other
media. Mrs. Joseph E. Goodbar,
director of the Radio Survey Committee, presented the awards. Miss
Belle C. Howard is chairman of
the Radio Committee.

Cabinet Firm Spots
DECORATIVE CABINET Corp.,
New York, on May 20 started quarter-hour participation six times
weekly
in
program on the
WGR,Women's
Buffalo,Matinee
in the
interests of E-Z-Do furniture. The
company also participates in Ed
Fitzgerald's six-times-weekly program on WOR, Newark, and may
add further stations this summer.
Reiss dlesAdv.
Agency, New York, hanthe account.
Movies Buying Radio Shows
BORIS MORROS, independent Hollywood film producer, has taken a motion picture rights option on the weekly half-hour program, We, the People,
sponsored by General Foods Corp.
(Sanka Coffee) on CBS. With Gabriel Heatter and Harry von Zell featured, he plans to make a picture based
on the series. A major Hollywood film
studio is also negotiating with Walter
White, producer of the weekly half
hour Mutual-Don Lee network program, Nohody's Children, to base a
picture on that sustaining series. Program originates from the Los Angeles
Children's Home Society nursery.

Ohio State U Catalogs
Recorded School Series
CONDUCTING an appraisal of
transcribed educational features,
similar to that of school film libraries, the Evaluation of School Broadcasts at Ohio State U has received
more than 400 recordings and transcriptions of an educational nature
from manufacturers and producers,
according to Dr. I. Keith Tyler, director of the project. It is planned
to include the discs in a catalog to
be issued this summer. The study
was undertaken at the suggestion
of Emily Haley, of the American
Assn. of School Film Libraries.
J. R. Miles, conducting the appraisal study, is being aided by outside experts. Offerings are judged
on the basis of content, structure,
mechanical details, authenticity,
timeliness and other points, with a
final test of appeal and practical
value to the teacher before a jury
of school children. A synthesized
evaluation is then to be compiled.
The new catalog will be distributed
to association members.
CHANGES in censorship regulations
now allow Canadian broadcasters to
report internal troop movements and
to use, in addition to English and
French, the native tongues of Scotland and Wales, Gaelic and Welsh,
according to the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. station relations department.
BROADCASTING
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John Rivers Buys WCSC
JOHN M. RIVERS, manager, will
become complete owner of WCSC,
Charleston, S. C, if the FCC approves an application filed May 23
for transfer of control from the
Liberty Life Insurance Co., which
also is licensee of WIS, Columbia,
S. C. Mr. Rivers will acquire the
station from the insurance company
for $115,900. It is understood no
change in the status of WIS, managed by G. Richard Shafto, is contemplated.

HONEYMOONERS in California
are Harry Wismer, sports announcer of WJR, Detroit, and his
bride, the former Mary Elizabeth
Bryant, a niece of Mrs. Henry Ford.
They were married last month in
the Martha-Mary Chapel, which
faces the Commons in Ford's famed
Greenfield Village near Detroit.

ON

WCAD Lease Deal Dropped
PROPOSED lease of WCAD, Canton,
N. Y., acquired several years ago by
the Watertown (N. Y.) Times, has
been relinquished and the newspaper
has
FCC for on
a new
watt applied
station toin the
Watertown
1270 500kc.
The publisher of the Times, a trustee
of St. Lawrence University, licensee of
WCAD,tion andhad
the to
leasetheonFCC
the stahad taken
applied
for
authority to move into Watertown.
The deal was held up by litigation involving various other conflicting applications for facilities in Watertown.

THE NBC
NETWORK

RED

ON
NATION-WIDE
POPULARITY

POLLS

KSD has a greater daytime population coverage
area than any other St. Louis broadcasting station.

KSD
On

550

Kilocycles

In recognition of KSD's long record o£
service in the Middle West, the Federal
Communications Commission has granted
this station full time on the air, effective
not later than July 1, 1940, with the privilege
of broadcasting at any time during the day
or night without interruption.

The Distinguished

NOW

HAS

FULL
24 - HOUR
ASSOCIATED PRESS
NEWS
SERVICE
KSD now has available the full
24-Hour Service of the Associated
Press News. This is the first time
any broadcasting station has had
the full
24-hour
rights wire
to Associated Press.
A separate
system
is being used, bringing dispatches
direct to KSD news editors.

Broadcasting

Station

Station

KSD—
The BUILDING,
St. Louis
Dispatch
POST-DISPATCH
ST. LOUIS,PostMO.
FREE & PETERS, INC., NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
ATLANTA
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
Advertising
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ACA ANSWERS DIES
COMMUNIST
CHARGE

Moosic

WSIX
Voice o^fi/a^hviM

Headley-Reed Co.,
National Representative

WWNC
ASHEVILLE, N. C.
Full Time CBS Affiliate 1,000 Watts
EXTRA
MILLIONS
OF

DOLLARS!

The peak business season approaches ... in Asheville and Western
Carolina. Summer brings throngs of
visitors . . . with millions to spend I
Right now, schedule your sales messages over WWNC — sole blanket
coverage of this bright spot !

"MY COWS like to listen to
the radio, and they give more
milk when listening," reported A. V. Gabelman, Nebraska farmer, recently, to Art
Thomas, manager of WJAG,
Norfolk, Neb. "I have had a
radio in my barn for four
years and turn it on when
I go to the barn. When it is
time to milk, I turn up my
radio. The cows in the yard
hear it and, without any call
from me, come into the barn
to be milked. About a year
ago, the radio was out of
order for about two weeks,
and the cows gave less milk
than usual. I told the repair
man to hurry the 'repairs on
my set, as it was costing me
money every day it was out
of use. This is no joke. If I
had to give up one of my sets,
it would not be the one in
the barn. I believe it would
pay every man with milk
cows to buy a set for the
barn."
New York

City Adopts

Drug - Cosmetic Penalty
FAILURE to change advertising
copy
on five days'
notice from
the
Commissioner
of Health
of New
York City that he considers the
advertising of any drug, device or
cosmetic false or misleading, exposes a broadcaster, publisher or
advertising agency to a fine up to
$500 or imprisonment up to one
year or both under a new Article 8
of the city's Sanitary Code, which
becomes effective July 1. The article, which was adopted without
hearing of any kind, contains among
its list of prohibited acts, the following, which is sub-section 12 of
section 133:
12. The dissemination of any advertisement relative to any drug, device or cosmetic which is false or misleading. No publisher, radio broadcast licensee, advertising
agency, or agency or medium for the dissemination ofadvertising, except the manufacturer, packer, distributor or seller of
the commodity
to which relates,
the false shall
or mis-be
leading advertisement
deemedson of tothehave
violated
this
article
dissemination by him by
of reaany
false or misleading advertisement, unless
(a) he has refused, on the request of the
Department of Health, to furnish the said
Department in writing with the name and
post office address of the manufacturer,
packer, distributor, seller or advertising
agency, who caused him to disseminate
such advertisement, or (b) he continues
disseminating vertisement
suchfive (5)
falsedays
or misleading
adafter service
upon him, exclusive of the day of service,
of a notice by the commissioner of health
to discontinue disseminating the false and
misleading material
in the
vertisement. Service ofcontained
such notice
may adbe
made either (1) by delivering a copy
thereof to the person to be served, or to
a member of the partnership to be served,
or the president, secretary or other execuofficerserved
or a ; director
the corporationtiveto be
or ( 2 ) byofleaving
a copy
thereof at the residence or principal office or place of business of such person,
partnership, or corporation; or (3) by
registering and mailing a copy thereof to
such person, partnership, or corporation at
his or its residence or principal place or
office of business. The return post office
receipt for said notice registered and
mailed
shall be proof of the
service asof aforesaid,
same.
LOWELL THOMAS, NBO commentator, was awarded the bicentennial
medal of the U of Pennsylvania at the
annual Hey-Day exercises May 17
because of "his international reputation as an author, lecturer and radio
commentator and his interest in those
three activities."
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ENTERING Honolulu harbor,
James Wyatt, news commentator
of KOIN, Portland, Ore., is shown
here on ship board offering a pineapple juice toast to his wife at the
beginning
visit
with friendsof ontheir
the two-week
islands.
300

WOMEN

ENTER

WJR PRIZE SERIES
MORE than 300 women in the
WJR area have ambitions to be
"Mrs. Page for a Day" while the
station's household editor is on her
vacation in June. All of these lisdaily
cast teners
haveto Mrs.
writtenPage's
scripts
and broadfrom
these, 12 winners are being selected. Winning contestants will
have their expenses paid to Detroit
and each will receive a fee of $10
and a transcription of the broadcast. The selections will be made
on the basis of script only and
there will be no voice auditions.
When the plan was suggested by
Owen F. Uridge, assistant general
manager of WJR, Mrs. Page, who
is Ruth Franklin Crane in private
life, thought the idea good but
doubted that suitable scripts would
be submitted. She believed it would
be necessary to do a little hand
picking. To her great surprise the
majority of the papers sent in have
been of high merit and the editor
is having a tough time narrowing
down the list to 12. It has now
been decided to buy a large number of the scripts to be used on
programs when Mrs. Page returns
from her vacation.
The Mrs. Page program has been
on WJR for more than 10 years
and is onestanding
of success
the stories.
station'sWhile
outcolumnists decry long commercials,
Mrs. Page has gone on her way
with "nothing else but". She limits
the number of clients and accepts
no product for sponsorship until
she has given it a thorough personal test. For several years the
program has had a waiting list.
One sponsor, Ohio China Co., has
been
on the program from the start
"^■^
and advertising.
uses practically no other form

IN AN "open letter" to the Dies
Committee, charging its chairman,
Rep. Martin Dies (D-Tex.), with
"union-busting", Edgar T. Darlington, of the engineering department
of WFIL, Philadelphia, came to the
defense of the American Communications Assn., CIO union.
Mr. Darlington protested purported "distortions and misstatements of fact" of Chairman Dies in
a radio speech alluding to testimony
of Fred Howe, former secretary of
ACA Local No. 2. Mr, Dies had referred to statements purportedly
made by Mr. Howe of the existence
of more than 100 Communists in
ACA,
erators.particularly among ship opMr. Darlington protested what he
described as the "inference created
in the public mind by the radio
speaker's reference to the Fifth
Column entrenching itself in certain labor unions, although the
speech singled out ACA for solimention."
tary (if not
He asked
whyhonorable)
the rebuttal
testimony of Mervyn Rathborne, ACA
president, "in refuting the wild rethat Mr. atDies
quote"
was notmarksgiven
leastchose
equalto weight.
He said that the incident bears all
the earmark of a "union-busting"
expedition.
Fire at WMAQ Controls
FIRE which broke out in the power
control
panel of the WMAQ
ter at Bloomingdale,
111. on transmitMay 22
put the station off the air 29 minutes,
from 10 :55 to 11 :24 a.m. Three programs, Guidinff Light, Kitty Keene and
The O'Neills, were affected. The actual
blaze was under control in five minutes
due to quick work with the chemical
extinguishers by W. R. Lindsay and
R. E. Fitzpatrick, engineers. Cause of
the fire has not been determined. Acslight. tual damage to control panel was
RCA MFG. Co., Camden. N. J., has
announced the sale of the following
WAVE, contingent
Louisville,on 5-DX
5equipment:
kw. transmitter,
FCC
approval;
WTHT,
Hartford,
250-K
250-watt transmitter, contingent ; General Television Corp., Boston, 100-F
transmitter ; WHUB, C o o k e v i 1 1 e,
Tenn., 250-K transmitter.
WMBG, Richmond, Va., has installed
its new mitter,5,000-watt
RCA 5-Dan transand is now installing
RCA
1,000-watt emergency transmitter. The
station also has installed an emergency 25,000-watt KR Wilson generating plant at the transmitter, and a
2,500-watt Eicor generator has been
ordered for studio emergencies.

(Daytime )
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VOICE

RIGHT
^as I
President's Speech W.
Not, WHN Finds

CONTROlj^
ROOM

WAS

ONE of those mixups that sometimes occur for no explicable reason popped up in connection with
the broadcast of President Roosevelt's message to Congress May 16.
WHN, New York independent station, had arranged to pick up the
address from NBC.
About five minutes before the
scheduled time, WHN engineers
heard a voice on their NBC channel
say, "We take you now to the White
House", and although that seemed
like a last-minute change in plans,
they immediately put it on the air.
few minutes they lisMELVIN STICKLE has succeeded For thetenednext
with bewilderment as the
George Luckey as chief engineer and
Bryant Wyre has been added to the President talked, not about the
engineering staff of WORL, Boston. war, but of the drought and of
Luckey has gone to Los Angeles on a farm conditions.
two-month leave of absence.
When he at length referred to
"tomorrow" as Labor Day, they
RICHARD A. RATH, formerly con- checked NBC and discovered that
trol operator of WBNT, Buffalo, is
now communications operator with by error WHN had been receiving
Civil Aeronautics Authority at Pem- a record of a talk made several
bina, N. D.

HERTBERT M. HUCKE, former
communication engineer with the Civil
Aeronautics Authority, has been appointed manager of aviation radio
sales of RCA Mfg. Co., Camden. Mr.
Hucke, a graduate of the Polytechnic
College of Engineering of Oakland,
joined the RCA sales staff in San
Eranciseo, sentative
laterfor RCA
acting radio
as sales
repre-in
tubes
coast cities. In 1931, he was appointed
a radio engineer of Pacific Air Transport, and in 1935 became chief communications engineer of United Air
Lines.

Fresno Toads
ENTERING a competitor in
its own name, KARM, Fresno, Gal., recently stole some
of the thunder from its local
competitor, KMJ, NBC outlet
which held exclusive broadcast rights for the annual
Toad Derby of Coalinga, Gal.
Whether KARM's toad won,
placed or showed has not been
reported by KARM Manager
Jerry Kilgore.
years ago which NBG was playing
for a professor from Purdue U,
who was making a study of the
presidential voice. NBG immediately switched WHN to the right
channel, just in time for them to
get the
introduction
dent in person
before ofhe the
beganPresihis
request for a special appropriation
for national defense.
McDowell Service Co., Welch, W. Va.,
recently granted a new local broadcasting
station on 1310 Kc, has placed an order
for complete Gates Transmitting Equipment.

W. H. ALLEN,
resentative inthe RCA
New territorial
York Area repfor
tubes and parts, has been transferred
to RCA's Camden headquarters to assist Fred. D. Wilson, manager of field
sales activities.
OLIVER H. MACKLEY, formerly of
the WMBD, Peoria, engineering staff,
on May 27 joined RCA as factory
representative
covering ten midwestern States.

Glade Chief Owner of KSUB
EARL J. GLADE, general manager of
KSL, Salt Lake
City, isCedar
now City,
chief
stockholder
in KSUB
Utah, as a result of FCC approval of
reorganization of the operating company dueformer
to the
death inof the
Harold
Johnson,
partner
enterprise
with Leland M. Perry. Mr. Glade owns
42.3% of the stock. Mr. Perry, who
continues as president and manager,
owns 28.2%. The remainder is held in
blocks of less than 10% each by various other Utah residents.

ATTENTION!!
:■:::::

100-250

WATTERS

For the first time in the history of the radio

PAUL G. FRITSCHEL, General Electric engineer, on May 23 addressed the
Cleveland section of the Institute of
Radio Engineers and presented an FM
demonstration in the WHK studios.
Two small RCA FM transmitters and
Stromberg-Carlson and RCA home receivers were used in the demonstration.

industry Gates American has designed and
manufactured a complete 100 and 250 watt
broadcast transmitter that sells for less money
than the parts cost plus a small amount of
labor for a composite transmitter.

BLAIR THRON, formerly of WPG,
Atlantic City, and Bill Watson have
joined the engineering staff of WTRY,
Troy, N. Y.

This simply means that those broadcasters
both new and old that would otherwise build
their transmitters to save can now buy the
Gates S251 Economy Transmitter completely
built, with all research taken care of, with

JAMES McBRIDE, of the engineering
staff of WMBG, Richmond, Va., and
Lillian Pierce recently announced their
engagement.
JIM FORD has joined the engineering
staff of WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.,
succeeding Joe Harr, who resigned to
become chief projectionist at the new
Lee Theatre in Fairmont.

a one year guarantee and have a transmitter that is as modern as tomorrow for no

AL PECOLA, engineer of WHKWCLE, Cleveland, is the father of a
girl born May 15.

more money than composite transmitter cost.
With the North American Allocations Treaty
now a reality, established stations needing

ROBERT HOPPER, engineer of
KTSA, San Antonio, is the father of
a boy born early in May.

new equipment will want to investigate the
S251, while new broadcasters will welcome
the economy in purchase offered by the Gates
S251 Economy Line of broadcast transmitters.

FLOYD JONES has been added to
the technical staff of WFBM, Indianapolis, as relief engineer.
JAMES R. BIRD, control operator of
Texas State Network, on May 19
married Jane Collins.
ROBERT DeHART, engineer of
WEEI, Boston, is the father of a girl
born May 20.
HARRY BUBECK, sound effects man
of NBC-Chicago, is the father of a
girl born May 21.
MORRIS BERTSCH, formerly with
KQW, San Jose, and KFBK, Sacramento, has joined the engineering staff
of KYA, San Francisco for vacation
relief.

Grace Anderson
MRS. GRACE ANDERSON, noted
Arizona aviatrix, who was killed at
Phoenix May 19 when her plane
plummeted
to earth
following
mid-a
air crash with
another
craft, awas
former employe of KTAR, having
served in the station's commercial
department for nearly two years.
She was the wife of Arthur C.
"Andy" Anderson, dean of Arizona
radiomen, who is chief technician
of the Arizona Broadcasting Go.
The plane which cracked up was
often used by Anderson for hurried
trips to various Arizona cities with
radio stations affiliated with the
ABC network.

GHTES

LYMAN SWENSON, WCCO, Minneapolis, engineer, is the father of a
baby boy, David, born in late May.
BROADCASTING
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FM
As

Order

Seen

Facsimile

Aid

Finch Looks for Quick Growth
Following Action by FCC
SWIFT expansion of facsimile, by
virtue of the FCC's action May 20
in allocating to FM 40 wide-band
channels, was predicted May 21 by
W. G. H. Finch, president of Finch
Telecommunications Inc. and former assistant chief engineer of the
FCC.
By authorizing commercial FM
on wide-band channels, Mr. Finch
pointed out that multiplexing of
facsimile transmissions simultaneously on the same channel without
interference, immediately becomes
possible. He predicted that with the
development of FM, application of
facsimile to every-day broadcasting
and public use can be expected.
Sees Quick Growth
The inventor of his own system
of facsimile, Mr. Finch has operated W2XBF in New York since
1935, transmitting facsimile experimentally. Since then his company
has licensed more than 30 stations
for experimental facsimile, including several 50,000 watters.
"In 1937,"
Mr. Finch
said, "the
National
Resources
Committee
included facsimile transmission as
one of the few very important inventions at that time which might
soon be widely used with resultant
significant social influences. They
forecast, at that time, that the new
wonders in the field of communication seemed likely to be commonplace even within our lifetime.
"The present developments are
hailed by our company, pioneers
and dominant factors in the field of
facsimile transmission, because we
expect that facsimile transmission
will become a commonplace not
within the space of a lifetime, but
within a space which can be measured by months."
GE Demonstrator for FM
TO DEMONSTRATE the merits of
FM, General Electric Co. has designed for its dealers a standard receiver, equipped for both AM and FM
reception, which includes two wireless
record players together with an electric razor or other convenient noisemaker. With the volume control adjusted to the same level on either
band, the local interference drowns
out the AM signal but does not afifect
the FM transmission. Customers, according to dealers, are visibly impressed by this demonstration.

When you see the
Above Coat of Arms
You Think of Nova Scotia
When You Think of
Nova Scotia
You Must Think of
C

H

N

S

The Key Station of the
Maritimes at HaUfax
Rep: WEED

& CO.
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FM PIONEERS who are fashioning the future of the new commercial aui-al broadcasting medium, as they
conferred during the history-making hearings before the FCC March 18-28, see their wishes fulfilled in the
sweeping allocations order two months later. The executive committee met in New York, together with chief
counsel for FM Broadcasters Inc., Philip G. Loucks, at a planning session May 27. Above (1 to r) are J. R.
Poppele, chief engineer of WOR and chairman of the engineering committee; Paul W. Morency, WTIC,
Hartford; Walter J. Damm, WTMJ, Milwaukee; Dr. Franklin Doolittle, WDRC, Hartford; John Shepard 3d,
president of FM Broadcasters Inc.; Dr. C. M. Jansky Jr., consulting engineer; John V. L. Hogan, consulting
engineer; Paul A. deMars, technical director, Yankee Network.
FM

Advocates

and

MAJ. EDWIN H. ARMSTRONG
Inventor of FM
THIS decision means a new era in
practical broadcasting. Those who took
part in the proceedings in which the
status of FM was examined last March
by the Commission felt at that time
that the readiness of the system for
public use had been established beyond
question. The prompt recognition of
this fact by the Commission and the
provision of the necessary frequency
space to permit the system to expand
means that before the summer's end
many sections of the country will have
the benefit of radio without static. It
means also that the manufacturers can
now proceed with certainty along a
well-defined path which will lead to
new high standards of performance and
to a most tremendous production.
DR. W. R. G. BAKER
Manager,General
Radio Electric
& Television
Co. Dept.
AS ONE of the pioneers in the development, design and manufacture of
frequency modulation transmitters and
receivers, General Electric is greatly
interested in the decision of the FCC
to allocate a definite frequency band to
this new system of broadcasting. General Electric has, for a number of
years, carried forward a research and
development program on frequency
modulation and has already made
available FM transmitters and receivers. This decision of the FCC will undoubtedly stimulate further research
and development of frequency modulation systems.
FRANKLIN M. DOOLITTLE
Owner, WDRC, Hartford
THE Commission's decision clears the
way for a radio broadcast service of a
new order of excellence. Frequency
modulation will provide staticless, highfidelity radio reception to countless
listeners who now receive only indifferent radio service. The broadcasters
of the country now have the opportunity of giving the public the benefits
of
Maj. Armstrong's epoch-making invention.
JOHN V. L. HOGAN
Pioneer Inventor
President, WQXR, New York City
OPENING up of new allocations for
FM broadcasting offers a tremendous
opportunity
supplement
present broadcasttoservice.
It also the
presents
an opportunity for the furtherance of
facsimile broadcasting for the home via
the "multiplex"
method oftransmission
simultaneous voice and facsimile
on the same channel. Both FM and
facsimile will have a tremendous influence on the American people in the
years to come.

Pioneers

Hail

Action

DR. RAY H. MANSON
Vice-President & General Manager
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.
STROMBERG-CARLSON is more
than pleased
withthatthe itCommission's
cision. We feel
wiU result inde-a
definite increase of business, putting
many people back to work in both the
manufacturing and broadcasting fields
of the industry. The new and improved
system offered by FM gives us an opportunity to manufacture these new
FM receivers for the "replacement
market," thusdegree
stimulating
trade tothea
considerable
and expanding
radio industry.
J. R. POPPELE
Chief Engineer, WOR, Newark
THE decision by the Commission is a
logical development in the progress of
radio broadcasting which offers a
growth and stimulus to the radio business unequalled in many years. The superior advantages of FM, both for listeners and broadcasters, may now be
permitted full rein through the foresight of the FCC in giving FM defiwhichnitetofrequency
grow. allocations and room in
JOHN SHEPARD 3d
President, FM Broadcasters Inc.
President, Yankee-Colonial Networks
Iis FEEL
that and
the certainly
Commission's
a fine one
it is inreport
line
with the evidence presented at the recent hearing. The Commission, I feel,
has shown excellent judgment.
CHARLES M. SREBROFF
President
Radio Engineering Laboratories Inc.
THE Commission is to be congratulated upon its decision. Anticipating
FM as an inevitable development in
the art of broadcasting we at REL,
for years
havethebeen
selves to meet
FM organizing
demands of ourthe
broadcasting industry.

CENTRAL
ILLINOIS
flood things come in pairs.
(1) One agricultural
of America'smarltets.
tliree
richest
(2) One radio
of America's
sectional
stations. best
Try
WJBC. 1200 Kilocycles —
250 W.
BLOOIVIINGTON, ILL.

of

the

FCC

. . .

RCA'S FM POLICY
BEING FORMULATED
WHILE RCA has made no formal
annolincement regarding its plans
in connection with FM, it is reliably reported that the company will
participate in the development, including transmitter and receiving
set manufacture as well as in FM
transmission through its subsidiary,
NBC.
Thus far, while preliminary conversations have been had with Maj.
Edwin H. Armstrong regarding
possible negotiation of a license to
manufacture under his FM wideswing patents, apparently RCA has
not yet definitely determined its
precise course. RCA claims ownership of certain FM patents and it
may ultimately decide to undertake
manufacture under those patents,
rather than negotiate an Armstrong license, as have several other
leading manufacturing companies,
including Western Electric, General Electric, Westinghouse, Radio
Engineering Laboratories and
Stromberg-Carlson.
It was indicated that RCA engineers and patent counsel are studying their termine
patent
to dewhetherstructure
the company
should embark upon its own FM
production. There were assurances,
however, that it would engage in
FM manufacture and sale of both
transmitters and receivers early in
the development.
Jewel Stores Quiz
JEWEL FOOD STORES, Chicago,
on May 24 started 26-week sponsorship of Melody Postman, program
featuring a musical quiz game, on
WMAQ, Chicago NBC-Red affiliate,
Fridays, Adv.
6:45-7
m. (CST).
McJunkin
Co.,p. Chicago,
handles
the account.
Elman Sues Film Firms
DAVE ELMAN, producer of the Holhy Lobby programs, recently sponsored
on CBS by Fels & Co., on May 13
filed suit for damages and an accounting of profits against Warner Bros,
and National Screen Service in New
York Supreme Court, claiming that
the film
simulates his "Everybody's
program in itsHobby"
presentation
and "unfairly competes" with the pro-
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ATENTED

LABYRINTH

AND

DUAL

CARPINCHOE

SPEAKER

SYSTEM

THE

OF

INCREASED

UTMOST

FM'S

This new Stromberg-Carlson Speaker has
to meet every monitoring need. It gives
to AM broadcasts. It brings you the
extra fidehty of FM broadcasts . . .

COAXIAL

BRING

YOU

FIDELITY

an audio range
new perfection
utmost of the
thanks to the

patented Labyrinth that not only overcomes "cabinet
boom" but assures true bass response and to the Dual
Coaxial Carpinchoe Speaker System thai delivers more
accurate treble tones than ever before heard from radio,
floused in a beautiful modern cabinet finished in
metallic Beige lacquer with bla:ck trim. Mail coupon
for complete details. Net price to broadcasting stations
S83.70 f.o.b. Rochester, N.Y.

COMPLETE
MODEL NO. 35
MONITOR SPEAKER

LINE

OF

FREQUENCY

^hen we say that Stromberg-Carlson is
ready with a complete line of FM receivers,
we mean this in the full sense of the words.
Ready with a complete selection of radio and
radio-phonograph models in a wide price
range! Ready with completely seasoned
merchandise that has again and again proved
its worth in demonstrations before radio
engineers, the press and the FCC itself!

MODULATION

RADIOS

tion before such critical and authoritative
groups is indisputable evidence of Stromberg-Carlson's leadership in this new field.

That Stromberg-Carlson should occupy such
a position is only natural. No other radio
manufacturer has had such long and varied
experience in the making of instruments for
the transmission and reception of sound.
And no other manufacturer can match

The very fact that Stromberg-Carlson FM
receivers have been repeatedly selected to
Stromberg-Carlson's months of successful
manufacture of FM receivers.
demonstrate Frequency Modulation recepAll Stromherg-Carlsoji FM equipment is licensed under Armstrong Wide-Swing Frequency Modulation patents.
THERE
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FINER

THAN

A

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG. CO.
269 Carlson Road, Rochester, N.Y.
Send
details of Model No. 35 Stromberg-Carlson
MonitorfullSpeaker.
Name
„
Street
_
City
State
.
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WCAU, Philadelphia, on
June 15 will start an extensive public service promotion to
foster air-mindedness. According to
Dr. Leon Levy, WCAU president,
the project will include establishing
a new department at the station to
handle various activities expected
to grow out of the undertaking.
Present plans call for a WCAU
Aviation Club to aid amateur flyers,
with a special junior division for
j'oungsters of model aircraft age, a
permanent exhibit of aviation materia in the WCAU Bldg. and inauguration of two weekly broadcast series — a visual club meeting
on Saturday mornings for youngsters and a Saturday evening program for adults. The project already has been assured cooperation
of the four major airlines operating
out of Philadelphia, the Civil Aeronautics Authority, Army, Na\^' and
National Guard, Philadelphia Model Airplane Assn. and flying and
ground
schools in the Philadelphia
area.

bul^a

sinQ/e
voice!
Only 12 miles
airline separates
Lawrence from
the other two
cities.
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PliOCRAMS

Quaker City Quiz
NEW musical stump-the-experts
show. Let's Face the Music, starts
June 5 on WFIL, Philadelphia, under sponsorship of the Philadelphia
Record, which also sponsors another
quizWIP.
show.From
NineJune
O'Clock
on
19 on Scholars,
the program will originate from Robin
Hood Dell during summer symphony concerts. Conductors and soloists at the Dell concerts will be
guest experts each week, with Ed
Schloss, Record music critic, as
"teacher" and Jimmy Craven, of
the Record, and Dr. Guy Marriner,
Franklin Institute director of music, as regular experts.
*
* *
Religious Roundup
SUPPLEMENTING its CBS religious broadcasts, WCCO, Minneapolis, in mid-May started a
quarter-hour local religious feature, Religious News Reporter, under auspices of the Minneapolis
and St. Paul Round Tables of
Christians and Jews. With Rev.
Carl F. Zietlow, executive secretary of the Minneapolis organization, as reporter on the program,
the series features the activities
of Twin City and State religious
groups.
Mere Man Speaks Up
KARM, Fresno, Cal., recently
launched a show. Notes for Milady,
which features music and comment
on home economics, fashions and
feminine subjects from a man's
point of view. Jack Clawson,
KARM musical director, is m.c. on
the program, which is released Monday through Friday.
^ ^
Rhythmic Solace
A SERIES of programs devoted to
poetic readings with organ background, featuring Allen Franklin
of the station's announcing staff",
has made its debut on WJJD, Chicago. Allen writes all material
used on the broadcasts. Series is
titled Cozy Corner.

Dial Trouble
COLLABORATING with the
Radio Servicemen's Assn. of
Utah, KLO, Ogden, has started a weekly quarter-hour. Behind the Dial, presenting
transcribed music and layman's explanations of what
goes on behind the radio dial
and what to do when something goes wrong. Theme of
the program
is "Call
radio serviceman
foryour
better
service from
Bill
Kilmer
writesyour
andradio".
produces.
Doll Tales
A NEW TYPE of children's program, which has received endorsement of PTA ofl!icials, educators
and civic leaders, has been started
on KOA, Denver. Titled Loahna &
Her Dolls, the weekly quarter-hour
is a distinct departure from the
ordinary run of children's entertainment. Featured is 13-year-old
Loahna, a collector of dolls from all
parts of the world. On each program she relates the story of one
of her dolls. In addition she also
corresponds with girls her own age
in various foreign countries. During the broadcast she weaves in interesting comments from them.
Three college girls, who identify
themselves as We Three, liven the
program with* poetry.
* *
Recorded Accompaniment
YOUNG singers of popular songs
are auditioned on the air accompanied by their favorite orchestras
via recordings during the weekly
half -hour program. Sing With Your
Favorite Band, sponsored by Kay's
Beverage Co., Los Angeles (fruit
beverages), on KMPC, Beverly
Hills, Cal. Series started in early
May for 13 weeks, and is designed
as a showcase for promising vocal
talent. Mort Werner is m.c. and
producer. Firm is also sponsoring
a weekly half-hour dramatic show,
Club Theatre, on that station, and
on May 30 started using four spot
announcements a week during the
Hollywood Turf Club racing season on KFWB, Hollywood. Wm.
BergtheAdv.
Agency, Los Angeles,
has
account.

ANEW

NEAT sertedcommercial
inon a recent Man"plug"
on thewas
Street
program, which Ward Adams (left)
conducts on WRVA, Richmond,
Va., for Streitman Biscuit Co. Before air time. Ward gave several
youngsters samples of the sponsor's product. When time came for
the usual commercial, Ward substituted the spontaneous natural
comment
samplers — here
commentingof *
as the
they
* sample.
*
Rural Arizona
THE Arizona Farmer, Phoenix,
only farm newspaper published in
that State, in late May started a
flve-weekly half -hour program. Dinner Bell, on 3 Arizona Network
stations. Series originates from
KOY, Phoenix, with Les Mawhinney as producer. Besides an array
of singers and musicians, plus a
cowboy band, the secretary of the
State Farm Bureau is featured on
Mondays, -with the broadcast originating from Arizona U on Tuesdays. The Arizona Cattle Feeders
Assn. takes over on Thursdays,
with the Arizona Wool Growers
Assn. featured on Fridays. Ernest
Douglas, editor of the Arizona
Farmer, appears
* *thrice-weekly.
*
Radio Editors'
Quiz of the
C. J. INGRAM,
radio editor
Jersey Journal, Jersey City, has
been selected as m.c. for the new
quiz program currently in preparation by Hyla Kiczales, general manager of WOV, New York, in which
35 radio editors in the New York
area will have an opportunity to
answer questions about the broadbusiness. Threeeachradio
tors willcasting
be scheduled
week edito
answer the questions submitted by
listeners. According to WOV, several sponsors are interested in the
program, details of which will not
be announced *until* later
* in June.
Baby Royalty
BIRTHS are heralded in regal setting, with fanfare and ceremony,
including appropriate individual
sonnets by the Royal Post and
other court functionaries, on the
daily quarter-hour. His Majesty,
the 'Baby, on WSPD, Toledo, 0.
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A new and rich market for NBC advertisers
... in the heart of the South's great tobacco
growing, marketing and manufacturing area!
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After the Broadcast
LISTENER forums are being held
in San Francisco under the direction of Jennings Pierce, director of
education for the Western Division
of NBC and in cooperation with
the American Bar Assn., represented by Attorney Henry Nathan.
The forums are held after the regular Monday afternoon broadcasts
of Youth in the Toils on KGO and
NBC-Blue. They are designed to
aid national efforts to help young
people who get into trouble with the
law. Key people of the San Francisco bay region gather to listen to
the broadcasts and remain to discuss its effectiveness following the
program.
* * *
Where They're Biting
TO AID anglers in planning weekend fishing trips, WPTF, Raleigh,
N. C, has started a Thursday night
series, Fishing for Fun, sponsored
by T. H. Briggs & Son, local sporting goods dealer. Informal chatter
between two staff Izaak Waltons
covers pertinent information on
fishing conditions and runs at various North Carolina lakes and ocean
spots, bait, boats, tourist accommodations and auto routes, along
with a complete weekend weather
forecast. The program also presents
an analysis of results of the previous week's suggestions.
* * *
Youth's Queries
PROBLEMS of the day are discussed by young college men representing different religious denominations during the weekly halfhour. Youth Demands an Answer,
on KFWB, Hollywood. Series, presented under auspices of the University Religious Conference, with
Gilbert Harrison in charge, includes
religious and civic leaders as guests.
Broadcasts are unrehearsed, with
participants starting their roundtable discussions ten minutes before broadcast time and continuing
through.
* * *
Is That Me?
"HEAR Yourself on the Air" is
the theme of the new series of quarter-hour daily programs. Echo Interviews,_ on WHOM, Jersey City,
cooperatively sponsored by the Allied Personal Loan, Roseland Ballroom and Home Recording Co. The
program features Ray Green and
"man in the street" interviews
which have been electrically transcribed the day previous to the
broadcast. Each person interviewed
receives a card telling him that he
can hear himself on the air the following night.^
^
All About WPA
HIGHLIGHTING the accomplishments of the professional and service division of the WPA, KROW,
Oakland, Cal., has started a new
feature. This Work Pays Your
Community, under direction of
Nils Aanonsen, Alameda and Contra Costa County district WPA
manager. The program acquaints
listeners with "white collar" WPA
projects in contrast with the better known public works projects.
^ ^ :{c
Budget Vacations
CHICAGO Motor Club has made a
tieup with WLS, Chicago, whereby Bob Force, of the club's staff,
appears weekly on the Feature
Foods program to discuss budget
vacation trips. Points of interest,
approximate costs, and an invitation to answer any question listeners may have regarding routing are
covered.

BROADCASTING

Power of Youth
FOUR local high school students with an idea now have
their own commercial program. Youth Speaks, on
W 0 R C, Worcester, Mass.,
sponsored by L. F. Harris
Inc., local Chrysler distributor. Selling the station management on the idea that a
program about youth, by
youth and for youth would
draw listeners, the lads produced their first show along
these lines and got a sustaining spot on the station. Recently they got their sponsor.
The program consists of interviews with young people in
the news, those with unusual
hobbies or talents, or human
interest stories about girls
and boys, along with sports
and school news. The production quartette includes Donald Klein, announcer, Earle
McCall, sports commentator,
George Baxter, who handles
interviews, and Roger Perry,
covering local news.
At the Grange
COVERING various Grange meetings in Southern Wisconsin with
its portable recording equipment,
WCLO, Janesville, Wis., has started A Night at the Grange on a
weekly basis under sponsorship of
the Harris Stores, of Janesville and
Beloit. With Lyell Ludwig as m.c,
the program includes a 30-minute
quiz of Grange members and commercials by the sponsor's personal
representative.^ ^ ^
Bank's Night
EXCELLENT goodwill builder for
Nashville Trust Co. is its sponsorship over WSIX of Tonight in
Nashville, featuring announcements
of city activities, movie shows, etc.
between classical and semi-classical compositions. Same bank also
sponsors daily Transradio news
flashes, and has installed a printer
in its lobby which is attracting considerable attention.
Cars by Carter
ON THE thrice-weekly five-minute
Auto Biography program on
WTRY, Troy, N. Y., used cars on
the lot of Sponsor Frank A. Richter, De Soto-Plymouth dealer, are
interviewed by Nick Carter. The
cars relate their qualifications and
prices in different voices, all by
Carter.

• Broadcast

Screen Test
RADIO "screen test" in the form of
three brief scenes from moving pictures currently playing started May
17 on CKCL, Toronto, under sponsorship of Dad's Cookie Co. Ltd.
Prizes totaling $35 are awarded
weekly to the first persons identifying the three scenes enacted. The
program is produced by Radio Centre Ltd., Toronto.
*
« *
Young Folks' Stories
COOPERATING with the American Youth Commission, NBC-Blue
on June 3 will start a series of
six weekly dramas on youth problems. Youth Tells Its Story. First
portion of the programs will dramatize the negative aspects of a particular problem, afterward switching to a city where that problem
has been successfully met.

Enter the Phone
LISTENER- AUDIENCE participation by telephone is the newest
development on The Peoples' Forum, weekly
discussion
on informal
WMBD, round-table
Peoria, 111.
Listeners are invited to take part
in discussing timely questions of
local interest and of controversial
nature. Comments are interceded
during half-hour program while
four representative men and women
of Peoria take part in regular
round-table.
*
* *
Ship Reports
WLS, Chicago, in cooperation with
the U. S. Weather Bureau, is sending out reports on wind, weather,
barometric pressure and sailing
precautions each day at 11:35 a. m.
for
the benefit of ships on Lake
Michigan.
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Tax!

Although our Red River Valley occupies only one-third
oS North Dakota, our hayseeds pay 54*2% oS all sales
taxes in the State! Blessed with a soil and climate
which produce the largest Sarm incomes, the people
around Fargo lead the whole Northwest in the happy
habit of converting earned money into turned money.
Give your sales message to WD AY, the only chain
station covering the whole Valley . . . and know that
you are reaching all the listening buyers in the
territory!
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Bull Session Votes on Chairman
FOUR nominations for 1940-41 chairman of the New York Broadcasters'
Bull Session were voted on by members at theinclude
group's John
May Hymes,
22 luncheon.
Nominees
Lord
& Thomas ; Arthur Sinsheimer, Peck
Adv. Agency ; William Maillefert,
Compton Adv. ; Richard Nicholls,
Morse International. Winner will be
announced June 26 at the final meeting of the current season. Hartzell
Spence, manager of the UP special
service bureau, at the May 22 meeting described the collection of war
news abroad.
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Buy WFIL

WFIL is Philadelphia's only station offering a balanced radio diet to listeners. No
tiresome "endless" blocks of dramatic
shows, no nerve-knocking recorded musical
hours, no hour by hour baseball monologues. That's why WFIL is rating higher
and higher in recent surveys. Let WFIL
"Win Friends and Influence Listeners" for
your product.

WFIL
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GeneralFoods Pondering
New MGM Talent Show
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, through Benton & Bowles,
that city, is again showing interest in an MGM studio-built radio
show and is reported to hold an
option on a buy of film talent for
Maxwell House coifee. Price is
said to be around $21,000 weekly,
with all MGM film talent at disposal of General Foods except
Norma Shearer and Greta Garbo.
Although Hollywood executives of
Benton & Bowles deny such a deal
is in the making, it is knoAvn that
Tom Revere, agency radio director,
when in Hollywood during May
was in conference mth Louis K.
Sydney and other film studio officials.
General Foods Corp. formerly
sponsored an MGM produced show
for Maxwell House coffee, but the
film studio severed the association
last year when exhibitors squawked,
declaring the radio series cut into
box office attendance. It is further
reported in Hollywood that the
current NBC Good News of 19iO,
sponsored by Maxwell House coffee,
will take a summer lay-off for four
or five weeks, either in late July
or early August. It is generally
believed that the present series
will not be returned to the network,
but will be replaced by the MGM
produced show.
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MARCUS GLASER, formerly Southern California manager of Glaser Bros.,
Los Angeles, wholesale tobacco and
candy distributors, has joined Brisacher, Davis & Staff, West Coast
agency with headquarters in that city
and San Francisco. He will be located
in
thetheagency's
York
oflSce,
Gotham affiliated
Adv. Co.,New
to service
national merchandising activities.
ROY S. DURSTINE, New York
agency, has established a branch office
in the Enquirer Bldg., Cincinnati,
under the management of H. G. Little,
formerly a vice-president of Lord &
Thomas, stationed in Dayton. The
new office handles especially the advertising on the Crosley account. Telephone isCherry 0032.
STUART LUDLUM, in charge of radio production of McCann-Brickson,
New York, on May 24 became the
father of an eight-pound boy.
LENNEN & MITCHELL on June 15
will move its Hollywood office to 6253
Hollywood Blvd. Present offices, headed by William N. Robson, are located
at 8949 Sunset Blvd.
DAN WETTLIN Jr., formerly with
Jerome B. Gray & Co., Philadelphia,
has opened his own advertising agency,
to be known as Wettlin & Co., with
offices at 812 Cooper St., Camden,
N. J.
GEORGE MacGREGOR, formerly of
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, has
joined
Compton
Adv. New York, in an
executive
capacity.
HIDGE L. HARLAN, formerly advertising and merchandising manager for
Colorado Celery Inc., Denver, recently
joined Gerth-KnoUin Adv. Agency, San
Francisco, as copy writer.
HELEN SINCLAIR, formerly script
writer of Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York, and previously account executive
of Sehwimmer & Scott, Chicago, has
joined the radio copy staff of Compton
Adv., New York.
GIL KUHN Co., new Los Angeles
agency, has been established at 3180
W. Sixth St., by Gil Kuhn, wellknown
ducer. Southern California radio proWESTERN ADV. Co., Los Angeles,
has changed its name to Western Adv.
Agency, and moved to larger quarters
at 719 S. Flower St., that city. Mrs.
Harriet W. Kelly continues as general manager.
in San
Diego, Agency
Cal. headquarters are
E. SHERMAN PERLMAN, formerly
head of a Chicago advertising agency
of the same name, has joined Frank R.
Steel Associates, Chicago, as vicepresident.
RICHARD COMPTON, president of
Compton Adv., New York, and William
A. Hart, advertising director of E. I.
duPont de Nemours & Co., on May
17 were initiated into the New York U
chapter of Alpha Delta Sigma, scholastic advertising fraternity, at its spring
luncheon meeting in New York.
N. W. AYER & Son, having closed its
Hollywood production offices, Ben
Ward, who
activities in managed
that citytheandagency's
Bradford
Brown, producer, have returned to the
New York staff.
JOHN F. HIGGINS, formerly of
WEBR, Buffalo, has been appointed
radio director of Baldwin & Strachan,
Inc., Buffalo.
SEGALL & WEEDIN Inc., is the new
name of the former Lee Segall Adv.
Agency, which announces the association of Harfield Weedin, former account executive of KTBH, Houston.
O. J. HARTWIG Adv. Agency, New
York, has moved its offices to 9 E. 40th
5-5510.
St. Telephone remains Murray Hill

ROBSON IS NAMED
HOLINER SUCCESSOR
MANN HOLINER, for BVz years
radio director of Lennen & Mitchell,
resigned in mid-May and has been
succeeded by William N. Robson,
producer of the CBS Big Town series sponsored by Lever Bros.
(Rinso). Robert Orr, New York
vice-president of the agency, was
in Hollywood to install Robson in
his new position and make other
additions and changes in personnel. Holiner, after a brief vacation,
will announce a new agency affiliation.
Herb Polesie has taken over production of the weekly NBC Don
Ameche Show, sponsored by P.
Lorillard Co. (Old Gold), formerly
produced by Holiner, along with his
other agency duties. Jay Clark
continues as producer of the weekly NBC Woodbury Hollywood Playhouse, sponsored by Andrew Jergens Co., until Robson is free of his
commitment with Ruthrauff & Ryan
as producer of Big Town, which
discontinues for the summer following the June 11 broadcast.
Clark, after vacationing, will be
transferred
the director
agency'sof New
York office astoradio
that
division, taking over about July 1.
It is expected that Robson will then
take over active production of the
Woodbury Hollywood Playhouse
series, along with his other agency
duties. Richard A. Diggs has been
added to the agency's Hollywood
staff in a newly-created editorial
post to function on both the WoodHollywood HePlayhouse
Don
Amechebury Show.
has been and
a story
editor woodwith
various major Hollyfilm studios.
FTC Stipulations
THE Federal Trade Commission
announced May 23 that Nestle-LeMur Co., New York, has entered
into a stipulation in which it agrees
to cease certain advertising representations for Nestle Colorinse and
Nestle Shampoo. The FTC also
has received stipulations from Van
Sant, Dugdale & Co., Baltimore
advertising agency, to cease making certain representations for Bliss
Native Herbs Tablets in advertising
disseminated by it; F. B. Washburn Candy Corp., Brockton, Mass.,
to cease certain representations for
his candy
bars; Co.,
American
Television & Radio
St. Paul,
to
cease certain representations for its
electrical goods.

Heatter forPUBLICATIONS,
'Liberty'
MACFADDEN
New York, on May 23 started a 26week campaign for Liberty magazine using twice-weekly news analysis programs by Gabriel Heatter on
MBS. Programs are heard Thursdays and Saturdays, 9-9:15 p. m.
on WOR, Newark; WAAB, Boston;
WHK, more,
Cleveland;
WBAL, Baltiand WGN, Chicago.
WGN
carries the Thursday program at
9:15 p. m. Agency is Erwin, Wasey
& Co., New York.
COMPLETE transcript of the radio
session of the recent National Retail
Dry Goodscasting,Assn.
[BroadFeb. 1] convention
has been published
by the NRDGA and is available at
$1.50 a copy for members and $2.50
for non-members.
to some 250
radio
stations areSales
reported
by
NRDGA.
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Adams

ARTHUR HULL HAYES, sales
manager of WABC, New York
(center), holds a reunion with Freeman'Gosden at right, and Charles
Correll, old friends of early Chicago radio days, as the famous
Amos 'n' Andy team visited New
York in latter May from their
Hollywood headquarters. On the
trip they made a personal appearance broadcast before 8,000 employes of their CBS sponsor, Campbell Soup Co., who with their families crowded the Camden, N. J.
plant for the occasion.

EDWARD PETRY & Co., has moved
its Los Angeles offices to 601 W. Fifth
St. Chester G. Matson is Southern
California manager.
HOWARD L. SCHREIBER, for the
last five years with CBS Radio Sales,
and previously on the CBS production staff, has been appointed sales
service manager of Radio Sales to
supervise the handling of contracts and
service the division's accounts.
RICHARD A. MOONEY, formerly
president of Country Newspaper Advertising Representatives and sales
manager for Charm Magazine, has
joined Weed & Co., New York, station representatives.
ARCH KERR, formerly of Furgason
& Walkei", station representatives, has
joined Radio Adv. Corp., Chicago.
WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md., has appointed International Radio Sales as its
national representative.
RADIO ADV. Corp., station representatives, has moved its Chicago
oflBces to 333 N. Michigan Ave. New
telephone is Central 1743.
KROD, El Paso, Tex., has appointed
Howard H. Wilson Co. its national
representative.
WHP, Harrisburg, Pa., has appointed
John Blair & Co. as exclusive national
representative.

Bireley's Placing
BIRELEY'S Inc., Hollywood
(orangeade), through Raymond R.
Morgan Co., that city, in a 13-week
campaign started May 26, is using
three spot announcements daily on
WACO, Waco, Tex., for four weeks
reducing the number to two a day
for the second four weeks. One
spot daily will be used the following four weeks, with a total of 12
in the final seven days of the contract. A similar schedule will be
used on WSJS, Winston-Salem, N.
C, starting June 2. Other stations
will also be added to the list.
BROADCASTING

& Adams

Formed

As Station, Talent Rep.
ADAMS & ADAMS, New York
station
"and talent
representatives
organized
in April
by Jack T.
Adams, former executive of the
Transcontinental Broadcasting
System, has announced the list of
stations it represents as follows:
WJBW, New Orleans; WMBC, Detroit; WMBO, Auburn, N. Y.;
WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C;
KFOX, Long Beach, Cal., KDRO,
Sedalia, Mo.; KCMO, Kansas City;
WJIM, Lansing, Mich.; KFJB,
Marshalltown, la.; WGNC, Gastonia, N. C; WHBQ, Memphis. It
also announces representation of
the 12 stations making up the
North Central Broadcasting System, with headquarters in St. Paul,
and of the projected new local,
WINX, Washington, D. C.
The company also represents
Arthur Godfrey, currently sponsored on MBS by Carnation Milk
Co. and via transcription by P.
Lorillard Co.; Stella Unger, sponsored on WEAF, New York, by
Borden Farm Products, and is presenting for sale Tele-Quiz and
Exam-Session.
Novachord Sales Discs
Are Sent 200 Stations
AN ORTHO-ACOUSTIC transcription employing the voices of
three announcers and featuring
Collins Driggs, novachordist, has
been sent to 200 station managers
and program directors by Hammond Instrument Co., Chicago. The
promotional campaign is an attempttronic
to bring
the Novachord,
instrument
invented elecby
Laurens Hammond, to the attention of broadcasters. Durward
Kirby, Norman Ross and Fort
Pearson are announcers.
The 16-inch reversible transcription,
playingdemonstration
15 ¥2 minutes,on combines a sales
one
side with a free broadcast of taxfree music on the other. The demonstration ishandled much like a
program, with Kirby introducing
Ross who discusses the many tonal
effects of which the Novachord is
capable while Driggs illustrates
his points by musical excerpts.
These range from Intermezzo
from Cavaliera Rusticana to On
the Beach at Waikiki in arrangements simulating the violin cello,
string ensemble, banjo, woodwinds,
guitar, reed organ, harpsichord and
clavichord, brass, music box, svdng
band, celeste and vibraharp. Pearson sums up the presentation by inlisteners toside.
hear four selectionsviting
on reverse

Stays in Summer
THE analytical programs of
Dr. Roland Greene Usher,
noted historian and author of
Washington U, St. Louis, will
be continued during the summer vacation period by KSD,
St. Louis. Dr. Usher's interpretations of current news
have developed a wide following and he has acceded to
popular demand for continued
discussions. He is author of
a well-known history of the
World War. Other Washington U educational series will
be discontinued as usual.
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RUSSELL
Co., Minneapolis, to N.MILLER
W. AyerMILLING
& Son, Chicago.
BOOTH FISHERIES Corp., Chicago (frozen foods), to McJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago.
TOURNEAU WATCH Co., Paris and New
York, to Grant & Wadsworth & Casmir,
New York. Radio may be used later this
MILLER CEREAL MILLS, Omaha (ceyear.
reals), to 1.Allen & Reynolds, Omaha, effective June
ELBERT G. BARBER Co., Los Angeles
(Elbarco cutlery), and Fountain Manor
Apartment-Hotel, Hollywood, to Howard
Ray Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
GRAHAM-PAIGE MOTORS Corp., Detroit,
to Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, Chicago. Spot
announcement
campaign planned for near
future.
ANTROL LABORATORIES, Los Angeles
(insecticide),
Los
Angeles. to Brisacher, Davis & Staff,
AMERICAN
TRUCKING
ton, to Blow Co.,
N. Y. Assn., WashingEMERSON RADIO & PHONOGRAPH Co.,
N. Y., to Buchanan & Co., N. Y.
COCO COD Corp., Evanston, 111. (cod liver
oil emulsion)
to McJunkin
cago. No immediate
radio. Adv. Co., ChiLOS ANGELES SARATOGA Chip & Pretzel Co., Vernon, Cal. (food products), to
Glasser Adv. Agency, Los Angeles. Radio
being considered along with other media.
SCHICK DRY SHAVER, New York, to
Arthur Kudner, New York. No advertising plans have been formulated as yet.
MAC PHARMACAL
Co., Gallon, O., to
Ruth Adv. Agency, Galion,
O. Firm is said
to be using radio.
KRUEGER BEVERAGE Co., Newark, to
A. W. Lewin Co., Newark.
LOOK Inc., Des Moines (magazine) to
bon De Regger & Brown Adv. Agency, Des
Moines.
BAVARIAN BREWING Co., Covington
Ky., to the Keelor & Stites Co., Cincinnati.

IN PHILADELPHIA'S
RICH MARKET
These four aces in coverage are
held by WPEN. Our English,
Italian, Jewish and Polish probring "grand who
slam"play
returnsgrams
to advertisers
WPEN'S hand. Make this your
winning combination, too!

WPEN

P H I L A.
1000 WATTS

Good old "Fancies"! In the Springtime they
turn to love in some folks and in others to cancel ations !
Yes, the boys are loving more than ever this
season and blaming their ardor on short skirts !
But the cancellation boys have converted their
usual Springtime fancies at WWVA in the opposite direction and are blaming their ardor on
continued results. That's what we mean by
"Fancies Flee"!

w

w

Yes, thank you, we are working on an unprecedented full Springtime schedule and it looks
like our best Summer season on record.

V

Sure enough, our legion of loyal listeners in
Eastern Ohio, Western Pennsylvania and
Northern West Virginia keep right on supporting THEIR station, regardless of the sun's
enthusiasm. Let your advertising fancies turn
our way for results!

A

AT WHEELING
5,000

WAns

COLUMBIA

JOHN

Station at Eleven-Sixty
on 2,085,666 Radio Dials
WEST VA. '
BLAIR CO — National Representatives
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Land Line Lectures
Intermountain
Market

people

prefer

the

WITH 1939 renewal business on
WOR, Newark, totalling 79% of the
station's
business
and ofrenewal
figures
for the first
18 weeks
1940 running
16% ahead of the same 1939 period.
WOR ran a contest for its sales staff
as a drive for new business, which
ended May 11 with results of nearly
$100,000. During the drive solicitations were made of 383 different accounts or their agencies, resulting in
sales to 15 new accounts. Winner of
the first prize, a Cavanaugh hat, was
Robert J. Smith, while winners of
weekly billfolds were Jack E. Lowe,
Theodore W. Herbert, George A.
Schmidt, Robert J. Smith and Otis P.
Williams.
RADIO poem, "They Fly Through the
Air tenwith
the Greatest
writby Norman
Corwin ofandEase,"
broadcast
on the CBS Words Wifhout Music and
Columbia Workshop programs, recently was produced in German on WCNW,
Brooklyn. The German version, dealing with the horror of airplane bombing, was written by Corwin during the
Spanish Civil war. and was prepared
by the radio division of the GermanAmerican Writers Assn., of which
Thomas Mann is president, and broadcast in connection with the station's
weekly God's Country series.
TO ACQUAINT the public with Army
air activities, WHN, New York, has
started a weekly program. Soldiers
With Wings, under the direction of
Lieut. John J. Dorr of the Army Air
Corps at Mitchell Field. WHN has
also added five-minute news periods at
its opening at 6 a. m. and its signoff
at 3 a. m. in addition to an already
extensive news schedule.

BACKSTAGE
activity inearly
Canadian broadcasting
this summer will be a special
series on "The Art and Business ofheard
Broadcasting"
which
will be
over Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. land lines
by staffs of all stations in the
Dominion. The series covers
all phases of broadcasting
from feature programs
through station management,
and is being made available
to the industry through the
CBS's station relations department.
T. O. WIKLUND, in charge of special events in Canada for the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., and Roy Cahoon, chief engineer of CBK, Watrous,
Sask., will don skis in June and
climb 6,800 feet to the chalet on top
of the Columbia Icefield on the edge
of the Athabasca Glacier near Banff,
Alberta, to see just how much the
minerals in the rocks up there gobble
up radio waves. The expedition is a
preliminary to the broadcast from the
chalet on July 1 in connection with
the opening of the Banff-Jasper HighExperiments must
be made
beforeway.
a satisfactory
shortwave
pickup
can be made and relayed to the CBC
network.
WJJD, Chicago, has installed three
shortwave receivers in its transmitter house at Desplaines, 111. which
constantly are tuned to European stations for war information. The material is piped on a special line to
control room in Chicago where portions
most suitable for inclusion on regular
news periods are recorded.
KSTP, St. Paul, has installed teletype printers in four Twin City clubs
to supply members with war news bulletins eight hours daily from the station'sbulletins
news bureau.
KSTP alsoboards
provides
for street-level
at two local theatres.

Meet Your Star Salesman for Kansas!
Graeme Fletcher, outstanding KFH news
Put
Fletcher for
on the
your advertising
sales staff.*of
IVIal<eGraeme
him responsible
personality
for the toughest
ment you Oltlahoma
canis waiting
give him!
Kansas,assignand
your product to the 292,421 radio families in
northern
as Most
well, ofdepend
upon
the KFH_ Primary Airea.
Graeme for crisp, pungent summaries of the
Slap on a test after three or four weeks of
day's goes
important
events.
Six
times
daily, a KFH
"build-up".
news
on
the
air
—
and
six
times
day
And then
watch SELLING
your Star STATION
Salesman FOR
DEsponsors have an opportunity to SELL the
LIVER on THAT
large audiences these broadcasts attract.
KANSAS!
Incidentally, KFH never stints on merchancooperation. Even program,
when youKFH
fail tofollows
outline dising
a merchandising
through
in
person
and
by
letter
to
"put
in solid" with jobbers, chain buyers and you
reMANHAHAN •TOPEKA*
^"^'''fi'f ^* ) tailers.
Your Edward Petry office can arrange a
SAUNA •
sponsorship of Graeme Fletcher on KFH. And
the price of KFH news will be GOOD news
s
\I
U S h • EMkORia
K A
to
you!
HUTCHrNSON»
•Just
ent time.one strip 12:30 PM available at presiwiCHITA
liA
(NDEPENDENCE OCHANUTC
• •PARSONS
Columbians Only Full-Time
■■A ARKANSAS CITY^ COrFEVViLLE
Outlet for Kansas
KFH
O K L A II Q m tK \
WICHITA
D Gilletl freld Stteoglh Sur
That
Selling
Station for Kansas
to .1 MV/IH
CBS • 5000 DAY • 1000 NIGHT • CALL ANY EDWARD PETRY OFFICE
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WAAF, Chicago, celebrated its 18th
anniversary May 19 by presenting a
special program title You & Your
America. The show, which featured
the Barnum Radio Players and the
chorus of the Swing Mikado, depicted
the cultural advancement in the United
States since the founding of the station.
CLEVELAND Board of Education,
operating WBOE. shortwave educational station in Cleveland, has published its report on the 1938-39 activities of the stations in a paper-bound
book. The printed volume incorporates
pictures of plant and activities with
a graphic report on the educational
and technical operations involved.

South Carolina's
ONLY
Regional
CBS
Station

Charleston, S. C.
1000 watts
Free & Peters, Representatives

BROADCASTING

WMCA, New York, this summer is
originating about 50 programs weekly
from its special studio in the JohnsManville Bldg. at the New York
World's
Fair, with
both sustaining
and commercial
programs
featured
daily. Sally's
New a York,
the'
latest
sponsor Furs,
to start
series isfrom
the "little theatre with a daily program
featuring
and LeewithGrant's
Orchestra. Wini
OtherShaw
sponsors
Fair
programshattanon
WMCA
includeQuality
ManPontiac Corp., Sachs
Furniture, Royal Eastern Electrical
Supply Co., and Community Opticians.
TED WEEMS and his Beat the Band
company. nouncer
M.Fort C.
GarryandMoore,
AnPearson
Producer
Lloyd (Bucky) Harris will go on the
road for the Sunday night NBC-Red
network broadcast for General Mills
(Kix) June 2 and 9. Eastwood Park,
Detroit, will act as host for the first
broadcast. On June 9 it will originate
at Cedar Point, a summer resort near
Sandusky. Beat the Band broke all
attendance records at the Marshalltown, la. Tall Corn Exposition May
19 when more than 2.900 packed the
auditorium where the broadcast originated, with some 1,500 turned away.
TWO members of the staff of KTSA,
San Antonio, recently were called on
to write, direct and produce a motion
picture,
"Crossroads
of theTheNation",
for the City
of San Antonio.
movie
is directed and produced by William
C. Bryan, KTSA program manager,
who went to Hollywood to handle the
narration. The story was written by
Charles C. Shaw, KTSA news editor.
The 20-minute film shows San Antonio
at work and play and deals with the
city's scenic beauty and history.
WLW, Cincinnati, for the first time
in the program's 13-year history on
May 18 originated its Mailhag feature
outside Cincinnati
in Dayton,
O. Ad-to
missions collected —were
turned over
the Dayton chapter of the Mailhag
Club for social service work. Following the 45-minute broadcast, a halfhour entertainment was given for the
audience in the Dayton Industries
Bldg. Accompanying Minabelle Abbott, postmistress of the program, were
Arthur Chandler, Gordon Shaw and
William Aughenbaugh.
WFBM, Indianapolis, recently presentedentirely
a quarter-hour
program devoted
to BMI compositions,
featuring the staff orchestra under
direction of William Wirges and Charlene. 10-year-okl soprano. Program Director Frank Sharp has indicated that
BMI music will be used on the station whenever possible.
SPECIAL FEATURES division of
WOR, Newark, on May 30 resumed
the holiday and Sunday evening traffic bulletins which it has presented for
motorists for the past four years. Prepared in cooperation with the New
Jersey, Westchester Parkway and
Nassau County police, the bulletins
are heard on WOR three times in the
late
afternoon Sundays and twice on
holidays.
TEN PROGRAMS on WMCA, New
York, have been selected by the Essex
County Schools
as broadcasts content
of informative and entertainment
worthy of listening and study by students, following a survey made under
the direction of Lawrence S. Chase,
superintendent of Essex County
Schools, in cooperation with the NYA,
Newark
publicleaders.
schools Programs
and a committee of school
cover
social
service,
health
current
events
and other topics.
BOSTON U in mid-May announced
an expanded curricula of three radio
courses for its summer school term,
July 1 to Aug. 10. Using the new
studio facilities in the recently completed Hayden Memorial Bldg., the
summer courses include "Radio in
Education", "Radio Workshop" and
"Radio Speech and Dramatics".
KOY, Phoenix, recently made history
when, for the first time, its microphones invaded the City Council chambers and which
broadcast the day's proceeda new ings,
mayor. included inauguration of
• Broadcast

Advertising

THREE - MINUTE newscasts have
been started four times daily, in addition to four daily 15-minute newscasts
on the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
national network, to take care of additional war news. CBS uses Canadian
Press news bulletins prepared by the
cooperative newspaper-owned press association for an annual $20,000 fee.
There has been a considerable increase
in recent weeks of locally sponsored
newscasts on Canadian stations using
Transradio Press and British United
Press services.
WCBS, Springfield, 111., has completed
plans for a special broadcasting studio
on the grounds of the Illinois State
Fair to be held in August. Last year
WCBS originated more than 75 remotes during Fair Week. Contracts
programs have already been reCROSSING a quiz contest with a for 35 ceived
by the station. WCBS also has
man-on-the-street show, KROW,
arranged a trade deal with five local
Oakland, Cal., has developed The theatres for screen trailers advertising
Question Wheel under sponsorship
the station's
feature
programs. Theatres will use spot
announcements.
of Money-Back Smith, local department store [Broadcasting, May WESX, Salem, Mass., has announced
15]. The program is conducted by that on June 17 it will open a new
Bert Winn (left), who lets quizees remote
studio at Lynn, Mass. The
pick their own questions by spin- WE-equipped studios, to be located in
ning the numbered "question Central Square, wiU be managed by
George Carey, of the present WESX
wheel" in the background.
stafe.
CHILDREN of members of Congress
displayed their talents during the anFarms From Fans
nual Congressional Children's Program, originated May 19 for NBCTEXAS OWENS, singing
Blue by WMAL, Washington. The
ranger of WLW, Cincinnati,
program originated from Congressional
at the moment is spending
Women's Club and was directed by
part of his vacation inspectMr. and Mrs. Claude Ward, who coning three farms willed to him
weeklyforNational
Children's
during the last six years by
Frolic.duct the
Music
the program
was
listeners. Owens in 1934 infurnished by the U. S. Marine Band.
herited his first farm, located
L. B. WILSON, president and gennear Crab Orchard, Neb. The
eral manager of WCKY, Cincinnati,
second is on the outskirts of
on May 18 ordered a stepup in news
Kansas City, and the third
tempo on the station whereby all
near Paris, Cal. All were besustaining programs would be cut for
quests made by air fans while
news flashes where importance warhe was on network shows out
rants. WCKY announcers also are
given special training in giving war
of KMBC, Kansas City. Since
news bulletins briefly during station
coming to Cincinnati some
breaks. Foreign broadcasts cut out by
10 months ago he has received
commercial
programs are transcribed
cash gifts totaling over $300.
for rebroadcast in the next available
period on the station.
Greensboro, N. C, early in
IN addition to pickups of special fea- WBIG,
carried a series of 10 special
tures, including addresses of Presi- May
programs
during National Music Week
dent Roosevelt and Secretary of State
Hull, during the Eighth American Sci- on which appeared 1,260 local school
children. The programs included stuentific Congress, held in Washington
dio presentations as well as remote
May 10 to 18, by all three national pickups
from local college and high
networks, NBC and CBS indepen- school auditoriums.
dently presented special features to the
Congress. NBC presented the NBC
AS AN extra-curricular activity in
Symphony Orchestra, directed by Arhistory and dramatics, local
turo Toscanini, in a special concert at English,
high school students are participating
Constitution Hall on May 14, and later in writing, directing and producing
Gen. James G. Harbord, chairman of a series of three historical plays based
the board of RCA, addressed the Con- on the life of President Andrew Johngress. CBS participation was highson, a Raleigh native, to be heard on
lighted May 16 with a preview broad- WPTF, Raleigh, N. C. The plays are
cast of its new School of the Air for under general supervision of Ralph
the Americas, to start in October as Burgin, WPTF dramatic director.
a regular shortwave program for Western Hemisphere countries.
BROWN U, Providence, R. I., on
May 17 announced addition of a new
course in fundamentals of public
speaking for 1940-41, to be conducted
by Dr. Henry Lee Smith Jr., young
A PROFIT
Columbia U linguistic expert heard on
MBS as conductor of Where Are You
From?
PRODUCER!
WMBD, Peoria, 111., proclaimed May
JOIN UP with WAIR! Make
17 as more
"Lilac than
Day" a and
was rewarded
with
truekload
of the
SURE your product has a maxiflowers.
Staff
members
spent
the day
mum audience of money-spenddelivering
the
lilacs
to
city
hospitals
ers! WAIR produces sales in
and shut-ins.
volume — the only kind of sales
that pay you a profit! A test
NEW five-weekly half-hour morning
sustainer, Blue Network Varieties, was
proves it!
started May 20 on NBC-Pacific Blue
network with Peter Potter, screen and
radio comedian, as m.c. In search of a
better title, the network is offering
10 sets of chimes for best ones subWAIR
mitted. In addition to Potter, the daily
program features Ben Gage, singing
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
announcer ; Martha Tilton, singer ;
National Repretmtatlves
Skiteh Henderson directing a novelty
instrumental group, and guest talent.
Sears & Ayer
Myron Dutton is producer of the
series.
BROADCASTING
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MBS for the second consecutive season
will broadcast the Daniel Guggenheim
Memorial Concerts by the Goldman
Band twice weekly from Central Park,
New York, starting June 19. Dr.
Edwin Franko Goldman will conduct,
assisted by his son, Richard.
MAUDE BENNOT, believed to be
the only woman director of a major
planetarium, is conducting the weekly
Exploring Space programs, fourth
group of CBS educational astronomical
broadcasts, from the Adler Planetarium, Chicago. The series replaces
Men Behind the Stars, which featured
William H. Barton Jr. of the New
York Hayden Planetarium.
KATE SMITH, whose noonday CBS
programs sponsored by General Foods
Corp. are broadcast from her New
York apartment on Park Ave., is having a special studio built at her Lake
Placid home, from which she can
conduct her programs this summer.

between

Baltimore

1,055,000
1939
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Atlanta
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ON A PURELY experimental basis,
WOR, Newark, has set a new program
policy with the start May 23 of a
weekly program of recordings by TomDorsey's
Orchestra,
9-9 :30my a.m.
Heretofore
WORThursdays,
has only
aired electrical transcriptions when
programs broadcast were not live. The
Dorsey program, titled Midnight in
Morning, is the only one scheduled for
a month's for
presentation
and George
is not
available
sponsorship.
Hogan is the announcer.
KGNC, Amarillo, Tex., has invited
pupils of local and rural schools in its
listening area to make educational
tours dents
through
its studios.
Rural while
stucome regularly
each week,
local pupils visit, with teachers.
WEEKLY Sports School, featuring
outstanding personalities from all fields
of sports, starts June 1 on NBC-Red,
with ingBill
Stern
commentator
from the
Academy
of Sportsconductat the
New York World's Fair.

Carolina
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680

RED-BLUE
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Orders

Governiog

Following' are the formal orders
(Nos. 67, 68 and 69) adopted by
the FCC May 18 and announced
May 22, in conjunction with the
FM allocations:
ORDER NO. 67
At a session of the FCC held at its offices
in
D. C, on the 18th day of
May,Washington,
1940,
The ationCommission
having
underservices
considerthe needs of the
various
for
the
use
of
frequencies
in
the
band
41000162000 kc. ; and
WHEREAS,
the forth
Commission
termined as set
in its having
report de-in
Docket No. 5805 entered this date, that
the assignment
channels,
having a band widthof of40 200
kc. in each
the band
42000-50000 kc. for use by broadcast stations employing frequency modulation, will
promote
the serve
public public
convenience
est and will
necessityand; andinterWHEREAS,
the
Commission
ducted studies and investigations has
and conhas
secured full information as to the frequency allocation needs of certain other
radio services, as more particularly indicated in Annex A, attached to and made
a part of this order ; and
WHEREAS,
are available
assignment to radiothere
stations
other thanforthose
belonging to and operated by the United
States, frequencies in the bands 6000066000 kc. and 118000-119000 kc. ; and
WHEREAS, the Commission has determined that in order to prevent interference
between stations, to promote public convenience and interest and serve public neces ity, to provide for experimental use of
frequencies and generally encourage the
larger and more effective use of radio in
the public interest, and to carry out and
more fully comply with the provisions of
the Comrhunications Act of 1934, as amended, changes are required in the allocation
of frequencies as hereinafter provided ;
IT IS ORDERED, that effective in the
manner set forth in Annex A hereof, the
Rules and Regulations of the Commission
be, and the same are hereby amended, as
provided in Annex A ;
IT lessISthe FURTHER
licensees of ORDERED,
the stationsthat
as unset
forth in Annex B hereof, shall file within
thirty days from the date hereof a formal
notice in opposition to the change in allocation of the frequencies assigned to such
stations, as provided in this Order, such
licensees shall be deemed to have consented to the change in such frequencies as
provided in this order.
This
mediately.order shall become effective im[Annex A, referred to above,
lists frequencies in the range 4.1,000
to 162,000 as allocated under the
orders dealing with FM. Th6se assignments show changes in Appendix B of the General Rules and
Regulations of the FCC. Annex B,
referred to above lists 26 stations
or holders of construction permits
whose assignments are changed
pursuant to the order. Complete
lists can be procured from the
FCC.}
ORDER NO. 68
At a session of the FCC held at its offices
in Washington, D. C, on the 18th day of
May, 1940,
The Commission having under consideration the provisions of Order No. 67,
AND WHEREAS, the re-allocation of
frequencies in accordance with the provisions of Order No. 67 will require the dismissal without prejudice of certain pending applications for the use of frequencies
no longer
available
for the has
classes
stations for which
application
been ofmade.
IT IS ORDERED, that the Secretary of
the Commission
is hereby
directed to enter be,
uponandtheherecords
of the
Commission a notation dismissing each of
the pending
forth the
below, without applications,
prejudice, andas toset notify
applicants accordingly.
[Listed in the order are 168 pending applications for frequencies for
FM and other stations in the frequency range affected, all of which
are dismissed without prejudice."]
ORDER NO. 69
At a session of the FCC held at its offices
in
Washington,
D. C, on the 18th day of
May, 1940,
ThetionCommission
the provisions having
of Orderunder
No. considera67 ; and,
WHEREAS,
the
re-allocation
of frequen-of
cies in accordance with the provisions
said Order No. 67 wiU require the canion of licenses of with
certaintheexisting
stations icnel ataccordance
conditions

FM

contained in said licenses providing for cancellation thereof without notice or hearing
upon Order of the Commission ; and,
WHEREAS, applications are pending
and may be filed for licenses or modification of licenses authorizing the use of frequencies allocated by Order No. 67, which
applications
mayJanuary
be disposed
Commission by
1, 1941of; by the
IT IS ORDERED, that the Secretary of
the Commission
and he inis the
hereby
directed to enter abe,notation
records
of the Commission cancelling the licenses
of the stations, as set forth below in accordance with the provisions of said licenses, effective Jan. 1, 1941 ; to notify the
licensees of said stations of this action,
and to request the return of said licenses
to the Commission as of that date.
[Listed are 62 companies which
hold licenses or construction permits for FM, television, facsimile
and AM experimental operations
whose status is affected by the new
allocations.']
Bushnell Back at CBC
ERNEST L. BUSHNELL, general
supervisor of programs for Canadian Broadcasting Corp., has returned to Toronto CBC offices after
several weeks in England supervising the plan of action for the CBC
overseas unit. The new No. 3 mobile unit, being built to follow the
Canadian forces overseas to keep
home folks posted, is to be equipped
with a standard military chassis,
four-wheel drive, special military
tires, and everything required for
operation in the field. The unit is
to be sent overseas shortly, in
charge of A. W. Holmes, of the
CBC engineering division, and will
be
used including
by CBC's R.personnel
now
abroad,
T. Bowman,
of the special events department.
Commentators Jerry Wilmot and
Gerard Arthur, and A. E. Altherr,
who will assist Holmes in technical
operation of the unit.
BMI Music on FM
USING music published by BMI,
the studio ensemble of WDRC,
Hartford, Conn., is presenting a
daily 7-8 p. m. concert on WIXPW,
the station's FM outlet. This is
claimed by WDRC to be the first
regOilarly scheduled live orchestral
program over an FM station.
A NEW 250-watt local on 620 kc. in
Elizabeth, N. J., suburb of Newark in
the metropolitan New York area, is
sought in an application filed by
North Jersey Adv. Co., in which 50%
of the stock is held each by Blvin H.
Ullrich, of Union, N. J., a district
judge,
realtor. and Carl Schultz, of Newark, a

$241

TO

REGIOISAL, LOCAL
POWER INCREASES
CONTINUING ITS policy of authorizing horizontal increases in
power tionsfor
local stawhere regional
technicallyandfeasible,
the
FCC during latter May authorized
a dozen power boosts, pursuant to
the new broadcast rules which became effective last year.
KVI, Tacoma, and KFSD, San
Diego, were given increases to 5,000
watts fulltime on their respective
570 and 600 kc. channels in decisions May 15. WALA, Mobile, was
authorized May 21 to increase its
night power from 500 to 1,000
watts, along with authorization to
move its transmitter locally and
install a vertical radiator.
Local stations authorized May 15
to increase hours of operation from
daytime to unlimited time, with
power boosts to 250 watts, were
WGTC, Greenville, N. C, and
WHDL, Clean, N. Y. (authorized
to shift from 1400 to 1420 kc). Authorized to increase power to 250
watts fulltime were KOTN, Pine
Bluff, Ark. ; KD AL, Duluth, Minn. ;
KEUB, Price, Utah; WSAV, Savannah; WSOY, Decatur, 111.;
WJPF, Herrin, 111.; WRAW, ReadCal. ing, Pa.; KFXM, San Bernardino,
Educational Conference
"RADIO'S Value to Education"
will be the topic of a conference
to be held at Washington State
College July 15 and 16. Several nationally-known radio research
men, including Dr. Leonard Power
of the Federal Radio Education
Committee, will be present. The
conference is planned as a highlight
of the college's radio workshop,
which combines class work in radio
with actual experience at KWSC,
Pullman, Washington State College's station. KWSC, which employs an all-student announcing
staff, will broadcast a 77-hour week
throughout the summer, Director
Kenneth Yeend announces.

Back on Air
C^ppertSTUDIOS,
GEPPERT
St. Louis,
on June 2 will start a series of
weekly quarter-hour shows on
PictitledforTake
WMAQ,ture.Chicago,
Holman Faust,
20 ayears
an expert
photographer,
duct broadcasts
which willwillbe condevoted to offering tips for amateurs
and answering questions. Contract
is for 26 weeks. Mitchell-Faust
Adv., Chicago, handles the account.

IDEA

FREE

TELEGRAM

USERS!

Just by having Postal Telegraph survey telegraph costs,
one firm (name on request) saved $241 on telegrams last
year! Ask for this free telegraph cost analysis and see
how you save! It uncovers huge waste and provides
easy-to-follow plan to stop it!
For information about free telegraph cost analysis
— wire collect: C. B. Allsopp, Postal Telegraph,
253 Broadway, TV. Y. C. No obligation.

Tostal

lelegvapb
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New

FM

System

Developed by WE
Transmitter Line Introduced;
Narrow Drift Is Claimed
NEW FM transmitting equipment,
to be known as "synchronized frequency-modulation", was announced
May 24 by Western Electric
Co., on
the heels of promulgation of new
FCC allocations for FM.
The new synchronized FM, Western Electric announced, is a radio
wave generating system developed
by the Bell Laboratories in which
the average or carrier frequency of
the FM carrier wave is locked in
step with the vibrations of a precision quartz oscillator. The carrier
drift was said thus to be confined
to extremely close limits, an
achievement which removes one of
the final obstacles to FM broadcasting as a commercial reality.
F. R. Lack, manager of the WE
specialty products division, said the
new line exhibits a carrier stability matching that of the best AM
units currently in use on the standard band. Emphasizing the importance of carrier stability as a factor in high-quality transmission
and reception, Mr. Lock pointed
out that the system limits carrier
drift to within .0025%— at least
four times better than the present
FCC requirement of .01%.
Mechanical Features
The unit now in production,
known as 503A-1, is completely
self-contained, functions either as
a transmitter for powers up to 1
kw. or as a driver for high-power
radio-frequency amplifiers where
more than 1 kw. output is required.
In the frequency range 30 to 15,000
cycles, the equipment shows less
than 2% distortion in audio quality.
Many of the mechanical features
of the new unit as well as some electrical circuits and parts common to
both FM and AM, have been
brought over directly from the
443A-1 AM transmitter introduced
last year. The cabinet, styled in
modern convention by Henry Dreyfuss, industrial artist, to harmonize with present-day interiors, is
entirely independent of the interior
structure both electrically and mechanically.
Cathode Tube Contest
ALLEN B. DuMONT LABS., Passaic, N. J., has announced a prize
contest for engineers, physicists, laboratory workers, servicemen and other
such workers, dealing with new and
practical applications of the cathoderay tube and its allied equipment, the
three best papers submitted from June
1, 1940 to May 31, 1941 to receive
grand prize of $100, $50 and $2.5.
Papers accepted for publication in the
DuMont monthly Oscillographer will
receive an honorarium of $10 per
paper, all entries to become the property of DuMont Labs. Contestants may
submit any number of papers, dealing
with actual application in any field
of the tube, subject matter alone to
be considered.
Rebroadcasts in Alaska
KFAR, Fairbanks, Alaska, has received FCC authority to rebroadcast
NBC programs carried over the NBC
international shortwave stations WNBI
and WRCA, New York, and the General Electric shortwave stations,
WGEO-WGBA, Schenectady, and
KGEI, San Francisco. Chief Engineer
Stanton D. Benett has erected a special antenna array to pick up these
and also the shortwave broadcasts from
European countries. Land lines for regular network connections to Alaska are
unavailable.
BROADCASTING

RCA at World's Fair
M. F. BURNS, assistant vice-president of RCA Mfg. Co., who has had
charge
RCA industry
Photophone's
West
Coast of
movie
relations,
has been appointed director of the
RCA exhibit at
the New York
World's Fair to
greet customers
and visitors as
well as make a
study of public
reactions to television as an entertainment meMr. Burns
d i u m. J o s e p h
D'Agostino, on leave of absence
from NBC's engineering department in New York, continues in
charge of the RCA exhibit's operations, the position he held last year.
FM,

Video

Halt

Treaty
Decision
Border Stations Continue to
Request Special Status
TAKING a back seat temporarily
because of the urgency of FM and
television allocations and of the
long-overdue Network Monopoly
Report, the standard broadcast
band reallocation provided for under the Havana Treaty is expected to go before the FCC for final
action as soon as these other "expedite" matters are cleared.
Involving realignment of 90% of
the 830-odd stations in the standard broadcast band, the treaty real ocation, so far as known, has
hit no further diplomatic snags. It
had been held up for more than a
year because of the adamant attitude of Mexico, after ratification by
the United States. Canada and
Cuba. Tentatively, Aug. 1 is set as
the deadline for the actual treaty
allocation but best information now
is that "moving day" will not occur until possibly Dec. 1 or perhaps
the first of next year.
Border Stations
The preliminary work involved
realignment of station assignments
aside from those specifically provided for in the treaty. This primarily revolves around means of
reducing to writing the "gentlemen's agreement" reached vdth
Mexico and Canada whereby six
channels will be given Mexico on a
guaranteed basis outside the actual
terms of the treaty itself.
While there is official denial of
reports that Mexican border station operators have received assurances they will not be molested in
the shift, unofiicially it was reported that interests operating on
behalf of Dr. John R. Brinkley and
Norman T. Baker as well as other
border station operators, have not
let up intinued
their
eff'orts
to seek
conoperation.
Mexican
Undersecretary of State Beteta was in
Washington in mid-May to attend
the sessions of the Eighth American Scientific Congress and, it is
understood, probably had occasion
to discuss the border station situation. It was stated on his behalf
that he is in full accord vdth the
treaty terms, designed to eliminate
the stations.
FOUR special programs, including a
post-season America's Town Meeting
of the Air, were presented May 28-31
by NBC in connection with the Annual Conference of the American Library Assn. in Cincinnati.
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The Lingo Turnstile Antenna
has

already

ideal

for

FM

been

proven

operation

I

Photo shows first turnstile antenna in
commercial service, built by LINGO in
1937 for RCA for facsimile operation
at Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center, Nerv York City.
Several LINGO turnstile antennas
are in use by Maj. E. H. Armstrong at
W2XMN, Alpine, N. J.; and by the
Yankee Network.

Now, already proven by actual years of
use by pioneers in Frequency Modulation,
LINGO TURNSTILE ANTENNAS are
recognized as ideal for FM transmission.
These patented antennas provide the utmost in performance and efficiency. Our
own pioneering in this new field of broadcasting enables us to furnish complete
turnstiles comprising the essential tubular steel mounting pole, elements, insulators, wires, bands, etc. Specially designed
for each application for installation on
buildings or supporting towers.
Write For Further information

Established 1S97

Our engineering staff will be pleased to
assist you, without obligation, by planning the proper turnstile antenna for
your particular building or supporting
tower. Inquiries should indicate planned
frequency, number of turnstile bays desired, location and height of building or
supporting tower, etc

JOHN
E. LINGO
&
SON,
Inc.
Licensed Manufacturers of Patented Turnstile Antennas
DEPT. B-6

LiniUIJ
A- •■V- ■

CAMDEN,

NEW

JERSEY
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FCC

Report

on

Frequency Study
As a result of the recent hearings on
television. Docket No. 5806, and Aural
Broadcasting on Frequencies above 25,000
kc. Docket No. 5805, it became apparent
that adequate frequencies for high frequency broadcasting and television could
be provided only by instituting a thoroughgoing study of the use of all frequencies
between 25 and 300 mc. In making the
study the Commission has been greatly assisted by the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee. This committee, which
is composed of representatives of 13 Federal agencies, advises the President under
the provisions of Section 305 of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, regarding frequencies for Federal Government operations.
To those who are familiar with the existing allocations, the problem of selecting
suitable frequency bands to accommodate
FM and television is immediately apparent.
It will be recalled that lengthy hearings
were held in June, 1936, and June, 1938,
to consider the allocation to services of
frequencies in the bands above 25,000 kc.
The hearings were widely publicized and
were attended by representatives of the
various departments of the Federal Government, State and municipal government
representatives, and persons and organizations representing all classes of radio services and the radio industry generally. As a
result of these earlier hearings the Commission amended its Rules and Regulations
so as to provide specific channels for each
of the recognized services. The exact allocations heretofore in effect appear in Appendix B to the General Rules and Regulations of the Commission. ^
The frequencies which are assigned to the
Government departments appear in the
Commission's
list frequencies
for information
purposes only. These
are assigned
for the use of Government stations by executive order of the President.
In considering the needs of high-frequency broadcasting and also the needs of television, the Commission decided that 40
channels should be allocated to the broadcasting service between 40 and 50 mc. and
7 channels for television service below 108
mc. A continuous band is provided for frequency modulation, thus assuring a degree
of uniformity in the quality of the different FM channels and tending toward simplicity and economy of FM receiving sets.
It was further decided that wide-band frequency modulation channels of 200 kc. in
width should be adopted as standard. This
will achieve a high standard of highfidelity aural broadcasting and incidentally
accommodate the simultaneous multiplexing of facsimile transmissions. On this
basis, a total band of 8 mc. is required for
FM broadcasting which includes 1 mc. (5
FM channels) for non-commercial educational broadcast stations and 7 mc. (35
channels) for commercial FM broadcast
stations. An extensive study has been made
by
engineering
and
by the
the Commission's
Interdepartment
Radio staff
Advisory
Committee
—
numerous
conferences
and
meetings were held.
Federal Cooperation
The foregoing allocation plan was finally
arrived at after thorough consideration of
more than a score of allocation possibilities.
The following arrangement between the
Commission and the Interdepartment Radio
Advisory
Committee
is a part of the plan
of
allocation
as a whole:
(1) Non-Federal services are to have
priority rights between 60 and 66 mc. and
118-119 mc. instead of the Federal Government services. A reasonable length of time
will be required for the Government to
vacate these frequencies ; consequently, Jan.
1, 1941 has been set as the date for unoperation in these bands by nonFederal limited
services.
(2) The FCC agreed to the relinquishment to the Federal Government services
of the frequency bands 41-42 mc. and 132140 mc. It was further agreed that unlimited
operation in these bands by Federal Government stations win not be authorized
prior to Jan. 1, 1941.
In addition, the Commission decided to
discontinue television service in the present
television channels Nos. 1 and 8 ; i.e., 4450 mc,
and 156-162
since
old
television
channel mc.
No. Accordingly,
1 is discontinued,
television channel No. 2 will be renumbered
television channel No. 1 ; and a new channel to be known as television channel No. 2,
will be assigned from 60 to 66 mc. There
is thus no loss of total space assigned to
television
belowof 766television
mc, and channels
there willbelow
remain a total
108 mc. Former television channel No. 8,
156-162 mc. together with frequencies between 116 and 119 mc. will be used to replace assignments in the band 132-140 mc.
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New Allocations
Under these
arrangements,
new allocations will become
effective the
immediately
on a limited basis. After Jan. 1. 1941, the
Commissionfor may
authorizeaffected
unlimited-time
operation
all stations
by Order
No. 67. The new allocations are as follows :
25-41 mc. — No change.*
41- 42 mc. — Government.
42- 43 mc. — Non-commercial Educational
Broadcasting Stations. Frequencies : 42100,
42300, 42500, 42700, and 42900 kc. New stations will be expected to use wide-hand frequencytransmission
modulation which
may include
multiplex
of facsimile
programs
simultaneously with aural broadcasting. Exwill be
authorized
continueisting
their stations
operation
without
change toexcept
as lyto1 mc.frequency
which
will
be
approximatehigher than at present.
43- 50 mc. — Broadcasting. Regular commercial service vpill be authorized employing wide-band FM which may include the
multiplexing of facsimile transmissions simultaneously with aural broadcasting. The
following are the exact frequencies to be
assigned :
43100
48500
44900
46700
45100
43300
46900
48700
48900
47100
45300
43500
43700
45500
49100
47300
47500
43900
45700
49300
49500
47700
44100
45900
44300
49700
46100
47900
46300
44500
49900
48100
44700
46500
48300
50-56 mc. — Television channel No. 1.
56-60 mc. — Amateur. (No change)
60-66 mc. — Television channel No. 2.
66-72 mc. — Television channel No. 3. (No
change)
72-116 mc. — No change.
116-119 mc— See Note 1.*
119-132 mc. — No change.
132-140 mc. — Government. See note 1.
140-156 mc. — No change.
156-162 mc— See Note 1.
162-300 mc.number—ing theNo
change,channels.
except for
television
This re-is
due to the discontinuance of former televisionservice.
channel No. 8, 156-162 mc. for television
Television Channels
The new numbering of television channels
in this range of frequencies is as follows :
162-168 mc. No. 8 234-240 mc No. 13
180-186 mc. No. 9 240-246 mc. No. 14
186-192 mc. No. 10 258-264 mc. No. 15
204-210 mc. No. 11 264-270 mc. No. 16
210-216 mc. No. 12 282-288 mc. No. 17
288-294 mc. No. 18
Under the foregoing arrangement the
^ The frequency bands 116-119 mc. and
156-162 mc. will be used as replacement frequencies for the services now operating in
the band 132-140 mc No commercial licenses as distinguished from experimental,
wOl be authorized within the band 116-119
mc. prior to Jan. 1, 1942.
* The bands 25000 to 27000 kc. and 116000
to 118000 kc. will not hereafter be assigned
to FM domestic broadcasting.
Factories

Ready

(FM- Television)

Dream

Comes

True

MAJ. E. H. ARMSTRONG
Commission has been able to maintain seven television channels below 108 mc and at
the same time provide an adequate number
of channels for FM. In addition, these and
other services will benefit by the changes.
Sky wave mediately
interference
below 50 mc. onisfrequencies
known to im-be
greater than on the higher frequencies.
While fectsitof shadows
is likewiseandrecognized
that themore
effading become
pronounced as the frequency increases, it
is, nevertheless, believed that such factors
are not substantially different on frees in thegenerally
vicinity conceded
of 60 mc. that
Furthermore, quitenciis
the
problem of diathermy interference is now
most low acute
on
frequencies
immediately
be50 mc. Thus by allocating 60 to 66 mc.
instead of 44-50 mc to the television service, atweengood
balance
beenandachieved
bethe effects
of skyhaswave
diathermy
interference on the lower frequencies and
the effects of shadows and fading on the
higher bands.
Considerable testimony was adduced at
the hearing regarding the relative merits
of wide-band as against narrow-band frequency modulation. Additional data was also
filed in the briefs submitted by the various
parties to the hearing. In weighing the
claims and counter-claims regarding the
relative value of the two methods of modulation, the Commission decided that the

to Produce

FM

Allocations

public interest will best be served at this
particular stage of development of the art
by the
assignment
of wide channels,
by affording
full opportunity
to usetherethe
200-kc. band for multiplexing both aural
and facsimile transmissions. Should it later
appear that channels of lesser width will
provide superior service, the Commission
can then reopen the matter. By adopting
wide band FM channels at this particular
time, it will be possible for the public to
continue the use of receivers designed for
wide-band reception even though narower
channels may later be authorized.
Miscellaneous Services
The miscellaneous radio services now assigned frequencies between 132 and 140 mc
will benefit by the changes in that 9 mc.
are allocated where formerly only 8 mc were
available. Assuming that a 100-kc. channeling system is adopted between 116 and 119
mc and a 150 kc. system between 156 and
162 mc, the miscellaneous services wiU
receive
channels '70in channels
the past.asThecompared
change with
has the57
further advantage of providing frequencies
for experimentation with different propagation characteristics in two large blocks, i
In considering these changes it was J
necessary to weigh the particular needs and
problems of the various non-Federal services asments,
wellanalyzed
as above,
the Government's
requireand to determine
the
permissibility of the allocations under our
international undertakings ; also to have
regard for the future of radio operation
in the services involved, from an international standpoint, so far as could be foreThe changes
should which
result are
in improved
serviceseen. for
all stations
affected
by
order presented
and will fully
meetthetheCommission's
varied situations
of a
national and international character. Rules
and regulations and standards of good engineering practice will be promulgated at an
early date. Meanwhile, all stations will be
continued as at present.
Finally, the Commission wishes to express
its appreciation
to theconcerned
Government
ments and agencies
and departto the
members of the Interdepartment Radio
Advisory Committee and to the chairman of that committee, its own chief engineer, forsistance
the rendered
splendid
cooperation
and this
asin helping
to solve
difficult problem. This task required the
shifting of assignments for many thousands
of Government
stations.
Without such
assistance and the
thoroughgoing
studies
made of every conceivable factor affecting
both Government
and non-Government
operation, the final plan
could not have been
worked out with such satisfactory results
and uniform concurrence.

Sets;

Facsimile

Encouraged
by Multiplexing
convention
June 14-15. Among other
PREPARED to produce FM re- manufacturers
announcing their
ceiving sets even faster than FM
stations take the air, some of the readiness to make FM receivers
are Scott, National, Pilot
leading radio manufacturers have available
announced they vsdll have models and Hallcrafter.
Transmitting equipment so far
on the market shortly while facunder Armstrong lisimile apparatus manufacturers in- has beencense made
only by Radio Engineering
tend to push their wares to take Laboratories
and General Electric
advantage of the multiplexing
although Western Electric Co.
phase of FM transmission and re- Co.,
has recently entered the field. REL
ception.
Stromberg-Carlson for several has some 14 or 15 installations to
months has been advertising FM its credit, including the Yankee Network's 50-kw. transmitter. Maj.
receivers, of which it has five
has stated that he is
models. General Electric has pro- Armstrong
to license under his patents
duced various FM experimental re- ready
ceivers but has not placed them on any manufacturer with enough
the market, although it is prepared technical skill to produce creditable
to do so immediately. Zenith and equipment. In the facsimile transmission field, the chief manufacturStewart- Warner have announced
ing activity has been identified
their readiness to place sets on the
Finch Telecommunicamarket. Zenith making its plans with RCA,
tions Inc. and John V. L. Hogan,
known at its recent dealers conven- the inventor and engineering contion in Chicago and Stewart-Warsultant who owns WQXR, New
ner stating that it will show con- York.
sole and table models at its Chicago
BROADCASTING

FM TRANSMITTERS
ANNOUNCED
BY GE
DECLARING
it is "ready
to meet
the
demand which
will inevitably
result from the favorable announcement of the FCC toward
commercial FM," Dr. W. R. G.
Baker, manager of the radio and
television department of General
Electric Co. stated May 24 his company has available a flexible line of
FM transmitters. The line ranges
from 250 watts to 1, 3, 10 and 50
kw., he said.
The basic GE unit of 250 watts
is used as an exciter for transmitters of higher output rating. To increase power, the amplifier units
may be added initially or later, he
said. The transmitters incorporate
new ideas of circuit simplicity, accessibility and low tube cost, according to Dr. Baker, and the actual
measured performances charactersubstantiate
the pei'fection
of
audio istics
fidelity,
dynamic
range and
low distortion claimed by Maj. E.
H. Armstrong, inventor of wide
swing FM, for the method.
GE also announced two antenna
designs
half-waveforforFM—
smalla simple
stations,vertical
and a
turnstile for those wanting an antenna with power gain. The latter
has abelsgain
approximately
7 deciover a of
single
cross arm section,
or 4 db.
over
a
dipole
in
the
tion of maximum radiation. direc• Broadcast

Advertising
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REL 1 kw FM transmitter at W3X0— Washington, D. C. — Jansky
and Bailey
tion since Augnst
1939. — in opera-

W2X1V1N— Alpine, N. J.— Major E. H. Armstrong's
original 40 kw FM transmitter tower — equipment by
REL — in service since April 1938.

REL 3 kw FM transmitter at W9XAO (WTMJ) Milwaukee, Wise. — The
since Journal
January Company
1940. — on the air

FREQUENCY

MODULATION
(ARMSTRONG

SYSTEM)

In collaboration with Major E. H. Armstrong, REL built

WlXOJ (Yankee Network) Paxton,
Mass — showing new 50 kw power amplifier room — on the air since May 1939
with 2 kw —t""since
— February
cuipped.1940 with 50

the first FM transmitter. As the pioneer manufacturer of
FM equipment (since 1935) — REL has built 95%
FM stations now

of the

on the air. All REL FM transmitters

employ the Armstrong Phase-shift method of modulation with crystal control of the frequency — resulting in
stability twice as great as required by regulations.
To assure yourself of the best in FM high fidelity and
W8XAD (WHEC) Rochester, N. Y.on the air since February 1940eauipped with REL FM transmitter.

performance — we urge you to thoroughly investigate
REL — the pioneer manufacturer of a complete range
of FM transmission units from 1 kw to 50 kw.
REL is ready — complete manufacturing facilities — plus
long engineering experience — enables us to immediately
accept additional orders for FM transmitters — assuring
prompt delivery — for fast installation and early operation.

W2X0K (WOR) Bamberger BroadcastService,— Newark,
J. — Mutual's
key ing
station
on the airN. since
March
1940 — wi^H FM transmitter.

RADIO
35-54

ENGINEERING
LABORATORIES/
INC
Phone RAvenswood 8-2340
36th STREET
lONG ISIAND CITY/N.Y.
Cable "RADENGLABS"

NAB

Board

Discusses

Television Again Experimental
(Continued from page 17)
vision operations in those cities, apparently feels that it vvall be in a
since time will be entailed in bring- position to authorize varied and
ing about the changes. Moreover,
television experimentaall receiving sets (totaling about competitive
tion to enable it to keep abreast of
3,000 in the New York area alone)
experimental progress in all phases.
must be recalibrated in order to
In defense of the Commission's
pick up the new bands.
position, it was stated the television
situation
was far different from
Need of Flexibility
that involving FM because of the
The crux of the transmitting
division in industry vievirpoint. In
standards issue appears to be agree- the case of FM all groups were
ment on a flexible synchronized
agreed that it was superior to AM
pulse that will actuate all types of and as a consequence the Commisreceivers, irrespective of definition.
sion felt free to authorize full comPresumably this would be the goal
mercial operation and bury AM as
of the engineering conference which such for the ultra-high frequencies.
If television experimenters can
the FCC proposes to call. The RMARCA 30-frame standard, as against reach substantial unanimity as to
14 or 24 frames, espoused by other standards, it was stated, the Comtelevision manufacturers, likewise
mission will feel disposed to give
New York World-TeleBram
appears to have greatest engineer- it the go-ahead.
let him alone, Henry. Didn't you
ing support.
Reaching its decision at a special "Oh, ever
play cowboy when you
The more optimistic officials fore- meeting May 27, the FCC that evesaw agreement fairly soon, with
ning made public its opinion along
new rules by early fall to permit with a six-page press release. The
were a kidt"
full commercialization probably
and quoted the
press release bore the headline mission standards
around next Christmas. The fact "Way Paved For More Television
statement of Manton Davis, general
that Commissioner Craven voted Stations", with a subhead reading
counsel of RCA, waiving that point.
for the report, in the face of the "FCC to Apportion Experimental
The Commission reiterated that
determined position he has taken
Stations Throughout the Country
throughout its consideration of
regarding commercial television, to Avoid Monopoly Pending Agree- television it has sought to avoid
was seen as possible confirmation
ment by Industry on a Single Uni- action which would "freeze the
of this view. Whether definite comstate of the art at an unsatisfacmitments
or
concessions
were
made
form System."
Record Briefs Filed
Fly's Speech
tory level of performance".
with
this
objective
in
view,
howFILING of reply briefs on May 28
The keynote of the Feb. 29 reThe handout led off with the
ever, was not ascertainable.
concluded the preliminaries of the
port authorizing limited commerFollowing the bitterly contested
operation, the Commission said,
statementizationthat,
"Full commercialappeal of the National Assn. of rehearing in April, the engineering
of television
was today was cial
that television was still in an
Performing Artists, RCA Mfg. Co. consensus, according to the FCC
promised by the FCC as soon as the experimental stage. It said it recogand the NAB (acting for WNEW)
from the decision of the Federal
opinion, was that principal wit- engineering opinion of the industry
nized the danger that research in
nesses agreed the Commission
is prepared to approve any one of television be "unduly retarded by
District Court in the RCA-Whiteshould
set
television
standards
and
the present competing television immediate promotional activities
man-WNEW case, which has been
placed on the calendar to be heard that, based on the differences re- stations." The report itself, how- for a single fixed system prior to
flected by expert witnesses, such
by the Court of Appeals during
ever, appeared to be rather vague
the Commission's establishment of
the three-week session starting standards could not be established
on this point. The Commission said
standards for this new art."
June 3. Attorneys state that there today. As a consequence, it was de- that the additional cities under conThe FCC reviewed at length testito go back to experimental
sideration for television facilities,
is a good possibility that the hear- rather cidedthan
mony of various witnesses regardlimited commercial or but on the experimental basis, ining will begin the first week in
ing the position of the industry on
June.
clude San Francisco, Los Angeles, setting
full commercial operation. With 30standards. It concluded all
odd applications pending for tele- Chicago, cinnatiWashington,
Albany, Cin- this testimony buttressed its findand
Boston.
DODGE DEALERS of Chicago started
vision and a grand total of 42 liing that the time was not yet for
a weekly half-hour musical variety show
Against the optimism indicated promulgation of standards.
censed, authorized or applied-for
on
WBBM,
Chicago,
titled
Rollin'
Along,
in official quarters that full comstations involved, the Commission
placed through Ruthrauff & Ryan.
Minutes of RMA
mercial television might be forthcoming soon was the statement
Mention was made of a "highly
made May 26 by FCC Chairman
confidential
meeting" onof Feb.
the RMA
James Lawrence Fly in an address
board of directors
8 at
which
it
was
claimed
that
RCA
broadcast over MBS that "research
and experimentation in television President David Sarnoff had opare advancing and in a few years
posed aproposal by Philco that bethis combination of radio sight and
fore any commercialization were
sound may be expected in your undertaken,
the TIMA standards
homes." This was seen as an indica- should be reopened for consideration
that
there
might
be
delay
in
t"
tion in the light of pending research
The best "spo
opening television for full commerand development. Mr. Sarnoff was
radio buy in
cial operation.
as having stated:
In its report on Order 65, which quoted
"If that is the point of view, I
set television rules and regulations
am sure the Radio Corporation does
for further hearing last April, the not
BALTIMORE:
belong around this table and
Commission said that the basic
questions at the hearing were (1) the quicker it resigns from membership and the quicker it gets out of
the wisdom of selecting and setting the RMA
and runs its own business
at this time a single uniform sys- in the best way that it thinks it can
tem
of
standards
for
television
SERt/ICES
NEWS
l^FBR
it, the greater freedom we shall
transmitting equipment, and (2) of run
all have to follow whatever course
continuing television broadcasting
Available in 35 and 100
licenses on an experimental as dis- we wish to follow without any arguments or contentions or oppositinguished from a commercial basis.
word live announcements
Then it proceeded to review the acAlso reported was a purported
tions of the Commission relating
and 5 or 15 minute procolloquy betwen W. H. Grimditch
to television regulations, going back of
WFBR
Philco and Mr. Sarnoff in which
to its appointment of a committee
grams.
BALTIMORE
on Jan. 3, 1939 to investigate the the latter is said to have stated
"We
live on obsolescence, don't we,
Write for details or consult
whole subject of television.
National Represantativss
tions."
The
Commission
pointed
out
that
in this industry ?"
Edward Petry representative.
EDWARD
PETRY & COMPANY
no party to the April 8 proceeding
Referring to the "intensive promotional campaign"
launched
by
RCA
on March
20 to sell
sets, the
had
challenged
the
Commission's
★ on
the
NBC
RED
NETW
O R K ★
jurisdiction over the fixing of trans- FCC stated this was of concern to

Issues, Takes No Action
EXECUTIVE committee of the
NAB met at the Ritz Tower, New
York, May 28, for a general discussion of industi'y affairs, but
took no definite action on any of
them. Edgar Bill, WMBD, Peoria,
chairman of the NAB code committee, reported on a number of problems of code administration that
have arisen and his talk was followed by general discussion. Also
discussed were BMI, ASCAP, the
forthcoming convention, legislation
affecting radio, war coverage and
similar topics, but NAB committee
members stated that all discussion
was general and that no action was
taken.
Only formal action of the board
was the approval of seven new
members: KGGM, Albuquerque;
WPID, Petersburg, Va.; KROD,
El Paso; WGTC, Greenville, N. C;
WNOE, New Orleans; KYUM,
Yuma, and WLOL, Minneapolis.
Attending the session were Neville
Miller, NAB president; Edwin W.
Craig, WSM; John Elmer, WCBM;
Herb Hollister, KANS; John A.
Kennedy, WCHS; Paul Morency,
WTIC; Harry C. Wilder, WSYR;
Everett Revercomb, NAB auditor,
and C. E. Arney, NAB secretarytreasurer.
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it "not because of any question of
WOV
Musicians Back
fair trade practices, but because of
MAKING
WAR
NAMES
LISTENABLE
the possible impact of RCA's whole
After Sympathy Strike
course of conduct upon television
MEMBERS of the new local (802)
American
Versions
Used
Unless
Cities
in
the
News
broadcasting standards." The reof the American Federation of Muport added that it was apparent to
sicians returned to work at WOV,
Have No Apparent Anglicized Quality
the Commission that it was necesNew York, May 26, marking the
other place names, which have end of a three-month period during
sary to "reinquire
whole POLICIES of the networks on pro- neither
situation
in orderinto
to the
ascertain
a familiar nor an apparent which the station was without the
nunciation of names of foreign
whether the rules which it had towns falling within the war area
English equivalent, the rule is to services of live musicians. Men had
adopted on Feb. 29 were contribut- have been altered as the direction stick as closely as possible to the walked out of WOV Feb. 17 in a
native pronunciation and still be sympathy strike called by the union
ing toward a result contrary to of the war has moved westward
to the listener who
in an attempt to force a settlement
their fundamental purpose of main- into Belgium and France. As long understandable
of the disagreement between AFM
taining fluidity in the art in order as the news was concei-ned with the knows no language but English.
Both NBC and CBS have pre- Local 77 in Philadelphia and
to promote its advance and to avoid completely unfamiliar place names
pared standardized lists for the WPEN of that city, which at that
the premature crystallization of of Poland, Finland and Norway,
guidance
of their headquarters
follow native protime was
transmission standards, the result the rule wasnunciationtoas closely
staffs
of
announcers
and commenas
possible.
cians. Bothlikewise
WPEN without
and WOV musiare
against which both the Commission
tators,
but
neither
network
takes
Present procedure, however, is to
owned by Arde Bulova, who has
the
matter
very
seriously.
As
one
andThethe Commission
industry had added
warned."
whatever pronunciation will be
it felt use
since personally directed negotiamost easily understood by the
official put it, "Our job
tions with the union officials, rethat action in the light of these average American listener. This network
is to give our listeners the news as
in the settlement of the
facts was compelled by the Con- method, it is reported, is being fol- rapidly and as clearly as possible trouble sulting
at WPEN on May 13
gressional mandate under which it
and
in
a
task
of
this
magnitude
lowed generally by local stations
[Broadcasting, May 15] and now
functions.
also in their newscasts.
the niceties of pronunciation are a of the trouble at WOV.
Quoting from statements made
If the name of the city has comminor matter. Of course, we'd
[New WOV-AFM contract, which
by witnesses at the rehearing, the
monly been Anglicized (Paris, Os- very
like to have all pronunciations
year, calls for the emCommission held that the weight tend etc.) the English version is, standard, but that is a practical runs for one
ployment of 12 men, four less than
of course, used. If the name is one impossibility, especially when you the previous
musical staff, at a
of the testimony was that RCA's
promotional activity would have that has an obvious English equiva- consider 'how many of our broadwage scale of $51 per man per
lent which a typical American is
had the practical effect of crystallizcasts on the war are made by for- week, a 13% increase over the $45
apt to use in reading his newspaing television standards to the RMA
previously,
to work
eign
correspondents, military ex- paid
per or examining a war map (St.
any four
hours musicians
out of eight,
any
proposals and of causing a curtail- Quentin
perts and other speakers outside
is
a
good
example)
the
six
days
out
of
seven.]
ment of research on other proposals. Anglicized version is used. For
our own announcing staff."
Quoted was the testimony of witPure Oil and H. V.
nesses for Philco and DuMont,
TYING in with the May 28 start on
To Publish Vallee Show Music
along with that of U. A. Sanabria,
and Dr. Lee DeForest.
NBC of series
H. V. Kaltenborn's
thriceORIGINAL music, written especially weekly
of news analysis,
FDR Jr.'s BMI Song
for the current NBC Rudy Vallee Kaltenborn Edits the News, the
Industry Attitude
Show, sponsored by National Dairy Pure Oil Co., Chicago, ran a twoTHE
PRESIDENT'S
son,
The Commission concluded it was
Franklin
Delano Roosevelt
Products Corp., New York (Sealtest page spread in the May 27 issue
obvious that the industry as a whole
Jr., has joined the ranks of
milk), will be published shortly for of Life magazine expressing Kal"does not share the RCA view of
BMI
composers. The industrytenborn's feelings about the "Amergeneral distribution. It is planned to
forging ahead regardless of the unowned publishing house has
ican way" of life. Titled "It Pays
select 12 numbers from the first 12
tested possibilities of improvement
to Livement in
the petroleum
advertisejust purchased his song "The
pays America,"
tribute to the
original musical comedy broadcasts.
on the horizon." It further appears,
Rest
of My Life",
written
in
collaboration
with
Kenrick
industry
as
a
contributor
in
Some will be published in folio form this way of living possible making
said the report, "that the industry
in the
was not prepared to accept SarSparrow for the U of Virand others as straight popular music, words of the news analyst as he
ginia's annual musical comenoff's premise of 'We live on obit was said.
talks into an NBC microphone.
dy, and to be issued shortly
solescence' as a basis of justifying
to BMI members.
a heavy public investment at current levels of efficiency."
In its conclusions, the FCC stated
that to assure to the public a tele- pace could be stepped up with
vision system which is the product proper promotion but, on the other
of comparative research on known
hand, it was pointed out that television is placed at a psychological
possibilities, standards of transmission should not now be set. It disadvantage because of the experiadded that there should be no commental tag. Moreover, intensive
mercial broadcasting with its "de- merchandising of FM sets, by virtue of full commercialization auterring effects upon experimentathorized for that medium, would
tion until such time as the probabilities of basic research have been react unfavorably to the movement
of television receivers at this stage.
fairly explored."
Then the Commission said that
for a contract covas soon as the engineering opinion NEGOTIATIONS
ering staff announcers employed at
of the industry is prepared to ap- WQXR, New York, have been started
OOF
prove any one of the competing with the station management by
^TR
systems of broadcasting as the George Heller, executive secretary of
the New York local of AFRA.
standard system, the Commission
vdll consider the authorization of
full commercialization. It added the
The Shortest Route
public should not be "inflicted with
k^PRING is here and Summer is just around the
a hodgepodge of different television
corner. So NOW is the time to start a campaign
to the rich
broadcasting and receiving systems." Reaction on Market
to get your share of profitable Summer business
AKRON MARKET
from
our rich Urban and Rural audience. Then you
New York manufacturers, disIS via
tributors and retailers expressed
will be able to keep cool while the heat and your
disappointment over the decision
Akron's Popular Station,
to delay commercialization but litsales shoot up in our Summer-Proof market!
tle formal comment was forthcoming. Apparently leading companies,
including RCA, desired to await
the issuance of actual rules and
regulations before expressing detailed opinions.
PorNT$TO>rWSYK
WJW
Sales of sets in the New York
AKRON, OHIO
aiea were running around 75 per
Representatives
week, which was larger than the
Y R A C U S E
Headley-Recd Company
average for July to December of
PAUL
H.
RAYMER
COMPANY'
newtork . Chicago • dhroit* san franciscoj
last year. It was thought that this
BROADCASTING
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Thousand

COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVER

Model S-27 is the first generalcoverage U.H.F. communications
receiver to incorporate Frequency
Modulation reception. Covers 3
bands: 27 to 46 mc; 45 to 84
mc; 81 to 145 mc. Switch changing from FM to AM reception.
Acorn tubes in R.F. and newly
developed converter system. High
gain 1853 tubes in I.F. stages.
Beam power tubes and 6C8G
phase inverter in A.F. Amplifier.
A VR 150 voltage regulator tube
is used to assure excellent electrical stability. 955 plate-tuned
oscillator. I.F. selectivity automatically sharpened to receive
amplitude modulated U.H.F. signals or broadened for wide band
frequency modulated signals.
Front panel controls: R.F. gain
control. Band switch. Antenna
trimmer. I.F. selectivity (air
tuned iron core) control. Volume control. Pitch control. Tone
control. S-meter adjustment
(meter calibrated in S and DB
units.) AVC switch. Beat oscillator switch. Automatic noise
limiter switch. Amplitude. Frequency Modulation switch. Sendreceive switch. Phone jack.
EE

Audio Fidelity Curve

ihe La icra^iers inc.
2607 SOUTH INDIANA AVENUE, CHICAGO. U. S. A.
WORLD'S LARGEST BUILDERS OF
AMATEUR COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT
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FM Stations Foreseen
(Continued from page 19)

licensees or applicants for FM or
of preference to existing broadcasters, is lacking in the FCC pronouncements thus far made. However, it is logically assumed that
existing broadcasters, being after
a fashion "pre-qualified" by virtue
of present operation under established rules and regulations, would
be in an ideal position to acquire
licenses with least difficulty.
Program Problem
Moreover, the fact that newcomers to radio seeking FM would have
to anticipate a long period of "suswith program
no assurancetaining"
of returnoperation,
through
sponsorship for several years, would
militate against the willingness of
most new applicants to undertake
the long pull.
On the other hand, the economics
for the established broadcaster appear to be far less onerous since
the FM transmitter and studioprogram operations could be maintained by the same operating staff
handling the standard station, with
the identical program broadcast
simultaneously. There is no indication at this time that the FCC intends to require separate programming for FM. Quite the contrary, it
is expected that until the new service acquires an audience by virtue
of sale of FM receivers, it will advocate a parallel FM-AM service,
identically programmed except for
possible emphasis on "high fidelity
programming".
With set manufacturers launching merchandising campaigns for
FM receivers, and with sales naturally expected in areas where the
new service is available by virtue
of the simultaneous AM-FM transmissions, standard broadcasters
would be in a position to recoup a
portion of their expenditures before
independent FM broadcasters who
would not have the advantage of
the parallel standard service. By
keeping tab on sale of FM combinations or FM-only sets, established
broadcasters would be in a position
to increase rates commensurate
with the increased set ownership.
The gradual replacement of AM
by FM is expected to come first
among local stations, serving small
compact areas. These will be followed by regional stations, particularly in the more populous areas.
FCC engineers do not feel that the
clear-channel stations ever will be
replaced by FM because of their
coverage of sparsely settled and
remote areas.
Once the FCC approves its FM
engineering standards, along with
rules and regulations, applicants
then will be in a position to apply
for full commercial licenses. The
orderly procedure, it is felt, would
be for the FCC to classify channels,
rather than stations, specifying
that on the most preferred frequencies the RI should be such as to provide a minimum prescribed service
in the given area and on down the
line. The FCC's standards probably will specify optimum power,
antenna height and antenna efficiency computations, which will be
based on the rather meager prac-

tical information no,w available
plus theoretical deductions which
may later be revised. Channels
probably would be classified as to
maximum duplication and minimum duplication, depending upon
the service areas of the proposed
stations.
Service Areas
Presumably applicants, based on
the engineering standards, would
be asked to define the trading areas
or cities which they propose to
serve. In this respect the FCC stated that the rules and regulations
and standards to be issued will enable applications to be made for
facilities for a specified area and
that FM stations will be rated on
the basis of coverage rather than
Emphasis will be placed by the
power.
FCC upon the advantages of highfidelity transmission and reception
afforded by FM. It will urge applicants to use equipment with engineering efficiency from microphone
to antenna that will be capable of
reproducing the frequency range
up to 15,000 cycles, as against the
present tation8,000
on AM. cycle and lower limiSimilarly, receiving set designers
will be encouraged to produce receivers capable of reproducing the
full volume and range of the transmitted signal. Otherwise, it is
pointed out, the primary advantage
of the 200 kc. wide band channel
would be lost.
With the allocations for FM definitely blocked out, receiving set
manufacturers are now in a position to design sets of maximum
efficiency covering the 42-50 mc.
range. They have held back pending the FCC action. Moreover, they
can begin manufacturing receivers
during the summer months for fall
retailing.
In announcing the new allocations, the FCC said that opening of
the new band for commercial broadcast will help correct numerous defects and inequalities existing in
the standard system. These resulted
from the scarcity of frequencies,
technical characteristics and early
growth of broadcasting without
technical regulation. Declaring
there is a lack of stations in some
communities while others do not
have sufficient choice of program
service, the Commission said establishment ofthe new broadcast band
in the higher frequencies will enable
many communities to have their
own broadcast stations.

Denison

Catalog

T. S. DENISON & Co., Chicago
dramatic publishers, has published
a special catalogue of entertainment features available for broadcasting. The catalogue features
operettas, musical comedies, choruses, songs and orchestra music released through the Society of European Stage Authors and Composers. The firm has been added by
SESAC to its list of publishers
whose material is available for
broadcast.

Plug for Paper
MUNISING PAPER Co.,
Chicago, with its campaign on
WTMJ, Milwaukee, is demonstrating that radio advertising is progressing beyond a
purely frontal attack upon
mass listeners. While the concern sells its business paper
products, among them Caslon
Bond, direct to printers, the
WTMJ campaign is addressed
to businessmen, purchasing
agents, secretaries and stenographers toenlist
their The
interest in the
papers.
WTMJ advertising consists
of 21 100-word spots scheduled on Top o' the Morning.
20lh

Anniversary

Spurned
by NAB
Industry Support Denied to
'Congress of Radio Events'
PLANS of the "Congress of Radio
Events" to promote a nationwide
celebration of the 20th anniversary
of broadcasting this year do not
have the endorsement of the NAB,
it was brought out May 21 by Edward M. Kirby, NAB director of
public relations.
In a letter to Paul L. Specht,
chairman, Mr. Kirby said the industry, through the NAB, has been
devising its own plans for observance of "Broadcasting Day" in conjunction with the New York and
San Francisco Fairs, tentatively
scheduled for Aug. 3 or Aug. 7.
Mr. Specht had written NAB
President Neville Miller asking for
a "credit line for the thought, at
least" of observance of "Broadcasting Day". The organization, it
is reported, has contacted figures
in radio in connection with its proposed promotion, along with public officials and Government departments.
Plans in the Making
Mr. Kirby told Mr. Specht there
was a "Broadcasting Day" at the
World's Fair in 1939 and that since
the first of the year, NAB has
been in contact with the Fair regarding observance of a day set
aside in honor of broadcasting this
year. At one time, he said, serious
consideration was given the use of
a large building for exhibition and
promotional work throughout the
entire Fair by the NAB. "At no
time, to my knowledge, was your
name brought up, or any reference made to any plans you had deStating that the NAB acts as the
central trade body for the industry, Mr. Kirby said that if anyone
veloped."
is
to speak or to plan for the
industry as a whole, it is the NAB
— "not an individual, whether within or without
Otherwise, he said the
thatindustry."
radio would
be
"left to the whims of outside, individual exploiters and promoters,
however worthy their schemes
Outlining promotional plans of
the NAB, which do not contembe."
might plate
celebration
20th Mr.
anniversary prior tooftheradio's
elections,
Kirby said that even should policy
permit, there is no opportunity for
the industry to tie up with any
other promotions in the current
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JUBILANT were these two when
the weekly NBC Standard Symphony Hour and Standard School
Broadcast were cited as programs
of highest artistic merit by Phi
Beta, national
professional
fraternity
for woman's
music and
dramatic
art. A bronze plaque was presented
to Standard Oil Co., San Francisco,
sponsor of the programs. H. H.
Roberts, sponsor representative
(right), received the award. John
Ribbe, NBC San Francisco producer of the series, is pictured congratulating him following the presentation at NBC Hollywood studios.
Fond of Floyd
THE late Floyd Gibbons recently helped baffle the General Electric market research
staff. Two audience reaction
survey cards received recently by GE listed the deceased
news commentator as tops.
Since the cards were part of a
batch sent out in July, 1930,
GE looked further into the
matter. One listener confessed
that he had found the card
recently and sent it in by
mistake. However, the other
swore that he mailed his card
soon after receiving it, pointing out that he listed on it an
address from which he moved
eight years ago. Although it
bore a 1940 postmark, the
writer maintained that it
must have been held up for a
decade somewhere.
WHB Seeks Fulltime
A THIRD application for fulltime
on 710 kc, on which WOR, Newark
is the dominant station, was filed
with the FCC May 21 by WHB,
Kansas City, now operating daytime on 860 kc. Other pending applications are those of WTCN, St.
Paul and KSOO, Sioux Falls, S. D.
In addition to WOR, other stations
now on the channel are KIRO, Seattle, and KMPC, Los Angeles.
WHB seeks 5,000 watts.
John Henry's 'Crime Quiz'
SCRIPT LIBRARY, division of Radio Events, New York, lias placed its
latest transcribed daily series Crime
Quiz, written by John Henry, former
general manager of the Central States
Broadcasting System (KOIL, Omaha;
KFAB-KFOR, Lincoln), on the following stations: KFIZ WDWS
WLAK WFBM WOAX KCKN
KDLR WMAN KPAB KGGM
WHOP KFWB KUTA KPMG KSOO
WMOB KRBM WQDM WHLS
WBTM WHBQ WQAN WIND
KSFO WBNS WTMJ WGBI KFXM
WHBL WNBO WJBC KRGV KYW
WRC KDB WKOK KCMO ; also
KIIBO, Hilo, Hawaii; PRD2, Rio de
Janeiro, and CHNS CHSJ CFRB
CFRN CFCN CKOVCHRC, Canada.
BROADCASTING

F. M. Office inN. Y.
(Continued from page H)
censorship and interference with
the management policies of broadcast stations.
"The fact that competition for
listeners will now be based on program preference rather than signal
preference will undoubtedly result
in some improvement in program
structure. It will at least tend toward equal opportunity for broadcasters to serve the public, with .
the obvious result that he who
serves the public best will have the
listeners. The limitation on stations
will not be one of economics, rather
than technical facilities.
"In smaller places, where it would
be impractical to operate stations
day and night, day-in and day-out,
the need for part-time stations will
likely develop and the facilities will
be available to satisfy that need.
"FM should accelerate the expansion of education by radio by
reason of its occupation of frequencies adjacent to those commercially developed. Their musical programs should, by reason of their
high quality made possible by FM,
increase tremendously future generations' appreciation of music. A
great
opportunity
institutions
is here. for educational
"Seldom has a great technical invention or development failed to
make obsolete certain existing plant
and at least temporary unemployment. Such is not the case with FM.
Since several years will be required
before the operation of standard
broadcast stations will become uneconomic, plant investment will
have been retired and employment
will have been maintained.
"In the meantime, the building
of new stations, manufacture and
maintenance of receiving sets, and
employment of additional operators
and talent will result in an immediate increase in employment.
"The broadcasters and the public
owe a sincere debt of gratitude to
Maj. Armstrong for this great advance in radio."
Opera on Tour Appeals
New York Court Ruling
OPERA ON TOUR on May 27 filed
notice of appeal in the New York
State Court of Appeals following
the decision Jan. 28 by the Appellate Division of the New York Supreme Court upholding the right of
organized labor to order stagehands
not to work for the opera company
because of its use of recorded music in place of an orchestra and
chorus [Broadcasting, Feb. 15].
The Appellate decision reversed
a previous order by Judge Kenneth P. O'Brien of the New York
Supreme Court granting Opera on
Tour a permanent iniunction restraining Joseph N. Weber, president of the AFM, and George E.
Browne, president of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employes & Moving Picture Machine Operators of United States
and Canada, from ruling that the
stagehands and musicians should
sign with the opera company.
DAY that H. V. Kaltenborn started
the most strennous schedule of his
career, 11 broadcasts a week on NBCRed, he underwent a minor operation,
turning
up at the
his operating
desk a half-hour
after leaving
table to
prepai-e for his first afternoon show.
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CBS
Opposition
To WNYC
Draws
LaGuardia's
Fire
New York Mayor Urges FCC
To Study Net's Records
FLATLY charging CBS with "collusion". Mayor
of New York,
on F.MayH. 25LaGuardia,
requested
the FCC to undertake a thorough
examination of the network's financial records to develop his claim
that CBS is attempting to abolish
and suppress WNYC, New York
municipal station.
The Mayor's charges grew out
of CBS opposition to the application of WNYC to extend its operating time to 11 p.m. on 810 kc.
CBS opposed on behalf of WCCO,
Minneapolis CBS - owned station,
which operates fuUtime as a clear
channel station on 810 kc. The FCC
conducted hearings on the technical
phases of the application May 2729, recessing the hearings on other
factors until early June. The case
is one of several involving proposed clear channel breakdowns.
Claims Collusion
Mayor LaGuardia's attack on
CBS gained public attention several weeks ago after Harold Riegelman, counsel of the local Citizens
Budget Commission Inc., testifying
before a special committee of the
New York City Council and the
Board of Estimate, urged elimination of WNYC as an economy measure and transferring its operation
to private interests. Subsequently
the Mayor charged "collusion" between CBS officials and Mr. Riegelman "in furtherance of this vicious
scheme". He also charged that CBS
was seeking to preempt 810 kc. for
WCCO at the expense of WNYC.
In his May 25 letter to the FCC
the
your Mayor
attentionstated:
to the "Ifactamthatcalling
CBS
and Harold Riegelman, representing the Citizens Budget Commission Inc. as its attorney, have been
acting in collusion for the purpose
of abolishing and suppressing the
municipal broadcasting station,
WNYC, and bringing about its
transfer to CBS."
On the basis of a preliminary report by William B. Herlands, city
commissioner of investigation, he
charged that Mr. Riegelman, prior
to appearing before the City Council committee, had met with Lawrence Lowman and Mefford R. Runyon, CBS vice-presidents, who supplied him "with data, material, expert advice, technical opinion, and
information concerning the proceedings pending before the FCC as
arguments and reasons for eliminating WNYC as a municipal
bioadcasting station and for leasing it to 'private interests'."
"The collusive arrangement between CBS and Riegelman was conceived and maintained in secrecy,"
he continued.
Riegelman, nor any"Neither
of theirCBS,
employes
ever disclosed to any public agency
or to the public generally the fact
that they had been meeting and
working together on the proposition that WNYC be suppressed as
a municipal broadcasting station,
and that it should be turned over in
the form of a lease to private interests. This is the first instance
of an attempt by one radio station to obtain control of another
station through indirect action —
in this case by instigating a collusive demand that the desired staPage 92
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Count's Courtesy
COURTESY of the French
Ambasasdor to the United
States, Count Fene Doynel de
Saint-Quentin, made it easy
for WHEC engineers to record his Phi Beta Kappa
commencement address May
28 at Hobart College, 40
miles from Rochester. During
his 40-minute address the
Ambassador paused twice
while Bob Campbell, remote
engineer, changed records on
the recording outfit. Harry
LeBrun, chief announcer,
handled the pickup.
tion should be leased, in order to
aid its own interests and its opposition to an application of an existing
station.
"The adequate protection of the
public interest of New York City
and its municipal broadcasting station (WNYC) requires that there
be a comprehensive inquiry by the
FCC into the scheme and conspiracy between CBS and Riegelman. It is imperative that the device employed by CBS should be
thoroughly ventilated in all respects. Ispecifically request that
the books and financial records of
CBS for the past year be given a
thorough examination for the purpose of determining how much CBS
has spent for contributions,
lawyers, entertainment, promotion
and also in the form of hidden payments and covered items."
The CBS-LaGuardia squabble
broke into the open May 19 when
the Mayor attempted to involve the
network in the Citizens Budget
Commission
drive against
WNYC's
continued municipal
operation.
The
drive was temporarily blocked May
21 when the City Council approved
the complete budget, including the
WNYC appropriation of $118,405,
which insures the station's continuance until July 1, 1941.
Charges Called 'Nonsense'
The Mayor's charges were
promptly and emphatically denied
by both Mr. Riegelman, who called
them "characteristic nonsense",
and by CBS. In its answering statements, the network disavowed any
intention quency
of and
seeking
WNYC's
charged
that frethe
WNYC application conflicts directly with "the necessary assignment
and regulation of radio frequencies" as well as the Havana Treaty,
terming
the proposal
Participation
of CBSan "invasion".
officials in
meetings with Mr. Riegelman and
Mr. Herlands was "in a spirit of
rendering a public service to the
city", it was explained. It was also
pointed out that expert advice had
been sought from executives of
various broadcasting companies, not
merely CBS.
In a subsequent statement CBS
charged that the Mayor's attacks
were "intended to hide the facts"
and were merely "very fancy
window dressing for the two
things
to CBS, hearewants",
to keepwhich,
WNYCaccording
oh the
air as a municipal operation and
to gain "greater privileges on the
broadcasting
the on
FCC."
At the firstband
FCC from
hearing
the
WNYC application, held March 29,
Mayor LaGuardia had argued that
a non - commercial. Governmentowned station should have priority
for wavelengths and time over a
privately-owned commercial s t a tion. If the law does not now pro-

Deft Commercials
(Continued from page 16)
tisers should do — use more of the
faculties which, in radio, they have
at their command. A number of
programs, particularly the larger
ones, where the outlay demands
maximum results fully realize this
fact.
Their advertising is presented by
various means — in dialogue, in emotional scenes, with a humorous
slant, by advertising deftly inserted
in the program itself, with beforeand-after treatment, by songs dealing with the product, and so on,
many programs having their own
original form of presentation.
Incidentally, in our references to
straight commercials, we do not,
of course, include those with a
"personal angle". When the advertising message is delivered by the
star of a show, by someone the listeners feel he knows, the effect is
naturally far different than when
the spokesman is an announcer entirely unknown to him. It is human
nature to listen to advice from a
friend, and to disregard it— perhaps even to resent it — from a
stranger.
Personal Messages
That is the reason for the highly successful "personal" commercials from various popular performers, from the chief characters
of dramatic serials, from the homespun leaders of hillybilly bands,
from all radio artists — announcers
included — who have established a
loyal, believinp following. But how
many announcers can lay claim to
such a following? Very few indeed.
The others can rely only on what
they must say to attract the listeners— to overcome his habit of "closToing hisdoears".
this, he should beein the
announcement with something new
and
striking, smack
something
that doesn't
immediately
of advertising.
Make the listener want to hear
what's coming next. Don't fo"ce it
on
him. are
Try thousands
always to of
be wavs
orie-inal.to
There
open your commercial effectively,
iust as there are innumerable ways
to
put the
"narrative
hook" onfora
popular
short
story. Compare,
instance, these two beginnings :
"Friends, for the thrill of a life
time, just slip behind the wheel of
a new Johnson 8 . . . Drive it . . .
Watch it soar over hills and sneed
down the straightaway . . . Feel
the smooth, quiet purr of its powerful engine . . ."
"One! Two! Three! He's on his
knees! Four! He's getting up! But
. . . for
whamkeens
! . . that
. he's time
down. .again
out
. and .the. .
champion is still champion! And
that's what a Johnson 8 is, friends
vide this priority, he declared he
would ask Congress to amend the
Communications Act to secure it
[Broadcasting, April 1].
The May 27-29 hearing, conducted by Rosel H. Hyde, FCC
principal attorrey, was highlighted
bv participation of the State of
Minnesota, through Alfred W.
Bowen, special counsel representing the State Attorney General, and
several members of the Minnesota
Congressional delegation. The State
representation, acting on behalf of
WCCO, indicated the State would
resist any efforts to diminish or interfere with the clear-channel service of WCCO.
BROADCASTING

Mayflower Denied Plea
For Facilities of WAAB
HOLDING that it was not financially qualified to construct and
operate the proposed station, the
FCC on May 29 denied the application of Mayflower Broadcasting Co.
for the facilities of WAAB, Colonial Network key station in Boston
owned by the John Shepard interests. At the same time the Commission renewed the WAAB license,
covering erationitson 1410
fulltime
kc. 1,000-watt opMayflower had gone to hearing
on its request for the WAAB fa-'
cilities. The Commission's findings
were that the representatitions in
its application, which stated that
the stockholders were prepared to
put up $100,000, were not true.
Stockholders in the Mayflower company are George R. Dunham, president, 350 shares; John J. McCann,
treasurer, 350 shares; Lawrence J.
Flynn, secretary 300 shares.
Adam

Hats Buys More

ADAM HATS, New York, for several years sponsor of fight broadcasts on NBC, starting June 6 will
extend its fight coverage to include
all contests arranged throughout
the country by Mike Jacobs, the
promoter. NBC-Blue hookups of 85
to 90 stations will be used, along
with shortwave beams directed to
Latin America [see story on page
30]. Renewal of the contract is effective June 6, for 52 weeks. The sponsor announces that, along with its
expanding
use was
of radio,
a 20%
increase in sales
recorded
in the
1939-40 period over a similar period
in 1938-39. Aerency is Glicksman
Adv. Agency, New York.
Emerson Radio's Return
EMERSON RADIO & Phonograph
Co., New York, former sponsor of
Elliott Roosevelt on MBS, plans to
use a news commentator for a late
spring and summer campaign on
behalf of its portable sets, according to Buchanan & Co., New York,
the agency.
and commentator have notNetwork
been selected,
it was
added.
— a real champion ! It's a champion
in its smooth, quiet power — a champion in its incredibly fast pick-up
— a champion in . . ."
Disregarding dignity of phraseor any may
other
matters ology,which
comeextraneous
to your
mind, the fact is that the second
commercial would be far more likely to prevent the listener from unconsciously "closing his ears" to
your
If more
one
voice message.
is used, make
your than
dialogue
really dramatic; begin with an exciting situation; work in your advertising after you have a firm
hold
on theof listener.
don't be
afraid
so-calledAndcommercial
"plugs" in your program's script.
Far from being resented by the listener,— which, strangely, seems to
be the opinion of a few, — they are
welcomed for their originality and
painlessness when cleverly done.
Use humor, pathos, gaiety, music,
sound effects — everything you can
to get your advertising, like the
rest of your program, across with
color. From the classified section
to sky-writing, advertising is, and
always will be, showmanship. So,
be a showman — not an after dinner speaker!
• Broadcast
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BMI

Exploitation

Paley Attends Meeting
Of Board; Several
Catalogs Sought
PLANS for intensive exploitation
of BMI music were drawn up at a
board meeting of the industryowned publishing company, held
May 28 at BMI headquarters in
New York. Each of the nationwide
networks agreed to appoint one of
its officials as coordinator of this
project to insure the fullest use of
BMI tunes on both sustaining and
commercial broadcasts.
The board also approved in principle a plan for the compensation
of composers for performances of
their songs published by BMI. Details of this plan are now being
worked out by BMI executives, it
was stated, and will be announced
in the near future.
Board also ratified contracts with
composers and others made by the
BMI management since the last
board meeting and discussed other
deals now in the process of negotiation which will still further increase the store of music available
to BMI members. Meeting was attended by the full board, with
President William S. Paley of CBS
substituting for Edward Klauber,
CBS executive vice-president.
Seeking More Catalogs
Meanwhile, it was reported BMI
is negotiating for acquisition of
several additional catalogs, the
identity of which remains undisclosed. General optimism is being
expressed over the strides of BMI
and it was felt that if one or more
additional catalogs can be acquired,
the chances for getting along without ASCAP music when present
contracts expire at the end of this
year, will be very bright.
Meanwhile, on the ASCAP front,
it was stated that the new station
contract form is still being developed and probably will not be ready
for submission to broadcasters for
signature for some time. Asked
for an approximate date, John G.
Paine, ASCAP general manager,
declined to do so, asserting that
"every time we look at it we get
a new idea about something that
ought to go in or come out or be
changed, and it is hard to say when
the ideas will stop flowing."
Another Catalog Acquired
Outright purchase May 21 of
the music and other assets of Hinds,
Hayden & Eldredge Inc., New York
. music publishers, by Broadcast
j Music Inc. marks the completion of
the second major step of this industry-owned publishing company
toward the establishment of its own
music reservoir.
Effective immediately, the more
than 2,000 songs published by the
company during its 35 years as
publishers of popular, concert and
standard music will be available to
BMI members. In April BMI signed
a 10-year contract with the M. M.
Cole Publishing Co. by which performing rights of the Cole catalog
of more than 2,500 numbers will
become the exclusive property of
BMI as of Jan. 1, 1941 [Broadcasting, May 1].
BROADCASTING

Drive

Songs in the Hinds catalog include such numbers as "When Your
Ship Comes In" by Lily Strickland
and George
mance" andGartlan's
"The Lilac"Land
Tree".o' RoDr.
Gai'tlan is director of music in the
New York City public school system
and a former president of the Music
Educators National Conference.
Also included are works by Victor
Young, Frank H. Grey, Robert
Braine, Giuseppe Ferrata, John
Tasker Howard Jr. and many others. In addition to music for performance byorchestras and artists,
the new catalog makes available
to radio a wide variety of thematic
music, suitable for interludes and
background use in dramatics.
By the purchase BMI also acquires all other assets of the company, including copyrights, orchestrations, plates, and a number of
musical textbooks published by
Hinds, for use in elementary and
high schools, including texts currently used in the New York City
school system. A set of books of
classified music, "Most Popular
Series", including "Home Songs",
"New College Songs", "Army and
NavygoesSongs",
also
to BMI. "Sacred Songs",
New Staff Members
Bruno Granichstaedten, noted
Viennese composer who was forced
to leave his native country following the Nazi anschluss in 1938 and
who has changed his legal name to
Bruno Grant with the filing of his
first citizenship papers in the
United States, has joined the BMI
staff of composers. His musical
comedies and operettas, from his
first
"Boy inor1910Girl"
openedeffort,
in Vienna
with which
such
success that it was brought to New
York two years later as "The Rose
Maid", to "Sonily", which opened
in Luxembourg last October and
went from there to Brussels, where
it was still playing at the time of
the German invasion two weeks
ago, have placed him in the front
rank of European composers for
the last 30 years.

Planned

Among
lofF",
whichhisransuccesses
for more was
than "Or700
performances in Vienna in 1925 and
1926 and later was performed in
London and Paris. A revival in
Paris for the 1938-39 season ran
for 500 performances. Mr. Grant
will devote his full time to composing new music for BMI licensees.
Another new member of the BMI
staff is Louis Katzman, for the
last torfive
years chief
for Hearst
Radio. musical
He will direchave
charge of the public-domain and
tax-free music of the standard,
salon Milton
and classical
' type,BMIwoi-king
with
Rettenberg,
music
editor. Mr. Katzman will study the
musical needs of each station member of BMI, recommending taxfree music for themes and background purposes and issuing that
music in suitable form for each
station's
in accordance with
its
musicaluse,
facilities.
George Mario, BMI's professional
manager, has selected "Here in the
Velvet Night", "In the Silence of
the Dawn" and a new number not
yet released, "Practice Makes Perfect", for special exploitation, and
it is expected these numbers may
soon attain hit proportions. Following the criticism of several ASCAP
publishers over his connection with
BMI, Mr. Mario offered his resignation as president of the contactmen's
union, but it has so far not
been accepted.
ASCAP Claims Support
A letter sent to all radio stations by John G. Paine, general
manager of ASCAP, announcing
the Society's pleasure at the
"wholehearted" support the broadcasters have given its new licensing plan, brought a prompt reply
from Neville Miller, NAB president,
in which he labeled the ASCAP
letter as "another attempt to drive
a wedge into the industry for the
benefit of ASCAP at the expense
of the broadcasters."
Explaining
that "we have
heard
from
many hundreds
[of broadcasters] thus far and the unanimity
of approval leads us to the belief

LATEST cooperative move between press and radio in San Francisco is
News Conference of the Air, presented on KGO direct from a special
studio in the San Francisco Chronicle newsroom [Broadcasting, May 1].
With W. D. Chandler, Chronicle managing editor, presiding, various editors and columnists tell about the most interesting story they have handled during the day. Hard at work during one of the broadcasts are
(standing, 1 to r) Herb Caen, columnist; Paul Speegle and Mr. Chandler; seated around table (1 to r), John Bruce, city editor; Bob Ritchie;
Larry Fanning; George McElwain, NBC engineer; Albion Ross, foreign
editor; Bill Leiser, sports editor, and Piers Anderton.
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that the plan of licensing as developed by the Society more nearly
meets
the radio
of a fair
and stations'
equitable conception
licensing
arrangement than any system of
licensing which the Society has
heretofore
adopted,"
Mr. agreements
Paine continued that
while the
have been somewhat delayed "they
will be ready for signature within
the very near future".
His letter concluded: "The Society agrees with the stations that
have thus far made vocal their attitude toward the new licensing
agreement,
of the differencethat
betweenthetheendbroadcasters
and the authors and composers of
the country is in sight, and that
the new licensing plan, once it is
in operation, will contribute greatly
to the common interest of us all."
Expressing
emphatic
disagreement with those
statements,
Mr.
Miller replied that "the enthusiastic support BMI is at present receiving is the best possible answer
to Mr.tionsPaine's
statement
staare anxious
to sign that
the new
contracts. Today, 292 stations, representing 70% of the revenue
ASCAP derives from radio, are
members of BMI, with additional
stations joining
All indications are thateach
the week.
broadcasters
are united and are determined once
and for all to end ASCAP monopolistic control of music."
Perpetuates Monopoly
Explaining
thatperpetuates
the "proposed
ASCAP
contract
ASCAP's monopoly", Mr. Miller
concluded his letter: "Broadcasters
would
naturally
welcome
an 'end of
difficulties
between
broadcasters
and
the end
authors
andbe composers,'
but that
can only
reached by
the establishment of free competition in the music field and not by a
surrender to ASCAP."
Answering inquiries from stations about renewing their contracts for transcription library
services, BMI has informed its subscribers that it "does not intend to
attempt to supplant the transcription industry" but "looks forward
to a cooperative relationship with
all transcription
Stations continuingcompanies".
their contracts
"will find in the libraries a valuable
reserve of BMI and other nonASCAP music which will supplement the activities of BMI and aid
in
facing
ASCAP threat," the
statement the
declares.
BMI's policy of making its music
available for use on transcriptions
at the statutory rate of 2c per composition per record instead of the
usual charge of 25c or 50c per
pressing [Broadcasting, April 15],
announcement of which drew an immediate protest from the Songwriters Protective Assn., makes it
impossible for SPA members to
work for BMI, since the broadcasting industry publishing company
is unable to sign the standard SPA
agreement which gives to SPA the
control of mechanical rights.
In addition to its staff writers,
however, and to the many professional writers who are not members of SPA, BMI is encouraging
the submission of music by composers not previously able to secure a
hearing. Mr. Tompkins has written
to music schools, conservatories
and the music departments of colleges and universities and also to
the locals of the American Federation of Musicians, offering the
trained composers within those organizations achance to have their
compositions heard by the public.
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Sherman

CAPITAL
Daily transcriptions on the
register
of Washington's
Hotel heralds
the arrival Finest
of the
nation's leading broadcasters.
They like the convenient location of this famoiis hostelry to
N.A.B. Headquarters and the
completeness of its modem services. Rates are no higher than
at less finely appointed hotels.
SINGLE ROOMS FROM $4
DOUBLE ROOMS FROM $6
All with Bath, of course
The
MAYFLOWER
WASHINGTON.

D. C.

R. L. Pollio, Manager

Law

Upheld in Decision
LABOR unions may be prosecuted
under the Sherman Anti-Trust Act
when their activities amount to a
restraint of trade, although strikes
in themselves do not constitute an
illegal restraint under that law, the
U. S. Supreme Court ruled May 27
in a 6-3 decision on the appealed
suit of Apex Hosiery Co., Philadelphia, to collect $711,932 from a
CIO
local
under the Act's tripledamage clause.
Although the specific question of
the case, whether an employer can
recover damages from a union for
economic injury resulting from a
sit-down strike directed by the
union, was turned back to the
State courts for decision, both majority and minority opinions of the
court made it clear that labor, as
well as employers, under certain
circumstances is covered by the
Sherman Act.
Victory or Defeat?
It is believed the Supreme Court
ruling likely will become an important guide for the Justice Department in its current campaign
against allegedly monopolistic union
practices. Although the immediate
prospect for application of the findings extends principally to the
building trades unions in suits now
being prosecuted by the Department, it is considered probable application also could extend to musicians' unions, which in late months
have drawn Justice Dept. attention
[Broadcasting, Dec. 1, 1939].
With union officials hailing the
decision as "a notable victory", both
the majority and minority opinions

BEING CONSTRUCTED — WILL BE
READY

5

SOON

0

Prosecutions

0
WATTS

0
FULL

TIME

of Unions

by Supreme Court
indicated the unions had won a
victory but lost a campaign, in that
the court did not give them the
blanket exemption from anti-trust
laws they had sought. Commenting
on the decision, Thurman W.
Arnold, Assistant Attorney General
in charge of the anti-ti'ust division
of the Justice Department, declared: "The opinion appears to sustain all the anti-trust prosecutions
now pending in which labor unions
are involved, since prosecutions are
all directed at the restraint on competition declared illegal."
The majority
opinion, returned
by Justice Harlan Fiske Stone, held
that the damage question was one
to be decided by State courts, since
the Sherman Act is not intended "to
police interstate transportation or
to afford a remedy for wrongs actionable under State
law", such
but as
to
prevent restraints
on trade
price control, discrimination between purchasers, or monopolizations of supply. The opinion emphasized theofmajority's
conduct
a strike iscontention
a matter that
for
local regulation. Supporting this
majority view, along with Justice
Stone, were the five Roosevelt appointe s to the court — Black, Douglas, Reid, Murphy and Frankfurter.
In a minority opinion, joined by
Justices McReynolds and Roberts,
Chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes
declared that since in labor disputes employers are bound by the
National Labor Relations Act because of possible interference with
interstate commerce, it would be
"anomalous" if interference by
striking employes with interstate
shipments is not held to be a restraint of interstate commerce
"under the broad terms of the Sherman Act". In his dissent Chief Justice Hughes also declared that when
restraints "are found to be unreasonable and directly imposed upon
interstate commerce, both employers and employes are subject to the
sanctions of the Act."
"Leaders of industry have been
taught in striking fashion that
when the court finds they have combined to impose a direct restraint
upon interstate commerce, their benevolent purposes to promote the
interests of the industry will not
save them even from criminal prosecution for violation of the Sherman
Act," he continued. "If labor unions
are not excepted from the Act, the
impartial enforcement of the law
would seem to require that the same
doctrine be applied to them."
Steel production
rising. Let

is

WFMJ

carry your message
to the people of the
rich

Youngstown

steel district.
W

M

E

X

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
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YOUNGSTOWN,
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New York Daily News
"YoM AonH understand modern children. They can concentrate on their
home toork and a radio program at
the same time."
Atop a Flagpole
WHEN Shipwreck Kelley, the
famous flagpole - sitter,
perched atop the Kroger
Super-Market of Charleston,
W. Va. May 22 for a 70-hour
vigil, WGKV sent Announcer
Carl Kent aloft to interview
him. The broadcast lasted 15
minutes tracted
and thousands
the of
stunt
atpeople
on the street below. Kent,
who conducts a nightly Sports
Chatter program, called it
his "tooth chatter" stunt.
CONQUESTS EXPAND
NAZI RADIO BANDS
WITH each conquest, Nazi Germany has taken over all broadcasting stations that were not bombed
out of existence and today its own
powerful network is supplemented
by more wave-lengths than are used
in all the other nations of Europe.
Brussels, where the International
Broadcasting
control center isUnion's
located, wavelength
and Radio
Luxembourg,
powerful
commercial
station in the tiny duchy, are among
the latest to be added to a list that
includes the stations of Austria,
Czechoslovakia,
Denmark, Norw^ay
and Holland.
Broadcasts over the commandeered stations usually continue in the
language of the invaded country,
but never in English, according to
the New York Times. Vienna is
hooked up with Berlin, and the
former Czechoslovakian stations
broadcast in Czech and German
only. man
Thebroadcasting
Times reports
stations that
may Gernow
be found on the following frequencies (in megacycles): 7.24, 7.29,
9.52 (Danish); 9.54, 9.56, 9.61, 9.65
(Norwegian); 9.67, 10.29, 11.77,
11.78 (Austrian); 11.84 (Czech);
11.85, near 12.10 (possibly Poland);
14.50, 15.11, 15.28, 15.34, 17.76, 17.84
and 21.45. Frequencies most commonly used by present German con10.33 mc.
trolled shortwave stations in Holland and Belgium were 9.59 and
TEL-PIC SYNDICATE, New York,
reports a total of 121 subscribers to
its news-picture display service with
the signing of WOL, Washington ;
WRNL. Richmond; WCOP, Boston;
WIL. St. Louis; WCAR. Pontiac ;
WSGN, BirmingWMC, ham;Memphis;
WJEJ. Hagerstown,
Md. ;
WSPA.
Spartanburg,
S. C. ; WLAW,
Lawrence, Mass.
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'Homers at Home'
SPONSORED cooperatively
by firms in the building
trades, the half-hour dramatization The Homers at Home,
Thursdays, 7-7:30 p. m., is
meeting with great commercial success on WABI, Bangor, Me. Entering its second
year, the program is now
sponsoring a model home
equipped with
its advertisers'
inaterial.
The show
has a cast
of six and studio orchestra,
and is written by Program
Director Maurice Dolbier,
with R. M. Wallace handling
the commercials.
Broadway Shows Advertise
BROADWAY producers are displaying an increasing interest in
the radio medium for regularly advertising their stage hits. Herman
Shumlin, producer of "The Male
Animal" in mid-May started sponsoring Transradio news twice-weekly on WOR, Newark, and on June 8
starts a Saturday news period,
6:30-6:45 p. m., on WABC, New
York. Dwight Wiman, producer of
"Higher
and Higher"
May 28
started Musical
ComedyonFavorites
on WABC, New York, Tuesday,
Thursday, Saturday, 8:15-8:20 p.m.
Writers Guild Parley
FIRST CONFERENCE was held
in New York May 24 by officials
of NBC and the Radio Writers
Guild, preliminary to the Guild's
submitting its claims for a possible
agreement covering staff writers
in the Eastern territory. The meeting was "general," and no specific
details of the agreement were discussed, according to the RWG. Participating inthe conference among
others were Luise Sillcox, executive
secretary of the Authors' League
and the RWG; Sidney R. Fleisher,
RWG attorney, and Mark Woods,
NBC vice-president and treasurer.

LATE^^NOTES
BURR E. LEE, formerly head of his
own Milwaukee advertising agency, has
joined the production stafE of NBC,
Chicago, replacing Wynthrop Orr, resigned.
JOHN T. MOSMAN, of the CBS production staff, on June 21 will marry
Joan Tetzel, featured actress in CBS
serial programs. They will honeymoon
in Bermuda for two weeks.
W. torE.of agriculture,
DRIPS, NBC-Chicago
direc-a
has been named
member of the advisory council of the
National Farm Youth Foundation.
ERNIE SHOMO, salesman of
WBBM, Chicago, is the father of a
girl born May 22, named Louise.
BOB DICKINSON, has been promoted to program director of KBND,
Bend, Ore., replacing Bill Murphy,
who resigned to join KIT, Yakima,
Wash. Bob Adamson, new to radio,
was added to the announcing staff.
J. SOULARD JOHNSON, sales promotion director of KMOX, St. Louis,
has been appointed head of the transportation and entertainment committees of the St. Louis delegation to the
National Retail Grocers' Association
convention in New Yoi-k, June 15.
RON RAWSON,
eventsS. announcer at KSOO, special
Sioux Falls,
D.,
and Doris Davis, of the program department of KSC.J, Sioux City, la.,
will be married June 16. Mr. Rawson
was formerly with KSCJ.
TOM SLATER, manager of the Newark studios of WOR, on May 28 gave
a talk on "Speech Interpretation" before an English class of Barnard College, New York.
J. HOWARD PYLE, program director KTAR, Phoenix, as in previous
years will handle the p. a. system for
the 13th Southwestern Indian PowWow at Flagstaff, Ariz., July 2-4.
DAVID WELLMAN RAY, formerly
of WSAU, Wausau, Wis., has joined
the announcing staff of KYSM, Mankato, Minn.
CARSON H. VARNER, new to radio,
has joined the guest relations staff of
NBC-Chicago replacing William W.
Bruce, resigned.

WILLIAM J. DEMPSEY and William C. Koplovitz, recently resigned
general counsel and assistant general
counsel respectively of the FCC, on
June 1 opened offices in the Bowen
Bldg., 817 Fifteenth St., Washington.
They are specializing in departmental
practice, particularly FCC.
HARRY MASON SMITH, of WLW,
Cincinnati, has been named sales manager of Transamerican Broadcasting
& Television Corp., New York, replacing Pete Jaeger, who rejoins the
Transamerican program and production department.
JAMES T. MILNE, manager of
WELL New Haven, Conn., recently
was elected president of the New
Haven Advertising Club. Mr. Milne
has been active in the club since the
station opened in 1935, and for the last
four tion
years
luncheons
of theby organizahave been
broadcast
WELL.
JOSEPH N. WEBER, president of
the American Federation of Musicians,
has returned to New York from California where he has been recuperating from a severe illness contracted
last fall. Following a few days at the
union's headquarters, he leaves for
Indianapolis where the national AFM
convention will open June 10.
MORTIMER
LOEWI,Laboratories,
vice-president of Allen B.W.DuMont

BROADCASTING
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KSTP
The Northwest's Leading Radio Station

WFBG
ALTOONA PENN.
providintr the ONLY full coverage
of the Altoona trading area
Now
NBC-RED
and
FULL TIME OPERATION

is at Golden Beach, Fla., on doctor's
orders.
LARRY HARRIS, author of "The
Maverick Legion" and more than 400
published novelettes and short stories,
has been named merchandising manager of the new KROD, El Paso, Tex.
JEAN HALLOWAY, California script
writer, has joined the Ted Collins office. New York, to handle scripts for
the Kate Smith program, sponsored on
CBS by General Foods Corp. Miss
Halloway . will do a minimum of 26
scripts for Kated Corp. and also will
be available for free-lance writing.
A. P. WAXMAN, veteran entertainment publicist who recently handled
publicity for the Will Rogers Memorial
Fund, has been appointed publicity
director of the American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers.
WILLIAM CARTY has joined WIP,
Philadelphia, as relief announcer.
Marine Radio Protest
MARINE divisions of both the
Commercial Telegraphers Union
(AFL) tions
andAssn.American
Communica(CIO) on
May 27
sharply protested the offer of the
U. S. Maritime Commission to
train 200 CCC enrollees as marine
radio men. Both groups pointed
out there were already more trained
radio operators than jobs and that
training the CCC boys would only
add to the widespread unemployment in the industry. Murray Winocur, speaking for the CIO group,
said Government figures showed
only 1,700 radio officer jobs available in the entire American merchant marine, while there are 10,000
licensed radio officers. Louis J.
Kleinklaus, CTU spokesman, declared there was no shortage of
marine radio men and no prospect
of any shortage.

SPEEDY election returns were given WCKY listeners in Cincinnati and
Ohio
during
State primaries
the station's
big
election
party.theRunning
lines intoMay
the 14-15
Music through
Hall, where
the central
count of election returns was carried on, and using a special Transradio
wire from Columbus to the studio newsroom, WCKY claimed scoops right
and left, beating newspapers by hours. As part of the party, interviews
with politicos and public figures were held in between announcements of
voting trends and results. This group, handling the Music Hall end, includes (1 to r) Art Gillette, Rex Davis, Lee Bland and Mendel Jones.

IN THE Sin RETAIL MARKET

Hammann Leaves WCAU
RESIGNATION of J. S. K. (Jack)
Hammann as commercial manager
of WCAU, Philadelphia, after a
four-month tenure, was announced
May 24. He rejoins Advertising &
Selling on June 15. Prior to joining
WCAU, Mr. Hammann was sales
manager of KYW, Philadelphia.

The ONLY Radio
Transfflitteroftbis
or greater power
City of
whhinSioDX
75 miles

NEW
Seven quarter hours of
British United Press and
Transradio bulletins
daily. Two

available for

^ sponsorship at 4:15 and ?
§
I 10:30 p.m.

^

§ Vaecouver^ B. C.
§ Rep: Joseph Hershey McGillvra ^
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Radio in Curriculum
AGAIN this year the curriculum of
the National Music Camp at Interlochen, Mich., June 23-Aug. 18, will
include radio courses. Already scheduled are radio for the teacher, program planning, script writing, program direction and production and
teaching music by radio.

Television Report
{Continued from page 17)
try opinion will insist upon such
standards as will give definite assurance of satisfactory performance and of continuity of service
for the public comparable to the

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.
There is no substitute for experience

PAUL

GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

F. GODLEY

Consulting Radio Engineer
Phone: Montclair (N.J.) 2-7859

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D.
Telephone NAtional 7757

PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
Highland Park Village
Dallas, Texas
Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR—ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Martin V. Kiebert, Jr.
(Consulting ''Radio Engineer
associated with Jansky & Bailey
Russ Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
7134 Main Street
KANSAS CITY, MO.

CLIFFORD YEWDALL
Empire State Bdg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Incorporated
1647 Union

Commerce

Building

Cleveland, Ohio
Telephone — Main 2685
Appraisal

Smith Davis
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Chester A. Thompson

continuity of service displayed in
the past history of the radio industry. At the same time these
basic standards — the standard
gauge they may be termed — should
afford within their limits reasonable flexibility for future advances
in the science of television broadcasting. With the view to encouraging research and experimentation
on a wholly flexible basis, the Commission is prepared to authorize
broader experimental operations by
existing stations and by a number
of additional stations.
Action vdll be taken promptly
upon a number of pending applications for television experimental
stations. These will be apportioned
among various parts of the country
with the view of forestalling any
concentration of facilities in particular centers of population to the
exclusion of the rest of the country.
At the same time this will serve to
provide further experimentation on
the difi'erent
tive basis. systems on a compara-

The

Clearing

House
for

the

BROADCASTING
INDUSTRY

Among the additional cities under consideration for such facilities
are San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Chicago, Washington, Albany, Cincinnati, Boston,, and others. Each
station will be utilized for the predominant purpose of advancing the
science of television broadcasting in
its engineering aspects. The Commission invites other responsible
individuals or companies who are
prepared to carry on this work to
apply for a license.
Limited Channels
Certain basic policies in the licensing of these experimental operations will be followed. A substantial job of research must be done by
each station. The channels available are strictly limited, and they
must be utilized in the public interest. The radio spectrum is public
domain — development in television
must be undertaken and advanced
in order that this domain be devoted to the best public use. There
is no room for squatters and there
can be no preemption in this field.
Monopoly must be avoided. Free
competition is to be promoted and
preserved.
Accordingly the Commission
deems it to be in the best interests
of the public that there be a strict
limitation on the number of authorizations to any one licensee for television broadcast stations which as
a part of the experimentation may
take programs to the public. In
addition, rules for the regulation of
television stations engaged in chain
broadcasting will be promulgated
at an appropriate time.
No time limit can now be set for
the adoption of standards. The
progress of the industry itself vsdll
largely determine this matter. The
Commission will continue its study
and observation of television developments and plans to make a
further inspection and survey in
the early fall. Meanwhile the Commission stands ready to confer with
the industry and to assist in working out any problems concerned
with television broadcasting.
Revised rules designed to carry
into effect the conclusions reached
herein will be issued in the near
future.
BROADCASTING

* Help Wanted
iAr Situations Wanted
Wanted to Buy
OR

Sell

Copy should reach this office five
days prior to date of publication.
7c per word for Help Wanted and
Situations Wanted. All others 12c
per word.

BROAimSTING

870 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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CLvt^$$IFIED

Help Wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other
fications, 12c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
for box address. Forms close 10th and 25th of month preceding
Help Wanted
PROGRAM MAN — for new local station
with investment. Box A825, Broadcasting.
I Employees — Let us help you get a position
National Radio
Employment
II through
Bureau. ourParamount
Distributors,
Box
864. Denver, Colo.
Chief Engineer — for MBS outlet, metropolitan market 300,000. Need experience
construction and executive ability. Supply references,
and salary expected. Box A819,photo,
Broadcasting.
All Radio Personnel — Confidential promotion to high salaried positions $2,500
to $25,000.
tected.Your
Personal identity,
Promotionposition
Service.pro-3
Crandall, Binghamton, N. Y.
Situations Wanted
Graduate of radio school — will accept nominal salary to get broadcast or police station experience. Box A831, Broadcasting.
Continuity Writer — Experienced, university
graduate ; announces ; writes, edits news ;
salary secondary. Box A827, Broadcasting.
Production,
Scripts,stations.
Announcing
ence in Chicago
Desires— Experichange
with
a
future.
Age
25
—
good for 100
more. Box A821, Broadcasting.
Combination Man — Operator, and excellent
announcer. College training. Southern or
western station preferred. Age 20. Jack
Fine, Box 268, Homer, Louisiana.
Combination Man — Employed, announcer,
operator, newscaster, local network experience. Desires change. Reason, references, transcription on request. Box
A823. Broadcasting.
I Combination Announcer, Engineer, Press
Operator, over 10 years experience.
Wants change. Prefer Gulf or West
Coast. Available on 2 weeks notice.
Box A833, Broadcasting.
[Press
Operator
with 1st
license,
perfect
copy — ready
for Telephone
news announcer.
Go anywhere but not less than $35.00
weekly. Now employed and best references. Box A832, Broadcasting.
Young Announcer — desires small station
connection. Can handle news, sports, all
comrnercials. Knowledge musical pronunciation. Background : college, stock,
radio dramatics and production, telecasting.
References. Recording. Box
A828, Broadcasting.

FOR

Situations Wanted (Continued)
Sales Manager — Regional, local station.
Fine record in developing highly productive sales departments. Thoroughly familiar with national accounts and agencies. Employed. Box A829, Broadcasting.
Station Manager Available — Now employed
in metropolitan area, wants change.
Eight years managing experience, familiar with every phase of industry with
emphasis on Sales and Production. Interview
and data on request. Box A824,
Broadcasting.
Announcer-Newscaster — Five years Columbia station. Young, ambitious with production ideas. Employed but seeking opportunity on major key station or program directorship regional. Write Broadcasting, Box A830, for information or
transcription, stating particulars.
Are you looking for an experienced Continuity Editor, Production Man or Publicity Director ? This man has filled these
jobs for years at two outstanding staAvailable June intelligent
1. You'll find
him
a hard,tions.
conscientious,
worker.
Well
recommended.
Box
A820,
Broadcasting.
Chief Engineer — May I have the opportunity to present my qualifications. Exceptional experience. If you need a Chief
Engineer it will pay you to investigate.
Box A826, Broadcasting.
Employers — We have experienced radio employees in every section of the United
States. Let us submit summaries of qualified applicants whose references have
been verified. No cost to you through National Radio Employment Bureau. Box
864, Denver, Colo.
For Sale
FOR IMMEDIATE
SALE—
10 kw.record
broad-of
cast transmitter with
excellent
performance. Transmitter recently taken
out of service and ready for dismantling
and crating. Airmail inquiries to Box
A822. Broadcasting.
Photoprints — We duplicate any photo in
quantities, 100 to 100,000. Miniatures,
postcards, large prints. Gummed or
plain. Quality work. Quantity prices.
Speedy service. Samples. C-S Photo
Service, 1922 Linwood Ave., Toledo, O.
Wanted to Buy
Late model used Western Electric or RCA
transmitter. Also speech equipment, radio towers. Ken West, 37 S. Grandview
Avenue, Daytona Beach, Florida.

pletely unique journalistic vehicle,"
he commented. "Already, what's
described as 'the foreign news
roundup' is more than 15 minutes
or a half -hour of news items: It
has journalistic — and may acquire
even artistic — form in its own
right. To sit down each evening and
hear from journalists on the spot
in London, Berlin and Paris is a
new experience under the sun —
and the radio's overseas correspondents are learning rapidly to weave
news with background, personal
experience and human interest."
Evening Audience Increase
PROMOTIOX department of WOR,
Newark, following a recent check of
C. B. Hooper audience reports, has
announced a sizeable increase in sets
in general use from 7-10 :30 p. m. for
the first five months of 1940 as compared to the same periods, 1937-1939,
in the Eastern and North Central sections of the United States. These evening hours carry a majority of the
more popular news commentators,
military experts and news programs.
Month by month increases for 1940
over the 1937-39 coverage show .January with a 2.9% increase in sets in
use'; February,
4.6%;10%.March, 5.7%;
April,
14.6%; May,

Radio to Aid Woodmen
In Golden Anniversary
RADIO will help the Woodmen of
the World Life Insurance Society
observe its Golden Anniversary
June 6 with more than 85 stations
in 27 States scheduled to join an
NBC network to carry a special
half-hour program originated by
WOW, Omaha, owned by the
Woodmen, at 7 p. m. (CST). In addition to millions of listeners, members of the 8,000 individual Woodmen lodges will be gathered at meeting places to hear the broadcast,
climaxing their own local celebrations.
Offices of the Society's headquarters in Omaha,
alongopen
withhouse
WOW's
studios,
will hold
all
day. A town
parade
will
be
held
in
downOmaha, with the evening
ceremonies, including the broadcast,
to originate in the Omaha City Auditorium. The program, under the
direction of WOW Production Manager Lyle DeMoss, with Program
Manager Harry Burke announcing,
will be one of the most pretentious
productions ever aired from Omaha,
according to WOW.
Lynn
McManus
McMANUS,
36, Hollywood
on the NBC Rudy Vallee
died at his home May 25 following an illness of 10 weeks. He
had apparently died in his sleep.
Mr. McManus was associated with
Vallee programs as writer for more
than three years. At the time of his
death, he was on the writing staff
of McKee & Albright, agency servicing the Sealtest account.
LYNN
writer
Show,

150 Broadway
New York, N. Y,
Negotiators
for the account of Selected
Clients in the purchase or

HOME DIATHERMY Co., New York,
on June 3 added WHN, New York,
to the stations carrying an average
of 2.5 quarter-hour recorded musical
programs weekly for .52 weeks. WSAN,
Allentown, and WBAX, WilkesBarre, are already being used and more
stations may be added this summer,
according
to Moss Associates, New
York, agency.

sale of large Radio Broadcasting Stations.
Telephone
- Cortland
7-2816

SALE:

Model
barely

classiCAPS,
words
issues.

And PM, New Newspaper, I
ImOe I
Plans To Buy R
AirAD
Ti
I BOWS TO
NEW YORK'S newest daily newspaper, PM, will carry front-page
listings of radio news broadcasts as
one of its utilitarian features when
it appears starting June 18, Ralph
M. Ingersoll, publisher, announced
May 28. It was also learned from
Compton Adv., New York, that PM
will shortly embark on a radio adtan area vertising
outlets.campaign over metropoliSpeaking on CBS on "Radio and
the Press in War", Publisher Ingersoll observed,
"We will
in effect
to our
readers:
You sayhave
just
bought a paper which tells you
everything its writers and editors
know. Until the next edition is out,
the radio must take over — and even
then you will get on the radio many
things the printed page can never
give
you. is developing its own com"Radio
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Television

WCBD
Opposes
St. Louis
Shifts
FORMAL PROTEST against the
FCC "St. Louis shifts" approved
May 8, raising statutory questions
and seeking cancellation of the
authorization to KFUO, Lutheran
Synod station, to shift from 550
kc. to 830 kc. daytime, was registered May 28 by WCBD, Chicago,
headed by Gene T. Dyer.
Two separate pleadings were
filed — one seeking rehearing and
the other seeking return of the
KFUO application. The St. Louis
shifts granted KSD fulltime on
550; authorized a change in frequency from 1250 to 630 for KXOK,
and involved frequency shifts for
WGBF, Evansville, and KFRU,
Columbia, Mo., under which both
procured fulltime [Broadcasting,
May 15]. KWK, St. Louis, was
given an increase in night power
from 1,000 to 5,000 watts on its
present 1350 kc, though it had
pending an application for 630 kc.
which had been designated for hearing.
Lack of Notice Claimed
WCBD held that the decision of
May 8 was unjust, unwarranted and
erroneous. WCBD, it was pointed
out, had pending an application to
shift from 1080 to 830 kc, filed in
November, 1939. The announcement
by the FCC of the St. Louis shift
was said to be the first notice
WCBD had of the existence of the
KFUO application and the first
notice of the existence of the negotiations which resulted in the
grant. In its press release the Commission had stated that the action
was taken as a result of negotiations by the Commission with interested parties.
WCBD contended the Commission erred as a matter of law in
granting the KFUO application
while that of WCBD was pending
and that WCBD is entitled to be
heard in a consolidated hearing
with KFUO. In its second motion,
WCBD said the terms of the Communications Act and of the Commission's rules prevent the May 8
decision from becoming finally effective until the running of 20 days
after its announcement or until
May 29. Declaring the relief requested goes to a question of "fundamental justice" it asked that the
KFUO application for a construction permit be returned. Ben S.
Fisher filed the pleadings for
WCBD.

Race Problem

WITH aviation very much in the public eye, WSUN, St. Petersburg, Fla.,
has started Radio Flying School as a new Saturday evening feature. The
presents Bob Wilbur (center), WSUN program director, interprogram viewing
aviation instructors Jimmie Johnstone (left) and Otis Beard
(right). During the quarter-hour questions regarding pilot training,
rules, meteorology and airline transportraffic
flight, air
cross-country
tation are discussed
ad lib.
Both Beard and Johnstone train pilots for
the CAA flying course, while Wilbur has had experience as a private pilot.
COLUMBUS
WHKC

TROUBLE

SHOOTERS

Prosram Finds Lost Children, Reunites

Estranged Couples and Helps the Jobless
unfortunate listeners, the Trouble
By FRED W. SAMPLE
WHKC, Columbus
Shooters allot daily portions of
their broadcasts to officials of the
IN THE BELIEF that radio's oft- Social Security division and the
abused duty "to act in the public State Unemployment Compensainterest" should be taken literally,
department. This, officials of
two staff members of WHKC, in these tion
two agencies state, has been
Columbus, 0. Budd Sweeney and of invaluable
assistance in clariJohn B. Moses, have been assisting
fying the rules and regulations of
listeners in finding employment,
acts in the minds of the publost children, dogs, pigeons and these lic.
Talks on crime prevention,
miscellaneous articles since July safety, traffic rules, fire hazards
21, 1937.
and many other problems are also
Started without fanfare, their given
on the program by members
program has been built up to one
of the Columbus police and fire deof the most popular daytime shows
on WHKC. Titled The Trouble
partments.
That the public appreciates these
Shooters, Sweeney and Moses act services is proved daily by the
as a clearing-house between the hundreds of letters which are republic and the many agencies of
ceived from surrounding states as
city, county and state government
well as Ohio. The program has led
as they continue to serve "in the all other sustaining non-musical
shows for the past year.
public interest".
Law and Safety
The Trouble Shooters is more
The Trouble Shooters have as- than a human interest program. It
sisted the Ohio State Employment
is the voice of the people, providing a service which costs them
Service in securing employment
for more than 6,200 since the pro- nothing. C. M. Everson, general
manager of WHKC, has sensed the
gram's inception. They inaugurated
an annual "Give A Job Week" in value of a program of this type and
which the local newspaper coop- repeatedly refused offers of sponerates and which, in the past two
sorshipfortunesin the
belief should
that thenotmisof listeners
be
years, has provided work for more
commercialized.
than 1,000 people.
In their daily broadcasts many
In addition to their efforts to se- humorous
situations occur to
cure employment for their more
brighten the
efforts
of the to
twotheir
announcers to be
of service
audience. They both get a chuckle
otit of the family that had been
separated for 18 years because the
MAPS
husband stubbornly refused to let
his mother-in-law live with them.
The daughter of this family, a
ANY SERVICE
regular Trouble Shooters listener,
A BROADCASTER
begged the boys to find her father
MAY NEED— THE
and affect a reconciliation. They
BEST MAPS IN
were able, after a few broadcasts,
to reunite the grieving wife and
THE INDUSTRY.
A VIGOROUS
stubborn husband who had melNO COPYRIGHT
PRESENTATION
lowed sufficiently to permit his
FEE
mother-in-law to join them.
DATA
OFJHE BEST
The Lost Squabs
SELLING'
FACTS.
And they recall the time a listBROCHURES
1939 ANNUAL
ener reported the loss of several
WALTER P.
TRADE PAPER
ADVERTISING
valuable pigeons. A few days later
the Trouble Shooters received a
ADVERTISING
AWARD
FOR
"RESEARCH
letter from a listener in a remote
part of North Carolina, in whose
BURN
barn the pigeons had taken refuge
during a violent storm.
& ASSOCIATES, INC. 7 W. 44th ST.^N.Y.
ACHIEVEMENT"
The Trouble Shooters have as-
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NBC's experimental telecasts from
Belmont Park have proved that
while the horse races themselves
are interesting to watch on the receiver screen and will be even more
so when several cameras are
spotted around the track so that
the horses and their riders can be
seen more closely, the long waits
between races are tiresome intervals for spectators at home and require more thrilling
entertainment
than between-events
interviews to
hold the audience's attention once
the novelty has worn off.
DuMont's Big Images
DISCARDING
hole" Labs.,
television, Allen B."peep
DuMont
Passaic, N. J., has announced that
it has discontinued all development
activities on small picture television receivers and will concentrate
on production of large screen direct
vision receivers using the 14-inch
and 20-inch DuMont teletrons. "Television long ago passed through its
'headphone stage', and today the
public is interested in large images
that can be comfortably viewed by
a group," commented Allen B. DuMont, president. "The few dollars
saved
by using
smaller
cathode-ray
tubes are
not worth
while.
Once the
public sees a large image set in
operation, most interest ceases in
5-inch and 9-inch jobs."
sisted people with technical training, as well as truck drivers, laborers, cooks,
unskilled maids
workers, toand
findother
employment. A chemist listened to the
program and through it was given
an important post with a rubber
company in Africa. An engineer
joined a company in China, and
several jobs have been filled in
South America.
Last April, the Trouble Shooters
again busjoined
the ColumCitizen forces
for thewiththird
annual
"Give a Job Week" campaign. Setting their goal at 1,000 jobs, with
daily interviews and newspaper
photos to bolster the promotion,
they were able to find employment
for over 1,500.
The Trouble Shooters program is
heard over WHKC, Monday through
Saturday at 8:45 a. m.

Tide Water Stamps
TO INTRODUCE its new and improved Tydol
Flying-A Oilgasoline.
Tide Water
Associated
Co. is
offering listeners to its quarterhour news and sports programs on
the Yankee Network, WOR, WGY,
WSYR, WHEC and WFIL a set of
48 historic poster-stamps of Americanbum.aviation
a collector's
alThe offerand
is free
through the
Bl
10,000 Tide Water dealers in the
Eastern section of the country.
Lennen & Mitchell, New York, handles the account.
Soap for Co.,
Carton
„. B. WILLIAMS
Glastonbury,
Conn., on its NBC True or False
program is promoting an offer of
J.
a cake of Lanoline soap free to
listeners sending in an empty Williams shaving cream carton. J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York,
handles the account.
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Magnified Portion of Map is Actual Size
iA.LL map and a yard wide . . . that's the big 1940 Radio
Outline Map of the United States, Possessions and Canada.

agencies, radio advertisers, radio stations, radio station representatives and others engaged in the business of broadcasting. Its
utilities are many. There is no substitute. Order a supply now.

Actually, it measures 38^2 wide by 26" deep; embraces
Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico for the first time; includes

SINGLE

COPIES

35 C

10 OR MORE
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locations of all radio stations, county outlines, time zones,
number of stations per dty.

10% discount in quantities of 50 or more
The reverse side of the map carries a complete log of United
States, Canadian and Territorial stations alphabetically by States,
Cities and Call Letters. Frequencies and powers are shown. Printed
on white ledger paper, this map permits use of ink. It is mailed flat.
Last year 10,000 Radio Outline Maps were used by advertising
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FEDERAL

COMMUNICATION
MAY

Decisions

. . .
MAY 14
WSM, Nashville — Granted extension facsimile.
KFSD, San Diego — Granted CP move
trans., new equip., antenna, increase to 5
kw 600 kc.
KVI,censeTacoma,
increase N toWash.
5 kw.— Granted mod. liWELL, Battle Creek — Granted CP new
trans., antenna, increase to 250 w unl.,
granted consent voluntary assignment to
Federated Publications Inc.
NEW, Publix Bamford Theatres. Asheville,
N. kcC. —1 Adopted
CP 1430
kw unl. final order denying
SET FOR HEARING — WBT. Charlotte,
N. C, CP directional N; KFAB, Lincoln,
Neb., CP new trans., directional N, change
to 1080 kc increase to 50 kw, move locally ;
WBBM, Chicago, mod. license to unl. 770
kc (contingent KFAB changing to 1080
kc) ; WJAG. Norfolk, Neb.. CP antenna,
change to 770 kc D (asks KFAB frequency) ;WMBI. Chicago, mod. license to limited-WBT, KFAB contingent granting of
WCBD's applic. change to 830 kc and
KFAB'sto applic.
license
830 kc ;D. WCBD, Chicago, mod.
MISCELLANEOUS— KGFI, Brownsville,
Tex., reopened for further hearing in Washington 5-22-40 order revoking license ;
KTSM, El Paso, granted mod. CP for
approval antenna, trans.
MAY IS
KSUB, Cedar City, Utah— Granted voluntary
assignment
to Southern Utah Bcstg.
Co.
WGTC, Greenville, N. C— Granted mod.
CP
w. as mod. increase to unl. on 1500 kc 250
KOTN, Pine BluiT, Ark.— Granted CP
change trans., increase to 250 w.
250KDAL,
w unl. Duluth — Granted mod. license to
KEUB,
to 250 w Price,
unl. Utah— Granted CP increase
WHDL,
N. 250
Y.— w.Granted mod. license to 1420Olean,
kc unl.
WSAI, Cincinnati — Granted mod. CP
change directional antenna.
WSAV,
cense to 250Savannah,
w unl. Ga. — Granted mod. liWSOY,
Decatur,
cense to 250 w unl. 111.— Granted mod. liWJPF, Herrin, 111. — Granted mod. CP
new trans., studio, increase to 250 w unl.
WRAW, Reading, Pa.— Granted CP new
trans., increase to 250 w unl.
NEW, McDowell Service Co., Welch, W.
Va.—w Granted
CP Class IV station 1310 kc
250
unl.
KFXM, San Bernardino, Cal. — Granted
CP new trans., antenna, increase to 250 w.
NEW, Tri-County Bcstg. Co., DuBois, Pa.
—Granted CP 1200 kc 250 w unl.
MAY 16
NEW, Radio Voice of Springfield, Spring, O.— Proposing to grant CP 1310 kc
100 w fieldunl.
NEW, Albemarle Bcstg. Station, Albekc 100 marle,
w N.D.C— Proposing to deny CP 1370
NEW, Valley Bcstg. Co., West Point,
Ga. — Granted CP 1310 kc 250 w unl.
KVOS, Bellingham, Wash.— Granted license renewal ; Bellingham Bcstg. Co. decilities.nied applic. new station seeking KVOS faKTBC. Austin, Tex. ; KNET, Palestine,
Tex. ; KRBA, Lufkin, Tex. — Proposing to
afiirm recommendations of Commissioner
Payne to revoke licenses of the three stations.
NEW, C. T. Sherer Co., Worcester, Mass.
—prejudice
Adopted applic.
final CPorder1200 denying
kc 100-250without
w.
MAY 21
NEW, CPBirney
Imes.
Miss. —
Granted
1370 kc
250 Columbus,
w unl.
NEW, Middle Georgia Bcstg. Co., Macon
— Granted CP 1420 kc 250 w unl.
WSPA, Spartanburg. S. C. — Granted voluntary assignment
Spartanburg
Adv. Co.license and CP to
KGEI, San Francisco — Granted mod. international license to add 9670 kc.
KSRO, Santa Rosa, Cal.— Granted assignment license to Ernest L. Finley.
WFOY, St. Augustine, Fla.— Granted
voluntary
assignment
license to Fountain of
Youth Bcstg.
Co.
WALA, Mobile, Ala. — Granted mod. CP
move
1 kw. trans., new radiator, increase N to
SET FOR
HEARING—
NEW, CPGod'sinternaBible
School
& College,
Cincinnati,
tional
station
11.71
and
21.61
mc
60
kw
A-3.
MISCELLANEOUS— Petition asking oral
argument re applic. transfer voluntary control of Vee Bee Corp,, licensee of WPAY,
Page 100
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MAY

Portsmouth, O., to be held 6-6-40 ; WMVD,
Salisbury. Md., granted cancellation of CP
new station ; WLTH, Brooklyn, discharged
order
to show cause why license should not
be revoked.
KNET, Palestine, Tex. ; KRBA, Lufkin,
Tex. ; KTBC, Austin, Tex. — Proposed findings ofcatifact
and conclusions affirming revoon of licenses.
NEW. Albemarle Bcstg. Station, AlbeN. C— Proposed denial of CP 1370
kc 100 wmarle, D.
WCMI,
— Granted CP move
trans., newAshland,
antenna,Ky.etc.
WATW,
Ashland,
Wis.—
Granted license
new station 1370 kc 100 w unl.
WLTH,
Brooklyn
—
Granted
mod. license
to WLTH-New York Inc.
MAY 22
KRRV,
Sherman,
Tex. — Granted mod. CP
to
trans.880 kc 1 kw unl. directional, change
WCAP, Asbury
temporary
renewal. Park, N. J.— Granted
WRTD, Richmond, Va. — Continued hearing CPtionalchange
590 kc 1 kw unl. direcN, no dateto set.
WORL,
Boston
—
Granted license new
trans.
KTOH,
Lihue,
T.
H.— Granted
new station 1500 kc 100-250
w unl. license
KARK, Little Rock — Granted license increase to 1-5 kw unl. directional N.
MAY 24,
NEW, Neptune Bcstg. Corp., Atlantic
City
— Granted
100-250
w unl. final order for CP 1420 kc
WCAD,missal Canton,
N. Y. —applic.
GrantedWCAD
diswithout prejudice
assign license to Brockway Co.
WTCN, Minneapolis — Granted leave
amend applic. CP to 710 kc 10 kw unl.
directional N, with respect to antenna.
MAY 27
WKPT, Kingsport, Tenn. — Granted mod.
CP antenna, studio, trans, site.
Granted
CPKERN,
increaseBakersfleld,
power etc.,Cal.re — new
trans. mod.
MAY 28
NEW, W. B. Dennis, Plainview, Tex.—
CP 1200 kc 100 w D cancelled for alleged
misstatements re financial position.
NEW, Pawtucket Bcstg. Co., Pawtucket,
R. I. — Proposing to grant CP 1390 kc 1 kw
Defense

Legislation

New Copyright Plan
DEFENSE activity in Congress
appears to have shunted aside virtually all legislation touching upon
radio matters. Aside from the
Logan-Walter bill (S-915), whose
proponents maintain they will
press for Senate concurrence in
House acceptance at this session,
the few other proposals face snowing under in the defense avalanche.
The prospect of early adjournment,
with estimates ranging from midJune to mid-July, also supports the
belief radio matters will not be
treated at this session.
On May 28 a House Appropriations subcommittee held hearings
on a proposed $142,000 additional
FCC appropriation for expansion
of telephone regulatory activities,
to be included in the final deficiency
bill. Commissioner Paul A. Walker
presented the major testimony for
the FCC at the hearing, while several members of the FCC staff —
Chief Engineer E. K. Jett, Chief
Accountant William J. Norfleet, Attorney Frank Warren and Assistant Secretary John B. Reynolds —
also testified briefly in support of
the added fund. Although the subcommittee indicated interest in the
plans for added telephone regulation, it was thought in some quarters that such an appropriation
faces stiff hurdles, since the pro-

COMMISSION

29, INCLUSIVE
unl. on condition that Paul Oury shall not
be associated with station in any capacity.
NEW, Gainesville, Bcstrs., Gainesville,
Ga. — Granted CP 1210 kc 250 w unl.
NEW, Valley Bcstg. Co.. Steubenville,
O.—
kc 250 w SH (all
hoursGranted
not usedCPby 1310
WSAJ).
Leonard
A.
Versluis,
RapIV.NEW,
ids— Granted CP 1310 kc 250 wGrand
unl. Class
WLAP,increase
Lexington,
Ky. w.— Granted mod.
license
N to 250
WARM, N Scranton,
increase
to 250 w. Pa.— Granted mod. CP
KSLM,
Salem,
— Granted mod. license increase
N toOre.1 kw.
WJRD,
Tuscaloosa,
license increase N to 250Ala.w.— Granted mod.
Fla. kc
— Granted
CP
newWKAT,
trans.,Miami
changeBeach.
to 1330
1 kw, new
antenna.
WICA,crease to 1Ashtabula,
O. — daytime
Granted only.
CP inkw, operates
WIOD
WMBF,
Miami,
Fla.
—
Granted
consent
News Inc.transfer control to Miami Daily
Mich. — Granted
CPWKAR,
increaseEast
1 to Lansing,
5 kw, operates
daytime
only.
MISCELLANEOUS— WWRL, Woodside,
L. I., adopted order extending effective date
provision 3 of order of 12-5-38 for 60 days
from 5-28-40 : WAGA, Atlanta, granted
petition accept amended applic. substituting Fort Industry Co. as proposed transferee in place of James M. Cox Jr., reconsidered action of 4-13-40 setting applic.
for hearing, and granted amended applic.
authorizing
Industry Co. transfer of control to Fort
SET FOR HEARING— New. George F.
Meyer,
Medford,
Wis., CP
1500 Bcstg.
kc 100Co.,w
unl. Class
IV : NEW.
Capital
Washington, CP 1420 kc 250 w unl. ; NEW,
General Bcstg. Inc., Miami. Fla., CP 1330
kc 500 w N 1 kw D. Class III-B ; NEW,
Oscar Kronenberg, Steubenville. O., CP
1310 kc 250 w unl. ; NEW, Stephenson,
Edge & Korsmeyer, Jacksonville, 111., CP
1150 kc 250 w D : NEW, Helen L. Walton
&1150Walter
kc 250 Bellatti,
w D. Jacksonville, 111., CP
MAY 29
WADC,
Akron
—
Granted
crease power, for new
trans. mod. CP inKGNF,
North
Platte,
Neb.— Granted license change equip.
Halts

Radio

Bills;

Offered in House
jected national defense budget may
endanger additional expenditures
by civil agencies of the Government.
The newest proposal of interest
to broadcasters is a copyright bill
(HR-9703) introduced early in May
by Rep. McGranery (D-Pa.) and
referred to the House Patents Committee. No committee action is considered likely at this session. Rep.
McGranery has indicated he will
reintroduce the measure at the new
session of Congress in January.
After a preliminary analysis of the
bill, the NAB termed it "bad for
broadcasting" and "a compromise
between many interests, including
the performing artists and labor,
particularly
AFM". apparently lost
Other legislation
in the mentdefense
flm-rytheandDitter
adjournfever includes
Bill
(HR-8509) to amend the Communications Act of 1934; the Larrabee
"superpower" resolution (HRes234), on which subcommittee hearings have been postponed several
times; and the Johnson Bill (S-517)
to outlaw alcoholic beverage broadcasting via radio, which still is
harried by the threat of attachment of the controversial antilynching bill as an amendment if
it is brought up on the Senate floor
[BROADCASTING, May 1].
BROADCASTING

KLBM,
LeGrande,
Ore.— Granted license change
equip.
WFNC,
Fayetteville,
N. C. — Granted
mod. CP new trans.
NEW, CP Mayflower
Boston-of
Denied
1410 kc 1 Bcstg.
kw unl.Co.,
(facilities
WAAB) ; WAAB granted license renewal.
Applications
MAY .15. .
KTOH, Lihue, Hawaii — License new station.
WJAR. Providence — CP increase to 5 kw
N & D directional, amended re trans.
43.1NEW,
mc 1 Hartford
kw FM. Times, Hartford — CP
NEW, Long Island Bcstg. Corp., Woodside, N. Y. — CP 42.1 kc 1 kw FM.
Times-Star.
— NEW,
CP 43.4 Cincinnati
kc 1 kw FM,
amended Cincinnati
to 50 kw.
NEW.
Joe
L.
Smith
Jr.,
—CP 42.6 kc 1 kw FM. Beckley, W. Va.
NEW, Courier-Journal & Louisville Times
Co., Louisville — CP FM.
WIS.N Columbia,
C. — CP increase to
5 kw
& D, changeS. antenna.
NEW,
Carter
Publications,
Fort Worth —
CP 42.6 kc 1 kw FM.
Ariz. — Mod. license to
250KYUM,
w N & Yuma,
D.
MAY 21
NEW,
Rene
Canizares,
Auth. transmit programs Havana,
to CMCK Cuba
from—
62 Broad St., New York.
Monumental
— NEW,
CP 43 mc
1 kw FM. Radio Co., Baltimore
NEW, Adirondack Bcstg. Co., New Scotland, N. Y.— CP 43 mc 1 kw FM.
WHLD, Niagara Falls — License new station.
NEW, Trent Bcstg. Corp., Trenton, N. J.
— CP 1230 kc 1 kw unl. III-B directional.
FM.WHP, Harrisburg, Pa. — CP 43 mc 1 kw
FM.WINN, Louisville — Mod. CP re trans., antenna.
WSMB, New Orleans — CP 42.8 mc 1 kw
NEW, Isle of Dreams Bcstg. Corp., Miami, Fla. — CP 43 mc 1 kw FM.
WMOB, Mobile, Ala. — ^Mod. license to
250 w.
KVWC,
Vernon.
Tex. — Voluntary
assignment license
to Northwestern
Bcstg.
Co.
NEW, Rock Island Bcstg. Co., Moline,
111.— CP 43.6 mc 1 kw FM.
NEW, Westinghouse Radio Stations, Fort
Wayne — CP 42.6 mc 1 kw FM.
WHB, Kansas
— CP tonew710trans.,
directional antenna,City
change
kc 5 kw
unl. Class II.
NEW,geles, Don
— Los An-to
CP 42.6Leekc Bcstg.
1 kw System
FM, amended
50 kw; San Diego, CP 42.8 mc 1 kw FM ;
Santa Barbara, CP 43 mc 1 kw FM ; San
Francisco, CP 42.6 mc 50 kw FM.
KERN,freq.Bakersfield,
— Mod. CP
change
etc., amendedCal.re trans.
KLX,
Oakland,
Cal.
—
Mod.
license to
III-A.
WIBG,
Glenside.
Pa.
—
^CP
increase
power,
amended to limited time to WCFL, Chicago,
1 kw N & D.
WCHV,
Va.— Jr.Auth. transfer control Charlottesville,
to Charles Barham
KVI,
Tacoma
—
Auth.
transfer
control to
Laura M. Doernbecher.
MAY 23
NEW, N. Jersey Adv. Co., Elizabeth, N.
J. — CP 620 kc 250 w unl. Class IV.
WWJ, Detroit — CP increase to 5 kw N &
D, directional N, III-A.
WARM, Scranton, Pa.— Mod. CP re
trans.
NEW. Roanoke Bcstg. Corp., Roanoke,
Va.— CP 1500 kc 250 w unl.
WCOL, Columbus — License increase power, etc.
WCSC,to Charleston,
S. C. — Auth. transfer
control
John M. Rivers.
500KGNO,
w 1 kwDodge
D. City, Kan. — Mod. license to
KOAC,
Corvallis,
Ore. —toCP1-5 increase
to
5 kw directional, amended
kw.
KFJI,
Klamath
Falls,
Ore.—
CP
new
trans.,
antenna, change to 600 kc 500
w 1 kw new
D IIIB.
MAY 29
Mass. — Mod. CP for
newWOCB,
trans, Hyannis,
at new station.
WELL, signment
Battle
Creek
— Voluntary
asincrease power,
to Federated CPPublications
Inc. new trans,
N, KWJJ,
change Portland.
to 1040 kc Ore.—
1 kw CPunl..directional
Class II.
• Broadcast
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Network (Kccovnts
All lime E DSTunless olherwise indicaled.
New Business
AXTON-FISHER TOBACCO Co.,
Louisville (20 Grand cigarettes) on
May 20 started for 18 weeks, Boh
Garred Reportino. on 5 CBS Pacific
Coast stations (KNX KARM KSFO
KIRO KVI). Mon., Wed., Fri., 9:459:55 p.m. (PST). Agency: McDougall
& Weiss, Chicago.
PETER PAUL Inc., Naugatuck,
Conn, (candy bars), on July 15 starts
for 52 weeks. Boh Garred Reporting,
on 3 CBS California stations, (KNX
KARM KSFO), Mon., Wed., Fri.,
5:45-5:55 p.m. (PST). Agency:
Brisacher,
Davis & Staff, San Francisco.
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis
(Wheaties), on June 3 starts By
Kathleen Norris on 27 NBC-Red stations, Mon. thru Fri., 10 :45-ll a. m.
Agency : Knox-Reeves, Minneapolis.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Camay soap), on May 27 starts
The Woman in White on 19 split NBC
stations, Mon. thru Fri., 12 noon-12 :15
p. m. Agency : Pedlar & Ryan, N. T.
MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS,
New York (Liberty Magazine), on
May 23 started Gabriel Heatter on 5
MBS stations, Thurs. and Sat., 9-9 :15
p. m. Agency : Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
MILES LABORATORIES, Elkhart,
Ind. (news
Alka-Seltzer
) , onNational
June 29Barn
refor 13 weeks
Dance and shifts from NBC-Blue to
52 NBC-Red stations, Sat., 9-10 p. m.
(reb., 11 p. m.-12 midnight). Agency:
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cincinnati
(Jergens lotion-Woodbury soap), on
June 30 renews for 13 weeks Jergens
Journal and The Parker Family on 60
split NBC stations. Sun.. 9-9 :30 p.m.
(reb., 12 midnight-12 :30 a.m.). Agency :Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y.
Network Changes
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem,
N. C. (Camels),
on
June
7 shifts rebroadcast
of Al Pearce
& His Gang on 99 CBS stations from
Fri., 9-9:30 p. m. to 10:30-11 p. m.
(first broadcast continues 7:30-8
p.
m.). Agency: Wm. Esty & Co..
N. Y.
S. C. JOHNSON Co., Racine. Wis.
(floor wax), on May 21 added KRBM.
Bozeman. Mont., to Fibber McGee &
Molly making a total of 83 NBC-Red
stations, Tues., 9 :30-10 p.m. Agency :
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.

Crystal Specialists Since 1925
ATTENTION
BROADCASTERS SUBJECT TO
FREQUENCY RE-ALLOCATiON
We are al your service to —
1. REGRIND your present
crystal to higher new
frequency . . . . $17.50
2. NEW CRYSTAL (less
holder)
$22.50
3. NEW CRYSTAL
fully mounted . . $30.00
LOW DRIFT • APPROVED BY FCC

[O SEAVICE
124 Jackson Ave.
University Porrk, Md.

BROADCASTING

Claims a Record
WITH 29 national accounts,
including 11 regular programs
and 18 spot announcement
accounts, W J B K, Detroit,
backs its claim to carrying
more national spot business
than any other 250-watt station in the country. Pointing
to its consistent use of musical programs built from a
large transcription and recording library, the station
estimates that about 75% of
its 24-hour broadcast day
goes for music. According to
Art Croghan, WJBK sales
manager, national spot business for the station was up
41% for January, 57% for
Feijruary, 81% for March
and 87% for April, as compared to 1939.
KOB, Granted 50 kw.,
Plans New Plant in Fall
PLANNING to begin operation
with its recently authorized 50,000-watt transmitter early this fall,
KOB, Albuquerque, has launched a
modernization program to include
erection of new studios, as well as
an entirely new transmitting plant,
according to announcement May 24
by Frank Quinn, manager.
The station, affiliated with the
Albuquerque Journal, of which T.
M. Pepperday is publisher, is an
NBC outlet and may become exclusively affiliated with the Blue
Network when it begins operating
with increased power. A 445-foot
Truscon vertical radiator was
placed in operation last March. Negotiations for purchase of the new
50 kw. transmitter now are going
forward, Mr. Quinn said. Property
has been acquired in Albuquerque
for erection of new studios. KOB
is one of the oldest stations in the
country, having been founded in
1920 by the New Mexico State
College. It was leased in 1932 by
the Albuquerque Jo7i7~nal and was
purchased by Mr. Pepperday in
1936.
GENERAL CIGAR Co., New York
(White Owls), on June 28 adds 55
MBS stations to Raymond Gram
Swing, making a total of 71 MBS stations, Mon. and Fri., 10-10 :15 p. m.
Agency : J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N. T.
PEPSODENT Co., Chicago (toothpaste), on June 25 replaces Bob Hope
with
Tommyon Dorsey's
Orchestra
for
13 weeks
55 NBC-Red
stations,
Tues., 10-10 :30 p. m. Agency : Lord &
Thomas, Chicago.
ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cincinnati (Woodbury soap), on May 29
shifted Hollywood Playhouse on 19
NBC-Red stations to Wed., 11-11:30
p. m. Other 25 Red stations continue
program
8-8 :30
p. m. Agency :
Lennen & Wed..
Mitchell,
N. T.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem, N. C. (Camels), on
May 28 renewed for 13 weeks Luncheon at the Waldorf on 44 NBC-Blue
stations. Sat.. 1 :30-2 p. m. Agency :
Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.
WAHL Co., Chicago (Eversharp pens,
pencils) on Sept. 1 adds 50 stations to
Take It or Leave It on CBS, Sun., 1010 :30 p.m. Agency : Biow Co., N. Y.
RITCHIE & JANVIER, Bloomfield. N. J.
(Beechams pills, Sylox etc.) has appointed
Atherton
Currier,of New
York.Janvier
The company is a& merger
Walter
and
Harold F. Ritchie Co.

• Broadcast

Advertising

POT O' GOLD SHIFT
TO BLUE NETWORK
LEWIS-HOWE MEDICINE Co.,
St. Louis (Turns), on June 13 will
shift its Pot a' Gold program from
NBC-Red to the Blue network, using over 100 stations on the Thursday evening 8:30-9 period. Already
82 stations have been cleared, according to John Butler, vice-president and director of copy, StackGoble Adv. Co., New York.
The shift has been planned since
the April 12 ruling by the Department of Justice in which purported
lottery angles were indicated to be
within the law, according to the
agency, and was not brought about
by pressure from NBC.
Lewis-Howe is retaining the Tuesday 8:30-9 p.m. period on the Red
network, now used for Turns, to
introduce a new show called Treasure Chest, also with the Horace
Heidt orchestra, an audience participation program based on answers to musical questions and resembling its 1939 summer production, Answers From the Dancers.
Niagara Falls Debut
THE NEW WHLD, Niagara Falls,
N. Y. owned by the Niagara Falls
Gazette interests and operating
with 1,000 watts daytime on 1260
kc, made its debut May 12 under
the managership of Earl C. Hull,
formerly chief engineer of WKY,
Oklahoma City, and onetime owner
of that station. Studios are located
in the Hotel Niagara. National representative ofthe station is Headley-Reed Co., New York.
woe Network Switch
CONVERSATIONS are in progress
for affiliation of WOC, Davenport,
la., with NBC-Blue in lieu of its
present CBS affiliation. CBS was
represented as being loath to terminate its contract until it has arranged for another outlet. WHBF,
Rock Island, now on MBS, has also
figured in the conversations, it is
reported. WOC is a sister station
of the 50,000-watt WHO, Des
Moines, NBC-Red outlet, both being
owned by the Col. B. J. Palmer
interests. WOC operates on 1370
kc. with 250 watts, while WHBF is
on 1240 kc. with 1,000 watts.

m

ELECmiCAL
TRANSCmON
PHOCESSING

OINCE the earliest
days of radio the
skill and exactness
of our processed recordings have told
their own story of a
job well done. Today practically every
well known transcription producer
is a Clark client. If
you are interested
in quality transcription processing we
are at your service.

■ Ca

BYRON S. PHILLIPS, formerly sales
promotion manager of Pennzoil Co.,
Oil City, Pa., has been appointed advertising and sales jiromotion manager
of the Pennzoil Co. of California, with
headquarters in I;os Angeles.

(n.p.)
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Texas

WAGA

Revocation
INTERESTING

Ruling
Sustained
Tentative FCC Order Upholds
Finding in Three Cases
REVOCATION of the licenses of
three Texas stations— KNET, Palestine; KTBC, Austin, and KRBA,
Lufkin — because of purported hidden ownership by Rev. James G.
Ulmer and other alleged infractions
of the law, was proposed by the
FCC May 16 in tentative findings
covering three of the seven socalled Texas revocation proceedings in which Dr. Ulmer is involved.
The FCC held the licenses in
question were issued upon "misleading" representations in that the
applicants failed to make full disclosures concerning financing of
station construction and operation,
as well as ownership, management
and control.
Arguments Asked
In each instance it said that had
the facts been known the Commission would have been warranted in
refusing licenses. The proposed
findings were based on hearings
conducted in Texas. All parties
have 20 days to file exceptions.
The proposed findings affirm
recommendations made by Commissioner George H. Payne, who presided at the hearings. In the KNET
case, the Commission said the actual applicants probably were innocent of anv intentional wrong but
were only "dupes" of Dr. Ulmer.
Dr. Ulmer and his associates already have requested oral arguments in the revocation cases in
strongly worded exceptions filed to
the preliminary Payne reports
TBroadcasting,
1-May 15].
Proposed
findingsMay
on "hearings
involving KGKB, Tyler; KAND, Corsicana; KGFI, Brownsville, and
KSAM, Huntsville, have not yet
been issued.
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W. B. Way

Tells Radio's Story as Producers Hold Their
Annual Exposition at Tulsa
WITH THE thought of interesting
oil producers, oil-well servicing
companies and allied industries in
greater use of radio as an advertising medium, William B. Way, vicep resident of
KVOO, Tulsa, and
general manager
of the tional
InternaPetroleum

Exposition, c o vered, feted and
promoted radiowise, the ExposiMr. way run from May 18during its
Wav
25 inMrTulsa
.
Opening ceremonies May 18 were
fed by KVOO to ten other Oklahoma stations, including KTUL
and KOME, sister Tulsa stations.
Others fed were WKY, KOMA,
KOCY and KTOK, Oklahoma City;
KBIX, Muskogee; KADA, Ada;
KCRC, Enid, and KGFF, Shawnee.
NBC carried 30 minutes of the program May 20, including
intei'views
with outstanding
celebrities
in the
oil industry, surveys of the magnitude and color of the show and
music from the Cafe de Petrol, official restaurant and gay spot.
Equipment Exhibits
Fifteen-million dollars worth of
oil industry equipment, ranging
from the smallest steam engine in
the world to giant derricks and
drilling rigs, kept KVOO engineers,
announcers and production staffs
working overtime during the show
to provide complete coverage. It is
the world's largest single-industry
show, with heads of practically all
of the producing companies participating.
Pursuing his thought of coaxing
additional oil dollars into radio,
Mr. Way prefaced KVOO coverage
of the oil show with a series of ten
Wage-Hour Classes '
weekly
half-hour "International PeEMPLOYERS in various types of
troleum Exposition Passes in Reindustries will be given a day in
vue". Ten of the leading exhibitors
court to advance their suggestions at the
Exposition appeared as
for reclassifying "administrative"
guests on successive programs. W.
and "professional" employes in G. Skelly, president of KVOO and
wage-hour administration, accord- of the Skelly Oil Co., is also presiing to a mid-May announcement by
dent of the Exposition.
Col. Philip B. Fleming, adminisOutstanding human interest
trator of the Wage & Hour Division
of the Labor Department. Although broadcast was a pickup of the "Old
Timers" ceremonies May 20, during
a meeting date is not yet definitely which
veterans in the oil business,
scheduled, employers in the com- ranging up to 90 years and above,
munications industry are included were awarded medals and citations
in one of the groups, which also
service to the incovers publications, public utilities for distinguished
Broadcasts from various
and transportation. The meeting exhibits dustry.
included descriptions and
probably will be held in Washington
demonstrations of latest type Linke
late in June or early in July.
trainer used in training pilots in
instrument flying, completely automatic railroad model insured for
School Expands List
$20,000; exhibits by the Union Wire
UTILITIES ENGINEERING In- & Rope Co., huge mobile power
stitute, Chicago, which places East- shovels, winches and diesel engines
ern advertising for its correspond- exhibited by Caterpillar Tractor
ence school through Klinger Adv. Co. ; model steel mills of the Bethlehem Co. ; mobile derricks and rigs
Corp., New York, added three stations during the week of May 19 of the Franks Mfg. Co., and sciento the list of nine Eastern stations
tific displays by Dupont.
Millions of dollars worth of oil
carrying quarter-hour musical clock
programs three to six times weekly equipment was sold during the
[Broadcasting, Feb. 15]. New sta- eight-day Exposition not only to
American broadcasters but also to
tions are WHEC, Rochester;
WOKO, Albany; KYW, Philadel- those from practically every oilproducing nation in the world.
phia.
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OIL

OILY MIKES were handled by
Allen Page announcer (left) and
Eddie Coontz, program director of
KVOO, Tulsa, May 18-25 during
full coverage of the International
Petroleum
which
were Exposition,
fed ten otherpoi'tions
Oklahomaof
stations. William B. Way, vicepresident and general manager of
KVOO, is perennial general manager of the exposition. W. G. Skelly,
KVOO president and chief owner, is
its president.
Wartime

Radio Key

EUROPE'S chief commercial
broadcasting station. Radio
Luxembourg, silent since the
war began, but formerly operating with 200,000 watts on
the 232 kc. longwave, has
had its wavelength taken over
by the French to be used by
the Radio-Paris II station, according to a May 24 dispatch
to the New York Times. All
French stations except RadioParis I (music and entertainment) may broadcast only
official bulletins, but under
the new scheme, because of
the now greater longwave
range of Radio Paris II, certain regional stations will be
authorized to pick up and rebroadcast its programs. It
thus becomes the key station
of France's official wartime
network.
Plainview, Tex., Grant
Cancelled by the FCC
A PERMIT for the construction of
a new 100-watt daytime station on
1200 kc. in Plainview, Tex., issued
by the FCC in July, 1939, to W. B.
Dennis, radio service man, was cancelled by the Commission May 28
upon a finding that the permittee
"made misstatements relative to his
financial position in applying for
the
Thea show
Commission
last
Marchpermit."
12 issued
cause order
against Mr. Dennis, alleging false
and misleading statements about
his financial worth. Commission records are said to have indicated that
he had shown no liabilities as
against cash of $7,000, real estate
valued at $7,000, four cows and an
automobile, for an aggregate net
worth of about $20,000. Investigation disclosed he did not have the
cash.
BROADCASTING

Approved
Shift
of Control byto FCC
Storer
Granted Without Hearing
TRANSFER of WAGA, Atlanta,
from Libei'ty Broadcasting Corp. to
Fort Industry Co., headed by
George B. Storer, Detroit industrialist and broadcaster, was approved without hearing May 28 by
the FCC. The purchase price was
Thefer Commission
authorized
trans$150,000.
of control from
Norman
K.
Winston, New York realtor and
associate of Arde Bulova, to Mr.
Storer's organization in granting a
petition amending a previous application. Mr. Winston
owns owned
60 "^o
of the company,
with 40%
by the Atlanta Journal, which also
participated
[Broadcasting inMaythe1]. transaction
The station operates on 1450 kc.
with 500 watts night, 1000 watts
local sunset, unlimited time and is
a Blue Network outlet.
A ferpending
of WAGA application
to James M.forCoxtransJr.,
son of the former Governor of Ohio
and executive of the Cox newspapers and radio stations, recently
had been designated for hearing.
In its May 28 action, the Commission granted petition to accept the
amended application substituting
Fort Industry Co. as proposed
transferee for the younger Cox and
reconsidered its action in designating the application for hearing.
The transaction was for transfer of
60% of the WAGA stock from Mr.
Winston to Fort Industry for approximately $100,000, in view of a
stock differential, with the remaining 40%Journal
to be transferred
bv the
Atlanta
Co. for $50,000.
The Fort Industry stations, in
addition to WAGA, are WSPD, Toledo; WWVA, Wheeling; WMMN,
Fairmont; WLOK, Lima; WALR,
Zanesville.
Mr. Storer himself plans to devote considerable time to the superWAGA. Alvisory
management of his
though he maintains
home in
Detroit, it is understood he may
establish residence in Atlanta.
Cut Off by the Censor
A WAR QUESTION put to John
Giuither during his recent guest apthe NBC-Blue
pearance onprogram
tion Please
and hisInformaanswer
caused CFCF, Montreal, to cut the
program at that point, inserting organ
music until the program returned to
non-war topics, in accordance with
Canadian
on war
sions whichrestrictions
have not first
been discuspassed
by government censors.
DISPLAY of souvenirs, gifts and trophies received by Major Edward Bowes
from officials, civic leaders and business organizations of cities saluted on
the CBS Original Amateur Hour is a
feature of the Chrysler Corp. exhibit
again this year at the New York
World's Fair.
EVELYN LYNNE, heard on the NBC
Breakfast Cluh and Club Matinee and
recently selected "Amph Girl of Chicago" by local radio engineers, will be
crowned Queen of the Tenth Annual
National Air Carnival to be held in
Birmingham
on June 1-2. She is a
native
of Alabama.
SPRAGUE-WARNER & Co., Chicabrandhasfoods),
occasional
usergoof(Richelieu
spot radio,
appointed
Weiss
& Geller, Chicago as agency. There are
no immediate new radio plans but
spot will be used in future, according
to Harold Gross, account executive.
• Broadcast
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COLUMBUS

Welcomed.

o^f^

Down

through

Nation's
COLUMBUS,

OHIO

Population, 1930

290,564

^tMA

WLW

the

Station

years the
has

made

many friends in Ohio's Capital
and has become a part of the
daily lives of its citizens.

Retail Sales, 1939
Wholesale Sales, 1939

$147,406,000*

$145,190,000*
Yo of Nation's Buying Power .7150*
(trading area)

just

Radio Homes
(Franklin County)

advertised on WLW — as Columbus merchants and wholesalers

^ Estimated by Sales Management

can tell you.

NAT'L REP. - TRANSAMERICAN

90,880

BROADCASTING

THE

& TELEVISION

as

certainly been influenced in favor of products

CORP.

- NEW

YORK

- CHICAGO

NATION'S
most

WLW

Day by day buying habits of
Ohio's fourth largest city have

^^Merchandise-Able**
STATION

"Jeed

the

Line

on

with

YOUR

QUALITY

REMOTE

PICKUPS!

BASEBALL

OR POLITICS . . . across

the street or across the state . . . tbh year
you'll be running

more

remote

pickups

than ever! Let this new

RCA-engineered

high-fidelity portable

equipment

feed

studio -quality audio through your lines!
•
Use RCA radio tubes in your station for finer performance

NEW

RCA

Portable

Remote

Amplifier

Just a 20M-pound handful of RCA efficiency, the new
OP-6 amplifier is ideal by itself where channel-mixing
is not required. A switch selects one of two microphones; and the amplifier plugs into either an AC
power source or its compact battery box without
circuit changes. Inverse feedback, varied automatically with gain, keeps circuit-noise far below output
at any level. 3 stages of amplification with RCA 1620
low-noise, non-microphonic tubes give 90 db. gain
— more than ample for low-level microphones. Illuminated vu Meter is optional — or can be added at any
time. Response is within ±1 db. from 40 to 10,000 cycles
— distortion less than 1% even at maximum

NEW

RCA

4-Channel

Higti-Level

output.

Mixer

For mixing control, simply add the 2 2 -pound RCA
OP-7 mixer. It feeds the OP-6— or any amplifier with
adequate gain. It provides high-level mixing of up to
four microphone channels without the increased circuit-noise oflow-level mixers.

OP-7

Both the OP-6 and OP-7 can be simultaneously
connected to a single power source (either AC or common battery supply). Get the facts on this new, flexible, low-cost equipment — write for literature today.
*Contains Built-in, Self-Contained AC Rectifier

RCA MANUFACTURING

CO., INC., CAMDEN,

N. J. • A SERVICE OF THE RADIO CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

New York: 1270 Sixth Ave. • Chicago: 589 E- Illinois St. • Atlanta: 530 Citizens & Southern Bldg. • Dallas: Santa Fe Bldg. • San Francisco: 170 Ninth St. • Hollywood: 1016 N. S.vcamore Are.
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opener. Covering 9,001 personal interviews — urban, village and farm — it's cover-to-cover full of
indispensable facts . . . answers just about every
question you could think to ask about radio listeners' habits in Iowa.
You'll find, for instance, station preferences — program preferences by sex, age group and educational status — influence of place of residence on
specific program ratings — a startling comparison
between newspapers and radio as a source for news
— and a wealth of other information.
No other single source can give you as complete

**Wait*ll you see the
1940 Iowa

Radio

Audience

Survey!"

and accurate a picture of Iowa's radio families.
Free copies will be ready for mailing in a few days.
Get yours early by sending your request in NOW!

# Please don't get us wrong, sir! We wouldn't
dream of suggesting that the 1940 Iowa Radio
Audience Survey could hold a candle to the lure
of rustling silk, the flash of a well-turned bit of
femininity!

WH

O.

But in its own way, the 1940 Survey — now almost
oflF the press — is more than somewhat of an eye-

T

for
DES

IOWA

MOINES

PLUS!

T

. . . 50,000 WATTS

J. O. MALAND,

MANAGER

FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives
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The old saying "the proof of the pudding is in the eating"
goes for radio stations, too. The proof of the sales
potency
results

As

of WMMN
obtained

a matter

in this prosperous
by

of record

we

those

who

quote

from

are

market

using

is in the

this

station.

the following typical examples:

#1 Nursery

#4 Picture Service

From January 8th to January 31st, 1940, we received
3,640 orders for this nursery, all for later spring delivery.
Interstate Nurseries
#2 CoflFee

A ten minute program used only twelve days during
Jan., 1940, brought 4,539 orders for photo enlargements.
Skrudland Photo Service
#5 Live Chicks

One announcement on a WMMN live talent half-hour
air show brought 5,372 post cards. This test resulted in a
six month contract for one-half hour daily.
Betterton Coffee Company
#3 Hot Cereal

Orders from WMMN listeners for live chicks for this
national advertiser totaled as high as 29,830 chicks in one
day. Listeners had to send cash with order.
Sleb Hatcheries
#6 Chick & Stock Food

Advertiser says: (Quote) — We cannot refrain from
telling you that WMMN is the surprise station of the nation
to us. It has been the leading station in number of box
tops returned for Coco-Wheats, including several 50,000
watters. Reserve same time and talent for this fall.
Little Crow Milling Company

This advertiser wrote to us as follows: "Let me congratulate you on your 3,246 requests for the Purina Poultry
Book. No other station has beat this fine record.
With your permission I would like to use your station
as a builder-upper among the other stations
are Company
using."
Ralston wePurina

5000

Watts

Day

1000

Watts

Night

Represented

WMMN

in

all

markets

by

JOHN

BLAIR

A Columbia

Station

FAIRMONT,

W. VA.
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★
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*
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*
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New
★
W T H T
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*
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*
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$1
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B R K
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JUST as the home

town doctor knows

his

people and has their confidence and loyalty,
so do the 18 stations of The Colonial Network

healthy market, The
demonstrated

Colonial Network

has

repeatedly that the wide cover-

age of the locally-accepted 18 stations is "just

have the friendship of folks in the important

what Dr. Profits ordered" for toning up the

home-town

distribution system and increasing the buying

key markets.

This acceptance is a valuable asset to every
advertiser ... it makes the 18 Colonial Net-

appetites of New

Englanders.

Give your sales regular capsules of Colonial

work capsules of Coverage and Sales effective
Network

in vitalizing and building business.

The "treatments" —

For many products with anemic sales in this

The
21 BROOKLINE

vitamins and see them add "weight".

economical

Colonial
AVENUE

BOSTON

EDWARD

taken regularly —

are as

*
W N L C
New London
*
W L N H
Laconia
★
W R D O
Augusta
*
WGreenfield
H A I
★
W CO u
Lewiston
Auburn
★
W S Y B
Rutland
*

as they are resultful.

Network
PETRY

& CO., INC., National Sales Representative
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CBS PROGRAM AUDIENCES:
UP 154% SINCE 1936
Rising bar shows increases in actual
CBS audiences, combining the increase
in CAB ratings (of CBS half-honr evening programs) with the simultaneous
increase in "all radio families"— l\ie
base for CAB percentages each year.
Trend of costs is taken from actual
time and talent costs of median CBS
half-hour program, divided by actual
audience reached each year.
Rate of decrease, as shown, is conservative. So are the specific net costs
shown here, which are subject to revision downward because of present
research limitations in measuring complete audiences to radio programs.
CBS NET COST PER M:
DOWN 43% SINCE 1936
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CREAM

Bossie really g-i-v-e-s in ""America's Money Belt"
where 17% of the total cash farm income of the
nation is produced. And that means cream for you
. . . with our million-and-a-half families spending
annually more than $1,500,000,000 (that's not
skim milk!) with retail outlets in the area.

We're not making any half-pint statement
there. In fact, we have a right dandy ""mail and
sale" record we'd like to show you. Write us today
. . . we'll squirt some creamy facts your way.

You should be getting your share of this rich
market . . . and you can. If you'd like to dip into
the bucket, just remember The Cowles Stations are
the ones with the "pull" in this primary area of
385 counties — covered completely by our threeway combination.
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AtfJuicJ u.th THE BEGISTER
TRIBUNE.
O.t Malw.t. Iowa |,
Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency

NETWORK
NOW
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YOURS
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PROGRAM!
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— the favorite of
millions
ford
eight years
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Now available to spot and regional advei^tisers

MOST

CONSISTENTLY

SUCCESS-

FUL PROGRAM WE'VE EVER HAD" SAYS
8 -YEAR SPONSOR, GENERAL MILLS!
Few profit opportunities like this eyer
come along for you! But here it is — a
program you /enow is a sales maker...
a prograrn with eight years of outstanding popularity behind it— now yours in
a new recorded series.
On the networks "Betty and Bob"
reached its peak this year, with t^
highest rating of its career. The new
recorded series — arranged for five-aweek broadcast— is built to the same formula
responsible for this success ... is written and
directed by the same men who handled the
network show. And it has showmanship features seldom found in recorded programs.
In addition, you get the extra advantage
of that "live talent" touch provided by the
finest in recording— NBC Orfhacousfic.
Write for full details, availability and rates.
PROOF THAT THIS PROGRAM
IS A SALES PRODUCER!
1 // is based on a definite success formula— proved Jor 8
years on the networks.
2 Had highest network program rating of any General
Mills women's daytime show.
3 "Tops'' in response to box-top offers for General Mills.
4 A tremendous ready-built loyal audience.
5 New recorded series features all-star cast— every one a
"big name" in radio, music or the theatre.
BRINGS YOU NEW MERCHANDISING FEATURES
NEVER BEFORE OFFERED WITH A
SYNDICATED RECORDED SHOW

Arlene Francis (Betty)
and Carl Frank (Bob)

adio-Recording
Division
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A Radio Corporation of America Service
RCA Building, Radio City, New York
Merchandise Mart, Chicago • Sunset and Vine, Hollywood
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DON'T

Louder please!

FORGET

tU

GALLERY

1,253,600 radio families are in the "house".

audience . . . ready and eager to listen.

Your

Don't soft pedal your show.

Don't forget the gallery. Use the only Cleveland radio station that
electrifies the whole house simultaneously. Roll not only the greater
Cleveland audience in the aisles but also a greater gallery of 26
major cities; 477 small towns and 131,260 farms. It's all there in one
house. Metropolitan Cleveland one third; the "gallery" two thirds
of your market. Why not play to it ALL ?
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Nationally by

SPOT

Sales Offices

NEW YORK
CHiCAGO
SAN FHANCISeO
BOSTON

CLEVELAND
DETROIT
HOLLYWOOD
P1TTSBUR6H

Radio

Would

Have

Made

The

Pony

Express

A

Local!

Back in 1860 the wonder of the day was
the picturesque Pony Express. Racing
horses in relays, riders carried the mail
I960 miles from St. Joseph, Missouri,
to Sacramento, California, in 10 da\s.
Radio messages would cover the same
distance in a fraction of a second.

What

a difference the Services of RCA would have
made in 1860. . . Communication
is the life-line of civilization. Up to a
hundred years ago, civilization spread
slowly, because communication could
travel no more swiftly than the gallop
of a horse.
In contrast, if the West were being
opened up today, the Services of RCA
would coordinate developments with instantaneous communication. Portable
broadcasting equipment would go wherever pioneers went. Over nation-wide
broadcasting networks a running history
of progress and achievement would be
heard by millions. R.C.A. Communications would keep two-way contact
between our scattered outposts and
forty-three foreign nations.
Young men, following the classic ad-

Radio

Corporation
\

of

vice, would "go West" carrying RCA
Victor Pick-Me-Up Portable Radios.
And through the RCA Photophone,
motion picture audiences in the East
would hear as well as see the saga of
the winning of the West. Lonely settlers would carry into the wilderness
their favorite musical selections on
Victor and Bluebird Records.
Yes... the Services of RCA in every
field of radio and sound could have contributed immensely to building our
country in 1 86o. But . . . the contribution
they could have made is in no sense
greaterthan the actual contributions they
are making to our civilization today.
RCA Manufacturing Company, Inc.
National Broadcasting Company • RCA Laboratories
Radiomarine Corporation of America
R.C.A. Communications, Inc. • RCA Institutes, Inc.
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FREE

&

PETERS

SERVIC

IMIMIlMf ! IIB
Four years, Amherst College
Two years. Merrill Lynch & Co.
Three years, Halsey Stuart & Co.
Three years. Ford dealer (partner)
Free & Peters (New York Office)
since July, 1937

Well,

well!

if it ain't-

0.

Tereiu

CiYo!

he learned that every kind of prospect can't
be interested in the same type of automobile

with its most appealing type of program, and
with its own favorite stations! With proper

— that you can't even call on every kind of
prospect at any certain hour of the day.

spot broadcasting, you cant miss!

So far as Terry is concerned, that leads

All of our fourteen good men can advise
with you as to local habits, local preferences,
in each of the 24 big markets we serve. Our

straight into spot broadcasting versus networks. Networks must necessarily attempt
to sell every prospect, with the same salestalk, and at the same hour (whether it's noon
in New York, or 9 a. m. in California) .

job is to help you make spot radio more

But spot broadcasting is different! Even if
your logical market includes the Bible Belt,
the Cocktail Community, and the Sunrise

market, we'll give you the facts. That's the
way we work in this group of pioneer radiostation representatives.

Free
Pioneer

EXCLUSIVE
REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
woe
DAVENPORT
WHO
DES MOINES
WDAY
FARGO
WOWO-WSL
....
FT. WAYNE
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
.
.
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
KMA
SHENANDOAH
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KGKO
WORTH-DALLAS
KOMA ....
.... FT.OKLAHOMA
CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KSFO-KROW . . .SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEAHLE

Section, spot broadcasting enables you to hit
each area at its own most favorable time,

Back when Terry Clyne was a Ford dealer,

profitable. Hence, even if "our" station isn't
the right one for you in any particular

k
Radio

Peters,
Since May, 19^2
Station

inc.

Representatives

ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg
HEV¥ YORK: 247 Pari Ape. DETROtT: New Center BUg. SAN FRANCISCO: in iart^r LOS ANGELES: 650 5. GrW
CmCAGO: 180 N. Michigan
Main 5667
Vandike 0569
Sutter 4353
Trinity 2-8444
Plaza 5-4131
Franklin 6373

arvd
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Threat

edly by a small but vocal minority
in Congress. The hearings were
held pursuant to Order No. 37,
adopted March 18, 1938 when
Frank R. McNinch was FCC chairman. Hearings were held for 73
days of the six-month period.
The committee, after being prodded repeatedly by members of
Congress, submitted its 1,300-page
report, largely a digest of testimony, along with a 138-page summary and its six-page letter of
transmittal. Of the original committee of four members, only two
actually participated in the writing
of the report, since both Mr. McNinch and Judge E. O. Sykes had
resigned since the hearings. Commissioner Thompson actually sat
only during the last few days of
the hearings while Commissioners
Brown and Walker sat throughout
the inquiry.
On the very day the committee
report was released. Commissioner
Brown was subjected to gruelling
cross-examination by the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee,
which held a special hearing prior
to acting on his renomination for a
seven - year term by President
(Continued on page 80)

FINDING LITTLE if anything right in major network operagencies from having what is alleged to be the "final" say in the
ations, the FCC Chain-Monopoly Committee, in its longawaited report issued June 12, took NBC and CBS for a selection and production of network programs.
figurative ride and then branched into a new domain by
The strongly worded and highly
recommending in effect duplication of all clear channels.
critical report was aimed almost
entirely at NBC and CBS, hitting
While the report bore the signatures of only the three committee members (Acting Chairman Thad Brown, Paul A. at them on all fronts. Mutual, newest of the nationwide networks,
Walker and F. I. Thompson), the fact that several members
was
spared most of the commitfrom time to time sat extee's recriminations because it was
officio with the committee inFor editorial comment on the
pointed out its practices differed
dicated that the revolutionary
somewhat from general network
Network Monopoly Report, see
recommendations have at
operations since at the time of the
protracted hearing Mutual did not
page 81.
least implied majority supoption time of affiliated stations
port. The committee submitDuplication of clear channels
and worked only on a commission
ted its report June 11 and the to 5.provide
basis.
more stations.
FCC the following day auth6. Possible divorcement of netized its release pending consideraworks from station ownership.
Report Based on
tion by the full Commission. Pre7. Possible elimination of owner73-Day Hearing
sumably the Commission is intership of more than one station by
ested in public, Congressoinal and an individual or corporation.
The report was based on hearindustry reaction.
ings which ran from Nov. 14, 1938
8. Possible ban on public partiMay 11, 1939 and ordered
cipation in the ownership of sta- through
tions and networks through stock after demands for an investigation
Viewed as '^Crucifying'
sold on exchanges.
Industry if Adopted
of the "radio monopoly" and of the
Commission had been made repeat9. Steps to prevent advertising
In one high Commission quarter
it was observed that the report, if
adopted in toto, would have the
. . .
effect of "crucifying the industry".
Report Summarized
of Network-Monopoly
The letter of transmittal [pub- Conclusions
lished herewith] might be regarded
The committee is of the opinion
cessity. interest, convenience and neA SUMMARY of the conclusions of public
as a summary of the committee's
conclusions. Actually, there were
that
these materials form an adethe FCC's Network-Monopoly Comno clear-cut recommendations, save
quate basis upon which the Committee
is
contained
in
the
followThis
report
deals
with
the
followthe opinions expressed by the commission may proceed to a considering
subjects:
The
Predominance
of
ing
letter
of
transmittal
of
the
ation
of the need for a revision of
m i 1 1 e e advocating far - reaching
Network
Organizations
in
the
Racommittee
made
public
June
12.
its licensing policy in the radiochanges in network-affiliate condiobroadcast Field; Contractual
broadcast field in order to correct
tractual arrangements and the vir- The letter accompanied a 1300-page
Relation
of
Network
Organizations
tual elimination of clear channels.
the testi- to Station Licensees; Radiobroad- the serious inequities and arbitrary
report, largely a digest of extensive
mony adduced at the
Procedure has not yet been outcasting and the Supply of Talent; practices which have developed in
lined, and it is not known whether
hearings held from Nov. H, 1938 Transcription Services in the Radio- connection with chain broadcasting.
exceptions or oral arguments will through May 11, 1939, during
Contracts Are Criticized
cast Industry; and Multiple Ownbe allowed at this stage.
which 73 days were devoted to
ership of Radiobroadcast Stations.
The record discloses an unhealthy
Gleaned from the committee's re- hearings. Committee members who
Multiple Ownership
port were these conclusions:
predominance of the network orsigned the report were Acting
1. Introduction and enforcement
ganizations in the radiobroadcastChairman Thad H. Brown, Paul A.
There is attached to the report,
ing field which is due, in large
of regulations governing contracts
Walker and F. I. Thompson. It is as Appendix A, an exhaustive and
entered into between stations and understood, however, that several
the contractual arof the evidence re- measure, to rangements
networks, which the report states other commissioners met with the detailed ceiveddigest
forced upon stations
by this committee during
can be done without new legisla- committee ex officio and that the the extensive hearings ehld by it seeking affiliation with a network.
tion.
conclusions therefore may represent
as well as of other related material These contractual arrangements
the views of the FCC majority.
2. Banning of networks from
in the official files of the Commishave resulted in a grossly inequitasion. There is also attached, as
transcriptions and talent booking
ble relation between the networks
There is transmitted herewith the
fields.
report of the Commission on chain Appendix B, a report compiled by and their outlet stations to the ad3. Elimination of exclusive net- broadcasting made pursuant to the Law Department entitled "Revantage of the networks at the exwork affiliation contracts for long Order No. 37, authorizing an invesport of Persons and Other Entities
pense of he outlets. These advanHolding Stock Interest in. Control
periods.
tigation to determine the necessity
tages have, in turn, led to further
4. Forcing networks to expand for and the nature of special regu- Over, or Official Relationship to
lations applicable to radio stations More Than One Standard Broad- and further expansion of the netcoverage by serving stations in reworks' activities and a sharp curcast Station Reported to the FCC
mote areas even though the affilia- engaged in chain or other broad(Continued on page 85)
casting which are required in the
tions might not be profitable.
to April 1, 1940."
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Federal

Control

Studied

bv

RMA

Wells Warns of Regulation;
Knowlson New President
JAMES S. KNOWLSON, chairman of the board and president of
Stewart- Warner Corp., Chicago,
was elected president of the Radio
Manufacturers Assn. at its 16th
annual convention held June 11-12
in Chicago. He succeeds A. S.
Wells, president of Wells-Gardner
Mfg. Co., Chicago, who served for
the last two years.
Before leaving office, Mr. Wells,
in a luncheon address before approximately 150 attending members, warned that trade associations
such as RMA should do all in their
power to strengthen themselves.
"More and more the world situation is forcing Government to take
greater responsibility toward industry," he said, "and only those industries, represented by trade associations, that prove strong can
hope to have self-regulatory powers." Individuals
will be industries
appointed
to regulate
the various
if there is not convincing proof for
the Government that enough
strength to do so lies within the industries themselves, he stated.
Meeting concurrently with RMA
were Radio Service Men of America, National Radio Parts Distributors Assn., and Canadian Radio
Jobbers & Representatives. The latter group was represented for the
first time. Vice-presidents elected
were
Galvin,
president,
Galvin Paul
Mfg. "V.
Corp.,
Chicago
(Motorola) ; Roy Burlev, president,
Ken-Rad Tube & Lamp Corp.,
Owensboro, Ky.; H. E. Osmun, vicepresident, Centralab, Milwaukee
(technical broadcast equipment) ;
Donald MacGregor, general manager, The Webster Co. (sound
equipment) .
NBC Promotes Nelson
A. E. NELSON, manager of KPOKGO, NBC stations in San Francisco, has been appointed an assistant vice-president of NBC, it
was announced June 12 by Niles
Trammell, executive vice-president.
Mr. Nelson will continue as manager of the two NBC-operated stations and in addition will act as assistant to Don E. Gilman, vicepresident in charge of the Western
Division, in Pacific Coast network
operation's.
will on
henceforth
report to Mr. He
Gilman
all matters,
both network and local. Formerlv
Mr. Nelson reported to William S.
Hedges, vice-president in charge of
NBC's stations department.
Texaco in New England
TEXAS Co., New York, is considering a thrice-weekly quarter-hour
program of news by Bill Cunningham, sports columnist of the Boston Post, to run in New England
later this summer for Texaco gasoline. The Yankee Network, NBCBlue and CBS are all under consideration, but no decision has yet
been made, according to Buchanan
& Co., New York, the agency in
charge.
COOTER BROKERAGE Co., Chicago, planning a radio and newspaper
campaign in the Midwest for Moon
Rose soap, has named C. L. Miller
Co., New York, its general advertising
agent.
Page 14 • June 15, 1940

Brown
By
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Severe

Shelling

Hearing
at Senate
Tobey
Monopoly Report, Station Sales, Parties and Stock
Sales Queried at Confirmation Session

WHAT appeared to be a one-man
revolt against confirmation of Thad
H. Brown to serve another sevenyear term on the FCC developed
June 12 at hearings before the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, when Senator Tobey (RN. H.) took over the function of
committee prosecutor. The committee recessed, subject to the call of
Chairman Wheeler, until such time
as Commissioner Brown supplied
answers to a series of compound
questions fired by Senator Tobey.
As had been expected [Broadcasting, June 1], Col. Brown was
renominated as a Republican member of the FCC by President Roosevelt on June 5 to serve for seven
more years from July 1. At the request of Senator Tobey, hearings
were called by Chairman Wheeler.
The New Hampshire Senator, obviously "filled in" on the FCC by
someone familiar with its functions, shot questions from all angles, covering the monopoly report,
alleged trafficking in station licenses, purported "parties" in which
FCC personnel participated, and
other ghosts which apparently had
been resurrected for the occasion.
Stock transactions of CBS, involving transfers of holdings of
President William S. Paley, and of
Directors I. D. and Dr. Leon Levy,
also were brought into the questioning. Theie was the suggestion
that Mr. Paley be called by the
FCC to tell to whom he has sold
part of his stock. Col. Brown was
asked to advise the committee of
the Commission's attitude toward
such transactions.
Monopoly Queries
Senator Tobey started the Brown
questioning, with miost members of
the committee present, by asking

about the
the commissioner
"monopoly" responded
in radio.
When
he thought none existed since there
are three "international" networks
and two dozen regional networks,
the Senator started in on the FCC's
failure to produce its networkmonopoly report after a two-year
lapse. The questioning was in the
nature of a criticism of the whole
Commission rather than Commissioner Brown himself. Although
Commissioner Brown insisted that
the network-monopoly report was
not completed by the FCC committee until now. Senator Wheeler insisted that a draft had been available several months ago. Despite
the Tohey opposition. Senators predicted early confirmation.
Senator Tobey pointed to the relatively speedy action on FM and
television this year before observing, "But this very salient report
was
lost in Commissioner
the clouds somewhere."
He asked
Brown if
he knew of the submission of any
advance monopoly report earlier
this year to Tom Corcoran or President Roosevelt. Mr. Brown answered in the negative.
He then took Commissioner
Brown to task for his declared inability to answer a question which
Senator Tobey maintained should
be well within his ken. The commissioner replied that the question :
— "Is it true that not 17c of the
authorized power is available to
independent stations" — could not be
answered
without study of the record.
When Senator Tobey began citing
instances
where
a stationspecific
was sold,
with FCC
approval,
at a price amounting to many times
the value of the physical plant.
Commissioner Brown declared there
is "some going-concern value" to

a radio station, even though it is
dependent on its FCC license for
its life. The Senator referred to
these sale prices as "tremendous,
exhorbitant increments". Commenting further. Commissioner Brown
stated that ordinarily a station
operating in the public interest has
a right to an expectancy of renewal
of license.
Gurney's Answer
"I see seven men sitting up there
on the FCC,
and I think
you've been
terribly
derelict
in allowing
the
sale of stations for 20 times their
physical clared.worth,"
SenatorGurney
Tobey (RdeAt this Senator
S. D.) interrupted to observe that,
speaking as former operator of
WNAX, Yankton, S. D., a sale
price representing 20 times the
physical worth of the broadcasting
plant
"not too Tobey
much". cited the
Whenwas Senator
case of KNX, Hollywood, which he
said had a physical plant and replacement worth of $63,000 and was
sold to CBS for $1,200,000, Commissioner Brown observed that perhaps the most flagrant case of this
kind was the sale of a local station
in Oklahoma City by the Exchange
Avenue Baptist Church, with a
plant valued at only about $3,000
which was sold for $65,000. He explained that the FCC allowed this
sale, possibly because the seller
was a church.
Referring to once - projected
Westinghouse station leases and
the proposed sale of WOAI, San
Antonio to CBS, which Commissioner Brown explained had all
gone by the board. Senator Tobey
requested that he supply a list of
all station sales for sums much
greater than physical value and replacement cost, as well as a list of
all leases extending beyond the
license terms of stations concerned.
The questioning took another
twist when Senator Tobey brought
up a New York party given about
a year ago by Donald Flamm, operator of WMCA, which allegedly
was attended by several FCC officials. Commissioner Brown said he
once was a guest of Mr. Flamm at
the Diamond Horseshoe, but that
he knew Henothing
a "drunken
brawl".
stated ofthat
members
of the party included Commissioners Case and Craven, as well as
Niles Trammell, NBC executive
vice-president, and several others.
Alleged Profanity
Senator Tobey also brought up
the apparent discrepancy between
Post Office Department and FCC
rulings on certain matters alleged
to be profane, obscene or indecent.
He declared that in several cases,
while the Post Office Department
has ruled that certain material cannot be transmitted in the mails, parallel situations have not met the
same treatment by the FCC in regard to whether they could be
broadcast. Commissioner Brown replied that the FCC relied on its own
legal department in these matters.
Responding to further questioning. Commissioner Brown said he
had never heard that Democratic
leaders had been called to the
White House, where allegedly they
were told to kill an FCC inquiry
resolution because it would involve
{Coyitinned on page 87)

Trammell

Seen

Kobak Heads Blue Sales ;
Witmer Handles Red
Exclusively
ELEVATION OF Niles Trammell,
NBC executive vice-president for
the last 18 months, to the NBC
presidency to succeed Lenox R.
Lohr, who resigned June 7, was
predicted in RCA-NBC circles as
further moves were made to separate the activities of the Red and
Blue networks.
While Maj. Lohr's successor will
not be formally selected until July
12, when the NBC board holds its
next regular meeting, Mr. Trammell's promotion was regarded as
logical. In that event, Mr. Trammell very likely would continue his
present duties, along with those of
the presidency. The NBC board is
headed by David Sarnoff, president
of RCA, of which NBC is a whollyowned subsidiary.
Kobak Heads Blue Sales
Return to the NBC executive
sales staff of Edgar Kobak, as vicepresident in charge of Blue network
sales, after a four-year absence,
also was seen as a move toward
operation of the networks as separate entities. With the appointment, announced June 12, Roy C.
Witmer, vice-president in charge of
all network sales, was assigned exclusively to the Red network. Mr.
Kobak, long a prominent figure in
the advertising field, first joined
NBC in 1934 as vice-president in
charge of sales but left two years
later to become a vice-president of
Lord & Thomas, from which he recently resigned.
Mr. Kobak, in effect, becomes the
executive officer of the Blue, and
reports only to Mr. Trammell. His
elevation to presidency of the Blue
might be an eventuality.
Maj. Lohr tendered his resignation after a 3% -year tenure to accept the post of president of the
Chicago Museum of Science & Industry. The board stated the resignation would be accepted at the
next regular meeting July 12, at
which time his successor would be
elected. Maj. Lohr joined NBC Jan.
1, 1936, succeeding M. A. Aylesworth, first NBC president.
Mr. Trammell became executive
vice-president Jan. 1, 1939 after
having served as Chicago manager
and vice-president in charge of
NBC Central Division since 1928.
As executive vice-president he took
over direction of all sales, station
relations and other executive activities save policy.
There was some speculation
about appointment of a man from
the outside, either to the post of
president or executive vice-president, as was the case when Maj.
Lohr was appointed in 1936. Previously, Maj. Richard H. Patterson,
who then was new to radio, had
served as executive vice-president.
However it was felt the board
would make appointments from
the ranks.
In his letter of resignation to
David Sarnoff, chairman of the
NBC board, Mr. Lohr wrote: "It
is an action which I cannot take
without expressing both to you and
to the board my appreciation for
BROADCASTING
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Successor

PRINCIPALS

Mr. Trammell

IN CHANGES

tion."
Outlawing

AT

Mr. Kobak

Mr. Lohr

your many kindnesses to me, and
my deep sense of obligation to the
members of NBC's staff who so
loyally and faithfully have worked
to maintain the company's preeminence in radio."
First word of the move, however, came from Chicago, where,
at just about the time Mr. Lohr
was tendering his resignation to
his board, Col. A. A. Sprague, vicepresident of the Museum, of which
he has been acting president since
the death of Rufus Cutler Dawes
last January, announced that Mr.
Lohr had accepted the presidency
of the Museum. In making the announcement. Col. Sprague said:
"The principal reason for Maj.
Lohr taking the presidency of the
Museum was his devotion to Rufus
Dawes. No other man was considered for the position. Maj. Lohr is
giving up a highly remunerative
position to come to Chicago, at a
great financial sacrifice to himself.
"We believe that Maj. Lohr from
his experience and great success
with the Century of Progress, of
which he was general manager, has
the imagination and the ability to
carry this wonderful museum on to
a successful life. As soon as he is
here and has been able to look over
the ground, his plans will be made
public. His great interest in the
practical application of science to
industry, the board believes, insures
great success under his able direc-

to

Lohr
NBC

Mr. Witmer

The Museum post is reliably reported to a salary of $25,000 a
year,
just
halfreceived
the remuneration
Mr. Lohr has
as head of
NBC.
In accepting the position, Mr.
Lohr wrote: "It is with a deep sense
of devotion that I shall take up
the work of Mr. Rufus Dawes
where death compelled him to lay
it down. When the Exposition was
over, it was with a firm belief in
Chicago's destiny and with high
hope that he undertook the leadership in another of her outstanding
projects. It is with keen appreciation that I return to Chicago to
have a part in the building of another of her great institutions."
Notable Career
Mr. Lohr has had a distinguished
career. Born in Washington, D. C,
Aug. 15, 1891, he was graduated
with honors from Cornell in 1916
as a mechanical and electrical engineer. He was then graduated
from the Coast Artillery school at
Fortress Monroe, Va., in 1917 and
was at the school of Codes and
Ciphers at Geneva, 111. the following year before being sent to
France with the Army general
staff. Following the war, in which
he had risen to the rank of Major,
he returned to Washington as editor of Military Engineer, official
journal of the Society of American
Engineers. In 1933 he became vice-

of Foreign

Political

Entities

Through Amendment
of Law Is Sought
AS A DIRECT outgrowth of the has been called upon to assist the
committee in redrafting of the resobroadcast June 3 of the Presiden- lution.
tial nomination acceptance speech
The spontaneous storm of proof Earl Browder, Communist leadtest, which erupted even before the
er, the enactment of general legis- networks
announced they would
lation at this session to deny recognition as political entities to any carry the Browder spech, revolved
person subservient to foreign gov- around Sec. 315 of the Communications Act requiring that political
ernments is foreseen in Congrescandidates for public office be given
sional circles.
After the Browder broadcast had equal opportunity on the air. The
took the position that unprecipitated a nationwide contro- networks
der the law they cannot refuse any
versy.
Rep.
McLeod
(R.-Mich.)
found new interest in the House in candidate for public office equal
there developed an imhis resolution (HConRes-55) , in- time. While
mediate demand for an amendment
troduced last March, which would
deny to Communist and bund or- of the Communications Act, which
ganizations recognition as political would safeguard stations and networks in denying time to so-called
entities. With the resolution pending before the House Judiciary subversive groups, the McLeod
Committee, a movement toward pe- resolution is in the nature of a general and all-inclusive restriction
titioning the committee to report
out the resolution began but a sub- equally applicable to all modes of
committee already has signified its expression.
The McLeod resolution declares
intention of taking favorable ac(Continued on page 82)
tion. The Department of Justice
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president and general manager of
Chicago's Century of Progress,
where he served for two years.
Like Mr. Lohr, Mr. Trammell
brought to radio a background of
Army training. After the war, during which he left college to enlist,
he remained in the Army as a member of the staff of Gen. Charles G.
Morton in San Francisco, leaving
in 1923 to join RCA as a salesman
of its trans-Pacific communication
service. In 1928 he was transferred
to NBC in New York, but two
months later was made manager of
the network's Central Division in
Chicago. The following year he became vice-president in charge of
the Central Division, retaining that
title until Jan. 1, 1939, when he
was again transferred to New York
as executive vice-president.
Division of the NBC sales organization into two distinct departments was described by Mr. Witmer as a recognition of the rapid
growth of the Blue network from a
basic group to a full coast-to-coast
network. Keeping pace with NBC
as a whole, which now includes 188
affiliate stations as contrasted with
96 in 1936, the Blue has 63 affiliates. For the first five months of
this year. Blue gross business has
increased 17.9% over the same
period of 1939 [see page 28].
Establishment of individual sales
staffs for the two NBC networks is
a second step towards complete
autonomy for each network, although that end is not admitted as
a goal by NBC executives. A year
ago the network's stations department was divided into three sections by its head, Vice-President
William S. Hedges — a Red division,
a Blue division and a service division to handle all general office
work of the department [Broadcasting, July 15, 1939]. This specialization has worked out very
satisfactorily, Mr. Hedges reports.
Sales Activity
At that time, Keith Kiggins was
transferred from his former post
as manager of the station relations
department to the newly-created
position of director of the Blue network. While the position was designed to permit the coordination
of sales, promotion, program, station relations and publicity activities as they affected the Blue Network, Mr. Kiggins has found most
of his activities concerned with
sales and under the new setup his
title will be that of sales manager
of the Blue network.
Mr. Witmer joined NBC in 1927
as an advertising salesman, was
promoted to assistant sales manager in 1929 and a year later became sales manager. In 1931 he was
appointed vice-president in charge
of sales operations and in 1936 became vice-president in charge of
sales.
Mr. Kobak first joined NBC in
1934 as vice-president in charge of
sales, before which he occupied for
many years the same position with
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. In
1936 he left NBC to join Lord &
Thomas, from which he resigned
this last March [Broadcasting,
March 15]. He is a director of the
American Management Assn.,
chairman of the public relations
committee of the Greater New York
Fund, and past president and chairman of the board of the Advertising Federation of America.
June 15, 1940
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Canada

Restricts

Use

Newscasts

of

For Sponsorship
Moore Fights Ban Placed on
Transradio Press Service
By JAMES MONTAGNES
SPONSORED newscasts in Canada
were placed on a new basis, effective July 1, under an order of the
board of governors of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., which followed
sessions with representatives of the
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters.
Effective at midnight June 30, only
British United Press will be made
available for sponsorship on Canadian stations and permission to
carry it, in conformity with wartime restrictions, must be obtained
individually by each station. The
CAB has received assurances from
Maj. Gladstone Murray, general
manager, that BUP may be carried
on condition that there is no advertising of any kind in the body of
newscasts.
The chief effect of the order,
other than the elimination of commercials except before and after
the rendition of news, is the ban it
places upon Transradio Press in
the Dominion. This was being vigorously fought by Transradio as
Broadcasting went to press, that
organization charging discrimination and monopoly, but latest official
advices were that the ban would
stand. Transradio serves about 30
Canadian stations.
The CBC board meeting, from
which the order emanated, was
called June 1 with only four days
notice to the CAB. The Canadian
Press, counterpart of the Associated Press in the United States,
was in annual session at the time
in Toronto and it moved in a body
to Ottawa. There were 36 CP representatives present and four from
the CAB — President Harry Sedgwick, Toronto; Joseph Sedgwick,
CAB counsel; T. Arthur Evans,
CAB secretary-treasurer, and Guy
F. Herbert, All-Canada Radio Facilties, Toronto.
Press Pressure
The meeting came as a result of
the refusal last November by the
CBC board of governors finance
committee to ban sponsored news
on the air. Since then press interests have continued to bring pressure to bear on the CBC board and
Minister of Transport C. D. Howe,
under whose jurisdiction comes
broadcasting. In addition to this
newspaper pressure, two other factors brought the meeting to a head :
The question of Transradio news,
originating outside of Canada and
reaching most of its Canadian subscribers via shortwave; (2) the
board was considering the damage
being done to newscasts by commercial inserts in the body of news.
As regards Transradio, the CBC
board apparently was impressed by
the argument that the present system of supplying subscribers by
shortwave was a dangerous wartime condition, and that all news
services available to Canadian stations should originate in Canada
and should go out to the stations
by teletype so they could be properly supervised by censorship and
other interested authorities.
Regarding commercial plugs inPage 16 • June 15, 1940

Record Suit Hearing
HEARING of the three-way appeal
in the RCA-Whiteman-WNEW case
by the Court of Appeals is scheduled for June 17. On the calendar
for the session beginning June 3,
the case was called for the first
day, but Col. J. M. Hartfield, attora week's
for been
asked has
ney for WNEW,
on
postpone
ment. Case
the calendar for every day since
June 10, but had been put back
each day for Government tax cases
which
tion. were given preferred posiDeMars Yankee V.P.
ELECTION of Paul A. DeMars,
technical director of the Yankee
Network, to the post of vice-president in charge of engineering was
announced June
THIS IS Pegeen Fitzgerald, lovely
commentator and fashion expert of
WOR, Newark, with her "micrasol" — a special parasol-microphone
she designed herself for use at
fashion shows and outdoor broadcasts. When in use, the microphone
is clamped to the parasol handle;
when not, it becomes the handle for
the folded parasol. Another radiowise note is her long white gloves,
top.
with "WOR" embroidered near the
WOR Contracts With UP
WOR, Newark, has added United
Press news under a contract to Dec.
31, 1941. UP ticker was installed in
the station's newsroom June 3 and
the new service is being used for bulletins and occasional quarter-hour news
periods, with a regular morning UP
news broadcast to be added in the
near future. News from UP as well as
Transradio is available for sponsorship, according to Dave Driseoll,
WOR's director of special features.
serted in the body of the news, the
board felt this was inadvisable, although it saw no objection to a
commercial plug preceding and following the news. After all-day discussions, the board finally announced the following new regulation :
"At a meeting held in Ottawa
today (June 1) the board of governors of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp, as a precautionary measure on account of the war passed
an order effective July 1, 1940, rescinding all existing permissions
authorizing news broadcasts over
broadcasting stations in Canada.
"New applications may, however, be filed for such permissions
and such applications shall then be
considered on their merits.
"This order does not affect news
broadcasts of the Canadian Press
or local news arranged by individual stations with local newspapers which fall under a different
regulation.
"The board also issued a regulation prohibiting the insertion of advertising content in the body of
any news broadcasts."
CP Members' Views
As this regulation can be variously interpreted, the CAB was assured
by CBC General Manager Gladstone Murray that (1) there is no
intention of giving Canadian Press
a monopoly of news on the air;
(2) stations now taking British
United Press news by wire may
re-apply for permission to continue
that practice, and that such per{Continued on page 76)
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Mr. DeMars FM inventor, since
his first meeting with him in 1936,
and had charge of installation of
the Shepard FM stations. He has
been on the Yankee staff since 1931,
and before that headed the engineering department of Tufts College. He is a 1917 graduate of MIT,
served in the Army during the
World War and from 1920 to 1927
was with the New England Telephone & Telegraph Co. in charge
of broadcast lines.
RADIO DISCUSSION
ON NRDGA AGENDA
RADIO discussions in the form of
a "mock trial" will play an important part in the National Retail
Dry Goods Assn. convention, to be
held June 17-20 at the Palmer
House,
Chicago. cooperatively
The "trial" has
been arranged
by
Joseph Hanson, manager of the
NRDGA sales promotion division,
and Samuel Henry Jr. of the NAB,
and will consist of a discussion
June 19 on "Will Radio Help You
to Retailers
Continue to
for Forty?"
andFortify
broadcasters
will
participate in the discussion, with
the retailers raising questions
about radio and broadcasters replying to them. G. R. Schaeffer, publicity director of Marshall Field's,
Chicago
as judge. department store, will act
Serving on will
the be
"jury"
the
broadcasters
Mr. for
Henry,
Charles Caley, WMBD; Ed Flanagan, WSPD, Toledo; Ford Billings,
WOWO, Fort Wayne. Retailing
members of the jury will be J. M.
Ellis, sales promotion manager of
G. C. Murphy Co., McKeesport, Pa.;
Clarence Ziesel, sales promotion
manager of Ziesel Bros. Co., Elkhart, Ind., and Maurice M. Chait,
director of publicity and sales of
P. A. Bergner & Co., Peoria.
John Nell, WOR, who has recently completed a survey of department store advertising throughout
the country, is scheduled to speak
June 20 at the convention on
"What Merchandisers and Sales
Promotion Managers Should Know
About Radio".
BROADCASTING

Intensified

Drive

By AFM
Seen
Petrillo
AssumesIsPresidency
As Weber Decides to Quit
A NEW and more vigorous regime
for union musicians, likely to be
manifested in increased demands
upon radio, was seen in the election
June 14 at Indianapolis of James
C. Petrillo, of Chicago, as president of the American Federation of
Musicians, succeeding Joseph N.
Weber, who retired after 40 years
in office.
The Chicago local head, a virtual
dictator in his domain, was largely
responsible for enforcement of
onerous union demands upon stations in Chicago, which started the
ball rolling throughout the country. He also was the first union
head to require use of union musicians as "platter-turners",
sound
effects men
and the like, and has
led
a fight against transcriptions and
recordings.
Whetheror move
"Jimmy"
will
remain
in Chicago
to AFM
headquarters in New York was not
known.
Weber to Be Advisor
Mr. Weber, venerated head of
AFM, retired voluntarily because
of advanced age and ill health at
the opening session of the AFM
convention June 10. On June 12 he
was given a sort of president-emeritus status for life as technical advisor at his present salary of
$20,000 a year. Mr. Weber has been
an ardent opponent of Mr. Petrillo's
policies.
The Chicago
head
was
nominated
vdthout 'union
opposition
for the presidency June 13 and his
election was automatic the following day. All other members of the
international executive board were
renominated without opposition and
reelected.
Two resolutions dealing with radio were proposed but both were
pigeon-holed. The first would require all union mtisicians to cease
making records and transcriptions
within 90 days. When Mr. Weber
opposed the proposal as one that
would take an act of Congress and
for which the public would not
stand, it was referred back to committee. The second, voted down,
would have required the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. to discontinue
recorded programs.
Mr. Petrillo, who is said to own
a bullet-proof car and who is a
member of
mission, Chicago's
has declared Park
himselfCom-in
favor of a fight to the finish with
the Department of Justice in its
campaignessaryagainst
of unnec-is
labor. The hiring
Department
still inquiring into AFM operations,
centering its attention on the agreement by which broadcast stations
have been forced to hire fixed quotas
of musicians.
Proposed Change
In the report of the president to
the convention,
Weber
mended achange Mr.
in the
AFM recomlaws
to reduce mercial
the broadcasts
sur-charge
for comperformed
by
traveling orchestras from 50% to
10% or 15%. "At the time the convention passed this tax," he stated,
"it was done to protect local engagements from being played by traveling bands, or preventing the visits
of traveling bands playing local
sponsoredsulting inengagements
rethe discharge from
of local
(Continued on page 88)
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Of

Planfor

Payment

BMI

Writers
About
Ready
Negotiations for Acquisition of Other Catalogs
Proceeding, Including Metro-Robbins Group
A PERFORMING rights payment machines and the brass band field,
plan under which writers will re- he explained, pointing out that
ceive abase fee for each broadcast there are over 400,000 machines
of their music on each station will and some 18,000 brass bands.
soon be inaugurated by Broadcast
Another angle of attack is taken
Music Inc., industry-owned organi- by Irving Caesar, president of the
zation. While some of the details
Song Writers' Protective Assn., CBS ENGINEERS have concocted
have not been completely worked who
writes that "there are rumors
out nor has the exact amount of that broadcasting
interests are seek- this new microphone for Ted Busthe base fee been settled, it was
CBS sports announcer, to
ing
to
buy
publishers'
catalogs, cover ing,
horse races. When talking
learned the per-broadcast-per-sta- with the intention of withdrawing
before
the
race, Ted can push the
tion plan of payment has definitely performing rights from ASCAP
mike away from the field glasses,
been adopted.
. . ." and continues, "These people pulling it close when the race is
By this method of recompensing
evidently do not realize that the
writers for the performances of performing rights are placed with on and leaving his right hand free.
their music, BMI hopes to avoid the ASCAP by the writers and cannot
discrimination between new and
old writers which has caused so be withdrawn by the publishers." and not to restrict its use by others.
Terms of Contracts
If, for example, a writer signs a
much internal dissension among the
new ASCAP contract extending his
ASCAP membership. Before a
This statement has been fiatly assignment of rights to the Society
writer is eligible for membership
by a number of copy- past the end of this year, when the
in ASCAP he must first have had contradicted
right attorneys, who informed
contracts expire, but the
five songs published by a recognized Broadcasting that under the usual present
publisher
does not do so, then it is
publisher (usually an ASCAP
contract between writers and their
the publisher could asmember) and for the first year publishers the publishers control held that
his rights to BMI and they
after he has been admitted he re- the performance rights and can could signlicense
the performance of
ceives no performance fees from
as they see fit. Indiof any asASCAP. The BMI plan makes no place them
vidual contracts may differ, they that n>usicsignment regardless
to ASCAP made by the
distinction between members but said, but the publisher normally
writer. It is probable in such a
bases performing rights payments
controls the rights.
case, however, that a test suit
entirely on the success of each inIt
was
also
pointed
out
that
would
be brought into court to setdividual tune. If a number is played
tle the question before general use
there is a division of rights
once on one station only, the writer where
was
made
of the music.
receives something; if it is played either party can issue a license on
Queried
on the question of the
a
non-exclusive
basis,
which
would
20 times on a 50-station network, be satisfactory to broadcasters as division of rights
under the ASCAP
he receives 1,000 times as much.
their main objective is to secure the contracts with composers and pubOther Negotiations
rights to perform music themselves 1 i s h e r s, Schwartz & Frohlich,
No distinction is made between
stations under this plan, nor between sustaining and commercial
BMI Steps to Expand Supply of Music
broadcasts. The composer of a number that is used on 50 sustaining
programs on individual stations And Aids to Sponsors Recited by Kaye
off of either listeners or advertisreceives exactly as much as the WHAT Broadcast Music Inc. means
to the advertiser who foots the bill
composer whose song is played once for
ers, as "when you're listening to one
music
as
well
as
the
other
bills
on a commercial program broad- of American broadcasting through good tune you don't stop to ask why
cast over a network of 50 stations.
you aren't hearing some other numpurchases of time and talent,
ber." The same thing will happen in
A bureau will be set up at BMI his
1941, he stated, with 75% or 80%
graphically outlined by Sydney
headquarters to check on perfor- was
Kaye, vice-president and general of the present music withdrawn
mances.
counsel of BMI, at the June 12
air, unless the broadcastNegotiations between BMI of- luncheon meeting of the Broadcast- from ersthe
reveal a "hitherto unsuspected
ficials and a number of publishers
ers' Bull Session in New York.
nasty streak of philanthropy" and
with the end of placing their catasubmit to ASCAP's new demands,
Explaining
ASCAP's
logs under BMI control are said to
nopoly isnot onethat
of music,
since moits which he said would take from the
be continuing satisfactorily, al- limited memhership is but a hand- networks their complete net profits.
though no details have been diAdmitting that at present the
ful of the country's composers and
vulged. Reports that one of these lyric writers, he stated that the musical reservoir of BMI was but
ASCAP monopoly is really control a "teacup" in comparison to
deals concerns the Metro-Robbins
mxisic group have been circulating of the use of music on the air ASCAP's "ocean", Mr. Kaye pointed out that in 1938, last year for
for some time in informed circles, through its blanket licensing plan.
which figures are available, 85%
What He Buys
although there has been no confirof all time on the air devoted to
mation from either party. To the
this arrangement, he said, music was given to 2,500 tunes,
contrary. Jack Robbins, head of theUnder
holder of an ASCAP license has
the Robbins-Feist-Miller combina- paid for the right to use all ASCAP
with all
the restonly
of 15%
the world's
music
receiving
of the
tion, said to control collectively music and if he buys music outside total
air
time.
By
the
of this
about 18% of all copyrighted music of ASCAP he then must pay again year, he said. BMI will end
have many
played on the air today, has made and therefore usually prefers to use more than 2,500 selections,
includpublic a plan for exploiting this the ASCAP tunes.
ing new popular tunes which its
music should ASCAP music be
BMI, Mr. Kaye declared, is dedi- writers are now turning out at the
cated to the purpose of doing away rate of better than one a day. While
banned from the air.
Robbins said that one feature of with this monopoly and making
tV.ey are not "great" tunes, he said,
they are at least as good as the
his plan would be to revive the old music available on the same comASCAP
average.
petitive
basis
as
art
work
or
printmusic hall plugging in movie theing or anything except music which
In addition to these songs and to
atres, with three to five-minute an advertiser
buys.
those contained in the catalogs
shorts produced by Metro-GoldwynReferring to 1936, when the with- BMI is purchasing from other pubMayer, 20th Century Fox and New
drawal of the Warner Brothers
lishers, the BMI arranging staff is
Universal Pictures, whose music
publishing houses from ASCAP
preparing arrangements of the
products he publishes, featuring took off the air about 40% of the also
vast amount of American folk
the songs as presented by well- popular music, including a number
in the public domain field,
known stars. Other channels for of the most popular writers, he music
music available to any one without
said this loss resulted in no falling charge but for which ASCAP has
exploitation are the coin-operated
BROADCASTING
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ASCAP attorneys, declined to discuss the matter, stating that it had
long been a subject of debate between writer and publisher members of ASCAP and as this organization includes both types of members its counsel would not make any
statement regarding it.
Installment Call
One attorney told Broadcasting
that the situation was comparable
to the sale of a house which the
original owner has rented. The new
owner, he said, cannot eject the
tenant before the termination of
the lease the tenant had made with
the previous owner, but the new
owner is under no compulsion to renew that lease. In the same way,
he said, a writer who has assigned
certain of his rights to ASCAP may
make a complete assignment to a
publisher. As long as the original
ASCAP assignment is in effect the
publisher is bound by its restrictions, but at its expiration he secures the full rights and the writer
cannot reassign them to ASCAP
under a new contract.
A call for a 15% installment of
license fees has gone out from BMI
to all subscribers, together with a
letter from M. E. Tompkins, BMI
general manager, stating that
"there are negotiations presently
pending for the acquisition of music
catalogs which will require substantial capital and this call has,
therefore, been deemed necessary
by your directors. BMI is making
steady progress both in its internal organization and in the acquisition and publication of music.
Deals presently pending make it
certain(Continued
that a largeon amount
page 89)of suitbeen collecting royalties because
only ASCAP members had previously made arrangements.
Mr. Kaye urged advertisers to
begin immediately using BMI music
whenever possible, making the
transition a gradual one away from
ASCAP music and thus avoiding a
sudden rupture at the end of the
year. BMI already is in a position
to furnish theme songs to advertisers, and to do so on an exclusive
basis so that an advertiser can be
sure of the continued use of his
theme and not lose it at the whim
of someone else, as occured in 1936
when many programs were suddenly forced to change their themes.
BMI can also furnish segues,
bridges and background music for
dramatic programs, he stated.
Per Piece Method
For sponsors of variety programs, containing
or twomusical
musical numbers,
and ofonepurely
programs, Mr. Kaye suggested the
immediate insertion of an occasional BMI tune and a gradual increase
in the use of BMI music on such
programs. He recognized, he stated, that to institute such changes
would add to the duties of already
busy program executives, but declared that for their own protection they would have to change
from the "blanket" to the per piece
way of buying music.
Session was attended by some 60
radio executives from agencies, stations and station representative
firm. Linnia Nelson, timebuyer for
J. Walter Thompson Co., presided.
briefly.
M. E. Thompson, vice-president
and general manager of BMI, spoke
June 15, 1940
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Non-Essential
Undisturbed

Broadcast

Operation Remains
Federal Policy
INDICATIONS that non-essential
services, such as amateur, experimental and special private radio
operations, may be curtailed or
even closed down if war tension increases, are seen in official Washington as national preparedness
planning becomes more clearly defined.
Nevertheless, there has been no
change in the basic position of the
Government regarding both domestic and international communications services, which are slated for
undisturbed operation under private management. This is particularly true in the case of broadcasting, which is definitely bracketed
as an essential service to be molested as little as possible, even in
case of war.
Amateurs Banned
The first indication of curtailment of non-essential services came
June 5 when the FCC banned amateur radio communication with foreign stations. This was followed
June 7 with a similar ban on amateur portable and mobile units.
This was regarded only as a move
to aid authorities in pati'oling the
shortwaves and in thwarting use
of unlicensed stations in espionage
activity. The action, significantly,
drew no protests from the America;n Radio Relay League, headquarters organization for the 55,000 American amateur operators,
which regarded it as directly in line
with the organization's own voluntary code of maintaining neutrality.
Despite some reports that the
action grew out of discoveries of
"fifth column" amateur stations, it
was learned in responsible quarters
this was not the case. K. B. Warner, executive secretary of ARRL,
asserted the order "represents only
a comparatively small increase
over our voluntary code of conduct
already adopted by amateurs at
the recommendation of the
League." He said it results in little practical change and constitutes
no great increase in hardship on
operations of amateurs, who are
free to maintain communication between licensed stations in the continental United States and its territories and possessions, including
the Philippine Islands and the Canal Zone.
Supplementing its order prohibiting amateur communications, the
FCC May 7 imposed an immediate
ban on use of all amateur portable
and other amateur mobile stations
operating in the Continental United
States, its territories and possessions except those stations using
short-range frequencies above 56,000 kc. and except in the case of
amateurs operating portable stations on June 22-23 in connection
with ARRL Field day tests of portable transmitters designed for special use in time of emergency. Several thousand stations, which do
not operate regularly, are affected
by the second order. This type of
Page 18 • June 15, 1940
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operation is now restricted indefinitely to the frequencies which do
not carry beyond the line of sight.
'Fifth Column' Problem
While high defense authorities
banish any thought of direct Government intervention in broadcast
operation, they nevertheless express concern over possible "fifth
column" activity in all branches
of communications [Broadcasting,
June 1]. It is an open secret that
they look with skepticism upon certain union leadership, particularly
in marine communications. This
has tended to focus attention upon
possible presence of dangerous elements in all branches of communications, including broadcasting,
particularly since the leveling of
charges by Chairman Martin Dies
of the House Committee Investigating Subversive Activities, that
upwards of 100 Communists are
radio operators aboard American
vessels.
The feeling in the military establishment isthat the rank and
file employes are not under suspicion but that the union leaders
themselves in some instances may
be in a position to force subversive
activity, with the members following them blindly.
Because of the intensive antififth column drive, it is thought
legislation will be enacted soon to
curb such threats in industry. Senator Shepard (D-Tex.), chairman
of the Military Affairs Committee,
already has introduced a bill proExtension

Shutdown

FOR SERVICES rendered in the
advancement of radio to the benefit of France, as well as other nations, the President of the French
Republic has conferred on David
Sarnoff, president of RCA (left)
the high decoration of Officer of the
Legion of Honor, elevating him
from the rank of Chevalier which
he has held since 1935. Decoration
was personally presented to Mr.
Sarnoff by the French Consul General in New York, Count Charles
de Ferry de Fontnouvelle.
posing establishment of a National
Industrial Defense Corps to guard
essential industries with armed personnel having the powers of Federal marshals. Presumably communications and possibly broadcasting itself, might be encom-
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Europe

Finds Networks Broadening
Coverage
The change
in Italy'shas
status
ITALY'S entry into the European
neutral
to belligerent
madefrom
no
War June 10 produced a concentrachange
in
the
Italian
broadcasts
tion of speeches broadcast by na- from America on the shortwave
tional leaders surpassing any time
stations of NBC and CBS. Both
since Sept. 3, 1939 when England
and France issued their declara- networks report that they consider
their Italian news periods of even
tions of war on Germany.
greater importance now, since news
Beginning
withat Mussolini's
proc- , in Italy will probably be more
lamation ofwar
1 p. m. (EDST)
than before and
CBS, MBS and NBC brought to rigidly censored
radio provides practicalAmerican listeners this speech, fol- American
ly the only means of getting an imlowed by those of Premier Paul
partial and accurate picture of
Reynaud of France at 2:45 p. m., world events.
Alfred Duff Cooper, British MinisIn New York, Mayor LaGuardia
ter of Information, at 4, and Presi- responded to the news from Italy
dent Roosevelt at 6:15. MBS did
over the municinot carry the Reynaud address in by broadcaseting
pal station, WNYC, an appeal to
the afternoon, but broadcast a re- the more than 1,000,000 New Yorkcording of it at 9 p. m., together
ers of Italian birth or descent to
with recorded rebroadcasts of the observe strict neutrality. His brief
speeches of Mussolini and others.
address was recorded and rebroadThe Reynaud broadcast was the cast later in the dav bv WOV,
last from Paris, as the Government
WEVD, WHOM and WMCA. New
York stations broadcasting regular
left the city for Tours accompanied
bv the radio correspondents. By programs in Italian all reported to
the evening of the following day, Broadcasting that these programs
June 11, however, channels for will be continued, at least for the
trans-Atlantic broadcasting from
present, although those stations
France were again available. Eric broadcasting news programs stated
that
the utmost scrutiny is given to
Sevareid participated in the CBS
roundup from European caoitals at every script and every broadcast to
6:45 that evening and Paul Archi- insure adherence to what has been
nard's voice greeted NBC listeners
a half-hour later. While details approved.
Several station executives exwere not available, from the
pressed the opinion that their audiences are Americans even though
strength of the signals across the
sea it was believed that Tours was
they may be more at home with
Italian than with English, and that
now connected with France's regu- to
discontinue the program service
lar international transmitter, over
that language would tend to
which the correspondents formerly in
alienate them.
reported from their Paris studios.
BROADCASTING

passed in the "essential industry
It is still felt in informed circles
that perhaps the most drastic action planned in connection with I
broadcasting,
even in the event of ]
group".
our direct participation in the conflict, would be placement of censors in networks and key radio operations. Because of the anti-censorship
provision
the legislation
Communications Act of
1934,of new
would be entailed. If such an eventuality arose, however, it goes without saying that the industry would
interpose no objection but on the
other hand would cooperate down
the line. More than likely, present
executive personnel of networks
and stations would be designated
to such censorship posts, probably
reporting to one of the military
authorities.
In Case of Invasion
Looking even farther into the
future, it must be assumed that in
the event of an imminent bomber
invasion, certain broadcast operations probably would be blacked
out for brief intervals. By the
same token, the broadcast structure itself would become the most
important single medium in instructing the populace as to what
to do in the way of seeking shelter
and what precautions should be
taken. That, of course, depicts a
highly unlikely situation but it
nevertheless tends to answer some
of the questions that have been
raised on the Washington scene.
In the same future vein, it has
been pointed out that in a major
military operation, practically all
communications facilities would be
taken over for that period. In other
words, if a raid on a major coastal
city were precipitated, it is to be
assumed that the military would
take over every arm of communication, including telephone, telegraph,
radio, aviation and police for the
period of siege. By the same token,
however, from the standpoint of
efficiency, the present private personnel engaged in those operations
simply would be mustered into
service under direction of the military authorities.
Another possible development
would be consolidation of operations wherever possible, so that
centralized control and inspection
could be invoked. For example, the
major telegraph companies might
be coordinated for operation from
one central control. Whether there
would be any shrinkage in broadcast operations, with the objective
of easing
aspectis for
nationalthe
defensecontrol
purposes,
highly
conjectural.
Amateur Orders
Text of FCC Order No. 72 of
June 5 banning communication of
55,000 American amateurs with
foreign stations:
Pursuant
contained in
tion 303 oftotheauthority
Communications
ActSec-of
1934 and in accordance with Article 8,
Section 1, General Radio Regulations (Cairo
1938) annexed to the InterRevision, national
(Madrid, 1934), Telecommunications Convention
opera-by
It torsis andordered,
licensed
stations radio
radioamateur
amateur that
communicaexchange
not
shall
the FCC
tions with operators or radio stations of
government or located in any
any foreign
country : provided, however, that
foreign
this order is not intended to prohibit the
tions and
between
communica
exchangecensedof amateur
licensedlioperators
{Continued on page 79)
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Toe
They
hes
hig t paid local
ONEradioof the
-sonalities in
the
pei
United States entered the
big time April 29 to become one of the highest paid national radio figures when Fletcher
Wiley, for five years a KNX, Hollywood, commentator, went on 36
CBS stations under sponsorship of
Campbell Soup Co., for 52 weeks,
Mondays thru Fridays, 2:30-2:45
p.m. (EDST).
Wiley, who continues to be heard
2V2 hours daily, six times weekly,
over the local station in the combined Sunrise Salute and Housewives Protective League participation programs, is reported to have
received in excess of $50,000 yearly for the last two years from
sponsors — local, regional and national— who have participated in
these shows. It is said that sponsorship by Campbell Soup Co. will
add nearly $100,000 to his annual
income. Five years ago, Wiley smilingly admits, he would have had
great difficulty in raising $100
cash.
No Hokum
Wiley's skyrocketing rise into
the highest income brackets of radio is a triumph of perseverance,
endurance and his asserted policy
of "no hokum in advertising". Born
E. Mclntyre de Pencier 44 years
ago near New Orleans, Wiley is
French-Irish in ancestory. Before
entering radio he was a jack-ofall-trades. To a smattering of medicine and law, acquired through
formal education, Wiley added
"mucking in the mines, shipping on
a freighter, sales work, working
on a railroad and research in
chemistry". In the latter he developed two processes now in general
use by the food industry.
When he turned up at KNX for
an interview with Naylor Rogers,
then general manager, in August
1935, he was almost broke, but he
had an idea. Briefly, the idea was
the Housewives Protective League,
a program built to protect housewives from fraud, deception, crooked rackets, magazine subscription
rackets, shortweighting and false
advertising. He proposed setting up a "testing bureau" consisting of 3,500 Southern California housewives who would pass on
the merits of every product
plugged on the program. Impressed,
Mr. Rogers gave Wiley a daily
half-hour spot, without salary.
The commentator went to it, and
didn't hestitate for a moment to
hit the rackets he promised to
smash. When he found a food market was consistently shortweighting
customers, Wiley named the culprit
and warned listeners. As a result
there were several convictions by
the Los Angeles Bureau of Weights
& Measures, and Southern California area markets are more honest today.
While listeners flocked to his banner, with fan mail exceeding that
of any performer on the station,
sponsors stayed away. No advertiser ventured to back Wiley. The
BROADCASTING

Wiley
Fletcher
sistent sponsors, and Paul H.
Helms, president, is one of his
Sponsors Must Submit to Laboratory
staunchest rooters. Early in 1936
Helms Bakeries went on the Houseof 3,500 Housewives
wives Protective League in a brief
Composed
test, and during the last four years
GLICKMAN
DAVID
By
har participated in that program
and Sunrise Salute an average of
25 weeks yearly. Every day he is
FIVE YEARS ago a man with an idea and without money
on the air for Helms, Wiley advertises some special item, and, acof
cent
a
without
months
six
worked
He
approached KNX.
cording to executives of the firm,
done a better job than all other
pay, so convinced was he that housewives would take to a has
media combined.
As example, the average weekly
program protecting them from household frauds and phoney
sale of cookies for the six weeks
housewives,
3,500
before Wiley mentioning them on
advertising. He set up a "testing bureau" of
and the ball started rolling. So did the cash, and Wiley recently his programs in 1939 was 300 dozen
per week. During the brief time
signed a network contract augmenting his income some ^100,- they were advertised on the combined programs, the bakery com000. He can afford to be choosy, and sponsors must toe the
pany sold an average of 11,494
dozen cookies per week. Before
mark if they wish to be represented on any of his programs.
Helms had started promoting its
canned popcorn on the combined
Housewives
Protective
League,
radical
and
new
idea seemed too
programs, the firm averaged $237
in sales per week. Sales jumped
for most advertisers. It was too un- Mondays thru Fridays, 3:20-4:15
certain a venture, they believed. p.m., and Sunrise Salute, which is to $1,158 a week during the time
Mondays thru Saturdays, 6advertisers of- heard
Severalferedproprietar
Wiley plugged the product on his
7:30 a. m. The participations are shows.
to underwritye the program,
on
an
alternating
basis,
sponsors
Six
but Wiley flatly refused.
A Bank's Story
using one program every other day.
months passed, and still no spon- Almost without exception these adCoast
Federal
Savings & Loan
commentasor, but the salaryless
vertisers enjoy unparalleled suctor chatted on, in his own parAssn., Los Angeles (banking servcess, which accounts for Wiley's
ice) was averaging $17,933 a month
ticular way, about household problems and a variety of subjects of renewal record — 71% of all ac- in deposits as results of other adcounts re-signing for additional
interest to the housewife, giving time on the
vertising media. When the organicombined programs.
friendly advice and warning
zation in June, 1936, undertook parHelms Bakeries, Los Angeles,
managainst frauds. How Wiley
ticipation in Wiley's
Housewives
world's largest home delivery Protective League,
deposits
started
aged to eat during that period no the
service
operating
more
than
450
demounting and during that month
one knows, but scores of apocrylivery trucks in Southern Califorphal tales have sprung up. He
averaged $136,395. At the peak of
nia, is one of Wiley's earliest conlaughs them off. Finally, just as
last year's investment period (July,
his time on the station was to be
his own recshattered
1939),ord inWiley
bringing
in depositors. Joe
preempted by some national spot
business, Wiley secured a sponsor
Crail, president of the firm, in a
letter commending the job done,
— Golden State Co., San Francisco,
whose distribution of dairy prodsaid: "Your program reached its
ucts on the Pacific Coast is widepeak last month, July, 1939, during which we received $241,570. In
spread. Golden State signed for
addition to this, we received $115,two weeks participation in Housewives Protective League, but re235 from 'Radio, General', a large
mained a sponsor for 20 months.
of which can be attribproportion
The daily plug on that program
uted to your programs because the
other two radio programs were
was designed to develop leads for
the firm's drivers, and the dairy
very small and had very small recompany provided Wiley with a
standard pamphlet offer to get
Within the last six weeks, Wiley
names and addresses of interested
has established another brilliant
listeners. Wiley drew more than
success for himself on behalf of a
8,000 leads the first month. He
averaged more than 5,000 a month
ingredient manufacturer.
cooking
firm began a six times weekly
The
for the siibseqnent 19 months that
sults."
Golden State Co. underwrote him.
the combined proparticipationaboutinseven
months ago.
grams
And No-.v 25 Sponsors
During his first three months of
advertising the product, two 7 oz.
That was the first of Fletcher
packages of chocolate for 25 cents,
Wiley's radio successes. It was first
setting
rated uponfrom
in a long series, a series almost
Wiley concent
to
20% distribution. Itwent
unmatched bv any other radio perThen
n.
campaig
the
during
90%
sonality. Wilev's immense sij'^n^-r
he went to work on sales.
thai 2">
embraces moi"e
list now regional
In the first quarter of 1940
and local advernational,
SHORTLY after Fletcher Wiley
tisers.
the only advertising
Wiley's
was coerced into posing for this used in plugs,
the Southern California
Currentlv such important nationphotograph in late April, he shaved
area, sold eight carloads of the
^\ a^^vertisers as Procter & Gamoff" his beard. He doesn't approve
which brought $50,000 to
products
ble C-^. (Dash); Pillsburv Flour
of published pictures of himself.
But in the entire 12
the sponsor.
Mills Co. C flour) ; Manhattan Roan
He believes that if a radio listener months
of the previous year only
Co. C Sweethear t soan) : La Mont
saw the picture, it would militate
one carload, about $8,000 worth of
<^ Co. ("NTpstle's SpTni-Sw''°t
against
him.
Wiley
maintains
"no
Corliss
the produce, had been sold in that
CViocolate) • Cudahy Pf>fkino- Co. matter how handsome a commentaarea. In short, Wiley was selling
tor is, he never looks just like what
CTanc) : Scott Paner Co. ^r"5T)°r
e product 32 times fastt"wel = "t : and 19 regional and local women picture him to be. She the erchocolat
than it sold before.
doesn't like it because it limits her
!'dvp''"tisers are among those bu^During
the first
two years
inqr three participations weekly in imagination. She may not listen."
(Continued
on page
U6) on
the
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Reception

of FM

Over

Range

Long

Is Shown
by REL
Trade Group Compares Signal
Qualities at Demonstration
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
FIRST group demonstration of the
comparative reception of frequency
modulation and amplitude modulation broadcasts to be held some
distance from the transmitting stations was presented June 10 by
Radio Engineering Laboratories,
pioneer manufacturers of FM
broadcasting equipment, at the
Henry Perkins Hotel at Riverhead,
Long Island.
About 120 station managers,
commercial managers and engineers, together with a score of station representatives, advertising
agency executives and reporters,
heard programs transmitted from
FM stations at Alpine, N. J., 67
miles away air line; Meriden,
Conn., 46 miles away, and Paxton,
Mass., 104 miles distant, as well as
from stations operating by AM in
the usual broadcast band at distances ranging from 50 to 90 miles.
Day and Night Comparisons
Demonstrations were staged in
both the afternoon and evening to
show the effects of varying day and
night transmission conditions on
reception by each type of broadcasting. A special broadcast, originated
at W2XAG, Yonkers, and relayed
by W2XMN, displayed the faithful
reproduction of music from piano,
violin and steel guitar and of various sound effects given by the FM
method of transmission. In the evening a concert from WEOD, Boston, was sent 43 miles to WIXOJ,
Paxton, which rebroadcast it over
the more than 100 miles to Riverhead. A soprano soloist and an organist again demonstrated the
range of one which FM can transmit and receive without distortion.
Most effective, however, was the
direct comparison possible during
the evening, when W2XMN, FM
station 67 miles away, and WABC,
regular broadcast transmitter 84
miles away, were broadcasting the
same program. The FM receptio
came through clearly while the AMn
broadcast was accompanied by
background of static. Only back-a
ground noise occurring during any
of the FM reception was an occasional slight buzz caused by ignition interference from the parking
lot immediately behind the hotel, it
was explained.
Frank Gunther, chief engineer of
REL, opened the afternoon session
with a brief history of FM development and an illustrated description
of a number of the FM stations already in operation. Maj. E. H.
Armstrong, inventor of the FM
method, predicted that FM would
make rapid progress "now that it
has interested big capital." In the
past three years, he said, FM has
gone from scratch to its present
stage, with 15 stations in operation
and about 7,000 or 8,000 receivers
in use, entirely on private capital.
Displaying a photograph of a woodland scene, taken three years ago
on the spot where the transmitter of
W2XMN now stands, he stated
that if FM could make the progress it has in the past three years,
"no matter how large an estimate
(Continued on page 83)
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AMONG those present when the United Press bought breakfast for
commercial managers of 31 stations broadcasting the Esso Reporter.
The station men saw New York and the Fair June 7 as guests of Esso
Marketers. Left to right: F. C. Sowell, WLAC, Nashville; Al Harrison, United Press; Royal E. Penny, WBT, Charlotte; George Trimble,
Marschalk & Pratt agency, and William F. Malo, WDRC, Hartford.
Esso

Holds

Annual

For Sales Managers
COMMERCIAL managers of 31
stations carrying Esso Reporter
news broadcasts were entertained
in New York June 7 by Esso Marketers, which each year acts as host
to executives of the stations from
Maine to Louisiana broadcasting
Esso UP news four times daily.
This sightseeing trip for station
men issivepart
of of
Esso's
comprehenprogram
promoting
its
broadcasts in every possible way to
all those associated with the Esso
news as well as to the general
UP News Film
public.
Marschalk & Pratt, New York
agency handling the Esso account,
publishes from time to time a special house organ, giving latest information on Esso activities for the
information of station personnel
and dealers. Esso Marketers furnishes its dealers in all parts of the
country with posters advertising
the news programs, together with
promotional material for distribution in local areas.
A special film showing how UP
gathers news for the Esso Reporter
is available for use at sales meetings. To promote the programs to
the public, Esso carries out such
merchandising stunts as the "baby
contest" last New Year's, tying in
with local banks in opening accounts for new babies — single,
twins or triplets — ^born on New
Year's Day.
Visit World's Fair
This year's trip for the commercial managers began with breakfast at the Cloud Club, atop the
Chrysler Bldg., given by United
Press. Officials of Standard Oil Co.
of New Jersey, one of the companies forming Esso Marketers, welcomed the visitors informally at the
Whitehall Club, after which they
toured the Standard Oil development laboratories at Bayway, N. J.
The afternoon was spent at the
New York World's Fair, with dinner on the sky terrace of the Petroleum Industries Bldg., followed
by a tour with newspaper editors of

New

York

Meeting

of News Stations
the General Motors Futurama. All
expenses to and from New York
were paid by Esso.
Present
at the day's festivities
were
:
Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey — J. A.
Donan, advertising manager, and J. A.
Miller, assistant advertising manager, hosts ;
R. T. Haslam, general sales manager ; J. E.
Skehan, sales manager ; L. E. Ulrope, W.
R. Goodwin, R. N. Keppel, J. R. Riddell,
K. E. Cook, D. F. Davis, R. M. Gray.
Guests from stations — W. E. Jackson,
KDKA; S. C. Vinsonhaler, KLRA ; J. A.
Oswald, KTBS; Griffith B. Thompson,
KYW ; H. C. Burke, WBAL ; Edgar H.
Twamley, WBEN : Vincent F. Callahan
and
Frank Royal
Bowes, E.WBZ-WBZA,
Springfield;
Penny, WBT;BostonJohn
A. Kennedy, WCHS ; John M. Rivers,
WCSC ; L. T. Pitman, WCSH ; Ray J. Jordan, WDBJ ; Norman A. Thomas, WDOD :
William F. Malo, WDRC ; B. T. Whitmire,
WFBC : Kolin Hager, WGY ; William Fay,
WHAM; G. Richard Shafto, WIS; H.
Vernon Anderson, WJBO ; William O.
Tilenius, WJZ ; F. C. Sowell, WLAC ;
E. E. Guernsey, WLBZ ; R. B. Westergaard, WNOX ; Richard H. Mason and
Jack Field, WPTF ; John H. Dodge, WRC ;
Hoyt B. Wooten, WREC ; Barron Howard,
WRVA ; Arnold F. Schoen, WSYR ; Ralph
Hatcher,
WTAR ;WWNC.
A. Louis Read, WWL ■
John
F. Thayer,
NBC— Niles Trammell, William S. Hedges,
J.
V. McConnell,
Sherman Gregory, Abe
Lee Wailes.
Schechter,
United Press — Edwin Moss Williams, A.
F. Harrison, Webb Artz, Hartzell Spence.
Marschalk and Pratt — H. C. Marschalk,
S. H. Giellerup, Curt Peterson, G. W.
Freeman,
E. J. Whitehead, G. L. Trimble.
WHN Seeks 50 Kw.
WHN, New York, June 12 filed
with the FCC an application for
50,000 watts on 1050 kc, contingent
upon promulgation of the impending standard broadcast reallocation
based on the Havana Treaty. Now
operating on 1010 kc. with 5,000
watts local sunset, 1000 watts night,
WHN, is earmarked for assignment
as a Class I-B station on 1050 kc,
assigned to Mexico as a Class I
channel.
JAMES A. NOE, former lieutenantgovernor of Louisiana and recent candidate for governor, who owns WNOE,
New Orleans, and holds half interest
in KOTN, Pine Bluff, Ark., heads a
company applying to the FCC for a
new 250-watt station on 1420 kc. in
Monroe, La., his home town.
BROADCASTING

Four- Way Tie Reached
In Purina Contest Based
On Chick Merchandising
RALSTON PURINA Co., St. Louis
(poultry and
feed) has and
announced livestock
that four program
merchandising directors have tied
for first place in the recent contest conducted in connection with
Checkerboard Time, transcribed
quarter-hour shows placed nationally. Basis of awards were letters
relating how stations had merchandised a chick growing demonstration in which stations participated.
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis, handles the account.
Tying for first place and each receiving equal cash awards were: J.
A. Allen Jr., KGNO, Dodge City,
Kan.; R. L. Longstreet, WFMD,
Frederick, Md.; Eldon H. Shute Jr.,
WCOU, Lewiston, Me.; Edward
Mullinax, WHMA, Anniston, Ala.
Other prize winners in the order
of judging were: W. H. Siler,
WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va.; R. C.
Embry, WBAL, Baltimore; W. G.
Ricker, WDEV, Waterbury Vt.; D.
E. McCain, KOB, Albuquerque, N.
M.; A. F. Bush, WGY, Buffalo; W.
C. Forrest, WIBU, Poynette, Wis.;
A. D. PfafF, WHLS, Port Huron,
Mich.; R. B. Westergaard, WNOX,
Knoxville; R. Lewin, KRBA, Lufkin, Tex.; Buddy Bostick, KARK,
Little Rock, Ark.; M. Hays, WIBU,
Portage, Wis.; E. Mason, WLW,
Cincinnati; T. Matthews, KMMJ,
Grand Island, Neb.; E. E. Schwartz,
KSYM, Mankato, Minn.; J. W.
Mosher, WSNJ, Bridgetown, N. J.
Citrus Campaign
MUTUAL CITRUS PRODUCTS
Co., Anaheim, Cal., (dry pectin and
powdered lemon juice), through
Charles H. Mayne Co., Los Angeles,
continuing its campaign which
started April 15, is using thriceweekly five-minute
transcribed
dramatized announcements
on 31 West
Coast stations during June and
will continue using several of that
list during July. Stations currently
being used are KMJ KFSD KPO
KBND KORE KFJI KMED KOIN
KSLM KXRO KVOS KELA KHQ
KVI KUJ KPQ KOH KGHL KGIR
KRBM KPFA KFBB KGEZ
KGVO KGCX KIDO KRLC KSEI
KSL KDFN KWYO. To merchandise the series, the firm is offering
an M.C.P. jelly-making set for
three pectin box fronts and 25
cents, and a free can of powdered
lemon ments
juice.
Transcribed
announcewere cut
by C. P. MacGregor,
Hollywood transcription concern.
Burns-Allen for Hormel
GEORGE A. HORMEL Inc., Austin, Minn. (Spam) on June 28 will
conclude sponsorship of It Happened in Hollywood, five-weekly
quarter-hour programs on CBS, and
on July 1 will start a new series
of weekly half-hour programs featuring George Burns and Gracie
Allen on 60 NBC-Red stations.
The new series will originate from
Hollywood, and be heard Mondays,
7:30 p.m. EDST on 11 Eastern
stations vdth a repeat at 10:30 p.m.
Artie Shaw's band will be used.
Last CBS broadcast of Burns &
Allen for the present sponsor,
Hind's Honey & Almond Cream,
will be June 26, BBDO, Minneapolis, placed
the 52
account
mel which
is for
weeks.for Hor• Broadcast
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Coverage
To

of

GOP

Convention

Include
Television
Pickups
RCA and Philco to Be on Job; Networks, Stations
Schedule Coverage of Philadelphia Sessions

WITH sight as well as sound, radio will cover the 1940 Republican
National Convention from opening
gavel to finish, starting with preconvention programs before the
conclave formally goes into session June 24 in Philadelphia and
continuing
the duration".
all three "for
national
networks With
and
four individual stations — WIP and
WPEN, Philadelphia, and WLWWSAI, Cincinnati — planning onthe-spot coverage, arrangements
have been made with the Republican National Committee, through
Wells (Ted) Church, GOP radio
director, to accommodate some 170
radio representatives at the convention.
Highlighting radio's activities
this year, NBC and Philco will
cover various phases of convention activity via television for lookers in the New York and Philadelphia areas [Broadcasting, May
15]. In addition, staffs including
leading political commentators will
be on hand to give word pictures of
events as they transpire. The British Broadcasting Corp. also plans
to carry several shortwave pickups of commentaries by their own
observers. Convention pickups are
expected to be available to Canadian listeners through the regular
network service.
Extensive Coverage
According to Mr. Church, elaborate plans have been made to accommodate broadcasting representatives in Philadelphia's Convention Hall. Engineers are expected
to start installation of pickup facilities about June 15. Individual
elevated booths for the three networks are provided at the rear of
the huge stage. From these booths,
which contain the control boards
and other technical apparatus, radio coverage will be directed. Commentators are to be stationed
along the front edge of the stage,
behind men
the will
speaker's
stand. onOther
radio
be stationed
the
floor of the hall with pack transmitters. All pickups from outside
the booth will be handled from the
booth, with network announcers
there directing each pickup and
getting a flashback before taking
another.
The speaker's stand will carry
only six microphones, all connected with the master controls in the
booths. With 120 separate taps
available from the master controls,
all speech pickups from the stand
will be available from this single
sound source to radio, sound movies
and the public address system.
Each network will use two pack
transmitters for floor pickups.
In addition to coverage of the actual meetings in Convention Hall,
natworks and individual stations
are installing pickup facilities in
various Philadelphia hotels — the
Ritz, which will be network broadcasting headquarters; the BellevueStratford, official convention headPage 22 • ]une 15, 1940

WHO

GROSS' HOT RACE
Newscaster Makes Good

'
Primary Showing '
A RADIO newscaster — a neophyte
in politics — gave Iowa politicians
the scare of their lives June 3. H.
R. Gross, former WHO, Des
Moines, news commentator, ran the
incumbent Gov. George A. Wilson
a dangerously close second in the
toughest Republican primary contest since 1934. While Mr. Gross
has not yet made known his future
plans, there has been some conjecture about his candidacy for the
governorship on an independent
ticket this fall.
Mr. Gross resigned as head of
the WHO News Bureau two months
ago after having served in that
capacity for more than five years.
He had been a newspaperman ever
since graduation from Missouri
State, save for a brief interval
with the AEF in France. He had
never been in politics except to
"cover" for his readers or listeners.
Gross conducted his campaign
entirely by paid commercials over
WHO. He made no tours or personal appearances and kissed no babies. Politicians ranted and it is reported the press, with a few notable exceptions, criticized "The
Voice". Despite the absence of a
so-called political machine, with all
but four precincts of the 2,450 in
the State reporting. Gross rolled
up 146,350 votes as against 163,937 for Gov. Wilson. The third candidate, Knudsen, had 21,021 votes.
Gross carried 48 out of 99 counties and made a sensational showing in all but counties dominated
by large cities.
quarters, and WLW-WSAI, in the
Ben Franklin, Taft-for-President
headquarters.
According to present plans, networks probably will carry a halfdozen pre-convention programs, presenting party leaders and campaign managers. A few programs
by local stations also may be
broadcast before the conclave begins. Broadcasts from Convention
Hall will start with the organization meeting and preliminary actions during the day June 24, and
will gain stride with the keynote
speech of Gov. Harold E. Stassen,
of Minnesota, that night. Broadcasts from then on will include all
nominating speeches, roll calls and
the nominee's acceptance sneech.
WPEN originations in Philadelphia will be fed to WOV, New
York, and other Bulova stations.
Radio's representation of arrangers, commentators and technicians will be the largest ever assembled at any national convention. According to lists submitted
to the GOP radio headquarters, the
the participants will include :
CBS— Staff of 34, including
Lawrence Lowman and Harry C.
Butcher, vice-presidents; Paul W.
White, director of public affairs;
Elmer Davis, Albert Warner, Bob
Trout and John Charles Daly, com-

GOP Sights
RECENT demonstrations by
RCA sionofat Camden
large-screen
have televiled to
belief that 4% x 6 foot projection of visual pickups
from the GOP convention
may be demonstrated then.
Standard television receivers
also are to be installed in
various places in Convention
Hall, according to James L.
E. Jappe, executive secretary
of the GOP committee on arrangements. Weary convention-goers thus will be ab^e
to rest comfortably outside
the auditorium itself without
missing any of the act'on, as
can
who le-^ve
floor newsmen
to go to news
offices t'^e
in
the basement, where other
sets are being placed.
mentators; James Fleming and
Jackson Wheeler, announcers; Henry Grossman, supervisor of engineers; John Fitzgerald, director of
special events; Louis Ruppel, director of publicity.
MBS— Staff of 26, including
Adolph Opfinger, program service
manager; William B. Dolph, Washington representative; Quin Ryan,
Dave Driscoll, Wythe Williams,
Fulton Lewis Jr., Gabriel Heatter
and Jerry Danzig, announcers and
commentators; Jack Poppele and
Charles Singer, engineering.
NBC— StaflT of 43, including John
F. Royal, Frank Mason and Frank
Russell, vice-presidents; A. A.
Schechter, Kenneth Fry and Kenneth Berkeley, executives; J. Harrison Hartley and Arthur Feldman, special events men; H. V.
Kaltenborn, Raymond Clapper,
Jchn B. Kennedy, Baukhage, Earl
Godwin and Lowell Thomas, commentators; George Hicks, Charles
Lyons, Carleton Smith, Herluf Provensen, William Spargrove, Don
Goddard, Fred Shawn and Amelia
Unmitz, announcers; George McElrath, engineering supervisor.
WLW-WSAI — Staff comprising
Peter Grant, Fred Thomas, Jim
Cassidy, Elizabeth Bemis, Marsha
Wheeler and Cecil Carmichael.
WIP— Staff of 13, includine Benedict Gimbel, Jr., general producer
and coordinator; Maj. Edward A.
Davis, observer and analyst; Murray Arnold, program director; Edward Wallis, production director;
Walton Newton and Bill Carty, announcers; Clifford Harri?, technical.
WPEN— Charles Burtis, Richard
Shipp and Russell MacLain, engineers; John Corcoran, Norman Jay,
Lillian Slater, Ira Walsh, Sandy
Guyer, announcers and detail.
NBC-Television— Staff of 23, including Alfred H. Morton, vicepresident in charge of television;
A. E. Cook, assistant; Thomas H.
Hutchinson, progiam director; Leif
Eid, C. W. Farrier and H. E. Kersta, producers; Ray Forrest and
Jack Eraser, announcers; R. E.
Shelby, chief television engineer;
Harold P. See, technical director of
outside events.
Philco Radio & Television Co. —
Staff of 15, including E. M. Alexander, program director; W. N.
Parker, technical director; A. H.
Brally, Charles Stec and E. E.
Maxham, technicians; M. A. Merryfield and F. G. Marble, announcers.
BROADCASTING

WHEN the circus came to Cincinnati June 8, Clair Shadwell, program director of WSAI, climbed
into a howdah and described the
grand
entryof pai'ade
from asatop
the
broad back
an elephant,
shown
here. WLW-WSAI carried five separate programs from the circus
while it was in town.
Rainey Named to Direct
Fair Broadcasting Days
APPOINTMENT of William S.
Rainey, former production manager of NBC,
NewforYork,
as production
coordinator
the observance

''Broadcasting

|~' ^^^^ppu^

I JP^^i^^^ ;j San F r a n c i s CO

Mr. Ramey

f^y.
Aug. 8 set
Tentativelv
or

Millille Day"
dent Nevdedication
BJwill"Broadcasting
Aug.
^^^P7,^Hthe
observance
include
at the fairs of plaques symbolic of
radio. Mr. Rainey will develop and
coordinate the entire program, including a projected one-hour combined network program to originate
in both New Yoi'k and San Francisco, with possible pickups at other
points [Broadcasting May 15],
June 1]. Possibility of President
Roosevelt's participation in the "Rededication of American Radio" is
foreseen.
The definite date has not yet been
selected. The NAB Convention,
however, occurs in San Francisco
Aug. 4-7 and either Aug. 3 or Aug.
7 will fit into the Convention plans.
Mr. Rainey, now a free-lance
program producer, was selected for
the "Broadcasting Day" assignment
by unanimous nomination of the
network and NAB members of the
special committee designated to comittees. operate with the World's Fair comLever Canada

Discs

LEVER BROS., Toronto (Pearl
Soap) on June 10 started Miss
Trent's Children, Monday thru Friday, quarter-hour transcribed, on
CFRB, Toronto; CFPL, London,
Ont.; CKLW, Windsor, Ont.; CBO,
Ottawa; CKY, Winnipeg; and expands June 24 with CFCN, Calgary; CFAC, Edmonton; CJOC,
Lethbridge, Alta.; CKCK, Regina,
Sask.; CFQC, Saskatoon, Sask.;
CJAT, Trail, B. C. Account was
placed
Toionto.by J. Walter Thompson Co.,
• Broadcast

Advertising
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Porter
To

Is

Defense

Post

Becomes Executive Assistant
Under Chester C. Davis
FIRST radio official to be drafted by the Government in its new
national defense program was
Paul A. Porter, Washington counsel for CBS, who
on June 10 bec a m e executive
assistant to Chester C. Davis,
member of the
Federal Reserve
Board designated
by President
Roosevelt to serve
on the National
Defense CommisMr. Porter sion in directing
national agricultural policy.
Given a three-month leave of absence from CBS to join Mr. Davis,
Mr. Porter will headquarter at the
Federal Reserve Board. It is understood he will serve only during
the formative period, during which
Mr. Davis, former administrator of
the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, will mobilize agricultural forces in the unprecedented
national defense planning. Mr.
Porter was executive assistant to
Mr. Davis in the AAA from 1934
to 1937.
President Roosevelt himself participated in the Porter appointment. On June 9 he addressed
Harry C. Butcher, CBS Washington vice-president, in a personal
letter expressing appreciation to
the network for permitting Mr.
Porter to accept the post.
In his letter to Mr. Butcher, carrying a "Dear wrote:
Harry" salutation,
the President
"I wantyouto toexpress
to you, and
through
your associates
of
the Columbia Broadcasting System, my personal appreciation of
your action in releasing Paul Porter to serve the National Defense
Advisory Commission. I recall Mr.
Porter's fine
service
the Agricultural
Adjustmentwith
Administration and I am sure he can do important work in this new field."
During his absence, Kenneth E.
Raine, member of the CBS legal
staff in New York, has been assigned to Washington. Mr. Raine
is assistant to Joseph H. Ream,
CBS general counsel. Mr. Porter
joined CBS in February 1937, at
which time he resigned from AAA.
Commenting on the move, Mr.
Butcher said: "All of us in Columbia regret the temporary loss of the
services of Mr. Porter but are
proud and happy to cooperate in
this way in the furtherance of national defense preparation."
Retail Sales Manual
A MANUAL of Simplified Sales
Promotion for Retailers, published
by the National Retail Dry Goods
Assn., New York [$1.50 to members, $2.50 to others], gives a brief
resume of current promotion methods in the retail trade. Only six of
176 pages are devoted to radio advertising, with some of the prevailing methods of radio advertisers
discussed briefly. Authors are Edward Kaylin, director of the
NRDGA bureau of smaller stores,
and Alan A. Wells, advertising
manager, Kaufmann Department
Stores, Pittsburgh, and formerly
NRDGA sales promotion chief.
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Radio Used Extensively
In Recruiting Campaign
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POST MORTEMS are bandied about in this sponsor-network group following the first San Francisco broadcast of National Lead Co.'s Answer
Auction on KSFO, during the May sales meeting of National Lead
dealers in the Palace Hotel. In the group are (1 to r) R. P. Prentys,
general manager. Pacific Coast division of National Lead; Greg Harrier, Pacific Coast advertising manager; Tom Breneman, m.c, of program; H. M. Jackson, northern division sales manager for CBS Pacific.

Fly
As

Named
NAB

Principal

Plans

for

Speaker

Convention

War Problems Assume Prominent Place on Agenda ;
Bylaws, BMI, Sales Questions to Be Discussed
FCC CHAIRMAN James Lawrence
standard
commercial broadcast
band.
Fly will be principal speaker at
the NAB convention in San FranCustomary procedure of leaving
cisco Aug. 4-7, according to the the first afternoon free for group
tentative agenda. With war the meetings, such as those of local,
salient topic of conversation, in- regional and clear channel stations
side the industry and out, it is pre- as well as Independent Radio Netsumed the FCC chieftain will diswork Affiliates and National Indecuss radio and communications in
pendent Broadcasters, will be folthe national emergency. He has not
lowed under the tentative plans.
yet selected his subject, however.
The morning session of Aug. 5 will
An entire session of the convenbe devoted to opening formalities
and annual reports of President
tion— perhaps on the closing day —
Neville Miller and other officers.
will be given over to a discussion
of radio and the war. Special events Chairman Fly, it is expected, will
directors of the major networks are address the luncheon session of the
convention on the first day.
expected to open this roundtable
discussion. There also may be a
Engineering Sessions
speaker from one of the military
Because
of widespread interest in
departments on war developments
and how radio can best cope with television and FM, special engithe emergency.
neering sessions also will be scheduled,
probably early. An innovaChanges in Bylaws
tion may be the holding of breakfast
meetings
of various departIn advance of the convention,
ment heads of the NAB, so broadit is likely the membership will be
casters can confer with them at
circularized with proposed amendments to the bylaws. One of these appointed times.
probably will deal with a proviand Broadcast Music
sion to enlarge the membership of Inc.Copyright
will be accorded at least a full
the NAB board by three directors- morning session. Tentatively it is
at-large to be designated by each planned to have President Miller
of the major networks. Such a
Merritt E. Tompkins, vicemove would eliminate the jockey- and
president and general manager of
ing necessary in election of directors-at-large at the convention, so BMI, give an accounting of the development of the wholly-owned inthat each of the networks will produstry music subsidiary.
cure representation on the existing
board of 23 members. The plan is
Commercial Problems
to increase the board membership
The afternoon session of the secto 26.
ond day, under the tentative plans,
Another proposed amendment to will be given over to commercial
the bylaws, it is expected, will questions. The consumer movement
probably will be discussed by guest
cover admission to full NAB membership of commercial telecasters,
speakers representing agencies and
FM broadcasters and others comadvertisers. Sales problems and reing into the broadcasting field
vival of the proposal for reintrothrough scientific development.
duction of a unit plan of volume
As now written, the bylaws limit measurement for the broadcasting
active membership to stations li- industry also are slated for convention discussion. A definite unit
censed for operation within the
band 550-1600 kc, which is the plan, drafted largely by Paul F.
BROADCASTING

THE U. S. ARMY has planned extensive use of radio in its drive to
bring the Army up to full peacetime strength as outlined in President Roosevelt's recent national defense message to Congress. Under
the direction of Lieut. Herbert
Chase of the New York recruiting
office, special recordings seeking
recruits were flown June 11-13 to
airports throughout New York,
New Jersey and Delaware for preion to managers prepared
of local stations. Thesentatrecordings,
by
E. V. Brinckenhoff , New York, feature messages by President Roosevelt, Gov. Lehman of New York,
Col. L. B. Macruder, John Gunther,
Raymond Gram Swing, Dorothy
Thompson and Bill Stern.
New York's independent stations
have been cooperating with the
recruiting drive with daily spot announcements, and some stations are
presenting special weekly programs
with the sole aim of enlisting men
for the Army. Lieut. John J. Doerr
of the Army Air Corps is giving
weekly talks on WHN, New York;
WINS, New York, features talks
by leading authorities of the Air
Corps and Army and Navy unions;
Col. Frank Lamb of the Air Corps,
and L. E. Neville, editor of Aviation magazine, and Assen Jordanoff,
former test pilot, are featured on
WOV, New York; WMCA, New
York, has started a series of weekly concerts by the 16th infantry
regimental band with speeches by
prominent members from the political, army and industrial fields.
Mountain

Group Setup

NBC stations of the North Mountain Group, effective immediately,
are no longer available individually
but only as a group of seven, four
of which being bonus outlets, according to Roy C. Witmer, NBC
vice-president in charge of sales.
Current contracts are not affected,
but renewals starting 13 weeks or
more from date of notification must
include the full group. Renewal
contracts starting prior to Aug. 26,
1940 can be renewed for a maximum of 52 weeks on the same basis.
The group includes KIDO, Boise;
KGIR, Butte; KPFA, Helena;
KGHL, Billings; KSEI, Pocatello;
KTFI, Twin Falls; KRBN, BozePeter, NAB research director, will
be presented.
C. E. Arney, assistant to the
President of the NAB, reports
widespread interest in the all-expense tours to the convention, arranged by NAB with a recognized
travel agency. Advance reservaSan Francisco intiondicatereports
alargefromattendance, he said.
Headquarters will be at the St.
Francis Hotel.
As usual, the convention will be
preceded on Sunday, Aug. 4, by
the NAB Golf Tournament for the
Broadcasting Magazine trophy.
Entertainment includes events at
the Golden Gate Exposition which
will be in full swing during the
convention. The annual banquet
will be held the evening of Aug.
7 with special entertainment feadustry. tures, probably embracing a Gridiron Club type of satire on the in• Broadcast
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lesson
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about

"Laying my sales messages right up to
the pins where I sell — that's nestling a story
right up to the prospects — the right prospects in the right places at the right times.

"Choosing an appeal to
suit a market — that's as
vital as taking the right club!

SPOT
RADIO
turns local obstacles into local advantages
Because it is so flexible, SPOT RADIO lets you make an asset out of
di€Ferences in climate, density of population, regional habits, time requirements and sectional tastes and prejudices.
More and more national advertisers are finding that they can buy as
few or as many stations as they need, each at the best available time,
with any type of program of any length — tying in with local drives,
local campaigns, local sales plans — often at a saving, too.

me

"SPOT RADIO"— there's the #8 iron of broadcasting! Itlets you moke the pay-off shots
of national advertising. And oh, boy! how il
cuts the score on the old budget!"

For any advertiser or agency executive who wants to see
how SPOT RADIO can meet his individual situation, we
shall be very glad to prepare a special outline.

EDWARD

PETRY

&

CO.

INCORPORATED
Representing leading Radio Stations throughout the
United States— individually
Offices in: NEW YORK ■ CHICAGO . SAN FRANCISCO
DETROIT ■ ST. LOUIS • LOS ANGELES

ANY TIME

ANY LENGTH

ANY WHERE

Grants
By

of Stations

FCC

Ignore

Economic
Aspects
Las Vegas and Grand Rapids
Each Awarded Two Locals
ADDITIONAL extreme applications of the "survival of the fittest"
theory of licensing broadcasting
stations, upheld by the U. S. Supreme Court in the Sanders-Dubuque case [Broadcasting, April
1], were seen in decisions of the
FCC during the last fortnight in
which it authorized two new local
stations in Las Vegas, Nevada
(1930 pop., 5,165) along with a
second new local in Grand Rapids,
Mich.
These dual grants, taken along
with the recent granting of two
new locals in Salisbury, Md. (pop.,
12,000), one of which surrendered
its construction permit because the
town could not possibly support
two stations [Broadcasting, June
1], were seen by observers as an
indication that the Commission is
now ignoring entirely the economic
issue when facilities are available
for competing applications in the
same community, however, small.
Two in. Las Vegas
On June 5 the Commission announced it had granted Nevada
Broadcasting Co. 100 watts night
and 250 day on 1370 kc, and on the
same day it granted Las Vegas
Broadcasting Co. Inc. 100 watts
night and 250 day on 1420 kc.
Nevada Broadcasting Co. is a
partnership of George Penn Foster,
Maxwell Kelch and Calvert Charles
Applegate, all formerly employed
by KFWB, Hollywood, and all having experience in both program
production and engineering. After
their case had been heard, Mr.
Foster and Mr. Kelch became associated with KGDM, Stockton, Cal.,
while Mr. Applegate at last accounts was still with KFWB. They
intend, it is understood, to proceed
with the construction of the station,
regardless whether their competitor also builds.
The Las Vegas Broadcasting Co.
Inc. is 100% owned by Ernest N.
Thwaites, son of a retired railroad
executive residing in La Jolla, Cal.
Young Thwaites was last reported
as a member of the staff of KVSF,
Santa Fe, N. M. Call letters assigned for the station are KFUN.
The two Las Vegas grants would
give Nevada its first stations outside Reno, where KOH is now the
only station in the State.
Second in Grand Rapids
The second Grand Rapids grant
within a space of a week was made
June 4, and covered a construction
permit for 250 watts on 1200 kc,
issued to Grand Rapids Broadcasting Corp. On May 28 the Commission granted Leonard A. Versluis,
onetime part owner of WJIM,
Lansing, a new station in Grand
Rapids to operate with 250 watts
on 1310 kc. [Broadcasting, June 1].
Grand Rapids Broadcasting
Corp. has four officers, with five
stockholders each owning 20% of
the stock. Officers are: Boyce K.
Muir, president, local drug chain
operator; Angus D. Pfaff, vicepresident, now manager of WHLS,
Port Huron, Mich.; Siegel W. Judd,
secretary, attorney; Harrison L.
Goodspeed, treasurer, local business
man; Albert W. Birdsall, manager
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Network

Receipts

Continue

Lpward

Reversing Customary Trend for Month
REVERSING the seasonal trend, ahead of last year's $15,389,520,
more network time was purchased and $4,510,335 for the Blue, which
by advertisers in May than in April is 17.9% in front of its 1939 gross
by some $200,000. Combined May of $3,827,013. For NBC as a whole,
gross times sales of the major net- May, 1940, billings totaled $4,034,works were $7,927,535, up 12.7% 622, up 9% from the $3,702,102
from the $7,034,350 billed in May, billed in May, 1939. For the year to
1939. For the year to date the com- date NBC combined billings total
bined billings total $39,962,780, an $20,917,776, an 8.9% rise from last
increase
of 15.1%
billings
for year's $19,216,533., _,. ,
the
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pared with $14,092,793 in 1939, an
increase of 22.9%.
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of the Keeler Brass Co., Grand Editor Acquires WTSP
^
Rapids.
Messrs. Muir, Judd, Goodspeed NELSON
POYNTER,
editor of
and Birdsall have subscribed to the St. Petersburg Times, on June
25% of the stock each, but have 4 was authorized by the FCC to
agreed to assign 20% of their re- acquire WTSP,
St. Petersburg,
spective holdings to Mr. Pfaff in from Pinellas Broadcasting Co.,
consideration for services rendered, controlled by Sam H. Mann Jr., lowho established the
Recently [Broadcasting, Nov. 1, cal attorney
last November. WTSP
1939] the Commission also author- ^t^^ion
with 250 watts on 1370
ized two new stations on one deci- fPerates was
purchased for $39,000.
sion day, Oct. 28, in Saginaw, Mich.
owner of the
Poynter
S?'"100WSAM,
stations,
the
of
One watts on 1200 kc, made its de- J'T®' '^^\''^ is part
,controlled by his
250
but June 1. The other, WHAL, 500 If.^^J^' r?^ 7^^^
watts daytime on 950 kc, has not WTSP. He formerly was business
rd
the Scripps-Howa
manager 01 Washington
yet been built.
newspapers,
News and
Morgantown Newspaper Grant Columbus Citizen.
Other new station grants made
public by the FCC include 250 watts
on 1200 kc. in Morgantown, W. Va.,
issued to West Virginia Radio
Corp. This grant was acted upon ^^^H^^^^^^' <7 j
May 28 but was not announced until June 4 due, it is understood, to
a tie vote on the newspaper-local
monopoly issue. How the votes were
cast was not divulged, but the grant
was
sustained.
Stockholders
are H.
"flA NMriF** V
C. Greer,
president,
20%, publisher
of the Morgantown Dominion News
^
\" "
and Post ; Jane Greer, his daughter, f^w
'^f'' vice-president,
a student
West Virginia 20%,
U; Mrs.
Agnes at
J.
Reeves Greer, his wife, secretarytreasurer, 60%. Call letters will be
WAJR. Besides owning the news- ^aHBT' ^MUM ' \ -x
Greer ^^^^ .^m^m
ownthethePreston
papers,
control
Steel Co.theandGreers
County Coke Co. and Preston
County Supply Co.
On June 4 the Commission -Mz-k 1 r>Ar»* • u• n„
granted Western Radio Corp. 100 ^9' ^J^J^^ '"i^rnl
1'
^"^i Heatter, WOR-Mutual comwatts night and 250 day on 1200 mentator
and m.c 0/ We, the Peoin The Dalles,
station
new
a
for
kc
Orc President and 50% stockholder T-^^'h"^- n^tSnnl^,^
is V. B. Kenworthy, now employed "^'T'^
u ^ 1' ° 1 0,0
V«T M Qoif Father" by the 1940 National
at
<;alp«mfln
a
as
Ore
Vice-president
Posed
Day Committee.with
25% stockFather's
}
this
domestic
A \ andI^^'of
nr..\rl
Papain
holder
IS Eva O. Hicks, with T. M. Heatter is Mrs. scene
Heatter (center)
Hicks as secretary-treasurer and and daughter Maida, a recent bride.
25% stockholder. Mr. Hicks is The Heatter's also have a son. Bud,
president of the Salem Abstract a 20-year-old who writes radio
Co. Call letters will be KODL.
scripts and poetry.
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NEWSPAPER-STATION
ANALYSIS
BY AISPA
BASED on 942 replies to a questionnaire sent to all daily newspapers in the United States on
March 1, the American Newspaper
Publishers Assn. in a report to its
membership discloses that 175
newspapers reported ownership or
financial interest in radio stations.
In addition, 104 reported affiliations
with radio, such as the supplying
of news to stations, exchanges of
advertising for publication of programs etc.
The ANPA
report contrasts with
currently
kept Yearbook
fileshow
records of Broadcasting,
which
that as of June 10 exactly 277
broadcasting stations in operation
or authorized for construction are
identified with newspaper ownership in whole or part. These include ownership by newspapers in
two or more stations and several
stations awaiting FCC approval
of transfer to newspaper interests.
The ANPA report showed that
331 of the responding newspapers
do not publish radio programs, or
publish them only as paid advertising; 487 publish programs but omit
all trade names; 36 include trade
names of advertisers in the newspapers; 70 include trade names
when paid for; 20 include all trade
names.
Wilder

Acquires

WSYR,

Sells WJTN
to Mason
THE FCC on June 4 not only authorized Harry C. Wilder to acquire control of WSYR, Syracuse,
but authorized his sale of controlling interest in WJTN, Jamestown,
N. Y., to Jay E. Mason, of Bronxville, N. Y. Col. Wilder, owner of
27% of the stock of WSYR, has acquired the 52.2% interest held by
his father, Mark S. Wilder. With
his relinquishment of WJTN, which
was sold for $30,000 [Broadcasting, Jan. 1], Col. Wilder now controls, besides WSYR, the recently
established WTRY, Troy, N. Y.,
and KEEN, Keene, N. H.
Mr. Mason, purchaser of Mr.
Wilder 's 80% interest in WJTN,
formerly
was with
the during
McGrawHill Publishing
Co., and
the
last six years has been assistant
to the vice-president of the Provident Loan Society of New York.
He paid cash for the controlling
interest. The other 20% is owned
by Charles Denny, manager of the
station.
Dodge Using 100
DODGE BROS. Corp., division of
Chrysler Corp., Detroit, on June 6
started its annual summer campaign for Dodge cars using a
series of 20 one-minute recorded
announcements on 100 stations
throughout
cordingthe
Divisioncountry.
of NBC Radio-Reproduced
the recordings,
ten of and
whichtenfea-a
ture Clem McCarthy,
male quartette. Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York, handles the account.
Insecticide Campaign
A. S. BOYLE Co., Jersey City, durweek of campaigns
May 13 started
17weeking theseasonal
for Fly
Ded and Black Flag insecticides
using thrice-weekly chain break
announcements on eight stations
throughout the South. BlackettSample-Hummert, New York, is the
agency in charge.
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Operating with 5000 Watts daytime, WTAG greatly extends
its effective primary area and better serves the great Vital Midriff
of New England. This effective primary area now includes a
population of 1.014.000
(1.568.000 with the addition of the un1'
claimed area) or 250,639 radio families — one out of every seven in
New England. Read that again. One out of every seven of New
(Primary service area based on
.5MV/M contour as measured
by Jansky and Bailey.)

NBC

BASIC

EDWARD
OWNED
AND

RED

England's radio families is within WTAG's effective primary area.
Most important of all, remember that WTAG, and WTAG
only, provides primary service to all of the Vital Midriff — the
profitable market of Central New England.

AND

YANKEE

NETWORKS

PETRY & CO., INC.-NATIONAI
REPRESENTATIVE
OPERATED
BY THE WORCESTER
TELEGRAM-GAZETTE

Death

of

Border

When

Havana

Stations

Pact

Seen

Is Effective

Beteta Says His Nation Will Conform to Treaty;
FCC Extends Station Licenses to Oct. 1
DISPELLING reports that high- Emilio Azcarraga, head of XEW,
powered Mexican border stations
Mexico City 50,000-watter, long has
will remain in operation, Rainon
sought elimination of the border
stations.
Beteta, under-secretary of state of
Mexico, told Broadcasting June 11
In its announcement June 11, the
in an exclusive interview that FCC
stated it will announce later
licenses of all such stations as a re- the procedure with respect to the
sult of the Havana Treaty will ex- licensing of facilities which will bs
pire when the pact becomes operaavailable under provisions of the
tive.
Havana Treaty. Another extension
Leaving Washington June 11 beyond Oct 1 is obviously expected,
after a month's stay in the United because the treaty cannot be made
States, Mr. Beteta declared all pre- effective under its own terms on
liminary matters incident to the such short notice. Since Mexico detreaty terms had been cleared and
posited its treaty ratification in
it was his definite understanding
Havana March 29, the reallocation
that such stations as the high- must become effective not later
powered Brinkley, Baker and Carr than March 29, 1941, or a year from
Collins outlets along the border will the date on which the last of the
stop operating as soon as the Con- four major countries on the Contitinental reallocation is effected.
nent (United States, Canada,
His statement came coincident
Mexico and Cuba) took final action.
with a formal announcement June
Licenses Extended
11 by the FCC that all broadcast
licenses in this country had been
Preliminary
thought has been
extended from Aug. 1 to Oct. 1 to
given to a Dec. 1 effective date.
permit "further studies" of fre- The FCC staff, it is understood, has
quency assignments under the Ha- completed all preliminary phases
vana Treaty. This new Oct. 1 date, of
the technical work, adhering to
however, has no relationship whatthe
treaty terms. Despite this, however to the effective date of the reever, some sentiment prevails on
allocation, which cannot conceiv- the Commission for radical deviaably be effected until late in the
tion from the treaty terms, particuyear or possibly early next year,
in view of necessary diplomatic ex- nels. larly in connection with clear chanchanges of allocation lists and other
The FCC stated in its announceformalities.
ment that its order automatically
Will Adhere to Treaty
extends the expiration date of all
licenses for which application for
"While we experienced some
renewals have been filed. Modified
trouble in procuring Senate ap- licenses to cover the new expiration
proval of the treaty some months
date will not be issued, it said. The
ago," Mr. Beteta asserted, "that announcement continued:
body finally ratified the treaty and
"Licensees who have not as yet
the ratification papers have been
submitted renewal applications are
deposited in Havana. My impression is that as a result of the ap- notified that in order to permit
operation after Aug. 1 applications
plication of the treaty, so-called for
renewal, based on the present
border stations, utilizing high
power, will not be licensed in the authorized facilities, must be filed.
if an application for refuture. Whatever the treaty pro- However,
newal covering the period beyond
vides on that score will be done." Aug. 1 has been filed, it will not
Mr. Beteta explained that under
the treaty high-power stations be necessary to refile such applicamust be used to serve the nationals
tion under the provisions of today's
of the country to which they are order.
"Licensees are reauired to post
allotted. As a consequence, all of
the Commission's order attached to
the Class I-A and I-B asignments,
with perhaps a single exception in their licenses in accordance with
Lower California, will be allocated the rules governing posting of
to interior cities, he said.
"We do not like the border sta- licenses."
tion situation," Mr. Beteta conNew Shortwave Sponsor
tinued. "It is detrimental to the interests both of our country and of FOURTH commercial shortwave
the United States to have border series on NBC started June 12
stations violating the Mexican laws when the Hotel Astor, New York,
began a weekly program titled
and ethics."
Mr. Beteta asserted that border Carnival de Broadway, fea+m-ing
stations have circumvented the music bv Tommy Dorsey's Orchestra, and Alfredo Barrett, Spanish
Mexican laws in the past but that
announcer,
on WRCA
NBC's and
two WNBI,
shortunder the Havana Treaty terms
wave stations,
this would not be possible or coun10:15-10:45 p.m. Other sponsors
tenanced. He said that present
of regular shortwave series to Latin
high-powered broadcasting stations America are United Fruit Co. with
may be supplanted by locals or re- seven Spanish news programs
gionals which conform with the weekly; Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
treaty allocation terms, but not by weekly half -hour musical program;
high-powered outlets.
Adam Hats' sponsorship of prizeMr. Beteta declared the Mexican
fights arranged by Mike Jacobs
Assn. of Broadcasters, headed by [Broadcasting, June 1].
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THE BOMBS CAME
And NBC Paris Staff Had a
Narrow Escape
ALTHOUGH radio war correspondents have exposed themselves to
danger during visits to the front
with the various armies of Europe,
NBC's Paris staff now has the
unique and unpleasant distinction
of having had the war come to it.
On June 3, when Nazi planes
made their first bombing attack on
Paris, a building adjoining the NBC
offices at 15 Rue Poessin was demolished by bombs. The force of
the explosion shattered all glass
windows and doors in the NBC
building, tossed the furniture about
"as though a hurricane had struck
it," and nearly floored Paul Archinard and his two assistants, Helen
Hiett and Kay Herrick, although
they were not injured.
Reporting the bombing in a
broadcast a few hours afterwards,
Archinard said people in the French
capital had become so accustomed
to air raid sirens that they didn't
hurry to the shelters "as much as
they will from now on". He admitted he had remained in his offic°
instead of seeking a bombproof
shelter, but emphatically declared
he would not repeat that mistake.
In another eyewitness broadcast
description of the raid later that
evening. Miss Herrick described the
damage done by the bombs, which
had filled the street with masonry
from the building they had
wrecked. Aside from the breakage
of glass,wassheonesaid,
NBC's upon
only
casualty
typewriter,
which a window had fallen.
WSAM, Saginaw, Debut;
WHAL Works on Plans
FIRST of the two newly-authorized
stations in Saginaw, Mich., to go
on the air is WSAM, 100 watts
night made
and 2'0
day on
kc,
which
its debut
Jtine1200
1. The
station shares time with WMPC,
church-owned outlet in Lapeer,
Mich. It is RCA equioped throu'ihout and uses a Blaw-Knox radiator.
Frederic H. Shaffmaster, formerly with WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.,
is manager and William Sieeman,
former chief engineer of WTOL,
Toledo, and formerlv with WXYZ,
Detroit,
is chiefbyengineer.
station is owned
a groun The
of local
businessmen headed by Milton L.
Oreenebaum, merchant, who owns
35 7f of the stock [Broadcasting,
Nov. 1, 1939].
The other stati^^n authorized for
Sao-inaw, granted last Oct. 26, or
at the same time as WSAM, is not
yet readv
operation.
It is renorted
stillforseeking
an approved
transmitter site. It will be known
as WHAL and will operate with
500 watts daytime "n 950 kc. Its
owners are Harold F. Gross, operator of WJIM, Lansing, and Edmund
C. Shields,
and DemoCT^atic
nationalattornev
committeeman
from
Michigan, each holding 45<7f of the
stock.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA Sportsea.sters Assn., has been orsanized in
Los nerAngeles,
Frank & Bull,
in the firmwith
of Smith
Bull partAdv.
and a sports commentator, as president.
W. R. (Bill) Schroeder, general manager of Helms Athletic Foundation, is
secretary-treasurer. Membership is limited to sijorts commentators.
BROADCASTING

NBC Recording Names
Friedheim and Parsons
To Eastern Sales Posts
ROBERT W. FRIEDHEIM, for
three years on the sales staff of
NBC's Radio-Recording Division,
has been promoted to sales manager of the eastern division. Willis
B. Parsons, formerly in charge of
the network's
institutional
promo-to
tion and recently
transferred

Mr. Friedheim

Mr. Parsons

Radio-Recording to handle its promotion and advertising, has been
named assistant sales manager.
Both promotions were announced
June 3 by C. Lloyd Egner, manager
of the division at a luncheon given
by the division as a farewell tribute
to Frank E. Chizzini who has left
to become manager of the Central
Division office of Radio-Recording
in Chicago [Broadcasting, June 1].
Friedheim came to NBC from his
home town of Joplin, Mo., where he
had been assistant manager of
WMBH, following several years
with the local newspapers. In his
new position he will direct all sales
activities of transcriptions in connection with advertisers and advertising agencies. Parsons, under
the new arrangement, will take
charge of the Thesanrua recorded
library service.
Luckies Renews Discs
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York, on June 14 renewed for 13
weeks the New York section of its
transcribed musical announcements
on the hour for Lucky Strikes 150
to 12 times weekly on nine New
York stations. The campaign started in Pennsylvania and New England May 15, and according to
Lord & Thomas, New York, the
agency in charge, a meeting will be
held June 17 to discuss placement
of the campaign on a national
scale.
Cracker Spots Planned
NATIONAL BISCUIT Co., New
York, which recently renewed its
series of Make-Believe Ballroom
recordings with Martin Block on 19
stations for NBC bread, is considering a spot campaign for its
cracker division to start later this
summer on stations in the Midwest.
No definite plans have yet been
made,
according
to McCann-Erickson. New
York, the
agency.
'Mystery' to Return
STANDARD BRANDS, New York,
on June 27 is discontinuing the halfhour dramatic program / Love a
Mystery, heard on NBC-Red, ThrusFleischmann's
8:30-9 p.m.
days,
Foil Yeast.
The for
program
will return to NBC-Red Sept. 30 at a different time, Mondays, 8-8:30 p.m.
with a repeat for the West Coast,
11:30 p.m.-12 midnight. Agency in
charge is J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York.
• Broadcast
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PAUL ARCHINARD
NBC-Paris
PAUL ARCHINARD was born in
Paris of French stock in April,
1899. He came to the United States
before he was five years old and returned to France
in 1918 to serve
^/Ktt^
^^^^^^K
in the
V
From
1920 Army.
to 1926
he was connected
^
■I
^
5^«rj
with the Paris
purchasing office
r' m,
Montgomeryga^i^fe^ ^ jtk Ward and also
^^0m£B^
several
^ J^H handled
other American
accounts which
Mr. Archinard
necessitated wide
travel. He was married in Paris
and then returned to the United
States. His two daughters were
born in New York City in 1928 and
1930. Archinard originally joined
NBC as assistant to Fred Bate,
NBC representative in London, in
1934 but was sent to Paris a year
later.
FRED BATE
NBC European Representative, London
FREDERICK BATE was appointed European representative of
NBC in 1932. Born in Chicago, Bate
has resided in Europe since 1912,
when he went
abroad to study.
In 1919 he became
associated with
the Reparations
Commission, serving in Vienna as
general secretary
of the Austrian
Section until 1921.
He then returned
Mr. Bate
to join the unoffi c i a 1 American
delegation to the Reparations Commission, continuing in that capacity
until the Commission was dissolved
in 1930. He also served in 1939 as
secretary to the Reparations Conference, generally known as the
Young Committee. For two years
prior to his appointment by NBC
he was associated with the Paris
branch of an American banking
house.
CECIL BROWN
CBS-Rome
THIRTY - TWO - year - old Cecil
Brown, CBS correspondent in
Rome, three years ago had a temporary job working the "lobster
shift" in the CBS publicity department in New York. Born in New
Brighton, Pa., Brown attended
Western Reserve and Ohio State
University, graduating in 1929. His
first job was working for the
Youngstown Vindicator, from
which he went to the United Press
on the West Coast. Other papers
he worked on were the Pittsburgh
Pi 'ess, the Newark Ledger and the
old New York American. He was at
CBS during the summer of 1937
and then left for Europe where he
started working for INS. He was
in Rome working for INS when
CBS signed him last January as
its fulltime correspondent.
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Own

Staff

of

Foreign

Correspondents

ALTHOUGH

they have frequently impressed working newspaper correspondents into service as hroadcaMers from points where the news was
breaking, the major American networks for the large part are now depending upon their own staff reporters, most of them ex-newspajjer
men and women, for European coverage. In belligerent as well as the
neutral countries, these radio correspondents are accorded the same
status and privileges as newspapermen. In fact, they need additional
facilities for broadcast originations, and these have usually been made
available without much trouble by the various government-owned radio
systems abroad. There have been amazingly few circuit breakdowns and
the censors have been remarkably liberal with the men and women of
radio whose reports are followed daily by millions on this side of the
ocean. Sketches of most of the radio reporters whose voices are heard
most frequently on the American networks are presented herewith.
ERLAND ECHLIN
CBS-London
FOR 10 years Erland Echlin has
been covering England, France,
Central Europe, Germany and the
Balkans. Since 1938 he has directed
a staff of 20 correspondents for
News PFeefc, working outPreviously
of London.
he
had worked for
the Toronto Star,
Chicago Times
and other papers.
He contributes
frequent articles
to British magaMr. Echlin
zines. An American, he is married and has two
children. His family recently moved
to Canada.

MAX JORDAN
Central European Representative, NBC
TRULY a "citizen of the world" is
Max
who staff
directs
NBC's
CentralJordan,
European
from
his
headquarters in Switzerland and
does a lot of
broadcasting
himself. As a writer,

photographer, lecturer and broadcaster, he has
visited nearly
every corner of
the world. His
command of languages makes him
of inestimable
Mr. Jordan
value not only as
a broadcaster but as an arranger
of broadcasts. A naturalized American citizen. Max Jordan was born
in San Remo, Italy, in 1895, of
Austrian-German-French ancestry.
EDWIN E. HARTRICH JR.
He grew up in Italy, Germany,
CBS-Bcrlin
Switzerland and France. While still
a high school student in Italy, he
EDWIN E. HARTRICH Jr., now
to become a journalist, but
broadcasting from Berlin as as- decided
after taking degrees at Frankfort,
sistant to Bill Shirer, was the CBS Jena
and Berlin, including a Ph.D.
correspondent in Helsinki and later
served in the in philosophy, he decided to devote
same capacity in himself to religious philosophy. He
ancient theologies of the
Belgium. He was studied
Orient, adding Arabic, Hebrew and
in Amsterdam
when Holland and Persian to his store of languages.
Failing to get a professorship in
Belgium were in- 1920, he went into newspaper work
vaded and he re- in Berlin, later joining the Hearst
mained in that foreign service, then free-lancing
the world. In 1931 he becity,
re- around came
Washington correspondent
portssending
to CBS
headquarters in for the Berliner Tageblatt. After
New York by
years at that post and in furMr. Hartrich
cable when radio some ther
travel, NBC appointed him its
facilities were refused. When the European representative — first to
Germans entered Amsterdam, Hart- go abroad for an American radio
network. His long service entitles
ridge was unable to communicate
with the outside world. CBS in- him to the soubriquet "dean of
structed Shirer to make every ef- American radio reporters abroad."
fort to trace Hartrich. Shirer's
WILLIAM C. KERKER
cable was delayed, and before it
NBC-Berlin
was received CBS officials were
surprised to hear Hartrich talking BILL KERKER is a 25-year-old
on cue channel on the morning of New Yorker who has been studyMay 22. Hartrich is 28. He was
ing engineering at the Berlin Institute of Technology since 1938. He
educated at Loyola High School,
is
still
pursuing his studies between
Notre Dame University, and then
broadcasts. His particularly lucid
took a special course in journalism
at the Medill School in Chicago. accounts of the machine-like tactics
His first job was with the General of the German Army are probably
Press Assn. in Washington. After traceable to engineering knowledge.
Engaged by Max Jordan last
four years at that work, he sailed
February to handle the Berlin asfor Europe. In London, he was employed by Time Magazine. About a
signment, NBC's young
correspon-of
dent was qualified
by knowledge
year afterward, he went to Paris
as a member of the staff of the languages and European experience.
New York Herald-Tribune. His He first went to Europe to study at
first news broadcasting was done age 10. Returning to America in
for that newspaper from the 1932, he worked at various jobs until he went back to Germany two
French capital. Shortly afterward
he accepted an offer from CBS to years ago. He had had no previous
go to Helsinki to cover the fighting radio or newspaper experience, but
between Finland and Russia.
quickly adapted himself.
BROADCASTING

LARRY LESEUR
CBS-Roy al Air Force
ASSIGNED AS CBS correspondent
with the Royal Air Force in France,
Larry Leseur has been broadcasting from both London and Paris as
his work with the
British forces required. He has
told about const a n t air-raids,
about the bloodcurdling wail of
the sirens. He described being in a
cellar with a
wounded German
Mr. Leseur
parachutist and
said that the latter trembled as the bombs exploded
nearby. Leseur gave an account of
a visit to the Royal Air Force
headquarters somewhere in France.
He said there were none of the
comforts that Leseur had seen earlier in the war. He sat down to a
lunch of stew with the fliers — in a
clump of birch trees that shielded
their planes from German bombers.
Leseur was graduated from New
York University in 1931. Later he
was
six with the United Press, with
whichyears.
organization he remained for
VICTOR
LUSINCHI
MBS-French
Army
AS MUTUAL'S representative
with the French Army, Victor
Lusinchi is covering not only frontline news but events direct from
French General Headquarters. He
joined the Paris office of the British Exchange Telegraph in 1934,
and became first assistant to the
chief correspondent in 1936, holding that position until September,
1939. He has been a member of the
Anglo-American Press Assn. of
Paris since 1934 and of the Assn.
of Journalists Accredited to the
League of Nations since 1935.
Lusinchi
was appointed
representative
with the MutUal's
French
Army
by Waverly Root, Mutual's
Paris representative.
ARTHUR
MANN
MBS-London
ARTHUR respondent
MANN,
Mutual'sArmy,
corwith the British
is now reporting from London. He
has had an extensive newswork
background : Began with the
Washington
bureau of the United
Press; covered
deportation
anarchists
duringof
World War I and
was then
transferred to London;
joined the Chicago Tribune foreign news service
in London; served with the London and Bei'lin bureaus of the old
New York World; the London staff
of the New York Herald-Tribune;
then two years in the New York
office of the Herald-Tribune. He
returned to London two years ago
as correspondent of the St. Louis
Post - Dispatch and New York
Times, and a number of American
financial and economic journals.
He
joined
Mutual's
foreign war
service
Germany.
when
England
declared
on
Mann
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EDWARD R. MURROW
CBS-London
Chief of CBS European Staff
EDWARD R. MURROW'S daily
broadcasts require a daily working
schedule of 16 hours and occasionally longer. Before the declaration
of war required
Murrow's
r e sence in thep British capital, he
covered a large
part of Europe
for CBS. He
reached Vienna in
time to describe
the Anschluss in
1938, by charterMr. Murrow
ing a 23-passenger airplane in
whiteh he was the sole passenger.
Murrow took over the CBS European staff directorship after serving as the CBS director of talks.
Prior to that he had been assistant
director of the Institute of International Education. He is 36 years
old, a native of Greensboro, N. C.
He is a graduate of Stanford, University of Washington and Washington State College. With James
T. Shotwell, he was the author of
Channels of International Cooperation.
WAVERLY ROOT
MBS-Paris
WAVERLY ROOT, Mutual's Paris
representative, has been a Eui'opean correspondent since early
1927 when he covered his first story
for the European
edition of the Chicago Tribune, the
arrival of Lindbergh. For eight
years he was with
the Chicago Tribune. When this
paper sold its
Paris edition to
the New York
Herald - Tribune,
he moved to the. Mr. Root
Paris office of the United Press. He
remained with this bureau for three
years, becoming Paris correspondent for Time in 1938. Since January, 1939, he has been engaged as
Mutual's Paris observer.
ERIC SEVAREID
CBS-Paris
ONE of the CBS correspondents in
the French capital is Eric Sevareid,
who on several occasions has left
Paris to make special broadcasts
from advanced
military posts.
Although only 29,
Sevareid has had
a good newspaper background.
While his colleague, Thomas
B. Grandin, was
in the Near East,
Sevareid handled
all the Paris
broadcasts. He
Sevareid
says that although a radio corspondent nowadays in Europe may
have to work more than 96 hours a
week, he would not change jobs
with anyone. Sevareid is a graduate of Minnesota U. He worked on
the Minneapolis Journal for three
years and subsequently went to the
London School of Economics. His
journalistic work was climaxed by
being city editor of the Paris Herald. His wife is the former Lois
Finger, librarian of the American
Library in Paris.
BROADCASTING

WILLIAM L. SHIRER
CBS-Berlin
SINCE the hostilities in Europe,
William L. Shirer has been the
regular CBS Berlin correspondent.
When an emergency arises he journeys wherever the
story is breaking
in Germany — the
authorities willing. He viewed
hasa number
interof German Army
and Navy officers,
has described conditions within the
Reich, followed
Mr. Shirer
troops to Brussels, watched the
Scheldt offensive from a point a
mile ahead of some of the artillery
batteries, and had a narrow escape
from death during the bombing of
Aachen. He also covered the Czech
crisis. Notwithstanding his many
exciting experiences, he seems to
be worried most by the difficulty
of finding his way through the
black-out streets of Berlin, and also
by the question of the citizenship
of his little daughter, born in Vienna during the Anschluss. His
wife was formerly an Austrian
newspaper woman. Shirer is 35.
After graduation from college, he
joined the Paris edition of the Chicago Tribune, with which he remained for six years, covering news
in London, Paris, Rome, Vienna,
Geneva, Berlin and Madrid. He was
also sent to the Near East several
times. In 1934 he joined the European staff of the New York HeraldTribune and later went to the German capital for Universal News
Service. He joined CBS in 1937.
JOHN STEELE
MBS-London
JOHN STEELE is chief of Mutual's London and European bureau. A veteran newspaperman, he
began his career on the old New
York Herald in
1890 and was on
the staff of that
newspaper for
more than ten
years. Later he
was a reporter on
the old New York
World,
night
editor of the
former
New York ComMr. Steele
mercial and commercial editor of
the New York Times. After going
to Europe for his health, he became amember of the London Daily
Express staff and was correspondent for a number of American
newspapers. Later he was managing editor of the Curtis Brown
News Bureau, a syndicate service
for many American papers. Then,
16 years ago, he became head of the
Chicago Tribune London Bureau.
Soon after the Mutual network was
organized, he was appointed London and European representative.
SIGRip SCHULTZ
MBS-Berlin
SIGRID SCHULTZ is chief of the
Berlin bureau of the Chicago Tribune pressfrom
service
Mutual's
newscaster
the and
German
capital. She studied international law
at The Sorbonne in Paris and
speaks five languages with equal
facility — English, French, Polish,
German and Dutch. She was in
Germany during World War I and
joined the Tribune staff in Berlin
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SLEEP IS SCARCE
For War Reporters Abroad, but
Pay Is Prompt
TOUGHEST job of a radio war
correspondent is to find time to
sleep, according to reports of
NBC's representatives abroad,
made tion
during
four-way
between a New
York, conversaLondon,
Paris and Berlin and broadcast on
NBC-Red on June 9. Describing
their lives in the wartime capitals
and how they cover the news for
NBC were Fred Bate in London,
Paul Archinard in Paris and William Kerker in Berlin, vdth Ben
Grauer asking questions from New
York.
If a man can get five hours sleep
a night he's lucky, all the correspondents agreed. Kerker said that
on his recent trip to the front with
the Nazi Army he had a total of
21 hours sleep in a week. Bate added, however, — that under the present tension sleep does not seem as
necessaryditions.
as —Askedunder
conaboutnormal
recreation,
they all agreed that there was no
time for any playing these days.
A 10 p.m. broadcast in New York
keeps them up until 3 a.m. and a
midnight show until 5, they explained, and they've got to be on
the job at 9 in the morning to catch
up with the news before attending
the morning press conferences with
Government and military officials.
Censorship Bars Ad Lib
Censorship continues much as bestated,
although
Archinardfore,
saidtheythat
in Paris
it has
been
speeded up so that it now takes
only about 10 minutes to get a
script through censors. Matters of
military information which might
be of value to the enemy, weather
news, and the whereabouts of high
officials continue to be taboo on the
air, and
mustdeclared
be wi-itten
out.
Eachallofscripts
the trio
that
no ad libbing was permitted, although in answering questions
asked by the others and by Grauer
in New York they were apparently
doing just that as they denied its
possibility. The broadcast ended on
a bright note as they all acknowledged the regular receipt of their
pay checks from New York.
Ybarra for Gunther
T. B. YBARRA, journalist and
author, on June 6 joined the NBC
staff of news commentators and is
heard daily except Sunday in the
10 p.m. news period on NBC-Blue,
replacing John Gunther, who is returning to Europe. An authority on
Latin America, Mr. Ybarra is the
author of America Faces South and
has traveled extensively throtigh
Europe and
Near East
as' a
magazine
and the
newspaper
writer.
after the Armistice, becoming interpreter and secretary for Richard Henry
Little, then the
paper's
Berlin
correspondent.
Appointed
chief of the bureau in 1925, she has
dispatched first-hand accounts of
practically every important development in Her
Germany's
since that time.
contacts history
among
high officials of the present German regime have enabled her to
provide a coverage of the news in
Nazi Germany which is thorough
and authoritative. She added her
radio duties in September, 1938,
during the Munich Conference.

CBS Appoints Taylor
As Grandin Successor;
Breckinridge Also Quits
TWO resignations from the CBS
staff of foreign reporters were announced June 12 by the network,
Thomas Grandin leaving his Paris
post and Mary
Marvin Breckinridge quitting her
roving
ment.assignEdmund
Taylor,
member
of the Chicago
Tribunereau Paris
busince 1928,
din's
successor.
was named
GranHe has covered
Mr. Grandin
every country in
Europe,
serving
there
1928
when he left St. Louis since
newspaper
work.
Mr. Grandin had represented CBS
in Paris since the September day in
1938 when he described in a special
broadcast the tension of people in
Paris during the Czech crisis. His
vivid broadcast brought him an immediate CBS assignment. Last January he journeyed to Belgrade to
cover the Balkan Conference. While
there he met and married Natalie
Parligras, official broadcaster of the
Yugoslav Government. They were
sent on a combination honeymoon
and newsgathering expedition to
Bucharest and Ankara before returning to Paris.
Miss Breckinridge announced her
resignation with this cable from
Geneva: "Farewell Columbia. Have
workingto with you. Now
enjoyedgladly
leave

marry
n, first
PattersoJefferson
secretary of the
American embassy in Berlin. Anlishable June nouncement12.pubColumbia gets
forfor engagecredit ment
making
winter meeting
Berlin." She is a Miss Breckinridge
social registerite, Vassar graduate,
explorer and photographer. Among
broadcasts on her roving assignment was description of the funeral
of Altmark victims and evacuation
of school children from London.
The London program was heard by
Edward R. Murrow, chief of the
CBS European staff, who promptly
signed her for the CBS European
staff.
Swing Not to Act
BECAUSE of his heavy broadcasting
schedule, Raymond Gram Swing, MBS
news commentator, has declined Sinclair Lewis' offer to play the leading
role of Doremus Jessup in Lewis'
summer
theatreHere".
presentation
"It
Can't Happen
Mr. Lewisof said
Swing exactly typified Jessup as he
visualized him and was willing to rewrite the play so that Swing could
broadcast his news programs from the
stage of the theatre. This too was impossible, since Swing writes every line
of his material, a 12-hour-a-day job.
UP War Maps
UNITED PRESS is distributing to
its station subscribers war maps of
Scandinavia,
Holland,
Belgium,
England and France
to enable
news staffs
to keep up with latest developments as
reported in UP dispatches. The maps,
which show in detail fortifications, air
and naval bases, natural resources and
communication lines, also are being
distributed by the stations to listeners
upon request.
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Schools

Planning

FM
Applications
Radio Praised for Assisting
Federal Education Work
IN ADDITION to the non-commercial educational broadcast stations on ultra-high frequencies licensed in New York and Cleveland,
17 other city school systems and
colleges plan to apply for frequency
modulation stations, Jay Clark Waldron, station relations director of
the U. S. Office of Education, June
1 told the Fourth District Meeting
of the NAB at Greensboro, N. C.
Reviewing radio work of the Office of Education, now threatened
with termination because of failure thus far of Congress to allot
necessary funds, Mr. Waldron
urged a "continuation of a partnership of radio and education". He
paid tribute to NBC, CBS and the
NAB for their cooperation with
the Government's educational work.
Praising also individual stations
which have cooperated with the
Office, he said a great deal of credit
is due such local radio leaders as
Maj. Edney Ridge, manager of
WBIG, Greensboro, who has "aided
in advancing radio and education
as a means of perpetuating fundamental freedoms".
Script Exchange
Without the cooperation of radio,
Mr. Waldron said, the Office of Education could not have accomplished
its task of extending the boundaries
of education. He urged a cooperative education-radio attack on the
"fifth column of ignorance".
About 40% of the stations have
availed themselves of services of
the Educational Radio Script Exchange of the Office of Education.
Through this exchange in four
years local groups have been supplied with 240,260 radio scripts
which were originally broadcast
over networks and local stations
by about 214 organizations. The
script exchange catalog lists 513
different scripts ranging from biography through music appreciation to wild life, he said.
The Office of Education is now assisting school systems and colleges
in making applications for FM
frequencies, in line with the recent
ultra-high frequency allocations
[Broadcasting June 1] which set
aside a 1,000 kc. band (42-43 mc.)
for
tions.non-commercial educational staCalls for New Stations
CALL letters assigned for recently authorized new broadcasting stations
[Broadcasting, May 15, June 1]
have been announced by the FCC as
follows: WCED, DuBois, Pa.;
WDAK, West^ Point, Ga. ; WBML,
Macon, Ga. ; WCBI, Columbus, Miss. ;
WBRW, Welch, W. Va. ; WFPG, Atlantic City ; WGGA, Gainesville. Ga. ;
WSTV, Steubenville, O. ; WLAV,
Grand Rapids, Mich. ; KWLM, Willmar, Minn. ; WFHR, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
WESTINGHOUSE E. & M. Co., has
installed several of its new fulchronograph magnetic surge recorders at various points over the country in connection with experiments and lightning
research being carried on by the company. Gilbert D. McCann, Westinghouse lightning engineer, on .June 5 supervised installation of four of the
surge recorders, designed to measure
the current in direct lightning strokes,
at the WHK-WCLE antennas near
Cleveland.
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Worcester FM Ready
WIXTG, new FM station licensed
to the Wo7-cester Telegram-Gazette,
will start operating June 17, according to an announcement by E.
E. Hill, general manager of WTAG,
also operated by the newspaper.
With transmitting facilities in
Holden, Mass., the new FM outlet,
using REL equipment, will be on
the air from 6:30 a.m. to midnight
and will carry the same schedule
as WTAG.
GENE W. LATHAM, previously metropolitan sales manager of Allen B.
DuMont Laboratories, has joined
American Television Corp., New York,
as general sales manager.
FCC

Meets

Delay

Largest Family
WPEN, Philadelphia, is conducting asearch for the city's
largest family as a promotionlican
for the
Women's
RepubClub of
Pennsylvania,
sponsoring the Barker Bros.
Circus & Rodeo, June 15-22.
First prize of $25 in addition
to admission to the circus for
the entire family goes to the
largest family found, with a
second prize of free admission tickets. Spot announcesearch. ments herald the station's

in Drawing

FM

Rules^

NBCs FM STATION
ADOPTS SCHEDULE
NBC's frequency modulation station, W2XWG, New York, is now
opeiating on a regular schedule,
from 4 p.m. to 11 p.m., Tuesdays
through Saturdays. Schedule was
designed to coincide with the network's television schedule, as both
the FM and the video transmitters
are located in the Empire State
Bldg. W2XWG operates with 1,000
watts on 42.6 mc. It was built under the supervision of Raymond F.
Guy of NBC's engineering staff.
W2XWG is using a temporary antenna for the present, pending the
FCC allocation of television bands.
If NBC is assigned to the new
video band No. 1, 50-56 mc, it may
be possible to use the video antenna
for FM transmission as well,
through the addition of a filter. If
NBC draws a video channel farther
from 42.6 mc, however, a special
permanent FM antenna will be
built.

Plans to Have Data Ready in Fortnight
UNABLE to prepare detailed rules
The FCC engineering department
under Chief Engineer E. K. Jett,
and regulations and engineering
standards to govern the new FM
who was largely responsible for
development of the FM allocations,
allocations by June 15, the FCC
Station employs a Crosby-type
and Andrew D. Ring, assistant modulator
now hopes to have the preliminary
and uses circuits differdata in readiness within a fort- chief engineer for broadcasting, is
ent from those employed by Maj.
night, paving the way for filing of now developing the proposed rules E. H. Armstrong, inventor of FM,
formal applications in the new comand engineering standards, with ac- in the transmitters constructed unmercial broadcast realm.
tion asked for during the week of
der his patents, it was said. It is
June 17. Full Commisison action,
The FCC already has dismissed
operated, however, for reception
without prejudice the nearly 150 of course, will be required before
by the wide-band FM receivers now
applications filed for FM facilities, the new rules are promulgated, pav- on
the market, with a deviation of
which came coincident with its acing the way for influx of new FM
up to 75 kc. either side of the center
tion May 20 in setting aside a suf- commercial applications.
and a 25 kc. guard band at either
ficient range in the ultra-high freend to allow for peaks. NBC engiquency band to accommodate a virneers explained that the difference
tually unlimited number of FM
Howard J. Tyzzer Named
between wide and narrow band FM
stations [Broadcasting, June 1]. As Head of Finch Plant
of receiver construcThe rules and regulations will spe- HOWARD J. TYZZER, formerly is a distinction
tion, as an FM transmitter can
cify procedure to be followed by chief engineer of the household
applicants seeking facilities, to- radio division of Crosley Corp., has easily be regulated to set the maximum deviation at any width degether with engineering standards.
All applicants also probably will been named superintendent in sired.
be required to file the new FCC
charge simile
of theplantfacof
station application form (301) used
Finch Telecomfor standard broadcasting, which
munications Inc.,
San Francisco Schools
requires full disclosures by appli- Passaic, N. J.
cants of personal financial backSeek FM in New Band
ground, along with character, citi- Mr. Tyzzer's appointment
was
FIRST of the educational groups
zenship, and other information.
announced June 8
More Than Power
to
FM facilities
in use
the
by W. G. H. Finch,
newapply
band for
allocated
for their
If the FCC follows its original pioneer facsimile
[Broadcasting,
June
1,
page
19]
is
inventor and head
intentions in FM allocations, powthe Board of Education of the San
er, as such, will become a mis- of the firm, who
Francisco Unified School District,
nomer. Stations will not be judged explained that the Mr. Tyzzer
which
has applied
for a broadcast
new nonby power at all. Instead, stations new superintendent's primary duty
commercial educational
will apply for facilities designed
will be to "intensify activity on station to be operated with 1,000
to cover specified area in square
unit production in the expansion
watts on 42.1 mc. The application
miles. Since power is only one of
will be considered along
program
of
our
plant".
three factors in determining such
Before joining Crosley Corp. in probably
with others seeking FM facilities,
coverage on the ultra-highs and 1933 Mr. Tyzzer was with Ameriresince the frequencies available for
can Radio & Research Corp. and which Under
Order No.the67 Commission's
must be re-filed
FM are all of about the same rela- Amrad Corp. from 1916 to 1924, on newcent application
forms soon to be
tive value, the new determining
made available.
when he went with King-Hinners
factor probably will be expressed
Radio
Corp.,
Buffalo,
as
chief
engiWhile the educators have had
in square mile coverage.
neer. In 1928 he returned to Amrad
In other words, an applicant,
as production emgineer, and in 1930, ultra-high frequencies available to
based on the engineering standards,
when that company dissolved, went them for several years, even before
will apply for a station which will with the Magnavox Co., at Fort FM was introduced, only a handful
cover a given area to be determined
Wayne, Ind. During 1931-32 he has sought the facilities. Licensed
served as chief engineer of Pilot to date for operation with ampliprimarily along the lines of metropolitan trade areas. Power plus Radio & Tube Corp., Long Island
tude modulation are WBOE, of the
antenna height plus antenna effici- City, N. Y.
Cleveland Board of Education, 500
ency are the combined factors
watts on 41.5 mc, and WNYE, of
which determine coverage.
the Board of Education of the City
Finch Patent
The FCC also has indicated that
it proposes to license FM stations
PATENT No. 2,203,461 has been of New York, 500 watts on 41.1 mc.
which will be horizontally comawarded W. G. H. Finch, pioneer Last February the Commission also
petitive in the same area. Thus, facsimile inventor and president of granted a construction permit to
instead of differentials in coverage,
Finch Telecommunications Inc., the University of Kentucky for a
by virtue of power and frequency,
Passaic, N. J., covering a new in- non-commercial AM educational staas exist in the present broadcast
expensive mobile facsimile scanning
tion, to be known as WBKY, and
band, FM stations in the same city unit. The new unit incorporates
to
operate
with 100 watts on 41.9
all will be licensed with the ob- compact lightweight design with mc. It is presumed
that these, along
jective of having them cover the improved scanning mechanism and with all other future
applicants,
identical area. This presupposes
a
simplified,
continuous
sheet
feedthat rural coverage will continue to
ing and adjusting apparatus, it is will change to FM in accordance
be provided by clear channel sta- claimed. The mobile receivers, de- with the Commission's assignments
tions and by established standard
riving from the design, are said to of the five 200 kc. FM bands for
broadcasting stations having some
be particularly adapted to aircraft, that purpose — namely, 32.1, 42.3,
secondary coverage.
ship and automobile use.
42.5, 42.7 and 42.9 mc
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Terry, Tichenor
Given Promotions
Former Head of KLZ Sales;
Latter Manager of KVOR
TRANSFER of Hugh B. Terry,
manager of KVOR, Colorado
Springs, to KLZ, Denver, as sales
manager, and appointment of Dudley Tichenor KVOR sales manager,
as KVOR manager, were an-

Mr. Terry

Mr. Tichenor

nounced June 10 by Edgar T. Bell,
business manager of Oklahoma
Publishing Co., owners of the stations.
Mr. Terry, who has been manager of KVOR since its acquisition
by the Oklahoma Publishing Co. in
1936, succeeds Fred Allen, resigned,
as KLZ sales manager. Prior to his
appointment at Colorado Springs,
Mr. Terry had been on the sales
staff of WKY, Oklahoma City, also
owned by the publishing company.
'Grown in the Service'
Mr. Tichenor was a member of
the KVOR sales staff before becoming sales manager and prior to
that was on the advertising sales
staff of the Daily Oklahoman &
Times and later a district manager
of Mistletoe Express, another Oklahoma Publishing Co. property.
While a student at the University
of Oklahoma, Mr. Tichenor held
various part-time jobs for the company.
In announcing the promotions,
Mr. Bell declared that they "come
to two young men who have grown
in the service of our company and
who are now ready for further advancement."
WOCB, Cape Cod Outlet,
To Begin About July 1
ITS executives selected, the new
WOCB, with business offices in Osterville, Mass., which was authorized for construction in May, 1938,
will go on the air on or about July
1, according to a report from
Charles J. Higgins Jr., program director. Mr. Higgins formerly was
chief announcer of WESX, Salem,
Mass. Commercial manager will be
Scott Kilgore, formerly with
World-Wide Broadcasting Corp.,
non-commercial shortwave station
in Boston, and at one time with
WMCA, New York. Chief engineer
is Ralph S. Rice, formerly with
WNBC, New Britain, Conn. Music
director is Ralph Lawton, formerly
with the Mozart Academy at Salzburg, Austria.
Miss Harriett M. Alleman, who
with Helen W. MacLellan is in
the real estate business on Cape
Cod, will manage the station. Miss
Alleman and Miss MacLellan are
co-owners of the Cape Cod Broadcasting Co., licensee. Collins transmitting and RCA studio equipment
have been installed, along with a
Lehigh radiator.
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SUPPLEMENTAL
BILL
IS GRANTED
SESAC
SOCIETY of European Stage Authors and Composers (SESAC)
was allowed on its motion to file an
amended and supplemental bill of
complaint in its copyright infringement suit instituted several years
ago against WCAU, Philadelphia,
by Judge Harry E. Kalodner, of the
U. S. District Court in Philadelphia, in an opinion June 4.
WCAU had contested the SESAC
motion to add new parties subsequent to filing of the original bill,
which joined as plaintiff Cross &
Winge, copyright proprietors,
whose
fringed. music was allegedly in-

Mushroom Series
UNITED MUSHROOM Co., Chicago (Super-Spawn), oldest and
largest mushroom developers in the
world but new to radio, has started
a campaign of daily one-minute announcements in five markets. Stations selected are KFNF, Shenandoah, la.; WCAR, Pontiac,
Mich.; WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.;
KQW, San Jose, Cal.; WDWS,
Champaign, 111. Contracts are for
52 weeks. Company is attempting
to develop home-growing of mushrooms (basements, garages, attics)
and offers to buy all excess of productsultsgrown,
paying postage.
If reare successful
more stations
will be added in the future. Frank
R. Steel
Associates, Chicago, handles the account.
IRNA
Chart

to Prepare
for Future

Pre-Convention Meeting Will
Take Up Group's Program
A MEETING of the membership
of Independent Radio Network
Affiliates to chart its future operations is under consideration by the
IRNA board for Chicago sometime
prior to the NAB convention in
San Francisco, Aug. 4-7.
While no definite date has been
set, the IRNA board has authorized such a session in connection
with proposed strengthening of the
organization. Chairman Samuel R.
Rosenbaum, WFIL, Philadelphia, it
is understood, has opened conversations with William J. Dempsey,
former FCC general counsel, and
his associate, William C. Koplovitz, regarding their retention to
advise in the formation of standards of practice for network affiliates, relating primarily to network compensation and time clearance. So far as could be ascertained, however, no definite arrangements yet have been made.
Presumably the convention call is
contingent upon handling of these
preliminaries.
Mr. Rosenbaum was authorized
at a meeting of the IRNA board
in New York May 29 to discuss
with Messrs. Dempsey and Koplovitz their possible retention by
IRNA. Presumably the basic question is whether IRNA, as an organization, can legally establish itself as a bargaining group with
the networks. IRNA has gone on
record in favor of development of
standards "with a view of curbing
increasing encroachment on station privileges by network advertisers" [Broadcasting, June 1].
These deal largely with stationbreak practices and continguous
time sales by networks of affiliates'
time.
Spic Test
SPIC Inc., Chicago (body deodorant), new to radio, on June 4
started a 13-week test campaign of
thrice-weekly quarter-hour woman
commentator programs titled Barbara Winthrop Calling on WJJD,
Chicago. Rogers & Smith, Chicago,
is the newly-appointed agency.
IN ADDITIOX to applying for new
regional stations in Dallas. Houston
and Austin [Broadcasting, June 1].
West Publishers Inc., headed by J. M.
West Texas financier, on June 7 applied to the FCC for a new 500-watt
night and 1,000-watt day station on
.")nO kc. in Corpus Christi, Tex.

WHEN the new policy of bringing
to Hollywood and spotting outstanding local station talent on the
weekly CBS Al Pearce & His Gang
piogram was inaugurated June 7,
Bonnie King, KMBC, Kansas City,
vocalist, was first to make a guest
appearance. Accompanied by Karl
R. K o e r p e r, vice-president of
KMBC (right), she was met by
Pearce (left), and the entire cast
of his weekly program, sponsored
by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
(Camel cigarettes), upon arrival at
the Union Air Terminal, Burbank,
Cal. from Kansas City.
Bought by General Mills
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis,
has signed for a five-year term
Caroline Ellis' Caroline's Golden
Stoi-e, currently heard five times
weekly on CBS, according to a
June 4 announcement by Arthur B.
Church, president of KMBC, Kansas Citv, where the programs started in i933. Mix Dancer, BlackettSample - Hummert vice - president,
handled
the transaction.
Caroline's
Golden Store
became a part
of the
General Mills Hour on NBC-Red
on June 5, 1939, after a successful
26-week test on WHO, Des Moines.
The show later shifted to CBS,
and will recess for the summer
from July 19 to Oct. 7.
Harte

- Hanks

Interests

Seeking KBST Control
CONTROL of KBST, Big Spring,
Tex., now held by Joe Galbraith,
publisher of the Big Spring Herald,
would accrue to the Houston HarteBernard Hanks newspaper and radio interests under a stock transfer
deal for which application has been
filed with the FCC. Mr. Galbraith
now holds 51V>^ of the stock in the
licensee company, Mr. Hart 24.5%
and Mr. Hanks, 24.5%. Under the
new arrangement, it is proposed
that Mr. Hanks should hold 31.7% ;
Mr. Hart, 31.77r ; Mr. Galbraith,
16.8% ; Howard Barrett, station
manager, 10%; Mrs. Bonnie Davis,
housewife, of Abilene, Tex., 10%.
The Hart-Hanks newi^papsr interests include stockholdings, T^ostly controlling, in the Abilene Neivs,
Big Spring Herald, Paris News,
Corpus Christi Caller-Times, Denison Herald, Sayi Angela Standard
and Times and Marshall NewsMessenger, all in Texas. Their radio holdings, in addition to KBST,
include KRBC, Abilene; KPLT,
Paris; KGKL, San Angelo, and
KRIS, Corpus Christi.
BROADCASTING

Recognizing SESAC as a licenbody for for
theprofit,
publictheperformancesingof music
Society
sought to add the Rialto Music Publishing Corp. and the Jewel Music
Publishing Co. controlling the copyrights owned by those two New
York music houses, as parties to
the test suit. SESAC is anxious to
have Jewel join since its owns
"Sunrise Sei'enade" and "A Lover's
Lullaby", both numbers heavily
played
the radio.
WCAUon also
argued, in contesting
the motion, that SESAC has no
right to recover damages under the
copyright law because it is not the
copyright proprietor. But if this
were
Kalodner,
"then
SESACso, said
has Judge
been wise
in seeking
to add to the record in this copyright infringement suit, as parties
plaintiff, the persons who are the
copyright proprietors. However,
the question of whether or not the
plaintiff Society is a proper party
to the action is not before me —
aside from the fact that the late
Judge Dickinson already has decided that question against WCAU.
In the course of his opinion. Judge
Dickinson not only held that there
was
misjoiner,
'in this,
both noplaintiffs
are stating,
concerned,
and
also
but were
joined,'party
intimated
that if either
hence, properly
omitted, it would constitute grounds
for objection."
AMP
Acquires Catalog
Of Serious B & H Music
ASSOCIATED Music Publishers
has acquired exclusive broadcasting
rights to the serious concert music
of Boosey & Hawkes Ltd., London
publishers. Agreement, involving
the assignment of the United States
copyrights
of the
& Hyears,
selections
to Associated
for B five
was
concluded June 6 between Ralph
Hawkes, joint managing director
of B & H, and Ernest R. Voigt,
manager
of the music rights division of AMP.
Probably best known of the compositions acquired by AMP is Sir
Edward Elgar's "Pomp and Circumstance". The catalog also contains works of Coleridge-Taylor,
Cyril Scott, and
Haydn
Jai'omir
Weinberger
BelaWood,
Bartok.
Both
Mr. Hawkes and Mr. Boosey are
directors of the Performing Rights
Society of London and their firm
is one of the most active music
nublishinq' houses abroad, according to the AMP announcement.
KFWB. Hollywood, staff, headed by
Harry :Maizlish. general manager, con:ril)nted
purchased
amhnlanee .1;1.2.~>0
which and
is being
sent an
abroad
by tlie Red Cross.
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THIS

WTIC

MARKET

1939

New

Car Sales up 43.6%

over 1938

1939 Total Retail Sales up 17.4% over 1938

V^^UMMER

inevitably brings a big plus to this market where per capita retail sales are consist-

ently 40% above the national average. Three million summer visitors to New England — who
spend some ^500,000,000 mean worth-while extra business for manufacturers of just about
everything.
Plan now to use WTIC

to help you make the most of this market that pays extra dividends

because it is within easy motoring distance of 72%

of the country's population.

50,000
WTDC

WATTS

A ''MUSr' FOR A BIG JOB IN THE BIG SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND MARKET
The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation, Member NBC Red Network and Yankee Network
Representatives: Weed & Company, New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco
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t of
NT witoh star
DEmer
CIsum
COIN
radi season,
the
CBS Hollywood ,sales promotion department headed by
George L. Moskovics, has started
a campaign to publicize KNX
shows. Most impressive is the tieup with Monarch Photo Co., Los
Angeles, which each week installs
displays in 900 independent drug
stores and other photo-finishing depots in Southern California. From
negatives supplied by the CBS publicity department, Monarch is
"photo story" on
building a weeklyitiz
20 X 24 inch sens ed paper which
is inserted in the displays.
Second major deal is with Thrifty Drug Co., which sponsors the
quarter-hour program. This Is
Magic, on KNX. A large display,
which features photographs of all
drug network and local sponsored
shows, as well as educational diagrams of how CBS programs travel
from Hollywood to New York, is
"riding
circuit"California.
of 58 Thrifty
stores inthe
Southern
It is
on exhibit for approximately two
weeks in each store.
CBS has also made a deal with
Philco Radio Log, eight -page
monthly magazine published by Listenwalter & Gough, Southern California Philco distributors. Two full
pages of the publication, which has
a circulation of more than 100,000
in the area, are turned over to the
network to publicize 10 network
and local programs pictorially.
KNX reciprocates by mentioning
the Philco Radio Log on its thricedaily hoTise organ program,
KNX-tra.
* * *
Name the Band!
CONTEST to choose an identifying name for its staff orchestra,
conducted by Joe Frasetto, was
started June 10 by WIP, Philadelphia. The station is offering $10 to
the listener submitting the best
name. In announcing the contest,
Benedict Gimble, Jr., WIP president, said he hoped to receive title
suggestions that would immediately
identify the orchestra.
^ ^ ^
Days of Yore
TO AROUSE interest in its 40th
anniversary sale, a local furniture
store using WHBQ, Memphis, has
added a Forty Years Ago Today
feature to its daily broadcast. Each
day something that happened 40
years ago on that date is related,
with a followup
the 1900.
store's continuous businessonsince

Plugs on Coast — Illinois Roundup — Scramble for
Flowers — Name Wanted — Diamond Prizes
Employe's Rally
TO STIMULATE interest and explain the purpose of Background
to Living, weekly cfuarter-hour program sponsored on KNX, Hollywood, by Barker Bros., Los Angeles (home furnishings and decoraaspecial
rally was
staged tors),in
the employe's
station studios
on
June 7. In addition to pep talks by
Donald W. Thornburgh, CBS Pacific Coast vice-president, and Neil
Petree, president of Barker Bros.,
there was a "sample" broadcast
of the program, and sound effects
demonstration by Ray Erlenborn,
sound effects engineer. Drawings
for cash and merchandise prizes
were also features of the evening.
George L. Moskovics CBS Pacific
Coast sales promotion manager, explained special merchandising features of the series, and promotion
being used to support the program.
Tuscola Parade
ENTIRE ENTERTAINMENT
staff of WDZ, Tuscola, 111., is making weekly trips to nearby cities for
personal appearance performances
in connection with new WDZ on
Parade. Towns are lined up two
weeks in advance and merchants
solicited for a week so that one
week may be spent in announcing
the coming event and reading commercials. Three shows are presented each Saturday, using most available open plot as stage, with time
off between performances for shoppers. Sales of time are based on
the fact that shows draw potential
purchasers from nearby towns.
List of Newscasts
WGBF-WEOA, Evansville, Ind.,
have published a vest pocket list of
scheduled newscasts.
*
* *
Iowa Tag
PERHAPS your selling problems
may seem as tough as this puzzle,
KRNT-KSO, Des Moines, suggests
in sending out a tag gadget. Just
use KSO-KRNT, the tag says.

WITH a large space leased at the San Francisco Golden Gate International Exposition on Treasure Island, KPO-KGO feature a large clock-like
dial containing lifelike rubber and wax figures of some of the microphone
personalities, who put on a 16-minute transcribed entertainment dozens
of times a day. Their transcribed voices are synchronized with the
little animated rubber figures so sound appears to come from them.
Page 38
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Fines for Welfare
PETROL Corp., Los Angeles (PDQ
gasoline), on June 7 only, broadcast a special session of its weekly
half-hour Quiz Court over KHJ,
from the Pasadena (Cal.) Junior
Chamber of Commerce '10-A-Plate'
banquet staged to raise funds for
boy's welfare work. Weekly program features Municipal Judge
Leroy Dawson and Gary Breckner.
Participants who fail to answer
questions on traffic problems turned
over their "fines" to the Welfare
Fund. Quiz Cotirt is sponsored
weekly on KFI, Los Angeles, and
originates from Paramount Theatre stage in downtown Los AnGlads in Demand
geles.
CALIFORNIA FRUIT Growers
Exchange, Los Angeles (Sunkist),
in a three-month campaign, on its
thrice-weekly quarter-hour program, Hedda Hopper's Hollywood,
sponsored on 29 CBS stations, offered 12 pink gladiolus bulbs for
10c and six Sunkist lemon wrappers. To fill the expected response,
the Exchange ordered 1,200,000
bulbs, enough to care for 100,000
requests. But at the end of the campaign the demand totaled 121,000
sets, or 1,452,000 bulbs. The Exto the bulbs
nation'sto
nurserieschange
forappealed
sufficient
meet the offer.
Pete's Money
WNEW, New York, on June 8 became the exclusive New York station to carry the "Popsicle Pete's
Money Box" feature on the halfhour transcribed Buck Rogers program, currently on 100 stations
throughout the country sponsored
by Joe Lowe Corp., New York
[Broadcasting, April 15]. Telephone books of all communities in
the WNEW area are used on the
program, heard Saturdays 9:3010 a.m., with juvenile listeners receiving cash prizes and merchandise giveaways of Popsicles. Biow
Co., New York, handles the account.
* *
Bus Cards
USING varnished silk-screen posters in six colors on the outside and
four-color car cards on the inside
of Public Service Coordinated
Transport buses, WFIL, Philadelcalls commuters'
and travelers'phia,attention
to its programs
and
service. The interior cards are used
on about 500 buses and plug specific programs, using a standard
design but with regular color and
copy changes.
Wichita Newscasts
POSTCARDS listing the news
broadcast schedules of all three
Wichita stations are being sent on
request to listeners by KFBI,
Wichita, Kan. The tabulated schedules give an equal break to all
three stations, and the station notes
on the card that new schedules
will be furnished when any considerable change is made in the
schedules listed. The offer is made
dui-ing KFBI news broadcasts.
First announcement brought in 139
requests.
BROADCASTING

Tiny Jingle
WNEW, New York, is sending out
to radio executives and editors a
miniature recording of its new
musical station break jingle, which
now replaces in part the wellknown WNEW call letters and tag
line, "Serving New York and New
Jersey 24righted
hours
a day". A incopyfeature exclusive
the
New York area, the song is sung
by the Tune-Twisters with words
and music by Alan Kent and Austin
Croom Johnson. The words follow:
"WNEW— New York. Twelve-fifty
on the dial; Tune in all the while
to WNEW, the station that is serving you. New York and New
Jersey, too, twenty-four hours a
* WNEW."
* *
day, that's true,
Angler Prizes
EIGHTEEN complete fishing outfits are to be given away for the
largest catches in various classes
ranging from sunfish to tuna in a
contest being conducted on Joe
O'Byrne's Hunting & Fishing Club
on KYW, Philadelphia. Rules require only that contestants, after
catching a fish, measure and weigh
it and have the figures verified by
any tackle dealer or boat captain
before postcarding the information
to KYW. Awards are made at the
end of the season. The prize tackle
is supplied by the three firms of
Ashaway, Montague and Ocean
City Reel Co.4= ^ *
Day at the Park
THROUGH special arrangements
with Cedar Point, Lake Erie summer resort, June 11 and 12 were
observed as "Wheaties Days" at
the resort, with Jack Graney's recreations ofCleveland Indians baseball games on WCLE, Cleveland,
originated in a special booth at the
resort. Operators of the resort
amusements accepted Wheaties
boxtops in partial payment for
rides and other attractions. The
promotion was arranged by Kermit
A. Paulson, local sales supervisor
for Washburn-Crosby Co., and
Robert Greenberg,
WHK - WCLE
merchandising
manager.
* * *
Awards to Players
STONEY McLINN, director of
sports at WIP, Philadelphia, is
monthly contests to
staging four
determine
the most valuable player
of the month one each of Philadelphia's two major league baseball
teams, best player certificates and
certiplayer
prizes
fied by going
a boardto ofthe
judges
based on
votes received from WIP listeners.
The contest is being conducted in
conjunction
Sport
Shots with
show,McLinn's
sponsoreddaily
by
Adams Clothes, Philadelphia.
BROCHURES
KOIN.
Portland.brochure
Ore. — Plastic-bound
merchandising
presenting
statistics, programs, testimonials and
personalities through text and crayon
drawings. Two thousand copies to be
mailed to national and local advertisers. Prepared under supervision of
Charles Couche, KOIN advertising
manager.
WABC, "Some
New ofYork
Brown
and get
white
folder
our— best
people
up
early", reprinting from Sales Managea description
Rising mentSun
program. of Larry Elliott's
WRC-WMAL, Washington — Die-cut
promotion
folder, "Heads
Tales You
Win
!"', including
a token orcoin.
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• • THAT'S
MANAGERS

WHY EXPERIENCED PROMOTION
PREFER THIS OLD ESTABLISHED &

FINANCIALLY

RESPONSIBLE

ORGANIZATION

ALMOST THREE DECADES ago Illustrated Current News.
Inc.. perfected and distributed what was then a sensational new idea in advertising . . . ornamental frames
that combined current news photographs with panels for
the local merchants' own advertising message.
From that modest beginning has grown this company's
present nation-wide service — the largest in the business
— serving thousands of banks, business houses and merchants on contracts that have been running since 1913.
This complete— experienced— and responsible
advertising distribution service is now at the
free disposal of radio stations everywhere.

Not just a Newspicture or a Frame, but a real
COOPERATIVE
SERVICE
THAT
BUILDS GOOD
WILL
)f All locations are secured by our own
trained men acting under a responsible
manager.
3f We supply each exhibitor with a
continuous flow of 133 screen, clear,

The illustration above shows our newest ILLUMINATED DISPLAY PANEL as used by

sharp, snappy half-tone news pictures— size
I2V2 X 19" — all up to the
minute
in interest.

KYW
(PHILADELPHIA)
and other important stations. This handsome,
eye-catching, attention holding display advertises the Station CALL LETTERS, DIAL NUMBER, or other message — gives generous space
to the local merchant — and holds attention by
a LAST MINUTE NEWS PHOTOGRAPH with
terse, reliable descriptive matter.

)f We supply smart business-building
sales messages to fit the location.
3f YOUR CALL LETTERS— DIAL NUMBER—AND ADVERTISING MESSAGE ARE LARGE, CLEAR, AND
ATTRACTIVELY COLORED.

YOUR

ADVERTISING

ON

THIS

DISPLAY

COSTS
YOU
NOTHING!
IT TURE
IS YOUR
OPPORTUNITY
SECUREORDINARILY
"HIGH-SPOT",
HEAD-ON
MINIABILLBOARDS
IN LOCATIONSTO THAT
CANNOT
BE BOUGHT.
EXCLUSIVE

CONTRACTS

Write— Wire— or Phone

BEING

MADE

NOW

for complete information

)f Total overall size: 24" wide, 32V2"
high,
base. Black and
chrome
finish.11"TELECHRON
ELECTRIC
CLOCK illuminated by GENERAL
ELECTRIC FLUORESCENT LAMP.
We manufacture our own displays— finance our own accounts
— bill all customers direct —
handle all detail ourselves —
report regularly to you — respect
your interests at all times.

IlLUSTRnTED
[URREnT
INCORPORATED
lill
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THE NEWS OF
THE WORLD
IN PICTURES
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NEW

HAVEN,
CONN
27 YEARS OF SERVICE
TO AMERICAN INDUSTRY

Advertising

HEUIS
REFERENCES:
DUNN & BRADSTREET
NEW HAVEN BANK, N.B.A.
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Radio's

New

Arts

On
IRE
Program
Yankee FM Station, New WBZ
Plant to Be Inspected
NEW BROADCAST services, such
as FM, television, and ultra-high
frequency transmission generally
will highlight the 15th annual convention of the Institute of Radio
Engineers in Boston June 27-29 at
the Hotel Statler.
To be attended by a majority of
chief engineers of stations, the IRE
session will include an inspection
of the new 50 kw. FM transmitter
of the Yankee Network at Paxton,
Mass.
Paul DeMars, technical director
of the Yankee Network, who supervised installation of the station,
will demonstrate FM reception and
relay transmission on the trip.
Other inspections include the new
WBZ vard
50 Engineiering
kw'. transmitter,
the Har& Research
Laboratories, General Electric Co., and
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, as well as the Hygrade Sylvania tube factory and the U. S.
Coast Guard air base at Salem.
Television Papers
Papers on television are scheduled as follows:
A Portable Television Transmitter,
C. D. Kentner, RCA Mfg. Co. ; Small
Iconoscopes of Recent Design, W. H.
Hickok, RCA Mfg. Co. ; A New Method of Synchronization for Television
Systems, T. T. Goldsmith, R. L. Campbell and S. W. Stanton, Allen B. DuMont Laboratories ; A Type of Light
Valve for Television Reproduction, J.
S. Donal Jr., and D. B. Langmuir,
RCA Mfg. Co. ; Synchronizing & Deflection Circuits of a Television Receiver, R. E. Moe, General Electric
Co. ; Television Radio Relaying, F. H.
Kroger, Bertram Trevor and J. B.
Smith, RCA Communications ; The Influence of Filter Shape-Factor on
Single-Sideband Distortion, J. C. Wilson and H. A. Wheeler, Hazeltine
Service Corp. ; and High Oscillation
Stability Without Crystals, S. W.
Seeley and E. I. Anderson, RCA
License Laboratory.
Papers on FM
FM will be covered by six papers
as follows:
Interference Between Stations in
Frequency-Phase-Modulation Systems,
Dale Pollack. Cambridge, Mass. ; Interference Between Two FrequencyModulated Signals, Stanford Goldman,
General Electric Co. ; A New Broadeast Transmitter Circuit Design for
Frequency Modulation, J. F. Morrison,
Bell Laboratories ; Frequency-Modulation-Systems Characteristics, M. L.
Levy, Stromberg-Carlson Telephone
Mfg. Co.;
of FrequencyNBC's
Modulation,Field
R. Test
F. Guy
and
R. M. Morris, NBC ; Demonstration of
Frequency-Modulated-Wave Broadcast
Systems, E. H. Armstrong and P. A.
deMars, Columbia University, and the
Yankee Network, respectively.
Other discussions on the agenda
include a paper on an air-cooled
50 kw. transmitter by R. N. Harmon
of Westinghouse, and on air-cooled
tubes for 50 kw. transmitters by
I. E. Mouromtseff and W. G. Morgan of Westinghouse. Papers on
ulta-high frequencies and microwaves include:
Microwaves — Present and Future,
by a Massachusetts Institute of Technology group, led by W. L. Barrow ;
Ultra-Short-Wave Transmission Over
a Fixed Optional Path, C. R. Bnglund, A. B. Crawford and W. W. Mumford, Bell Laboratories ; CentimeterWave - Detector — Measurements and
Performance, E. G. Linder and R. A.
Braden, RCA Mfg. Co. ; A New UHF
Tetrode and Its Use in a 1-KW Television Sound Transmitter, A. K. Wing
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Bismarck

Flip

OWNER of a new Taylorcraft for only 10 days. Bob
Watts, engineer of KFYR,
Bismarck, N. D., loaned it to
his brother Jack on May 25
for a short jaunt with Mervin Clough, KFYR news director. Making a landing in
Center, N. D., the plane
turned over and was badly
wrecked, but neither of the
occupants was injured. Besides Bob Watts, flying enthusiasts and pilot license
candidates on the KFYR staff
are Engineer Dick Kaiser,
News Editor Clough and Announcer Bob MacLeod.

Television
Seeking New Video Channels
TO CONFORM to the new rules
governing television, licensees and
applicants alike are applying to the
FCC for new wave bands allotted
for visual services [Broadcasting,
June 1]. Present license or construction permit holders applying
for wave shifts are: W2XBT, NBCNew York, seeking change from
156-162 mc. to 162-168 mc. for portable station; W9XZV, Zenith Radio
Corp., seeking change from 42-50
mc. and 60-86 mc. to 50-56 mc;
W9XUI, University of Iowa, Iowa
City, seeking change from 42-56
mc. and 60-86 mc. to 60-66 mc;
WIOXKT, Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, New York, seeking reinstatement of old CP, asking for
258-270 mc. for portable mobile.
Among recent new television applications are those of: Crosley Radio Corp., Cincinnati, seeking 50-56
mc; R. B. Eaton, Des Moines, seeking 44-50 mc. (now allocated to
FM) ; Balaban & Katz Corp., Chicago, seeking 66-72 mc; Leroy's
Jewelers, Los Angeles, seeking 6672 mc; Television Productions Inc.,
seeking 66-72 mc. ; Don Lee Broadcasting System, San Francisco,
seeking 50-56 mc.
^ ^
M-G-M Video Clause
METRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER
STUDIOS, Culver City, Cal., has
filed with the California Secretary
of State in Sacramento an amendment to articles of incorporation,
adding a brief declaration to engage in the business of broadcasting by means of radio or television,
and to own and operate a radio
station or stations or television station or stations. The film studio
would also employ performers and
produce.
Jr. and J. E. Young, RCA ; An UltraHigh-Frequency Dosemeter-Diatherm,
J. D. Kraus and R. W. Teed, University of Michigan ; A Radio-Frequency Bridge for Measurements Up
to 30 eralMegacycles,
D. B.Measurement
Sinclair, Gen-of
Radio Co. ; The
Coil Reactance in the 100-Megacycle
Region. Ferdinand Hamburger Jr. and
C. F. Miller, Johns Hopkins University ;The Entrance of Ultra-High-Freqencies Into Air-Transport Communications, J. G. Flynn Jr., American
Airlines ; strument
Microwave
Beams for
Landing of Airplanes,
W. InL.
Barrow, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology ; A Microwave Receiver
for Instrument Landing, F. D. Lewis,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

The Other FeUow's
VIEWPOINT

From the New Yorker
"Must Be Some Foreign Potcer Trying
to Jam the Wave Band."
News

Notes

New Book on Televisoin
NEWEST volume on television for
lay readers is We Present Television, written by John Porterfield
and Kay Reynolds [W. W. Norton
& Co., New York, $3]. The new
book contains non-tenchnical discussions of the various phases of
visual broadcasting as well as pictures illustrating television advances, with individual chapters
written by experts in the television
field.
With an introduction by Waldemar Kaempffert, science editor of
the New York Times, the volume
includes chapters covering the technical and programming ends of the
art with an eye on the future spread
of television service. Among contributors are Alfred H. Morton,
NBC vice-president in charge of
television; 0. B. Hanson, NBC vicepresident and chief engineer; Thomas H. Hutchinson, program manager of the NBC television department; Thomas Lyne Riley, NBC
television director; Harry R.
Lubcke, Don Lee television director,
on West Coast television progress;
J. R. Poppele, chief engineer of
WOR, Newark, N. J., on facsimile
and FM; Donald G. Fink; Earle
Larimore; Charles E. Butterfield;
Benn Hall; Robert Edmond Jones.
ASCAP Video License
FIRST television license for use of
copyright music was issued to the
Hollywood Brown Derby on May
27 by ASCAP. Restaurant is
equipped with a television receiving
set. tion
While
the Society's
jurisdicover broadcast
music has
been
included to cover television for
some time past, this is the first instance where the right has been invoked. It is believed in Hollywood
that this is a forerunner of a national move to cover television
*
* *
spots.
Launching Televised
FIRST televised record of the
launching a man-of-war was made
June 13 when NBC's television station W2XBS covered the launching
of the 35,000-ton battleship North
Carolina at the Brooklyn Navy
Yard. Snecial permission of the
Navy was granted NBC to cover
the ceremonies, witnessed only by
holders of special passes. The event
was broadcast by NBC, MBS and
CBS.
BROADCASTING

Programming FM
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I NOTICED an item in the last issue of Broadcasting to the effect
that the WTMJ station in Milwaukee was, to the best of your knowledge, the only FM station with a
regular program schedule which
was not a duplicate of the parent
station program.
advise that
FMI wish
stationto W9XYH
has aWEBC's
schedule in which about 40% of the program time is devoted to programs
not heard over WEBC or any other
local outlet. This special program
schedule consists of electrical transcriptions supplied by the Associated Music Publishers, which service incidentally was contracted for
use over W9XYH only and is not
used over WEBC, and in addition
live programs from the WEBC studios as well as certain network programs which are aired over
W9XYH while WEBC carries local
Every effort has been made to
programs.
make these special FM features as
attractive as possible to provide a
real incentive for local listeners to
purchase and use FM receivers. In
line with,
is our
belief that this
FM thought
will be itsold
to the
public by offering:
1. Interference-free reception to
listeners located more than a few
miles from existing stations especially local and regional stations.
2. Separate program service.
3. High-fidelity.
High-fidelity is going to be hard
to sell to the public, especially so
with the cost of the present day
high-fidelity receiver out of reach
of the average pocketbook. For
that reason FM broadcasters must,
for the present at least, sell their
services on the basis of the first
two advantages. That should not be
difficult to do.
C. B. PERSONS
Chief Engineer
WEBC-W9XYH, Duluth
June 4, 1940
New INS Subscribers
INTERNATIONAL News Service
has announced the following new
radio station subscribers to INS:
WMAZ, Macon,
Ga.; WJAX,
Jacksonville, Fla.; WGRM,
Greenwood,
Miss.; WSAM, Saginaw, Mich.;
KGFW, Kearney, Neb.; WDAE,
Tampa, Fla.; KPHO, Phoenix,
Ariz.; KROD, El Paso; WTCN,
WLOL, Minneapolis; KOA, Denver; WRJN, Racine, Wis.; WPGA,
West Point, Ga. KARM, Fresno,
Cal., and WCBM, Baltimore, also
recently renewed their INS subscriptions.
AFM Local's Change
LOS ANGELES Musicians Mutual
Protective Assn.. Local 47, AFM, has
revised its ruling affecting members
playing both on network shows and in
film studios. New status reads : Members playing not more than one transcontinental radio program are permitted to play one moving picture studio
in any week on any day except the
day of and
the shall
broadcast
or rehearsal
same,
construe
the day for
of
tofore.
the
broadcast as the first day of the
week instead of the last day as hereH. V. KALTENBORN. NBC commentator,
on June 10 delivered the commencement
address at Miami U, receiving: at the same
time
Letters.the honorary degree of Doctor of
• Broadcast
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STABILITY
FREQUENCY
TEMPERATURE
ROOM
OVER

RANGE

OF

32°

Four Times

TO

122°F

Better Than

F.C.C. Requirements!
... in a S' i'hour test over an ambient temperature range of 90° F. That's what actual measurements on a typical G-E frequency-modulation
transmitter showed. And even better stability is
obtained under normal conditions.
G.E. Does It Simply!
A single low-coefficient quartz crystal unit (temperature controlled) controls the frequency. Mean
carrier frequency is electronically compared to a
multiple of crystal frequency. Tendency to drift
is instantaneously cancelled by automatic application of a corrective voltage of the proper magnitude to the reactance-tube modulator.
Correct carrier frequency is thus maintained by
direct comparison to a precise crystal frequency.
Why the Simplified G-E Design?
Greater
dependability;
you "onoperation.
the air" —
an important
feature inkeeps
commercial
Amazing accessibility; every part and wire easily
reached without disassembly ; all tubes instantly accessible by opening main access doors!
Small
only 31 tubes in entire
1-kwtube-complement;
transmitter
Low tube cost
Single crystal control; accurate; positive
Easy to operate
Small floor-space requirement
Only simple shielding required, giving easy access to circuit components
Fewer parts; less space needed
Additional Performance Characteristics
(measured on typical production transmitter)
Audio-frequency response: Flat to within ±0.5
db, from 30 to 15,000 cycles.
RMS
Harmonic distortion:
30 cycles = 0.9 % RMS
100 cycles = 0.6 % RMS
1000 cycles
5000
cycles == 0.55%
1.25 To
7500 cycles = 1.5 % RMS
Carrier noise-level: FM noise down 65
db from
modulation level at —60 kc carrier-frequency
deviation. (Down 70 db at ±100 kc deviation)
A-M hum down 55 db. All values unweighted.
Linearity: Within ±0.1 db up to ±75 kc carrier
frequency deviation.
Cross Modulation: 0.7% RMS at ±60 kc deviation
with signal inputs of 400 and 700 cycles, and
4000 and 7000 cycles.

The complete G-E 1-kw FM transmitter; less than 10 square feet
of floor space is required

GENERAL

m

ELECTRIC
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When WE AF ground waves "take
to the water" — millions in New
York area will become steadier
customers of Red Network advertisers than ever before.
There's nothing mysterious about it. Salt
water is the slickest conductor of ground
waves in the business. So, in selecting a
site for the erection of WEAF's newest
50,000-watt transmitter, NBC engineers
looked for a location that would take
best advantage of the salt water around
New York.
After years of search, they finally

what

NBC

^ed

means

by

its
TO

WATER

GREATER

does, the first station of America's first
network is going to exert an even more
powerful influence over the New York
market's buying millions than at present.
Yes— and new thousands in the most productive listening area in the United States
will become WEAF enthusiasts!

IN

WAY
GREATER

found the right spot in Port Washington,
Long Island. As you can see from the picture above, the path from antenna to New
York is almost entirely over salt water.
At present the new transmitter is being
built — from plans which took more than
a year to formulate. It will probably commence operation in September. When it

SALES

Thus the "saltjA^er way, "by providing
better-than-ever signal to WEAF's listening millions, is going to mean more
listeners . . . greater sales and profits ... to
Red Network advertisers.
Add to this the known fact that the
Red Network provides its advertisers with
radio's biggest listening audience and you
have a mild idea why, again last year, they
invested more money in Red Network
time than in any other single advertising
medium-almost $35,000,000. The Red
is a profitable investment because it's first
in stations and programs— and has been
since radio broadcasting began.

NEW

YORK!''

the

DELEGATES
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'
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Brown

Vallee, Fibber, Pearce
Granted Radio Awards
By Los Angeles College
TWELVE radio stars and programs, studied regularly by the radio classes of Los Angeles City
College, were named for the first
annual radio awai-ds by 1,200 students of the
department.college's
Rudy Valleedrama
won the
special achievement award for "pioneering in a new field of radio
entertainment" through his successful introduction of the original radio musical comedy on his NBC
weekly program for National
Dairy Products Co. (Sealtest).
Fibber McGee & Molly, sponsored
on NBC by S. C. Johnson Co., drew
second
award American
for "making
life in
an
average
community
the basis of an enjoyable and entertaining service." Al Pearce was
named for his creation of an original comedy character, that of Elmer Blurt, on the CBS program
for R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. One
Man'sardFamily,
by StandBrands onsponsored
NBC, was
chosen
the best dramatic serial, and Blondie, on CBS for R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., was named outstanding
comedy serial.
The Texaco Star Theatre on CBS
was selected the best variety show.
Bu7~ns & Allen, on CBS for Lehn &
Fink Products Co., were best of all
comedy shows, while Gracie Allen
received an additional award as
radio's leading comedienne. Jack
Benny, on NBC for General Foods
Corp., was listed as first comedian,
Frances Langford of the Texaco
Star Theatre as best feminine singer, and Lanny Ross on CBS for
Campbell Soup Co. as best masculine singer. Edwin C. Hill was
named best news commentator for
his American Oil Co. series on CBS.
EMPLOYES OF WJW
TO GET BACK PAY
UNDER a consent decree entered
May 31 in the Federal District
Court in Cleveland, WJW, Akron,
0., charged with violation of the
Fair Labor Standards Act, was
ordered to pay 41 employes and
former employes a total of $4,540.29 in back wages and overtime.
The decree also permanently enjoined the station from violating
the Act.
The restitution order was based
on alleged violations due to misunderstanding ofthe law on the part
of the station's previous management in regard to defining "student announcers" and "guest announcers" who had worked without
pay. In addition, it was brought
out, overtime was not reported, and
wage and hour records did not
match log sheet entries, it was
stated.
Early in June the Wage & Hour
Division of the Labor Department,
following protests from the NAB
and several independent operators,
relaxed the rule requiring that records be kept at transmitters for
technicians employed there. Under
the new interpretation of the rule
records may be kept at a central
point by the employer, on condition
that they are produced "at the
place
of employment"
within or
72 places
hours after
notice from
a wage-hour inspector.
BROADCASTING

WSPA

Revamps
Personnel

Programs Reorganized as New
Owner Assumes Control
WITH a complete reorganization
and revamping of personnel and
programs, the Spartanburg Adv.
Co. June 1 took over the operation
of WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C, a
1000-watt daytime station. Walter
Brown,
wellknownton Washingnewspaper

Mr. Brown
WHEN

Bill Murdock, sales manager of WJSV, Washington, had another birthday June 7, the staff gave him a surprise party, along with
gifts (below) of sponsors' products, including a pair of sanforized unmentionables. Surrounding Murdock are (1 to r) John Heiney, promotion director; James Hurlbut, news writer; messenger boy (singing);
Hugh Conover, announcer; Murdock; Mrs. Miriam Fries, production;
Clyde Hunt, chief engineer; Harry Crow, auditor; Helen Harper, secretary to Manager A. D. Willard Jr.; Lloyd Dennis, program director;
Janet Campbell, Murdock's secretary; Joe King, announcer; Barbara
McMaster, Dennis' secretary; Mrs. Lucille Cohan (Nancy Dixon); Marie McGrain, phone operator, listening to the "Happy Birthday to You".

PARTIES CONSIDER
PLANKS ON RADIO
INCLUSION of a radio plank in
the platform of the Republican National Convention was predicted as
members of the Resolutions Committee of the Convention prepared
to gather in Philadelphia for their
first meeting during the week of
June 17. The committee has before
it recommendations for a radio
plank supporting freedom of radio
on a parity with the press, it was
learned. The committee meets one
week in advance of the June 24
opening of the convention.
A similar proposal is being considered by the Democratic National
Committee and recommendations to
that end have been made. No date
has yet been set for the meeting
of the Resolutions Committee of
that party, which stai-ts its annual
convention in Chicago July 15. Because of the repeated expressions
of President Roosevelt and other
Democratic leaders espousing freedom of radio, it was thought little
difficulty would be encountered in
procuring
such a plank in the platform.
The NAB Legislative Committee,
headed by John A. Kennedy,
WCHS, Charleston, urged both political parties to give consideration
to the free radio subject. So far as
can be ascertained, no opposition
has developed.
Ry. Express Fall Spots
RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY,
New York, will start its annual
campaign of spot announcements
early in October to run through
until Christmas on about 50 stations throughout the country. Advertising in other media will run
throughout the summer, but radio
details have not yet been fully arranged, according to Caples Co.,
New York, the agency in charge.
CALL letters of KEEN. Seattle, recentlycasting,
acquiredMay 15].
by newhaveowners
been [Broadchanged
to KEVR by authority of the FCC.
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Night Owls
ALL - NIGHT participating
show, Insomnia Club of the
Universe, featuring music and
patter with news for nonsleepers from midnight to 6
a.m. seven days a week, started recently on KFAC, Los
Angeles. The six-hour shows
are sponsored cooperatively
by Golden State Dairy, Downie Bros. Inc., Marco Dog &
Cat Food, Ben Hur Coffee,
White King Soap. Conducted
by Mel LeMon and Eddie
Johnson, listeners are invited
to join the Insomnia Club and
are issued free membership
cards entitling members to
Club privileges, including
special discounts at local
stores on certain days. Special contests also are open to
members, the first offering a
gas range as top prize.
KMYR
Court
Lifts Another

Decision
Obstacle

ANOTHER obstacle in the path of
licensing KMYR, new local authorized in Denver last year, was removed June 7 by the U. S. Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia in granting the FCC motion
to dismiss the appeal of KEEL,
Denver. There is still pending, however, the appeal of KVOD, Denver,
which shares time with KFEL,
along with an FCC motion to dismiss. The new KMYR, assigned
100 watts night and 250 day on
1310 kc, was authorized on application of F. W. Meyer, now general manager of KLZ, Denver.
On June 5 the court postponed
action on the FCC motion to dismiss the appeal of WMBG, Richmond, Va., in litigation involving
WRNL, Richmond, until a hearing
is held on the merits. The FCC,
however, in a new pleading filed
June 11, sought to have the court
reconsider its action.

correspondent, assumed management ofafter
the the
station
sign-off May 31,
which marked the
last day
of opera-V.
tion by Virgil
gd
the
station
Evans who found-in

1929 and sold it to the Spartanburg
Adv. Co. for $30,300.
The new owners have been
granted a construction permit for
WORD, a local station on 1370 kc.
Mr. Brown is proceeding with
plans to put the new local on the
air to bring Spartanburg both day
and night primary radio service
for the first time.
He has reorganized the WSPA
staff from top to bottom. Thad E.
Horton, formerly of WIS, Columbia, S. C, WGH, Norfolk, Va.,
WGBR,
Goldsboro,
N. manager
C. and un-of
til recently
commercial
WCOS, Columbia, S. C, is head of
the WSPA commercial department. Jack Walters resigned as
program vannah,director
WSAV,
Sato take theof same
position
with WSPA. Before going with
WSAV, Mr. Walters was announcer and special events director for
WKZO, Kalamazoo, Mich. Ralph S.
Bennett, engineer of WFMD, Frederick, Md., is the new chief engineer for WSPA. Before going to
WFMD he was engineer at WDAY,
Fargo, N. D.
Announcing Staff
Announcers at WSPA are SterlingrectorWright,
former
program
difor WCOS;
James
Waldrop,
formerly of WAIM, Anderson, and
WWNC, Asheville, N. C, and Cliff
Gray, formerly
with WGAL,
Lancaster and WEEU,
Reading.
Charles 0. Hearon is public relations director.
Assistant engineers are George
Tate, W. H. Harmon, Carey Isley,
and Alvin Lanford. Miss Fannie R.
Newman is bookkeeper and Miss
Hortense Bishop, secretary and receptionist.
WSPA began operation under
the new management with a fulltime United Press radio news wire,
and news will be broadcast during
the international crisis every hour
on the hour. WSPA is affiliated
with World Broadcasting System.
On the opening day under the
new management, WSPA received
wires ofernorcongratulations
from other
GovBurnet R. Maybank,
State and city officials; Senator E.
D. Smith, Senator James F.
Byrnes, Senator Robert R. Reynolds and from every member of
the South Carolina delegation in
the House of Representatives as
well as from other high Government officials in Washington.
WJJD, Chicago, and WIND, Gary,
Ind., have inaugurated a policy of interspersing spot announcements on
Americanism
throughout daily schedules.
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Fletcher Wiley
(Continued from page 19)

When

you

think

of

■

i

you

think

of:

KNX, Wiley was a local commentator only, selling local products to
the Los Angeles area audience.
When CBS purchased the station
from Guy C. Earl and associates
in late 1936, Wiley continued on
KNX under the new management.
With his daily Housewives Protective League a sellout and new
sponsors asking for time on the
program, he went to Donald W.
Thornburgh, CBS Pacific Coast
vice-president, and asked for the
Sunrise Express, an early morning
program of recordings. Wiley got
it, and renamed the program Sunrise Salute.
Adopting the policy and style of
presentation as used on his afternoon show, sponsors stai'ted flockingcessto Sunrise
Salute.
Wiley'sbroadsucwith his early
morning
casts is attributed to the variety
show format he introduced when
replacing the recorded music that
is standard on "get-em-up" programs. At present there are more
than a dozen live talent performers on the show. Besides instrumental trios, a novachord, vocal duos
and trios, he also includes a small
orchestra and often guests. This is
all woven
formaltogether
commentary. by Wiley's inWhen Star Ascended

with

flashing

eyes

and

50,000
1^1
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The greatest selling POWER in the South's greatest city
CBS AFFILIATE . . . NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE ... THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

Wiley tional
really
naattentionfirst
in attracted
April, 1938,
through his Sunrise Salute, when
National Livestock & Meat Board
released results of a 14-station
campaign conducted in metropolitan areas. The cooperative organization bought outstanding participation programs. During the brief
campaign a free booklet containing
information on the purchase and
preparation of fresh meats was
offered. Stmrise Salute was first
in the nation on a cost-per-inquiry
basis, drawing 19,469 requests for
the booklet.
then on firmament
Wiley's star
in From
the national
withrosea
greater number of national sponsors sharing time with regional
and local ones on his programs.
His great success with Sunrise Salute gave other advertisers confidence in early morning periods, and
Wiley did a good sales job for
other sponsors in this period,
among them being Farmers Public
Market, Los Angeles, which sells
produce direct from farm to consumer. On one mention only Wiley
sold a carload of peaches for this
market. They had to be sold in 48
hours or be a total loss to the market, for the peaches were iust ripe.
Wiley, in his own particular style,
told the story. There was a sellout.
A National Sponsor
So successful was this live talent
musical format on his morning program that when the Houseivives
Protective League, because of the
log jam of sponsors, was increased
from half to a full hour in the afternoon, Wiley interspersed similar
entertainment between his comments. Currently he has Don Roland's orchestra with vocalists, who
concentrate on "old favorite" reThough Campbell Soup Co. is
quests.
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GROCERY STORES of Southern
California stage quarterly Fletcher
Wiley Sales, promoting products
he advertises on his daily combined
Sunrise Salute and Housewives
Protective League programs on
KNX, Hollywood. Stores are dectured. orated with such banners as picWiley's first national network sponsor, he has been heard on the CBS
Pacific Network for several wellknown advertisers. His first Pacific Coast network sponsorship
was in 1937 when a quarter-hour
period of the five-weekly sustaining Western Home Hour, afternoon
variety show, was sponsored by
Table Products Inc., Los Angeles,
(Duchess Salad Dressing) for 13
weeks. When CBS discontinued the
show shortly afterward, Wiley concentrated on his two local programs— but not for long. In September, 1938, Soil-Off Mfg. Co.,
Glendale, Cal. (cleanser) , returned
him to a seven-station CBS West
Coast network with a program
built at the sponsor's request.
Wiley's success for Soil-Off had
been so significant on his two KNX
programs, that the firm sponsored
him on, the network for 13 weeks
under title simply of Fletcher
Wiley, which he also uses today for
Campbell Soup Co. When CBS began offering his daily quarter-hour
network program on a participating basis, California Prune & Apricot Growers Assn. (Sunsweet
Prunes & Apricots) : Knox Gelatine Co.; California Fi-uit Growers
Exchange (Sunkist oranges and
lemons), and other national advertisers sponsored him on a CBS
network consisting of KNX KARM
KSFO KOIN KVI KIRO KFPY.
After several nibbles for prospective transcontinental sponsors,
Campbell Soup Co., on Jan. 22 in a
13-weeks test, started sponsoring
him five times weekly on nine CBS
West Coast stations, extending the
series to 36 outlets for 52 weeks,
on April 29, Mondavs thru Fridays
2:30-2:45 p. m. (EDST).
Why He Succeeds
Key to the success of the local
programs — Housewives Protective
League and Sunrise Salute — lies in
the commentator's past experiences
in the food industry and his true
salesmanship. Wiley's previous
training has given him accurate
knowledge on all branches of food
chemistry and merchandising. In
many instances he knows as much
about a product and its history as
the local broker or distributor.
Furthermore he has the ability to
sell himself to the advertiser and
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trade. Wiley's 20 years of food
products selling through brokerages makes it possible for him to
call on local brokers and agencies
in person and present his story.
When he assumes the advertising burden for some product, he
personally checks the distribution
setup, confers with the local broker
on sales strategy, ways to open new
outlets, and other means to move
the commodity. Wiley has turned
down many products. Filed in his
fourth-floor office in the CBS Hollywood building are names of 3,500
housewives who are members of his
"testing bureau". When a sponsor
approaches him with a product,
Wiley turns it over to 50 of these
housewives for testing. If it meets
their high standard test, nine times
out of ten Wiley will accept the
sponsorship.
Wiley, too, is one of the few
showman-salesmen in radio. Although his fan mail averages more
than 2,500 letters monthly, he
doesn't answer a one. He discounts
fan mail as an index of the job he
is doing for a sponsor and sticks
with sales results^ — on that he rises
and falls. He is actually a sales
manager with a flair for entertaining and informative commentary.
His personal contacts are reflected in the tremendous weight he has
acquired with the Southern California grocery and market trade.
Two groups of voluntary grocery chains — Certified Grocers and
the Red & White Stores, representing some 700 independent grocery
stores throughout Southern California— conduct quarterly Fletcher

Wiley Adds KSFO
FLETCHER WILEY'S Housewives' Protective League, heard
regularly on KNX, Hollywood, has
started on KSFO, San Francisco,
on a twice-daily basis under direction of Galen Drake, following
Wiley's established format. The
Housewives' Protective League,
which is a formally chartered fraternal organization as well as a
program, has a Southern California membership including more
than 3,500 voluntary registered
housewife-testers who determine
acceptability of products submitted
for sponsorship. Wiley will continue to conduct the KNX program.
Wiley Sales, and "push" products
currently being promoted by the
commentator on his Sunrise Salute
and Housewives Protective League
programs. Besides including boxes
in their newspaper advertising to
promote the Wiley Sale, they also
decorate stores with silk screen
banners and have special store displays during the quarterly campaign. This all without cost to the
commentator.
Says What He Wishes
Wiley's commercials, like his
programs, are strictly ad lib. He
says what he wishes, without interference from the sponsor. He
hi.s sacrificed some important national accounts because of his insistence that all commercials be ad
libbed. He speaks the way he feels,
and commercials are drawled out
slowly, woven in and out of his
discussions.
In a typical day he'll discuss air

It was only recently that he allowed his picture to be published,
declaring
"no matteris,how
handsome that
a commentator
he

FBI Head Remoted
FOR what is believed the
first time in history a major
university's commencement
speaker, unable to attend the
exercises in person, carried
through with his address via
radio network lines. J. Edgar
Hoover, head of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, was
slated to visit Drake U in
Des Moines and deliver the
commencement address. However, pressing business kept
him in Washington. In the
midst of the complications he
offered to broadcast his
speech via WOL, MBS Washington outlet, direct to the
Drake graduating class. The
plan was followed out
through arrangement completed by KSO, Des Moines,
MBS-NBC affiliate in Des
Moines.

never looks like what women picture himittolimits
be. She
like it
because
herdoesn't
imagination.
And then, she may not listen."
Although numerous civic organizations have approached him with
offers of kudos, Wiley universally
declines them. One of the few exceptions was when, in early January, he accepted the Citation of
Service from the Disabled American War Veterans. It was awarded
him "because of his sympathetic
understanding of veterans' problems, because of his ready willingness, without consideration of cost
or personal sacrifice, to champion
their justifiable causes over a long
period
. ."years
This that
was the
time in. 20
the fourth
award
had been given. The other recipients were Madame SchumannHeink, Eddie Cantor and Jack
Warner, vice-president of Warner
Bros.

raid precautions in Britain; the
story of an accountant's error due
to a fly speck; the story of Napoleon's literary career and how it
affected Europe; how the stock
market works — all in a slow Pegleresque and picturesque Americanese — as if talking informally to
friends. He talks from brief typewritten notes. Sometimes he pauses
to take off his coat and rearrange
his chair. The radio audience has
come to expect and appreciate the
showmanly ease with which he
talks to them.

schedule
is onein
of Though
the mostWiley's
rigorous
in radio,
actual number of hours of broadcasting, he still is able to give the
same impression that he did when
conducting a half-hour daily program on the old KNX. He still can
be found lounging in his office, feet
on desk, reading a magazine,
perched cussing
on world
a salesman's
desk disproblems, apparently with nothing to do and all the
time in the world to do it. Yet he
confers long hours daily with his
researchers and staff.
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PLATFORM

Keep American radio free as the press.
Maintain a system of free, competitive broadcasting, rendering public service without undue
restraint.
Build programs to provide the greatest good
for the greatest number.
Avoid political partisanship on the air.
Install radios in every home, classroom, office,
automobile, passenger train and airplane.
Keep pace with technical developments and
foster their commercial applications.
War

via

Radio

TOTAL WAR in Europe, with its staggering
repercussions in this hemisphere, focusses new
attention on the role of radio. Last September
emphasis was placed on maintenance of our
neutrality, with evei-y deed and move weighed
in the light of whether it would give "aid and
comfort" to any belligerent. Today there can
be no doubt as to the sympathies of the United
States. But the byword is to protect our democratic and hemispheric interests by arming to
the teeth.
This swift turn in public sentiment does not
alter the obligation of radio as a responsible
purveyor of information. Last fall the industry quickly assumed its new role by adopting
self-imposed guideposts for the handling of
war news. Networks and stations, coordinating through NAB, adopted war coverage policies. Though the situation changes almost from
day to day, these basic policies are sound and
should be observed.
In these tense times there is constant danger
of mass hysteria. The action of the FCC in
banning international amateur communications
to minimize possible espionage, is the first tangible move by the Government involving any
phase of communications. It must be remembered that during the last war amateur communications were entirely shut off. Other external communications curbs may be expected.
Foreign language programs on broadcast stations may be placed under restraint. Rigid
surveillance of international broadcast programs is not unlikely. These, however, fall in
the sphere of logical protective devices. They
do not portend unduly rigid intervention in
domestic radio programming. Sufficient assurance, we think, has come from highest places
on that score [Broadcasting, May 15, June 1].
Every day broadcasters hear glowing words
of praise for the job radio is doing in war
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news coverage. Here and there is a discordant
voice, usually a disgruntled publisher who argues the worn-out "over-dramatization" theory
and accuses radio of inciting "war nerves" or
such.
Broadcasters have done a remarkably wholesome job of presenting the biggest story since
the Napoleonic conquests. But despite the plaudits of listeners and the back-patting, they
should not let down on their vigilance or overlook the need for making adjustments as public policy and good sense demand. There has
been little complaint on the commercial side,
particularly as to network programming. Locally, however, we heard of instances where
accounts are being permitted to tie commercials into war news. "Blitzkrieg shirt sales"
or launching of "new offensives" by soda-pop
bottlers, certainly do not constitute good radio.
War discussion should be kept out of commercials either facetiously or seriously. It is
not the sponsor's job to mould public opinion.
With each thrust abroad, new tension grips
the country. The populace is being kept informed by an ever-alert system of 800-odd
broadcast stations, fed like the newspapers by
four nationwide press associations as well as
by the independent newsgathering organizations of the networks themselves. War news,
uncolored and unvarnished, is all too tragically
dramatic. It requires no newsroom embellishments. World history is being made. Radio's
task is to report these contemporary developments objectively, dispassionately, faithfully.
An Oversight
STILL clinging to advertising and promotion
methods that have prevailed many decades,
some retailers have been loathe to take up
serious use of a medium that so far lacks
eye appeal. Those who haven't tided radio
naturally haven't discovered its sales potency.
Apparently the authors of Simplified Sales
Promotion for Retailers, published by the National Retail Dry Goods Assn., haven't gone
out of their way to analyze broadcast advertising. In fact, they have so simplified their
176-page advertising manual that a mere six
pages are devoted to radio, with a few bare
essentials touched lightly. Retailers who have
ventured beyond the staid conservatism of
their cult have built up an impressive saga
of radio success stories. Unfortunately the authors failed to depart from a vanishing
tradition when they avoided making a proper
analysis of the medium that ranks second
among all media in dollar volume.

Forgotten Pact?
WHAT HAS happened to the Havana Treaty
reallocation? Is it going by default after the
United States and Canadian Governments
spent more than a decade in seeking to work
out an agreement whereby inter-American
broadcast interference would be eliminated?
Those are the questions now being posed in
broadcast circles. The answers are not yet
available. At the FCC it is stated simply that
the actual promulgation will be handled in
due course. Yet it is apparent that the treaty
has taken the last seat in the last row — ^with
FM, television, war developments and the Network-Monopoly report given priority. There is
no gainsaying the importance of these other
issues, yet time is of the essence on the standard broadcast allocations. Here's why.
Mexico, after a two-year delay, on March 29
formally deposited with the Havana Government its treaty ratification papers. The treaty
itself carries a proviso that 180 days after
the fourth signatory nation (United States,
Canada, Mexico, and Cuba) shall have ratified, the allocation lists be exchanged. That
six-month period expires about the end of
August, as we figure it. The treaty, under its
own terms, must become effective not more
than one year after the fourth nation has ratified. That date is March 29, 1941.
As we understand it, the preliminary engineering data has been prepared at the FCC.
The legal modus operandi — - whether show
cause orders should be issued or some other
procedure invoked — apparently remains to be
accomplished. Some 90% of present station assignments are due for change, shifting from
10 to 40 kc. up the band. At present all
broadcast licenses have been extended only to
Oct. 1 in anticipation of the treaty reallocation. The end-of-October notification deadline
obviously will foi-ce a further postponement
of the present renewal date.
The treaty was evolved at extraordinary sessions in Havana during latter 1937. It was
hailed as a diplomatic triumph because a halfdozen previous attempts to align Mexico and
Cuba in inter-American broadcast allocations
as a means of eliminating interference caused
by unscientific allocations had failed. The
treaty provides for elimination of the notorious Mexican border stations. It will end promiscuous and indiscriminate use of frequencies
by Cuban stations, playing havoc with reception in this country. It will make possible impi'oved assignments for many stations and afford improved rural and i-emote service. All
these things await only action of the FCC.
We do not want to appear unduly critical of
the FCC on this score in these hectic times.
Yet we feel that in charting its procedure
it should not overlook the importance of the
broadcast allocations. A vast amount of work
must be done by the signatory nations in
evolving duplicated channel assignments even
after the allocation lists are exchanged.
Any thought of veering from the treaty allocation terms (and we understand they are
harbored by certain FCC members) certainly
should be banished. It would be a breach of
faith with the other signatory nations, which
agreed to a specific allocations structure. Such
matters, including clear channel duplication,
can be coped with after the prescribed allocations are promulgated and in force.
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LEOPOLD HOULE, supervisor of
French publicity for the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. in Montreal, was
officially
a Fellow of theinstalled
Royal June
Society10 ofas Canada
at its annual meeting at London, Ont.
He has also been honored twice by the
French government, with a ribbon of
d'Officer
d'Academie
and the rosette of
L'Instruction
Publique.
KARL KOERPER, vice-president of
Midland Broadcasting Co., on June 1
was promoted to vice-president and
managing director, according to an
announcement by President Arthur B.
Church. The promotion came on Koerper's second anniversary with the company, which owns and operates KMBC,
Midland Television Inc.. and Midland
Radio & Television Schools Inc., and
followed arrival of Sam Bennett, new
KMBC director of sales.
JOSEPH V. HEFFERNAN, formerly with the law firm of Wright, Gordon. Zaehry & Parlin, New York, has
joined the law department of RCA as
assistant general counsel. A graduate
of St. Louis U and of the Indiana U
Law School, Mr. Heffernan did post
graduate work at Columbia U, which
granted him the degree of LL.M. in
1935.
THOMAS FRANCIS
BRIGHT young chaps interested in
the radio end of advertising on the
Eastern seaboard eventually pause
in the reception room of Young &
Rubicam, New York, then pass to
an inner office to talk hopefully for
a moment or two with a lean hawkfaced man named Tom Harrington.
They may not come out of his
office with a job — more probably
they have been told there is little
chance for an opening — but they
come out smiling.
Tom Harrington, radio director
of Young & Rubicam is like that.
He gives that feeling of friendliness. He puts one at ease and encourages even while saying "No".
That's one of his secrets of success.
Although only 38, he ranks among
radio's veterans and is one of the
best known and liked executives in
the business.
Coast-to-coast, they think and
speak of him effectionately as just
Tom. His full name is Thomas
Francis Harrington, but even he
seems to have forgotten it, and is
reliably reported to have doubted
the authenticity of one of his own
letters because he had signed it
Thomas F.
Tom was born on July 12, 1902,
in Boston. Exactly 28 years later,
to the day, he married Rose Williams of that city. Between these
two significant events he attended
school in his native city and was
graduated from Boston U, where
he captained the varsity hockey
team. The rudiments of advertising and show business he learned
while an undergraduate, working
for the old Batten Co., now Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn, after
classes. At the same time he absorbed some knowledge of drama
with the famous Maiden Auditorium Stock Co., at Maiden, Mass.
After a few years of hard work
in the advertising field, Tom took
a leave-of-absence to rest. Within
a few short months, however, he
was recalled to join the radio department of the agency and worked
on production of three outstanding
programs of that period: Happy
Wonder Bakers, Shradertown Band
and Armstrong Quakers. That was
in 1929. Next he was shifted to the
station relations department. But
his real interest was in programs,
and after a short time he wrote
BROADCASTING

HARRINGTON
continuity for Happy Wonder Bakers and Armstrong Quakers, then
became assistant producer of these
shows.
His knowledge of drama, developed behind the scenes of a stock
company, was put to a real test for
the first time when he took over the
task of casting the March of Time
series. Exacting in its requirements, thesearch
job for
kept flexible
him on aactors
constant
who could adequately impersonate
voices of world-famous personalities. He spent hours auditioning talent from the stage, screen and radio.
He spent more hours listening to
dramatic programs, always cataloging voices for future use.
Tom Harrington has always harbored an ambition to be an announcer. It was partly gratified
when he first worked in New York
announcing remote control dance
bands for WHN on a part-time
basis. However, his production activities inevitably interferred with
chances for announcing laurels.
The first frustration came several years ago when NBC invited
him to participate in a series of
qualifying tests. He passed the preliminaries with flying colors. For
the finals,
the studios
young hopeful
arrived at the
a bit late.
Rushed to the microphone with no
chance to look over script, which
was little more than a list of famous foreign composers, Harrington
was stumped. As a result, never
since has he been severe with announcers who stumble over difficult
names.
His second chance came during
his March of Time series. As casting director, in auditions for a new
announcer, he herded some 40 candidates to the microphone within
four days, reading cue lines for all
so they could pick up the dash and
verve of Time's continuity. As the
last candidate went to the microphone, the executives sitting in
judgment phoned Harrington. "You
read the announcement next," he
was told. Tom did. To his surprise
they awarded him the job, but someone turned up with a forgotten ruling that no staff member was to
announce on the show. Tom, however, stood by as substitute announcer.
The young radio director of
Young & Rubicam did not rocket
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MAJ. EDWARD A. DAVIES, vicepresident of WIP, Philadelphia, will
spend the month of August in active
Armv dutv during maneuvers to be
held 'at Plattsburg, N. Y.
DR. FRANKLIN
NBC's
director
of religiousDUNHAM,
and educational
programs,
on
June
12
addressed
the
51st annual commencement of Catholic
U of America, Washington.

ROBERT E. DUNVILLB, general
sales manager of WLW, Cincinnati,
and Mrs. Dunville became the parents
of their first son, born June 8. Their
daughter Roberta is three.
PAUL BRINES, recently with the
Ray Linton program firm in Chicago
and before that Chicago representative
of Broadcasting, has joined WTAX,
Springfield, 111., as salesman.
VAUGHN A. KIMBALL, for 10 years
advertising manager of the Dodge City
Daily tising
Olohe.
been named
managerhas
of KGNO,
Dodge adverCity,
Kan.
WILLIAM B. PERRIN and Jesse M.
Teague recently were elected vicepresidents of A. C. Nielsen Co., Chicago market research organization.
Both men were promoted from within
the company and are associated with
the Chicago offices.
FRANK BISHOP, station director of
KFEL. Denver, is the father of a girl
born May 31.
E. C. EMBRY, salesman of WBAL,
Baltimore,
late in May.is the father of a girl born

WILLIAM , B. SHEA, account executive at KYA. San Francisco and Carolyn Reynolds,
San Mateo, have announced their engagement.
MRS. HELEN CLARKE SWABEY,
liaison officer of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. at New York, and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Russell S.
Smart, Ottawa patent lawyer, on May
14 was married to Dr. Averill Stowell
of the staff of the Neurological Institute, New York Medical Centre.
SAM TEITELMAN, of the marketing
research department of Armour & Co.,
has been elected president of the Chichaptersucceeding
of the American
MarketingcagoAssn.,
C. C. Chapelle.
E. K. Hartenbower, of the Chicago
NBC sales staff, was elected to the
board of directors.
VAUGHN KIMBALL, commercial
manager of KGNO, Dodge City, Kan.,
has been elected district governor of
Western Kansas Lions clubs.
WILLIAM R. DuCHANE, formerly
advertising manager of a local store,
has joined WKBZ, Muskegon, Mich.,
as director
of publicity
dising. Traffic
director ofandthemerchanstation
is Garrison Poling, formerly of WELL,
Battle Creek, and sales director is
William C. Wester, formerly of
WTAQ, Green Bay, Wis.
WALTER C. SCHAFER Jr., salesman of WDZ, Tuscola, 111., on June
1 married Love Bradfield.
JACK McADAMS has joined the
sales staff of WIBG, Glenside, Pa.

to his top position. He worked up
the hard way. Nor does he pose as a
Lord of Production and executive
who can do no wrong. He started
his career in a small way, making
strides slowly. His first big show
for that Hour.
agency His
wasnext
UnclewasDon's
Kiddies
the
Beatrice Fairfax dramatic series. Then he directed the Joe Cook
Hour. Forty-five Minutes in Hollywood, the first New York program
that attempted to reproduce the
glamour of Hollywood, was one of
his.
Harrington took over the NBC
Jack Benny Show, sponsored by
General Foods Corp. (Jell-0), six
years ago in New York. When the
weekly program was switched to
Hollywood for origination on May
24,
1936, he went
as producer.
For a along,
time itcontinuin-^
appeared
his skill in dramatic production
would be buried under the reflected
glory of working with the noted
comedian, but Young & Rubicam
discovered another Harrington talent— his executive abilitv. He was
given additional responsibility. For
several months the Young & Rubicam Hollywood offices were to be
found in the front room of the
Harrington home. Then slowly, a
large office and production staff
were developed. Other sponsored
shows produced by the agency were
switched to Hollywood for origination. New ones were built for still

other sponsors. All the details were
in his hands. Tom divided his time
between running the West Coast
office and producing the weekly
Jack Benny Shoiv. In addition he
also supervised production of the
Burns & Allen Show, then handled
by the
agency.
continued as West
CoastHarrington
manager for
2%
years, until transferred on Jan. 1,
1939, to New York as radio director
of Young & Rubicam.
Tom's
strenuous schedule takes present
him to Hollywood
on an
average of thrice yearly. He keeps
his fingers on the radio pulse and
is aware of every progress in the
industry. He has enthusiasm, foresight and that program sense that
invariably
clicks.
associates admire
and Business
enjoy working
with him. Members of his staff
swear by him because he put responsibility into their hands and
shows confidence in their ability.
Ask Tom about his hobbies, and
he'll answer "None!", and then as
an afterthought, follow it up with
"Work, I guess". Tom does go in
for handball and a bit of tennis
when time permits. He still is
enthused about hockey and also
makes tionato that
good irrepressible
football fan. Inlonging
addifor a fling at announcing, he has
another secret ambition. Some day
Tom Harrington would like to read
a few lines on the Jack Benny
Show.
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N. Lf. NATHANSON, Toronto, representative of the theatre and moving
picture ernors
industry
on the board
of govof the Canadian
Broadcasting
Corp., manhas
appointed
of thebeen
board
headed vice-chairby Rene
Morin of Montreal, to succeed Brig.Gen. Victor Odium of Vancouver, who
resigned to head the Second Division
of the Canadian Active Service Force.
.JAMES R. MAUMENEE, young attorney formerly with the Department
of .Justice, on June 10 became secretary to FCC Commissioner F. I.
Thompson. He succeeds George W.
Bains, who resigned in March.
EI^ZEY ROBERTS .Jr.. son of the
publisher of the St. Louis Star-Times
and owner of KXOK. and an announcer on the station on vacations,
won a song-writing contest at Princeton, where he is a sophomore. Half of
the royalties and a season athletics
pass was the award for the song,
titled "Princeton Stadium Song."
WILLIAM MEZGER, formerly of
WMBD, Peoria, and Charles Boyajian, formerly with W.JBK, Detroit,
have joined the staff of the new
WSAM, Saginaw, Mich.
MARTIN J. McGEBHAN, formerly
of Radio Sales, CBS division in Wisconsin, and previously of WISN, Milwaukee, and WSATJ, Wausau, Wis.,
has joined the sales staff of the Wisconsin Broadcasting System.
HERBERT HUCKS .Jr., faculty member of Greensboro Senior High School
and director of ptiblic school radio
education, on .June 17 is to join the
commercial staff of WBIG, Greensboro, N. C.
W. H. SUMMBRVILLE. general
manager of WWL, New Orleans, accompanied Henry Dupre, special events
chief, and A. J. Cummings, auditor,
to Pascagoula, Miss., June 8, to supervise the radio coverage of the
launching of the S.S. Exchequer, new
vessel completed for the American Export Lines.
HARDY HARVEY, formerly of
KPJZ, Fort Worth, has been named
manager of KBST, Big Spring, Tex.,
succeeding Jack Wallace, who has
joined the sales staff of KFJZ.
LINCOLN DELLAR, general manager of KSFO. San Francisco, has
been named to the radio committee of
the San Francisco Advertising Club,
handling
lief Fund. publicity for the Allied ReJAMES LYONS has joined KVOE,
Santa Ana, Cal., as account executive.
VAUGHN A. KIMBALL, advertising
manager of KGNO, Dodge City, Kan.,
on .June 4 was elected governor of
District 17-N in Lions International.
He will attend the international convention of Lions Clubs at Havana,
July 23-25.
McNaughton at WLAW
APPOINTMENT of Henry B. McNaughton, former general manager of WTBO, Cumberland, as
business manager and program director of WLAW, Lawrence, Mass.,
was announced June 1 by Irving E.
Rogers, vice-president of Hildreth
& Rogers Co., operating the station. Prior to joining WTBO about
five years ago, Mr. McNaughton
was assistant manager of WTAM,
Cleveland, and also had been night
traffic manager of NBC in New
York.
Countess Olga Albani
COUNTESS OLGA ALBANI, former
NBC soprano star featured on the
Realsilk Silken Strings programs and
Cities Service series, died June 3 in
Tucson, Ariz., where she had been
living for more than a year in an
effort to improve her health. She had
been suffering from arthritis. Countess
Albani had also appeared with opera
companies in New York and Chicago.
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IRNA PHILLIPS
IT TAKES a regular 8-to-5 office
schedule daily except Sundays for
Irna Phillips' amazing output of
some 2,000,000 words a year of radio serials. The other day she celebrated her tenth anniversary in radio, during which her ten million
words have included more than
6,000 quarter and half-hour scripts.
Particularly adept at popularizing
day-to-day happenings in the ordinary American family's life, and
eschewing
crime,
Phillips'
programs that
haveMiss
appeared
or
are now appearing on the networks
include Painted Dreams, Thoughts
for the Day, Today's Children,
Masquerade,
come Valley,Edgar
Judy &Guest's
Jane, WelMa
Brown's Patchwork Quilt, The
Guiding Light, Road of Life,
Women in White and The Right to
Happiness. Never lacking for a
sponsor are her shows, managed by
Carl Wester & Co., Chicago production firm. She started her writing
career with Gold Star Mothers,
written for Memorial Day, 1930.
That was shortly after she quit
teaching at Teachers College, Dayton, where she went after being
graduated from the U of Illinois
and post-graduated from the U of
Wisconsin.
LOWELL THOMAS and H. V. Kaltenborn, NBC news reporters, were
voted the most popular newscasters by
students of Muhlenberg College, according to a survey of the senior class
recently made by the radio broadcasting division under the supervision of
Dr. Carl Wright Boyer.
Cupid at WING
WITH three marriages and
an engagement
ment, the staff ofannounceWING,
Dayton, 0., experienced a
matrimonial blitzkrieg during the first two weeks of
June. Bill Ratcliff, WING announcer, on June 4 married
Margaret Stein, of the WING
service department. On June
8 Jim Miles, assistant production
married
Elizabeth manager,
Reber. And
on June
10
Hal Mulligan, announcer, exchanged vows with Virginia
Varga. In the midst of all this
Jim Cerney, WING promotion
manager, and Martha French
announced their engagement.

Cupid's Day
CUPID ran amuck at CBS
Hollywood studios on June 1
with several engagements
and marriages being announced. Harry Spears, CBS
audio supervisor and Jeanne
O'Neill, network singer, were
married in that city June 1.
Richard Kline, commentator
and conductor of the six
weekly KNX program. Keeping Fit in Hollywood, sponsored by Owl Drug Co., San
Francisco, married Marjory
Manners, at Las Vegas, Nev.,
on that date. William Gay,
KNX chief announcer and
Nancy McKenna, announced
their engagement, as did Elizabeth Heineman, secretary to
Harry Witt, CBS Southern
California sales manager, and
Bradford Swope, Washington,
D. C. attorney. Shirley Rylander, script secretary of
Ruthrauff & Ryan on the CBS
Big Town series sponsored by
Lever Bros., also announced
her engagement to Robert
Reusche, film technician.

JACK PENNELL, formerly of
WRAL, Raleigh,
joinedGoldsboro,
the announcing staff of has
WGBR.
N. C. David Sievers, WGBR dramatic
director, recently received his degree
from the U of North Carolina and was
named to Phi Beta Kappa. Harry
Bright, WGBR sportscaster, has taken
over as continuity director, succeeding
Margaret Early, who resigned to join
WPTF, Raleigh, as woman's editor.
GAY AVERY, formerly of WOW,
Omaha, has joined the announcing
staff of KMOX, St. Louis. Lee Bloomgarden, formerly copy writer for Wills
& Co. and Olian Advertising Agency,
both of St. Louis, has joined the
KMOX continuity staff.
SIDNEY FIELDS, Hollywood writer,
has been made head writer of the NBC
Rudy
test). Vallee Shotc, sponsored by National Dairy Products Corp. ( SealMARY
MASON,
director of Washingwomen's
programs
ton, will at
be WRC-AVMAL,
in charge of the
NBC
booth at the American Home Economics Assn. convention, beginning June
23 in Cleveland. She will transcribe
descriptions of the convention for use
on her daily WRC Home Forum.
ROBERT MOON, KNX, Hollywood,
junior announcer, narrowly escaped
death near Kimball, Neb., .lune 5.
when ment
hisand car
wentoverovertwice.
an embankturned
He and
two companions were unhurt. They
vi'ere en route to Lincoln, Neb., on vacation.
FRANK GOODWIN, formerly with
Central News of America and Washington papers, has joined the regular
newsstaff of WRC-WMAL, Washington. Ralph Flavey, Gerald Gordon and
Ralph Peterson have been added to
the staff on a part-time basis.
DAVID BROEKMAN, Hollywood
musical director of the CBS Texaco
Star Theatre sponsored by Texas Co..
will conduct the Los Angeles Philharmonic Symphony in "The Ballad for
Americans"
Paul Bowl
Robeson
the work in when
Hollywood
Julysings
23.
Robeson will be assisted also by the
Hall Johnson Choir.
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JAMES GEIS. publicitv director of
WNAX. Yankton. S. D., has been
placed in charge of the promotion and
merchandising department of the station, recently expanded and centered
in the main studios at Yankton. Susan
Taylor. merly
WNAX in woman's
director stufordios, haslocated
taken the
overSioux
the City
publicity
duties formerly handled by Geis. Don
Hopkins, formerlv of KYSM, Mankato. Minn ; KMMJ. Grand Island,
Neb., and KCNF, North Platte, Neb.,
has joined the WNAX announcing
staff.
VIOLET MOSS, formerly KSAN, San
Francisco, commentator, and prior to
that on the staff of KFWB, Hollywood, has joined George Logan Price
Inc.. Los
Angeles radio production
.service,
as writer.
NORMAN
CORWIN,
writer-director in New
York, hasCBSturned
down
an offer to write for RKO-Radio Pictures. Hollywood, and will continue
at CBS with possible work on the
West Coast for the network later this
ARTHJTR KRIBS, Hollywood script
writer, has replaced Artie Phillips on
year.CBS Al Pierce <6 His Gang, sponthe
sored by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
(Camels).
Allen
staff. Phillips joins the Burns &
STUART FINLEY. formerly on
WWSW, Pittsburgh, has been appointed relief announcer at KYW,
Philadelphia, during summer vacations. Clarence Fuhrman, musical director of KYW, Philadelphia, has
been reappointed musical director of
Cape May. New .Jersey resort.
BOB HUSTED Jr., IS-year-old son
of Bob Husted, well-known sports
writer, has joined the sports announcing staff of WING, Dayton, O.
PAUL E. MULLEN, day captain of
the NBC, Chicago, guide staff, has
been promoted to a post in the radio
recording division. Edward G. Weber,
guide, replaces Mullen.
JERRY BURNS, formerly of WLW,
Cincinnati, and KXBY. Kansas City,
has joined the sports staff of WJJD,
Chicago, to work with Charlie Grimm
and Lou Fonseca on the daily broadcasts of Chicago Cubs and White Sox
GEORGE
HEINEMAN, news writer,
games.
on
June 10 joined the news staff of
WBBM, Chicago.
HUNTER KOHLER, staff pianist of
WBBM, Chicago, has had his Rainio!r Suite published by Leeds Publishing Co., New York.
TOM HUDSON, announcer formerly
with WGN, Chicago, and KGKO, Fort
Worth, has joined the announcing
staff of WHN, New York.
KNOX MANNING, CBS Hollywood
news commentator, has been added as
narrator for the NBC Streamlined
Operas, sponsored by Union Oil Co.,
San Francisco.
MARJORIE L. SPRIGGS, formerlv
WBZA,
Boston-Springfield,
asWBZ"asof WORL,
Boston, Gilchrest,
has joineddirector
sistant to Charles
of publicity and special events.
MABEL COBB, conductor of the
Book Theatre program originall.v
broadcast from Boston and for the
last year working in television at
NBC. is again presenting a weekly
program
dramatizing
the New
best ofYork.
the
new books
on WEVD,
Miss Cobb writes, casts and produces
her own versions of both fictional and
non-fictional books.
HERSCHEL HOLLAND, formerly
of KFBI, Wichita, Kan., has joined
KGNO,
manager. Dodge City, Kan., as studio
EDWARD DUKOFF, formerly publicity agent for the Hotels Lincoln
and " Edison. New York, has formed
his own public relations and advertising agency at 119 W. 57th St. under
the name of Edward Dukoff Associates. Telephone is Circle 6-2498.
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• Broadcasting on one of the dial's most
favorable frequencies, programmed for the
complete satisfaction of the listening audience in the Denver - Rocky Mountain region, KLZ is now operating on 5,000 watts
both day and night. With increased night
power KLZ likewise broadens its broadcast day. It goes on the air daily at 5:00
a.m., closes down at 1:00 a.m. The Sunday schedule is from 6:30 a.m. to midnight. It is first on, last off in its area.
Every listener in the section will be brought
even closer to KLZ through its clearer and
stronger signal made possible by this fivefold increase in nighttime power with directional antenna . . . will be served and

20

Hours

Continuous

entertained more hours per day than ever
before. Advertisers will find a vastly increased market available through KLZ's
intensified coverage of the Denver-Rocky
Mountain area and through an expanded

Radio

Service!

broadcast day. They may well look forward to this generous bonus of extra
listeners as a means of opening up new
avenues of sales throughout this entire
Rocky Mountain region.
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NEAL HACKETT, formerly of Texas
State Network, has joined the announcing staff of KGKO, Fort Worth.
Thaine Engle, manager of the KGKO
traffic department, has been transferred to the publicity-merchandising
department. Bill Arms announcer of
the station is the father of a boy born
late in May.
HOWARD BROWN, night supervisor at WIP, Philadelphia, and an
amateur photographer, is planning to
release for commercial use a motion
picture based on the operation of a
radio station.
EMMONS C. CARLSON, promotion
manager
centralduring
division,
will
be oneofofNBC's
the speakers
the
morning session on direct advertising
of the AFA convention, June 23-27,
at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
CARL NELSON, page captain of
WBBM-CBS,
Chicago, on June G was
named an announcer.

KWK Proctor
MYRON J. BENNETT,
newscaster of KWK, St.
Louis, is turning his newlyacquired home recording
equipment to good use. He
picks up representative portions of each KWK announcer's work from the air during
the week, then plays them
back at the regular meetings
of the announcing staff. The
discs are said to help keep
the boys on their toes.
SHIRLEY RYLANDER, secretary to
Crane Wilbur, Hollywood script editor of Ruthrauff & Ryan, has announced her engagement to Rol)ert
Reusche, film technician of Technicolor Motion Picture Corp.

Manufactures: North Carolina leads the
South Atlantic states in value of manufactured products with a total production of
$1,384,737,686 (1937 Census of Manufactures). Atotal of $952,100,000 or 69% of
the state total were produced within the
primary coverage of WPTF.
Agriculture: North Carolina also leads
the South Atlantic States in gross farm income with $360,404,000 In 1937. Statistics
for that year are not available by counties
but WPTF blankets the principal tobacco
belt with a cash crop income of $145,000,000 and other sources of revenue as well.

Largest

Trading Area, Baltimore

to Atlanta

Trade; With 1,055,471 population and 1939
retail sales of $ 1 84,278.000.* the Raleigh
Trading Area is the third largest of 40 defined byBBD&O for the eight southeastern
states. It is the Largest Trading Area between Baltimore and Atlanta.
Capital: Raleigh is the Capital of the
South's fastest developing state, the buying
center of nearly the whole Eastern section
of North Carolina. And it is the home of
Sales Management. 1940
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Nationa 1 Representatives - FREE & PETERS, Inc.
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Chicago
Detroit
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DICK CRANE, formerly of KGKO,
Fort Worth, Tex., has joined the announcing staff of WJHL, Johnson
City, Tenn., succeeding Dick Altman,
now with WROL, Knoxville. Anna
Sue Lacey, new to radio, has joined
the WJHL continuity department,
replacing Edythe Summers, whose engagement to Dr. William Matthews,
of Davidson College, N. C. was announced recently. George Barber,
W.IHL production manager, has been
elected president of the newly organized Johnson City Junior Chamber of
Commerce.
EDDIE VANN is program director
and Quinelle Vann assistant program
director and continuity editor of
WLOG, new station at Logan, W. Va.
DAVE VAILE, formerly of KYA.
San Francisco, has joined KROD.
El Paso, Tex., as chief announcer.
PHIL POLLARD, for several years
in legitimate theatre work in New
York, has joined the announcing and
production staff of WFBC, Greenville,
S. C.
BILL TERRY, sportscaster of WSGN,
Birmingham,
has returned to
tomy. after anAla.,
work
emergency appendecALYIN JOSEPHY Jr., special events
announcer of WOR, Newark, has started a column in The SatKrday Review
of Literature, titled "Authors on the
Air" networks.
and devoted to literary events on
the
BOB GOERNER. announcer of
KROW, Oakland. Cal., recently had
one of his songs accepted by a Hollywood publisher for transcription purposes. It is titled "Dark as the Night".
JOHN FRANCIS PAYNE, continuity writer and formerly on the staff
of the New York Daily J^ews. has
joined
Chicago.the continuity staff of WBBM.
CHEER BRENTSON. actress of
NBC and CBS in Chicago, on June 8
was married to Robert E. Redington.
Duluth hotel manager. Miss Brentson
is a sister of Paul Brentson. WBBMCBS announcer.
BILL MALONEY, publicity agent for
Kate Smith, radio singer, has been
elected a vice-president of the recently
formed Publicity Club of New York.
GEORGE PROVOL. production manager of KDYL. Salt Lake City, is the
father of a girl born June 4.
HUGH HARPER. Iowa U graduate
with student experience on WSTJI.
Iowa Citv. has joined the announcing
staff of KGNO. Dodge City, Kan.
EDITH GRAHAM, commentator
formerly with KFRC. San Francisco,
has resigned to go to Carmel, Cal. for
the summer as assistant to Edward
G. Kuster, theatrical producer.
RICHARD HALL, CBS Hollywood
continuity writer, has written a new
song,
Serenade,"
introduced
,Iune 5"Cowboy
by Kenny
Baker, on
Texaco
Star Theatre,
sponsored
on
that
network by Texas Co.
ED WALLIS, production chief of
WIP, Philadelphia, is the father of a
boy born June 6.
JOSEPH SAVALLI, announcer of
AVHOM, Jersey City, on June 22 is
to marry Ida Mortenghi, WHOM office manager and secretary to General Manager Joseph Lang. Mr. Lang
entertained the couple at a staff party
in their honor June 15 in the WHOM
New York studios.
DOREEN CHAPMAN, former home
economist of WDAY, Fargo, and prior
to that with KGLO, Mason City, la.,
has joined KFWB, Hollywood, as
commercial copy writer, and assistant
to
Dave Davidson, sales promotion
director.
RED FOLEY, of the WLS, Chicago,
entertainment staff, on May 30 became the father of a girl. Mrs. Foley
is the former Eva Overstake, at one
time employed by the station.
BROADCASTING

SWAMPED
UNDER
was Art
Baker, conductor of the daily participation program, Note Book, on
KFI, Los Angeles, but he smiles
with satisfaction as result. In a
five-day campaign for Los Angeles
Soap Co., Los Angeles (Scotch
granulated soap). Baker offered a
daily $5 grocery order for the best
"penny saver" household hint sent
in by housewives, with proof of
purchase attached. He received
more than 6600 box tops from the
product as result.
WILL BALTIN. formerly radio and
motion picture editor of The Daily
Home Neics and Sunday Times, New
Brunswick. N. .1.. has been apiiointed
program director of W2XWV. the
Allen B. DuMont television station
now under constniction in New York.
Mr. Baltin has toured Europe studying television technique, has written
television scripts and program features.
BOB FORWARD,
formerly
chief has
announcer at KYA. San
Francisco,
joined ceeds
KFRC.
San who
Francisco.
Tobe Reed,
resignedHe tosucgo
to Hollywood.
JACK MILES, formerly trade news
editor of NBC in New York, has
resigned to join the city staff of the
New York ^Yorl(]-Teleyram. Bill Norris. formerly on the NBC night press
desk, succeeds Miles.
KATHRYN ALT, formerly of KWK.
St. Louis, on June 1 joined WDAN,
Danville. 111., as musical director.
BILL LIVESAY, announcer formerly
with KGMB, Honolulu, and previous
to that with several stations in Illinois, has joined KYA, San Francisco.
CHUCK SEBASTIAN, formerly program director of WHDL, Olean, N.
Y., and now a member of the staff of
KSC.J, Sioux City, la., early in June
married Margaret Karlstrom, formerly musical
vil e, 1 1. director of WDAN, DanBEAULAH KARNEY, conducting the
dailysasHappy
Kitchen anon appendectomy
KMBC, KanCity, underwent
late in May. During her absence,
Dorothy Murphy conducted the proBEN T. AVEAVER, formerly of
WHAM, Rochester. N. Y., KAVTO,
gram.
Springfield, Mo., has been named proAlaska. gram director of KINY, Juneau,
RUSSELL HIRSCH, announcer of
WCOA,
Pensacola,
married Louise
Caro. Fla., on June G
DONNASUE LOHMEYER, graduate
student in radio at Iowa U, has joined
KMBC, Kansas City.
WILLIAM FIFIELD, formerly of
the WBBM-CBS, Chicago, announcing
staff, and his wife, Mercedes McCambridge, NBC actress, are leaving for
Mexico late in June where they will
spend
a month
make their
home after
in Vanwhich
Nuys,they
Cal. will
HARLAN DUNNING, formerly with
KROW. Oakland. Cal.. has joined the
announcing staff of KSFO. San Francisco.
TOM REYNOLDS, formerly of
KBST, Big Spring, Tex., has joined
the announcing staff of KRBC, Abilene, Tex.
• Broadcast
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TOM PETTEY,
relations
director of the Assn.public
of Motion
Picture
Producers (Will Hays office), recently resigned to become Hollywood
radio and film news correspondent of
PM, New York newspaper, scheduled
to start June 18.
LUCIA THOMPSON and Lois McDermand, of the production department of WHBF, Rock Island, 111.,
have returned to their desks. Both had
been ill several weeks.
GEORGE REUTER, formerly of
WBBM, Chicago, has joined the continuity department of WMBD, Peoria,
111.
ROMELLE FAY, formerly musical
director of KMA, Shenandoah, la.,
and KOAM, Pittsburgh, Kan., has
joined WBBM-CBS, Chicago, as organist.
PAUL MINER, sports commentator
of KSO, Des Moines, on June 3 received his degree from Drake U in
Des Moines.
HOWARD WOLFE, program director of WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va., on
June 8 married Joan Manley.
HILLIARD GUDELSKY, formerly
of WKBZ, Muskegon, Mich., has
joined WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne,
Ind., as sports news editor and newscaster.
JOE WHEELER, formerly of WROL.
Knoxville, has joined the announcing
staff of WSIX, Nashville. Thomas
MacWilliams, of the WSIX continuity staff, recently married Louise
Gentry.
DOROTHY DENVIR, actress of
WBBM-CBS, Chicago, is the mother
of a boy born May 27. She is a sister
of Quin Ryan, WGN, Chicago, manager.
SHIRLEE AUSTERLAND has
joined the production staff of KFRC,
San Francisco.
DORIS LEE, of the accounting department of WNEW, New York, was
married June 2 to Ross Sandler of
Dell Publishing Co., New York.

Scripps Heads Research
APPOINTMENT of William J.
Scripps, general manager of WWJ,
Detroit, as chairman of the NAB
Research Committee, was announced June 7 by
NAB President
Neville Miller.
M r . Scripps replaces H. K.
Carpenter, general manager of
WHK - WCLE,
Cleveland, h o
w^as appointed
earlier this year
Mr. Scripps
but held that
pressure of business would not permit him to devote sufficient time to the task.
Membership of the committee, in
addition to Mr. Scripps, includes H.
M. Beville Jr., research manager of
NBC; Scott H. Bowen, WIBX,
Utica; Arthur B. Church, of
KMBC, Kansas City; James B.
Shouse, WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati;
Dr. Frank N. Stanton, research director CBS; Theodore C. Streibert,
vice-president WOR, Newark.

New

Fish Story

THE BIG ONE didn't get
away from W. H. Summerville, general manager of
WWL, New Orleans, but he
can't prove it with the usual
picture. While on a deep-sea
fishing expedition the other
day with Henry Dupre, of
the station staff, Summerville
landed a 55-pound jackfish.
He was properly posed for
the picture when the boat
lurched, and both he and the
fish were toppled into the
Gulf of Mexico. He climbed
back safely but did not recover the fish. At least that's
his story and Dupre's, and
they stick by it.
JIMMY SCRIBNER, who enacts all
22 roles in The Johnson Family, on
June 17 will return to MBS with the
program
vacation.
The serialafter
will a befive-week
heard sustaining
Mondays through Fridays, 11 :45 a.m.12 noon on MBS, 10:45-11 a.m. on
WOR, Newark.

Nebraska NAB Appoints
LeBarron
as President
W. I. LeBARRON, manager of
KGNF, North Platte, Neb., has
been elected president of the Nebraska Broadcasters Assn., comprising all 11 stations in the State,
according to an announcement June
4. Elected vice-president was L. L.
Milliard, KGKY, Scottsbluff. Art
Thomas, WJAG, Norfolk, Neb., was
reelectedrectors
secretary
treasurer.
Dielected are - John
J. Gillin
Jr., WOW, Omaha, and Vernon H.
Smith, KOWH, Omaha.
The association went on record
against the new sunrise rule of the
FCC [see story on page 56]. Funds
were appropriated to assist in an
appeal
of the
antiASCAP case
to theNebraska
Supreme Court
of the United States.
HEADED by Alma W. King, manager of three local theaters, the new
WMOG, Brunswick, Ga., 100 watts
night and 250 day on 1500 kc, went
into operation June 1. Its call letters
are taken from Marshes of Glynn, on
which it is located.

Jack Malerich
JACK MALERICH, 44, well-known
Minneapolis musician, died June 7 of
a heart attack shortly after finishing
his regular daily organ broadcast on
WDGY, Minneapolis. After completing his 8 :30 a. m. recital from the
Minnesota Theatre, Mr. Malerich
breakfasted with a friend, complained
of feeling ill and was taken back to
the theatre, where he died shortly
afterward despite efforts of a pulmotor squad. Surviving are his wife,
three children, four brothers and three
sisters.
John S. Young Honored
DR. JOHN S. YOUNG, director of
radio and television for the New York
World's
13 received
the
honorary Fair,
degreeon ofJuneDoctor
of Science
from Suffolk U in recognition of his
contributions to radio, with particular
reference to the development of better
relations among nations through international broadcasting. The award, presented last year to David Sarnoff,
president of RCA, was conferred at
commencement exercises of the university in Boston.
SYDNEY DIXON, NBC western division sales manager, has been elected
to the Los Angeles Sales Managers
Assn. He has also been appointed to
the radio committee of the Pacific Adannual convention to bevertising
heldClubs Assn.
in Vancouver,
B. C,
July 7-11 inclusive. Hugh Feltis. commercial manager of KOMO-KJR, Sesion. attle, is chairman of the radio diviDR. JOHN L. DICKSON, director of
the WGN, Chicago, Midday Service,
was honored June 4 with the degree of
Doctor of Literature by his alma
mater, McKendree College, Lebanon,
Tiid.
BROADCASTING
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FCC
Voungstwon

Again

Shifts

Daytime

Regulation

Steel

As Original Ruling Meets Objections
HEEDING protests from daytime arise before sunrise and in the past
mills are operating
stations, the FCC June 10 again have had to rely upon distant stamodified regulations governing the
tions for program service. The revised ruling, it said, will permit
"broadcast day", authorizing dayat capacity. Cover
time and limited time standard local stations generally to start
broadcast stations to begin opera- broadcasting earlier, furnishing
this rich market best
tions at 4 a.m. local standard time farm communities with news and
rather than at sunrise.
information
work
day. at the beginning of the
The Nebraska Broadcasters Assn.
with WFMJ.
had protested the new sign-on rule
Possible Interference
as one which would deprive farmAlthough some interference may
ers of service from their local dayresult from the new ruling, the
light stations during certain months
when the sun rises late.
Commission said it believed the
WFMJ
In its June 10 announcement,
overall effect will be to benefit parwhich supplemented amendment of
ticularly those residents of farmYOUNGSTOWN,
O.
ing areas who heretofore had not
the "broadcast day" rule on June 4,
had early local program service.
the FCC said that many farmers
The Commission made it clear
and other dwellers in rural areas
that the new order does not change
any of the rules and regulations
regarding standard broadcast operations which apply to the regular
ACCOUNTS
broadcast day, defined as the period
between local sunrise and 12 midnight local standard time. AddiIN
tional hours are granted during the
experimental period which is defined in Section 3.10 of the Com69
mission's rules as that time between midnight and local sunrise.
WEEKS*
3
Thus, it stated, any interference
which may result to standard broad• NATIONAL SPOT
casting will be experienced chiefly
Account
Program
during the "experimental periods".
American Tobacco Co. 10 23/^-minute transcriptions daily
The ruling will mean that daytime stations in rural areas will be
Atlantic Refining Co.
Baseball play-by-play
given additional hours of operation.
Chateau Martin Wine 6 l-minute transcriptions daUy
Dominant stations on such chanGeneral Mills
Baseball play-by-play
Gruen Watch Co.
nels, which may be located in large
4 daily evening time signals
cities as a result of such operation
Italian & French Wine Co.
Daily News broadcast
will be curtailed until sunrise in
C Smith Inc
5 evening spots weekly
some instances because of anticiZion Industries 15-minute Woman's program daily
pated interference. It was thought,
ICATIONS
• C L ASSI
however, that the gains would probably offset the losses under the
1 Auto Accessories and Tires 1 Monument
4 Auto Dealers
1 Mortgage Company
procedure.
2 Banks
1 Music Store
On June 4, the FCC announced
1 Beautician
1 Oil Burner Sales
amendment
of the fuUtime
"broadcast
day"
3 Brewers
1 Petroleum Distributor
rule
under which
stations
1 Petroleum Refiner
1 Cereal Manufacturer
must
operate
a
minimum
of
eight
2 Coal Dealers
1 Plumbing
Supply and Electrical
hours between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m.
1 Cocktail Lounge
and
four hours between 6 p.m. and
1 Dairy
1 Public Golf Links
12 midnight. On April 13 the FCC
1 Real Estate Broker
1 Department Store
had amended
day"
3 Resorts
1 Druggist
rule
specifyingthethat"broadcast
the broadcast
4 Restaurants
1 Dry Cleaner
day
begin
at
sunrise
rather
than
at
4 Retail Furniture
1 Electric Equipment
6 a.m. Rule 3.71 as amended reads:
1 Fender and Body Repairs 1 Retail Shoe
"Except
Sundays,
the licensee
2 Florists
1 Roofing Company
each
standard
broadcast
stationof
2 Garages
1 Rug Dealer
shall maintain a minimum operat1 General Merchandise
3 Storage and Transfer
ing schedule of two-thirds of the
I Hotel
I Tobacco Manufacturer
total hours that it is authorized to
1
Typewriter
Manufacturer
operate
between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m.,
1 Ladies' Apparel
1 Used Car
2 Manufacturing Bakers
local
standard
time, and two-thirds
1 Mattress Manufacturer
1 Wallpaper and Paint
of the total hours it is authorized
1 Watch Manufacturer
2 Men's Clothes
to operate between 6 p.m. and mid2 Wine Manufacturers
1 Men's Hats
night, local standard time, except
2 Wholesale Grocers
1 Maiinery
that in an emergency when, due to
causes beyond the control of the
Transradio and local news every hour
on the hour, . . Music opposite serial
dramas. . . Regular scoops on sports
Wh
y
2results
A. M. ... staying on the air until

licensee, it becomes impossible to
continue operating, the station may
cease operation for a period of not
to exceed 10 days, provided that the
Commission and the Inspector in
Charge shall be notified in writing
immediately after the emergency
The New Order
On June 10, the FCC issued the
following
develops." order (No. 74) permitting
operation at 4 a.m., as follows:
"Pursuant to authority contained
in Section 303 of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended,
"It is ordered, That pending
further order of the Commission or
amendment of the Rules and Regulations :
"(a) the provisions of Sections
3.6, 3.8, 8.9, 3.23, 3.79 and 3.84
shall not prohibit the operation
between four o'clock a.m., local
standard time, and local sunrise,
of standard broadcast stations licensed to operate during day time
hours or limited time hours;
"(b) nothing contained in outstanding instruments of authorization for such stations shall prohibit
such operation;
"(c) the period 4 a.m. to 6 a.m.,
local standard time, shall not be included in determining compliance
with Sec. 3.71 (as amended June
4, 1940)
of the Commission's Rules
and
Regulations.
"This order shall become effective
On behalf of the Nebraska Broadimmediately."
casters Assn., Art Thomas, secretary, declared that the organization
at its annual meeting May 25 decided formally to protest the new sunrule because
ersriseof the
service itof "deprives
their localfarmdaylight radio stations during the early
morning hours from October to
March". Farmers, he advised the
FCC, get up before sunrise and
many of them tune to their daylight stations for markets, weather
reports, and local news. He added
the farm wife listens while she gets
breakfast and the whole family
often listens at the breakfast table.
The association suggested that
the new rules be set for hearing to
give farmers an opportunity to be
heard. Mr. Thomas pointed out that
the rule affects adversely only three
stations in Nebraska btit the association was unanimous in its protest. The three stations — all daytime or limited time outlets — are
KMMJ, Grand Island, KGNF,
North Platte and WJAG, Norfolk.
Under the new broadcast day rule,
these stations would have to follow
a staggered schedule, Mr. Thomas
claimed, ranging from 5.45 a.m. to
as late as 8:15 a.m. He added that
the association instructed him to
write the FCC, Neb. Congressmen
and the NAB.

It didn't take Syracuse listeners long to catch
on . . . we're going to town . . . come along!

OF

SYRACUSE

National Representatives
GELLATLY, INC.
551 Fifth Ave., New York Cily
Phone Murray Hill 2-4331
. . . Central Ohio's
Only CBS Outlet
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Cunniff

Is Named

Head

Of WKBH, LaCrosse, as
Cribb Follows at WHBI,
IN MANAGERIAL shifts affecting two Wisconsin stations late in
May, Edwin C. Cunniff, for the last
18 months manager of WHBL,
Sheboygan, was named manager of

Mr. Cribb

Mr. Cunniff

WKBH, LaCrosse. Succeeding him
as head of WHBL was Wayne W.
Cribb, for the last three and a half
years manager of WSAU, Wausau. No announcement had been
made regarding naming of a successor to Mr. Cribb at WSAU as
Broadcasting went to press.
Before joining WSAU, Mr. Cribb
was commercial manager of WRJN,
Racine, and previously he had been
connected with the advertising departments of several Illinois and
Wisconsin papers. Members of the
staff of WHBL entertained Mr.
Cunniff at a farewell dinner late
in May, at which he introduced Mr.
Cribb as new manager.
Exchange Pectin Spots
CALIFORNIA FRUIT Growers
Exchange, Ontario, Cal., (Household pectin) through Lord &
Thomas, Los Angeles, in a six-week
campaign started June 3, is using
participations on seven Pacific stations: Thrice-weekly participations
in Norma Young's Happy Homes
on KHJ, Los Angeles, and Newspaper of the Air on KOIN, Portland, through and including the
week of June 17 ; a similar number
in Housekeeper's Calendar on
KOMO, Seattle, with five weekly
in This Woman's World on KFPY,
Spokane, through and including the
week of July 8. On KSL, Salt Lake
City, thrice-weekly participation
in Dot & Dashes continues through
July 12. During the first two weeks
of the campaign, six participations
were used in Mildred Van's
weekly
Open House on KMPC, Los Angeles, and five a week in MidMorning Jamboree on KECA, Los
Angeles.
CBC's New Toronto Offices
CANADIAN Broadcasting Corp. has
settled in its new offices at Prudential House, Toronto, to which it moved
from two locations at the end of May.
Entrance and reception hall is on the
fifth floor with the national program
department, a sound-proofed studio,
a board room for meetings of department heads and the CBC board of
governors and office for General Manager Gladstone Murray. On the fourth
floor are the national commercial, press
and information and station relations
departments.
SIXTH Hammond organ to be used
by
Fair exhibitors
thisNew
yearYork
has World's
been installed
in the
Equitable Life Insurance Society outdoor exhibit, where free organ recitals
will be given daily by Virginia Carrington Thomas, director of the Hammond Organ School. Seven Novaehords,
another Hammond electric instrument,
also are in use at Fair exhibits.
BROADCASTING

ENEMY OF RADIO
Searle Starts Drive Against
Daylight TimeBRANDING daylight saving time
the biggest enemy to broadcasting,
Don Searle, general manager of
Central States Broadcasting System stations, KFAB-KOIL-KFOR,
has written managers of 702 stations and 156 advertisers and agencies in an effort to enlist support
for an anti-daylight saving time
campaign.
Mr. Searle's campaign, follows
the stand against spring-autumn
schedule shifts taken by W. E.
Heuerman, executive of J. A. Folger & Co., Kansas City, and supported by Ben Ludy, manager of
WIBW, Topeka [Broadcasting,
May 15, June 1].
Adverse effects of daylight time,
says Mr. Searle, are: Network stations in cities without daylight time
have schedules completely junked
twice a year; advertisers lose continuity of audience; listeners are
forced to lose many shows and
change listening habits on others;
many fine shows cease because of
schedule disruption. He urges waging of local fights against "this
enemy of good radio."
New Ameche Stories
WITH Mark Hellinger, newspaper
syndicate writer and film producer,
having been released by mutual
agreement from his writing assignment on the NBC Don Ameche
Show, sponsored by P. Lorillard
Co. (Old Gold cigarettes), material
for the current summer series is
being bought from well known free
lance writers. Hellinger was under
contract to Lennen & Mitchell,
agency servicing the account, and
received $500 for the weekly skit
presented by Ameche and Claire
Trevor. Hellinger objected to the
radio treatment of his original stories and therefore asked to be released from the contract. The agency was in accord with his request,
executives feeling the type of tragic
story material did not fit Ameche's
personality. Tom McKnight, adapter of the Hellinger stories, has also
left the agency. Roswell Rogers and
Hal Medford are currently doing
the frame-work of each show. Richard H. Diggs is story editor. William N. Robson, newly-appointed
West Coast radio director of the
agency, and Herb Polesie jointly
produce the series.

—THE

6th

RANKING

MARKET

CITY

THE

NATION

(according to SALES MANAGEMENT

SURVEY)

M EMPHIS, with a
ratio of 117, ranks

market,

6th among

000 . . . with 1,132 industrial plants pay1 n g 46,000 wage
earners more than

ail cities

of the nation, accordto this month's
Sales ingManagement
HIGH SPOT survey.
Even better, it is actually 2nd, for only
Minneapolis ranks
ahead of Memphis in
cities of equal or
greater population.
This bears out what
we already knew . . .
that the Memphis

sales

with retail

of $317,295,-

$32,000,000.00 is a
potent force for sales.
And WMC, the pioneer radio station of
this market,
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covers

399,540 radio homes.
Here is certainly a
"high spot" for your
radio

"spot"

cam-

paign.
MEMPHIS
NBC RED NETWORK

5,000 WATTS DAY
1,000 WATTS NIGHT WMC

New WNBH Plant
WNBH, New Bedford, Mass., in
mid-June will start construction of
its new transmitting plant, to include a 375-foot Blaw-Knox tower
and a single-story Cape Cod cottage, on Crow Island in the New
Bedford Harbor. Power is to be increased to 250 watts day and night
from 100-250. Date of completion
is set for Dec. 17, according to
Manager Irving Vermilya. The cottage will house the transmitting
plant, and includes living quarters
for the transmitter staff. The new
transmitter is the second major expansion for WNBH in recent
months, the station having moved
into new studios atop the downtown
Gushing Bldg. in December, 1939.
The station also has an FM application pending with the FCC.

IN

Owned
THE

and Operated by

COMMERCIAL

APPEAL

"The South' s Greatest Newspaper"
National Representative:

MEMBER

OF SOUTH

CENTRAL

WMC— MEMPHIS
KARK— LITTLE ROCK

THE BRANHAM

CO.

QUALITY NETWORK

KWKH-KTBS— SHREVEPORT
WSMB— NEW ORLEANS
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E in programs
NEWappeWRI
alingNKL
to the angler has
been introduced in Fishing
Facts, Friday night feature
on WOL, Washington. Early in the
evening Tony Wakeman, WOL
sportscaster, and Bob Wilson,
Washington Times-Herald fishing
editor, who conducts the program,
telephone charter boatmen in nearsby waters. Their conversation
about the fishing and weather
prospects are recorded. During the
broadcast the recordings are interspersed with other discussions about
eady atfishing. Program has alr
tracted one participating sponsor,
a local sporting goods store. Staplugtion and newspaper also are
ging their joint sponsorship of a
fishing jamboree on the Chesapeake,
ated by merin which prizes don
chants will be awarded.

Meet Mr. Gotham!
TO BRING visitors to the New
York World's Fair information
about the city, WNYC, New York
municipal station, is presenting
Old New York, a weekly series
dramatizing events and important
happenings in 19th century New
York, and Know Your New York,
a weekly quarter-hour program
giving details on the city's museums, parks, public buildings and
historic sites.
=^ ^ ^
Campus Reunion
EMIL CORWIN, editor of the photo section of the NBC press division, on June 7 wrote, produced and
directed a special half-hour program on NBC-Blue featuring a
"college reunion on the air." Corwin lined up six of his fellow alumni from Massachusetts State College to tell listeners "What, if anything, has college done for me?"

MISSISSIPPI
HIGH SPOTS
For the third successive month
Jackson is ranked among America's Sales High Spots — Forbes
Magazine, April, May, June.
Other Mississippi cities cited in
June include Vicksburg and Hattiesburg, both in the WJDX coverage area.
"Boosting business in Jackson and
Vicksburg are more than 40 producing wells in the developing
Mississippi oil fields" — Business
Week, May 25.
Invest your advertising dollars w^ith
WJDX, Dominant Radio Station in
the "high spot" Mississippi market.
Owned ^nd Opcrafed By I. <r ' A.^ ■
LAMAR
jf^fS
LIFE INSURANCE
i
COMPANY
\^ gjl
JACKSON, MISSISSI
PPI jjilil j
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PROGRAMS
fu^
Strictly Juvenile
INAUGURATING a new idea for
juvenile listeners, NBC on June 17
will
presentfor
an hour
"supper
time"
program
children
Mondays
through Fridays, 5-6 p.m. with an
hour later repeat for the West
Coast, using a split hookup. The
idea incorporates four quarter-hour
pi'ograms of varied interest, including Malcolm Claire telling fables
and original stories; Rocky Gordon,
a serial about American railroads;
Ireene Wicker's Musical Stories,
and Bud Barton, an adventure
series. According to Margaret
Cuthbert, NBC director of women's
and children's activities, the Children's Hour has been carefully ar- COOPERATING with the local
ranged to meet the needs of a wide
Deaconess Hospital, KPQ, Wenatvariety of children.
chee, Wash., recently started a se* * *
ries of programs designed to give
the public an intimate knowledge
Stump Schmidt
REVERSE quiz for fans, carried in of the work of the modern hospital.
One program dealt with surgery —
conjunction with play-by-play base- Announcer
Lloyd Sutherland took
ball broadcasts, has been started
a
microphone into the surgery and
on KXOK, St. Louis, both under
described operative procedure, atsponsorship of Hyde Park Brewtired in full antiseptic regalia. Aneries. Fans can ask Sportscaster
other covered the care of babies —
Ray Schmidt any baseball question and here
is Announcer Sutherland
within a 25-year ken and collect a
and a new baby, talkdollar if he can't answer, double if with ingnurses
over infant care.
his answer is wrong. The quiz orig* * *
inates in the ballpark preceding
games, and fans pop their questions
Sports at Night
face-to-face with Schmidt, with all TO BUILD
UP a late evening
comers invited. KXOK promotes
sports feature and develop a larger
the quiz with announcements urg- feminine
sports audience, WTMJ,
ing fans to go to the ballpark and
Milwaukee,
is conducting a new
"Stump Schmidt", thus winning listener contest
in conjunction with
back their admission price.
* * *
Charlie Nevada's Last Word in
Sports, heard nightly from 10:30
Tales of Keepsakes
to 10:45. Each night Nevada
STORIES of heirlooms form the awards nine electric casseroles for
basis of the American Treasure
the nine best last lines starting
Chest series heard weekly on KPO,
vsrith the name of a given sports
San Francisco. Listeners are in- celebrity, completing the sentence
vited to write letters describing
in five words or less and making all
their keepsakes. From these several words alliterative, i.e., "Brown
are selected for use on the pro- Bomber Blasting Boxing Bums".
gram, and the writers are asked to WTMJ has reported that responses
send in their relics, to be wrapped
are about evenly divided between
and sealed until presented to ex- men and women.
* * *
perts for examination during the
broadcast. After the experts break
Fre-Grid
Drive
the seals, view the objects for the
first time and appraise them, An- TO SECURE funds to send a 175nouncer Larry Keating repeats the piece band to Los Angeles next fall
story of each treasure as told by for the UCLA-Texas A. & M. footits owner.
ball game recordings of school
songs are being sold to students
Mind of a Nation
and ex-students of Texas A. & M.
College by the Assn. of Former
CAPITALIZING on the intensified
Students. Three selections by the
public discussion of national and
college band were remoted to Dalinternational issues, WHBQ, Memlas, 200 miles away, for broadcast
phis, has started a new Sunday
by WFAA, and Sound Recording
morning feature. Speaking AmeriStudios, Dallas transcription firm,
ca's Mind. During the program
recorded the music. Production was
editorials from leading newspapers
supervised by John A. Rosser, of
in various sections of the country
WTAW, College Station, Tex., who
are read — without comment — giv- is
radio director of the college.
ing listeners ideas about the attitudes of different localities on isSunday Tips
sues of the hour.
* * *
SUNDAY relaxation through the
Without the Bunk
summer is promoted on a new series of Sunday afternoon programs
ANALYZING military tactics and
of transcribed music to be broadterms in the news and debunking
cast without any announcements on
propaganda, the Salt Lake chapter
of the Reserve Officer's Assn. of WDAS, Philadelphia. At the start
America has started a new roundof each program the announcer advises listeners they need not be on
table series on KDYL, Salt Lake
City. Myron Fox, KDYL program
guard for any interruptions for important announcements, and that if
and sales chief and a reserve capthere are any a siren will sound to
tain assigned to the 413th Infantry,
listeners plenty of time to sit
was
series.instrumental in arranging the give
up and listen.
BROADCASTING

Men Excluded From KVOA
On Father's Day
NOW an annual event at KVOA,
Tucson,
Ariz.,andAisDIsweethearts
"Father's
when wives
take
ES TALK Day",
HE L while
over
the men go
Ithe Tstation
hunting. Even the gender of technical equipment changes, i.e.,
"Mike" becomes "Mabel". Other
than frequent program infiltrations
from NBC-Red and Blue, not a
man's voice is heard all day, as the
fair sex trill time signals, announce
programs, and even test the falsetto
during tense moments at the Arizona-Texas League baseball broadcasts.
Of course, this promotion is far
from a Father's Day picnic for the
men who stay behind to produce
and coach. It's no easy task telling
the wife "when" to talk, and a bit
futile trying to tell her when to
Nevertheless,
Father's
Day is
astop.
commercial
success
with station
income reported enhanced through
special spots, programs and promotions.
* * *
Free-for-AU
THE Chrysler Cranium Crackers,
new quiz program, has been started
on KVOE, Santa Ana, Cal., under
sponsorship of a local auto dealer,
with the series originating from
the firm's showrooms. Contestants,
picked at random from the audience,
are handed four 25-cent pieces by
Bill Hynds, quizmaster, at start of
the program. He then asks them
four questions on geography, history, science and current events.
If contestant answers all correctly,
he keeps the dollar, but surrenders
25 cents for every question missed.
Two free-for-all questions are
asked of the assembled audience on
each broadcast. A dollar bill is also
given each person mailing in questions used on the half-hour show.
* * *
'Merchant of Venus'
FEMININE members of the studio
audience of the weekly Merchant of
Venus programs on WBNX, New
York, are given tips on the technique and tricks of make-up by
Maurice Dreicer, m.c. of the promanThornton,
Walter agency,
agergram,
of aandmodel
in whose
private suite at the Park Central
Hotel the broadcasts originate.
Professional Thornton models are
featured along with a "beauty* * *
For the Ladies
RUTH DeYOUNG KOHLER, formerly woman's editor of the Chicago Tribune, on June 6 started a
series of weekly programs titled
We, the Women, consisting of digests of women's news vdth B
background
in the
shifting
panorama of world
events,
on WGN,
quiz."
Chicago.
Opening
broadcast
was
half -hour with succeeding programs
a quarter-hour.
* * *
Wedding Service
MRS. L. A. WHITE, known to her
listeners over WJPR, Greenville,
Miss., as "La White", includes a
unique service in her daily talks
sponsored by the local Nelms &
Blum Co., women's wear shop. She
helps plan and execute weddings
without charge, and has as one of
her titles "The Delta's Wedding
Secretary".
• Broadcast
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LIBRARIES OPENED
WBT Promotes Election After
Court Shutdown
TAKING the lead in stirring up
interest in a special election, WBT,
Charlotte, N. C, recently drew
credit for helping reopen the public libraries of Charlotte and Mecklenburg counties after they had
been closed for a year for lack of
funds. After a court decision had
ruled that public libraries are not
"necessities"
the eyes of the law,
the city and incounty
governments
were unable to use the general
funds to provide money for maintenance of the libraries, as had
been done for 20 years. Meantime
the libraries had closed down after
no interest had been shown a year
ago in a special election to authorize a special tax for library purposes.
WBT months ago called in the
experts and started broadcasting
roundtable discussions on the library subject by attorneys, school
authorities, election and library
board officials. The station became
an information center on the problem. Finally public interest became
so keen that the State attorney
general ruled a new vote might be
called this year. WBT started plugging the vote, carrying announcements and more roundtables for
weeks. When the vote was taken
early in June, the special tax was
voted by an overwhelming majority and the road was cleared for
reopening the closed libraries.
* * *
Red Cross Pennies
INSTEAD of issuing free tickets
as previously done, KIEV, Glendale, Cal., charged a penny or more
for the American Red Cross emergency fund as admission to the
weekly half-hour variety talent
finding program. Stairway to Fame,
when broadcast from Glendale Civic
Auditorium on June 8. Program,
conducted by Pat Patrick, gives
unknown talent an opportunity to
be show-cased for theatrical and
advertising agency approval. Each
week different well known talent
also participa*tes *as guests.
*
Operatic Prelude
WAAF, Chicago, on June 9 started
a series of two-hour Sunday evening recorded programs titled The
Opera Festival as prevue of next
season's Chicago opera. Series,
heard 6:30-8:30 p.m. (CDST), is
presented in cooperation with the
Chicago Opera Co. with Giovanni
Cardelli appearing as narrator to
tell briefly about the composer and
give a sketch of the story. Members
of the Chicago Opera Co. are slated
to appear from time to time to relate personal incidents in their operatic careers.
* 5{J *
Aviation Minded
AVIATION educational program,
written and produced by Russ
Brinkley, has started as a new
weekly feature of WHP, Harrisburg, Pa. The instruction course
has been written to appeal to airminded people of all ages. Theory
and practical aviation instruction
are offered in the Brinkley lectures,
supplemented by remote pickups
from airports. Army bases, flyingschools and aircraft factories. Copies of the discussions also are to
be made available to other stations,
WHP has indicated.
BROADCASTING

Quizzer Quiz Renewed
A THIRD-YEAR contract renewal
went to Dean Upson, the Holsum
Street Reporter on WSIX, Nashville, June 13, when American
Bread Co. reported its sales up
100% since beginning his unique
quiz program. Upson allows the interviewees to interview him before he begins the
questioning. Each
person
viewed getsintera loaf
of Holsum bread
Upson
and a pass to a local movie.
Seven
loaves are given the person sending
in the list of daily questions used.
Upson not only handles the man-onthe-street mike, but sells and services the account.
^
^ ^
Chance for Listeners
LISTENER participation in a
forum broadcast while it is on the
air is a new feature of The American Forum of the Air, for five years
on MBS. Theodore Granik, forum
director, invites listeners to telegraph their questions and opinions
on the subject under discussion, to
be submitted to the Forum speakers before the program signs off.
So many telegrams have resulted
from the offer that Western Union
has installed a special operator
alongside the speaker's table in the
Washington Hotel where the program originates.
^ ^ ^
Harpsichord Series
YELLA PESSL, harpsichordist, on
June 9 started a series of five-minute recitals five times weekly on
CBS, during which she plays ancient music composed especially for
the instrument as well as music
written for it since interest has
been revived in recent years.
^ ^ ^
Musical Melting Pot
TO PROVE that New York is the
"great melting pot", WYNC, New
York's municipal station, is presenting ahalf -hour series of weekly
programs. Songs of the Seven Million, which features the music of
the different foreign language
groups that call New York home.
Apropos
in Pensacola, Fla., recently Charley Sullivan and
Ray Rogers, announcer and
organist on the WCOA remote, show, Saenger Serenades, sauntered into the
Saenger Theatre 'neath sapphire Florida skies. Once inside they quickly were engrossed in rehearsal for the
show — completely unaware of
a sudden thunderstorm that
came off the bay to engulf the
city. Rehearsal completed, the
program went on the air.
After introduction and theme.
Announcer Sullivan waved in
the first musical selection :
"A tune now from the 'Cotton Club Parade' of several
years back. Ray plays 'Stormy
Weather'. Please stand by.
Anything can happen in
'Stormy Weather'." After
four bars of the song, lightning struck near the theatre
and all electric power shut
off — and with it organ and
program.
DOWN
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Summer Radio Camp
NATIONAL Academy of Broadcasting, Washington radio training
school, on July 1 will open its first
summer study camp for radio students at Smoky Mountain Park,
near Knoxville, Tenn. Workshop
instimction in announcing, acting
and script writing is offered in two
one-month sessions. Sports and outdoor activities also are included in
the curriculum. The camp will be
in charge of Alice Keith, formerly
connected with the CBS American
School of the Air and the RCA educational department and author of
several radio text books, and Elizabeth Scaggs Bowman, author and
radio chairman of the Tennessee
Federation of Women's Clubs.
P & G Signs for Series
Written by Arch Oboler
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, through Blackett-SampleHummert, Chicago, has signed Arch
Oboler to do a series of half-hour
dramatic shows, tentatively titled
Story in the Night, to replace
What's
Name
for Oxydol.
Series willMy
start
on Oct.
4 and take
the same NBC-Red network.
Oboler will have complete charge
of writing, production and direction. Name stars of radio, stage and
screen will be used with programs
originating in New York, Chicago
or Hollywood depending on availability of talent. Material will include adaptations of outstanding
novels and plays as well as originals. Deal was set by James Parks,
radio manager of General Amusement Corp., Chicago.

CBS Considers Road Shows
PLANS, first discussed last year, are
again under consideration by CBS to
send out road companies for the presentation oflegitimate plays in smaller
cities throughout the country, according to Ralph F. Colin, general counsel
for CBS. The network would send out
companies after Jan. 1, 1941 to the
360 communities where it has organized
concert audiences in the past with the
aim of having about ten companies on
the road at the end of three or four
years. Plans are still indefinite, Mr.
Colin stated, the main problem being to
discover whether the communities are
in favor of such a project, and whether
idea. unions will cooperate with the
stage
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NEW EQUIPMENT— NEW STUDIOS
On or about Sept. 1, 1940 CHSJ, Saint John, N. B., Canada,
will be increased from 100 watts to 1000 watts, giving wide
coverage in Central and Southern New Brunswick and Southwestern Nova Scotia, the richest sections r.f the Maritimes,
serving a population of 3C6,000. A new building is being erected
— a new vertical radiator and latest type speech input equipment. For time and rates, write station manager.
SAINT

JOHN,

N. B., CANADA

Representatives— JOSEPH H. McGILLVRA,
Montreal, Toronto, New York,
Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Atlanta, Boston.
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• If you're selling the Greater Detroit Area,
take the time to check on CKLW time. It's
valuable! Scores of representative Detroit
retailers are constant users of this station.
They like its low-cost sales response. They
know that 5,000 watts day and night mean
clear, strong coverage of the entire market.
CKLWs loyal, dependable audience will do a
sales job for you, too!
For Low-Cost Response in the Detroit Area . . . ifs

5000 WATTS DAY and NIGHT • CLEAR CHANNEL
Represeniaihe: Joseph Hersbey McGillvra
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Radio Executives Named
To Canadian Press Board
NEWSPAPER owners of five
broadcasting stations were elected
to various offices on the directorate
of Canadian Press, counterpart of
the Associated Press in the United
States, at the annual meeting held
at Toronto, May 29-June 1. W.
Rupert Davies, editor of the Kingston Whig-Standard and partnership operator of CFRC, Kingston,
Ont., was re-elected president of the
Canadian Press. Victor Sifton,
Winnipeg Free Press, and new
owner of CJRC, Winnipeg, and
CJRM, Regina, Sask., was reelected
first vice-president. Directors include O. L. Spencer, Calgary
Herald and CFAC, Calgary, Alta.;
A. R. Ford, London Free Press and
CFPL, London, Ont.; Senator W.
H. Dennis, Halifax Herald and
CHNS, Halifax, N. S.
Test of Price Mentions
Is Permitted in Canada
CANADIAN broadcasting stations
may now mention prices for a trial
period till Dec. 31, 1940, for premium merchandising offers up to $1
in value, it was decided at a recent
meeting at Ottawa of the board of
governors of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. No price mention
may be made however without the
written consent of the CBC, and
this will only be granted after submission by the advertiser of full
cost details to the CBC.
The regulation has been under
consideration for some time, a 25cent price mention having been
previously allowed to cover cost of
mailing and handling of certain
"giveaway" items such as the
CBC's own war map and the CanaAssn. of last
Broadcasters'
Visit dianspoon
year. The Royal
new
regulation will not be printed in
the revised CBC regulations until
it has been given due trial.
Johnson's Substitute
A SUMMER show titled Meredith
Willson's Musical Revue, replaces
Fibber McGee & Molly, July 2 on
82 NBC-Red stations, Tuesday,
9:30-10 p.m. (EDST) for 13 weeks,
under sponsorship of S. C. Johnson
& Son, Racine, Wis. (floor wax).
Willson will direct the orchestra,
with Kay St. Germain, Ray Hendricks and Cliff Nazarro, vocalists.
Cecil Underwood, agency producer
of the current Fibber McGee &
Molly series, and Don Quinn, writer,
continue in that capacity for the
summer program. Harlow Wilcox
will announce. Agency is Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
First C & S Vacation
FOR the first time in the history of
the
the Chase
Sanbom program,
show starring
EdgarandBergen
and Charlie McCarthy will be
taken off the air for the summer by
its sponsor. Standard Brands, following the June 30 broadcast. Because Standard Brands has a contract with NBC of over eight years
for the program, the Sunday 8-8:30
p. m. period on the Red network
will be held open for the show to
return Sept. 1. Bergen is planning
to vacation during July and August
in Honolulu. No summer substitute
is planned, according to J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York, the
agency.
BROADCASTING

CANADIAN Broadcasting Corp.'s
new plant for CBM, Montreal, replacing the one at Laprairie, is
this modernistic structure with
525-foot Canadian Bridge Co. vertical radiator. Located at Marieville, 25 miles southeast of Montreal, the 5 kw. transmitter was inaugurated June 17. It is built for
possible later higher power, and its
construction was supervised by Dr.
Augustin Frigon, CBC assistant
general manager. Engineer in
charge is R. A. Scantlebury, asby W. A. Falconer. Operaziel. tors sisted
are H. A. Rogers and P. De-

RADIO

READERSHIP

Papers Find Program Lists
High in Popularity
RADIO departments of the Durham Morniyig Herald and Durham
Evening Sun were among the leading features on basis of readership
in a poll conducted recently by the
three
based
survey,each
papers. Thewithin
interviews
blockon in the
Durham, indicated that raof program
city dio
listings, apart from
comic strips, ranked second among
Evening Sun features and fifth
among Morning Herald departments.
In the Sun poll, radio programs
were shown to be read regularly by
59% of the subscribers, occasionally by 25% and never by only 16%.
The leading department, weather,
was read regularly by 80%,by occa8%.
sionally by 12% and never
The editorial cartoon and movie
fourth places,
held third and
pages 58%
each. The Herald poll
with
gave radio programs 49% regular
readership, 31% occasional, with
weather records, "Believe It or
Not", editorial cartoon and news
summary ranking higher. These
Forwith a radio
findings
tune check
survey onclosely
newspaper
column readership showing 53%
"some25.9% [Broadreadership,
regular times"
and 21.1% "no"
casting 1940 Yearbook Number'].
Radio Licenses in Canada
RECEIVING set licenses in Canada
at the end of the 1939-40 fiscal year,
reported June 1 by the radio division
of the Dept. of Transport, totaled
with 1,1.345,157, which compares
preceding year. Increases
the
223,502
in set ownership, for which $2 license
fees are charged, were shown in all
Provinces. The official license returns
: Prince Edward
by Provinces
Island,
5,694; were
Nova Scotia, 55,796;
,
New Brunswick 37,729 ; Quebec, 318,387;
Manitoba,
89,wan, 98,707
Saskatche520,503;
704 ; Ontario,
; Alberta,
104.283; British Columbia, 113,945;
Yukon and Northwest Territory, 409.
• Broadcast
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CONTRO
ROOM
W. R. NICHOLS, formerly with various Pacific Coast stations, has joined
KINY, Juneau, Alaska, as chief engineer. He succeeds Fred Heister, who
has resigned after four years with the
station to become instructor in a Los
Angeles technical school. Associated
with Nichols in the KINY technical
department are Walter Rolfe, Gordon
France and H. E. Aldridge.
OGDEN LINDQUIST, engineer of
WBNK,ried Irene
NewNicholson
York, on ofJune
marJ. 8Walter
Thompson Co., New York. The couple
are
spending their honeymoon in Tennessee.
CHARLES R. DUKE, formerly of
WSIX, Nashville, has joined the new
WHUB, Cookeville, Tenn., as chief
engineer. Ed Bowen succeeded him at
WSIX.
JOHN KELLEY has joined the engineeringrelief.
staff of WEEI, Boston, for vacation
TED MAGIN, chief engineer of
WDAN,
Danville,
ried Albina
Gohl. III., on June 1 marHAROLD JURY, television technician of Don Lee Television System,
Los Angeles, is the father of a boy
born May 24.
J. D. JONES, control operator of
KGKO, Fort Worth, on June 6 was
named petty officer in charge of the
Fort Worth Naval Reserve District.
ROBERT VAUGHAN, KIT, Yakima,
engineer, is the father of a girl born
late in May.
DON F. HOLADAY, formerly of
KVSO, Ardmore, Okla., WMIN, St.
Paul, and KRMC, Jamestown, N. D.,
has joined KVOX, Moorhead, Minn.,
as chief engineer.
STANLEY PONTE. formerly of
WHLB, Virginia, Minn., has joined
the engineering staff of WHBF, Rock
Island, 111.
LEE ELTON, for the last three years
an engineer of WMBD, Peoria, has
joined WGN, Chicago.
BOB SINNETT, engineer of WHBF,
Rock Island, 111., on June 3 married
Elizabeth Huizel.
JAMES V. SIMS, chief engineer and
announcer of KYUM, Yuma, Ariz., is
the father of a girl born June 5.
WARREN BAILEY, formerly of
KFJB, Marshalltown, la., has joined
the engineering staff of WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
RICHARD BRACE, formerly of the
Golden Gate Exposition radio department, has joined the engineering staff
of KSFO, San Francisco. Victor
Welge, KSFO technician, is to marry
Eleanor Calkins in July.
EARLE GUYE, formerly of KLUF,
Galveston, has joined the engineering
staff of KFRO, Longview, Tex.
MAT WALZ, formerly of WMIN, St.
Paul, has joined the engineering staff
of WCCO, Minneapolis.
JAMES R. FOUCH, president of
Universal Microphone Co., Inglewood,
Cal., has been granted U. S. patent
No. 2198080 on a cutting head for recording machines.
HAROLD HOLLAND, formerly assistant chief engineer of WCAE, Pittsburgh, has joined WFBM, Indianapolis, as chief engineer.
TELEVISION FILM Corp., Hollywood,
which started on June 10 production of
motion pictures for coin-in-the-slot projectors, also plans to use the film for television programs. Pictures are being filmed
on 35 mm. negatives. Company is using
RCA sound equipment and plans to turn
out 10 short subjects weekly over a 52
weeks period, according to Dan Milner, in
charge of production.
BROADCASTING

New Orleans Amateur
Winner of Maxim Award
DAWKINS ESPY, 21-year-old operator of amateur station W5CXH,
New Orleans, has been named 1939
winner of the Maxim Memorial
Trophy Award, which consists of
$100 cash and a bronze replica of
the "Wouff Hong," revered symbol
of amateur operators. The award is
given anually to the amateur under 21 who has made the most outstanding record for the year. It is
a memorial to the late Hiram Percy

Maxim, founder and for many years
president
of ARRL, amateur national association.
All around activity in the many
phases of amateur radio won the
honor for young Espy. Since 1932
he has been active in amateur doings, winning contests sponsored
by the League, experimenting with
antennas and writing articles about
them for the ham's journal, QST,
organizing radio clubs, and experimenting with radio remote control
systems. He has attended Tulane
and Southern Methodist universities, and is currently graduating in

electrical engineering from the California Institute of Technology.
Previous recipients of the award
were Owen J. Dowd, W2JHB,
Brooklyn, 1938; Oscar L. Short,
W9RS0, Webb City, Mo., 1937;
Victor H. Clark, W6KFC, Phoenix,
Ariz., 1936.
FIVE local stations were authorized
June 4 by the FCC to increase power
from 100 to 250 watts. They are
WSPB, Sarasota, Fla. ; KUIN, Grants
Pass, Ore.; WFAS, White Plains, N.
Y. ; KYUM, Yuma, Ariz.; WTHT,
Hartford.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
ap — studio programt
t— tranacriptionB
ta — spot announcements
ta — tTomaeripticn announcements
WOR, Newark
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuek, Conn,
(candy-gum), weekly sp, thru PlattForbes, N. Y.
Bell & Co., Orangeburg, N. Y. (BellAns tablets), weekly sp, thru Anderson, Davis & Platte, N. Y.
R. B. Semler & Co., New York
(Kreml), 2 sp weekly, thru Erwin,
Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Rex Products Corp., Philadelphia
(Kansas cleanser), 4 so, 1 sp weekly, thru Biddle Co., Philadelphia.
Baldwin Labs., Saegerstown, Pa.
(Dwin insecticide), 4 sa, 1 sp weekly, thru Yount Co., Erie, Pa.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, 5 *
weekly, thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
Vanti Pa-Pi-A Corp., New York, 3 sp
weekly,
N.
Y. thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
Decorative Cabinet Corp., New York,
4 so, 1 sp weekly, thru Reiss Adv.
Agency, N. Y.
KOA, Denver
P. Lorillard Co., New York (Friends'
tobacco), 2 t weekly, thru Lennen
& Mitchell, N. Y.
RCA, Camden, weekly t, direct.
California Packing Corp., San Francisco (Del Monte pineapple juice),
12 sa weekly, thru McCann-Erickson, San Francisco.
Everett & Barron Co., Providence
(Stazon White
weekly, direct. shoe dressing), 7 so
Martin Bros. Co., Denver (food products), 3 sp weekly, thru Raymond
Keane Adv. Agency, Denver.
KPO, San Francisco
Standard Beverages, Oakland (Par-TPak), 4 sa weekly, thru Emil Reinhardt Agency, Oakland.
Northwestern Yeast Co., Chicago
(yeast), 3 sa weekly, thru Hays
MacFarland & Co., Chicago.
California Packing Corp., San Francisco (Del Monte Pineapple
10 sa weekly, thru McCann-Erjuice),
ickson, San Francisco.
Mutual Citrus Products Co., Anaheim,
Cal. (powdered lemon juice), 3 t
weekly, thru Charles H. Mayne Co.,
Los Angeles.
KNX, Hollywood
Mentholatum Co., Wilmington, Del.
(proprietary), 5 sa weekly, thru Dillard Jacobs Agency, Atlanta.
Langendorf United Bakeries, San
Francisco (bread), 5 sa weekly,
thru Leon Livingston Adv. Agency,
San Francisco.
Coast Federal Savings & Loan Assn.,
Los Angeles (finances), 6 sp weekly,
and 56 sa, thru Robert F. Dennis
Adv., Los Angeles.
Loma Linda Food Co., Arlington, Cal.
(Ruskets), 6 sp weekly, thru Lisle
Sheldon Adv., Los Angeles.
KQW, San Jose, Cal.
Par Soap Co., Oakland, 6 so weekly,
thru Tomaschke-Elliott, Oakland.
Old Trusty Dog Food Co., San Fran13 sp, Francisco.
thru D'Bvelyn & Wadsworth, cisco,San
United Mushroom Co., Chicago (culture), 3 sa daily, thru Frank R.
Steel Associates, Chicago.
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WBZ-WBZA, Boston-Springfield
Mass. Dept. of Agriculture, Boston
(exploitation), 120 ta, thru Badger
& Browning, Boston.
W. T. Grant Co., New York (department stores), 10 ta, direct.
Nantasket-Boston Steamboat Co., Boston, 30 ta, direct.
Ten-B-Low Co., Columbus (ice cream
mix), 52 ta,& Finn,
thru Reincke-WillisYounggreen
Chicago.
Mass. Savings Banks Life Insurance
Council,
Boston,
mus
& Co.,
Boston.114 ta, thru DorePerfection Stove Co., Cleveland, 2 ta
weekly,
Cleveland. thru McCann - Erickson,
CFRB, Toronto
Daggett & Ramsdell, New York (cosmetics), 5sp weekly, thru Cockfield,
Brown & Co., Toronto.
Dr. Jackson Foods Ltd., Toronto
(cereal), weekly sp, thru Tandy
Adv. Agency, Toronto.
Sunsoy Products, Toronto (Soyamalt),
2 sp weekly, thru Dickson & Ford,
Toronto.
Reliance Shoe Co., Toronto (Maher
shoe stores), weekly sp, thru Dickson & Ford, Toronto.
Iron Fireman Mfg. Co., Toronto, sa
series, thru Dickson & Ford, Toronto.
WSAZ, Huntington, W. Va.
Fort Pitt Brewing Co., Pittsburgh, 6
sp, weekly, direct.
Sterling Oil Co., St. Marys, W. Va.,
30 so, thru Thompson Adv. Agency,
Youngstown.
Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, Cleveland, sa series, direct.
Greyhound Management, Cleveland
(bus), so series, thru Beaumont &
Hohman, Cleveland.
American Home Products, Jersey City
(Fly Ded, Black Flag), sa series,
thru
Chicago.Blackett - Sample - Hummert,
WSPD, Toledo
Kroger Grocery & Baking Co., Cincin ati, 5sp weekly, thru Ralph H.
Jones Co., Cincinnati.
Kirkman & Son, New York (soap),
130 sa, thru N. W. Ayer & Son,
Philadelphia.
Commercial Credit Co., Baltimore
sa, Y.
thru O'Dea, Sheldon
&(loans),
Canaday,52 N.
CKCL, Toronto
Canadian Graphite Lubricants, Toronto (Graphoil), so series, thru
Dickson & Ford, Toronto.
Guaranteed Auto Radio Co., Toronto,
5Toronto.
so weekly, thru Dickson & Ford,

KSFO, San Francisco
Chrysler troit,
Corp.
(Dodge
so series,
thruDivision),
RuthraufEDe-&
Ryan, N.Pacific
Y.
Southern
Co., San Francisco
(transportation), 12 so weekly,
thru Lord & Thomas, San Francisco.
J. A. Folger & Co., San Francisco
(coffee), weekly sp, thru Raymond
R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.
Acme Breweries, San Francisco, 4 sp
weekly, thru Brisacher, Davis &
Staff, San Francisco.
Crowell Publishing Co., New York
(Woman's Home Companion) , weekly sp, thru United
McCann-Erickson,
Y.
Langendorf
Bakeries. N.San
Francisco (Holsum Wheat-O-Bran
Bread), ingstonsoAdv. series,
LivAgency, thru
San Leon
Francisco.
S. A. Scherer Co., Los Angeles (auto
finance), 5 sp weekly, thru Smith &
Bull, Los Angeles.
CJCA, Edmonton, Alberta
Canadian Oil Companies, Toronto
(White Hose Oil), daily ta, thru
McConnell,
Eastman & Co., Montreal.
Canadian Marconi Co., Montreal (Radiotrons),
weekly,
thru Cockfield,
Brown3 &ta Co.,
Montreal.
General Dry Batteries of Canada,
Montreal,
ta weekly, thru A. McKim
Ltd., 5Toronto.
Fred A. Lallemand Refining Co., Montreal, 2 so weekly, thru Russell T.
Kelley Ltd., Montreal.
Nova-Kelp Co., Toronto (proprietary), 2 so weekly, thru Benson
Toronto.
J. Agency,
L. Trumbull
Ltd., Vancouver (Nash
tea, coffee), 6 so weekly, thru J. J.
Gibbons Ltd., Vancouver.
WEAF, New York
Sheffield Farms Co., New York, 3 sp
weekly, 52 weeks, thru N. W. Ayer
& Son, Philadelphia.
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J. (records, turntables, radios), 5 sp weekdirect.Co., Philadelphia
Horn ly,& renewal,
Hardart
(chain automats), weekly sp, renewal, thru Clements Co., PhiladelKFRC, San Francisco
phia. Tobacco Co., New York (ReRiggio
gent cigarettes ) , 4 sp weekly, thru
M. H. Hackett Inc., N. Y.
Towne Talk Co., Los Angeles (sauce),
3 so weekly, thru Milton Weinberg
Adv., Los Angeles.
Stayner Corp., Berkeley, Cal. (Minra
remedy). 2 so weekly, thru Erwin,
Wasey & Co., San Francisco.

WFBR. Baltimore
Blue Ribbon Books, New York, 17 t,
thru
attle. Northwest Radio Adv. Co., SeBristol-Myers Co., New York (MinitRub), 78 so, thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y. Credit Co., Baltimore
Commercial
(loans),
105 so, N.thruY. O'Dea, Sheldon & Canaday,
Delco Frigidaire
Conditioning
Division, General Motors
(oil burners),
150 so, thru Stewart, Hanford &
Casler, Rochester.
Gulf Oil Corp., Pittsburgh (Gulfspray),
cam,
N. 26
Y. *, thru Young & RubiHecker Products Corp., New York
(Force), 78 t, thru Erwin, Wasey
& Co., N. Y.
Reed Tobacco Co., Richmond (Chelsea
cigarettes), 91 so, thru Warwick &
Legler, N. Y.
F. G. Vogt & Sons, Philadelphia
(canned
5 so, thru Clements Co.,scrapple),
Philadelphia.
WHN. New York
Jacob Ruppert Brewery, New York
(Old Knickerbocker beer), daily ta,
25 days, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N. Y.
Postal Telegraph-Cable Co., New York,
25
4 spN.weekly,
52 weeks, thru
Blowsa, Co.,
Y.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la., 7
sp weekly,
thru Northwest Radio
Adv.
Co., Seattle.
American Cigarette & Cigar Co., New
York (PaU Malls), 97 so, 2 weeks,
thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
New York Business School, 7 so
weekly, 4 weeks, direct.
WSGN, Birmingham
Sterling Products, New York, 5 t
weekly,
3 t weekly,N. thru
Sample-Hummert,
Y. BlackettNational Biscuit Co., New York
(bread), 6N.t weekly,
thru McCannErickson,
Y.
Gulf Refining Co., New York (Gulfspray),
thru Young &
Rubicam, 3 N.t weekly,
Y.
KFI, Los Angeles
Pen-Jel Corp., Kansas City, Mo. (pectin), 3 so weekly, thru David B.
Mindlin Adv., Kansas City.
Armour & Co., Chicago (Treet), 3 t
weekly, thru Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
Thrifty Drug Co., Los Angeles (chain),
9 so weekly, thru Milton Weinberg
Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
WMCA, New York
Sharon Spring Board of Trade, Sharon
Springs, N. Y. (resort), 2 sp weekly,
6 weeks, direct.
E. Regensburgmiration
& cigars),
Sons, 2 New
(Ad-2
so York
weekly,
weeks, thru Rose-Martin, N. Y.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
Loyal Soap
Chemical
Co., Losweekly
Angeles &(household
cleanser),
sp, placed
direct.Des Moines (photoGeppert
Studios,
graphs), 3sp weekly, thru Coolidge
Adv. Co., Des Moines.
KGO, San Francisco
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden (radios), 6
so weekly, direct.
An-Fo Mfg. Co., Oakland, Cal. (antfoil), weekly so, thru Botsford,
Constantine & Gardner, San Francisco.

There it is . . . GOLD!
Montana's major market — Butte-Helena-Bozeman

Pd. Adv.
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WJZ, New York
Pepsi-Cola Co.. Long Island Citv, N.
Y. (soft drink), 6 sp weekly, 13
weeks,
mett Co.,renewal,
N. Y. thru Newell-EmYeckes Eichenbaum Co., New York
(Wondercrop vegetables), 3 sp
weekly. 52 weeks, thru S. C. Croot
Co,, N. Y.
KROW, Oakland, Cal.
El Doradocisco, 28Brewing
Co.,thru
San Sidney
Franta weekly,
Garfinkel
Adv.
Agency,
San
Francisco.
• Broadcast
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BAKERY TRADEAAARK
Los Angeles Trucks Carry
Tie-in Features

AMERICAN CHICLE Co.. Long
Island City, on June 3 started Don
Goddard's
Your New
Morning
program on WEAF.
York,News
Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, 7:80 a.m.,
in thelets.interests
of Dent'yne
and ChicTlie program
is sponsored
the
other three days of the weelc l)y the
S. B. Thomas Bakery Co. Badger,
Browning & Hersey, New York, handles the Chicle account.
THE THOMAS', Chicago (scalp specialists), has expanded its daily oneminute schedule [Broadcasting, June
1] to five more markets. New stations
are WKRC, Cincinnati ; WCLE. Cleveland ;KLS, Oakland. Cal. ; KJBS. San
Francisco; WJBK. Detroit. Contracts
are for 52 weeks. Frank R. Steel &
Assoc., Chicago, handles the account.
ROYAL CROWN BOTTLING Co..
Cleveland, on June 4 started thrice
weekly quarter-hour sponsorship for 13
weeks of the NBC Breakfast Cluh program on WHK, Cleveland for Royal
Crown Cola. The program currently
is sponsored by 17 different sponsors
on various stations throughout the
country [Broadcasting, May 15].
BBDO, New York, handles the Royal
Crown account.
TEXAS DAIRY PRODUCTS Assn.
recently contracted with KGKO, Fort
Worth, for 211 spot announcements to
run in a 30-day period. The account is
one of the largest ever placed with the
station
to run
within Keasler,
a month'sKGKO
time,
according
to Jack
commercial manager. Spots are introduced with mooing cow sound effect
and include a proclamation of Dairy
WeekKane
by Gov.
Lee O'Daniel.
Leon
J.
Adv. W.Agency,
Fort Worth,
placed the account.
PFEIFFBR BREWING Co., Detroit,
on June 1 started a campaign of transcribed musical announcements featuring Kent and Johnson on 15 stations
in Michigan, where Pfeiffer beer is
chiefly distributed. E. V. Brinckerhoff,
New York, handled the recordings.
Agency is Maxon Inc., Detroit.
FRITO Co., Dallas (bakery), has
started week-day morning quarter-hour
newscasts by Neal Hackett for one
year on KGKO, Fort Worth. Ray K.
Glenn, Dallas, handles the account.
ZINSMASTER BAKING Co., Minneapolis, recently started the thriceweekly Meet the Missus, featuring
Eddie Gallaher in transcribed interviews with customers in Twin City
grocery stores, on WCCO, Minneapolis.
Zinsmaster is the fourth bakery account currently using WCCO. Others
include Holsura Baking Co. with a 10minute participation on the weekly
Kitchen Quiz; Purity Baking Co. with
Cedric Adams six-weekly Newstime ;
Continental Baking Co. with the fiveweekly serial. Pretty Kitty Kelly, and
the weekly Sky Blazers.
GRUEN WATCH Co., Cincinnati, has
renewed its twice-weekly quarter-hour
Tod Hunter and the News on WBBM,
Chicago. Contract dated July 9 was
placed
by McCann-Erickson, New
York.
WHITE ROE LAKE, Livingston
Manor, N. Y., late in July is planning a series of spot announcements on
WMCA, New York, to promote a vacation contest. Modern Age Adv., New
York, is the newly-appointed agency
handling the account.
SERVICE DRUG Stores, Chicago
chain, through Goodkind, Joice &
Morgan, Chicago, has started a 52week schedule of six-weekly full hour
programs of recorded symphony music
titled Music
WCFL,
Chicago.Lovers'
Martin Program
Jacobsen onis
m.c. for the broadcasts which are
heard 10 :30-ll :30 p.m.
BROADCASTING

QUAFFING COKES after a tough
microphone session for the Coca
Cola daily Sports School, are Fahey
Flynn (left), announcer of WEMP,
Milwaukee, and Mickey Heath,
manager of the Milwaukee Brewers, American Assn. baseball club.
Heath has been a regular on
WEMP since the diamond season
ended last fall, serving during offseason as a time salesman and
sports commentator. During the
baseball season he conducts the
Sports School on WEMP, with
Flynn handling the Coca Cola commercials. On the program he details
baseball information and fine points
of the game.

WITH a half-million-dollar fleet
of
new Davis
"traveling
bakeryBakeries,
store"
trucks,
Perfection
Los Angeles, recently started a radio campaign on KFWB, Hollywood, to identify the new trucks
through the company's musical
horn "sound trademark". Using
"This Is the Way We Bake Our
Bread" as the trademark theme
music, the firm bought time on
Tom Stoddard's Bridge School of
the Air, 11-11:15 a.m. five days
weekly, along with thrice-daily
spot announcements on the station.
On all the programs and announcements, transcriptions of the
musical trademark are used along
with descriptions of the new equipment. The specially constructed
trucks incorporate plate glass dustproof display cases, trimmed in
chromium, for bakery products so
they can be viewed by the housewife as in a store. The campaign
was created by Willard G. Gregory
& Co., Los Angeles.

CARL FISCHER Musical Instrument
Co.. New York, on June 12 started
'Big Town' Re-Signed
twice weekly sponsorship of Radio
WITH Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge,
Neivs Reel, a recorded resume of the Mass. (Rinso), and Edward G.
week's
WMCA.recording
New York,
on Robinson, star of the series, having
behalf news,
of itson home
device
reached a compromise, through
"Recordio." The company is the first to RuthrauflF
& Ryan, New York, agensponsor the program in the New York
cy servicing the account, principals
area. The program, featuring on-thespot news recorded by mobile unit of the weekly CBS Big Town protrucks throughout the country, as well
gram, have been re-signed for the
as shortwaved news from Europe, is fall broadcasts.
After a 16 weeks
managed jointly by Donald Flamm,
summer
layoff, which started June
president of WMCA. and Victor Dal- 11, the series
will be resumed on
ton, owner of KMTR. Hollywood
98 CBS stations, Oct. 8, Tuesday,
[Broadcasting. May 15].
8-8:30 p.m. (EST), with West
FRUIT INDUSTRIES Ltd.. Los An- Coast
8:30-9 p.m. (PST).
geles (F I Brand wines), thru Bris- Besides repeat,
Robinson, returning in fall
acher, Davis & Staff, that city, in
a 13-week campaign started June 11, will be Ona Munson, Leith Stevens,
musical director, and Crane Wilis using two transcribed one-minute
dramatized announcements nishtly.
bur, producer and script writer.
five times weekly, on KFEL. Denver.
Thomas Freebairn-Smith, CBS production aide on the series, is slated
WM. T. THOMPSON Co.. Los Angeles (soil conditioner), seasonal user as director for the fall setup. That
of radio, on June 4 started a twice- post was formerly held by William
weekly quarter-hour program. The
N. Robson, now West Coast radio
Family Doctor, on KECA. that city, director of Lennen & Mitchell, HolContract is for 13 weeks. Programs
Uncle Jim's Question Bee
feature an unnamed prominent physi- replaces lywood.
Big Town for the summer,
cian who gives simplified, ethical talks
starting June 18 and will originate
on health and diet. Agency is Philip J. from
New York.
Meany Co.. Los Angeles.
LOYAL SOAP & CHEMICAL Co..
Los Angeles (household cleanser), new
to radio and placing direct, in a 13week test campaign started .lune 5
Poultry Co-op Series
is using weekly participation in Mil- WASHINGTON COOPERATIVE
Van's Open House on KMPC,
EGG & POULTRY Assn., Seattle,
Beverlydred Hills.
started an early 9:30 a. m.
WMCA, New York, recently contract- has
news strip on KOMO-KJR, Seated for one of the longest regular comtle, pointed at housewives after
mercial r.emote series on record with
the breakfast rush is over to prothe booking of two half-hour orchestra
programs weekly from Pavilion Hotel
mote its products. The strip feaat Sharon Springs, N. Y., 180 miles
tures breezy editing and feature
awa.v. The programs, to be heard twice stories, and commericals are built
weekly, starting July 3, are sponsored
around recordings of various
by the Sharon Springs Board of Trade
sounds of the chicken ranch. Dick
to advertise the resort to New York
listeners.
Keplinger, KOMO-KJR news director, handles the program.
SCHOENHOFEN-EDELWEISS Co.,
Gary, Ind. (Green River soft drinks),
early in June ran 50 spot announcements on WIND, Gary. Western Adv.
Ivory Show Shifts
Agency, Racine, Wis., handles the
account.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, on Aug. 17 is moving Truth or
SENATOR Hiram Johnson for Reelection Campaign Committee. San Consequences, starring Ralph Edwards,
from
CBS where it has been tested
Francisco (political), has contracted
for four half-hour broadcasts over 15 since last March for Ivory soap to
NBC-Red, Saturdays, 8:30-9 p.m.,
Mutual-Don (KFRC
Lee network'
California
KQWstations
KIEMin with repeats at various times on Red
KHSL KVCV KTKC KDON KHJ
stations other than the basic. The proKGB KFXM KPMC KVOE KXO
gram, an audience participation show,
KVEC KDB). Aug. 18, 24, 25 and 26. currently is heard on CBS. Saturdays
Account was placed through Cesana
at
9
:45
Compton Adv., New York,
handles p.m.
the account.
& Associates, San Francisco.
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TnANSCRIPTIOhl
TOPICS
hiitke
LITTLE
TAILOR
I SEE BY an article in one of
our better trade magazines, or
why are we renting this stall on
the aisle, that a guy who should
know says the kick-in-the-teeth
type of commercial ought to be
tucked away with the crystal set
and ear phones. He says that advertising should be slipped in so
cagily that even the announcer
doesn't suspect he's being a
fifth column for soap suds.

FOR INSTANCE, just as she's
getting that Moon over the
Mountain, the announcer sneaks
in and says '."Speaking of mountains, have you ever seen the beautiful hilly country around Greenville. N. C? That's the home of
WGTC, you know — one of Standard Radio's new subscribers."
OR, YOU can set up a dramatic
decoy, and plug them when they
gather around, like this:
PAT: Sure, Mike, and have ye
heard the one about the traveling
salesman?
MIKE: Sure, Pat, and do ye mean
the one who sold the Standard
Library Service at WCAR, Pontiac,
Mich.; WBAA, Latayette. Ind.:
V/OL, Washington, D.C.: W3XMC,
Washington.D.C:
W9XZR,111.: Zenith's
F.M.
station in Chicago,
WHBF.
Rock Island, III: WOV, New York
City: WHDF, Houghton, Mich.;
WGRC, Louisville, Ky.; WTMC.
Ocala, Fla.; WSOO. Sault Ste.
Marie, Mich.;and at WHUB.Cookeville, Tennessee?

GET IT? We've put over the
touch that Standard Radio has
13 new subscribers since last we
welcomed new subscribers in
this column, and we've shot a
small hypo about Standard being a pretty swell outfit to have
such swell customers, and we
never once said ATTENTION,
FRIENDS ! I
I THINK the guy's got something there.areYouyoudon't?
look — what
doing Well,
way
down here on the last line?
'Up. to. Standa^?

TAILORED TRANSCRIPTION SERVICE
CHICAGO
• HOLLYWOOD
J
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I. J. WAGNER is now writing the
commercials for National Food Stores'
new quiz show, Cariutie-0. heard
weekly
on director
"WGN, Chicago.
Wagner,&
radio copy
of Schwimmer
Scott, Chicago agency, formerly wrote
for Hammerstein Music Hall, Ben
Bernie and Benny Rubin in New York.
Other Schwimmer & Scott personnel
on the Cartune-0 show include Gordon St. Claire, account executive ; Norman Heyne, producer and continuity
writer, and Bernard Kelly, assistant
producer.
MICHAEL GORE, formerly vicepresident of Hudson Advertising Co.,
has joined Green-Brodie Advertising
Agency,
New York, as account executive.

HARRY M. FROST Co., Boston advertising agency, on June 1 celebrated
its 25th anniversary. The agency, serving a representative list of New England advertisers, including Yankee and
Colonial Networks, stiU has as active
clients two of the three accounts with
which the business was started in
1915. Present executive management
includes Karl M. Frost, president and
general manager ; Harry M. Frost,
treasurer ; Edith G. Robinson, assistant treasurer ; H. E. Bessom, production manager ; Harvey P. Newcomb,
radio director, and Reginald A. Maurer, art director.
HERMAN J. BUB, vice-president and
treasurer of Stewart-Jordon Co., Philadelphia agency, has been elected president to succeed the late Rowe Stewart.
Harry E. Fauser was named secretarytreasurer. Charles L. Asam, J. Bub,
Harry T. Jordon, Albert W. Sansom
and
Thomas Wriggins were voted directorships.

ARTHUR EDINGTON, formerly of
the advertising staff of T. Eaton Co.
Ltd., Canadian department store, has
joined Dickson & Ford, Toronto agency, along with Jim St. Clair, Toronto
account executive and designer. The
agency,
underandRoyis expanding
W. Dickson, hasformerly
incorporated
its activities, with Mr. Edington as
commercial manager and a director of
the organization. W. H. Bouck has
been named vice-president. Roland E.
Ford, who left the firm last year, is
now with CKCO, Ottawa.
WM. ESTY & Co. has moved its
Hollywood production offices to 1549
N. Vine St. Dick Marvin, New York
radio director of the agency was in
Hollywood ferences
during
June for West
conwith W. early
R. Moore,
Coast production manager.
DORIS DAVENPORT SMITH, for
three years continuity editor of
WNEW, New York, on June 17 will
join the commercial continuity staff of
Compton Adv., New York.
GEORGE MILLER, formerly with
Simpers Co., New York and Philadelphia, and more recently with DonovanArmstrong, Philadelphia, has joined
Carter
agency. - Thomson Co., Philadelphia
JACK NORTH, time buyer of Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, Chicago, has
announced his marriage to Elizabeth
Gundersen of Lakewood. O., last
March 16. Couple left on postponed
honeymoon through New England.
RICHARD ROWLAND, formerly of
Tide magazine, has joined the radio
<lepartment of J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York, as assistant to Linnea
Nelson, time buyer.

EYE

ADRIAN JAMES PLANTER & Asadvertising
promotionsociates,
counsellor,
has and
movedradio
its New
York offices to 545 Fifth Ave. and is
now liandling general advertising as
well as its former radio accounts.
Telephone is Vanderbilt 6-2248.
ANDERSON. DAVIS & PLATTE,
New York, has moved its offices to 50
Rockefeller Plaza, retaining the same
telephone number, Columbus 5-4868.
JOHN GUEDEL, radio director of
Dan B. Miner Co.. Los Angeles, is in
New
returnYork
.Tuneon 24.agency business. He is to

APPEAL!

Yes, and some stations have a special appeal, too! Here
in the Roanoke

territory — which accounts for nearly

$70,000,000 worth of automotive sales, for instance —
it's WDBJ

that gets maximum

attention! Not just be-

cause we're the only station within 50 miles — but also
because we put on a pageant of features our public
likes . . . the newsiest news, the choicest CBS programs, good local entertainment, and some of the best
transcriptions on the air. If you want the Roanoke
market, WDBJ is the only station that can get it for you.
Ask us for all the facts!

ROANOKE,

FREE

& PETERS,

PAULSON-GERLACH & Associates,
Milwaukee, has succeeded the former
B. J. Paulson Associates, operated by
B. J. Paulson, who continues as president and general manager of the new
agency.
A. J. Gerlach
is vice-president
and treasurer
of the firm,
and E. A.
Schueppert is secretary.
BILL SPIER.
BBDO Newduring
York early
producer, was in HoU.vwood
June to confer with Jack Smalley,
agency manager in that city.
IDA MIIRISET, formerly of ReinckeElli.s-Younggren & Finn, Chicago, has
joined Frank R. Steel & Assoc., same
eit.y, as secretary to the president.
AUSPITZ & LEE Inc., Chicago, has
moved its offices to 220 S. State St.
New telephone is Wabash 0315.
LAWRENCE WITTE, formerly in
the publicity department of N. W.
Ayer
& Son's Philadelphia
has
been transferred
to New Yorkaffice,
to handle radio publicity for the agency.

Philip Morris Earnings,
Radio Aided, Go Upward
RECORD sales and earnings are
revealed on the annual report of
Philip Morris & Co., New York
(cigarettes), for the fiscal year
ending March 31, with the consolidated net income listed as $7,435,766, the equivalent of $8.38 each
on the 882,396 shares of common
stock outstanding at the year end.
The preceding fiscal year, the company earned $6,551,297 or $7.34
each on the 855,195 common shares
then outstanding. Net sales for the
year rose to $73,344,159 from the
$64,238,661
of the previous 12 monthsvolume
and $55,613,034
for
the year ended March 31, 1938.
Radio has been the chief medium
of advertising by Philip Morris for
the last six years, with the use of
half-hour musical variety programs
on CBS, MBS and NBC at various
times. According to Paul Caspe, a
member of the research department of Philip Morris, in a speech
in April, 1939 before the New York
Assn. of Advertising Men, "by far
the greater appropriation
part of the company's
advertising
goes into
radio entertainment, with another
reason for increase in sales due to
'Johnnie' as a living trade mark,
and his 'Call for Philip Morris'
lending itself perfectly for a program signature."
LEONARD M. MASIUS, manager of
the London office of Lord & Thomas,
currently is in New York at the Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria.

South Carolina's
ONLY
Regional
CBS

VIRGINIA

5000 Watfs Day
1000 Watts Night
930 Kc. — CBS Affiliate

Station

Owned and Operated by the
TIMES - WORLD CORP.

Charleston, S. C.

INC., National Representatives
WICHITA
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RADIO'S Honolulu greeter is Webley Edwards, manager of KGMB,
(left),
for he's ofonthetheindustry
job to meet
all
executives
who
vacation in the Hawaiian Islands.
Edwards is pictured with Jack
Gross, commercial manager of
KFWB, Hollywood, during the latter's recent three-week visit with
Mrs. Gross in Honolulu.

BROADCASTING

1000 watts
Free & Peters, Representatives
• Broadcast

Advertising

WLW'S OWN OFFICE
OPENED IN CHICAGO
ABSORPTION of the Chicago offices of Transamerican Broadcasting & Television Corp. and establishment of its own branch representation office at the same address,
was announced June 1 by WLW,
Cincinnati. Simultaneously, James
D. Shouse, vice-president and general manager of Crosley Stations,
announced that the WLW contract
with Transamerican for representation in New York had been renewed
for a year from July 1.
Under the new arrangement, the
Chicago office of WLW is headed
by Walter A. Callahan, former
sales service manager of WLW at
Cincinnati. Also assigned to the
office are Dick Garner, formerly of
the Crosley sales staff, and George
Clark, who has resigned from the
sales department of WLS, Chicago.
With the renewal of the Transamerican arrangement in New
York, Harry Mason Smith, for the
last three months associated with
WLW in Cincinnati and former
sales manager of WBBM, has been
transferred to Transamerican offices in New York in charge of
WLW operations. Other personnel
of the Transamerican office remains
unchanged. The new WLW branch
office in Chicago is located at 230
N. Michigan Ave.
Knight to Cantor
WHEN Bristol-Myers Co., New
York (Sal Hepatica, Ipana), on
Oct. 2 replaces Fred Allen with
Eddie Cantor on its Wednesday,
9-9:30 p. m. (EST) period, on 60
or more NBC-Red stations, Vic
Knight will be producer of the new
series. Knight is under personal
contract to Cantor. He is currently
on loanout to produce the Rudy
Vallee Show, sponsored by National
Dairy Products Corp., New York
(Sealtest milk), on 59 NBC-Red
stations, Thursday, 9:30-10 p. m.
(EDST). He will continue to produce that show through the summer and reports to Cantor in early
fall to help frame the new series.
The Rudy Vallee Show is currently
in New York, having shifted from
Hollywood June 6 for 10 weeks.
Allen is now in Hollywood on a film
assignment to Paramount Pictures
Corp. He will be co-starred with
Jack Benny and Mary Martin in
the film, "Love Thy Neighbor". His
current radio season under sponsorship of Bristol-Myers Co. ends
June 26. He has been signed by
Texas Co., New York, to star in the
Texaco Star Theatre, Wednesday,
9-10 p. m. (EST), and joins the
series Oct. 2 with start of the fall
season [Broadcasting, June 1].
Steel Sponsor to Return
FOLLOWING the June 30th broadcast of Musical Steelmakers, Wheeling Steel Co., Wheeling, will discontinue the program for the summer, resuming Oct. 6 on 44 MBS
stations, Sundays at 5 p.m. Account
is handled direct.
KASPER-GORDON Inc., Boston, has
announced a new transcribed series.
The Enemy Within, dealing with Fifth
Column activities and the fight against
them in Australia. The firm states
that tlie program is based on actual
incidents in the Australian activities,
and the series now available in the
United States and Canada is based on
the original radio series produced in
Australia.
BROADCASTING

HARRY WALSH has been appointed
manager of the Detroit office of
Headley-Reed Co., succeeding Robert
Rains, who has joined the sales staff
of WJR, Detroit. Mr. Walsh was for
four years associated with the New
York oiiice of Kelly-Smith Co., newspaper representatives, and since Feb. 1
has been assistant to Mr. Rains in Detroit. He will begin his new duties
June 17.
ADAM J. YOUNG Jr., manager of the
sales staff of Joseph Hershey McGillvra. New York, on June 6 became the
fatlier of a daughter, Susan.
WLOL, new MBS outlet in Minneapolis, which goes on the air June 17,
has appointed The Foreman Co., Chicago, as national representative.
WTNJ, Trenton, N. J., has appointed
Joseph Hershey McGillvra its national
representative, effective immediately.

Fields Bros. New Show
FIELDS BROS., Hollywood production unit, which formerly concentrated
on transcribed serials, has expanded
activity and is now producing live talent package shows for advertisers.
Harry Fields, vice-president, is in New
York conferring with agency executives and prospective sponsors on a
new show. The American Panorama,
which the firm proposes to produce
for fall release. A mixture of music,
history and dramatics, the half-hour
program, sectioned off in several features, has a Hollywood east consisting of Knox Manning, news commentator ;Nadine Connor, vocalist ; True
Boardman, narrator ; Bill Roberts,
vocalist. Edward Kay composed an
original musical score and also conducts the 25-piece orchestra and choral
group. Script is by Buckleigh Oxford.
.1. Donald Wilson is producer and
Harry David Fields supervisor. The
show studios
was premiered
in the
NBCtrade.
Holl,vwood
.Tune 1 for
J. E. BINGHAM, formerly of the
Howard J. Wilson
Co.,joined
national
representative firm, has
Radiad
Service, Chicago, makers of portable
transcription
sales manager. play-back machines, as

lUiPH
^SPARTAnBURG^
• New Ownership
•
•
•
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•

New Management
New Equipment
New Services
New Listeners
New Life

1000 Watts
•
920 Kc.
^a£C&t 6^unvM, GoilMgr.
MONTGOMERY
retail store has beenWARD'S
signed bylocal
KSTP,
St. Paul,erage oftothesponsor
special
events
covMinnesota State Fair,
Aug. 24-Sept. 2.

MARKE
CFRB

LISTE

That's 29% of the population of Canada — and it
represents 36% of the buying power
YOU can reach this
richest Canadian market
with only one station —
CFRB, TORONTO!
For thirteen years, now,
CFRB,mier station,
Ontario's
prehas been
serving a steadily
mounting audience of
buying Canadians. In
addition to carrying the
cream of the sponsored programs, CFRB's "sustaining" policy
always
to give
this
audience what
it has
wants.
That been
this end
has been
achieved is proved by an average monthly mail
return of over 220,000 letters . . . representing not
only theteners response
of lisin the 12 thickly
populated metropolitan
centres surrounding
CFRB, but of the 192,174
farm homes that comprise its rural listenership
as well!
No wonder programs
sponsored over CFRB
invariably bring big returns! One program has

CFRB,

• Broadcast

TORONTO, THE MOST POPULAR

Advertising

been scheduled over
this station for over
ten years ; others for as
long as six and seven
years ... Surveys made
by
these show
prominent
advertisers
that
their sales increases
are proportionate to
the increasing volume of listeners to their sales
message!
These surveys
also show
that as
CFRB's
listening audience
outnumbers
any other
much
as two to one!
Again
CFRB's
richest
audiencewe inrepeat,
Canada.
The audience
ownershipis the
of homes,
motor cars, radios, investments and the luxury
items is the highest in Canada. In short, it is
a listening area where a sponsor can be assured
of immediate response to his story.
Investigate this audience goodwill that has
prompted thousands of shrewd advertisers to
place the story of their product over the favourite
station in Canada's richest market!
Advertising Representatives in U. S. A.:
JOSEPH

HERSHEY

McGILLVRA

New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Atlanta

STATION IN CANADA'S

RICHEST MARKET!
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Pure Oil Fish News

HARTFORD«CONN«<
20th
Spotting "spot
business"? WDRC's
Trading Area ranks
20th in effective buying
power for the nation —
although it is only 34th
in population. (Sales
Management
figures)
RASIC STATION OF
( Ol.tMRIA BROADCASTING SYSTKM
National Representaihes
TALI, M. RAYMER COMPANY

PURE OIL Co., Chicago, has started a 26-week schedule of weekly
quarter-hour fishing and hunting
news on W A D C , Akron, and
WHBC, Canton, O., featuring Bill
Ackerman. Free maps of the State
showing the best fishing and hunting locations are offered by Ackerman who travels from one city to
the other to broadcast his programs
within the hour. Leo Burnett Co.,
Chicago, handles the account.
SCRIPT LIBRARY, division of Radio Events, New York, is releasing to
stations throughout the country for
broadcast on July 4 three scripts
dealins with the appreciation of freedom. The scripts, presentable as hour,
half-hour or quarter-hour programs,
are available without fee to stations
feeling they cannot afford a minimum
royalty, according to Martin Lawrence,
station
brary. contact manager for the Li-
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AS TIME permits, Pat Flaherty,
sportscaster of WOAI, San Antonio, takes Mrs. Flaherty on fishThis is their first
catching ofexpeditions.
the season.

FTC Stipulation
ARMAND S. WEILL Co., Buffalo
advertising agency, has entered into
a stipulation with the Federal
Trade Commission by which it
agrees to cease certain advertising
representations for Raz-Mah, asthma remedy, on behalf of Templetons
Inc., Buffalo, according to a June
9 announcement by the FTC. Early
in June the FTC also ordered the
New York Diesel Institution, Newark, N. J. to discontinue certain
misleading representations in the
sale of courses of Diesel study, and
Lady Esther Ltd., Chicago cosmetics distributor, to discontinue
certain misleading representations
in advertising Lady Esther Face
Cream.

does

1000

yn'pporjfttntefCh

Busy Bill Coyle
A BUSY young man with a
new degree is William C.
Coyle, radio director of the
Washington Sta^-, owning
WMAL, Washington. This
June he receives his LL.B.
from the Washington College
of Law after a three-year
bout with Blackstone during
which he : Did his studying
during a daily 6 to 8 a.m.
stint; went to school from
9 to 11 a.m.; attained an overaverage of
wasall scholastic
vice-president
of "B";
his
class; won the debating prize;
toast - mastered the annual
banquet at which Sen. Burton K. Wheeler was guest
speaker. Interested in radio
law, he plans graduate work
at Catholic U law school this
fall, and takes the District
of Columbia bar examination
later this month. Lawyer
Coyle gets his degree during
his 10th anniversary in radio,
having served since his start
as singer, actor, announcer,
producer, mentator
script
writer,
comand radio
executive
— and now is heard regularly
on WMAL. Married seven
years, he is 29 years old and
is the father of two girls.

PIN

■

AGEICY

PETERS,

INC.

FINAF LABS., St. Albans, W. Va.
(proprietary), placing direct, is said
to be planning use of radio.
BROADCASTING

LIBERTY LOAN Corp., with headquartersernin cities,
Chicago
and offices
in 12 &mid-westto Frank
R. Steel
Assoc.,
Chicago. Spot radio will be used in a number of markets in the near future, acto E. Sherman
Perlman,
vice-president andcordingaccount
executive.
WCLS,
Joliet,
111., has been nouncements
set for
first
series
effective immediately. of anA. E. ST ALE Y Mfg. Co., Decatur. 111.
(corn Chicago.
starch), to Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
CANADIAN GRAPHITE LUBRICANTS,
Toronto (Graphoil), to Dickson & Ford,
Ltd., Toronto.
SUNSOY PRODUCTS Ltd., Toronto (beverage), to Dickson & Ford Ltd.. Toronto.
Using twice-weekly live show. Facta About
Foods, on CFRB, Toronto.
SPIC Inc., Chicago (deodorant), to Rogers
& Smith.
local
market.Chicago. Radio being tested in
VITA CULTUR Labs., Evanston, 111.
(Vitamin B-1 plant food), occasional users
of spot radio, to McJunkin Adv., Co., Chicago. No immediate radio.
AUTOPOINT Co., Chicago (pencils and
advertising specialties), to Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Chicago. No immediate radio plans.
COFFEE ELECTROST Corp., Louisville,
to Weiss & Geller, New York and Chicago.
Local spot radio may be included in plans,
as yet incomplete.
WILLIAM A. REED Co., Philadelphia
(Medrex ointment & soap), to J. M. Korn
& Co., Philadelphia. Newspaper and radio
test campaign planned immediately.
STA-WEL LABORATORY, Buffalo (Tumto Ellis Adv. Co., Buffalo. RadiomywillTone),
be used.
GREAT CHINA FOOD PRODUCTS Co..
Chicago (chow mein), to Albert H. Dorse.v Adv. Agency. Philadelphia. Advertising
plans may include radio.
BOOTH FISHERIES Corp., Chicago, to
McJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago.
ASSOCIATED DENIM Producers, New
York, to Donahue & Coe for overall camMILLER
CEREAL MILLS, Omaha, to
paign.
Allen & Reynolds, Omaha.
LITTLE DUTCH CANDY MILL Corp.,
Chicago
of spot
radio, to
Goodkind, (chain),
Joice & user
Morgan,
Chicago.
S. S. KRESGE Co.. Detroit (chain store),
to Simons-Michelson Co., Detroit ; now
sponsoring daily news broadcast by Harold
True, Day in Review, on WXYZ. Detroit.
GREAT WESTERN BLDG. & Loan Co.,
Los Angeles, to Howard Ray Adv. Agency,
that city. Radio being considered.
GLO-CO Co. Inc., Los Angeles (hair oil),
to Brisacher, Davis & Staff Inc., that city,
using three spot announcements weekly on
KHJ, Los Angeles.
McGlashan's U. H. F. Renewed
MODIFYING its proposed findings of
last April .5 [Broadcasting, April 15],
in which it recommended denials of the
renewal applications of Ben H. McGlashan's twoonhigh
broadcast stations
the frequency
ground that
no
Iirogram
of
research
and
experimentation had been shown, the FCC on June
11 adopted a final order renewing Mr.
McGlashan's WfiXKG and W6XRE,
operating with .500 watts on 350 me.,
but denying those stations the use of
the frequencies 42.3 and 116.95 me.
Authority granted for the operation of
these stations, the Commission stated,
is subject to the condition that the applicant will supply satisfactory proof
of a program mentation.
of Mr.research
experiGlashanand operates
the shortwave stations in addition to
his l(X)-watt broadcast station on 1200
kc. KGFJ, Los Angeles, which was
not affected by the present procedure.
The Commission's action was seen as
indicating
up ofgenerally,
experimental alicensetightening
requirements
particularly in view of the introduction
of frequency modulation.
DEEMS
composercritic and TAYLOR,
CBS music noted
consultant,
has
been reappointed as intermission comfor the onNew
Philharmonic mentator
broadcasts
CBS York
starting
Oct.
13. This fall
will beon theCBS,
Philharmonic's
eleventh
season
with Mr.
Taylor entering
fifth year of association with the hisprograms.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Fund

Slash

Perils

liivestigalion Unit
Fly Still Hopes to Establish
Field Investigation Plan
EXPANDED activity by the FCC,
particularly plans to set up an Investigation Division, apparently
have gone glimmering as a result of
the Administration's new economy
drive, aflFecting all governmental
operations except national defense.
President Roosevelt's move to reduce expenditures of all Government departments by an average of
10 <7r, to help meet the cost of the
defense program, would clip approximately $200,000 from the 1941
FCC appropriation aggregating
slightly over $2,000,000. It is expected all governmental agencies
save those affected by the national
defense program, will be asked to
contribute the 10' r reduction
through curtailment of unnecessary
expenses and by leaving vacant unfilled posts provided in their 1941
appropriations.
Plan May Be Salvaged
For the FCC, Congress had authorized an increased appropriation largely for additional personnel. Chairman James Lawrence Fly
has strongly advocated setting up
of an Investigation Division which,
among other things, would report
on qualifications of new station applicants. Ithad been estimated $50,000 would be sufficient to retain a
dozen or 15 expert investigators.
The FCC had an appi-opriation
for the 1940 fiscal year, which ends
June 30, of $1,830,000. It asked for
more than $3,000,000 but was accorded $2,076,340. Of the latter
amount not more than $1,246,340
may be expended for personal services in the District of Columbia,
with approximately $500,000 as salaries for the field force.
Despite the imminent 10 reduction, it is thought the FCC may
still find it possible to retain at
least two experienced investigators.
Chairman Fly believes the field investigatory work is urgent and that
qualifications of new station applicants must be checked closely, to
procure first-hand information regarding prerequisites and also to
prevent hearings on applications
where applicants might be automatically disqualified. Such matters as
citizenship, lack of financial responsibility and character fall in
the latter category.
Having practically exhausted its
appropriation for the 1940 fiscal

Orange Juice Spots
NESBITT FRUIT PRODUCTS
Inc., Los Angeles (bottled orange
juice), through Charles H. Mayne
Co., that city, in a bottler tiein, on
June 3 started for six weeks sponsoring the twice-weekly quarterhour
program,
Radio children's
Rascals, on
KFJI, Nesbitt's
Klamath
Falls, Ore.; WTMV, E. St. Louis;
KAST, Astoria, Ore., and in addition is using 21 spot announcements
a week on KRRV, Sherman, Tex.
To merchandise the campaign, die
firm is offering weekly prizes to
children bringing in the largest
number of bottle crown tops. Grand
prizes will also be awarded for the
largest number turned in by the
end of the six weeks campaign.
Lorillard May Return
P. LORILLARD Co., New York, on
June 24 is discontinuing for the
summer its Sensations & Swing
program with Sammy Kaye's Orchestra, currently on 17 NBC-Red
stations, Mondays, 7:30-8 p.m. The
program, promoting Sensation cigarettes, will probably return in the
fall, according to Lennen & Mitchell, New York, the agency.
Scott to Return
SCOTT PAPER Co., Chester, Pa.,
is discontinuing its campaign of
thrice-weekly participations on local homemaking programs on 40
stations in the interests of Scott
Towels. The campaign will cease
the end of June to return about
Sept. 1. J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York, handles the account.
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year, the FCC has been forced to
curtail its operations temporarily,
until the 1941 appropriation becomes available July 1.
A proposed $142,000 additional
FCC appropriation for expansion
of telephone regulatory activities
may omy
go move.
by On
the May
boards28, ina the
plea econwas
made by Commissioner Paul A.
Walker and FCC department heads
to a House
appropriations
subcom-in
mittee for the
additional amount
the nature of a supplemental appropriation. Of this amount, approximately $120,000 would be for
personnel. In the light of the indication that a Presidential veto awaited any and all unessential
Congressional appropriations, this
special fund appears to have little
chance of approval.
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Such a Nerve
PLACIDLY on May 28 sat
Jeane Brown musical director
of W 0 W 0 - W G L, Fort
Wayne, Ind., all set for her
12:30 p.m. Consolaries organ
program. With straight face
Announcer John Hackett
walked into the studio, got
the signal and spake into the
mike: this
"All over
right, with.
Brown, If
let'sI
get
couldn't play the organ any
better
than you,
I'd quit."
At
12:27 power
failure
had put
the station off the air, unknown to flustered Miss
Brown.

WLW, Ciuciniiati, plans active participation in the annual convention of
the National Assn. of Retail Grocers,
to be held June 16-21 in New York.
Starting with the departure of the
Cincinnati delegation from the Union
Terminal,
WLW'sbroadea.sts
participation
includes interview
with convention-goers from the WLW studios
in the Crosley Building at the New
York World's Fair. The station also
has arranged for an address to the
convention by Cesar Saerchinger. William L. Barlow, of the WLW publicity
department, will accompany the Cincinnati group and be in charge of
WLW activities during the convention.
WBZ-WBZA, Boston-Springfield, because the heavy increase in war news
has crowded local news almost out of
the picture, recently added a 10-minute
daily broadcast devoted solely to local
news.
WPEN, Philadelphia, has arranged
for an outdoor outing for its listeners,
July 17 being designated as WPEN
Day at Clementon Lake Park, nearby
amusement park. The station staff
will present a special show at the
park and prizes donated by sponsors
will be awarded during the program
of athletic contests. The station has
arranged with the railroad company
for a special round-trii) rate and ail
amusements at the park will be at halfprice. A boat ride sponsored by WPEN
last summer brought out 4,000.
WILLIAM FINESHRIBER, program annotator for CBS broadcasts of
serious music, lecturer and former
manager of Carnegie Hall, has been
named intermission commentator of
the Sunday afternoon CBS concerts
directed by Howard Barlow. He succeeds Aaron Copeland, and will give
his first talk, June 16 broadcast.

25%

WCCO,

Minneapolis, recently purchased a new mobile unit which is expected to be ready for use early in
July, according to Hugh S. McCartney, chief engineer. Mounted on a regulation truck, the special body will
house recording equipment, a public
address system and flood lights. It is
to be painted Columbia blue and gray.
The new unit will be used in Zinsmaster Baking
Meet the
Missus
for Co.'s
which five-weekly
Eddie (iallaher
records interviews with women customers
in grocery stores throughout the city.
WTAG, Worester, Mass., is augmenting its foreign news coverage with rebroadcasts of British Broadcasting
Corp. commentaries from London.
WTAG receives the broadcasts on special equipment at its transmitter at
9 p.m. Sunday through Friday, and
relays them to the studios for recording and rebroadeast at 11 :15 p.m., imbulletins. mediately after WTAG's local news
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TO ADVANCE young professional
soloists,
WNTC,
Xew York'sa municipal station,
is presenting
weekly
quarter-hour variety program The
Showcase, during which young artists
display their talents. Several have
already been engaged by networks and
talent agencies, according to Herbert
L. .Tacobson, m.c. of the program, who
also writes and directs the show.
DAILY
broadcasts
semi-classical
as well as
current of
swing
music by
Louis Katzman"s Orchestra are presented from the gas industries" exhibit
at the Xew
Fair on
WIXS.
New York
York, World's
as an attraction
to visitors, with all stations of the
New York Broadcasting System expected to carry the programs later in
.Tune. Xick Kenny, radio columnist of
the Neu- York Daili/ Mirror, conducts
one
a week and different radio
starsprogram
are featured.
EXTENDING its schedule of war
broadcasts, CBS on .Tune 3 inaugurated News of the War, broadcast
from 10:30 to 10:45 p.m., Monday
through Saturday. Program picks up
reports from CBS correspondents in
the Eui'opean
capitals,
and from
Albert Warner in
Washington
as the
occasion warrants. It concludes with
an analysis of the military situation
by Maj. (ieorge Fielding Eliot.
WYTHE WILLIAMS. editor of
(rreenu-ich Time, who has been conducting athrice-weekly
of news
commentaries
on WOR. series
Newark,
and
WAAB, Boston, for Philco Radio &
Television Corp., on .Tune 7 concluded
that series and now is heard Monda.vs
and
MBS Wednesdays,
on a sustaining9 :30-fl
basis.:4.") p.m.. on
PRESS department of WOR, Newark,
has been separated into two sections
with new offices to house the publicity
division and sjiecial features at MBS
headquarters. 1440 Broadway. New
York. AV( >R's city room and the office
of Jerry l);in/.ig. director of WOR ])ul)licity. remain in Room 24(i4, while
separate offices have been given Dave
Driscoll, director of special features,
and Alvin M. Josephy .Tr.. assistant
to Dri.scoll.
Lesterhas'Gottlieb,
publicity
director,
moved toMBS
the
MBS city room on the 23d floor,
where all MBS offices are being ex1 landed.
A NUMBER of announcers and actors
in the San Francisco Bay region have
won
spots doing "voice
in
"America.
of the
a work"
Nation",
feature extraCalvacade
vagan/.a at
Golden
Gate Exposition. The radio people
work
huge
to the inreara of
the glass-enclosed
seated audiencestudio
and
si)eak the lines for the actors on the
huge stage.
thosemil^es
doingare character chores Among
before the
Bill
Davidson, the narrator. KFRC ; .Tack
Movies, Sidnev Roger and Lela .Tovce
McNair. KSFO ; .Tack Edwards, Bill
McDonald, Larrv Cook and Bill
Steuthman, KPO-KGO. Art Linkletter.
free-lance radio m.c. on a number of
commercial programs in San Francisco, wrote the dialogue for "CavalNEW
YORK
of
youths
fromCity's
8 to neighborhood
18, known as club
the
cade".
Gramercy Boys Club, in its fourth
anniutl radio popularity poll, in which
1.100 ballots were cast, voted their
favorites in the following order : Favorite program — Boh Hope, .Tack Benny,
favoriteWNEW's
male Make
singerBelieve
— BingBallroom
Crosby, :
Nelson Eddy, Tony Martin ; favorite
female singer — Kate Smtih, Judy Garland, Bonnie Baker.
BIGGEST May revenue in the history
of KOA, Denver, is reported by General Manager Lloyd B. Yoder. who
announced an 11.8% increase for
May, 1940 over that month in 1939.
FIRST studio audience to visit Mrs.
Franklin Roosevelt's series of twiceweekly programs, sponsored on NBC
by Manhattan Soap Co., was made
up of boys and girls from the New
York Institute for the Education of
the Blind, who attended the June 11
dios.
broadcast
in NBC's New York stuBROADCASTING

ON THE JOB at a Church of God
baptism in Silver Creek, near
Rome, Ga., WRGA described the
event, with Jimmy Kirby (lower
left), program director, holding the
mike
as the minister performs the
ceremony.
FOUR of the six awards of "Little
Oscars" for outstanding performances
during the Des Moines Community
Drama Assn. Little Theater season
of 1939-40, just closed, were won by
WHO staff members. Winners were
picked by popular vote of all who participated in the season's productions,
includingmittee
performers,
artisans, house
comworkers, stagehands,
staff, etc. Richard Anderson, director
of dramatic production at WHO, was
given a cup for distinguished performance as leading man in "Louder
Please". Marc Williams, producer of
children's programs, won his award
as
narrator staff
in "Our
Denny
Littlewood,
actor, Town".
was cited
for
his work as leading man in "Craig's
Wife". ^laxime Gibson, staff actress,
won a cup for distinguished performance as leading lady in the same
play.
THROUGH
the cooperation of officials of the (Jreater Xew York Federatdiocese
ion of Churches,
the Catholic
Archand the United
Synagogue,
WOV.
Xew York,
will with
open an
eachinvocaday's
broadcasting
schedule
tion, beginning June 16. Prayers, to
be read each morning at 7 :30, will be
contributed by ministers, priests and
rabbis, alternated so that each faith
receives equal time on the air.
XEW adventure-detective story, titled
Monsieur le Capitaine, was started
.Tune 11 on the XBC-Pacific Blue network. Tue.sday « :30-7 p.m. (PST).
Weekly half-hour sustainer features
.Terry Mohr as Paul Maupin and Lai
Chand Mehra as Rama. Written by
Ted Sherdeman. each episode is complete in itself. The series replaces
Brenthouse which was also written by
Sherdeman.
POWER
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WKBZ, Muskegon, Mich., recently
purchased a 50 x 120 feet brick building which it plans to remodel into new
studios and offices. Located on a large
lot just beyond the city's primary
business district, the building provides about 8,000 square feet of floor
space. The building, to be dedicated
Sept. 1, incorporates a studio auditorium with a seating capacity of 800.
In addition to remodeling and acoustic
treatment of the entire Iniilding, the
new auditoriums will include a jiermanent microphone and public address
system, and will be used chiefly for live
talent shows and public broadcast productions.
WLW, Cincinnati, on June 8 was
host to more than 2,000 per.sons from
10 states gathered in Sharon Woods,
near Cincinnati, for the sixth annual
picnic of the WLW Mailhag Club. All
year long members correspond with
each other using pen names, with
letter forwarded hy Minabelle Abbott,
postmistress of the Saturday morning
broadcasts. Shut-ins and those who
seek to cheer less fortunate members
comprise the 16,000 members of the
club. Dues are a letter a month. The
program has been a regular sustaining
feature on WLW for 13 years.
KVOO, Tulsa, Okla., attempting to determine listener preference for classical
music during late broadcast hours, is
conducting a thrice-weekly series of
transcribed half-hours. Music Before
Midnight. Responses so far are favorable, according to the station.
CHSJ, St. John, Plans
To Dedicate New Plant
AN ENTIRELY new plant, from
studio to transmitter, is being installed by CHSJ, St. John, New
Brunswick, which plans to dedicate
the new 1,000-watt fulltime outlet
Sept. 1. The station has been operating as a local since February
1934 but with its new assignment
on 1120 kc, will greatly expand its
operations.
The new building project includes
a 1,000 watt Western Electric design transmitter with a new BlawKnox vertical radiator, at Coldbrook, outside St. John, according
to L. W. Bewick, manager. New
studios and offices will be in a new
building of special construction in
the business district. Latest type
speech input equipment has been
purchased from Northern Electric
Co. Three new studios are being
built, including one which will accommodate an audience of more
than 200. All studios will be airconditioned and lighted artificially.
Seeking Outlet in Trenton
A. HARRY ZOOG, one of the stockholders in the newly authorized local
(WFPG) casting.inJune Atlantic
[Broad1] is listedCity
as executive
vice-president of Trent Broadcast
Corp., Trenton, N. J., applying to the
FCC for a new 1,000-watt outlet on
1230 kc. in that city. He formerly was
employed by the old WPG. Atlantic
City. Also identified with the Trenton
application is Richard Endicott, general manager of the Atlantic Steel
Pier and a hotel man there, who also
owns part of the new Atlantic City
local.

REMOTE SERVICE to the Tidewater area around Norfolk is afforded listeners of WRVA, Richmond, Va., with this shimmering
remote truck which regularly operates far from the home studios.
Since WRVA increased its power
to 50 kw. a year or so ago, the station has carried more than 150
broadcasts from the Tidewater
area. The new truck has been added
as permanent equipment. Shown
with the unit are M. M. Harrison
(left), WRVA engineer for Tidewater broadcasts, and Leonard
Whitehorn, remote chief.
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Films Get 'Nobody's
Children'
COLUMBIA
PICTURES
Corp.,
Hollywood, has acquired film rights
to the weekly half-hour Mutual-Don
Lee network
dren, and willprogram,
base a Nobody's
picture onChilthe
sustaining series. Edith Fellows will
be featured. Program is produced by
Walter White, and originates from the
Los
Angeles
Society
nursery.
FilmChildren's
rights toHome
the Charles
Bonner novel, Legacy, have also been
sold to Columbia Pictures by Robert
Sherwood, formerly NBC Hollywood
announcer, acting as agent.
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Radio at Ultra-Highs
RCA Institutes Technical Press has
published Radio at Vltm-High Frequencies, a448-page volume including
23 papers in full and summaries of 31
additional papers, all dealing with radio engineering in the u.h.f. field. Book
is divided into two parts, dealing with
fre(|nencies below aiid above 300 megacycles, the first
being sub-divided
into sections
on part
Transmitting
Methods
and Efpiipment, Propagation and ReI laying. Measurement and Reception.

PRESENTATION of sterling silver
Club
June Headliners'
29 at the
National
by bethemade
plaqueswill
annual
bannuet at the Press Club of
Atlanticnually forCity.
Awards
are given
coverage
of news
events anby
radio", newspapers and newsreels.

To Film 'Scattergood Raines'
PYRAMID PICTURES, distributed
by RKO, early in June bought for
.$100,000 the rights to film a series of
six full-length pictures featuring the
radio storekeeper, Scattergood Baines,
sponsored by Wrigley chewing gum on
CBS. Deal was set by Clarence Budington Kelland, author of the radio
series who is exi^ected to collaborate
I in the movie scripts, and Jerry Brandt
;iiid Charles Ford, producers of Pyramid. Casting for the productions has
already started and if Jess Pugh. who
plays the title role on the air, does
not screen well, a nationwide search
will be conducted to find the perfect
Scattergood Baines.

^^^Headley-Reed Co.,
National Representative
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SALES
FOR

FORCE
YOV!

V
. . IN LOS ANGELES AND
SOUTHERN CAL[FORNIA
Brief cases in hand, these gentlemen
represent the three essential sales factors which KMPC combines to offer
you the best dollar-for-dollar radio buy
in the Pacific Coast's largest market.
COVERAGE
93.5% of Southern
California's radio families—829,228 of them
— live within the new
KMPC .5 mv. Daytime contour. Actually,
since this figure is based on communities of 2500 or more population within
the area, the KMPC signal reaches
many of the remaining 6.5% in smaller
towns and rural districts.
AUDIENCE
^^H^k Naturally, our blue
r^r^B\ prints for audience^'"^B
building are being
W ^
changed and added to
constantly during the
^ ^
complete reorganization of the KMPC program structure.
With all of this, the first five months
of 1940 have shown an important increase in audience mail of 197%.
AVAILABILITIES
Here is something
worth considering. At
this
point in KMPC's
development,
time and
announcement availabilities are more
attractive and abundant than on any
other major Los Angeles station. And
don't overlook several fast-building participating programs. We think you will
be interested in things which have happened and are continuing to happen at

KMPC
THE STATION OF THE STARS

NOW— 5000 WATTS DAY
1000 WATTS NIGHT— 710 KC.
ASSOCIATE CBS STATION
LEO B. TYSON, V. P. & GEN. MGR.
Represen ta fives
NEW VORK: Roger E. Vemon, 101 Park Ave.
CHICAGO: A. K. Bucholz, 360 N. Michigan
"NEWS and VIEWS''
Have you read the latest issue of this
KMPC news-pictorial? Each month it
keeps you posted with important facts
on Los Angeles' fastest growing station. Write us if you are not already
on the mailing list.
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By EMMONS C. CARLSON
Advertising & Sales Promotion Manager NBC, Chicago
grinding at top speed, and will no
A MILL cannot grind with water
doubt continue to do so for months
that is past — "The Lesson of the to
come.
Waterwheel",
by Daniel Craig McRadio has accomplished great
Callum.
It is just about as impossible to things, but it will achieve much
more when sales promotion is aldo an effective job of promotion
lowed to do for it what it has done
after a campaign has started as it
is for a mill to grind with water for the motion picture industry.
that is past.
The campaign on "Gone With the
Promotion must lead and not fol- Wind" clearly demonstrates that
money invested in good promotion
low if it is going to pave the way
brings handsome returns.
for greater sales.
Poorly conceived and timed, or
A number of national advertisers have done excellent jobs of pro- insufficient promotion is as ineffecmoting their shows, but the functive as motion
"water
that is that
going istopast".
make Prothe
tion of sales promotion in the radio
industry as a whole seems to be sales mill grind merrily must be as
that of reconstructing an activity abundant and forceful as a spring
that has proven unsuccessful rather torrent in a millrace.
than planning one that will produce the desired results. In many
instances, it is an afterthought
Wired Radio License
rather than a forethought — if it is ATLANTIC CITY has imposed a
given any consideration at all.
license fee for the first time on
Without Effort
wired music, the City Commissioners approving an ordinance calling
Radio was so spectacular — so
for the electrical transmission of
generous in its benefits to humanity
— that it did not have to struggle music to be licensed at $500 a year
for recognition as many other in- for up to 20 outlets. A $25 additional fee will be charged for each
dustries have done. Consequently,
sales have been made without the outlet over 20, the rates becoming
assistance of real promotion; but effective July 1. At the same time,
more sales could have been made
the City Commisioners hiked the
with less effort, and money spent license fee for the nickel music
boxes from $20 to $50 a year per
on projects that have glimmered
and gone out could have been made
machine and proportionately decreased the license fee for all
productive if given the proper
amusement places employing live
stimulation by good sales promomusicians.
tion.
Well may radio look to the motion picture industry for examples
KLZ Expands News
in promotion. When Selznick - International purchased the story, TO SATISFY the demand for additional radio news KLZ, Denver,
"Gone With the Wind", the promotion department was called in im- has expanded its weekday operatmediately. They did not wait until
ing schedule to 20 hours, with 11 V2
the show was in production or until hours on Sundays. The station also
it had been finished before calling in has increased the number of its
their sales promotion force. It was
news correspondents throughout
clever promotion rather than the Mountain States and is carrychance that emphasized the diffiing additional time on its wire
culties they were experiencing in news service, with overhead direct
finding the right person to portray
from the New York European cable
Scarlett O'Hara; it was smart pro- desks. Under the new setup KLZ's
motion that kept the public in- broadcast day extends from 5 a. m.
formed as to the progress made in to 1 a. m. on weekdays, and 6:30
the writing and filming of the story, a. m. to midnight on Sundays. The
and it was expert handling that expanded schedule provides addiproduced the marvelous premiere
tional early morning and late night
in Atlanta. Sales promotion kept news programs.
public interest dammed up until all
was in readiness. Then the gates
Pa-Pi-A Extending
were opened and the flood of public interest has kept the sales mill VANTI PA-PI-A Corp., New York,
as part of its extensive summer advertising campaign in New York
for its soft drink product, on June
10 started
Hale's Confidentially Arthur
Yours on WOR,
Newark,
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays,
7:15-7:30 p. m. The company since
last January has sponsored quarter-hour participations six times
590 Kilocycles
weekly
on
Martin program
Block's MakeBelieve Ballroom
on
John J. Gillin, Jr., Mgr.
WNEW, New York, as well as
★ On the NBC Red Net *
daily spot announcements on a
large list of stations throughout
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
the South. Additional radio plans
are now being completed, according
to Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York,
the agency in charge.
BROADCASTING

ON A BUSY downtown corner of
Cincinnati the lady at left answers
baseball queries put by WKRC's f
sportscaster, George Sutherland '
(center), quiz
on his
dailyMike
You're
the
Manager
show.
Hunnicutt, WKRC announcer who works
with Sutherland on the shows,
sponsored by Coca Cola Bottling
Co., smilingly watches as she grapples a poser in an effort to win the
baseball tickets and cartons of
Coca Cola awarded participants.
PHONETIC NAMES
War Words Listed at KYW
For Quick Use
PRONUNCIATIONS of more than
45,000 names of persons and places
in the news are available to newscasters and announcers in the newsroom of KYW, Philadelphia. The
station started compiling its phonetical name guide some years back
when Japan first invaded China,
and since has added to the list
tongue-twisters from about a dozen
in-the-news countries. Included in
the list are 35,000 names from
Webster's gazeteer and another 10,000 or so from the International
Book of Names.
For immediate reference each
country in the news has been allotted a special sheet of 30 x 40-inch
cardboard, hanging on the newsroom wall. Pronunciations, written
on paper, are affixed to the sheets
as they come over the teletype and
are verified by the editor in charge.
Names are spaced at varying intervals in alphabetical order to
allow for additions. Within a few
seconds, KYW claims, announcers
can check names.
IN THE HEART OF THE
MOTOR INDUSTRY!

1000 Siteamlined

WATTS

LET US SEND YOU THE
AMAZING STORY OF
OUR COVERAGE
AT

LOW

COST

WCAR
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Survey

Be Repeated
To
TO DISCOVER what the public
thinks of television, Harry Gordon,
newspaper correspondent, formerly with the old New Yo7-k Wor-ld,
again this summer plans to canvass visitors to the television exhibits at the RCA, General Electric and Westinghouse buildings of
the New York World's Fair, inviting them via questionnaire to give
their views on "What do You Think
of Television?"
As aopinions
result of were
last year's
survey,
1,000
selected
and
tabulated from all returned questionnaires,
regions of Newcovering
England various
and Middle
Atlantic States, Texas, Ohio, Kentucky and Missouri. Television as
"a new form of public entertainment in the home" received 100%
approval from all voters, with the
majority
stating
that although
"it
is now ready
for home
use, it is too
costly for purchase at the present
time."
Asked how they would rate images appearing on television
screens, 84% of those interviewed
voted between fair and good as
against 9% for excellent and 7%
for weak. In the choice between
fair and good, 43% voted for the
former, and 41% for the latter.
When asked which year they expected to purchase a television set,
some 31% of the visitors interviewed checked the date of purchase,
with the year 1941 chosen by a popular majority. The rest were unable
to make up their minds for various
reasons: 56% said it was "too expensive", 31% "not perfected yet",
7% "insufficient broadcasting material".
Favorite type of entertainment
for television was stage plays, with
sports, spot news, education and
musical programs following in that
order. According to Mr. Gordon,
although
year'sviewpoints
survey wasof
based
on last
compiled
1,000 visitors, the conclusions reflect the attitudes of 500,000 or
more because the method of "selective sampling" was used and a
cross-section of the average man's
opinion obtained.

INDIANA
U PLANS
SUMMER
WORKSHOP
FOR radio people only, representatives of some 60 Midwest radio stations are expected to attend the
second annual North Central Radio
Work Conference, scheduled for
June 20-21 at Indiana U, Bloomington. Informal sessions will be
conducted by a chairman, assisted
by panel experts, according to
Robert Allen, radio program director of Indiana U.
Panels have been scheduled on
experimental radio, including facsimile, television, FM; station prog a large display
incl
on,
moti
I
naludin
technique of various
of promotio
stations; community service programs; radio supervision, covering
both the FCC and the NAB code.
Two sessions have been left open
for general discussion.
Tentatively, speakers for the
conference are to be Maj. E. H.
Armstrong, FM inventor; Neville
Miller, NAB president, and Commissioner George H. Payne, of the
FCC. The program will be under
general charge of Dr. Lee Norvelle,
Indiana U radio head, and Mr.
; Allen.
BROADCASTING

O' Sullivan to Expand
O'SULLIVAN RUBBER Co., Winchester, Va., on June 6 started
three quarter-hour participations
weekly in Ballroom
Martin Block's
MakeBelieve
program
on
WNEW, New York, and plans to
add more stations later this summer with Baltimore as the next
city. Bermingham, Castleman &
Pierce, New York, is the newlyappointed agency.
A STATION'S CREDO
WOR Code Cites Public
Service Obligations
TO ITS AUDIENCE as well as to
its own staff, WOR, Newark, this
month presented The WOR Credo,
drawn tivesupand designed
by the station's
executo apprise
the
public what the station regards as
its public service obligations. The
credo was first read to the WOR
audience during one of Gabriel
Heatter's regular programs and
was presented as part of the NAB
Radio Festival Week. Text of the
statement
aim
to be : says that it is WOR's
ALERT. We deem it our business to
sense what is of importance and interest
to our listeners, and to present it promptly.
We must know the trends of public acceptance, public enthusiasm, public apathy
and public
We must
not them
"follow"in
these
trends.disfavor.
We must
be with
action, ahead of them in thought. A reputation for alertness — informed, sane alertness— creates a reputation for reliability.
FRIENDLY. We think of millions, but
speak to the individual or small groups
of individuals. It is our hope that whatever may be said from WOR will be the
utterance
— oneinterested
who speaks
the
listenerof asa friend
a person
in theto
listener's
thoughts,
activities,
and
problems. Informality is the keynote — without
sacrifice of our own dignity or that of our
listener.
INTELLIGENT. We express our own intel igence by respecting that of our listener.
What we have to say to him must be accurate in facts, authoritative in commentary.
knowledge ofandthe interpretationSolidity
builds thein confidence
listener.
IMAGINATIVE. We strive to lend the
distinction of artistic refinement and creative direction to every program. The raw
material must be molded into a satisfying
entity.
Rockefeller Grant Aids
Radio Education Studies
EXPERIMENTATION in radio for
purposes of general education along
with educational films has accounted for almost half the $1,500,000
contributed by the General Education Board of the Rockefeller Foundation to the problem of using the
arts for general education, according to theLastboard's
annual
for 1939.
year the
board report
made
a grant of $9,000 to the Progressive
Education Assn. for the expenses
of a Committee on Radio in Education, which was set up to find
ways in which the work of the
various commissions of the Association could contribute to the improvement of radio education.
An important part of this committee's work, the report states,
was to cooperate with the Ohio
State U project for the evaluation
of school broadcasts in the conduct
of summer workshops for teachers
who want to use radio programs in
the classroom. In 1939 a grant of
$12,430 from the board enabled the
Committee on Radio and the Ohio
Project to conduct a joint summer
workshop at Teachers College, Columbia U, New York, during which
special emphasis was placed on
training persons responsible for
writing and producing programs
for schools to be broadcast during
the ensuing year.
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XELO

Operators

Lose

Appeal for Protection
ORDER requested by operators of
XELO, Tiajuana, Mex., to restrain
California officials from "molesting" them if they came into the
States, was refused June 6 by Los
Angeles Federal Judge Harry A.
Hollzer. The station has been used
to broadcast sponsored results of
horse races, allegedly for bookmakers.
Judge Hollzer stated that the
plaintiffs, Piedras Negras Broadcasting Co., operator of XELO, and
its president, Emilio Ayala, may
ask for a show cause hearing to
give them an opportunity to air
grievances in court with State officials present. Plaintiffs charged
persecution by Attorney General
Earl Warren, Deputy Warren 01ney and others in a campaign
against the dispensers of racing information. They further asked that
Superior Judge Emmet H. Wilson
be prevented from acting in a case
involving the station, declaring that
they face a loss of $44,200 for one
year's service to Dilly Richman, Los
Angeles advertising broker.
Series by Admen
WOV,ed a series
New York,
on June programs
10 startof weekly
featuring executives of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Advertising Federation of
America and metropolitan agencies
in discussions of various business
subjects. Mark O'Dea, president of
O'Dea, Sheldon & Canaday, and a
member of the executive board of
the AAAA, was guest speaker on
the first program.

233%
PER

DISCOUNT
MINUTE

That's a lot of discount on one
minute's radio time. But figures still tell
the truth, and here they are. A minute
spot on Richmond's WMBG — the Red
Network station — costs only $15.00 —
night time rate. A minute on the other
leading Richmond Station — night time
rate — costs $35.00 — saving 233% or
$20.00.
WMBG offers you the Red Network
audience — 5000 watts daytime — 1000
watts night — and equal density of coverage. WMBG charges you only for what
it covers — a saving of $20.00 on a
minute spot — other savings in proportion.
Before you buy — get the WMBG story.
WMBG NBC Red outlet, Richmond, Va.
National Representative, John Blair Company.
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Cleveland Banker Offers Some Hints on Methods That

1050 K C— 1000 WATTS

Have Proved Successful in That City
tors into action. Let me call your
•
By ROBERT
IZANTBank
Vice-President,
CentralJ.National
attention to the fact that advertisCleveland
ing per se, in and of itself does not
Indiana^s Fastest
MY SUBJECT gives me an oppor- sell goods or services but merely
does what the word means, "turn
Growing Station!
tunity to use a play on words — "The
attention to", and then it is up to
sale
aid thought
time sales."
There ofhastime
been tosome
about the institution to do something else
the efficacy of radio and its being about that.
Well planned musical feaAt a sacrifice of some modesty, I
in the experimental stage, but in
tures, alert showmanship,
the light of recent history I think want to point out one feature about
our own institution because early in
we should consider that it is now
and thoughtful consideration
1938 we originated a radio program
an established medium and a very
to community service — these
and
we made 120 broadcasts. Each
strong and important ally of jourbroadcast was only five minutes in
are the things that have made
nalism, of newspapers, magazines,
length for five nights a week at
and
WIBC the most talked of,
diums.not a competitor of those me6:25 p.m. These broadcasts were on
and most listened to, station
The difference between radio ad- the subject of biography and told
vertising and journal advertising the life stories of great men and
serving Central Indiana — an
women of the past.
might be described in this way:
area wherein 450,000 radio
Radio is measured by the number
And Still They Come
of hours available in a day for
families are influenced in the
broadcasting while the availability
Let me be a little bit more imspending of $300,000,000
of advertising in newspapers and
modest and tell you that although
magazines
is
practically
unlimited
the
last program ended Dec. 30,
yearly by the messages heard
or limitless. It has all the effective
1938, we still are receiving inquirfaith that you have dollars to buy.
ies and requests for reprints of the
over Indiana's Friendly,
stories.
They come from most unCompelling Voice — WIBC!
Getting Attention
usual sources. I might say that the
The difficulty in doing a job on Cleveland Board of Education just
the radio is in how to employ it recently asked and was granted permission to broadcast material from
properly. Bank advertising and consumer credit advertising over the this series, through the short wave
air has a double purpose. First, it radio station which they maintain,
WIBC
is to place the advertiser on record to their schools. Furthermore, a
as an institution, its name, the per- prominent New York publisher has
1050 K C— 1000 WATTS
sonalities, what its facilities are asked, and likewise was granted
and how they are available. Second,
Indianapolis
permission, to use this material in
to point out specific facilities to research work for a text book
your listeners. It should be de- called. Pioneering in Democracy.
Howard H. Wilson, Nat'l Rep.
signed to bring your prospective
In the foreword, my bank was given
customers and your present deposi- due credit.
I should like to explain what our
broadcast of Empire Builders was.
There was a peal of thunder which
was our signature of coming on and
going off the air. Then all through
the series we broadcasted the life
stories of famous people throughout the world who had helped build
empires. Then came the commercial
plug, as they call it, telling about
the loan facilities of the Central
National Bank, the service of the
loan department for granting loans
from $100 to $1,000 which was
available at any office at reasonable
rates and on terms that lasted up
to eighteen months.
AND
COmPAMY
We further stated that inauiries
were welcome at any of the 12
offices of the bank. Following that
NEUI YORK
the narrator finished his narration
DETROIT
CHICflGO
SRN

FRflNCISCO
★

RRDIO

STRTION

REPRESENTflTIVES
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on the biography and the announcer came in and said, "On Monday
night at 6:25 you will hear the
story of so-and-so." This program
was interesting, informative, educational. Itwas an articulation between industry and society. Another good feature
was that
it 'was
a complete
and pleasing
identification of a pillar of society — the bank
— your bank, any bank. Also it was
dignified.
Better Than Space
I think we should also come into
agreement that radio provides the
most pleasant and best method yet
devised for mouth-to-ear transfer of
thought of institutions and individuals to the masses, and that is our
job in advertising. Another very
important thing about this type of
advertising, as well as with all
others, but particularly this type, is
the effect of radio advertising in the
merchandising that is done through
your staff. As I said before, it does
BROADCASTING

Yields to H. V.
H. V. KALTENBORN'S
wellknown
radio voice as a news
analyst stood him in good
stead recently when, en route
by air from Pittsburgh to
Washington for his regular
evening broadcast on NBC,
he found all reservations on
the plane had been taken.
While he was talking with
the ticket clerk a stranger
stepped
self as N.up,B. introduced
McCulloughhim-of
the Globe Indemnity Co. and
said:
"Mr. Kaltenborn,
I'll
be
delighted
to give you my
reservation. I've listened to
you with pleasure for so
many
that I'm happy
to have years
the opportunity
to do
this small favor for you."
not sell goods or services, but if you
are using radio you should get each
of your employes to listen to your
programs, whatever they may be,
and adopt them as their own so that
they can handle the inquiries that
come to them from day to day.
Each we
program
$5i
What
would cost
get usforaround
our $50,
at least in our three newspapers
in Cleveland, would be the equivalent of about four inches of newspaper column space. For the
amount of attention getting, educational and informative material
that we gave in that five minutes, I
question
much ofif awe sufficiently
could arrest the very
attention
large audience in that amount of
newspaper space. I am not comparing vehicles because after all
they do supplement each other.
Newspapers do call attention to the
time and subject of a radio proPerhaps we in our institution set
too high a standard for what we
gram.
will sponsor but let me call your
attention to the fact that banks
have used programs ranging from
symphonynomistsorchestras
famed You
ecoover national to
hookups.
will recall that the old counselor
did a grand job but perhaps in our
association we have discovered and
have been convinced that purely
local broadcasting is more effective
for the type of work that we are
talking about today.
No More Tradition
The traditional banker may not
agree with you on some of the hours
that are selected, fi'om reveille until
past midnight in some cases, but
you cannot go on tradition in this
day of evolution. We are abandoning, or seemingly so, our habits of
reading and taking up radio and
other habits instead. However, we
have to be pretty astute in studying
the
radio as a proper medium for
advertising.
To go back to the point of what
we will sponsor ; we have been doing
ever since that time consistent radio advertising by appearing at
station breaks, station identification, and other pauses with hundred word announcements and, getting inquiries, I might say.
"To sum up, what we have to
think about in this consumer credit
and this mocracy
experiment
oursandin my
dewhich is yourof job
job, is to do what our friend Henry
Grady Weaver of General Motors
has sponsored so much. His motto
is: Find out what men like and do
more of it; find out, too, what they
don't like and do less of it.
• Broadcast
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SLICKED UP in their new uniloiin jackets, the special events staff of
WOW, Omaha, lined up recently to show them off to Special Events Director Foster May (back to camera). Future plans indicate that whenever
a WOW special events crew goes on the job, it will appear in these coats.
The bush jackets, made to order by the Butwin Co., St. Paul, are lightweight, lined, weather-proofed, and include a WOW embroidered on the
back and collars with NBC on the left shoulder. Each man's name also is
to be embroidered on a pocket. The crew here includes (1 to r) Tom Dailey,
sports editor; Joe Herold, chief control operator; Glen Flynn, engineer;
Ray Olson, announcer; Lyle DeMoss, production manager; Harry Burke,
program manager; Bob Rudd, engineer; Howard Peterson, promotion
manager: Bill Kotera, chief engineer; Gay Avery, announcer.
RCA

DEMO^STRATES
HAM VIDEO TUBE
SIGHT is added to sound as a field
for experimentation for radio amateurs with the introduction of a
small, inexpensive version of the
television pick-tip tube, announced
by RCA. With this new tube, developed in collaboration with the
American Radio Relay League, a
radio ham can build his own television transmitter and receiver for
from between $200 and $300. The
new tube, which transmits 120line pictures, is about seven inches
long in contrast to the 20-inch
commercial iconoscope, but its price
is only $24.50 as compared with
$650 for the commercial tube.
A typical amateur television setup, including camera and monitor
unit, transmitter and receiver, was
demonstrated June 3 to the press
at the RCA Laboratories at Harrison, N. J., where the tube was developed. Still pictures and live persons were televised during the demonstration, producing images that
were small and crossed with scanning lines, but which were clearly
recognizable. The new tube sends
out a picture IV2 inches square,
which the demonstration receiver
enlarged about three times that
area. As with the big television
transmitters, the range of the amateur unit is determined largely by
the height of the transmitting antenna.
As the "ham" operators have
contributed much to the development of sound broadcasting, so it

Durkin Scoops
PROVING Sherwood Durkin,
announcer of KCKN, Kansas
City,ingKan.,
as adept
at scoopice cream
as dishing
up
music and entertainment for
dinner hour listeners, "Durkin Day" was held June 1 at
the sponsoring Katz Drug
Store. John Drake, of the
KCKN production department, directed the promotion
in which Durkin, clad in sodajerker's
robes,in presided
at a
special booth
a Katz store.
Incidentally, Durkin packed
three important events into a
three-day period. His birthday and June
"Durkin
Day"
were
observed
1 ; his
vacation
started the following day,
and on Monday, June 3, he
married Mary Mildred Smith,
former KCKN employe.
is expected their experiments in
the video field will produce similar
important developments. The present amateur radio licenses permit
television transmissions on the 21/2meter band and shorter waves, so
the way is already open for their
participation in the new art of
visual broadcasting. A small but
steady stream of requests received
by RCA from amateurs indicates,
according to RCA executives, that
there will be an immediate entrance into television by the amateur fraternity.

AT&T PROGRESSING
IN COAXIAL VIDEO
IMPROVEMENT in television relay employing its coaxial cable was
reported to the FCC June 4 by
AT&T in one of its periodic experimental reports. Tests of television
transmission over the 190-mile coaxial loop from New York to Philadelphia and return, using special
terminal equipment, gave greater
brightness range and better definition than the usual commercial
television receiver, the report stated.
Film pictures were employed with
441-line scanning, 30 frames interlaced, and the synchronizing pulse
proposed by RMA, the FCC was
advised. The size of the picture
was the same as that for the commercial 12-inch tube receiver.
AT&T stated that the coaxial system, transmitting a television band
of 2% mc, gave a definition in the
horizontal direction about equal to
the vertical definition. To casual
observation there was no appreciable difference, although in test
patterns and in a few of the pictures slight differences could be
detected by experts. Further refinement and testing of the system
are planned, the report added.
F. B. Jewett, AT&T vice-president, also reported to the FCC there
had been some conversation with
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, and
further conversation with CBS "regarding the possibility of their
using the coaxial system, when they
are ready, for experiments in television transmission between New
York and Philadelphia."
New Food Series
FOOD & BEVERAGE Broadcasters Assn., New York, on Sept. 29
will start Hollyivood Holiday on
either NBC-Red or CBS on Sunday
afternoons for 29 weeks, according
to an announcement by Emil
Brisacher, head of Brisacher, Davis
& Staff, San Francisco agency
handling the account. The new halfhour program will succeed / Want
a Divorce, sponsored cooperatively
on 72 NBC-Red stations for 33
weeks ending May 26 by 17 leading
food firms. Hollywood Holiday will
feature Hollywood talent and Lou
Forbes' under
orchestra,
with dramatic
Fleming.
format
direction
of Van
IRVING CAESAR, president of the
Songwriters' Protective Assn., noted
as a composer
"safety"at songs,
June
16 will beofhonored
the Newon
York World's Fair, the day having
been
aside MBS
as "Irving
Day."of
His set
rgenlar
Sin.ffCaesar
a Song
tiafely Club program will be broadcast from the New Jersey State Bldg..
during
which
he will"
his
World's
Fair Safety
Song present
for the first
time.
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100 -WAITER

BLOWS

ITS TOP!

— what's this dope about buying
POWER?
— oh, so it IS power you buy?
— well, DO you buy wattage or
DO we
you mean
buy INFLUENCE
POWER— and inbya
that
locality or market?
As far as coverage maps or wattage are concerned in THIS market you can pitch them into the
East or Chicago River!
We can show you a coverage map
that claims THIS market in its
PRIMARY AREA— yet a mighty
important national advertiser had
to buy WLOK to get his coverage!
Now, if it's REAL POWER (influence) you want for your client
or
product, HERE ARE THE
FACTS!
WLOK is an NBC Red outlet, BUT,
we DO carry TWO BIG NBC
BLUE COMMERCIALS, due to
above mentioned INFLUENCE
POWER!
FIVE LOCAL DEPARTMENT
STORES use WLOK regularly—
and two of these are on their second consecutive year's contracts!
How many BIG TIME STATIONS
secure local department store busiHere is a 100- waiter that has averaged 87 remotes per month for a
thirteen-week stretch!
Although
transmitterthearestation's
located studios
in the and
city
of Lima, this section of Ohio is
known as WLOK, OHIO.
WLOK, OHIO, boasts a population of 300,000 with 72,877 radio
homes !
Such industries as the Lima Locomotive Works, Westinghouse, Superior Body Company and Lima
Gro-Cord are only a few of the
steady payroll builders! And comin HAY!panies like these don't "pay off"
Your inquiries will be answered
promptly. Send them to the Lima
Trust Building, Lima, Ohio.

' tiiamofrnmrsoTA
w/th
THlMtROmBAP
NCTIVORK
General Offices
W E B C Buildincj
Dululh , A/f innesofa

A

MTIONAl REPRESENTATIVES
EDWARD PETRY & CO.

"Radio Gets There First"
"WLOK

Has Them By The Ears"

ON THE NBC RED NETWORK
IT'S
June 15, 1940
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^Hams'
Code

DECOROUSLY identified with
foot-high call letters, this official
car was tumed over to WFBM, Indianapolis, for use during time trials and the 500-mile Memorial Day
Indianapolis Speedway Classic. Len
Riley, WFBM sportscaster (shown
at wheel), along with News Editor
Gilbert Forbes and Announcers Ben
Wilbur and Ray Brant, broadcast
eight remotes from the Speedway
on Memorial Day, which also were
fed to WDWS, Champaign, 111.,
WDAN, Danville, 111., and WHBU,
Anderson, Ind. Upon entering Victory Lane, Wilbur Shaw, winner of
the Classic, greeted Riley and both
posed for a color photograph to be
used nationally by Camel cigarettes. All Indianapolis stations, as
well as the national networks, carried descriptions of the race.

USED a fanciful picture to make a point.
From

such widely different events as the

Poughkeepsie

Regatta and

the National

Hog Calling Contest — there is a radio network to connect stations so that the largest
possible number

of interested people will

BEYOND THE FCC
KTGM Serves Indians, Helps
Federal Activities
UNIQUE among the broadcasting
stations of the United States — one
that does not fall directly under
the jurisdiction of the FCC — is
KTGM, W^indow Rock, Ariz., located in the heart of the Navajo Indian country on the Arizona-New
Mexico border. Operating with 250
watts on 2852 kc, it is used by the
U. S. Indian Service of the Dept.
of Interior primarily in connection
with fire protection and administration. However, it broadcasts
twice weekly to the Indians — at 1
p.m. Saturdays in the Navajo language and at 8 p.m. Tuesdays in
English. Programs are designed to
entertain as well as instruct, and
are picked up chiefly in the trading
posts throughout the Navajo Reservation. There the Indians foregather to listen in to what they call
"Small-Man-in-Box".

hear the proceedings.

Since the beginning of radio — the scientific and engineering contributions of Bell
Telephone Laboratories have meant steady
progress in network transmission.
The search for ways and means of broadening and improving network service and
facilities goes on continuously in anticipation of the even more exacting requirements
of the future.

C
H
N
S
Halifax, Nova Scotia
Is Located in the Centre of the
Radio Audience of the Province.
You Cannot Miss If You Use
This Station As Its Audience
Has Learned to Rely on It Over
a Period of Fourteen Years of
Uninterrupted Service.
WEEDRepresentatives
&c COMPANY
350 Madison Ave., N. Y.
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Strengthen
Proficiency

Seek to Broaden Service of
Amateurs to Government
TO ENHANCE the potential public service value of amateur radio
operators in the light of present
activities of the Government in the
matter of national defense, the
board of directors of the American
Radio Relay League, national association
"hams", has
structedof itsthe
headquarters
staff into
undertake a program to develop
the code proficiency of its members.
Communications Manager F. E.
Handy has announced a series of
special code transmissions from the
ARRL headquarters station,
WlAW, supplementary to regular
code schedules, designed to furnish
members the opportunity to improve their code ability. One schedule per month will be transmitted
for rating purposes, and operators
making
"solid
copy" will certificates
be awarded code
proficiency
showing
the speed
attained.
Members of radio
clubs are
being urged
to participate
groups,
and special certificatesinwill
be awarded
to
clubs.ters offices
Located
nearHartford,
the headquarin West
Conn.,
the station's antennas are set up
to "beam" much of the signal
westward and southward over the
entire United States, and so the
transmissions can be utilized by all
amateurs.
To Aid Red Cross
Among other items of business,
the League's board established new
finance and membership committees, instructed the secretary to
give
special
attention
amateur
relations with
Latin to American
countries, adopted a formal statement of mutual cooperation with
the Red Cross in time of emergency,
and authorized the holding of a national convention in Chicago in
1941 under the auspices of the Chicago Area Radio Club Council.
George W. Bailey of Weston,
Mass., was elected to the presidency of the League for a two-year
term, succeeding Dr. Eugene C.
Woodruff of State College, Pa. The
vice-presidency, formerly held by
Mr. Bailey,
was E.
filledBlalack
by the ofelection of Charles
El
Centro, California. Directors voted
to hold their next annual meeting
in Hartford on May 9-10, 1941.
Music Award Plans
DEEMS
TAYLOR, on
noted
author-comnieiitator,
.Junecomposer1(> will
announce the 1!)4() winner of the Rome
Prize in composition during the NBC
Orchestra concert broadcast on NBCBlue. The winning composer, present
at the broadcast, will conduct the first
performance of his pri/.e-winning comThe prize
of a two-year
lowshipposition.
to the
American
Academy felin
Rome is open to unmarried men not
over .30
years who conditions
are American
zens. If Euroi)ean
make citithe
trip
to
Rome
inii)ossible,
the
winner
America.
may defer the prize or fulfill it in
More WCCO Lollipops
TO REMIND guests at Minneapolis,
Town & Gown party that it was
broadcasting part of the festivities,
WCCO, Minneapolis, placed 800
places
at celebi-ants'
favordinner.
during
The loUypops,
lollypop the
standing upright on bases, were
marked with call letters to simulate WCCO microphones.
• Broadcast
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Radioes Policy in Handling War News
Given Qualified Praise by Rep, Mundt
PRAISE cretion
forin handling
radio's voluntary
diswar news,
qualified with allusions to the possibility of some form of Governinent control, was given by Rep.
Mundt (R-S.D.) early in June. Rep.
Mundt's observations were developed around an editorial, "Too
Much South
Radio Dakota
News", State
appearing
the
Forum,in
Sioux Falls, S. D., and a letter from
Harry C. Butcher, CBS Washington vice-president, expressing the
broadcasting industry's "keen apofits responsibilities in
covering warpreciation" news.
In the Congressional Record of
June 4, Rep. Mundt commented:
"Radio might do well to follow the
examples of newspapers in reminding their public that all news
is subject to censorship at the
source and that in wartime it is
impossible to discriminate between
what is factual and what is pure
propaganda in communiques ana
messages originating from foreign
sources.
Some Egotism Noted
"In fact, a few radio programs
are already issuing such precautionary announcements in connection with their programs of war
news, but too many programs still
utilize cominentators whose egotism stirs them to try to create an
'illusion of integrity' about themselves which, knowingly or unwittingly, tends to give prestige to
their remarks which is not merited."
Responding
to Rep. Mundt's
openletter
type of comment,
Mr. Butcher
included with his letter a copy of
the CBS memorandum governing
general operations in connection
with European war coverage, issued
Sept. 5, 1939, shortly after the outbreak of war. He also included a
reprint of the text of the memorandum on European war coverage as agreed to by all three national networks.
_ "We appreciate the responsibilities placed upon us by these tryingtimes and are attempting, I believe
with considerable success, to inform
the public honestly and conscientiously," Mr. the
Butcher
nature and
factsdeclared.
of the "The
war
news definitely create grave concern with the listeners, but neither
radio nor the press has any control over the gravity of the news.

WAR

NEWS

Thousands of persons within
150 miles of Shreveport depend on complete UNITED
PRESS worldwide news reports averaging 15 periods
daily 5:30 A.M. to 1 A.M.
50,000
A SHREVEFGRT

lVatt5
TIMES STATION

KWKH
Oiep'ceiePWsdJbifTkO'ianhaniCo.
—
iai® — I —
Shreveport Louisiana
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PROSIT IN MUSIC
Singing Spots Form Basis of
'
Seer Campaign
THE UNUSUAL format of a series
of singing spot announcements in
a test radio campaign for Valley
Brew beer, produced by the El Dorado Brewing Co., Stockton, Cal.
has formed the theme of an entire advertising campaign in northern California. Besides radio, billboards, newspapers and magazines
will be used.
The singing spot announcements
for the beer were conceived by
Walter Guild, radio director for
Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency, San
Francisco. The song "Just an Echo
in the so
Valley"
tied inGuild
with used
Valleyit
Brew
well that
as the theme of the singing cowboy
on the radio spots. The entire commercial isdelivered in typical cowboy lingo. Stations being used are
KYOS, Merced; KTRB, Modesto;
KGDM, Stockton; KROW, Oakland.
The visual ads for the firm depict a cowboy strumming a guitar
and singing "Echo in the Valley".
CBS, and I believe the other networks, have risen to their responsibility. Certainly our response
from listeners everywhere indicates a generous approval of our
efforts and a warm appreciation
of the service rendered."
Commenting on this response in
the Congressional Record, June 7,
stated: "Iof am
Rep. aMundt
that
continuance
thisconfident
careful
attention to the problem by radio
executives themselves, combined
with a thoughtful rededication to
the careful observance of the selfrestraint they have imposed can
provide a far better solution to the
problem than any Congressional
action which might threaten or restrict the use of free speech on the
"I have heard too many members
of Congress condemning 'hysterical
radio commentators' and 'upsetting
air."programs' and have read too
radio
many editorial complaints and letters of protest to believe that radio
is blameless and that its self-imposed restrictions are either quite
inclusive enough or quite sufficiently respected. But radio is young in
this field of public service, and I
am encouraged and gratified by the
fact that, first, it has recognized
that the war situation reposes unusual responsibilities upon it; second, it has set up a set of voluntary
regulations to govern its handling
of war news; third, it has replaced
some of its more hysterical and
least stable announcers and commentators bymen and women with
a greater devotion to factual reporting and less of a flair for amateur dramatics; and, fourth, it is
keeping alert to the situation and
is endeavoring to further regulate
itself as new needs for such restraints become evident.
Radio's Restrictions
"Radio has thus demonstrated
its desire and determination to
protect its privileges by the intelligent course of establishing its
own restrictions against publicpenalizing excesses. As a firm believer in the significance of free
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speech, I am sure this method has
many advantages over the various
proposals for intensified Government regulation and supervision
which are beginning to be discussed
informally, and rather too generrooms. ally, in the Congressional cloak"If war should come to America
or if America should inject itself
into foreign war, complete Government censorship and perhaps Government ownership and operation
of radio would probably follow as
the night the day. Personally, I
would abhor this action, but there
is little reason to doubt its eventuality. It is altogether too possible that privately owned and operated radio would never again
prevail in America should we be
drawn or driven into war.
"I know it is the hope of members of Congress and radio executives alike that the peaceful progress of this country can go ahead
without new regulations and reHARRY

strictions being placed on the radio
industry. I hope a faithful devotion
to the self-imposed radio regulations and a frequent revaluation
of their adequacy by radio itself
will prevent emotional excesses and
broadcasting bad taste which miight
goad a disillusioned America to insist on Congressional action to
prevent abuses which I am sure
radio itself is ready, willing, and
able to prevent."
Dr. Jayne Test
DR. D. JAYNE & SONS, Philadelphia, during the first week of May
started a test campaign of ten spot
announcements weekly for its tonic
pills in four widely separated markets. Stations are WHP, Harrisburg; WBOW, Terre Haute, Ind.;
KGNC, Amarilio,
Tex., Joseph
and WOODWASH,
Grand Rapids.
Katz
Co.,
New
York,
handles
the
account.
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PLAYS
SINGS
SPEAKS
REMEMBERS
A L U T E S

ANNE
JAMISON
KNOX
MANNING
TRUE BOARDMAN
BILL
ROBERTS
EDWARD
KAY
His Orchestra and Chorus
^-

—and. Cast of Radio's Outstanding Dramatic Players

Directed by J. DONALD WILSON
Continuity... Buckleigh Ozfoid
Dramatic Salute .. .True Boardman
Historic Research . .Virginia Barber
Original Score .. .Edward Kay
Production Under Supervision of
HARRY DAVID FIELDS
This program, title and format are copyrighted, registered and iully protected.
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Canada
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participating
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Beulah

Karney
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ScotTowels, Pond's
Danya, Maca Yeast,
Kellogg's All -Bran,
Maytag Washers,
Calavos, Knox Gelatine, Swift's Allsweet Margarine . . .
and many others !

Free and Peters can
give you the details
on this popular program that reaches
the tremendous daytime audience of
KMBC

at ridiculously low cost!
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Mr. Moore described the CBC's action as "discriminatory, monopolistic and a deliberate violation of the
spirit of Canadian-American reci1, with the understanding that if
procity." He declared:
"Selfish publishing and monopothey show before that time that
listic interests in Canada, taking
their news service is accurate, new
advantage of the grave national
permits
will be
Mr. Howe
thenissued."
went on to point crisis brought about by the war,
have leagued themselves together
out that some news has been broadto destroy independent news servcast in Canada "in an tinduly
ices throughout the Dominion, in
alarming form and many complaints have been received in this complete disregard of public interest. Since 1935, when Transradio
connection." Mr. Howe said there
defied the Canadian publishing mohad been some difl[iculty in ascernopoly and made worldwide news
taining the exact ownership of
service available to independent
Transradio Press, remarking:
"The owners are believed to be radio stations in Canada, these
same selfish and monopolistic intwo gentlemen in the United
terests have sought to eliminate
States." [From best available
Transradio and to destroy indesources, Broadcasting was advised
pendentand
news broadcasting.
"They
that Mr. Moore and his family and failed each
every time during
associates are 75% owners of
the
past
five
years
because
the
CaTransradio Press, and that I. D.
nadian people have shown their
and Dr. Leon Levy, brothers who
for independent news
control WCAU, Philadelphia, and preference
broadcasts in contrast to those comown
large
blocks
of
CBS
stock,
own
the remaining 257<?.]
piled from stale or incomplete news
Referring to the question of obtained from newspaper-controlled
press services.
Transradio's coverage of news
Sees Wartime Subterfuge
originating in London, Mr. Howe
indicated that the CBC is seeking
"What
could not be achieved in
information regarding the source
peacetime is now being undertaken
as a wartime measure, disregarding
of Transradio's London dispatches
and said in conclusion: "All these
fact that Transmatters are to be examined into the well-known
radio news since the war started
and if these organizations can show
has conformed to the spirit and the
their bona fides, permits will be re- letter of all Canadian censorship
regulations. The pretext has been
brought forward that Transradio,
Moore Furnishes Data
being an American corporation, is
stored."
Transradio, through its presi- a foreign news service and must
on that account be banned, in spite
dent, Herbert Moore, announced
of the fact that its news service
that it was furnishing the Canadhas been neutral and impartial.
ian Government with full and complete credentials in conformity with
"Transradio is taking all necesthe statement made in the Canadsary steps to protect its interests
and
to safeguard the interests of
ian House of Commons by Transport Minister Howe. Said Moore:
"Transradio has operated for five its clients in Canada."
years in Canada and has at all
Seeks Dismissal of Suit
times complied with official regulations. Since the outbreak of the APPLICATION was made June 11
in the New York Supreme Court by
war, the news service delivered by Texas
State Network for dismissal of
Transradio into Canada has confiled against it by Tested Raformed to the official censorship re- the suit
dio Features, former New York comquirements and has scrupulously
avoided alarmist tendencies.
Calling pany
AUproducing
Cars. the
The recorded
company, serial
suing
"Transradio's London dispatches
for $10,438,
charged
that
TSN
had
refused to pay for use of the program
have always been derived from
twice weekly for 20 weeks, following
either British official sources, affili- an
agreement on March 29, 1939.
ated British organizations, or Cohalan
& Morosini are the New York
Transradio's own London repre- lawyers handling the suit for Tested
Radio. According to Milton Diamond,
sentatives."
New York attorney for TSN, the netSees Undue Discrimination
work is seeking to have the complaint
on the grounds that papers
In an earlier statement, Mr. dismissed
were
served
on Prank Fenton, former
Moore asserted that legal and dipthat TSNin isNew
not regislomatic steps will be taken by TSN employe,
tered to do business
York
Transradio to oppose the CBC order
State and that negotiations had been
banning Transradio news on Ca- conducted for the programs but that
nadian radio stations as of July 1. no binding contract had been signed.

Restricts Newscasts
{Continued from page 16)

mission will be granted; (3) stations now taking T r a n s r a d i o,
whether by wire or by shortwave,
will
after not
Julybe1. permitted to continue
The Canadian Press has for some
time had under consideration the
question of sponsorship of news,
similar to that being undertaken
by the corresponding U. S. organization. Associated Press. It is
learned on the highest authority
that this question will be taken up
at the resumed Canadian Press annual meeting at Toronto June 24,
but the same authority states it is
unlikely that CP will allow the
sponsorship of its news on the air
since the majority of CP members
are not in favor of such a move.
CAB Advises Members
The CAB has informed its members of what protective action each
should take insofar as cancellation
notice is necessary on contracts
with the two news services. It is
not expected any station in Canada
will be without a sponsored news
service for a single day. The CBC
station relations department notified all broadcasters of the new
regulations on June 5, and informed
them of procedure required to obtain new permissions for commercial newscasts under the new setup.
Herbert Moore, president of
Transradio, is understood to have
stated in a report read over CKCO,
Ottawa, June 5, that the CBC regulation would be fought legally and
diplomatically. The statement added that Transradio always had
been prepared to obey instructions
of the censor, and that it had maintained aneutral attitude in reporting war news.
Minister Asks for Credentials
Minister of Transport Howe said
in the House of Commons that
Transradio News had not been prohibited in Canada but, along with
the United Press, has been required to "show their bona fides"
to permit continuance after June
30. [Later, however, Maj. Murray
was reported as reiterating that
Transradio would definitely be
banned, but that BUP had been
given clearance.]
"It is not my understanding," he
asserted "that Transradio Press
news has been prohibited. The matter is one that was dealt with by
the board of governors of the CBC
at their meeting last Saturday and
the information that has reached
me is that both the United Press
and Transradio Press have had
their permits cancelled as of July
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BUSY DAYS have resulted to Postal Telegraph and NBC employes in
San Francisco since Paul Martin's Party started on KPO-KGO. Martin
and his orchestra take the air early in the evening and offer five tunes
representing different living creatures, such as robin, fox, turkey, bug.
Listeners are asked to identify the animals and then write a five-word
slogan using the first letters in the names of the animals, with prizes
for the best ones. Answers are wired in by contestants. Tabulating wires
at the Postal office are (1 to r) Bob Grey, of KPO-KGO; Fred Fiorella,
NBC librarian; L. J. Miller, general manager. Postal; Pacific Division;
Happy Powell and H. Coplon, of Postal; Stanley Smith, KPO-KGO.
PACIFIC COAST IRE
PLANS CONVEISTION
INSTITUTE of Radio Engineers
will hold its 1940 Pacific Coast
' convention in the Ambassador Ho! tel, Los Angeles, Aug. 28 to 30,
coincident with the West Coast
conclave of the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers.
William W. Lindsay Jr., consulting engineer, General Service
Studios, Hollywood, has been appointed convention chairman by
Adlen C. Packard, CBS engineering maintenance supervisor, who
is chairman of Los Angeles section.
Program is now being completed
for the three-day session and speakers will include Prof. F. E. Terman,
Stanford U, national vice-president
of IRE; Prof. A. L. Albert, Oregon
State College; Prof. A. V. Eastman, U of Washington; Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong, developer of
FM wide-swing transmission; W.
R. David, General Electric Co.,
Schenectady; R. F. Guy, NBC.
Television Engineers Institute of
America, headed by G. H. Seward
as president, will hold its first convention in Hollywood Aug. 22-24.
Sessions will be held in the Roosevelt Hotel, and committees are being appointed.
Kruschen Test
E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES Ltd.,
Rochester, on May 20 and 22
started a test campaign for Kruschen Salts using one-minute transcribed announcements five times
weekly on KDYL, Salt Lake City,
WOAI, San Antonio, and KMBC,
Kansas City. More stations may be
added later. Agency is Erwin,
Wasey & Co., New York.
To Syndicate Johannes Steel
RADIO ATTRACTIONS, New York,
has announced that, effective July 1,
the commentaries by Johannes Steel,
noted news analyst, will be syndicated
five times weekly as quarter-hour programs for subscribing stations. Distribution plan provides for Steel to
record his talks daily at 6 p.m., based
on last minute news dispatches arriving at NBC, New York, these recordings to be shipped daily to stations
for broadcast the following day. The
stations may offer the programs to
sponsors without restriction. Mr. Steel
currently broadcasts on WMCA, New
York, under the sponsorship of Modern
Industrial Bank, New York.
BROADCASTING

Networks Plan Programs
At NEA Summer Session
CBS has arranged a series of special broadcasts in connection with
the annual summer convention of
the NEA, to be held in Milwaukee
June 29-July 4, with Sterling Fisher, CBS director of education, in
charge of activities. The regular
People's
Platformeducation
program andon radio
June
29 will feature
with NEA school teachers as guests
of Lyman Bryson, chairman of the
CBS Adult Education Board, who
also will broadcast an address to
the conference on "The Place of
News in Radio Education".
Two demonstrations of the CBS
American School of the Air program will be staged at the convention July 2 and 4, under the direction of Mrs. Lavinia S. Schwartz,
CBS midwest educational director.
Judith Waller, director of education for NBC's central division,
will represent NBC at the convention, and the network will broadcast two special programs July 1
and 3.

PM Starts Spot Series
On New York Stations
PUBLICATIONS RESEARCH Inc.,
New York, which begins publication June 18 of PM, new five-cent
daily New York newspaper, on
June 3 started promotion of the
paper with 14 announcements weekly on four New York stations.
WEAF and WJZ are broadcasting
weather and temperature announcements twice nightly; WOR carries
temperature reports and WABC
time signals.
Compton Adv., New York, agency
handling the PM account, has also
arranged for a series of daily programs on WABC, New York, to
start June 17 in the 5:30-5:45 p.m.
period immediately following the
station's baseball broadcasts. The
programs will feature Stanley
High, magazine writer, discussing
the material published in PM from
day to day, and will fill in the
quarter-hour up to 5:45 p.m. if the
games run beyond 5:30.
Three special promotion broadcasts also have been arranged by
PM prior to the publication date.
An editorial conference on PM
plans and policies was presented
June 7 on NBC-Blue with Ralph
Ingersoll, editor and publisher, and
his other editors participating. The
June 13 broadcast of Vox Pop,
sponsored on CBS by Penn Tobacco
Co., was devoted to PM, with Parks
Johnson and Wally Butterworth
interviewing the paper's editors
direct from the paper's city room.
The final staff meeting with Mr.
Ingersoll on June 17 will be covered by WOR's special features
division 10:45- 11 p.m., with Dave
Driscoll conducting a discussion
among the editors.

Sure — flip a coin to decide which
movie to see, to settle your vacation plans, to solve your carbuying it dilemma
but DON'T
leave
to chance . in. .determining
how you market your product!
THOUGHTFUL SELECTION . . .
not accident . . . will naturally
lead you to use WPEN to reach
Philadelphia's four great markets
.... English, Italian, Jewish
and Polish.
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GROSSET & DUNLAP, New York,
has published the first of a projected
series of books about Don Winsloiv of
the Navy, based on the adventure
strip and radio serial originated by
Frank V. Martinek. The second book
of the series is scheduled for September publication.
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Stations

Deleting

Foreign Tongues
Action Is Taken by Several
After Italy Enters War
ITALY'S declaration of war
against the Allies, followed by
President Roosevelt's dramatic
"stab in the back" pronouncement
in his June 10 radio address, resulted in quick action by a number
of stations in eliminating foreign
language programs.
WEBR, Buffalo, operated by the
Buffalo News in conjunction with
WBEN, announced June 11 that
two morning periods of Polish and
I Italian programs hereafter would
be announced in English. Similar
' action
takenandby KLS,
W^PRO,Oakland,
Providence, was
KROW
Cal., and KRE, Berkeley, Cal.,
among others. So far as could be
ascertained, no New York or New
England stations regularly carrying foreign language programs have
as yet eliminated them.
National Interest
A. H. Kirchhofer, managing editor of the Buffalo Evening News
and directing head of WBEN and
WEBR, advised Broadcasting his
new policy was decided upon after
President
Roosevelt's
June 10 plea
for
national
unity. Announcement
of the change was made to WEBR
listeners in the following statement :
"Due to the importance of radio
in America's national defense,
WEBR today is adopting the policy
of broadcasting exclusively in English.
"National opinion
defense are
policythat
and
Washington
American radio stations best can
serve our country in this hour by
broadcasting in the common language of the United States.
"We
our WEBR
patrioticin
listeners believe
will joinallwith

Pledge of Fealty
NEARLY 100 members of
the staff of WHOM, Jersey
City, which majors in foreign
language
assem^
bled in the programs,
New York studios
of the station on Flag Day,
June 14, to broadcast their
oath of allegiance to the
American flag and sing "The
Star Spangled Banner". Nine
foreign language groups participated— Italian, Polish,
German, Yiddish, Spanish,
Greek, Lithuanian, Ukrainian,
Czechoslovakian. Joseph Lang,
WHOM general manager, directed the program.

CITIZENSHIP PROBE
FCC to Demand Actual Proof

■From Applicants EMPHASIS will be placed by the
FCC upon actual proof of citizenship by applicants for all types of
licenses, including amateurs, operators and station-seekers. Chairman
James Lawrence Fly stated June
10. Whereas heretofore a simple
sworn statement of citizenship has
been accepted, the Commission now
proposes actually to ascertain this
by requiring definite proof.
It was apparent the FCC decided
upon the amateur restrictions following consultation with the military services and the State Department. On June 8 it followed up its
amateur pronouncements with a
warning to ship radio operators
that superfluous, unnecessary or
unidentified communications from
ship stations to other ship or shore
stations will not be tolerated and
that violations will be rigidly prosecuted. Ship operators are inclined
to indulge in gabfests during clear
supporting this move."
time, perhaps mentioning belligerent
KROW, through Manager Philip ships they have passed and the like.
G. Lasky, announced that two ItalIn its announcement the Comian programs that have been broadmission said International Radio
cast nightly have been switched to
English. Both KRE and KLS are Regulations specifically prohibit
transmission of unnecessary or
requiring Italian language pro- the
unidentified communications and
grams to convert to English.
that it intends to uphold vigorously
Stephen P. Willis, general manprovisions. It was thought
ager of WPRO, announced his sta- these
that from time to time the FCC
tion has banned foreign language
programs on news of the interna- would supplement its "warnings" to
tional situation. The ruling affects those engaged in external comone program in French and another
munications, working in close coin Italian, both broadcast daily, ' operation with the military departments.
which had included news reports.

CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden, N.
J., on July 8 is renewing for 20 weeks
its Campbell Condensed News on
WEAF, New York, Mondays through
Saturdays, 9-9:05 a. m. and 12:4512 :50 p. m. Ward Wheelock Co., PhUadelphia, handles the account.

The ONLY Radio
Ttansnitter of this
or greater power
within 75 mills of
SioH City
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Radio

Union

Transfers

Headquarters to France
NEW headquarters for the Radio
Control Center of the International
Broadcasting Union, formerly in
Brussels, have been set up in
France by M. Raymond Braillard,
director of the Center, according
to a letter received from him by
Louis G. Caldwell, Washington radio attorney. Written last month,
the letter gives the new address as
107 Rue de Crenelle, Paris, but with
removal of the French Government
to Tours, the headquarters may
have been changed again.
Mr. Braillard wrote of his difficulties in dismantling the Brussels
Control Center and moving technical equipment to France during
constant German bombardment. He
said that work of the Center
would be reestablished in a short
time.
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Non-Essential Radio
(Continued from page 18)
amateur stations in the continental United
States and licensed amateur operators and
licensed amateur stations in the several
Territories and possessions of the United
States,tors or
between amateur
licensed amateur
operaand licensed
stations in
the
Continental United States and United States
citizenstions in authorized
to
operate
amateur
stathe Philippine Islands or the Canal
Zone, torsorand licensed
between amateur
licensed amateur
operastations in
the
several
Territories
and
possessions
of
the
United States.
It is further ordered, that all Rules and
Regulations
of order,
the be
Commission
sistent with this
and the sameinconare
hereby,
suspended,
pending
the further
order of the Commission.
This order shall become effective immediately.
Text of Portable Order
Text of Order No. 73, June 7,
follows:
Pursuant
contained in
tion 303 oftotheauthority
Communications
Act Sec-of
1934, as amended.
It is ordered,
that portable
mobile
radio station
operationandby portablelicensed
amateur operators and stations be, and the
same is hereby, prohibited, pending the
further order of the Commission ; provided
that licensed portable and portable-mobile
amateur stations may operate on frequenciesthe
above 56,000
kilocycles
locations within
continental
UnitedatStates,
its Territories and possessions, and provided further that during the period of the
American Radio Relay League field day
tests, June 22-23, 1940, this order shall not
apply to communications transmitted by
licensed portable and portable-mobile amateur stations participating in such tests.
It is further ordered, that all Rules and
Regulations of the Commission inconsistent with this order be, and the same
are hereby,
order
of the suspended,
Commission.pending the further
This order shall become effective immediately.
Ban on Portables Modified
The FCC found it necessary almost daily to reconsider its actions
relating to the amateur bands. On
June 11, it issued one amendment
and one interpretation to Order No.
73 banning use of licensed portable
and portable mobile amateur stations. The amendment permits domestic communication with such
equipment
duringemergency
a "bona when
fide"
communications
normal facilities are inadequate or
non-existent, and to allow actual
domestic testing and developing of
this emergency use equipment on
Saturdays and Sundays of each
week between sunrise and sunset.
This was done with the provision
that notice is given at least 48
hours in advance to the Commission's inspector in charge of the
district in which the domestic operation is contemplated.
Then the FCC interpreted its
Order No. 73 not to apply to an
amateur who changes residence and
moves his fixed station equipment
accordingly. The Commission explained that its rules provide that
in such circumstances the amateur
may file application for modified license for the new location and give
notice
to the Commission's
tor in charge
of the district inspecof the
new location. If the station is to
be located there not more than four
months, as in the case of summer
residents, he may give similar notice without filing application for
modification of license. Having
done either, he may operate his
fixed station at the new location.
It explained that these routine provisions of the regulations are unaffected by Order No. 73. •
WHEN Raymond Gram Swing, MBS
commentator, delivers the commencement address at Olivet College, Mich.,
June 16, his
talk ontheAmerican
attitude
toward
Europeanyouth's
war
will be broadcast on MBS and the
CBC.
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Threat
Industry
an
Report
station and received approximately
ination of NBC in the transcription
Adoption Would Require
field and listing of station stock on 52% of the total business of all
commercial broadcast stations.
stock exchanges, the committee
Change in Entire
NBC and CBS in 1938 owned or
simply said that it desired to diNetwork Setup
controlled 23 stations, of which 15
rect the attention of the Commiswere 50 kw. clear channel outlets.
sion to these problems.
{Continued from page 13)
"The predominance of network
ownership is evidenced by their disRoosevelt. Senator Tobey (R- Would Form Basis of
proportionate share of the income
N.H.), a persistent critic of the
FCC for its failure to act on the ISew Legislation
of the radio industry," the report
in bringing out that of $18,monopoly investigation, subjected
In advocating the new licensing said,
854,784 net operating income of all
Commissioner Brown to rigid ex- policy toward networks, the comthe stations and networks for 1938
amination on the committee's work
mittee said the experience it would
nearly one-half or $9,277,352 went
and sharply denounced the Comthus gain would enable the Comto NBC and CBS.
mission for its lethargy [see page
mission to suggest to Congress en141.
actment of amendatory legislation
Punctuating its report with
to deal
with found
these problems
"if Alleged Arbitrary
pointed attacks upon NBC and such
is later
to be necesPractices Cited
CBS, the Chain-Monopoly Commitsary". The committee stated as its
tee said the record disclosed "an opinion that, in dealing with the
As examples of arbitrary and inunhealthy predominance of the net- contractual relations between netequitable practices of the networks
works and outlets, the potential ad- in relation to affiliated stations, the
work organizations" in radio. It
said this was due in large measure
vantages of chain broadcasting
committee stated:
could be retained while at the same
to the "contractual arrangements
"The provision that non-network
forced upon stations seeking affilia- time "the abuses which have prefor national advertising busition with a network." These convented many of its potential ad- rates ness
cannot be less than those of
tracts, it held, have resulted in
vantages from being realized can
the
network
prevents the outlet
grossly inequitable relations bestation from entering into a
tween networks and outlets to the be corrected."
recommending "reformation"
healthy competition for advertising
advantage of the networks at the of Innetwork
business.
contracts, the commitexpense of the outlets.
tee said, the "heart" of the abuses
"The provisions of the contract
of chain broadcasting reposes in
these contracts. Forced to base its concerning the free use of the first
Urges Changes in
converted
hours (a nighttime hour
mathematical deductions on 1938
ISetwork Contracts
statistics, because of the long lapse or its equivalent in two daytime
hours operation), combined with
between the close of the hearing
The committee held that many
and submission of its report, the low initial compensating rates for
of the evils in chain broadcasting
can be removed by elimination of committee reported at length on the next hours, results in an inequitable distribution of proceeds
provisions found in regular net- the profit of networks and network contracts. It maintained that
from network broadcasting. Wherework-owned or managed stations
as Columbia and National had agit had authority under the statute
as against those of regular affiliates.
gregate network time sales of $44,to "make special regulations ap313,778 for 1938, they paid to the
plicable to stations engo.ged in
It said point-blank that the incontrolled stachain broadcasting" to effectuate
terests of outlets "have been sub- 253 independently
tions on their networks only $12,changes.
ordinated to the interests of the
While it was known that several network-owned and controlled sta- 267,560, approximately one-half of
was paid to 25 of these stamembers of the Commission regard
tion". In one of its citations it which tions
with a relatively strong comradio as being infected with a said that of the 660 standard broadpetitive position based on the need
cast stations operated in 1938 some
"curse of bigness" and that they
of the
networks for their particuwould like to bring about a breaklar facilities.
350 were on major networks and
down of clear channels, it had not
included all of the high-powered
"Moreover, the contracts generbeen expected that such a recommendation would come in the Net- stations. These 660 stations were
ally cover periods of time far in
owned
by
460
persons
but
87
of
excess of the period for which the
work-Monopoly Report.
The committee nevertheless said these persons owned more than one station is licensed and bind the outit believed that competition in radio could be enhanced by what
it termed a "revaluation of the socalled clear-channel policy" whereby new stations are refused access
to clear channels regardless of the
service which they would be able
to
render
irrespective
of "how
small
the and
interference
to the
clear
Monopoly

channel station would be." Apparently it found a basis for this
recommendation in its discovery
that all but two clear-channel stations are on CBS and NBC as well
as all of the high-power regional
stations.
"In our opinion," the committee
said, "the Commission should consider the wisdom and practicability
of utilizing the clear channels so
that people living in all sections of
the United States can have the
benefit of radio reception at present denied them." That was interpreted as a direct recommendation
for clear-channel breakdown.
In dealing with such questions as
licensing of networks, ownership of
stations by networks, control of
talent by networks, purported domPage 80
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FRONT PAGE NEWS via facsimile is demonstrated by RCA at the
New York World's Fair through the cooperation of the New York Post,
which has assigned two rewrite men to the task of selecting and condensing the day's news for the miniature front page, 8V2 by 12 inches,
which the new high-speed facsimile system turns out every ten minutes, more than twice as fast as was possible with last year's equipment.
BROADCASTING

let to network policies far beyond
the expiration date of the license."
The committee found these "arcontractualinarrangements"
further bitrary
reflected
the program
policies of the networks, adding:
Program

Domination

By Agencies Claimed
"Outlet stations are required by
their contracts to accept all commercial programs sent by the network organizations unless they are
able to prove to the satisfaction of
the networks that a particular program will not serve public interest.
Since the outlet stations have only
general advance knowledge of the
content of the program, they have
come to accept whatever the network chooses to forward to them.
"Furthermore, approximately
90% of the commercial programs
sent by network organizations are
produced by advertising agencies,
so that the delegation of program
responsibility by the licensee is carried one step further.
"The provision that the outlet
station cannot accept programs
from any network other than the
one to which it is bound by contract deprives the station of profitable business and the listening
public of programs for which there
is a demand.
"The practice of requiring stations to set aside all or a major
portion of their broadcast time for
the utilization of the networks, regardless of whether such time is
used or not, places an undue burden
upon the outlet station and lessens
the ability of the station to serve
the local needs of the community."
Sees Violation in
Management Contracts
Alluding to management contracts entered into by networks
with certain affiliated stations, the
committee said that these constituted violation of Sec. 310(b) of
the Communications Act. It pointed
out it had already "taken cognizance of these problems" and is
investigating these contracts.
Cracking NBC on its dual network operation, the committee said
the manner in which the Red and
the Blue are operated is regarded
as evidence of the "complete dominance" of the affiliated stations and
is also "one of the most inequitable
by-products
of these
pointed out that
these contracts."
contracts doIt
not specify whether the affiliate is
to be a Red or a Blue outlet.
"By virtue of this factor," said
the erreport,
"National
has the powto determine
the economic
fate
of many of its outlets by arbitrarily
assigning to the prosperous Red
Network or to the unprofitable Blue
Hitting at CBS and NBC talent
contracts,
the committee said this
Network."
has the effect of limiting the efforts
of much of the best talent to network programs and of arbitrarily
restricting programs of independent
competing stations. It claimed that
the two networks between them control about 800 of the best artists in
the broadcast and concert field.
Alluding to NBC as a dominant
• Broadcast

Advertising

^Monopoly'
The
Business- Baiting:
More
right business-baiting of a legitimately thrivYET ANOTHER example of the "giant-killer"
complex that seems to be motivating the FCC,
ing industry should come at a time when everyone, especially the business man, is in a veritais its Network-Monopoly Committee's report.
Without for a moment maintaining that the
ble state of jitters which the political rulers are
already seeking to allay in view of the war
networks are above reproach in their dealand the impending elections.
ings with affiliates, but mindful of the fact
To us it is manifest that the report reprethat like Topsy and like radio itself they "just
sents an outcropping of deep-seated yet ungrew" and are still in the growing stage, we
studied prejudices; at least, it is apparently
feel that the report is an attempt to bring
written as a reply to what the more vocal
about a wholesale upheaval of broadcasting as
a business and as a public service. If all the
Congressional business-baiters want rather
than what the facts show.
committee says is true, and if the evils are as
rife as the long series of indictments imply,
Not a single definite recommendation or
then the networks might as well fold their
straight line of policy is laid down. The retents and steal silently and abjectly away.
port says, in effect, that Congress should "just
leave the problems to us; we have the power,
And the broadcasters generally had better resign themselves to an era of unbridled reguand we can handle everything." That the Commission has authority over business contracts
lation and bureaucratic control, including rate
may be doubted in view of the recent Sanders
regulation, limitation of profits and perhaps
worse.
case decision of the U. S. Supreme Court. That
neither the public, the courts. Congress nor
If the report was calculated to enhance pubthe Administration itself will hold with the
lic and official esteem of the Commission, we
extreme views set down, we are reasonably
predict it will fail. Masquerading in spots
confident.
as the benefactor of the little fellow, but
There may be something to some the factual
throughout finding very little to praise in the
data put into the records by the committee;
present system, the committee lashes out at
bigness apparently for its own sake. Curiously
for example, the point that the networks comenough, it come at a time when the networks
pete with themselves by operating transcription companies. But certainly Congress did not
and their affiliates are winning kudos on all
intend, nor do stations want the FCC or any
hands, even from the highest Administration
circles, for the magnificent public service they
other governmental agency to write or stipulate business contracts — let alone tell them
are currently rendering during a world crisis.
what outside businesses they may or may not
Even more curious is the fact that such outfactor in electrical transcriptions,
the report said it has "gained great
competitive advantages in this field
from its position in radio broadcasting and that its transcription
activities have, in turn, buttressed
its position in the radio broadcast
industry."
Thedomination
committee reacts
said toit
felt
that such
public disadvantage by penalizing
independent stations not on the networks which must make frequent
use of transcriptions. Approximately half of all commercial transcriptions sold by NBC in 1938 were
broadcast by stations on its network, while less than one-fifth were
broadcast by stations on CBS and
MBS, it was stated.
Compares Time Sales
Of M & O Stations
As example of the "dominant position" occupied by stations owned
and directly controlled by networks
as distinguished from affiliated stations, the committee stated :
"The 23 stations owned or controlled by Columbia or National
had one-sixth of the total time sales
for all &60 stations.
amount from
paid network
by Columbia
and"The
National
time
sales to their 23 owned stations
was nearly one-third the amount received from all three major networks by 327 independently controlled stations on the networks.
"Of non-network business sold
to national advertisers, the 23 stations had one-seventh of the amount
for all 660 stations.
"Of purely local business, the 23
stations had one-twelfth of that for
all 660 stations.
^ BROADCASTING*

"The net operating income of the
23 stations was nearly one-third of
the net operating income of all 660
stations.
"The net operating income of the
23 stations was more than one-half
of the net operating income of the
327 independently controlled stations.
"While 310 stations not on major
networks lost $149,000, the 23
owned or controlled stations had
net operating income of $4,958,289.
"The 23 stations broadcast sustaining programs for approximately 50% of their time, while the 327
independently controlled stations
broadcast sustaining programs for
approximately 70% of their time."
'Sideline^ Ownership
Of Stations Reviewed
The committee concluded that stations owned by the networks are in
a favored position compared to independently controlled stations on
commercial programs. The independent stations do not reach the
network advertiser directly but
only through netv/ork for time sales,
it was held. Therefore, they have
no voice in selling time to network
advertisers "and must rely absolutely upon the network sales
force". As between two stations
serving
the samethe area,
est determines
extent"self-interto which
the network sales force will undertake to influence the choice of the
network advertiser in favor of the
network owning or controlling the
station."
The committee then took a potshot at "sideline" ownership of stations. Pointing out that broadcast-
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Report — An Editorial
engage in, another phase looked upon askance
in the report. Once Government does, the radio operators might as well surrender the entire conduct of their business to Uncle Sam's
political agents.
Space does not permit an analysis of each of
the indictments, which so far represent the
views of only three men, but one important
point deserves special notice. It relates to the
alleged "shifting" of program service responsibility from station to network to advertising
agency to program producer, as stated in the
report. Yet the simple fundamental fact is overlooked that even the FCC should know: All
stations reserve the right to reject either
commercials or sustainers, and they do it consistently. The Pot o' Gold case, of unhappy
Commission memory, and the recent Communist programs are shining examples.
When President Roosevelt, faced with the
war emergency, needed man power to steer
the nation's defense program, he did not turn
to politicians. Instead, he picked top men in
their respective fields — ^men like Knudsen and
Stettinius and Budd. They are all experts,
business men whose devotion to their country
cannot be questioned and who never hesitated
when the call to public service came. We can
only wish that the same attention would be
paid to the selection of men cloaked with the
responsibility of regulating and guiding a vital
art and industry like broadcasting.

ing is the fastest growing source of
advertising revenue in America,
it said that unlike other big business enterprises it is not the chief
activity of its owners. More and
more applications for new stations
show the applicants to be persons
of other large business interests,
it stated. Following this premise,
the report said two-thirds of the nation's standard stations are operated "as incidental to other businesses". It declared that in many
cases actual owners do not personally operate them, and that in addition to the operation of approximately 300 stations by newspapers,
125 other stations are operated by
businesses of various kinds.
Two-thirds of all standard broadcast stations are licensed to corporations or are under their control, the report said. It added that
examination of the minutes of meetings of directors of these corporations for 1938 indicated "the surprising fact that no consideration
was given to the operation of the
stations in the directors' meetings
of
someof80%
the corporations."
Many
the oflargest
corporations
which control stations are themselves controlled "through proxy
voting by a very small number of
persons, who themselves hold no
material ownership interest in the
companies", the report states.
Ownership of Stations
Further Analyzed
Cited as an example was RCA,
which owns NBC. The report said
it is between
controlledthem
by own
"threeonlypersons
who
5,829
shares out of a total of 9,864,502

Further analyzing ownership, the
reported listed:
(a) Forty-one
owners33%
controlling
stations
which have
of the
revenues of all stations.
(b)ing Thirty-five
stations whichowners
have controll10% of
the revenues of all stations.
(c) Eleven owners controlling
stations which have 15% of the
revenues of all stations.
(d) Three hundred and seventyseven owners controlling stations
which have 42% of the revenue of
all stations.
A Discovery:
Agency Programming
Shifting of program responsibility from station to network to
advertising agencies was discovered
by the committee. It pointed out
that networks are not licensed by
the Government and that the Communications Act fixes responsibility
upon station licensees for operation
in the public interest. In practice,
however, it was contended, the record shows that the responsibility
discharged by the licensee engaged
in chain broadcasting is reduced
simply to the matter of selecting
the network with which the station
is to be associated. After the station becomes an outlet the matter
of selecting programs, accepting
advertising material and in general
the broadcasting of programs by
the station insofar as network operations are concerned is placed in
the control of the network. The network in turn, it was argued, passes
(Continued on page 8i)
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Two

More

Deletions

Texas
Advised

KSAM, KAND Found to Be
Controlled by Rev. Ulmer
TWO additional Texas stations in
which Rev. James G. Ulmer allegedly held undisclosed ownership, were
recommended for deletion June 4
in a preliminary report submitted
to the FCC. The stations are
KSAM, Huntsville, and KAND,
Corsicana, on which hearings were
held in Texas in March and April
by Commissioner George H. Payne.
All told seven revocation proceedings against Texas stations have
been instituted by the FCC. On
May 16 the FCC adopted proposed
findings under which licenses of
KNET, Palestine, KTBC, Austin,
and KRBA, Lufkin would be revoked, based on recommendations
of Commissioner Payne following
hearings. All involved Dr. Ulmer,
the commissioner contending that
parties who filed for the application in most instances were "dupes"
of the minister-broadcaster [Broadcasting June 1].
Newspaper Attack
The Tyler (Tex.) Journal in a
lead editorial June 7 came stoutly
to the defense of Dr. Ulmer and
took Commissioner Payne to task.
Attorneys for Dr. Ulmer, the editorial pointed out, attacked Commissioner Payne because of his
"methods, manner and demeanor".
After quoting from the Ulmer
reply briefs in which the commiswas upbraided,
editor sioner
stated
that he the
had paper's
known
Dr. Ulmer a long time and was into "agree towith
attorneys
in theirclinedanswer
the his
Commissioner's findings." He added that he
did not know the lives of FCC members nor attorneys but "we are
willing to put the life and character
of James G. Ulmer squarely by the
side of any man connected in any
way with the FCC or any other
Commission, and we will risk our
reputation on the public opinion
after close personal comparison of
him with any of them."
THE story of aviation will be the subject of Wings Over America, new Sunday half-hour series on NBC-Red
which starts June 23 under the direction of Ray and Richard McDonash
of the NBC script division. Aviation
experts will speak on each program.

ISYRACUSE
l\ew Wider Coverage
For Your New
Fall Programs
5000 Watts - Day and Night
About August 1st
Take advantage of this
new increased coverage
at the same low rates.
Write or wire for time
available. WFBL, Syracuse,
N. Y.
WFBL
SYRACUSE, N. Y,
or Free & Peters, Inc.
National Representatives
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A COMPLETE glassed front news broadcast studio scored a hit for
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., at the 12-day Southern California Home
Show, recently staged in Pan Pacific Auditorium, Los Angeles. In addition to regular United Press news tickers, the KMPC studio was fitted
with special photo murals, war maps and a specially constructed copy
desk from which Clete Roberts, news editor, worked. A Trans-Lux moving screen was hooked up to a special UP ticker and news was flashed
on a sidelarge
section
the studio's
wall.flashes
Two bulletin
boards
outthe studio
wereof used
for lastrear
minute
and news
pictures.
Would

Outlaw Communists
on Air
(Continued from page 15)
it to be the sense of Congress that parties or to extend equal facilities
to the candidates of all parties. Deany political party or organization
claring that the rule was not made
which "advocates the overthrow by by stations
but by Congress, he
force of the form of Governm3nt of
said Congress alone has the power
the United States established by to
change it.
the Constitution, or is subservant
to a foreign government, should
Editorial opinion generally did
not be recognized as a political en- not protest the action of the nettity and the Congress recommends
works, in view of the requirements
of the law. Instead, the newspaper
to the State Legislatures enactment
of legislation prohibiting recogni- reaction was that parties known to
tion of any such political party or be subservient to foreign powers
organization on the official ballots should be outlawed, which would
automatically take care of the raof After
such State."
scheduling of the Browder
dio equal treatment issue.
broadcast by the networks, a numWhy They Refused
ber of stations refused to carry it.
In refusing to carry the Browder
An immediate cry for amendment
of the Act ensued. There also were
broadcast Leon Levy, WCAU president, said Communists are just as
renewed demands for a Congresmuch a menace to this country as
sional investigation of radio.
the Nazis. He added he would not
O'Connor Complains
permit the use of his station by any
On May 31 former Rep. John of these "fifth columnists".
O'Connor, of New York, wrote the
L. B. Wilson, president of
FCC and CBS criticizing the net- WCKY, said that while his station
sympathized with the position of
works for scheduling the CommuCBS, he nevertheless believed that
nist broadcast. CBS has recomwhich
law
in
it was not the intent of the law to
mended a change
would permit refusal of time to force American radio to give "aid
candidates of any political party and comfort to the enemies of our
proven to be subservient to foreign Republic". He pointed out that
power. It maintained, however, that Browder was now under indictment
the law as now written requires for alleged violation of Federal law
broadcasters to give the same treat- and had "publicly admitted taking
ment to all qualified candidates.
orders from a foreign power". He
Such stations as WCKY, Cincin- added the Communist party is not
hia, and the legallv recognized under the laws
nati, WCAU, Philadelp
of Ohio.
Iowa Network (KSO, KRNT,
WNAX and WMT) declined to
Luther L. Hill, manager of the
carry the June 2 broadcast. All
three networks, however, issued Cowles stations, stated that in the
interest of public service he thought
statements that the broadcasts were
it best not to schedule the Browder
handled in compliance with undis- programs. The looked-for opposiComthe
of
ions
tion from Communists in the State,
puted interpretat
munications Act. Senator Wheeler
however,
was not forthcoming.
of the Inter(D-Mont.),
Commerce Committee in There was not one telephone call
statechairman
which radio legislation originates,
opposing the Iowa Network's stand,
declared on the Senate floor May 30 he said.
that amendment of the Act to perRep. sailed
Cox
(D-Ga.), inona June
the networks
speech3 ason
mit broadcasters certain discretionthe
House
floor
for
their
contention
p
ary powers of censorshi should be that they were compelled by law to
enacted. He said he thought the
carry the Communist proceedings.
Act, as now written, goes too far.
NAB President Neville Miller in He declared his analysis of the Act
a statement May 31 also observed
showed no such provision. Demanding that the networks be investithat European developments, pargated by Congress, he declared it
ticularly in the light of the Browwas too late in the session to underder incident, might require amendtake such a probe but suggested
ment of the political section of the
the House should launch it
Act. He pointed out that the sec- that
tion clearly requires stations to early in the next session.
either exclude the candidates of all
Rep. Cox attacked David Sarnoff,

RUDOLPH
IS NAMED
TO WLW POSITION
JOHN F. RUDOLPH, executive in
the wholesale drug firm of McKesson & Robbins and its predecessors
for 33 years, will join WLW, Cincinnati, July 1 as
coordinator of
all merchandising
and sales
promo-In
tion activities.
addition, he will
be in direct charge
of
WLW's Hetrade
relations.
has
been in charge of
the Cincinnati division of McKesson & Robbins
for
Mr. Rudolph
the last 10 years.
Addition of Mr. Rudolph to the
executive stalf of WLW is in line
with an increased budget set up
this year cational
for workthein expansion
eduthe retailof trade
field. He will assume executive direction of both the present sales
promotion department, headed by
William Oldham, and the merchandising department, headed by Miss
Beulah Strawway. They have been
reporting direct to Robert E. Dunville, general sales manager, to
whom Mr. Rudolph will now report.
One of his first undertakings will
be expansion of the present setup
in WLW test stores. Several major
projects
are being
prepared,
details of which
will be
announced
about Sept. 1.
FM New York OflSce
FM BROADCASTERS Inc. has set
up
New under
York the
officedirection
at .52 Vanderbilt aAve.,
of Dick
Dorrance, formerly of WOR, Newark.
Telephone is Murray Hill 4-7201.
ROY COLLINS, colored page poy of
WOR, Newark, is the composer of the
sonK "Can't Get Those Blue From My
Soul", which Milton Kaye featured
recently on bis Clarion program on
WOR. Collins has had two other songs
broadcast on MBS,
RCA president and NBC board
chairman, for being "a close assoof the Molotov.
brother-in-law"
of
Soviet ciate
Premier
He did not
elaborate on this allegation. Rep.
Cox also charged that Mr. Sarnoff
"inspired the editorial 'Public
Enemy No. 1' in a recent issue of
A Technical Point
Nathan Boone Williams, Washington attorney, declared June 11
itCollie7''s".
was his view that no radio station is under legal compulsion to
allow any person to use its facilities
merely because either he says or
someone else says for him that he
is a "candidate" for the office of
President or Vice-President. He
contended that under the statute
there is no such person known as
athese
"legally
candidate"
offices,qualified
since they
are filled for
by
electors
chosen
at
national
elections.
While it is known that these electors willdividual
vote
for aoffices,
particular
infor these
they are

not legally bound to do so, he contended. When Congress passed Sec.
315 of the Communications Act and
used the term "legally qualified
candidate", according to Mr. Williams, "it certainly had knowledge
of both the Constitution and its own
recent legislation defining the term
'candidate'."
BROADCASTING
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World History
WORLD Broadcasting System is recording for posterity
and for rebroadcast use by
its 200 affiliated program
service stations many of the
important speeches being
made by the nation's leaders
during the present world crisis. The recordings include
the President's May message
to Congress on armament
appropriations, his fireside
talk on May 26, and the talk
by former President Herbert
Hoover on May 27.
FM Demonstration
(Continued from page 20)
may be made for the next three
years it is bound to be exceeded."
The station men, many of whom
had not previously witnessed an
FM demonstration, showed great
interest and kept Maj. Armstrong
and Mr. Gunther answering questions about the location and power
of transmitters necessary to give
FM coverage of their individual
markets.
Those Attending
Those attending the demonstration were:
Arnold Nygren, WFIL
Dale McLaughlin, WGNY
H. N. Cassill, WGNY
B. T. Whitmire, WFBC
L. W. Milbourne, WCAO
M. L. Jones, WCAO
C T. Lucy, WRVA
D. C. Woods, WRVA
J. W. Robertson, WDBJ
P. P. Allen, WLVA
F. Rochrenbeck, WHN
Paul Fielding, WHN
H. R. LePoidevin, WRJN
Jack Heintz, WCBS
L. G. Pefferle, WCBS
Clifton Foss, WLTH
Miss Hyla Kiczales, WOV
Ralph Nardella, WOV
L. W. Berne, WCNW
Arthur Faske, WCNW
H. N. Cocker, WTEL
E. D. Hibbs, WTEL
L. M. Biederman, WTEL
H. Wheelahan, WSMB
N. L. Wilson, WAWZ
E. D. Smith. WAWZ
J. E. Thayer, WWNC, and son
F. B. Hales, WBRY
N. A. Thomas, WOOD
J. E. Mathiot, WGAL
,
James L. Spates, WHAI
James Gavigan, WHAI
E. J. Gluck, WSOC
Frank A. Headley, Headley-Reed Co.
Robert Green, Bryant-Griffith & Brunson
Frank I. Coyle, Bryant-Griffith & Brunson
Jack Leonard, Sao Paulo, Brazil
D.
Berne,
Ad Auriema
L. H.
Gilbert,
WNBF Inc. (exporting)
L. H. Stants, WNBF
George Hedy, WJBO
H. V. Anderson, WJBO
W. K. Dorman, John H. Perry & Associates
H. Hatchette, John H. Perry & Associates
G. H. Brewer, WJEJ
G. C. Crilley, WJEJ
E. Chappell, WGNY
W. Dunkelbarger, WGNY
Fred Dodge, WFIL
James Allan, WFIL
Dick Dorrance, FM Broadcasters Inc.
J. R. Poppele. WOR
M. Clark, WHEC
P. V. Collison. Stromberg-Carlson Co.
F. Hinkle, WHBC
J. H. McGillvra, J. H. McGillvra Co.
J. G. Keyworth, WELI
M. S. Kellner, Katz Agency
R. Woodward, Free & Peters
T. R. Kennedy, New York Times
E. L. Bragden, New York Sun
Maury Long, Broadcasting
Bruce Robertson, Broadcasting
A. J. Kendrick, WBS
Charlea Lauda, WBS
T. P. Dewhirst. WBS
K. Johnson, WIBX
J. W. Shulte, WSTP
James
Parker, CBS
Cal Kuhl, J. Walter Thompson Co.
Keith Henney, Electronics
Don Fink, Electonics
J. Bogart, New York Herald-Tribune
C. R. Banks, American Airlines
F. S. Randall, TWA
D. C. Alcorn, WBNX
Dr. H. L. Wilson, WBNX
BROADCASTING

Beaux Arts Competition
Yields 120 Designs for
New
WE
Transmitters
FINAL results of one of the most
successful architectural competitions ever offered by the Beaux
Arts Institute — for a new 1 kw.
broadcast transmitter design — will
be announced June 19 at a special
preview
givenInstitute
by the in
board
trustees of the
Newof York.
The contest was sponsored by
Western Electric Co. in collaboration with the Institute, and it is
expected the winning designs will
be employed by the company in new
transmitter models.
The contest was open to students
of American architectural schools,
with some 120 entries submitted,
including many pen and ink
sketches, four or five color drawings and three-dimensional models.
Almost without exception the students chose a modern motif.
Judges were Ralph Walter,
Jacques Ely Kahn, Alfred Fellheimer and J. Andre Fouilhaux,
leading American artists, and J. R.
Poppele, WOR chief engineer. The
prizes donated by WE were $250
first prize, $100 second prize and
$50 third prize. Following the preview a selection of the best drawings will go on display at Rockefeller Home Center, New York, for
two weeks. It also is expected they
will be displayed at the NAB convention in San Francisco Aug. 4-7.
Du Mont Station to N. Y.
ALLEN B. DuMONT Laboratories
has moved its .50-watt experimental
television transmitter from Passaic,
N. J. to New York and will shortly
begin making field strength tests from
the location of its 1,000-watt transmitter at 515 Madison Ave. Work on
the new transmitting apparatus is proceeding rapidly, according to Mortimer
W. Loewi, vice-president, and in.stallation will begin as soon as the city
building supervising officials have approved the erection of the transmitting
antenna. Mr. Loewi, who returned to
New York June 12 from Florida, said
that his company is receiving more
orders for receivers than it can keep
up with, adding that they are chiefly
from restaurants and taverns rather
than
use. from private individuals for home
ONE of the first systems of two-way
FM communications for police service
has been installed in Douglas County,
Neb., with remote control of the 25watt General Electric FM transmitter
at Clearview exercised from the
sheriff's office in Omaha.
J. L. Kaufman, WFBM
Roy Thompson. WFBG
A. G. Belle Isle, WSYR
R. W. Hoffman. WHFC
L. C. Smeby. NAB
F. W. Boettcher. WHN
A. Sinsheimer. Peck Adv. Agency
E. Bishop, WGH
Paul F. Braden, WING
R. B. Woodyard, WING
John Demsky. WBRE
Charles Sakoski. WBRE
H. M. Biele. AP
Hoyt Wooten. WREC
Tam Bixby, WBIX
Tam Bixby, Jr., WBIX
J. S. Perry, Jr.. WCOA
Perry Esten, WENY
W. H. Wood, WMBG
E. Godfrey, WBAB
Guy B. Robinson, Yankee Network
R. Aylor, WGH
Frank N. Hartz, Detroit Edison Co.
Charles Singer, WOR
P. Hedrick, WSJS
George Storer, Fort Industry Co.
Major E. H. Armstrong, W2XMN
REL executives and representatives were
Charles M. Srebroff, Frank A. Gunther,
Salvatore A. Barone, Gustavus Reiniger,
George Papamarcos, Russell A. Berg, Joseph Vondrasek, Marian Wade, Vera Kulich, Margaret McKnight, Edward R. Phillips, Joseph
L. Dalton, Harry Quist and
Herman
Mitchell.
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FACTSi

For years, behind laboratory doors and in
guarded field tests a new radio development was taking place. Today FREQUENCY MODULATION is a proven
fact with a far-reaching effect on the
entire broadcasting industry. LINGO is
proud to have pioneered in the FM field
. . . proud that MAJ. E. H. ARMSTRONG
uses several LINGO TURNSTILE ANTENNAS at W2XMN, Alpine, N. J. These
patented antennas are now available to

Write for Information
Our engineering staff will
st you,
be pleased to assi
without obligation, by
er turn
planningstile theantennapropfor
yourparticular building or supporting tower. Inquiries
should indicate planned
frequency, number of
turnstile bays desired, location and height of building or supporting tower.
JOHN

YOU, specially designed for each FCC
application for installment on buildings
and supporting towers. No guesswork or
vague theories go into the designing of
LINGO TURNSTILE ANTENNAS. Our
years of pioneering in this field enables
us to furnish complete turnstiles comprising of the essential tubular steel
mounting pole, elements, insulators, wires,
bands, etc.

E.

LINGO
&
SON,
Inc.
Established 1S97
Licensed Manufacturers of Patented Turnstile Antennas
DEPT. B-615
CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY
VERTICAL

LINGO

RADIATORS
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Directors

Named,

BMI
Lauded
by
Districts of NAB
FOUR NAB district directorsJohn A. Kennedy, WCHS, Charleston; John J. GilHn Jr., WOW, Omaha; Herb Hollister, KANS-KFBI,
Wichita,
O'Fallon,
KFEL,
Denver — and
were Gene
reelected
at district
meetings during the first two weeks
in June.
At all of the district meetings
BMI was given confidence votes,
after NAB and BMI executives outlined the scope and function of the
operation. Carl Haverlin, public relations director of BMI, at each of
the sessions outlined the objectives
of the wholly-owned music subsidiary.
Other activity at the meetings included recommendations that the
NAB study the whole matter of
Daylight Savings Time and its effects upon programs and commercial phases, establishment of a unit
plan of volume measurement for
the industry, dealer cooperative advertising and consumer cooperatives. NAB President Neville Miller attended the District 10 meeting
at St. Louis June 8 and the District
9 meeting at Wichita June 9. C. E.
Arney Jr., assistant to the president, attended all four sessions.
At the District 14 meeting (Colorado, Idaho, Utah, Wyoming, Montana) in Salt Lake City 19 of 24
member stations were present and
unanimously passed resolutions endorsing Broadcast Music Inc. and
praising its progress and accomplishments. Four stations — KVOD,
Denver, KYDL, Salt Lake City,
KIDO, Boise, and KEUB, Price,
Utah — signed BMI subscriptions.
Earl Glade KSL, member of the
NAB Code Compliance Committee,
made a strong appeal for industry
support of Code provisions, especially on controversial issues. Part
of the all-day meeting was devoted to sales discussion, with Walt
Wagstaif, KDYL commercial manager, presiding.
District 4 Meeting
Guest speakers at the District 4
meeting in Greensboro included
Mrs. Dorothy Lewis, national radio chairman of the Society of
New England Women; Dr. J. C.
Waldron, U. S. Oflnce of Education; Mr. Haverlin and Joseph
L. Miller, NAB labor relations director. Edney Ridge, WBIG,
Greensboro, was in charge.
Attending the meeting were
James C. Howe, WBTM; C. T.
Lucy, WRVA; Philip P. Allen,
WLVA-WBTM; Edney Ridge,
WBIG; H. W. Wilson, WGTM; Allen Wannamaker, WGTM; 0. L.
Maxey, WRTD; John W. New
WTAR; Bryce P. Beard, WSTP;
John J. McAllister, WHKY;
Wayne M. Nelson, WMFR; F. C.
Todd, WGNC; Pat M c S w a i n,
WGNC; John W. Shultz, WSTP;
R. P. Jordan, WDBJ; E. J. Gluck,
WSOC; F. D. Kesler, WDBJ;
Frank V. Becker, WTBO; Norris
L. O'Neil, WSJS; J. F. Jarman,
Jr., WDNC; Gill Murray, WRAL;
George W. Smith, WWVA; Don S.
Elias, WWNC; Wilbur M. Havens,
WMBG; Robert E. Mitchell,
WMBG; A. D. Willard, Jr., WJSV;
J. D. Saumenig, WIS; A. E. Joscelyn, WBT; Richard H. Mason,
WPTF; R. E. Penny, WBT; J. H.
Dodge, WRC-WMAL; Campbell
Arnoux, WTAR-WPID; Edward
Page 84
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Network

Report Seen Threat
(Continued from page 81)
onto the advertising agency the potential listeners failed to hear
right of selection and production of
Worldcommittee
Series of contended
1939."
that
these network programs. The re- theThe
sponsibilities are shifted still fur- primary service rendered by netther from the station when, as in
works is far from nationwide in
many instances, the advertising
scope
and
"millions of persons
agencies have passed them on to receive no that
adequate network proprogram producing agencies.
gram service under existing condiIt was held that a least 90% of
tions." Nevertheless, it said it beall network commercials are thus
lieved that network duplication
produced and that these programs
should be held to a minimum.
brought the networks approximately $50,000,000 in 1938.
Desire for Profits
The committee observed: "The vs. Public Service
station licensee has very limited
supervision over network programs.
"The basic theory of the ComThe protection of the listening pubmunications Act is that broadcast
lic is thus passed from licensee to stations shall render service to the
network to advertising agency to
broadcasting is valuprogram producing agency. The public.able toChain
the furnishing of a comresponsibility for serving the pubplete program service. The two
lic interest placed by the statute
upon the station evaporates when principal networks have compiled
a record of profitable business opit is so diffused."
eration, and have established themselves in a dominant position in the
Jockeying of World Series
radio field. But, perhaps not unContracts Recalled
naturally, the desire for profits
The committee cited the 1939 appears to have been foremost, and
baseball World Series as an illus- unquestionably, the profit motive
to restrict the distritration of the eff'ect of exclusive has operated
bution of network service, and to
outlet contracts on particular prolisteners of the adgrams. It pointed out that MBS ob- deprive many
vantages of chain broadcasting
tained exclusive privileges for the
series with Gillette Safety Razor Co. service", the report stated.
"Although the major networks
as sponsor. When it attempted to
purchase time from stations under purport to be national in their
contract to other networks, CBS and scope, the record shows that, while
NBC were said immediately to have they have gone voluntarily into the
called upon their outlets to respect better markets, they have neglected
the less profitable ones and, as a
provisions of their contracts.
result, some 320 stations, including
"This pi-evented certain licensees about 220 which are the only stafrom accepting a program for
tions in their communities, remain
which they believed there was pub- without major network connections.
lic demand and which they thought
"From a financial and economic
would be in the public interest," standpoint it seems clear that the
the reported
stated.
"It
also
denetwork organizations occupy a
prived the advertiser of network
advertising service in some areas predominant place in the broadcast
and prevented the licensee from industry which has enabled them to
receiving income which could have profit handsomely at the expense
been obtained from acceptance of of the independently owned and
the program series. Mutual, on the controlled stations ... It should also
other hand, refused to allow other be recognized that there is considerable evidence in the record
stations to broadcast the program
in communities where it had ex- which indicates that from a social
clusive outlets and also refused the viewpoint the profits derived from
program munities
to stations
in other were
com- network operations have not been
which it considered
sufficiently utilized for the betterwithin the area covered by Mutual
ment and expansion of the indusoutlets. As a result, thousands of
E. Bishop, WGH; W. D. Workman, Jr., WTMA; Edward E. Edgar, WGH.
St. Louis Session
At the 10th District Meeting in
St. Louis, 25 of 33 NAB members
were present. A resume of activities of NAB, along with legislation,
labor, FM, television and copyright
development was given by NAB
President Miller. Mr. Arney recounted tentative plans for the San
Francisco convention.
Mr. Haverlin also addressed the
St. Louis meeting, graphically explaining the manner in which BMI
proposed
to function
uponat the
expiraton of ASCAP
contracts
end
of the year. The group adopted a
motion expressing confidence in
BMI. Father W. A. Burk of WEW,
St. Louis, announced subscription
of his station to BMI and several
other stations followed suit.
Edgar L. Bill, WMBD, Peoria,

chairman of the NAB Code Compliance Committee, outlined the
need for united support of the code
by broadcasters. Asking for a better understanding of the code by
try."
broadcasters,
his remarks precipitated a lengthy discussion on code
compliance.
Attending 10th District
Salestrict held
managers
the 10th
Disa sessionof June
8 under
chairmanship of Craig Lawrence,
sales manager of Iowa Broadcasting System. He offered a resolution
calling upon the NAB board to approve a survey and study of the
effect of Daylight Saving Time upon program and commercial phases
of radio, which was unanimously
adopted. Among other subjects discussed were the consumer problem, unit plan of volume measurement, dealer-cooperative advertising and kindred subjects.
Those attending the 10th DisBROADCASTING

trict meeting were L. A. Benson,
WIL; Hale Bondurant, WHO;
Rev. W. A. Burk, S. J., WEW;
William B. Quarton, WMT; Buryl
Lottridge, WOC; Craig Lawrence,
KRNT; Robert T. Convey, KWK;
Mike Carmichael, KWK; Ken
Church, KMOX; Bob Drohlich,
KDRO; Bill Durney, WIL; Dean
Fitzer, WDAF; Ray Dady, KWK;
Harold Fair, WHO; L. O. Fitzgibbens, WOC; Harold Fulton, WHO;
John J. Gillin, Jr., WOW; Luther
Hill, KSO; Oscar Hirsch, KFVS;
Charles A. Kennedy, KVFD; J. 0.
Maland, WHO; Cy Rapp, KMA;
William Reuss, WOW; Claude
Rock, WIL; R. H. Sawyer, KMA;
Vernon H. "Bing" Smith, KOWH;
C.
L. Thomas,
KFRU;
"Woody"
Woods,
WHO; E.
C. Woodward,
KFNF; John Bohn, KMOX; Merle
S. Jones, KMOX; Arthur Casey,
KMOX; J. Soulard Johnson,
KMOX; Don Searle, KOIL-KMMJ- I
KFAB; Edgar L. Bill, WMBD;
Gomer Bath, WMBD; Milt Blink,
Standard Radio.
Those attending the sales managers' session were John W. Bohn,
KMOX; L. O. Fitzgibbons, WOC;
Mike Carmichael, KWK; John J.
Gillin, WOW; Bob Convey and Ray
Dady, KWK; Charles A. Kennedy,
KVFD; Bill Durney, WIL; William B. Quarton, WMT; Claude
C. Rock, WIL; J. "Cy" Rapp,
KMA; Don Searle, KOIL-KFABKMMJ; Harold Fulton and Hale
Bondurant, WHO; Craig Lawrence
of KSO-KRNT, Des Moines, who
presided over the session.
Wichita Meeting
At the 12th District Meeting in
Wichita casters
June
9, attended
by broadfrom Kansas
and Oklahoma,
a resolution was adopted advocating a thorough study by NAB of
Daylight Savings Time and its affect upon program and commercial
phases of radio.
Present at the meeting were: H.
K. Lindsley, KFBI; Herbert Hollister, KFBI; Jack Todd, KANS;
Plez Clark, KFH; Mrs. W. H.
Reitz, KVAK; J. C. Denious,
KGNO; K. W. Trimble, KTSW;
Clem Morgan,
Ellis Atteberry,
KCKN; KVGB;
R. J. Laubengayer,
KSAL; Ben Ludy, WIBW; Milton
B. Garber,
KCRC;
H. Bonebrake,
KOCY;
NealM. Barrett,
KOMA; Owen Balch, KSAL; Vernon Reed, KFH; Don Searle,
KOIL; Frank Lynch, WBBZ; Mrs.
Adelaide L. Carrell, WBBZ; Phil
McKnight, WIBW; Ken Douglass,
KTOK; Clark Luther, KFH; K. W.
Pyle, KFBI; John Schilling, WHB;
Nelson Rupard, WHB; Clarence
Rupp, KFBI; Leroy Stokely,
KFBI; Vernon Minor, KVAK; Neville Miller, NAB; C. E. Arney, Jr.,
NAB; Carl Haverlin, Broadcast
Music Inc.; Milton Blink, Standard
Radio.
Loyola U Awards
SIX ties
radio
and recognition
personaliwere programs
selected for
in the annual poll conducted by the
radio department of Loyola U,
Los Angeles. Awards were announced by Martin H. Work, director of the department. Awards
were given the CBS Columbia
Workshop; Fred Allen Show sponsored on NBC-Red by Bristol-Myers Co.; NBC Metropolitan Opera
programs; John Nesbitt, conductor
of Passing Parade, sponsored on
NBC California stations by Bank
of America, San Francisco; Thomas Freebairn-Smith, CBS Hollywood announcer.
• Broadcast
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Conclusions

of

(Continued from page 13)
j tailment of the scope of activity of
the outlet stations.
Thus, the provisions of these
contracts vi^hich forbid the outlet
to accept programs from any other
netM^ork, vsrhich prohibit the outlet
from accepting programs from national advertisers at rates lower
I than those charged by the network,
I and which require the outlet to
' keep available for the use of the
I network all, or almost all, of its
time, stifle competition and tend to
I make the outlet the servant of the
, network rather than an instrument
for serving the public interest. The
station is thereby rendered incapable of serving as a medium of
local self-expression through the
broadcast of local programs.
Networks Seem Dominant
Similarly, the onerous burden of
proof placed upon the outlet when
it desires to reject a commercial
network program has resulted in
the almost universal acceptance of
all such network programs and the
delegation by the licensee-outlet of
its duty to operate in the public
interest. The long life of these contracts and the retention by the networks of the option of renewal,
without according a like privilege
to the outlet, give the chains a
dominant bargaining position sufficient to enable them to dictate policies to the station licensees.
Finally, a disproportionate share
of the receipts from a network
, broadcast is retained by the netjI work
contracts.organization
We believe under
that these
individual
and corporate licensees should be
independent and successful if they
are to serve fully the public interest.
Claims Authority to Act
j

It is the committee's opinion that
many of the evils of chain broadcasting can be removed by the
elimination of certain provisions
now found in the regular networkoutlet contract. The committee believes that there is authority under
the statute to deal with the problems raised by these contractual
arrangements. Section 303 (i) of the
Connmunications Act of 1934 provides that the Commission shall
I "have authority to make special
I regulations applicable to radio stations engaged in chain broadcasting".
It is our opinion that the authority so granted by the Act includes
the power to make regulations governing the contracts entered into
between a licensee and a network
where such contracts affect the duty
or ability of licensees to operate
in the public interest.
The power conferred by Section
303 (i) is buttressed by the grant
of authority contained in Sections
307(d) and 309(a) requiring the
Commission to refuse licenses or
renewals thereof unless the Commission finds that public interest,
conveniece or necessity would be
served by granting the license or
renewal. It is our opinion, based
upon the extensive investigation
BROADCASTING

Network

- Monopoly

which we have just completed, that
public interest, convenience or necessity are adversely affected by
inclusion in the network-outlet
contracts of many of the contractual provisions referred to above.
Transcriptions and Talent
As the report clearly shows, the
activities of the principal networks
in the fields of electrical transcription and talent supply raise problems which vitally concern the welfai'e of the industry and the listening public. These and other network practices which have tended
to restrict competition in the radio
broadcast field can be eliimnated
or, at least, ameliorated by a redefinition of the licensing policy of
the Commission.
The problems in the chain broadcasting field are interdependent and
closely related with one another
and with the network-outlet contract. The elimination of arbitrary
and inequitable contractual arrangements will tend to subject
the networks to active competition
and will render the independent
station more secure within the industry, and better able to cope
with the networks in all fields of
broadcast activity.
The committee believes that the
Commission should proceed at once
to deal with these problems to the
extent that Congress has given it
authority in the Communications
Act of 1934. In our opinion, the
Commission possesses ample power
under the Communications Act to
redefine its licensing policy and require the elimination of inequitable
and arbitrary contractual arrangements which affect the duty of the
licensee to serve the public interest.
Revaluation of Clear Channels
The committee believes that
competition in the radiobroadcast
field can be further enhanced by a
revaluation of the so-called clearchannel policy, whereby new stations are refused acces sto clear
channels regardless of the service
which the new station would be
able to render and regardless of
how small the interference to the
clear-channel station would be. The
record evidences that all but two
of the high-power clear-channel
stations in the United States are
on the Columbia and National networks as well as all the highpower regional stations.
The exclusive grant of a clear
channel to a station which can only
serve limited areas prevents people
in other sections of the country
from receiving service from stations which could otherwise operate on the clear-channel frequency.
In our opinion, the Commission
should consider the wisdom and
practicability of utilizing the clear
channels so that people living in
all sections of the United States
can have the benefit of radio reception at present denied them.
The committee desires also to
direct the attention of the Commission to the following problems
suggested by the report:
1. The necessity and advisability
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Festival Draws
RADIO FESTIVAL celebrations over the country are
drawing unusually 1 a r g e
numbers of station visitors,
both adults and the schoolkid
listeners to whom the NABsponsored promotion is particularly directed. A free public picnic sponsored by KSOKRNT, Des Moines, June 2
as part of its Radio Festival observation attracted 23,800 persons to the afternoon
and evening festivities.
Among other typical reports
coming to Broadcasting is
the statement by WDRC,
Hartford, Conn., that 10,000
persons, the greatest crowd
in the station's history, visited the studios June 3-8 during Open House Week.
of requiring networks to be licensed by the Commission.
2. The ownership of stations by
networks.
3. The ownership of more than
one station by an individual or corporation.
4. The control of talent by networks.
5. The dominant position of National in the transcription field.
6. The difficulties involved in
supervising the transfer of control
of corporate licensees because of
their
stock being listed on stock exchanges.
The actual administrative experience which the Commission will
obtain under its new licensing
policy vdll enable it to suggest to
the Congress the enactment of
amendatory legislation to deal with
these problems if such is later
found to be necessary.
It is the opinion of the committee that through the exercise of
the powers of the Commission in
dealing with the contractual relations between network and outlet,
the potential advantages of chain
broadcasting in this country can
be retained. At the same time, the
abuses which have prevented many
of its potential advantages from
being realized can be corrected. It
is the committee's belief that the
excision of arbitrary and inequitable provisions from network-outlet contracts will eliminate many
of the detrimental practices involved in chain broadcasting without sacrificing any of the benefits.
Win RCA Honors
ELEVEN high school students in
various parts of the country have
been notified by David Sarnoff that
they are preliminary winners in
the RCA scholarship plan announced in early April [Broadcasting, April 15]. The 11 winners
will be brought to New York and
Camden during August to inspect
RCA and NBC facilities, the final
winner to be selected after an
examination Sept. 1. Main prize is
a $4,000 scholarship to an accredited engineering college. The other
contestants will receive $100 in cash

HOBBY of Bert Puckett, sports announcer of WMT, Cedar Rapids,
la., is his "ham" station, W9DTB,
with which he can send and receive
both phone and code. Puckett is
the rare species of announcer who
can operate at the mike and the
controls with equal facility. During
Admiral Byrd's 1927-28 expedition
he maintained a regular schedule
with the South Pole, clearing 2,000
code messages, and for several
months
was Byrd's
shortwavehe operator
in theexclusive
United
States. That was during his high
school days. Even today, working
at histactstation,
he is in constant
conwith commercial
and amateur
operators.
Broadcasters

in Florida

Re-elect King President
FRANK KING, operator of WMBR,
Jacksonville, and part owner of
WFOY, St. Augustine, on June 9
was reelected president of the
Florida Assn. of Broadcasters at
its annual convention at Ponte
Vedre Beach. Other officers elected were Gilbert Freeman, WTAL,
Tallahassee, first vice-president;
Jack Hopkins, WJAX, Jacksonville,
second vice-president; Spencer
Mitchell, WDAE, Tampa, secretary-treasurer; Bob Tigert, WFTL,
Fort Lauderdale, Henry Wells,
WJHP, Jacksonville, and W. Walter Tison, WFLA, Tampa, directors.
The association also passed a
resolution approving the BMI project and accepted for membership
WJHP, WFTM, WFTL, WSPB,
WTSP, WDLP, WLOF and WTMC.
Andrew W. Bennett, special NAB
counsel on copyright, and W. Walter Tison, NAB district director,
addressed the meeting on copyright
and on BMI and NAB membership. Another meeting is scheduled
for Orlando about Nov. 15.
Pearson & Allen Sub
AS a nine-week summer replacement for True or False on NBCBlue, J. B. Williams Co., Glastonbury, Conn., has signed Drew Pearson and Bob Allen noted Washington columnists, to start July 8 in
the Monday, 8:30-9 p. m. period.
The name of the program has not
been arranged, according to J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, the
agency in charge, but it will be
reports on the inside activities in
Washington, handled similarly to
their syndicated newspaper column
"Washington
is
understood Merry-Go-Round."
that True or FalseIt
will return in the fall.
AS A WARTIME precaution, the
British Government has banned all
auto radios in England.

prizes.
Advertising
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In Chicagbland

i^-

300,000 Lithuanians'
Listen and Respond to
THE

:

LITHUANIAN
HOUR

I

Over 5,000 Watt WHIP l
10:00 to 11:00 A.M. daily
• • •
A few facts:
1. Rated No. 1 program by
87% of people canvass- ,
ed in survey of 25,000
Lithuanian homes.
2. Drew 53,221 letters in i
December, 1939.
3. Five current participants :
have been represented a
total of 19 years. >■
• • •
;
for participation details, writeSALTIMIERAS
RADIO ADVERTISERS'^
6912 S. Western Avenue :
Telephone:
Prospect 4050
CHICAGO,
I Liy
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Lost-Minute Scripts From Agencies Deplored;
Clear Disc Instructions Necessary
By IRVIN G. ABELOFF,
Program Service Director, WRVA, Richmond
WITH advertising agencies in- enough time for a brief scanning
creasing their expenditures for ra- of the copy, and he puts it on the
dio advertising via transcriptions,
air best he can in view of the limited time for advance reading and
a few thoughts relative to obtaininterpretation. Incidentally, a t
ing maximum station cooperation
WRVA the policy is to have comand service on
mercial copy with the announcer
tran s c riptions
for familiarizing purpose at least
come to mind.
24 hours in advance of broadcast
These thoughts
time, when such copy is received
and suggestions
in ample time.
are borne out of
It is to be remembered, too, that
actual incidents
where an agency sends in only one
and experiences
copy of an announcement or script,
in our own busy
the station many, for the purpose
Abeloff
WRVA program
of complete service, find it necesservice department.
sary to have duplicates made for
the production department, the conAn advertising agency can matrol room, etc. At WRVA and at
terially assist a station in rendering that "best possible service" by every other conscientious station
getting copy and instructions to all cues, tie-ins and details are considered in advance to make more
the station in ample advance time.
This little extra time frequently en- effective the airing of the transcription— and, of course again, such
ables the station to check thoroughly on the agency's commercials and behalf
attentionrespectfully
to detail in merits
the sponsor's
ample
instructions — to the agency's advantage. For example, one year time.
there was an epidemic of influenza
Another step to assure maximum
service on transcriptions from a
in many sections of the country.
Fortunately, the WRVA radius es- radio station is to forward comcaped it. However, during this peri>
plete, specific instructions. Particuod WRVA received copy from an
larly is this true concerning the acagency for a product which helped
tual transcription-identification anbuild resistance against colds, etc.
gle. Since such identification is reThe opening sentence in this copy
quired by the FCC, every alert station necessarily identifies such
read: "Flu epidemic hits Richtranscriptions at all times, in its
mond!" The point is, this copy was
received in ample time for the sta- own words if the sponsor omits the
copy. Every station to call it to the agency's atten- point tionintries,hisof own
course, to make such
tion and receive more appropriate
copy instead. In another case, we identification as gracefully as possible— but why should the agency
received
all
right to copy
send which
your said:
child "It's
to bed
leave
such when,
a matterby tochecking
a station's
discretion
its
without supper if he's misbehaved,
copy
beforehand,
it
can
include
its
but, above all, don't fail to give own words and get exactly what it
him his glass of Blank Product." wants?
At the time this copy was scheduled
The need for complete, specific
there was a city-wide conference
of Parent - Teachers associations instruction is all the more readily
in Richmond, with prominent child realized when it is seen how varied
are the uses of transcriptions. Some
psychologists visiting and making
addresses on how to rear children. transcriptions are complete with
commercials and identification alChanged the Copy
ready recorded thereon; others
WRVA felt the proposed copy must be preceded by a live announcement; orfollowed by one; or
about sending the child off to bed
without supper might boomerang
have one at each end inserted; or
from the widely-attended confer- have one brought in at a certain
ence with adverse criticism and cue. In certain cases, changed marunfavorable comment on the adket conditions may prompt a sponvertiser. With time available,
sor to delete one or two commerWRVA consulted the agency on
cial announcements already recordthe matter. The agency agreed vdth
ed on the transcription and substitute for these deletions commercial
the WRVA view-point and different
announcements recorded on a sepcopy was used.
arate disc. These variations deGetting copy to a station in time
mand definite instructions from
should be a particular point if a
Monday broadcast is desired. Many
agency to station.
It is a pleasure to note that the
stations operate on a five-day work
basis, with the result that the sta- larger agencies placing quantity
tion executive in charge of okaying transcriptions always submit instructions clear in all details. And,
scripts may not be on duty Saturday. Thus when copy is mailed on except in a few instances, have
Friday from Chicago or Detroit or these instructions and commercials
New York to points at least one- with the stations ample time in advance. Since such a policy is one
night-mail-service away, it is possible that the copy is not checked of "all-to-gain-and-nothing-to-lose",
here's hoping, in company with
by the station executive until Monday, when it is scheduled. Checked,
other station program service directors anxious to give maximum
it may be that the announcer scheduled to read the copy does not come
efficiency, that this policy is exercised by all advertising agencies
on duty until briefly before broadcast time. The announcer has only placing transcriptions.
BROADCASTING
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Products
in

Survey

FOR THE THIRD consecutive
year, WQXR, New York, has made
a cross-section survey of its market by mailing with its monthly program booklet a return postcard
questionnaire, publishing the results in a 26-page booklet titled
WQXR 19 AO Market Survey. Of
the total 11,000 cards mailed to
listeners with the April program
booklet, the first 2,500 returns were
selected for analysis to discover
the favorite products used by families in the station's audience. The
survey breaks down the 2,464 products named, and shows the relative
standing of 307 leading brands in ^
the 26 classifications. f
Leaders in each group are as
follows: After-shave lation. Aqua
Velva and Mennen; antiacid, Phillip'sbonateMilkof soda
of Magnesia
and bicar-;
(brand unspecified)
automobile. Ford and Buick; bread,
Bond and Thomas; canned vegetables, Del Monte and White Rose;
cigarette. Chesterfield and Philip
Morris; cleansing tissue, Kleenex
and Venida; coffee, A & P and
Martinson's; cola drinks, CocaCola and Pepsi-Cola; cold cream,
Pond's and Daggett & Ramsdell's;
cough
drops,
Luden's
Smith
Brothers;
domestic
wine,andGambarelli &tric Davitto
and and
Taylor's;
elecrazor, Schick
Remington;
frozen vegetables, Birds Eye and
Honor; ham or bacon. Swift and
Beechnut;
hand &lotion,
Jergen's
and
Hind's Honey
Almond
Cream;
kitchen soap. Ivory and Kirkman;
milk, Borden
andand
Sheffield;
wash, Listerine
Lavoris;mouthpipe
tobacco. Revelation and Walnut;
radio, RCA- Victor and Philco; razor blades, Gillette and Schick;
shampoo, Drene and Fitch; soup,
Campbell and Heinz; toilet soap,
Lux and Ivory; typewriters. Remington and Royal.
A CAR thief hearing a warning from
W.JAG, Norfolk, Neb., about himself,
stopped "his" car and ran into a field.
Whereupon
a farmer
andto captured him. then
turned chased
him over
the
police, who immediately notified the
station. The station log shows that
only 20 minutes elapsed between the
time of the first broadcast warning
and the arrest.
LAMONT CORLISS & Co., New
York, from June 30 through July 6
will use announcements on the eight
homemaking programs in which it
participates on various stations
throughout the country to promote
Toll
House cookies
madeThefromannounceNestle's
semi-sweet
chocolate.
ments will tie in with the iced tea
campaign conducted that week by the
Tea
Bureau,
will are
stress
good Toll
Houseandcookies
with "how
iced
tea."
Cecil
&
Presbrey,
New
York,
handles the account.

KFRU

COLUMBIA, MISSOURI
A kilowatt of power on 630
kc. daytime with 500 watts
at night.
A Sales Message over KFRU
Covers the Heart of Missouri
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Lone

Star Chain

Names

James W. Pate Manager
JAMES W. PATE on June 10 was
appointed managing director of the
Lone Star Chain, Texas regional
network with headquarters at
KGKO, FORT
Worth. The appointment was
made by Lone
Star directors
Ted Taylor,
KGNC, Amarillo;
T i 1 f o r d Jones,
KXYZ, Houston;
Harold V. Hough,
KGKO. He succeeds Sam H.
Mr. Pate
Bennett, who resigned recently to become sales director of KMBC, Kansas City
[Broadcasting, May 1].
Mr. Pate entered radio in 1933
as a salesman for KTAT, Fort
V7orth, and later became general
manager of WACO, Waco, and
KNOW, Austin, operated by Hearst
Radio. The Lone Star Chain was
formed in September, 1939, and
includes KGKO, Fort Worth;
KGNC, Amarillo, KZYZ, Houston
and KRIS, Corpus Christi, in addition to KTSA, San Antonio and
KRGV, Weslaco.
Radio

Lends

Assistance

In Red Cross Campaign
RADIO stations over the country
were quicq to coperate with local
Red Cross chapters in the $20,000,000 war relief drive of the National
Red Cross. With networks and national sponsors coperating with spot
announcements on network and
transcribed programs [Broadcasting, June 1], local stations are
spearheading the drive in individual
comunities.
Among stations participating
were WOKO-WABY, Albany, N. Y.,
which on June 9 ran a 5 hour-55
minute Red Cross appeal in the late
evening netting the local chapter
$4,133.50, including a $500 anonymous contribution. In a 10-day drive
started late in May, WTMA,
Charleston, S. C, raised more than
$2,200, more than a quarter of
Charleston's original quota and an
eighth of al money collected there.
WCKY, Cincinnati, on June 15
started a series of Red Cross programs to aid
in raising
Cincinnati's
$240,000
quota.
L. B.
Wilson,
WCKY president and general manager, alo arranged a display of
refugee news pictures to dramatize
the need for relief. Boy Scouts are
aiding in the broadcasts and helping at the headquarters tent erected
downtown.
WBOW, Terre Haute, reported
that the Terre Haute Brewing Co.,
sponsoring two daily newscasts, had
ordered deletion of all commercials
and devotion of commercial time to
the Red Cross appeal.
Roma Wine Extending
ROMA WINE Co., New York, which
since May 1 has ben using 30-word
evening chain-break announcements
six times weekly on KQV, Pittsburgh, and WFIL, Philadelphia, is
now testing live and transcribed announcements 120 times weekly on
WAAT, Jersey City, and WMCA,
New York, to promote the Wine
Cellarete and tLa Boheme wines.
More stations will be added later
this summer. Account is handled in
the East by Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, New York.
BROADCASTING

Brown Hearing
(Continued from page H)
the President's sons. He characterized astatement by Commissioner Payne regarding RCA's lobbying activities, read into the record,
as "very extravagant", and added,
"They have never bothered me".
Senator Tobey also took the FCC
to task for failing to pay any attention to certain statements made
by former Rep. MacFarlane (DTex.) in 1938, charging RCA with
monopoly. After Commissioner
Brown had indicated that the statements had "never been talked of",
although they had not been consciously ignored, Sen. Tobey asked,
"Aren't you looking for the light?
You're red-blooded fellows, not a
bunch
nincompoops,
aren't you?"
Shortlyof after
this exchange
the

erator does today. Senator Gurney
declared, but rather on what has
been done in the past. He pointed
out that it takes time to build an
audience, and station management
must engage in a continuing process
of building good-will, which with
audience is the only value a station really has, since value of
equipment
as such is a minor
tor in this consideration.
With facthis
in mind, a sale price of 20 times the
physical worth is not too much,
he declared.
Droning along in its final stages,
the hearing wound up with a brief
inquiry into stockholdings in CBS.
Commissioner Brown indicated that
to his best knowledge the three
CBS stockholders were President
William S. Paley, I. D. Levy and

Dr. Leon Levy, with Mr. Paley holding the largest minority block of
stock. As this fact was developed,
both Chairman Wheeler and Senator Tobey declared that disposal of
part
of Mr.to Paley's
must be
of interest
the FCC,stock
particularly
if it amounts to transfer of control or transfer of an interest to a
foreign person or persons. A veiled
recommendation was made that, if
it could not be found out otherwise,
Mr. Paley be brought before the
FCC to tell to whom he had sold
parter asked
of his
Chairman Brown,
Wheelthatstock.
Commissioner
at his reappearance before the committee, advise the Committee as to
who will own certain stock sold by
Mr. Paley and what will be the
FCC's attitude on the transaction.

Senator declared: "My opinion is
that you're not fit to go on serving". He commented further that
"it's a damn funny thing that Senators find these things when the
Press Section Included
FCC can't."
Chairman Wheeler entered the
argument again as he went into
the activities of the FCC press section, which he said probably existed "for propaganda purposes"
primarily. Upon questioning. Commissioner Brown said the press
section had three employes, with the
chief, George Gillingham, drawing
a salary of about $4,600, and two
girl employees getting about $1,800
each. He commented that he did
not think there was any objection to
a "modest" press section.
Chairman Wheeler and Senator
Tobey each recited an instance in
their experience where in an overnight switch, pro-inquiry persons
had changed to lobbyists for antiinquiry companies. Sen. Wheeler
finally named Oswald F. Schuette,
of RCA, as one he had in mind.
Charging the FCC with support
of monopolistic practices. Senator
Tobey cited the transfer of WNAX,
Yankton, to the Cowles interests,
who already operated three stations
in Iowa, the acquisition of WNAX
giving them "100% control of
Iowa". He also cited the case of
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C, which he
charged was not able to get increased facilities until it had got
the consent of NBC by giving NBC
an option on itself.
The Good-Will Factor
Senator Gurney, pointing out that
he was speaking as a former broadcaster, exhibited interest in Commissioner Brown's observations in
regard to aversations
station's
worth.
between these
two Condeveloped agreement that running a
radio station amounts to running
a business, in the last analysis, and
certain business methods mtist underlie the whole operation.
Senator Gurney pointed out that
WNAX, when he was with that
station, had an annual payroll of
$98,000 a year, and said that during
its first few years it lost as much
as $50,000 annually. He also developed the point that equipment
obsolesces rapidly, with new advances every year which necessarily
must be incorporated into an upand-coming station.
The value of a station is not so
much dependent on what the op-
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FREE &
PETERS
National
Representatives
Chicago
New
York
LosDetroit
Angeles
Son Francisco
Atlanta

WTCN is owned and operated by the St. Paul Dispatch-Pioneer Press
and the Minneopolis Tribune and Times Tribune.
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WOL

Sues

Wahl,

Biow

For CBS Quiz Program
ACTION seeking $240,500 in damages from Biow Co., New York
agency, and its client, Wahl Co.,
Chicago, along with a permanent
injunction, was filed in New York
Federal court June 10 by WOL,
Washington. Recovery is sought on
the ground that the Wahl Co.'s
Take It or Leave It program on
CBS is similar to two programs in
which WOL claims prior rights.
According to the suit, filed by H.
Russell Bishop of Buckley & Buckley, Washington attorneys, WOL
originated a program called Double
or Nothing on Dec. 11, 1939, which
it had copyrighted. Through William Morris Agency a contract was
signed with Russell M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago agency, for a 13-week test
of the program at $750 weekly. It
is further stated that an agreement
was made last April with Paul Conrad to broadcast a program owned
by Conrad and titled Take It or
Leave It, and that the program was
broadcast on both WHN, New
York, and WOL on different occasions. When Wahl started its program on CBS April 21, 1940, Brown
& Williamson cancelled its contract,
it is alleged.
Navy Lays Restrictions
On Time Signal Pickups
NOTICE to broadcast stations that,
in order to meet requirements regarding rebroadcasts of Naval Observatory time signals, they must
rnake provision for direct reception rather than through networks
was given June 13 by FCC. The
notice stated that on Feb. 9 announcement was made that the
time signal must be obtained by
direct reception from a naval transmitter and that no time may be
announced as Naval Observatory
time if any lag has been introduced.

Because of complaints regarding accuracy, the FCC announced
that, effective June 13, any station
is authorized to broadcast Naval
Observatory time signals or transmit the signals received from other
sources provided no mechanical relays are used and that announcement of the time signal is made
without reference to any commercial activity. "Each licensee receiving the signals from wire lines
should obtain and be prepared to
inform any inquirers as to the actual time delay in transmitters,"
the FCC stated. Those requiring
more accurate time signals should
make provision for direct receptio
from naval radio stations in vari-n
ous parts of the country.
To Call NAB Board
A MEETING of the NAB board of
directors is planned by President
Neville Miller during latter June
in the light of war, copyright and
other developments. Suggestions
that, because of the tense war situation, the scheduled NAB convention in San Francisco Aug. 4-7 be
shifted to the East, will be considered. This was done in 1939
when the shift was from San Francisco to Atlantic City. Becasue of
the advanced state of preparations,
however, it is not expected that the
San Francisco plans will be
changed. President Miller tried to
get his executive committee together in mid- June but found date
conflicts. No definite dates yet have
been set.
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LATE^««/KOTES
TED HERBERT, former senior salesman of WOR, Newark, where he has
been for the past seven years, on July
1 joins the sales department of WHN,
New York. His brother, Ira M. Herbert, is WHN assistant sales director.
MAURICE E. McMURRAY, at one
time with BBDO, Chicago, and formerly advertising manager of National
City Lines, that city, has joined the
sales department of WHO, Des Moines.
WELLS H. BARNET Jr., salesman
of WLS, Chicago, on June 8 married
Judith Ann Hunting. Mr. Barnet is
the son of Wells Barnett, president of
the Weston-Barnett Adv. Agency,
Waterloo, Iowa.
MALVIN HANSEN, for the 1989-40
school year associated with the speech
department of Iowa State U, Ames,
has returned to WHO, Des Moines, as
assistant in the farm news department.
WALTER SPEIGHT, salesman and
special events announcer of WTMA,
Charleston, S. C, is the father of a
boy born recently.
ROCH ULMER, formerly announcer
of
KSTP,LosSt.Angeles.
Paul, has joined KFIKECA,
TOM PEDEN, announcer of WIRE,
Indianapolis, on June 1 married Susan
Scearce.
AFM

WAUHILLAU LAHAY, formerly of
KLZ, Denver, returns June 17 as coneditor and
director
activities,tinuityafter
several
monthsof women's
in newspaper work in Kansas City. Mark
Schreiber has resigned as assistant
graduate manager of athletics at the
Uannouncer.
of Colorado to join KLZ as sports
JULES
HACK
Jack Tish,
erly of the
NBC, and
Chicago,
guide formstaff,
have been graduated from the NBC
announcers' school and have accepted
announcing assignments. Hack joins
the staff of KSO, Des Moines, and
Tish goes to WKZO, Kalamazoo, Mich.
WALTER MYERS, NBC eastern division salesman, has been placed in
charge ofmercial
allbroadcasts
NI3C during
politicaltheandcurrent
comcampaign.
PAUL JONES, program director, and
Melvin Myer, of the sales staff of
WFLA, Tampa, Fla., are the fathers
of boys born late in May.
CARL E. BUS ART, formerly of
KCRJ, Jerome, Ariz., has joined the
olis.
engineering staff of WIRE, IndianapJACK FRANCIS PAYNE, formerly
of WTMJ, Milwaukee has joined the
continuity staff of WBBM, Chicago.

Convention

(Continued from 'page 16)
musicians. At the present time the
Federation has enough law to protect local men in local radio engagements without putting any excessive tax on traveling musicians, unless we merely do it for the purpose
of enriching the treasuries of locals
or that of the Federation, which
is unjust; therefore, the law should
be abrogated or at least greatly
modified.
"If a traveling band happens to
play in the jurisdiction of a local,
and during their stay also plays a
radio engagement, for which they
contracted before they entered the
jurisdiction, which contract generally covers many weeks, and which
was not and generally could not be
taken in competition with local
members, no reason exists why they
should be unduly taxed. They displace no local men during their engagement, which was not taken in
competition with local members,
and is generally played for sponsors who especially selected them
for this purpose.
"As the expected development of
the conditions which led to the
enactment of the law at least do no
longer exist, the maintenance of the
50% tax is held by members to be
highly arbitrary and not without
cause and I hope that the convention will correct same. A 10% surcharge on the engagement as is
charged by other traveling members, would be fair and consistent."
Fees for Discs
Abrogation of the 50% surcharge
on engagements of traveling bands
would reduce costs of transcription
companies as well as those of the
networks, for in certain cities, at
least, the AFM locals have recently
begun adding the 50% to transcriptions as well as live broadcasts
[Broadcasting, April 15].
Referring to transcriptions, Mr.
Weber included in his report the
changes
by the union's
executive established
board combining
library

Describes Himself
AL DAVIS, announcer of
KGVO, Missoula, Mont., in
mid-May took two steady
steps toward a legal career,
receiving his law degree from
Montana State U and passingtion.theAs though
State bar
this examinawas not
enough, Davis also had the
unique experience
of broadcasting his own graduation
ceremonies,
wereby carried in their which
entirety
the
station.
and commercial recordin-js under
a single scale [Broadcasting, Feb.
15]. This ruling instituted a wage
of $18utes orper
for "each music,
15 min-to
lessman
of recorded
be on one side of a disc, with or
without commercial continuity or
announcements, the rehearsing and
recording of which does not exceed
For recordings by symphony
one
hour." the board stipulated a
orchestras,
wage of $28 for "two hours recording, not to exceed 40 minutes playing time in each hour," with a rate
of $7 for each additional half-hoUr.
Mr. Weber suggested that the latter
section be changed to specify that
playing time must not exceed 20
minutes of the total half-hour.
Speaking on the law pending in
Congress to protect musicians
againstthehaving
their^^eber
music said
"stolen"
from
air, Mr.
that
"we have run into difficulties as
the law provides, in effect, that no
record could be made of any music
transmitted through the air unless
the consent of the person whose
musical or other renditions are
transmitted has first been secured.
This means if parades or like functions or public speeches, to which
music may be only incidental, is recorded, that then the consent of
each individual musician playing
would have to be secured before
such recordings could be made.
BROADCASTING

"It is held that this would be going entirely too far and therefore
the law should be amended so as to
restrict it to functions which are
entirely musical or in which music
is not incidental. Such an amendment is now taken under advice and
in due time will be submitted to
Congress." Adding that he hoped
a law can be passed to protect musicians without the objectionable
features,
he stated that
that a "it
of
course, understood
lawis,will
never be enacted which would prohibit the recording of music for
home or non-profit use."
Settlement Plan
Outlining the history and growth
of the AFM, Mr. Weber stated that
"we musicians have been singularly
successful in some respects at least,
more so than other labor organizations. We have in the past insisted
upon the employment of a certain
number of men. In other cases we
were even successful in having an
employer agree to the amount of
money cians
he during
woulda certain
expend for
time.musiNo
other union was ever successful in
having the employer agree to the
sum to be expended for the employment of its members. However,
those successes rested on a premise
of mutual understanding with the
employer and, under present condido so more
than everin before.tions,Imake
these now
statements
all
candor, because they are facts, and
in doing so I perform a duty. I must
not mislead, but must state the facts
is especially inas This
they statement
are."
teresting in view of the breakdown
of the national plan of settlement
between the union and the network
affiliates last winter, when the
broadcasters refused to renew a
type of agreement which might
have made them liable to Government prosecution under the antitrust laws,
despite
threats
nationwide
AFM strike.
At of
thea last
moment the AFM withheld such
action and permitted its locals to
sign individual
contractsFeb.
with1].sta-A
tions [Broadcasting,
similar plan is expected to be
adopted for non-network stations
as well, follovdng the termination
of their
settlement withnational
the AFM plan
in theof fall.
May Restore Fund
REOPENING the door closed by
the House in late May, the Senate
has moved toward allowing use of
Federal relief funds for Government radio activities, definitely prohibited in the relief appropriation
bill passedcasting,byJune 1].
the OnHouse
June [Broad12 the
Senate agreed to a provision in the
relief bill prohibiting the use of
relief money
to purchase
"broadcasting time".
banned use
of The
such House
funds bill
for
"broadcasting", and addition of the
word "time" is believed to allow
continuation of the work of the
radio division of the Office of Education, since the division spends its
funds only on program production
and research and none in buying
time.
LEVER BROS., Cambridge (Lifebuoy soap) on July 10 will start a
weekly serial on CBS, Wednesdays,
7 :30-8 p.m. Title of the first episode
will be Meet Mr. Meek, with titles
changing from week to week. Agency
is William Esty & Co., New York.
• Broadcast
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Agencies
AFRA

Consider
Disc

Plan

Discuss Proposed Code With
Transcription Executives
THREE representatives of the
transcription manufacturers and
three advertising agency executives, comprising a six-member
committee which will meet with
the American Federation of Radio
Artists in an attempt to negotiate
a contract covering the employment of talent on recorded programs, discussed the situation created by the submission of AFRA's
proposed trancription code [Broadcasting, June 1] in two all-day
meetings held June 11-12 in the
• NBC board room in New York.
Charles Gaines, secretary. World
Broadcasting System, and chairman of the transcription committee, said that a meeting with AFRA
officials would probably take place
within the next week or ten days,
but that no date had been set.
While declining to reveal the course
of the committee discussion, he intimated that further consultations
would be held by the committee
members before they met the union.
Other transcription members of
the transcription bargaining committee are John H. MacDonald,
business manager of NBC's radio
recording division, and C. M. Finney, president of Associated Music
Publishers. Agency group includes
Leonard T. Bush, vice-president,
Compton Adv. Inc., chairman; L.
D. Milligan, vice-president, Blackett-Sample-Hummert, and William
Spire, radio producer, McCannErickson.
FCC Hearing Awarded
In Transfer of WPAY
j FURTHER test of the newspaper
ownership issue appeared on the
horizon June 12 when the FCC
granted a hearing on the proposal
of Brush-Moore Newspapers Inc.,
publishers of the Portsmouth Times
and other Ohio newspapers, to acquire for $20,000 50% of the stock
of WPAY, Portsmouth local, and
thus become the sole owner. The
hearing, for which no date had been
set as Broadcasting went to press,
resulted after the full Commission
on June 6 had heard oral arguments by Horace L. Lohnes, counsel for both Brush-Moore and Chester A. Thompson, Cleveland financier seeking to sell his half interest in the station [Broadcasting,
June 1]. The June 12 hearing order
set aside the original order denying
the stock transfer and granted a
hearing set on seven issues.
In his 75-minute oral argument,
which was interrupted frequently
by
Commissioners'
Mr.
Lohnes
pointed out thatqueries,
since April
13 the FCC had granted six applications to the only newspapers in
certain cities. Chairman Fly pointed out that in these cases there
was no alternative but to grant
or not grant, since the newspaper
concerns were the only applicants
in each case. However, in the
WPAY case there are two alternatives, he continued, either full ownership by the newspaper or continued dual ownership.
Mr. Lohnes countered by pointing out that Mr. Thompson had indicated he definitely meant to sell
his WPAY interest, if not to
Brush-Moore then to someone else.
BROADCASTING

BMI To Expand
(Continued from page 17)
able music will be available to the
broadcasters before the end of 1940.
"There seems to be no likelihood
that the networks will perform any
ASCAP music after the end of the
year and the elimination of this
music will not be as difficult a miatter as might be imagined. You will
remember that during the first six
months of 1936, 40% of the ASCAP
catalog was dropped from the air
by most broadcasting stations and
by all networks without any decrease of listener interest or loss of
advertisers of a single account."
Disc Firms Cooperate
Cooperation of the manufacturers of transcriptions with BMI is
shown by a list of recordings of the
first BMI music which reveals that
NBC Thesaurus has issued six
BMI tunes; Standard Radio, five;
World, four; Associated Music Publishers, three, and Langlois-Wentworth, three.
In Hollywood, CBS announcers
have been ordered to refrain from
crediting film or stage musicals
from which songs used during
broadcasts are taken on all sustaining programs. Ruling is seen as another move on the part of the network to give as little publicity as
possible to ASCAP members and
their works. Similar restrictions
have not been applied in the east by
CBS, it was stated.
Another advertiser has followed
the example of A & P in making
the music of its programs available
to BMI. The P. J. Nee Co., furniture retailers of Washington, D. C,
sponsors Dreams Come True programs featuring original compositions submitted by listeners on
WRC, Washington. An agreement
has been made by the sponsor with
BMI under which all number played
on the programs are offered to BMI
for publication.
BMI has announced the shipment
of the following numbers to its
subscriber stations, now totaling
294: "I Look at You," "Do Watcha
Wanna Do", "Don't the Moon Look
Pretty", "Practice Makes Perfect",
"Unless My Heart Deceives Me",
"There I Go", "Montevideo".
Latest information from ASCAP
on the status of the new radio licensing agreements is that the Society's attorneys are now engaged
in giving the forms a final going
over and that they should be ready
for mailing to stations sometime
within the next week.
KRKO May Lose License
THE ONLY 50-watt broadcasting station in the country, KRKO, Everett.
Wash., stands to lose its license by
reason of proposed findings of fact and
conclusions issued by the FCC .June 13
which charge that the licensee. Lee E.
Mudgett,rectedhas
been "dominated
diby various
persons whoandhave
provided funds in substantial amounts
for the original acquisition of the station in 1934 and for its subsequent
maintenance
and operation."
Holding
that this outside
influence was
contrarycense
to the
"letter
and
spirit"
of
holding, the Commission gaveliMr. Mudgett 20 days in which to file
exceptions. Otherwise, the deletion
order will be entered as a matter of
routine. In the same proposals, the
Commission recommended dismissal of
KRKO's
for fulltime.
It
now
sharesapplication
1.370 kc. with
KEEX, Seattle, whose call recently was changed
to KEVR.
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GRADUATION

TIME

Carpenters, bricklayers, steel workers, electricians, plumbers,
steamfltters, tons of fill, miles of copper wire, yards of concrete,
loads of sand and gravel, tons of re-lnforcement steel, lifting
cranes, piledrivers, 75.000 bricks, tons of mortar, tower steel,
insulators, bolts, aviation beacons . . . like a swarm of bees
around a hive ... all preparing WMEX for graduation exercises— oh, we almost forgot to tell you — include in the above
list, an RCA Five Kilowatt Transmitter! Will be ready soon.

STATION

WMEX

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

FAIR

VISITORS.,

.make the St. Francis

your home while in San Francisco!
advantage of the gracious
service, famous cuisine and

Take

central location. You'll enjoy
the Pageant of the
Pacific more if you
are at the St.Froncis.
1000 rooms from M

HOTEL
ST.DANFRANCIS
MANAGEMENT
E. LONDON
UNION

SQUARE
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Milk Bureau's Radio
NEW YORK STATE Milk Publicity Bureau, which recently reappointed J.M. Mathes, New York, to
handle its $300,000 advertising appropriation, will start the radio

portion of its campaign the week in
September after Daylgiht Saving
Time ends, using 26-week participation in home economics programs
on 17 stations, the list used last
year.

Jansky &l Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
PAUL

GLENN D. GILLEH
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

BARTLEY T. SIMS, manager of
KWGB, Globe, Ariz., became sole
owner of that station June 11 when
the FCC authorized its transfer to
him. Interests in the station formerly
were held by the Rev. William j.
Sims, his father, superintendent of the
Methodist Hospital, Tucson, and John
W. Sims, his brother, a Phoenix
printer.

Phone: Montclair (N.J.) 2-7859

CLA^$$IFIED

PAGE & DAVIS

Help Wonted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other
fications, 12c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
for box address. Forms close 10th and 25th of month preceding

Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

A. EARL CULLUM. JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
Highland Parle Village
Dallas, Texas
Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
56 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Martin V. Kiebert, Jr.
(Consulting "Tiadio Engineer
associated with Jansky & Bailey
Russ Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
7134 Main Street
KANSAS CITY, MO.

CLIFFORD YEWDALL
Empire State Bdg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

son

Incorporated
Commerce

Building

Cleveland, Ohio
Telephone — Main 2685
Appraisal
Smith Davis
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LOUIS WASMER, operator of
KHQ and KGA, Spokane, on June
11 was authorized by the FCC to
sell his 521/2 shares in KGY Inc.,
operating KGY, Olympia, to Tom
Olsen, manager of the station. The
consideration was $9,291. Mr. Olsen already owns 75 shares, so that
the deal gives him control. Archie
Taft, operator of KOL, Seattle, in
which Mr. Wasmer is also interested, holds an additional 52
taining.
shares in KGY, which he is re-

Religious Campaign
NATIONAL COMMITTEE for Religious Recovery, which on May
8 started a spot announcement
campaign urging listeners to go to
church on WINS, New York, has
added the following stations to the
carnpaign since that date, the majority carrying the announcements
thrice weekly, usually on Saturday
evenings: WHN, WNEW and
WMCA, New York; WBBC, Brooklyn; WHOM, Jersey City; KFRU,
Columbia, Mo.; WCSH, Portland,
Me.; WLNH, Laconia, N. H.;
WESX, Salem, Mass.; WGRC, Louisville; WHBF, Rock Island, 111.;
WIBW, Topeka; KTFI, Twin Falls,
Idaho; KSOO and KELO, Sioux
Falls, S. D.; WJMC, Rice Lake,
Wis.; WIRE, Indianapolis.
CHRYSLER MOTORS, Detroit
(Dodge announcements
Division) scheduled
10 Chioneminute
on WLS,
cago, June 10-22. Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York, placed the business.

Consulting Radio Engineer

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

1647 Union

F. GODLEY

Olsen Controls KGY
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Chester A. Thompson

Help Wanted
Combination Announcer - Engineer. Send
references, experience and salary in first
letter. Transcription if available. WMOG,
Brunswick, Georgia.
Have opening for licensed operator who is
capable of maintaining equipment and
copying
Transradio press. Box A841.
Bkoadcasting.
Commercial Manager for local station, A-1
references, proven record, send recent
photograph and complete details. Bo.\
A846. Broadcasting.
Employees — Let us help you get a position
through our National Radio Employment
Bureau. Paramount Distributors. Box
864. Denver, Colo.
Four
— two for
and with
two
for Salesmen
local stations.
Mustregional
be men
proven
records,
A-1
references
and
ability to sell. Give complete details in first
letter with recent photograph. Box A845,
Broadcasting.
ANNOUNCER — Position available immediately for man not over approximately 30
years of age. Eastern City of 100,000
population. Write in detail Box A838.
Broadcasting,
expected,
etc. stating experience, salary
Announcer at once — Good commercial delivery essential. Write all details including availability, voice recording and
salary. First-class license required. Strictprogram
No mechanical
work.ly Box
A849,position.
Broadcasting.
All Radio Personnel — Confidential promotion to high salaried positions $2,500
to $25,000.
tected.Your
Personal identity,
Promotionposition
Service,pro-3
Crandall, Binghampton, N. Y.
Excellent opening for Commercial Manager.
Location — Southern Texas, 150 miles
from nearest U. S. A. radio station.
Approximately
100,000
peoplelocal
in billing
immediate service area.
Present
satisfactory but
worlds
of
room
for
development. 250 watt, unlimited time.
Only ity,experienced
person
of
proven
qualwith satisfactory recommendations,
need apply.
rocking chair
executives save Drifters,
your stationery.
Box A844,
Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
Production Manager — Exceptional background best stations. Experienced Announcer, Continuity Chief, Artists Bureau Manager, Program Director. Sparkling
showmanship.
Box A848, Broadcasting.
BROADCASTING

classiCAPS,
words
issues.

Situations Wanted (Continued)
Sales Manager — Top flight promotion, merchandising, marketing experience. Real
executive ability. Money making ideas.
Box A847, Broadcasting.
Producer-Announcer — Six years with network affiliates. Desire production position with progressive station. Licensed
casting.
operator. Employed. Box A840. BroadStation Manager — Familiar with every
phase of the business with emphasis on
Sales and Programs. Have built and
managed
two stations.
getter. Excellent
references.Business
Availablego July
15. Box A843. Broadcasting.
Continuity, production, sales production,
ideas. Five years exceptional radio experience. Write, produce selling copy, all
types programs. Past three years at outregional. Best references. Boxstanding
A842,MidwestBroadcasting.
Program Director — Desires change Sept.
1st. West Coast preferred. 5 years 50 kw
and network experience production, cony & programming.
28 years photo,
old —
married —tinuittwo
children. References,
etc. on request. Box A839, Broadcasting.
Chief Engineer — May I have the opportunity toceptional
present
my IfQualifications.
Exexperience.
you need a Chief
Engineer it will pay you to investigate.
Box A837. Broadcasting.
PRODUCTION
— fourteen
years' proexperience,MAN
production,
programming
motion, writing. Employed, but wants to
make change. Married. Will accept small
salary. Box A836. "Broadcasting".
RADIO PUBLICITY MAN— Extensive network experience : metropolitan newspaper, magazine, syndicate training : specialized knowledge of all media for publicity, public relations, and promotion.
Available
as publicity director of radio
ing.
station
or commercial organization ; excellent references. Box A834, BroadcastEmployers — We have experienced radio employees in every section of the United
States. Let us submit summaries of qualified
applicants
whose
reference-;
been
verified.
NoEmployment
cost to you
through have
Natonal
Radio
Bureau.
Box
864. Denver, Colo.
Wanted to Buy
1937Broadcasting.
Modeltion Universal
transcriprecorder formicrophone
cash. Box
A835,
• Broadcast
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New

Circuit

Aids

Foreign Reception
Philco Process Is Exhibited;
Photoelectric Phonograph
TWO MAJOR improvements in
sound reproduction were announced
at the Philco dealers and distributors convention June 10-12, at the
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago,
by engineers of the Philco Radio &
Television Corp., Philadelphia. One
is a new type of circuit to improve
foreign shortwave reception on the
9-12 mc. band by reaching into the
stratosphere to bring down to earth
reception with concentrated intensity; the other is a photo-electric
phonograph.
The former, according to David
r Grimes, chief engineer of Philco, is
made posible through three major
inventions developed during the
' past year.
"By concentrating on the 9-12 mc.
band,"
"it became
possible heto explained,
peak the performance
of the new circuits on its stations
and to separate them four times
farther apart. This coupled vdth
other improvements results in
greater selectivity, the ease of tuning and an overseas shortwave signal 500% stronger than has been
possible on some radio receivers.
"An important factor is the perof the Double
'X' typetube
of
converterfection type
which reduces
noise right at the source. By simplifying the tube construction noise
has been reduced 5 to 1 and cross
talk by 20 to 1 while increasing
selectivity by more than 2 to 1."
Improved Sensitivity
The new Double X type of converter tube made possible another
important factor for opening up the
horizon in overseas radio reception,
Mr. Grimes explained.
"This tube enabled our engineers
to perfect the circuits with the same
super-sensitivity we now enjoy in
domestic broadcast reception. The
new circuit has been the goal of
radio
as that
'the itideal'
but
this is engineers
the first time
has been
practically applied.
"Still another factor which makes
all this possible is the built-in
American and overseas aerial system which employs long distance
telephone wire, four times thicker
than ordinary aerial wire, and has
six times greater area and consequently better pickup.
In the photo-electric phonograph,

MAIL

OR

lAMUM

Walter P. Burn
7 W. 44th Street

Lathrop, Levitan Given
KSTP,
MRN
Positions
ENLARGEMENT of the sales promotion and merchandising departments of KSTP, St. Paul, and the
Minnesota Radio Network has been
announced by Ray C. Jenkins, sales
manager of KSTP, with the appointment of two
junior executives
to his staff. Tom
H. Lathrop was
named sales manager for the regional network,
while Sam Levitan was appointed sales promotion manager for
the key station.
Mr. Lathrop
Duties of both
posts were previously carried out
by Jenkins, who will direct the activities of the new appointees.
Mr. Lathrop, who will work with
the individual MRN stations in
merchandising campaigns as well
as handle all sales for the network,
comes from WJDX, Jackson, Miss.,
where he was station manager.
Previously he had been an account
executive with Lynch & Wilson and
Homer McKee, Indianapolis agencies, and radio director for Montgomery Ward & Co. in Chicago for
two beryears.
He hasand
managed
a numof Southern
Southwestern
stations in addition to WJDX.
Levitan was formerly with KDAL,
Duluth.
a sapphire floating jewel glides in
the grooves of records, instead of
a rigid needle. Thus, he explained,
the record groove does not do the
work but operates as a control. The
photo-electric phonograph employs
mechanical vibration as the jewel
pulses in the grooves of the record;
light vibrations are brought into
play when reflections of a light
beam shining on a paper-thin mirror play on the photo-electric cell;
electrical vibrations generated by
the photo-electric cell are transmitted to, and operate, the loudspeaker.
Ban on WPA Satire
MAJOR networks have banned a song
titled "WPA" which refers in satirical
fashion to allegedly slumbering proclivities of WPA workers, citing bad
taste as reason for their action.

Oil

No Copyright Fee

& Associates, inc.
Ntw York, N. Y.

1939AnnualAdverli^^
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Pure Oil's Special Spots
PURE OIL Co., Chicago, on May
26 started a four-week schedule of
twice-weekly spot announcements
on 33 of the stations carrying its
thrice-weekly H. V. Kaltenborn
broadcasts on NBC-Red. Purpose of
the announcements is to call attention to the quarter-hour programs.
Stations being used are KFYR
KPRC KSTP KYW WALA WAPO
WBLK WBRC WERE WCOA
WDAY WEBC WFBC WGKV
WIBA WIOD WIS WISE WJAX
WJDX WLAK WMBG WMC
WOLS WPTF WROL WSAV WSB
WSM WSOC WSUN WTAR
WTMA. Leo Burnett Co., Chicago,
is the agency.
FARNSWORTH

i CBS

SHOWS

VIDEO, FM SETS
FARNSWORTH Television & Radio Corp.'s new radio line of 45
units, led by combinations offering
frequency modulation and home recording, was presented in Chicago
June 3 to more than 300 distributors' representatives attending its
annual sales conference. Farnsworth also exhibited typical examples of its line of television
sight and sound receivers, which
also contain the standard broadcast
band. FM is supplied at present
in a 10-tube console which also is
equipped with three wave bands of
amplitude modulation for regular
broadcasting.
The direct viewing television sets
displayed develop pictures 7 ¥2 x 10
inches and BVi x 7^/1 inches, respectively, and are the first units designed specifically for home use
that Farnsworth has released. Five
television channels are provided in
these receivers, housed in consolvi
cabinets. Television tuning is accomplished by five pushbuttons,
each of which brings in a separate
channel, complete with picture and
accompanying high-fidelity, amplitude-modulated sound. Two synchronizing controls, with knobs, are
provided to permit the observer to
synchronize his receiver on those
broadcasters who do not adhere to
RMA standard television signals.
The direction of adjustment is indicated for various numbers of
lines and frames per second. It was
announced that the company plans
to start commercial production of
television receivers in September.
May Omit Commercial
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York,
which
sponsors
radio news
on thrice
WOR, weekly
Newark,Transhas
instructed Mark Hawley, newscaster,
to omit his first commercial whenever
the news is of such importance as to
warrant such action. Since this rule
has been in effect, Mr. Hawley has
omitted the commercial three times,
starting instead with the statement :
"Ladies and gentlemen, at this point
in the
program
it isofthe
tom to tell
you some
the usual
virtuescus-of
Sal Hcpatica, famous mineral salt
laxative. But the present world news
is so vitally important our sponsors
believe you will appreciate their stepping aside in favor of news bulletins.
So we continue with our news . . ."
ALord
MYSTERY
storyrenegade
about Germany's
Haw Haw,
Britisher
who broadcasts Nazi propaganda from
Berlin and who was given the soubriquet by a London journalist, is
scheduled for publication shortly by
Random
House.
New York.
title will be
The Death
of Lord Book's
Haw
Haw and author used the pseudonym
Brett Rutledge.

51-00 '

(000 ^

ASHEVILLE, N. C.
Full TimeCBS Affiliate 1,000 Watts
EXTRA
MILLIONS
OF

DOLLARS!

The peak business season approaches ... in Asheville and Western
Carolina. Summer brings throngs of
visitors . . . with millions to spend !
Right now, schedule your sales mesover WWNC
— sole
coveragesages of
this bright
spot blanket
!

Company, Inc,
150 Broadway
New York, N. Y.
for the Negotiators
account of Selected
Clients in the purchase or
sale of large Radio Broadcasting Stations.
Telephone - Cortland
7-2816
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Decisions

; . .
MAY 31
MISCELLANEOUS — Anthracite Bcstg.
Co., Scranton, granted postponement hearing to 7-2-40 ; Kaw Valley Bcstg. Co.,
Topeka, granted continuance hearing to
7-2-40 ; KVI, Tacoma, Wash., denied rehearing re KIRO grant of power increase
JUNE 1
WSUI,creaseIowa
power, etc.City, granted license inWDAE,power
Tampa,
increase
etc. Fla. — Granted license
WSVA,
Harrisonburg,
mod. CP re antenna, trans.Va. — Granted
newWHLD,
station Niagara
1260 kc 1Falls
kw —D. Granted license
JUNE 4
WTSP,
St. control
Petersburg,
Fla. P.— Poynter.
Granted
auth.
transfer
to Nelson
NEW, Western Radio Corp., The Dalles,
Ore. — Granted CP 1200 kc 100-250 w unl.
WSYR-WSYU,
— Granted auth.
transfer
control toSyracuse
H. C. Wilder.
WJTN,
Jamestown,
N.
Y.—Mason.
Granted
auth. transfer control to Jay E.
WSPB,
Sarasota,
Fla.
—
Granted
mod.
license N to 250 w.
KUIN,
Grants
Pass,
Ore.—
Granted
CP
increase to 250 w unl.
Whiteincrease
Plains,to N.250 Y.—
CPWFAS,
new trans.,
w. Granted
KYUM,
cense to 250Yuma,
w unl.Ariz. — Granted mod. liWTHT,crease N toHartford—
250 w. Granted mod. CP inNEW, W. Va. Radio Corp., Morgantown
— Granted CP 1200 kc 250 w unl.
SET FOR HEARING
— Glover
Weissstation
Co.,
Jacksonville,
Fla., applie.
CP new
1440 kc 250 w unl.
MISCELLANEOUS
— Grand
Bcstg.
Corp., Grand Rapids,
Mich., Rapids
granted
without hearing applic. 1200 kc 250 w unl.,
on reconsideration ; KSFO, San Francisco,
denied change in present assignment, subject
to final action on conflicting applications, so
as to operate 740 kc 50 kw unl. directional ;
Radio Corp. of Orlando, Fla., dismissed
petition for reconsideration and request
for joint hearing with Hazlewood Inc.,
Orlando ; KOAC, Corvallis, Ore., dismissed
rehearing petition and request for special
relief re KOY ; Broadcasting Corp. of
America, Riverside, Cal., denied grant
without hearing of applic. new station,
hearing notice amended from Howard T.
Sampson whose application was withdrawn without prejudice ; WDBO. Orlando.
Fla., denied rehearing applic. Hazlewood
Inc. ; Section 3.71 of Rules & Regulations
of Standard Broadcast Stations amended to
clarify section regarding beginning of
broadcast day ; WOCB, Hyannis, Mass.,
granted mod. CP re trans. ; WINN, Louisville, granted mod. CP re new trans. ;
WPRO, Providence, granted license increase to 5 kw N & D ; KMBC, Kansas
City, granted license increase power to 5
kw unl. etc.
JUNE 5
NEW, Nevada Bcstg. Co., Las Vegas ;
NEW, Las Vegas Bcstg. Co., Las Vegas —
Nevada Bcstg. Co. granted CP 1370 kc
100-250 w unl. ; Las Vegas Bcstg. Co.
granted CP 1420 kc 100-250 w unl.
JUNE 7
WARM,
Scranton
— Granted mod. CP
new station re new trans.
WFDF, Flint, Mich.— Granted amendapplic. CP to 880 kc 1 kw unl., to
modify mentantenna.
NEW, Oscar Kronenberg, Steubenville,
O.
— Granted
applic.
1310 kcdismissal
250 w unl.without prejudice
WCOL,
Columbus
to 1200 kc 250 w. — Granted license change
JUNE 11
KGY,
Olympia,
Granted consent
transfer control toWash.
Tom — Olsen.
KWJB, Globe, Ariz. — Granted consent
voluntary assignment license to Bartley T.
Sims d/b Sims Bcstg. Co. ; granted license
renewal.
KTBC,temporarily.
Austin, Tex.— Granted extension
license
W6XKG, W6XRE, Los Angeles— W6XKG
license renewed ; W6XRE renewed for 350
mc 500 w and denied for 42.3 mc and
116.95 mc.
Standard broadcast station licenses expiring Aug. 1 extended two months to Oct.
1 pending completion of Havana treaty
allocations.
MISCELLANEOUS— WHKC, Columbus,
denied temp. auth. operate unl. time during
political conventions ; NEW, Arlington
Bcstg. Corp., Arlington, Va., denied as in
default applic. CP 1420 kc 250 w unl.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, N. J.
Bcstg. Co., Paterson, N. J., CP 900 kc 1
Page 92
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MAY

31 TO JUNE

kw D cense
; toKRLC,
Idaho,
1370 kc,Lewiston,
contingent
KUJ mod.
; KUJ,liWalla Walla, Wash., CP change to 1390
kc 1 kw, contingent KRLC ; KYOS, Merced,creaseCal.,to 500
CP wchange
1390combined
kc, in1 kw 1040
unl., to
to be
with two applications from Riverside, Cal.
JUNE 13
KRKO,
Everett,
Wash.1370— kcProposed
denial
of
license
renewal
50 w, time
sharing.
Applications . . .
JUNE 3
WOR, Newark — Extension exp. auth.
facsimile.
KBST, toBigHoward
Spring,Barrett,
Tex.— Auth.
control
Bonnietransfer
Davis,
Houston Harte, M. B. Hanks.
WORD,to Spartanburg,
C— Mod.
CP
increase
250 w N & D S.
; KFBI,
Wichita,
Mod. CP increase power etc., amended to
1 kw 5 kw D.
KDTH,
Dubuque,
la. — Mod. CP new station re trans.,
antenna.
KGGF,
Coffeyville,
Kan. —trans.
CP increase to
5 kw directional N, move
KFUO,
Clayton,
Mo.
—
CP
trans.,
radiator, increase to 1 kw 5 kw new
D Class
II.
WHBU, Anderson, Ind. — License new
trans.
50 KGEI,
kw. San Francisco — CP increase to
NEW,
Education,
San Francisco— CP Board
42.1 kcof1 kw
FM.
JUNE 5Co., Findlay, O.—
CPNEW,
1500 kcFinlay
250 wRadio
D.
Blanfox
CPNEW,
1420 kc
250 w Radio
unl. Co., Harlan, Ky.—
Rapidsdirectional
— CP increase
5 WOOD,
kw unl. Grand
new trans.,
N Classto
III-A,
amended
to
omit
request
for
change
in hours.
NEW,
Crosley
Corp.,
Cincinnati—
CP
5056 mc 1 kw Class II. Television.
KRLD,
Dallas
—
Mod.
license
to
directional N.
Indianapolismove
— CPtrans..
changeClassto II.1
kwWIBC,
unl. directional,
NEW,
R.
B.
Eaton,
Des
Moines— CP
44-50 mc 100 w Class II television.
NEW,
Balaban
&
Katz
Corp.,
Chicago —
w.CP 66-72 mc 1 kw Class II television.
KVAN, Vancouver — Mod. license to 500
Jewelers,
Los Angeles —
CPNEW,
72 mc Leroy's
1 kw Class
II television.
NEW, Television Productions, Los Angeles—CP 66-72 mc 1 kw Class II television.
JUNE 7
WMOG, Brunswick, Ga. — License new
station.
WKY,N & Oklahoma
City — Mod. license to
5 kw
D.
WCOS,
1400
kc. Columbia, S. C. — Mod. license to
Monroe, La. — CP
1420NEW,
kc 250KNOE
w unl. Inc.,
Class IV.
KROD,
El
Paso
—
License
new station.
NEW, West Publishers, Corpus
Christi,
Tex.
—
CP
590
kc
500
w-1
kw
unl. Class
III-B.

COMMISSION

13, INCLUSIVE
RCA Parts Show
EXECUTIVES of RCA Mfg. Co.,
headed by G. K. Throckmorton,
president, met June 10 in Chicago
to present
before 200 partsprogram
wholesalers a comprehensive
for the distribution of RCA products. Announcements of an RCA
franchise plan for a selected number of parts distributors was made
at the convention, and Henry C.
Bonfig, RCA Mfg. Co. commercial
vice-president, outlined the scope
of RCA's operations and how this
activity is benefiting all RCA products. A display of all RCA test
equipment, tubes, parts, amateur
television system and associated apparatus was held at the Blackstone
Hotel, concurrently with the running of the parts show.
BRIG. GEN. BRICE P. DISQUE, of
New York, has been signed as a war
news analyst by WLW, Cincinnati.
Gen. Disque, who served in the U. S.
Army from 1899 to 1919, on June 7
started a regular schedule of twiceweekly programs. He is the second war
expert to be appointed to the WLW
staff.tor ofWilliam
H. Hesslei-,
foreignbegan
edithe Cincinnati
Enquirer,
a series of commentaries in May.
JUNE— Exp.
8
WLWO,
Mason,
international station
1 kwO. 6080
kc, auth.
identification
purposes
only.
NEW, Twin States Bcstg. Co.. Augusta,
Ga.— CP 1210 kc 250 w unl.
JUNE 12— License increase
WSGN, Birmingham
increase
power.
5 KMA,
kw N Shenandoah,
& D, amendedla. —byCPfiling
in newto
name and asking Class III-A.
KFRC, San Francisco — License increase
power.
250KVOE,
w, newSanta
epuip.Ana, Cal. — CP increase to
JUNE 13
NEW, CBS,station
New 50
York—
international
kw. CP high-freq.
WCBX,
Brentwood,
N.
Y. — CP increase
to 50 kw, move trans.
WFDF, recFlint,
Mich.
—
CP
trans., ditional N, increase to 1 new
kw, change
to
880 kc, amended re antenna.
KFUO,
Clayton,
Mo.
—
CP
new
trans.,
to 1-5 kw, amended to
5radiator,
kw N &increase
D.

International

Stations

Stepping Up Power to
Meet FCC Requirement
WITH the deadline only a fortnight
away, operators
all stations
but threehave
internationalofshortwave
proceeded to step up their transmitters to the required minimum
50 kw. power, according to FCC
records. Applications have been
coming in steadily since early June,
which, with other stations that already have satisfied the power requirements or hold construction
permits that will enable them to
do so, indicate that present operators will continue with operation at
50 kw. or more. Although the FCC
order stipulates actual 50 kw. operation by July 1, it is believed
bona fide application and intent for
increase to 50 kw. will satisfy the
requirement as of that date.
Of 13 international outlets listed
by the FCC in January, two presently operate at 50 kw. or more —
Crosley Corp.'s WLWO, Cincinnati,
and G5's WGEO, Schenectady; two
hold CP's satisfying the power requirement — Westinghouse WPIT,
moved to Hull, Mass., and WorldWide Broadcasting Corp.'s WRUL,
Scituate, Mass.; two have had applications
pending
some timeand
—
GE's KGEI,
San for
Francisco,
WGEA, Schenectady; three have
filed applications since June 1 —
CBS's WCBX, near Wayne, N. J.;
NBC's WNBI and WRCA, Bound
Brook, N. J.; one has relinquished
its license — Isle of Dreams Broadcasting Corp., WDJM, Mimi; three
had not filed applications as
BROADCASTING went to press —
WCAU Bcstg. Co., WCAB, Newtown Square, Pa.; Westinghouse's
WBOS,
Millis, Mass.,
andMass.
WorldWide's WRUW,
Scituate,
Applications
received
for
new
stations include one filed by CBS
early in May for a new 50 kw.
shortwave station operating on
6060, 9590, 11830, 15270, 17830,
21520 kc, sharing with WCAB,
WCBX and WLWO. Another was
filed
ago Cincinnati,
by God's
Bible several
School &weeks
College,
for 60 kw. on 11710 and 21160 gc.
Flood

Service

Marks

Hawaii Station's Debut
KTOH, new Lihue, Hawaii, station
on the Island of Kauai, got a chance
to prove its community worth spectacularly just five days after it
took the air the first time May 8.
The east side of the island was devastated by floods resulting from
one of the heaviest rainstorms in
history. KTOH broadcast flood
warnings that are reported to have
saved several lives through giving
safety.
inhabitants
warning to move to
BILLING themselves as "The World's Worst Softball Team", the WCKY
aggregation shown above refused to face the camera saying: "We'd
rather be shot at 20 paces than have to show our faces". In the two
games to date the scores were: Nu-Tone Chimes 9 — WCKY 0; Cincinnati
Post 27 — WCKY 7. Members of the "WCKY Blunderers" are announcers, engineers, salesmen and executives. They have taken for their
slogan "'Tis better to Air than to Err".
BROADCASTING

Charles J. Fern is general manager of KTOH and publisher of the
Garden Island Republican. The 250watt station operates on 1500 kc.
Other station officials are Deane
Stewart, manager; Robert Glenn,
chief engineer ; William C. Parsons,
Clarence Ashdirector;
program
man, production
manager.
• Broadcast
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New Business
GROVE LABORATORIES, Elkhart,
Ind. (Bromo-Quinine) , on Sept. 29
resumes The Adventures of Sherlock
Holmes on 45 NBC-Blue stations.
Sun.. 8:30-9 p. m. (EST) with rebroadcast on 8 NBC Pacific Red stations. 12:30-1 a. m. (EST). Agency:
Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, Chicago.
GEO. A. HORMEL Co., Minneapolis
(Spam and meat products), on July 1
starts George Burns & Grade Allen
on 60 NBC-Red and Blue stations,
Mon., 7:30-8 p.m. (repeat. 10:30-11
p.m.). Agency: BBDO, Minneapolis.
SUNNYVALE PACKING Co., San
Francisco (Rancho soups), on June
24 starts for 52 weeks Bess Bye on 30
Pacific Coast Don Lee network stations, Mon., Wed., Fri., 8:40-8:45
a.m. (PST). Agency : Lord & Thomas,
San Francisco.
Renewal Accounts
BAYUK CIGARS, Philadelphia (Phillies), on July 1 for 52 weeks renews
Inside of Sports on 28 MBS stations.
Tues., Thurs., Sat., 7:45-8 p. m. for
majority of stations (7:30-7 :45 p. m.
in New England ) . Agency : Ivey &
Ellington, Philadelphia.
GORDON BAKING Co., Long Island
City, N. T. (Silvercup bread), on
June 4 renewed One of the Finest on
. 3 NBC-Blue stations, Mon. and Thurs.,
I 7 :30-8 p. m. Agency : Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
MODERN FOOD PROCESS Co.,
Philadelphia (Thrivo dog food), on
June 9 renewed for 13 weeks The Moylan Sisters on 8 NBC-Blue stations,
Sun., 11 :45 a. m.-12 noon. Agency :
Clements Co., Philadelphia.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York (Lucky Strikes), on July 3 for
13
weeks renews
Kay Kyser's
of Musical
Knowledge
on 108 College
NBCRed stations, Wed., 10-11 p. m. Agency :Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
HAAS BROS., San Francisco (wholesale grocers), renews until Aug. 6
Prize Basket, on 9 Mutual Don-Lee
stations in California, Tues., 10 :1510:45 a. m. (PST). Agency: J. H.
Diamond Adv., San Francisco.
RICHARDSON & ROBBINS, Dover,
Del. (boneless chicken), on July 3
renews for 52 weeks The Revelers on
5 NBC Red and Blue stations, Wed.
6 Fri., 7:30-7:45 p.m. Agency: Chas.
W. Hoyt Co., N. Y.
PENN TOBACCO Co., Wilkes-Barre,
Pa. (Kentucky Club tobacco), on
July 4 renews for 13 weeks Vox Pop
on 50 CBS stations, Thurs., 7:30-8
p.m. Agency : Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Crysral Specialists Since 1925
ATTENTION
BROADCASTERS SUBJECT TO
FREQUENCY RE-ALIOCATION
We are at your service to 1. REGRIND your present
crystal to higher new
frequency .... $17.50
2. NEW CRYSTAL (less
holder)
$22.50
3. NEW CRYSTAL
fully mounted . . $30.00
LOW DRIFT - APPROVED BY FCC

[MCE
124 Jackson Ave.
University Park, Md.

BROADCASTING

PROGRAMS

REISewed byp&g
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, on July 1 renews 19 programs on NBC, totaling 22 hours
weekly, and varying from seven to
66 stations, for a 52-week period.
Serial programs renewed on NBC-Red.
all Monday through Friday, include : The
Man I Married (Oxydol), 10-10:15 a. m. ;
Houseboat Hannah (Lava soap), 10:1510:30 a. m. : Midstream (Teel), 10:1510:30
of Lifethe(Chipso),
11:1511:30 a.a. m.m.; Road
; Against
Storm (Ivory
soap), 11:30-11 :45 a. m. ; Guiding Light
(White Naptha soap,, 11:45 a. ni.-12 noon;
Woman in White ((iamay), 12 noon-12 :15
p.
m. ;p.Them. O'Neills
(Ivory
soap), p.12:1512:30
and repeat
at 5:45-6
m. ;
Story of Mary Martin (Ivory flakes), 33:15 p. m. ; Ma Perkins (Oxydol), 3:153:30 p.ay),m.3:30-3:45
; Pepper
p. m.Young's
: Vic &Family
Sade (Cam(Crisco), 3:45-4 p. m. ; Life Can Be Beautiful
(Ivory Snow), 5:15-5:30 p. m., and Kitty
Keene (Dreft), 5:15-5:30 p. m. Also renewed on theprogram
Ked is (Oxydol),
the weekly Fridays,
What's
My
Name
9:30-10
p. m.
programs
NBCBlueOneis hour
renewedof asserial
follows,
Monday onthrough
Friday: Painted Dreams (Chipso), 10-10:15
a. m. ; Vic & Sade (Crisco), 10:15-10:30
a. m. ; Story of Mary Marlin (Ivory
flakes), 10:30-10:45 a. m., and Pepper
Young's
(Camay),
a. m.
Pedlar Family
& Ryan,
New 10:45-11
York, handles
Chipso
and
Camay
;
Blackett-Sample-Hummert. Chicago, handles Dreft, Lava soan,
Oxydol ; Compton Adv. Co., New York,
handles Crisco, Ivory soap, snow and
flakes, White Naptha soap and H. W.
Kastor
Teel. & Sons, Chicago, is in charge of
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co..
Winston-Salem, N. C. (Camels), on
.July 6 renews for 13 weeks Boh
Crosiy's Sat.,
Orchestra
on p.m.
81 NBC-Red
stations.
10-10 :30
Agency :
Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.
CHESEBROUGH MFG. Co., New
York (vaseline products), on July 1.3
renews for 13 weeks Dr. Christian on
61 CBS stations. Wed.. 8 :.30-8 :55 p.m.
(EDST), with repeat 7:30-7:.55 p.m.
(PST).
Agency: MeCann - Erickson,
N.
Y.
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO Co..
New York (Chesterfields), on June 17
renews
52 weeks
Waring'
Pleasure forTime
on 42 Fred
NBC-Red
sta-s
tions. Mon. thru Fri., 7-7 :15 p.m. ( repeat, 11-11 :15 p.m.). Agency: NewellEmmett Co., N. Y.
CARNATION MILK Co., Milwaukee,
on July 3 renews for 13 weeks Arthur
Godfrey on 9 MBS stations, Mon.,
Wed., Fri., 9-9:15 a.m. (four stations,
10-10:15 a.m.). Agency: Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Network Changes
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(Rinso), on June 18 replaces Big
Town with Uncle Jim's Question Bee
on 61 CBS stations, Tues.. 8-8:15
p. m. Agency : Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N. Y.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem (Camel cigarettes),
on .June 7 shifted West Coast rebroadcast of Al Pearce d His Gang on 99
CBS stations, from Fri., 5-5 :30 p. m.
(PST). to 6:30-7 p. m. (first broadcast continues 7:30-8 p. m. (EDST).
Agency : Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.
J. B. WILLIAMS Co., Glastonbury,
Conn, (shaving cream), on .July 8 replaces for nine weeks True or False
with Drew Pearson and Bob Allen's
Washington Merry-Go-Round on 3-5
NBC-Blue stations. Mon.. 8:30-9 p.m.
(repeat, 11 :.30 p.m.-12 midnight).
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co.. Cincinnati (Ivory soap), on Aug. 17 shifts
Truth or Consequences from 5 CBS
stations. Sat.. 9 :45-10 :15 p.m. to 33
NBC-Red stations. Sat. 8:30-9 p.m.
MILES LABORATORIES, Elkhart,
Ind. ( Alka-Seltzer ) . on .June 28 replaces Alec Templeton Time with
summer program, as yet unnamed, and
shifts program, on 57 NBC-Red stations, from Mon.. 9 :30-10 p.m., to
Fri., 10 :30-ll p.m.
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RamsdeU, WOR
Settle
Contract Recovery Suit
SUIT for $25,874 damages of WOR,
Newark, against William Irving
Hamilton and Ramsdell Inc. (cosmetics), alleging breach of contract, has been discontinued in New
York Federal court following a settlement worked out by the station
and the cosmetic firm. The defendants sponsored The .Johnson
Family program on WOR, the contract calling for 39 weeks, starting July 24, 1939. On Oct. 23,
cancellation was sought, but the
station refused, running the program sustaining to the end of the
contract and then filing suit for
non-payment.
On New
AprilYork
25 the
Federal court of the
District
ruled that WOR was entitled to
$5,490 of the total amount sought,
and full payment unless the defendants could prove that the station could have sold the time to
someone else.
WLBJ Debut June 25
THE new WLBJ, Bowling Green,
Ky., will make its debut June 25,
according to an announcement June
12 by Col.
Rose, chiefly
president. TheRayburn
station, R.owned
by Lee B. Jenkins, tobacco broker
and farmer of Kinston, N. C, has
been assigned 250 watts on 1310 kc.
Jim Turner, station director, announced that the station had contracted for Transradio News.
Weed Moves in Detroit
WEED & Company, station represenhas larger
moved quarters
its Detroit
office to tative
newfirm, and
in the
General
Motors
Bldg.
Charles
Adell
is Detroit manager.

TO
RADIO
EXECUTIVES
who require services
of trained engineers
In our recent graduating class
of ambitious, hard - working
young men, is just the man you
are looking for to fill that exacting engineering job. A few
of our graduates are still
available. We will be glad to
qualifications
complete
supply
of
the man
best qualified for
your particular job. We charge
nothing for this service.
you
Our reward is derived from the
satisfaction of seeing GOOD
MEN find GOOD JOBS in any
of the phases of Radio and
Television Engineering. Address
inquiries to . . .
E. H. RIETZKE, Pres.
CAPITOL
ENGINEERING

RADIO

INSTITUTE

Dept. B-6, 3224 - 16th St., N. W., Wash., D. C.

V

C
HmQVEN
rORHlG
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CRYST
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Bliley High Frequency Quartz Crystal Units are designed to provide accurate dependable frequency control imder the adverse operating conditions encountered
with mobile and portable transmitters. Both the rugged
type M02 holder and the compact M03 temperatiire
controlled moimting are widely employed for U.H.F.
services where reliability counts. Catalog G-11 contains complete information on these and other Bliley
Crystal Units for frequencies from 20 kc. to 30 mc.
Write for your copy.
BULEY
ELECTRIC
COMPANY
UmON STATION BUILDING
ERIT, PA.
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RCA'S GOLF PARTY, an annual event, is dominated more or less by
the profusion of NBC executives attending. Most of the excitement
was centered around the 19th hole, haunted by a candid photographer.
In first photo, A. L. Ashby, NBC vice-president and general counsel
(left) is hoisting one with Niles Trammell, executive vice-president. In
second photo, 0. H. Hanson, vice-president and chief engineer (right)
enjoys a round with Robert M. Morris, development engineer. Third
photo shows Frank E. Mullen, RCA public relations vice-president, with
a glint in his eyes, doing didoes at the luncheon; at his right is Alfred
H. Morton, vice-president in charge of television, at his left William
Commercial
In

Television

Is Seen

the Near
Future
by Craven
Engineering Accord Main Obstacle, He Informs
Lundeen as Fly Lends Endorsement to Letter

BARRING the possible economic
influence of the European war,
competitive commercial television
will be established throughout this
country "at a relatively early
date", FCC Commissioner T. A. M.
Craven June 5 advised Senator
Lundeen, Minnesota Farmer-Laborite.
In a letter bearing the endorsement of FCC Chairman Fly, Commissioner Craven, despite the May
27 action of the FCC consigning
television to a new experimental
siege [Broadcasting, June 1], declared he believed in getting television started as a new industry as
soon as possible. His letter was in
reply to an inquiry by the Senator
June .3 as to why he (Craven) had
concurred with the majority on the
May 27 report, whereas he had previously disagreed with its stand on
television. Senator Lundeen asked
specifically whether television "is
to go forward as a new industry,
or is it to be stifled by Government
bureaucracy ?"
The exchange of correspondence
was placed in the Congressioyial
Record June 12 by Senator Lundeen without comment. Because of
the Senator's absorption in the war
situation, it is understood he decided to postpone his remarks on
the Craven reply until a later date.
Conference Seen
Commissioner Craven, in a postscript, declared he had discussed
his reply to Senator Lundeen's inquiry with Chairman Fly and that
he was infoiTned by the chairman
"that we are in close agreement on
the broad objective of facilitating
progress in television."
Declaring it was his opinion that
the Commission intends to encourage actively the promotion of tele\'ision as a service to the public in
Page 94
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S. Hedges, stations %dce-president, and Col. Manton Davis, RCA vicepresident and general counsel. End photo is a shot of Clayland T.
Morgan, assistant to the NBC president (left) and Roy C. Witmer, Blue
sales vice-president, listening in rapt attention as "Doc" Morton, not
in this pose, recounts, perhaps, the recent vicissitudes of television.
George Fry, NBC, -with a 79, won low gross honors, and R. GilfiUan,
RCAC, with 86, was runner-up. Col. Manton Davis, tossing with W.
Amsler, RCA, to win a tie for low net honors, had 96-26-70. Ray Kelly,
NBC, won RCA,
a prize
"ball nearest
on holes;
drive from
stake";
Anderson,
for for
greatest
number pin
of par
J. Huff,
RCA, E.wonC.
the time-honored booby prize for the greatest number of strokes, 158.

homes, he added it was his belief
that as soon as engineers can come
to an unbiased agreement on best
current engineering practices, the
Commission will authorize full
commercialization. He said that in
the near future Chairman Fly
would call to Washington leading
television engineers on the standards question.
The Commission intends to grant
immediately several pending applications for television stations,
Commissioner Craven asserted. The
Commission will authorize these licensees to transmit television programs while at the same time requiring them to keep their stations
abreast of scientific progress.
Commissioner Craven said he
saw no logical reason for insisting
upon one method in preference to
others in television transmission,
provided all concerned can agree
on something which is intended to
stimulate progress.
Possible Efifect of War
"While I regret the Commission's
rules will not permit immediate
commercialization by experimental
television stations designed primarily to broadcast television programs" he stated, "my colleagues
prefer another method also designed to achieve progress on the
ultimate goal of good television
service to the public. I recognize
that other methods may possibly
achieve the desired goal by a different route. Therefore, under the
circumstances, I see no valid reason for dissenting in this respect.
I am confident that the Commission will not delay authorizing
commercial television by waiting
unduly for the unknown inventions
of the future."
Summarizing his views. Commissioner Craven said:

Spanish Quirk
CINCINNATI postoffice officials were puzzled for several
days with mail coming in
from South America addressed to Radio Station
BBLBBO. Actually the letters
are intended for WLWO, new
50 kw. international shortwave adjunct of WLW, Cincinnati. On the
call letters,
read airin WLWO's
Spanish,
sound something like "doubleveh ellay double-veh oh", with
"W" spoken as a "double-V".
Thing
is, the
"V"
also
sounds
like Spanish
a "B".
American
listeners
not South
paying close attention evidently
think
hearing
ble-B",they
and are
address
their"doufan
correspondence accordingly.
"It is my estimate of the situation that, at a relatively early date,
there can be established by private
enterprise several television stations throughout the nation rendering a competitive commercial television broadcasting service to the
public. Each of these stations will
be capable of broadcasting programs to the public with transmitters having the best uniform engineering performance possible at
this time. Of course, in making
this estimate I have to disregard
the possible economic influence of
the European war. I cannot foretell whether the effect of such
economies will stimulate or retard
the development of the television
industry.
"I believe in getting television
started as a new industry as soon
as possible. I think it is ready to
undertake the initial construction
now. I know that you will agree
with me that any quibbling on
methods or raising the ghosts of
the past will not contribute constructively toward the progress
which must be made on the long
road ahead before television is established as an acceptable service
to the public on a nationwide competitive scale. In America we are
at a critical point. Unity of action
BROADCASTING

is necessary, not only in Government but also in industry, as well
as between the Government and industry. This is no time to insist
upon specific methods, provided
agreement can be reached on broad
principles of constructive action,
designed to attain a definite goal."
Newspaper Comment
Although war news practically
shoved all non-related developments
from newspaper editorial pages,
several daily newspapers took occasion to comment upon — and criticize— the FCC's action on television.
The Xew York Times in an editorial June 3, called it "an alarming expression of tjnranny and an
unwarranted interference with the
free
development
a great
art."
For the
first time of
in the
industrial
development of the country, the
Times editorially
continued,
"a
Government
agency decides
whether
or not an invention has reached
such a stage that it may be offered
Extension
of this principle of
to
the public." control
Government
would make
"free competitive enterprise" impossible in this country, the Times
stated. The editorial also criticized
the Commission's attitude toward
the observation of David Sarnoff,
RCA president, that "we thrive on
obsolescence". Holding that healthy
industry development must have
obsolescence, the editorial stated
that research implies progress and
progress implied obsolescence.
The Washington Post commented
editorially
June the
4 that
action clarifies
issuethebutFCC's
the
problem of obsolescence "cannot be
solved
by marking time".
Without
commercialization,
it commented,
the incentive to spend money on
experimentation is weakened, and
even after unified standards have
been adopted, further progress can
be made only by discarding obsolete
equipment, it stated.
AMERICAN Federation of Radio
Artists will hold an informal cocktail
party and dance at the Hotel Pierre.
New Tork. June IS. proceeds to go to
the American Red Cross. Betty Garde,
actress, is chairman of the committee.
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by the Nation's Station — a fine tribute to broadcasting
as it is done in Kentucky's largest city.
However, there are many loyal WLW listeners in Louisville.

Population, 1930
lil Sales, 1939

In the rich surrounding trading area the Nation's Station
again comes into its own and does a thorough job of covering an audience whose importance is reflected in the
fact that most Kentucky wholesalers and retailers consider WLW a vital factor in the movement of merchandise
from their warehouses and retail shelves.
REPRESENTATIVES

- TRANSAMERICAN

THE
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.

307,700

lesale Sales, 1939
of Nation's
(trading
area)Buying Power

$124,484,000*
$191,778,000*

lioJefterson
Homes County)

& TELEVISION

CORP. - NEW YORK

91,04^

- CHICAGO
.6702*

NATION'S

most
WLW

.

ofWLW-Land

Strangely enough the city of Louisville, while only a little
over a hundred miles from Cincinnati, is not dominated

NATIONAL

.
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MEGACYCLES

This remarkable new Tetrode paves the way for new
economies of installation and operation in applications
calling for high power at ultra-high frequencies. A pair
of 827-R's will conservatively handle the output stage
of a 1 .0 kw television sound transmitter —without tricks
or fuss— and without costly installation, thanks to the efficiency
of RCA forced-air cooling.
Although primarily designed to provide economical transmitter
power for Frequency Modulation and Television, the 827-R is
equally efficient for general broadcast requirements— the ideal
tube
the instation
ments foralso
mind. that buys for today with tomorrow's require
Low-inductance leads minimize feedback and degeneration
difficulties. Input capacitance is 20 MMf; output capacitance, 13
Hixf; grid-plate capacitance, 0.2 fiij.(; filament voltage, 7.5 V.; and
filament amperes, 25 A. As in other RCA Air-Radiator transmitting tubes, the plate is provided with fins for forced-air cooling.
Throughout, construction is exceptionally rugged to meet the
rigorous requirements of frequency-modulated transmitters.
Technical Bulletin on the RCA 827-R will be sent on request;
write to RCA Commercial Engineering Section, Harrison, N. J-

Full

Ratings

up

to

25

Megacycles

The RCA-889-R Triode is another RCA Air-Radiator unit that sets
new standards of performance. Designed for use as an amplifier,
oscillator, or modulator at moderately high frequencies, it is priced
considerably lower than a multi-grid tube of the same rating. Short
leads within the envelope result in low lead inductance, while the use
of two grid leads reduces grid-lead inductance still further. Technical
bulletin will be sent on request.

RING

COMPANY,

INC., CAM

RCA
889-R
TRIODE
Plate Vohage .... 6000 Volts
Plate Input
6 Kw*
Plate Dissipation. ... 3 Kw*
Power Output 4.0 Kw*
Frequency Maximum 25 Mc
Price »375.00
including radiator
*Class C Telephony Values

